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Borchers, Jaeschke, and Walker, Partnership Notice 241, 581
Borough-See " Municipality."
Bostwick, W. W., Patent Notice ... ... ... 735
Boudet, Senior-Constable W., to be a Registrar of Births,
Marriages, and Deaths ... ... ... ... 352
Boully and Stewart, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 61
Boulter, G. J., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ... 106
Bourke, L. K., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 876
Bourke, R., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 989
Bowden, A. McN., Notice in Estate of ... ... 1188
Bowder, S., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... 1072
Bowen, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 626
Bowler. J., to be Mineral Lands Bailiff .. ... 430
Boyd, W., to be a Member, Ayr Divisional Board ... ... 227
Boyle T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 372, 910
Boys, J. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 531
Brackman, M. M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1287
Bradburn, A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 579
Bramston, H., to be Chief Clerk and Deputy Curator,
Intestate Estates ... ... ... ... 351
Brand, D. J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Brandon, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 466
"Brands Act of  1872"-
Brands Registered ... ... .. ... ... 73, 381, 665, 1095Brannelly, P., to be an Inspector of Brands ... ... ... 542
Breeze, Rev. D.-Registered  as Minister  ... ... ... ... ... 30
Notice of Removal .. ... ... ... ... ... 369
Brenner  and Evans, Tender Accepted ... ... .. 1262
Breslin, C. C., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 212
Brett, H. P., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 212
Brewster, G. H., to be-
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... .. ... 1072
District Registrar, District Receiver in Insolvency,
and High Bailiff ... ... ...
Brisbane Co-operative Bakers' Association, Limited, to be
Wound-up ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane Co-operative Company-Dissolution of Partner-
212
915
317
Brisbane Land and Coal Company to be Wound-up ... 317, 375
Brisbane Marble Lime Company-Dissolution of Partner-
ship ... ... ... .. ... ... 1076
"British Companies Act of  1886"-Certificate of Incor-
poration or Registration ... .. ... 240, 580, 728, 992
Broad, Mrs. J., to be a District Visitor for Diamantina
Orphanage ... ... ... ... ... ... 431
Broadsound Sheep Directors, District of ... ... ... 79
Brodie, F. A. to be Honorary Commissioner, Melbourne
Exhibition ... ... ... ... 942
Brodie, M. J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 911
Brodie, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 465 1132
Bromberg, E., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Brooks and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 574, 725
Brooks, J. B., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 989
Broom, A. R., to be Medical Offier, Eidsvold ... ... 352
Brosnan, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 576
Brown, A., to be a Line Repairer in Charge, Post and
Telegraph Department ... ... ... ... 594
Brown, A., Error in Deed ... ... .. ... ... 611
Brown,  C. J.,  to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... 1072
Brown, D. H., Resignation of, Defence Force ... ... 698, 937
Brown, H., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... ... 374
Brown, Jones, and Oakman, Patent Notice ... ... ... 733
Brown, S., Notice in Estate of .. . 37, 990
Brown, T. R., to be a Teacher, Public Instruction.. Depart...-
ment ... 430
Browne, D. G., to be a Surgeon, Defence Force ... ... 911, 1027
Browne, E. I. C., Notice in Will of ... ... 987
Brownlees, G., Patent Notice ... ... ... 47
Brownrigg, Rev. M. B., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 307
Bucas, Rev. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... 103
Buchanan, K., to be a Justice of the Peace ... 875
Buckle, M. J. B., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... .. ... ... ... ... .. 876
Buckley, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 38, 110,1288
Buckley, M., Notice in Estate of 464
Bufford and Walker, Patent Notice 734
Bugden, C., Notice in Estate of 725
Bunning, G. E., to be a Returning Officer 1102
Bunny, H. B. F., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 941, 1028
Burke, J. H., and Wife, to be Superintendent and Matron,
Reception House, Townsville ... ... 912
-Burke Sheep Director for District of ... 79
Burke, T., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 875
Burn, G.  H. P., Resignation of, Marine Defence Force
Burns, Philp, and  Co., Trade Mark  Notice ... ...
Burns  S., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Burston,  T., Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace
Burton , W. R., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
Bushell, A. A., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
Bushell, C., Error in Deed ... ... ... ...
Business - See "Partnership."
Buss, G., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ...
Butcher and True-Bennett, Patent Notice ... .. ..
Butler, J., to be a Line Repairer in Charge, Post and Tele-
graph Department ... ... ... ... ...
Butler, S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Byrne, A., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...
Byrne J., to be a Justice of the Peace
Byrne, J., to be Assistant Superintendent, Maryborough
Page.
352
115
725, 1284
1160
108, 314
911
1249
875
919
1160
579
875
875
Fire Brigade ... ... ... ... ... ... 213
Byrne, J. H., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 941, 1027
Byrne, W. F., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Byrnes, T. J., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 941, 1027
C.
Cadbury Bros., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Caffyn S. M., Patent Notice .. ... ... ...
Cahill, P., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ...
Calcino, F., Notice in  Estate of... ... ... .1. ...
Caldwell, H. C., Patent Notice... ... ... ... ..
Cameron, D. M., to be a Member, Waggamba  Divisional
Board ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cameron , J. A., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Campbell and Another, Certificate of Limited Partnership
Campbell and Thompson ,  Tender Accepted  ... ... ...
Campbell,  H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Campbell, H. C., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ...
Campbell, P.,  Notice in Estate of ... ...
Campbell, C.,  to he a Member, Antigua Divisional Board
Cardew,  L. M., Notice  in Will of
Cardew, P., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits
"Careless Use  of Fire  Prevention Act  "-Provisions of,
extended to Cloncurry
Carney, Senr.-Sergeant B., to be an Assistant Registrar
996
475
1072
987
47
1243
1132
468
564
529
37
1188
1243
1287
1072
389
Births and Deaths ... ... ... ... ... 595
Carraway, M. J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 503
Carrick, W. F., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 212
Carrington, C., to be High Bailiff, Herberton ... ... 171
Carroll, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1074
Carroll, J. W., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Carroll, J. W. M., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 69
Carter, C. C., to be Honourable  Commissioner , Melbourne
Exhibition ... ... ... ... ... ... 942
Carter, A. K., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Carthew, J. J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... 1285
Cartmill, M. T., Transfer of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
876ment
Carver, J. T., to -be Auditor, Indooroopilly Divisional
Board ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 430
Carver, W. A., Notice  in Estate  of .. .. ... ... 36, 373
Cary, G. A. D., to be a Head Teacher, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 430
Casey, E., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 875
Casey, W. D., to be a Justice of the Peace .. ... 875
Casey, R. G., to be Honorary  Commissioner , Melbourne
Exhibition ... .. ... 942
Casperson, C. H., to be Operator, Post and Telegraph De-
partment ... 1160
Castling, W. J., Resignation of, as  Licensing  Justice ... 78
Cavanagh, A. J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 212
Cavills E. J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 516
Cawthray, S., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... ... 572
Cemetery-
Receipts and Expenditure
Bald Hills and Sandgate ... ... ... ... 460
Clermont ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  29
Gladstone ... ... ... ... ••• .•• 307
Howard ... ... ... ... .. 98
Trustee-See "Appointment."
Certificate of Incorporation-See  "British Companies Act."
Challinor, G. M., Notice in Will of .. ... .. 315
Champion, T., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... 109
Chandler H., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Change of Name .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1190
Chant and Pateman, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 733
Chaplin, W., Tender Accepted .. ... ... ... 966
Chapman, C. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1286
Charkey, D., Notice in Estate of ... • • • • • • 37ive ConsentChester, H. M., as justice of the Peace to g
under  " Marriage Art" ••• ••• ••• •••
Cheyne, J., Notice in Estate of... ...
Chief Secretary's Office-
Regulation by High Commissioner,  Western Pacific ...
Remounts for India .. ... ••• •••
Ching, J. L., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ...
Chipman, H. S., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Christie, A., Patent Notice •••--
City of London Pickling Company, Trade  Mark Notice ...
Clark Bros., and Rooks, Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
Clark, A., Notice in Lands of .•. ••. .•. ••.
Clark, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Clarke, C. W., Notice in Will of ••• ••. ••. ...
Clarth, C. H., to be a justice  of the Peace  ... ... ...
Clatworthy, H., to  he a Surgeon , DGf6Zce -TO --^--- -•.
Claughton, J., Notice in Goods of ... •.. ...
Clayton, Rev. J. E., Notice  of Removal  ... ... ...
236
991
716
896
48, 60
736
47
51
36, 313, 987
200
1074
111
212
578
527
INDEX.
rage.
Cleminson, J., to be a Head Teacher, Public  Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1160
Clerk of Petty Sessions-
Appointment-See " Appointment."
To be Acting Land Agent ... ... ... ... ... 6,429,503
To be Acting Land Commissioner... ... ... ... 429
Clifton, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... 1284
Clowes, W. S., Error in Deed ... 440
Clutterbuck, Constable J. A., to be an Inspector of
Slaughter-houses, &c. ... ... ... ... 876
Coats, J., and P., Trade Mark Notices ... ... 1142, 1143
Cockerill, J., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 15
Coffee, T., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 1112
Cocking, N., Notice in Estate of ... .. .. ... 107
Coleman, G., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... 1072
Coldham, J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... 875
Coles, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1134
Colley, A., Patent Notice ... ... . ... 920
Collier and Hatton, Partnership Notice ... ... ... 992
Colliery-See " Mines."
Collins, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...  623
Collins, E., Notice in Estate of . ... ... ... ... 313
Collins, F. G., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... 241
Collins, J., to be an Assistant Teacher, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 943
Colonial Secretary-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Legislative Council-See "Legislative Council."
Meeting called to Elect Sheep Directors ... ... ... 306,367
Order by,  re  Victoria Bridge ... ... ... ...  980
Colonial  Sugar Refining  Company, Limited-
Certificate of Incorporation ... ... ...  580
Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... ...  39
Colton, Colton, and Longbottom, Patent Notice ... 1193
Commissioner - See "Appointment."
Commission of the  Peace-See "Magistrate."
"Companies Act of  1863"- See "Company."
Company-
Creditors  to Come in and  Prove  ... ...  375, 628, 914,  1076, 1189
Meeting of Members to receive Liquidator 's Report , &c. 628,  729, 914,
991, 1133
Meeting of Members and Shareholders ... ... ... 39, 534
Official  Liquidator-
Time and Place for Appointment of ... ... 240
Appointed . 534
Petition  for Company  to be Wound -up ... 113:5, 1271
Resolutions  re  Liquidation  and Winding -up of  316, 317,  375,376,467,
468, 582,  628, 729, 915, 993,
1076, 1133,  1135, 1182, 1190
Resolution to increase  Capital of ,  Confirmed at Meet-
ing of  ... ... ...
See  "British Companies  Act of  1886." 201
Conn, J. J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 274
Connell, Hogarth, and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ...  58
Connor, P., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Connor, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 108,198
Connor, S., Promotion of, Public  Instruction Department 876
Conrans Gold Mining Company, Limited, Certificate of
Registration  ... ... ... ... ... ...  240
Consul-See "Appointment."
Conway, J. C., to be a Justice  of the Peace  ... .. ...  212
Cook District, Sheep Directors Appointed ... ... 79
Cook, Jane, Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 578
Cook, J., Correction  of Name as  Justice  of the Peace ... 274
Cooke, J. A., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 532
Cooper, W., Notice  in Estate  of ... 1073
Coote, A. H., Provisional  Certificate  of Title Issued ... 371
Copyright-See  " Registrar General."
Correction-
Substitution of-
Baynes, Harry, for Henry Baynes ,  as Justice of
the Peace  ... ... ... ... ... ...  942
Best ,  Jas., for John  Best ,  as Justice  of the Peace 1101
Boland, Edmond ,  for Edward Boland, as Justice
of the Peace 942
Booker , J. W., for W.  J. Booker, as  Justice of the
Peace 503
Cook, J., for Crook  J., as Justice  of the  Peace 274
Drain, C. S. A., for C. A. S., Drain,  as Justice of
the Peace  ... ... ... .. ...  1030
FitzGerald,  Nicholas  D., for Edward D. Fitz-
Gerald ,  as Justice  of the Peace 1030
Fletcher , J., for T. H. Fletcher,  as Justice of the
Peace  ... ... ... ... ... ... 274
Harvey, R. James ,  for R .  Harvey, as Justice of the
Peace 351
Lawson ,  Nicholas,  for Nicholson Lawson ,  as Justice
of the Peace  ... ...  274
Leftwich ,  R. W., for R. W. Leftwitch ,  as Justice
of the Peace 1030
Linedale , John C.,  for James  C. Linedale,  as Clerk
of Petty Sessions , &c. ... ... ... ... 78
Maconnell , F., for F.  McDonnell ,  as Justice of
the Peace  .. ... ... 942
McLean , R., for R. Alex. McLean,  as Justice of
the Peace  ... ...
...  503
Price , W., for T. Price,  as Justice  of the Peace ... 1030
Pritchard , A. H., for A. H. Prichard,  as Justice
of the  Peace 1243
Sutton , W. Marriott, for W . Sutton, as Justice of
the Peace ... ... ... ... ... ... 1030
Weaver ,  F. George, for F .  Weaver, as Justice of
the Peace 351
Cory , G. G., to  be  a Sheep Director  ... ... ... ...  352
Cottell, R. J., as Justice of  the Peace to give Consent
rage-
under  " Marriage Act" ... ... ... ...  104
Coupp4, Rev. L.,  Registered as Minister  ... ...  195
Court of Petty  Sessions-
Established at-
Jundah ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  876
South  Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... 698
Table Top ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 172
Rules of-
Eidsvold ... ... ... ... ... .. ...  894
Coxe and Salmon ,  Patent Notice  ... .. .. 115
Craig, J. K., to be  a Government  Agent,  Pacific Island Trade 78
Craine  C., Notice in Will of ... ... .. ...  373
Cran,J , to be  a Member ,  Antigua Divisional Board 1243
Crase,  J., Notice  in Estate of ... .. ...  575,987
Craven, E. F., to be a Justice Authorised to Celebrate
Marriages ... ... ... ... ...
Craven, P. P., Patent Notices ... ... ..
Crawford W. K., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
promotions,
Department  ...  ... .. .. ... ... 7
Creaser and Company, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... 910, 1187
Creed, T., Licensed Gate Notice  ... ... ... ... 629
Crichton, A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1160
Cripps, C. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...  237, 909
Crofts, A., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... 46L
Crone, M., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... .. ...  529
Cronin, J., Tran sfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 173
Crook, J.-See "Cook, J."
Cross, J., to be a-
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... ... ... 212
Licensing  Justice 1101
Crowley, J. W., to be a Justice of the Peace... ... ... 875
Cruckshank, F., to be Poundkeeper, Townsville ... ...  236
Culbert, J., and Company, Notice in Estate of ... ... 106, 576
Cullen ,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 528
Cuncliffe ,  P. S., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...  212
Cunningham, A., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 941, 1027
Cuppaidge, J. L., M. D., to be a Medical Officer ... ... 352
Curtin, P .,  to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, Jundah... 943
Curtis and Harvey, Trade Mark Notices  ... ... ...  638
Curtis, C. L., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 221
Curtis, W. H., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 314
Cusack ,  M. A., Notice in Land of ... ... ... ... 1287
Cusack, W. G. K., to be a-
Commissioner for taking Affidavits  ... ...  1072
Goldfields Warden and  Mineral Lands Commissioner 274
Justice of the Peace ,  to give Consent under  " Mar-
riage Act " ... ... ... ... ... ...  908
Police  Magistrate 542
Cussen ,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 198,373, 625
Customs-
Appointment - See " Appointment."
Bonded Warehouse ,  set apart
" Customs Act of  1873," Sales under-See "Sales."
876
243
894
Exchange of Duties  ... .. ... ... ... ...  77
Cutsey, A .,  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 574, 985
Cuttler ,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 530
D.
Daintrey, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... «. 1075
Dale, Rev .  W., Registered as Minister  ... ...  369
Dalrymple, D. H., Petition  against Election  of ... ... 467
Daniel, G., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... 61
Darragh, J., to be an Alderman, Borough of Sandgate ... 213
Darvall, Mrs., to be  an Orphanage  Visitor ... ... ...  274
Dauth, G. F., to be a J.P. ... ... ... ... ... 875
Davey ,  F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 724
Davey, T .,  Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...  475
Davidson , J. G., to  be a Member Hospital Committee
(Pacific Islanders ),  Mackay ... ... ... .. 172Davidson, W. H., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... 1050, 1118
Davies, E., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 537Davies , J. J., to be  a Mining  Surveyor ... ... 1101
Davies, P .,  Patent Notice  ... ... .. ... 47
Davies,  T. C., to be Auditor , Hann Divisonal Board ... 6
Davies,  W. L., to be  Honorary Commissioner, Melbourne
Exhibition 942
Davinson, R., Notice in Wi ll  of... ... ... ... 1075
Davis, F., to be a Deputy Returning Officer ... ... ... 430
Davis, R. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department  8,430
Davis, T. Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...  910
Dawson, fr., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 374
Day, O. G. H., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... 314, 577
Day, W.  H., to  be  Police Magistrate ,  South Brisbane ... 698
Dean, A., to be Assistant  Clerk ,  Police  Office, Bunda-
berg .. ... ... ...
Dean ,  S., Notice in Estate of
Dean , W. H., to be an Auditor,  Einasleigh Divisional
Dearborn, C. A., Patent Notice
Death of Emperor of Germany ... ... ...
Defence Force-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Army Order ... ... ... ... ...
Corps Disbanded-
Gladstone Volunteer Rifles ... ...
Woolloongabba Cadets ... ..
General Orders  (includes appointments,
resignations ,  and transfers)-
Khedive's Star ...
595
37
594
48
477
737
213
698
69, 139, 245,  539, 589,
591, 737  937, 997 1027,
1147, 119& 1301
70
viii.
Defence  Force-continued-
Marine  General Orders
717, 908, 1066,
Muster Roll ... ... ... ...  ... ... ...
Return of Arms ... ... ...  ... ... ...
Rifle Clubs, Formation and Rules of-
Croydon .. ... ... ...
Dath-Henderson ... ... ...
Red Cross ... ... ... ...
Waterford ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Umpire's Decision on Field Manoeuvres ... ... ...
Waterloo Campaign, National Memorial... ... ...
Do Lambert, M. E. J. L., Patent Notice ... ...
Delaney, H. M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ...
Dell, L., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Denholm, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Deahon, C. E., Certified as Railway Surveyor ...
Desmond, M. F., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ...
Despatch Transmitting-
Communication  re-
Trade with Marshall Islands ... ... ... ...
Prohibition of Importation of Spirits into Dutch
Portion of New Guinea ... ... ... ...
Copy of an Order respecting Tonnage of Netherlands
Vessels ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Despeissis, M. A., Patent Notice ... ...
Devlin, W. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Dickins, T. B., to be Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dickinson and Company, J., Trade Mark Notices ... ...
Dietz, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Dimmock, Lieutenant G., to be a Captain, Defence Force...
Dingwall ,  W. M., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ...
Dismissed from the Public Service  ... ... ... ...
Distillers '  Company , Limited,  The, Trade Mark Notice ...
District Court-
Appointment - See "Appointment."
Jury Lists ,  to  be  Prepared for Goondiwindi ...
Proclamation  re  Sittings , &c., of, Goondiwindi ...
Sittings Appointed-
Southern  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
In Insolvency ,  appointed at Goondiwindi ... ...
Divisional Board-
Appointment of Election of-
Auditor-
Ayr ...
Bauhinia ... ... ... ... ... ...
Broadsound  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bundanba ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bulimba ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bulloo ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Daintree ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dalrymple ... ... ... ... ... ...
Einasleigh ... ... ... ... ... ...
Enoggera ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hann  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hughenden  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ... ... ... ... ...
Johnstone
Kianawah
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ...
... ...
Mutdapilly ... ... ... ... ... ...
Peak Downs ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rosalie
Southport
Stephens
Tiaro ...
Widgee
Member-
Antigua
AyrBarolinarolin
Broadsound
Hann ...
Tinaroo
Waggamba
Winton ... ... ...
By-laws of-Approved-
Aramac ... ... ... ... ...
Caboolture... ... ... ... ... ...
Mutdapilly ... ... ... ... ...
Paroo ... ... ... ... ... ...Tingalpa... ... ... ... ... ...
Toombul ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ula Ula ...
Election, Annual, to be held July,  Hughenden
Election of Additional  Members ,  and Retiring  of
Member, Stanthorpe ... ... ...
Election of First Board-
Arrangements for-
Laidley ... ... ...
Redcliffe ... ... ... ...
Certified to ... ... ... ...
Time for Close of, Extended ... ... ...
Gates,  Licensed-See "Gates."
Intention  to Apply for Loan-
Beenleigh ...
Booroodabin
... ...
... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Einasleigh ... ... ... ... ...
Johnstone ... ... ... ... ... ...
Kianawah ... ... ... .. ... ...
Taroom ... ... ... ... ... ...
Woongarra ,, .
Notice to Owners  re  Unpaid  Rates-Inglewood
Number of Members, Increased-Einasleigh ...
Page.
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111
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735, 1141
627
171
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1187
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351
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69777
875
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430
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697
171
594
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6
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1243
227
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6
1243
1101
613
449
1050
270
961
265
449
595
81
1172
364
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6
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376
992
534
627
729
1076
627
1031
Divisional  Board - continued-
Placed under Local Control-
Reserve for-
Divisional Board Purposes-Kolan ... ...
Landing Purposes-Bowen Bridge, Booroodabin
Public Recreation-
Brisbane, Booroodabin ...
Wellington Point, Cleveland ... ...
Polson, Burrum ... ... ... ...
Redcliffe. Redcliffe ... ... ... ...
Thursday Island, Torres ... ... ...
Water-Thursday Island, Torres
Polling at Elections, Manner of Taking, Hinchinbrook
Resolutions Passed at Meeting of, Booroodabin ...
Road-See "Land" (sub-head " Roads").
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure-
Balmoral ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Barolin ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bauhinia ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... .. ... ...
Brassall  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bungil ... ... ... ... ... ...
Duaringa ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Einasleigh ... ... ... ... ... ...
Enoggera ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
G lengallan ... ... ...
Gowrie ... ... ... ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ... ... ... ... ... ...
Kianawah ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Murweh ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mutdapilly ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rawbelle ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tabragalba ... ... ... . ... ... ...
Tingalpa ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Waggamba ... ... ... ... ... ...
Wallambilla ... ... ... ...
Wangaratta ... ... ... ... ... ...
Warroo ... ... ... ... ...
Widgee ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Woongarra ... ... ...
" Valuation Act of  1887 "-
Appeal Court for, to be held for-
Burrum-Court of Petty Sessions-
Howard ... ... ... ...
Maryborough ..
Glastonbury-Court of Petty  Sessions , Gympie
Country Land Proclaimed-
Kianawah ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dixson and  Sons,  Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Dobbie and Levinsohn, Patent Notice... .. ...
" Dog Act ,"  Provisions  of, Extended to South Brisbane
Doherty, J., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ...
Donaldson, J., to be-
A Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ...
Member of the Executive Council... ... ... ...
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Brigade ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 78
Jenisch and Lohnert, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 734
Jenkins, J., to be an Assistant Health Officer .. .. 352
Jobst, A. A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1030
Jorell, C. E., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
John Bull Gold-Mining Company, Limited-
Capital to be Increased ... ... ... ... ... 201
To be Wound-up ... .. ... ... ... ... 376
Johnson, F. G. O'N., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 611
Johnson, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 911
Johnson, J. G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 114
Johnson, J. S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 239
Johnson, R., and Nephew, Trade Mark-Notice ... ... 115
Johnson, L. B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 623, 1285
Johnson, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 107
Johnson, W. B. G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 36
Jones, F. G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 530
Jones, G. H. T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 910
Jones, H. A., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 244
Jones, R. W., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 200
Jones, T. Q.-
Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 1101
To be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... 875
Jones, W. W. F., Admitted as Medical Practitioner ... 33
Jordan, Hon. H., Resignation of as-
Member of Executive Council ... ... ... ... 392
Secretary for Public Lands ... ... ... ... ... 391
Jordan, F., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1075
Jore and Picot, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 68
Joseph, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1189
Joyce, W. J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 212
Joyners, P., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 314
Juckes, Crow, and Crow, Patent Notice ... 47
Justice of the Peace-See " Magistrate of the Territory."
K.
Kearney, I., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 430
Keating, A., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 199
Keating, F. A.-See "Gibbs, Bright, and Co."
Keen, A. W. McL., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 114
... 1139
... 470, 917
Kelly, J., to be  an Operator , Post  and TelegraphjDepartment
Kelly, Jas. Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... ... ...
Kelman , V/., Notice  in Estate  of ... ...
Kemp, C.,  to be a  Head Teacher, Public Instruction Depart-
Page.
875
908
986
went ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1030
Kendall, Mrs., to be an Orphanage Visitor ... .. ... 274
Kendrick, R. W., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits 1072
Kennard , S. B., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...  212
Kennedy, North and South Districts, Sheep Directors for 79
Kennedy, R., Notice in Will of ... .. ... ... 37
Kenny and Malony, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 111
Keogh, D. T., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Keogh, F. T. F., to be a Justice of the Peace 875
Keogh, P., to be a Justice of the Peace 875
Kerr, D., to be Superintendent, Maryborough Fire Brigade 213
Kesteven, L.-
Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... ... ...  313
To be Medical Officer, Brisbane ... ... ... ...  542
Kiemann, J. H. C., Error in Deed  ... ... ... 89
Killeen, P .,  Notice in  Estate of ... .. ... ... 910
Kilner, F. to be a Member, Bundaberg Fire Brigade .. 79
Kilner, V C. H., to be Auditor, Bundanba Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ...  6
Kimball, L. A., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... 45
King ,  E., to be  a Justice  of the  Peace  .. ... ... ...  875
King,  F. J., Resignation of, Defence  Force  ... ... ...  542, 591
King ,  Senior -constable  T., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses ... ... ... ... . ...  1243
King, Constable J., to be an Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions
and Inspector  of Slaughter-houses...  ...  1244
Kingsford, M. M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 173
Kingsford, R. A., to be Locker, Customs ... .. ... 77
Kinmond, J., to be  an Examiner  of Accounts, Audit Office 78
Kinse lla, Sergeant  T., to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
Jericho ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  942
Kirchner , E., to be a-
Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ... ... ...  212
Licensing Justice  .. ... ... ... ...  213
Kirk , W., to be  a Justice of the Peace... ... ... ... 212
Kitchenham , A., to be  Assistant Superintendent, Too-
woomba Fire Brigade  ... ... ... ...  78
Kitt, Bros., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 373
Klaassen , J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... 724, 986
Kleinschmidt , F., to be  a Justice  of the  Peaoe  ... ...  875
Klingner, C., to be a-
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... ... ...
Member, Radcliffe Divisional Board
Kluge, W. R., to be an Assistant Superintendent, Charters
Towers Fire Brigade ... ... ... ... ...
Knapp, S., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Knight, J. W. to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Knight, Rev. k., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ...
Knox, Senior-constable J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter.
212
614
213
875
212
103
houses, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1243
Kramer,;T., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 530
Kreibke. H. T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...313, ,530,1073
L.
Lackey, M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 876
Laing, W., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 875
Lalor, J., Summoned to Legislative Council ... ... ... 1231
Lamb, L., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... ... 375
Land-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Board Court to be held at-
Barcaldine ... ... ... ... ... ... 708
Brisbane ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 613, 1258
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... ... 708
Board Division of Run-
Ardoch ... ... ... ... ... ...  886
Ban do ... ... ... ... ... ... 1257
Bingara ... ... ... ... ... ... 514
Boombah ... ... ... ... ... ... 557
Bulloo Downs ... ... ... ... ... 441
Clyde ... ... ... ... ... ... 512
Com on gin ... ... ... ... ... ... 1252
Coomburrah ... .. ... ... ... ... 442
... ... ... ... ... 510Fernlee ...
Forest Vale ... ... ... ... ... ... 1170
Goolooma ... ... ... ... ... ... 1256
Havelock ... ... ... ... ... ... 557
Kinnoul  ... ... ... ... ... ... 362
Mona ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 555
Mount Funnel ... 707
Mulga Downs  ... ... ... ... ... ...  556
Nickavilla ... ... ... ... ... ... 513
Norley ... ... ... ... ... ... 1255
Pinkilla ... ... ... ... ... ... 510, 708
South Comongin ... ... ... ... ... ... 555
Thargomindah ... ... ... ... ... ... 1253
Tobermory ... ... ... ... ... ... 511
Tunis ... ... ... ... ... ... 515
Weribone ... ... ... ... ... ... 1254
Werie Ela  ... ... ... ... ... ... 512
Womblebank ... ... ... ... ... 1169
Commissioners  Courts, dates of holding, throughout
Colony ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  12,225
" Crown Lands Acts,"  Notices and Proclamations under-
Agricultural Areas proclaimed, District of-
Brisbane ... ... .. ... ... ...  385, 1038
Bundaberg ... .. ... ...  81
Cairns.. ... 605
INDEX.
Land- continued-
Page.
"Crown Lands  A cts,"Notices and Proclamations  under-continued-
Agricultural Areas proclaimed, District  of-continued-
Charleville  .. ... .. ...
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ...
Gympie  ... ... ...
Isisford ...
Inglewood  ... ... ... ...
Mount Britton ... ...
Nanango  .. ... ... ...
St. Lawrence
Surat  ... ... ... ... ...
Townsville  ... ... ... ...
Cancellation of Forfeiture of Lease ...
Cancellation of Reserve for-
Aboriines - Parish of Rockingham
Bota ni c Garden - Charters Towers
-Cam ing6 -oochin Creek  ... ... ...
Mary  River  ... ... ...
Parish of Boyne
Public Purposes-Gympie .
Road Purposes - Parish of Robinson
Timber-Parish of King ... ...
Cancellation of Proclamations
Forfeited, Agricultural Farm or Selection, District
of-
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Gympie
Herberton
Ingham
Inglewood
Ipswich
Mackay
Roma ...
Springsure
of
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ...
Warwick ... ... ... ... ...
Forfeiture of Selection reversed
Occupation Licenses-Rents on .. ...
Open for Occupation License, District of-
Banana ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Cooktown ...
Gladstone ...
Ingham ...
Mackay ...
Mount Britton
Normanton ...
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
Springsure ...
Taroom
Tenningering
Toowoomba ...
Townsville .
Open to Operation
District of-
Gympie ...
of Ordinary
Ipswich
Open to Selection, District
Aramac
Beenleigh ... ...
Bowen ... ..,
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Cairns... ...
Charleville ...
Clermont ...
Cunnamu ll a ...
Dalby ... ...
Gayndah ...
Gladstone .
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ..,
Inglewood ...
Ipswich
Isisford
Mackay .
Maryborough
Mount Britton
Nanango ..
Port Douglas
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick ...
84, 1038
281, 282
385
81
385
84
281
281
433
282
434
283
882
436
549
949
549
549
86
434
.. 10, 85, 543,
700, 880, 1105, 1245
... 945, 1105
85
945
... 543
1105
85, 945
... 543, 1105
... 1105
543
1105
282
... 434
702
... ... ... 361, 362
... ... 361, 445
... ... 1047
... ... 360, 446
... ... 558
... ... 446
... ... ... 445, 885
... ... ... 612, 1047
443, 1047
447
286, 361, 443, 444, 447
... ... 446
... ... 612
... ... ... 361
... ... ... 1047
... ... ... 885
... ... ... 443, 447, 448
Timber License,
358
504
505
... ... 1034
... 878161-275, 2 7, 388,
603, 947, 1034, 1035,
1039, 1040, 1041
... ... 11, 216, 1164
... ...  697,947
9
... ... 878
... 277,601
83, 216, 218, 277,
278, 356, 434, 602, 1162
... ... 82, 604,1164
.,. ... 881, 1034
82, 603, 878, 1036
84, 217, 386, 435,
544, 881, 947, 1035, 1036
275, 601, 879, 1033
... ... 217
... ... ... 219, 1040
387
275, 277, 603, 947, 1034, 1040, 1161
220
220, 599, 605, 878, 947, 1033, 1035
... ... 277,278
... ... 10
216, 217, 276, 947, 1035
... ... ... 947
... ... ... 434, 1161, 1163
... ... ... 601, 947, 1036
... ... ... ... 277
... ... ... 277, 1033
...
... ... ... 221, 1163
... ... ... ...216,219,276
... ... ... 1036
... ...275, 277, 506,
605, 878, 947, 1034,1164
... ... ... 217, 219, 601, 945
... 947
Page.
Land-continued-
"Crown Lands Acts, " Notices and Proclamations under-continued-Order in Council Suspending 43rd Section, District
of-
Bowen
Charleville ... ... ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Gayndah
Goondiwindi... ... ...
Gympie ...
Her be rton ... ... ...
Ingham ...
... ... ...Ipswich
l aryborough ... ...
Nanango ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
St. Lawrence ... ...
Springsure ... ... ...
Tambo ...
Toowoomba ... ... ...
owT ll
... 874
5
874
.. 273, 593
...273, 73,429,1159
77
... 593, 874,1029
nsvi
Placed under Local Control - See " DivisionalBoard" Municipality."
Purchasing Price reduced on Farms-District of
1029
273
211
1159
273
273, 1029
1159
1029
1159
1029
273
593
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... 1041
Rent reduced on Lands-District of Mackay 220
Reserved by Proclamation for-
Agricultural Township Purposes-Village of-
Connondale ... ... ... ... ... 1038
Murrinda ... ... ... ... ... 604
Ninderry ... ... ... ... ... 386
St. Helens ... ... ... ... ... 604
South Koorongara ... ... ... ... 386
Tuchekoi  ... ... ... ... ... 386
Albert Park and Recreation, North Brisbane 544
Camping and Watcr-
County of Elphinstone, Parish of Abbots-
ford ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cemetery-
1245
Croydon ... ... ... ... ... 1246
Geraldton ... ... ... ... 1108
Crossing, Baker's Creek, Mackay ... ... 280
Customs Purposes-
Mungindi . ... ... ... ... 436
Divisional Board Purposes or Offices-
County Bowen, Parish of Gin Gin ... ... 880
Miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 1106
Nebo, Fort Cooper ... ... ... .. 545
Thursday Island ... ... ... ... 545
Fire Brigade, Townsville ... ... ... ... 947
Hos ital-
Thargomindah ... ... ... ... 436
Gympie (Extension) .. ... ... ... 545
Landing Purposes, Bowen Bridge ... ... 548
Manure Dep6t-
Brisbane Valley Railway ... ... ... 437
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 84
Redcliffe ... ... ... ... ... 279
Market-
Normanton ... ... ... ... ...  279
North Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 11
Mechanics' Institute-
Newtown, Maryborough ... ... ... 436
Municipal Purposes-
Cooktown ... ... ... ... 436
N ormanton ... ... ... ... ... 279
North Rockhampton ... ... ... 11
Office, Ithaca Shire Council, Petrie Terrace ... 279
Pasturage-
Parish of Hughenden .., 1105County  Douglas ,
Pilot and Harbour Purposes-
Geraldton ... ... ... ... ...
Police Paddock, County Aubigny, Parish of
Drayton ... ...
Police Purposes-
f
437
948
Goombungee ... ... ... ... ... 1106
Normanton ... ... ... ... ... 1106
Police Station-
Cunningham ... ... ... ... ... 948
Miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 948
Post and Telegraph Purposes-
Bowen (Extension) ... ... ... ... 279
Cleveland (Extension) 545
Pound-
Barcaldine ... ... ... ... ... 948
Gin Gin ... ... ... ... ... 279
Richmond ... ... ... ... ... 1245
Public Park, Townsville ... ... 947
Public Purposes-
Hervey Bay ... ... ... ... ... 280
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 880
Public Recreation, Wellington Point ... 8Quarry-Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 280
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ... 1102
Racecourse-
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... ... 283
Railway Purposes, County Clermont, Parish
of Clermont ... ... ... ... ... 1106
Recreation-
Camoomilla, Townsville ... ... ... 280
Castle Hill ... ... ... ... ... 547
Gatton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1106
Land-continued-  Page.
"Crown  LandsActs, "Notices and Proclamations  under-continued-Reserved by Proclamation  for-continued-
Recreation - continued-
North Brisbane 546Pelson  ... ... ... ... ...  85
South Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 11
Thursday Island  ... ... ... ...  546
Riding School ,  for Defence Purposes, Milton ... 545
Rifle Range ,  Roma ... ... ... ... ...  279
School-
Croydon  (Amended Description ) ...  1165
Kolan River  ... ... ... ... ..  1246
Maryborough  ... ... ... ... ...  283
North  Maroochy  .. ... ... ...  948
Pioneer 's Rest ,  Mary River . .. ...  544
Yeppoon  ... ... ... ... ...  544
Timber-
Wallan Creek ,  on ... ... ... ... 545
Barron River ,  on ... ... ... ... 948
Township Purposes-
Bedouri, on Eyre Creek ... ... 1108
Granville  (near Maryborough ) ... ... 1107
Trades Hall, North Brisbane ... ... ...  1105Water-
County Aubigny ,  Parish of North Branch 8
County Ward, Parish of Barrow  ... ...  1106
County Ward ,  Parish of Dugandan 1106
Dideot, or Chin Chin Creek ,  Mt. Shamrock 1106
Double- barrel Creek ... ... ... ... 280
Fernvale  ... ... ... ... ...  437
Thursday Island . .. ... ... ... 546
Warrego River  ... ... .. ... 85
Water and Camping-
Barker's Creek ...
See "Camping,"  ante.
Water and Recreation-
280
Myall Creek ... ... ... ... ... 280
Water Supply Purposes, Tambo ... ... 1041
Waterworks Storeyard, Townsville ... ... 947
Waterworks, Townsville ... ... ... ... 1107
Reserves placed under LocalControl, by Proclama-
tion-See " Divisional Board," " Munici-
pality."
Reversal of Lease Forfeiture ... ... ... ...
Road-
434
Applied to be Closed ... 13, 14, 15, 176, 358, 439, 706, 1110
Compensation to Selector for ... ... 14, 91, 286, 1114
Intention to Proclaim Open ... ... ... 16
Intention to Resume for Public ... ... ... 14, 949
New, Confirmation, Notice of ... ... ... 14
Proclaimed Open 598, 879, 946, 1103, 1104, 1246
Resumption, Proclaimed Open as 10, 85, 215, 282, 437, 504,
547, 605, 606, 700, 949, 1032, 1160
Run-
Amended Description of Resumed and Leased
Portion of ... ... ... ... ... 223
Annual Rent List ... ... ... ... ... 765, 865
Boundaries of ... ... ... ... ... 1250
Interest in Leases Transferred ... ... ... 705
Interest in, Transferred ... ... ... 608
Payment for Survey of ... ... 178, 356, 951,1109
Re-amended Description of ... ... ... 187, 360, 960
Sale of Unexpired Term of Lease of ... 925, 934, 1145
Survey and Amended Description of 179, 360, 954, 1111
See also " Land Board.'
Selector to show cause why Selection not be
Timber License-See  " License."
Withdrawn from-
Occupation License - District of-
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...  1165
Taroom ... 610
Selection - District of-
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ...  547
Bundaberg  ... ... ... ... ...  82
Gayndah - .. ... ... ... ...  1039
Goondiwindi  ... ... ... ... ...  112
Gympie  .. ... ... ... ... ...  1039, 1165
Hughenden  ... ... ... ... ...  549
Ipswich  ... ... ... ... ... ...  949
Mackay  ... ... ... ... ...  881, 1107, 1165
Maryborough  ... ... ... ... ...  82
Normanton  ... ... ... ... ...  1165
Port Douglas  ... ... ... ... ...  545, 881
Roma  ... ... ... ... ... ...  549, 1041
Tenningering 86
"ImmigrationAct  of 1869 "- Forfeited Selection ,  District
of Brisbane  ... .. ... ... ... ... 543
"Pastoral Leases Act of  1869  "- Description of Run
Boundaries  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1250
" Titles to Land Act  of 1858 "-
Error in Deed 15, 89, 221, 285, 440,509, 611 , 884,1045,1112,1249
Notifications-
Amended Description of-
Reserve for-
Cemetery  ... ... ... ... ... 515
School  ... . ... .. .. ... 515, 1165
Resumed Portion of Run, Juandah .. 16
Drayton Town Common, Inspector Appointed ... 177
Land Office-
Closed at Blackall  ... ... ... ... ...  223
Opened at Barcaldine  .. ... ...  11
Rents may be Paid at-Throughout Colony ... 14
Leyburn Town Common ,  Trustees Elected ... 606
Forfeited ... 19, 188, 291, 449, 516, 558, 612, 1049, 1114,
1257, 1258
Land-continued-
Notifications-continued-
Maps, Exhibition of, Showing Lands Open
Police, Officers of, to be Rangers  or Bailiffs of
Crown Lands ... ... ...
Public, the, Attention of, Drawn to Subsections 1
and 2 of Section 2  " Crown Lands Act of  1884
Amendment Act of  1885
Selectors desirous of Surrendering Titles to Lodge
Applications ... ...
Scrubby Creek Re-named Carmila Creek ... ...
Trustee Elected ... ... ... ... ...
Trustee, Notice re ... ... ... ... ...
See also " Appointment," " Resignation."
Sales by Auction, Proclaimed at-
Barcaldine ... ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ...
Charleville ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ...
Geraldton ... ... ... ... ...
Gayndah ... ... ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ... ... ...
Hughenden ... ...
Ipswich ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Normanton ... ... ... ...
Port Kennedy ... ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Warwick ... ... ... ... ...
Sales by Auction-Lease of Land ...
Surveyor-See " Surveyor."
Tender- See "Tender."
Lander and Morrison, Notice in Estate of
Lander P., Notice in Land and Goods of ...
Landy, Rev. V. R., Registered as Minister ...
Lang, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Lange and Thonemann, Trade Mark Notice...
Lark, Son, and Co., Trade Mark Notice ...
Larkin, Rev. S., Notice of Removal ...
Page.
16, 177, 606
18
16
16
888
606
83, U07
... 1021
... 395,1021
395, 1021, 1230213
... 395
... 1233
... 1233
... 395
... 1233
395
1021,  1037, 1233
... 1233
... 395,1021
... 395
122
... 624, 1132
... 579
... 722
373
638, 641, 642, 643
736
103
541, 591
198, 577
622
Larsen, W., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ...
Laughren, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Launders, W., to be Small Debts Court Bailiff, Veresdale...
Laverack, C. W., to be-
Adjutant, Defence Force ... ... ...
Captain, Defence Force ... ...Lawless, T.to be a Justice of the Peace ...
Lawrence, R. S., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Lawson, N., Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace ...
Lawton, M., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ...
Leach, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ...
Leahy, P. J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Learmouth, P., to be a Member, Barolin Divisional Board
Leftwich, R. W., to be a Justice of the Peace ...
Legislative Council-
Summoned to
Moreton, Hon. B. B.
Lalor, J. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Scott, J. ... ... ... ... ...
Smith, J. T. ... ... ...
Leininger and Mackenzie, Patent Notice ... ... ...
Lenihan, J., to be Poundkeeper, Roma
Lenneberg, T., Name inadvertently omitted from List of
Justices of the Peace ... ...
Lennon, J., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Lennon, W., to be a Justice of the Peace
Lent, H., Notice in Land and Goods of
Leslie, A. S., and Co., Trade Mark Notice
Leu, C. R., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Levee-See " Governor."
Lever Brothers, Trade Mark Notice ...
License-
Granted-
Auctioneers ... ... ...
Bagatelle ... ... ... .. .
Billiards ... ... ... ...
Club (Registration) ... ...
Brewers ... ...
Distillers ... ... ... .. .
Licensed Victuallers ... ...
Licensed Victuallers' Special ...
Packets ... ...
Spirit Dealers, Wholesale
Timber-Cutting, &c. (by Lands Department)
Provisional-
Wine Sellers ...
Transferred ... ... ... ... ... ...
Licensing Acts-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Licensing Board-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Lindsay, J., junr., Notice in Estate of ... ...
594,737
942, 1027
875
48
274
106
239
875
430
875,1030
209
1231
1231
1231
46
1264
942
...107, 107,625, 911
... 875
988
...54, 55, 56, 57
... 37
... 538, 1294
23, 367, 968
23, 367, 1054
23, 367, 968, 1054
968
... 23
968
23, 367, 968, 1054
... 23,  367, 1054
... 367, 1054
... 23, 367, 968
17, 288, 550, 1043
... 23, 367, 1054
... 23, 367, 1054
Lindsell, A. M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Linedale, J. C., Correction of Name as Clerk of Petty
Sessions, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lipscombe, T. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Lipstine, E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Liquidation-See "Supreme Court," "Company."
Liquor Act of  1886 "-
Liquor may be disposed of Wholesale at-
Beaudesert ... ... ... ... ... ...
Eromanga ... ... ... ...
Table-Top
Special Licensing District, Proclaimed
Lissner, I., to be Honorary Commissioner, Melbourne
Exhibition ... ... ... ...
198
1288
78
37
1160
39081
1298
3
942
xiv.
Lister, J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... .
Little, J., Licensed Gate Notice... ... ...
Livingstone  It.,  to  be  a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Lloyd, H. G. C., Error in Deed ... ... ... ...
Lloyd, J. P., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
"Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of  1886 "-
Order under ... ... ... ... ...
Lobnitz, H. C., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Lock-up Keeper, Croydon, to be Gaoler ...
Logan, J., to be an Auditor, Bulloo Divisional Board .
Loney, J. R., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department
Long, E. M., to be Member, Hospital Committee (Poly-
nesian Islanders ), Mackay ... ... ... ...
Lord, F., to be a Returning Officer ... ... ... ...
Lord, J., to be Accountant in Insolvency ... ..
Loughran, J. G., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department  ... ... ... ... .. . ...
Love, C., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ...
Love, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Loyal Orange Building Association-
Notice  re  Winding-up of ... ... ...
Creditors to send in Proof of Debt
Lucken, W. to be an Auditor, Johnstone Divisional Board
Lyall, J., Notice in  Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Lyle, J., Errror in Deed ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lynam, M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department
Lysaght Bros. and Co. Trade Mark Notice ... ... ...
Lysaght, J., Limited, Wade Mark Notice
Mae.
Macalister ,  J., to be-
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits ...
Registrar District Court and Receiver in Insolvency
Macaree ,  E. to  be  a Justice of the Peace
Macarthur , K to be  an Assistant Goldfield Warden and
Assistant Commissioner Mineral Lands ... ...
MacCarthy ,  E. R. N., to  be  on Hospital Committee
(Pacific Islanders ),  Mackay ... ... ... ...
MacCarthy ,  J. E. D., Error in Deed . ...
MacCo ll , J .,  to be an Auditor ,  Bu lloo Divisional Board ...
MacDonald , A. R. to be-
On Hospital Clommittee  (Pacific Islanders ),  Mackay ...
Police Magistrate ,  Aramac  ... ... ...
MacDonald , J. G., to be-
A Commissioner for taking  Affidavits ...
Justice of the Peace to give Consent under  "Marriage
Act"
Police Magistrate ,  Member Immigration and Fire
Brigade Boards, and Licensing Justice, Townsville
Visiting Justice, Townsville Gaol ... ... ... ...
MacDonald , J. M., to be-
A Commissioner for taking Affidavits  ... ... ...
Justice authorised to Celebrate Marriages ... ...
Police  Magistrate, nd stationed at Bou lia ...
MacDonald W. B., to be Lieutenant ,  Defence Force ..
MacDonnell ,  E., to be a Member , Redcliffe Divisional
Board  ... ...  .. . ..  ... ... ....
MacDonnell ,  F., to be a Justice of the Peace
Macfarlane ,  J., as Justice of the Peace to give consent
under  " Marriage Act " ... ... ... ...
Macfarlane ,  H. T., to be a-
Gold Fields Warden and Mineral Lands Commissioner
Licensin Justice and Mem be r Hospital Committee,
Warwick ... ... ... ...
Police Magistrate, Warwick ... ... ...
MacGregor, J. J., Notice in Will of ... ...
Macllwaine, A. M., to be a Justice of the Peace ...
MacIntosh, J., to be a Licensing Justice ... ...
Macintosh, R., Notice in Estate of ...
Mackay, J., Resignation of, Defence Force ... ...
Mackay, W., Licensed as Surveyor ... ...
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1888.
T I Excellency the Governor, with the advice
0 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following additional Polling Places
for the Electoral Districts mentioned in connection
therewith, respectively:-
Stanley.
STONEHOUSE and
NEA IA CREEK.
Lockyer.
IpswicH and
PLAINLAND.
Bulimba.
WELLINGTON POINT.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
n
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to cancel the appointment of
VILLENEUVE
as a Polling Place for the Electoral District of
Stanley.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief  Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1888.THE appointment of
BUNDABEBG
as a Po ll ing  Place  for the Electoral District of Port
Curtis having been made in consequence of a
clerical error ,  His Excellency  the Governor, with
the advice  of the  Executive Council ,  has been
pleased to cancel such appointment.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , Ist May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  and in  pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Elections Act of  1885,"
has been pleased  to direct that the Polling at the
several  Polling Places for the Electoral District of
Toombul, at the Election to be held on the 10th
instant, shall terminate at Six o'clock p.m., instead
of Five o'clock p.m., as directed in the notification
published in the  Gazette  of the 21st ultimo.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By I-In Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
!' year of Her. Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 10th instant,
being the second day of the Annual  Race Meeting
of the Peak Downs Turf Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Clermont : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested  in me  by the above-
recited Act, and of all other  powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY,
the 10th instant, shall, within the Town of Clermont,
be observed as a Public Holiday within  the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year  of Her Ivlajesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Gon SAVE THB  QUEEN 1
By Authority :  JAMES 0. BRAL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
r IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS MYLNE
to be Deputy Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of Enoggera, during the absence and until
the return of the Returning Officer.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of S1. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGBAVB, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed inthe forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  1  An Act to consolidate  and amend  the Laws
relating to the Sale  of Intoxicating Liquors by
Retail, and  for other purposes  connected therewith,"
it is amongst other things enacted  that the Governor
in Council may, by  Proclamation , appoint any place
or District in which,  owing to a sudden increase of
population  or otherwise ,  a necessity  for the im-
mediiate granting of Licenses under  the said Act
appears to exist , to be a Special  Licensing  District
[No. 2.
wherein Special Licenses may be granted : Now,
therefore,  1, Sir  ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by virtue of the powers vested in me
by the above-recited Act, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare the
District comprised within the following boundaries,
that is to say,-
Commencing at a point five miles  east  from the
summit of Mount Spurgeon, thence by a
line north five miles, thence by a line
bearing west  ten miles , thence by a line
bearing south ten miles, thence by a line
bearing east ten miles , and thence by a
line bearing north five miles to the point
of commencement,-
to be  a Special  Licensing District, wherein Special
Licenses may be granted, and to which the provi-
sions  contained in the above-recited Act with
respect to Temporary Licenses in Special Districts
shall be applicable.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this first day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
By Authority :  JAME$  0. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane ,  the nineteenth
day of April, 1888.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The- Governor in Council.
WHEREAS  by "The Crown Lands Acts, 1884
to  1886," it is amongst  other  things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey ,  and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries or
starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey ,  and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans  and by  reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, on the
recommendation of  the Land Board,  and in pursuance
and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of the
said  Principal Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Sarveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
For the Clerk of the Council,
C. HOLMES  A'COURT.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown  lands  on the resumed part of Gowrie
Run, in the Charleville Land Agent s District.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
[l IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
PIO VICO ABMATI
as a Trustee of the Queen's Park, Townsville, and
the Reserve for Botanical Gardens, Kissing Point.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE  MAGISTRATE at ABAMAC
to be Assistant Land Agent for the Aramac Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " and  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886."
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lauds,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE  MAGISTRATE at BLACKALL
to be Assistant Land Agent for the Blackall Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " and  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886."
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE  MAGISTRATE at ISISFORD
to be Assistant Land Agent for the Isisford Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876  " and  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to  1886."
HENRY JORDAN.
3
s
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE at CLERMONT
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Clermont
Land Agent's District, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," and  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," in the room of G. W.
Young, relieved.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
[j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE  MAGISTRATE at  BARCALDINE
to be Assistant Land Agent for the Blackall Land
Agent' s District , under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876 " and  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886."
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 i of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The CLERK Of PETTY SESSIONS  AT BEENLEIGH
to be Acting Land Agent for the Beenleigh Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," and  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to-  1886," in the room of John
Macalister, transferred.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
instant.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
H3IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
S. TOLSNO,
E. MYFRs, and
W. A. WATERS
to be Trustees of the  Reserve  for Cemetery, in the
parish  of Blackall, in the  room  of W. Frost, W. H.
Campbell, and R. A. Ranking, left the District.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN GRAHAM MAC DONALD
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Botanic Gardens,
in the parish of Pring, in the room of J. M. Pratt,
resigned.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1888.
N 0 Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation of J. H.
Brunges as a Member  for Subdivision No. 1 of
the Tinaroo Division, His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council,  has, in
pursuance  of the provisions  of "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JOHN NEWELL
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 1 of the said
Division, to fill the vacancy caused by such resig-
nation.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  30th April. 1888.
ONLY one Candidate having been nominated at
the time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Bauhinia Division ,  His Excel-
lency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887 ," been pleased
to appoint
JOSEPH FLETCHER
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1888.
T° Candidates having been nominated at the
1 time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Bundanba Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS ALLEN PICKERING and
WILLIAM CHARLES HIEST KILNER
to be Auditors for the said Division.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1888.
O Candidates having been nominated at the
L time appointed for holding an Election-of
Auditors for the Broadsound Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been
pleased to appoint
H. S. ROBERTS and
ROBERT TANNER
to be Auditors for the said Division.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
NO Candidates having been nominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Stephens Division, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS MARTIN and
ROBERT H. TAYLOR
to be Auditors for the said Division.
For the Secretary for Mines  and Works,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1888.
N O Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Hann Division ,  His Excellency
the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS CLINTON DAVIES and
SIDNEY G .  PEGUS
to be  Auditors  for the said Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1888.
AYR DIVISIONAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to extend the time for the close of the Election of
the First Board for the Ayr Division to 9th May,
1888.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
IS Exce llency the Governor, with the adviceIR of the Executive Council, has be n pleased
to appoint
CHSItu s ROGFERS, Master of the Pilot Steamer
" Advance,"
to be  a Sea Pilot, Moreton Bay.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve  of the undermentioned  appointments in
the Post  and Telegraph Department, viz.
PATRICK MCCAUL and
WILLIAM K EYES CRAWFORD
to be Operators.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MACALISTER, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Maryborough,
to be Registrar of the Central District Court,
under the provisions of  " The District Courts Act
of  1867," and District Receiver in Insolvency,
under the provisions of  "The Insolvency Act of
1874," at that place, in the room of C. A. J.
Woodcock, transferred.
For the Attorney-General,
W. H. WILSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council,  has been  Fleased
to appoint
J. VIVIAN WILLIAMS, Police Magistrate at
Aramac,
to be District Registrar and District Receiver in
Insolvency at that place, in the room of P. W.
Pears, transferred.
For the Attorney-General,
W. H. WILSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES LORD
to be Accountant in Insolvency, in the room of
H. Buckley, deceased.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
instant.
For the Attorney-General,
W. H. WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
Lieutenant FRANCIS WILLIAM  BEATTIE
to be a Captain in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor directs it obe
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
Lieutenant EDMUND ABRAHAM CUMBERBATCH
OLIVE and
WALTER JARVIS
to be Captains in the Defence F,,rce.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
7
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor directs it obe
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
CHARLES BOROMEO FITZGERALD and
SILAS  HARDING
to be  Lieutenants  in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
I I IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant WILLIAM DANG AR HUNTER PALMER
to be a Lieutenant on the Unattached List of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pl ased t  accept
the resignation  tendered by
WILLIAM EDWARD PARRY- OKEDEN
of his provisional appointment as a Captain in the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
I T is hereby  notified that ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881 ,"  I have appointed
CHARLES MCDOUG}ALL
to be  a Member of the Glengallan Marsupia
Board ,  in the room of Beresford Hudson, resigned.
For the Colonial Secretary,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MARCUS  STEWART
to be a Clerk in the Office  of the Commissioner of
Police.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES HILL, M.D.,
to be Official Visitor to the Asylum for the Insane,
Goodna, and the Reception House,  Brisbane, in
the room of Richard Rendle, F.R.C.S.,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES A . J. WOODCOCK
to be  a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District
of Warwick.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of  the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES A. J. WOODCOCK
to be a Member of the Committee of Management
of the Warwick Hospital, in the room of John
Archibald, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
8Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that
PATRICK ROCHE O'CONNOR
be admitted into the service of the Department of
Public Instruction as a Teacher of Class III.,
Division 3, and appointed to the position of an
Assistant Teacher in the State School for Boys at
Cooktown.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions and transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of
Public Instruction, viz. :-
THOMAS WILLIAM EVANs
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Mungar ;
JAMES GILL
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Dugandan;
RICHARD BINNEY ORR
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Tingalpa ;
ROBERT HENRY RHINE
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Burketown ;
DAVID STAIG WARREN
to he promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Tarampa ;
RosE EMMA DAVIS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Stanwell ;
MINNIE HARRAP
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at the Diamantina
Orphanage ;
HENRIETTA HUNTER
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the Central State School for Infants at Brisbane ;
FLORA CATHERINE MCALLISTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Millchester ;
EMILY GREY MORRIS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Gladstone.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
PII0CLAAI_%T1WN.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTh ONY Mi Orevi-
Knight Grand Cross of the Ml o:, t
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and  St. George, G ovcrnoi
A. Musa uLvE , and Co[nni;tnder-o -('I,h f of 1b,
Governor .  Colony of (,,nvn: 1;i: <1 and it,
Depeii.L ; r'h
I
N pursuance  of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the second
section of  "  The Navigation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive  Council, and
on the recommendation of the Marine Board, do,
by this my Proclamation , notify  and decla re  that
German New Guinea shall be a  place to which
vessels trading from any Port in Queensland willbe entitled to all the privileges attaching to " Inter-
colonial Trade  "  Vesels.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fourth day
of May,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By lis  Excellency Sir ANTHONY M rSG aA V F,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Depeudencies.
JNpursuance of section ninety-five of "  The CrownLands  Act of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for thepurpose named.
R.M.-1 2- -88-R'.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
88-8487-s.G.
Resumed from Selections 3089 and 3090, T.R.
County of Aubiqny, parish of North Branch.
Area- 2 acres.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
south -west corner  of portion 3090, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing north
three chains ; on the north by that portion and por-
tion 3089 bearing west  six chains  and sixty-seven
links ; on the west by the last-mentioned portion
bearing south three chains ; and on the south by a
road bearing east six chains and sixty -seven links
to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY .tiivsua.\e'F,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. MIi-
A. MUsGRANE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has
been  permanently reserved for the purpose named,
and placed permanently under the control of the
Cleveland Divisional Board.
E.M.-19 -4488-R'.
88-12183-Peen.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC RECREATION.
Wellington Point.
County of Stanley, parish of Capalaba.Area-211 acres.
Commencing  on the east boundary of portion 65
at a point bearing 55 d rucs '1 f  minutes and  distant
ten chains forty-thr e f 'om the south-east
corner of  portion 7  . a• (1 ,, ow, ; ed thence on the
north and north-east by 'in"s hoaring b2 degrees
40 minutes fifty-five chains an 1 117 degrees 20
minutes  thirty-sev., n on the south-
east  by a line bearhig 223 degrees 20 minutes
thirty-two chains seventy  links  to Hilliard's
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek
upwards to the south- east corner  of portion 61 ;
and thence by portions  61, 62 , 63, 64, and 65 north-
westerly to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House , Brisbane, this second day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
9
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
d. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Governor.Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of April, 1888, I did, by and with
v the  advice of  the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the opera tion  of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires
land to be actua lly  surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended  with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor -General was , by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land  into lots and to
indicate  the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly  divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position
thereof  on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution  of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to 1886, " I, Sir ANTHONY
MusG RAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands
specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Charleville Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of  June,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be
selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural Area, 1280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !E.M.-19-4-88.
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish. No. OfPortion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
A. P_ P. .e s. s. d. .C s. d.
1 Gowrie ... Querundi ... 1v 600 0 0 10 1  0 4 1 0 0
2 Ditto ditto ... 2v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
3 Ditto ditto ... 3v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
4 Ditto ditto ... 4v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
5 Ditto ditto ... 5v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
6 Ditto ditto ... 6v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
7 Ditto ditto ... 7v 160 0 0 7 7 0 4 1 0 0
8 Ditto ditto ... 8v 160 0 0 7 7 0 4 1 0 0
9 Ditto ditto ... 9v 160 0 0 7 7 0 4 1 0 0
10 Ditto ditto ... 1Ov 4300 0 819 0 4 1 0 0
11 Ditto ditto ... 11v 160 0 0 7 7 0 4 1 0 0
12 Ditto ditto ... 12v 160 0 0 7 7 0 4 1 0 0
13 Ditto ditto ... 13v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
14 Ditto ditto ... 14v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
15 Ditto ditto ... 15v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
16 Ditto ditto ... 16v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
17 Ditto Glengarry ... 18v 375 0 0 8 18  0 4 1 0 0
18 Ditto ditto ... 19v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
19 Ditto ditto ... 20v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
20 Ditto ditto ... 21v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
21 Ditto ditto ... 22v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
22 Ditto ditto ... 23v 130 0 0 6 13  0 4 1 0 0
23 Ditto ditto ... 24v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
24 Ditto ditto ... 25v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
25 Ditto ditto 26v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
26 Ditto ditto ... 27v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
27 Ditto ditto ... 28v 140 0 0 6 13  0 4 1 0 0
28 Ditto ditto ... 29v 255 0 0 7 18  0 4 1 0 0
29 Ditto ditto ... 30v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
30 Ditto ditto ... 31v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
31 Ditto ditto ... 32v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
32 Ditto ditto ... 33v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
33 Ditto ditto ... 34v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
34 Ditto ditto ... 35v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
35 Ditto ditto 36v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
36 Ditto ditto ... 37v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
37 Ditto ditto ... 38v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
38 Ditto ditto ... 39v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
39 Ditto ditto ... 40v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
40 Ditto ditto 41v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
41 Ditto ditto ... 42v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
42 Ditto ditto ... 43v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
43 Ditto ditto ... 44v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
44 Ditto ditto ... 45v 220 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
45 Ditto ditto ... 46v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
46 Ditto ditto ... 47v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
47 Ditto ditto ... 48v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
48 Ditto ditto ... 49v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
49 Ditto ditto ... 60v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
50 Ditto ditto ... 51v 1150 0 6 13  0 4 1 0 0
51 Ditto ditto ... 52v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0
52 Ditto ditto 53v 160 0 0 7 7 0 4 1 0 0
53 Ditto ditto ... 54v 160 0 0 7 7  0 4 1 0 0)
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. Muse RAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor. Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,"  1,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, b7
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of June, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the
said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the  fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
T.M.-19-488.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD S ava THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
1 Brisbane ... Bromelton 4479
2 Ipswich Cressbrook 6990...
3 Mount Britton Wodehouse
4  Ditto  ditto
5  Ditto  ditto
6  Ditto  ditto7 Ditto  ditto
8  Ditto  ditto
Ditto  ditto
10  Ditto  ditto
11  Ditto  ditto
12  Ditto  ditto
13  Ditto  ditto
14  Ditto ditto
15  Ditto ditto
16  Ditto  ditto
17  Ditto ditto18  Ditto ditto
No. of
Portion.
91
182
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
PROCLAMATION.
I'y  Ills Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAV I
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
( r..s.] Distinguished Order of St. M i-
A INIUSGRAVE, chael  and St. George, Governoi
G•'rer,wur.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dep 'nden cies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  Vested, and
in accordance  with the eighty-fourth section
of  "The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
Z
and with  the advice of the Executive  Council,
by this  my Proclamation , notify  and declare
that the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby  opened as a Public Road.
E.H.-28-8-88.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one  chain  wide ,  resumed  from  selection
1237, Beenleigh District. (Atkin Jerome.)
Being  branch road from the  reserved  road through
portion 11, parish of Witheren, south-westerly to
the Coomera  River ,-containing  one rood thirty-one
perches.
Given  under  my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty -first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Area. Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
59 030 5 1 3
148 1 0 11 10 0
43 0 0
4000
42 0 0
3 12 0
3 8 0
3 8 0
44 0 0 3 12 0
50 0 0 316 3
50 0 0 316 3
46 0 0 3 12 0
93 0 0 4 16 4
87 0 0 4 12 9
114 0 0 5 6 4
80 0 0 4 9 0
80 0 0 4 9 0
80 0 0 4 9 0
80 0 0 4 9 0
80 0 0 yl 4 9 0
80 0 0 4 9 0
Name of Lessee. Area.
a. d.
0 3
10
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
AL,
.a
a
£ s.
10
2 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0 J
1 0
10
10
Value of
Improve-
ments.
PBOCLAMATIOIi.
Rv Ifis Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVa.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.,.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MUsGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify  and proclaim  that the Lease of the following
Agricultural Farm, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited :-
E.r --12.4 -88-L'.
d
y O +o o
za
168
Acres.
640
1,280320
320
320
320
320
320
320
320
320
320
330
320
320
320
320
320
Land Agent's
District.
A. H. P.
Henry Stanton ... ... 150 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described have been permanently
reserved  for the purpose named with  respect to
each.
E.M.-19 -4.88.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR ECREATION.
d8-2979-P.W.
South Brisbane.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
allotments  1. 2,  and 3 of section W.
Area-2 roods 22,1 perches.
Commencing at a point one chain east from the
north-east corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the east by Howard street bearing 179
degrees 2.1 minutes three chains and forty-nine
links and 170 degrees 30 minutes one chain and
twenty-eight links ; on the south by a lane bearing
east one  chain and sixty-eight and three-tenths
links ; on the east by a line bearing 359 degrees 24
minutes  two chains and thirty-six and three-tenths
links; on the north and  again on  the east by lines
bearing west one chain and 359 degrees  24 minutes
two chains and thirty- nine  links ; and again on the
north by Vulture street bearing west eighty-eight
links to the point of  commencement.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  MUNICIPAL  PURPOSES.
88-9174.-Mrs.
North Rockhampton.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated 8th October, 1884, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer.
Area- 5 acres 2 roods  37 perches.
Commencing  at the north  corner  of the Police
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
Bridge street -bearing 47 degrees 30 minutes sixty-
seven and a-half links; on the north by Lake's
Creek road bearing 100 degrees 15 minutes eight
chains  eighty links and 27 degrees 15 minutes
twenty-one links ; on the east by a road bearing
359 degrees 15 minutes two chains ninety-two links ;
on the south- east by that road bearing 227 degrees 30
minutes  seven  chains fifty-five links ; on the south-
west by  a line  bearing 317 degrees 30  minutes six
chains  twenty-five links ;  again  on the north-west
and south-west by the Police Reserve bearing 47
degrees  30 minutes  three chains thirty-three and
a-half links and 317 degrees 30 minutes three
chains to the point of commencement.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MARKET.
88-9171,-- Mrs.
North Rockhampton.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer.
Area-3 acres 1 rood 3 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of the Gymna-
sium Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Bridge street bearing 47 degre •s 30minutes
three chains seventy-five links ; on the north-east
by the Police lleseive and a line bearing 137 de-
grees 30 minutes rne chains twenty-five links ;
on the south-east by a rcad bearing 227 degrees 30
minutes  three chains seventy-five links ; and on
the south-west by the Gymnasium  Reserve bearing
317 degrees 30 minutes nine chains twenty-five links
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUINN I
PROCLAMATION.
Sy 1-tsar Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most[L.S.] Distinguished Or er of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me yested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1894" and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under, and situated in the Bundaberg Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on
and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of June, 1888:
And I do  hereby,  by and with the advice afore-
said , declare that the annual rent and purchasing
price at which said lands may be selected shall
be 6d. and £1 per acre respectively, and that
the maximum  area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall  be as  follows,
that is to say:-
In the case of lands within Agricultural Area
No. two, 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in th
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
EX-194-88.GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
Parish of Booyal.
(Known as  Duingal Scrub.)
About 14  square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the followingboundaries:-Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River opposite the confluence of the Perry River,
and bounded  thence on the north  by the  resumed
part of Walla Run  ; on the east by the leased part
of Eureka Run ; on the south by the  leased part
of Degilbo  Run (Stanton Harcourt Block); and on
the west by the Burnett River.NOTE.-Subject to th  payment  of the  value of
improvements ,  if any.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
OPENING LAND OFFICE, BARCALDINE.
I
T is hereby notified, that a Land Office will be
opened for the transaction  of business at the
Court House, Barcaldine, on and after MONDAY,
the Second day of July, 1888.
Plans of the land to be opened to selection will
be forwarded to the Land Agent at that place,
where they may be seen and further information
obtained.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1867.
TEE CROWN LA 1VD8 ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS ' C OURTS.
JT is hereby  notified for public information ,  that the  Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act  of  1884 " will hold their  Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
A ll  business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" and  "The
Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876  "  wi ll  also be dealt with  by the Land  Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District .  Jan. Feb .  March . April.  May. June. July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Allora* ...
Aramac ...
Banana ..
Beenleigh
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
BundabergBurketown
Cairns
Cardwell` ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown
Cunnamulla
Dalby ..
Emerald ...
Esk* ..
Gayndah
Geraldton
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Herberton
Hughenden
Ingham ...
Inglewoodt ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough ...
Mitchell ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Nanango ...
Nebo .. ...
Nerang* ...
Normanton ...
Po rt  Douglas ...
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Tenningering ...
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick... ...
Wed. 28  ... ...  Wed. 27
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs .22 Thurs.26 Fri .  25 Thurs.21
Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues .  1 Tues. 5
Sat. 14 Sat .  11 Sat .  10 Sat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat. 9
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2  Wed. 6
Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Fri. 13 ... Fri. 9 ... Fri. 11
Tues .  3 Mon .  6 Mon .  5 Tues .  3 Mot..  7 Mon. 4
Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2  Wed. 6
Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs.26
Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Fri. 27 Fri. 24 Fri .  23 Fri .  27 Fri .  25 Fri. 29
Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18
Wed. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 16
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Thurs.26 Thurs . 23 Thurs .22 Thurs .26 Fri .  25 Thurs.28
Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28 Wed .  25 Wed .  30 Wed. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14  Wed. 11 Wed.  9 Wed. 13
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri .  2 Fri. 6 Fri. 4 Fri. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Thurs. 12  Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8 Thurs .  12 Tours .  1e Thurs. 14
Fri. 20 Fri. 17 Fri .  16 Fri .  20 Fri .  18  M.  15
M.  13 Fri. 10 Fri .  9  M.  13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8
Thurs .  9 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Thurs. 9 ... Thurs . 12 Thurs.14
Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues. 13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues. 12
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon .  14 Mon. 11
Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed . 11 Wed.  9 Wed. 13
Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  16 Tues. 19
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon. 25
Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri . 9 Fri. 13 Fri.  11 Fri. 8
Thurs .  26 Thur, .23 Thurs. 29 Thurs .26 Thurs .  31 Thurs-28
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed . 7 Wed. 4 Wed.  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14 Wed .  I1 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26 Mon .  23 Mon .  26 Mon. 26
Thurs . 12 Thurs .  9 Thurs .  8 Thurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs.14
Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tues .  27 Tues .  24 Tues .  29 Tues. 26
Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23
Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Sat. 14 Sat. 11
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 13 ...
Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs .  26 Thurs. 30
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Fri. 27 Fri. 24
Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Wed. 18 .
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs .26 Thurs. 23
Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 25 Wed. 29
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9
Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Fri. 13 Fri . 10
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Thurs .  6 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Tues. 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. I
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thurs. 26 Thurs.30
Wed. 4 Wed. I
Wed. 4 Wed. I
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9
Tues. 24 Tues. 28
Wed. 26 ... ... Wed. 19
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 8
Wed. 19 Wed .  17 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed, 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Tues .  4 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 8 Sat .  13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 14  ...  Sat. 10
Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon .  5 Mon. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Thurs. 27 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Fri. 28 Fri. 26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 5  Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .27 Thurs .26 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri. 1
Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 17
'l'hurs . 13 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12
Fri. 21 Fri. 19 Fri. 16 Fri. 23
Fri. 14  Fri. 12 Sat .  10 Fri. 16
Thurs .  6 Thurs. 4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Thurs . 11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  R Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 1
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Tues. 16
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues. 18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Mon. 24 Mon. 22 Mon .  26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10  M.  14
Thurs .  27 Thurs.25 Thurs.29 Thurs. 27
Wt d.  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed . 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5  Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Thurs .  13 Thurs.11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
* The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for  the purpose  of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions-
t  Court  to be held when there are any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands, Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March ,  1888 . Brisbane , 13th  April, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS. PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information , T is hereby  notified for general information, thatd thl t ht i thth t iions un erapp ica y-na e e g n
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months  from this date.
Plans of the  Roads cat, he seer' -t this Office;
at the Land Offices, Maryborough, Buudaberg, and
Toowoomba ; Police Offices, Cobb's Cant,,, Howard,
Helidon, and Gin Gin ; and Post Offices, Mellum
Creek, Howard, Helidon, and Gin Gin.
HENRY JORDAN.
The Kolan The road  separating por-
Divisional tion  4A from portion 7
Board, on
account of
Messrs. Me-
Ilwraith and
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant . situation .  Parish.
1
2
Palmer
Ditto
Gin Gin
Area.
A.  X. P.
8 0 5
The road  separating por-
tions 7,  4A, and 3u from
port ions 6A and 5A
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating por- ditto 9 1
tion. I.-, and 2.A froid,
portion 16
4 Ditto  ... The road separating por- ditto 28 0
5 William Byan
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
tions  16 and  2A from
portions  6,5A, and 3B, to
the intr rseetion of the
reserved road through
portion 3B
That part of the rord
separating portion 79
from portion 6v, north
of the intersection of
the n.tw rosin throu.tb
portion 79
6 John James  Theres, trod rr•a Ithronl W il.•.h ... • 7 2
7 The Cabool-
ture Divi-
sional Board,
on account
of James
Campbell
" The Crown  Lands Act of  1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ;  and all
persons w iio may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
mt ut heir objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plant of  the Road can be seen at
Otlice, Maclayy ; Police Oflice, Eton;
Office, kouniala.
the Land
and Post
HENRY JORDAN.
Applicant.
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J. N. Johansen
Situation.
The road through por-
tion 162d
Kelvin
Area.
A. R. P.
6 2 20
Department of Public Lands,
-Brisbane, 16th Mare!i, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE 0141 ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Gladstone, Ipswieb, and Warwick; Police
Offices, Gladstone, Harrisville, and Warwick ; and
Post Offices, Calliope, Dugandan, and Warwick.
HENRY JORDAN.
ditto 23 334
flagstoneM 1
27
0
0
Bribie ...
portion 18v (Agrieultuial
Farm No. 24)
Part of the r( rv,,(` road
through pot : ion 1.
0
About
1 3 0
NoTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
In connection  with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
lh'isbe n o, 20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CU )1(1?
I
T  is hereby noti fied for general information, that
applications  under the cigl,tj•- ninth section of
"The Crownn  Lands Art (f  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Toowoomba  ;  Police Offices,
Harrisvi ll e and Jondaryaii  ;  and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
*1
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The Mutda- The road  separating  Mutdapilly 3 3 0
pilly Divi- subdivisions 37 and 38
atonal of portion 90 from
Board ,  on subdivisions 31 and 30
account of of portion 122
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
2 Messrs .  Sha- The road separating the King  ...  6 3 14
nahan and camping and water
Jennings reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
No. Applicant .  situation. Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
1 Thomas Far -  The road  separating Calliope  ...  16 0 32
mer portions 11, 9, 8, 3,
66, 65, 62 ,  61, 58, and
57 from portions 12,
10.7,5,1, 17,64,60,
and 56
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto 4 0 0
portion 7  from por-
tion 10
3 Ditto ...  The road separating  ditto ... 4 0 0
porCou S loin pwr-
tious 1. 2, and 3
4 Ditto ...  The road separating ditto ... 3 3 0
portion 4 from  por-tions II5 and 6
5 Ditto ...  The road separating ditto ... 8 0 0
portions 1,  2, 3, and
4 from portions 66
and 67
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 5 3 8
portions 61 and 60
from portions 68 and
56
7 Ditto  ... I  The  road separating ditto ... 6 0 0
portions 67 and 66,
parish of Calliope,
from portions 34 and
79, parish of West
Stowe
8 Ditto .. .  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 6 0 0
*9
$10
application under the eighty-ninth  section of
portions 15 and 13
fromportions 12, 10,
7, and 6
Johann W .  The reserved road Coochin ... 4 1 0
Schulz th ro ugh portion 244
Johann F. The road separating ditto ... 1 0 14
Kroll portion 244 fro m
portion 168
11 Charles H. The road separating Warwick ...  2 220
Ransome subdivision 3 of por-
tion 60 from por-
tions 81 and 59
12 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 2 0 8
portion 59 from por-
tions 61, 62, and 63
s NOTE.- The closure of this  road is proposed to be carried out • NoTE.- The closu re of these  roads is proposed to be carried out
In connection with the opening of another  road. in connection with the opening of another  road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
l that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown I ands Act (f  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation.
Raff, Robert -  The road separating
son, and  Co. portion 435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
00
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION FOR ROAD.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the provisions of the 102nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," of the intention to resume the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder.
Any objections to the resumption of the said road must be lodged by the Lessees of the respective
Holdings with the Secretary for Public Lands, within six months from the date of service of this notice.
HENRY JORDAN.Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH AGRICULTURAL FARMS 485, 713, AND 707, IPSWICH DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO 13E PROCLAIMED AS A -PL'IBLIC ROAD.
Parish of North, County of Churchill.
,0
CD
Description of Road.
1 From the western boun-
dary of portion 14v east-
erly and northerly to
the northern boundary
2 Along and within the
whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 23v
3 Along and within the
whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 24v
88-6003-D. B.
14v
23v
24v
E
zw
0
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Thorn  ...  33 0 0
Land
Agent's  How Held.
District.
Reputed
Owner.
W
B Lengths.
Cho.  Lks .  Links. A. R. P.
485 Ipswich  ... Agricultural  Farm ,  John Shorty 86' 30' 5 15 100 1 3 24
1
1884 Act Poole 71° 0' 3 70
20° 0' 11 0
713 ditto ...
707 ditto ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive from the Land Agent in
Beenleigh  the amount of Compensation to which he
is entitled for the Land taken from his Selection
for Road purposes :-
Selection  No. 1237,  Beenleigh District .-Atkin
Jerome.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "'(he Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
ditto ... ... August F. Arndt  90° 0' 33 80
ditto ... ... I John O'Connor 90° 0' 34 30
100 3 1 20
100 3 1 30
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March,  1888,
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
f
l IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road, are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
E.M.-14-3-88-S 2. HENRY JORDAN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE DICKABARAM BRIDGE OVER THE MARY RIVER TO THE MIVA
RAILWAY STATION, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Miva, Courty of Lennox.
V
b
 o.o
z
0
Description of Road .  How Held. Reputed Occupier.  Bearings.Owner. Lengths.
0
0 Area .  Remarks.
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A.  it.  P.
1 From the  western end  of 15 Fre ehold  Henry H .  Hutchins  175°53'  1 65 3 3 0 Unimproved
the Dickabaram Bridge  Hutchins  213° 17'  5 11 I land.
south-westerly along the 171° 3' 4 95 100
southern side of  the 188° 4.5' 6 00
Kilkivan Railway line to ; 215° 55' 3 10
the level crossing  on the 171°40'  1 48 Irregu-
west side  of the  Miva lar
Railway Station  229°46'  14 08 1002620181  2 78
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned  road can be seen at the  Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Tiaro.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown La nds Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Offices, Toowoomba and Rock-
hampton ; the Police Offices, North Pine, Too-
woomba, and Cawarral ; and Post Offices, North
Pine, Middle Ridge, and New Zealand Gully.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES  AND ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. Y.
1 Charles Ogg Road and reserve sepa- Redcliffe... 20 3 19
2
*3
*4
*5
rating portions 78 and
427 from portions 422
and 424
Ditto ... Portion 12, being reserve ditto ... 43 0 0
for water
F. R. C. I The road separating sub- Drayton ... 0 3 32
Struver i division 2 of portion
329 from portion 332A
The Gogango The road separating por- Cawarral...  6 3 32
Divisional  tion 1290 from portion
Board, on 41
account ofI
Herbert
Johnston
Ditto, on The reserved road ditto ... 14 0 0
account through portion 12.5
of Michael
Tucker
* NomrE -The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from  the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such  Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act  aforesaid , the correct  areas and  descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in  every deed containing the
erroneous areas  and descriptions ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-11700.
Date of Deed-25th May, 1865.
Name of Grantee - Justin Edward Daniel
MacCarthy.
Land Granted-Portion  173, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-39 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  173.
Area-40 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, and bounded thence on the east by portions
177 and 174 bearing 29 minutes twenty-two chains
and five and a-half links ; on the north-west by a
road bearing 224 degrees 4 minutes two chains and
seventy- six and  seven-tenths links, 239 degrees
6 minutes nine chains  and sixty-seven links, 256
degrees  26 minutes  five chains and sixty-six links,
249 degrees 13 minutes four chains and seventeen
and four-tenths links, 249 degrees 47 minutes three
chains and twenty-two links, and 251 degrees
22 minutes eleven chains and twenty-nine links;
on the south-west by a road bearing 120 degrees
fourteen chains and ninety-two and two-tenths
links ; and on the south by portion 178 bearing
90 degrees 20 minutes twenty chains and twenty-
five links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-1866.
Date of Deed-21st January, 1861.
Name of Grantee-John Cockerill.
Land Granted-Portion  104, county of Stanley,
parish of Yeerongpilly.
Area- 25 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly, portion  104.
Area-25 acres 16 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
103, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing 90 degrees 36 minutes thirty-three
chains and sixty-nine and a-half links; on the
south-east by lines bearing 216 degrees 33 minutes
three chains and eighty-three and eight-tenths
links and 193 degrees 38 minutes four chains and
si*ty-four and a half links ; on the south by a line
bearing 270 degrees 25 minutes thirty-two chains
and seventy-eight links ; and on the north-west by
a road bearing 20 degrees 11 minutes three chains
and forty-seven and four-tenths links and 15
degrees 55 minutes four chains and sixty-two links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1888.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
fr om the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent  that, by  force of the Act afore-
said, the correct areas and descriptions and name of
intended grantee shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions and
name ; and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-66103.
Date of Deed-16th November, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich August Adam
Oestreich.
Land Granted-Portion  128, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
• Area-158 acres.
AMENDED AREA. AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  128.
Area-159 acres 1 rood 38 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
225, and bounded thence on the north by portions
147 and 150 bearing 269 degrees 50 minutes forty
chains and ten links ; on the west by portion 126
bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes forty chains and
t  enty links ; on the south by a road bearing east
forty chains and thirteen links; and on the east by
portion 225 bearing north forty chains and thirty-
two links to the point of commencement;-exclusive
of two acres for a surveyed road, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
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Nos. of Deeds-57954 and 57955.
Date of Deeds-24th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Robert Prince Tennant.
Land Granted-A ll otments  5 and 4 of section 24,
town of Normanton.
Area-1 rood each.
Nature of Error-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Robert Prince
Tennant instead of Henry Prince Tennant, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-12219.
Date of Deed-22nd July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Septimus Birley.
Land Granted-Portion 225,  county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-22 acres 1 rood 12 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion 225.
Area-22 acres 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
226, and bounded thence on the south by that por-
tion bearing 269 degrees 59 minutes twenty chains
and sixty-nine and a-half links; on the south-west
by a road bearing 350 degrees 50 minutes three
chains and seventy-seven links, 324 degrees 51
minutes five chains and fifty links, and 329 degrees
11 minutes two chains and sixteen and a-half
links ; on the north by a line and portion 204
bearing east twenty-five chains and fifty-two links ;
and on the east by portion 227 bearing 179 de-
grees 40 minutes ten chains and five and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.THE following description of the resumed portion
of the Run known as Juandah, in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in lieu of that set forth in
the  Government Gazette  of the 28th March, 1888,
is published as required by the Act, and for the
information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Juandah, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
RESUMED PORTION.
309  square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over J over WS in triangle opposite the
junction of Woleebee Creek with Sandy or Juandah
Creek, and bounded thence by a west line about
three miles twenty-four chains to the watershed
between Woleebee Creek and Mud Creek ; thence
by that watershed in a south-westerly direction
and by the watershed between Wandoan Creek and
Horse Creek in a south-easterly direction to a point
west of a point on Wandoan Creek which is about
forty-eight chains in a direct line below a box-tree
on its right bank marked broad-arrow over L over
XI in triangle ; thence by an east line crossing the
creek at that point to the watershed between the
last-named creek and Woleebee Creek ; thence by
that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
between Woleebee Creek and Horse Creek ; thence
by that watershed in a south-easterly direction to
the Main Dividing Range ; thence by that range
in a north-easterly direction to a point bearing
south-easterly from a tree on the left bank of
Sandy or Juandah Creek marked broad-arrow over
J3 in triangle ; thence by a line crossing the creek
to that tree; thence by the left bank of the said
creek downwards to a point about forty chains in a
direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over
J7 in triangle ; thence by a south-west line to
the watershed between the last-named creek and
Woleebee Creek ; thence by that watershed in a
general north-westerly direction to the 'unction of
those creeks and by a line crossing the last-named
creek to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors  are informed  that Maps
i of the Districts of Blackall, Bundaberg,
Gladstone, Gympie, Maryborough, Rockhampton,
and Roma, showing all land open for selection,
both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms, are now
ready for public exhibition in the Map-room in
the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being  made  by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
NOTICE.
ELECTORS under  "  The Crown Lands Alien-
s ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under  that Act,  and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  1V. of  " lire
Crown Lands  Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge appli cations in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1886."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1888.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber andother Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places  hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
£ a.
BIRDSVILLE.
(For the Month of February,  1888.)
William Clarke ... I To burn charcoal ... 1 0
BOWEN.
(For the Month of March,  1888.)
James Gordon ... To cut in log
J. A. Fox ..
James MacPherson
John Compton
„
BRISBANE.
„
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
T. S. Pratten
J. Petrie  and Sons
D. Cogil ...
W. Simpson ...
F. B. Burton ...
W. Taege ...
A. Watt ...
D. Cogil ...
W. Simpson ...
J. L. Murray
W. Gridley ...
J. Grigor
J. Page ...
F. G. Burton
A. Watt
J. Johnson ...
J. Grindley
J. L. Murray
E. Weller
H. Miller0. Jensen
R. Jensen
G. Dawson
R. Dawson
R. Jones
C. Stuart
To out and split  slabs, &c.
To dig and remove ...
To cut and remove in log
„
BIINDABERG.
Amount
of
Fee.
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 15
1 0
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 5
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
To cat and split slabs, &c. 0
„ „ „ 0
To cut and remove in log 0
J. Storrie ...
G. F. Gottwaltz
W. Robinson ...
J. Lawrie ...
„
„
To cut firewood
CAIRNS.
0
0
„ 0
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
A. Banning  ...  ... To cut and remove in log
W. Banning ... „
J. Robb ... ... J To cut and split sleepers
COORTOWN.
(For the Month of March,  1888.)
0 5
0 5
6 0
T. Hughes ... . To cut and remove in logl 1 5
Overend and Co. ... ITo cut  and split sleepers 9 0
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of March , 1888.)
David Sauer ... ... To cut  and split slabs,  &c.[ 0 15
James Cox ... ... I Tocutandremoveinlog) 1 10
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the Month of March , 1888.)
Jaoob  Burn  ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Joseph Kelly ... ... Ordinary  ... ... 0 5
Joseph Rappel ...  To make bricks ... 2 0
Frank Godwin ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 1 10
Tin You ... ... „ „ ... 0 15Ali Sing ... „ „ ... 0 15
Albert  Barnes  ... To cut firewood ... 0 10Ali Sam ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Ah Hee ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Thomas R. Evans 0 10
LlcRIcsEs-continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
CHARTERS  TowERS-continued.
Jacob Burn ...
A. McKenzie...
Antonia B. Bosca
Rinaldi Giovanni
Jacob Wirth ...
Twee See ...
Harry Peel ...
James  Hamilton
Alfred Chick ...
Ditto ...
Thomas Synon
John Boyland
CHINCHILLA.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
John Anderson ... I To cut and remove in logy 1 0
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of January, 1888.)
George Perkings To cutand split slabs,&c. 0 15
Robert Archdale David. „ f 0 15
son
Edward Wilson
Walter Trotter
William Pohl
To dig and remove earth
To out firewood ...
To cut and  remove in log
...
...
... To cut firewood
„ „
To cut firewood
£ a.
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
... 1 0
0 10
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
1 0
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
Powell and Coopers ... I To cut andremove inlog 1 1 10
CLONCURRY.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
W. Shaw ... .... To cut in log ... 0 5
A. A. Anderson „ „ ... 0 5
J. Johnston ... „ „ ... 0 6
CROYDON.
(For the Month of February, 1888.)
H. T. Payonseck ... To cut  and remove  in log 1 0
James Petty ... ... To out firewood 0 10
Jacob Ludemann ... To cut and remove inlog 1 0
John Ryan ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Samuel Christensen ... „ „ ... 1 0
John Macaleer ... „ „ ... 0 10
F. Hartz 0 10
James Taylor ... „ „ ... 1 0
GAYNDAH.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
J. Harris ... .. To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
John Harris ... .... „ „ „ f 0 15
GEORGETOWN.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
Wi ll iam Gibbon ...
Frederick Minikin ...
Henry Ripley... ...
John  Pearson... ...
Veild  Johnstone ...
To cut  and remove in log 0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 5„
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month  of March, 1888.)
Edward Wooderson ... I To cut and  remove in logj 0 5
GOONDIWIN DI.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
George Boodle ... I To cut and remove in log 0 5
Thomas Carpenter „ „ „ 0 5
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
J. V. Murray... ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Jae. Copson ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
H. Reid ... ... .. .. ... 0 10
S. Poletti ... ... „ „ .. 0 10
D. Cassidy ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
J. Fitzpatrick... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Alf. Godwin ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
John Kelly ... „ „ ... 0 10
J. Stewart ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Thos. Maher ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
A. Jones ... ... Ordinary ... ... 0 5
C. Houghton :.. „ ... ... 0 5
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LICENSES - continued.
Applicant ' s Name.
A. Andersen ...
Wm. Cash ...
Elijah Keyser...
W. G. May ...
John Lindsay...
Kennedy and Allen
Jas. Fraser
Pettigrew and Co.
Jas. Balkin ...
J. V. Murray ...
G. and E. Negus
F. K. Stringer
Description of License.
GYMPIE - continued.
... Ordinary
...
...
... Employers'
HERBERTON.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
Sam Yun ... ... I To cut firewood ...
A. Leoni ...
C. Carrood
D. Bernardo ...
„
INGFLEWOOD.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
F. Glohn ... ... I To cut and split slabs,&c.1
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
H. Goebel ... ... To cut and remove in log
J. Stirling ... ... Tocutandsplitslabs,&c.
W. McLauchlan ...
J. Dunkerton ... To cut and remove in log
Ditto ... „ )A ...
J. Petrie and Son ... To dig stone ...
A. O'Sullivan ... To cut and remove in log
J. Spletter ...
A. McKay ...
M. McEniery ... „
ISISFORD.
(For the Month of March,  1888.)
T. J. Mathers ...) To cut firewood ... I
LEYBURN.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
R. Elstob ... ... To cut timber in log ...
W. O'Donnell ...
James Semple... ...
M. O'Toole ...
J. Walker ...
MARYBOROUG II.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
W. Ross ... ...
T. Galbransen
H. Kroning ... ...
A. Moffatt ... ...
J. A. Wieland ...
C. Grohn ...
T. J. Reid ... ...
A. Moffatt ... ...
R. M. Hyne ... ...
To cut and remove in log
„
MILES.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
Andrew Hendersen ... Ordinary
Henry Romford
William Akers
George Akers
Thomas Akers
„
NERANG.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
J. W. Daisey...
Fred. Fowler...
... To cut  and remove in log
John Duncan ..
Dennis Guinea , senr....
Frank Stanford
Dennis Guinea, junr....
ROCK HAMPTON.
(For the Month  of March,  1888.)
James Adowd  ... To  cut and split slabs, &c.
Herbert Kearney  .., T o cut and remova in log
John Pute ...
i
„ „ ...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
4 0
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 10
0 5
LIOENBES -continued.
Applicant' s Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
ST. GEORGE.
(For the Month of March , 1888.)
Nelson Crouch  ...  To out  and remove in log I 0 5
TAMBO.
(For the Month of March,  1888.)
A. Dunbrell ... ... To cutand remove inlog 0 5
G. A. Patterson ... 0 5
R. Dare ... ... 0 5
D. Buckley ... ... „ „ ...  0 5
TAROOM.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
James Carbery ... ITo cut and remove in log 1 0 5
TENNINGERING.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
Wm. Finlay ... .... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Alexr. Nelson I 0 15
TRARGOMINDAH.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
W. C. Thornton ... I To cut and remove inlogl 0 15
TOOWOOMBA.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
George Koppie ... To cut firewood .. 0 10
John Althaus To cut and split slabs,&c. 0 15
Charles Middested ... ... 0 15
V ERE SDALE.
(For the Month of March,  1888.)
John Everdell ... I To cut and  remove in logl 0 5
WARWICK.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
Sam. Brown ... ... To cut in log ... 0 5
W. T. Neill ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
Rob. Nelson ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
J. T. Backhouse ... „ „ ... 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
Wm. Glasby . ... ... 0 5
Geo. Bradford ... „ „ ... 0 5
J. Maloney „ 0 5
Albert Judge ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
James Jones ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
Michl. Hanley „ „ ... 0 5
Rob. Wilson ... 0 5
J.O'Mullane ... „ „ ... 0 5
Daniel Neden ... „ „ ... 0 5
W. T. Neill ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
W. Jones ... ... To strip wattle ... 0 10
W. J. Tilley ... ... To cut in log ... 0 5
J. Keleher ... „ „ ... 0 10
Rob. Brunton... ... „ „ ... 0 5
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
1 1 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  "  Ile
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-
l bution in small quantities to  bon ' fide Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land A gent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P
RODUCERS  are invited  to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
sma ll  quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize, Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in  a dry  state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear,  with the straw attached ,  as well as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain and in  cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned  ;  the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of  the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Lands Office,
Townsville, 23rd April, 1888.
T
HE  undermentioned Selector has been called
upon to appear before me, at the Land Court
to be held at Townsville on THURSDAY, the
Fourteenth day of June, 1888, to show cause  why
his Selection should not be forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of  the conditions of occupation and improve-
ment.
No. 535.
Name-Joe Fun.
Parish-Rokeby.
Area - 50 acres 2 roods.
FREDK. GOODFELLOW,
Land Commissioner.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
T
HIS is to certify that Mr. ROBERT MCARTHUR,
having exhibited evidence of competency as
a Surveyor ,  has been licensed  to effect  surveys,
under the  provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884,"  and subject to the  rules of  this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
THE following Maps are now for Sale at thisOffice, viz.:-
Agricultural Townships.
Village of Murrinda and portions 17v to 27v
adjoining, parish of Ossa, Mackay District,
under section twenty-two, Amendment
Act of 1886.
Price, 1s.
Village of Tuchekoi and portions 4v to
17v adjoining, parish of Tuchekoi,
Gympie District, under section twenty-
two, Amendment Act of 1886.
Price, 1s. 40- Chain Maps.
Rockhampton Sheet No. 1, showing  lands in
the parishes of Murchison, Karkol, Wise-
man, Rockhampton, and G  racemere.
Price, 2s. 6d.
Moreton No. 7 North, showing lands in the
parishes of Toorbul and Redcliffe and part
of Bribie Island.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane , 24th April, 1898.
NOTICE.THE undermentioned Maps are now for Sale, atthis Office, viz.:-
Moreton-Sheets Nos. 9, 12, 12A, and 14
South and No. 2A North, on a scale of
forty chains to an inch, showing lands in
the vicinity of Mundoolun, Tainborine,
''Iabragalba, Beaudesert, Telemon, Coo-
mera, Nerang, &c.
Price,  2s. 6d .  each sheet.
Agricultural Township, Village of Kooroon-
garra , parish of Stonehenge, and portions
adjoining, (Inglewood District,) under sec-
tion twenty-two Amendment Act of 1886;
Town of Cooktown (new issue) ;
Village of Alfred ;
Town of Hewittville (Emu Park).
Price, 1s. each.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)sheets ;  7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
MARBLE MANTELPIECES AND GRATES, NEW
PUBLIC OFFICES ,  BRISBANE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for the
Supply of 64 Marble Mantelpieces , &c., for the
New Public Offices, Brisbane.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Mantelpieces,  4-c., New
Public  Offices."
Specification ,  and form of Tender may be seen,
and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender ,  is £20.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of lt) per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bcnd
to Her Majesty for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For the ITnder Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
section of  " An Act to make provision for
the Construction  by the Government  of Railways
and for the Regulation  i-f the same ,"  assented
to 3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has primarily approved of the Plans and
Book of Reference of the Cleveland Branch
Railway, in length 20 miles 52 chains 294 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Brisbane ; and all  parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required  to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of  any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Planand Book of Reference of the Railway
from Normanton to Cloncurry, Section 1, in
length 13 miles, have been approved and con-firmed ; and that, in pursuance of the seventeenth
section of the Act 27 Victoria No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the Line above referred to, according to the Map
or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Bowen Railway, in length 30 miles, have
been approved and confirmed ; and that, in pur-
suance of  the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be  seen  at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern-
ment  Gazette.
Nature of Work.
THURSDAY ISLAND-Immigration Dep8t, Single Women
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
1 Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Court Houses,
14th April , 1888 ... Cooktown ,  Townsville,
MAYTowN - Morgue ,  Hospital ... ...
TENDERS.
28th April, 1888 ...
and Thursday Island ;
18th May, 1888.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  Court Houses,
Cooktown  and Maytown ;
25th May, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For the Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Work. For full particulars, see  Government
A Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Emu Park Railway--Goods Sheds
Date of  Gaaette  contain- Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
... 21st April,  1888 ., (Railway Office,  Brisbane ;Z 11th May, 1888.
F. CUTRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND NORTHERN RAILWAY.
AMENDED TIME  TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
ON  and after  SUTNDAY, 6th May,  1888, the following Amended Time Table will come into operationon the Northern Railway until further notice
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRANS.
t t
Sunday, 6th May, +Sunday,13th May, Sunday 6th May, Sunday, 13th May,
Stations. and every I and every Stations . II and every  and every
alternate Sunday .  alternate Sunday . In i U rnate Sunday .  alternate Sunday.
P.M.  A.M.
CHARTERS TowEBS dep. 1'30 6'0 TowNsvILL-z ... dep. 6'0
Plum-tree Flat ... A 1.43 Reid River arr. 7.35Triangle ... ... ... A 2.4 ...
..
Z dep. 7.40
Burdekin Tanks ... ... A 2.10 Ravenswood Jun a". 8.40Macrossan Bridge arr. 2.15 . dep. 8.45
7.15 idM B d 5.0Ravenswood June Iarr. acrossan r ge
ep. ...
. dep. 7.20 Burdekin Tanks ... A 5'4
Reid River arr. ... Triangle A 5.11 ...
. dep. ... Plum-tree Flat... ... A 5'32
TowN6vILLR arr. 10'0 CHARTERS TowsRs arr. 5.45 10'5
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guard.
t This Train will only stop at Stations at which it is timed to stop.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888. Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
No. of
Mll=0'
for
Passengers'
Fares.
...
too
Week ending  29th April ,  1888 815 2,510 2 3 4,428 7 8 241 17  0 7,180 6 6
Corresponding week last year ... 706 1,978 1 11 4,937  8 6 160 18 8 7,076 4 0
Increase...
Decrease
000 see ..$
#00 .04 see
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
532 0 4 ...
664 see too
too too off
.. ... ... •1 6
fee
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending  29th April,  1888  151 387 19 0 837  6 1 103 18 8 1,329 2 9
Corresponding week last year ...  108 208 18 11 669 15 7 80 4 10 908 19 4
Increase..,  of  ..• ...
Decrease  ... ... ...
1888- Total Tr affic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
004
Total Increase  ... ... ... ... ... ...  86,699 17 7
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
Week ending  29th April,  1888 66 114  9 1 278 12  9 15 6 11 408 8 9
Corresponding week last year  ...  66 46 12 4 128 8 1 14 10 6 189 10 11
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1888-Total Traffic  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 29th April, 1888
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888 - Total Traffic to date
...
So*
...
1887- Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 29th April, 1888
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1888- Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  29th April, 1888
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... It. ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-- To,.al Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto  ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 29th April, 1888
1888- Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 29th April, 1888
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888- Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
-04
179 0 1 167 9 6 78 13 10 420 3 5
... ... ...
67 16 9 160 4 8 0 16 5 218 17 10
•" CENTRAL RAILWAY.. .•,
7513 1 858'14 11
463 325  8 11  1,729 1 7 4610 6 2,111 1 0
444 411 2 0 2,587 16 6 97 15 1 8,09618 7
12 15  8 5 16 6 1 5 8
... ... ... ...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
... ... •.. ...
MACKAY  RAILWAY.
51-4 7
too
31 43 16  6 82 18 1 4 16 10 81 6 6
31 56  12 2 38 9 7 6 2 1 101 8 10
260
231
8
51
131
...
*to
to.
£6,829 2 5
21,800 16 7
14,600 18 0
So.
5,921 7 8
2,392 8 11
88,629 8 9
986 12 7
40,868 11 0
48,038 6 1
82,184 14 1
19 17 5
1,760 16 4
1,640 6 6
£120 10 10
2,676 15 4
2,546 1 3
366 14 7  2,146 10 4 62 10 6
46317  0 2,027 8 4 66 011
87-2 6
Goods and Live
Stock.
608 16 2
Parcels and
Miroerianeous.
8018 4
...
Total.
it  s. d.
104 2 6
128,041 3 6
... 122,212 1 0
..•
064
0*6
119 7 0
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
32 12 10 I 16 19 6
... I ...
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
56 9. 8 129 16 1
24 16 9 80 15 9
31 13 11 98 19 4
... ...
67 4 5
... ...
29 14 1
2 10 6
...
8%809 18  2
82,091 19 7
86,217 18 7
12 14 2 68 6 6
... 1,071 17 8
16 8 8 201 18 5
78 17 6  134  9 0
63...8 10
2,129 18 1
1,183 18 6
$845 19 8
F. CURNQW,  Commissioner for Railways,
I  I  8  so  d. 1  8 ro  d. I 8 s. d.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
3
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
r HE Tender of Mr. JOHN MACKENZIF, for the
j. Erection of Fitting Shop, Ipswich, having
been repudiated by him, that of Messrs. ROBERT
WILSON AND COMPANY has been accepted. Amount,
£5,726.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1888.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Mr. JOHN WATERS, for the
Foundation of a Turn-table, Emu Park
Railway, has been accepted. Amount, £347 3s.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
VIE Tender of MessrsMACKENZIE AND SUTH-ERLAND , for the Construction of the First
Section of the Bowen Railway, in length 30 miles,
has been  accepted. Amount, £54,706 18s. 4d.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
PASSENGER STATION AND WEIGHBRIDGE
FOUNDATION AT GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Fonr (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY. the 25th
May, from persons willing to contract for Removal,
Alteration, and Re-erection of Passenger Station,
Platform, and Loading Bank, and for Weighbridge
Foundation, at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Passenger
Station  and Weighbridge Foundation at Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane ; Engineer's Office,
Maryborough ; and Station Master's Office, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an Agreement
with the Commissioner for Railways for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necesgarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF STATION MASTER'S HOUSE,
WARWICK.
ryENDERS will be received at this Office until
r Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Station Master's House at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Erection of Station
Master's House, Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Station l1 aster's Office, Warwick; Superintendent
Way and Works' Office, Toowoomba ; and
Engineer for Existing Lines' Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on the amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF ONE-ROOMED COTTAGE,
WALLA N GARR A.TENDERS will be received at this Officeuntil Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 18th May, 188$, from persons willing to
contract for the Erection of a One-roomed Cottage,
at Wallangarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Erection of Cottage,
Wallangarra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Station Master's Office, Warwick ; Superintendent
of Way and Works' Office, Toowoomba ; and
En ineer for Existing Lines' Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.Tae lowest or any Tender will not necessaril be
accepted.
F. CURN OW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor in Council has
1 been pleased to approve of the following
Regulation, framed by the Marine Board, under
the provisions of the 108th section of  " The Naviga-
tion Aet of  1876."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
SWING BRIDGE, ROSS CREEK.
No vessel shall sail, steam, or be towed through
the Swing Opening in Ross Creek Bridge unless in
charge of a Pilot, or by the permission, in writing,
of the Harbour Master. Every vessel not in
charge of a Pilot, and not having the written per-
mission of the Harbour Master to sail, steam, or
be towed through the opening, shall warp through
the same with the aid of the buoys and dolphins
placed for that purpose.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS ,  QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION  OF JETTY, PORT DOUGLASI TENDERS will be received at the  Treasury,
Brisbane, until  Noon of SA'I'UUDAY, 2nd
June ,  from persons willing to contract for the
Extension of the Stone Jetty at Port Douglas, a
distance of 200 feet.
Plan and Specification may he seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Brisbane , Tow;.svill,-,
Mackay . and Rockhampton, and at  the Custom
Houses ,  Cairns ,  Port Douglas ,  and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury , Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 3rd  M ay, 1888.
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HARBOURS  AND  RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
MILTON DRAINAGE WORKS.T ENDERS will  be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  of SATURDAY, the
19th instant, for the following  Work:-
No.  1. Extension of Caxton -street Drain to
west side of Dowse street, length 462 feet,
diameter 5' 6, of 14-inch Brickwork.
No. 2. Completion of Drain to west side of
Cemetery street ,  length 154 feet, diameter
2' 6", of 9-inch Brickwork.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Office, Edward street, Bris-
bane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned persons during  the month
of April, 1888.
Name.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Treasurer.
Place.
LICENSED VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES.
J. B. North ...
Commerford ,  Lawrence
Donegan, Edwd....
Hatton, Thos.
Kelly, T. R. ...
Keating , Wm. ...
Newe ll ,  Matthew ...
Bourke,  Patk. ...
Brett , Wm. ...
Gould, Hy. ...
Shore, J. G. A.
Webster, H. H. ...
Clemments ,  Geo....
Bolton , Michl.
Eagar , Thos. ...
Stone, Robt.
1 horn, Thos. ...
Hughes, J. F. ... .
Mahoney, Thos. ...
Walker, David ...
Brisbane
Cairns
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Charleville
Croydon
ditto
ditto
ditto
Hughenden
Rockhampton
ditto
ditto
ditto
Toowoomba
ditto
Townsville
SPECIAL DISTRICT.
Brennan , Hy. ... ... Eidsvold
Dick, W. M. ... ... ditto
Quinn , Wm. ... .. ditto
Rowe , Wm. ... ... ditto
Warren, Hy. ... ... ditto
WINE-SELLER'S LICENSE.
Curtis, Wm. ... ... Maryborough
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Musty , John ...
I
Cloncurry
Monckton ,  Wm. ... Rockhampton
BAGATELLE LICENSE.
Absolon, John ... ... I Cloncurry
AUCTIONEERS' LICENSES.
Greenwood, Arthur
Smith,  W. S. ...
Doyyle, Robt.
aThom peon, D. C.
Keane, Wm.
Waugh, Irwin
Pope, Edwd.
Cochrane, P. J.
Neilson, Peter
Kirk, G. M.
Woodall, J. R.
Coe, T. B.... ...
Iliff, R. S. ..
MacIlwaine, F. B.
Smith, Wm. ...
Thomson , G. T. ...
Brisbane
ditto
Burketown
Croydon
Gayndah
Goondiwindi
Gympie
Ingham
Laidley
St. George
Tenningering
Townsville
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
•  Previously Gazetted D. C. Thomas in error.
Name.
LICENSES -- continued.
Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS' LICENSES.
Paxton and  Co., W. H. .  Mackay
Andrews, Geo. ... .... Southport
BREWERS '  LICENSES.
Thorn,  H. G. ... ... Kummerunga  Brewery,
Cairns
Clifton, Ralph ... ... Anchor Brewery, Char-
ters Towers
TRANSFERS OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS'
LICENSES.
From-
Johnson, Fredk.
To-
BANANA.
... I Lyons, John
Murdoch, Jae
Lohoer, Wm. ...
Phillips, J. A.
McCann, Jas. ...
Bullock, S. J.
Paton, R. P.
Hill, Bridget
Hattie , Joseph
Kelly, Wm.
Furlong, R. T. ..
Millar,  Christopher
Nicol, Mary
Burton, Wm.
Court, Alfred
McGoldrick, Arthur
Dowling,  Patk. .
Murray, Annie
Smith, Ralph
Bailes, H. G.
Little, W. C. ...
Burke , Louisa
Harrison ,  Eliza ...
Wall, Wm. ...
Cooper, Jas.
Connor, John
Geary, John
O'Brien, John
Callaghan, John
BLACRALL.
... Irwin ,  Margt.
BRISBANE.
... Starkey, W. B.
...
Cosgrove,  Bridget
Egan, Patk.
CAIRNS.
Champion, Kate
Kelly, Wm.
Jensen, Neils
Toohey, Jas.
... Paton, R. P.
CHARLEVILLE.
Enright, A. G.
... Band , August
CLONOURRY.
... Allis, Antony
... Worthington, Thos.
CUNNAMULLA.
... Gardiner, Thos.
DALBY.
Lupton, J. P.
.. Ryan, Wm.
GYMPIE.
Jew, Arthur
::: Mitchell, Hy.
Hayden, Thos.
Hirai Planyr.
... Farre ll, Jae.
... Reid, J. W.
... Wall, Wm.
... Graham, Jae.
IPSWICH.
Abbott, John
Cullen, Gerald.
MILES.
... I Geary, Danl.
MITCHELL.
... .. I Penhalurich, John.
RICHMOND.
... Hamilton, Ralph
Mun roe, H. G. ..
Noonan ,  Lawrence
NORMANTON.
::. Jolbart, Edmund
Patten, Jas.
ROCBHAMPTON.
Anderson ,  F. O. ... ... Skinner ,  Benjamin
Bolton, Michl. ... Lowry, J. F.
Graham , Geo. ... Sommers, Franz
ToowoosiBA.
Schultz, Danl. ... .... Porter, Thos.
Fairley, A. M. ... Perry, W. J.
TRANSFER OF WINE-SELLER'S LICENSE.
BRISBANE.
Schmidt, F. ... ... I Bozanig, J,
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANS.
]RANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert , Beenleigh, Blackall, Boggantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
-Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Ion.
curryj Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow s Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane , Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  :  on deposits  exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made and  money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenin.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.JIB following  Notice  to Mariners  is published
for  general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
This light will be a" fixed White Light," dioptrio,
of the second  order, visible all round  seaward
between the  bearings  of S. 61° E. round by North
to N. 66° W.
The light will be  elevated  about 390 feet above
the sea,  and, allowing  for the height of the eye-
15 feet-it will  be seen the distance  of 27 miles
(nautical )  in clear weather ,  and at lesser distances
according to the  state  of the  atmosphere.
The bearings are magnetic  and from  seaward.
A. G. WEBSTER,
Master Warden.
Marine Board,
Hobart, 21st April, 1888.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT AL BION.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1i Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th) day of June next,  from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of  all material  (except
wire and insulators), and for all workmanship
necessary, for the above- mentioned  work, accord-
ing to the  terms, general  conditions, and specifi-
cation published  in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday , the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1888.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
"ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Postmaster-General, Brisbane, until Noon of
THURSDAY, the 31st May next, from  persons or
Companies desirous of contracting for the Convey-
ance  of Mails for the Government of Queensland
according to the terms and conditions following:-1. The contract to be for the term of three or
five years from the 1st dal of July, 1888.
2. The  vessels engaged  in the service to be
steamships  of at least  400 tons register,  maintain-
ing an average  speed of ten knots per hour between
port and port, and to be at all times subject to the
approval of the Postmaster-General.
3. The vessels to sail between:-
(a.)  Brisbane and Cooktown, and  vice  versd,  call-
ing at Keppel Bay, Flat-top Island, Bowen,
Townsville, Cairns, and Port Douglas, with
Branch Steamers  to ply between Towns-
ville,  Dungeness , Cardwell, Mourilyan
Harbour, and Johnstone River,  between
Mackay and Flat-to Island, and between
Rockhampton and geppel  Bay ; once a-
week.
(b.) Alternative :  Brisbane and Cooktown, and
GomMrsnr  NOTICE.
No. 126.
Treasury,
Hobart, 21st April, 1888.
Two Governor directs the publication of the
following Notice to Mariners , for general  informa-
tion.
By His Excellency' s Command,
B. STAFFORD BIRD.
EXHIBITION OF FIXED LIGHT ON TABLE
CAPE, NORTH-WEST COAST OF TASMANIA.
With reference to the preliminary notice issued
by this  Board , dated the 19th day of January last,
it is hereby notified that on and after Wednesday,
theist day of August next, a light will be exhibited
from the lighthouse which has been erected on
Table Cape, the position and characteristics of
which are as follows :-
The Table Cape Lighthouse is situated in latitude
All 31 south, longitude 1450 43' 30" east (approxi-
mate ), The tower  is 50  feet in height from base
to the lantern, is built of red bricks, and left in the
patural  colour.
vice vers d,  calling at  Keppel Bay, Flat-top
Island, Bowen ,  Townsville, Cairns, and
Port Douglas ,  with Branch Steamers to ply
between Townsville ,  Dungeness ,  Cardwell,
Mourilyan Harbour ,  and Johnstone River,
between Mackay and  Flat-top Island, and
between Rockhampton and geppel Bay ;
twice a-week.
Brisbane and Cooktown ,  and  vice versa,  to
the outgoing and incoming Queensland
Royal Mail Steamers ,  and to  convey  mails
from and to Brisbane ,  call ing at  Keppel
Bay, Flat-top Island ,  Bowen ,  Townsvi lle,
and Port Douglas  ;  and to provide branch
steamers to ply between  Keppel  Bay and
Rockhampton ,  and between Flat-top
Island and Mackay ,  respectively, in con-
nection therewith  ;  once a month ; con-
tract to be terminable by the Postmaster.
General on giving six months' notice.
Cooktown and Normanton ,  via  Thurs-
day Island ,  once a fortnight.
Alternative  :  Cooktown and Normanton,
via  Thursday Island, once a week .
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(f) Normanton and Burketown,  once a fort-
night.
(g.) Alternative:  Normanton and Burketown,
once a week.
4. The Postmaster-General to be at liberty at
any time, upon giving one month's notice, to substi-
tute for any of the ports named any other port of
call, or to add one port without additional subsidy.
If more than one port of call should be required
to be added to the service, then such additional
subsidy, if any, to be paid  as may  be mutually
agreed upon.
5. Each vessel starting  from Brisbane to have
at least three -fifths of her carrying  capacity avail-
able for the receipt of cargo for the Northern Ports
of the colony.
6. If required,  steamers  to convey parcels in the
event of a parcels-post being established at any
time during the currency of the contract.
7. Mails to be conveyed by steam tenders
approved by the Postmaster-General, between
Sep 1 Bay and Rockhampton, and between
Mackay and Flat-top Island, to and from all
contract  steamers  and the Torres Strait mail
steamers ,  and to leave Keppel Bay and Flat-top
Island immediately after arrival of  steamer ;  the
time of departure of such tender from Rock-
hampton and Mackay being fixed by the Post.
master at  those places.
8. The contractors to land and ship mails at
Bowen, Townsville, Cairns, Port Douglas, Cook-
town, Thursday Island, Normanton, and Burke.
town, as well as the other ports named in Clause 3.
9. Time-tables to be arranged by the Postmaster.
General from time to time.
10. No vessel to leave a port of call before the
time appointed by the time-table, and the con-
tractors to forfeit and pay a penalty of £60, or
such  sum as  may be mutually determined upon
before the signing of the contract, for every
twenty-four hours, and rateably for every hour,
after the time appointed for departure, in the event
of a suitable steamer not being in readiness to
convey the mails from Brisbane, Keppel Bay, or
the points referred to in Clause 3.
11. The  vessels  engaged in the service to be at
all times officered  and manned  by competent per.
sons  to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
12. All vessels engaged in the service to be
exempt from the payment of all harbour dues at
all ports of call, excepting  once  in every period of
twelve months.
13. The subsidy to be paid by equal monthly
instalments.
14. The contract to embody all the ordinary
conditions of mail contracts applicable to the
services.
15. The contractors to enter into a Bond, with
approved sureties, in the penal sum of £5,000, con-
ditioned to the due performance of the contract.
16. The Government of Queensland does not
bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
Full information may be obtained on application
at the Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.COPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Mapof the  Colony, showing Mail Routes ,  Post andReceiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets ,  can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s .  per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation ,  at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane,  6th September, 1887.
Pcst and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  13th April, 1888.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that His Exce ll ency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to approve of the Rates chargeable on Telegrams
to and from Thursday Island being  re duced to
those now ordinarily charged for Inland Telegrams.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY  of the New Enlarged Chart,  sheaving
changes of weather in progress ,  pub li shed
by the  Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (excc t Sundays and Holidays ),  wi ll  be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.I T is hereby notified for general information,
that on and after MONDAY next, the 16th
instant, a Telephone Office connected with the
Telephone Exchange will be Opened, for the con.
venience  of the public, in the Vestibule of the
Courier  Building, at the corner of Queen and
Edward  streets.
This Office will be open to the public between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. daily, Sundays and
holidays excepted, and the charge for using the
Telephone will be 6d. for five minutes or part of
five minutes, and 6d. for every additional five
minutes or part of five minutes.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Police Department,
Commissioner's  Office,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, nowin the hands of the Blackall Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at Blackall, on the 26th May next, viz. :---
1 Watch and Silver Albert  with Seal.
1 Purse, Watch-key, and Watch-pouch.
(Found on prisoner Benjamin Franklin Johnson, at
Isisford).
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.THE following Return  of the  Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published  in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 28T 31  DAY OF
APRIL, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 477
Number since admitted  ... ... ...  3
Number returned f ro m leave  ... ...  0
Number discharged ... 3
Number died .  ... ...  0
Number absent on leave  ... ...  2
480
6
Number remaining at date hereof ... 475
Admissions duri ng the week :
Catherine Taylor,  68, from Minnie Downs, has been
living during the last five years with Mr. Irvine,  Minnie
Downs.
Henry Turner,  62, joiner,  from Brisbane Depbt ; last
employed by Mr.  John Robb,  railway contractor, Cairns.
William Tough , 5$, farmer ;  re-admission.
D ischarged during the week :
John  Brown, 48, labourer ;  admitted 26th January,
1876.
John Thomas Smith ,  78, cook  ;  admitted 18th April,
1888.
John Boddie, 35,  labourer ;  admitted 18th November,
1886.
Death duria»g the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical  Superinte ident,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  4th May, 1888.
THE following  General  Abstract of  the Average  Amount of  the Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken f rom the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 2nd January to 26th March,  1888, is published in conformity with  the second section  of the Act of  Council,  4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
---  Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ARBTRAOT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of TG's COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY or SYDNEY,  within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 2nd  JANUARY to  26th MARCH, 1888.
LIABILITIES . AMOUNT.  TOTALS.  ASSETS . AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearingInterest ...Interest ... ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest1Bearing Interest ... ...
Balances due to other Banks ...
Deposits . . Not bearing Interest ... .... Bearing Interest  ... ... ...
£  S.  d.
37,969 13 10
451 11 9
239,781 1 4
389,751 7 6
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
Amount of the Capital  Stock paid up to this date ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved P ro fits at the time of declaring such  Dividend
Brisbane,  26th April, 1888.
£ r. d.
TOTALS.
£ i. d.
103,272 ,19 10
26,109 17 5
1,364 12 8
8,463 10 6
838,522 19  8
£971,72319 8
W. H. PARKER, Acting  Manager.
A. OLIVER,  Pro  Accountant.
T, William Henry Parker ,  make oath that ,  to the beat of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the  same was  made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13. .
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane ,  this twenty -sixth day of April, 1888.
ERNEST GOERTZ ,  Justice of the Peace.
W. H. PARKER.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned  sum of  £37,95913s . 10d., being  one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the  annual average of  the money value  of the notes in circulation  for the year 1888. by the
Commercial Banking Company  of Sydney,  in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of  £ 28414s.
RECEIPT.
£ a. d.
37,959 13 10
461 11 9
762 7 11
629,532  8 10
... ... £668,706 2 4
... ...  600,000 0 0
... ... 25 per cent.  per annum
... ... 75,000 0 0
745,358  4  10
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars
Government Securities ... ...
Landed Property .. .,, ,., ,.,
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks .,.
Total Amount of Assets
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
Received on the twenty-seventh day of  April, 1888, the sum of £28414€.,  for the duty assessed as above .  For the Commissioner,
Entd.-CHAS, F. DRivsu. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
j
TIHE following  General  Abstract,  showing the  Average  Amount of the  Liabilities  and Assets of the  Mercantile Bank of Sydney, within the Colony  of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements  during the Quarter from the 31st December, 1887, to 31st March, 1888, is published in conformity with the second  section of the  Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY.
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIL.BILITIks and AssiTS of THE MERCANTILE BANE OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 31st DECEMBER, 1887, to 31st MARCH, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. I TOTALS.
e a. d.
Notes in  Circulation Not bearing Interest ,
... ...
3,086 0 0
Bearing Interest
Bills in  Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ... ... 409 6 5
. Bearing Interest ,.,
Balances  due to other Banks ...
Not bearing  Interest ... ... 30,310 4 6
Deposits , ,. Bearing Interest
... ...
61,011 18 4
Government Deposits 50,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities ,,,
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date .,, .,, ...
Rate of the  Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders .., ..,
Amount of  the Last Dividend declared ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
141,322 2 10
£144,817 9 3
300,000 0 0
9 per cent.
13,500 0 0
116,123 7 10
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold  and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ,.,
Landed Property ...
Notes  and Bills of  other Banks
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks )
,,, £342,70017 6
JOHN S. DEUCHAR,  Manager.
ROBT. YOUNG, Accountant.
I, John Seafleld Deuchar,  make  oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above
Do k during the period specified ;  and that tree same was  made up from the Weekly Steteneuts thereof.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of April, 1888. JOHN S. DEUCHAR.
W. J. HoozEa, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £3,086, being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average o the
Mercantile Bank of Sydney, in the Colony of Queensland, is assessed at the sum of £23 2s. lid.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-fifth day of April, 1888, the sum of £23 2s. lid., for the duty  assessed  as above.
Entd .- CHAS, F .  DRivmR.
money value of the notes in circulation for the  y ear 1888, by tl.e
By the Commissioner of Stanip Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
TOTALS.
£ s. d. p  it.  d.
59,619 1 4
10,865 2 1
272,216 14 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  4th May, 1888.
T HR following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the London Chartered Bank of Australia,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the severalWeekly  Statements during the Quarter from the 1st January to 31st March, 1888 ,  is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE Lownox CHARTERED BANS or AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements daring the QUARTER from the 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ,,, ( Not bearing InterestBearing Interest .,.
Bills in Circulation Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ,,.
Balances  due to other  Banks  .,. ... ... ...
Deposits
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
11,675 0 0
797 16 7
,., Not bearing Interest 57,037 9 8
Bearing Interest  ..,
.,' .,,
36,815 0 1
Government Deposits Not bearing Interest ... ... ..,,.,.Bearing Interest  .., 60,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities
£ s. d.
ASSETS. AMowNr.
Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ... ,..
Gold and Silver  in Bullion  or Bars  ... ,., .,,
11,575 0 0 Landed Property .., ..,
797 15 7
4,416 19 6
142,852 9 9
£159,642  4  10
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ending 31st 1,000,000 0 0
March, 1888
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ...  7 per cent. per annum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... 35,00000
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 204,309 16 6
Notes and ills of other Banks
Balances due  from other  Banks ,..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
ToTAre.
£  . d. £  jr. d.
51,603 17 6
e.0 4.0 0.0
511 18 746,329 10  3
264 2 1
774,134 14 11
... £872,844 3 4
A. BROWN,  Manager.
W. H. BARBER, Accountant.
I, Alexander Brown ,  make oath" that, to the  best  of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up f ro m the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria No. 13.
1888. A. BROWN.this twenty-seventh  day of AprilSworn before me at Brisbane ,, ,
JOHN F. BUNtL4ND, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT
The duty on the within- mentioned  sum of £11,576, being  one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the  annual average  of the money value of the notes  in circulation, for the year 1888, by the
London Chartered  Bank of Australia,  in the Colony  of Queensland,  is assessed  at the  sum of £86169.3d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received  on the twenty -eighth day of  April, 1888, the sum of £86169 . 3d., for the duty  assessed as above.  For the Commissioner,
Entd .- CHAS.  F. Daiwa . GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
T HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Clermont Cemetery, for theyear ended 31st December, 1887, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account of the CLERMONT CEMETERY from 1st January,
1887, to 31st December, 1887.
RECEIPTS. ExPBNDITLT$E.
1887. 1887.
31st December- £ a. d. 31st December- £ a. d.
To Graves Sold, Rent of Paddock, Deeds
Sold, &c., including Balance in Bank
By Salaries - Sexton and Secretary,
months each,  at £2 3s . 4d.
12
per
1st January, 1887, £100 7s. ld. ... 143 2 7 month ... ... ... ... 52 0 0
Overdraft  at Bank  ... ... ... 7 12 1 W. Kunst-Fencing in Cemetery ... 97 7 6
Advertising and Sundries ... ... 1 7 2
£150 14 8 £160 14 8
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Clermont Cemetery, hereby solemnly declare the above
Statement to be true and correct, and to be the exact account of moneys received and expended by us
from 1st January, 1887, to 31st December, 1887, and we make this declaration conscientiously believing
the same to be true.
W. O' SHEA,
Secretary.
Sworn before me this twenty-fourth day of April, 1888.
C. APPLETON, J.P.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
! notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation, under section fifty-three of  " The
Defence Act of  1884," of a Rifle Club  at Bris-
bane, to  be designated  "The Dath-Henderson
Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to approve
of the following Rules for the management of the
civil affairs  of " The Dath-Henderson  Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. The club shall be called " The Dath-Hender-
son Rifle Club."
2. The objects of the club are to  encourage  rifle-
shooting among the employees of the firm, and
such others as may be permitted to join.
3. The affairs of the club shall be conducted by
a committee, to be elected annually, consisting of
patron, president, vice-presidents, captain of the
club, secretary ,  treasurer ,  and a committee of seven,
five to form a quorum.
4. Each member shall pay.a monthly subscrip.
tion of one shilling.
5. Any member three months in arrears shall be
struck off the roll.
6. Honorary members shall be admitted into the
club on payment of one guinea per annum.
7. The annual meeting of the club shall be held
in January in each year, to receive the statement
of accounts for the past year, and to elect officers
for the ensuing year. All retiring officers to be
eligible for re-election.
8. There shall be a meeting of the committee,
held quarterly, to receive subscriptions and to
transact business , on the second Tuesday in the
months of January, April, July, and October, at
8.30 pm.
9. There shall be four competitions in each year,
and such others as the committee may arrange.
THOMAS HEARD,
W. McCORMACK,  Trustees.
THOMAS CHALK,
10. There shall be a shooting committee of five,
who sha ll  make all necessary arrangements con.
nected with the matches.
11. No competitor shall be allowed to fire in any
match unless all moneys due by him shall have been
fully paid up.
12. There shall  be an entrance fee of one shilling
in all  club matches ,  one sighting -shot being allowed
free at each distance.
13. All  entries for matches shall be made with
the secretary ,  at least fifteen minutes before the
hour at  which the squad  is detailed to shoot, after
which no entry shall be accepted.
14. The  date and hour of all  club competitions
shall be notified to all members  by post  as early as
possible.
15. The  committee sha ll  keep a record of all
the club competitions  ;  they will be held respon.
sible  that the best  marksmen are chosen for the
team to represent the club in any matches that may
be arranged.
16. The maximum of handicap  shall be thirty
points ,  and no member 's score with handicap must
exceed  eighty -four points ; all  points above eighty.
four to be made off the rifle.
17. All  members must keep  their  arms in good
order and be acquainted  with the  manual and
firing exercises for rifle batta lions and squad drill,in accordance  with  Regulation No. 304 under the
Defence Act.
18. The  conditions and Regulations of the
Queensland Rifle Association shall  generally be
observed in the matches and practices of the club.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1888.
T HE following Petition, praying for the annex-ation to the Municipality of Dalby of an
outlying district  adjoining  that Municipality, is
published  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Local Government Act of  1878.'
S. W. GRIFFITH.
To His Worship the Mayor, and Aldermen of the
Municipality of Dalby, Queensland.
WE, the undersigned, resident householders and
owners of  freehold properties outside the boundary
of the Dalby Municipality, but within its suburbs,
humbly pray that you will take such  steps as may
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be necessary ,  in accordance with Clause 4, section
15, Part  III. of  "The Local Government Act of
1878 ,"  to annex the district upon which we reside,
immediate ly adjoining your Municipality, and of
which we desire to become a part.
The said district forms one continuous area with
the Dalby Municipal District, and includes the
portions of land occupied and built upon on the
the northern side of the railway and also on the
south side, adjoining the creek.
James Ryan ,  carrier, Dalby
Frank Murphy, cler, Dalby
John Connell ,  labourer, Dalby
Thomas Luff ,  carrier, Dalby
Patrick Coman ,  carrier Dalby
John Wells, labourer, balby
John Feeney, labourer, Daly
William Gegan ,  labourer, Dalby
J. D. Mulholland, butcher, Dalby
I, Frank Murphy ,  being one of the persons
signing  the above Petition, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that all the signatures affixed to the said
Petition are the genuine signatures  of the  persons
whose signatures  they purport to be, and that such
persons are  inhabitant householders of the district
therein referred to.
(Signed ) FRANK MURPHY.
Signed and declared  by the  said declarant in my
presence.
W. WooD, J.P.
The Seat of
the Corporation
of Dalby.
BOUNDARIES OF THE MUNICIPALITY AS PROPOSED
TO BE AMENDED.
Commencing on Myall Creek at the north-west
corner of portion 1, and bounded thence on the
south by that portion easterly to its north-east
corner ; on the west by the east boundaries of that
portion and portions 2, 3, 4, 5,  and 6  to the north-
west side of Owen street; on the south -east by the
north-west side of that street north-easterly to
Myall Creek ; on the east by that creek upwards
to the south side of Alice street ; thence by the
south side of that street westerly to the west side
of Louisa street  ;  again on the east by the west
side of that street northerly to the south side of
Wyley street; on the north and north-east by the
south side of that street and the south-west side of
Bernard street westerly and north-westerly to the
south -east side of Nicholson street ; on the north-
west by the south- east  side of that street south-
westerly to the north boundary of portion 12;
again on  the south by the north boundary of that
portion easterly to Myall Creek  ;  and thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend DANIEL  BREEZE,  a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, residing at
Brisbane, in the Registry District of Brisbane, has
been duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion
authorised to celebrate  Marriages  in the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of "  The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Reverend JOHN Pn owsx,  a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Veresdale, in the Registry District
of Logan, to Tiaro, in the Registry District of
Tiaro,  has given  me due notice thereof, in accord-
ance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage Act
of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend GEORas HALL, a Minister of the
Church of England Denomination, having removed
from Cunnamulla, in the Registry District of
Cunnamulla, to Harrisville, in the Registry District
of Fassifern, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Eegistrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
i T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend HUGH SIMMONS, a Minister of
the Church of England Denomination, having
removed from Harrisville, in the Registry District
of Fassifern, to Nundah, in the Registry District
of Caboolture, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
I
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
REAL PROPERTY TRANbFE1t NO1'lUh.ITA K E Notice , '  that applications have been made  to bring the Lauds describe t below  under  thej provisions of  " The Real Property  Acts of  1861 and 1877 ." Any person desiring to oppose a iil
r""luire to Ini Lye .  by himself or his  attorney .  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation  of Land.
Unnumbered blocks of 495  acres and  160 acres at Eton
Vale ; 40 acres  at Cambooya  ;  160 acres, 160 acres,
170 acres ,  320 acres ,  160 acres, 160 acres ,  320 acres,
and 160 acres ,  on Hodgson ' s Creek  ;  269 acres and
160 acres ,  on Emu Creek  ;  640 acres ,  194 acres, and
160 ac re s near  Eton Vale ;  750 acres ,  206 acres, and
354 acre s,  near Cambooya  ;  and 794  acres, county
of Aubigny  ;  and 813 acres 2 roods 12  perches,
being portions  12, 4, 10 ,  1, 11, 6, 5, 3, 9, 7, 13, 2,
and 8 ,  Cambooya  Reserve
12 acres 16 perches ,  being allotment 2 of section 101,
parish of  Cleveland
4 acres, being all otment 4 of section  47, town of Cleve-
land
3 roods 38 perches, being  allotments 1, 2, 3 and 4 of
section 35A,  parish  of North Brisbane, City of Bris-
bane
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Arthur Hodgson and Robert 12 June, 1888.
Ramsay  (by their respective
Attorneys, Edward 1) wling
Hodgson and Francis Thomas
Gregory)
Louis Hope  (by his  Attorney,- June, 1888.
Heinrich Ludwig Eduard
Rathning)
Edward Cleary 5 June, 1888.
The Australasian Steam Navi- 5 June, 1888.
gation Company
Registrar of Titles '  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  5th May ,  1888 .  Registrar of Titles.,
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
1\T
OTICE is  hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
pa
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Win
or otherwise.
1888.
Re-subdivision 9 of block 6A of Fee-simple Will dated 11 Janu -  12 June
allotments 2 and 3 of section ary, 1888
1888.
George Aloysius O'Kane, 28 Jan.
late of Maryborough,
commission agent
Edward Tanner, late of 1 Jan.
Kalkie, near Bunda-
berg ,  clerk in holy
orders
George  James ,  late of 16 April
Lutwyche ,  near Bris-
bane
1884.
Andrew McMurtrie, late 19 Dec.
of Rockhampton, dray-
man
1877.
James McGee ,  late of 4 June
Brisbane ,  painter
Joseph Hunter ,  late of
Taringa
1887.
6 April
Harry Dent, late of
Cairns
Jens Jorgen Sorensen,
late of Bundaberg,
farmer
15 June
1876.
1 May
Edward Francis Hanley,
merchant ,  Edward
Bernard Cresset Cor-
ser, merchant, and
William Turton, ex-
lieunsed victua ller,
all of Maryborough
Clarissa Maria Tanner,
of Kalkie aforesaid,
spinster
The Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
Martha McMurtrie, of
Rockhampton, widow
Margaret Sarah McGee,
of Brisbane, widow
The Curator  of Intes-
tate Estates
The Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
Johanne Marie Morten-
sen, formerly widow
of said deceased, but
now wife of Niels
Peter Mortensen, of
South Kolan ,  farmer
August Fischer, of
Eagleby aforesaid,
farmer
1885.
Carl Friedrich Fischer ,  23 Sept.
late of Eagleby, near
Beenleigh ,  farmer
Ditto ... ...  23 Sept.
1886.
Sir Alexander Stuart, 7 June
late of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South
Wales, K.C.M.G.
George Wilkinson, late
of Plymouth, in the
county of Devon,
England, clerk
William Wan Chap, late
of Millchester ,  licensed
victualler
William Wetherell, late
of Wairan ,  New Zea-
land
ditto  ... ...  Portion 197,  parish of Albert ; Fee-simple
portion 67, subdivision 1 of
portion 71, subdivision 1 of
portions 72 and 73, and re-sub-
division 1 of subdivision 2 of
portion 72,  parish of Boyd
Christiana Eliza Stuart, Allotment 8 of section 2, and Fee -simple
widow allotments 11 and 12 of sec-
tion 5, town of Burke
1874.
10 April  George Albert Wilkin-
son, of South Hackney,
in the  city  of London,
commercial traveller
1887.
17 May John Asher Benjamin,
of Charters Towers,
accountant
4 Sept.
1885.
Donald Munro ,  late of 28 May
Charlevi 'le, stock and
station agent
The Curator  of Intes-
tate Estates
171, and subdivision 11 of allot-
ment 1 of section 137, parish
of Maryborough
Subdivision B and re -subdivisions Pee-simple Will dated  17 Octo- 12 June
5, 6, and 7 of subdivision A of ber, 1887
portion 34, parish of Barolin
Re-subdivision 68 of subdivisions Fee-simple Order of Supreme 5 June
8 and 9 of portion 189, parish of Court dated 20
Enoggera I April, 1888
Subdivision 31 of portion 5, parish Fee -simple Will dated 18 De - 19 June
of Rockhampton cember, 1884
Re-subdivision 1 of subdivision Fee-simple Will dated 1 June, 5 June
19 of portion 209, parish of 1877
North Brisbane
Subdivisions 2 to 11 and 18 to 27 Fee-simple Order of Supreme 5 June
of section 3 of portion 303, Court dated 14
parish of Indooroop illy September, 1887
Subdivision 28 of suburban allot- Pee-simple Order of Supreme 19 June
ment 2 of section 18, parish of Court dated 28
Cairns September, 1887
Portion 23, parish of South Bolan Fee-simple Will  dated 24 April , 12 June
1876
One undivided seventh part or Fee -simple
share in subdivision 1 of por-
tion 86, parish of Boyd
Portions 13, 14,  and 15, county Fee-simple
of Aubigny ,  parish of Stephens
Allotment 8 of section 6, town Pee -simple
of Milichester
As Administrator... 12 June
As Administrator ... 12 June
Will dated 3 May,  S July
1866
As Heir -at-law ... 19 June
As Administrator ...  19 June
Allotments 8, 9, 10,  and 11 of Fee-simple
section 6, allotment 12 of sec-
tion 14, allotment 10 of section
18, and allotments 1, 10, 11,
and 20 of section 19, town of
Georgetown
Order of Supreme 6 July
Court dated 9
April, 1888
Ann Munro ,  of Inverell ,  Portion 169,  parish of Bungil  ,,.  Pee-simple
in the Colony of New
South Wales, widow
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th May, 1888.
Will dated 24 May ,  12 June
1885
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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FOURTH Supplementary List of Surveyors
licensed  to act under the provisions of  " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose names
were not inserted in the General List published on
the 5th January, 1888.
Name.
Atkinson ,  James R.
Crompton, Chas. W. L. ...
Fraser , Hugh ... ...
Lethem, Herbert W.
Mosely, John M....
Reid ,  George C. ... ...
Roessler, John
Willock, Robert J. ...
Ipswioh
Mackay
Cairns
Brisbane
Ipswich
Brisbane
ditto
Ipswich
Address.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, WOOLLOON-
GABBA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
May, 1888, from persons willing to contract for
Play-shed,  State  School, Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Woolloongabba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Tinder Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW DESKS AND FORMS, STATE SCHOOL,
GYMPIE CENTRAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888,
from persons willing to contract for New Desks
and Forms, State School, Gympie Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender, for New Desks
and Forms, State School, Gympie Central."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING SCHOOL BUILDINGS, DARKEY
FLAT.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Darkey Flat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender far Painting
School Buildinqs, Darkey Flat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, HOMEBUSH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June, 1888 , from persons
willing to contract for New School Buildings,
Homebush.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildins, Homebush."
Plan.' Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW HOSPITAL BUILDING AT THE
ORPHANAGE, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888,
from persons  willing to contract for New HospitalBuilding at the Orphanage, Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for New Hos-
pital Building at Rockhampton Orphanage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE, STATE
SCHOOL, SOUTH KOLAN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th May, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
Additions to the Teacher's Residence at the State
School, South Kolan.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Teacher' s Residence , State School, South Nolan."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained; at this Office,
and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, CHARTERS
TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 18th  May,  1888, from persons willing to con-
tract for New State School for Boys, Charters
Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School for Boys, Charters Towers."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, 'to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £20.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, NORMANTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Normanton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, -the 11th May. ] R.
from persons  willing to contract for Additions to
State School, Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to State School, Normanton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders  must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or  any one of the  Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, HUGHENDEN.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Hughenden and Charters
Towers, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
11th May, 1888, from persons willing to contract
for Additions to State School, Hughenden.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Addition* to
State School, Hughenden."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Hughenden and Charters
Towers.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by hank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, HATTON VALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, and State
School, Hatton Vale, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 11th May, 1888, from persons
willing to  contract  for Play-shed, State School,
Hatton Vale.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State  School, Hatton Vale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich, and State
School, Hatton Vale.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £5.
Tenders must be sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any  one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAWN BATTEN FENCE, STATE SCHOOL,
TEVIOTVJLLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Ipswich, and State School,
Teviotville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 11th May, 1888,  from persons  willing to Con-
tract for Lawn Batten Fence, State School, Teviot-
ville.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Tender for Lawn
Batten Fence,  State  School,  Teviotville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich, and State
School, Teviotville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
MOUNT MORGAN.
TLENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the State School, Mount Morgan, and
Court House, Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 11th May,  from persons  willing
to contract for Fencing and Gates, State School,
Mount  Morgan.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing
and Gales , State School, Mount Morgan."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , andfurther particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the State School, Mount Morgan,
and Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £5.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that WALTER
WILLIAM STOCKTON JONES, of Brisbane,
HENRY FARQUHAR FORBES, of Brisbane ,  and FRANK
WINTER,  of Clermont, have this day been admitted
as duly qualified Medical Practitioners.
For President Medical Board,
HUGH BELL, M.D.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
I
T having been ascertained that one RICHARD
THOMAS FREEMAN, of Croydon, has obtained
his Registration from this Board by fraudulent
means, the said Registration is hereby cancelled,
and his  name  erased from the Medical List of duly
qualified Medical Practitioners of this Colony.
For President Medical Board,
HUGH BELL, M.D.
CHARLES C. HOR.ROCKS,
Secretary.
NOTICE.SAMUEL FRANCIS BLACK has this daybeen appointed Poundkeeper at Dalby for the
ensuing  twelve months.
Court House,
Dalby, 28th. April, 1888,
C. R. HAZY,
Police Magistrate.
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NOTICE.
IMOTHY McPHELLAMY  has this day been
appointed Poundkeeper  at Windorah for the
ensuing twelve months.
By Order,
J. J. EDGE-WILLIAMS,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Windorah , 17th  April, 1888.
NOTICE.
! '
IMOTHY McPHELLAMY  has been re-
appointed pointed Bai liff of the Small Debts Court
at Windorah.
By Order,
J. J. EDGE-WILLIAMS,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Windorah, 17th April, 1888.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at
Thargomindah on the twenty-fifth day of
April, 1888, CHARLES TaousBY TURNER was ap-
pointed Poundkeeper and Small Debts Court
Bailiff at Thargomindah for the ensuing twelve
months.
JAMES RAFTER,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Thargomindah, 25th April, 1888.
Chambers,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1888.
AMENDED NOTICE.
T N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
1 The District Courts Act  of 1867," and by
authority of the same, I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and places in the Southern
District during the year 1888, in lieu of the dand dates heretofor appointed. ays
Criminal Sittings .  Civil Sittings.
BRISBANS.
Monday, 18th June Wednesday, 20th June
Monday, 30th July Wednesday, 1st August
Monday, 1st October Wednesday, 3rd October
Tuesday, 11th December Thursday, 13th December
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 3rd May Thursday, 3rd May
Friday, 31st August Friday, 31st August
Thursday, 6th December Thursday, 6th December
ToowooMBA.
Monday, 30th April Monday, 30th April
Monday, 3rd September Monday, 3rd September
Monday, 3rd December Monday, 3rd December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 19th July ` Thursday, 19th July
Thursday, 29th November Thursday, 29th November
STANTHORPB.
Friday, 20th July Friday, 20th  July
Friday, 30th November Friday, 30th November
D A LBY.
Friday, 13th July Friday, 13th July
Friday, 23rd November Friday, 23rd November
Sr. GBORG S.
Saturday, 8th September I Saturday, 8th September
ROMA.
Monday, 16th July Monday, 16th July
Monday, 26th November Monday, 26th November
CHARLEVILLE.
Thursday, 13th September + Thursday, 13th September
CUNNAMKLLA.
Monday, 17t.h September I Monday, 17th September
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge,
Approved  :  Southern District Court.
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney-General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition by
Charles Hullett, of Southport, in the Colony
of Queensland,  lessee of  the Southport jetty,
and general car-man.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Charles Hullett
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Charles Hullett, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar  of this  Court, on the
Tenth day of May, 1888,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Charles Hullett shall, on the Eighth day of May,
1888, at Adelaide street, Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of April, 1888.
By the Court,
W. G. TuRNBULL,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Beenleigh and Southport.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against
John Edwin Haberffeld, of the Croydon
Goldfield, in the Colony of Queensland,
commission  agent, by the said John Edwin
Haberfield.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said John Edwin
Haberfield be and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John Edwin Haberfield for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court, on TUES DAY, the
Eleventh day of October, 1887, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Edwin Haberfield shall, on the Eighth day
of October, 1887,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of September, 1887.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Alexander Trimble and John Henry Trimble,
the younger, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, commission  agents , by Donald
Campbell, of Brisbane aforesaid, tobacconist.
r PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
l upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said
Alexander Trimble and John Henry Trimble, the
younger, having been given, it is ordered that the
said Alexander Trimble and John Henry Trimble,
the younger, be and they are hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of their Estate. And it is further
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
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ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Alexander Trimble and John
Henry  Trimble, the younger ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court ,  on the Twenty -third day of May, 1888,
at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Alexander Trimble and John
Henry Trimble, the younger ,  shall ,  on the Twenty-
second day of May, 1898, at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement ,  veri fied on oath ,  of their debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of their creditors, and
of the causes of their inability to meet their
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of May, 1888.
W. G. LONG,
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditor,
Temple Buildings,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Humphry Moynihan, of Stanthorpe,  licensed
publican, by the said Humphry Moynihan.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Humphry Moynihan
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Humphry Moynihan, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Sixteenth day of May, 1888, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
11 umphry Moynihan shall, on the Fifteenth day of
May. 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
J. R. CIRNOW,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Warwick.
By FoxTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of an  Tnsolvency Petition  against
Michael Edward Fitzgerald,  of Springsure, in
the Colony of Queensland, physician  and sur-
geon, by the said Michael Edward  Fitzgerald.
J PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Michael Edward
Fitzgerald be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said  Michael Edward Fitzgerald, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventeenth day of May, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenom. And it is further
ordered that the said Michael Edward Fitzgerald
shall, on the Fifteenth day of May,  1888,'at Bris-
bane, deliver  to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement , verified on oath of,
his debts  and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
creditors,  and of the causes  of his  inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the  Court, this  thirtieth
day of April, 1888.
By the Court,
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors  for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Archibald John  Haswell, of
Rockhampton, in the Colony  of Queensland,
storekeeper, trading as "A. J.  Haswell and
Co.," insolvent.
C ARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland,  accountant , has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having  in their possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent  must  deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to  the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourth day of May, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
921 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Joseph
Steven , trading as  "J. Steven and Co." of
Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, grocer.WILLIAM MYERS KING, of Brisbane,
accountant, has been  appointed  Trustee of
the property of the Debtor.
All persons having  in their possession  any of the
effects of the Debtor  must  deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of May, 1888.
911
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liqui-
dation by Arrangement of the Affairs of
William Franklin, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  contractor.
J OSEPH PEIRSON,  of Brisbane ,  in the said
colony ,  accountant ,  has been appointed Trus-
tee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirtieth  day  of April, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
89' 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of William Butler Godschall Johnson,
late of Adelaide street, Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, livery-stables keeper, an Insol-
vent.
J
ON the thirteenth day of April, A.D. 1888, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
William Butler Godschall Johnson, late of Adelaide
street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
livery-stables keeper, who was adjudicated insol-
vent on the sixteenth day of July, 1886.
Dated this twentieth day of April, A.D. 1888.
H. E. SMITH,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
909 5s. Gd.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Robert Gibson Pasley, of Strath-
more Farm, near Herberton, in the Colony of
Queensland, selector, an Insolvent.
O
N the fourth day of May, 1888, a Certificate
of Discharge  was granted  to Robert Gibson
Pasley, of Strathmore Farm, near Herberton, in the
Colony of Queensland, selector, who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the sixth day of May, 1887.
Dated this fourth day of May, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
934 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Frederic Hilderbrandt and August
Hilderbrandt, both of the Don River, near
Bowen ,  trading together as sugar-planters,
under the firm of " Hilderbrandt Bros.," In-
solvents.
O
N the twenty-sixth day of April, 1888, a Certi-
ficate of Discharge was granted to the above-
named Frederic Hilderbrandt and August Hilder-
brandt, who were adjudicated insolvent on the
eleventh day of August, 1856.
Dated this thirtieth day of April, 1888.
932
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Walter Aspinal Carver, of
Bundaberg ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
planter ,  an Insolvent.
O N the  Fourth day of June, 1888 ,  at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon ,  Walter Aspinal Carver, of
Bundaberg ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  planter,
adjudicated insolvent on the sixteenth day of
September ,  1886, will apply to the Court at
Brisbane for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirtieth day of April, 1888.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
A gents for-
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Bundaberg.
918 so, 6d.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Richard Clark, James Clark, and
John Rooks ,  trading as 16 Clark Bro thers and
Rooks ,"  squatters ,  Insolvents.
O N the Thirtieth day of May, 1888, at Half-past
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Richard Clark
and James Clark, of Brisbane, adjudicated insolvent
on the sixteenth day of December, 1887, will apply
to the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane,
for Certificates of Discharge.
Dated the third day of May, 1888.
918
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the said Insolvents,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Stephen Evan Foreman, of Bunda-
berg, carpenter, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
Is. 7d. in the £,  is now  payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.
924 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Moor ,  of Sandgate ,  draper,
an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -eighth day of March,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty -eighth day of May, 1888 ,  will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
925 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Murray,  of Brisbane, an
Insolvent.A DIVIDEND, on preferent claims  only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the sixth
day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-first day of May, 1888, will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
926 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Adam Anderson ,  of Brisbane,
shipwright ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the fifteenth day of October, 1886.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty -eighth day of May ,  1888, will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane,  3rd May, 1888.
927 4e,
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Thomas Meredith Lipscombe, of
Charters Towers, produce merchant, an In-
solvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.AA FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of.t is. 10kd. in the £,  is now  payable at this
Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.
922 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of David Charker ,  of Ipswich,
carrier ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate ofis. 10d. in the £, is now payable at  this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
923 4s.
In the Insolvent Estate of  T. C. Good,  of Albion,
near Brisbane.
A SECOND  and Final Dividend ,  of 6'td. in the
£, is payable in the above Estate ,  on all claims
proved and admitted  This Day (THURSDAY), the
3rd May, 1888 ,  at my Office, Parbury ,  Lamb, and
Coy's.  New Buildings ,  Eagle street.
910
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Simpson ,  of Gympie,
grocer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
5s. 3d .  in the £ ,  is now payable at this Office
upon all debts proved and admitted.
ROBE RT JONES,
Trustee in Insolvency.
Richmond street,
Maryborough,  27th April, 1888.
891 4s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Samuel Brown ,  of Bundaberg, in
the Colony  of Queensland , in Liquidation.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of  5s. in the £,
is now payable  at my Office ,  Brown's
Buildings ,  Bourbon  street, Bundaberg ,  upon debts
proved.
890
ROWLAND W. LAMB,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Siren Peterson and Son, of
Ravenswood, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeepers ,  insolvents.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
this  Estate . Creditors who have not proved
their  claims on or  before the Seventeenth day of
May, 1888, will be excluded.
Dated at Townsville this twenty-third day of
April, 1888.
904
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be  declared in
the matter  of Susan Dean ,  of Bundaberg,
adjudicated  insolvent  on the the third day of
January, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved theii° debts by
the Nineteenth day of  May, 1888 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this twenty- seventh  day of April, J.D.
1888.
886
W. E. CURTIS,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Estate of  C. R. Lea,  bootmaker, an In-
solvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  of 2s .  in the £,
has been declared ,  and is now  payable at the
Office of the undersigned,  95, Elizabeth street,
Brisbane.
914
L. F. SCHOENHEIMER,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Robert Anthony,  of Toowoomba,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.AS ECOND and  Final Dividend,  of 2s. 6d. inthe £,  in the above Estate, is now payable at
my Office, Adelaide  street, Brisbane,  on all claims
proved and admitted.
JOHN ANDERSON,
Trustee.
Brisbane , 26th April, 1888.
931 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Rodger K ennedy, late of Samford,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
L`
N OTICE is hereby  given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed Roger Kennedy ,  deceased, may
be granted  to Ann  Norah Patterson  (otherwise
Kennedy ),  now the wife of Wi ll iam Patterson, of
Samford aforesaid ,  farmer ,  she being the sole
Executrix mentioned in the said Wi ll .
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-fifth day of April,
A.D. 1888.
EDWARD JOSEPH CORBETT,
Australian Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Ann Norah Patterson.
928 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Henry Cadogan Campbe ll,  late of
Bundaberg ,  in the Colony of Queensland, civil
engineer, deceased.
N' OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Henry Cadogan Campbell,
deceased ,  may be granted to Caroline  Emily Hardy,
of Bundaberg ,  in the said colony ,  the sole Executrix
named in the said Wi ll.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of April, &.).
1888.
JAS. HAMILTON,
Proctor for  the said Executrix,
Town Agents-
Bourbon street ,  Bundaberg.
ROBERTS AND  ROBERTS,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
907 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Andrew Phillips, Into of
Cooparoo, in the Colony of Queensland, free-
holder, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all and singular the real and personal
estate and effects of the abovenamed Andrew
Phillips, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Elizabeth Phillips, of Cooparoo, in the
said Colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of May, A.D. 1888.
ERNEST WINTER,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Phillips,
917
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert  Dott,  late of Gill street,
Charters Towers ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
bootmaker ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date  of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Robert Dott, deceased ,  who died intes-
tate, may be granted to Janet Dott ,  of Charters
Towers, in the said colony ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated the ninth day of April, 1888.
GEORGE H. NAUNTON,
Charters Towers,
Proctor for the said  Janet Dott.
By CHAMBERS, Bnucs , AND AICNAB,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
930 6s.
In the supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Cornelius Patrick O'Leary, formerly
of Brisbane, but lately of Croydon. in the
Colony of Queensland, saddler, deve sed.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court
that Letters of Administration, with the Will
annexed, of the abovenamed Cornelius Patrick
O'Leary, deceased, may be granted to Ellen
O'Leary, widow and next-of-kin of the said de-
ceased, and one of the Legatees named in the said
Will.
Dated this fourth day of April, 1888.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Proctors for the said Ellen O'Leary,
920
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Friedrich Fricke, late of Coongan,
Boonara, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed deceased may be granted to
Henriette Fricke, of Coongan, Boonara, in the
colon
' aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Gympie this twenty-sixth day of April,
A.D. 1888.
FRANCIS I. POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Henriette Fricke.
By his Town Agents--
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
929 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Buckley, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, official accountant
in insolvency, deceased. •
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Henry Buckley, deceased, may be granted to
Edward Robert Drury, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, bank manager, and Arthur Forbes,
of Brisbane aforesaid, secretary of The Queens-
land National Bank, Limited, the Executors named
in and appointed by the said Will of the said
deceased.
Dated this fourth day of May, A.D. 1888.
903
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Daniel Shaw, late of
Proserpine River, near Bowen, in the Colony
of Queensland, selector, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits,
and effects, of the abovenamed Daniel Shaw,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Rosins Augusta Shaw, of the Proserpine River, in
the said colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Bowen this twenty-fourth day of April,
A.D. 18c 8.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Proctors for the said Rosins Augustus Shaw,
Herbert street, Bowen.
933 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Aloysius O'Kane, late of
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
commission agent, deceased.
I
)URSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Art of 1867,"notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of George Aloysius O'Kane, late of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, commission
agent, deceased, who died at Maryborough afore-
said on or about the twenty-eighth day of January,
1888, having duly made and executed his last Will
and Testament, of which Probate was duly granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction to Edward Francis
Hanley and Edward Bernard Cresset Corser, of
Maryborough aforesaid, merchants, and William
Turton, of Maryborough aforesaid, ex-licensed
victualler, the 'Irustees and Executors named in
the said last Will and Testament, are required to
send in, in writing, particulars of their claims to
the undersigned, Solicitor for the said Trustees and
Executors, on or before the Thirty-first day of
May, 1888, and notice is hereby further given,
that, at the expiration of the last-mentioned day,
the said Trustees and Executors will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said George Aloysius
O'Kane, deceased, having regard only to the
claims and demands of which they shall then have
had such notice, and that the said Trustees and
Executors will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed to, any person of whose
claim they shall not have had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of April, A.D. 1888.
W. J. McGRATH,
Solicitor for the Trustees and Executors,
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
By his Agents-
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
892 l0s.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of  Ali Le Chong, late of Velele
Plantation , Ayton ; William Augustus Nugent
Congreve , late of Springsure; Thomas Hughes,
late  of Cairns -Herberton Railway Line ; James
Heverun, late of Herbert Downs ; William
Johnson , late of Eton ; John McGuire, late of
Brisbane ; Terence McGough, late of Mary-
borough ; James McDougall, late of Mary-
borough; Steward Glegg Robertson, late of
Townsville  ; James Rendell, late of Mutta-
burra ;  Alfred Tucker,  late of  Townsville ; and
Samuel Ward, late of Hughenden.
PURSUANT to  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons  having any Claims against the Estates
of any  of the abovenamed deceased persons are to
come in  and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Fifth day of  July  next, or, in default, they will
be peremptorily excluded from all benefits accruing
from the said Estates.
Brisbane , 5th May, 1888.
908
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
7s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Edward Tanner, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice  is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons  having any  claims  or demands against the
Estate of Edward Tanner, late of Kalkie, near
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland, clerk in
holy orders, deceased, who died at Kalkie, near
Bundaberg aforesaid, on or about the first day of
January, 1888, Probate of whose Will was duly
granted to  Clarissa  Maria Tanner, of Kalkie, near
Bundaberg aforesaid , spinster, Joseph Charles
Grimwood, of Kalkie,  near  Bundaberg aforesaid,
farmer , and William Fullerton, of Rockhampton, in
the said colony, bank manager, the Executors
under  the Will of the said deceased, on the seventh
day of March,  1888 , are hereby required to send
in, in writing ,  particulars  of their claims or demands
to my Office, on or before the Fifth day of June
next  : And notice is hereby also given, that at the
expiration  of the last- mentioned  day the said
Clarissa Maria  Tanner, Joseph Charles Grimwood,
and William Fullerton will proceed to distribute
the assets  of the said Edward Tanner, deceased,
amongst the  persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Clarissa Maria
Tanner , Joseph Charles Grimwood, and William
Fu ll erton , shall then have had such notice, and
that the said Clarissa  Maria Tanner, Joseph Charles
Grimwood, and William Fullerton will not be
liable, for the assets  or any part thereof so distri-
buted , to any person of whose claim the said
Clarissa  Maria Tanner, Joseph Charles Grimwood,
and William  Fullerton shall not have had notice
at the time  of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of April, A.D. 1888.
913
JAS. HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Bourbon street ,  Bundaberg.
10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Thomas Isaac Thornton, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of  "The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is  hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons  having any claims or demands against the
Estate of  Thomas Isaac Thornton, late of Charle-
ville, in  the Colony of Queensland, police inspector,
deceased , who died at Charleville aforesaid on or
about the twenty-fifth day of July, 1887, Probate
of whose Will was granted to William Henry
Day, police  magistrate , of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, the Executor under the said Will
of the said deceased, on the eleventh day of
October, 1887, are hereby required to send in, in
writing, particulars of their claims or demands to the
said William Henry Day, care of the undersigned,
on or before the Second day of June next : And
notice is hereby also given, that, at the expiration
of the last-mentioned day, the said William Henry
Day will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said Thomas Isaac Thornton, deceased, amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims of which the said William Henry Day shall
then have had such notice, and that the said
William Henry Day will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said William Henry
Day shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated this fifth day of May, A.D. 1888.
916
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
10s.
HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to
the Hinchinbrook  Divisional Board for per-
mission to Erect Licensed Gates at the entrance of
lane leading from the Lannercost Road through
portions 1 and 3, parish of Trebonne, county of
Cardwell, to the Herbert River, at the point known
as Boyle's Crossing.
CHARLES E. FORSTER,
For the Colonial Sugar Refining Company, Limited.
905 3s. 6d.
TIARO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
N Assessment  of One Shilling has been made
this day  on every  20 Head  of Cattle and
Horses and  on every 100 Sheep.
By Order  of the Board,
JAMES DOWZER,
Tiaro, 20th April, 1888.
Secretary.
887 3s.
URANGAN SUGAR COMPANY, LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.N l OTICE is hereby given,  in pursuance ofI r section 119, subsection 3, and section 132 of
The Companies Act,  1863," that a General Meet-
ing of the members of the above Company will be
held at the Office of the Liquidators, Bowen  street,
Maryborough, on MONDAY, the Eleventh day of
June, 1888, at 7.30 o'clock p.m., for the purpose of
having a Supplementary Statement of Accounts
laid before them.
Dated the twenty-eighth day of April, 1888.
WM. F. HARRINGTON,
P. BRENNAN, Liquidators.
D. GARDNER,
893 5s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership  lately carried on by ThomasFrancis Groom , William  Baldwin, and James
William Stuart ,  as brokers , &c., in Brisbane,
under the name of  " Groom,  Baldwin ,  and Stuart,"
has been Dissolved by mutual agreement , and the
business will be carried on by the said Thomas
Francis  Groom  and James William Stuart, who
will pay all debts  due by, ana receive  all moneys
payable to ,  the said firm.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for all Parties.
871 4s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of  Tenements  on the following
streets :- South  Brisbane  : Antony  street,
from  Montague road to Watervi  w terrace ;
Church street, from Horan street to Church
lane ; Church  lane, from  Jane street  to end of
lane; Horan  street,  from Jane  street  to Church
street; Jane street, from Montague road to
Waterview  terrace ; Montague road, from end
of Main to May street ; Musgrave  street,
from Montague road to Waterview  terrace ;
Stephen road, from Vulture  street  to Water
40
street; Sidon street, from Grey street to
Vulture street; Vulture street, from Boun-
dary street to Faulkner street ; Vulture street,
from Hope street to Cordelia street ; Vulture
street , from Sidon  street to  Stephen road ;
Waterview terrace, from Jane street to end of
terrace; Ipswich road, from end of Main
to Cornwall street; Cornwall street, from
Ipswich road to Old Boggo road. Booroo-
dabin : Chester street, from Ann street to
Harcourt street ; Ella street, from Chester
street to end of street. Taringa : Moggil road,
from Rokeby terrace to Taringa Railway
Station road.THE Main Pipe in the said streets being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1888.
789 9s.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply
to the Calliope Divisional Board, for a License
to Erect a Gate on the Mount Alma Road, about
22  chains from the Calliope River, also one on the
Mount Larcombe Road, one and a-half miles from
the river; such Gates to be in accordance with the
requirements  of "The Divisional Boards Act of
1887."
SAMUEL FARMER.
937 3s. 6d.
"MARSUPIALS  DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACTS OF  1884,  1885, AND
1886."
GOGANGO MARSUPIAL DISTRICT.
IT is  hereby notified ,  for the information of
Cattle and Sheep Owners resident within the
Gogango Marsupial District ,  that the Board of
Directors appointed under the above  Act for the
said District have fixed the Assessment for the
ensuing six months ,  in respect of Sheep and Cattle
depasturing within the District as aforesaid, at the
following Rates, viz.
For every 20 head of Cattle  ... ...  1s.
For every 100 head of Sheep  ... ...  ls.
The above Assessment must be paid to  the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions ,  at Rockhampton ,  within two
months f rom the date of this notice.
The Rates for payment of Scalps have been fixed
as follows:-
For  every  Kangaroo Scalp  ... .., 7d.
For every Wallaby Scalp ... ... ... 7d.
For every Dingo Scalp  ... ... ...  1s.
By Order,
S. D. EDWARDS,
Rockhampton, 20th April 1888.
935 7s. 6d.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881."
BANANA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  an Assessment
has been levied on Stock within this Division
at the following rates
Cattle and Horses ,  per 20 Head ... 2s.
Sheep ,  per 100 Head  ... ... ...  2s.
And such Assessment must be paid to the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions  nearest to where such Stock are
depastured within two months from date hereof.
By Order,
DAVID MARTIN,
Banana , 19th April, 1888.
912 4s. 6d.
O ,X SALE
AT TTE
U V E H N 91 E N T PRINTING OFFICE,
7 William  street,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers ,  in packets  of 500 each- price,  5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. Fe :  100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers  for Articles Supplied,  5s. per 100 ; postageIs. extra.
Wages Vouchers,  5s. per 100 ;  postage ,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms , 5s. per 100 ;  posted, 6s.
Monthly Time Sheets of  Mechanics and others employed
during the  month- 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ;  ruled,
7s. 6d.;  postage,  is. 8d . extra.
3lonthly  Progress  of Works executed during the month
Se. 6d.  per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d. ruled ;  postage,
1s.10d.  extra.
Rate Notice Books-3s .  6d. each ; postage, 8d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION - DEMT QUARTO.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ...
£ a. d.
5 S 0
Half bound ... ... ... ,., ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... .. ... .... 3 15 0
extra.Postage, 15s .
1882, 5s. ; posted, 69.1883-4, 5s.; postsd, 6s.
1884, 2 Is. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
1885, 7e. 6d. ; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886, 20s. ; posted, 22e.
1887, 8s.  6d.; posted,  Is.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881 , 5s.;  posted, 6s.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1886.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners  of Registered
Brands, 2s .  6d.; postage ,  2s. 2d .  extra.
ACTS. With
Price. Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Bills of Exchange Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Building  Societies  Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874)
•.Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ..
0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887 ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 1 0 1 2
Crown  Lands Act of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest ) ... 0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Act (1873) ... ... ... 2 0 2 3
Customs Duties  Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties  Act (1874 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act of 1885 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1886) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases in Sheep Acts (complete ) .. 2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act  (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  .. ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Elections Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Tribunal Act of 1886 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts Act (1887) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Employers Liability Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) ...
1
... 0 6
6
0 7
7) 0Fire Brigades  Act (188 0
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882 .. ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act (1874)... ... .. 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields  Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of
1886... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1886 ) ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) . ... 1 0 1 2
Health Act Amendment Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Secretary.
Secretary.
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Impounding Acts (1863-65-f.7, and
1879), complete ... ... ...  2 6
Inclosed  Lands  Act (1878 ) ... ...  0 6
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ... 1 6
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ...  0 6
Judicature Act (1876) 1 6
Ditto, Additional  Rules  of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4e. 6d.; bound 5s.
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 6
Licensing Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 6
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6
Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of
1886 ... ... .. .. ...
Local Government  Act (1878)... ..
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... .. .. ... 0 6
Local Government Act Amendment
Act of 1886 ... ..  0 6
Local Government Act Amendment Act
(1887) ... ... .. ... 0 6
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6
Marsupials  Destruction Act Continua-
tion  Act (1886) ... ... ...  0 6
Mineral Lands Act of 1882 .. ...  0 6
Ditto  Regulations . 0 6
Mineral Lands (Coal Mining) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 .. ... ' 0 6
Mining Companies Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Municipal  Endowments Act (1876) ... 0 6
Native Birds Protection  Act (1877) .. 0 6
Native  Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of  1884  .. ... ...  0 6
Offenders Probation Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Pastoral Leases Act  (1869) . 1 0
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act
of 1884 ... 1 0
Patents ,  Designs,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations ) ...  0 6
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 . 0 6
Pearl-shell and Bache-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881)  ... ... ..  ...  0 6
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Pharmacy Act of  1884  ... ... ...  0 6
Port Dues  Revision  Act of  1882 .. 0 6
Preferable Liens  on Crops Act (1870)... 0 6
Public Works Lands  Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... ... 1 0
Quarantine Act of 1886  ... ...  0 6
Queensland  Fisheries  Act (1887) ... 0 6
Rabbit Act ... ...88 ... 0 6
Sale of Food  and Drugs  Act (11) ... 0 6
Sale of Food and Drugs  Act Amendment
Act of  1882 0 6
Sale to  Local Authorities Land Act of
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) .. ...
Settled District  Pastoral Leases Act of
1816 Amendment Act of 1882 .
Settled -Districts  Pastoral Leases  Act of
1876... .. .. ... ... 0 6
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0
Succession  Duties Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Trade Unions Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ... 2 0
United Municipalities Act (1881) . 0 6
United  Municipalities  Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ...  0 6
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
with
Price.  Postage.jr. d. s. d.
0 6 0 7
1 6 1 11
0 6
0 6
0 6
2 7
0 7
1 8
0 7
1 t0
1 10
1 10
0 7
0 7
Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Valuation Act (1887) ... .. ... 0 6
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ...  0 6
Wages  Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff  ... .. ...
„ Interpretation Sheets...
Spirit Calculation Books ...
0 3
,,. 0 3
0 4
0 4
1 1.,. 1 0
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872 , 3rd edition ... 0 6
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9
Friendly Societies Act (1876 ) ... ... 1 0
0 7
0 11
1 2
with
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Gold Fields Pamphlet  . ...  1 0 2
:neolvency Act of 1874 ,  with Rules  ...  2 6 2 l0
Justices Act and Offenders Probation
Act ... ... ... ... 2 6 3 0
Land Act of 1884  and Regulations  ... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Small Debts  Courts Act  ... ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp  Duties Act ... 1 0 1 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener' s Guide  ... ...  3 0 3 4
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
Schedule  3 ... ... ... ... 5 0 7 2
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland  ...  5 0 5 10
The All- range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
Journals of Australian Explorations... 5 0 5 9
Justices Act and Offenders Probation
3 6 4 0
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious
to Stock ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 8
FULL BOUND.
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court (only) 63 0
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) . ... ... 42 0 43 6
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis of Queensland Flora ... ... 21 0 22 10
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription ... ... ... ... 3 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Qgarterly Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  is.  per animal.
All other  Notices ,  3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a  line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent.  extra on ]at
insertion  only,  and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance  suffi-
cient to cover the cost .  If by  cheque,  exchange must
be added, but  p rivate  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address  by ship  or rail, if so
requested- the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR  SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ...
Bundaberg...
Ipswich ...
Mackay
Maryborough
Rockhampton
Toownoinba
... ... M. S. ToLAxo.
... G. J. YOUNG.
... ... W .  TATmAw.
... ... J. P. Ksxr.
... W. DAwsox.
... Muwno AND Cowia.
...  J. H. ROBERTSON.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DEf,ETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LA Nl).
A PAMPHLET  bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stock, now pub li shed, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane ,  or through
Booksellers .  Price, 4s. in cloth  ;  postage 8d .  within,
and 1s.  4a. beyond ,  the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet wi ll  be found a brief and
popular description ,  with I llustrations ,  of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they  are scientifically described ,  and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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JUST PUBLISHED.
CC 1HE Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Offenders
Probation Art of  1886," with an Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSO)LY ENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RIULES.
iN SALE, at  the Government Printing  O fliec,
r in pamphlet  form, "The Tnsoi veney Art of
1871 ,"  together with "General  Rules  in Insol-
venev ." Super- royal 3vo .  Price , 2s.  6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
One bay gelding, blaze, white feet, saddle-marked, 84K
over 88 near shoulder, EP4 off shoulder, CUH
near thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
S.  NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
900 4s-
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Kudnapper
Station, on the 20th April, 1888, by order of A.
Leeds, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One dark-bay or brown mare, near hind foot white,
saddle-marked, FJ (the F reversed)  near  shoulder,
F C,3 (registered brand) off shoulder, OG3
(registered brand) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper..T. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVIRNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1'4A8. 2 a. d.
April 28.-J. Mcllwraith ... ... ... 0 9 028.-Bungil Marsupial Board... ... 0 5 1
28.-Tiaro Marsupial Board ... ... 0 3 0
28.-W. E. Curtis ... ... ... 0 5 6
28.-R. W. Lamb ... ... ... 0 4 0
30.-W. Dawson ... ... ... 0 14 0
30.-W. Howard ... ... ... 0 1 0
30.-J. J. Holdsworth ... ... ... 0 0 6
May 1.-F. Walsh ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
1.-J. P. Kemp ... ... ... 0 4 11
1.-T. Lillis ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
1.-S. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 16 0
1.-Bungil Divisional Board ... ... 0 7 2
1.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
1.-W. Martin ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 1.-J. S. Dewhurst ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 1.-W. Martin ... ... ... 1 0 0
2.-J. G. O'Sullivan ... ... ... 0 6 0
3.-E. B. Rankin ... ... ... 0 5 9
3.-J. Walker and Co. ... ... 0 0 7
3.-S. Allen and  Sons  . .. ... 0 6 8
3.-Banana Marsupial Board ... 0 9 0
„ 4.-Gogango Marsupial Board 0 7 6
„ 4.-H. Magnay ... 1 7 0
4.-W. H. Lister ... ... 0 1 2
4.-S. Farmer ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
4.-Port Douglas Times 0 0 6
lmpeunbings.
6W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Niccavilla, on the18th April, 1888, by order of J. H. Harvey,
Esquire. Driving, 14s. 2d. per head.
One red and white cow, top off near ear, WJF (the JF
conjoined) near rump.
One white bull calf, progeny of above.
One roan cow, both ears marked, dewlap, blotched brand
like J1T (registered brand) over 6 off rump, like
7CY (registered brand) near loin.
One roan cow, near ear marked, AP2 (registered
brand) near rump.
One strawberry cow, near ear marked, ,ZA off rump.
One roan bullock, near ear marked, K1N (registered
brand) near rump.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
897 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Mexico, on the
18th April, 1888, by order C. Skuthorp, Esquire.
Driving and  damages,  10s. 8d. per head.
One brown mare, R4U near shoulder, indistinct letter
and 4Q near thigh, 5 near neck.
One light-bap gelding, blaze, specks on back, 1CC over
15 near shoulder, EB8 off shoulder.
One brown gelding, star, specks on back, saddle-
marked, N3D over like HN7 (the H indistinct)
near shoulder.
901 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Charlotte Plains,
on the 20th April, 1888, by order of John Anning,
Esquire. Driving, lOs. per head.
One red and white bullock, worker, marked off ear,
LOL (registered brand) over 6 off ribs, YK1
(registered brand) off shoulder, like B2  W (regis-
tered brand) near ribs.
One roan cow, marked both  ears,  H cD8 (registered
brand) near ribs.
One red and white bullock, worker, AP2 over L9W
(registered brands) over 6 near rump.
One red cow, marked off ear,  EM5 (registered brand)
off ribs.
One red bull calf, progeny of above, unbranded.
One white bullock, marked off  ear, ZbZ (registered
brand) off rump.
One white cow, red ears, marked off ear, dew-lapped,
like T2H (registered brand) over 5 off rump.
One red bullock, bald face, marked near  ear, 5EE
(registered brand) near rump.
One roan and white cow, marked  off ear , illegible brand
near ribs, ST 3 (registered brand) off ribs.
One red and white speckled cow, marked off ear, U2Y
(registered brand) off rump, illegible brand off ribs.
One white cow, red  ears , marked  off ear , EM5 (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One white cow, red cheeks, marked both ears, JD7
(registered brand)  near loin , A over D near rump,
33 over diamond 4 diamond  near  ribs, like TPL
(registered brand) off loin.
One red and white cow, marked off ear, LOL (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One roan poley cow, marked  off ear , 1ME (registered
brand) off ribs, like No. 0 off cheek.
One roan poley cow, bald face, marked near  ear, Q3 0
(registered brand) over 8 near rump, like H6M
(registered brand- last  letter blotched ) off ribs.
One white cow, marked  near ear, DS 2 (registered
brand) over 41, No. 1 near cheek.
One white cow, marked  near  ear, LC5 (registered
brand) over blotched brand near ribs.
One roan cow, marked both  ears , BA5 (registered
brand) off rump.
One roan cow, marked  off ear , A 1 CO (registered brand)
over 3 off rump, like U (,'1 (registered brand) off
ribs.
One red heifer calf, bald face, unbranded, progeny of
above cow.
One red cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
over 4 off ribs.
One light-strawberry cow, red ears, marked off ear,ST3 (registered brand) off ribs, illegible brand
near ribs.
One white cow, marked off ear SO 7 (registered brand)
near ribs, U1T (registered brand) off ribs.
One roan cow, marked both  ears , BAS(registered
brand) off rump.
One red and white cow, marked off ear ST3 (registered
brand) off ribs, 4 V Z (registered brand ) near ribs,
like No. 1 off cheek.
One roan cow, marked  off ear , 4 V Z (registered
brand) off ribs.
Also, from Charlotte Plains, on the 20th April, 1888,
by order of John Arming, Esquire. Driving, 10s.
One brown horse, small star, collar-marked, black patch
near ribs, like WH altered to YOU  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
936
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
27s.
43
4IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, fromthe streets, on the
19th April, 1888, by order of the General Inspector.
Damages, 5s. per head.
One white horse, like A and writing G or 9 (the G or 9
in circle)  near  shoulder.
One roan horse, 9JT (registered brand) off shoulder,
5WT (registered brand) near hip, hind feet
white, white stripe on face.
One chestnut horse, JJW  near  shoulder, H off shoul ler,
broad-arrow over TD near hip, star.
One bay horse, like 0 over M1O (or MIO) over near
shoulder, '-+ (reversed) near neck, w over G near
hip, slit off ear, three white feet.
One white cow, red ears and cheeks, b J K (registered
brand) off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
919 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from the Thargo-
mindah Common, on the 18th April, 1888, by order
of the Clerk. Damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One black gelding, JO over 8 near shoulder, 3 (hori-
zontally) off shoulder, collar and saddle marked.
One bay gelding, NM (conjoined) over faint LZ9
(registered brand) near shoulder, hind feet white,
saddle-marked.
One brown mare, like 0 with bar down centre near
shoulder, white feet, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
895
JOHN S. DEWHURST, Poundkeeper.
3s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Conbar St tion,
on the 9th April, 1888, by order of E. L. Bygrave,
Esquire . Driving, 13s. 4d. per head.
One red cow, HO and like 3 (registered brand) off ribs,
both ears marked.
One white cow, U C4 (registered brand) off ribs, off
ear marked.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN S. DEWHURST, Poundkeeper.
896 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Roachdale, on the
24th April, 1888, by order of if. C. Jerrard,
Esquire. Driving, 4s. 2d. per head.
One white bullock, BH1 (registered brand) near ribs,
I  near cheek, slit in top near ear, piece out top side
off ear.
One roan bullock, 7TT (registered brand) near rump,
piece out top side near ear, like 6 near cheek.
One red bullock, T2L (registered brand) near ribs,
slit under-side near ear.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
898 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Tiaro, from enclosed paddocks, onthe 19th April, 1888, by order of R. McScougall,
Esquire. Damages, 2s.  6d.; driving 10d.
One roan cow. 8Q5 off rump ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One white bullock , like INN near ramp.
One white-spotted steer, like 1 near rump.
One red heifer, 3CB off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th May,  1E88, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES McILWRAITH, Poundkeeper.
888 58.
I MPOUNDED at Tiaro,  from enclosed paddocks, onthe 4th April, 1888, by order of Thomas Cornwell,
Esquire. Damages , 2s. 6d.; driving, Is. per head.
One brown  mare,  JL9 near shoulder, A2D off shoulder,
bell on.
One bay horse, EA5  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, UD3 near shoulder.
One piebald filly,  like HB8 near  shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 15th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES McILWRAITH, Poundkeeper.
889 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Normanton, from Glenore, on the24th March, 1888, by order of A. S. Haydon,
Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. per head.
One brown gelding, E9S over )<9U (registered
brands) near shoulder, (L3 (registered brand)
near thigh.
One bay mare, SYM (registered brand) near shoulder,
M near neck.
One bay stallion, Q4> (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, P off shoi.lder, like 6BO (registered
brand) near shoulder.
One black mare, like WN near shoulder ; foal at foot,
unbranded.
One chestnut gelding, silver mane and tail, BZ8
(registered brand) near shoulder.
One grey gelding, 1M near shoulder, 1M off shoulder,
lice G 91 (registered brand) near thigh.
One ay gelding, 1JL (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One brown filly, OZ E (blotched) near shoulder.
One bay gelding, Y71' (registered brand) off shoulder,
3HT (registered brand) over M near shoulder,
blaze, white feet.
One bay gelding,  E137 off shoulder, M near shoulder,
diamond 4 diamond near thigh.
One bay gelding, Qo or C in circle near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
902
FRANK J. WALSH,  Poundkeeper.
12s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Maryvale, on the
18th April, 1888, by order of J. T. Allan,  Esquire.
Driving, 7s. per head.
One yellow and white cow, swallow fork  near ear, E
near rump, HP near thigh.
One red cow, white on belly, two  slits near ear, E near
loin, 1H near rump, like 10 near thigh.
One red and white cow, 7 ear-mark  near ear, J  Na
(registered brand) over like 5  near ribs.
One white bullock, near ear blocked, H1L near rump.
One red and white steer,  near  ear blocked and slit, no
visible brand.
One white bullock, like worker, half half-penny out
back near ear, GF2 (registered brand) off rump,
2 off thigh.
One roan bullock, notch point  near ear, MM near rump,
2 near ribs.
One light-strawberry bullock, worker,  re'l  ears, GW
near rump.
One yellow and white spotted cow, piece off back off
ear and  notch in point, BY5 (registered brand)
over 5 off ribs ; calf at foot.
One roan cow, half half-penny out point both ears, EN
conjoined (the E reversed)  near rump, N near
thigh, 9 near cheek.
One roan and white bullock, like worker, half half-
penny out front near ear and fish-hook, WK3
(registered brand) off rump, 8 off cheek.
One dark-red bullock, worker, white on belly  and legs,
top quarter back near  ear, scars  off rump, LC5
(registered  brand ) near ribs, 8 near cheek.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
899
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
12s.
IMPOUNDED at Nanango, fromBarambah. Driving,
4s. 8d.
One bay horse, like MO near shoulder, RWS off shoulder,
saddle-marked, hind feet white.
One bay horse, like M over C near shoulder,  star on
forehead,  near  hind foot white, has had shoulder
broken.
Also, from Taromeo, on the 21st April, 1888, by order
of W. Scott, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 10d. per head.
One red and white spotted bullock, blotch and Y7 on
ribs, 7 ear-mark.
One white cow, MLb (registered brand) on ribs, 7
near cheek, fish-hook off ear.
If not released on or before' the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. G. O'SULLIVAN, Poundkeeper.
906 4s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BFAL, Government Printer,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received fron,
William Webster, junior, of 50, Lee Park, Lee,
Kent, England, for an invention described as
" Improvements in the Treatment of Sewage and
Other Impure Liquids and Water for the Purifi-
cation thereof, and for obtaining Products therefrom
and in Apparatus for these purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Webster, junior, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Lloyd
Alonzo Kimball, of Sydney, New South Wales, for
an invention described as " Improvement in Stone-
breaking Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Lloyd Alonzo Kimball, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Ignatius Singer and Moritz Wolff Judell, both
of Adelaide, South Australia, for an invention
described as " Improved Appliances for Cleaning
Wool and other Products, applicable also to the
Extraction of Oils  and similar  purposes, together
with an Apparatus for carrying the same into
effect."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Ignatius Singer and Moritz Wolff Judell, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Henry Sinnatt, of Manchester, England,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Stoppers for Bottles and other Vessels."
Notice is hereby further given,that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Henry Sinnatt, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
6
40
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Samuel Phillips and Adam Stephan, both of Sydney,
New South Wales, for an invention described as
" Improvements in Photo-Lithography, Photo-En-
graving , and other Photo-Illustrative Processes."
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
a Patent for  such invention, it is my intention to
recommend  that a Patent be granted for the said
invention  to the  said Samuel  Phillips and Adam
Stephan,  in accordance  with the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Fulton and Edward Rennie Meekison, both of
Melbourne, Victoria, for an invention described as
" Improvements in Machinery for Grinding and
Amalgamating Quartz."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants  are not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Fulton and Edward Rennie Meekison,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Thomson, of 90, Webster street, Ballarat,
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Wiper for Quartz-crushing."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Thomson, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Elijah
Round and Francis Round, trading as " Round
and Son," of South Brisbane, Queensland, for an
invention described as " An Improved Lever
Cramp."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Elijah Round and Francis Round, in accord-
ance with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
,and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  fr om William
H. Leininger ,  of Oakland, United States of
America ,  and John Ross Mackenzie, of William
street, Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  for an invention des-
cribed as  "  An Improved Appliance for Forcing a
Volume of Smoke into Burrows."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Wi ll iam H .  Leininger and John Ross Mackenzie,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Rudolf
Sjoberg, of Stockholm, Sweden, for an invention
described as "A New or Improved Explosive."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Rudolf Sjoberg, in accordance with the pro-
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Percival Everitt, of 47, Cannon street, London, for
an invention described as " Improvements in
Apparatus for Receiving Payment for and for
Delivering Prepaid Goods."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
-Percival Everitt, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Eugene
Worms and Jean Bale, both of 2, Rue du
Faubourg Poissoniere, Paris, France, for an inven-
tion described as " Improved Process and Apparatus
for Tanning by Aid of Electricity."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Eugene Worms and Jean Bale, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
47
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that  I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed  thereto,  received from Henry
Malcolm Caldwell ,  of Sydney , New South Wales,
for " An Improved  Deodorant and Disinfectant."
Notice  is hereby  further given ,  that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this  advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Henry Malcolm Caldwell ,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Jules
Weirich,  of Beziers ,  Herault, France, for an inven-
tion described as '• Improvements in the Treatment
of Auriferous Minerals."
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Jules Weirich, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The  Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Phillip
Davies, of Rhondda, Glebe Point, Sydney, New
South Wales, for an invention described as
" Improvements in Grinding and Amalgamating
Pans."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Phillip Davies, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 \ an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Juckes, Albert Duncan Crow, and Irving
Sydney Crow, all of Bundaberg, Queensland, for an
invention described as " Improvements in a Corn-
shelling, Winnowing, and Bagging Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Juckes, Albert Duncan Crow, and Irving
Sydney Crow, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Andrew
Christie, of Pitt street, Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as " An Improved
Crushing Mill for the Pulverisation and Amalga-
mation of Minerals."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Andrew Christie, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto,  received from
George Brownlees, the younger, of Penola, South
Australia, Thomas John Burt, and Robert Charles
Miller, both of Casterton, Victoria,  for an invention
described as " An Improved Contrivance for
Coupling the Shafts or Poles to Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Brownlees, the younger, Thomas John Burt,
and Robert Charles Miller , in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Paulo
Marcolino, of Grafton, Clarence River, New South
Wales, for an invention described  as " Improve-
ments in  Quartz-crushing Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date of  the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the  said invention  to the said
Paulo Marcolino, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Arthur
Robert Taylor, of Brisbane, Queensland, for an
invention described as " A. R. Taylor's Rabbit
Exterminator."
Notice is hereby further  given , that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Arthur Robert Taylor, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
48
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Charles
Aimy Dearborn, of New York, United States of
America, for an invention described as " Improve-
ments in Sewing Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Charles Almy Dearborn, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Southwork Lawrence, of 871, Preston street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States of
America, for an invention described as " Improve-
ments in Carburetors or Apparatus for Enriching
or Producing Gas."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Southwork Lawrence, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that James Charles
Wilson  Nicholson ,  trading as  "  Nicholson
and Company ,"  of Sydney , New South  Wales, and
Melbourne , Victoria,  has applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The Patents , Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 9, in respect
of Pianos ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-WILM E R,
MANUFACTURED XPRESSLY
FOR NIC"oLSON & Co.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Charles
Wilson Nicholson, trading as "Nicholson
and Company," of Sydney, New South Wales, and
Melbourne, Victoria. has applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Harks Act,  1884," to register in Class 9, in respect
of Pianos, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Joseph Nichols ,  of Cheapside  Wire Works, Bir-
mingham, England ,  for an invention described as
" Improvements in Nails and in the Machinery for
Manufacturing the Same."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Joseph Nichols ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  "'The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Jabez Edwin Mayall, of Southwick, Sussex,
England, for an invention described as " Improve-
ments in the Production of Photographic Impres-
sions.
Notice is herebyfurther given, that. unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Jabez Edwin Mayall, in accordance w itlh the
provisions of  "l/le Patents, Designs, aild Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that John Lionel
Ching and Company, of Maryborough,
Queensland ,  have applied in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Desiqns,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 3, in respect of
Dugong Ointment ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
l igFAv
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, iu accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
49
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that William Bailey Dyason and Henry Robert Dyason, trading as "Dyason Bros.," of Brisbane
and Sydney, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and 'T'rade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Jams, Trade Marks of which the following are representations :-
It is hereby further notified, that the foregoing two Trade Marks applied for by William Bailey Dyason and Henry
Robert Dyason, trading as " Dyason Bros.," differ from the above representations inasmuch as they are coloured. The labels of
the said Trade Marks are deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicants are not
entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing
so, I intend to register the said Trade Marks, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
I,egistrar of Patents, &c.
50
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that William Bailey Dyason and Henry Robert Dyason, trading as "Dyason Bros.," of Brisbane
and Sydney, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marksj}Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Jams, Trade Marks of which the following are  representations:-
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It is hereby further notified, that the foregoing two Trade Marks applied for by William Bailey Dyason and Henry
Robert Dyason, trading as " Dyason Bros.," differ from the above representations inasmuch as they are coloured. The labels of
the said Trade Marks are deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicants are not
entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment to my
doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Marks in accordance  with  the provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
51
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th  April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Leon Maurice Davis, trading as  i° Perry and Co.," of 73, Gertrude
street, Fitzroy, Melbourne, Victoria, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents,
.Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class  3, in respect of a Medicine for Human Use,
Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the f rat appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that The City of London Pickling Company, of 5 and 7, Fenchurch street,London, have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs and Trade Marks
Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 42, in respect of Pickles, a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation :-
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It is hereby further notified, that the above Trade Mark differs from the foregoing representation
inasmuch as it is coloured. The label of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibition at the Patent
Office, Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of fourmonths from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
52
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that S. Hoffnung and Coy., of Charlotte street, Brisbane, have applied
in pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to registl
in Class  45, in  respect  of Cigars, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
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The Trade Mark differs from the above representation  inasmuch  as the background of the
label is coloured light-green, the words " La Colonna " are red, the  medals  gilt, the central figure- face,
arms,  and feet-flesh colour ; hair, golden ; crown, gilt and red ; drapery, red, white, and gilt ; the kneeling
figure,  a negress  with drapery green and gilt ; the lion is tawny-brown, and foliage green.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to m
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
It is hereby further notified, that a representation of the said Trade Mark is deposited for
exhibition at the Patent Office, George street, Brisbane.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Richard Clarkson Scott, trading as " Fritz and Company," of 36, Fleet
street, Liverpool, Lancaster, England, manufacturing chemist, has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect of
a Chemical or Medicinal Preparation for Human Use, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
"THE KING OF EFFERVZSCENT POWDERS.
ENTIRELY NEW TO SCIENCE."
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
53
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that  Arnold Cornelius Alorsius Nolet , of Scheidam , Holland, gin-distiller,has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks  Act,1884,"
to register  in Class 43,  in respect  of Fermented  Liquors and Spirits,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
SCHNAPPS
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S. Leslie and Company," ofdward street, Brisbane, Queensl , warel ousem• n, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1881," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Irade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Qaceensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the sauce registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S .  Leslie and Company," ofEdward street, Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouseman, has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to  register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
55
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as  "A. S. Leslie and Company," ofEdward street, Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouseman, has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38,  in respect of Men's and
Boys ' White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation: -
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Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation,  or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
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OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation
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Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act,
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
56
Patent-Office,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
N Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered , in compliance  with such
application , or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend  to register  the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S. Leslie and Company," of
N Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
57
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
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OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Alexander Smith Leslie ,  trading as " A. S .  Leslie and Company," of
Edward street ,  Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouseman ,  has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs , and Trade Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys'  White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTTCE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S. Leslie and Company," ofEdward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  &e.
58
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that William  Ball, of
61, Bourke street East ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria,
has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents , Designs,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 3, in respect of Chemical
Substances Prepared for Use in Medicine and
Pharmacy ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is
a  representation:-
N  DE CoC
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Hugh Dixson,
trading as  "  Dixson and Sons," of The
Conqueror Tobacco  Works,  Elizabeth and Park
streets ,  Sydney, New South Wales ,  tobacco manu-
facturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of "  The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of
Tobacco, whether Manufactured or Unmanu-
factured ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
It  is hereby notified ,  that the Trade Mark
differs  fr om the above representation inasmuch as
it is coloured .  The said Trade Mark is deposited for
exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury Buildings,
George street ,  Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1888.
NOTICE is  herby given ,  that Hugh Dixson,
trading as  " I) ixson and Sons," of The
Conqueror Tobacco Works, E lizabeth and Park
streets, Sydney ,  New South Wales, tobacco manu-
facturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco,
whether M anufactured or Unmanufactured ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Connell ,  Hogarth,
and Company ,  of 67 ,  Flinders street West,
Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42 ,  in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
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Notice is  hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  G azette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
59
Patent Office,
Brisbane. 2nd February, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that S. Hoffnung and Coy .,  of Charlotte street, Brisbane ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 43, in respect of Bottled Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
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The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the groundworkis McLean tartan ;
shield and circle bearing the words " Altera Merces," and ribbon-scroll bearing the motto " Virtue Mine
Honour," gilt; words " Finest Old Blended," white on gilt ground; flowers on one side coloured puce,
green, and yellow ; on the other side white, green, red, and yellow.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfac-
tion that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
It is hereby further notified, that a representation of the said Trade Mark is deposited for
exhibition at the Patent Office, George street, Brisbane.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lysaght Brothers
and Company, Limited, O'Connell street,
Sydney, New South Wales, have applied, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class  5, in respect  of Wire Netting, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment  to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April ,  12588.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that John Lysaght,
Limited,  of Bristol ,  England, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  11 The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 5, in respect of Galvanized Iron, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
60
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company , of No.  37, Flinders lane
West, in the City  of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have  applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42, in
respect of Tea and Other Substances used as Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the app licants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in comp li ance with such
app lication ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company , of No.  37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provi-
sions of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea
and other Substances used as Food ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following is a  representation:-
THISTLEHISTLE
It is hereby notified ,  that the Trade Mark
differs from the above representation inasmuch as
it is variously coloured .  The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings ,  George street ,  Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company ,  of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the  City  of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have appli ed ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and Other Substances used as
Food ,  a Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is a
representation :-
a
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the ;above representation inasmuch as it is
variously; coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
10ISTL
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further • given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1888.
OTICE is hereby  given , that John Lionel
Ching  and Company ,  of Maryborough,
Queensland, have applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to  register in Class 3, in respect of
Dugong  Oil, a Trade  Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
61
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  2nd February, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that Geo.  Daniell and
Company ,  of Edward street ,  Brisbane, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Tea ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is herebyfurther given, that,'unless before
the expiration of four mouths from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
and Rifle Powder for Militaiy and Sporting
purposes, a Trade  Mark  of which the following is a
representation :-
0;a
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months frqm the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
m doing so, T intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Fraser Brothers,
of Charters Towers, Queensland ,  aerated
water manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884,"  to register in Class 15,  inrespectof
Bottles ; in  Class 42,  in respect of Vinegar  ;  in Class
43, in respect of Raspberry ,  Lemon, Peppermint,
and Clove Cordials ; Ginger Wine ,  Pineapple, Lime
Juice Cordials  ;  Sq. Sarsaparilla ,  Quinine Cham-
pagne, and Bitters ; and in Class 44, in respect
of Horehound Beer ,  Ginger Ale, Ginger Beer,
Lemonade ,  Soda Water ,  Sarsaparilla ,  Tonic Water,
Seltzer Water ,  and Potash Water  :  a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that James Boully
and John Stewart, of 31, Bridport street,
South Melbourne ,  Victoria, have applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " Toe Patents, Designs,
and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 3,
in respect of Medicated Articles and Patent Medi-
cines, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
The Great
SALVATION REMEDY
DR G.P. BOOTH.  HEAD QUARTERS.  NEW YORK
U. S. A.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from  the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered in compliance with such appli-
cation ,  or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Frederick
Messner ,  of No. 32,  Flinders lane West,
Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  has applied ,.  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The  Patents, Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 20, in
respect of Gunpowder of all kinds ,  Blasting Powder,
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before-
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my
doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
7
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Walker andHall, of Howard street, Sheffield, England,
manufacturers  of Electroplate, Nickel Silver,
Britannia  Metal, and Silver Goods and Cutlery,
have  applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of "  The
Patents,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 12 ,  in respect  of Cutlery, and in
Class  14, in respect of Electroplate, Nickel Silver,
•Britannia  Metal,  and Silver  Goods ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby farther given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application, or that there exists  no legal  impedi-
ment to  my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that John Lysaght,Limited, of  Bristol, England , has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 5, in respect of Galvanized Iron ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
FLEUR-DE-LIS
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so,  I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Edward Row andCompany, of 43, George street, Sydney, New
South Wales, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.Marks Act ,  1884 ,  to register in Class 2, in respect
of Horse Embrocation, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government  Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction  that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered , in compliance with such appli-
cation , or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent'Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Benjamin
Brothers ,  of Elizabeth street, Brisbane, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
-Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45,  in respect of Tobacco, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
z
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Hugh Dixson,
N trading as " Dixson and Sons," of The
Conqueror Tobacco Works, Elizabeth and Park
streets,  Sydney, New South Wales,  tobacco manu-
facturer, has applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of
Tobacco, whether Manufactured or Unmanu-
faetured, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
CO 1QU E.0a
T O ACC O
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark
differs from the above representation inasmuch as
it is coloured. The said Trade Mark is deposited for
exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury Buildings,
George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
63
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given. that Robert Harper
and Company , of No.  37, Flinders lane
West ,  in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and other Substances used as
Food ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
_ _ 1 1 00 _ _N
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark
differs from the above representation inasmuch as
it is variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not
entitled to have the same registered, in compliance
with such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and other Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :--
f r r J
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Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade  Mark,  in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company , of No.  37, Flinders lane
West, in the City  of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  hate appli ed ,  in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and other Substances used as
Food,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
11,
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation, inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1888.
TOTICE is hereby given, that Charles Francis,
of Manly, Sydney,  New South Wales,
Henry Turner , of St Leonards,  Sydney aforesaid,
and William  Bissett Anderson ,  of 140, Queen
street, Woollahra, Sydney aforesaid ,  have applied
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 2, in respect of Insecticides ,  Antiseptics,
and Vermin-destroying Compounds ,  also Rot and
Damp Preventing Compounds, a Trade Mark of
which the fo llowing is a representation
ANTI N E
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, 4e,
64
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th February, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea and Other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
Ply
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured .  The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office,  Treasury
Buildings ,  George street ,  Brisbane.
Noci .ce is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the  first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance  with the
provisions of the said Act. '
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company ,  of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the  City  of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and Other Substances used as
Food ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
GYP
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Fry and
Company, Limited, of Robb's Buildings,
Collins street West, Melbourne, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 47, in respect of Lubricating Oils, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
00 y
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd ltilarch, 1868.NOTICE is hereby given, that Hans Peter
Rasmussen, of 247, Crown street, Sydney.
New South Wales, has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 11, in  respect
of Electrical Appliances for Medical Use, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :--
ELECTRO'.
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
. - .  
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Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to re!zisier
the said Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAK EN EY ,
Registrar of Patents, &c,
65
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, c. f No. 37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants, have applied,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions of"  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
i et, 1881,," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Tea and Other  Substances  used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark
differs from the above representation inasmuch as
it is variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration-of four months from the data of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company ,  of No .  37, Flinders lane
West ,' in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the  pprovisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and Other Substances used as
Food ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
A OTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merhants , have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "Tie Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Art, 1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation:-
L
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1888.
T\
OTICE is hereby given, that Moss Rimmington
and Company, of Portholme Mills, Selby,
England, have applied, in  pursuance  of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Packages  containing  Mustard, Mustard
Oil, and Articles used as Food , and in  Class 3, in
respect of Mustard and Mustard Oil, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to have the  same regis-
tered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I
intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accor.
dance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c,
66
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Robert HarperN and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lan  We t,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants, have applied in pursuance of the pro.
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Art,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
N
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company ,  of No .  37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants ,  have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents , Designs,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register  in Cass  42, in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
,1=
It is hereby notified, that the  Trade  Mark differsfrom the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings , George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
tom doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T.  BLAK ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that  Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants , have applied,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 42,  in respect of
Tea and  other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation:-
Tel
oc a t4 t
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Hugh Dixson,
trading as  11  xson and Sons," of The
Conqueror Tobacco Works, Elizabeth and Park
streets, Sydney ,  New South Wales, tobacco manu-
facturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of
Tobacco ,  whether Manufactured or Unmanu-
factured ,  a Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is a
representation
VW
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the  same registered ,  in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade  Mark ,  in accordance  with the provi-
sions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
67
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that The Distillers'Company, Limited, of 13, Torphich n street,
Edinburgh, Scotland, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  188t," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Spirituous Liquors, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby furtherven, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Royal
Baking Powder Company ,  of New York,
United States of America, have applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
42, in respect of Baking or Yeast Powder ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
aoraj
D1 D
D
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that Richard Ruddell,
of Woondooma street, Bundaberg ,  Queens.
land, soap manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade  Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47,
in respect of No .  1 Crown Soap,  for household
purposes ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
R .RU DDELL.
CROWN
N.I
BUNDABERG
`Notice is hereby further given , that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government (?azette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that  the applicant  is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application , or that  there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to  register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Charles Mar-
kell, of 6, Bridge street, Sydney ,  New South
Wales, importer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of " Germea ,"  a Food Product, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a  representation:-
40
AP04-4E
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
68
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
'% OTICE is hereby given, that S. Jore and J.
1 \ Picot, 41, Rue de l'Ectrequier, Paris,  France,
have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of "  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 41,  in respect  of Washing Powder,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
LESSIVE PHENIX
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Harrison James,673, George street, Sydney, has applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to register
in Class 47, in respect of Manufacture of Detective
Soap , a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
40
0
4
14LA. C.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this adve rt isement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment  to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant  is not  entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAXEN EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, G overnment Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
No. 647.THE following appointments, promotions, resig-nations, transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date, where not otherwise
stated :--
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
"A" BATTERY, PERMANENT FORCE.
John Walter Maxwell Carroll is appointed to be
a Lieutenant, provisionally. 21st April, 1888.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
No. 59, Gunner A. Ingarfield, is granted six
months' leave of absence.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" E" Company.
The undermentioned men are dismissed for non-
attendance at drill. Regulation 204 to be complied
with:-No. 24, Private Reed,
No. 35, Private Jacobson,
No. 50, Private J. Harrington
No. 66, Private C. Herman,
No. 70, Private B. Hansy,
No. 85, Private W. Mewburn,
No. 87, Private W. Hall,
No. 107, Private H. Herman,
No. 55, Private W. Foster, and
No. 64, Private A. Thornton.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
The resignation of Bandsman J. Griffin has been
accepted.
UNATTACHED LIST.
Lieutenant R. V. Cholmondeley is granted
twelve months' leave of absence in extension.
SERGEANT INSTRUCTOR.
Sergeant Instructor C. Pritchard is dismissed
for misconduct. 1st April 1888.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"F " Company.
The resignation of Acting Captain R .  Filshie is
accepted .  21st April, 1888.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
CAIRNS  G ARRISON BATTERY.
Battery Sergeant -Major P .  Marsha ll  is appointed
to be a Sergeant Instructor  (Class B), with pay at
the rate of  £ 60 per annum. This appointment to
bear date 1st May, 1888.
No. 648.
THE undermentioned Officers who have hitherto
failed to comply with the conditions laid down in
Regulation 19, paragraph 5, are hereby granted an
extension of time, until 30th June proximo, within
which to pass the required Examination:-Captains.
P. R. Ricardo,
A. Musgrave,
D. P. White, and
J. Renwick.
Lieutenants.
R. V. Cholmondeley,
F. C. Eastaughffe,
A. G. Bailey,
D. Miller,
F. N. C. Riechelmann,
C. A. Morris,
T. B. Smyth, and
W. O. Hodgkinson.
VOLUNTEER BRANCH.
Captains.
J. Wilson,
G. E. Primrose, and
G. V. Le Vaux.
Lieutenants.
D. Turbayne,
J. T. Wearin,
G. Gross,
F. J. King,
W. J. Allom, and
A. Cunningham.
8
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No. 649.
Officers Commanding Corps are hereby notified
that in future all returns forwarded to the Head-
Quarter's Office will be considered incomplete
unless the number and initials, in addition to the
name, of every member of a Corps be inserted
thereon. In submitting applications for discharge,
resignations, or leave of absence, for the considera-
tion of the Commandant, the following information
must be furnished with the recommendation of the
Commanding Officer:-
Date of attestation ;
Date of last attendance at drill ;
Amount of pay, if any, earned up to date of
application (not applicable to Volunteer
Branch) ;
Whether all Government property issued by
the Commanding Officer has been returned
and received by him ;
If Commanding Officers keep proper records, no
difficulty should be experienced in furnishing the
above information.
No. 650.
OFFICERS Commanding Corps in the Southern
Military District are requested to return all Camp
Pay Sheets, together with any unexpended balance,
as soon as possible.
No. 651.
WITH reference to General Order No. 636, it is
hereby notified that the practical portion of the
examination of candidates for promotion for the
Northern Military District will be held during the
Northern Encampment.
No. 652.
THE following Military Notice, issued by
the Major-General Commanding the New South
Wales Forces, is published for the information of
all concerned :-
MILITARY NOTICE.
Head-Quarters,
Sydney, 26th April, 1888.
To enable the distribution of the Khedive's Star
to be made as speedily as possible, members of the
New South Wales Contingent (other than those at
present serving in the local Defence Forces, whose
claims will be submitted by Commanding Officers),
are desired to forward  name  and address in full,
with regimental number and letter of the Company
to which they belonged, to the Assistant Adjutant-
General, Military Staff Office, Dawes Battery,
Sydney. Applicants will also indicate the Mayor,
or other recognised public official to whom they
wish their decoration forwarded,  as under no cir-
cumstances can it be sent to individuals direct,
personal identification in each  case  being absolutely
necessary.
By Order,
(Signed )  H. D. MACKENZIE,
Major, A.A.G.
No. 653.
A RETURN showing the effective strength of the various Corps comprising the Queensland Defence
Force on the 31st March ultimo, is hereby published for the information of the Force generally.
MUSTER ROLL.
CORPS. PRESENT.
ABSENT.
With
Leave.
Without
Leave.
STAFF.
TOTAL.
GRAND
TOTAL.
Head-Quarters'  Staff  ... ... ... 4 ... 4
Head-Quarters' Staff, N.M.D. ... ... 1 ... 1
Commanding F.A. ... ... ... 1 .. 1
Adjutant F.A. .. ... ... ... 1
iPrincipal Medical Officer ... i
Principal Medical Officer, N.M.D. ... 1 1Sergeant I structors-
Class A ... ... ...  7 11 ... Includes  Bandmaster.Class  B ... 4
Sergeant Instructors, Northern District-
Class  A ... ... ... ... 4Class  B ...Paymaster... ... ......  1 .. 1
Armourer Sergeant ... ... 1
Sergeant Master Tailor ... ... ... 1 ... 1
Storekeeper ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Clerk, Head-Quarters' Office ... ... 1 ... 1
Veterinary Surgeon ... 1  .. 1
30
PERMANENT FORCE.
"A" Battery ... ... ... 76 ... ... 761 1
76
Totals ... ... ... 106 1 ... ... i
DEFENCE FORCE.
Brisbane  Field Battery ... ... 62 2 6 70
Ipswich 40 3 11 54
124
Brisbane  Garrison  Battery 40 4 3 47
Bowen 29 9 9 47
Townsville
„ 15 29 9 53
Cairns 28 17  ... 45
Cooktown 9 3 14 26
218
Moreton Mounted  Infantry 103 6 5 114
Gympie 42 4 11 57
Bundaberg 23 1 9 33
Mackay 26 16 .4 46
Charters Towers „ 35 14 ... 49
299
Carried forward ...
... ... --. ... ... 747
71
MUSTER  ROLL- continued.
ABSENT.
CORPS.
Brought forward ...
Brisbane Engineers ... ...
EiiVIH2
Head -Quarters '  Band ... ...
E "B»
a m
if C;0
„ s- Brisbane
3 "D"
C'$
"E"
F„
A "H„
Ipswich...
Southport
Blackstone
30
5 1 ... I 6
68 4 3 75
56 1 5 62
34 8 4 46
58 7 4 69
58 1 10 69
50 1 11 62
48 3 5 56
. (Staff ... ... ...  4 2 ... 6-rd
9 to "  A " Company,  Maryboro '  42 12 2 56ca 0
o w  P-44 " B  Gympie ... 65 16 ... 71
m pa a" C" Maryboro '  42 8 3 53
3 D" „ Howard ...  43 2 12 57Ei I "  E " Bundaberg 26 19 3 48
LBand ... ... ... 13 2 2 17
Staff  ... ...  1
"A" Company ,  Chtrs. Twrs. 43
"B
«C„
"D
" „E „
„
Townsville 14
Ravenswood 31
Chtrs. Twrs.
Chtrs.  Twrs. 34
Mackay 50
"A" Company,  Toowoomba ... ...
"B ., „ Dalby  . ... ...
"C"  „ Warwick. ... ...
"All
«B„ Rockhampton ... ...Mount  Morgan ...
„
Brisbane Ambulance Corps ...
Totals ...
Brisbane  Volunteer Rifle Corps-96 Company ... ...
" B " Company ... ...
Roma Volunteer Rifle Corps ...
Gladstone  Volunteer  Rifle Corps ...
• Queensland  Scottish Corps-
" A „ Company  ... ... ...B
"C„
",D„
"E„
"F„
„
„
„
Band  ... ... ... ...
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps--
"A" Company ... ...
"B„
"C„ „
„
Band  ... ... ...
Totals ...
Brisbane  Grammar School .. ...
Central State School, Maryborough ...
Gympie  ... ... ... ... ...
Charters Towers  ... ... ... ...
Roma  ... ... ... ...
Woolloongabba  ... ... ... ...
Totals ...
1
11 6 60
6 44 64
15 4 50
13 1 48
15 1 66
REHAHYS.
Did not muster.
- 445
62 4 66
27 11 1 39
69 3 12 74
29 21 11 61
46 16 4 66
33 1
1,604 311 240
VOLUNTEER CORPS.
34
57 25 ... 82
72 6 4 82
33 38 ... 71
9 3 14 26
36
15
*26
34
28
29
.14
45
42
33
12
GRAND
TOTAL.
747
102
30
308
289
Not yet  formed.
179
127
34
164
71
26
17 18 71
7 23 45
... ... 26 ...  *In Camp  ;  no muster
12 11 57 held  in Rockhampton.
11 26 65
23 6 58
3 ... 17
33 25
34
35 30
5
103
76
98
17
485 l 252 157 I
CADET CORPS.
39 15 ... 64
21 7 12 40
43 20 2 65
47 3 ... 50
339
Did not muster.
209
Did not muster.
150 45 14 ... 3,364
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER ,  Major,
Brigade-Major.
staff  ...
" A " Company
PRESENT.
With
Leave.
TOTAL.
Without
Leave.
... ... ...  I ... ...
DEFENCE  FORCE- continued.
... 94 3 5 102
27 1 2
By Authority  :  IAxzs C.  BEAL,  Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of APRIL last, is  published for generalinformation, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Addresses, or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must  be given.
Registrar of Brands' Office,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
-02itFA A
2
z
t7
B 88rlef.
A 4 m 26951
A b m 26999
Alm 27016
3 A-4 27017
4 A %J 26998
A 8 C 26983A 5 26949
A b 27030
7A 26980
A 7 26963
O A -< 26995
B 9 Q 26984
1B4) 26989
2 B Q 27046
B - 15 26916
Bt b 26950
Bib 26988
!OB.MJ t a BLAND.
'Horse /.  Dottie.
BAS  26976 ...B E-19 26960 ...
B b 4 27035
BS;O 26916
b B Co 26936
O B'4 27033 ...
9
Name.
Thomas Smith... ... ...
Road,  Messer ,  and Seemann...
Annie Swift ... ... ... ...
Annie Farrelly ... ... ... ...
James Stewart,  j unr .... ... ...
Alice Lawrence ... ...  ...
John Holman ... ... ... ...
William Aplin... ... ... ...
Mary Swan ... ...
Emily West .. ... ...
Oxley and Allen ... ... ...
Charles Henry Butcher ...
... John Charles Bishop ... ...
... Charles Byrnas ... ...
... Fred Blake ... ... ...
... Frederick W. H. Black ...
... Frederick  Bozler ... ...
... John Brunnock ...
... William Bowell ... ...
... Magnus Peter  Berguson ...
...  Jessie Bright  ... ... ...
... Henry Smith ... ...
... William O'Brien Thorn ...
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
PBOPaI1:rOH.
Run or  Farm  where Brand
is to be used.
Nearest Post Town ofRun or Farm.
Cloncurry
Gracemere
Kent street ...
Nockninny ...
Sandridge ...
Ross .. ...Gold Fields ...
Hughenden
Swan Hotel, Newbury ...
Buaraba Creek , Belle Vue
Alice River ...Warwick . ...
Reedy Creek ...
Richmond Downs
Mae1ay ... ...
Koojarewon ...
Emu Creek
Lutwyche ...
Racecourse ...
Charters Towers... , , ...
Redland Bay ... ...
Glamorgan  Vale... ...
Cloncurry
Gracemere
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Warm
Mundingburrah
Charters Towers
Hughenden
Mackay
Gregory
Ipswich
Townsville
Warwick
Highfields
Richmond
Mackay
Highfields
Crow's Nest
Lutwyche
Mackay
Charters Towns
Cleveland
Pimpama
X Series.
$ p 26910
50m 26991
b e M 27011
0 8'd 26946
0 .42 26970
0•4-< 2693905-<  27036
5 D ni 27029
9 D 0i 26990
D m 8 26917
3 D m 26975
3  D3:  27007
D 1 C 26978
O E J 26954
E d b 27039E a!7 27043
E  7-3  26968
E 9 269594E*  26962
770  27008
OFc 26918F7 [ 27022
3F ;U  27034
8(10  27038(1,30  27000(12M  2702402?;  27046
Q 9  21  26947
7  O 'd  26908
Q 1. 26993
8 H C 26922
2 J ' 26911J.3-<  26921
O  J-<  26937
1C 100 26914K 9 27041
4kc_ 26971
4K3  27006
1{7 26979
1.x0 27028K-< - 1 26945
'[, w 5 26930
O L ( 26933
1 L D 26932%M 5  26909
1 L -4 27044
LSD 3 27003
5 L2 26927
8L1 27010
4L3 26966S LE  26974
L a! b 26938
2 Lm  27027
L* 8 27015
9 M c 26986
9 M;;  26964
M 2'd 27004
M 4 Ld  26924
M 7 C 27021
IUni 4 26948
'11JQ 5 26969
J Urn o 27018
1UA 2 26935b1U3  26929
1J;04 26996
7Um 5 27040
PORK= awn.
74
Rama
Joseph Calland ...
Edward James Cavanagh ...
John Wallace  .. ... ...
Carl Frederich W. P ro fke ...
Carl Venz ... ...
Samuel McCluskey ... ...
Chang You  ... ... ...
raorsrnron
nun or Farm  where  Brand  Nearest Pat Taws of
is  to be used. ttun or Farm.
Gold Fields  ... ...  Pentland
Long Flat  ,..  Gympie
Upper Freestone Creek ... Warwick
Glamorgan Vale ... ... Glamorgan Vale
Teviotvi lle  ... ...  Teviotvi lle
Riverville  ... ... Ayr
Gold Fields  ... ... Kingsborough
Catherine Durcan ... ...
Janet Donald Cross ... ...
David Doyle  ... ... ...
Wil li am Dale  ... ... ...
Thomas Hart  ... ... ...
Jeremiah Dunne ... ...
Edward Henry Freeman ...
Edwin Harrison ... ...
Marius Christensen ... ...
Ernest Heimann ...
Edward Webber ... ...
David Wallace
Francis Nicholes Darcy ...
John Funk ... ...
Farrell and Sons ... ...
Frederick Moody ... ...
George Ward Chavasse ...
George Dorre ll  ...
George Robert Harrold ...
George Kleine  ... ... ...
Henry Gibson  .. ... ...
John Goytea Power ... ...
Angus McKie  ... ... ...
.. Gold Fields  ...  Charters Towers
... Redbank,  S. and W. R.... Goodna
. Commonage  ...  Macalister
... Rosevale, Spring Creek  ...  Dalby
. South Pine  ... ...  South Pine'
... Taringa ... ... ... Taringa
... Bribie Passage ...
... Reid River ...
... Pialba ... ...
Mount Leonard ...
... Ipswich road ...
... Kerry ...
... Caboolture
... Townsville
... Pialba
... Windorah
... Rocklea
... Beaudesert
... Gold Fields  ... ...  Kilkivan
... Flagstone Creek  ... ...  Ipswich
... Winton  ... ... ...  Winton
... Welltown... ... ... Goondiwindi
Forest Vale ,  Hamilton ...
Loco. Works, G. C. R. ...
James street ... ...
Goombungee ... ...
Commonage ... ...
Surveyor  ... ...
Welcome
.Creek  
Mackay
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
Gormoron
Allora
Fassifern
Bundaberg
Ada Emily  Harpur  ... ... ... Reserve ...
Jasper Vivian ...
Benjamin Joy...
William Jory ...
James Kincaid...
Julius Kitzelmann
James Knight ...
Lawrence Keaveny
William Shanks
William Kirk ...
James Kearney
James Lamb  ... ... ...
Carr and Lewis ... ..,
William Childs ...
James Lidstone ... ...
Lionel John Fleming... ...
Georgina Lilian Giffin ...
Richard Heddon ... ...
John Welsh .. ... ...
William Webb ... ...
Lile McAllister ... ...
Richard McLoughlen... ...
Joseph  Samuels ... ...
William Lynam ... ...
George Hugh Mulholland
Hugh McKenzie ...
Peter Felix Murphy ...
Patrick Madigan ...
James Stephen Murray
... .., St. George
... Reserve ...
... Watsonville
... Brown ' s Plains-
Woodlands ...
Marburg ... ...
Balmoral ... ...
Beaudesert ...
Breadalbane ...
Sandy Creek ...
Commonage ...
Canning  Downs ...
Ord's Paddock ...
Long Flat ...
St. Helen's
Brewery ... ...
Fairmead ...
Painter's Creek ...
Dalrymple street
Roma Pean ...
Graceville ...
Smithfield ...
Arrilalah ...
Ba ll andean
... Blackall
... Watsonville
... Brown 's Plains
Ayr
Mrburg
Brisbane
Beaudesert
Bou lia
Charters Towers
Eulo
Warwick
Esk
Gympie
Emerald
Bundaberg
Cardwell
Wombye
Bowen
Bowen
Sherwood
Cairns
Arrilalah
Stanthorpe
... Dalby  ... ... ...  Dalby
... Goomboeian  ... ... Neardie
... Gatton and  ... ...  Brisbane
... Rural G ro ve ... ... Roma
... Commonage  ... ...  Cunnamulla
Christian  Nicholson  ... ... ...
Caroline Wilhelmine  Henriette
Neuendorf
Joseph Waine...
Charles Henning
Hans Masen  ... ... ...
Nicholas Robert Kirk ...
Charles Thomas Hill Cheffins
Gold Fields  ... ... Charters Towers
Fassifern  ... ... ...  Engelaburg
... Barcaldine ... ...
...  Auburn ... ...
... Pelen Creek ... ...
... Bank street,  West End ...
... Commonage ... ...
Barcaldine
Chinchilla
Telemon
Brisbane
Bowe n.
75
PORAM BRSxo.
ov x°
Horses.  CAUL
B Series I
pm 1 26923 ... ...
2P1 26997 .,.
PbO 26931
Qp 1 27019
9 R Q 27032 ...SRO  26912 ,..
Rm 8 27009
R m 8 27014
R 2 m 27020
2 R m 26972 ...
R-48 26965R60  26913 ...R08 26992
R O'd 26940
R4'd 27002 .,.
5 R'd 27042
R 9;0 26919
9R  a0 27013
9 R Cn 26943R8-3  27025R-<7 26925
R 0 -< 26926 ...
S 8-d  2695338-4  26981
4S=! 27012S50  27026 ...380  26928 ..,
4 8 ci 26941 ...
9 S 26934
8  S ;U  26956
9  S ;D  27001 ...
S 3 c 26944 ...
84c  26952 ...
'9D 27023 ...
'P8  26994
T 5 - 26965
5T  A 26973 ..,
T 2 26957 ..•
T 3 26985 ..,
3 T 27037
U oo l 27005 ...
1 U o0 26958 ...
U2CA 26961 ...
V 5 C0 27031 ...
W l-<  26942
WN 2 26977
Y 1 26982YO-3  26920B Y-<  26967
Name.
Pher  Erick Seagren ..,
John Plush .., ...
John Pius Lupton ...
Modrzynski and Palmer
Robert Chesterman ...
John Charles Ward ...
Hugh Rose ... ...
...
James Reynolds ... ...
Michael Roche
William Rowe ... ...
Robert F ro st . ... ...
Reuben Stanley Galton ...
Robert Leathard ... ...
Richard Patton ... ...
Richard Pilcher ... ...
Anna Cooke ... ... ...
William Rafter ,.. ...
Samuel Morris ... ... ...
William Cairncross ... ...
Robert Thomas ... ...
William Rothery ... ...
Tom Cowderoy ...
Johan F.  Sieppel ...
Friedrich Schiplick- ... ...
Frederick  Standfast ... ...
Scannell and Grin ... ...
Jones and Graham ... ...
Wi ll iam Sewell  ... ...
James Scanlon ...
James Stringer ..,
Conrad Schermer ...
William James Sullivan
John Sheehan ... ... ...
Thomas Dunn ... ...
Richard White ... ...
John McFarland ... ...
Thomas Garner, junr.... ...
Chordt Thomsen ... ...
James Martin... ... ...
Thomas Roberts ... ...
John Joseph  Bailem ... ...
Reginald  Bishop .. ...
Emmeline Macarthur Bowman
James Vernon  Suter ...
Joel Wilde ... ... ...
William Newman ... ...
PROPRIETOR.
nun or Farm where Bn<wd Neare st Post Town of
is to be  used.
Poison Creek ...
Reserve ...
Royal Hotel ...
Run or Farm.
... Cooktown
... Windorah
... Dalby
Tambo  ... ... ...  Tambo
Bluff  Gold  Fields ...
Roxburgh Downs
Edward's Pocket, Excel-
sior road
Meringandan ... ...
Oaky  ... ...
No rt h Pine ... ...
Broomfield ... ...
Reserve  ... ... ...
Yeulba ... ...
Plane Creek ... ..,
Northbourne ... ...
Bowen  ... ... ...
Al fr ed ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Gold Fields ... ...
Bronhamolg ... ...
Nardoo  .. ... ...
Southport ... ...
Tarampa  ... ... ...
Cheapside street ... ...
North Ipswich ... ...
Winton .. ... ...
Roeklands ..
Telegraph Office,  Junction
Creek
The Hermitage ... ...
Milbong  . ... ...
Scrubby Creek ... ...
Muckadilla ...
Reserve  ... ... ...
Charters Towers
Boulia
Gympie
Meringandan
Oaky
North Pine
Goondiwindi
St. George
Yeulba
Mackay
Ayr
Bowen
Grandchester
Killarney
Norton
Blackstone
Springsure
Southport
Tarampa
Maryborough
North Ipswich
Winton
Camooweal
Cardwell
Pittsworth
Harrisville
Gracemere
Muckadilla
Cloncurry
... Basin Pocket ... ... Ipswich
... Walloon ... ... ... Walloon
... Dalby ... ... ... Dalby
... Winton ... ... ... Winton
... Yengarie ... .. ... Maryborough
Amberly, Three-mile Creek Ipswich
,,, Carrington ... ... Herberton
... Spring Creek ... ... Gatton
... Coomboobah ... ... Southport
... Mount Byron ... ... Fernvale
... Hughenden ... ... Hughenden
... Wynnum ... ... Wynnum
... Ipswich ... ... ... Ipswich
Yeats and Roper ... ... ... Boonooroo ... ... Maryborough
John Woodyatt ... ... ... Waroonga ... ... Maryborough
William George Horning,  as guardian  Heidelberg ... ... Bowen
of Wm. Stanley  Horning
... Cunnamu llaZ. 4N 26987 ... ... Arthur Leeds ... ... ... ,.,  Cunnamulla
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BuANDS TRANSPBRBED during the MONTH of APRIL, 18x8.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
A02 880
g A P 3193
4 D L 9824
D 9 U 10504
E 7 B 5704E01 4846
K 1 W 6318
M C 5 217
N 2 N 4204
N 1 Q 15435
N b Z 16422
N b Z 16422
2 ®U 9153
2 U 9153
P  Q,3  2597
-V-9C 12176VT 2 11450>(H7 12023
2 Y Q 15355
H 7 -3 B23183
J 7 2t B22663
J b 1 B18842
P 1 n B18932T20 823642T40 B21838T W I  B20062
T  co 1 B20062
T 9 -3 824426
No. of
Certi ficate.
... Horan Bligh Nutting ...
The Queensland  Investment and
Land Mortgage  Co. (Limited)
Collins,  White, and Co.... ...
Barton and  Phillips ... ...
James  Thomas Allan
Keatinge  and Macdonald ...
Thomas Collins .. ...
James Thomas Walker ... ...
Alfred Joseph Henry Lilly ...
Macdonald and Bucknall ...
Andrew Knot
Thomas Bird ...
David Stebhens ...
The Australian Joint Stock Bank
John William Hodgson ... ...
William Stuart ... ... ...
Thomas Shelswell ... ...
John Lindsey ... ... ...
Charles William Buckland ...
CHANGE of RnSrDBNcE.
Brand.
HB5
1J
K
33)2YY
S 7 c-
Transferror.
John Peter Hallam ...
Francis Typer Atnhurst...
Edwin Bates ...
William Carmichael ...
Esther Ramsden ... ...
Walter Reid
Korah Halcomb Wills ...
Leishman and Co. ...
J. B. and E. M. Nutting
Charles William Macarthur Bow- Ratc liffe Macarthur Bowman
man
.Nisbet and Co.
The Queensland Investment and
Land Mortgage Co. (Limited)
The Bank of New South Wales...
Barton and Phillips ...
Malcolm Charles Machardy ...
William Collins ... ... ...
William Tamlyn...
Ralph and Frederick Harrison...
Royda and Golden ...
Basil  Gray ... ...
John Johnson ... ...John-Pollock
Thomas Fleetwood Andrews
Thomas  Cody ...
Thomas S. Garland ... ...
The Bank of New South Wales...
Thomas Shelswell ... ...
Thomas Fletcher ... ... ...
Name of Proprietor.
1806 'Henry-Bauman ...
13720 James Ivory, junr. ...
7541 Richard James Kennedy
11388 Henry Marland Rickards
17511 Angus McGilvray ...
18195 I Daniel Kennedy ... ...
B22328 James Smith ... ...
Transferree.
H. and  A. Ottermiller ..
Sir John Bennet Lawes, Bart....
John -Lawler ... ...
John Carmichael and Co.
Michael Edward  Kelly ...
Rowan and Thomson ...
Emily  M. Turner
... Stuart Brownrigg  Leishman
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Tryphinia Vale
Border Customs, Oontoo
Pilot Station, Burnett Heads
Thornhill
Bingara
Emerald
Banana
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Eidsvold ... ... ...
Farleigh and Fouldon ...
Rockhampton
Goldfields ... ... ...
Goldfields ... ... ...
Echo Hills ... ... ...
The Ridges
Lorne ... ...
Millungera ... ...
Mount Byron
Strathfield ... ...
Strathfield ...
Blackall ... ...
Mount Enniskillen
Charters Towers
Fixby ...
Mount Ubi
Boyne Island ...
Vergemont Creek ...
Wynard Park ...
Charters Towers ...
Gregory ...
Reserve .
Ravenswood ...
Corona Downs
Alterton, Dogwood
Alterton, Dogwood
Gold Fields, Croydon
Nearest Post Town.
Dingo ...
Thargomindah
Bundaberg
Gladstone
Eu1o
Emerald ...
Banana ...
Nearest Post Town.
Gayndah
Mackay
Rockhampton
Norton
Norton
Springsure
Mackay
Blackall
Cloncurry
Fernvale
Cloncurry
Cloncurry
Blackall
Tambo
Charters Towers.
Cardwell
Maroochie
Gladstone
Isisford
Normanton
Charters Towers.
Bundaberg
Clermont
Ravenswood
Muttaburra
St. George
St. George
Normanton.
Remarks.
... Brands Directory for 1886
... ditto
dittoditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto.
By Authority  :  JAM88 C. BaAL, Government Printer, W illiam  street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government  House, Brisbane , the first day
of May, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
UHEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886, "  it is amongst  other things  enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable
to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps
or plans and by reference to known or marked
boundaries or starting points, the Governor in
Council, on the recommendation of the Land
Board, may at any time suspend the operation of so
much of the forty-third  section  of the Principal Act
as requires  the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection, and may require the Surveyor-General
to divide the land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper  maps  or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means  of maps  or plans, and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council. on
the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance  and exercise of the authority vested in
him by the said Acts, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the said Principal Act as requires
the land to be actually surveyed and marked on
the ground before it is proclaimed open for selec-
tion be suspended with respect to the land described
in the said Schedule : And the Surveyor-General
is hereby required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands  is to give  the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
For the Clerk of the Council,
C. HOLMES A'COURT.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands on the resumed parts of
Cooranga and Wigton Runs, in the Gayndah Land
Agent's District.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
NO Candidates  having been nominated at the
time a pointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Daintree Division ,  His Exce llency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887,'  been pleased
to appoint
JOHN  BAIRD and
BowEN WILTSHIRE
to be Auditors  for the said Division.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ANDREW HENRY ZILLMAN, Acting Commissioner,
to be Commissioner, at Herberton, under the pro-
visions of  " The Mineral Lands Act  of 1882."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following exchange in the
Customs Department,  Brisbane, viz.:-
RICHARD ALFRED ]K INGSFORD, Clerk,
to be Locker.
EDMUND FoRAN  MELLOR, Locker,
to be Clerk.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.I_] IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD FRANCIS WooDCRAFT, Senior-Constable
and Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Harris-
ville,
to be an Inspector of Breweries,  vice W.  Boudet.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ROWLEY ABCHDALL, Clerk in the Colonial
Secretary's Office,
to be Clerk in the Audit Office;
JAMES KINMOND, Clerk in the Treasury,
to be  an Examiner  of Accounts, Audit Office.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor directs it obe
notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Defence Force :-
Captain ALFRED PAIN,
Captain  WILLIAM  GEORGE HODGES, and
Captain WILLIAM FERGUSON,
to be  Majors ;
Lieutenant JAMES WOODROW,
Lieutenant GEORGE DIMMOCK, and
Lieutenant JAMES GEORGE DRAKE,
to be Captains.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant CHARLES JAMRSON
to be a Captain in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
WILLIAM FRENCH THURSTON, M.R.C.S., Eng.,
of his appointment  as a Surgeon  in the Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER DuNN BANKIER
to be Deputy Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of Bulloo, during the absence and until
the return of the Returning Officer.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
HEWAN LESLIE  ABCHDALL
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to accept the resignations  tendered by
WILLIAM MCDOWALL,
REGINALD ARTHUR  WHIPHAM, and
MICHAEL EDWARD EVERETT FITZGERALD
of their respective appointments  as Justices of the
Peace.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES K. CRAIG
to be a Government Agent on the Supernumerary
Staff, to accompany vessels licensed to carry Pacific
Islanders.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name
JOHN COWPRR LINEDALE
be substituted for James Cowper Linedale appear-
ing in the notifications of the appointment of a
Clerk of Petty Sessions and an Assistant Registrar
of Births and Deaths at Eidsvold, published in the
Gazette  of the 17th and 24th of March last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant T. HAMILTON
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Cloncnrry,during the absence of the Clerk ofPetty Sessions ;
and
Senior-Constable H. FLYNN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, and Inspector
of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
slaughter, at Killarney.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM JOSEPH CASTLING
of his appointment as a Licensing Justice for the
Licensing District of Townsville.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
1.L of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES MACINTOSH and
ARTHUR WALTERS
to be Licensing Justices for the  Licensing  District
of Townsville.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Toowoomba
Fire Brigade Board, of
F. J. HUTCHINSON
as Superintendent, and
A. KITCHENHAM
as Assistant Superintendent ,  of the Brigade.
H
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve  of the  appointment , by the Ipswich Fire
Brigade Board, of
JOSIAH FRANCIS
as Superintendent, and
SAMUEL HARVEY,
JOHN JEFFREY,
JAMES HUGHS, and
DAVID HANDELL
as Assistant Superintendents,  of the Brigade.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleasedI
to appoint
FREDERICK KILNER
to be a Member of the Bundaberg Fire Brigade
Board, in the room of F. Buss, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ANDREW HENRY ZILLMAN
to be Police Magistrate at Herberton.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undernamed gentlemen to be Medical
Officers at the places mentioned in connection with
their respective  names :-
FRANCnsCO PAOLI, M.D.,
at Charters Towers, in the room of E. E. J. Mohs,
M.D., resigned ;
JAMES BOOTH, L.R.C.P., &c.,
at Thornborough, in the room of R. C. Cole,M.R.C.S.;
HENRY J. HEWER, M.B.,
at Aramac, in the room of H. C.  Brannigan,
M.D., resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable R. F. WOODCRAFT
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths, at
Harrisville, for the Registry District of Fassifern,
and Inspector of Brands for the District of Ipswich,
in the  room  of Constable Boudet, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified. that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," I have appointed
LESLIE J. BEDFORD,
PETER H.  BIRT, and
THOMAS L. MCGEORGE,
to be Members of the Barcoo Marsupial Board, in
the room, respectively, of John Henderson, James
A. Henderson, and John Affleck, resigned.
For the Colonial Secretary,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
'Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
fl IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Sheep Directors for the Districts mentioned in
connection with  their  respective names.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BALONNE.
Hurtle Fisher, Bullamon,
Wallace A. Low, Culgoa,
Ebb Smith, Werribone,
John Augustus Robertson, Currawillingbi, and
W. Ross Munro, Bombah.
BROADSOUI D.
T. A. Wallace, Killarney,
W. Harvey Holt, Glenprairie,
J. A. Macartney, Waverley,
George Fox, St. Lawrence, and
W. H. Macdonald, May Downs.
BURKE.
H. Stansfield, Hughenden,
Charles N. Armytage, Afton Downs,
John Illistron Reid, Clonough,
Dundas Simpson, Casillis, and
J. Hugh Moor, Manfred Downs.
BURNETT.
James J. Cadell, Ideraway,
George  H. Jones,  Boonara,
James Millis ,  Nanango,
R. Hamilton, Culrossie, and
John Broadbent, Mondure.
COOK.
E. B. Power, Cooktown,
W. J. Hartley, Cooktown,
B. T. Shields, Cooktown,
A. Gray, Port Douglas, and
John Atherton, Port Douglas.
DALBY.
Hon. James Taylor, M.L.C.,
Hugh M. Nelson, Toowoomba,
John Shillito Jessop, Dalby,
Francis A. Gore, Yandilla, and
Henry V. King, Cowrie.
EAST MORETON.
John Donaldson,
John Fenwick,
James Tolson,
James Crombie, and
Hon. Alexander Raff.
GLADSTONE.
Robert Laidlaw Paterson, Monte Christo,
William Cadell, Kroombit,
Alfred Witt, Miriam Vale,
David Stirratt, Mount Alma, and
John Bell, Dungaree.
GOONDIWINDI.
Duncan Sinclair, Welltown,
Francis Dixon Kite, Callandoon,
James Kimmorley, Winton,
Duncan McLeod Cameron, Umbercollie, and
Harry Marshall ,  Murrigoran.
GREGORY NORTH.
Robert R. Macpherson, Dagworth,
Robert Morrison, Ayrshire Downs,
James  B. Riley, Vindex,
James Dickens, Elderslie, and
James E. Bostock ,  Sesbania.
GREGORY SOUTH.
W. Howie, Patricia Downs,
T. S. McGeorge, Maroo,
Hugh Fraser, Glenlee,
Adam Hay, Palparara, and
Joseph Donaldson,  Mount Margaret.
KENNEDY NORTH.
Edward Cunningham, Woodhouse
William Hann, Maryvale,
James  Gordon, Cluden,
Walter Hays, Townsville, and
James Macintosh, Townsvi lle.
KENNEDY SOUTH.
Frederick R. Bode, Strathdon,
Donald McGlashan, Uncanbah
Alfred H. Wilmington, Salisbury  Plains,
J. Maddock Hughes, Birralee, and
John Henry Isbel, Strathdon.
MARANOA.
Robert Dunsmuir, Eurella,
Angus Macpherson , Amby Downs,
J. H. Macfarlane, Waroona,
George Taylor, Merino  Downs, and
A. Davidson, Womblebank.
MITCHELL.
William Ford, Northampton,
E. J. E. Mackenzie ,  Malvern,
F. A. Hamilton, Tambo,
John Turnbull, Landsdowne, and
William Forsyth,  Aramac.
PEAK DOWNS.
C. P. Martyr, Kilcummin,
J. N. W. Cavage,  Langton Downs,
Robert Bell, Huntly,
John Burn, Retro, and
Thomas Fairbairn ,  Logan Downs.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Wi ll iam Pattison ,  Rockhampton,
John Murray, Rockhampton,
Henry W. Risien ,  Rockhampton,
John Rule, Rockhampton,
Peter Fitzallan Macdonald ,  Rockhampton.
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SPRINGSURE.
A. N. Foot, Waranilla,
Cedric S. Wills, Ciillin-la-ringo,
Frederick Bracker, Meteor Downs,
James Todhunter, Rainsworth, and
George Sutherland, Fernlees.
WARREGO.
Thomas A. Brodie, Nive Downs,
Theodore H. Blumenthal, Murweh,
Edward King, Weelamurra,
Arthur Leeds, Cunnamulla, and
Alfred John Cotter, Caiwarroo.
WARWICK.
Hon. J. D. Macaush, Canning Downs,
William Ball Slade, Glengallan,
Donald Gunn, Pikedale,
Edward B .  Baker ,  Glenelg, and
James Fletcher, Ballandean.
WEST MORETON.
Henry Edward Hi ll , Fassifern,
A. F. Craig , Carrington,
Edward A .  Bullmore ,  Ipswich,
George Glencross Smith ,  Cressbrook, and
William Butler, Kilcoy.
WIDE BAY.
Thomas Rose ,  Kilkivau,
Augustus Purling Barton, Moolboolaman,
John Eaton, Teebar,
George Mant ,  Gigoomgan, and
James  Cran, Loudon.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
IT is hereby notified thatHenry Lowe,
Joseph Lowe,
Levi Reed,
William Ryan, and
August Tessman
have been appointed Members of Committee for the
State School at Tenthill Lower.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.a.] chael  and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
(](7'HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1 1 first year of Her Majesty's reign. intituled
"An Act to  make provision .for Bank Holidays and
respecting obli.,gations tomake  Payments  and doother
acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time  to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special day  to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to pro-
claim  Wednesday, the 23rd instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of
the Goondiwindi  Race  Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Goondiwindi : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim , and declare that WEDNESDAY, the 23rd
instant, shall, within the Town of Goondiwindi, be
observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A.  MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations to make Payments and do
other acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 16th instant,
being the first day of the Annual Race Meeting
of the Great Western Downs Jockey Club, to be a
Public Holiday in Tambo : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MU$GRAVB, the Governor  aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that WEDNESDAY,
the 16th instant, shall, within the Town of Tambo,
be observed as a Public Holiday within  the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE_THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By Floc  Excellency Sir ANThoNY  MvsGRAVR,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
rL.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and  St. George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander-in -Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
' HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign , intituled  "An
Act to  make better provision  for the Valuation of
Rateable Land by Lo'  al, Authorities ,"  it is  amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council,
on the recommendation  of the Local Authority,
may, by Proclamation,  declare any  Country Land
in the vicinity of a town to be Suburban Land, and
such land  shall thereupon be deemed, for the pur-
poses of  the said Act, to be Suburban Land : And
whereas it has been recommended  by the Local
Authority of thA Shire of Ithaca that all the land
within  the said Shire outside  a radius of two miles
from the boundary of the City of Brisbane be declared
to be Suburban Land : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSaa.AVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance  of the powers vested in me by the said
Act, and  by  and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, declare the
whole of the land within the said Shire of Ithaca
outside a radius of two miles from  the boundary
of the  said  City of  Brisbane  to be Suburban Land
for the purposes of the said Act.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this tenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By H Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MVSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the present
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend the Law relating to the Sale of
Intoxicatinq Liquor, and to Amend `The Lieensinq
Act of  1885,' " it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation,
appoint any town or other place to be a place at
which liquor may be disposed of by wholesale :
Now, therefore, 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE. the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
appoint Eromanga to be a place at which liquor
may be disposed of by wholesale.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, his tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
l}undred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
fifirst year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
.By
PROCLAMATION.
lbs  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVs,
l: n i;:,lit Grand Cross of the Most
[s..s.1 Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
PROCLAMATION.
By His - Ex cy Sir ANTHONY AZ VSGRA V S,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
AN,
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that when a change is made in the number of Mem-
bers of the Board, or a change is made in the
boundaries of a Division or Subdivision, the
Governor in Council may, by Order in Council,
declare and direct whether a new Election of a
Member or Members shall be held for the Division
or any Subdivision thereof, and, if so, when such
Election shall be held, and whether any and which
of the existing Members shall go out of office, and
at what time : And whereas the boundaries of the
Stanthorpe Division have been amended, by Proc-
lamation dated the eleventh day of February, 1888,
and the number of Members increased from six to
nine, by Proclamation dated the twentieth day of
April, 1888: Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, in pursuance of the authority vested in
me as  Governor aforesaid, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and direct that an
election for the three additional Members be held
on the Twenty-third day of June,  1888,  and that at
the conclusion of the next annual election the two
Members who are then longest in office shall
retire, and that one of the two Members next in
seniority shall also retire, and that the question as
to which of such two Members shall retire shall be
determined in accordance with the provisions of the
nineteenth section of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1887."
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twelfth day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
A. Musci e.tvr:, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and ' its
Dependencies.
pursuance of the power and authority in me
I + vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eighth day of May,
in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
EX-194-88-13.
88.754 -L.B.
THE SCHEDULE.
T HE ISISFORD  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Henry Downs Block and the portion of Blackall
Downs Block between Wellshot and Black Gin
Creeks, on Wellshot Consolidated Run.
PROCLAMATION.
By Has Ex cellency  Sir ANTHONY bi USGEAV E,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.9.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, ' Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE. the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the  recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eighth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight , and in  the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
88.7220-L.B.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 2 established by
Proclamation dated 27th September, 1887,
which is hereby  amended.) .
All Crown  lands  within the following  boundaries :
Commencing at the west corner of Bingera Run,
being the south-east corner of portion 8, parish of
Bingera, and bounded thence by the Eureka road
southerly to The Ranges Run, by the western boun-
dary of that run and the north-western and western
boundaries of Eureka Run southerly to the northern
boundary of Degilbo Run (Stanton Harcourt Block),
by that boundary westerly to the Burnett River, by
that river downwards to portion 8, parish of Bingera,
and by the southern boundary of that portion
easterly to the point of commencement.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the  Moo t
A. MIISGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by Orders in Council made on the eighth day of Decem ber,  1887 ,  and the first day ofMay, 1888, I did ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation
of the  Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 "  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor -General was ,  by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the osition of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1886 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MusGRAvE, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land  Agents'
Districts ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Second day of  July, 1888: And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-i-5-88.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
Not within Agricultural Areas .
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Pariah.
No
Por
. of
tion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent per
Acre.
A. R. P. .A s. d. 8. d.
1 Gayndah ... Cooranga Beeron ... lv  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
2 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 2v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
3 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 3v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
4 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 4v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
5 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 5v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
6 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 6v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
7 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 7v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
8 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 8v  10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 2
9 Ditto ... Wilton Wigton ... 1v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
10 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 2v  5,000 0 0 2210 0 0 1
11 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 3v  4,50000 22100 01
12 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 4v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
13 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 5v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
14 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 6v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 2
15 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 7v  5,000 0 0 2210 0 0 2
16 Ditto .. ditto ditto ... 8v  8,600 0 0 31 0 0 0 2
17 Goondiwindi... Winton 8,000 0 0 31 0 0 0 1
18 Ditto ... ditto  ... 4v  8,000 0 0 31 0 0 0 2
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Dist in guished  Order of St. Mi-
A. USGEAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander •in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the power in me vested, and inaccordance  with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the unselected lands along  the railway line between
the Isis and  Elliot  Rivers for a distance of one mile
back on each  side of the line, in the Bundaberg
Lanid Agent 's District ,  opened to sg].,ection by
4 , of mtiom dated the 2nd February, 188% shall
be  "CT w ,ar ,e hereby withdrawn from selection.Vl5S-9426-L.B.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this tenth day of May,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SATE THE Quzu 1
Value of
Improve-
ments.
Grazing
Maximum
Area.
Acres.
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,00010,000
10,00010,000
10,000
20,000
20,000
PROCLAMATION.
By liss Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. McTSGEAVE, chael and St. George, GovernorGovernor. and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested, and in
I accordance with the  provisions  of the forty-
second section  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MvsGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the  unselected  lot of land,  being  Portion and
Forfeited Selection  1097, in the parish  of Woocoo,
in the Maryborough Land Agent' s District ,  opened
to selection by Proclamation dated the 24th March,
1885 , shall be and is hereby withdrawn from
gelection.
A k.-1_648.1-1-6-88.
88-10346-L.R.
Given  under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the
fifty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
QIUZ= lGOD SATE THE
83
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MU9GRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MQSGELTE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
r N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  1,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated in
the Dalby Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after MONDAY ,  the Second day of July, 1888 :  And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as
fo llows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the fifty- first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY  LAND A GENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No 1.
No.
of Parish.
Lot
No. of
Portion. Area.
A. B. P.
1 Dalby ... 16v 160 0 0
2 Ditto ... 17v 150 0 0
3 Ditto ... 18v 101 2 0
4 Ditto ... ... 19v  130 0 0
b Dino ..: ... 20.-  180 0 0
6 Ditto ... 21V 160 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... 22v 160 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... 28v 158 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and it,
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of sections ninety six and ninety-
seven of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAvE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the persons hereunder named shall be
and are hereby appointed to be Trustees of the
Reserve for Cemetery ,  in the parish of Rolleston,
established by Proclamation dated the 21st
February ,  1888 ,  and the said persons and their
successors sha ll ,  as Trustees ,  have the control and
management of the said Reserve  ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make by -laws for carrying  out  the objects of the
Trust ,  subject to the approval of His Exce ll ency
the Governor in Council :-
FBANCis WEST,
JAMES TnoTT,
Piraiox CoNNOE,
JOHN JossPH DANIELS, and
AUGUST E .  STUxx.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane,  this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
HENRY JORDAN.
Annual
Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ S. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.
6 8 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
6 5 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
5 3 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
5 17 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
6 8 0 0 0 5 I 10 0
6 8 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
6 8 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
6 8 0 0 0 5 1 10 0
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to the pay-
ment of the value
of impro vements,
it any.
PROCLLAMAT1ON.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAT$,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, Governor
A. MUSGEAVE,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections ninety -six and ninety.
Seven of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY Musoiu vE,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall  be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for
Racecourse, in the parish of Duaringa ,  established
by Proclamation dated the 21st February, 1888,
and the said persons and their successors shall, as
Trustees, have the control and management of the
said Reserve  ;  and the said Trustees  shall  be and are
hereby empowered to make by -laws for carrying
out the objects of the Trust ,  subject to the approval
of His Exce llency the Governor in Council
WILLIA M  BELL,
EDWARD EMPSEY,
JOHN BAaay, and
Jong B.1sATTIE.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
mont, House, Brisbane,  this eighth dsy of
May, in the year of our Lord  one,  thhijsand
eight hundred  and eighty -eight ,' iind in the
fifty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN 1 GOD SAVA THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By Me Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUaoRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under , and situated in the Gympie Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands,
on and  after MONDAY, the Second day of July,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the annual rent and purchas-
ing price at which said lands may be selected shall
be 4d. and 21 per acre respectively, and that the
maximum area  which may be selected by any one
person  in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
DESCRIPTION.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Weyba.
About  18 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown lands in the parish of
Weyba.
NoTE.-Subject to the payment of the value of
improvements, if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By  M Exoellency Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
r A. usGBAvn, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the recom-
mendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.--19 -4-88-H'.
858394--L
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MOUNT BRITTON LAND  AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:
Portions 13 to 28, parish pf Wodehouse,
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown lands de-
scribed in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUERN I
E.M.-19-4 -88-.I'.
88-26304-L.B.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 1 established by
Proclamation dated 7th June, 1886, which is
hereby amended.)
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on the right bank of the Warrego
River at a point about one mile and a-quarter above
the north-west corner of portion 4, parish of Charle-
ville, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west ; on the west by a line bearing south
passing through a point two  miles  west from the
west boundary of the Charleville Town Reserve to
a point west from the south- west corner  of portion
14v, parish of Glengarry ; thence by a line bearing
west to the Ward
River, by that river downwardsto the Warrego River, and by the Warrego River
upwards to the south- east  corner of portion 13v,
parish of Glengarry ; thence by a line bearing east ;
thence by  a line  bearing north passing through a
point two  miles east  from the east boundary of the
town reserve to a point  bearing east  from the south-
east corner of portion 14, parish of Charleville ;
thence by  a line bearing  west to the ,Warrego
River; and thence by that river upwards to the
point of  commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of  the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The Crown
1 Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
$.M -19-4-88--8'.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MANURE DEPOT.
Charters  Towers.
as-1o234--s.o.
County of Davenport, Parish of Charters Towers.
Area-40 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 312 degrees
9 minutes and distant sixty-four chains twenty-
Ave and eight-tenth links from the north corner of
85
section 72, town of Charters Towers, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a road bearing 283
degrees 30 minutes twenty chains; on the north-
west by a line bearing 13 degrees 30 minutes twenty
chains ; on  the north- east  by a line bearing 103
degrees 30 minutes twenty chains ; and on the
south-east by a line bearing 193 degrees 30 minutes
twenty chains to the point of commencement.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
88-9564--s.G.
Warrego River.
County of Orrery, parish of Querundi.
Area-About 640 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Warrego
River opposite the north-west corner of portion 6,
parish  of Charleville, and bounded thence on the
north by a  line bearin  west about 110 chains ; on
the west by a line  fearing  south about eighty
chains  ;  on the  south by a  line bearing east to the
Warrego River ;  and on  the east by that river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ?
PROCLAMATION.
By Has Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. usemty s, chael and St. George, Governor
Goverxur.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has
been temporarily reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Burrum Divi-
sional Board.
E.M.-12 -4-88-x'.
E.M.-1-6 -88 (Amended).
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION.
88-7808-Mbro.
Poison.
County of March, parish of Vernon.
Area-3 roods 34 perches.
Being a triangular piece of land bounded on the
north-east by Corfield street, on the south-west by
Barker street, and on the south-east by Spence
street.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN?
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance  with the eighty-fourth  section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid
and with the advice of the Executive Council,
Zby this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Road described hereunder shall be and
is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M.-5-4 -88-0'.
DasCRIprioN.
Road two chains wide, resumed from selection
1997, Rockhampton District. (Luke Pipe.)
Being a branch road from the reserved road
through portion 1997, parish of Playfair, easterly
to Sandy Creek,-containing one rood.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty. eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN ?
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
rN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
I in accordance  with the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the follow-
ing Selections of Land, under the  said  Act, are
declared forfeited :--
E.M.-19 -4.88-M'.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
4458 Will iam H .  Dougherty ... 162 0 0
1226 Horace Tozer  ... ...  160 0 0
7337 Wi lliam J. Cutler ... ...  120 0 0
Land  Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Gympie
Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eighth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight , and in  the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE TUB QUEEN ?
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHoNY MUSGRAVB,
Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power and authority in meI. vested, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Town Commonage at Drayton shall be and
is hereby placed temporarily under the control of
the Drayton Shire Council.
E.Y.-19 -4-88-Y'.
88-9472-C. Secy.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty, eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By;Command,
HENRY JORDAN,
GOD SATE THE  Q U]!EN l
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of thpower in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of " !We
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Timber,
in the parish of King ,  containing 640 acres ,  establi-
shed by Notice in the  Government Gazette  dated
21st August, 1874, shall be and is hereby cancelled.
1C.M.-19 -4-88-o'.
88-8465-Gym.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOT)
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
SAVE iHR  QTT1t1tw I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi
A. MUSGRAVE, ehael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with the provisions of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Reservoir,
in the parish of Bundaberg ,  containing six acres,
established by Proclamation dated 6th June, 1882,
shall be and is hereby placed under the control of
the Municipal Council, Bundaberg.
88-9701-Mrs.
E.M.-19 -488-A'.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  TxI QUEEN
PROCLA.MATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAvs,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
;Dependencies.
I N pursuance  Of  the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
I, Sir  ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the unselected lots of land ,  being  _portions 47,
48, 49, and  50, in the parish of Wolca, in the
Tenningering Land Agent 's District ,  opened to
selection by Proclamation dated the 30th September,
1886 ,  shall be and are hereby withdrawn from
selection.
E.M.-19 4.98-L'.
88-9430--L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at G overn-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this eighth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QuuSx I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
Raff ,  Robert- The road separating Thorn ... 33 0 0
son, and  Co. portion  435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Croton Lands Act of  1884 ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Offices, Toowoomba and Rock-
hampton ; the Police Offices, North Pine, Too-
woomba, and Cawarral ; and Post Offices, North
Pine, Middle Ridge, and New Zealand Gully.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES  AND ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation . Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 Charles Ogg Road and reserve sepa- Radcliffe ...  20 3 19
2
*3
*4
*5
rating port ions 78 and
427 from portions 422
and 424
Ditto  ...  Portion 12,  being reserve ditto  ...  43 0 0
for water
F. R. C. The road  separating  sub- Drayton  ... 0 3 32
Struver  `  division  2  of portion
829 from portion 332A
The Gogango The road separating por- Cawarral ...  6 3 32
Divisional  ton  1290 from portion
Board, on 44
account of
Herbert
Johnston
Ditto ,  on The reserved road ditto ... 14 0 0
account th ro ugh portion 125
of Michael
Tucker
*  Norz.-The  closure of these roads is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
J
1' is hereby notified  for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  "Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been male for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at this Office ;
at the Land Offices, Maryborough, Bundaberg, and
Toowoomba ; Police Offices, Cobb's Camp, Howard,
Helidon, and Gin Gin ; and Post Offices, Mellum
Creek, Howard, Helidon, and Gin Gin.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  of ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  IL  F.
1 The  Nolan  The road separating por- Gin Gin 8 0 5
Divisional tion 4A from portion 7
Board, on
account of
Messrs. Mc-
nwraith and
Palmer
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating por- ditto 23 3 34
tions  7,4A,  and 3B from
portions 6A and 5A
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating por- ditto 9 1 27
Lions IA and 2A from
portion 16
4 Ditto ... The  ro ad separating  por- ditto 28 0 0
tions 18 and 2A fro m
portions 6, 5A, and 3B, to
the intersection of the
reserved  ro ad th ro ugh
portion 3B
6 Will iamKyan That part of the  ro ad Flagstone 4 1 0
separating po rt ion 79
from port ion 8v, north
of the intersection of
the new road through
portion 79
6 John James The reserved road through Walsh ... 7 2 0
portion 18v (Agricultural
Farm No. 24) About
7 The Cabool -  Part of the reserved road Bribie ... 1 3 0
ture Divi- through portion 1A
sional Board,
on account
of James
Campbell
NoTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is, hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Toowoomba ; Police Offices,
Harrisville and Jondaryan; and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
•1
A. A. P.
The Mutda -  The road separating Matdapi lly 3 3 0
pilly Divi-  subdivisions 37 ahd 38
sional of po rt ion 90 frmn
Board, on subdivisions 31 and 30
account of of portion 122
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
2 Messrs .  Sha- The road  separating  the King  ...  6 3 14
nahan and  camping and water
Jennings reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th April, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the LandOffice, Macka yy ; Police Office, Eton  ;  and Post
Office,  Koumala.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
App licant.
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J.N. Johansen
Situation.
The road through por-
tion 1626
Parish.
Kelvin ...
Area.
A. B. P.
6 2 20
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the  eigh-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of  1884'*'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Gladstone ,  Ipswich ,  and Warwick ; Police
Offices, Gladstone, Harrisville ,  and Warwick ; and
Post Offices, Calliope, Dugandan ,  and Warwick.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
110. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  X.  F.
1 Thomas Far- The road separating  Calliope  ... 16 0 32
mer portions  11, 9, 8, 3,
66, 86,  62, 61, 58, and
57 from portions 12,
10,7,5,4,  67, 64,60,
and 56
2 Ditto ...  The road separating ditto .:. 4 0 0
portion 7 from por-
tion 10
3 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating  ditto ... 4 0 0
portion 8 from por-
tions 1, 2, and 3
4 Ditto ...  The road separating ditto ... 3 3 0
portion  4 from por-
tions 5 and 6
5 Ditto ...  The road separating  ditto ... 8 0 0
po rt ions 1, 2, 3, and
4 from portions 68
and 67
6 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 5 3 8
portions  61 and 60
from portions 58 and
56
7 Ditto ... The road  separating  ditto ... 6 0 0
po rt ions 67 and 66,
parish of Calliope,
from portions 34 and
79, parish of West
Stowe
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditIe 6 0 0
*9
*10
portions  1 ei k?M 13
fromportioa 12,10,
7, ax, a i„
Johann W. The reservt t rood Coochin ... 4 1 0
Schulz through portion 244
Johann F. The road separating  '  ditto  ...  1 0 14
Kro ll portion 244 from
portion 168
11 Charles H. The road separating Warwick ...  2 220
B.ansome subdivision 3 of por-
tion 60 fro m por-
tions 61 and 59
12 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 2 0 8
portion 59 from por-
tions 61,  62, and 63
• Nars .- ' he  clos ur e of  this road is proposed to be  carried  out' • Nora .  The closure  of these  roads is pro posed  to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road .  in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION FOR ROAD.NOTICE is hereby given, u der the provisions of the 102nd section of " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," of the intention to resume the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder.
Any objections to the resumption of the said road must be lodged by the Lessees of the respective
Holdings with the Secretary for Public Lands, within six months from the date of service of this notice.
HENRY JORDAN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH AGRICULTURAL FARMS 485, 713, AND 707, IPSWICH DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of North, County of Churchill.
it z
Description  of Road.
oQ
Zw
0
Land
Agent' s How Held.
District.
Reputed 0
Owner. Lengths. q
'
Area.
1 From the western boun -  14v 485
dary of portion 14v east-
erly and northerly to
the northern boundary
2 Along and within the 23v 713
whole length of the
south bounda ry  of por-
tion 23v
3 Along and  within the 21v 707
whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 24v
88-6003-D.B.
I Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R.  P.
Ipswich  ...  Agricultural  Farm ,  John Shorty  86° 30' 5 15 100 1 3 24
1
1884 Act Poole 710  0' 3 70
20° 0' 11 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ... August F. Arndt 90° 0'  33 80 100 3 1 20
ditto ... 31 30
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1888.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
4 j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands  Resumption  Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder,  it is  hereby notified for  general  information that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road, are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their  estate  and interest in the land required
for the said road and their  claims for compensation  on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed  and the damage  that may
be sustained  by reason of the opening of the said road.
E.M.-14 -3-88-S 2. HENRY JORDAN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE DICKABARAM BRIDGE OVER THE MARY RIVER TO THE MIVA
RAILWAY STATION , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Miva, County of Lennox.
c Description of Road.
4
00
6 F How Held.Z4
1 From the western end of 15
the Dickabaram Bridge
south- westerly along the
southern side of the
Kilkivan Railway line to
the level crossing on the
west side of the Miva
Railway Station
Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner.
John O'Connor 90° 0' 34 30 100
0
Lengths. V-c Area.  Remarks.
Po
I Ohs. Lks .  Links. A. R. F.
Freehold Henry H. Hutchins 175°53' 1 65 3 3 0 Unimproved
Hutchins 213° 17'  5 11 land.
171° 3' 4 95 }100
188°45' 6 00
J215° 55' 3 10
171° 40'  1 48 Irregu-
lar
229° 45' 14 08 100262°18' 2 78
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Tiaro.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
1 NTENDING  Selectors are informed that Maps
1 of the Districts of Blackall, Bundaberg,
Gladstone ,  Gympie, Maryborough ,  Rockhampton,
and Roma, showing all land open for selection,
both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms, are now
ready for  public  exhibition in the Map-room in
the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all  the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day ,  so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the  Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
89
Police  have  been appointed, by virtue of their
Office  as Members  of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or  Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents  of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and  77  of " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  "The Crown Lands Alien-ation  Act  o1876 "  who may desire to sur.
render their  titles under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  are hereby  required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the  District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
J OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
1\1 Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor will,
in pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Titles
to Land Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the lands
intended  to be  granted to the intent that , by force
of the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct areas and descrip-
tions and name of intended grantee shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions and name ; and such grants and  every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-66103.
Date of Deed-16th November, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich August Adam
Oestreich.
Land Granted-Portion  128, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-158 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  128.
Area-159 acres 1 rood 38 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
225, and bounded thence on the north by portions
147 and 150 bearing 269 degrees 60 minutes forty
chains and ten links; on the west by portion 126
bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes forty chains and
twenty links ; on the south by a road bearing east
forty chains and thirteen links ; and on the east by
portion 225 bearing north forty chains and thirty-
two links to the point of commencement;-exclusive
of two  acres  for a surveyed road, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
Nos. of Deeds-57954 and 57955.
Date of Deeds-24th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Robert Prince Tennant.
Land Granted-Allotments 5  and 4 of section 24,
town of Normanton.
Area-1 rood each.
Nature of Error-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Robert Prince
Tennant instead of Henry Prince Tennant, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-12219.
Date of Deed-22nd July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Septimus Birley.
Land Granted-Portion 225,  county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-22 acres 1 rood 12 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  225.
Area- 22 acres 2  roods 30 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
226, and bounded thence on the south by that por-
tion bearing 269 degrees 59 minutes twenty chains
and sixty- nine and a-half links ; on the south-west
by a road bearing 350 degrees 50 minutes three
chains and seventy-seven links, 324 degrees 51
minutes  five chains and fifty links .  and 329 degrees
11 minutes two chains and sixteen and a-half
links ; on the north by a line and portion 204
bearing  east  twenty-five chains and fifty-two links ;
and on the east by portion 227 bearing 179 de-
grees  40 minutes ten chains and five and a-half
links to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1888.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing  the erroneous  name  ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-42475.
Date of Deed-15th November, 1880.
Name of Grantee-Henry Kiemann.
Land Granted-Portion  1219, county of Au-
bigny, parish of Geham.
Area -39 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Henry Kiemann,
instead of Johann Heinrich Christoph Kiemann,
the correct name.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and  must  state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
90'
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1887.
2HE CROWA LANDS AC2 ' OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown  Lands Act of  1884" will hold their  Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of ti:e
above -recited Act ,  at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection  with  selections under  " The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  "  and  "  Do
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District .  Jan. Feb .  March . April.  May. June .  July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Ailora5  ... ... ...s ...  Wed. 28  ... ...  Wed. 27
Aramac  ... ...  Thur .  5 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Banana  ...  Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Beenleigh  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Thurs. 5
Wed. 18
Wed. 11
Blackall ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  8 Wed. 4
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs .  23 Thurs . 22 Thurs . 26 Fri. 25 Thurs .21 Thurs.26
Brisbane ... ...  Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues . 1 Tues . 5 Tues. 3
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 10 Sat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat .  9 Sat. 14
Burketown ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  8 Wed. 4
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Cardwell` ... Fri . 13 Fri. 9 Fri. 11 ... Fri. 13
Charleville  ...  Tues .  3 Mon .  6 Mon .  5 Tues .  3 MoL. 7 Mon. 4 Mon. 2
Charters Towers Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Clermont  ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs.29 Thurs .26 Thurs.31 Thurs.28 Thurs.26
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Dalby  .. ...  Fri. 27 Fri .  24 Fri. 23 Fri .  27 Fri. 25 Fri. 29 Fri. 27
Emerald  ... ...  Mon. 18 Mon. 20 Mon .  19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
18Eek• 18 WedWed 18 Wed 21 Wed ... ... .. .
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Geraldton  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Gladstone  ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 22 Thurs .26  M.  25 Thurs . 28 Thurs.26
Goondiwindi ... M. 13 Fri. 10 M.  9
Gympie  ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Herberton ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7
Hughenden Wed. 4 Wed . 1 Wed ,  7
Ingham  .. ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Inglewoodt ... Wed. 11 Wed . 8 Wed .  14
Ipswich  ... ... Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 2
Isisford  ... ... Wed. 11 Wed . 8 Wed .  14
Mackay  ... ... Thurs .  12 Thurs . 9 Thurs .  8
Marybo rougb ...  Fri. 20 Fri. 17 Fri. 18
Mitchell...
Mutt b
... Fri. 13 Fri .
T
10 Fri. 9
Tha urra
N
... hurs. 9 urs .  1
anango
Nebo  ..
...  Wed. 11
...  Wed. 4
Wed .
Wed.
8
1
Wed .  14
Wed .  7
Nerang* ... ... ...
Normanton
... Tues.  10
Port Douglas ... Thurs .  5
Ravenswood ... Thurs .  5
Rockhampton  ... Mon. 9
Roma  ...
St. George
...
...
Wed. 11
Tues .  17
St. Lawrence
... Wed. 4
Springsure
... Mon. 23
Stanthorpe
... Fri. 13
Surat  ...
... Thurs .26
Tambo  ...
... Wed. 4
Taroom  ..
... Wed. 4
Tenningering
... Wed. 11
Thargomindah  ... Wed. 4
Toowoomba
... Mon. 23
Townsville
... Thurs .12
Warwick ...
... Tues. 24
Fri. 13  M.  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 25 Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 25
Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri .  6 Fri .  4 Fri .  1 Fri. 6
Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Thurs .  12 Thurs .  1e Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Fri .  20 Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri .  13  M.  11 Fri.  8 Fri. 13
Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  9 Thurs. 12 Thurs. 14
Tues .  14 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues. 10
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon .  13 Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Tues .  21 Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon .  27 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri . 10 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri.  8 Fri. 13
Thurs .23 Thurs .29 Thurs .26 Thurs.31 Thurs .28 Thurs.26
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon .  27 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  26  Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  9 Thurs .  8 Thurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs .14 Thurs.12
Tues .  28 Tues .  27 Tues. 24 Tues .  29 Tues .  26 Tues. 24
Thurs. 2
Wed. 15
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 23
Wed. 26  ... ...  Wed. 19
Thurs. 6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 8
Wed. 19 Wed . 17 Wed.  21 Wed. 19
Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  27  Thum  25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Tues. 4
Sat. 8
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
...
Mon. 3
Wed. 5
Tues. 7 Tues . 4 Tues . 2 Tues .  6
Sat. 11 Sat. 8 Sat . 13 Sat .  10
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed . 3 Wed .  7
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri. 14 ... Sat. 10
Mon. 6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed . 3 N ed .  7Thurs. So
Wed. 8
Mon. 20
Fri. 24
Mon. 20
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. S
Fri. 3
Wed. 8
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Thurs. 2
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs.30
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Thurs. 9
Tues. 28
Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  29 Tours. 27
Wed.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed.
Wed.
12
17
28
17
19
5
5
Wed.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed .
10
15
26
15
3
3
Wed .
Moil.
Fri :
Mon.
Wed.
Wed .
Wed .
14
29
23
19
21
7
7
Wed. 12
Mon. 17
Fri. 21
Mon. 17
.
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat . 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed . 3 Wed . 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 1
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 17
Thurs .  13 Thurs. 11 Thurs . 8 Thurs. 12
Fri. 21 Fri. 19  M. 18 Fri. 23
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 16
Thurs . 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed, 14 Wed. 15
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .
Th 11
7 Wed. 4
Thurs 13
Tues .  11
urs .
Tues. 9
...
Tues ; 13
.
Tues. 11
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs . 1 Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 1
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Tues. 16
Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12Tues.18 Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed . 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Bat. 10 Fri. 14
Thurs . 27 Thure. 25 Thurs .  29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed.  14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon. 10 Mon. 17
Thurs . 13 Thurs .11 Thurs . 8 Thurs.13
Tues. 25 Tues. 23 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus * are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications tot Certificates of Ful filment of Conditions.
t Court to  be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special  Courts,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  May, 1888.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive from the Land Agent in
Rockhampton the amount of Compensation to which
he is entitled for the Land taken from his Selection
for Road purposes :-Selection No. 1997, Rockhampton EDistrict-
Luke Pipe.
HENRY JORDAN.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in  small quantities  to  bond fide Planters
and Farmers , Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited to forward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any  specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar ,  Tobacco ,  Rice ,  Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland ,  such as
will keep in a dry state ,  and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned  ;  the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be. attached, to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Lands Office,
Townsville, 23rd April, 1888.
THE undermentioned Selectorhas been calledupon to appear before me, at the Land Court
to be held at Townsville on THURSDAY, the
Fourteenth day of June, 1888, to show cause why
his Selection should not be forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the conditions of occupation and improve-
ment.
No. 535.
Name-Joe Fun.Parish-Rokeby.
Area-50 acres 2 roods.
FREDK. GOODFELLOW,
Land Commissioner.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 11th  May, 1888.
TENDERS.
TENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned Public Works .  For full particulars, see  Govern.
1 ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
TEUBSDAY ISLAND-Immigration Depot, Single Women ...
MAYTOwN-Morgue,  Hospital ...
BRISBANE- Marble Mantelpieces and Grates , New Public
Office ... ... ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
14th April, 1888 ...
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  Court Houses,
Cooktown, Townsville,
L
and Thursday  Island ;
18th May, 1888.
28th April, 1888
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ; Court  Houses,
Cooktown and Maytown;
25th May, 1888.
5th May, 1888
Z
Mines and Works Office,Brisbane; 15th June, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For the Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 11th  May, 1888.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works. For full  particulars, see  GovernmentGazette.
Nature of Work.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
lug original notice .  can be received.
Passenger Station and Weighbridge Foundation, Gympie 5th May,  1888 ...
Chief Engineer 's Office, Bris-
bane ; Engineer 's Office,
Maryborough; and Station
Master 's Office, Gp npie;
25th May, 1888.
Erection of Station Master's House, Warwick ... ditto ...
Station Master ' s Office,
Warwick ;  Superintendent
Way and Works' Office,
Toowoomba ; and Engi-
neer for Existing Lines'
Office, Brisbane ; 25th
May, 1888.
Erection of One-roomed Cottage,  Wallangarra ditto ...
Station Master's Office,
Warwick; Superintendent
Way and Works' Office,
Toowoomba ;  and Engi-
neer for Existing Lines'
Office, Brisbane ; 18th
l May, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending 6th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
L ncrease...
Decrease
1888  -T )tal Traffic to  date ...
1887 -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
Week ending 6th May , 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending 6th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887--Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week en ling 6th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding , week  last year ,,,
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease...
Week ending 6th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending  6th May,  1888...
Corresponding week list year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888 -To- al Traffic todate
No. of
Miles oper
for Traffic.
Passencers,
Fares.
Goods and Live I Parcels and
Stock.
...
i £ :o  d. £ s. d. I £ s. d. I £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
815, 2,505 19 7 3,576 18 2 227 15 1 6,310 12 10
706 2,383 0 6 4,627 11 6 391 2 11 7,401 14 11
122 19 1
... 1,050 13 4
..
85 6 5 123 19 9 15 2 4 324 8 6
...
boo
.00
...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
-151  419 16 10  760 0 2 42 10 4 1,222 7 4
103 234 10 5 636 0 5 27 8 0 897 18 10
...
boo
...
boo 6.6
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase... ...
Week ending 6th May, 1888 ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 6th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
22 9 11
66 110 12 4 191 9 4 14 3 9 316 5 5
66 72 19 7  1  111 14 0 8 19 0 193 12 7
37 12 9 79 15 4 5 4 9 122 12 10
...
... ...
boo
... ...
... ...
Miscellaneous.
163-7 10 1,091 2 1
... 134,351 16 3
... 129,613 15 11
...
... ... £3,65116 7
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 313 4 8 2,194 8 3 38  17 1 2,546 10 0
444 342  9 1 2,774  9 9 35 13 11 3,152 12 9
3 3 2
29 4 5 580 1 6 ...
boo booboo •.. ....60 boo
Total.
£4,738 0 4
22,523 2 11
15,498 16 10
97,024 6 1
6,237 13 1
2,585 16 6
606 2 9
43,400 1 0
46,190 17 10
£2,790 16 10
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 41  6 6 42 11 0 5  12 4 89 9 10
31 56 7 6 35  18 1 7  18 6 100 4 1
...
15 1 0
6 12 11 ..
... 2 6 2 10 14 3
1,850 6 2
1,740 9 7
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£109 16 7
260 503 19 8 2,451 15 6 39 17 3 2,995 12 5
231 391 9 3 2,090 9 2  47 11 1  2,529 9 6
......
...
112 10 5 361 6 4  ...  466 2 11
7 13 10 ...
... ...
...
boo
8
51
31
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
46 16 3 27 13 11
... ...
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
52 16 10 35 8 6
28 14 7 13 16 1
24 2 3 21 12 5
41,305 10 7
34,621 9 1
£6,684 1 6
97 0 1
1,168 17 6
11 9 11 99 15 3
7 15 1 50 5 9
3 14 10 49 9 6
,,. 2,229 13 4
... 1,234 4 2
... £995 9 2
F. CURNOW, Commissioner for Railways.
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NOTICE.
FOR SALE, at this  Office-Map of the Agricul-tural Township ,  Village of St .  Helen's, and
portions adjoining ,  parish of St. Helen's ,  Mackay
District. Price,  is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, 9th May, 1888.
THE following Maps are now for Sale atthis
Office, viz.:-
Agricultural Townships.
Village of Murrinda and portions 17v to 27v
adjoining, parish of Ossa, Mackay District,
under section twenty-two, Amendment
Act of 1886.
Price, Is.
Village of Tuchekoi and portions 4v to
17v adjoining, parish of Tuchekoi,
Gympie District, under section twenty-
two, Amendment Act of  1886.
Price, 1s.
40-Chain Maps.
Rockhampton Sheet No. 1, showing lands in
the parishes of Murchison, Karkol, Wise-
man, Rockhampton, and G  racemere.
Price, 2s. Gd.
Moreton No. 7 North, showing lands in the
parishes of Toorbul and Redeliffe  and part
of Bribie Island.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W.ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, 24th April, 1888.
NOTICE.
TEE undermentioned Maps are now for  Sale, atthis Office, viz.:-
Moreton-Sheets Nos. 9, 12, 12A, and 14
South and No. 2A North,  on a scale of
forty chains to an inch, showing lands in
the vicinity of Mundoolun, Tamborine,
Tabragalba, Beaudesert, Telemon, Coo-
mera, Nerang, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each sheet.
Agricultural Township, Village of Kooroon-
garra, parish of Stonehenge, and portions
adjoining, (Inglewood District,) under sec-
tion twenty-two Amendment Act of 1886;
Town of Cooktown (new issue) ;
Village of Alfred ;
Town of Hewittville (Emu Park).
Price, is. each.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NIL DESPERANDUM COLLIERY.
T
HE  following Special Rules, relating to the
Nil Desperandum Colliery, are hereby pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette,  in accordance
with  "The Dines Regulation Act  of 1881."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
SPECIAT, RULES FOR THE CONDUCT AND GUIDANCE
OF PERSONS  EMPLOYED  IN OR. ABOUT THE NIL
DESPERANDUM COLLIERY.
Manager.
1. The manager shall have full command over
all other officers and persons employed in or about
the colliery, and he shall be responsible for the
proper performance of the duties of every such
officer  or other person.
Overman or other underground officer.
2. The overman or person in charge underground
shall be in the pit every day ; shall see that the
rules are  closely followed and rigidly complied
with ; shall immediately suspend any person in-
fringing oi, attempting to infringe any rule ; shall
give immediate attention to any complaints, and
personally inspect such portions of the  mine as are
reported to be unsafe ; shall give instructions daily
to the men under his charge, and shall himself
observe the following rules :-
3. He shall have full charge of all underground
operations.
4. Shall visit every working place once each
working day, and see that the hewer keeps his
working place sufficiently timbered.
5. Shall examine every day the different main
and district air-currents.
6. Shall see that a sufficient supply of timber is
provided and sent to the place appointed for the
hewers.
7. Shall see that the rules are rigidly observed
by all  persons under his charge ,  and shall  suspend
any person attempting to infringe any rule, and
report the same to the manager.
Engineer.
8. Shall examine, once a day, the ropes ,  bolts,
hinges, main and cage chains. and shall see that
they  are in repair ,  and that the signal rapper and
wires are in good order.
9. Shall examine the working engine, valves,
gauges, flanges or horns, brake, bell signal, and
other working parts daily, and see that they are in
good order and repair. -
10. Shall have entire charge of pit ropes and
chains, and remove, reverse, and repair them when
necessary.
11. Shall see that the  boilers are  properly
cleaned, and shall prohibit and suspend the work-
ing of any boiler exhibiting weakness, or in con-
nection with which any valve, gauge, or apparatus
is out of order.
12. Shall report daily to  the manager all defects
and necessary alterations and repairs.
13. Under instructions  from the manager, shall,
once in six months, test the boilers by hydraulic
pressure, and enter the results of such test in a
book kept for the purpose.
Bankman or pit-head keeper.
14. Shall have charge of all persons employed
on the pit-head, platform, and screens, and shall
see that the rules are observed by those under his
charge ; shall watch the apparatus and appliances
carefully, and report  to the engineer or manager
any observed defects.
15. Shall see that all  fires  are extinguished when
work in the pit is done, and that the safety bars or
fences are securely fixed across the shaft.
16. Shall see that the timbers,  rails,  &c., neces-
sary for each day's consumption are brought to the
pit, and sent in when required by the overman.
17. Shall have a clear understanding with the
onsetter or hewers and the engineman as to the
signals in use, both when drawing coal and at all
other times.
18. Shall not allow more than four persons in a
single cage, or eight in a double one, at one time,
and shall not allow any person in liquor to go into
the pit.
19. Shall not allow any man to take his tools
with him in the cage ; all tools to be sent down in a
separate skip.
20. Should any defect be observed in either rope
he shall restrict the men to the use of the other
rope until the manager has been communicated
with.
21. When men are to ascend or descend, the
agreed signal shall be given and the skips taken out
of the cage top and bottom.
22. Shall report to the manager any violation of
the rules or any evasion or contravention of the
Act.
Onsetter.
23. The onsetter, when one is appointed, shall
not allow any person to interfere with the rapper
or signal wire.
24. Shall report to the overman any violation of
the rules.
25. When men are to ascend, the agreed signal
shall be given and the skips taken out of the cage
at top and bottom, the onsetter only giving the
necessary signals.
26. Shall not allow more than four men at once
in a single cage, or eight in a double one.
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27. Should any defect be observed in either rope
be shall restrict the men to the use of the other
rope until the manager has been communicated
with.
28. Any person refusing to leave the cage when
ordered to do so by the onsetter shall be imme-
diately suspended ,  and may be fined or otherwise
dealt with by the manager.
29. The onsetter shall have a clear understanding
with the bankman and engineman as to the signals
to be  used;  shall attend carefully to the down
signals ; and shall not allow any person to go into
the shaft until the return signal has been given.
Fireman.
30. Where there is reason to suspect the presence
of inflammable gas, the  fireman  (in  the absence of
the overman )  shall carefully examine every day
each man's working place ,  and shall leave day and
date written on a board ,  or the workman 's shovel,
and placed in some conspicuous place against the
working face ,  so that the workman can see that the
fireman has been there  ;  such examination to be
made with a safety-]amp.
31. Shall suspend or affix danger signals on
outside of any room or place where gas is found
to exist, and shall keep up such signal until the
danger is removed.
32. No person ,  without authority ,  shall go beyond
such signal with a naked light or safety-lamp, and
anyone found doing so shall be instantly dismissed,
and may be summoned before a bench of magis-
trates and fined or imprisoned.
33. No working places containing gas shall be
worked until the miners in such places are supplied
with safety -lamps.
34. No smoking shall be permitted in any place
where the safety-lamps are used.
35. No blasting powder or other explosive shall
be used where the safety -lamps are used.
36. No person shall have in his possession any
key or other instrument by which a lamp may be
opened, or any lucifer matches or other explosive
or inflammable material where safety-lamps are
used.
37. Any safety -lamp receiving any injury shall
be immediately extinguished and brought out to
the person in charge ,  who shall report such acci-
dent to the manager.
38. Any wheeler  or other person injuring a door
and not immediately reporting the same  shall be
suspended.
39. Should there be any discharge of gas or any
extensive falls of roof in progress, all naked lights
shall be immediately withdrawn ,  and the fact
reported to the overman.
Hewers.
40. Shall use safety-lamps where the overman or
fireman considers necessary.
41. No naked  light is  to be taken beyond any
danger signal placed by the overman or  fireman as
a warning that gas is suspected.
42. They shall constantly be on the alert for
discharges of gas, more particularly in meeting with
faults, hitches ,  or backs, or in a case of a sudden
influx of water ; and in these eases also a cloy e
observation of the state of the roof shall be kept
up, more vigilance being, if possible, required on
reaching the hanging face of backs or hitches.
43. Shall make a thorough examination of the
state of the roof in their working places before
commencing work.
44. Shall be responsible for the proper timbering
of their own working places, and shall report to the
overman at once any deficient supply of timber.
45. Shall choose every morning the quantity and
lengths of props required by them and shall take
them to their working places without delay ; and
any neglect shall be met by instant dismissal or
prosecution.
46. On commencing to cut coal shall set sprags
not more than six feet apart in the holing, curving,
or undercut.
General directions.
47. No person acting in a place of trust shall
depute any other person to do his work without the
sanction of the  manager.
48. No fighting ,  swearing ,  or drinking intoxi-
cating liquor allowed in the mine.
49. All officers shall acquaint themselves
thoroughly with the rules applicable to their
offices, and with those n hich are to be  observed by
persons under their charge.
50. The liewers and other persons  employed in
the colliery are required to inform themselves of
the rules applying to themselves as well as to
others.
51. Officers who fail in the due observance of the
rules, or in enforcing the same for the safety of the
workmen and of the mine ,  subject themselves to
dismissal and prosecution.
52. Workmen  and boys who violate the rules or
refuse obedience to the orders of the officers, shall
be sent out of the mine with a view to the investi-
gation of the charge and the punishment of the
offenders.
N.B.--Any person employed in or about a
colliery who neglects or wilfully violates any of the
special rules established for such colliery shall, for
every such offence ,  be liable to a penalty  not exceed-
ing five pounds ,  or, in default of payment, to be
imprisoned for any period not exceeding one month.
Department of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane,  19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK,  Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this  Office. Price  :  5s., in (2)sheets  ;  7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  11th May, 1888.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
L that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted ,  viz.:-
Additions to Map Room, Lands Office ,  Brisbane
--CHARLES WHITING-£235.
For the Under Secretary for Works,
R. ROBERTSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONAL CELLS, LOCK-UP, CROYDON.
T
FNDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Normanton and Croydon,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June ,  from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Additional Cells to the Lock-up at
Croydon.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additional Cells,
Lock-up, Croydon."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Normanton and
Croydon.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering .  agreeing to deposit  the  sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in ti-.at
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen  (lays
from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For the Under Secretary  for Works.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1588.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LUGGAGE SHED, QUARANTINE STATION,
MAGNETIC ISLAND.
1
TENDEIIS will be received  at this  Office. and
at the Court House, Toa nsville, until Four
o'clock p.m on F1ffl)AY, the 8th June, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of a
Luggage Sled at the Quarantine Station, Magnetic
Island.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Liwgage Shed, Quaran-
tine  Station, Magnetic Island. S,
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
95. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For the Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, MARYBORO U GII RAILWAY.
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 25th May, 1888, for the Construction of thefollowing Vehicle : for the Mary borough Railway:-
4 Composite Carriages, 36 feet long,
2 Sheep Vans, 32 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (22) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at this
Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
and Maryborough.The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Noce.- Tenderers must clearly understand  that the Conditions of
Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time will  be  strictly
enforced.
F. C URN OW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1884.
NOTICE.
0 N WEDNESDAY, 16th May, 1888, the Linefrom Logan Village to Beaudesert will be
Opened for  Public Traffic,  and on and from that
date, until further notice, Trains will be run as
ollows :-f llows:-
Commissioner for Railways' Office,o missioner-for
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map orPlan
and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Bowen Railway, in length 30 miles, have
been approved and confirmed ; and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
! OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Railway
from Normanton to Cloncurry, Section 1, in
length 13 miles, have been approved and con-
firmed ; and that, in pursuance of the seventeenth
section of the Act 27 Victoriae No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the Line above referred to, according to the Map
or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
I. section of  " An Act to make provision for
the Construction by the G overnment  of Railways
and for the Requlation of the came,"  assented
to 3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has primarily approved of the Plans and
Book of Reference of the Cleveland Branch
Railway, in length 20 miles 52 chains 294 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, arid at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
MILTON DRAINAGE WORKS.
ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
1 Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
19th instant, for the following work :-
No. 1. Extension of Caxton-street Drain to
west side of Dowse street, length 4,62 feet,
diameter 5' 6", of 14,-inch Brickwork.
No. 2. Completion of Drain to west side of
Cemetery street, length 15.1 feet, diameter
2' 6", of 9-inch Brickwork.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Office, Edward street, Bris-
bane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.A.M.
Beaudesert  ... ... ... dep. 7.0
Stanley  street  ... ... ... arr. 1030P.-Ir.
Stanley  street  ... ... ... dep. 215
Beaudesert  ... ... ... arr. 5'45
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr . D. HELMF.S, for the Frectionof Station Buildings  at Mungarr  Junction,
has been accepted.  Amount , £325.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for hailways.
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS ANP RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, PORT DOUGLAS.
r]`ENUERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 2nd
June, from persons willing to contract for the
Extension of the Stone Jetty at Port Douglas, a
distance of 200 feet.
Plan and Specification may he seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Brisbane, Townsville,
Mackay. and Rockhampton, and at the Custom
Houses, Cairns, Port Doug'as, and Maryborougli.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
-BRANCHES of the above are now open at
I Allora, Aramac, Ayr,  Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blackall ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane ,  Springsure, S. and W. Railway ,  South-
port ,  Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate ,  Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin ,  Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shi ll ings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  :  on deposits exceeding £100 ,  but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August ,  1887.
WEATHER  CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the  New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
IT is hereby notified  for general information,
that on and after MONDAY next, the 16th
instant,  a Telephone Office  connected  with the
Telephone Exchange will be Opened, for the con-
venience  of the public, in the Vestibule of the
Courier  Building, at the corner of Queen and
Edward  streets.
This Office will be open to the public between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. daily, Sundays and
holidays excepted, and the charge for using the
Telephone will be 6d. for five minutes or part of
five minutes , and 6d. for every additional five
minutes or part of five minutes.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s .  per copy  ;  and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet ,  containing the same infor-
mation, at  3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Pest and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
TT is hereby notified for general information,
1 that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the Rates chargeable on Telegrams
to and from Thursday Island being reduced to
those now ordinarily charged for Inland Telegrams.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT ALBION.
`ENDERS will be received at the Office of theTENDERS
of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th )  day of June next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material (except
wire and insulators ),  and for all workmanship
necessary ,  for the above-mentioned work, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions ,  and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1888.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Postmaster -General ,  Brisbane ,  until Noon of
THURSDAY, the 31st May  next, from persons or
Companies desirous of contracting for the Convey-
ance of Mails for the Government of Queensland
according to the terms and conditions  following:-1. The contract to be for the term of three orfive years from the 1st day of July, 1888.
2. The vessels engaged in the service to be
steamships of at least 400 tons register, maintain-
ing an average speed of ten knots per hour between
port and port ,  and to be at all times subject to the
approval of the Postmaster-General.
3. The vessels to sail  between:-(a.) Brisbane and Cooktown ,  and  vice versa,  call-
ing at  Keppel Bay, Flat -top Island ,  Bowen,
Townsville, Cairns, and Port Douglas, with
Branch Steamers to ply between Towns-
ville, Dungeness ,  Cardwell ,  Mourilyan
Harbour, and Johnstone River, between
Mackay and Flat-top Island ,  and between
Rockhampton and Keppel Bay ; once a-
week.
(b.) Alternative  :  Brisbane and Cooktown, and
vice verso,  calling at Keppel Bay, Flat-top
Island, Bowen, Townsville ,  Cairns, and
Port Douglas, with Branch Steamers to ply
between Townsville ,  Dungeness ,  Cardwe ll ,
Mourilyan Harbour ,  and Johnstone River,
between Mackay and Flat-to p  Island, and
between Rockhampton and Keppel  Bay ;
twice a-week.
Brisbane and Cooktown ,  and  vice versa,  to
the outgoing and incoming Queensland
Royal Mail Steamers ,  and to convey mails
from and to Brisbane ,  calling at Keppel
Bay, Flat-top Island, Bowen, Townsville,
and Port Douglas ;  and to  provide  branch
steamers to ply between  K eppel Bay and
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Rockhampton ,  and between  Flat-top
Island  and Mackay, respectively, in con-
nection  therewith ; once a month ; con-
tract to be terminable by the Postmaster-
General on giving six months' notice.
(d.)  Cooktown and Normanton,  via  Thurs-
day Island, once a fortnight.
(e.) Alternative :  Cooktown and Normanton,
via  Thursday Island, once a week.
(f.) Normanton  and  Burketown, once a fort-
night.
(g.) Alternative:  Normanton and Burketown,
once a week.
4. The Postmaster-General  to be  at liberty at
any time, upon giving one month's notice, to substi-
tute for any of the ports named any other port of
call, or  to add one port without additional subsidy.
If more than one port of call should be required
to be added to the service, then such additional
subsidy, if any, to be paid  as may  be mutually
agreed upon.
5. Each vessel  starting  from Brisbane to have
at least three -fifths of her carrying capacity avail-
able for  the receipt of cargo for the Northern Ports
of the colony.
6. If required,  steamers  to convey parcels in the
event of a parcels-post being established at any
time during the currency of the contract.
7. Mails to be conveyed by steam tenders
approved by the Postmaster- General, between
Keppel Bay and Rockhampton, and between
Mackay and Flat-top Island, to and from all
contract steamers  and the Torres Strait mail
steamers ,  and to  leave  Keppel Bay and Flat-top
Island immediately after arrival of steamer ;  the
time of departure of such tender from Rock-
hampton and Mackay being fixed by the Post-
master  at those places.
8. The contractors to land and ship mails at
Bowen, Townsville, Cairns, Port Douglas, Cook-
town, Thursday Island, Normanton, and Burke-
town, as  well as the other ports named in Clause 3.
9. Time-tables to be arranged by the Postmaster-
General from time to time.
10. No vessel to leave a port of call before the
time appointed by the time-table, and the con-
tractors to forfeit and pay a penalty of £50, or
such sum as may be mutually determined upon
before the signing of the contract, for every
twenty-four hours, and rateably for every hour,
after the time appointed for departure, in the event
of a suitable steamer not being in readiness to
convey the mails from Brisbane, Keppel Bay, or
the points referred to in Clause 3.
11. The vessels engaged in the service to be at
all times officered and manned by competent per-
sons to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
12. All vessels engaged in the service to be
exempt from the payment of all harbour dues at
all ports of call, excepting once in every period of
twelve months.
13. The subsidy to be paid by equal monthly
instalments.
14. The contract to embody all the ordinary
conditions of mail contracts applicable to the
services.
15. The contractors to enter into a Bond, with
approved sureties, in the penal sum of £5,000, con-
ditioned to the due performance of the contract.
16. The Government of Queensland does not
bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
Full information may be obtained on application
at the Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
THE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
in the hands of the Blaekall Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at Blackall, on the 26th May next, viz.1 Watch and Silver Albert with Seal.
1 Purse, Watch-key, and Watch-pouch.
(Found on prisoner Benjamin Franklin Johnson, at
Isisford).
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation, under section fifty-three of  "The
Defence Act of  1884," of a Rifle Club at Brisbane,
to be designated " The Red Cross Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1888.
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IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the following Rules for the management of the
civil affairs of The Red Cross Rifle Club.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. This  club shall be known as The Red Cross
Rifle Club."
2. Members of the Brisbane Ambulance Corps
and the medical profession ,  and those directly or
indirectly interested therein, may become members
of this club on payment of an entrance fee of two
shill ings and sixpence and a monthly subscription
of one shilling, payable in advance.
3. Donors of three guineas and upwards shall
be enrolled as honorary life members and patrons
of the club,  and annual subscribers of one guinea
as honorary members and patrons .  Honorary
members will not be allowed  to compete  in ordinary
matches, and will only be allowed to compete on
special occasions, with the consent of the com-
mittee.
4. The business of the club shall be managed
by a president ,  three vice-presidents, secretary,
treasurer ,  and five members of committee, any
three of whom shall form a quorum.
5. The office-bearers and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the club,
which shall be held during the month of November
in each year .  No more than three members of
committee to be eligible for re-election.
6. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being  absent from three consecutive meetings of
committee shall be liable ,  at the discretion of the
committee ,  to have his seat declared vacant.
7. Any vacancy  in the committee ,  caused either
by resignation or by enforced retirement under
Rule 6,  may be  filled up at a special meeting of
the club.
8. All meetings of the committee shall be con-
vened by  the secretary ,  but should he fail to do so
within seven days after receiving a requisition
signed by three members of the committee, any
three such members may themselves convene a
meeting of the committee.
9. No meeting of the committee shall be held to
have been duly convened unless a written notice
has been forwarded to each member thereof at
least twenty -four hours prior to such meeting.
10. The  annual meeting of the club, for the
election of office-bearers ,  shall be convened by
advertisement in at least the Brisbane  Telegraph
and evening  Observer ,  newspapers circulating in
the district.
11. A balance -sheet, duly  audited by two gen-
tlemen appointed at the preceding annual meeting,
shall be  laid before  the members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the  auditors , the club  shall fill  up the
position at the first ordinary meeting.
12. Any member  whose subscriptions have
lapsed for ,  a period of three months ,  sha ll  cease
to have the privileges of membership ,  unless the
committee shall see fit, under special circum-
stances ,  to remit or accept payment of such lapsed
subscriptions.
13. No member ,  by reason of his being such,
shall have any estate or interest in the property of
the club, which  shall be vested in the president
(Regulation  296, section XXXVI.,  under  "  The
Defence Act,  1884 "), other than a right to use the
club property  at the rifle ranges, in accordance with
the resolutions or decisions  of the  committee.
14. A general  meeting of the club  shall be called
at any time by the secretary ,  on receiving a requi-
sition signed by not less than seven members, the
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time and object of such meeting to be advertised
one week previous to such meeting.
15. Any member mn,y be expelled from the club
against whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting specially called to
consider the case.
16. In addition to the monthly subscriptions, the
committee shall have power to exact an entrance
fee, not exceeding five shillings, from each member
who shall compete in a match for prizes, provided
always that the entrance fees be devoted to the
prize list. The committee may allow this payment
to be optional if a member does not wish to com-
pete for the money prizes.
17. After providing for the necessary expenses of
the club, the committee may expend the balance of
the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its members, the rifle matches at
which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
1S. In accordance with Regulations 304 and 305,
section XXXVI., under  "The Defence Act,  1884,"
the members must be acquainted with the manual
and firing exercises for battalions and with squad
drill. They will be required to go through these
exercises as a "standard of proficiency " to the
satisfaction of the Commandant or his deputy at
inspections which will take place from time to time,
and they :: ust keep their arms in good order.
19. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of the club.
20. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the conditions of firing, the nature and value of
the prizes, and all other details shall be decided by
the committee.
21. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall be generally adhered
to, when consistent with the rules and by-laws of
the club, in all matches and practices of the club.
22. Practice days for the club shall be arranged
by the committee from time to time at their
discretion.
23. All the arrangements connected with the
matches shall be carried out by a shooting com-
mittee consisting of any three members, who shall
be appointed by the general committee prior to
each match, one of the three to be nominated as
executive officer.
24. No member shall be allowed to take any
part in any rifle match whose subscription is in
at rear.
23. These Rules may be amended, subject to the
approval of the Governor, at a meeting convened
for that purpose, of which seven days' notice shall
be given.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that lnsti-
t utioa.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 5TH PAY OF
MAY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at (late of previous Report ... ... 475
Number since admitted ... ... ... 2
Number returned from leave ... ... 2
Number discharged
Number died ... ... ... 2
N umber absent on leave ... ... 4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 470
Admissions during the week :
John N iemann, 58, labourer, from Clermont Hospital;
employed during the last two years by Mr. Robb, con-
I tractor, Cairns.
Charles Burt, 56, sailor, from Brisbane Hospital;
employed during the last two years on the Brisbane
wharves.
Discharged during the week :
I Dunwell Stone, 48, seaman ; admitted 18th August,
1887.
William Chase, 52, bullock-driver ; admitted 18th
August, 1887.
Edward Hancock, 54, labourer ; admitted 9th Feb-
ruary, 1874.
Deaths during the toeek :
Baptist Hearst, 83, joiner ; admitted 28th September.
1878.
David Ross, 44, labourer ; admitted 3rd March, 1885.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.
HE  following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Howard Cemetery, for the
11 year ended 31st December ,  1887, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of ACCOUNTS Of the HOWARD CEMETERY TRUSTEES,  for the YEAR endin g,  31st December, 1887.
RECEIPTS.
1886.
31st December- £
To Account in Q.N. Bank, Maryborough ... 33
1887.
13th June-
EXPENDITURE.
3
479
9
1887.
s. d. 19th April- £ s. d.
11 10 By Stephen Ward for erecting Tool-}louse... 10 13 0
„ One Public Grave (adult) ... ... 1 0
14th September-One Public Grave (adult) ... ... 1 0
6th October-One Public Grave (child's) .. ... 0 10
15th November-One Public Grave (child's)
19th December-One Public Grave  (child's)
18th July-
Sinking Adult Grave ... ... ... 0 12 0
0 14th September-Sinking Adult Grave ... ... .. 0 12 0
0 6th October-Sinking Child's Grave
0 15th November-Sinking Child's Grave
0
0
8 0
8
0 10 0 19th December-
0
Sinking Child's Grave . ... ... 0 8 0
0 10 0 „ Manley Bros. for Sexton's Tools ... 1 9 6
31st December-Cash in Secretary's hands ... ... I 2 0
„ Account in Q.N. Bank, Maryborough ... 21 9 4
£37 1 10 £37 1 10
We, the undersigned ,  Trustees  of the Howard Cemetery, do hereby declare the above Abstract
to be a correct account of our  Receipts  and Disbursements  for the year ending 31st December, 1887; and
we make this solemn declaration believing the same  to be true, and by virtue of " The Oaths Act of  18(37."
1888.
In witness whereof we, the said Trustees, have hereunto set our hands, this eighth day of DI ay,
T. J. WATKIN S,
P. McKENNA, Trustees.
signed and Sealed in the presence  of- D. P. WHITE,
WILLIAM RANKIN, J.P.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1889.
T
C FNERAL BSTRACT Showing the AVERA G E LIABILITIES and ASSETS ,  and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS ,  of the undermentioned BANKS of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND ,  for the QUARTER ended
on the 31st MABCII, 1888.
BANKS.
Bank of Australasia  ... ... ,.,
Union Bank of Australia, Limited .., ,.. ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ,.. ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney .., ...
Bank of New South Wales  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Queensland  National  Bank , Limited ... ... ...
London Chartered Bank of Australia .., ...
Mercantile  Bank  of Sydney... ... .. ...
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited ... ...
Royal  Bank of Queensland, Limited ... .,. ...
TOTALS
Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
£ s. d.
40,631 16 11
48,313 10 0
85,385 8 4
37,959 13 10
92,902 13 10
316,061 13 10
11,575 0 0
3,086 0 0
5,654 18 6
33,617 0 0
675,187 15  3
Notes in Circulation
bearing Interest.
LIABILITIES.
Bills in Circulation  Balances due to other  Deposits not bearing
not bearing Interest. Banks Interest.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ a.
5,896 10 3 892 4 2 226,284 1
12,084 0 6 222 2 6 279,94619
2,201 10 3 5,666 9 0 376,588 19
451 11 9 762 7 11 239,781 1
150 0 0 2,773 2 7 464 833 14
8,246 1 2 46,54915 7
,
1,278,16914
797 15 7 4,41619 61 57,0379
409 6 5 30,310 4
635 10 9 29,952 19
417 13 10 9,098 6 8 161,911 16
31;290 0 6 70,381 7 11 13,147,817 1
ASSETS.
BANKS. Coined  Gold and
Silver, and other
Coined  Metals.
Gold and Silver in
Bullion or Bars, and
Stamp  Account.
Notes and Bills of
other Banks.
£ a. d. £ a, d.
Bank of Australasia ... ... ... 133,639 12 10 32,31417  3
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... 263,816 6 0 4,203 4 0
Australian Joint Stock Bank .. 169,863 13  9 14,39919  7
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney 103,272 19 10
Bank of New South Wales ... 266,173 5 3 10,752 5 4
Queensland National Bank, Limited ... 531,212 6 8 107,336 5 3
London Chartered Bank of Australia ,.. 61,603 17  6 511 18  7
Mercantile Bank of Sydney ... 59,619  1 4 , . ,
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited 56,067 19  4 ..
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... 803452 15  5 25,802 1 6
TOTALS £ 1,715,721 17 11 195,320 11 6
BANKS. Capital paid upto date.
£ 8. d.
Bank of Australasia  .., . ... 1,600,000 0 0
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ,,,
...  1,500,000 0 0
Australian  Joint Stock Bank... ... ... 500,000 0 0
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney .., 600,000 0 0
B. nk of  New South Wales .. 1,250,000 0 0
Queensland National Bank, Limited
... 652,300 0 0
London Chartered Bank of Australia ... 1,000,000 0 0
Mercantile Bank  of Sydney... ... ... ... 300,000 0 0
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... ... 175,000 0 0
£ 8,577,300 0 0
Government
Securities and Landed Property.
Stamp Account. i
Deposits bearing Government Deposits
Interest, bearing Interest.
£ a. d.
338,209 5 5
419,109 13 0
6.26,652 11 8
389,751 7 6
1,038,725 4 8
1,170,850 4 10
35,815 0 1
61,011 18 4
91,117 9 0
415,716 18 11
0
£ a. d.
175,000 0 0
88,461 10 9
684,912 10 8
50,000 0 0
50,000 0 0
50,000 0 0
150,000 0 0
4,616,95913 5 11,248,374 1 5
Balances due from
other Banks.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a, d. £ 8. d.
449 4 8  36,526 18  4  7,954 16  1 ...
..,  64,662 10 11 915 16  9  5,577 10  0
...  85,685 12  7 2,023 1 8 11,658 1 4
...  25,109 17  5  1,364 12  3  3,453 10  6
...  60,812 11  3 2,622 4 7  2,520 14  2
,.. 210,849 4 6 1,114  6 11  58,339 3 6
...  46,329 10  3 264 2 1 ...
...  10,865  2 1
... 8,879 6 2 402 1 6 ..
20,000 0 0  14,680 14  6  972 13 10 95,015 11  6
20,449 4 8 564,401 8 0 17,633 15 8 176,564 11 0
Rates per annum last Dividend.
13j per cent. per annum
12 per cent. per annum and Bonus
121 per cent. per annum ... ...
25 per cent. per annum
171 per cent. per annum and Bonus
12 per cent. per annum ... ...
7 per cent. per annum ... ...
9 per cent. per annum ...
14 per cent. per annum
6 per cent. per annum and Bonus
Bonus.
Amount of all debts due to t he
Banks,includiug  Notes, Bills
of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every
description, excepting Notes,
Bills, a nd Balan ces due to the
said Banks from otherBanks.
Total Liabilities.
£ a, d.
611,913 18 4
964,676 5 0
1,096,404 18 11
668,706 2 4
1,687,846 6 7
3,504,790 0 6
159,642  4 10
114,817 9 3
177,360 18  0
71-3,761 15 9
9,790,009 19  6
Total Amount of
A,sets.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,027,514 8 6  1,238,399 17 8
1,666,460 7 6  2,005,635 15  2
1,032,621 9 11  1,316,252  8 10
838,522 19  8  971,723 19  8
1,835,114 17  7  2,177,995 18  2
5,063,009 5 9  5,971,860 12  7
774,134 14 11 872,844 3 4
272,216 14  1  342,700 17  6
222,774 6 7  288,123 13  7
715,709 0 0  952,632 16  9
13,448,078 14  6 16,138;170 3 3
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
£ 8. d. £ a. d.
108,000 0 0 800,000 0 0
90,000 0 0  1,079,928 17  5
31,250 0 0  308,619 13  9
75,000 0 0 745,358 4 10
109,375 0 0 900,000 0 0
39,138 0 0  335,382 15  6
35,000 0 0  204,309 16  6
13,500 0 0 116,123  7 10
70,000 0 0  626,108 14  2
5,250 0 0 3,000 0 0
2576,513 0 0 2  5,118,831 10 0
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  secretary.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1888.
THE following  General Abstract of the Average  Amount of the Liabilities  and Assets  of the Bank of New South Wales, within the Colony of  Queensland ,  taken from  the several Weekly
Statements during  the Quarter  from the  1st January to 31st March, 1888, is published  in oonformity  with the second  section of the  Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE  BANK OF  NEW  SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the QUARTER from the 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation  ,,, (
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest ...
Bilances  due to other Banks .
Deposits f Not bearing Interest...t Bearing Interest ,.,
CNot bearin InterestgGovernment Deposits t Bearing Interest
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
92,902 13 10
150 0 0
464,833 14  9
1,038,725 4 8
88,461 10 9
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders .,.
Amount of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ,..
Gold  and Silver in Bullion and Bars... ...
Government Securities ... ..,
Landed Property .. ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ,,, ,,, ,., ,,,
Balances due from other Banks ,,, ,,, ,,,
-
Amount ofall Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ a. d. £  s. d.
266,173 5 3
10,752 5 4
60,812 11 3
2,622 4 7
2,520 14 2
1,835,114 17  7
.,. £2,177 ,995 18 2
ALEX. ARCHER,  Manager.
J. W. CRIBB, Accountant.
I, Alexander Archer, declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
LEX ARCHERA . ,Declared before me, at Brisbane, this fourth day of May, 1888.
CHAS. G. ALPOED, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT
The duty on the within-mentioned sum  of £92,902 13s . 10d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable  on the annual average  of the money  value of the notes in circulation , for the year 1888, by the
Bank of New South Wales, in the Colony of Queensland, is assessed at the sum of £69615s. 5d.
£ e. d.
92,902 13 10
150 0 0
2,773 2 7
1,592,020 10 2
£1,687,846 6 7
1,250,000 0 0
172 per cent. per annum
.., 109,375 0 0
900,000 0 0
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the fourth clay of May, 1888, the sum of £696 15s. 5d., for the duty  assessed  as above. For  the Commissioner,
Entd.-CHAS. F. DRIVES. GEORGE DAY,  Officer in  Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th May,  1888.
T
HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Union Bank of Australia, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the
several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st January t) 31st March, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIss and AsssTS of TUE UNION  BANK  OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.  I TOTALS.
£ s. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest
... ...
48,313 10 0
Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation 1lvofbearing Interest ;„ ...
Lz,v0-A u uBearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ...
Nt bearing interest... ... ... 279,946 19 0
Deposits ...
.
Boearing Interest ...  ...
...
449,109 13 0
Ditto Government 175,000 0 0
.., 1,500,000 0 0
904,056 12 0
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... £964,676 5 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the Last Half-yearly Dividend and Bonus declared ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
d.
48,313 10  0
12,084 0 6
222 2 6
12 per cent.
... 90,000 0 0
,., 1,079,928 17 5
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars .., ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ..
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances  due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ s.d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
263,816 6 0
4,203 4 0
64,662 10 11
915 16 95,577 10  0
1,666,460 7 6
... ... £2,005,63515 2
C. M. COLLINS, Manager.
J. A. CRAIG,  pro  Accountant.
I, Charles MacCarthy Collins, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the abed
Bank during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this thirtieth day of April,  1888.  C. M. COLLINS.
RAWDON B. BRIGGS, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned  sum of  £48,31310s., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual  average of  the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1888, by the
Union Bank of Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed  at the sum of £362 7s.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on  the thirtieth day of Aplil, 1888,  the sum of  £ 362 7s .,  for the  duty  aesess3d as above.
Eutd.- CHAS.  F. DRIVER.  For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration  of Transmission of
1 \ Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications  are given  below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Thomas Reeves ,  late of
Brisbane , broker
Patrick Downey , late
of Freshwater  Creek,
near Cairns I
Christian Dickman, late
of Englesburg, near
Fassifern, farmer
Estate
Date of N acne Description claimed to
Death. of Clamant. and Situation  of Land. be
transmitted.
1888.
25 Mar. The Curator of Iutes- Subdivision 340 of allotment 10 Fee-simple
tate Estates I of portion 3, parish of Toombul
1886.
22 July The Curator of Intes- Portion  48, parish  of Cairns Fee-simple
tate Estates
1887.
29 Dec. Ernst Christian Fried- Portion 173, parish  of Fassifern Fee-simple
Richard Bennion  Price, 13 Oct.
late of Kelvin  Grove,
nearBrisbane ,  accoun-
tant
Mary  3feCredie ,  of Bris- 21 Dec.
bane, widow ,
Jessie  Lacy Prentice,
late wife  of George
Prentice the younger,
of Brisbane , importer
1888.
8 Mar.
] BFIi.
George  Hawkins, late  of 14 Jan.
Ravenswood Junction,
licensed  publican
1887.
Patrick  McGuire , late 1 27 Nov.
of Goodna
1886.
Philip heath, late of 17 July
Townsville, baker
1884.
Joseph Barlow, late of 4 Jan.
Sandy Ridge, near
Gympie, labourer
1083.
James Philip Carrigan , 17 Aug.
late of Boulia
rich Theodore Heiner.
oflpswich,a minister
of the Gospel of the
Lutheran Church
Catherine Jane Price,
of Kelvin Grove,
aforesaid, widow
Mary Weir,  of Kanga-
roo Point ,  B ri sbane,
widow
George Prentice the
younger,  of Brisbane,
importer
Ada Eliza Hawkins, of
Ravenswood Junc-
tion aforesaid, widow
Rose McGuire, of Kelvin
Groo e, near  Brisbane,
widow
Robert Rollwagen.
plumber, and Wil-
liam Joseph Castling.
butcher, both of
Townsville
Re-subdivisions 1 and 2 of subdi-
vision 1 of portion 272, parish
of North Brisbane ; portions
475 and 476, subdivisions 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 7, and 9 to 16 of section
3 of portion 555, subdivisions
11 to 14 of section 2 of portions
555 and 559, and subdivisions
15 to 18 of secti, n 2 of portions
555, 556, and 559, parish of
Enoggera
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1888.
Order of Supreme 12 June
Court dated 4
April, 1888
Order of Supreme 26 June
Court dated 20
August, 1886
Will dated  28 Sep-  19 June
teinber, 1887
Fee-simple Will dated 5 July, 12 June
1878
Subdivisions 38 and 40 of allot- I Fee-simple Will dated 23 April, 12 June
meat  300, parish of North Bris-
bane, city  of Brisbane
Subdivision 1 of allotment 5 of
section 15, parish of North
Brisbane, city of Brisbane; and
subdivisions 5, 6, 24. and 25 of
portion 45, parish of Indooroo-
pilly
1887
Fee-simple As Administrator... 12 June
Allotments 8 and  9 of section 3,
town of Cunningham
Fee-simple As Administratrix 26 June
Subdivision  E of re -subdivision B Fee-simple As Administratrix 12 June
of subdivisions 21, 22, and 23
of portion 211, parish of South
Brisbane ; and subdivisions 19,
21, and 23 of section 2 of por-
tion 156, parish of Enoggera;
also, subdivision 4 of portion
557, parish of Enoggera
Allotment 14 of section 12, and Fee-simple Will dated 15 April , 26 June
allotment 26 of section 3, town 1880
of Townsville
Ann Barlow , of Sandy Portion 46,  parish of  Ferguson...
Ridge aforesaid, widow
Fee-simple As Administratrix 19 June
The Curator of Intes- Suburban allotment 4 of section Fee-simple Order of  Supreme
tate Estates 2, town of Cloncurry Court dated 11
August, 1884
Registrar  of Titles ' Office,
Brisbane , 12th May, 1888.
26 June
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
RT'AL PROPERTY TJiANN SFEIt IN OT1CE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been  made to bring the Lands described  below under the
provisions of  " "the Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to  lo-itre, by himself or his attorney,  a Caveat in  Form B of said Acts, on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant. Date within which  a Caveatmay be Lodged.
3 acres 3 roods, being suburban allotment 42, town of William Joseph Mungomery 19 June, 1888.
Nfaryborough
1 rood 21 perches, being allotment 4, near the Queen's The South Australian Land 12 June, 1888.
wharf, parish of North Brisbane, City of Brisbane Mortgage and Agency Com-
pany, Limited
2 roods, being allotment 1 of section 39, town of Rock- I Nicholas Oliver Potts (survi- 26 June, 1888.
hampton ving Trustee under the Will
and Codicil of Thomas Hind
or Hinde, deceased)
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane, 12th May, 1888. Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1888.TT is hereby notified that ROBERT MCARTHUR,of Rockhampton, is licensed as a Surveyor
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of  " The Real Property Acts of  1861  and
1877," and subject to the Regulations of this
Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 12th  May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the Second day of  J une next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
The Real Property  Act of  1861," to issue in the
name of William Harbort, a provisional Certificate
of Title , No. 52170,  for six acres ,  being subdivision
23 of portion 4, parish of Albert, and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume
'351, folio 160, the said original Certificate of Title
having been lost or mislaid by the said William
Harbort.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend STEPHEN LARKIN, a Minister
of the Primitive Methodist Denomination,  having
removed from Maryborough, in the Registry
District of Mary borough, to Mackay, in the
Registry District of Mackay, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
L
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM DUNLOP BARRIE, a
Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination, residing
at West End, South Brisbane, in the Registry
of Brisbane, has been duly registered as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend DAVID WATKINS,  a Minister of
the Presbyterian Denomination, residing at Roma,
in the Registry District of Maranoa,  has been
duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queens-
laand, under the provisions of  "The Marriage Act
of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar- General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  9th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend EDWARD K NIGHTS, a Minister
of the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Tiaro, in the Registry District of
'Ciaro,  to Veresdale ,  in the Registry District of
Logan, ]gas given me due notice thereof ,  in accord-
ance with the provisions of  "The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 9th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JULES BUCAS, a Minister of the
Roman Catholic Denomination, having removed
from Charters Towers , in the  Registry District of
Kennedy, to Clermont, in the Registry District of
Clermont, has given me due notice thereof, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain  H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1888.
No. 21.THE following appointments  will take effectfrom undermentioned  dates :-
COOKTOWN NAVAL BRIGADE.
John Frost to be Chief Petty  Officer and
Instructor . 1st March, 1888.
Richard Hall to be  1st Class  Petty Officer. 21st
April, 1888.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, Lieutenant, R.N.,
Officer  Instructor , Q.N.B.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, CHARTERS
TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 18th May, 1888, from persons willing to con-
tract for New State School for Boys, Charters
Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School for Boys, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW HOSPITAL BUILDING AT THE
ORPHANAGE, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888,
from persons willing to contract for New Hospital
Building at the Orphanage, Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for New Hos-
pital Building  at Rockhampton  Orphanage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW DESKS AND FORMS, STATE SCHOOL,
GYMPIE CENTRAL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888,
from persons willing to contract for New Desks
and Forms, State School, Gympie Central.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for New Desks
and Forms, State School, Gympie Central."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders  must be sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
of Brisbane and Oxley who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of
the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of May, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  ighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
FRANCIS HAMILTONBEADON TURNER, of Rainworth,
in the Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Springsure who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided
for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections
of the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of May, A.D. 1888.
Department  of Public  Instruction, (Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
Brisbane , 26th April, 1888. to GEORGE It. HARDING, J.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS. to CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
PAINTING SCHOOL BUILDINGS, DARKEY
FLAT. In the Supreme Court of Queensland.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Darkey Flat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Darkey Flat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS. AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, HOMEBUSH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
1 the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June, 1888, from persons
willing to contract for  New  School Buildings,
Homebush.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Homebush."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court,  do  hereby appoint
WILLIAM YALDWYN, of Ipswich ,  in the
Colony ofQueensland, Police Magistrate ,  to be a Justice of the
Peace in the Registrar 's District of Moreton West
who shall, by virtue of this appointment ,  give consent
in the cases provided for in and by the eighteepth
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of May, A.D. 1888.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. IHARDING, J.
C H ARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes m ntioned in the ighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
RICHARD JAMES COTTBIL, of Lutwyche, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
F 1'OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth' section of  "The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
PHILIP WALTER PEARS, of N ormanton, in the Colony
of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of Burke
who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give con-
sent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of May, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARPING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage  Act  of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court ,  do hereby appoint
CHAnLss ALEXANDER JOHN WOODCOCK ,  of  War.
wick ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  Police  Magis-trate, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Darling Downs East and Warwick who
shall ,  by virtue of this appointment ,  give consent
in the cases provided for in and, by the eighteenth
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of May,  A.D. 1888.
(Signed)  CHARLES  LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE It. HARDING, J.
„  CHARLES  STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F  R
the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " Z1ee Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges  of  the Supreme Court ,  do hereby appoint
JAMES PHILIP ,  of Gatton, in the Colony of
Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar 's District of
Moreton West who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment ,  give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this eighth day of May ,  A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„  GEORGE R . HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
OR  the purposes mentioned  in the eighteenthF section of " The Marriage Act  of 1864," we,
the Judges  of the Supreme  Court, do hereby appoint
JOHN MACFARLANE , of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be a Justice
of the  Peace in the Registrar 's District of Moreton
West  who shall , by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases  provided for in and by the
eighteenth  and nineteenth sections  of the said Act.
Dated this eigtbth day of May, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.is GEORGE R. HARDING, J.It CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
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DIVISION OF`BAUHINIA.ABSTRACT of STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of BAUHINIA,from the 1st  JANUARY  to 31st DECEMBER, 1887.
REC$IrTS. EXPENDITURE.
1887.
let January-
lance with QB N BT k
s. d. £  s, d. 1887.
31st December-
B ntinC i
£ s. d. £ s. d.
o a . . an ,
Rockhampton, Current
y genc es-o
Salaries  . ... ... 330 14 10
Account 70 5 1 General Expenses 96 10 1
Fixed Deposits ... ... 1,500 0 0 Perishable Tools and Re-
1 570 s 1 airs 44 9 8
31 t  Decembe- , p ... ... ... 471 14 7s rRates Received- Divisional Hall-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 179 8 9 Erection of Shed and
Subdivision No. 2 ... 78 12 0 Painting ... 75 0 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 142 14 2 „ Plant-
400 14 11 Tarpaulins and Salters'
ffGovernment Endowment- Balance 7 0 0
Subdivision No. 1 ... 448 13 6 Works and  Repairs-
Subdivision No. 2 ... 217 5 0 Subdivision No. 1-
Subdivision No. 3 ... 449 8 0 Town of Springsure ... 61 6 0
1,115  6 6 Bathurst Burr Account... 12 6 10
Agistnient Account- Nogoa Bridge, Emerald 9 14 0
Registration  Goats 2 6 6 Springaure Emerald Road 1 0 0...
Miscellaneous Account-
... ,SpringsureRolleston Road 64 15 1
Refund from Treasury
,Springsure, Arcturus Road 68 14 0
Fees charged W. H. Springsare , Tam1,o Road 42 14 5
Richardson  re  Closure Comet, Clermont Road ... 19 10 0
f R d 279 19 4o oa s ...
t, Interest Account-
6 12 0
Subdivision No. 2-
On Fixed De osits 72 10 0 Springsure Tambo Road 43 5 9p ...
Paddock Account-
,
Telemon Bridge ... ... 3 12 4Rent from W. Huston ... 5 0 0 Springaure, Wealwandan-
Balance- gie Road ... 11 0 0
Overdraft with Q.N. Bank Springsure, Rolleston Road 53 16 0
C t A t -111 14 1urren ccoun ... ... 272 5 11
Subdivision No. 3-
$olIeston, Blaekwater
Road ... '282 `18 11
Springsure, Rolleston Road 188411
Rolleston,Warrinillla Rdad
Rolleston, Planet 'Downs
195 9 4
Road ... ... ... 32 13 7
2991 12 11
„ Balance-
Fixed Deposit Q.N. Bank,
,
Rockhampton ... ... ... 1,200 0 0
£3,445 0 11 £3,445 011
WILLIAM A. LEIGH, Clerk.
Springaure, 30th January, 1888.
ADAM C, GILLESPIE,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Bauhinia, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Springsure, 30thJanuary, 1888. J. FLETCHER, . Auditors.GEO. ALCHIN,
ABSTRACT Of STATEMENT  of ASSETS  and LIABILITIES of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of BAIIHINIA On 31st
DECEMBER, 1887.
1887.
31st December-
LIABILITIES.
£ e. d.
ASSETS.
1887.  £ s. d.
31st December--
By Q.N. Bank, Rockhampton, Fixed De-
posits ... ... ... ... ... 1,200 0 0
Divisional Hall (after allowance for de-
preciation) ... ... ... 428 13 1
„ Office Furniture (after allowance for
depreciation) ... . ... ... 46 11 4
Plant (after allowance for depreciation) 176 6 5
„ Rates in Arrears 79 4 6
„ Endowments  on Bates  collected in 1887 801 9 10
To Outstanding Account  and Balances of
Contracts unpaid ... ... ... 292 7 4
„ Q.N. Bank, Rockhampton Current Ac-
count (overdraft) ... ... ... 272 5 11
Balance,  being gross Assets ... ... 2,167 10 10
£2,732 4 1
WILLIAM A. LEIGH, Clerk.
Springsure , 30th  January, 1888.
£2,732 4 1
ADAM C. GILLESPIE,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Baubinia, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. `FLETCHER, Auditors.Springsure, 30th January, 1888. GEO. ALCIIN, I
959 50s.
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NOTICE.
' ILLIAM LAWTON  has this day been
appointed  Poundkeeper  at Surat for the
ensuing twelve months.
RICHD. P. TAYLOR,
Court House,
Surat, 2nd May, 1888.
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS, BEEN-
LEIGH.
11
THE resignation of Mr. Michael Gorman of his
appointment as Bailiff of the Small Debts
Court and Keeper of the Beenleigh Pound has
this day been accepted.
H. M. CHALLTNOR,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 2nd May, 1888.
GEORGE JAMES BOULTER  was this dayappointed Poundkeeper at Bowen for the
year 1888.
ALFRED W. HODGKINSON,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Bowen ,  28th April, 1888.
Chambers,
Brisbane ,  17th April, 1888.
AMENDED NOTICE.
T N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
3 " The District Courts A ct of  1867,"  and by
authority  of the same ,  I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and places in the Southern
District  during the year 1888 ,  in lieu of the dand dates heretofore appointed. ys
Criminal Sittings. Civil Sittings.
BRISBANE.
Monday, 18th June Wednesday, 20th June
Monday, 30th July Wednesday, 1st August
Monday, 1st October Wednesday, 3rd October
Tuesday, 11th December Thursday, 13th December
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 3rd May
Friday, 31st August
Thursday, 6th December
Monday, 30th April
Monday, 3rd September
Monday, 3rd December
Thursday, 3rd May
Friday, 31st August
Thursday, 6th December
TOOWOOMBA.
Monday, 30th April
Monday, 3rd September
Monday, 3rd December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 19th July ` Thursday, 19th July
Thursday, 29th November Thursday, 29th November
STANTHORPE.
Friday, 20th July Friday, 20th July
Friday, 30th November Friday, 30th November
DALBY.
Friday, 13th July Friday, 13th July
Friday, 23rd November Friday, 23rd November
ST. GEORGE.
Saturday, 8th September Saturday, 8th September
ROMA.
Monday, 16th July Monday, 16th July
Monday, 26th November Monday, 26th November
CHARLEVILLE.
Thursday, 13th September Thursday, 13th September
CUNNAML'LLA.
Monday, 17th September I Monday, 17th September
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge,
Approved :  Southern District Court.
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney -General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William John Simpson, of Warenda, near
Boulia, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor, by the said William John Simpson.
T T PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William John
Simpson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William John Simpson, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventeenth day of May, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William John Simpson shall,
on the Fifteenth day of May, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Culbert and James Barrie, of Coombabah
Junction, near Southport ,  in the Colony of
Queensland .  storekeepers and butchers ,  trading
as " John Culbert and Co.," by themselves.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said John Culbert and
James Barrie be and they are hereby adjudged
insolvents ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of their Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said John Culbert and James
Barrie, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Office of the Principal Registrar ,  Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  on the Fifteenth. day of May, 1888, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said John Culbert and James
Barrie shall ,  on the Fourteenth day of May, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath,
of their debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of their
,reditors ,  and of the causes of their inability to
meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this seventh
day of  May, 1888.
By the Court,
WILLM. BELL.
Registrar.
MACPHERSON ,  MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvents.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formu pauperis.
Mn.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Sheppard ,  of Brisbane , fish-hawker,
by the said Charles Sheppard.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Charles Sheppard
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in formd
pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
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be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Charles Sheppard ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on  the Tenth  day of May, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon . And it is  further
ordered that the said Charles Sheppard shall,
on the Eighth day of  May, 1888,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in  this Estate  a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
third day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Mortimer Martin, of
Rockhampton, draper, insolvent.GEORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of May, 1888.
966
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of John
Lennon, of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  grocer, a debtor in Liquidation.G EORGE SYLVESTER MURPHY, of Bris-
bane, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of May,  A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL.
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
945
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Fairbairn, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland,  accountant, an
Insolvent.
O
N the seventh day of May  instant , a Certificate
of Discharge  was granted  to John Fairbairn,
of Rockhampton, who was adjudicated insolvent
on the third day of May, 1886.
Dated this seventh day of May, A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON,  AND BROWN,
952
Solicitors,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of William Johnson, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, homeopathic
chemist, an Insolvent.
ON the ninth day of May instant a Certificate
of Discharge was applied for to be granted
to William Johnson, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, homeopathic chemist, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the second day of March,
1885, but the issue thereof was suspended for
three months.
Dated this eleventh day of May, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
985 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Samuel William Jacobson, of
Winton, in the Colony of Queensland, travel-
ling jeweller, an Insolvent.
C1N the ninth day of May, 1888, a Certificate
l1 of Discharge was granted to the abovenamed
Samuel William Jacobson, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the seventh day of March, 1887.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPIIERSON ,  MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Samuel William Jacobson.
989 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Nicholas Cocking, of Isis River,
near Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  farmer, an Insolvent.
ON the ninth day of May instant a Certificate
of Discharge was granted to Nicholas Cocking,
of Isis River ,  near Maryborough ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer, who was adjudicated insolvent
on the fourtenth day of June, 1882.
Dated this eleventh day of May, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
986 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of A. K. Pennycuicks, of Blackall.
A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 1s. 88d. in
the £, in the above Estate, is now payable
at the Office of the Trustee, 210, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  on all claims  proved and admitted.
Dated this third day of May, 1888.
942
FREDERIC  HORWOOD,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of David Denbolm ,  of Brisbane,
contractor, an Insolvent.AFIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of 5d .  in the £,
is now payable at this Office, upon claims
proved and allowed.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street ,  Brisbane.
997 3s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of Edward Lloyd Elwood, of Isis
River, in the Colony of Queensland, selector,
an Insolvent.
ON the Seventh day of June, 1888, at Half-past
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Edward Lloyd
Elwood, of Isis River, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, adjudicated insolvent on the fourteenth day
September, 18F5, will apply to the supreme Court
of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of May, 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
By their Agents-
Bundaberg.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE , AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street , Brisbane.
970 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by James Martin, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, auctioneer.
T OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
1' Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be' held at the Office
of Chambers, Bruce, and McNab, solicitors, Adelaide
street, Brisbane, on the Twenty-eighth day of May,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this eleventh day of May, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
972
Solicitors for the Debtor,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Maria Graham, of Herberton, in
the Colony of Queensland, spinster, store-
keeper, an'Insolvent.
l ON
the Sixth day of June, 1888, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, Maria Graham, of Herberton,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-fourth day of
August, 1887, will apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighth day of May, 1888.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK BERNAYS,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane.
949 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Arthur Anthony Robinson, of
Coomera, in the Colony of Queensland, sugar-
planter.
N OTIUE is hereby given, that a Second General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of H. L. E. Ruthning, solicitor, Queen street, on
the Eighteenth day of May instant, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this tenth day of May, 1888.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Attorney for the said A. A. Robinson,
Queen street, Brisbane.
961 5s.
In the Matter of the Estate of Nathaniel Joseph
Howes, in Liquidation.
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Nathaniel
Joseph Howes who have not already proved
their debts are required, on or before the Twenty-
fifth day of May, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me,
the undersigned, merchant, of Brisbane, the Trustee
under the Liquidation, or, in default thereof, they
will be excluded from the benefit of the Dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this ninth day of May, 1888.
965
JAS. STODART,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Ferguson, of Gympie ,  board-
ing-house keeper ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND,  on preferent claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty-
first day of December, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Fourth day of June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1888.
962 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wm .  Robert Burton, of In-
dooroopilly ,  fencer ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter  of the  abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the fourth day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-eighth day of May ,  1888, will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1888.
963 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Connor, of Dulbydilla,licensed victualler, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the thirteenth day of April, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Fourth day of June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
976 4$.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Karol Leon Toeplitz ,  of Rock-
hampton, professor of music, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -sixth day of March,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Fourth day of June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee ;in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1888.
964 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wi ll iam Scruse, of Brisbane,
contractor, an Insolvent.
,1 FIRST and Final  Dividend,  of 2d. in the £,
is now payable at this Office, upon claims
proved and allowed.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street, Brisbane.
978 3s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Peter Von Dohren, of South Bris-
bane, baker,  anlInsolvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend, of yed. inthe £,
is now  payable at this Office,  upon claims
proved and  allowed.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street, Brisbane.
979 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Moore, late of Willow-
bank, near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens.
land, station  manager , deceased.N % jOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Alexander Moore, deceased, may
be granted to Michael Mack, of Ipswich, farmer,
and John Tobin, of the same place, farmer, the
Executors named  in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this seventh day of April, A.D.
1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
974 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Michael O'Connell, late of Goo-
burrum, near Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Michael O'Connell, deceased,
may be granted to Christopher O'Connell, of
Gooburrum,  near  Bundaberg  aforesaid , the sole
Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twentieth day of April, A.D. 1888.
JAS. HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said Christopher O'Connell,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
954 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Mortimer ,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  app lication will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Wi ll  of
the abovenamed John Mortimer ,  deceased, may be
granted to Edward Griffith ,  of Brisbane aforesaid,
clergyman ,  and Jane Mortimer, of Brisbane afore-
said ,  widow ,  the Executor and Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of May ,  A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS .  BRUCE , AND McNAB,
967
Proctors for Petitioners,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Champion, late
of Cooktown ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
labourer ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Admin-
istration of all  the lands, goods ,  chattels ,  credits,
and effects of the said Thomas Champion, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Ellen
Champion, of Cooktown  aforesaid , the widow of the
said deceased.
Dated at Cooktown  aforesaid , this twenty-third
day of April, 1888.
MARK CHARLES ZAHEL,
Cooktown,
Proctor for the said Ellen Champion.
By his Town Agent-
JOHN GuTHais,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
987 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Henry Jeremiah
Meldrum ,  late of Cooktown ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  carpenter ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed Henry Jeremiah Meldrum, deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Edward
James Meldrum, of Cooktown ,  in the said colony,
the eldest son of the said deceased.
Dated this first day of May, A.D. 1888.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Charlotte street, Cooktown,
Proctor for the said Edward James Meldrum.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
968 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Drew, late
of Harrisville, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased, intestate.
r OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Thomas Drew, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Ann Elizabeth Drew,
of Harrisville aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Ipswich this seventh day of April, A.D.
1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Ann Elizabeth Drew.
975 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas McWhannell, late of
Rodney Downs, Mitchell District, in the
Colony of Queensland , grazier , deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas McWhannell, deceased,
may be granted to Jessie Mary McWhannell,
the widow of the said deceased, James Cooper
McWhannell, the brother of the said deceased,
William Forsyth, of Aramac, in the said colony,
grazier,  and Charles William Little, of Rockhamp-
ton, in the said colony,  grazier , the Executrix and
Executors  named in  and appointed by the said
Will of the said deceased.
Dated this seventh day of May, 1888.
MACDONALD-PATERSON, FITZGERALD,
AND HAWTHORN,
Proctors for the said Executrix and Executors,
Edward street, Brisbane.
947 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Smith , late of Pimpama, in
the Colony of Queensland, labourer , deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed James Smith may be granted to
Charles William Cox, of Pimpama  aforesaid ,  gentle-
man, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this ninth day of May, A.D. 1888.
948
A. G. UNMACK,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Matson, late of Mount
Morgan, in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
deceased.
N
f OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
i tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas Matson, deceased, may
be granted to Jeremiah Sullivan, of West street,
Rockhampton, in the said Colony of Queensland,
carter, and Frederick Baker, of Mount Morgan, in
the said Colony, labourer, the Executors named in
the said Will.
Dated this thirtieth day of April, 1888.
REES  It. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctors for Executors,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
951
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Buckley, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  official accountant
in insolvency ,  deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the gxpira-
O t tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application  will  be made to the said Honour-
able Court  that Probate of the Will of  the above-
named  Henry Buckley,  deceased , may  be granted
to Edwarl  Robert  Drury, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  bank manager, one of the
Executors named in and appointed by the said Will
of the said deceased ,  Arthur Forbes ,  the other
Executor named therein, having renounced Probate
of the said Will of the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of May ,  A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Edward Robert Drury,
946
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Sir Peter Henry
Scratchley, formerly of Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria, then of the United Service
Club, in the County of Middlesex, in England,
but late of the Protectorate of New Guinea, a
retired Major-General of the Royal Engineers,
Her Majesty's Special Commissioner for the
Protected Territory of New Guinea and the
Islands adjacent, K.C.M.G., deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration with the Will and Codicil annexed of the
abovenamed deceased , may be granted to Edward
Robert Drury , of Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queens.
land, bank manager , the duly-constituted Attorney
of Laura Lilias Scratchley and Philip Arthur
Scratchley ,  the Executrix and Executor named in
and appointed  by the  said  Will and Codicil of the
said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of May, A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Edward Robert Drury,
943
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of George Acheson, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed George Acheson
may be granted to John William Power, of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, merchant,
David Armstrong, of Rockhampton aforesaid, car-
penter, and Mary Acheson, of Rockhampton afore-
said, widow, the Executors and Executrix appointed
by the said Will and Codicil.
Dated this first day of May, 1888.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctors for Executors,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
953
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John James MacGregor, late of
Cotham road, Kew, in the Colony of Victoria,
surgeon, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration with the
Will annexed of the said John James MacGregor,
deceased, may be granted to Daniel Foley Roberts,
of Brisbane, in the said Colony of Queensland, the
lawfully-constituted Attorney of Edwin Lenthall
Oldfield, the Administrator of the said deceased's
estate in the said Colony of Victoria, the Executor,
Thomas Slack, named in and appointed by the said
Will of the said deceased, having renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated this seventh day of May, 1888.
DANIEL FOLEY PRING ROBERTS,
Proctor for the said Daniel Foley Roberts,
950
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frances McDonald, late of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, but for-
merly of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, widow, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration with
the Will annexed of the abovenamed Frances
McDonald, deceased, may be granted to Thomas
Quinn, of Brisbane aforesaid, commission agent,
the duly-constituted Attorney of Jessie Moore, the
wife of Edward Moore, the universal Legatee
under the said Will, and of the said Edward
Moore, boarding-housekeeper, both of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales.
Dated this tenth day of May, 1888.
MACDONALD-PATER SON, FITZGERALD,
AND HAWTHORN,
Proctors for the said Applicant,
973
Edward street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
111
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Mary Frances Desmond, wife of
John Henry Desmond, of Normanton, in the
Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of all
the lands of the abovenamed Mary Frances Des-
mond, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to John Henry Desmond, of Normanton aforesaid,
selector, the husband of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of May, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
969
Proctors for Administrator,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles William Clarke, late of
Tenthill, Gatton, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
. tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Charles William Clarke, deceased,
may be granted to Emma Isabella Clarke, of Tent-
hill, Gatton, widow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this ninth day of May, A.D.
1888.
955
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Richard Bunt ,  late of Mount
Shamrock  ;  Peter Connelly ,  late of Richmond
Downs ; Thomas Cam ,  late of Normanton ;
Patrick Joyce ,  late of Croydon; John O'Kee ffe,
late of Tambo ; Thomas Scully ,  late of Rock-
hampton ; Peter Williams ,  late of Woolgar.PURSUANT to  "The Intestacy Art of  1877," allpersons having any Claims against the Estates
of any cf the abovenamed deceased persons are to
come in and prove their debts ,  at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before the
Twelfth day of July next ,  or, in default ,  they will
be peremptorily excluded from all benefits accruing
from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  12th May, 1888.
944
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
which  has for some time past been carried on
by James  K enny and Charles Joseph Maloney,
under the style or firm of " Kenny and Maloney,"
at Brunswick  street, Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane,
in the trade or business of grocers and produce
merchants ,  was this day  Dissolved  by mutual con-
sent. The said business will be continued by the
said Charles  Joseph Maloney,  who will pay all
debts due by, and receive all accounts owing to, the
late Partnership.
As witness our hands this  first day of May,
1888.
JAMES KENNY.
CHARLES JOSEPH  MALONEY.
Witness-
CHAS. B. LILLEY,
988
Solicitor, Brisbane.
5s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Businessheretofore carried on at Roma, under the
style of " Thompson and Spence," will in future
be carried on under the style or firm of " Thompson
and Co."
All accounts due to the said  business must be
paid to F. W. P. Thompson, Roma, and all liabili-
ties will be paid by F. W. P. Thompson, Roma.
Dated this ninth day of May, 1888.
F. W. P. THOMPSON.
Witness-
F. HOWARD  SWANWICK,
Articled Clerk,
Brisbane.
971 4s.
MURILLA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.STOCKOWNERS in the Marsupial District ofMurilla are hereby reminded that the following
Assessment has been made, viz.:-
On every 20 Head of Cattle or  Horses 1s.
On every 100 Head of Sheep ... ...  Is.
On every Square Mile Unstocked Country 1s.
The above Assessment must be paid to the
nearest Clerk of Petty  Sessions , within two months
from date of this notice.
ALEX. H. SMITH,
Secretary Murilla Marsupial Board.
Miles, 8th May, 1888.
984 4s. 6d.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT."
FASSIFERN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OTICE is hereby given, that a Rate has beenN levied on Stock within this Division for the
current year, at the following rates, viz.:-
Sheep, per 100 Head ... ... ... Is. 6d.
Cattle and Horses, per 20 head ... 1s. 6d.
which must be paid to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions, within sixty days from the date hereof.
By Order,
R. F. WOODCRAFT,
Harrisville, 4th May, 1888.
Secretary.
940 4s. 6d.
BUNGIL MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A T a Meeting of the Bungil Marsupial Board
I"1. held at Roma, on Saturday, the 7th of April,
1888, the following Assessment  was made on all
Stock and Land comprised within the above
District, viz.
On every 20 Head of Cattle and  Horses 1s.
On every 100 Sheep ... ... ...  Is.
On every Square Mile Unstocked Country 1s.
Such Assessment  must  be paid, within two
months from date hereof, to the nearest Clerk of
Petty Sessions.
THOMAS A. SPENCER,
Secretary Bungil Marsupial Board.
Roma,  10th  April, 1898.
941 4s. 6d.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881."
BANANA MARSUPIAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given, that n Assessment
has been levied on Stock within this Division
at the following rates:-
Cattle and Horses, per20 Head ... 2s.
Sheep, per 100 Head ... ... ...  2s.
And such Assessment must be paid to the Clerk
of Petty Sessions nearest to where such Stock are
depastured within two months from date hereof.
By Order,
DAVID MARTIN,
Banana , 19th April, 1888.
Secretary.
912 4s. 6d.
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The  GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1888. 8 r. d.
May 5.-W. Lawton ... ...  0 2 0
„ 7.-Municipal Council, A ll ora ... 0 1 0
„ 7.-E. J. Kettle  ... ... ...  0 15 0
7.-J. Owen ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
7.-T. Gray ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
7.-Fassifern Marsupial Board ... 0 4 6
10.-Lilley and O'Sullivan ... 0 6 0
10.-Bauhinia Divisional Board ... 2 10 0
10.-Wm.  Parsons  ... ... ...  0 5 010.-Wm. Layton ... ... ... 0 4 0
10.-Henry  Magno; - ... ... 1 2 0
11.-E. Harriso :i  ... ... 0 1 0
11.-H. Lloyd 0 1 0
11.-Murilla Marsupial Board ... 0 5 6
11.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Charlotte Plains,
on the 20th April,  1888, by order of John Anning,
Esquire. Driving,  8s. 4d.
One dark-bay or brown gelding, collar-marked, like
YOV near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th May ,  1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
956
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Hughenden,  from Mount Emu, on
j the 25th April,  1888, by order of James Thompson,
Esquire .  Driving, 13s. 4d.
One blue-roan gelding, P40 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
Also, from Hughenden Station, on the 27th April, by
order of H. Stanfield, Esquire.
One black mare, star,  hind feet white, fistula on neck,
G 4 over S near shoulder.
Also, from Glendower Station, on the 28th April, by
order  of A. W.  Ferguson,  Esquire.  Driving,  5s. per
head.
One white cow, swallow-tail ear-mark near ear, 6MM(registered brand )  over 3 near ribs.
One roan heifer calf, progeny of above, unbranded.
One white bullock ,  piece off near ear, piece out under-
side off ear,  H J 8 (registered brand)  off ribs.
One yellow and white cow, piece out top and bottom of
off ear, points sawn  off both  horns , HW7 (regis-
tered brand) off rump.
One roan bull calf, progeny of above ,  unbranded.
One white bullock, top off and piece out under-side off
ear, blotched brands off ribs, LOR (registered
brand) near ribs, SQ7 (registered brand) near
rump.
One  red and white cow ,  slit near ear ,  No. 7 ear-mark
under -side off ear, R82  (registe red brand) off
rump, U 2 Y (registered brand) near rump.
One white bull calf, progeny of above, unbranded.
One roan bullock, worker, marked both  ears , blind near
eye, A1Z over H04 (registered brands) near
ribs.
One strawberry cow, marked both ears, T5Y (regis-
tered brand) near ribs, No. 2 near cheek.
One red heifer calf, bald face, progeny of above,
unbranded.
One strawbery-necked cow, quarter out under-side off
ear, dew-lapped,],y 1 (registered brand) off ribs.
One red heifer calf, Y8U near ribs.
One red and white bullock, piece out under-side off ear,
A 1 CO (registered brand) off rump.
Also, from Colebrook, by order of J. Savage, Esquire.
Damages, 7s. 6d. per head.
One red and white bullock, worker, off horn broken,
marked off ear, b over 0 near rump.
One roan bullock, marked near ear, CA 1 (registered
brand) near rump.
Also, from Hughenden Station, by order of H. Stans-
field, Esquire. Driving, 4d.
One black or brown mare, hollow-backed, white hairs in
tail, near fore and near hind foot white, small star,
0,, Q 0 (registered  brand-very faint) off shoulder,like p near shoulder.
One grey gelding, flea-bitten, MR (conjoined) near
shoulder.
One dark-brown horse,  near  hind foot white, hollow-
backed, XB near shoulder, L8 and blotched letter
(registered brand) over like EM5 (registered brand)
very indistinct near thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
957 21s.
IMPOUNDED at Millchester,  from  Burdekin Downs,
on the 1st May, 1888.
One bay  horse, W off shoulder, D off thigh.
One bay  horse,  JE over  4 over 9 off  shoulder, E1T off
thigh.
Also, by  order of the  PoliceOne bay mare, draught, 8RR near  shoulder, 68T off
shoulder, white feet.
One bay  foal , draught, unbranded.
One brown  mare, 8RB near shoulder.
If  not released on or before  the 25th  May, 1888, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
960
WILLIAM PARSONS, Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Isiaford ,  from Ruthven, on the
28th  April,  1888, by order of Messrs.  Armstrong,
and Urquhart.
One chestnut horse ,  blaze down face, off hind leg white,
collar -marked both shoulders ,  scar on near hip,
NK7 (registered brand )  over WO over r+ near
shoulder ,  indistinct brand off shoulder ,  ti near
cheek.
One brown mare, saddle -marked, B9H (registered
brand )  near shoulder.
One dark -chestnut horse, bald face ,  near hind leg and
off bind foot white ,  white spots on back ,  collar-
marked both shoulders,  large scar top of off
shoulder, 9}'Q (registered brand )  over Q1 near
shoulder.
One chestnut horse ,  bald face , hind  legs white, white
spots on back ,  indistinct brand near shoulder,
M 5 (registered brand )  near thigh.
If not released on or before the 26th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM LAYTON,  Poundkeeper.
958 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from a paddock, on
the 5th May, 1888, by order of Mr. Flannigan.
Damages  and driving, 3s. 8d.
One red and white bullock, WM and like blotched 9 off .
ribs, both  horns broken,  marked off ear.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
982
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom,  from Palm-tree Creek
Station, on the 5th May, 1888, by order of W. N.
Ascough, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. per head.
One brown mare, like E4H (re tered brand) near
shoulder,  small  star, near hind fetlock white ;
black foal at foot,  star, near hind foot white,
unbranded. .
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
983 2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Boulia.
One blue-roan bullock, worker, indescribable brand
near rump, like indistinct brand and GD off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN OWEN, Poundkeeper.
939 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat ,  from Glenearn ,  on the 30th
April, 1888, by order of Mr. W. E. Boulton.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One black mare, star in forehead, PA near shoulder.
Also ,  f ro m enclosed lands. Driving, 6s. 8d .;  damages,
2s. 6d.
One blue-roan gelding, star in forehead, off hind foot
white, white spot on back, collar-marked, BH3
(registered brand) near shoulder, like 1g of shoul-
der.
If not released on or before the 29th May, 1888, will
be sold  to defray  expenses.
WM. LAWTON , Poundkeeper.
938 2s.
Printed and  Published by Jsxxs 0 .  Bz i, Government  Printer,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given , that  I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received  fr om
William Scarlett de Lisle Roberts ,  of Marrickville,
near Sydney, New South Wales ,  for an invention
described as " Improvement in the Deodorization
of Sewage."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Scarlett de Lisle Roberts in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  from
Robert Archibald  White, of  Eagle Chambers,
King Wil liam street, Adelaide ,  South Australia,
for an invention described as " Improved  Appliances
for Effecting the Change of Gauge of Railway
Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Ro bert Archibald  White,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
13
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the completeSpecification annexed thereto, received from George
West inghouse ,  junior ,  of Pittsburg ,  Pennyslvania,
United States of America ,  for  an invention described
as toIm  ro vements in Fluid Pressure Automatic
Brake Mechanism.,,
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such  in vention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said George  Westinghouse ,  junior ,  in accor-
dance with the provisions of  " The Patents,,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
0 te Specification annexed thereto, received fromxime Emanuel James Labat de Lambert, of
Newtown road ,  Sydney, .  New South Wales, for
an invention described as " Improvements in Ex-
plosive Compounds."
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that,  unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted  for the said invention to the said
Maxine Emanuel James Labat de Lambert, in
accordance  with  the provisions  of  "The  Patents,
Designs, and  Trade Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
arttr+
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Arthur William McLeod Keen, of Melbourne,
Victoria, for an invention described  as " Keen's
Unbreakable and Light Metallic Racing and Riding
Saddle-tree and Improved Panel."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Arthur William McLeod Keen, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Thomas Swallow ,  of Hambledon Plantation,
Cairns, Queensland ,  for an invention for " A
Machine for Cutting Sugar -cane into Pieces and
Regulatin the Feed on the Cane-carrier of
Crushing
Mill."Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Swallow, in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
ilete Specification annexed thereto, received from
David Hutton and John White, both of Adelaide,
South Australia, for an invention described as " The
Hutton-White Ore Crusher."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
n ithin two months from the date of the first
qpN_a.rance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
-nd Govern inept Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said David Hutton and John
White, in accordance with the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
1N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Affleck, of Warwick, Queensland, for an
invention described as " Husking and Threshing
Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said John
Affieck, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Jfarks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th  May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Garner Johnson, of Annie street, Kingsholme,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  for an invention described
as " Permanent Way for Railways and Tramways."
Notice is hereby further iven, that,  unless
within two months from t6' date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said John Garner Johnson, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Daniel Macnee ,  of Westminster Chambers, Vic-
toria street ,  Middlesex ,  England, for an invention
for " An Improvement in Axle-boxes for Railway
Rolling -stock."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Daniel Macnee ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedNan  application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  from Samuel
Rupert Wilson, of Adelaide, South Australia, for
an invention described as " An Improved Device
for Changing the Gauge of Railway and Tramway
Wheels Automatically except as to Fastenings."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Samuel Rupert Wilson, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Augustus Gross, of Newcastle, New South Wales,
for an invention described as for Electrical
Appliances for a Mariner's Compass to give Alarm
upon Deviation from the Ship's Course."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Augustus Gross,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that  I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto,  received  from Eckley
Brinton Coxe  and Samuel Salmon , both of Drifton,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania , United States of America,
for an invention  described  as " Improvements in
Mechanical Movements."
Notice is  hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date  of the  first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants  are not entitled  to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for  the said invention to the
said Eckley Brinton Coxe  and Samuel Salmon,
in accordance with the provisions  of  " The Patents,
Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed  thereto, received from Arthur
Latimer McCredie, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention  described as " An Improved
Point or Connecting Piece for Overhead and other
Railways."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Arthur Latimer McCredie, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
T OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
David Hutton and Charles William Furler, both
of Adelaide, South Australia, for an invention
described as " ` The Hutton-Furler, Pneumatic
Mechanical Ore Separator' for Treating Tin, Silver,
Gold, and Other Ores and Gems and Separating
from their Matrices by Dry Process."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
David Hutton and Charles William Furler, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Tyzack, Sons, and
1\ • Turner, of Little London Works, Abbeydale,
Sheffield, Yorkshire, England, have applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery, all kinds of Edge
Tools, Saws, Files, Shears, and all other Goods in
this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation:-
NONPAREIL
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing  so, I intend to register  the said.
Trade Mark  in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
liribbahct,  10th May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Burns ,  Philp, and
1\ Company ,  of Mary street, Brisbane ,  Queens-
land ,  have applied, in pursuance of the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 12, in respect of Tea, a
Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is a represen-
tation :-
Notice is herebyfurther given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this  advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the  applicants  are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby  given, that Richard Johnsonand Nephew,  of Bradford Ironworks, Man-
chester ,  England ,  iron -masters and wire-drawers,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to  register in Class 5, in respect of Barbed
Fencing  Wire,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette it  is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same  registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provi.
sions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Stanley and Com-
pany, of Brisbane, Queensland, have applied,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art, 1884,"  to register in
Class 2, in respect of Artificial Food for Stock, a
Preparation for the Use of Rorses, Cattle, Sheep,
Pigs, Dogs, and Poultry, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
W
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that George Wilson
N and Sam Jacobs, both of Brisbane, Queens-
land, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class  42, in  respect of
Confectionery, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation
::--
4-.
ULLL MDY 01
in
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
P
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Government House,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levee in honour of Her
Majesty's  Birthday, on THURSDAY, the 24th  instant,  at 11 a.m.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
B. BADEN-POWELL,  Capt.,
Aide-de-Camp.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the levee will wear official or military uniform,
or evening dress.
Each gentleman will come provided with two cards, with his name
legibly written  thereon, one to be left in the Entrance Hall, the other to begiven to the Aide-de-Camp in waiting.
It is particularly requested that in every case the names be  very
distinctly written  upon the cards to be delivered to the Aide-de-Camp in
waiting, in order that there may be no difficulty in announcing them to His
Excellency.
Gentlemen who have received cards of private entree will assemble in
the Principal Drawing-room at a quarter before eleven ; Members of both
Houses of Parliament in the Drawing-room ; and the general public in the
Hall.
Carriages will set down at the Main Entrance, and take up at the
North-east Porch.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
B. BADEN-POWELL, Capt.,
Aide-de-Camp.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME  TABLE-BRISBANE V LLEY BRANCH.
Mixed .  Mixed.
O
N and after TUESDAY, 1st May, 1888, the following Time Table  will come into operation,
and remain  in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Am29 Mixed .  Mixed.
'Q Stations. Stations.
Mon ., Wed.,
and Sat.
24 IPSWICH ... depart
26 Brisbane Valley Junction
29 Brassall ... ... ...
31 Pine Mountain ...
33 Borallon ... ... ...
35 Glamorgan ... ...
87 Fairneyview
40 Fernvale ... ... ...
43 Vernor ... ... ...
45 Lowood ..,
...
,,,
49 Clarendon ... ... ..,
52 Bellevue
61 Mount Hallon ... ...
67 Esg ... ... arrive
a.m. p.m.
DOWN TRAINS.
11'5 5.45  ESK  ... depart
A 11.15 A 5.55 1 Mount Hallon ...
A 11'25 A 6.5 I Bellevue ... ...
s 11.35 A 6'15 Clarendon ...
A 11.45 A 6'25; Lowood ... ...
A 11.55 A 6.35 Vernor ... ...
A 12.5 A 6'451 Fernvale ...
12.20 7'0 Fairneyview ...
D 12.35 D 7,15i Glamorgan ...
12'45 A 7'25 Borallon ... ...
A 1'5 A 7'45 Pine Mountain ...
A 1.25  A 8'5 Brassall  ... .. I ...
A 1.55 A  8'35 Brisbane  Valley  Junction
2.20 9.0  i IPSWICH ... ... arrive
[No. 10.
Mon., Wed.,
and Sat.
a.m. p.m.
6.20 2.50
A 6.45 A 3.15
A 7'15 A 3.45
A 7'30 A 4.0
7'50 4.20
A 8'0 D 4.30
8.15 4.45
A 8.30 A 5.5
A 8.40 A 5.15
A 8.50 A 5'25
A 9.0 A 5.35
A 9'10 A 5.45
A 9.20 A 5.55
9.30 6.6
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(i)) Trains stop to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go  on these
platforms.
The times shown thus (A 11.15) at platforms  and sidings  are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  23rd  April, 1888.  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
0 N  and after TUESDAY, 1st MAY, 1888, the following Time Table will come into
UP TRAINS. BRISBANE, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
'Sad
m
a
aka Stations.
Daily.
Western
Mall
T.P.O.
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Passenger.
L.B.
Tues. and
sat.
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily, ex.
Saturday.
Southern
Mail.
T.P.O.
Saturdays
only.
Western
Mail.T.P.O.
S.M.  a.m .  aam. s.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.681 ... BRISBANE  ...  departl ... I ... I 6.90 I  ... I  .-1O -m-  1 7.0 ...
For Times  at Stations between Brisbane  and Ipswich ,  see Suburban  Time Table.
66 24 IPSWICH S  arrive  ... ...  7.2 ... 516  ...  8.0t depart 7'15  5-15,  ... 8'10
123 27  K arrabin  ... ...  a 7.24  ...  a 5.28
.. ... ... 7.33 ... 5.36 ... a 8.28104 30 Walloon ...
32 Raeside  ... ... ... ... ... .., ...  d 5.42 ... ...
140 35 Rosewood ... ... ... ... 7.46 ... 5.50 ... a 8.42
Lanefteld  ... ... ... ...  d ... d
198 40 Calvert  ... ... ...  a 7.57 a 6.5
279 43 Grandohester arrive  ... ...  8.8 ••• 6.15 •'• 9
73:depart  8.13 ... 6.20 ...673 47 Victoria  ... ... ... ... a 8.28  ...  a 6.35 ...
335 51 Laidley  ... ... ... ...  8.43 6 .50 ,,, a 9.37..
301 54 Forest Hill  ... ... ... ...  a 8160  ...  a 6.67
... ... ... ...  9.6 ... 7'22 a10.2337 60 Gatton ...
384 66 Grantham  ...  a 9.17  ...  a 7.35
unucx.ty
rra 8624 71 Helidon ... 8b 10.40
iv  930 7'50 10 30
C depart  9  46
..788 82 Murphy 's Creek ...  10.15 . 8.35 ,.. 11.15
1530 91 Highflelds .. ...  10.53  ...  9'12 ,.. All-60
2003 98 Harlaxton  ... ... ... d 11.18  ... d 9.38 ... ...
1921  101 TOOWOOMBA C
arrive  ::: .,  11.30 9150 12.30
c depart 7.0 1145  11.56 5.10 1240
1853  103 Cranley  ...  a 7.9 a  11.52  a 12.5  ...  a 5.20 ...
1717  106 Weta lla  ...  a 7.18  a 11.59  a 12.13  ...  a 5.28 ...
1577 108 Gowrie  Junction ...  depart
1712 111 Charlton ... ...
1696 113  Wellcamp ...
1774 117  Westbrook ...
121 Beauaraba  Junction .
1524 124 Cambooya C
arrive
 depart
1651 132 Greenmount
137  Nobby ... ... ...
1430 141 King 's Creek
1434  14.3 Clifton  .. ... ...
1464  145 Clifton Colliery ... ...
152 Talgai ...
1500  154 Hendon ...
1568 167 Deuchar ... ... ...
1459 161  Toolburra ... ...
1472  163 Rosehill ... ...
1497  166 Millhill
1& WARWICK arrivedepart
172 Rosenthal ... ...
175 Limestone Quarry
179 Silverwood ...
2408  186 Cherry Gully ...
190 Maryland ...
2906 194 Dalveen  ... ... ...
3004 199 Thulmbah ...
2666 207 STANTHORPE  € arrivedepart
211 Beverley ... ...
214 Glen Aplin ... ...
221 Ballandean ... ..
230 Bald Mountain .. .
232 WALLANGARRA C
arrive
depart
SYDNEY ...  arrive
1577  108 Gowrie  Junction  ...  depart
1454 113 Gowrie  ... ... ...
1314 12' Oakey ... ... ...
1257  129 Jondaryan ... ...
1225 136 Bowenville ... ...
1122 149 Blaxland ..
1123  162 DALBY ... C
arrive
c depart
1075 167  Macallster ... ...
1035 180  Warra  ... ... ...
191 191 Camp ..
986 203 Chinchilla
f
arrive
depart
208 Baking Board Siding ...
217 217  Camp ...
221 Columboola
972 23]  Miles ... S arrivet depa rt
237 237 m.  0 c. ... ...
1067 243 Drillham ... ...
1056 257 Dulacca  ... ... ...
266 Jackson  ... ... ...
1020 271 Channing .. ...
986 281 Yeulba  ., t
arrive
 depart
1018 293 Wallumbilla Siding ...
986 308 Blythdale .
978 318 ROMA  ... arrive3:depart
972 323 Bungeworgorat ... ...
1064 329 Hodgson ... ...
1170  338 Brinsop ...
1169 344 Muckadilia arriveC depa rt
1137 356  Amby ... ... ...
1113 370 East Mitchell .
1104 371 MITCHELL (
arrive
depa rt
1249 381 w omallila ... ...
1387 400 Mungallala ... ...
1443  410 Dulbydilla... .
427
40
469
469
483
f arrive
IL ucparu
Mixed.
L.B.
... 7'30 ...
... d 7.43 ..,
... a 7.51
... a 8.13
... 8.25
.,. 8'35
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
8.40
9.6
a 9.20
9.37
9.47
a 9.57
a 10.17
10.27
a 10.42
a 10.57
a 11.7
11.20
11.30
9.40
a 10.0 ...
a 10'20
a 10.50 ...
11.10 ...
11.15 ...
a 12.0 ...
d 12'46 ...
12.60 ..,
1.40
d 2.10 ...
a 3.20 ...
a 3.65 ...
4.45
5.5
Angellala  ... .. I  a 6 0
Burrs ong ...
Arabela ... ... a
CHARLEVILLE  ...  arrive 80 p.m.
12.25 ...
d 12.34 ...
a 12.43 ,.
a 12.56 ..,
a 1.5 ...
1.15 ...
1.20 ...
140
d 1'58 ...
2.10 ...
2.16
a 2.22 ...
a 2.41 ...
2.49 ...
a 2.59 ..,
a 3.8 ,,,
a 3.16 ..,
a 3'25 ...
3.36 ...
3.50 ...
d
... d 4.15
a 4.30
a 5.10
a 5.32 ...
5.55
a 6.15
6.40 ...
6.50 ..,
d 7.5 ...
d 7.20 ,.,
a 7.50
d 8.20 ,.,
8.30
12.10 ... ... 540
a 12.26 a 5.55
12.42 ... ... 6'20
116 ... ... 6.46
a 1.22 . .. ...  a 7.5
a 161  ... ...  a 7'41
1.59 ... ... 7.50
2.19 ... ...
2.52 ... ... ...
3.20 ... ... ...
d 3.44  ... ... ...
4.10 ... ... ...
4.20 ... ... ...
d 4 37  ... ... ...
d 5.0 ... ... ...
d 5.10
5.40 ... ... ...5
d55
a 6.25  ... ... ...
7.0
a 7.40
8.10
8.20
a 8.60
a 9.30
100
a 1.5
a 1.40 m ...
a 1.52 a
a 2'12 M
00&2,46a)
a3.15
... Apia
a 3.50 67G
4.0  -=
4.10 ' ,0
0
b
a 5.50 9
6.20
6•'25 o
4
7.46 a.m.
•8.5 a.m.
*7.30 a.m.
10.15
a 10.33
a 10.54
a 11.20
11.41
11.60
a 12.23
d 1.0
1.5
1.10
d 1.35
a 2.25
3.0
345
a 4.30
d
a
6.30 a.m.
New South Wales time.
Brisbane , 23rd April, 1888.
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AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
opera tion until further notice :-
ROMA ,  CHARLEVILLE ,  WARWICK, AND WALLANGARRA.
Daily, ea.
Saturday .  Tues. Daily. Daily.
Stations .  Southern Passenger .  and Sat .  Western
Mail. Mixed .  Mail .  Mixed.
T.P.U. L.B. L.B. T.P.O. L.B.
CHARLEVILLE  ...  depart
Arabells ... ...
Kurra jong ... ...
Angellala... ...
f
arriveMORVEN d tepar
Dulbydills
Munga llala
Womallila
MITCHELL
East  Mitchell
kmby ...
Muokadilla
Brinsop ...
arrive
depa rt  ... .., ... ...
arrive
depart
Hodgson  ... ... ...
Bungeworgoral
ROMA arrivedepartl
...
... 6.30
... s 6.55Blythdale
Wallumbilla Siding
Yeulba
7,35
arrive  ... ... ...  8.5
{ depa rt  ,,, ... ...  8.13
Channing  ... ... ... ... ...  a 8.38
Jackson  ... ... ... ... ...
Dulacca  ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 13
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Drillham  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9'48 ...
80m. 30c . .. ...  d
Miles  ... I
arrive 10,18
1 depart  10.26
..
Columboola  ... ... ... ...  d 10.51
217 Camp  ... ... ... ... ...  d 11.6
Baking Board Siding ...  ... ... ...  d 11.30
Chinchilla arrive  ... ... ...  11.43depart ... ... ... 11.50
...
1
191 Camp d 12.17 ... ...
Warra ... ... ... ... ... ... 12.41
Macalister .. 11
DALBY  ... arrive  ... ..,  a.m. 1.40 ... ...
'I depart ... ... 8.20 2.0 ... ...
Blaxland  ... ... ... ...  a 8.29  a 2.6 ,,, ...
Bowenville  ... ... ,.. ...  a 9.6 a 2 .37 ... ...
Jondaryan  ... ... ... ...  9.25 2.56
Oakey ... ... ... ... 9.50 3.19 ... ...
Gowrie  ... ... ... ... ...  a 10.18 a 3.43
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive p.m. ... ... ... ... ...
SYDNEY...
WALLANGARRA
Bald Mountain
Ballandean
Glen Aplin
Beverly
STANTHORPE
Thulimbah
Dalveen ...
Maryland ...
Cherry Gully ...
Siiverwood ...
Limestone Quarry
Rosenthal
WARWICK
Milihill ...
Rosebill
Toolburra
Deuchar ...
Hendon ...
Talgai
depart
arrive
depart
•4.45
 5.0
530
... ...
... ...
arrive 6.45
depa rt  6.50
a 7.25
arrive
departI
... dm
...
al q
8.55
9.15 qa9.20
a9.58
-2.0
Clifton Colliery ...
Clifton
King 's Creek ...
Nobby ..
... a10.25 a
... .
e
Greenmount  ..  all0
arrive oCambooys f
t depart a11.20
Beauaraba Junction  ...  all-32  .ma
Westbrook ... ... ...
We llcamp ...
Charlton... ...
Gowri e Junction ...
Gowrie Junction ...
Wetalls ... ...
Cranley ...
TOOWOOMBA
Harlaxton
Highflelds
Murphy 's Creek
Hendon ...
Grantham
Gatton
Forest Hill ...
Laidley ...
Victoria ...
Grandchester
Calvert .
Lanefleld
Rosewood
Raeside ...
Walloon ...
Karrabin...
IPSWICH
BRISBANE
arrive
depart  a12.5 am.
a.m. p.m.
7.45 ...
d 7.55 ...
a 8.30 ...
d 9.0
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
a.m.
10.90
a
d
s 12.30
1.26
1.65
a 2.45
3.20
d 4.30
5.0
5.30
d 5.34
a 6.10
6.55
7.0
a 7.20
a 7.50
a 8.10
8.30 P.M.
d 9.10
9.30 ... ...
... 9.40 ... ...
10.35 3.55
a 10.47 a 4.6
a 10.55 a 4.15
arri ve 12.35 a.m.  1115 4.25
depart 12.50 6.25 4.50
... d 6.35  ...  d 4.57
...  &1-20  7.2 ...  5,28
a l-55 7.40 .., 615
arrive 2 .30 8.15  ...  6.35
depa rt  2 .40 8.30  ...  6'50
a 11.0  ... ...
a 11.20
a 11.66
d 12.10 ... ...
d
12.60  4.35 ....
a 1.0 4.45 ...
a 1.10  a 4.55 ...
a 1.17  a 6.4 ...
a  1-27  a o 20
1.39 5.30 ...
a 1.47 a 5.36 ...
a 2.5 a  5.53 ...
2.15 6.5 ...
2.25 6.20 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Sundays
only.
Western
Mail.
T.P.O.
p.m.
10.0
a
d
a 12.0
so
12.46
11'..
m
a 1.30 01.55 m 0
d 2.35
3.10 oQa .e
320
a 4.0 .9
4.30
4.40 0
a 5.0 a 5
a 5.20 o0=do'OSa
a 5.40
6.0 a.m.
ai»"E aaaae
C?
ptipa
vp4
itmm
a
...
mW m p4
... x M A
-- pL m
A
... a aa.
••• d a"a
... ps
a 'pa
ca
.,. m m e  ch
...
c A
...
z
...
...
q
a
eo
I
,..
-
a< +'
...
as a
...
..
a m
'
2-50 232 70  6'35 ... ... a  T.d d°O .0 ao3.10 7.25 ... ... ac%a o
103.15 7.30 ... d : a o
a  3,30  d 7'45 f v 0% 10a 3.40 a 8.0 ... m
a 3.52 a  8.15 ... ... fic
d 4.0 d 8.25 ...
or:: 0 oa0
... ... ... ... oq
c
a
4.10 8.35 ... ... a$omm I's
e 4.22 a 8.47  ... ... C IQ, F4m ib
e 4.29 a  8.54 ... ... +'a mom, to o
490D 95oooaio
Cdo-qo
.cmg , c o-
... s 8.44  ...  a 7.4 ...
a 3.10 9.5 ... 7.20 ..,
... a 9.22  .., I  a 7.37 ...
a 335 930 746 ...
a 3.53 a 9.45 ...  a 8.0 ...
arri ve 10.0 ... 8115
depart 4.15 10.5 ... 8.20 ...
... .., a 10.11 ... a 8.28 ...
... d ... ...
... a 4.33 10.26  ...  8.42 ...
... d 10.33 ...
.. s 4.49 10.41 ... 8.55
a 10.49 a 9.3
C
arrive
i
6.6 11.0 ... 9.14 ... ...
depart  5.15 11.15 ... 91 3 ... ...
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see suburban Time Table.
arrive 1 6.15 12.16 I ... 1 10.23 1 ... I I
New South Wales time.
1
.. od`oammm
.000 ".
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
('1 N and after TUESDAY, 1st May, 1888, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice:-
UP
•
J TRAINS-BRISBANE AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
S 03onS. 03
mR Stations.
68 ... BRISBANE ... ...
27 1 Milton . ... ...
27 2 TOOWONG ... ...
76 3 Taringa... ...
66 4 INDOOROOPILLY ...
5 Chelmer ... ...
5 Graceville ... ...
78 6 Sherwood ...
76 7 South Brisbane Junction
63 8 OXLEY... ... ...
82 10 Darra  ... ... ...
49 12 Wolston ... ...
43 14 Goodna... ...
68 16 Redbank ,,, ...
91 18 Riverview .,, ...
90 19 Dinmore ... ..,
76 21 Bundamba ... .
13 22 Booval ... ,,, ...
e9 23  Limestone ...
Mail.
Daily.
T.P.O.
Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
Toow'mba
Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily Saturdays Saturdays  Daily .  Daily. Pas .  Daily. Daily .  Daily.
except only .  only. Daily.
Saturday.  L.B. L.B.
a.m. a m.
depart 6.40 6.0
b 5'43 6.4
b 5.47 6.9
b 5.50 6.13
b 6'54 6'17
... 6.20
6.23
b 6'0 6.26
b 6'4 630
b 6.8 6.34
a  6-14-6-20:;3
6.26  03
6.33
6'40 E
... 6.44
66354
a  6,57
arrive 7.265 24  IPSWICH ,,,
Stations.
BRISBANE ...
Milton
TOOWONG ... ...
Taringa
INDOOR00PILLY ...
Chelmer •.. ...
Graeevills ... ...
Sherwood ..
South Brisbane Junction
OXLEY
Day ra ...
Wolston ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ...
Riverview •., ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone .., ..,
IPSWICH
... depart
... arrive
Daily.
p.m.
6.30
5.34
5'38
6'42
6.46
a.m. a.m .  a.m. am .  a.m. A.M. a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
7.0 7.30 7.55 9.0 9.30 10.0 11.0 12.20 1.0 110 1'25 2'0 3.20 4.10 4.15 4.30 5.15
7.4 7'34 7.59 9.4 b 9.33 10.4 11.4 12.24 1.4 1.14 1.29 2.4 3.24 ... 4.19 4.34 5.19
7.8 7'39 8.3 9.8 b 9.37 10.8 11.8 12.28 1.8 1.18 1.34 2.8 3.28 ... 4.23 4.39 5.23
7.12 7.43 8.7 9.12 b 9.40 10.12 11.12 12.32 1.12 1.22  1-39 2.12 3.32  ...  4.27 4.43 5'27
7'16 7.47 8.11 9.16 b 9.44 10.16 11.16 12.36 1.16 1.26 1.43 2'16 3.36  ...  4.31 4.48 51 1
7.60 d 9.47 11.19 d 12.38 - 1.46 d 3.39 4.51 d 51 4
7.53 ... ... a 9,49  ...  11.22 a 12.40 ... ... 1.49  ...  a 3.42  ... ...  4'54 a 6.37
Daily. Daily.
7.56 9'51 ... 11.25 12.43 ... .., 1.52 3.45 .., 4'57 5'40
8.0 ... ... 9.54 ... 11'28 12'46 ... ... 156 ... 3.48 .., 5.1 5'44
8.4 .. 9.58 11'32 12.50  ...  2.0 3.52  ... ... 5.5 5'48
a 10.6 ... - a 12.68 ... ... ... a 3'59  ... .. a 6'56
10.13 ... ... 1'5 ... ... ... ... 4.6 ... ... ...  6.4.
... ... 10.20 ... ... 1.13 ... ... ... ... 4.13 ... ... ... 6.11
10.26 ... ... 1.19 4'20 ... ... ... 8119
... ... ... 10.32 ... ... 1.26 ... ... ... ... 4.27 ... ... ... 6126
... ... ... 10.36 ... ... 1.31 ... ... ... ... 4.31 ... ... ... 6.30
10.42 ... ... 1'38 ... ...  ...  4'38 ... ... 6.96
... ... .., 10'46 ... ... 1'43 ... ... ... ... 4.42 ... ... ... 6140 C3
... ... a 10.50 .. . ...  a 1.47  ... ... ... ...  a 4.47  ... ... ...  a 6'44
... ... 10.55 ... ... 1'53 ... ... ... ... 4.53 5.5 ... 6'60
Mail.
Daily
except
Saturday.
Da ily. Da ily. Daily. Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
6.0 6.30 7'0 7.55 9.30 10.35 11.15
6.4 6'34  ...  7'59 9.34 10.39 111 9
6.8 6.38 ...  8.3 9.38 10.43 11.23
6.12 6'42 ... 8.7 9.42 10.47 11.27
6.16 6.46 ... 8.11 9.46 10.61 11.31
6'19 8.49 ... d 8.14 9'49  ...  11'34
6.22 6.52 ... a 8.17 9.52 ... ...
6.25 6.56 8.21 9155 10.58 11.38
6'29 6'59 7'18 8.24 9.59 11.1 11.42
6'33 7.3  ...  8.28 10.3 11.5 11.46
8'41 ... 114 8 ...
8.48 ...  11'24 ...
... ... 8'55 ... 11.31 ...
... ... 9.2 ... 11.37 ...
... ...
.0 9.7 ... 11'41 ...
9.14 ... 11.47
$ 9.18 ... 11.51 ...
a 922
8 0 9.27 12.0 ...
I I
11
The 10.35 p.m .  Train w il l stop at Graceville ,  Chelmer ,  Darra ,  and Limestone on Saturdays.
SUBURBAN  AND LOCAL  TRAINS-continued.
DOWN TRAINS-IPSWICH AND BRISBANE (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Stations.
Mail.
Daily
except Daily.
Monday.
am.
IPSWICII ... ... ... ... depart 5.15
Limestone ... ..,
Booval
Bundamba ... ...
Diumore ... ,,,
Riverview ,,, .•.
Redbank .., •..
Goodna ...
Wolston .., ...
Darra ...
OXLEY
South Brisbane Junction
Sherwood .., ...
Graceville .., ..,
Chelmer ..,
INDOOIIOOPILLY ..,
Taringa ... ..,
TOOWONG .., ..,
Milton ... ...
5.58
BRISBANE ... ... ... ...  arrive 6.15
a.m.
Daily. Daily.
a.m. a.m.
6.44 •„ •••
6148 ... ...
6'52 ... ...
6155 .., ...
6'57 .,
7.1 7'22 8. 17
7'5 7'26  8' 21
7.9 7'30 8'25
7.13 7'34 8129
7'20 7.40 8.35
Stations. Daily. Daily.
IPSWICII ... ... ...
p.m.
...  depart  ..,
p.m
...
Limestone ... ...
Booval  ...
...
...
.. ... ...
... ...
...
..,
Bundamba  ... ... .. ... ... ...
Dinmore  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Riverview  ... .., .,. ... ...
Redbank  ... •„ ... ... ... ...
Goodna ,..
Holston  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Darra  ... ... ... .,, ... ... ...
OX LEY ... ... .., ... ,,, 6.55
South  Brisbane  Junction 6'59
Sherwood ... ... ... .. ... .. 7'3
Graceville ... ... ... ... ... ... 7.6
Chelmer  ... ... ... 7.8
INDOOROOPILLY ... ... .., 5.57 7.12
Taringa  ... ... ... 6.1 7'16
TOOWONG ... ... ... ... ... 6.5 7.20
Hilton  ... ... ...  6.9 7'24
BRISBANE  ... ... ... ...  arrive 6 .15 7'30
Daily. Daily.
p.m .  p.m.
6'15 ...
a 6.19 ...
6"23 ...
6.27 ...
6.34 ...
.6'38 ...
6'45 ...
6'.42
6.59 ...
a 7.5 ..,
7'12 7'30
7.16 7.34
7'19 7.38
e  7.41
a 7'43
a 7'47
e  7'51
7'32 7155
e  7'59
7' 40 8'5
Daily. Daily.
L,B.
Daily.
A.M.  a.m. a.m.
7.35 ...
a 7'39
7.43 ...
7'47 ..•
7'54 ...
7.58
8.5
812
8'18
a 8'241 ..,
8'10 8.30
8.14 8.34 ...
8.17 8.37 ...
8.20  e ..,
8'22 e
8.26  e ...
8.30 e831  e 8 55
8'39  e 8.59
8.45 8.55 9 5
Mail.
Daily.
T.P.O.
Daily. Daily.
p.m . p.m. p.m.
9.23 .,, 9.45
... ,.. a 9.49
9.53
...  9.59
... 10.6
... 10.10
10.17
" ... 10.24
... 10.30
10'10 10.42
10.4 10'15 10.46
... 10.19 10'49
... 10.22 •.•
... 10'25
... 10.29 10.55
... 10.33 10.57
... 10.37 111
10.41 11'7
10.23 10.46 11'12
(a) Train stops  by signal to  take on passengers ,  and will  set them down when  required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b Up Train  leaving Brisbane at 5.40 a.m, will stop at stations between Brisbane  and Oxley by  signal  to take on  passen-
gers  for stations beyond Oxley. The 9. 30 a.m .  train  will stop at stations between Brisbane and Indooroopilly to take
on passengers  for stations beyond Indooroopilly.
(d) Train  stops to pick  up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard .  No persons ex ce pt intending passengers  should  go on these platforms
Daily.
Toow'mba
Daily. Daily. Pas.
Daily.
Daily. Daily. Daily.  Daily. Saturdays  Daily . Daily. Da ily.
only.
L.B.
a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
.,, 9'50 11'15 ... 12.30 ... ...  2'15 ,., ,,,
a 9.51 ... ... ... a 12.34  ... ...  a 2.19 ,., .,,
9.58 ... 12.38 ... ... 2'23 ,,, ..,
,,, ... 10.2 11.25 ... ... 12.42 ... ... 2'28 ,,,
10.9 ... ... ... 12.49 ... ... 2'35 ,,, ,,.
10.13 ... ,,, ... 12.53 ... ... 2'39 ,,,
1020 ... .., 1.0 ... ... 2'46 ,,,
10.27 11.41 ... ... 1.7 ... ... 2.63 ,,,
... 10'35 ... 1'14 ... ... 3.0 ,,,
,.. a 10.41 ... ... ... a 1.21 .., ... a 3.7
... 10.48 11.55 12'2 ... 1.29 ,.• 2.23 3.14 54 0
10.52 12'6 133 2'27 3'18 614
10.55 .., 12.10 11 7 ... 2.30 3.21 ...  5.18
a 10.57 ... 12.13 ... a 1.39 ... 2.33 a 3.23 5.21
d 10.59 ... 12.15 d 1.41 2'35 d 3.26 5'23
9.22 10.22 11.2 ... 1219 13 15  1'44 2.26 2.39 3'28 4.40 5.27
9.26 10'26 11.6 ... 12.23 1.39 1.48 2'30 2.43 3.32 4.44 6.31
9.30 10.30 11.10 ... 12.27 1.43 1'62 2.34 2.47 3.36 4.48 5'35
9.34 10.34 11.14 12.31 1.47 1.56 2.38 2.51 3'40 4'52 5.39
9.40 10.40 11-20 12.15 12.37 1.53 21 2'44 2'56 3'46 4.58 5146
(e) Train stops to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
(T.P.O.) Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
IL B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard 's Vans of these Trains.
+++ Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop. At stations or stopping places where  a letter  1s shown
before the time, this indicates the approximate departure time  fr om such station or stopping place.  Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to  ensure  Train being stopped by signal.
Brisbane ,  23rd  April,  1888. F. CURNOW , Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICH.
O N and after  SUNDAY, 6th May,  1888, the following Time Table will come into operation until
further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
BRISBANE ... ... dep.
Milton ... ... ...
Toowong ... ...
Taringa ... ...
Inclooroopilly ... ...
Chelmer ... ...
Graceville ...
Sherwood ...
South Brisbane Junction
arr.OXLEY ... ... ldP.
Darra ... ..
Wolston ... ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ... ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ... ...
IPswicn ... ... arr.
South'n
Mail.
A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
9.0 9.20 12.55 3'0 3.45
9.4 9.24 12.59 3.4 3.49
9.8 9.28 1 1  3.8 3.53
9.12 9.32 1.7 3.12 3.57
9.16 9.36 1.11 3.16 4.1
9.19 9.39 1.14 3'19 4.4
9.22 9.42 1.17 3.22 4.7
9.25 9.45 1.20 3.25 4.10
9.29 9.49 1'24 3.29 4.14
.. 9.53 1.28 4.18
9.33 3.33 -
9.41 ... ... 3.41 ...
9.48 ... ... 3.48 ...
9.55 ... ... 3.55 ...
10.2 ... ... 4.2 ...
10.9 ... ... 4.9 ...
10.13 ... ... 4113 ...
10.20 ... ... 4.20 ...
10.25 ... ... 4.25
A. 10.29 ... ... A 4.29 ...
10.35 ... ... 4.35 ...
P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M. P.M.
5.20 5 .30 6.25 7.0 7'20 8.20 9.20
5.24 5.34 6.29 ... 7.24 8.24 9.24
5.28 5.38 6.33 ... 7.28 8. 28 9.29
5.32 5 .42 6.37 ... 7.32 8 .32 9.33
5.36 5.46 6.41 ... 7.36 8.36 9.37
9.405.39 ...
5.42 ... ... ( ... ... ... 9'43
5.45 ... ... 1 ... ... ... 9.46
5.49 ... ... 7.18 ... ... 9150
... ... 19'54
5.52 ... ... ... ...
6.0 ... ... ... ...
6.7 ... ... ... ...
6.13 ... ... ... ...
6.19 ... ... ... ...
6.25 ... ... ... ... ...
6.29 ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.35 ... ... ... ... .. ..
6.40 ... ... ... ... ... ...
A 6.44 ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.50 ... ... 8.0 ... ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. South'nMail.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
IPswtca  ... ... dep. 5.15 7'20
.
... 12.50 ... ... ... 510
.5
... ... ... ...
Limestone ... ... ... ... 25A 7 ... A 12.55 ... ... ... A 5 ... ... ... ...
Booval ... ... ... ... 7'29 ... 12.59 ... ... ... 5.9 ... ... ...
Bundamba  ... ... ... ... 7.33 ... 1.3 ... ... ... 5.13 ... ... ... ...
Dinmore ... ... ... ... 7.40 ... 1.10 ... ... ... 5.20 ... ... ... ...
Riverview  ... ... ... ... 7'44 ... 1.14 ... ... ... 6.24 ... ... ... ...
Redbank ... ... ... 7.51 ... 1.21 ... ... ... 5.31 ... ... ... ...
Goodna ... ... ... ... 7'58 ... 1.28 ... ... ... 5.38 ... ...
Wolston ... ... ... ... 8.5 ... 1.35 ... ... ... 5.45
.
... ... ... ...
Darra  ... ... ... ... 8.13 ... 1.42 ... ... ... 5 52 ... ... ... ...
OXLEY ... Sep: ::: 8.20 10. i-.49 2.15 4.30 6.0. ... ... ... 10--0-
South Brisbane Junction ... 5.56 8.24 10 .7 1.53 2.19 4.34
...
... 6.4 ... ... ... 10.4
Sherwood ... ... ... ... 8.28 10.11 1.57 2.23 4.38 ... 6.8 ... ... 10.7
Gracevi ll e ... ... ... ... 8.31 10.14 2.0 2.26 4.41 ... 6.11 ... ... ... 10.10
Chelmer . ... ... 8.33 10.16 2.2 2.28 4.43 ... 6.13 10.13
Indooroopilly 8.37 10 .20 2.6 2.32 4.47 5.52 6.17 6.50 7'45 8.45 10.17
Taringa 8.41
.
10.24
.
2'10
.
2.36
.
4.51
.
5.56
.
6.21
5.
6.54
6.58
7.49
7'53
8.49
8.53
10.21
10.25Toowong ... ... ...
Milton ... ... ...
...
...
458
8.49
10
10
28
.34
2 14
2.18
2 40
2.44
4 55
4.59
06
6.4
26
6.29 7.3 7.57 8.57 10.29
BRISBANE  ... ...  arr. 6 .15 8'55 10 .40 2.25 2.50 5.5 6.10 6.35 7'10 8'3 9.3 10.35
(A) Train stops by signal to pick  up passengers , and will set them down when required.  Passengers  wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
NOTE.-Season Tickets are not  available by these trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may be purchased  at all  Stations and Gates on Saturday, available for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 23rd April,  1888. Commissioner  for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
oN and after  TUESDAY, 1st  May, 1888, the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Stations.
A.M. a.m .  a.m. p.m .  P.M. p.m.  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
2ANDGATE  depart  8.0 ... 9.55 1.15 ... 3.20 4.15 5.40 ... 6.16  8.20 ...
Deagon  ... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ... a a a  ...  a a ,.
Cabbage -tree  ... ... ... ...  It  ... a a ... a a a ... a a •.. •..
Nudgee ... ... ... ... ...  8-121 ... 10.7 1.27  ,•• I 3.32 4.27 6.62 ... 6.26 831
Toombul... ... ... ..  a a a ... a a a .. a a
Nundah  ... ... ... ...  arrive 8.20 ... 10.15 1.36  ...  3.40 4.35 6.2  ...  6.35 8.40 ... ...
EACECOUa9E ..• depart ... 10.0 ... 2•25 ... 8.10 ... ..  9.50
Rewire,  ... ... ... a a ... ... ... a a
ClaySeld ... ... ... ... ...
Junction ... ... ... depart  8.26 10.9 10.21 1.41 2.34 3.45 4.40 6.7 6.20 6.40 8.45 10.0
Thorroldtown ... ... ... ... d d d d d d d d d d d d
Lutwyche ... ... ... ... 830 1014 10.26 1.45 2 38 3.49 4.44 6.11 8.24 6.44 8.49 104 •,.
Albion ... ... ... ... ... 8.33 1017 10.29 1'48 2.41 3.52 4.47  6.15 6.27 6.47 8.62 10.7 .,•
Mayne ... ... .. ... ... 81 8 10.21 1032 1.51 2.45 3.66 4.50 6.18 6.30 6.50 8 55 10.10 .•.
Bowen Hills  ... ... ... ...  a a a a a a a a a a a a ..,
Exhibition ... ... ... ... 8.41 10.26 10.37 1.56 2.50 4.0 4•56  6.23  6.36 6.56 9.1 10.16 ...
h"rmanby ... ... ... ... 8.45 1030 10.41 2.0 2.54 4.4  5.0 6.28  6.40 7.0 9.5 10.20 ..,
R•rBANY... ... ...  ... arrive  8.50 10.36 10.46 2.5 2.581 4'9 5.5 6.33 6.46 7'5  9.10 10.25 ...
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles. Stations.
a.m.
BRISBANE  •.. ... ...depart 90
1 Normanby ... ... ... ... 9.4
2 Exhibition ... ... ... ... 9•6
2  Bowen Hills  ... ... ... ...  a
3 Mayne ... ... ... ... ... 9.13
4 Albion ... ... ... ... ...  9.16
4 Lutwyche ... ... ... ... 9.20
5 Thorroldtown ... ... ... .  d
5 Junction... ... ... ... arrive ...
6
7
9
11
12
13
a.m• a.m.
9.20 11'15
9.24 11.19
9.28 11.23
a a
9.33 11.28
9.37 11.31
9.41 1135
d d
9.46 ...
p.m. p.m.
1.0 1.10
1.4 114
19 118
a a
1.15 1.23
1.19 1.27
1.23 1.31
d d
... 1.36
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
2.30 4.25 6.17 5.30 7.20 9.10 9.25
2.34 4'29 5.21 5'34 7.24 9.14 9.29
2.38 433 5.25 6.38 7.28 9.18 8.33
a a a a a a a
2'43 4.39 5.30 5.43 7.33 9.23 9.38
2.48 4.43 5.33 6.46 7.36 9.26 9.41
2'60 4.47 5.36 5.50 7.40 9.30 9.45
d d d d d d d
... ... ... 5.55 ... 9.35 ...
Hendry  ...  a
...
a  ..  a  ..  a
ClaySeld
•..
...
... . .. ...  a ... a ... ... . a .
a
RACECOURSE . arrive 9.63 1.46 6.6 9.43 ... ...'+
Junction .. depart 9.24 ... 11.40 1.28  ...  2.55 4.63 5.40 .., 7.45 9 4 0
Nundah ... ... ... ... ... 9.28 ... 11.46 1.35 ... 3'0 4.68  5 '44 ... 7.60 ... 9.66 ••• ••• •••
Toombul... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ... a a a ... a ... a .• ... ... ... .
Nudgee  ... ... ... ... ...  9.36 ... 11.53 1.43  ...  3.8 5.6 6.52 ... 7.58 ... 10.3 ... I ... .. ...
Cabbage-tree  ... ... ... ...  a ... a a I ... a a a ... a ... a
Deagon  ... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ! ... a a a  ... a  s ... I ...
$AxweATE ... ... ... arrive 9.48 ... 12.5 1.65 ... 3.20 5.18 6.4 ... 8.10 ... 10.15 ... ...
(a) Train stops by si enal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required . Passengers  wishing to alight should give due notice to guard.
(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.
NOTE.- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on Saturday ,  available for Sunday only.
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
fr' Mixed Mixed
Stations .  Mixed Pas . Pas. Mixed  Expr 's Mixed Mixed Mixed Sat. Pas .  Mixed Mixed Mixed Sat. Mixed Pas. Pas .  Mixed Pas. Pas.
only. i only.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m. a.m.
SANOGATa  de 6.35  ... 8.10 9.0 .., 11.0
Deagon... ...  a ... a ci ...  ...  a11Cabbage -tree  ...  a ,.• a c oa a
Nudgee  ••. 6.46 ... 8.22 x u ... ... 11.11
Toombul  ... a a a
Nundah ar. 6155 ... 8.30 8.35 917 ... 11.19
R .cr couasz de.
Ilendra... ...Clayfleld ...
8.7
a
a
10.10 ... •
a
p.m. p.m .  p.m. ! p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m . p.m. p.m •  p.m.  P.m. p.m. P.m.
•.. 1.20 3.15 4120 51 8 6.35  .•. 7'35 10.10 11.10
NmA a  a m a a a
a a a
00° 1.,
132 ... 327 xQ  432 ... 5.39 6'46  ... 747 1022 11.22
a a a a a ... a a a
... 12.35 1.40 ... 3.35 4.25 4.40  ...  5.47 6.64 ... 7'55  1030 11.30
12.15 ...
a
2.10 ... ... ... 4.50 ... 7.0
a ... ... •.• a a
J unction de. 7.0 8.15 ... 8.40 ... 10.20 11.241 12.23 12.40 1.44 2.20 3.40 4.30  4.45 6.0 5.52 8.59 7.8 8.0 10.35 11.35 ...
Thorroldtown... d d ... d ... d  d d d d d d d d d d d d d d d ...
Lutwyche ... 7.4 8.19 ... 8.45 ... 1025 11-29,  12 .27 12.45 1.48 2.24 3.41  4.35 4.50 5.4 5.57 7.3 7'12 8.4 10.39 11.39 ...
Al 4 ion ... ... 7.7 8.22 8.37 8.48 9 24  10.28  11-32,  12.30 12.49 1.51 2.27 3.47  4.39 4.54 5.7  6.0 7.6 7'15 8.7 10.42 11.42 ...
Mayne ... ... 7.101 8.26 ... 8,52  ... 1031 11.38 12.34 12.52 155 2.31 3.51 4.44 4.58 5.10 6.4 7.10 7'19 8.11 10.46 11.46
Bowen Hills ...  a a a ... a a I a a a a a a a a a a a a a a ...
Exhibition  7,15'  8.31 8.44 8.57 .. 10.33 1141 12.39 12.57 2.0 2.36 3.56 4.50 5.3 5.16 6.9 7.15 7.24 8.16 10.51 11.51 ...
Normanby 7.181 8-35 911 10.40 11.45  12.43 1.1 2.4  2.40 4.0 4.54  5.7 6'20 6.13 7.19 7.28 8.20 10.56 11.65 .•.
BRISBANE  ar. 7.23 8.40 8.51 9.6  9.37 10.46 11.50 12.48 1.6 2.9 2.45 4.6 6.0 5.12 5.25 6.18 7.24 714 8.26 11.0 12.0 ..•
•s Passengers for Eagle  Junction, Thorroldtown, Lutwyche, Mayne,  Bowen Hills,  and Normanby  change  at Nundah,
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
4i I Mixed Mixed •.•
m Stations . Mixed Mixed  Mixed Mixed MixedlMixed  Mixed Pas.  Sat. Sat .  Mixed  Mixed Pas.  Pas. Mixed  Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed  Mixed Mixed
only. only.
a.m.
BRISBANE depart 6.45
1 Vormarby ... 6.48
2 Exhibition •.. 6 53
2 Bowen Hills ... a
3 Mayne  ... ...  6.58
4 Albion ... ... 7.1
4 Lutwyche ••, 7.5
5 Thorroldtown d
5 Junction arrive 7.10
a.m. a.m .  a.m.  A.M. a.m. p.m .  P.M. P.M,
7.30 9.10 9.40 10.0 11.22 12.20 1.10 1'25
7.33  9141  9.41 10.3 11.26 12.24 1.14 1.29
7.37 9.18 9.48 10.7 1130 12.28 1.19 1.33
a a a a a a I a a
7.42 9.24 I 9.53 10.13 11.34 12331 1.23 1.38
7'46 9 27 , 9.47 10.16 11.38 12.36 1.26 1.41
7.49 9.30 10.1 10.19  11-42  12.401 1.31 1.44
d d I d d d d d d
7'63 9'33 , 10.6 1023 11.46 ... 1.35 1.49
b ClaySeld ... ...  a a
6 Hendra  ... . ...  a a
6 RscxcoORSE SII. 6.0 9.45
Junction depart ...
6 Nundah ••• 7.15
7 Toombul  ... a ..•
9 Nudgee ...  7.23
11 Cabbage-tree ,.. P.  .••
12 Deagon ... ...  a
13 3ANDGATE  arrive 7'35 ... ...
10.11 10.28
a
10.35
0 0' a
/.U E, a10-471
12.45 .•. .
12.50 ... 1'54
a •..
12.58
p.m. p.m.
1.35 2.15
1.39 2.19
1.43 2.23
a a
1.48 2.28
1.51 2'32
1.53 2'36
d d
1.58 2.40
1.59 2.40
2.4 2.44
a a
2.11 2.62
a a
a a
2'23 , 3.4
p.m. p.m.
4.5 4.31
4.9 4.34
4.13 4.38
a a ...
4.18 4.43 5.38  (3.3 6.48  8.3 9.28 10.28 11.28
4.22 4.47 6.42 6.6 6.52 8.7 9.31 10.31 1131
4.26 4.50 6.46 6.10 6.56 8.11 9.34 10.34 11.34
d d d d d d It d d
4.30 4.55 5.52  ... 6.15 7.0 8.15 9.38 1038 11.38
4.40 ... ..• ... 6.26 ... ... ... .•.
•. 4.65 6.52 11'8
6.0 5.57  6.5 ... 7.4 8.10 9'42 10.42 11.42
a a a a a a a
5'8 ci 6113 7.12  8'27 9'50 10.50 11.60
a c c a ... a a a a a
a 4QH a a a a a a
.., 5.20 6.25 ... 7.24  8.39' 10.2 11.2 12.2
*„s Passengers for Toombul, Nudgee,  Cabbage -tree, Deagon, and Sandgate change  at Nundah.
(a) Ti ain slops  oy  signal  to take on paesenrrers ,  and will set  them  down  wnen required .  Passengers  wishing to alight  should give  due notice  to Guard.
, . d) Trains stop to pick  up passengers ,  on drivers  observing  passengers waiting on platforms.
No•t e .- On Saturdays  only the Train timed to leave Racecourse at 12.5 p.m. will make  a trip to Nundah,  and reach Brisbane  at 12.53 p,as.
F. CURNOW,Brisbane. 23rd April, 1888 . Commissioner for Railways.
a •., a
a ••, a
11.55  ...  1.41
p.m. p.m.
5.25 5.45
5.29 ...
533 5.51
P.M. P.M. P.M.p.m .  P.M. P.M.
5.50 6.35 7'50 9.15 10.15 11.15
654 6'39 7'54 9.19 10.19 11.19
5'58 6'43 7'58 9.23  10,23 11.23
a a a a a aa
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE -SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
ON and after  TUESDAY,  1st  May, 1888, the following Time Table will  come into operation until further  notice:-
Stations.
.., STANLEY STREET ...
1 Wooloongabba ...
. Albert ... ..,
3 Fairfield ... ...
3 Yeronga ..,
4 South Coast Junction
5 Tennyson ... ...
6 1 SOUTH BRISBANE JUNG.
UP TRAINS.
I
Mixed.  Mixed. South Coast Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.Mixed. I
a.m. a.m. a .m. a.m. p .m. P.m. p.m.
dep. 5.25 910 9.15 12.10 1'45 3'15
5.29 7'20 9'4 9.19 12.14 1.49 3.19
A 5'35 A 7.26 B 9'10 A 9.26 A 12'21 A 1.55 A 3'25
A 5'39 A 7.30 B 9'141 A 9.30 A 12'25 A 159 A 3.29
A 5-43 A 7.34 B 9'18' A 9'33 A 12.28 A 2'2 A 3'32
... 5.47 7'38 9'22 9'37 12.32 2.6 3.38
arr.  5-55 748 ... 9.47 12'42 2.15 3'48
DOWN TRAINS.
SOUTH  BRISBANE JUNCTION
Tennyson ... ...
South Coast Junction ... ...
Yeronga ... ... ...
Fairfield ... ...
Albert ...
Wooloongabba , . ...
STANLEY STREET ... ...
Stations. Mixed. South CoastMixed. Mixed. Mixed.
Mixed.
South Coast.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
.. depart 6.15 ... 8.15  11* 5 p.m.
D  ...  D D .
... ... 6.25 8 '8 8.23  11.13 12.52
... ... A 6.30 A 8.12 A 8' 27 A 11.18 A 12'55
... ... A 6'35 A 8.15 A 8.30 A 11'20 A 12.59
... ., A 6.39 A 8'19 A 8-34 A 11'24 A 1.3
... 6'45 8.25 18.41 11'30 1'9
... arrive 8.30 8.45 11'35 1.14
South Coast South Coast South Coast. South Coast Mixed. Special.  Special.  Special.Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
4'35 5.25 5.40 6.25
P.M. p.m.  P.M.  p.m.
4.39 5.29 5'44 6'29 ...
A 4'45  A 5.35  A 5'50  A 6'35 ..,
A 4.49  A 5.39 A 5 '54 A 6'39 ...
A 4'53 A 5.43 A  5-58  A 6'42
457 5' 47 6.2 6.46 7'5
... ... ... ... 715
Mixed.  Mixed. Scuth  CoastMixed Mixed..
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
1'0 2.30 4.45
D D D
1.10 2 '38 3'38 5'8
A 1.13 A 2'42 A 3'42 A 5'11
A 1'17 A 2'45 A 3'45 A 5'15
A 1'21 A 2'49 A 3-49 A 5.19
1.26 2'55 3.55 5.29
1'30 3.0 4'0 5'35
South Coast
Mixed.
8'0 9.30 11.5
A 8'6 A 9.36 A 11.11
A 8'10 A 9'40 A 11'15
A 8'13 A 9'43 A 11.18
8'17 9'47 11'22
D D D
8.25 956 11'31
Mixed. Special. Special.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... 7'25 8.40 10.10
D D D
7'0 7.33 8.48 10'18
A 7'4 A 7'36 A 8.52 A 10'22
A 7'8 A 7'40 A 8.56 A 10.26
A 7.12 A 7'44 A 9.0 A 10.30
7'18 7'50 9'6 10'36
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) Train stops to pick up  passengers for stations  beyond Junction.
(v) Train stops to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go
n those platforms.
NOTE.-Season Tickets  are not  available by Trains marked "Special" Passengers by these Trains from Albert, Fairfield, Yeronga, and Tennyson will be booked and tickets collected by the Guard.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 23rd April, 1888. Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
OPENING OF BEAUDESERT EXTENSION (LOGAN BRANCH)-SOUTH COAST LINE.
0
N and  after  WEDNESDAY, 16th May, 1888, Trains will  run as follows :-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
STANLEY STREET dep.
1 Wooloongabba ...
2 Albert ... ...
3 Fairfield ... ...
3 Yeronga ... ...
4 South Coast Junction...
5 Moorooka ... ...
5 Rocklea... ... ...
6 Salisbury .. ...
Babbidge's Siding ...
8 Cooper' s Plains
9 Sunnybank arr.dep.
11 Runcorn ... ...
12 Bone Mill Siding ...
S ring Creek ... ...
17 Kingston
18 Loganlea ..
20 Bethania Junction dep.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
9.0 10.50 2.20
9.4 *10.55 2.25
B 9.10 A 11.1 A 2.31
B 9.14 A 11.5 A 2.35
B 9.18 A 11.9 A 2.38
9.22 *11.13 *2.42
A 9.26 A 11.17 A 2.46
9.29 11.21 2.49
A 9.33  A 11.26 A 2.53
A 9.40 A 11.36 A  3 0
*9.45 11.42 A 3.6
*3.10
A 9.54 ... A 3.18
A 10.0 ... A 3.25
A 10.15 ... A 3.40
10.24 ... 3.50
10.33 ... 3.59
22 Waterford ... ... ... ... 4.7
26 Buccan ... ... ... ... ... D 4.19
27 Logan Village ... ... ... ... 4.25
... Jimboomba ... ... ... ... A 4.55
... Cedargrove ... ... ... ... A 5.9
... Woodhill ... ,.. ... ... A 5.25
... Veresdale ... ... ... ... A 5.31
... Bromelton ... ... ... ... A 5.42
... BEAUDESERT  ... arr. .. ... 5.55
21 Hawthorne ... ... D 10.36
22 Holmview ... ... A 10.40
24 BEENLEIas ... arr. 10.45
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.  Mixed.
a.m.
BEENLEIG 11 ... ... depart 6.45
Holmview ... A 6.50
Hawthorne ... ... ... D 6.53
Beaudesert
B romelton
Veresdale
WoodhillCedargrove
Jimboomba
Logan Village
Buccan ...
Waterford
Bethania Junction arrive
Loganlea ... ... ..
Kingston ... ... ...
Spring Creek ... ... ...
Bone Mill Siding ... ...
Runcorn ... ... ... ...
Snnnybank ... ..,  arr.
Cooper' s Plains  ... ... ...
Babbidge's Siding ... ...
Salisbury ... ... ... ...
Rocklea ,,, arrivedepart
Moorooka ... ... ...
South Coast Junction ... ...
... depart
Yeronga ...
Fairfield ...
Albert
Wooloongabba ... ... .
STANLEY S TREET  ...  arrive
a.m. a.m.
7.0 ...
A 7.13 ...
A 7.24 ...
A 7.30 ...
A 7.46 ...
A 8.0 ...
8.30 ...
D 8.36 ...
8.48 ...
Mixed . Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. 5P M25. *6 p.25.m4.3 .5
4.39 *5.29 6.29 ...
A 4.45 A 5.35 A 6.35
A 4.49 A 5.39 A 6.39 ..,
A 4.53 A 5.43 A 6.42 ..,
*4.57 5.47 6.46 ...
A 5.1 A 5.50 A ...
5.4 5.53 *6.51
A 5.8 A 5.57---
A  515  A • 6.4
5.20 6.9
A 529
A 535
A 5.50 ...
5.59 ...
6.8 ...
D 6.11,
6.15
6.20
p.m. p.m.
2.10 ...
A 2.15 ...
D 2.18 ...
6.57 8.56 ... 2.22 ...
7.6 9.5 ... 2.31
A 7.15 A 9.15 ... A 2.40
A 7.30 A 9.30 ... A 2.55 ...
A 7.37 A 9.37 ... A 3.2 ...
7.45 *9.45 12.0 *3.10 6.26
A 7.50 A 9.50 A 12.6 A 3.18 A 6.35
... ... ... ... ...
A 7.57 A 9.57 A 12.17! A 3.27 A 6.43
8.1 10.1 12.22 3.31 *6.52
*6.55
A 8.4 A 10.4 A 12.26 A 3.35 A 6.57
8.8 1018 *12.32 *3.38 *7.0
A 8.12 A 10.12 A 12.35 A 3.42 A 7.4
A 8.15 A 10.15 A 12.39 A 3.45 A 7.8
A 8.19 A 10.19 A 12.43 A 3.49 A 7.12
8.25 10.25 12.49 *3.55 7.18
8.30 10.30 12.54 4.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and wi ll  set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard.
(B) Train stops to pick up passengers for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
The times shown thus (A 9.26) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-FASSIFERN BRANCH.
0 N and after  TUESDAY, 1st  May, 1888, the following Time  Table  willcome into operation,and remain in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Brisbane.
stations.
t Goods. I
Tuesday t Goods.  Mixed.
and Fri.
24 Ipswics dep.
25 Little Ipswich ...
26 Churchill ... ...
29 Yahmahato ... ...
30 Hampstead Siding ...
32 Purga ... ...
34 Goolman ... ...
35 Hillside ... ...
36 Rockton
37 Peak Crossing ...
38 Flinders ... ...
40 Churchbank ... ...
42 Harrisville .. arr.
45 Wilson's Plains ...
46 Radford
48 Munbilla ... ...
51 Blantyre
54 Teviotville ... ...
56 Hoya ... ,..
59 Boonah ... ...
59 Dua NDAS ...  arr.
a.m.  A.M.  p.m.10.0  11.30 5.30
... 11.37 6.36
B D 11.42 D 5.41
B D 11.53 D 5.51
B D 12.2 D 5.58
B 10.35 A 12.14 A 6.8
B D 12.24 D 6.16
B D 12.29 D 6.20
B D 12.35 D 6.25
B 10,55 1243 6.30
B A 12.49 A 6.35
B D 12.59 D 6.43
11.25 1.15 7.0
A 11.50...--- A 7.15
D
I
... D
A 12.10 ... A 7.30
A 12.25 ... A 7.46
A12.40 ... A 8.2
A 12.55 ... A 8.15
D 1.5 ... D 8.25
1 15 ... 8.30
stations.
DUGANDAN ... dep.
Boonah ... ...
Hoya ... ...
Teviotville ... ...
Blantyre ... ...
Munbilla ... ...
Radford
Wilson's Plaint ...
Harrisville ... dep.
Churchbank .., ...
Flinders
Peak Crossing
Rockton
Hillside
Goolman
Purga ...
Hampstead Siding ...
Yahmahato ... ...
Churchill
Little Ipswich ...
IPSWICH ...  arr.
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) The 10 a.m. train from Ipswich will stop to pick up traffic for stations beyond Harrisville only.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
(B) Trains stops to set down passengers who should give due notice to the Guard.
(t) Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane, 23rd April, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
ON  and after TUESDAY, 1st May, 1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,
until further notice:-
m
m
10101
102
103
105
106
106
108
109
110
111
112
112
113
117
120
122
125
127
131
135
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Toowoo'BA depart
Whichello's Siding ...
Cranley ... ...
Wetalla ... ...
Pengarry Junction ...
Birnam ... ...
Cawdor ...
109  in.  28 ch. Gate ...
110 m. 17 ch. Gate ...
Dunsinane ... ...
Meringandan ... ...
111  in.  75 ch. Gate ...
Klienton ... ...
Cabarlah ... ...
Geham ... ...
Mount Pleasant ...
Taylor ... ... ...
Hampton ... ...
Peechy  ... ...CRow's NEST arrive
Mixed.
p.m.
3.0
D
A 3.8
A 3.17
A 3.20
3.25
3.35
A
A
3.52
4.0
A
A
4.35
4.50
A
5.15
5'25
5.50
6.15
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed . t  Goods .  Tuesday
and Fri.
A.M.  p.m.  P.M.
6.0 ... 2.0
D 6.5 ... D 2.5
A 6.14 ... A 2.20
A 6'25 ... A 2.35
A 6'41 ... A 2.55
A 6'57 ... A 3.16
D ... D
A 7'12 A 3.35
7'25 3.0 4.0
D 7'40 D 3.16 D 4'15
A 7'50 A 3.26 A 4.25
7.65 3.32 4.30
D8.0 D3.40 B 4.34
D 8.5 D 3.46 B 4.38
D 8.10 D 3.54 s 4.42
A 8.18 A 4.4 B 4.50
D 8 27 D 4.16 B 4.58
D 8.82 D 4.22 B 5.4
D 8.92 D 4.34 B 5.14
8.49 4.39 5.19
8.55 4.45 5.25
Mixed.
a.m.
Caow's NEST depart 7.0
7.25Peech y ...
Hampton ... ... 7'50
Taylor ... ...  8.0
Mount  Pleasant ... A
Geham ... ...  8.25
Cabarlah ... ...  8'40
Klienton  ...  ... A
111 in. 75 ch. Gate ... A
Meringandan  ... ... 9.15
Dunsinane  ...  9'23
110  in.  17 eh. Gate ... A
109 m. 28 ch. Gate ... A
Cawdor ... ... 9'40 ...  ...
B irn am ... ... ... 9150 ... ...
Pengarry Junction ... A 9.55 ... ...
Wetalla ... ... A 9'57
Cranley ... ... A 10.5 ... ...
Whichello' s Siding ... D
ToowooMBA arrive 10.15
(A) Train  stops  by signal to take on  passengers , and will set them down when required.  Passengers  wishing
to alight should  give  due notice to Guard.
(D) Trains stop to pick up  passengers , on Drivers  observing passengers waiting on  platforms.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go  on these
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane,  23rd  April,  1888.  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-NORTH COAST LINE.
ON  and after  TUESDAY,  1st May,  1888, the following Time Table will come into operation, andremain in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles. Stations.
Daily .
Mixed.
Saturdays
only.
Daily.
Mixed.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
... BRISBANE ... ... depart 9.40 1.25 5. 25 ... ... ... ... ...
1 Normanby  ... ... ... 9'44 1'29 5.29 ... ... ... ... ...
2 Exhibition ... ... ... 9'48 1'33 5'33 ...
2 Bowen Hills ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
3 Mayne ... ... ... 9'53 1.38 5'38 ... ... ... ...
4 Albion ... ... ... 9' 57 1.41 5.42
4 Lutwyche ... ... ... 10.1 1'44 5'46 ... ... ... ...
5 Thorroldtown ... ...  D D D ... ... + ... ... ...
5 Eagle Junction ... ... 10.6 1.49 5'52 ... ... ... ...
6 Nundah ... ... ... 10'11 1.54 5.57 ... ... ... ... ...
8 Virginia ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
9 8m.75c. ... ... ... A A A ... ... ...
10 Zillmere ... ... ... 10.26 2.10 6.11 ... ... ... ... ...
13 Bald Hills ... ... ... 0'391 2. 24 6.25 ... ... ... ...
15 Strathpine ... ... .... 10.49 2.31 6.32 ... ... ... ... ...
18 NORTH PINE ... arrive 11.5 2.42 6.43 ... ... ... ... ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
Daily.  Saturdays Daily.
only.
Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
NORTH PING ... depart 7'45
-
1140
.
3.30
.
... ... ... ...
Strathpine ... ... ... 757 11 55 3 45 ... ... ... ...
Bald Hills ... ... ... 8'5 12.4 3.54 ... ... ... ...
Zillmere ... ... ... 8'17 12.15 4.5 ... ... ...S m. 75 c. ... ... ... A A A ... ... ...
Virginia ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ...
Nundah ... ... ... 8.35 12.35 4.25 ... ... ... ...
Eagle Junction ... ... 8.40 12.40 4.30 ... ... ... ...
Thorroldtown ... ... D D D ... ... ...
Lutwyche ... ... ... 8.45 12.44 4.35 ... ... ... ...
Albion ... ... ... 8.48 12.49 4.39 ... ...
Mayne ... ... ... 8.52 12'52 4144 ... ... ...
Bowen Hills ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ...
Exhibition . . ... . . 8.57 12.57 4.50 ... ... ...
.. .Normanby... ... .... 9.1 1.1 4.55 ... ... ...
BRISBANE ... ... arrive 9.6 1.6 5.0 ... ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to tale on passengers,  and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 23rd April, 1888.
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE-QUEENSLAND
V
N and after  MONDAY, 7th  MAY, 1888,  the following  Time  Table will
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Tuesday
and
Saturday.
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
S.aeturday .
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted.
Mixed.
Friday
only.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
ROCKHAMPTON ... dep. ... 6.0 6.30 ... 10.60 ... ... ... 2'45 ... 6.30 ...
2 Yeppen ... ... ... ...  a 6.7 a  6.40 ... a 10.57  ... ... ... a 2.53  ...  a 6.36 ...
6 Gracemere ... ... ... 6'15 7.0 ... 11'10 ... ... • 3.5 6.50
7 Langley
...
... ... ... .., a 6.17  a 7'5 ... a 11 14  ... ... ...  a 3.8 ... a 6.63 ...
8 Malchi ... ... ... ... a 6'20 a 7'10 ... a 11.18 ... ... ... a 3.11 ... a 6.56 ...
10 Kabra (for Mt. Morgan) ... 6.25 7'20 ... 11.25 ... ... ... 3.15 ... 7'2 ...
13 Neerkoll... ... ... ... a 6.35 a 7.30 ... ...  a 3.26  ...  a 7.8
15 Stanwell... ate' 740 ... ... ... ...  3.35 *7'15dep. ... 6.40 *7.55 ... ...  ... ... ... 3.40 *7.15
t8 Warren ... ... ... ... a 6.50 a 8.10 ... ... ...  a 3.54  ... a 7.29
19 Woodend ... ... ... a 653 a 8.18 ... ... ... ... ... ... a  3.57 ... a 7.33
20 Siding  ... ... ... ...  a 6.55 a 8 .21 ... ... ... ... ... ... a 4.0 ... a 7.37
24 Wycarbah ... ... ... a 7.3 a 8.40 ... ... ... ... ... ... a 4.15 ... a 7.52
27 Spring Creek ... ... ... a 7.8 a 8.50 ... ... ... ... ... ... a 4.26 ... a 8.0
arr. ... *7'15  ... ... ... ...  ... ... 4.40 ... *8.1030 Westwood
"' dep. ... 7.30 9.5
33 Oakey ... ... ... ... a 7.35 a 9.17
38 Goganjo ... ... ... ... a 7.50 a 9.36
44 Rocky ... ... ... ...  a 8.5 a l0.0
47 Tunnel ... ... ... ... a 8-15 a 10.13
53 Herbert's Creek ... ... a 8-35 a 10.40
58 Boolburra ... ... ... a 8.50 a 11.0
66 Duaringa ... ... ... 915 *11.30
72 Wallaroo ... ... ... a 9.25 a 12.5
83 Bridgewater ... ... ... a 9.52 a 1.0
88 Dingo ... C arr. ... ...
•.. 2 dep. ...
*10.5 *1.25
92 Charleville Creek ... .., a 10.15 a 1.47
96 Stanley ... ... ... ... a 10 25 a 2.5
102 Walton ... ... ... ... 10.40 2-40
107 Bluff ... ... ... ... a 10.53 a 3.0
110 Siding ... ... ... ... a 11.0 a 3.19
118 Blackwater ... ... ... *11.20 *4.0
125 Burngrove ... ... ... a 11.40 a 4.21
129 Tolmie's ... ... ... ... a 11.50  a 4.35
140 Comet ... ... ... ... 12.20 5.10
149 Yamala ... ... ... ...  a 12.40 a 5.40
159 Winton  ... ... ... ...  a 1.5 a 6.10
163 Siding ... ... ... ... a 1.14 a 6.24
164 Springsure Junction ... ... 1-17 6.27
165 Emerald... ... arr. ... *1120 6.30
161
178
186
194
199
205
165
169
179
183
136
197
206
212
99n
Emerald ... dep. ... ... ... ... ... 1.50
Springsure Junction ... ... ... ... ... a 1.54
Devitt ... ... ... ... ... ...  ... a 2.42
Fernlees  ... ... ... ... ... ... 3.5
Minerva ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... a 3.35
Dilly ... ... ... ... ... ... a 3.50
LSPRINGSURN... arr. ... ... ... ... ... ... 4.15
Emerald ... dep. ... ... ... ... ... 1.45
Emerald Downs ... ... ... ... a 2.0
Theresa ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.29
Pelican ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.42
u Gordon Downs ... ... ... ... ... a 2.51
C Capella ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3.25
Retro... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... a  3-50
Retro Creek ... ... ... ... ... ... a 4.12
Langton ...
227 LCLFRMONT ...
165
171
179
183
183
191
199
203
213
218
227
Emerald ...
Range Downs
Saint Helens
Glendarriwill
Siding ...
Anakie ...
... dep.
Borilla ... ...
Withersfleld ... ...
Woodbine ... ...
Siding ... ... ...
Bogantungan
"'
arr.
dep.
235 Hannam 's Gap ... ...
241 Drummond ... ...
252 Pine  Hill...
255 Belyando
271 Alpha ...
283 Siding ...
290 Beta ...
296 Main Range
305 Jericho ..
319 Spring Vale
326 Alice
331 Richmond
335 Siding ...
358 BARCALDINE
arr.
dep.
arr.
4.30 1.40 ... ...
a 4.55  a 1.57 ... ...
a 5.27 a 2.1 " ... .,.
a 5.45 a 2.25 ... ...
a 6.5 a 2.40  ... ...
6-15 2-50
a 6.50 a 3.5 ... ...
a 7'5 a 3 '15 ... ,,,
a 7.45 a 3.40 ... ,,,
a 8.5 a 3 .55 ... ...
8.45 ... ... ...
4.25 ...  9-30
... *4.55 ... *10.30
a 5.20 ... a 11.0
... 5.50 ... 11.55
a 6.0 ... a 12.10
6.35 1.30
Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
a 4.35
5.0
... 6'50 ... ... ... ... *1.45
a 7.20  ... ... ... ...  a 2.35
a 7'37 ... ... ... ... ...  a 3.5
a 7.55 ... ... ...  ... ...  a 3.30
...  8-15  ... ... ... ... ... 4.5
a 8.54  ... ... ... ... ...  a 5.5
... 9.5 ... ... ... ... 5.35
a 9.19 ... ... ... ... ... a 5.55
a 9.30 ... ... ... ... ... a 6.10
... 10.25 ... ... ... ... ...  7.45
*  Trains meet here.
NOTI.- The Passenger Trains  will only stop  as follows:-
At all stations when required.
To pick up and set down  passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond  Emerald ,  and on the Clermont and Springsure Branches, both
Up a»d L)own.
Accommodation  for passengers  will be provided on the Goods Trains ,  but the Department  will not guarantee to run these Tra ins as advertised .  Notice
of altered  running or stoppage  of any Advertise Godods  Trains will;be obtainable at Stations.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1888.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY.
come into operation, and remain in force until further notice :-
DOWN TRAINS.
!Passenger.
STATIONS .  Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
BARCALDINE  ... dep. 5.0 ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 6.0 ... ...
Richmond ... ...  a 6.8 ... ...
Alice ... ... ...  6.20 ... ...
Spring  Vale  ... ...  a 6.36 ... ...
Jericho ... ... ... 7.15 ... ...
Main  Range  ... ... a 7.37 ... ...
Beta ... ...  ...  a 7'54 ,,, ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 8.10 ,., ..,
Alpha arr. 8.40 ... ...dep. 9.0 ... ..,
Belyando  ... ...  a 9.37 .., ...
Pine Hill... ... ...  9'46
Drummond  ... ... a 10.14 ... ...
Hannam 's Gap  ... ... *10.30 ... ...
Bogantungan ., arr.dep. 110
Siding  ... ... ... a 11.26 ... ...
Woodbine  ... ...  a 11.43 ... ...
Withersfleld ... ... a 12.5 ... ...
Borilla  ... ... ... a 12.15 ... ...
Anakie ... ... ... 12.35 ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 12.44
Glendarriwill ... ... a 12.55 ,.. ...
Saint Helens  ... ... a 1.5 ... ...
Range Downs  ... ...  a 1.25 ...
Emerald ... ... arr. 1'40 ... ...
CLERMONT  ...  dep.
Langton .. ...
Retro Creek ...
Retro ... ...
Capella ... ...
Gordon Downs ...
A Pelican ... ...
Theresa ... ...
Emerald Downs ...
Emerald  ... arr.
(SPRINGSURE dep.
Dilly ... ...
Minerva ... ...
a Fernlees
!V Devitt ... ...Springsure  Junction
!,Emerald  ...  arr.
Emerald  ...  dep.
Springsure  Junction ...
Siding  ... ... ...
Winton ... ... ...
Yamala ... ...
Comet ... ...
Tolmie' s ... ...
Burngrove ...
Blackwater ...
Siding ... ...
Bluff  ... ...
Walton ... ...
Stanley  ... ... ...
Charleville Creek ...
Dingo  ... ... ...
Bridgewater ... ...
Wallaroo
Duaringa
"'
arr.
dep.
Boolburra ...
Herbert's Creek ...
Tunnel  ... ... ...
Rocky ... ... ...
Goganjo  ... ... ...
Oakey ... .. ...
Westwood ai'
"' dep.
Spring  Creek ... ...
Wycarbah ... ...
Siding ...
Woodend
Warren  ... .. ...
Stanwell .., arr-
.. € dep.
Neerkoll ... .
lKabra  (for Mt .  Morgan)
Malohi  ... ... ...
Langley  ... ... ...
;Gracemere .., ...
' Yeppen ... ... ...
ROCKHAMPTON  ..,  arr.
2.0 5.30 ...
2.3 5.35 ...
a 2.5 a 5.40 ...
a 2.15 a 5.54
a 2.40 a 6.30
3.0 7.0 ...
a 3.30 a 7.40 ...
a 3.42 a 7.54 ...
*4.0 8.15
a 4.20 a 8.50 ...
a 4.29 a 9.0 ...
4.40 9.15 ...
a 4.56 a 9.40
a 5.5 a 9.53 ...
*5.15 *10.5 ...
a 5.30 a 10.26 ...
a 5.57 a 11.2
6.15 ...
6.30 *11.30 ...
a 6.50 a 11.55 ...
a 7.2 a 12.11 ...
a 7.15 a 12.35 ...
a 7.30  a 12.46 ...
a 7'45 a 1.5 ...
a 7.58 a 1'24 ...
8.5
*8.10 *1.30 *7.15
a 8.17 a 1.45 a 7.23
a 8.25 a 1.54 a 7.30
a 8.35 a 2.7 a 7.39
a 8.38 a 2.11 a 7.42
a 8.42 a 2.26 a 7.45
*7.55
8.50 2'30 -
a 8.57 a 2.40 ...
9.3 2.50 ...
a 9.9 a 2.56 ...
a 9.12 a 3.0 ...
9.15 *3.5 ...
a 9.22 a 3.20 ...
9.30 3.30 ...
Goods.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
A.M.
7.30
a 9.10
a 9.30
9.50
a 10.15
11.20
a 11.57
a 12.25
a 12.55
*1-45
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m.
80
a 8'7
8.15
a 8'24
a 827
8.30
a 84.5
8.50
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
a.m.
90
a 9.35
a 9.57
a 10.40
a 10.57
11.30
a 11.42
a 12.0
a 12.30
a 12.55
•1.20
Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
a.m.
... 10.0
a 10.22
,., a 10.45
a 11.7
... 11.35
a 12.14
a 12.25
a 12.35
a 1.9
... 1.20
Mixed.
Monday
and
Wedn'day.
O.M.
11.10
a 11.29
a 11.45
12.10
a 12.35
a 1.21
1'25
Mixed.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted
a.m. p.m. p.m,
2a 315 ...
,., 3.30 ...
a 4.27 ...
... *4.55 ...
... 5.35 ...
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
p.m.
... 5.0a 5.10
a 5.20
a 5.36
a 6'40
a 5'46
4'35
a 442
•11'47  ... 4.50
a 11.65  ...  a 4.53
a 12.0  ... a 5.0
12.5 ... 5.5
a 12.17  ...  a 5.17
12.25  ...  5.25
6.0
*  Trains meet here.
The Mixed and Goods Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and set down passengers when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight at Stopping places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure from Stopping places shown thus , " Yeppen a 6.7," are approximate and merely as a guide to intending passengers.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND
UP TRAINS.
8.50
A 9.4
A 9.18
9.30
A 9.38
A 9.58
10'10
10.25
Statious .  Mixed .  Goods .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Goods.
ft. a.m .  a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
7
•
TOWNSVILLE ...  dep. 5 .90 *1 .55 ... *5.30 •••
6 4 Cluden  ... ...  A 6.50  ...  A 2.5 ... A 5.40 ...
64 6 Stewart 's Creek  ...  A 6.0 ... A 2.15 ... A 5.50 ...
7 Roseneath  ...  A 6.3 ... A 2.18 ... A 5.54 ...
111 8 Powder Magazine  ...  6.5 ... 2.20  ...  5.57
11 Stanley A  6-13  ...  A 2.29  ...  A 6.7  ...
123 13 Antil Plains  ... ...  A 6.19  ...  A. 2.34 ... A 6'14 ...
117 16 Eliot  ... ... ...  A 6.26  ...  A 2.44  ...  A 6'24
20 Mountain View  ...  A 6.36  ...  A 2.55 ... A 6'38
205 23 Woodstock  ... ...  6.45 ... 3 .5 ... 6.48
204 27 Double Barrel ... A 6.57  ...  A 3.17  ...  A 7.2 ...
30 Philp's Siding  ...  A 7.5 ... A 3.25 ... A 7.12 ...
243 35 Reid River  ... arr.  7 .20 . • 7.30t dep. 7.40 *3.40 *7.45
41 Cardington  ... ...  A 7.55  ...  A 3.55 ... A 8.5 ...
49 Chisholm 's ... A 8.18  ..  A 4.18  ...  A 8.37 .-•
563 49 Haughton Valley  ... * 8.20 ... 4 .20 ... 8.40
948 54 Ravenswood June .  arr. 8 .45 4-45 9.5
54 Ravenswood June. dep. ... ... . •. 5.0
928 59 Grass Hut  ... ... ... ...  A 5.14 ...
898 67 Kirk River  .. ...  A 5.92
1108 72 Mount Wright  ... ... ...  A 5.59 ...
817 78 RAVENSwooD  arr. ... ... 6.20
54
994 59
64
828 68
71
78
1004 82
Ravenswood Junc. dep.
Fanning ...
Exley ... ...
Macrossan Bridge ...
Triangle ... ...
Plum Tree Plat ...
Charters Towers
t
arr.
dep.
86 Sandy Creek ...
89 Featherby ...
94 Southern Cross
102 Powlathanga ...
1067 108 Balfe 's Creek ...
115 Lamond ...
123 123 -mile ...
1127 127 Homestead ...
131 Sensible Creek
136 Mundic Creek
A 10.36
A 10.45
A 11-0
... A 11.23
... *11.40
noon.
A 12.0
OPENING TO HUGHENDEN.--
T HE following Amended Time  Table  wi ll  come into
t t
... 4.50 ... 9.5
... A  5-4  ... A 9.26
... A 5.18  ...  A 9.39
... *5.30 ... 9.55
...  A. 5-38  ...  A 10.6 ...
A 5.58  ...  A 10.28 • •.
.. 6.10 ... 10.45 ...
7.50
A  8-4  ...
A  8-15  ...
A 8.32 ...
A  9-2  ...
9.25 ...
A 9.55
p.m.
... A 12.23 A  10-29  ...
arr. *12.35 *10.45
dep. 12.55 *11.20 ... ...
... A  1-6  A 11.34
... A 1.20 A  11-52 ... •••
P.M.
141 Cape River  ... ...  A 1.35  A 12-10  ... ... .. •.•
1318 148 Pentland a". 1.55 12.35 ...dep. 2 .5 12.90 ...
150 Springs  ...  A 2.11 A 12.48
159 Warrigal  .. ...  A 2.38 A 1-28 ..•
163 163-mile Siding  ...  A 250 A 1.49
1817 169 Burrs ... ... ... A 3.7 A 2-15 ...
174 174 -mile ... ... A 3 .22 A 2.35 ...
1528 180 Torrens Creek 3:arr .  3.40 3.0 ...dep. 3 .50 ...
189 189 -mile Camp  ...  A 4.15  ... ... •.
195 Coalbrook  ... ...  A  4-31  ...
1423 201 201 -mile ... ... A  4.47 ...
1413 208 Prairie  ... ...  5.5 ...
1169 222 Jardine  Valley  ... A 5.45 ...
1071 236 HU GHBNDBN ...  arr.  6-25  ...
*  Trains meet here.
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guards.
The times shown thus  (A 5'50)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  28th October, 1887.
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
operation on and after  the 27th October, 1887.
stations. Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed. Goods.
a.m. a.m.
HtGRSNDBN ... dep. 5.0 ...
Jardine Valley ... A 5.40 ...
Prairie  ... ... ...  6.15 ...
201-mile ... ... A 6.34 ...
Coalbrook ... ... A 6'49 ...
189-mile Camp ... A 7'5 ...
Torrens Creek... € dep. 7'50
174-mile ... ... A 8.8
Burrs ... ... ... A  8-23  ...
163-mile Siding ... A 8'40 ...
Warrigal ... ... A 8.52 ...
Springs ... ... ...  A 9119
Pentland f dep. 9.35 ...
Cape River ... ... A 9.55 ...
Mundic Creek ... ... A 10.10 ...
Sensible  Creek... ... A  10-24  ...
Homestead
dep.*10.45 ...
A  10-57  ...
A 11.20 ...
*11.40 ...
A 11'57 ...
p.m.
A 12.20 ...
A  12-35  ...
A 12.44 ...
12.55 ...
1.15 ...
A 1.27 ...
A 1'47 ...
1.55 ...
A 2.7 ...
A 2.21 ...
2'35 ...
123-mile ... ...
Lamond ... ...
Balfe's Creek ... ...
Powlathanga ... ...
Southern Cross ...
Featherby ... ...
Sandy Creek .. ...
Charters Towers I arr'dep.
Plum Tree Flat ...
Triangle .. ...
Macrossan Bridge ...
Exley ... ... ...
Fanning
Ravenswood  Junc. arr.
RAYBNBWOOD  depart ... 6.20
Mount Wright ... ... A 6.41
Kirk River  ... ... ...  A 6.68
Grass Hut  ... ... ... A 7.26
Ravenswood  June. arr. ... 7.40
Ravenswood  June. dep. 2.40 ...Haughton Valley ... 310 ...
Chisholm' s ... ... A 3.2 ...
Cardington  ... ...  A 3.25 ...
Reid River  ... ... * 3.40 ...
Philp's Siding ... ... A 3.55 ...
Double Barrel... ... A 4.3 ...
Woodstock ... ... 4.15 ...
Mountain View ... A 4.24 ...
E liot ... ... ... A 4.34 ...
Antil  Plains  ... ... A 4.41 ...
Stanley  ... ... ... A  4-47  ...
Powder  Magazine  ...  4-55 ...
Roseneath  ... ... A 4.57
Stewart 's Creek ... A 5.0 ...
Cluden ... ... ... A 5.10 ...
Towxsvi7 .ns arrive *5.20 ...
arr. 10.35
a.m. a.m.
... 8.0
A 8'22
A  8-40
A  9-3
A 9.20
A 9.54
... 10.0
... 10.5
A 10.30
A.  10.48
A 11.4
... *11.20P.M.
*12.35
A  12-55
A  1-23
... 1.50
A 2.9
A  2-37  ...
A 2.53 ...
A 3.8 ...3-20  ...
6.20  4-30  ...
A  6-32  A 4.50 ...
A 6.52 A 5.15 ...
7.0 x5.30 ...
A 7.12 A 5.48 ...
A 7.26 A  6-4  ...7-40 6-20  ...
8.0 6.35 ...
*8.20 6'55 ...
A  8-22 A. 6-59  ...
A  8-45  A  7-27
*9.0 *7.45 ...
A 9.15 A 8.5 ...
A  9-23 A 8-16  ...
9.35 8.30 ...
A  9-45  A 8'40 ...
A  9-56  A 8.54
A 10.5 A 9'4
A 10.11 A  9-11
10.20  9-20
A  10-22 A 9.22
A 10.25 A  9-25
A 10.35 A 9.3510-45 9-45
DOWN TRAINS.
*  Trains meet here.
t  These trains will have a carriage attached  for the  convenience of passengers travel ling at their own  risk.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
(} N and after MONDAY, 14th May, 1888, the following Time Table for the Maryborough Railway and  Branches ,  will come into operation  until further  notice :-
J UP TRAINS.
d
2
2
6
9
15
17
18
19
29
35
46
50
52
51
29
34
37
41
3
5
9
10
12
16
17
20
22
23
26
30
32
38
39
39
42
43
46
52
54
58
64
65
Stations.
31ARYBOR000H ... dep.
Croydon Junction ...
Mixed. Mixed. Passenger Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
6'0  7'0 7'40  10.52
A 6'8 ... A 7.45 ...
Croydon Junction dep. .,. A 7.6 ... 11.2
Aldershot ... ... A 7.20 ... A 11.14
Colton . ... ... ... A 7 30 ... A 11.23
Torbanlea ... ... ... A 7.60 ... A 11'41
Burrum A 7.56 ... A 1147
Howard
"'
arr. ... 8.0 ...
dep. ... ... 11.50
Steley street Crossing .. ,., ... ... 11.53
Isis Junction arr. ..,
"' dep. .., ... ... 12'20
Gre gory ... ... ... ... ... ... 12'38
Elliott ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.14
Clayton ... ...1 ... ... ... A 1.26
Racecourse ... A 1.32
Sou'rn BUNDABPRO arr. ... .., 1'40
Isis Junction ... dep.
Abingdon
Horton ... ... ... ...
CHILDERS arr.
Sunbury .., ...
Oakhurst
Yengarie...
Graham' s Creek
Mungar ... ...
Antigua ... ...
Owanyilla ..,
Blackmount ..,
Tiaro ... ..,
Kooringa ,,.
dep. A 6'11
A 6'19
6.33
... A 6.38
.. A 6.46
,.. 6.68
A 7.6
.. A 7'18
,. 7'26
Bopple .. ..
Gundiah arr.
"' dep.
Gootchie... ... ...
Kanyan  ... ... ...
Kilkivan Junction arr.
A 7.30
A 7.43
8.0
815
A 8.23
A 8'46
8'50
Kilkivan Junction dep. 9'0
Dickabram .., .., A 913
Miva ... ... .. I A 9.18
Brooyar ... ... .... A 9.40
Boowogum .., A 9.55
Woolooga .., 10'5
Oakview ... ,. A 10.26
Tansey ... ... ... A 10.50
KILxIVAN ... arr 10.55
40 Thompson's Flat
43 Gunalda ... ...
46 Kadina ... ...
40 Curra ..
51 Harvey's Siding
54 Coorella ... ...
66 Tamaree... ...
61 Gmu'Ir ... ...
dep.
arr.
A 7'48! ... ... A 12'55
A 7'51 ... .., A 1'4
8.6 ... ... 1.21
A 89 ... ... A 1'26
A 8.15 ... ... A 1.36
8-24  ... ... 1151
A 8.30 ... ... A 2.0
A 8.39 A 2.15
8'46 ... ... 225
A 8.49
A 8.58
t
Mixed. Goods. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M. P .M. P.M.
11.40 12.40 2'45 4.0 5.30 7.30
... A 12.50 ... A 4.8 ... ...
A 11.48
A 12.4
A 12.16
A 12.40
A 12'48
12'52
1.32
1.36
28
2.18
A 2.53 .. .  A 5'37 A 7'38'
A 3.5 ... A 5'50 A 7'52
3'17 ... A 6.0 A 8.3
A 3.39 ... A 6.20 A 8.23
A 3.46 ... A 6.26 A 8'311
3.50  ...  8.35
6.30
... 6'34
... ... 7.10
... ... 7.20
... ... 7.40
... ... 8.20
,.. ,., A 8.33
... ... A 8'40
... .,. 848
A 2.35
A 2.45
3'0
A 2.30
A 2'45
A 4.121
A 4'20'
4.36
A 4.40
A 4.48
5.0
A 5.8
A 5'20
5.28
A 5.32
A 5'44
6.0
6.15
A 6.23
A 6'47
6.51
9.10
9.25 ... ...  3-5-
A  9.32 ... ... A 3.15
A 9.55 .. ... A 3.45
9'59 ... ... 3.50
A 10.3 .,.
10'15 ,..
A 10.24 ...
10'34 ,,,
A 10.40 .,.
A 10.49 ,,.
A 10.56 ,,,
11.15
A 3'55 ... A 6.55
4'10 ... 7'5
A 4.25 ... A 7'17
4'48 ... A 7'29.
A 4.56 ... A 7'36
A 5'10 ... A 74 8
A 5'20 ,.. A 7'56
5.40 ... 8.15
SOUTH BUNDABRRG dep.
Racecourse ,.. ...
Clayton ,,. .,, ,..
Elliott ,., .,,
Gregory .,. ,.,
Isis  Junction .,.
Steley Street  Cro ssing ,..
Howard
Burrum
arrive
depart
Torbanlea ... arrivedepart
Colton .., ... ..,
Aldershot ... .. ,.,
Croydon Junction
MARYBOROUGH ... arrive
... 3'40
,., A 3'56
4'2 8
48
8.0
A 8.3
8'20
A 8'24.
A 8'32,
,,, .., A 8.10 A 9.10
.,, ,,, A 8.30 A 9.30
A 8.40 A 9'41
,,, ,., A 8.53! A 9'55
12.45 ...
A 12.52
A 12.59
1'14 ..,
1'60
2'8 4.40
A 2.35 A 5.20,
2.39
2.49 6.24
A 2.53 A 5.28
A 2.59 A 5'36
3.17 A 6.0
A 3.26 A 6.9
A 3'38 6.21
10.23 11.10 I 10.5 i 3.45 6'30 7.0
5.28
A 6.32
A 5'56
6.4
6'19
A 6.31
A 6'431
6.47
A 6'55
A 7.7
7.15
A 7'271
A 7.35
7.39
A 7'55
A 8'3
A 8.7
Mixed.  Mixed.
P.M. A.M.
11,
... 4'30 .,.
A 4.38 ...
A 4.45 ..,
4'68 ...
.. 5.38 ,,,
5'68 ,.,
.,, A 6'26 .,.
... 6'30 4.10
,.. A 6.33 A 4'17
4.20
A 6.40 4'50
A 7'0 A 6'12
A 7.10 A 5'23
A 7'22 5'37
8'15 7'30 5'45
f Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should notify the Guard at preceding station,
The Train leaving Maryborough at 12.40 p.m. on Thursdays carries explosives. Passengers cannot travel by that Train on that day.
The times shown thus (A 6'8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely intended as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane, 4th May, Ism F. CURNOW, Commissioner for Railways.
Stations.
GYMpir.. ... ...depart l 5'40
Tamaree ... ... .... A 6.0
Coorella .. ... .. . A 6.8
Harvey' s Siding  ... .. A 6.20
Curra ,,. ... .. A 6.29
Kadina ... .. A 6.44
Gunalda .. ... ...I 7'1
Thompson's Flat... ... A 7'14
KILiIVAN .,,
Tansey ...
Oakview
Woolooga .,.
Boowogum...
Brooyar .,.
...depart
and Goods.
A.M.
t
Timber  Passenger Mixed.
Mira .., ... ...
Dickabram... ... ... ...
Kilkivan Junction arrive ..,
Gundiah I
arrive
depart
7'18
A 7.24
A 7'51
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M. P.M.
7'40
A 7.55
A 8.1
A 8'10
A 8.16
A 8'25
8'36
A 8.45
8'50
A 8.53
A 9.11
9'17
8.6 9.32
A 8.24 A 9.44
A 8.39 A 9.56
8.46 10-0
A 8'54 A 10.6
A 9'7 A 10'16
9.15 10.22
A 9.30 A 10.31
A 9.39 A 10.37
9.44 10.40
A 10.0 A 10'52
A 10.9 A 10.58
A 10'13 A 11.2
Kilkivan Junction depart
Kanyan  ... ... ...
Gootchie ... ...
Antigua ... ...
Mungar ..,
Graham's Creek ,.,
Yengarie ... ...
Oakhurst ... ...
Sunbury ... ...
Croydon Junction
Bopple ...
Kooringa ..,
Tiaro
Blackmount
Owanyilla ..
'
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.
P.M. P.M.
... 4'0
,,, A 4.20
,.. A 4.28
,,. A 4.401
,,, 4.48
,., A 6.0
,.. 5.12
... A 5.24
1.45
.., A 1.50
... A 2.15
.., 2.35
A 2.45
... A 3.2
... A 3.33
... A 3'39!
... 3'45
3.50
,,. A 3.54
,., A 4.20
... 4.31
.., 4.46
... A 5.3
A 517
528
,,, A 5.36
,,, A 5.48
... 6.56
.,, A 6.8
.., A 6.16
.., 6.20
.,, A 6.36
... A 6.45
A 6.50
.,. CHILDERS ... depart
... Horton ,., ... ...
.., Abingdon ...
Isis  Junction ... arrive
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
OPENING OF THE BEAUARABA B RANCH.- PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
UN and after TUESDAY, 1st May ,  1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until fur her  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Brisbane. Stations.
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m.
101 Toowoo IBA ... depart 2.0
102 Whichello's Siding ... ...
103 Cranley ... ... A 2'8
105 Wetalla  ... ... A 2.17
106 Pengarry Junction ... A 2.21
108 Gowrie Junction S arr. ...dep. 2.30
111 Charlton ... ... D 2.44
113 Welleamp ...  A  2.52
117 Westbrook ... A 3.9
121 Beauaraba Junc'n arr. 3.25dep. 3.30
126 Umbiram ... ... A 3'53
131 Southbrook ... ... A 4'11
132 Green Hills ... ... A 4'21
134 Balgownie ... ... A 4.31
137 PITTSWORTI[ ... arrive 4'45
Stations.
Mixed.
Daily, except
Thursday.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
Wed. only.
a.m. p.m. ...
PITTSWOITU ... depart 7.5 5110
... Balgownie ... ... A 7'19  A 5.22 ...
... Green Hills ... ... A 7.27  A 5.32 ...
... Southbrook ... ... A 7.33 A 5.40 ...
Umbiram ... ... A 7'52  A 5.55 ...
"' B b J 'n ( arr. 8.15eau unara a c dep. 8-25  615 ...
... Westbrook ...  A 8'40 A 6.28 ...
... Welleamp ... ...  A 8.56 A 6.43 ..
... Charlton ... ...  D 9'5 D 6.53 ...
..,
Gowrie  Junction
dep.  9.15 7'3 ...Pengarry  Junction  ...  A 9'281 A 7.141
Wetalla ... ...  A 9'34  A 7'18 ...
... Cranley ... ...  A 9'42 1  A 7'251 ...
... Whichello' s Siding
... ToowooMBA  ... arrive 9.55 7'40
(A) Train stop., by signal to take  on passengers ,  and wi ll  set  them down when  required.
(n) Trains  will stop, to pick  up passengers , on drivers  observing passengers waiting on platforms ,  or to set down
passengers if required.
Commissioner  for Railways'  Office,  F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 23rd April , 1888. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
O
N and after TUESDAY, 1st May, 1888, the following Time Table will come  into operation,
and remain  in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles Height
from of Stations .  Mixed.
Brisbane .  Formation
feet. p.m.
166 1497 WARWICK ... ... depart 4.0
167 1490 Killarney Junction ... 4.5 ... ... ...
172 1570 Hermitage ... ... ... D 4'25
173 ... Glencairn ... ... ... D 4'33
174 1552 Swan Creek ... ... 4.41
175 ... Summerhill ... ... D
...
177 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... 4.59 ... ... ... ...
180 1699 Yangan ... ... ... 5.13 ... ... ...
181  ...  Rockbrae ... ... ... D 5'18
183 1668 Emu Vale ... ... ... 5'32 ...
186 1653 Danderoo ... ... ... 5.45 ... ... ... ...
190 1690 Tannymorel ... ...  6-1
191 ... 191m. 12c. ... ... A
195 1691 KILLARNEY ... arrive 6.20
DOWN TRAINS.
KILLARNEY ...
3  in.  42 c. ...
Tannymorel ...
Danderoo ...
Stations Mixed.
... depart
Emu Vale ... ...
Rockbrae
Yangan
Mount Sturt ... ...
Summerhill ...
Swan  Creek ...
Gleneairn ... ...
Hermitage ... ...
Killarney Junction ...
WARWICK ... ...
8.46 ... ... ... ... ...
a.m.
8.10 ...  I  ..,
A ... ...
8.30 ... I ...
9.0 ... I ...
D 9'11 ...
9.17
9'29
D
9.46
D 9.55
D 10.3
... ... 10.23
... arrive 10'30
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNGW,
Brisbane, 23rd April, 1888.  Commissioner  for Railways.
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MACKAY RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
TJ HE following Time Table will come into operation  on MONDAY, 6th February,  1888, and continue in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
stations.
I Mixed. I Mixed.
Mon. I Mon.
only, only.
a.m.
MACKAY .. ... depart 6'0
Show  Grounds .., ... A 6'6
4 Racecourse .., ... A 6.12
5 Lagoons ... .., ... A 6'15
6 Te Kowai ... ... A 6'18
7 Alexandra ... A 6'23
8 Palms
...
'"
1
A
6-26
9 Walkerston
11 Pleystowe... ... ! A 6.36
14 Wollingford ., .. A 6.4.1
15 Newbury Junction arrive 6'50
15 Newbury Junction depart ,..
17 Ripple ... ... ...
18 Vince ... ... . ...
21 Victoria ... .
22 Draper' s ... ...
23 ETON ... ,.. arrive ...
15 Newbury Junction depart
16 Dingle ... ,.. .,.
18 Marian ...
19 Boldon ...
20 Otterburn
23 MIRANI ... ...  arrive
3.30 ... 4.52 ...
A 3'36 ... A 4.58 ...
Stations.
MIRANI ... ... depart
Otterburn ... ...
Boldon ... ...
Marian ... .. ...
Dingle
Newbury Junction arrive
ETON ... ... depart
Draper's ,,, ...
Victoria ...
Vince ... ...
Ripple ... ... ...
Newbury Junction arrive
Mixed.
Wed.
and Fri.
Mixed.  Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon., Mon.,
Tues., Tues., Daily.
Thurs., wed., Thurs.,
and Sat. and Fri. and Sat,
Sat.
only.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
Tues. Sat. Sat.
and only. only.
Thurs.
a.m. a.m.  a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m . p.m. p.m. p.m.7-30  ... ... 8'35 ...  3* 5  ... ...
A7'39 ... ... A8.44 ... A3.14 ...
A 7'42 ... ... A 8'47 ... A 3.17 ... ..,
A 7'48 ... ...  A 8'53  ...  A 3.23 ... ...
A 7.52 ... ... A 8'57 ... A 3.27 ... ...
7'55 ... ... 9.0 ... 3.30 ... .,.
!T35 8.30
A 7.39 A 8.34 ,..
A 7.45 A 8.40 ...
A 7.55 A 8.50 ...
A 7'59 A 8'54 .,,
8.4 8'59 ...
A 3.40 ... A 5'2 ... Newbury Junction depart ...
A 3.50 ... A 5.12 ... Wollingford ...
A 3.56 ... A 5'18' ... Pleystowe... ... ... ...
4'0 ... 5.22 ... Walkerston .., ...
. 8'4 ... 2.35
A 8'8 ... A 2'39
A8'12 ... A2.43
A8-18 ... A2.49
A821 ... A2.52
...  9'30  ... 3.0
Palms ... .. ... ...
... 6'0 Alexandra ... ... ...
A 6'4 Te Kowai... ... .. ...
A 6.8 Lagoons ... ... ... ...
A 6.14 Racecourse ... .. ...
A 6'17'  Show  Grounds ... ...
,., 6.26 MArKAY ... ... arrive
I
5'30 6.0
A 5'34 A 6.4
A 5'40 A 6'10
A 5'50 A 6'20
A 5'54 A 6'24
... 5'59 6'29
9'0 ...
A 9'6 ...
A 9'14 ..,
9'20 ...
A 9.24 ,.,
A 9'27 ...
A 9'32 ...
A 9 35 ..,
A 9'38 ...
A 9'44
9.50
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 6'6) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
a.m.
Mixed.
Wed.
and Fri.
a.m.
Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon.,
Mon., Tues.,
Tues .,  Sat. Sat. Sat.  Wed.,
Thurs .,  only. only. only .  Thurs.,
and Sat .  and Fri.
a.m.
Mixed.
Mon.,
Tues.,Wed.,
Thurs.,
and Fri.
Mixed.
Tues.
and
Thurs.
P.M.  P.m. P.M. P.M.p.m. p.m.
145 ... ... 4'0 ... ... 1'
A 1'51 ... ... A 4.6 i  ...
A 1.57 ... ... A 4.12 ...
A 2.0 ... ... A 4'15 .,. ..,
A 2'3 ... ... A 4.18 .,,
A 2'8 ... ... A 4.23 .,. ..,
A 2'll ... ... A 4.26 .,. ...
2'15 ... ... 4.30 ... ...
A 2'21 ... ... A 4.36 ... ...
A 2-29 ... ... A 4'44 ...
2.35 ... ... 4.50 ... ...
6.50 7'55
A 6'56 A 8.1
A 7'0 A 8.5
A 7'10 A 8.15
A7'1G A8.21
7'20 8.25
6.30
A 6.36
A 6.44
6.50A 6 54
A 6.57
A7.2
A 7'5
A 7'8
A 7'14
7'20
F.  CUR-NOW,
Commissioner for Railwa s' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 28th January, 1888.
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BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.O N and after  THURSDAY,  the 1st March ,  1888, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg and
Mount Perry Railway will come into operation and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Stations.
BUNDABERD depart
Oakwood ... ...
Sharon .. ...
Gibson's Siding ...
Bingera ...
Goondoon
Bolan...
Maroondan
Gin Gin
Watawa arrivedepart
Stockyard Creek ..,
Moolboolaman ...
Gillen ' s Siding ...
Boolboonda ... ...
Wonbah ... ...
Wolca ...
Drummer's Creek ..
MOUNT PERRY arrive
Mixed . Mixed.
8.0
D
A
D
8'45
D
9.20
A
#10.5
10.10
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
p.m.
3'0 MOUNT PERRY dep.
D Drummer's Creek ...
3 115 Wolca ...
D Wonbah ... ...
3.35 Boolboonda
D Gillen's Siding ...
4.0 Moolboolaman ...
A Stockyard Creek ...
4'25 Watawa arrive4'30 depart
4.35 Gin in ...
D Maroondan ...
5'15 Bolan .. ...
A Goondoon ...
A Bingera .. ...
A Gibson's Siding ..
A Sharon ... ...
A Oakwood
7.0 BUNDABERG arrive
Mixed .  Timber.
a.m. a.m.
7'30 ...
D ...
9.50 .,.
9.55 10.40
*10.5 10.55
A A
10.30 11.30
D D
10'55 12.10
D A
A A
D D
11.30 1.0
* Trains meet here.
NOTE.--( A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and wi ll  set them down where required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due uotice to Guard .  No person except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1888.
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
N and after TUESDAY, 1st May, 1888, the following Time Table for the Cairns Railway will
'. come into operation and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS. DOWN TRAINS.
e
o .
mM
Stations.
Mixed.
Mondays
Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
and
Mixed.
Stations.
Daily.
Mixed.
Mondays
Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
and
Mixed.
Daily.
only. Sat. only. only. Sat. only.
CAIRNS ... dep.
a.m.
6.30
a.m.
8.0
p.m.
5.0 REDLYNCH dep.
a.m. a.m,
7.30 9.0
p.m.
6.0 ...
3 Edge Hill ... 6'41 8.11 5.11 Richmond ... 7'34 9-4 6.4 ...
5 Stratford ... ... 648 8.18 5.18 Lily Bank ... 7'38 918 6.8 ...
6 Lily Bank ... 6.52 8 '22 5.22  Stratford ... ... 7'42 9 .12 6.12 ...
7 Richmond ... 6%6 8.26 5.26 Edge Hill... ... 7'49 9'19 6.19 ...
8 REDLYNCH arr. 7'0 8'30 5.30 CAIRNS ... arr. 8'0 9'30 6.30 ...
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.T(SHE following Time Table will come into operation  on MONDAY, the 20th  June, 1887 ,  and will1 continue in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Cooktown. Stations.
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mon., Wed.,
and Sat. only
p.m.
CooKTOwN ... depart! 9'0 ... I SANDOWN ... ... depart 1'30 ...
4 Asmus ... ... ... A 9'12 ... Welcome ... ... A 1,45 ...
5 Marton ... ... ... A 9.20 ... Palmer Road ...  ... A 2.45 ...
6 Police Camp ... ... A 9.25 ... Normanby... ... ... A 2.53 ...
9 Jansen  ... ... ... A 9.36 ... Alderbury ... ... ... A 3'9 ...
12 Flaggy ... ... A 9.48 ... Coolah ... ... A 3.45 ...
14 Wilton ... ... ... A 9.56 ... Wilton ... ... ... A 3.57 ...
1 i Coolah ... ... ... A 10.11 ... Flaggy ... ... ... A 4'5 ...
25 Alderbury ... ... ... A 10.51  ... Jansen  ... ... ... A 4.15 ...
29 Normanby ... ... ... A 11.8 ... Police Camp ... A. 4'25
31 Palmer  Road ... ... A 11.15 ...  Marton  ... ... ... A 4.27 ...
46 Welcome ... ... ... A 12'15 ... Asmus A 4.3 ...
51 SANDOWN ... ... arrive 12.30 ... CooiroWN ... arrive 4.45
(A) Trains  stop by signal to take on Passengers or Goods, and will set them down when required.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown  thus (A 9'12) at platforms and sidings  are the approximate  times only.
Mon., Wed.,
and Sat. only.
a.m.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1887 . Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND NORTHERN RAILWAY.
AMENDED TIME TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
C)N and after SUNDAY, 6th  May, 1888, the following Amended Time Table will come into operation
ll on the Northern Railway until further  notice:-
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRANS.
Stations. ISunday. 6th May,and every Sun aday, 13th May,nd every Stations.
Sunday, 6th May, ISunday , 113th May,
and every  and everyI
alternate Sunday. alter nate Sunday. alternate Sunday .  alternate Sunday.
P.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
CHARTERS TowERS dep. 1.30 6.0 TowNsvILLE ... dep. ... 6.0
Plum-tree Flat I A 1.43 f arr 7.35... ... Reid River . ...Triangle ... ... ... A 2.4 Z dep. ... 7.40
Burdekin Tanks ... ... A 2.10 8.40
Macrossan  Bridge arr. 2.15 Ravenswood Jun. 1 dep. ... 8'45
r 7.15 M B id d 5.0Ravenswood Junc I
a r. acrossan r ge ep.
. dep. ... 7.20 Burdekin Tanks ... A 5.4
arr. Triangle A 5.11Reid River dep.
... ... ...
... Plum-tree Flat ...
...
...  A 5.32
TOWNSVILLE ... arr. ... 10.0 CHARTERS TOWERS arr. 5.45 10.5
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guard.
f This Train will only stop at Stations at which it is timed to stop.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888. Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FssNCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane,  10th May, 1888.
No. 654.
T
HE following  appointments,  promotions, resig.
nations,  and other  changes will take effect
from  above  date  where not otherwise  stated :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Acting Captain W. E. Parry-
Okeden is accepted .  3rd May, 1888.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Lieutenant W. D. H. Palmer is appointed to the
Unattached List. 3rd May, 1888.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENTAL
DIVISION.
THE WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
" E" Company, Bundaberg.
The  re signations under Regulation 204 of
No. 14, Private E. Crow,
No. 22,  Private J. S. Crow,
No. 31, Private W. J. Canniffe,
are accepted.
No. 34, Private E .  Leach ,  is dismissed for non-
attendance .  Regulation  204 to be complied with.
GYMPIE CADET CORPS.
Silas Harding is appointed to be a Lieutenant,
provisionally.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
"A " Company.
Lieutenant F. W. Beattie is appointed to be a
Captain ,  provisiona lly .  1st May, 1888.
•` .E" Company.
Walter Jarvis is appointed to be a Captain, pro-
visionally.  3rd May, 1888.
COOK DIVISION.
COOKTOWN  GARRISON BATTERY.
Lieutenant  A. E. C. Olive is  appointed to be a
Captain ,  provisiona lly .  3rd May, 1888.
SERGEANT INSTRUCTORS.
Wil liam Charles Niven is appointed on probation
for six months to be a Sergeant Instructor, Class
A, at Townsvi ll e,  with pay at the rate of £120  ppeer
annum and the rank of Acting Sergeant-Major. He
wi ll  also act as clerk and storekeeper ,  under the
orders of The Staff Officer ,  Northern District.
No. 656.
As the Election of Members for Fortitude Valley
and South Brisbane takes place on Saturdayy next,
the 12th  instant, Commanding  Officers of Metro-
politan Corps are  hereby informed that all
Regimental parades for that date should be can-
celled.
No. 656.
THE formation  of the  Dath  -  Henderson Rifle
Club  was duly notified in the  Government Gazette
of the 5th instant.
No. •657.
Tan Rifle Range, Toowong ,  is placed at the dis-
posal of the Officers Commanding the under-
mentioned Corps, on the dates stated here under, to
complete the Annual Course of Musketry of their
Corps.
Commanding Officers will be good enough to
make all arrangements for markers, &c.
Saturday ,  19th May  :  Brisbane Engineers.
Saturday ,  26th May  :  Casuals of Moreton
Regiment and B ri sbane Engineers.
Saturday ,  2nd June  :  Casuals of Brisbane
Volunteer Rifles and Queensland Scottish
Volunteer Corps.
Saturday,  9th June  :  Casuals of all Corps.
17
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An officer of each Corps must be present on the
Range to superintend the practice.
One target at each range will, as usual, be avail-
able for private practice and Rifle Clubs.
No. 658.
THE attention  of all  officers  is directed to the
following extract from Imperial  General Orders,
September, 1887, containing alterations to be made
in The Infantry Sword and Carbine Sword Bayonet
Exercises, 1886, and in the .use of Whistle Sounds,
Field Exercise, 1884,  page  92. All books should
be corrected accordingly :- .-
INFANTRY SWORD EXERCISE.
I. In future officers of all Infantry  regiments
will carry their  swords in  the same  manner as laid
,down for Cavalry  officers.
II. The following alterations wig be  made in the
"Infantry Sword and Carbine Swolyd_ J,ayQpet
Exercises, 1886."
SECTION II.
Erase  the works ",carry an4" from the first line
of  page
structlonsfor *aping  f1 sword  (Tong).
Three.-Cancel,  ann substitute :-
Bring the sword  smart 'Iy down until the hand is
in front of the elbow, and little finger in line • with
it, the elbow close to the body, blade perpendicular,
edge to the front ; which forms the position ,ofis carry swords "; the left  hand resumes -the position
of " attention " directly the sword is drawn.
Std sioortte .-Oancol,  a'ecd gti .stitute -.
Relax the grasp of the last three fingers, and,
without disturbing the position of the hand, allow
the back of the sword to fall lightly on the. shoulder,
midway between the neck and point of the shoulder.
Stand at  Ease.-Cancel and substitute :-
Keeping the sword at the. "slope," draw back
the right foot 6 inches and bend the left knee.
SECTION VI.
O icers' Salute.
Cancel lines 7 to 10, page 25, and substitute :-
The officers' salute requires much attention and
practice,  and special  care- must be taken in the
instruction of all  officers  in order to ensure perfect
uniformity.
On the march (except when on the  passing line
in marching past), or when manoeuvring, the sword
is to be at the slope, both on foot and mounted.
When-the sword is at the " carry," mounted, the
position is with the hilt resting on the right thigh,
the blade perpendicular, the wrist rounded so as to
incline the edge slightly to the left, the grasp of
the lower fingers slightly relaxed, the little finger
in rear of the hilt.
WHISTLES.
I. The following will be added to the instructions
for the use of whistle sounds, at p. 92, Field
Exercise, 1884:-
"Their use by commanders of Companies is
especially necessary when orders are about to be
given to cease firing."
II. The whistle calls given at page 422 are
hereby cancelled.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade Major.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G.  A. FEEircH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head -Quarters.
Brisbane ,  11th May, 1888.
No. 659.
T
HE undermentioned Corps  will parade in the
order named, in sufficient time to be formed
up in the Queen 's Park ,  at 9'30 a.m. on Thursday,
the 24th instant ,  and fire  a feu de joie  in celebra-
tion of the Birthday of Her Most Gracious Majesty
The Queen ,  and for the inspection of His Excellency
'The  Commander -in-Chief.
A Royal Salute will be fired by the Brisbane
Field Battery, which will be formed up for the
purpose near the Saluting  Battery. The Royal
Standard wi ll  be hoisted at the Victoria Barracks,
the Saluting Battery , and Lytton Fort  between
the hours of sunrise and sunset.
Brisbane Field Battery.
Moreton Mounted Infantry.
,,A" Battery.
Naval Brigade.
Brisbane Garrison Battery.
Brisbane Engineers.
The Moreton Reg+iment  (Brisbane Com-
panies). i
Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps.
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Corps.
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps.
Ambulance Corps.
Officers Commanding Corps will be good enough
to 'see that the. ceremony is rehearsed, and that
their  Lorpl havb an ' opportunity of practising the
feu de joie  on private parade grounds previous to
the 24th instant. A parade state showing, the
number likelyF to be on parade wyllbe furnished to
the Brigade Major by noon,o*  the 23rd  instant.
Ma era  frn$n  etch Coifs will assemble  in the
Queen s fart, at a.m. punctually, to take up the
position of their Corps.
Officers on the Unattached List and Medical
Staff are invited to attend.
DressReview Order.
No. 660.
IT is hereby notified for the information of all
concerned that the Examinations for Promotions
will be held on the 15th and 16th June proximo.
Officers who purpose presenting themselves for
examination  must advise the Brigade-Major of
their intention prior to 1st of June. As ex-
amination  papers have to be  made  out by the
Board for the ranks of candidates  of the various
branches of the  service  who may attend, and as
time  is required to prepare  same , it is notified that
applications to attend will not be received after the
1st June.'
No. 661.
THE undermentioned Officers, Non-commissioned
Officers, and men will proceed to Townsville for
duty in connection with the Northern Encampment,
to commence on the 21st June.
Colonel G. A. French, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Orderly Officer-Lieutenant F. S. Hely, Bris-
bane Field Battery.
Lieutenant Colonel J H. Adams, A.Q.M.G.
Major C. H. Des Viceux, D.A.A.G.
Major J. A. Grieve, R.A.
Also Ten Non-Commissioned  Officers and men
of " A" Battery.
The Officer Commanding " A" Battery  will  select
suitable men to act  as instructors ,  storemen,
etc. They will be also employed in the formation
of the Camp. '
No. 662.
THE decision of the Chief Umpire upon the
operations which took place on the 1st and 2nd
April is hereby published  for general informa-
tion :-
FIELD MAN(EUVRES.
The Chief Umpire having considered the reports
of Umpires and Officers  commanding  Attack and
Defence, and their enclosures. and having personally
inspected the outposts on both sides on the night of
the 1st April, and also having been present and
witnessed the greater portion of the operations on
the 2nd April, has arrived at the following con-
clusions :-
Outposts and Picquets.
These were generally well placed on the side of
the Defence, and the  same  may be said of the
Attack  as far as the  outposts actually posted ; but
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the whole of the left of the Attack , for more than a
mile, was left  open, protected merely by a few
Mounted Infantry patrols. This,  it appears to me,
was taking  undue  advantage  of the order  (issued
for the convenience of the combatants) that no
advance was  to take place by either side till after
9 a.m. on  the 2nd.
This disposition of the attacking forces could not
well occur on service, and the general  result was
that while the defending force  was strung out in a
chain of outposts about two miles in extent, the
attacking force only covered half- a-mile ,  and was
thus in a position to make an overpowering attack
on the left of the defensive line, before the troops
from the right of that line could be moved over.
This evidently was attempted,  an advance in force
being made about  9 a.m. on  the left of the defenders'
position by the Moreton Regiment.
Attack.
Major Prichard properly avoided marching his
men by the roads, but pushed through the bush,
and was  thus enabled to avoid the direct fire
of the strong outpost at the Alderley Arms Hotel.
He suffered, however, the ordinary disadvantage
consequent on taking troops through a very broken
and densely timbered district-viz., that they lost
touch of each other, and his first attack being made
with two companies only, he was ordered back b y
the umpire and directed not to advance again till
reinforced.
After a lapse of about a quarter of an hour, an
advance was made with three companies, four more
being in support. The Defence, in the meanwhile,
had been weakened at this point by the removal to
some other position of a company of the Queens-
land Scottish; the Attack swung round in rear of
the outpost (half-company of Engineers and Bris-
bane Garrison Battery) and cut them off, the result
being that the umpire decided they were made
prisoners ; the other half-company of Engineers,
being far to the front as a picquet, and without
connecting files between it and the support, was
also cut off and subsequently made prisoners.
The Attack here must have lost heavily, owing
to the repulse of the first attack, and owing to the
fact that when clear of the timber their skirmish
line was for some minutes enfiladed by two guns
on Wilston Hill, at a range of about 1,600 yards,
the fire of which they appeared to ignore.
While the above events were in progress a feint
attack was made on the centre of the position by
three companies of the Wide Bay Regiment, the
Warwick Company, Gympie Mounted Infantry,
and two guns Brisbane Field Battery.
This force crossed the bridge near the slaughter-
yards, which was defended by 50 men. of the
Queensland Scottish. Crossing a narrow causeway
under close infantry fire is an operation that must
have entailed considerable loss, apart from the
fact that the bridge ordinarily would be blown up
by the Defence.
This feint, or demonstration, by the Attack
appears to have been carried too far as such.
The force was exposed to the direct fire of four
guns in commanding positions, and had a far
superior force of infantry (Queensland Scottish,
Queensland Irish, Brisbane Volunteer Corps, and
Cadets) numbering over 300, in its front, and
which, lapping round its left flank, made retreat
over the bridge impossible; the bulk of this portion
of the attacking force would have had to be con-
sidered as killed or prisoners.
At this time, heavy rain coming on, further
operations ceased.
The state of affairs at this period was asfollows:-
The Defence had lost  two companies  on the left
of their position, and had only one small company
of Infantry  (Queensland Irish), about 80 Mounted
Infantry ,  and two guns  to check the direct advance
on Brisbane  by the Kelvin Grove road.
The Moreton  Regiment  and two companies of
the Wide  Bay Regiment -equal to about eight
companies  (after allowing for losses )- were in good
cover to the  east of  the " Alderly Arms," and
merely awaiting orders for an advance along the
Kelvin Grove road.
They would, however, have had to extend for the
attack of the troops immediately in their front, and
in so  doing would be exposed to enfilade or oblique
fire from the two  guns on  Wilston Hill ; the time
lost in extending and advancing under a front
and flanking fire would have given time for the
victorious troops of the right wing to be brought
up, and I consequently  am of  opinion that if the
line of defence near the Cattle Saleyards was forced,
it would only be at a great expenditure of life, and
that the remnant that got through would have been
headed off by the Mounted Infantry before reaching
Brisbane.
Remarks.
There were the usual palpable mistakes (which
appear to be common in other places besides
Queensland) of Infantry ignoring the effect of
Artillery  fire because the guns are a mile off ;
Artillery, in their turn, ignoring the effect of
Infantry fire at close ranges. Two guns of the
Ipswich Field Battery unlimbered within 200
yards of a company of the Moreton Regiment,
this company being itself under oblique fire for a
considerable time from two guns 1,200 yards off,
on Wilston Hill.
Lieutenant-Colonel Drury, C.M.G., brings to
notice " the excellent work done by Captain
Patterson and the Gympie Mounted Infantry."
Major Grieve reports :-" I have to acknowledge
he great  assistance  I received from Captain
Scholes and from Major Thynne. To the latter I
as indebted for all the information I received,
and it was always accurate."
The Commandant was much pleased with most
of the reports enclosed with those of Lieutenant-
Colonel Drury and Ma' or Grieve, which showed for
the most part considerable powers of observation on
the part of the officers making them. He feels,
however, that these reports to be really useful
should be sent to Officers Commanding within 24
hours of the time of the operations, and before the
matters have been discussed with the " enemy."
The report of an officer in sub-command should
be confined to facts occurring in his own vicinity
for which his report ought to be a voucher ; if
made after discussion with the " enemy " it is apt
to take the form of discounting objections in
advance, and may prove very misleading.
The general idea of the attack was very good,
and it is likely the right wing would have succeeded
if the Officer Commanding had waited till he heard
the firing of the force engaged in making the
feint on the centre ; by coming into action first, his
plan was disclosed and time given for the move-
ment of troops towards the left of the defence.
The general position taken up by Major Grieve
was probably as good as could be expected with
the small force at his disposal. The guns on
Wilston Hill were in a most commanding position,
covering all the approaches towards the left and
centre of the position at easy artillery range; the
horses and limbers, however, should have been
pushed further to the rear, as they made a very
prominent mark for the enemy' s guns.
In conclusion, the Commandant desires to
express his thanks to all ranks for the interest
taken by them in these operations during the past
four years. The Forces have manoeuvred over all
possible approaches to Brisbane, bivouacking at
night in the open, and on no occasion has there
been any cases of misconduct reported and
apparently little or no grumbling at the  discom-
forts entailed. He feels satisfied that good solid
work has been done at those manoeuvres, and that
if even nothing else was done it is a matter of the
highest importance. that all ranks should know the
weak points and the strong points in the country
all round the capital.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  Jms  C. BEAn, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1888.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give thecorrect number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such reference will
materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the country making written applications should accompany such written applications with the
amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are requested to state
where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
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The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and search them.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER  BRANCH of the General  Post Office  is opened for delivery ,  daily, Saturday excepted,
from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
fig ' c, Colonial  ;  o c, official Colonial  ; e t, Colonial  Telegram  ;  o, dead letter  ;  s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ;
a, South Australia ;  t, Tasmania ; p z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia ;  u k, United Kingdom;
f, foreign.
A. 21 Adamson W. A., The Valley c 42 Ah Fat, Manford Downs c
22 Adie William, P.O. Brisbane in 43 Ah Foo, Bundaberg o c
1 AARONS G., Charters Towers o c 23 Adkins Thomas H., Goondiwindi o and 44 Ah Foy, Charters Towers c
2 Abbott Edward, Cairns c uk 45  Ali Hing, Brisbane o c
3 Abbott J. (care of E. Cowley), Herbert 24 Adlam T. P., Croydon u k 46  Ali Hoon, East Bundaberg o c
River c 25 Adma Mrs., South Brisbane c 47  Ali Im, Bundaberg o c and c
4 Abraham Joseph (s.s. "Duke of 26 Admas C. G., Gympie c 48  Ali Keet, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
Argyle"), Brisbane u k 27 Adrain John, Goondi u k (3) 49 Ahlinder Alfd., P.O. Townsville o c
5 Absolem J., P.G. Brisbane o 28 Adveill Peter, Cairns c 50 Ahlinder Alf., Kamerunga c
6 Absolon G. R., Croydon c 29 Affleck W., Spring Hill c 51  Ali Long J., Barcaldine c
7 Adam George, Paddington c 30 Afted Edward Albert, South Too- 52 Ah Lun Mrs., Cooktown f
8 Adami Mrs. S., Cabbage-tree Creek c woong o c 53  Ali Hun, Kelvin Grove c
9 Adams -, Annan River Bridge c 31 Ager R. Thos., New Farm c 54 Ah Pow, Aramac f (2)
10 Adams Alfred Joel, P.O. Brisbane in 32 Aghurst J. B., Brisbane s 55  Ali Qui, Cloncurry c
11 Adams Chas., South Brisbane c 33 Agnew R. S., Charters Towers c 56  Ali Sam, Barcaldine c (2)
12 Adams D. S., South Brisbane c 34 Ah Chee, Toowong o c (9) 57  Ali See, P.O. Rockhampton c
13 Adams Ernest, Townsville c 35 Ah Chong Jimmey, Tambo o c (2) 58 Ah See George, Burenda c
14 Adams G., Paddington c 36 Ah  Choy,  Kelvin Grove c 59  Ali See Jimmey, P.O. Brisbane s
15 Adams J. M., Hamilton c 37 Ah Cook, Normanton c 60  Ali Shen, Normanton f
16 Adams Mrs. Maria, Charters Towers c 38 Ahearn Wm., Townsville c 61 Ah Shin, Ipswich road c
17 Adams William, Charters Towers c 39 Ahearn D., Spring Hill c 62  Ali Sue, Tambo o c
18 Adams W. (drover), Isisford s 40 Ahern Miss Ellen, P.O. Brisbane u k 63  Ali Sue, Prairie c
19 Adams W., Paddington c (2) 41 Ahern James, Police Station, Win 64 Ah Sun, Elizabeth street c
20 Adamson George, Eagle Farm c dorah u k 65 Ah Toy C., Brisbane s
is
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66 Ah Yee, Bunda Bunda c
67 Aimsley J. N., Townsville c
68 Air Jas., Eton c
69 Aird Emma, South Brisbane o
70 Aird George (care  of D. Micklejohn),
Canal Creek s
71 Airsworth G., Woollongabba c
72 Aitchison Robert, Gympie o c
73 Aitken J. M., P.O. Brisbane u k
74 Aitken James, Mooloolah c
75 Akers John, Thargomindah road c
76 Akister Aaron, Charters Towers c
77 Albert (butcher), Brisbane c
78 Alden Walter, Brisbane s
79 Alderton P., Sandgate c
80 Alexander Christy,MullingarStationm
81 Alexander Clare, Winton c
82 Alexander John, Ipswich in and u k
83 Alexander John, Lidsvold c
84 Alexander William, Thargomindah a
85 Alexandra
-
Normanton c
86 Alfred Jas., Wickham terrace c
87 Algeo R., Bundaberg c
88 Aloe R., South Kolan c
89 Alison James Ramsay, Cooktown f
90 Allan Mrs., Rockhampton c
91 Allan William, Charters Towers c
92 Allen -, Kelvin Grove c
93 Allen Mrs., Maryborough c
94 Allen A., Fernlees c
95 Allen G. P., Charters Towers c
96 Allen Jose h Brisbane u k
97 Allen J., Brisbane c
98 Allen J. G. and Co., Cooktown o
99 Allen T., Eidsvold c
100 Allen Wm., Maryborough c
101 Allen W., Thargomindah s
102 Allen William J., Northampton
Downs c
103 Allett , Mackay u k
104 Alley A., Gayndah c
105 Allinan, George, Kedron Brook c
106 Allinggham - Mundingburrah c
107 A.lltoft, Edward, Mackay u k
108 Alson Miss A., Toowoomba a
109 Althaw William, Croydon c
110  Alton Min Sarah (care of W. Salmon),
Maryborough u k
111 Amie -, Westgrove Station c
112 Amos J. Pringle, Brisbane c
113 Amour William, P.O. Townsville c
114 Ancell Edward (seaman ), Cooktown o c
115 Andereley J., West Milton u k
116 Andersen Alando, Gympie c
117 Andersen Anders, Tiaro f (2)
118 Andersen A. Spring Hill c (2)
119 Andersen John, Bundaberg c
120 Andersen Maren, Pialba o
121 Andersen U., Brisbane o
122 Anderson -, Townsville c
123 Anderson -, Newstead c
124 Anderson -, East Bundaberg c
125 Anderson Mrs., Brisbane c
126 Anderson Mrs., 38 Herbert street c
127 Anderson Miss, Tiaro c
128 Anderson Andrew, Bowen c
129 Anderson A., Brisbane a
130 Anderson A., Rockhampton c
131 Anderson A., Spring Hill c
132 Anderson A., Lutwyche c
133 Anderson A., Millchester c
134 Anderson A. T., South Brisbane c
135 Anderson Charles, Geraldton c
136 Anderson Chas. (saddler), Cloncurry c
137 Anderson Mrs. Charles, Red Hill f
138 Anderson Daniel, Charters Towers c
139 Anderson E., Paddington o
140 Anderson E., Eidsvold c
141 Anderson Frank, Mungarr c
142 Anderson George, P.O. Townsville e t
143 Anderson G., Cooktown f
144 Anderson H., Fortitude Valley c
145 Anderson Johan, Rockhampton o c (2)
146 Anderson John, Southport s
147 Anderson Mrs. J., Tribune street c
148 Anderson J., Harcourt street c (2)
149 Anderson J., Tiaro c
150 Anderson J., Townsville c
151 Anderson J. A., Windorah m
152 Anderson J. C., Rockhampton c
153 Anderson J. G., Gympie c
154 Anderson J. K., South Brisbane c
155 Anderson M., Hemmant o a
156 Anderson N., Gatton c
157 Anderson Sam, Brisbane c
158 Anderson Thos., Charters Towers c
159 Anderson T., Sandown c
160 Anderson W., Toowoomba c
161 Anderson W., Thargomindah a
162 Anderson W. L., Normanton c
163 Andrew F. J., Logan Village s
164 Andrew J. H., Queenton u k
165 Andrews -, Roma c
166 Andrews.A., Laidley Creek c
167 Andrews B., Charters Towers c
168 Andrews E., Charters Towers aJ
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169 Andrews F. C., West End c (2)
170 Andrews H., Rockhampton o
171 Andrews Mrs. J., Leyburn a
172 Andrews W. H., Croydon c
173 Angelo Miss Mary, Brisbane s
174 Angler C., North Pine c
175 Angus Albert, Cairns o
176 Anniar Henry, P.O. Isis o
177 Annable Samuel, Cheroy Creek o
178 Antcliffe Walter, Normanton c (2)
179 Antcliffe Walter, Cloncurry o (2)
180 Anthony South Brisbane c1,41 Appel Peter, Winton i (2)
182 Appleby Arthur, P.O. Brisbane o c
183 Appleton J. South Brisbane c
184 Appleton W F., P.O. Muttaburra c
185 Appoo Johannies, Emu Park o
186 Appoo J. P. Anders, Charters Towers c
187 Arabain Andreas, Normanton c
188 Archer A., Brisbane f
189 Archer 4ose h, Black Jack a
190 Archibald Win., Gowrie Station o
191 Ariell Thos., George street s
192 Armanasco Giacomo, Gympie c
193 Armster Johannes, Brisbane,f
194 Armstrong -, Kynuna o c
195 Armstrong -, South Brisbane c
196 Armstrong Capt., Dalby c
197 Armstrong Miss, Toowong c
198 Armstrong George, Croydon a
199 Armstrong John (s.s.  "Roma"), Bris-
bane u k T2)
200 Armstrong , Mackay c
201 Armstrong Matthew, Tingalpa c
202 Armstrong M. E., Toowong c
203 Armstrong J., P.O. Townsville c
204 Armstrong William, Normanton c
205 Arnold Julia, Croydon c
206 Arnold Miss J., Rockhampton c
207 Arnot J. T., Cairns c
208 Arnott Mary, Ipswich o
209 Arrell J. G. and Co., George street c
210 Arrell W., Spring Hill c
211 Arthur Gilbert, The Valley c
212 Arthy Frank, Toowong o
213 Arundel Edward, Townsville u k
214 Arundel Edward, Geraldton c
215 Arvickson Mrs., Spring Hill c
216 Ashby John, Eidsvold c
217 Ashby J., South Brisbane c
218 Ashby J., Bundaberg c
219 Ashcroft Miss L., Rockhampton
220 Ashe W. T., Herberton in
221. Ashford Alfred, Mackay u k
222 Ashford Alfred, Mackay u k
223 Ashindon Miss Sarah, Dalby a
224 Ashleigh Mary, Toowoomba o
225 Ashleigh W., Tambo c
226 Ashleigh W. E., Toowoomba o
227 Ashley -, Beenleigh c
228 Ashmann and Co., Charters Towers c
.229 Ashton James, Goondiwindi s
230 Ashworth Alf., P.O. Brisbane c
231 Astill J. (bootmaker), Toowong c (2)
232 Atkins E., Woollongabba c
233 Atkins W., One-Mile c (3)
234 Atkinson Mrs., Woollongabba c
235 Atkinson F. J., Townsville c (3)
236  Atkinson John T., Maryborough u k
237 Atkinson W., Stanley street c
238 Attenborough Geo., Cumberland c
239 Attenborough Miss Mary, Boulia o
240 Attree G. (painter), Red Hill c
241 Atwell W., North Pine c
242 Auld Mrs. B., Gatton c
243 Aulie J., Toowoomba c
244 Austin A., Pialba c
245 Auth Mrs. Elizabeth, Charters Towers f
246 Aylett James, Coorporoo c
247 Aylmer Peter, Croydon c (3)
248 Aylward Edward, Beenleigh o c
249 Ayre Chas., Boggo c
B.
1 BABBINGTON J., Ingham c
2 Bachelor Alfred, Georgetown c
3 Back S., P.O. Croydon c (4)
4 Backwell J. S., Toowoomba w
5 Bader Frederick, Ipswich s
6 Badgery H. A. B., Brisbane a
7 Bagany Mrs. J., 72 Edward street s
8 Bager H. J., St. George c
9 Bagnall W., P.O. Hamilton c
10 Bagnell, William, Brisbane o
11 Bagnely Mrs. W., South Brisbane c
12 Baher John T., Isisford c
13 Bailey A. G., P.U. Woodstock c
14 Bailey G., Charters Towers c
15 Bailey Jas., Mount Hutton c
16 Bailey Mrs. S. M., Brisbane f
17 Bailliy Thomas, Hughenden c
18 Bain Mrs., Glenmore c
19 Baines - (surveyor), Croydon c
20 Baker Alex., Croydon a
21 Baker A .  C., Brisbane c
22 Baker A .  H., Beenleigh o
23 Baker Charles, Brisbane s (2)
24 Baker Edward ,  P.O. Croydon a
25 Baker Geo .,  P.O. Brisbane a
26 Baker G .,  Croydon a.and a
27 Baker H .  C., Maryborough c
28 Baker John ,  Townsville n z
29 Baker John ,  Eidsvold c (2)
30 Baker J .,  The Valley c
31 Baker M. A.,  Maborough o
32 Baker Robt. jnr., P .O. Brisbane o c (2)
33 Baker Robt .  W. (joiner ),  Brisbane o c
34 Baker R .,  Manfred Downs e t
35 Baker R. (builder ),  Rosalie c
36 Baker William ,  Charters Towers c (2)
37 Baker Wi ll iam ,  P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
38 Baker W., Clermont a
39 Bakey Mrs.  Bridget ,  Woollongabba c
40 Baldwin Alway ,  Brisbane c
41 Baldwin H. E., Cooktown o c
42 Baldwin John ,  Maryborough c
43 Baldwin Joseph ,  Charters Towers c
44 Baldwin P., Hope street c
45 Ball Alexander ,  P.O. Queenton c
46 Ball Augustus, s. s. " Gayundah " o c
47 Ball A .,  Upper Cape River c
48 Ball Charles, Flinders River c
49 Ba ll  H .,  Croydon c
50 Ba ll  Joseph ,  Georgetown a
51 Ball T .,  Gympie c
52 Ballantine B., Toowoomba o
53 Ba llie John ,  East Bunda berg c
54 Ba llon - ,  South Brisbane c
55 Balmain John ,  Kangaroo Point c
56 Balmer C. A., Southport c
57 Baloo J. W., Fortitude  Valley c
58 Balser S. F., Rockhampton c
59 Balton S., Charters Towers c
60 Bam be r William ,  Cairns u k
61 Ba in bridge Mrs., Goodna c
62 Bamford J., Woolgar c
63 Banfield J., Cairns c
64 Banford  John , Brisbane u k
65 Banham G., Southport c
66 Bank Baxter and Co., Brisbane c
67 Banks B. T., Croydon c
68 Banning Andrew J .,  Logan Village f
69 Bar be r and Summers, South Brisbane c
70 Barber  - (bricksetter ),  Brisbane c
71 Barber B., Prairie o
72 Barber Geo., Croydon c (2)
73 Bar ber S .,  Rockhampton c
74 Barber Thomas ,  Ayrshire Downs c
75 Barclay A., Hidden Valley o
76 Barc 1 y F., Morinish Station c
77 BardBy P., Croydon s
78 Barett M. J., Cooktown c
79 Barker Awriot, Springfield c
80 Barker Bradshaw ,  Bowen c
81 Barker H., Kangaroo Point c
82 Barker Richard F .,  Hughenden c
83 Barker R. (care of W. McDonald),
Herberton o
84 Barker Mrs. Sam, Gregory terrace c (2)
85 Barkmann Robt .,  Clermont c
86 Barks Geo .  A., Goldsmith 's Creek c
87 Barlow - ,  Logan road c
88 Barlow F., Lutwyche c
89 Barlow Thos .,  Mount Gravatt c
90 Ba rn ard C.,  Mackay c (2)
91 Barnard C., Townsville c
92 Barns  -,  Sandgate c
93 Barnes Edward A., Brisbane o c
94 Ba rn es F .  B., Charters Towers c
95 Barnes Henry ,  Maryborough u k
96 Ba rn es Jas .,  56-Gang ,  Q. C. Railway c
97 Barnett James, 4nn street c
98 Ba rnett J .,  Kelvin Grove road c
99 Barnett W .  J., Cleveland road c
100 Barns E., Townsville c
101 Baron S. A., Brisbane c
102 Barr David W., Muttaburra u k (2)
103 Barr John McLean ,  P.O. Brisbane o c
104 Barr J .  H., Toowong c
105 Barre H., Charters Towers c
106 Barrett Mrs. E., Brisbane c
107 Barrett Mrs. Joseph ,  Kangaroo  Pointe
108 Barrett J. H., Hughenden u k
109 Barrett Thomas, Croydon u k
110 Barry D., 60-Gang, 271-Miles c
111 Barron -, Peak Crossing c
112 Barron A. H., Brisbane c
113 Barron J., Gympie c
114 Barron J., The Valley c
115 Barrow and Thomson ,  George street c
116 Barry Mrs., West End c
117 Barry  Miss, P.O. Townsville n z
118 Barry Gerrard. P.O. Brisbane f
119 Barry James, North Mackay c
120 Barry J., Cairn s t
121 Barry J. V., Ravenswood Junction c
122 Barry Kate, The Valley c (2)
123 Barry M. J., Brisbane o
124 Barstow H., Croydon c
125 Bartch A., Brisbane a (2)
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126 Barter  G., Charters Towers c 227 Bennett Dr., Brisbane c 326 Bohan  Michl .,  Eidsvold e tiand e  (2)
Brisbane o127 Bartlett S. Newstead 228 Bennett -, Rockhampton c 327 Bohn and Bjochquin  Bundaberg c, ,
128 Barton  North Ipswich c 229 Bennett -, 3 George  street c (3) 328 Boland -, Fernvale c
Toowoomba o129 Barton  E. ]va 230 Bennett Thus., Queen  street c 329 Boland  E., Mackay c,Southport c130 Barton H. 0. 231 Bennett G. C., Ipswich road c 330 Bo  ester Mrs . Joseph, The Valley o,
131 Barton and Co.  H. W., Enoggera c 232 Bennett G. B., Kynuna Station c 331 Bolland G. W., Brisbane c
Ravenswood c132 Barton Thomas 233 Bennett Henry (bushman), Winton o c 332 Bolton  Mrs., Bulimba a,
133 Bastford George  P.O. Brisbane s 234 Bennett J., arters Towers c 333  Bolton Jno. Firth , Cairns u k
charters Towers c134 Bashne ll John 235 Bennett M., Charters  Towers c 334 Bolton John F .,  Townsvi lle e,
One -Mile , Gym ie u k135 Bason Joseph 236 Bennett Thos., Bulimba u k 335 Bolton  Mrs. R .  D., Brisbane o,
136 Baseham  Jacob (The Depot), Bris- 237 Bennett W. J., Mount Leyshon c 336 Bon John , Gumbardo o
bane a 238 Bennett  W. T., Hughenden c 337 Bondell Thos. F., Adavale c
137 Batchelor Geo., Barcoo River s 239 Benson  W. H., South Brisbane u k 338 Bone  C. F., Kedron Brook c
138 Batchelor Thomas ,  P.O. Brisbane u k (2) 240 Bentin M., Gympie o 339 Bones Mrs., Rockhampton s
139 Bates  -,  Macknade c 241 Bentley G., Rockhampton s 340 Bonbam F., Cairns o
140 Bates Mrs., Kelvin Grove c tley Miss Jane E., Toombul  Station242 Be 341 Bonner  Eliza beth, Brisbane o
141 Bates Mrs. F .,  Bulimbac n 342 Bonner  Hugh, Ann  street u k
142 Bates George, Dugandan c 243 Bentley J., Brisbane c 343 Bonner H., Charters Towers c
143 Bates  G., Charters Towers s 244 Beresford Major R. M., Bundaberg s 344 Bonnes  W. H., South Brisbane e
144 Bates Joe, Macknade c 245 Berger  Emile  Charters Towers c (2) 345 Bonney Edward, One-Mile o
14.5  Bates Miss  Mary, Western Creek c 246 Bergin Miss 1k., Charters Towers c 346 Booe Richard ,  Logan e
146 Bath T.  H., Gympie c (2) 247 Bergin Hugh, Mar borough c 347 Booth Jno., Birkhead  Station a
147 Batham  John, P.O. Bundaberg u k 218 Bergmann  W. N., Rockhampton c (3) 348 Booth Joseph,  Pimpama Bridge a
148 Batley  R., Charters Towers c 249 Berndt Carl, Mount Cotton c 349 Booth Joseph ,  Durham s
149 Battlo Mrs., Normanton c 250 Bernhardt Gustav, Taroom s 350 Booth  Sergeant, Maryborough c
150 Batts Miss A .,  Brisbane o 251 Berry Andrew, N oosa road c 351 Booth William ,  Hughenden o
151 Bauer  Felix, Maryborough c 252 Berry  Miss E. (s. s.  "Roma"), Bris- 352 Borgart Mrs., Toowoomba c
152 Bauer  L. C., Enoggera c bane u k 352 Bork Patrick ,  St. Helena a
153 Baughon  Mrs. Edgar, Maryborough c 253 Berry Henry, P.O. Croydon c (2) 353 Borland A., Normanby o
154 Bausang  -, Tivoli c 254 Berry Michl., Woodford c 354 Borresen  Mrs., Port Mackay c
155 Bawden  William, Cairns c 255 Berry William, Cunnamulla m 355 Borresen  Hans , Croydon f
156 Baxter  -, Wickham street c 256 Berry W. K., Toowong c 356 Bosse  C., Mackay c
157 Baxter Mrs., Black Jack o 257 Bertchmann George, Dugandan c 357 Bosworth -, Townsville u k
158 Baxter  John, Black Jack n z 258 Bethel Thos. (care  of Charles Bethel), 358 Bottoher Wilhelm,  Brisbane f
159 Baxter  J. G., Gympie u k Brisbane c 359 Bottomley  Saml ., P.O. Brisbane s
160 Baxter  W. H., Gatton c 259 Bettenson Mrs. Dick, Gympie o 360 Bougher -, Gympie c
161 Bay George, Charters Towers c 260 Betts  Miss  M. A., Belmont c 361 Boulcher F., The Valley a
162 Bayliss Edward Cunnamulla c 261 Betzing Ernest, P.O. Brisbane f 362 Boulton  James ,  Townsville o c
163 Baynes  W. F., South Brisbane c 262 Bevan Fred., Cairns c 363 Bourke  James, O'Shannessey c
164 Baynham Edwin, P.O. Adavale o 263 Bevan Miss Magg e, P.O. Brisbane c 364 Bourke John, Rosewood Gate c
165 Beahan Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o 264 Beveridge C., Eidsvold c 365 Bourke J., Cloncurry a
166 Beale H., Charters Towers u k 265 Bevis G., Mount Morgan o 366 Bourke  Thos. ,  Brisbane o
167 Bean Mrs., Dalby e 266 Beyer A. (baker), Bundaberg c 367 Bourne Mrs., South  Brisbane c
168 Bean T., Bundaberg c (2) 267 Bickford Mrs. S., Brisbane o 368 Bourne  John,  Kamerunga o o
169 Beandion Edward, Burke m 268 Biddle S., Highgate Hill c 369 Bourne  J. 0., Charters  Towers c
170 Beard S., New Farm c 269 Bienz Ulrich, P.O. Thornborough c 370 Bouttell Louis, Bundaberg c (2)
171 Beardmore Mrs., Rockhampton c 270 Bigalla Carl, Thompson  Estate c 371 Bovell John, Augathella s
172 Beardsworth E., Mackay c 271 Biggs Herbert J., P.O. Normanton c 372 Bowden  H., Coomera c
173 Bearman H. Charters Towers c 272 Biggs John, Bundaberg u k 373 Bowden Thomas ,  Charters Towers u k
174 Beason J. T. (care of - White), 273 Bilkoff Herman, Charters Towers o c 374 Bowen  -,  James street c
Maroochy River o c 274 Bills S. (engineer ), Seaforth c 375 Bowen  R., Petrie terrace e
175 Beatson Mrs. Annie, Eatonvale o c 275 Birch Thomas W., Townsville o 376 Bowen R., Stanley  street e
176 Beattie John, Maytown c 276 Birch W., Fernvale  Estate c 377 Bower Mrs., Lutwyche e
177 Beattie Mrs. or  Miss  L., P.O. Bris- 277 Bird Thomas, Charters Towers c 378 Bowers  Miss  C. M., P.O.  Brisbane f
bane o 278 Bish -, Ambo Station c 379 Bowghan  Mrs. Edgar ,  Maryborough c
178 Beatty James, Toowoomba o 279 Bishop -, Gympie c 380 Bowling Stephen, P .U. Brisbane e t
179 Beaumont Lilly and Laura, Brisbane c 280 Bishop John, Townsville o 381 Bowra G., Bundaberg s (2)
180 Beaumont Miss Laura, P.O. Brisbane o 281 Bishop J., Charters Towers c 282 Bowyer Henry Arthur,  Birdsvi lle a
181 Beaumont Wright, Nerang Creek u k 282 Bishop P., Cairns c 383 Boxer T., Bulloo Downs s
182 Beazley F., Bundaberg c 283 Bishop R., Orient Camp c 384 Boyce F., Breakfast Creek c
183 Beck Andrew, Harrisville o c 284 Black -, Charters Towers c 385 Boyce P., P.O. Bundaberg c
184 Beck Miss A. B. M., Mackay o 285 Black Geo., Brisbane c 386 Boyd Geo.,  Barcaldine m
185 Beck E., 77-Gang 352-Miles c (2) 286 Black Jas., One-Mile c 387 Boyd H., Listowell  Downs c (3)
186 Beck John, Burketown o 287 Black John, Croydon s 388 Boyd John,  Langlo Downs a
187 Beck J., Milton c 288 Black Thos., Charters Towers c 389 Boyd P., New Farm c
188 Becke L. G., Five Head Creek c 289 Black Thos., Paddington c 390 Boyd Robert ,  23 Charlotte  street o c
189 Becker Fred, Indooroopilly f 290 Black W., Red Hill c 391 Boyd W., Qurren  street e
190 Becker H., Bowen c 291 Blackburn B., Brisbane u k 392 Boyd W . J. (carpenter ),  Mackay a
191 Becker W., Brisbane f 292 Blackburn Jas., Ipswich c 393 Boyes  F., Breakfast Creek c
192 Bectret Mrs., P.O. Townsville c 293 Blackburn John, One-Mile c 394 Boyle Edward, Albion c
193 Bedard J., One-Mile c (3) 294 Blackburn Thomas, Charters Towers c 395 Boyle J., Table Tops
194 Beddle Miss Edith, Hamilton o c 295 Blackburne R., Adavale o 396 Boyle  Miss Ketha ,  Toowong m
195 Bedford -, Mount Morgan c 296 Blackshaw -, P.O. Cooktown e t 397 Boynton F. (builder ),  Spring Hill c
196 Beech J. F., G.P.O. Brisbane u k 297 Blackstock (s.s. "Jumna "), Towns- 398 Boys H. W., Croydon c
Bundaberg f197 Beeston Ra mond Clac ville c 399 Bracker H Brisbane cy y,
and u k 298 Blackwell James, Cloncurry River c .,400 Bradbury C. E., Kilkivan e
198  Bergmann Johannes, Albert street f 299 Blair Robert, Brisbane uk 401. Bradish Mrs.  R., P.O. Brisbane s
199 Belcher F. W., Brewarrina c (2) 300 Blake -, Woollongabba c 402 Bradley P., Dalby o
200 Belfers -, Gayndah e f 301 Blake Mrs., Charters Towers c 403 Bradley Thos .,  Charters Towers c
201 Bell Thos., Sandy Creek c 302 Blake C., Croydon c 404 Bradnan N., Paddington c
202 Bell Chas., Croydon c (2) 303 Blake J., Burketown o 405 Bradshaw  -,  Townsville c
2C3 Bell Geo., Laidley c 304 Blake Mrs. J. V., Woollongabba u k 406 Bradshaw Mrs., Charters Towers a
204 Bell H., Charters Towers c and c 407 Bradshaw  Joe, Charters Towers c
205 Bell John, Townsville c 305 Blake W., Brisbane c 408 Bradshaw J., Clermont  Branch Rail,
206 Bell J., Warwick c 306 Blakey E. J., P.O. South Brisbane u k way c
207 Bell J. C., Eidsvold c 307 Blakoe F., Marathon c 409 Brady Edward, Maryborough c
208 Bell J. T. M., North Quay c 308 Bland John (care of A. H. Amos), 410 Brady G., Townsville c
209 Bell J. J., Emerald c Noondoo 0 411 Brady J. P., Bulimba s
210 Bell Miss  Mary Jane, Charters 302 Blandford W. G., Laidley c 412 Brady  Mrs. R .,  Brisbane c
Towers c 310 Bloury John, P.O. Brisbane u k 413 Brady  William ,  Two-Mile, Gympie c
211 Bell Mrs. M. J., Lutwyche c 311  Blaylock  Miss  Mary, Townsville  in 414 Braen A. E., Charters  Towers f
212 Bell R. and Co., Brisbane c 312 Blewett J., Charters Towers c 415 Brann  M. W., Kilkivan c
213 Bell Mrs. R., Rockhampton c (2) 313 Bligh R. J., Ipswich c 416  Brann W. A., New Cairns c
214 Bell T., Warry  street , Brisbane c 314 Bligh Mrs. N., Gympie c 417 Brasin John ,  Charters Towers  in
215 Bell William Townsville c 315 Blois C. G., Gatton u k (3) 418 Bray Miss  Maggie ,  Townsvi lle c
216 Bell Wm., Charters Towers c (3) 316 Bloom Fredk., North Rockhampton c 419 Bray Thomas ,  Charters Towers c
217 Bellamy Jos., Townsville c 317 Bloomfield Mrs., North Quay c 420 Bray H. J., Caboolture s
218 Bellert Charl., Hughenden f 318 Bloomfield A., Currawiliingi s 421 Bready  James , Bundaberg o
219 Bendell Norman Hall, Toowong o 319 Bloor J., Milton c. 422 Brecket Frank, Townsville c
220 Bender Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o c 320 Bleemr F., Charters Towers m 423 Bredell Mrs. Ann, Herberton o
221 Bengies Peter, Maryborough c 321 Blundell C. H., Brisbane c 424 Breen Danl., Coombabah o c
222 Bennager Aug., Tarampa c 322 Boase John, One-Mile s 425 Breheny Jno., Lutwyche s
223 Bennell Thos., Ann street c 323 Boat Mrs. (care of - Fowler), Bun- 426 Breitmeyer Chs. Paul  (care of James
224 Bennet Bros., Thargomindah s daberg c Scott),  Morven o
225 Bennet J. A., Thargomindah s 324 Bodington E., Dugandan c 427 Brenin Mrs. F. E., Cooktown c
226 Bennet Reginald, Breakfast Creek c 325 Boggart W., Logan Village c 428 Brennan Mies, Bowen Bridge road a
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429 Brennan Miss B., P.O. Brisbane  in
430 Brennan Miss Catherine, Stevens street
oc
431 Brennan Charles ,  P.O. Brisbane c
432 Brennan E. Charters Towers c
433 Brennan John ,  Brisbane c
434 Brennan J., One Mile c (2)
435 Brennan J., Beauaraba c
436 Brennan L., Mount Pleasant c (2)
437 Brennan Martin, Barronville o
438 Brennan M., Toowong c
439 Brennan M., Gympie c (2)
440 Brennan Mrs. M .,  Townsville o
441 Brennan Peter, Maryborough and Bun-
daberg road c
442 Brennan P., Boggo road c
443 Brennan Richard C.,  Gympie road c
444 Brennant F., Brisbane c
445 Brenner  -,  Kangaroo Point c
446 Brett James, Bundaberg u k
447 Bretton Dominique ,  Rockhampton f
448 Bretton Miss J., Red Hill c
449 Brewer Charles ,  Coorparoo c
450 Breydon R., Pittsworth c
451 Bridge John, Rockhampton s
452 Bridge John, Cooktown e t
453 Bridges Wm., Kedron Brook c
454 Briffett P., Mungarr Railway c
455 Briggs  -,  New Farm c
456 Briggs James, P.O. Brisbane n z
457  Briggs W., Brisbane c (2)
458 Brightman Frederick ,  Cooktown u k (2)
459 Brightwoll  -,  Breakfast Creek road c
460 Bri11 Mrs. W .,  Mount Morgan c
461 Broadfoot John,  Gym pie  c
462 Broadley G., Port Mackay u k
463 Broatch J., St. Georgge m
464 Brockley S., Orient Camp c
465 Brodey J., Hughenden c
466 Brodie Peter D .,  Brisbane c (2) and s
467 Brodie Peter, Kangaroo Point s
468 Brolan  -  junr.  (lengthsman), The
Springs c
469 Bronger J., Thargomindah s
470 Brooker J. A., Hughenden c
471 Brookes Mrs., Brisbane s
472 Brooks Mrs. A .,  Rosalie n Ir
473 Brooks J. B., Rockhampton c
474 Brooks W., P.O. Cairn s o
475  Brooks W. H., North Rockhampton c
476 Broomhead Thos .,  P.O. Roma m and t
477 Brophy Thomas, Pimpama, o and c
478 Brophy W. J., Spring Hill c
479 Broughton George, Yeppoon u k
480, Brown Harding and Co., Croydon c
481 Brown and Wilson ,  Maryborough c
482 Brown Dr., Isisford c
483 Brown -,  Beenleigh c
484  Brown-,  Rockhampton c
485 Brown Mrs., South Brisbane c
486 Brown Miss, Toowong c
487 Brown Albert, Townsville o c
488 Brown Alexander  (s.s. "Waroonga "),
Brisbane u k
489 Brown Alfred, Gin Gin n z
490 Brown Mrs. A., Lutwyche o c
491 Brown A., Flying Gaxg, Hughenden c
492 Brown A., Ipswich c
493 Brown A. J. Winton c
494 Brown  A. W.  Charters Towers c
495  Brown Miss Bridget ,  P.O. Brisbane u  k-
496  Brown Charles ,  Brisbane c
417 Brown Charles, Charters Towers o c
498 Brown Charlotte A. C., Brisbane o c
499 Brown Mrs. Clara ,  Toowoomba c
500 Brown Captain C.,  Brisbane s
501 Brown C. J., Gympie c
502 Brown D. M., Croydon c
503 Brown Eliza be th ,  P.O. Brisbane o
504  Brown Mrs E .,  South Brisbane c
505 Brown Miss  B . M., Hospital ,  Brisbane
uk
506 Brown Miss E .,  Charters Towers c
507 Brown E. T., George street c
508 Brown E. W. G., Swan Hill c
509 Brown F., Port Mackay u k
510 Brown Miss F. R., Spring Hill u k
511 Brown G. A. Cooktown o c
512 Brown Miss Hannah  (s. s. " Waroonga"),
Brisbane u k
513 Brown Henry, Adavale s
514 Brown Henry (sailor ),  Bundaberg o c
515 Brown H., Caboolture c
516 B rown H. J., Gympie c
517  Brown John, P . O. Enoggera c
518 Brown John, Howard u k (2)
519 Brown John, Blacka ll  c (2)
520 Brown John, Stanley street c (2)
521 Brown John, Burrum c
522 Brown John A .,  Barcaldine c (2)
523 Brown John J., Charters Towers m
524 Brown J., Bundaberg c
525 B ro wn J .,  Muttaburra c
526 Brown J. G., Maryborough  c
527 Brown J. J., North Pine c
528 Brown J. R., One-Mile c
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529 Brown J. R., Monkland c
530 Brown Mrs. Mary, Petrie terrace c
531 Brown Mrs. M. E., Normanton c
532 Brown Miss M. J., Rockhampton u k
533 Brown Miss Polly Townsville c
534 Brown Robert, Gilmore Station s
535 Brown Rudolf Henry, Gympie o c
536 Brown R. H., Charters Towers c
537 Brown S., Brisbane c
538 Brown S., Charters Towers c (2)
539 Brown Thomas, Afton Downs c
540 Brown Mrs. T., South Brisbane c
541 Brown Miss T., Gympie c
542 Brown T. E., Caboolture c
543 Brown Win., South Brisbane o c
544 Brown William, South Brisbane c
545 Brown Win.. Petrie terrace c
546 Brown W., Spring Hill c
547 Brown W., Stanley street c
548 Brown W. B., The Valley c (2)
549 Brown W. H., Crow's Nest c
550 Browne Denis, P.U. Brisbane c
551 Browne E. E., Brisbane m (2)
552 Browne G. M. H., Lutwyche c
553 Browne J. de V., Townsville s
554 Browne Mary, Toowoomba o
555 Brownel T. T., Brisbane s
556 Bruce and Johns, Brisbane c
557 Bruce C., Daintree River c
558 Bruce Mrs. E., Albion road c (2)
559 Bruce Wm., Toowoomba c
560 Brunn C., Paddington c
561 Bryan J. E., Aramac c
562 Bryant -, Southport c
563 Bryant A. J., Surat u k (2)
564 Bryant Thomas, Croydon o c
565 Bryon Andrew, Spring Hill c
566 Bubbs Thomas, Mungarr m
567 Bubister W., Gympie c
568 Buchanan and Co., Leichhardt street
o (2)
569 Buchanan Duncan, Townsville u k
570 Buchanan Gordon, Punjaub o
571 Buchanan Nigel Griffiths, St.
Lawrence c
572 Buchanan J., Wingey Creek c
573 Buckberry Edward, Toowoomba o and
uk
574 Buckeridge Lawrence Arthur, Croy-
don s
575 Buckingham WilliamH., Geraldton o c
576 Buckle H., Maryborou h c
577 Buckley -, Spring Hill c
578 Buckley Miss Elizabeth, P.O. Gympie c
579 Buckley Miss Hannah, Townsville u k
580 Buckley M., Spring Hill c
581 Buckley Samuel, Brisbane o
582 Buckly - (care of Geo. Gannon),
Brisbane c
583 Budd --, Cairns c
584 Budd John, Isis Scrub o
585 Budd Thos (waiter), Brisbane c
586 Budderidge John, Rockhampton e
587 Budems G., "A" Battery, Q.D.F.,
Brisbane c
588 Budgett Dr. J. A. H., Esk c
589 Buffy Isaac, Eidsvold c
590 Bugot John T., Charters Towers c
591 Bukoski R., Bundaberg c
592 Bul -=, Emerald c
593 Bulger Joseph, Hughenden o c
594 Bull Albert, One-Mile c (2)
595 Bull Leod, Tewantin c
596 Bull Miss Lizzie, George street o
597 Bullock A. A., Mount Margaret Station
s
598 Bulmore Mrs., Brisbane u k
599 Bunel C., P.O. Brisbane f
600 Bunn Miss, Townsville a
601 Bunnes Mrs., Maryborough u k
602 Bunt J., Georgetown c
603 Bunnith Mrs. M., Croydon c (2)
604 Burcham Geo., Morven o
605 Burge R., Brisbane c
606 Burges R. W., P.O. Bundaberg c
607 Burgess Chas., Red Hill c
608 Burgess P., Barr's Scrub c
609 Burghardy W., Croydon s
610 Burgma 7 itus G., Bundaberg f
611 Burk Miss Annie, Maryborough u k
612 Burke -, P.O. Brisbane c
613 Burke Daniel, Pimpama o c
614 Burke Dinnie, Southport Line c
615 Burke Jas., Eidsvold c (2)
616 Burke Jno., Toowoomba c
617 Burke John, Charters Towers c
618 Burke John, 16-Gang, Roma Line c
619 Burke J., Cairns s
620 Burke J., Spring Hill c
621 Burke Miss K., Rockhampton c
622 Burke Miss Minnie, Townsville u k
623 Burke M., Nerang c
624 Burke M., Milton c
625 Burke Patrick, Rockhampton c
626 Burke Mrs. P., Rockhan,ptun c
627 Burke P., Gympie o c
628 Burke P. C., Brisbane c
629 Burke Stephen, Jimboomba o
630 Burke Thos., Bowen Hills c (2)
631 Burkett George, Eidsvold o c
632 Burley Delia, Sandgate o
633 Burmester Dorah, Mitchell o
634 Burndritt -, Brisbane c
635 Burne William, Ann street c
636 Burnell William, Morven o c
637 Burness Chas., Paddington c
638 Burnett Henry, Brisbane o c
639 Burnett Jose
To,
Goondi u k
640 Burns -, owong c
641 Burns Barnard, Croydon a (3)
642 Burns Chas., Boulia c
643 Burns Edward, Maryborough u k
644 Burns John, Toowong c
645 Burns John, Eidsvold c
646 Burns S., Ipswich s
647 Burns William, Gympie c
648 Burns W., Rockhampton c
649 Burr Mrs., Spring Hill s
650 Burrage W., Charters Towers c and u k
651 Burroughs -, South Brisbane c (2)
652 Burrows Chas., Mackay c
653 Burrows E. M., Telegraph Depart-
ment, Brisbane c
654 Burrows John, Stanley street c
655 Burrows T., P.U. Brisbane u k
656 Burrows W., Headingly c
657 Burt Mrs. John, Gympie c
658 Burton Mrs., Scrubby Creek c
659 Burton A., North Bundaberg o
660 Burton Mrs. Bridget, Townsville c
661 Burton Charles, Bulimba o c
662 Burton H., Bingera c
663 Burton Jas., Scrubby Creek c
664 Bush and Purcell, Kangaroo Point c
665 Bush Hy., Charters Towers c
666 Bush H., Charleville t
667 Bussell Mrs. A. W., Blackall s
668 Butal -, Laidley c
669 Butcher S., Rockhampton c
670 Butler -, Townsville c
671 Butler -, The Valley c
672 Butler Mrs., Blackall c
673 Butler A., Yandilla c
674 Butler F. T. B., Croydon c
675 Butler Mrs. Joseph, Townsville c
676 Butler J., Orient Camp c
677 Butler M., Cooinbabah s
678 Butler T. L., Highfields Station c
679 Butler Wm. F., Rosalie u k
680 Butt Mrs. Elizabeth, Paddington c
681 Butten Samuel James, Paddington u k
682 Butterfield C., Esk c
683 Butterstall J., Black Jack c
684 Button Edward, Stanley street c
685 Buxton Thomas, Townsville c
686 Buys Weld Heer A. T., Brisbane f
687 Buzza -, Gympie c
688 Byce Thos., One-Mile c
689 Byers John, Townsville c
690 Byle Mrs. J., P.O. Townsville in
691 Byrn Dr., P.O. Roma m
692 Byrn Mrs. A. E., Charters Towers o
693 Byrn John L., Cooktown c
694 Byrne Dr., Charters Towers c (6)
695 Byrne Francis Edmund, Brisbane n z
696 Byrne Miss Jane, South Brisbane o c
697 Byrne John, P.O. Marlborough c
698 Byrne J., Saw-mills, Cairns c
699 Byrne J., Port Mackay c
700 Byrne Mrs. Kate, Bundaberg o c
701 Byrne Michael, Townsville c
702 Byrne N., Harrisville c
703 Byrne Timothy, Cunnamulla c (2)
704 Byrne Mrs. W., The Depot, Bris
bane u k
705 Byrnes -, Fortitude Valley c
706 Byrnes M., Brisbane s
707 Byrnes T. B., Toowoomba s (2)
708 Byrnes J. B., Eidsvold c
709 Byron A. H., Mount Morgan c
710 Bywater Miss S., Brisbane
C.
1 CADDAN William, South Brisbane o c
2 Caffery Miss M. A., P.O. Brisbane o c
3 Caffery Joseph, P.O. Barronsville s
4 Caffrey Joseph, P.O. Brisbane o c
5 Cahill Honoria, Rockhampton o
6 Cahill James, Mount Morgan c
7 Caincross Capt., Mackay c
8 Cairns Andrew, Charters Towers o c
9 Cairns A., Coorparoo c
10 Cairns James, Croydon c
11 Cairns W. W., Kangaroo Point a (2)
12 Caldwell James, Port Douglas u k
13 Caldwell W., Rookwood e
14 Caldwell W. 0., Tambo c
15 Callaghan Mrs., Corporation Wharf,
Adelaide street e
16 Callaghan Euphane, P.O. Pimpama c
17 Callaghan Miss Julia, Milton c
18 Callaghan Thos., Petrie terrace c
19 Callanan Mrs. B., Neivstead c
20 Callcott Miss H. M., P.O. Brisbane
21 Callinan Simeon, 22-Mile Cutting,
Mungarr
22 Callon 0., Anc ellala Creek o
23 Calso W. A., oroydon c
24 Calverley J., Townsville m
25 Calvest D. D., Milton c
26 Cambell D., Kamerunga c
27 Cameron -, Eidsvold c
28 Cameron Miss, Kangaroo Point c
29 Cameron Alex., P.O. Brisbane u k
30 Cameron A., Croydon o
31 Cameron A., Toowoomba c
34 Cameron A., Charters Towers c
33 Cameron D. H., One-Mile, Gympie c
34 Cameron E. and M., Brisbane c
35 Cameron Ewen, Brisbane c
36 Cameron H., O'Connell Town c
37 Cameron John, Cuellneght e t
38 Cameron Keith, South Toowong u k
39 Cameron N., Croydon c (2)
40 Cameron T. C., Mary street c
41 Camiffe Giumelh, Cairns f
42 Campbell and Sons, Port Douglas c
43 Campbell and Wilson, Dulverton
Station s
44 Campbell Mrs., Port Mackay c
45 Campbell Mrs., Edward street c
46 Campbell -, Adelaide street c
47 Campbell A. A., Nerang Creek a and
c (4)
48 Campbell Catharine, P.O. Brisbane o c
49 Campbell Miss Clara, South Brisbane c
50 Campbell Duncan, G.Y.O. Brisbane o
51 Campbell D., Coombabah c
52 Campbell Capt. F. C. (s.s. "Porpoise"),
Port Mackay u k
53 Campbell F. 0. B., Augathella o
54 Campbell George, Emu Creek c
55 Campbell George Kenyon, Bowen Hills c
56 Campbell James, Manford Downs c
57 Campbell James, Clermont o c
58 Campbell John, Townsville u k (2)
59 Campbell John, Georgetown c
60 Campbell John (care  of William Eaton),
Clifton Station c
61 Campbell John, 63 Wharf street c
02 Campbell Joseph F., Crocodile s
63 Campbell J., Gympie c
64 Campbell J. S., Cairns c
65 Campbell Martin, P.O. Maryborough c
and f
06 Campbell Murdock, Coolgara c and f
67 Campbell J. W., G.P.O. Brisbane c
and s (2)
68 Campbell Mrs. M., Dulvadilla s
69 Campbell P., P.O. Fortitude Valley
70 Campbell Richard, Logan Downs
Station u k and f
71 Campbell Richard, Keeroongoola
Station o
72 Campbell Robert, P.O. Ipswich
73 Campbell Thos., G.P.O.
Brisbane c74 Campbell William, Cooktown o c
75 Campbell W., Brisbane o
76 Campbell W. (ketch "Blair Athole "),
Maryborough in
77 Campbell W., Railway Works, P.O.
Mungarr c and s (3)
78 Campey G. B., Logan Village s
79 Campradt --, Albion c
80 Cann Mark, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
81 Cannon Geo., Enoggera c (2)
82 Cannon G. W., P.O. Brisbane in
83 Cannon P•itk., Milton c (2)
84 Canown Mrs., Kalka Creek c
85 Cans William R., Croydon s
86 Cant Geo., Barcaldine c
87 Cantwell James, Croydon c
88 Cantwell E., Orient Camp c
89 Canty John, Gatton c
90 Canty John, Wharf street c
91 Capel John, Croydon c
92 Caraven Mrs. E., Townsville a
93 Carew Mrs., Rockhampton c
94 Carew Michael ("Duke of Suther
land"), c
95 Carey  Miss Ellie ,  Bulimba c
96 Carey Samuel, Pittsworth c
97 Carill Thomas, Croydon c
98 Carton J. T., Ipswich c
99 Carlson Mrs., Croydon c
100 Carlson Miss Ida, Millchester c
101 Carlsten -,  Townsville c
102 Carlton John (s.s. Buli a") u k
103 Carlyle William, Bidavold
c
Spring c104 Carmody -,
105 Carmody  James, Sprin gg Hill c
106 Carmody John, Black aii c
107 Carmody J. M., Cairns c
1©8 Carmell  Robert , Thargomindah
109 Carney  Mrs., Brassall o
110 Carnie A., Ada'*! iI and c
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111 Carpenter J., Cambooya c
112 Carr.T .,  Barronsville e
113 Carr M., Monkland c
114 Carr Pat, Monkland c
115 Carr  Miss  F., Charters Towers c
116 Carrie R. W., P.O. Townsville o c
117 Caregg M., Birdsville a (3)
118 Carroll John, Gympie c
119 Carroll J., Blackall c
120 Carroll F., Hummock c
121 Carroll John, Marburg c
122 Carroll J., Queenton c
123 Carroll J. M., Clermont Downs u k (2)
124 Carroll W., Croydon s
125 Carson Samuel, North Rockhampton c
126 Carson S. B., North Rockhampton u k
127 Carsten --, Townsville c
128 Carsten P., Croydon c
129 Carter Messrs., Toowoomba c
130 Carter Mrs., Coorparoo c
131 Carter Alfred  (s.s. "Duke of Argyle")
uk
132 Carter Mrs. C.  J., Charters Towers c
133 Carter E. C., Grand Hotel c
13.1 Carter John, Coorparoo e
135 Carter John ,  Croydon c
136 Carter Jonathan C., Gympie o c
137 Carter Oliver, Brisbane c
138 Carter Philip ,  Maryborough u k
139 Carter R. J., P.O. Hughenden c
140 Carter Willie, P.O. Bundaberg o
141 Cantwell  -,  Croydon m
142 Cartwright  -,  Rosalie c
143 Cartwright E. T., Townsville c
144 Cartwright W. S., Thompson Estate c
145 Carver  -,  Grand Hotel s
146 Carver Fred, Cairns c
117 Casberry J. C., Fortitude Valley c
148 Casey  -,  Normanton s
149 Casey Mrs., Croydon c
150 Casey Andrew, Croydon m
151 Casey Archie, Croydon c
152 Casey James, Maryborough c
153 Casey  James, Dulvadilla u k
154 Casey James ,  Mungarr c
155 Casey John, Horse Shoe Bend c (2)
156 Casey 31iss Mary ,  Curriwillinghi c
157 Casey P. M., Cai rn s c
158 Casey Robert, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
159 Cashmore J. D., Brisbane c
160 Casity J., Toowoomba c
161 Caskie John, P .O. Red Hill c
162 Cass .Tames,  Allandale o
163 Cassells Arthur, P.O. Brisbane c
164 Cassidy Ba rn ard, Charters Towers c
165 Cassidy B., Charters Towers c
166 Cassidy Denis , ()'rympie c
167 Cassidy James ,  P.O. Brisbane  in
168 Cassidy John, Moodie's Camp c
169 Casson John ,  Woolloongabba c
170 Casson Mrs. R., Stanley street East c
171 Castle William ,  Rockhampton u k
172 Castle W., Rockhampton m
173 Caston H. E., Highgate Hill c
174 Cate  -,  Spring street c
175 Cato Bros. Messrs., Townsville e
176 Cato -- ,  Toowong c
177 Cavanagh James ,  Cemetery street o c
178 Cavanagh John, Barronsville s
179 Cavanagh Miss Mary, Townsville  in
180 Cave Edward, P .O. Milton c
181 Cave J. H., Bulimba c
182 Cave R. T. W., Bundaberg u k
183 Caven Charles ,  Q. C. Railway c
184 Ceale  -,  P.O. Townsville c
185 Ceane  Miss  Mary, P .O. Brisbane m
186 Cecil Dr .,  Mar yyborough c
187 Cecil  -,  St. Leonards c
188 Cedergren Mrs. Axel, West Milton o
189 Chalk James ,  P.O. Brisbane c
190 Chalmers Alex., s.s. " Polly " c
191 Chalmers Alex., Kamerunga
192 Chalmers David, Rockhampton o
193 Chalton  -,  P.O. Milton
194 Chamberland Miss Maggie, P.U.
Townsville u k
195 Champion Mrs., Townsville c
196 Champion Mrs. C.  J., Townsville c
197 Champion F. C., Mourilyan c
198 Chandle R., Windsor road c
199 Chandler and Jenkins, Brisbane s
200 Chang Lan Sik, Gympie c
201 Chang Sung, Toowong o c (7)
202 Charming Edward, Spring Hill c
203 Chanter R. R., Brisbane c
204 Chapell William, Lower Burdekin e
205 Chapman G., Goondi o
206 Chapman H., Townsville o
207 Chapman Joseph, Croydon c
208 Chapman R., Paddington c
209 Chappel  -,  Albert street c
210 Chapple H., Millchester  in
211 Charely and Burkett Messrs .,  Bowen
Hills c
212 Charles  -,  Augathella c
213 Charley Ahmest, Croydon c
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214 Chase Mrs. L., P.O. Townsville e
215 Chatser J., Bundaberg c
216 Chatterton C., Gunalda c
217 Chatwood E., Esk c
218 Cheappa Joseph, Rockhampton f
219 Chee Long Leu, Dalby o
220 Cherry F. J., Bowen c
221 Chester -, South Brisbane e
222 Chetwynd Mrs., Toowong c
223  Chem James, Coomrith Flat, vita Dalby
224 Chiffen F. W., Windsor road e
225 Child A. W., Barcaldine Downs c
226 Childs C., Gympie c
227 Childs J. W., Gympie c
228 Childs J. W., Mar borough c
229 Chillcot T. D., P.O. Hughenden c
230 Chin Chong, Marlborough e
231 Chin Sam, Wambool c
232 Chislett George, Mungarr o c
233 Chow Lee and Co., Cooktown c
234 Chrestensen T. W., Port Mackay f
235 Christensen -, Gympie c
23G Christensen Anders C., Rainbow f
237 Christensen E. J. N., Longlands
Estate c
238 Christensen F. C., P.O. Brisbane f
239 Christeson L., Croydon o
240 Christesson W. J., Brisbane a
241 Christian J., Rockhampton c
242 Christian William, Croydon o (2)
213 Christiansen Rasmus, Maryborough f
244 Christie Francis Pat., Ipswich o
245 Christoff F. H. W., Valley c
246 Christy K., Brisbane f
247 Church Miss, Rockhampton
248 Claffy P., Gympie c
249 Claffy Thos., One-Mile c
250 Clancey Mrs., Paddington c
251 Clancey J. J., Croydon e
252 Clancey.T. J., Toowoomba o
253 Clancey P., Charters Towers e
254 Clapperton Miss, Toowong e
255 Clare H., P.O. One-Mile e
256 Clark -, Rama street c
257 Clark Charters Towers c
258 Clark -, Gregory Downs o
259 Clark -, Townsville c
260 Clark Alex., North Eaton u k
261 Clark C., Gympie c
262 Clark C., Valley o
263 Clark Geo., Eidsvold e t
264 Clark Mrs. Harriet, P.O. Brisbane o c
265 Clark H., Townsville ii k
266 Clark Miss Jane Ann, P.O. Brisbane u k
267 Clark J. E., Emerald o
268 Clark J. H., Darkriser Gold Mining
Co. f
269 Clark M., Adelaide  street c
270 Clark Mrs. Robt., Chalmons n z
271 Clark B., Eton c
272 Clark Mrs. R., P.O. Boggo s
273 Clark Thos., Eidsvold c
274 Clark T., Aramac c
275 Clark William, Brisbane c
276 Clarke Mrs., Stanwell e
277 Clarke Mrs., Rockhampton m278 Clarke C., Gympie c
279 Clarke Miss Delia, Townsville u k
280 Clarke G., E. Co. 1st Reg., South
Brisbane c
281 Clarke Joseph,  Kamerunga s
282 Clarke J., Charters Towers
283 Clarke Pat., Kangaroo Point u k
284 Clarke Rev. C., Bowen Hills c
285 Clarke It. J., South  Brisbane c (2)
286 Clarke S., South  Brisbane o
287 Clarke S., P.O. Junction c
288 Clarke T., Eidsvold.c
289 Clarke W., Clarke River c
290 Clarkson Hy., Black Jack c (4)
291 Clarkson T., Red Hill c
292 Clarkson J. A., Index o
293 Classen H., Crow's Nest o
294 Classley -, Toowong c
295 Clay R., P.O. Roma c
296 Clayton E., Gayndah c
297 Clear H., Cairns c
298 Cleary John, Hodgson c
299 Cleary Johanna, Brisbane o
300 Cleary Thomas, Cooktown o c
301 Cleary Thomas, North Pine o
302 Cleeve H. C., Albion c
303 Clements -, Brisbane c
304 Clements Mrs., Spring Hill c
305 Clements Jas., Townsville c
306 Clements R., Spring Hill c
307 Clerk E. G., P.O. Normanton c (2)
308 Clews R., Muttaburra road
309 Clews W., P.O. Mungarr
310 Clifford D., Charters Towers a (2)
311 Clifford John F., Geraldton c
312 Clifford P., Croydon c
313 Clifton -, South Brisbane c
314 Clifton Wm., Collingwood c
315 Clinton B., Charters Towers c
316 Cliss John, Charters Towers c
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317 Cloak W., P.O. Clermont s 419 Conners M. Charters Towers c 516 Coyle  James,  P.O. Brisbane c
318 Cloake  -,  Clermont
,
420 Conner Mrs. Bulimba c 517 Coyle James, Charters Towers f, s and t
319  Cloiree Joseph, Montague road u k
,
421 Connoly Fred., Cairns c 518 Coyle William, Bulimba o
320 Cloyton  R. B., Townsville c 422 Connor and Rich Messrs., Dulbydilla c 519 Coyne David, Mackay c
321 Cluner and Sons Messrs .,  Brisbane a 423 Connor John Southport o 520 Coyne Pat., Walkerston c
322 Clussin B., Townsvi lle s ,424 Connor P. Dulbydilla c 521 Cragesh John, Eidsvold c
323 Glutton  W., North Ipswich s
,
425 Connors W. J., Cairns c 522 Crabtree James, Townsville c
324 Coad Fran ces, Cawarral o 426 Connors Miss E., Townsville c 523 Craford F., Red Hill c
325 Coaly  C. Gympie e t 427 Connors  James  A., Toowoomba o 524 Cragg J. H., Toowoomba c
326 Coates  llirs. J .,  Charters  Towers c 428 Connors  P., One-Mile c (2) 525 Craig  Mrs., Rosalie c
327 Coatesworth  J., Gympie c Toowoomba c429 Conray H. 526 Craig Mrs. Agatha, Daandine c
328 Cobb Miss  Ada, Townsville o c
,
430 Conroy James, North Rockhampton c 527 Craig Mrs. A., Highgate Hill c
329 Cobby William, Croydon s 431 Considine P., Monkland c 528 Craig C., Mitchell c
330 Cockhead  Thos., Toowong u k 432 Considine Mrs., Emerald c 529 Craig George, Westland Station c
331 Cockran  James,  Maryborough c 433 Convadi G., Warwick c 530 Craig Henry, Croydon c
332 Cockrane  James F., Wellshot u k 434 Convery  Mrs. Susan , Toowong c 531 Craig Henry, Herberton o
333 Cockrane  W. H. Mount  Morgan c 435 Conway John, P.O. Townsville u k 532 Craig James, Charters Towers c
334 Cockburn Jas., 4ympie c 436 Conway Pat., 3 Gang 13k-Miles c 533 Craig  Miss  M., Ipswich c
335 Cockburn L., Portland Downs in 437 Cooey Henry, P.O. Brisbane c 534 Creaigh -, Caboolture c
336 Cockburn  M. C., Portland  Downs  in (3) 438 Cook and Pedlar, South  Brisbane c 535 Craine C., Croydon c
337 Cocksley -, West End c 439 Cook -, Bundaberg c 536 Crall Miss K., Townsville s
338 Cody Mrs .,  Townsville u k 440 Cook - (care of Sparkes and 537 Cramplin -, South Brisbane c
339 Cody Miss  Johanna ,  One-Mile c McKinnon) c 538 Cramvill F., Mitchell Downs s
340 Cody Thomas,  Charters Towers c 441 Cook Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 539 Crapp W., Boggo road u k
341 Coe R., Maryborough c 442 Cook H., South  Brisbane c 540 Crassen John, Boulia c
342 Coen James ,  Maryborough  o c and u k 443 Cook Miss Florrie, P. O. Logan road u k 541 Craton Miss (care  of Mrs. Cawford),
343 Coffey J., North  Rockhampton c (2) 444 Cook G., Gympie Monkland c (2) Brisbane u k
344 Coffey Timothy, Gympie c 445 Cook James, P.O. Blackall n z (3) 542 Craud A. S., and J. S. Messrs.,
345 Coghlan J., South Brisbane c 446 Cook Jane, Mackay c Cairns s
346 Coghlan  -, Woollongabba c 447 Cook John,  Brisbane o c 543 Craven Mrs., Paddington c
347 Coglin -, Clermont 448 Cook J. C., Rosalie c 544 Craven C., Charters Towers c
348 Cohen  and Rosenthal Messrs., Bris- 449 Cook R., Croydon c 545 Crawford Charles, Rockhampton c
bane s 450 Cook Tom, South Brisbane c 546 Crawford C., P.O. Rockhampton c
349 Cohen  M., Lowood c 451 Cook Mrs. William, Walkerston u k 547 Crawford L., One-Mile c
350 Cohen T., Valley c 452 Cooke Master James, P.O. Kilkivan 548 Creed Richard N., Ravenswood o c
351 Cohl Chas .  Cairns c 453 Coombs E., Thargomindah a 549 Creeth Henry, Croydon c
352 Coldham 1&, Aramac in 454 Coonan Michael, Mary borough c 550 Creley Felix, P.O. Brisbane u k
353 Cole Chas .,  Charters  Towers c (2) 455 Cooper Mrs., P.O. Southport c 551 Crespin G., Grand Hotel, Brisbane c
354 Cole H. G., Maryborough c (2) 456 Cooper B., Croydon c 552 Cressey R., Townsville c
355 Cole Richard , Dalby c 457 Cooper F., Brisbane c 553 Creme Emily, Townsville o
356 Cole  W., Croydon c and s 458 Cooper F. D., Brisbane c 554 Crichton Miss Christina (care of Mr.
357 Cole W. C. W. P.O. Beenleigh o c 459 Cooper George, Charters Towers in Hume), Lands Office o c
358 Coles Edgar,  11onkland o 460 Cooper Geor ge, Cooktown c 555 Cremen Patrick, Gayndah o c
359 Coles  Rev. James, North Quay c
r
461 Cooper G., Rockhampton c 556 Cresp E., Hughenden c
360 Coles  John, Gympie c 462 Cooper John, Kynuna c ri57 Croft Alex., Mackay c
361 Coles Octavius, Townsville c 463 Cooper J. H., Bulimba P.O. 558 Croft Edwin, Y.O. Cairns c
362 Coles William and  Rebecca, Thornhill 464 Cooper Thos., Caboolture c 559 Croft H. H. M., Nive Downs o
road o c 465 Cooper Master W., Glamorgan Vale s 560 Crofton Lawrence, North Ipswich c
363 Collard Mrs., P.O. Charters Towers c 466 Cope John,  Rosalie c 561 Crofton F. D., P.O. Croydon o c
364 Colless  Wallace, Stony Point c 467 Cope W. G. S., Woollongabba c 562 Cronin David, P.O. Townsville c
365 Colley W., Croydon c 468 Cope W. G. S., South  Brisbane c 563 Cronin D. J., P.O. Townsville c (2)
366 Collin Ss  J Macka c Rockhampton c469 Co eman John 564 Cronin Miss Nellie (care of Mrs. Sims).,g . y
367 Collins  Charles, P.O. One-Mile s
,p
470 Coran M., Sadds  Ridges c
,Spring Hill o c
368 Collins  D., Charters  Towers o c 471 Corbett Alex.,  Kamerunga u k (3) 565 Cronin T., Coombabah c
369 Collins Elizabeth ,  Barronville c 472 Corbett E. J., Southport c 566 Cronk Win., Milton Railway Station c
370 Collins Francis ,  Lo an Village c 473 Corbett James, Croydon u k 567 Crook J., Gympie c (2)
371 Collins F., Spring Will c 474 Corbett W. H., 27-Mile Camp, P.O. 568 Crosier  James Shaw  Morton, P.O.3172 Collins George,  P. O. Townsville u k Southport o Townsville u k
373 Collins  Henry, Yeulba  o and c (2) 475 Cord  Mrs., P .O. Mackay 569 Crosley W., Georgetown c
374 Collins  James ,  Ballast Gang ,  Northern 476 Cork C., Stockholm s 570 Cross -, Emu Park c
Railway c 477 Corle  James,  P.O. Brisbane o 571 Cross Mrs., Toowoomba c
75 Collins  John,  Bunda berg c 478 Cornish A., P.O. Brisbane c 572 Crosser E., 7 Robert  street,  Wickham
376 Collins John ,  Mackay c 479 Corrie A. D., P.O. Charters Towers terrace c
377 Collins J., P.O. Mackay c a and c 573 Crossley S., Orient Camp c
873 Collins  Mrs. Mary ,  P.O. Brisbane o c 480 Corrigan  Miss  Mary, Rocky Water- 574 Crothers R., 10 Queen street, Bris-
379 Collins Miss Minnie,  Brisbane Depot c holes c bane c
380 Collins Sam., Monkland c 481 Cortney James, South Brisbane c 575 Crowe  Miss  Mary, P.O. Rockhampton
381 Collins  T., 12-Mile Railway ,  Towns- 482 Costain Mrs. J .  H. Fraser , Barcal- uk
ville o dine m 576  Crowe  Miss  Mary, Rockhampton it k
382 Collins  -,  Charters  Towers c 483 Costello Miss H., Valley c 577 Crowe W. Leedham, Townsville u k
383 Collins  W., Given terrace u k 484 Costello John, Charters  Towers c 578 Crowley Daniel, P.O. Rockhampton
384 Collins W. Rees Herberton a 485 Costello John, Valley of Spring o 579 Crowley J. W., Cooktown a
385 Collinson  Miss Jheebe,  Brisbane c 486 Costello Ellen, Logan Reserve u k 580 Croyza H., Black Jack c
386 Collisson  B., Eidsvold c (2) 487 Costin W., Toowong c 581 Crozier Thos., Toowoomba c
387 Collon  James,  P.O. Townsville c 488 Cottes J., Cooktown c 582 Cruickshanks James, P.O. Cairns s
388 Colston  Miss,  Wolston c 489 Cottean Edmund, Phillips's Grand 582A Crummins P., P.O. Wynnum c (2)
389 Colville David, Valley c Hotel s 583 Crust -, Boggo road c
390 Colmell C., Gympie c 490 Cottel W., Red Hill, Gympie c 584 Crutch Herbert, P.O. Townsville o c
391 Comerford  James,  Anan Tin Mines o 491 Cotter Humphrey, Stoney Creek, 585 Cudmore A. F., P.O. Brisbane s
392 Comerford Mrs. Toby, P.O. Ipswich c Cairns c (2) 586 Cue C. (care of G. Evans), Bottle Tree
393 Comley B. W., P.O. Brisbane e t 492 Cotter Richard, P.O. Brisbane o c Creek c
394 Commerford  Master  J., Spring Hill c 493 Cotterill G. Brisbane u k 587 Cuffe W., Croydon c
395 Condon Jas., Charters Towers c 494 Coughlan Nicholas,  Brisbane c 588 Culhane T. (care M. Fraser), Croydon c
396 Condon J., P.O. Tambo c 495 Coughlan P. M., Croydon c 589 Cullen Mrs., P.O. Rockhampton n k
397 Condon Michael, Toorilla Station c 496 Coupe J. J., Mackay c 590 Cullen Miss Ellen, P. O. North Cairns
398 Condon William, Georgetown c 497 Couper William J., P.O. Brisbane o c uk
399 Conellan  Miss  Annie, P.O. Blackall c 498 Court Alfred, Cambooya s 591 Cullen M., Ashburton c
400 Condren C., Thargomindah c 499 Cousins  Thomas,  P.O. Brisbane o c 592 Culligan Patrick, P.U. Brisbane u k
401 Condren C. J., Jundah s 500 Convey M., Toowoomba c 593 Cullinan Patrick, P.U. Sandown u k
402 Condren  Thos., Winton a (2) 501 Cowan C. A., corner Twine and Wick- 594 Cumming Mrs. (care of Miss Curry),
403 Congdon  Alf., Mackay o ham streets c Bowen Bridge c (2)
404 Conlan  Patt, P.O. One-Mile 502 Cowan Edm., Croydon c 595 Cumming Rev. H. M. W., Brisbane c
405 Conlon C., Gympie c 503 Cowen  Mrs. or Miss  A., Townsville o 596 Cumming W. K., Toowoomba c
406 Condon Michael, Warwick u k 504 Cowen John W., s. s. " Bulimba" c 597 Cummings C. F., Brisbane e
407 Conlon P., Gycnpie c (3) 505 Cowen Malachy, Etheridge c 598 Cummings Mrs. E., P.O. Charters
408 Conmee  J., P.O. Brisbane c 506 Cowin William, P.O. South Brisbaneuk Towers in
409 Conn -, Rosewood c 507 Cowing Thomas, Rockhampton u k 599 Cummings Frank, Lutwyche o c
410 Connell -, Union  street c 508 Cowling J., One-Mile c 600 Cummings Miss M., Rockhampton c
411 Connell Duncan, Balmee, Jondaryan c 509 Cox Mrs., Toowong c (2) 601 Cummings W. E., Eidsvold u k
412 Connell H., Stanthorpe c 510 Cox E., Kelvin Grove road 602 Cummings W. J., North Rockhamp-
413 Connell Jeremiah, P.O. Bulimba o c 511 Cox George, Winton o c (2) ton c (2)
414 Connell W., Stanthorpe c (2) 512 Cox Mrs. H. G., P.O. Townsville u k 603 Cummins James, Beenleigh o c
415 Connellan  Miss  Eliza, Rockhampton o c 513 Cox William R., Maryborough t 604 Cummins Walter, Brisbane o
416 Connelly Owen, Cairns c 514 Coxen Captain J. (care of Wilson, 60-5 Cunningham Bros. Messrs., Charters
417 Connelley Owen, Cooktown c (2) Hart, and Co.) c Towers in (2)
418 Conners Maggie,  P.O. Townsville o 515 Coyle D., Gympie c 606 Cunningham E., P.O R9ma c
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607 Cunningham James,  P.O. Rockhamp- 55 Davies Geo., Cairns c 145 Desmond  J., Brisbane c
ton u k 56 Davies J., Quay  street c 146 Desmond  John,  Normanton c
608 Cunningham John, P.O. Ravenswood s 57 Davies J. C., Charters Towers c 147 Desmond Richard, P. O. Hughenden c
609 Cunningham  J., West End o 58 Davies Miss Nellie , South Brisbane c 148 Dessely  J., Queen  street, Brisbane c
610 Curley -, Mackay c 59 Davies R., Horseshoe Bend, Gympie c 149 Deston-, Cairns c
611 Curran James, Caboolture c 60 Davies Thomas, Charters Towers c 150 De  St. Romain Miss Marie, P.O. Bris-
612 Curran P., Veresdale c 61 Davies W. R., Townsville s bane c (2)
613 Curran B., Ipswich road c 62 Davies William, Maryborough Depot e 151 De Ville  S. (s.s "Waroonga ") u k
614 Currie Gavin, Mount Albion c 63 Davies William, Cotton Hill, One-Mile 152 De Vere -, Orient Camp c
615 Currie Gavin, Irvine Bank u k uk 153 Devereaux  Patrick, Charters  Towers c
616 Currie R., P.O. Charters Towers c (2) 64 Davies William, Ipswich 154 Devery John,  Mount Morgan c
617 Currier -, East Brisbane c (2) 65 Davies William, Rainbow Flat, 155 Devery  Martin, Flying Gang , Cooktown
618 Currin -, North Rockhampton c Charters Towers c Line c
619 Currey Mrs., Ipswich c 66 Davis - (carter), Nebo road e 156 Devine  Miss, Goondiwindi a
620 Curry John, P.O. Brisbane u k 67 Davis Mrs., West  street , Rockhamp- 157 Devine L., P.O. Brisbane c
621 Curry R., Cooktown c ton c 158 Devion  M., Booroodabin c
622 Curtayne John A., Charters Towers c 68 Davis  Messrs ., Arthur  street,  Valley c 159 Davenport  Henry, Rockhampton  in
623 Curtis Miss, Galway Downs c 69 Davis A., Croydon c. 160 Dew A. (care of - Hoskings ),  Marrow
624 Curtis B., Yeulba c 70 Davis B., Bulimba c Creek s
625 Curtis Edwin, Bowen street, New 71 Davis D., Townsville c 161 Dewan Michael ,  P.O. Townsville u k
Farm c 72 Davis E., Boggo road c 162 Dewar  T. G., Elidon  Hill Estate c
626 Curtis Hugh, Galway Downs e t 73 Davis F., Eagle Farm c 163 Dexter  William, P .O. Croydon a
627 Curtis H., Goondiwindi o c 74 Davis F. H., Cambooya c 164 Dibble J., P.O. Mackay u k
628 Curtis Hugh J., Galway Downs c (3) 75 Davis F. R., Bundaberg c 165 Dick John, Albion c
629 Curtis H. J., Galway Downs c 76 Davis G., Cork Creek, Croydon c 166 Dickens  -,  Middle street, West
630 Curtis H. J , Windorah c 77 Davis G. (care of G. B. Compy.), West End c
631 Curtis H. J., Blackall in End c 167 Dick Hing,  Tambo o
632 Curtis J. Martha, Yeulba o 78 Davis George, Kilcummin c 168 Dickie John, Cooktown c
633 Curtis Mrs. Mathew, Yeulba c (2) 79 Davis Miss H. (care of J. Stewart), 169 Dickie John, Croydon c (3)
634 Curtis Mrs. Margt., Graham street, Bundaberg u k 170 Dickie  W. S., Rockhampton s
South Brisbane o c 80 Davis H. E., Bulimba c 171 Dickson - Roma c
635 Curtis Mrs. M. H., Stanley  street, 81 Davis J. (care of L. W. Geegan, 172 Dickson E. Y, Cribb  street ,  Milton u k
South Brisbane c Telegraph Party), Bowen c 173 Dickson  Geo., Mooloolah c
636 Curtis N. E., Grand Hotel, Eagle street 82 Davis J. D., Cooktown c 174 Dickson  Isaac,  West End c
637 Cuthell E (carrier) Eidsvold e t 83 Davis J H Charters Towers sP O 175 Dickson J Croydon cJ roydon. , .,. . .
84 Davis John B., Mount Morgan c
..
176 Dickson J., s
85 Davis R., Horseshoe Bend, G mpie c 177 Diehm Charles, Caboolture c
D. 86 Davis R. (bridge carpenter), Q. C. 178 Diffle -, Gowrie  road, Toowoomba c
Railway c 179 Digan P., Rockhampton c
1 DAFFEERN W. (fitter), Angellalac 87 Davis R. G., Q. C. Railway c 180 Diller John (care of Mr.  Dixon),
2 Dalby J., Bowen terrace c 88 Davis Richard, Charters Towers e Buderim  Mountain ,  Mooloolah e
3 Daley Mrs., Church street, Fortitude 89 Davis Sam, Kelvin Grove o 181 Dilger George  (carpenter ), Coorparoo
Valley in 90 Davis Stephen, 2 Flying-gang, Central (near school) c
4 Daley Pat, Alice Springs a Railway c (2) 182 Dillon -, Thornborough c
5 Daly John (telegraph contractor), Too- 91 Davis Sydney, P.O. Bundaberg c and s 183 Dillon J., 3-Gang Clermont  Railway c
woomba o c 92 Davis Thomas M., Trades Congress, 184 Dillon John Richard  Farrington, Port
6 Daly Joseph, Marathon Station s Brisbane s Mackay c
7 Daly Michael (care  of J. H Hoper), 93 Davison Mrs. E., South Brisbane c 185 Dillon Lionel R., P.O. Eidsworth c
South Brisbane c 94 Davison H., Lytton road c (2) 186 Dinsdale T. R., Diamond Downs,
8 Daly Mrs. N., Toowoomba c 95 Davy William, Charters Towers f Clermont f
9 Daly Thomas (hawker), Aramac c 96 Dambarn James, Orphanage Range, 187 Dinsdale J. R., Diamond Downs,
10 Dalton Jas., Leichhardt street c Rockhampton c Kilcummin u k
11 Dalton Mary, Toowoomba o 97 Damson S., P.O. Albion 188 Dineen -- (care of  G.B.C.), South
12 Daniel W. E., Cairns c 98 Day H. R., Herberton s Brisbane c
13 Daniel W. E. (care of Kilpatrick and 99 Day John E., Herberton c 189 Dines Wm. P.O. Laidley c
Collinson), Eight-mile Camp, Barron 100 Dea Mrs. Margt., Barcaldine c 190 Dingle J., oumberland c
River u k 101 Dea Thomas, Townsville u k 191 Dinmore  R., Bowen terrace c
14 Daniell F,, Thompson Estate c 102 Deacon Mrs. A., Annie street, New 192 Dinsdale  James,  Rockhampton o c
15 Daniell R. T. E., Bundaberg c Farm c 193 Dipple -, Charters  Towers c
16 Daniels J., P.O. Eidsvold c 103 Deacon  Thomas,  Thargomindah s 194 Dixie R. T. (care of  Mrs. Barker and
17 Danielson J. Erick,  Kilcummin c 104 Deakend William, Warwick e t McLean), North  Comongin m
18 D'Arcy A., Toowong c 105 Deakin W., James street, Booroodabin c 195 Dixon C., Southport c
19 D'Arcy Horan, Kynuna c 106 Dealy T. E., Croydon c 196 Dixon G., Beulev terrace c
20 Darcy Peter, P.O. Mount Pleasant u k 107 Dean Frank, Logan Village o 197 Dixon  Thomas, Dennis's Bus Stables,
21 Darker Wm., P.O. Croydon c 108 Dean J., Gyrupie e Enoggera c
22 Darling Miss Jane, Ingham c 109 Dean John, P.O. Brisbane u k 198 Dixson John (plasterer ) Toowoomba a
23 Darnell- (care of Hides and McColl), 110 Dean Jos., Geraldton o 199 Dobin W., Bloomfield Diver e t
Cairns c 111 Deane W. H., Cooktown c 200 Dobinson Jr., P.O. Rockhampton u k
24 Darragh and O'Sullivan, Brisbane c 112 De Brasse Miss Flo, P.O. Brisbane m 201 Dobbs J., Rockhampton c
25 Darragh Miss, Montague road c 113 Decampo Antonio, Mount Morgan s 202 Dobbyn L., Mount  Pleasant, Logan
26 Darrell Richard Thomas, Charters 114 De Clark L., Bundaberg o road c
Towers f 115 Decrois H., Charters Towers c 203 Dobson Alfred, Logan road o
27 Darresly -, Croydon c 116 lie Courcey Henry, P.O. Pimpama o 204 Dobson James, Glanville  street, West
28 Darrie Andrew, Cowley Plains c 117 Decroze Mrs. Edith, Tocal Station, End e
29 Darsey Peter, P.O. North Pine o c Thompson River c 205 Dockrill Mrs. J. (Good Templars),
30 Datson Josiah, Croydon c 118 Derisley J., Grand Hotel, Brisbane e Toowong c
31 Dauntel Mrs. A. (care  of Mrs. Durham), 119 Deely J., Barre's School, P.O. Isisford c 206 Dodd Miss  Ellen, Hospital, Bris-
Gympie c 120 Deganchy L., Arthur street, Valley c bane c
32 Daveson, J. W., Eidsvold Gold Field c 121 Deighton H., P.O. Pimpama Bridge c 207 Dodd Jas.  Pimpama Bridge c (2)
33 Davey .Messrs., and Co., Charters 122 Delahunt Miss N., P.O. Brisbane c 208 Dodd J. W. (house  painter ), Albion c
Towers s 123 Delaney  Mrs. Michael ,  Barcaldine 209 Dodwell -, Cooper' s Plains c (2)
34 Davey - (blacksmith), Charters Station c 210 Doffe T., P.O. Hughenden c
Towers c 124 Delaney  Miss E.,  Townsville n z 211 Doherty Francis, P. O. Brisbane m
35 Davey Fred., Goondi Plantation f and a 125 Delisser Alfred, Cobb's Camp c 212 Doherty  Miss  Jane, Mount Morgan e
36 Davey J. A., One-Mile, Red Hill c (2) 126 Della Win. N., Ingham o c 213 Dolan  Mrs., Barcaldine Station m
37 Davey Mrs. Jas., Charters Towers u k 127 Dellis Ch., senr., Gympie o 214 Dolan  James, Macnade Plantation,
38 Davey L. J., Charters Towers u k 128 Delbridge Wm., Thompson  Estate o c Herbert Rivers
39 Davey H. P., Townsville c 129 Delsorte H. (care of C. Armstrong), 215 Dolan John, P.O. Cairns m
40 Davidge J. (builder),  Montague road c Coorigoola Station o 216 Dolan  P. (carrier ), Charters  Towers o
41 Davidson C., Cairns c 130 Demisqure Mrs., Ravenswood c 217 Dolan  T., Helen street , Bulimba c
42 Davidson James,  Toowong c 131 Denkam Mrs., P.O. Townsville a 218 Dolan  Thomas,  Toowong c
43 Davidson  James, Southport o 132 Denham D. F., Boggo road c 219 Dolling T., Birdsville c
44 Davidson  John (care of  Philip Sheehan), 133 Denham H., Church street, Toowong 220 Dolling  Wm. (carrier ), Croydon c
Muttaburra c 134 Denham W., Toowong c 221 Dollran Patrick, Black Jack c (4)45 Davidson T. (mason ), Croydon c 135 Dennis- (storekeeper) Port Mackay c 222 Donaldson Henry, King's Scrub, North46 Davie Alf .,  Ingham c ,136 Dennie Richard (care of Manager), Pine c47 Davis S . H., Augathella Creek c Dykehead Station c 223 Donaldson  Mrs. Isabella ,  Brisbane o48 Davis - (care of Minister  for Mines), 1,37 Dennes-, John street, Paddington c 224 Donaldson James  (care of - Meade),Croydon c P.O. Warwick c138 Denrocke James Bowen  street, Brisbane c49 Davies  A., Turbot street c ,139 Densley Frank, Croydon s 225 Donaldson  Nelly, Charters  Towers o
50 Davies  A. C., Rogley, Cobb's Camp c 140 Denton Charles. Mackay u k 226 Donaldson Samuel, P.O. Boggo c
51 Davies  -Arthur (care of Mr . Walter), 141 Denzin Win. Crow's Nest c 227 Donaldson W. Ashgrove cDilslah-8 4atioR e ,142 Des Bois Gerald Katandra c , Herberton c228 Donovan Mat52 Davies B., Townsvi lle c ,143 Desporges C. Bundaberg c ,229 Donell Capt. (sch. "May Queen "),53 Davies C. L., One-Mile c ,144 De Silva C. James (care of Jas .  Burns), Maryborough e54 Davies Chas .,  Charters Towers e Normanton f 239 Donlan James, Townsville o
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231 Donnelly Henry, P.O. Normanton n k 321 Duffey Mrs., Isisford c 37 Edwards George, Roma o c
232 Donnelly J., Orient Camp c 322 Duffey W. (care of Joe Harman), 38 Edwards J., Toowong c
233 Donnelly John, Mungarr Railway Line Monkland c 39 Edwards J. S., Charters Towers c
323 Dugard Albert, Charters Towers c 40 Edwards Janies, Charters Towers c
234 Donnelly Richard (seaman ), P.O. Bris- 324 Duggan Michael Waterworks roadc (2) 41 Edwards John Henry, Charters Towers,
baneoc  325 Dumbrell W. A., Bundaberg c c (2)
235 Donnolly John, Cameron Downs c 326 Dumber Gottlieb, Charters Towers u k 42 Edwards Joseph, Toowong c
236 Donohue Michael O. Brisbane u k 327 Du Moulin CP HughendenMillungra 43 Edwards Mrs. Mary Anne, Mackay c., ,.,
237 Donohue P., Merton road c c (2) 44 Edwards Robert, Thargomindah c
238 Donoghue J., Goondiwindi c 328 Dumphy -, Racecourse Junction c 45 Edwards Sydney, Warwick s
239 Donoghue James, Etheridge c 329 Duncan Miss, Catherine Vale c 46 Edwards W. H., Charters Towers c (4)
240 Donohue  Miss  Mary, One-mile Creek m 330 Duncan Hugh, Charters Towers c 47 Edwards Wm. M., Normanton s
241 Donohue Michael, Kamerunga o c 331 Duncan J., Eidsvold c 48 Egan James (care of A. Danner), Cum-
242 Donovan -, Toowong c  332  Duncan Jas. Keith, Riverview road, berland c
243 Donovan J. T., Maryborough m  West End c 49 Egan James, Thargomindah Station s(2)
244 Donovan John, Gympie c 333 Duncan Matthew, Croydon m 50 Egan Mrs. M., Southbrook e
O245 Donovan  Mrs Margt P Brisbane 334 Duncan T M Eidsvold e t Spring Hill c51 E bert John.., .. . .,0C 335 Duncan W. B., Caboolture c g ,52 Eggleston John, Townsville u k
246 Donovan  Timothy, Dalby o c 336 Duncan A. J., Cloncurry c 53 Eglinton H. H., Townsville o c
247 Donovan W. T., P.O. ChartersTowerss 337 Duneman Mrs., Irish Town, Too- 54 Ehler Miss Annie, Brisbane o c
248 Doolan Mrs. Bridget, Macnade Plan- woomba c 55 Eldershan H. S., P.O. Townsville c (2)
tation, Herbert River c 338 Dunleavy Timothy, P.O. Mungarr c 56 Elfverton A., Red Hill c
249 Doolan M., Rockhampton c 339 Dunlop D., P.O. Ravenswood c 57 Eliott G. W. H., Eulo s
250 Doolan W., Toowoomba c 340 Dunn -, Portland c 58 Eliott Miss Susan, Sandgate u k
251 Dooley Mrs., Herberton c 341 Dunn Mrs., Richmond Cottage, West 59 Elkington W. H., One-Mile c
252 Dooley John, Charters Towers o c End c 60 Ellerson John, Croydon c
253 Doonan W., Orient Camp e 342 Dunn John, Milton c 61 Elliman John, Queenton c
254 Doonan W. H., 2nd section Beard's  343  Dunn Louis John (late North Devon), 62 Elliot David, Croydon c
Camp, Herberton  Alligator's Creek u k 63 Elliott Miss, Woolston c
255 Doone Michael, Townsville u k 344 Dunn L. J., P. O. Townsville u k 64 Elliott -, Toy. nsville c (2)
256 Doorly Patrick, Coombabah c 345 Dunn Montague C., Croydon f 65 Elliott -, Rockhampton c
257 Dora Miss, Mitchell c 346 Dunne -, Richmond Cottage, May 66 Elliott Adam, Gregory c
258 Doran C., Pimpama c street, West End c 67 Elliott F., Toowong c
259 Doran Nelson, P.O. Townsville c 347 Dunne C. D. (licensed surveyor), 68 Elliott Miss Susan, Sandgate u k
260 Doran John, Isis c Tallebudgera o c 69 Elliott Wm., Maryborough u k (5)
261 Dores -- (watchmaker), Brisbane s 348 Dunne Miss Hannah, Highfields Rail- 70 Ellis Andrew, Mount Leyshon c
262 Doring T., P.O. Irvinebank f way Station u k 71 Ellis C., Mackay s
263 Dornan William, Gympie o 349 Dunne Miss Mary (care of Immigration 72 Ellis Charles, Brisbane o
264 Dougall D., Boundary street c Agent), Townsville c 73 Ellis James, Charters Towers c
265 Dougherty F., Croydon c 3.50 Dunne Montague, Croydon c 74 Ellis R., Langlo Downs c (3)
266 Doughty - (Weldon' s Stores),  351 Dunne Thos.  (passenger  R.M.S.S.), 75 Ellis T., Townsville c
Coorparoo road c Peel Island s 76 Ellis Walter Dunn (lawyer), Bunda
267 Douglas - (plumber), Stanley streetc 352 Dunning -, Mackay c berg o c
268 Douglas A., P.O. Brisbane u k 353 Dunphy Patrick, One-Mile c 77 Elm Thomas, Woollongabba u k
269 Douglas A. E., P.O. Thargomindah s 354 Dunstan D. W., P.O. St. George c (2) 78 Elston Henry, Kamerunga c
270 Douglas A. G., P.O. Rockhampton m 355 Durham C., P.O. Bundaberg u k 79 Ely John, One-Mile c
271 Douglas M., Macrossan Bridge c (2) 356 Durham Mrs. H., P.O. Gympie c 80 Emanuel Hugh, Charters Towers c
272 Douglas M., Burdekin c 357 Durietz William, P.O. Croydon c (3) 81 Emery Jas., Pine Hill c
273 Douglas William, Townsville c 358 Dwan -, Toowong c (2) 82 Emmery -, Eidsvold road c
274 Douglas Thos., Nebo road, Mackay c 359 Dwyer Miss C., Bald Ridges c 83 Emmett Edward, Hughenden c
275 Doube Michael, Ipswich o 360 Dwyer John, Mackay c E 84 Enders C., Bundaberg c
276 Doud William, Gympie o c 361 Dwyer John, Coreena Station c 85 Enders J. H., Ipswich road c
277 Dowell A. (care of Mrs. Grace), Mow- 362 Dwyer John, Cootharaba c 86 Endres Mrs., Bungil Bridge c
bray Town c (2) 363 Dwyer Micheal, Tewantin e 87 Endrews -, Bundaberg c
278 Dowell Capt. (schooner "May Queen"), 364 Dwyer P., Dalvene s 88 English Mrs. Joseph, Brisbane u k
Maryborough c (4) 365 Dyble Frank, Maryborough a 89  Enklemann Mrs. Amelia (care of Wm
279 Dowling  Miss  Ellen, Gympie c 366 Dwyer Ruck and Co., Ipswich c Enklemann), Beenleigh o c
280 Dowling John, Goondi Plantation u k 367 Dwyer George, Charters Towers u k 90 Enright James, Croydon c
281 Dowling L., P.O. Croydon c 368 Dwyer Matthew, Southport Railway 91 Eokington C., Maryborough c
282 Dowling S. H., P.O. Cambooya c Line c 92 Epstein K., Gatton c
283 Dowling W., Gympie c 369 Dyke C., Mount Morgan c 93 Eractson Martin, Charters  Towers o c
284 Downe W. L., Princess street, 370 Dykes A. W., Bulimba c 94 Erickson W., Coombaba c
Bulimba c 371 Dyne W., Gympie c 95 Esbenson N. P., Brisbane c
285 Downey E., Rockhampton c 372 Dyson W., Charters Towers c 96 Eshelly John, South Brisbane e
286 Downey F. N., P.O. ChartersTowerset 373 Dyver David Wilson Thursday  Island s 97 Esmonde C., Eidsvold c,
287 Downing J. (grocer), Lutwyche c 11 98 Esmonde L., Adavale o288 Downie -, Rockhampton c 99 Etches J.. Kangaroo Point c
289 Downie Tom (care of W. McDonald), E. 100 Etteker Jack, Geraldton o c
Yarron  Vale u k 101 Evans E. J., Queenton c
290 Downs Mrs., Breakfast Creek road c 1 EADE H., Kangaroo Point c 102 Evans -, Milton c
291 Downs Arthur (carrier ), P.O. Brisbane  2 Eagleshan  W., Bundaberg c 103 Evans Benj. E., Brisbane u k
oc(2)  3 Earle -, South Brisbane c 104 Evans Miss Ellen, Toowong o c
292 Downs J., Leichhardt street c 4 Early T ., Brisbane c 105 Evans Geo. H., Goondiwindi s
293 Dowrie J. L., Bulimba c  5 Earns Mrs . C., West End s 106 Evans H., Croydon c
294 Dowsett Walter, Goodna u k 6 Earner Patrick, Roma o c 107 Evans John, Tingalpa o c (2)
295 Doyle and Gilbert, Cambarbah c 7 Easey -, Pinthara c 108 Evans John, Robb's Camp, Bald
296 Doyle -, corner of Herbert street  8 Easlea H ., Ipswich c Hills c
and Wharf street c 9 East William, Townsville o c (2) 109 Evans John, Charters Towers c
297 Doyle -, Leichhardt street c 10. Easterbrook M., Kangaroo Point c 110 Evans L., Toowong c (4)
298 Doyle Bartel T. H., P.O. Muttaburra 11 Easton Robert M., Brisbane o c 111 Evans T., Eidsvold c
sc(3)  12 Eaves Mrs. Petrie terrace c South PineRobb's Camp112 Evans T,
299 Doyle  Miss  Kate, Maryborough u k (2) 13 Eaves Joseph, North Branch o
,.,
s (2
s300 Doyle R., Logan Village c (2) 14 Ebblewbite Alfred R., Norley Station s Thomas (watchmaker), Cook113 Evan
301 Drake Eleanor (care of  Mr. Jeffry), 15 Ebbs  Miss  T., Brisbane u k (2) town u k (3)
Townsville o 16 Eberet A. E., Cairns o 114 Evans W., Cleveland road c
302 Drake  Miss  Ellen, Townsville c 17 Eddy T., Townsville c 115 Evens Samuel Brooks, Maryborough
303 Drake Thos., P.O. Townsville u k 18 Eddy William, Charters Towers c uk
304 Draper -, Upper Pine River c 19 Ede C.,  Brisbane c 116 Everett John, Rockhampton c (2)
305 Drayer G. C., P.O. Croydon c 20 Edgar Robert, Townsville c 117 Everingham C. H., Brisbane s (2)
306 Dredge Aldred, Moongarrie c 21 Edge Noah, Toowoomba c 118 Everton -, Brisbane c
307 Drew -, Rockhampton c 22 Edgecombe A., Valley c 119 Ewan W. G., Brisbane o e
308 Drew- corner of Russell and Cor- 23 Edmond -, Croydon c 120 Ewart James, Bowen road o c
delia streets c  24 Edmonds -, Lutwyche c 121 Ewed Johnny, Yaamha road o e
309 Drews A., Gympie e 25 Edmonds W., Lutwyche c 122 Ewen Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k
310  Drewey Mrs., Granville street, West  26 Edmondson C., Gregory e t 123 Ewington F. W., Brisbane n z
End u k 27 Edmund Paul, West End o c
311 Dries H., Normanton c 28 Edmunds C., Croydon c
312 Drinan J. P., Croydon s 29 Edmunds E., Rockhampton u k (2) F.313 Driscoll Daniel, P.O. Brisbane u k 30 Edwards and Hamilton, Paddington c
314 Driscoll Edward, Coolgarra c 31 Edwards -, Boggo road c 1 FAHY J., Greenmount c
315 Droney Luke, P.O. Beenleigh c 32 Edwards -, Esk road c 2 Fairbairn P., Beaconsfield, Aramac c(3)
316 Drunkes J. H., P.O. Brisbane e t 33 Edwards -, Bowen Hills c 3 Fairfax Mrs., Mitchell c
317 Drysdale J. C., Rockwood c 34 Edwards Albert, Brisbane c 4 Fairfax A. J., Southport c
318 Dublin William, Helidon c 35 Edwards Chas. F., Maryborough u k 5 Falconer J., Maryborough e
319 Dudgeon J. W., P.O. Thargomindah a and s (5) 6 Falkiner August, Gomoran c (2)
320 Dunness Ric, Mount Morgan c 36 Edwards Frank, P.O Roma m 7 Fallan P., Toowoomba e
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S  Falley P., Mount Morgan c
9 Fallon Benjamin, Croydon o
10 Fallon John, Morven c
11 Faraquar T. J., Bundaberg c
12 Farley H., Killarney c
13 Farlow Miss Cissie, Toowong c
14 Farmer Harry, Dunwich c
15 Farmer James, Charters Towers c
16 Farmer Mrs. James, Isis Scrub o
17 Farqaharson H. G., Mungindi s
18 Farquhar -, Angellala c
19 Farr Alfred, South Brisbane o c
20 Farrall Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
21
22
23
110 Flannigan Michael, Townsville o c
111 Fleet James, Soudan Estate c (2)
112 Fleming Mrs., Little Roma street e
113 Fleming Thomas, Barcaldine o
114 Fleming W., Isis Scrub c
115 Fleming W., Isis c
116 Fleming Mrs. W., Mourilyan Planta-
tion c
117 Flemming John, Milton c
118 Fletcher N:. H., Thargomindah s (2)
119 Fletcher Fred., Croydon c
120 Fletcher J., Charters Towers u k
121 Fletcher L., Claraville c
Farrant F. N., Brisbane c 122 Fletcher William, Croydon c
Farrell Mrs. Emily, FortitudeValley o c 123 Fletcher Win. L., Croydon c
Farrell George D., Rockhampton u k 124 Flint C., Bowen Hills c
Farrell John, Ipswich c
Farrell W., Engelsburg c
Farrelly P., Herberton c
Farthing -, Boggo road c
Fathy -, Greenmount c
Faulkner -, Boggo road c
Faulkner J. W., Bowen Hills c
Fay S., Valley c
Feagen Miss B., Gympie c
Fechtmann H., Cooktown f (2)
Feely James, West End c
Feely Mrs. James, West End c
Feeney Mrs. John, Brisbane s
Feeney Martin, Beenleigh c
Feeney Vincent, Goondiwindi c
Feeney Mrs. W., Bowen c
Feeten J., Gayndah c
Fein Henry, Brisbane f
Fellows G. T., Torwood Estate c (2)
Fenbon -, Cairns c
Fennell W., Toowoug c
Fenwick A., South Brisbane c
Ferguson D., George street, Brisbane c
Ferguson D. (tobacconist), Brisbane c
Ferguson Mrs. David G., South Bris-
bane o
Ferguson Jas., Hill End c
Ferguson Mrs. Jane, Townsville u k
Ferguson William, Brisbane u k
Ferrest J., Gympie c
Ferrier T. W., Hawkwood c
Ferrier W. A., Hawk wood c
Fiddes Hugh, Barcaldine c
Fiddes William, Charters Towers u k
Fiegehame Henry, Gayndah c
Field H., Brisbane c
Fielding James, Angellala e
Fielding M., Kamerunga c
Fielding W. H., Townsville o c
Fife Wm. (Depot), Maryborough e t
Findley Joseph, P.O. Gympie c
Finegan Mrs. Mary, Ipswich road c
Finger -, Walkerston c
Finigan Miss M., Wickham street c
Fink Magnus, Forest Grove o c and c (2)
Finley  -,  Rosalie c
Finn Joseph, Torrens Creek c
Finnely John, Cairns s
Finnester A., South Brisbane c (2)
Finney A. J., Eidsvold c
Finnigan and O'Leary, Mount Romeo c
Fischer Miss Minnie, Brisbane m
Fisher Andrew, Roma u k
Fisher Miss E., Maryborough c
Fisher Mrs. James, Townsville u k
Fisher John, Charters Towers c (2)
Fitzgerald -, Ingham c
Fitzgerald A., Kamerunga c (4)
Fitzgerald Dr. M. E., Stanthorpe c
Fitzgerald Mrs. E., Croydon s
Fitzgerald G., Adrie Downs Station a
Fitzgerald H., Montague road c
Fitzgerald Helena, Charters Towers o
Fitzgerald J., Pioneer Plantation,
Mackay s
87 Fitzgerald J., Roma c
88 Fitzgerald James, Brisbane c (3)
89 Fitzgerald Jno. (1).  D. Gazette),  Too-
woomba c
90 Fitzgerald John, Pioneer Estate c
91 Fitzgerald  John, Croydon c
92 Fitzgerald  Jno. H., Redcliffe c
93 Fitzgerald  Julia, Brisbane o
94 Fitzgerald  S. H., Ipswich c
95 Fitzgerald  William, Townsville c
96 Fitzgibbon  G., Soudan Estate c (2)
97 Fitzgibbons  John, Hughenden c
98 Fitzmaurice Mark , Kangaroo Point c
99 Fitzpatrick Hugh ,  Charters  Towers c
100 Fitzpatrick Patrick , Toowoomba c
101 Fitzpatrick Thomas,  P.O. Roma c
102 Fitzsimmons Stephen,  Isisford c
103 Fitzsimons Francis, Cai rn s u k (2)
104 Fitzsimons Francis, Pimpama n z
105 Fitzroy John, Dalby o
106 Flack  George Crane ,  Rockhampton uk
2
107 Flaherty  Daniel , Rockwood Station c
108 F1anaghan F., Goxlna c
X08 k'launery P.. Ualby o
12-5 Flower J. H., Lutwyche e (2)
126 Flowers S., Croydon u k
127 Flude J., Rockhampton c
128 Flynn James Cullen, Maryborough s
129 Flynn S., Red Hill c
130 Flynn Thomas, Goondiwindi s
131 Flynn Wm., Coombabah c
132 Foan M., Gympie c
133 Fock Henry, Croydon c (2)
134 Foden S., Toowong c
135 Fogarty Matthew M., Queenton c
136  Fogerty -, Palparara s
137 Fogarty R., Kangaroo Point c
138 Foley Mrs., Rockhampton c
139 Foley Jeremiah, Winton c
140 Fong Fan, Adavale c
141 Fong Fat,  Cairns s
142 Foote George, Tambo c
143 Foott Thomas, Brisbane u k
144 Foran George, Brisbane c
145 Foran John, Gympie s
146 Forbes Dr., Armitage c
147 Forbes Dr. H. F., Brisbane s (2)
118 Forbes J. H. M., Herberton o
149 Forbes J. M., Mackay c
150 Forbes John, Rockhampton o c
151  Ford William, Mo m en c
152 Forde J., Cairns o
153 Fordham Jno., Welford c
154 Ford-Webb Dr., Toowong c
155 Forrest Frank, Pine Hill u k
156 Forrest W., Goondiwindi c
157 Forth - (builder),  Brisbane c
158 Foster and Co., Burketown m
159 Foster Miss Annie, Townsville c
160 Foster Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane o c
161 Foster M., Red Hill c
162 Foster Thomas, Cairns c
163 Fough John, Mount  Morgan c
164 Fowl J., Croydon c
165 Fowler Albert, Bundaberg u k
166 Fowler F., Roma c
167 Fowler J., Petrie  terrace s
168 Fowler M. Albert, Bundaberg o
169 Fox -, Harcourt  street c
170 Fox G., Bogantungan c
171 Fox James, Herberton c
172 Fox John, Croydon s
173 Fox R., Spring Hill c
174 Fox Thomas, Croydon m
175 Fox W., Brisbane c
176 Fox William, Kelvin Grove o c
177 Foy A., Charters Towers c
178 Foy Miss J., Brisbane c
179 Foy James, Brisbane s
180 Frain J., Kamerunga c
181 Frampton Isaac John, Townsville u k
182 Frances  Miss  Kate, Maryborough c
183 Francis -, Normanton c
184 Francis C. A., Beenleigh c
185 Francis E., Brisbane c
186 Francis F., Logan c
187 Francis George, Tambo c
188 Francis George W., Tambo c
189 Francis Jens, Tewantin o c
190 Francis L., Bogantungan o
191 Francis M. A., Gympie s
192 Francis P., Gympie c
193 Francis T. P., Charters Towers c (2)
194 Francis Thos., Charters Towers c (2)
195 Francis W. J., Kilkivan c
196 Frank -, Croydon c
197 Franklin Capt. J., Brisbane s
198 Franks  -, Brisbane c
199 Fraser Mrs., Toowoomba c
200 Fraser A., Hughenden c
201 Fraser A., Gympie c
202 Fraser D., Dalby c and u k (2)
203 Fraser H. B., Harrisville o
204 Fraser Harry, North Rockhampton c
205 Fraser Mrs. J., Albion c
206 Fraser J. M., Rockhampton
207 Fraser Jas. Johnstone, Mount
Morgan c
208 Fraser John, Kamerunga o c
209 Fraser John, Kamerunga c
210• Fraser John, Rockhampton c
211 Fraser Jno., Rockhampton c
212 Fraser M., B ri sbane c
X13 Fraser Murray, South Brisbane c
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214 Frawley Miss Annie, Spring Hill s
215 Fray S. A., Mackay c
216 Frazer -, Rockhampton c
217 Frazer A., Taroom c
218 Frazer R. T., Brisbane u k
219 Fredericks J. L., Bundaberg c
220 Fredricksen Johan, Rockhampton f
221 Freeland S., Black Jack c
222  Freeman Dr. Rd. Thos., G'ayndah
Hospital u k
223 Freeman Gerard, Brisbane o
224 Freeman J., Rockhampton c
225 Freeney Patrick, Albion c
226 Freethy J. B., North Rockhampton u k
227 French T., Stoney Point s (2)
228 French W., South Brisbane c
229 Frericho A., Brisbane s
230 Frew -, New Farm c
231 Frewe W., Brisbane c
232 Fritzptrick Sam., Pittsworth u k
233 Fry John, Coombahah o
234 Fuberg C., Dugandan c
235 Fudge Mrs. A., Townsville c
236 Fuge J., Antigua Plantation m
237 Fuller Mrs., Sandy Creek, Laidley c
238 Fullerton Rooke and Co., Toowoomba
u k and c (2)
239 Fullerton P., Rockhampton c
240 Fullgard -, South Brisbane c
241 Fulloon Chas., Hermitage c
242 Furey Miss Mary Jane, South Bris-bane oc
243 Furguson Peter, Bolstock's Farm c
244 Furlong E. S. W., Gympie c
245 Furlong J., Maryborough c (2)
246 Furmage -, Normanton c
247 Furness Richard, Waterford c
248 Furnifull John, Thargomindah s
249 Fyfe -, Charters Towers  in
250 Fyfe William, Cooktown c
251 Fynn Annie, Queensland Boarding
House c
G.
1 GADE Oscar, P.O. Goondiwindi c (2)
2 Gaitskell John, Queenton c
3 Galagher -, Cairns c
4 Gale Wm., Brisbane o c
5 Gali van Danl., Muttaburra u k and o (2)
6 Gallaghar C., Thargomindah s
7 Gallagher John, Dinmore c
8 Gallagher M., Charters Towers c
9 Gallaher Mrs. P., Toowoomba c
10 Gallegro A., Eidsvold c
11 Gallon D., Valley c
12 Galloway -, Warburton road c
13 Galloway -, Townsville e
14 Galwey Geo. P., Croydon m
15 Gamer George, Douglas Estate u k
16 Gammon Thomas, Nudgee u k
17 Gansinan J., Brisbane c
18 Gard H., Charters  Towers c
19 Garden Peter, Mitchell u k
20 Gardener  and Thomas, Isis c
21 Gardener Jno., Valley c
22 Gardiner Mrs. C.,  Brisbane o
23 Gardiner E., Mackay c
24 Gardiner J. P., Rockhampton c
25 Gardiner T. F., Charters Towers c
26 Gardner C., South Brisbane c
27 Gardner W., Brisbane o (2)
28 Gardner William, Mackay u k
29 Garland G. B., Port Douglas c
30 Garland T., Spring Hill c
31 Garland Wm., Ipswich c
32 Garlick John, Charters Towers s (3)
33 Garrard E. A. P., Beaconsfield m
34 Garrette George, Toowong c
35 Garrick Jno., Brisbane c
36 Garriock John, Townsville o
37 Garske Joseph,  Fernvale f
38 Gartside B., Albert River o e
39 Gartside  J., Beenleigh c
40 Garvey  Michael, Mungarr c
41 Garvey  Thomas, Brisbane u k
42 Garvie C. Toowoomba c
43 Garvock l ,obert,  Bundaberg u k
44 Gassman Jacob, Roma c
45 Gater Jas., Cairns e
46 Gates and Roper. Brisbane e t
47 Gates R., Croydon  c and u k (2)
48 Gatton -, Eidsvold c
49 Gay George, Mackay c
50 Gay John, Rockhampton o c (2)
51 Gaynor A., North Pine c
52 Gaynor A. G., North Pine c
53 Gaynor A. E., North  Pine c (3)
54 Geaney John, Townsville o c
55 Geany Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
56 Gear -, Albion c
57 Geddes -,  Brisbane c
58 Geddes Miss, Ayrshire Park c
59 Gedrey  Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
60 Gedge  B., Emerald o
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61 Gelling John, Charters Towers c
62 Genninges George, Rockhampton o c
63 Gennings George, Mount Morgan c
64 Gennings W., Croydon c
65 Georeeson A., Brisbane c
66 George J., Townsville c
67 George Joseph F., Bulloo River Station s
68 George W. (of Cardiff), Townsville u k
69 George Wm. Hy., Brisbane o
70 Gerler B. H., Brisbane c
71 Germaine Edward, Eidsvold o c
72 Gerrard Alex. P., Brisbane u k (2)
73 Gerrard James, Townsville u k and
o c (2)
74 Gerrard Henry, Gatton o
75 Gerson M. F., Brisbane c
76 Gesch, Annie, Toowoomba o
77 Gesch C., Cecil Plans c
78 Gessler John, Dugandan c
79 Gibb J., West End c
80 Gibbin R., 22 Gang, Stanley Creek c
81 Gibbon --, Brisbane c (2)
82 Gibbons A., Croydon c
83 Gibbons R., Queenton c (2)
84 Gibbs George, Valley c
85 Gibbs Henry, Maryborough c (2)
86 Gibbs M., Blackall c
87 Gibbs W. H., Charters Towers o
88 Gibson Mrs., South Brisbane o
89 Gibson C. L., Charters Towers u k (2)
90 Gibson George, Eidsvold c
91 Gibson James, Townsville u k (3)
92 Gibson Miss Minnie, Townsville c
93 Gibson Samuel, Woollongabba Junc-
tion c
94 Gibson Stewart, St. George c
95 Gibson Vince, Bundaberg c
96 Giddins George, Winton s
97 Gien -, Ipswich road c
98 Gierke John, Cootharaba road c
99 Gifford Herbert, Townsville u k
100 Giggly Elizabeth, Gympie c
101 Gilbert Edward, Croydon s
102 Gilbert H. R., Mount Leyshon s and
u k (2)
103 Gilbert Henry, Lerida c
104 Gilchrist C., Brisbane c
105 Giles Villeneuve c
106 Giles Angellala c
107 Giles W., Goodna c
108 Gilfoyle -, Rockhampton c
109 Gill Mrs., Highgate Hill c
110 Gill E. C., Glenprairie u k (2)
111 Gill R., Maryborough c
1t2 Gill Thomas, Toowong c
113 Gill W., Thargomindah c
114 Gill William, Charters Towers c
115 Gillam Mrs., Townsville c (3)
116 Gilland Alexander, South Brisbane c
117 Gillard George, Rockhampton f
118 Gillespie John, Brisbane o
119 Gillial Mrs., Rockhampton m
120 Gilligan Morgan F., Mackay u k
121 Gilling John, Charters Towers c
122 Gillman John, Charters Towers o
123 Gillon J., Barronville s
124 Gillooly Miss Mary, Brisbane c
125 Gills Richard, Queenton o c
126 Gilmartin -, Bulimba c
127 Gilmore Valley c
128 Gilmore -, Torbanlea c
129 Gilmore 9 oowoomba c
130 Gilmore G., Corona c
131 Gilmore G., Brisbane c
132 Gilmore Miss M., Townsville c
133 Gilmore Peter, Charters Towers o c
134 Gilmour Andrew, H.M.S. " Gayun-
dab"uk
135 Gilmour James, Townsville c
136 Gilmour P., Brisbane s
137 Gilmour T., Brisbane c
138 Gibson Thos., CootharabaSawmillsu k
139 Gingell Edward, Townsville c
140 Giovanni Melotti, Cairns f
141 Giovanni R., One-Mile c
142 Giovanni Tramacchi, ChartersTowers c
143 Girling T., Alice c
144 Gitsham James, Uengulla Station m (4)
145 Given Thos., Sherwood c
146 Gladdish G., Waterview o c
147 Glaholm Edwin, Charters Towers c
148 Glancy -, Bowen Hills c
149 Glass Alex., Vindex Station o
150 Glass Arthur, Croydon s
151 Gledden R., Gympie c
152 Gledhill Jonathan, Brisbane o c
153 Gleeson J., Barcaldine c
154 Gleeson John, Gympie c
155 Gleeson Miss M. G., South Brisbane c
156 Gleeson Miss Maggie, Highgate Hill
s(2)
157 Gleeson Michael, Coombabah c
158 Gleeson Patrick, Saltern Creek Station c
159 Glendenning S., Townsville c
160 Glennon D., Alice Downs c
161 Glennon D. J., Alice Downs m
162 Glover -, Marburg c
152
163 Glover George, Eidsvold c
164 Godber and Longmuir, Gold Creek c
165 Godden Thomas, Croydon s
166 Godfrey F., Rockhampton c
167 Godfrey Matthew, Brisbane u k
168 Godson W. J., Tiaro c
169 Goebel Heinrich, Esk c
170 Goebel Ludwig, Cambooya (2)
171 Goeldner J. C., Spring Hill c
172 Gogan David, Coombabah o c
173 Goldmann J. T., Brisbane c
174 Goldring John, Charters Towers c
175 Goldsmid S., Brisbane c (3)
176 Goldsmith Fred., Cumberland s
177 Goldsweer Jacobus, Maryborough o c
178 Goldsworthy J., Charters Towers c
179 Goldsworthy John, Charters Towers o c
180 Goldsworthy Joseph, Rockhampton c
181 Goldthorpe Samuel, Stanthorpe f, u k
and c (3)
182 Gollogar Mrs., Brisbane c
183 Gollogly Patrick, Croydon c
184 Goltpelf G., Brisbane c
185 Gooch E., Brisbane c
186 Gooch J., Leyburn m
187 Goodall J., One-Mile c
188 Goodson J., North Rockhampton c
189 Gooding J., Bingera Plantation u k
190 Goodwin A., Adavale s
191 Goo Neeu and Co., Gympie c
192 Gordon and Davis, Bogantungan o (2)
193 Gordon Mrs., Mackay c
194 Gordon Miss, Brisbane c
195 Gordon A., Brisbane o c
196 Gordon Alexander, Croydon c
197 Gordon Andrew, Albion c
198 Gordon Capt., Brisbane c
199 Gordon D., Bundaberg c
200 Gordon F. L., Kangaroo Point c
201 Gordon G., Ithaca reek c
202 Gordon James, Brisbane c
203 Gordon James, Woollongabba c
204 Gordon Robert, Brisbane o c
205 Gordon Wm., Cairns o C
206 Gorman C., One-Mile f
207 Gorman Edwd., Hughenden c
208 Gorman John, Ravenswood c
209 Gorman Miss Maggie, Toowoomba c
210 Gorman Michael, One-Mile c
211 Gorman Thomas, Warwick c
212 Goss Miss Jane, Sandgate road c
213 Gosskin --, Kamerunga c
214 Gough Thos., Kennedy terrace c
215 Gould -, Gympie c
216 Gould A., South Brisbane c
217 Gould James, Croydon c  and s (2)
218 Gould John, Esk c
219 Govett F., Brisbane m
220 Gower Mrs. W., Kadina c (2)
221 Goyne Henr Croydon c and m (2)
222 Grace  -, Rosewood Gate c
223 Grace Jeremiah, Roma c
224 Grace  John, Charters Towers o c
225 Grace  W. G., Killarney c
226 Gracer  Robert, Mungarr e t
227 Graunder  --, Mackay c
228 Graham  - (care of Cobb and Co.),
30-Mile Stage c
229 Graham  A., Albion c
230 Graham  Duncan, Rockhampton c
231 Graham Miss Elizabeth, Spring Hill o c
232 Graham Miss Elizth ., Toowoomba c
233 Graham  E., Kangaroo Point n z
234 Graham  F. A. (farmer), Pine River c
235 Graham  Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
236 Graham James, Charters Towers u k
237 Graham  John, Emu Hill, Portland c
238 Graham  L. F., Brisbane u k
239 Graham  Robt ., Brisbane o c
240 Graham  V., Toowocmba c
241 Graham  William, Brisbane o
242 Gramen Mrs. Margaret , Rockhamp-
ton o c (2)
243 Grange Joe, Bundaberg s
244 Grant Mrs., Adavale c
245 Grant  A. B., Croydon c
246 Grant  A. H., Townsville c
247 Grant Arthur, Fortitude Valley o c (2)
248 Grant Miss B., Toowong c
249 Grant Mrs. or Miss  E., Brisbane o
250 Grant  Edward  A., Brisbane o
251 Grant J., Adavale c
252 Grant  J. M., Adavale  c, a and s (5)
253 Grant  James, Fortitude  Valley o c
254 Grant  Miss Mary Brisbane o c
255 Granville F. D., ] idsvold e t
256 Gratz  Mrs. Catherine , Townsville f
257 Graver Edward, Maryborough c
258 Gray Dugald, South $risbane o
259 Gray George, One-Mile c
260 Gray Henry,  Rodney Downs c
261 Gray J., Valley c
262 Gray James,  Brisbane s
263 Gray James L., Victoria  Plantation,
Herbert River u k
264 Gray John, Eidsvold e t
265 Gray Mary,  Brisbane o
266 Gray  R., Townsville o;
267 Gray S., Charters Towers c (2)
268 Grealy P., Gympie c
269 Greaves George, Rockhampton t
270 Greaves Richard, Forest Grove c
271 Green  and Marshall , Breakfast Creek c
272 Green -, Paddington c
273 Green - (porter), Townsville c (2)
274 Green -, Paddington c
275 Green G. H., South Brisbane o c
276 Green Henrietta, Hill End o
277 Green Henry, Roma o c
278 Green J. S., Bundamba s
279 Green John, Townsville c
280 Green John Henry, Port Douglas f
281 Green P., Mackay c
282 Green R., Roma c
283 Green S. G., Cairns c
284 Green Thomae, Indooroopilly c
235 Green W., Paddington c
286 Greene, Margaret, Toweran o
287 Greener -, Warwick c
288 Greenhouse J., Gympie c
289 Greenlees Neil, Brisbane n z
290 Greensill A. E., Charters Towers c
291 Greenway Henry, Brisbane s
292  Greenwood W., Townsville u k
293 Gregg, Thomas, Queenton c (3)
294 Gregor  Miss  M., Rockhampton c
295 Gregory -, Boggo road c
296 Gregory -, Woollongabba c
297 Gregory -, South Brisbane c
298 Gregory A., Croydon c
299 Gregory Dr. W., Rockhampton c
300 Gregory Fredk. Walter, Mount
Morgan c
301 Gregory Isaac N. J., Croydon f
302 Gregory J., Cumberland c
303 Gregory R., Red Hill c
304 Greig John A., South  Brisbane o c
305 Greirson Wm., Charters Towers c
306 Greives -, Muttaburra c
507 Greives John, Townsville w a
308 Grenier S. A., Sherwood c
309 Greville -, Croydon c (2)
310 Gray G., Gympie c
311 Grey W., Monkland c (2)
312 Grieve Wm., Rosenthal Creek c
313 Grieves J., Muttaburra c
314 Griffen  Miss  B., Townsville c
315 Griffen George, Downfall Creek c
310 Griffen S. J., Charters Towers c
317 Griffet Mrs., Rosalie c
318 Griffin  Miss  M., Charters  Towers c
319 Griffin  Sarnl .  Jas., Charters Towers
c (2)
320 Griffith Charles, Poole  Island u k
321 Griffith John, Cairns s
322 Griffiths A., Red Hill c
323 Griffiths John, Cairns e t
324 Griffiths Mrs. Jno., Croydon w a
325 Griffiths S., Gympie c
326 Griffiths W., South Brisbane e
327 Griffiths W., Red Hill c
328 Grigs C., Black Jack c
329 Groboskie Miss Annie, Croydon c
330 Groger  Miss  Emelie, Charters  Towers c
331 Groom Alfred, Brisbane u k
332 Groom Stephen,  Kamerunga c
333 Gross Alfred,  Brisbane c
334 Gross Nicholas, Mungalla,  Ingham c
335 Grosse T., Beenleigh c
336 Grosvenor F. A., Gympie c
337 Groth  Hugo, Esmeralda Station f
338 Grout --,  Brisbane u k
339 Grove F., Coorparoo c
340 Grove Wm., Bulimba c
341 Groves  Charles, Townsville c
342 Groves George,  Brisbane s
343 Groves George, Eidsvold c
344 Groyer R. J. A., Petrie  terrace c
345  Grozinger Karl (care of B. Wendt),
Mount Cotton f
346 Gruth W., Charters  Towers c
347 Gruver  George  P., Eidsvold c
348 Guidica  Dominic, Charters Towers
c (2)
349 Guidici D., Gympie e
350 Guilfoyle J., Rainworth c
351 Guilford John,  Toowong c
352 Guiney  Miss E ., Gympie c
353 Guinn Patrick, Yaamba road c
354  Guise  Ch., Muttaburra s
355 Guise Charles, Evesham  Station s
356 Gulldner William, South Brisbane c
357 Gulliver  Miss  Annie, Charters Towers c
358 Gulliver W., Cairns u k
359 Gunn P., Bundaberg c
360 Gunton Wm., Townsville c and
nz(2)
361 Guppy George, Mackay u k
362 Gushat Mrs., Townsville c
363 Gusser Dominik, Charters Towers f
364 Gusthart J., Charters  Towers m
365 Guttormson M., Coorparoo c
366 Guy A., South Brisbane e
367 Guy John W., Normanton c (2)
H.
I IIALERFIELI) John, Croydon c
2 Halerman L., Nundah o
3 Racket Mrs., Fredrickfield u k
4 Hadden J., Boggo road c
5 Haddock Thomas, North Pine u k
6 Hadley -, Ipswich c (2)
7 Hadley J., Pittsworth c (2)
8 Hagerty Jaines, Rocklea road c
9 Hailey J. T., Croydon s
10 Haren Tho., Townsville o c
11 Hald H., P.O. Brisbane f
12 Hale Mrs., Warwick c
13 Hale G. R., Rockhampton c
14 Hale W., Goondiwindi o
15 Hale W. A., Ipswich c
16 Hales Hy. B., Ipswich s
17 Hales H. B., Ipswich c
18 Hales Walter Hales, Enoggera c
19 Halkiar Geo., Brisbane f
20 Hall -, Clermont c
21 Hall Gympie in
22 Hall Mrs., Rosalie c
23 Hall A., Spring Hill c
24 Hall A. G., P.O. Brisbane s
25 Hall B., Scrubby Creek c
26 Hall Mrs. David, Tambo in
27 Hall Edward, Charters Towers o c
28 Hall F. W., Cooktown o
29 Hall Geo., Millchester c
30 Hall G., Brisbane c
31 Hall G., Red Hill e
32 Hall .John, Charters Towers c (2)
33 Hall J., Rockhampton c
34 Hall Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c
35 Hall Mrs. P., Charters Tow eri c
36 Hall Richard, Latrobe terrace o c
37 Hall Robert, Barronville s (2)
38 Hall S. W., Charters Towers c
39 Hail Thomas, Toowong c
40 Hall Thomas E., Enoggera terrace c
41 Hall T. (carrier), Cambooya c
42 Hall W., Gympie s
43 Hallberg A., Monkland c
44 Hallett Charles, Brisbane o c
45 Hallett Hugh, Brisbane o c
46 Hallett J. C., Trevethan Creek c
47 Hallett W. J., Toowong c
48 Halley P., Spring Hill c
49 Halliday - (builder), Ipswich c
50 Halligan William, Yangan o
51 Halliwell -, New Farm c
52 Halloran Pat., Warra c
53 Halloran R. J., Nerang c
54 Halls Thomas, Brisbane f
55 Halton John, Brisbane s
56 Hambleton Thos., One-Mile c
57 Hambly A., Ipswich s
58 Hamel James E., Milo Station s
59 Hamilton -, Mackay c
60 Hamilton Mrs., Boggo road c
61 Hamilton Mrs. A., Brisbane c
62 Hamilton E., Charters Towers o
63 Hamilton Mrs. E., Brisbane o
64 Hamilton G. C., Muttaburra c
65 Hamilton James, Cairns o
66 Hamilton James, Palmyra c
67 Hamilton James, Mackay c
68 Hamilton J., Orient Camp c
69 Hamilton J. A., South Brisbane c
70 Hamilton Robert, Townsville c
71 Hamilton R., Toowong c
72 Hamilton Stevenson, Fern Vale e t
73 Hamilton Thomas, Cambooya s
74 Hamilton William, Tambo o
75 Hamilton William, Charters Towers
c (3)
76 Hammond C., Charters Towers c
77 Hammond Doctor, Cairns c
78 Hamow Ferdinand, Isis o
79 Hampton J., Bundaberg c
80 Hampton T., Charters Towers c
81 Hamson  Robert, Charters Towers c
82 Hanckar, Andrew, Isis Scrub o
83 Hancock -, Narambool c
84 Hancock  A., Bundaberg o c
85  Hancock A., Bundaberg o c
86 Hancock  William, Angellala c
87 Hancock W. H., Blackall terrace c
88 Hancox  Percy, Townsville o c
89 Handt Doctor , Eidsvold c
90 Hani fin  Miss Ann, Isisford c
91 Hanigan  Mrs., Upper Logan c
92 Hanley  John, Winton in (2)
93 Hanley  J., Brisbane c
94 Hanley Martin ,  Charters Towers c
95 Hanley Simon , North Pine o
96 Hanlon  P., Croydon c
97 Hannah John Glamorgan Vale c
98 Hannah T., Up er  Edward  street c
99 Hannam J., Millchester c
190 Hannan James, Charters  Towers c (2)
1)1 Hannan M., Charters  Towers c
102 Hannant Miss ,  Nerang c (2)
103 Hanner James,  Croydon c
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104 Hannon Patrick,  Townsville c
10.) Hanrahan  Miss Marie, Brisbane e t
106 Hanrahan Michael, Rockhampton c
107 Hansen August, Clermont c
108 Hansen C., Charters Towers c (2)
109 Hansen H., Highgate Hill c
110 Hansen H. P., Toowoomba f
111 Hansen H. S., Hamilton c
112 Hansen Jacob, Ipswich e t
113 Hansen J., Croydon c (2)
114 Hansen J., Cairns c
115 Hansen J., Townsville c (2)
116 Hansen R., Charters Towers c
117 Hansen Olaves, Mitchell o c
118 Hansen P., Townsville c (2)
119 Hansen Peter A., Brisbane o c
120 Hansen R., Yangan Station c
121 Hanson Martin, Riverview c
122 Hanson Olaf, Bundaberg f
123 Hardcastle F. W., Thargomindah s
124 Harden Mrs., Dalby c
125 Harden Carl, Ravenswood o (2)
126 Harden H., Queen  street c
127 Harders Hans, Gympie c
128 Hardey James, Rannes Diggings c
129 Hardgrove J., Spring Hill c
130 Harding George W., Brisbane u k
131 Harding H., Gympie c
132 Harding James F., Brisbane o c
133 Harding J. B., Brisbane c
134 Hardinge C. H., Thargomindah s
135 Hardman James, Caboolture c
136 Hardt W., Esk c
137 Hardwicke J. D., Brisbane c
138 Hardy -, Drayton c
139 Hardy B., Morven c
140 Hardy Edw., Brisbane u k
141 Hardy J., Bundaberg c
142 Hare. -, Isisford c
143 Hargraves W., Townsville c
144 Harkin John, Milora c
145 Harling•Joseph, Croydon o
146 Harmann C., Gympie c
147 Harnald John, Maryborough c
148 Harnery M., Brandon c
149 Harney John, Croydon c
150 Harnsworth W., Rockhampton c
151 Harper Mrs. G., Montague road c
152 Harpham W., Milton c
153 Harrington Thomas, Charters Towers c
154 Harris Goodwin and Co., Elizabeth
street c
155 Harris-(storekeeper), Ipswich road c
156 Harris -, Boggo road c
157 Harris Mrs., Brunswick street c
158 Harris Mrs. Alice A., Gympie f
159 Harris C., Brisbane o c
160 Harris E. B., Mitchell c
161 Harris E. G., Ipswich u k
162 Harris George, Langlo Downs u k
163 Harris G. C., Windorah a
164 Harris James, Ravenswood c
165 Harris J. H., Townsville c
166 Harris Rd., Sadd's Ridge c
167 Harris Robert, Rockhampton o c
168 Harris W., Charters Towers c (2)
169 Harris Wm., Eidsvold c
170 Harrison Mrs., Barcaldine c
171 Harrison A. A. L., Bundaberg u k and
o (8)
172 Harrison E., Brisbane o c
173 Harrison Miss Ellen, Toowoomba c
174 Harrison F., Montague road c
175 Harrison F. A., Tambo Station a
176 Harrison George, Brisbane a
177 Harrison G. D., Brisbane o178 Harrison H. B. R., Brisbane o cand
c (2)
179 Harrison Joseph, Brisbane c
180 Harrison Levi, Woodford o
181 Harrison P., Brisbane c
182 Harrison P., Triangle c
183  Harrison R., Charters Towers c
184 Harrison Thomas, Cooktown u k
185 Harriss George Al., Brisbane u k
186 Harriz A. T., Birdsville a
187 Harron Miss Emily, Rockhampton o
188 Hart Mrs., South Brisbane c
189 Hart Mrs., Lower Burdekin c
190 Hart A., Warwick c
191 Hart C. H., Rockhampton c
192 Hart Inspector, Mitchell c
193 Hart James, O'Connell Town c
194 Hart Miss Jane, Cressbrook c
195 Hart Roger, Croydon c (2)
196 Hart S., West End c
197 Hart Mrs. or Miss T. M., Prairie o
198 Harte H., Pine Hill c
199 Hartely H. C., Mount Margaret s
200 Hartigan T., Coombabah s
201 Harbley Joseph, Bundaberg c
202 Harbley Oswald, Queenton s
203 Harbley Thomas, Western Creek c
204 Hartz T., Toowoomba f
205 Harvey  A., Goondi c
206 Harvey  George, Langlo  Downs a (2)
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207 Harvey Mrs. G., Barcaldine o
208  Harvey G., Barealdine f
209 Harvey J., Maryborough c
210 Harvey W., Adavale s
211 Harwood W. C., Woollongabba o c
212 Hasen -, Goondi c
213 Haskins -, Bingera o
214 Haskins Mrs. J. J., One-Mile c
215 Haslen E. J., Leichhardt  street c (2)
216 Hassell Miss M., Toowong c
217 Hassett Bridget, Adavale o
218 Hattie Stuart, Isisford a and in (2)
219 Hastings  D., Ravenswood Junction c
220 Hastings  D., Winton c
221 Hastings Thomas, Comet c
222 Hastings William, Brisbane o
223 Hattasch, Ernst, Brisbane f
224 Hattie -, Cairns c
225 Haughet R., Townsville c
226 Hauntley -, Loges' Paddock c
227 Hawkins -, Valley c
228 Hawkins Alfred, Upper Coomera c
229 Hawkins E., Eidsvold c
230 Hawkins George, Townsville c
231 Hawkins G., Mount Walker c (2)
232 Hawkins J., Bundaberg c
233 Hawtree Louise M., Brisbane o
234 Hay Mrs. G., Spring Hill c
235 Hayden W., Rosalie c
236 Hayes Miss, Melbourne street c
237 Hayes Basil W., Townsville n z (2)
238 Hayes C., Melbourne street c
239 Hayes Denis, Clyde Station c and s (2)
240 Hayes H., South Brisbane c
241 Hayes J., Rockhampton c
242 Hayes J., Orient Camp c
243 Hayes Michael, Charlotte street c
244 Hayes Al., Rockhampton c
245 Hayes Patrick, Brisbane o c
246 Hayes P. J., Brisbane in
247 Hayes Thomas, Isis Downs in
248 Hayes Thomas, Tambo a (2)
249 Hayes W. H., Melbourne  street c
250 Haygarth G. A., Mackay c
251 Hayman Albert, Croydon c
252 Hays Patrick, Charters Towers c
253 Hayte William, Brisbane u k
254 Hayward --, Albion c
255 Hazell William, Townsville c
256 Hazelwood W., Adavale o c
257 Hazlett J. C., Croydon c
258 Hazlett W., Emu Park Line c
259 Head James, Mackay o
260 Heald John, Nerang Creek c (3)
261 Heale Samuel, Mount Esk c
262 Healey E., Logan River c
263 Healey W. S., Thargomindah c
264 Healy John, Toowoomba c (3)
265 Healy John, Queensland u k
266 Healy James H., Brisbane o c
267 Healy Michael, Brisbane u k
268 Heap A. J., Brisbane e t
269 Heard F., Petrie terrace c
270 Hearsle Mrs. Wm., Townsville c
271 Hearty Annie, Southport o
272 Heath A., Coorparoo c
273 Heaton Arthur, Cairns u k
274 Heaton Arthur, Cooktown c (2)
275 Heavey D., Rockhampton c
276 Heazle William, Townsville s (2)
277 Heazle W., Torrens Creek c
278 Hedgcock J. Collins, Brisbane u k
279 Heeney James, Toowoomba c
280 Heeney Patrick, Lagoon Creek o
281 Heffernan -, Eidsvold c
282 Heffernan  Miss , Brisbane u k
283 Heffernan E. C., Walloon c
284 Heffernan P., Pittsworth c
285 Heffernan W., Downfall Creek c
286 Hegarty Cornelius, Port Curtis road c
287 Heineman D. C. W., Charters Towers c
288 Heinig W., Millchester c
289 Heiranguns Mickalaus, Nanango c
290 Heislar Austin, Charters Towers c (2)
291 Helion J., Saltwater Creek c
292 Helm James, One-Mile c (3)
293 Helms Frank, Mount  Merlin c
294 Hely E. F. Brisbane c
295 Hemelanz -, Ipswich road c
296 Herrman Margaret, Dulvadilla c
297 Henderson D. Stevens, Port Denison s
298 Henderson -, Wharf street c
299 Henderson -, Kangaroo Point c
300 Henderson Mrs., Toowong c
301 Henderson James, Croydon c
302 Henderson Joseph, Spring Hill c
303 Henderson Link, Bundaberg n z
304 Henderson William, Townsville o c
305 Henderson William, Lutwyche o
306 Hendy Samuel James, Kamerunga c
307 Henneberry J., Brisbane c
308 Hennessy Thomas, Brisbane c
309 Henny Miss Rose, Warwick c
310 Henor Chas., P.O. Brisbane a
311 Henriksen Jorgen Hans , Bundaberg
312 Henry -, Spring Hill c
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313 Henry Mrs., Middle Ridge c
314 Henry  Alf. (surveyor), Brisbane s
315 Henry  George,  Grassmere s (2)
316 Henry  G. G., Toowoomba o
317 Henry Richard, Gladstone c
318 Henry Robert, One-Mile c
319 Henry W. H., Stratton c
320 Henselin G., Dugandan s
321 Hensen Christy, Bundaberg c
322 Hensley A. (miner ),  Black Jack c (5)
323 Hepburn Francis ,  Woollongabba u k
324 Hepburn George ,  Barcaldine c
325 Hepburn  W . Buchan, Rockhampton c
326 Herley  S., Murray  street c
327 Herman  -,  Kamerunga c
328 Herman C., Logan road c
329 Hero - ,  Bundaberg c
330 Herrmann G., Brisbane c
331 Herrod A., Bowen o
332 Herron James, Croydon c
333 Hersfield  G. Alpha o
334 Hervey  C.,
. lpha
c
335 Hesketh  -,  Wellington c
336 Hession Patrick, Brisbane c
337 Hetherington G. T., Normanton c
338  Hetherson Mrs., Hughenden c
339 Hetherston Thomas ,  Hughenden c
340 Heussler  -,  Croydon c
341 Heussler J., Middle Ridge c
342 Hewett H., Ipswich road c
343 Hewis Miss, Brisbane c
344 Hewitt Benj., Arthur street o c
345 Hewitt H., Woolongabba m
346 Heyes Josiah ,  Torbanlea u k
347 Hibberd H., Townsville u k
348 Hickey Miss J., Rockhampton c
349 Hickie and Ward, Gympie road c
350 Hickmot  -,  Mount Morgan c
351 Hicks Mrs. A., Townsville s
352 Hicks John, Windah o
353 Hickson A. J., Bundaberg u k, s, and
c (8)
354 Hickson J. A., Rubyana c
355 Higgenson J. C., Coorparoo c
356 Higgins Bryan, Bundaberg u k
357 Higgins T., Rockhampton c
358 Higgs A., Irvinebank u k (2)
359 Highfield J., Jericho s
360 Highman John, Armac o
361 Higman Mrs., Brisbane c
362 Higman William, Croydon c (2)
363 Hiland Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
364 Hiles R. W., Redbank Plains c
365 Hill Mrs .,  Sandgate c
366 Hill Mrs . Abel,*  Toowong u k
367 Hill A.,  Rockhampton  in
368 Hill E., Torrens Creek c
369 Hill F. H., Rockhampton m and c (2)
370 Hill Francis S., Townsville o c
371 Hill G .,  Toowoomba o c
372 Hill John , New Farm c
373 Hill John ,  Herberton o
374 Hill Mrs J. S., Highgate Hill c375 Hill P., Gympie c
376 Hill R. C.  J., New Farm c
377 Hill R .  H., Windorah a
378 Hill Thomas,  Burenda Station c
379 Hill William ,  Cooktown c
380 Hillier Miss Emily, Valley o c
381 Hilton Mrs., Mackay s
382 Hinchey Miss M. M., Townsvi lle c
383 Hines Austin, Brisbane a
384 Hines  Mrs. A. G.,  Maryborough s
385 Hinsby T. W., Mount Morgan c
386 Hinsom W., Ipswich road c
387 Hinspeter F., Stanley street c (2)
388 Hinton W., Townsville c
389 Hiscox John  (miner ),  Black Jack c (5)
390 Hitchcock Miss E .,  Stanley street c
391 Hoad J .,  Isisford c
392 Hoare Mrs., Rockhampton o
393 Hoare Mrs. M., Townsville o c
394 Hoare Thomas ,  Gympie c
395 Hoare W., Gladstone road c
396 Hobbs and Spencer ,  Hope street c
397 Hubday  -,  Ashburton c
398 Hubkirk E. 0., Thargomindah c and n z(6)
399 Hocking Benjamin ,  Charters Towers c
400 Hodder  -,  Toowong c (5)
401 Hodge James ,  Townsvi lle u k
462 Hodge J., Thargomindah c
403 Hodge Thomas, Queenton c
404 Hodges W., Appolloinan Vale c
405 Hodgon W., Rockhampton c
406 Hodgson and McLeod ,  South Bris-
bane s
407 Hodinett M. R., Winton c
408 Hodson Mrs., South Brisbane o
409 Hodson K. E., Kangaroo Point c
410 Hoehl Miss Elizabeth ,  Herberton o
411 Hoelscher Mrs. W., West End c
412 Hogan Mrs., Spring Creek c
413 Hogan J. C., Brisbane c
414 Hogan M. A., Thargomindah s
415 Hogan Patrick ,  Toowoorba c (2)
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416 Hogan Mrs. P., Toowoomba c
417 Hogan William, Croydon s
418 Hogg H.  R., Brisbane a
419 Hogg Robert, Paddington c
420 Hogsflesh J., Orient Camp c
421 Holder T., Charters Towers c
422 Holland Murphy's Creek c
423 Holland Dalveen c
424 Holland Albert, Hamleigh Plantation
u k (2)
425 Holland Alfred, Bowen  terrace c
421; Holland T., Lutwyche c
427 Holland W., Dalveen c
128 Holland W. A., Thargomindah s
429 Hollander -, Toowong c (2)
430 Hollas Thomas, Ipswich  it  k and n z (3)
431 Holleran John, One-Mile c
432 Holliday John, West End c (2)
433 Holliday J. W., Kangaroo Point c
434 Hollingsworth  Mrs. Grace, Cook town
uk
435 Holloway C., Rockhampton in
436 Holloway Mrs. T., Brisbane u k
437 Hollywood John, Brisbane e t
438 Holm G., Gympie c
439 Holm Niels Bundaberg c (2)
440 Holm Nils L., Bundaberg c
441 Holm, V. P., Brisbane f
442 Holman  W., New Cairns c
443 Holmberg Thomas, Croydon c
444 Holmes  E., Croydon c
445 Holmes H., Normanby Hill c
446 Holmes John, South Brisbane u k (2)
447 Holmes J. V., Queen street c
4.18 Holmes Margaret, South Brisbane o
449 Holmes Miss P., Queen street u k
450 Holms S., Milo Station c
451 Holzheur Hermann, Engelsburg f
452 Holzner -, Beenleigh c
453 Holzworth William, Drayton c
454 Home W., Coombahbah
455 Home W. L., Brisbane s
456 Honan  W., Brisbane c
457 Hood -, Brisbane c
458 Hook J. J., Roma street in
459 Hooley G., Brisbane c
460 Hooly Alice, Townsville o
461 Hooper F., Woollongabba c
462 Hooton Fred N., Valley o c
463 Hoperoft Ben, Cooktown u k
464 Hope J., Charters Towers c
465 Hope W. E., Bowen c
466 Hopgood S. J., Rockhampton c
467 Hopkins Messrs., Isisford c
468 Hopkins Henry, Charleville c
469 Hopkins William, Bolton Station u k
470 Hopkins W., Bolton Station t
471 Hopper George ,  Brisbane s
472 Hopper John, Croydon c
473 Hop Sue Rockhampton c
474 Hopwood Mrs. M., Brisbane c
475 Horan John, Gympie f t
476 Horan Miss M., Rockhampton c
477 Horan Thomas, Ravenswood c
478 Horgabe rg Robert, Toowoomba c
479 Horne William L., Pimpama u k
480 Horner.J., Palmyra c
481 Horrocks S., Mitchell o
482 Horsforth A., Charters Towers c
483 Hort G., Bundaberg c
484 Horton Mrs., Mount Morgan c
485 Horton H., Rockhampton u k
486 Horton Thomas, Cape River Station c
487 Horton William, Torbanlea u k (3)
488  Hoseden  A. Welford Downs o
489 Hosey F., Eagle Farm o
490 Hosking Fred., Croydon c
491 Hoskins Richard, Charters Towers c
492 Houghton Edward, Charters Towers m
493 Houghton George, Irvinebank o
494 Houghton V. F., Brisbane s
495 Houldsworth W., Charters Towers c (2)
496 Hounsham  E. J., Toowong u k
497 Hounsham W. R., Toowong u k
498 Hourigan -, Southport c
499 Hourrigan  C. Maryborough u k
500 Housley A., Charters Towers c
501 H ouston A., Nerang s
502 Houston Mrs. J .,  Gympie s
503 Houston S., Maryborough c
504 Houston William, Ayr c
505 Howard H., Ann  street c
506 Howard  -,  Ann street c
507 Howard Mrs., Charters Towers c
508 Howard C. W., Cambridge  street c
509 Howard D., Toowong c
510 Howard  James, Charters Towers c (2)
511 Howard John, Roma c
512 Howard John, Eidsvold c
513 Howard MissK. A., s.s. "Wooroonga"c
514 Howard W., Eidsvold c
515 Howarth E., Charters Towers c
516 Howe Mrs. Bridget, Black Jack o c
517 Howe E., Brisbane c
518 Howe F., West End c
519 Howell Gerard, Toowoomba c
520 Howell Miss M. A., Queenton c
521 Howells  Miss  Mary J., Croydon c
522 Howells Thomas, One-mile c523 Howels H. T., Queenton c
524 Howest Mrs., Valley u k
525 Howles D., One-Mile c (2)
526 Howlett Thomas (farmer ), Pialba o c
527 Howlett T., One-Mile c
528 Howlett W., Brisbane s (2)
529 Hubbard J., Charters  Towers c
530 Hubbert A., Townsville c
531 Hubert Alfred, Hughenden c
532 Hudson .J., Wilston Estate c
533 'Hudson W. R., Maryborough s
534 Huebner Albert F. G., Verner's Cross-
ing c
535 Huesler Jacob, Middle Ridge c
536 Huft Joseph (carrier ), Barcaldine c
537 Huggan William, One-mile Creek u k
538 Huggeman Alfred, Highgate Hill c
539 Hugh -,  South Brisbane c (2)
540 Hughes -, Cooktown o
541 Hughes Andrew, Boggo Creek c
512 Hughes Miss A., Bundaberg u k
543 Hughes B., Dulvadilla c
544 Hughes Mrs. Ellen, Cooktown o
545 Hughes H., Thornton Hotel c
546 Hughes  Isaac, Bundaberg c
547 Hughes  James,  Maryborough  o and c (2)
548 Hughes Miss Jane, Rockhampton c
549 Hughes Jonathan, Elliott Crossing o
550 Hughes  J., Enoggera c
551 Hughes J., Milton c
552 Hughes J., Adavale s
553 Hughes Mrs. J., Yeronga o
554 Hughes R. A., Windorah e
555 Hughes Thomas A., Adavale s (3)
556 Hugo T. N., Croydon c
557 Hull Charles, Gympie c
558 Hull J., Dotswood c
559 Hulls Miss M.,  Thompson Estate c
560 Hultman  Erik, Warwick f (4)
561 Hunie  and Turner Messrs. ,  Brisbane s
562 Hume -, Woolloongabba o c
563 Hume George, Kedron Brcok c
564 Humphries Messrs. D. and Co., Bris-
bane c
565 Humphris W. C., Wintonuk and c (5)
566 Humphrys William, Mackay u k
567 Hunessy W., Coombabah c
568 Hungerford J. G., Hughenden c
569 Hunssman Revd. J. G., Warwick c
570 Hunt C. J., Maryborough c
571 Hunt, William, Cooktown o c
572 Hunter -, Aramac c
573 Hunter -,  Brisbane c
574 Hunter  Miss, Brisbane c
575 Hunter A., Kangaroo Point c
576 Hunter David, Valley o c
577 Hunter E. A., Muttaburra f
578 Hunter James H., Townsville s
579 Hunter Jane, Mount  Morgan o e
580 Hunter John, South  Brisbane s
581 Hunter S., George street c
582 Hunter  William, Bowen Hills c
583 Hunter William A., Brisbane u k
584 Hurford  Mrs. Margaret , Coorparoo o e
585 Hurley  Da il., Brisbane o
586 Hurley James, Spring Hill c
587 Hurley Miss Mary,  Stanley street c
588 Hurley Thomas, Boundary  street c
589 Hurman  Henry, Brisbane o c
590 Hurst -,  Brisbane s
591 Hurtwood E. C., Maida Hill c
592 Hurwood -, Spring Hill c
593 Hurworth A. (chemist), Winton in
594 Hussey T., Mackay c
595 Hutcheson -, Adavale c
596 Hutchins Mrs., Lion Creek c
597 Hutchison T. G., Maryborough c
598 Huthwaite J., Bowen Hills e
599 Hutson  James , Croydon s and c (5)
600 Hutson John  Henry , Maryborough c
601 Hutton -, South  Brisbane c
602 Hutton Mrs., Rockhampton c
603 Hutton E., Ripple Creek c
604 Hutton G., Eidsvold c
605 Hutton Peter, Ipswich u k
606 Hyde E. A., Spring Hill c
607 Hylton  H., Brisbane u k
608 Hylton  Mrs. H .,  Brisbane u k
609 Huzzeman -, Highgate Hill;
I.
1 ILLINGWORTH  E., Mackay c
2 Illman William ,  Bowen Hills u k
3 Ince Charles, Southport c
4 Ingham R., W  ooll ongabba c
5 Ingham Ronald , Gayndah o
6 Ingram R . A., Yeppoon c
7 Inker E., Tiaro c
8 Innes  -,  Petrie terrace c
9 Innes  J., Petrie  terrace c
10 Imes Sydney, North Ipswich c
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11 Insley J. W., Bowen c
12 Ireland A., Daandine c
13 Irone Miss Janet, Toowoomba c
14 Irvin Edward, Marine Station o
84 Jennings Miss B. R., Brisbane c
85 Jennings Miss E., Kangaroo Point c
86 Jennings Miss E., Mowbraytown c
87 Jennings H. E., Toowoug c
188 Johnstone T., Brisbane c
189 Johonason -, Bingera c
190 Joliffe E. A., Hill End c
191 Jones and O'Connell Messrs. St
15 Irwine Walter, Clara Creek o
16 Irwing J., South Brisbane c
17 Irwin Edward, Dalby c
18 Irwin William, Toowoomba c
19 Isaacs John, Tambo o
20 Isbell T. J., Soudan Estate c
21 Isbell C., Roma c
22 Isbister, Cairns o c
23 Iselin G. R., Thargomindah s
24 Ivery James, Milo Station  c and s (2)
25 Ivimey A. J., Lolworth Station o
26 Izatt Mrs. Jessie, Rockhampton c
J.
1 JACK -- (baker), West End c
2 Jack Charles, Toowoomba c
3 Jack Robert, Herbert River n z
4 Jacka Joseph, Charters Towers u k
5 Jackets Jack (cook), Townsville o c
6 Jacklin W., Gympie u k
7 J ackobsen -, Bundaberg c
8 Jackson -, Toowong c
9 Jackson Mrs., Toowoomba c
10 Jackson Miss, Gympie c
11 Jackson Miss Alice, Charters Towers u k
12  Jackson Clara Maria, Cairns o
13 Jackson Miss Emily, Boggo road o c
11 Jackson F., Townsville f
15 Jackson George, Normanton c
16 Jackson George Ipswich c
17 Jackson Harry, Charters Towers c
18 Jackson John, Black Jack c
19 Jackson Joseph, Ingham c
20 Jackson J. R., Toowoomba c
21 Jackson J. S., Brisbane c
22 Jackson Mrs. Lizzie, Thursday Island
c
23 Jackson Miss Minnie, Yuelba o
24 Jackson Mrs. M. A., Rockhampton o
25 Jackson Peter, Brisbane u k
26 Jackson Thomas, Townsville c (2)
27 Jackson William, Townsville c
28 Jackson W., Brisbane c
29 Jackson W., Normanton c
30 Jacobs Bessie, Brisbane o
31 Jacobs James, Townsville o
32 Jacobsen Christian, Brisbane o
33 Jacobsen C. H. V., Bowen f
34 Jacobson Mrs. M., Bundaberg c
35 Jaggar L. 'Brisbane c
36 Jago Mrs., Windorah c (2)
37 Jago C., South Brisbane c
38 James Charles, North Ipswich c
31) James E., Townsville c
40 James Miss Eliza, Brisbane o c
41 James Emily, Brisbane o
42 James Emily, Tiaro o
43 James Harry, Addin Downs c
44 James J. A., Brisbane c
45 James John H., Bundaberg o c
46 James T. B., Charters Towers c
47 James William, Mackay u k
48 Jamieson A., Mount Walker o
49 Jansen C. (carrier), River Estate c
50 Jansen C., Watawa c
51 Jansen C., Valley c
52 Jansen P. C., Bundaberg c
53 Jardine F., Spring Hill c
54 Jardine Miss Mary, Rockhampton c
55 Jarman E., Rockhampton c
56 Jarrett G., Thursday Island c
57 Jarvie Mrs. Elizabeth, Charters
Towers c
58 Jarvie  Miss Ma gg ie , Brisbane u k (2)
59 Jarvis Robert, 'roowong c
60 Javes W., Abington c
61 Jefferies -, South Brisbane e
62 Jefferies -, Townsville c
63 Jeff' ries E., Murweh Station s
64 Jeffery R., Townsville c
65 Jeffrey -, Gregory terrace c
66 Jeffrey R., Brisbane c
67 Jeffries  David, Toowoomba s
68 Jeffries  Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
69 Jeffries  R., Townsville s
70 Jekyll Mrs. J., Brisbane u k and n z (6)
71 Jelhart E., Croydon c (2)
88 Jennings H. L., Woollongabba c
89 Jensen Carl, Stanwell c
90 Jensen Christian, Deep Creek c
91 Jensen C., Watawa c
92 Jensen C., Mungarr c
93 Jensen D. K., Blackmount c
94 Jensen Hans, Highgate Hill c
95 Jensen Hans Henrich, Brisbane f
96 Jensen John D., Granville o c
97 Jensen Miss It., One-Mile c
98 Jensen  Miss Sorine, Bowen o and c (2)
99 Jeppeson Christian, Eidsvold c (2)
100 Jepson H. P., Mount Morgan c
101 Jervois Duncan, Brisbane c
102 Jesoph M., Cooktown c
103 Jesse Mrs. M., Bowen Hills c
104 Jessop -, Bowen c
105 Jessup Mrs. Mary, Cooktown o c
106 Jessop S., Milton c
107 Jessop S., Maryborough c
108 Jhonson Mrs. H., Rockhampton u k
109 Jhonson J. E., Townsville in
110 Jinkerson Mrs., Arthur street c
111 Johanns --, Townsville c
112 Johanson L. H., Pimpama c
113 John William, Rockhampton c
114 John Wm. Ayton, Gympie c
115 Johns G., Gympie c
116 Johns J., Spring Hill c
117 Johns Philip, Monkland c
118 Johnsen Mrs. F., Brisbane c
119 Johnson Valley c
120 Johnson -, Roma c
121 Johnson -, Inkerman c
122 Johnson (farmer), South Kolan c
123 Johnson -, Millchester road c
124 Johnson -, Little Ipswich c
125 Johnson -, Croydon c
126 Johnson Aramac m
127 Johnson Mrs., Boggo road c
128 Johnson Miss, Taringa a
129 Johnson August, Townsville c
130 Johnson Charles, Townsville o c
131 Johnson C., Rosewood Gate f
132 Johnson John Edward, Ipswich u k
133 Johnson Emile, Goodna o
134 Johnson C., 161 Edward street c
135 Johnson E., Maryborough c
136 Johnson Miss Emma, Rockhampton
oc
137 Johnson George, Delalah u k
138 Johnson Gus H., Townsville o c
139 Johnson Helen, Boggo road c
140 Johnson H., Queen street c
141 Johnson H., Herberton c
142 Johnson James, Bundaberg o
143 Johnson James, Croydon c (2)
144 Johnson John, Toowong c
145 Johnson John, Charters Towers c (2)
146 Johnson J. H., Mackay u k
147 Johnson Miss L., Brisbane c
148 Johnson M. Marie, Townsville o
149 Johnson Peter, Townsville o c (2)
150 Johnson Richard, Leyburn c
151 Johnson Mrs. Rose, The Range c
152 Johnson Thomas, Brisbane o c
153 Johnson Thomas, Aramac c
154 Johnson T., Brisbane c
155 Johnson T. B., Charters Towers c
156 Johnson Miss V., South Brisbane o
157 Johnson Walter, One-mile Creek o c
158 Johnson William, Breakfast Creek c
159 Johnson William, Gympie c
160 Johnson Mrs. 'William, Charters
Towers s
161 Johnson W., Logan road c
162 Johnson W., Angellala Creek u k
163 Johnson W. P. W., Rockhampton o
164 Johnston Mrs., Mackay a
165 Johnston Angus, Charters Towers s
166 Johnston A. It., Muttaburra o
167 Johnston Captain O. Cooktown c
168 Johnston Charles, Alice River c
169 Johnston Edward, Maryborough u k
170 Johnston George, Gympie c
171 Johnston James, Goodwood u k
172 Johnston John, Springhill u k (2)
173 Johnston John, Croydon c
174 Johnston J. H., Croydon c
Lucia c (2)
192 Jones -, South Brisbane c
193 Jones -, Brisbane c
194 Jones -, Coombabah c (3)
195 Jones Mrs., Spring Hill c
196 Jones Miss Alice, Townsville o c
197 Jones A., Bowen Bridge road c
198 Jones B., Townsville c
199  Jones David Mackay u k
200 Jones David, Hughenden c
201 Jones Dick Clermont c
202 Jones D., Charters Towers c (2)
203 Jones Mrs. D., Table Mountain c
204 Jones Edward, Ipswich c
205 Jones  Evan , Charters Towers c
206 Jones E., Coomera o and c (6)
207 Jones Miss E., Bundaberg c
208 Jones E. J., Queenton u k
209 Jones F., Toowoomba c
210 Jones Fred. W., Stanthorpe c
211 Jones George, Queen  street c
212 Jones G., Coombaba c
213 Jones Miss G. E., Red Hill a
214 Jones G. H. T., George street c
215 Jones Harold, Brisbane u k
216 Jones Harry, Townsville c
217 Jones Henry, Brisbane o c
218 Jones Henry, Charters Towers c
219 Jones H., Albert street c
220 Jones H., Nudgee road c
221 Jones H. (constable), Barcaldine c
222 Jones Mrs. H. J., Townsville
223 Jones James, Rockhampton c
224 Jones John, Charters Towers c
225 Jones John, Toowong c
226 Jones John, Muttaburra c
227 Jones John, Kangaroo Hills c
228 Jones Mrs. J., Croydon s
229 Jones Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
230 Jones J. A., Brisbane c
231 Jones J. P., Mount Howitt c
232 Jones Miss Mary, Windorah c
233 Jones Owen, Clermont c
234 Jones Pierce, Charters Towers c (3)
235 Jones Mrs. P., Gympie c
236 Jones Rev. Robert, Paddington c
237 Jones Richard, Charters Towers a
238 Jones Robert, Charters Towers c
239 Jones R., Betts Creek c
240 Jones It., Charters Towers c
241 Jones R., Angellala c
242 Jones R., Morven c
243 Jones Miss R., Charters Towers e t
244 Jones Robert John, Adavale o c
245 Jones Thomas, Gympie e
246 Jones T., Diamantina road c
247 Jones T., Paddington c
248 Jones T. P., Port Douglas c
249 Jones Walter, North Pine c
250 Jones W., Indooroopilly u k
251 Jones Mrs. W., Mackay f
252 Jones Wm. Grenor, Croydon u k
253 Jones W. H., Gympie c
254 Jonson Laconius, South  Brisbane c
255  Jordan Alfred, Bundaberg u  k (2)
256 Jordan Mrs. J., Little Ipswich o
257 Jordon Letty Ann, Adavale o
258 Jorgensen -, Woo llongabba f
259 Jorgensen J. M., Normanton c
260 Joseph Mrs. H., Southport a
261 Josephs Thomas, Cairns c
262 Joy William, Spring Hill c
263 Joyce C., Adavale s
264 Joyce Festy, Augathella Creek c
265 Joyce Peter, Hughenden c
266 Joyce P. E., Brisbane c
207 Judge Miss A., Hughenden e
268 Juett W., Bundaberg c
269 Julias -, Little Ipswich c
270 Juman C. B., Charters Towers c
271 Just  Kurt, Brisbane f
272 Jutt -, Jane  street c
H.
1 KABLE Charlton, Tambo o
2 Kable W. J., Toowong o c
3 Kadwell Henry, Brunswick  street c (2)
72 Jenkins  -, Charlotte  street c
73 Jenkins George, Main street c
74 Jenkins G., Woollongabba c
75 Jenkins G., Thargomindah s
76 Jenkins John, Gympie c
77 Jenkins J., Charters Towers c
78 Jenkins James Gilbert ,  Rockhampton
uk
79 Jenkins Thomas, Queenton c
8a Jenkins Thomas ,  Toowoomba a (2)
81 Jenkins  T. H., Charters Towers c'
82 Jenks  D., West End c
83 Jenner Wi ll iam, Hamilton o
175 Johnston J. S., South Brisbane c
176 Johnston Mrs. L., Charters Towers c
177 Johnston Peter, Charters Towers e
178 Johnston W., Charters Towers o
179 Johnston W. J., Rockhampton c
180 Johnstone D., West End c
181 Johnstone E., Ravenswood c
182 Johnstone Francis, Brisbane u k
183 Johnstone H. M., Cloncurry o c
184 Johnstone P., Gympie c
185 Johnstone Miss P., Croydon c
186 Johnstone R., Goondi c
187 Johnstone Thomas, Springsure c
4 Kaesehagen W. L., Gympie Line a
5 Kahl Henry, Lagoon Creek c
6 Kahl Mrs. Henry, Barcaldine c (2)
7 Kain G. (excise officer), Brisbane c
8 Kale Arthur James, Sandgate u k
9 Kane John, Dugandan c
10 Kane John, Mount Morgan c
11 Kann E., Eidsvold c
12 Kantzak Izydor, Eidsvold c
13 Karbsch F., Welltown c
14 Karcheil Diear, Lower Burdekin c
15 Karnbach L., Cooktown o
16 Kauffmann G. M., Brisbane c
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17 Kauffmann J. M., Rannes Station s (2)
18 Kavanagh  -,  Paddington c
19 Kavanagh Charles ,  Given terrace c (2)
20 Kawinkel R., Muttaburra o c and c (2)
21 Kay H. Lushington ,  Bundaberg  u k
and c (6)
22 Kay James ,  Charters Towers c
23 Kay .T.,  Mount Morgan c
24 Kay R .  M., Portland Downs c
25 Kay W. L .,  Rubyana c (2)
26 Keag J., Cecil Plains c
27 Kean Miss B., Charters Towers c
28 Kean Patrick ,  Woollongabba u k
29 Kearney J. F., Torrens Creek c
30 Kearton E., Gympie c
31 Keast William ,  Black Jack c (3)
32 Keating Mrs., Wickham street c
33 Keating Mrs., St .  Lucia Estate c
34 Keating A., Brisbane c
35 Keating Mrs Emily, Ann street o c
36 Keatin M., Emerald c
37 Keech J .  F., Cairns c
38 Keefe Andrew ,  Sadds Ridge c
39 Keeffe Patrick, Isis o
40 Keegan Patrick, Gympie o
41 Keeley John ,  Maryborough o c
42 Keen Charles ,  Charters Towers c
43 Keene Miss Annie, Brisbane o
44 Keene F .,  Townsville o c
45 Kefford Miss E., Brisbane c
46 Kehne James ,  Bowen Hills c
47 Kehoe William, Emerald c
48 Keil Fred .,  Rockhampton c
49 Keipe Carl ,  Toowoomba c
50 Keith Lafayette ,  Croydon f
51 Kelk James J., 12 Hope street c
52 Kellar E., Emerald o
53 Kellaway J. E., Rockampton c
54 Kellaway W. T., Cairns c
55  Kellaway William ,  Muttaburra c
56 Keller G. A .,  Roma c
57 Kelley --, Rockhampton c
58 Kelligelt J., Rockhampton c
59 Kelly  ,  Mackay c
60 Kelly Mrs .,  Rockhampton o
61 Kelly Mrs .,  Bulimba c
62 Kelly Miss, Toowoomba c
63 Kelly Alfred ,  Brisbane o c
64 Kelly Mrs .  Alfred, Townsville c
65 Kelly Andrew ,  South Brisbane c
66 Kelly Miss A .,  Toowoomba c
67 Kelly Charles ,  Winton c
68 Kelly C.,  Bulimba c
69 Kelly E .,  Toowoomba c
70 Kelly George ,  Toowoomba s
71 Kelly James, Croydon c
72 Kelly James ,  Tabletop n z
73 Kelly John ,  Brisbane u k
74 Ke lly John ,  Gympie c
75 Kelly John ,  Bunda be rg o c
76 Kelly John ,  Stanthorpe c
77 Kelly John ,  Toowoomba c
78 Kelly J .,  Brisbane c
79 Kelly J., Charters Towers c
80 Kelly J., Croydon c
81 Kelly J., Mackay c
82 Kelly J., Alice o
83 Kelly Mrs .  J., Rockhampton c
84 Kelly Mrs .  L., Townsville c
85 Kelly Mark ,  Rockhampton c (2)
86 Kelly M .,  Rockhampton s
87 Kelly M., Rockhampton s
88 Kelly Martin T., Toowong c and o (2)
89  Kelly Michael ,  Cairns u k
90 Kelly Miss Norah ,  Toowoomba c (2)
91 Kelly Pat .,  Bundaberg u k
92 Kelly P., Croydon c
93 Kelly P .,  Cooktown c
94 Kelly R., Isis c
95 Kelly Stephen ,  Beauaraba s
96 Kelly S .,  Toowoomba o c
97 Kelly Thomas, Rockhampton c
98 Kelly Thomas ,  Maryborough s
99 Kelly T., Mungarr c
100 Kelly T., George street c
101 Kelly William ,  Charters Towers f
102 Kelly Wm . (miner ),  Black Jack c (3)
103 Kelly W .  E., Roma c
104 Kelso W. A., Croydon c
105 Kelvin  Mrs. J.,  South Brisbane c
106 Kemkie Frank, Goomboorian c
107 Kemmis Arthur ,  Beenleigh c
108 Kemp  -,  Brisbane c
109 Kemp Mrs., Strathmore c
110 Kemp C.,  Brisbane o
111 Kemp C .,  Eidsvold c
112 Kemp Even ,  Kilkivan o
113 Kemp H .,  Charters Towers u k
114 Kemp J .  P., Mary street c (2)
115 Kemp Thomas ,  Croydon c
116 Kenck Albert, Morven o
117 Kendrick J., Petrie's Bight c
118 Kennaway James ,  Eidsvold c (2)
119 Kenneday J. Clark, Brisb an e c
120 Kennedy  -,  Stanley street c
121 Kennedy  --,  Kangaroo Point u k (2)
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122 Kennedy GValleyc123 Kennedy Mrs., alley c
124 Kennedy Annie, Gympie o
125 Kennedy Mrs. B., Millchester c
126 Kennedy Mrs. Clark, Toowong c
127 Kennedy Daniel, Valley c
128 Kennedy Denis, Croydon s
129 Kennedy  James, Bulimba c
130 Kennedy  James, Cairns o
131 Kennedy John, Eidsvold e t
132 Kennedy Joseph ,  Brisbane o c
133 Kennedy J., Hill End c
134 Kennedy  .I., Woollongabba c
135 Kennedy J. J., Brisbane u k
136 Kennedy J. J., Dalby m and s (5)
137 Kennedy Mrs. Margt .,  Rockhamp-
ton o
138 Kennedy Robert, Croydon c
139 Kennedy Ro bert, Lerida Station c and
140 Kennedy William, Brisbane  in
141 Kennedy W. F., Kangaroo Point s
142 Kennewe, James, Gregory River c
143 Kenny Mrs., Valley c
144 Kenny Miss, Don River c
145 Kenny P., Paddington c
146 Kent Mrs .  Minnie, Townsville c (2)
147 Kent Thomas ,  Bundaberg c (2)
148 Keogh John, Aramac s
149 Keogh J., Mackay c
150 Keogh Miss Kate, Emerald c
151 Keogh W., Emerald c
152 Keogh  Mrs. W., Emerald c
153 Keoning H., Johnston c
154 Keown Samuel, Burketown c (2)
155 Keppie J., Valley c
156 Ker George Dundas, Burketown a (2)
157 Kerbs H., Pimpama c
158 Kerley W., Brisbane c
159 Kerr H., Charlotte Plains c and s (3)
160 Kerr James, South Brisbane c
161 Kerr J., Brisbane o
162 Kerr Samuel, Charters Towers c (2)
163 Kerr T. J., Brisbane c
164 Kersh L., Herberton c
165 Kershaw Miss E., Woollongabba c
166 Kershaw Henry, Brisbane u k
167 Kessell W. H., Queenton u k
168 Kenney Miss Rose, Warwick c
169 Kevan James ,  Brisbane u k
170 Kevern Mrs. C., Red Hill s (2)
171 Key T. (passenger s.s. " Wooroonga "),
Brisbane u k
172 Keyes T., Brisbane c
173 Keys James, Charters Towers c (2)
174 Keys T. (carter ),  Bundaberg c
175 Kiarr S. H., North Ipswich s
176 Kickham Charles, Springsure Branch
c (2)
177 Kidd Arthur,  Jondaryan c
178 Kidd John, Beenleigh o e
179 Kidd W. H., Brisbane c
180 Kiernan Edward, Aramac o
181 Kilafoyle T., Thylungra Downs s
182 Kilday  Thomas, Cairns  in
183 Kildey E., Cootharaba c
184 Killeen Mrs. or Miss ,  Milton o
185 Killeran Miss, Hughenden c
186 Kinaldi  -,  Miles c
187 Kincaid Thomas ,  Georgetown c
188 King -,  Brisbane c
189 King Alf., Nebo e
190 King E., Toowoomba e t
191 King E. G., Thargomindah s
192 King Frank, Croydon c
193 King Frank, Rockland a
194 King George ,  Daandine c
195 King Henry ,  Charters Towers u k
196 King H. J., Gladsflone c
197 King H. J., Angellala c
198 King James, Charleville c
199 King John, Charters Towers c
200 King Joseph ,  Dungeness f
201 King Minnie, Townsville e
202 King P., G mpie c
203 King Miss barah, Charters Towers o c
204 King T., Oxley West c
205 King William, Townsville c
206 King W., Charters Towers c
207 King W.,  Isis c
208 King Mrs. W., Gympie s
209 King W. J., Charters Towers o
210 Kingston  Miss Clementina  P., Rock-
hampton o c (2)
211 Kinna Denis, Croydon c
212 Kinross John, Townsville u k
213 Kipping -, North Quay c
214 Kirby John, Winton  o and c (2)
215 Kirby John, Blackall c
216 Kirby J., Aramac s
217 Kirby J., New Farm c
218 Kirchner Miss L., Teviotville c
219 Kirk Charles, Windorah s
220 Kirkill C. G., Brisbane c
221 Kirkwood -, Eidsvold c
222 Kirkinood Mrs. M., Bundaberg u k
.223 Kirkwood  William,  Bundaberg c and0(11)
224 Kirkwood Mrs. W., Bundaberg u k
225 Kirlard  -, Brisbane s
226 Kirsh S., Cairns c
227 Kirwan T., Croydon in
228 Kjalstrom A., Brisbane f
229 Kloborg Niels, Dalby c
230 Knight Miss, Wickham terrace c
231 Knight Miss, Gracemere c (2)
232 Knight Miss Annie ,  Aramac Station c
233 Knight Mrs E., Black Jack c
234 Knight F. M., Royal Hotel s
235 Knight F. P., Southport c
236 Knight Harry, Milton c
237 Knight H., Breakfast Creek u k
238 Knight Robert, South Brisbane u k
239 Knight T. J., Southport c
240 Knight W., Mungarr c (2)
241 Knight E., Eidsvold c (2)
242 Knight John, Warwick w a
243 Knipe R., Charters Towers c
244 Knopk4 E., Stanthorpe c
245 Knowles W., Brisbane c
246 Knox G. W., Thompson  Estate c
247 Knox Miss M. M. A. C., South Bris-
bane c
248 Knudsen K., Rockhampton n z
249 Knyvett H., Thursday Island c
250 Kohler Albert,  Cairns f
251 Koch E. A. F., Fernvale c252 Kock and Tay Messrs., Brisbane c
253 Kock -, Fernvale c
254 Koller Joseph, Bundaberg o c
255 Konzelmann E., Kamerunga in
256 Krakan Axel, Mungarr c
257 Kransa Frank, Bundaberg o c
258 Krause Wilhelm, Eagle Farm e c
259 Krogh C., Croydon c
260 Krone -, Herbert street c
261 Kruck Mrs., Coorparoo c
262 Kruger H., Croydon c
263 Kruse Otto, Russell street c
264 Kuhnemann A., Highfields c
265 Kulick A. (farmer),  Isis c
266  Kullereen Julius, Brisbane c
267 Kung Sing, One-Mile c
268 Kunre Hugo ,  Brisbane c
269 Kupke Edward, Cooktown o c
270 Kwong Chong Tai, One-Mile c
271 Kwong Hing Toong, Beenleigh c
272 Kwong Ting Chong ,  Cha rt ers Towers c
273 Kyle George, Boggo road o
L.
1 LACEY Mrs . or Miss B., Brisbane s
2 Lacey Mrs. Solomon, Bulimba u k
3 Lacey W. B., Townsville s
4 Lade Oscar, Rockhampton f
5 Ladinsga  Constantine , Boggo o c
6 Lafield Miss Martha, Townsville e t
7 Laby Wm., Croydon s
8 Laidlaw F ., Bulimba c
9 Laidley James, Rockhampton c
10 Lake Mrs. G.,  Brisbane m
11 Lake Joseph, Logan Village c
12 Lamb E., Maryborough e t
:13 Lamb Gtorge, Thargomindah c
14 Lamb W., Winton Station s
15 Lambe R. D., 62 George street u k
16 Lambert Arthur, Brisbane o c
17 Lambert J., Toowoomba u k
18 Lambert N., Stanwell u k
19 Lambert P., Charleville s
20 Lambert Thomas A., Townsville u k
21 Lambert William, Croydon c
22 Lamond A., Charters Towers e
23 Lainonte J. D., Brisbane c
24 Lancaster Frederick, Thursday Island
oc
25 Lancen J., Mackay c
26 Land J. J., Ipswich road c
27 Lander A. (saddler), Toowong s and
c (Z)
28 Landers James ,  Mount Romeo c
29 Lane Mrs. Annie ,  Cooktown o c
30 Lane D., Tiaro u k
31 Lane J. (selector ),  Georgetown road c
32 Lane J., Coombabah s
33 Lane Julius A., Brisbane o
34 Lane Mrs.  J. W., Highgate Hill s
35 Lane R., Toowoomba c
36 Lang - (farmer ),  Pine River c
37 Lang  David, Bundaberg c
38 Lang George (baker),  20, Warren street
0 c
39 Lang  William ,  Widgeegoara c
40 Langan W., Townsville c
41 Langlors Charles, Brisbane f
42 Lanigan Constable John, Charters
Towers f
43 Lanigan Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane u k
44 Lang,all  Chas.,  Maryborough e
45 Lappin Miss Mary Ann ,  Brisbane c
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Lapworth A., Stanley street c 150 Leiper J. (builder), Upper Kedron c
47 Lapworth A., Arthur street c 151 Leitch Abram J., Normanton c (3)
48 Lapworth Joseph, South Brisbane c 152 Leinaty William, Bundaberg u k
49 Lardner Annie, Spring Hill a 153 Le Mercier -, Rockhampton n z
50 Larkin -, Roma c 154 Lemm Miss Armanda, Spring Hill o c
51 Larne -, Maryborough c 155 Leminon Arthur, Ipswich u k
52 La Roche John, Adavale s and m (5) 156 Lems J., Brisbane s
53 Larrasey Miss Kate, Toowoomba o 157 Lench Kate, Mount Morgan c
54 Larsen N., Charters Towers in
55 Larsen Niels, Charters Towers c
56 Larsen Sven Peter, Cooktown c
57 Larsen Thomas, Maryborough o c
58 Larther -, Valley c
59 Lassen Jorgen. Armitage c
60 Lateral T., Kilkivan c
61 Lather August, Valley c
62 Lather A., Kedron Brook c
63 Lather W. John, Woollongabba f
61 Lathliff Mrs., Charters Towers c
65 Lathluff -, Millchester c
66 Lathorn G. L., Cunnamulla u k
67 Latimer Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane s 171 Leowen John, Townsville s
68 Lanchester -- (carpenter), Toowong c 172 Lerves C., Ravenswood c
69 Lauler --, George street c 173 Lester Mrs. F., Brisbane s
70 Laurie M. C. or W. C., Brisbane c 174 L'Estrange Sir Geo., Bart., Brisbane s
71 Laurie W. C., Surat c 175 Letour -, Rubyana c
.72  Laven Owen, Gympie o c 176 Letto William, Charters Towers s (5)
73 Law -, Kilkivan c 177 Letto W., Townsville c and e t (5)
74 Law Mrs. J., North Pine u k (2) 178 Leveson Leopold, Brisbane s
75 Law W., Kangaroo Point c 179 Levgren C., Smithfield c
76 Lawler Tom, Milora f 180 Levinge R. C., Rockwood c
77 Lawn G., Rockhampton c 181 Levis Mark, Bundaberg c
78 Lawrance W. J., Townsville u k 182 Lewin A., Valley o
79 Lawrence Mrs., Townsville u k 183 Lewis -, Rosalie c
80 Lawrence Charles, Townsville c (2) 184 Lewis David, Paddington c
81 Lawrence H., Gayndah c 185 Lewis H., Woollongabba c
82 Lawrence H. C., Haddon Downs a 186 Lewis John, Charters Towers c (2)
83 Lawrence Henry Lakin, Rishton u k 187 Lewis J., One-Mile c
and c (13) 188 Lewis J. J., Grandchester c
84 Lawrence James, Toowong c 189 Lewis Thomas, Queenton c (2)
E5 Lawrence Mrs. J., Brisbane c 190 Lewis William, Barronville o
86 Lawrence Mrs. Mary, Toowong c 191 Lewis William, Cooktown o c
87 Lawrie J., Harbours and Rivers Office 192 Leyden John, Colinton c
c (2) 193 Lidbetter Mr. or Mrs. William,
88 Lawson - (carpenter), Toowoomba c Croydon s (2)
89 Lawson A., Beaconsfield s 194 Lindsay Mrs. Ann Jane, Rockhamp-
90 Lawson George, Geraldton c ton e
91 Lawson John, Rockhampton u k 195 Lindsay John, Isisford s (4)
92 Lawson John, Pine River c 196 Linehan Edmond, Clermont m
93 Lawson Mrs. J., Gympie o 197 Linehan Edward, Bundaberg c
94 Lawson Joseph, One-Mile c 198 Linguist -, Magnetic Island c
95 Lawson P., Townsville c 199 Linnerohar -,
Cape road c96 Lawson Robert, Mackay u k (2) 200 Lipsen C., Gowrie road c
97 Lawton William, Toowoomba c 201 Litchfield Ernest, Brisbane s
98 Laycock -, Delala Station c 202 Little -, Mount Pleasant c
99 Laycock Walter, Delala c 203 Little Arthur, Brisbane u k
100 Layton Robert, West End o c 204 Little Mrs. James, Croydon o
101 Lea Mrs. A., Rockhampton s 205 Little Mrs. James, Muttaburra c
102 Lea Mrs. R., Rockhampton s 206 Littleton J., Mount Morgan c
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Leach George, Brisbane o
Leach S., Mooloolah c
Leach T., Buderiin Mountain s
Leadlow W., Hughenden c
Leahy -, Paddington c
Leahy Herberton c
Leahy Miss B., Mount Morgan c
Leahy James, Brisbane u k
Leahy James, Brisbane n  k
Lear William, South Brisbane u k
Leary John (groom), Enoggera o c (2)
Leary William Croydon m
Leask John, Brisbane c
Leavy Mrs. Thomas, Charters Towers c
Le Doux Christie, Rockhampton u k
Lee -, Bulimba c
Lee Mrs., Rockhampton c
Lee Mrs. Alex., Millungera o
Lee  Ali  For (gardener), Rockhampton s
Lee Miss Alice, Albilbah o c
Lee Ernest, Eidsvold c
Lee G., Blackall c
Lee H., Vindex Station o c
Lee Jane, Gympie o
Lee Kee and Co., Rockhampton c
Lee M., Ipswich s
Lee M., Mount Morgan c
Lee Philip, Bulimba c (3)
Lee Miss S. E., Brisbane u k
Lee Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane c
Lee Thomas (labourer), Roma o c
Lee T. H. May, Mount Maria o
Lee T,  H.  May, Roma c (2)
Lee William, orrens Creek c
Lee W. junior, Bundaberg c
Lee W., Springsure Line c
Lee  Ali  Tuck, Gy mpre e
Lees Miss, Townsville c
Lees, R. A., Bundaberg a
Leeson Henry W., Eidsvold e
Leeson S. T., Brisbane u kLee Yaun (storekeeper), Rockhampton s
Le Fenon Mrs. J., Townsville c
Leigh Miss Annie, Hermit Park c
Leigh John, Curra Junction c
Leighford Miss G., Brisbane c
Lci9htoa John, Milo Station u k
158 Lenderot  Mrs. G.,  Mackay c
159 Lenegham Win., Charters Towers c
160 Le Neven -, Eidsvold c
161 Leney A., Spring Hill c
162 Lenmon Tom, Brisbane c
163 Lennan John M., Brisbane m
164 Lennard J., Coongoola s
165 Lennon Bernard, Tiaro u k
166 Lennon W. H., Townsville c
167 Lennox John, Townsville c
168 Leon Alfred, Charters Towers s
169 Leon H., Ipswich c
170  Leong Ching Kong, Cooktown f
207 Littlewood Geo. Jas., ChartersTowers c
208 Livesey H. G., Cairns s
209 Livesey Joseph, P.O. Brisbane u k
210 Livingstone John, Bourke s
211 Livingstone Mrs. Agnes, Brisbane c
212 Livingstone A., Charters Towers in
213 Livingstone Colin, Charters Towers c
214 Livingstone R., Pimpama o
215 Lloyd and Lovell Messrs., Brisbane c
216 Lloyd C., Sandgate c
217 Lloyd Messrs. F and Co., Ann street c
218 Lloyd Miss Harriet M., Hughenden
u k (2)
219 Lloyd John, Red Hill c
220 Lloyd J. L., South Brisbane c
221 Lloyd W. H., Thompson Estate c
222 Lock R., Nerang c
223 Lockton Mrs. H., Townsville a (2)
224 Lockwood William, Valley o c
225 Lockyer E., South Brisbane o c
226 Loder Edward J., Russell River o
227 Logue -, Milton c (2)
228 Lomence H. L., Risliton u k
229 Lomond W., Ferndale c
230 Lonagan Mrs., Stanley Bridge c
231 Lonegan -, Hope street c
232 Lonergan R. C., South Brisbane c
233 Long -, South Brisbane c
2?4 Long Mrs., West End c
235 Long Mrs., Wickham street c
236 Long Abraham, Cooktown f
237 Long Frank, Kilkivan c
238 Long J., Valley c
239 Long Kate, Enoggera e t (2)
240 Long Kate T., Thorneliff o
241 Long Thomas, Gympie c
242 Long W., Townsville c
243 Long W. G., Cumberland u k (2)
244 Longden Charles, Brisbane c
245 Longden, Charles, Bowen Bridge c
246 Longden E. W. D., Brisbane m
247 Longland --, South Brisbane c
248'Longley Annie, Brisbane Valley o
249 Loo Chen, Dulvadilla s
250 Loockwood Cecilia, Charters Towers c
251 Looker David, Cooktown u k
252 Loosemere -, Brown's Plains cI
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253 Lopez Antonio, Maryborough o
254 Lord E., Brisbane c
255 Lord J. F., Strathmore o
256 Lorntsen Cleanton, Toowoomba f
257 Losen G., Geraldton c
258 Louden Robert, Croydon c
259 Louder J., Angellala o
260 Loudon R., Croydon c
261 Loughman Miss Mart., Brisbane u k
262 Loughman Henry, Gilmore c
263 Louis H. Pothier, Townsville f
264 Loury John, Townsville c
265 Loury Thomas, Milton u k
266 Love J. A., Jondaryan s
267 Loveday Miss, Wickham terrace c
268 Lovegrove A., Birdsville a
269 Lovegrove A. E., Hergott Springs a (2)
270 Lovell R. De Clifford, Brisbane c
271 Lovelock H. N., Bundaberg m
272 Low David, Brisbane o c
273 Low George, Sandgate c
274 Low How, Rockhampton c (2)
275 Lowe -, Tarampa c
276 Lowe J. W., Bulloo Downs a
277 Lowe L., Charters Towers c
278 Lowe T. R., Cairns u k
279 Lowe W., Bulloo Downs a
280 Lowes Edwin, Brisbane c
281 Lowman Miss Ellen, Brisbane c
282 Lowery James, Valley c
283 Loyes Frank, River View Farm c
284 Luly Mrs. P., Townsville .c
285 Lucas Walter, Charters Towers c
286 Lucas William, Vindex Station o
287 Luch A., Charters Towers c
288 Luck E. C., Redcliffe c
289 Lucken Miss Mary, Cooktown c
290 Luckmann John, Charlotte street c
291 Luder W. C., Comet c
292 Ludgate Miss Alice, Valley o c
293 Lue - Croydon c
294 Luff C.,Ilbdsvold c
295 Luff Miss Essie, Brisbane o c
296 Luff Miss Kate, Bunya road c
297 Luff Miss Maggie, Brisbane o c
398 Lufield Miss M., Rockhampton c
299 Luke Archd., Morven o c
300 Luke R., Charters Towers c (2)
301 Luke W., Ravenswood o
302 Luke W., Charters Towers c
203 Lumb James, Queenton c (3)
304 Lum Chong, Dalby c
305 Lund A., Croydon c
3C6 Lunt Mrs. G., Cooper's Creek c
307  Lush Wm. George, Rockhampton c
308 Luthnan John, Miva c
309 Luxford Mrs. W., Westwood c
310 Lyn J., Toowong c
311 Lynch Mrs., Burketown c
312 Lynch David,Maryborough o c
313 Lynch Frederick, Georgetown c
314 Lynch James, Albert street s
315 Lynch James, Barcaldine s
316 Lynch J. L., Rockhampton c
317 Lynch J. P., Macalister c
318 Lynch Miss .Kate J., Valley o
319 Lynch Mrs. Lilla, West End o c
320 Lynch Michael, Coombabah o
321 Lynch Thomas, Coombabah c
322 Lynch T., Brisbane c
323 Lynes -, Milton c
324 Lyons -, Toowong c
325 Lyons Mrs., South Brisbane c
326 Lyons Miss, Toowong c
327 Lyons James, Brisbane c
328 Lyons T., Bundaberg c
X.
1 MACCHERONI G., Hill End c
2 Macey W., Bundaberg c
3 Maddaford W. J., Cumberland m
4 Madden Miss A. M., Beauaraba e
5 Madden George, Bunda Bunda c
6 Madden John, Laidley c
7 Madden J., Croydon c
8 Madden Kate, Maryborough o
9 Maddicks -, Morven c
10 Maddison A., Croydon c
11 Maddoc W. J., Barcaldine m
12 Maddock John, Morven c
13 Madsen C., Brisbane f
14 Madsen H. Snedker Carl, Brisbane f
15 Madsen N. C., Brisbane f
16 Maggs A., Sandy Creek c
17 Maghor P., Angellala c
18 Magill -, Gympie c
19 Magill Maggie, Enoggera o
20 Magor James, Ipswich u k
21 Maher --, Petrie terrace c
22 Maher Mrs., Bogantungan c
23 Maher B., Bogantungan c
24 Maher James, Canning Downs o
25 Maher Kate, Nundah o
26 Maher Patrick, Brisbane c
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Maher P., Kangaro Point
C
o Maslen S., Oxford Estate c k2) 237 Midwood H. A., Roma o c
Mahon P., Racecour se c Maslen S., Rockhampton c 238 Miers Charles, Indooroopilly c
Mahoney -- Coorparoo c Mason E. Brisbane c 239 Mikkelsen Jens P., Brisbane o c,
Toowoomba cMahoney James
,
Charters Towers o cMason Henry 240 Mikulowski E., Spring Hill u k,
Mahoney Mrs. P. Roma o
,
Warwick sMason John 241 Mildenhall Sarah, Brisbane n z,
Mahony - Milton c
,
Mason Miss L., Roma s 242 Mileham ,  Mrs., Spring Hill u k,
Mahony John, Gayndah c Mason  Thomas, Mount Gravatt e 243 Miles -, South Brisbane c
Mainwaring Mrs., Charters Towers m Mason T., Thompson Estate c 244 Miles A., Spring Hill c
Muttaburra cMaitland R. B. Massarath  C. F., Croydon c 245 Miles Y. Woollongabba c,
Major G. W., Gatton c Masters John ,  Charters Towers c (6) 246 Miles Mrs. W .,  Lutwyche c
Makin  W., North  Ipswich c Masters Miss Polly, Indooroopilly  in 247 Milford  Donald, Eidsvold c (2)
Makin  W., Valley c Masters S .,  Indooroopilly u k 248 Milford James, Terrick Station c
Malcolm John ,  Cairns c Masterton Daniel ,  Highgate Hill o c 249 Milford James, Eidsvold c (2)
Malcolm W., Townsville c Matchett James,  Croydon c 250 Milford P,, Brisbane c
Male John, Brisbane u k Materson J., Herberton c 251 Mill John S., Cairns u k
Mallon A.  (carrier ),  Barcaldine c Mather A., Charters  Towers  in 252 Mill John S., Gympie u k
Mallon Michael, Boggo o c (2) Mather John, Prairie Creek o 253 Millan J., Rockhampton c
Mallon W. B., Indooroopilly o Mather W. J., Cairns c 254 Millar Charles, Gowrie road c
Malloye Mrs., One-Mile c Matheson Mrs. or Miss M., Shaftston 255 Millar George, Gumbardo c (2)
Malon Harry, Croydon c road o 256 Millar J. (blacksmith), Valley c
Malone Pat., Samson Vale o Mathews Henry, Queenton a 257 Millar Miss Marjory, Bundaberg f
Maloney H., Bundaberg c Mathews Thomas, Toowong c 258 Millar R . (contractor ), Valley c
Maloney  Al., Roxburg c Mathews W. (carrier ),  Townsville c 251) Millard Mrs. G., Mount Morgan c
Malvine Andrew, Cooubabah s Mathieson J., Brisbane u k 260 Miller Maryborough s (2)
Man E . Charles,  Brisbane u k Matters J., Brisbane u k (2) 261 Miller  -, South Brisbane c
Manderson  --,  Bulimba c Matthew R. L., Gympie c 262 Miller Mrs., Cooktown c
Mandnell John ,  Brisbane u k Matthew Thomas, Gympie o c 263 Miller Alexander ,  Bundaberg c
Mangan Eugene ,  Charleston c Matthews -, Leichhardt street c 264 Miller Andrew,  Toowong c
Mangan P., Croydon c Matthews Mrs. E., Cooktown u k 265 Miller A. J., South Brisbane c
Manglian R. Bruce ,  33 Queen street c Matthews John, Brisbane o c 266 Miller Catharina,  Brisbane oManix John, Croydon s Matthews John H., Milton Brewery c 267 Miller C. (carrier ),  Croydon c
Mann and  Whitworth,  Brisbane c Matthews W., Valley c 268 Miller Mrs. C., Toowoomba c
Mann  -,  Lutwyche c (3) Matthewson D., Croydon c 269 Miller Miss C., Croydon in
Mann Mrs., St. George 's Creek c Matthewson D., Wellington c 270 Miller C. W., Brisbane u k
Mann John,  Brisbane c Matthias H., Woolgar s 271 Miller Mrs. E., Cooktown o
Manning G .  H., Brisbane c Mattson Mrs .  R., Brisbane s 272 Miller Mrs. Hannah ,  Charters Towers a
Manning Thomas ,  Brisbane u k Maud Miss A., Ipswich c 273 Miller H. E., Goondiwindi o
Mannix J., Croydon c Maunsell P., Kedron Brook c 274 Miller John, Bundaberg in
Manson  --,  Townsville c Maurice Mrs., Maryborough c 275 Miller John, Cooktown c
Mara George, Roma c Maussner Otto, Toowoomba c 276 Miller J., Marburg c
Mara John, Excelsior road c Mayor James, Millungera c 277 Miller J. J., Muttaburra o c (2)
March D., Brisbane c Maxton George, Charters Towers n z 278 Miller James S., Croydon c
Mares Thomas ,  Townsville u k Maxwell J., Kedron Brook c 279 Miller Miss Mary J., Beenleigh o c
Marls Mrs. R .,  Mitchell c Maxwell Thomas, Bundaberg o 280 Miller Robert , Clyde  Station  in  (2)
Markey John, Cooktown o c May C., The Ten-Mile c 281 Miller R., Valley c (2)
Markham J., Valley c May Mrs. C. P., Brisbane u k 282 Miller R .  J., Brisbane c
Marks B., Mungarr s May John, Ravenswood s 283 Miller R. J., Townsville c
Marks Miss Lily, Townsville u k May Julius, Clumber c 284 Miller  Thomas ,  Tewantin c
Markwell J. J., Coorparoo c May Michael, Gowrie Creek c 285 Miller William ,  Brisbane o c
Marlborough F., Brisbane o May Miss M., Indooroopilly c 286 Miller William ,  Toowoomba o
Marley W., Charters Towers c Mayall George, Clermont c (2) 287 Miller W., Clara Creek o
Marlow Mrs. John, Adavale s Mayes E., Brisbane s 288 Milligan C., Kangaroo Point a
Marnock D., Townsville s Mayfield Miss, Toowong c 289 Mil ligan C. J., Brisbane a
Marr J., Spring Hill c Mayne R. W., Edward  street c 290 Milligan Miss G., Toowoomba c
Marsden Robert ,  Mackay c and u k (2) Me Kate, Dalby o 291 Milligan George E .,  Ravenswood  in
Marshall  --,  Brisbane c Mead Miss ,  Charters Towers c 292 Milligan G. E. M., Townsville c
Marshall --, Brisbane c Mead A. (chemist ), Rockhampton c 293 Milligan  P. A., Albion c
Marshall G. P. Kedron Brook c Mead Albert H., Brisbane u k (2) 294 Millington Jesse, Annie street c andn z,
Marshall H., Charters Towers u k Mead George, Eidsvold e t (2)
Marshall James, Roma c Meade John, Munnarr c 295 Mills A.  T., Swan Hill c
Marshall James, Croydon c Meaerty Mrs .  Jaynes, Rockhampton c 296 Mills Charles J. B., Blackall  in
Marshall James, Gympie c Meagher Miss Annie, Kolan o c 297 Mills C.  J. B., (carrier ),  Pine Hill c
Marshall J., Cressbrook c Meaney James, Spring Hill s 298 Mills Miss E. Toowong c
Marshall J. A., Polly's Lagoon c Meara John, Gym ie c 299 Mills John (plasterer ),  Red Hill c (2)
Marshall William, Rockhampton c Meardle Edward, Carrandotta c 300 Mills J. E., Dalby e
Marshall W., Warwick c Meckin John, Croydon c 301 Mills M. F., Nundah e
Marson Dan., Brisbane o c Meddis Mrs. George, Umbiram o 302 Mills W. J., Bulimba c
Marstellar  Mrs. F. W., Coombabah c Meehan and Co. Messrs .,  Lower Bur- 303 Milne Doctor ,  Thargomindah c (2)
Marstin Wm. and Ed., Burketown o dekin c 304 Milne James ,  Mowbraytown c
Marstin Wm. (seaman), Norvianton f Meiling James, Croydon c 305 Milstead  J., Windorah c
Marten  W. J., Bulimba c Meiling P. R., Croydon c 306 Minehan Miss, Toowoomba c
Martin -, 12 Upper Edward street s Melbourne Francis, Bulimba road e 307 Misack  Hodge,  Stanley street s
Martin Fairlight Station c Meldrtun Thomas ,  Townsville c 308 Mitchell  -,  Bulimba road c
Martin Alex., Bundaberg c Mellan Thomas, Croydon s 309 Mitchell Mrs., Valley s
Martin Andrew, Croydon o c Mellon Henry, Tilpal Station s 310 Mitchell Alex., Woollongabba e
Martin Miss Amy, Charters Towers c Mellon H., Gayndah c (2) 311 Mitchell Alex., Balaclava street c
Martin A., Croydon c Melmer E .,  Eagle street c 312 Mitchell Miss Agnes ,  Kangaroo Point c
Martin A. J., Edward street c Melville Mrs. G., Toowoomba o 313 Mitchell Charles, Rockhampton o c
Martin Charles, Geraldton c Menadue Joseph, One-Mile c (3) 314 Mitchell George, Hughenden c (2)
Martin C., Thargomindah c Meniz A., Lara c 315 Mitchell G. F., Townsville c (2)
Martin D., Orient Camp c Menzies James, Townsville c 316 Mitchell Henry ,  Brisbane u k
Martin D., St. Patrick c Menzies J., Mount Pleasant C 317 Mitchell Henry, Wharf street c
Martin G .  H., Morven  in and a (2) Meotti Clemente ,  Charters Towers  in 318IMitchell H. F., Crow 's Nest c
Martin James, Richmond c Mercer C., Hughenden c 319 Mitchell Miss Isabella, Townsville o
Martin J. H., Toowong c Mercer Mrs .  Margaret ,  Bundaberg c and o c (2)
Martin Mrs. Jane M., Normanton c Mercer R., Milton c 320 Mitchell James, South Brisbane c
Martin John, Valley s Meris Mrs. R .,  Brisbane e t 321 Mitchell John, Brisbane c
Martin John, Mackay u k Merritt W., Roma c 322 Mitchell John, Rockhampton c
Martin John, Charters Towers c Merry Samuel, Brisbane u k 323 Mitchell John Thomas, St. George°s
Martin John G., Eidsvold s Merry Mrs. W., Toowoomba n z Bridge s
Martin J. T., Charters Towers c Merton Miss Agnes, South Brisbane c 324 Mitchell Joseph, Beenleigh c
Martin Mrs. Martha, Brisbane c Merton Mrs . E. A., M= ckav c 325 Mitchell J., Croydon s
Martin Mary Ann, Coombabah o Meskell Michael, Charters Towers c 326 Mitchell Mrs. J. E., Bundaberg o
Martin P. V., Croydon s Metcalfe  A., Gympie c 327 Mitchell Mark, Aramac u k
Martin Richard, Charters Towers c Metcalfe Evelyn T., Brisbane u k (2) 328 Mitchell At., Croydon e
Martin R., Kangaroo Point c Meteyard A.H., Ipswich o c 329 Mitchell S. S., Brisbane c
Martin William, Croydon c Metzenthia C. P., Brisbane in 330 Mitchell W., Rockhampton c
Martin William, Townsville e t Meyer Mrs. Kate, Brisbane o 331 Mitchell W., Croydon e
Martin William, Townsville u k Meyer Victor, Brisbane c 332 Mitchell Mrs. M ., Brisbane c
Martin W. M., Mundie Mundie a Meyers --, Kangaroo Point c 333 Mitzkie -, Kalkie c
Martins David, Croydon c (2) Meyers F., Norrnanton s 334Moagan  -,  Cairns c
Martles  D., Lutwyche c Meynink S., Glen Prairie s 335 Moagan Mrs., Cairns c
Marwedell E., Twong ao Michael Frederick, 25 Eagle street o c 336 Moar Mrs. H .,  Bundaberg c
Marhall J. T., N ormanton in Michell George, Croydon u k 337 Modis M., Oakey Creek c
Maskel Michael, Charters Towers c Michell John, Charters Towers u k 338 Moellar George ,  Bundaberg c (3)
Maslen Stephen ,  Brisbane c Middure Mrs., Toowong c 339 Moffatt J. C., West End c
340 Moffatt T., Townsville c
341 Mohr Adam ,  Moccalti 's Corner o
342 Mohr Mrs. Rose ,  South Brisbane o c
343 Moles Mrs .,  Gympie c
344 Moller Matthias ,  Mary borough f
345 Molloy Harry ,  Beenleigh o c
346 Molloy John ,  Petrie terrace f
347 Molloy Johnnie ,  Beenleigh o c
348 Molloy Louie ,  Coombaba o
349 Moloney  -,  Enoggera c
350 Moloney Miss F., Pittsworth c
351 Moloney John, One-mile Creek o c
352 Moloney M., Coombaba c
353 Moltke E., Dunnellan o
354 Monckton W., Sandy Creek o c
355 Monks Miss A., Charters Towers c
356 Monkalt Charles, Cunnamulla o
357 Monteith  -,  \Voollongabba c
358 Montgomerie W. H., Townsville o c
359 Montgomery J., Tullaman Station c
360 Montgomery R., Sebastopol c
361 Moon J .  C., Gympie c
362 Mooney Michael, Curriwillinghi c
363 Moore Bulimba c
364 Moore -, Russell street c
365 Moore  -,  Blackfellow's Gully c
366 Moore Emerald c
367 Moore Miss, Queenton c
368 Moore A., Boggo road c
369 Moore C. S., Brisbane in
370  Moore Edmund, Logan road c
371 Moore George ,  Rockhampton s
.372 Moore H., Gympie c
373 Moore H., Red Hill s
374 Moore H., Lutwyche c
375 Moore J., Eidsvold c
376 Moore J., Red Hill c
377 Moore James, South Brisbane c
378 Moore James, Ravenswood Junction c
379 Moore Mary Ann, Brisbane c
380 Moore  Miss  M., Maryboroughlc
381 Moore  Miss  N. M., Brisbane m
382 Moore It. T., Cairns o
383 Moore S. F. (photographer ),  Mitchell
s (3)
384 Moore T., Brisbane c (2)
385 Moore W., Brisbane c
386 Moore W. H., Bundaberg c
387 Moran E., Charters Towers c
388 Moran J., Blenheim c
389  Moran John, Brisbane u k
390 Moran Michael. Black Jack c (4)
291 Moran Al., Cairns s
392 Moran Mrs. S., Bowen Hills c
393 Moran Thomas, Clermont in
394 Morck Wigan, Croydon o c
395 Mordant Mrs., Sandgate c
396 Morgal H., Magnetic Island c
397 Morgan -, Emerald c
398 Morgan Mrs., Mackay c
399 Morgan Mrs., Charters Towers in
400 Morgan Alex., Charters Towers c
401 Morgan A. F., Adavale c
402 Morgan D., Torbanlea c
403 Morgan D., Rockhampton c
404 Morgan Henry Alfred, Gympie u k
and c (2)
405 Morgan J., Bald Hills c
406 Morgan James, Thargoinindah s
407 Morgan James, Charters Towers c
408 Morgan Jas. Ed., Croydon c
409 Morgan John, Brisbane e t
410 Morgan John, Monkland c (2)
411 Morgan John, Brisbane c
412 Morgan Messrs. W., T. Belden, and
Others, Mackay o c
413 Moriarty Miss, Rockhampton c
414 Moriarty Martin, Brisbane c
415 Moriarty Miss S., Townsville u k
416 Morelet and Langnnore, Prairie c
417 Morelet Mrs., Prairie f
418 Morelet.J. T., Prairie o
419 Morley C., Croydon c
420 Morn Charles, Alungarr o c
421 Morn John, Charters Towers c
423 Morran E., Charters Towers c (2)
423 Morrill J., Charters Towers c
424 Morrill James R., Townsville o c
425 Morris -, South Toowong c (3)
426 Morris Mrs., South Toowoong c
427 Morris -, Petrie terrace c
428 Morris -, Mackay c
429 Morris Brisbane c
430 Morris Mrs., Bowen Hills c
431 Morris George, Croydon c
432 Morris G. S., Brisbane s
433 Morris J. A. A., Charters Towers c
434 Morris J. H., Queenton c (2)
435 Morris J. W., Bundaberg c
436 Morris John, Barcaldine c
437 Merris Joseph, Croydon a
438 Morris M., Upper Cape c
439 Morris  Roland, Charters Towers c
440 Morris T., Laidley c
441 Morris  Thomas, Bundaberg u k (2)
442 Moaris  W., Townsville c
159
443 Morris William, Normanton c
444 Morris W. H., Brisbane o c
445 Morris W. H., Townsville c
446 Morrison Mrs. Annie, Normanton o c
447 Morrison D., Boggo road c
448 Morrison David, Rockhampton u k
149 Morrison G., Brisbane t
450 Morrison James, Brisbane t
451 Morrison John, Pimpama o
452 Morrison Miss J., Mount Morgan
Hotel c
453 Morrissey William, Rockhampton
u k (2)
454 Morrisson W. F., Bald Hills c
455 Morrisson James, Croydon c
456 Morrow Mrs., Wickham terrace in
457 Morrow A., Mackay c (2)
458 Morrow A. N., Croydon c
459 Morrow P., Brisbane c
460 Morrow S., Toowong c
461 Morse F. L., O'Connell Town c (2)
462 Morse H., Gayndah c
463 Morton Mrs., South Brisbane c
464 Morton A., Isisford o
465 Morton H., Charters Towers c
466 Morton John, Bulloo Downs s
467 Morwick G., Charters Towers c
468 Moryhearty J., Ipswich u k
469 Moses B., George street s
470 Moses F. W. (watchmaker), Cairns s
471 Moses J. W., Charters Towers c
472 Moss Mrs. J., Townsville c
473 Moss J. B., Woollongabba c
474 Moss Miss M. J., Cooktown c
475 Mostin W. (seaman), Normanton e
476 Motteram Mrs. T. A., Sea Hill o
477 Moulden A., Cunnamulla c
478 Moult Thomas, Brisbane s
479 Mountford Allan, Charters Towers c
480 Mountjoy Miss Helena, Brisbane u k
481 Moxey J., Kangaroo Point s
482 Moxey Joshua A., Balmoral Estate c (3)
483 Moynahan John, Noosa road c
484 Mozart Ed. J., Townsville in
485 Muir J., Thompson Estate c
486 Mulvihill M. C., Adavale a
487 Mulholland Peter, Bundamba u k
488 Mullaney Thomas, Croydon a
489 Mullcahey W., Charters Towers c (2))
490 Muller A., Hope street c
491 Muller J., Townsville c
492 Muller P., Walloon c
493 Muller W., Gowrie road c
494 Mulligan -, Valley c
495 Mulligan -- (carrier), Croydon c
496 Mulligan T. E., Norman Creek c
497 Mulligan Thomas, Cairns  it  k
498 Mullins -, Townsville c
499 Mulvey James, Croydon o
500 Mulvey W. J., Croydon c (2)
501 Munn Alex., Brisbane e t
502 Munro -, Spring Hill c
503 Munro F. M., Barcaldine c
504 Munro H., Ironbark c
505 Munro Mrs. J. W., Brisbane c (2)
506 Munro R., Brisbane s
507 Munro W. Ross, Gairloch c
508 Murdoch Archibald, Croydon c
509 Murdoch J. G., West End c
510 Murdoch R. R., Beenleigh c
511 Murdock -, Red Hill c
512 Murdock W., One-Mile c
513 Murphie Miss, Ipswich c
514 Murphy Andrew, Georgetown c
515 Murphy Andrew, Palmerston a
516 Murphy Miss Bridget, Charters Towers
uk
517 Murphy D., Croydon c
518 Murphy Dan. J., Cairns o c
519 Murphy F. R., Rockhampton c
520 Murphy John, Queenton c
521 Murphy John, Muttaburra u k
522 Murphy John, Blackwater c
523 Murphy John, Nebo c
524 Murphy J., Thargomindah c
525 Murphy J., Ipswich c
526 Murphy J. D., Bundaberg o
527 Murphy M., Eulo o
528 Murphy bliss Mary Ann, Teviotville c
529 Murphy Peter, Townsville c (2)
530 Murphy P., O'Connell Town c
531 Murphy It., Ingham c
532 Murphy R., Thargomindah s
533 Murphy Thomas, Roma s
534 Murray Mrs., Rockhampton c
535 Murray D., Cairns c
536 Murray Frank, Inglewood c
537 Murray Frank, Saltern Creek o
538 Murray F., Valley c
539 Murray F., Jundah Station c
540 Murray Jos., Roma c
541 Murray J. F., Toowoomba c
542 Murray K., Toowong c
543 Murray Keeran, Milton o c
544 Murray Patrick, Harrisville s
545 Murray Patrick, Charters Towers c
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546 Murray Robert, Hughenden s
547 Murray Thomas, Bundaberg o
548 Murray William, Normanton c (2)
549 Murrey Mrs. J., Gladstone c
550 Murry G. L., Townsville c
551 Murry James, Charters Towers c
552 Muspratt Miss, Ann street c
553 Must Mrs., Enoggera c
554 Must Charles G., Enoggera c (7)
555 Muttin James, Sandgate c
556 Mutton J. T., Toowoomba s
557 Myers F. (carrier), Croydon c
558 Meyers W., Croydon c
559 Mylatt Mrs., North Ipswich c
mac.
1 McADAM J. T., West End c
2 McAdam J. T., Brisbane c (2)
3 McAdam Thomas R., Hughenden u k (2)
4 McAdam Thomas R., Muttaburra o c
5 McAlister W., Charters Towers c
6 McAllister -, Charters Towers c (2
7 McAllister Dan., Kamerunga u k
8 McAllister S. E. Queen street o c
9 McAllister W., Oharters Towers c
10 McAllister Mrs. W., Townsville m
11 McAlster Neil, Townsville c
12 McArdle J., Hermit Park c
13 McArdle W., Normanton c
14 McArthur F., Sandgate c
15 McArthur R. A., Rockhampton a
16 McArtney J., s.s. " Glanworth " c
17 McArty Sergeant, Woollongabba c
18 McAughey J., Boggo road c (2)
19 McAulay Aula , Charters Towers c
20 McBean D., Gladstone c
21 McBride John, George street c
22 McCabe Edward, One-mile Creek o c
23 McCabe Edward, Gympie m
24 McCabe John, Croydon c
25 McCabe J. M., Cairns c
26 McCabe Thomas, Valley c
27 McCafferty D. Saxon, Charters
Towers c
28 McCaffery H., West End c
29 McCahon McB., Kangaroo Point c
30 McCall William, Charters Towers c
31 McCalla H. Brisbane a
32 McCallen B., Croydon c
33 McCallum Henry, Kamerunga a
34 McCallum Hugh, Croydon c
35 McCampbell and Maples, Emu Park c
36 McCann -, Stanley street c
37 McCann (carrie, Croydon c
38 McCann J., Kangaroo Point c
39 McCann Miss Mary Bulimba c
40 McCardel Mrs. F., §outh Brisbane u k
41 McCarrison James, Normanton u k (2)
42 McCarthy -, Pratten street e
43 McCarthy -, New Farm c
44 McCarthy Miss, Queen street c
45 McCarthy Miss, Ipswich is
46 McCarthy Cornelius, Townsville o c
47 McCarthy Miss E. F., One-Mile s
48 McCarthy James, Valley c
49 McCarthy James, Brisbane c
50 McCarthy John, One-Mile u k
51 McCarthy J., Spring Hill c
52 McCarthy J. H., Rockhampton c
53 McCarthy Miss M., Gympie c
54 McCarthy Mrs. T., Cameron Downs c
55 McCarthy T. M., Petrie terrace c
56 McCaul John, Indooroopilly c
57 McCave J., South Brisbane c
58 McCavieston John, Charters Towers m
59 McClelland Wm., Charters Towersc (2)
60 McClintock W., Valley c
61 McClinton Sam. Bundaberg o c
62 McCloskey W., Aherwood s
63 McClure Adam, Brisbane u k
64 McClure John, Woollongabba c (2)
65 McCoist Archie, Killarney c
66 McColghan John, Croydon s
67 McColl J., Brisbane c
68 McColl Malcolm, Adavale in
69 McConachie -, Croydon c
70 McConley James, Longland's Estate c
71 McConnell Miss Mary, Brisbane c
72 McConnochie James, Croydon in
73 McCool, John, Caboolture o
74 McCormack John, Esk c
75 McCormack Pat., Ann street o c
76 McCormick Charles, Gympie o
77 McCorry Robert, Charters Towers c (2)
78 McCrae -, Thargomindah s
79 McCrae Alex. G., Eulo in (2)
80 McCulkin John, Croydon c
81 McCulloch D. A., Clifton o
82 McCulloch Hugh, Cairns c
83 McCutcheon James, Brisbane o
84 McDell J., Brisbane n z
85 McDermitt James, Mackay c
86 McDermott D., Maryborough c
87 McDermott H., Maryborough c 2;
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88 McDonagh Steven ,Mungarr c
89 McDonald  -,  Glenmore road c
90 McDonald  - (tailor ),  Rockhampton c
91 McDonald Mrs., Cai rn s c
92 McDonald Alex., Normanton c
93 McDonald Allen, Taldora Station c (2)
94 McDonald A., Millungera c
95 McDonald C., Brisbane c
96 McDonald Daniel ,  Rockhampton o c
97 McDonald Donald. Normanton c
98 McDonald  G., Tambo o
99 McDonald James, Waterford c
100 McDonald James, Walkerston c
101 McDonald John ,  High fields  in
102 McDonald John ,  Thompson Estate c (2)
103 McDonald J., Queen street c
104 McDonald J., Hill End c
105 McDonald J., Orient Camp c
106 McDonald  J., Croydon c
107 McDonald  J. F., Croydon c
108 McDonald  J. J., Croydon s
109 McDonald Mrs. L .,  Wake's Lagoon c
110 McDonald P., Mahoney 's Gate u k
111 McDonald P. F., Brisbane s
112 McDonald Roland, Kynuna c
113 McDonald Sandy, Dalby o
114 McDonald S. Fraser ,  Mackay c
115 McDonald  T. W., Eidsvold c
116 McDonald  W., Maryborough c
117 McDonnell Francis ,  Winton o c
118 McDonnell James, Kelvin Grove c
119 McDonnell James, Normanton c
120 McDonough T., Mungarr c
121 McDouga ll -,  Croydon c
122 McDougall D., Bowen terrace c
123 McDougall D., Eidsvold c (2)
124 McDougall D., Camooweal s
125 McDougall E. K., Roma c
126 McDowall Charles , Gilbert c
127 McDowall James ,  South Brisbane c
128 McDowall R. G. (staff surveyor),
Barcaldine o c
129 McDowell R. Mount Leyshon c
130 McEacha rn Wm. G.  H., Windorah c
131 McElhinne yy Mrs. Margt .,  Milton o c
132 McEligott E., Barronville c
133 McEmene Michel, Hughenden c
134 McEvetey Thomas, South Brisbane c
135 McEwan Mrs., Cressbrook c
136 McEwan R. Mungarr c
137 McFadden Miss H., Charters Towers c
138 McFadyen William, s. s. " Gunga" u k
139 McFarlane Andrew Benowa s
140 McFarlane Hugh ,  Normanton o c
141 McFarlen  -, Valley c
142 McFarlen Mrs. R .,  South Brisbane c
143 McFee  Alex.,  Kangaroo Point c
144 McFehlhahar Mrs., Yeppoon c
145 McFergus John ,  Mount Margaret s
146 McFerran R., Mungarr c
147 McFino W. G., Station Creek c
148 McGarphy Mrs. Elizth .,  Charters
Towers c
149  McGarry Miss Minni, Charters Towers
c (2)
150 McGeeney Owen, Ingham o c
151 McGennery C., Milton c
152 McGhie James, Albion c
153 McGill Charles, Toowong c
154 Mc
h illy uddy Thomas ,  Rockhamptonu
155 McGilvray George, Bingera o
156 McGinnis Mrs., Spring Hill c
157 McGinnis Mrs. Ellen, O 'Connell Townc
158 McGinty Patrick ,  Angellala o
159 McGloughlin M., Croydon c
160 McGlynn B., Charters Towers c
161 McGovan T., South Brisbane c
162 McGran P. (miner ),  Black  Jack c (4)
163 McGrath Barney, Mungarr c
164 McGrath Denis, Cairns c
165 McGrath Mrs F., Croydon s
166 McGrath James, Croydon c
167 McGrath Mrs. Margt .,  South Coast
Junction o e
168 McGrath Michael, Gympie c (2)
169 McGrath Mrs. M., Croydon s
170 McGrath Owen, Cairn s c
171 McGrath Thomas, Tingalpa a (2)
172 McGregor  -,  Emu Park c
173 McGregor Charles ,  Croydon s and c (2)
174 McGregor Edward, Rengling Junction
uk
175 McGregor Ro be rt S., Star River u k
176 McGriskin Miss K., Hamilton c (2)
177 McGuckin Miss M., Normanton c
178 McGuf in  -,  Rockhampton c
179 McGuinery J., Brighton road c
180 McGuire J., Brisbane c
181 McGuire James, Richmond Downs c
182 McGuire John ,  Enoggera c
183 McGuire J. F.,  Gyaipie c
184 McGuken Miss, Charters Towers c
185 McHardy C., Charters Towers c
186 McHarg J., Hughenden c (3)
187 McHugh Mrs. Ann, Valley o
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188 McHugh Mrs. S. A., Boggo road c
189 Mcllwrick John, Terrick Station c
190 Mcllwrick John, Clermont c
191 McInerney Mrs., Creen Creek c
192 McInnes A., Windorah c
193 McInnes D., Croydon c
194 Mclnnesllougald(ship `. E`astminster"),
Maryborough u k
195 McIntosh and Co.  Messrs., St . George c
196 McIntosh D., Brisbane c
197 McIntosh George, Sandown u k (2)
198 McIntosh James, Petrie  terrace c
199 McIntosh Miss Jessie, Norman Creek c
200 McIntyre A., Westland u k and c (2)
201 McIntyre Alex., Nerang c
202 McIntyre George, Hughenden c
203 McIntyre James, Hope street c
204 McIntyre J., Hughenden c
205 McIntyre J., Croydon c
206 McIntyre Michael, Brisbane u k (2)
207 McIver --, Gregory terrace c
208 Mclvor Ruby, Brisbane o
209 McKairnan Thomas, Gympie c
210 McKan David, Chinchilla c
211 McKay and Bibby Messrs., Brisbane c
212 McKay --, Durham c
213 McKay Alexander,  Cairns  is
214 McKay Miss Ellen, Rockhampton c
215 McKay G., Ipswich road c
216 McKay J., Bundaberg c
217 McKay Jno., Durham c
218 McKay John, Toowoomba c
219 McKay John, Bowen Bridge c
220 McKay John R., Durham c
221 McKay J., Bundaberg c
222 McKay Nellie, Wolfang Station o
223 McKay Mrs. Robert, Brisbane c
224 McKay William, New Farm c
225 McKay W. A., Bundaberg c
226 McKechnie John, Maryborough u k
227 McKee James (miner), Black Jack c (3)
228 McKeinnon Archd., New Farm s
229 McKelvy Miss Maggie, South Bris-
bane c
230 McKenna Mrs., Rockhampton c
231 McKenna B., Charters Towers c
232 McKenna J., Rockhampton c
233 McKenna John, Rockhampton c
234 McKenzie  -, Goondiwindi c
235 McKenzie Alex., Croydon c (3)
236 McKenzie A., Charters  Towers c
237 McKenzie Charles, Gympie c
238 McKenzie Charles, Brisbane u k (4)
239 McKenzie  D. H., Winton c
240 McKenzie Duncan H., Barron  Riveru k
241 McKenzie  Dr. G. S., Croydon s
242 McKenzie  E., Eidsvold c
243 McKenzie Mrs. Elizabeth, One-mile
Creek o c
244 McKenzie G., Croydon a
245 McKenzie  Geo., Wedderburn, Bris-
bane u k
246 McKenzie John, Charters  Towers c
247 McKenzie John ,  Brisbane o c
248 McKenzie  John ,  Croydon c
249 McKenzie  John, Croydon c
250 McKenzie John McLean , Brisbane u k
251 McKenzie K. T., Eddington o
252 McKenzie  M., Avoca o
253 McKenzie William, North  Pine u k (2)
254 McKenzie William, Cooktown c
255 McKenzie W., Bundaberg c (2)
256 McKeon  Francis,  Albilbah o
257 McKeon  Francis, Maida Hill c
258 McKeown  R. (carpenter ), Valley c
259 McKeown Robert ,  Brisbane u k
260 McKerr J., Miles c
261 McKewan Mrs., Valley c
262 McKin John, Hughenden u k
263 McKinley, William, Marburg c
264 McKinnon Hugh ,  Beaconsfield n z
265 McKinnon Thomas, Marathon c
266 McKinnon W. B., Thurulgoona o
267 McKinon L., Red Hill c
268 McKintosh John North Ipswich c
269 McKi trick  Miss  Lizzie, Bowen Downs c
270 McKler C., Brisbane s
271 McKlin W., Normanton s
272 McKno W. J., Croydon u k
273 McKrell John, New Farm c
274 McKystead Charters Towers c
275 McLachlan -, Bulimba c
276 McLain D., Barcaldine c
277 McLair Samuel, Thursday Island c
278 McLaren Charles,  Ingham  u k and c (3)
279 McLaren John, Ashburton e t
280 McLaren R. (a. s. " Birksgate "),  Bris-
bane c
281 McLaughlan -, Burdekin c
282 McLaughlan -, Angellala c
283 McLaughlin Mrs., Maryborough u k
284 McLaughlin Geo., Coombaba s
285 McLaughlin J., Normanton c
286 McLean Alex. H., Blackall c
287 McLean D., Townsville c
288 McLean  Mrs. D .,  Rockhampton s
289 McLean Finlay, Cairns c
290 McLean George, Greenmount c
291 McLean John M., Brisbane o
292 McLean J. R., Townsville c
293 McLean J. R., Southport c
294 McLean Lachlan, Barcaldine s
295 McLean L. (carrier ),  Barcaldine a
296 McLean Thomas (carrier ), Winton road c
297 McLellan Frank, Tainbo Station c
298 McLennan J., Logan Village c
299 McLeod James, George  street c
300 McLeod J. A. J., Cooktown o c
301 McLeod Neil, South Brisbane o
302 McLeod Norman, Ingham c
303 McLeod Roderick, Moggill c
304 McLeod W., Herberton c
305 McLoud D. W., Eidsvold s
306 McLoughlin Frank, Mount Cornish f
307 McLoughlin John, Croydon c
308 McLoughlin M., Townsville c
309 McMahon -, Southport Line c
310 McMahon D., Roma o c
311 McMahon James, St. George c
312 McMahon Miss Jane, Brisbane o c
313 McMahon J., Normanton c
314 McMahon Miss Mary, Charters Towers c
315 McMahon Michael, Brisbane o c (2)
316 McMahon Michael, Gympie c
317 McMahon P., Monkland c
318 McMahon Thomas, Mockland c
319 McMahon V. A., Cairns e t (2)
320 McManus B., Cambooya c (4)
321 McManus Thomas, Cornelia Station o
322 McMarra John, Toowoomba u k
323 McMaugh A. W., Rockhampton c
324 McMichael Robert, Albion f
325 McMillan Mrs., Spring Hill c
326 McMillan Alex., Rockhampton u k
327 McMillan G. W., Hughenden s
328 McMillan James, Gayndah c
329 McMillan John, Hughenden c
330 McMillan M. H., Bowen Hills c
331 McMorrow Patrick, Kamerunga u k
332  McMullen J. F., Thargomindah c
333 McMullen W., Red Hill c
334 McMullen W. J., Charters Towers c
335 McMullen  A., Kamerunga  in
336 McMurray  Miss,  Normanton  s and c (3)
337 McNally C., Lutwyche c
338 McNamara --, Brisbane s
339 McNamara  Eugene, Cairns c
340 McNamara  J., Eidsvold c
341 McNamara  Lawrence , Winton o c
342  McNamara Miss  Mary, Coorparoo c
343 McNamara  P., Watsonville c
344 McNamara  P., One-Mile c (4)
345 McNamara  R., Durham Downs c
346 McNamara  T., Nebo c
347 McNamarra -- Orient Camp c
348 McNamarra J., charters  Towers a
349 McNamarra  Stephen ,  Herberton o
350 McNaughton  Hugh, Rockhampton  in
351 McNeal John ,  Brisbane c
352 McNeeve John, Mackay c
353 McNeil Duncan, Gatton o
354 McNeill D., Dillalah c
355 McNichol -, Mount  Margaret a
356 McNichol -, Windorah c
357 McNicol Mrs. Agnes, Woollongabba c
358 McNicol D., Thargomindah in
359 McNiff Patrick, Brisbane c
360 McNiven Adam, Brisbane c
361 McNulty John, South Brisbane u k
362 McPhail Andrew, Benowa s
363 McPhee  Miss, Brisbane c
364 McPhee J., Paddington c
365 McPherson Mrs., South  Brisbane c (2)
366 McPherson A., Innes, Brisbane u k
367 McPherson J., Brisbane c (2)
368 McPherson L., Mitchell c
369 McPherson Lachlan, Morven c
370 McPherson Norman, Woollongabba f
371 McPhie Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
372 McQuarrie Jas., Milo c
373 McQuire -,  Brisbane c
374 McQuirk -, Brisbane o c
375 McRae James, Cooktown c
376 McRea Colin Stuart,  Brisbane u k377 McReynolds Saml ., Townsville o c
378 McRoberts R. G., Emerald s
379 McSharry -, Rockhampton c
380 McSharry James, New Farm c
381 McSweetney Charles, Townsville c
382 McSweeney J. C., Cairns o
383 McS mott H. D., Croydon c
384 Mclaaggart Hugh, Cootharaba road c
385 McTeer James, Cooktown c
386 McVey Mrs. H., Maryborough c
387 McVicar William, Dickabram u k
388  Mc Walsh J., Charters Towers c
N.
1 NAGLE D., Charters  Towers c
2 Nahring  K., Killarney c
3 Nall R. ,  Townsville c
4 Nam Hing Loing, Edward street
5 Nanghain Sydney, Blackall o
6 Neal James, Townsville c
7 Neal Mrs. S., Round Waterhole c
8 Nealey -, Toowong c (2)
9 Neaihon A., Charters Towers c
10 Nebe Herbert, Croydon s
11 Need H., Thursday Island w a
12 Need James, Welford Lagoons s
13 Need J., Windorah c
14 Neigle Mary, Maryborough u k
15 Neil Miss, Rockhampton c
16 Neil Edward, Blackall c
17 Neild James, Croydon in
18 Neill Miss Helen, Gympie u k
19 Neill John, New Farm c
20 Neilsen -, Mackay c
21 Neilsen A. N., Valley c
22 Neilsen Mrs., Jane street c
23 Neilsen -, Isis Scrub c
24 Neilson -, Merton street c
25 Neilson Hans, Bundaberg c
26 Neilson S., Bundaberg c
27 Neilson W., Townsville c (2)
28 Neilson N. H., Eidsvold c
29 Nelson Mrs., New Farm c
30 Nelson Miss, Bowen Hills c
31 Nelson H., West End c
32 Nelson Mrs. J., Kalka c
33 Nelson Thos., Noosa road o c
34 Nelsson Mrs. T. E., Maryborough o
35 Nesbitt R. and Co., Bowen Hills c (2)
36 Nesbitt R., Bowen Hills c
37 Neuman J., Valley c
38 Neuman Samuel, Toowong c
39 Neville William, Highgate Hill c
40 Newby James, Townsville o c
41 Newdon Thomas, Toowoomba c
42 Newell Mrs., Toowong c (2)
43 Newlands Robert, Didla Howard, by
Merriberry u k
44 Newlands Robert, Burrum u k
45 Newlands R., Torbanlea u k
46 Newman A., Bundaberg u k
47 Newman Wm., Maryborough f
18 Newman Wm., Eidsvold c (2)
49 Newton James, Charters Towers o c
50 Nichol Chas., Coomera c
51  Nichol Ernest James (care of -
MeC uire), Croydon m
52 Nichol William, Huenburn Station c
53 Nicholas F., Charters Towers a
54 Nicholas Thos., Charters Towers c
55 Nicholas W. F., Ravenswooi o
56 Nicholl Daniel, Kangaroo Point c
57 Nicholls Edward, Charters Towers a
58 Nicholls Ernest J., Croydon c (2)
59 Nicholls F., Charters Towers c
60 Nicholls Geo., Charters Towers c
61 Nicholls Thomas, Charters Towers c
62 Nicholls Thos., Townsville c
63 Nichols -, Townsville e
64 Nichols -, Isis c
65 Nichols C. M., Georgetown c (2)
66 Nichols G., Ipswich road c
67 Nicholson H., Charters Towers c
68 Nicholson John, Dalby c
69 Nicklen R., Mount Morgan c (2)
70 Nicol B. S., Thompson Estate c
71 Nicol C., Nerang c
72 Nicol Lewis, Croydon c
73 Nielsen F. W., Logan road c (2)
74 Nielsen Jens C., Maryborough o c
75 Nielsen Neils C., Ingham o c
76 Nielsen N., Barcaldine c
77 Nielson A., Thompson Estate c
78 Nielson Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
79 Nilsen A. N., Valley c
80 Nilson and Barry, Hughenden c
81 Nilson F., Normanton c
82 Nilson W., Townsville u k
83 Nilsson John, Mungarr o c
84 Nissen Hans, Cooktown c
85 Nissen Hans, Maryborough c
86 Nixon J. C., Johnstone River c
87 Noad Henry, Bundanba u k
88 Nobel G., Bundi Station c
89 Nock J., Milton c
90 Noftz -, Fernvale c
91 Nolan John, Townsville c
92 Nolan Miss Mary, Rockhampton o c
93 Nolan Thady, Mungarr c
94 Nole R., Zillman's Waterholes c
95 Noonan J., Roma c
96 Noonan Miss Mary, Stanley street c
97 Noone John, Langon and Yangan s
98 Nolan Jas., Eidsvold e t
99 Nordvall E., Eidsvold c
100 Norman Mrs., Townsville c
101 Norman George, Charters Towers c
102 Norrie Adolphus, Croydon in
103 Norris Edward, Charters Towers c
104 North Fred. Wm., Winton o
105 North W. J. E., Imbo road c
106 North W. R., Bowen Bridge c
107 Northam Miss, Waroonga u k
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108 Norton Patt, Cairns n
109 Norton W., Marlborough c
110 Norton J., Montague road c
111 Norwizho -, Downfall Creek c
112 Nott W., Cootharaba road c (2)
113 Noul Miss M., Bundaberg c
114 Nuatn F. and A., Geraldton c
115 Nutt W., Leyburn c (2)
116 Nye A., Gilmore Station c
0.
1 OAKES John, William  street c
2 Oakley -, Mackay c
3 O'Brien -,  James street c
4 O'Brien -, Rosalie c
5 O'Brien Miss, Ipswich c
6 O'Brien A., Morven o
7 O'Brien Miss A., Barcaldine u k
8 O'Brien Corporal M., P.O. Brisbane
u k (2)
9 O'Brien C ., Hannon's Gap c
10 O'Brien D., Bowen o
11 O'Brien Edward, Hughenden o c
12 O'Brien Edward D., P.O. Brisbane u k
13 O'Brien Mrs. E.,  Bowen s
14 O'Brien James, Morven o
15 O'Brien .Tames, Dugandan c
16 O'Brien John, Tydon c
17 O'Brien John, Maryborough c (2)
18 O'Brien Kate, Mackenzie Island e t
19 O'Brien Miss Mary, Adelaide  street c
20 O'Brien Miss Mary, Maryborough c
21 O'Brien Miss Al. C., Ann  street s
22 O'Brien M. J., Valley c
23 O'Brien Miss M. L., Montague road a
24 O'Brien Patrick, Brisbane c
25 O'Brien Pat., Geraldton c
26 O'Brien P., Brisbane c
27 O'Brien P., Herbert  street c
28 O'Brien  P. J., Charters  Towers c
29 O'Brien  W., Mackay c
30 O'Brion Bernard ,  Sandy Creek c
31 O'Callagher  Mrs., Petrie terrace c
32 O'Carrol  Miss ,  Rockhampton c
33 O'Carrol  Miss , Gympie c
34 O'Connell -, St. Lucia c (2)
35 O'Connell Mrs., North Quay c
36 O'Connell I)., Lion Creek c
37 O'Connell P., Cairns u k
38 O'Connoll Jas., St. Lucia c
39 O'Connor -, P.O. Brisbane c
40 O'Connor -, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
41 O'Connor Mrs., Toowong c
42 O'Connor Alex., Townsville o
43 O'Connor Ben, Caboolture c
44 O'Connor Captain W. F., Mount
Moigan f
45 O'Connor Edward, New Farm o c
46 O'Connor Miss Ellen, Ipswich u k
47 O'Connor E., New Farm n z
48 O'Connor John, Cairns o c
49 O'Connor John, Brisbane c
50 O'Connor John, Gympie c
51 O'Connor Maurice, Bowen o
52 O'Connor M., Bayswater c
53 O'Connor Peter, Gympie u k
54 O'Connor P., P.O. Brisbane s
55 O'Connor T. M., Albion c
56 O'Connors Mrs., Toowong c
57 O'Connors B., Caboolture c
58 O'Dea and Nelly, Emerald c
59 O'Dea Thomas, Gympie c
60 Odgers W., Mount Morgan c
61 O'Doherty B. M., Mackay c
62 O'Doherty James, Petrie  Terrace c
63 O'Doherty John, Brisbane in
64 O'Doherty Thomas, Croydon c
65 O'Donald Mrs., Rosewood c
60 O'Donnell Mrs., Rockhampton c
67 O'Donnell C., Stanthorpe c
68 O'Donnell R., Stanley  street c
69 O'Donnell  Margaret ,  Brisbane f
70 O'Donnell T., Eton c
71 O'Donnoghue -,  Charters Towers
c (2)
72 O'Donoghue Master P. J.,  Brisbane s
73 O'Donohue Patrick, Sandown c
74 O'Dwyer  Mrs. Ellen, Queensland f
75 Oewns Hugh, Croydon u k
76 Offer  Mrs. Amelia ,  Brisbane c
77 Ogdreargs Mrs. G. J., Emerald c
78 Ogilvey Geo. Lockwood , Charters
Towers c
79 Ogle John,  Toowong c
80 O'Grady F. A. J., Mexico  Station s
81 O'Grady John, Charters Towers c
82 O'Gready B., Noosa road c
83 Ogston  H., Q.C. Railway o
84 Ogston James, Eidsvold c (2)
85 0 Halloran John, P.O. Brisbane u k
86 O'Hara Matthew,  Townsvllle o c
87 O'Hare James,  Kamerunga c
88 O'Kane Hugh, Eidsvold e t
89 O'Keefe J., Spring Hill c
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90 O'Keefe J., Millungra c
91 O'Keeff Mrs .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
92 O'Laughlan Miss B., Maryborough c
93 Oldfield Miss, Kangaroo Point  in
94 Oldfield Miss Margt .,  P.O. Brisbane o c
95 Oldham W. W., P.O. Brisbane  in
96 O'Leary  -,  Stanley street c
97 O'Leary C.,  Croydon c
98 O'Leary C. P., Croydon c
99 O'Leary Mrs. E., Pimpama c
100 O'Leary J., Stanley street c
101 O'Leary J .  D., Croydon c
102 O'Leary J. D., P.O .  Brisbane s
103 Olesen Knut, Red Hill o c
104 Oliffe Chas., Morven c (2)
105 Oliver Chas., Afton Downs c
106 Oliver J., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
107 Oliver K., Maryborough c
108 Oliver Wm., Charters Towers c
109 Ollson John, Terrick Terrick c
110 Olney Oswald, P.O. Brisbane o e
111 O'Loughlin Bridget, Brisbane u k
112 O'Loughlin P .,  South Toolburra o
113 Olsen -, Brown's Plains c
114 Olsen Mrs .,  Rockhampton c
115 Olsen Mrs., Sandgate c
116 Olsen Bernt., Mungarr o c
117 Olsen B., Brisbane o
118 Olsen C.,  Queen street c
119 Olsen K .,  Paddington c
120 Olsen L. P., Gympie c
121 Olsen Olavus ,  Townsville o c (2)
122 Olsen Rasmus ,  Monkland c (2)
123 Olsson John ,  Fermoy e
124 O'Mahon Denis, P.O. Brisbane f
125 O' Neil Mrs, Toowong c
126 O'Neill  Miss Bridget, Valley u k
127 O 'Neill John, Normanton c
128 O'Neill John, Clermont o
129 O'Neill Philip ,  Lutwyche o c
130 Ongley Geo., Charters Towers c
131 Onions L. A., Indooroopi lly s (3)
132 Opie John, Nundah c
133 Ord A .  F., George street c
134 Ord W .  C., Croydon u k
135 Orde Mrs., Cawarral c
136 O'Regan Miss Kate M .,  Townsville u k
137 O'Reilly C., Croydon c
138 O'Reilly C., Mackay c
139 O'Reilly H. E., Kynuna Station c
140 O'Reilly Martin ,  Charters Towers c
141 O'Reilly Thomas, Gracemere u k
142 Organ W., Bundaberg s (2)
143 Orinand J., Paddington c
144 O' Rourke F., Richmond c
14.5 Orr Archibald ,  Kelvin Grove c
146 Orr D .,  Normanton c
147 Orr  James, Southport Railway Line c
148 Orr J .  A., Kelvin Grove c
149 Orr Jno. J., Roma c
150 O' Ryan Daniel ,  Coombaba c
151 Osborne  E., Alma street c
152 Osborne Henry, P.O. Brisbane o c
153 Osbourne  -,  Bowen Hi lls c
154 Osbourne -, Coorparoo c
155 O'Shanesy T. A., Comet River u k
156 O' Shea Miss Ellen, Kent street u k (2)
157 O' Shea John ,  Gympie c
158 O'Shea P., Rosewood c
159 Osley Mrs .,  Valley c
160 O'Sullivan -, Valley c
161 O' Sullivan Daniel C., P.O. Brisbane oc
162 O'Sullivan James, Watsonville u k
163 O'Sullivan Mrs. Julia, Brisbane s
164 O'Sullivan  .T., Thargomindah c
165 O' Sullivan Michael ,  Cambooya c
166 O'Sullivan Timothy, Graziers' Butcher
ing Co. o c
167 O' Sullivan W., Bunda berg c
168 O'Toole B., Southport c
169 O'Toole  E., Coombaba c (2)
170 O'Toole M., South Coast Railway c
171 Otto  G. F., Waterford o c
172 Over Thomas ,  Cairns o c
173 Overleck M. C., Townsville c
174 Owen  -,  Petrie terrace c
175 Owen James, Kangaroo Point c
176 Owen Morris, Charters Towers c
177 Owens J., East Brisbane c
178 Owens J., Sandgate c
179 Owens T., Thornborough o
180 Ozmond George ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
P.
1 PACEY Mrs.,  Blackall Ranges c
2 Page Mrs. Addie, Toowong o
3 Page Edward ,  P.O. Brisbane c
4 Page Fannie ,  Caboolture o
5 Page H., Lower Burdekin u k (2)
6 Page J.,  Hope street c
7 Page Mrs .  Kate ,  Morven o
8 Paine John W., P.O. Brisbane o c
9 Palmer Edwin ,  Warwick o
10 Palmer G. H., Grand Hotel c
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11 Palmer James ,  William street c
12 Palmer J., Cooper 's Creek c (2)
13 Palmer J .  0., Charleville c (2)
14 Palmer W .,  Oakey Creek c
15 Panton Herbert F .,  Gayndah c
16 Paolo Cecini ,  Mount Morgan f
17 Paque Edward, Croydon c
18 Parish Miss Ida, Swan Hill s
19 Parish Mrs. L .  0., Pine c
20 Park and Lacey ,  Ipswich c
21 Park  ---,  Stanley street c
22 Park - -,  Waterworks road c
23 Parker Mrs., South Brisbane c
24 Parker Mrs . (senior ),  Rockhampton c
25 Parker Alf., Kedron Brook c
26 Parker  Mrs. E., George  street c
27 Parker G., Diamantina River s
28 Parker  J., Albion c
29 Parker J. A., Townsvi lle c
30 Parker Mary, Inglewood o
31 Parker Matthew, queen street o c
32 Parker Miss M., ormanton c
33 Parker T., Townsvi ll e c
34 Parker T., North Quay c
35 Parker Wm., Rockhampton u k
36 Parker  W., Upper Edward  street c
37 Parker W., Town Hall c
38 Parker W., Normanton c
39 Parker W., Kangaroo Point c
40 Parker W. R., Charters Towers c
41 Parkes E. E., Brisbane s
42 Parkes A. L., Spring Hill o
43 Parkes T., Mackay c
44 Parkinson A., Brisbane c
45 Parkinson Robert, Charters Towers c
46 Parkinson  W., Q. C. Railway c
47 Parks D., St. Lucia Estate c
48 Parnell Mrs. M .,  South Brisbane c
49 Parren Mrs. R .,  Kilkivan c
50 Parsons C. F., Lower Swan Creek o
51 Parsons John ,  Charters Towers c
52 Parsons  William, Croydon u k
53 Parsons Wm., Charters Towers c (2)
54 Part H .  W., Brisbane u k
55 Partridge Mrs. G., Brisbane c
56 Partridge Harry, Croydon c
57 Pascoe F., Mount Morgan o
58 Pascoe  John,  Toowong c
59 Pateman F. W., P.O. Brisbane f
60 Paterson Henry, P.O. Brisbane u k
61 Paterson  J. A., Brisbane m
62 Paterson Peter ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
63 Paterson Robert, Normanton s
64 Paterson R., Rockhampton c
65 Paterson Thomas, Bundaberg u k
66 Paton Robert ,  Cairns s
67 Patroni Gregori, Charters Towers c (2)
68 Patten  C. B., Latrobe  street c
69 Patten C. G., Latrobe street c
70 Patten C. G., Latrobe street c
71 Patterson Charles M., Maryborough c
72 Patterson F. J., Rockhampton c
73 Patterson Thos., Sherwood c (2)
74 Patton W., Prince of Wales' Hotel,
Nundah s
75 Patullo  -,  Ward 's Selection, near
Eton c
76 Pauer S., Maryborough c
77 Paul T.,  Charters Towers c
78 Paul T.,  Barcaldine c
79 Paull J.,  Barcaldine c
80 Paulsen  A., Kangaroo Point c
81 Paulsen Neal, Mount Morgan c
82 Panlsmier J., Hughenden c
83 Pausene Andre, Macrossan Bridge o c
84 Paxton John Maitland ,  Croydon n z,
u k and c (9)
85 Payne Frederick, Dulbydilla u k
86 Payne, W. M., Brisbane s
87 Pearce Cuth be rt, Cairns u k
88 Pearce Frank ,  Townsville c
89 Pearce  Geo., Croydon c
90 Pearce H. J., Waterford c
91 Pearce William, Brisbane o
92 Pearce W., Sandgate c
93 Pearce W. D., Charters Towers c
94 Peard W .  H., Bundaberg c
95 Pearson  -,  Brisbane c
96 Pearson D., Charters Towers c
97 Pearson L., Homeward Bound c
98 Pearson Thomas .  Brisbane c
99 Pearson W. T., Charters Towers s
100 Peart Revd. John, Rockhampton c
101 Peddy J., Herbert River u k
102 Pedersen  T. J., North Pine o c
103 Pedersen C., Spring Hill c
104 Pederson Carl, Brisbane o
105 Pedler and Cooke, South Brisbane c
106 Pendrazi Verginia ,  South Brisbane c
107 Pedro John,  Brisbane c
108 Pedwe ll  Edwd., Charters Towers c
109 Peerless T., Muttaburra c
110 Peers  -,  Rockhampton u k
111 Peet Thomas ,  Brisbane c
112 Peirce T., Cooktown o
113 Peisley J., Barcoo River s
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114 Pelleet Mrs. Grace, Sandy Creek u k
115 Pemberton Mrs. C., Spring Hill o
116 Pendergest W., Monkland c (3)
117 Pendock T., Rockhampton u k
118 Penfold C., Mun-arr Line c (2)
119 Pengalley -, Thompson Estate c
120 Peniger -, Ravenswood c
121 Pennefather Mrs. C., Brisbane c
122 Pent P. J., Mackay c
123 Peat Thomas P., Lutwyche c
124 Pentland George, P.O. Brisbane u k
125 Pennrider -, Ross River c
126 Pepperell J., Charters Towers c
127 Percy -, Rockhampton c
128 Percy D. G., Ipswich c
129 Percy James J., Charters Towers c
130 Percy  James  J., Charters Towers c
131 Perkins -, Winton c
132 Perkins F. W., Toowong
133 Perkins  N., Orient Camp c
134 Pernell Mrs. C., Brisbane c
135 Perrett G. A., Bundaberg s
136 Perrett H. C., Mount Brisbane c
137 Perrin -, River terrace c
138 Perrott E. M., P.O. Brisbane s
139 Perry Joseph, Croydon c
140 Perry Hannah, Petrie terrace o
141 Perry Margaret, P.O. Brisbane a 1:
142 Perry Thos. H., Valley c
143 Perry W., Bundaberg c
144 Perry W., Sandgate s
145 Pershouse J. B., Broadwater s
146 Pesen  Miss  Mary, Rose Hill c
147  Peters Claus Fridderick, Cooktown o
148 Peters G. E., Charters Towers c
144 Peters Harry, Gympie c
150 Peters W. J., Charters Towers c (2)
151 Petersen and Williams, Fernlees
Station c
152 Petersen -, Toowoomba c
153 Petersen Mrs., Angellala o
154 Petersen Aksel, Yangan o
155 Petersen A., Bundaberg c
156 Petersen A. P., Rockhampton f (2)
157 Petersen Miss Carry, Toowong c
158 Petersen F., Valley c
159 Petersen F. C., Townsville f
160 Petersen Johannes, P.O. Brisbane c
161 Petersen Johannes, Croydon f and c (4)
162 Petersen John, Mooloolah c
163 Petersen John, Bundaberg o c
164 Petersen Peter, Rockhampton o
165 Petersen P. W., Beauley Estate c
166 Petersen Mrs. Torthea, Rockhampton o c
167 Petersen W., Cairns c
168 Peterson Jones Port Douglas c
169 Peterson Jr., P.O. Brisbane c
170 Peterson M., P.O. Brisbane c
171 Peterson Johannes, Croydon s
172 Peterson N. A., Charters Towers c
173 Peterson 0., Jane street c
174 Peterson W., Cairns c
175 Petit -, Adavale c
176 Petrie Adam, Park road c
177 Petrie A., Stanthorpe c
178 Petrie Jas., Charters Towers c
179 Pettersen A. L., Albion f (2)
180 Petterson Olaf, P.O. Brisbane o c
181 Pettigrew, Byrne and Co., Ipswich s
and c (2)
182 Pettitt Miss, Tamworth s
183 Pettitt Thos., Muttaburra c
184 Pettigrew.John, P.O. Brisbane m
185 Pent P., Croydon c
186 Phelan Michael, Creen Creek c
187 Phelan M., Croydon c
188 Phillin P., Saltwater Creek o
189 Phillips Miss Nellie, Albert street c
190 Phillips Mrs. E., Paddington c
191 Phillips E. J., Brisbane s
192 Phillips Mrs. George, Ipswich u k
193 Phillips John, Bulimba c
194 Phillips P., Maryvale Station c
195 Phillips Richard, Hungerford in
196 Phillips Richard, Thargomindah in
197 Phillips Thomas, Cairns c
198 Phillips T., North Pine in
199 Phillips W., One-mile Creek ii k
200 Pickett W., B.I.S.N. " Sirsa" s
201 Picking Mrs., Ipswich road c (2)
202 Picking Wm., Kangaroo Point c
203 Picking W., Thompson Estate c
204 Pieper Mr. and Mrs., Fernvale o
205 Pierce -, Cloncurry c
206 Pierce M., P.O. Brisbane t
207 Pierce Thomas, Brisbane c
208 Pierce  W. A., Thargomindah o c
209 Pietro Manzini, Charters Towers c
210 Piggot Mrs., P.O. Brisbane in
211 Pigione P., One-Mile c
212 Pilkington B., Normanton f
213 Pilkington John, Cumberland s
214 Pill John, Mount Abundance u k
215 Pillans Mrs. Robert, P.O. Brisbane uk
216 Pillans R. L., Valley c
217 Pilson Robert Cooktown s
218 Pine Bridget , Hermit Park c
219 Piper Alfred, Windorah c
220 Piper A., Charters Towers s
221 Pirie 1Vm., Maryborough c
222 Pitcary Harry, Boulia c
223 Pitt Joseph, Rockhampton u k
224 Pitt James, Warwick o
22.5 Pitt S., Harrisville c
226 Plant Henry, Charters Towers c
227 Platt J. AT., P.O. Brisbane u k
228 Pleace J. H., Toowong c
229 Plois C. S., Gatton u k
330 Plum Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton c
331 Plumb J., Townsville u k
232 Plummer W., Marathon c
233 Plumridge E., Toowong c
234 Pohl C. 0., Stanthorpe s
235 Pointer John, Georgetown s
236 Pollard G., Spring Hill c
237 Pollard J., Lutwyche c
238 Pollman Miss P., Toowoomba c
239 Pollock Martin, Charters Towers c (2)
240 Pollock Simon, Spring Hill u k (2)
241 Pool -, Kangaroo Point c
242 Pool John, Rockhampton c
243 Poole Miss, Toowong c
344 Poole G., George street c
34.5 Poole Thomas, Charters Towers c
346 Poon lei, Wild River s
317 Poorman Annie, Toowoomba o
348 Pope Miss E., Townsville c
249 Pope R., Tambo c
250 Pope T. H., Muttaburra road c
351 Poppelton Henry, Valley c
352 Porter E., Ipswich c
353 Porter James, Barronville c
354 Porter James. Stanthorpe c
355 Porter James, Cooktown c
356 Porter John, Toowong o c
357 Porter R. B., Toowoomba u k
258 Porter Thomas, Croydon c
259 Porter William, Eidsvold u k
260 Portley M., Grandchester c (2)
261 Posseltack James, Charters Towers c
262 Postell W., Croydon c
263 Postill Win. E., Croydon c (2)
264 Postural , Bingera c
265 Postweiler A., Thargomindah s
266 Potter Win., Bundaber c
267 Potts James, Charters Towers c (2)
268 Potts W., Enoggera c
261) Poull Jas., Windorah c
270 Poulsen Kristen, Rosewood c
271 Poulsen Peter, Clermont f (2)
272 Powar John, Gympie s
273 Powel Mrs. A., Charters  Towers u k (2)
274 Powell David, Charters Towers c
275 Powell D. P., Burenda e t
276 Powell E., Queenton c
277 Powell H., Toowong c (2)
278 Power Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
279 Power Mrs. A., Valley c
280 Power Geo., Gympie c
281 Power John, Winton c
282 Power John, Kamerunga o c
283 Power Jno., Monkland c
284 Power J. J., Croydon c
285 Power M. J., Adavale o
286 Power M. J., Bulloo River u k
287 Power S. J., Croydon s
288 Power Thomas , Cairns c
289 Power  Mrs. W. D., East Brisbane c
290 Pramberg G., Leichhardt  street c (2)
291 Pratt -, Ravenswood c
292 Pratt E. W., P.O. Brisbane u k (3)
293 Pratt T., Laidley c
294 Prendergast  Edmond, Coomb abs, o
295 Prendergast  E., Gympie road  a'
296 Prendergast Thomas,  Brisbane u k
297 Prescoe Edward, Highgate Hill c
298 Preston  J., Stonehenge c
299 Preston James H., Barcaldine u k and
f (3)
300 Price  -,  Spring  Hill c
301 Price Mrs., Toowong c
302 Price  H., Ipswich u k
303 Price  J. J., South Brisbane in
304 Price Sam., Blackall u k
305 Price  Thos.,  Brisbane u k
30(i Prictor M. S., Croydon c
307 Prictor S., Charters Towers c (2)
308 Priest J., Logan road c
309 Primmer  James, Croydon s
310 Pringloff Mrs., Charters Towers n z
311 Prior Alfred Henry, Bundaberg o
312 Pristley Mrs.Edward, Charters Towers
313 Pritchard D., Native Bee c
314 Pritchard N., Thompson Estate c
315 Pritchard Win., Southport c
316 Probert Soloman, Brisbane u k
317 Procton Robert, Croydon c
318 Prosser Wilfred, Charters Towers o
319 Prouse Arthur, Paddington o c
320 Prouse R. H., Croydon c
321 Pryor J. H. and E., Charters Towers o
322 Puddle -, Chatsworth c
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323 Pugh -, Fernvale c 62 Reed -, Valley c 166 Rinaldi Giovanni, Gympie c
324 Pugh C., Bundaberg c 63 Reed Alfred, Roma s 167 Rintoul -, Normanton c
325 Pulan -, Boggo road c 64 Reed Mrs. C. S., Tiaro c 168 Rintoul H., Croydon c
326 Pullen James, Ann street c 65 Reed S. Scott, Toowoomba s 169 Rintoul W. H., Croydon c
327 Pullinger T. W., Laidley c 66 Reed Wm., Valley c 170 Rintoul W. H., Headingly  Station a
328 Purman Geo., Woollongabba e 67 Reed W., Gympie c 171 Rintoul W. H., Burketown in
321) Purcell Thos., Brisbane e t 68 Reedea J., Y.O. Brisbane in 172 Riordan John, Brisbane c (2)
330 Purman C., Charters Towers c 69 Ress Win., Eidsvold e t 173 Rip C., Carandotta Station c
331 Purves Mrs., Boggo road c 70 Reeves J. R., Toowong c 174 Ripley G., Crown  street c
332 Purvis James, Cairns c 71 Reeves Mrs. M. L., Toowong c 175 Rippon J. A., P.O. Brisbane c
333 Pyne -, Valley c 72 Regan Timothy, Croydon s73 Reice -, Roma s
"44 Reid A., Kangaroo Point c
176 Rippon Mrs. Wm., Milton u k
177 Rischin J. C., Toowoomba c
178 Ritchie Graham, Brisbane u k
Q. 75 Reid Charles, Mungarr c
76 Reid George, Mitchell u k
179 Riston Miss A., Brisbane u k
180 Riston Mrs. H., Mackay s
1 QUAIL Mrs., North Quay c 77 Reid George, Townsville u k 181 Riston J., Charters Towers c
2 Qualters W., Cooktown c 78 Reid George, Vulture street c 182 Rixhin J., Geham c
3 Qualtrough Mrs., Herbert River c 79 Reid John, Fortitude Valley u k 183 Roach A. K., Hungerford s
4 Quayle John, Croydon u k 80 Reid Jno., Townsville c 184 Roach D., 23-Mile c
5 Quele William, Cryydon c 81 Reid J., Townsville c 185 Roach M., Oxley o
6 Quick Mrs. Eliz., Toowong o c (2) 82 Reid J. A., Bogantungan o 186 Roach Pat., Muttaburra c
7 Quilkey S., Beaconsfield Station c 83 Reid John D., Townsville e 187 Robb George, P.O. Brisbane c
8 Quilter J. II., Indooroopilly c 84 Reid Miss Maggie, Maryborough c 188 Robb James, Charters Towers a
9 Quin E. A., Thargomindah c 85 Reid P., Cairns c 189 Robbins W. A., Gatton c
10 Quin J., Brunswick street c 86 Reid T., Maryborough f 190 Robbins John, Sandown c
11 Quinlivan P. J., Gympie c 87 Reid Wm., Bowen Hills c 191 Robbins Mrs. Mary A., P.O. Brisbane
12 Quin -, Queen street c 88 Reid D. W., Normanton in o c (3)
13 Quinn James, Sand ;ate o 89 Reid Mr. and Mrs. W. T., Brisbane 192 Roberts -,  Barcaldine s
14 Quinn John, Ingham c c (2) 193 Roberts Alfd., Thornborough o c
15 Quinn John, Pimpama o 90 Reidel Mrs., Croydon c 194 Roberts Alfred, Brisbane c
16 Quinn Mrs. Margaret, Toowong o c (2) 91 Reidy Mrs., Emerald c 195 Roberts Alice, Maryborough  e t and s (2)
17 Quinn Richard, Isisford u k 92 Reidy Wm., Townsville c 196 Roberts A., South Brisbane e
18 Quinn W. J., Sangate c 93 Reidy  - (alias  - Doodt), Warry 197 Roberts B., Kilkivan c
19 Quinnivilare -, Gladstone s street c 198 Roberts B., Bluff Diggings c
20 Quirk -, Hughenden c 94 Reilly Cathrine, Toowong o 199 Roberts Charles, Chinchillas
21 Quirk Jas., Hughenden c 95 Reilly Mrs. Eliz., One-mile Creek o c 200 Roberts Dan, Gurrawilla c and a (2)
22 Quirke Mrs., Johnstone River o 96 Reilly James, Isisford n z 201 Roberts D., Winton c
23 Quoy Lang, Port Douglas s 97 Reilly M., Charters Towers c (2)
98 Reis Martin, Brisbane f
99 Reis and Jarvis, Ipswich c
202 Roberts D., Palpara Station c
203 Roberts John, Kangaroo Point o c
204 Roberts John, Veresdale c
It. 100 Reise J., Townsville c
101 Reiss Edward, Toowoomba c
205 Roberts Joseph, Ipswich u k
206 Roberts Jeseph, Toewong c (2)
1 RAABE Carl, Dugandan c 102 Remitton J., Townsville c 207 Roberts J., Charters Towers c
2 Rachow Miss J., Merton road c 103 Remmington F., Burundilla c 208 Roberts Magor, Rockhampton c
3 Rackley E., P.O. Brisbane c 104 Remrose Harry, Townsville u k 209 Roberts T. B., Charters Towers c
4 Radcliffe --, Townsville c 105 Rendell James, Muttaburra o c 210 Roberts W., Charters Towers e
5 Radcliffe A., Brisbane c 106 Renton James, Wickham street f 211 Roberts W. E., Charters Towers c (2)
6 Radcliffe F. A., Townsville c 107 Repsdrof Wm., Winton in 212 Boberts W. J., Cairns c
7 Radford --, Lutwyche c 108 Revie John, New Farm u k 213 Roberts W. P., Cairns c
8 Radford James, Croydon c 109 Revello Edward, Brisbane s 214 Robertshaw Arthur, Toowoomba c
9 Radunz Ferdinand, Gyinpie c 110 Reynolds E., Elizabeth street c 215 Robertshaw Joshua, Alpha c
10 Radunz F., Coorparoo c 111 Reynolds Granville, Mount Morgan c 216 Robertson -, Toowong c
11 Radz Gregory, Golden Age Hotel s 1t2 Reynolds J., Kelvin Grove c 217 Robertson A. W., Brisbane c
12 Rae J. A., Westwood c 113 Reynolds S., Beenleigh u k 218 Robertson Benj., Spring Hill u k
13 Raff A. C., Brisbane c 114 Reynolds W. G. K., Coorparoo c 219 Robertson C., Spring Hill e
14 Rafter W., Brisbane c 115 Rhodes R., Brisbane c (2) 220 Robertson D., Coombabah s (2)
15 Rahmet Gregory, Bundaberg c 116 Rice Mrs. Eliza, P.O. Brisbane o c 221 Robertson D., Charters Towers c
16 Rairns Patrick, Woodford c 117 Rice Mrs. G. M., Rockhampton c 222 Robertson E. S., Toowoomba c
17 Rait Allan, Breakfast Creek u k 118 Rice Thomas, Gympie o 223 Robertson Geo., South Brisbane c
18 Ralagh R., Gympie c 119 Rich F. C. (chemist), Maryborough in 224 Robertson John, Roma c
19 Raleigh T., Gympie c 120 Rich John, Valley u k 225 Robertson John, Rockhampton o c
20 Ramces Mrs., Tewantin c 121 Richards A. J., Stanley street c 226 Robertson John, Gilberton c
21 Ramsay Mrs., Bowen c 122 Richards Chas., Charters Towers c 227 Robertson Joseph, Carrandotta c
22 Ramsay Charles, Croydon in 123 Richards Mrs. Eliz., P.O. Brisbane o c 228 Robertson J., Roma c
23 Ramsay --, Charters Towers u k 124 Richards E., Port Douglas c 229 Robertson J., Milo Station c
24 Ramsay Miss, Brisbane c 125 Richards E. W., Isis c 230 Robertson J. H., Maryborough c
25 Rancelli Luigi, Georgetown c 126 Richards George, P.O. Brisbane c 231 Robertson T., Brisbane e t
26 Randall W., Croydon c 127 Richards Mrs. G., Rockhampton u k 232 Robertson Mrs. Wm., Toowong c
27 Randles Miss Ellen, Brisbane c 128 Richards John, Ipswich u k 233 Robertson William, Flinders River c
28 Ranken Arthur H., Floraville and 129 Richards J., Mount Morgan c 234 Robertson W., Toowong c
Croydon s and c (7) 130 Richards Mrs. Mary A., One-Mile o c 235 Robertson Wm. P., P.O. Brisbane o c
29 Rankin Robert, Mackay c 131 Richards Mrs. Wm., Maryborough c 236 Robins John, Cooktown o c
30 Ranleigh, Aitken, and Co., Bowen c 132  Richards in. Henry, Mackay u k 237 Robinsen Mrs. C., Creek street c
31 Rapp Townsville c (2) 133 Richardson -, Tower Hill Creek c 238 Robinson -, Ipswich c
32 Rarry Davet M., Gympie c 134 Richardson -, Gympie o c 239 Robinson -, Sheriff street c
33 Rasmusen Mrs. Anne, Rockhampton f 135 Richardson -, Monkira Station c 240 Robinson -, Booval c
34 Rasmussen Mrs. A. S. D., South Coast 136 Richardson C. D., Albert street c 241 Robinson -, Grandchester
Junction c 137 Richardson John, Croydon c (2) 242 Robinson -, Maryborough c
35 Raths August, Peel Island c 138 Richardson J. W., Roma c 243 Robinson Mrs., Townsville c (2)
36 Rawlins Mrs., Red Hill c 139 Richardson Mrs. Lewis, Morven c 244 Robinson Alex., Kedron Brook c (3)
37 Rawvera E., Townsville c 140 Richardson L., Thargomindah c 245 Robinson A., Maryborough u k
38 Ray J., Red Hill e 141 Richardson Monty, Thargomindah s (2) 246 Robinson A., Charters Towers c
39 Ray Robert, P. O. Brisbane in 142 Richardson M., Adavale s 247 Robinson A. J., Ipswich o
40 Raymond Professor, Croydon c 143 Richardson Montague, Gundabooka u k 248 Robinson A. M., Brisbane o
41 Rea A. McD., Roxburgh c 144 Richardson Sarah, P.U. Brisbane o c 249 Robinson C., Ipswich c
42  Rea George (care of J7w. Nicoll), Rosalie 145 Richmond -, Valley c 250 Robinson F., Townsville c
uk 146 Rickard G., West End e 251 Robinson Mrs. F., Norman Creek c
43 Read Edward, Rockhampton o 147 Rickard Win., Charters Towers c (6) 252 Robinson Hector, Stanthorpe c
44 Read Edward, Mount Morgan c 148 Rickards -, Townsville c 253 Robinson Mrs. H., Sandgate c (2)
45 Read E., Port Mackay c (2) 149 Riddell Gordon, Windorah c (2) 254 Robinson H., Thargomindah s
46 Read John, Clermont c 1.50 Riddle John, Brisbane s 255 Robinson Jas., Charleville c
47 Readford Henry, Burketown c 151 Riddle W., P.O. Brisbane c 256 Robinson John, North Ipswich o c
48 Readman Mrs. E., Milton c 152 Ridedor H., Tiaro c 257 Robinson J., Petrie terrace c
49 Real P., Mount Morgan c 153 Rider W., Tiaro c 258 Robinson J., Croydon c
50 Real W., Croydon c 154 Ried Hugh, Charters Towers c 259 Robinson J. U., Coombaba o
51 Realy Dr. J. P., Rockhampton s 155 Riedel -, Nundah c 260 Robinson Miss M. Upper Roma street o
52 Reardon John, Cairns c 156 Rigby E., Paddington c 261 Robinson Richard, Croydon c (2)
53 Reardon P., Tambo c 157 Rigg Annie, Bulimba c 262 Robinson Thos., J.P. Toowong c
54 Reddie Edward, Charters Towers c 158 Righrvel A., Mungarr Line c 263 Robinson W., Toowong c
55 Reddure Mrs., Toowong c 159 Right Geo., Homeward Bound c 264 Robinson W., Winton c
56 Redfern H., Coorparoo c 160 Rigby E., Brisbane c 265 Robinson W. L., Kedron Brook e
57 Redford Mrs., Murphy Creek c 161 Riley J., Croydon c 266 Robison John, Spring Hill u k
58 Redmond John, Windorah in 162 Riley J., Barronsville c 267 Roche A. K., Hungerford s (3)
59 Redwood Charles, Valley c 163 Riley J., Croydon o c 268 Roche James, Charters Towers u k
60 Reece Miss Annie, Hughenden c 164 Riley Michael, P.O. Brisbane in 269 Roche William, Cooktown o
61 Reece A., Roma c 165 Riley W. H., Goondiwindi c 270 Roddam  Mrs., Cairns c
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271 Roddam J Cairns c 377 Russell J Toowon cD Croydon50 Scheibein Messrs J. and Co..
272 Rodegrish Francis, Townsville c
. g.,
378 Russell Mrs. or Miss M. R., Kangaroo
,
c 3)
273 Roderick W., Brisbane f Point o 51 Scheikowsky --, Maryborough c
274 Rodger Miss Jane, P.O. Brisbane c 379 Russell Thos. Hope street c 52 Schimoniack C., Meringandan c
275 Rodgers A., Breakfast Creek c
,
380 Russell Thomas, Winton o c 53 Scbmedt J. A., Cooktown c
276 Rodgers Donald, Adavale m 381 Russell Wm., Cooper's Creek a 54 Schmid Wm., Toowoomba c
277 Rodgers James, Dugandan c 382 Russell W. Magnetic Island c 55 Schmidt -, Croydon c,
278 Rodgers James, Charters Towers c 383 Russell W. F., Warwick s 56 Schmidt Carles, Milton f
279 Rodgers Joseph, Brisbane c 384 Russell W. J., Cairns c 57 Schmidt Miss Lizzie, Middle Ridge c
280 Rodgers J. E., Cooper's Creek
c
385 Russell Wm. W., B.I. S. N. steamer 58 Schmidt John, Kamerunga m
281 Rodgers J. E., Durham Downs c " Roma" u k 59 Schnider Adam, Kamerunga c
282 Roe J. H., Brisbane e t 386 Russenberger Martin, Roma o c 60 Schoenoner J., Southport o
283 Roebuck Samuel, Bundaberg c 387 RussenbergerMartin, P.O. Brisbane oc 61 Schofield John, Gympie c
284 Roeburge Mrs. G., Bundaberg c 388 Rutledge G. L., Port Douglas c 62 Scholefield G. A., Clermont c
285 Rogan Harry, Birdsville s 389 Rutledge -, Kangaroo Point c 63 Schaltz Otto, Eagle street c
286 Rogan J., Normanton c 390 Rutter Mrs., Gladstone road c 64 Scholz W., Croydon o c
287 Rogan Peter, Croydon c 391 Ryan and Oberon, Deep Lead c 65 Scholz Wilhelm, Brisbane m
288 Rogers -, South Brisbane c 392 Ryan -, Bowen terrace c 66 Schroder --, Rockhampton m
289 Rogers Mrs., Bulimba Ferry road c 393 Ryan -, Bulimba c 67 Schubert F., Brisbane f
290 Rogers Alfred, North Rockhampton c 394 Ryan -, Toowong c 68 Schubert F., Gympie c (2)
291 Rogers Mrs. A. G. F., Rockhampton c 395 Ryan Miss, Kangaroo Point c 69 Schulz - (farmer), Urangan c
292 Rogers C., Goodna c 396 Ryan Edward, Charters Towers s 70 Schush A., Rockhampton c
293 Rogers Donald, Adavale m 397 Ryan James, Mount Pleasant c 71 Schyner Jack, Gayndah c
294 Rogers E., Gympie c 398 Ryan Mrs. James, New Farm c 72 Scofield -, Brisbane u k
295 Rogers F., Roma e t 399 Ryan Jas., Gympie c (3) 73 Scofield John, Gympie c
296 Rogers James, Black Jack c (2) 400 Ryan James, South Brisbane c 74 Scofield Mrs. J., Gympie c
297 Rogers James, Dalby c 401 Ryan Jas., Mount Morgan c 75 Scott and Lowe Messrs., Townsville c
298 Rogers John, Black Jack c 402 Ryan John, Blackall c 76 Scott Cassilis Station c
299 Rogers John H., P.O. Brisbane u k 403 Ryan John, Pioneer Estate u k 77 Scott , Bulimba c
300 Rogers R. H., Brisbane a (2) 404 Ryan John, Cricket street c 78 Scott Mrs., Brisbane c
301 Rogers Wm., Charters Towers c 405 Ryan J. S., Toowong c 79 Scott A. T., Spring Hill c
302 Rogers William, Georgina River s 406 Ryan Michael, Eidsvold c 80 Scott Capt. C., Bundaberg c
303 Rohgan C., Cabbage Tree c 407 Ryan M., Blenheim c 81 Scott Edward, Adavale a
304 Roland John Brisbane c 408 Ryan M., Charleville c 82 Scott Henry K., Cooktown n z
305 Rolback T. 6., Croydon c 409 Ryan Miss M., Croydon c 83 Scott James, Dynevor Downs c
306 Roles Harry, Gympie c 410 Ryan Patrick, Charters Towers c 84 Scott James, Cassilis Station c (2)
307 Roleso -, Red Hill c 411 Ryan Patrick, Beenleigh s 85 Scott James, Isis Scrub c
308 Rolins E. W., Brisbane c 412 Ryan Thomas, Bundaberg o 86 Scott J. N., Toowoomba c
309 Rolinson Wm., Burketown c 413 Ryan Thomas, Eton o c 87 Scott Tom, Lyndhurst c
310 Rollason Mrs. E. Paddington c 414 Ryan Thos. A., Toowong o c and c (2) 88 Scott William, Little River c
311 Rollason H., Pac)'dington c 415 Ryan Wm., Gympie c 89 Scott William, Ipswich u k
312 Rolph John T., Queensland f 416 Ryan Win., Charters Towers c (3) 90 Scott W., Ipswich s
313 Ronan J. T., Spring Hill o 417 Ryan W., Queenton c 91 Scott W., Brisbane c
314 Rooke George, Gympie o 418 Ryan W., Monkland c 92 Scott W., Brisbane c
315 Rooke Mrs. Fanny, Gregory terrace o c 419 Ryan W., Toowong c 93 Scovel R., Eidsvold c
316 Roonan M., Charters Towers c 420 Ryan W. S., Charters Towers m 94 Srivener Susie, Townsville o
317 Rooney and Co., Bundaberg s 421 Ryder -, Nudgee road c 95 Scroggie John, Mackay a
318 Rooney Miss A., Townsville c 422 Ryder Francis, Charters Towers o 96 Sculling James, Brisbane c
319 Rooney Robert, Charters Towers c 423 Rynan Mrs. or Miss M., South Bris- 97 Scully Mrs., Paddington c
320 Rooney W. T., Bundaberg c (4) bane o 98 Scully Daniel, Barranbilly a
321 Roope Mrs., George street c 99 Scully Frank, Maryborough c
322 Roosmond M., Gympie c Croydon m (5)100 Seager George
323 Roran P., Queenton u k S. ,101 Sealy H. J., Blackall c
324 Roschen Jacob, Adelaide street o c 102 Sealy Mrs. S., Valley c
325 Rose -, Mackay c 1 SABIEN E., Nebine c 103 Searles Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton
326 Rose Mrs., Tiaro c 2 Salisbury Herbert, Milton c uk
327 Rose David, Charters Towers c 3 Sallor George, Hughenden c 104 Seaton A. G., Morven c
328 Rose Jacob, Mount Morgan c 4 Salmon George, Brisbane c 105 Seawicker Richard, Thargomindah c (2)
329 Rose R., Maryborough c 5 Salt Edwin, Macrc,ssan's Bridge o 106 Seddon James, Charters Towers c
330 Rosetta George, Eidsvold c 6 Salter R. E., Brisbane m 107 See For, Rockhampton c
331 Rosevear J., Valley o 7 Salter W., Barronville e t 108 Seek C. J., Cunnamulla s
332 Ross C. C., Ipswich road c 8 Salmow Capt. J. (schooner " Grace 109 Seeow Seeow, Rockhampton c
333 Ross Miss C. H., Rockhampton c Lynn"), Townsville c 110 Seitton Mrs. G., Gayndah c
334 Ross D., Maryborough a 9 Sam Chong, Rockhampton c 111 Seitz Julius, 88 Elizabeth street c
335 Ross E., Cooktown c 10 Samford William, Brisbane road c 112 Self W., Charters Towers c
336 Ross George, Kilkivan u k 11 Sammons Mrs. Mary, Thompson 113 Selig A. J.; Thargomindah s (2)
337 Ross J., Spring Hill c Estate o c 114 Sell W., Bowen c
338 Ross James J., Brisbane o 12 Samuel B., Brisbane c 115 Sellar Charles, Emerald a
339 Ross John G., Port Mackay c 13 Samuels James, Toowoomba c 116 Semmons Richard, Charters Towers u k
340 Ross William, P.O. Brisbane c 14 Samuels J., Albion c 117 Sengstock Albert, Eidsvold c
341 Ross William, Maryborough c 15 Samuels J., Toowoomba o c 118 Serge -, Ipswich road c
342 Ross Mrs. W., Valley c 16 Samuels W., Croydon c (2) 119 Severin Mrs. S., Uooktown c
343 Rosser Mrs., Milton c 17 Sanders W., Kelvin Grove road c 120 Severn William, Cairns c
34.1 Rosser John, Warwick e t 18 Sanderson W., Brisbane o 121 Sevil John, Croydon a and c (3)
345 Rosser William, Waterford c 19 Sandford John, Toowong c 122 Sewell -, Lutwyche c
346 Rossmann H., Maryborough c 20 Sandford John (accountant), Queen 123 Sewell William, Kamerunga c
347 Rotchford Samuel, Eidavold c  street c 124 Sexton John, Coombaba s
348 Rouen D., Wilcania s 21 Sandford John, Queen street c 125 Sexton J., Rosewood Gate u k
349 Rough Mrs., Rockhampton c and s (2) 22 Sandford J., Queen street c (2) 126 Sexton R. E., Morven c
350 Rourke Miss M., Rockhampton u k 23 Sandilands D., Charters Towers c 127 Seymour Mrs., Rockhampton c
3.51 Rouse Mark, Thompson Estate c 24 Sandrim Charles, Charters Towers n c 128 Seymour T. W., Eidsvold u k
352 we Mrs., Stanley street c 25 Sands John, Brisbane c 129 Seymour W., Brisbane c
353 Rowe George, Croydon c 26 Sargent Robert G., Milton Swamp u k 130 Shadlock James, Rockhampton c
354 Rowe Wm., Charters Towers c 27 Saunders -, Croydon c 131 Shailer William, Brisbane o
355 Rowe Wm. Herberton o 28 Saunders H., Bundaberg c 132 Shanahan and Shannon, Cairns s
356 Rowland 1'?rs., Warwick u k 29 Saunders James, Cairns c 133 Shannahan J., Mount Margaret e
357 Rowlands W., Southport s 30 Saunders Steven, Charters Towers s (3) 134 Shannon -, Brisbane c
358 Rowley -, Thompson Estate c 31 Savage -, South Brisbane c 135 Shannon -, Yaamba road c
359 Roy George, Kilkivan u k 32 Savage James, South Brisbane c 136 Shannon Charles, Rockhampton c
360 Royd Miss, Toowong c (2) 33 Savage J., Townsville m 137 Shannon G. T., Rockhampton c
361 Roylance T., Brisbane c 34 Savage Richard, Woollongabba c 138 Shannon Mrs. J., Townsville c
362  Boyle G. E., Bundaberg u k  35 Sawbell B., Brisbane c 139 Shannon J. W., Winton c
363 Ruanna J., Brisbane c 36 Sawyer H., Brisbane e t 140 Sharkey Mrs. A., Ann street u k
364 Ruddilorn G., Mackay u k 37 Sawyer L., St. George's Bridge a 141 Sharp Edward W., Marlborough c
365 Ruddle Andrew, Charters Towers u k 38 Say H., Rockhampton c 142 Sharpe James, Warwick o
366 Ruddle Wm., South Brisbane c 39 Scanlan -, Clarence Hotel c 143 Shatz Klump Messrs., Dunellan c
367 Ruddy -, Thompson Estate c 40 Scanlan Miss B., Archerfield c 144 Shaw Cutler and Co., Normanton c
368 Rudloff Carl, Brisbane f 41 Scanlan F., South Brisbane c 145 Shaw -, Blackall c
369 Ruhman -, Townsville 42 Scanlon Mrs. A., Hughenden s 146 Shaw Fred., Petrie terrace c
370 Ruhnan G., St. George c 43 Scanlon M., Blackall Estate c 147 Shaw F., Brisbane s
371 Rumney Chas., Charters Towers t 44 Scanlon M., Rosalie c 148 Shaw F. G., Croydon c
372 Russ John, Middle Ridge c 45 Scannell Charles, Hughenden c 149 Shaw F. Leighton, Brisbane s
373 Russell C. S., Rockhampton c 46 Schacht H. J., Maryborough e 150 Shaw Henry, Townsville o c
374 Russell David, Normanton road c 47 Schaefer P. P., Toowoomba o 151  Shaw J., Milo No.  2 s
375 Russell H. C., Townsville c, s, and m 4 48 Schafer Con., Clermont c 152 Shaw J. A., Brisbane e t
376 Russell John, Eidsvold c 49 Schaffert Charles, Cumberland c (2) 153 Shaw Robert, Croydon c
154 Shaw Samuel, Beenleigh u k
155 Shaw Samuel, Rockhampton c
156 Shaw Thomas, Charters Towers e
157 Shaw Thomas, Gympie o
1.58 Shaw T., Southport c
159 Shaw W., Albion c
160 Shea M., Rosewood c
161 Shea William, Harrisville c
162 Sheahan James, Croydon f
163 Sheahan Philip, Augathella e t
164 Sheehan Philip, Muttaburra in (2)
165 Sheard A., Muttaburra c
166 Shearer Thomas, Glen Ormiston c
167 Shearin Malachi, Valley o
168 Sheehan -, Adelaide  street c
169 Sheehan Miss Maggie, Gympie c
170 Sheehy Win. Al., Brisbane c
171 Sheeran M., One-Mile c
172 Sheffield G. J., Dryme Plantation u k
173 Shelton J., Winton s
174 Shenton S., Bundaberg c
175 Shepherd Alex., Charters Towers u k
176 Shepherd John, Qneenton c
177 Sheppard Alfred, Maryborough u k (4)
178 Sheppard G., Mount Morgan c
179 Sheppard H., Lilford Bowen u k
180 Sheridan E., Townsville c
181 Sheridan Mrs. P., Mount Morgan c
182 Sheriff F., s.s. " Elamang" c
183 Sheriffs Miss Annie, Upper North
Pine u k
184 Sheriffs George, Brisbane c
185 Sherrin -,  Harrisville s
186 Shevill A., 46 Wharf street c
187 Shied William, Townsville c
188 Shield Michael, Brisbane c
189 Shield W. L., Bundaberg o1,00 Shields - (surveyor), Eidsvold e t
191 Shields Mrs., Cla92 A., New Mn Farc
193 Shillings Mrs., South  Brisbane e
194 Shinger William, Walloon c
195 Shin Loy, Pine Hill c
196 Skinner Mrs. N., Barrow Spring c
197 Shinners Henry, Cooktown c
198 Sholbatli William, Glamorgan Vale c
199 Shong Kee (gardener), Brisbane o c
200 Shoosmith Frank M., Nornianton u k
201 Shore -, Toowong c
202 Shornwald Henry, Albert street c
203 Short George, Charters Towers c (2)
204 Short W., Charters Towers c
205 Shread A., Muttaburra c
206 Shrewess Mrs., Logan Village c
207 Shue Wah, Gympie c (2)
208 Sickembine -, Croydon c
209 Sides Harry, Brisbane o
210 Sidwell -, Bradley Creek c]
211 Sidwell T., Bradley Creek c
212 Sieber E. F., Woollongabba c
213 Silcock -, Bowen Hills c
214 Silcock L., Toowong c
215 Silcock William, Toowong c (2)
216 Silk John, Thargomindah o
217 Sillerman M., Cairns c
218 Sills --, Queenton u k
219 Sime James, Ipswich u k
220 Simmey F., Cairns c
221 Simmonds -, Croydon c
222 Simmonds H., Charters Towers c
22.3 Simmonds W., Albion o
224 Simmons -, Albion u k
225 Simmons R. (carrier), Surat o c
226 Simmons  W., Valley c
227 Simms George, Southport c
228 Simple James, Dalby c
229 Simple  J., Gatton c
230 Simpson Mrs., Townsville c (2)
231 Simpson Alexander, Rockhampton
u k (2)
232 Simpson  Alfred, Mount Vernon o c
233 Simpson  C. E., Ipswich o c
234 Simpson  E., Bowen c
235 Simpson  George S., Brisbane f
236 Simpson H., Gympie c
237 Simpson Jessop, Cooktown  s and  in  (2)
238 Simpson Mrs. Mary, Spring Hill c
239 Simpson M., Southport c
240 Simpson  P. Chrystal, Brisbane u k
241 Simpson Thomas, Townsville c
242 Simpson  Thomas, Charters Towers s
243 Sinclair  G. C., Hope street c
244 Sinclair  R., Brisbane u k
245 Sinclair W. S., Rockhampton c
246 Singleton Robert, Vindex Station c
247 Sing Loi (gardener), Pine Hill c (3)
248 Smith Mrs. Herbert, New Farm c
249 Sippel H., Sherwood c
250 Skellecorn Mrs., Sadd's Ridge u k
251 Skelton  Miss  H., Townsville u k
252 Skene George, Gympie c
253 Skene M., Brisbane c
254 Skinner Charles, Croydon c
255 Skinner Harry, Rockhampton e t
256 Skinner Harry, Redbank c2,57  Skinner John,  Isisford c (2)
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258 Skinner Mary Jane, Brisbane u k
259 Skulterud Mrs. J., Eight-mile Plains c
260 Skuthorpe D. Wallace, Noondoo o
261 Skyring Henry, Brisbane c
262 Slade H. F., West End e
263 Slader 0., Gympie o
264 Slater John, Rockhampton c
265 Slater J. A., Gympie c
266 Slatter D., Isisford u k (2)
267 Slattery C., Bevery Creek s
268 Slattery Miss M., South Brisbane c
269 Slavousky -, Meringandan c
270 Smail Robert, Cooktown u k
271 Smale John, Townsville u k
272 Small Robert (tailor ), ChartersTowersc
273 Smallwood G., Brisbane s
274 Smart Mrs. Eleanor, South Brisbane o c
275 Smedley Mrs. M., Petrie terrace c
276 Smelly J. S., St. George m
277 Smith Messrs., Kilkivan c
278 Smith --, Red Hill c
279 Smith  -,  Brisbane c
280 Smith -, Clifton c
281 Smith -, Mackay c
282 Smith -, Eidsvold c
283 Smith --, Noosa c
284 Smith Mrs., Arthur terrace u k1
285 Smith Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
286 Smith Miss, Middle Ridge c
287 Smith Alexander, Sandgate o c
288 Smith Alexander, Brisbane o c
289 Smith Andrew, Winton o
290 Smith Arthur, Hughenden o c
291 Smith Miss A., Townsville c
292 Smith  Benjamin ,  Hughenden c (2)
293 Smith Capt. W., Thursday  Island n z
294  Smith Charles, Gayndah c
295 Smith Charles, Gunalda c
296 SYnith C., Charlotte street c (2)
297 Smith C., Kelvin Grove c
298 Smith C., Q. N. Railway c
299 Smith C., Ripple Creek u k
300 Smith Miss C.,  Jane street c
301 Smith Mrs. C. E., Mitchell c
302 Smith C. P., Charters Towers c
303 Smith David, Thargomindah s
304 Smith D., Valley c
305 Smith Edmond, Townsville c
306 Smith E., Cooktown c
307 Smith E. J., Townsville c
308 Smith Francis, Charters Towers c
309 Smith Frank J., Albion c (2)
310 Smith Mrs. F., Queen street c
211 Smith F. T., Gympie c
312 Smith George (butcher), Townsville c
313 Smith George, Croydon c
314  Smith George, Wallah c
315 Smith G., Croydon c
316 Smith G., Tivoli c
317 Smith Henry, Albion c
318 Smith Henry, Maryborough o
319 Smith Henry, Port Denison c
320 Smith H., Albion c
321 Smith H., Taroom in  and c (2)
322 Smith H. (miner), Charters Towers c
323 Smith PI., Port Douglas c
324 Smith H. J., Gympie c (2)
325 Smith Jacob, Southport c (2)
326 Smith James, Mackay c
327 Smith James, Rockhampton o c
328 Smith James, Maryborough road c
329 Smith Mrs. James, Valley c
330 Smith Johan, Croydon f
331 Smith John, Petrie  terrace c
332 Smith John, Cordelia  street c
333 Smith John, One-Mile c (2)
334 Smith John, Kilkivan s
335 Smith John, Coombabah s
336 Smith John, Mount Pleasant c
337 Smith John, Morven c
338 Smith John, Winton c
339 Smith John, Oakey Creek c
340 Smith John, Toowong c
341 Smith John G., Charters Towers c
342 Smith Joseph, Ravenswood u k and
c (2)
343 Smith J., Brisbane c
344 Smith J., Townsville c
345 Smith J., Bulimba c
346 Smith J., Gympie c
347 Smith J., Red Hill c
348 Smith J., Charters Towers c
349 Smith J., Cooktown u k
350 Smith J. C., Bald  Hills c (2)
351 Smith J. G., Eidsvold c
352 Smith J. P., Hughenden c
353 Smith Mrs. Kate, Noosa road c
354 Smith L., Gympie c
355 Smith Louis F., Cairns c
356 Smith L. J., Mudgeraba c
357 Smith Mrs. Mary, Cooktown o e
358 Smith Mrs. or Miss Maggie L., Roma
oc
359 Smith M., Clermont c
360 Smith M., Rockhampton c
361 Smith Miss  M., Brisbane u k
[APRIL.
362 Smith Owen ,  Toowong c
363 Smith Percy C., Torbanlea c
364 Smith Peter ,  Toowong c
365 Smith R., Maryborough c
366 Smith R. A., Croydon o
367 Smith R. J., s.s. ` Victory" o
368 Smith R. T., Brisbane c
369 Smith S. S., Mitchell c
370 Smith Thomas ,  Thargomindah c
371 Smith Thomas, Logan Village o e
372 Smith Thomas, Toowoomba c
373 Smith Thomas, Ipswich c
374 Smith T., Toowoomba c
375 Smith T., Gympie c
376 Smith T. L., Mackay c
377 Smith T. N., Gympie o
378 Smith T. P., Hughenden c
379 Smith William, Rockhampton u k
380 Smith William, Plant Ridge c
381 Smith William, Bowen o
382 Smith William, Bowen Hills c
383 Smith W., Toowong c (2)
384 Smith W., Townsv il le s
385 Smith W., Yandina c
386 Smith  W. A., Gympie c
387 Smith W. C., Brisbane c
388  Smith Wm. Henry, Winton c
389 Smith W. J., Townsville c
390 Smith W. J., One-Mile c
391 Smith Mrs. W .  J., Spring Hill c
392 Smith W. S., Boggo road c
393 Smith W. S., Bundaberg c
394 Smith W. T., Spring Hill c
395 Smith W. Y., Tiaro c
396 Smith Z., Eidsvold c
397 Smith Z., Bulimba c
398 Smith Z., Logan road e
399 Smitten M., s.s. " Jumna" u k (2)
400 Smyth George, Townsville u k
401 Smyth J., Merton road c
402 Smyth Joseph H .,  Brisbane u k
403 Smyth Miss Mary, Townsville u k
404 Smyth Owen, Bunda be rg o
405 Smyth William, Ravenswood u k
406 Smythe James, Blackall c
407 Smythe R., Charters Towers c
408 Smythe T. W. Charters Towers c
409 Snell Mrs., Salisbury c
410 Snelling  -  E., Brisbane c
411 Snelling Mrs. E., Brisbane c
412 Snodgrass J. B., Croydon s and n z (3)
413 Snowdon  -,  Valley c
414 Snowdown James, Southport c
415 Snudden  -,  South Brisbane c
416 Soanes G., Maryborough c
417 Solomon Edmund, North Quay c (3)
418 Solomon Edmund, Elizabeth street s
and c (3)
419 Solomon H. `V., Ingham c
420 Solomon J., Queen street c
421 Somerville A., Pittsworth o
422 Somes -,  Eidsvold e t
423 Sorensen -, Ingham c
424 Sorensen Miss Elsie ,  Pentland c
425 Sorensen H. F., Maryborough c
426 Sorensen Jens, South Brisbane e
427 Sorensen Soren ,  Charters Towers c
428 Sorensen W., Maryborough c
429 Sonden  Ludwig,  Bunda berv o c
430 South William, Winton o
431 South William, Ingham c
432 Southerden A. R., Brisbane c
433 Sowman Miss Elizabeth ,  Cooktown o c
434 Spargo Augustine, Croydon m
435 Spence Messrs. and Co., Rockhampton c
436 Spence Miss, Sppring Hi ll  c
437 Spence C. F.,  Croydon  road  in  (2)
438 Spence  P. D., Valley c
439 Spence William, New Farm c
440 Spencer  - (dentist), Queen street c
441 Spencer Mrs., Ipswich road c
442 Spencer F. W., Geraldton c
443 Spencer William J., Port Douglas n z
444 Spi ller  -  One-Mile c
445 Spinks W. 1D., Mitchell c
446 Spirling Mrs. Eleanor, Woollongabba
oc
447 Spitzel L., Brisbane c
448 Spooner John Frederick ,  Rockhamp-ton u k
449 Spring C. A., Brisbane u k
450 Springa ll  Mrs. C. E., South Brisbane c
451 Sprole John, Bowen c
452 Squire -, Surat c
453 Squire F., Paddington c
454 Squires H., Beauaraba Station s
455 Srivl Jack , Croydon  s
456 Stabler  W., Millchester c
457 Stabler  Mrs. W .,  Paddington o
458 Stables  Mrs. F .,  Paddington c
459 Stack John ,  Mungarr Line c
460 Stack J., Enoggera c
461 Stafford Mrs., Brisbane c
462 Stafford A., Cabbage Tree c
463 Stafford Edward Townsville o
464 Stafford James fughenden
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465 Stafford J., Brisbane c
466 Staines  J., Ann  street c
467 Staker Robert, Charters Towers c
468 Stamp and Schmidt, Charters Towers et
469 Stanley Messrs .,  Brisbane c
470 Stanley  -,  Roma street c
471 Stanley Mrs., Highfields c (2)
472 Stanley H. J., New Farm s
473 Stanley  Robert, North Shore c
474 Stanley Thomas, Toowoomba c
475 Stanley Thomas, Ipswich c
476 Stanley William, North Pine c
477 Stanley W. Paddington c
478 Stansfield Y., Brisbane s
479 Stanton  George, Toowoomba u k
480 Staples  F. W., Ravenswood c
481 Stapleton H. M., Johnstone River c (2)
482 Stark Mrs., Enoggera c
483 Stark A. C., Ipswich o
484 Starr Miss, Rochedale c
48.5 Starr J. F., Croydon c (2)
486 Startin J., Woollongabba c
487 Staub A. J., Charters Towers c
488 Staunton John, Croydon c
489 Stead Miss A., Teneriffe c
490 Stedt John, Valley c
491 Steele Mrs. A. Brisbane s
492 Steele James, Townsville o e
493 Stephen John, Redcliff Point c
494 Stephen Messrs. J. B. and Thomas
McKeown, Hermit Park o c and f
495 Stephens -, Pink Lily e
496 Stephens E., Winton c
497 Stephens G., Charters Towers c
498 Stephens G., Waterworks road c
499 Stephens H., Townsville c
500 Stephens H. G., Townsville c
501 Stephens W. F., Brisbane c
502 Stephensen P. A., Maryborough c
503 Stephenson -, Eidsvold c
504 Stephenson Ernest, Brisbane u k
505 Stephenson John, Sandgate road c
506 Steven Joseph Brisbane in
507 Stevens -, Ntrie terrace c
508 Stevens Mrs., Milton c
509 Stevens Audley, Townsville s
510 Stevens C., Thompson Estate c
511 Stevens George, Townsville o c
512 Stevenson -, Valley c
513 Stevenson -, Targo street c
514 Stevenson D., Kangaroo Point c
515 Stevenson J., Brisbane c
516 Stevenson John F., Charters Towers c
517 Stevenson W., Cumberland o
518 Stevenson W. H., Brisbane s
519 Steventon R. H., Bundaberg u k
520 Stewart  -, Peak Crossing c
521 Stewart A. G., Ipswich c
522 StewartA.  G. and Co., Ipswichc ando(2)
523 Stewart Bruce, Bundaberg u k
524 Stewart Mrs. Cath., Thompson Estates
525 Stewart Charles M., Goondiwindi s
526 Stewart C., Montague road c
527 Stewart Mrs. C., Noosa road c
528 Stewart D., Manuka c
529 Stewart Miss Eliza J., Cooktown o c
530 Stewart G., Townsville c
531 Stewart H. J. C., Walloon e
532 Stewart  James, Rockhampton u k (2)
533 Stewart James, Charters Towers c (2)
534 Stewart James, Gympie c
535 Stewart John, Dagworth Station c (3)
536 Stewart J., Hughenden e
537 Stewart Miss Mary A., Bowen o c
538 Stewart Michael, Coombabah c and s (2)
539 Stewart R., Brisbane c
540 Stewart T. F., Albion c
541 Stewart William, Ann  street c
542 Stewart William, Charters Towers c (3)
543 Stewart  W. F. T., Bundaber s
544 Stirling John, Toowoomba a (2)
545 Stirling J., New Farm c
546 Stirr  S., Gayndah c
547 St. Leon Alfred, Cooktown m
548 Stock Miss, Townsville f
549 Stock A., Indooroopilly c
550 Stockings -, Cairns f
551 Stockings J., New Cairns a
552 Stockwort James, Rockhampton u k
553 Stokes F. (driver), Victoria Barracks c
554 Stone Mrs., Toowong c
555 Stone E., Woollongabba c
556 Stone Mrs. Henrietta, Augathella c (2)
557 Stone M., Croydon s
558 Stone M. (photographer), Croydon c
559 Stone Matthew, Cairns s
560 Stone Myer, Croydon c and s (3)
561 Stone R., Croydon c
562 Stoner -, North Ipswich c
563 Stooke J., Toowoomba c
564 Story -, Toowong c
565 Stow F.  0.,  Maryborough c (2)
566 Street C., Brisbane c
567 Street C., Croydon c (3)
568 Stresthows Heimerst, Maryborough o c
569 Strien F., Croydon o
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570 Striggs Thomas, Barronville s
571 Strom Charles, Southport f
572 Strom C., Cairns c
573 Strong Frank, Queenton c
574 Strong Frederick, Charters Towers c
575 Struthers -, Cooktown c
576 Struthers John, Cooktown u k
577 Stuart Mrs. or Mrs. Covey (care of
Mrs. Colliar), Breakfast Creek m
578 Stuart A., Goondiwindi s
579 Stuart A., Hughenden c
580 Stuart Mrs. Elizabeth, Augathella c (3)
581 Stuart John, Lower Burdekin e
582 Stuart J., Dagworth c
583 Stuart J. M., Croydon c
584 Stuart William, Brisbane o
585 Stuart William, Burketown c
586 Stuart William, Croydon c
587 Stubbs J., Cairns terrace c
588 Studders A., Croydon c
589 Sturgess F., Milton c
590 Sturrock Miss Jane, Townsville u k
591 Suffolk Thomas, Brisbane c
592 Sulivan R., Rockhampton c
593 Sullivan Mrs., Black Jack c
594 Sullivan Daniel, Eidsvold c
595 Sullivan Florence, Coomahar c
596 Sullivan Jeremiah, Toowong o c
597 Sullivan Mrs. J., Brisbane Valley c
598 Sullivan Miss M. or C., Rosalie e
599 Sullivan P., South Brisbane in
600 Sullivan P., Burdekin o
601 Sully Robert, Pimpama c
602 Summers Mrs., Indooroopilly c (2)
603 Summers Mrs. C., St. Lucia o
604 Summers  Henry, Rockhampton e t
605 Summers J., Stanley street c
606 Summerville Thos., Brisbane c
607 Sumpter F., Warwick c
608 Sunderson A. A., Millchester c
609 Suneris Miss, Milton c
610 Sunners James, Vulture street c
611 Sure A. (Chinaman), Eton s
612 Surtees J., Gympie c (3)
613 Suter Miss Fanny, Cairns c
614 Suter J. V. and Co., Brisbane c
615 Sutherland -, Valley c
616 Sutherland Mrs. E. W., Paddington c
617 Sutherland J., Townsville c
618 Sutherland McKay, Spring Hill c
619 Sutherland Thomas, Brisbane f
620 Sutton Charles, Mount Morgan e
621 Sutton W., Valley u k
622 Sutton W. Laidley c
623 Swadkins Mrs. Rhoda, Southport c
624 Swansen -, Sandy Creek c
625 Sweatman Mrs., Enoggera c
626 Sweeney Mrs., Valley c
627 Sweeney J.  J.,  Eidsvold c (4)
628 Sweeney M., Johnstone River c
629 Sweeney P., J ondaryan o
630 Sweeney William, Croydon in
631 Sweeny M., Cooktown c
632 Sweeny W., Cooktown c
633 Swensen Charles, Croydon c
634 Swer Hermann, Narene Station o
635 Swift Patrick James, Brisbane s
636 Swindale John, Brisbane u k
637  Swindley Mrs. Annie, Aramac o,
638 Swinsen B., Sandy Creek c
639 Sydner F., Maryborough c
640 Sykes S. E., Maryborough c
641 Swords - Brisbane u k
642 Symes P. He (carrier), Hughenden c
643 Symes Joseph, Wallaroo in
644 Symonds A., South Brisbane c (2)
645 Synnott Michael, Townsville e
646 Sypher Mrs., Nive Sawmills o
T.
1 TALOR John, Avon Downs c
2 Tadane Samuel , Stuart Creek c
3 Tait  Frank A., Rockhampton e t
4 Tait J., Townsville u k
5 Tait John L., Boulia e
6 Tait Matthew, Townsville c
7 Tal Loo, Rockhampton c
8 Tancred W., Dingo c
9 Tanner Frederick, Brisbane s
10 Taplin George, Petrie t errace c
11 Tarnow August, Cairns f
12 Tattersall John, Westwood c
13 Taylor and Dougall Messrs.,  Brisbane c
14 Taylor -, Orient Camp c
15 Taylor -, Boggo road e
16 Taylor -, Brisbane u k
17 Taylor Mrs. Annie, Little Ipswich s
18 Taylor Captain, Croydon c (2)
19 Taylor Capt. H. P., Brisbane s
20 Taylor Charles, Warwick c
21 Taylor Charles H., Johnstone River c
22 Taylor F. H., Edinton Station u k
23 Taylor G. C., George  street e
24 Taylor G. C., Belle Vue  Station c
25 Taylor James, Croydon c
26 Taylor John, Brisbane u k
27 Taylor John, Charters Towers u k
28 Taylor John, Barcaldine c
29 Taylor Joseph, Charters Towers e
30 Taylor J., Croydon c
31 Taylor Miss Lily, Indooroopilly u k
32 Taylor Mrs. M. J., Rockhampton s
33 Taylor Thomas, Bundaberg o e
34 Taylor  T., Cairns o
35 Taylor Tom C., Bulimba c (2)
36 Taylor Victor, Mount Emu c
37 Taylor William, Clermont 0
38 Taylor William, Hopewell  Plantation
u k and c (2)
39 Taylor W.,  Brisbane u k
40 Taylor W. M., West End c
41 Teasdale C. K., Adavale s (2)
42 Teasdale  Thomas, Wheatley's Camp
c (4)
43 Tebb William, Winton o c
44 Tebbull H. C., Eidsvold c
45 Tedford George, Gympie c
46 Teele H., Croydon c
47 Tegerdine J., Southport c
48 Telford Joseph, Isis e
49 Templeton Mrs., Woollongabba c
50 Terry Thomas, Mayne c
51 Teske Herman, Brisbane f
52 Tetley J., Brisbane c
53 Tevendale A., Brisbane u k
54 Tevlin -, Townsville m
55 Tews H., Meringandan c
56 Theaker W., Woollongabba c
57 Therl Miss Margaret, George street o c
58 Thjer C., Ann street e
59 Thom John, Angellala u k
60 Thomas-,  Isis c
61 Thomas Mrs., South Brisbane c
62 Thomas Mrs., Thornton street c
63 Thomas Mrs., New Farm e
64 Thomas Ben., Sadd's Ridge c
65 Thomas B., Mount Pleasant c
66 Thomas Charles T., Eulo o
67 Thomas Miss E. A., Ipswich in
68 Thomas George, Rosalie c
69 Thomas H., Bayswater c
70 Thomas James, Yeulba o
71 Thomas Jane, Cooktown o
72 Thomas J., Childers c
73 Thomas J., Port Douglas c
74 Thomas J. A., Mowbraytown c
75 Thomas John L., Stanthorpe o c
76 Thomas Richard, Normanton c
77 Thomas Walter  (miner ), Charters
Towers c
79 Thomas William, Charters  Towers c
79 Thomas W. (miner) Charters Towers c
80 Thomas W., Manuka c
81 Thomas W. E., Milton c
82 Thompson and Co. Messrs., Brandon c
83 Thompson and Son, Rockhampton c
84 Thompson -, Taringa e
85 Thompson - (builder), Ann street c
86 Thompson -(fish merchant), Ipswich
c
87 Thompson - (carrier), Nebo road c
88 Thompson Mrs., Valley o
89 Thompson Mrs., Gympie c
90 Thompson B. B., Cooper's Plains c
91 Thompson Miss Clara, Brisbane in
92 Thompson Edward, Red Hill e
93 Thompson Miss Eliza Ann, Brisbane
uk
94 Thompson Frederick, Thursday Island
0
95 Thompson George, Avon Downs s
96 Thompson George, 10 Little Edward
street c
97 Thompson George, Brisbane c
98 Thompson George, Kamerunga in
99 Thompson G., Adavale c
100 Thompson Mrs. G. E., Sandy Creek c
101 Thompson John (carrier), Hughenden c
102 Thompson J., Torrens Creek c
103 Thompson J. (fireman s.s. " Tenter-
den") s
104 Thompson J. W., Black Jack s
105 Thompson Peter, Brisbane c
106 Thompson R., Brisbane s
107 Thompson Mrs. T. S., Kangaroo Point
c
108 Thompson W. H., Normanton c
109 Thorns Carl, Isis Scrub c
110 Thomson A., Thargomindah c
111 Thomson Charles E., Brisbane u k
112 Thomson James W., Black Jack s (3)
113 Thomson J., Rosalie e
114 Thomson T., Boggo road o
115 Thomson William, Calrossie u k
116 Thomson W., Lower Dawson road c
117 Thorn John, Maryborough o c
118 Thornber and Lambert, Brisbane c
119 Thornber and Lambert, Rockhamptonin
120 Thorne Henry, Woollongabba o
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121 Thorne Wm. O'Bryan, Hotham Creek 212 Tucker Z. (care of - allace),  41 Voght E.,  Emu Park road c
oc Townsville c 42 Vohrenbach John, Logan c
122 Thornton Miss B., Fernvale o 213 Tully J. W., Rockhampton s 43 Volkman  -,  Charters Towers c
123 Thorogood  - Hughenden c Herr-Bismarck-Q.C. Railway 44 Von Oertzen  -34-Gang214 Tu ne -,
124 Thripney David,  Emerald c
,,p y ,
c  (2) Archipelligo f
125 Thumper P., Goinoran c 215 Tupp Janet ,  Jimboombah o c 45 Von Roeder Mrs., Burdekin Falls s
126 Th kin MIrs. Thomas ,  Ipswich road 216 Turguson A., Charters Towers c 46 Vowles Miss Lilla, Brisbane c( 2)
c Townsville c 47 Vurcoe James ,  Rockhampton217 Turley P.
127 Thurlow  - (carpenter ),  West End ,218 Turley Peter, Charters Towers c
c (2) 219 Turnbull A. (blacksmith ),  Gympie c
128 Thurston J. M., Charters Towers c 220 Turnbull David, Bundaberg u k (3) W.
129 Thyner Mrs., Woollongabba c 221 Turner and Gentner Messrs. ,  Forti-
130  Tia  Kee, Cairns c tude Valley c 1 WADE W. H., Brisbane c (2)
131 Tidey Alfred ,  South Brisbane m 222 Turner  -,  Nundah c 2 Wadworth Frank, Cairns Railway s
132 Tiernan Miss ,  One-mile Creek c 223 Turner  -,  Townsville c and c (2)
133 Tierney A. J., Eidsvold c 224 Turner  -,  Mungindi s 3 Wadsworth F., Barronville o and u k (2)
134 Tierney Mrs.  Al., Nareen ,  Noondoo o c 225 Turner Arthur (labourer ),  Townsville o 4 Wagge - ,  Boundary street c
135 Tilsie and Co. Messrs. ,  Townsville c 226 Turner Alfred  (butcher ),  South Bris- 5 Wain  -,  Elliott c
136 Tilso J., Townsville c bane c 6 Wain H .,  Watawa c
137 Timmins Edwin ,  Ipswich c 227 Tu rn er W., Kolo Diggings c 7 Waine J. D., Windorah c
138 Timms  Mrs. L., Bundaberg o c 228 Tu rn er Charles ,  Blackall c S Waite Mrs. A., Croydon c
139 Tindall Robert  (Depot ),  Brisbane c 229 Turner Charles, Isisford c 9 Waite James ,  Arthur street u k
140 Tirelle Mrs. Francis ,  Charters Towers c 230 Turner George, Fortitude  Valley c  10 Waite J., Cherry Gully c
141 Tizard William ,  Bundaberg u k 231 Turner G., Cordelia Vale c 11 Waiter  -,  Croydon c
142 Tobin John  (carrier ),  Tambo c 232 Turner George ,  Cambridge street 12 Wakefield and Greenwood ,  Brisbane c
143 Tobin John, Lansdowne o c Thompson Estate c 13 Wakeman Wm., Stanley street u k
144 Tobin J., Croydon c 233 Turner John E., Mungindi c 14 Walbourne  -,  Ipswich c
145 Tobin W. R., Charters  Towers s 234 Turner O. (compositor ),  Rockhampton s 15 Walden W., Sylvan Grove c
146 Todd James ,  Kamerunga c (2) 235 Turner Mrs. Thomas ,  Stanley street 16 Waldron E. F., Milton c
147 Todd Tames ,  Brisbane s Woollongabba o c  17 Waldron  T., St. George c
148 Todd William ,  Boulia c 236 Tu rn er Thomas ,  Bundaberg c 18 Waldy Mrs .,  Townsville s
149 Tombson George ,  Sadd 's Ridge,  Queen- 237 Turner W., South Kalkie c 19 Walford Jerome, Rockhampton s
ton c 238 Turney T. A. (care of  -  Trickey),  20 Walin C .,  Russell street c
150 Tomkins Henry ,  Whittla ,  Toowoomba Merton  road ,  South Brisbane u  k-  21 Walin W .,  Maytown c
oc 239 Turnour K. A., Charters Towers c 22 Walk J .,  Kalka c
151 Tomkins E. (s.s. " Merkara  "),  Bris- 240 Turton A. H., Eidsvold c 23 Walker  -,  Rockhampton s
bane c 241 Tuticca Charles, Red Hill c 24 Walker Mrs .,  Toowong c
152 Tomlins Mrs. M .,  Pimpama o c 242 Tuxworth G., Herbert River c 25 Walker Mrs .  Annie Cunnamulla s
153 Tomlinson Wm. (labourer ),  Charters 243 Tweed Benjamin ,  Weedon 's Paddock c 26 Walker A .  W., Valley c
Towers o 244 Tweedle Jacob ,  Woody Point c 27 Walker Dawson ,  Taldora Station c
154 Tommasi C. C., Toowong c 245 Twible Mrs. J., Alpha o c 28 Walker D .  T., Mount Morgan c
155 Tommy John  (hawker ),  Eidsvold e t 246 Twiss Miss Adelaide, Herberton c 29 Walker George, P.U .  Brisbane u k
156 Tommy Sin (cook ),  Bulloo Downs c 247 Twomey John, Gympie c 30 Walker George ,  Fortitude Valley o c
157 Tomson  --,  Logan road c 248 Tyrell Mrs .,  Turbot street c 31 Walker G .,  Barcaldine c
158 Tonesson Miss, Stanley street c (4) 249 Tyrrell Mrs. B .,  Spring Hill c 32 Walker G. N., Eton Vale c
159 Tong Shun  (care of Sun On Woo), 250 Tyrrell Kate, Charters Towers c 33 Walker George P., Woollongabba o c
Keppel Bay f 34 Walker Henry C., Isisford c
160 Toohey M. A., Mount Morgan s 35 Walker John ,  Brisbane o c
161 Toole Eliza ,  Brisbane street, Ipswich c U. 36 Walker John ,  Bulimba o c
162 Tootell William, Sandgate u k 37 Walker Mrs. Joseph ,  Brookfield c
163 Tooth H. H., Toowong c (3) 1 UDY Wm., Limestone e t 38 Walker J., Brisbane u k
164 Toots Fred, East Bundaberg c 2 Ukena F. B., Eidsvold c 39 Walker L. E., Wickham terrace c
165 Topham Isabella, Toowong o 3 Underwood G. C., Ravenswood c 40 Walker M .  F., Townsville c
166 Topp Slades ,  Blackall c 4 Underwood T. A., Boulia c 41 Walker Robert, Blu ff  Diggings n z
167 Torme P., Brisbane c 5 Unwin Samuel ,  Main Camp s 42 Walker R .,  Kamerunga s (2)
168 Tarr George  (care of G. Sherwood), 6 Upton George, Gayndah c 43 Walker Samuel T., Thargomindah c
Normanton c 7 Uren Geo., Charters Towers c and s (2)
169 Torry C. F., Lennon 's Hotel, Brisbane c 8 Urquhart -,  Mungarr c 44 Walker Thomas ,  Charters Towers s
170 Tosi Joseph  (s.s. " Derwent "),  Bris- 9 Urquhart J., Lytton road c 45 Walker Wm .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
bane s 1.0 Urquhart W., Mungarr c (3) 46 Walker W., Nerang c
171  Tougher Hugh, 10-mileCamp ,Mungarrc 11 Usher T .,  Logan Village c (3) 47 Walker W. E., Charters Towers c (2)
172 Tougher Hugh, Spring Hill c 48 Walker W. M., P.O. Brisbane u k
173 Towner G. M. (care of Mr. Guthrie), 49 Wall Mrs .  H., Brisbane c
Seven- :Wile Camp c V. 50 Wallace and Casey, Townsville c
174 Towns James ,  Charters Towers c 51 Wallace  -,  B. I. S. N. steamer, Rock-
175 Townsend  -,  Pimpama s 1 VALENTINE --,  North Quay c hampton s
176 Townsend  G. (brickmaker),  Thompson 2 Valentine Chas. ,  P.O. Brisbane in 52 Wallace Mrs. Elizabeth A., Bunda-
Estate c (2) 3 Valentine Geo., Kalandra c berg o c
177 Townsend G., Brisbane u k 4 Valentine  Henry, care of  H. Williams  53 Wallace Janies ,  Bundaberg c
178 Towvenberg John, Brisbane s and Co.,  Mount Morgan a  54 Wallace J., Charters Towers c
179 Toyne  G., Kennedy  terrace o c 5 Valentine Henry ,  Brisbane a 55 Wallace  0., Gray street c
180 Tozeland Mrs., Boggo o c 6 Valentine Thos .,  Rockhampton c 56 Wallace Samuel, Coombabah o
181 Traehorn Mrs. R. P ., Gregory  terrace 7 Vallelay  A., South Brisbane s 57 Waller - ,  Herbert River c
oc 8 Vandreicke F., Milton e 58 Walls Henry, Winton c (4)
182 Tracy  -,  Logan c 9 Vanstone W., Flinders River s 59 Walmsley C., Albion c
183 Tragory Mrs., Charters Towers m 10 Vaughan  Mrs. F.,  Milton c 60 Walsh and Co., Brisbane c
184 Tramacchi Giovanni ,  Charters Towers c 11 Vaughan Thos .,  Charters Towers o  61 Walsh -,  Grey street c
185 Trase S. M., Yerongpilly c 12 Veal Thos.,  One-Mile c 62 Walsh Mrs., Manning street o
186 Traynor John, Charters Towers c 13 Veasy  John,  Killipey c 63 Walsh Miss B., Townsville c
187 Treloan B., Gympie c 14 Veitch  J. A., Eton Vale c 64 Walsh Chas .,  P.O. Brisbane o c
188 Treloar James, Goondi ,  Geraldton c 15 Venakes  -,  Toowong s 65 Walsh Chas .,  Transcontinental Hotel
189 Tremaine F., Pimpama Bridge c 16 Venner  Alex. IT.,  Cairns e s and c (4)
190 Trenent George, Balaclava c 17 Venney Mrs. Daniel , P.O.  Brisbane u k 66 Walsh Edward, Tewantin e
191 Trenney Edmond, Mount  Morgan c 18 Ventham R., Lower Burdekin u k 67 Walsh F .  J., Milton c
192 Trevanthen E., Charters Towers c 19 Vernall S., Montague road c 68 Walsh Mrs. Jas. ,  Roma u k
193 Trevearthen Mark, Charters Towers c 20 Vernon  Mrs. Alfred,  Bowen Hills s 69 Walsh J. ,  Sadd 's Ridge e
194 Trimbath Emily ,  Millchester Creek c 21 Veron Mrs., Toowong c 70 Walsh Miss  Kate ,  Victoria st reet u k
195 Tripney Mrs., Emerald c (3) ,22 Veron H .  A. Toowong c 71 Walsh Michael, Eton o
196 Trithy C., Rockhampton c 23 Veron H .  A. , Wickham street c 72 Walsh Michael, Cooktown u k
197 Trodd F., Queenton c 24 Verrall Mrs. F. ,  Milton m 73 Walsh M., Townsville o
198 Trott George , Toowooinba  s 23 Verran Win. Hy .,  Sandy Creek c 74 Walsh Private P., South Brisbane c
199 Trotter Alex., Welford Lagoons s 26 Verrel R .,  P.O. Brisbane c 75 Walsh P., Charters Towers c (2)
200 Trotter  A. F., Welford  Lagoons c 27 Very  R., Kaboonga c 76 Walsh Robert ,  Bullomon Station s
201 Trotty A. J., Manfred Downs o c 28 Vetter Mrs., Queen street s 77 Walsh W., Gatton c
202 Troulore  W., Charters  Towers c 29 Vettyker F., South Brisbane c 78 Walter J .  S., Brisbane a
203 Troy  -,  Petrie's  Bight c 30 Vickery E., Brisbane c 79 Walters J., Bowen terrace c
204 Troy C.  W., Salisbury Downs c 31 Victor John ,  Lutwyche c 80 Walters Thomas, Ida m
205 TruageonT .,  Caledonian Hill, Gympiec 32 Vidla R., Townsville c 81 Walton  -,  Kangaroo Point c
206 Trueman  - (care of D.  Morgan), 33 Vigers George, Brisbane c 82 Walton R., Southport c (3)
Razorback c 34 Vignale Antonio, Ipswich f 83 Walton R .,  Nerang c
207 Trunks Mary ,  Brisbane s (2) 35 Vignoles A. S., -Mary borough a and t 84 Walton Wm., Deshon Estate c and
208 Truran Janes, Brisbane c 36 Virrey Odris ,  Hughenden c u k (4)
209 Truss Emma A. (care of St .  A. Warde), 37 Vizer W .,  Stanley street c 85 Warberg Mrs. J .,  Townsville s
Toowong o c 38 Voges Be rnhard, Lower Burdekin f 86 Warby John ,  Hughenden c (2)
210  Trybonz M. H., Townsville f 39 Voges H., Thargomindah s 87 Ward E. Mrs., Stanthorpe o
211 Tschudy Mrs., Toowong c 40 Voges H., Barckholden s 88 Ward James ,  Charters Towers c
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89 Ward John, Charters Towers c 194 Werner August Beenleigh o 296 Williams D., Gympie c,
90 Ward John, New Cleveland road c 195 Werner Mrs. A. Mungarr c 297 Williams Mrs. Eliza, Ravenswood c,
91 Ward Joseph, Bayswater Estate c 196 Werst F. Spring Creek c 208 Williams Rev. E. J., Gympie c,
92 Ward Oliver, Drayton c 197 Wers W.' F. Brisbane o c 299 Williams Fredk., Mount Cootba c,93 Ward Thomas, Winton o c 198 West - Brisbane c 300 Williams F., Mornish, Rockhampton m,
94 Warden Mrs. Rockhampton e 199 West Mrs. Mackay c 301 Williams George, Hughenden c, ,
95 Wardle Mrs. MaryboroughHerberton c 200 Nest Mrs. 302 Williams Gorner, Townsville a, ,
96 Wardlow G. H., Bundaberg c 201 West A. E., Charters Towers c (4) 303 Williams G., Brisbane c
97 Wardrope Charles, Kabonga Gold 202 West David, Minnie Downs c 304 'Williams G., Barcaldine c
Mining Company u k 203 West W. G., Eidsvold s 305 Williams John, Cumberland in
98 Warner Mrs., Townsville c  204 West W. H., Mackay c  306 Williams John, North Bundaberg c
99 Warner Mrs., Rockhampton e 205 Westacott and McConky, Breakfast 307 Williams John, Bundaberg c
100 Warner Mrs. J., Woollongabba c Creek c 308 Williams John, Thargomindah c
101 Warngreen N. C., Bundaberg o 206 Westerman J. W., Brisbane c 309 Williams John ')avid, Ipswich s
102 Warwick Henry, Eidsvold c (2)  207 Weston --, West End c  310 Williams Master John  F., Brisbane s
103 Warren  H., Queenton c 208 Weston A. H., Blackall s 311 Williams J., Thargomindah s
104 Warren Mrs. Julia, Rockhampton o c 209 Weston Herbert, Welford Lagoons s (2) 312 Williams J., Crow's Nest e
105 Warrener W. H., Toowong c (4) 210 Weston J., Cooktown c 313 Williams J., Mount Morgan c
106 Warrick H., Eidsvold c 211 Weston W. G., Woollongabba u k 314 Williams J., Queenton c
107 Warton  Miss T., Thargomindah s 212 Westphall Mrs. H. (widow), Queenton 315 Williams J. C., Brisbane s
108 Waters  Mrs. Caroline,  Brisbane o c 316 Williams Mrs. J. L., Brisbane e
s wood S., South Brisbane c 317 Williams Mary, Charters Towers ot109 Waters  Edward, Coen River o c 213 We
110 Waters J., Rockhampton c 214 Weynton A. J., Brisbane s (2) 318 Williams Miss Mary, Charters  Towers c
111 Wates Oliver, Brisbane c 215 Whaley L., Coonjbabah s  319  Williams M. F., 31ackay a k
112 Watkins Fred., Charters  Towers c (2)  216 Whaley Peter, Cooinbabah o 320 Williams N. W., Charters  Towers s
113 Watkins Wm., Hughenden c 217 Wham --, Brisbane u k 321 Williams R., Charters Towers c (2)
114 Watmough John, Brisbane u k 218 Whealan J. W., Townsville c (2) 322 William,. R. W., Charters Towers c (2)
115 Watson  and Hamilton , Paddington c 219 Whelan Miss E., Kangaroo Point c (2) 323 Williams Tommie, Winton s
116 Watson -, Kalka Creek c 220 Whelan Mrs. J., Muttaburra o 324 Williams Thos., Charters  Towers c (2)
1.17 Watson  South Brisbane c 221 Whell .John, Morven e (3) 325 Williams T. and Co., Brisbane s
118 Watson --, Toowong c 222 Wherth F., Rosewood c 326 Williams T. F., Charters Towers c
119 Watson -,  Brisbane c  223 Whight Thomas, Elliot c 327 Williams T., Charters Towers e
Townsville o 224 White and Barker, Toowoomba c 328 Williams Win., Walkerston c120 Watson  A. J. ,
Muttaburra c  225 White Mrs. A., Croydon c 329 Williams Win., Black Jack c121 Watson E. L. ,
Nerang c  226 White George, Maroochie River c 330 Williams W., Logan road e122 Watson Hugh ,
123 Watson James ,  Brisbane u k  227 White Mrs. John, Boggo road in 331 Williams W., Townsville o
124 Watson  John,  Brisbane c (2)  228 White John, Herberton o (2) 332 Williams W., Thargomindah s
125 Watson J., Carpentaria Downs c 229 White John, South Brisbane c 333 Williams W., Ipswich road c
126 Watson  J., North Rockhampton c 230 White J., Rockhampton c 334 Williams W. H., Walkerston u k
127 Watson J. B., Brisbane c  231 White Moses, Hughenden c 335 Williamson E., Mount Margaret m
128 Watson Miss  Kate, Valley o c 232 White P., Mackay c 336 Williamson George, Brisbane u k
129 Watson  Nixon,  Townsville o c  233 White Thomas, Mackay c 337 Williamson George, Kolan c
130 Watson Miss Rachael, Brisbane c  234 White  Thomas,  Toowong c 338 Williamson J., Valley c (2)
131 Watson  R., Goodna c 235 White T., Bundaberg e 339 Williamson J. W., Cooktown u k
132 Watson Miss  Sarah,  South Brisbane c  236 White T., Townsville c 340 Williamson R., Charters  Towers c
133 Watson  T., Saltern Creek c 237 White Mrs. W., Townsville c 341 Williamson W,, Townsville c
134 Watson  W , Roma c 238 White W. J., St. George o 342 Willis Michael, Mount Morgan c
135 Watson  W., Kangaroo Point c 239 Whitehead Augustus, Toowoomba u k 343 Willis Rhoda, Normanby Reefs o
136 Watson W. G., Ipswich c 240 Whitehead Mrs. James, Brisbane u k 314 Willis Robert, Herberton c
137 Watt -, Charters Towers c 241 Whitehead John Standring, Toowong 345 Willis Thos., Petrie terrace c (2)
138 Watt A., Brisbane s  uk  346 Willmott J. F., Kangaroo  Point c (2)
139 Watt John, Eidsvold  c and e t (2)  242 Whithouse Wm., Boggo road s 347 Willmott  and Harding , Petrie's Bight c
140 Watt Thomas, Rockhampton e 243 Whitson Wm., South Brisbane c 348 Willmott Miss M. J., Sandgate o
141 Watt William,  Brisbane s  244 Whitten Mrs., North Quay c 349 Willoughby -,  Rosalie c
142 Watts  -, Gympie s 245 Whitten Geo., Cooktown c 350 Willoughby W., Petrie terrace c
143 Watts G., Albion u k 246 Whitworth George, Toowoomba u k 351 Wills -, Rockhampton c
144 Watts  T., Dalveen s  247 Wholey Julia, Warwick o 352 Wills -,  Brisbane m
145 Weale W. A., Goodna c 248 Whyman -, Valley c 353 Wills George, Charters  Towers ni
146 Weare  W. F., Townsville c 249 Whyte Albert, Townsville c 354 Wills J., Rockhampton c
147 Weaver Charles,  Barcaldine c  250 Wickham H., Toowong c 35:) Wilmot --, Spring Hill c
148 Weaver, F., Red Hill c 251 Widmer Mrs., North Rockhampton c 356 Wilson Mrs., Brisbane o
149 Webb  H., Bimera Station m  252- Wieland Miss Kate, Ipswich c 357 Wilson Mrs., Bundaberg c
150 Webb Joseph, Waterford c 253 Wieman Mrs., Rockhampton c 358 Wilson Miss Alice, Petrie  terrace c
151 Webb Joseph,  Brisbane o c  254 Wight A. S., Townsville c 359 Wilson Alex., Charters Towers c (2)
152 Webb Louis, Lowood c 255 Wiggins Miss, Townsville u k 360 Wilson A. E., Brisbane c
153 Webb  Louis , Lutwyche c  256  Wiggins W., Charters Tozccrs c  361 Wilson Chas. J., West End o c
154 Webb Robert, Brisbane u k 257 Wigley C., Black Jack c 362 Wilson C., Morley Station o
155 Webb R., Valley c 258 Wigley M., Charters Towers m (2) 363 Wilson David, Maryborough o c
156 Webb W., West End c 259 Wigley Robert, Black Jack c 364 Wilson Edith, Brisbane o
157 Webber  Henry , Dalby o 260 Wilcox -, Charters Towers c 365 Wilson Frank, Mackay c
158 Webber H., Ipswich c 261 Wilcox C., Warwick c 366 Wilson F., Charters Towers c
159 Webber  H., Brisbane c  262 Wilcox Miss Sarah, Brisbane o c 367 Wilson F. G., Mowbraytown  Estate c
160 Webber Mrs. John, Charters Towers c 263 Wilcox W., Croydon c 368 Wilson Mrs. G., Bowen Hills c
161 Webber  J., Brisbane m  264 Wild A., Blackall c 369 Wilson Mrs. H. E., Brisbane c
162 Webber Walter, Townsville c 265 Wild James, Charters Towers c 370 Wilson James, Rockhampton s
163 Webster  Miss , Gladstone road c (2) 266 Wild J. L., Herberton f 371 Wilson James, Woongarra c
164 Webster A., Brisbane c 267 Wilde A., Springsure c and s (2) 372 Wilson John, Maryborough o
165 Webster James, Gatton c 268 Wiley James, Barcaldine c 373 Wilson John, Kilcummin o
166 Wedge Noah, Coningsby, Mackay u k 269 Wilkes E., Mackay c 374 Wilson John, Barcaldine c
167 Wedgwood Robert J., Mount Cornish c 270 Wilkes G., Townsville s 375 Wilson Joseph, Palparara Station c
168 Wehlack  P., Eidsvold a 271 Wilkie Adolf, Winton o 376 Wilson J. and Co., Maryborough s
169 Weiber -, Maryborough c 272 Wilkie H. W., Brisbane c 377 Wilson J., Enoggera c
170 Weibles -, Charters Towers c 273 Wilkins Walter, South Brisbane c 378 Wilson Mrs. J. (laundress),  Brisbane c
171 Wein and Party, Mount Romeo c 274 Wilkinson Mrs., Highgate Hill c 379 Wilson J., New Farm c (2)
172 Weir D. R., Rockhampton s 275 Wilkinson Mrs., Rockhampton o 380 Wilson J. T., Rockhampton c
173 Weir John, Woollongabba c 276 Wilkinson Geo., Rockhampton s and 381 Wilson J. W., Brisbane m
174 Weir Joseph, Townsville c  c (2)  382 Wilson L. J., Lutwyche c
173 Weir Sarah Ann, Brisbane o 277 Wilkinson G. B., Brisbane s 383 Wilson M. B., Jundah o
176 Weir W. W., Brisbane c 278 Wilkinson G. H., Rockhampton m 384 Wilson Miss M. J., Rockhampton u k
177 We by Alfred, Kilkivan e t 279 Wilkinson H., Charters Towers u k 485 Wilson Richard, Toowoomba c
178 Welby Mrs. A., Kilkivan c 280 Willcox Mrs., Charters Towers u k 386 Wilson Robert, Rockhampton o c
179 Welby Mrs. R., Kilkivan o 281 Willcox Alfred, Waterford c 387 Wilson It., Chinchilla c
180 Wellar John Thompson Estate c 2S2 Willett Spring Hill c 388 Wilson R., Alice Downs c
181 Weller Miss Minnie, Sandy Creek c 2S3 Willett Mrs., Highgate Hill c 389 Wilson R. D., 66 Queen street c
182 Wells Michael Nevarro, Hughenden c 284 Willey A., Wharbreckuhal Station m 390 Wilson R. S., Kangaroo Point c
183 Wells William, South Brisbane o 285 Williams -, Kangaroo Point c 391 Wilson Miss S S., Toowoomba s
184 Wells W. H., Petrie's Bight s 286 Williams -, South Brisbane e 392 Wilson Thomas, Neardie c
185 Welsh -, Hughenden c 2S7 Williams Toowoomba c and s 393 Wilson T. W., Humpybong c
186 Welsh John, Marathon  Station in  288 Williams Townsville c 394 Wilson W., Brisbane c
187 Welsh J. R., Maryborough c 289 Williams Sergt.-Major,  Brisbane u k  397 Wilson W., Breakfast Creek c
188 Welsh Samuel, Maryborough o c 290 Williams Mrs., Croydon c 396 Wilson Mrs. Wm., Spring Hill s
189 Welsh T., Ipswich road c 291 Williams Mrs. A., Charters Towers c 397 Wilson W. J., Cunnamulla s
190 Welson  Terence, Canterbury s 292 Williams Allan, Charters Towers c 398 Winkleman Win., Eidsvold c
191 Wenderett -, Valley c 293 Williams Mrs. A., Woollongabba c 399 Winnie John, One-Mile c
192 Wendy John,  Buffalo  Creek u k 294 Williams C. H., Brisbane c 400 Winnie P., One-Mile c
193 Werner  -,  Brisbane c  295 Williams C. J. R., Kangaroo Point c 401 Winsley -, Lyon Creek c
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402 Winsor Miss A., Charlotte  street c 476 Wright Thomas, Wharf street c 22 No. 3, Mellie street c (3)
403 Winter Miss Martha, Townsville c 477 Wright Thomas, G mpie c (2) 23 Advance Manager (Fun on the Bristol
404 Winters William K., Aramac t 478 Wright William, Charters Towers c Co.), Brisbane s
405 Wintour James, Gympie c 479 Wright W., Mount Albion s 24 Algtke Syskie Polser, Stanley street c
406 Winward J., Langton Downs c 480 Wright W., Winton s 25 Ambilio (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
407 Wipton N. W. H., Rockhampton s 481 Wright W. H., Ipswich c 26 Amy, Brisbane c
408 Wirth Jacob, Georgetown c 482 Wright W. T., Ivanhoe s 27 Bambaranda Guruge Caroles, Auga-
409 Wise Charles, Bundaberg o 483 Wrighter P., Redbank s thella f
410 With J. F., Wickham street c 484 Wrighter P. U., Brisbane c 28 Butterfly, Brisbane c
411 Witheridge R. A., Brisbane u k 485 Wunster Arthur, Woolgar c 29 Chairman Woolsorters' Association,
412 Withers Henry, Rosalie in 486 Wyatt Airs. James, Gympie o Toowoomba c
413 Witson -, Ipswich c 487 Wye James Hamleigh u k 30 Chowdah (S.S.I.), Johnstone River c
414 With Mrs., Brisbane c 488 Wylie Miss Agnes, Thargomindah c 31 Clara -, P.O. Brisbane c
415 Wittingham L. H. F., Brisbane c 489 Wyllie R., Kelvin Grove road c  32 Collina House , Toowong c
416 World J. (care of L. McDonald), 490 Wynne W., St. George s 33 Co-operative  Baking  Co., Wickham
Beaconsfield Station c street c
417 Wolchard -, Kalkie c
418 Wolf Christian, Rockhampton c
34 Diana , Maryborough cY. 35 Directors, Barcaldine c
419 Wolfe -, Milton c 36 Drover  in charge  of Dagworth sheep c
420 Wolfe Elli, Brisbane f 1 YARDE W. H., Palparara Station c 37 Editor of the " Advance ," Brisbane c
421 Wolferstein Stanley, Charters Towers c 2 Yarnka F., Lowood c 38 Editor "  Roma  Free Press,"  Roma c
422 Wolmer B., Southport c 3 Yee King Chong, Port Douglas c 39 Executors of the late Capt. Jekyll c
423 Wood C. (care of Mrs. Wood), South- 4 Yet Sam, Dalby c 40 Harry (S. S. I. ), Bundaberg o c
port c 5 Young Miss, Lowood c 41 Ida, Crondon c (2)
424 Wood James, Black Jack o c 6 Youlton T., Charters Towers c 42 Inche Buang Cuhay, Normanton f
425 Wood Joseph, North Rockhampton c 7 Young Mrs., Paddington c 43 Johnny Malacola, Ingham o c
426 Wood J., Spring Hill s 8 Young Miss A., Ipswich c 44 Johorndee  (Lascar ),  Brisbane f
427 Wood Percy Thomas, Brisbane s 9 Young Andrew H., Lloyd Station a 45 Joseph, Cairns c
428 Wood Thomas, One-Mile c 10 Young A. E., P.O. Brisbane c 46 Ketiba (S.S.I.), Geraldton o c
429 Wood T., Charters Towers s 11 Young A. E., P.O. Brisbane e t (2) 47 Kox Pan Dr., Keppel Bay s
430 Woodhall G. R., Eidsvold e t 12 Young Mrs. Charles, P.O. Brisbane a 48 Laydongali (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
431 Woodbridge C., Charters Towers c 13 Young C., Hughenden c 49 Limay (S.S.I.), Ingham o c
432 Woodcock J. F., Toowoomba c 11 Young E., Charters Towers c  50 Malie, Isis o c
433 Woodd George N., Rockhampton o 15 Young F. G., Cunnamulla c 51 Malinibidikulitunge  Smvanis, Towns-
434 Woodhouse Robert, Brisbane f 16 Young Henry, Yeulba c ville c (2)
435 Woodhouse W., Brisbane c 17 Young Joseph, Telegraph Camp c 52 Manager Collabara Station, Tambo c
436 Woodland J. H., Milton c 18 Young Jos., Meadow Flats c 53 Manager Cowra Station s
437 Woodman Thomas, Thargomindah s 19 Young Mrs. M., Bulimba Ferry road 54 Manager Cribb's Buildings, Toowong c
438 Woodrow P. (care of - Gallrier), oc  55 Manager Kennedy's " Called Back
Townsville c (2) 20 Younger John, Barcaldine c Co.," Morven c
439 Woods --, Redcliffe c 21 Young Mg. Yan, Cooktown f 56 Manager Koongho Station s
440 Woods --, Coorparoo c 22 Youngson Wm., Cooktown c 57 Manager Meringandan Station c
441 Woods Andrew, Burrum road c 23 YoungYuen Cee, Kamerunga e t 58 Manager Pannonia Station, Roma s
442 Woods John, Fortitude Valley c 24 Yup Ma Fork, Port Douglas c 59 Manager Thorndale, Roma in (3)
443 Woods John Rockhamton c Thargomindah60 Manager Wialla Station, p
444 Woods John (saddler) Logan Village o
,
s
)
,
445 Woods J., Winton s (tender ), Thursday Island o cZ. 61 Maur
446 Woods Thomas, West End c 62 Monopoly, P.U. Brisbane c (7)
447 Woods W. H., Bristol street, South 1 ZAMPICK C. L., Coal Creek c 63 Narrow (seaman ), Thursday Island o c
Brisbane c 2 Zears Giuseppe, Cairns f 64 Native Rose Lodge, Thompson  Estate c
448 Woodward -, Goondiwindi c 3 Zelms F., Townsville o 65 Neptune, Townsville c (2)
449 Woodward F. W., Ipswich road c 4 Zhol P., Esk c (2) 66 Ngaa Fsai, Maryborough s
450 Woolard W., Fernvale u k 5 Zink Otto, Charters Towers o c 67 Peter, Cooktown o c
451 Wooldon Mrs., Crow's Nest c 6 Zogan -, Eagle  street s  68 Petter, Lower Burdekin o
452 Woolam and Norman Messrs., Wool- 69 Pharnolis, Townsville o c
longabba c (3) 70 Poundkeeper, Toowoomba o
453 Wollard -, Brisbane in Initials, &c. 71 Proprietors "Advance," Brisbane in
454 Woolridge Kate, Homestead c 72 Proprietors of the " Sugar Planter,"
455 Woottou Abraham, Crow's Nest u k 1 A. B. C., Thornborough o Maryborough in
456 Wootton S. A., Crow's Nest c 2 C. and S. N. Society, Albion c 73 Proprietors " Queensland Review,"
457 Worden W., Eidsvold c 3 E. K., Charters Towers c Brisbane in
458 Worral John, Bundaberg c 4 E. J. K., Southport o 74 Sawmills Employers' Union, South
459 Worthing Mary, South Brisbane c 5 E. S., Brisbane c Brisbane c
460 Worthington A., Coombaba c 6 F. W., Brisbane c (5) 75 Secretary Duke of Manchester, No. 16,
461 Wragge -, Hughenden c 7 F. W., Leichhardt street c Lodge, South Brisbane 0
462 Wragge A. D., Charters Towers c 8 H. N. E., Cooktown c (3) 76 Secretary Loyal Prince George Lodge,
463 Wren.). H., Toowoomba c 9 J. H., Brisbane c West End o
464 Wren T. Mallett, Brisbane f 10 J. J. J., Townsville u k 77 Secretary Prov. Council League, Rock-
465 Wright -, Spring Hill c 11 J. S., P.O. Brisbane c hampton c
466 Wright Mrs., Rockhampton c 12 L. O. Z. A., Milton Station c 78 Secretary School of Arts, Pimpama o c
467 Wright Mrs., Highgate Hill c 13 L. W., P.O. Brisbane c 79 Susan, Rosebush Station o
468 Wright Alfred, Mackay e t 14 M. Y., Rockhampton c 80 Tabbycalet (S.S.I.), Maryborough o c
469 Wright Benjamin, Mackay c 15 R. E. S., Brisbane c 81 Talohan, Thursday Island o c
470 Wright D. H., Charters Towers c 16 R. S. A., Brisbane c 82 Temperance Council, Grey terrace c
471 Wright F., Croydon c 17 II. V., Toowoomba c 83 Tomastt (S.S.I.), Johnston River c
472 Wright G., Brisbane n z 18 S. A., Brisbane c (3) 84 Toowong Sports! Ground c
473 Wright Mrs. H., Toowoomba o 19 V. H., Brisbane c 85 Town Clerk, Cairns o
474 Wright M., Brisbane s 20 W. R., Brisbane c (2) 86 Woodford Sawmill Co., Nerang c
475 Wright S., Cootharaba c 21 Y. Y. Z., Brisbane c
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Government House,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.HH IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Leveein honour of Her Majesty's Birthday, on
THURSDAY, the 24th instant, at 11 a.m.
By His Excellency's Command,
B. BADEN-POWELL, Capt.,
Aide-de-Camp.
REGULATIONS F R THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
or military uniform or evening dress.
Each  gentleman  will come provided with two
cards, with his name  legibly written  thereon, one to
be left in the Entrance Hall, the other to be given
to the Aide-de-Camp in waiting.
It is particularly requested that in every case
the names  be  very distinctly  written  upon the cards
to be delivered to the Aide-de-Camp in waiting,
in order that there may be no difficulty in announc.
ing them to His Excellency.
Gentlemen who have received cards of private
entree will  assemble  in the Principal Drawing-
room at a quarter before eleven ; Members of both
Houses of Parliament in the Drawing-room; and
the general public in the Hall.
Carriages will set down at the Main Entrance,
and take up at the North-east Porch.
By His Excellency's Command,
B. BADEN-POWELL, Capt.,
Aide-de-Camp.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.N0 Candidates having been ominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Mutdapilly Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been
pleased to appoint
WILLIAM TATHAM and
SAMUEL H. RAWLINGS
to be Auditors for the said Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, lath  ]Kay, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE  MAGISTRATE at BARC¢LDINI4
to be Assistant Land Agent for the Aramac and
Isisford Land Agents' Districts, under the pro-
visions of  " The -Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876 " and  " The Crown Lands jots,1884  to  1886."
HENRY JORDAN.
Crown Law  Offices,
Bri:ibatle, 17th May, 1888.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON, Clerk pf Petty  Sessions,
Herberton,
to be High Bailiff, under the provisions of  " The
Sherif's Act of  1876," at that place, in the room
of W. M. Mowbray, transferred.
A. RUTLEDGR.
Post and Telegraph Departments
Brisbane , 15th  May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the undermentioned appointment& in
the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
PETER MILLER and
THOMAS BRYAINT DICSINs
to be Operators.
44  rttf4
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.
I IS Excellency the Qovernor, with the adviceof the Execi ttve Conpccl,  and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Claims against Gov-
ernment Act,"  29 Vic.,  No. 23,  has been pleased to
appoint
JOHN McDoNNELL,  Esquire , Under-Secretary of
the Post and Telegraph Department,
to be Nominal Defendant in the matter of the
Petition  of the Corporation  of the Synod of the
Diocese of  Brisbane , for the purposes  of the said
Act.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor directs it to benotified that  he has been  pleased to appoint
ARTHUR STANLEY BENSON
to be an Acting Sub-Lieutenant in the Marine
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane,  17th  May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
JEFFREY PRICE BERRow and
WILLIAM BROOx MACDONALD
to be  Lieutenants in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obenotified that he has been pleased t  appoint,
provisionally,
RODERICK McLEOD
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to he
1 notified  that Writs have been returned to
His Excellency certifying the return of the under-
named gentlemen to serve as Members of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland for the Elec-
toral Districts mentioned in connection with their
respective names
Electorate .  Name  of Member  Returned.
Aubigny ... ... James Campbell
Balonne  ...  ... Boyd  Dunlop Morehead
Barcoo  ... ... Frank Reid Murphy
Brisbane North
Brisbane South
Bundanba ...
Burrum ...
Cairns
Cambooya ...
Clermont ...
Cunningham
Sir Thomas  Mcllwraitb, K.C.M.G.
Sir Samuel  Walker Griffith,
K.C.M.G.
Henry Jordan
Abraham Fleetwood Luya
Thomas Glassey
Charles Powers
Frederick Thomas Wimble
Patrick Perkins
John  Stevenson
William Allan
John Shillito Jessop
William Henry Groom
Robert Aland
James George Drake
William Salkeld
Robert Lyons
John Watson
John McMaster
William Henry Corfield
William Smyth
Matthew Mellor
Andrew Henry Barlow
John Macfarlane
William Roger North
Ernest James  Stevens
Maurice Hume Black
David Hay Dalrymple
Robert Dunsmure
John Thomas Annear
Richard Matthew Hyne
James Crombie
Hugh Muir Nelson
William Henry Bligh O'Connell
William Pattison
Archibald Archer
Michael Brennan Gannon
Arthur Morgan
William Stephens
Dalby ..
Drayton and Too- f
woomba Z
Enoggera ... ...
Fassifern ... ...
Fitzroy ... ...
Fortitude Valley
Gregory .. ?
Gympie ...
Ipswich ...
Lockyer ...
Logan ...
Mackay ...
Maranoa ...
Maryborough
Mitchell ...
Murilla ...
Musgrave ...
Rockhampton
Toombul
Warvi ick ...
Woo lloongabba
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
ALEXANDER ROSE  MACDONALD, and
EDWARD R. N. MACCARTHY,
to be  Members  of the Committee of Management
of the Hospital for Pacific Islanders, at Mackay,
to act on behalf  of the Government in conjunction
with
EDWARD MAITLAND LONG,
JOHN EWEN DAVIDSON, and
HUGH MCCREADY,
nominated by the employers of labourers in the
District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Locx-up KEEPER at CROYDON for the
time being
to be Keeper of H.M. Gaol at that place.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PETER DONNELLY
to be Keeper of H.M. Gaol, Townsville, in the
room of T. Smyth, transferred.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS SMYTH
to be Keeper of H.M. Gaol, Roma, in the room of
P. Donnelly, transferred.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD MORRIS O'BRIEN
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths, at
Isis, for the Registry District of Wide Bay, in the
room of Benjamin Beatty, resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
TABLE Top
to be a place at which Courts of Petty Sessions
shall be held.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
Viz.:-
Charleville.
William Broad Kirkaldy,
vice  Charles J. Leeson, who has left the District.
Oakey Creek.
John Ryan and
John Weise,
rice  Thomas Allen and Alfred Cherry, resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following appointments and transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of
Public Instruction, viz. :-
JOHN  INGLIS
to be classified as a Teacher of Class III., Divi-
sion 3, and appointed to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Coorparoo;
STEPHEN O'DONOGHUR
to be classified as a Teacher of Class III., Divi-
sion 3, and appointed to the position of Head
Teacher of the State School at Owanyilla;
WILLIAM GEORGE SHAW
to be classified a4 a Teacher of Class III., Divi-
sion 3, and appointed to the position of Head
Teacher of the new State School at Biarra ;
JAMES CRONIN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Blackall;
CHRISTINA HOOD
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Mungar;
MARGARET MAUD KINGSFORD
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Goondiwindi.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY ;tl vsG R A VE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" The Valuation Act of  1887," it is amongst other
things provided that the Governor in Council may
appoint a convenient place for the holding of an
Appeal Court for a Division, and thereafter all
appeals against valuations in the Division shall be
heard in that place : And whereas it has been deemed
necessary to proclaim the Court of Petty Sessions,
Gympie, to be the place for holding an Appeal
Court for the Division of Glastonbury : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance
of the authority vested in me as Governor afore-
said, and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that the Court of Petty
Sessions , Gympie, shall be the place for holding an
Appeal Court for the Division of Glastonbury ;
and hereafter all appeals against valuations in the
said Division shall be heard in the Court of Petty
Sessions, Gympie.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVR,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi
A. MUS GRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HE1ZEAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make Prom ision for Bank Holidays and
respecting oblzyations t,, make Payments and do
other  acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas  it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Tuesday, the 12th proximo,
being the opening day of the Annual Exhibition
of the Charters Towers  Pastoral  Agricultural
and Mining Association, to be a Public Holiday
in Charters Towers : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other  powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that TUESDAY,
the 12th proximo, shall, within the Town of Charters
Towers, be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this  seventeenth day
of May,  in the year  of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-first  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
0-OD SAT I  rIIS Q,ZSX i
PROCLAMATION.
By Has  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MvsGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander.in -Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Governor andCouncil of New South Wales , passed in
the fourth year of Her present Majesty' s reign,
intituled  " An Act for the Regulation of Gaols
Prisons and Houses of Correction in the Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies and  f or
other purposes relating thereto,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that all buildings, erections, houses,
and premises, which shall thereafter be erected,
built, purchased, enlarged, or maintained at the
public expense, as and for public  gaols ,  prisons,
and houses of correction, within the said Colony
and its dependencies, and which shall, by Procla-
mation to be from time to time published in the
Government Gazette  by order of the Governor for
the time being of the said Colony, be declared and
notified as such public  gaols ,  prisons , or houses of
correction, shall, from and after the publication of
such notification, be severally deemed and taken to
be the public gaol, prison, or house of correction
of the place or district where the  same is or shall
be situated within the said Colony  or its depen-
dencies respectively, and shall be subject to the
several provisions thereinafter made for the regula-
tion, management, care, and discipline of the public
gaols,  prisons, and houses of correction belonging
to the said Colony and its dependencies, and of the
prisoners confined within the same : And whereas it
is deemed expedient that the Lock-up in the Town
of Croydon be declared a public  gaol ,  prison, and
house of correction, in terms of and for the
purposes of the said recited Act: Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, in pursuance of the power vested in me
by the said recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling  me in  that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby declare and notify the Lock-up
in the Town of Croydon to be a public gaol, prison,
and house of correction within the meaning of the
said recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this seventeenth day
of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SLvI THB QvxZA I
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  25th  November, 1887.
THE CRON'A "LA N1)S ACT OF  1884."
LAND COM M ISSIONER S' COURTS.
fT  is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1$$4"  will  hold their  Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth  section cf the
above peeited Act ,  at the undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " and  "TI e
Crown Lads Alienation Act  of 1876 "  will also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Ian.
Allora5  ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Banana ...
Beenleigh ...
Blackall .... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell' ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont
Cooktowp ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby .. ...
Emerald ... ...
Esk• ., ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldtoa ...
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gympie .. ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham .. ...
Inglewoodt ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborongh ...
Mitchell  .... ...
Muttabunra .,,
Nanango
Nebo .. ...
Nerang•...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ,.,
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsurp ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ,,,
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Tennineering ,,,
Thargomindnh...
Toowoongba ...
Townsville .
Warwick... ...
Thurs. 5
Wed. 18
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Tues. 3
sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Fri . 13
Tues.  3
Wed. 4
Thurs. 28
Wed. 11
Mon. 16
Fri. 27
Mpn. 6
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Thurs.26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Awed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 18
Wed.  11
Wed. 4
Tues. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Thurs. 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs. 12
Tnes. 24
Feb. March .  April. May. June .  July. August.
Wed. 28
Thurs .  2 hurs. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 21
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7Thum. 23 Thurs.22
Tues .  7 Tuos. 6
Sat. 11 Sat. 10
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Fri. 9
Mon. 6 Mon. 5
Wed. i Wed. 7
Thurs . 23 Thurs.29
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Fri. 24 Fri. 23
Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Wed. 21
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7Thurs. 23 Thurs. 24
Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Fri. 3 Fri. 2
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Thurs .  9, Thurs. 8M. 17 Fri. 16
Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Thurs .  9 Thurs. 1
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14 Tues. 13
Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1
Thurs .  2 Thurs. I
Mon. 13 Mon. 12
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Tues .  21 Tues. 20
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Thurs .  23 Thurs. 29
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. S Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
on. 27 Mon. 36Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8
Tues .  28 Tues. 27
... ,.. Wed. 27 ...
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs . 7 Thurs .  5 Thurs.  2
Wed. 18 Wed. 16 Wed. 20 Wed. 1S Wed. 15
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed.  11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 2  Wed. 6  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
iaars . 26 Fri .  25 Tburs.21  Thurs . 26 Tburs.23
Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues. 5 Tues .  8 Tues. 7
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 S$t. 9 Sat .  14 Sat. 11
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Wed. 11  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed .  11 Wed. S
... Fri. 11 ... Fri . 13 ...
Tues .  3 Moi:.  7 Mon. 4 Mon .  2 Mon. 6
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs . 26 Thurs.30
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 1] Wed. 8
Mon. 16  Mon. 21 Mon .  18 Mon .  16 Mon. 20
Fri. . 27 Fri . 25 Fri.  29 Fri .  27 Fri. 24
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 lion .  16 Mon. 20
Wed. 16 ... Wed. 18
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Vred .  4 Wed .  2 Wed 6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Thurs .26 Fri .  25 Thurs .28 Thurs .26 Thurs.23
Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. I
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 'Red .  2 Wed. 6 fled .  4 Wed. 1
Wed. 25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Wed .  25 Wed. 29
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 6 Fri .  4 Fri .  1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 11  Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed . 11 Wed. 8
Thurs .  12 Thurs .  10  Thurs . 14 Thurs . 12 Thurs. 9
Fri. 20 Fri. IS Fri. 15 Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Fri. 13  Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed.  13 Wed . 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed.  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Thurs . 1$ Thurs .  14 ... Thurs. 9
Tues. 10 Tues. 8 Tues .  12 Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Thurs . 5 Thurs .  3 Thurs . 7 Thurs . 5 Thurs. 2
Mon. 9 Mon. 14 Mon .  it  Mon .  9 Mon. 13
Wed. 11  Wed. 9 Wed . 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Tues .  17 Tues. 15 Tues .  19 Tues .  17 Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon .  23 Mon. 27
Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs .  28 Thurs . 26 Thurs.30
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. I
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  8 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon .  26 Mon .  25 Mon .  23 Mon. 27
Thurs.12 Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs.12 Thurs. 9
Tues. 24 Tues .  29 Tues. 26  Tues.  24 Tues. 28
Sept. Oct. Nov.
1
Dec.
Wed .  26 ... ... Wed. 19
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Wed. 1$  Wed. 17 Wed .  21 Wed. 19
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed, 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.27 Thurs .  26 Thurs . 22  Thurs. 27
Tues .  4 Tues. 2 Tues .  6  Tues.  4
Sat. 8 Sat. 13 Sat .  10 Sat. 8
Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed.  14 Wed. 12
Fri. 14  ...  Sat. 10
Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Ned .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs. 27 Thurs .  25 Thurs 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 28 Fri .  26 Fri . 23 Fri. 21
#on. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed.  19 Wed. 21
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 28 Wed. 81 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 7 Fri . 5 Fri. 2 Fn. 1
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 17
'I  hurs .  13 Thurs .  11 Thurs . $  Thurs. 12
Fri. 21 Fri .  19 Fri .  16 Fri. 23
Fri. 14 '  Fri . 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 16
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 2
Wed . 12 Wed .  10 Wed.  14 Wed. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs.11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues. 11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 1
Mon. 10 Mon .  8 Mon. 12 Tues. 16
Wed. 12  Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues.  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon. 22 Mon .  26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14  Fri. 12 Sat .  10  Fri . 14
Thurs .  27  Thurs.,25  Thurs .  29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Thurs . 13  Thurs.  II Thurs .  S Thurs. 13
Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
* The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions.
t  Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary, in addition  to the above, will be duly notified  from  time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in ueenslaltd.  such as
will keep in a dry state,  an are  suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool  in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
'HE Department of Agriculture  has for dis-
tribution  a small quantity of Common Broad-
lraved Wattle Seeds  (acacia  pyenantha )  and Black
Watt] e Seeds  (acacia decurre ns),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent. PATER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agrieultui  a has, for distri-
ll bution in small quantities to  bond  fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree,  and Seeds  of the Giant Honduras  Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land A gent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION FOR ROAD.
NOTICE is hereby  given , under the provisions of the 102nd section of  " The Crown lards Act of
1884," of the intention  to resume  the Road described in the Book of  Reference  hereunder.
Any objections to the resumption of the said road must be lodged by the Lessees of the respective
Holdings with the Secretary for Public Lands, within six months from the date of service of this notice.
HENRY JORDAN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  THROUGH AGRICULTURAL  FARMS 485 , 713, AND 707,  Irswieli DISTRICT,
INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of North, County of Churchill.
a
Description of Road.
1 From the western boun-
dary of portion 11v east-
erly and northerly to
the northern boundary
2 Along and within the
whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 23v
3 Along and within the
Whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 24v
98-6003-D.B.
`oo Land Re uted a
za
o4
w
pAgent' s How Held.  Lengths.Owner.District.
Area.
0 F9 M
Cho. Lks. Links.  A. E. F.
14v 485 Ipswich ... Agricultural  Faro , John Shorty 86° 30' 5 15 100 1 3 24
1 1884 Act mole 71° 0' 3 7020° 0' 11 0
23v 713 ditto ... ditto  ... ...  Augustr .Arndt 900  0' 33 80 100 3 1 20
24v 707 ditto ... ditto  ... ... . John  O'Connor 90°  0' 34 30 100 3 1 30
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1888.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
1 ' IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of 1Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of' the said road; are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
he sustained by reason of the opening of the  said road.
E.M.-14- 3-88--S2. HENRY JORDAN.
BOOK OF EPP- Pi tENCE OF ROAD FROM THE.  DICICAB TRAM BRIDGE OVER THE MARY RIVER  TO THE MIVA
RAILWAY STATION ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Miva, County of Lennox.
aC,
a
4
Description of Road.
1 From the western end of I
the Dickabaram Bri dge
south -Westerly  along the
southern side of the
Kilkivan Railway line to
the level  crossing on the
west  side of the Miva
i Railway Station
0
00
How Held .i Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner. Lengths.  Area .  Remarks.
o
Chg. Lks .  Links .  A.  R.  F.
15 Freehold Henry H .  Hutchins  1750531  1 65 3 3 0 Unimproved
Rutchins 213° 17'  5 11 land .1710 3'  4 95 1.100
188° 45'  6 00
215° 55' 3 10
171° 40'  1 48  Irregu-
lar
229° 45'  14 08
262°18' 2 78 1100
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovemeutioned road  can be seen  at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Tiaro,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT  is hereby noti fied for general information, thatapplications under the  eighty- ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ,  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Toowoomba  ;  Police Offices,
Harrisvi ll e and Jondaryan ;  and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
*1 The Mutda -  The road separating
pilly Divi -  subdivisions 37 and 38
sional of portion 90 from
Board ,  on subdivisions 31 and 30
account of of portion 122
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Mutdapilly 3 3 0
2 Messrs .  Sha- The road separating the King  ...  6 3 14
nahan and camping and water
Jennings reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
* Nora.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A. ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Mackayy ; Police Office, Eton ; and Post
Office, Koumala.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J. N. Johansen
Situation.
The road through por-
tion 1626
Pariah.
Kelvin ...
Area.
A. P. P.
5 2 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned  Road ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF  ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Pa ri sh. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Tarampa  Di- The  road separating  Gatton ... 6 3 20
visional Board ,  portion 83,  parish
on account of of Tenthill, from
Dyson Lacy portion 87
NOTE.- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned. Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Gladstone, Ipswich, and Warwick ; Police
Offices, Gladstone, Harrisville, and Warwick ; and
Post Offices, Calliope, Dugandan, and Warwick.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
portions 15 and 13
tromportions 12, 10,
7, and 6
Johann W. The reserved road
Schulz through portion 244
Johann F. The road separating
Kroll portion 244 from
portion 168
1 Thomas Far- The road separating
mer portions 11, 9, 8, 3,
66, 65, 621, 61, 58, and
57 from portions 12,
10,7,5,4, 67,64,60,
and 56
2 Ditto ... The road separating
portion 7 from por-
tion 10
3 Ditto ... The road separating
portion 8 from por-
tions 1, 2, and 3
4 Ditto ... The road separating
portion 4 from por-
tions 5 and 6
5 Ditto ... The road separating
portions 1, 2, 3, and
4 from portions 66
and 67
6 Ditto ... The road separating
portions 61 and 60
from portions 58 and
56
7 Ditto ... The road separating
portions 67 and 66,
parish of Calliope,
from portions 34 and
79, parish of West
Stowe
8 Ditto ... The road separating
*9
*10
11 Charles H. The road  separating
Ransome subdivision 3 of por-
tion 60 from por-
tions 61 and 59
12 Ditto ... The road separating
portion 59 from por-
tions 61, 62, and 63
A. R. P.
Calliope ... 16 0 32
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto ... 3 3 0
ditto ... 8 0 0
ditto ... 5 3 8
ditto ... 6 0 0
ditto ... 6 0 0
Coochin ... 4 1 0
ditto ... 1 0 14
Warwick...  2 2 20
ditto ... 2 0 8
* NoTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown I ands  Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office,  Dalby ;  Police  Office, Chinchilla ;  and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
Situation. Parish. Area.
Situation. Parish. Area.
Ralf, Robert- The road  separating
son, and Co. portion 435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
Thorn
A. R. P.
3300
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereb y,  notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Offices, Toowoomba and Rock-
hampton; the Police Offices , North  Pine, Too-
woomba ,  and Cawarral ; and Post Offices, North
Pine, Middle Ridge, and New Zealand Gully.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Blackall, Bundaberg,
Gladstone, Gympie, Maryborough, Rockhampton,
Roma, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course  of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the  remainder  will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being  made  by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES AND ROAI1 8 TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish Area.
A. R. N.
1 Charles Ogg Road and reserve sepa- Redcliffe... 20 3 19
rating portions 78 and
427 from portions 422
and 424
Ditto ... Portion 12, being reserve ditto ... 43 0 0
for water
F. R. C. The road separating sub- Drayton ... 0 3 32
Striiver division 2 of portion
329 from portion 332A
2
*3
*1 The Gogango The road separating por- Cawarral...  6 3 32
Divisional tion 1290 from portion
Board, on 44
account of
Herbert
Johnston
Ditto, on The reserved road ditto ... 14 0 0
account through portion 125
of Michael
Tucker
*5
* \oTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.
ERROR IN DEED.
A' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
y Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-42475.
Date of Deed-15th November, 1880.
Name of Grantee-Henry Kiemann.
Land Granted-Portion  1219, county of Au-
bigny, parish of Geham.
Area-39 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed asHenry giemann,
instead of Johann Heinrich Christoph Kiemann,
the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing 'arms and
Occupation Licer.Res, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B.  DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1888.
r N pursuance of the Commonage Regulations of
l the 1st March, 1877, established under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," it is hereby
notified for general information, that the Members
of the Drayton Shire Council have appointed
FRANCIS DREW to be an Inspector of the Drayton
Town and Agricultural District Common, for twelve
months, from 1st instant, and the Secretary for
Public Lands has confirmed the appointment.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give  a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for  must , before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and  six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October. 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified  for general information,that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1888.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury,at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
Name of Lessee. Name of  nun. District .
Andrew Murray
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
North, Arthur  Septimus
Ditto ...
The Rocklands Pastoral Company,
Limited
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
...
Ditto
Patrick Kinchela White
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Patrick Kinchela White
William Sheldon
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,..
Rocklands No. 1
Rocklands No. 4
Rocklands No. 5
Rocklands No. 6
Rocklands No. 7
Rocklands No. 10
Bull Ring ...
Morstone ...  ...
Rocklands No. 2
Rocklands No. 3
Rocklands No. 8
Rocklands North
Nowranie East ...
Tyrone Downs ...
Wellington Downs
Nowranie  North...
Alison ...
Goonoma  No. 1 .
Promised Land No. 1
Promised Land No. 2
Promised Land No. 6
Promised Land No. 7
Promised Land No. 8
,..
Promised Land No. 9 ...
Promised  Land No. 10 ...
Promised Land No. 3 ...
Burke
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
HENRY JORDAN.
Promised  Land No. 4 ... ditto ... ...
Promised  Land No. 5 ... ditto ... ...
The Australian and New Zealand  Theta ... ... ...
Mortgage Company, Limited
Ditto ... ... ... ... Zeta  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Blue Nobby ... ...
Ditto ... ... Byron ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... Calton Hills No. 3 ...
Ditto .. Calton Hills No. 4 ...
Commercial Banking Company of Carl Downs No. 1 ...
Sydney
Ditto ... Carl Downs No. 2 .. ,
Ditto Ferney ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank Thornton Vale ... ...
Ditto Thornton Vale  No. 2 ...
Ditto Thornton Vale No. 3 ...
Ditto Thornton Vale No. 4 ...
Ditto Gournama ...
Ditto Seymour . ...
Ditto Seymour No. 1 ...
Ditto Margaret Vale ..
Ditto Margaret Vale No. 7
The Royal Bank of Queensland, Chilton Downs ...
Limited
Robert North, William North,
Joseph North, Charles North,
North, and Octavius North
Ditto ...
Robert North, William North,
Joseph North, Charles North,
and Ootavius North
Joseph North ...
Ditto ..
James Kirk  ...  ... ... ...
William Forsyth ... "' '
Farquhar Charleson and Lachlan
McLennan the elder (Executors
in the Estate of the late Duncan
MoLennen)
Cabbage Tree No. 3 ... ditto ... ...
Cabbage Tree No. 5 ditto ... ...
Albinia No.  3 ... ... ditto  ... ...
Albinia No.  4 Block  ... ditto ... ...
Labona No. 2 ... ... ditto  ... ...
Bimbah South ... ... ditto ... ...
Rockvale  ... ... ...  ' Leicbhardt ...
The South Australian Land Mortgage Strathconnon Park
and Agency Company, Limited
... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Albinia No. 2 ... ... South Kennedy ...
North, Septimus North,
ditto ... ...
Area in
Square Amount.
Hiles.
£ s. d.
734 18 8 9
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
121 30 5 0
704 17 13 9
70 17 10 0
87 21 15 0
131 32 15 0
100 25 0 0
122 30 10 0
78 19 10 0
609 15 2 6
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
464 11 13 9
70 17 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
30 7 10 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
75 18 15 0
30  7 10 0
10  2 10 0
50  12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
27 6 15 0
40 10 0 0
7 1 15 0
34 8 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
104 26 0 0
404 10 3 9
75 18 15 0
449 11 2 6
449 11 2 6
50 12 10 0
53 13 5 0
37 9 5 0
9a 2 7 6
72 18 0 0
15A 3 l8 9
39  9 15 0
75  18 15 0
50  12 10 0
629 15 12 6
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1888.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 19th August, 1888.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application
at this Department.
HENRY JORDAN.
BURKE bISTRICT.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 731 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 731 „
Commencing  on the left  bank of the O'Shanassy River
at a point twelve chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 over XXIX within triangle on its west
side, and bounded thence on the north-east by a north-
west  line two  miles and seventy- six chains  to a point
bearing  north 135 degrees east and distant two chains
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXX within triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-west by a south-west line about fifteen miles to
a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCV
on its west side; thence on the south-west by a south-east
line six miles  to a post seventy-two chains south-west and
fifty-five chains south-east from a whitewood tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over XI on south-east side ; thence
on the south-east by a north- east  line eight miles and ten
chains to the O'Shanassy River at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over XXI within triangle on
south side ; and thence on the east and south-east by the
left bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 37 „
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing  on the left bank of the O'Shanassy River
at the eastern  corner of the Rocklands No. 1 Run, being a
point twelve chains below  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over XXIX within  triangle on its  west side, and
bounded thence on the  south-west  by a north- west line
along the north-east boundary of the Rocklands No. 1 Run
and a prolongation crossing  Youl Creek  six miles and
three chains to a box-tree  marked broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXXI within  triangle  on south- east side  passing
through a bloodwood-tree  marked  broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXX  within triangle  on south-west side ; thence on the
north- west  by a- north -east  line fifteen  miles  to a point
be aring north  110 degrees  east and distant  twenty-six
chain s from a bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over 0
over LXXX within triangle ; thence on the north-east by
a south-east line  four miles and fifty-two chains to the
O'Shanassy River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle  on north-west side ; and thence on the
south-east by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocilands No. 6.
Claimant  of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3 7
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing  on the right bank of the O'Shanassy River
at a point  twelve chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over XXIX within triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a south-east line
three miles  and seventy-eight chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad -arrow over 0 over XLI within triangle on
its south -east side  ;  thence on the south -east  by a north-
east line fifteen miles  to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over  H over LXIV within triangle on its south-
west side crossing  Douglas Creek and passing through a
gum-tree marked  broad-arrow over H over XL on sou'h-
east side and agum -t re e marked  broad-arrow over H over IV
within triangle on east side  ; thence on the north-east by
a north -west line five miles and  twenty-eight chains to
the O'Shanassy River at a point opposite a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow within triangle on north-west side ;
and thence on the north-west by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area--
Available .. . 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 )f
Total ... ... 75, „
Commencing at the western corner of the Rocklands No.
4 Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXXI within triangle on south- east side , and bounded
thence on the south-west by a north- west  line five miles
to a point bearing north 315 degrees  east and  distant eight
chains from a pine-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXXIII within triangle on north  side passing  through
a pine-tree  marked broad-arrow over 0 over LXXXII on
south-east side ; thence on the north-west by a north-east
line fifteen miles to a point bearing north 135 degrees east
and distant twenty-three chains from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over LXXXI within  triangle
prising  through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
over LXXXIV within triangle on south-west side and
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXXV in triangle on south-west side ; thence on the
north- east  by a south-east line five miles to a point bearing
north 110 degrees east and distant twenty-six chains from
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over LXXX
within  triangle  on its north side ; and thence on the south-
east  by a south-west line along the north-west boundary
of Rocklands No. 4 Run fifteen miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 7.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 121 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 121 „
Commencing at the north corner of the Rocklands No. 1
Run, being a point bearing north 135 degrees east and dis-
tant two chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over LXXX within triangle on south-west side,
and bounded thence on the north-east by a north-west
line along part of the south-west boundary of Rocklands
No. 4 Run and the south- west  boundary of Rocklands
No. 6 Run, in all eight miles and six chains, to a point
eight chains north-west of and passing through a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over LXXX within triangle
on south-west side passing through a pine-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over LXXXI within triangle on
south-east side and a pine-tree marked broad-arrow over
O over LXXXII within triangle on south-east side;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line fifteen
miles passing  through a point thirty  chains  north-west
from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over
XCVIII within triangle on north side ; thence on the
south -west by a south-east line eight miles and six chains
to the western corner of the Rocklands No.1 Run to a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over XV within
triangle on west side passing through a post marked
broad arrow ; and thence on the south- east  by a north-
east line along the north-west boundary of that run fifteen
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 10.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  581 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12
Total ... ... 701 „
Commencing on the right bank of the O'Shanassy
River at a point opposite a bloodwood- tree  marked broad-
arrow over 0 over XXI within  triangle on  south side,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a south-west
line crossing that river and along the south-east boundary
of Rocklands No.1 Run about  eight miles  and ten chains to
a  post seventy-two chains south-west and fifty-five chains
south-east from a whitewood- tree marked  broad -arrow over
0 over XI on south- east side  ; thence on the south-west by
a south- east line along  part of the north-east boundary of
the Rocklands No. 2 Run three  miles and  fifty- two chains
to a post marked broad -arrow ; thence  on the south-east
by a north -east  line fifteen miles passing  through a white.
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XC VI within
triangle and  crossing  the O'Shanass River  at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over XVII on south  side and
crossing  Morstone Creek  to a stake  fifty -eight chains
south-east from a blood wood-tree  marked  broad-arrow
over 0 over XLII within triangle on north-east side;
thence on the north- east  by a north-west line imssing
through that tree to the southern corner of the llocklansls
No. 5 Run and a continuation  along  that boundary, in all
six miles  and fifty six  chains , to the O'Shanassy River at
a point twelve  chains  below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 o'.el XXIX within  triangle on west side
passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over XLI within  triangle on  south- east  side; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
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Name of Run-Bull Ring.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35
Total ... ... 70 „
Commencing at the southern angle of the Rocklands
No. 10 Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a north-east line along part
of the south-east boundary of that run three miles passin
through a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over O
over XCVI within triangle to a point three chains
beyond ; thence on the north by an east line twelve miles
and six chains to a gust-tree marked broad-arrow over Ft
over XLV within triangle oil south side ; thence on the
east by a south line along part of the west boundary of
Promised Land No. 2 Run and a continuation of the same
line, in all five miles and forty-one chai,ins, to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XLVIII within triangle,
passing through a blo,e.lwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XLVI and a tree marked broad-arrow over
H over XLVII within triangle ; thence on the south by a
west line about ten miles sixty-six chains to the eastern
angle of the Rocklands No. 2 Ran, passing through a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over X r,TII, a hloo'lwo,)d-
tree marked broad-arrow within tria.i:.:e, and a guns-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XLIX within triangle
on south side ; and thence on the south-west by a north-
west line along part of the north-east boundary of that
run four miles and sixty-three chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Morstone.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Murray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 27
Total ... ... 87 „
Commencing  at the north -east corner of the Bull Ring
Run at a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over H  over XLV
within triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along parts of the western boundaries
of the Promised Land No. 2 and Promised Land No. 1
Runs ten miles and twenty chains to a box -tree marked
broad -arrow over H over XXI within triangle passing
through a guns-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
XLIV within triangle, a bloodwood -tree marked broad-
arrow H over XLIII ,  and a cork -tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XLII within triangle  ;  thence on the north-
east by  it  north -west line along the south -west boundary
of the Promised  Land No. 1 and  Promised Land No. 5
Runs four miles to a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over
H over XL within triangle on south -east side ; thence on
the north -west by a south -west line along part of the
south -east boundary of Rocklands No. 5 Run three miles
and forty chains  to a bloodwood- tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over XLI on the south -east side ; thence on the
south -west by a south -east line along part of the north-
east boundary of Rocklands No. 10 Run two miles and
fifty -eight chains to a point fifty -eight chains south-east
of and passing through a  bloodwood- tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over XLII within triangle on north-east
side ; thence again on the north -west by a south -west line
along part of the south -east boundary of the same run
twelve  miles to  a point bearing north 45 degrees east and
distant three chains from a whitewood -tree marked broad-
arrow over 0  over XCVI  within triangle crossing the
O'Shanassy River and passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over  XVII  within triangle on south
side ; and thence on the south by an east line along the
north boundary of Bull Ring Run twelve miles and six
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Rocklands No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease--T he Bocklands  Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 89 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 42 „
Total ... ... 131 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Georgina River at
a point bearing north 142 degrees east and distant forty
chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over J
over CCLXXV within triangle, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about five miles to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXVIII within triangle
on north side ; thence on the east by a north  line six miles
and sixty-two chains to a point bearing north 45 degrees
east and  distant two chains from  a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over XCII within triangle on its north-east
side ; thence on the south-east by a north-east line four
miles and fifty-six chains to a stake bearing north 135
degrees east and distant twenty-three chains from a pine-
tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCI within triangle
on south-east side ; thence on the south by an east line
seven miles and six chains ; thence on the north-east by a
north-west line eleven miles and twenty chains passing
through a post marked broad-arrow to a point seventy-
two chains south-west and about two miles north-west
from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
XI within triangle on south-east side ; thence on the north-
west by a south-west line fourteen miles and twenty-nine
chains to the Georgina River at a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over III within triangle passing at five
miles through a point eleven chains north-west from a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCIII
within triangle on south side ; and thence on the south-
west by the left bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of the town reserve of
Camooweal.
Name of Run-Rockland No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Coui-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 90 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Rocklands No.
2 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CX VII I within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line five miles to a point
ten chains  east  of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over CXVII within triangle; thence on the south
by a west line passing through that tree eleven miles and
ixty-three chains and through a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over CXVI within triangle on west side
crossing Nowranie Creek and the Georgina River to a
cairn ; thence on the west by a north line twelve miles
and seventy chains to a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over LXXXVI within triangle on south-
east side ; thence on the north by an east line four miles
to the Georgina River at a point opposite a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over 111 within triangle on
north-west side ; thence on the north-east, the east, and
north-east by the right bank of that river downwards to
a point opposite the south-west corner of Rocklands No.
2 Run, being a point bearing north 142 degrees east and
distant forty chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over J over CCLXXV within triangle ; and thence
on the north by an east line along the south boundary of
that run crossing the Georgina River five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 8.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 122 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 122
Commencing on the left bank of the Georgina River at
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over III within
triangle on north-west side, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line along one of the north boundaries of
the Rocklands No. 3 Run four miles to a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over LXXXVI within triangle
on south-east side ; thence on the west by a north line
seven miles and forty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over LXXXVII within triangle ;
thence on the north-west by a north-east line eleven miles
and sixty-four chains to a post marked broad-arrow ;
thence on the north-east by a south-east line along parts
of the south-west boundary of Rocklands No. 7 and
Rocklands No. 1 Run eight miles and fifteen chains to a
point three miles and fifteen chains east of and passing
through a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over XCV within triangle to a point seventy-two chains
south-west and about two miles north-west from a white-
wwwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XI within
triangle on west side ; and thence on the south-east by
a south-west line along the north-west boundary of
Rocklands No. 2 Run fourteen miles and twenty-nine
chains crossing Georgina River to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Ruu-Rocklands North.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 78 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 78 „
Commencing at the northern angle of the Rocklands
No. 8 Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a north-west line along part
of the south-west boundary of the Rocklands No. 7 Run
three miles and six chains ; thence on the south-east by a
north-east line along part of the north-west boundary of
that run about four miles and seventy-two chains to a
point twenty-eight chains  west  and fourteen chains north
of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
XCVIII within triangle on north side,; thence on the
north by a west line nine  miles  and fifty-two chains to a
stake three miles twelve chains north and  nine chains
west of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle on south side passing through a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCIX  within triangle
on south-east side ; thence on the -west by a south line
fourteen miles to a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow over
0 over LXXXVII within triangle  on west side passing
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through a giddiah-tree marked broad -arrow over 0 over
LXXXVIII within triangle on south  side  and crossing
and re-crossing Elizabeth Creek ; and thence on the
south -east by a north -east line along the north-west
boundary of the Rocklands No. 8 Run eleven miles and
sixty -four chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nowraine East.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 401 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 601 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Rocklands
No. 3 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CXVIII within triangle on north side, and bounded thence
on the west by a south  line along  the eastern boundary of
that run five miles crossing Nowranie Creek to a point
ten chains east of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CXVII within triangle on north-east side ; thence on
the north by a west line  crossing  Nowranie Creek and
passing through said tree along part of the south boundary
of the abovementioned run one mile and sixty-three chains
to a point one chain east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over CXVI in triangle ; thence again on the west
b7 a south line along part of the eastern boundary of the
Nowranie Run seven miles crossing Nowranie Creek to a
point thirty chains north of a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over CXXIII within triangle on west
side; thence on the south by an east line five miles and
sixty-three chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over CXXV within triangle on south side passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CXXIV ; thence on the east by a north line twelve miles
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXIX
within triangle on north side ; and thence again on the
north by a west line crossing Nowranie Creek four miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tyrone Downs.
Claimants of Lease--The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the north boundary of the Rocklands
North Run at a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over
O over XCIX within triangle on south- east  side, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundary of that run five miles to a stake three
miles twelve chains north and nine chains west of a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle; thence on
the west by a north line  ten miles  passing through a post
marked arrow to a stake seventy chains west of a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVIII within
triangle on  south-east side ; thence on the north by an
east line  five miles  crossing and re-crossing Goonooma
Creek to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CII
in triangle and passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over CVII within triangle ; and thence on the
east  by a south  line crossing  Goonooma Creek  passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CI
within triangle  on its west  side and a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over C within  triangle ten
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wellington Downs.
Claimants  of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Name of Run-Nowraine North.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the Rocklands
No. 2 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CXVIII within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along the eastern
boundary of that  run six miles  and sixty-two chains to a
point two chains north- east  from  a guin -tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over XCII within  triangle, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a north -east line
along one of the south-east boundaries of the said run
four miles and fifty-six chains to a stake bearing north
135 degrees east and distant twenty-three  chains from a
pine-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCI within
triangle ; thence on the north by an east  line along one of
the south boundaries of the Rocklands No. 2 Run and
part of the south boundary of the Bull Ring Run, in all
twelve miles and eight chains, to a point one chain west
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XLIX
within triangle on south side ; thence on the south-east
by a south- west line  fourteen  miles  and twenty-two chains
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXX
within triangle ; and thence on the south by a west line
passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over aIX within triangle and crossing Nowranie Creek
five miles and twenty-six chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Alison.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 464 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
 ,
Total ... 465 »
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Wellington
Downs Run, being a point one hundred and twenty chains
west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow over 0 over
CVI within triangle, and bounded thence on the west by
a south line along the eastern boundary of that run nine
miles and fifty-two chains to the north-west boundary of
the Rocklands No. 7 Run forty-two chains north of a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCVIII
within triangle on north side ; thence on the south-east
by a north-east line along parts of the Rocklands No. 7
and the Rocklands No. 6 Runs, in all thirteen miles and
fifty-six chains, to a point twenty-four chains north-east
of and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over LXXXIV within triangle on south-
west side ; and thence on the north by a west line passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CV within triangle and through tree above-mentioned
marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVI within triangle
nine miles and fifty-three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Goonooma No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
I
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 5 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Tyrone
Downs Run at a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over XCIX within triangle on south- east  side, and
bounded thence on the west by a north  line  along the east
boundary of that run  ten miles to a guns-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over CII within triangle on south-east
side passing  through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over C within triangle and  a gum-tree
marked broad- arrow  over 0 over CI  within triangle on
west  side crossing Goonooma Creek ; thence on the north
by an east  line crossing  Goonooma Creek to a point one
mile and forty  chains west  of a bloodwood- tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over CVI within triangle ;  thence on
the east by a south line  nine miles  and fifty-two chains to
the north- west  boundary of the Rocklands No. 7 Run;
thence on  the south-east by a south- west line along part of
that boundary about thirty-eight chains to a point thirty
chains north-westerly of a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 over XCVIII within triangle on north side;
thence on the south by a west line along part of the west
boundary of the Rocklands North Run four miles and
fifty-two chains to the point of commencement.
Total ... ... 70 of
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Wellington
Downs Run, being a point one mile forty chains west of a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVI on north-
west side, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line passing through that tree three  miles  and forty-five
chains  to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CV within triangle ; thence on the east by a north
line to a stake thirty chains east from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over CIII  on east side ;
thence on the north by a west  line passing  through that
tree along the south boundary of the Ferney Run ten
miles  to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CIX
within triangle on south- east side  crossing Ulupna Creek
and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle; thence on the west by a south line seven
miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVII
within triangle ; and thence again on the south by an east
line passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
0 over CII within triangle on south-east side  six miles
and thirty-five chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing  at a stake one mile  south-east  from a gum-
tree on south-east  boundary of Rocklands No. 5 Run
marked broad-arrow over H over XL within  triangle, and
bounded  thence on  the north- west  by a north- east line
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crossing, Harris Creek  and passing  through a point aboutsixtee  h ins  south- east  from a tree marked br ad-arrow
over H over V within triangle on north-east side ten
miles  to a point twelve chains north-west from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over LXIII within
triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south- east line
seven miles  and eleven chains to a point bearing north 264
degrees east  and distant seven chains from a bloodwood-
tree marked broad- arrow  over H over LXIX within
triangle passing  through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over H over LXVI, a tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LXVII on south side and a blood wood-tree marked
broad- arrow  over H over LKVIII  on east side  ; thence on
the east by a south line  seven miles  to a point three chains
west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over H over LIX
within  triangle on  south  side  ;  thence on  the south by a
west line passing  through  a gum -tree  marked broad-arrow
over H over LVIII within triangle on west side and
crossing Harris  Creek ten  miles  to a point bearing north
360 degrees  east and distant  twenty-three chains from a
corkwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XLII
within triangle on north-west side ; thence on the west by
a north line two miles  and sixty- nine chains  to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XLI within triangle on
south-west side ; and thence on the south-west by a north-
west line parsing  through a tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle three miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 „
Total ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Promised Land
No. 1 Run, being a point three chains west from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over LIX within triangle on
south side, and bounded thence on the east by a south line
ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
XXV within triangle on north side ; thence on the south
by a west line ten miles to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over H over XLVII on east side passing through a
blood woodAree marked broad-arrow over H over XXXIII
within triangle on east side ; thence on the west by a north
line ten miles to a point twenty-three chains north of a
cork-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XLII within
triangle on rth-west side passing through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over H over XLVI within
triangle on east side, a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over. XLV within triangle on east side, a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XLIV within triangle,
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over XLIII within
triangle ; and thence on the north by an east line crossing
Harris Creek and passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over H over LVIII within triangle ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
south  line ten miles to a gum -tree marked  broad -arrow
over H over XXVI within triangle on  east side  ; thence
on the south by a west line five miles to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over XXV within triangle on north
side ; and thence on the west by a north line along the
east boundary of Promised Land No. 2 Run ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 8.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinehela Wliite.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total ... ... 30 „
Commencing at the south- east corner  of the Promised
Land No. 2 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over XXV within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line along the south boun-
dary of Promised Land No. 7 Run five miles to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over H over XXVI within
triangle on east side ; thence on the east by a south line
six miles passing through  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXIII within triangle on west side to a
guns-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XXIX within
triangle on east side ; thence on the south by a west line
five miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
XXXII within triangle on south- east side  ; and thence on
the west by a north line  along  the western boundary of
the Promised Land No. 4 Run six  miles  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 9.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinehela White.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50
Total ... ... 100 it
Commencing at one of the north-east corners of the
Promised Land No. 3 Run which impinges on the south
boundary of the Bull R ing Run at a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow within triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along part of the south boundary of
that run four miles and sixty-four chains passing through
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XLIX
within triangle on south side to a point one chain west
thereof ; thence on the north-west by  a south -west line
along the south- east  boundary of the Nowraine North
Run fourteen miles and twenty-two chains to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXX within triangle on
south side ; thence on the south by an  east line  fourteen
miles and  seventy-two  chains to a point twenty-three
chains west of a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over H
over LII within  triangle on  west side ; and thence on the
east by  a north line along  the west boundary of the
Promised Land No. 3 Run ten  miles  and eight chains  to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 10.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... .. 50 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Promised
Land No. 1 Run at a point three chains west of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over LIX within triangle on
south  side , and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along the eastern boundary of that  run seven  miles to
a point bearing north 264 degrees east and distant seven
chains from a  bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LXIX within triangle on east side ; thence on
the south- west  by a north- west line  along part of the north-
east boundary  of same  ran three miles and thirty-three
chains to  a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over LXVII within  triangle on  the south side passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over LXVIII within  triangle on east side;  thence on the
north by an  east line seven miles  and thirty -three chains
to a point one chain  north of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad- arrow over  C over LIX within triangle on north
side ; thence  on the  east  by a south  line nine miles and
thirty-three  chains  to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over  H over LXII within triangle ;  and thence on
the south by a west  line passing  through  a gum-tree
marked broad- arrow  over H over LX  within triangle on
south side  five  miles  to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 7.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  20 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of the Promised
Land No. 2 Run at a point three chains west of a box-tree
marked broad- arrow  over H over LIX within triangle on
south side, and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along  the south boundary of the Promised Land No.
6 Rain passing through that tree and a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over  H over LX  within triangle on  south side
five miles to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LXII within triangle ; thence on the east by a
Total ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Promised Land
No. 8 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over XXIX within triangle on east side, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line five miles to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XXXII within triangle
passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over XXX within triangle on east side and a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XXXI within triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line ten miles to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over H over XXXIX within
triangle on east side, passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over LV, a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over LIV on south- east  side, and a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over LIII within
triangle on south side; thence on the west by a north line
along part of the eastern boundary of the Promised Land
No. 3 Run five miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXVI within triangle on west side,
passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXVIII within triangle on south-west
side and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
XXXVII;  and thence on the north by an east line along
the south boundaries of the Promised Land No. 4 and
the Promised Land No. 8 Runs passing through a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over
A ageing XXXII within
t ri angle on south -east side ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White and
William Sheldon.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35
Total ... ... 75
Commencing  at the south -west corner of  the Promised
Land No.  2 Run at a  bloodwood- tree marked broad-arrow
over ]it over XLVII  within triangle on east side, and
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bounded thence  on the  north by an  east line along part of
the south boundary of that run five miles to abloodwood-
tree marked  broad-arrow over H over XXXIII within
triangle on its east side ;  thence on the east by a south
line thirteen  miles to a point north 360 degrees east and
distant nine  chains from a corkwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over H over L within  triangle  on north-west side
passing through  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over H
over XXXIV within triangle, a bloodwood-tree marked
broad- arrow  over H over XXXV within triangle on north-
east side , a gum-tree marked broad- arrow  over H over
XXXVI within  triangle on west  side, a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over H over XXXVII within tri-
angle on  east  side, a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXVIII  within triangle  on south-west
side, a gum-tree  marked broad- arrow  over H over XXXIX
within  triangle on east side  ;  thence  on the south by a west
line six miles  to a point twenty- three chains  west of and
passing through  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over H
over LII within  triangle on west side and passing  through
a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over H over LI within
triangle on  east side  ; thence on the west by a north line
ten miles  and eight  chains  to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad- arrow within triangle ; thence again on the north
by an east  line along  part of the south boundary of the
Bpll Ring Run one mile to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XLVIII within triangle crossing a branch of
O'Shanassy River and passing through  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over XLIII within triangle ; and
thence again on the west by a north line two miles and
seventy-two  chains  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-Patrick Kiucliela White and
William Sheldon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  5
Total ... ... 30
Commencing at the north- east corn er  of the Promised
Land No. 3 Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXIII within  triangle on east  side, and
bounded thence on the north by an  east line  along part of
the south boundary of Promised Land No. 2 Run five
miles to  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over H over XXV
within  triangle on  north side; thence on the east by a
south line  six miles  to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXII within triangle on south-east side ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles to i gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XXXVI within triangle
on west side ; and thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of the Promised Land No. 3
Run passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over H over XXXV within triangle on north-east
side and a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
XXXIV within triangle on south side six miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Promised Land No. 5.
Claimants of Lease-Patrick Kinchela White and
William Sheldon.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 10 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
H over 13 within triangle; thence on the east by a
northerly line five miles to the south-east corner of the
Beta Run at a point one mile sixty-four chains south and
sixty-five chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over H over 14 within triangle ; and thence on the
north by a westerly line along the south boundary of the
Beta Run ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Zeta.
Claimants of Lease - The Australian and New
Z;-aland Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
To'. al ... ... 50
Commencing at the north- west  corner of the Beta Run
at a post marked broad-arrow, and bounded thence on the
west by a northerly  line along  part of the west boundary
of Epsilon Run and  a prolongation ,  in all five miles, to a
post marked broad-arrow passing through  a post marked
broad-arrow over N ; thence on the north by an  easterly
line ten miles  to a point twenty- five chains north of
a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXXVII within triangle ; thence on the east by a
southerly line bearing north 179 degrees  east passing
through that tree five miles crossing Worowna Creek to a
point sixty-three chains south of and  passing  through a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXVI
with triangle on west side ; and thence on the south by a
westerly line along the north boundary of the Beta Run
ten miles to  the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Blue Nobby.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the south- west corn er  of the Edgeroy
Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over VIII
within triangle  on east  side, and bounded thence on the
north by an east  line  along the south boundary of that
run crossing  Gunpowder Creek ten miles to a point eleven
chains west from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over XLVI within triangle on south-east side ;
thence on the east by a south line ten miles ; thence on
the south by a west line crossing Gunpowder Creek and
passing  through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over 6 over XXI within triangle ten miles to a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XII within
triangle on north-west side ; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of Gundemaine Run
crossing and re-crossing Gunpowder Creek ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Byron.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 50 „Total ... ... 10 „
Commencing at the northern  angle of  the Promised Land
No. 1 Run, being a point twelve chains north-west from a
bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over H over LXV
within  triangle,  and bounded thence on the north-east by a
north-west line one mile to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over LXIII within triangle upon the
south- east  boundary of the Rocklands No. 5 Run ; thence
on the north-west by a south-west line along part of that
boundary passing through  a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow
over H over IV within triangle ten miles to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XL within triangle
on south-east side ; thence on the south-west by a south-
east line one mile  to a stake one mile five chains north-west
from  a bauhinia -tree marked broad-arrow within triangle ;
and thence on the south-east by a north- east line  along the
north- west  boundary of the Promised Land No. 1 Run
crossing  Harris Creek and passing through a point about
sixteen chains south-east from  a tree  marked broad-arrow
over H over V within  triangle  on north- east side ten miles
to the point  of commencement.
Name of  Run-Theta.
Claimants of Lease -The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Beta Run
at a post marked broad-arrow over B within triangle, and
bounded thence on the  west  by a southerly  line along
parts of the  east boundaries  of the Alpha and Eta Runs,
in all  five miles, to a post marked broad-arrow over T ;
thence on the south by an  easterly  line ten miles to a
point one mile forty-eight chains south and sixty-five
chains west of a bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over
Commencing at the north- east corn er  of the Blue Nobby
Run, being a point eleven  chains west  of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over XLVI within triangle
on south-east side, and bounded thence on the west by a
south line along the eastern boundary of that run ten
miles crossing Eastern Creek to a point about one mile and
twelve chains east from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over XXI within triangle ; thence on the
south by an east line five miles ; thence on the east by a
north line ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over XLVIII within triangle; and thence on the
north by a west line passing through a giun-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XLVII, a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XLIX within triangle on north
side, and through the bloodwood-tree above-mentioned
marked broad-arrow over C over XLVI within  triangle
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Calton Hills No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 2
Total ... ... 27 „
Commencing on the south boundary of the Byron Run,
being a point  two miles  and seventy  chains east from a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XXI
within triangle, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a south-west line along the south- east  boundary of the
Calton Hills No. 1 Run  crossing  Gunpowder Creek about
thirty-five  chains  above a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over XXIII within triangle ; thence on the
south-west by a south -east  line one mile along the north-
east  boundary of Calton Hills No. 1 Run ; thence on the
west by  a south line  about six  miles  and sixty  chains to a
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point forty chains west and twenty chains south of a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over XXXIII within
triangle on east side  ;  thence on the south by an east line
crossing Gunpowder Creek three  miles  ; thence on the
east by a north line about nine miles to the south boun-
dary of the Byron Run ; and thence on the north by a
west line two miles and ten chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Calton Hills No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 40 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Calton
Hills No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on the north by a
west line along the south boundary of that run and a
prolongation ,  in all four miles, crossing  Gunpowder Creek
and passing twenty chains above a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XXXIII within triangle on east
side ; thence on the west by a south line ten miles crossing
Gunpowder Creek and passing twenty -six chains east of a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XLIV within
triangle on south -east side  ;  thence on the south by an
east line four miles ; and thence on the east by a north
line ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Ruu -Carl Downs No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  7 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total ... 7
Commencing on the south- eastern  boundary of the
Murree Run on the left bank of the O'Shanassy River at
its intersection with said boundary ,  being a point about ten
chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle on east side, said tree being twenty chains seventy-
two links east and seven chains fifty -eight links south of
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over R over XL
within triangle on south side ,  and bounded thence on the
north-west by a south-westerly line about six miles and
eight chains ; thence on the south by an easterly line two
miles and seventy-four chains to the O'Shanassy River at
a ti-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over L within
triangle ; and thence on the east by the left bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Carl Downs No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total  ... ...  34 „
Commencing on the right bank of the O'Shanass
River at a ti-tree marked broad -arrow over  0  over L
within triangle on west side ,  and bounded thence on the
south by an east line six miles and fifteen chains passing
through a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over R over
XXXIII  within triangle on south side  ;  thence on the east
by a northerly line three miles and forty -eight chains ;
thence on the north -east by a north -westerly line about
five miles and twenty-eight chains to the south-east
boundary of the Murree Run ; thence on the north-west
by a south -westerly line along that boundary about two
miles and forty chains to the O'Shanassy River at a point
ten chains below a gum -tree marked broad -arrow within
triangle  ;  and thence on the west by the right bank of
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ferney.
Claimants of Lease -Commercial  Banking Company
of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available
Unavailable
Total
25 square miles.
... 25
... 50 15
Commencing on the right bank of the Gregory River at
a point one mile and thirteen chains west and about
twenty chains south of a tree on opposite bank marked
broad-arrow over G over XXXIII on south- east  side, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line five miles and
six chains to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over
CIX on south-east side ; thence on the south by an east
line ten miles to a stake thirty chains east of and passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over CIII within triangle on east side crossing Ulupna
and Goonooma Creeks and passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow within triangle ; thence on the east
by a north line crossing Goonooma Creek three miles and
thirty-two chains to the right bank of the Gregory River
at a point about sixteen chains  be low a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over XXII within triangle ;
and thence on the north by the right bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Bun-Thornton Vale.
Claimants of Lease-Australian Joint Sock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
„
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the junction of the O'Shanassy and
Thornton Rivers at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
O over T within triangle, and bounded thence on the
west by a south line six miles and fifty-two chains ; thence
on the south by an east line passing through a point four
chains south of a  gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over R
over IV within triangle on south -east side crossing
Magenta Creek and passing through a point four chains
north of a gum -tree-marked broad -arrow over R over VI
within trian g le ten miles to a tree marked broad-arrow
over C over LVI within triangle ; thence on the east by a
north line two miles and  fifty-six chains crossing West
Thornton Creek to the Tho rn ton River at a point thirty-
two chains westerly from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over II within triangle ; and thence on the north-
east and north by the left bank of that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Thornton Vale No.2.
Claimants of Lease - Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated  Area—Available ... ...  50 square  miles.
Unavailable  .. ...  0 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Thornton River at a
point thirty-two chains westerly from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over II within triangle on south side,
and bounded thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of Thornton Vale and a prolongation, in all
five miles and thirty chains, to a point eight chains south
of and passing through a blood wood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over LVII on south side ; thence on the
south by an  east line ten miles crossing  West Thornton
Creek to  a point nine chains north of a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over C over LIII within triangle and passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LV
within triangle ; thence on the east by a north line two
miles to the Thornton River at a point forty chains
below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T over L
within triangle on north -east side  ;  and thence on the
north-east and north by the left bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Thornton Vale No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 )f
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the right bank of Thornton
River thirty-two chains westerly from  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over T over II within triangle, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line passing through a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over R over XVII within
triangle on south side seven  miles  sixteen  chains to the
Seymour River at a point twenty-four chains north-wes-
terly from a gum-tree marked broad- arrow  over R over
XXI on south-west side ; thence on the north by the left
bank of that river downward, to its junction with the
O'Shanassy River ; thence on the west, the south, and the
south-west by the right banks of gist river and the
Thornton River upwards to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Thornton Vale No. 4.
Claimants of LeaseAustralian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  0
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Thornton River
opposite a point thirty -two chains  westerly  from a gum
tree marked broad-arrow over T over II within  triangle,
and bounded thence  on the west  by a north  line along the
eastern boundary of Thornton Vale No. 3 Run passing
through a bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over R
over XVII within triangle on south side  seven miles and
sixteen chains  to the Seymour River at a point twenty-
four chains north-westerly from  a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over R over XXI on south- west  side ; thence on
the north-east by the left bank of that river upwards to a
point forty chains westerly from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over S within  triangle ; thence  on the east
by a south line about  six miles and  forty -eight chains to
the Thornton River at a point opposite a point about
forty chains below  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over T
over L on north- east side ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run-Gournama.
Claimants of Lease-Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 52 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 52 „
Total ... .. 104 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Promised
Land No. 6 Run, being a point one chain north of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LIX
within  triangle  or, north side, and bounded thence on the
west by a south line along the  east  boundary of that run
nine miles and  thirty-three chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over LXII within triangle ;
thence on the south byan east  line ten miles  crossing West
Thornton Creek to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over LVIII within triangle on north-west side;
thence on the east by a north line eleven miles to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over V within triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the Thornton Vale No. 2 Run crossing West
Thornton Creek five miles and twenty-nine chains to a
point eight chains south of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over LVII on south side ; thence
again  on the west by a south line one mile and forty-seven
chains to a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over C over
LVIII within triangle on south side ; and thence again on
the north by a west line three miles and fifty-one chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Seymour.
Claimantsof Lease-Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15=
Total ... ... 40; „
Commencing on the right bank of the O'Shanassy River
at a point opposite agum-tree marked broad arrow within
triangle on north-west side and thirty-one chains north-
easterly from abloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
0 over LXXVI within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a south-east line along the
north- east  boundary of Rocklands No. 5 Run five miles
and twenty-eight chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over H over LXIV within triangle ; thence on the
north- west  by a south-west line along part of the south-
east boundary of the same  run one mile  and twenty chains
to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
LXIII within triangle on east side ; thence again on the
south-west  by a south-east line along the north-east
boundary of Promised Land No. 5 Run and part of the
north-east boundary of the Promised Land No. 1 Run, in
all three miles seventy-eight chains, to Magenta Creek at
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over LXVI
within triangle downwards to a point about four chains
southerly from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over IV within triangle on its south- east  side ; thence on
the north by a west line along part of the south boundary
of the Thornton Vale Run fifty-six chains; thence again
on the east by a north  line along  the west boundary of the
same  run crossing and re- crossing  Magenta Creek six miles
fifty-two chains to the junction of the Thornton and
O'Shanassy Rivers at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
0 over T in triangle ; and thence on the north and north-
west by the right bank of the last-named river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Seymour No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing on the right bank of the O'Shanassy River
opposite a point thirty-two chains below a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over LVI within triangle on south-
east  side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
fourteen miles and seventy-two chains passing through a
point about sixteen chains south of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over R over XXVIII within triangle on its
north-west side ; thence on the east by a south line six
miles to the Seymour River at a point twelve chains
south-easterly from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
S over VII within triangle on north-east side ; and thence
on the south, south-west, and west by the right bank of
that river downwards to its junction with the O'Shanassy
River ; and by the right bank of the last-mentioned river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Margaret Vale.
Claimants of Lease-Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... .. 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 191
Total ... ... 44a
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Alison
Run at a point bearing north 45 degrees east and distant
twenty-four chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over LXXXIV within triangle on south-
west side, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
north-east line along part of the north-west boundary of
the Rocklands No. 6 Run three miles and thirty-two
chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over LXXXV within triangle on south -west side ; thence on
the north-east by a line bearing ncrth-westerly six miles
and forty chains to a point bearing north 90 degrees east and
distant six chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over CIV within triangle on west side ; thence
on the north by a west line along the south boundary of
the Norwood Run three miles and sixty-eight chains to
a stake bearing north 90 degrees east and distant thirty
chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CIII within triangle on east side ; thence on the
west  by  a south line along the east boundary of Goonooma
No. 1 Run seven miles to a blood wood-tree marked broad  -
arrow over 0over CV within triangle on south-west side ;
and thence on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of the Alison Run six miles and five
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Margaret Vale No. 7.
Claimants of Lease-Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
... 30 square miles.
... 14s
Total .. 441 „
Commencing on the right bank of Magenta Creek at a
point about four chains southerly from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow R over IV within triangle on south-east side,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of the Thornton Vale Run
about nine miles and twenty-eight chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over C over LVI within triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Thornton Vale No. 2 Run and one of
the west boundaries of Gournama Run, in all four miles
and twenty-six chains, to a bauhinia-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over LVIII within triangle on south side,
passin through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over LVII within triangle ; thence on the south
by a west line along one of the north boundaries of the
last-mentioned run and the north boundary of the
Promised Land No. 6 Run, in all eleven miles and four
chains, to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over LXVII within triangle on south side, passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over LIX within triangle on north side and a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over H over LXX within
triangle ; thence on the south-west by a north-west line
along part of the north-east boundary of the Promised
Land r o. 1 Run about sixty chains to Magenta Creek at a
point opposite a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LXVI within triangle on north-west side ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Chilton Downs.
Claimants of Lease-The Royal Bank of Queens-
land.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the north-west boundary of the White-
bait Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXV III within triangle, and hounded thence on the
south-east by a north-east line along part of the north-
west boundary of that run crossing Plain Creek ten miles
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over  E over  CXXIX
within triangle on south side ; thence on the north by a
west line along the south boundary of the Galathera Run
and part of the south boundary of the Promised Land
No. 10 Run, in all fourteen  miles and eleven  chains, to a
point one mile seventy chains west of and passing through
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H over L1V within
triangle on south-east side passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over XXXII within triangle
and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over H over LV
within triangle on east side; and thence on the south-west
by a south-east line crossing Plain Creek ten miles to the
point of commencement.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Albinia No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Robert North, William North,
Joseph North, Charles North, Frank North,
Arthur Septimus North, and Octavius North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  23 „
Total  ... .. 53 „
Commencing at the north- east corner  of the Albinia
East Run at a point fifteen  chains east of a  giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A2 within  triangle , and bounded
thence on the west by a south  line along  the eastern boun-
dary of the Albima East Run about  nine miles and
fifty chains to a point two chains  east  of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow within triangle on north- east side ;
thence on the south  by an east line along  part of the
north boundary of the  Laglan  No. 1 Run and a pro-
longation ,  in all  about eight miles and twenty-one
chains, to a point one  chain  and fifty links north of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over 3; thence on
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the east by a north line along part of one of the eastern
boundaries of Apsley No. 3 Run one mile and forty-six
chains to a point twenty-five chains north and one chain
west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A3 within tri-
angle ; thence on the south by a west line along part of
the south boundary of the Mount Gregory No. 2 Run
three miles and twenty-one chains to a point eight chains
north and four chains east of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over GM2 within triangle ; thence on the
east by a north line along the western boundary of that
run about eight miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over CM2 within triangle on north-west side ; and thence
on the north by a west line along part of the south boun-
dary of the Dunjarrobina Run five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cabbage Tree No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Robert North, William North,
Joseph North, Charles North, Frank North,
Arthur Septimus North, and Octavius North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 28 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 9
Total ... ... 37
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Cabbage
Tree Run at a point thirty-two chains west of a blackbutt-
tree marked broad-arrow over CT over CT3 within
triangle  on east  side, and bounded thence on the east by
a northerly line along the western boundary of that run
about five  miles  and sixty chains to a point four chains
west of a scrub-tree marked broad-arrow over CT over
CT2 within triangle on west side ; thence on the north by
a west line  along part of the south boundary of the Moray
Downs No. 2 Run about three  miles  and forty-eight chains
to a point two chains east of a bauhinia-tree marked
broad-arrow over CT3 within triangle on east side ;
thence on the west by a south  line along  one of the west
boundaries of the Cabbage Tree No. 2 Run and the east
boundary of the Labona North Run to the Carmichael or
Well-watered Creek to a tree marked broad-arrow ever
LN within triangle ; thence on the south-east by the left
bank of that creek downwards to a point forty-eight
chains west and about fifteen chains south of a tree
marked broad-arrow over C over XLIV within triangle ;
thence again on the west by a south line along part of the
east boundary of the Labona South Run about eight
miles to a point six chains east and ten chains south of an
ironbark- tree  marked broad-arrow over I within triangle ;
thence on the south by an east line one mile and thirty-
five chains to a point twenty chains  cast  and eight chains
north of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow within tri-
a agle ; thence on the east by a north line along the west
boundary of the Albinia West Run crossing the Car-
michael or Well-watered Creek  nine miles  and forty-three
chains to a point nine chains and fifty links west and one
chain and ninety-three links south of a blackbutt-tree
marked broad-arrow over AW within triangle ; and thence
again on the south by an east line along the north boun-
dary of that run one mile and twenty-three chains to the
point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Cabbage Tree No. 5.
Claimants of Lease-Robert North, William North,
Joseph North, Charles North, Frank North,
Septimus North, and Octavius North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 91 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 9f  „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Albinia
West Run at a point twenty chains east and eight chains
north of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a south line
three miles and fifty chains to a point one mile and sixty
chains north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over AW
within triangle ; thence on the south by a west line four
miles and sixty-eight chains ; thence on the west by a
north  line one mile  and twenty-four chains to a point
twenty-three  chains east  of a yellow-jacket-tree marked
broad-arrow over A3 within triangle ; thence on the north
by an east line three  miles  and thirty-two chains along
part of the south boundary of the Labona South Run to
a point two chains west of an ironwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over L within triangle ; thence again on the
west by a north line along part of the east boundary of
the Labona South Run two miles and twenty-four chains
to a point ten chains south and six chains east of  an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over I within triangle ;
and thence on the north by an east  line along  the south
boundary of Cabbage Tree No. 3 Run one mile and
thirty-five chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Albinia No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 48 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 24
Total ... ... 72 )f
Commencing at the south-west corner of Cabbage-tree
No. 5 Run, being a point twenty-three chains east and one
mile twenty-four chains south of a yellow-jacket tree
marked broad-arrow over A3 within triangle, and bounded
thence on the west by a south  line about  eight miles and
fifty-eight chains to a point two  miles  and forty chains
west and two miles and fifty chains south of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over D within triangle on north
side ; thence on the south by an  east  line seven miles and
thirty-six chains to the south-west corner of Laglan No. 2
Run, being a point about three miles sixty-eight chains
westerly from a point about twenty  chains  above a tree
marked broad-arrow over F over III within  triangle on
left bank of Dunda Creek ; thence on the east by a north
line along  the. western boundary of that run  twelve miles
eight chains to the south boundary of the Albinia West
Run at a point two miles  west  of a tree marked broad-
arrow over B over LIII within  triangle and  NSW over
LXVII ; thence on the north by a west line along part of
the south boundary of that run two miles  and ten chains
to a point twenty chains  east and  eight chains north of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow  within triangle  ; thence
on the west by a south  line  along  the east  boundary of
Cabbage Tree No. 5 Run three  miles and  fifty chains to a
point  one mile sixty chains north  of a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over AW within triangle ; thence on the
north by a west line along the south boundary of that run
four miles and sixty-eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Albinia No. 4 Block.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 154- square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 15; „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the Albinia
East Run, being a point two  chains east  of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow within triangle on north-east side,
and bounded thence on the west by a south line along one
of the eastern boundaries of Laglan No. 1 Run one mile
and seventy-three chains to a point two chains north and
two chains  east  of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over AE within  triangle on  south side ; thence on the
south by an east line orlonf one of the north boundaries
of the same run and  a continuation ,  in all eight miles and
twenty-one chains, passing through a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over LI within  triangle  to a point twelve
chains north of gum-tree marked broad-arrow over A4
over V within triangle; thence on the east by a north line
one mile and seventy-three chains to a point one chain
and fifty links north of and passing through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over 3 within  triangle ; and
thence on the north by a west  line along  the south
boundary of the Albinia No. 2 Run eight  miles and
twenty- one chains  to the point  of commencement
Name of Run-Labona No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James Kirk.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 9 „
Total ... ... 39 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Labona
South Run at a point three chains west of a yellow-
jacket-tree marked broad-arrow over LS within  triangle,
and bounded thence on the west by a south line along
part of the east boundary of the Bimbah East Run four
miles and thirty-two chains to a point one chain west of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over BE within tri-
angle on west side ; thence on the south by an east line
along part of the north boundary of the Bimbah South
Run three miles to a point one mile and eighteen chains
south of a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-arrow over M
within triangle ; thence again on the west by a south line
along the eastern boundary of said run and a prolongation
five miles and fifty-two chains to a point one chain east
of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over A3 within
triangle ; thence on the south by an east line about two
miles and forty-four chains to the south-west corner of
Albinia No. 3 Run, being a point two miles forty chains
west and two miles fifty chains south of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over D within triangle on north side;
thence on the east by a north  line along  one of the west
boundaries of Albinia No. 3 and Cabbage Tree No. 5
Runs, in all ten miles and two chains, to a point twenty-
three chains east of a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-
arrow over A3 within triangle; and thence on the north by
a west line passing through that tree along part of the
south boundary of the Labona South Runabout five miles
and forty-eight chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bimbah South.
Claimant of Lease-William Forsyth.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  47 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 28
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Bimbah
East Run at a point one chain west from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over BE within triangle on west side,
and bounded thence on the north by an  east  line three
miles to a point about one mile eighteen chains south of a
yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-arrow over  M within
triangle on east side ; thence on the east by a south line
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passing through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
M to a point one chain east and fifty-two chains north of
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over A3 within
triangle ; thence on the south by a west line passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BS over 1
within triangle on west side fifteen miles to a point
four miles and five chains east and three chains north from
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over BS within
triangle on its east side ; thence on the west by a north
line five miles to a point one chain north and thirteen
chains east  of a blackbutt-tree marked broad-arrow over B
within triangle on east side ; and thence on the north by
an east line  along the south boundaries of the Bimbah and
Bimbah East Runs passing through a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B within triangle on south-east side
twelve miles to the point of commencement.
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Stratheonan Park.
Claimants of Lease-The South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 22j
„
Total 62j „
Commencing on the left bank of Strathconan Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over S over XII within
triangle, and bounded thence on the south by an east line
one mile and fifty- six chains  to the western boundary of the
resumed portion of the Balcomba Consolidation ; thence
on the east by a north line along part of that boundary
and a prolongation,  in all  about ten miles and thirty-six
chains; thence on the north by a west line to the south-
east corner  of the Kainroo Run and a continuation along
the south boundary of that run, in all six miles and
seventy -six chains  to a tree marked broad-arrow over K
over k within triangle ; thence on the west by a southerly
line one mile  and twelve chains crossing Strathconan
Creek to a point opposite a lancewood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over S within triangle ; and thence on the west and
south-west by the left bank of that creek downwards to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Roekvale.
Claimants of Lease-Farquhar Charleson and
Lachlan  McLennan  the elder  (Executors in the
Estate of the late  Duncan McLennan).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Kaiuroo
Run at an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over K over
V within triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a
southerly line three miles and forty-two chains ; thence
on the south by a west line about five miles to the  eastern
boundary of the Ingle Downs Run ; thence on the west
by a north line along part of the eastern boundary of that
run about five miles and four chains ; thence on the north-
west  by a line bearing north 30 degrees  east  along the
south- east  boundary of the Goolwa Run about  six miles
crossing  Ten-mile Creek at a point eight chains below a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T over VI within
triangle and by a line bearing north 35 degrees east along
part of the south-east boundary of Gordon Run five miles ;
thence on the north by an easterly line about twelve chains
to the north-west corner of Kaiuroo Run, being a point
thirty chains west and twenty links south of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over K over G in triangle ; and
thence  again  on the east by a southerly line along the
western boundary of that run about ten miles and fifty-
eight chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1888.
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THE following further re-amended descriptions
are published for general information.
HENRY JORDAN.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Lestree Hill No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-John Muirhead and Arthur
Brown.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 431 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... ... 631 „
Further re-amended description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Belyando River
at a point about thirty-two chains above a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over LXXIV in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line along one of
the north boundaries of Lestree Hill No. 3 Run about
three miles to the west boundary of Apsley No. 1 Run ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of the last-
mentioned boundary about four miles seventy-two chains ;
thence again on the south by an east  line along  part of the
north boundary of the same run seventy-two chains to the
south-west corner of Apsley No. 2 Run at a point twenty-
three chains south of a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow
over A within triangle on east side ; thence  again on the
east by a north  line along  one of the west boundaries of
that run five  miles  forty-eight chains to a point one chain
west and ten chains south of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over A2 within triangle ; thence  again on  the south
by an east line along one of the north boundaries of the
last-named run one mile seventy-two chains to a point
nine chains south and one chain  east of a brigalow-tree
marked broad-arrow over A2 within  triangle on east side;
thence again on the east by a north line along part of one
of the west boundaries  of the same  run about  one mile
and sixteen chains to a point  ten chains  south  of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over LH4 within triangle ;
thence on the north by a west  line crossing  the Belyando
River at a point about sixty chains above a Moreton Bay
ash-tree marked broad-arrow over B over LXV in  triangle
about seven miles ; thence on the north-west by a line
parallel to the course of the Belyando River bearing about
north 187 degrees east about twelve  miles  to the north
boundary of Tip Tree Hill North Run ;  and thence again
on the south by an east line along part of that boundary
two miles forty chains to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Laglan No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-James McCormack.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 21 „
Total ... ... 61 „
Further re- amended description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Belyando River
opposite a point about sixty chains above a Moreton Bay
ash-tree marked broad-arrow over B over LXV in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south by an  east line along
part of the north boundary of Lestree Hill No. 4 Run
about three miles and twelve chains to a point  one mile
twenty-eight chains west and ten chains south of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over LHR within tri-
angle ; thence on the east by a north line about  ten miles
to a coolibah- tree marked  broad- arrow  over LI within
triangle ; thence on the north by a west line  three miles
and thirty -two chains  to a point two chains north and two
chains east  of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
AE within  triangle; thenceagain  on the  east  by anorth line
one mile and seventy-three chains to a point  two chains
east of a  giddiah- tree  marked broad-arrow within  triangle
on north-east side ; thence again on the north by a west
line passing  throughthat tree to the Belyando  River at a
tree marked broad-arrow over LIII within  triangle and
also marked NSW over LXVII ; and thence on the south-
west by the right bank of that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Laglan No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James McCormack.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
Total
... 36 square miles.
... 19
.. 55
Further  re-amended  description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Belyando River
at a point about sixty chains above a Moreton  Bay ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over LXV  in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line about six
miles sixty-eight chains crossing Fiery Creek at a point
about twenty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over F over III in triangle ; thence on the west by a north
line about twelve miles and eight chains ; thence on the
north by  an east line  two miles to the Belyando River
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over B over LVIII,
also marked NSW over LXVII in  triangle  ; and thence on
the north-east by the left bank of that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Albinia West
Claimants of Lease-James McCormack and Joseph
North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11 „
Total ... ... 45 „
I urther  re-amended  description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Belyando River
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over B over LIII in
triangle and also NSW over LXVII, and bounded thence
on the south by a west line four miles  ten chains  ; thence
on the west by a north line about  nine miles  forty-three
chains crossing Carmichael or Well-watered Creek at a
point about twenty-four chains below  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XLV in triangle ; thence on the
north by an  east  line to the south-west corner of Cabbage
Tree Run and by a continuation of same line along the
south boundary of that run, in all about  six miles seven
chains, to the Belyando River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over XLIV in triangle ; and thence on the
east by the left bank of that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run-Albinia East
Claimants of Lease-James McCormack and Joseph
North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11
Total ... ... 41
„
Further re-amended description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Belyando River
0 osite a gum tree marked broad-arrow over B over
XLIV within triangle, and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary of Dun-
jarrobina Run about two miles and seventy-three chains
to a point fifteen chains east of and passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A2 within triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line about nine miles and
fifty chains to a point two chains east of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow within triangle on north-east side;
thence on the south by an east line five miles to a tree
marked broad-arrow over B over LIII within triangle and
also NSW over LXVII; and thence on the west by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mellaluka.
Claimant of Lease-James McCormack.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 28 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14$ „
Total ... ... 421 „
Re-amended description.
Commencing at the junction of Dunda (Mellaluka)
Creek with a western ana-branch of the Belyando River
called Fiery Creek, being at a point about twenty chains
above a tree on the left bank of that ana-branch marked
broad-arrow over F over III, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along part of the south boundary of
Laglan No. 2 Run about three miles sixty-eight chains ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north 215
degrees east seven miles forty-eight chains ; thence on the
south-west  by  a line bearing about north 125 degrees east
crossing Dunda (Mellaluka) Creek about eight chains
below a tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow over
D over VIII in triangle five miles ; thence on the south-
east by a line bearing north 35 degrees east about six
miles forty chains to the before-mentioned ana-branch of
the Belyando River ; and thence on the east by the left
branch of that ana-branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Tiptree Hill West.
Claimant of Lease-John Muirhead.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3J  „
Total ... 28J „
Further re-amended description.
Commencing on the right bank of a western ana-branch
of the Belyando River called Fiery Creek at a point
opposite the junction of Dunda (Mellaluka) Creek and
about twenty chains above a tree on the opposite bank
marked broad-arrow over F over III in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of Laglan No. 1 Run fifty-two chains
to the north-west corner of Lestree Hill No. 4 Run ;
thence on the east by a line bearing about north 187 de-
grees east along the north-western boundary of the last-
named run about twelve miles to the north boundary of
Tiptree Hill North Run ; thence on the south by a west
line along part of the last-mentioned boundary and by a
continuation of the same line, in all five miles ; thence on
the east by a line bearing about north 7 degrees east about
three miles forty chains to the south-west boundary of
Mellaluka Run at a point bearing north 125 degrees east
from a point on the right bank of Dunda (Mellaluka,)
Creek about eight chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over D over VIII in triangle ; thence on the north-
east by a line bearing north 125 degrees east along part of
the south-west boundary of Mellaluka Run one mile
thirty-two chains to its south corner ; thence on the north-
west by a line bearing north 35 degrees east along the
south-east boundary of the said run six miles forty chains
and by a continuation of same line crossing the before-
mentioned ana-branch of the Belyando River; and thence
again on the east by the right bank of that ana-branch
downwards to the point of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Powala.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 61 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 38
Total ... ... 99 „
Re-amended description.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the Fernie
Lawn Run at its intersection with the shores of Lake
Galilee, being a point about twenty chains south-easterly
from a tree marked broad-arrow over DY  within triangle,
and bounded thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Fernie Lawn Run and a
prolongation, in all about nine miles and seventy chains,
to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over N over F
within triangle on east side, crossing Seven-mile Creek
and passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
N over FL in triangle and again crossing the same creek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle  on its east
side ; thence on the east by a north line seven miles and
fifty-nine chains to a point five chains east of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P within triangle ; thence on
the north by a west line seven miles and six chains to a
point thirty chains east and two chains south of a coolibab-
tree on the shores of Lake Galilee marked broad-arrow
over L5 within triangle passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over 1 in triangle ; thence again on
the east by a north line about one mile and forty-two
chains to a point sixty chains north and thirty-six chains
east  of a tree marked broad-arrow over E within triangle ;
thence again on the north by a west line to Bowley's
Point about one mile and sixteen chains ; and thence on
the north-west and south-west by the shores of Lake
Galilee in a south-westerly and south-easterly direction to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors ,  Sergeants ,  and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or  Bailiffs  of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts ,  under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884."
C. R. DTTTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur.
render  their titles under that Act, and  receive
instead thereof  a lease under  Part IV. of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications  in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane. 17th August.  19915.
Lands Office,
Townsville, 23rd April, 1888.
THE undermentioned Selector has been calledupo  to appear before me, at the Land Court
to be held at Townsville on THURSDAY, the
Fourteenth day of June, 1888, to show cause why
his Selection should not be forfeited for non-fulfil-
nlent of the conditions of occupation and improve-
ment.
No. 535.
Name-Joe Fun.
Parish-R,,keby.
Area-50 acres 2 roods.
FREDK. GOODFELLOW,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands  Office,
Port Douglas, 11th May, 1888.
To HERBERT J. PARKh.x,  Mosman River.
SIR,--You are  hereby called upon to attend the
Land  Court  to be held at Port Douglas on
Port Douglas. THURSDAY,  the Fifth day
Agricultural Farm  No 12. of July,  1888, at Ten  o'clock in
Herbert J Parker . in the forenoon, and show cause
3losman River.
Portion 23v.
Parish of Victory.
164 acre s.
why your Agricultural Farm,
No. 12, Port Douglas District,
should not be declared forfeited
for the non-fulfilment of the condition of occu-
pation.
C. A. COLLARD,
Acting Land Commissioner.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office-Map of the Agricul-tural Township ,  Village of St .  Helen's, and
portions adjoining ,  parish of St. Helen 's, Mackay
District .  Price,  is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor- General.
Brisbane, 9th May,1888.
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THE following Maps are now for Sale at thisOffice, viz.:-
Agricultural Townships.
Village of Murrinda and portions 17v to 27v
adjoining, parish of Ossa, Mackay District,
under section twenty-two, Amendment
Act of 1886.
Price, Is.
Village of Tuchekoi and portions 4v to
17v adjoining, parish of Tuchekoi,
Gympie District, under section twenty-
two, Amendment Act of 1886.
Price, Is.
40-Chain Maps.
Rockhampton Sheet No. 1, showing lands in
the parishes of Murchison, Karkol, Wise-
man, Rockhampton, and Gracemere.
Price, 2s. 6d.
Moreton No. 7 North, showing lands in the
parishes of Toorbul and Redcliffe and part
of Bribie Island.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1838.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT  L. JACK,  Government Geologist.
ON SALE,  at this Office.  Price  :  5s., in (2)sheets  ;  7s. 6d .,  mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, MOUNT MORGAN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, the
1 Police Station, Mount Morgan, and Court
House, Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from persons willing
to contract for the Erection of a Court House
at Mount Morgan.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Court House, Mount
Morgan."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, the Police Station, Mount Morgan, and the
Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See Clause  1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen (lays
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
rT HE Tender of Mr. GEORGE WARE, for the
Supply of Three Thousand (3,000) Tons of
Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, has
been accepted. Amount, £1,012 10s.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. J. W. SUTTON AND CO.,for Steel Girders for the Ipswich Road,
Logan Road, New Cleveland Road, Bulimba Creek,
and Tingalpa Creek Bridges , has been accepted.
Amount, £2,968 15s.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. HERBERT RATRBONE, forthe Erection of Goods  Sheds on the Emu
Park  Railway ,  has been accepted .  Amount, £278.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  11th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
0 N
WEDNESDAY, 16th May,  1888, the Line
from Logan Village to  Beaudesert wi ll  be
Opened for Public Traffic,  and on and from that
date, until further  notice,  Trains will be run as
follows :-
A.M.
Beaudesert ... ... ... dep. 7.0
Stanley street ... ... ... arr. 10.30
P.M.
Stanley street ... ... ... dep. 2.15Beaudesert... ... ...  arr. 5.45
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Cleveland
Branch Railway, in length 20 miles 52 chains 291
links ,  have been altered ,  under the provisions of
section fourteen of the Act ,  27 Victoria ,  No. 8, and
that the Plan and Book of Reference so altered
have been approved and confirmed  ;  and that, in
pursuance of the seventeenth section of the said
Act, the Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the Line above referred to, accord-
ing to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so
confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office, and at the
Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  Brisbane.
F. C[TRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
TOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
I' and  Book of Reference of the First Section
of the  Bowen Railway, in length 30 miles, hA e
been approved and confirmed  ;  and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria,  No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the  construction  of the  Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Railway
from Normanton to Cloncurry, Section 1, in
length 13 miles, have been approved and con-
firmed ; and that, in pursuance of the seventeenth
section of the Act 27 Victoria No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the Line above referred to, according to the Map
or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  under the fourteenth
section of  " An  Act to make provision for
the Construction by the Government of Railways
and ,for the Regulation of the same, "  assented
to 3rd September ,  1863 ,  that His Exce llency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has primarily approved  of the  Plans and
Book of Reference of the Cleveland Branch
Railway ,  in length 20 miles 52 chains 29; links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
TENDERS.
MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern•
ment  G azette.
Nature of Work.
MAYTowN - Morgue, Hospital ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
... 28th April, 1888
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; Court  Houses,
Cooktown.and Maytown ;
25th May, 1888.
BRISBANE - Marble Mantelpieces and Grates , New Public 5th May, Mines  and Works Office,Office  ... ... ... ... ... ... y' 1888 Brisbane; 15th June, 1888.
MAGNETIC ISLAND-Luggage Shed, Quarantine Shed
CROYDON-Additional Cells, Lock-up... ditto
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Court
House,  Townsville ; 8th
June, 1888.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; Court  Houses,
Normanton  and Croydon;
22nd  June, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
... 12th May, 1888
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 18th  May, 1888.
riIENDERS  are invited  for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
I Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Passenger Station and Weighbridge Foundation, Gympie ...
Erection of Station Master's House, Warwick ... ...
Rolling Stock- Maryborough Railway  ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
5th May, 1888
ditto
12th May, 1888
Railway  Office,  Brisbane ;
25th May, 1888.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
25th May, 1888.(Railway Office, Brisbane ;
"' + Z 25th May, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond, Cooktown,
warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
on SATURDAY, the 30th June, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  "  The Customs  Act of  1873, "  unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date Bonded .  Bond Mark.
1885.
12 February
23 July ...
11 August ...
1886.
8 March ...
8 March ...
31 May ...
1887.
13 August...
6 October
A  326  ... ...
D 335 ... ...K over 336, No. 1
C 358
C 358
X 362
I over 402
I over 408
Goods.
3 packages tobacco
2 jars China wine
1 case cigars ...
2 cases tobacco ...
1  package tobacco
1 hogshead ale ...
3 kegs butter ...
13 bales hops ...
By Whom Warehoused.
M. and L. Brodziak
Yuen Kee
Chum and Sons
... Sang  Wo Chong
... Sang  Wo Chong
... H. Poole
... ... B. B. Wiltshire
Q.S.S. Company.
H.M. Customs, W. H. IRVING,
Brisbane , 11th  May, 1888 .  For Collector of Customs.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending 13th May,  1888...
Corresponding  week last  year...
Increase... ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ...1887-Ditto ditto ,..
Total Increase
Week ending  13th  May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 13th May, 1888...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888 - Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending 13th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887- Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 13th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week ending 13th May, 1888...
Corresponding  week last  year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week ending 13th May, 1888 ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week  ending  13th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
No. of
Miles open
for Traffio.
Passengers'
Fares.
8OVTRFRN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
815 2,498 12 3 4,348 1 9 23010 7  7,077 4 7
706 2,236 16 5 5,138 3 3 373 13 4 7,748 13 0
...
...
261 15 10
...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
232 6 5 60 18 11 4 19 3
151 448 18 11 774 14 1 43 19 10 1,267 12 10
103 216 12 6 713 15 2 39 0 7 969 8 3
...
... ...
... ...
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
66 145 1 4 284 5 1
66 55 0 4 135 14 3
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ a. d.
143- 2 9 671 8 5
Total.
£ a. d.
141,429 0 10
137,362  8 11
£4,066 11 11
298 4 7
23,790 15  9
16,468 5 1
£7,322 10 8
9 7 4 438 13 9
9 6 4 200 0 11
90 1 0 148 10 10 0 1 0 238 12 10
Goods and Live
Stock.
£ a, d.
790' 1 6
6,676 6 10
2,785 17 5
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 394 14 11 2,161 2 7 143 11 9
444 357 2 5  2,722 7 6  157 7 3
... 37 12 6
... ... 561. 4 11 13 15 6
...
...
...
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 43 18 2 28 15 4
31 64 0 5 24 7 9
... 20 2 3
4 7 7
1,928 4 3
1,834 10 4
260
231
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
...
5 4 7
5 12 7
0 8 0
£3,890 9 5
2,699 9 3
3,236 17 2
537 7 11
46,099 10  3
49,427 15 0
£3,328 4 9
77 18 1
94 0 9
16 2 8
£93 13 11
549 10 9 2,022  8 10 30 17  3 2,602  16 13
467 12 3 1,712 3 9 63 3 2  2,242 19  2
81 18 6 310 5 1
...
8
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
39 19 1 I 29 0 2
32 5 11
...
...
5 11 0
359 17 8
43,908 7 5
36,864 8 3
£7,04319 2
74 10 3
1,243 7 9
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 51 12 3 76 14 4 9 16 7 138 3 2
31 32 5 2 59 2 9 5 12 5 97 0 4
... 19 7 1 17 11 7
...
4 4 2 41 2 10
2,367 16 6
1,331 4 6
£1,036 12 0
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK-
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan.
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamnlla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane , Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, PORT DOUGLAS.
r_IENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 2nd
June, from persons willing to contract for the
Extension  of the Stone Jetty at Port Douglas, a
distance  of 200 feet.
Plan and Specification may be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Brisbane, Townsville,
Mackay, and Rockhampton, and at the Custom
Ho•Ises,  Cairns, Port Douglas, and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, Under Secretary.
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 4 of  1888.
ADDITIONAL MOORING BUOYS, BRISBANE
RIVER.NOTICE is hereby given, that Two additional% Mooring Buoys, 350 feetapart, are being
laid down in  the reach of the River between North
Brisbane and Kangaroo Point, at a distance of
150 feet from the shore of the Botanical Gardens.
The tipper Buoy will lie about 220 feet below the
Garden Landing Steps.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.
Post and Telegraph Department
Meteorological  Branch,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
CLIMATE OF  BRISBANE.
I/(ETEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS  FOR WEEK ENDING
£VJ MONDAY, 9TH APRIL, 1888,  AT 9 A.M.*
Atmospheric Pressure.
Barometer  corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30'321, at 7'45 a.m., 8th.
Lowest, 29'975, at 1 p.m., 3rd.
Range, 0.349.
Shade Temperature.
Mean ,  70.1 (at Omega ,  Bulimba,  70-6; at Stanley
terrace, Taringa,  70,2; at Fernmount ,  Albion,
70.7).
Maximum, 79'6, at 1 '56 p.m., 3rd (at Bulimba,
81'2, 3rd  ;  at Taringa, 80'5,  4th;  at Albion,
80'2, 4th).
Minimum, 63 .1, at 7 ' 10 a.m .,  8th (at Bulimba,
62.3, 7th and  8th;  at Taringa ,  61 4 , 7th and
8th; at Albion, 62.4, 8th).
Absolute range, 16'5 (at Bulimba,18 '9 ; at Taringa,
19'1 ; at Albion ,  17.8).
Mean  daily  range, 10.4 (at Bulimba ,  13'6 ; at
Taringa , 13-6;  at Albion ,  13.4).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
(Saturation = 100.)
Highest ,  100 (absolute saturation ),  between 7 a m.
and 8 a.m., 6th ,  and between 5 a.m. and 7 a.m.,
7th.
Lowest, 50, at 1 p.m., 4th.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer
in vacuo ),  140.4, 8th.
Lowest on ground, 58 '6, 8th.
Earth Temperature  (Means at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 72' 4 ; at 2 feet , 73-6;  at 4 feet,  74-8;
at 6 feet , 75-8;  at 8 feet , 75-9;  at 10 feet,75-6; and at 12 feet, 73'0. (At Kangaroo
Point  :  at 1 foot, 71.1; at 2 feet ,  72'3 and at
4 feet, 73'4.)
Velocity  of Wind.
(Beaufort Scale - 0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 2'0, or 13 miles per hour.
Mean at 3 p.m., 3'0, or 18 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p .m., 0.7, or 61 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale- 0 to 10.)
Mean at 9 a .m., 7'1.
Mean at 3 p .m., 8'1.
Mean at 9 p.m., 6'1.
Rainfall.
Total ,  1.562 in .,  or 1561 tons per acre (at Bulimba,
1.570 in .,  or 158 tons per acre ; at Kangaroo
Point, 1.895 ,  or 1911 tons per acre ; at Taringa,
1.749 in. ,  or 177 tons per acre  ;  at Albion,
1.250 in .,  or 126 tons per acre).
Greatest fall in 24 hours ,  0.672 in., or 68 tons per
acre, 5th  (at Bulimba, 0'570 in .,  or 58 tons,6th;  at Kangaroo Point, 1.111 in., or 112
tons , 5th;  at Taringa,  0-987 in., or 991 tons,5th;  at Albion ,  0'760 in .,  or 77 tons per
acre, 5th).
Number of rainy days  (0.006 and over), 4.
Remarks.
Fresh south -easterly winds prevailed during the first
three days of this period, owing to development of
energy over high pressure areas south-west from Bris-
bane, rendering the phenomena of land and sea breezes
entirely negative .  Thereafter light airs from south-
south-east were noted at 9 a.m .,  sea breezes from east-
north -east at 3 p .m., and calms at 9 p.m. The mean
temperature of the Brisbane River at Kanga ro o Point,
at 9 a.m .,  was about 73.8.
WEEK ENDING MONDAY, 16TH APRIL, 1888, AT 9 A.M.
Atmospheric Pressure.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30'352, at 8'58 a.m., 16th.
Lowest, 29.984, at 5'23 p.m., 13th.
Range, 0.368.
Shade Temperature.
Mean, 70.1 (at Omega, Bulimba, 70.2 ; at Stanley
terrace, Taringa, 69-4; at Fernmount, Albion,
69-9).
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Maximum, 85.7, at 3'10 p.m., 13th (at Bulimba,
85'2 at 2.53 p.m., 13th; at Taringa, 85'0,
about 3.45 p.m., 13th ; at Albion, 84'2, 13th).
Minimum, 58'7, at 6'52 a.m, 11th (at Bulimba,
58.3, at 6.50 a.m., 11th; at '1'aringa, 55'3,
about 6'15 a.m., 11th; at Albion, 58.4, 11th).
Absolute range, 27 0 (at Bulimba, 26.9 ; at Taringa,291; at Albion, 25 8).
Mean daily range, 17'3 (at Bulimba,19'5 ; at Taringa,19-4; at Albion, 17.6).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
,Saturation = 100).
Highest, 99, at 7 a.m., 13th.
Lowest, 44, between  2 p.m. and 5  p.m., 14th.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer
in inzeuo),  141.1, 12th.
Lowest on ground, 52'9, 16th.
Earth Temperature (Means at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 72-8; at 2 feet, 73.9 ; at 4 feet, 74'6;
at 6 feet, 75-1; at 8 feet, 75-3; at 10 feet, 75.2;
and at 12 feet, 74.9. (At Kangaroo Point : at
1 foot, 70'8; at 2 feet, 72.1; and at 4 feet, 72'9).
Velocity of Wind.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 1.9, or 122 miles per hour.
Mean at 3 p.m., 2'0, or 13 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p.m., 0.4, or 5 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 3.4.
Mean  at 3 p .m., 5'9.
Mean at 9 p .m., 2.6.
Rainfall.
Only 0-070, or 7 tons  per acre , at Bulimba, on 9th.
Remarks.
Light airs and breezes  from south-south-west  to south-
south -east p re vailed at 9 am ,  light ocean currents from
east-north -east at 3 p .m., and calms  at 9 p.m. The
mean temperature  of the  river at Kangaroo  Point, taken
about 9 a.m., was 73.9.
WEEK ENDING MONDAY, 23RD APRIL ,  1888, AT 9 A.M.
Atmospheric Pressure.
(Barometer corrected and reduced  to 32°  F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30 .378, at 9 a .m., 17th.
Lowest, 30 .140, at 4 .13 p.m .,  21st.
Range, 0'238.
Shade Temperature.
Mean, 68 0 (at Omega ,  Bulimba, 68 .3; at Stanley
terrace, Taringa,  67-2; at Fernmount ,  Albion,67-9).
Maximum ,  78.5, at 1 p.m., 21st (at Bulimba, 80'2,
at 1.52 p .m., 18th ,  and 0 .25 p.m ., 19th;  at
Taringa ,  79.4, about 3 p.m.,  21st; at Albion,78-4, 21st).
Minimum, 56 .4, at 6 .52  a.m., 19th (at Bulimba, 56.3,
at 6 a.m., 19th, and 7 a.m.,  23rd; at Taringa,
53.8, about 7 a.m., 19th; at Albion, 56'4,
19th).
Absolute range, 22.1 (at Bulimba, 23'9 ; at Taringa,25-6; at Albion ,  22.0).
Mean daily range, 17 .9 (at Bulimba , 20-6;  at
Taringa , 20-9; at Albion, 17-6).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
(Saturation = 100.)
Highest, 99 ,  at 6.30 a.m., 19th.
Lowest, 51, at 3 p .m., 18th ,  and 1.45 p.m .,  21st.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in sun's rays  (by black bulb thermometer
in vacuo ),  138.3, 18th.
Lowest on ground, 50 .8, 23rd.
Earth Temperature (Means at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot,  71.1; at 2 feet, 72'5 ; at 4 feet,  73-8; at
6 feet,  74-7; at 8 feet ,  74.9 ; at 10 feet,  74-8;
and at 12 feet, 74.6. (At Kangaroo Point : at
1 foot,  69-6; at 2 feet, 71 .2 ; and at 4 feet,
72.3.)
'Velocity  of Wind.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a .m., 0.6, or 6 miles per hour.
Mean at.  3 p m., 1.7, or 111 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p.m., 0.0, or 3 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 5 0.
Mean at 3 p .m., 61 .
Mean at 9 p .m., 4.6.
Rain fall.
Total, 0 .185 in .,  or 181 tons per acre  (at Bulimba,
0'130  in., or 13 tons per acre ; at Kangaroo
Point, 0.165 in., or 161 tons per acre ; at
Taringa, 0.095 in., or 91 tons per acre ; at
Albion, 0.115 in., or 111 tons per acre).
Greatest fall in 24 hours. 0.156 in., or 151 tons per
acre, 22nd (at Bulimba, 0.080 in., or 8 tons
per acre, 22nd ;  at Kangaroo Point, 0'128 in.,
or 13 tons per acre, 22nd ; at Taringa ,  0-095 in.,
or 91 tons per acre , 22nd  ;  at Albion ,  0-065 in.,
or 6} tons per acre, 22nd).
Number of rainy days  (0-006 and over), 3 (at
Kangaroo Point and Albion, 3; at Bulimba, 2).
Remarks.
Light southerly  airs prevailed at 9 a .m., gentle sea
breezes from east -north -east at 3 p.m .,  and calms at
9 p.m. The mean temperature of the river at Kangaroo
Point, taken about 9 a.m., was 72.3.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
All values are corrected for index error if necessary. The
Observatories are conducted entirely in accordance with the Rules
of the Royal Meteorological Society. The Brisbane Observatory is
on Wickham Terrace, 141) feet above sea. The Observing  station
at Bu limba is in the River Valley, about 20 feet above sea. The
Station at Kangaroo Point is on the right bank of the river, about
15 feet above sea. The Station at Taringa is about 130 feet above
sea. The new Observatory Station at Albion is "Fernmount."
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1888.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
TI
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Postmaster -General, Brisbane, until Noon of
THURSDAY,  the 31st May next, from persons or
Companies desirous of contracting for the Convey-
ance of Mails for the Government of Queensland
according to the terms and conditions  following:-
1.  The contract to be for the term of three or
five years from the 1st day of July, 1888.
2. The vessels engaged in the service to be
steamships of at least 400 tons register ,  maintain-
ing an average speed of ten knots per hour between
port and port, and to be at all times subject to the
approval of the Postmaster -General.
3. The vessels to sail between :-
(a.)  Brisbane and Cooktown ,  and  vice versd,  call-
ing at Keppel Bay, Flat-top Island ,  Bowen,
Townsville ,  Cairns, and Port Douglas, with
Branch Steamers to ply between Towns-
ville,  Dungeness, Cardwell ,  Mourilyan
Harbour, and Johnstone River ,  between
Mackay and Flat-top  island,  and between
Rockhampton and geppel Bay ; once a-
week.
(b.) Alternative :  Brisbane and Cooktown, and
(d.)
(e.)
vice  versd,  calling at Keppel Bay, Flat-top
Island, Bowen, Townsville, Cairns, and
Port Douglas, with Branch Steamers to ply
between Townsville, Dungeness, Cardwell,
Mourilyan Harbour, and Johnstone River,
between Mackay and Flat-top Island, and
between Rockhampton and Keppel Bay ;
twice a-week.
Brisbane and Cooktown,  and  vice  versa,  to
the outgoing  and incoming  Queensland
Royal Mail  Steamers , and to convey mails
from and to  Brisbane , calling at Keppel
Bay, Flat-top Island,  Bowen , Townsville,
and Port Douglas; and to provide branch
steamers  to ply between Keppel Bay and
Rockhampton, and between Flat-top
Island and Mackay, respectively, in con-
nection therewith ;  once  a month ; con-
tract to be terminable by the Postmaster-
General on giving six months' notice.
Cooktown and Normanton,  via  Thurs-
day Island, once a fortnight.,
Alternative :  Cooktown and Nor gnton,
via  Thursday Island, once a week.
Normanton and Burketown, once a fort-
night.
Alternative:  Normanton and Burketown,
once a week.
4. The Postmaster-General to be at liberty at
any time, upon giving one month's notice, to substi-
tute for any of the ports  named any  other port of
call, or to add one port without additional subsidy.
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If more than one port of call should be required
to be added to the service, then such additional
subsidy, if any, to be paid as may be mutually
agreed upon.
5. Each  vessel starting  from Brisbane to have
at least three -fifths of her carrying capacity avail-
able for  the receipt of cargo for the Northern Ports
of the colony.
6. If required,  steamers  to convey parcels in the
event of a parcels-post being established at any
time  during the currency of the contract.
7. Mails to be conveyed by steam tenders
approved by the  Postmaster -General, between
Keppel Bay and Rockhampton, and between
Mackay and Flat-top Island, to and from all
contract steamers  and the Torres Strait mail
steamers ,  and to leave  Keppel Bay and Flat-top
Island  immediately  after arrival of steamer ;  the
time of departure of such tender from Rock-
hampton and Mackay being fixed by the Post-
master at  those places.
8. The contractors to land and ship mails at
Bowen , Townsville, Cairns, Port Douglas, Cook-
town, Thursday Island, Normanton, and Burke-
town,  as well as the  other ports named in Clause 3.
9. Time-tables to be arranged by the Postmaster-
General from  time to time.
10. No vessel to leave a port of call before the
time appointed by the time-table, and the con-
tractors  to forfeit and pay a penalty of £50, or
such sum as may  be mutually determined upon
before the  signing of  the contract, for every
twenty-four hours, and rateably for every hour,
after the time appointed for departure, in the event
of a suitable steamer not being in readiness to
convey the mails from Brisbane, Keppel Bay, or
the points referred to in Clause 3.
11. The vessels engaged in the service to be at
all times officered and manned by competent per-
sons to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
12. All vessels engaged in the service to be
exempt  from the payment of all harbour dues at
all ports of call, excepting once in every period of
twelve months.
13. The subsidy to be paid by equal monthly
instalments.
14. The contract to embody all the ordinary
conditions of mail contracts  applicable to the
services.
15. The contractors  to enter  into a Bond, with
approved sureties, in the penal sum of £5,000, con-
ditioned to the due performance of the contract.
16. The Government of Queensland does not
bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
Full information may be obtained on application
at the Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. I er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
IT is hereby notified for general  information'
that on and after MONDAY next, the 16th
instant, a Telephone Office connected with the
Telephone Exchange will be Opened, for the con-
venience  of the public, in the Vestibule of the
Courier  Building, at the corner of Queen and
Edward streets.
This Office will be open to the public between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. daily, Sundays and
holidays excepted, and the charge for using the
Telephone will be 6d. for five minutes or part of
five minutes, and 6d. for every additional five
minutes or  part of five minutes.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the reduction of the late Fee chargeable
in this Colony upon Intercolonial and Inland
Letters from 3d. to 2d. each letter.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT ALBION.
T' ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon  on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th) day of June  next , from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all  material  (except
wire and insulators ), and for all workmanship
necessary , for the above-mentioned work, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions , and specifi-
cation  published in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
Pest and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the Rates chargeable on Telegrams
to and from Thursday Island being reduced to
those now ordinarily charged for Inland Telegrams.
W. IIORATIO WILSON.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1888.
No. 22.THE Brisbane Naval Brigade will Parade at9.30 a.m. on the 24th May, in the Queen's Park,
and co-operate with the Military Defence Force in
the proposed evolutions for the Queen's Birthday.
Dress.-Blue, with white hats and gaiters.
By Order,
H. TOWNLEYWRIGHT,
Capt., R.N., and S.N.O.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.
A MEETING of Owners competent to vote is
hereby convened for Twelve o'clock Noon of
SATURDAY, 26th May current, at the Court
House, Toowoomba, to elect a Sheep Director for
the Sheep District of Dalby, in the room of The
Hon. James Taylor, resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
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HALF-YEARLY Return of the Aggregate Average Amount f theWeekly LIABILITIES and Ass TS
of the BANK of AUSTEALASIA, within the Colony of Queensland, from the ELEVENTH day of
OCTOBER, 1887 ,  to the  SIXTEENTH  day of  APRIL ,  1888 ,  inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£ s. d.
Bills in Circulation not bearing Interest 5,332 7 1
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest 41,363 12 7
Bi ll s and Notes in Circulation bearing
Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks  ... ...  918 12 10
Cash deposited not bearing Interest  ...  212,183 19 2
Cash deposited bearing Interest  ...  330,854 11 0
Total Liabilities within the Colony ... £590,653 2 8
11th May, 1888.
£ s. d.
Coin and Bullion ... 154,420 14 4
Landed Property (Bank Premises) ... 36,542 8 10
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... 7,603 17 7
Balances due from other Banks .. ..
Debts due to the Corporation, including
Notes, Bills, and other  Securities  1,039,373 17 7
Total Assets within the Colony ... £1,237,940 18 4
J. P. BALBIRNIE-VANCE, Manager) At Brisbane.F. J. TOWN SEND, Accountant
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL  PROP ERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND  1877."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1875.
Abraham Otton ,  late of 1 Feb.
Monte Christo ,  Curtis
Island , land owner
1887.
Name
of Claimant.
John  Otton,  of Begs, in
the Colony of New
South Wales, and
Charles James Patti-
son, of Sydney, in
the Colony of New
South Wales
Mary Frances Weedon ,  26 Nov .  i  Warren Weedon and
late of Springfield, Thornhill Weedon,
Oxley,  spinster  both of Brisbane,
clerks in the  civil
service
Description
and Situation of Land.
Allotment 6 of section 24, allot-
ment 1 of section 25,  and allot-
ments 5 and 6 of.*jsection 32,
town of Nanango
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
N p
d8a
AB5
1888.
Fee-simple Will dated 1 May ,  26 June
1872
Portion 141 and part of portion Fee-simple Will dated 14 Jan- 26 June
142, parish of Bulimba; allot- nary,  1887,  and
went 3 of section 7, parish of Codicil thereto
North Brisbane , city  of Bris -  bearing same
bane; portion 97, parish of date
Pimpama ;  portion 319, parish
of Tingalpa ;  undivided moieties
in portion 12A, re-subdivision 3
of subdivision 1 of portion 2,
re-subdivisions A and C of
subdivision 2 of portion 2, re-
subdivisions A and C of sub-
division 4 of portion 2, and
subdivisions A and C of portion
2A, parish of Pimpama ; and
one undivided third in sub-
division 3 of portions 105 and
108, parish  of Oxley
William Eaton ,  late of 20 Mar.  Julia Eaton,  of Millarga, Undivided thirds in mineral Fee-simple Will dated 16 Jan -  26 June
Teebar, near Mary- widow selections 391, 392, and 393, uary, 1881
borough,  grazier
Matthew O'Brien, late 12 Aug. Elizabeth O'Brien, of
county of Lennox, Gympie
District
Allotment 1 of section 15, town Fee-simple As Administratrix 26 June
of Cunnamu lla ,  carrier Cunnamulla, widow of Cunnamulla
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1888.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JAMES WOODWARD WINSPEAR,
a Minister of the Wesleyan Denomination, residing
at Mary borough, in the Registry District of Mary-
borough, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
i
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend Louis Couppe a Minister of the
Roman Catholic Denomination, residing at Thurs-
day Island, in the Registry District of Somerset,
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
has been  duly  registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised  to celebrate Marriages  in the Colony of
Qneensland ,  under the provisions  of"  The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, nowin the hands of the Blackall Police, will,
unless previously  claimed , be Sold by Public
Auction, at Blackall, on the 26th May next, viz.
1 Watch and Silver Albert with Seal.
1 Purse, Watch-key, and Watch-pouch.
(Found on prisoner Benjamin Franklin Johnson, at
Isisford).
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
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Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
HE Unclaimed Property hereunder described,
now in the possession  of the Birdsville Police,
will, unless  previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Birdsville, on the
23rd June next.
D. T. SEYNTOITR,
Commissioner  of Police.
1 riding saddle.
1 pack saddle.
1 bridle
1 pair of canvas saddle-bags.
1 cabbage-tree hat.
1 pair of boots.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED AND BELL-STAND, STATE SCHOOL,
C&RDWELL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Cardwell, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of a
Play-shed and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed
and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Cardwell.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with theTender,is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATE, STATE SCHOOL,
YERONGA.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FR [DAY, the 8th June,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing and
Gate, State School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gate, State School, Yeronga."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW DESKS AND FORMS, STATE SCHOOL,GYM PIE CENTRAL.
-FENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888,
from persons willing to contract for New Desks
and Forms, State School, Gympie Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New Desks
and Forms, State School, Gympie Central."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING SCHOOL BUILDINGS, DARKEY
FLAT.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Darkey Flat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Harkey Flat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, HOMEBUSH.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and at
the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June, 1888, from persons
willing to contract for New School Buildings,
Homebush.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Homebush."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW HOSPITAL BUILDING AT THE
ORPHANAGE, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House ,  Rockhampton ,  until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th May, 1888,
from persons willing to contract  for New Hospital
Building at the Orphanage ,  Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New Hos-
pital Building at Rockhampton Orphanage."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and  at the Court  House ,  Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft  or cheque with the Tender ,  is £10.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one  of the  Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Fort Constantine,
Cloncurry ,  2nd May, 1888.
THE UNDERSIGNED , hereby give notice
I, that  I intend applying to the Divisional Board
of Cloncurry for a License to Erect a Fence across
the road running from Cloncurry Township to the
Native Mounted  Police Barracks at the Corella ;
thence to Quamby Station  ;  the gates across which
road shall not be less than sixteen feet in width.
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W. G. MARSHALL,
Pro  Monrsnrr Bnos.
4s.
NOTICE.
THE UNDERSIGNED, hereby notify my
1 application for License for Two Gates, situate
on Main Gladstone and Maryborough Road, at the
next meeting of the Board, Gladstone.
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FREDK. J. BLACKMAN,
Warro.
3s.
R ECEIPTS and EXPENDITUREDecember, 1887.
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
1887.  RECEIPTS.
1st July-
To Balance to Credit ...
...
31st December-
General Rates received ... ...
„ Commonage Fees ... ...
Licenses-
General Carriers
Irrigation and Water
„ Sundries received ... ...
„ Transfer from Special Loan Account ...
Endowment on Rates (second moiety) ...
Cheques outstanding ... ... ...
„ Auditors' Fees ... ... ...
Interest on Overdraft ... ... ...
Balance to Credit
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DALBY MUNICIPALITY.
of the MUNICIPALITY OF DALBY,
£739 2 10
from the 30th June to the 31st
1 1887.  EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. December-
46 9 1 By Town Clerk's Salary ... ... ...
„ Reserve Inspector ... ...
348 6 9 „ General Labour ... ... ... ...
52 8 0 „ Burr Contracts ... ... ... ...
Loaming Footpaths .. ... ...
4 0 0 „ Printing and Advertising
16 10 0 „ Stationery, Stamps, &c ... ...
7 3 6 „ Interest and Redemption on Loans ...
59 0 0 „ Mayor ' s Expenses ...
191 4 8 „ Valuer ... ... ...
14 0 10 „ Sundries paid Tradesmen
„ Law Costs
„ Blacksmith's Work ...
Cartage ... •..
„ Petty Cash ...
£ s. d.
80 10 0
48 0 0
153 18 0
30 0 0
121 15 6
10 0 6
4 13 4
169 9 3
10 0 0
12 0 0
20 8 5
56 17 10
6 7 3
3 18 6
3 10 6
4 4 0
2 4 0
1 5 9
£739 2 10
S. BUTTERWORTH, Auditors.J. P. LUPTON,
1887.
30th June-
DR.
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
To Balance  ... ... ...
31st December-Rates received forhalf-year
1887. CR.
£ s. d. 17th May- - £ s. d.
2 10 9 By Transfer to General Account ... ... 4 0 0
30th June-
... 16 8 10 „  Balance at  Bank and Cash in Hand ... 14 19 7
£18 19 7
J. Y. BLACK, Town Clerk.
£18 19 7
W. WOOD, Mayor.
S. BUTTERWORTH, Auditors.J. P. LUPTON, S
ARREARS OF  RATES TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1887.
1886 . £  s. d. £ a. d.
31st December-To Arrears ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,187 17 7
1887.
31st December-Rates levied for past year ...
Compromises ...
521 14 11
2,709 12 6
Less Rates received ... ... . • 528 11 4
Total Arrears
BALANCE SHEET.
1887.LIABILITIES.
1887. £  8. d. 31st  December- d. £ a. d.
31st December - By Value of windmill,  tanks, wells,
To Balance of Loans from Government ... 5,405 3 0 stand-pipes, &c. ... ... ... 1,550 0 0
Town Hall and Furniture ... ... 250 0 0
„ Arrears of Rates ... ... ... 2,149 6 4
„ Balances to Credit-
General Account... ... 1 5 9
Special Loan Account ... 9 19 5
11 5 2
,,  Balance  ... ... ... ... 1,444 11 6
£5,405 3 0 £5,405 3 0
S. BUTTERWORTH, I Auditors.
J. P. LUPTON, S
Examined and allowed  by the  Municipal  Council of Dalby  this twentieth day of March, 1888.
J. Y. BLACK, Town Clerk. W. WOOD,  Mayor, and
... 31 14 10
560 6 2
... ... £2,149 6 4
S. BUTTERWORTH,
} Auditors.J. P. LUPTON,
ASSETS.
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Chairman of Meeting.
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Chambers,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1888.
AMENDED NOTICE.
T N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
1 " The District Courts Act of  1867," and by
authority of the same, I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and pla,,es in the Southern
District during the year 1883, in lieu of the dand dates heretofore appointed. ays
Criminal Sittings. Civil Sittings.
BRISBANE.
Monday, 18th June Wednesday, 20th June
Monday, 30th July Wednesday, 1st August
Monday, 1st October Wednesday, 3rd October
Tuesday, 11th December Thursday, 13th December
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 3rd May Thursday, 3rd May
Friday, 31st August Friday, 31st August
Thursday, 6th December Thursday, 6th December
TOOWOOMBA.
Monday , 30th April
Monday, 3rd September
Monday, 3rd December
Monday, 30th April
Monday, 3rd September
Monday, 3rd December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 19th July Thursday, 19th July
Thursday, 29th November Thursday, 29th November
STANTHORPE.
Friday, 20th July Friday, 20th July
Friday, 30th November Friday, 30th November
D A LBY.
Friday, 13th July Friday, 13th July
Friday, 23rd November Friday, 23rd November
ST. GEORGE.
Saturday, 8th September  I  Saturday, 8th September
ROMA.
Monday , 16th July
Monday, 26th November
Monday, 16th July
Monday, 26th November
CHARLEVILLE.
Thursday, 13th September I Thursday, 13th September
CUNNAMULLA.
Monday, 17th September ( Monday, 17th September
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge,
Approved  :  Southern District Court.
A. RUTLEDGE,
4ttorney -General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Cussen ,  of Stanthorpe, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  bootmaker, an
Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate at Stanthorpe , on MONDAY,
the Fourth day of June, 1888, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of May ,  A.D. 1888.
1014
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Laughren ,  of Helidon,
publican ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the ninth day of March, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eleventh day of June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 17th May,  1888,
1010 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Connor, of Dulbydilla, in
the Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-fifth day of July, 1888, at Half-past , Ten o'clock in the forenoon, the above-
named Patrick Connor, of Dulbydilla aforesaid,
adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of
April, 1887, will apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, 1888.
HENRY CORSER,
By his Agents-
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Maryborough.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Solicitors,
1016
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of John Francis Maguire, of Bris-
bane, in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  butcher,
an Insolvent.
O N the Twenty-fifth day of July , 1888, at Half-
past Ten o 'clock in the forenoon, John
Francis Maguire ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  butcher ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
twentieth day of  October,  1886 ,  will apply to this
Honourable Court, at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, 1888.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1020
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of James Lindsay the younger, of
Mount Buderim ,  Mooloolah ,  farm labourer,
an Insolvent.
O N the Sixteenth  day of  July ,  1888, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, James Lindsay the
younger ,  of Mount Buderim, Mooloolah, adjudi-
cated insolvent on the twenty -third day  of March,
1888, will apply to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth day of May,
A.D. 1888.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
1021
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Richard Lewis Steley, of
Howard, in the Colony of Queensland ,  licensed
victualler.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has  been  summoned to be held at the Office
of James  M. Stafford,  in Bazaar street, Mary-
borough, on FRID I Y, the  First day of June next,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitors,
171, Queen street, Brisbane.
1019 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Walter Alden,  of Brisbane ,  printer
and publi sher ,  an Insolvent.
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter  of the  abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -third day of  April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by the
Eighteenth  day of  June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  17th  May, 1858.
1008 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Macintosh, of Brisbane,
commission agent, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND, on preferent claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the twenty-
fourth day of February, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eleventh day of June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
1009 4s.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Farry, trading as
" T. Farry and Son," of Brisbane.
A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 9;d. in the
£, is payable in the above Estate, on all
claims  proved and admitted, This Day (FRIDAY),
the 18th May, 1888, at my Office, Eagle street.
1007
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jane Towell, late of Paddington,
near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
I. l
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Jane Towell, deceased, may be
granted to Thomas Towell, of Ipswich, in the said
colony, telegraphic operator, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this sixteenth day of May, A,D.
1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1017
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will and  Three Codicils of Anne  K eating,
late of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
'
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Probate of the Wi ll
and Three Codicils of the abovenamed Anne
Keating, deceased ,  may be granted  to Joseph
Mu llen, the Reverend Denis Fouhy, and Margaret
Keating, all of Brisbane ,  the Executors and
Executrix therein named.
Dated the seventeenth day of May, 1888.
MACDONALD-PATERSON, FITZGERALD,
AND HAWTHORN,
Proctors for the said Executor and Executor,
1015
Edward street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the  Will of  Carl Heinrich Salm,
late of Mount Cotton, near Brisbane, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts in
the above Estate ,  from the thirtieth day of
April,  A.D. 1887, to the thirtieth day of April,
1888,  have this day been filed in my Office, and all
parties having any claim on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein, are required to
come in before me, at my Office,  Supreme Court
House, William street ,  Brisbane ,  on or before
THURSDAY,  the Twenty -first day of June, A.D.
1888, and inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they think
fit, object thereto, and if no exception shall be taken
to the said Accounts the same  will be  duly enquired
into ,  at my said Office, on the above day, at the hour
of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
ERNEST WINTER,
Solicitor for Executors,
88, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1011
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Neill, late of Keppel Bay,
near  Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, pilot, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed James Neill, deceased, may be
granted to Elizabeth Neill, of Keppel Bay, near
Rockhampton, in the said Colony of Queensland,
widow, the Executrix named in the said Will,
George Acheson, the Executor  named  in the said
Will, being now deceased.
Dated this seventh day of May, 1888.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES.
Proctors for Executrix,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
980 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Dow, late of Irvinebank, in
the Colony of Queensland, publican, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts f
the Administration in the Estate of the above-
named deceased, from the time of his death to the
first day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, have been filed in the Office of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, by John Moffat,
of Irvinebank, in the said Colony, mill-owner, and
Andrew Thomson, of Mount Albion, in the said
colon d, miner, the Executors of the Will of the
said deceased. A ll  persons having claims against
the said Estate, or being interested therein, are
requested to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, North Quay, Brisbane, on
or before TUESDAY, the Tenth day of July next,
to inspect the said Accounts, and, if they think fit,
object thereto ; and if no objection be taken to such
Accounts, the same will be duly inquired into, at
my said Office, on the above day, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourteenth day of May, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
FO%TON AND CARDEW,
Registrar.
Proctors, Brisbane and Ipswich.
1022 8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Agnes Clark, wife of William
Peter Clark, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, carpenter, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands of the abovenamed
Agnes Clark, who died intestate, may be granted
to William Peter Clark, of Brisbane aforesaid,
carpenter, the husband of the said deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
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Proctors for Administrator,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme-Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Poole ,  late of Cooktown, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  licensed publican,
deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days  from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Henry Poole ,  deceased, may be
granted to Hannah Poole, the widow of the said
Henry Poole ,  deceased ,  and Edmund Abraham
Cumberbatch Olive, of Cooktown aforesaid, auc-
tioneer ,  the Executrix and Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this -eleventh day of May, A.D. 1888.
J. V. S. B ARNETT,
Charlotte street, Cooktown,
Proctor for the said Hannah Poole and
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Town  Agents-
CiHAMBEE5, BEUCE, AND  McNAB,
Solicitors,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1006 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of  Richard William Jones,
late of Coorparoo ,  near Brisbane , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  dairy farmer ,  deceased ,  intes-
tate.NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court  that  Letters of Administration of all
the land, goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed Richard William  Jones,  deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to Richard William
Jones, of Coorparoo ,  near Brisbane aforesaid, the
eldest son and one of the next-of -kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this seventh day of May, A.D.
1888.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
A.M.P. Chambers,
Edward street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors  for the said Richard  William Jones.
981 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Edward Henry Morris, late of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
jockey, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Edward Henry Morris, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Emily Elizabeth
Morris, of Charters Towers aforesaid, the lawful
sister and one of the next-of-kin of the said de-
ceased.
Dated this eleventh day of May, 1888.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Applicant,
Charters Towers.Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
1001
Kent's Buildings,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Edward Meagher ,  late of  Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  hotel-keeper,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will  be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named Edward Meagher ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Margaret Meagher, of
Brisbane, in the colony aforesaid,  spinster, the
eldest daughter and one of the next-of -kin of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth  day of May,
A.D. 1888.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
A.M.P. Chambers,
Edward street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Margaret Meagher.
1023 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ellen Gleeson (otherwise known
as Ellen Egan, wife of Michael Egan), late
of Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Ellen Gleeson (otherwise known
as Ellen Egan, wife of Michael Egan), late of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland. deceased,
may be granted to Francis Barron Woods, of
Warwick aforesaid, freeholder, and John Richards
Curnow, of the same place, solicitor, the Executors
named in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, 1888.
1024
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Brisbane.
6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be John Lyall, deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of John Lyall, late of Croydon, in the
Colony of Queensland, blacksmith, deceased, who
died at Croydon aforesaid, on or about the twenty-
seventh day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and eight
-six, intestate, and of whosepersonal estate and effects  within the Colony of
Queensland aforesaid, Letters of Administration
were granted to William Henry Miskin, of Bris-
bane, in the said Colony, Solicitor, as the duly-
constituted Attorney of Alice Lyall, of Tasmania,
widow, the mother of the said deceased, on the
ninth day of March, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-eight, are hereby required to send
in, in writing, particulars of their claims or
demands to the said William Henry Miskin, care
of the undersigned, on or before MONDAY, the
Eleventh day of June next. And notice is hereby
also given, that, at the expiration of the last-
mentioned date the said William Henry Miskin
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
201
John Lyall, deceased,  amongst  the persons entitled
thereto, having regard  only  to the  claims  of which
he shall have had such notice, and that the said
William Henry Miskin will not be liable, for the
assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person  of whose claim the said William Henry
Miskin shall not have had notice at the time of
such distribution.
Dated the seventeenth day of May, A.D. 1888.
ADOLPH F. M. FEEZ,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said William Henry IVIiskin.
1018 10s.
Estate  Jas. Miller, of Townsville, in Liquidation.AGENERAL Meeting of Creditors in ther ] above Estate will be held at the Office of
the Undersigned, on WEDNESDAY, the 30th
May, at 4 a m.
Business  : To consider Trustee's application for
discharge.
1000
GEO. THOMAS THOMSON,
Trustee.
3s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto subsisting between us, as under-
takers , at Rockhampton, under the style of " Tucker
and Nankivell," has been Dissolved this day by
mutual consent.
All debts  and liabilities due and  owing by or to
the late ' firm will be discharged and received,
respectively , by William John Nankivell.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-fourth day
of April, 1888.
P. G. TUCKER..
W. J. NANKIVELL.
Witness to  the Signature  of Percy George Tucker-
A. MORRIS,
Clerk, Rockhampton.
Witness to  the Signature  of William John
Nankivell-
THOMAS IRWIN,
Produce Merchant,
Rockhampton.
NOTICE.T His Business  hitherto carried on by Percy
George Tucker and William John Nankivell, as
undertakers, in Denham street, Rockhampton, will
be carried on by me, the undersigned, under the
name or  style of " Tucker and Nankivell."
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-fourth day
of April, 1888.
W. J. NANKIVELL.
Witness to the Signature of William John
Nankivell-
WILLIAM LEwis,
Carpenter, Rockhampton.
1013 9s 6d.
L OST from Staunton, Shephard's Creek, nearMa town, a Light-Chestnut Filly, two years
old, branded 5O% near shoulder.
£2 Reward if strayed, on delivery ; £20 if stolen,
on conviction of thief.
R. SHEFFIELD.
1002 3s.
JOHN BULL GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
REGISTERED OFFICE : 150, QUEEN  STREET.
A T an Extraordinary General Meeting of Share-holders of the abovenamed Company, held
in the  Registered Office, 150, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on Wednesday ,  the twenty -fifth day  of April,
1888 ,  at 4 p.m., pursuant to notice, the subjoined
Resolution ,  passed at an Extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders, convened and holden on
Monday ,  the ninth  day of April,  1888, was duly
confirmed :-
Resolution.
" That  the capital  of the Company be  increased
by the issue of eighteen thousand  (18,000)
new shares of the value of ten shillings
998
(10s.) each, such shares to be issued at
sixpence per share on application, sixpence
per share on allotment, and calls to be
made thereon not to exceed threepence
per share per month, the said shares to be
offered to the present Shareholders  pro
rata  according to the number of shares
now held by them : Provided however,
that the whole of such shares be not taken
up by the present Shareholders, the
balance to be disposed of as the Directors
shall deem fit."
By Order of the Directors,
ROBERT PORTER,
Chairman.
JOHN HOWORTH,
Secretary.
8s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY  OF BRISBANE.
PUBLIC NOTICE.THE Council of the Municipality of Brisbanehereby gives notice of its intention to apply
to The Honourable the Colonial Treasurer, under
the provisions of  " The Local Government Act of
1878 "  and  "The Local Works Loans Art  of 1880,"
for a Loan of £50,000, to be applied as  follows:-2
Reduction of Bank Overdraft on General
Account ... ... ... 32,500
Reduction of Bank Overdraft on Ann street
Loan Account ... ... ... ... 7,000
Estimated Proportion of Cost of Racecourse
road  Drainage  ... ... 6,800
Estimated  Proportion of Cost of James street
Drainage  ... ... ... ... ... 275
Estimated Proportion of Cost of  James street
Improvements  .. ... ... ...  1,125
Drain in Watercourse between Wickham and
Leichhardt  streets  ... ... ... ... 1,200
Drainage at Petrie Terrace  and Vicinity ... 1,100
£50,000
A detailed  statement  of the  foregoing , together
with plans of the proposed  works ,  can be seen at
my office.
W. HENRY MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Town Hall,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.
1012 7s.
BAUHINIA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
" THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF
1881 " AND "THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUC-
TION ACT CONTINUATION ACTS OF 1884,
1885, 1886, AND  1887."
I
T is hereby notified, for the information of
Owners of Stock depasturing within the
Bauhinia Marsupial District, that the Board,
appointed under the above Acts, for the said District,
have fixed an Assessment, in respect of Cattle,
Horses, and Sheep depasturing within the District
as aforesaid , at the following  rates,  viz.
For every 20 Head of Cattle and
Horses  ... ... ... ...  2s. 6d.
For every 100 head of Sheep ... 2s. 6d.
For Runs Unatoeked, or Stocked at
less proportion than 20 Head of
Cattle and Horses or 100 Head
of Sheep per square mile-per
square mile ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d.
The above Assessment must be paid, within two
months from date, to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions.
By Order,
WILLIAM A. LEIGH,
Secretary.
Springsure, 19th May, 1888.
1004 7s. 6d.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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JUST PUBLISHED.
« THE Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Offenders
a- Probation  Act of  1886,"  with an Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price, 2s .  6d. Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1888 .  t' e. d.
May 12 .- T. Macnamarra  ... ... ...  0 16 0
12.-W. O. Kempson ... ... 0 7 6
14.-Widgee Divisional Board ... 1 18 0
14.-Jas. Gordon ... ... ... 0 5 0
11-F. J. Blackman ... ... ... 1 0 0
14.-W. G. Marshall ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-G. Wood ... ... ... 1 0 0
14.-G. T. Hogg ... ... ... 0 12 0
15.-J. H. Higson ... ... ... 0 1 1
15.-Dalby Municipality .. ... 2 10 6
15.-H. Boscence ... ... ... 0 1 2
17.-Smith and Walker .. ... 0 4 6
17.-Bauhinia Marsupial Board ... 0 7 6
17.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 7 617.-R. Sheffield ... .. ... 0 6 0
17.-W. Nankivell ... ... ... 0 10 6
17.-S. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
18.-J. R. Curnow ... ... 0 5 6
NOTICE.
P JUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
lescribing brands, to make a listinction between
"Registered" and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand "after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will b e used f orsuch Jescriptiors,
but where these words do not appear theordinary  type
only will be used.
.T. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Jmponnbxngi.
OW Poundkeepers  are reminded that  Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Brisbane, from Samford, on the30th April, 1888, by order of Mr. James White.
Damages and driving, 8s.
One bay mare,  HS near  shoulder,  star,  off hip down.
Also, from the streets, Valley, by order of the General
Inspector.  Damages, 5s.
One chestnut horse, GL near shoulder, white face, near
hind foot and near fore foot white.
Also, from Three-mile Scrub, by order of J. Cannon,
Esquire.
One light-strawberry  cow, 2UH  over NM3 (regis-
tered brands) off rump, red on neck and head, off
horn broken.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
999 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Bingara, on the 30th
April, 1888, by order of P. M. Robinson, Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 2d.
One grey  horse, kx',U near shoulder,  saddle-marked.
If not released  on or  before the 5th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Selection, on the
5th May,  1888, by order of Messrs. Banks Brothers.
Damage, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, star, saddle-marked, C3CR, sideways
(registered brand) near shoulder, w Kb (registered
brand) over D off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo, n the 4th
April, 1888, by order of A. H. Pegler, Esquire.
Driving 3s. per heal.
One strawberry bullock, both ears marked, Y5C
(registered brand) over like 5 off ribs.
One red cow, both ears marked 4JYY off rump.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
997
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Bulgaroo, on the
8th May, 1888, b` order of C. W. Raleigh,  Esquire.
Driving, 12s. 6d. per head.
One red and white bullock,  ears marked, triangle near
rump, El? (registered brand)  near ribs.
One red and white bullock,  ears marked , TY1 (regis-
tered brand) off rump,
One red and white bullock,  ears marked , WR near
rump, 25 near thigh.
One red and white cow, near ear marked, MC(3 (regis-
tered brand) near ribs.
One roan bullock, bald face, near ear marked, blotched
registered brand over 5 near ribs.
One roan bullock, ears marked, TY1 (registered brand)
off rump, 0 top of near shoulder.
One strawberry bullock,  ears marked , El? (registered
brand)  near ribs ,  I near loin.
One roan cow, ears marked, CL3 (registered brand)
off ribs.
One roan bullock,  ears marked , CL3 (registered brand)
off ribs.
One roan bullock,  ears marked , indistinct  brand near
ribs.
One roan cow,  off ear  marked, 7 EW (registered brand)
over 8 off rump.
One white bull calf, clean  skin , progeny of  above cow.
If not released  on or  before the 5th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
12s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Eulo ,  from Caiwaroo, on the 4th
April,  1888,  by order of M. H .  Ellis, Esquire.
Driving, 8e. 4d.
One roan  cow, HW7  off rump,  UGN (the N blotched)
near rump, like Q1F (registered brand) near loin,
both ears marked.
If not released on or before- the 25th May, 1888, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA,  Poundkeeper.
991 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Tilbooroo, on the 3rd
May, 1888, by order of G. D. Whittingham,  Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 2d. per head.
One roan bullock, E1P over like  3 near rump ,  swa ll ow
ear-mark
One white bullock, C1C near rump,  near  ear marked.
One red bullock, TT2 off rump, off ear marked.
One white bullock, 4JC off ribs, off ear marked.
One red bullock, B1C off rump, off ear marked.
One roan bullock, 7CY off rump, off ear marked.
One red and white spotted bullock, N4J (the 4 blotched)
near rump , near ear  marked.
One red bullock, like UU2 near  ribs, near ear marked.
One roan bullock, 1UT or 2UT near  ribs, near ear
marked.
One white cow, indescribable blotched brand  near rump,
both ears marked.
One red and white spotted bullock, OSX off rump,
diamond diamond 0 off loin.
Also, from Humeburn, on  same date , by order of
R.  Officer, Esquire. Driving, 10s. 10d. per head.
One white bullock, J1T off rump,  swallow  mark off ear.
One spotted bullock, J1T off rump, front notch top off
ear.
One red  or roan  bullock, bald face,  BH2 off rump, off
ear marked.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1s.
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THOMAS MACNAMARA,  Poundkeeper.
14s.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper. Printed and  Published by JAMES 0. BEAL, Government Printer,
1003 Is. William  street ,  Brisbane , 19th  May, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby liven, that Carl Albert
Falstedt, of Phillip street, Sydney, New
South Wales, has applied,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions  of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884, to register in Class 20, in respect of
Explosive  Compounds, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given , that Clifford Love
and Company, of Edward  street ,  Brisbane,
Queensland, have applied, in  pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class 42 ,  in respect
of Teas , a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation:-
The Trade Mark differs f om the above represen-
tation inasmuch as it is of a bright  cerise colour.
Notice is hereby further given,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
appli cation, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, Le.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Ward and Payne, trading as such, of Sheffield, England, edge-toolmanufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation:-THE CONQUEROR
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my,
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registe red in compliance with such
application , or that there  exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMxs C. BEAL, G overnment Printer, William street , Brisbane*
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1888.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS ofthe
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE , including the CITY and  SUBURBS, for  the Month of
APRIL, 1888, is published  for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of April 207 births were registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane, being 102 males and 105 females, the number being 23 more than in the previous
month of March.
In the month of April, 1887, there were 218 births registered, the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 11 less than in April of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 81 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month-53 males  and 28 females ; the  excess  of births over deaths being 126.
The number of deaths was 16 more than was registered in the previous month of March.
In the month of April, 1887, there were 77 deaths registered ; the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 4 more than in April of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED  POPULATION ,  the NUMBER  of BIRTHS and DEATHSOf MALES and FEMALES  Registered
within  and outside  the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT  of BRISBANE  and SUBURBS ,  from the
1st to the 30th APRIL, 1888;  also  TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION  of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of  BIRTHS  ;  also the PROPORTION Of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
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REGISTRY DISTRICT
OF BRISBANE-
PartwithinMuni-
cipality  of North
Brisbane  ... 27,968 48 49 97 19 17 36 21 16 16 '49 58 .33 '35  '13 44.44 61
Part outside Mu.
nicipality of
North Brisbane 5,758 12 11 23 22  6 28 4 3 13.04 14.29 •40 '49 10.71 ...
Part within the
Borough of
South Brisbane 17,963 42 45 87 12 5 17 9 7 8.05 52.94 '48 '09 41.18 70
TOTAL ,  BRISBANE
DISTRICT  ... 51,689 102 105207 53  28 81 34 26 12.56  41.98 '40 '16 32.09 126
Suburbs outside the
Registry District
of Brisbane ... 21,960 67 49 106 25 20 45 34 23 21.70 75.56 '48 •20 51.11 61
TOTAL ... 73,649 169 154 313 1 78 48 126 68 ( 49 15.65 53.97 '42 '17  138-89187
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I t will  be seen  that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane,  58.33 per  cent. of the
deaths were of children under five years ; the rate in the part of the Registry District  outside
that municipality, exclusive of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 14'29 ; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane was 52.94, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 75.56 ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 53'97.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 16'49 per cent. within, and 13'04 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane, ;,8'05 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane,
and 21.70 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District, the total rate for city
and suburbs being 15.65.*
The General hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol , Immigration  Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial Homes,  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 26 during the month, or 20.63 per cent. of the total
number of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs for the month of April, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows :-
Period .  Number of Deaths. Grand  Mean Temperature  Grand Mean Atmospheric
of Air. Pressure.
April, 1888.  126 67'6 30.246
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane, 15th May, 1888.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
APRIL, 1888.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10h. 12m. 7s. East. Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC  PREssuRB.
(Barometer  corrected  and reduced to 32°  Fah. and Mean Sea Level.)
Mean, at 3 a.m., 30'244.
Mean, at 9 a ili., 30.281.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 30.203.
Mean, at 9 p.,n., 30.256.
Grand Mean,  30'246.
Highest, 30.494, at 9'10 a.m., 26th.
Lowest, 29.97 8, at 4 p.m., 13th.
Range, '516.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers  exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean, at 3 a.m., dry bulb, 62'5.
„ wet bulb, 59.7.
Mean, at 9 a.m., dry bulb, 68'2.
wet bulb, 63.0.
Mean, at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 73.6.
wet bulb, 64'4.
Mean, at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 66.2.
„ wet bulb, 62.2.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air,  67'6.
Grand Mean Temperature of Evaporation,  62.3.
Maximum Shade Temperature of Air, 85.7, at 3.15 p.m.,
13th.
Minimum Shade Temperature of Air, 56'4, at 6.30 a.m.,
19th and 6.30 a.m. 27th.
Absolute range, 29'3.
Mean daily range, 15'5.
Mean maximum, 76.4.
Mean minimum, 60'9.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer in
vacuo),  141.1, 12th.
Minimum on ground (bulb exposed on black-board),
48.0, 27th.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, '71-2; at 2 feet, 72-6; at 4 feet, 74.0 ; at
6 feet, 75-0; at 8 feet, 75.1 ; at 10 feet, 74-9; and at
12 feet, 74.6.
HYGROMETRIC  CONDITIONS.
Mean,  at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '471.
Relative humidity (saturation  =  100), 83°/O.
Dew point, 57'3.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour  tension, '498.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 72°/a.
Dew point, 58'9.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '479.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 58°/O.
Dew point, 57'6.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Papour tension, '500.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 78°/O.
Dew point, 59'0.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, '481.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 71°/°•
Dew point, 58'0.
Highe''st percentage of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 100 (absolute saturation) about 7 a.m. 6th,
and 6  a.m. 7th.
Lowest percents a of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 43°/a, at 3 p.m., 24th.
The vapour tension ,  which may  be regarded as the absolute
humidity  of the air ,  is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  If the values  for vapour  tension be sub-
tracted from the values for atmospheric pressure the remainders
will rep re sent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact, represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12 )
Mean,  at 9 a .m., 1'5, or 101 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 2'4, or 15 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0'4, or 5 miles per hour.
Grand Mean,  1.4, or 10 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed  2 times.
North-east wind observed 1 time.
Easterly wind observed 14 times.
South-east wind observed  25 times.
Southerly wind observed  19 times.
South-west wind observed 0 times.
Westerly wind observed 0 times.
North-west wind observed 0 times.
Calms observed  29 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean,  at 9 a .m, 5.4. Mean, at 9 p. m., 4.6.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 6'7. I  Grand  Mean,  5'6.
Cumulus types observed about 65 times ;  cirrus, 10
times  ; nimbus 30; cirro- stratus, 15 times ; cirro-
cumulus, 4 times ; cumulo -stratus, 22 times ;
and stratus, 0 times, as approximate values at the
ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0'006 and over), 14.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0-672 inches,  or 68 tons per
acre, on 5th.
Grand total ,  2.044 inches ,  or 2061 tons per acre.
a All values  are corrected  for Index  Error ,  if necessary.
NOTE.-The  average  death -rate  of children under 1 year ,  as compared to births ,  during the  ten years ended
31st December, 1886 ,  throughout the whole  of Queensland ,  was 13 .44.  Vide  Vital Statistics of 1886.
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REMARKS.
Mean pressure  was  0.232  higher, and mean temperature  was 4 .6  degrees lower than during March. The
mean vapour tension was -038  lower, and the relative humidity 6°/° higher than during last month. A. marked
feature in  the meteorology of the month  is the great increase in mean  pressure ; we also note the rapid  decrease of
temperature and increase  in the percentage of humidity. Lightning recorded on 1st. Heavy dews by night were
of frequent occurrence. The prevailing south-easterly winds prove that the centres of high pressure or anti-cyclonic
systems were  characteristic phenomena of south-east Australia. Note that the rainfall, viz., 2-044 inch  was  1-333
inch in excess  of that during March. The mean temperature of the Brisbane River about 9 a.m. at Kangaroo
Point was  72.8 or 4.7 degrees lower than during last month, thus corresponding almost exactly with the decrease in
the temperature of the air.
April,  1888,  compared wvith April,  1887.
Still is the increase of mean pressure very striking, as in the comparisons for January, February, and March,
the mean barometer being 0.139 higher than in April a year ago. The mean shade temperature was very nearly
identical with that of last year, being but four-tenths of a degree higher. The mean vapour tension was -087 lower.
The percentage of relative humidity was 14 per cent. lower, or the climate drier by that amount, than twelve
months ago. The consistent difference in these elements is also striking. Analysing the winds, we find that
during April, 1888, north-west and west currents were entirely absent as was the case in April of last year ; and
north winds were only recorded twice  as against  no record of that current during last April. North-east and
south-west winds were also negative as before, but easterly currents were 8 times and south-east 14 times in excess
of the same winds in April last, whereas southerly winds were noted only 19 times as against 50 during the
corresponding period of last year. Comparing the rainfall, we have a total of 3.341 during April, 1887,  as against
2-044 during April, 1888.
The Observatory, which was re-organised on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely in accordance with the
Royal Meteorological Society's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government  Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follow:-
... Femalee. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 19 3 22
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Children's ditto ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
Diamentina Orphanage ... ... ... 1 ... 1
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ...
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Depot ... ... ... ... 2 2
Convalescent Home ... ... ... ... ...
Industrial Home ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total 20 6 26
The following table shows the  causes of  death of persons of both sexes, under one year
total under five years, and over five years ;  also,  the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes in  Brisbane and suburbs during the month :-
Class .  Causes of Death. Under
Total Over
1 year. under5 years . 5  years.
Total. Proportionper cent.
I. Specific Febrile or  Zymotic diseases  .., 1 15 22 9 31 24.60
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... 4 4 1 5 3.97
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... ... 3 4 17 21 16'67
V. Developmental  diseases  ... ... ... 11 11 3 14 11.11
VI. Local  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... 14 35 21 46 36.51
VII. Violence ... .,, ... ... ... 1 1 7 8 6.35
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified ... ... ... 1 1 ... 1 -79
All causes 49 68 58 126 100.00
Order.
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CAUSES OF  DEATH-continued.
Nature of Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE OR ZrMOTIO DIea4sB8.
1  Miasmatic  diseases .-Typhoid fever, 6; diphtheria, 4 ...
2 Diarrhaal  diseases .-Cholera infantum, 3 ; diarrhoea, 16 ; dysentery, 2
3 Malarial  diseases .- None.
4 Zoogenous diseases .-None.
5 Venereal  diseases.-None.
6 Septic  diseases .-None.
II. PARASITIC  DISEASES.-- None.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
10
21
III. ... DIETIC  DISEASES .-Want of breast milk, 4; delirium  tremens,  1 ... ... 5
IV.
... CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES .- Rheumatic fever ,  1; cancer, 2; tabes mesenterica,
V.
2; phthisis, 13: other forms of tuberculosis, 3 ... ... ... ... 21
DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.-Premature birth,  5;  atelectasis, 1; cyanosis,  1;
spina bifida, 1; other congenital defects,  3;  old age, 3 ... ... ... 14
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI. 1 Diseases of the  nervous  system .-Inflammation ofithe brain or its  membranes, 1 ;
softening of brain, 1 ; insanity, 1 ; Convulsions, 4; idiopathic  tetanus 1 ... 8
2 Diseases  of organs of special  sense.-None.
3 Diseases of circulatory system.-Syncope, 1 ;  anuerism, I; others, 6 ... 8
4 Diseases  of respiratory  system .-Laryngitis, 2; croup, 4; bronchitis, 7 ;
pneumonia, 2; others, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
5 Diseases  of the digestive  system .-Dentition,  2'; disease  of stomach, 1;
enteritis, 2 ; other diseases of liver, 2 ... ... ... ... ... 7
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless glands .-None.
7 Diseases of the  urinary system .- Bright's  disease ,  1; uraemia, 1 ; disease of
bladder and of prostate, 2; others, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
8 Diseases  of organs of qeneration.-None.
9 Diseases  of parturition.-None.
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-Others, 1 ... ... 1
11  Diseases of the integumentary  system .-Ulcer, 1 ... ... ... ... ... 1
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident or negligence.-Fractures,  contusions, &c.,  3; surgical operation, 1;
Drowning, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
2 Homicide.-None.
3 Suicide.-Gunshot  wounds, 1; poison, 2 ... ...  ...  ... 3
4 Execution.-None.
VIII. ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSES .-Debility, 1
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 126
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external causes, 5 are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and 3 to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-
Males . Females.Killed by a fall from a horse (accident) (adult) 1 0...
„ „ window (accident)
...
...
...
... (adult) 1 0
being run over by a van (accident)
A id
... ... (adult) 1 0
cc entally drowned ... ... ... ... ... (child) 1 0
Effects of surgical operation...
... ... ... ... (infant) 1 0
wounds from revolver shot (suicidal) ... ... ... (adult) 1 0
Poisoned by carbolic acid (suicidal)
... ... ... (adult) 1 0
strychnine (suicidal) ... ... ... ... (adult) 1 0
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
General Registry Office,  Registrar -General.
Brisbane , 16th May, 1888.
By Authority : JAMES C.  BBah Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, in HerMajesty's nam , by Writ of Summons, bearing even date herewith,
under  the Great  Seal  of the Colony,  summoned
The Honourable BERKELEY BASIL MORETON,
of Wetheron, in the District of Burnett, in the Colony of Queensland, to the
Legislative Council of Queensland.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House,  Brisbane , the tenth day
of May, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
V to  1886, " it is  amongst other  things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable
to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps
or plans and by reference to known or marked
boundaries  or starting  points, the Governor in
Council, on the recommendation of the Land
Board, may at any time suspend the operation of so
much of the forty-third  section  of the Principal Act
as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection, and may require the Surveyor-General
to divide the land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper  maps  or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of  maps  or plans, and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, on
the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in
him by the said Acts, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the said Principal Act as requires
the land to be actually surveyed and marked on
the ground before it is proclaimed  open for selec-
tion be suspended with respect to the land described
in the said Schedule : And the Surveyor-General
is hereby required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
For the Clerk of the Council,
C. HOLMES A'COURT.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands in the parish of Lannercost,
in the Ingham Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.HIS  Excellency the Governor,  with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN HAMIL
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemeter yy, in the
parish of Tiaro, in the room of  K earn Heffron,
resigned.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
MICHAEL BRENNAN GANNOx
as Auctioneer  for all  Government business at
Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
H IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HERBERT FARLEY ,  Supernumerary Clerk in the
Customs, Brisbane,
to be Clerk in the Audit  Department.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  25th  May, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council,  has been  pleased
to make the following  appointments  in the Border
Customs, viz.:-
THoMAs PERCIVAL PALMER, Officer in Charge,
Wompah,
to be Officer in Charge, Hebel ;
ALFRED MCRAE, Second Officer, Birdsville,
to be Officer in Charge, Wompah.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
HOWARD SPENCER BLISS
to be a Clerk in the Treasury.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MICHAEL O'MALLEY
to be Northern Sheriff, in the room of J. G. Mac-
donald, transferred.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE  H. BREWSTER, Clerk of Petty  Sessions at
Normanton,
to be Registrar  of the Northern  District Court
(under the provisions  of  " The  District Courts
Act of  1867 "),  District Receiver in Insolvency
(under the provisions  of  "The Insolvency Act of
1874"), and High  Bailiff  (under the  provisions of
" I 'he Sheriff's Act of  1875 "),  at that place, in the
room  of J. V.  Williams, transferred.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint the undernamed gentlemen to be Justices
of the Peace.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Adams, Richard Philip, Brisbane
Alley, William  Saunders , Riverstone, Cairns
Andrews, George, Southport
Andrews, William, Meringandan
Arundell, Edward Henry, Carlton, Tewantin
Austin, John Honey, Dugandan
Barnier , William Orange, Croydon
Bodkin, Patrick Francis, Fairview, Dalby
Booker, William Joseph, Aramac
Breslin, Cornelius Connell, Gladstone
Brett, Hunter Palmer, Southport
Carrick, Walter John, Table Top, Croydon
Cavanagh, Anthony Joseph, Armidale, New South
Wales
Clarth, Charles Henry, Golden Valley, Croydon
Conway, Joseph Charles. Loch-na-Garr, near Alice
Crook, John, Brownlands, Laidley
Cross, James, Cleveland
Cunliffe, Philip Shrubsole, Pittsworth
Donaldson , Joseph,  Mt. Margaret , Thargomindah
Douglas , Archibald  Bruce,  Rosebrook,  via  Winton
Douglas , John Monteith, Coorparoo
Finaly, William, Moggill
Finlay, Hunter, M.D., Townsville
Fletcher, Thomas Henry, Ballandean, Stanthorpe
Glassev, Thomas,  Brisbane
Gold, Henry, Kobble Creek, Samson Yale
Hammond ,  Edward, Taringa
Hancock, Thomas, junr., North Ipswich
Hann , John, Croydon
Hargreaves , Joseph, Ipswich
Hawkins , Morris, Duckabrook, Bogantungan
Healy, John, Warwick
Hubinger , John Christian, Cardwell
Hunter , Ernest, Croydon
Hutson , William, Punjaub, Burketown
Isbell, John Henry, Bowen
Joyce, William Joseph, Cregmore, Dalby
Kennard, Stanley  Bruce , Pittsworth
Kirchner, Edward, North Rockhampton
Kirk, William, Meringandan
Klingner, Carl, Redcliffe
Knight, John William, Coorparoo
Lister, Joseph, Roma
Livingstone, Robert, Townsville
Macaree , Edwin, North Rockhampton
Morrow, Thomas, Taringa
Muller, Gottfried Friedrich, Walloon
McConville, Daniel, Bundaberg
McKenna ,  Bernard  C., Tallawanta, Caniooweal
McLean, Robert Alexander, Springsure
Neill, Channing, M.D., Ipswich
Nimmo,  James, Roma
Nobbs, Thomas, North Rockhampton
Perry, George, Gympie
Rattray ,  James ,  Kolan , Bundaberg
Reeve, Henry Martin, Brisbane
Ross , William, Cleveland
Russe ll, John R.  Stuart,  Yelvertoft, Burketown
Spresser , Jacob, North Ipswich
Stafford, Brabazon Richard, Thargomindah
Stanley, Edwin, Gynipie
Stephenson, John , Rosewood
Storey, William Charles, Thargomindah
Sugars , Thomas, Moggill
Thompson, William George, Nurdah, Diamantina
River
Unwin , Samuel , Toombul
Wakefield,  Jabez , Rockhampton
Ward, Charles Henry, Warwick
Ware, George, North Ipswich
Weaver, Frederick, Sydney
White, Joseph, Dinmore
Williams,  Samuel , Wallangarra
Williams, Sydney, Rockhampton
Wimble, Frederick Thomas, Cairns
Wride, George, Lutwyche
Wyman, George, Laidley
Wyman, Henry Edmund, Ipswich
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
Ll of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT A. RANKING,
THOMAS  B. SMYTH, and
R. M. HYNE
to be Members of the Committee of Management
of the Hospital for Pacific Islanders, at Mary-
borough, to act on behalf of the Government in
conjunction with
HENRY PALMER,
PETER O'KSLLY, and
GEORGE A. WHITE,
nominated by the employers of labourers in the
District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
RICHARD TREGASKIS
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1558.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotifi d that he has b e  pleased to app int,
provisionally,
DUNCAN ALEXANDER MCNEILL
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to lee
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
Captain HERBERT C. PRICHARD, The Northampton-
shire Regiment,
of his appointment as a Major in the Queensland
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1888.
H
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has, in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Defence act of  1884," been
pleased to disband The Gladstone Volunteer Rifle
Corps.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
Lj of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK LORD
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District of
Stanley, in the room of G. M .  Challinor ,  deceased.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof th  Executive Council ,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Local Government Act
of  1878,"  been pleased to appoint
JOSEPH DARRAGH
to be an Alderman of the Borough of Sandgate, in
the room of  W. J. F. Cooksley,  resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
[ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD KIRCHNER,
nominated by the Council of the Municipality of
North Rockhampton, to be a Licensing Justice for
the Licensing District of Rockhampton, to act only
in respect of Licenses within the boundaries of the
Borough of North Rockhampton, in the room of
W. Cook,  resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undernamed gentlemen to be Police
Magistrates at the places mentioned in connection
with their respective names:-
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD
at Townsville, in the room of Alfred Henry,
resigned ;
MICHAEL O'MALLEY
at Bowen, in the room of J. G. MacDonald, trans-
ferred ;
MATTHEW PATRICK BOYLE FANNING
at Cairns, in the room of M. O'Malley, transferred;
ERNEST EGLINTON
at Port Douglas, in the room of M. P. B. Fanning,
transferred ;
JOHN MACPHERSON MACDONALD
at Boulia, in the room of E. Eglinton, transferred;
BRABAZON RICHARD STAFFORD
at Thargomindah, in the room of P. W. Pears,
transferred.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Colonial
Secretary's Department :--
JOHN MACPHERSON MACDONALD and
BRABAZON RICHARD STAFFORD
to be Police Magistrates ;
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD
to be a Member of the Immigration and Fire
Brigade Boards, at Townsville, and also a Licensing
Justice for the Licensing District of Townsville, in
the room of Alfred Henry, resigned ;
BRABAZON RICHARD STAFFORD
to be Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
at Thargomindah, in the room of P. W. Pears,
transferred ;
F. H. VIvIAN Voss, F.R.C.S.,
to be Health and Medical Officer, at Rockhampton,
and also Assistant Immigration Agent and a
Member of  the Immigration  Board at that place,
in the room of W. F. Thurston, M.R.C.S., resigned;
PETER HENDERSON
to be Master of the Q.G.S. "Otter," in the room
of Henry Page,  deceased ;
WILLIAM T. ATKINSON
to be Chief Officer of the Q.G.S. " Lucinda," in
the room of P. Henderson,  transferred.
WILLIAM  JOHN  STACK
to be a Clerk in the Colonial Secretary's Office ;
ALBERT  PHILLIPS
to be a Clerk in the Immigration Office ;
Constable THOMAS HAWLEY
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Tabletop;
Senior-Constable P. RYAN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions,  at Aramac.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to promote
JAMES W. WASSELL, Sub-Inspector of Water
Police,
to the rank of Inspector.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 26th May, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to approve  of the appointment , by the  Bundaberg
Fire  Brigade Board, of
GODFREY N. B. GEARY
as Superintendent, and
W. F. MARSHALL and
JOHN F.  BoREHAM
as Assistant  Superintendents , of the  Brigade.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
II
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Charters
Towers Fire Brigade Board, of
GEORGE VERNAL
as Superintendent, and
WILLIAM R. KLUGE
as Assistant Superintendent, of the Brigade.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.H lH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Maryborough
Fire Brigade Board, of
DAVID KERR
as Superintendent, and
JOHN BYBNE
as Assistant Superintendent, of the Brigade.
B. B. MORETON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1888.THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Capalaba.
Robert Jarvis and
Franz Petersen.
Drayton.
Henry Clark,
Robert Harvey,
George Frederick Hughes,
Samuel  Henry Lawton, and
Patrick McHugh.
B. B. MORETON.
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PROCLAMATION.
J His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MuSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order  of St. Mi-
A. 1MvsGRAV $, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-first
year of Iter Majesty 's reign ,  intituled "An
Art to  make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectinq obligations to make Payments and do other
arts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the t+xecutive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Tuesday, the 5th proximo,
being the opening day of the Annual Exhibition
of the Nor h Queensland Pastoral and Agricultural
Association, to be a Public Holiday in Townsville:
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that TU N SDAY, the 5th proximo, shall, within the
Town of Townsville, be observed as a Public Holi-
day within  the meaning  of the said above-recited
Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD  S AYE THE QURNW 1
l'1, O^OLAMATION.
by 1.xs Excellency Sir ANTHONY .N1USGRAVE,
Kni,ht Grand Cross of the Most
[7.y.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MVSGRAVE, ehael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty' s rei  1. intituled
"An Art  to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obl igations to make  Payments and do other
acts  on such Holidays,"  it is  amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time , by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof,  or in  any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to pro-
claim Wednesday, the 30th instant, being the day
appointe t for holding the Annual Race Meeting of
the Central Warrego  Racing  Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Charleville : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested  in me  by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that WEDNESDAY,
the 30th  instant , shall, within the Town of Charle-
Ville, be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAO$ TSE Quu r  I
PROCLAMATION.
By } is  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS
by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her  Majesty' s reign , intituled " An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations  to make payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 31st instant, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of the Toowoomba Turf Club, to be
a Public Holiday in Toowoomba : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY
the 31st instant, shall, within the. Town of
Toowoomba, be observed as Public Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act
Given  under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the  fifty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command.
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION .
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Kni ht grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.]istmguished Order of St. Mi-
A.  MUSGRAVE, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor .  and  Commander •i -Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
NI,
HERtAS by  an Act passed in the forty-first
year  of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision  for Bank  Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  from time to time ,  by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof ,  or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein  :  And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 14th
proximo ,  being the day appointed for holding the
Annual Race  Meeting  of the Rockhampton Jockey
Club, to be a Public Holiday  in Rockhampton :
Now, therefore ,  I, Sir  ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid ,  in virtue of the  powers  vested
in me  by the  above -recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify ,  proclaim, and declare
that  THURSDAY,  the 14th proximo ,  shall, within
the Town  of Rockhampton ,  be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
Gob SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAV ,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor . And Commander•i -Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies:WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-second year of the reign of  Her present
Majesty , intituled  "An Act to Consolidate and
Amend the  Laws relating  to Municipal Institutions,
and to provide more  eff ectually  for Local Govern-
ment", it is among other things enacted that it shall
be lawful for the Governor in Council ,  upon receipt
of a petition signed by a majority of the proprietors
of any portion or section of land within a Munici-
pality, or at the request of a Council of a Munici-
pality,  by Proclamation ,  to declare any portion or
section to be of the first class, for the purposes of
the said  Act: And whereas I have been  requested
by the Municipal Council of South Brisbane to
declare the following portion  within the said  Munici-
pality to be of the  first  class: Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY lfTUSoRAVE ,  the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance  of the authority  vested in me by the
said recited Act ,  and of all other powers enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify ,  proclaim ,  and declare the said portion, in the
said Municipality of South Brisbane ,  that is to say-
Stanley street ,  between Sidon and Vulture
streets ,  and seventy -four feet back from
the alignment on both sides of the street,-
to be of the  first class  for the purposes of the said
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty- fifth day of
May,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight  hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her  R ajesty 's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVF, THE QUEEN!
PRROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY 'MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.TN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  " TheCrown Lands Act of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUS-
GeAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, To hereby notify
and proclaim that the following lots of Land will
be offered for Lease, by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock on the
day specified, at the upset rent affixed to each lot
respectively.
The Survey Fees will be charged according to
the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
3rd. Existing improvements to be valued, and
value to be paid by the purchaser within seven
days from the day of sale.
4th. The tovernment reserve the right of re-
suming the whole or any part of the land at any
time on giving six months' notice and compensating
for improvements.
6th. Only wharfage improvements to be protected
at the end of the term, but no compensation to be
given.
6th. The road to be excluded from the leases.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JOAPAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
YKUCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Al USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance of the power in me vested,  and in
accordance with- the provisions of the forty-
$econd section of  " The Cruwie Lands Act  9/ '18$4;"
1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVA, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the unselected lot of laud, being portio, 1v on
Winton Resumption, in the Goondiwindi Land
Agent's District, opened to selection by Procla-
mation dated the 21st December, 1887," shall e
and is hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.H.-10.5-88.
88-5315-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD S4 VR TH8 QUEEN1
PROC f,kMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY A! VSg4,*VE,
Knight  Grand Cross of the  Noss
[L.s.] Distutgui $hed Order  of  $t. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the authority i4 we vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the road described hereunder shall
lie and is hereby opened as Public Road.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, COOK-
TOWN,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 26TH DAY OF JUNE, 1888.
County  of Banks,  parish  of Clark,  town  of Ayton.
WHARF SITES.
(With frontages  to the Bloomfield River.)
No. of No. of
Lot. Wharf Site. Frontage. Upset  Rental.
Feet.
1 A 132
2 B 132
3 c 132
£ a. d.
100 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
Conditions.
1st. The  leases to be  for a term of five years.
2nd. The rent to be j ayableyearlyin adyaUee,
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
6839, Ipswich District. (Catherine Lackey, spin-
ster.)
From the north-western corner of portion 142,
parish of Byron, east along and within the northern
boundary for 1,960 links; thence southerly to the
southern boundary ;- containing five acres taken
from a reservation of five  acres  for road purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN,
FGOD SAY  THE 9uI14311
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown  Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY Mus GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents '  Districts ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Acts, on and after  MONDAY,  the Second day of July ,  1888:  And I  do hereby ,  by and with
the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the
said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty- first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.EX.-10-5_88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Pariah.
No. of
Forfeited
selection
or Agri-
cultural
Farm.
Area.
No. of
Portion. Survey Fee.
I I A. R. P. £ s. d.
1 Bundaberg  ...  Walla  ... ... ...  6v 96 0 0 6 6 0
2 Ditto ... ... ditto 7v 100 0 0  6 10  0
3 Ditto ... ... ditto .. 8v 120 0 0 7 2 0
4 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 9v 75 0 0  5 13  0
5 Ditto ... ... ditto lOv 28 3 0  3 16  0
6 Ditto ... ... Yandaran 935 935 114 0 0  7 12 6
7 Dalby ... ... Wienholt ... 1118 1118 160 0 0 7 8 0
8 Ditto  ... ...  Irvingdale  1314 1314 159 3 0  713  0
9 Ditto ... ... Cumkillenbar 1658 1658 160 0 0 8 6 0
10 Ditto ... ... Jondaryan ... ... 4c 131 2 0  6 13  0
s. d.
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 4
0 6
0 4
0 3
1 0
an
ama ++ Value ofImprove-
ments.
Agricultural
Area.
8
z
£  s. Acres.
1 10 m p, 4 1,280
1 10 O 4 1,280
1 10 4  1,280
1 10 0 4  1,280
1 10 0.3 4 1,280
1 0 S m 4 1,280
1 0 -S 1 1,280
1 0 1 1,280
1 0 2 1  1280
2 0 4 1 1,280O.S
1 0 1 1,280
1 0 1 1,280
1 0 . i 1 1,280
1 0  M  > 1 1,280
(balance)
11 Nanango  ... ... K unioon  ...  A.F. 43 34v 136 1 0 5 11 0 0 6
12 Ditto ... ... ditto ... A. F. 44 35v 136 1 0 5 11 0 0 6
13 Ditto ... ... ditto ... A.F. 45 36v 136 2 0 5 11 0 0 6
14 Surat  ... ...  Talavera  ... 41 41 126  0 0 8 3 9 0 6
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " Tlie
I Orown Lands Act,  1884," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and withthe advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, b this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Surat Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  MONDAY,  the Second  day of July , 1888 : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as foll ows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 16,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M: 10-5 -88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
No.
of Run Resumption .
Lot.
1  Weribone ...
2  Ditto ...
3  Ditto ...
4  Ditto ...
5  Ditto ...
6 Ditto ...
7 Ditto ...
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SURAT  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Portion.
Colgoon
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Area.  Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
12 2,337 0 0  21 12 0
13 2,800 0 0  23 10 0
20 2,800 0 0  23 10 0
21 2,800 0 0  23 10 0
22 2,800 0 0 23 10 0
23 3,673 0 0 2615 0
24 3,212 0 0 25 0 0
HENRY JORDAN.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of Improve-
ments.
£ s. d.
0 0 2
0 0 12
0 0 12 Subject to the pay-
ment of the value0 0 14 , of Imiovenlents0 12 ,pIIany.
0 0 2
0 0 2
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
HER PAS by Orders in Council made on the third day of March and fifth day of May, 1887,
W  and eighteenth day of February, 1888, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked
on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the
Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said
Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided
the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Second
day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-10-5-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE
Within Agricultural Areas.
0 ca
No. AL
0
0 ii lP U
of
Lot.
and gen is
District .
Run
Resumption. Parish.
0
Area. rov s onaSurvey Fee. °a
o CD13
00
Agricul-
turalArea.
A. R. P. £ s . d. S. d. £  8.
1 Gympie ... ... Gutchy 1384A 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5
2 Ditto ... ... ditto 1384$ 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
3 Ditto ... ... ditto 1384c 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
4 Ditto ... ... ditto 1384D 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
5 Hughenden... Hughenden... Hughenden 35v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
6 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 36v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
7 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 37v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
8 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 38v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
9 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 39v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
10 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 40v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
11 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 41v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
12 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 42v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
13 Townsville ... Woodstock ... Magenta 11v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 5 1 0
14 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 12v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 5 1 0
15 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 13v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 5 1 0
16 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 14v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 5 1 0
17 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 15v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
18 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 16v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
19 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 17v 70 0 0 416 6 0 5 1 0
20 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 18v 72 0 0 416 6 0 5 1 0
21 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 19v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
22 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 20v 23 0 0 3 3 0 0 5 1 0
23 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 21v 75 0 0 416 6 0 5 1 0
24 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 22v 80 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0
25 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 23v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
26 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 24v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
27 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 25v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
28 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 26v 80 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0
29 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 27v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
30 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 28v 95 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
31 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 29v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
32 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 30v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 01
33 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 31v 80 6 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
34 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 32v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
35 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 33v 70 0 0 4 16 6 0 5 1 0 1
36 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 34v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
37 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 35v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
38 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 36v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
39 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 37v 110 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
40 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 38v 130 0 0 6 13 0 0 5 1 0
41 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 39v 100 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0 1
42 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 40v 80 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0
43 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 41v 130 0 0 6 13 0 0 5 1 0 1
44 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 42v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 5 1 0
45 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 43v 80 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0
46 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 44v 80 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0
47 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 45i 80 0 0 317 6 0 5 1 0
48 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 46v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
49 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 47v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
50 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 48v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
51 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 49v 80 0 0 5 17 6 0 5 1 0
52 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 50v 60 0 0 416 6 0 5 1 0
53 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 51v 35 0 0 313 6 0 5 1 0
54 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 52v 30 0 0 313 6 0 5 1 0
55 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 53v 80 0 0 517 6 0 5 1 0
56 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 54v 60 0 0 416 6 0 5 1 0
57 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 55v 50 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 1 0)
M
Acres.
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
3 640
3 640
3 640
3 640
3 640
3 640
3 640
3 640
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
5 320
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THE  SCHEDULE- continued.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
0
0
0
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
z
58 Townsvi lle  ... Woodstock  ...  Magenta
A. B.
...  56v 120 0
P.  .£ d.
0 6 13 0
59 Ditto ... ditto ditto 57v 60 0 0  4 16  6
60 Ditto ditto ditto 58v 45 0 0 4 7 0
61 Ditto ... ditto ditto 59v 125 0 0  3 13  0
62 Ditto ditto ditto 60v 160 0 0 7 7 6
63 Ditto ditto ditto 61v 160 0 0 7 7 6
64 Ditto ditto ditto 62v * 110 0 0 5 17 6
65 Ditto ... ditto ditto 63v 150 0 0  6 13  0
66 Ditto ... ditto ditto 64v 80 0 0  5 17  6
67 Ditto ... ditto ditto 65v 80 0 0  517 6
68 Ditto ... ditto ditto 66v 80 0 0  5 17  6
69 Ditto ditto ditto 67v 140 0 0  6 13  0
70 Ditto ditto ditto 68v 160 0 0 7 7 6
71 Ditto
72 Ditt
.. I  ditto
ditt
...  ditto
di
...  69v 160 0
160 070
0  7 7 6
0 7 7 6o
73 Ditto
...
...
o
ditto
tto...
ditto
v...
...  71v 90 0 0 5 17 6
74 Ditto ditto ditto 72v 145 0 0  6 13  0
75 Ditto ditto ... ditto ...  73v 160 0 0 7 7 6
76 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 74v 160 0 0 7 7 6
77 Ditto . .. , ditto ... ditto ... 75v 120 0 0 6 13 0
78 Ditto ditto ditto 76v 140 0 0 6 13 0
79 Ditto , .. ditto ...  ditto ...  77v 160 0 0  7 7 6
80 Ditto ditto ditto 78v 160 0 0 7 7 6
81 Nanango ... Nanango ...  Coolabunia 12v 160 0 0 7 7 6
82 Ditto ditto ditto 13v 160 0 0 7 7 6
83 Ditto .. ditto ditto 14v 160 0 0 7 7 6
84 Ditto ditto ditto ..  15v 160 0 0 7 7 6
85 Ditto ditto ditto 16v 160 0 0 7 7 6
86 Ditto ... ditto
...
ditto 17v 160 0 0 7 7 6
87 Ditto ... ditto ...  ditto ... 18v 160 0 0 7 7 6
88 Ditto ditto ditto 19v 145  0 0  6 13  0
89 Ditto ... ditto ditto 20v 160 0 0 7 7 6
90 Ditto ditto ditto 21v 160 0 0 7 7 6
91 Ditto ... ditto ditto 22v 160 0 0 7 7 6
92 Ditto ditto ditto 23v 160 0 0 7 7 6
93 Ditto ditto ditto 24v 160 0 0 7 7 6
94 Ditto ditto ditto 25v 160 0 0  7 7 6
95 Ditto . .. ditto ... ditto ..,  26v 160 0 0 7 7 6
pa
eos0,
m
od
om
4
Agricul-
tural Area.
s. d. .£ s. Acres.
0 5 1 1 0  ll  5 320
0 5 11 0 5 320
0  5 1 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 ,, 5 320
0 5 1 0 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 1 e6 5 320
0 5 1 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 5 320
0  5 1 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 9 5 320
0 5 1 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 5 320
5 320! .1 00 5
0 5 1 0 0 5 320
0 5 1 0 a 5 320
0 5 1 0 1 5 3200 5 1 0 > 5 320
0 5 1 0 ) 5 320
0 5 1 0 42  5 320
0 5 1 0- 5 320
0 5 1 0 5 320
0 3 1  0  4 320
0 3 1 0 9 4 320
0 3 1 0 4 320
0 3 1 0 ' 4 320
0 3 1 0  1 -[  4 320
0 3 1 0 4 320
0 3 1 0 4 320
0 3 1 0 0 4 320
0 3 1 0  4' 4 320
0 3 1 0 0 4 320
0 3 1 0 4 320
0  3 1 0 4 320
0 3 1 0 4 320
0 3  10  4 320
0 3 1  0  4 320
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His :xcelleney Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated  in the Dalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 12,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established
by Proclamation dated 26th January, 1886, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign. By Command,y
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-10- 5.88. GoD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No. No. of No Of
of Parish.
. Area .  Survey Fee.Forfeited Portion
Lot. .Selection.
1 Maida Hill ... ...
A. B. P. £ s, d-1589  1589 160 0 0 6 18 0
2 Ditto ... ... 1590 1590 160 0 0 6 18 0
3 Ditto ... ... 1591 1591 160 0 0 6 18 0
4 Ditto ... ... 1597 1597 160 0 0 6 18 0
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 1
Value of
Improvements.
to
mo0 1 m eJ the valueent o
0 0 1 of  improvements,
0 0 1 if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Co:nmander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify a'id declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the undermentionedland Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Acts, on and after AON DAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the  said  Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-10-5.88. GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Not within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish. Gy U
M
^.1
fi
O
Z
Area. Survey Fee.
F
U
A. R. P. .9  8. d. 8. d.
1 ISurat ... Weribone ... 55 11 1,272 0 0 16 15 0 0 2
2 Townsville Halifax 565 565 200 0 0 9 11 6 0 2
O U
o
Subject to the pay-It ment of the value
of improvements,
if any
Grazing
Maximum
Area.
Acres.
16,000
8,000
P1,OCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the tenth day of May, 1888, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper  maps  or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided
the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on
proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Ingham Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any
one person  in the said District shall be as follows, that is to  say:-In the case  of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-10- 5-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGHAM  LAND AGENT' s DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
0
za
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. f £ s. d. £
1 Lannercost 389 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 9 1
2 Ditto  389a' 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 9 13 Ditto  389b 16U 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 9 1
4 Ditto  389c  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 4 1
5 Ditto  389d 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 4 1
6 Ditto  389e 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 4 1
7 Ditto  389f 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 9 1
8 Ditto  389g 160 0 0 1 7 7 6 0 0 9 1
s. d.
10 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
value of Im-
provements.
Being subdivisions  of Forfeited  Selection No. 389.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and  St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested  under  the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notif and declare that the Annual Rental and Upset Purchasing Price on the
unselected portions of CountryLyands in the parish of Hector, within Agricultural Area No. 1, in the Mackay
Land Agent's District. opened to selection by Proclamation dated 20th January, 1888, shall, on and after
MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888, be reduced,  as set  forth in the Schedule hereto.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight. and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-10-5-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
No.  Of
Portion.
HENRY JORDAN.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
P. £ s. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.
0 8 7 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
0 8 7 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
25 8 7 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
0 8 12 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
Area.
A. B.
1 Hector 240 218 0
2 Ditto 240A 218 0
3 Ditto 240E 219 2
4 Ditto 240c 270 0
I I
Being  the land comprised in Forfeited Selection No. 240.
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to the pay-
ment of the value
of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander.Governor. in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " TheCrown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with t
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Isisford Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, at the Court House, Barcaldine, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Isisford Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-10 . 5-88. GOD  S AVE THE QIIEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ISISFOBD  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
HENRY JORDAN.
No. No. ofof Run Resumption .  Parish. Portion. Area. Survey Fee.Lot.
Annual Purchasing
Rent  Price
per Acre. per Acre.
Value of Improvements.
A. B. P. £ s. d. £ 8. d.  £ s. d.
1 Wellshot ... Longreach 5v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 0 9  1 10 0
2 Ditto ... ditto ... 12v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 0 9  1 10 0 Subject  to the payment
3 Ditto ... ditto ... 13v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 0 9  1 10 0 of the value of im-ift
4 Ditto ... ditto ... 14v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
any.s,provemen
I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. Ml?SGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the eighteenth day of August, 1887, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1881"  as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open  for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper  maps or plans :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position
thereof on proper maps  or plans  : Now, therefore,  in pursuance and execution  of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that  the said lands
specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Springsure Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of June,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be
selected by  any one person  in the said  District  shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands  within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!E.M.-28-3-88.
No.
of'  Run Resumption .  Parish.
Lot.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SPRINGSURE  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional Annual Rent Purchasing
Survey Fee .  per Acre . Price Value  of Improvements.per Acre.
A. R.  P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
8v  80 0 0 5 17 6 0 0 5 1 0 0
9v  80 0 0 5 17 6 0 0 5 1 0  0
10v  80 0 0 5 17 6 0 0 5 1 0  0
1 Marmadillo St. Peter
2 Ditto ... ditto ...
3 Ditto ... ditto ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that. by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas  and descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in  every  deed containing the
erroneous  areas  and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-26644.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Charles Lewis Curtis.
Land Granted-Portion  248, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-14 acres 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  248.
Area-14 acres 23 perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
249, and bounded thence on the east and north-east
by a road bearing 182 degrees 30 minutes two
chains and sixty-three links and 131 degrees 30
minutes seven chains and eighty-two links; on the
south by a road bearing 269 degrees 22 minutes
twenty-one chains and seventy links ; on the west
by a line bearing  24 minutes  eight chains and five
links ; and on the north by portion 249 bearing east
fifteen chains  and ninety links to the point of com-
mencement.
Subject  to the payment
of the value of im-
provements,  if any.
No. of Deed- 26633.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee--Samuel Scott Bladen.
Land Granted-Portion  249, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-19 acres 3 roods 4 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  249.
Area-20 acres 14 perches.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of portion
248, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing west fifteen chains and ninety links;
on the west by a line bearing 24 minutes twelve
chains and forty-six links ; on the north by portion
250 bearing east sixteen chains and thirty-five links;
and on the east by a road bearing 182 degrees 30
minutes twelve chains and forty-six links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-26673.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Humphrey George Clifford
Lloyd.
Land Granted-Portion  250, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-28 acres 3 roods 29 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  250.
Area-29 acres 18 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
249, and bounded thence on the south by that por-
tion bearing west sixteen chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearinlinks;359 degrees
58 minutes twenty chains and six on the
north by a road bearing 90 degrees 18 minutes ten
chains one and a-half links; and on the north-east
and east by a road bearing south forty-six links,
148 degrees 47 minutes eleven chains and seventy-
one and a-half links, 176 degrees 46 minutes six
chains and ninety and a-half links, and 182 degrees
30 minutes two chains and sixty-four links to the
point of commencement.
2.22
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1888.
ERROR IN DEED.
' \
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous  name ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall  operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Deed-42475.
Date of Deed-15th November, 1880.
Name of Grantee-Henry Kiemann.
Land Granted-Portion  1219, county of Au-
bigny, parish of Geham.
Area-39 acres.
Nature of Error-Tile  name of the Grantee
baying been inserted in the Deed as Henry Kiemann,
instead of Johann Heinrich Christoph Kiemann,
the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty -ninth section of
" The (Crown Lands  Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Mackay  ;  Police Office, Eton  ;  and Post
Office, Koumala.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation .  Parisi,. trea.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Offices ,  Toowoomba and Rock-
hampton  ;  the Police Offices, North Pine, Too-
woomba ,  and Cawarral  ;  and Post  Offices, North
Pine, Middle Ridge, and New Zealand Gully.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES  AND ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 Charles Ogg Road and  reserve sepa - Redcliffe ... 20 3 19
rating portions 78 and
427 from portions 422
and 424
2 Ditto ... Portion 12, being  reserve ditto  ... 43 0 0
*3
for water
F. R. C. 1 The road  separating  sub- Drayton  ... 0 3 32
Strfver ) division 2 of portion
329 from portion 332A
*1 The Gogango The road separating por- Cawarral ... 6 3 32
Divisional  I  tion 1290 from portion
Board, on
account of
Herbert
Johnston
Ditto, on
account
of Michael
Tucker
*5
44
The reserved road ditto ... 14 0 0
through portion 125
* Nova.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed
out in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to  transmit  to this Depart-
meat their objections, in writing, within two
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J. N. Johansen
The road through por-
tion 1626
Kelvin ...
A. R. P.
5 2 20
Harrisville and Oaky.
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Toowoomba ; Police Offices,
Harrisville and Jondaryan ; and Post Offices,
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  18th  May, 1888. SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I L is hereby notified for genera 1 information, that
application  under the eighty- ninth section of
The Crown Land,s Act  of 1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment Their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pariah. Area.
A.R.P.
1 The  Tarampa Di-  The road separating  Gatton  ...  5 3 20
visional Board ,  portion 83,  parish
on account of of  Tenthill, from
Dyson Lacy portion 87
Nora .- The closure of this road is proposed to 1e Carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
*1
Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
The Mutda- The road separating Mutdapilly 3 3 0
pilly  Divi- subdivisions 37 and 38
sional of portion 90 from
Board, on subdivisions 31 and 30
account of of portion 122
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
2 Messrs .  Sha- The road separating the King  ...  6 3 14
nahan and camping and water
Jennings reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
* NoTE.- The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby  notified for general information,
that  application  under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  has been
made for closing  the undermentioned  Road ; and
all persons  who nay  consider their interests affected
X28
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart.
ment  their objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.
gaff, Robert- The road separating
son, and Co.  portion 435 from por-
tions  75 and 105
Parish.
Thorn ...
Area.
A. R.  P.33 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.THE following amended descriptions of the re-sumed and leased portions of the Run known
as Portland Downs, in the Pastoral District of
Mitchell, in lieu of those set forth in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of the 6th November, 1885, are
published as required by the Act, and for the
information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Portland Downs, situated in the
Pastoral District of Mitchell, in the Colony of
Queensland.
RESUMED PORTION.
Portion A.
Commencing at a point one mile north-west of a
point on the right bank of the Barcoo River which
is two  miles in a  direct line above the north-east
corner of selection 1, and bounded thence on the
north- east  by a north-west line about three miles to
a point about two miles sixty chams south-east
from a post marked broad-arrow over W over B
over P ; thence on the north by a west line about
six miles  sixty chains to a point one mile seventy-
two chains south and  one mile  forty-two chains
eighty-six links east of a post marked broad-arrow
over B; thence on the west by a south line about ten
miles to the Barcoo River at a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXXI in triangle ; thence by the
right bank of the said river upwards to a tree
marked broad-arrow over J over XII in triangle ;
thence by  a west line  to a point one mile north-
westerly from the nearest point on the right bank
of the said river ; and thence by a line parallel to
and distant one mile from the right bank of the
said Barcoo River in a south-westerly direction to
the point of commencement ;-exclusive of all
reserved or alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Portion B.
Commencing at a point one mile forty-two chains
eighty-six
l ks east f a post arked broad-arrow
over B, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line four  miles  ; thence on the south by an east
line crossing  Barnstaple Creek and passing about
four  chains  north of  a tree on  its left bank marked
broad-arrow over B over 6 in triangle four miles
sixty chains to a point about forty chains north
and twelve chains east of a coolibah-tree on the
last-named creek marked broad-arrow over WB
over 1 in triangle ; thence again on the east by a
north line two miles thirty chains ; thence on the
north by a west line passing fifty chains south of a
post marked broad-arrow over B over H sixteen
miles twenty-two chains eighty-six links ; thence
on the west by a south line six miles thirty chains
to a point west of starting point ; and thence again
on the south by an  east  line passing through the
first-mentioned post marked broad-arrow over B
eleven miles forty-two chains eighty-six links to
the point of commencement.
LEASED PORTION.
Commencing at a point one mile north- west of a
point on the right bank of the Barcoo River which
is two miles  in a direct line above the north-east
corner of selection No. 1, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a north- west line  about three
miles to a point  about two miles sixty chains south-
east from a post marked broad-arrow over W over
B over P ; thence on the south by a west line about
six miles sixty chains to a point one mile seventy-
two chains south and one mile forty-two chains
eighty-six links east of a post marked broad-arrow
over B ; thence on the west by a north line five
miles seventy-two chains ; thence on the north by
an east  line crossing Barnstaple Creek and  passing
about four chains north of a gum-tree on its left
bank marked broad-arrow over B over 6 in triangle
four miles sixty chains to a point about forty chains
north and twelve chains east of a coolibah-tree on
the last-named creek marked broad-arrow over
WB over 1 in triangle ; thence  again  on the west
by a north line  two miles  thirty chains ; thence
again  on the north by an  east line  crossing Wild
Horse Creek at a point about sixty-four chains
below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
B over V in triangle seven miles ; thence again on
the west by a north line eight miles  ten chains
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over
to a post marked broad-arrow over B over a
one mile  north of same ; thence again on the north
by an  east  line four  miles  fifty-seven chains four-
teen links to a post marked broad-arrow over C ;
thence  again  on the west by a north line eleven
miles  twenty-seven chains to a point thirty chains
south of a post marked broad-arrow over 0  over B
over T ; thence again on the north by an east line
crossing Oakhampton Creek about thirty-two chains
below a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over 1 in triangle nine miles forty-three chains to
a point thirty-six chains  west  and thirty chains
south of a post marked broad-arrow over T ;
thence on the east by a south line passing through
trees marked broad-arrow over J over Vin triangle
and broad-arrow over J over VI in triangle and
crossing  Oakhampton Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over J over VII in triangle eleven
miles  twenty-seven chains to a tree marked broad-
arrow over J over VIII in triangle ; thence by an
east line one mile ten chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over J over X in triangle on Oak-
hampton Creek ; thence again on the east by a
south line again crossing the last-mentioned creek
four miles nine chains to a point twenty-eight
chains south and eight chains west of a tree marked
broad-arrow over J over XI in triangle ; thence
again on  the north by an  east  line to a point one
mile north-westerly from the  nearest  point on the
right bank of the Barcoo River ; and thence on the
south- east  by a line parallel to and distant one
mile from the right bank of the said river in a
south-westerly direction to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
N pursuance of the Commonage Regulations of
l the 1st March , 1877 , established under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," it is hereby
notified for general information ,  that the  :Members
of the Drayton Shire Council have appointed
FRANCis Dnaw to be an Inspector of the Drayton
Town and Agricultural District Common, for twelve
months,  fr om 1st instant, and the Secretary for
Public Lands has confirmed the appointment.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under secretary.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.T HE Department of Agriculture has fordis-
tribution  a small  quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pyenantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrens ),  for which applica-
tion can now be made  through the local land
Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
88-6003-D.B.
How Held.
1IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the1 provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having bee plea ed to c nfirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road, are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of ibis notice ; and the said  parties are  further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and -the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
E.M.-14-3-88-S2. HENRY JORDAN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM THE  DICKABARAM BRIDGE OVER THE MARY RIVER TO THE MIVA
RAILWAY STATION,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Miva, County of Lennox.
a
°
Description of Road.
1 Fro m the western end of
the Dickabaranl Bridge
south -westerly  along the
southern side of the
Kilkivan Railway line to
the level crossing on the
west side of the Miva
Railway Station
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd " March, 1888.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
O
t7
How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Lengths.
I ' Chs. Lks. Links.  A. R.  F.
15 Fre ehold  Henry H.  Hutchins  175° 53' 1 65  3 3 0 Unimp ro ved
Hutchins  213° 17'  5 11 land.
171° 3' 4 95 ?100
188° 45' 6 002150551  3 10
171°40' 1 48
229° 45' 14 08
2620 18' 2 78
Reputed
Owner.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Tiaro.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION FOR ROAD.
NOTICE  is hereby given, under the provisions of the 102nd section of  " The Crown  Lands Act of
1884," of the intention to resume the Road described in the  Book of  Reference hereunder.
Any objections to the resumption of the said road must be lodged  by the  Lessees of the respective
Holdings with the Secretary for Public Lands, within six months from the date of service of this notice.
HENRY JORDAN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH AGRICULTURAL FARMS 485 ,  713, AND 707 ,  IPSWICH DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of  North,  County of Churchill.
Description of Road. c
a za
S
0
Land
Agent's
Distri ct.
1 From the western boun -  14v 483 Ipswich ...
dary  of portion 14v east-
erly and northerly to
the northern boundary
2 Along and within the 23v 713 ditto ...
whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 23v
3 Along and within the 24v 707 ditto ...
whole length of the
south boundary of por-
tion 24v
a
J
Irregu-
lar
1100
a
Area .  Remarks.
l0
Lengths.
o' Area.
ca
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R.  P.
Agricultural Farm, John Shorty 86°30' 5 15 100 1 3 24
1881 Act Poole 71° 0' 3 70 I
20° 0' 11 0
ditto ... ... AugustF.Arndt 90° 0' 33 80
ditto ... ... ; John O'Connor
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
90° 0' 34 30
100 3 1 20
100 31 30
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
THE CROWN LA &1)S ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS'  COURTS.
( T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  "  27e
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876 " will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District.
Allora * ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldinet ...
Beenleigh ...
Blackall ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell' ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby
Emerald* ...
Esk+ .. ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gympie ... ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ++  ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Mary borough ...
Mitchelit ...
Jan. Feb. March.
I
Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs. 26 Thurs.23
Tues .  31 Tues. 7
Sat.  141  Sat. 11
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Fri. 13
Tues. 3
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Wed. 11
Mon. 16
Fri. 27
Mon. 16
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Mon. 6
Wed.  I
Thurs. 23
Wed. 8
Mon. 20
Fri. 24
Mon. 20
Wed. I
Wed. 1
Thurs.  26 Thurs. 23
Fri. 13, Fri. 10
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 25 Wed. 29
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Thurs . 12 Thurs. 9
Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango .. Wed.
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed.
Nerang* ...
Thurs. 9
11 Wed. 8
4 Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. I
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10
Port  Douglas ... Thurs. 5
Ravenswood  ... Thurs. 5
Rockhampton  ... Mon. 9
Roma  ... ... Wed. 11
St. George ... Tues. 17
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4
Stanthorpe r Mon.  23Fri. 13
Surat ... .
Tambo ... ...
Taroom .. ...
Tenninge ri ng ...
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville
Warwick...
Thurs. 26 ; Thurs.23
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4, Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 i Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs.12 Thurs. 9
Tues .  24 Tues. 29
Wed. 28
Thurs. 1
Wed. 21
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Thurs. 22
Tues. 6
Sat. 10
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Fri. 9
Mon. 5
Wed. 7
Thurs. 29
Wed. 14
Mon. 19
Fri. 23
Mon. 19
Wed. 21
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Thurs. 22
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 28
Wed. 14
Fri. 2
Wed. 14
Thurs. 8
Fri. 16
Fri. 9
Thurs. 1
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Tues. 13
Thurs. 1
Thurs. 1
Mon. 12
Wed. 14
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Fri. 9
Thurs. 29
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Thurs. 8
Tues. 27
April . May. June.
Wed. 27
Thurs . 5 Thurs .  3 Wed. 20
Wed. 18 Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Tues. 12
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Thurs.28
Thurs. 26 Fri.  25 Thurs. 21
Tues .  3 Tues . 1 Tues. 5
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 11  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 11
Tues .  3 Moc.. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Thurs .26 Thurs.31
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Mon. 16 Mon. 21
Fri. 27 Fri. 25
Mon. 16 Mon. 21
Wed. 16
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Thurs.  26  M.  25
Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 25  Wed. 30
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Fri. 8 Fri. 4
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Thurs .  12 Thurs. In
Fri. 20 Fri. 18
Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Thurs.  5 Thurs. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Thurs.12 ...
Tues .  10 Tues 8
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Mon. 9 Mon. 14
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Tues. 17 Tues. 16
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 23 Mon. 28
Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Thurs 26 Thurs. 31
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 23 Mon. 26
Thurs .12 Thurs.10
Tues .  24 Tues. 29
July. August. Sept.
Wed. 18
Wed. 18
Tues. 10
Wed. 11
Thurs. 26
Thurs. 26
Tues. 3
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
13Fri .
Mon. 4 Mon. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  26 Thurs. 26
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 29 Fri. 27
Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Wed. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 28 Thurs.26
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 27 Wed. 25
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 1 Fri. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 6
Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 14 ...
Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs .  28 Thurs. 26
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs. 14 Thurs.12
Tues .  26 Tues. 24
Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 26  i Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed .  21 Wed. 19
Tues .  7 Tues .  11 Tues. 9 Tues .  6 Tues. 11
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Thurs .23 Thurs . 27 Thurs . 25 Thurs . 22 Thurs. 27
Thurs .23  Thurs.  27 Thurs .  25  Thurs. 22  Thurs. 27
Tues. 7 Tues .  4 Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 11 Sat .  8 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 8
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 8 Wcd .  12, Wed . 10 Wed . 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 14  ...  Sat. 10
Mon. 6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed . 3 H ed . 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.30 Thurs. 27 Thurs.  25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Mon. 20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 24 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Mon. 20  Mon. 17  Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs. 23 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
M. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 29 Wed .  26 Wed. 31
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Thurs .  9 1 hurs.13 Thurs.11
Fri. 17 M.  21  M.  19
M.  10 Fri .  14 Fn. 12
Sat. 11 Sat .  15 Sat. 13
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Thurs .  9 .. Thurs. 11
Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  $1 Thurs. 4
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 13 Mon. 10 Mon. 8
M.  8 ' Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Tues .  21 1 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Wed. 1 Wed.  6,  Wed. 3
Mon. 27 Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Thurs .30 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 26
Wed. 1 , Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 8, Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon. 22
Thurs .  91 Thurs. 13 Thurs.11
Tues .  28 1
Tues .  25 Tues. 23
Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 16 Fri. 21
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Sat. 10 Sat. 15
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
... Thurs. 13
Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 11 Tues. 11
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 26 Mon. 24
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Thurs .  29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Thurs .  8 Thurs.13
Tues. 20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t  Office  for receiving applications, &c.
$  Court to  be held when  there  are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified  from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
NTEN])ING Selectors  are informed  that Maps
of the Districts of Aramac, Blackall, Bunda-
berg, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Gladstone, Gympie,
Leichhardt, Maryborough, Normanton, Rock-
hampton, Roma ,  Springsure ,  and Townsville,
showing all land open for selection ,  both as Agri-
cultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready for
public exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane
bands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation .  A number of them wi ll
shortly be on view ,  and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed  places  for the payment of
Bents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the  provisions of sec-
tions 68  and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council ,  on the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board ,  may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rnn, and which had, before the
commencement  of that Act,  been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1)Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged ,  be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter ,  and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October. 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
1
T is hereby notified for general information,
 that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from  Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors,  Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiff's of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown. Lands Alien-ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agri-cultural Township, Village of Ninderry, and
portions adjoining, in the parish of Maroochy,
under the twenty -second section of the Amending
Act of 1886. Price, 1s.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1888.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agricul-tural Township, Village of St. Helen's, and
portions adjoining, parish of St. Helen's, Mackay
District. Price, Is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane, 9th May,1888.
THE following Maps  are now for Sale at thisOffice,  viz.:-
Agricultural Townships.
Village of Murrinda and portions 17v to 27v
adjoining, parish of Ossa, Mackay District,
under section twenty-two, Amendment
Act of 1886.
Price, Is.
Village of Tuchekoi and portions 4v to
17v adjoining,  parish  of Tuchekoi,
Gympie District, under section twenty-'
two, Amendment Act of 1886.
Price, Is.
40-Chain Maps.
Rockhampton Sheet No. 1, showing  lands in
the parishes of Murchison, Karkol, Wise-
man, Rockhampton,  and G racemere.
Price, 2s. 6d.
Moreton No. 7 North, showing lands in the
parishes of Toorbul and Redeliffe  and part
of Bribie Island.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCR TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane , 24th April, 1888.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)
J sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
BnIsBAxE-Marble Mantelpieces and Grates, New Public
Office ... ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
5th May, 1888
MAGNETIC ISLAND-Luggage Shed, Quarantine Shed ... 12th May, 1888
CROYDON-Additional  Cells,  Lock-up... ...
MOUNT MoRGAN- Court House ...
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1888.
AYR DIVISIONAL BOARD.
IT is hereby notified that the Returning Officerappointed under the provisions of  "The Divi-
sional Boards Act of  1877," to conduct the Elec-
tion of Members and Auditors for the-First Board
in connection with the Ayr Division, has certified
the Election of the following gentlemen as Mem-
bers and Auditors thereof :-
Members.
CHARLES YOUNG,
WILLIAM BOYD,
JAMES MACKENZIE,
ROBERT GORDON,
ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL MACMILLAN, and
WILLIAM PAYARD,
Auditors.
JOHN GREIG SMITH,
HENRY GORDON PETERSON.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1888.
QUEENSLAND  RAILWAYS, S. AND C. D.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SHELTER-SHED AND OFFICES AT SOUTH-
PORT.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
June, 1888, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Shelter-shed and Offices at Southport.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Shelter-
shed and Offices at Southport."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Offices of Clerks
of Petty  Sessions , Beenleigh and Southport.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the  usual  notification
of acceptance, an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the lender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
... 19th May, 1888
f Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane; 15th June, 1888.Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
House, Townsville ; 8th
June, 1888.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Court Houses,
Normanton and Croydon;
22nd June, 1888.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; Police Station,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
... Mount  Morgan ,  and Court
House, Rockhampton ;
22nd June, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender  of Messrs .  STAYVORD BROTHERS,for the Supply of Three Thousand (3.000)
Tons of Coal, delivered at the Bundamba Railway
Station, has been accepted. Amount, £1,000.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Bowen Railway, in length 30 miles, have
been approved and confirmed ; and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.N l T OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan1 and Book of Reference of the Railway
from Normanton to Cloncurry, Section 1, in
length 13 miles, have been approved and con-
firmed ; and that, in pursuance of the seventeenth
section of the Act 27 Victoriae No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the Line above referred to, according to the Map
or Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the  Cleveland
Branch Railway ,  in length 20 miles 52 chains 29;
links, have been altered ,  under the provisions of
section fourteen of the  Act, 27 Victoria,  No. 8, and
that the Plan and Book of Reference so altered
have been approved and confirmed ; and that, in
pursuance of the seventeenth section of the said
Act, the Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the Line above referred to, accord-
ing to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so
confirmed , to be  seen at this Office, and at the
Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  Brisbane.
F. C[TRNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
27
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Week ending 20th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total TratFcto date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
Week ending 20th May, 1888...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888 -- Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ...
W eek ending  20th  May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ..,
Total Increase ...
Week ending 20th May, 1888...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 20th May, 1988...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 20th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1488 -Total Traff'c to date
1887-Ditto  ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  20th May, 1888 ...
1888-Total  Traffic to date ...
Week ending 20th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
No, of
Miles open
for Traffic.
Passengers'
Fares.
£ .. d. £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
..
815 2,362 19 0 4,175 11  2 299 12 5 6,838  2 7
706 2,429 14  8  5,434 10  8 268 17 7 8,133 2 11
66 15 8 1,25819 6
...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
160 10 5 9 6 1 102 16 9
151 385 7 9 673 13 9 35 18 4 1,094 19 10
103 224 17 4 740 13 6 26 12 3 992 3 1
... 66 19 9
... ... ...
BUND ABERG RAILWAY.
66 139 5 8 317 13 3 13 9 10 470 8 9
66 48 13 5 175 15 4 8 13 5 233 2 2
90 12 3 141 17 11 4 16 5
...
...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463  269 17  1  1,461  16  6 86 5 11  1,817 19  6
444 313 2 7 2,470 8 11 27 11 8 2,811 3 2
43 5 6 1,008 12 5
... ...
... ...
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 40 15 9 29 9 3 9 17 10 80 2 10
31 60 0 6 20 5 6 3 1 0 83 7 0
...
19 4 9
Goods and Live Parcels and
Stock. I Miscellaneous.
9 3 9 6 16 10 ..
3 4 2
30 14 10
... 1,295 0 4
Total.
£ a. d.
148,267 3 5
145,495 11 10
... £2,771 11 7
58 14 3
...
24,885 15 7
17,460 8 2
£7,425 7 5
237 6 7
7,146 15 7
3,018 19 7
£4,127 16 0
993 3 8
47,917 9 9
52,238 18  2
£4,321 8 5
2,008 7 1
1,917 17 4
260
231
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
437  6  10 1,768 10  8 292 9 5
no  9 9
2,498 6 11
445 12 11 1,436 9 3 41 9 8 1,923 11 13
332 1 5 250 19 9
8 6 1
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
46,406 14  4
38,788 0 1
8
51
31
44 16 6 1 28 6 6
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
49 5 1
26 18 7
574 15 1
£7,618 14 3
0 11 9 73 14 9
... 1,317 2 6
65 1 5 13 9 3 127 15 9
31 0  1  6 9 9 64 8 5
22 6 6 34 1 4 J 6 19 6 63 7 4
2,495 12 3
1,395 12 11
£1,09919 4
F. CURNOW, Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
0
N WEDNESDAY, 16th  May, 1888, the
Line  from Logan  Village  to Beaudesert
was Opened  for Public  Traffic, and on and from
that date, until further notice, Trains are arranged
to run as follows :-
A.M.
Beaudesert ... ... ... dep. 7'0
Stanley street ... ... ... arr. 10.30
P.M.
Stanley street ... ... ... dep. 2.15
Beaudesert ... ... ... arr. 5.45
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 13th March, 1888.QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
RANCHES of the above  are now open atI,
Allora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigb, Blackall,  Bogantungan.
Bowen (Port Denison),  Brisbane , Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet. Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, K amerunga , Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office  (Brisbane ), South
Brisbane , Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,  Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville.
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pound s per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable bn the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours,  and on  Saturday  evenings.
Further information  can be  obtained by applying
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
IIARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, PORT DOUGLAS.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 2nd
June, from persons willing to contract for the
Extension of the Stone Jetty at Port Douglas, a
distance of 200 feet.
Plan and Specification may be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Brisbane, Townsville,
Mackay. and Rockhampton, and at the Custom
Ho-i1es, Cairns, Port Douglas, and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, Under Secretary.
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1888.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
r I
HE Unclaimed Property hereunder described,
now in the possession of the Birdsville Police,
will, unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Birdsville, on the
23rd June next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
1 riding saddle.
1 pack  saddle.
1 bridle.
1 pair  of canvas saddle-bags.
1 cabbage -tree hat.
1 pair of boots.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd  May, 1888.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
I that the Post Office at Torbanlea (on the
Maryborough Railway Line ) has been made a
Postal Note Office,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions  of  " The Post Card and Postal Note Act
of  1880."
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.ACOPY  of the New Enlarged  Chart,  shewingI1 changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s .  Ter annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map ,  in one Sheet , containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
Hip 1 xcellency the Governor, with the advice
o the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the reduction of the late Fee chargeable
in this Colony upon Intercoloriial and' Inlhnd
Letters from 3d. to 2d. each letter.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT  ALBION.
'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th) day of June next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material (except
wire and insulators), and for all workmanship
necessary, for the above-mentioned work, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions ,  and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1888.THE following SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony duringMarch, 1888 ,  are published for general information.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1888.
No. of
Latitude  Longitude  Distance from Maximum Fall in 24 hours I TotalName of Station. I (South ). I (East). I Sea-coast .  and Date. DaFelll.. I Rainfall.
I  Miles. I  Inches. Date.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
Aramac ... ... ... 22° 58' 145° 14' 265 0.060 3rd 2 0'110 11
Ayr ... ... ... ... 19 34 147 26 7 01110 4th 5 0.400 40
Ayrshire Downs 21 55 142 40 375 01080 1st 1 0'080 8
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 0'070 4th & 27th 4 0.210 21
Boulia ... ... ... 22 56 140 0 485 ... ... Nil
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 0.200 27th 2 0.210 21
Burketown .. 17 45 139 33 30 2.000 1st 1 2'000 202
Cairns .. 16 50 145 45 on coast 2'012 22nd 15 10'478 1,058
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 143 0 ... ... ... ... Nil
Carandotta ... ... ... 21 55 138 42
Cardwell ... ... ... 18 17 146 4 on coast 1.150 22nd 13 6.400 646
Charters Towers ... 20 2 146 19 70 0.100 8th 4 0.140 14
Clermont ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 Nil
Cloncurry 20 40 140 35 220 0.110 3rd 1 0.110 11
Coen... 13 55 143 17 ... 01880 1st 13 3'42 2 345
Cooktown .. 15 27 145 15 on coast 1.840 23rd 14 6.420 648
Cotherstone ... ... ... 22 37 148 18 ... ...
•.. NilCreen Creek ,. 17 50 142 10 119 0.600 1st 3 0.740 75
Cumberland ...
••• ••. 18 25 143 25 170 01950 1st 2 0'970 98Dagworth,  vid  Winton ... ... ... ... ... Nil...
Devoncourt ... ... 21 12 140 15 245
Elderslie ... .., 22 20 142 30 ...
Floraville ... ... ... 18 14 139 47 ... ... ... ... Nil
Georgetown ... ... ... 18 21 143 35 176 ... . . . • • • Nil
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17 30 146 6 4 3.202 25th 15 17.710 1,789
Gilbert River ... ... 18 7 142 52 133 Nil
Glen Boughton, Cairns
... 10 35 142 13 7 3.030 22nd 18 16-410 1,660Goode Island
Goondi, Johnstone River ... 17 27 146 10 5
Herberton 17 25 145 27 50 01900 5th 12 4'790 484
Hewittville ... ... ... 23 15 150 52 on coast 0.110 21st 3 0.240 24
Highbury ... ... 16 28 144 1 100
Hughenden .. 20 50 144 10 190 01190 3rd 1 0'190 19
Inkerman ... ... 19 40 147 25 10 0'470 8th 4 1.410 142
Innishowen, Johnstone River 17 25 145 55 4
Junction Creek 18 17 144 25 78 ... ... Nil
Kalamia, Burdekin River ... 19 25 147 28 5 0'430 11th ... 0.610 62
Karumba, late Kimberley ... 17 28 140 55 on coast 0.100 2nd 1 0'100 10
Lammermoor ... 21 17 144 34 190
Low Island ... ... ... 16 25 145 30 off coast
Lyndhurst ... ... ... 19 10 144 13 130
12 510 1,2631McDonnell .. ... ... ... 4.030 3rd 18
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 65 5 0.440 30th 7 1.800 182
Mackinlay ... ... 21 14 141 23 500 ... ... ... Nil
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert)
NilManfred Downs ... ... ... ... ..•
Manuka ... 21 44 143 25 330
Marlborough 22 57 150 1 40 0.020 4th 1 0 020 2
Maytown ... ... ... 15 58 144 20 75 0.900 3rd 11 2.350 237
Mein ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.290 2nd 6 2.480 250
Minerva Downs, Springsure 22 40 147 30 150
Moreton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.38 4th 16 7.780 786
Mount Cornish ... 22 33 144 36 235 Nil
Musgrave ... ... ... 14 55 143 32 ... 0.790 19th 13 4.330 437
Muttaburra ... ... ... 22 28 144 39 264 ... ... ... Nil
Nebo ... ... 21 55 ] 48 10 50 ... ... Nil
Normanton ... ... ... 17 37 141 9 38 0.780 16th 1 0.780 79
Oondooroo, N. Gregory ...  22 15  143 8 420
Paterson ... ... ... ... ••. ... 7.020 22nd 17 25.760 2,602
Pentland ... ... ... 20 28 145 20 110 Nil
Port Douglas 16 30 145 30 on coast 1.150 25th 16 5.070 512
Proudfoot Lightship 10 33 141 5 75 0'800 19th 15 7.206 7271
Ravenswood  20 20  146 50 70 0'570 3rd 3 0.690 70
Rockhampton ...  23 26 150 25 25 0'070 2nd 2 0.080 8
St. Helen's, Mackay ... 21 11 149 0 12
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 ... ... ... Nil
Telemon ... ... 20 40 143 50 200 ... ... Nil
The Hollow, Mackay ... 21 12 148 50 20
Thornborough 16 58 144 57 50 0.150 5th 11 0.720 73
Tooloombah, Connor's Range 1.150 3rd 2 1'300 131
Townsville ... ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 0.830 2nd 4 1.360 137
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 26 145 55 15
Westlands Station, Aramac 22 58 144 55 ... 0'320 1st 1 0.320 32
Winton
...
.. • ... 22 30 142 40 350 0.461 2nd 1 0.461 46
Woodlands ... ... ... 23 5 150 48 3
Nors .- The geographical positions are approximate and are liable to correction.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH,  1888-continued.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Miles.
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches. I Date.
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons
Acre.
*EXTRA TROPICAL  DIVISION.
Alice  Downs ... 26° 30' 146° 52' ... 0.300 1st 1 0.300 30
Allora  . ... 28 1 152 1 97 01150 13th 1 0.150 15
Alpha, Central  Railway  .., 33 39 146 32 ... 0.290 2nd 2 0.310 31
Auburn ... ... ... 26 2 150  35 155  0.600 2nd 4 1.030 104
Banana . .. ... ... 24 30 150 10 80 0.160 lot 2 0.250 25
Barcaldine ... ... ... 23 45 145 20 245 0.270 1st 1 0.270 27
Beaudesert  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Beeabah ... ... ...  26 20 152 5 65
Beechal, Warrego ... ... ... ... ... 1050 1st 1 1.050 106
Beenleigh ... ... ... 27 49 153 8 10 0.850 1st 5 1.560 1574
Biddenham ... ... ... 25 59 146 18 350 0'100 1st 2 01110 11
Bindango, Roma ... ... 26 30 148 14 301 0.270 2nd 4 0.410 41
Blackall ... ... ... 24 23 145 27 ... 0.170 1st 1 0.170 17
Blinkbonnie ... ... ... ... ... ... 0.360 14th 6 0'880 89
Bogantungan  ... ... 23 48 147 15 215 0.190 4th 2 0.200 20
Bollon ... ... ... 28 10 146 51 340 0.620 let 2 0.630 64
Bon Accord, Dalby... ... 27 33 151 14 115 0.210 13th 3 0.410 41
Boonara  ... ... ... 26 7 152 0 66 3rd 6 0.450 45
Braeside , Dalveen ... ...  28 30  150 51 120
BRISBANE  ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0 1150 24th 10 0.711 72
Bulimba, Mrs. Coxen's, near
Brisbane ... .. ... 0.290 24th 10 1.080 109
Bundaberg ... ... ... 24 53 152 22 8 0.240 23rd & 28th 5 0.358 36
Bunva Mountains ... ... ... ... ... 0.650 2nd 4 0.790 80
Burenda ... ... ... 25 45 146 42 440 0.250 1st 4 0.320 32
Bustard Head ... ... 24 9 151 50 on coast 0.150 21st 11 0.620 63
Caboolture ... ... ... 27 7 152 55 5 0.240 1st 12 0.940 95
Caloundra  ... ... ... 26 49  153 9 on coast  2.650 24th 16 5.590 565
Camboon ... ... ... 25 1 150 25 105 0.020 4th 1 0'020 2
Cambooya ... ... ... 27 38 151 45 83 0.550 3rd 1 0.550 554
Canning Downs ... ... 28 18 152 3 ... 0.690 13th 3 1.010 102
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153  28 off coast 0 .830 3rd 18 3.720 376
Charleville ... ... ... 26 25 146 13 480 0.560 2nd 1 0.560 561
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 0'520 22nd 4 1.060 107
Condamine Plains ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 0-540 13th 4 0.650 66
Copmanhurst ... ... ... ... ... 0'350 13th 7 0.680 69
Cowley Station, Eulo ... 28 13 144 50 520
Cryna, Beaudesert ... ... 27 69 153 1 28 01190 2nd 1 0.190 19
Cunnamulla ... ... ... 28 5 145 40 470 0.960 1st 1 0 960 97
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 1.290 13th 3 2.200 222
Dalveen ... ... ... ... ... ...
Drysdale Ponds ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil
Duaringa  ... ... ... 23 36 149 41 80 1.530 2nd 4 1.900 192
Dynevor Downs, Eulo ... ... ...
Dulacca .,, ... ... 26 35 149 38
East Talgai... ... ... ...
Emerald ... ... ... 23 28 148 6 190
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16 0.360 29th 10 1.060 107
Esk ... ... ... ... 27 10 152 24 38 0.550 31st 1 0.550 554
Eton Vale, Cambooya ... ... ... ... 1.800 3rd 1 1-800 182
Rulo ... ... ... 28 7 145 2 503 0.050 2nd 1 0.050 5
Fassife rn ... ... ... 27 57 152 37 52 01090 2nd 3 0-180 18
Fernmount, Albion ... ... ... 0.445 23rd 9 1.220 123
Forest Vale,  near  Mitchell 25 58 147 53 ...
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 45 152 28 45
Gayndah ... ...  25 38  151 36 72 ... ... Nil
Gladstone ... ... ... 23 50  151 20 on coast  ... ... Nil
Glenearn, Surat ... ... 0.430 2nd 4 0.710 72
Glengallan  Station  ... ... 28 3 152 6 ...
Gold Creek  Reservoir  ...  27 28  152 54  14 0.350 29th 12 1.180 119
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21
Goomboora ... 28 3 152 7 ... 0.080 30th 1 0.080 8
Goondiwindi ... ... -  28 32 150 24  185 0.550 14th 4 0.880 89
Gowrie, Darling Downs ... 27 30 151 50 ... Nil
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 0.540 12th 10 1.410 142
Hawkwood ...  ... ... 25 55  150 50 125 0.590 2nd 1 0.590 60
Helidon ... 27 39 152 3 60 0.310 2nd 3 0.410 41
Indooroopilly ... ... ... ... ... 0.330 24th 10 1.370 138
Inglewood ... ... ... 28 26 151 7 140 1.480 13th 4 1.850 187
Inskip Point ... ... 25 50  153 5 off  coast 1.340 23rd 14 4.640 469
Ipswich ..,
... 27 38 152 48 28 01080 3rd 7 0.320 32
Isisford  ... ,,, ,,, 24 15 144 20 350 0.590 1st 1 0.590 60
Jimbour ,., ,.. 27 17 151 12 114
Juandah ... ... ... 26 8 149 56 165 0.050 2nd 2 0.081 8
Kilkivan ...
... 26 5 152 22 40 0'400 3rd 6 0.620 63
Leyburn .. „ 28 1 151 38 121 0.280 1st 3 0.380 38
Lowood, Mr. J. F. Smith's 27 28 152 34 ... 0-232 27th 8 0.768 77;
Lytton ...
... 27 25 153 1 on coast 0.740 23rd 7 1'510 I 1524
Marburg .., ... 27 33 152 26 ...
Maryborough 25 36 152 45 15 0.570 23rd 7 0.860 87
Maryland
... .. 28 33 152 2
Miles 26 38 150 8 180 0'330 2nd 4 0'620 63
Millaquin Refinery...
... ... 0.140 28th 6 0240 24
Mitchell ... 26 30 147 58 320 0'430 4th 1 0-430 43
Mooloolah ... „
... 0.450 23rd 9 1.880 190
Morven
.. 26 25 147 6 373 0.490 2nd & 3rd 3 11080 109
;NOTE,-The geographical positions are appro ximate and are liable to correetion -.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH,  1888- continued.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Distanoefroml Maximum Fall  in 24  hours, I No. ofSea-coast. _1 and Date. nay,, T inFell.
Total  (Tons per
Rainfall . ; Acre.
Mount Abundance, Roma ...
Miles. Inches. I Date.
*EXTBA  TROPICAL-Continued.
Inches.
Mount  Hutton,  Roma ... 250 52' 148° 20' 290
Mount Morris 25 38 145 54 455 0.610 62
Mount Perry 25 14 151 35 52
Mount Playfair ... ... 1.000 1st 3 1.650 167
Mundoolun  ... ... ... 27 54 153 10 18 0.200 &th  7 0'500 50l
Murweh  ... ... ... 26 45 146 3 495 0.870 1st  2 0880 89
Nanango  ... ... ... 26 41 152 10 68 0.090 1st & 28th  5 0 50 35
Nerang  ... ... ... 27 59 153 24 5 0.310 23rd  12 1.170 118
Orion Downs ... ... 24 17 148 24 160 0'040 2nd  1 0.040 4
Pine River  North ... ... 27 17 153 5 6 0'780 2nd  8 1.980 200
Pittsworth ... ... 27 42 151 38 ... 0.020 2nd  2 0.030 3
Redbank Plains 0.160 22nd  8 0520 522
Redcliffe ... ... ... 27 14 153 9 on coast 0.620 2nd  13 2.070 209
Riverston  ... ... ... 24 6 150 57 ... Nil
Roma  ... .. ... 26 37 148 42 230 0.720 3rd 4 1.290 130
St. George ... ... 28 5 148 33 295 0.500 1st  3 0.640 65
St. Helena ... ... 27 28 153 6 on coast 0.670 23rd 9 1.199 121
Sandgate ... ... 27 23 153 6 on coast 0.400 29th 7 1.230 124
Sandy Cape... ... 24 48 153 25 on coast 1.230 8th 14 3.010 304
Southport ... ... 27 58 153 30 on coast 0.880 23rd  9 2.110 213
Springsure ... ... 24 4 148 4 190 0.190 2nd  1 0.190 19
Stanthorpe ... 28 40 152 0 90 2.502 31st 5 3.632 367
Strath-Ellbess
- '
0.165 13th 5 0.370 37
Surat ... ... 27 11 149 2 250 0.530 2nd  3 1.260 127
Tambo 24 50 146 15 285 0.330 2nd  3 0.550 5512-...
Taroom
...
25 39 149 46 325 0.150 28th 1 0-150 15
Texas 28 51 151 12 145 0.550 2nd  4 1.050 106
Thargomindah ... 27 59 143 37 600 0.020 1st 1 0.020 2
Toowoomba... ... 27 34 152 10 80 0.320 2nd  2 0.330 33
Waroonga, Mitchell 26 23 148 6 310 0.340 3rd  1 0340 34
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 1.020 13th 3 1.760 178
Welford Lagoon ... 25 20 143 45 600 0910 1st 1 0.910 92
Welltown .. ... 28 30 149 46 230 0.650 1st 3 1.100 111
Weribone, Surat ... 27 20 149 0 257 1.330 2nd  4 2.180 220
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 10 44 0840 3rd  1 0.840 85
Whyenbah, near St. George 0.060 2nd  1 0.060
.220
6
22Windorah ... ... ... 25 27 142 35 ... 0.220 1st 1 0
Woodford .. ... ... 27 10 152 36 28 0.580 2nd  12 2-] 60 218
Woody Island ... ... 25 18 152 58 off coast 0.390 3rd  12 1.910 193
Yandilla ... ... ... 0.325 13th 2 0.475 472
Yengarie , Maryborough 25 35 152 43 18 0.650 23rd 9 1.550 156;
Yuelba ... ... 26 44 149 22 251 0'160 3rd 4 0.310 31
a NoTE.-The  geographical positions are approximate  and are liable to correction.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
NOTICE.
lr N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond ,  Cooktown,
warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there,  by Public  Auction,
on SATURDAY ,  the 30th June ,  1888 ,  in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  "  The Customs  Act of  1873, "  unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date Bonded. Bond Mark.
1885.
12 February ...
23 July ... ...
11 August ... ...
1886.
8 March ... ...
8 March ... ...
31 May ...
1887.
13 August ... ...
6 October ...
A 326 ... ...
D 335 ..
K over 336, No. 1
C 358 ... ...
C 358 ... ...
X 362 ... ...
I over 402 ...
I over 408 ...
Goods By Whom Warehoused.
3 packages  tobacco M. and L. Brodziak
2 jars  China wine Yuen Kee
1 case cigars ... Chum and Sons
2 cases tobacco ... ... Sang  Wo Chong
1 package tobacco ... Sang  Wo Chong
1 hogshead ale ... ... H. Poole
3 kegs butter ... B. B. Wiltshire
13 bales  hops ... Q.S.S. Company.
H.M. Customs, W. H. IRVING,
Brisbane ,  11th May, 1888 .  For Collector of Customs.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1888.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
F ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Postmaster-General, Brisbane, until .Noon of
THURSDAY, the 31st May next, from persons or
Companies desirous of contracting for the Convey-
ance of Mails for the Government of Queensland
according to the terms and conditions following:-1. The contract to be for the term of three orfive years from the 1st day of July, 1888.
2. The vessels engaged in the service to be
steamships of at  least  400 tons register,  maintain-
ing an average speed of ten knots per hour between
port and port, and to be at all times subject to the
approval of the Postmaster-General.
3. The vessels to sail between :-
(a.)  Brisbane and Cooktown,  andcice  versd,  call-
ing at Keppel Bay, Flat-top Island, Bowen,
Townsville, cairns, and Port Douglas, with
Branch Steamers to ply between Towns-
ville, Dungeness, Cardwell, Mourilyan
Harbour, and Johnstone River, between
Mackay and Flat-top Island, and between
Rockhampton and geppel Bay ; once a-
week.
Alternative :  Brisbane and Cooktown, and
vice versd,  calling at Keppel Bay, Flat-top
Island, Bowen, Townsville, Cairns, and
Port Douglas, with Branch Steamers to ply
between Townsville, Dungeness, Cardwell,
Mourilyan Harbour, and Johnstone River,
between Mackay and Flat-top island, and
between Rockhampton and Keppel Bay ;
twice a-week.
(c.) Brisbane and Cooktown, and  vice versd,  to
the outgoing and incoming Queensland
Royal Mail Steamers, and to convey mails
from and to Brisbane, calling at Keppel
Bay, Flat-top Island, Bowen, Townsville,
and Port Douglas ; and to provide branch
steamers to ply between Keppel Bay and
Rockhampton, and between Flat-top
Island and Mackay, respectively, in con-
nection therewith ; once a month ; con-
tract to be terminable by the Postmaster-
General on giving six months' notice.
Cooktown and Normanton,  via  Thurs-
day Island, once a fortnight.
Alternative :  Cooktown and Normanton,
via  Thursday Island, once a week.
Normanton and Burketown, once a fort-
night.
Alternative:  Normanton and Burketown,
once a week.
4. The Postmaster-General to be at liberty at
any time, upon giving one month's notice, to substi-
tute for any of the ports named any other port of
call, or to add one port without additional subsidy.
If more than one port of call should be required
to be added to the service, then such additional
subsidy, if any, to be paid as may be mutually
agreed upon.
5. Each vessel starting from Brisbane to have
at least three-fifths of her carrying capacity avail-
able for the receipt of cargo for the Northern Ports
of the colony.
6. If required,  steamers  to convey parcels in the
event of a parcels-post being established at any
time during the currency of the contract.
7. Mails to be conveyed by steam tenders
approved by the Postmaster - General, between
geppel Bay and Rockhampton, and between
Mackay and Flat-top Island, to and from all
contract steamers and the Torres Strait mail
steamers ,  and to leave Seppel Bay and Flat-top
Island immediately after arrival of steamer ;  the
time of departure of such tender from Rock-
hampton and Mackay being fixed by the Post-
master at those places.
8. The contractors to land and ship mails at
Bowen, Townsville, Cairns, Port Douglas, Cook-
town, Thursday Island, Normanton, and Burke-
town, as well as the other ports named in Clause 3.
9. Time-tables to be arranged by the Postmaster-
General from time to time.
10. No vessel  to leave a  port of call before the
time appointed by the time-table, and the con-
tractors to forfeit and pay a penalty of £50, or
such  sum as  may be mutually determined upon
before the signing of the contract, for every
twenty-four hours, and rateably for every hour,
after the time appointed for departure, in the event
of a suitable  steamer not  being in readiness to
convey the  mails  from Brisbane, Keppel Bay, or
the points referred to in Clause 3.
11. The  vessels  engaged in the service to be at
all times officered and manned by competent per-
sons to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
12. All vessels engaged in the service to be
exempt from  the payment of all harbour dues at
all ports of call, excepting once in every period of
twelve  months.
13. The subsidy to be paid by equal monthly
instalments.
14. The contract to embody all the ordinary
conditions  of mail  contracts applicable to the
services.
15. The contractors to enter into a Bond, with
approved sureties, in the penal sum of £5,000, con-
ditioned to the due performance of the contract.
16. The Government of Queensland does not
bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
Full information may be obtained on application
at the Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881 "
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACTS OF  1884-5-6-7."
GOGAN GO MARSUPIAL DISTRICT.
THE Gogango  Marsupial Board having failed
to levy an Assessment for the present year,
as provided by the abovenamed Acts, I, The
Honourable BERKELEY BASIL MORETON,  Colonial
Secretary, being the Minister charged with the
administration of the said Acts, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section eleven of
the said first-named Act, fix and determine the
rate of Assessment to be paid on the Stock pastured
within the Gogango Marsupial District, during the
present year, at the minimum rate provided by the
said Act, namely:-
On every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses ... Is.
On every 100 Head of Sheep ... ... Is.
The amount of such Assessment must be paid to
the Clerk of Petty Sessions  nearest to  where such
Stock are pastured, within two months from the
date hereof.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.THE following Returns of he Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich are published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tutioa.
B. B. MORETON.
RETURN FOB THE WEEK ENDING 12TH DAY OF
MAY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ... 470
Number  since admitted  ... ... ...  8
Number returned from leave ... ... 4
477
Number discharged  ... ... 1
Number died ... ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ...  5
7
Number remaining at date hereof ... 470
Admissions during the  week:
I  Thomas Humphries, 54, labourer ; employed during
the last two years by Mr. A. S .  Cowley, Gairloch, Her-
bert.
Thomas  K lein ,  52, bootmaker, unable to work during
the last two years, through ill health.
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Eliza  Paren, 56, from The Industrial Home, Brisbane ;
last employed as a fruit-hawker in Brisbane.
Discharged during the week :
Isaac  Allen, 69, turner; admitted 13th November,
1885.
Death during the week :
Thomas Charles Williams, 66, labourer ; admitted
8th September, 1887.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
RETURN FOR THE  WEEK ENDING 19TH DAY OF
MAY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 470
Number since admitted ... ... ... 3
Number returned from leave ... ... 5
478
Number discharged ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ... 3
4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 474
Admissions during the week :
William Spillan, 65, labourer, from Dalby ; last
employed by Mr. D. McLaren, Darling Downs.
James Brockwell, 41, labourer, from Brisbane Depot ;
re-admission.
John Brehn, 69, shepherd,  from Brisbane  ;  re-admis-
sion.
Discharged during the week:
Nil.
Death during the week :
Ellen Guthridge,  77; admitted 15th June, 1868.
J. HILL,
For Medical Superintendent.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, ITHACA
CREEK.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing, &c.,
State School, Ithaca Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing,
¢c., State School, Ithaca Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY- SHED , STATE SCHOOL,  MURPHY'S
CREEK.TENDERS willbe received at this Office ; atthe Court  House, Toowoomba  ;  and the State
School,  Murphy' s Creek ,  until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY,  the 8th June ,  1888, from persons
willing to contract for Play-shed, State `chool,
Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Play-shed,
State School, Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at  the Court  House ,  Toowoomba, and
the State School,  Murphy 's Creek.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque  with the  Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATE, STATE SCHOOL,
YERONGA.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June,
from persons  willing  to contract for Fencing and
Gate, State School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gate, State School, Yeronga."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, HOMEBUSH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June, 1888, from persons
willing to contract for New School Buildings,
Homebush.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Homebush."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, ROSALIE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for New
State School, Rosalie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School, Rosalie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
BUNDABERG SOUTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June, from
persons willing to contract for Improvements, &c.,
State School, Bundaberg South.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments , 4'c., State School, Bundaberg South."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED AND BELL-STAND, STATE SCHOOL,
C 9.RDWELL.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Court House, Cardwell, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons  willing to contract for the Erection of a
Play-shed and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed
and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Cardwell.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tend er, is 25.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted
1887.
John Reid, late of Gayn- 18 Nov. Sarah Ann Reid, of Allotments 5 and 16 of section 3, Fee-simple Will dated 1 May,
dah, licensed publican Gayndah, widow town of Tenningering
Macpherson,  of , urban allotments 1 and 7 of
Townsville ,  merchant section 7A, parish of Coonam-
belah ; and subdivision 2 of
portion 483 ,  parish of Stuart
Mary Wilkie ,  of Char-  Allotment 6 of section 11, town Fee-simple Will dated 29 Jan -  10 July
1888.
3 July
Thomas Ridgley, late of 25 July George Frederick Scott, Allotment 11 of section 5, and Fee-simple Will dated 5 August,' 10 July
Townsville ,  medical of  Lutwyche,  near allotments 17 and 18 of section 1884
practitioner Brisbane ,  and John 8,  town of Townsyille; sub-
John Wilkie, late of 5 Sept.
Charters Towers,
jewe ller
ters  Towers, widow of Charters Towers
Mary  Annie Filshie, late 14 Sept .  Robert Filshie ,  of Too-
wife of Robert Fil- woomba ,  plumber
shie, of Toowoomba,
plumber
1888.
John Gibson ,  late of 17 Mar. Helen Rankin Gibson,
South Brisbane
William Berry, late of
Ipswich, freeholder
1887.
14 April
1884.
Elizabeth Fish, late 3 July
wife of George Fish,
of South Brisbane,
laundryman
Charles Edward Sharpe,
late of Georgetown,
surgeon
1886.
9 Jan.
of South Brisbane,
widow
George Miles Chall inor,
of Esk, clerk, and
Margaret  Berry, of
Ipswich, widow
George Fish, of South
Brisbane ,  laundry-
man
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1873
nary, 1875
Subdivisions 8 and 23 of section Fee -simple As Administrator ...  3 July
2 of subdivision A of portion
81, and subdivisions 1 to 6, 27
and 28 of section 13 of sub-
division & of portion 81, parish
of Drayton, at Toowoomba
Allotment 4 of section 27 and Fee -simple Will dated 22 Au- 26 June
subdivision 2 of allotment 16 gust, 1887
of section 23, parish of South
Brisbane , city  of Brisbane ;
subdivisions 27 and 29 of west-
ern suburban  allotment 57,
parish of South Brisbane ;
subdivisions 139 and 140 of
portion 62, and subdivisions 11
to 15 and 56 to 60 of portions
62 and 63,  parish of Tingalpa
Allotment 101, town of Ipswich, Fee-simple Will  dated 6 May, 3 July
and allotment 2 of section 106, 1873
town of Cleveland
Subdivisions 20, 21,  22, and 23 of Fee -simple As Administrator ...  3 July
section 4 of portion 130, parish
of Redcliffe
Arthur Williams Cham-
bers,  of Brisbane,
solicitor
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 26th  May, 1888.
As Administrator ...  21 June
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TL AKE Notice, that  applications Have been made to bring the Lands describe! below under theL provisions  of  " The  Real  Property  Acts of  1861 and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney .  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts. on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
1 acre  8110 perches, being garden allotment  6 and sub - Charles Frederick,Chubb ... 3 July, 1888.
division  1 of garden allotment 7, parish of Ipswich
54 acres, being  portion 6, parish of Ipswich ... ... Richard William Leftwich, 3 July, 1888.
Frederick Henry Leftwich,
and Jesse David Sawyer
2 roods, being all otment  8 of section 104A, and 1 rood, The Maryborough Brewery and 3 July, 1888.
being subdivision  2 of allotment 7 of section 104A, Mercantile Company, Limi-
town  of Maryborough ted, of Maryborough
1 rood ,  being subdivision  4 of section 1 of eastern Samuel  Elmes 3  July, 1888.
suburban allotment  119, parish of Ipswich .
All otment 4 of section 1, town Fee -simple
of Georgetown
Registrar of Titles ' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  26th May, 1888. Registrar of Titles.
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General Registry  Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified  for public information, that
the Reverend JOHN ADAMSON,  a Minister of
the Primitive  Methodist  Denomination ,  having
removed from Stanwell ,  in the Registry District of
Westwood,  to Mount Morgan ,  in the Registry
District of Leichhardt ,  has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM HALSE  ROGERS, a
Minister of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomina-
tion, having removed from South Brisbane, in the
Registry District of Brisbane, to Toowong, in the
Registry District of Oxley, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned i  the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
JAMES PHILP, of Gatton, in the Colony of
Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Moreton West who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of May, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„
GEORGE R HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
HENRY MAJORIBANKS CHESTER, of Croydon, in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Ylagistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Burke who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this seventh day of May, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART  MEIN, J.
POUNDKEEPER.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Bench of
Magistrates have this day appointed PETER
OLSEN to be Poundkeeper at Toowong for the
ensuing twelve months.
By Order,
THOMAS W. FRASER,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Brisbane, 18th May. 1888.
NOTICE.THE Bench of Magistrates at Townsvi lle have
appointed FREDERICK CRUCKSHANK to be
Poundkeeper at Townsvi lle for twelve months from
the first day of April, 1388.
W. HAN DLEY DEAN,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Townsvi lle,  25th April, 1888,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Slaughter, of Sandgate, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by the said John
Slaughter.
( T PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
l ) it is ordered that the said John Slaughter
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General fleeting of the creditors of the said
John Slaughter, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Seventh day of June, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Slaughter shall, on the Fifth day of June,
1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT W. KINOSFORD,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the 'Matter of the Petition of Willie Wah H ang,
of William street, RockLampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, grocer and fruiterer, trading
under the name or style of " Wah Hang," for
an Order of Adjudication of Insolvency against
himself.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the abovenamed Willie Wah
Hang be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Willie Wah Hang, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Thirty-first day
of May, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Willie Wah
Hang shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of May, 1888,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eigh-
teenth day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON, WILSON,  AND BROWN,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Warrick William Blissett ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  compositor ,  by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Warrick Wil liam
Blissett be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
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in formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said Warrick William Blissett,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, on the Thirty-first
day of May, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Warrick
William Blissett shall, on the Twenty-ninth day
of May, 1888. at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eigh-
teenth day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of William Henry Stitt, of Cook.town, inthe Colony of Queensland, butcher,
an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take  place  before the
Police Magistrate, at the Police Court House,
Ravenswood, on the Eighteenth day of June next,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of May, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
JOHN VENN SMALLMAN  BARNETT,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Cooktown.
By CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Brisbane.
1058 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Daniel Rourke, of Fortitude
Valley, in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
insolvent.
v O
N the Twenty-fifth day of May, 1888, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
Daniel Rourke, of Fortitude Valley, in the Colony
of Queensland, labourer, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty-eighth day of January,
1880.
1059
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Christian
Dietz, of Charters Towers, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  jeweller.
T
HE Creditors  of the abovenamed Christian
Dietz who have not already proved their
debts ,  are required ,  on or before the Sixteenth day
of June ,  1888, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me,
the undersigned ,  Robert Russe ll,  of Charters
Towers aforesaid ,  auctioneer ,  the Trustee under
the Liquidation ,  or, in default thereof , they will be
excluded from the benefit of the dividend proposed
to be declared.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, 1888.
R. RUSSELL,
Trustee.
MARSLAND AND MABSLAND,
Solicitors  to the Trustee,
Charters Towers,
1025 6s.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Composition with
Creditors, instituted by William Patrick
Walker, of Townsville, draper.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed William
Patrick Walker who have not already proved
their debts, are required, on or before the Eleventh
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me,
the undersigned, Edward Beira Russell, of Flinders
street, Townsville, the Trustee appointed under the
Composition, or, in default thereof, they will be
excluded from the benefit of the composition
accepted by the creditors, and intended to be paid
by me on such date.
Dated this twenty-first day of May, 1888.
1055
E. K. RUSSELL,
Trustee.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Charles Fisher Cripps, of Rock-
hampton, doctor of medicine, an Insolvent.
`J O N
the Eighteenth day of July, 1888, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Charles Fisher Cripps,
of Rockhampton, doctor of medicine, adjudicated
insolvent on the third day of December, 1886, will
apply to the Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this twenty-second day of May, 1888.
W. H. OSBORNE.
Agent for-
R. A. BRUMM,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
1C33 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Laurence
Cusack, John Albert Edward Pettigrew, and
James George Byrne, carrying on business, at
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, as
merchants, under the style or firm of " Petti-
grew, Byrne, and Company."
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.THE Creditors of the abovenamed firm of Petti-grew, Byrne, and Company, d of the
separate Estates of the partners of the said firm,
who have not already proved their debts, are
required, on or before the Fifth day of June, 1888,
to send their names and addresses, and the parti-
culars of their debts or claims, to me, the under-
signed, John White, of Queen street, Brisbane,
the Trustee under the Liquidation, or, in default
thereof, they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of May, 1888.
JOHN WHITE,
Trustee of the firm of Pettigrew,
1070
Byrne, and Company.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A SECOND Dividend  is intended to be declared
in the matter of William McKay, formerly
of Gin Gin, near Bundaberg ,  then a sawmill
proprietor ,  thereafter of Bundaberg ,  selector,
adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of
October, 1886.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty -eight day of May instant will be
excluded.
Dated at Bundaberg this twenty -first day of
May, 1888.
1064
J. A. SIMPSEN,
Trustee.
5s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of Michael  O'Neill,  of Ravenswood,
storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent on the fifteenth
day of December, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Thirteenth day of June ,  1888, will be excluded.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, 1888.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Official Trustee.
1066 4s.
In the Estate of Thomas Pyrab ,  of Brisbane, in
Liquidation.
A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 6d. in the £,
is payable in the above Estate, on all claims
proved and admitted, This Day (TUESDAY), the
22nd May, 1888, at my Office, Eagle street.
1034
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wilcox and Walden, of
Dulvadilla.
A SECOND  and Final Dividend ,  of lOd. in the
£, is payable in the above Estate ,  on all claims
proved and admitted , This Day (WEDNESDAY),
the 23rd May, 1888, at my Office, Eagle street.
1037
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of David Mapleston ,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, insolvent.AFIRST and Final Dividend,  of 2s.  11vd. in the£, is now payable at the Office of McGhie,
Lu a, and Co., on all claims proved and admitted.
Dated at South Brisbane this twenty-third day
of May, 1888.
1039
JOHN S. BELL,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Pruche  Aubry, of  Bundaberg,
chemist ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
15s. in the  £,  is now payable at this Office,
upon preferent claims only.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1888.
1048 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of A .  J. Bing, of Roma, in
Liquidation.Ainand Final Dividend,  of 1 id. in the £,  the aboveEstate, is now payable at the
Office of Mr .  F. Norwood ,  210, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  on all claims proved and admitted.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty -second day of
May, 1888.
1043
W. G. BILLINGTON,
Trustee.
4s.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Ann  Fraser , wife of Robert Henry
Fraser, of  Brisbane ,  bus-driver ,  deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application  will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the lands of the abovenamed Ann Fraser,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Robert Henry Fraser ,  of Brisbane ,  bus-driver,
husband of the said intestate.
Dated this twenty-third day of May, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1040
Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil  of Arthur  Hill Wood, late
of Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
l OTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed  Arthur Hill Wood,
deceased ,  may be granted to Robert McAdam, of
Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland, clerk
of works, one of the Executors named in the said
Will and Codicil,  reserving leave for the Reverend
Charles  Murlay, the  remaining Executor named in
the said Will and Codicil , who resides out of the
jurisdiction  of the said  Honourable Court, to come
in and prove at any time hereafter ,  William Munro,
one of the Executors named in the said Will and
Codicil, and to whom Probate was granted, being
now deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, 1888.
REES `R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctors for Applicant,
Quay street , Rockhampton.
By their Agents-7 [
Y ILSON, WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1047 8s. 6d.
In the supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Wienholt ,  late of Merley,
Wimborne ,  in the County of Dorset ,  England,
Esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration ,  with the Will annexed ,  of all the lands,
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named  John  Wienholt, deceased ,  may be granted
to Henry Edwards Hill, of Fassifern ,  in the said
Colony of Queensland ,  Esquire, and Edward
Ormond Waters Hi ll , of Maryvale, Darling
Downs, in the colony aforesaid ,  Esquire, the law-
fully-constituted Attorneys of William Wienholt,
of Merley, Wimborne ,  in the County of Dorsetshire
aforesaid ,  and Edward Wienholt, of The Knowle,
Bournemouth ,  in the County of Southampton,
England ,  the Executors of the Wi ll  of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of May, 1888.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Solicitor for the said Henry Edwards Hill and
Edward Ormond Waters Hill,
1057
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Thomas Walker ,  late of
Yaralla, Concord, in the Colony of New South
Wales ,  Esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts;
from the second  day of  September ,  1886, to
the twenty-third day of February, 1888, in the
Estate of the above deceased have this day been
filed in my Office,  and all parties having any claims
on the said Estate, or being otherwise interested
therein, are required to come in before me, at my
Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
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TUESDAY, the Seventeenth day of July next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and, if they should
think fit, object thereto ; and if no objection shall
be taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-third day of May, 1888.
WILLM. BELL.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Proctor for the Executors,
1056
Queen street, Brisbane.
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Stephen Waldron, late of Tam-
borine, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Stephen Waldron, deceased, may
he granted to Joshua Waldron, of Tamborine, in
the Colony of Queensland, farmer, and William
Steele, of Brisbane, in the said colony, merchant,
the Executors  named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of May, 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
1049
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Bernhard Rudolph Schuette, for-
merly of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, but late of Leipzig, in the Empire of
Germany, doctor of medicine, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration
with Exemplification of Administration with the
Will of the abovenamed Bernhard Rudolph
Schuette ,  deceased ,  annexed ,  may be granted to
Thomas James Thompson, of Sydney, in the Colony
of New South Wales, sbarebroker, and the
Administrator of the said deceased's Estate in the
said Colony of New South Wales, the lawfully-
constituted Attorney of Johanna Sophia Schuette,
of Leipzig, in the Empire of Germany, widow, the
sole Executrix named  in and  appointed by the said
Will of the  said deceased.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of May, A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Thomas James Thompson.
1069 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Mary Barlow, late of Cawarral,
near Rockhampton, in the Colony.of_Queens-
land ,  selector ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Mary Barlow, deceased, may be
granted to Robert Sharples, of Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, the Execu-
tor named  in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of May, 1888.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctors for the Executor,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
1046 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Thomas Stevens, late of
Rookwood,  near  Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland , grazier ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts ofthe Truste s of the abovenamed deceased
have this day been filed in my Office. All parties
having any  claims against  the Estate ,  or being
otherwise interested therein, are requested to come
in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House,
William street, Brisbane, on or before FRIDAY,
the Thirteenth day of July next, and inspect the
said Accounts, and, if they shall think fit, object
thereto ; and if no exception be taken to the said
Accounts, the same will be duly enquired into, at
my said Office, on the day abovenamed, at the hour
of Ten in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-third day of May, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
HENRY BOYLE,
Solicitor for Trustees,
Warwick.
By CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND  McNAB,
1054
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Leach, late of
Emma street, Toowong, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  painter ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed John Leach, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Betty Leach, of Emma
street, Toowong, in the said Colony, the widow of
the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-first day of May,
A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
1045
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Betty Leach.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Simpson Johnson, late of
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
out of employment ,  deceased.
11
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Simpson Johnson, deceased,
may be granted to James Butcher, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
one of the Executors named in the said Will,
Charles Powers, of Maryborough aforesaid, solicitor,
the otherExecutor  therein-named, having renounced
Probate of said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, 1888.
1028
T. MORTON,
Wharf street, Maryborougb,
Proctor for the said Executor.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods  of John Theyer ,  late of Gympie, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  clerk, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof ,  appli cation wi ll  be made to this Hon-
ourable Court  that  Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the above-
named John Theyer ,  late of Gympie, in the Colony
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of Queensland, clerk, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Eliza Jane Theyer, of Gympie
aforesaid , widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Gympie this fourteenth day of May,
A.D. 1888.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Marv  street ,  Gympie,
Proctor for the said  Eliza  Jane Theyer.
By CHLMBERS,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1053 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Augustus Muller, late of
Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland, free-
holder, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Frederick Augustus Muller,
deceased, may be granted to Francis Augustus
Muller, Charles Henry Ward, and Otto Hagen,
the Executors in the said Will named.
Dated this nineteenth day of May, 1888.
MACDONALD-PATER SON, FITZGERALD,
1052
AND HAWTHORN,
Edward street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
5s.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION.
I WILLIAM BELL,  Registrar  of Joint Stock
Companies  of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that the "Mount Perry Copper
and Reid 's Creek Gold Mines  and Smelting Com-
pany, Limited," duly incorporated on the thirteenth
day of December,  one thousand  eight hundred and
eighty -seven ,  under the laws of England, has
this day been registered in the Office of  the Regis-
trar of Joint Stock  Companies  of the Colony of
Queensland , in accordance  with  the provisions of
" The British Companies Act of  1886."
Given under my Hand  and Seal  of Office, at
Brisbane , this twenty-first day of May, 1888.
1035
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION.
T WILLIAM BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock
J , Companies of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that the " Conran's Gold-Mining
Company, Limited," duly incorporated on the first
day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, under the laws of New South Wales,
has this day been registered in the Office of the
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies of the Colony
of Queensland,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  "The British Companies Act of  1886."
Given under my Hand  and Seal  of Office, at
Brisbane , this nineteenth day of May, 1888.
1036
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Charles Augustus  stringer, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  pursuant to  "The
Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867 ,"  that all persons having any claims or
demands upon or against the Estate of Charles
Augustus Stringer ,  late of Tahiti ,  near Tiaro, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased, who
died on the eighteenth day of February, 1888,
Administration of whose Estate and effects was
granted to Francis  K elly Stringer ,  of Tahiti afore-
said ,  grazier ,  on the seventh day of  May, 1888, by
the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  are hereby
required to send in the particulars of their debts
or claims to the said Administrator ,  at Tiaro afore-
said , on or before the Eighteenth day of June next.
And notice is hereby also given, that after that day
the said Administrator will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said Charles Augustus Stringer,
deceased ,  amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard  only to  the claims  of which he shall
then have had notice, and that he will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so dis-
tributed, to any person of whose debt or  claim he
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this nineteenth day of May, 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1026
Wharf  street, Maryborough,
Proctors  for the said Administrator.
10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John James Dunlop, late of
Brisbane  ;  Samuel Harris ,  late of Rockhamp-
ton ; Thomas Matthews, late of Normanton ;
and Frederick Norris, late of Bundanba.PURSUANT to "The Intestacy Act  of 1877," allpersons having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are to
come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Twenty-sixth day of July next, or, in default, they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
1044
G. H.  NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.5s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1887-No. 5.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The East
Black Jack Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that His worship the
Warden has fixed FRIDAY, the Eighth day
of June, 1888, at Half-past Two o'clock in the
afternoon, at his Chambers, in the Court House,
Charters Towers, as the time and place for the
appointment of an Official Liquidator of the above-
named Company.
Dated the eighteenth day of May, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
HARSLAND AND MABSLAND,
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
1067 5s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1887-No. 7.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The
Golden Jack P.C. Gold-Mining Company,
Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that His Worship the
Warden has fixed FRIDAY, the Eighth day
of June, 1888. at Half-past Two o'clock in the
afternoon, at his Chambers, in the Court Rouse,
Charters  Towers, as  the time and place for the
appointment of an Official Liquidator of the above-
named Company.
Dated the eighteenth day of May, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
1068 5s. 6d.
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NOTICE OF PARTNERSHIP.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the undersigned,
Louis  Borchers, Robert  Jaeschke, andl\
Henry Walker ,  have this day entered  into Partner-
shipp, as printers  and publishers ,  under the name,
style ,  and firm of " Borchers ,  Jaeschke, and
Walker," of the  Nord  Australisehe Zeitung  news-
paper, printed  and published  in Brisbane aforesaid.
Dated at Brisbane  this twenty -fourth day of
April, 1888.
L. BORCHE R S.
R. JAESCHKE.
H. WALKER.
Witness to  Signatures-
WILLIAM CARVER,
Albert Chambers ,  Brisbane.
1051
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphitherto existing and carried on at Adelaide
street ,  Brisbane ,  between the undersigned, John
Baptist Louis Isambert and Louis Borchers, as
printers and publishers ,  under the name, style, and
firm of " Isambert ,  Borchers ,  and Jaeschke," has
this day been Dissolved by mutual consent.
The said Louis Borchers will receive all moneys
payable to and pay all accounts due by the late
firm.
Dated at Brisbane the sixth day of March, 1888.
J. B. L. ISAMBERT.
LOUIS BORCHERS.
Witness  to Signatures-
WILLIAM CARVER,
Albert Chambers,  Brisbane.
1050
RAWBELLE MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.
A
RATE of One  Shilling for every 20 Head of
Cattle  or for 100  Sheep has been made by
the above Board.
Payable to the Clerk  of Petty Sessions ,  Gayndah,
on or before the 30th June, 1888.
F. G. CONNOLLY,
Clerk  to Board.
Gayndah, 30th April, 1888.
1031 3s. 6d.
ARAMAC MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
N Assessment  of One Shilling on every 20
Head of Cattle and Horses and every 100
Sheep has been made this day.
By Order of the Board,
SYDNEY SHARWOOD,
Aramac , 12th  May, 1888.
HEREBY give notice that it is my intention to
I apply to the Calliope Divisional Board for per-
mission  to erect Four Licensed Gates across the
roads at Rosedale Run, as under :-Two Gates on
the road leading from Warro to Baffle ('reek, and
Two Gates on the road leading from Miriam Vale
to Bundaberg .  Gates to be erected in accordance
with  "The Divisional Boards Act,  1887."
JAMES LITTLE.
1065 4s.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that i  is my intention to
apply, at the June Sitting of the Calliope Divi-
sional Board ,  for the Erection of Three Licensed
Gates on the Main Road-one at each end of
Selection No. 213, and one on the boundary
between Thornhill and Warro.
The above gates to be erected in accordance with
the Act.
4s. 6d.
F. G. COLLINS,
Thornhill.
1st May, 1888.
1C63 4s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
I HEREBY give notice that it is my intention to
apply to the Pioneer Divisional Board for per-
mission to Erect Two Pairs of Licensed Gates on
the Road between Selections Nos. 497 and 784,
and 497 and 1641 ,  parish of Hampden.
FRANCIS G. FOOKS.
1061 3s.
LOST from Staunton ,  Shephard 's Creek, near
Maytown .  a Light-Chestnut Filly ,  two years
old, branded 5OX near shoulder.
£2 Reward if strayed ,  on delivery ; £20 if stolen,
on conviction of thief.
5s.
R. SHEFFIELD.
1002 3s.
NOTICE.
THE UNDERSIGNED, hereby notify my
I application for License for Two Gates, situate
on Main Gladstone and Maryborough Road, at the
next meeting  of the Board ,  Gladstone.
994
FREDK. J. BLACKMAN,
Warro.
3s.
ON  SALE, at the Government Printing Of t e,William street ,  Brisbane -in Pamphlet h rm
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in ,
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage ,  1d. additional.
J&M.ES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Secretary.
1029 3s.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT, 1881."
BURRUM MARSUPIAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that an Assessmenthas been made at the following Rates
Sheep, per 100 Head  ... ... ...  1s.
Cattle  and Horses ,  per 20 Head  ... ...  1s.
Or for every Square Mile,  under  " The
Pastoral Leases  Act" ...  ... ... 1s.
Forms  of Returns to be obtained  from, and
Assessment paid to ,  the nearest  Clerk of Petty
Sessions ,  within two months from  date thereof.
By Order,
J. MOORE LA BARTE,
Secretary.
Burrum Marsupial Board 's Office,
1027
Maryborough, 16th May, 1888.
HEREBY give  notice that it is my  intention to
apply at the  July Sittings of the Calliope
Divisional Board ,  for Licenses for Two  Gates on the
Mount Alma Road.
W. H. ROGERS,
For the Executors late James Thomson.
1062 3s.
ON  SALE at the  Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane:-Rules made  in
pursuance  of an Act  of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts ,  with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established  by the Queen' s Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883 .  Price,  1s.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW  published ,  at the Government PrintingOffice, William  street ,  Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory ,  C.M.G., F .R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hen.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony ,  9d. ; to England and the Austra lian
Colonies ,  1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
5s.
24f2
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
10
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act01 1874," together with  "Regulations f r the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price , Is.  Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAN1).APA MPHLET bearing  on the above, compiled
by the Colonial  Botanist  and Chief Inspector
of Stock, now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernment  Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and is. 4d. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants ; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described, and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
0 N SALE,  at the Government Printing  Offiec,in pamphlet  form , "The Insolvency Act of1871," together with  "General Ru es in Insol-
vency ." Super -royal8vo .  Price ,  2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsisof the Queensland  Flora ,  by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price ,  3s. Posted ,  3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.Cc r/7HE Justices Act of 1886," and  "The Offenders
1 Probation  Act  of 1886," with an Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price, 2s .  6d. Postage ,  6d. in  the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovER NMENT  PRINTER acknowledges th  receipt
of the following amounts :-
1888.  £ s. d.
May 19.-Stanthorpe Divisional Board ... 3 3 0
19.-Lilley and O'Sullivan ... ... 0 0 6
19.-T. A. Spencer .. ... ... 0 9 4
21.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 6 0
21.-Morton and Powers ... ... 0 11 6
21.-W. Dawson ... ... ... 8 14 5
21.-Aramac Marsupial Board... ... 0 3 0
21.-S. F. Black ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-Rawbelle sarsupial Board ... 0 5 0
21.-C. W. Bowly ... ... ... 0 4 0
21.-W. B. Stenhouse ... ... ... 0 3 0
21.-W. H. Groom ... ... 1 14 4
22.-E. Bowad ... ... ... 0 1 0
22.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
24.-J. G. O'Sullivan ... ... 1 0 0
25.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 11 0
25.-J. Stockwell ... ... ... 0 5 0
25.-W. W. Watt ... ... ... 0 4 0
25.-J. H. Higson ... ... ... 0 0 9
25.-J. A. Simpson ... ... ... 0 5 0
25.-F. G. Collins ... ... ... 0 4 6
25.-J. Bales .. ... ... ... 0 8 0
25.-F. G. Fooks ... ... ... 0 4 0
25.-C. A. M. Morris ... ... ... 0 0 5
25.-R.  McArthur ... ... ... 0 1 2
25.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lan s, Gully-
nanhi, by order of Mr. Thomas Peters.
One strawberry bullock, yellow  neck, like OCG off
rump.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
1032 is.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Guambeguine, on the
18th April, 1888, by order of James Arthur Browne,
Esquire. Driving, 5s. 6d.
One red cow, white spots, FM5 (registered brand)
near ribs, piece out of each side near ear.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
1033 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from off the Reserve, on the
7th May, 1888, by order of the Inspector. Dam-
ages,  2s. 6d.; driving, 6d.
One bay filly,  D7N (registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1030
SAM. F. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, fromNundah, on the10th
May, 1888, by order of William Hatchman, Esquire.
Damages, 10s.
.721 near shoulder, CL offOne flea-bitten grey horse,'
shoulder.
Also, from One-tree Hill, on the 12th May,  1888,' by
order of S. Jorgensen. Damages, £2.
One bay colt, like Y5 off shoulder , star , hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1041 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Nanango,  from  Taabinga, on the
14th May, 1888, by order  of James Stewart,
Esquire. Driving, 8s.
One roan cow, TBl off rump,  near  ear slit ; calf at foot.
One light-red cow, bald face, 3CM on ribs ; calf at foot.
One brindle cow, UC1 off rump, fish ear-mark ; calf at
foot.
One white bullock, like BR5 or PR5 near rump, like
DZ off rump, front quarter  near ear.
One red and white bullock, like WC1 off rump, swallow
off ear.
One red and white spotted bullock, like LB1 near ribs,
9 near rump.
One roan bullock, like LB  near ribs , two notches off ear.
One red and white spotted bullock, RF near rump, off
ear slit, near ear blocked.
One roan bullock, DPl over 3 near ribs.
One white bullock, red ears, red about the legs, like
EL4 near ribs, 1 near rump, both ears blocked.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. J. O'SULLIVAN, Poundkeeper.
1042 13s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from enclosed lan s,
Gowrie Creek, on the 19th May, 1888, by order of
Mr. W. Walker.  Damages,  ls. ; driving,  6 miles.
One red bull, like blotched brands and P  near rump,
small slit top  near ear.
One strawberry bull, P and like blotched brands near
rump, alit  top near ear.
One red and white cow, 3AL off ribs, D5M (the M
sideways) off rump, ear-marked.
Also, from enclosed lands, Gowrie Creek, on the
21st May, by order of Mr. G. McCleverty . Damages
ann driving, 3s. 10d.
One bay mare,  star , 2JX or 2JK near thigh, blind off
eye, hind feet white, fore feet shod.
If not  released  on or before the 19th June,  1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1060
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
Printed and Published by JAxEs C. BEat., Government Printer,
Will iam street ,  Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.NN OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Charles Shaw. of Waterloo road South, Wolver-
hampton, Staffordshire, England, for an invention
described as " Improvements in or relating to
Wire-Netting and in the Construction of such
Netting, such Improvements comprising also
Appliances to be used in Catching Rabbits and
other Small Animals."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette,  it is proved to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Charles Shaw, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alfred
Roberts Pullin, of Sydney, New South Wales, for
an invention for " Imp rovements in Signs and
Signals."
Notice is hereby farther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Alfred Roberts Pullin, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and th  com leteSpecification annexed thereto, received from
Phinehas Pearson Craven, of Coronet Hill, Black
Rock, Sandringham, Victoria, for an invention
for "An Improved Type-distributing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Phinehas Pearson Craven, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Phinehas Pearson Craven, of Coronet Hill, Black
Rock, Sandringham, Victoria, for an invention
described as " An Improved Type-setting Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the fir st appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent he granted for the said invention to the
said Phinehas Pearson Craven, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
A f OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from William
Orr and Peter Stuart Brown, both of West Nile
street, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Scotland, for an
invention described as " Improvements in Sheet-
iron Structures, in Sheets Employed in such
Structures, and in Means for Securing or Fastening
them together."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
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said William Orr and Peter Stuart Brown, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
1 \
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the co m-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Herbert Alwyn Jones ,  of Waverley Crescent,
Sydney, New South Wales, for an invention
described as " An Improved Composition for Paving
Side Walks ,  Floors, Road ,  and Other Surfaces."
No ti ce is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be ranted for the said invention to the said
Herbert Aglwyn Jones ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  from Alfred
Ford, of Harley street ,  London ,  for an invention
described as "An Improved Material applicable as
a Waterproof Covering for Roofs and other such
like purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention ,  it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent he  granted  for the said
invention to the said Al fr ed Ford, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from James
Augustus Parker, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as " An  Improved
Composition for Paving or Covering Roads and
Ways, Floors, and Other Surfaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
James Augustus Parker, in accordance with the
provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  fr om Alfred
Henry Ford, of Michael  street,  Clifton Hill, North
Fitzroy ,  Victoria ,  for an invention described as
"An Improved Method of Constructing Sliding
Doors."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it  is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alfred Henry Ford,  in accordance  with" the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete  Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Robert Thomas Barlow, of View Point, Sand-
hurst, Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Automatic Catch for Holding Open
Doors, Windows, Gates, and the like."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Robert Thomas Barlow, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  fr om James
Alexander Pond, of Auckland, New Zealand, for
an invention described as " An Improved Process
for Coating Wood,'Paper, Cloth, Paper-mache, and
Other Fibrous Materials, with a Comparatively
Impervious  Enamel."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said James Alexander Pond ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that The Mannes-
mann Tube Company, Limited, of Landore,
Glamorganshire ,  South Wales ,  Great Britain, have
appli ed ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 6,  in respect of Machinery of all
Kinds and Parts of Machinery ,  except Agricultural
and Horticultural Machines ,  included in Class 7 ; in
Class 13, in respect  of Metal  Goods not included in
other Classes ,  such as Metal Tubes and  Axles;  and in
Class 19, in respect of Cannons ,  Barrels for Sma ll -
arms and Fowling -pieces, Shot ,  and Non-explosive
Projectiles and Gun Implements included in this
Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
T- C
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in  accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority  : JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. F$ENC$, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1888.
No. 663.
A
DISTRICT Court Martial will  assemble at
the Victoria Barracks, at 1 p.m. This Day,
Wednesday, 16th May, 1888, for the trial of No.
161, Driver Charles Bankie, "A" Battery, Queens-
land Artillery, and such other  prisoners  as may be
brought before it.
President.
Major The Honourable A. J. Thynne, Brisbane
Volunteer Rifle Corps.
Members.
Captain F. A. Moody, The Moreton Regiment.
Lieutenant C. W. Laverack, The Moreton Regi.
ment.
Lieutenant J. W. Green, The Moreton Regiment.
Waiting Member.
Lieutenant T. Tomlinson, Brisbane  Engineers.
The Prisoner to be  warned ,  and all  necessary
evidence ordered to attend.
Lieutenant J. J. Byron, "A" Battery,  will act as
Prosecutor.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade -Major.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FEENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
No. 664.T 1HE following appointments, promotions, resig-nations, transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date, where not otherwise
stated:-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
No. 113, Acting Bombardier F. H. Swanwick, is
granted leave of absence until 30th November next.
The resignation,  under Regulation 204, of No. 23,
Corporal P. Catt,  is accepted.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Lieutenant H. L. Archdall
has been accepted. 7th May, 18
BRISBANE  ENGINEERS.
No. 7, Quartermaster -Sergeant  W. Sowray, is
granted six  months '  leave of  absence.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
Lieutenant J. G. Drake is appointed to be a
Captain provisionally.
" D " Company.
Captain A. Pain is appointed to be a Major
provisionally. 7th May, 1888.
Lieutenant C. Jameson is appointed to be a
Captain, and will take over command of the Com-
pany. 7th May, 1888.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"B" Company.
Roderick McLeod is appointed to be a Lieutenant
provisionally. 17th May, 1888.
MEDICAL STAFF CORPS.
Surgeon C.  Marks is granted  six months' leave
of absence.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
THE WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
"A" Company.
No. 69, Private R. Campbell,  is granted six
months ' leave of absence.
No. 107, Private J. Jouster,  is transfer ed to
" C " Company.
- " B to Company.
Captain W. Ferguson  is appointed to be a Major
provisionally. 7th May, 1888.
Lieutenant J. Woodrow  is appointed to be a
Captain provisionally, and will take  over command
of the Corps. 7th May, 1888.
ROCKHAMPTON DIVISION.
MEDICAL STAFF CORPS.
The resignation  of Surgeon  W. F. Thurston has
been accepted . 10th  May, 1888.
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NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
BOWEN GARRISON BATTERY.
No. 70, Gunner  H. Becker ;  is dismissed for
non-attendance  at drill .  Regulation 204 to be
complied with.
No. 5, Corporal  R. A. Browne ,  is transferred to
the Brisbane Garrison  Battery , and will be borne
on the strength  as a supernumerary  until absorbed.
TOWNSVILLE GARRISON BATTERY.
Jeffrey Price Berrow is appointed to be a
Lieutenant provisionally. 17th May, 1888.
CAIRNS GARRISON BATTERY.
Lieutenant P. M. Keogh is granted  leave of
absence  until 1st July next.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
"A " Company.
William Brook Macdonald is appointed to be a
Lieutenant provisionally. 7th May, 1888.
"I+' Company.
Captain W. G. Hodges is appointed to be a
Major provisionally. 7th May, 1888.
Lieutenant G. Dimmock is appointed to be a
Captain provisionally, and will take over  command
of the Company. 7th May, 1888.
No. 665.
Sown misunderstanding having recently taken
place with reference to the use of a drill-shed for a
public meeting, Officers in local charge of such
buildings are hereby instructed to obtain permission
from the Chief Secretary, or Commandant, before
allowing such buildings to be used for purposes
for which they were not ordinarily intended.
No. 666.
THF. formation of The Red Cross Rifle Club was
duly notified in the  Government  Gazette  of the 12th
instant.
No. 667.
A Counsn of Gunnery Instruction for Officers,
Non-commissioned Officers, and men of Artillery
Corps, extending over a period of six weeks, will
be formed at the Victoria  Barracks , Brisbane, and
commence  on the 19th  June  roximo. All who
desire to attend are requestedp to forward their
applications to the  Brigade -Major on or  before the
9th June. Hours of parade will be notified here.
after.
No. 668.
Orricnns  Commanding Volunteer Corps are
hereby informed that the Form of Annual Capita-
tion and Efficiency Return hitherto in use has
been cancelled, and that the Form of Efficiency
Return now used by Defence Force has been
adopted for all Corps. Copies of this Form have
already been distributed in order that the returns
for the present year may be completed on the new
form and rendered in duplicate before the 3rd July
next.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority  $  J xns C. BuL, Government Printer ,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAM 1TION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVx.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVR, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank ITolida7/.c and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on smelt Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 31st instant,
to be a Public Holiday in Bundaberg : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that THURSDAY, the 31st instant, shiall, within
the Town of Bundaberg, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Muso a Av F,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MusGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WIHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1 1 first year of Her Majesty's reign. intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectingobl igations tomake  Payments and dootlier
acts on such Holiday s,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is  deemed  expedient to
proclaim Thursday, the 7th proximo, being the
first clay of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Blackall Racing Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Blackall: Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited
Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY,
the 7th proximo. shall, within the Town of
Blackall. be observed as a Public Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN  I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
W year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make  Payments and do
other acts  on  such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part  thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 7th
proximo, being the second day of the Roma Annual
Races, to be a Public Holiday in that Town :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that THURSDAY, the 7th proximo, shall, within
the Town of Roma, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in thefifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
1'IIOCLAMATION.
By  lies Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE, cliael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and it.
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 7th proximo, being
the first day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Townsviiie Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Townsville : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested  in me  by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
Q declare that THURSDAY, the 7th proximo,
shall, within the Town of Townsville, be observed
as a Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty 'sreian.
By Command,
B. B. MORE T ON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TO IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
SUBSTRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE FOR
BRIDGE No. 26, SECTION 2, CAIRNS RAIL-
WAY.SEPARATE Tenders will be received at thisOffice until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 22nd June, 1888,  from persons  willing to contract
for the supply of the above.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Substruc-
ture,"  or  " Superstructure "  (as the case may be),
Cairns Bridges."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at the
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane ; the
Chief Engineer's Office, Cairns ; and Locomotive
Offices, Maryborough and Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be  sent in on  proper printed
fornis, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 5 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen (lays
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority :  JAatEs  C. BEAL, G overnment Printer, Wi ll iam street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-laws made by the
Council of the Municipality of Hughenden.
B. B. MORETON.
BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATING THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE COUNCIL
AND PRESERVING ORDER AT THE COUNCIL
MEETINGS.
Whereas by the provisions of  " The Local
Government Act of  1878," Part XIV., Councils
of Municipalities are authorised to make By-laws
for regulating the proceedings of the Council and
preserving order at the Council meetings :
It has been resolved by the Hughenden Muni-
cipal Council that the following shall be the general
rules regulating the meetings and proceedings of
the Council in addition to those already stated in
the said Act.
STANDING  ORDERS.
Order of proceeding.
1. The Council shall meet for the transaction of
general business  on the second Friday in each
month at three (3) o'clock p m.
2. At all meetings of the Council when there is
not a quorum present, in accordance with clause
136 of"  The Local  Government  Act of  1878," or
when the Council is counted out, such circumstance,
together with  the names  of the aldermen then
present, shall be recorded in the minute-book.
3. All meetings of the Council shall be open to
the public.
4. The mayor, if present, shall preside at all
meetings of the Council, and in his absence, or if,
after being  present,  he shall retire, such one of
their number as the  aldermen  present shall choose
shall preside, and such temporary chairman, while
so presiding, shall, for the purposes of this By-law,
have, exercise, and perform all the rights, privileges,
and duties of the mayor, provided that, at any
meeting  of the Council, duly held, a temporary
chairman shall not be elected until  fifteen minutes
after the time appointed for the holding of such
meeting.  If the mayor should  afterwards  attend,
such temporary  chairman  shall at  once cease to
preside.
Al
[No. 21.
5. The minutes of any preceding meeting not
previously confirmed shall, except in case of
" special orders," provided for in clause 138 of
" The Loral Government Act of  1878," be read as
the first business of all meetings of the Council,
in order for their confirmation ; and no discussion
shall be permitted thereupon, except as to their
accuracy as a record of the proceedings.
6. At all meetings of the Council (unless other-
wise provided for by law) the reading of corres-
pondence unconnected with the orders of the day,
the presentation of petitions by members of the
Council, and the bringing up of reports of com-
mittees, shall have the precedence of the regular
business. The order of business shall, therefore,
be as follows:-1. The reading ofthe minutes.
2. The reading of correspondence (inwards and
outwards) unconnected with the orders of
the day, and their consideration.
3. The presentation of petitions or memorials.
4. Reports from committees, and their con-
sideration.
5. Questions.
6. Orders of the day.
7. No report of a committee shall be considered
or adopted on its presentation unless voted
" urgent" by a majority of the aldermen then
present, but shall be laid on the Council table for
at least one week prior to being considered by the
Council ; but the reports of the finance committee
may, if deemed necessary by the Council, be
adopted or amended or otherwise acted upon at
once by the Council.
8. Every motion entered on the notice-paper
shall be struck out unless the alderman who has
given such notice, or  some  one authorised by him,
be present when the business is called in order.
9. The orders of the day shall include all matters
arising out of the proceedings of former meetings of
the Council, and any business which the mayor
may think fit to bring under consideration; any,
alderman may, however, bring forward such busi-
ness as he may consider advisable, in the form of a
motion, of which notice shall be given in writing
to the town clerk at least four clear days pre-
vious to the meeting at which the same is to be
taken into consideration, and all such notices of
motion shall be considered in the order in which
they are given.
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ORDER OF DEBATE.
General duties of the mayor.
10. The mayor shall preserve order , and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
11. If two or more aldermen  rise to  speak at the
same time, the mayor shall decide which is entitled
to pre-audience.
12. The mayor, when called  upon  to decide a
point of order or practice, shall  state the rule or
precedent applicable to the case without  argument
or comment, and his decision  as to  what  is order,
or explanation, shall be  final in each case.
13. The mayor shall put all questions and
declare the sense of the Council thereon.
14. The mayor shall, in taking the vote on any
motion or amendment, put the question first in the
affirmative and then in the negative ; and he may
do so as often as may be necessary to enable him
to form and declare his opinion, from the show of
hands, as to which party has the majority.
15. The mayor may, without waiting for the
interposition of any alderman, call to order any
member proceeding to speak a second time on the
same question (unless entitled to a reply), except
in explanation where he has been misrepresented
or misunderstood, and without introducing any new
matter.
16. The mayor shall take  part in all  the pro-
ceedings  of the Council,  and in case  of any equality
of votes he shall have a casting vote in addition
to his original vote.
17. The mayor shall stand up when addressing
the Council in discussion of any question, unless
prevented from so doing by any bodily infirmity.
General rules for members of Council.
18. Any alderman desirous of proposing  a matter
or amendment , or of  discussing  any matter under
consideration,  must rise  and address the mayor.
No alderman, when speaking, shall be interrupted,
unless called to order, when he shall sit down; in
which case, the alderman calling to order shall be
heard thereon in preference to any other speaker,
and the question of order shall be disposed of
before the subject is resumed or any other subject
entered upon.
19. No alderman shall speak upon any motion
or amendment for a longer period than fifteen
minutes, unless by permission of the Council.
20. Any alderman desirous of proposing either
an original  motion or an amendment must state
the nature of such motion or amendment before
addressing the Council in support thereof.
21. Any alderman making a motion or amend-
ment shall put it in form, sign, and deliver it to
the town clerk, who shall add thereto the name of
the seconder, and every motion or amendment
made shall be the property of the Council, and
shall not be withdrawn without the leave of the
Council.
22. No motion or amendment shall be entertained
or discussed unless it be seconded ; any alderman
may, however, require the enforcement of any
standing order of the Council by simply noticing
that such order is disobeyed.
23. An alderman who has made a motion may
withdraw the same by leave of the Council.
24. A motion which has been by leave of the
Council withdrawn may be made again within the
same  municipal year.
25. A proposed amendment may be, by leave of
the Council, withdrawn.
26. An alderman who has moved any motion or
amendment shall be considered to have spoken
thereon, but any alderman who has seconded any
such motion or amendment without any further
observation than that he had seconded the same
shall be at liberty to speak once on every such
motion or amendment.
27. The mayor and aldermen, when speaking,
shall designate each other by their respective titles,
as " Mr. Mayor," or, by courtesy," Your Worship,"
or "Alderman," as the case may be.
28 i\ o alderman shall speak twice on the same
question, except by way of explanation or in reply
upon an original motion of which he has been the
mover, or as the mover of the amendment last
carried; and after the reply, the amendment or the
original motion, as the  case  may be, shall be
immediately put to the vote.
29. One amendment  only shall be discussed at
one time, but if the  first  one moved is lost another
may be moved before the original motion is put to
the vote ; but upon any amendment being carried
it shall be competent for any alderman to move
one other amendment, but not more.
30. Every alderman shall be allowed to speak
once on any amendment.
31. Upon the adoption of any amendment by the
Council, such amendment shall be held to have
quashed the  original  motion, and for all purposes
of subsequent discussion the amendment so carried
shall be considered  as an original  motion.
32. Any alderman may require the question
under discussion to be read for his information at
any time during the debate, but not while any
member is speaking.
33. On the presentation of a petition no debate
shall take place thereon until notice has been given
in the usual manner, and the only questions that
shall be entertained on the  occasion  of its presen-
tation shall be that the petition be received and, if
necessary, that it be referred to a committee,
unless  voted "urgent" by a majority of the Council
then present. Provided that every petition shall
be received only as the petition of the party or
parties whose sienature or signatures it bears, and
no petition shall be received  unless at least one
signature be upon the sheet containing the petition.
34. It shall be incumbent on any alderman pre-
senting a petition to acquaint himself with the
contents thereof, and  ascertain  and report that it
does not contain  language  disrespectful to the
Council.
35. Every alderman offering to present a petition
to the Council shall confine himself to a statement
of the parties from whom it comes, of the number
of signatures attached to it, of the  material allega-
tions contained in it, and to the reading of the
prayer of such petition ; it may also be read by the
town clerk, if required.
36. The report of a committee may be agreed to,
or disagreed to, by the Council, or agreed to with
amendments, re-committed to the committee, or the
further consideration thereof postponed.
37. In asking any question  no argument  or opinion
shall be offered thereon, nor any facts stated except
so far  as may be necessary to explain such question.
38. In  answering  any such question  no alderman
shall debate the matter to which the  same  refers.
39. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour
of the day or to another day specified, and the
alderman upon whose motion a debate is adjourned
shall be entitled to pre-audience on the  resumption
of the debate.
40. The Council shall vote by show of hands,
except in cases of elections, when the vote shall be
by ballot. Any alderman may, however,  call for
a division upon any question, in which case the
members voting in the  affirmative  shall place them-
selves  on the right of the chair and those in the
negative on the left of the chair,  and there remain
until the names of the members be entered in the
minutes of the proceedings by the town clerk or
other person acting in that capacity.
41. In all questions coming before the Council
every alderman present shall be compelled to vote.
42. No alderman shall digress  from  the subject
matter on the question under discussion,  or impute
improper motives to another  alderman , and all
personal reflections upon  any alderman shall be
considered hi{; hly disorderly.
43. Any alderman who shall use  any expression
capable of being applied offensively to any other
alderman, shall, if required by the mayor, with-
draw such expression  and make a  satisfactory
apology to the Council, under a penalty, in case he
neglect or  refuse  to do so before the rising of the
Council, not exceeding ten pounds.
44. When any alderman objects to words used
in a debate and shall desire them taken down, the
mayor  or chairman  shall direct them to be taken
down by the town clerk accordingly.
45. Any alderman may of right require the pro-
duction of any of the documents of the Council
relating to the question  or matter in discussion.
46. No discussion shall be allowed on any
motion for adjournment of the Council, but if on
the question being put the  motion  be negatived the
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subject then under consideration or the next on the
notice paper shall be discussed or any other that
may be allowed precedence before any subsequent
motion for adjournment shall be entertained, but if
the motion for adjournment be carried the business
then undisposed of shall have precedence at the
next meeting of the Council.
47. The aldermen present at any meeting may
from time to time adjourn such meeting, and if at
any meeting of the Council a quorum be not present
within half-an-hour of the time appointed for such
meeting, the aldermen present, or the major part of
them, or any one alderman, if only one be present,
or the municipal clerk, if no alderman be present,
may adjourn such meeting to any time not further
distant than seven days from the date of such
adjournment; and if at any time during the sitting
of the Council a quorum be not present any alder-
man or the town clerk may call the attention of the
mayor to the fact, who shall thereupon suspend the
proceedings of the Council for any time not exceed-
ing half-an-hour so as to allow a quorum to be pre-
sent, or adjourn the Council to some future time.
48. Any alderman may enter his protest against
any resolution of the Council, provided that such
protest is not inconsistent with truth or disrespect-
ful to the Council. Notice of intention to protest
must, however, in every case be given on the adoption
of the resolution protested against, and the protest,
signed by the alderman or aldermen protesting, and
specifying the reasons for protesting, must be
entered before the next regular meeting of the
Council, by the protesting alderman, in a book to be
kept for that purpose in the town clerk's office,
and duly refered to in the minutes of the Council,
the same to be considered as part of such minutes;
and no resolution of the Council shall be carried
out when thus protested against until such protest
has been considered and debated.
Committees.
49. There shall be at least two permanent com-
mittees of the Council, to be called, respectively,
the `` committee of finance " and the " co omittee of
works," each of which shall consist of four aldermen.
Provided nevertheless that the Council shall be at
liberty at any time to fill up occasional vacancies.
50. The mayor shall be  ex officio,  when present,
chairman of the finance committee.
51. Every alderman intending to move for the
appointment of a committee other than the com-
mittee of finance and the committee of works, shall
endeavour to ascertain previously whether each
alderman proposed to be named by him on such
committee will give his attendance thereupon.
52. The permanent committees shall be chosen
by ballot, annually, at the first meeting of the
Council held after the annual election of mayor.
53. The town clerk shall convene every com-
mittee within seven days of its first appointment,
and at any time by order of the Council, or the
written order of the chairman, or of any two mem-
bers of such committee.
54. The mayor shall preside when present at
every meeting of the permanent committees of which
he is a member, and if not a member then such
alderman shall preside as the majority of the mem-
bers of the committee shall have appointed per-
manent chairman thereof, or at any such meeting,
in the absence of the mayor or the permanent chair-
man, such chairman as the members present may
appoint shall preside. All questions shall be
determined by a majority of votes, and in case of
an equality the chairman shall have a casting vote
besides his original vote as a member of the com-
mittee. Provided, however, that when special com-
mittees are appointed for a merely temporary
purpose, the member proposing such committee
shall be chairman thereof, except when the mayor
is a member of such committee in which case he
shall be chairman thereof; but if any member of
any committee shall fail to attend three regular
committee meetings without leave from the Council
I  e shall cease to be a member thereof, and the
Council shall have power to appoint another in his
place.
55. The Council may, for the consideration of any
matter, resolve itself into a committee of the whole.
556. The  standing orders of the Council shall be
observed in committee of the whole Council, except
the rule limiting the number of times of speaking.
57. The finance committee shall be at liberty,
without the express authority of the Council, to
authorise disbursements for current expenses and
for any sums passed by the Council;  and no matters
of account shall be disposed of by the Council until
they have been examined and reported on by the
finance committee. Provided, however, that in cases
of emergency the mayor, with the consent, in writ-
ing, of any two aldermen, may authorise the expen-
diture of any sums, not exceeding fifteen pounds
in all, during a recess ; but all such discretionary
payments, whether by the finance committee or by
the mayor, shall be reported to the Council at its
next meeting. With the above exceptions no pay-
ments out of the funds of the Corporation shall be
made but such as are authorised by vote of the
Council.
58. All drafts upon the funds of the Corporation
shall be signed by the mayor and one other mem-
ber of the finance committee, and countersigned by
the town clerk ; or, in case of absence from the
Municipality, inability, or refusal of the mayor, by
two members of the finance committee and the town
clerk, or, in case of the absence, inability, or refusal
of the town clerk, by the mayor and two members
of the Council.
59. The committee of works shall examine all
accounts against the Corporation relating to works,
and certify the same previously to their being
passed by the finance committee.
60. No public works involving a probable expen-
diture of more than five pounds shall be under-
taken until the committee of works have reported
to the Council an estimate of the cost thereof.
61. All matters which the Council shall thinkfit o refer to a committee, and which do not come
within the province of a permanent committee, shall
be referred to a special committee appointed for
that particular purpose.
62. Every report of a committee shall be written
on foolscap, and shall have a margin of two inches,
and shall be signed by the chairman thereof; and
shall be fairly written so as to admit of being
bound at convenient intervals ; and such report
shall be made to the Council at the earliest oppor-
tunity.
63. No committee shall consist of less than three
members, and the majority of the whole of such
committee, or half the number where such whole
number is even, shall be a quorum.
64. The appointment of special committees shall
remain in force until the specified duties for which
they were appointed shall have been discharged,
provided that such committees may at any time be
dissolved by vote of the Council.
65. No business that has been referred by the
Council to the consideration and report of any of
the permanent committees shall lapse in con-
sequence of any change in the persons composing
such committee, but every such committee shall be
considered as of perpetual succession to the extent
of the power conferred upon it.
Appointments.
66. When any office at the disposal of the Council
becomes vacant, no election to fill the same shall
take place until seven clear days' public notice shall
have been given by advertisement in one or more
of the local newspapers, inviting applications from
candidates properly qualified, except by leave of
the Council granted at any meeting.
67. The salary and allowance attached to all
offices and places at the disposal of the Council,
excepting the office of mayor, shall be annually
fixed for the Municipal year in all cases before
proceeding to the election.
68. At all elections for offices at the disposal of
the Council, or for committees, the voting shall
take place by ballot, on cards containing the name
or names of the person or persons voted for, and
such voting cards shall be kept in the town clerk's
office for twelve months next following the day
of election.
69. No member of the Council, nor any auditor
of the Municipality, nor any other officer of the
Corporation holding office under the Council, shall
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be accepted as surety for any officer appointed by
the Council, or for any work to be done for the
Council ; and in all cases in which security for
the due and faithful performance of any service
or contract is required, the expense of preparing
such security shall be borne by the party giving
the same, and shall be given to the Council before
such officer is installed or contract commenced.
Miscellaneous regulations.
790.  The banking account of the Council shall be
kept at such bank as the Council may direct, and
such account shall not be transferred from one
bank to any other bank without the  express sanc-
tion of the majority of the Council given at a
regular meeting.
71. The town clerk, or person acting for him,
shall have the charge (except when otherwise
ordered by the Council) of the common seal of the
Corporation, and shall be responsible for the safe
custody and proper use of the same ; he shall also
have charge of all charters, deeds, and records of
the Municipality or relating to the property thereof,
which shall be kept in his office or such other place
as shall be appointed by the mayor ; he shall also
attend all meetings of the Council, enter minutes
of their proceedings, keep the Municipal accounts,
issue all notices in connection with the business of
the Council, and give receipts and discharges for
all moneys paid to the Council.
72.  The town clerk shall not affix the corporate
seal to any document without the express order of
the Council, nor unless such document bears the
signature of the mayor; but in case of powers of
attorney and other legal  instruments  not relating
to the Municipality,  the signatures  to which require
to be verified by declaration before the mayor, the
said seal shall and may be affixed by the town clerk
to the mayor's certificate accompanying the same, on
receipt of a fee of half-a-guinea for each attestation.
Every impression of the corporate seal shall be
duly verified by the signature of the town clerk.
73. No officer of the Municipality shall be at
liberty to show, lay open, or expose any of the
books, papers, or records of the Municipality to
any other person than  an alderman , without leave
from the Council, except in the cases provided for
by section 144 of  "The Local Government Act of
1878."
74. Any one or more of the standing orders of
the Council may be suspended  pro tempore,  pro-
vided that a majority of the members present
shall deem such suspension necessary or advisable.
75. Any officer  or alderman  of the Municipality
offending against any of the provisions of this By-
law, by refusal or neglect, shall, except as herein-
after provided, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
ten pounds.
76. The mayor shall direct as to the order in
which all correspondence shall be read, and no
letter addressed to the Council shall be presented
or read by any alderman. If the mayor be absent,
or shall not have examined such letter addressed
to the Council, or have given any directions as
aforesaid, the duties imposed by this clause shall
devolve upon the presiding alderman.
77. All books of accounts, statements, and
memoranda of receipts and expenditure shall be
kept in such manner and form as the Council may
from time  to time  direct. The finance committee
may inspect such books of accounts, statements, or
memoranda, from time to time, to ascertain that the
same are  properly kept, and to report at once to
the Council any act of neglect or appearance of
inefficiency which they may have discovered in
keeping the same, also to report to the Council,
from time to time, any changes which such com-
mittee may think advisable in the mode of keeping
the accounts.
78. Any person removing any book or other record
of the Council from the Council Chamber or other
place where, by direction of the Council, such book or
record is usually kept, without leave for such
removal having been first obtained from the mayor
or Council, or without other lawful cause for such
removal, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
fifty pounds.
79. Any person destroying, defacing, or altering
any record of the Council, shall, for every such
offence, be liable to a penalty of any sum not
exceeding fifty pounds.
80. All bonds given by the officers or servants of
the Council for the faithful performance of their
duties, shall, in the first instance, be handed to the
mayor, initialled by him, and afterwards deposited
with the Council' s bank.
81. All complaints against officers or servants of
the Municipality must be in writing, and must in
every case be signed by the person or persons
complaining, and no notice whatever shall be taken
of any complaint which  is not in writing or is
anonymous. All such complaints shall be addressed
to the mayor.
82. No leave of absence shall be granted to the
mayor nor to any alderman, otherwise than by
resolution of the Council.
83. Whenever any motion, in conformity with
section 137 of  " The Loral Government Act of
1878," for the  rescission of any order ,  resolution,
or vote of the Council shall have been negatived,
no other motion to the same effect shall be per-
missible until a period of three months shall have
elapsed from the time of negativing such first-
mentioned motion. Provided that nothing herein
contained shall be held to prohibit reconsideration
and amendment of any proposed By-law which may
have been submitted to the Governor in Council
for confirmation, and may have  been  remitted to the
Council with  suggested amendments of the same,
or the passage alter due notice, as herein provided,
and in due course of law, of any By-law for the
repeal or amendment of any existing By-law.
84. In all cases where public notice is or shall
be required to be given by any By-law of any
appointment, resolution, act, orer, or regulation
done, made, or passed by the Council or by any com-
mittee thereof, or by the mayor or any officer of
the said Council, such notice shall be given and
published by advertising the same not less than
twice in some newspaper circulating in the town
of Hughenden.
85. In all cases not herein provided for, resort
shall be had to the rules, forms, and usages of
the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, so far as
the same are applicable to the proceedings of the
Council.
BY-LAW No. 2.
FOR EGULATING ND L CENSING PI BLIC CARRIERS,
CARTERS,  WATER- DRAWERS, AND VEHICLES
PLYING FOR HIRE.
1. From and after the passing of this By-law,
any person who shall be desirous to ply with any
cart, dray, waggon, or lorry, for hire, or reward, or
to draw or carry with any cart, dray, waggon, or
lorry, any wood or water for the supply of any of
the inhabitants within the Municipality of Hugh-
enden, shall register his name and place of abode
in the office of the town clerk, and shall there-
upon, and from time to time thereafter, upon
payment by him of the rate according to the scale
hereinafter mentioned ,  receive from the town clerk a
license, upon which shall  be written his name, place
of abode, and number of vehicle ; every such license
to continue and be in force until the thirtieth day of
June or the thirty-first day of December in each
year, and no longer, and if any person shall so ply
with any cart, dray, lorry, or waggon without being
so licensed, or shall cause or procure any person, not
being so licensed, to ply within the Municipality,
or if any person shall draw or carry any wood or
water with any cart, dray, lorry, or waggon, for the
supply of the inhabitants of the said Municipality,
without being so licensed, he shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence any sum not exceeding five
pounds. Provided always that nothing herein shall
apply to carters bringing or taking any goods or
merchandise to and from any place without the
said Municipality, but shall apply  in all cases
when such goods or merchandise is loaded on and
delivered from any cart, dray, lorry, or waggon
within the said Municipality:-
SCALE OF FEES. 2 S.
For every waggon or dray drawing log -timber
within the Municipality the annual sum of 5 0
For every cart, dray, lorry,  or waggon ... 2 10
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2. When any person shall have in his employ-
ment any servant whom he may desire to have
licensed as aforesaid, and such servant shall leave
his employment before his license shall have
expired, then in any such case the license of any
such servant shall and may be transferred to any
other servant in the employment of such person by
registering such transfer in the office of the town
clerk.
3. The Council shall from time to time appoint
places within the said Municipality to be used for
stands, from which persons licensed as aforesaid
may ply with their carts, drays, or waggons for hire,
due notice of which shall be given by public adver-
tisement in one or more of the newspapers published
within the Municipality, and by notice posted at
the office of the town clerk, and every carter who
shall after such notice draw up or station his cart,
dray, waggon, or lorry in any other place than the
place or places for the time being appointed by the
said Council in order to ply for hire, shall forfeit
and pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding
one pound nor less than five shillings.
4. The name of every person licensed as afore-
said, together with the number of his license, and the
words " licensed cart, dray, lorry," or " waggon"
as the case may be, shall at all times -be legibly
painted in letters not less than one inch in length
upon the right or off side of the cart, dray, lorry, or
waggon on or with which he shall ply for hire or
carry; and if any such person shall at any time
fail or neglect to keep his name, the number of his
license, and the words "licensed cart, dray, lorry,"
or "waggon" as the case may be, legibly painted as
aforesaid, he shall forfeit and pay for every offence
not more than one pound; and if any person not
duly licensed as aforesaid shall ply or draw or
carry wood or water or other property or merchan-
dise with a cart, dray, lorry, or waggon upon which
there shall be painted "licensed" or the words
"licensed cart, dray, lorry," or " waggon " as the
case may be, he shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence not more than two pounds.
5. Every owner of an unlicensed cart, dray, lorry,
or wagg• n within the said Municipality shall have
his name and address legibly painted on the off
side of such cart, dray, lorry, or waggon, and any
owner of an unlicensed cart, dray, lorry, or waggon
within the Municipality who shall fail or neglect
to have his name and address so painted as
aforesaid shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence a sum not exceeding one pound.
6. Every licensed carter as aforesaid shall on
receiving his license be furnished by the town
clerk with a  copy  of the table of rates to be charged
by him as fixed by By-law, and shall carry the same
about with him whilst employed in plying for hire
as such carter as aforesaid, and shall produce and
show the same when required so to do by any
person seeking to hire or having hired him as such
carter as aforesaid; and if any licensed carter as
aforesaid shall fail to provide himself with a copy
of such table, or shall neglect to carry it about
with him as aforesaid, or shall refuse or neglect to
produce or show the same when required to do so,
he shall forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding ten shillings.
7. Every person driving or using any cart, dray,
or lorry within the Municipality shall be provided
with suitable leather reins for the purpose of
guiding the horses, and also a suitable lock, chain,
or brake attached to such cart, dray, lorry, or
waggon to be used should the driver require to
leave his cart, dray, waggon, or lorry standing, and
any such person who, when two or more horses are
attached to any such vehicle, shall be seated thereon,
or shall otherwise not have his team under proper
control, or shall at any time leave his team without
first securing the wheel with lock, chain, or brake
as the  case  may be, or fail to provide or use the
reins mentioned aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence a sum not exceeding two pounds.
8. In case of transfer of license as aforesaid, the
party so transferring the license shall pay to the
town clerk a transfer fee equal to ten per cent. on
the cost of such license.
9. Every license granted under this By-law shall
be granted at the office of the Council, and shall be
signed by the mayor, and shall be in force from the
date of such license until the thirtieth day of June
or the thirty-first day of December next ensuing,
and no such license shall include more than one
vehicle, provided that where the licensed vehicle
shall be under repair, if the proprietor shall so
desire he maybe permitted to substitute another for
a period to be thereby specified by endorsement on
the license signed by the mayor.
BY-LAW No. 3.
FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF NUISANCES, MANAGEMENT
OF SLAUGHTER-HOUSES, ETC.
1. Any person who shall make or cause to be
made any drain or watercourse by means of which
any water, matter, or thing shall flow or be carried
or emptied into any street. road, drain, gutter, or
any part thereof, within the Municipality of
Hughenden, without the consent in writing of the
Municipal Council first had and obtained, shall,
on conviction, forfeit and pay for every such offence
a sum not exceeding five pounds.
2. No slaughter-house shall be hereafter erected
or built within the limits of the said Municipality
without the consent of the Council, nor shall any
building within the said Municipality erected at
the coming into operation of these By-laws, not
heretofore used or occupied as a slaughter-house,
be thereafter used for such purpose without the
license and consent of the Council first had and
obtained.
3. Any person who shall, except by the special
license of the said Council, burn or permit to be
burned any bones, ordure, or other offensive sub-
stance, whether wholly or partially, or whether
animal, mineral, or vegetable, so as to be an
offence or nuisance to his neighbours or the public
within the said Municipality, shall, on conviction
thereof, for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty shillings.
4. Any person who shall suffer any kind of
swine or any ass, sheep. goat, or other animal
belonging to him or to her, or under his or her
charge, to stray or be tethered or depastured in
any improved road, street, or public place within
this Municipality shall be liable, on conviction, to
a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings. Provided
that it shall not be lawful for any person or persons
to drive any mob of horses or cattle through any of
the improved streets or lanes of the said Munici-
pality between the hours of seven o'clock a.m. and
eleven o'clock p.m., unless such horses or cattle be
led by halter; and any person or persons so offend-
ing shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
5. Any person who shall suffer or allow any
entire horse or stallion above the age of one year,
belonging to him or to her, to run or roam at large
within the Municipality, shall forfeit and pay. on
conviction, for such offence any sum not exceeding
ten pounds.
6. Any person who shall discharge any firearms
without any lawful excuse, or shall ring or cause
any bell to be rung, or shall use any sounding
instrument for the purpose of attracting the notice
of the public within the Municipality, without the
consent of the Mayor first had and obtained, shall
be liable, on conviction, to forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding one pound for each offence.
7. For the preservation of the waters of any
reservoir already or hereafter set apart or dedi-
cated for the use of the inhabitants of this Munici-
pality from impurities prejudicial to the health of
the said inhabitants, it shall not be lawful for any
person to bathe or wash therein, or in any way
pollute the same; and any person so offending
shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding ten pounds.
8. Any person who shall damage any such
reservoir or any pump, well, tank, trough, sluice,
watercourse, cock, waterpipe, bridge, fence, or any
part thereof already or hereafter under the control
of the said Council, or who shall unlawfully appro-
priate to his use or wantonly waste any water from
any such reservoir, tank, pump, trough, or pipe,
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pa f any sum not
exceeding ten pounds.
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BY-LAW No. 4.
FOR THE  PREVENTION AND EXTINGUISHING OF
FIRES, ETC.
1. Any person or persons who shall (except with
the special leave of the Council) make, use, or con-
tinue any fire in  or upon any enclosed or unen-
closed  yard, premises, public or private street,
way, or waste ground within the Municipality of
Hughenden within a distance of forty feet from
any house or building  unless  the same be in a
properly constructed fireplace, having a flue or
chimney, the walls and sides of which shall consist
of stone , brick, iron, or any admixture thereof,
shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.
2. Any person (except as  herein excepted) who
shall within the Municipality construct, alter, or
repair ,  or cause or  permit or suffer to be con-
structed , altered, or repaired, any chimney, flue, or
vent for smoke,  steam , or any other like purpose,
and whether or not attached to any house, office,
store, factory, or other building, except the same be
of stone, brick, earthwork, iron, or any admixture
thereof, and of sufficient and proper solidity and
construction, shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay
a penalty not  exceeding  twenty pounds.
3. Every owner or occupier of any fireplace or
furnace  within the limits of the Municipality used
in the working of any steam engine, or in any
mill, factory, dye-house, smithy, forge, blast
furnace, or  brewery,  or in  any manufactory what-
soever  (although  a steam engine  be not inside
thereof), shall provide that such fireplace or
furnace  be within and on every side thereof en-
closed  bya building whereof the walls are of brick,
stone, iron , or other  non-inflammable  material, and
any such owner or occupier as aforesaid who shall
fail to enclose such fireplace or furnace shall, on
conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, and a further penalty not exceed-
ing ten  pounds for every week, after notice in
writing by the town clerk  to so enclose  such fire-
place or  furnace, during which he shall neglect or
refuse so to enclose  the same.
4. Every occupier for the time being of any
tenement , building,  or premises  within the Munici-
pality whereon any chimney, flue, or vent shall take
fire as the  result of the  negligence  of such occupier,
shall forfeit and pay, on conviction, for every such
offence a sum  not exceeding ten pounds.
5. Any person who shall kindle and leave burn-
ing at night, or continue,  or cause,  permit, or suffer
to be kindled and left burning at night, any fire in
the open air or in any place not properly and suffi-
ciently constructed for the purpose within a dis-
tance of  fifty feet from any dwelling-house or
building, shall forfeit and pay, on conviction, for
every such oEience a sum not exceeding five
pounds.
6. Any person (except as herein excepted) erect-
ing or causing to be erected within the said Muni-
cipality any canvas or calico building, or part
canvas or  calico, within fifty feet of any building
shall, on conviction thereof, for every such offence
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds.
7. No person (except as herein excepted) shall
keep or suffer to be kept on any enclosed or unen-
closed yard or premises within fifty feet of any
house or building any stack or rick of hay, corn,
or straw ,  unless  such hay, corn, or straw be  in
transitu  or under a partially closed shed or build-
ing, provided that any such shed or building shall
not be composed in any portion thereof of canvas,
calico, or  other textile fabric or thatch ; and any
person offending against the provisions of this By-
law shall , on  conviction thereof, forfeit and pay a
sum not  exceeding twenty pounds.
8. It shall be lawful for the Council, upon com-
plaint in writing of their duly authorised officer or
agent, or by any ratepayer, that a breach is being
made in any of the provisions of this By-law, and
upon the Council being satisfied of the reasonable-
ness of such  complaint, to serve or cause to be served
upon the person or persons committing such breach
a notice in  writing requiring him or them to dis-
continue the same.
9. No greater quantity than 400 gallons in the
whole of kerosene oil, petroleum, naphtha, turpen-
tine, or other volatile fluid or fluids shall be placed
or retained  at any one and the same time in any
one building or place occupied by the same person
or persons unless in a building which shall be
situated at a distance not less than one hundred
feet from any other building, and which shall be of
the following description, that is to say : either a
shed divided into compartments of moderate dimen-
sions, well ventilated at the t'op, and having the
floor thereof sunk to any depth that may be pre-
ferred, not being less than three feet, and being
surrounded by an area of two feet wide and of
depth and capacity sufficient to contain the surplus
fluid contents of such shed over and above the
quantity thereof which would be contained by the
space between the sunk floor and the ground level,
or a ground-floor shed properly ventilated at the
top, surrounded by a trench three feet deep and two
feet wide,  at a distance  equal to the height of the
walls of such shed, having guiding drains into the
said trench, and surrounded beyond such trench by
a brick wall without break or opening, and of not
less than one-half the height of the walls of such
shed.
10. The licensed water-carrier first arriving at a
fire with a full butt or tank of water shall be en-
titled to receive payment of the sum of three
pounds, and the licensed water-carrier next ar-
riving as aforesaid shall be paid the sum of two
pounds : provided that only the first and second
licensed water- carriers  so arriving as aforesaid shall
be entitled to payment.
BY-LAW No. 5.
FOR REGULATING  THE REGISTRATION  OF GOATS.
1. All goats above the age of three months within
the boundaries of the Municipality of Hughenden
shall be registered at the office of the town clerk
in the manner  following:-
That one representative only of each family or
household shall be permitted to register  goats on
the condition named herein, viz. :-
s.  d.
For 3 goats or any less number, on
payment of ... ... ... 2 6 each
For the 4th goat, on payment of ... 5 0
For the 5th goat, on payment of ... 7 6
For the 6th goat, on payment of ... 10 0
and so on; an additional fee of two shillings and
sixpence being paid on the previous fee for every
additional goat registered.
For every male uncastrated goat, a fee of two
guineas shall be paid annually by the owner
thereof or person registering the same.
The owner or keeper of any goat intended to be
registered, or some person on his or her behalf, shall
deliver at the office of the town clerk a description
of such goat, embracing the several particulars
contained in the form in Schedule A hereto annexed,
with a statement thereunder written as to the truth
thereof, under the hand of such owner or keeper, or
of some person on that behalf duly authorised in
a riting, and every such registration shall be in force
from the day upon which the same shall be so made
until the thirty-first day of December then next
ensuing, and no longer. Provided, however, that
every such registration which shall be made in the
month of December in any year shall be in force
until the thirty-first day of December in the year
next ensuing.
2. If any person shall wilfully insert or omit, or
wilfully cause or permit to be inserted or omitted,
in any such description any matter or thing what-
soever contrary to or for the purpose of concealing
the truth, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding forty shillings.
3. At the time of making every such registration
there shall be paid to the town clerk, by the person
making the same, the sum or sums mentioned in
the first section of this By-law, and until such
amount shall have been paid no such registration
shall be deemed to have been duly made; and upon
such payment the town clerk shall on demand give
a copy of such registration certified under his hand,
and the receipt for the sum paid in the schedule
hereunto annexed marked B
4. In addition to the registration aforesaid, each
such registered goat shall at all times have a
triangle of sixteen inches in length on each side
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round its neck, with the name and address of the
owner and the registered number of such goat
legibly written or engraved thereon.
5. The owner of any goat who shall fail to register
the same or to keep such triangle as aforesaid upon
any such registered goat shall, upon conviction,
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings.
6. In the months of February and  July  of each
year a general muster shall be made by the officer
appointed of all goats, and all unregistered goats
will then be destroyed. Provided that such officer
may at any time, by the authority of the mayor,
destroy any unregistered goat found to be straying
in the streets of the Municipality.
7. In the event of travellers camping within the
boundaries of the Municipality for more than thirty
days, and having goats in their possession, such
goats must be registered in the usual manner,
failing which, they shall be destroyed.
SCHEDULE A.
Form of notice of registration.
A description of goats intended to be kept
by , of  street , in the Municipality
of Hughenden, during the year ending the day
of December 18 .
No. Premises upon which Goats
are intended to be kept.
Premises on which
No. dogs are intended
to be kept.
Sex. Age. Colour or par-ticular marks.
I, of , do declare the' above
list and description to be true in every particular  to  the
best of my knowledge and beli ef.
(Signed)
demand, give a copy of such registration certified
under his hand and the receipt  for the  sum paid
in the schedule hereunto annexed marked C.
4. In addition  to the  registration aforesaid, such
registered dog shall at all times have a collar round
its neck with the registered number of such do
legibly written or engraved thereon.
5. The owner of any dog failing to register the
same, or to keep such collar as aforesaid upon any
such registered dog, shall ,  upon conviction  thereof,
forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding forty
shill ings.
6. All unregistered  dogs may be destroyed by
order  of the Municipal Council.
7. In the months of February ands July the
inspector of nuisances shall make careful inquiry
as to dogs already registered ,  and shall destroy all
unregistered dogs found at large.
8. In the  event of a traveller or teamster camp-
ing within the boundaries of the Municipality for
more  than thirty  days, and having any dog in his
possession ,  such dog shall be registered in the
usual manner ,  or otherwise shall be  li able to be
destroyed.
SCHEDULE A.
Form of notice of registration.
A description of dogs intended  to be kept by
of street ,  in the Municipality of
Iughenden , during the  year  ending the thirty-first day
of December, 18 .
Sex. Age. Colour or parti-cular marks.
I of do declare the above list
SCHEDULE B. and description to be tbest of my knowledge an
rue in every particular to the
d belief.
Form of receipt. (Signed)
Received this day of 18 , the sum
of for goats registered by in the SCHEDULE B
Municipality of Hughenden for the year ending thirty-
first December 18 Fees to be  paid  on
.
the registration  of dogs.
Town Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 6.
FOE REGULATING THE REGISTRATION OF DOGS.
1. All dogs above the age of three months kept
within the boundaries of the Municipality of
Hughenden shall be registered at the office of the
town clerk  in manner  following, that is to say :
by the owner or keeper of any dog intended to be
registered,  or some  person on his or her behalf,
delivering at the office of the town clerk a descrip-
tion of such dog embracing the several particulars
contained in the form in the Schedule A hereto
annexed, with a statement thereunder written as to
the truth thereof under the hand of such owner or
keeper, or some person in that behalf duly autho-
rised in writing, and every such registration shall
be in force from the day upon which the same
shall  be so  made until the thirty-first day of
December then next ensuing, and no longer. Pro-
vided, however, that every such registration which
shall be made in the month of December in any
year shall be in force until the thirty-first day of
December in the year next ensuing.
2. If any person shall wilfully insert or omit, or
wilfully cause or permit to be inserted or omitted,
in any such description any matter or thing what-
soever  contrary to or for the purpose of concealing
the truth, he shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding forty shillings.
3. At the time of making every such registration
there shall be paid to the town clerk by the party
making the same the sum or sums mentioned in
the schedule hereto annexed marked B, and until
such amount shall have been so paid no such re.is-
tration shall be deemed to have been duly made ;
and upon such payment the town clerk shall, on
For each dog ... ... Five shillings.
SCHEDULE C.
Form of receipt.
Received this day of the sum of
for dogs registered by
in the Municipality of Hughenden, for the year ending
thirty-first December, 18 .
Town Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 7.
FOR MAINTAINING THE GOOD RULE AND GOVrRN-
MENT OF THP  MUNICIPALITY OF HUGHENDEN.
1. The Council of the Municipality shall cause
to be set out as far as may be practicable the
breadth of the carriage and foot ways in the streets
and public places within the Municipality, and the
carriage and foot  ways  when so set out shall be
deemed to be carriage and foot ways within the
meaning of this By-law, and the said footways
shall in all cases be taken and measured from the
kerbstone or exterior edge thereof to the building
line, without reference being in any manner had to
the breadth of the carriage-way adjoining thereto
or any part or parts thereof, provided always that
until the breadth of such carriage and foot ways
shall be set out as afore said the  carriage  and foot
ways for the time being used shall be deemed and
taken to be  carriage and foot ways within the
meaning of this By-law.
2. No person shall unlawfully dig, injure, or
open, or cause to be formed, dug, or opened, any
drain or sewer , or cause to  be made any opening
or cutting or erect any post or pillar, in any part of
the streets, carriage or toot ways, within the Muni-
cipality, or in any reserves or lands therein belong-
ing to or under the control of the Council.
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3. No person shall unlawfully dig or remove or
cause to be dug or removed any turf, sand, clay,
soil, gravel, stone, or trees, or other material from
any part of the said streets, carriage or foot ways,
reserves, or of any of the land mentioned in the
preceding clauses.
4. No person shall unlawfully break up or other-
wise damage or injure any carriage or foot way or
water-channel within the Municipality.
5. No person shall wilfully obliterate,  remove,
deface, or injure any bench-mark within the Muni-
cipality, and any such person shall for every such
offence forfeit and pay  a sum  not exceeding five
pounds. Provided always that where such bench-
mark is on private land nothing herein contained
shall render the owner or occupier of any such land
liable to any penalty for the removal of any build-
ing, foundations, wall, block-post, or place thereon
upon which any such bench-mark shall have been
made which he may desire to remove in building,
fencing, clearing, or otherwise improving such
lands : provided further that such owner or occupier
shall have given at least seven clear days' notice
to the Council of his intention to remove the same.
6. The term " bench-mark" hereinbefore men-
tioned shall  mean and  include any distinguishing
mark ,  letter ,  or material made, fixed, painted, or
erected, by direction of the said Council or of a duly
authorised officer of the said Council, in order to
fix the level of any street, road, or land, or any
portion thereof within the Municipality.
7. No person shall erect or begin to erect any
building ,  stair ,'  steps, or projection ,  except as
hereinafter provided, so as to encroach upon any
carriage-way, footway, street, or public place within
the said Municipality,. or if any person shall erect
or begin to erect any such building, stair, step, or
projection, shall forthwith remove the same upon
being thereto required by the Council ; and in the
event of any person refusing or delaying to remove
such building,  stair , step, or projection, it shall be
lawful for the Council to have the  same  removed
at the expense of the person refusing or delaying,
and the expense incurred thereby may be recovered
in the same way as penalties under this By-law or
otherwise as by law allowed, in addition to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds for the erection or
partial erection of such building ,  stair ,  step, or
projection.
8. The owner or occupier of any buildings or
projections over any foot or carriage way, road, or
street within the Municipality which, in the
opinion of the Council, is in such a condition as to
be dangerous to the public, shall, upon the order
of the Council, remove or alter the same as re-
quired by such order, and if any owner or occupier
shall fail or neglect to remove or alter such build-
ings or projections after due notice he shall for
every such refusal or neglect be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds, and it shall be lawful
for the said Council to remove or alter such build-
ings or  projections as in the last preceding clause
provided.
9. It shall be lawful for the owner or occupier
of any house, shop, or other building to erect a
permanent veranda in connection therewith, the
plan of  which shall be first submitted to the
Council and approved of by them ; provided also
that no balcony shall project from the building
line over the footway more than four feet six inches,
and that a veranda in accordance with this
By-law shall be attached to the wall of the building
to which such balcony is erected under every such
balcony extending to the kerb or outer edge of the
footway.
10. It shall be lawful for the Council to order
the repair or removal of any such balcony or
veranda if the same becomes from any cause
dangerous to passengers or an obstruction in the
public way, or leaky ; and it shall be lass ful for the
Council, by notice in writing, to order the removal
of any veranda or balcony or awning existing at
the time of the passing of this By-law which is
leaky or dangerous, and the occupier or owner of
the building to which the  same is  attached shall
comply with such order.
11. No occupier, owner, or other person shall,
in contravention of this By-law, erect or cause to
be erected any veranda, balcony, or other projec-
tion over any street within the Municipality, and
if such owner, occupier, or other person fail (in
case of erection after notice from the mayor of the
Municipality) to remove the same within seven
days, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds ; and it shall be lawful for the
mayor to cause such veranda, balcony, or projec-
tion to be removed at the expense of such owner,
occupier, or other person.
12. It shall be lawful for the mayor, from time
to time, to cause the houses and buildings in the
streets within the Municipality to be numbered,
and to cause to be affixed or painted in a con-
spicuous part of some house, building, or place at
or near each end, corner, or entrance of every such
street the name by which such street is known,
and no person shall destroy, pull down, or deface
any such number or name, nor shall any person
put up, contince, or retain any number or name
different from the number or name so caused to be
put up as aforesaid similar to a number or name
attached to another house or street.
13. The occupier, or if there be no occupier then
the owner, of any house or land from which any
private drain, side-drain, or sewer now does or
hereafter shall issue into any of the said sew.'rs,
drains, vaults, culverts, and watercourses shall
from time to time forthwith cleanse such private
drain, side-drain, or sewer when required by the
mayor.
14. It shall be lawful for the mayor to give per-
mission to any person to open up any part of the
streets or public places under the control of the
Council for the purpose of laying down or repairing
any pipe or pipes or drains, or of altering the posi-
tion of any such pipe or pipes or drains, or for
other purposes.
15. When and so often as any person or con-
tractor shall have lawfully broken up or removed
the stones, ground, soil, or pavement in or of any
road, street, way, lane, or other public place within
the Municipality, the said person or contractor
shall and is hereby required immediately thereafter
to replace and make good such ground ,  soil, or
pavement to the satisfaction of the officer having
the control, direction, or superintendence of such
pavement ,  soil, or ground respectively ,  and such
person or contractor shall  carry or cause to be
carried away and deposited where directed by the
said officer all surplus earth, filth, and rubbish
occasioned thereby, at his own cost and charges ;
and during the time such works are being carried
on, and until such ground, soil, or pavement is
reinstated as aforesaid, such person or contractor
shall provide necessary lights of a red colour be-
tween sunset and sunrise at night, and otherwise
guard by sufficient rails or fence the said work, so
as to prevent any danger happening to passengers,
cattle, and carriages  ;  and in case such person shall
make default in replacing such ground, soil, or
pavement as aforesaid, or in removing any rubbish
or soil occasioned thereby, or in placing or setting
up such lights at night or otherwise guarding the
said works as aforesaid, then in every such case he
shall be liable for every such offence to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than twenty
shillings, and it shall be lawful for the Council or
other persons having such control, direction, or
superintendence as aforesaid to replace such ground,
soil, or pavement, and carry away all rubbish occa-
sioned thereby, and during the time that such
works are being carried on to provide necessary
lights at night, and the expense may be recovered
in like manner as penalties under this By-law or
otherwise.
16. All  rates or assessments  of whatsoever kind
lawfully due to the Council shall be paid to the
town clerk or rate-collector at the Municipal
Council Chambers between the hours of ten o'clock
in the forenoon and four o'clock in the afternoon,
or to such town clerk or rate-collector on his calling
for same. Provided that nothing herein contained
shall render it necessary to make any demand for
rates or assessments of any kind otherwise than by
the notice required  by "The Local  Government
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_4ct of  1878" previous to the  issue of a  warrant or
the commencement of other legal proceedings for
the recovery of the same.
BY-LAW No. 8.
FOR THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES
AND OBSTE UCTIONS AFFECTING THE PUBLIC
H EALTH  OR  CONVENIENCE.
1. No person shall cart or deposit, or cause to be
deposited, any filth, rubbish, dead  animal , putrid
or offensive matter into any stream ,  watercourse,
sewer ,  or canal in the Municipality ,  or obstruct or
divert from its channel any public sewer or any
watercourse or stream  within the Municipality, and
any person convicted of any such offence shall,
besides and in addition to the penalty inflicted
therefor, pay the cost of removing such filth or
obstruction ,  or of restoring and repairing such
watercourse or sewer as the case may be, and such
cost may be recovered in like manner as penalties
under this By-law, or otherwise as by law allowed.
2. No person shall throw, or cause to be thrown,
any carcass ,  carrion ,  offal, or other offensive matter,
into any creek ,  river ,  or stream  which  shall flow
into or through the Municipality, or leave or cause
the same to  be left on the shores or banks thereof
within the Municipality.
3. No person shall throw, cast, or lay, or cause to
be thrown, cast, or laid, any dirt, litter, ashes, soot,
rubbish, broken glass, decayed vegetable matter,
or any carrion ,  fish, offal, dung, soil,  dead  animal,
blood, offensive fluid, or other offensive matter or
thing in or upon any road ,  street, carriage or foot
way, or public place ,  in or upon any lane, alley, or
thoroughfare in the Municipality ,  or cause, permit,
or suffer any such matter or thing to fall, flow, or
run into any sewer, pipe ,  or drain ,  or into any
channel ,  sink ,  or open or uncovered gutter, or any
stream or watercourse ,  pond or reservoir for
water ,  within the said Municipa li ty ,  or cause, permit,
or suffer any offensive matter or liquid to run from
any house ,  yard ,  or premises upon any road,
street ,  carriage or foot way ,  gutter, or public place
in the Municipality.
4. No person shall breed, feed, or keep any kind
of swine in any house, building, yard, or any other
premises within forty feet of any building or
street within the Municipality, or suffer any kind
of swine, or any horse, or ass, mule, sheep, goat, or
any other cattle belonging to him or her, or under
his or her charge, to stray about or be tethered or
depastured in any street or public place therein.
And it shall be lawful for any officer or servant of
the Council to impound the same, and for damage
to the said streets the owner shall pay for every
head of cattle or horses so impounded, before being
released by the poundkeeper, the sum of five
shillings.
5. No person shall, in any street ,  lane, passage, or
thoroughfare within the said Municipality, cleanse,
hoop, fire, or wash or scald any cask or tub, or cut
or dress any timber ,  stone, or slack or sift lime
therein.
6. No person shall affix any poster ,  placard, or
similar thing on the pavement of any footway, or
write, or deface, or mark the same with signs or
representations.
7. No person or persons shall, in any street or
road within the said Municipality, beat or dust any
carpet or carpets, or fly any kite or kites, or roll
any hoop or hoops, or drive for the purpose of
breaking or trying any horse or horses  ;  or ride or
cause to be ridden any horse ,  mare, or gelding for
the purpose of trying, showing, or exposing such
horse, mare, or gelding for sale ; or  kill or  slaughter
any beast ,  swine, calf ,  sheep, lamb, or other cattle,
in or so near to any of the said streets or other
public places in the Municipality that any blood
or filth shall run or flow upon or over, or be upon,
any of such carriage or foot ways ; or run ,  roll, drive,
draw ,  or cause or permit or suffer to be run,
rolled, driven, or placed upon any of the said foot-
ways of any street or public place within the said
Municipality any waggon, cart, dray, sledge, or
other  carriage , or any wheelbarrow, handbarrow,
or truck, or any hogshead, cask, barrel ; or lead,
drive, or ride any horse or other animal upon any
such footways  as aforesaid  ; or wilfully or negligently
permit or suffer any horse or other animal which
such person shall be riding ,  driving, or leading, to
go or be thereon ;  or tie or fasten any horse or
other animal so that it may stand across or upon
any such footway  ;  or turn loose or negligently
permit or suffer to be at large unattended within
the Municipality any horse or cattle ; or draw out
any chain or rope, by means of any horse or other-
wise, along or across any street or public place as
aforesaid ,  in or for hoisting or whipping up any
goods or things from or into any warehouse, room,
cellar ,  or other place.
8. No person sha ll  carry or convey ,  or cause to
be carried or conveyed ,  the carcass or any part of
the carcass of any newly slaughtered animal,
in any street ,  road ,  or public place within the
Municipality ,  without a sufficient cloth covering the
sr  me, or shall hawk or carry about any butchers'
meat for sale in such street, road, or public place ;
and no cattle, sheep ,  horses, or swine shall be
slaughtered within such parts of the Municipality
as the Council may from time to time proclaim.
And any person or persons so causing ,  doing, or
suffering the same to be done shall ,  on conviction,
forfeit and pay for every such offence a penalty
of not less than one pound nor more than ten
pounds.
9. Until the  Council shall deem it expedient to
take the cleaning of the foot pavements within the
Municipality under their own management, every
person who shall occupy the shops ,  or, where there
are no shops ,  who shall exhibit or use the dwelling-
house or other house or building adjoining to and
fronting the foot pavements ,  shall  cause the same
along the front of his shop or premises to be well
and sufficiently swept and cleansed once each lawful
day before the hour of nine in the morning.
10. Any person carrying or conveying along any
public footpath any vegetable baskets or baskets
usually used for hawking shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding two pounds ,  and any muni-
cipal inspector or constable may order such person,
when carrying such baskets ,  to remove into the
street.
11. No person shall set or place ,  or cause or permit
to be set or placed ,  any stall -board, chopping-block,
show -board (on hinges or otherwise ),  basket,
crockeryware ,  merchandise ,  casks, cases ,  or goods
of any kind whatsoever ,  or prop ,  place, wash, or
cleanse, or cause to be propped ,  placed ,  or cleansed,
any pipe, barrel ,  cask ,  or vessel ,  in or upon or over
any of the carriage roads or footpaths in any of
the streets or public places within the Munici-
pality; or set out, lay ,  or place, or cause or procure
or permit or suffer to be set out ,  laid ,  or placed,
any coach ,  cart ,  waggon ,  dray ,  wheelbarrow, hand-
barrow ,  sledge, truck ,  or other carriage upon any
of the said carriage ways, except for the necessary
time of unloading or loading any cart, waggon,
dray, sledge, truck ,  or other carriage ; or set or
place, or cause to be set or placed ,  in or upon or
over any of the said carriage or foot ways, any tim-
ber, stone, bricks , li me, or other materials or things
for buildings whatsoever  (unless the same shall be
enclosed as provided by these By-laws ),  or any
matter or things whatsoever  ;  or hang out or expose,
or cause to be hung out or exposed ,  for sale or other-
wise, any goods ,  wares, or merchandise ,  meat, or
other matter or thing whatsoever ,  from any house
or houses, or other buildings and premises over or
next unto each building or public place.
12. No  person shall haul or draw ,  or cause to
be hauled or drawn ,  upon any part of the road,
street, or public places within the Municipality,
any timber ,  stone, or other thing otherwise than
upon wheeled carriages ;  or suffer  any  timber ,  stone,
or other thing which shall be carried principally or
in part upon wheeled carriages to drag or trail upon
any part of a street or public place ,  or to hang over
any part of such carriage so as to occupy or obstruct
the  street beyond the breadth of the said carriage.
13. No person shall occasion any kind of obstruc-
tion or nuisance in or upon any street, lane,
thoroughfare ,  public place, or passage in the Muni-
cipality ,  or obstruct ,  incommode ,  hinder ,  or prevent
the free  passage  of any footway or causeway within
the Municipality ,  or prejudice in any manner what-
soever any person or persons travelling ,  passing, or
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going thereon ,  or place any coffee -stall, fruit-sta ll ,
oyster -stall, flower -stall, or other like structure in
any street or public place ,  a itliout the authority, in
writing, of the mayor  (which authority shall not
extend for a longer time than twelve months from
the granting thereof, and may at any time be with-
drawn or cancelled by the mayor ),  under a penalty
not exceeding forty shillings.
14. No person shall suffer any goods ,  merchan-
dise, or things to be or remain in any street or
footway ,  lane or thoroughfare .  within the Munici-
pality, for a longer period than shall be necessary
for housing thereof ,  or pack or unpack goods on the
said footway ,  under a penalty not exceeding forty
shillings.
15. No person shall convey or carry any matter
or thing within the Municipality  (except hay, straw,
furniture ,  or other bulky articles which cannot be
otherwise conveyed )  in such manner that the same
may project more than one foot laterally beyond
the wheels of any cart or other carriage ,  or more
than thirty inches from the side of any beast of
burden on which the same may be carried or con-
veyed,  or so as to obstruct any person ,  carriage, or
beast of burden ,  under a penalty not exceeding
forty shillings.
16. No driver of any cart ,  waggon, or other
carriage shall stop or place any such cart ,  waggon,
or carriage at or near the intersection of any street,
road,  lane, or thoroughfare in the . said Municipa lity
in such manner as to cross the footway or prevent
foot passengers from crossing the street ,  road, lane,
or thoroughfare ,  in the direction and line of the
footway on the side of such street ,  road, lane, or
thoroughfare ,  under a penalty not exceeding forty
shillings.
17. No person shall by means of any cart, car-
riage, truck ,  or barrow ,  or by means of any horse
or other animal ,  interrupt any public crossing
within the Municipality ,  or cause any obstruction
in any thoroughfare therein, under a penalty not
exceeding forty shillings.
18. No person shall carry goods on any frame
that  shall obstruct the  fr ee passage of the footway
of any street or public place within the said
Municipality ,  or throw any fruit -skins, vegetables,
lighted match ,  or anything that may cause danger
or accident to persons passing along such footway,
under a penalty not exceeding two pounds.
19. Every dray ,  cart, or other vehicle ,  whilst
loading or unloading in any public street in front
of any shop ,  store ,  or warehouse ,  shall be drawn
up close to and in a right line with the kerb of the
footway, and parallel with the front wall of such
shop ,  store ,  or warehouse ,  under a penalty not
exceeding two pounds.
20. It shall be lawful for any municipal officer
or police  constable,  at any time when any street,
footway, or public place is in his opinion over-
crowded with vehicles or persons ,  to request the
same to remove or be removed to some other part
of such street or place, and any person refusing or
delaying to  remove  as so requested shall be liable
to a penalty  not  exceeding five pounds.
21. It shall be lawful for the mayor, on all public
holidays and other occasions where from the con-
course or crowding of persons or vehicles accidents
or obstructions are likely to occur ,  to make such
order as shall appear to him just for the regulation
of the traffic and public convenience on such
occasion  ;  and any person who, on being made
acquainted with such order, or who ,  having know-
ledge of the same, shall neglect, delay, or refuse to
observe such order as aforesaid ,  shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
22. The owner ,  manager ,  or agent of any circus,
place, building ,  or tent wherein any horsemanship,
stage play, comedy, or tumbling shall be acted,
who shall procure or cause any person or persons
to play any musical instruments ,  or cause ,  employ,
or procure a band of music to be played in or
through any streets within the Municipality, with-
out the permission of the mayor in writing, shall
be liable for a first offence to a penalty not exceed-
ing two pounds ,  and for every subsequent offence
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
23.  iNo  person shall place or fix or cause to be
placed or fixed, in any street channel or footway,
any wooden or other bridge or crossing, or any
poles, lamp posts, or posts for tying horses thereto,
or other fixtures of any description, except with
the written permission of the mayor or other
proper officer first had and obtained ; and such
bridges, crossings, posts, and other articles or things
may be removed therefrom by the like authority
if the same be considered an obstruction or incon-
venience in the public way, and the occupier of
any shops or other premises to which the same
shall belong, shall after twenty-four hours' notice
remove the same, and in case of refusal or neglect
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
21. No person shall place, hang up, or affix any
signpost, signboard, sign, placard, flag, banner,
house ticket, or other similar thing within the said
Municipality, otherwise than close to or flat upon
the walls of the house, shop, or building to which
the same shall belong, under a penalty not exceed-
ing forty shillings.
25. No person shall place any cord, line, or pole
across any street, road, lane, passage, or thorough-
fare within the said Municipality, or hang or place
clothes thereon, under a penalty not exceeding
forty shillings.
26. No person shall cause any foot-scraper, door-
step, shutters, or other obstruction whatever to be
placed on any pavement, road, or footway within
the Municipality, beyond the plane of the front
wall of any tenement, and all doors and gates lead-
ing to buildings, yards, or ground within the
Municipality shall be so placed or formed as not to
project over or upon any such pavement, road,
or footway when open ; and if any such scraper or
obstruction as aforesaid, door or gate, shall be con-
structed otherwise, it shall be lawful for the mayor
or other person acting under him to remove or alter
the same or cause the same to be removed or
altered at the expense of the proprietor or occupier,
and the cost of such removal or alteration may be
recovered by the  same means  as penalties under
this By-law.
27. In the event of the carcass of anyhorse, horned
cattle, dog, goat, sheep, or other animal being
found on private land within the Municipality, the
inspector of nuisances or other officer of the
Council shall have power to order the removal of
the same within twenty-four hours at the expense
of the owner of the beast: provided that in  all cases
no charge exceeding ten shillings for the removal
of such carcass sha ll  be made.
28. No person shall place or deposit any stone,
wood,  lime, sand, or other materials ,  or erect any
scaffolding or hoarding, or place any shed for work-
men or other erection or enclosure on any road,
street, carriage or foot way, or other public place
within the Municipality, without a permit from the
mayor first had and obtained, but such permit shall
in no case exceed three months' duration.
29. No person shall throw, cast, or fire any squib,
cracker, rocket, or other fireworks in or near or into
any street, lane, road, thoroughfare, or passage
within the Municipality, or fire off or discharge
any gun, pistol, fowling-piece, or other firearms
from any house or in or near any street, lane, road,
thoroughfare, or passage within the Municipality,
or permit or suffer i,ny person to fire off or dis-
charge at or from his house any gun, pistol, or
other firearm, or make or assist in making any
bonfire or burn any matter in any street, road, lane,
thoroughfare, or passage within the Municipality,
or let off any fire-balloon within the Municipality,
under a penalty for each such offence not exceeding
forty shillings.
30. For the more easy discovering of the keeping
of any of the fluids or substances or materials
contrary to the provisions of this By-law it is
further ordered that it shall be lawful for the
mayor by writing under his hand to authorise any
officer of the said Municipality at all reasonable
times in the daytime to enter any shop, store, or
warehouse or other place or premises in which
such fluids, material, or powder as aforesaid are
suspected to be kept contrary to this By-law, and
make such search and examination therein as may
be necessary for the purpose of ascertaining the
quantity and weight of any fluids as aforesaid so
kept or stored contrary to this By-law; and any
person hindering or resisting such authorised officer
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as aforesaid to make such search or examination
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding twenty pounds.
31. The mayor or any other person authorised
by him is hereby empowered, on any sudden
emergency from fire occurring within the said
Municipality, to order any wall, gate, chimney -stack,
or any other part of any house or building which
shall have been burnt, to be either wholly or partly
taken down and removed, or sufficiently propped
and fenced,  if it shall  appear necessary or proper
so to do for the safety of contiguous property, or of
the inhabitants therein, or of passengers or other
persons,  the expense of which operation shall be
chargeable  against  the owners of the house or
buildings on which the same are performed, in
proportion to their respective interests therein, and
which  shall, unless the same  be immediately paid
upon demand, be recovered in like  manner as
penalties are under this By-law, or otherwise as
allowed by law.
32. No owner, contractor, or other person shall
take down or demolish any building or part of a
building without taking proper precautions for the
public safety, and shall not throw or cast down
any part of such building in such manner as to
cause  danger to any person in any street or public
place or cause any obstruction in any street or
public place.
33. No owner, contractor, or other person shall
build, or  commence or continue  to build, any house,
structure ,  walls, or premises , so as to encroach or
project in  or on any  street, footway, or public
thoroughfare within the Municipality, nor, without
the written  authority of the mayor, place any shed
for workmen ,  or other  erection or enclosure, in any
street, carriage  or foot way, or other public place
within the Municipality, and such person having
such authority shall keep the  same  fenced and
guarded in a good and sufficient manner while any
operations ,  repairs ,  or works are in progress or
continuance , under a penalty, for every day or part
of a day each offence shall continue, not exceeding
five pounds,  and cause a sufficient  number of lamps
showing a  red or danger light to be affixed at or
near the same  and kept burning every night from
sunset to  sunrise  during the continuance of such
operations,  repairs , or works, under a like penalty
for every night or part of a night such offence shall
continue  ; and on such person or persons failing or
neglecting  well and sufficiently to fence and guard
or light, as aforesaid, within twelve hours after
notice to do so by the mayor for the time being of
the said Municipality or a person authorised by
him, it shall be lawful for the mayor to fence,
guard, or light, as aforesaid, at the expense of the
person or  persons so failing  or neglecting to do, and
the cost thereof respectively may be recovered by
the same  means as  penalties under this By-law or
otherwise, and shall be in addition to any penalty
that may be inflicted for a breach of the provisions
thereof.
34. In the performance of any work in, about,
or upon houses, buildings,  or structures  within the
Municipality, whereby risk may arise by articles
or materials  falling upon any carriage or foot way,
or of other  injury to  the public, every person
carrying  on or  causing such work to be carried on
shall, before commencing the same, obtain the
written permission  of the mayor for the use of a
portion of the footway or street in front of such
building or  tenement , and sudiciently fence round
the parts of the said footways opposite to such
houses, buildings, or structures, and shall uphold
and keep in  proper repair the fences aforesaid
during the  whole time  the said  works are being
carried on, to prevent danger to the public, and
upon notice shall also form a footpath sufficiently
fenced  round in  front of such fence ; and the
person neglecting or refusing as aforesaid  shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding  five pounds, and
the mayor may order such footpath to be fenced
in, as aforesaid ,  at the expense of such person, and
such expense may be recovered by the same means
as penalties under  this  By-law.
35. No person shall throw or cast upon any
street or public thoroughfare ,  from  the roof or any
part of any  house or building  within  the Munici-
pality, any slate or brick ,  part of any slates ,  bricks,
shingles, or any wood, rubbish, or other material
or thing.
36. The owner of every house orbuilding, balcony,
or veranda shall provide the same with gutters
and keep the same in repair, if not otherwise so
constructed as to prevent the rain from dropping
from the roof or eaves thereof ufon any part of the
footways or water-tables of any street or public
place within the said Municipality ; and the owner
or occupier of such building, balcony, or veranda
neglecting to provide the same shall on conviction
forfeit and pay the sum of five shillings and a like
sum for every day the same may be neglected.
37. No person shall fix or place any flower-pot,
box, or things in any upper window over any
public footway within the said Municipality without
sufficiently guarding the same from falling or being
thrown down.
38. No person or persons shall dig or make, or
cause to be dug or made, any hole or excavation in any
street or public place, or leave or cause to be left any
hole or excavation before or in any vacant ground,
or before or behind or at the side of any house or
tenement or building erected, or about to be erected,
or being erected in or adjoining any street or
public place in the said Municipality, for the
purpose of making any vault or vaults, or the
foundation or foundations of such houses or other
buildings, or for any other purpose whatsoever,
without enclosing the same in a good and sufficient
manner ; and no such person shall put up or cause
to be kept up, without the written permission of
the ma or, any such enclosure, or for any longer
time than shall be absolutely necessary in the
opinion of the mayor or whom he may appoint, and
every such person or persons shall place a red
light upon the said enclosure and keep the same
constantly burning from sunset to sunrise during
the continuance of such enclosure ; and if such
person or persons shall neglect in any manner,
as aforesaid, he shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than ten shillings and not exceeding ten
pounds, and each day's neglect shall constitute a
separate offence ; and the said mayor may direct
the erection of any enclosure and light the same
at the offender' s expense , and the cost thereof may
be recovered by the same means as penalties under
this By-law.
39. Hawkers, tradesmen, or others carrying tools
or other implements of a dangerous character upon
any footpath within the said Municipality shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding two pounds.
40. Every owner or occupier of any house, build-
ing, or premises within the Municipality, having
any entrance,  area , garden, or any other open space
adjoining the footpath of any street, or adjoining
any street when there shall be no such footpath, or
adjoining any putdlic place within the said _Vlunici-
pality beneath the level of the kerbstone or exterior
edge of such footway or of such street where there
shall be no footway or of such public place, and
every owner or occupier of any land or premises
within the Municipality which shall be beneath or
above the level of the kerbstone or exterior edge
of such footway as aforesaid or of such street as
aforesaid, or of such street when there shall be no
such footway, or of such public place, shall protect
and guard the same by good and sufficient rails
and fences or other enclosures, but shall not erect
the same on any such street or footway without
the mayor's permission, so as to prevent accident
or damage ; and every such owner or occupier shall
be deemed to be guilty of a separate offence for
every day during which the same shall be or
remain not so protected and guarded ; and every
such owner or occupier of any such house, buila-
ing, or premises having any steps adjoining such
footway of any street or public place shall in a
like manner protect and guard the same by rails or
other enclosures so as to prevent damage to persons
passing or repassing, and every day such house,
building, or premises shall be or remain not so
protected and guarded shall constitute an offence
against this By-law.
41. No person,  in erecting  or reconstructing build-
ings in or near any road, street ,  lane, passage,
thoroughfare, or public place within the Munici-
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pality, shall form any opening for sunk windows,
entrances , stairs, lights, or other purposes whatso-
ever exceeding eighteen inches beyond the plane of
the front wall of the building, and the owner or
person having the care or superintendence of any
underground room or cellar shall form  such entrance
or opening in accordance with this provision, and
with the direction of the surveyor of the Munici-
pality, and no such owner or person shall have any
entrance  to such room  or cellar  or other opening
without a sufficient rail, covering, or fence, to be to
the satisfaction of the said surveyor for the pro-
tection of  passengers  ; and if danger shall be appre-
hended by any such place being left open or
insecure it shall be lawful for the mayor of the
said Municipality for the time being, or any officer
acting under him, to fence and secure  the same and
cause the same to be watched and guarded at the
expense of the owner or occupier, and the cost
thereof may be recovered by the same  means as
penalties under this By-law.
42.NNo person shall hoist or cause to be hoisted,
or lower  or cause  to be lowered, goods of any des-
cription from  any opening  in front of a house in
any main street, nor from back streets  or lanes,
within the Municipality, without sufficient and
proper ropes and tackling, under a penalty not
exceeding forty shillings.
43. Any person who shall so negligently, care-
lessly, or furiously ride or drive any horse through
any street, road, or public place within the Munici-
pality so that the safety of any other person shall
be actually endangered, shall be liable on conviction
to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less than
two pounds.
44. Any person driving or riding through any
street or  public place  in a negligent  or furious
manner, or  breaking-in any horse or horses in any
street or public place within the Municipality, shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
45. No driver of any vehicle whatsoever shall
wilfully or negligently  be at  such a distance from
such vehicle,  or in  such a  situation  whilst it shall
be passing  or standing  upon any street or public
place within the Municipality, that he cannot have
the government  and direction  of the  horse or horses
or cattle drawing the same, unless  the wheel is pro-
perly fastened  or secured  by chain or leather strap
of su fficient strength , and then not longer than
fifteen minutes , under a penalty not exceeding forty
shillings.
46. Every person driving any cart, waggon, dray,
or carriage , or any other vehicle within the Muni-
cipality, except  when passing  any other vehicle
proceeding in the same  direction, shall keep to the
near  or left - hand side of any street, road,
thoroughfare, public place, or passage in the
Municipality, under a penalty not exceeding forty
shillings.
47. No person driving any cart, dray, waggon,
carriage , or other vehicle shall in any manner
willingly prevent any other person from  passing
him in any vehicle under his control, in any street
or thoroughfare, public place or passage, in the
Municipality, or by  negligence  or misbehaviour
prevent, injure, or interrupt  the free passage of
any carriage ,  vehicle, or  person in or upon the same,
and no person having the care or charge of any
cart, waggon , dray,  carriage , or other vehicle
within the Municipality shall ride on the same
without good and sufficient bit and reins to guide
the animal  or animals  drawing the  same, under
a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
48. Every driver engaged  in taking  up or setting
down assengers  or other persons,  or in  loading or
unloading any carriage or vehicle, in any street or
public  place  within the said Municipality, shall
during such taking up or setting down, loading or
unloading , in any  street  or public place within the
Municipality, place such  carriage  or vehicle near
the kerb of that side of the street at which the
taking up  or setting down.  loading or unloading, is
to be performed, under a penalty not exceeding
forty  shi llings.
49. The  owner  or driver of any coach, carriage, or
other vehicle of any description on springs, shall
provide  the same , whilst  running  or standing in the
Municipality after  sunset , with light on each side,
and shall keep the same lighted under a penalty
not exceeding forty shillings : provided that nothing
in this By-law contained shall in anywise affect any
of the provisions of the Omnibus and Hackney
Carriage By-laws.
50. No cattle shall be driven into or through any
street of the Municipality except between the hours
of eleven o'clock at night and six o'clock in the morn-
ing, and every person who shall, except between
such hours, drive or  cause to  be driven any such
cattle as aforesaid, into or through any street of the
Municipality, shall forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding twenty shillings for each and every head
of cattle so driven ; and in the construction of this
section the word " cattle" shall extend to and in-
clude bulls, cows, oxen, heifers, and steers, but shall
not be held to apply to milch cows, or cattle in
teams, or working cattle in yokes.
51. No owner shall allow to be at large any
unmuzzled ferocious dog or other  animal, or set
on or urge any dog or other animal to attack,
worry, or put in fear any person, horse, or other
animal , in any road. street, or public place within
the Municipality, under a penalty not exceeding
forty shillings.
52. No person shall, unless  in an  enclosed build-
ing or bathhouse, undress, or bathe in any river,
stream, or waterhole within view of any public
street, bridge, or any other place of public resort
within the limits of the Municipality, between the
hours of six o'clock in the morning and eight at
night, under a penalty not exceeding one pound.
53. No person shall unlawfully affix any posting
bill or other paper to or  against any  church, chapel,
or schoolhouse within the Municipality, or, without
the consent of the owners or occupiers, shall affix
any posting bill or other paper to or against any
dwelling-house, shop, warehouse, wall, or fence in
the said Municipality, or write upon, soil, deface,
or mark any such church, chapel, schoolhouse,
dwelling-house, or other building, wall, fence, post,
or paling, under a penalty not exceeding forty
shillings.
54. Whenever any permit or authority  is given
by the Council, mayor, or other officer authorising
or permitting  a matter or  thing to be done which
otherwise would become  an offence against these
By-laws, such permit or authority shall be in
writing, and may be produced by the defendant in
justification of having done or left undone such
matter or thing.
55. No burial of any deceased  person  shall take
place in any part of the Municipality except in the
public cemetery, without the consent of the Council.
56. Any  person  offending  against or  committing
a breach of any part of this By-law shall, where no
specific penalty is provided, be liable for the first
offence to a penalty not exceeding one pound, and
for the second or any subsequent offence to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
57. Every drover or person in charge of travel-
ling stock intending  to pass across  the Hughenden
't'own Reserve shall give twelve hours' notice of
such intention to the municipal clerk, and shall
cross the reserve with such stock within a period of
three hours from the time of entering upon it, under
a penalty of ten pounds sterling, to be recovered
from the owner or person in charge of the same,
except in the case of sheep or cattle about to be
trucked.
BY-LAW No. 9.
Fox REGULATING DRAINAGE.
1. It shall not be lawful for any person without
notice to the Council, or otherwise than according
to such plans and directions as such Council may
make and give, to make, connect, or branch any
private drain into any of the public drains or sewers
or into any drain or sewer communicating therewith,
and in case any person shall make or cause to be
made or branch any private drain into any of the
said public drains or sewers or into any drain
or sewer communicating therewith without such
notice or otherwise than aforesaid, every person
so offending shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds, exclusive of costs.
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2. All drains communicating with any public
drain or sewer shall from time to time be repaired and
cleansed under the inspection and direction of the
Council at the cost and charge of the occupiers of
the houses, buildings, lands, and premises to which
the said private drains shall respectively belong,
and in case any person shall neglect to repair and
cleanse, or cause any private drain to be repaired
and cleansed, according to the directions of the
said Council, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding five pounds,  exclusive  of costs.
3. It shall not be lawful for any person to interfere
with, cover, or build over any main drain within the
Municipality, except in accordance with plans first
approved of by the Council and according to and
under the direction of the Council or any officer of
the Council authorised in that behalf.
4. Any  person  offending  against or committing
a breach of this By-law or any part of this By-law,
where no specific penalty is provided, shall on
conviction be liable for the first offence to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds, and for the second or
any subsequent offence to a penalty not exceeding
forty pounds.
5. " Public  drain or sewer " when used in this
By-law shall  mean  any drain or sewer, whether on
public or private property, formed, constructed,
erected, or established by or under the control or
management of the Municipality, or which shall
be now or hereafter a charge on the revenue of the
Municipality, or any sewer or drain authorised by
any proclamation of the Governor in Council as
under the charge of the Council. For every
neglect or breach of or  offence against  any of the
provisions of these By-laws where no specific penalty
is hereinbefore  provided  for such neglect , breach,
or offence ,  the maximum  penalty shall be twenty
pounds.
Interpretation  clause.
In the foregoing By-laws the following words and
expressions  shall have the several meanings hereby
assigned  to them, unless there be something in the
subject or context repugnant to such construction.
that is to say:-
Number.-Words importing the singular number
shall include the plural number, and words import-
ing the plural number shall include the singular
number.
Masculine Gender.-Words  importing the mas-
culine gender shall include  the feminine  gender.
A. SCOWEN,
Mayor.
Passed by special order of the Municipal Council
of Hughenden on the nineteenth day of November,
1887, and duly confirmed at a subsequent meeting
of the Council held on the twenty-eighth day of No-
vember, 1887, and subsequently amended and con-
firmed on the sixth day of April, 1888, and sealed
with the common seal of the Council this thirteenth
day of April,  A.D. 1888.
A. SCOWEN,
Mayor.
Colopial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-laws made by the
Board of the United Municipality of Maryborough
and Granville.
B. B. MORETON.
BY-LAW No. 1.
RULES FOR THE CONDUCT  OF THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE  JOINT BOARD OF THE UNITED
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYISOROUGH AND GRAN-
VILLE, MADE UNDER THE 16TH S ECTION OF
" THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES' (JOINT ACTION
ACT OF 1886."
Standing Orders.-Order of Proceeding.
1. The Joint Board shall meet for the transaction
of general business on the second Wednesday in
each month, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
2. The Joint Board  shall  commence  business as
soon after the time stated in the summons as there
is a sufficient number of members present to con-
stitute a quorum ; but if at the expiration of a
quarter of an hour from the time specified in the
summons there  is not a quorum present , the meet-
ing may be adjourned until such time as the
members present may think fit.
3. At all meetings of the Joint Board, when there
is not a quorum of the  members present , or when
the Joint Board is counted out, such circumstance,
together with the names of the members then
present shall be recorded in the minute-book.
4. The  business  of the Joint Board shall be con-
ducted, except when in committee, with open doors.
5. The minutes of any preceding  meeting not
previously confirmed shall be read as the first
business  at all meetings of the Joint Board, in
order to their confirmation ; and no discussion shall
be permitted thereupon except as to their accuracy
as record of the proceedings.
6. At all meetings of the Joint Board (unless
otherwise provided for by law) the reading of
correspondence unconnected with the orders of the
day, the presentation of petitions by members of
the Joint Board, and the bringing up of reports of
committees, shall have precedence of the regular
business. The order of business shall be asfollows:-1. The reading of the minutes.
2. The reading of correspondence, outwards and
inwards, unconnected with the orders of the
day, and their  consideration.
3. The presentation of petitions  or memorials.
4. Reports  from  committees, and their consideration.
5. Payments.
6. Questions.
7. Orders of the day.
8. Motions of which  previous notice has  been given.
9. Notices of motion.
7. The report of a committee shall be brought up
by the chairman, and may be ordered to be laid
upon the table, or be otherwise dealt with as
provided herein.
8. Every motion entered on the notice paper
shall be struck  out, unless  the member who has
given such notice, or some one authorised by him,
be present when the business is called in order.
9. Any notice containing unbecoming  expressions
may be expunged from the notice-paper by
instructions of the president.
10. The orders of the day shall include all
matters arising out of the proceedings of former
meetings of the Joint Board, and any business
which the president may think fit to bring under
consideration ; any member of the Joint Board
may, however, bring forward such  business as he
may consider advisable in the form of motion, of
which notice shall be given in writing to the clerk
at least four clear days previous to the meeting at
which the same is to be taken into consideration,
and all such notices of motion shall be considered
in the order in which they are given.
ORDER OF DEBATE -  GENERAL DUTIES OF THE
PRESIDENT  OR CHAIRMAN  OF THE JOINT BOARD.
11. The president shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
12. If two or more members rise to speak at the
same time , the president or other presiding chair-
man shall  decide which is entitled to priority.
13. The president, or other presiding chairman,
when called upon to decide a point of order or
practice, shall state the rule or precedent applic-
able to the  case  without argument or comment, and
his decision as to what is order,  or explanation,
shall be final  pro hac vice  in each case.
14. The president, or other presiding chairman,
shall  put all questions, and declare the sense of the
Joint Board thereon.
15. The president, or other presiding chairman,
shall, in taking the vote on any motion  or amend-
ment, put the question first in the affirmative, and
then in the negative ; and he may  do so as often as
may be  necessary  to enable him to form and declare
his opinion from the show of hands as to which
party has the majority.
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16. The  president , or other presiding chairman,
may, without waiting for the interposition of any
member of the Joint Board, call to order any mem-
ber proceeding to speak a second time  on the same
question (unless  entitled to reply), except in explan-
ation, where he has been misrepresented or mis-
understood, and without introducing any new
matter.
17. The chairman of any meeting shall take
part in all the proceedings of the Joint Board, and
in case of  an equality of votes, he shall have a
casting vote, in addition to his original vote.
18. The president, or other presiding chairman,
shall stand up when  addressing  the Joint Board in
discussion  of any question.
GENERAL RULES  FOR THE  MEMBERS OF THE JOINT
BOARD.
19. Any member desirous of proposing a motion
or amendment , or of discussing any matter under
consideration, must rise and address the president
or other presiding chairman. No member when
speaking shall be interrupted, unless called to order,
when he shall sit down ; in which case the member
calling to order shall be heard thereon in preference
to any other speaker, and the question of order
shall be disposed of before the subject is resumed
or any other subject entered upon.
20. No person shall speak upon any motion or
amendment  for a longer period than fifteen minutes,
unless by permission of the Joint Board.
21. Any member desirous of proposing either an
original motion or amendment, must state the
nature of such motion  or amendment  before address-
ing the Joint Board in support thereof.
22. Any member making a motion or amendment
shall put it in form, sign, and deliver it to the
clerk, who shall add thereto the name of the
seconder  ; and every motion or amendment made
shall be the property of the Joint Board, and shall
not be withdrawn without leave of the Joint
Board.
23. No motion  or amendment  shall be en, ertained
or discussed unless it be seconded ; any member
may, however, require the enforcement of any
standing  order by simply  noticing  that such order is
disobeyed.
24. A member who has made  a motion may with-
draw the same  by leave of the Joint Board.
25. A motion which has been, by leave of the
Joint Board, withdrawn, may be made again
during the said financial year.
26. A proposed amendment may be, by leave of
the Joint Board, withdrawn.
27. Any  member moving or seconding any motion
or amendment  shall be held to have spoken on that
question.
28. The members, in speaking, shall designate
each other by their respective titles-as, Mr. Presi-
dent, or Boardsman, as the case may be.
29. No member shall speak twice on the same
question, except  by way  of explanation, or in reply
upon any original motion of which he may be the
mover, or as the mover of the amendment last
carried ; and after the reply the amendment, or
the original motion, as the case may be, shall be
immediately put to the vote.
30. One amendment only shall be discussed at
one time, but if the first one moved is lost another
may be moved before the original question is put
to the vote ; but upon any amendment being
carried, it shall be competent for any member to
move one other amendment thereon, but not more;
but not more than three amendments shall be
allowed.
31. Every member shall be at liberty to speak
once on any amendment.
32. Upon the adoption of any amendment by the
Joint Board such amendment shall be held to have
quashed the original motion, and for all purposes
of subsequent discussion the amendment so carried
shall be acted upon as an original motion.
33. Any member may require the question under
discussion to be read for his information at any
time during a debate, but not while any other
member is speaking.
34. On the presentation of a petition no debate
shall take place thereon until notice has been given
in the usual manner, and the only questions that
shall be entertained on the occasion of its presenta-
tion shall be that the petition be received, and, if
necessary, that it be referred 0 a committee ;
provided that every petition shall be received only
as the petition of the party or parties whose signa-
tures it bears ; and no petition shall be received
unless at least one signature be upon the sheet
containing the petition.
35. It shall be incumbent on any member pre-
senting a petition to acquaint himself with the
contents thereof, and to ascertain and report that
it does not contain language disrespectful to the
Joint Board.
36. Every boardsman ofleringto present a petition
to the Joint Board shall confine himself to a state-
ment of the parties from whom it comes, of the
number of signatures attached to it, of the material
allegations contained in it, and to the reading of
the prayer of such petition. It may also be read
by the clerk if required.
37. The reports from a committee may be agreed
to or disagreed to by the Joint Board, or agreed
to with amendments, recommitted to the committee,
or the further consideration thereof postponed.
38. In putting any such question no argument
or opinion shall be offered, nor any facts stated so
far as may be necessary to explain such question.
39. In answering any such question a member
of the Joint Board shall not debate the matter to
which the same refers.
40. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour
of the day, or to another day specified ; and the
member upon whose motion a debate is adjourned
shall be entitled to pre-audience on resumption of
the debate.
41. The Joint Board shall vote by show of hands,
excepting in cases of elections when the vote shall
be by ballot ; any member of the Joint Board may,
however, call for a division upon any question, in
which case the members voting in the affirmative
shall place themselves on the right of the chair,
and those in the negative on the left of the chair,
and there remain until the names of the members
be entered in the minutes of the proceedings by
the clerk or person officiating for him.
42. In all questions coming before the Joint
Board, every member present in the Board room
shall be compelled to vote.
43. No me.nher shall digress from the subject
matter of the question under discussion, or impute
improper motives to others ; and all personal
reflections upon any member shall be considered
highly disorderly.
44. Any member who shall use any expression
capable of being applied offensively to any other
member shall, if required by the chairman, with-
draw such expression, and make a satisfactory
apology to the Joint Board, under a penalty, in
case lie refuse or neglect to do so before the rising
of the Joint Board, of not more than five pounds.
45. When any member objects to words used in a
debate, and shall desire them to be taken down,
the chairman shall direct them to be taken down by
the clerk accordingly.
46. Any member may of right require the pro-
duction of any of the documents of the Joint
Board relating to the questiox or matter in dis-
cussion.
47. No discussion shall be allowed on any motion
for adjournment of the Joint Board, but if, on the
question being put, the motion be negatived, the
subject then under consideration, or the next on the
notice-paper, shall be discussed, or any other that
may be allowed precedence before any subsequent
motion for adjournment shall be entertained ; but
if the motion for adjournment be carried, the
business then undisposed of shall have precedence
at the next meeting of the Joint Board.
48. If at any time during the sitting of the Joint
Board the quorum of members be not present. any
member of the B. ard, or the clerk thereof, may
call the attention of the chairman to the fact, who
shall thereupon suspend the proceedings of the
Joint Board for any time not exceeding Half-an-
hour, so as to allow a quorum to be present, or
adjourn the Joint Board to some future time.
49. Any member of the Joint Board may enter
his protest against any resolution of the Joint
Board, provided that such protest is not inconsistent
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with truth or disrespectful to the Joint Board ;
notice of intention to protest must, however, in
every case be given on the adoption of the resolu-
tion protested against, and the protest, signed by
the member or members protesting, and specifying
the reasons for protesting, must be entered before
the next regular meeting of the Joint Board by
the protesting member, in a book to be kept for
that purpose in the clerk's office, and duly referred
to in the minutes of the Joint Board ; the same to
be considered also part of such minutes, but such
protest may be expunged from the minutes if
declared by a majority of the Joint Board to be
not in accordance with truth, or in its terms dis-
respectful to the Joint Board.
COMMITTEES.
50. There shall be at least two permanent com-
mittees of the Joint Board, to be called respectively
the Committee of Finance and the Committee of
Works, each of which shall consist of two members;
provided, nevertheless, that the Joint Board shall be
at liberty at any time to fi ll  up occasional vacancies.
51. The president of the Joint Board shall ,be  ex
officio chairman of the finance ommittee.
52. Every member intending to move for the
appointmentof a committee shall endeavour to ascer-
tain previously whether each member proposed to
be named by him on such committee will give his
attendance thereupon.
53. The permanent committees shall be chosen
by ballot annually, at the first meeting of the Joint
Board held after the annual election of president.
54, The clerk shall convene every committee
within seven days of its first appointment, and at
any time by order of the Joint Board, or the
written order of the chairman, or any two members
of the committee.
55. The president, if a member of any of the
permanent committees, shall preside, and if not a
member, then such boardsman shall preside as the
majority of the members of the committee shall
have appointed permanent chairman of the com-
mittee, or at any such meeting, in the absence of the
president, or the permanent chairman respectively,
such chairman as the members present shall appoint.
And all gtiestions shall be determined by a majority
of votes, and, in case of an equality, the member
presiding shall have a casting vote, besides his
original vote as a member of the committee ; pro-
vided, however, that when special committees
are appointed for a merely temporary purpose, the
member proposing such committee shall be the
chairman thereof, except when the president is a
member of such committee, in which case he shall
be the chairman thereof; but if any member of
any committee shall fail to attend three regular
committee meetings without leave from the Joint
Board he shall cease to be a member thereof, and
the Joint Board shall have power to appoint another
in his place.
56. The Joint Board may, for the consideration
of any matter, resolve itself into a Committee of the
Whole.
57. The standingorders of the Joint Board shall be
observed in committee of the whole board, except
the rule limiting the number of times of speaking.
58. The finance committee shall be at liberty,
without the express authority of the Joint Board,
to authorise disbursements for current expenses,
and for any sums passed by the Joint Board, and
no matters of account shall be disposed of by the
Joint Board until they have been examined and re-
ported on by the finance committee ; provided,
however, that in cases of emergency the president,
with the consent in writing of any two boardsmen,
may authorise the expenditure of any sums not ex-
ceeding ten pounds in all, but all such discretionary
payments, whether by the finance committee or by
the president, shall be reported to the Joint Board
at its next meeting. With the above exceptions
no payments out of the funds of the joint local
authority shall be made but such as are authorised
by a vote of the Joint Board.
59. All drafts upon the funds of the joint local
authority shall be signed by the president and one
member of the Joint Board, and countersigned by
the clerk.
60. The committee of works shall examine all
accounts against the Joint Board relating to works,
and certify the same previously to their being
passed to the finance committee.
61. No public works involving a probable expen-
diture of more than ten pounds shall be undertaken
until the committee of works have reported to the
Joint Board an estimate of the cost thereof.
62. All matters which the Joint Board shall think
fit to refer to a committee, and which do not fall
within the province of any other standing commit-
tee, shall be referred to a special committee appoin-
ted for that particular business.
63. Every report of committee shall be signed
by the chairman thereof, and be fairly written so
as to admit of being bound at convenient intervals,
and such report shall be made to the Joint Board
at the earliest opportunity.
64. No committee shall consist of less than two
members, and the majority of the whole number
of such committee, or a moiety when such whole
number is even, shall be a quorum.
65. The appointment of special committees shall
continue until the specific duty for which they are
appointed shall have been discharged ; provided
that such committees may at any time he dissolved
by vote of the Joint Board.
66. No business that has been referred by the
Joint Board to the consideration and report of any
of the permanent committees shall lapse in con-
sequence of any change in the persons composing
such committee ; but every such committee shall
be considered as a perpetual succession to the
extent of the powers conferred upon it.
67. No officer of the Joint Local Authority shall
be at liberty to show, lay open, or expose any of
the books, papers, or records, of the Joint Board to
any person other than a boardsman without leave
from the Joint Board, except as otherwise provided
by law.
68. Any one or more of the standing orders,
comprising clauses 1 to 10, may be suspended  pro
tempore;  provided that a majority of the members
present shall deem such suspension necessary or
advisable.
69. Any boardsman or officer of the Joint Board
offending against any of the provisions of these
rules, by refusal or neglect, shall forfeit and pay a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
I
BY-LAW No. 2.
A BY-LAW TO REGULATE THE CONTROL AND
MAINTENANCE OF FRERIES.
In pursuance of the powers conferred by "  The
Local Authorities  (Joint Action ) Act of  1886," and
of the Order in Council constituting the United
Municipality of Maryborough and Granville, and
of all other powers it enabling ,  the Joint Board of
the said United Municipality of Maryborough
and Granville do order as follows :-
1. The ferries shall be worked  by the  Joint Board,
or leased by auction or tender, or in such manner
as the Joint Board may decide upon.
2. The ferry rates and charges shall be in accor-
dance with the annexed Schedule A ,  subject to
alteration at any meeting of the Joint Board, and
the same and any alterations hereafter made shall
be painted on boards and placed in conspicuous
situations on either side of each ferry.
3. The lessee  (if any )  of each ferry shall sign a
bond and find sureties ,  as specified in the annexed
Schedule B, for the due performance of his con-
tract, and shall  be supplied with a copy of this
Bye-law for his instruction and guidance.
4. The lessee shall furnish such sufficient number,
as the Joint Board may determine ,  of punts and
boats for each ferry.
5. Life-buoys and drags ,  with proper appliances,
will be furnished  by the  Joint Board and placed
under the charge of the lessee, who shall be re-
sponsible for and have the same in constant readi-
ness for any emergency.
6. During dark niehts, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of each ferry on
either side and the lessee shall provide the same.
7. All persons crossing the ferries shall pay the
charges  fixed in Schedule  A, with the .following
exceptions ,  viz.:--
1. The  Governor and any person in actual
attendance upon him ,  and any carriages
or horses of or belonging to him.
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2. Ministers of religion ,  officers, soldiers and
sailors in Her  Majesty' s service, pro-
ceeding or returning on duty.
3. Any member or officer of the Joint Board
when engaged on Joint Board duties,
officers of the police ,  troopers ,  and con-
stables on actual duty ,  and any prisoners
in their charge.
4. A ll  children proceeding to or returning from
any school ,  whether public or private.
All officers and men connected with Her
Majesty 's Customs when on duty.
5. All labourers employed by the Joint Board
going to or from work  ;  all carriages and
other vehicles, horses and other animals
belonging to or in the actual use of or
engaged upon the business of the said
Joint Board with their riders or drivers ;
and all  timber ,  stone ,  gravel ,  et cetera, the
said Joint Board may require for the
purpose of the Joint Local Authority.
6. A ll funerals and their attendants.
7. Any officer  or man of the Defence Force on
duty ,  or going to or returning from the
place appointed for, and on the day of
any duly authorised drill, parade ,  exercise,
inspection ,  review or other public duty
and being in uniform appropriate to the
occasion.
N.B.-The horses or vehicles used by such
exempted parties sha ll  also be conveyed across the
ferries fr ee.
PENAL CLAUSES.
8. Any lessee who shall in fr inge or act contrary
to any provision or condition contained in this
By-law sha ll,  on conviction before two or more
justices of the peace, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds,
9. In the event of two convictions within one
month against any lessee of ferries ,  such conviction
shall cancel the contract entered into with such
lessee ; and it shall be lawful for the Joint Board
to resume such ferries without compensating the
lessee.
10. If any lessee or collector of ferry dues shall
neglect to put a table of ferry dues as aforesaid, or
if any collector ,  boatman ,  or ferryman shall not be
in attendance at all times by day and by night at
the place at which he ought to be stationed, or
shall demand and take greater dues from any
person or persons than he shall be authorised to do,
or shall demand and take ferry dues from any
person or persons who shall  be exempt from pay-
ment thereof ,  and who shall claim such exemption,
or shall under colour of his office as collector, boat-
man, or ferryman wilfully extort from any person
or persons any sum of money or thing of value
whatsoever as and for or in lieu of payment of
dues, or sha ll  refuse to permit and suffer any
person or persons to read, or shall in any manner
hinder or prevent any person or persons from
reading the inscription on such boards or the name
or names so fixed as aforesaid ,  or shall refuse to
tell his christian and surname to any person or
persons who shall demand to know the same on
being paid the said dues or any of them ,  or shall
in answer give a false name or names, or upon legal
dues being tendered or paid shall detain or wilfully
obstruct ,  hinder ,  or delay any passenger or passen-
gers  fr om passing over any such ferry ,  or if such
collector ,  boatman ,  or ferryman sha ll  make use of
any scurrilous or abusive language to any passenger
or trave ll er,  then and in each and every such case
the said lessee or lessees shall forfet and pay for
every such offence any sum not exceeding five
pounds ,  to be recovered before any two of Her
Majesty 's justices of the peace.
11. If any lessee shall neglect or defy to take
across a ferry any goods or wheeled vehicles de-
livered to him, in each and every case the said lessee
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum
not exceeding five pounds.
12. If any person ,  liable to the payment of any
dues under this By-law ,  shall ,  after demand, neglect
or refuse to pay the same or any part thereof, it
shall be lawful for any person duly authorised to
collect the same ,  to prevent such person or per-
sons from passing over such ferry until the dues
demandable and payable by such person or persons
so refusing to pay the same be paid and discharged.
13. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction,
be subject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
14. No person or persons in a state of intoxica-
tion shall be permitted to cross over in any of
the ferry boats, nor any person carrying a parcel
exceeding 14 lbs., nor any live stock whatsoever.
15. In each case the lessee shall have the
exclusive right to the landing place within the
posts, and of taking all goods and passengers on
the several ferries. No person or persons shall
ply for hire or convey goods across the river for
hire within one mile of any ferry, unless authorised
to do so by the Joint Board, under a penalty not
exceeding five pounds for each offence.
SCHEDULE A.
(Referred  to in  Foregoing By-law.)
FERRY DUES AND CHARGES.
s. d.
Every foot  passenger  with  a parcel or
parcels not ex ceeding  14 lbs. in weight
in all , each way ... ... ... 0 1
Every  foot passenger  with  a parcel or
parcels exceeding  14 lbs. and not ex-
ceeding 1 cwt., to go by the punt each
0 3
Single horse, with or without rider, each
way ..
A ll  vehicles of any description whatever,
loaded or unloaded, including diver,
0 3
each way, with one horse ... ... 0 6
Same, loaded or unloaded, including driver,
each way, with two horses or two
bullocks ... ... ... ... 0 9
For each horse or bullock beyond two
attached to each vehicle, each way ... 0 3
N.B.-A ll  passengers travelling in vehicles
to be charged same as foot passengers.
For every working bullock, each way ... 0 3
For every head of horned cattle (not
working bullocks) each way ... 0 3
For every flock of sheep of 100 and
upwards, each way ... ... ... 6 0
For every flock of sheep under 100, per
head, each way . ... ... 0 1
For every pig or goat, each way ... ... 0 1
All goods, wheeled vehicles, and live stock
to be put into and taken out of the
punt by the owners or parties in
charge thereof, at their own risk and
expense.
Foot passengers are only to be carried
across on the steam punt, viz., from 6
a.m. to 8 a.m., from 12 noon to 2
p.m., from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., and on
Saturdays from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
The ferry to be open for transit of
passengers and goods at all hours from
5 a.m. to 11 p.m. at the above rates.
After 11 p.m. to 5 a.m. the charge
shall be as follows :-
Foot passengers 0 2
Single horse with or without rider ... 0 6
A ll other traffic to be double the day charges.
SCHEDULE B.
(Referred  to in  the Foregoing By-law.)
1. The lessee of the lot and his approved  sureties
shall, at the time of letting, enter into a bond in double
the amount of the rent, in security for the regular
payment thereof and for the due performance of the
foregoing and following conditions and of all and every
of the rules and orders contained in this By-law.
2. The rent to be paid to the Clerk at his office in
Maryborough, in equal monthly  instalments  within
seven days from the termination of each month
respectively, and in default the lease may, at the
discretion of the Board, be forfeited.
3. The lessee of the lot shall, at the time of executing
the bond, give a warrant of attorney to enter upon
judgment as a collateral security for the due payment
of the several monthly  instalments  within the above
period of seven days.
4. The lessee shall not sublet or in any way dispose of
the ferries or any of them without the express sanction
of the Joint Board.
Passed this 2nd day of November, 1887.
WM. A. ADAM,
President.
JNO. T.  MURRAY,
Clerk to the Joint Board.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
DIVISION OF TOOMBUL.
T
HE  following By-laws, made by the Board of
the Toombul Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAWS, Nos. 1 TO 15, OF THE TOOMBUL
DIVISIONAL BOARD.
By-laws Nos. 1 to 13, proclaimed 12th July,
1884, are hereby repealed, but such repeal shall not
affect anything lawfully done or contracted to be
done under the authority of the said repealed
By-laws, or any of them.
BY-LAW No. 14.
REGULATING THE MEETINGS AND PEOCEEDII as
OF THE BOARD.
1. At all ordinary meetings of the Board, so soon
as a quorum, being a majority of the total number
of members, for the time being assigned to the
Division, is present, the business shall be proceeded
with, and the following shall be the order of
business :-
Reading and confirmation of minutes.
Reading of correspondence.
Receiving petitions  or memorials.
Reception of committee' s reports.
Consideration of tenders.
Business  arising out of the  minutes of previous
meetings;
Consideration of notices  of motions on the
orders of the day.
Presentation of notices of motion for next
meeting.
2. Special  meetings  may be called by the chair-
man or clerk on the written request of any two
members of the Board, specifying the business
which they desire to have submitted to the
meeting.
3. No discussion shall be allowed on the  minutes
of proceedings except as to their correctness: or for
any necessary rectification of clerical  errors.
4. Every petition or memorial shall be presented
by a member of the Board, who shall be responsible
for its being written in respectful language, and
shall,  so far as  possible, make himself acquainted
with the subject thereof before presenting the
same.
5. All notices of motion shall be in writing, and
signed by the member making the same, and handed
to the chairman or clerk. Such notices shall be
filed in order as received, and be placed in succes-
sion on the orders of the day for consideration.
6. In the absence of any member who has given
due notice of motion, any other member may take
up and move the same ; if not so moved the motion
shall lapse.
7. No motion, after being placed on the orders of
the day, shall be withdrawn without the permission
of the Board.
8. Other than the passing of accounts and the
consideration of matters on the paper, no business
shall be entered upon unless seven days' notice of
the intention to bring on any such business shall
have been previously given to the clerk.
ORDER OF DEBATE.
9. The chairman shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
10. When the chairman is called on to decide a
point of order or practice, he shall state the rule
applicable to the case without argument or com-
ment.
11. If two or more members rise to speak at the
same time , the chairman shall decide which member
is entitled to pre-audience.
12. Any member may require the question of
matter under discussion to be read for his informa-
tion at any time during the debate, but not so as
to interrupt any other member while speaking.
13. Every member while speaking shall rise and
address the  chairman , and shall not address any
other member except through the chairman.
14. On being called to order by the chairman,
any member who is speaking sha ll  at once resume
his seat, and be silent until  the sense  of the Board
has been taken on the point of order.
15. No member shall be allowed to speak twice
on any subject under discussion except in reply or
by way  of explanation ,  nor for longer than ten
minutes at one time, unless with the consent and
approval of the chairman.
16. A member may enter his protest against any
of the proceedings of the Board, and the protest
shall be recorded in the minutes. Notice of such
intentions must, however ,  be given on the adoption
of the resolution objected to.
17. No motion, the effect of which if carried
would be to rescind any resolution which has already
passed the Board, shall be entertained during the
same divisional year, unless a call  of the whole
Board has  been duly  made for that purpose, and no
such motion for rescinding any resolution which
shall have been negatived by the  Board  shall be
again entertained during the same divisional year.
18. Any number of amendments maybe proposed
on a motion before the Board, and when more than
one amendment is moved and seconded the question
shall first be put on the last amendment, and then
on the next to the last, and so on to the original
motion in the inverse order in which they are
moved, except when such motion or amendment
shall relate to the fixing of salaries ,  rates, or other
matters of finance, in which case the lowest sum
shall be put first ,  then the next lowest ,  and so on
to the highest.
19. Any motion  for adjournment of meeting or
debate, if seconded, shall be immediately put with-
out discussion, and if such motion be negatived it
shall not be competent for any member to make a
similar motion until some other business shall have
intervened. On resuming any discussion which has
been adjourned the mover of such adjournment
shall speak first.
20. The chairman shall , on taking the sense of
the Board, put the question first in the affirmative,
then in the negative  ;  every member present sha ll
be compelled to vote, and the vote of every member
on a division shall be entered in the minutes.
COMMITTEES.
21. There shall be two standing committees, to be
styled the  finance and improvement respectively.
22. All cash accounts, bills, vouchers, and all
monetary transactions ,  sha ll , in the  first instance,
be submitted to the finance committee, and be signed
by the chairman  of the same ,  as guaranteeing their
correctness, previous to their settlement. The
finance committee shall submit a report to the
Board once in each half-year of the whole of the
receipts and disbursements of cash on account of
the Division.
23. An account shall be opened with such bank
as the Board may direct ,  and all moneys received,
from whatever source, shall be paid into the bank
to the credit of the Divisional Fund, and no moneys
shall be paid except by cheques signed by the
chairman, clerk, and one member of the finance
committee.
24. All matters connected with making or re-
pairing roads or bridges, or with any other public
works whatever, shall be submitted to the improve-
ment committee, or the Board's inspector of
works, and a written report made thereon to the
Board.
25. All committees appointed by the Board shall
take minutes of their proceedings, and shall present
their report (if any) to the Board, duly signed by
the chairman of such committee.
MISCELLANEoUs REGULATIONS.
26. All appointments shall be made by a majority
of the votes of the Board.
27. After the election of chairman the Board
shall fix the  amount of remuneration or salary to be
allowed to each officer employed under the Board
for the current divisional year.
28. Any officer whose duty it may be to receive
or have the custody of moneys belonging to the
Division shall be required to give security to the
satisfaction of the chairman for such amount as
may be fixed by the Board. Provided that no
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member of the Board, or any person holding office
under the Board, shall be accepted as surety for
any such officer asaforesaid.
29. The clerk shall have charge of the common
seal  and all charters, books, and records of the
Board, or relating to the property thereof, and the
same shall be kept in such place as the Board may
direct.
30. The clerk shall be the proper officer to
impress the common seal of the division, but he
shall on no account affix the  same  to any document
without the express order of the Board, and every
impression of the common  seal  on any document
shall be attested by the signatures of the chairman
and clerk of the Board.
31. A book shall be kept in which members
attending each Board meeting shall sign their
names from which a list shall be prepared of the
number of times each member has attended, and
the same shall be published yearly.
32. It shall be competent for any member without
any previous notice to move for a call of the whole
Board to consider any subject at the next or any
subsequent meeting, and, upon such motion being
carried, due notice thereof shall be given to each
member for which such call is made, and any
member not in attendance when such order of the
day or notice of motion comes under consideration,
or not in attendance at the voting upon such
question or any amendment thereof, whether of
adjournment or otherwise, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty shillings, unless
reasonable cause for such absence be shown to the
satisfaction of the Board.
33. In any case of emergency the chairman,
with the consent of one other member, shall be
authorised to expend any sum not exceeding thirty
pounds ; and in a like case the Board's inspector,
with the chairman' s sanction , shall be empowered
to expend any sum not exceeding five pounds, such
expenditure to be reported to the Board at its next
meeting.
34. All tenders for works shall be advertised for
in one or more of the local newspapers.
35. The Board shall in every year, within three
months after the annual election, prepare a schedule
of the works proposed to be carried out during the
then current year, with the estimated cost thereof,
and also an  estimate  of the probable revenue for
the year.
36. Any one or more of the above general rules
may be suspended  pro. tem.  in case of emergency,
where a majority of the Board deem it necessary.
BY-LAW No. 15.
PAYMENT OF RATES.
Except on duly proclaimed holidays rates shall
be paid to the clerk at the Board 's office, between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., except on Saturdays,
and then from 9 a.m. till noon only.
BY-LAW No. 16.
SUPPREssIN G  HOUSES OF ILL-FAME.
No person shall within the Toombul division
keep any house of ill-fame or repute, or harbour
any female while practising prostitution ; and any
person keeping any such house, either as proprietor
or occupier, or having any control or conduct or
management of the  same, or  so harbouring any
such female as aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty
of ten pounds ; and all persons aggrieved are
hereby authorised to lay and prefer informations
for any breach of this By-law.
BY-LAW No. 17.
THE CLEANSING  OF PREMISES  BY OWNERS OR
OCCUPIERS ,  AND KEEPING  THEM FREE FROM
OFFENSIVE OR UNWHOLESOME MATTERS.
Premises  to be kept in a cleanly condition.
1. Every occupier, or, where there is no occupier,
then the owner or landlord of any building,
premises , or place, shall keep such building, pre-
mises,  or place, and any yard or ground belonging
thereto, in a cleanly condition, and shall not suffer
any rubbish, filth, or refuse  of an offensive nature
to remain  about the same.
After notice by the chairman or any officer of
the Board, any person committing a breach of this
section shall, for every  day  such breach shall
continue, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two
pounds.
Regulation for keeping swine.
2. No person shall keep swine within the Divi-
sion, except in a securely constructed sty, yard, or
other enclosure, and such sty, yard, or enclosure
must be situated at least forty yards from any
dwelling-house or public street or road, and at
least ten feet from any boundary fence. The owner
of such swine or sty shall not allow the same to
become a nuisance or injurious to the public health.
Swine straying.
3. Any swine found straying on any road, reserve,
or land vested in or under the control of the Board
may be seized and impounded by the Board's
inspector or any other officer or workman under
the direction of the Board.
4. The owner of any swine so found straying as
aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
two pounds.
BY-LAW No. 18.
Crossing watertables.
Any person who may be desirous of making or
erecting any pathway or other mode of crossing
over any watertable within the Division from the
roadway to the entrance of his property shall first
give notice in writing of such intention to the
chairman of the Board, and apply for and obtain
permission to do so. Any person committing a
breach of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds, and, in addition thereto,
pay all expenses incurred by the Board in conse-
quence of such breach.
BY-LAW No. 19.
Preventing  injury to roads.
No person sha ll,  except under the authority of
any Act, injure or remove any trees or dig or re-
move ,  or cause to be dug or removed ,  any turf,
sand ,  clay ,  gravel ,  soil, stone, or other material
fro m any part of any road ,  lane, footpath, or
tho roughfare within the Division without the con-
sent of the chairman of the Board first had and
obtained in writing for that purpose.
2. No person shall occasion any kind of obstruc-
tion ,  nuisance ,  or annoyance in or upon any road,
lane, or thoroughfare within the Division, nor
obstruct, incommode ,  hinder ,  or prevent the free
passage of any person or persons trave ll ing ,  passing,
or going thereon.
3. No person shall in any way injure or destroy
any watertable in the Division formed by the
Board ,  nor throw therein any carrion ,  dead timber,
or other matter calculated to impede or obstruct
the course of the waterflow.
4. Any  person committing a breach of this
By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds ,  and, in addition thereto, pay all  ex-
penses incurred by the Board in consequence of
such breach.
BY-LAW No. 20.
Management of reserves.
1. No person whomsoever other than a  bona fide
traveller shall be permitted to camp upon or erect
any tenement whatsoever upon any reserve under
the control of the Board without permission in
writing from the chairman first had and obtained.
2. No person shall, except under the authority
of any Act, burn, ring-bark, injure, or remove any
trees, or dig or remove any turf, sand, clay, gravel,
soil, stone, or other material from any of the reserves,
or other lands held by or under the control of the
Board, without the permission in writing of the
chairman first had and obtained.
3. Any person committing a breach of this By-
law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
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BY-LAW No. 21.
PREVENTING POLLUTION OF STREAMS, &C.
1. No person shall pollute any river, creek,
watercourse or reservoir within the division, nor
leave any carrion, offal, offensive fluid, rubbish, dead
animals,  or other offensive matter upon any bank
thereof, nor upon any road, lane, or thoroughfare
under  the control of the Board.
2. Any person committing a breach of this By-law
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, and, in addition thereto, the expense incurred
by the Board in consequence of such breach.
BY-LAW No. 22.
RESTRAINING NOISOME AND OFFENSIVE TRADES.
1. No person shall carry on, or cause to be carried
on, the business of slaughterer of cattle, sheep,
pigs, or other animals, or the business of a fell-
monger, tanner, bone-boiler, or boiler or steamer of
animals or parts of animals, or the business of
manufacturing manure from bones, or any trade
or manufacture of a noisome or offensive nature
within the Division in such a manner as may be
offensive or injurious to public health.
2. Any person offending against this By-law shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for
every such offence.
BY-LAW No. 23.
WHARVES AND JETTIES.
No wharf or jetty shall be built or constructed
on any river, creek, or stream, upon or from any
road, highway, reserve, or other landing-place under
the control of the Board without permission first
had and obtained from the Board. Any person
offending  against  this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds for every day
during which such wharf or jetty  remains  without
such  consent as  aforesaid.
5. Any person or persons using any such wharf
or premises for the purpose of landing or loading
any goods, wares, merchandise, horses, asses, sheep,
or cattle shall be responsible for all wharfage rates
demandable and payable thereon, and shall, when
required by the lessee, wharf clerk , or assistant,
remove all such goods from such wharf and
premises.
6. All goods whatsoever (other than Government
property) shipped or landed from or on the said
wharf or wharves, whether by boats or otherwise,
shall be liable to the wharfage dues hereinafter
mentioned.
7. All goods landed or placed upon the said
wharf or wharves must be removed within forty-
eight hours after such landing or placing, or they
may be removed by the Board, their servants,
agents, or by the  lessees  (if the wharf is leased),
and stored at the risk and expense of the owner
or consignees thereof, and shall not be released
until all dues and charges thereon shall have been
first duly paid.
8. The master of every vessel lying alongside the
said wharf or wharves shall allow free passage to
and fro across the deck of such vessel to all persons
lawfully seeking such passage to and from any
vessel or vessels on the outside of him for the
discharge of cargo or otherwise.
9. The following shall be the time allowed for
vessels to be at the said wharf or wharves for
loading or discharging respectively should the berth
be required for another vessel.
Vessels under 60 tons .. ... 6 working hours.
Vessels over 60 and under 100
tons ... ... ... 12 working hours.
Vessels over 100 and under 200
tons  ... .. ... 24 working hours.
Vessels over 200 and under 300
tons  ... ... ... 36 working hours.
Over that tonnage subject to arrangement.
10. For any breach, neglect, or offence of or
against any of the provisions of this By-law, the
maximum penalty, where no specific penalty is
otherwise provided, shall be twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 24.
FOR IMPOSING . COLLECTING, AND MAKING TOLLS,
RATES, AND DUAS UPON THE TOOMBUL PUBLIC
WHARF OR WHARVES.
1. The said wharf or wharves, land  and premises
shall be open to the public for the landing or
embarking of goods.  wares, and  merchandise from
or on any' vessel  or vessels  on every lawful day
from six oclock in the morning till six o'clock in
the evening, or for such longer time as the Board
may permit.
2. The Board may, if they deem it advisable, lease
the said wharf or wharves, together with the tolls
and wharfage dues demandable by authority of
this By-law for any time not less than twelve
months, and in order to facilitate the carrying out
of the various provisions of this By-law, the Board
or any lessee may charge and collect such dues for
the landing of goods upon or shipment from the
said wharf or wharves.
3. The wharf-clerk, when appointed, shall see
that the provisions of this By-law are duly observed,
to demand and receive  all wharfage and tonnage
rates,  and it shall be his duty to preserve order on
such wharf, land,  and premises  adjoining, to
summarily  eject  and remove  therefrom any person
or persons creating a riot or disturbance, and
generally to carry out such  lawful directions as
may from time to time be given by the Board.
4. Any person  or persons  who may obstruct the
lessee,  wharf-clerk, or any assistant, in the perfor-
mance of his or their duty, or shall remove any
goods,  wares , merchandise, packages,  horses, asses,
sheep, or cattle from the said wharf or wharves,
land, or  premises  without having paid the wharfage
rates payable in respect thereof, or without the
previous consent of  the lessee , wharf-clerk,  or assis-
tant, or who  shall, on  the request of the  lessee,
wharf-clerk,  or assistant , refuse or  neglect to give a
description of the contents of any crate, box, bale,
cask, package, or  parcel , or shall give  a false des-
cription thereof, shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence  any sum not exceeding  five pounds.
SCHEDULE.
Wharf  rates outward and inward.
Bricks ,  stone ,  or sand ,  per ton, or part of
a ton, not exceeding  ... ... ...  6d.
Firewood,  per cord ,  or part of a cord, not
exceeding ... ... ... ... 6d.
On all other goods and commodities whatever.
Dead -weight, per ton, or part of a ton,
not exceeding ... ...  6d.
Measurement ,  per ton ,  or part of a ton,
not exceeding  .. ... ... ...  6d.
BY-LAW No. 25.
RELATING TO DAIRYMEN,  COW-KEEPERS, AND
SELLERS OF MILK.
1. Every person -carrying on the business of a
cow-keeper, dairyman, or seller of milk, shall, on
or before the first day of January, in each year,
register himself with the Toombul Divisional Board,
in manner following, that is to say,-by signing
and forwarding to the clerk of the aforesaid Board
an application and declaration in the Form here-
under written, and every such person shall, with
every such application, pay a fee of  two shillings
and sixpence :-
Application for registration.
To the Clerk of
The Toombul Divisional Board.
Sir,-I request to be registered in accordance with
the particulars in the schedule hereunder.
SCHEDULE.
Name in full or style of firm :
Trade in respect of which registration  is required :
Name or description of every place, within the
jurisdiction of the Toombul Divisional Board,
at which such trade or any part of it is to be
carried on, and description of all paddocks,
grass lands, grounds ,  and enclosures  occupied
or used, or intended to be used by the appli-
cant:
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Period of time for which registration is desired :
And I hereby declare that the cows belonging to me
are in good  health; that the grazing ground in my occu-
pation is  not in regard to water supply or otherwise in
a condition  likely to be prej udicial to the wholesomeness
of the milk ; that every house, dairy, and cow-shed in
my occupation is in good condition with regard to light-
ing, ventilation , cleanliness, drainage, and water supply;
that every place for keeping the milk is clean, well
ventilated , and properly supplied with  vessels.
Signed :
Address :
Date :
Registration.
2. Upon the receipt of such application and fee
the clerk of the aforesaid Board shall endorse the
same  with a memorandum of the date on which it
was received , and of the payment of the fee, and
shall file the same, and shall enter the particulars
in the  schedule to such application in a book to be
kept for that purpose, and shall cause the same to
be properly indexed.
Inspection of grazing grounds.
3. All paddocks, grounds, lands, and enclosures
used  as grazing  ground for dairy cattle shall, when
necessary, be inspected by the inspector of nuisances
or health officer of the Division, or by any person
authorised in writing by the chairman of the afore-
said  Board, and if on inspection such paddocks,
grounds, or enclosures, or any one of them,
are or is likely to be prejudicial to health by
affecting  the milk or otherwise, the Board may,
by an order in writing, signed by the chairman,
and served  personally or left at the dwelling-house
of the registered person, or, in case of an unregistered
person, served personally or left at his dwelling-
place or posted upon the land, prohibit the use of
the same for the purpose of feeding dairy cattle,
either absolutely or for any time named in such
order.
All cattle in dairies may also be similarly
inspected  by a veterinary surgeon or other com-
petent  person , and any cows found to be diseased,
or which from poverty or weakness are unfit for use
for dairy purposes, shall be forthwith removed
from  such dairy if ordered by such inspector or
other officer  as aforesaid.
Inspection of dairies.
4. All houses, dairies, cowsheds, milk-stores,
milk-shops, or other premises used for the purposes
of the trade of a cow-keeper, dairyman, or a seller
of milk, and the milk therein shall be frequently
inspected by the inspector or by any person
authorised in writing by the chairman, and if, on
inspection, there is anything prejudicial or likely
to be prejudicial to health, affecting the milk or
otherwise, the Board may, by order in writing,
signed by the chairman, and served personally or
left at the dwelling-house of the registered person
or occupier or owner of such premises, require such
measures  to be taken as may be prescribed by the
Board,  or as  may be necessary for the remedying of
any defective condition.
Cleanliness of dairies.
5. All houses, dairies, cowsheds, milk-stores,
milk-shops, or other buildings or structures used
by any person carrying on the trade or business of
a cow -keeper or dairyman for the purposes of such
trade or business shall be kept in such a state in
respect of cleanliness as not to be a nuisance or
injurious  to health, and shall be thoroughly and
effectively lighted and ventilated, and the drainage
of all such buildings shall be so arranged that no
stagnant water  or refuse matter of any kind shall
remain  or be in any way whatever in or upon or
contiguous  to any such premises.
Milk vessels.
6. All vessels for containing milk shall be
thoroughly scalded and scoured as frequently as
may be  necessary  for keeping the vessels perfectly
clean  and sweet.
Health of cows.
7. If at any  time disease exists in  the dairy or
among the  cows or  cattle in any cowshed or dairy
or in the herds of any cow-keeper, dairyman, or
seller  of milk, the registered person, owner, or
occupier or other person in charge, as the case may
be, shall immediately give notice to the aforesaid
Board or health officer, and abstain from using or
selling the milk of such diseased cow or cows.
Drainage into dairies.
8. No pigsty, water-closet, privy, cesspool, or
urinal shall be allowed to be within, or to communi-
cate directly with, or be ventilated into any shed,
building, or any other place where milk intended
for the tood of man is obtained from cows or other
animals, or where any product of such milk is pre-
pared, collected, deposited, sold, or exposed for sale.
Customers.
9. In the event of the appearance or outbreak of
any infectious disease on the premises or in the
neighbourhood thereof of any cow-keeper, dairymen,
or seller of milk, and any suspicion be raised that
such a pearance or outbreak is due to the use of
unwholesome milk, the owner or occupier of such
premises shall, (n the demand of the Board or
health officer, furnish a list of all customers or pur-
chasers of milk from such dairy or milk seller.
In case of illness.
10. If any person or any member of the family
of any person registered as aforesaid, but employed
as a cow-keeper, dairyman, or seller of milk, or any
visitor or member of the family of any visitor to
any such person, or any person in the employment
and dwelling on the premises of such registered
person shall be attacked by any infectious disease,
the occupier of the house in which such person shall
be or (if he be the person attacked) his wife or other
person in charge shall immediately give notice
thereof to the Board or health officer, and there-
upon it shall and may be lawful for the Board, by
an order served as aforesaid, to prohibit absolutely
the sale and forwarding the milk for sale from any
premises in the use and occupation of any such cow-
keeper, dairyman, or seller of milk until danger no
longer exists, and in any such case it shall not be
lawful to allow any person so suffering or having
recently been in contact with a person so suffering
to milk cows or to handle vessels used for ccntain-
ing milk for sale or in any way to take part or assist
in the conduct of such trade or business. Nor if
the person registered or conducting such business
be himself the person suffering, shall he take any
part whatever in the conduct of such trade or busi-
ness until in either case all danger therefrom of the
communication of infection to the milk or of its
contamination has ceased.
Penalty .
11. Every person offending against any of the
provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 26.
To REGULATE THE REGISTRATION OF DOGS AND
GOATS.
Goats to be registered.
1. All goats kept within the boundaries of the
Toombul Division shall be registered by the owner
or keeper thereof at the office of the Board of the
said Division in the manner following, that is to
say :-By delivering at the office of the Board a
description of such goat, embracing the several
particulars contained in the form in the Schedule
A hereto annexed, with a declaration under the
hand of such keeper or owner of the truth thereof,
and every such registration shall be in force from
the day on which the same shall be so made until
the thirty-first day of December then next ensuing,
and no longer.
Fees for registration.
2. At the tine  of making  every such registration
there shall be paid to the clerk by  the person
making the same the sum or sums mentioned in the
schedule hereunto annexed marked B, and until
such amount shall have been so paid no such
registration shall be deemed to have been duly
made, and upon such payment the clerk  shall , on
demand, give a receipt for the sum  paid stating the
purpose for which such payment was made,.
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Registered goats to have collars.
3. Each registered goat shall at all times have
a wooden triangular collar around its neck, and
each of the sides thereof shall be not less than
fourteen inches in length, and the registered
number of such goat shall be legibly written or
impressed on such collar.
Neglecting to register goats.
4. The owner or keeper of any goat failing or
neglecting to register the same or to keep such
collar and number as aforesaid upon any such
registered goat, or any owner or keeper of any
goat, not having the same duly registered, keeping or
allowing to remain on any unregistered goat any
such collar as aforesaid shall, upon conviction, for-
feit and pay a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
Unregistered goats may be destroyed.
5. It shall and may he lawful for the inspector
or any officer of the Board or any workman or
other person under the direction of the said Board,
at any place within the boundaries of the Toombul
Divison, to seize and destroy any goat not duly
registered as aforesaid.
Proof of ownership.
6. In any prosecution under this By-law every
unregistered goat shall be taken to be kept by
the person who shall be in actual occupation of the
house or premises upon which such goat shall be
found, unless reasonable proof to the contrary shall
be adduced by the defendant.
SCHEDULES ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
A.
Form of notice for registering goats.
A description of goats intended to be
kept by of in the Division of
Toombul during the year ending 31st December,
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No.
I
Premises on which goats Sex ; colour of i Aaeare intended to be kept .  particular marks.)
I of declare  the above
list and description  to be true in every particular to the
best of  my knowledge and belief.
B (Signed)
Fees to be paid annually on the registration  of goats.
For every  male goat ... ...
For every female goat ...
For every  female goat above
kept, each ... ...
2 s. d.
1 0 0
0 2 6
two
... 0 5 0
Registration  of dogs.
7. All dogs over the age of six months kept
within the Toombul Division shall be registered by
the owner or keeper thereof at the office of the
Board, and such registration shall be in force from
the day on which the same shall be made until the
31st day of December then next ensuing, and no
longer.
Fees for registration.
8. At the time of making such registration there
shall be paid to the clerk by the person making
the same the sum of 2s., and upon such payment
the clerk shall, upon demand, give a receipt for the
sum so paid, and stating the purpose for which such
payment was made.
Unregistered dogs may be destroyed.
9. It shall be lawful for the inspector or other
officer of the Board, or any workman or other
person under the direction of the Board, at any
place within the boundaries of the Division to
seize and detain any dog not duly registered, and
if the registration fee be not paid within a period
of seven days from such seizure, to destroy every
such dog.
Registered dogs to have collars.
10. Every such registered dog shall at all times
have a collar around its neck with the name and
address of the owner of such dog legibly inscribed
thereon.
Failing to register dogs.
11. The owner or keeper of any dog failing or
neglecting to register the same, or to keep such
collar with such name and address as aforesaid on
any registered dog shall, upon conviction, forfeit
and pay a penalty not exceeding two pounds.
Proof of ownership,
12. Every unregistered dog shall be taken to be
kept by the person who shall be in actual occupa-
tion of the house  or premises  upon which such
dog shall be found, unless reasonable proof be
adduced to the contrary, and the person by whom
any dog shall be ordinarily kept shall be liable to
the several provisions of this By-law as the keeper
of such dog, whether kept for his own use or that
of another, provided that with respect to any dog
kept or used by a servant, the same shall be
deemed to be kept by his master or employer for
the time being ; provided also that the provisions
of this By-law shall not apply to any dog belonging
to an aboriginal native.
TBY-LAW No. 27.
lv OBIOU8 WEEDS.
Noogoora and Bathurst burrs, thistle, prickly
pear, and lantana are hereby declared to be
noxious weeds or plants, and nuisances within the
meaning of the  " The Divisional Boards Act of
1887."
BY-LAW No. 28.
PROVIDING  FOR THE  GOOD RULE AND GOVERN-
MENT OF THE  DIVISION.
Storage of kerosine, 4'c.
1. No person shall, within the Division, keep on
his or her premises more than 200 gallons at any
one time of kerosene oil, petroleum, naptha, tur-
pentine, or other inflatnable or explosive fluids
unless suitable  stores  are provided to the  satisfac-
tion of the Board.
2. No person shall place any line, cord, or pole
across any street, road,  lane, passage , or thorough-
fare, or hang or place clothes thereon within the
Division.
Bathing.
3. No person shall, except  in an  enclosed build-
ing or bath-house, undress or bathe in any river,
stream, or waterhole  near  to or within view of any
public wharf, street, road, bridge, or other place of
public resort within the limits of the said Division.
Animals not to stray.
4. No person whomsoever shall permit any horse,
ass, mule. sheep , or cattle belonging to him or her,
or under his or her charge, to stray or go about or
be tethered or depastured  in any  street or public
place within the Division; and it shall be lawful
for any officer or servant of the Board to impound
the same if necessary; and for  damage to  the said
street the owners or persons in charge shall pay to
the Board for every head of cattle  or horses so im-
pounded, before being released by the poundkeeper,
the sum of two shillings and sixpence ; and every
person committing a breach of the provisions of
this section shall for every such offence be liable
to a penalty not exceeding three pounds.
Penalty.
5. Any person committing any breach of or
offence against this By-law shall be liable, when
no other specific penalty is provided, to a penalty
not exceeding three pounds.
The foregoing By-laws  were  passed by the Board
of the Division of Toombul this 22nd December,
A.D. 1887.
WILLIAM WIDDOP,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-seven, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
DIVISION OF PAROO.
HE following By-laws, made  by the  Board of
1 the Paroo Division ,  having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 7.
WHEREAS it is  necessary  and expedient to make
further provision for the abatement  of nuisances
affecting the public health and the removal of
offensive and unwholesome  matters  from the pre-
mises  of owners and occupiers,  it is  hereby ordered
and directed by the Divisional Board of Paroo, as
follows:-
Premises to be  kept  in cleanly condition.
1. Every occupier, or where there  is no  occupier
then the owner or landlord of any house, building,
premises, or place within the Division shall keep
such house, building,  premises , or place, and the
yard and ground belonging thereto, in a cleanly
condition and shall not suffer any rubbish, filth, or
refuse to be scattered about his yard or ground.
Bin or  box to be kept for house refuse  and cleansed
periodically.
2. Every such occupier shall keep a bin or box
to be approved by the Board's inspector (herein-
after called the inspector) placed in his yard for
the reception of house refuse, and all such refuse
shall be placed therein and removed at least once a
month or at any time upon notice from the in-
spector, and such bin or box shall be kept by the
occupier  so as  not to be a nuisance or cause an
offensive smell or the cause of annoyance to ad-
joining  neighbours or to persons passing along any
public street or thoroughtare.
Filth, rubbish, 4'c., to be deposited at depot.
3. No person shall deposit or cause to be de-
posited any  sewage , soil, human  increment , filth, or
rubbish of any kind whatsoever, or dead animals,
in any other place than the depot for such purpose
or other place approved of by the inspector for the
deposit of the same, and being at a distance of not
less  than one hundred and twenty feet from his
boundary line and dwelling.
Closet  pane to be  provided and of certain description.
4. Every owner, landlord, tenant, or occupier
of any house within the Division to which an earth
closet is attached, shall provide one closet pan or
more where the inspector  states  the same to be
necessary, of the following description, viz., a pan
made  of galvanized iron of not  less  than 24-gauge,
which shall be twelve inches square and fourteen
inches  deep, or of a capacity of not less than four
or more than  six gallons , with proper handles, and
also a box for storage and use of dry earth, and a
tin scoop, and the same shall be kept in a properly
constituted privy with proper door and other neces-
sary requirements, and at all times in a fit condition
for family use.
Supply of fresh earth for closet pans to be kept and
used.
5. Every such occupier having on his or her
premises, or in  use in  any privy or closet, any
bucket, closet pan, or other vessel placed above the
surface of the ground for the reception or deposit
of human excrement, shall keep at all times a suffi-
cient quantity of fresh dry earth, with a scoop
placed in a convenient situation ; and every such
occupier or person who shall neglect or refuse to
supply the earth to the excrement in sufficient
quantity to keep the excrement in a dry state, or
who shall suffer any such bucket or closet pan to
leak or overflow, shall be deemed guilty of a
nuisance, and be liable for every such offence to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Earth  closet to  be provided.
6. Every landlord, owner, or occupier of any
dwelling-house, or other place where persons reside
or are occupied, neglecting to provide sufficient
closet accommodation for the use of the inmates or
occupants thereof, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds. Every closet shall be not
less than three feet from boundary and five feet
from dwelling or street, and shall be sufficient for
ensuring privacy and decency.
Nightmen to be employed for removal of earth closet
contents.
7. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of all
premises to which an earth closet is attached shall
cause the excrement and filth in such earth closet
to be removed by a licensed nightman once a week
or oftener if it shall be necessary  or as  directed by
the inspector, and any person as aforesaid failing
or neglecting to have such earth closet cleansed as
herein directed or directed by the inspector as
aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty in any sum
not exceeding five pounds, and each days' offence
shall constitute a separate offence.
Nightmen  to remove  earth closet  contents between
11  p.m. and 5 a.m.
8. No licensed nightman shall take away any
earth closet pans or the contents thereof or the
contents of any closet, or cause the same to be
removed except between the hours of 11 p.m. and
5 a.m.; nor at any time unless in properly con-
structed carts for the purpose which shall be
approved by the inspector.
Owners or drivers of carts for removal of nightsoil to
be licensed.
9. No owner or other person shall use or drive
any cart, dray, or other vehicle for the removal of
nightsoil until and unless the owner or owners of
such cart, dray, or other vehicle has been duly
licensed by the Board.
Night carts to be closely covered and water-tight.
10. No person shall use or drive any such cart
or vehicle as in the last preceding clause unless the
same  be at all times perfectly water-tight and
closely covered, and having the owner's name and
address legibly painted thereon on the off or right
hand side of such vehicle ; and the owner of every
such cart or vehicle shall keep the same free from
leakage and in such condition as to be inoffensive.
No night-cart when not in use shall be kept
within 200 feet from any road or dwelling.
Only licensed persons to  remove  offensive matter.
Night-soil or earth closet  contents  not to be thrown
or buried  on premises  or ground attached.
11. No person or persons other than those duly
licensed for that purpose by the Board shall
remove by cart or vehicle any human excrement or
other offensive matter from any closet or house ;
and no occupier of an v premises or persons acting
under his or her directions or otherwise shall bury
or cause to be buried or thrown any human excre-
ment, nightsoil, or contents of any earth closet,
privy, or cesspit, in any yard, garden, or ground
attached to his premises, or otherwise within the
Division  unless  permission to do so has been first
obtained from the inspector in accordance with
clause 3.
Nightmen not to take payments in excess of regulated
charges.
12. No licensed nightmare shall demand, receive,
or take payment for work performed by him more
than the several  amounts in  the shedule hereunto
annexed, marked A.
Refusing to pay nightman's charges.
13. Any person having engaged or employed
any licensed nightman for the performance of any
work under this By-law, and refusing or neglecting
after reasonable demand to pay therefor, shall, on
conviction, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
Ngghtman refusing to perform work.
14. Any licensed nightman, being under engage-
ment with the Board to do any work under this By-
law, being required by any person to do any work
for which he is licensed under this By-law and
upon the proper charge for such work as per
Schedule A hereto annexed being tendered, shall
fail, neglect, or refuse to do such work, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each offence, and every such nigbtman shall, upon
tender of the legal charges for the emptying of
any privy, cesspit, or closet proceed and perform
the said work with all reasonable dispatch and in
accordance with this By-law.
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Inspection of premises power to enter.
15. It shall be lawful ,  for the purposes of this
By-law ,  for the inspector or any of the Board's
officers from time to time ,  and as often as he or they
shall think fit, to enter upon any premises for the
purpose of inspection or other duty which he is
authorised to perform, and no owner or occupier of
such premises shall obstruct or molest any of the
Board's officers in the execution of their lawful
duties.
Sub-inspector to have like authority as inspector.
16. All  the powers and authorities vested in the
inspector under this By-law may be exercised by
any sub -inspector or any person authorised by the
Board in that behalf.
Information  at instance  of Board on aggrieved parties.
17. Informations, complaints, and summonses for
offences  against this  By-law shall be sued out, laid,
and prosecuted by the Board or of some person
authorised by them in that behalf, but any person
aggrieved may prefer  an information  in his own
behalf.
Penalties.
18. For every neglect or breach of or offence
against any of the provisions of this By-law, where
no specific penalty is provided for such neglect,
breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be
twenty pounds.
SCHEDULE A.
Scale of charges for emptying,  cleansing, and remo-
ving contents of earth  closets and  supply of one
cubic foot of fresh dry earth of good quality for
deodorization.
£  T.  d.
Earth closet per pan per week 0 0 9
If attended  to twice a week ... ... 0 1 0
Each additional  closet  pan, where
more than  one is used  per week 0 0 6
Rubbish per cubic yard ... ... 0 4 0
(Ora proportionate rate to the above
where a  less  quantity has been
removed.)
BY-LAW No. 8.
To PREVENT  PERSONS  INJURING OR OBSTRUCTING
THE FOOTWAYS  IN THE TOWNSHIPS  OF CUNNA-
MULLA AND EULO,  WITHIN THE  PAROO DIVI-
SI ON.
Any person setting out, laying, or placing, or
causing, or procuring, permitting,  or suffering
to be set out, laid, or placed, any coach, cart,
wain, waggon, dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage
upon any of the footways within the townships of
Cunnamulla or Eulo, except for the  necessary time
of loading or unloading the same ; and any person
loading, riding, or driving any horse,  mare, or
gelding , mule, ass, or  other beast upon any of the
footways aforesaid, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding two pounds.
The foregoing By-laws were passed by the Board
of the Division of Paroo this 3rd January, A.D.
1888.
V. T. KESTERTON,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord,  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- seven , and in the
fifty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the seven-
teenth day of May, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board,
and in pursuance and exercise of the authority
vested in him by the said Aets, doth order, and it
is hereby ordered, that the operation of so much
of the forty-third section of the said Principal
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the  Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
C. HOLMES A'COURT,
For the  Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands in the following Land Agents'Districts:-
District. Locality.
Cunnamulla ... ... Resumed part of Tinnen.
burra Run
Dalby ... Resumed part of Tiereyboo
Run
Herberton ... Parish of Barron
Maryborough ... Resumed part of Lower
Doongul Run
Nanango ... ... Resumed part of Mondure
Run
Toowoomba Parish of Helidon.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1888.
xcellency the Governor, with the adviceIS EFJ of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM SCUTCHER CUEZON SIGGERS and
NICHOLAS BROWN
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery, in the
parish of Norman, in the room of W. C. Brown and
R. E. Jones,  resigned.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
TIMOTHY SHEEHAN
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery,
North 1{oekhampton, in the room of Charles Dallon,
resigned.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
11
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
PETE R  MACARTHUR
to be Assistant  Warden at  Croydon ,  under the
provisions  of  " The Gold Fi elds  Act cf  1874," also
Assistant Commissioner ,  under the provisions ofThe Mineral Lands Act of 1882."
For the  Secretary for Mines  and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 30th May, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM GEORGE KELLY CUSACK
to be Warden of the Etheridge Gold Field, under
the provisions of  " The Gold Fields Act of 1874,"
also a Commissioner, under the provisions of  "The
Mineral Lands Act of  1882," in the room of Peter
Macarthur, transferred.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
f
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
REGINALD SMITH PHILLIPS
to be Mining Registrar at Croydon, under the
provisions of  "The Gold Fields Act of  1874" and
" The Mineral Lands Act  of 1882."
For the Secretary for Mines and Wrorks,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Gracemere.
John Conachan,
Henry Dunn,
William Ambrose Hoad,
Thomas Jones, and
John O'Shanesy.
Mitch ell.
Mrs. Clara Campbell,
Mrs. Bridget Corbett,
Mrs. Mary Roberts,
Mrs. Isabel Shannon, and
Mrs. Mary Wright.
B. B. MORETO N .
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been please  to
approve of the following promotions and transfer.
of Teachers in the service of the Department of
Public Instruction, viz.:-
JAMES JENKINS CONN
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Tarampa ;
CHARLES ROBERTSON
to be promoted to the position of First A ,sistaut
'reacher inthe State School at Bundanlba Lower ;
DAVID STAIG WARREN
to be transferred to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Toowong ;
ADA CAROLINE SMITH
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Maryborough.
B. B. MORETON.
to approve, in accordance with the Regulations
under  " the Orphanages Act of 1879,"  that the
ladies named in the accompanying list be appointed
Members of District Visiting Committees in con-
nection with  the Diamantina  Orphanage, for the
Districts  set against  their names, respectively, in
the said list:--
LIST OF LADIES APPOINTED  TO BE  MEMB';BS OF
LADIES'  DISTRICT  VISITING C0313IITTEES AT
IPSWICH.
Central Ipswich-Miss Turner.
South Ipswich-Mrs. Spence and Mrs. Walker.
West Ipswich-Mrs. Gore and Mrs. Edmeades.
Woodend, Sadler's Crossing, &c.-Mrs. Richey
and Mrs. Muir.
Basin Pocket-Mrs. R J. Kendall.
Newtown-Mrs. G. R. Wilson.
North Ipswich-Mrs. Darvall.
B. B. MORE'TOIN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1888.
[T IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
j to direct that the names
JOHN COOK and
JAMES FLETCB F R
be substituted for John Crook and Thomas Henry
Fletcher, respectively, appearing in the notification
published in the  Gazette  of the 26th instant,
appointing certain gentlemen to be Justices of the
Peace.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Ollice,
Brisbane, 29t11 May, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto direct that  t e ame
NICHOLAS LAwsON
be substituted for Nic Olson Lawson, appearing in
the general Commission of the Peace published in
the  Gazette  of the 7th January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
AT HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1 1 first year of Her Majesty's reig, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations o make Payments ando ther
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor. by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Tuesday, the 5th instant, to be a Public
Holiday in Gympie : I\'ow, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that TUESDAY,
the 5th instant, shall, within the Town of Gympie,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Bundaberg,
this first day of June, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAvE THE  QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
fL.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MIISGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by Orders in Council made on the eleventh day of August, 1887, and the seventeenth day
V 1' of May, 1888, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open f'or selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents'
Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum
area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
E.M.-17-5-88.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection or
Farm.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Prov sional
Survey Fee.
a p+
toe
P4
Agricul-
tural Area.
8
z
W
A. R. P. ` .A s. d.  S.d. .  s. Acres.
1 Brisbane ... Palen ... Palen ... A.F. 457 18v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0 ;, a, 2 1,280
2 Herberton Barron ... 58v 13 0 0 3 3 0 1 0 2 0 ,moo, o 2 1,280
3 Toowoomba ... Helidon ... ... lv 32 0 0' 3 13 6 1 0 2 a o'0 1 1,280
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested  under the  provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council,  and on the recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and  declare  that the Country Land specified in the  Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July,  1888:  And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person in the said
District shall  be as  follows, that  is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established by
Proclamation dated 16th March, 1887, in the said District shall be 4,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-17-5-88. Gon  SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPawICH LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 5.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of No. ofCancelled Portion.Grazing Farm.
Area.  Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
1 Dugandan ... I 975 19v 1 1,950 0 0 16 4 0
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
00
w 0
mm
DF
8
 r
Value of
Improvement
JSubject to the pay-
0 0 2 ment of  the value
of improvements,
if and.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusoRAvE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council  made  on the seventeenth day of May , 1888 , I did, by and
with the  advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order  that the operation  of so  much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection  should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate  the position of such lots on proper  maps or  plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided  the said land  into the hats specified in the said Schedule,  and has  indicated the
position  thereof on proper  maps or plans  : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities  in me vested  under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ANTHONY MIJSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said land specified  in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Nanango Land Agent's District,
shall  be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MON DAY, the Second
day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 10,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 3,
in the said District, shall be 6,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 3 to be a District for the
purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Nanango Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the  year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-first
year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M: 17 -5 -8 8. GOD S AVE TIES QUEEN
DESCRIPTION.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing  Area No. 3.
The resumed part of Mondure Run.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NANAxoo  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 3.
No.Of
Lot.
Run
Resumption.
I Mondure
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 Ditto
8 Ditto
9 Ditto
10 Ditto
ofPariah . No.Portion. Area.
AnnualProvisional
Survey Fee. Rentper Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Wooroon ... 1v 5,000 0 0  22  10  0 0 0 2
ditto ... 2v 6,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 3v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 4v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 5v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 6v 6,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 7v 5,000 0 0  22  10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 8v 3,760 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
ditto ... 9v 6,000 0 0  22  10  0 0 0 2
Mondure ... lv 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2
Value of
Improvemeuts.
1
Subject to the
payment of
the value of
improvements,
if any.
r
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAV E, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
1. Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Surat Land Agent's District shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say
in the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 16,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one _person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 1,
in the said District, shall be 6,000 acres.
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And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Surat Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
EX.-17-5-88.
No. of
Portion.
DESCRIPTION.
THE SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area .No. 1.
The resumed  part of Warkon Run.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SURAT  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No.  I.
No.
of
Lot.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
By Command,
A. it. P.  £'
1 Warkon ... Noorindoo ... 33 1,114 0 0 12 11  6 0 0 2 Subject to the payment ofthe value of  improve-2 Ditto ... ditto ... 34 1,894 0 0 18 19 3  0 0 2 ments,  if any.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, 'Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
1 Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,"  1,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,  and situated in
the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-17-5-88.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection or
Agricultural
Farm.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within  Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish.
A.F.
1 Brisbane ... I Palen ... . . 49
2 Ditto ... Telemon 153
Selection.
3 Ipswich . Mort ... ... 4359
A.F.
4 Maryborough..  Mungore
5 Ditto ... ditto
6 Ditto ...1 ditto
7 St. George ... Wagaily
8 Ditto  ...  ditto
9 St. Lawrence... Longhill
10 1 Toowoomba ... Douglas
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
8 4,S
.,
 a
13 04
Selection.103
... 104
213
A.F.
178
Annual
Area. Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
No. of
Portion.
37v
6v
89
Area.  Survey Fee. C
c
HENRY JORDAN.
Value opt
Improvements.
HENRY JORDAN.
eo
.E Z1
d v
a,;
is
M
C
m
mo
P F,
8
A. R. P. £'  s. d. I s. d.
160 0 0 11 18 8 1 0 3120 0 0 11 12 3 0 4
600 0 0 113 5 0
10v 1 160 0 0 7 8 2
12v 1 244 0 0 8 4 1
103
104
213
10
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
7 18 0
7 18 0
8 13 6
160 0 0 8 2 1
£ s. Acres.
1 0 R  2 11,280
1 0 1 640
o
0 3 1 0
W
1 1,280
0 9 1 10  I ' 2 1,280
0 9 1 10 2 1,280
0 9 110 2 1,280
0 3 1 O;I3o 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 «s, 1 1,280
1 0 2 0  iL r., 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 ) ril 11 1,280
' I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventeenth day of May, 1888, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "
as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said
land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the
Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and
has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers ana authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
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Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the Second day of  July,  1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-17-5-88. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Not within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
1 Cunnamulla Tinnenburra ... ... 28v 20,000 0 0
2 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 29v 20,000 0 0
3 Dalby ... Tiereyboo ... Arubial ... 11v 1,900 0 0
4 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 12v 4,400 0 0
5 Ditto ditto .. ditto ... 13v 2,400 0 0
6 Ditto ditto .. ditto ... 14v 3,450 0 0
7 Maryborough Lower Doongul Dunmora ... 1v 2,540 0 0
and ForfeitedLease)
Provisional
Survey Fee.
X  s. d.
43 10 0
43 10 0
16 4 0
22 10 0
16 4 0
22 10 0
16 4 0
8I Ditto  ...  ditto ... ditto ... 4v 2,540 0 0 16 4 0
9 Ditto  ...  ditto ditto ... 5v 2,540 0 0 16 4 0
10 Ditto  ...  ditto ... I ditto ... 6v 2,300 0 0 16 4 0
HENRY JORDAN.
Annual
Rent per
Acre.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
Grazing
Maximum
Area.
s. d.
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
01
Acres.20,0000  20,00012,000
12,000
12,000We 12,0005,120wa
0 1 5,120
0 1 5,120
0 1 IJra 5,120
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A. MUSGRAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
I " Tlie Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Dalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 12,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 1,
in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said 6=razing Area No. 1 to be a District for the
purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Dalby Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred-and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command.
E.M.-17-5-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
HENRY JORDAN.
DESCRIPTION.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. 1.
Commencing at the confluence of Myall Creek with the north branch thereof, and bounded thence
by the north branch upwards to the south boundary of P.P. III., parish of Cumkillenbar ; thence by a
line bearing east ; thence by a line bearing north (passing along the east boundaries of portions 1461,
1442, and others) to the south-east corner of portion 466 ; thence by a line north-easterly to the south.
west boundary of a reserve at the south-west corner of portion 1533, parish of Moola ; thence by a line
north-westerly (passing along the north-eastern boundaries of portions 564 and 1101, parish of Cum-
killenbar, and 1493, 1588, 705, 1037, and others, parish of Maida Hill) to Cooranga Creek, by that creek
upwards to its source in the Great Dividing Range, by that range south-easterly to the western boundary
of the parish of Rosalie, by that boundary south-westerly and southerly to Xlyall Creek; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commencement.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection
and
Portion.
Area . Survey  Fee. Annual Rentper Acre . Value of Improvements.
1 Moola ... ... 1598
A. R. P.
160 0 0
£ s. d.
7 11 6
£ s. d.
0 0 112 Subject oftheipa meet of theifvalue rovems2 Ditto ... 1599 160 0 0 7 11 6 0 0  1-1 ,any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVR,
knight Grand Gross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of thr
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and it-
Dependent•ies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " °  The Croton
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
E.M.-10-5-88-B'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR OFFICE  FOR THE USE OF THE
ITHACA  SHIRE  COUNCIL.
88-10287 -3Irs.
Caxton street, Petrie terrace.
County of Stanley, parish (f I'Vorth Brisbane.
Area-1 rood 26 perches.
Commencing on the north-east side of Caxton
street at a point bearing 160 degrees and distant
sixty-five and four-tenths links from the south-west
corner of the old Independent and Wesleyan
Cemetery Reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-west by a line bearing 340 degrees sixty-five
and four-tenths links; on the north by the old
Independent and Wesleyan Cemetery  Reserve
bearing 89 degrees 14 minutes three chains eighty-
three and eight-tenths links; on the east by a line
bearing south about one chain sixty-five links to
Caxton street; and on the south-west by that street
bearing 285 degrees 34 minutes about three chains
seventy-five links to the point of commencement.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES.
88-6149-51ra.
(Extension.)
Bowen.
County of Set bert, parish of Pring.
Allotment 4 of section 34.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of  allotment 3,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Dalrymple
street bearing 54 degrees two chains; on the north-
east by a telegraph reserve bearing 144 degrees
two chains and fifty links ; on the south-east by
allotment 7 bearing 234 degrees two chains ; and
on the south-west by allotment 3 bearing 324
degrees two chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POUND.
88-12523-S.G.
Gin Gin.
County of Bowen, parish of Gin Gin.
Area-2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
26, and bounded thence on the north-east by a road
bearing 128 degrees 10 minutes nine chains and
seven and  a-half links ; on the south by a line
bearing west seven  chains and thirteen and a-quarter
links ; and on the west by portion 26 bearing
north  five chains and sixty-one links to the point
of commencement.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MARKET.
88-12001-s.G.
Normanton.
(In lieu of  the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 23rd April, 1887, which is hereby can-
celled.)
County of Norman, parish of Norman.
Area-1 acre 2 roods 8 perches.
Commencing  at the west corner of allotment 8 of
section  11, and bounded thence on the south-west
by Brodie street bearing 315 degrees six chains
sixty-seven and two-tenths links ; on the north by
Ellis street bearing east four chains twenty-four
and two-tenths links ; on the north-east by allotment
3 bearing 135 degrees three chains sixty-seven and
two-tenths links ; and on the south-east by allot-
ments 6, 7, and 8 bearing 225 degrees three chains
to the point of commencement.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  MUNICIPAL  PURPOSES.
88-12001-s.G.
Normanton.
County of Norman, parish of Norman.
Area-37: perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of the north-west
side of Landsborough street by the south side of
Ellis street, and bounded thence on the south-east
by Landsborough street bearing 225 degrees two
chains seventeen and two-tenths links ; on the
south-west by Little Brown street bearinir 315
degrees two chains seventeen and two-tenths links;
and on the north by Ellis street bearing east three
chains seven  links to the point of commencement.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RIFLE RANGE.
88-8569-S.G.
Roma.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion in the  Government Gazette  dated 16th
December, 1885, which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma.
Area-About 42 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungil Creek
at a point bearing about 95 degrees from the
south-east ccrner of portion 8, and bounded' thence
on the south-east by a line bearing 81 degrees
13 minutes about forty-three chains ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 351 degrees 13 minutes
ten chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing
261 degrees 13 minutes about forty-two chains to
Bungil Creek ; and on the west by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MANURE DEPOT.
88-11308-S.O.
Redcliffe.
(Cancelling the Reserve for Timber established by
Notice in the  Government Gazette  dated 5th
March, 1875.)
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife.
Area-1,461 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
21, and bounded thence on the south by a line and
portion 22 bearing west thirty-one chains ; on the
south-west by lines and portions 54, 55, 56, 57, 58.
59, and 60 bearing 325 degrees ninety-six chains
fifty-five links ; thence by a line north-easterly to
the south-west corner of portion 503 ; thence by
that portion bearing east eight chains thirty links,
north forty-two chains eiglity-three links, and west
two chains fifty-eight links; thence by a line and
portion 31A bearing north twenty-eight chains
thirty-eight links and west thirteen chains eighty
links ; thence by portion 22A bearing north twenty-
two chains thirty-six links and west twenty-five
chains sixty links ; thence by portion 35 parish of
Whiteside, bearing north fifteen chains seventy
links ; on the north  by R  line bearing east 130 chains
eighty-three links to the Gympie road ; thence by
the west side of that rcad south-easterly to the
north-east corner of portion 94, parish of Redcliffe ;
thence by portions 94 and 93 bearing west sixty-six
chains fii ty links ; thence by portions 93, 92, 88
and 86 hearing 156 degrees seventy-two chains
sixteen links; and thence by portions 84, 435, and
a line bearing south sixty chains ten links to the
point of commencement.
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THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
88-9969--S.G.RESERVE FOB QUARRY.
88-6463--S.G.
Charters Towers.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 25th March,
1879, which is hereby amended.)
County of Davenport, parish of Charters Towers.
Area-About 8 acres.
Commencing at a point about eighty-five links
south from the east corner of Recreation Reserve
proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1879, vol. 1,
page 321, anJ bounded thence on the west by
that reserve bearing 179 decrees twelve chains
thirty-three links; on the south-east by a line
bearing tit degrees 16 minutes eight chains
fifty-three links ; on the east and south-east by
lines bearing 351 degrees 16 minutes four chains
fifty-six and nine-tenths links and 59 degrees 30
minutes one chain thirty-eight and five-tenths links;
on the north-east by Valley street bearing 308
degrees 20 minutes nine chains thirty-seven and
five-tenths links ; and on the north by a line
bearing 269 degrees one chain seventy-seven and
five-tenths links to the point of commencement.
THE MARYBOROUGIf LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
Hervey Bay.
88-11665-s.G.
County of Cook, parish of Walsh.
Area-About 588 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Hervey Bay at a
point north from the north-east corner of portion
5, and bounded thence on the west by a line and
that portion bearing south 107 chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east about 110 chains to
Hervey Bay ; and on the north-east by that bay
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION.
88-6124-S.G.
Camoomilla, Magnetic Island, Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Magnetic.
Area-About  26 acres.
Commencing on the high-water mark of Picnic
Bay on the north-east side of Yule street, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that street
bearing 326 degrees about seven chains and twenty-
five links ; on the north-west by Picnic street
bearing 56 degrees thirty-three chains ; on the
north-east by Butler street bearing 146 degrees to
the high-water mark of Picnic Bay ; and on the
south- east  by that high-water mark south-westerly
to the point of commencement.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND  RECREATION.
87-16267-L.B.
Myall Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve for Camping and Water
established by Notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated 24th August, 1876, which is
hereby amended.)
County of Aubigny, parish of Dalby.
Area-80 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
19v, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion and a line bearing east about twenty-seven
chains and forty-four links; on the east by portions
17v and 16v bearing north forty-seven chains and
twenty-nine links; on the north-west by a road
bearing 219 degrees 30 minutes about thirty-six
chains and eighty links ; on the west by a road
bearing south about nineteen chains to the point of
commencement,
Barker's Creek.
County of Fitzroy, parish of Nanango.
Area-About 640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Creek
at the south-west corner of portion 98, parish of
Nanango, and bounded thence by that portion
bearing north about forty-four chains ; thence by a
line bearing west about eighty chains ; thence by a
line bearing south to portion 146, parish of Kunioon,
by that portion east to Barker's Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CROSSING.
88-11250-S.G.
Baker's  Creek, Mackay.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
Area-24 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Baker's Creek at
a point eighteen chains and fifty-five links  east  from
the south-west corner of portion 503, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion and portion 629
bearing west twenty-five chains and thirty links
and passing through a post twenty links from said
creek, and 245 degrees four chains and eighty links
to Baker's Creek and passing through a post ten
links from said creek; and on all other sides by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
S8-7392-S.G.
88-11742-S.G.
Double Barrel Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 6th October,
1882, which is hereby amended.)
County of Elphinstone ,  parish of Magenta.
Area-About 4,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Double Barrel
Creek at the south-east corner of portion 485, and
bounded thence on the west by portions 485, 21v,
17v, 16v, 15v, 14v,  13v, 12v, and llv bearing north,
west, and north to portion  9v; on the north by
portions  9v, lOv,  and a reserve bearing east to
portion 73  ;  thence by that portion bearing south
and east to its south -east corner  ;  thence by a line
south to the north-east corner of portion  31v;
thence by portions 31v, 30v, 29v ,  28v, and 42v
bearing west ,  south-west ,  and south -east to the
south corner of portion  42v; thence by a road
south-west to the east corner of portion 43v ; thence
by portions  43v, 27v , 26v, 25v ,  24v, 23v ,  and 22v
bearing north -west, south-west ,  and south -east to
Double Barrel Creek ;  thence by that creek upwards
to the north -west corner of portion  50v; thence by
that portion bearing south to its south-west corner ;
thence by a road bearing west to the south-east
corner of portion  51v; thence by that portion
bearing north to Double Barrel Creek ; and thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-firs year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command
HENRY JORDAN,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By lies Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  cliael and St .  George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander.in -Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
1)epe!1dencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers andauthorities in me vested under the provisions
of  -=The Crown lands  Act of  1884"  and"  The Crown
Lands Act of  1834  Amendment  Act of  1885,"  1,Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE ,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land BoarJ,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the Country Lands described hereunder, and
situated in the Brisbane Land Agent ' s District,
shall be oven to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the  Second day  of July,  1888: And I
do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which
said lands may be selected shall be 3d. and £1
per acre respectively ,  and that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as follows, that is to  say:-In  the case of lands within an Agricultural
Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-17-5-88.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 6.
Parish of Bribie.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled  Agricultural Farm No. 555.
NOTE.-Subject  to the payment of the  value of
improvements, if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation;
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Z.M.-10 -6-88-K'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE  ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
All Crown lands within the following boun-
daries :-
The portion of the district  east  of the Coast
Range.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
E.M.-10 -5-88-L'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Bounded on the south-east by P.P. 184, parish
of Goondiwindi ; on the north-east and north by
Piggy Piggy Creek ; on the west by the western
boundary of the parish of Goondiwindi ; and on the
south by the Macintyre River.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " Zhe Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands de-
scribed in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
E.M -10-5-S8-J'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 5.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing at the confluence of Home Creek
with the Stuart River, and bounded thence by the
Stuart River upwards to Mimmeramby Creek, by
that creek and portion 4v, parish of Wooroolin,
north-easterly ; thence north-westerly to the western
watershed of Home Creek ; and thence by that
watershed southerly to the point of commencement,
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. MJ;-
A. I USORAVR, chael and St. Geore, Governor
Guveruor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
E. ]i.-10 -&-88-I' .
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 5.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries
Being all the lands included in portions 11v to
78v, parish of Magenta.
PROCLAM ATION.
P1, UP,; F.xvellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
LL.s.J chael and St. George, Governor
MUSURAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and it,
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the recom-
mendntion of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule  hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House , Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.'Jf.-IO -5-88-H'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 1 established
by Proclamation dated 4th September, 1885,
which is hereby amended.)
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:
Commencing at the confluence of the Macintyre
Brook with the Dumaresq or Severn River, and
bounded thence by the western watershed of the
Macintyre Brook northerly to the northern boundary
of Bengalla East Run ; thence by that boundary
westerly, the north-western boundaries of Bengalla
East  and Bengalla  south-westerly, and the north-
eastern boundary of Merawa north-westerly, to a
point south from the east corner of Goondiwindi
Run ; thence by a line north and the north- eastern
boundary of Goondiwindi Run north-westerly to
the eastern boundary of portion 6, parish of Tingan ;
thence by a line north to Commorin Creek, by that
creek and the Weir River downwards to the western
boundary of portion 24A, parish of Broomfield ;
thence by the western boundaries of 21A, 23, 22,
21, 19, and 18, a line southerly and along the
boundary between the leased and resumed parts
of Callandoon Run to a track between the
Callandoon Branch and the Macintyre River, by
the track westerly to the eastern boundary of
Welltown Run, by that boundary southerly to the
Macintyre River; and thence by the Macintyre
and Severn Rivers upwards to the point of com-
mencement ;-exclusive of Agricultural Area No. 2.
fi,U:'LIMA11U\.
dy 1.n  Execilene:v Sir ANTHONY 1iusoiiA%'F,
h night Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Pistinigni shed Order of St. Mi-
A. MVSGRAV x, chael and St . George,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the eighty-fourth secti n
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the Road described hereunder shall be and
is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E. M.-7 -4-87-D'.
DESCRIPTION.
Road, gradually widening from one chain to 114
links in width, resumed from selection 6, Cairns
District. (Thomas Mills.)
From the west boundary of portion 52 north-
easterly to the reserved road through that portion,
- containing  six acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN!
PROCLAMATION.
by 11m, Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the follow-
ing Selection of Land, under the said Act, is
declared forfeited :-
E.M.-10 -5-88-S'.
,MO
G
wog
Z Cw
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
2177
A. R. P.
Francis Burnett  ... ...  80 0 0 Warwick.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By lH., E xce4lency Sir ANTHONY  MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand ('roSS of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Alt•sGRAVF', cliael and St. George, Governor
Gure,' icur.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Coloiq of Queensland and its
Depeiidenciccs.
I N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MIISGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the undermentioned
Reserves in the Gympie District shall be and are
hereby  placed permanently under the control of
the Municipal  Council of Gympie  instead of tem-
porarily, as mentioned in Proclamations dated 19th
June, 1886, and 17th March ,  1888 :--
E.M.-10-5-88-P'.
88-10753-Mrs.
No. Purpose. Area. WhenEstablished.
A. R. P.
1 ' Reserve for Water ... .. 3 2 0
2  1  Reserve for Public Purposes .. 1 0 37
3 1 Reserve for Public Buildings.. 1 3 24
4 Reserve for Public Purposes... ; 1 0 21
5 Reserve for Public Purposes.. 17 0 0
22 February, 1882
17 March, 1888
ditto
ditto
19 June, 1886.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Douse, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in -Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884, "  I, Sir ANTHONY
MIISGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described has been permanently
reserved for the purpose named.
E.M.-10 -5-88-Z'.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-11595-A.
Maryborougb.
County of Lennox, parish of Maryboroughi.
Allotments 7 to 10 of section 112A.
Area-3 acres 2 roods 4 perches.
Commencing on the north-east side of Alice
street at the south corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the north-west by that allot-
ment bearing 30 degrees 30 minutes five chains :
on the north-east by lines bearing 120 degrees 30
minutes two chains and 136 degrees 29 minutes six
chains  twenty-three and nine-tenth links ; on the
south-east by Tiger street bearing 210 degrees 30
minutes three chains thirty links; and on the
south-west by Alice street bearing 300 degrees 30
minutes  eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By I'1is Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the N lost
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE,  chael and St . George. Governor
Governor .  and  Commander.in -Chi f of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
1 and ninety -seven of  "The Crown  Lands Act of
1884 ."  I, Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do , by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has been
temporarily reserved for the purpose named and
placed under the control and management of the
following persons as Trustees ,  who are hereby
empowered to make by-laws for carrying out the
objects of the Trust ,  subject to the approval of
His Excellency the Governor in Council :-
E.M.-10-5-88-A'.
JAMES KENNY,
RICHARD  JAMES  GORTON, and
ALEXANDER FREDERICK JOHN DRAPER.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE.
88-12520-S.G.
Cairns.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns.
Area- 200 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 251 degrees 38
minutes, and distant thirteen links from a wattle-
tree marked broad-arrow over 1t.C. RES., and
bounded thence on the south-west by lines bearing
333 degrees 30 minutes thirty-three chains and
twenty links, 303 degrees twenty-two chains and
fifty links, and 321 degrees 30 minutes five chains
and fifty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east sixty-seven chains and three links; on the
east by a line bearing south thirty-five chains and
forty-nine links; on the south-east by a line
bearing 225 degrees fifteen chains and twenty-
seven links; and on the south by a line bearing
west nineteen chains and twenty links to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
Gm) SAVE TirV  QISEEW I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MIISGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and
iL in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Abo-
rigines, No. 5, Tully River, in the parish of
Rockingham, established by Proclamation in the
Government Gazette  dated 9th January, 1886, shall
be and is hereby cancelled.
E.M.-10-5 -88--C'.
88-9403-8.G.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SATE TUB QIISBN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By I3is Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for
Cemetery, in the parish of Crow's Nest, established
by Proclamation dated the 30th September, 1886,
and the said persons and their successors  shall, as
Trustees, have the control and management of the
said Reserve ; and the said Trustees shall be and are
hereby empowered to make by-laws for carrying
out the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval
of His Excellency the Governor in Council:-
THOMAS PARTON,
CHARLES SUTCLIFFE,
SAMUEL J ACKSON,
JACOB HERNING,
WILLIAM GUNTER,
WILLIAM L. MITCHELL, and
MATTHEW GLEESON.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAV 3 THS QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
11 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Offices, Toowoomba and Rock-
hampton ; the Police Offices, North Pine, Too-
woomba, and Cawarral; and Post Offices, North
Pine, Middle Ridge, and New Zealand Gully.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES  AND ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation . Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
I Charles Ogg Road and reserve sepa- Redcliffe... 20 3 19
2
*3
rating portions 78 and
427 from portions 422
and 424
Ditto ... Portion 12,  being reserve
for water
ditto ... 43 0 0
P. It. C. The road  separating  sub- Drayton ... 0 3 32
Strtiver division  2 of portion
329 from portion 332A
*4 The Gogango The road separating por- Cawarral... 6 3 32
Divisional tion 1290 from portion
Board, on 44
account of
Herbert
Johnston
*5 Ditto, on The reserved  road  ditto ... 14 0 0
account through portion 125
of Michael
Tucker
* Noss.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Grown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Mackay; Police Office, Eton; and Post
Office, Koumala.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J. N. Johansen
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Ares.
Situation.
The road  through por-
tion 1626
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lan•is Act  of 1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within tt, o
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Kelvin ... 5 2 20
The Tarampa Di- The road separating  I  Gatton  ... 5
A.
3
R. P.
2u
visional Board ,  portion 83,  parish
on account of of Tenthill, from
Dyson Lacy portion 87
NOT'-C.-The closure of this road is proposod to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
Raff, Robert- The road  separating
son, and  Co. portion  435 fi om por-
tions  75 and 105
Thorn ...
A. R. P.
3300
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Art of 1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Toowoomba ; Police Offices,
Harrisville and Jondaryan ; and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
2 Messrs. Sha-
nahan and
Jennings
Situation.
The road separating
subdivisions 37 and 38
of portion 90 from
subdivisions 31 and 30
of portion 122
Parish.
Mutdapilly
The road  separating  the King
camping and water
reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
Area.
A.a.P.
3 3 0
... 6 3 14
NoTs.-. The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted , to the  intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions  ;  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-68775.
Date of Deed-7th September, 1887.
Name of Grantee-Johann Schneider.
Land Granted-Portion  75, county of Ward,
parish  of Dugandan.
Area-167 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION  FOR TH E CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion 75.
Area-167 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of por-
tion 77, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 181 degrees 20 minutes twenty-nine chains
and forty links; on the south by portion 20 bearing
270 degrees 30 minutes fifty-six chains and seventy-
eight links ; on the west by a road bearing 4, minutes
twelve chains and seventy-six links; thence by a
line bearing 288 degrees 40 minutes one chain and
six links, and by portion 59 hearing 359 degrees
30 minutes sixteen chains and thirty-four links;
and on the north by portions 109 and 77 bearing
90 degrees  31 minutes  fifty-eight chains and fifty-
eight links to the point of commencement;-
exclusive  of one acre three roods thirty perches
for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-2568.
Date of Deed-21st August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Powlesland.
Land Granted-Portion  262, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-31 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  262.
Area-32 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of portion
261, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing east twenty  chains and  forty-five
links ; on the south-east by a road bearing 207
degrees  41 minutes  twenty-two chains and eighty
links and by another road  bearing 249 degrees 35
minutes ten chains and fifty-two  links ; and on the
west by a road bearing north twenty-three chains
and eighty-six links to tb i point of  commencement.
No. of Deed-9905.
Date of Deed-7th December, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Edward -Pickering.
Land Granted-Portion  404, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera.
Area-10 acres 19 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion  404.
Area-11 acres 28'3  perches.
Commencing at the north  corner  of portion 405,
and bounded thence on the north by a road bearing
270 degrees 2 minutes twenty-three chains and
eight and a-half links ; on the south-west by a road
bearing 129 degrees  59 minutes fifteen chains and
eight links ; and on the south-east by ortion 405
bearing 50 degrees fifteen chains and five links to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
\T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
11 Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct areas and descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-26644.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Charles Lewis Curtis.
Land Granted-Portion  248, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-14 acres 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  248.
Area-14 acres 23 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
249, and bounded thence on the east and north-east
by a road bearing 182 degrees 30 minutes two
chains  and sixty-three links and 131 degrees 30
minutes seven chains and eighty-two links ; on the
south i)y a road bearing 269 degrees 22 minutes
twenty-one chains and seventy links ; on the west
by a line bearing 24 minutes eight chains and five
links; and on the north by portion 249 bearing east
fifteen chains  and ninety links to the point of com-
menceiuent.
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No. of Deed-26633.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Scott Bladen.
Land Granted-Portion  249, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-19 acres 3 roods 4 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  249-
Area-20 acres 14 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
248, and bounded thence on the south by that
ponion bearing west fifteen chains and ninety links;
on the west by a line bearing 24 minutes twelve
chains and forty-six links ; on the north by portion
250 bearing east sixteen chains and thirty-five links ;
and on the east by a road bearing 182 degrees 31)
minutes twelve chains and forty-six links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-26673.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Humphrey George Clifford
Lloyd.
Land Granted-Portion  250, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-28 acres 3 roods 29 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  250.
Area-29 acres 18 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
249, and bounded thence on the south by that por-
tion bearing west sixteen chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 359 degrees
58 minutes twenty chains and six links; on the
north by a road bearing 90 degrees 18 minutes ten
chains one and a-half links; and on the north-east
and east by a road bearing south forty-six links,
148 degrees 47 minutes eleven chains and seventy-
one and a-half links, 176 degrees 46 minutes six
chains and ninety and a•half links, and 182 de,Jrees
30 minutes two chains and sixty-four links to the
point of commencement.
by that boundary westerly to the boundary of the
leased part of Princhester Run ; by that boundary
south-westerly to the Fitzroy River ; and thence
by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement ;-exclusive of portion 6v, parish of
Princhester.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
j NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Aramac, Blackall, Bunda-
berg, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Gladstone, Gympie,
Leichhardt, Maryborough, Normanton, Rock-
hampton, Ronia, Springsure, and Townsville,
showing all land open for selection, both as Agri-
cultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready for
public exhibition in the MIap-room in the Brisbane
Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view. and the remainder will be com.
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1888.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.I T is hereby notified that the undermentioned
Selector can receive  from the Land  Agent in
Cairns the amount of Compensation  to which
he is entitled for the Land taken from his Selection
for Road purposes :-
Selection No.  6, Cairns District -Thomas Mills.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1888.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, that
the following Land in the Land Agent 's District
of Rockhampton ,  as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License ,  under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  at the Rock-
hampton Land Office, on and after  WEDNESDAY.
the Eleventh day of July, 1888, at an Annual
Rental of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent ,  or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
e8-5314-L.B.
HENRY JORDAN.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
FORMING PORTION OF THE RESUMED PART OF
PRINCHESTER RUN.
About 26 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Princhester
Creek with the Fitzroy River, and bounded thence
by Princhester Creek upwards to the south boun-
dary of the town reserve (near Cabbage Tree Creek) ;
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  "  The Crown.  Lands Alien-ation  Act of  1876 "  who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, any receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Laud Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
H E NRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th May, 188's.
" TEE CROWN LA NDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
1 "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of tre
above-recited  Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868" and  "the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb.  March.
Allora* ... ... ... I
Aramac ... ... Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
Banana .. ...  Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Barcaldinet
Baenleigh ... Wed 11 Wed. 8
Blackall ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Bowen  ... ... Thurs.26 Thurs.23
Brisbane. .. ... Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Bundaberg ... Sat. 11 Sat. 11
Burketown  ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Cairns ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Cardwell' ... Fri. 13
Charleville ... Tues. 3, lion. 6
Charters Towers Wed. 41 Wed. L
Clermont ... Thurs. 26 Thurs. 23
Cooktown ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Cunnamul la  ... Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Dalby ... Fri. 27 Fri. 24
Emerald * ... Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Esk* ... ... Wed. 18
Gayndah ... lied. 4 Wed. I
Garaldton (Moo- Wed. 4 Wed. I
rilyan)
Gladstone ... Thurs.261 Thurs.23
Goondiwindi ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Gympie ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Herherton ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Ilughenden ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Ingham ... ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29
Inglewood* ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Ipswich ... ... Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Isisford  ... ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Mackay ... ... Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9
Maryborough ... Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Mitchellt ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Muttaburrat ... Thurs. 9
Nanango .. Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Nerang* ... .. .. Thurs. 9
Normanton ... Tues. 10 Tues. 14
Port Douglas  ... Thurs. 5 1 Thurs. 2
Ravenswood  ... Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
I Rockhampton  ... I lion. 9 Mon. 13
Roma  ... .... Wed. 11 Wed. 8
St. George ... Tues. 17 Tues. 21
St. Lawrence ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Springstire ... Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Stanthorpe  ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Surat  ... . Thurs.26 Thurs.23
Tambo ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. I
Taroom .. ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tenninsering .. Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Thargomindah... Wed. 4 Wed. I
Toowoomba .., lion. 23 Mon. 27
Townsville ... i Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9
Warwick... ... Tues. 24 Tues. 28
April. May.
Wed. 28 '
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5
Wed. 21 Wed. 18
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs. 22 i bars. 26
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 9 ...
Mon. 5 Tues. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs. 29 Thurs.26
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Fri. 23 Fri. 27
Mon. 1$ Mon. 16
Wed. 21
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs. 22
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 28
Wed. 14
Fri. 2
Wed. 14
Thurs. 8
Fri. 16
Fri. 9
Thurs. 1
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Tues. 13
Thurs. 1
Thurs. 1
Mon. 12
Wed. 14
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Fri. 9
Thurs. 29
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 1I
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Thurs. 8
Tues. 27
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. I1
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Thurs. 5
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 12
Tues. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Thurs 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs. 12
Tues. 24
Thurs. 3
Wed. 16
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Fri. 25
Tues. 1
Sat. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Fri. 11
MoL. 7
Wed. 2
Thurs.31
Wed. 9
Mon. 21
Fri. 25
Mon. 21
Wed. 16
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Fri. 25
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Wed. 9
Tours. 10
Fri. 18
Fri. 11
Thurs. 3
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Tues 8
Thurs. 3
Thurs. 3
Mon. 14
Wed. 9
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Mon. 28
Fri. 11
Thurs.31
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
1 Mon. gas
Thurs. 10
Tues. 29
June. + July. August.
Wed. 27
Wed. 20 Wed. 18
Wed. 201 Wed. 18
Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Thurs. 28 Thurs. 26
Thurs.21  Thurs.26
Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 13
Mon. 4 1 Mon. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .28 Thurs. 26
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 29 Fri. 27
Mon. 1S yon. 16
Wed. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6, Wed. 4
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Fri. 8
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Sat. 16
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Thurs. 14
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs. 2S
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed 6 ..
Mon.2 .5 Mon. 23 1 lion .  27 Mon . 24 Mon. 22
12 Thurs .  9  Thurs. 13  !  Thurs.1114 ThursThurs ..
Tues. 26 ,  Tues.  24 Tues.  28, Tues . 25 Tues. 23
I
Mon. 19
Thurs. 8
Tues. 20
Dec.
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Thurs. 27
Thurs. 27
Tues. 4
Sat. 8Wed. 6
Wed. 12
lion . 3
Wed. 5
Thurs. 27
Wed. 12
Mon. 17
Fri. 21
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Thurs. 27
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 6
Thurs. 27
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Fri. 7
Thurs. 13
Fri. 21
Fri. 14
Sat. 15
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Thurs. 13
Tues. 11
Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Fri. 14
Thurs. 27
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Mon. 17
Thurs. 13
Tues. 18
* The Courts marked thus * are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
Thurs 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Fri. 6
Thurs.  12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Sat. 14
Wed. 11
Wed 4
Wed. 15
Wed. 15
Tues. 7
Wed. 8
Thurs. 23
Thurs. 23
Tues. 7
Sat. 11
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Mon. 6
Wed. 1
Thurs.30
Wed. 8
Mon. 20
Fri. 24
Mon. 20
Sept. Oct.
Wed. 26
Wed. 19 , Wed. 17
Wed. 19 Wed. 17
Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Tues. 4 Tues. 2
Nov.
Wed. 14
Wed. 21
Tues. 6
Wed. 14
Thurs. 22
Thurs. 22
Tues. 6
Sat. 8 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Wed. 5 I Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 12 Wed. 10  Wed. 14
Fri.  141  ... Sat. 10
Mon. 3 Mon .  1 Mon. 5
Wed. 5  Wed. 3 %1ed. 7
Thurs .  27 , Thurs .  25 Thurs 29
Wed. 12'  B ed. 10 Wed. 14
Mon. 17, Mon. 15 Mon. 19
Fri. 28 Fri. 26 Fri. 23
Mon. 17  '  Mon .  15 Mon. 19
Wed. 21
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 19
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 1Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs.23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29 I
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Thurs.27  Thurs .25 Thurs 22
Fri. 14  Fri. 12 Sat. 10
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 I Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28
Wed. 12  , Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri. 7  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Fri. 7  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
hurs.13 'Thurs. 11 Thurs. 8
Fri. 21 Fri. 19 Fri. 16
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10
Sat.  15 Sat.  13 Sat. 10
Wed. 12  I Red. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Tues. 13
Thurs. 1
Thurs. 1
Mon. 12
Wed. 14
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Sat. 10
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thurs. 9 Thurs.11
Tues .  10 Tues. 14 , Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2 I Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon .  10 Mon. 8
Wed. 11 Wed.  8 Wed . 12, Wed. 10
Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 18 Tues. 16
Wed.  4 i Wed. 1, Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Mon .  23 Mon. 27 lion .  24 Mon. 22
Fri. 13 Fri, 10 Fri. 14 'Fri. 12
Thurs. 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
4Wed
Thurs.30  Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs.29
Wed. 1  '  Wed. 5  Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 8  Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 5, Wed. 3 Wed. 7
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1888.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber andother Licenses made o and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Amount
Applicant ' s Name. Description of License. of
Fee.
1 £ s.
ALLORA.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Wm. Linnett ... ...  j  o cut and split slabs, &c.J 0 15
AYR.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
John C. Christie ... To cut and remove in log! 0 5
Ditto ... f „ 1 0 5
BIRDSVILLE.
(For the Month of March, 1888.)
William Scott .. To cut and split slabs,  &c.  0 15
William Blair ... To dig and remove stone 1 0
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
E. A. P. Burt ...
Ditto ... ...
William Scott ...
Ditto ... ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut firewood
To cut and split slabs, &c.
2 0
0 15
0 10
0 15
BLACKALL.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Martin Jorgensen ... 1 To cut firewood ... 1 0 10
BOULIA.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Henry Speechley ... To cut firewood 1 0
William Smith ... To cut and remove in log) 0 5
BoWEN.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
John Barrett ... . To cut and remove in log
Ditto
A. C. Macauley ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
J. Horne ...
W. Ahern ...
T. King, junr.
J. H. Walker
R. Bugby ...
J. Horne ...
T. Robinson ...
J. Craig ...
H. Bestman ...
(For the
W. Parkhurst
A. W. Amos ...
A. Riecke ...
H. Miller ...
J. Dixon ...
T. W. Payne ...
J. A. Stonebridge
W. Williamson
C. Christensen
H. Stoold ...
J. Nielsen ...
W. Page
J. Hendle ...
A. Cunningham
J. Johnson, junr.
A. C. Wynter.
N. Dunn ...
T. Reidy ...
C. Thiele ...
W. E. Cocking
A. Cocking ...
J. Remington
R. Carolan ...
J. Smith ...
J. Tobin ...
J. Blair
To cut and remove in log'
... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
BUNDABERa.
Month of April,  1888.)
... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 15
0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0
0
0
15
10
10
10
10
0
10
10
10
5
10
0
15
15
To cut and remove in log 0
0 5
1 0
0 10
0 15
0 15
LICENSES-continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
B UNDABER G -cotati  n tied.
F. Wegert ...  To cut and  remove  in log 1 0
W. E. Cocking ...  0 5
Wilson,  Hart, and Co .  0 10
A. Boque ... ... )2 „ )7 0 10
D. Barry  ... i 0 10
W. W. Woodman ... 1 0
E. Page ... ... „ „ „ 0 10
J. James ... ... 0 5
BURKETOWN.
(For the Month of March ,  1888.)
Wm. Harvey ... ... I  To cut and  remove  in log 1 0 5
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of April ,  1888.)
Ah Hon ... ... I To cut firewood ... I 0 10
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
A. Strachan ... ... Tocutandremoveinlog
Alex. Mackenzie ...
Joseph Stott ... ... To cut firewood ...
S. Holmes ... ...
J. Adams ... ... To cut and split slabs,  &e.
W. Orthlieb ... ... To cut firewood ...
£ s.
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 15
1 0
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Mohamed Ali
Tommy Ah Sam
Allan McPhee
Ji Ip ... ...
Ali  Kidgee ...
Henry Strube ...
Philip C. Michelmore
Thomas Twort
Joseph Pryor ...
Charles McDaniel
George Kolass
August Lafett
Samuel McSamson
John Antony ...
John Bunt ...
Samuel McSamson
Peter Fogarty
Peter Fosannelli
Francis Grubb
Joseph Grubb
Ali Hoy ...
Sun Chow
Herman Simon
Thomas Turner
Alexander Rae
John Sharkev ...
John B. King
Arthur Sowden
Thomas Guppy
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut and remove in log
To cut firewood ...
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
010.
0 10
0 10
0 10
„
...
... „
... I To cut and split slabs, &c.
... To cut firewood ...
...
... To cut and split slabs, &c.
„
To cut firewood
Alexander A. McCrea
Ah Mung ...
John O'Donnell
Sam Nung ...
C. Lyons ...
M. Roberts ...
Mansell Brace
A. Spiers ..
Charles Ali Chin
Ah Yun
Patrick McKivor
Roger McKivor
John Courley...
Bennett Nelson
Frederick Clem
Albert Milltean
John Wakeman
E. P. Meehan
Pasquale Cross
Hermann Birr
Michael Gorselz
Richard Griffiths
Qui See ...
Christopher Stout
George  Milligan
David Hickey...
To cut and split slabs,&c.
„ 7f „
To cut firewood
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LICBNS $ s-continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
CHABTBBe Towm sa-continued.
William Colquhoun  ...  To out firewood ...
Thomas W .  Colquhoun „ it ...
Julian E .  Madden  ... to it ...
Robert F. Walker  .., „ „ ...
Axel Olsen  ... ... „ „ ...
Ah Say ... ... To cut firewood ...
Ah Hee ... „ of ...
Gottlieb Vandersee  ... „ of ...
John Hodgson  ... of if  ...
Joseph Phelan ... of of
William Farmer ... to to
John Dick  ... ...  To cut and split slabs, &c.
Henry Fazel  ... ...  To out firewood ...
Ahmah Don ... ... of it .
Matthew Corcoran  ...  To cut and remove in log
R. Sager ,  senr . ...  To out firewood ...
R. Sager, junr. of it  •.•
Arthur Radford  ... of to  ...
,, ..Patrick O 'Connor  ...  It
„ ...Frank Goodwin  ... of
Arthur Brooks  ... to it ...
Ah Tip ... „ of ...
,, ...Charles Davey  ... of
Timothy Feeheny ... it
Edwin Cann  ... ... „ „
„ ...John McKeon  ... it
„ ...Ah Qui  ... it
John Gelling ... ... of
James O'Neill  ...  To cut and  split  slabs, &c.
Samuel O'Neill ...
Charles Olseen ... To cut firewood
o...
Timothy Mangan
John Ruddy  ... ...  To out and
split  slabs, &c.John Blum  ... ...  To out  firewood ...
Sun Chew  ... „ it ...
Sun Chew  ... of ...
Henry Reddel ... To cutandsplit  slabs, &o.
David Thompson ...
John Ruddy,  junr. ...
Charles Wil liams ... To
William C. Clifton ...
Ah Shin ... ...
Ah  Tong  ...
Henry Hannam ...
Emil Berger ...
Hanna  (Cingalese) ...
„ „
cut firewood
if
of
„
of
of
of
Amount
of
Fee.
a a.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 to
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
to
John McCrystal  ... „ „ ..
William Santry
John Cockfield  ...  To cut and split  slabs,&c.
Thomas Penny ...
„  of .
W. H. Power  ...  To out firewood ...
Henry  Moores ...  if of
James  R. Chisholm  ...  To cut and split  slabs,&c.
John Rebgetz  ...  To  out firewood ...
W. C. Stuart ... „ of
Jimmy Ah Choy ... ...
William Pask  ...  To cut  And remove in log
John Fortune  ...  To cut firewood
Thomas R .  Evans ... it of
CLONevRRY.
(For the Month of April ,  1888.)
Dl. Slatter  ... ...  I To cut  and remove in log I
COOHTOWN.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
G. Holman ... ... To cut firewood ...
Ah Fook  ... ... to it ...
J. Quon ... ... To cut and  split slabs, &c.
W. Hinds  ... ...  To cut  and remove in  lo
Ditto ...  ...  To out and split  slabs, &c.
G. Holman  ... ... of  „ „
A. Leitch of 5)
Ah Chee  ... ...  To cut firewood
of
CROYDON.
(For the  Month of March, 1888.)
Chin Yung ... .... To cut firewood
John  Hart ...  .  To cut and  remove inlog
CUNNAMULLA.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
B. Gallagher  ...
1
To  out firewood
Thos .  Ramsay  1   ,) „ .. •
0 6
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
1 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
Li ox N s$s---continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
B a.
GAntDAH.
(For the  Month of  April, 1888.)
Randal  Hanna  ...  To cut and spli t slabs , &c. 0 15
Wm. Moore  ... .  To make bricks ... 2 0
Wm. Elseback  ...  To cut firewood ... 0 10
GBOnGBTOWN.
(For the Month  of April, 1888.)
Joseph Jackson
Charles Nelson
Ah Tang ...
Robert Patton
John Patton ...
Thos .  B. King
Walter Jones
Charles Salmon
Samuel Pa li ng
Edwin Huriston
Charles Patterson
Leonard Hartwe ll
Thomas Nicholas
Wil li am Ramsay
Charles Klatt
Ah Foo .
John Edwards
T. M. Murray
To out and split slabs, &c. 0 15
of it of 0 15
To cut firewood ... 0 10
„
of
„
to
of ... 0 10
„
to
„
0 10.l.
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
„ of 0 10
To cut and remove in log 0 5
To out  firewood 0 10
To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
To cut firewood ... 0 10
To  out and remove in log 0 5It of to  0 5
To  out firewood ... 0 10To ut and split slabs, &o. 0 15
To  out firewood 0 10
GYacrIB.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
S. King  ... ..  To cut and remove in log 0 5
McGhie, Lnya ,  and Co. „ of „  1 10
T. McMahon  ... ... „  it  „ 0 16
W. Rose  ... ... „ of to 0 6
Taylor Bros .... ... „ „  1 10
Willcocks and Co. .,.  To out  and split slabs, &e. 22 10
John Gierke  .... ... „ „ „  0 16
John Hall  ... „ „ , , 0 16
Fountain Brothers  ... „ If of 2 5
J. Tatnell  ... „ „ to 0 16
John Maylor ... ... To out firewood ... 0 10
Conrad Brown  ... If „ ...  0 10
John Clark  ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
Henry Farrary „ „ ... 0 10
S. Polletti .. ... „ „ ... 0 10
C. Hackworthy ... „ „ ... 0 10
W. E. Casey  ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
J. Ahern  ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
T. Whyno  ... 0 10
J. Hau  ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
F. Murph  ,.. ... „ „ ...  0 10
Jas. Rogers  ... ... „ „ l.. 0 10
M. Bartolo  ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
Jas. McCrone  ... „ „ ...  0 10
F. K. Stringer  ...  To cut  and remove in log 0 6
HUGHBNDBN.
(For the  Month  of April ,  1888.)
Joseph Simpson  .  To cut and remove in log 0 5
Edwd .  Fitzgerald  ,..
ITo cut and split slabs, &c.1 0 15
INGUAM.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
M. R. Raphael  ...  To cut firewood ...
W. Annan ... ... „ of
E. Adshead  ... ...  it if  ...
H. Gregory  ... ... „  of  ...
J. Herron  ... ... if „ ...
Jack  Honga  ... „  of ...
Johnny  Bennie  ...  of to  ...
Omibealla  ... ...  of  ,, ...
Aromie ... ... of ,, ...
Apee  .. ... ... of  ...
Lohj Valua  ... ... „  of ...
Paaporn  ... ...
Noumenea  ... ...
Telle Wow ... ... „ „ ...
Fatoh  ... ... ...
Sumba  ... „ „ ..
Tongore  ... ...
Gwarrewagh  ... ...
Sibie  ... ... ...
Fomah . .. „
„ ...Ringambool  ... ...  is
Lloknionie  ,,, . .. i it + ..
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
019
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Applicant ' s Name.
Ransearo
Soteo ...
Mai ...
Unie ..
Queambie
Allanova
Malingala
LICENSES-continued.
Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
INGHAM  -continued.
To cut  firewood
...
IPSwzca.
Month of April,  1888.)
To cut and  split slabs, &c.
(For the
G. T. Taylor ...
J. Hancock ...
Ditto ...
J. Payne ...
J. Sloan ...
A. Sloan ...
J. Mair ...
R. Anthony ...
L. Shield ...
Stubbersfield Bros.
Ditto ...
D. Adams ...
F. E. Eggar ...
Ditto ...
J. McGrory ...
Ditto
Ditto
A. Donaldson
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
V. Scaroni
Ditto
A. Pringle
E. Volz
J. Andrew,  junr. ...
Ditto ...
J. Barnes ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. Maynard ,  junr.
Ditto ...
S. McCleary ...
Ditto
L. Sutton
S. Sweet ...
F. J. Moore ...
W. S. Moore ...
E. Summerville
M. Kearney ...
P. Fitzgerald ...
B. Conroy ...
W. Armstrong
L. Shield
W. Alcorn, j unr.
Ditto ...
J. Greagory ...
J. H. Schoufeld
Ditto ...
„ „ „
„ „
To cut  and remove in log
„
„
£ a.
LICENSES-continued.
Applicant' s Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
MARYBOROUGH -continued.
0 10 Murphy and Co.
0 10 J. Pitt ...
0 10 J. J. Reis ...
0 10 Fountain Bros.
0 10 N. J. Berney ...
0 10 J. Sweeney ..
0 10 Murphy and Co.
„
To out  and split  slabs, &c.
To out  and remove in log
„
,,
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut and remove in log
„
To cut and split  slabs, &c.
To cut and remove in log
„ „
LEYBURN.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Jas. Ellis ... : ; ; I To cut and remove in log
Louis Kurtz ...
MACKAY.
(For the Month of February, 1888.)
0 5
0 5
T. O'Loughlin ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
H. Hendy ... ... I „ „ ... I 0 10
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Wilson, Hart, and Co. To cut and remove in log
W. Gillespie ... ... To cut firewood ...
W. Elves ...
J. Deacon „
T. Rowston  ... ...  Tocutand split  s' abs,&c.
H. Eientrager ... To cut  and  remove  in log
F. Peoch ... ... To cut  firewood ...
P. Peoch ... ... „ „ ..
J. Rowston, j unr. . To cut and split slabs, &c.
W. Hamilton ...
G. Anderson  ... ...
J, Harins  ... ...
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
A. 'Wieland ...
S. J. Wright ...
E. Ryan
Murphy and Co.
B r.
To cut and split slabs, &c. 6 15
To cut firewood  ...  0 10
To out and remove in log 0 10
To cut and split slabs, &c. 1 10
To out firewood ... 0 10
„ „ 0 10
To cut and split slabs, &c. 4 10
To cut and remove in log 0 5
To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
To dig and remove gravel 1 0
To cut and split slabs, &c. 1 10
MAYTOwN.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Ab Tow ...  To cut and split  slabs, &c.
Ah Bow ... . To cut  andremoveinlog
Ah Dick ... ... To cut firewood
0 15
0 5
0 10
MILES.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Thomas Bourne ... J Tocut  and removein logy 0 5
GERALDTOt.
(For the Month of April , 1888.)
R. M. Tockler ... I To cut firewood ... J 10 0
MUTTABURRA.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Charles Berlenberg ... J To cut firewood ... 10 0
NANA1 GO.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
R. Ullathorne ... To out and split  slabs, &c. 0 15
H. McDermott ... 0 15
W. H. Joy .. ... 0 15
H. Shuttlewood ... 0 16
J. Walsh ... ... 0 15
NERANG.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Walter Hamlyn ... To cut  and remove inlogl 0 5
J. R. Walker ... To cut and split  slabs ,&c. 0 15
Redman Weedon ... Tocutandremoveinlog 0 15
James Hargraves ... „ „ „ 0 10
NORMANTON.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
John Lock ... ... I To  cut  firewood ... 1 0 10
PENTLAND.
(For the Month of ianuary,  1888.)
W. Smith ... .... To cut and  split slabs , &c.1 0 15
RAVENSWOOD.
'(For the Month of April, 1888.)
William McAdam ... To cut and  split slabs , &c. 0 15
Ah Quey ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Chas. Jansen ... It „ ... 0 10
Ah Hat ... „ ... 0 10
Ah Gan ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Ah Tuck ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Ah Hook ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Ah Long ... ... „ it ... 0 10
ROCKHAMPTON.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
August Hashler ... To cut firewood
Michael Sullivan ...
Hans Peterson, junr....
Hans Peterson, senr....
James Odowd ...
Wm. Floyd ... ...
(leo. Harding... ...
James Hayes ...
Patrick Duffy... ...
Patrick McGrath ...
Wm. Chas. Faston ...
Matt. Donnelly ...
Wm. Busch ... ...
Chas. Busch ... ...
Wm, Connors ,,.
0 10
„ 0 10
To cut and split  slabs &c.
To cut  andremoveinlog
,, ,,  if
»1T
„  to
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
LICENSES -continued.
Applicant 's Name. Desc ri ption of License.
RoMA.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Henry Kadel ... ... To cut firewood
John Kadel ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
Jonathan Linnett ... To cut firewood ...
Gotlob Roebeig
P. J. Short ... .. To cut and split slabs, &c.
Carl Ulrich ... ... To cut firewood ...
ST. GROEGS.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
-James Hook ... ... I To cut and split slabs, &c.)
SPBING SUBE.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
George Swales ... To burn charcoal
George Swales ,  junr... it
Thomas Little ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
John McGregor ... „
STANTRORPE.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Henry Finn ... To out firewood ... I...
Maurice  O'Connell „ ,f
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Amount
of
Fee.
g s.
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
TAROOM.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Jas. Carberry... ... I To cut and split  slabs , &c.1 0 15
TBNNINa $RING.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Chas. Luff ... ... To cut  firewood
M. Scanlon  ... ... „ „ ..
J. Russel  ... ... To out and split  slabs,&c.
Z. Williams ... ... „ „ „
TRARGOMINDAR.
(For the Month  of April,  1888.)
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
Charles Hoggett ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
James Betts ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Henry O. Craigie .. To dig and remove stone 1 0
(For the
John Thumann
E. Castles ...
J. F. Weber ...
W. Krd tzmann
Ditto ...
J. M. Grehan ...
Wilim. Dornbusch
Willm. G. Bidgood
W. J. Ludford
Henry Wockner
Thomas Russell
Alfred  Russell
William Figell
George F. Cox
James Nola i ...
John Foote
Charles Kratzmann
James Warren
George Koppe
W. T. Luck ...
Hugh Anderson
George Truss ...
John Truss ...
Mick. M1inz ...
Thomas Neden
John Steger ...
Justus Nass ...
Henry  Merrett
William Ryan
Frederick Brunner
Henry Simpson
William Miller
Charles Hunt...
W. Field
C. Carcary
J. Kendall
A. Clark
F. Clark
Ah See
Ah Gee
P. Cairns
ToowooMaA.
Month of April, 1888.)
... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
)I
„
isit
„
To dig and remove sand
To cut firewood ...
„
I
T.,ws  S VILLE.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
... ... To cut firewood
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
1 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
1 0
0 10
Applicant 's Name.
LICENSES-continued.
Description of License.
VBRBSDALE.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Samuel  Harrison ... To outandremove in log
Edward Smales ... „ „ „
Robert Fraser... ... To cut  and split slabs, &c.
William Byrne ... To cut and removein log
WARWICK.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
0 10
0 15
2 5
0 5
C. Nane ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Arthur Beevor ... To strip wattle 0 10
J. G. Bowen ... ... To cut in log ... 0 5
WINTON.
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
John Power ... ... I To cut firewood ... 0 10
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council ,  on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty- third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part  of a Rnn, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act ,  been open to selection
under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1)
Amount
of
Fee.
Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description b a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October. 1885.
Public Lands Office,
Herberton, 21st May, 1888.
j HEREBY call upon the undermentioned Selec-tors to show cause,  at the Land Court to be
held at Herberton, on the Fourth day of July next,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why their respective
Selections should not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the condition of residence.
Selec- Selector Parish . Districttion. . .
No.
160 John  O'Regan ... ... Barron ... ... Herberton
165 W. A. Martin ... ... ditto ... ... ditto
113 Kate M. Kearney ...  ditto ... ... ditto
6 Letitia  Lawless  ... ...  ditto ... ... ditto
227 R.  G. McLean ... ...  ditto ... ... ditto
194 Andrew  Love ... ... Herberton ... ditto
11 W. F.  Ray ... ... Barron ... ... ditto
104 J .  S. Love ... ...  ditto ... ... ditto
214 E .  H. Atkinson  ... ...  ditto ... ... ditto
210 Vernon Travers ...  ditto ... ... ditto
211 Thomas  Peake ... ...  ditto ... ... ditto
163 Neil McGeehan .. ... ditto ... ... ditto
109 T. A. Gulliver ... ... ditto ... ... ditto
218 Henry Bradshaw ... ditto ... ... ditto
216 Joseph Bradshaw .. ditto ... .. ditto
219 Stephen Johns ... ... ditto ... ... ditto
213 Arthur Jones ... ... ditto ... ... ditto
177 Adam Schneider ... Herberton ... ditto
A. H. ZILLMAN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Greg ory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Read Office  in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited o forward to theDepartment of Agricultur  in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar , Tobacco,* Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pycnantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrens),  for which applica-
tion  can now be made  through the local and
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities o bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Appli cations for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1888.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
TT in hereby notified that an Examination of
11 Candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as ]Licensed  Surveyors will be commenced at theSurveyor-General's Office.  George street, on
MONDAY, 16th July, 1888.
1. Each candidate ,  before entering upon his
examination for a license as Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of service
and general experience in field duties ,  and his
competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibility. The term of service must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand ,  and who can produce
certificates  from the Surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required by
the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves , specifying names in full and enclosing with
same a fee of £6, together with any testimonials of
professional quali fications they may have previously
obtained ,  which will  be returned after the examina-
tion is completed .  Each candidate is also required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes  taken by him  on the round, and a specimen
of drafting  in accordance with the requirements of
the Survey Department.
4 . Proof of each candidate having attained the
fu ll  age of twenty -one years must also be supplied,
if required.
6. The course of examination will include the
following  subjects:-(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General  knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(g) Writing  descriptions of boundaries.
(h) The use and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods  of determining latitude and longi-
tude,  and of obtaining the true meridian.
(j) Each candidate will be required during
the examination to take observations for
azimuth by altitudes of the sun, and to
work out the azimuth there fr om.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms ,  a 20 and 40 scale, a parall el ruler, a
protractor, and pencil ,  when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
NOTICE.
F
OR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agri-
cultural Township, Village of Ninderry, and
portions adjoining, in the parish of Maroochy,
under the twenty-second section of the Amending
Act of 1886. Price, Is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1888.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agricul-tural Township, Village of St. Helen's, and
i
ortions adjoining, parish of St. Helen's, Mackay
iistrict. Price, Is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th May,1888.
THE following Maps are now for Sale at this
Office, viz.  :-
Agricultural Townships.
Village of Murrinda and portions 17v to 27v
adjoining, parish of Ossa, Mackay District,
under ' section twenty-two, Amendment
Act of 1886.
Price, 1s.
Village of Tuchekoi and portions 4v to
17v adjoining, parish of Tuchekoi,
Gympie District, under section twenty-
two, Amendment Act of 1886.
Price, Is.
40-Chain Maps.
Rockhampton Sheet No. 1, showing lands in
the parishes of Murchison , K arkol, Wise-
man, Rockhampton ,  and G racemere.
Price, 2s. 6d.
Moreton No . 7 North,  showing lands in the
parishes of Toorbul and Redeliffe and part
of Bribie Island.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General' s Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1888.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
BUNDANBA COLLIERY.THE following amended Special Rules relatingto the Bundanba Colliery are hereby pub-lished in the Government Gazette,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Mines Regulation Act
of 1881."
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
SPECIAL RULES FOR THE CONDUCT AND GUIDANCE
OF PERSONS EMPLOYED IN OR ABOUT THE
BUNDANBA COLLIERY.
For the  conduct and guidance of the persons
acting in the management of the mine, or employed
in or about the same, to prevent dangerous acci-
dents, and to provide for the safety and proper
discipline of the persons employed in or about the
mine, in terms of section two of the Statute 45
Victoria ,  section 21:
In these special rules the word  "  agent" means
the person having, on behalf of the owner ,  care and
direction of any mine ,  or of any part thereof, and
superior to the manager. The word " manager"
means the person  (whether the owner or the agent)
who has the management of the mining operations
carried on in the mine or colliery . "Overman"
means a person employed and acting under the
manager ,  and includes plural as well  as singular.
The word " miner " means every person employed
in the mine, in the cutting, or excavation ,  or removal
of coal, ironstone,  shale, fireclay,  or other mineral,
metals,  or material.
Agent.
1. The  agent, where one is employed separate
from the owner ,  shall have ,  as representing the
owner ,  the care and direction of the mine committed
to his charge ,  and it shall be his  duty to take a
general supervision thereof, and to see that the
manager attends to and performs his duties, and
genera lly to act as the owner 's representative, and
see that the mines are conducted in conformity with
the requirements  of the Act.
Manager.
2. Genera lly the mine  (or division of the same,
when  divided) to which  the manager has been
appointed  shall be under the control and super-
vision of the manager ,  whose  duty it  shall  be to
carry out, and see carried  out, the  various pro-
visions of  the Act,  so far as is incumbent on him
or on those acting under his control and directions,
and to see that sufficient material and appliances
are always  provided  for the proper carrying out of
all  necessary operations.
Overman.
8. Subject to the control and supervision of the
manager ,  the whole operative details sha ll  be under
the care and charge of the overman .  The overman
sha ll  be in the pit every day, and shall see that the
workmen of every class in their several depart-
ments discharge their duties ,  and shall receive and
attend to all reports made to him as to the state
and repair of the air-courses ,  machinery ,  midwall,
trap-doors ,  road ventilating ,  furnace, and working
places . lie  sha ll  cause remedies to be provided
where needed ,  and shall  see the general and special
rules faithfully and rigidly enforced.
4. He shall have under his immediate charge the
shaft slides ,  pumps ,  and rela tive fittings, all  of
which he shall keep safe and  efficient.
5. He shall  attend to  the ventilation ,  in terms of
General Rule No .  1, and shall see that this rule be
closely followed and rigidly complied with.
6. He sha ll  see that a plen tiful supply of timber
for props and other purposes ,  required  by the work-
men to carry on their operations  with  safety to
themselves ,  is always ready ,  and shall  cause the
same to be cut into proper lengths and laid on the
pit-top.
7. He shall , without delay,  report  to the  manager,
or agent, or owner ,  any matter or thing coming
under his notice ,  necessary  to be observed  or carried
out with a view to compliance with the general or
special rules, which he cannot himself perform.
Pitheadman or bankmaan.
8. The pitheadman, during the several shifts, if
more than one, shall, subject to the control and super-
vision of the manager, have charge of the work-
men employed about the pit bank. He shall see
that at all times there is sent down the pit a stock
of timber, as marked by the miners, for props and
other necessary purposes, and report to the
manager if at any time he sees or has it reported to
him that there is a deficiency of such timber or
other articles .  He  shall superintend  and direct the
safe removal  fr om. the cage or other appliance used
in the hauling of coal, fireclay, or other minerals or
materials , of all loaded  waggons ,  and see to the
safe replacing of the  re turn waggon on the cage or
other appliance used.
9. He shall be in attendance in the morning at
such time as the miners' shift commences. It
shall be the duty of the pitheadman to report to
the manager or overman any defect in the ropes,
chains, shaft, pit-head, frame, or other apparatus.
10. He shall regulate the number  of men des-
cending at a time,  taking care  that  not more than
four to a single and eight to a double cage shall
ride on such cage respectively ,  and no one with a
waggon; and shall not allow any person in  liquor
to go into the pit.
11. In the  absence of a " weigher" specially
appointed for the purpose, it shall be the duty of
the pitheadman to act  as " weigher ,"  and to see
that all the  waggons  are properly filled with the
mineral contracted to be gotten, and that the proper
reductions are made in respect of stones or materials
other than the minerals contracted to be gotten, or
in respect of waggons,  baskets,  &c., being im-
properly filled.
Weigher.
12. When  a person is specia lly appointed as a
weigher, it shall be his duty to attend to the matter
embraced immediately in the preceding rule.
Engineman.
13. The engineman at the pit top shall, during
the hours of his shift, remain continually in charge
of or as near his engine as at all  times to have it
completely and entirely under his control. He
shall be careful that the engines and boilers are
always in good working condition, and that the
pumps and whole machinery and gearing connected
with his  engine are in a safe and effective state,
and any fly-wheel or exposed and dangerous parts
of the machinery securely fenced. He shallhave
charge of the furnace-men where theseareemployed,
and be responsible for the regularity with which
steam is kept u and for the proper state of the
boilers. He shall have steam raised and the
machinery in working order in time for the com-
mencement  of each shift.
14. He shall thoroughly acquaint himself with,
and shall watch and attend to, the various  signals
for raising or lowering the cage or any other appa-
ratus used instead,  whether laden with men or
materials,  or, when empty,  shall exactly set down
the cage or other apparatus at the landing places
and manage the brake connected with the engine.
The engineman shall further attend to and see that
steam and water gauge and safety valve attached
to the steam boiler are kept in good order.
15. Before allowing the descent of workmen into
the mine on any morning ,  the enineman shall be
bound to run each cage,  if such is used,  at least
once from the pit-head to the pit-bottom to ascertain
whether everything is right, and if any defect shall
be discovered he shall stop the ngine and shall
not on any pretext allow the descent of workmen
until the matter has been reported to the  manager,
overman, or person in charge, who shall direct
what remedy shall be  necessary.
16. He is prohibited from allowing any person
whatever to interfere with the engine in any way
while being wrought, and from allowing or per-
mitting any person other than those authorised by
the owner,  agent, or manager to enter or remain in
the engine-house.
17. He shall attend to  signals and make the
necessary return signals, which shall be as follows
where  a cage  is employed
18. The bottomer, or person acting in his
absence, shall make the following  signals  from the
bottom- .
l
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19. He shall  strike or ring the signal bell once
for the ascent of the cage, whether loaded or empty.
20. The engineman shall make a counter signal
if there is any reason why the cage should not
ascend, and in case the signal mentioned in Special
Rule 19 be given at any time when the cage is in
motion the engineman shall immediately stop the
engine.
21. The bottomer sha ll  strike or ring the bell
thrice in rapid succession ,  intimating that men are
about to ascend  ;  then the engineman shall signal
that all is ready ,  thereupon the bottomer shall make
the usual ascent signal of one stroke of the bell ;
thereupon the cage shall  be raised.
22. The bottomer shall strike or ring the bell
twice when he desires the engine  to be  reversed
and the ascending cage returned to the pit-bottom
and to remain there.
Bottomer or signalman.
23. The bottomer shall  attend during the working
shifts in the mine, to regulate the number of men
who shall ascend on the cage at a time, to keep
order among the wheelers arriving with loaded
waggons at the pit -bottom ,  to see that the loaded
waggons are carefully placed on the cage or other
apparatus used in hauling the waggons, and secure
them; to make the appointed signals necessary for
regulating the ascent of men and materials ; to
examine and report to the manager or overman on
the state of the signal apparatus ,  and of the wag-
gons used in the pit, and of the cage wrought in
the shaft ,  and also on the state of the slides or guide
rods in which the cage moves.
24. The bottomer shall attend to and answer the
signals made by the engineman from the surface.
25. He shall not allow any miner ,  wheeler, or
other workman in  the pit,  to make signals while
he, the bottomer ,  is on duty.
26. He shall not suffer more than four men at a
time to ascend the shaft in a single cage, nor more
than eight in any double cage .  He sha ll  not allow
any person to ascend along with a waggon, whether
loaded or empty ; and he is forbidden to signal the
ascent if more than the appointed number shall  go
on the cage ,  or if any workman shall attempt to
ascend with a waggon  ;  and shall  not allow any
person in liquor to go into the pit.
27. In the unavoidable absence of the bottomer,
the overman or some other qualified person shall
make the necessary signals  fr om the pit-bottom,
and receive and attend to the signals sent from the
surface.
28. The bottomer ,  or such person acting in his
absence, sha ll  make the fo llowing signals, being
those appointed in this mine for guiding the ascent
of the cage :--
(1.) He shall strike or ring the signal bell  at
the surface  once  for the ascent of the
cage ,  whether loaded with minerals or
empty, and shall observe any counter
sign in case of any reason why the
cage should not ascend.
(2.) He shall strike or ring the signal bell
thrice in rapid succession when the men
are about to ascend ,  and after a pause,
during which a signal shall be made  from
the surface that all is ready ,  he shall make
the usual ascent signal of one stroke of
the bell, whereupon the cage shall  be
raised.
(3.) He shall  strike or ring the bell once if he
observes anything wro ng while the cage is
in motion, and twice when he desires the
engine to be reversed and the ascending
cage returned to the pit-bottom and to
remain there.
29. No deviation from these signals shall be
permitted on any account .  The ascending signals
shall  not be made until the cage with its load,
whether of men or material ,  are securely placed
and everything ready for the ascent.
30. The bottomer shall not leave his post at the
pit-bottom until the whole workers of his shift
shall have first safely ascended the shaft.
31. He  shall prevent  or report  to the manager,
or overman upon ,  any neglect or violation of the
general rules or special  rules coming under his
observation ,  for which purpose copies of the
general rules and special rules themselves are
furnished to him.
32. He shall observe that all safety bars or
fences at the end of each shift are  securely fixed
across the shaft.
Miners and  otter  workmen.
33. Such miners and other workmen are and
shall be generally  subject to the control of the
agent , where one  has been appointed ,  and of the
manager and overman , but they  shall also be
subject to any directions  which the  engineman or
bottomer may give in their respective departments
for the  purpose of preventing the workmen from
infringing ,  and of causing them  to comply with, any
of the provisions  of the Act and of  the general or
special rules.
34. Before commencing work all miners shall
satisfy themselves  of the safety of their  several
working places ,  and if while at work  any miner or
workman  shall discover  or be informed of any
obstruction  in the  ventilation ,  or stagnation or
impurity  in the air of  the mine ,  or the existence of
any defect  in the  walls,  roofs ,  or in any other part
thereof ,  he shall be bound to  give instant infor-
mation of the circumstance  to the  manager, over-
man, or person in charge , so that these  defects may
be remedied  and danger  herefrom  averted.
35. Miners  are expressly forbidden to go into or
improperly  near  any place throughout the whole
mine where danger is known or suspected to exist.
They are forbidden  to continue at any part of a
face  where a sudden outburst  of fire-damp shall
happen ,  or where  danger from any cause whatever
shall apparently  threaten ,  until the  same shall have
been  examined  and reported  safe,  or the impurity
and other  causes  of danger removed.
36. Whether the operations shall be conducted
by the long wall  or stoop and room system, a
sufficient number of suitable  props shall always be
kept at the pit-top ,  from which  the miners  or other
workmen  sh ll select  and number  with a number
corresponding  to the tally or token put on his
waggon; the same being numbered shall be sent
down to the  station  where the  wheelers or drawers
deliver their  waggons . It shall be the duty of the
miners to  set up these props in their  working
places ,  where the roof and  sides are required to be
secured by  them in terms  of (eneral Rule No. S.
These props and any  necessary sprags  or gibs shall
be set up at  such times and  in such number and at
such points  within the  working limits ,  as shall f rom
time to time be necessary.
37. But beside  being bound to prop and secure
according  to their own  skill and experience, miners
are required to place props  within their working
places in such manner as the overman  or other
person authorised to that effect  shall deem neces-
sary and  shall direct for the safety of the workmen
and the mine.
38. When employed  to return upon and remove
stoops left in any seam ,  miners shall  be bound to
prop and  secure they roof and strata around each
stoop before commencing to cut  or remove the
same ,  and such places shall be deemed working
places  under  these rules.
39. If from accident or any other  cause miners
are at any  time unable to find a sufficient supply
of prop-wood  at the place  appointed ,  they are
expressly forbidden  to remain  in their working
places.
40. When the system of  carrying the air-courses
along one side  of their working  places is adopted,
it shall be  the duty of  the miners to carefully keep
such air -course of  the required height and width,
and to carefully  build and  stow  the building
between the  in-take and return air-ways and to keep
such air-ways progressing as the face advances.
Fireman.
41. When inflammable  gas has  been found in
the mine within the preceding  twelve months it
shall be the duty of the  manager to appoint a fire-
man, who shall make a careful  daily examination
of the mine and roadways with a  ocked safety-
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lamp before miners or other workmen are all owed  I 53. No miner or other workman shall be per-
to enter the mine . He shall be careful  to ascertain  mitted to introduce into the mine any stranger or
that every part of the  mine  and roadways are free person employed by them without the consent of
from fire-damp, choke-damp, or other impurities ;
and in case  fire-damp or other impurity shall be
discovered in any working place or road the fire-
man shall, in  the first instance, thoroughly clear
the same of  such impurities if that can be done with
safety  to himself, and shall thereupon report to the
miners and  other workmen that the same are safe ;
but if the impurity cannot be readily or at once
cleared out the miners and other workmen shall
not be permitted to enter any such working place
or roads until the impure air shall have been, by
further  appliances, entirely dispelled. He shall
prevent miners  and other workmen entering the
roads or working places until a report shall have
been  made  that  all is safe.
42. The fireman shall suspend or affix such
danger signals  as may be agreed on outside of any
place in the mine where gas is found to exist, and
shall keep up such  signals  until the danger is
removed.
43. He shall see that no workmen go behind
such signals with a naked light.
44. No working place containing inflammable
gas shall be worked until the miners or workmen
are supplied with locked safety-lamps.
45. Bo gunpowder or other explosive shall be
permitted where safety-lamps are used.
46. It shall be the duty of the fireman when be
discovers that any part of the  mine is  dangerous
from the presence of noxious  gases  to cause the
workmen to withdraw from the mine or the part so
found dangerous, and to examine the same carefully
as a competent person with a locked safety-lamp,
and on no account allow any workmen to enter
without such is reported safe.
47. He shall fit up bratticing where required, of
suitable height and length, so that the air-way may
at all times be conveyed from the principal air-ways
for the use of the workmen.
48. It shall be his duty to report to the overman
or manager  any deficiency in the amount of venti-
lation, as provided for in the terms of General
Rule No. 1, any failure to keep clean man-holes
in terms  of General Rule No.  5, also  any violation
of the terms of General Rule No. 2 as to the use of
gunpowder and other explosives.
Miscellaneous regulations.
49. The  manager  or overman is authorised to
examine, open, acid lock safety-lamps in terms of
section 20 of the Act, without prejudice to the
appointment of any other competent person for
that purpose.
60. If in proceeding to their working places, or
in travelling along any formed road in other parts
of the works, the maintenance of which, under the
Regulations, devolves on the owner, agent, or
manager,  any miner, wheeler, or other workman
shall meet with or see any fall from the roof, or
shall observe any dangerous place in the roof, walls,
or elsewhere in their progress, they shall not pass
the same, but sl all instantly report the occurrence
to the manager, overman, or other person known to
have the maintenance of such places under his
charge ; and miners, wheelers, and other workmen
shall not return past the fall or dangerous place
until the same shall have been made secure, which
it shall be imperative on the manager, overman, or
other person in charge to do.
51. As a matter of common safety,  miners,
wheelers, and other workmen who shall observe or
come to know of any damage to or deficiency in
any road, roof, or air-course, or in any roof, perma-
nent or temporary brattice, or in the shaft, tunnel,
buildings, ventilating furnace, or other appliance
of or work devised for making, maintaining, and
promoting the effective ventilation of the mine,
shall be bound instantly to communicate such
damage or deficiency to the manager, overman, or
other person in charge, so that the same may be
forthwith repaired or rectified.
52. In like manner every miner, wheeler, or
workman who shall see or come to know of any
defects or flaw in the cage, ropes, or chains, or in
any part of the engine, machinery, and gearing
used in or about the mines, whereby the sufficiency
thereof may be impaired, shall be bound forthwith
to communicate the same as above.
the owner , agent, manager , or overman.
54. Every miner or other person who shall be
the immediate employer of any boy between the
age of fourteen and sixteen shall be bound to see
that such boy leaves the mine when his period of
work has expired.
55. Miners, wheelers, and all others who shall
have occasion to pass through any trap-door, shall
thereupon closely shut the same, and shall on no
account leave it open and thereby prevent the
proper current of air necessary for ventilation from
being diverted.
56. All workmen are expressly forbidden to throw
into, deposit, or leave coals or other minerals, wood,
stones, or rubbish, or material of any kind, in any
air-course or road, so as to interfere with or hinder
the air passing into or through the mine.
57. All workmen are prohibited from entering or
remaining in any place throughout the whole mine
where not absolutely required by duty to be at the
time.
58. Miners and all others are prohibited from
knowingly or wilfully defacing or removing marks
which may be made in any part of the working for
the guidance of the workmen in their operations.
All workmen are forbidden to displace, injure, or
damage  in any way the stoops, props, waggons,
rails , or any part of the machinery gearing, and
apparatus.
59. Meetings of miners and other workmen in a
body within the workings, or in any of the roads
or air-courses, or on the pit-head, are strictly pro-
hibited.
60. Workmen ascending or descending the shaft
shall not be allowed to leave the cage while it is in
motion, nor until it shall have rested at.-#lze landing
place.
61. All miners and other workmen must have
descended the shaft or tunnel before the time
appointed for commencing the shift, and no miner
shall be allowed to descend after the commence-
ment of the shift. During the continuance of the
shift any workman ascending to the pit-top shall
not on any account be allowed to descend during
the continuance of that shift.
62. The common but highly dangerous practice
of riding on waggons where the endless chain or
endless rope system of haulage is used is expressly
forbidden.
63. Miners and other workmen are on no account
to travel on any road unless the one specially
appointed by the  manager as  the travell,ng road in
the mine.
64. No workman shall be permitted to enter or
continue in the  mine  while in a state of intoxication.
65. Wherever explosive  gas is  known to exist,
and safety-lamps are used, no person shall be
allowed to smoke tobacco in such part of the mine,
or to have in his possession any lucifer matches or
other material intended for lighting tobacco.
66. Wherever safety-lamps are required or
directed to be used, no person shall have an open
lamp.
67. The price paid to miners for coal contracted
to be gotten in this colliery shall be for coal free of
stones or other material other than coal, and shall
be also free of slack coal.
68. All miners and other workmen intending to
leave this mine shall be bound to give one fort-
night's notice to the  manager or  overman.
Name of M ine-Bundamba.
Name of Owner-James Gulland.
Name of 'Manager-Angus McDonald.
N.B.-All persons employed in the mine, in
whatever capacity, are especially requested to
peruse the whole of these rules, under whatever
head, so as to make themselves acquainted with the
terms thereof; and nothing in these  rules  shall be
construed to prevent any arrangement between
miners  and their employers as to payment of work
done in " clearing falls " in working places.
Any person employed in or about a mine, who
neglects or wilfully violates any of the special rules
(section 29) for such mine, shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, or in default ofdpayment to be imprisoned
for any period not exceeding one month,
j  £ s. d. 1 £ s. d. I £ s, d. 1 £ s. d.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 27th May, 1888 ...  884 8 ,211 17 9  8,861 16  4 227 9 8 7,301 3 9
Corresponding week last year ... 706 2 ,304 8  9 4,464 7 4  873 12  1 7,142 8 2
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888- Total Traffic to date  ... ... ...  too
1887- -Ditto ditto  .,, SOS ,.. ,,.
Total I*orease
Week ending 27th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888.- Total Trailo to date .,.
1887- Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 27th May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-- Total Traffic to date ...
1887-- Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
see 0416 004
... ...
,..
too 0.4$so too
...
Week ending  27th  May, 1888...
Corresponding week last year
Inorease ... ... ,..
Decrease .,. -00
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ,..
Total Decrease ..,
Week ending  27th  May, 1888..,
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Total  Increase...
Decrease .., ,.•
1888-- Total Traffic to date ...
1887--Ditto ditto ...
Week ending 27th May,  1888..,
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Peorease ..,
1888--T otal Traffic to date
1887 Ditto ditto
... ...
...
off
Total  Increase... ...
Week ending 27thMay, I888 •••
1888-Total Tr ffic to date ...
Week ending 27th May, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887--Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
No. of
Milesopen
forTraf , .
MARYB OROUGH RAILWAY.
161 586 7 4 642 4 10 89 4 8
103  $08 10 2 641 18 5 112 4 0
004
..Boo
too 0.4 too Doetoo
fee
BUND ABER G RAILWAY.
66 157 10 6 166 1 6 25 16 9 349 8 9
66 62 2  10 114  8 4 6 11 10 183 3 0
Seefee
0-1See
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 470 9 1 1,59719 3  63 15  2 2,132 3 6
444 55818  8  1,606 19  5  136 10  5  2,102 8 6
... ...
...too
See004
.,,
31
81
see
•,,
... ...
...
too
,..
8
...
...
TRAFFIC BARNINGS.
Passengers'
Parts.
907 9 0 ,,,
277 17 2 0 6 6 ...
... ... 72 19 4
see
95 7 8 51 13 2 19  4 11 166 5 9
tootoo
111 10 5
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
43 13 3 27  3 4 6 14 7 77 11 2
55 10 11 31 19 11 6 9 2 94 0 0
0 5 5
11.17 8 416 7 ...
...
296
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
260 601 19 1 1,637 3 7 70 8 9 2,309 6 5
231 520 2 6  1,821 11  7 152 16 1  1,994 10  2
Goods and Live
Stock,
see
81 16 7 315 12 0
...
... ...
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
38 4 1 29 15 1
COORTOWN RAILWAY.
51 44 13 0 46 0 2
31 23 8  8 13 13 11
21 4 4 81 6 3
...
Parcels and
miscellaneous.
602 11 0 146 2 5 ...
See
...
..,
9 0 2 72 15 3
6.6  0.4
...
.
82 12 4
See
Total.
158 15 7
155,568 7 2
152,638 0 0
£2,930 7 2
1,267 16 10
1,062 12 7
205 4  3
26,153 12 5
18,523 0 9
£7,630 11 8
...
7,496 4 4
3,202 2 7
£4,294 1 9
60,049 13  3
54,341 6 8
£4,291 13 5
29 15 0
16 8 10
2,085 18 3
2,011 17 4
£74 0 11
314 16 3
48,716 0 9
40,782 10 3
£7,93310 6
0 511 68 5 1
1,885 7 7
36 16 3 126 9 5
3 2 9 40 5 4
83 13 6 86 4 1
2,622 1 8
1,435 18 3
£1,186 3 5
F, CQRNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Ar cles ar  inthe custody f the Lost PropertyDepartment, Brisbane .  Owners can obtain the same on application  to the  Traffic Manager,
Brisbane , and paying costs. If not  released  on or before TUESDAY, the 21st August, 1888, they
will be Sold by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways,
LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS, SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES, TO
31sT DECEMBER, 1887.
Date. Station where Found. Place.
1887.
2 July ... Brisbane ... cloak-room ...
5
5
5
5
8
10
11
12
18
18
21
23
25
25
25
25
29
15
15
15
16
21
23
23
,,toto
of
„
„
of
of
„
to
26
1 August
3
3
3
2 August
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
...
it  ... to
„
...
2 ... „
9 ... Sandgate
99
9
23
23
23
23
2424
24
24
24
30
1
13
6
9
10
11
13
15
... to
„toit
„
„toto
... ,, ...
„
„
... to9199
... „
...  is
platform
Yeulba , .. „
Esk
Morven
„
„
„
„
Beenleigh ...
Toowoomba ...
Esk
Laidley ..
S. Brisbane  Junction
Ipswich ... ...  carriage
,.. „is
„
„
to
„
Toowoomba
.••  ofit91
. , platform
...
...
„
ti-
to
„
„
Walloon ... ...
Morven ... ...
Beenleigh ...itit
Stanley street ... „
... Yeulba ... „
...
...
...
...
... Brisbane ... cloak-room ...
is
„
99
... „
„to
...
...
...
Article.
1 hunting cap
2 hymn books
1 torn umbrella
1 basket
1 key
1 book
1 newspaper parcel
1 tobacco pouch
1 pair gloves
1 pair gloves
1  parasol
1 deal board
1 Gladstone bag
1 white hat
1 pair gloves
1 tin trunk
1 book
1 torn parasol
1 whip, 1 coat
3 hats, 1 cloud
1 pair gentleman' s gloves
1 brown swag
1 pair tweed trousers in parcel
1 gentleman's umbrella
1 lantern
1 small bag
1 hand-basket, 1 bundle skins
1 paper parcel (black cape)
1 paper parcel (trousers)
3 sticks
1 box candles '
1 hat, 1 pair trousers and coat, 1 ulster
1 parasol, 1 billy
1 walking-stick, 1 paper parcel (socks)
1 parasol, I parcel posters
1 stretcher
1 straight edge
1 exercise book
1 shovel
1 bag luggage
1 earthen jar
1 parasol, 1 hat
1 handkerchief
1 pair cotton gloves
1 spectacle case
1 paper parcel clothes
1 parcel (opera-glass case)
1 hand-bag, 1 smoking-cap
1 hat, 1 paper parcel
1 soft felt hat
1 paper parcel
1 straw hat
1 gentleman 's umbrella
1 cross-cut saw
1 carpet bag
1 felt hat
1 tobacco pouch
1 stick
1 paper parcel
1 white shawl
1 parcel, 1 pair  spectacles
1 umbrella handle
1 tumbler
1 Chinaman's pole
1 white handkerchief
1 stick
1 fibre bag
298
LogT PBOPS$ TY, &c .,  SoVMR AN
Date.
1887.
15 August
16
19
19
20
IV
„
ofItto
„
,,
station where Found.
Brisbaneto
...
... of ...
of
WJOTZRN  R AILWAY AND  BaINCHNS -- eonfinued.,,
Place. Article.
... cloak-room
... „
...
... carriage
,.,  platform
„
carriage
of IVto ... IVto  ••• „
u
... Wallangarra  ...  platform
... Brisbane ... to
„toto
oftoitto
... „
...
...  of
,.
cloak-room
... to ...
of
12  of
6 September
9
9
10
16
17
17
19
23
28
to
„
„to
„
of
99
Stanley street
Silverwood
Toowoomba
Oxley
Ipswich
totoit
„
„
Sandgate ...
... „
...
„
...  to
... platform
of
„toIttototototo
„
„
... ...
... Stanthorpe
Woolloongabba
Ipswich :.,
H elidon99
Toolburra
Sandgate
...
„
goods shed
platform
It
„
„
„
... 1 calico apron
... ... 1 carpet bag, addressed "Miss  P. Stole,
1 paper parcel , (dolman)
1 bundle iron-
1 lady 's stray hat • °
1 parcel collars
1 package
1 wool  muffler
Sandgate
1 parcel nails
1 shawl
1 hood
1 cane
1 hand-bag
YY
la
1 parasol tY
2 shawls
1 hat
1 straw handbag •'`
Esk ...
Woolloongabba ° ..
of
Roma
... ....
... ...
-1 fibre  hand-bagI stick
1 newspaper parcel
1 basket
1 stick
1 cotton handkerchief
1 wooden trunk
1 yellow tin trunk ,  addressed  " Clancy,
passenger  to Warwick"
1 waterproof '8 ?1
1 scarf
1 bundle ,  coat, handkerchief ,  and par-
cel attached
1 black parasol
... ... 1 umbrella
... ... 1 torn umbrella
... ... 1 stick
... ... 1 red and black tie
... ... 1 letter parcel
... ... 1 carpet bag
... ... 1 cane
... ... 1 newspaper parcel
... 1 portmanteau
... ... °1 glove
... ... -1 grammar book
... ... 1 fibre bag
... ... 1 red scarf
... ... 1 torn cloak
... ... 1 portmanteau
... ... 1 sailor's bag
... ... 1 organ
... 1 Gladstone bag
... ... 1 swag  (parcel attached)
... ... 1 boa
... ... 1 parcel book
... ... 1 straw hat
... ... 1 parcel  (improver)
... ... 1 parasol, 1 walking-stick
1 child 's cloak
... ,., 1 parcel (boot)
... ... 1 strap ,  I umbrella
... . 1 case nails
... :„ 1 umbrella
...
... 1 bag
... 1 pair gloves
... ..: 1 paper parcel
... ... 1 brooch
... ,.: 1 bag  (bottle oil)
1 tin plate
1 pair gloves
... ,.:' 1 parasol
VV
... ... 1 umbrella
2 pair gloves
.,, 1 woollen cloud
4.0
1  parasol
1 brown paper parcel'
1 tin  box flower§
1 lady 's straw hat
1 bog
1 parasol
1  bag clothes
1 walkiitg.stick'
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LosT PROP $ STY, &C .,  SOUTIMUN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY AND  BBANCH88 - eonta ued.
Date.
...
1887.
25 September  ...  Roma
28 • i ...
28 ,, ... Dugandan
9 September  ...  Beenleigh
13 ,,. . ... Toowoomba
17
22
23
toto
26 „ ...
26  of ...
...3 OR
1 ...3
3
5
5
14
14
14
15
16
19
19
19
19
21
21
22
24
26
28
19
19
„to
„
„to
of
„
to
to
„
„
„
„
19 „
...
30 ,, ... „
26 „ ...  Morten
23 of ... Helidon
18 „ ... Brisbane
18 „
22 March
16 July ...
16  to
28  to
28  to  ...
28 ...
8 April
8
3 October3
3 „
4 „ ...
„
of
of
„it
„it
...
Station where Pound.
of
to
„
of
It
it
...
...
...
6 „ „ ...
6 „ ... „ ...
7 to, ... „ ...
...7 „ ... It
...7  It ... It
7 It ... „ ...
8
8
It
8 „
8-.. fP
8  It
16 August
16  to
15 October
19
19
22
25
25
27
31
to
to
to
31
2  to
OR
to
„it
i,
„
„
to
„
to
„
„
„
of
'platform
...  of
„
6.. to
... cloak-room
... carriage6.. go
... platform
... to
of
•••  It
... carriage
...
...
... aton
1 September  ... Laidley
13 ... Wa 1)angarra
Place. Article.
... ... 1 brown felt hat
... ... 1 billy -can (tea)
... ... 1 parcel  (rope and nails)
... ... 1 parcel clothes
... ... 2 walking -sticks
... ... 1 parasol
.. 1 parcel  (crochet needle)
... 1 parcel  (tea, cheese, &c.)
... ... 1  pair  spectacles
... ... 1 black velvet cap
... ... 1 woollen cap
... ... 1 white handkerchief
... ... 1 pair gloves
... ... 1 brown silk veil
... ... 1 cotton handkerchief
... ... 1 tin can
... ... 1 sugar bag
... ... 1 band-bag
... ... 1 black and white hat
... 2 handkerchiets
... 1 black hat
... ... 1 black parasol
... 1 part lady 's dress
... 1 shovel
... 1 canvas bag
... 1 satin parasol
... ... 1 book  (statistics)
„ ... 1 pair gloves
to ... ... 1 wooden pipe
... ... 1 stick
It ... ... 1 lady's ulster
„ ... ... 1 walking-stick
to ... ... 1 chair
to ... ... 1 pair glovesOR ... ... 1 ring
„ ... ... 1 butter cooler
It ... ... 1 kettle
parcel office  ... ...  1 paper parcel
„ ... ... 1 paper parcel
„ '1 parcel
cloak-room  ... ..  1 coat
„
... ... 1 blue blanket swag
„ ... ..: 1 brown paper parcel
to ... ... 1 brown paper parcel
„ ... ... 1 tissue paper parcel
... ... 1 newspaper parcel
..:' 1 tent swagof
carriage ... pat•asol
..." 1 fibre bar
„" ...' 1 leather  6 g
... ' ..:' 1 book
1 umbrella
of ... 1 silk parasolOR ... ... 1 silk parasol
to ... 1 lady sulster
„ ... ... 1 wooden pipe
It  ... ... 1 brown veilIt ..." ... 1 paper parcel
„ ... ... 1 wood shovel
... 1 black hand-bag
of 1 brown paper parcel
parcel office ... ... 1 bag,  addressed  "  Campbell '
carriage
... 1 basket clothing'
... ... 1 penknife
1 umbrella
,o 1 walking -stick
It
„
carriage
... :: 1  pair  spectacles
... 1 black belt ' ,
1 brown paper parcel
1 two-foot rule
1 small tin bob
1 bundle clothes
.. " ..: 1  parcel  glass•
... ... 1 bundle bedding
... ... 1  box
1 box with  canvas packing
1 parasol
1 soft hat
Soo
Date.
1887.
3 October ...  Roma
22 „ .., Woolloongabbe
22  $9 to
to  ... Beenleigh
4 „  . . .
„
16 „ ... Sandgate
23 „ ... „
25 Of  ... of
26 „ ... „
26 „ ...
27 „ ... to,
29 „ ... 99
28 September ... Toowoomba
1 October
5
11
12
14
15
20
24
24
24
24
3
3
3
3
3
3
LOST PZOPSBTY , & C., SOUTHERN AND WBSTBB ,N RAILWAY AND  BBANCH$ S--contt*uetl.
Station where Found.
„
„
to,
„
to
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
3 „ ...
3 November ...
5 „ ...  to
7 „ ... „
8 of ...  to
11 „ ... „
12 „ ... „
12 „ ... „
14 „ ... „
15 „ ... Ipswich
19
24
24
25
25 „
„
„
to
It
„
„
25 „ ...  of
10 „ ... Crows' Nest
12 October ... Wallangarra
9 November ...  Sandgate
23 of
30 Of „
30 to 9
„ ... Gatton
2 of ... Bethania
1 of ... Beenleigh3 „ ... Lowood
9
„
... Albion
1 It ... Toowoomba
1
1
1 „
1 „ ... „
4
8 „
8 „ „
10 of
carriage
„
...
platform
„
carriage
„
platform
carriage
„
...
..•
„
„
it
p
All,
„
to
„
Place.
...
... ...
...
...
...
...
...... ...
of
... „ ...
... .. ... ...
platform ... ...
porter' s room ... ...
2nd waiting-room
platform ...
2nd-class carriage ...
platform ... ...
2nd-class carriage ...
platform ...
carriage , 40-up ...
„ 54-up .
1st-class carriage, 78-up
2nd-class waiting-room
main line ... ...
71-chain gate ... ...
parcels office ... ...
1st-olass carriage ...
platform ... ...
carriage ... ...
ladies '  waiting -room ...
on line ... ...
Locomotive employees'
excursion
Locomotive employees'
excursion
Locomotive employees'
excursion
... Locomotive employees'
excursion
... Locomotive employees'
excursion
... 2nd-class carriage
... cloak room ... ...
„
,.. 1st-class carriage ,..
Article.
1 overcoat
1 book
8' ph
1 fur cape
1 portmanteau
1 door key
1 silk umbrella
1 silver  scarf-pin
1 pair  cotton gloves
1 gentleman 's umbre lla
1 spectacle case
1 paper parcel
1 paper bag
1 parcel
1 walking-stick
1 purse (lock and key)
1 roll lead
1
Pipe
1 advertisement frame
1 parcel , containing  1 parcel, 1 hat,
1 pair black  gloves, 1 parcel boots,
1 shawl
1 silver  ear-ring
1 packet
1 Jew's-harp
1 pinafore
1 tin oil
1 parcel (hat)
1 paper parcel
1 shawl
1 jacket
1 stick
1 umbrella
1 bottle
1 billy-can
1 basket
1 stick
1 brown paper parcel
1 handkerchief
1 coat
1tinoil
1 umbrella
1 broom-stick
1 sack
1 umbrella
1 knife and fork
1 brown paper parcel
1 hammer
1 umbrella
1 brown paper parcel
1 basket
1 pair boots
1  parasol
1 hat
2.hats in handkerchief
1 paper parcel
1 purse
1 umbrella
1 walking-stick
1 wooden pipe
1 saddle
1 umbrella
1 fur cape
1 felt hat
1 child's hat
1 pair baby's boots
1 lady's glove
1 pint-pot
1 handkerchief
1 umbrella handle
1 paper parcel
2 collection boxes
1 blue blanket swag
1 umbrella
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LOST PnoPBuTT, &C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN B'ATLWAY AND  RaANCHES -- Continued.
Date. Station where Found. Place. Article.
1887.
11 NoveFm-bber ...  Toowoomba ... 2nd-class carriage ... 1 tin pot (red)
12 „ ...  19 1 umbre lla
14 „ ...  1st-class :.. I small  key
14 „ ... ... 1 umbrella --BGC
18 „ ...  „ „ 1 umbre lla
18 ... 1 pipe and tobacco pouch„
18
to  ...  It
. 68-up ... I pipe„
28 „
. . „  ...
... „  ... 2nd-class carriage 1 water bag
29 „ ... „ ...  99'  „ 1 book, addressed $. Nolan "
28 „ ... „ ... 1st-class „ 1 waterproof coat
28 „ ... „ ... 2nd-class  IF ... 1 umbrella
3 „ ... Brisbane ...  carriage 1 brooch
3  to ... ,C- it 1 key
3 ... „ it ...  1 walking-stick
9 „ ...  „ ...  It 1 hand-bag
10  IF ... „ „ 1 school book
10 it „ „ ... 1 child 's spade
10
„
...  „ OF 1 table napkin
10 of IF „ 1 black ear-ring
14 to „ it ... 1 tobacco pouch
14 „ of of 1 lady 's shawl
17 to It It 1 billy-can
18 „ „ „ to. 1 parasol
24 It „ „ ... 1 parasol
24  of It „ ... 1 coat
24  „ „ It 1 bundle
25
„ „ ••. „
1 black parasol
26 „ „ „ 1 brown paper parcel
26 „ to 1 billy-can
26 „ „ ... ... 1 child's bucket
26 „ ... ... 1 umbrella
5 December Ipswich 1 brown paper parcel
8  „ to 1 swag
10 „ too to 1 paper parcel
10 of ... ... „ 1  paper  parcel
15  11 ... „ ... „ ... 1 handkerchief
15 to 1 hood
17 Ipswich platform 1 shawl
17 „ „ 1 fur cape
20 It 2  pairs slippers
23 it ... 1 brown paper parcel23 „ ... ... 1 pair leggings
llb26 „ f, carriage ... a1 um re
28  to ...  „ „ I paper parcel
31
"
„
... 1 stick
28 Orly ... platform 1 grey  tweed overcoat29 Fairfield ... „ 1 cotton umbrella
12  „ B.  V. Junction ... „ 1 brown felt hat
14 „ Higbfields „ 1 soft felt hat18 Nudgee 00.  „ I child's straw hat
18 ,l •.r  „ 1 black  soft hat
4 Albion „ I lady 's black parasol
4  to It It 1 gentleman ' s hard hat
2  of Toowoomba It 1 black hat
5  to „ „ 1 spirit level
8  at „ 1 billy-can and pint-pot
9 If 0 to. esrriage 1 ipe -case and pipe
12 „ 19 ... I helmet
20 „ waiting -room ... 1 satin umbrella
d bl h27 platform ... atack... 1 har
29 „ ... 1 black hand-bag
29 ... „ 1 knife
31 „ ... 1 umbre lla
1
„ ...
Wallangarra „ 1  hard hat
li1 „ ... „ .. „ r g oves... 1  pa
1 „ ... Morven 1 lady 's straw hat
1 „ ... „ 1 sugar bag ,  containing billy-can, &c.
1 „ Brisbane ...  cloak-room 1 paper parcel
1  „ to 1 parasol
1  it f, „ 1 wooden pipe
2  It „ 1 waterproof
2 „ ... 1 billy
2  „ „ 1 umbrella
2  „ „ 1 pipe-case
3  „ 1 canvas package
3  „ „ 1 whip
3  „ „ 1 pen-knife
8 „ 1 child's hat
9  „ 1C platform 1 lady's coat9  tt ,,,  K .,, IF .,. ...  1 towel bundle
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LOST PROPERTY , & O., SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND  BRANc s -- con€isuect.
Date . station where Found .  Place. Article.
1887.
10 December ...  Brisbane ... platform ... 1 handkerchief
10 „ ... to •••  to 1 cane
13 „ ... „  ... f ... ...  1 umbrella
14 „
Ito  „ ... ...  1 music book
15 „ ... ... ... l bag
15
to
of  ... carriage ... ...  1 tin box
15 to „ •• 1 red handkerchief
17 of • „to o 1 buggy whip
19 IF ... t„ 1 carpet bag
19 it it  ...  to ... 1 small portmanteau
21
„ ... „ „ .., 1 parasol
21
„ „ „ ... 1 red card box
21 „ It ... ... 1 wooden trunk
22
„ ... 1 black leather portmanteau
22 „ ... „ „ ... 1 purse
22 „ „ ... 1 tissue paper parcel
24 1 fur ca e
24 „
„ p...
1 arasol24
„
... p
... 1 brown paper parcel
24 1 girl's cloak„
28 to ...
... to
„  of ...... 1 newspaper
28 1 bugle
28
„ ...
1 comforter„
30
„  of ...
1 umbrella
30
to ... ...
1 calico cloak„
30
„  to ...
1 walkin -stick81 „  to g... 1 wooden pipe
10 July
„ ... ..
-1 blue blanket swa
!
3 0 IV „  itto to ... g... 1 tent swag
10 September 1 blue blanket swag
23
„ „ ... ...
1 parcel  samples„
7 November
... to ... ...
1 tent swag
4 October
to  ..it parcel office ...... ...... 1 brown paper parcel (Turnbull)
23 August „ ... ... 1 brown paper  parcel  (McLean)
November „ goods shed
...
1 bundle em t balesPy .
7 September  !..  Brisbane
1 - ., . Laidley
20 August  ...  Wallangarra
8 July ... Grantham
9  It ...
-14 September ...
Warwick
Ipswich
August ... Clifton
3 December ... Toowoomba
12 „ ... Hendon
Unclaimed Goods  and Parcels.
goods shed  ... ... 1 box (DJ over B)  old clothes
„ ... ... 1 bundle bedding
... ...  1 canvas package,  addressed " Sec.
Past. Show "
... ... 1 parcel,  addressed  " Baker, care of
Noble " , .
... ... -1 portmanteau,  addressed  " Hawker "
... ... 1 paper parcel, addressed  "  Heighing-
ton'
... ... 4 empty  casks--"  Pullie'
, „dr
... ... 2 empty kegs-" Atthow Bros. "
... ... 1 box  sundries-" Tullie "
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAYTOWN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is  hereby given,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the  custody of the Lost Pr. operty
L Department. Cooktown.  Owners can obtain the same on  application to the Station Master
in Char  e, ooktown,  and pa ing -costs.  If not released on or before  TUESDAY,  the 21st  August, 1888,
tl}e. 1 b Sold by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
; F. CIIRNOW
Commmissioner for Railways.
LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED  GOODS,  CoOxTOWN TO MAYTOWN  RAILWAY ,  TO 30TH APRIL, 1888.
Date .  Station where Found. Place . Article.
1886. 1
24 November  ... Cooktown ... ...  carriage ... lee1 coat
1887.
4 April ... " ... ... 1 coat
27 June It „ ... l brand " Y'* - -
31 August ... „ ... ... „ ... 1 pair leggings and 1 parcej
2 billy- cans , 1 straw hat,1 hunting crop
21 September ... ,, ... „ 1 billy- can
14 „ ... Flaggy ... ... platform ... 1 helmet and 1 straw hat
3 November ... Cooktown ..Y ...  carriage ... 1 pa r parcel •
3 to ... „ ... ... „ ... ... 1 billy-can
7 to ... „ ... ... it ... 1 walking-stick
9 „ ... „ ... ... „ ... 1 parasol
1888.5 Janur latform 1 bill-cana y ... „
4 April 19 ...... ...... pcarriage y1 pack-saddle tree
28 - 1 tin dish and 1 billy-can... ofof
28 1,
... ... „to ... 1 umbrella and 1  straw hat
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LOST PROPERTY, &C., 0008TOWN  TO MAYTOWN  RAILWAY-- COnti9tued.
Unclaimed Goods.
Date.  Station where Pound.
1887.
21 June  ... ... ...  Cooktown ...
21 „ ... ... ... of ..
27 „ ... ... ... Palmer Road
27 ... ... ... ... ...
1 July,  ... ...
14 November  ... ...  Sandown ... ...
12 December  ... ...  Cooktown ... ...
4•
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, -
Brisbane ,  let June, 1888.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Work. For full particulate ,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Articles.
... 2 empty jars
... -1 box
... "I case pickles
... 1 coil rope
... 1 box and 1 canvas bag
... 1 package cartridges - - -
... 1 empty jar
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
Queensland Railways,  S. and C.D.-Shelter Sheds and Offices 26th M Railwa Office,  Brisbane ;
at Southport  ... ay,  1888  . • 8th June, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane,  let June, 1888.
1TENDERS. -
TENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.  For full particulars, see-  Govern.
1 ment  G azette.
Nature of Work.
BRISBANE - Marble Mantelpieces and Grates ,  New Public
office  ... ... ... ... ...
MAGNETIC ISLAND-Luggage Shed, Quarantine Shed
CROYDON- Additional Cells, Lock-up...
MuuNT  - MoRGAN-  Court House
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original notice,
5th May, 1888
12th  May, 1888 ...
ditto
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
Mines and Works  ' Office,
Brisbane ;  15th June, 1888.Idines --and Works, Office,
Brisbane,  and - Court
House, Townsville ; 8th
efune, 1888. ' -
Mines and ' Works Office,
Brisbane ; Court Houses,
Normanton and Croydon;
22nd June, 1888.
Mines and Works Office,
$risbane ; Police Station,
19th  May, 1888  ...  Mount Morgan, and Court
House,  Rockhampton ;
I. June, 1888.
R. tQBERTrSON  y
For Under Secretary for W&ks.
NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Goods ,  in the Government Bond ,  Cooktown,
warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there ,  by Public Auction,
on SATURDAY ,  the 30th June ,  1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Catstoms Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date  Bonded .  Bond Mark.
12 PA1iruuary'  ...  A 326 ... ...
23 July  ... ...  D 335 ... ...
11 August  ... ...  K  over 336, No. 1
1886.
8 March  ... ...  C 358: ...
8 March  ... ...  C 358'
31 May  ... ...  .X362 ... ...
1887.
13 August  ... ...  I over 402 ...
6 October  ...  I over 408 ...
Goods
3 packages tobacco
2 jars  China wine
1 case cigars ...
2 cases tobacco ...I package tobacco
1 hogshead ale ...
3 kegs butter ...
13 bales hops
By Whom Warehoused.
M. and L .  Brodziak
Yuen Kee
... I Chum  and Sons
Sang Wo Chong
... Sang Wo Chong
... H. Poole
B. B. Wiltshire
Q.S.S. Company.
H.M. Customs, W. H. IRVING,
Brisbane,  11th May,1888. For Collector of Customs.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
HINCHINBROOK DIVISION.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
ii of the Executive  Council, has  been  pleased
to direct that  at Elections  within the Hinchinbrook
Division  the Poll be taken in  the manner prescribed
by Part VI. of  " The  Divisional  Board* Act of
1887."
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON  SALE, at this Office. Price :  as., in (2)sheets ; 7s. 6d .,  mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1888.
Emu PARK RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ENGINE AND CARRIAGE SHEDS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June,  1888 , from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Engine and Carriage Sheds at Emu
Park.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Engine and
Carriage Sheds at Emu Park."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
North Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 percent. on
amount  of Tender as security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1888.
NORTH COAST RAILWAY.
Section No. 5.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SHELTER SHEDS.
r
r ENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
22nd June, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Shelter Sheds, Offices, &c., at Monk-
land, Cooran, Keefton, and Mount Pleasant.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender for Shelter
Sheds, Section No. 5, North Coast Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Station
Master's Offices at Maryborough and Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on the amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TO IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
SUBSTRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE FOR
BRIDGE No. 26, SECTION 2, CAIRNS RAIL-
WAY.
C EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 22nd June, 1888, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the above.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Substruc-
ture,"  or  " Superstructure "  (as the case may be),
Cairns Bridges."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane; the
Chief Engineer's Office, Cairns ; and Locomotive
Offices, Maryborough and Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 5 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance,
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
ROLLING-STOCK, CAIRNS RAILWAY.
'TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June, 1888, for the construction of the following
Vehicles for the Cairns Railway:-12 Ballast-wagons, 14 feet long,
2 Convertible Wagons, 26 feet long.
A. deposit of two and a-half (2k) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
Maryborough, and Cairns, on and after the 11th
June.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NoTE.-Tenderers  must clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract  relating to fines for non-completion to time will be strictly
enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 31st  May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK-WAGONS- MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, 1888, for the construction of Fifty (50) Hopper
Wagons  for the Maryborough Railway.
A deposit  of two and a-half (21.) per cent. on
amount of  Tender,  in cash or bank draft, must
accompany  each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions  attached  to the Speci fication.)
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Drawings , Specifications, &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nor  .- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Oontraet relating to  fines for non -completion to time  will  be
strictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
NOTICE.
T
HE Tender of Mr. HENRY NEALE, for the
Erection of Passenger  Station, &c., at Gympie,
has been accepted . Amount, £964.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of Messrs. G. AND E.  NEGUS,for the Construction of Four (4) Composite
Carriages for the Maryborough Railway,  has been
accepted. Amount, £1,888,
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
THE Tender  of Messrs . G. AND E. NEGt7s, for
the Construction of Two (2) Sheep Vans, for
the Maryborough Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £249.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs .  STAUNTON A D JOHNS-
TON, for the Erection of a Cottage at Wal-
langarra,  has been accepted. Amount, £75.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Bowen Railway, in length 30 miles, have
been approved and confirmed ; and that, in pur-
suance of  the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Railway
from Normanton to Cloncurry, Section 1, in
length 13 miles, have been approved and con-
firmed ; and that, in pursuance of the seventeenth
section of the Act 27 Victoria No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the Line above referred to, according to the Map
or flan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to
be seen  at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
lr and Book of Reference of the Cleveland
Branch Railway ,  in length 20 miles 52 chains 294
links, have been altered ,  under the provisions of
section fourteen of the Act, 27 Victoria, No. 8, and
that the Plan and Book of Reference so altered
have been approved and confirmed ; and that, in
pursuance of the seventeenth section of the said
Act, the Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the Line above referred to, accord-
ing to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so
confirmed, to be seen at this office, and at the
Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
0
N WEDNESDAY,  16th May, 1888, the
Line from  Logan  Village to  Beaudesert
was Opened  for Public  Traffic, and on and from
that date, until further notice, Trains are arranged
to run as foll ows :-
A.M.
Beaudesert ... ... ... dep. 7.0
Stanley street ... ... ... arr. 10'30
P.M.
Stanley street ... ... ... dep. 2.15
Beaudesert ... ... ... arr. 5.45
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK,
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jc'ndaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any f the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1888.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are publishedfor general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
[Extracts  from  New Zealand Gazette,  17th May,  1888.]
No. 8 of  1888.
TIMARU HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 16th May, 1888.
THE Timaru  Harbour Board has given notice
that on  and after  the night of Monday, the 11th
June next, in place of the two red lights 10 ft.  apart,
one entrance  light only will be exhibited at the
extreme  north end of the breakwater, Tim tru
Harbour.
This light will be red, visible three miles through
an  are of 1800, and viewed from seaward will show
from north- west  to south- east magnetic . Its height
above high-water mark will be 22 ft. 6 in.
GEO. FISHER,
(For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.)
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to he
notified that Writs have been returned to
His Excellency certifying the return of the under-
named gentlemen to serve as Members of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland for the Elec-
toral Districts mentioned in connection with their
respective  names :-
Electorate. Name of Member Returned.
Albert ...
Bowen ...
Bulimba ...
Bundaberg
Burnett ...
Carnarvon ...
Charters Towers
Herbert ...
Kennedy ...
Leichhardt
Moreton ...
Nundah ...
Oxley ...
No. 9 of  1888.
NELSON HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 18th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given that the Signal Staff at
Nelson has been moved from the Port Hill to a
position on the Boulder Bank eighty yards S.W. I
W. from the lighthouse.
The bar and danger signals will be shown there-
from on and after Saturday, the 19th instant.
GEO. Fl SH ER,
(For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.)
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT AL BION.
'!I ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th) day of June next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material (except
wire and insulators), and for all workmanship
necessary, for the above-mentioned work, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions, and specifi.
cation published in the  Government Gazette of
Saturday, the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,I that the' Post Office at Torbanlea (on the
Maryborough Railway Line) has been made a
Postal Note Office, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " he Post Card and Postal Note Act
of  1880."
W. HORATIO WILSON.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Townsville, 23rd May, 1888.
No. 23.
NO.93, Henry King, A B., Townsville Naval
Brigade, is dismissed from the Marine Defence
Force for drunkeness on duty in Camp.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor, Q.N.C.
Thomas Plunkett
Robert Harrison Smith
John Francis Buckland
Walter Adams
George Hall Jones
Justin Fox Greenlaw Foxton
Robert John Sayers
Arthur Rutledge
Alfred Sandlings Cowley
Isidor Lissner
William Sheffield Paul
Matthew Battersby
George Agnew
Samuel Grimes
Albert Norton
Rees Rutland Jones
John Baptist Louis Isambert
Patrick O'Sullivan
Theodore Unmack
Robert Philp
John Murtagh Macrossan
Richard Gardiner Casey
Horace Tozer
William Clancy Little.
f
Port Curtis ...
Rockhampton North
Rosewood ...
Stanley ...
Toowong ...
Townsville
Warrego ...
Wide Bay ...
Woothakata
B. B. MORE ON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1888.
A MEETING  of Owners in the Sheep District
of Springsure is hereby convened for Twelve
o'clock Noon  of SATURDAY,  16th June, at the
Court House ,  Springsure ,  to elect a Sheep Director
in the room of James  Todhunter,  who has left the
District.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st June, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of tho
Regulations for the management  of that Insti-
tution.
B. B. MORETON.
RETURN  FOB THE  WEEK ENDING 26TH DAY OF
MAY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 474
Number since admitted ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave ... ... 1
475
Number discharged ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... 0
N umber absent on leave ... ... 2
- 3
Number remaining at date hereof ... 472
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
Discharged during the week :
Francis Noble Hicks, 67; admitted 1st February,
1887.
Deaths duringsthe week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1888.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Gladstone General Cemetery,for the year ended 31st December ,  1887 ,  is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENnITURE on account of the GLADSTONF .  GENERAL CEMETERY ,  for the
YEAR ending 31st December, 1887.
RECEIPTS.
1887.
1st January-
To Balance brought forward
Graves and Labels
Permission to Enclose Graves
£ s. d. 1887.
16th September-
4 4 5 By Cheque-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
7 16 0 W. T. McCray ... ... ...  4 0 0
1 0 0 G.  Sawyer  ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
J. Barnes  ... ... ... ...  2 10 0
Coase,  Griffiths, and Co . ... ...  0 11 3
31st  December-Cash on hand  .. ... ... ...  2 12 0
„ Balance at  A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 1 17 2
£13 0 5 £13 0 5
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Gladstone General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending 31st December, 1887,
is correct; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of  The Oaths Act of  1876."
ABEL VALLIS,
HENRY THOMAS COHSE,  Trustees.
J. W. GRIFFITHS,
Declared before  me, at Gladstone ,  this second day of May, 1888.
J. E. COASE, J.P.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane , 30th May, 1888.
NOTICE.I T is hereby notified or public information, that
the Reverend THOMAS  SLAUGHTER , a Minister
of the Primitive Methodist  Denomination , having
removed from N1 aryborough, in the Registry Dis-
trict of Maryboro gh, to Cairns, in the Registry
District of Cairns, has given  me due notice  thereof,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
!! Mr. AUSTIN MORDAUNT, a Minister of the
Church of Christ Denomination, having removed
from Gympie, in the Registry District of Gympie,
to Brisbane, in the Registry District of Brisbane,
has given me due notice thereof, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM  T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 30th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend MAncrs  BLAKE BROwNRIGG, a
Minister  of the Church of England  Denomination,
having removed from Gladstone,  in the  Registry
District of Gladstone, to Rockhampton, in the
Registry District of Rockhampton,  has given me
due notice thereof,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 30th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend ALMA HOWARD,  a Minister of
the Church of England  Denomination ,  residing at
Cooktown ,  in the Registry District of Cook, has
been duly  registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the  Colony of
Queensland under the provisions  of  "The  Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that I intend, on or
after the Sixteenth day of June instant, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  "  The Real Property  Act of  1861," to
dispense with the production of duplicate Bill of
Mortgage No. 75274 ,  from Charles Ballinger to
Alexander Thomas Fraser, of the land described
in Certificate  of Title No.  55073, Hegister Book,
volume 371 ,  folio 63, being subdivision 1 of allot-
ment 7 of section 18, parish of North Brisbane,
city of  Brisbane ,  and will then permit a release of
the said mortgage to be endorsed upon the original
thereof in this Office, the said duplicate Bi ll  of
Mortgage having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd June, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby  given ,  that I intend, on or
after  the Twenty-third day  of June instant,
in conformity  with  the provisions  of the 117th
section of  "  1 he  Real  Property Act of  1861," to
issue, in the name of John Edwards ,  deceased,
three provisional Deeds of Grant , Nos. 23417,
23418, and 23419, for portions 67, 68, and 69,
parish of Maclean ,  each of them having recorded
thereon an entry  of'  transmission by death of a life
estate in favour of Mira Edwards, widow, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 184, folios  177, 178,  and 179, the original
Deeds of Grant  having been lost, mislaid, or
destroyed.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
"° REAL PROPERTY  ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N
OTTCE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made  for the  Registration of Transmission of
Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars  of such  applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased Date of
Proprietor.  Death.
William Jeremiah
Danie ll ,  late of Gym-
pie, accountant
1888.
15 Jan.
Samuel John Peek, late
of Charters Towers,
assayer
Ann Covey,  late wife of
Alfred George Covey,
of Fortitude Valley
Carl Gustav Wolff, late
of Beenleigh ,  tailor
John Stafford, late of
Blackstone,  near Ips-
wich, farmer
Ditto ... ...
Abraham FitzGibbon,
late of Moo side,
Bushey Heath, in
the County  of Middle-
sex, England, civil
engineer
Joseph Holliday ,  late of
Rockhampton, book-
keeper
Clara  Bowden ,  late wife
of William Bowden. of
Pittsworth ,  licensed
victualler
Rose Earl ,  late wife of
Patrick  Earl ,  late of
Charters Towers, miner
Donald McDougall, late
of Brisbane ,  master
ma riner
1886.
23 July
I
Name
of Claimant.
William Ferguson, saw-
mill proprietor, and
James h oodrow,
merchant ,  both of
Gympie
Frederick Fairfax Peek,
of Ravenswood,
assayer
1887.
12 April
1896.
6 Aug.
Alfred George Covey, of
Brisbane , shipwright
Julius Wolff, of Alber-
ton, farmer
1884.
2 Nov .  Elizabeth Stafford, late
of Booval, widow
2 Nov .  Wi ll iam Stafford ,  Joseph
Stafford ,  John Stafford,
James Stafford, Su-
sannah Perry  (wife of
William Perry), and
Anne Meyer  (wife of
GustavEdwardMeyer),
all of Booval
1887.
4 April Isabelle PitzGibbon,
widow ,  of Moorside
aforesaid ;  Herbert
Gibson ,  of No. 4, St.
Mary  Axe, in the City
of London ,  solicitor ;
and Gerald FitzGib-
bon, of 10. Leicester
street, Beverley road,
Hu ll , in the County
of York ,  England,
Esquire
1886.
18 July Charlotte Mary Holli-day, of Rockhampton,
widow
1897.
17 Oct.  William Bowden, of
Pittsworth,  licensed
victualler
1893.
28 May Joseph Earl, of Charters
Towers, miner
1888.
22 Feb . Matilda SophiaMcDoug-
all, of Brisbane, widow
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1888.
Allotments 14, 15, and 16 of Fee-simple Will dated 20 April, 2 Aug.
section 7 ,  town of Somerset  ;  1887, and Codicil
allotments 9 an 1 10 of section thereto dated 7
H, and allotment 14 of section January, 1888
M, town of Gympie
Allotment In  of section 153, town Fee -simple Will dated 21 July, 16 July
of Townsville and allotment 2 1806
of section 15, town of Cairns
Portion 350 and subdivision 2 of Fee-simple As Administrator...
portion 351, parish of Kedron
2 July
Subdivision 3 of section D of Fee-simple Will dated 20 July, 9 July
portion 113, and subdivisiou 3 in remain- 1836
of portion 113A, parish of Boyd der
Portion 76A, parish of Fassifern Life-estate Will dated 8 Novem- 9 July
ber, 1881
Portion 76A,  parish of Fassifern Fee-simple Will dated 8  Novem- 9 July
in remain -  ber, 1881
der
Portions  26, 27, 28, parish of
Myall ; portions  252,  2,54, sub-
division 7 of portion 25], sub-
division  86 of  allotment 12,
re-subdivisions 1 and 2 of sub-
division 37, 1 and 2 of subdi-
vision 39, 1 and 2ot subdivision
42, 1 and 2 of subdivision 84,
1 and 2  of subdivision 91, and
1 and 2 of  subdivision 97, of
allotment 12, and  re-subdi-
visions 1 and 2 of  subdivision
25 and 1 and 2 of subdivision
72 of a llotment 11, parish of
Drayton ,  at the swamp near
Drayton  ;  allotments  4, 5, and
6 of section 70, allotments 2
and 3 of  section 71,  and allot-
ment 1 of section 74,  town of
Condamine ; allotment 3 of
section 39,  allotment  2  of sec-
tion 42, allotments  1 and 2 of
section  45, and suburban allot-
ments 1,  2, 3, and 4 of  section
44, town of Dalby ; subdi-
visions 1 to 7 of section 1, 1 to
14 of section 2, 1 to 7 of section
3, 1 to 7 and 9 of section 4, 1 to
11 and 14 to 20 of section 5,
1 to 12  of section 6, and re-
subdivisions A and B of subdi-
vision 2 of portion 4, sub-
divisions  8 to 14 of section 3,
13 to 23 of section 6, 1 to 17 of
section 7, 1 to 11 of section 8,
1 to 7 of  section 9, 1 to 5 of
section 10, and C  and D of re-
subdivision 2A of subdivision 1
of portion 3, subdivision I of
portion 4, and subdivision IA of
subdivision 1 of portion 3,
parish of Dalby ; and undivided
moieties  in portions 12, 13, and
14, parish of Condamine ; allot-
ments 1 to 4 of  section 69,
allotments  1, 2, and 3  of section
70, and allotments 4 and 5 of
section 71, town of Condamine ;
allotment 3 of section 43, and
allotment  1 of section  75, town
of Dalby
Fee-simple  Will dated 7 Feb- 9 July
ruary, 1879, and
four Codicils
thereto, dated
respectively 30
June, 1890, 24
January ,  1881, 22
December, 1881,
and 28 March,
1b83
Re-subdivisions 63, 64,  and 65  of Fee-simple  Will dated 14 16 July
subdivisions  68 and  F9 of  por- June, 1886
tion 4, parish of Archer
Allotment 5 of section 3, town Fee-simple As Administrator...  9 July
of Beauaraba
Allotment 3 of section 29, town Fee- simple  As Administrator... 16 July
of Charters Towers
Subdivision 4 of section 6A of Fee -simple As Administrat ri x
subdivision A of re-subdivi-ion
2 of subdivision 2 of portion
16, p:+rish of Bundaberg; anti
re-subdivisions 11, 12, and 13
of subdivision A of part of
subdivision 3 of portion 161,
parish of Enoggera
9 July
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles' Office, Registrar of Titles.
Brisbane, 2nd June, 1888.
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Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE undermentioned Unclaimed Horse, nowin the bands of the Blackall Police, will,
unless  previously claimed, be Sold at Public
Auction, at the Police Station, Blackall, by the
Officer in Charge of Police, on the 30th June next,
viz..-
1 Bay Gelding, branded HOL over R8R over T5Y
near  shoulder.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
HE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
in the hands of the Toowoomba Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Toowoomba, on the
30th June next, viz.
1 Leather Purse.
1 Pipe and Case.
1 Razor and Case.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,Brisbane. 18th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
THE Unclaimed Property hereunder described,noM in the possession of the Birdsville Police,
will, unless previously claimed, he Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Birdsville, on the
23rd June next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Ciinmissioner of Police.
I riding saddle.
1 pack saddle.
1 bridle
1 pair of canvas saddle-bags.
1 cabbage-tree hat.
1 pair of boots.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING SCHOOL BUILDINGS, REDBANK.
T
'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Redbank.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Redbank."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for New School Build-
ings, Glenmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Glenmore."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, R )ckhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES ,  STATE SCHOOL,
BEAUDESERT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at the Court House, Beenleigh ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY , the 22 nd June, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing and Gates,
State School, Beaudesert.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Fencing
and Gates ,  State School, Beaudesert."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BLACK JACK.
TENDERS will be received at this Dthcr., and
at the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 6th July, from persons willing to contract for
New School Buildings, Black Jack.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender/or New School
Buildings, Black Jack."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to he enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
OAKEY CRI!EK.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and
at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Fur
o'clock p.m. on C'ttIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs and Painting,
State School, Oakey Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Repairs and
Painting, State School, Oakev Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVrMENTS,  REPAIRS , &c., STATE
SCHOOL, BRISBANE CENTRAL (GIRLS').
r 'END ERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for Improve-
nients, Repairs, &c.,  State School ,  Brisbane
Central  (Girls').
Tenders to be endorsed  " Thnder  for Improve.
ments, Repairs, 4 'c., Brisbane Central  (Girls')."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained :  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque ,  with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the  Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY- SHED AN [)  BELL-STAND, STATE SCHOOL,
C &RDWELL.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Cardwell ,  until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of a
Play -shed and Bell-stand ,  State School ,  Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  "T ender for Play-shed
and Bell-stand ,  'State School , Cardwell."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Cardwell.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the  Tender, is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATE, STATE SCHOOL,YERONGA.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June,
from persons  willing to contract for Fencing and
Gate, State School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gate, State School, Yeronga."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, MURPHY'S
CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this  Office ; atthe Court House. Toowoomba ;  and the State
School, Murphy's Creek, until Four o'clock- p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 8th June, 1888,  from persons
willing  to contract for Play-shed, State School,
Murphy's Creek.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State  School, Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba, and
the State School, Murphy's Creek.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1588.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, ITHACA
CREEK.
T ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 8th June,
fr om persons willing to contract for Fencing, &c.,
State School ,  Ithaca Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Fencing,
¢c., State School, Ithaca Creek."
Plan, Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one  of the  Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, ROSALIE.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for New
State School , Rosalie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School, Rosalie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , andfurther particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
BLTNll aBERG SOUTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Bundaberg ,  until Four
o'clock p.m . on FRIDAY,  the 15th June, from
persons willing to contract for Improvements, &c.,
State School ,  tundaberg South.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Improve-
ments, J'c.,  State School, Bundaberg South."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the  Court  House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held onWednesday, the 23rd May instant, JoHN
GRAHAM was appointed Poundkeeper at Rock-
hampton for  the ensuing  twelve months.
S. D. EDWARDS,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 23rd May, 1888.
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WIDGEE DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the YEAR ended 31st  DECEMBER, 1887.
GENERAL  iCCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
1387.
31st December-  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 349 2 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 643 12 0
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 291 17 0
Government Endowment-Subdivision N . 1 ... 656 19 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 974 14 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 486 4 0
„
„ Wheel Tax -
Subdivision No. 1 ... 11 10 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 10 10 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 3 10 0
„
1,284 11 0
2,117 17 0
25 10 0
Homestead Rents-Refund from Gov-
ernment, Subdivision N . 2 ... 6 0 0
„
General Receipts-Fees for Licensed
Gates ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Isaac Butler, Esq. (Cost of Survey of
Road through his Selection) ... 3 3 0
G. P. Waller, Esq. (Amount lodged
with Nomination Paper in accor-
dance with Clause 23 of  "The
Divisional Boards Act of  1879,"
and banked to credit of the Board
in accordance with Clause 45 of
the said Act) ... 5 0 0
Re-payment Cash Advance Account ... 10 0 0
Dr. Balance, Queensland National
Bank, Gympie  ...  1,484 1 0
„
„
„
Add Cheque  not presented 2 18 6
1,486 19 6
RECEIPTS.
£4,940 0 6
LOAN ACCOUNT, SUBDIVISION No. 1.
1887.
1st January-  £ s. d.
To Cr. Balance, Queensland National
Bank, Gympie ... ... ... 374 14 3
31st December-
To Loan Rates Received ... ... ... 78 10 0
£453 4 3
EXPENDITURE.
1887.
1st January-
By Dr. Balance, Queensland National
£ s. d.
Bank, Gympie ... ... ... 1,395 3 3
31st December-
By Cash Advance Account ... ... 10 0 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... 182 16 8
Salaries-
Clerk ... ... ... ... ... 135 0 0
Auditors ... 18 18 0
Advertising, Printing,  and Stationery 89 8 5
Law Charges ... ... ... ...  25 9 3
Rent of Offices ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Interest to Bank ... ... ... 72 18 6
Tools and Plant ... ... ... 37 16 3
Office Furniture .. 70 14 6
Professional Services  (H. Tozer, &c.) 53 17 0
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... 19 18 10
Petty Cash (Postages , &c.) ... ... 23 5 10
Works-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 565 16 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 1,416 0 2
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... 677 0 4
Election  Expenses  ... ... ... 10 18 0
Cremation  of Deceased  Cattle ... 1 13 0
Valuation  Expenses  ... ... ... 113 6 0
£4,940 0 6
EXPENDITURE.
1887.
31st December- £ a. d.
By Redemption of Loan-lot Annual
Payment to 31st December, 1886 ... 79 10 0
Interest on Loan to 31st December;
1886... ... ... ... ... 50 0 0
„ Works-
Brisbane Road-Erection of Culvert
near Ray's Farm ... ... ... 51 0 0
Cootharaba Road, Bridge over Wah-
pungera Creek and Approaches ... 150 0 0
Cr. Balance, Queensland National Bank 122 14 3
£453 4 3
JAS. G.  KIDGELL,  Divisional  Clerk. WILLIAM CHIPPINDALL,  Chairman.
Examined and found correct this seventh day of January, 1888.
F. CHAS. WALKER, Auditors'
ABRAHAM COLLES,
Board's Office,
Gympie, 5th January, 1888.
1096A
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Francis Farry, of Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, boot and shoe merchant.
jT PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
U J it is ordered that the said Francis Farry
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Esta I e. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Francis Farry, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Seventh day of June,  1888,  at Eleven o'clock of
38s.
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Francis Farry shall, on the Fifth day of June,
1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
C. J. PORTER,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pan peris.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Fry, of Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  drayman, by the said William
Fry.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Fry
be and he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Mee ti ng of the creditors of the said
William Fry, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Fourteenth day of June ,  1888, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon . And it  is further ordered that
the said William Fry shall, on the Twelfth day
of June, 1888, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Joseph Henry Ede, of Stanley Bridge, South
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, builder
and contractor, by Ruffell, Cunington, Forrest,
and Kirton, of Grey street, South Brisbane
aforesaid ,  ironfounders.
T j PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
1 upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Joseph
Henry Ede, having been given, it is ordered that the
said Joseph Henry Ede be andhe is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Joseph Henry Ede, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventh day of June,
1888, at Eleven  o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Joseph Henry
Ede shall, on the Fifth day of June, 1888,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given  under  the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of May, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ATTHOW AND BELL,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for Peti tioning Creditors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Estate of Hamilton and Sons, of Bundaberg,
in Liquidation.ASECOND  and Final Dividend,  of  IN. in the£ (making in all 3s .  1;d. in the £), is
payable in the above  Estate,  on all claims proved
and admitted,  This Dav  (TUESDAY), the 29th
Mary, 1888, at my Office,  Parbury,  Lamb, and
Co. s new buildings ,  Eagle street.
1083
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
4s.
In' he Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Martin, of Brisbane,
auctioneer ,  in Liquidation.
C EORGE MYERS, of Brisbane, m rchant,J has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the liquida ti ng Debtor must deliver them
to the Trustee, and all debts due to the liquidating
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirtieth day of May, 1888.
1082
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Willie Wah Hang, of William
street, Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grocer and fruiterer, trading under the
name or style  of " Wah  Hang," an Insolvent.
C ARL HOFFMANN,  of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the  Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirty-first day of May, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON,  WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
1105
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted  by  Alexander Frith West, trading
at Townsville ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
as "West and  If  eraud," merchants.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the
Exchange ,  Queen street, Brisbane, on  MONDAY,
the Eleventh day of June, 1888 ,  at Four o'clock in
the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of May, 1888.
ROBERTS AND  ROBERTS,
Solicitors for the said Alexander Frith West,
1089
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of ;William Highfield, of Rosebrook,
near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
engineer ,  an Insolvent.
ON the Eleventh day of July, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, William Highfield, of
Rosebrook ,  near Ipswich .  adjudicated insolvent on
the eleventh day of May, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven, will apply to the Court,
at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight.
1108
CHAS. F. CHUBB,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Brisbane street ,  Ipswich.
5s.
313 \
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Leighton  K esteven, of Brisbane,
1)
in the Colony of Queensland,  surgeon, an In-
solvent.
N MONDAY, the seventh day of May, 1898,
a Certificate  of Discharge was granted to
Leighton Kesteven, of Brisbane, who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the thirteenth day of October,
1887.
Dated the thirtieth day of May, 1888.
1090
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mu. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Richard  Clark,  James Clark, and
John Rooks ,  tradin g  as  " Clark Brothers and
Rooks ,"  squatters ,  -insolvents.
I
nN Wednesday,  the thirtieth day of May, 1888,
Certificates of Discharge were granted to
Richard Clark and James  Clark,  of Brisbane, who
were adjudicated insolvent on the sixteenth day of
December, 1887.
Dated the thirty -first day of May, 1888.
1116
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings  for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Edward Collins, of Burnett lane,
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor.NOTICE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has  been  summoned  to be held at the Offices
of Messrs. Lilley and O'Sullivan, 171, Queen street,
Brisbane , on the Fourteenth day of June next, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated the twenty-eighth day of May, 1888.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1094
171, Queen  street,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
. IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Highfie]d, of Rosebrook,
near Ipswich , in the Colony of Queensland,
engineer ,  an Insolvent.
ON the Eleventh day of July, 1888, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, William Highfield,
of Rosebrook, in the colony  aforesaid , adjudicated
insolvent  on the twentieth day of January, 1880,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane , for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of June, 1888.
1106
CHAS. F. CHUBB,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Ipswich.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Ryan, of Gatton, in the
Colony of Queensland, carrier, an Insolvent.
0
N the Eighteenth day of July,  A.D. 1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, the abovenamed
Insolvent ,  who was adjudicated insolvent on the
second clay of September, 1887, will apply to the
Court, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.Dated this  first  day of June, A.D.  1888.
1107
CHAS. F. CHUBB,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Brisbane street , Ipswich.58.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Noah Charles Acres, of South
Brisbane, baker, in Liquidation.
I HE Creditors of the abovenamed NoahCharles Acres who have not already proved
their debts are required, on or before the Eleventh
day of June , 1888,  to send their  names and
addresses, and the  particulars  of their  claims, to
Messrs. King and King. Queen street, Brisbane,
accountants for the Trustees under the Liquida-
tion, or, in default thereof, they will be excluded
from the benefit of the dividend proposed to be
declared.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of May, 1888.
E. ELDRIDGE SMITH, ITrustees.A. S. WALLACE,
1080 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Compositioni with Creditors,
instituted by George Herbert Greening, trading
as "G. H. Greening and Co.," of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, merchant.NOTICE is hereby given, that a General Meet-ing of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at Brisbane
on the Fourteenth day of June, 1888, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this thirteenth day of May, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1104
Solicitors for the Debtor,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Henry Theodor Kreibke, of
Mitchell ,  insolvent.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a General Meet-ing of the Creditors of the abovenamed
Insolvent will be held at the Office of W .  Steele
and Co.,  106, Elizabeth street, Brisbane ,  on Four-
teenth day of June ,  1888, at Four o'clock p.m.
Business :
To consider a Resolution in terms of subsection
two of section 167 of  " The Insolvency Act."
1091
W. STEELE, Trustees.H. STEVENS,
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward Sydenham Fursden, of
• Brisbane, an Insolvent.ADIVIDEND is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the seventh day of May, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Ninth day of July proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 30th May, 1888.
1097 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of S. Harding and Co.,  of Brisbane,
horsedealers ,  Insolvents.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvents,
adjudicated on the fifteenth day of  May. 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Ninth day of  July  proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  30th May, 1888.
1098 4s.
314
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Owen G. H. Day, of Gympie,
contractor ,  an Insolvent.
DIVIDEN D is intended to  be  declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -first day of July, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighteenth day of June proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 2.3th May, 1888.
1099 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wm .  John O'Donnell, of Rock-
hampton, clerk ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the tenth day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Ninth day of July proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 30th May, 1888.
1100 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Moor ,  of Sandgate ,  draper,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
Is. 7d.  in the £, is now payable at this Office,
upon debts  proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
1101 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wm. Robert  Burton, of Indoo-
roopi lly, fencer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
74d. in the £, is  now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1889.
1102 4s.
In the Estate of " Powell and Company," of Mary-
borough, in Liquidation.
A FOURTH and Final Dividend, of 5s. 44d. in
the £ (making  in all 8s . 114d. in the £), is
payable in the above Estate. on all claims proved
and admitted, This Day (MONDAY), the 28th
May, 11-88, at Mr. George Cannon's, Office, Eagle
street.
1078
ANPREW BOGLE. Trustees.GEORGE CANN'JN,
4s.
In ue supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Patrick Joyner,  of Brisbane,
storekeeper ,  in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 2s. in the £, is now
payable at  this Office,  on all claims proved
and admitted.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle strec't,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
1114 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Walter  Hingston Curtis, of Peak
Mountain ,  timber -getter, an Insolvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  of 3s .  01d. in the
£, is now payable ,  at this Office ,  on all claims
proved and admitted.
JOS. PEIRSO N ,
Trustee.
Eagle street,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
1115 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  James  Ivory,  late of Bremer Cottage,
near Ipswich ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
grazier ,  deceased.
N
OTLCE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts
from the eleventh day of March ,  1887, to the
thirty- first day of March, 1888, in the Estate of the
abovenamed deceased have this day been filed in
my Office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before
WEDNESDAY, the Eleventh  day of July next,
and inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they should
think fit,  object thereto  ;  and if no objection shall
be taken to such Accounts ,  the same wi ll  be duly
enquired into ,  at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-third  day of May, A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
JUSTIN Fox GREENLAW FOXTON,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
1110 7s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Lot Randle,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, boot and shoe
merchant, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of Lot
Randle, the abovenamed deceased, may be granted
to George Kebble, of Brisbane aforesaid, accoun-
tant, and Charles Joseph Porter, of the same place,
solicitor, two of the Executors named in the Will
of the abovenamed deceased, Thomas Stafford, the
other Executor named in the said Will, having
renounced his right and title to Probate of the said
Will.
Dated this thirty-first day of May, A.D. 1888.
CHARLES JOSEPH PORTER,
Proctor for the abovenamed Executors,
1088
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Alexander Watt, junior, late of the
Albert River, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, engineer, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Alexander Watt, junior, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Isabella Watt, of
Beenleigh, in the said Colony, widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of May, 1888.
BELL AND ATTHO W,
Proctors for the said Isabella Watt,
Beenleigh, and at Queen street, Brisbane.
1109 6s.
315
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Miles Challinor, late of
Esk, in the Colony of Queensland, clerk, de-
ceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed George Miles Challinor, deceased,
may be granted to Anna Challinor, of Esk afore-
said, widow, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-eighth day of
May, 1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Ellen Bannerman ,  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  spinster ,  deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable  Court that Letters  of Administration
of all the lands of the abovenamed Ellen Banner-
man, deceased , who died  intesta e, may be granted
to Andrew  Bannerman ,  of Ipswich ,  in the colony
aforesaid ,  the lawful brother and one of the next-
of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated  at Ipswich  this twenty -eighth  day of May,
A. n. 1888.
FOXTON AND CAR DEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said  Andrew  Bannerman.
1112 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward O'Brien. late of Spring
Creek, in the County of Livingstone and
Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Edward O'Brien, deceased, may be
granted to Ann Maria O'Brien, of Spring Creek
aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of May, 1888.
R. A. BRUMM,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Ann Maria O'Brien.
Town Agent-
W. H. OBEoRNE,
1077
George street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Benjamin  Postle, late of Pitts-
worth, in the Colony of Queensland, selector,
deceased.
i OTICE is hereby given, that., after the expira-
L tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Benjamin  Postle, deceased, may be granted
to John Joseph Daniel and Ebenezer Daniel, both
of Pittsworth aforesaid, the Executors named in the
said Will.
Dated this  twenty-fifth day-of May, A.D. 1888.
1086
JAMES MURRAY,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Ruthven street ,  Toowoomba.
5s,
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  James Doherty, late of Highfields,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  labourer, de-
ceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Doherty ,  deceased, may be
granted to Thomas 1 oherty, of Highfields a'ore-
said, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of May ,  A.D. 1888.
1085
JAMES MURRAY,
Proctor for the said  Executor,
Ruthven street , Toowoomba.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Christian Peter Elsen,
late of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, late sexton of the cemetery, at Towns-
ville aforesaid, deceased, intestate.NOTICE ishereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Admin-
istration of all and singular the lands, goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed
Christian Peter Ellen, deceased, who died at Towns-
ville aforesaid, on the seventh day of May, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, intestate,
may be granted to Fanny Elizabeth Elsen, of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland aforesaid,
widow of the said de ceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of May, 1888.
WILLIAM EDWARD EVANS,
Denham street, Townsville,
Proctor for the said Fanny Elizabeth Ellen.
Agent-
L. F. BERNAYB,
Solicitor, Brisbane,
1072 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Mary Robinson, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Marv Robinson, deceased, may be
granted to Samuel Charles West Robinson and
John Higgins, both of Toowoomba aforesaid, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of May, A.D. 1888.
JAMES MIJRRAY,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
1084 5 s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESI .STICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edgar Thomas Aldridge, late of
Baddow ,  Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland , fr eeholder ,  deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
f the abovenamed Edgar Thomas Aldridge,
deceased ,  may be granted to Harry Edgar Aldridge,
of Booral ,  near Maryborough aforesaid ,  grazier,
the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of May, 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1117
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Executor.
5s. 6d.
316
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of James Greedy, late of Cairns ;
and 1v1 argaret Henry, late of Ipswich.
PURSUANT to "The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of either  of  the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Second day of Aus:ust next, or, in default, they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 2nd June, 1888.
1092
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
1888-No. 266.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
Between 1 he Queensland National Bank, Limited,
Plaintiff, and Emanuel Barnett, Defendant.
V HERI,:AS an Action has been commenced in
 1 this Court, at the suit of the abovenamed
Queensland National Bank, Limited, against the
abovenamed Emanuel Barnett, to recover the sum
of £44,711 9s., being the amount of overdrawn
banking account of E. Barnett and Co., of which
firm defendant  was a member , and it being alleged
that the said Emanuel Barnett does not reside
within this Colony or its dependencies, a Writ of
Foreign Attachment has been issued, returnable
within fourteen days after service thereof, wherein
Barron  Lewis  Barnett. of Brisbane aforesaid,
merchant; Alexander Brand Webster, of Brisbane
aforesaid, merchant ; and Alexander Hannah, of
Glasgow, in Scotlan 1, but now of Brisbane aforesaid,
are Garnishees : Notice is hereby given thereof,
and if at any time after final judgment in this
action the said Emanuel Ba' nett (or  any  person on
his behalf) will give the security and notice, and
file the appearance and plea r quired by the A et
intituled  " The Common Law P rocess  Act of  1887"
the attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this thirty-fiat day of May, 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
1103
Plaintiff's Solicitors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held atBollon on the 9th instant, JAMES MCAULEY
was re -appointed Poundkeeper at Bollon for the
ensuing twelve  mouths.
JAMES McNAMARA,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Bollon,  210th M:iy, 1888.
MERRIE MONARCH GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.AT a Special General Meeting of Shareholdersheld on 24th February, a motion was passed
for winding-up the Company voluntarily, Mr.
Thomas Buckland being appointed Liquidator.
This was subsequently confirmed at a Special
General Meeting  held on 23rd March.
H. M. CROZIER,
Charters  Towers, 23rd May,;1883.
Secretary.
1073 4s.
I T is  my intention to apply, at the next quarterlymeeting  of the Calliope  Divisional Board, for
permission to Erect a Pair of Licensed Gates on
the One-chain Road running north from the south-
west corner of Selection  No. 424,  such gates to be
in accordance  with the Act.
JAMES BELL.
East Stowe ,  19th May, 1888.
1071 3s. 6d.
SOUTH  BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL.
THE Municipal  Council of South Brisbane
hereby give notice of their intention to apply
to The  Honourable the Colonial  Treasurer for a
Lean  of Nineteen Thousand Pounds  (£ 19,000)
from the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " I  he  Local Government
Act of  1878, "  to be used for the following pur-
poses :-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Forming ,  Metalling, &c.,  Streets,
South Ward-
1. Stephens street ... 572 5 0
2. Manning  street ... 1,108 17 6
3. Merivale  street  ... 555 0 0
4. Cordelia street ... 720 15 0
5. Tribune  street  ... 723 15 0
6. Grey street ... ... 3,096 0 0
7. Mcntague  street  ... 274 17 6
8. Hope street ... ... 1,108 17 6
9. Edmondstone street 783 15 0
10. Melbourne  street-
asphalting footpaths
between Grey street
and Boundary st,•eet 595 15 0
11. Road rolling and Con-
tingencies  ... ... 460 2 6
10,000 0 0
Forming and Metalling Roads,
No. 1 Ward-
1. Boundary street and
Dornoch terrace ... 700 0 0
2. Boundary  street  ...  150 0 0
3. Thomas street  ..  150 0 0
4. Vulture  street  West 350 0 0
5. Montague road  ... 400 0 0
6. Sexton  street ... 150 0 0
7. Hardgrave  road  ... 300 0 0
8. Grey road ... ... 150 0 0
9. Bouquet street ... 50 0 0
10. Upper tl elbournestreet 350 0 0
11. Franklin  street  ... 250 0 0
Forming and Metalling Streets,
No. 2 Ward-
1. Stanley street ... 1,000 0 0
2. Boggo road ... ... 1,000 0 0
3. Gladstone road, Brook
street, Water street
West,  and other  streets  1,000 0 0
3,000 0 0
3,000 0 0
Forming and Metal ling Roads and
Streets,  No. 3 Ward-
1. Stanley  street East  ... 1,000 0 0
2. Lytton road, Carl
street, Regent street,
Junction street, and
O'Keeffe street ... 1,000 0 0
2,000 0 0
Forming and Metalling Ipswich road, from
Vulture street to Railway Crossing ... 1,000 0 0
£19,000 0 0
Plans, Specifications, and all particulars of the
above Works can be inspected at the Council
Chambers.
JOHN W. HILL,
Town Clerk.
South Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
1081 19s.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.THE Partnership hitherto existing between theundersigned,  as sewing -machine  dealers, at
Queen street, under the style of " Izatt and
Mitchell," has this day been 1)issolved by mutual
consent. The business will in future be carried on
und-'r the style of " Geo. D. Izatt," by Mr. George
Dempsey Izatt, who will receive  all the assets and
discharge all the liabilities of the late partnership
firm.
Dated at  Brisbane  this twenty-fifth day of May,
A.D. 1888.
JAMES MITCHELL.
GEO. D. IZATT.
Witness-
J. W. GRANT,
Clerk to J. W. Potts,
Conveyancer ,  Brisbane.
1095 5s. 6d,
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PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
1\TOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershipheretofore existing between the under-
signed , Henry Prebble and William Noah Baxter,
as general  storekeepers, under the name or firm of
" The Brisbane  Co-operative Company," at Laidley
and Rosewood, has this day been Dissolved by
mutual consent.
All debts due  and owing  to or by the said
concern will be received and paid by the said
Henry Prebble, who will continue to carry on the
said business  at Rosewood, the Laidley  business
having  been  already disposed of.
Brisbane , thirty-first day of May, 1888.
HENRY PREBBLE.
WILLIAM NOAH BAXTER.
Witness-
J. W. GRANT,
Clerk to John Potts,
150, Queen street,  Brisbane.
1096 5s. 6d.
OTICE is hereby given, that the PartnershipN heretofore existing between the undersigned,
as aerated  water manufacturers, at Ipswich, under
the firm or style of " Rollo and Graham," has this
day been Dissolved by mutual consent.
All moneys owing to and due by the late part-
nership firm will be received and paid by the
undersigned, George Graham, who will in future
carry on the said  business in his own name.
Dated the thirtieth day of May, 1888.
ALEXR. ROLLO.
GEORGE GRAHAM.
Witness-
A. W. MITCHELL,
Ipswich.
1113 5s.WE beg to give notice that, on the first day ofJanuary, 1888, FRANCES AMBOOR KEATING,
was admitted a Partner  of our firm.
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND Co.
Melbourne, 4th May, 1888.
1079 3s.
In the  Matter  of The  Brisbane  Land and Coal
Company, Limited.
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
abovenamed Company, duly convened and
held at the Registered Office of the Company,
Elizabeth street,  Brisbane , on the fourteenth day
of May, 1888, the following Special Resolution
was duly passed, and at a subsequent Extraordi-
nary General Meeting of the Members of the said
Company, also duly convened and held at the same
place, on the thirtieth day of May, 1988, the fol-
lowing Resolution was duly confirmed, viz.:--
" That the Company be wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  `The Companies
Act,  1863,' and that Edward Naumberg
and Henry Bolton be and they are hereby
appointed Liquidators for the purpose of
such winding-up, at a remuneration of 5
per centum per annum upon the assets
now in  hand and also upon such sums as
may be realised by them."
Dated at Brisbane this thirty-first day of May,
1888.
HENRY BOLTON,
W. H. OSBORNE,  Chairman.
Solicitor to Liquidators,
George street, Brisb no.
1093 7s. 6d.THE undersigned hereby give notice that theyintend to apply to the Calliope Divisional
Board for permission to Erect Two Licensed Gates
on the Catfish and Mount Larcom Roads, at Selec-
tions Nos. 524 and 525. Gates to be erected in
accordance with  "The Divisional Boards Act of
1887."
SUTTON BROS.,
By their Agents,
H. AND J.  FRIEND.
Sunny Vale,
Mount  Larcom , 29th May, 1888.
1120 4s.
ON SALE
AT THE
[t O V E R N 1 [ENT PRINTING OFFICE,
_T William street, Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers,  in packets  of 500 each-price, 5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed,  5s. Fez  100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per 100 ;  postage
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers, 5s. per 100;  postage ,  1s. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month-5s. 6d. per 100 plain; ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage, 1s. 8d. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d. ruled ;  postage,
1s.10d. extra.
Rate  Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION  -  DEMY QUARTO.
£ s. d.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Postage ,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881, 5s.;  posted, 6s.
1882, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
1883.4,  5s.; post« d, 6s.
1884, 2 Is. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
1885, 7s.  6d.; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886, 20s. ; posted, 22s.
1887, Ss.  6d.; posted, Is.
BRANDS  DIRECTORY, 1887.
With Alphabetical  List of all Owners of Registered
Brands, 2s . 6d.;  postage ,  2s. 6d. ext ra.
ACTS.
With
Price Posta e. g .
s. d. s, d.
Bills of Exchange  Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Building  Societies  Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) . ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887 ... 1 0 1 2
Grown Lands Act of 1881 ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of  1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest) ... 0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Act (1873) ... ... 2 0 2 3
Customs Duties  Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act of 1885 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1886) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete) 2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections Act (1885) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Elections Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Tribunal Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts Act (1887) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Employers Liability Act (1886) 0 6 0 7
Fencing Act (1861) ... .. 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
18M2... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act (1874) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of
1886... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of
1886... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) .. ,,, 1 0 1 2
Health Act Amendment Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Immigration  Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
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With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Impounding  Acts (1863-65-67, and
1579),  ccmplete  ... ... ...  2 6
Inclosed Lands Act (1878 ) ... ...  0 6
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ...  1 6
Intestacy Act (1877 ) ... ...  0 6
Judicature Act (1876 )  1 6
Ditto ,  Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound ,  4s.  6d.; bound 5s.
Justices Act of 1886  ... ...  1 6
Licensing Act (1885 ) ... ...  1 6
Liquor Act of 1886  ... ... ...  0 6
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6
Local Authorities  (Joint Action) Act of
1886  ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Local Government Act (1878)... ... 1 6
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880  ... ... ... ...  0 6
Local Government  Act Amendment
Act of 1886  ... ... ...  0 6
Local Government Act Amendment Act
(1887 ) ... ... ... ...  0 6
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6
Marsupials Destruction Act Continua-
tion Act  (1886 ) ... ... ...  0 6
Mineral Lands Act of 1882  ... ...  0 6
Ditto Regulations  ...  0 6
Mineral Lands  (Coal  Mining) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Mining Companies Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Municipal  Endowments Act (1876) ... 0 ti
Native Birds Protection Act (1877) ... 0 6
Native B irds  Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6
Offenders Probation Act of 1836 ... 0 6
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6
Pastoral  Leases Act (1869) 1 0
Patents,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... ... 1 0
Patents, Designs , and Trade  ,Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) ... 0 6
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Pearl-shell and  Beche-de-mer  Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ... ...  0 6
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6
Port Dues  Revision  Act of 1882 ... 0 6
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870).. 0 6
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... ... ... 1  C?
Quarantine Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Queensland Fisheries Act (1887) ... 0 6
Rabbit Act ... ... ... ... 0 6
Sale of  Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) ... 0 6
Sale  of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 0 6
Sale to Local  Authorities Land Act of
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ...
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
0 6
60
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 ... 0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... 1 0
Succession  Duties  Act of 1886  ... ...  0 6
Trade Unions Act of 1886  ... ...  0 6
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ... 2 0
United Municipa li ties Act (1881) ... 0 6
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Valuation Act (1887 ) ...  0 6
Wages Act  (1870 ) ... ... ...  0 6
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff ... ... ... ... 0 3
„ interpretation Sheets... ... 0 3
Spirit Calculation Books ... ... 1 0
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872,  3rd edition ... 0 6
Cemetery Act ... ... 0 9
Friendly Societies Act (1876 ) ... ...  1 0
Gold Fields Pamphlet  ...
2 7 Insolvency Act of 1874, with Rules ..
0 7 Justices Act and Offenders Probation
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. a. d.
1 0 1 2
2 6 2 t 0
1 8 Act ... ... ... ... 2 6 3 0
0 7 Land Act of 1884 and  Regulations  ... 0 6 0 10
1 10 Masters and Servarts  Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Small Debts Courts Act ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp  Duties Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
1 10 The Queensland Horticulturist and
1 10 Gardener's Guide ... ... ... 3 0 3 4
0 7 Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
0 7
0 7
1 11
POUNDKEI PERS' BOOB.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... 5 0 7 2
0 7
CLOTH BOUND.
0 7 Cultural Industries for Queensland ... 5 0 5 10
The All-range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
0 7 Journals of Australian Explorations... 5 0 5 9
0 7 Justices Act and Offenders Probation
Act ... ... ... ... ... 3 6 4 0
0 7 Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious
0 7 to Stock ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 8
0 7
0 7 FULL BOUND.
0 7 Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) 63 0
0 7 Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
0 7 (Crown Side) ... ... ... 42 0 43 6
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 1
1 2
0 8
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 1
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 2
0 7
0 7
2 3
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 4
0 4
1 1
0 7
0 11
1 2
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis of Queensland Flora ... ... 21 0 22 10
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription  ... ... ... ...  3 0
GOVERNMEN1 GAZETTE.
Q'iarterly Subscription ... ... ... 10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock, is. per animal.
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight  lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words  to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on 1st
insertion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient o cover the cost. If by cheque, xchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blacka.ll ...
Bundaherg...
Ipswich ...
Mackay ...
Mary 'r. Borough
Rockhampton
Toov oomba
M. S. TOLANO.
G. J. YOUNG.
W. TATHAM.
J. P. TEMP.
W. DAWSON.
MUNRO AND COWIE.
J. H. ROBERTSON.
GOLD li`IELDS ACT OF 1874, WITII
REGULATIONS.
-1 N SALE, at the Government Printing C&ce,
ii in nam'1ilet form,  "The Gold Fields Aet
1874," together with "Regulations for the
'.Management of the Gold Fields of the whDle of the
Colony." Demy Svo. Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GE NERAL RULES.
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamph let  form, "The Insolvercv Act 0
1871," together with `'General  Rules in Insol-
vencv." Super-royalSvo. Price,  2s. 6d . Postage,
4d. additional. J. C. BEAL.
Government Printer.
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SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LA N 1).
A PA M J?HLET bearing on the above, compiled
by he Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stork. now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernnie t  Printini Office, Brisbane, or through
Books.llers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and IF. -ld. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In i 1 is Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants, together with  references  to the Works in
which they are Fcientifically described, and also
mucl: i..formation as to their several properties and
effeet, upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P )IYDKEEPEHS and others are requested, whenlescribing brands, to make  a listinction  between
" iegistered" and other brands, by placing the words
" tegistered Brand"after the leseription of the former.
Registered brands type will be used fore uch descriptions,
but where these words -lo not sppeartheardinar3type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ynopsisNOW Published, First Supplement to a Sof the Queensland Flora , by Frederickk
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.96 THE Justices  Act of  1886," and  "The  Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886," with  an Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d .  in the Colony,  l s
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts1188.  f. a. d.
May 28.- N. McDonald ... ... ... 0 8 0
28.-R. A. Brumm .. ... ... 0 4 6
28.-H. M .  Crozier ... ... ... 0 5 0
29.-J. G .  A. Peddle ... ... ... 0 0 6
29.-W. J.  Hogan ... ... 0 5 0
31.-J. Murray  ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
it 31.-J. Woodward ... ... ... 0 3 0
June 1.-J. Gordon  ... ... ... ... 0 1 3
1.-F. M. Fischer ... ... ... 0 5 8
1.-P. Bureworth ... ... ... 0 6 10
1.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
1.-M. Hickey  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1.-Johnstone Divisional Board ... 0 0 10
gmpaunbings.
&' Poundkeepers  are reminded that  Advertiare-
ments of  Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be  inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of  its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry, from Quamby Station,
on the 15th May, 1888, by order of E. W. Warby,
Esquire, for trespass.
One white cow, TPL off ribs, 107 near loin, marked
both ears.
One roan cow, blotched brand near ribs, marked both
ears.
One red and white bullock, X near ribs, mark near ear.
One red bullock, worker, indistinct brand near ribs, two
splits  near ear.
One red cow, VSG (registered brand) near ribs, two
notches near ear.
One bay horse, like C over U near shoulder, near fore
foot white, star and blaze, like collar mark.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1074
NEIL McDOl\i ALD, Poundkeeper.
6s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry ,  from Granada Station,
on the 24th  March,  1888, by order of H .  Hopkins,
Esquire.
One white cow, indistinct brand like 8XD off rump,
marked both ears.
Also, from Clonagh Station, by order of A. MeL.
Cameron ,  Esquire.
One roan cow, indistinct brand like Z1R near ribs,
2 near neck, marked near ear.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
NEIL McDONALD,  Poundkeeper.
1075 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Tinnenburra
Station, on the 17th May, 1888, by order of John
McDonald, Esquire. Driving, lOs.
One chestnut gelding, white specks on back, HS over
G (horizontally)  near  shoulder, PD over 0 near
thigh, MS over C off shoulder, like fetlock brand
over C off thigh.
One bay mare, JB over 3 (horizontally)  near  shoulder,
like 3 (horizontally)  near  thigh ; brown colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
One brown  mare, star  on forehead, hind feet white,
WT near shoulder.
One bay mare, white spot on back, scar or blotched
brand near neck, no other visible brand.
One brown draught mare, star on forehead, white feet,
JD near shoulder.
One brown  mare , star on forehead, AL near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star  on forehead, saddle-marked, UGH
(registered brand) over GI'F 3 (registered brand)
near  shoulder, like OZI (registered brand) near
thigh.
One black mare, CG over A or GG over A near shoulder.
One grey mare, like 6SU (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
like HAW or H8W ott shoulder, like E 90 (regis-
tered brand) off thigh.
One bay gelding,  star  on forehead, GJB (the JB, writing
capital, conjoined ) near  shoulder.
One bay mare,  star on  forehead, off hind foot white,
e 9 C)) (registered  brand)  over  H  1JG (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 19th June, 1888, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
1076 12s.
IMPOUNDFD at Woolloongabba, from Main street,
South Brisbane.
One bay horse, like 9JX near shoulder.
One grey horse, like HlD off shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 6th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JNO. DALGLEISH, Poundkeeper.
1087 2s.
I MPOUNDED at Taroom ,  from Palm-tree CreekStation ,  on the 26th May, 1888, by order of W. N.
Ascough, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding , like UV4 (registered brand) off
shoulder ,  white spot on wither.
If  not released on or before the 29th June ,  1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY,  Poundkeeper.
1119 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Commonage,on the 23rd May, 1888. Driving six miles.
One bay mare, like MS9 near shoulder, star and stripe
down face.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from grass paddock, Spring Creek, on the 28th
May, 1888, by order of Mr. J. Adams. Damages and
driving, is. 6d.
One strawberry steer calf, like X6J or K6J off rump,
back of both ears marked.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1118
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
I Printed and Published  by JAMES C.  BEAT.,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane .  2nd June, 1&38.
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TO THE
QUEEN SLAND
(6.attrnmrnt ;ette.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLIV.] SATURDAY, 2ND JUNE,  1888. [No. 23.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alex-
ander McLean, of Brisbane, Queensland, for an
invention described as " An Improvement in the
Construction of Omnibuses, consisting of a Drop
Platform and Side Steps."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alexander McLean, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Roderick Nicholson Montgomery ,  of Salisbury
Buildings ,  Bourke street West, Melbourne, Vic-
toria, for an invention described as " Improve-
ments in the Construction of Bil li ard Scoring
Boards."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette it  is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Roderick Nicholson Montgomery ,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade  Marks A ct,  1884."
WILLIAM T . BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thurston Gordon Hall, of Chicago, Cook County,
Illinois, United States of America, for an invention
described as for the " Process of Refining Hydro-
carbon Oils."
Notice is h,-reby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Thurston Gordon Hall, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com.
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Hulme, of 72, Roden street, West Mel-
bourne, Victoria, for an invention described as
" Improvements in Apparatus for Facilitating the
Removal and Replacement of the Wheels of
Locomotives and other Rolling-Stock."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Hulme, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
36
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
NOTICE, is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick York Wolseley, of Walgett, New South
Wales, for an invention described as "An Improved
Apparatus for Sharpening the Combs and Cutters
ofpsheep-shearing and Horse-clipping Machines."
Notice is hereby further  given,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Frederick York Wolseley, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1881."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from John
O'Dwyer, of Glenariff, near Byrock, New South
Wales, for an invention described as " Improved
Means and Appliances for Cleaning and Deepening
Waterholes or Tanks."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first ap-
pearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said John O'Dwyer,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Thomas
Dobbie and Myer Levinsohn, both of Sydney, New
South Wales, for an invention described as  " An
Improved Clothes-washing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Dobbie and Myer Levinsohn, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
David Estler B]acke, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as " Wood-splitting
Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
David Estler Blacke, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and f h'ade Marks
Act, 18S9, "
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Hollingsworth, of Dareel, Queensland, for
an invention described as "An Improved Branding
Machine."N otice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Quee is-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention  to the said John Hollingsworth, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,Design,,, andTrade Mares Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NTOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Harold
Berry, of Melbourne, Victoria, for an invention
described as " Improvements in Dry Earth and
Other Closets."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Harold Berry, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Samuel
Rupert Wilson, of Adelaide, South Australia, for
an invention described as " An Improved Device
for Changing the Gauge of Railway and Tramway
Wheels Automatically except as to Fastenings."
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Samuel Rupert Wilson, in accordance
with the prov isions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, loth May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Augustus Gross, of Newcastle, New South Wales,
for an invention described as for " Electrical
Appliances for a Mariner's Compass to give Alarm
upon Deviation from the Ship's Course."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Augustus Gross, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
323
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
T `JTIu E is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
. an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Eckley
Brinton Coxe and Samuel Salmon ,  both of Drifton,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania ,  United States of America,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Mechanical Movements."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazelle  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
inven !  ion, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Eckley Brinton Coxe and Samuel Salmon,
in accordance with the provisions of "  The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marlys Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th  May,  1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Arthur
Latimer M cCredie, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as "An Improved
Point or Connecting Piece for Overhead and other
Railways."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Arthur Latimer McCredie, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marls Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
David Hutton and Charles William Furler, both
of Adelaide, South Australia, for an invention
described as  "' The Hutton-Furler, Pneumatic
Mechanical Ore Separator' for Treating Tin, Silver,
Gold, and Other Ores and Gems and Separating
from their Matrices by I)ry Process."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent he granted for the said invention to the said
David Hutton and Charles William Furler, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marls Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application fora Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Robert Archibald White, of Eagle Chambers,
king William street, Adelaide, south Australia,
for an invention described as " Improved Appliances
for Effecting the Change of Gauge of Railway
Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted for the said invention to the said
Robert Archibald White, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Deigns, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLASENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Charles Shaw, of Waterloo ro•:d South, Wolver-
hampton, Staffordshire, England,  for an invention
described as " Improvements  in or relating to
Wire-Netting and in the Construction of such
Netting, such Improvements  comprising also
Appliances to be used in Catching Rabbits and
other Small Animals."
Notice is hereby further given , that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-lane' Government Gazette, it is  proved to  my satis-
faction that the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent
for such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said  invention to
the said Charles Shaw,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 I an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Swallow, of Hambledon Plantation,
Cairns, Queensland, for an invention for " A
Machine for Cutting Sugar- cane  into Pieces and
Regulating the Feed on the  Cane-carrier of
Crushing Mill."
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Swallow, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Alexander Pond, of Auckland, New Zealand, for
an invention described as " An Improved Process
for Coating Wood, Paper, Cloth, Paper- mache, and
Other Fibrous Materials, with a Comparatively
Impervious Enamel."
Notice is hereby further  given , that , unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said James Alexander Pond, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c
324
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.NOTTCE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application f,r a Patent, and the tom
pl'te Spec'tieation a,.nexed thereto, received froin
John Afieck, of Warti;ick, (due.-nsland, for an
invention described as "Husking and Threshing
Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said John
A flleek, in accordance with the provisions  of "The
Pate,.ts, Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Daniel Macnee. of Westminster Chambers, Vic-
toria street, Middlesex, England, for an invention
for " An Improvement in Axle-boxes for Rail" ay
Rolling-stock."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent he granted for the said invention to the said
Daniel Macnee, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and 't'rade iIarks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
prlete Specification annexed t!'ere'o, received from
David Hutton and John White, both of Adelaide,
South Australia, for an invention described as " The
Hutton-White Ore Crusher."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said David Hutton and John
White, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Alarl^,s Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May,  1888,
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
I an applica:ion for a Patent, and the oomph to
Sp,ecificationannexedthereto,receivedfrom \V'illiam
Orr and Peter Stuart Brown, both of Wt st Nile
street, Glasgow, Lanarksl1ire, Scotland. for an
invention described as " Improvements in Sheet-
iron Structures, in Sheets Employed in such
Structures, and in Means for Securing or Fastening
them together."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queenslaiul Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
th- applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to tl.e
said William Orr and Peter Stuart Bro" n, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1881."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an appli,-ation for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Sp e cification annexed thereto ,  received from
William Scariett de Lisle Roberts, of Marriekville,
near Sydney,  New  South Wales ,  for an invention
described as " Improvement in the Deodorization
of Sewage."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Pat nt t e granted for the said invention to the said
William Scarlett de Lisle Roberts in accordance
as ith the provisions of  ' The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Arc,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Arthur William McLeod Keen ,  of Melbourne,Victoria, for an invention described as " Keen's
Unbreakable  and Light  Metallic Racing and Riding
Saddle-tree and Improved Panel."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in  the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a I'atent for such
invention, it is my sate ition to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Arthur \Viliiam McLeod Keen ,  in accordance with
time provisions of  "T'he Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from George
Westinghouse ,  junior ,  of Pittsburg ,  Pennyslvania,
United States of America ,  for an invention described
as " Improvements in Fluid Pressure Automatic
Brake Mechanism."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two montlis from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted  !or the said invention to
the said George Westinghouse ,  junior ,  in accor-
dance wittt the provisions of  -` the Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th \lay, 1888.
I TOTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an  applicatiun for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received  from
Maxiine Emanuel James Labat de Lambert, of
New town road ,  Sydney, New South Wales, for
an invention described as " Improvements in Ex-
plosive Compound,."
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this ads ertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
aplilicaiit is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to r tcomn,end that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Maxiine Emanuel James Labat de Lambert, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade lklarks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a P! teut, and the coooitleteS1 ecification  annexed thereto, received from Alfred
Roberts Pullin, of Sydney, New South Wales, for
an invention  for `' Improvements in Signs and
Signals."
Notice is hereby further giver., that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Alfred Roberts Pullin, in  accordance  with the pro-
visions of  " 1 he Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of' Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Phinehas Pearson Craven, of Coronet Hill, Black
Rock, Sandringham, Victoria, for an invention
for "An Improved Type-distributing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Phinehas Pearson Craven, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
1
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
 r an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Alfred
Henry Ford , of Michael  street, Clifton Hill , North
Fitzroy, Victoria ,  for an invention described as
"An Improved  Method  of Constructing Sliding
Doors."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted f'or the said invention to the
said  Alfred Henry Ford,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted1 an application for a Patent, nd the coin-
plete Specific  tion annexed thereto, received from
Herbert Alwyn Jones, of Waverley Crescent,
Sydney, New South Wales, for an invention
described as "An Improved Composition for Paving
Side Walks, Floors, Road, and Other Surfaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Herbert Alwyn Jones, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Allred
Ford, of Harley street, London, for an rove- ti n
described as "An Improved Material applicable as
a Waterproof Covering for Roofs and other such
like purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent  for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent he granted for the said
invention to the said Alfred Ford, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884 "
WILLIAM T. 13LAK ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Augustus Parker, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as " An Improved
Composition for Paving or Covering Roads and
Ways, Floors, and Other  Surfaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my invention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
James Augustus Parker, in accordance with the
provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Robert Thomas Barlow, of View Point, Sand-
hurst, Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Automatic Catch for Holding Open
Doors, Windows, Gates, and the like."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in  the Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Robert Thomas Barlow, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patcnfs, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Phinehas Pearson Craven, of Coronet Hill, Black
1B ock, Sandringham, Victoria, for an invention
described as " An Improved Type-setting Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent I e granted for the said invention to the
said Phinehas Pearson Craven, in accordance with
the provisions of  " .The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.11 arks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c,
326
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Leon Maurice Davis, trailing as " Perry and Co.," of 73, Gertrude
street, Fitzroy, N'felbourne, Victoria, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents,
-Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect of a Medicine for Human Use,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
MESS"  PERRY&C? Agenh forVictoria
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to in
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that The City of London Pickling Company, of 5 and 7, Fenchurch  street,
London,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Desi qns and  Trade Marks
Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 42, in respect  of Pickles, a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation :- '
rH e4 GKLI Goo ;oFLOND
h ti O1RGi
I
It is hereby further notified, that the above Trade Mark differs from the foregoing representation
inasmuch as it is coloured. The label of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibition at the Patent
Office, Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of fourmonths from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Gurernme).t Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitle to have the same registered, in compliance with such application. or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accordance
with the provisions of the said A nj  .
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith L"slie,  trading as  "A. S. Leslie and Company," of
N Edward street, Brisbane,  Queensland , warehouseman, has applied,  in pursuance  of the  provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, au j T rade Marks Act,  1831,"  to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys ' White and Coloured Moleskin  Trousers , a £rade Miark of which  the following is a representation : --
W
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Alexander Smith Leslie ,  trading as  " A. S. Leslie and Company," ofN Edward street, Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouseman ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 38,  in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the xpiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered in compliance with such
applicat*cn, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ili accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
328
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
1N
OTICE  is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane , Q ueensland ,  warehouseman ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade  'darks  Act,  1884," to register  in Class 38 ,  in respect  of Men's and
Boys' White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade  Mark of which the  following is a representation :-
Z'
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance ofthis advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with  the provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKFNEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
'
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S. Leslie and Company," of
1 Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  18,4," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered. in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, In pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patent.<, Designs, and Trade Jlarks Act,  1831," to register in Class 33, in respect of Me-en's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation:-
f i 1 -`
t.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the sa<,ie registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents Designs, and Trade Marls Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a rel,re-
sentation :-
,t
W
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Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register ',he said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAlENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
11. 1. LJF-
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888
OTIC E is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisb-ane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Ue.ciyns, and T rare Mark.c Act,  1881," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is  hereby further  given, that ,  unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
s-ttisfaction that the  applicant is  not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance with such appli-
cation,  or that there exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1888.
'.TOTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
\` Edward street. Brisbane. Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect  of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
LA_
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the apt livant is not entitled to have the some registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the provisions (f the said act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that Lysaght Brothers
ll\\ and Company,  Limited ,  O'Connell street,
Sydney,  New South Wales ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks  Art,  1881, "  to register
in Class 5, in respect of Wire Netting ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
SCE
0
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Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that The Mannes-mann Tube Company, Limited, of Landore,
Glamorganshire, South Wales, Great Britain, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 6, in respect of Machinery of all
Kinds  and Parts of Machinery, except Agricultural
and Horticultural Machines, included in Class 7 ; in
Class  13, in respect of Metal Goods not included in
other Classes, such as Metal Tubes and Axles; and in
Class 19, in respect of Cannons, Barrels for Small-
arms  and Fowling-pieces, Shot, and Non-explosive
Projectiles and Gun Implements included in this
Class , a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
T C
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that John  Lysaght,
Limited ,  of Bristol ,  England, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Desiqns, and Trade  Marks Art,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 5 ,  in respect of Galvanized Iron, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April. 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that James Charles
Wilson Nicholson,  trading as "Nicholson
and Company ,"  of Sydney ,  New South Wales, and
Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "Tice Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 9, in respect
of Pianos ,  a Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is
a representation :-
WIENER.
L_
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Carl Albert
Falstedt ,  of Phillip street ,  Sydney, New
South Wales, has applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents . Desiqns, and  Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 20, in respect of
Explosive Compounds ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
41D
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the s•me registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no leg-+1 impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
332
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that John I ysaght,
Limited, of Bristol, Eng and, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "  The Pate',ts,
Designs, and l rude Marks Act,  1h84," to register
in Class 5, in respe,•t of Galvanized Iron, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
f!`
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to m
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that John Lionel
Ching and Company, of Maryborough,
Queensland, have applied in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, De.+igns, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect of
Dugong Ointment, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearsince of this adv.rtisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Burns ,  Philp, and
Company, of Mary street ,  Brisbane, Queens-
land, have applied, in pursuance  of the  provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Art,
1884," to register in Class 12, in respect of Tea, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Notice is herebyfurther given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that S. Jore and J-
l Picot, 41 ,  Rue de l'Ectrequier ,  Paris ,  France,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of "  The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to
register in Class 41, in respect of Washing Powder,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that Clifford Loveand Company, of Edward street, Brisbane,
Queensland, have applied,  in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The  Patents,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to  register  in Class 42.  in respect
of Teas, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
LESSIVE PHENIX
PLA.C.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this adverti ement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that th, re exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen . I WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
tation inasmuch as it is  of a bright  cerise colour .  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Comp•iny, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Tea and Other Substances used as Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Queensland G overnment  Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no le-,a] impediment
to my doing so, f intend to register the said 'trade
Talk, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company ,  of.\ o. 37 ,  Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provi-
sions of  "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
A et,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea
and other Substances used as Food ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following is a  representation:-
THISTLE
It is hereby notified ,  that the Trade Mark
differs from the above representation inasmuch as
it is variously  coloured. The  said Trade Mark is
deposited  for exhibition  at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings ,  George street ,  Brisbane.
Notice  is hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company, of No.  37, Flinders lane
West, in the  City of Melbourne  and Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions  of  "The  Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and Other Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
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It is hereby notiti d. that the Tr.ide Nlark differs
from the allove representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Builoinirs, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
E4==E,',
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland (government 'Tazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
-Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that John Lionel
Ching and Company, of Maryborough,
Queensland, have applied, in pursuan-e of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Dc.. i.gns, and Trade Marks
Art,  1884,' to register in Class 3, in respect of
Dugong Oil, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March. 1888.NOTICE is hereby given. that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West. in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and other Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
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It is hereby notified ,  that the Trade Mark
di ffers from  the above  representation inasmuch as
it is variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings ,  George street ,  Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further  given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not
entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance
with  such  app li cation ,  or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company , of No. 37,  Flinders Lane
West, in the  City of Melbourne and  Colony of
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade  Marks  Act,  1884 ," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and other Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
tit
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Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flindei s lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs. and
Trade Marks Art,  1884." to register in Class 42,
in respect  of Tea and other Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the  following; is a
representation :-
h1
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation, inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the. applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Charles Francis,
of Manly ,  Sydney, New South Wales,
Henry  Turner, of St Leopards ,  Sydney aforesaid,
and
William  Bissett Anderson ,  of 140, Queenstreet,  Woollahra,  Sydney aforesai -?, have applied
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 2,  in respect of Insecticides ,  Antiseptics,
and Vermin -destroying Compounds ,  also Rot and
Damp Preventing  Compounds,  a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a representation :-
ANTINE
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Q.'eensland l:(r•ernrnent Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that dire (xists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office.
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Richard Clarkson Scott ,  trading as " Fritz and Company, "  of 36, Fleet1 street, Liverpool ,  Lancaster ,  England, manufacturing chemist, has appl:ed .  in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks  Art,  1884,"  to register in Class 3, in respect of
a Chemical or Medicinal Preparation for Human Use, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
"THE VINO OF EFFERVESCENT  POWDERS.
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to niy doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that  Ward  and Payne ,  trading as such ,  of Sheffield ,  England ,  edge-tool
manufacturers ,  have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools, a Trade  Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-THE CONQUEROR
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to myy
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Walker and
.L Hall ,  of Howard street, Sheffield ,  England,
manufacturers of Electroplate ,  Nickel Silver,
Britannia Metal ,  and Silver Goods and Cutlery,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery, and in
Class 14, in respect of Electroplate ,  Nickel Silver,
Britannia Metal, and Silver Goods, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the sane registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
X
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Edward Row and
Company, of  43, Geor ge street, Sydney, New
South Wales,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs,  and TradeMarks An",  1884, to register in Class 2, in respect
of Horse Embrocation ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
R03Was
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance a ith such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents , &c. Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March,  1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants. have applied in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Art,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
,:ism
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said 'T'rade
Mark, in accordance m ith the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BL-1KENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
'TOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane West,L
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marlys
Act, 1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
It is hereby notified, that the Trade MMM,irkdiffers
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four mouths from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NTOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company ,  of No .  37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents ,  Desiqns, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 42 ,  in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the fo ll owing is a representation:-
.,a-,,a-r.wa•
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, 1 intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that James Charles
lll Wilson Nicholson,  trading as " Nicholson
and Company ,"  of Sydney ,  New South Wales, and
Melbourne , Victoria,  has applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Mai  ks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 9, in respect
of Pianos ,  a Trade  M ark of which the following is
a rep n 'sentationWILMER,
MANUFACTURED EXPRESSLY
FO N HOLSON&CD.
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the data of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queenstae :d Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application , or that there  exists no legal impediment
to my doing  so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance  with the  provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that The Distillers'Company ,  Limited ,  of 13 ,  Torphichen street,
Edinburgh ,  Scotland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Spirituous Liquors ,  a Trade Mark of
which the following is a  representation:-
1N  otice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that The Royal
Baking Powder Company, of New York,
United States of America,  have  applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class
42, in respect of Baking or Yeast Powder, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Charles Mar-
kell , of 6, Bridge street, Sydney, New South
Wales, importer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to  register  in Class 42, in respect
of " Germea ,"  a Food Product, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
18LP0
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration of four months  from  the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
lr
OTICE is hereby given. that Richard Ruddell,
1 r of Woondooma street, Bundaberg, Queens-
land, soap manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47,
in respect of No. 1 Crown Soap, for household
purposes, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
R.RUDDELL.
CROWN
N91
BUN DA B E RG
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
CIO*30 3K 3W JO
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
a
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane West,
in the City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants , have applied,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions  of "  The Patents, Des' gns, and  Trade Marks
A ct,  1884,"  to register in Class 42 , in respect of
Tea and Other  Substances used  as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the  following is a representation :-
P
11
ffla'ri T
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark
differs from the above representation inasmuch as
it is variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis
faction that the applicants" are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
N-O'ICE is hereby given, that Robert Harperand company, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea and Other Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
gooooo 000 00000  cog
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
i ` and Company ,  of No. 37, Flinders lane West,
in the  City  of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,
merchants, have applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Tea and other Substances used as Food ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Moss Rimmington
1 and Company, of Portholme Mills, Selby,
England, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " Die Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Packages  containing  Mustard, Mustard
Oil, and Articles used as Food,  and in  Class 3, in
respect of Mustard and Mustard Oil, a Trade Mark
of which the  following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to have the same regis-
tered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I
intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accor-
dance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,  in respect
of Tea and Other Substances used as Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
N
YaRy
;
It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane. -
Nodce is hereby further  given , that,  unless before
the expiration of four. months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same registered , in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company, of No. 37, Flinders lane
West, in the City of Melbourne and Colony of
Victoria,  merchants , have applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect  of Tea and Other  Substances used as
Food, a Trade Mark of which the  fo ll owing is a
representation -
A 1,Gyp
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the appli cants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that James Fry and
Company ,  Limited, of Robb 's Buildings,
Collins street West ,  Melbourne ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " Th.e Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 47 ,  in respect of Lubricating Oils ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or than there exists no legal impedi-
ment-to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  Hans Peter
Rasmussen, of 247, Crown street, Sydney,
New South Wales, has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act , 1884,"  to register in Class 11,  in respect
of Electrical Appliances for Medical Use, a Trade
Mark of which  the fo ll owing is a representation :-
0
ELECTRO'°
VITALITY;
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It is hereby notified, that the Trade Mark differs
from the above representation  inasmuch as it is
variously coloured. The said Trade Mark is de-
posited for exhibition at the Patent Office, Treasury
Buildings , George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration  of four months  from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Notice is hereby  further given, that ,  unless
before  the expiration  of four months from the
date  of the  first appearance  of this  advertisement
in the  Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown
to my  satisfaction  that the  applicant is not entitled
to have  the same registered ,  in compli ance with
such application, or that there  exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend  to register
the said Trade Mark,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Arnold Cornelius A or ius Nolet, of Scheidam, Holland, gin-distiller,
has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register  in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors and Spirits, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
A.C. A.NO LETS
Aromatic
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highly  appreciated
cordial on account of its
medicinal qualities, as
it is
DIURETIC,
ANTI-DYSPEPTIC,
TONIC
and above all invigo-
rating .  It is therefore
patronized by the chief
part of the Medicinal fa-
culty  of the  whole world.
OLET
A N.NF AMED S
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Notice is  hereby further  given , that, unless before the expiration of four months  from  the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to m
satisfaction  that the  app licant  is not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with suc
application , or that  there exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar of Patents, &c.
341
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that James Boully
and John Stewart, of 31, Bridport  street,
South Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "Tire Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3,
in respect of Medicated Articles and Patent Medi-
cines , a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation:-
The Great
SALVATIONREMEDY
DR C.P. BOOTH.  HEAD QUARTERS.  NEW YORK.
U.S.A.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Frederick
Messner ,  of No .  32, Flinders lane West,
Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  has applied ,.  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 20, in
respect of Gunpowder of all kinds ,  Blasting Powder,
and Rifle Powder for Military and  Sporting
purposes ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
A
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land  Government Gazette  it  is shown to my satis.
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my
doing so, I intend to  register  the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Benjamin
Brothers, of Elizabeth street, Brisbane, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
E
9
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Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months  fr om the date
of the  first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the appli cants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register  the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with  the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
lteeistrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such appli-
cation, or  that  there exists no legal impediment to
my doing  so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Richard Johnsonand Nephew ,  of Bradford Ironworks, Man-
chester ,  England ,  iron -masters and wire-drawers,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884, "  to register in Class 5,  in respect of Barbed
Fencing Wire ,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months  from  the date of the
first  appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the  applicants are net entitled
to have  the same  re giste re d,  in compliance with
such application, or that there  exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend  to register the
,provi-said Trade Mark,  in accordance  with the,-
sions of the  said  Act. . jj
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents,,&c. _j
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that James Service and Company ,  of 119, Coll ins street West, Melbourne,
Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42,  in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
UN10N
UNION IS 9RE10
Re presentations ,  differing both in size and colour from the above, are lodged as Trade Mark at the
Patent Office,  George street ,  Brisbane ,  for inspection.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfac-
tion that the applicants are not entitled to have  the  same registered in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Thomas Symington
and Company, of Edinburgh and London,
Great Britain, chemists, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Coffee, Cocoa, Chicory, and Taraxacum
or Dandelion, and Mixtures and Preparations of
such Articles, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation:-
DIRECTIONSIRECTIONS
gj[i
...
lllted ! s!!•,,•••.neesnr.w
NOsS'4MINGTON&C.
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A copy of the above label, differing both in size
and colouring, is lodged at the Trade Mark Office,
George street, Brisbane, and is open to inspection.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
the same registered in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so ,  I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that James Service
and Company, of 119, Collins street West,
Melbourne, Victoria, merchants, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 42, in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that  Tyzack ,  Sons, and
Turner , of Little London Works, Abbe ydale,
Sheffield , Yorkshire, England,  have applied, in
pursuance  of the  provisions of  "  The Patents,
Designs, and  Trade Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 12 ,  in respect  of Cutlery,  all kinds of Edge
Tools ,  Saws,  Files,  Shears, and all other Goods in
this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a  representation:-
NO N PARE #-I,
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of -four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance  with the  provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Harrison James,
673, George street, Sydney, has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1884," to register
in Class 47, in respect of Manufacture of Detective
Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation : -
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that George Wilson
N and Sam Jacobs, both of Brisbane, Queens-
land, have applied, in pursuance of the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Confectionery, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation
:- MM
tLG DY  
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment  to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark. in accordance with the  provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th  May, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that Stanley and Com-pany, of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art, 1884,"  to regi ster in
Class 2, in respect of Artificial Food for Stock, a
Preparation for the Use of Horses ,  Cattle, Sheep,
Pigs ,  Dogs, and Poultry ,  a Trade Maxk of which
the following is a  representation :-
a
4
V
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Qneen Bland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : JAMES C.  BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  2nd June, 1888.
No. 669.
T HE following  appointments ,  promotions, resig-
nations, transfers ,  and other changes will
take effect from above date ,  where not otherwise
stated :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Duncan  Alexander McNeil  is appointed to be
a Lieutenant , provisionally.  23rd May, 1888.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
The resignation of Major and Adjutant H. C.
Prichard has been accepted. 25th May, 1888.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
CAIRNS GARRISON BATTERY.
Sergeant W. Irving  is transferred  to the Bris-
bane Garrison Battery, and will be borne on the
strength  as a supernumerary  until absorbed.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
"A " Company.
The resignation of Lieutenant R. Tregaskis has
been accepted. 23rd May, 1888.
" E" Company.
Private E. Cunningham is dismissed for mis-
conduct. Regulation 204 and 205 to be complied
with.
No. 670.
IT is notified for information, that the notifica-
tion announcing the disbandment of The Gladstone
Volunteer Rifle Corps, duly appeared in the
Government Gazette  of the 26th May ultimo.
No. 671.
IN  notifying to the Force the resignation of
Major H. C. Prichard, A.D.C., in consequence of
his having to rejoin his Regiment in England, the
Commandant desires to place on record his full
appreciation of the services rendered to the Defence
Force by that Officer, commencing with the
Encampment in 1884 and ending with that of 1888,
when he commanded the 1st Regiment. The Com-
mandant, while wishing Major Prichard every
success in his military career, regrets that, by his
resignation, the Queensland Defence Force loses
an efficient, zealous, and painstaking officer.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
as
By Autt.arity: Jsuas C. Bs&L, Government Printer, William street Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or Composition with Creditors, instituted
by George Herbert Greening, trading as " G. H. Greening and Co.," of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, merchant.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed person is
hereby summoned to be held at the Office of Chambers, Bruce, and McNab, Adelaide street,
Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the Fourteenth day of June, 1888, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this thirtieth day of May, A.D. 1888.
1124
39
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the Debtor,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
42s.
By Authority :  Jesus C. BEAL, Government Printer ,  Wi ll iam.street Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By -Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
No. 672.
T HE following appointments, promotions, resig-
nations, transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date, where not stated
otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
No. 112, Gunner - Guyler, is dismissed for
non-attendance. Regulation 204 to be complied
with.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of Bands-
man L. Knight, is accepted.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" D " Company.
Acting Colour-Sergeant M. H. McLeod is trans-
ferred to " F " Company, Toowoomba.
QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"A" Company.
Sergeant R. Brady is appointed to be Sergeant-
Major of the Corps.
Acting Sergeant J. Gibney is appointed to be
Sergeant.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
BUNDABERG MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Lieutenant F. Nott is attached to the Moreton
Mounted Infantry for duty and drill until further
orders.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
The resignations, under Regulation 204, of-
No. 47, Private E. Taylor,
„ 72, „ C. H. Adams, and
„ 72, „ W. C. 1{eading,
are accepted.
No. 100, Private J. Lister,
98, „ E. Styles, and
„ 79, „ W. Deen,
are dismissed for non-attendance. Regulation 204
to be complied with.
QUEENSLAND N
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
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NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
COOK DIVISION.
THE COOKTOWN GARRISON BATTERY.
Captain W. V. Ralston is transferred to The
Kennedy Regiment.
Lieutenant E. A. C. Olive will take over com-
mand of the Battery until further orders.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
" B " Company.
Captain W. V. Ralston will take over command
of the Company.
No. 673,
It is notified for information that the notification
of a Reserve for Rifle Range, Roma, duly appeared
in the  Government Gazette  of 31st May ultimo.
No. 674.
WITH reference to General Order 667, it is
hereby notified for the information of officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men of Artillery Corps,
that the hours of parade will be as follows :--
6.45 a.m. to 7.45 a.m.
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
No. 675.
THE Commandant will make his Annual In-
spection of the undermentioned Corps on dates and
at hours and places as stated hereunder :
"A" Battery-At Victoria Barracks  at 9.30 a.m.
on the 14th instant. Dress-Marching Order.
The Battery will also parade at Lytton Battery
in fatigue dress at 3 p.m. in the afternoon.
Brisbane Garrison Battery-At the Adelaide-
street Drill-shed, at 8 p.m. on Friday, the 22nd
instant. Dress-Marching Order. '
Brisbane Engineers - At the Adelaide- street
Drill-shed, at 8 p.m. on Friday, the 22nd instant.
Dress-Marching Order.
Moreton Mounted Infantry-At New Farm, at
3 p.m. on the 30th June. Dress-Marching Order
(Mounted Infantry pattern).
The Moreton Regiment-In the Victoria Park,
near the intersection of Gregory terrace and the
Bowen Bridge road, at 3 p.m. on the 16th instant.Dress-Marching Order.
40
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Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps and Queensland
Scottish Volunteer Corps  (Metropo litan Companies
only)-In the Victoria Park ,  near the intersection
of txregory terrac8 and the Bowen  Bridge road,
at 3 p .m. on the 23rd instant .  Dress-Marching
Order.
Major J. A. Grieve is deputed to make the
Annual Inspection of the Brisbane and Ipswich
Field Batteries ,  arranging time and place with the
Officers Commanding
Major C. H. Des Veeux is deputed to inspect all
Corps stationed at Gympie ,  at any convenient time
prior to the 30th instant ,  and when in the Wide
Bay District will  arrange with Major Tooth for
one or more Batta lion Parades at Mary borough.
Major J .  S. Lyster is deputed to inspect the
Brisbane Ambulance Corps at 8 p.m. on the 26th
instant, and the Brisbane Grammar School Cadet
Corps on the 13th instant ,  at 4 p.m.
No. 676.
PRESIDENTS of Rifle Clubs are reminded that
the allowance of ten shillings for each proficient
member of the Club can only be allowed if the
Regulations have been carried out.
It is necessary that ,  in addition to the return of
the annual course shot by shot ,  a certificate should
be forwarded to the effect that the members for
whom the allowance is claimed are acquainted with
the manual and firing exercises and squad drill.
This certificate should be signed by the Senior
Officer of the Defence Force in the vicinity, or
other person deputed by him.
No. 677.
OFricass Commanding are requested to afford
every facility possible for the instruction of mem-
bers of Rifle Clubs in their vicinity .  Arrange-
ments should be made by which the services of a
sergeant instructor should be available for the drill
of members and for attendance on the Range when
the annual course is being carried on.
No. 678.
IT is hereby notified for the information of all
concerned ,  that Boards of  ufficers, composed as
under, will assemble at the undermentioned places,
on the 15th and 16th June ,  to supervise and
conduct the examinations  (written and practical),
in accordance with the instructions to be issued by
the Board of Examiners .  The examination papers
will be duly forwarded to the Senior Officer of the
Board ,  who will be responsible that the examinations
are conducted throughout in accordance  with the
instructions of the Examiners ,  and that the papers
of the candidates are placed in a sealed envelope
and forwarded to Head -Quarters ,  addressed to the
Brigade-Major ,  by the first  post after the examina-
tion .  The written examinations wi ll  be carried out
on the  15th June ,  and the practical examination
on the  16th June.
Officers will not be  required to take up subjects
in which they  have already qualified.
The President of the  Board at Maryborough will
notify  candidates of the hours of attendance on
both days.
Candidates for examination at Brisbane will
attend at  the Victoria  Barracks ,  at 10 a.m., on the
11th.
Dress-Undress and sword.
Brisbane.Major J. A. Grieve, R.A., President; Major
J. S. Lyster,  Brigade -Major, Major  A. J. Thynne,
Members.
Maryborough.
Major N .  E. N. Tooth, 2nd Regiment ,  President ;
Major W .  Ferguson , 2nd Regiment ,  and Captain
W. H. Purser ,  2nd Regiment ,  Members.
No. 679.
COMMANDING  Officers  are reminded  that stock-
taking of all property in their charge must be
completed on or before the 30th June  (Muster
Day), and the Annual Return  accounting for same
must  be forwarded to the  Brigade -Major not later
than the 2nd July.
The work  must be completed  in every detail. A
thorough  inspection  will be  made  of all  ledgers
early in July.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER ,  Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BSAL, Government Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
NOTIFICATION.SITTINGS of the Southern District Court havingbeen appointed to be holden at Goondiwindi, a
town other than that at which Sittings of the said
Court are now held, His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased, in pursuance of the provisions of section
fifteen of  "The District Courts Act  of 1867," to
direct the Bench of Magistrates for the District of
Goondiwindi  to cause  Jury Lists for that place to
be prepared forthwith.
A. RIITLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT OF QUEENSLAND
holden at GOONDIWINDI
to be a District Court in Insolvency.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.HIS  Excellency the Governor , with  the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT MILLER ,  Police Magistrate at Goondiwindi,
to be Registrar of the Southern District Court,
under the provisions  of  " The  District  Courts Act
of  1867,"  at that place.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th June, 1888.IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
j. to direct that the name
FREDERICK  GEORGE WEAVER
be substituted for Frederick Weaver,  appearing in
the notification published in the  Gazette  of the
26th ultimo, of the apppointment of certain gentle-
men to be Justices ofpthe Peace.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.RIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto direct that the name
ROBERT JAMES HARVEY
be substituted for Robert Harvey, Junr., appearing
in the general Commission of the Peace published
in the  Gazette  of the 7th of January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
CHARLES EDWARD HAYES
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
F. H. VIVIAN Voss, F.R.C.S.,
to be Inspector of Pacific Islanders and Labourers
at Rockhampton, in the room of W. F. Thurston,
M.R.C.S.,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN EDMUND BARROW HAMMOND
to be a Government Agent, on the Permanent
Staff, to accompany vessels licensed to carry
Pacific Islanders.
HENRY BRAMSTON
to be Chief Clerk and Deputy Curator of Intestate
Estates.
This appointment to take effect from 1st June,
1887.
41
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Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER H. GRUER
to be Master  of the  Q.G.S. " Miner ,"  in the room
of W. T.  Atkinson ,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE WHITAKER MELLISH
to be Paymaster of the Defence Force. This
appointment to take effect from the 8th of May,
1885.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Major GEORGE HENRY NEWMAN
to be a Lieutenant-Colonel on the Unattached List
of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
GEORGE HYAM PINERO BURN
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Marine
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
LAIDLEY
to be a place for holding a Registration Court for
the Electoral District of Lockyer, for the purposes
of  " The Elections Act of  1885,"  and to assign to
such Court, under the name of the " Electoral
Division of Laidley,.' so much of the said Electoral
District as is comprised within the following boun-
daries
Electoral Division of Laidley.
So much of the Police District* of Gatton as is
to the east of the following boundary, viz.:--
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
34, parish of England, and thence along the
western boundaries of portions 34, 18, 17, and
16 southerly to Lockyer Creek, by that creek and
Laidley Creek upwards to the north-western boun-
dary of portion 155, parish of Laidley ; b that
boundary south-westerly to Southern and Western
Railway; by the railway westerly to the western
boundary of the parish of Blenheim ; and thence
by the western boundaries of the parishes of
Blenheim, Mort, Thornton, and Townson, and the
Mistake Mountains southerly and south-easterly
to the Little Liverpool Range.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11. of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to amend  the Electoral Division of Gatton, within
the Electoral District of Lockyer, so that such
Division shall hereafter comprise so much of the
Police District* of Gatton  as is  contained in the
said Electoral District, exclusive of the ElectoralDivision* f Laidley.
B. B. MORETON.
* Forbounda ri es of Police  District,  see  Gazette of 17th November,
1887 ;  and for  boundaries of the Electoral  Division of Laidley, see
euupra
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.HISExcellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Colonial
Secretary's Department :-
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD
to be Visiting Justice to H.M. Gaol, Townsville, in
the room of Alfred Henry,  resigned ;
JOHN  LoFTus CUPPAIDGE, M.D.,
to be Medical Officer at Roma, in the room of
Geo. Comyn,  M.B., resigned ;
ADAM C. HALDANE
to be Police -,Ma  ''strata at Charters Towers, in the
room of W. M. Mowbray, transferred ;
WILLIAM M. MOWBRAY
to be Acting Relieving Police Magistrate during
the absence on leave of the Relieving Police
Magistrate ;
JOHN B. ISLEY, Second  Class  Inspector of Police,
to be a First Class Inspector, in the room of Max-
well Armstrong, retired ;
ARTHUR ROBERT BROOM, M.R.C.S.,
to be Medical Officer at Eidsvold ;
Senior-Constable WILLIAM BOUDET
to be Registrar of Births,  Marriages , and Deaths,
at Esk, for the Registry District of Stanley, in the
room of G. M. Challinor, deceased ;
GEORGE WARBY, Sub-Inspector of Police,
to be Inspector of Brands for the Etheridge Dis-
trict, in the room of A. D. Douglas, transferred ;
JOHN  JENKINS
to be Assistant Health Officer at Maryborough;
JOHN MACPHERSON  MACDONALD
to be a Justice authorised to celebrate  Marriages
under the provisions of the Act 36 Vic., No. 12,
within the limits of the district the boundaries of
which are hereunder described:-Commencing on the twenty-first parallel of south
latitude on the west boundary of the colony, and
bounded thence  east  by said parallel to the south-
ern watershed of the Cloncurry River ; thence
south-easterly by the southern watershed of the
Cloncurry and Flinders Rivers to the range form-
the watershed between the Hamilton River and
VDiamentina River ; thence south-westerly by
said range to a point bearing east from the south-
east corner of Marion Downs No. 12 Run ; thence
b a line west  passing along  the south boundary of
that ran to Xing's Creek ; by that creek downwards
and by a line  west along  the south boundaries of
Marion Downs Nos. 5, 6, and 7, to the west
boundary of the colony, and thence by the west
boundary of the colony north to the point of com-
mencement.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
u" IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceJUL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GILBERT G. CORY
to be a Sheep Director for the Sheep District of
Dalby, in the room of The Honourable James
Taylor,  resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
T
HE following  appointments of Members of
Committees  for State Schools  are notified,
Frederick.
W. Hopner.
Mungar.
Richard Beattie and
John McGuire,
vice  Thomas Malone and John Reaney, who have
left the District.
B. B. MORETON.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
9"HE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Capalaba.
August Knnowski,
vice  William Daveson, resigned.
Cloncurry.
John Absolon,
Alfred Kendall Carter,
James Lacey,
John Leahy, and
Alexander Sykes MacGillivray.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1'
W HEREAS by  " The Oyster Act of  1886 "
it is amongst  other things enacted that the
said Act shall extend to and be in force only in
such ports and parts of the Colony and its De-
pendencies as the Governor in Council shall from
time to time, by Proclamation, declare to be and
to come within the operation thereof : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the power and authority
so vested in me by the said recited Act, do, by this
my Proclamation, declare that the coast between
Cape Conway and the nineteenth degree of south
latitude, including the various ports, and also the
rivers and creeks discharging themselves within
those limits, shall be and come within the operation
of  " The Oyster Act of  1886  "  aforesaid.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland, styled  " The District Courts
Act of  1867," it is amongst other things enacted
that it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council
from time to time to order, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  that Courts to be called District Courts
shall be holden at such towns and places as he shall
think fit ; and whereas by the said last-mentioned
Act it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for
the Governor in Council to divide the Colony into
districts for the purposes of the said Act, and from
time to time to alter such districts ; and whereas
by the said Act it is further enacted that it shall
be lawful for the Governor in Council from time
to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to declare
that any District Court shall be a court possessing
criminal jurisdiction, and by the same or any sub-
sequent Proclamation to declare at what place or
places the said jurisdiction shall be exercised, and
that any District Court named in any such Pro-
clamation shall, after three calendar months from
the publication thereof in the  Gazette,  possess
jurisdiction in respect of crimes, misdemeanors,
and offences, as therein more particularly is men-
tioned ; and whereas amongst others a District
Court has been duly created, having jurisdiction
within a district called the Southern District, the
limits whereof were duly defined in and by a
certain  Proclamation under the hand and seal of
His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, then being Governor of the said Colony,
bearing date the eleventh day of September, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-five ; and whereas by the said Proclama-
tion it was ordered and directed that the said court
should be holden at the towns  and places  therein
mentioned, and that the  said court  should be a
court  possessing  criminal jurisdiction, and that the
said jurisdiction should be  exercised  at the several
towns  and places  in the said  Proclamation men-
tioned ; and whereas  it is necessary  that the said
court should be holden at another town or place
within the said Southern District, namely, the
town or place of Goondiwindi, and that the criminal
jurisdiction of the said court should be  exercised
at the said town or place of Goondiwindi : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Governor
of the said Colony, by virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the said recited Act, and by virtue of all
other powers enabling me in that behalf, and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, order and declare that the said
District Court shall be holden at the town or place
of Goondiwindi, within the said Southern District,
twice in each year, at intervals of not more than
seven  nor less than five months, and that the
criminal  jurisdiction possessed by the said District
Court shall be exercised at the said  town or place
of Goondiwindi.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. RUTLEDGE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
NV
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS I, the Governor aforesaid, by my
Proclamation  dated the seventeenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, did proclaim certain
Regulations, made and promulgated by me, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, under
and by virtue of  "The State Education Act of
1875 " : And whereas it has been decided by me,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council aforesaid, that the said
Regulations shall be altered by the omission from
Schedule VI. thereto of the words " General
knowledge of the matter contained in the Pupil
Teachers' Hand Book " : Now, therefore, I, the
Governor aforesaid, by virtue of the powers
enabling me in that behalf, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the said Regulations shall be and the
same are hereby altered accordingly.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty- first year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD S LTJ TIES QUEEN 1I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. ML-
A.  MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander. in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the
13th instant, being the day appointed for the
Sculling Match between Hanlan and Trickett, to
be a Public Holiday in Rockhampton, North Rock-
hampton, Clermont, and Springsure : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me
by the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 13th instant, shall, within
the Municipalities of Rockhampton, North Rock-
hampton, and Clermont, and the Town of
Springsure, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By r Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MIISGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1 first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations to make  Payments and do other
acts on  such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Wednesday, the 20th instant,
being theday appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting
of the Teviotville Race Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Dugandan : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, .and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that WEDNESDAY,
the 20th instant, shall be observed in Dugandan as
a Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her -Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Jolidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday and Friday, the
21st and 22nd instant, being the days appointed for
holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Charters
Towers Jockey Club, to be Public Holidays
in Charters Towers : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY
and FRIDAY, the 21st and 22nd instant, shall,
within the Town of Charters Towers, be observed
as Public Holidays within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE Quni w !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.  MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and it,
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act gassed in the forty-first
r 1' year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  "An
Act to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Friday, the 29th instant, being the
second day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Ravenswood Jockey Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Ravenswood : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
29th instant, shall, within the Town of Ravens-
wood, be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[a.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  cliael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
`'v  first year of Her  Majesty's  reign ,  intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time ,  by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof ,  or in any city ,  town ,  borough, or
district therein: And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Thursday ,  the 21st instant ,  being the
day appointed  for holding  the Annual Race Meet-
ing of the Muttaburra  Turf Club, to  be a Public
Holiday in Muttaburra  :  Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf ,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim ,  and declare that  THURSDAY,
the 21st instant, shall ,  within the Town of Mutta-
burra, be observed as a Public Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment 1; ouse, Brisbane ,  this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY IUSGRAVE,
Knic ltt Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Dino inguished Order of St. Ali-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HERE A S by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " A n
Act to make provision for Bunk Holidays and
respecting obligations to make payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereol, or in any city, town, borough, or
district. therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 14th instant, being
the first day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Maranoa Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Mitchell: Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
ML SGRAVF, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
and declare that THURSDAY, the 14th instant,
shall, within the Town of Mitchell, be observed
as a Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fitly-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEDT I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 14th instant,
being the day appointed for Turning the First
Sod of the Railway from Bowen to Haughton
Gap, to be a Public Holiday in Bowen : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that THURSDAY, the 14th instant, shall, within
the Town of Bowen, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVB THB QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to make provision for Bank Bolidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas by my Procla-
mation, bearing date the 17th ultimo, Tuesday, the
12th instant, was proclaimed a holiday within the
Municipality of Charters Towers : And whereas it is
deemed necessary to rescind the said Proclamation:
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council,
hereby rescind my said Proclamation of the 17th
ultimo.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof,  or in  any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 21st
instant, being the first day of the Annual Race
Meeting of the Maryborough Jockey Club, and
Friday, the 29th  idem , being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Demonstration in connec-
tion with the Eight Hours' Movement in Mary-
borough, to be Public Holidays in that Town :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling  me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that THURSDAY, the 21st, and FRIDAY, the
29th, instant, shall, within the Town of Mary-
borough, be observed as Public Holidays within the
meaning  of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this eighth day of
June, in the  year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight , and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Dalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of July, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.--1-5-88.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1  HENRY JORDAN.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND  AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No.1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish No. ofPortion. Area .
Annual
Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre .
1 Dalby ... 16v 160 0
£ s. d.  £ s. d.
0 6 8 0 0 0 9
2 Ditto ... 17v 150 0 0 6 5 0 0 0 9
3 Ditto ... 18v 101 2 0 5 3 0 0 0 9
4 Ditto ... 19v 130 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 9
5 Ditto ... 20v 160 0 0 6 8 0 0 0 9
6 Ditto ... 21V 160 0 0 6 8 0 0 0 9
7 Ditto 22v 160 0 0 6 8 0 0 0 9
8 Ditto 23v 158 0 0 6 8 0 0 0 9
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
£ s. d.
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0 Subject  to the pay-
1 10 0 ment of the value
1 10 0 of improvements,
if any1 10 0 .
1 10 0
1 10 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury,at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with
the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the  Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares  that,  unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  al ]the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
HENRY JORDAN.
Area in
Name of Lessee ,  Name of  Run, District. Square Amount.Miles.
The Roeklands  Pastoral  Company, Worowna ... ... ... Burke
Limited
Ezra  Firth ... ... ... ...  Stony Rises No . 2 ... Cook...
£ s. d.
39; 9 18 9
... 33 8 5 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25thMay, 1888.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
1 " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868"  and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb .  March .  April .  May. June .  July .  August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Allora* ... ... ...
Aramac ... ... Thurs. 5
Banana  .. ... Wed. 18
Barcaldinet ...
Beenleigh ... Wed. 11
Blackall ... ... Wed. 4
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs. 26
Brisbane  ... ...  Tues. 3
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 14
Burketown  ...  Wed. 4
Cairns  ... Wed. 11
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 13
Charleville  ...  Tues. 3
Charters Towers Wed. 4
Clermont  ...  Thurs. 26
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27
Emerald * ... Mon. 16
Esk* .. ... Wed. li
Gayndah  ... Wed. 4
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 4
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.26
Goondiwindi  ... Fri. 13
Gympie  .. ...  Wed. 4
Herberton ... Wed. 4
Hughenden ... Wed. 4
Ingham  .. ... Wed. 25
Inglewood + ... Wed. 11
Ipswich ... ... Fri. 6
Isisford  ... ... Wed. 11
Mackay  ... ... Thurs. 12
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20
Mitchellt
...  Fri. 13
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango  .. Wed. 11
Nebo  (Mt. Britton) Wed. 4
Nerang* .. ... ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10
Fort Douglas  ...  Thurs. 5
Ravenswood  ... Thurs. 5
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9
Roma  ... ... Wed. 11
St. George  ...  Tues. 17
St. Lawrence  ... Wed. 4
Springsure  ...  Mon. 23
8tanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.26
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 4
Taroom .. ... Wed. 4
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 11
Thargomindah  ... Wed. 4
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23
Townsville  ... Thurs .12
Warwick ... ....  Tues. 24
Wed. 28 ... ... Wed. 27 .. . ...  Wed. 26  ... ...  Wed. 19
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Wed .  20 Wed .  18 Wed .  15 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed .  14 Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed .  20 Wed .  18 Wed .  15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
... ... ... ... Tues .  12 Tues .  10 Tues .  7 Tues. 11  Tues.  9 Tues .  6 Tues. 11
Wed. 8 Wed .  14 Wed . 11 Wed.  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  26 Thurs .23 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Thurs.23 Thurs.22 Thurs . 26 Fri .  25 Thurs.21 Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs.25 Thurs . 22 Thurs. 27
Tues .  7 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  4 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 11 Sat .  10 Sat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat .  9  But.  14 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat .  13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Fri. 9 Fri .  11 Fri .  13 ... Fri .  14 ... Sat. 10
Mon .  6 Mon .  5 Tues .  3 Moa .  7 Mon. 4 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon .  3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Wed.  I  Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Red. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  23 Thurs .  29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  26 Thurs .30 Thurs. 27 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 29  Thurs.  27
Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Sion .  20 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon. 1S Mon .  16 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Fri. 24 Fri .  23 Fri .  27 Fri .  26 Fri. 29 Fri .  27 Fri .  24 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 20 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon .  16 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 21 Wed.  16  Wed .  18 ... Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 1 Wed .  7  Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Wed. 8
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Thurs. 9
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs.23
Wed. 1
Wed. I
Wed. 8
i Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Thurs. 9
Tues. 28
Thurs .  22 Thurs .  26 Fri. 25
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Wed. 28 Wed. 25 Wed. 30
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Fri. 2 Fri .  6 Fri. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12 Thurs. 10
Fri. 16 Fri. 20 Fri. 18
Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri. 11
Thurs. 1 Thurs.  5 Thurs. 3
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Thurs.12
Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 8
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 14
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues. 15
Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Thurs .29 Thurs .26 Thurs.31
Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28
Thurs .  8 Thurs .12 Thurs.10
Tues . 27 Tues.  24 Tues. 29
Thurs.28 Thurs.26
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 27 Wed. 25
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 1 Fri. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 6
Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Fri . 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 14
Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs. 28 Thurs. 26
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  26 I Tues. 24
Thurs. 23
Fri . 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs.30
Wed. 1
Wed. I
Wed. 8
Wed. I
Mon. 27
Thurs. 9
Tues. 28
Thurs .27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri . 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 26 Wed .  31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10  Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri . 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri . 7
Fri. 7 Fri . 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Thurs . 13 Thurs . 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 21 Fri. 19 Fri. 18 Fri. 21
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Sat. 15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 15
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs .11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues. 11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  6  Thurs. 4  Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12  Tues.  11
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14  Fri. 12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Thurs .  27 Thurs.25 Thurs .29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Thurs.13 Thurs.ll Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts  marked thus  *  are  only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications, &c.
+  Court to  be held when  there  are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified  from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884" have been made
for closin the undermentioned Roads ,  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the LandOffices, Ipswich and Toowoomba ; Police Offices,
Harrisville and Jondaryan ; and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
•1 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
The road separating
subdivisions 37 and 38
of portion 90 from
subdivisions 31 and 30
of portion 122
2 Messrs. Sha-
nahan and
Jennings
The road separating the
camping and water
reserve  ( ing por-be
Parish. Area.
Mutdapilly
A. R. P.
3 3 0
King  ... 6 3 14
tions 172 and 187) from
portions  173 and 186
NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Mackay ; Police Office, Eton; and Post
Office, Koumala.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J. N. Johansen
Situation. Parish. Area.
The road through por-
tion 1626
Kelvin ...
A. R. P.
5 2 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, thatapplication under  the eighty- ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  A ithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich,  and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
1 The Tarampa Di- The  road separating
visional  Board ,  portion 83, parish
on account of of Tenthill, from
Dyson Lacy portion 87
Nom.-The closure of this  road is proposed to be carried
out in  connection with  the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby, notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, '1 ambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
A. R. P.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
Applicant .I Situation .  Parish. Area.
Parish. Area.
A.  K.  1'.
Gatton ... 6 3 20
1 A. M. Mac- The  road separating Herbe rton 0 3 11
Ilwaine portion  13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant The road  separating  ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. 31. Mac- The  road separating  ditto 1 2 23
Ilwaine portions 10 and 9 from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The  road separating Gatton  ...  6 2 15
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke  Part of the road sepa -  Tenthill  ...  3 3 30
rating portion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south co rn er of por-
tion 3 north -westerly
to the  reserved road
6 Margaret The road separating Tambo  ...  19 0 0
Palmer portion 73 from  por-tion 30
7
s8
Adam Bar-  The road separating
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James R. The reserved road
Atkinson,  through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
About
Coochin ... 7 0 0
Tarampa... 4 0 0
• Norr:.- The closure of this road is proposed to  be  carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
JT is hereby notified  for general information,that Forfeited Special Timber  License No. 81,
in the Gympie Land Agent's District, parish ofGootchie, containing one square mile, will be open
to the operation of Ordinary Timber Licenses onA. R.
Raff, Robert- The road  separating  Thorn ... 33 0
F.
and after MONDAY, the 9th July next.
son, and  Co. portion 435 from por-
tions 75 and 105 WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
'\1 OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The 7 i.tles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from  the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas and  descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said  grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1888.
ERROIIS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , His  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ."  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his  hand  and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants an,l
in every deed containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions  ;  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-26644.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Charles Lewis Curtis.
Land Granted-Portion  248, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-14 acres 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion 248.
Area-14 acres 23 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
249, and bounded thence on the east and north-east
by a road bearing  182 degrees  30 minutes two
chains and  sixty-three links and 131 degrees 30
minutes seven  chains and eighty-two links; on the
south by a road bearing 269 degrees 22 minutes
twenty-one chains and seventy links ; on the west
by a line bearing 24 minutes eight chains and five
links ;  and on the north by portion 249 bearing east
fifteen chains and ninety links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Deed-26633.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Scott Bladen.
Land Granted-Portion  249, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-19 acres 3 roods 4 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion 249.
Area-20 acres 14 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
248, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing west fifteen chains and ninety links;
on the west by a line bearing 24 minutes twelve
chains and forty-six links ; on the north by portion
250 bearing east sixteen chains and thirty-five links ;
and on the east by a road bearing 182 degrees 30
minutes twelve chains and forty-six links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-26673.
Date of Deed-1st August, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Humphrey George Clifford
Lloyd.
Land Granted-Portion 250,  county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-28 acres 3 roods. 29 perches.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  250.
Area-29 acres 18 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
249, and bounded thence on the south by that por-
tion bearing west sixteen chains and thirty-five
links; on the west by a line bearing 359 degrees
58 minutes  twenty chains and six links; on the
north by a road bearing 90 degrees 18 minutes ten
chains one and a-half lii.ks; and on the north-east
and east by a road bearing south forty-six links,
148 degrees 47 minutes eleven chains and seventy-
one and a-half links, 176 degrees 46 minutes six
chains and ninety and a-half links, and 182 degrees
30 minutes two chains and sixty-four links to the
point of commencement.
SCUEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-68775.
Date of Deed-7th September, 1887.
Name of Grantee-Johann Schneider.
Land Granted-Portion  75, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-167 acres 3 rocds.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion 75.
Area-167 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of por-
tion 77, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 181 degrees 20 minutes twenty-nine chains
and forty links; on the south by portion 20 bearing
270 degrees 30 minutes fifty-six chains and seventy-
eight links ; on the west by a road bearing 4 minutes
twelve chains and seventy-six links ; thence by a
line bearing 288 degrees 40 minutes one chain and
six links, and by portion 59 bearing 359 degrees
30 minutes sixteen chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the north by portions 109 and 77 bearing
90 degrees 31 minutes fifty-eight chains and fifty-
eight links to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of one acre three roods thirty perches
for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-2568.
Date of Deed-21st August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Powlesland.
Land Granted-Portion  262, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-31 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  262.
Area-32 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
261, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing east twenty chains and forty-five
links ; on the south-east by a road bearing 207
degrees 41 minutes twenty-two chains and eighty
links and by another road hearing 249 degrees 35
minutes ten chains and fifty-two links ; and on the
west by a road bearing north twenty-three chains
and eighty-six links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-9905.
Date of Deed-7th December, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Edward Pickering.
Land Granted-Portion  404, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera.
Area-10 acres 19 perches.
AMENDED AREA AN t> DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of .Enoggera, portion  404.
Area-11 acres 28'3 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 405,
and bounded thence on the north by a road bearing
270 degrees 2 minutes twenty-three chains and
eight and a-half links ; on the south-v% est by a road
bearing 129 degrees 59 minutes fifteen chains and
eight links ; and on the south-east by portion 405
bearing 50 degrees fifteen chains and five links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1888.THE following further re-amended descriptionsis published for general information.
HENRY JORDAN.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT,
Name of Run-Lestree Hill No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-John Muirhead.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...
31
square miles.
Unavailable .., .. 20
Total ... ... 631
Further re-amended description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Belyando
River at  it  p lint about thirty-two chains above a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B over LXXIV
in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line along one of the north boundaries of
Lestree Hill No. 3 Run about three miles to the
west boundary of Apsley No. 1 Run ; thence on the
west by a north line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary about four miles seventy-two chains ;
thetice again on the south by an east line along part
of the north boundary of the same run seventy-two
chains to the south-west corner of Apsley No. 2
Run at a point twenty-three chains south of a
br galow-tree marked broad-arrow over A within
triangle on east side ; thence again on the east by a
north line along one of the west boundaries of that
run five miles forty-eight chains to a point one
chain west and ten chains south of a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A2 within triangle ;
thence again on the south by an east line along one
of the north boundaries of the last-named run one
mile seventy-two chains to a point nine chains south
and one chain east of a brigalow-tree marked broad-
arrow over A2 within triangle on east side ; thence
again on the east by a north line along part of one
of the west boundaries of the same run about one
mile and sixteen chains to a point ten chains south
of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over V over LH4
within triangle ; thence on the north by a west line
crossing the Belyando River at a point about sixty
chains above a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over LXV in triangle about seven
miles ; thence on the north-west by a line parallel
to the course of the Belyando River bearing about
north 187 degrees east about twel% e miles to the
north boundary of Tip Tree Hill North Run ; and
thence again on the south by an east line along part
of that boundary two miles forty chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane. 9th June, 1888.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 9th September, 1888.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application
at this Department.
HENRY JORDAN.
COOK DISTRICT.
Name of Run--Stony Rises No. 2.
Claimant  of Lease-Ezra Firth.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
33 square miles.
0
Total ... ... 33 „
Commencing on the right bank of Junction Creek
at a point opposite a point about twenty-four chains
above a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow
over J over X..I in triangle, 44d bounded thence
on the north by an east line along the south boun-
dary of the Albert Downs Run fourteen miles,
passing at about nine miles and eight chains
through a point fifty-six chains south of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over XLI within
triangle ; thence on the east by a south line about
two miles to the northern boundary of Stony Rises
Run ; thence on the south by an east line along
part of that boundary about nine  miles  and thirtour chains to its north-west corner ; thence on the
east by a south line along dart of the western boun-
dary of said run three miles and forty chains to
Junction Creek at a point opposite a point about
thirty-two chains below a Moreton Bay ash-tree
marked broad-arrow over J over XXXI within
triangle ; thence on the south, west, and south-west
by the right bank of that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Worowna.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 391 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 391 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Nowraine Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of that run three miles to
a point thi, ty chains north of and passing through
a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over
CXXIII within triangle on west side ; thence on
the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of the Nowraine East Run five miles and
twenty-six chains to a point three chains west of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over CXXIV
within triangle on south side ; thence on the east by
a south line five miles and twenty chains to a point
twenty-five chains north of a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXVII
within triangle ; thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of the Zeta Run ten
miles to a post marked broad-arrow ; thence on the
west by a north line along part of the east boundary
of the Nowraine West Run two miles and forty-
two chains to a point five chains west from a cooli-
bah tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over CXXII
within triangle on east side ; and thence again on
the north by an east line passing through that tree
along part of the south boundary of the Nowraine
Run four miles and fifty-three chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Land in the Land Agent's District
of Charters Towers, as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884," at the Charters
Towers Land Office, on and after WEDNES UAY,
the Eighteenth day of July, 1888, at an Annual
Rental of 6s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.68-16340-L.B.
HENRY JORDAN.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
LYALL RUN.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on the south-east boundary of the
Greenvale Holding at a point  five miles  eight chains
south-east of a tree on Gray Creek marked broad-
arrow over XX in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north-west by a line bearing north 47 degrees
east  along part of that boundary five miles ; thence
on the north-east by a south-east line about twelve
miles to the north-west boundary of the Maryvale
Consolidation ; thence on the south- east  by a south-
west line  along  part of that boundary five miles ;
and thence on the south-west by a north- west line
about twelve miles to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land in the Land Agent's
District of Taroom, will be open for Occupation
License, under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," at the Taroom Land Office, on and
after WEDNESDAY, the Eighteenth day of July,
1888,  at an  Annual Rental of 15s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15342-L.B.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land in the Land Agent's
District of Bowen, will be open for Occupation
License, under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," at the  Bowen  Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Eighteenth day of July, 1888,
at an Annual Rental of lOs. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15344-L.B.
HENRY JORDAN.
THE TAROOM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
DINGWALL RUN.
About 35 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Robin-
son's Creek Run, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along part of the east boundary of
that run about three miles; thence on the north by
an east line along the south boundary of Esk Forest
Run about six miles sixteen chains to the west
boundary of Cowangah Run ; thence on the east by
a south line along part of that boundary and part
of the west boundary of Hornet Plains Run, in all
about seven miles forty chains ; thence on the south
by a west line about four miles seventy-two chains
to the east boundary of Robinson's Creek No.2 Run;
thence again on the west by a north line along part
of that boundary about three miles forty chains to
a point east of starting point ; and thence again on
the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the same run about one mile twenty-
four chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Forfeited Runs in the Land
Agent's District of Rockhampton, as per descrip-
tions herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Eighteenth day of July, 1888,
at the Annual Rental per square mile affixed to
each run respectively.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Runs may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15314-L.B.
HENRY JORDAN.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
MOOBOONDULLA RUN.
About  28 square miles.
Annual Rental -10s. per square mile.
Mooroondulla is situate  on the right bank of the
Mackenzie  River, where  it is  bounded on the south
for four  miles  by the northern boundary of the run
known as Sutton at two miles  back from Springton
Creek ;  it is  bounded on the east  for seven miles
by the Mackenzie River ; on the north by a line
running from east to west  four  miles  ; and on the
west by  a line parallel  and equal  to the eastern
boundary.
Cuzco RUN.
About 40 square miles.
Annual Rental-15s. per square mile.
Commencing from the north-east corner of Bahia
Back Run and running east five miles ; thence
south eight miles ; thence west to the eastern
boundary of Bahia Back Run five miles ; and by
Bahia Back Run boundary eight miles to the point
of commencement.
OLINDA BACK RUN.
About 25 square miles.
Annual Rental-15s. per square mile.
A rectangular block of land abutting on the
whole eastern boundaries of Monte Video and
Olinda ten miles by two and a-half miles back.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
DALTON RUN.
About 61 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Eungella
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along part of the south boundary of that run
about five miles forty chains ; thence on the west
b a south line along one of the east boundaries of
Eungella No. 3 Run about one mile to the north
boundary of Eungella No. 4 Run ; thence on the
south by an east line along part of that boundary
about two miles sixteen chains; thence again on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the same run about thirty-two chains to
the north boundary of the Mount Britton Gold
Field ; thence again on the south by an east line
along part of that boundary about three miles
twenty four chains to a point south of starting point ;
and thence on the east by a north line along part
of the west boundary of Eungella East Occupation
License about one mile thirty-two chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Forfeited Runs in the
Land Agent's District of Banana, will be open for
Occupation License, under Part V. of  " The Crown
Lands Act o  1884," at the Banana Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the Nineteenth day of
July, 1888, at an Annual Rental of £1 per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Runs may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or the Under Secre-
tary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15341-L.B.
HENRY JORDAN.
THE BANANA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
DBNBY No. 1 RUN.
About 25 square miles.
Denby No. 1 is bounded by a line commencing
at a marked tree at the junction of Muddy Creek
and the Dawson River, running west five miles ;
thence by a line parallel with the river six miles ;
thence by a line east to the river five miles, and by
the river to the starting point.
TUBKOA RUN.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow on
the right bank of the Dawson River, and bounded
on the north by a line bearing east and separating
it from Moura Run to gianga Creek upwards to
the boundary of Kianga Run ; thence on the south-
east by part of that boundary south-westerly about
one and three-quarters of a mile to the western
corner of Kianga Run ; thence south-westerly by
a continuation of the south-west boundary of
gianga to the south corner of that run ; thence by
a line bearing south to the Malakoff Range and by
that range south-south-westerly to the head of the
Huon Creek ; on the south-west by that creek to
the Dawson River ; on the west by that river
downwards to the tree marked broad-arrow, being
the point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land in the Land Agent's
District of Banana, as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  at the Banana
Land Office,  on and after  THURSDAY, the
Nineteenth day of July, 1888, at an Annual Rental
of 8s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the laud may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15343- P.O.B.
HENRY  JORDAN.
THE BANANA  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ALBERTA RUN.
About  21 square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the
Nulalbin Holding,  being a point about seven miles
sixty chains west of a tree on the right bank of
the Dawson  River marked broad-arrow over XVIII
in triangle , and bounded  thence on  the north by a
west line to the eastern watershed  of Perch Creek ;
thence on  the west by  that watershed south-easterly ;
thence on the south by an east line to a point south
of starting point ; and thence on the east by a north
line along one of the west boundaries  of the Nul-
albin Holding eight miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division  made  under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Kinnoul, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " the Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Kinnoul, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Bank of Australasia, the pastoral
tenants of  the consolidated run known as Kinnoul,
situated in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the
Colony of Queensland, comprising the conterminous
runs  known as Kinnoul, Loch Scraig, Dunoon,
Hookingah, and Dykeran, have given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the sixteenth
day of July, 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run: And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884":
N ow,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and  the said report hereinbefore men.
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made  by the said Secretary for Public Lands,
as amended  hereby, be confirmed : And we do
further order that the said consolidated run known
as Kinnoul,  and comprising  the runs hereinbefore
mentioned, be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described  as follows , viz. : -
89  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Kinnoul Creek
with the Dawson River at a point opposite a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over J over KI) in
triangle, and bounded thence by the left bank of
the said creek upwards to a point about forty chains
below an ironbark -tree marked  broad-arrow over K
over X  in triangle  ;  thence  by a north  line about
forty chains ; thence by a west line forty  chains ;
thence by a south line about forty chains to Kii,noul
Creek at the said tree ; thence by the left bank of
the said creek upwards to a brigalow-tree marked
broad-arrow over K  in triangle  at its head ; thence
by a north line to the watershed dividing the
last-named and  Kungaymungay Creeks from the
Robinson River; thence by that watershed known
as the Middle  Range in a  north-easterly and south-
easterly direction  to a mountain  peak ; thence by
the said  range in  a north-easterly direction to the
intersection of the south-west boundary of the
resumed part of the Lower Palm-tree Creek No. 1
Run ; thence by a line bearing north 140 degrees
east along part of that boundary to the intersection
of the west boundary of Taroom Town Reserve ;
thence by a south line along part of that boundary
about six miles thirty- two chains  to the Dawson
River ; and thence by the left  bank  of the said
river upwards to the point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
91 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow
over J over KD  in triangle  at the junction of Kin-
noul  Creek with the Dawson River, and bounded
thence by the right bank of the said creek upwards
to a point about forty chains below an ironbark-tree
on the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over K
over X in triangle ; thence by a north line  crossing
the creek about forty chains ; thence by  a west line
forty chains ; thence by a south line about forty
chains passing  through the last-mentioned tree and
crossing  Kinnoul Creek ; thence by the right bank
of the said creek upwards to a brigalow-tree
marked broad-arrow over K in triangle at its head ;
thence by a south line to the watershed between
the last-named  creek and the Dawson River;
thence by that watershed  in a south -easterly direc.
tion about three miles ; thence by a south line to
the Dawson River at a point opposite a tree marked
X in square which is about two miles in a direct
line above the junction of Scott's Creek; and
thence by the left bank of the said river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
[L s E. DESHON, Land Board.SWORDT. S. ,
NOTICETHE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form  part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed  or is  unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department *$ Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October. 1885.
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NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown. Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1 885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 68 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION .
I NTENDING Selectors are informed that Mapsof the Districts of Ar mac. Blackall, Bunda-
berg, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Gladstone, Gympie,
Leichhardt, Maryborough, Normanton, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Springsure, and Townsville,
showing all land open for selection, both as Agri-
cultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready for
public exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane
Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation: A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com.
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane,  26th  May, 1888.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business ,  under  the pro-
visions of  "  The Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitche ll,  will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY  JORDAN.
Public Lands Office,
Herberton, 21st May, 1888.
I HEREBY call upon the undermentioned Selec-
tors to show cause, at the Land Court to be
held at Herberton, on the Fourth day of July next,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why their respective
Selections should not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the condition of residence.
Selec-
tion. Selector.
No.
160 John O'Regan ...
165 W. A. Martin ...
113 Kate M. Kearney
5 Letitia Lawless ...
227 R. G. McLean ...
194 Andrew Love ...
11 W. P. Ray ...
104 J. S. Love ...
214 E. H. Atkinson ...
210 Vernon Travers
211 Thomas Peake ...
163 Neil McGeehan ..
109 T. A. Gulliver ...
218 Henry  Bradshaw
216 Joseph Bradshaw
219 Stephen Johns ...
213 Arthur Jones ...
177 Adam Schneider
Parish .  District.
Barron ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Herberton
Barron
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Ilerberton
Herberton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
A. H. ZILLMAN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited to forward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department  of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pycnantha )  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrens),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT  OF AGRICULTURE.T 1.HE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-l bution in small quantities to  bona' fide  Planters
and Farmers ,  Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER " THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
I
T  is hereby notified that an Examination of
Candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor-General 's Office ,  George street, on
MONDAY,  16th July, 1x88.
For full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette  of
Saturday ,  the 2nd June, 1888.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
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NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agri-cultural  Township, Village  of Ninderry, and
portions adjoining ,  in the parish of Maroochy,
under the twenty -second section  of the  Amending
Act of 1886. Price, Is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1888.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, atthis Office, Map of the Agricul-tural Township ,  Vi llage of St .  Helen's, and
portions adjoining ,  parish of St. Helen 's, Mackay
District .  Price,  Is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 9th May,1888.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, QUEENTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Offices, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 6th July, from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of a Post and Telegraph Office, at
Queenton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and Telegraph
Office, Queen ton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Post Offices, Charters Towers and
Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing  such performance  ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into  considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK,  Government Geologist.
ON SALE,  at this Office .  Price  :  5s., in (2)
sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
DIVISION OF REDCLIFFE.
H IS Excellency the Governor in Council having.in pursuance of  " The Divisional Boards
Act of  1887," directed that the First Board for
the Division of Redcli.fe shall be elected in
the manner prescribed by the said Act, and
having appointed Henry J. Tubbs to be the
Returning Officer to conduct such Election, His
Excellency now directs it to be notified for general
information that the following arrangements have
been made for the Election of Six Members and
Two Auditors for the said Division:-
Place of Nomination  ... Police Station ,  R.edeliffe.
Date of Nomination ... 30th June, 1888.
Close of Election ... 14th July, 1888.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1888.
TENDERS.
MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For fu ll  particulars, see  Govern-
1 ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice. can be received.
BRISBANE-Marble Mantelpieces and Grates, New Public 35th May, .., zMines and Works Office,Offices ... ... ... ... ... ... Brisbane; l5thJune,1888.
CROYDON-Additional Cells, Lock-up... ... 12th May, 1888
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Court Houses,
Normanton and Croydon;
22nd June, 1888.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Police Station,
MOUNT MoRGAN-  Court House ...  ... ... ...
I
19th May, 1888 ... Mount  Morgan, and Court
House, Rockhampton ;
22nd  June, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
TENDERS.TENDERS areinvited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see GovernmentGazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -ing original notice .
Place and Date to  which  Tenders
can be received.
BrisbaneRail Offi eRolling Stock-Wagons-Maryborough Railway ...
Rolling Stock- Cairns  Railway ...
Cairns Railway - Substructure and Superstructure for
Bridge No 26 Section 2 Cairns Railwa
. 2nd June, 1888
ditto
;c ,way
t 15th June, 1888.
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
. , , y
North Coast Railway- Section  No. 5-Shelter Sheds
Emu Park Railway - Engine and Carriage  Sheds ... J
... 22nd June, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
No. of
Miles open
for Traffic.
Passene ers'
Fart s.
j £ a. d. I  £ s. d. I
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
360 14 6
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ...  834 2 ,368 3 4 4 ,174 10 8 266 18 10
Corresponding week last  year... 706 2,007 8 10 4,808 2 2 512 17 10
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1888 -To+al  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
...
..
Goods and Live
Stock.
633 11 6 245 19 0
... ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending 3rd June ,  1888  ...  151 335 1 3 972 9 4 31 18 1
Corresponding  week last  year... 103 241 17 9 695 3 8 21 12 6
Increase ...
... ... ...
Decrease ...
1888 - Total Traffic  to date ...
1887--Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
93 3 6 277 5 8 10 5 7
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ... 66 115 4 1 248 11 2 6 6 8
Corresponding week last year  ...  66 55  8 3 127 8 8 7 4 7
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1888- Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ... ...
59 15 10 121 2 6
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ... 463 269 3 11 1,570 11 1 40 13 1
Corresponding  week last year  ... 444 331 11 3 2,357 1 10 50 2 7
Increase... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease  ... ... ...
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ... 31
Corresponding  week last  year... 31
Increase...
Decrease ...
... ...
... •.•
1888 -Total Traffic  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
...
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ... 260
Corresponding  week  last year... 231
Increase... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffic  to date ... ...
1887-Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ... ( 8
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 3rd June, 1888 ... 51
Corresponding week last year... 31
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
' 7 4 786 10 9 9 9 662
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
£ s. d.
...
..
..
...
01711
...
...
51 7 7 61 17 6 3 15 4
47 16 11 58 6 2 4 5 8
3 10 8
... -688
...
... ...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
0 10 4
540 16 7  2,004 15  0  142  16  9
460  8 11  1,865 3 6 8211 8
80 7 8 139 11 6 60 5 1
...
...
... ...
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
40 4 3 35 15 6
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 2 2 42 15 11
23 19 7 17 1 2
27 2 7 25 14 9
...
...
...
32 6 6
7 12 0
9 14 0
2...2 0
Total.
£ s. d.
6,809 12 10
7,328 8 10
5i8  16 0
162,378 0 0
159,966  8 10
£2,411 11 2
1,339 8 8
958 13 11
380 14 9
27,493 1 1
19,481 14 8
£8,011 6 5
370 1 11
190 1 6
180 0 5
7,866 6 3
3,392 4 1
£4,474 2 2
1,880 8 1
2,738 15 8
858 7 7
51,930 1 4
67,080 2 4
£5,150 1 0
107 0 6
110 8 9
3 8 4
2,192 18 8
2,122 6 1
£70 12 7
2,688 8 4
2,408 4 1
280 4 3
61,404 9 1
43,190 14 4
£8,213 14 9
108 5 3
1,493 12 10
101 10 1
50 14 9
50 15 4
2,723 11 9
1,486 13 0
£1,23618 9
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 6th June, 1888.
Emu PARK RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SHELTER SHEDS.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
June, 1888, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Shelter Sheds and Offices, &c., at Emu
Park and Lake's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Shelter
Sheds, Emu Park Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office,  Brisbane , and Engineer's Office,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tenderas security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance ,  an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
Tne lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th June, 1888.
EXTENSION THROUGH CITY AND FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS SHED AT FORTITUDE VALLEY
STATION.
'FENDERS will be received at this Office until"FENDERS
(4) o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the
22nd June, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Goods Shed, Fortitude Valley Station.
Tenders to be endorsed  "lender for Goods
Shed at Fortitude Valley Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on the amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  an agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 6th June, 1888.
i
T is hereby  notified , that  PETER PATERSON,
CHARLES EDWARD DESHON, and PHILIP ST.
GEORGE MANSERGH ,  have passed  the Examination
for Railway Surveyors, held at the Chief Engineer's
Office,  Brisbane , in April, 1888, in accordance with
the Rules published in the  Government Gazette,
Volume XXXIX., No. 108, of the 4th December,
1886. and are respectively entitled to Certificates
as Railway  Surveyors.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Cleveland
Branch  Railway, in  length 20 miles 52 chains 294
links ,  have been altered, under the provisions of
section fourteen  of the Act, 27 Victoria,  No. 8, and
that  the Plan and Book of Reference so altered
have been  approved  and confirmed ; and that, in
pursuanc e of the  seventeenth section of the said
Act, the  Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the Line above referred to, accord-
ing to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so
confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office, and at the
Office of  the Clerk  of Petty Sessions ,  Brisbane.
F. CURNOW.,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN :RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List ofArticles
in the custody of the Lost Property  Depart-
ment,  Brisbane ,  was published  in full in the
Government  Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 2nd June,
1888.  Owners can obtain the  same on application
to the Traffic  Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not  released on  or before TUESDAY ,  the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COORTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown ,  was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
( N MONDAY, 11th June, the North Coast
1  Line, from North Pine to Caboolture, will
be opened for public traffic, and on and  fr om
that date, until further notice,  Trains will run as
follows :-
A.M. P.M.
Caboolture ,  depart ... . .. 6.30 1.50
Brisbane ,  arrive  ... ... ... 9.6 430
Brisbane , depart ... ... 9.50 5'0
Caboolture ,  arrive ... ... 12.25 7'30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora ,  Aramac. Ayr, Banana ,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigb ,  Blackall ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown ,  Cairns ,  Cardwe ll,  Cabool-
ture, Central Railway ,  Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland ,  Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township ,  Cooktown,
Crow's  Nest,  Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Palby, Drayton ,  Eidsvold, Emerald ,  Esk, Eton,
Fernvale ,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton ,  Gayndah,
Geliam, Georgetown ,  Geraldton ,  Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi ,  Gympie, Gin Gin, He lidon,
Herberton ,  Howard ,  Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan , K ameruuga ,  Kilkivan,
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Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pound s per cent
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the. Treasury, or at
any f the above Offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 2nd June, 1888.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of May, 1888.
Name.
LICENSED
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Place.
VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES.
Byrne, Patrick ...
Jones, Thomas ...
Williams, P. P. ...
Archibold, Patck....
Ross, J. H. ...
Williams, Thomas
McCormack, Patck.
Parker, John ...
Volling, Henry ...
Hartwell, Leonard
Roberts, Geo.
Robinson, J. W. ...
Hughes, J. F.
Charters Towers
ditto
ditto
Cooktown
ditto
dittoCunnamulla
Croydon
ditto
Georgetown
ditto
Nerang
Toowoomba.
SPECIAL LICENSE.
Vesper, J. P. ... ... i Barcaldine.
BILLIARD LICENSE.
Barnett,  Jas. ... ... Brisbane.
BAGATELLE LICENSE.
Webber, J. G.  C....  ... I Georgetown.
AUCTIONEERS' LICENSES.
Hughes, J. D. ... Blackall
Barton, A. M. ... Bowen
King, E. W. ...
... ditto
Hood, Andrew ... ... Birdsville
Fumes, W. H. ... Brisbane
Fulford, P. ditto
MacLean, T. R. Dalby
Alexander, R. P. ... ... Gayndah
Walker, W. B. ... Ingham
Holland, J. ... ... Mitchell
Palmer, C. J. ... Tambo
Ashton, W. J. ... Taroom
O'Keefe, David ... ... Winton.
Name.
LICENsEs-continued.
Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS' LICENSES.
Summers, G. ... . Charters Towers
Johnston, J. J. ... ... I Ipswich.
WINE-SELLER'S LICENSE.
Calcino, Eliza ... ... Charleville.
PACKET LICENSE.
Michael, J. L. ... ... I s.s. " Gympie."
TRANSFERS.
From-
Benjamin , J. A.
Willcock, Wm.
Jones , Thos.
Dickinson, John
Cronk , Geo.
To-
CHARTERSTOWERS.
... ... Anderson, W.
... ... Hamilton, A.
... ... Canty, Wm.
... ... Dickinson, Wm.
... ... Brook, J. McG.
CROYDON.
Wright, Geo. ... ... I Edwards, Wm.
C UNNAMULLA.
Meredith, Chas. ... ... Rigg, J. K.
ROOKHAMPTON.
Morgan, D. ... I Anderson, F. O.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, Sth June, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
B. B. MORETON.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK  ENDING 2ND DAY OF
JUNE, 1888.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 472
Number since admitted ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave ... ...  3
475
Number discharged ... ... 1
Number died .. ... ... 1
'Number absent on leave ... ... 6
- 8
Number remaining at date hereof ... 467
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
Discharged  during the week :
William Little, 78, builder ; admitted 4th November,
1884.
Death during  the week :
Thomas  O'Bryan, 70, shepherd; admitted 20th July,
1886.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
A MEETIN G of Owners competent to vote is
hereby convened for Twelve o'clock Noon,
of SATURDAY , the 30th June current, at the
Court  House , Cooktown,  to elect Three Sheep
Directors  for the Cook  Sheep District ,  in room of
Messrs. B. T. Shields , A. Gray,  and E .  B. Pow er,
who have left the District.
B. B. MORETON.
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1888.
A MEETING  of Owners in the Sheep District
of Springsure  is hereby  convened for Twelve
o'clock Noon  of SATURDAY , 16th June, at the
Court House, Springsure ,  to elect a Sheep Director
in the room of James Todhunter, who has left the
District.
B. B. MORETON.
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NOTICE.
*''T OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond, Maryborough,
IA warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
on FRIDAY, the 6th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Customs Act  of 1873," unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date  Bonded. Bond Mark.  Goods. By Whom  Warehoused.
12 May 18 .5. ... Z over 551 ...  1 case roasted coffee ... W. II. Smith  and Sons,  Limited
29 May ... ... I over 555 ... 1 case stationery ... ... A.S.N. Company
25 June ... ... R over 560 ... 4 2-chests tea ...
25 June ... ... S over 560 ...  5 2-chests tea ... W. H. Williams
25 June ... ... T over 560 5 }-chests tea ...
1836.
5 February ... D over 593 ... 2 packages ginger E. B. C. Corser, for Q.S.S. Company
19 March ... ... L over 599 ... 1 2-chest tea ... anComNSAfJ H Ch4 May ... ...  AI over 607  1 parcel  springs ... yp...or. . erry,
24 June ... ... Z over 616 ... 1 package  cigars ...
16 July ... ... F over 620, No. 1. 1 8-tierce tobacco B d C16 Jul H over 620 No 11 1 b t ob } ryant an ompanyy ...
16 July ...
... .,
... K over 620, Nos. 1
t 6
...ox o acc
6 bags  tobacco ... ...
24 August ...
o
... 0 over 628 ... 1 box valves J. E. Brown, for W. H. Smith and
Sons
16 November B over 640 1 parcel merchandise ... i Woodyatt and Roberts
1887.
25 January ... Q over 650 1 parcel  circulars ...
25 January ... U over 650 1 case asparagus ... ... N. CompanyH Cherry for A S25 January ... V over 650 1 case  tomatoes ... ... . , . .
25 January ... W over 650 8 cases  preserved fruit ...
24 February ... B over 656 1 parcel linen cloth ... W. C. Summerbell
6 May ...
6 May ...
...
...
D over 665
E over 665
1 parcel merchandise
1 package merchandise
...
... 1
25 May ... V over 666 2 2-chests tea ... J. H. Cherry, for A.S.N. Company
26 July ... ... E over 677 1 package tea ...
27 July ... ... L over 677 1 case merchandise
22 August... ... X over 680 5 bales hops ... William Green22 August... ... Y over 680 5 kegs dried apples
29 August... ... A over 681 8 bales hops ... LimitedJolin Walker and Company5 October ... T over 685 3 2-chests tea ... ,,for A U N. CompanyS29 November ... C over 694 5 bags peas ... . . .
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Goods, overtime in the Queen's Warehouse,
Cairns ,  will be sold there , by Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 11th July,  1888, under Clause
eighty-two of  " The Customs  Art of  1873."
Date when Ship. Master. Whence. Goods . Mark . Contents.Warehoused.
1885. 1 '
9 Sept.... Glanworth ! Lee ... Brisbane ... 1 case,  addressed " H. QW Stationery, &c.
1887
Thompson, Cairns " over 5
.
25 Jan. ... Maranoa  ... Morris ... Cooktown ... 2 cases,  addressed " A. QW Hand grenades
Taylor and Co.,
1, 2 "
Nos. over 17 for  extinguishing
fires.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector  of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond, Cairns, ware-
house rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY, the 11th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Customs Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon he previously paid.
Date when Ship Master Whence MerchantWarehoused. . . . .
1887. 1
1 Feb.... Quiraing Armstrong Brisbane ... J. L. Loeven ...
1 Feb. ... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ...
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ...
5 Feb . ... Barcoo ... Hampton Melbourne Kenion and  Co...
Goods.  Mark.  Contents.
2 2-chests tea ... V over 71 each 42 lbs.
1 2-chest tea ... W over 71 42 lbs.
9 boxes tea ... X over 81 each 10 lbs.
3 packages tobacco I over 82 127 lbs.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT ALBION.
'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th) day of June next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material (except
wire and insulators), and for all workmanship
necessary, for the above-mentioned work, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions, and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W.  If  ORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September. 1887.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
HE Unclaimed Property hereunder described,
now in the possession of the Birdsville Police,
will, unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Birdsville, on the
23rd June next.
D. T. SEYNIOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
1 riding saddle.
1 pack saddle.
1 bridle.
1 pair  of canvas  saddle-bags.
1 cabbage-tree hat.
1 pair of boots.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend DANIEL BREEZE, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Brisbane, in the Registry District of
Brisbane, to Fassifern, in the Registry District of
Fassifern, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the reduction of the Late Fee chargeable
in this Colony upon Intercolonial and Inland
Letters from 3d. to 2d. each letter.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the  New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the  Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays), will  be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. 1 er annum in advance.
Apply  to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
Police Departmc nt,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
rrHE undermentioned Unclaimed Horse, now
in the bands of the Blackall Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold at Public
Auction, at the Police Station, Blackall, by the
Officer in Charge of Police, on the 30th June next,
viz.:-
1 Bay Gelding, branded HOL over R8R over T5Y
near  shoulder.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
r HE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
in the hands of the Toowoomba Police, a ill,
unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, To_,woomba, on the
30th June next, viz.:--
1 Leather Puree.
1 Pipe and Case.
1 Razor and Case.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM ALFRED JOHN WELLS,
a Minister of the Church of England Denomina-
tion , having removed from Charters Towers, in the
Registry District of Kennedy, to Townsville, in
the Registry District of Townsville, has given me
due notice thereof, in accordance with the provi-
sions  of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General_
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Reverend JAMES McQUEEN, a Minister of
the Presbyterian Denomination, residing at Esk,
in the Registry District of Stanley, has been duly
registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  notified for  public  information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM DALE,  a Minister of
the Presbyterian Denomination ,  residing at Samson
Vale, in the  Registry District of Caboolture, has
been duly registere das a Minis  er of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  under the provisions  of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN EY,
registrar -General.
NOTICE is  hereby ven ,  that JOHN MILLER171is  appointed Bailiff of the Small Debts
Co,irt for t  e Police District of Georgetown for
the ensuing twelve munt,.s.
P. MACARTHUR,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Georgetown , 17th  May, 1888.
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TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
REAL PROPERTY  ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so  by lodging  a Caveat at my  Office  on or before the day
specified.
I
Name of Deceased , Date of
Proprietor.  Death.
Alexander John  Manson,
late of Brisbane, ship-
ping master
Joseph Doley,  late of
Woorungarry, in the
parish of Gilston,
farmer
Robert McCaig ,  late of
Grey street, South
Brisbane
Erik  Magnusen ,  late of
Laidley, farmer
William Phillips,  late of
Townsville
Charlotte Jane Allum,
late of  Oxley, widow
Frances McDonald, late
of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South
Wales, widow
Henry  Brand ,  late of
the Albion,  near Bris-
bane ,  farmer
Name
of Claimant.
1887.
31 Oct. Anne  Kemp ,  wife of
Alexander  Hawkins
Kemp ,  of Brisbane,
pianoforte and music
dealer
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise. s7 .0transmitted.
ABfl
1 1888.
Allotment  8 of section 13, town Fee -simple Will dated  17 De- 9 Aug.
of Carnarvon cember, 1883
20 Oct .  Phoebe Doley ,  of Woo-  Portion 112, parish of Gilston  ...  Fee-simple Will dated 20 Sep-  16 July
rungarry  aforesaid,
widow
1888.
28 Mar. Eleanor Frances McCaig ,  Re-subdivision 73 of subdivision
of South Brisbane ,  A of western suburban allot-
widow ment 49, parish of South Bris-
bane
1886.
21 Mar.  Samuel Reid Lester, of
Laidley, an infant of
the age of six years
1887.
10 April The Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
1886.
16 Apri l The Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
3 Oct. ; essie Moore ,  wife of
Edward Moore, of
Sydney ,  boarding-
house keeper
1888.
9 April Mary Brand ,  of Bri s-
bane, widow
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
Subdivision 1 of portion 237,
parish of Blenheim
Subdivisions 10 and 11 of  section
3 of subdivision 1 of section 9
of portion  is., parish of Coo-
nambelah
Re subdivisions 25 and 26 of
subdivision 1 of portion 84,
parish of Oxley
Subdivisions 13, 14 ,  and 15 of
portion 733, parish of Enog-
gera
Subdivision 58 of portion 153,
and re-subdivision 1 of sub-
division 48 of portion 156,
parish of Enoggera
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
The Corporation of the Primi- 23 July, 1888.
tive Methodist Connection
of Queensland
Henry Preston 16 July, 1888.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER, NOTIC E.
T
AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " 14e Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
2 roods, being re -subdivision 3 of subdivision B of portion
25, parish of Rockhampton
20 acres ,  being portions 111 and 112, parish of Drayton
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 9th June, 1888.
FIFTH Supplementary List of Surveyors  licensed
1' to act under the provisions of  " The Real
Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose names
were not  inserted in the General List published on
the 5th January, 1888.
Name . Address.
Buchanan ,  James ... ... Maryborough
Macfarlane, Alex. T. ... Charleville
Sinnott, Nicholas ... ... Brisbane
Stuart, John W. R. ... Normanton.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1888,
tember, 1887
Fee-simple As Administratrix 9 July
Fee-simple Will dated 16 :March, 16 July
1805
Fee-simple Order of Supreme 23 July
Court dated 16November, 1887
Fee-simple Order of Supreme 9 July
Court dated 5
May, 1886
Fee-simple Will dated 2  Octo- 9 July
her, 1886
Life-estate Will dated 17 Jan- ; 9 July
uary, 1883
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the Ninth day of July next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  "  The Real Property  At of  1861," to
dispense with the production of Certificate of Title
No. 71874, Register Book ,  volume 492 ,  folio 114,
over subdivision 16 of allotment 5 of section 2,
town of Townsville ,  in favour of Annie Fulton, wife
of William  Edwin Fulton, and will then permit a
Transfer, No. 183963 ,  of the  said  land ,  made by the
said Annie Fulton in favour of the said  William
Edwin Fulton, to be registered upon the duplicate
of the said Certificate of Title, Register Book,
volume and folio aforesaid ,  the original Certificate
of Title being in the possession of the said Annie
Fulton, who refuses to produce it for the purposes
of such registration.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Ninth day of July next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of " The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue in
the name of Alice Harriett Coote, three provisional
Certificates of Title, numbered 3259, 3258, and
3231, for subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of section 1 of
portion 121, parish of Archer, and more particularly
described in Register Book, volumes 32 and 30,
folios 27, 26, 249, the original Certificates of Title
having been lost or mislaid by the said Alice
Harriett Coote.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Thirtieth day of June instant, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  "The Real Property Act (f  1861," to issue in the
name of Frederick Rawlins, a provisional Certifi-
cate of Title, No. 15782, for 35 acres 3 roods 2 per-
ches, being part of portion 128, parish of Toowoomba,
in the Toowoomba Agricultural Reserve, and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume
122, folio 52, the original Certificate of Title having
been lost or mislaid  by Robert Cribb.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, TWO-MILE,
GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for Play-shed, State
School, Two-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Two-Mile, Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at  the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED AND BELL-STAND, STATE SCHOOL,
C &RDWELL.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Cardwell, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of a
Play-shed and Bell -stand, State School, Cardwe ll .
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed
and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Cardwell.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, ROSALIE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for New
State School, Rosalie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School, Rosalie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, &c., STATE SCHOOL,BUNDABERG SOUTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Buudaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June, from
persons willing to contract for Improvements, &c.,
State School, 1undaberg South.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments, cc.,  State School, Bundaberg South."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be sent in on proper  printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one of the Tenders.
For the  Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING SCHOOL BUILDINGS, REDBANK.
TENDERS will be  received  at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June, from
persons  willing  to contract  for Painting School
Buildings ,  Redbank.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School  Buildinqs , Redbank."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form  of Tender may
be seen, and  further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the ,Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
BEAUDESERT.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Beenleigh ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing and Gates,
State School ,  Beaudesert.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing
and Gates ,  State School, Beaudesert."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th June, from
persons willing to contract for New School Build-
ings, Glenmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Glenmore."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obt=wined, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BLACK JACK.
FNDERS will he received at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 6th July, from persons willing to contract for
New School Buildings, Black Jack.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New School
Buildings, Black Jack."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does  net guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the, Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
OAKEY CREEK.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs and Painting,
State School, Oakey Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs and
Painting, State School, Oakey Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve
ments, Repairs, 4'c., Brisbane Central (Girls')."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£..
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The ,llinister does not guarantee the acceptance
cf the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F.  SLOAN.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Francis Farry, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, boot and shoe
merchant, insolvent.C ARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in theColony of Queensland,  accountant , has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
1151 6s.
Solicitors  for John Payne Lloyd.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Payne Lloyd, of Kolonga,
Wide Bay, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier , an Insolvent.
O
N the sixth day of June,  1888, a  Certificate of
Discharge was granted to the abovenamed
John Payne Lloyd, who was adjudicated insolvent
on the first day of February, 1886.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACP IHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
1150
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John  Basford, of Roma, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  hairdresser, an Insol-
vent.
O1N the twenty- inth day of May ,  A.D. 1888, aCertificate of Discharge was granted to John
Basford, of Roma aforesaid ,  who was adjudicated
insolvent on the thirteenth day of November, A.D.
1885.
Dated the second day of June, A.D. 1888.ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1133 4s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, &c., STATE MR.  JUSTICE MEIN.
SCHOOL, BRISBANE CENTRAL (GIRLS'}. In the Matter of Thomas Boyle, of Ipswich, in
1
`ENDERS will be received at this Office until the Colony of Queensland, tailor, an Insol-
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th vent.
June, from persons willing to contract for Improve- N the Sixteenth day of  July,  1888, at Ten
ments, Repairs, &c., State School, Brisbane o'clock in the forenoon, Thomas Boyle, of
Central (Girls'). Ipswich aforesaid, adjudicated insolvent on the
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thirtieth day of April, 1886. will apply to the
abovenamed Court, at Brisbane, in the colony
aforesaid, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-first day of May, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
1137
Brisbane and Ipswich.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Lang ,  formerly of
0
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland, publi-
can, insolvent.
N the thirtieth day of May, A.D. 1888, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
William Lang ,  formerly of Mackay ,  who was
adjudicated insolvent on the twentieth day of
February ,  A D. 1885.
Dated the second day of June, A.D. 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBFRS,  B UCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1134 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Walter Aspinal Carver ,  of Bunda-
berg ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  planter, an
Insolvent.
! ()N the  fourth day of June ,  1888, a Certificateof Discharge  was granted to Walter Aspinal
Carver ,  of Bundaberg ,  who was adjudicated insol-
vent on the sixteenth day of September, 1886.
Dated this  fourth day  of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
A gents for-
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Bundaberg.
1140 4s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Maria Graham ,  of Herberton, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  spinster ,  store-
keeper ,  an Insolvent.
ON the sixth  day of June ,  1888 ,  a Certificate
of Discharge was granted to Maria Graham,
of Herberton ,  in the Colony of Queensland, who
was adjudicated insolvent on the twenty -fourth day
of August, 1887.
Dated  this  seventh day of June, 1888.
1147
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Cussen, of Stantborpe, in
the Colony of Queensland , bootmaker, an
Insolvent.
ll O
N the Fourth day of July, 1888, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, John Cussen, of Stanthorpe,
bootmaker, adjudicated  insolvent  on the twenty-
ninth day of August, 1883, will apply to this
Honourable Court,  at Brisbane , for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this eighth day of June, A.D. 1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1155
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas George Kitt, trading as
"Kitt Bros.," of Gympie, storekeeper, in
Liquidation.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of Thomas George Kitt.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-third  day of June ,  1888 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this thirtieth day of May, 1888.
1127
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Matter of John McCourt, of Dugandan,
storekeeper, in Liquidation.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed John McCourt
who have not already proved their debts are
required. on or before the Thirtieth day of June
current, to send their names and addresses, and
the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned, George Cannon, of Eagle street,
Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or, in
default thereof, they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend about to be declared.
Dated this eighth day of June, 1888.
1148
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland. Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Alexander Gordon Wilson, of
Bowen, in the Colony of Queensland, formerly
publican, but now livery-stable keeper.
ON the Twenty-seventh day of June, 1888, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, Alexander
Gordon Wilson, of Bowen, in the Colony of Queens-
land, formerly publican but now livery-stable
keeper, adjudicated insolvent cn the twenty-fifth
day of August, 1886, will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Bowen, for his Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirty-first day of May, 1888.
1152
R. K. MACNISH,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Bowen.
5s. 6d.
In the Matter  of N. J.  Howes, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend in the above
Estate is now payable ,  at the Office of the
undersigned ,  upon all claims proved and admitted.
1154
JAS. STODART,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ceasar Craine, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, baker,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Ceasar Craine, deceased, may
be granted to Joseph Harvey, of Charters Towers
aforesaid, butcher, and Simon Fraser, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, cordial manufacturer, the Execu-
tors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of May, 1888.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the said Executors,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND  HELLICAR,
1128
Kent' s Buildings,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Elizabeth Webb, of Eight-mile
Plains, in the Colony of Queensland, deceased,
wife of Samuel Webb.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Elizabeth Webb, deceased,
may be granted to Alexander Hendry, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland. boiler-maker, the
sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this sixth day of June, A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
1149 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Neville Butler Headland, of New
Farm, Brisbane, contractor, deceased, intes-
tate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Neville Butler Headland, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Mary Headland,
of New Farm, Brisbane, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this fourth day of June, 1888.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
1132
Proctors for the Applicant,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of Henry Brown, late of
Buckholm Burn, Galashiels, in the County of
Selkirk, in that part of the United Kingdom
called Scotland, manufacturer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration,
with the Will and Codicils thereto annexed, of the
said Henry Brown, deceased, may be granted to
John Henry Flower, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, the lawfully-constituted Attorney of
Adam Brown, William Renton Chapperton, and
Adam Lees Cochrane, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this eighth day of June,  A.D.
1888.
1136
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Joseph 1 "odson Owen, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
musician, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Admin-
istration of all the goods, chattels, credits, pnd
effects of the abovenamed Joseph Dodson Owen,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Mary Owen, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this eighth day of June, 1888.
1141
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Mary Owen,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of William Wright,  late of Hampstead
street ,  East Brisbane , in the Colony of Queens-
land, coach -trimmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that,  after the expira-
I tion  of fourteen days  from  the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration, with the Will of the abovenamed William
Wright, deceased,  annexed,  may be granted to
Isabella  Wright, of Hampstead street,  East Bris-
bane  aforesaid , widow of the said deceased, the
sole Devisee  and Legatee  named in the  said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this seventh day of June, A.D.
1888.
H. E. SMITH,
Proctor for the said Isabella Wright,
1142
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Benjamin Beatty, of Wolca, near
Mount Perry, in the Colony of Queensland,
school-master ,  deceased.
OTIC E is hereby  given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to Mary
Beatty, of  Wolca,  near Mount Perry aforesaid, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty -third day of May, 1888.
MORTON  AND POWERS,
1126
Proctors for Executrix,
Wharf street, Maryborough.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Adelaide Mary Jane Turner,
deceased, late wife of John Sargeant Turner.
of Kenellan, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, merchant.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Adelaide Mary Jane Turner, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to John Sar-
geant  Turner, of Brisbane aforesaid, the husband
of the said deceased.
Dated this eighth day of June, A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said John Sargeaut Turner,
1131
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Dawson, late of Samford
road, near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, labourer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas Dawson, deceased, may be
granted to Margaret Dawson and Edward Mott,
both of Samford  road,  near Brisbane, in the said
colony ,  the Executrix and Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this sixth day of June, A.D. 1888.
ERNEST WINTER,
1146
Proctor for the said Executors,
88, Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Stevenson, late of Logan
Village, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Robert Stevenson, deceased, may
be granted to George Hawkins, of Stockleigh, in
the said colony, farmer, and Henry Carter, of
Chambers Flat, Logan River, in the said colony,
farmer, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this sixth day of June, A.D. 1888.
ERNEST WINTER,
1145
Proctor for the said Executors,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Laurence  Lamb,  late of Goodna,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  freeholder, de-
ceased, intestate.
T
OTICE is  hereby given , that,  after the  expira-
1 tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that  Letters  of Administra-
tion of all the lands of the abovenamed Laurence
Lamb, deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted
to John Lamb ,  of Brisbane ,  in the said  colony,
labourer ,  father of the said deceased.
Dated this seventh day of June ,  A.D. 1888.
A. G. UNMACK,
Proctor f'or the said John Lamb,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1153 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of George Howes, late of Towns-
ville ; Peter William Martin, late of Croydon :
and Mary Ann Ridgway, late of Myrtle Creek.PURSUANT to "The Intestacy Act of  1877," allpersons having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come  in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Ninth day of August next, or, in default, they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane , 9th June, 1888.
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
1138 5s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
James McKeag v. Mary Ann Hosford (the
Executrix of the Will of William Hosford,
deceased).
TO ALL  PERSONS CONCERNED.TAKE Notice, that a Writ of Fieri Facias  hasbeen issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all
Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of, in,
and to all those pieces or parcels of land, being
subdivisions 11, 12, and 13 of section 4 of re-sub-
division A of subdivision 1 of allotment 4 of portion
6, situated in the parish of Toombul, and being the
land described in Certificate of Title No. 91447,
will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the Seventeenth day of
July next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
1165
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
7s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
George Bishop v. William Morley.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's equity, of redemption, right, title, and interest
(if any) of, in, and to all those pieces or parcels of
land, being subdivisions 52, 54, 56, and 58 of portion
169, county of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, con-
taining 1 rood 33i 6o perches, more or less, being
the whole of the land described and contained in
Certificate of Title No. 75847, volume 517, folio 87,
subject to Bill of Mortgage, Re 'stered No. 173110,
from William Morley to The Brisbane Permanent
Benefit Building and Banking Company, Limited,
to secure repayment of the sum of £120, repayable
with interest as therein mentioned, will be Sold by
the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,
at Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the Seventeenth ds, of July next, at
Twelve o'clock noon, unless t is Execution is
previously satisfied.
1164
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
9s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Brisbane Land and
Coal Company, Limited.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors ofthe abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Thirtieth day of June instant, to send
their names and addresses, and the particulars of
their debts or claims, and the names and addresses
of their solicitors, if any, to Edward Naumberg
and Henry Bolton (at the Office of J . W. White,
Elizabeth sheet, Brisbane), the Liquidators of the
said Company, and, if so required, by notice in
writing from the said Liquidators, are, by their
Solicitors, to come in and prove their said debts or
claims at such time and place as shall be specified
in such notice, or, in default thereof, they will be
excluded from the benefit of any distribution made
before such debts are proved.
Dated this seventh day of June, 1888.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor to the abovenamed Liquidators,
1139
George street ,  Brisbane.78.
IPSWICH CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY,
LIMITED.
A T a Special General Meeting of the members of
the abovenamed Society, duly convened and
held at Ham's Refreshment  Booms,  Nicholas street,
Ipswich, on Saturday, the twenty-sixth day of May,
1888, the following Extraordinary Resolution was
duly passed
" That it has been proved to the satisfaction of
the members that the Society cannot, by
reason of its liabilities, continue its
business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same."
At a subsequent Special General Meeting of the
members of the said Society, duly convened and
held on the fifth day of June, 1888, at the same
place, the foregoing Resolution was duly confirmed,
and the following Resolution was duly passed:-
That Messrs. William Haigh and Albion
Rayne be, and are hereby, appointed
Liquidators for the purpose of winding-up
the said Society,  in accordance  with the
terms of the Extraordinary Resolution
passed on the twenty-sixth day of May
last, and  that the remuneration be fixed
at 5 per cent."
Dated this seventh day of June, 1888.
F. H. ALLEN,
Chairman.
Witness-
JAMEs REED.
1156 7s. 6d.
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IMPERIAL  GOLD-MINING COMPANY, LIMITED,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
A
T a Special General Meeting of the members
of the abovenamed Company, duly convened,
and held at the Company's Office, Charters Towers,
on Monday, 14th May, 1888, the subjoined Special
Resolution was duly passed, and at a subsequent
special meeting , also duly convened and held at the
same place , on Wednesday, 30th May, 1888, the
said  Resolution was duly confirmed :-
Resolution.
" That this Company be wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  " The Companies
Act of  1863."
And at such  meeting , Edward David Miles,
mining agent , of Charters Towers, was appointed
Liquidator for the purposes of the winding-up.
Dated the first day of June, 1888.
E. D. MILES,
Liquidator.
1162 6s.
WELCOME P.C. GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED, CHARTERS TOWERS.A T a Special General Meeting of the members
of the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at the Company's Office, Charters Towers,
on Tuesday, 24th April, 1888, the subjoined Special
Resolutions were duly passed, and at a subsequent
Special Meeting, also duly convened and held at
the same place, on Thursday, the 24th day of May,
1888, the said Resolutions were duly confirmed:-
Resolutions.
1. That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily, under the provisions of  `  The Com-
panies  Act of 1863.'"
" 2. That Edward David Miles, mining agent,
of Charters Towers, be appointed Liqui-
dator for the purposes of such winding-
up"
Dated the first day of June, 1888.
1163
E. D. MILES,
Liquidator.OR.
JOHN BULL GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of theShareholders of The John Bull Gold-Mining
Company, Limited, duly convened and *held at the
Company's Registered Office, 150, Queen street,
Brisbane , on the fifth day of June, A.D. 1888, the
subjoined Extraordinary Resolutions were duly
passed :-
" 1. That it has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that, by reason of its
liabilities, the Company cannot continue
its business , and that it is advisable to
wind-up the  same,  and that the Company
be and is hereby ordered to be wound-up
voluntarily."
" 2. That Mr. John Howorth be appointed
Liquidator to wind-up the Company, at a
renumeration  of twenty-five pounds."
ROBERT PORTER,
Chairman.
5th June, 1888.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Liquidator,
Brisbane.
1135 6s. 6d.
BOOROODABIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE.AT a Special Meeting of the Board  on 1st June,1888 ,  a Resolution was passed rescinding
Sections one and six of  By-Law 1, Chapter I.,
and substituting two Clauses  to the effect that the
Board should meet  every  alternate  Thursday at
3.30 p.m., and that  all Notices of Motions be read
at the close  of the  meeting  at which they are
tabled,  and dealt  with at the  following meeting.
By Order,
T. J. BALLINGER,
Divisional Clerk.
2nd June, 1888.
1143 6s.
BOOROODABIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS.
NOTICE is hereby, that the above Board intend
1\ to apply to The Honourable the Colonial
Treasurer for a Loan of Three Thousand Five
Hundred and Fifty-eight Pounds (23,558)  from
the Consolidated  Revenue of  Queensland, under
the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards Act"
and  "Public Works Loan Act of  1880," for the
purpose of Forming,  Macadamising  with Blue
Metal, and Constructing Watertables, &c., in
Breakfast Creek Road.  Plans and Speci fications
can be  seen  at the Board' s Office.
By Order,
T. J. BALLINGER,
Divisional Clerk.
2nd June, 1888.
1144 5s.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that  I intend to apply to
the Calliope  Divisional Board for  a License to
Erect Two  Pairs  of Gates  at Mount Larcom, on the
road  through Portions No. 267 and No. 268, such
gates to  be erected  in accordance  with  " The Divi-
sional Boards  Act of  1887."
1161
ROBERT J. HARVEY,
For W. H. AND F. A. BARKEit.
3s.
WE beg togive notice  that, on the first day of
January, 1888,  FRANCIS AMBOOR  BEATING,
was admitted  a Partner of our firm.
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND Co.
Melbourne, 4th May, 1888.
1079 3s.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane:-49Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with  an Introduction,  Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock,  Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo,  400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s. 6d. ;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra ,  outside
the Colony  is.  6d .  extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts1888. E a.
June
„
2.-W.Martin ...
2.-C. T. Turner
2.-M. FitzGerald
2.-G. C. Wayne
4.-W. Dawson
4.-Marsland and Maraland
4.-C. W. M.  Martin ...
4.-J. C. Collins ...
4.-J. R. Norris
4.-W. Richards
4.-W. R. Haines4.-F. Cruckshank
5.-H. Marshall
5.-T. Lillis
5.-M. Palmer ...
5.-A. Henry
6.-T. Gillespie...
6.-C. Baker ...
6.-C. Rolfe
6.-J. Muir
6.-S. Nevile .
6.-K. Kennitzker
6.-E. Patternore
6.-T. W. Gillham6.-C. A. Morris
8.-E. D. Miles
8.-J. M. Griffith
8.-S. B. Spiro ...
8.-R. J. Harvey
S.-H. Lloyd
8.-W. Keane ...
8.-W. C. Duggna
0 2
0 8
0 4
4 5
... 0 8
.. 0 6
... 0 3
... 0 5
... 0 10
... 0 9
... .. 0 3
0 1
... ... ... 0 3
0 1
... 0 1
2 0
0 2
0 1
0 3
1 2
0 3
0 12
0 3
0 1
0 3
0 2
0 3
0 0
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NOTICE.
P -)CNDKEEPERS And others are requested, whenIescribing brands, to make a  listinctiot , between
"Registered" and other brands, by placing the words
"Regis', eyed  Bran d"after the inscription of the former.
Registered brands type will be used fors uch descriptions,
but  vhore these words,to notappearthe)rdinar}type
onih will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
OW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsis
N of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
C THE  Justices  Act of  1886,"  and  "The Offenders
Probation  Art  of 1886," with an Introduc-
tion ,  Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d .  in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Impuunl?ings.
6' Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertise-
ments of  Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no  such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost
of its  insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla , from the  Cunnamulla
Reserve, on the  11th May, 1888, by order of the
Paroo Divisional Board .  Trespass ,  2s. 6d . ;  driving, 6d.
One bay gelding,  saddle-marked , white spots on back,
M over  TJG (the TJ conjoined, or writing capital
T) near shoulder, faint brand like SB4 (registered
brand)  off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1129
THOMAS LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from enclosed lands, Mount
Enniskillen, on the 23rd May, 1888, by order of
J. F. Allan, Esquire. Driving and trespass, 7s. 1d.
One chestnut gelding,  running  star and snip, off fore
foot and hind feet white, blotched brand near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
1130 I s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from enclosed lands,
Willowbank. Trespass, 2s. 6d. per head ; driving,
1s. 8d. per head.
One bay mare, like XY9 (registered brand) off shoulder,
white spot on back, shod on near hind hoof ; bay
colt foal at foot, no visible brand.
One bay mare, E over like f[ ,A  near shoulder.
Also, from enclosed lands, Goodna. Trespass, 10s.;
driving, 1s. 8d.
One roan horse, star, shod all round, like TL9 or TL2
(registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1123 4s.
I MPOUNDED at Townsville, from Double BarrelCreek, on the 28th May, 1888.
One bay hone, EK6 over KID near shoulder,  star on
forehead.
One chestnut horse, like W7V over G8F off shoulder,
piece of green-hide around neck.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. CRUCKSHANK, Poundkeeper.
1125 Is.
IIMPOUNDED at Adavale,  f rom Milo, on  the 26thMay, 1888, by order of A. H. Pegler, Esquire.
Driving, 5s. per head.
One chestnut gelding, star and snip, blotched brand like
triangle over 6AX near shoulder, 7 near thigh.
One bay gelding, WR4 (registered brand) near
shoulder, like OU near thigh, 8LS over 4CB(registered brands) off shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1121
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Thargomindah ,  from Norley Station,
on the 19th  May, 1888, by order of A. Briert 3 ,
Esquire. Damages ,  2s. 6d .  per bead  ;  driving, 3s. per
head.
One white cow, like T  (horizontally )  and blotched 2T
near ribs, near ear marked  ;  white heifer calf at
foot.
One white  poley cow , 4V and blotched  brand off ribs, off
ear marked.
One roan cow, three blotched  brands off rump, I off
thigh,  like 11 and ZT off loin, off ear marked ;
roa n.  bull calf at foot.
One roan and white spotted cow ,  G;y9 (registered
brand )  near rump, off ear marked.
One white  bullock, J 1  c-  (registered brand) near
rump ,  near ear marked.
One roan bullock ,  like  blotched  FJ (conjoined) and
blotched  P near ribs, near ear marked.
If not released on or before  the 19th  June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1122
C. T. TURNER,  Poundkeeper.
8s. 6d.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from ToowoombaCommonage, on the 1st June, 1888, by order of
Mr. M. Wecker. Driving, 6 miles.
One red and white heifer, like blotched P and two other
blotched letters off rump.
Also, from enclosed lands, Six-mile Creek, by order of
Mr. Flanagan.  Damages  and driving, 3s. 8d.
One spotted  steer , blotched letter like R between E7
near ribs, slit front  near ear.
If not released on or before the 3rd July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1160 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah,  from enclosed lands,
Ideraway, on the 1st June, 1888, by order of
F. J. J. Cadell, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d. per head ;
driving, 2s.
One black horse, like  8DB near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, like OB over 1 near shoulder.
One bay mare, like  H6Z near  shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 3rd July, 1888, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
WILLIAM KEANE, Poundkeeper.
1159 38.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick ,  from Erinvale, on the
2nd June, 188 13, by order of Mr .  R. Armstrong.
Damages ,  1s.  6d.; driving, Is.
One strawberry heifer , like 4-,  M (partly blotched) off
rump.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS.  BAKER ,  Poundkeeper.
1158 Is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Northampton, on
the 18th April, 1888, by order W. Ford, Esquire.
Damages and driving, 7s.
One roan and white bullock, notch out front off ear,
3:)Q3 (registered brand) off rump.
One roan strawberry heifer, notch out front off ear,
]p(3 (registered brand) off rump.
If not released on or before the 3rd July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
1157 2s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C.  BEAr.,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that  I have  accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from James
Foster ,  of Samarang ,  and John Campbell , of
Soerabaya ,  both in the Island of Java, for an
invention described as " Improvements in and
-connected  with  Triple Effet Evaporating Steam
Vacuum Pans used for Boiling Sugar and for Other
Evaporating Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given , that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Foster  and John  Campbell, in
accordance  with  the provisions  of  "The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have cceptedan application for a Patent, and the completeSpecification annexed thereto, received from
Frederic Arthur Halsey, of North Tarrytown,
Westchester, New York, United States of America,
fpr an invention described  as " Improvements in
Steam Rock Drills to be known as `The  Slugger
Rock Drill.' "
Notice is herebyfurther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Frederic  Arthur  Halsey, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Charles
Eastman Tripler , of New York,  United States of
America, for an invention described as for
" Amalgamating and Separating Precious Metals
fr om Powdered Ore or Earth."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the app li cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Charles Eastman Tripler ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "Tlee Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
44
By Authority : JAMES C. BasL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Thomas  Harris
John James ... ... ...
Thomas Smith... ... ...
Henry William Ambrose ...
John  Masters  ... ... ...
Martha Moorhead ... ...
Heinrich Mohr
Henry Houghton Wilkinson...
Archibald Douglas Carswell...
August Graving ... ...
Alfred Walters ... ...
Arthur Haig Philp ... ...
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of MAY last, is published  for generalinformation ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners  whose Names, Addresses, or Brands may be incorrectly stated  are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 7th June, 1888.
b
R7 t0.
L7J O
rt
U
FoaMEa 1Ut.ND.
Horses. Cattle. Name.
B Series.A 8 m 27068 ...
A 9 m 27116
O A m 27087 ...l Am  27067 ...2 AM  27139 ...
3  AM  27153 ...
4Am 27163SAM  27173 ...8ASz  27109 ...
8A  SA 27168 ...Aft-1  27080 ...
A8 1d 27107 ...
A9`d 27170 ...
8 A 27059 ...
A -35 27077 ...
3B> 27093
5BD 27104
3 B CP 27055 ...
4 B ni 27164 ...
b B ni 27096 ...
3  B-zj  27081 ...
B b 27094 ...
B 7;d  27103 ...5 27140
B
be0
27134
5  BCD27064 1 ..
1MOPE,) l i . ,
I Rijn or Fanu whei ' Br:ttld
is to be usecL
Brassall
Eastwood street ...
... Eastern River ...
Tamaree ... ...
Goomburra ...
Reserve ... ...
[No. 29.
I earesL Post Town of
stun or Farni.
Ipswich
North Ipswich
Copperfield
Gympie
Allora
... Walkerston
Garden street, Newtown Maryborough
Marburg ... ... Marburg
Miva ... ... ... Gundiah
Greenhill, Emu Creek ... Crow's Nest
Fern Valley,Mount Hedlow Rockhampton
East Haldon ... ... Gatton
Fernvale ... ... ... Fernvale
Engelsburg ... ... Ilarrisville
Warenda ... ... ... Winton
Abraham Phelps ... ... ...
August Christian Friederich Rieck ...
Alexander Thompson... ...
Alfred Michael Brunckhorst...
Margaret Bayliss
Charles Battersby ... ...
Carl Bergmann ...
Charles Henry Ball ... ...
Farquharson Brothers ...
William James Brown ...
John Brown ... ... ...
Michael  Bigan...
Henry Martin Boshammur
John  Burgess  ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ...
Sandy Creek ...
Georgetown
Lowood ... ...
Deep Creek ...
Townsville ...
Gootchie ... .
O'Shaughnessy Hotel
Rosevale .. ...
Middle Ridge
Redland Bay ...
Stanthorpe
Laidley
Georgetown
Ipswich
Gympie
Townsvi ll e
Gundiah
Burketown
Ipswich
Toowoomba
Cleveland
45
382
B Series.
8 er 27063gem  27128
00b 27065
ess 7 27110
C.5 p 270820,3C 27057
7(;-< 27062
b D Q  27124
7 D Ca 27083
8 D C? 27138
1 D m 27146
D81 27131
D 5 L9  27141
D ` d,3 27154D 4;Q  27088
E>9  27098
E  7C)  27050
E g c-  27129
3  Ec-  27078
O E r+ 27166
1 E il  27120
b E PO 27099
8 E 27102
9 E 27133
1  E-<  27091
5  E-< 27167
F 2 0  27086
F8[ 27071
7F;:# 27079
OFD 27127
4F-3 27135
Q 3 A 27169
Q 5c' 27100
O Q 27165
3 Q 27145Q-<3  27084
Q 5 27112
1 Q - 27150
9 H C 27074
k PitO 27149
3 I{ c_ 27051
5 ICc. 27121K32  271062K3  27132K* 4 27085
OLD 27076
3 Lci) 27070
b LCP 27066L08  27172Log  27151
9 LS 271368L3 27101
3 L;0 27159L8Co  27162
L 2 C 27174
L3 27118
9 Mm 27061
M-J9 27152
M ` d 9 27105
7 M C 27095
FOBNER BRAND.
Horsm cat" Name.
James Graham Crughan ...
Henry Ophire Cragie ... ...
John Grieve ... ... ...
Charles Godwin ... ...
Charles Eustace Turner ...
Cuthbert Stapleton ... ...
John Carmody ... ...
Charles Hamilton Dawson ...
William James Chadwick ...
Albert Duncan Crow ... ...
David English... ... ...
Charles Mason... ... ...
Cornelius Dinneen ... ...
David Petrie ... ... ...
Joseph D issler ... ... ...
Henry Aldridge ...
Henry Edwards ...
Edward Jacques ...
Jorgen Anton  Erechsen
Edward Lewty ...
Rasmus Rasmussen ...
Catherine Wheeler ...
Joseph Walters ...
Joseph Cooper... ...
Percy Ezzy
Edward Emery
William John Fleming
Frederick Lauga
James Ferguson
Frank Holmes...
Henry Frost ... ..
George Ke ll y ... ... ...
George Lawson ... ...
Hermann Wittenhagen ...
Henry Glindemann ... ...
James McGrory ... ...
Michael Garrahy ... ...
John Gray ... ... ...
Hugh Mackay...
William McKenzie
John Kelly, junr.
John Kelly ...
Michael Kehoe
Martin Markham
William Kelly...
Oscar Larsen ... ...
Lawrence Cremaine ...
Charles Morland Limpus
Benjamin Wild ...
Elizabeth Guild ...
Leopold Hahm ...
William Morris ...
Lionel K. Rice ...
Charles Ross ... ...
John Long ...
William George Livermore
Charles Evors Morton ...
Frederick Duncan Mathieson
Patrick Moran... ... ...
Mary Maloney ... ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand Nearest Post Town o
is to be used . Run or Farm.
Reserve ...
Reserve ...
Glencoe ...
Bribie
Curriwillinghi
Little River
Waterton ...
Clermont
Thargomindah
Warwick
Caboolture
Curriwillinghi
Georgetown
Taroom
Boyne Island ... ...
Mellum Creek ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Priest's Gully ... ...
Elamba ... ... ...
Reserve ... ... ...
Hillbank, Severn River ...
Gold Fields ...
Gladstone
Mellum Creek
Bundaberg
Eight-mile Plains
Kilkivan
St. George
Stanthorpe
Ravenswood
Mount Morgan Extended Mount Morgan
Irvingdale ... ... Dalby
Wellington Point ... Cleveland
Mount Pleasant, One-Mile Gympie
Tantitha, Sharon... ... Bundaberg
Baker's Creek ... ... Mackay
Comet ... ... ... Comet
Moolboolaman .. . Boolboonda
Emu Farm, McGregor's Hamilton
Creek
Teebar ... ... ... Tiaro
Enoggera ... ... ... Enoggera
... Commonage ... ... Allora
... Somerset ... ... ... Rockhampton
... Mudgeraba Nerang
... Homebine ... ... Bollon
... Blacksoil... ... ... Ipswich
...
Peak Crossing
Collingwood
... Coulson ...
... Priest's Gully
... Esk
Crow's Nest
... Isis Downs
Peak Crossing
Collingwood
Ipswich
Eight-mile Plains
Esk
Crow's Nest
Isisford
Ann street ... ... Maryborough
... Bloomfield River... ... Ayton
... Commonage ... ... Allora
... The Prairie ... ... Gladstone
... Charlton Railway Camp... Toowoomba
.., Iffley ... ... Normanton
... Stockyard Creek, Horton Isis
... Bundaberg ... ... Bundaberg
... Esk ... ... ... Esk
... Reserve ... ... ... Capella
Ma Ma Creek ... ... Ma Ma Creek
... Don River ... ... Bowen
... Sandy Creek, Boggo ... South Brisbane
... Gold Fields ... ... Croydon
... The Rocks ... Mackay
... Dalveen ... ... ... Dalveen
... Redcliffe ... ... ... Woody Point
... Bundamba ... Booval
... Rockhampton ... ... Rockhampton
... Richmond Mill ... ... Mackay
... Milo ... ... ... Adavale
... Fairfield ... ... ... Goodna
... Reserve .. ... ... CharlevilleJohn Finn ... ... ...JUij O 27108
Ruthven Station ... ... IsisfordMontigue Nunn ... ...1U34 27156
... Jimboomba ... ... JimboombaSamuel Manning ... ...1U b 3 27158
... Allan Dale, Marion Mill, .. MackayClement Johnson ... ...TO-3 1  27117
... Sandy Camp, Callandoon GoondiwindiSimon Cant ... ... ...1U 2 -3  27148
... Crai;lie ... ... ... Port DouglasRobert Charles Hunt...11U-3  27122
... Gatton ... . GattonThomas Nathaniel Woodgate1U* O 27092
383
B Series.
b p * 27114
QO7 27160
R b > 27073
1 R> 27090
2 R v 27048
bRO 27130
7R0 27052R;;2  27058
4 R b 270723R-3 27060
48D 2717188m 27142
S 9 m 27157
$'d7 27053
S'b 8 27155
S-<8 27075
3 T v 27049
T m 9 27147
bTm 27161
T2-4 27089
T 4 ;L:1 27054
T  9;0  27097
4'P rU 27113
4 U Q 27069
5 U  C.  27123
U32 27126U37 27137
U0 -4
U :E1
U1*
27111
27143
27144
Y32
9W ;9
Wb -<
27125
27047
27115
mBXZR BRAND.
Cattle.
...
Name.
Peter Sorrenson ...
Tom Willis ... ...
R. R. Caldwell ... ...
PROPRI}TO&
Run or Farm where Brand Nearest Post Town d
is to be used. Rua or Parm.
Forest Vale ,  River Estate Mackay
Sheep Station Creek  ... Woodford
... Warrnambool  Downs  ... Winton
Henry Alloway ... ... ...
William Milwood  McNamara ...
Richard Marsh
Richard Hill ... ... ...
Robert Millard
Carl Reick,  junr . ... ...
Rasmus Blosd ro p Petersen ...
Robert Taylor ... ... ...
John  Sommerville ...
John Edwin Shelswell
Stephan J. Egan ...
Joseph Peel ...
Andrew Wilhelm Seip
John Connall an ...
Thomas Donovan ... ...
John Trezise ...
James White ... ...
William Toft ... ... ...
John Martin ... ... ...
William Turner ... ...
Thomas Ryan ... ... ...
Julius Casberg.. ... ... ...
John Jamieson ... ... ...
Thomas Reid ... ... ... ...
The Union Mortgage and Agency Co.
of Australia (Limited)
Peter Sorley ... ... ... ...
John West ... ... ... ...
James West, junr. ... ... ...
Reserve ... ... ... Hughenden
Commonage ... ... Springsure
Gatton ... ... ... Gatton
McIntosh Creek, Jones's Gympie
Hill
Henderson street... ... Bulimba
Engelsburg ... ... Harrisville
Yandaran Creek ... ... Bundaberg
Brassall ... ... ... Ipswich
Woongarra ... ... Bundaberg
Fairview .. ... ... Roma
Gold Fields, Rosewood ... Rockhampton
Wallangarra ... ... Wallangarra
Apple-tree Creek... ... Childers
Maryborough ... ... Maryborough
Greendale... ... ... Pittaworth
Spring Creek, Mowbray Port Douglas
River
Mount Morgan ... ... Mount Morgan
Lake's Creek ... ... Rockhampton
Hughenden ... Hughenden
Etheridge Gold Fields ... Cumberland
Elizabeth street ... ... Ipswich
Zillman's Waterholes ... Nundah
Mount Pleasant, Dunnellan South Brisbane
Reid's Creek ... ... Mount Perry
Ingledoun ... ... Boulia
Police Station ... ... Goodna
Lowood ... ... ... Ipswich
Lowood ... ... ... Ipswich
William McCrea ... ... ...  Reserve ... ... ... Gin Gin
Thomas Wilson ... ... ... Welltown ... ...
William Henry Westaway ... ... Redland Bay ...
Goondiwindi
Cleveland
s
CloncurryZ 1 Z 1 27056 ... ... Henry George Thomas Watson ... Reserve
384
BRANDS  TRANSFERRED during the MONTH Of MAY, 1888.
Brand. No.ofCertificate.
B R 9 7057
0A3 1022Q2 D 7131
9 J V 14838
MSG 1322
9 N Z 1(i665
5 S K 12057
S W 5 2982
'T' W 9 5599
U 2 B 9145
US? 141408V V  12631
6 W S 2343
4 Z F 17035ZV 1 14535
D 3 A B26631D ;U b B25665E X 5 B20801
Tranaferror.
Joseph Wonderley ... ...
Rice, Rawson, and Co. ...
The South Australian Land Mort-
gage  and Agency Co.
George Haw kins_  ...
Mayne and Rice ... ... ...
Francis Hamilton Beadon Turner
John Skutho*pe ... ... ...
Donald Smith Wallace ... ...
Thomas Woods ... ...
Thomas Allwright Dibbs ...
George Parrott .. ...
Transferree. Name of Run or Farm whereBrand is to be used.
Sarah Wonderley ... ... Spring Creek
Finch-Hatton Bros. ... ... Hazlewood ...
Silas  Harding ... ... ... Felton ...
...  I  Ada Eliza Hawkins
Finch-Hatton Bros.
Lucie Turner
James Lillyman, j unr.
Sir Samuel Wilson
Mary Woods
Francis Hamilton Beadon Turner
and William Yatman
Ravenswood
Mount Spencer
Rainworth ...
Abberglassye
Elderslie ...
Townsville ...
Rainworth ...
Nearest Post Town.
Toowoomba
Mackay
Cambooya
Ravenswood
Nebo
... Springsure
... Mitchell
... Winton
... Townsville
... Springsure
William Marshall ... ... Boolburra, Q. C. Railway... Rockhampton
Edmund Biddulph Henning ... Wm. Henry Barker and Fredric Emu Plains ... ... Bowen
1Emelius Barker
Wilhelm Sommer, junr. ... August Sommer ... ... ... Gramzow ...
Michael Fitzpatrick ... ... Thomas Fitzpatrick ... ... Blackstone ...
Samuel Pullar Barrett ... ... The Carpentaria Cattle Co. Townsville ...
(Limited)
Cody and Cadzo ... ... ... Cody and Skein ... ... ... Cloncurry ...
John Smith Dewhurst ... ... A. W. Mitchison ... ... ... Eromanga ...
Evans Bros. ... ... ... The London Chartered Bank of Egilabria ...
Australia
J  10 B19328  John Grice ... ... ... Walter Scott, John Murray, Manfred Downs
Alexander Fowler  Roberts,
John Sanderson , Arthur
Palmer Blake , and Adam
M `d 0 B21851
W 0 7 B19964
Z 1 B24160
Michael Fahey ... ...
William Overton Kempson
Hazard and Watson ...
Roberts
William Walsh and Mat. Laffin
George Allan ... ... ...
Henry Hazard ... ... ...
Dagworth ...
Hawker ...
Reserve ...
TRANSMISSION BY MARRIAGE.
L 2 Z 112440  I Mary D. Collins... ... ... IMary D. Rickards ... ... I Thornhill ...
CHANGE of  RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate Name of Proprietor. Run or Farm where Brand is to beused.
A 1 Z 5573 George Mclvor ... ... Widjemon ...
C(3>( 624 Charles William Cox .. Endeliffe ...Z Wallabella ...
F 2 M 6461  Francis A. McKeon ... Watawa ... ...
U A 7 12024 John Ahern ... ... Barcaldine ...
J 2 m B20630  Joseph Erskine ... ... Macrossan's Bridge
Nearest Post Town.
... Jericho ... ...
... Pimpama and ...
... Yeulba
... Bundaberg
... Barcaldine ...
... Macrossan 's Bridge
THE FOLLOWING BRAND HAS  BEEN  CANCELLED :-
4 E i I Number of Certificate B26618.
Beenleigh
Ipswich
Townsville
Cloncurry
Thargomindah
Burketown
Hughenden
... Winton
... St. George
... Cloncurry
... ... I Gladstone
Remarks.
... Brands  Directory for 1887
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer, Wil liam street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Ali-A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of  the  power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The U,  ow,.
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Z.M.-8-6-88.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. b.
All Crown lands within the following  boundaries :
Portions 4v to 17v, and the Village Reserve of
Tuchekoi,  pariah  of Tuchekoi.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY kvsGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MvsGR,AVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the recom-
mendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural  Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
E.X.- 8-6.88.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern.
ment  House,  Brisbane , this ninth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 12.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Portions 21v to 39v, parish of Maroochy, and the
Village Reserve of Ninderry.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described  in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes  of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this ninth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE TUB  QUEEN !
E.M.- 4 -6-88.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE  INGLEWOOD  LIND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No.  10.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:
Portions 1v to 33v, parish of Stonehenge, and the
Village Reserve of South Koorongara.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY M17SGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section twenty-two of "  The Crown
Lands Act  Amendment  Act of  1886," 1, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been reserved
for Agricultural Township purposes.
E.  M.-8-6-88.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Village of Ninderry.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About  95 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the North
Maroochy River at a point  bearing west  from the
south-west corner of portion 21v, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing east thereto;
on the east by portions 21v, 23v, and 26v; on the
north and west by portions 29v and 41 westerly,
southerly, and westerly to the North Maroochy
River ; and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
No. of
Portion.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown. Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Gympie Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to  selection
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And-
c.I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum  areas  whih may  be selected
by any  one person  in the said District  shall be as follows , that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare that  the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 5 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid, and on the-
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 5 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall  nevertheless
form part of the said Gympie Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,.
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
Area.
E.M.-8-6 -88. Gon  SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
Village of Tuchekoi.
No.
of Parish.
Lot.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Village of Tuchekoi.
County of March, parish of Tuchekoi.
About  80 acres.
Bounded on the west by portion 7v; on the
north-east by  the main road  from Gympie  to Bris-
bane ; on the south by portion 8v; and on the
south-west by the Mary River.
THE INGLEWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Village of South Koorongara.
County of Marsh, p arish  of Stonehenge.
About 142 acres.
Bounded on the north  by a water reserve and
portions 26v and 27v ; on the east by portion 29v
and line in continuation ; on the south by a line
and portions 7v and 8v; and on the  west by a
water reserve and portions 19v and 20v.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
June, in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, .
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Command,
Annual
Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
HENRY JORDAN.
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
A. R. P. ( £ s.  d.  £ s. d.i £ s.  d.(Agricultural Township Farms adjoining  the Village of Tuchekoi.)
Value o
Improvements.
1 Tuchekoi ... 4v 43 0 0  7 4 0 0 0 6
2 Ditto 5v 40 0 0  7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
3 Ditto 6v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
4 Ditto 7v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
5 Ditto 8v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6  1 0 0
6 Ditto 9v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
7 Ditto 10v 40 0 0  7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
8 Ditto llv 68 1 0  8 16 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
9 Ditto 12v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
10 Ditto 13v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
11 Ditto 14v 40 0 0 7 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
12 Ditto 15v 48 2 33 7 15 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
13 Ditto 16v 45 0 0 7 11 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
14 Ditto 17v 42 3 0 7 8 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellenoy Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MtTSGRAVE,  Distinguished  Order  of St . Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution  of all powers  and authorities  in me vested  under the provisions of  " The
Croicn Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
P ro clamation , notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in
the Inglewood Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved, and shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of  the said Acts,  on and after  MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare that  the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one
person in  the said District  sha ll  be as fo llows , that is to say :-
In the case of  lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 10 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this  limitation , I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 10 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Inglewood Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E. M.-8-6-88. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGLEWOOD  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 10.
Village  Settlement.
No. of
Lot. Run Resumption and Parish. Survey Fee.
HENRY JORDAN.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
I A. R. P. 1 £ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
(Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of South Koorongara.)
No of.
Portion. Area:
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s. d.
1 Stonehenge ... ... ... lv 40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... 2v 80 0 0 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... 3v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 4v 40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ... 5v  40 0 0' 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v  40 0 0 ' 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... 7v 40 0 0 1 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... 8v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... 10v  80 0 0 1 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... 11v  80 0 0 1 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... 12v 40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... 13v 40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ... 14v 80 0 0 1 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... 15v  80 0 0 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... . ... 16v  80 0 0 1 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... ... 17v  46 2 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
18 Ditto ... ... ... 18v 40 0 0 i 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
19 Ditto ... ... ... 19v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
20 Ditto ... ... ... 20v 40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
21 Ditto ... .. . ... 21v  40 0 0 510 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
22 Ditto ... ... ... 22v  43 1 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
23 Ditto .. . ... ... 23v  40 0 0 1 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... ... 24v  80 0 0 7 6 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
25 Ditto ... ... ,.. 25v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
26 Ditto . .. ... 26v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
27 Ditto ... ... 27v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
28 Ditto ... ... 28v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
29 Ditto ... ... 29v  40 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
30 Ditto ... ... ... 30v  40 0 0' 5 10 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
31 Ditto ... ... ... 31v  4 0 0 0 5 10 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
32 Ditto ... ... ... 32v  80 0 0 7 6 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
33 Ditto ... ... ... 33v  80 0 0 7 6 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mu8GRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A.. MUSGRAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony  of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to selection,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum areas which may be selected b
any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within  m Agricultural  Area, 1,280 acres.
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Provided always and I do hereby further declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 12, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 12 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for  administrative  and other  purposes  it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane , this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred  and eighty -eight, and in the  fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-8-6-88 .  GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
TEE BRISBANE  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 12.
Village Settlement.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area. Survey Fee.
HENRY JORDAN.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
I I  £ s. d. 1 £ a. d. 1 £  s. d.
(Agricultural Township  Farms adjoining  the Village of Ninderry.)
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
1 Maroochy ... ... ... ... 21v 35 0 0 510 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... 22v 40 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 6 .1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... 23v 33 0 33 5 10 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... 24v 39 3 0 5  17 0 0 0- 6 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ... ... 25v 40 2  0 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... 26v 39 3 0 5  17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... 27v 40 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... ... 28v 40 1 0 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... 29v 39 3 22 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... 30v 40 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
11 Ditto 31v 39 '2 30 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
12 Ditto 32v 40 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
13 Ditto 33v 39 3  22 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ... 34v 40 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
15 Ditto ... 35v 34 1 23 5 10 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
16 Ditto ... 36v 35 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
17 Ditto .. ... ... ... 37v 38 022 5 17 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
18 Ditto ... ... ... 38v 35 0 0 5  10 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
19 Ditto ... ... ... 39v 29 0 0 5  2 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
By Authority  :  JAxEs C. B$AL,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that Writs have been returned to
His Excellency certifying the return of the under-
named gentlemen to serve as Members of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland for the ' Elec-
toral Districts mentioned in connection with their
respective names
IIeetorate . Name of Member Returned.
Bulloo ... John Donaldson
William Oswald Hodgkinson andBurke ... Ernest Charles James Hunter
Cook ... John Hamilton
Flinders ... Louis Goldring
Normanby ... John Murray.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation  tendered by
WILLIAM  HEMMANT , Esquire,
of his  appointment as a Member  of the Board of
Advice in connection  with the Office of the Agent-
General  for Queensland  in London.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has, upon the
Petition of fifty-one inhabitants of the Police Dis-
trict of Cloncurry, been pleased to extend the
provisions of  a Careless Use of Fire Pre-
vention  It "  to the said Police District.
B. B. MORETON.
PROOLLMATION.
By His Excellency Sir AirnoNr MUsmuvX
Knight  Grand Cross of  the Most
[z.8.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. UsGE&vs,  ohael and St . George, Governor
G"e r.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and  its
Dependencies.
r'
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
T year of Her Majesty' s reign  intitnled  An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to. make Payments and do
other acts on such Solids ys," it  is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Tuesday, the 19th
instant, being the day appointed for holding the
Annual Show of the Warrego Pastoral Association,
and Thursday, the 21st idem, the day appointed
for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the South
Warrego  Jockey  Club, to be Public Holidays in
Cunnamulla : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MusGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that TUESDAY, the 19th, and THURS-
DAY, the 21st, instant, shall, within the Town of
Cunnamulla, be observed as Public Holidays within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GoD SATZ THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGBAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.7 Distingiiisbed Order of at. Mi.A. MvsGBAVE, e!iael and St. George,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
THEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-
vv first year of Her Majesty' s rein . intituled
" An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Monday, the 18th instant, being the
day ap inted for playing the Match between
the Melbourne and Ipswich Football Players, to be
a Public Holiday in Ipswich : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers  enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that MONDAY,
the 18th instant, shall, within the Town of
Ipswich, be observed as a Public Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B: B.' MORETON.
QIIBB IQ'tGOD SAYE THR
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MvsaadvB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. USGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by anAct passed in the forty-
second year of the reign of Her present
Majesty, intituled  "An Act o Consolidate and
Amend the Laws relating to Municipal Institutions,
and to provide more effectually for Local Govern-
ment,"  it is  among other things enacted that it
shall be lawful for the Governor in Council, upon
receipt of  a petition signed  by the majority of the
proprietors of any portion  or section  of land within
a Municipality, or at the  request  of the Council of
a Municipality ,  by Proclamation ,  to declare any
portio- i or section  to be of the first-class for the
purposes  of the said Act : And whereas I have
been requested  by the Municipal Council of
Brisbane to declare  Section No. 27, in North
Brisbane ,  within the  said Municipality, to be of
the first -class  : Now, therefore, 1, Sir ANTHONY
MIISGSAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance
of the authority  vested in  me by the said recited
Act, and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim ,  and declare  the said Section No. 27, in
North  Brisbane , within the said Municipality of
Brisbane , to be of the  first -class for  the purposes
of the said recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
Gob SAV1  TH IS QIIBEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusanAvn , chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W IffEREAS by an Act passed in the presentyear of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend the Law relating to the Sale of
Intoxicating Liquor, and to Amend `The Licensing
Act of  1885,"' it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation,
appoint any town or other place to be a place at
which liquor may be disposed of by wholesale :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
appoint Beaudesert to be a place at which liquor
may be disposed of by wholesale.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty, eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
B. B. MORETON.
GOD SAVB THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  JAaxzs  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honourable Sir SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, K.C.M.G., Q.C.,
as Vice-President and Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has beenpleased to accept the resignation of
The Honourable Sir SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, K.C.M.G., Q.C.,
as Chief Secretary and Colonial Treasurer of Queensland ;
The Honourable CHARLES BOYDELL DUTTON, Esquire,
as Secretary for Railways of Queensland ;
The Honourable ARTHUR RUTLEDGE, Esquire,
as Attorney-General of Queensland ;
The Honourable BERKELEY BASIL MORETON,
as Colonial Secretary and Secretary for Public Instruction of Queensland ;
The Honourable WALTER HORATIO WILSON, Esquire,
as Postmaster-General of Queensland ;
The Honourable HENRY JORDAN, Esquire,
as Secretary for Public Lands of Queensland ; and
The Honourable WILLIAM OSWALD HODGKINSON, Esquire,
as Secretary for Mines and Works of Queensland.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe notified thathe has been
pleased to accept  the resignation of
The Honourable  Sir JAMES  FRANCIS GARRICK, K.C.'M.G., Q.C.,
The Honourable  CHARLES  BOYDELL DUTTON, Esquire,
The Honourable ARTHUR RUTLEDGE, Esquire,
The Honourable BERKELEY BASIL MORETON,
The Honourable WALTER HORATIO WILSON, Esquire,
The Honourable HENRY JORDAN, Esquire, and
The Honourable WILLIAM OSWALD HODGKINSON, Esquire,
as Members  of the Executive Council of Queensland.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honourable Sir THOMAS MCILWRAITH, K.C.M.G.,
to be a Member and Vice-President of the Executive Council of Queensland.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency theGovernor di ects it to be notified that he has beenpleased to appoint
The Honourable JOHN MURTAGH MACROSSAN, Esquire,
BOYD DUNLOP MOREHEAD, Esquire,
The Honourable ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE, Esquire,
MAURICE HUME BLACK, Esquire,
HUGH MUIR NELSON, Esquire,
JOHN DONALDSON, Esquire, and
WILLIAM PATTISON, Esquire,
to be Members of the Executive Council of Queensland.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand
[L.s.] Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. MUSGRAVE, and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested by  " The Officials in ParliamentAct of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
.do, by this my Proclamation, declare that the following Officers of the Crown,
being Officers liable to retire from Office on Political Grounds, are capable of
being elected Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, and of
.sitting and voting therein, that is to say,
THE CHIEF SECRETARY ND COLONIAL TREASURER,
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY,
THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE,
THE. SECRETARY  FOR PUBLIC LANDS,
THE SECRETARY FOR RAILWAYS,
THE SECRETARY FOR MINES AND WORKS, and
THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL AND SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION,
instead of the Officers who, by my Proclamation of the twelfth day of Decem-
ber last, were declared capable of being so elected and of so sitting, and
voting.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of  J  une, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
1. pleased to appoint
The Honourable Sir THOMAS MCILWRAITH, K.C.M.G.,
to be Chief Secretary and Colonial Treasurer of Queensland ;
The Honourable JOHN MURTAGH MACROSSAN, Esquire,
to be Secretary for Mines and Works of Queensland ;
The Honourable BoYD DUNLOP MOREHEAD, Esquire,
to be Colonial Secretary of Queensland ;
The Honourable ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE, Esquire,
to be Minister of Justice of Queensland ;
The Honourable MAURICE HUME BLACK, Esquire,
to be Secretary for Public Lands of Queensland ;
The Honourable HUGH MUIR NELSON, Esquire,
to be Secretary for Railways of Queensland ; and
The Honourable JOHN DONALDSON, Esquire,
to be Postmaster-General and Secretary for Public Instruction of Queens-
land.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight,
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St..
A. MUSGRAVE, Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fortieth year ofHer Majesty's reign,.
intituled  "An Act to Amend the Laws relating to the Office of
Attorney-General and to provide for the Appointment of a Minister of
Justice,"  it is amongst other things enacted that, whenever there shall be no
Attorney-General, it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council, from time
to time, by Proclamation, to order and declare that all or any of the duties,
powers, and authorities imposed or conferred upon the Attorney-General by
any Law, Statute, Rule, Practice, or Ordinance, shall be held and exercised
by the Minister of Justice or such other person as may be named in such
Proclamation in that behalf : And that, thereupon, the Minister of Justice
or other person so named shall have and exercise such powers, duties, and
authorities, respectively : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the power and authority vested in me by the
said Act, and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, do hereby order
and declare that, so long as there shall be no Attorney-General, all the duties,
powers, and authorities imposed or conferred upon the Attorney-General by
any Law, Statute, Rule, Practice, or Ordinance, shall be held and exercised
by the Minister of Justice for the time being.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,,
this thirteenth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first.
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SANE THE QUEEN I
By Authority  :  JAMES C .  BEAL, Gooernment Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane..
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PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVS,
Kmght Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Art of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
-advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify
and proclaim that the fo ll owing lots of Land will
be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the
day specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively .  Deposit ,  25 per cent.
Terms : One-fourth cash  ;  the balance in three
equal instalments ,  at 4, 8, and 12 months, without
interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
Lots which may remain unsold shall ,  at and after
Eleven o 'clock on the  day  following such Auction,
be open to Selection by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey ,  and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Aot and Regulations.
SALE AT BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE TENTH DAY  OF JULY, 1888.
No. of No.  of No .  of I Area . I Price perLot. IAllotmentl Section . !  Lot.
I 1 I A. B. P. 1 £  S.
County of Stanley ,  parish of North  Brisbane,
city of Brisbane.
(Situated on Breakfast Creek ,  near  Herston, the
property of The Honourable Sir J .  F. Garrick.)
1 8 1A 0 3 8 64 0
2 4 4A 0 2 7 45 0
3 7 4A 0 2 23 52 0
4 1 5A 0 3 35 78 0
5 2  5A  0 2 35  58 0
6 2 6A 0 2 19 50 0
7 3 6A 0 2 23 52 0
8 4 6A 1 0 0 80 0
9 5 6A 0 3 26 75 0
'10 .6 6A 0 3 8 65 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN LOTS.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I  A. B. P. £ s.
County of Ward ,  parish of Tallebuggera ,  town of
Currumbin.
(Situated on the Pacific Ocean, south of Currumbin
Creek.)
0 1 35  1  7 10
0 1 38 8 0
0 2 1 8 0
0 2 3 810
0 2 6 810
0 2 9 9 0
0 2 9; 9 0
0 2 92 9 0
0 2 9 9 0
0 2 9 9 0
0 2 8 9 0
0 139 8 0
0 210 9 0
0 2 23 10 10
0 131 7 0
0 1 30 7 0
0129 7 0
1 030 19 0
0 3 0 12 0
1 0 12 17 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 131 7 0
0 2 6 8 0
0 118 6 0
0 1 17 6 0
0 2 14 9 10
0 2 5  810
0 138 8 0
0 134 7 10
0 1 33 7 10
1 0 21 18 0
1 030 19 0
0 3 35 15 10
49
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No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Section. Area Price perLot.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
COUNTRY LOTS.
No. of Area. Price perLot.
I I A. R. P. £ R. I A.R.P. £ s.
48  3 4 1 012 17 0 parish of Warner.County of Stanley
49  4 4 1
50 5 4 1
0 7 16
0 0 16
10
0
,
BBeing subdivisions  of portion 146.)
51  6 4 1 0 0 16 0 130 2v 5 0 0 15 0
52  7 4 1 0 0 16 0 131 3v 5 0 0 15 0
53 8 4 1 0 0 16 0 132 4v 5 0 0 15 0
54  9 4 1 0 0 16 0 133 5v 3 3 7 11 10
55  10 4 1 0 0 16 0
56  11 4 1 0 0 16 0
57  12 4 1 0 0 16 0 SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
58  13 4 1 0 0 COOKTOWN
59  14 4 1 0 0
16
16
0
0
,
ON TUESDAY THE TENTH DAY OF JULY, 1888.
60  15 4 1 0 0 16 0
,
61  16 4 1
62  2 5 1
0 0
0 10
16
17
0
0
No of  No. of  >'n (.;
Lot. Allotment) Nee- ion.
1%,oe per
Area. Lot.
63  3 5 1 0 8 17 0
64 4 5 1 0 3 16 0 A. R. P.  £  S.
65  5 5 0
66  6 5 1
3 4
0 0
12
16
10
0 TOWN LOTS.
67 7 5 1 0 0 16 0 County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of
68  8 5 1 0 0 16 0 Cooktown .
69  9 5 1 1 0 20 0 (With frontages to Howard  street.)
70  10 5 1 1 0 20 0 1 1 20 0 1 0 80 0
71  11 5 1 1 8 2015 2 20 20 0 1 0 80 0
72  12 5 1
73 13 1
0 0 16 0 (With frontages to John and May streets.)
5 0 0  16 0 3 10 39 0 1 0 80 074  14 5 1 0 0  16 0 4 12 39 0 1 0 80 075  5 6 0 2 0  8 0 5 13 39 0 1 0 80 076 6 6 0 2 0 8 0 6 14 39 0 1 0 80 077 7 6 0 2 0 8 0
78 8 6 0 2 0 8 0 7 15 39 0 1 0 80 0
79  9 6 0 2 0  8 0 8 16 39 0 1 0 80 0
80  10 6 0 2 0  8 0 9 17 39 0 1 0 80 0
81  11 6 1 0 0  16 0 10 18 39 0 1 0 80 0
82  12 6 1 0 0  16 0 11 19 39 0 1 0 80 0
83  13 6 1 0 0  16 0 12 8  40 0 1 0 80 0
84  I5 6 1 0 0  16 0 13 11 40 0 1 0 80 0
85  1 8 0 2 0  8 0 14 12 40 0 1 0 80 0
86 2 8 0 2 0 8 0 15 13 40 0 1 0 80 0
87 3 8 0 2 0 8 0 16 14 40 0 1 0 80 0
88 4 8 0 2 0 8 0 17 15 40 0 1 0 80 0
89 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
90 6 8 0 2 0 8 0 Parish of Cook.
91 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
92 8 8 0 2 0 8 0 (Situated on the Annan road, to the south-west and
93 9 8 0 2 0 8 0 south-east of suburban  section 18.)
94  10 8 0 2 0 8 0 18  2 56 5 0 0 25 0
95  11 8 1 0 0 16 0 19  3 56 5 0 0 25 0
96  12 S 1 0 0 16 0 20  4 56 5 0 0 25 0
97  13 8 1 0 0 16 0 21  2 57 5 0 0 25 0
98  14 8 1 0 0 16 0 22  3 57 5 0 0 25 0
99  15 8 1 0 0 16 0 23 4A 57 2 3 13 14 0
100 1 9 1 0 0 16 0 24 4 57 2 2 3 12 10
101 2 9 1 0 0 16 0 25 5 57 5 0 0 25 0
102 3 9 1 0 0 16 0 26 6 57 5 0 0 25 0
103 4 9 1 0 0 16 0 27 7 57 5 0 0 25 0
104 5 9 1 0 0 16 0 28 8 57 5 0 0 25 0
105  6 9 1 0 0 16 0 Parish of Solander town of Marton.106  7 9 1 0 0 16 0 ,
107  8 9 1 0 0 16 0 (Situated between section 11 and the Endeavour
108  9 9 1 0 0 16 0 River, north of the railway line.)
109  10 9 1 0 0 16 0 29 1 12 5 0 0 20 0
110  1 10 1 0 0 16 0 30 1 2 12 5 0 0 20 0
111  2 10 1 0 0 16 0 31 j 3 12 5 0 0 20 0
112  3 10 1 0 0 16 0 32 1 4 12 5 0 0 20 0
113  4 10 1 0 0 16 0 33 5 12 5 0 0 20 0
114  5 10 1 0 0 16 0115 6 10 1 0 0 16 0
116  7 10 1 0 0 16 0 SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
117  8 10 1 0 0 16 0 GERALDTON,
118 9 10 1 0 0 16 0 THE TENTH DAY OF JULY 1888ON TUESDAY
119  10 10 1 0 0 16 0 ., ,
120  1 11 1 0 0 16 0
ofNo of'N o No. of I Price per121  2 11 1 0 0 16 0 .Lot.
.
Allotment Section . &rct Lot.i
122  3 11 1 0 0 16 0
-
123  4 11 1 0 0 16 0
124  5 11 1 0 0 16 0
125  6 11 1 0 0 16 0 TOWN LOT.
126  7 11 1 0 0 16 0 County of  Nares, parish  of Johnstone,  town of
127  8 11 0 0 16 0 Geraldton1
128  9 11 1 0 0 16 0
.
1 j 8 1 3 1 0  1 0 100 0
129  10 11 1 0 0 16 0 The purchaser to pay £ for improvements.
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, HUGHEN-
DEN,
ON TUESDAY ,  THS TENTH DAY OF JULY, 1888.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Alotment
No. of
section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Wowra,  parish of Boorooman,
town of  Boorooman.
(Situated near Torrens Creek ,  at the  1781-mile
peg on the Greit Northern  Railway.)
1 1 3 0 1 0 3 0
2 2 3 0 1 0 3 0
3 3 3 0 1 0 3 0
4 4 3 0 1 0 3 0
5 5 3 0 1 0 3 0
6  6 3 0 1 0 3 0
7  7 3 0 1 0 3 0
8 8 3 11 1 0 3 0
9 9 3 0 1 0 3 0
10 10 3 0 1 0 3 0
11 11 3 0 1 0 3 0
12 12 3 0 1 0 3 0
13 13 3 0 1 0 3 0
14 14 3 0 1 0 3 0
16 15 3 0 1 0 3 0
16 16 3 0 1 0 3 0
17 17 3 0 1 0 3 0
18 18 3 0 1 0 3 0
19 19 3 0 1 0 3 0
20 20 3 0 1 0 3 0
21 1 4 0 1 0 3 0
22 2 4 0 1 0 3 0
23 3 4 0 1 0 3 0
24 4 4 0 1 0 3 0
25 5 4 0 1 0 3 0
26 6 4 0 1 0 3 0
27 7 4 0 1 0 3 0
28 8 4 0 1 0 3 0
29 9 4 0 1 0 3 0
30 10 4 0 1 0 3 0
31 11 4 0 1 0 3 0
32 12 4 0 1 0 3 0
33 13 4 0 1 0 3 0
34 14. 4 0 1 0 3 0
35 15 4 0 1 0 3 0
36 16 4 0 1 0 3 0
37 17 4 0 1 0 3 0
38 18 4 0 1 0 3 0
39 19  4 0 1 0 3 0
40 20 4 0 1 0 3 0
41 1 7 0 1 0 3 0
42 2 7 0 1 0 3 0
43 3 7 0 1 0 3 0
44 4 7 0 1 0 3 0
45 5 7  0 1 0 3 0
46 6 7 0 1 0 3 0
47 7 7  0 1 0 3 0
48 8 7 0 1 0 3 0
49 9 7 0 1 0 3 0
50 10 7 0 1 0 3 0
51 11 7 0 1 0 3 0
52 12 7 0 1 0 3 0
53 13  7 0 1 0 3 0
54 14 7 0 1 0 3 0
55 15 7 0 1 0 3 0
56 16 7 • 0 1 0 3 0
57 17 7 0 1 0 3 0
58 18 7 0 1 0 3 0
59 19 7 0 1 0 3 0
60 20 7 0 1 0 3 0
61 1 8 0 1 0 3 0
62 2 8 0 1 0 3 0
63 3 8 0 1 0 3 0
64 4 8 0 1 0 3 0
65 5 8 0 1 0 3 0
66 6  8  0 1 0 3 0
67 7 8 0 1 0 3 0
68 8 8 0 1 0 3 0
69 9 8 0 1 0 3 0
70 10 8 0 1 0 3 0
71 11 8 0 1 0 3 0
72 12 8 0 1 0 3 0
73 13 8 0 1 0 3 0
o n; ! No. of
1,14. !A1otment
74
75
76
77
7879
80
TOWN  LOTS -- continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
14 8
15 8
16 8
17 8
18 8
19 8
20 8
I
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
010
0 1 0
£ a.
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0•
3 0
3 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MACKAY,.
ON TUESDAY , THE TENTH DAY OF JULY, 1888.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
Section. ALCI.
A. K. P.
Price
per Lot.
£ s. d_
County of Carlisle, parish of  Bassett.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
(Being  subdivisions of portions 108 and 110.)
1 108A t ... 4 2 16 46 0
2 108E ... 4 3 8 48 0
3 108c ... 5 0 0 50 0
4 108D ... 5 0 0 50 0
5 110A ... 5 0 0 50 0
6 110E ... 5 0 0 50 0
7 110c ... 5 0 0 50 0
8 110D 5 0 0 50 0
(Situated on the road from Mackay to Hill End,
east of portion 27A.)
Parish of Bassett.
Portion.9 1 27cI ... I 8 224 40 0
COUNTRY LAND.
Parish of Bassett.
(Situated between portions 146 and 352.)
10 I 346A I ... I 5 3 6 30 0
Parish of Hector.
(Situated between the  sea-coast  and portion 747,
being subdivisions of part of the Quarantine
Reserve.)
11 1v ... 40 0 0 80 0
12 2v ... 40 0 0 80 0
13 3v ... 40 0 0 80 0
14 4v ... 40 0 0 60 0
15 5v ... 40 0 0 60 0
16 6v ... 38 0 32 76 0
17 7v ... 40 0 0 40 0
18 8v ... 40 0 0 40 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO-
WOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE TENTH DAY OF JULY, 1888.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
i  A. R. P. 1 £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
(With  frontages  to Ipswich  and James streets.)
1 18 43 0 1 34 20 0
2 12 44 0 1 34 20 0
3 3 45 0 1 34 20 0
4 4 45 0 1 34 20 0
5 12 45 0 134 20 0
6 13 45 0 1 34 20 0
7 14 45 0 134 20 0
8 15 45 0 1 34 20 0
9 16 45 0 1 34 20 0
10 17 45 0 1 34 20 0
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No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  LOTS- Continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
(With frontages to Ipswich  street.)
11 3 46 0 1 34 20 0
12 4 46 0 1 34 20 0
13 4 47 0 1 34 20 0
14 5 47 0 134 20 0
15 6 47 0 1 34 20 0
16 7 47 0 1 34 20 0
17 8 47 0 1 34 20 0
County of  Churchill, parish of Taylor ,  town of
Fingal.
(Situated on the Ipswich and Toowoomba Railway
Line, near Murphy 's Creek.)
18 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
19 3 1 1 1 0 0 8 0
20 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
21 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
22 3 2 1 0 0 8 ')
23 .9 2 1 0 0 8 0
24 10 2 1 0 0 8 0
25 11 2 1 0 0 8 0
26 1 3 1 0 0 8 0
27 2 :3 1 0 0 8 0
228 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
29 9 3 1 0 0 8 0
30 10 3 1 0 0 8 0
31 11 3 1 0 0 8 0
32 1 5 1 0 0 8 0
33 2 5 1 0 0 8 0
'34 3 5 1 0 0 8 0
35 10 5 1 0 0 8 0
36 11 5 1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Situated to the south- east of  portion 713, about
three-quarters  of a mile north -west of the
town of Drayton.)
Portion.
37 698  .. 5 0 0 15 0
38 699  ` ... 5 0 0 15 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
Parish of Geham.
COUNTRY  LOTS - Continued.
No. of ! ',No. f No. of
Lot. I Portion .  Section. Area.
A. B. P.
Price per
Lot.
£ S.
County of Cavendish, parish of Djuan.
(Being subdivisions of forfeited selection 3419x..)
45 14 ...  39 3 0 80 0
46 14A I ... I 39 3 18 69 0
SALE AT WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE TENTH DAY OF JULY, 1888.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I I  A. R. P. I £ a.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
(Situated east of the Rifle Range, portion 156,
being subdivisions of forfeited selection 2105,
portion 153).
COUNTRY LOTS.
*1 lv ... I 40 0 0 160 0
*2 2v I ...  25 1 0 I 100 0
Parish of South Toolburra.(Situated about twelve miles  west of Warwick,
between portions 169 and 614.)
3 114v ... 40 0 0 40 0
4 115v ...  40 0 0 40 0
5 116v 40 0 0 40 0
6 117v ... 40 0 0 40 0
7 118v ... 40 0 0 40 0
8 119v ...  40 0 0 40 0
9 120v ... 40 0 0 40 0
10 121v ... 40 0 0 40 0
11 122v ... 40 0 0 40 0
12 123v ... 40 0 0 40 0
13 124v ... 40 0 0 40 0
14 125v ... 40 0 0 40 0
15 126v 40 1 28 40 10
16 127v .., 40 1 34 40 10
17 128v ... 40 0 0 40 0
18 129v ... 40 0 0 40 0
19 130v 40 0 0 40 0
20 131v ... 40 0 0 40 0
21 132v ... 32 2 0 32 10
22 133v ' ... 39 2 0 40 0
(Situated about eight miles north of Toowoomba.) Parish of Pratten.
39 I 321 ... i 38 3 0 1 40 0 (Situated on the left bank of the Condamine Rivernorth of portion 83, being subdivisions of P.P.
i dP i h f
VIII.)
an.Mer nganar s o 23 1712v 2 0 52 0
(Situated about twelve miles north-west of Too- 24 13v 29 0 38 87 0
woomba near Oaky Creek ) 25 14v 20 0 0 40 0, .
26 15v 20 0 0 40 0
40 15 ... 40 0 0 40 0
I
27 16v 20 0 0 40 0
41 15A ... 40 040 0 0 28 17v 20 0 0 40 0
29 18v 20 0 0 40 0
Parish of Beauaraba.
(Situated on the main road from Drayton to Yan-
dilla, south of p.p. 31, being subdivisions of
forfeited selection 2291.)
42 1v  ...  22 1 21
43 2v I ... 25 0 7
34 0
37 10
Parish of Yandilla.
(Situated between  selections  3161 and 3303.)
44 A ... 13 237 1 2010
•  The purchaser of Lot 1 to pay £95 for  improvements.
11 2 ,, &20 .f
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and, eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, G overnment Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1888. •PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give thecorrect number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such  reference will
materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the country making written applications should accompany such written applications with the
amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are requested to state
where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and search them.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday excepted,
from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
4° c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; e t, Colonial Telegram ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ;  in,  Victoria ;
a, South Australia ; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand ; w a, Western Australia; u k, United B ingdom ;
f, foreign.
A. 24 Adamson Mary, South Brisbane o
25 Addison Elizabeth, Rockhampton o
49 Aitchison Robert, Gympie o c
50 Aitken Douglas,  Hughenden u k (2)
1 AARON M., Ravenswood c 26 Adlam Thomas H., Croydon s 51 Aitken William. Ipswich c
2 Abbott Robert, Brisbane u k 27 Affleck James, Avon Downs o c (2) 52 Akhurst F. A., Normanton s
3 Abrahamson Peter, Croydon c 28 Aleck John, Avon Downs o 53 Aland Miss, Woollongabba c
4 Acheson John, Cairns c 29 A19eck J., Avon Downs o c 51 Alberton P.,Main Camp c
5 Ackrill A., Brisbane u k 30 Affleck Peter, Pilton Station c 55 Albrecht Wilhelm, Croydon f
6 Adair George, Clermont c 31 Ager Richard Thomas, New Farm c 56 Alderton P. N., Yatala c
7 Adair ,Tohn G., Clermont c 32 Agiloy A., South Brisbane s 57 Aldrer  Mrs. James , One-Mile c
8 Adair J., Grey street c 33 Agnew Charles, Toowoomba c 58 Alexander Clare,  Brisbane u k and f (4)
P Adames Georg e, Kamerunga c 34 Agnew Hugh, Ipswich c 59 Alexander George, George ,•6reet o
10 Adams  Miss, Rockhampton c 35 Ah Ben, Townsville o 60 Alford W. B., Ingham c
11 Adams D., Bundaberg o 36 At. Ching, Gympie s 61 Algeo Charles L., Bundaberg s
12 Adams F., Yatala o 37 Ah Chong, Townsville c (2) 62 Alke Henry,  Brisbane c
13 Adams F. W. L., Bundaberg c 38 Ah Chung (gardener), Mackay o c 63 Allatler B., Copperfield o
14 Adams  Mrs. Isabella , West End c 39 Ah Fong, Malvern Hills c 64 Alldridge and Gardner, Rocky Creek c
15 Adams John, Victoria Mill c and in (2) 40 Ahrens Hermann, Cooktown f 65 Alldridge Peter, Rocky Creek c
16 Adams Miss J., Rockhampton o 41 Ah Sen, Normanton c 66 Allen - (care of Cobb and Co.) c
17 Adams J. C., Bundaberg c g, Gympie c42 Ah Sin 67 Allen Mrs., Jubilee  Estate c
18 Adams P. H., Rosalie c T43 Ahson erence, Bowen c 68 Allen Mrs., Burrum c (2)
19 Adams Robert, Normanton c (2) 44 Ah Sue Tommy, Nagle's Creek c 69 Allen Andrew, Burrum c (3)
20 Adams R., Townsville c (2) 45 Ah Thie Bundaberg c 70 Allen A., Albion c
21 Adams T. W., Brisbane c
,
46 Ali Tin, Cairns o 71 Allen A.,  Fernlees c
22 Adams W., Rockhampton c 47 Aischinnann A., St. George c 72 Allen George, Charters Towers c (3)
23 Adamson Mrs., Arthur street o 48 Aitchison -, Bundaberg c 73 Allen G., Melbourne  street c
50
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74 Allen G .,  Dalby c 175 Armstrong John ,  Rosalie Estate c 66 Barkley John ,  Mackay c
75 Allen Job ,  Oxley c 176 Armstrong William ,  Charters Towersc 67 Barks Tom ,  Brisbane u k
West End c76 Allen John A. 'Vest End o 68 Barlow F., Loganlea e177 Armytage E. T.,
77 Allen J .,  Woollongabba o
,
178 Arnidt A., Samson Vale c 69 Barlow F .,  Lut%vyche c78 Allen J . Oxley c 179  Arnold Mrs. Fred .,  Howard e  70 Barlow John ,  Croydon c,
79 Allen  0. Coorparoo c Ingham c 71 Barlow Thomas ,  Maryborough c180 Arnold John,
80 Allen Miss Rose, Brisbane u k
,
Valley c 72 Barnard George, Brisbane c181 Arnot  -
Warra c81 Allen Tom
,
182 Arundel N., Stanley street c 73 Barnard Miss L., Gympie c,
82 Allen William ,  Maryborough c 183 Arwa Joseph ,  Taroom c 74 Barnes  -,  Kynuna c
83 Allen W .,  Howard c 184 Ascough S., Eidsvold c 75 Barnes Edward A., Brisbane o c
84 Allen Mrs. W .,  Townsville o 185 Ashleigh Mrs. Mary ,  Toowoomba o 76 Barnes F. B., Charters Towers c (2)
85 Allen W. S., Charters Towers c 186 Ashleigh W., Tambo c 77 Barnes H. J., Croydon o
86 Allen W .  T., Hughenden in 187 Ashman Charles, Seaforth c 78 Barnes Robert, Herberton c
87 Alley Thomas ,  Ravenswood c 188 Ashman Mrs. G., Mount Amie c 79 Barnes W., Toowoomba c
88 Allis William ,  Mungar c 189 Ashton F., Croydon o 80 Barnes W., Kynuna Station c
89 Allison  -,  Gotha street c 190 Ashworth A., Ashgrove c (2) 81 Bartlett E.  Al.,  Coorparoo c
90 Allison E .,  Valley c 191 Aspinall John ,  Logan road c 82 Barnett G., Eidsvold c
91 Allison John ,  Dinmore Colliery c 192 Atcheson  -,  Stanley street  in 83 Barnett John, Monkland c
92 Allison Robert ,  West End c 193 Atcheson William, St. George c 84 Barnett J. J. S., St .  Lawrence c
93 Allitt J .,  Mackay u k 194 Atherton James, Milton c 85 Barnett S. W., Brisbane c
94 Allom  -,  Herbert River c 195 Atkins G., Dalby u k 86 Barnett T., Red Hill c
95 Allom Mrs .  T. A., South Brisbane n z 196 Atkins W., One-Mile c (3) 87 Barnett W. J., Brisbane c
96 Allstaff  - (storekeeper ),  Croydon c 197 Atkinson  - (gardener ),  South Bris- 88 Barret  T homas, Mount Perry c
97 Allum Frederick ,  Brisbane u k bane c 89 Barrett J. C., Mackay c
98 Almand  -- Stanthorpe c 198 Atkinson Mrs., Moonstone c 90 Barrett Thomas, Mount Perry c (3),
99 Altoft George Townsville f 199 Atkinson F., Brisbane u k 91 Barrett Thomas, Brisbane c,
100 Alton  Miss Sarah Maryborough u k 200 Atkinson James ,  George street c 92 Barri James ,  Charters Towers m,
101 Alymer P. Copperfield c 201 Atkinson Thomas, Queenton c 93 Barrie Mrs., Brisbane u k,
102 Amear  -,  Woolooga c 202 Attwill Mrs., Hughenden o 94 Barron  Mrs., Gregory  terrace c
103 Ammar Mrs. Bundaberg s 203 Augustine Frederick, Croydon s 95 Barron C., Birdsville a,
104 Amos Charles, Afton Downs t 201 Austin George, Brisbane u k 96 Barron H., St. George c
105 Amrey Miss, Townsville a 205 Austin J., Mackay c 97 Barron John ,  C y nlpie c
106 Andersen  -,  Pilot Station c 206 Avenell Mrs. Phmhe ,  Bundaberg s 98 Barron R., Brisbane c
Bulimba Sawmill m107 Andersen A. C. 207 Ayles George ,  Springsure c 99 Barry Mrs., Paddington c,
108 Andersen  Miss  Charlotte ,  Charters 208 Aylert Richard ,  Gympie c 100 Barry Mrs., Woollongabba c
Towers c 101 Barry D., Cunnarrullla c
109 Andersen Louis, One-Mile f 102 Barry D., 271 miles c
110 Anderson Blackall c B. 103 Barry John ,  Cooktown o c
111 Anderson (carrier ),  Eidsvold c 104 Barry  Mrs. Mary,  Gympie o c
112 Anderson  (contractor ),  Creek 1 BABBIDGE Miss, Coorparoo c 105 Barry  ;Miss  M., Townsville u k
street c 2 Baboo -,  Valley c 106 Barry R. H., Brisbane s
113 Anderson Brisbane c 3 Backland N. E., Barcaldine c (3) 107 Barry W. J., Gympie c
114 Anderson Mrs., Stanley street c 4 Badcock  -,  Kangaroo Point c 108 Bartholomew John, Windorah c
115 Anderson Alexander ,  Springsure c 5 Badger T .  G., Bowen u k 109 Bartler G., Lytton Camp c
116 Anderson A., Brisbane c f; Baen Carl, Mudgee c 110 Bartlett A. E. C., Herberton c
117 Anderson Alick B .,  Riverstone m and 7 Baglini Alessandro ,  Brisbane o c  ill  Bartlett Miss Esther, Lutwyche c
s (2) 8 Bagot John T., Charters Towers c 112 Bartols P., Croydon s
118 Anderson Miss Ann E .,  Brisbane o c 9 Bagus George, St. George c 113 Barton A., Townsville c
119 Anderson A. G., Mackay c y Mrs. A., Charters Towers c  114  Barton F., Bundaberg c10 Bail-
120 Anderson Anton K .,  Maryborough o c
,
11 Bailey G., New Cairns c 115 Barton F., Howard o c
121 Anderson Carl, Bundaberg o c 12 Bailey James ,  Clyden s 116 Barton George, Lynd Station c
122 Anderson Charles A., Townsville o c 13 Bailey Robert, Hughenden c 117 Barton S., Gympie c
123 Anderson C., Croydon c 14 Bailey T., Eskdale c 118 Basedan  -,  Kent street c
124 Anderson C. J., Port Douglas c 15  Baillie  Miss  Elizabeth, Cooktown u  k-  119 Baseden Fred .,  New  Farm c(2)
125 Anderson 1)., West End c 16  Bain  Martin,  Cairns c 120 Bason J., One-Mile c
126 Anderson F. W., Bundaberg f 17 Baines William ,  Ipswich s 121 Bastion James, Charters Towers c
127 Anderson George, Brisbane c 18 Bains  Will., Paddington c 122 Batchelor - (fanner ),  Toowoomba c
128 Anderson Mrs. George ,  Townsville c 19 Baird H., Croydon c 123 Batchelor George, Cunnamulla s
129 Anderson Hans, Rishton c 20 Baird S .,  Milton c 124 Batchelor J. K., New Farm o
130 Anderson H., East Bundaberg c (2) 21 Bakam William ,  Croydon c 125 Batchelor J. R., South Brisbane c
131 Anderson H. H., Bundaberg c 22 Baker Mrs., Cairns u k 126 Batchelor J. S., Queen street c
132 Anderson H. K., Bogantungan u k (2) 23 Baker Charles, Goondiwindi c 127 Batchelor  IV.,  Black Jack c
133 Anderson H. K. Jericho c 24 Baker C., Croydon c 128 Bate Herbert ,  Brisbane u k,
134 Anderson James, Cooktown c 25 Baker George ,  Cunnamulla s 129 Bateman John Adams ,  Croydon c
135 Anderson James Croydon o 26 Baker George, Bunya Mountain c 130 Bateman John A., Clermont c,
136 Anderson John ,  Bundaberg c 27 Baker H .,  Yaamba u k 131 Bates Mrs., Valley c
137 Anderson John ,  Maryborough c 28 Baker James ,  Q.C. Railway c 132 Bates James, Minnie Downs o
138 Anderson John ,  Blackall c 29 Baker Jam .:s A., Valley c  133 Bates  J ., Geraldton e
139 Anderson Karl, Brisbane f 30 Baker John T .,  Isisford c 134 Bath  J., Gympie c
140 Anderson Leonard J. Lower Burdekin 31 Baker Lily ,  Mackay o 135 Batley B., Charters Towers c (2),
m 32 Baker Robert ,  South Brisbane c 136 Batley R., Charters Towers c
141 Anderson  Mrs. M. B. Rockhampton s 33 Baker Samuel ,  Black Jack u k 137 Batran Pat., Gympie o,
142 Anderson  0., Brisbane c 34 Baker Samuel ,  Charters Towers c 138 Batstane E. G., Bundaberg c
143 Anderson Thomas, Sesbania c 35 Baker S .,  Charters Towers m 139 Batzi Wilhelm, Cooktown f
144 Anderson Thomas ,  Tambo s 36 Baker Thomas ,  Umbercollie c 140 Baxter  (carrier ),  Normanton c
145 Anderson William, Townsville u k 37 Baker Thomas ,  Croydon c 141 Baxter Elizabeth ,  Barcaldine o
146 Anderson William ,  Cooktown c 38 Baker William ,  Brisbane c 142 Baxter Richard, Gladstone road c
147 Anderson W., Kangaroo Point c 39 Baker W .,  Paddington c 143  Bavley A., McIver River c
148 Anderson W. L., Normanton c 40 Baldwin Jack ,  Devoncourt o 144 Bayley A., Croydon m
149 Anderson W. T., Eidsvold c 41 Baldwin W., Rockhampton f (2) 145 Bayliss Frederick ,  Clermont c
150 Anderton Servilius ,  Brisbane u k 42 Baldwin W.. St.  Georges  146 Bayly Arthur L., Cooktown s
151 Andrew John, Bundaberg u k 43 Balfe J. J., Government Printing 14 Beacham B., Coochin Creek c
152 Andrew Willoughby ,  Brisbane s Office c M  Beahan Mrs. Margaret ,  Valley o
153 Andrews Mrs., Spring Hill c 44 Ball Alex., Upper Cape c 149 Beal Tobias ,  Matten c
154 Andrews A. W., Nerang c 45 Ball H .,  Childers c 150 Beale E. T., Brisbane u k
155 Andrews C., Cairns c 46 Ball William ,  Millchester o 151 Bean Rev .  A., Beenleigh c
156 Andrews Mrs. F .  C., West End c 47 Ballantyne  J . R., West End m 152 Beardmore C. J., Mackay c
157 Andrews J. M., Burdekin c 48 Bamford John, Richton c (2) 153 Bearman H., Charters Towers c (2)
158 Annand John. South Brisbane s 49 Balllstead A., P.O. Cooktown c 154 Beary  M rs. M., Petrie terrace c
159 Ansel ]  Mrs., Kedron Brook c 5o Banagher Patrick ,  Mackay c 155 Beathe Mrs., Gregory terrace c
160 Ansted D. C., Charters Towers o c 51 Banara John, Rockhampton c 156 Beattie  -,  Brisbane c
161 Anthony (builder ),  Bowen Hills e 52 Banerle Frederi ck, Cooktown o c (2) 157 Beattie Miss Mary, Bundaberg c
162 Anthony Thomas, St. George c 53 Banfield Thomas, Croydon s 158 Beattie Robert W., Brisbane u k
163 Aplin Mrs. F., Townsville c 54 Lanford William, Maryborough s 159 Beatty  -,  Townsville c
164 Appoo Johannis ,  Charters Towers c 55 Banks J. P., Normanton s 160 Beatty James, Clermont c
Townsville c165 Appu Juvanis 56 Bannon J., West End c 161 Beatty James ,  Toot oomba o,
166 Archiagee Heinrich G., Cairns o c 57 Bapbe D., South Brisbane c 162 Beaumont Jos., Strathdarr c
167 Archibald  -,  Spring Hill c 58 Barber and Summers, Wellington  road c  103 Beaumont Lilly, Brisbane o
Millthorpe s168 Arkins  - 59 Barber George, Normanton c 104 Beaumont Thomas, Brisbane c,
169 Armitage and Lilliendall ,  Rockhamp- 60 Barber H. A., Mackay c 165 Beaver John, Welcome Creek u lc
torl c 61 Barbour J., Esk c 166 Beazley  -,  Bundaberg c
170 Armstrong  -,  Scrubby Creek c 62 Bardoe J., Brisbane f 167 Beck E., 352-miles c
171 Armstrong Mrs., Mackay c 63 Barker C. F., Charters Towers c 168 Beck George, Maryborough c
172 Armstrong Mrs., Brisbane u k 64 Barker J., Highgate Hill c 169 Beck James, Greenmount c
173 Armstrong Alex., L'undamba u k (3) 65 Barker Messrs.  .1. J. and Co., Towns 170 Beck Mrs. John ,  Charters Towers o174 Armstrong G., Charters Towers c ville c 171 Beck L .  Rockhampton a
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172 Becke L. G., Townsville s 274 Bird Thomas, Charters Towers a (2) 380 Bowman  A., Bundaberg c
173 Becket H., Townsville c 275 Birdlestone -, Pialba c 381 Bowri -, Macnade c
174 Reddy Thomas, Maryborough u k 276 Birdsall G., Brisbane s 382 Bowser Mrs., Brisbane o
175 Bedford Mrs. R., Herberton s 277 Birkett John H., Rockhampton c 383 Bowyer A., Jericho c176 Beecroft William, Maryborough u k (2) 278 Birnie James, Currawildi s 384 Boyce James, Red Hill c
177 Beedon W. A., George street c 279 Birrell James, Brisbane in 385 Boyce J. A., Maryborough c
178 Beek W., Breakfast Creek c 280 Bisgrove J., Clermont c 386 Boyce Miss N., Toowoomba c
179 Beel W. C., Toowooniba c 281 Bishop Albin, Morven o 387 Boyd  -, Boggy  Creek e
180 Beestwi Raymond C., Maryborough 282 Bishop Ernest E., Bundaherg o c 388 Boyd Mrs.  Frances,  Listowel Downs c
uk 283 Bishop J., Charters Towers c (3) 389 Boyd H., Listowel Downs c
181 Beggan Bernard, Charters Towers c (3) 284 Bishop W., Amby Crossing c 390 Boyde John, Charters Towers c
182 Beitz W., Normanton c (2) 285 Black E. F., Charleville s 391 Boyes J., Breakfast Creek c
183 Belfield W., Townsville o 286 Black James, One-Mile c 392 Boyle -  (carrier ), Capella c
184 Belither W. It., Eagle Farm c (2) 287 Black John, Brisbane o c 393 Boyle A. R., North Quay c
185 Bell -, Home Creek c 288 Black Miss Lucy, Maryborough e 394 Boyle Edward, Albion o c
186 Bell Messrs. A. and Co., South Brisbane 289 Black Thomas, Charters Towers c (2) 395 Boyle George, Maryborough s
c 290 Black Walter, Brisbane u k 396 Boyle J. (hawker),  Barcaldine c
187 Bell C. (carrier), Etheridge road c 291 Blackboro -, Kangaroo Point c 307 Boyle M.,  26 Isaac street c
188 Bell C., Crow's Nest s 292 Blackford Dan, Georgetown n z 398 Boyle W., Croydon c
189 Bell Messrs. D. K. and Co., Stanley 293 Blackler Capt., Brisbane s 399 Brachen J., Townsville c
street c 294 Blacklock George, Croydon s (2) 400 Brackenbridge Mrs.,Lake' s Creekroad c
190 Bell Mrs Elizabeth Bowen Brid e Townsville c295 Blackman Miss B J 401 Bradbury Charles Mackay c. , g
road oc . .,296 Blackniore Wm., Dinmore u k ,402 Bradbury E. W., Jericho e t
191 Bell George, Townsville o (2) 297 Blair -, Tabletop c 403 Bradley -, Mount Esk c
192 Bell John, Valley c 298 Blair F. J., Canal Creek o 404 Bradley Daniel, Mount Esk c
193 Bell J., The Hummock c 299 Blair Miss Margt., Brisbane o c 405 Bradley F., Brisbane c
194 Bell Mrs. J., Nundah c 300 Blake -, Leyburn c 406 Bradley Patrick, Walloon c
195 Bell J. T., Gundiah c 301 Blake Mrs. E., Woollongabba c 407 Bradley William, Rosalie u k
196 Bell Mrs. R., Upper Dawson road c 302 Blake John, junr., Normanton c 408 Bradshaw James, Cootharaba c
197 Bell Ti. K., Barcaldine c 303 Blake W. R., Stanley street c 409 Bradshaw Richard, O'Ccnnel terrace c
198 Bell William, Charters Towers c 304 Blakely John, Townsville f 410 Bradsley E., Brisbane c
199 Bell W., Charters Towers c 305 Bland H. J., Croydon c (2) 411 Bradsley Mrs. J., Clermont c
200 Bell W., Leichhardt street c 306 Blaylock Miss M., Townsville u k 412 Brady Edward, Canal Creek c
201 Bellamy Josephorownsville c 307 Blayney John, Queen street u k 413 Brady F., Brisbane c
202 Benford William, Charters Towers o 308 Blennerhassett F. H., Crow's Nest o c 414 Brady Miss M. A., Charters Towers s
203 Benjamin Mrs. D., Sandgate m 309 Blewitt John, Black Jack c 41.) Brady Miss M. J., Mackay c
204 Benn William, One-Mile c 310 Bligh N., Morven c 416 Brady T. (of London), Brisbane u k
205 Benner Peter, Tallebuggera c 311 Bligh R. J., Ipswich c 417 Braidweight Miss N., Townsville e
206 Bennett Alfred, Gympie o c 312 Bliss Robert, Brisbane u k 418 Brailsford W. H., Yancho  Station s (2)
207 Bennett Mrs. B., Toowoomba u k 313 Blomfield E., Albion s 419 Brake W., Bundaberg c
208 Bennett Henry, Barcaldine o 314 Bloomfield Mrs., North Quay c 420 Braley -, Camerunga c
209 Bennett Henry, Charters Towers s 315 Bloomfield C., Brisbane u k 421 Bramble and Shannon, Rockhampton in
210 Bennett Henry, Triangle Camp in 316 Bloomfield Thos. E., Bundaberg in 42.2 Brame  R., Brisbane c
211 Bennett Mrs. H., Millchester c 317 Bloomfield W. H., Charters Towers c 423 Brandt -, Brisbane c
212 Bennett James, Enoggera c (2) 318 Bloor Miss Amy, Brisbane u k 424 Brandt William,  Brisbane o
213 Bennett J., Maryborough c 319 Blumenthal J., Woollongabba c 425 Braner Mrs., Beenleigh c
214 Bennett J., Charters Towers c 320 Blyth W., Charters Towers c 426 Brannon  Mrs. Margaret , Gympio u k
215 Bennett R. W.,. Kangaroo Point c 321 Boaner John, Ann street c 427 Brant August, Mount  Morgan c
216 Bennett Thomas, Brisbane c 322 Boardley Robert, Millchester c 428 Bray Mrs., John T. E., Petrie  terrace
217 Bennett W. H., Muttaburra o 323 Boch (cabman), Gympie c oc
218  Bennett W. T., Charters Towers ri 324 Boch Rockhampton c 429 Brazier W. S., Brisbane in
219 Benson -, Brisbane c 325 Boden T., Charters Towers in 430 Bredsell -, Pine River c
220 Benson Wallangarra s 326 Bogdon Michael, Croydon s 431 Bredburn W., Townsville c
221 Benson E. S., Brisbane c 327 Bogne -, North Quay c 432 Breen J., Ravenswood c
222 Benson Hans, Mackay o c 328'Bohan Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane u k 433 Breen Thomas, Leichhardt  street c
223 Benson H., Rockhampton c 329 Bowman H., Duaringa c 434 Breen Miss Winnifred, Rockhampton
224 Benson Thomas, Charters Towers c 330 Boland --, Fernvale c (2) uk
225 Benton M., Townsville s 331 Boland Edward, Mackay c (2) 435 Brennan Miss Cath., Stevens  street o c
226 Benzie William, P.O. Townsville u k 332 Bolck Ernest, Mount Morgan c 436 Brennan H., Maryborough c
227 Beresford -, Brisbane s 333 Boldery William, Mount Shamrock c 437 Brennan John, Etheridge c
228 Beresford John, Morven o 334 Bolger Miss Kate, Rockhampton f 438 Brennan John, 64 Berry  street o c
229 Berfield H., Crow's Nest c 335 Bolitho James, Barcaldine c 439 Brennan John, Spring Hill o
230 Berg A., Thompson Estate c 336 Bolser Mrs. Rebecca, Brisbane c 440 Brennan John, One-Mile c (3)
231 Bergan S., Croydon c 337 Bolton Mrs., Rockhampton c 441Brennan John, Toowoomba e
232 Berger Emile, Charters Towers c 338 Bolton Miss Emily, Rockhampton c 442 Brennan Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
233 Berger John, Gowrie .function c 339 Bond -, Briibane c 443 Brennan Michael, Queenton o c
234 Bergin Lawrence, Ipswich c 340 Bond C., Rockhampton s 444 Brennan W., Charters Towers c
235 Bergin Thomas, Bundaberg c 341 Boon Capt. F., Thursday Island c 445 Breslin C. C., Geraldton c
236  Bergmann -, Rockhampton c
237 Bergson -, Ipswich road c
342 Boon George, Townsville c (2)
343 Boon Mrs. G., Gympie u k
446Bres e (si gton Edward, Georgetown sand
238 Bermingham J., Wallangarra o 344 Boord -, Hope street c 447 Brett James, Bundaberg o
239 Bermingham Mrs. J., Wallangarra c 345 Booth Arnold, Spring Hill u k 448 Brett J. H., Smithfield c
240 Bernard -, South Brisbane c 346 Booth John, Croydon u k 449 Bretton Miss  Isabella,  Red Hill c
241 Berry G. Sandgate c 347 Booth Joseph, Herberton s 450 Brewer A. D., Queen  street e,
242 Berry James K., Rosemount Store c 348 Booth Joseph, Pitnpama Bridge c 451 Brewer John, Croydon o
243 Berry J. W., Adelaide street s 349 Booth William, Hughenden c (2) 452 Brewin Charles, Bundaberg o c
244 Berry W., Charters Towers c 350 Bopf C., Muttaburra c 453 Brickles J., One-Mile c
Richard Charters Towers c215 B Hodgson c551 Borehain 454 Rockhampton sBricknell C. W.,erryman
246 Berthelsen John, Kilkivan Line c
,
352 Borgeson A., Pimpama c (2) 455 ,Bridge T., Brisbane o
247 Best - (news agent), Newstead c 353 Borman Thomas, One-mile Creek c 456 Bridges George,  Brisbane f
Maryborough c248 Best J. H. 354 Borner E., Normanton c 457 Brien John, Mount Morgan u k,
Stanwell c249 Best W. H. 355 Bosanko John E., Rishton o c 458 Brigant -, Wynnum c,
250 Bethell -, Brisbane s 356 Bosanquet A. W., Mackay c 459 Briggs William , Adelaide street c
251 Betterson -, Charters Towers c 357 Boslom William, Ingham c (2) 460 Bright Edward, Croydon m
252 Betts Howard W., Thursday Island s 358 Bott, William H., Mount Allen o 461 Bright Edward, Croydon  s,  in, c, and
253 Betzer John (carrier), Toowoomba c 359 Botham John, Bundaherg c o c (13)
254 Beuchel F., Drayton c 360 Bourk Walter, Croydon c 462 Bright John, Croydon  s,  in, and c (5)
255 Bevan J., Rosewood s 361 Bourke Charles, Normanton c 463 Brill William, Mount  Morgan c
256 Bevan J. J., Rosewood a k' 362 Bourke Dennis, Gympie c 464 Brimbleeombe J., Surry  Hills c (2)
257 Bevan 0., Charters Towers c 363 Bourke J., Rosewood Gate c 465 Brind J. E., Charleville o c (2)
258 Bevan W. 0., Charters Towers c (2) 364 Bourke Miss Dlary, Warwick c 466 Brisbin John,  Clermont c
259 Beveridge W., Brisbane c (3) 365 Bourke W., Ipswich c 467 Brisban James,  Brisbane u k
260 Bews Richard, Mackay o c 366 Boutel L., Gregory c 468 Brittain Ed., Townsville u k
261 Beyer Henry, Brisbane f 367 Bovell John, Nive Downs o 469 Broadfoot J., Maryborough c
262 Beyr Charles, Mitchell s 368 Bowden Mrs., Highgate Hill c 470Broadhurst -, Torbanlea c (2)
Bundaberg c263 Bickerside C. 369 Bowden Mrs., Brooke street c 471 Brock  James, Charters  Towers c,
Townsville n z264 Bicknell J. 370 Bowden Mrs. or Miss E., Koojarewon o 472 Brodrick -, Gympie c,263 Bidder Thomas, Rockhampton u k (2) 371 Bowden N., Emu Park Line c 473 Brodrick Const. D., Brisbane e
Highgate Hill c266 Biddle S. 372 Bowden W. W., Gundiah c 474 Brodrick P., Brisbane s,
267 Bignell Henry, Croydon c (2) 373 Bowen Mrs., Valley c 475 Brolan  Dan., Q .C.  Railway c (2)
Normanton c268 Bignell W. 374 Bowen M. F., Charters Towers c 476 Brolan W. S., Barcaldine c,
Croydon s269 Billings William 375 Bower .lames, Dalby c 477 Bromett Charles, Kensington Downs o,
Stony Creek c270 Bimrose Miss Bessie 376 Bower M., Barcaldine c 478 Brookes J. Win., Rockhampton s e (2,
271 Bingham W. Townsville f 377 Bowers Miss Clara, Brisbane u k 479 Brookhen  Maggie, Sandgate o,
272 Binnington G. W. Homebush c 378 Bowick George, Mackay c 480 Brooks J. G., Townsville c,
273 Birber E., Brisbane n z 379 Bowles Charles, Mackay o c 481 Brooks Phil.,  Morven c (2)
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482 Brooks William, Brisbane m
483 Broom Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
484 Brophy Miss, 48 Irvine street c
485 Brophy John W.,
'Ifpring Hill o c486 Brophy Margaret, Range Deviation o
487 Brosman W., Beenleigh c
488 Brosnan Miss N., Cairns m
489 Brosser -, Toowoomba c
490 Broubrock -, Marburg c
491 Brough -, South Brisbane c
492 Broughton G., Townsville c
493 Brown and Shaw  Messrs ., Clermont c
494 Brown -, Waterworks road c
495 Brown -, Kangaroo Point c
496 Brown -, Taringa c
497 Brown Mrs., Taringa c
498 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton c
499 Brown Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
500 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton m
501 Brown Mrs., Petrie  terrace c
502 Brown Mrs., Gympie c
503 Brown Andrew , Brisbane c
504 Brown Mrs. Ann, Rockhampton c (2)
505 Brown A., Croydon f
506 Brown Arthur J., Croydon c
507 Brown  Miss Bella Hamilton  Station c
508 Brown B. J., Brisane o
509 Brown Captain, Bundaberg u k
510 Brown Charles,  One-Mile c
511 Brown Charles E., Stanwell u k (2)
512 Brown  D., Eagle street c
513 Brown D., Isw*ch c
514 Brown D: I Croydon c
515 Brown D. S., Rockhampton c
516 Brown Fred., Mackay s
517 Brown Fred., Charters Towers c
518 Brown  F. (carpenter ),  Mackay c
519 Brown Mrs. F., Charters Towers n z
520 B rown Mrs . F., Warwick o
521 Brown French Charles, Brisbane s
522 Brown Mrs. F. L., Lutwyche c
523 Brown  George, Maryborough u k
524 B rown  George, Cooktown u k
525 Brown George, Millchester c
526 Brown George, One-mile Creek o c
527 Brown G. Charters Towers c
528 Brown G., C, Townsville c
529 Brown George A., Brisbane River c
530 Brown George M., Bundaberg c
531 Brown Henry, Samson Vale o
532 Brown H. J., Leichhardt street c
533 Brown James, Charters Towers c
534 Brown John, Cooktown c
535 Brown John, Mackay u k
536 Brown John, Mungindi c
537 Brown J. A., Croydon c (4)
538 Brown J. A. (drover), Mungindi c
539 Brown J. C., Brisbane c
540 Brown J. E., Caboolture c
541 Brown John R., Morven s
542 Brown J. R. One-mile Creek c
543 Brown Miss Vary Ann, Brisbane c
544 Brown Robert, arters Towers c (2)
545 Brown Samuel, Bundaberg u k
546 Brown Samuel, Charters Towers c
547 Brown S., Winton c
548 Brown T., Elmira Station c
549 Brown T. G., Oakey Creek c
550 Brown Thomas P., Black Jack o (2)'
551 Brown T. W., Cecil Plains c
552 Brown William, 50 Gipps street u k
553 Brown William, Southport c
554 Brown William, Brisbane u k
555 Brown William, Spring Hill c (2)
556 Brown W., Jericho c
557 Brown W., Ayr o
558 Brown W., Stanley street c
559 Brown W., Watsonville o c
560 Brown W. H., Brisbane m
561 Brown W. J., Brisbane s
562 Browne -, Barcaldine c
563 Browne C. F., Townsville c
564 Browne Richard, Ayrshire Mines u k
565 Browne Robert, Charters Towers c
566 Browne Thomas N., Charters Towers o c'
567 Browne W. C., Brisbane c
568 Browning G. L., Brisbane o
569 Brownlie Thomas, Toowoomba o
570 Brownsey Albert, Mackay c and o c (2)
571 Brownslie John, Croydon s
572 Bruce Alexander, Tambo o c
573 Bruce W. C., Toowoomba c
574 Brudgam H., Brisbane f
575 Brunsden Chas. Thos., Valley u k
576 Bryan Miss A., Charters Towers c (2)
577 Bryan J. Black Jack o
578 Iirryant 1rank, Wickham terrace c
579 Bryant G., New Farm c
580 Bryant J., Cluny Station c
581 Bryant W., Gympie c
582 Bryden F. E., Logan road o
583 Bryman - Toowoomba c
584 Bryne Miss Annie, Charters Towers o
585 Bryshy L., Wickham terrace o
586 Bryson George, Mackay c
587 Bubeck W., Dalby c
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588 Buchanan A., Lutwyche c
589 Buchanan Duncan, Townsville c
590 Buchanan G., Toowoomba c
591 Buchanan Harry, Clermont c
592 Buchanan James, Fernvale c
593 Buchanan James ,  Mount Esk c
594 Buchanan J., Inglewood c
595 Buchanan J., Sp ring Hill c (2)
596 Buchanan W. 11. W .,  Gympie c
597 Buchme er Th .,  Townsville f
598 Buck W. H., Gundi Plantation a
l99 Buckby John, Lower Caboolture c
600 Buckland G .,  Mackay c
601 Buckler  -,  Beaumont Estate c
602 Buckley  -,  Normanton c
603 Buckley Miss Emma ,  Croydon u k
604 Buckley George ,  Charters Towers c
605 Buckley James, Bluff Diggings c
606 Buckley L., Cairns c
607 Buckly C., Brisbane o
608 Bucknell C. W., Rockhampton c
609 Budd Mrs .,  West End c
610 Budd S.,  Milton c
611 Budrere Nicholas ,  Rockhampton o c
612 Bukoski R., Bundaberg c
613 Bukowski Roche ,  Mackay o c
614 Bull Albert ,  One-Mile c
615 Bull Wm. McLeod, Tewantin c
616 Bulley Thomas ,  Charters Towers c
617 Bullock Charles, Fidsvold c
618 Bungrmand  -,  Hermit Park c
619 Bunker William, Thursday Island s
620 Bunn George ,  Charters Towers c
621 Bunn Richard ,  Gregory River  in
622 Bunting Jacob, Eidsvold c
623 Bunton  -,  Woollongabba c
624 Bupon D. C., Townsville c
625 Burchill Miss Kate ,  South Brisbane u k
626 Burgess Henry C.,  George street c
627 Burgone Charles, Burrum c
628 Burgus M., Mount Albion c
629 Burk J .,  Veresdale c
630 Burk P .,  Brisbane Hospital c
631 Burke  -,  Valley c
632 Burke Mrs., Nerang c
633 Burke Miss ,  Gatton o
634 Burke Miss Annie ,  Bundaberg o c
635 Burke Miss Bridget, Townsville c
636 Burke C. F., Charters Towers c
637 Burke Const .  T. H., Brisbane o
638 Burke Fred .,  Cairns c
639 Burke H., Croydon c
640 Burke Jacob, Emerald c
641 Burke James P., One-mile ;Creek o c
642 Burke Mrs. Johanna ,  Charters Towers
oc
643 Burke J., Toowoomba c
644 Burke Michael, Gympie cl
645 Burke Patrick, Clifford Camp c
646 Burke Patrick, Valley u k
647 Burke P. C., Brisbane c (2)
648 Burke T., Reedy Springs c
649 Burkitt Capt. W., Brisbane u 'k
650 Burley -, Gipps street c (2).
651 Burnett Charles, Kensington Downs o
652 Burnett John, Taringa c.(2)
653 Burnett J., Red Hill c
654 Burnett M. J., Jericho c
655 Burnett R. J., Brisbane u k
656 Burns and Thompson, Tambo Downs c
657 Burns Miss, Spring Hill u k
658 Burns Miss Alice, Valley c
659 Burns Bernard J., Rockton u k (2)
660 Burris Charles, Croydon s
661 Burns John, Croydon c
662 Burns John, Gootchie c
663 Burns Miss Lizzie, New Farm m
664 Burns S., Ipswich s
665 Burns William, Alice Springs a
666 Burns William, Eidsvold c
667 Burns William, Shafton road o c
668 Burr J. H., Mungar Junction c
669 Burr J. H., Brisbane u k
670 Burr Miss S., Brisbane u k
671 Burrage William, Charters Towers c
672 Burrell J. H., Brisbane c
673 Burrowes G. W., Esk c
674 Burrowes John, Clermont c (2)
675 Burrows R. W., Moggill c
676 Burrows S., Brisbane u k (2)
677 Burton C., Eidsvold c
678 Burton Henry, Windermere c
679 Burton Isaac, Rockhampton c (2)
680 Burton W., Townsville c
681 Burton W., Red Hill c
682 Busch William, Mount Morgan c
683 Busch W. H., Ipswich c
684 Busch Henry, Charters Towers c
685 Bushell J. W., Croydon s (2)
686 Bushnell Edward, Charters Towers c
687 Butcher John, Ravenswood c
688 Butcher W., Ingham road c
689 Butler Alexander, South Brisbane c
690 Butler A. T., Jericho n z
691 Butler Charles, Croydon s
692 Butler C., Rocklea s
693 Butler Miss E., Brisbane f
694 Butler George, Aramac c
695 Butler George, Hope street u k
696 Butler Isaac, Brisbane f
697 Butler Joseph, Townsville c
698 Butler J. L., Cunnamulla c
699 Butler W. (tailor), Queen street c
700 Butters Charles, Croydon s
701 Byerley Fred. J., Clermont c
702 Byran Miss Celia, Boggo road c
703 Byres George, Toowoomba c (2)
704 Byres William, Toowoomba c (4)
705 Byrn Miss Lily, Charters Towers o
706 Byrne James, Eidsvold c
707 Byrne James, Jericho o
708 Byrne James, Mount Perry c
709 Byrne Miss Jane, South Brisbane o c
710 Byrne M~rs. John, Spring Hill c
711 Byrne John, Normanton c
712 Byrne Mrs. J., South Brisbane c
713 Byrne Miss J., South Brisbane c
714 Byrne Mrs. Kate, Croydon c
715 Byrne Mary Ann, Kedron Brook o c
716 Byrne Phillip, Barcaldine c
717 Byrne William, Mount Perry c
718 Byrne W. (carrier), Eidsvold c
719 Byrnes -, Alfred street c
720 Byrnes John W., Brisbane o c
721 Byrnes M., Brisbane s
722 Byron A., P.O. Mount Morgan e t
723 Byron A. H., Brisbane s and c (6)
724 Byron A. H., Rockhampton c and e t (5)
725 Byron Serah, Brisbane c
C.
1 CADWELL  -,  Brunswick street c
2 Cahill James T., Brisbane o
3 Cahill Robert, Cooktown a
4 Cahill T., Charters Towers c
5 Caird Charles, Cairn s o c and u k (2)
6 Cairn Thomas, Cairns c
7 Cairns Mrs. A .,  Barcaldine c
8 Cairns Jas .  Raymond, Croydon c
9 Callagan Miss Caroline, Stonington o
10 Callan A .  J., Brisbane m
11 Callanan Mrs. Ellen, Clermont c
12 Callanan Miss M. E., Barcaldine c
13 Callow John Joseph, Maryborough o c
14 Cally Mrs. Joseph ,  Rockhampton c
15 Calolin Mary, Brisbane c
16 Calve rt  George, I Downing street u k
17 Cameron -, Eagle Farm c (2)
18 Cameron Alex., 35 Warry street f
19 Cameron Allan, Croydon s
20 Cameron A., Croydon m
21 Cameron A. T., Taringa c
22 Cameron Colin ;  Bowen c (3)
23 Cameron D. C. S., Pentland e t
24 Cameron Mrs. E .  R., St. Lawrence c
25 Cameron Hugh, Georgetown road c (2)
26 Cameron James ,  Brisbane c
27 Cameron Mrs. Margaret, O'Connell
Town c
28 Cameron Robert ,  Brisbane f
21.) Cameron S. E., Kangaroo Point ci,0 Cameron W., Triangle c
31 Cameron W. J. B., Charters Towers e t
32 Campbell  -,  Barolin c
33 Campbell  -,  Adelaide street e
34 Campbell Mrs., 3 Hope street c
35 Camp be ll Miss ,  Brisbane c
36 Campbell Arch .,  Townsville e t
37 Campbell A., Edward street c
38 Camp be ll A., Normanton c
39 Camp bell A., Cairns c
40 Campbell Bruce ,  Hughenden o
41 Campbe ll  B., Normanton c
42 Campbell Colin  (s.s. "Merkara") u k
43 Campbell Donald John,  Croydon c (2)
44 Campbell Duncan, Croydon s and o c
(2)
45 Capbell  Edwin, Redbank s
46 Camp be ll Mrs .  Ellen, Townsville o c
47 Campbell Frank ,  Barronville a
48 Campbell Forster, Bundaberg c
49 Campbell George ,  Brisbane u k (2)
50 Campbell James ,  Normanton s
51 Campbell  J ames, Normanton c
52 Campbell James S. ,  Cairns n z
53 Campbell James W., Croydon s
54 Campbell John (care of Mr. Orme),
Double Barrel u k (2)
55 Campbell John ,  Beacons field u k
56 Campbell J., 63 Wharf street c
57 Campbell J .,  Normanton c
58 Campbell Miss M., Charters Towers c
59 Campbell P .  C., Croydon c
60 Campbell W .,  Mungar s (2)
61 Campion Thomas ,  Townsville c
62 Camsill J .,  Maryborough o
63 Camsill Mrs. J., Gundiah u k and s (2)
64 Cann Mrs., Rockhampton c
65 Can n Albert (care of Mr. Weir),
Norman Creek c
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66 Canning - Alpha c 168 Catterick H., Noosa road u k 269 Clarke  Miss, Gympie c
67 Cannon Mrs. James, Surat c 169 Caukwell Miss A. E., Brisbane c 270 Clarke Charles, Townsville it k68 Cannon ohn, Croydon s 170 Caulfield Michael, A bion road c 271 Clarke Christopher  and others, Heli-
69 Cannon J., Brisbane c 171 Counter Win. J., Fernberg road o c don c
70 Cannon P., Milton c (2) 172 Caupe J. J. Mackay u k 272 Clarke C., Helidon c
71 Cannon W., Townsville c 173 Cavanagh Iugh, Cairns m 273 Clarke  Miss Elizabeth , Wharf  street o c
72 Cant George, Barcaldine c 174 Cavanagh M., Hughenden c 274  Clarke p., Charters  Towers e
73 Cantwell John, Brisbane c 175 Cavandish James, St. George c 275 Clarke George, Charters Towers c
74 Canty John, Wharf street c 176 Cavage Capt. H. K., Rockhampton u k 276 Clatke G., Rockhampton c
75 Caperhurst L., Woollongabba c 177 Cave Herbert, Normanton e t 277 Clarke G. 0., Brisbane c
76 Caraher John, Kamerunga c 178 Cavendish James, St. George c 278 Clark H.  J., Brisbane c
77 Carati Battista Croydon s 179 Chaalwick Esther, Brisbane o 279 Clarke John,  Cairns o
78 Carbis James, hospital, Brisbane c 180 Chadwick G., Kangaroo Point c 280 Clarke J. C., Charters Towers c
79 Cardil George Smith, Thursday Is- 181 Chalmers A., Mount Thomas c 281 Clarke L. F., Maryborou h u k (3)
land f 182 Chalmers Mrs. Cath., Dalby o 282 Clarke  Richard, Mount  Rouieo c and
80 Cardno William, Gympie n z 183 Chambers R., Dinmore c f
81 Carelston Miss M., Brisbane c 184 Champion G., Cairns c 283 Clarke  Samuel , Valley c
82 Carey Alice, Brisbane o 185 Chandler -, junr., Kangaroo Point s 284 Clarke  Miss S . A., Maryborough e
83 Carey James, Charters Towers c 186 Chandler R. B., Roma s 285 Clarkson  J., Brisbane c
84 Carey John, Murphy's Creek c 187 Chandler Mrs. Thos. Compton, Bris- 286 Clatworthy.  R., Mount Morgan c
85 Carless G., Brisbane c bane u k 287 Claus W., Bundaberg c
86 Carless J., Valley c 188 Chandos E. W., Ipswich s 288 Clavell E.,  Montague road c
87 Carless W. J., Croydon c 189 Chapell Alfred, Mackay u k 289 Claypham W. S., Thompson  Estate c
88 Carington William Carrandotta e Charters Towers n z190 Cha man Edward )(,89 Carins Adam, Norman Creek c ,p191 Chapman Fred., Brisbane u k 290 Cl l  Sampson ,  Townsville c (3)a
90 Cark J. H., Croydon c 192 Chapman G., Ingham c 291 Cleark John,  Brisbane c ,
91 Carl Walter, Townsville c 193 Chapman R., Croydon c 292 Cleary -,  Woollongabba e
92 Carlin Arthur, Bundaberg o 194 Chapman Walter, Gympie o c 293 Cleary C., Gympie c
93 Carlin G., Muttaburra c 195 Chapman William, Sherwood c 294 Cleary Patrick, C"ympie o c
94 Carlson Johan, Maryborough c 196 Chappell John, Croydon s 295 Cleary  Thomas Brisbane u k afid s (3)
95 Carlsten P., Townsville c 197 Chapple Mrs. G., Sandgate o 296 Clehorn -, Sea Hill c
96 Carmichael R., Howard c 198 Chaproniere Alfred, Normanton s (3) 297 Cleghorn  Miss, Montague toad c
97 Carmichael Thomas, Jimboombah c oniere Mrs. Alfred, Townsville199 Chapr 298 Cleland Thomas,  Maryborough n k
98 Carmody Michael, Croydon c
)
299 Clement  Miss S . A., Cooktown o c
99 Carmont W. $., Beaudesert s 200 Chargois -, Croydon c 300 Clemente Meotti, P.O. Charters Towers
100 Carnell W., Brisbane s 201 Charley Hoy, Birdsville c m
101 Carpenter Hugh, Roma street u k 202 Charlwood C. E., Croydon m 301 Clements C. C., Albion c (2)
102 Carpenter J. (care of Mr. Holbrook), 203 Chater August D., Cordelia street c 302 Clements W. Brisbane c
Boggo road u k 204 Chatham Miss Mathilda, Maryborough 303 Clements W. C., Russell street o c
103 Carpenter J., Cambooya c c (2) 304 Clemo James,  St. George 's Creek c
104 Carpenter Richard, Limestone c 205 Chatman Charles, Roma c 305 Clerk Mrs., Croydon c
105 Carpenter Mrs. R., New Cairns c 206 Chen Toy Charles, One-mile Creek o c 306 Clibborn  H ,, Sea Hill c (2)
106 Carr -,  Brisbane e 207 Cherrey Mrs. A., Gympie c 307 Clibborh Thos.  G., Sea Hill c and u k
107 Carr A swich road cC I Valle c208 Chester  James )p. .,
108 Carr J South Brisbane c
y,
Hergott  Springs209 Chewin s Charles Thomas, Bogantungan c308 Cliff.,
109 Carr L., Redbank c
g ,
c(
)
309 Clifford D. 1 Charters Towers c
110 Carr Monta gue, Ravenswood c 210 Ch Sun Leon g, Charters Towers cew 310 Clifford  ?&ss Hannah, Brisbane c
111 Carr M., Monkland c 211 Child Arthur W.,  Roma s (3) 311 Clifford J., Gympie c
,112 Carr William, Croydon c 212 Childs Mrs., Valley c C., Geor etowh c312 Clifford T.
113 Carrall Thomas,  Brisbane c 213 Childs C., Gympie c 313 Clinton Messrs. A. B. and C6., Towns-
114 Carrelon J., Minnie Downs c 214 Childs Mrs. Esther G., George street o c ville s
115 Carriet  Miss  E., Brisbane c 215 Childs J., Alpha c 314 Close J., Toowootnba c
116 Carrigan Mrs., Petrie terrace c 216 Childs J. W., Gympie c (3) 315 Clothire H., North Pine c
117 Carroll F., Hummock Plantation c 217 Childs J. W., Maryhorough c 316 Clowes D., Agnes Water c
118 Carroll George Brisbane s 218 Childs J W New Farm c Charters  Towers s and c317 Clowes John,
119 Carroll Jackson, Gympie u k and s (3)
.,.
219 Chilton Miss Mary A., Brisbane o c
,(2)
120 Carroll Jackson, Bald Hills o 220 Chine Mrs. W., Howard c 318 Clune  Mrs. E. Brisbane $
121 Carroll John, Cairns c 221 Chirnside W., Cooktown o 319 Coal Thomas, I)unwich c
122 Carroll J., Clermont n k 222 Chissniss Miss A., George street c 320 Coatsworth J., Gympie c
123 Carroll J. W. (care of F. C. Ford, L.S.), 223 Chofield John, One-Mile c 321 Coats Robert, Howard c
Clermont f 224 Chong Loon Gee, Charleville s 322 Cobb Miss Ada, Townsville o c
124 Carroll Michael, Bundaberg u k 225 Chow Mo 'rug, Cooktown m 323 Cobb Miss Lucy, Townsville hi
125 Carroll Michael, Clermont c 226 Chow Sin Loong, Charters Towers c 324 Cobbing W. G., Grey street c
126 Carroll M., Yabba Station c 227 Christensen - Homebush c 325 Cocchin A. Maryborough c
127 Carruthers James B., Spring Hill o c 228 Christensen C., Elizabeth street c 326 Cocherin I%fick.,  Brisbane c
128 Carson -, Bowen Hills c 229 Christensen Ch. M., Maryborough f 327 Cochran David, Brisbai s
129 Carson Charlie, Mackay o c 230 Christensen Louis, Jimboomba c 328 Cochrane -, Bowen Hills c
130 Carson R. J., Geraldton c 231 Christensen T. C., Brisbane f 329 Cochrane Harry,  Hawkwood s
131 Carson W., Brisbane s (2) 232 Christian Laurence, Charters Towers c 330  Cochrane Harry, Iawkwood u k
132 Carstens -, Turbot street c 233 Christie and O'Brien, Brisbane c 331 Cochrane Harry, Eidsvold o
133 Carter and Reid Messrs., Barcaldine s 234 Christison G., Homebush c (2) 332 Cochrane James, Woollongabba c
134 Carter G. F., Queenton c 235 Christoe F., Eidsvold c 333 Cockerill Miss Anna, Highgate Hill c
135 Carter Henry, Toowoomba c 236 Chue William, Valley o c 334 Cockrane J., Brisbane s
136 Carter John, Mackay s 237 Church E., Bundaberg c 335 Cody  Thomas (miner ), Charters Towers
137 Carter Johnson, Brisbane m 238 Churchill G., Brisbane f c (3)
138 Carter Peters, Howard c 239 Churchill Messrs. H. and Co., Bris- 336 Coffey J., Rockhampton c
139 Cartill R., Hughenden c bane c 337 Coghlan -,  Bowen Hills c
140 Carton A., Wharf street c 240 Ciotofoni C., Normanton c 338 Coghlan B. H., Rama c
141 Cartwright W., Thompson Estate c 241 Clack F., Brisbane in 339 Coghlay -, Woollongabba c
142 Carver -, Bald Hills e 242 Clair J., Beaudesert c 340 Cohalan -, South Brisbane c
143 Carver T., Bald Hills c 243 Claire John, South Brisbane o 341 Cohen F. Constance  street c
144 Casemore Mrs., Barcaldine s 244 Clancy Mrs. Bowen street c 342 Colborn 1'Irs. John, Eundaberg c (2)
145 Casemore W., Mount Morgan e t 245 Clancy E., doe-Mile c 3-13 Cole Charles, Charters Towers c (2)
146 Casey -, Beenleigh c 246 Clancy P., Charters Towers c 344 Cole E. M. G., Brisbane e
147 Casey C., Barcaldine s 247 Clanerty Miss Louise, Brisbane c 345 Coleman Mrs., Spring Hill o
148 Casey John, Gympie c 248 Clare and Co. Messrs. J., Beaudesert c 346 Coleman Edward,  Mackay m
149 Casey Mrs. John, Townsville s 249 Claremont Miss C., Brisbane s 347 Coleman Jaxres, Ravenswood o
150 Casey Maurice, Brandon c 250 Clark -, Spring Hill c 348 Coleman J. (carrier), Croydon c
151 Casey M., Isis Downs c 251 Clark Miss Annie, Townsville u k 349 Coleman J., Valley c
152 Casey M., Ayr c 252 Clark C., Walker's Pocket c 350 Coles H. E., Woollongabba c
153 Casey Robert, Brisbane o c (3) 253 Clark Mrs. Caroline, Kelvin Grove o c 351 Coles John, Gympie c (2)
154 Casey W., Gundiah c 254 Clark Mrs. C., Gladstone road c 352 Coles  Miss  Mary, Roma c
155 Casey W. T., Milton c 255 Clark Duncan, Gympie o c 353 Coles Octavius, Townsville c
156 Cashman J., Gympie c (2) 256 Clark Miss Emma, Purga Station o 354 Coley  Mrs., Sandgate c
157 Caskie John, Red Hill c 257 Clark F., Buderim Mountain c 355 Coley Mrs., George street c
158 Cassell Peter, North Branch c 258 Clark George, Charters Towers c 356 Coley Mrs. S., Kangaroo Point c
159 Cassidy Bernard, Charters Towers c (2) 259 Clark G. C., Brisbane c 357 Colley W., Croydon c
160 Cassman John, Roma c 260 Clark G. S., Charters Towers c 358 Collier J. W., Brisbane c
161 Casson Mrs., Brisbane c 261 Clark John, Bundaberg c 359 Collins -, South Brisbane e
162 Casstich Mrs., Charters Towers o 262 Clark Joseph, Brisbane c 360 Collins -, Q.C. Railway c
163 Castinan A., Brisbane c 263 Clark Miss J. J., Bowen Hills c 361 Collins D., Black Snake c
164 Castiro C., Barcaldine c 264 Clark Robert, Valley u k 362 Collins Geo. H., Gympie o c
165 Castle Charles C., Northampton 265 Clark R., South Brisbane c 363 Collins H., Yuelba c
Downs u k 266 Clark S. W., Ithaca Creek c 364 Collins Joseph, Arigellala o
166 Catheart J. J., Brisbane o 267 Clark Walter, Redland c 365 Collins J., Bundaberg o
167 Cato Messrs., Townsville c (2) 268 Clarke -, Dungeness c 366 Collins Miss Mary, Valley c
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367 Collins Timothy, Gympie u k
368 Collins William, Charters Towers c (2)
369 Collom R., Brisbane c
370 Colston Miss, Woolston c
371 Comerford Martin, Charters Towers c
372 Comley F., Mount Morgan c
373 Comley R. M., Beenleigh c
374 Comley R. W., Normanton o c
375 Compradt - (painter), Nundah c
376 Conaty Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
377 Condon James, Charters Towers c (2)
378 Congrieve W., Clifton Station s
379 Conkey Mrs. M., Brisbane c
380 Conley D., Blackall c
381 Conn Alex., West End c (2)
382 Connaghan H., Gympie c
383 Connel H. W., Esk c
384 Connell -, Toowoomba c
385 Connell -, Pittsworth c
386 Connell C., Noosa road c (2)
387 Connell Duncan, Jondaryan c
388 Connell Jeremiah, Valley c (2)
389 Connell Mrs. Mary A., Cooktown o c
390 Connell Michael, Townsville o c
391 Connell M., Gympie s
392 Connell Wm., Normanton c
393 Connell Wm., Croydon c
394 Connell W., Stantlrorpe c
395 Connellan J. D., Normanton c
396 Connelly J. P., Charters Towers c (3)
397 Connelly Pat., Brisbane u k
398 Conners J., The Springs c
399 Connolly Miss Maggie, Lutwyche c
400 Connolly T., Brisbane s
401 Connolly W. J., Rockhampton c
402 Connor Miss A. L., Harrisville o
403 Connor Mrs. Bryan, Brisbane n z
404 Connor David, Townsville c
405 Connor James, Tiaro c
406 Connor John, Esk s
407 Connor J., Normanton c
408 Connors John, Herberton c
409 Connors M., Charters Towers c
410 Connors Pat., Fernvale o c
411 Conors P., Kangaroo Point c
412 Conran T. W., Brisbane s
413 Conroy Mrs., Kangaroo Point u k (2)
414 Considine Miss B., Rockhampton c
415 Considine Miss Kate, Rockhampton c
416 Constantine James, Brisbane c
417 Conway Miss Bridget, Rockhampton o
418 Conway C. H., North Pine c
419 Conway H., Normanton c
420 Conway M., Valley o c
421 Conway Willia in, P.O. Mount Morgan s
422 Cook and Pedlar, Stanley street c (2)
423 Cook -, Croydon c
424 Cook -, Rockhampton c
425 Cook -, Brisbane s
426 Cook -, German Station c
427 Cook - Paddington c
428 Cook C., aatton o c
429 Cook Edward, Brisbane c
430 Cook Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o
431 Cook F. W., Highgate Hill c
432 Cook James, Blackall n z (2)
433 Cook James, Russell street c (4)
434 Cook J. B., Hill End c
435 Cook Mrs. Mary, Hill street c
436 Cook Robert, Croydon s
437  Cook Mrs. Stephen, Cardigan Station u  k-438 Cooke -, Triangle c
439 Cooke Frank Edwin, Mount Leonard s
440 Cooke G. A., Triangle c
441 Cooke James, Gregory terrace c
442 Cooke James, Valley c
443 Cooke Thomas, Thompson Estate c
444 Cooley Miss Ellen, Ipswich s
445 Cooley Miss H., Croydon c
446 Cooms T., Mount Morgan c
447 Coonan H., Brisbane o
448 Cooney P., Gympie o
449 Cooper and Marsden, Croydon s
450 Cooper -, Queen street c
451 Cooper F. Duncan, Normanton c
452 Cooper G. E., Croydon o (3)
453 Cooper G. W., O'Connell Town
454 Cooper Mrs. H., Townsville c
455 Cooper James, Brisbane m
456 Cooper John, Arcade c
457 Cooper John, Breakfast Creek c
4.58 Cooper J., Ipswich c
459 Cooper J., Brisbane c
460 Cooper Mrs. J., Brisbane o
461 Cooper S., Brisbane c
462 Cooper Thomas, Moreton u k
463 Cooper T., Prairie c
464 Coopey J. W., Townsville s
465 Copeland Joseph, Ravenswood s
466 Copelin W. J., Cooktown o
467 Copley Daniel, Toowoomba c
468  Coppin C., Mount Shamrock  o l
469 Corbett J. S., Brunswick street o c
470 Corbett Lizzie, Charters Towers o
471 Corbett Walter H., Bundaberg o c
472 Corderoy W. T., Croydon s
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473 Coadingly Joseph, Brown's Plains o c
474 Corgdon F. Cairns o
475 Cork - iutwyche c
476 Corkell Mrs. C., Mitchell Downs c
477 Corker John, Rockhampton u k
478 Cornier Miss Ann, Rockhampton c
479 Cornish Joseph, Brisbane c
480 Corrigan Thomas, Maryborough o c
481 Cortsen Johannes, Brisbane f
482 Cory F., Brisbane s
483 Cosgrove Messrs., Ipswich c
484 Cosgrove William, Normanton c
485 Costello Mrs., Hill street c
486 Costello Mrs., Kelvin Grove road c
487 Costello William, Yaamha o
488 Costelloe Messrs., Tbargomindah s
489 Cott A., Pittsworth c
490 Cotter Herbert, Brisbane c
491 Cotter H., Stoney Creek c
492 Cotter W., Magnetic Island c
493 Cottis - (carrier), Croydon c
494 Cottis Mrs. H., Townsville o
495 Cottrel -, Brisbane c
496 Cottrell Herbert S., Brisbane u k
497 Cottriell R., Brisbane u k
498 Coughlin P. M., Mount Morgan c (2)
499 Coulding J., Charters Towers c
500 Coulson A., Charters Towers c
501 Coulter W. J., Thursday Island s
502 Coulton -, South Brisbane c (2)
503 Coults Fanny, Warwick c
504 Counter Frank, One-mile Creek o c
505 Coupe John James, Mackay u k
506 Coupe J. J., Charters Towers c
507 Couper Alec., Maryborough c
508 Courglan Dan., Maryborough c
509 Cousins W. J., Gympie c
510 Cowan Miss, Mackay c
511 Cowan J., Millchester c
512 Coward Miss E., Tiaro ii k
513 Coward John, Milchester u k
514 Cowburn Cornelius W., Rockhampton s
515 Cowie A., Leichhardt street s
516 Cowie John, Townsville e t
517 Cowie William, Cape River o
518 Cowley E., Normanton c (2)
519 Cowley William, Queenton o c
520 Cox -, Brisbane c
521 Cox A., Clarendon c (2)
522 Cox Charles, Hughenden c
523 Cox Mrs. Elizabeth, West End o c
524 Cox Esau, Kelvin Grove road c
525 Cox F. W. S., Chinchilla c
526 Cox G., Brisbane m
527 Cox Henry, Petrie terrace c
528 Cox John, Valley c
529 Cox Miss Mary Ann, Queen street c
530 Cox William, Toowoomba c
531 Coxall -, Townsville u k (2)
532 Coyne R., Kelvin Grove road c
533 Craddock T., Georgetown c
534 Crade Miss C., Toowoomba c
535 Craggs William, Paddington u k
536 Crags W. H., Rishton o
537 Craig and Grant Messrs., Milton c
538 Craig , Rosalie c
539 Craig -, Turbot street c
540 Craig Mrs., Sandgate c
541 Craig James (tailor), Normanton c
542 Craig James R., Saudgate c
543 Crain C., Townsville c
544 Cranwell Thomas, Mitchell c
545 Crany J., Kamerunga c
546 Craven B., Townsville s
547 Craven C., Charters Towers c
548 Craven John, Enoggera c
549 Crawford Alex., Brisbane u k
550 Crawford A. S., Albion c
551 Crawford Gilbert, Townsville u k
552 Crawford James, Charters Towers c
553 Crawford J., St. Leonard., c
554 Crawford J., 3 Gran% ille street c
555 Crawford Rowley W., Blackall s (4)
556 Crawford Samuel (cook, s.s. "Jumna" ),
Brisbane u k
557 Creane Thomas, South Brisbane c
558  Creed Frank, Brisbane a  k-559 Creed R. N. P., Bundaberg u k
560 Creigh J. H., Townsville c
561 Creley M., Caboolture o
562 Cresswell G., Beauaraba u k (3)
563 Crewe Miss Emily, Charters Towers c514 Cribb W., West End c
565 Cridland Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
566 Cridland Mrs. R. P., Croydon s
567 Croft Charles, Mary borough a
568 Croft Edwin, Charters Towers c
56) Croft George, South Brisbane c
570 Crofton -, Wickham street c
571 Croley G., Charters Towers c
572  Cronin John, Charter., Towers c
573 Croombie P., Croydon c
574 Crope Martin, Spring Hill c
575;,Crosgrove James, Brisbane c
576  Cross A. W., Dillalah c
577 Cross Frederick, Brisbane o c
I 578 Cross J., West End c
579 Cross John  At., Rockhampton u k
580 Cross John M., Brisbane c (2)
581 Crosse  Miss  Marv, Brisbane c
582 Crosser E., Red  hill c
583 Croucher Miss, Norman 's Creek c
584 Croucher Frank, Headingtou Hill o
585 Crowley D., Gatton c
586 Crowther Edwin, Spring Hill c
587 Croyza  If., Black Jack c
588 Crozier T. R., Boggo road c
589 Cruickshank H., Ayr c
590 Cruickshank James ,  Kamerunga o c
591 Cruickshank James ,  Hughenden o c
592 Cruse Charles ,  Croydon c
593 Crust Samuel, Logan road c
594 Crutchfield R. J., Berenga Station o c
595 Crystal William ,  Normanton c
596 Cuddihy Miss Mary ,  Brisbane  0  c
597 Cuffe W., Brisbane c
598 Cull  Denis, West End c (2)
589 Cull Thomas ,  Bowen street c
600 Cullen Mrs. T .,  North Pine c
601 Cullen D., Mount Morgan s
602 Cullen D .,  Drayton road c
603 Cullen Gerald ,  Brisbane u k
004 Cullen G .,  Morven c
605 Cullen Michael ,  Kalamia c
606 Cullen M., Walkerston c
607 Cullin David, Mount Morgan  in
608 Cullun  -,  Kelvin, Grove road c
609 Culvert Mrs., Milton c
610 Cuming W., Bundaberg c
611 Cumming John ,  Rockhampton o c
612 Cummings and, Sniallridge, Rock
hampton c
613 Cummings M., South Brisbane c
614 Cummins J., Wallangarra s
615 Cummins Patrick, Croydon c
616 Cummins W., Gympie c
617 Cundy H., Woollongabba c
618 Cunningham  -,  Sandgate c
619 Cunningham Mrs. F .,  Brisbane s .
620 Cunningham J. H., Thursday Island c
621 Cunningham J. H., Cooktown s,
622 Cunnington Messrs., Charters Towersm
623 Curby P. (carrier ),  Herberton c
624 Curnow John, Richmond o
625 Curnow  Mrs. W., Brisbane s
626 Curran Mrs., Gundiah c (3)
627 Curran James ,  Hughenden c
628 Currie Mrs. J., North Ipswich c (2)
629 Currie Robert, South Brisbane u k
630 Currie R., Charters Towers c
631 Currier  -,  East Brisbane c
632 Curron John, Mount Shamrock c
633 Curry H., Pine River c
634 Curry R., Cooktown c
635 Curtian Mrs. Ann, Townsville o c
636 Curtin  -,  Birdsville c
637 Curtin John, Cooktown c
638 Curtis Mrs. Martha ,  Yuelba c
639 Cusachb  -,  Taringa c
640 Cusack S. C., 3 Ann street c
641 Cussen John T .,  Russell River o
642 Cusshin  William, Croydon s
643 Cutbush C., Normanton s
644 Cuthbert John, Southport c (3)
645 Cutbush J., Croydon s
646 Cutsey A., Brisbane c
D.
1 DABERKOW Fred., Downfall Creekc
2 Da Costa Philip M., Brisbane f
3 Dahlberg Theodor, Brisbane f
4 Dainty Walter W., Normanton c
5 Dairy John R., Gundiah u k
6 Dalby -, Jubilee Estate c
7 Daley James, Jimboomba c
8 Daley M., Bundaberg c
9 Dalglish Wm., Brisbane c
10 Dalglish W., South Brisbane c
11 Dalton F., Q.C. Railway c
12 Dalton John, Crow's Nest c
13 Dalton Lawrence, Brisbane c
14 Dalton Richard, Nerang c
15 Daly Miss Cath., Gympie o c
16 Daly Denis, Ipswich c
17 Daly D., Mackay c
18 Daly James, Gympie c
19 Daly Jeremiah, Beenleigh c
20 Daly Joseph, Gympie c
21 Daly  M., Bowen Hills c
22 Daly T. W., Charters Towers c
23 Dannn James, Springsure c
24 Damma George, Bowen road c
25 Darren Hans, Croydon s
26 Daniel W. E., Cairns u k
27 Daniels Mrs., Enoggera c
28 Daniels G., Loganlea c
29 Daniels J., Bundaberg c
30 Danner -, Creen Creek c
31 Darby George, Normanton s
32 Darcey M. J., Gundiah c,
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33 Darcy Messrs. and Co., Charters Dellar J. W., Red Hill c 241 Donovan Cornelius ,  Charters Towers
Towers s and m (2) Dellara Charles, Warwick c oc34 Dargin John, Townsville  s and c (3) Dempsey Messrs. and Co., Rockhamp- 242 Donovan Jeremiah, Geraldton o c35 Dark Mrs. E., Hamilton f ton c 243 Donovan Jeremiah,  Cairns s36 Darker Miss Cath., Charters Towers o c Dempsey -, Cairns c 244 Donovan Jeremiah, Geraldton o c
37 Darran A,, Ipswich f (2) Dempsey Matthew, Gowrie road c 245 Donovan John, Aramac o
38 Darwen James, Townsville o c Dempsey Al., Rockhampton c 246 Donovan John,  Bundaberg o c
39 Datson -, Gundiah c Dempsey Miss M., Antigua Planta- 247 Donovan DI., Croydon c
40 Daunt Miss Isabella, Albion u k tion c 248 Donovan M. J., Kirk Siding C
41 Daveney G. T., Mount Athol o c (2) Dempsey William, Maryborough u k 249 Donovan Thomas, Stanley street c
42 Daves -, Normanton e t Dempsy John, Maryborough u k 250 Doolan - -,  South Brisbane c
43 Davey Hedley, Brisbane t Denby Fred., Morven c 251 Barronville cDoolan James
44 Davey James, Eidsvold m Denby W., Brisbane c 252
,
Doolon John,  Nlacnade u k
45 Davey J., Gregory  terrace c Denham D. F., Boggo road c 253 Doolan M.,  Dinmore c
46 Davey J. A., One-Mile c Denham S . J., Booval Station u k 254 Donley Mrs.,  South Brisbane c
47 Davey J. R., Gundiah c Denham  M., Bulimba c 2,55 Doory Gunner , Hughenden c
48 Davey W. T., Charters Towers c Dennerby John, Normanton n z (2) 256 Doran Jeremiah ,  Upper  Freestone
49 Davidson , Brisbane c Dennis Janes , Charters Towers c Creek c
50 Davidson Millchester road c De Roche J., Rolleston c 2.57 Dougherty  M., Pentland o
51 Davidson Mrs., Mowbraytown c Derwick John, Croydon c 258 Douglas A., Breakfast Creek s
52 Davidson Mrs., Bundaberg c De Satgd Henry, Clermont c 2559 Douglas Alex. S., Rockhampton c
53 Davidson A., Spring  Hill u k De Satgd  Oscar,  Clermont c 260 Douglas C.,  Herberton c
54 Davidson C. W., Woollongabba c Desbois Gerald, Katandra e t 261 Douglas J. W., Black Jack c
55 Davidson Duncan, Brisbane f Desmond Mrs. Peggy, Brisbane o 262 Douglas Thomas, New Farm c
56 Davidson John, Croydon m Desserding -, Marburg c 263 Douglass -, Croydon c
57 Davidson J. A., Mackay c Devine John, Goondiwindi s 264 Douglass William, Townsville c
58 Davidson S., Caboolture c Devany John, Townsville o c 265 Dowell James, Queenton c
59 Davidson W., Toowoomba c Devenny W ., Brisbane c 266 Dowell Peter,  Boggo road c
60 Davie J. F., Dulvadilla o Devereux Mrs. T., Jericho c 267 Dowling John, Rockhampton c
61 Davie T. J., Dulvadilla o Devilin  -, Jericho c (2) 268 Dowling J., Woollongabba c
62 Davies D., Gowrie Station u k Devin Patrick, Pine Mountain c 269 Dowling Robert,  Macnade u k (2)
63 Davies Edwin, One-mile Creek o Devine Matthew, Croydon s 270 Dowling V. J., Dungaree c
64 Davies J., Ipswich c Deviney A., West End s 271 Down James  (miner), Charters Towers
65 Davies J. Thomas, Mackay o c De Vis Doctor, Blackall c c (2)
666 Davies R., Gympie c (2) Dewing Mrs. Jane, Brisbane c 272 Downey George,  Cambridge Downs c
67 Davies R., North Pine c De Witt E. J., Croydon c 273 Downing -, Valley c
68 Davies William, Croydon c Dick John, Albion c 274 Downing H. F., Dalby c
69 Davies William, Carlton Hill u k Dick John  James,  Charters Towers c 275 Downing  Jessie  W., Augathella c
70 Davies William, Charters Towers c (3) Dick Maxwell, Brisbane u k (2) 276 Downes John, Taroom c
71 Davies W., Croydon u k Dick Maxwell, Gympie s 277 Dowsett W., Goodna m
72 Davies W., Southport c Dick W. H., The Range c 278 Doyle -,  Spring Hill c
73 Davies W. J., Gympie c Dicke Mrs. Thomas,  Dungeness c 279 Doyle A., Q.C. Railway c
74 Davies W. M., Charters Towers u k Dickerson! William, Geraldton o 280 Doyle  Barbel, Charleville s
75 Davis, Harris, and Co., Warwick m Dickie John, Croydon it k 281 Doyle  Jack, Broadwater s
76 Davis-, (carpenter),  South Brisbane c Dickie Joseph, Valley c 282 Doyle  James , Croydon c
77 Davis  Miss,  Hill End o Dickord , Toowoomba c 283 Doyle Mrs. John , Koojarewon u k78 Davis A., Rockhampton c Dickson Dirs., Woollongabba c 284 Doyle Mrs. L ., Normanton c (2)
79 Davis A. B., Croydon  s and c (3) Dickson Mrs., Milton c 285 Doyle Pat., Gympie o c
80 Davis C., One-Mile c Dickson Mrs., Brisbane c 286 Draeger F., Brisbane Hospital c
81 Davis C., Charters Towers c Dickson D., Mackay o 287 Draper -, Upper Pine River c
82 Davis F., Burrum c Dickson E. J., Milton f 288 Drawbridge  E., Mount  Morgan s
83 Davis Mrs. G., Toowoomba c Dickson G. L., Augathella c 289 Dray Patrick, Brooyar c
84 Davis G. E., Windorah s (3) Dickson John, Springfield c 290 Drennert William, Eidsvold s (3)
85 Davis G. W., Highlands o c Dickson James, Gregory terrace c 291 Drevesen  J. J., Woollongabba c
86 Davis Jenkins, Leichhardt street c Dickson M., Sandgate o 292 Drew Francis, Toowoomba c
87 Davis John, Brisbane u k Dickson R., Brisbane c 293 Drew Henry, Rockhampton c
88 Davis  John L., Cooktown s Dickson William, Normanton c 294 Drew S., Dalby c
89 Davis Joseph, Emerald Downs c Dickson W., Charters Towers c 295 Drew S. R., Gympie C
90 Davis J., Gympie c Diedericks Louis Theodore, Croydon s 296 Drews Mrs.,  South Brisbane c
91 Davis J. H., Mitchell c Diefenbach John, Coorparoo c 297 Drummond  E., Bowen terrace c
92 Davis Marcus , Charters Towers o Diebz Henry (cabman), Brisbane o c 298 Drummond  Miss Lizzie , Townsville u k
93 Davis N. A., Springsure c Diggles Mrs., Brisbane ii k 299 Drurey E., Taromeo Station c
94 Davis  Mrs. Rose, Valley c Dignan E ., Tambo c 300 Drury L. W., Telemon  Station o
95 Davis  Mrs. Susan ,  Barcaldine s Dillon John, Georgetown s 301 Duckenfield W. E., Mitchell u k
96 Davis Mrs. S ., South Brisbane c Dillon W. A., Charleville in 302 Duckenfield Mr. or Mrs. W. E., Bris-
97 Davis Thomas ,  Millchester c Dilloughery James,  Kamerunga c (2) bane u k
98 Davis Thomas , Port Curtis road c Dilnob Frank, Rockhampton c 303 Duckworth J., Boundary  street c
99 Davis  Thomas, Croydon c Dine H., Dinmore u k 304 Duclos Edward, Cairns f
100 Davis  Wm. (selector), Mackay o c Dinigan Joseph, Valley c 305 Dudley J., Bunya Creek c
101 Davis William, Croydon c Dinmore -, Red Hill c 306 Duff Hugh, Windorah u k
102 Davison Henry, Woollongabba c Dinmore R., Bowen terrace c 307 Duff R., Glenprairie c (2)
103 Davison John, Broadsound c Dinwoodie William, Brisbane c 308 Duffiey J., Townsville c
104 Davison William, Beenleigh e t Ditton Abraham, Normanton c (2) 309 Duffy Charles, West End c
105 Davy E. J., Eidsvold o Divett  Samuel , Maryborough c (2) 310 Duffy Cormac  James ,  Watsonville o-
106 Dawdry H. T., Beenleigh c Dix Robert, Oval c 311 Dugan Mrs., Mount Perry c
107 Dawe W. T., Georgetown c Dix Walter Cooper, South Brisbane o c 312 Duggan Edmond, Croydon u k
108 Dawkins Robert, Arthur  street o c Dixon Mrs., Kelvin Grove c (2) 313 Duggan John, Georgetown c
109 Dawson A., Charters Towers c Dixon Amy, Gympie o 314 Duggan DI., Waterworks  road c (2)
110 Dawson George, Gympie c Dixon C., Valley c 315 Dulagan .hi ss  Mary A., Townsvillew a
111 Dawson George, Brisbane u k Dixon C., Longreach s 316 Dugless Mrs.  H., Emerald o
112 Dawson G. T., Ipswich o Dixon James Ryan, Clermont s 317 Duke -, Caboolture c (2)
113 Dawson William, Brisbane u k Dixon Mrs. Nellie, Brisbane o 318 Dulie Frank, Charters  Towers c
114 Dawson W. (miner), Queenton u k Dobbie William, Beenleigh c 319 Duncan A., Gympie c
115 Dawson W. B., Toowoomba s Dobbin John, Weary Bay u k 320 Duncan Mrs. Alex., Gympie c
116 Day Charles, Croydon s Dobbin Peter J., Clermont c 3'G1 Duncan George,  Brisbane m
117 Day J. Bromage, Brisbane u k ant m Dobbin P. J., Tauibo o 322 Duncan James,  Ipswich road c
(6) Dohbyn L., Logan road c 323 Duncan James K., West End c (2)
118 Dayland M. E., Blackall c Dube H., Milibong c 324 Duncan John,  Blackall o
119 Deaby - (storekeeper), Mungar c Dobsc n James, West End c 325 Duncan J. K., South  Brisbane c
120 Dean John, Brisbane u k DockerThomas, Croydon s 326 Duncan  J. T., Toowoomba o c
121 Dean Robert, St. George c Dodoe P. F., Townsville c 327 Duncan Thomas,  Rockhampton c
122 Dean T., Rockhampton s Dodson T. W., Torrilla c 328 Duncanson  John, Jimbour c
123 Deane A., Brisbane, e t Doherty Captain, Thursday Island c 329 Dundas George,  Highgate Hill c
124 Deane Michael, Brisbane u k Doherty Miss Ellen, Mount Morgan c 330 Dundas  Thomas  W., Ravenswood s
125 Dearing William, Gympi,; o c Doyle M. J., Breakfast Creek c 331 Dunewann  H., Miles c
126 Dearlove William, Lerida c Dolan A. W., Dalby u k 332 Dunkeld  Messrs.  J. and J., Dalby c
127 Dearlove William, Q.C. Railway c (2) Dulling J. W., Croydon o c 333 Dunlevy James, South Brisbane c
128 Deberg H., Rocl:lea c (2) Dolly P., Gympie c 331 Dunlop Joseph, Charters Towers c
129 Decampo Maria, Gympie s Dolphin , Croydon c 335 Dunn  , Nortnanby c
130 Dee Michael, Beaudesert c Domrow W., Barcaldine c 336 Dunn  (selector ), Alice River c
131 Dee William, Brisbane c (2) Donoghue _llichael, The Valley s 337 Dunn G. F., Croydon C
132 Deeble -, Townsville c Donkiu F. W., Bowen terrace s 338 Dunn J. C., Queen  street a
133 Deering Mrs., Clermont c Donlon J., North Pine o 339 Dunn P., Gympie c (2)
134 Deigman J., Mount Spurgeon c Donn-lly James,  Springsure c 340 Dunn Mrs. Sam. G., Ravenswood c (2)
135 De La Cann Albert, Brisbane s Dunobnu Patrick, Cairns u k 341 Dunn W. J., Townsville c
135 De Lacey F., Townsville c Donohue Michael, Brisbane s 342 Dunn Leslie, Mount Cornish c
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343 Dunnall R., Eidsvold c (2) 83 Enwright C., Gundiah c (2) 69 Field Mrs .  Emily, Brisbane  in
344 Dunning  Miss  Bridget, Brisbane u k 84 Erikson Jacob Clermont c 70 Fieldin Michael, Six-mile Creek c
345 Dunning D., Rockhampton c 85 Erson E. H Brisbane  in 71 Fielding William, Kelvin Grove c346 Dumphy Edmond, Brisbane c ., Highgate Hill c86 Ervine Samuel 72 Fier J .,  Croydon c
347  Dumphy Miss Kate, Mount Gravatt ,87 Eskenell J Ipswich c 73 Finch Mrs. Feris ,  Normanton ou ., Kangaroo Point c (2)88 Etches J G 74 Finch J . (carrier ),  Vindex Station c348 Durbin Henry, Katandra o . .,89 Eupene I Gympie c 75 Findlay  A., Spring Vale n z349 Durcan Miss Oath., Ravenswood u k ., Maryborough o90 Eustace Hardy 76 Findlay E. R., Townsville c350 Durham J. R., Brisbane s ,Charters Towers c91 Evan Thomas 77 Findlay Miss Jane, Brisbane u k351 Durkin  Mrs. J.,  Wickham terrace o ,92 Evans C Warra c 78 Findley Mrs. Thomas, Petrie terrace c
352 Dwyer Cornelius ,  Millchester c ., Cunnamulla s (2)93 Evans C H 79 Fincher George, Burketown u k
353 Dwyer John ,  Red Hill c .,. Fairville Station s94 Evans C W. 80 Finger -, Fort Douglas c
354 Dwyer J., Normanton a ,.95 Evans D Ithaca c 81 Fink W., Croydon m
355 Dwyer Peter, Brisbane o c .,96 Evans Edward James ,  Muttaburra o 82 Finlayson H. McKenzie ,  Brisbane o c
356 Dwyer T., Gympie a Maneroo Station c97 Evans E .  J. 83 Finlayson W., South Brisbane c
357 Dyason G., Stanley street c
,
Goondiwindi o c98 Evans George H. 84 Finn  -,  Noosa road c
358 Dyer C., Boggo road c
,
Goondiwindi n z99 Evans George H. 85 Finnigan  -,  Black Jack c
359 Dyer Miss F., Gatton c
,
100 Evans Mrs. Henry ,  Einu Plains s 86 Finnigan Owen, Duaringa c
360 Dyer Richard, Birdsville c Warwick o101 Evans H. M. 8,7 Finnigan Pat.,  Croydon  c
361 Dyne B. W., Oval c
,
102 Evans J. H., Cairns c (2) 88 Finnucane Miss Lizzie, P.O. Bris-
103 Evans J. J., Redcliffe o bane a
Valley c104 Evans Lee 89 Fischer Carl, Albion c (2)
E.
,
105 Evans Mrs. M .  E., Brisbane c 90 Fischer Frederick ,  Boggo road o c
106 Evans T. H., Valley c (2) 91 Fisher  -,  Woollongabba c
1 EADE H .,  Barcaldine c 107 Evans William, Lutwyche Store o c 92 Fisher Mrs. Anna E., Brisbane c
2 Eagan James ,  Jericho s 108 Evans W. S., Gladstone s 93 Fisher James ,  Carona Downs o
3 Earlson Miss Ida ,  Charters Towers c 109 Eveans T., Woollongabba c 94 Fisher James ,  Marathon o
4 Early G., Gympie road c 110 Evens Charles, Charters Towers c 95 Fisher John, Charters Towers c (3)
5 Early T., Brisbane c 111 Everson Ii. Gowrie a 96 Fisher M., Charters Towers c
6 Earnshaw Joseph ,  Woollongabba c 112 Ewan W. fem., Brisbane o c 97 Fits Gerald H., South Brisbane c
7 Eason W .,  Highgate Hill c 113 Ewerton Miss K., Maryborough c 98 Fitzgsrett Mrs .,  Brisbane c
8 East  -,  East Brisbane c 114 Eyles William ,  Brisbane u k 99 Fitzgerald Mrs., Rockhampton c
9 East William ,  Townsville o c 115 Eyre Edwin J., Brisbane u k 100 Fitzgerald Doctor, Clermont  in  and
10 Eastman Alf., G mpie c c (2)
11 Easy S. M., Valley u k erald E. M.  (M.D.), Springsure101 F  t
12 Eaton S .,  junr .  Brisbane m F.
G
13 Eaves Joseph ,  Brisbane u k 102 Fitzgerald H., Glendalane c (2)
14 Eccles George ,  Kangaroo Point c 1 FABER Robert ,  Charters Towers c 103 Fitzgerald H., South Brisbane c
15 Ede C.,  Brisbane c 2 Fahy Thomas ,  Hamilton u k (2) 104 Fitzgerald Inspector ,  Montague road c
16 Ede J .  H., Brisbane c (2) 3 Faine -, New Farm c 105 Fitzgerald James, Gympie o c
17 Eden Charles ,  Geraldton o 4 Fairbairn P., Beaconsfield m 106 Fitzgerald  .john, Toowoomba c
18 Eden H .,  Townsvi lle o 5 Fairclough H., Angellala m 107  Fitzgerald John R., Torrens Creek u k
19 Edmond George Rockhampton u k 6 Fairfax Mrs. Mitchell c 108 Fitzgerald  Miss Maud, P .O. Rock-
20 Edser George,  dympie o c 7 Fairfax Charles H., Townsville c hampton c
21 Edwards  -,  Dinmore c 8 Falcon -, 19 Wharf street c 109 Fitzgerald  T. H., North Quay c
22 Edwards Mrs.,  Woollongabba c 9 Falconer William, Townsville u k 110 Fitzlear  Mrs. Sarah , Mount Morgan s
23 Edwards Mrs., Townsville c 10 Fallon Bernard ,  Gympie o c 111 Fitzmaurice M., Kangaroo Point c
24 Edwards Mrs., Gregory terrace c 11 Fallon B., Gympie u k 111 Fitzpatrick James, Hughenden c
25 Edwards Mrs., Brisbane c 12 Farley H., Dalby c 115 Fitzpatrick John, Croydon s and c (3)
26 Edwards A. E., Highgate Hill o 13 Farley Peter ,  Nigger Creek c 116 Fitzpatrick J. H., Toowoomba c
27 Edwards C., Bundaberg c 14 Farlie M .,  Ipswich c 117 Fitzsimmons Steve, Jericho c
28 Edwards C., Brisbane c 15 Farmer James, Noosa road c 118 Fitzsimmons Thomas ,  Ipswich o c
29 Edwards E., Brisbane c 16 Farmer J., Charters Towers c 119  Fitzsimmons Thomas, Ipswich o c
30 Edwards G. A., Brisbane c 17 Farmer Owen ,  Alice Downs m (2) 120 Flaherty Patrick, Toowoomba u k
31 Edwards Henry Charters Towers c 18 Farmer William ,  Rockhampton u k 121 Flanagan Martin, Bollon c (2)
32 Edwards John, Toolgar c 19 Farran W. C., Croydon s 122 Flanagan William, Charters Towers o
33 Edwards J. H., Charters Towers c 20 Farrant J. E., Brisbane c 123 Flanagan William ,  Lower Burdekin o
34 Edwards J. T., Charters Towers c 21 Farrell - Spring Hill c 124 Flannigan M., Nebine Creek c
35 Edwards Patrick, Croydon s 22 Farrell A., Brisbane c 125 Fleet J .,  Milton c (2)
36 Edwards Mrs.  Sidney, Aramac u k 23 Farren N. C., Maryborough c 126 Fleet J .,  Elizabeth street c
37 Edwards Stephen Hergott Springs a 24 Farrow Robert, Cawarral o c 127 Fleissner Louis ,  Brisbane f
38 Edwards Wm., Charters Towers u k 25 Fathay  -,  Greenmount c 128 Fleming F .,  Redcliff c
39 Edwards W., Charters Towers c 26 Fatt Philip ,  Toowoomba c (2) 129 Fleming James, Townsville o
40 Edwards W. H. Charters Towers c 27 Faulkner Andrew ,  Charters Towers c 130 Fleming James ,  Herbert River o
41 Eeshelly John, Aouth Brisbane c 28 Faulkner  William, Southport o 131 Fleming J., Breakfast Creek c
42 Egan Mrs .,  20 Mary street c 29 Fawdry E. H., Newtown c 132 Fleming Robert, Charters Towers c (3)
43 Egan Joseph ,  Charleville m 30 Fay George ,  South Brisbane c 133 Fleming William, Normanton c
44 Egan Thomas ,  Ingham o 31 Fay James ,  Ipswich road c 134 Flemington James ,  Brisbane c
45 Egan William, Woollongabba c 32 Feaher M., Townsville c 135 Flemming 0,3. A., Charters Towers s
46 Ehrn S .,  St. Lawrence o c 33 Fechtman H., Cooktown f 136 Flemming E. G., Gympie o c
47 Eichler Joseph ,  Howard f 34 Feeney Michael, Rockhampton o 137 Flemming T., Eidsvold c
48 Ekberg L. A.,  Cutinamulla c 35 Feeney V., Goondiwindi c 138 Fletcher -, Jondaryan c
49 Elchin E., Townsville c 36 Feeney Mrs. W., Poole Island u k 139 Fletcher  -,  Mort Estate c
50 Elliman John, Charters Towers c 37 Fegan Miss Clara ,  Cleveland o 140 Fletcher F., Croydon c
51 Elliott and Schofield ,  Valley c 38 Felearia Joseph, Normanton c 141 Fletcher Jacob, Townsville u k
52 Elliott G. (builder ),  Arthur street c 39 Femald Charles, Kangaroo Point c 142 Fletcher Joseph, Medway c
53 Elliott G., Bowen Hills c (2) 40 Fenn  - (tailor ),  Valley c 143 Fletcher John, Toowoomba s
54 Elliott Joseph ,  Emerald c 41 Fennell W . A., Valley c 144 Fletcher John, Geraldton o
55 Elliott Joseph ,  Cairns c 42 Fennelly  Paul, Southern and Western 145 Fletcher J., Isisford c
56 Elliott J. H., Townsville s (2) Railway c 146 Flint John, Queenton c
57 Elliott P., Gundiah c 43 Fenny  -,  Lowood Estate c 147 Flood  -,  Brisbane c
58 Elliott Robert James, Charleville  in 44 Fentin A., Normanton c 148 Flood Mrs. A .,  Rockhampton c
59 Elliott S. E., Townsville c 45 Fenwick A., Stanley street c 149 Flood E .,  Warwick c
60 Elliott T. W., Brisbane a 46 Fenwick Thomas ,  Black Jack c (2) 150 Flynn Mrs .,  Brisbane n z
61 Elliott W. C., Eagle street c 47 Feran William ,  Georgetown c 151 Flynn Edward ,  Normanby Hill c
62 Ellis Mrs., Wharf street c 48 Ferdden Miss Annie, Herberton c 152 Flynn James ,  Nerang a
63 Ellis Mrs .,  Charters Towers u k 49 Ferguson Mrs., South Brisbane c 153 Flynn John ,  Gympie c
64 Ellis James ,  East Darr s 50 Ferguson Mrs., Sandgate c 154 Flynn J. W., Brisbane c
65 Ellis John ,  Brisbane u k 51 Ferguson Alan, Normanton c 155 Flynn Miss Ne llie, Cairns c
66 Ellis John ,  Normanton c 52 Ferguson A., Wellington street c 156 Flynn Stephen ,  Gympie c
67 Ellis Thomas ,  Townsville c 53 Ferguson Carl, P .O. Croydon s 157 Fogarty and Chapman ,  Norm' nton c
68 Ellison Miss ,  Ipswich c 54 Ferguson D., Brisbane c 158 Fogarty Mrs. Ellen E .,  Normanton c
69 Elms Mrs., Ipswich c 55 Ferguson D. G., South Brisbane s 159 Fogarty  Miss  Mary, Brisbane u k
70 Elwick George, Yengarie u k (2) 56 Ferguson George ,  Alice street u k 160 Fogarty  W. J., Dalby c
71 Ely George ,  New Farm c 57 Ferguson G. I-Ierbert,  Brisbane u k 161 Fogerty F., Prairie o
72 Ely T. H., Lanark Station c 58 Ferguson John, Cunnamulla c 162 Foggan Miss A. E., Brisbane u k
73 Emerton Miss Julia K., Southport o c 59 Ferguson J., Palmerville s 163 Folckner John ,  Croydon c
74 Emery E .,  Brisbane u k 60 Ferguson  J., Ann  street c 164 Foley J., Charleville o
75 Emery Mrs. W .,  Rosewood s 61 Ferley Richard ,  Brisbane s 165 Foley R., Darra c
76 Emery W .  E., Brisbane u k 62 Ferrari Antonio, Normanton f 166 Foley R., O'Connell Town ej
77 Emmerson John ,  Bundaberg u k 63 Ferrery Stephen, Black Jack c (2) 167 Foley Samuel ,  Clermont n z
78 Lmmerson Margaret ,  Coorparoo c (2) 64 Ferry M .,  Bowen Hills c Timothy  (for Johanna ),  Brisbane168  Foley
79 Emonds D., Paddington c 65 Ferry M .,  South Brisbane s uk80 Endman C Windsor road c 66 Fester Mrs., Rockhampton c 169 Folind Frank ,  17-mile Creek c
81 Engelnion  I.,  Wharf street c 67 Fibbins John, Miles c 170 Folker H., Gowrie road c
82  Entrap C., Cdtieveek  c  68 Field Edwin, Charters Towers 171 Folker John, Toowoomba c
172 Foly Edward, Gympie c
173 Forbes Duncan, Gympie e t
174 Forbes John, Brisbane o c
175 Forbes Mrs. M., Boundary street c
176 Forbes S. J., Ipswich c
177 Ford George, Pentland e t
178 Ford Henry, Chinchilla c
179 Ford Robert, Charters Towers o e
180  Ford William, Morven c and s (2)
181 Fordes J. H., Croydon c
182 Fordham Geo., Ayrshire Downs c
183 Fordham Win., Lolworth c
184 Forrest William, Springsure c
18.5 Forrest W., Goondiwindi c
186 Forrester Messrs. and Co., Clermont c
187 Forrester W. H., Norinantorr c
188 Forsytter A., Croydon c
189 Fortune John, Charters Towers o c
190 Foster, George S., Gympie f
191 Foster James, Gympie c
192 Foster John, O'Connell Town c
193 Foster .7., Burketown s
194 Foster Joseph, Brisbane u k (2)
195 Foster Messrs. S. and Sons, Towns-
ville c (3)
196 Foster William, Jimboomba u k
197 Foulkes J., Brisbane o
198  Fountain Joseph, Brisbane it k
199 Fowkes, Mrs. P. E., Rockhampton s
200 Fowler Mrs., Brisbane c
201 Fowler Miss C., Garth House c (2)
202 Fowler Messrs. John and Co., Bris-bane c
203 Fowler J., Townsville c
204 Fowler Miss Maude, Red Hill c
205 Fowles Ernest, Prairie Creek o
206 Fox Mrs., North Quay c
207 Fox Fred., jun., Thompson Estate c
208 Fox G., Charters Towers c
209 Fox Rudolph, Spring Hill c (2)
210 Fox S., Warwick c
211 Foxlee Philip, Burketown c'
212 Fracer W., Warwick c
213 Fraher, M., Townsville c
214 Frances Miss Kate, Gympie c
215 Francis Miss A., Townsville c
216 Francis Captain, Kangaroo Point c (2)
217 Francis G., Brisbane c
218 Francis Henry, Brisbane s
219 Francis Miss M., Townsville c
220 Francis Richard, Townsville u k
221 Francis Thomas, Charters Towers c (2)
222 Francis William, Rishton o
223 Francks -, Charters Towers c
224 Franklin George, Albert c
225 Franklin G. P., Toowoomba u k
226 Franklin Henry, Loganlea c
227 Frannson F. P., Brisbane c
228 Fraser and Skene Messrs., Brisbane c
229 Fraser A., Gympie c
230 Fraser 1)., Dalby u k
231 Fraser E., Rockhampton e t
232 Fraser E. B., Charters Towers e t
233 Fraser t. IT., Normanton c
234 Fraser H., Cairns c
235 Fraser James, Rockhampton u k
236 Fraser James, Townsville c
237 Fraser John, Croydon c
238 Fraser Joseph, Mungindi o c
239 Fraser Matthew, Imbil road u k
240 Frawley Thomas, Brisbane o
241 Frawley W., Toowoomba c
242 Frazer -, Brisbane s
243 Frazer Gustav, Brisbane c
244 Frazer G.  it,  Mount Morgan c
255 Frazer Mrs. M. J., Brisbane s
246 Frazer Robert, Yatala c
247 Frederick  1'., Windorah c
248 Fredericksen H. P., Brisbane c
249 Fredericksen Klaus, Gympie c (2)
250 Fredolf Mrs. Carl, Townsville f
251 Freeland S., Black Jack c
252 Freeman A., Brisbane n z
253 Freeman C. and S., Charters Towers o
254 Freeman J., Emu Park road s
255 Freeman James, Maryborough c
256 Freeman Miss M. S., Iiockharnpton f
257 Freeman Robert, Ravenswood u k
258 Freestone W. E., Croydon c (2)
259 Fremelling Hetuy, Croydon s
260 French Mrs., 1 risbane u k
261 French Chr., Brisbane c
262 French Mrs. G., 111ooloolah c
263 French H., Barcaldine c
264 Frew Mrs. A., Paddington c
265 Frewe A. S., Gregory terrace c
266 Frewen John, Croydon n z
267 Friche H., Emerald c
268 Fridge A., Ingham c
269 Frie Harry, Townsville c
270 Fright Mrs. Alice, Bowen Hills c
271 Fritz Dominic, Pine Mountain c
272 Frost H., Black Soil c
273 Frost Jaynes, Croydon c
274 Fruden - (tailor), Ann street c
275 Fuch Ferdinand, Roma o
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276 Fulford J. L., Hughenden c
277 Fuller Miss A., Caboolture c
278 Fuller  Miss  B., Brisbane in
279 Fullerton  -,  Rockhampton c
280 Funkner Gottfried ,  Brisbane f
281 Funnell James, Brisbane u k
282 Furgeson J. T., Roma c
283 Furlong C. S. W., Gympie c (2)
284 Furlong Mrs. G., Brisbane s
285 Furness William, Lerida Station o
286 Futcher  -,  Charters Towers c
G.
1 GABRIELSON Herman ,  ChartersTowers f
2 Gadd William ,  Gowrie Station c (2)
3 Gadsby F. A., Toowoomba c
4 (,afton  Miss  M., Rockhampton c
5  Cuban Miss  H. C., Cardwell m
6 Gainey Miss Bridget ,  Brisbane ii k
7 Gaimer  -,  Oxley c
8 Gair  -,  South Brisbane c
9 Gaitskell John ,  Sadd 's Ridge c
10 Galacher  - (farmer ),  Drayton c
11 Galaher M., Bundaberg c
12 Galbraith  - (printer ),  Hughenden s
and c (2)
13 Galb raith Miss ,  Brisbane c
14 Galbraith J., Oval c
15 Gale George, Croydon u k
16 Gallagher Miss Bridget ,  Sandgate c
17 Gallagher James, Croydon c (2)
18 Caller W .,  Spring Hill c
19 Galliott William, Charters Towers c
20 Galloway Andrew. Dinmore f
21 Galloway W., Brisbane m
22 Gambier T. H., Ipswich s
23 Gamon H., Brisbane s
24 Ganday C., Charters Towers c
25 Gannon  -,  Valley c
26 Gannon J., Morven c
27 Gant James. Croydon c (3)
28 Garbett William, Woollongabba u ks
29 Gard H. (tailor ),  Charters Towers c (3)
30 Gardine John, Muttaburra s
31 Gardiner David, Ippswich c
32 Gardiner James ,  Duaringa c
33 Gardner  -,  Queen street c
34 Gardner Mrs., Southport c
35 Gardner C., Cairns c (2)
36  Gardner Mrs. Eliza, Charters Towers u k
37 Gardner H., The Range c
38 Gardner M., George street
39 Gardrrier H. A., Charters Towers s
40 Garland J., Bundaberg f
41 Garlgal Mrs .  Robert, Queen street
u k (2)
42 Garlion T., Normanton s
43  Garner J. F., Normanton 7n
44 Garnett William, Black Jack e t
45 Garrett William, Clermont c
46  Garron C., Umbiram c
47 Gartside -, Woollongabba c
48 Garvey Daniel , Croydon  s
49 Garvey Philip ,  Charters Towers c
50 Garvey P., Chinchilla c
51 Garvey W'Vm. D .,  Brisbane c
52 Garvey Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
53 Gaskell Mrs., Maryborough c
54 Gassmann  -.  Rosewood c
,55  Gatehouse H. G., Croydon in
56 Gavan James ,  Brisbane o c
57 Gavins Miss Lizzy ,  Red Hill o c
58  Gagner Miss Mary ,  Bowen o
59 Geaney  Miss  Eleanor, Brisbane o c
60 Geargieson A., Brisbane c
61 Geary Mrs., New Farm c
62 Geary R. W. and Co., Townsville c
63 Geary S .,  Barcaldine c
64 teddies J., Brunswick street c
65 Gehringer F., Vulture street c
66 Geldart Miss ,  Morven c
67 Gemmell Miss Jeanie ,  Brisbane u k
68 Genford James ,  Central Railway c
69 George William, Argentine c
70 George W., Townsville u k (2)
71 Georgeson Andrew, Brisbane u k
72 Geo rn ge M., Brisbane s
73 Geraghty A., Yeppoon c
74 Geraghty Miss Mary ,  Townsville uk (2)
75 Geraghty Patrick, Valley o c
76 Geran John ,  Cunnamulla c
77 Geran Timothy, Cunnamulla c
78 Gerard W., Townsville c
79 Gererays  -,  Cunnamulla c
80 Gerkie John, Gympie c (2)
81 Gerrard Adam, Brisbane u k
82 Geurin M., Townsville c
83 Gibbie A., Stanley street c
84 Gibbon F., South Brisbane c
85 Gibbons  -,  George street c
86 Gibbons Mrs. Austin ,  Croydon m
87 Gibborn W., Red Hill c
88 Gibbs George, Hughenden c
89 Gibbs H., Croydon o c
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90 Gibbs S., Ipswich road c
91 Gibson C. J., Townsville c
92 Gibson C. L., Charters Towers u k
93 Gibson F. It., Hughenden e
94 Gibson F. J., Townsville o
95 Gibson G. C., St. Lawrence o c
96 Gibson John, South Brisbane c
97 Gibson John, Clermont c
98 Gibson M., Townsville c
99 Gibson V., Bundaberg c
100 Gibson W., Charters Towers c
101 Giese Charlie, Brisbane c
102 Giessing C., Woollongabba o
103 Gifford G., Geraldton c
104 Gilbert George, Hughenden c
105 Gilbert G. J., Brisbane c
106 Gilbert Sister, Brisbane c
107  Gilby John, Herberton u k-108 Giles F. J., Normanton c
101) Giles James, Yengarie o
110 Giles Mrs. John, Rockhampton c
111 Giles - (nurse), Gregory terrace c
112 Giles Rd., Springsure c
113 Gilham J., 279-miles c
114 Gill Charles, Gatton c
115 Gill E. C., Northcote c
116 Gill Joseph, Vindex c s and f (3)
117 Gillam Charles H., Croydon c
118 Gilles Henry, Bett's Creek c
119 Gillespie Mrs., Townsville c (2)
120 Gillespie Daniel, Croydon s
121 Gillies Mrs. J., Toowoomba c
122 Gillmore T., Wharf street c
123 Gillon James, Spring Hill c
124 Gillott Mrs., Croydon c
125 Gilmore G., Rosalie c
126 Gilmore J., Charters Towers c
127 Gilmore Samuel, Croydon s
128 Gin Ah Sin, Warwick c
129 Gin Foy (gardener), Ipswich s
130 Giovanni R., One-Mile c
131 Gippa 11. B. (C.C.M.E.), Townsville s
132 Giraldi Michele, Eidsvold e
133 Gislar Henry, Clermont c
134 Gindicatti Antonio, Croydon c and s (2)
135 Gixcoma Conto, Charters Towers o c
136 Glaholm Edwin, Townsville c
137 Glancy -, Bowen Hills c
138 Glanville W. E., Wallangarra c (2)
139 Glasgow David. Red Hill o c
140 Gleeson Miss Annie, Charters Towers
o c
141 Gleeson G., Bowen Hills c
142 Gleeson J. J., Darling Downs s
143 Gleeson Miss Mary, Tonwoomba c (2)
144 Gleeson Mary, Eton Vale e t
145 Glenn Edward, Gundiah c
146 Glindon E., Croydon o
147 Glover R., Woollongabba c
148 Glover Warren, Caboolture c
149 Goff C., Townsville u k
150 Goffage B., Croydon c
151 Goffery Tom, Red Hill c
152 Golden Charles, Brisbane c
153 Goldfinch D., Welford Lagoons c
154 Goldfinch Frank, Barenga Station o
155 Golding Maud, South Brisbane o
156 Goldsmid S., Wickham street c (3)
157 Gollan John, Clermont o c
158 Gooch E., Brisbane c
159 Goodchap and Morrison, Eidsvold c
160 Goodsir P., Brisbane c
161 Goodwin Mrs. E., Stony Creek c
162 Goodwin Thomas, One-Mile c
163 Goossy Mrs. S., Mount Perry c
164 Gordon and Davis Messrs., Rockhamp-
ton c
165 Gordon - (drover), Birdsville a
166 Gordon Mrs., Ithaca Creek c
167 Gordon Andrew, Bundaberg c
168 Gordon A., Tiaro c
169 Gordon Mrs. Annie, Bowen o c
170 Gordon Charlie, Betts Camp c
171 Gordon C., Cairns c
172 Gordon C. E., Bundaberg c
173 Gordon Charles J., Ipswich c
174 Gordon Mrs. G., Gympie c
175 Gordon James Bundaberg c
176 Gordon Mrs. J., Ipswich c
177 Gordon J. H., Thompson Estate c
178 Gordon Thomas, Cairns c
179 Gordon Thomas, Alligator Creek c
180 Gordon W., Charters Towers c (2)
181 Gordon W., Normanton c (2)
182 Gordon W. G., West End c
183 Gorey M., Gympie c
184 Gorman Mrs., 184-miles c
185 Gorman D., South Brisbane c
186 Gorman Edwd., Q.N. Railway c
187 Gorman E., 184-miles c
188 Gorman Kate, Richmond Downs o
189 Gorman M., Cooktown c
190 Gorson A., Rockhampton s
191 Gorton R. J., Brisbane o c
192 Gough C. D., Jericho c (3
193  Gough F., Rockhampton u
MAY.]
194 Gough Joseph, Vulture street c
19.5 Gowen Frank, Arthur street c
196 Goyne H., Croydon s
197 Grace Frank, Charleville o
198 Graham E., Eidsvold c
199  Graham G., Croydon s
200 Graham John, jour., Ipswich o
201 Graham P., Kent street c
202 Graham Thomas, Croydon c
203 Graham «'., Nornranton c
204 Grainger .John, (,ynrpie c
205 Gralton , Spring Hill c
201; Gr,min Mrs. Margt., liockhainptou o c
207 Gran F., Nornranton in
208 Gran H. E., Nornranton in (2)
209 Graniger J., Bundaberg c
210 Grant -, Rockhampton c
211 Grant Rosewood c
212 Grant A., Grantham Station c
213 Grant bliss Annie, Valley u k
214 Grant James, Charter, Too ers c
215 Grant J. bl., Croydon c
216 Grant Robert, Helidorr u k
217  Granrifle W. E., W olfenyarra c
218 Grasinch A., Eidsvold c
219 Graves Mrs. Emily, Brisbane o
220  Gray Mrs., Ann street s
221 Gray Mrs., South Brisbane  0
222 Grav Mrs. Annie, South Brisbane o
223 Gray A. P., Barcaldine o c
224 Gray Mrs. F., Townsville u k
225 Gray H. H., Paddington c
226 Gray H. S., Newstead in
227 Gray Mrs. John, Charleville s
228 Gray J., Spring Hill c
229 Gray s1 rs. Lewis M., New Farm o c
230 Gray Thomas, Brisbane c
231 Grealy Catherine, Gympie o
232 Grealy P., Gympie c
233 Greece Julius R., Clermont c
234 Green Ben., Cualfalls c
235 Green Charles, Torrens Creek o
236 Green C. R., Stanley street c
237 Green H., Dully road c
238 Green John, Gyinpie c
239 Green Joseph, 1;idsvold in
240 Green J., South Brisbane c
241 Green Lawrence, Yatala c
242 Green Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane u k
243 Green Mrs. Maria, Arthur street c
244 Green Rev. J. B., East Brisbane c
245 Green Sid., Rockhampton s
246 Green Thomas, Nerang c
247 Green Thos. (carrier), Cunnamulla s
248 Green W. P., Thargomindah o
249 Greenaleh Robert, Penk Vale Station
c (2)
250 Greenan P., Rockton n z
251 Greenlees Neil, Brisbane o
252 Greensil E., Charters Towers c
253 Greensill A. E., Charters Towers c (2)
251 Greenway G. Stewart, Croydon s
255 Greer Mrs. George S., Brisbane s
256 Greer Joseph, Clermont c (2)
257 Greer W., Crow's Nest c
258 Greeve James, Rockhampton s
259 Gregg James, Red Hill c
260 Gregory , b1 aryborough c
261 Gregory Rishton c
262 Gregory B., Spring Hill c
263 Gregory B. (care of Sparkes and
McKinnon) c
264 Gregory J., Brisbane c
265 Gregory M., Valley c
266  Gregory S. A., Brisbane s
267 Greig and Murray Messrs., Queen
street c
268 Greig William, New Farm c
269 Grene Robert, Mount Cornish c
270 Grey John, George street c
271 Grey Miss M., Townsville c
272 Grey ;Miss Mabel, Brisbane in
273 Grey W., Monkland c274 Grieve James, Cooktown o275 Grieve W., Glencoe c276 Griffin James, Charters Towers c277 Griffith Edward, Mount Walker c (2)278 Griffith John, Charters Towers s
279 Griffith Mrs. Thomas, South Brisbane c
280 Griffiths -, Torren's Creek o
281 Griffiths Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
282 Griffiths John, Nornranton o
283 Griffith- J., Croydon c
284 Griffiths Thomas, South Brisbane m
285 Griffiths Mrs. T., Brisbane c
286 Grigg Miss M. J., Ravenswood u k
287 Grimes John, Isis Downs c
288 Grimish Isidore, Toowoomba in
289 Gristy W., Daandine e
290 Groeing A., Croydon s
291 Groening A., Woolgar e t
292 Grogan Anthony, Toorak Station c
293 Grogan Michael, Croydon c
294 Groger Carl W., Goolman c
295 Gronow L., Croydon c
296 Groom Mrs. J. F., Brisbane t
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297 Groom Walter, Millchester u k
298 Grove Thomas, Charters Towers o
299 Gro,s Alfred, Brisbane c (2)
300 Grout J., Howard c
301 Grout J. E . Elliott c
302 Grove F., Coorparoo c
303 Groves Alexander, Townsville c
301 Groves Mrs. W., Gvrnpie c
305 Grylter Christian, Clement c
306 Guard William, Herberton c
307 Guerin Miss Ellen, Tian, c (2)
308 Guerin Matthew, Croydon o c
309 Guilfoy Mrs., Sand-ate  c
310 Guilfuyle John A., Brisbane sand in (3)
311 Gulpelson Julius, Maryborough c
312 Gundry Charles, South Brisbane u k
313 Gunn , Gootchie c
314 Gunn --, Gunliah c
315 Gupp A. (carrier), Morven s
316 Guppy Thomas, Cooktown c
:317 Gnrgal Robert, Eno,,-era e
318 Gnsrafson A. W., Charters Towers s
319 Guthrie John, Kilkivan u k
320 Guthrie Mrs. Mary E., Woollongabba s
321 Guthrie Thomas, Brisbane u k
322 Guthrie Mrs. Thomas, Woollongabba c
323 Guthrie W., Charters Towers c(2)
324 Guye Emily, Brisbane o
325 Guzcott R., Milton c
326 Gwynne , South Brisbane c
327 Gwynue Robert, Howard s
H.
1 HAAKE -,  Charters Towers c
2 Haake J. F., Beenleigh c (3)
2 Haberan Jack, Bundaherg c
4 Haberman  Johann,  Nundah f
5 Hacket John ,  Cairns c
o Hackett Rev. Father ,  Charters Towerss
7 Hackett Charles, Croydon c (2)
8 Hackett Edward, Lyon Creek c
9 Hackett F. (artist ),  Brisbane in
10 Haddrell  -,  Townsville e
11 Haddrell J., Townsville u k
12 Hagan John James, Cunnamulla c
13 Hague Walter ,  Townsville c
14 Hails Mrs., Brighton road c
15 Hair Jas.,  Sand-ate c
16 Hair Samuel ,  Townsville c
17 Halcrow  John  M., Croydon u k
18 Hales H., Ipswich c
19 Hall  -,  New Farm c
20 Hall Mrs., North Rockhampton c
21 Hall Cleveland ,  Charters Towers ii k
22 Hall C.,  Normanton s
23 Hall C.,  Albion c (3)
24 Hall Miss  Elizabeth E., Charters
Towers o
25 Hall Mrs. E., Rockhampton o
26 Hall F. C., Normanton e t
27 Hall F. W .,  Nornranton o
28 Hall  - (gganger ),  Albion c
29 Hall Mrs. G., Welford Lagoon s
20 Hall H .,  Nigger Creek c
31 Hall James H., Charters Towers c
32 Hall John ,  Rockhampton in
33 Hall John ,  Charters Towers c (5)
34 Hall J .,  Brisbane u k
35 Hall Mrs. J .,  Copperfield o
36  Hall J .  W., Rockhampton  in
37 Hall  Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane o c
38 Hall  0.,  Racecourse c
39 Hall Richard ,  Maneroo Station c
40 Hall Richard ,  200-mile Canrp,  Torrens
Creek o
41 Hall Richard, Charters Towers u k
42 Hall Robert ,  No. 7 Tunnel ,  Bar ron-
ville o and u k (4)
43 Hall G .  H., Brisbane u k
44 Hall Thos .,  Upper Swan Creek c
45 Hall Thos .  E., Bundaberg c
46 Hall Mrs. Thos., Brisbane e t
47 Hall William , Warwick c
48 Hall W., Brisbane n z
49 Hall W .,  La Crador c
50 Hall W., Brisbane s
51 Hall W .,  Charters Towers  c and s (3)
52 Hall W. Y., 1TMurraeh Station it k
53 Hallam Herbert ,  Rockhampton s
54 Hallam W. J., Woollongabba c
55 Hallberg A., Monkland e (2)
56 Hallander P. Martin Ludwig, Gas-
works, Townsville f (2)
57 Halle William ,  Green Hill, Mutta-
burra s
58 Hallet Edward ,  Gympie o c
59 Hallett George, Rockhampton o c
60 Hallett Thos .,  Brisbane u k
()l Hallett Wm .,  Immigration Depot u k
62 Halliday John, Dornoch terrace c
63 Halloran  -,  Clermont c
64 Ha lloran John, One-Mile ,  Gympie c
65 Halloran Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
66 Ham John Collings ,  Clermont c
67 Ham John C., St. George c
68 Hain Joseph J., Croydon o
69 Hain Joseph J., Mount Morgan o c
70 Hairrbletorr Frank, Bauchory Station
uk
71 Hamilton -, Gootchie c (3)72 Hamilton Mrs., Be-,o road c
73 Hamilton Miss, Brisbane c
74 Hamilton Miss, Gregory terrace c
75 Hamilton Miss Agnes, Toowoomba c
76 Hamilton A., Kamerunga u k
77 Hamilton Clement, Brisbane c
78 Hamilton U., Kangaroo Point c (2)
79 Hamilton E. or H., Burketown c
80 Hamilton Henry, Windorah o
81 Hamilton James, Palmyra c
82 Hamilton William, Kelvin Grove o c
83 Hamilton William, Charters Towers c
(4)
84 Hanun Mrs. E., Logan road c
85 Hammon William, Springsure c
86 Hammond C., Charter, Towers c
87 Hammond Eduard, Barcaldine s (2)
88 Hammond Frank, Townsville c
89 Hammond T., Barcaldine s
90 Hampton George, Croydon s
91 Hampton Robert, Croydon m
92 Hampton W., Plane Creek c
93 Hanes Hugh, Black Jack c (2)
94 Haire P., Townsville c
95 Harrigan M., Townsville c
96 Hanley - (contractor), Kangaroo
Point c
97 Hanley Mrs., Bowen Hills c
98 Hanley Mary, Bowen Bridge road c
91) Hanley Simon, Six-mile Creek o
100 Hanlon Charles, Springsure c
101 Hanlon Peter, Geraldtton u k
102 Hanii Hugh, Charters Towers c (2)
103 Hannam H., Charters Towers c
104 Hanneskey -, Yaamba c
105 Hannigan Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
106  Hanrahan 1t1., Queen's Hotel, Walker-
ston  0
107 Hansen -, Rockhampton c
108 Hansen Mrs., Mackay c
109 Hansen Mrs., Charters Towers c
110 Hansen C., Charters Towers c (2)
111 Hansen John, Woongarra c
112 Hansen J., Tiaro c
113 Hansen Lauritz, Warwick o c
114 Hansen Nicholas, Charters Towers c
115 Hansen Mrs.  0., Mackay s
116 Hansford Mrs., New Farm c
117 Hansom Mrs. E., Mackay o
118 Hanson and Nicholls, Woollongabba c
119 Hanssen Henry, Rockhampton c
120 Harboard Robert, Kanerunga c
121 Harcourt bliss Elizabeth, Hospital,
Brisbane u k
122 Hard E., South Brisbane c
123 Hardgraves Thos., Barcaldine c
124 Hardie Jol.n, Ipswich c
1251 Harding A., East Brisbane c
126 Harding C., Cairns o c
127 Hardin' Elias, junr., St. George c
128 Hardwicke W. R., Millchester t
12:) Hardy Joseph, Brisbane c
130 Hardy R. W., Lutwyche c
131 Hargrave Mrs. James, Townsville o
132 Hargreaves Mrs., Townsville c
133 Harland Isaac W., Lutwyche c (2)
131 Harland L aac W., Enogaera c
135 Harlem --, Yengarie c
136 Harling F., Mary borough s
137 Harling Miss M., Hughenden c
138 Harmer T., Brisbane c
131)  Harney Patrick, Bundaberg c
140 Harper B., Basin Pocket c
141 Harries Master G., Gowrie road c
142 Harrington J. F., Croydon c
143 Harrington P. H., Pentland c (2)
144 Harris -, Vena Park e t
145 Harris Miss, Stonehenge, Albion c
146 Harris Miss Emily, Hughenden n z
147 Harris George, Seaforth Plantation c
148 Harris Janes (Gin-boat "Gayundah"),
Brisbane c
149 Harris John, One-Mile c
150 Harris John, Brisbane in
151 Harris Johnston, Ellesmere c
152 Harris J., Ipswich road c
153 Harris M. H., Brisbane c (2)
154 Harris Miss S., Warwick c
155 Harris T.  If.,  Barcaldine c
156 Harris Wm., Townsville u k
157 Harrison --, Hughenden c
158 Harrison Mrs., Herberton c
159 Hai rison David, East Darr o
160 Harrison D. G., Charters Towers c (2)
101 Harrison Miss Ellen, Rockhampton o c
162 Harrison Mrs. Hugh, Herberton u Ic
163 Harrison H., Mitchell c
164 Harrison IN., North Rockhampton c
165 Harrison P. W., Cooktown o
166 Harrison Robert, Black Jack o
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167 Harrold Robert, Gympie c 269 Heindorff  H., Charters Towers c 373 Hobbs Miss E. Jane, North Rockham-
168 Harrow Miss Emily, Rockhanrptonc (3) 270 Heinemann  P., Dulbydilla c ton s
169 Hart - (grocer),  Rosalie c 271 Heinricks E.,  Eidsvold c 374 Hobbs F. G., South Brisbane c
170 Hart Mrs., Bayswater c 272 Helton Alfred, Croydon o and m (2) 375 Hobbs Jacob, Rosewtwd Gate c
171 Hart C., Pentland c 273 Hemmings  1V., Valley c 376 Hobkirk E. 0., Ipswich c
172 Hart R., Croydon c (2) 274 Hemmling -, South Brisbane c 377 Hobson and Turner, South Brisbane c
173 Harte Albert E., Brisbane c 275 Henderson A., Yengarie c 378 Hock Hoy, Maryborough s174 Harte C., Townsvilie c 276 Henderson A., Welltown Station c 379 Hocking; R., Toowoomba c
175 Hartington Master J., Brisbane c 277 Henderson George, Glenimace u k 380 Hoddinott Frank F., Canterbury o
176 Hartley Mrs. M., lockhampton c 278 Henderson John, Clermont c 381 Hoddinott F. F., Morney Plains o
177 Hartley R. T., Homebush c 279 Henderson J. A., Roma e t 3S2 Hoddinott F. F., Monkira  Station o
178 Hartley Alfred, Rockhampton c 280 Henderson T., Blackall s 383 Hodges W., Brisbane s
179 Harton James, Mount Gravatt c 281 Henderson William, Howard s 384 Hodgson F,, Brisbane c
180 Hartwell John, Roma s 282 Henderson  W., Kennedy terrace c 385 Hodgson Jas., Valley c
181 Harvey -, Montague road c 283 Hendron - (dredge "Octopus "), 386 Hodgson J. L., Wynnurn road e
182 Harvey (painter), Gympie c Cairns c 387 Hodgson J. L., Cle-,eland road e
183 Harvey Mitchell street, Towns- 284 Hendry Mrs., Sandgate (2) 388 Hodgson R., Croydon o c
ville c 285 Hendry Andrew, Gympie c 389 Hoelscher Mrs. A., West End c
184 Harvey -, Gowrie Junction c 286 Henebery John, Hospital, Brisbane s 390 Hoey George, Brisbane u k
185 Harvey Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 287 Hennessy Jno., Brisbane c 391 Hoffemann August, Kangaroo Pointe
186 Harvey Mrs., Maryborough c 288 Hennessy J., Millchester c 392 Hoffemann A., One-Mile c
187 Harvey Alfred, Charter, Towers c 289 Henriques Miss, Townsville c (2) 393 Hoffemann Carl, Townsville c
188 Harvey A. G., New Farm u k 290 Henry A. (surveyor), Birdsville c 394 Hogan Miss Bridget, Bowen c
189 Harvey C. M., Crossbrook Station c 291 Henry W. H., Brisbane c 395 Hogan John, Brisbane in
190 Harvey Miss E., Iockhampton o 292 Henschele  Jacob, Gatton c (2) 396 Hogan John, Cairns u k
191 Harvey H., Charters Towers c (2) 293 Henschele J., Toowoomba c 397 Hogan John, Mitchell c (2)
192 Harvey .Tames, Charters Towers c 294 Henson H., St. George c 398 Hogan M., Ipswich o
193 Harvey Juo., Charters Towers c 295 Henson M., Cooktownr u k 399 H  ogarth  James M., Geraldton s
194 Harvey J., Maryborough c 296 Henton Arthur, Townsville c 100 Hogen -, Charter, Towers n z
195 Harvey Dr. J. 'I'., Townsville o c 297 Renton F., South  Brisbane e 401 lloger W., Bnndaberg c
196 Harvey Win., Springsure c 298 Hepburn Arthur, Croydon s 402 Hogg David, Lytton c
197 Harvey Mrs. W., Springsure c 299 Hepburn F., Southport c 403 Hogg Percy, Mount Morgan c
198 Harvey Magnus, Maryborough c 300 Hepburn George, Brown Bridge road c 404 Holden Thos., Charters Towers c
199 Haskett Jas., Valley c 301 Hepburn Mrs. S. B., Ravenswood 405 Holland -, Lutwyche c
200 Haskings Joseph, Croydon o and c Junction o 406 Holland Albert, Townsville u k
201 Hassall  F., Croydon c 302  Heppel F. P., Brisbane it k- 407 Holland Alic., Rockhampton f
202 Hassell W. H., Blackall c 303 Herbert Miss Annie, Townsville f 408 Holland C. F., Fego Springs,
203 Hastigan J., Toowooniba c 304 Herbert Charles, Rockhampton o c Goodooga s
201 Hastings  James, Brisbane u k 305 Herbert  Isaac , Brisbane u k 409 Holland J., Normanton e
205 Hastings Tom, Rockhampton u k 306 Herbert Walter, Eidsvold s 410 Holland Thos., Lutwyche e
206 Hattie  J. K., Kamerunga c 307 Herbert William, Rockhampton s 411 Holland Thos., Pers everance Saw-
207 Hatton -, Valley c 308 Herbert W., Eidsvold o (2) mills,  Murphy's Creek c
208 Hatton John, Strawberry Creek c (2) 309 Hereon  Charles, Cotherstone Station c 412 Hollana Thos. (labourer), Murphy's
209 Hatton T., Kamerunga c 310 Herridge T., Bollon c Creek c (2)
210 Haughton Edward, Charters Towers 311 Herring Mrs., South Brisbane s 413 Holland Thos., 28-gang, 1215-miles c-in (2) 312 Herrmann 0., Stanthorpe c 414 Holland W., Dalveen c
211 Haughton Samuel, South Brisbane u k 313 Harrod Joseph, Jericho c 415 Holland W. H., Breakfast Creek c (2)
212 Hawkins -, Newtown, Ipswich c 314 Hervey C., Croydon c 416 Holley Miss, Brisbane s
213 Hawkins All., Nundah c 315 Hester Miss, Torquay, Pialba c 417 Holliday Mrs., Koongal c
214 Hawkins Frank, Croydon n z 316 Heyman Thomas, Charters Towers c (2) 418 Holliday Joseph, Holmview c
215 Hawkins F. S., Ci oydon n z 317 Heywood Edward, Brisbane s 419 Holliday J., West End c
216 Hawkins George, Bundabera c 318 Heywood Edward, Valley c 420 Hollingsworth Geo., Brisbane c
217 Hawkins George, Mount Walker, Ips- 319 Hezzelton C. D., Croydon s 421 Hollingworth -,  Brisbane c
wich c 320 Hickey Bartle, Brisbane u k 422 Hollis Miss  Fannie,  Inglewood u k
218 Hawkins George, Townsville c (4) 321 Hickey James, Logan Line c 423 Holloran Miss H., Bundaberg u k
219 Hawkins Wm., Nundah c 322 Hickmott W., Normanton c (2) 424 Holloway Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
220 Hawkyard W. G., Brisbane u k 323 Hickmott Wm., Croydon c 425 Holloway G., Rockhampton u k
221 Hawtin  John, Rockhampton u k 324 Hickson -, Sandgate c 426 Holloway H., Craven Station e
222 Hay -, Sandgate c (2) 325 Hickson A., Ageston c 427 Holly -, Cooktown c
223 Hay Mrs. G., Spring Hill c 326 Hickson A. J., Sandgate c 428 Holm V. J., Brisbane c (2)
224 Hay James, Sandgate c (4) 327 Hickson A. J., Beenleigh c 429 Holmes Bros., North Ipswich c
225 Hay S. A., Mackay c 328 Hickson A. J., Watawa, Bundaherg s 430 Holmes -, Bri,sb<ne c
226 Hayden Richard, Morven o c (2) c (2) 431 Holmes Miss, Brisbane u k
227 Haydon W., Brighton Downs c 329 Hidsic -, Highfields c 432 Holmes C., Dalby c
228 Hayes  Miss Ann, Brisbane o c 330 Hienig  W., Millchester c 433 Holmes H., Wickham  terrace c
229 Hayes John, Morven c 331 Higgins -, Charters Towers c 434 Holmes John J., Mackay u k
230 Hayes J. S., Cardwell s 332 Higgins C., Mackay o 435 Holmvig J., Charters Towers c
231 Hayes Miss Nellie, Valley c 333 Higgins Jno., Charters Towers c 436 Holt -, Limeworks, Norman's
232 Hayes W., Croydon c 334 Higgins W. A., Caboolture c Creek c
233 Hayes Mrs. W., Toowoomba c 335 Highet Jno., Walkerston u k 437 Holt B. Armitage, Southport c
234 Hays T., Bett's Creek c 336 Hikie James, Normanton c 438 Halt H. S., Lutwyche c
235 Hayston W., Qneenton c 337 Hiider Alfred and Co., Brisbane c 439 Holt W. H., Clermont 8
236 Haywood G., Clifton Hills s 338 Hill Arthur, Bungeorwagara Station 440 Homer Thomas, Ravenswood u k
237 Hazelton C., Croydon in c (2) 441 Homerich H., Pine  Mountain c (2)
238 Hazledine  J., Emu Vale Estate c 339 Hill  A. J., Mackay u k 442 Honan  -, Brisbane c
239 Head Henry, Rockhampton o 340 Hill Geo., Red Hill c 443 Honev Thomas, Ravenswood u k
240 Headcroft John, Rockhampton c 341 Hill G., Townsville o c 444 Hon Fong, Blackall o c
241 Heaf John, Croydon s 312 Hill G., Toowoomba c 445 Hood A. D., Lansdown  Tambo,  in
242 Heogherty W., Pialba c 343 Hill James, South Brisbane c 446 Hooper David Wilmott, Mackay  is  k
243 Heald J., Nerang c (2) 344 Hill.Timmie, Tocal, Isi-.ford c (2) 447 Hooper F., Woollongabba c
244 Healey Michael, Winton Station in 345 Hill Jos., Charters Towers c 448 Hooper Mrs. Jlary A., Norwood o c
245 Healtchen-, Townsville c 316 Hill J., Townsville c 449 Hooper Thomas, Portland Downs o
241; Healy-, Rockhampton o c 347 Hill Mrs. J. E., Toowoomba u k 450 Hooper W. A., Charters  Towers o
247 Healy-, Pentland c 348 Hill R. C. J., New Farm c 451 Hopcroft  Benjamin, flying gang,
248 Healy Miss Kate, I pswich c 349 Hill Mrs. W. R. 0., Sandgate c Cooktown s
219 Healy M., Hughendon s 350 Hillary Miss Maria, Brisbane u k 452 Hopcroft B., P.O. Cooktown u k
250 Healy T., Brisbane o c 351 Hiller G., Brisbane e t 453 Hope  James , Croydon s
251 Hearn-, New Chum, Dinmore c 352 Hillier -, Townsville c 454 Hopkins -, Jimbour c
252 Hearn  J., Thompson Estate c 353 Hilton Edward, Toowoomba c 455 Hopkins  H3., Charleville c
253 Hearne George, \undah road c 354 Hince Miss M. A., Alice Downs u k 451; Hopkins  ` ,  Bollon Station n z
254 Heatley Thos., Feravale o c 355 Hinch John, Mount Shamrock c 457 Hopkinson  James ,  Nundah uk and c (2)
255 Heove - (brickmaker), Mount Mor- 356 Hindmarch George, North Ipswich u k 458 Hopper  Mrs. Anna Maria ,  Breakfast
gan  e t 357 Hindy J. R., Cairns s Creek c
256 Heckle H., Jericho c 358 Hine A G Maryborough c 459 flop Sing ,  Port Curtis road c
257 Heckleman-, Nundah c
. .,
359 Hine Peter, Kedron Brook c 460 Horne W., Richmond o
258 Heddle William, Brisbane u k 360 Hine, G. C., Welford Lagoons in 461 Horogood Jas., Pine Hill c
259 Hedwards Charles, Croydon c 361 Hinton Mary A.,  Brisbane s 462 Horseley G. M., Brisbane c
260 Heeley Miss Ill., Brisbane e t 3132 Hinton R., 'Mitchell o 463 Horseman F., Roma c
261 HeeneyMissHenrietta, South Brisbane 363 Hinz -, Canal Creek c 464 Horsley  -,  Jimbour c
oc 364 Hirst William, Brisbane u k 465 Horsley G., Brisbane o
262 Heeney  James, Toowoomba c 365 Hiscox J. W., Prairie  is  z (2) 466 Horton Miss, Brisbane s
263 Heeny Patrick, Blackall c 366 Hoar -, Kennedy terrace c 467 Horton Harry,  Woollongabba c
261 Heffernan W. J., Eidsvold c 367 Hoare Annie Jericho o 468 Horton  John, Capeville a
265 Heffron J pines, Cuimamnulla s
,
368 Hoare Mrs. D. Fraser's Camp o 469 Horton Joseph, Ipswich c
266 Heffron Michael, Caboolture c
,
369 Hoare  Edmond Cairns o 470 Horton Luke  Henry, Rockhampton
267 Hegorty Miss Bridget, Kangaroo
,
370 Hoare P., Mackay u k uk
Point u k Yaamba o c371 Hoare Sydney G. 471 Horwood T., Red Hill c
268 Hehir  P., Maryborough e,
,
372 Hoban  M., Lytton c 472 Hose A., Eidsvold c
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473 Hosking Fred, Croydon road c 577 Hutton Mrs., Rockhampton c 68 Jenkins C., Charters Towers c
474 Hosking Richard,
Woollongabba c
578 Hutton Mrs. Brisbane c 69 Jenkins Evan, Gympie o c
475 Hoskins Mri. E. K., Ipswich c
,
579 Hutton James, Rockhampton c 70 Jenkins John, Charters Towers o c
476 Houghling Mrs., Morven c 580 Hutty Mrs. W., Brisbane s 71 Jenkins John, Crown road, Gympie c (2)
477 Houldsworth W., Townsville c 581 Huxham T, Sandgate c 72 Jenks D., South Brisbane c
478  Houlman R. (care of W. Clatworthy), 582 Huxtable B. G., Brisbane n k 73 Jenner Mrs. Ellen, Swan Hill c
Ross street, Paddington c 583 Hyam Alexander, Croydon s 74 Jenner J., Brisbane u k
479 Hounsham E. J., Jondaryan c (2) 584 Hyde John, Gympie c 75 Jenner Owen, Brisbane u k
480 Hourston G., Cooktown c 585 Hyland -, South Brisbane c 76 Jenner W., South Brisbane c
481 Houston James, Bundi Yeulha c 586 Hyland Miss E., New Farm road c 77 Jennett Miss Augusta, Mount Morgan c
482 Houston J., Gowrie Stati(in c 587 Hynes James, Mitchell s 78 Jennings A., Rockhampton u k
483 Houston W. F., Brisbane c 79 Jennings G., Croydon u k
484 Howard Mrs., South Brisbane c 80 Jennings Mary, Brisbane o
485 Howard Miss A., South Brisbane in I. 81 Jensen Anna, Pialba c (2)
486 Howard C. W., Boggo road c (3) 82 Jensen Jens Christian, Brisbane f
487 Howard Mrs. S. J., Millchester u k 1 IDEARTA Joseph, Thursday Island c 83 Jensen J., Gootchie c
488 Howard W. C., Brisbane s 2 Ilarde Henrique, Thursday Island f 84 Jensen P. A., Townsville f
489 Howarth William, Brisbane e t 3 Indine W., Cootharaba road c 85 Jensen Valdimer, Gunalda c
490 How Chew, Cairns c 4 Ingrain Mrs., Jackson's Siding c (2) 86 Jerant H.  0., Brisbane e
491 Howcroft Joseph, Millchester c 5 Inkster John, Ashburton, Mackay u k 87 Jessop M., Cooktown c
492 Howden A., Croydon s 6 Innes James, P.O. Brisbane o c 88 Jevers Patrick, Rockhampton s
493 Howden Jas., Eidsvold u k (2) 7 Innes James, Mackay in 89 Jevon John, Fiddler's Creek, Clermont c
494 Howell Gerald J., Brisbane u k 8 Innis J., Two-Mile, Gympie c 90 Jevsen M., Bundaberg c
495 Howell R. M., Yeppoon c 9 Ireland T. W., Rockhampton s 91 Johansen Carl, Copperfield c
496 Howells Wm., Toowoomba u k 10 Irving J., Ann street, Valley c 92 Johanson C., Cairns c
497 Howells W., Charters Towers in 11 Irving T., South Brisbane c 93  John Was., Red Hill a  k-
498 Howlet H. E., Kangaroo Hills o (2) 12 Irwin Edward, Dalby s 94 Johns G., Gympie c (2)
499 Howlett W. W., Brisbane c 13 Irwin W. A., Cooktown in 95 Johns John, Gympie c
500 Hows -, Coboolture c (2) 14 Ivory Mrs. M., Townsville c 96 Johnsen Hans, Yengarie c
501 Howse Mrs., Ferney Lawn c 97 Johnsen E., Dalrymple road c
502 Hoyle Mrs., Townsville c 98 Johnson A., Red Hill c
503 Hoyle J. F., Rockhampton c J. 99 Johnson Claud, Cooby Creek c
504 Hoyles H. W., Yeppoon c 100 Johnson Edward, Ipswich c
505 Huddlestone -, Woollongabba c 1 JAAICE W., Bundaberg c 101 Johnson George, Brisbane u k and f (2)
506 Huddy Mrs. James, Croydon c 2 Jack George, West End c 102 Johnson George, Hospital, Brisbane c
507 Huery Richard, Ross Island c' 3 Jack Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 103 Johnson Harry, Black Jack c
508 Huet Fredk. A., Fortitude Valley o c 4 Jack Thomas, Rockhampton c 104 Johnson H., Queen street c
509 Huff Mrs., Rockhampton c 5 Jack W., Croydon u k 105 Johnson J. (care of A. Taylor), North
510 Huff Joe, Rockhampton c 6 Jacklin Thomas and Fanny, Eton o Queensland u k
511 Huggins Thos. H., Bullamon Station c 7 Jackson Townsville f 106 Johnson Hon. J. C. F., Rockhampton
512 Hugh Mrs. P. A., Brisbane e t 8 Jackson Braeside Estate c a (2)
513 Hughes -, Maryhorough c 9 Jackson -, Range, Toowoomba c 107 Johnson Hon. J. C. R., Brisbane s (2)
514 Hughes Doran, Brisbane u k 10 Jackson Thornborough c (4) 108 Johnson L. R., Charters Towers c
515  Hughes Denis D., Brisbane u k 11 Jackson Mrs, Elizabeth, Charters 109 Johnson Peter, P.O. Townsville o c
516 Hughes Enoch, Mount Spurgeon c Towers c (2) 110 Johnson Robert, Ann street, Valley c
517 Hughes James, Brisbane s 12 Jackson Miss Elizabeth, Charters 111 Johnson R., Hermit Park c (2)
Bundaberg c518 Hughes J. Towers c 112 Johnson Mrs. Selina Charters Towers,
519 Hughes Thomas, Esk c 13 Jackson E. A., Brisbane u k
,0c
520 Hughes H.  Al., Chinchilla c 14 Jackson Frank, Croydon c 113 Johnston -, Valley c
521 Hughs Mrs. M. H., Ipswich c 15 Jackson F. D., Brisbane c 114 Johnston -, Valley c
522 Hughs S., Croydon c 16 Jackson Geo., Ravenswood c 115 Johnston Mrs., Brisbane f
523 Hugonin L., Bundaberg c 17 Jackson H. W., Baker's Creek, Home- 116 Johnston Alexander, Townsville c
524 Hull Alfred, Mount Morgan in bush c 117 Johnston A., Red Hill c
525 Hulme Mrs. M., Ipswich c 18 Jackson James, Warwick c 118 Johnston Elizabeth, West End o
526 Humberstone -, Coorparoo c 19 Jackson James, Barcaldine s 119 Johnston George, Dalby o
527 Hume Master, Toowoomba c 20 Jackson John, Yerra Yerra, Yen- 120 Johnston H., Normanton c
528 Humphreys Thomas, Townsville c garie u k and c (2) 121 Johnston Mrs. H., Charters Towers in
529 Humphries Edwin and Co., Brisbane c 21 Jackson John, Black Jack c (3) 122 Johnston James, Mount Hedlow c
530 Hunn John,Crowndale, Logan Reservec 22 Jackson J., Torwood Estate c 123 Johnston Jesse, Ipswich c
531 Hunt A., Red Hill c 23 Jackson J., Charleville c 124 Johnston Joseph, Croydon c
532 Hunt F. E., Gympie c 24 Jackson Mrs. M., Port Curtis road s 125 Johnston J. Hp, Charters Towers c
533 Hunt J., Rockhampton c 25 Jackson Thos., Townsville c 126 Johnston Miss Lizzie, Brisbane u k
534 Hunt Patrick, Maryborough f (2) 26 Jackson William, Highgate Hill u k 127 Johnston L. B., Charleville c
535 Hunt Richard H., Brisbane c c (2) 128 Johnston N. P. W., Iffley Station c
536 Hunt Mrs. S., Southport c 27 Jackson W. and Co., Brisbane s 129 Johnston P., Woollongabba c
537 Hunt Thomas, North Bundaberg c 28 Jackson W., Paddington c 130 Johnstone Mrs., Boggo road c
538 Hunt Thomas, South Bundaberg u k 29 Jackson W., Clermont o 131 Johnstone E., Ten-mile Creek c
339 Hunter -, Taringa c (2A 30 Jacobsen Mrs., Maryhorough c 132 Johnstone Gus., Logan Downs c
540 Hunter Alexander, Rocky Island u k 31 Jacobsen J., Bundaberg c 133 Johnstone Harry, Black Jack c
541 Hunter Andrew, Brisbane u k 32 Jacobson , Three-Mile Scrub c 134 Johnstone J., Charters Towers s
542 Hunter D., Duncraggan Plantation c 33  Jager  James, Charters Towers o c 135 Johnstone J. V., Townsville c
543 Hunter Evan A., Brisbane in 34 Jaggar L., Rockhampton c 136 Johnstone L. B., Isisford c
544 Hunter Jaures, Mount Walker c (2) 35 James , Nundah c 137 Jolliffe E. A., West End c
545 Hunter James, Sherwood s 36  James E., Sandgate o 138 Jolly D., South Brisbane c
546 Hunter Miss Jane, Townsville c 37 James Frederick, Morven e 139 Jonathan Fred., Boggo u k
547 Hunter John, Yirra Yirra Plantation, 38 James John, Croydon c 140 Jones -, Brisbane c
Yengarie u k 39 James J. W., Yeppoon c 141 Jones Mrs., Spring Hill c
548 Hunter Joseph, Taringa c 40 James Richard, Charters Towers c 142 Jones Mrs., West End o
549 Hunter Samuel, Charters Towers a 41 James R., Yeppoon c 143 Jones Miss, Wickham terrace f
550 Hunter S. H., West End c 42 James Thos., Roma o c 144 Jones Mrs. Anne, Roma o c
551 Hunter Wm. A., Brisbane u k 43 James T. A., Table-top, Croydon s 145 Jones A., Ballandeen s
552 Huntington T., Ipswich c 44 James Win., Croydon a 146 Jones Mrs. A., Brisbane s
553 Hurley Daniel, Brisbane n k 45 James Mrs. Wm. A., Bowen Hills s 147 Jones A. E., Croydon o c
554 Hurley James, Brisbane c 46 James W. H., Tallebudgera c 148 Jones A. G., Ipswich c (2)
555 Hurley John, Barronville o 47 Jansen 'Mrs. F., Stanley Bridge c 149 Jones Miss  A. J., Townsville c
556 Hurley Jas. Francis, Hendra c 48 Jansen Peder, Ravenswood o 150 Jones A. R., Walla e t
557 Hurley J., Brisbane c 49 Janson F. L., Kelvin Grove road c 151 Jones Charles and Co., South Brisbane c
558 Hurney .Tames, Woodstock Station o c 50 Jarn Fatt, Marlborough f 152 Jones Mrs. Charlotte, Hospital, Cook-
559 Hurst W., Miles c 51 .Tarret George, Townsville in (2) town c
560 Hurst Wm. P., Rockhampton u k 52 .Jarvis -, Kangaroo Point c 153 Jones Capt. Chas. Jas., Townsville u k
561 Hurst W. J., Cooktown o c 53 Jeannie Mrs., Brisbane c 154 Jones C., Horse-shoe Flat c
56 2  Hurston H., Brisbane u k (2) 54 Jeay C., Brisbane c 155 Jones C., Clifton terrace c
563 Hurwood L., Rocklea c 55 Jeffery Charles, Charters Towers c 156 Jones C. E., Brisbane c
564 Huschel Mrs. K., Toowoomba c 56 Jeffrey Mrs., Bowen Hills c 157 Jones Daniel, Millchester c
565 Huse F., Milton o 57 Jeffrey Mrs., Rockhampton c 158 Jones David, Townsi ille o c
566 Hussey R., Pentland c 58 Jeffryy Miss Isolia, Brisbane u k 159 Jones David, Hughenden c
567 Huston Harriet. Maneroo Station o c 59 Jeffs J., Townsville c 160 Jones D., Charters Towers c
568 Hutcheon J., Brisbane o c 60 Jehofe Charles, Eurella, Amby c 161 Jones D., Ipswich c
569 Hutchinson -, Brisbane c 61 Jekyll Mrs. John, H.M. Gaol, Brisbane 162 Jones Mrs. E., Townsville in
570 Hutchinson Abraham, Gympie o c uk(10) 163 Jones E. J. and Co., Waterworks road s
571 Hutchinson James, Ipswich u k 62 Jelbart C., Croydon c and o (3) 164 Jones George, Black Jack c
572 Hutchinson and Son, Rockhampton c 63 Jelf George, Millchester s 165 Jones Henry, Herberton s
573 Hutchinson J., Brisbane c 64 Jemeson John, Townsville c 166 Jones Harold, Miles c
574 Huthwaite J. H., Woollongabba c 65 Jenkin S. H., Charters Towers c 167 Jones It. E., Hai, isN ille e
575 Hutson Alfred, Maneroo Station s 66 Jenkins -, Brisbane c 168 Jones John, Charters Towers c
576 Hutson James, Charters Towers c 67 Jenkins Mrs., Brisbane c 169 Jones J., The Rocks, Walkerston c
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17 0Jones J., Normanton s 56 Kelly F., Eidsvold c 161 Kingwell -, Mackay c
171 Jones Mrs. J., Rockhampton c 57 Kelly James, Croydon c 162 Kinnane  P., Jillinbah Station c
172 Jones Mrs. J., Southport c and u k (3) 58 Kelly James, Boulia c 163 Kinnear J., Birdsville a
173 Jones Mrs. J. Charters Towers c 59 Kelly Jas., Charters Towers c 164 Kintwood E. C., Maida Hill c
174 Jones Mrs. J., Charters Towers e 60 Kelly John, Brisbane u k 165 Kirby John, Rosalie c
175 Jones J. D., Cairns Railway c 61 Kelly John, Kelvin Grove c 166 Kirby Miss Mary Elizth., Cairns o c
176 Jones M., Dinmore c 62 Kelly John, Toowooiiiba c 167 Kirk C. H., Charleville c
177 Jones Richard, Charters Towers s 63 Kelly John, Bundaberg c 168 Kirkaldy J. W., Brisbane u k (3)
178 Jones Robert, Pimpama Bridge s 64 Kelly John, Stanthorpe e 169 Kirkland Jas., Rockhampton o c
179 Jones Robert, Charters Towers (3) 65 Kelly Mrs. John, Toowoomba o 170 Kirkwood Mrs. Wm., Bundaberg c
180 Jones Rutland R., Clermont c 66 Kelly Joseph, Cunnamulla c 171 Kirkwood W., Eidsvold c (3)
181 Jones R., Betts Creek c 67 Kelly Mrs. J., Red Hill c 172 Kitchen H. and E., Taringa (2)
182 Jones R., Thompson Estate c (2) 68 Kelly Mrs. J., Red Hill c 173 Klavikouski -, North Ipswich c
183 Jones it., Charters Towers c 69 Kelly Mark, Rockhampton c (2) 174 Klein Frank, Highfields road c
184 Jones R., Black Jack c 70 Kelly Mary, Crow's Nest c 175 Klein Frank, One-mile Creek c
185 Jones R. J., Pimpama Bridge s 71 Kelly Peter, Mount Morgan c 176) Knight Mrs., Ipswich 
186 Jones it. 0., Black Jack c (2) 72 Kelly P., Bundaberg c 177 Knight Miss,  Latrobe terrace c
187 Jones Sid. A., Croydon c 73 Kelly Robert, Eidsvold s 178 Knight Miss,  Brisbane s
188 Jones Mrs. S., Clermont s 74 Kelly Robert T., Charters Towers c 179 Knight Miss Annie, South  Brisbane c
189 Jones S. W., Sandgate c 75 Kelly Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton o c 180 Knight Mrs. C., Black Jack c
190 Jones Master Thomas, Charters 76 Kelly Mrs. Thomas, Rockhampton o 181 Knipe it., Charters  Towers c
Towers c 77 Kelly T. and Sons, Townsville s 182 Knox William, Cooktown o c
191 Jones Thomas (s.s. `' Jumna "), Towns- 78 Kelly William, Charters Towers u k 183 Knowles John, Townsville c
ville c 79 Kelly William, Springsure o 184 Koch and Tay, Brisbane c
192 Jones Timothy, Gympie c 80 Kelso W. A., Croydon c (4) 185 Koch G. E., Pentland c
193 Jones T. E., Milton c 81 Keminis Arthur, Brisbane c and e t (3) 186 Koester -,  near Cairns c
194 Jones T H Mount Mor an c Toowoomba c82 Kem James 187  Konig Carl August Wilhelm Bunda. ., g
195 Jones William (fireman), Brisbane c
p ,
83 Kemp W., Colinton c
,berg f
196 Jones William, Roma s 84 Kendall John, Maneroo c 188 Korn Fred., Hogflesh Creek o
197 Jones Mrs. Wm., Rockhampton s 85 Kendrick James, Lerida Station c 189 Krause Wilhelm, Eagle Farm o c
198 Jones W., Moggill c 86 Kennard S. B., Warwick c 190 Kretschmer -, Gympie o
199 Jones W. Mordaunt, Brisbane c 87 Kennedy Miss, Brisbane u k 191 Kreutzmann Henry, Six- mile Creek o c
200 Jones W. A., Charters Towers c 88 Kennedy Mrs. Alex., Normanton u k 192 Krokan Ascel, Gregory c
201 Jopling .James, Gowrie Crossing f 99 Kennedy A., Rockhampton s 193 Krueger H., South  Brisbane o
202 Jorgensen -, Strathdarr c 90 Kennedy Fredk. W., Croydon s 194 Kruger Albert, Ipswich c
203 Joss St. Clair, Brisbane m 91 Kennedy James, Normanton u k 195 Kruger E. A., Brisbane c
204 Joy James, Rockhampton o 92 Kennedy John, Normanton c 196 Kruger H., South Brisbane c
205 Joyce Miss, Townsville c 93 Kennedy Joseph, West End c 197 Kwasuiewski Adolphus, Beenleigh u k
206 Juhan Carl, Charters Towers c 94 Kennedy J., Taringa c (2) 198 Kycon J. D., Muttaburra f
207 Juhl H. P. N., Gympie c 95 Kennedy J., Westland-, e t
208 Juig Nee, Wallangarra c 96 Kennedy J., Westlands c
209 Jull Jas. Wm., Crow's Nest c (2) 97 Kennedy J., Croydon s L.
210 Jupp Clermont c 98 Kennedy J. W., St. George s
211 Jupp Avon Downs c 99 Kennedy Kate, Rockhampton o 1 LAARSEN L. Peter, Black Jack s
212 Jury Mrs. F., South Brisbane c 100 Kennedy Mrs. Patrick, Brisbane c 2 Lackett Fred., Brisbane o c
213 Jury John, Darr River Downs o 101 Kennedy P., Yeppon c 3 Lacy Mrs. M., Spring Hill c
214 Jury Samuel, Brisbane c 102 Kennedy Rodger, Mackay u k 4 Ladersig Mrs., Red Hill c
103 Kennedy R. Croydon c 5 Ladner -, St. Ruth c
104 Kennedy Timothy, Kamerunga o c 6 Ladyman Arthur L., Cooraba, Cler
K. 105 Kennedy T., Townsville c mont c
106 Kenney Miss R., Wickham terrace u k 7 Lafield Miss Martha, Emu Park road o
1 KAHLER Martin, Brisbane o c 107 Kenny Annie, Brisbane o 8 Lahy W., Croydon o
2 Kaister H., Ipswich c 108 Kenny C., Nornanton c 9 Laing -, Gregory terrace c (2)
3 Kale Arthur James, Sandgate u k 109 Kenny P., South Brisbane c 10 Laing Peter, Bett's Creek c (3)
4 Kammel John, Barcaldine s (2) 110 Kenny Robert, Brisbane u k 11 Laird John, Mackay u k
5 Kammel J. A., Barcaldine s (2) 111 Keno -, Valley c 12 Lalor John, Brisbane o
6 Kamp L., Blenheim c 112 Kent Thos., Bundaberg c 13 Lamb H. J., Brisbane s
7 Kane Richard, Beenleigh c 113 Kente C., Gowrie road c 14 Lamb J., South Brisbane c
8 Karchs 1'., Petrie's Bight c 114 Kenntson Alick, Ipswich c 15 Lamb Miss M. A., Bowen c
9 Karrash -, Nundah c 115 Kenyon J., Homestead c 16 Lambe William H., Townsville u k
10 Kay H. M., Croydon s 116 Keogh James, Millchester m 17 Laniberth W. G., Brisbane c
11 Kay it. M., Portland Downs c 117 Keown Samuel, Normanton u k 18 Lamming Mrs., Killarney River c
12 Kay T., Moggill c 118  Kerins  Miss  Mas qt., Bowen u k 19 Lampton it., Rockhampton c
13 Kean John, Hughenden c 119 Kerle Mrs., Jericho c 20 Lane -, Townsville c
14 Kean Samuel, Charters Towers c 120 Kerr Miss M., Croydon c 21 Lane H. M., Brisbane c
15 Keane Miss  Mary M.,  Brisbane c 121 Kershaw Miss E., Woollongabba c 22 Lane J. W., South Brisbane c
16 Keane M., Petrie terrace o 122 Kerwan Thomas, Croydon s 23 Lane It., Cleveland c
17 Keane M. A., Charles ille s (2) 123 Kettle James, Prairie Creek o 24 Lane William, Croydon c
18 Keane P., Vindex c 124 Kettlesen M., Brisbane s 25 Lang Mrs., Cooktown c
19 Kearney David, Daroo Station a 125 Kevan James, Brisbane c 26 Langan Wm., Croydon c
20 Keating -, Toowong c 126 Kidd G. W., Brisbane s (2) 27 Langer H., Maryborough road c
21 Keating Mrs., West End Ferry c 127 Kiehn H., Croydon c 28 Langford -, Dunellan Estate c
22 Keating Mrs., South Brisbane o 128 Kiely John, Cape River s 29 Langford Mrs., South Brisbane c
23 Keating A., Brisbane c 129 Kight Edward, Eidsvold u k (2) 30 Langland John, Labrador u k
24 Keating A., St. Lucia c 130 Kikbush -, Fernvale c 31 Langtois Chas., Brisbane c
25 Keating H., Torrilla c 131 Kildey E., Cootharaba road c 32 Langraber Mrs., Toowoomba o
26 Keating .James, Wigeegowrie  Station s 132 Kilminister Francis, Croydon s 33 Lannam bI. J., Cairns s
27 Keefe George, Brisbane u k 133 Kime Wright, Townsville u k 34 Lannane T., Toowoomba c
28 Keen -, Mount Enniskillen c 134 Kinipton -, Brisbane u k 35 Lannen Thomas M., Toowoomba s
29 Keen C. P., Terrick Station c 135 Kinaldi -, Miles c 36 Lappin S., Woollongabba c
Charters Towers c30 Keen S tmuel 136 Kincade Joseph Townsville o c and c Bogantungan o37 Larkin Mrs. or Miss B.,
31 Keenan W. G., Brisbane c
,(2) ,38 Larkin F., Mungar s
32 Keene Mrs. Annie, Charleville o c 137 Kincade J., Charters Towers c 39 Larkorn J., Croydon s
33 Keene Charles, Mount Enniskillen c 138 King Miss Annie, Hughenden c (3) 40 Larsen C., Pialba c
34  Keene 111rs. C., Charleville s 139 King C., W oongarra, Bundaberg u k 41 Larsen Hans, Mount Morgan o c
35 Keene G., Charleville o and c (3) 140 King Florrie, Townsville o 42 Laisen Hans Frederick, Townsville m
36 Keffeney Miss, Beaudesert c (3) 141 King Mrs. George, Normanton c (2) 43 Larsen H., Sherwood c
37 Keffeney L., Beandesert c (2) 142 King George, Mount Morgan c 44 Larsoon Miss Olga, Brisbane o c
38 Keffeney T., Beaudesert c 143 King Mrs. G., Charters Towers c 45 Latham it. J., Glenroy  Station c
39 Keighran Mrs. Nellie, Latrobe terrace s 144 King G. H., Pittsworth c 46 Lather A., Booroodabin c
40 Keilly Mrs. M. J., Townsville c 145 King Mrs. Harriet, Red Hill o c (3) 47 Laton William, Sandgate o
41 Keirnan Miss M., South Brisbane c 146 King Henry, Brisbane c 48 Laughton Ernest H.,  Brisbane o c
42 Keith Mrs. James, Toowoosiaba o 147 King Mrs. H., Toowoomba u k 49 Laurence Mrs., Lanib  Island c
43 Keliher J., Gootchie c 148 King John, Barronville c 50 Laval Charles, Clermont c
44 Kelland Mrs. Robert, Boolboonda c 149 King James, New Farm road u k 51 Laval C., Winton o
45 Kelleher Timothy, Ipswich o 150 King Jno., Spring Hill c 52 Lavender Mrs. M ., Brisbane f
46 Kellenbach J. A., Brisbane c 151 King J., Charters Towers c (2) 53 Law Mrs. J., North Pine c
47 Keller Annie, Eton o 152 King P., Toowoomba c 54 Law Mrs. James,  Townsvi lle u k
48 Kellerman C. F., Bundaberg c 153 King Airs. P., Brisbane u k 55 Law J., Dinmore c
49 Kelly Normanton c Brisbane in154 King R. 56 Law J. M., Yaamba road c
50 Kelly -, Cedar Camp c
,
155 King G. T., Brisbane c 57 Lawler Miss, Charters  Towers m
51 Kelly Alfred, Brisbane o c 156 King W. lied Hill c 58 Lawler Mrs.,  Rockhampton c
52 Kelly Miss Annie, Goodna c
,
157 King Mrs. W., Townsville s 59 Lawrance W. J., Townsville u k
Mackay c53 Kelly A. 158 King W. G. Lutwyche c 60 Lawrence  Miss E., Mack' u k,
54 Kelly Cornelius, Mackay c
,
159 Kingsley Miss Minnie Valley c 61 Lawrence Mrs. H. (widow) ,  Milton c
55 Kelly Edward, Ipswich c
,
160 Kingston Miss L., Normanton c 62 Lawrence H. L., Riehton u k and a
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63 Lawrence J. Montagu, Bundaberg u k
64 Lawry Ernest, Charters Towers n z
anduk(3)
65 Lawson -, Toowoomba c
66 Lawson Mrs., Townsville c
67 Lawson Mrs., Logan Bridge c
68 Lawson .James D., Gympie c
69 Laynor P., North Pine o
70 Lazier C. G., Rockhampton e t
71 Lea `V., 3-gang, Springsure Line c
72 Leach S., Mooloolah c
73 Leahy Patrick, Charters Towers c
7-1 Leahy Thomas, Charters Towers c
75 Leal William, Townsville u k
76 Lear R., Brisbane u k
77 Learoyd James, Hughenden c
78  Leary John, Enoggera o c
79 Leavey A., Marion Mill, Mackay it k
80 Lebke Ludwig, Fearney View c
81 Leborn Win., Red Hill c
82 Le Claire -, near Homebush c
83 Lee -, Valley c
84 Lee A., Thursday Island c
85 Lee Miss Alice, Rockhampton c
86 Lee James, Cooktown c
87 Lee Miss Nellie, Norniantun u k
88 Lee P., South Brisbane c
89 Lee Thomas, Rockhampton o
90 Leeach -, Croydon c
91 Lee Koo Chem, Ballandean c
92 Leeder Win., Ipswich c
93 Lee Hop, Rockhampton c
94 Lee Hong, Bundaberg o c
95 Leeson R., Ithaca c
96 Leet John, Natal Downs c
97 Le Grand Sydney, Listowel Downs
c (3)
98 Lehane John, Toowoomba c
99 Le Hon J., Sandgate c
100 Leicht Win., Cookto-vvn in
101 Leigh Cyril, Rockhampton s
102 Leigh Cyril, Mackay a
103 Leighton William, Bundaberg o c
104 Leiper J., Lutwyche c
105 Lcishman T., Mount Shamrock c
106 Leissner E., Charters Towers c
107 Leitch Al'ram, Croydon c
108 Lenehan Paul, Dalhy c
109 Lenehoski , Kirby's Farm, Bunda-
berg c
110 Leneham Robert, Cro don c
111 Lenehan E. G., Chui leville s
112 Lenin William, Crocodile in
113 Lennin P., Eowen Hills c
114 Lennon A. R., South Brisbane c (2)
115 Lenz F., Gregory f
11(1 Leonard Mrs. Julia, Croydon a
117 Leonard J., Ipswich c
118 Leonard Michael, Townsville o
119 Leonard Peter, Bundaberg u k
120 Leonard T., Croydon s and c (3)
121 Leonard Tho na., Brisbane c
122 Leoni Bartholomew, Croydon c
123 Lerby --, Alpha c
124 Lerriner ,T., Croydon c
125 Leslie W. N., Mackay c
126 Leson -, Slorven  e,
127 Lester Matthew, Bollon c
128 Letchfield Ernest, Brisbane s
129 Lethbridge Christr., l [omehush in and
c (2)
130 Lethbridge R. W., Warrinilla s (3)
131 Letour --, Rubyanna c
132 Letrobe Thoi.aas, Bett's Creek c
133 Lever -, Brisbane c
13-1 Levett Charles, Dinniore c
135 Levey Mrs. 7'., Queenton c
136 Levy -, Brisbane c
137 Levy Julius, Sandgate c
138 Levy S., 'I'eneriffe c
139 Lewis Mr,., South Brisbane o
140 Lewis A., One-Mile, Gympie c
141 Lewis A., Townsville e
142 Lewis Mrs. A., Brisbane s
113 Lewis D., Paddington c
144 Lewis Henry A., G} in pie a
145 Lewis John,u Brisbane.,
146 Lewis John, Charters Towers c (6)
147 Lewis J., Ravenswood c
148 Lewis J., Di amore c
149 Lewis J. J., Grande'im :,ter c
150 Lewis Morgan, Charters Towers c
151 Lewis 11., G% topic o
152 Lewis R., Di lby c
153 Lewis Thomas, Hughenden c
151 Lewis W., Ferndale, Upper Mary c
155 Lewizki Joseph, Brisb:ne f
156 Lews Rees, Gympie u k
157 Libby Geo., Maxwelton Station u k
158 Liddiard --, Pioneer Plantation c (2)
159 Liddy James, Cairn= o
160 Lie Luu, Bollon s
161 Lillwell -, Long Fl,t c
162 Litnrner Miss lda, O'C.,nnell Toy; n o c
163 Limerick James Kerr, Tallebudgera n z
164 Linde J., Mount Morgan c
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1Ci5 Lindert -, Woolooga c
166 Lindsay J., Isisford s
167 Ling C., Dinmure c
108 Ling Fong Chea, Mackay f
169 Linton, Mrs. Thos., Bogantungan c
170 Lisconibe W., Glengyle Station c
171 Little William. Mount Romeo c
172 Livenstone Maurice, Brisbane it z
173 Livingstone --, Maryborough c
174 Livingstone J., Strathdarr Station c
175 Livingstone M., Barcaldine c
176 Living,to.ie Colin, ChartersTow-ers c (3)
177 Lloyd and Lovell, Brisbane c (2)
178 Lloyd Mrs., Townsville e t
179 Lloyd and Co. J. C., Brisbane s
180 Lloyd Miss M. L., Rockhampton s
181 Lloyd Thomas, Croydon c
182 Lloyd W. S., Ipswich s
183 Loader Mrs., Brisbane o
184 Loch Florence E., Rockhampton c
185 Lock L., Brisbane u k
186 Loff Master Carl, Brisbane c
187 Logan Mrs. C., Cooktown u k
188 Logan James, Brisbane f
189 Logan Mrs. John, Clermont o
190 Logan Thomas, Iced Hill s
191 Logar --, North Rockhampton c
192 Loner L., Charters Towers c
193 Lonergan E. O., Croydon c
194 Long C., Charters Towers o
195 Long James, Breakfast Creek ni
and c (2)
196 Long Michael, Vallee c
197 Long Thomas, Gympie c (2)
198 Long Thomas, Degil bo Station c
199 Long Thomas, Carai lotta Station u k
200 Longfield W. M., Rockhampton c
201 Long ley W. H., Kilkivan Line c
202 Longman Jas., Spring Hill c
203 Lon Hon, Rockhampton c
204 Loosemoore , Brown's Plains c
205 Lopdell It. J., Roma c
201; Lord J. F., Chinchilla o
207 Loridan J. B., Towir-ville c
208 Lorimer G., Paddington c
209 [,ottie Miss E., Brisbane c
210 Longliman W., East Brisbane c
211 Loveday Miss, Wickham terrace c (2)
212 Lo\ ell C., Merringandan c
213 Lovelock E., Valley c
214 Lovett E., Brisbane o
215 Low David, Brisbane o c
216 Low W. (s.s. "Jumna "), Cooktown c
217 Lowe -, Coorparoo c (2)
218 Lowe Miss Amy, Brisbane o c
219 Lowe A., Normanton o
220 Lowe George, Kelvin Grove c
221 Lowe G. W., Townsville s
222 Low e Thomas R., Mackay u k
22 3  Lucas -, Croydon s
224 Lucas Ernest, Brisbane u k
225 Lucas E. S., Rockhampton c
226 Lucas W., Charters Towers c
227 Luckman John, Springsure c (3)
223 Lu('.ely T., Gympie c
229 Luff -, North Bundaberg c
230 Luff Miss Essie, Brisbane o c
2:31 Luke Hannah, Townsville o
232 Lumb Joseph, Queenton c (2)
233 Lundstrom Carl Johan, Mrnigar c
234 Lundstrom Aug:ist, Brisbane f
225 Lunn A., Brisbane c
236 Luse W., Morven road c
237 Lush H. W., Bi ishane c
238 Luttrell P., Brisbane c
239 Lyddiard T. K., Mackay c
240 Lydiard J. K., M.ickay c
241 Lyiich -, Nutidah c
242 Lvt:ch B., Normanton c
243 Lynch Edward, Brisbane f
244 Lynch ]Award, Brisbane c
245 Lynch Edward, Brisbane u k
2411 Lynch E., Brisi - ne c
247 Lynch Fred., Georgetown c
248 1.ynchJames,:\( rthumberlan3Downsc
24'! Lynch J., Nundah c
250 Lynch J., Gympie c
251 Lynch M., Woollongabba c
252 Lynch Patrick, Noosa road c
253 Lyons --, Yenlba c
254 Lyons --, Kelvin Grove road c
255 Lyons James, Coorabelle in
2:.1t Lyons .Tames, Brisbane n z
257 Lyons Mrs. John. Brisbane u k
25,,i Lyons 111., Mut,_ tl urra o
252 l,yons Mrs.M.. North Rockbar.tpton c
260 Lyons W. E., F nckhampton c
261 Lynn Mathew, ' Marybori ugh c
X.
1 MADDEN Janie s, Norman" on c
2 Madden Mr,. .1.. Charters Towers u k
3 Madden \Irs. Mary, Valley u
4 Madden S., Tanraree c
5 'Iaddigan S. R., Toowootnba c (3)
6 Madersar -, Pioneer Plantation
7 Madsen N. C., Brisbane f
8 'Madyan Miss A., Brisbane e t
9 Magee Mrs. Robert, Bundaberg u k
10 Magennis James, Coorparoo a
11 Magill Samuel, Valley c
12 Magown Miss Susan, Brisbane c
13 Maguire Mrs., Sandgate c
14 Maguire Mrs. Ellen, South Brisbane o c
15 Maher A., Bowen c
16 Matter D., Monkland c
17 Maher D., Beaconsfield c
18 Maher John, Hughenden c
19 Maher Katie, Nundah o
20 Maher W., Mungarr o
21 Mahon Mrs., Maryborough e
22 Mahon Joseph, Maryborough o c
23 Mahon J., Maryborough c
24 Mahoney J., Cooktown s
25 Mahoney Mrs. J., Springsure c
26 Maidinent Mrs. George, Brisbane u k
27 Maily William C., Brisbane o
28 Mair John, Kelvin Grove road c
29 Mair Stephen, Duaringa c
30Maire John Adolphe, Townsville c
31 Maitland Louis, Elder Creek, Clon-
curry f
32 Maitland W. D., Herberton c
33 -,Major J., South Brisbane c
34 Makins Chas., Greenmount o c
35 Malborough Miss Fanny, Brisbane c
36 Malcolm Alexander, Upper Logan u k
37 Malcolm Gavi,i, Brisbane c
38 Malin Kilian, Herbert Rivers and in (5)
39 Mallett Thomas, Gympie it k
40 Malone James. Charters Towers c
41 Maloney W., Croydon s
42 Mancktelow Herbert, Sandy Creek c (3)
43 Mandgel Mrs., Fortitude Valley c
44 Mandile.1., Kanierunga s
15 Mangan Tim., Cairns c (2)
46 Mangel John, Toowootnba c
47 Marring Daniel, Charters Towers u k
48 Manley C., Croydon c
49 Mann and Wallace, Brisbane in
50 Mann -, Lutwyche c (2)
51 Mann A. J., Brisbane c
52 Mann Mrs. R. H., Kelvin Grove road c
53 Mann T. H., Queenton c and u k (2)
54 Manning S., Bowen u k
55 Manning W., Normanby Hill c
56 Mansfield Kangaroo Point c
57 Mansfield -, South Brisbane c
58 Monson Thos., Georgetown a
59 Mant H. S., Uanda c
60 Ma:rtkeig F., Highfields c
611Mantugue Mrs. A. W., Kangaroo
Point c
62 Mara D., Blackall c
63 Mara Geo., Roma c
64 Marchant F., Charleville f
65 Marchettie A., Charters Towers c
66 Marcus Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c
67 Marhall Joseph. Gympie c
68 Mariner Mrs. James, Warwick it k
69 Markersen -, Rockhampton c
70  'larks E. N., Valley c
71 Marks Mark, Normanton c
72  Marks Lazar, Brisbane a c
73 Marks William, Chinchilla c
74 Markwell J. J., Albion c75 Marles -, Elliott c
76 Marley Lewis, O'Connelltown o c
77 Marquis R. D., Charters Towers c
78 Marr P., Goondiwiudi c
79 Marsh Edward Chas., Queensland n z
80 Marsh George, Coorparoo c
Si Marsh Jame,-, Boggo road c
82 Marsh James, Maryborough c
83 Marshall C., Windorah s
84 Marshall B. B., Brisbane u k (2)
85 Marshall John, Brisbane c
86 Marshall Joseph, Queenton o c
87 Marshall J., Mary borough c
88 Marshall William, Rockhampton c
89 Marshall Win., Maryborough o c
90 - Marshall Mrs. Mary, Lutwyche road c
91 Martel Thomas, Queenton c (2)
92 Marten L., Eton o
93 Martin Mrs., Brisbane c
94 'Martin Miss Ainy, Charters Towers c
95 Martin A. W., Charters Towers s
96 Martin D., Romeo Diggings c
97 Martin D., Rockhampton c
98 Martin E., Ipswich o
99 Martin Mrs. E., Brisbane c
100 Martin George, Bonagan Creek it k
101 Martin Janres, Morven c
102 Martin Joseph, Spring hill c
103 Martin J., junr., Rishton c
104 Martin Larry, Valley c
105 Martin Peter, Croydon s
106 Martin P., Buliniba road c
107 Martin Richard, Gladstone road c
108 Martin Mrs. R., Highgate Hill c
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109 Martin R., Kangaroo Point c 209 Meyer Mrs. E. C., Clermont c 313 Mooney -, Yeulba c
110 Martin R., New Opera House c 210 Meyers Joseph, Caboolture c 314 Mooney Miss H., Sandgate u k
111 Martin R. W., Brisbane c 211 Meyers W., Blackall c 315 Mooney Jos.. 67  gang, 304i -miles c
112 Martin Mrs. S., Caboolture c 212 Meyers Miss, P ed Hill c 316 Mooney Patrick, Brisbane it k
113 Martin Mrs. Thos., Cooktown c 213 Middleton A. J., Pentland in (2) 317 Mooney Const. Thos., Cooktown o
114 Martin T., Woollongabba u k 214 Mid-ley Edward, Tallebudgera o 318 Moore South Brisbane c
115 Martin W., Brisbane c 215 Miers H. C., Charleville c 319 :Moore lied Hill c
116 Martin W. M., Windorah c 216 Milburn John, Rockhampton c 320 More J., Lutwyche c
117 Marion James, Stony Creek, near 217 Milburn Mrs. Margaret, Maryborough 321 Moore Miss Elizabeth, Charters Towers
Cairns c nk  o c (2)
118 Harwood W., Toowooniba u k 218 Milburn William, Maryborough it k 322 Moore E., Millchester road c
119 Maskel M., Charters Towers c 219 Miles J. S., One-Mile c 323 Moore Mrs. Florence J., Fortitude
120 Maslen J.. Charters Towers e 220 Miles W., One-Mile c (3)  Va lley o c (2)
121 Mason E. P., Mackay o 221 -Milford C., Fortitude Valley o 324 Moore G., Rainbow Flat c
122 Mason George, Cape River u k 222 Millar George, Leichhardt street o c 325 More James, Montague roai c
123 Mason J. B., Hamilton c 223 Millar Robert, Valley c 326 MooreJamei, Muirtagueroad cared oc (2)
124 Mason Thomas, Eidsvold c 224 Millenor J., Woollougabba c 3'27 Moore Jaynes, 227-mile Camp Q.C.R. c
125 Mason W., Brisbane c 225 -Tiller Mrs., Bri-bane c 328 Moore John, Caloundra c
126 Massie William, Brisbane u k 226 Miller Mrs., Wickham terrace c 329 Moore J., Lutwyche c
127 Masters John, Charters Towers (2) 227 Miller Andrew, Winton s 330 Moore J. W. and Co., ]Bundaberg c
128 Mather Alex., Towns% ille o 228 Miller Miss Annie, Brisbane c 331 Moore Miss Maria, Southport o c
129 Mather John, Pittsworth c 229 Miller Chas., Gowrie road c 332 Moore Mark and Elizth. C., Brisbane
130 Matheson Mrs., Brisbane s 230 Miller Donald, Bundaberg c 0C
131 Matheson 1)., Broad water, Home- 231 Miller Master George, South Brisbane 333 Moore Samuel, Kennedy terrace o c
bush c nz  331 Moore S., Charters Towers c
132 Mathews H., Qneenton a 232 Miller H., Brisbane c 335 Moore T., Brisbane c
133 Mathewson T., New Farm c 233 Miller John, Waterloo Estate u k 336 Moore \`,-illiani, Brisbane u k
134 Mathieson James, Brisbane it k 234 Miller J., Maryborough s 337 Moore Win. F., Brisbane o e
135 Matlich J., Muttabnrra c 235 Miller J., Townsville c 338 Moore W., Hughenden c
136 Matters George, One-Mile, Gym pie u k 236 Miller O. G., Brisbane c 339 Mores R., Pentland c (2)
137 Mattheson G., South Brisbane s 237 Miller Peter, Dinmore c 340 Morahan Thos., Ipswich c
138 Matthews B., Charters Towers c 238 Miller R., Valley c (3) 341 Moran Charles, Bollon c
139 Matthews Michael, Eidsvold c (2) 239 Miller S sr:•h, Toowooniba o  342 Moran Cornelius, Barrie, Eton it k
140 Matthews W. F., Bowen s 240 -Miller T., Ravensbourne f 343 Moran David, Maryborough c
141 Matthewson S., Milton c 241 Miller William, Brisbane o c 344 Moran E., Charters Towers c
142 Mattinson-(H.M.S. "Gayundah")c 242 Miller Mrs. W., Brisbane u k 345 Moran F., Forest Grove c
143 Maull Mrs. H., Brisbane u k 243 Miller W., Eidsvold c 346 Moran Const. F., Roma street c
144 Maunders Miss , Ipswich c 244 Miller W. C., Woollongabba c 347 Moran T., Brisbane c
145 Maunders Mrs. H., Taringa  Station c 245 Millett J. W., Wellington c 348 Moran T., Prairie Creek o
146 Maur Mrs. Rosa, Rockhampton o 246 Milligan Mrs. John, Brisbane s 349 Moran W., Townsville c
147 Mauson W. H., South Brisbane c 247 Milligan J., Bayswater c 350 Moratt C., Townsville c
148 Maxwell  J., Toyne street c 248 -Millington  John, Bundaberg o c 351 M orck Mrs. Mary, Brisbane in
149 Maxwell  Miss  M. L., South Bris- 249 Millington J., Valley c 352 Moreland C., Dalganal c
bane m 250 Mills A. W., Mount Morgan a 353 Moreton -, Brisbane c
150 Maxwell  Thos. , Croydon c 251 Mills C. E. S., Croydon c 354 Morgan Alex., Charters Towers c
151 May --, Maryborough c (2) 252 Mills  Miss Rubina, Lutwyche o c (2) 355 Morgan Arthur, One-mile Creek o c
152 May  Miss  A. L., North Rockhampton c 253 Mills R., Charters Towers c 356 Morgan Charles, Cleveland c
153 May B.,  South Brisbane c 254 Milorton  M iss, Brisbane e t  357 Morgan Henry Alfred, Gympie u k (3)
154 May Geo. F., Charters Towers c 255 Miners William, Maryborough in 358 Morgan Jaynes, Brisbane c
155 May Mrs. G., New Farm u k 256 Mines  Miss , Brisbane u k 359 Morgan James, Charters Towers c
156 May Peter, Brisbane o c 257 Minnis A., Clermont c 360 Morgan James, Bald Hills c (2)
157 May W. Turpin, liauibledon c 258  Minton Patrick, -Nary-oreegh it k-  361 Morgan John, Gympie u k and c (4)
158 Mayal] George, Clermont c 259 Misck Agge, Brisbane o c 362 Morgan John, One-Mile c
159 Mayall Geo. Albert, Clermont c 260 Mitchell -- (plasterer), Brisbane c 363 Morgan It., Goondiwindi c
160 Maynard F., Horncastle Farm, Roma 261 Mitchell , Rockhampton road c 364 Morgausee T., Howard c
uk 262 Mitchell Miss, Townsville u k 365 Morland Chat les, Gebangle, Gayndah c
161 Mayne John F., Wellshot Station o c 263 Mitchell Alexander, South Brisbane c 366 Morlay Miss Bessie, Sandgate c
162 Mayne Mrs. W. A., Breakfast Creek c 264 Mitchell B., Townsville c 367 Morlet Mrs., Prairie f
163 Mead Albert H., Brisbane u k 265 Mitchell Charles, P.O. Brisbane f 368 Morley W., Swan Hill Estate c
164 Meade H., Cro.) don c 266 Mitchell George, Clermont c (4) 369 Morran E., Charters Towers c
165 Meade Michael, Muttaburra u k andc (2) 267 Mitchell G. F., Townsville c 370 Morrell Mrs. Maria, Warwick c
166 Meade W., Angellala o 268 Mitchell G. F., Rockhampton s 371 Morris A., Brisbane c
167 Meadows T., Charleville c 269 Mitchell Joseph, Cootharabao 372 Morris David, Bundaberg o
168 Meara Jno., Gympie c (2) 270 Mitchell .John T., St. George Bridge s 373 Morris David E., Charters Towers u k
169 Medhurst J., Valley c 271 Mitchell J., Emu Vale c 374 Morris D. S., South ]Brisbane o c
170 -ledlock R. H., Cairns it k 272 Mitchell J., One-Mile c 375 -Morris Const. H., Barcaldine c
171 Medway W., St. George s 273 Mitchell R. B., Queenton c 376 Morris H. H., Rockhampton c
172 Meeghan Thomas, Charleville c 274 Mitchell R. C., Roma c 377 Morris Mrs. Janet, Brisbane c
173 Meehan -, Lerida Station c 275 Mitten W., Mount Shamrock c 378 Morris John, E d- o
174 Meehan -Mrs. W.. Charleville c 276 Mock Frederick, N of nianton e 1379 Morris John, Tivoli c
175 Meier William, Blackall o 277 Modin Ed., Brisbane c 380 Morris Joseph, Croydon e
176 Meiklewright E., Brisbane c 278 Moeller J., Bundaberg c 381 Morris Jos. Hy., Charters Towers c
177 31eintay Alberto, Brisbane f 279 Moffat J., Bowen c 382 Morris .T., Charters Towers c
178 Meldrum John, Cunnamulla c 280 Moffat S., Queenton c 383 Morris Mrs. J. E., Valley u k
179 Meldrum Thomas, Cunnamulla c 281 Moffat W., Brisbane c 384 Morris J. S., Howard c
180 Mellor Miss Sarah H., Brisbane u k 282 Moffatt H., Bloomfield s 3Q5 Morris J. V., Brisbane o
181 Mellows Phillip, Morven c 283 Moffatt  James,  Brisbane o 386 Morris J. A. A., Charters Towers c
182 Mellows Phillip, rive c 284 Moffatt J., Oxley c  387 Morris Robert, Dinmore c
183 Melon J., Barcaldine c 285 Moffatt J., Townsville e t (2) 388 Morris Roland, Charters Towers c
184 Melotti G., New Cairns o 286 Moffatt T. de Lacy, Townsville s (2) 389 Morris R., Charters Towers c
185 Melville George, Howard and Bunda- 287 Moffatt W., Brisbane c 390 Morris R. B., Croydon c
berg Line o 288 Moffett A., Burren Villa o 391 Morris S., Charters Towers c
186 Melville W., Croydon c 289 Mogg Samuel, Rosewood Gate c 392 Morris T., Bundaberg c
187 Menahan J., Nornianton c 290 Mohr H., Maryborough c 393 Morrisey D., Rosalie c
188 Menavy J. K., Brisbane c 291 Mole C., Oxford Estate c 394 Morrison Mrs., Brisbane c
189 Menerhardt Miss Daisy, Brisbane s 292 Mole D. R., Nundah c 395 Morrison -Irs., Dinmore c
190 Mentern S. P., Brisbane u k 293 Mole It., Zillmann's Waterholes c  396 Morrison A., Toowoomba o c
191 Menzies Mrs., Ervingstone c 294 Mole Eugene, Ingham o 397 Moi  rison  W., South  Brisbane c
192 Menzies A. D., Cotherstone in 295 Mole Eugene, Townsville o 398 Mori issen M., Cairns o
193 Menzies A. H., St. Laurence e t 296 Molle T,a,ringa c 399 Morrissey Mrs., Petrie terrace c
194 Menzies Fred., Cairns c 297 Moller Mathias, Maryborough f 400 Morro Mrs. N. A. Mackay c1,95 Menzies F.,Dunnellan c 298 Mollory Alexander. Rockhampton o c 401 Morrow A., Mackay c
196 Menzies James, Harnbledon Plantation 299 Moloney J. P., Caboolture c 402 Morrs R. A., Charters Towers c
uk 300 Moloney Martin, Millchester u k 403 Mortimer Mrs., New Farm f
197 Merritt H., Eidsvold c 301 Moloney Patrick, Croydon c 404 Morton Thomas,  Iiuderim Mountain
198 Merritt H., Dalby c 302 Monaghan David, Herbert River o  c (3)
199 Merton Mrs. E., Mackay c 303 Monahan -, Burrum Line c 403 Morton W., Normanton c
200 Merz Jos., Croydon c 304 Monaghan -Mr s., Roma c 406 Moses J., Cairns f
201 -leskell Michael, Charters Towers c 305 Montague Miss F., Brisbane in 407 Moses T., Coongoola  Station s
202 Meskorn Michael, Black Jack c 306 Montague P., South Brisbane c (2) 408 Mountcastle Mrs. S.,  South Bris-
203 Messener Johann, Brisbane f 307 Montgomery Donald, Bundaberg o c bane c  ands (3)
204  31etealfe John, Rarenswood it k 308 Mouton F., Clermont c 409 Mower James,  Brisbane c
205 Mettiche John, Copperfield c 309 Moody Caroline, Ili ishane it k 410 Mosey J., Kangaroo  Point s and c (2)
206 Metzzar Win. McCarthy, Jericho f 310 Moody C. J., Sandgate c 411 Moxey J., Brisbane c
207 Mewbury -, Dunnellan Estate c 311 Moody Mary, Upper Dawson road o 412 Moyuagha John,  Brisbane u k
'908 Meyer Mrs. C. E., Boggo road c 312 Moon J. C., Gympie c 413 Mudge  John, Brisbane s
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414 Mue ller G. F., Brassall Tannery c
415 Muginn Sam, Homebush c
416 Muir Mrs .  H. J., Brisbane c
417 Muir R., Croydon s
418 Muirhead  M rs. Hamilton ,  Brisbane u k
419 Mulaney James ,  Barcaldine o
420 Mulhall Miss S. J., Bundaberg f
421 Mullany C. M. J., Brisbane a
422 Mullcahy M., Charters Towers c
423  Mullcahy W., Charters Towers c
424 Mullen P., Eidsvold c
425 Mullens Daniel, Muttaburra c
426 Mullens John, Eulolo Station c
427 Mu ller A., South Brisbane c
428 Muller J. C., Burrandowan c (2)
429 Muller W., Toowoomba c
430 Mulligan  -,  Valley c
431 Mullins Patrick, Aramac c
432 Mulroney Jos., Mackay e t
433 Mulveny J., Normanton c
434 Munn Mrs. Catherine ,  Valley c
435 Munn J. W., Breakfast Creek c
436 Munn William, Hughenden c
437 Munson A. W., Thursday Island a (4)
438 Munther C., Lerida o
439 Murdock Mrs., Brisbane c
440 Murdock  W., One- Mile c (2)
441 Mure W. J., Townsville c
442 Murphy Mrs., Bowen terrace c
143 Murphy Mrs., Rosalie c
444 Murphy B., Queenton o
445  Murphy Dan, Charters Towers u k
446 Murphy David ,  Euri Creek c
447 Murphy Edward, Roma c
448 Murphy Ellen, Charters Towers o
449 Murphy E., Charters Towers c
450 Murphy Miss E., Ipswich c
451 Murphy James ,  Brisbane c
452 Murphy James, Brisbane in
453 Murphy James, Gympie o
454 Murphy James, Spring Hill c
4.55 Murphy John, Brisbane u k
456 Murphy John,  (.ueenton c (2)
457 Murphy John, Lnoggera c
458 Murphy John, Curranbyre Station n z
459 Murphy John, Cambooya c
460 Murphy  John,  Charters Towers c
461 Murphy Miss Julia ,  Brisbane u k
462 Murphy Julia Catherine ,  Toowoomba o
463 Murphy J., Darr River c
464 Murphy Miss Kate, Spring Hi ll  c
465 Murphy Mary, Brisbane o
466 Murphy Maurice ,  Townsville n z
467 Murphy S. J., Hobartville c
468 Murphy Thos., Stoney Creek c
469 Murphy  Thos .,  Cairns s (3)
470 Murphy Mrs. Thus .,  Ravenswood c
471 Murphy Mrs. T .,  Eton u k
472 Murphy Master W .,  Ipswich c
473 Murray  -,  Brisbane o
474 Murray -, Dalby c
475 Murray Mrs., Brisbane c
476 Murray Miss Bessie ,  Brisbane u k
477 Murray James, Roma o c
478 Murray John, Warwick o c
479 Murray J., Jericho c
480 Murray Joseph M. or M. R., Mount
Albion u k
481 Murray Reginald F .,  Pentland s
482 Murray Thos .,  South Brisbane c
483 Murray William, Normanton c
484 Murry Margaret ,  Townsville c
485 Murry R., Beaudosert c
486 Murtagh James ,  Brisbane u k
487 Musgrave  -,  Enoggera c
488 Musson Mrs., Thursday Island c
489 Musson  J. J., Croydon s
490 Musson M., Croydon s
491 Must E .  J., Enoggera c (3)
492 Mydaham Thomas, Cooktown o c
493 Myers Miss Daisy, Highgate Hill c
494 Mylatt Mrs., North Ipswich c
Mc.
1 McADAM G., Maryborough c
2 McAdani John, Brisbane u k
3 McAdam John S., Brisbane u k
4 McAlister -, Valley c
5 McAlister H., Georgetown c
6 McAlister W., Charters Towers c
7 McAllister Daniel, Kamerunga u k (2)
8 McAllister H., Charters Towers c
9 McAllister R., Ipswich c
10 McAllister W., Charters Towers c
11 McAllister W. J., Charters Towers c
12 McAlpine J., rownsville c
13 McArthur Miss Mary, Barcaldine f
14 McArthy J., Cootharaba road c
15 McAskill R., Valley c
16 McAughey John, Boggo road c
17 McAulay Mrs. D., Brisbane s
18 McBain Charles, Croydon s
19 McBain J., Brisbane o
20 McBride James, Charters Towers c
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21 McBride J., Croydon c
22 McBride S., Mackay n z (2
23 McBride W. H., Charters  lowers  c
24 McBrown M., Ravenswood s
25 McCabe  -,  Lutw y the c
26 McCabe C. Barcaldine c
27 McCabe James, Toowoomba o
28 McCabe William ,  Brisbane o c
29 McCa llem H., Croydon c
30 McCallum D., West End c
31 McCallum Gil be rt, Brisbane u k
32 McCallum Henry, Cairns c
33 McCa llum H., Brisbane s
34 McCallum H.  Al., Kamerunga c
35 McCallum Jas., Croydon c
36 McCallum Jos., Cunnamulla c
37 McCann James ,  Spring Hill c
38 McCann William, Five -mile Creek c
39 McCardle Mrs., Rockhampton c
40 McCarr Thos., Esk c
41 McCarro ll  Henry, Charters Towers c
42 McCarthy  -,  Valley c
43 McCarthy Petrie terrace c (2)
44 McCarthy Toowoomba s
45 McCarthy Mrs., Spring Hill c
46 McCarthy D. F., Croydon e
47 McCarthy Jno., South Brisbane c
48 McCarthy Mrs. Kate ,  Emerald u k
49 McCarthy Mrs. K .,  Jericho u k
50 McCarthy M., Toowoomba o
51 McCarthy Michael, Toowoomba c
52 McCarthy Timothy John, Townsville c
53 McCarthy T. M., Petrie terrace c
54 McCartney Mrs., North Ipswich c
55 McCarty Miss, Townsville c
56 McCassion James, Normanton c
57 McCaulay Aulay, Charters Towers c
58 McCauley  -,  Bayswater Estate c
59 McCauley Robert, Mitchell u k
60 McCauligan James ,  Mungarr s
61 Mc ll (2) hrey Miss Lizzie, Brisbane
62 McClelland and McKeown ,  Charters
Towers o c
63 McClelland W., Charters Towers c
64 McClement Miss E., Townsville t
65 McClennon James ,  Rockhampton c
66 McCleveland T., Ivory 's Creek c
67 McClure  John, Ipswich road c
68 McClure  Win.  L., Croydon s
69 McConachie Miss, Morven c
70 McConachy James, Croydon c
71 McConky Miss G., Brisbane c
72 McConnell  -,  Springsure c
73 McConnell John ,  Charters Towers c
74 McConnell John ,  Rishton c
75 McConochie D., 12-mile Camp ,  Gympie
Railway c
76 McCormack C.? Three-mile ,  Ipswich c
77 McCormack Miss Kate, Townsville c
78 McCormack Miss Mary ,  Cootharaba
road c
79 McCoy Miss Mary, Townsvi lle f
80 McCoy Terrance ,  Warrah Station c
81 McCrae and Campbell ,  Brisbane c
82 McCurdy  -,  Brisbane s (3)
83 McCurdy J. G., Brisbane s
84 McCurdy J. G., Cairns s
85 McCurdy J. G., Bowen s
86 McCurrach Win., Duncraggan Planta-
tion c (2)
87 McDeaker  -,  Saltern Creek Station c
88 McDermott  -,  Spring Hill c
89 McDermott -, River Estate c
90 McDermott E., Lutwyche c
91 McDermott H., Maryborough c
92 McDermott Mrs. Mary, Brisbane s
93 McDermott Patrick, Charters Towers c
94 Mcl ) esmond Frank, Brisbane c
95 McDonald and Middleton ,  Pentland m
96 McDonald Mrs., South Brisbane c
97 McDonald  Dirs.,  Herberton c (4)
98 McDonald Alexander ,  Croydon c
99 McDonald A., Paddington c
100 McDonald A., Brisbane c
101 McDonald Charles ,  Brisbane c
102 McDonald C., Spring Hill c
103 McDonald Daniel, Alpha c
104 McDonald D., Croydon c
105 McDonald D., North Ipswich c
106 McDonald D., Newellton s
107 McD onald E.,  Mackay u k
108 McDonald F., Airdmillan a
109 McDonald H. A., $risbane c
110 McDonald H. E., Mackay s
111 McDonald James M., Cape River c
112 McDonald  Jas. W.,  Ipswich o
113 McDonald John C.,  Cooktown c
114 McDonald John R .,  Noondoo o
115 McDonald J., Croydon c
116 McDonald  J., Cooktown c
117  McDonald  J. and J. W., Southwood o c
118 McDonald Murdoch, South Brisbane o c
119 McDonald  Win., Ipswich c
120 McDonald W. E., Charter ., Towers c
121 McDonne ll -,  Cooktown c
122 McDonnell  E., South Brisbane c
123 McDonnell W., Brisbane s (2)
124 McDonough Mrs. Bridget, Asylum,
Dunwich c
125 McDougall Mrs., Toowoomba c
126 McDougall A., Townsville c
127 McDougall Duncan, Latrobe  terrace
ukandc(2)
128 McDougall E., Roma c (2)
129  McDowall Alex., Charters Towers c
130 McDowd Alexander, Rockwood o
131 McDowell James, Bundaberg c
132 McEldrew P., Croydon s
133 McElgann P., Bopple c
134 McElgun P., Gootchie c
135 McElland Mrs., Brisbane s
1.36 McElligott T., Petrie terrace c
137 McEntyre John, Cunnamulla c
138 McEvoy Robert, Brisbane c (2)
139 McEwan John, Brisbane o c
140 McFadden John, Townsville u k
141 McFarlane J., South Brisbane e
142 McFarlane Peter, Rockhampton o a
143 McFarline C. H., Eidsvold c (2)
144 McGan -, Ipswich road c
145 McGarry Miss Minnie, Charters
Towers c
146 McGarry W., St. George s
147 McGee - (cook), Homebush c
148 McGee Mrs., Bundaberg f
149 McGennerty P., Milton c
150 McGhee Miss Rachel, Thompson
Estate o c
151 McGill -, Bundaberg c
152 McGinnis Mrs., Spring Hill c
153 McGlynn B., Charters Towers c
154 McGlynn  P., Brisbane c
155 McGouan  E., Bundaberg a
156 McGouigle John,  Brisbane f
157 McGovern John,  Townsville c (2)
1.58 McGrath John,  Cairns terrace c
1.59 McGrath M., Gympie c
160 McGrath Richard, Cairns u k
161 McGrath Richard and  James, Cairns
uk
162 McGreggor G., Barronville c
163 McGregor Mrs., Townsville c
164 McGregor The Hon.  Dr., Brisbane c
165 McGregor Jas. S ., Brisbane m
156 McGregor J., Brisbane a
167 McGuire John, Charters  Towers u k
168 McGuire John, Gympie o
169 McGuire J., Gympie c
170 McGuire J. F., Gympie e
171 McGurr  Thomas, Charters Towers c
172 McHardy Alexander, Pittsworth c
173 McHardy C., Charters  Towers c
174 McHenry James, Charlotte  Plains c
175 McHugh Matthew, Sherwoodf  and c (2)
176 McHugh Thomas, Emerald c
177 Mellhatton John,  Rosalie c
178 Mcllroy Thomas, South  Brisbane w a
179 Mcllwaine -, Pentland c
180 Mcllwraith Hugh, Lake Dunn c (2)
181 Mcllwrick John, Blackall c
182 Mclnary Mrs., South Brisbane c
183 McInerney Alfred, Maryborough o
184 McInnes C. S., Logan Downs  Station c
185 McInnes David, Springsure c
186 McInnes Duncan, Maryborough m
187 McIntosh and Co., St. George s
188 McIntosh Archibald, Maryborough o c
189 McIntosh J. and Sons, Rockhampton in
190 McIntosh J., Croydon c
191 Mclntush Charles,  Brisbane c
192 McIntyre Michael, Brisbane u k
193 McIver Miss, Brisbane o
194 MclvorJames(Harpof Erin, Croydon s
195 McKaig J., Ravenswood c
196 McKay Alex., Maneroo Station c
197 McKay D., Galloway's Hill c
198 McKay, E. H., Huntley c
199 McKay Hugh, Croydon c (2)
200 McKay James, Bundaberg u k
201 McKay John, Queenton o c
202 McKay John L., Cairns in (2)
'203 McKay J., Bundaberg o c
204  McKay J., Police Station, Cumberland c
205 McKay J., Bundaberg  c and o c (3)
206 McKay Michael, Cairns s
207 McKay M., Charters Towers c
208  McKay Capt. Robert, Gloucester  street,
Spring Hill u k-209 McKay S., Windorah c (2)
210 McKellor.Tohn, Townsville u k
211 McKen Bryan, Brisbane u k (2)
212 McKen Bernard, Brisbane u k
213 McKenna -, Spring Hill c
214 McKenna A., Croydon c (4)
215 McKenna Charles, Jericho o
216 McKenna Frank, One-Mile Creek o c
217 McKenna J. S., Townsville c
218 McKenny M., Rockhampton o c
219 McKenzie -, Valley c
220 McKenzie -, Croydon c
221 McKenzie Alex., Croydon c
222 McKenzie A., Charters Towers c (2)
223 McKenzie  A. C., Brisbane a
224 McKenzie C., Gympie c
22 5 McKenzie D., Bundaberg c
226 McKenzie E. M., Toowoomba c
227 McKenzie George, Queenton c
228 McKenzie Mrs. Grant, Townsville e t
229 McKenzie George W., Brisbane u k
230 McKenzie G. D., Toowoomba c
231 McKenzie John, Brisbane o c
232 McKenzie John, Valley c
233 McKenzie John, Normanton o c
234 McKenzie J. A., Townsville c
235 McKenzie J. A., Morven o
236 McKenzie Mark, Croydon s
237 McKenzie M., Rishton c (2)
238 McKenzie Roderick, Homestead u k
239 McKenzie R., Black Jack c
240 McKenzie W., Bundaberg c
241 McKeorne Samuel, Charters Towers c
242 McKeown Robert, Brisbane u k
243 McKerr J., 40-gan, 175-miles Q.C.R.
244 McKewan Mrs., Valley c
245  McKewan W. G., Gympie c
246 McKewen -, Valley c
247 McKey Michael, Bundaberg c
248 McKie G., Spring Hill c
249 McKillop  -,  Bundaberg c
250 McKillop A., Maryborough o
251 McKinnon Charles, Kamerunga o c
252 McKinnon Mrs. D., Cairns c
253 McKintosh James H., Charters
Towers c
254 McKnight Miss, Brisbane s
255 McKueen S. Beaconsfield Station c
256 McLachlan h., Sesbania Station c
257 McLane W. J., Warwick s
258 McLane W. J., Eidsvold s
259 McLaren Chas., Macknade o
260 McLaughlan B., Brisbane s
261 McLaughlan E., Thompson Estate c
262 MaLaughlin Mrs., Jericho c
263 McLaughlin Daniel, Brisbane s
264 McLaughlin Jas., Croydon c
265 McLaughlin J., Brisbane c
266 McLaughlin Mrs. Sarah , Cooktown u k
267 McLaughlin T., Maryborough in
268 McLean --, Pandora c (2)
269 McLean Mrs. (dressmaker ),  Brisbane c
270 McLean A. J.,  Brisbane u k
271 McLean  Donald, Townsville u k
272 McLean James,  Croydon c
273 McLean John, Victoria terrace c
274 McLean  J., W alkerston s
275 McLean J. R., Brisbane c (2)
276 McLean Roderick ,  Townsville c
277 McLean Thomas ,  Croydon s
278 McLean  W., Nerang c
279 McLean W. J., Eidsvold s280 McLellan Alexander, Croydon c
281 McLennan Alexander St. George m
282 McLennan  Donald Yeppoon c
283 McLennan M. C., pringsure c
284 McLeod A., Barcaldine s
285 McLeod David, Croydon c
286 McLeod D. H., Woollongabba c
287 McLeod James , Croydon c
288 McLeod James A .,
Croydon aMcLeod John,  Croydo s
291 Mc lm, Townsvife c
292 Mo ,eod Mardo
k Brisbane a293 McLeod Mrs.  .,  Brisbane s
294 McLeod W., Brisbane c
295 McLeod W. M., Brisbane a
296 McMahon
, Brisbane c297 McMahon  -.  Red Hi ll  c
298 McMahon ,  Mrs., Jericho o
299 McMahon C., Queenton c
300 McMahon James ,  Barcaldine c
301 McMahon  John, Cedar Grove c
302 McMahon  John Bundall o
303 McMahon  J., tipper Swan Creek c
304 McMahon  J. G., Croydon c
305 McMahon  J. J., Darr River Downs c
306 McMahon Miss  Mary, Brisbane u k
307 McMahon Miss Mary ,  Charters
Towers c (3)
308 McMahon  Tbos., Gympie c
309 McManus  B., Cambooya c
310 McManus  Jas., Specimen Gully c
311 McManus John, Rockhampton s
312 McMellan Duncan, Normanton c
313 McMicking A., Normanton c
314 McMillan -, Prairie Creek c
315 McMillan Mrs., Spring Hill c
316 McMillan Alex., Townsville c
317 McMillan'James, Stony Creek, Cairns c
318 McMillan J., Townsville u k
319 McMillan T., Isisford Downs Station c
320 McMillan William, Charters Towers
uk
321 McMinn H., Croydon c
322 McMorrow Patk., Kamerunga o c
323 McMullen Mrs., Eidsvold c
324 McMullen D., Pine Mountain c
415
325  McMullen  J.  F., Wilpend, Duaringa c
326 McMullin John, Brisbane u k
327 McMurray Miss, Normanton c
328 McMurray George P., Clermont c
329 McMurtrie A., Lower Dawson road c
330 McNab I'obert (s.s. " Jumna"), Bris-
bane u k
331 McNamara James, Croydon s and c (2)
332 McNamara Martin, Purga Creek c
333 McNamara M., Charters Towers s
334 McNamara P., One-Mile, Gympie c
335 McNeish Peter, Brisbane s
336 McNevan Simon, Croydon c
337 McNicol Mrs., Woollongabba c
338 McNish J. H., Croydon c
339 McNulty Frank, Barcaldine o
340 McPherson -, Bowen c
341 McPherson Alex., Saltern Creek
Station o
342 McPherson Angus, Croydon c
343 McPherson Chas., Normanton c
344 McPherson D. C., Mackay c
345 McPherson G., Gympie s
346 McPherson Mrs. J., South Brisbaneu k
347 McPherson J., Gundiah c and s (2)
348 McPherson P., Townsville c
349 McQueen John, Charleville c and m (2)
350 McQueen Robert, South Brisbane c
351 McRae and Campbell, Brisbane c
352 McRae John, Cadelgo Station a
353 McShane Miss Margaret, Rockhamp-
ton o c
354 McShrry James, New Farm c
355 McSharry J., Brisbane o c
356 McSweetney Charles, Townsville c
357 McWhinney -, Cape River Siding c
358 McWilliam W. S., New Farm c
N.
1 NAGER C., Hughenden c (2)
2 Nail R.,  Brisbane s
3 Nankwell John, Rockhampton s
4 Nanna Jack, Kanyan o
5 Nash Mrs., Oak lane, Main  street c
6 Nash C. P. (s.s. " Duke of Argyle") u k
7 Natta A., Box -, P.O. Brisbane c
8 Naughton Janie, Brisbane o
9 Nayler M., Gympie o
10 Neal A., Mount Morgan u k and c (4)
11 Neal Jas., Townsville c
12 Neale George, Rishton c (3)
13 Neave R., Brisbane c
14 Necross Pasqua], Townsville o
15 Nee Yet Charleville c
16 Neenan P. D., Pentland e
17 Neilan J.,  Kamerunga a
18 Neill and O'Neill, Cooktown o c
19 Neill Alex., Brisbane u k
20 Neill Christy, Charters Towers c
21 Neill John, One-mile Creek o c
22 Neilly George, Peel Island c
23 Neilsen  Hans,  P.O. Brisbane s
24 Neilsen N., Mungarr c
25 Neilson A.,' Brunswick c
26 Neilson Mrs. Cecilia, Townsville c
27 Neilson H. O. and Co., Croydon c
28 Neilson J., Charters Towers c
29 Neilson Thomas, Stanwell c
30 Neilson  T. Leckie, Isisford n z
31 Neish John, Rockhampton c
32 Neite W., Townsville c
33 Neller John, Georgetown c
34 Nelms A., West End u k
3.3 Nelms Mrs. Helen, West End o
36 Nelson A. N., Brunswick  street c
37 Nelson -, Brunswick street c
38 Nelson Mrs., New Farm c
39 Nelson Mrs. Ann, Fortitude Valley c
40 Nelson Miss Ellen, Red Hill o c
41 Nelson F. G., Birdsville a
42 Nelson Mrs. H., Rockhampton c (2)
43 Nelson Mrs. J., Kalka c
44 Nelson Peter, Woollongabba c
45 Nelson Thomas, Glencoe Station s
46 Nelsson J. G., Normanton c
47 Nesbitt A. M., Toowoomba u k and
c
48 Nesbitt Mrs., Toowoomba c
49 Nessbitty -, Howard c
50 Neston John Chas., Highfields o
51 Nettelfield A. J., Croydon c
52 Net Yet, Charleville c
53 Neustead Rev. C ., Brisbane s
54 Neven Michael, Charters Towers o
55 Neville Messrs. S., Brisbane c
56 Neville Thomas, Brisbane c
57 Nevin Thomas, Stanthorpe  Plains c
58 Newell Matthew, Normanton c
59 Newin Frederick,  Brisbane m
60 Newlands R., Howard a (2)
61 Newman  Bros., Toowoomba c
62 Newman  -,  Dunwich c
63 Newman Mrs., B ri sbane e t (2)
64 Newman  Dr., Gynrpie o
[MAY.
65 Newman E., Port Douglas c
66  Newman J., Maryborough o
67 Newman M., Brisbane c
68 Newnes Captain ,  Brisbane s
69 Newrick James, Norman Park u k
70 Newton E., Spri ng Hill c
71 Newton F., Brisbane s
72 Newton Francis, Queenton c
73 Newton William ,  Dalby c
74 Neylan John ,  Toowoomba c
75 N iccol C.,  Brisbane c
76 Nichol Mrs., Ashgrove c
77 Nicholas Dan, Rockhampton c
78 Nicholas Thomas, Charters Towers c (2)
79 Nicholls Mrs. B .,  Bundaberg c
80 Nicholls J. B. Brisbane c
81 Nicholls F., Charters Towers c
82 Nicholls Thos.  Lovell, P.O. Brisbane m
83 Nichols Mrs., Ashgrove c
84 Nichols Mrs., Ashgrove c
85 Nichols J. B., B ri sbane c
86 Nicholsen Mrs. P .,  Marybo rougb c
87 Nicholson John, Rocklea c
88 Nicholson M., P.O. Brisbane a
89 Nicholson Mrs. M .,  P.O. Brisbane s
90 Nick Richard ,  Maryborough a
91 Nickelson Mrs., Toowoomba c
92 Nickle Mrs., Pink Lilly c
93 Nicklen R., Mount Morgan c
94 Nickolls A., Kangaroo Point c
95 Nicol Mrs .  Ashg rove c
96 Nicol Chares ,  South Brisbane e
97 Nicol C., Brisbane c
98 Nicol Macarthur ,  Barcaldine c
99 Nicol Thomas ,  B ri sbane c
100 Nicolar  -,  B ri sbane c
101 Nicoll Dr .,  Warwick c
102 Nielsen Ferdinand ,  P.O. Brisbane f
103 Nielsen Mathias ,  Greenmount f
104 Nielsen Niels, Port Mackay f
105 Nielson A., Yalley _c (2) _ -
106 Nielson Fredrick ,  Logan road c
107 Nilan Michael ,  Cambooya u k
108 Nilsen A. N., Valley c (5)
109 Nilsen J. J., Gundiah c
110 Nilson A., Brunswick street c and a (2)
111  Nilson Jno. T .,  Charters Towers u k
112 Nilsson Anders ,  Cooktown o e
113 Nisbitt A. M., Toowoomba o
114 Nissen B., Pialba c
115 Nixon Mrs., Sandgate road c
116 Noble Robert ,  Townsville c
117 Nock  E., South Brisbane c (2)
118 Nock E., Cooktown c
119 Nock John ,  Post Office c (2)
120 Nock J., Beenleigh c
121 Nock William ,  West End c
122 Noel Mrs. A .  B., Enoggers c
123 Nohelty -, Bowen Bridge c
124 Nohilly Martin ,  Sherwood u k
125 Nolan  Isaac, Gympie e t
126 Nolan J., Hospital o
127 Nolan M. D., Croydon m
128 Noon J., Howard c
129 Noonan Mary ,  Boggo o
130 Noonan T. H., Ipswich
131 Noone Mrs. B .  J., Brisbane s
132 Noone Mrs. Edward ,  Donkim Towers s
1.43 Nordholm J., Gympie c
134 Norman Mrs., Townsvi lle e
135  Norrie N llie, Gregory River e
136 Norris G. E.,  Croydon $
137 Norris Wm. C., Brisbane o c
138 North J. B., Caloundra o
139 North  J. B., Dinmore c
140 North W., Dinmore c
141 Northcott Percy, Queensland f
142 Norton -, Lower Burdeldn c
143 Norton Pat ri ck, Rockham pton o c
144 Norwood Capt .  J., Tea Si ll  c
145 Nothdurft F.,  Mackay  f
146 Nu ggett A., North Pine c
147 Nusen  Miss M.,  Valleys
148 Nulty Miss Bridget Maryborough- c149 Nulty Thomas , Nudges  e t
1.50 Nunn E .  S., Bowen, s
151 Nute William ,  Townsville _e t
152 Nutt W .,  Leybnrn C
0.
1 OAKES Clifford,  Ronia s
2 O'Beirne  (filbert,  Cairns o
3 O'Brean P., Valley c
4 O'Brian Thomas ,  Townsville c
5 O'Brien--,  Logan  ro ad c
6 O'Brien  Mass Aanie , Brisbane u k
7 O'Brien Mrs .,  Bowen c
8 O'Brien Chas.,  Moggill c
9 O'Brien F .  M., Roma c
10 O!Brien John ,  Sherwood o c
11 O'Brien J .,  Howard c
12 O'Brien J ., Brisbane c
23 6'Hrien°d:; c
14 O'Brien Mrs.  J., Spring Hill c
15 O'Brien J., Cunnamulla c
51
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16 O'Brien  Miss  Mary, P.O Brisbane u k
17 O'Brien  Miss  M. L., Montague road s
18 O'Brien Patrick, 227-Mile Camp c
19 O'Brien  Patrick, Rockhampton c
20 O'Brien  Patrick J., Aramac c
21 O'Brien  P., Charters Towers c
22 O'Brien Stephen, Aramac c
23 O'Brien Terence, Croydon f (2)
24 O'Brien Thomas, Tambo c
25 O'Brien P., 191-Mile c (2)
O'Brine E., Cunnamulla s
O'Brine John, Gympie c
O'Brine M., Barcaldine c
O'Bryan  -,  Nerang
O'Byrne John  it., Maryborough s
O'Burn Thos., Croydon
O'Calehan Michael, Toowoomba u k
O'Callaghan Mrs., Petrie terrace c
O'Carrol Mrs., Gympie c
O'Carrol Mrs., Rockhampton c
O'Carroll M. W., Kelvin Grove c
O'Colligan Mrs., Valley c
O'Connell -, Maroochie c
O'Connell D., Charters Towers c
O'Connell D., Stanthorpe c
O'Connell James J., Normanton c
O'Connell J., Charters Towers c
O'Conner Thomas, Stanthorpe c
O'Connor , P.O. Brisbane c
O'Connor --, P.O. Brisbane c
O'Connor Daniel, P.O. Brisbane o c
O'Connor D., Charters Towers c
O'Connor Miss Ellen, Ipswich u k
O'Connor E., Rockhampton s
O'Connor E. H., Croydon c
O'Connor Frank. Forest Grove s
O'Connor John, Fernvale o c
O'Connor Jno. M., Brisbane c
O'Connor J., Charleville c
O'Connor J., Booval in
O'Connor Miss Mary ,  Brisbane c
O'Connor Peter, Gympie u k
O'Connor Thomas, Stanthorpe c
O'Connor Thomas, Kamerunga c (2)
O'Connor Mrs. Thomas, Ballandean c
O'Connor T., Stanthorpe c
O'Connor T. D., Barcaldine c
O'Connor T. M., Milton c
O'Connor Wm., Gympie s
O'Connor Wm., Warwick c
O'Connors John, Cairns u k
O'Connors J., Paddington c
O'Connors W., Morven c
O'Dea T., Gympie c
O'Doherty J., Ingham o
O'Donnel Miss M., Townsville c
O'Donnel Michael, Gatton c
O'Donnell Miss Mary, Rockhampton s
O'Donoghue Ellen, Charters Towers c
O'Donoghue  Miss  M. Valley in
O'Donoghue James, oharleville c
O'Dwyer Mrs. Cornelius, P.O. Bris
bane u k
78 O'Dwyer Miss E. S., Spring Hill o
79 O'Dwyer T., Gympie c
80 O'Flynn M., Warwick c
81 Ogden Benj., Katandra o
82 OgIvey Geo. Lockwood, Charters
Towers c (3)
83 Ogilvie  -,  New Farm c
84 O'Gorman John, Toowoomba c
85 O'Grady Richard, Beenleigh o
86 Ohagan Chas., Hughenden c
87 O'Hallecombe -, Maryborougb u k
88 O'Hara -, Charleville c
89  O'Kane Hugh, Eidsvold c
90 O'Keefe Thomas, Clermont c
91 O'Keeffe John, Brunswick street o c
92 O'Keeffe Joseph, Charters Towers o
93 O'Keeffee Mrs., Red Hill c
94 O'Keeffee Mrs. 0., Sherwood c
95 O'Kelly D'Arcy, Charleville c
96 Oldbury G. E., Hope street c
97 Oldfield  James,  P.O. Brisbane s
98 Oldham W. W., P.O. Brisbane m
99 Oldridge Fred. (s.s. "Jumna ") u k
100 O'Leary Joseph, Stanley street c
101 O'Leary William, Brisbane and Gympie
Railway o c
102 Oliver -, Mt. Morgan o c
103 Oliver S. G., Gympie u k
104 Ollson Olliver, Herberton c
105 O'Loughen T., P.U. Brisbane c
106 O'Loughlin Constable John, Roma u k
107 O'Loughlin Martin, Cairns u k
108 Olsen -, Brown's Plains c
109 Olsen  --,  Homebush c
110 Olsen Mrs., South Brisbane c
111 Olsen Mrs., Gregory terrace o
112 Olsen Mrs., Kangaroo Point c (4)
113 Olsen L. P., Monkland c
114 Olsen M., Woollongabba c
115 Olsen P.,  Brown's Plains Hotel c
116 Olsen Mrs. Resia ,  Mount Morgan s
117 Olson Peter, Stanley street c
118 Olson Peter, Brown's Plains c
416
119 Olsson J. Antin, Bundaberg f
120 O'Malley John, Roma a
121 O'Neall Mrs. Samuel, Red Hill s
122 O'Neil Mrs., Milton
123 O'Neil Patrick, Croydon in
124 O'Neill Mrs. Caroline, P.O. Brisbane c
125 O'Neill Mrs. Casey, Charters Towers s
126 O'Neill C., Barronville s
127 O'Neill J., Rosalie c (2)
128 O'Neill Patrick, Croydon in
129 O'Neill Philip, Lutwyche o c
130 O'Neill T.Barronville c
131 O'Niel J. k, Charleville c
132 On War Tai, Cairns c
133 Orcher John, Tambo c (2)
134 Oregan P., Croydon e
135 O'Reilly Eliza, Gympie  0
136 O'Reilly Frank, Forest Grove s (2)
137 O'Reilly H., West End c
138 Orford W., Portland Station o
139 O'Rielly Pat., Mount Morgan c
140 O'Riley James, Normanton c
141 Ormes Miss A., Cootharaba road c
142 O'Rourke Mrs. Fred, Barcaldine o
143 Orr Miss Pialba c
144 Orr Miss Annie, Princess street u k
145 Orr Donald, One-Mile c
146 Ortt -, Woolooga c
147 Orvieux Francois, Gympie f
148 Osbourne J. B., Coorparoo c (2)
149 O'Shae M., Melbourne street c
150 O'Shea Miss A., Rockwood in
151 O'Shea Constable, West End c
152 O'Shea P., Loganlea o
153 O'Shea T., Cooktown c
154 O'Shean Bridget, Gundiah c
155 Oskins Mrs. John, Gympie m
156 Osliff Henry, Yatton Gold Field u k (3)
157 Ostrosky Conrad M. (s. s. "Jumna"),
oc
158 O'Sullivan Miss E., Paddington c
159 O'Sullivan Miss Hannah,
Rockhamp-ton o e
160 O'Sullivan Kate, Roma Downs u k
161 Otto Miss V. E., Toowoomba c
162 Ottosen B. C., Maryborough f
163 Outten Mrs., South Brisbane u k
164 Ovenstone Horatio, Clermont c
165 Overall Henry, Cairns u k
166 Overend Thomas, Morven o
167 Overs J., Morven c
168 Owen Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
169 Owen Morris, Charters Towers c
170 Owens William J., Queenton o c
171 Owens E. J., Enoggera road c
172 Owens John, Enoggera road c
173 Owens Mrs. J., Rockhampton o
174 Owens W., One-Mile
P.
1 PACE H. E., West End c
2 Packin Hasen, Cairns f
3 Paddon Mrs. James, Normanton u k
4 Page Isaac, Normanton e t
5 Page J., Old Cleveland road c
6 Page J., P.O. Brisbane c
7 Page J. B., Bowen Hills c
8 Page Mrs. M. E., Brisbane
9 Paige Charles, Bundaberg o c
10 Pain -, senr., Sherwood c
11 Paine Mrs. A. A., Normanton c
12 Paine John W., P.O. Brisbane o c
13 Paine J. W., South Brisbane o
14 Pall Chas. D., Brisbane o
15 Pall G. G., Normanton s
16 Pallas -, Adavale c
17 Palm C. E., Ashgrove u k
18 Palmer J., Milton c
19 Paque E., Croydon c
20 Paradise H., Pentland e t
21 Parbury T., Valley c
22 Park and Lacey, Ipswich e
23 Park Robert, Woollongabba c
24 Parker Miss, Clermont c
25 Parker Albert It., Burke s
26 Parker Madame E., Montague road c
27 Parker E. E., P.O. Brisbane c
28 Parker Mrs. H. T., Brisbane o
29 Parker Miss M., Clermont c
30 Parkes -, Gregory terrace c
31 Parkes Mrs., Petrie terrace c
32 Parkes E., Spring Hill c
33 Parkes Fred. A., Nundah c
34 Parkinson A., Brisbane @
35 Parkinson Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c
36 Parkinson T., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
37 Parnell G., Brisbane s
38 Parrett T., Brisbane s
39 Parrot Wm., Woollongabba o c
40 Parrott -, Brisbane c
41 Parsons A., Listowel Downs Station c
42 Parsons E., Bogantungan c
43 Pascoe Mrs. F. L. R., P.O. Brisbane
uk
44 Pascoe H., Mount Morgan o
45 Pascoe T., Charters Towers n z
46 Pascoe W. B., Charters Towers c
47 Patchery John, Ipswich c
48 Patching J., Paddington c
49 Paterson A., Rockhampton c (2)
50 Paterson A. F., Charters Towers c
51 Paterson Henry, Gympie c
52 Paterson James, Woolooga c
53 Paterson J. A., Brisbane in
54 Paterson Thomas, Ipswich u k
55 Patrick A., Palmerville c
56 Patrick Fred, Pine River c
57 Patrick F., Kedron Brook c
58 Patrick Joseph, Yamba m
59 Patroni Andro Croydon c
60 Pattil Mary, Rockhampton c
61  Patten J. (teamster), Croydon c
62 Pattendon G. A., Charters Towers c
63 Patterson Jas., Brisbane u k
64 Patterson J., P.O. Brisbane s
65 Patterson Thos., Sherwood c
66 Patterson W.. Peak Crossing c
67 Patterson Mrs., Millchester c
68 Pattison A., Rockhampton c
69 Pattison R., Albion c70 Paul C. M., Southport c
71 Paul Mrs. J., Spring Hill c
72 Paul S., Spring Hill e
73 Paul W. S., Barcaldine c
74 Paulson Chas., Bundaberg o c
75 Payne -, Sherwood c (2)
76 Payne Mrs., Rockhampton c
77 Payne Frances J., Townsville u k
78 Payne J., Croydon c
79 Payne J., Townsville u k (2)
80 Payne Samuel, Etheridge f
81 Payne Walter, Townsville o
82 Peace James, Normanton u k
83 Peake Mrs., Gympie o
84 Pearce G., Barcaldine u k
85 Pearce Thomas, Eidsvold c
86 Pearce W. D., Charters Towers e
87 Pearinan George, Charters Towers s
88 Pearse -, Wharf street c
89 Pearse Charles, Muttaburra u k
90 Pearse W., Petrie terrace c
91 Pearson Alf., Esk c
92 Pearson J., Isis c
93 Pearson Thomas, Charters Towers u k
94 Peberdy E. E., Windorah c
95 Peberdy Mrs. Maggie, Bundaberg o
96 Pedersen A. P., Rockhampton f
97 Pedersen C. H., P.O. Brisbane f
98 Pedersen James, Muttaburra in
99 Pedersen John, P.O. Brisbane f
100 Pederson J., Muttaburra m
101 Pederson N. F., Maryborough c
102 Pedler F., Eidsvold c
103 Pegler W. J., P.O. Brisbane o
104 Peirce Rollo C., Brisbane o c
105 Pelling A., Rockhampton c
106 Pelomey Mrs., Bundaberg c
107 Pendergast W., Monkland c (2)
108 Pendlebury Roger, Caboolture o
109 Penfold Chas., Mungarr c (2)
110 Penfold C., Beenleigh c
111 Peniger -, Ravenswood c
112 Pennefather C., Brisbane  in
113 Pepperell J., Charters Towers c (2)
114 Perrett Arthur Gracemere c
115 Perrett Mrs. R, Avon Downs s
116 Perry Mrs.,  vi a' Bnburgh s
117 Perry E. W., Rishton c
118 Perry John, Tiaro u k
119 Perry S., Maryborough c
120 Perry S., Antigua e t
121 Perry William, Bollon c
122  Perry W., Wild Horse Plains, vid
Bollon c
123 Perry W. 0., Kangaroo Point c
124 Perske E., Woongarra c
125 Person Per., Croydon e
126 Persson Laurie, Townsville f
127 Pert W., South Brisbane e
128 Perudgain E. (sailor), German Con-
sulate f
129 Peters -, Gympie c
130 Peters G. E., Charters Towers c
131 Peters Hans, Gowrie Junction c
132 Peters Henry, Gympie c
133 Peters H. L., Gympie o e
134 Peters Joshua, Brisbane s
135 Petersen -, Haughton street c
136 Petersen A., Croydon s
137 Petersen Hans, Toowoomba c
138 Petersen H. F., Montague road f
139 Petersen James P. C., Maryborough o c
140 Petersen Johann, Bundaberg c
141 Petersen John, Stanley street c
142 Petersen John, Bundaberg o c
143 Petersen John, Croydon c
144 Petersen Miss Lens, Rockhampton o
145 Petersen M., Toowoomba c
146 Petersen P., Townsville c
147 Petersen P., Dee River c
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148 Petersen  Mrs., Cooktown c 252 Powell George, Rockhampton c 18 Ramsay Mrs., Valley c
149 Peterson  August, Charters Towers c 253 Powell George, Charters Towers c 19 Ramsay  Geo., Brisbane o c
150 Peterson A., Croydon s 254 Powell George, Bowen c  20 Ramsay  Jno. Carmichael,  Brisbane n z
151 Peterson H., Woollongabba c Morven o c 21 Ramsay Thos., Croydon c255 Powell R.
152 Peterson H. C., 279-miles c
,
256 Power Mrs., Spring Hill c  22 Ramsay  Thos. Wilson,  Ramsay u k
153 Peterson John, One-mile Creek o c 257 Power Miss B., Monkland c  23 Ramsay Wm.,  Ingham 
154 Peterson J., P.O. Brisbane c Croydon c  24 Randall Christy, Toowoomba c258  Power John155 Peterson J. A., Charters Towers o
,
Farm Creek c 25 Randall  Thomas ,  Boggo road c259 Power Jno.
156 Peterson N., Cooktown c
,
Rockhampton c 26 Randle William, Croydon c260 Power J.
157 Petrey Mrs. Ettie, Brisbane c
,
261 Power Mrs. P., South Brisbane c (2) 27 Randles Miss Nellie,  Bowen terrace o c
158 Pettersen -, Maroochie c 262 Power Richard, Mitchell c 28 Rands Win. H., Gympie c (2)
159 Pettersen A. F., Charters Towers c (2) 263 Power T. J., Normanton c 29 Rankin  Mrs., Aramac c
160 Petterson John, Townsville c 261 Power Mrs. W. D., Mowbray Town c 30 Rankin W.,  Brisbane c
161 Petterson John (tailor), Townsville a 265 Powling G., Rockhampton c  31 Rasmussen  Neils Goochie c (2)
162 Pettinger Wm., Brisbane u k 266 Prahame H. H., Croydon u k  32 Russmussen  F., Ipswich c
163 Pettitt  Miss,  Tamworth s 267 Pratt - Cabona Station c 33 Rastrup N., Townsvi lle s
164 Dewitt P., Woollongabba u k 268 Pratt E. *., P.O. Brisbane u k (4) 34 Rathbun  J., Toowoomba s
165 Peyne Mrs., Rockhampton c 269 Pratt P. T., Rockhampton o c 35 Ray Frank,  Kamerunga c
166 Phaine -, Charters Towers c 270 P reece  Wm. M., Brisbane o c 36 Ray  M., Spring Hill o
107 Phelan Mrs., Rockhampton c 271 Prentice Luke, Mungar o c 37 Ray R. J. Clermont e
168 Phelan Mrs. Margaret, P.O. Brisbane 272 Prentice W. H., St. George c (2) 38 Raynbird arry, South  Brisbane c
oc 273 Preston R. B., Bulimba s 39 Rea G., Fortitude Valley c
169  Phelps D.A., St. Lawrence o 274 Preston R. B., Maryborough c 40 Rea S.,  Brisbane o
170 Phelps D. A., St. Lawrence o c 275 Price -, Valley c 41 Ready Jack ,Isis c
171 Philip Richard Thomas, One-mile 276 Price Mrs. E., Ipswich c 42 Ready M., Townsville c
Creek u k 277 Price George, Cairns c 43 Ready T., Eidsvold e
172 Philips John E., Townsville u k 278 Price James, Woolooga c 44 Reardon Mrs., Gregory o
173 Philipson T. C., Charters Towers in 279 Price J. B., Dinmore c 45 Redming -, Green Bank c
174 Phillips Mrs., Emu Park c 280 Price P., Roma street u k 46 Redstone Alfred S. R., Cairns c
175 Phillips Mrs., Spring Hill c 281 Price Wm., Grove Estate c (2) 47 Redwood C., Murphy's Creek c
176 Phillips Geo., Valley c 282 Prictor  Samuel , Croydon c (2) 48 Reece Chas., Normanton c (2)
177 Phillips William, Normanton c 283 Priday Samuel S., Charters Towers o 49 Reece Win.,  Brisbane c
178 Phillipson Frank C., Charters Towers s 284 Prideaux W. J., Tent Hill s 50 Reed Alex., Thurulgoona  Station c
179 Philp A., Ipswich c 285 Pridgeon Mrs., Spring Hill in 51 Reed  Mrs Emma,  Arthur  street o c
180 Philp S., Bundberg u k 286 Prior Mrs., The Rising Sun u k 52 Reed E., George  street c
181 Pickering Mrs., Valley c (2) 287 Priston Thomas, Croydon c 53 Reed Geo. D., Cooktown o c
182  Picking Wm., St. George c 288 Pritchard Artie, Gympie c 54 Reed Hugh, Charters  Towers c
183 Picking Mrs., Ipswich road c 289 Pritchard Charles, Alpha c 55 Reed John, Croydon c
184 Picking W., Ipswich road c 290 Pritchard C. P., Brisbane c 56 Reed Rowland E., Gympie u k (2)
185 Pient -, Croydon c 291 Probert R., North Rockhampton e 57 Reed S. S., Toowoomba s
186 Pierce --, Rockhampton c 292 Proctor Colin, St. George c 58 Reedone Edmund, Gympie c
187 Pierce G., Croydon c 293 Prodin M., Southport s 59 Reeken John,  Townsville o
188 Pierce J. S., Eidsvold c (2) 294 Proud Edward, Croydon f 60 Rees Richard, Albion m
189 Pierce Matthew, Margaret street o 295 Prousser Mrs., Sherwood c 61 Rees Thomas, Mary  street c
190 Pierce W. A., Birdsville c 296 Pryor W., Taringa c 62 Rees William,  Eidsvold e
191 Pihillip Mrs., Seven Rivers s 297 Puddle -, Chatsworth c  63 Reese -, Coomera e
192 Pike  Miss Emily , P.U. Brisbane s 298 Pugh F. J., S ring Hill c 64 Reeve D'Arcy W.,  Brisbane o c (2)
193 Pilkington John, Sadd's Ridge u k 299 Pugh James, Croydon s (2)  65 Reeves  Mrs., Muttaburra c
191 Pilhow -,  Brisbane c 300 Purcell W., Normanton s  66 Reeves  John, Valley a
195 Pinder  Francis , South Brisbane u k 301 Purchase H., Queenton u k 67 Regester John Fred ., Rockhampton u k
P.O. Brisbane s196 Piper Henry, 302 Purffs H., Isis Downs c 68 Rohniz Edward,  Red Hi ll  c_
197 Piper  Miss  ary Ellenvale u k
;
303 Pus P., Roma o c 69 Reibett Mrs. Henry , Kangaroo Point o
eichhardt  street c198 Pitcarin W. 0., L 304 Pusa 0., Brisbane c 70 Reichenberg J., Toowoomba c
199 Pitt George, Goodna c 305 Putt Win., Cooper's Creek s 71 Reichenberg M., Oakey Creek e
200 Pitt Geo., Charters Towers m 306 Pybus Dr., Emerald c 72 Reid  Mrs., Spring Hill c
201 Pittman Charles,  Cunnamulla s 73 Reid  Mrs., Ipswich c
202 Pittman Win., Brisbane c 74 Reid Mrs., Rockhampton c
203 Platt Charles, Broadsound c Q. 75 Reid Chas. Alex., Croydon e
204 Platt J. M., P.O. Brisbane u k 76 Reid David, West End c
205 Platt J. M., Labona Station c 1 QUAKER Joseph, Broadsound o 77 Reid D., Shaftston road c
206 Platt T. M., Labona Station c 2 Quay Chas., Mount Morgan c 78 Reid  D., Brisbane c
207 Plitchard  Miss Eliza , P.O. Brisbane a 3 Quayle John, Croydon u k (2) 79 Reid Mn.  H . E., Toowoomba o
208 Plow  James , Townsville u k 4 Quebuttle Sam., Brisbane o 80 Reid John, Gympie o
209 Plummer W. A., Hughenden c 5 Queen John, Queenton c 81 Reid John, Queenton c
210 Plummer  James, Roma o c 6 Quelsh A., Valley c 82 Reid John, Mount  Morgan s
211 Plunkett S., Kangaroo Point"c 7 Quick C., P.O. Brisbane u k 83 Reid Joseph, Gympie o
212 Poacher J., Maryborough c 8 Quick Paul, Rishton o 84 Reid Mrs. Julia M ., Brisbane o c
213 Poimer Mrs., Valley c 9 Quigley -, Queen  street c  85 Reid J. A., Mount  Morgan c
214 Pointer James, Croydon'' s and c (3) 10 Quigley -, Gympie o c 86 Reid Mrs. J. A., Bogantungan c
215 Pointer J., Warwick s 11 Quill Timothy, Brisbane o c 87 Reid Ralph, Maryborough o c
216 Pollock Mrs. A. P., Brisbane c 12 Quilter Thos., Tambo o c 88 Reid R.,  Mungar e
217 Pollock  James,  Woollongabba c 13 Quin Hugh, Georgetown c 89 Reid Thomas , Brisbane o
218 Pollock James, Mungarr c 14 Quince George, Enoogera c (2) 90 Reid Wm., Gympie c
219 Pollon Constantine, Rockhampton f 15 Quiner Mick, Gregory c 91 Reid Wm. T., West End o
220 Polsen A. T., Stanley  street c 16 Quinlen John, Toowoomba o 92 Reid W. Caboolture c (3)
221 Polson --, Rockhampton c 17 Quinlivan P. J., Gympie c 93 Reilly 1., Charters  Towers c
222 Pont James, Jericho c 18 Quinn -, 12-mile Camp c 94 Reilly James, P.O. Brisbane  c and o (2)
223 Ponton John, Cooktown s 19 Quinn Hugh, Maryborough u k 95 Reilly Luke, Croydon c
224 Pook Richard, P.O. Brisbane o c 20 Quinn Mrs. H., Townsville o 96 Reilly Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
225 Poole Alfred, Kangaroo Point c 21 Quinn Mrs. John, Gundiah c 97 Reilly Michael , Brisbane c
226 Poole G., George street c 22 Quinn Wm., Charters Towers c 98 Reilly P., Valley e
227 Poole H. B., Cadelga o c 23 Quinne T., KFlvin Grove c 99 Reilly Thomas, Croydon o
228 Poole  Martin , Cairns o 24 Quintle Mrs., Rosewood c 100 Reimer C., Mt. Morgan c
229 Poole Thomas, Charters Towers c 25 Quirke T., Monkland c 101 Rein Nicholas, Cometville o c
230 Pope Alexander, Saltern Creek o 102 Rendoer James,  Kilcummin Station c
231 Pope E., Croydon c 103 Renner N., Brisbane c
232 Popple Clara, South Brisbane o R. 104 Rennison Geo., Cooktown c
233 Porter Mrs., Valley c 105 Renon F. G., South Brisbane c
234 Porter C., Bundaberg u k 1 RABJOHNS Henry J., P.O. Brisbane 106 Renton Alex., Mackay c
235 Porter George,  Bowen  Hills o c c (2)  107 Renullon James,  Brassall c
236 Porter  Hugh , Bundaberg c 2 Rable Mrs. M., St. Lawrence c 108 Renwick George, Mackay u k
237 Porter H., Kangaroo Point c 3 Rackmann Mrs., Maryborough c 109 Renwick Walter,  P.O. Brisbane u k
238 Porter James, Geraldton c (2) 4 Radanz F., Gympie Railway Line c 110 Rewer Win., Clermont c
239 Porter Mrs. J., Rockhampton u k 5 Radcliffe G. B., Lower Burdekin c 111 Reynolds -, Knowsley  Estate c
240 Porter  Matthew , Rockhampton o c 6 Rae W., P.O. Brisbane s 112 Reynolds -, Nundah c
241 Porter Mrs. R. F., Valley c 7 Rae Wm. H., St. George c 113 Reynolds - Coorparoo c,
242 Porter Thomas, Geraldton c es, Morven m (2)8 Rafferty Miss, Maryborough c 114 Reynolds  Jam
243 Porter William, Yandilla s 9 Rafter J., Mount Esk c 115 Reys J., Charters  Towers c
244 Postell Wm., Croydon c 10 Rainbird H., Maryborough u k 116 Rhodes  Mrs. Charles , Croydon c
245 Pothie H. A., Rockham_ pton s 11 Rainham -, Bowen c 117 Rhodes  Mrs. Roberts, . den House
246 Potts James, Charters Towers c 12 Raleigh T., Gympie c Farm u k
247 Poulson Francis, Albion c 13 Ralph W., Maryborough c 118 Rhodes  R., Brisbane c
248 Poulson Neil, Cairns f 14 Ralston J., Spring Hill e 119 Rhoades Mrs T.  L., Hospital c
249 Pountney -, New Cleveland road 15 Ralston Win., Cairns o 120 Ribertson  J., Hughandau c
250 Powell Ben, P. O. Brisbane u k 16 Ralter James, Croydon c 121 Rice  Con., Springsure c
251 Powell  E., Hughenden c  17 Ramsay -, Rockhampton o c 122 Rice  Michael, Georgetown 0
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Horton c123 Ricebrook Geo. 223 Rob t G B i b 329 Rosetta Mrs., Woollongabba a,124 Rich F. C., Maryborough in er s ., ane or s224 Roberts Jno. Gympie c 330 Kosider J., Townsville c125 Richard Mrs. R., Croydon c ,225 Roberts  Jno Brisbane c 331 Roskilly David, Cooktown o126 Richards -, Goondiwindi c ., Gympie u k226 Roberts  Thomas 332 Ross Miss Annie, Mungarr c
127 Richards Mrs., Spring Hill c ,227 Roberts T Charters Towers f 333 Ross Charles C., Thompson  Estate c128 Richards Miss Annie, Charters
.
Clonagh Station o228 Roberts Wm 334 Ross Donald, Rockhampton s
Towers c
.,
Toowoomba in229 Roberta W B 335 Ross D. A., Aramac c
129 Richards C., Charters Towers c
. .,
Beenleigh c230 Robertson  - 336 Ross E., Cooktown c
130 Richards  E., Charters Towers c ,231 Robertson - Boundary street c 337 Ross Fred, Gympie c
131 Richards  Miss Geo. A .,  Stanley  street o iockhampton o c232 Robertson  A 338 Ross Isaac, Dalby c
132 Richards H., Pentland m
.,
Rockhampton o c233 Robertson A 339 Ross James, Brisbane c
133 Richards H. M., Bundaberg c
.,
Perry street c234 Robertson Chas 340 Ross James, Bankey Station c
134 Richards James, Samson Vale c (2) .Black Jack c (2)235 Robertson  D. 341 Ross John, Gympie o
135 Richards James, P.O. Brisbane c
,
Townsville c236 Robertson E 342 Ross Mrs. John Maryyborough m
136  Richards J., Rainbow, Charters Towers c ., Clermont s237 Robertson Geo 343 Ross John H., oaboolture a
137 Richards  Miss  Mary, Mitchell Downs
.,
Gympie o c238 Robertson Henry 344 Ross Justus, Toowoomba c
uk
,
South Brisbane c239 Robertson  H. 345 Ross J. R., Wellshot Station c
138 Richards  Thomas, Queenton u k , Croydon c (2)240 Robertson  Jno. 346 Ross  Miss  L. M., Normanton u k
139 Richards Win., Betts Creek c
,
Townsville e t241 Robertson Jno. 347 Ross W., Wickham street c
140 Richards Wm., Charters Towers c
,
East Brisbane c212 Robertson  J. 348 Rossiter George,  Brassall c
141 Richards  Wm. Hewison ,  Springsure c
,
243 Robertson  Mrs. J., South Brisbane c 349 Rossiter G. F., P.O. Brisbane a
142 Richards Wm. S., Charters  Towers o Rockhampton c244 Robertson  J. H. 350 Rotchford Mrs. L., Bundaberg o
143 Richards W., Ravenswood c
,
Queenton o c245 Robertson Thos. 351 Roughan Miss, Queenton u k
144 Richards W., Mount Morgan c
,
246 Robertson Mrs. T., Highgate Hill c 352 Rouse W., Windorah c
145 Richardson A. J. Wharf street o 247 Robertson Win., Charters Towers c (2) 353 Rowe Mrs. David, Charters Towers c
146 Richardson Mrs.  Brisbane f 248 Robertson  Wm. Southport o 354 Rowe Francis George, Stanley  street c
147 Richardson E. A., aroydon a 249 Robertson  W. R., Coorparoo c 355 Rowe Richard, Eton o148 Richardson E. H., P.O .  Brisbane c 250 Robertson  W. H., Cloncurry o 356 Rowley S., Thompson Estate c
149 Richardson  James , Mt. Alfred Station c 251 Robertson Win., Brisbane o c 357 Rowley Jas., Gympie c
150 Richardson  James ,  Brisbane o c Charters Towers c252 Robin M. 358 Royan George, Gundiah c
151 Richardson Mrs. Jane ,  Rockhampton
,
253 Robin W. B., Wharf  street c 359 Roye John, Richmond
00 Charters Towers c254 Robins E. 360 Ruanna J., Brisbane c
152 Richardson Messrs . J. and Co., Port
,
255 Robins W., Charters Towers c 361 Ruby Mary Elizabeth, Townsville c
Douglas m 256 Robinson -, Woolwash c 362 Ruch H., Rockhampton c
153 Richardson J., P.O. Brisbane o 257 Robinson  -, Benowa c 363 Ruchlie -, P.O. Brisbane u k
154 Richardson J., Be lle  Vue Hotel c 2..58 Robinson  -  Queen street c
'
364 Rudder M. G., Inglewood f
155 Richardson  J. junr .,  Gympie c ., Mitchell c (3):259 Robinson  A. J 365 Ruddock Robert, near Ipswich u k
156 Richardson Mrs. Mary A ., Albion o c 260 Robinson  David, Clermont c 366 Ruddy Mrs. M., Ipswich road c
157 Richardson Richard A .,  Brisbane m 261 Robinson  F. A., Norman's Creek s 367 Ruddy Robert, Gympie o
158 Richardson S., Gympie c 262 Robinson  John, Mackay c 368 Rudkins Wm., New Farm o c
159 Richardson  W m. a 263 Robinson  John, Red Hill c 369 Ruff C., Woollongabba c
160 Richardson  Wm., Croydon c 264 Robinson  J., Valley c 370 Ruffell Richard W., Red Hill o e
161 Richardson Wm., Charters  Towers c 265 Robinson  J., Maryborough u k 371 Rule James, Charters Towers c
and o c (2) 266 Robinson  J., Valley c 372 Rummels -, Pittsworth c
162 Richardson W. J. St. George c 267 Robinson  J. W., Brisbane c (2) 373 Rus E. A. G., Brisbane u k
163 Richmond Mrs., Imerald s 268 Robinson  R., Croydon c 374 Rusk Thomas, Diamantina road o
164 Richmond T., Ipswich road c 269 Robinson  Wm., Townsville f 375 Russel Mrs. Annie, Ravenswood u k
165 Richmond Walter, Crow's Nest c 270 Robson -, Red Hill c 376 Russell Mrs., Milton c (2)
166 Rickard Wm., Charters  Towers c 271 Robson Albert J., Maryborough u k (3) 377 Russell Miss, Kalka Hotel c
167 Rickards  Hy. Chinchilla c 272 Robson C., Normanton c 378 Russell Miss Amy J., P.O. Brisbane o c
168 Rickards  H. k.. Townsville c 273 Robustelli G. Croydon c 379 Russell A. P., Queen street c
169 Rickards Litke, Croydon a 274 Roch Ellen, charters Towers o 380 Russell Chas., P.O. Brisbane u k
170 Riokenberg -, Pialba c 275 Rocb  Mrs. E .,  Cairns c 381 Russell Geo., Pentland e t
171 Ricket  and Bark, South Brisbane a 276 Rochi John, Spring Hill c 382 Russell G. A., Brisbane c
172 Riddell John, Charleville o 277 Roche  Miss  Mary, Rockhampton a 383 Russell H. C., Townsville a
173 Rider and Co.,  Tiaro c 278 Rock H. D., Brisbane t 384 Russell John, Bundanba c
174 Rider Walter Tiaro c 279 Rock James , Maryborough c 385 Russell John, Clermont c
175 Rider Wm., fiiaro c 280 Rockley Jas. Jno., Croydon c 386 Russell 0. C. Townsville c
176 Rider W. Bundaberg c 281 Rodda J. H., Charters Towers c 387 Russell Mrs. S., St. George c
177 Ridgard *obert, Rockhampton u k 282 Roddain Geo., Clermont c 388 Russell Thomas, South Brisbane c
178 Ridge John, O'Connell Town c 283 Roddam J., Cairns c 389 Russell Mrs. T ., Harrisvi lle c
179 Ridgway T. T., Townsville o 284 Roddem John, Croydon c 390 Russell Mrs. William, Eidsvold c
180 Riding Mrs. Emily, South Brisbane o c 285 Roddeii Michael, Bald Hill 391 Russenberger Martin Brisbane o c
181 Rietz H. 0., Post Office e t 286 Rodda Mrs., Queensland in 392 Rutherford doppertield cHenry,
182 Rigby H. Moonie River c 287 Rodgers John, Nive Downs 393 Rutherford H. , Winton c
183 Rigg D., hrisbane s 288 Rodgers  J., Charters Towers c 394 Rutherford James, Logan c
184 Riggiardo 0., Warwick o c 289 Rodgers P. B., Normanton c 395 Ruthven George, South  Brisbane u k
185 Riley --, Bundaberg cj 290 Rodgers  R. Vulture c 396  Rutland J. W., Taroom o
186 Riley - (cabdriver), P.O. Bris- 291 Rodunsky Y1arris, Brisbane o c 397 Rutledge -, Kangaroo Pooint c
bane m 292 Roebuck J., Bundaberg c 398 Rutler William, Charters Towers c
187 Riley Alfred, Fortitude Valley c 293 Roger  -,  Eidsvold c (2) 399 Rutledge W., Port Douglas n z (3)
188 Riley Chas., P.O. Brisbane c 294 Rogers  -, Rockhampton c 400 Ryan and McCarthy, Charleville c
189 Riley C., P.O. Brisbane c 295 Rogers  Mrs., Rockhampton c 401 Ryan Mrs., Wharf street c
190 Riley  James  One-Mile c 296 Rogers  Fred John, P.O. Brisbane c 402 Ryan Miss, Kangaroo Point c
191 Riley Mrs. john, South Brisbane c 297 Rogers Jas., Hope  street c 403 Ryan Bridget C., Townsville o
192 Riley Mrs. J., Townsville a 298 Rogers  John, Charters Towers u k 404 Ryan Charles, Mount  Morgan n z
193 Riley M., Charters Towers c 299 Rogers  S., Logan road c 405 Ryan Dan, Barcaldine c
194 Riley P., Valley c 300 Rogers  S. H., Hill End c 406 Ryan Miss E., Gundiah c
195 Rimmington F., Charleville c 301 Rogers  W. M., South Brisbane s 407 Ryan F. R., Townsville c
196 Rinaldi J. H., Eidsvold c 302 Rogers Wi lliam , Cairns o 408 Ryan Hugh, Townsville o
197 Ringwood W., Pentland c 303 Rogerson  David Eidsvold u k 409 Ryan James, Johnstone River a
198 Rintoul -, Croydon c 304  Rogerson Mrs. J., Charters Towers u k 410 Ryan Jeremiah, Hughenden c
199 Riordan Edward, Croydon c (3) 305  Rolass  C., Homestead c 411 Ryan Jeremiah O'B., Wallangarra s
200 Riordan  F. T., Ipswich c 306 Rolfe J., Townsville c 412 Ryan John, Gympie c
201 Riordan  John, Roma  street c 307 Rolfe Miss S., Castle Vale c 413 Ryan John, Mountain Station c
202 Ripley G. Tribune  street c 308 Rolph Mrs., Walkerston c 414 Ryan John, Charters Towers s
203 Risebery Sohn, P.O. Brisbane o c 309 Rommel  Fred, Toowoomba c 415 Ryan Jas., Gympie c
204 Ritchie David, Cooktown o 310 Ronald J. M., Aramac c 416 Ryan Miss Julia, Roma c
205 Ritchie Robert, Maryborough c 311 Ronald W., Aramac o c 417 Ryan J., Gympie c
206 Ritchie Robert, Townsville c 312 Ronnie John, Cunnamulla c 418 Ryan J., Valley c
207 Ritchie R., One-Mile 313 Rooke Jas., Thursday Island c 419 Ryan J., South Brisbane c
208 Ritten  John ,  Barcaldine c (2) 314 Roon -,  Meringandan c 420 Ryan Miss Kate, Mount Morgan c
209 Rivers  James, St. Lawrence o c 315 Roonan M., Charters Towers c 421 Ryan Miss M. E., Cairns c
210 Rivers Miss  L. Normanton c 316 Roonan  M., Charters  Towers c 422 Ryan Patrick, Beenleigh e t
211 Rixon W. J., G5harleville c 317 Rooney Robert, Charters Towers c (3) 423 Ryan P., Townsville c
212 Roach  Jno., Charleville c 318 Rooney and Co. W. T., Bundaberg u k 424 Ryan Patrick James, Normanton
213 Roach Jno., Cairns o 319 Roots Frank, Charleville o 425 Ryan R., Townsville s
214 Robarts  Thomas,  Bograllo Station c 320 Rose -,  Brisbane c 426 Ryan Miss S. J., Townsville u k
215 Robbins Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o c (2) 321 Rose A., Cunnamulla m 427 Ryan Theresa, Charters Towers o
216 Robbins  Wm., Aramac c 322 Rose C., Maryborough c 428 Ryan Thos., Western Creek c
217 Robel Christian, Georgetown f 323 Rose David, Charters Towers c 429 Ryan Win., Gympie c
218 Roberts  -,  Barcaldine s 324 Rose Walter, Pine Hill u k 430 Ryan Win., Charters Towers c
219 Roberts A., Rockhampton c (2) 325 Rose W., Eidsvold o 431 Rvicen Janne W., Muttaburra f
220 Robeit9 I)., Cairns s 326 Rosellande Wm., Alpha e 432 Ryder -, Nudgee road c
221 Roberts G., Bundaber c 827 Rosendorff Henry, Kangaroo Point c 433 Ryder Patrick, Croydon s
222 Roberts G., Charters  Towers c 328 Rosenthal Victor, Charters Towers c (2) 434 Ryhan Mrs. Hannah,  Brisbane
435 Ryle  -, Valley c
436 Rymill A .,  Rockhampton o
437 Ryne  -,  Gympie c
S.
1 SABEY W. J., Townsville u k
2 Sachan H., Eton c
3 Safe Thomas, Charters Towers c
4 Sager Charles, Howard c
5 Sahl Paul, Esk e
6 Saich Frederick, Maneroo Station o c
7 Sajeman -, Ingham f
8 Sale John, Rockhampton o
9 Sallows Mrs. Emma, Lutwyche c
10 Salmon Mrs., Brisbane c
11 Salmon J. Toowoomba c
12 Salmond 6. S. Brisbane is
13 Salt Charles G3lermont c
14 Salter Miss b'., Brisbane u k
15 Salter John, Charters Towers in
16 Sampson Mrs., Townsville u k
17 Sampson Mrs. Edmund, Townsville u k
18 Sam War Millchester c
19 Sanberg n., Rockhampton c
20 Sandall C. J., Brisbane u k
21 Sandaver R., Tilpall Station c
22 Sanders T. H., South Brisbane c
23 Sanders Win., Brisbane u k
24 Sanderson John Croydon a
25 Sanderson J., Charters Towers in
26 Sandford John, Brisbane u k
27 Sandford J., Brisbane c 2)
28 Sandilands D., Charters Towers c (2)
29 Sandrofokie Charles, Croydon c
30 Sands -, Rockhampton c
31 Sang R., Langlo Downs c
32 Sargent Francis, Cairns u k and o (2)
33 Sauer S. Dai id, Pittsworth Railway a
34 Saunders J., Croydon e
35 Saunders R., Brisbane e t
36 Saunders Wm., Townsville c
37 Savage Alfred H., Brisbane o c
38 Savage James, South Brisbane c
39 Savage John, Gregory terrace u k
40 Savage J., Coorparoo c
41 Savory J. J. Tambo u k
42 Sawson it., binmore u k43 Sawyer Robert Thomas, Rockhamp-
tons
Scammell H., North Rockhampton u k
Scanlan Miss E., Brisbane a
Scharf Antony, Croydon c
Scharlin S. P. Redland Bay c
Schelp Win., 13risbane c
Schemirneck Charlie, Maryborough c
Scherning  C., Rockhampton s
Scherrington T. C., Surat c
Schiebim J., Townsville c
Schmidt Aug. Fortitude Valley c
Schmidt L., Glharleville e
Schmitt John, Kamerunga in
Scheeman Miss Helena, Toowoomba c
Schofkoski ----, Fearney View c
Schroeder G., Charters ?lowers c (2)
Schroeder P., Charters Towers c
Schubert F., Gympie c
Schultz  Miss Sarah , Toowoomba c
Schuman  -,  Fernvale c
Schuttie A., Ipswich c
Schwenke F., Goondiwindi s
Scolfield -, Fairymead c
Scorgie Chas., Croydon a
Scott -, Beaudesert e
Scott Croydon u k
Scott Miss Red Hill c
Scott A., Tambo c
Scott C., Normanton c
Scott David, Townsville o
Scott George, Brisbane o c
Scott G. W., Taroom Station c
Scott John, Gympie e
Scott John,  Cassilas c
Scott Joseph, Rockhampton a
Scott J., Cunnamulla e
Scott J. Elliot Isisford Station a
Scott Samuel ,'Mungar Railway c
Scott Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
Scott Mrs . T. C. E., Croydon u k
Scott William, Toowoomba s
Scott Wm., Spring Hill c
Scott Wm. Pine Hill  C
Scott Wambooya c
Scouga ll.o eaton ,  Boolboonda c
Scougall T. D., Boolboonda c (2)
Scovell Robert, Miva c
Scrymgeour A. T., Brisbane a
Scully A., Valley c
Sea (;rook J.,  Brisbane s
Seaforth Gottfred, Normanton c
Seager C. J., Nive Downs m
Seagrave W., Sandgate c
Seaniger J., Toowoomba c
Searuke  -,  Esk c
Searston George, Queenton0
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99 Seaton  A. G., Morven c
100 Sedgwick J. C., Herberton e
101 Seelve Peter, Townsville c
102 Sivers John, Bundaberg c
103 Self Wm., Townesville c
104 Selwiski Bernard, Howard a
105 Semmelmann Henrich, Brisbane o
106 Semmelmann  If., Charters  Towers a
107 Sevain J., Rockhampton s
108 Severn William, Cairns o c
109 Sevie J. Croydon c
110 Sexton A E., Barcaldine e
111 Seymour W., Brisbane f (2)
112 Shanahan  Jas., Rockhampton c
113 Shankland James Brisbane o c
114 Shannon P. and 3'., Townsville in
115 Sharlin Peter, Redland Bay s
116 Sharp A., Croydon c
117 Sharp  James , Chatsworth c
118 Sharp Wm., Bundaberg u k
119 Shaugnessey -, Bowen Bridge c
120 Shaw, Cutler and Co., Normanton c
121 Shaw Mrs., Brisbane u k
122 Shaw A., Jericho o
123 Shaw Charles, Brisbane u k (2)
124 Shaw H. Townsville c
125 Shaw Join, Gympie u k
126 Shaw Saml., Homebush u k
127 Shaw Sarah, Ravenswood o
128 Shaw Thomas, Macknade c
129 Shaw Wm., Cairns c
130 Shaw William, Townsville e
131 Shaw Wm. Jas., Rosewood s
132 Sheaf Rodger, Albion c
133 Sheahan Jeremiah, Croydon in
134 Shearlock J., Bundaberg c
135 Sheehan J., Pentland c
136 Sheehy Miss Mary, Emerald in
137 Sheehy Thomas, Breakfast Creek c
138 Shegog Mrs. J., Townsville in
139 Shelford -- Brisbane in
140 Shelton Charles, Emerald s
141 Shenton Mrs. Euphemia, Roma o c
142 Shepherd Joseph, Croydon s
143 Shepherd Philip, Jericho c
144 Shepherd Mrs. hilip, Jericho c (2)
145 ShepherdsonT., Meadowlands, Mackay
uk
146 Sheppard -, Barcaldine c
147 Sheppard Alfred, Maryborough u k (2)
148 Sheppard George,  Brisbane n z (2)
149 Sheppard Percy, Mayborough c
150 Shereff Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
151 Sheron John,  Cunnamulla c
152 Sherriff Miss Annie, North Pine u k
153 Sherrington J., Brisbane s
154 Sherrington J. C., Surat c and o (8)
155 Shervoey  Miss Minnie , Normanton o 0
156 Shine Cornelius, Gympie c
157 Shiner -, Jubilee Estate"c
158 Shinger W., Walloon c
159 Shorties Mich., Croydon road c (2)
160 Shoulett Robert, Oakwood Station c
161 Shue Wah, Gymjpie e
162 Shute Mrs. E. Toowoomba c
163 Shutt Miss forth Rockhampton u k
164 Sidal Mrs. 2hirret Herberton s
165 Siddeley W. and Co. Townsville in
166 Sieg J. C., Charters I'owers c
167 Sigrist T., Nukinindah c
168 Sigverson Christie, Brisbane c
169 Silke Stan. G. P., Rockhampton c
170 Sils 0., Bundaberg c
171 Silva Tinderis, Bundaberg e
172 Silcock L., Petrie's Bight c
173 Sim Mrs., Musket Flat e t
174 Sim James, Brisbane u k
175 Sim Mrs. J., Musket Flat c
176 Simnis Mrs. William, Rockhampton c
177 Simmonds P., Charters Towers c
178 Simmonds Win., Croydon c
179 Simmons Joseph, Clermont e
180 Simms A., Townsville s
181 Simon Peter, Cairns o c
182 Simons  J. Saddler's Crossing c
183 Simons W , Valley c
184 Simpson  Mrs. Ellen, Prairie c
185 Simpson E., Bundaberg c
186 Simpson E. J., Bundaberg e
187  Simpson Geo. S., Brisbane u k
188 Simpson Mrs. G. H., Townsville u k
189 Simpson  G. H., Townsville u k
190 Simpson  Henry, Beenleigh c
191 Simpson H., Gympie e
192  Simpson Mrs. J. E., Maryborough u k
193  Simpson John T., Peel street, South Bris-
baneuk(2)
194 Simpson  Magnus, Croydon c
195 Simpson  P. K. Brisbane in
196 Simpson W., 'ibwnaville s
197 Simpson W. R., Gympie c
198 Sims - , Ipswich c
199 Sims  J., Rocklea c
200 Sinclair  Mrs, Brisbane e t
201 Sinclair  Edward, Morven o
202 Sinclair  Miss E .,  Bundaberg c
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203 Sinclair Geo., Brisbane c
204 Sinclair Jas., Normanton c (2)
205 Sinclair R., Gympie c
206 Sinclair Win., Marburg c
207 Singleton Aubrey, Flinders River o
208 Singleton  A., Westmoreland  Station  in
209 Singleton Robert. Croydon e
210 Sing Long, Geraldton in
211 Sinnott Percy Eidsvold u k
212 Sinton John, Normanton c
213 Sissen Mrs., South Brisbane c
214 Bitch George J., Croydon c
215 Sivyer S., Kilkivan Railway c
216 Skinner - Bundaberg c
217 Skinner C., 1€iumpybong c
218 Skinner Jno. Isisford c
219 Skuthorpe D. Mitchell Downs o
220 Skyrne  Mrs. H ., thompson  Estate n z
221 Slack Mrs.,  Ipswich o
222 Slack Miss A., Ipswich c
22.3 Slack Benjamin, Wivenhoe c
224 Slater -, Hervey's Bay c
225 Slater W., Logan Railway Bridge c
226 Slatery Thomas, Normanton n z
227 Slattery Mrs. Brisbane c
Slattery B., Herberton e
Slattery J., South Brisbane c
Slattery John, Croydon a
Sloggart - Torbanlea c
Blotter W., 1Yigger Creek c
Smale  R. A., Croydon c
Smales E., South Brisbane c
Small Mrs. Bog o road e
Small M., d'hursday Island c
Small M., Thursday Island c
Smart and Co., Toowoomba o c
Smedley Rosa, Ipswich o
Smidth Mrs., Cooktown c
Smith •--, Spring Hill c
Smith -, Brisbane c
Smith Mrs., Red Hill c
Smith Mrs., Breakfast Creek u k
Smith Mrs., Gregory  terrace c
Smith Mrs., Townsville c
Smith Mrs., Croydon s
Smith Arthur, Albion e
Smith Arthur W., Brisbane s
Smith A., Prospect  street c
Smith A., Cadelgo Station c
Smith A., Rockhampton c
Smith Mrs. A. Normanton c
Smith A. C., Rockhampton o
Smith A. E., Breakfast Creek c
Smith A. J., Maryborough c
Smith Master Clive, Maryborough c
Smith Miss Charlotte, Brisbane f
Smith C., Ripple Creek u k
Smith C., 35-Gang, 151 Miles, Q.C.
Railway c
261 Smith C., 2-Gang, Sprin ure Line a
262 Smith C. D., Yaamba c
(3)263 Smith C. J., Brisbane s
264 Smith D., Brisbane River c
265 Smith D., Kangaroo Point c
266 Smith D. Normanton c
267 Smith Edwin, Brisbane a
268 Smith Edwin J., North Rockhamp-
ton u k
269 Smith Mrs. E., Spring Hill c
270 Smith Mrs. E., Milton c
271 Smith  Miss E ., Cardigan, North Rock-
hampton u k
Smith E. F., Marlborough c
Smith E .  P., Rockhampton c
Smith Francis ,  Cha rt ers Towers c
Smith F .,  Charters Towers c
Smith F., Lat robe  terrace c
Smith F .,  Kalamia Plantation u k
Smith George ,  Townsvi ll e c
Smith Miss Grace ,  Townsvi ll e u k
Smith G.,  Deep Creek c
Smith G.  A., Brisbane c
Smith G. L., Brisbane c
Smith Henry, Hughenden s
Smith H .,  Townsvi ll e s
Smith H .,  Charters Towers c (2)
Smith H .,  Hornet Bank c
Smith Mrs .  H. Charters Towers u k
Smith H. M pringgssure c
Smith H .  M.,., Fassifern Station a
Smith James ,  Highgate Hill e
Smith James ,  Waterworks road c
Smith James ,  Fernvale Pocket c
Smith James, Ingham o
Smith James ,  Isis Downs c
Smith James ,  Etheridge c
Smith James, Ravenswood u k
297 Smith James, Valley c
298 Smith Mrs, James, Valley c
299 Smith Miss Jenny,  Sandgate c
300 Smith John, Arthur  terrace c
301 Smith John, Sandy Creek a
302 Smith John, Tambo c
303 Smith John, Croydon a
304 Smith John,  Mungilata e t
305 Smith  Mrs. John, W a
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306-Smith  Joseph, Sandgate c 410 Spencer W., Yengarie c 510 Stich Heinrich Alexander, Rockhamp-
307 Smith Master Joseph, Sandgate c 411 Spencer W. Bundaberg c ton f
Lutwyche c308 Smith John E.
,
412 Spicer Win. Wallangarra s 511 Stickens Henry, Eidsvold c,
309 Smit James, Longford, Croydon s
,
413 Spike Mrs., Windorah s (2) 512  St. Maur J. Hingert, Mount Romeo,
310 Smith J. Toowoomba c 414 Spike E., Charleville c G'ooktown f,
Waterworks road e311 Smith J. 415 Spillane Miss Mary, Brisbane c 513 Stockdale Jas., Valley c,
Red Hill c312 Smith J. Brisbane o c416 Spinks Elijah 514 Stockham Mrs., Tivoli c,
West End c313 Smith J.
,
417 Spitzell L. Brisbane m 515 Stockly W., Deep Creek road c,
314 Smith J., Rockbourne Estate c
,
418 Spragg Wm., Georgetown o c (2) 516 Stocks A. E., Tilpal c (2)
Gympie c315 Smith J. South Brisbane c419 Springall Mrs. 517 Stokar H. D., Roma c,
316 Smith Mrs. J., Rose Hill Estate c
,
Charters Towers c420 Spurdle W. 518 Stockery John, Bowen Hills c
317 Smith bars. J., Dalby o
,
421 Squire Mrs. F., Paddington c 519 Stokes Nellie, New Farm road o
318 Smith J. B., Maryborough u k 122 Squire Mrs. F., Ipswich c 520 Stollard Mrs. E., I pswich c
319 Smith J. P., Rockhampton s 423 Stacey Mrs., Sherwood c 521 Stollard Mrs. E., Warwick c
320 Smith Mrs. Kate, Noosa road c 424 Stachelm  and Co., Brisbane c 522 Stone Mrs., Rockhampton c
321 Smith L., Cairns c 425 Stack  Denis,  Mungarr c 523 Stone F. 0., Maryborough c
322 Smith Miss L., Lutwyche o 426 Staffins  Charles, Toowoomba c 524 Stone James, Woollongabba c (2)
323 Smith L. S., Yaamba c 427 Stafford Mrs., Brisbane c 525 Stone James, Logan road c (2)
324 Smith Martin Brisbane a 428 Stafford R. H., Charters Towers o 526 Stoneham A. C., Brisbane u k (2)
325 Smith Mrs. i\ ary Ann, Fernvale o c 429 Stahlhut Mrs. Fredk., Ipswich s 527 Stopford James, Alice Downs c
326 Smith Michael, Mount  Morgan c 430 Stamp  -, Cairns u k 528 Storey J., Red Hill c
327 Smith M., Beaudesert c 431 Stancombe A., One-Mile, Gympie u k 529 Stornoskie -, Mackay c
328 Smith Mrs. or Miss Al. A., Beenleigh o 432 Stanfast  Robert, Montague road c 530 Straffon Henry, Bundaberg o c
329 Smith P. C., Howard c 433 Stanley C., Georgetown road c 531 Strangman A. G., Hughenden s (2)
330 Smith P. T., Greenmount c 434 Stanley Mrs.  C. H.2  Croydon c 532 Straten -, Townsville c
331 Smith Robert, Maryborough u k (3) 435 Stanley Ernest, Brisbane c and o (2) 533 Stratten Mrs. A., Woollongabba c
332 Smith Ronald W., Rockhampton o 436 Stanley E., St. Kilda House c 534 Street -, Bowen Hills c
333 Smith Robert M., Georgetown s 437 Stanley rredk., Brisbane c 535 Street C., Croydon c
334 Smith Richard Cannan, Greenmount c 438 Stanley Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o c (2) 536 Street J., Bundaberg c
335 Smith R., Taroom c 439 Stanley Mrs. R., Brisbane c 537 Streeter Alfred G., Spider Creek c
336 Smith R. B., Delta, Mitchell o c 440 Stansfeld J., Townsville c 538 Streten William, Brisbane c
337 Smith Sarah, Townsville o 441 Stantin Mrs., Brisbane s 539 Stretton Charles, Whyenbah Station c
338 Smith  Simon,  Townsville u k 442 Stanton -, Milton c 540 Stretton C. H., Whyenbah Station u k
339 Smith  Sydney, Charters Towers c 443 Stanton George, Townsville u k 541 Strevans and Brunn, Maryborough c
340 Smith S. (baker), Paddington c 444 Stanton G., New Cleveland road c 542 Strevans Mrs. H., Maryborough s
341 Smith  S., Cairns terrace c 445 Staples -, Tambo s 543 Stride A., Listowel c
342 Smith S., New Farm c 446 Staples F. W., Ravenswood c 544 Striker D., Gladstone road c
343 Smith S. M., Brisbane c 447 Stargardt -, Bellmont Estate c 545 Stronach Alexander, Maryborough u k
344 Smith William T., Spring Hill c .448 Starker Robert, Charters Towers c (3) 546 Strube F., Rockhampton c
345 Smith William One-Mile, Gympie in 449 Starlight Professor, Boggo road c 547 Struthers John, Cooktown u k,
Charters316 Smith  W., Broughton 450 Statford John, Gootchie c 548 Stuart A., Goondiwindi s,
Towers e 451 Staunton J., Fairlie Station o 549 Stuart James, Meteor Downs s
347 Smith W. E., Toowoomba o 452 Stearn Miss Mercy Kate, Brisbane u k 550 Stuart John, Cairns t
348 Smith W. M., Yaamba road s 453 Steavens Mrs. R., Herberton c 551 Stuart John Samuel, Bowen u k
349 Smith W. 0., Womblebank c 454 Stebens D., Bundaberg c 552 Sturgess -, Walloon c
350 Smith W. Y., Tiaro c 455 Steel Mrs. J. S. E., Ipswich s 553 Sturgess F., Toowong c
351 Smith W. L. B., Maryborough o c 456 Steele Mrs. A., South Brisbane c (2) 554 Sturt Herbert, O'Connell Town m
352 Smithe F., Boggantungan c 457 Steens -, Howard c 555 Sturte James, Muttaburra c
353 Smithe John, Qorven c 458 Steffen H., Petrie terrace c 556 Sue Miss C., Brisbane c
354 Smithy T., Barronville o 459 Steger John, Toowoomba c 557  Sugrue Miss Deborah (care of Patrick
355 Smyth -, Cairns terrace c 460 Steinback E. R., Croydon a Dale), Rosewood o
356 Smyth  Daniel,  Junction, Ipswich 461 Steincro J. C., Ipswich c 558 Strickland C., Rishton u k
road c 462 Stenzord Victor, Eidsvold c 559 Sullivan Daniel,  Brisbane o c
357 Smyth  Miss  Geraldine, Brisbane u k (3) 463 Stephen W., Rockhampton c 560 Sullivan D., Rockhampton c
358 Smyth John, Rosewood in 464 Stephens Richard  P., Charters Towers 561 Sullivan Eugene, Brisbane u k
359 Smyth Wm., Brisbane o uk 562 Sullivan E.. Hornet Bank c
360 Smyth W., Ravenswood c 465 Stephens W., Bowen  terrace c 563 Sullivan John, Rockhampton  c and s (2)
361 Smythe R., Charters Towers c (3) 466 Stephens  W., Valle c 564 Sullivan J., Glastonbury c
362 Snell  Geo., Townsville e t 467 Stephenson George F., Townsville o 565 Sullivan P., South  Brisbane m (2)
363 Snell Mrs. M. A., Peak Downs u k 468 Stephenson J. E. Yerra Yerra c 566 Sumerville John,  Brisbane  River o c
364 Snell Samuel , Croydon s 469 Stephenson William, Eidsvold u k 567 Sumner -, Gatton c
365 Snodgrass J. B., Croydon s 470 Stephson Mrs. A. J., Bundaberg a 568 Sunderland Joseph, Charters Towers o
366 Snow Mrs., South Brisbane c 471 Sterling F., Warrilla, Ipswich c 569 Sun Man Lee, Cooktown c
367 Snowden Joseph H., Coorparoo o 472 Sterling Jno., Toowoomba c 570 Sun On Chong, Wallangarra c
368 Snudden -, Dinmore c 473 Stevens and Bunn, Howard o c 571 Surtees J., Gympie c
369 Snudden Mrs. Dinmore c 474 Stevens Mrs., Lake's Creek road c 572 Sutcliffe J., Charters Towers c
370 Soden John, Charters Towers c and o (2) 475 Stevens Mrs. D. S., Southport c 573 Suter and Co. J. V., St. George c
371 Soderlund E. A., Brisbane o 476 Stevens Joseph,  Brisbane c 574 Suttelworth Robert, Mount Morgan c
372 Soilleaue W., Townsville c 477 Stevens Joseph, Hatton Vale, Laid]ey c 575 Sutton John, Bundaberg c
373 Solomon and Cowell, Stanthorpe a 478 Stevens Vaughan, Cooktown f 576 Sutton J., Croydon s
374 Solomon -, Townsville c 479 Stevenson Archie, Croydon c 577 Svensson C. P., Brisbane f
375 Solomon Mrs., Townsville m (2) 480 Stevenson H. J., Valle c 578 Swan Archibald, Townsville c
376 Solomon E., Brisbane c 481 Stevenson John F., Charters Towers 579 Swan W. B., Brisbane in
377 Solomon Mrs. E., Brisbane in c (3) 580 Swannack Thomas, Hughenden o
378 Somerville A., Inglewood c 482 Stevenson P. (care of McGhie, Luya), 581 Swannack T., Cooktown c
379 Somerville Miss Marion, Brisbane o c Cootharaba Sawmills, Noosa River u k- 582 Swanson G., Normanton c
380 Somerville Robert, Copperfield c 483 Stevenson P. (care of McGhie, Luya,583 Swanson H., Barcaldine c
381 Somors Mrs. James, Rockhampton o and Co.), Cootharaba  Sawmills, 584 Swanson James, Yabba, Woodford c
382 Sommerville A., Greenmount c (2) Noosa River c 585 Swartz Mrs., Woollongabba c
383 Sorensen Andrew, Charters Towers o c 484 Stevenson William, Mount Spurgeon c 586 Sweeney Miss, Beenleigh c
384 Sorensen Aug., Normanton f (3) 485 Stewart - (cabman ),  Brisbane c 587 Sweeney P., Inniskillon Station c
385 Sorensen  John, Rockhampton s 486 Stewart -, East Bundaberg c 588 Sweeney John, Cairns terrace c
386 Sorensen Soren, Charters Towers f 287 Stewart The Bluff,  Cairns c 589 Sweeney M., Monkland c
387 Sorrman Berenda, Innisfail o 488 Stewart -, Croydon c 590 Sweeny Mrs., South Brisbane c
388 Soure Miss Minnie, Dulbydilla c 489 Stewart  - (s.s. " Maranoa ") c 591 Sweeny Daniel, Brisbane c
389 Soutar W., Brisbane c 490 Stewart Mrs. A. G., Woody Point o 592 Swift H. W. Al., Barcaldine c
390 South William, Miles u k 491 Stewart Miss Betsy, Maryborough c 593 Swift Patrick, South Brisbane u k
391 Souther G., Charters Towers c 492 Stewart C. M., Goodiwindi s 594 Sykes Elia, North Ipswich c
392 Southfield W. J., Rockhampton u k 493 Stewart D., Esk c 595 Sykes Frank W,, Brisbane u k (2)
393 Southwell C., Cairns u k 494 Stewart Miss Eleanor, Wellington road 596 Sykes Frank W., Maryborough u k
394 Suuthwell Wm. Clifford Cairns u k oc 597 Sykes Frank W., Langlo Downs c (4),
395 Southwick Mrs., Brisbane c 495 Stewart E. R., Bundaberg a 598 Sykes George, Eidsvold c
396 Sowden James, Triangle c (3) 496 Stewart Hamilton, Brisbane u k 599 Sylvester Ralph, Eidsvold c
397 Spangenberg W., Brisbane s 497 Stewart H., Railway terrace c 600 Symonds S. G., Boorah c
398 Spanner A., Yaamba road c 498 Stewart James, Charters Towers c (2) 601 Sympson -, Telemon Station c
390 Spargo  R. J., Logan Railway Bridge c 499 Stewart James, Gympie c 602 Synnott Michael, Townsville a
400 Spargo Stephen, Cunnamulla s 500 Stewart J., New Farm c 603 Synon James, Charters Towers c (2)
401 Spar el -, Brisbane c 501 Stewart Robert, Gympie c 604 Syrett J., Charters Towers c
402 Sparkes Mrs. M. A., Brisbane o 502 Stewart Robert, Sandgate c
403 Speachley Alfred, Clover Lakes c 503 Stewart R., Mungarr c
404 Speering J., Nanango c 504 Stewart S. and Co., Brisbane s T.
405 Spearing Thos., Ipswich c 505 Stewart Thos. A., Toowoomba o
406 Spelman Edward, One-mile Creek o c 506 Stewart Wm., Brisbane c 1 TAIN W. F., Sandgate (c)
407 Spence It., West End c 507 Stewart Win., Charters Towers c 2 Talbot Geo., Warra c (2)
408 Spencer  H. J., Valley c 508 Stewart W. F. F., Bundaberg a 3 Talbot J., Warra c
409 Spencer  J. F., Croydon a 509 St. George Francis,  Springsure c 4 Talbot J. H., South Brisbane u k
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5 Talbot Miss Lilian, Townsville e t 106 Thom pson  Fred., Manfred Downs c 209 Tooth W. E., Normanton c
6 Talbot Miss Lily Normanton c 107 Thompson Mrs. F. G., Roma c 210 Topliss Miss K., Townsville u k
7 Talbot Miss S., 4eorgetown c 108 Thompson F. R., Gowrie u k (2) 211 Torme P., Brisbane c
8 Tallice Charlie, Townsville c 109 Thompson George, Croydon c 212 Tormey Mrs., Brisbane c
9 Tancred Thomas, Rockhampton s 110 Thompson Geo. Anthony, Townsville o 213 Torson -, Rockhampton c
10 Tancred W., Withersfield c 111 Thompson G., Paddington e 214 Tosey -, Brisbane c
11 Tangney Mrs. John, Brisbane c 112 Thompson G., Jubilee Estate c 215 Toss J., Hughenden c
12 Tanna Charley, Hamleigh, Ingham o 113 Thompson G. A., Yengarie c 216 Totten Wm., Ballaby, Taroom o c
13 Tannocks John, Bundaberg c 114 Thompson G. E., Comet c 217 Tough Wm., Clayfield o
14 Tant A., Rockhampton c 115 Thompson Hugh, Woollongabba o c (2) 218 Townsend Win., Charters Towers c
15 Taske W., Woongarra Scrub c 116 Thompson H., Rockhampton c 219 Tovey B., North Ipswich c
Ili Tate A., Albion c (2) 117 Thompson James, Charters Towers c 220 Towler Alfred, Dalby u k
17 Tate George, St. George Bridge s 118 Thompson Jno., Toowoomba c 221 Towns James, Charters Towers m
18 Tayler Charles, Rockhampton u k and 119 Thompson John Thos., Bowen c 222 Townsend W., Gympie c
c (2)  120 Thompson J., Normanby Hill c 223 Toy Mrs. E., South Brisbane c
19 Taylor -, Brisbane c 121 Thompson J. B., Brisbane s (2) 224 Toy Joseph, Black Jack c
20 Taylor -, Rockhampton c 122 Thompson Mrs. J. C., Charters Towers c 225 Toy Joseph, Charters Towers c
21 Taylor --, Yeppoon c 123 Thompson J. H., Homebush c 226  Toy Richard, Croydon c (2)
22 Taylor Mrs., Spring Hill c 124 Thompson Mrs. K., Lower Dawson 227 Toy W. and Co., Black Jack o
23 Taylor Mrs. Alfred, Cluden, Towns- road c 228 Toyne G., Kennedy terrace o
ville c 125 Thompson Louisa, South Brisbane o 229 Tracey George, Clermont c
Charters Towers24 Taylor Ambrose Valley c 126 Thom son Mrs Mar Charters Towers c230 Tracey G H, p . y,
25 Taylor A. C., Normanton c 127 Thompson M. C., Townsville c
. .
231 Tracey H., Rook-wood c (2)
26 Taylor Benjamin H., Sandgate c 128 Thompson S., Nudgee c 232 Tracey J., Charleville a
27 Taylor B Chinchilla c 129 Thompson Thomas Croydon sW Charters Towers233 Tramacchi Giovanni. ., ,
28 Taylor Celia, Kangaroo Point o 130 Thompson Thos., Gympie c
,
c (3)
29 Taylor Mrs. Capt., Bundaberg c 131 Thompson William, Rockhampton f 234 Traneat G., Blackwater c
30 Taylor C (coach-driver), Yeppon c 132 Thompson Wm., Warwick o c 235  Travers Ernest J., Hainbleton, Cairns uk
31 Taylor F., Hornet Bank c 133 Thompson Wm., Mackay o 236 Treacey George, Clermont c
32 Taylor George, New Farm c 134 Thompson Wm., Brisbane s 237 Treacy Denis, Ipswich u k
33 Taylor G., Mount Shamrock c (2) 135 Thompson Mrs. W. H., Maryborough c 238 Tredinwick John, Bowenvale a
34 Taylor Herbert Cleveland, Croydon o 136 Thomsen and Thomas, Charters 239 Tredman Mrs. M. A.. Brisbane c
35 Taylor H. A., South Brisbane c Towers c 240 Tredvea J., Charters Towers c
36 Taylor H. B., Brisbane c t37 Thomson Alexander, Brisbane u k 241 Treecher Mrs. W., Hermit Park e t
37 Taylor James, Croydon c (2) 138 Thomson Mrs. A., East Bundaberg c 242 Tregenya J., Gundiah c
38 Taylor Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o c 139 Thomson F., Spring Hill c 243 Trelour J. H., Ipswich u k
39 Taylor John, Alice u k 140 Thomson H., Springsure c (2) 244 Tremelling Henry, Croydon s
40 Taylor John, Blanket Flat, Clermont c 141 Thomson J. B., Brisbane s 245 Trenchon Charles, Isisford, c
41 Taylor Joseph, Charters Towers c 142 Thomson J. W., Charters Towers 246 Treneray Wm. Thos., Rockhampton u k
42 Taylor J., Gympie c  o and s (2) 247 Treneworth W. R., Beaudesert c
43 Taylor J. W., Warwick c 143 Thomson K., Brisbane c 248 Trevarthen Richd., Charters Towers c
44 Taylor William, Cockatoo Dam, Cler- 144 Thomson Thomas, New Cairns s 249 Trickey.T., Maryborough m
mont c 145 Thomson T., Beenleigh c `250 Trimmingham Miss, Spring Hill c
Queenton u k and45 Ta Brisbane u k 146 Thomson Williamlor W Charters Towers c251 Tronlon Wy ., ,
46 Taylor W., West End c c (2
e
.,
252 Trott George, Toowoom ba u k and n z (2)
r M., Pine Mountain c47 Taylor W., Valley c 147 Thon 253 Trudgeon Thomas, Charters Towers
48 Taylor W. M., West End c 148 Thones Samuel, Fernvale c u k and c (2)
49 Taylor W. S., Valley c 149 Thorn Andrew, Brisbane u k 254 Tubb Lewis, Normanton u k
50 Teaford G., Gympie c 150 Thorn W. M., Brisbane c 255 Tuck Wm., 2-Miles, Yeppoon c
51 Teagan -, Valley c 151 Thorne Thos., Jondaryan o c 256 Tucker -, Rockhampton c
52 Teal Henry, Croydon c 152 Thornley F., Rockhampton c 257 Tucker A., Townsville s
53 Teare J. T., Bowen c 153 Thornton Miss A. M., Brisbane n z 258 Tucker P., Bayswater c
54 Teasdall --, Windorah c 154 Thornton D., Brisbane c 259 Tucker W., Townsville c
55 Tee S., Toowoomba e 155 Thornton Edwin, Brisbane n z 260 Tuero and Co., Maryborough s
56 Tee William, Toowoomba c 156 Thornton G., South Brisbane c 261 Tufnell Wm., Veresdale o c
57 Teehan Timothy, Drayton c 157 Thornton W., Croydon s 262 Tuillier L., Normanton c
58 Tehan John, West End c 158 Thorpe Mrs. George, P.O. Brisbane c 263 Tullock Jno., Brisbane c
59 Telfor William, Esk c 159 Thraine J., East Bundaberg c 264 Tully Mrs., Dulbydilla c
60 Templeton Mrs., Brisbane o 160 Thrivthen Alfred, Croydon c 265 Tundall Thomas, Brisbane c
61 Templeton Mrs. Agnes, Petrie's Bight c 161 Thumpkin Mrs. Thos., Brisbane c 266 Turnbull Mrs., Brisbane c
62 Templeton Miss M., Cairns c 162 Thurston -, Brisbane c 267 Turnbull D. F., Rosewood u k (2)
63 Tepper G. E., Townsville c 163 Thurston -, Brisbane c (2) 268 Turner Mrs., Bundnberg c
64 Terary Frederick, Maryborough c 164 Thurston H., Brisbane c, s, and t (4) 269 Turner Mrs., Allanstown, Rockhamp-
65 Terrell William, St. George s 165 Thwailes Mrs. John, Brisbane m ton c
66 Terrey W., Brisbane u k 166 Tibbits R., Valley c 270 Turner Arthur A., Brisbane c
67 Terrny James, Croydon c 167 Tidy J. T., Townsville c 271 Turner Charles, Isisford c
68 Terry -, Brisbane c 168 Tierney James, Bnndaberg o 272 Turner Charles, Blackall s
69 Tester Arthur, Kelvin Grove o c 169 Tierney Patrick, Brisbane c 273 Turner C., Barcaldine c
70 Tharan P. S. L., Brisbane c 170 Tilley H. J., Brisbane u k 274 Turner D., Newelltown c (2)
71 Thayer W., Ipswich c 171 Tills R. A., Freshwater Creek c 275 Turner F., Cooranga c
72 Theaker J. W., Woollongabba c (2) 172 Tilly -, Woollongabba c 276 Turner George, Valley c
73 Theurkaut -, Fernvale c 173 Tilly George, South Brisbane c and o c 277 Turner George, Croydon m
74 Tholand T., Murphy's Creek c  (2) 278 Turner George., Croydon c
75 Thomas -, Valley c 174 Tilse Mrs. A., Charters Towers s 279 Turner G. J., Kangaroo Point c
76 Thomas Arthur M., Listowel Downs 175 Timmins Edward, Ipswich c 280 Turner H., Lakes Creek road c
uk(5) 176 Timson G., Mount Shamrock c 281 Turner John C., Goldsborough o
77 Thomas A. M., Brisbane c 177 Tipping Miss.Sarah, Townsville c 282 Turner J. M., Valley c
78 Thomas A. M., Alpha c 178 Titcomb Henry, Welford Downs c 283 Turner Mrs. Margaret, Gympie o
79 Thomas A. M., Rockhampton c 179 Tivendale W., Rockhampton e t 284 Turner R., Dalby s
80 Thomas Benjamin, Charters Towers c 180 Toal -, Howard c 285 Turner Thomas, Bundaberg c
81 Thomas David, Cooktown s 181 Tobanan John, Rosewood c 286 Turner W. J., Townsville c
82 Thomas Mrs. David, Hospital, Bris- 182 Tobin W., Charters Towers s 287 Turney Martin, Dalby o c
bane o 183 Todd B., Charters Towers c 288 Turnour K. A., Charters Towers c
83 Thomas D. J., Brisbane c 184 Todd E., Brisbane u k 289 Turrey -, Brisbane c
84 Thomas George, Brisbane c 185 Todd J. W., Warwick c 290 Turton T. K., Toowoomba c
85 Thomas G., Rockwood c 186 Toll -, Charters Towers c 291 Tweedale Jacob, Dinmore c
86  Thomas  Miss  Hetty, 3 Merivale  street,  187 Toll Peter, Charters Towers c 202 Tweedale Jacob, Redland Bay c
South Brisbane c  188 Tollerfield -, Townsville c x'93 Twidale -, Gowrie road c
87 Thomas Miss Hetty, South Brisbane c 189 Tom F., Bulimba road c 294 Twidale G., Cunnamulla c
88 Thomas John, Barcaldine c 190 Tomalin R. W., Townsville u k 295 Twine J. R., Roma c
89 Thomas J., Charters Towers c 191 Tomkins -, Townsville u k 296 Twohy Miss Ellen, Townsville u k
90 Thomas J. P., Gympie c 192 Tomkins W., Charleville c 297 Twomey Mrs., One-Mile c
91 Thomas M., Brisbane e t 193 Tomlinson I)r., Toowoomba c (2) 298 Twomey D., Esk c
92 Thomas Richard, Croydon c 194 Tomlinson W., Townsville u k 299 Twomey John, Main Camp, Gympie c
93 Thomas T., Brisbane c 195 Tompkins T., Gympie o 300 Tynan R., North Rockhampton c
94 Thomas W., Charters Towers c (2) 196 Toneson -, South Brisbane c 301 Tyne Mrs., Sandgate c
95 Thomas W. H., Gundiah c 197 Tong Wo and Co., Cooktown f 302 Tyrall M., Herberton c
96 Thomasson W. S., Brisbane c 198 Tonkin G., Gympie c 303 Tyrell -, Brisbane c
97 Thompsen John, South Brisbane s 199 Tonny Tony, Hodgkinson f
98 Thompson and Holm, Gympie c 200 Too Back Wm., Bundall Station o
99 Thompson and Spence, Clermont c 201 Toohey James, Croydon c (2) U.
100 Thompson Mrs., Fortitude Valley c 202 Toohey Miss Kate, Cairns s
101 Thompson Mrs., Valley c 203 Toomey -, Spring Hill c 1 UHR -, Croydon c
102 Thompson Alexandra, Charters 201 Toon Mrs. J., Charters Towers o 2 Yulls W., Rockhampton c
Towers m 205 Tooth Thomas, Clifton c (2) 3 Ullyatt George, Cooktown u k
103 Thompson A. B. H., Croydon c 206 Tooth W. E., Brisbane c and a (2) 4 Ulph Edgar B., Cardwell a and c (2)
104 Thompson Mrs. E., Toowoomba s 207 Tooth W. E., Clifton c (6) 5 Uniacke Arthur, Rockhampton c
105 Thompson E. J., Kelvin Grove road c 208 Tooth Mrs. W. E., Normanton c 6 Umberson Joseph, Ipswich road c
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7 Underhill  -,  Glennon Station c 48 Walliker  J., Petrie  terrace c 137 Watson Wi ll iam, P.O. Charters
8 Underwood F., Maryborough u k 49 Wallis Jno., Charters Towers s Towers c (2)
9 Underwood T. A., Cloncurry o 50 Wallis Joseph H., P.O. Croydon c 138 Watson William, P.O. Holmstead s
10 Unwin G. F., Townsville f 51 Wallis J. Horatio, Ipswich c 139 Watson W. G., Ipswich c
11 Upward W., Y.O. Brisbane c 52 Wallinaner H. F., P.O. Croydon c 140 Watt and Co. Messrs., Maryborough e
12 Uren J. H., Charters  Towers c 53 Walls  Miss , Y.O. Brisbane c 141 Watt John, Crown street, Boggo road c
13 Utz -, Black Gully c 54 Walls Henry, Windorah c 142 Watt Mrs .  Mary, Water street, South
55 Walls J.,  Kamerunga c Brisbane u k
56 Walls J., Ipswich c 143 Watt P. M., P.O.  Brisbane c
V. 57 Walmsley Mrs. Mary J., P.O. Bris- 144 Watts Miss Bessie ,  Toowoomba o
bane o c 145 Watts E., Darr River o
1 VAIL  Samuel ,  Charters Towers f 58 Walsh and Evans, Croydon c (2) 146 Waugh Irving, Warwick c
2 Valentine Henry ,  Mt. MorganG .  M. Co. a 59 Walsh  -,  P.O. Muttahurra c 147  Way T., Townsville w a
3 Vallaly  A., South Brisbane s 60 Walsh Charles, P.O. Brisbane o c (2) 148 Wayled Berf., Wharf street c
4 Vallely E., West End c (2) 61 Walsh Charles, Transcontinental Hotel, 149 Wearman  -, Winton c
5 Vallely Walter, Valley c George street o 150 Webb -,  Ann street c
6 Vallentine W., Kelvin Grove c 62 Walsh Edmond, Gympie o 151 Webb -, Churchill  street c
7 Vallis Eliah ,  Emu Park Railway c 63 Walsh F .,  P.O. Charters Towers c 152 Webb Mrs .,  Samford road c
8 Vaughan Edith , Valley o 64 Walsh H . H., Barcaldine a 153 Webb Charles ,  Bowen terrace c
9 Venard Mrs .  J., Rockhampton u k 65 Walsh John, Gynipie o 154 Webb Charles, P.O. Eidsvold c
10 Venny D .,  s.s. " Victoria" c 66 Walsh J., P.O. Croydon c 155 Webb Dr., Kedron Brook, Crow's
11 Vent John, East Darr o 67 Walsh J., Cooktown c Nest c
12 Verrier D. G., Valley c 68 Walsh Miss  H. J., P.O.  Cairns c 156 Webb E. B., Townsville c
13 Vernon  Edgar, Brisbane s 69 Walsh Mrs .  Mary, P.O. Toowoomba c 157 Webb and Co. F. Messrs., Mary
14 Very R .,  Kaboonga c 70 Walsh T.,  Royal  Hotel ,  Townsville c street c
15 Veters -,  Howard c 71 Walsh Thos., Barronsville s 158 Webb  Henry, Charters Towers c
16 Vian Samuel, Brisbane u k 72 Walsh William,  36-miles gang, 159 Webb Joseph, P.O. Brisbane o c
17 Vickers J. E., Tallebudgera c Western Line c 160 Webb J., P.O. Brisbane e t
18 Vickers Win., Townsville c 73 Walsh William, Brisbane s 161 Webb W., P.O. Croydon m
19 Vickers Wm., Cairns c 74 Walsh William , Beenleigh f 162 Webber -, 70-mile, rid Charters
20 Vidler Mrs . John,  Mount Stuart c 75 Walter  F., P.O. Croydon m Towers c
21 Viethers Herman, Pengarry Junction 76 Walter H. C., Homestead c 163 Webber James, Charters Towers c
22 Viggers C., Toowoomba c 77 Walters D., Kelvin Grove c 164 Webster E., Croydon c
23 Vignoles Capt., Brisbane u k 78 Walters Jno. D. Clermont c, 165 Webster G., Pickett 's Hotel, Brie
24 Vance L. and W., Rockhampton e t 79 Walters Thomas , Y.O. Bundaberg u k bane s
25 Virtue G. J., Clermont c 80 Walters William, Plant's Ridges, 166  Wedemeyer Mrs. E., Bundaberg o c
26 Vogan  Arthur J.,  Townsville n z and s Charters Towers c 167 Wee Chin, Stony Creek c
27 Vogsey Mrs., senr .  Rockhampton f 81 Walton L. (care of Graziers' Butcher- 168 Weedman Mrs. Annie, P. O. Warwick o 0
28 Vohland Christy, Oakey Creek c ing Company ),  Brisbane s 169 Weeks Mrs. P.O. South Brisbane c
29 Vokes Alfred , Croydon f  and o (3) 82 Walton Thomas, P.O. Normanton s 170 Weeks J., worth Rockhampton c
30 Volkman Mrs. C., Lutwyche c 83 Walton Thomas Morven c 171 Wehremberg C. H., Cairns c
31 Volkman Geo., Lutwyche c 84 Warby J. W., 'l ownsville c 172 Wehrle R., Woolgar c
32 Volkmann Mrs. Coroline ,  Townsville c 85 Ward D., Gympie Railway Line c 173 Weinwright. J., Croydon c
33 Volkmann C. E., Townsville c 86 Ward E. H. (care of King and Sons), 174 Weir Chas., Normanton c
34 Volling Henry, Angellala c Gowrie Station n z 175 Weir J., Mackay c
35 Von Blanckensee Mrs. Ester, Rock- 87 Ward Geo., Maryborough o c 176 Weire Mrs. W., Peak Downs a
hampton f 88 Ward Geo ., Beenleigh o c 177 Weiss L., Beaudesert c
36 Voules  -,  Spring Hill c 89 Ward G., Boundary street, West End c 178 Weisse Geo., Nerang c
37 Vowls  James, Brisbane c 90 Ward  H. (bandmaster  United  Circus), 179 Weldon Walter, Dinmore c
Normanton s 180 Weldon W., Dinmore c
91 Ward James ,  Charters Towers c (2) 181 Welldon Miss Sarah, Dinmore Station c
W. 92 Ward John, Charters Towers c 182 Weller John Thompson Estate c
93 Ward J. Lucke, P.O. Zillman's Water- 183 Wellington John, Croydon c and a (6)
1 WACKER G., Nundah f holes c 184 Weller -, Sherwood c
2 Wade Joseph, Pialba 94 Ware F., P.O. Richmond u k 185 Wells G., Roma c
3 Wade P., Bogantungan c 95 Warne F. P., P.O. Brisbane m 186 Wells W., Normanton o
4 Wade Thomas, Rockwood Station o 96 Warne Wm .,  Bunya Mountain u k 187 Wehman F., Dalby c
5 Wainwright  T., Gotha  street c (3) 97 Warner  Mrs., Denison  street, Rock- 188 Welpton -, Jubilee Estate c
6 Wainright Wm., Charters Towers o hampton c 189 Welsby J., Bowen c
7 Waite Edmund, Ipswich c 98 Warngrau Neils Peter, Bundaberg m 190 Welsh John, P.O. Croydon m
8 Walbourn C., Ipswich c (2) 99 Warren Edward, Clermont c 191 Wenderoth George, P.O.  Brisbane f
9 Walcot Erie ,  Pentland a 100 Warren, E. R., Grandchester c 192 Wendon H., Croydon c
10 Waldron John ,  Charleville c 101 Warren Harry, Mount Shamrock f 193 Wennett Misses H. and E., P.O.
11 Waldron J., P.O. Roma c (2) 102 Warren H., Mount Shamrock o Croydon u k
12 Waldron W., Miles o 103 Warren R. W., Toowoomba c 194 Wer John, Black Jack c (2)
13 Walke John, Townsville c 101 Warren Thos., Mount Spurgeon c 195 Werst Mrs. F., Spring Creek c
14 Walker  -,  Princess street ,  Petrie 105 Warren Thos.,  Kalamia Estate, Lower 196 Wert Mrs., Spring Creek c
terrace c Burdekin o 197 Wesgling Ferd., Laidley c
15 Walker Mrs .,  Milton c 106 Warren  William, Oakey Creek, Cler- 198 West and Leamy Messrs., Windorah o
16 Walker Mrs .,  Red Hill c mont c 199 West A. E., Charters Towers c
17 Walker Adam, St. George c 107 Warren W., P.O. Townsville s 200 West Fred., Queenton c
18 Walker A., Mackay c 108 Warren W., Rockhampton o 201 West Fred., Cabbage-tree Creek c
19 Walker Charles ,  Toowoomba c 109 Warrington  -,  Charters Towers c 202 West J., Barcaldine c
20 Walker Charllon J., Croydon c 110 Warsihaner  L., P.O. Croyden c 203 West J. P., Charters Towers s
21 Walker C. J., Croydon m 111 Warters Edward, P .O. Brisbane c 204 West Mrs .  Sarah ,  Mackay s
22 Walker Mrs. or Miss Dot, Brookfield o 112 Wate E., One-mile Estate ,  Little 205 Westbury W. G., Black Jack s
23 Walker D. (care of T. H .  Mann), Ipswich c 206 Westman Carl ,  Normanton f
Queenton c 113 Water Harry, Brisbane c 207 Weston -, Northcote c
24 Walker Frank, P.O. Normanton s 114 Waterman W., P.O. Croydon c 208 Weston W. (care of Mr. McCanulty),
25 Walker Fred ,  P.O. Brisbane m 115 Waters -, Croyden c P.O. Croydon s
26 Walker Geo., Maryborough c 116 Waters Frederick George, P.O.tBris 209 Weston J. W., Freshwater c
27 Walker H. B., Cooktown c bane u k 210 Wettmack Peter, Toowoomba c
28 Walker John, Mivie Hill, Mary- 117 Waters Oliver, Townsville c 211 Whalen Miss N., George  street,
borough u k 118 WatkinsJessie (careof Hugh Seymour), Boggo road c
29 Walker John, Charters Towers m P.O. Brisbane m 212 Whalley F., Petrie terrace c
30 Walker Joseph ,  P.O. Brisbane u k 119 Watkins S., Isis c 213 Whalley T., Petrie terrace c
31 Walker J.,  Ipswich o 120 Watson Mrs., Maryborough c 214 Whealan J. W., Charters Towers c
32 Walker J .  C., Teeba a 121 Watson Mrs., South Rockhampton c 215 Whealton Phillip, Burenda e t
33 Walker Mrs. J. E., Townsville c 122 Watson F. M., Beenleigh o 216 Wheatley  W. J., Old  Cleveland road c
34 Walker J. E., P.O. Blackall s 123 Watson Henry, Croydon c 217 Wheelhan Jas., Albion c
35 Walker Robt .,  Cairns o c 124 Watson H., Teneriffe c 218 Wheeler Mrs., Ipswich c
36 Walker Samuel Billingsley ,  Croydon 12.5 Watson H. F., Croydon c 219 Wheeler E. C., Ipswich u k
l
126 Watson John, Queen street ,  P.O. Bris- 220 Wheeler W., Croydon c
37 Wa ker W. E., Campbe ll street, Rock- bane c 221 Whelack Paul, Eidsvold s
hampton c 127 Watson Jonah R., P.O. Roma c and e t 222 Whelan John, Muttaburra o
38 Walker W. F., Charters Towers c (2) 128 Watson  J., Warrenda  Station s 223 Whelan P., Croydon c
39 Wall David, Retro c 129 Watson J., Carrandotta Station c 224 Whelan Patrick, Normanton e
40 Wall Francis (care of - Somerset), 130 Watson J., Augustus Downs c 225 Whillans Mrs. G., Mount Morgan c
Lutwyche c 131 Watson J. S., Charters Towers c 226 Whim Mrs., Brisbane c
41 Wall John, Kedron Brook c 132 Watson Matthew L., Rockhampton o 227 Whitbread J., Warrego River s
42 Wall J .,  Retro c (2) 133 Watson  R., Royal  Hotel ,  Townsvi lle 228 White Mrs. A., Logan Village c
43 Wallace Mrs., Maryborough c oc 229 White Chas. Edw., Croydon c
44 Wallace James, Brisbane c 134 Watson  Miss Sarah (care of - 230 White Miss Emily, Petrie terrace c
45 Wallace John, Bundaberg c Wickham), South Brisbane c (2) 231 White Geo., Maroochie River c
46 Wallace J., Charters Towers c 135 Watson Thos., Paddington c 232 White G. F., Brisbane u It
47 Wallace R., Jericho m 136 Watson Thos. H., Brisbane c 233 White H., Gympie m
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234 White James Croydon u k 336 Williams  Miss Susan, Paddington s and 436 Woodland W., Grandchester c
235 White J ts., Jericho c c (2) 437 Woods and Co., Croydon c
236 White Jas., Jericho c 337 Williams Mrs. Thos., Lagoon Creek c 438 Woods -, Redcliffe c2 37 \•: hite Jno. Henry, Croydon s 338 Williams Thos.,  Mount Shamrock e t 439 Woods Miss C. E., Ruthven  Station c2 18  White .l a.s. E., Eidsvold c (4) 339 Williams Thos., South Brisbane c 440 Woods Daniel, Kamerunga c
2.:!) White J , l1nndaberg c 340 Williams Toni., Brisbane c 441 Woods G., Croydon c
240 White T. E., Springsure c 341 Williams Mrs. Thos.,  Georgetown c 442 Woods John, McArthur River c
241 White Mrs. J. H., South  Brisbane c 342 Williams Mrs. T.,  Barcaldine u k 443 Woods Joseph, Croydon c
242 White J. H., Gympie c 342AWilliams  and Co.  T., Brisbane c 444 Woods Martin, East Darr c
243 White Mrs. Martha, One-mile  Creek o c 343 Wi lliams  V., Croydon c 445 Woodward John, Howard c (2)
244 White Mary, Rockhampton o 344 Williams  W., Cooktown o 446 Woodward J., Gympie c
245 White Mrs. M. J., Bundaberg c (2) 345 Williams  Mrs. W.,  Maryborough c 447 Woodward R., Howard c (2)
246 White Patrick Croydon c 346 Williams  W. J., Walker' s Pocket c 448 Woof J. A., Brisbane s
247 White R. T., aooktown o 347 Williams W. R., Queenton c 449 Wooldridge J., Albion u k
248 White R. T., Charters  Towers c 348 Williams W. H., Georgetown c 450  Woollett Robert, Croydon  it  k
249 White Mrs. T.,  Bundaberg e 349 Williamson  Arthur,  Normanton o 451 Woollett R., Croydon u k
250 White  Miss  S., Bundaberg c 350 Williamson G., lxreenlake c 452 Wooten S., Brisbane c (2)
251 White  Wm., Spring Hill c 351 Williamson  James, Maroon c 453 Worral Jno., Bundaberg c (2)
252 White  W., South Brisbane c 352 Williamson  J., Valley c 454 Worth A., Rockhampton u k
253 White W., Port  Douglas c 353 Williamson  J. S., Croydon c 455 Worth  James,  Townsville c
254 Whitehead -, Murphy's  Cresk c 354 Williamson J. S., Brisbane c 456  Worth H. J. Croydon it  k
255 Whitehead E. J. D., Brisbane c 3.55 Willis J., Mitchell c 457 Worthington J., Charters Towers c256 Whitehead T. M., Thursday  Island u k 356  Willis Wm., Melbourne Hotel, Mary- 458 Wragge A. D., Charters Towers
257 Whiteley W., Charters Towers c borough u k 459 Wragge G. S., Boulia  c and s (2)
258 Whitmaack Mrs., Pine Gully c 357 Willox Miss Catherine C., Brisbane n z 460 Wray James, Brisbane a
259 Whitman  Messrs.  W. J. J., Ipswich s 358 Wills -, Rockhampton c 461 Wray Win. H.. Toowownba f
260 Whitmarsh John, Welford  Lagoon c 359 Wills John, Rockhampton o 462 Wren George, Charters Towers c
261 Whitmore John,  P.O. Brisbane o 360 Wills  Miss  Rose,  Thursday Island u k 463 Wren J. H., Toowoomba c (2)
262 Whitney Chas., Georgetown c 361 Willson J. F., Bundaberg c 464 Wrenn F., Brisbane u k
263 Whitney Chas., Coolgarra c 362 Wilson and Jackson, Oxley c 465 Wright Bros., Bundaberg c
264 Whitson Wm., Raymond  terrace u k 363 Wilson  Mrs., Stanthorpe o 466 Wright -, Bundaberg c
265 Whittaker C., Belmont c 364 Wilson A., Croydon c 467 Wright -, Croydon c
266 Whitwood Chas., Howard u k (4) 365 Wilson A., near One- mile Sawmill c 468 Wright Mrs., Rockhampton c
267 Whurt Mrs. W.  Spring Hill c 366 Wilson A., Townsville c (2) 469 Wright Andrew, Charters Towers c
268 Whyte Albert, Townsville c 367 Wilson Mrs. A., West End c 470 Wright A. D., Brisbane u k
269 Widmer Edward, Croydon f 368 Wilson A., Allig ator Creek c 471 Wright E. T., Croydon c
270 Wieland G. W., Isisford c 369 Wilson Const.,  Kangaroo Point c 472 Wright E. W., Brisbane Hospital e
271 Wien W., Goondiwindi c 370 Wilson C. V., Spring  Hill u k (3) 473 Wright F., Townsville s
272 Wier -, Lytton road c 371 Wilson Capt. F.,  Brisbane u k 474 Wright George,  junior , Bundaberg u k
273 Wierman Peter, Rockhampton c 372 Wilson F., Charters  Towers c 475 Wright George, Brisbane c
274 Wigley C., Black Jack c 373 Wilson F., Dornoch  terrace c 476 Wright George, Brisbane n z (3)
275 Wiggins W., Charters  Towers  in 374 Wilson G., Brisbane s 477 Wright G., Bundaberg u k
276 Wigley  M., Charters Towers c 375 Wilson G., Rockhampton c 478 Wright G. W., Saltwater Creek o
277 Wickman John, South Brisbane f 376 Wilson H. A., Bundaberg o c 479 Wright John, Brisbane u k
278 Wilcock  H., Normanton c 377 Wilson  James  W., Croydon in (7) 480 Wright Joseph, Eidavold c
279 Wilcox John, Upper Mary c 378 Wilson  James,  Winton u k 481 Wright J., Inglewood s
280 Wild James,  Charters Towers c 379 Wilson John, O'Connell Town c 482 Wright J., West End c
281 Wilde A.,  Milo Station s (2) 380 Wilson John, New Farm c 483 Wright Miss Mary A., Brisbane u k
Charters Towers o c and282 Wilford A 381 Wilson John Kilcummin c 484 Wright Miss M South Brisbane u k.,
c
he
,
382 Wilson John, South  Brisbane c
.,
485 Wright Robert (cook), Brisbane c (2)
lm Miss Annetta,  South Bris-283 Wil 383 Wilson John,  Townsville c 486 Wright Thos., Elliot c
bane in 384 Wilson Joseph, Mackay o 487 Wright W., Charters Towers c
284 Wilkin W., Brisbane c 385 Wilson Joseph, Mackay u k 488 Wuairtnan -, Townsville c
285 Wilkins --, Brisbane c 386 Wilson J. G., Gladstone c 489 Wyatt John, Croydon s
286 Wilkins -, Belyando c 387 Wilson J. H., Kilcumiin f 490 Wyatt W., Charters Towers c
287 Wilkins Mrs., Angelala c 388 Wilson J. P., Sandgate c 491 Wycherly -, Townsville c (2)
288 Wilkins Robert, Paddington c 389 Wilson J., South Brisbane c 492 Wyles Edward, Mitchell c
289 Wilkins W., Charters Towers c 390 Wilson J. W., Brisbane in 493 Wylie -, Brisbane c
290 Wilkins W., South Brisbane c 391 Wilson  Margaret , Geraldton o4 494 Wyllie William, The Oval u k
291 Wilkinson -, Black Jack c (2) 392 Wilson Robert, Six-Mile, Gympie c 495 Wyndaw Olonzo, Croydon s (2)
292 Wilkinson Charles, Murphy's Creek u k 393 Wilson Robert, Brisbane c 496 Wyne J., Brisbane u k
293 Wilkinson C., Townsville c 394 Wilson Stephen, Oakey Creek c 497 Wynne Miss M., Maryborough u k (2)
294 Wilkinson Matt., Normanton u k (2) 395 Wilson W., Woongarra c 498 Wynter A. C., Eidsvold c
295 Wilman August, Gympie c (2) 396 Wilson William, Ipswich 499 Wyatt Thos., Croydon s
296 Will -, Antigua c 397 Wilson W. M., Croydon  c and u k (2) 500 Wyper Isaac,tGundiah a
297 Willcock John, Roma u k (2) 398 Winbush W., Townsville u k (2)
298 Willcox Albert, Bundaberg o c 399 Windoor D., Ripley c
299 Willich C., Townsville c 400 Winfield Henry, Croydon c
300 Williams Bros., Toowoomba c 401 Winfield William, Eskdale  Station c Y.
301 Williams - -, Spring Hill c 402 Wingate Robert, Hawkwood s
302 Williams  -,  Brisbane  in 403 Winter A. C., Eidsvold c 1 YARD Mrs. G. W., Brisbane s
303 Williams -, Toowoomba c ate404 Winter E., San c 2 Yates James, Brisbane o (2)
304 Williams -, Helidon c Woollongabba c405 Winterbotham s.,Mr 3 Yates J., Croydon c
305 Williams -, South Brisbane c 406 Winton William, Townsville c 4 Yates J. C., Rockhampton c
306 Williams -, Tambo c 407 Winton James, Gympie c 5 Yelland R., Charters Towers c
307 Williams -, Redland Bay e 408 Wirham C., Toowoomba c 6 Yen Chas., Howard c
308 Williams Mrs. Alex., Cooktown c 409 Wirth Jacob, Pentland c 7 Yen Che u, Jondaryan s
309 Williams A., Croydon o 410 Wirth Jacob, Torrens Creek o H8 Yetson ., Gympie c
310 Williams C. C., Eidsvold c 411 Wise Charles, mpie oW 9 Yob C., Normanton o c311 W illiams E ., Croydon c (2) 412 Wise Mrs. E., est End c 10 Young Miss Agnes, Woollongabba c
312 Williams Mrs. E., Wanda Station c 413 With J. F., Petrie' s  Bights 11 Young Alexander, Charters Towers o
313 Williams E., Howard c 414 Witt Mrs. G. A.,  Brisbane f 12 Young A. E., Brisbane e t
314 Williams E. J., Gympie c 415 Wittmaack Peter, Gowrie road c 13  Young C., Maryborough c
315 Williams H., Charters Towers o and 416 Witty J., Milton c 14 Young Mrs. C., Maryborough c
417 Wockner C., Eidsvold c (2) 15 Young E., Charters Towers c
316 Williams H., Normanton a 418 Wockner H., Eidsvold c 16 Young Gipson, Croydon c
317 Williams H., Croydon c 419 Wolchard -,  Kalkie c 17 Young H., Ann street u k
318 Williams H. B., Cluny a 420 Wong Jin, Normanton c 18 Young Mrs. James, Rockhampton c
319 Williams John,  Wolfang c 421 Wood Chas.  F., Palparara o 19 Young Miss Jessie, Townsville c
320 Williams  John, Charters  Towers c 422 Wood Daniel,  Barealdine c 20 Young John, Tallavery c
321 Williams John, Crow' s Nest c 423 Wood Daniel, Croydon s 21 Young Joseph, Emu Park road c (2)
322 Williams John sure oS rin 424 Wood Edmund G W Rockhamp-22 Youn R Stanley Brid e e, p g
323 Williams  John,  Townsville c
.,.ton o c .,g g23 Young Sydney, Croydon c
324  Williams  Joseph,  Watsonville u k 425 Wood James, St. George c 24 Young Miss Theresa, Sandgate s
325 Williams J., Pittsworth c 426 Wood Miss Martha,  Brisbane c 25 Young Chang, Rockhampton c
326 Williams J., Queenton c 427 Wood Mrs. M., Maryborough o 26 Young Ping Sue, Bowen e t
327 Williams  J., South Brisbane c 428 Wood  R., Brisbane u k 27 Younger John, Muttaburra c
328 Williams J. C., Brisbane s 429 Wood Theodore  and Farrar, Rockham- 28 Youngson James, Rockhampton c and
329 Williams  J. 0., Croydon o c (2) ton s (2) o c (3)
330 Williams J. W., Cooktown c 430 Wood Tom, Charters  Towers u k (2)
331 Williams J., Charters  Towers c 431 Wood Wil liam, Maryborough s
332 Williams  Miss Mary, Georgetown c (3) 432 Wood W. E., Palmerston c Z.
333 Williams P., Charters  Towers u k 133 Woodard  H., Hughenden o
334 Williams R., Charters  Towers c 434 Woodbridge C., Charters  Towers c 1 ZELLAHAR -, Toowoomba c (3)
33.5 Williams R. W., Charters Towers 435 Woodhouse  Mrs. Lillian ,  South Bris- 2 Zinmerman  A., Toowoomba c
c (2)  bane n z 3 Zoeller  Carl,  Kangaroo Point c
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initi a ls, &C.
1 B., P.O.  Brisbane c
2 C. C., Woollongabba c
3 E. T., Kangaroo Point o
4 F. M., Cooktown  c and e t (3)
5 G. L. A., Gympie c
6 H. Mrs.,  P.O. Brisbane in
7 H. B., Charters  Towers c (2)
8 H. M. E., Cooktown c
9 J. B., Valley c
10 J. M., Cooktown c
11 J. W., South Brisbane c (6)
12 J. W., P.O. Brisbane c
13 L. G.,  Brisbane c
14 L. P., Toowoomba c
15 N. L. M., Brisbane c
16 R. S. and Co.,  Brisbane c
17 R. W. Thursday Island u k (4)
18 T. N.1, Brisbane c19 N. G.,  Brisbane c
20 X. Y. Z., Brisbane c
21 Alpha, Gympie c
22 Argy, Bundaberg o c
23 Barlow (S.S.I. ), Bundaberg o c
24 Billy Withel, Rockhampton o c
25 Bob (S. S. I.) Mackay o c
26 Chars, sly kasub ('` Duke of Suther-
land') f
27 Charley (Malay  boy), Charters Towers c
28 Charley, Woodstock o
29 Charley Lackeman (S.S.I.), Bundaberg
o c
30 Charley Loquat (S.S.I.), Maryborough
oc
31 Country Lout, Gowrie c
424
32 Daisy, Croydon c
33 Editor "  Carpentaria  Times," Neran c
34 Editor "SugarPlanter," Maryborough s
35 Executors of Harding White, Bris-
banec
36 Executors of Henry Moss, Stanley
street c
37 George Nyasam (S. S. I. ), Bundaberg c
38 Gustinna Nadrige Andris, Brisbane f
39 Gwonga , S. S.I. ), Bundaberg o c
40 Habthesillouben, Post Office e t
41 Harry Lukoloo, Port Mackay c
42 Harry Mulaley (S. S. L), Mary River c
43 Hope,  Brisbane c
44 Industry, Brisbane c
45 Jamey, Mount  Hoggen c
46 Jimy ross (Tana boy), Bundaberg s
47 Jimmy (Tanna ), George street c
48 Kalachand Dessa ("s.s. Chyebassa") f
49 Kate, Townsville c
50 Louie Mansell (S.S.I.), Bundaberg oc
51 Maggie Miss, South Brisbane c
52 Manager  Bathhampton Station, Cler.
mont s
53 Manager Battle-tree  Ranges  Station,
Dalby s
54 Manager Charlemont Station, Cler-
mont s
55 Manager Co-operative Baking Co.,
Wickham street c
56 Manager Dalbonie Station, Clermont s
57 Manager Pentland e t
58 Manager Mount Alfred Station,
Morven c
59 Manager North Glanmire Gold-Mining
Co. c
60  Manager- Strasburgh Station, Spring-
sure s
61 Manager Sunnyside Station, Mitchell s
62 Manikko Hews, Radge f
63 Mary --, Croydon c
64 Masterofbarque "Anna," Bundabergs
65 Mater, South Brisbane c
66 Millika Api (S.S.I.), Bundaherg o c
67 Mahomened IsmieleSerang (s.s. "Duke
of Argyle") f
68 Officer in Charge, Stanwell c
69 Proprietors "Evening Mercury," Rock-hampton in
70 Proprietors " Queensland Patriot,"
Townsville in
71 Proprietor Queensland Boarding-house c
72 Queensland Advertising Co., Brisbane c
73 Queensland Farmers' Agency Co.,
South Brisbane c
74 Saripan -, Cooktown o c
75 Sect., Hope and Lutwyche Lodge,
I.O.G.T. c
76 Sect., Howard Coalpit, Howard c
77 Sect., L.O.L. No. 4, Ravenswood c
78 Sect., Rockhampton Shire Council in
79 Stanley Fuel DepOt, Brisbane c
80 Tarvarwan (S.S.I.), Halifax o c
81 Thaddas Hann, Nornianton f
82 Trust and Agency Co., Burke o c
83 Union Mortgage and Agency Co.,
Morven c
84 Valley Butchering Co., Brisbane in
85 Vera Brisbane c
86 Wallis  Erromango , Townsville c
87 Willy Nowry, Goondi c
By Authority : JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer, William street Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
THE Honourable The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
1 notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made, for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Brisbane North, in room of The Honourable Sir THOMAS
MCILWRAIT H, K. C.M. G., whose seat in the said Assembly hath become
and is now vacant by reason of his acceptance of the Offices of Chief Secretary
and Colonial Treasurer.
Place of Nomination ... ... Brisbane.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Thursday, 14th June, 1888.
Date of Nomination ... ... Tuesday, 19th June, 1888.
Polling Day ... ... ... Friday, 22nd June, 1888.
Return of Writ ... ... ... Friday, 29th June, 1888.
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By Command of The Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative  Assembly Offices,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
j.
THE Honourable The Speaker of the  Legislative  Assembly  directs it to be
notified for general  information , that a -Writ hath this  day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made, for the Election  of a Member
to serve  in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the  Electoral
District of Townsville,  in room of  The Honourable JOHN  MURTAGH
MACROSSAN, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become and  is now vacant
by reason  of his resignation thereof.
Place of Nomination ... ... Townsville.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Thursday, 14th June, 1888.
Date of Nomination ... ... Friday, 22nd June, 1888.
Polling Day ... ... ... Friday, 29th June, 1888.
Return of Writ ... ... Friday, 13th July, 1888.
By Command of The Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 14th  June, 1888.
T
HE Honourable The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly  directs it to be
notified  for general information , that a Writ hath this  day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made, for the Election  of a Member
to serve in the  present  Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the  Electoral
District  of Balonne ,  in room of  The Honourable BO D DUNLOP  MOREHEAD,
Esquire ,  whose Seat  in the  said  Assembly hath become  and is now vacant
by reason of his  acceptance  of the Office of Colonial Secretary.
Place of Nomination
Date of Writ ...
Date of Nomination
Polling Day ...
Return of N rit .
see
000 #0o
000 .0e
.0.
St. George.
Thursday, 14th June, 1888.
Saturday, 23rd June, 1888.
Saturday, 7th July, 1888.
Saturday, 21st July, 1888.
By. Command of The Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
THE Honourable The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified ,  for general information ,  that  a Writ hat h  this day issued,
and the following arrangements have been made ,  for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  for the Electoral
District of Mackay ,  in room of The Honourable MAURICE HUMS BLACK,
Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become and is now vacant by
reason of his acceptance of the Office of Secretary for Public Lands.
Place of Nomination
Date  of Writ ...
Date of Nomination
Polling Day ...
Return of Writ ...
000
0.0
...
0-0
Mackay.
Thursday, 14th June, 1888.
Friday, 22nd .Tune, 1888.
Friday, 29th June, 1888.
Friday, 13th July, 1888.
By Command of The Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. 1;Es;NAYS9
Clerk of the  Legislative  Assembly.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
THE Honourable The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ path this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made, for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Murilla, in room of The Honourable HUGH MUIR NELSON, Esquire,
whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become and is now vacant by reason
of his acceptance of the Office of Secretary for Railways.
Place of Nomination ... ... Miles.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Thursday, 14th June, 1888.
Date of"Nomination ... ... Tuesday, 19th June, 1888.
Polling Day ... ... ... Tuesday, 3rd July, 1888.
Return of ly rit ... ... ... Tuesday, 17th July, 1888.
By Command of The Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF EL1CTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
THE Honourable The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made, for the Election 'of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Bulloo, in room of The Honourable JOHN DONALDSON, Esqu'e,
whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become and is now vacant by reason
of his acceptance of the Offices of Postmaster-General and Secretary for
Public Instruction.
Place of Nomination ... ... Thargomindah.
Date of Writ ... ... .. Thursday, 14th June, 1888.
Date of Nomination ... ... Saturday, 23rd June, 1888.
Polling Day ... ... ... Saturday, 7th July, 1888.
Return of Writ... ... ... Saturday, 28th July, 1888.
By Command of The Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERRNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  JexBs  C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House,  Brisbane, the twenty-
fifth day of May, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency  The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS  by " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884to  1886 , "  it is amongst other  things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable
to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps
or plans and by reference to known or marked
boundaries or starting  points, the Governor in
Council,  on the recommendation  of the Land
Board, may  at any time  suspend the operation of so
much of the forty-third  section of  the Principal Act
as requires  the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it  is proclaimed open
for selection, and may require the Surveyor-General
to divide the land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans, and by  reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, on
the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise  of the authority vested in
him by the said Acts, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the operation of so much of the forty-
third  section of  the said Principal Act as requires
the land to be actually surveyed and marked on
the ground before  it is  proclaimed open for selec-
tion be suspended with respect to the land described
in the said Schedule : And the Surveyor-General
is hereby required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps  or plans.And the Honourable the Secretary forPublic
Lands is to give the  necessary directions herein
accordingly.
C. HOLMES A'COURT,
For the Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands in the parish of Irvingdale,
in the Dalby Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GoTTLOB BENZ and
GEORGE ECKHARDT
to be  Trustees  of the  Reserve for Pasturage and
Water, in the  parish of Warwick ,  in the room of
Thomas  Tilley,  deceased ,  and Patrick Higgins,
relieved.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with t e adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pl ased
to appoint
J. H. MACFARLANE,
ROBERT DUNSMUIR, and
J. L. CAMPBELL
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse, in
the parish of Mitchell, in the room of S. Stewart
and F. N. Simonson, left the District, and R. M.
Finlay, deceased.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN AMBROSE PALMER,
WILLIAM AG NEW  B ROWNE, and
ALBERT BROOK
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Hospital, in the
parish of Pring (Bowen ), in the room of D. Bell,
deceased, and F. Kilner and K. H. Wills, left the
District.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e adviceof the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
The CLERK Of PETTY  SESSIONS at PENTLAND
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent thereat, under the provisions of  " 1 he Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886."
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
L IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS MILLICAN
to be Mining Registrar and Assistant Clerk at
Herberton, under the provisions of  " The Mineral
Lands Act  of 1882," in the  room  of Charles
Carrington, resigned.
W. O. HODGKINSONY.
11
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN HAMILTON,  Sergeant of Police,
to be Mining Registrar at Cloncurry ,  under the
provisions of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874 " and
" The Mineral Lands  Art of  1882, "  during the
absence on leave of the Warden.
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 13th June, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
ADAM CUPPAGE HALDANE, Acting Warden and
Commissioner,
to be Warden at Charters Towers, under the pro-
visions of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874 ," also a
a Commissioner  under the provisions of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1882."
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ERNEST EGLINTON
to be Warden at Port Douglas, under the provi-
sions of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874,"  also a
Commissioner under the provisions of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1882."
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MILLER
to be  Warden 's Court  Bailiff at Georgetown.
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
ONLY one Candidate having been nominated at
the time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Indooroopilly Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887," been pleased
to appoint
JAMES  T. CARVER
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
H. M. NELSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
N
O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the Barolin
Division, His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1887," been pleased to appoint
PETER LEARMOUTH
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the said
Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
H. M. NELSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN BOWLER
to be Bailiff of Mineral Lands Commissioners'
Court, Herberton.
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JAMES SMITH
to be an Auditor for Tiaro Division, in the room of
C. A. Stringer, deceased.
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
The Honourable Sir JAMBS FRANCIS GARRICK,
K.C.M.G., Q.C.,
of his appointment as Agent-General for Queens-
land, in London, and Agent-General for Emigration
to Queensland, in the fTnited Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, for the purposes of  " The
Immigration Act of  1882."
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
(S IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS ARCHER, Esquire, C.M.G.,
to be Agent-General for Queensland, in London,
and Agent-General for Emigration to Queensland,
in the United Kingdom of Great  Britain and
Ireland. for the purposes of "  The Immigration Aet
of 1882,"  in the room  of The Honourable Sir James
Francis Garrick, K.C.M.G., Q.C., resigned.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
_IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified  that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
SILAS  HARDING
of his provisional appointment  as a Lieutenant in
the Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Chief' Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1588.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS DAVIS
to be Deputy Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of Murilla, during the absence and until
the return of the Returning Officer.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following appointments,  promotions,
and transfers  of Teachers in the service of the
Department of Public Instruction, viz.:-
THOMAS  RUSSELL BROWN
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 2;
GEORGE ALFRED DAVID CARY
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 2, and appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Alberton ;
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JOHN HASELL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Normanton ;
JAMES ROGERS
to be transferred to the position  of an  Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Killarney ;
JOHN TRACKER WFARIN
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Maryborough ;
THOMAS  GEORGE WRIGHT
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Maryb:)rough West;
MAUD EMMELINE BONARIUS
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Girls at
Maryborough ;
ROSE EMMA DAVIS
to be  transferred  to the position  of an Assistant
Teacher in  the State School at Westwood ;
ELIZABETH  AGNES  HERBERT
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher
of the Central State School for Infants at Rock-
hampton ;
ISABELLA  KEARNEY
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Rockhampton ;
ISABELLA MERCER  MARTIN
to be transferred  to the  position  of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at St .  Helens;
REBECCA SHANAHAN
to be promoted  to the  position  of Fourth  Assistant
Toawong„- -
FELICE SILVER
to be  promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Rockhampton ;
CHARLOTTE  LAURRTTA WALKER
to be promoted to the position of Second  Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Girls at
Maryborough.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  11th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve, in accordance with the Regulations under
The Orphanages  Act of  1879," that
Mrs. JOSEPH BROAD
be appointed a District  Visitor,  in connection with
the Diamantina Orphanage ,  for the District of
Goodna.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.THE `  following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Burnside.
Michael McGrath and
Philip McGrath,
vice C.  Beckmann, who has left the District, and
Colin Peacock, resigned.
Toowoomba North.
George Frederick Bennett,
vice D.  Blackstock, resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MvsGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MvsGRAVE,  chael and St. Georg, Governor
Govsrnor .  and Commander-in-(hief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-Wfirst year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" The Valuation  Act of  1887," it is amongst other
things provided that the Governor in Council may
appoint a convenient place for the holding of an
Appeal Court for a Division, and thereafter all
appeals against valuations in the Division shall be
heard in that place : And whereas it has been deemed
necessary to proclaim the Court of Petty Sessions,
Howard, to be the place for holding an Appeal
Court for the Division of Burrum : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance
of the authority vested in we as Governor afore-
said, and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that the Court of Petty
Sessions, Howard, shall be the place for holding
an Appeal Court for the Division of Burrum ;
and hereafter all appeals  against  valuations in the
said Division shall be heard in the Court of Petty
Sessions, Howard.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
W. O. HODGKINSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, cliael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS b an Actjassed in the forty-fifth
V year o er 1aleaty's reign, Intituled
"An Act to  make  further  provision  for the  Main-
tenance of  the Public Peace,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted  that the Governor in Council may
from time to  time,  by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and  direct that the provisions of the Acts
or any of the Acts enumerated in the schedule to
the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of any Act
thereafter in force amending or in substitution for
any of the Acts enumerated in such schedule, shall,
either absolutely or for such period as may be -ex-
pressed in such Proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used,
or occupied by any association, or that the premises
of any such association shall be a public place, or
public thoroughfare, or place of public resort,
within the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated
in the said schedule, or of any Act amending
or in substitution for any of such Acts : And
whereas the Act 27 Victoria, No. 16, intituled "An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to
Licen.'•ed Publicans,"  mentioned in the schedule to
the said first-mentioned Act, has been repealed and
" The Licensing Act of  1885 " has been substituted
therefor : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
extend the provisions of the said Acts tD the pre-
mises of the Isisford Jockey Club : Now, therefor?,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, in pursuance of the powers and authorities
in me vested, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby declare and direct that the
provisions of the said Acts, except the said
repealed Act, and including the provisions of the
said  " Licensing Act of  1885," shall extend and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to,
used, and occupied by the said Isisford Jockey Club
at Isisford at all times when the said buildings
and lands shall be used for the purpose of hold-
ing games , sports, races, shows, or exhibitions
thereon or therein, and at no other  times, and
that at such times as last aforesaid the premises of
the said Isisford Jockey Club at Isisford shall be a
public place, public thoroughfare, and a place of
public resort, within the meaning of the said  several
Acts.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign., intituled
"An Art to make provision for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on  such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Friday, the 22nd instant, being the second
day of the Isisford Annual Race Meeting, to be a
Public Holiday in Isisford : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
22nd instant, shall, within the Town of Isisford,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first near of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Gov SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAYB,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  ehael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Act to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Friday, the 29th instant, being the
second day of the Annual Race Meeting of
the Gympie Turf Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Gympie : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
29th instant, shall, within the Town of Gympie,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty, eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MUSGRAVE, chael andSt. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Art to make better provision ,for the Valuation of
Rateable Land by Local Authorities,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council,
on the recommendation of the Local Authority,
may, by Proclamation, declare any Country Land
in the vicinity of a town to be Suburban Land, and
such land shall thereupon be deemed, for the pur-
poses of the said Act, to be Suburban Land : And
whereas it has been recommended by the Local
Authority of thn Municipality of Rockhampton,
that all the land withi i the said Municipality now
classed as country land within the meaning of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " be declared
to be Suburban Land : Now, therefore, 1, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAV E. the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance of the powers vested in me by the said
Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, declare the
whole of the land within the said Municipality
now classed as aforesaid to be Suburban Land for
the purposes of the first-named Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVB THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St.
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, i tituled
"An Act to make better provision for Securing and
Maintaining the Public Health,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, from time to time, by Proclamation, declare
that all or any of the provisions of the Third and
Fourth Parts of the said Act shall be in force in
any Municipality or Division, or any Subdivision
thereof, in addition to the Municipalities or
Divisions enumerated in the said Act, and that
upon the publication of any such Proclamation
the said parts of the said Act, or such provisions
thereof as shall be declared in the Proclamation,
shall extend to and be in force in the Municipality,
Division, or Subdivision mentioned therein : And
whereas it is deemed expedient to extend all the
provisions of the Third and Fourth Parts of the
said Act to the Borough of Hughenden : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the authority vested in
me by the said Act, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, declare that all the provisions of the said
Third and Fourth Parts of the said Act shall hence-
forth be in force within the said Borough of
Hughenden.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by "The Jury Art of  1884" it isV enacted that so much of the fourth section
of  "The Jury Art of  1867 " as provided that th,
jury districts therein mentioned should comprise
and include all places within thirty miles from the
Court house of any Court town is repealed, and it
is by the said first-recited Act provided that the
jury districts in the said fourth section of  "The
Jury Act of  1867" mentioned shall comprise and
include all places within such distance not exceed-
ing fifty miles from the Court house of such Court
town, as the Governor, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, shall, from time to time, by
Proclamation, declare and appoint : And whereas
Goondiwindi is such a Court town : l Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the said first-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare and appoint that the Jury
District for the said Court town of Goondiwindi
shall comprise and include all places within the
distance of fifty miles from the Court house of
the said Court town of Goondiwindi.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. J. THYN N E.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of  the  Reserve for Ceme-
tery in the parish of Adavale, established by Procla-
mation dated the 15th January, 1885, and the said
persons and their successors shall, as Trustees,
have the control and management of the said
Reserve ; and the said Trustees shall be and are
hereby empowered to make by-laws for carrying
out the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval
of His Excellency the Governor in Council :-
Z.M.-17-5-88-S'.
GEORGE  JAMES  FITZWALTER,
EDWARD  BRucE LEARMONTH,
WALTER TRAVERS,
DAVID WHITLAW, and
EDWARD WOODHATCH.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the power and  authority in me
L vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the recom-
mendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown lands described in the Schedule  hereto as
Agricultural Areas for the  purposes  of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN I
E.M.-25-6-88.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 1 established by
Proclamation dated 22nd June, 1887, which is
hereby amended.)
88-9786-L.B.
All Crown lands within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing on the  Balonne  River at the western
boundary of the parish of Surat, and bounded
thence by the parish boundary southerly and
easterly to P.P. 4 (Walburen) ; thence by P.P. 4
and P.P. 95 north-easterly to a point south-easterly
from the east corner of the Surat Town Reserve ;
thence by  a line  north-westerly along the north-
east boundary of that reserve to the Balonne
River, by that river downwards to the Surat Town
Reserve Extension ; thence by the boundaries
thereof north-westerly, south-westerly, and south.
easterly to the Balonne River ; and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
88-7217-L.B.
All Crown lands within the following boun-
daries  :-
Commencing on the Balonne River at the boun-
dary between the leased and resumed parts of
Weribone Run, and bounded thence by a line
south-easterly to the St. George road, by that road
north-easterly to the western boundary of the
parish of Surat; thence by that boundary northerly
to the Balonne River, by that river upwards to the
Surat Town Reserve Extension ; thence by the
boundaries thereof north-westerly, north-easterly,
and south-easterly to the Balonne River, by that
river upwards to the north-eastern boundary of the
Surat Town Reserve ; thence by a line south-
easterly along that boundary to P.P. 95, parish of
Surat ; thence north-easterly to Grimans Creek, by
that creek downwards to the Balonne River, by
that river upwards to the south-western boundary
of Combarngo Lease, by that boundary north-west-
erly; thence by the north-western boundary of the
Noorindoo lesumption south-westerly to Bungil
Creek, by that creek downwards to the north-
eastern boundary of the Weribone Resumption ;
thence by that boundary north-westerly and the
north-western boundary south-westerly ; thence by
a line south-easterly along the north-eastern boun-
daries of portions 22 and 24, parish of Colgoon to
the Balonne River ; thence by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
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PROCLAMATION.
4L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. USGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
,t' HEREAS the Lease of the Land hereunder specified was, on the ninth day of January, 1886,
bb declared forfeited and vacated, and on the twenty-eighth day of March, 1886, was declared open
to selection, by Proclamations issued under my Hand and Seal: And whereas it has been deemed
expedient and advisable to cancel the said Proclamations, and to reverse the said forfeiture : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the power and authority in
me vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclam•,tion, notify
and declare that the Proclamations aforesaid are hereby cancelled, and that the forfeiture of the lease is
hereby reversed.
E.L.-25-5-88.
County.
Lennox
Parish.
Woonga ...
Selection.
1171
District.
Gympie ... ...
Area.
A. R. P.
80 0 0
Lessee.
Malcolm MacFarlane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of .Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
HENRY JORDAN.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-fifth day of May, 1888, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on groper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
Schedule hereto,  being  situated in the Dalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person  in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 12,000 acres.
Provided always, and I do hereby further declare, that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 26th January, 1886, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-25 -5-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AG ENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
Annual Bent
per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Value of Improvements.
1 Irvingdale ... ... 25v 300 0 0 7 18 0 0 0  1.1 Subject to the payment of
the value of improve-
ments, if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the thirtieth day of December, 1887, I did, by andwith the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  " The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884 "
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as requires  land to be actually surveyed  and marked  on the ground before  it is  proclaimed open
for selection should be sus ended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the
position of such land on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore , in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
Rockhampton Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after  MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the  maximum  area which may be selected by any  one person  in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided  always,  and I do hereby further declare, that the maximum  area  which  may be selected
by any  one person  within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established
by Proclamation dated 8th February, 1886, in the said District, shall be 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
E.M.-25-5-88 . GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROCKHAMPTON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 5.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish and No. of
Run Resumption . Portion.
Provisional
Survey Fee.Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Value of Improve-
ments.
1 Princhester ... ... 6v 4,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 1 Subject to the payment ofthe value of improve-
ments ,  if any.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W, HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the third day of March, 1887, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position
thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands
specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be
selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-25-5-88.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
HENRY JORDAN.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
T
THE GYMPIE
Within A
No. of Area.Portion
HE SCHEDUL
LAND  AGEN
gricultural A
Provisional
Survey Fee.
E.
T'S DISTRICT.
rea No. 1.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1 Gundiah 31v 160 0 0 6 11 0 0 0 8 1 5 0
2 Ditto 32v 160 0 0 6 11 0 0 0 8 1 5 0
3 Ditto 33v 160 0 0 6 11 0 0 0 8 1 5 0
4 Ditto 34v 160 -0 0 6 11 0 0 0 8 1 5 0
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to the pay-
ment of the value
of imp ro vements,
if any.
I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSnRAVu,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the persons hereunder named shall be
and are hereby appointed to be Trustees of the
Reserve for Cemetery, in the parish of Fassifern,
established by Proclamation dated the 26th
November, 1885, and the said persons and their
successors shall, as Trustees ,  have the control and
management of the said Reserve  ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make by-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council :-
Z.Y.-17 -5-88-R'.
JOHN CONDON,
NICOL McNICOL,
JAMES  HANSEN,
GERALD H. TURNER, and
JOHN BADER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "Thy
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been permanently reserved
for the purpose named.
E.M.-26-5-88.
THE COOXTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR MUNICIPAL  PURPOSES.
98.11107-Rys.
Cooktown.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
Area-About 1 acre 2 roods.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Endeavour
River at the south- west corner  of the Reserve for
Customs, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that reserve bearing 78  degrees  15 minutes to
Webber  Esplanade  ; on the north-east by the west
side of that esplanade bearing 168 degrees 15
minutes  about ten chains twenty-five links ; on the
south-east by the Reserve for Railway Purposes,
proclaimed  in  Government  Gazette, 1885,  Vol. 1 folio
196, bearing  258 degrees 15 minutes to the
Endeavour  River ; and on the  west  by that river
downwards  to the point  of commencement  ;- exclu-
sive of land  required for railway purposes and
Special Lease No. 344.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify  and proclaim  that the Reserve for Camping,
on Coochin Creek, in the parish of Beerwah,
containing 43 acres, established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 30th July, 1887,
shall be  and is  hereby cancelled.
E.M.-25-5-88.
88-12526-8.G.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MTYSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The Crown
I Lands Act of  1884," I  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been -temporarily reserved for thepurpose named with respect to each.
%.M.-17- 6-88-0'.
E.M.-25-5-88.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
R ESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
88-13613-- S.0.
Mungindi.
County of  Belmore, parish  of Mungindi.
Portions 9, 10, 11, and 12.
Area- 52 acres 3 roods  37 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank  of the Barwan
River at the south corner of portion 9, and bounded
thence on the south-west by  a road  hearing 315
degrees twenty- six chains  eighty links ; on the
north- west  by a road bearing  32 degrees  eighteen
chains fifty-eight links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 135 degrees thirty chains eighteen links to
the Barwan River ; and thence by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
THE THAROOMINDAH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR HOSPITAL.
88-12521-8.a.
Thargomindah.
County of Wellington, parish of Thargomindah.
Area- 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 330 degrees 30
minutes and distant 150 links from the west corner
of the Pound Reserve proclaimed in  Government
Gazette,  1886, Vol. 1, page 268, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a road bearing 60 degrees 30
minutes seven chains and seven and a-half links ;
on the north-east by a line bearing 330 degrees 30
minutes seven chains and seven links ; on the north-
west by a  line bearing  240  degrees 30 minutes
_49 1317
seven  chains  and seven and a-half links ; and on
the south-west by Eccles street bearing 150 degrees
30 minutes seven chains and seven links to the
point of commencement.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MECHANICS INSTITUTE.
88-13848-Secy.
Newtown, Maryborough.
County  of March, parish  of Maryborough.
Area - 2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-
west side  of Woodstock  street  by the  north-west
side of Ariadne street, and bounded thence on the
south -east by Ariadne street bearing 211 degrees
32 minutes about five chains twenty links ; on the
south-west  by the  Reserve for Cricket proclaimed
in  Government Gazette,  1885, vol. 1,  folio 373,
bearing 301 degrees 34 minutes about four chains
eighty links  ;  on the north -west by a line bearing
31 degrees 32 minutes about five chains twenty
links to Woodstock street ;  and on the north-east
by that street bearing 121 degrees 34 minutes about
four chains eighty links to the point of commence-
ment.
THE MOURILYAN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PILOT  AND HARBOUR PURP osES.
88-10018-I.
- eraldton. -
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 4th Sep-
tember, 1885 ,  which is hereby amended.)
County  of lVaires,  parish of ToAnstone.
Allotment 7 of section 3.
Area-1 rood.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 6,
and bounded thence on the north -east by the
Esplanade bearing 148 degrees 30 minutes one
chain ; on the south-east by allotment 8 bearing
252 degrees 40 minutes two chains  fifty-eight
links  ;  on the south -west by allotment 14 bearing
328 degrees 30 minutes one chain  ;  and on the
north -west by allotment 6 bearing 72 degrees 40
minutes two chains fifty -eight links to the point of
commencement.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
88-12518-5.G.
Fernvale.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 7th Sep-
tember, 1886, which is hereby amended.)
County of Churchill, parish of North.
Area-7 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
13v, and bounded thence on the north by a road
bearing east ten chains ; on the east by a line
bearing south seven chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west ten chains ; and on the west by
portion 13v bearing north seven chains to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
ByHss Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander •in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of sections  ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety- seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1889,," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has
been temporarily reserved for the  purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of Ipswich.
E.M.-17 -5-88-0'.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE Ton MANURE DEPOT.
88-12518-Ips.
Brisbane Valley Railway.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gozette.  dated 16th Feb-
ruary, 1886, which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
Area-135 acres 33 perches.
Commencing at a point 122 links west from the
south-west corner of portion 458, and bounded
thence on the south by a road bearing west forty-
four chains and six links ; on the south-west by
a line bearing 327 degrees ten chains and thirty
links ; on the west by a line bearing north twenty-
two chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty-three chains and two links ;
and on the east and north-east by a road bearing
179 degrees 48 minutes twenty-one chains and
ninety links and 144 degrees 54 minutes eleven
chains and forty-four links to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATIOly.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  NI USGRAvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the eighty-fourth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that tie'he Road hereunder described shall be and
is hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION.
Road  one chain  wide, resumed from Selection
3809,  Brisbane  District. (Harry Crocker.)
Along and within the entire length of the  eastern
boundary of portion 151, parish of Mooloolah,-
containing three acres one rood.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 188S.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
1Tis hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of tre
above -recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"  will also  be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District.
Allora* ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaidinet ...
Beenleigh
Blackall ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
C urns ...
Cardwell' ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby
Emerald* ...
Esk* .. ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mon-
rilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gvmpie ...
Herberton
Hughenden
[ngham .
Inglewood++
Ipswich ...
Isisford ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough
Mitchellt
Jan. Feb .  March .  April .  May. June. July. August. Sept. Oct .  Nov. Dec.
I
Thurs. 5
Wed. 18
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Tues. 3
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Fri. 13
Tues. 3
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Wed. 11
Mon. 16
Fri. 27
Mon. 16
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Wed. 28
Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 21
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Thurs .  23 Thurs.22
Tues .  7 Tues. 6
Sat. 11 Sat. 10
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Fri. 9
Mon. 6 Mon. 5
Wed. i Wed. 7
Thurs .  23 Thurs. 29
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Fri. 24 Fri. 23
Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Wed. 21
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed,,. 8
Fri. 3
Wed. 8
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Thurs. 9
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Thurs. 22
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 28
Wed. 14
Fri. 2
Wed. 14
Thurs. 8
Fri. 16
Fri. 9
Thurs. I
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Tues. 13
Thurs. 1
Thurs. 1
Mon. 12
Wed. 14
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Fri. 9
Thurs. 29
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Thurs. 8
Tues. 27
Muttaburrat ... ...
Nanango  .. Wed. 11
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed. 4
Nerang* .
Norinanton ... Tues. 10
Fort Douglas ... Thurs. 5
Ravenswood  ... Thurs. 5
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9
Roma  ... ... Wed. 11
St.  George  ...  Tues. 17
St. Lawrence ...
Siiringsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom .. ...
Tennin , ering ...
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick... ...
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23  !Mon. 27
Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thurs. 26 Thurs.23
Wed. 4! Wed. 1
Wed. 4) Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs . 12 Thurs. 9
Tues .  24 Tues. 28
Wed. 27
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Wed. 20
Wed. 18 Wed .  16 Wed. 20
Tues. 12
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Thurs.28
ihurs .  26 Fri .  25 Thurs. 21
Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues. 5
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Bat. 9
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Fri. 11
Tues .  3 MoL. 7  Mon. 4
Wed. 4 Wed . 2  Wed. 6
Thurs .  26 Thurs.31 Thurs. 28
Wed. 11 Wed.  9 Wed. 13
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18
Fri. 27 Fri. 25 Fri. 29
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18
Wed. 16
Wed. 4  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed, 6
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Thurs. 5
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Fri. 25
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Wed. 9
Tours. 10
Fri. 18
Fri. 11
Thurs. 3
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Fri. 8
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Sat. 16
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Thurs. 14
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Thurs.12
Tue+. 10 Tues 8
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Thurs. 5 1 Thurs. 3
Mon. 9 Mon. 14
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Tues. 17 Tues. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 23 Mon. 28
Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Thurs 26 Thurs.31
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 11 I Wed. 9
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs. 12
Tues. 24
Wed. 2: Wed. 6
Mon. 28  !Mon. 25
Thurs . 10 Thurs.14
Tues .  29 Tues. 26
Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Tues. 10 Tues. 7
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Thurs. 26 Thurs.23
Thurs.26 Thurs.23
Tues . 3 Tues. 7
Sat. 14 Sat. 11
Wed. 4 Wed.  I
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 13 ...
Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs. 26 Thurs.30
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Fri. 27 Fri. 24
Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Wed. 18 ..
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 26 Wed. 19
Wed. 19  Wed. 17 Wed . 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 19  Wed. 17  Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues. 6 Tues. 11
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thurs . 22 Thurs. 27
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs.  L2  Thurs. 27
Tues. 4 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 8 Sat .  13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed . 7 11 ed. 5
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 14 ... Sat. 10 ...
Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon .  5 Mon. 3
Wed. 5  Wed. 3 %' ed.  7 Wed. 6
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 N ed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Fri. 28 Fri.  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Mon. 17 Mon.  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .26 Thurs.23 Thurs .27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed.  25 Wed .  29 Wed .  26 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Thurs . 12 Thurs .  9 + hurs . 13 Thurs . 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 20 Fri .  17 Fri .  21 Fri.  19 Fri .  16 Fri. 21
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 15 Sat. 13 Sat .  10 Sat. 15
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  9 .. Thurs .  I l ... Thurs. 13
Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 9 Mon. 13  Mon 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 11 Wed. 8  1  Wed. lz Wed. 10 Wed. 14 W.-,d. 12
Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 18 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 24
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Thurs.26 Thurs.30 Thurs.27 Tliurs.25 Thurs.29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 4 1 Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Thurs . 12 ; Thurs .  9 Thurs.13 Thurs .11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts  marked thus  *  are only  held  for the purpose of dealing  with applications for Certificates  of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications, &c.
Court  to be held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when  necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
applications under  the eight- ninth section of
"The Crown  Lands Act of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the LandOffices, Ipswich and Toowoomba  ;  Police Offices,
Harrisville and Jondaryan  ;  and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
•1
A.  X.  P.
The Mutda -  The road separating Mutdapilly 3 3 0
pilly Divi- subdivisions 37 and 38
sional of portion 90 from
Board ,  on subdivisions 31 and 30
account of of portion 122
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
2 Messrs .  Sha- The road separating the King  ...  6 3 14
nahan and camping and water
Jennings reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
*  NOTE.- The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th  April. 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty -ninth section of
The Drown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Macka yy ;  Police Office, Eton ;  and Post
Office,  K oumala.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
J. N. Johansen
Situation .  Pirisl.
The road through por-
tion 1626
Kelvin ...
4rea.
A. R. P.
5 2 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
( T is hereby notified for general information,
l that application under the eighty-ninth section
of S The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE of ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R.P.Raff, Robert-  The road separating Thorn  ...  33 0 0
son, and  Co. portion  435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF  A .ROAD.
T is hereby notified forgenera) information, th at
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the LandOffice, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation.
1 The Tarampa Di- The road separating
visional Board ,  port ion 83,  parish
on account of of Tenthill, from
Dyson Lacy portion 87
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Gatton  ...  5 320
NOTE.- The closure of this  road  is proposed to be  carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1  applications under the  eight- ninth section of
The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884 '  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, '1'ambo, Herberton, and Ipswich ;  Police
Offices,  Tambo,  Herberton ,  Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe  ;  and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton ,  Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 A. M. -Mac- The road separating ilerberton 0 3 11
Dwaine  portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant  The road separating  ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from po rt ions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac-  The road separating ditto 1 2 23
Ilwaine po rt ions 10 and 9 from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The road separating Gatton  ...  6  2  15
Gordon port ions 106 and 103
from po rt ions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke Part  of the road sepa.. Tenthill  ...  3 3 30
rating portion 3 from
portion  4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 no rt h-westerly
to the rese rv ed road
6 Margaret The  ro ad separating Tambo ... 19 0 0
Palmer  portion 73  from por-
tion 30
7 Adam  Bar- The  ro ad separating
*8
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James R. The rese rv ed  ro ad
Atkinson ,  through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
About
Coochin ... 7 0 0
Tarampa... 4 0 0
* NOTE.-The closure of this road  is pro posed  to be  carried
out in  connection with  the opening of another  ro ad.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I.I, is hereby notified for  general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been ma le for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all  persons  who may  consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
at the Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROALS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. applicant Situation Parish Area.
1 The Ellens - The road  separating  por- Redcliffe
A. X.  P.
10 3 30
ville  Land
Company
tion 100,  parish of Bur-
pengary ,  from portions
2 Ditto  ...
510 and 520, parish of
Redcliffe
One of the reserved  roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary
3 A. F. Luya
being the  continuation
of the last -mentioned
road
The reserved road  through Como ... 28 0 0
portion 1079
NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
V OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
! Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony ,  describe the names of the intended
grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-70073.
Date of Deed-13th April, 1888.
Name of Grantee-William Clowes.
Land Granted-Portion  382, county of Flinders,
parish of Uxbridge.
Area-640 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name  of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as William
Clowes, instead of William Smith Clowes, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-31967.
Date of Deed-20th September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Maria Henricksen.
Land  Granted-Allotment 1  of s ction 35, town
of Bundaberg.
Area-3 roods.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Maria
Henricksen, instead of Maria Hendrickson, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-66461.
Date of Deed-12th January, 1887.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich Hendricksen.
Land Granted-Portion  812, county of Cook,
parish of Kinagin.
Area-156 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Heinrich
Hendricksen, instead of Heinrich Reinold Hend-
rickson, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE
is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in  the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions  ;  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-68775.
Date of Deed-7th September, 1887.114ame of Grantee-Johann Sch eider.
Land Granted-Portion  75, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-167 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion 75.
Area-167 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of por-
tion  77,  and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 181 degrees 20 minutes twenty-nine chains
and forty links ; on the south by portion 20 bearing
270 degrees 30 minutes fifty-six chains and seventy-
eight links ; on the west by a road bearing 4 minutes
twelve chains and seventy-six links ; thence by a
line bearing 288 degrees 40 minutes one chain and
six links, and by portion 59 bearing 359 degrees
30 minutes sixteen chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the north by portions 109 and 77 bearing
90 degrees 31 minutes. fifty-eight  chains  and fifty-
eight links to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of one acre three roods thirty perches
for a surveyed road,  as shown  on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-2568.
Date of Deed-21st August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Powlesland.
Land Granted-Portion  262, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-31 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  262.
Area-32  acres  1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
261, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing east twenty chains and forty-five
links ; on the south-east by a road bearing 207
degrees 41 minutes twenty-two chains and eighty
links and by another road bearing 249 degrees 35
minutes ten chains and fifty-tvi o links ; and on the
west by a road bearing north twenty-three chains
and eighty-six links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-9905.
Date of Deed-7th December, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Edward Pickering.
Land Granted-Portion  404, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera.
Area-10 acres 19 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggere, portion 404.
Area-11 acres 2R•3 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 405,
and bounded thence on the north by a road bearing
270 degrees 2 minutes twenty-three chains and
eight and a-half links ; on the south-west by a road
bearing 129 degrees 59 minutes fifteen chains and
eight links ; and on the south-east by portion 405
bearing 50 degrees fifteen chains and five links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th June, 1888.THE following  order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884 " of  the Run
known as Bulloo Downs, is published as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whomit may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the
Run known as Bulloo Downs, situated in the
Pastoral District of Warrego, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Lloyd Jones, Molesworth Richard
Greene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as
Bulloo Downs, situated in the Pastoral District of
Warrego, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous  runs  known as Bulloo Lake,
Bulloo Lake South, Tantinungella, Tantinungella
South, Merramoongo, Cumbalatcha, Bogey, Chow-
choweroo East, Eulilla, Titberoo, Titheroo South,
Titheroo North, Titheroo West, Mirintu, Mirintu
South, Wallothappie, Paramatoo, Paramatoo South,
Milcreena, Milereena East, Milcreena South,
Murrowinnie South, Booka Booka, Booka Booka
South, Booka Booka East, Booka Booka West,
Berteela, Berteela South, Jerrira, Wattie, Wattie
South, Koolah, Bulloo, Murrowinnie, Ella Plains,
Ella Plains North, Parrabinna, Parrabinna South,
Mucheroo, Onepar, Goonabooka, Warrah Warrah,
Warrah Warrah North, Cora Downs, Muggera,
Muggera West, Bellera, Noreunida, Narrawaltha,
Whippa, Whippa North, Whip pa East, Therrie-
booboo, Pedro, Pedro North, Pitteroo, Piteroo
West, Pitteroo North. Koolvadhu, Koolvadhu
North, Koolyadhu West, Koopa, and Koopa
East, have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the thirtieth day of July,
1885, that they elect to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants,  and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said  run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands,  as amended
hereby, be  confirmed  : And we do further order that
the said  consolidated  run known as Bulloo Downs,
and comprising the runs  hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the said
run referred  to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include  the land described as
follows, viz.:-
1,002]  square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni Paroo River at a point two miles seventy-two
chains in a direct line below a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C17 in triangle, and bounded
thence by a west line about nine miles ten chains to
a point bearing north 353 degrees east and distant
abut sixty chains from a bee: wood-tree marked
broad-arrow over TP in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing north 353 degrees east passing about one
chain east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P over 1 in triangle four miles twenty-four
chains ; thence by a north line about three miles
fifty-six chains ; thence by a west line crossing
Pitteroo Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
P over 15 in triangle on its right bank and passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WE over G in triangle, a tree marked broad-arrow
over W over WE in triangle nineteen miles seventy-
two chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over EN over G in triangle ; thence by a north line
sixteen chains ; thence by a westerly line passing
through a point bearing north 60 degrees east and
distant two chains twenty-five links from a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over W over P in
triangle, also passing through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over E in triangle and a tree marked
broad-arrow over E over P in  triangle  about four-
teen  miles  fifty chains to a point sixteen chains east
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
T in triangle ; thence by a northerly line about
five miles twelve chains to a point bearing north
235 degrees  east  and distant one chain ninety links
from a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over P in
triangle ; thence by an east line four miles fifty
chains to a point bearing north 253 degrees east
and distant seventy-eight links from a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle ; thence
by a north line four miles sixty chains to a point
bearing north 240 degrees east and distant thirteen
chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over W in triangle ; thence by an east line
about eleven miles passing two chains fifty-seven
links north of a giddiah-tree on the right bank of
Marrawarra Creek and crossing that creek to a
point one mile beyond same ; thence by a north
line about six miles twenty chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N in triangle ; thence by
an east line five miles sixty-four chains to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over XN in triangle ;
thence by a north line about one mile sixteen chains
to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N in
triangle ; thence by an east line nine miles seventy-
two chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over N in triangle ; thence by a south line two
miles sixteen chains to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over B in triangle ; thence by
an east line ten miles  to a stake which is sixteen
chains west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over B in  triangle ;  thence by a north line
four miles to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over KN over M over MS over H in triangle ;
thence by an east line five miles to a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over KN over MS in triangle ;
thence by a south line passing through a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over CSBB over 1.2 in
triangle and a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over CS over CSBB over 1 in triangle sixteen miles
eight chains to the Bulloo or Corni Paroo River at
a tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow over
C16 in triangle ; and thence by the right bank of
the said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Portion B.
Commencing on the left bank of Wangamurra
Creek at a point about twenty-four chains in a
direct line below a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over 17 in triangle, and bounded
thence by an east line passing twelve chains south
of that tree and again crossing the said creek at a
point about sixteen chains above a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over W over 14 in triangle
about six miles to a point four chains seventy links
south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over E in triangle ; thence by a north line passing
through the said tree and passing through an iron-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over T over II in
triangle on  Tooverra Creek ten miles three chains
to a point bearing north 291 degrees  east and
distant one chain twenty-three links from a tree
marked broad-arrow over B over E over 1 in
triangle ; thence by a west line passing sixteen
links south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over BE in triangle and four links south of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over B in
triangle ten miles fifty-three chains to a point
bearing north 286 degrees east and distant two
chains forty-eight links from a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C in triangle ; thence by
a south line ten miles to a point west of starting
point ; and thence by an east line about four miles
fifty-three chains to and across Wangamurra Creek
to the point of commencement.
Portion C.
Commencing on the boundary between Queens-
land and New South Wales at a point six chains
west of a post marked broad-arrow over NSW over
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Q over 141, and bounded thence by a north line
about twelve miles seventy-five chains to a point
two chains north and two chains east of a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over MS over M in tri-
angle ; thence by an  east  line passing through a
tree marked broad-arrow over M over T in triangle,
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over MS
over T in triangle, and crossing Mirintu Creek six
miles seventy chains to a point six chains south
and nine chains fifty links west of a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over MS in triangle ;
thence by a south line twelve miles eleven chains
to the beforementioned boundary of the colony at
a point twelve chains west of a post marked broad-
arrow over NSW over Q over 134; and thence by
a true west line along the said boundary six miles
seventy-four chains to the point of commencement.
Portion D.
Commencing on the boundary between Queens-
land and New South Wales at a point seven chains
east of a post marked broad-arrow over NSW over
Q over 214, and bounded thence by a north line
seven miles seventy-six chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over P ; thence by an east line passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over W
in triangle eight miles forty-six chains to a post
marked broad-arrow over M ; thence by a south
line seven miles to the beforementioned boundary
at a point about twenty-three chains west of a post
marked broad-arrow over NSW over Q over 206;
and thence by a true west line along part of the
said boundary eight miles fifty chains to the point
of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
2,8474 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni Paroo River at a point two miles seventy-two
chains in a direct line below a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C17 in triangle, and bounded
thence by a west line about  nine  miles ten chains
to a point bearing north 353 degrees east and dis-
tant sixty chains from a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over TP in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing north 353 degrees east passing about one
chain east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P over 1 in triangle four miles twenty-four
chains ; thence by a north line about three miles
fifty-six chains ; thence by a west line crossing
Pitteroo Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
P over 15 in triangle on its rit?'lit bank and passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WE over G in triangle, a tree marked broad-arrow
over W over WE in triangle nineteen miles seventy-
two chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over EN over G in triangle ; thence by a north line
sixteen chains ; thence by a westerly line passing
through a point bearing north 60 degrees east and
distant two chains twenty-five links from a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over W over Pin
triangle, also passing through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over E in triangle and a tree marked
broad-arrow over E over P in triangle about four-
s een miles sixty-six chains to a miilgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A ovt r '1' in triangle ; thence by
a south line passing about fourteen links west of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over PS in tri-
angle and through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over P in triangle about eighteen miles
t hirty-four chains ; thence by a west line one mile
fifty chains; thence by a south line passing through
a mulgah-tree marked brood-arrow over M in tri-
angle, a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over W
in tria ig!e, a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
W over T in triangle, a box-tree on Bulka Bulka
Waterho,e marked broad-arrow over B over 2' in
triangle, a post marked broad-arrow over  IN,  and a
post marked broad-arrow over M, about thirt y-three
miles sixty-your chains to the boundary between
Queensland and New South Wales at a point about
twenty-three chains west of a post marked broad-
arrow over NS W over Q over 206; thence by a
true east line along part of the said boundary
sixty-five miles seventeen chains to a point six
chains west of a post marked broad -arrow over
NSW over  Q over  141;  thence by a north line
about twelve miles seventy -five chains to a point
two chains north and two chains east of a -ulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over MS over M in tri-
angle ; thence by an east line three miles forty
chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over M over T
in triangle  ;  thence by a north line ten miles thir-
teen chains ; thence by a west  line five miles to a
point seventy -two chains east and eight chains
south of a gum-tree on Wangamurra Creek marked
broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle  ;  thence
by a north line crossing the last -named creek at a
point about twenty chains in a direct  line below a
coolibah -tree on its left bank marked broad-arrow
over W over 22  in triangle fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 286 degrees east and distant two
chains forty -eight links from a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C in triangle  ;  thence by
a west line passing through a peg bearing north
291 degrees east and distant seventy links from a
tree marked broad -arrow over ME in triangle, a
tree marked broad -arrow over M in triangle, and a
post marked broad-arrow over  K E sixteen miles
forty chains to the Bu lloo River at a point opposite
the first-mentioned coolibah -tree narked broad-
arrow over C17 in triangle  ;  thence by the left bank
of the said river downwards to a point opposite and
across the river to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this eleventh
day of June ,  A.D. 1888.
. , Land Board.[r,.8.] T. S. SWORD,
E DESHON
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the Run
known as Coomburrah, is published as required by
the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown rands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Coomburrah, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS John McConochie, the pastoral tenant of
the consolidated run known as Coomburrab, situated
in the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as Boanbirra No. 4, Boanbirra No. 5,
Fernlee No. 4, Guragully North, and Bogandina
North, has given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the fourteenth day of April,
1835, that lie elects to take advantage of the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to tl e said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided into two parts,
and has referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
b -ing the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884":
Now, upon reading the said notice from the said
pastoral tenant, and the said report hereinbefore
men -, ioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed: And we do further order that the
said consolid atedrun known as Coomburrah, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
75 square miles.
Commencing at an ironwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over F.B in triangle, and bounded thence by
an east line seven miles forty chains passing
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through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 5.4. in triangle to a point two miles forty
chains beyond same ; thence by a north line ten
miles to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
F.B. in triangle ; thence by a west line passing
through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
B.B. in triangle seven miles forty chains to a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over B4 in triangle
at a point  north of starting point ; and thence by a
south line ten miles to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenant  shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described  as follows , viz.
276 square miles.
Commencing  at an  ironwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over F.B in triangle, and bounded thence by
an east line  seven  miles  forty chains passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 5.4 in triangle to a point two miles forty chains
beyond same ; thence by a north  line ten miles to
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over F B. in
triangle; thence by an east line seven miles forty
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over F
over B5 in triangle; thence by a south  line passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over BF in
triangle and a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over
F over 4 in triangle seventeen miles sixteen chains
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W in
triangle ; thence b a south-east line passing through
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W over CX in
triangle seven miles seventy-nine chains to a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over BN over
MS in triangle ; thence by a Rest line passing
through a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over
MS over 3 in triangle ten miles thirty chains to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over M3 in triangle ;
thence by a north line thirty-six chains to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over G over M3 in
triangle ; thence by a west line passin through a
bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over MW over 3
in triangle  nine miles  thirty chains to a bendee-tree
marked broad-arrow over U in triangle ; thence by
a north line seven miles sixty-four chains to a
brigalow-tree marked U over GN over broad-arrow
in triangle ; thence by a west line sixty-seven
chains to a brigalow-tree marked F4 over U over
broad-arrow in triangle at a point south of starting
point; and thence by a north line passing through
a brigalow.tree marked SU over broad-arrow in
triangle five miles to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twelfth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
'L s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent's District of Townsville, as per description
herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under  Part V. of  ' The Crown Lands Act of
1884, " at the Townsville Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of July,  1888, at an
Annual Rental of £1 10s. per square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and
situation  of the Run may be obtained by applica-
tion  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary  for Lands,  Brisbane.
88-15987-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ROSS  VALLEY RUN.
About 10 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Glenrock
Run on the Ross River ; thence west about four
miles  to Hervey Range ; thence by that range
south-easterly, easterly, and north-easterly to the
south-west boundary of Wyomin.. Run ; thence by
that boundary north-westerly about three miles to
the Ross River ; and by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that the following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent's District of Rockhamp  on, as  per accompany-
ing description, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of "  I he Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
MONDAY. the Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at
an Annual Rental of 15s.  per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the Run may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
88-15686-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENI:'S
DISTRICT.
MACKSFOED RUN.
About 16 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mackenzie
River at a point about forty-four chains below a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over T over XII4
over M in triangle, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north 35 degrees east
along the north-west boundary of Tartarus Run to
the watershed between said river and Apis Creek ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to the head of Macksford Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over W in triangle ; thence on
the north-west by the watershed between that
creek and Bottle-tree Creek south-westerly to the
Mackenzie River ; and thence on the south-west by
the left bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,
` that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Mount Britten, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Mount Britten Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an
Annual Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the lands may be obtained by application
to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secretary
for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15889-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE MOUNT BRITTEN LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
YELLOW WATERHOLE RUN.
About 76 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Cherwell Creek
at a point about eight chains below a tree marked
broad-arr.)w over 68 over M in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing
north 320 degrees 30 minutes east two miles sixteen
chains ; thence on the north by a west line eight
miles ; thence on the west by a Routh line to Denham
Range ; thence on the south-west by that range
Routh-easterly to the head of Cherwell Creek ; and
thence on the east and south-east by the left bank
of that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
YELLOW WATERHOLE EAST RUN.
About 52 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Cherwell Creek
opposite a point about twenty-four chains above a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over C over III in
triangle, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line  to the watershed between Cherwell Creek
and Hugh's Creek ; thence on the east by that
watershed in a south-westerly direction to Denham
Range ; thence on the south-west by that range
north-westerly to the head of Cherwell Creek ; and
thence on the west and north-west by the right
bank of that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Rockhampton, as per descriptions here-
with, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Rockhampton Land Office, on and after MONDAY,
the Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an Annual
Rental of-XI per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the Lands may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-26892-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
BLOCK No. 1.
Parish of Westwood.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing on Slack's Creek at the north-east
corner of portion 880, parish of Westwood, and
bounded on the south by portions 880, 786, 1291,
594, 519, 520,1859 and 1858; on the west by portions
1392, 481, 556, 662, and 671 to the north-east
corner of 671; thence on the north by a line east-
to Slack's Creek, and on the east by Slack's Creek
downwards about one and a-quarter miles to the
north-east corner of selection 2398 ; thence by that
selection and Slack's Creek downwards to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated and
reserved land.
BLOCK No. 2.
Parishes of Moongan and Westwood.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing on Slack's Creek at the north-west
corner of portion 812, parish of Moongan, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line along
the north boundary of portion 812 to the eastern
watershed of Sandy Creek ; on the east by that
watershed northerly to the northern watershed of
Sandy and Slack's Creeks ; on the north by that
watershed westerly and north-westerly to a point
north from the north-east corner of portion 57,
parish of Westwood ; and on the west by a south
line passing along the east boundaries of portions
57 and 58 to a point east from the north-east
corner of 671; thence by a line east to Slack's
Creek and by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated and
reserved land.
BLOCK No. 3.
Parish of Moongan.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
812, parish of Moongan, and bounded on the west
by portions 812 and 789 and Slack's Creek down-
wards to its junction with Sandy Creek ; on the
south by Sandy Creek, portion 2380, and a small
creek passing near the north-east corner of that
portion in a north-easterly direction to the eastern
watershed of Sandy Creek ; on the east by that
watershed north-westerly about two miles to a
point east from the north-east corner of portion
812;  and on the north by a line west to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated and
reserved land.
BLOCK No. 4.
Parishes of Moongan  and  Westwood.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy and Slack's
Creeks, and bounded on the north by Sandy
Creek upwards about a mile to a point north from
the north-west corner of portion 1951; thence on
the east by a line south to that corner and by
portions 1951, 1871, and 2360 to the south-west
corner of  2360;  thence by a line crossing Gogango
.Creek to the south-east corner of 21110 ; thence by
the north-east and north boundaries of 2010 and
by the west boundary of 2610 south about a-quarter
of a mile ; thence by a north-west line about six
miles and by a line northerly about three-quarters
of a mile to Gogango Creek ; thence by Gogango
Creek upwards and by portions 1870, 1768, 1770,
1863, and 1794 again to Gogango Creek at the north-
east corner of 1794; thence by Gogango and Sandy
Creeks upwards to the point of commencement;
-exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
BLOCK No. 5.
Parish of Moongan.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing on Sandy Creek at a point northfrom the north-west corner ofportion 1951, parish
of Moongan, and bounded on the north by Sandy
Creek upwards about two and a-quarter miles ;
thence on the east by a line south about two and
a-half miles to Gogango Creek and by that creek
downwards about three-quarters of a mile ; thence
by a line south about one and three-quarter miles
to the southern watershed of Gogango Creek ; on
the south by that watershed westerly about one
mile ; thence by a north-west line about three miles
to portion 2010; thence by the south boundary of
that portion easterly to its south-east corner; thence
by a line crossing Gogango Creek to the south-
west corner of portion  2360; thence by portions
2360 and 1951 to the north-west corner of 1951;
and thence by a line north to the point of com-
mencement ;-exclusive of alienated and reserved
land.
BLOCK NO. 6.
Parish of Moongan.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing on Gogango Creek at a point south
from the south-west corner of Mineral Selection
2606, parish of Moongan, and bounded on the
south by that creek downwards about three and
a-half miles; on the west by a line north about
two and a-half miles to Sandy Creek; on the north
by that creek upwards about three-quarters of a
mile to the south-west corner of portion 2380;
thence by that portion and a small creek passing
near the north-east corner of that portion in a
north-easterly direction to the eastern watershed of
Sandy Creek ; and on the east by that watershed
south-easterly about two miles to the north-east
corner of Mineral Selection  2575;  thence by
Mineral Selections 2575 and 2606 to the south-west
corner of  26,16  ; and thence by a line south about
a mile and a-half to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
BLOCK No. 7.
Parish of Moongan.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing on Gogango Creek at a point south
from the south-west corner of Mineral Selection
2606, parish of Moongan, and bounded thence on
the east by a line south about one and three-
quarter miles to the southern watershed of Gogango
Creek ; on the south by that watershed south-
westerly and westerly about four miles ; on the
west by a line north about one and three-quarter
miles to Gogango Creek; and thence on the north
by Gogango Creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement ;-exclusive of alienated and reserved
land.
BLOCK No. 8.
Parish  of Moongan.
Area -About  10 square miles.
Commencing on Gogango Creek at a point south
from the south -west corner of Mineral Selection
2606 ,  parish of Moongan, and bounded on the west
by a line south about one and three-quarter miles
to the southern watershed of Gogango Creek; on
the south  by that.  watershed north -easterly to the
west boundary of selection 2153 ; thence by that
boundary northerly ,  the north boundary easterly,
and part of the east boundary southerly about half
a mile to the aforesaid watershed  ;  thence by that
watershed easterly and north -westerly to Mineral
Selection 2616 ; thence on the north by Mineral
Selections 2616 and 2606 to the south-west corner
of 2606 ; thence again on the west by a line south
about one and a-half miles to the point of com-
mencement ;- exclusive of alienated and reserved
land.
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BLOCK No. 9.
Parish of .Bunerba.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing  at The Mountain, and bounded
thence on the west  by a line north-westerly about
one and a-half miles  to the Dee Rii er ; thence on
the north  and west by that river downwards to a
point east from  the south-cast corner of portion
980, parish  of Dundee ; thence on the south byi a
line east about  one and a-half miles to the boun-
dary of the  resumed part of Calliungal Run;
thence on the  south-east by that boundary and
part of  the boundary of the leased part of that run
north -easterly to  the point of commencement ;-
exclusive  of alienated and reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Forfeited Runs, in the Lana
Agent's District of Ingham, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The (gown, Lands Act  of 1884,"
at the Ingham Land Office, on and after MONDAY,
the Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an Annual
Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Runs may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15684-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
BLOCK No. 10.
Parish of Dundee.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing  at a point about two and three-
quarter miles  west from the south-west corner of
selection  980, parish of Dundee, and bounded
thence on  the west by a line north-easterly about
two and  three-quarter miles ; thence by a line
north -westerly about three miles to the southern
watershed  of Gogango Creek ; thence on the north
by that watershed easterly and north-easterly about
six miles  to the  west  boundary of portion 2153;  on
the east by portions 2153, 9t+1, 802, 2381, and 980
to the south-west corner of 980 ; and thence on the
south by a line west about two and three-quarter
miles to the point of commencement;-exclusive of
alienated  and reserved land.
BLOCK No. 11.
Parish of Dundee.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
980, parish of Dundee, and bounded on the east by
the Dee River downwards to the north-east corner
of the Dundee Township Reserve ; on the south by
the northern boundary of that reserve ; thence by
the western boundary of the reserve southerly about
a-half mile ; thence by a line east about two and
a-half miles ; thence on the west by a line north
about a-quarter of a mile : thence by a line north-
easterly about three and a-quarter miles to a point
two and three-quarter miles west from the south-
west corner of  980;  and on the north by a line east to
the point of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated
and reserved land.
BLOCK No. 12.
Parish of Bunerba.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Dee River
at a point  east from the south- east corner of selec-
tion 980, parish of Dundee, and bounded on the
north by  a line east  about  a mile and  a-half to the
boundary of the resumed part of Calliungal Run ;
on the east and south by that boundary south-
wester ly, south-easterly, southerly, and westerly
to the Dee River ; and on the west t,y that river
upwards to the point of commencement;-exclusive
of alienated and reserved land.
BLOCK No. 13.
Parish of Dundee.
Area-About 10 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dee River
at the north boundary of the resumed part of
Calliungal Run, and bounded on the south by
that boundary westerly about two miles, northerly
about  a mile , and south-westerly about two and
three- quarter  miles; thence on the west by a
line northerly about three and three-quarter
miles ; thence on the north by a line east about
two and a-quarter miles to the west boundary of
the Dundee Town Reserve and by that reserve
southerly and easterly to the Dee River ; and on
the east by that river downwards to the point
of  commencement;-  exclusive of  alienated and
reserved land.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
LAWN SPRING RUN.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Wyan-
dotte No. 4 Run, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line five miles ; thence on the north by
an east line along one of the south boundaries of
the resumed part of Mount Lang Consolidation
and a continuation of the same line, in all five
miles ; thence on the  east  by a south  line  five miles
to the north boundary of Wyandotte No. 4 Run ;
and thence on the south by a west line along part
of that boundary five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
LAVA PLAINS RUN.
About 70 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner of Lawn
Spring Occupation License, and bounded  thence on
the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of that block about two  miles ; thence on
the west by a north  line along one of  the east boun-
daries of the resumed part of Mount Lang Consoli-
dation about eight miles twenty chains ; thence on
the north by an east line along  one of the south
boundaries of the same resumption  about six miles;
thence on the east by a south line about thirteen
miles twenty chains to the north boundary of
Wyandotte No. 1 Run ; thence again on the south
by a west line along part of that boundary and
part of the north boundary of Wyandotte No. 4
Run, in all about four  miles sixteen chains ; and
thence again on the west by a north  line along the
east boundary of Lawn Spring Occupation License
five miles to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land ,  in the Land Agent's
District of Bowen,  will be open  for Occupation
License, under Part  V. of  " The Crown  Lands
Act of  1884 ,"  at the Bowen Land Office, on and
after MONDAY, the Thirtieth  day of July, 1888,
at an Annual Rental of 22 per square mile.
All information  respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained  by appli-
cation  to the local Land Agent,  or to the Under
Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
88-15891-L.B.
M. IHUME BLACK.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Area-About  64 square miles.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of portion
127A, and bounded thence southerly and westerly
by the east and part of the south boundary of
portion 63 to the foot of Mount Roundbaok ;  thence
by a high range southerly and easterly to the
south-east corner of portion 408; thence by the
south, west, and north boundaries of that portion,
part of the north boundary, of portion 401, the
west and part of the north boundaries of portion
130, the west boundary of 129 and 128, and part
of the west boundary of 122, to the south-east
corner of portion 194; thence by the south boun-
daries of portions 194 and 127A to the point of
commencement ;-exclusive of alienated and re-
served land,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
TT is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Clermont, as per descriptions herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Cler-
mont Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the
Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an Annual
Rental of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
18-15765-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent's District of Gladstone, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Gladstone Land Office, on and after MON-
DAY, the Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an
Annual Rental of £1  5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Run may be obtained b applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or the Under Secre-
tary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-16387-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
MARION No. 1 RUN.
About  62 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Diamond
Block Run, being a point nine chains  east  and seven
chains south of a gum-to ped bog-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over DB in triangle on its east
side, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along  the south boundary of that run and a
continuation of the same line, in all ten miles thirty-
six chains, passing through a bloodwood-treemarked
broad-arrow over DB in triangle on its north side
to the east boundary of the Uanda Holding ; thence
on the west by a south line along part of that
boundary five miles fifty-eight chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over XLIII in triangle;
thence on the south by an east line along one of
the north boundaries of the same holding and a
continuation of the same line, in all ten miles
seventy-eight  chains,  to a point two chains north
and thirteen chains west of a yellow-jacket-tree
marked broad-arrow over F over B in triangle on
its south side ; thence on the east by a north line
four miles  forty chains along the west boundary of
Barolin Run to a point eighteen chains west of a
lancewood-tree marked broad-arrow over B in
triangle  on its east  side ; thence again on the north
by a west line along part of the south boundary of
Dyllingo Run forty-two chains to a lancewood-tree
marked broad- arrow  over D over A in triangle on
its south side ; and thence again on the east by a
north line along part of the west boundary of the
same run one  mile eighteen chains to the point of
commencement.
MARION No. 2 Ruiz.
About 53 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Barolin
Run, being a point two chains north and thirteen
chains west of a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-
arrow  over F over B in triangle on its south side,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of Occupation
License Marion No. 1 ten miles forty-eight chains
to a point about thirty chains east of a tree marked
broad-arrow over N over XLIII in triangle ; thence
on the west by a south line along part of one of the
east  boundaries of the Uanda Holding five miles ;
thence on the south by an east line ten miles forty.
eight  chains  to the west boundary of Fleetwood
Run ; and thence on the east by a north line along
part of that boundary five miles to the point of
commencement.
MARION No. 3 RUN.
About 53 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Fleet-
wood Run, being a point seven chains south and
twelve chains west of an ironbark-tree marked
broad- arrow  over F in triangle  on its  west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along part  of the west boundary of that run five
miles ; thence on the north by a west line along
the south boundary of Occupation License Marion
No. 2 ten miles fortes eight chains to the east boun-
dary of the Uanda Holding; thence on the west by
a south line along  part of that boundary five miles
to the north boundary of Bede Run ; and thence on
the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of that run ten miles forty-eight chains
to the point of  commencement.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
PORTION A.
Formerly forming  the resumed  part of  Broadwater
Run.
About 9  square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of Broadwater Creek,
and bounded thence by the shore of the Pacific
Ocean north-westerly about four  and a-quarter
miles in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing
west of the boundary of the old Coast Reserve, by
that boundary south-easterly to Broadwater Creek,
and by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
PORTION B.
Formerly forming the leased part of Broadwater
Run.
About 13 square miles.
Commencing on the shore of the Pacific Ocean
at a point about four and a-quarter miles north-
westerly from the mouth of Broadwater Creek, and
bounded thence by a line bearing west of the boun-
dary of the old Coast Reserve, by that boundary
northerly about five miles in a direct line ; thence
by a line bearing east about three miles to the
Pacific Ocean and by the shore thereof southerly
to the point of commencement ;- exclusive  of alien.
ated, selected,  or reserved lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general  information, that
the following Land in the Land Agent's Dis-
trict of Roma, as per description herewith, will be
open for Occupation License, under Part V. of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ," at the Roma
Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the Thirtieth
day of July, 1888,  at an  Annual Rental of lOs.
per square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands , Brisbane.
88-15683-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
CARDINAL RUN.
About  42 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Your-
angle Run, being a point about  one mile sixteen
chains west of a tree marked broad-arrow over YI
over M in triangle, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of that run
five miles ; thence on the north by an  east line
along part of the south boundary of Crinilus Topaz
Run about three  miles  thirty-two chains ; thence
on the north-west by a north- east  line along the
south-east boundary of Blessington Run about
seven miles to the watershed between Cogoon
Creek and the Maranoa River ; thence on the east
by that watershed south-westerly to a point east of
starting point ; and thence on the south by a west
line along parts of the north boundaries of Mabber-
gulla and Yourangle No. 1 Runs, in all about six
miles fort eight chains, passing through the afore-
mentionedtree marked broad- arrow  over Y1 over
M in triangle to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Normanton, as per descriptions herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part
V. of  "The Crown Lands Art  of 1884," at the
Normanton Land Office, on and after MONDAY,
the Sixth day of August, 1888, at the Annual
Rental per. square mile affixed to each lot
respectively.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-i5889-- .B.
88-16890--L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
LOT A.
About 50 square miles.
Annual Rental-15s. per square mile.
Commencing at the north-west corner of O.L.
No. 10 (J. L. Richardson-Lot 2), and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing east about
seven miles ; on the east by a line bearing north
about seven miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west  about seven miles ; and on the west by a line
bearing south to the point of commencement.
LOT B.
About 50 square miles.
Annual Rental-45s. per square mile.
Commencing at the north-east corner of O.L.
No.  1 ) (J. L. Richardson-Lot 2), and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing east about
seven miles ; on the east by a line bearin north
about  seven  miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west about seven miles ; and on the west by a line
bearing south to the point of commencement.
Near Normanton, parish of Wills.
Area-About 3 square miles.
Annual Rental-£3 per square mile.
Commencing on the right bank of the Norman
River at the south-west corner of portion 36, parish
of Wills, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion bearing north to the north-west corner
thereof ; thence on the north by a line west about
a mile and a-quarter ; thence on the west by a line
south to the Norman River, and on the south by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent's District of Rockhampton, will be open for
Occupation License, under Part V. of "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," at the Rockhampton Land
Office, on and after MONDAY, the "Thirtieth day
of July, 1888, at an Annual Rental of 5s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Run may be obtained by a pli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15893-L. B.
M. HUM E BLACK.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
ISLAND CAMP RUN.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Fitzroy River
and Gogango Creek, and bounded thence on the
east by the watershed separating the waters of the
Fitzroy River from those of Gogango Creek in a
south-westerly and south-easterly direction about
eight and a-half miles ; thence on the south by a
line west about three and a-half miles ; on the west
by a line north about three-quarters of a mile to
the right bank of the Fitzroy River ; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment ;-exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888'
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Rockhampton,  as per  the accompanying
descriptions, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the 'thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an
Annual Rental of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15685-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
GREYCLIFFE BLOCK 1.
Area-About 100 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of The Lillies
Lagoon, and bounded thence by the south-west
boundary of Calliungal Run in a north-westerly
direction about fifteen and a-half miles to the
western watershed of Callide Creek ; thence by that
watershed and the western watershed of Kroombit
Creek southerly to a point about four miles north
of the north-west corner of selection 1602; thence
by a line east about thirteen  miles  to the west
boundary of Prairie Run, and by that boundary
north-westerly about three  and a-half miles to the
point of commencement;-exclusive of all alienated
and reserved lands.
GREYCLIFFE BLOCK 2.
Area-About 100 square miles.
Commencing on the western watershed of Kroom-
bit Creek at a point about four  miles  north of the
north-west corner of selection 1602, and bounded
thence by a line east about thirteen miles to the
west boundary of Prairie Run ; by that boundary
south-easterly and south-westerly and the north-
west boundary of Kooingal Run to the western
watershed of Kroombit Creek; and by that water-
shed north-westerly to the point of commence-
ment;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Townsville, as per descriptions herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Towns-
ville Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the
Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an Annual Rental
of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15688-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
HINCHINBROOK No. 1 RUN.
About 40 square miles.
Commencing on Leichhardt Creek at the south.
east corner of Armidale Run, and bounded thence
on the east by that creek upwards about a mile ;
thence by a line bearing south about four miles ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 306 degrees
about eleven miles twenty chains to the south-west
boundary of Hinchinbrook No. 4 Run ; on the
north-west by part of that boundary bearing 36
degrees about four miles to the south-west boun-
dary of Armidale Run ; on the north-east by that
boundary bearing 126 degrees about nine miles
thirty chains to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of alienated or eserved land.
HINCHINBROOK No. 4 RUN.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at the east corner of Hinchinbrook
No. 2 Run, and bounded thence on the north-west
by that run and a line bearing 216 degrees about
948
five miles ; on the south-west by a line bearing 126
degrees about five miles ; on the south-east by a
line  bearing 36 degrees about five miles to Armidale
Run ; and on the north- east  by that run bearing
306 degrees about five miles to the point of com-
mencement ;-exclusive of alienated or reserved
land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Land, as per description herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Ingham, will be open
for Occupation License under Part V. of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the Ingham Land
Office, on and after MONDAY, the Thirtieth day
of July, 1888, at an Annual Rental of £1 per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land maybe obtained by application
to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secretary
for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15888-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
HTNC$UNBBOOK No. 2 RuN.
About 36 square miles.
Commencing on Saltwater Creek at the south
corner of Cairo Run, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 126 degrees about two
miles to the north corner of Hinchinbrook No. 4Run;
on the south-east by that run bearing 216 degrees
about four miles thirty chains ; on the south-west
by a line north-westerly about nine miles ; on the
north-west by a line north-easterly about four miles
to the south-west corner of Cairo Run ; and again
on the north-east by that run south-easterly to the
point of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated
or reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Townsville, as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Towns-
ville Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the
Thirtieth day of July, 1888, at an Annual Rental
of £4 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-15888-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT-
About 19 square miles.
An island at the mouth of the Burdekin River in
the parish of Morrill, bounded on the south by the
river, on the west and north by an effluent there-
from (which forms the boundary of portions 553,
435, 567, and 583), and on the east by Upstart
Bay,-exclusive of alienated, selected, or reserved
land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
INTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Aramac, Blackall, Bunda-
berg, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Gladstone, Gympie,
Leichhardt, Maryborough, Normanton, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Springsure, and Townsville,
showing all land open for selection, both as Agri-
cultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready for
public exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane
Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub.Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Pub lic is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council ,  on the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board ,  may suspend the operation
of the forty -third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rnn, and which had ,  before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect
(1)
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must ,  before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter ,  and such tree or post must be
maintained  until the  boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1885.
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NOTICE.
s
ELECTORS  under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their  titles under that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions  58 and 77 of  " The Crown bands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agri-
cultural Township, Village of Ninderry, and
portions adjoining, in the parish of Maroochy,
under the twenty-second section of the Amending
Act of 1886. Price, 1s.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1888.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price : 5s., in (2)
sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
DIVISION OF ULA ULA.
T
HE  following By-laws, made by the Board of
the Ula Ula Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
Public Lands Office,
Roma, 11th June, 1888.
IHEREBY call upon the undermentioned Selec-tors to show cause, at the Land Court to be held
at the Court House, Mitchell, on the Fourteenth
day of September next, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, why their respective Selections should not
be declared forfeited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
selec-
tion. Selector. Parish .  District.
No.
27 F. J .  Squair ...
78 J. O 'Connor ...
104 A. H. Richardson
Bute  ... ...  Roma
Araby ... ... ditto
ditto ... ... ditto
LEWIS JACKSON,
Land Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited toforward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia  pycnantha)  and Black
Wattle  Seeds  (acacia decurrens ),  for which applica-
tion  can now be made  through the local Land
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for  distri-bution  in small quantities  to  bona fide  Planters
and Farmers , Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds  of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications  for seeds  are to be forwarded
to the Under  Secretary  for Agriculture through the
local Land  Agent.
PETER  McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
BY-LAW No. 13.
Bathurst burr and prickly pear are hereby
declared to be noxious weeds or plants, and to be
a nuisance within the meaning of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 14.
1. Any person leaving any fire on or adjacent to
any road in the Ula Ula Division shall, on convic-
tion, be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
2. Any person who shall light a fire under or
upon any bridge or culvert in the Ula Ula Division
shall, on conviction, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
The foregoing  By-laws were made and passed by
the Board  of the Division of Ula Ula  this seven-
teenth day  of April, A.D. 1888.
WM. ROSS MUNRO,
Chairman.
Confirmed with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -eight, and in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
W. O. HODGKINSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
DIVISION OF CABOOLTURE.THE following By-law ,  made  by the  Board of theCaboolture Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
hereby published  in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance  with  the provisions  of  " The  Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 9.
FOR THE PREVENTION OF REMOVAL OF, OR DAM-
AGE TO, THE MATERIAL OF ROADS ,  STREETS,
AND RESERVES ,  AND TREES  GROWING  "1HEREON,
IN THE DIVISION OF CABOOLTURE.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to make
provision for the due protection of all the roads,
streets ,  and reserves  within the Division of Cabool-
ture, or vested in the Divisional Board of the said
4o
Division ,  by preventing  the removal  without
authority of the  material composing the said roads,
streets, and reserves, and of the cutting down or
otherwise damaging or injuring any trees growing
thereon  :  It is hereby  ordered and  directed by the
Caboolture Divisional  Board ,  by virtue of the
power  in that behalf  vested in it  by  "The  Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887," and of all other powers in
that behalf vested in the said  Board, and by the
authority of the same as  follows:-
No  person shall ,  without authority  (in writing)
under  the hand  of the chairman  of the  Board first
obtained ,  dig or remove ,  or cause to  be dug or
removed ,  any turf ,  sand ,  clay ,  soil, gravel ,  stone,
or other material  fr om any part of any road ,  street,
reserve, or  other property  for the time  being vested
in or under the control  of the Board.
No person sha ll , without  authority  (in writing)
under the hand of the chairman  of the  Board first
obtained ,  cut down ,  lop branches ,  strip ,  ring-bark,
blaze, or in any other  way  cause  injury to any tree,
shrub, or  sapling growing or being upon  any road,
street, reserve, or  other property for the time being
vested in or under the control of the Board.
Penalties, 4' c.
Any person offending against or committing a
breach of  this  By-law  shall, on conviction thereof,
be liable ,  for the  first ofibnce  to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds ,  and for the second or any
subsequent offence  to a penalty  not exceeding forty
pounds.
Informations, fc.
Informations, complaints ,  and summonses for
offences against this  By-law shall be sued out,
laid ,  and prosecuted  at the  instance  of the Board,
or of some person authorised  by them in that
behalf.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Division of Caboolture this fifth
day of April, 1888.
M. BATTE It SBY,
Chairman.
Confirmed ,  with the advice  of the  Executive
Council ,  under  my Hand , at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighth day of June,
in the year  of our Lord ,  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
W. 0. HODGKINSON.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  13th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
TEN DERS will be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 6th
July, 1888 ,  fr om persons willing to contract for
Erection  of Goods  Sheds at Monkland , Keefton,
and Cooran.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Goods
Sheds, North Coast  Railway, Section No. 5."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane  ;  Engineer 's Office,
Mary borough ;  and Station Master 's Office, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper  printed forms,
and state the time within which  it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at  the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by  the party  tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of  10 per  cent. on
amount of Tender as  security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event  of the Tender being
accepted ,  and undertaking  in that  event  to execute,
with in fourteen days from the usual notification
of  acceptance, an Agreement  with  the Commissioner
for  Railways for securing such performance  ; other-
wise the Tender  will not  be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURN O W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane ,  13th June, 1888.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DEVIATION AT SWAN CREEK, KILLARNEY
BRANCH LINE.TENDERS will be received  at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
20th July ,  from persons  willin  to contract for
Construction  of a Deviation at Swan  Creek, Kil-
larney Line.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Deviation , Swan Creek,
Killarney Line."
Plan , Specification ,  and form of Tender may
be seen on and  after Tuesday ,  19th instant, and
further particulars  obtained ,  at the  Station Master's
Office, Warwick  ;  Superintendent  of Way and
Works' Office,  Toowoomba  ;  and Engineer for
Existing  Lines'  Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on  proper  printed forms,
and state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete  the work ,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent .  on the amount  of Tender  as security for the
due performance  of the  Contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways  for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise  the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Cleveland
Branch Railway, in length 20 miles 52 chains 294
links, have been altered ,  under the provisions of
section fourteen of the Act, 27 Victoria, No. 8, and
that the Plan and Book of Reference so altered
have been approved and confirmed ; and that, in
pursuance of the seventeenth section of the said
Act, the  Government intend to proceed with the
construction of the Line above referred to, accord-
ing to the Map or Plan and Book of Reference so
confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office, and at the
Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  Brisbane.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property  Depart-
ment, Brisbane ,  was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of  Saturday ,  the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the  same on application
to the Traffic Manager ,  Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not  released on  or before TUESDAY ,  the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.
` OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
i in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown ,  was published  in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888.  Owners can obtain the same on  application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
TENDERS.
`MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars , see  Govern.
went Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain- Place and Date to which Tendering original notice ,  can be received.
Mines and Works Office,
CROYDON-Additional Cells, Lock-up... ... ... 12th May, 1888 ...
Brisbane; Court Houses,
Normanton and Croydon;
22nd June, 1888.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Police Station,
MOUNT MOBGAN - Court House 19th May, 1888 ... Mount  Morgan , and Court
House, Rockhampton ;
22nd June, 1888.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Post
QUBENTON-Post and Telegraph Office 9th June, 1888 ... Offices, Charters Towers
and Townsville ; 6th
July, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
TENDERS areGazette.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
TENDERS.
invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
Date of  Gazette  contain -
Nature of Work. ing original notice .
Place and Date to which Tenders
can be received.
Rolling Stock-Cairns Railway ...
Cairns Railway - Substructure and Superstructure for
Bridge No. 26, Section 2, Cairns Railway 2nd June, 1888 ... S Railway Office,  Brisbane ;22nd  June 1888.North Coast Railway-Section No. 5-Shelter Sheds
Emu Park Railway-Engine and Carriage Sheds .. J
Extension throu and Fortitude Valle -Goods Shedh Cit
,
Railway Office Brisbane ;g yy 9th June, 1888 ... ,
at Fortitude Valley Station ... ...
Emu Park Railway-Shelter Sheds ditto
22nd June, 1888.
5 Railway Office, Brisbane ;
... ... ... ... ... 1 29th June, 1888.
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
THE Notice  of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served ,  for the
reason stated  in the  Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No.  S.
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE.
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Normanton to
Cloncurry have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act of  1864 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the  construc.
tion of the said line of Railway, and that the  same  have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
Pi am. willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained , by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised  unless made  within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mrs. Armstrong.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name . Occupier.
SC II EDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. Cu$NOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
Description  of Land .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
15 Christina Arm. Unoccupied ... 13 0 0 Second-class pastoral land, Cannot be found.
strong , widow surrounded with 3-wire
fence ; selection  25, parish
of Norman
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Week  ending 10th June,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
No. of
Miles open
for Tra ffic.
TRAFFIC EAB,NIN(I1.
Passenc ers ' I Goods and Live
Fars  s. Stock.
d.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
d.
834 2,394 17 5 3,957 9 6 343 12 4
706 1,951 6 5 4,667 10 10 219 2 1
...
443 11 0 124 10 3
Total.
£ s. d.
6,695 19 3
6,837 19 4
142 0 1
1888 -Total Traffic  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Week ending  10th June , 1888 ...
C >rxesponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888 -Total Traffic  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 10th June, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week en ling 10th June, 1888 ...
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1888 -Total  Traffic  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 10th June, IS88...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week ending 10th June, 1888...
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1488-Total Trjff c to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase... ...
Week ending  10th June,  1888...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 10th June, 1888... 1
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
169,073 19 3
166,804 8 2
148 13 5 523 11 8 14 8 6
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 377 13 11 1,112 6 0 42 6 6
103 229 0 6 588 14 4 27 18 0
... ... ... ...
BLIND ABERG RAILWAY.
66 137 5 7 253 18 8 13 8 5
66 52 10 9 113 19 5 7 10 0
84 14 10  139 19 3 5 18 5
£2,269 11 1
1,532 6 5
845 12 10
686 13 7
29,025 7 6
20,327 7 6
£8,698 0 0
404 12 8
174 0 2
230 12 6
8,270 18 11
3,566 4 3
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 325 10 7 1,930 17 0 62 19 1
444 295 9 4 1,873 15 8 24 3 3
30 1 3 57 1 4 38 15 10
£4,704 14 8
2,319 6 8
2,193 8 3
125 18 5
54,249 8 0
59,273 10 7
31
31
MACKAY RAILWAY.
36 3 4 32 14 11 6 15 9
59 4 4 31 15 3 2 10 2
23 1 0
019 8 4 5 7
710 * 1 4
£5,024 2 7
75 14 0
93 9 9
17 15 9
2,268 12 8
2,215 15 10
260
231
...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
584 16 2 1,474 18 10 43 6 2
452 6 8 1,897 2 5 61 7 6
132 9 6
... 422 3 7 18 1 4
... ...
..
8
51
31
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
36 19 1 34 9 10
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
45 3 8 40 7 9
61 3 9 20 17 0
16 0 1
19 10 9
...
...
15 12 9
7 5 2
8 3 0
0 17 10
£52 16 10
2,103 1 2
2,410 16 7
307 15 5
53,507 10 3
45,601 10 11
£7,905 19 4
87 1 8
1,580 14 6
92 16 7
90 3 9
2 12 10
2,816 8 4
1,576 16 9
;£1,239 11 7
F. CURN OW, Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
0
N MONDAY, 11th June, the North Coast
Line, from North Pine to Caboolture, was
opened for public traffic, and on and from that
date, until further notice, Trains will run asfollows:-
Caboolture, depart ... ...
A.,%%
6.30
P.M.
1.50
Brisbane, arrive ... ... ... 9.6 4-30
Brisbane, depart ... ... 9.50 5.0
Caboolture, arrive ... ... 12.25 7.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1888.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a Branch of the Government Savings
Bank be established at
Toowoxa.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
REGULATION UNDER  " THE OYSTER ACT OF
1886."T HE following Regulation ,  which has been
made by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, under the provisions of  "The Oyster Act
of  1886,"  is pub lished for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Every person employing an aboriginal or other
person who is not licensed, in dredging, collecting,
obtaining, or carrying away oysters for sale, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
-RANCHES of theabove are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert , Beenleigb, Blackall,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamiilla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango,  Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane ,  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate , Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville.
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five  shillings upwards will be  received
from any depositor , subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed  on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the  rate of five  pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the  residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any f the above Offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 12th  June, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE following Notice to  Mariners is published
for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
[Extract from New Zealand Gazette, 25th May,  1888.]
No.  10  of  1888.
POSITION OF MINE-FIELD, WELLINGTON
HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 23rd May, 1888.
NoTicE is hereby given, that all waters inside of
a line drawn from the outer rock off Gordon Point,
Wellington Harbour,  in a S .S.E. direction, for a
distance of seven cables, and a line from thence to
shore, in a W.S.W. direction, a distance of three
cables, as marked by four black cask-buoys, are
now used as a torpedo mine-field .  All vessels are
therefore .  cautioned against  _ getting within the
above-described limits.
GEO. FISHER,
For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.
Pest and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the limits within which the Penny
Postage Rate is charged upon Letters being extended
to include the following Post and Receiving
Offices -
Eagle Junction, Toombul, Racecourse, Fairfield,
Yeronga, South Coast Junction, Taringa, Sherwood,
Stanley Bridge, Stafford, Downfall Creek,
Glenalbro (Ithaca Creek), Fig-tree Pocket, Eagle
Farm ,  Morningside ,  Tingalpa ,
.H emmant, Belmont,
Dunellan, Mount Gravatt, Hawthorne, Mount
Cootha.
W. HORATIO  WILSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing  the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing!1 changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. 1 er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
TV'. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
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NOTICE.
T OPICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond, Maryborough,
IN  warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
on FRIDAY, the 6th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Customs Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date Bonded .  Bond Mark .  Goods .  By Whom Warehoused.
1885.
12 May ... ... Z over 551
29 May  ... ...  I over 555
25 June ... ... R over 560
25 June ... ... S over 560
25 June  .. ...  T over 560
1886.
5 February  ...  D over 593
19 March ... ... L over 599
4 May  ... ... M over 607
24 June ... ...  Z over 616 .
.16 July ... ... F over 620, No. 1
16 July ... ... H over 620, No. 11
16 July ... ... K over 620, Nos. 1
to 6
24 August  ... ...  0  over 628 ...
16 November ... B over 640
1887.
25 January ... Q over 650
25 January ... U over 660
25 January  ... V over 650
25 January ... W over 650
24 February B over 656
6 May  ... ...  D over 665
6 May  ... ...  E over 665
25 May  ... ... V over 666
26 July ... ... E over 677
27 July ... ... L over 677
22 August... ... X over 680
22 August ... ... Y over 680
29 August ... ... A over 681
5 October ... T over 685
29 November ... C over 694
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
W. H. Smith and  Sons, Limited
A.S.N. Company
IW. H. Williams
E. B. C. Corser, for Q.S.S. Company
IJ. H. Cherry, for A.S.N. Company
Bryant and Company
... J. E. Brown, for W. H. Smith and
Sons
... Woodyatt and Roberts
J. H. Cherry, for A.S.N. Company
W. C. Summerbell
... . J. H. Cherry, for A.S.N. Company
I William Green
John WalkerandCompany,Limited,
5 for A.U.S.N. Company
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
1 case roasted coffee ...
1 case stationery ... ...
4  f -chests tea ... ...
5 *-chests tea ... ...
5 }-chests tea ... ...
2 packages ginger
1 I-chest ea
1 parcel springs ...
1 kage cigars ...
1 tierce tobacco
1 box tobacco ...
6 bags tobacco ... ...
1 box valves
1 parcel merchandise
1 parcel circulars
1 case asparagus ...
1 case tomatoes ...
8 cases preserved fruit
1 parcel linen cloth
1 parcel merchandise
1 package merchandise
2
*-chests tea ...
1 package tea .
1 case merchandise
5 bales hops ...
5 kegs dried apples
8 bales hops
3 f-chests tea ...
5 bags peas ...
NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given,  that the undermentioned  Goods,  overtime in the Queen's Warehouse,Cairns, will be  sold there, by Public  Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 11th July,  1888,  under Clause
eighty-two of  "  The Customs Act  of 1873."
Date when
Warehoused. Ship .  Master .  Whence.
1885.
9 Sept. ...  Glanworth
1887.
25  Jan. ...  Maranoa ...
Goods. Mark. Contents.
Lee ... Brisbane  ...  1 case, addressed  " H. QW Stationery, &c.
Thompson, Cairns" over 5
Morris  ... Cooktown ...  2 cases, addressed  A. QW Hand grenades
Taylor and Co., Nos. over 17 for extinguishing
1,  2"  fires.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector  of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond, Cairns, ware-
house rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY, the 11th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Customs Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date when
Warehoused. Ship .  Master .  Whence .  Merchant. Goods. Mark .  Contents.
1887.
1 Feb....  Quiraing  Armstrong
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto
5 Feb.... Barcoo  ... Hampton
Brisbane ... J. L. Loeven  ... 2  1-chests tea ... V over 71 each 42 lbs.
ditto ... ditto ... 1 1-chest tea ... W over 71 42 lbs.
ditto ... ditto  ... 9 boxes  tea ... X over 81 each 10 lbs.
Melbourne K enion and Co... 3 packages  tobacco I over 82 127 lbs.
W. H. IRVING,IFor Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane,  5th June, 1888.
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ELECTRIC TELE GRAPH LINE - WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT ALBION.
ENDERS  will be received  at the Office of the
I Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th ) day of June  next, from persons desirous of
contracting  for the supply  of all material  (except
wire and  in sulators ),  and for all  workmanship
necessary , for the  above-mentioned work ,  accord-
ing to the terms ,  general conditions ,  and specifi-
cation  published  in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday , the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application  at the  Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office ,  Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1888.
j T is hereby no ti fied for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
approve of the reduction of the Late Fee char eable
in this Colony upon Intercolonial and Inland
Letters from 3d. to 2d. each letter.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane -, 80th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
rj' HE undermentioned Unclaimed Horse, now
11 in  the bands of the Blackall Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold at Public
Auction, at the Police Station, Blackall, by the
Officer in Charge of Police, on the 30th June next,
viz. :-1 Bay Gelding, branded HOL over R8R over T5Y
near shoulder.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
HE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
in the  hands of the Toowoomba Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Toowoomba, on the
30th June next, viz.
1 Leather Purse.
1 Pipe and Case.
1 Razor and Case.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
1 HE Unclaimed Property hereunder described,
now in the possession of the Birdsvi lle Police,
will, unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction ,  at the Court House ,  Birdsvi lle, on the
23rd June next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Po lice.
1 Riding Saddle.
1 Pack Saddle.
1 Bridle.
1 Pair  of Canvas Saddle-bags.
1 Cabbage -tree Hat.
1 Pair of Boots.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th June, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to approve of the following Re ulations made by
the Committee  of Management  of, and adopted by
the contributors to, the Croy don Hospital.
B. B. MORETON.
Name.
1. Croydon District Hospital.
Objects.
2. To afford medical and surgical relief, aid, and
treatment to in-door and out-door patients, both
paying and non-paying.
Funds.
3. The Institution shall be supported by voluntary
contributions ,  charges to patients ,  and police fines,
together with such aid as the Government may
afford.
Government.
4. The government of the Institution shall be
vested in annual contributors of one pound and
upwards ,  and administered on their behalf by the
committee of management.
Powers and privileges.
5. Every subscriber contributing one pound shall
have the privilege of recommending one in-door
and one out -door non-paying and two in-door pay-
ing patients.
Every subscription of five pounds in one sum
shall constitute the donor a governor for one year,
and the contributor thereof shall have the privilege
of recommending two in -door and two out-door
patients  ;  and every contributor of ten pounds in
one sum  shall be a governor for life, and have the
same  privilege for life as a subscriber of one pound
has for one year.
Companies shall have the privilege of recom-
mending three in-door and three out-door patients
for every five pounds subscribed per annum.
Subscribers ,  governors ,  and companies shall be
entitled to one vote only at all general or special
meetings.
Members of the committee for the time being
shall have a discretionary power to recommend
both in -door and out-door patients.
All subscribers' tickets shall be countersigned
by the secretary, and bear the date upon which
they were issued.
Annual subscriptions.
6. Annual subscriptions must be paid in advance
for the current year, and all tickets shall be avail-
able for the same period.
No subscriber is entitled. to any privilege until
his or her subscription is pad.
None but subscribers of one pound and upwards
will be allowed to vote ,  speak ,  or otherwise take
part at any general meeting of subscribers.
Issue of tickets.
7. It shall be the duty of the secretary to forward
to every subscriber of one pound and upwards the
tickets in the Forms A, B, and C hereto ,  to which
he is entitled under Rules 5 and 8, such tickets
to be specified as available during the then current
year.
Management.
8. The Institution shall be under the manage-
ment of a president ,  vice-president ,  treasurer, and
a general committee of ten ,  who shall be elected
annually from the subscribers.
Any one of the ten members absenting himself
from three consecutive monthly meetings without
showing reasonable cause shall cease to be a
member of committee.
The committee shall meet for general business
on the first Thursday in every month ,  at four
o'clock in the afternoon ,  and for special purposes
as often as may be required under Rules 17 and 18.
The committee shall have entire control of the
Hospital ,  with power to appoint or dismiss the
paid surgeon, honorary medical officers, secretary,
wardsman, matron ,  or any other officer  or servant
of the Institution ,  and to fix their  salaries ,  to frame
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regulations  for the internal management of the
Hospital, and shall submit a report to each annual
general meeting , showing number of in-door and
out-door patients treated during the year, with the
income  and expenditure under its proper headings.
They shall authorise payment of money due and
debts lawfully contracted, consider the reports of
the visiting committee and surgeon for past month,
receive and  institute correspondence, consider com-
plaints, appoint three of its members a visiting
committee until next monthly meeting, and transact
any other business in connection with the Insti-
tution that may appear necessary.
No paid officer or servant of the Institution shall
have the right to vote at any meeting of sub-
scribers.
Quorums.
9. At all meetings of the general committee five
members shall form a quorum, and at all general
or special meetings of subscribers ten contributors
shall constitute a quorum, but if such number shall
not assemble  at the place of meeting within thirty
minutes of the time fixed for the meeting, no
business  shall be done, but such meeting shall stand
adjourned until  some  day in the following week,
due notice of which shall be given by the
secretary.
At all meetings of subscribers or committee the
chairman  shall have a deliberative vote, and also a
casting  vote whenever the numbers are equal.
At any meeting of subscribers adjourned as
aforesaid  five contributors shall form a quorum,
but in no case shall any business be transacted by
the committee  unless  five members are present.
All motions or notices of motion shall be made
in writing and signed  by the mover.
Meetings.
10. The following order  of business  shall be
observed : - Reading and  confirming minutes,
reading correspondence , doctor's monthly report,
treasurer 's monthly  statement ,  secretary ' s state-
ment and monthly  accounts ,  discussing and con-
firming same ,  general business , notices of motions.
Contract ors ineligible.
11. Contractors for supplying the Hospital, their
agents , or their  sureties , shall not be eligible for
seats on  the committee. The seat of any member
becoming  or being contractor,  agent , or surety, or
being interested as aforesaid, shall be forthwith
vacated . Provided that such disability shall not
apply to any member of any registered company ;
but no member of the committee shall vote or take
part in the discussion of any matter in or before
the committee in which he shall directly or indi-
rectly, by himself or his partners, have any
pecuniary interest.
Visiting committee.
12. The visiting  committee  shall meet at the
Hospital  at least once  in each week to check the
weekly  accounts , to see that the servants of the
Institution perform their duties as specified in the
rules, and that the patients are kept in good order
and conform  to the rules.
The visiting committee are empowered to suspend
any servant  of the Institution who wilfully neglects
his or her work or is insubordinate, and to tempo-
rarily fill the vacancy until next monthly committee
meeting, also to discharge any patient who does
not conform to the rules and regulations of the
Institution.
Finance committee.
13. The  general  committee shall appoint from
amongst  themselves  a finance committee.
All accounts, bills, and vouchers shall be sub-
mitted to the finance committee in the first instance,
and be signed by them  as a guarantee  of their cor-
rectness  previously to their settlement by the
general  committee.
Surgeon.
14. Applications for the position of surgeon shall
be advertised for, in southern and local papers, at
least six weeks  before  annual meeting.
The paid surgeon shall be appointed by the com-
mittee of  management  annually, under the provi-
sions and conditions  of these rules, and he shall
have  the control of the patients,  servants, and
stores ; he shall daily visit the hospital, between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 12 noon, and at such other
time as circumstances may require.
He shall keep a medical record (the property of
the Institution), in which shall be entered daily
the particulars concerning the admission and dis-
charge of patients, and any other matters affecting
the welfare of the Institution, such record being at
all times open for tale inspection of the committee.
He shall at all times attend to the sanitary condi-
tion of the Hospital. He shall attend every
monthly meeting of the committee, or any other
meeting if required, and shall present a written
report for the preceding month, showing the number
of patients admitted and discharged, the number
remaining in the Institution-distinguishing the
paying from the non-paying patients-and also an
abstract of receipts and expenditure, showing total
amount of rations, stores, and other supplies re-
ceived, expended, and remaining on hand. He
shall not absent himself from the Croydon Hospital
for longer than twenty-four hours without the con-
sent of the committee or visiting committee, and
shall specially report upon all cases which have
been two months in the Institution. He shall write,
or cause to be written, upon every medicine dis-
pensed by him the  name  of the patient for whom
it is prescribed, and the time at and the manner in
which it is to be administered, and this however
frequently the same medicine may be repeated; and
a book containing containing copies of every such
prescription shall be kept in the Institution. He
shall cause the medicine to be administered as
directed, and he shall keep, or cause to be kept,
ready for immediate use, a proper supply of the
necessary apparatus for cases of accident or emer-
gency. He shall inspect the diet of the patients,
and see that it is of good quality and properly
prepared, and such as is ordered, and that the
patients do not partake of food, liquor, or medicine
except that prescribed. He shall order  such articles
as may be required during the week, but he shall
not purchase any article uncontracted for, or enter
into any contract for the Institution exceeding one
pound without the sanction of the visiting com-
mittee.
All orders shall be on the approved form of
printed requisition, and attached to the account
when rendered.
As soon as possible after the admission of any
patient, he shall ascertain his or her  name, age,
&c., and have the same entered in a book kept
for that purpose, ard shall affix to the bed of each
patient a card stating the patient's name, age,
religion, date of admission, and diet.
He shall see that one bed is always kept empty
for the reception cf any case of accident which
may be brought in.
He shall receive all medicines and medical
stores, and shall take care that they are of proper
quality and are not wasted, and shall compound all
medicines which, with economy and convenience,
can be compounded at the Hospital.
He shall take care that the clergyman whom any
patient may desire to see be forthwith sent for.
Mode of voting.
15. Subscribers who are qualified under Rule 5
are entitled to one vote, either personally  or by
proxy, at all general or special meetings. Persons
holding proxies must be qualified under Rule 5.
The chairman shall appoint two scrutineers, and
the ballot-box shall be opened one half-hour after
the first vote has been delivered.
Annual meetings.
16. There shall be held in the month of January
in each year a general meeting of contributors, of
which seven days' notice must be given by adver-
tisement in local papers, to receive the report of
the retiring committee, treasurer, and auditors'
report, to elect a president, vice-president, treasurer,
auditors, committee of management, and transact
any business of which two days' notice has been
given to the secretary.
Special meetings.
17. Special general meetings may be called by
the secretary on the authority of the majority of
the committee or on a requisition signed by not less
than ten subscribers.
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Seven days' notice must be given by advertise-
ment in the local papers. Such notice must specify
the business to be transacted, and no other matter
than that of which notice has been given can be
discussed or introduced at such meeting.
Treasurer.
18. The treasurer shall be and is empowered to
sue and be sued on behalf of the Institution. He
shall honour all orders for payment of money
which shall be passed by the committee in meeting,
and up to ten  pounds on order of the visiting
committee  for the time being. He shall submit a
financial statement and report to the annual general
meeting of  the contributors, also a monthly state-
ment at committee meetings.
A ll  payments on behalf of the Institution shall
be by cheque, signed by the treasurer and counter-
signed by the secretary.
In the absence or illness of the treasurer, the
bank account may be operated on by cheques
signed by the secretary and two members of the
finance committee.
Auditors.
19. The auditors shall  examine  all accounts, and
compare the  same  with treasurer's statement, and
certify to their correctness in a report, to be sub-
mitted to the committee at least once every three
months.
Secretary.
20. The secretary shall receive subscriptions,
attend all meetings, whether general or in com-
mittee, take minutes of proceedings, conduct
correspondence ,  and assist the committee in any
business that may be allotted to them. He shall
keep for inspection at any time a list of contributors.
He -s'hall submit to the committee monthly state-
ments of all receipts and expenditure. He shall,
at least once a week , pay into the bank all moneys
in his hands. He shall keep all necessary books
of accounts, and shall render to the committee
when called upon a financial statement of the
position of the Institution. He shall keep and
preserve all documents, produce all receipts for all
payments made by him, and examine all accounts
against the Institution. He shall once a year
assist the wardsman to take stock of all furniture,
&c., in the Hospital, and shall, if so required, give
a bond for the faithful discharge of his duties in
such amount as the committee may deem fit.
Wardsman  and matron.
21. The  wardsman and matron  shall be appointed
by and be under the control of the general com-
mittee. They shall see that the instructions of the
surgeon  are adhered to. They shall not be absent
from the Hospital without the  express sanction of
the surgeon ,  and in no case after nine o'clock at
night.
The wardsman will collect the Hospital fees
from paying patients weekly ,  in advance ,  during
their stay in the Hospital, and forward the same
forthwith to the secretary.
Patients.
22. Patients ,  upon admission ,  or as soon after as
convenient, shall furnish all particulars required
for the purpose of filling up the Government
Register, and must conform to the regulations of
the Institution.
Patients having money or valuables in their
possession on admission are required to deliver up
the same to the resident surgeon, secretary, or
matron, by whom a receipt shall be given ; such
money or valuables to be returned when they are
discharged ,  subject to any special order of the
committee.
All  convalescent patients shall be required to do
light work about the Institution, without remunera-
tion, as may be assigned to them, such as getting
wood, clearing up yard, gardening, and otherwise
assisting the wardsman ,  and all  patients shall be
admitted  on that understanding. Of their ability
to render such service, the medical officer shall be
sole judge, who shall name the kind and amount of
service . Patients fit to be employed in the service
of the Institution, failing to comply with all orders
they may receive from the resident surgeon, shall
be liable to be discharged.
Patients are forbidden to offer or promise any
remuneration to the officials. An infringement of
this regulation subjects the person implicated to
the loss of his or her situation, and the patient
offering the bribe will be immediately  dismissed,
and will on no account be allowed to re-enter the
Hospital.
Every patient shall receive his or her discharge
from the resident surgeon, and, when discharged,
shall be asked whether he or she has any ground
of complaint, and if any complaint shall be made
the same shall be entered in the book of complaints.
Admission of patients.
23. Patients shall be admitted at any hour on
the recommendation of a subscriber on the ticket
A or C, which must be properly filled up. Such
ticket must be subsequently endorsed by the
medical officer and filed. Patients may be received
as urgent  cases  without Ticket Forms A or C if, in
the opinion of the medical officer, such reception is
advisable.
Patients admitted on subscriber's ticket, Form C,
shall be charged two guineas per week, payable in
advance. Any patient obtaining  admission from a
subscriber on ticket forms A or B, when such
patient has the means of paying the Hospital
charges at the time of his admission, shall be liable
for the sum of ten shillings per day from the date
of his admission, which may be recovered by law.
No patient shall be allowed to stay longer than
three months in the Institution without special
request made by the medical officer in charge to
the committee.
Pay patients.
24. Persons desirous of admission to the Insti-
tution as pay-patients shall be admitted upon
tickets, Form C, and shall be subject to the same
rules  and regulations as other patients. They
shall pay in advance, at the rate of two guineas
per week, or give such guarantee as shall be
required for such payment.
Accidents.
25. All cases of accident shall be admitted with-
out recommendations, but if suitable only for
out-door treatment, except upon obtaining proper
recommendations, (Ticket Form C), signed by a
subscriber.
Patients not admissable.
26. Pregnant females for the purpose of confine-
ment, insane, epileptic, or incurable  cases , persons
sufferin from venereal diseases, shall not be
admitted as patients .  The surgeon has discre-
tionary power to admit prohibited  cases,  subject to
the approval of the visiting committee.
Visitors.
27. The  wardsman ,  matron, or nurses shall  on
no account receive visitors to their quarters.
Visitors to patients will be admitted, if the
medical officer permit, on Sunday and Thursday
in each week, between the hours of 10  a.m. and
5 P.M.
Not more than two visitors shall be admitted to
see each patient on one day, except on  special
occasions  and by leave of the surgeon.
Visitors are required to give their  names to the
wardsman on entering, and the name of the patient
they wish to see.
Visitors may be admitted on special  occasions
by a written order  from a  member of the committee
endorsed by the surgeon.
On no occasion shall male visitors be admitted
into the  female wards.  This rule does not apply
to clergymen or members of committee when
visiting, or to the  near relations  of patients ; but
in the latter case admission shall be subject to the
approval of the surgeon.
Visitors shall not be permitted to leave with any
patient any money, medicine, food, clothing, or
liquor of any kind, without the express sanction of
the surgeon. Anyone doing so will  not again be
admitted, and such  articles  will be  confiscated
and applied to the Institution  in such manner as
the committee may deem  fit.
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Observance of rules.
2S. A copy of the foregoing By-laws, as far as
they relate to his or her office, shall be furnished
to each officer on appointment, and a duplicate copy,
signed by such officer, shall be laid before the
visiting committee, and filed for reference.
Printed copies of the rules affecting patients and
the management of the various departments of the
Hospital shall be hung up in the departments to
which they apply, for general information.
No officer, servant, or other person employed in
the Institution shall take, directly or indirectly, a
fee or reward from any patient or visitor, or from
any tradesman, or other person supplying or desirous
of supplying the Institution ; and any person
infringing this law shall be liable to dismissal.
Engagements of employes are terminable at any
time by notice on either side, one month's notice
being necessary with officers and trained nurses,
and, in the case of servants, one week only.
CHAS. F. GARDINER,
President.
THEODORE H. LAKE,
Secretary.
FORM  A.
Available from 188
Croydon, 188
To the Medical Officer  in attendance.
Sir,
Please admit bearer as an in-door patient into
the Croydon District Hospital.
I certify that, to the best of my belief, he is unable
to pay Hospital charges.
I remain, Sir,
Yours obediently,
I, the undersigned, hereby declare that I am without
means , and unable to pay Hospital charges.
(Signature of Applicant.)
FORM B.
Available from 188
Croydon, 188
To the Medical Officer in attendance.
Sir,
Please admit bearer as an out-door patient into
the Croydon District Hospital.
I certify that, to the best of my belief, lie is unable
to pay Hospital charges.
I remain, Sir,
Yours obediently,
Doctor 's attendance  at the Hospital is between the
hours of 9 and 12 noon.
I, the undersigned, hereby declare that I am without
means , and unable to pay Hospital charges
(Signature of Applicant.)
FORM C.
Croydon, 188
To the Medical Officer in attendance.
Sir,
Please admit bearer as a paying patient into the
Croydon District Hospital.
He is prepared to pay two pounds two shillings
(£2 2s.) per week as long as he is an inmate of the
Hospital.
I am, Sir,
Yours obediently,
I, the undersigned, agree to pay the sum of two
pounds two shillings (22 2s.) per week during my stay
in the Hospital.
(Signature of Applicant.)
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
THE following Petition praying for the constitu-
tion as a Municipal Shire of a portion of the
Division of Bulimba, under the name of the " Shire
of Coorparoo," is published in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Local Government Act of
1878."
B. B. MORETON.
To His Excellency the Governor in Council.
This humble Petition of inhabitant Householders
and Freeholders within the hereinafter des-
cribed District of the Division of Bulimba, in
the County of Stanley, in the Colony of
Queensland.
Respectfully showeth,-
Praying to be constituted a Municipality and
proclaimed a Shire,-
That your Petitioners are desirous that that por-
tion of Bulimba Division comprised within the
following boundaries may, for the purpose of
local government, be constituted a Municipality
and be called a Shire, as provided for in the ninth
section of "  The Local Government Act of  1878."
Style of Shire.-That  the style or title of such
Shire be " The Shire of Coorparoo."
Bo undaries of the Nezo Shire.-That  the following
be the boundaries of the proposed Shire, namely : -
Commencing at the junction of a small creek with
Norman's Creek, and bounded thence by the left
bank of the said creek upwards to the intersection
of the north boundary of portion No. 50, parish of
Bulimba ; thence along that boundary and the
north boundary of portion 126 ; thence by the north-
east boundaries of portions No. 11,5B aiid 158i and
by the southern boundary of thy, latter portion ;
thence by the east boundaries of portions Nos. 121,
118, 175, 176, and 186, and by the south-east
boundaries of portions 186, 185, and 184 to the
Logan road ; thence by that north-westerly to
portion No. 107, and by the south and south-west
boundaries of that portion and tie west boundary
of portion No. 108 to the head of Norman's Creek ;
and thence by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Number of Councillors therefor.-That  such Shire
of Coorparoo be presided over by a Council of six
councillors, in pursuance of the eleventh and
thirteenth clauses of  " .'L he Local Government Act
of  1878."
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, willpray.
Dated at Coorparoo this fourth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight.
Fredk. T. Brentnall, inhabitant, householder
Jas. Hipwood, inhabitant, householder
John Donaldson, inhabitant, householder
N. Lade, inhabitant, householder
Thos. Price, inhabitant, householder
Jos. D. Russell, inhabitant, householder
E. Deshon, inhabitant, householder
E. Campbell, inhabitant, householder
S. Marriott, mechanical engineer, resident, freeholder
D. Lowe, dairy farmer, resident
Valentine Hertz, gentleman, resident, freeholder
A. Phillips, contractor, resident, freeholder
Edw. Olson, dairy farmer, resident, freeholder
Martin Burke, contractor, resident, freeholder
G. A. Allendorfs, farmer, resident, freeholder
H. W. E. Mackey, resident, freeholder
E. M. Davies, resident, freeholder
Wm. Green
F. Binstead, inhabitant, householder
James E. Burstall, civil servant, inhabitant, freeholder
Reube Nicklin, merchant, inhabitant, householder
Abraham .Tames, contractor, inhabitant, householder
I, Samuel Marriott, of Coorparoo, being one of
the persons signing the above Petition, do solemnly
and sincerely declare that all the signatures initialled
S.M., affixed to the said Petition, are the genuine
signatures of the persons whose signatures they
purport to be, and that such persons are in ahitant
householders of the district therein referred to.
S. MARRIOTT.
Signed and declared by the said declarant, in my
presence.
FREDS. T. BRENTNALL, J.P.
G. Whillans, freeholder, inhabitant
James Nunn
Thos. B. Brooke
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T. Ha lley ,  freeholder ,  inhabitant
Robt .  Honliston freeholder ,  inhabitant
Edward Speirs, freeholder , inhabitant
James Lennox ,  freeholder ,  inhabitant
Thomas Ro be rts ,  freeholder ,  inhabitant
G. V. Hellicar, freeholder, inhabitant
A. C. Crump, freeholder
R. Sharland ,  freeholder ,  re sident
E. McNaught ,  inhabitant
Mrs. M .  Imrie,  freeholder
R. Kruck ,  freeholder ,  resident
H. Kruck ,  freeholder
Claus Sibbert, freeholder, resident
John Day, freeholder, inhabitant
Frederick Tucker, freeholder, resident
T. C. Diehm, freeholder, resident
A. C. Silvester, freeholder, resident
T. C. Chandler, resident
T. H. Chandler ,  freeholder ,  resident
D. Morrison, freeholder, resident
J. C. Higginson ,  resident
Thomas Hutchinson ,  freeholder ,  resident
Arthur Dixon, freeholder, resident
William Reid, freeholder, resident
F. L. Henzell ,  fre eholder ,  resident
Mrs. M. Cowen, freeholder, resident
A. Winter, freeholder,  resident
John  Jamieson
I, Joseph Douglas Russell, of Logan road, being
one of the persons signing the above Petition, do
solemnly and sincerely declare that all the signa.
tures initialled J.D.R., affixed to the said Petition,
are the genuine signatures of the persons whose
signatures they purport to be, and that such persons
are inhabitant householders of the district therein
referred to.
Jos. D.  RUSSELL.
Signed and declared by the  said declarant, in my
presence.
FREDX . T. BBENTNALL, J.P.
Edwin Paradise, labourer, Old Cleveland road
Jonah B. Andrews, labourer, Old Cleveland road
G. H. Bendell, labourer, Old Cleveland road
W. H. Joyce labourer, Old Cleveland road
John Reese, labourer, Logan road
Haides Owgard, storekeeper, Logan road
Gottlieb Klumpp, gardener, Old Cleveland road
John Klumpp,  carpenter , Old Cleveland road
J. F. Clarey, cab-proprietor, Knowsley Estate
R. T. Peak, salesman, Knowsley Estate
Tom Cook carpenter, Old Cleveland road
Caroline 1V'fillar, Old Cleveland road
John Dickson,  storeman , Old Cleveland road
George Blake, engineer, Tram Terminus Estate
William Johnson ,  master mariner, Tram Terminus
Estate
Walter Dummer ,  brickmaker ,  Tram Terminus Estate
William G. Ives ,  labourer, Langlands Estate
A. Heath, dairyman ,  Lan lands Estate
J. B. Osborn ,  contractor ,
Tram Terminus EstateJames Stone, Coorparoo
James Stone ,  blacksmith ,  Tram Terminus
Samuel Spittle ,  labou re r,  Junction Estate
Henry Queale, storekeeper, Coorparoo
Arthur Cullin, inhabitant, householder, Coorparoo
Peter Forster, inhabitant, householder, Coorparoo
D. Keating, inhabitant, householder, Coorparoo
E. Girdler, inhabitant, householder, Coorparoo
J. H. Oberthur, inhabitant, householder, Coorparoo
John Parker, inhabitant, householder, Coorparoo
J. O'Donovan, inhabitant. householder, Coorparoo
G. Jenkins, inhabitant, householder
E. J. Jenkins ,  inhabitant ,  householder
E. Moore, inhabitant, householder
J. F. Oberthur, freeholder, Coorparoo
C. Block, householder, Coorparoo
J. M. Douglas, inhabitant, freeholder, Coorparoo
P. M. Meilandt, freeholder, Coorparoo
A. E. Mapleston, householder, Coorparoo
W. Evans, freeholder, Coorparoo
C. Walin, freeholder, Coorparoo
James Ryan, householder ,  Coorparoo
Wm. James Redfern, freeholder, Coorparoo
F. C. Cooke, householder, Coorparoo
John Klemm, freeholder, Coorparoo
John Howard Osborne, freeholder, Coorparoo
George R. Price, freeholder, Coorparoo
William Doughty, householder, Coorparoo
William Vickers, Hughenden Estate, Coorparoo
I, Edwin Paradise, of Coorparoo, being one of
the persons signing the above Petition, do solemnly
and sincerely declare that all the signatures
initialled E.P., affixed to the said Petition, are the
genuine signatures of the persons whose signatures
they purport to be, and that such persons are
inhabitant householders of the district therein
referred to.
EDWIN PARADISE.
Signed and declared by the said declarant, in my
presence.
FaaDH. T. BBENTNALL, J.P.
John Smith, freeholder ,  Logan road
Walter Thos .  Vickers, freeholder ,  Logan road
Frances A. Vickers ,  freeholder ,  Logan road
S. Grosswold ,  freeholder, Logan road
J. Pedersen, freeholder ,  Logan road
A. H. Goss, freeholder ,  Hughenden Estate
August Warger ,  freeholder ,  Logan road
H. Warger, freeholder ,  Logan road
Joseph Yantsch ,  freeholder ,  Logan road
I, John Smith ,  of Logan road, being one of the
persons signing the above Petition ,  do solemnly and
sincerely  declare that all the signatures initialled
J.S., xed to  the said Petition ,  are the genuine
signatures of the persons whose signatures they
purport to be, and that such persons are inhabitant
householders of the district therein referred to.
JOHN SMITH.
Signed and declared by the said declarant, in my
presence.
FBEDK . T. BRENTNALL, J.P.
T. U. Symonds, resident, householder
Gilbert Eccles, resident, freeholder
F. Diefenbach, resident, freeholder
A. Shevill, resident, freeholder
J. W. Lahey, resident and freeholder
T. G. Lahey, resident and freeholder
W. B. Stanley, drayman, resident, freeholder
Thos. Barry, cutter, resident, freeholder
J. A. Gemmill, traveller, Stanle Bridge, freeholder
J. J. Price, inspector of works, Stanley Bridge, free-
holder
Ch. Uhlmann, butcher, resident, freeholder
R. Groom, grocer, resident, freeholder
Charles Nicoll, timber-getter, resident
R. W. Gaunt,  painter, resident , freeholder
William Pert ,  carpenter , resident ,  freeholder
Wm. Dobson, joiner, resident, freeholder
Donald Budge, oiner, resident, freeholder
James Rogers ,  fitter ,  re sident ,  freeholder
E. Mace,  watchman ,  resident, freeholder
T. Kenny, Iabourer, resident, freeholder
Thomas Ainsley, builder, resident, freeholder
J. Mikelburg, bootmaker,  resident , freeholder
Duncan  McCallum, paper ruler, resident ,  freeholder
L. A. Kennett,  carpenter , resident, freeholder
Wm. McNaught, builder, resident, freeholder
T. U. Symonds, storekeeper, resident, freeholder
John McCann , farmer, resident ,  freeholder
I, Thomas Uren Symonds, of Coorparoo, being
one of the persons signing the above Petition, do
solemnly and sincerely declare that all the signa-
tures initialled T.U.S., affixed to the said Petition,
are the genuine  signatures  of the persons whose
signatures they purport to be, and that such per-
sons are inhabitant householders of the district
therein referred to.
THOMAS U ..EN SYMONDS.
Signed and declared by the said declarant in my
presence.
FREDK . T. BRENTNALL, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.THE following Return ofthe Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOB THE WEEK ENDING 9TH DAY OF
JUNE, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ... 467
Number since admitted  ... ... ... 1
Number returned from leave ... ... 3
471
Number discharged  ... ... 1
Number died .. .. 0
N umber absent on leave ... ... 3
4
Number  remaining  at date hereof ... 467
Admission during the week :
William Lester, 59, carpenter ; re-admission.
Discharged during the week :
Hugh Robson  Evans , 41, riding- master ; admitted
21st March, 1884.
Death during the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
T
HE  following Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Bald Hills and Sandgate
General Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1887, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account of the BALD HILLS AND SANDGATE CEMETERY
for the YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1887.
RECEIPTS . EXPENDITURE.
1887. £ s. d. 1887. £ s. d.
1st January- 31st December-
To Balance , Union Bank ... ... ... 24 18 5 By Fees to Sexton ... ... 7 0 0
„ Cemetery  Fees  ... ... ... ... 20 15 0 „ „ Caretaker... ... ... 10 0 0
Sign Boards and Fencing 2 15 0
Padlocks, 2s 6d. ; Stamps, Is. 9d. 0 4 3
Cheque Book .. ... ... 0 2 1
Balance, Q.N. Bank ... ... 25 12 1
£45 13 5 £45 13 5
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Bald Hills and Sandgate Cemetery, do solemnly declare
that the foregoing  is a true  and correct Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure by the Trustees, for
the year ending 31st December, 1887; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
same to  be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
E. B. SOUTHERDEN,
GEO. J. WALKER, Trustees.J. STEWART,
WILLIAM STREET,
Declared before  me, at  Sandgate, this seventh day of June, 1888.
RICHARD BOARD, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulation made by the
Committee of Management of, and adopted by the
contributors to, the Ingham Hospital.
B. B. MORETON.
That contributors of one pound sterling and
upwards be allowed to vote at any general meeting
of the Ingham Hospital for a period of twelve
months after payment of subscriptions.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Captain  H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1888.
No. 23.
r I'HE undermentioned appointments and trans-fers will  take effect from the dates men-
tioned :-
ROCKHAMPTON NAVAL VOLUNTEER
ARTILLERY.
J. R. CRANE
to be 1st Class Petty Officer. 3rd January, 1888.
A. CowlE
to be 1st Class Petty Officer. 3rd April, 1888.
W. C. READS and
D. BARRY
to be 2nd Class Petty Officers. 1st May, 1888.
F. J. SALE and
J. PIKE
to be Leading Gunners. 1st May, 1888.
No. 103, Gunner James Hamilton, and No. 80,
Bombardier Robert Roberts, of the Brisbane
Garrison Battery, are transferred to the Rock-
hampton Naval Brigade. 28th February, 1888.
No. 63, John Daley, A.B., of Townsville Naval
Brigade ,  is transferred  to the Rockhampton Naval
Brigade . 6th April, 1888.
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 93,  Henry  K ing, A .B., Townsville Naval
Brigade, is dismissed from the Marine Defence
Force for drunkeness on duty in Camp.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor , Q.N.C.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  13th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
Mr. CHARLES  WATT,  a Minister of the Church
of Christ Denomination ,  residing at Brisbane, in
the Registry District of Brisbane ,  has been duly
registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend THOMAS EYKYN, a Minister of
the Church of England Denomination, having
removed from Cooktown, in the Registry District
of Cook, to Charters Towers, in the Registry
District of Kennedy, has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage Jet of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend IRVINE WEIR, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, residing at
Maryborough, in the Registry District of Mary-
borough, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" 1'he Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar- General.
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TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such appli cations are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Will iam Hughes ,  late of
Goomburra ,  near War-
wick ,  farmer
Andrew Drummond, late
of South Brisbane,
bricklayer
Matilda Buchanan, late
of Toowong, widow
Date of
Death.
i
Name
of claimant.
1887.
15 Mar .  Annie Hughes ,  of Goom-
burra, widow
1868.
30 Mar .  John Drummond, of
South  Brisbane,
builder
1887.
24 Nov .  James Burns ,  of Too-
1886.
William Brandenberg ,  14 July
late of Sandgate,
drayman
1887.
Frederick  Reid, late of 30 Jan.
Gayndah ,  saddler
1882.
William Menzies ,  late 18 Feb.
of Dandathu, near
Maryborough, saw-
mill pro prietor
1887.
John Woodburn,  late of 11 Dec.
Brisbane ,  merchant
Wong ,  and Robert
Holdgate ,  of Spring
Hill ,  Brisbane
Hanne Christine Bran.
denberg ,  of Sandgate,
widow
Maria Reid ,  of Gayn-
dah, widow
William Simpson Sim,
sawmill proprietor,
and William Dawson,
stationer ,  both of
Maryborough
Martha Elizabeth
Woodburn ,  of Bris-
bane, widow
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1888.
Wi lliam Pitman
REAL PROP +'RTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that application has been made to bring the Land described below under theprovisions  of  " The Real Property Acts of  1861  and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge , by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
9 acres 2 roods ,  being subdivision 2 of portion 217,
parish of Ipswich
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  16th June, 1888.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
JT is hereby notified that
RICHARD JAMES and
FREDERICK  CHARLES ALLEN
having  satisfied the Board as to their qualifications,
have , in. accordance with the provisions of  " The
Pharmacy Act of  1884," been registered as Phar-
maceutical  Chemists in the Colony of Queensland.
By Order of the Board,
FRANK TAYLOR,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1888.
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Registrar.
Desc ri ption
and Situation of Land.
Name of Applicant.
Portion 1914,  parish of  Goom- Life -estate
burrs
Subdivision 5 of section 1 of Fee -simple
portion 214,  parish of South
Brisbane
Re-subdivision A of subdivisions Fee-simple
19 and 20 of allotment 23,
parish of Enoggera
Re-subdivision 31 of subdivision Fee-simple
2 of port ions 81 and 81A, parish
of Nundah
Suburban portion 12A,  parish of Fee -simple
Gayndah
Subdivision 8A of all otments 2 Fee -simple
and 3 of section 29, and subdi-
visions 8 and 9 of allotment 3
of section 29, town of Rock-
hai npton
All otments 18 and 19 of section Fee -simple
3, and allotment 16 of section
5, town of Watsonville ;  allot-
ment 18 of section 12, town of
Herberton  ;  portion 266,  parish
of Bulimba ;  portion 64, parish
of Redland  ;  subdivisions 1 to
6 of aection-l- at  portion-82,
parish of Barrow  ;  re-eubdivi-
sions 6 to 16,  77, and 78 of
subdivision 2 of suburban
port ion 170,  and re-subdivision
106 of subdivision 4 of sub-
urban port ion 170,  subdivisions
3  to  6, 48  to  5.1. 156,  and 157 of
suburban portion 171,  subdi-
vision 1 of eastern suburban
allotment 76, and subdivision
2 of eastern suburban allot-
ment 87,  pariah of South Bri s-
bane ;  port ion 387,  subdivisions
117, 132,  and 133 of portions'
160A  and 159a ,  subdivisions 29
to 32,  37, 38.  46, 46,  53, 54, 62 to
64, 71,  72, 74 to 80, 87 to 91, and
111 to 116 of portion 160A,  and
re-subdivisions 83, 118,  and 171
to 184 of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 169A, parish of Yeerong-
pill y
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1888.
Wi ll  dated 6 Decem -  23 July
her,  1886
As Heir -at-law  ... 30 July
Will  dated  9 Novem -  16 July
her, 1887
As Admini etratriz 23 July
As Administratrlx 30 July
W ill dated 22 Sep-  30 July
tember ,  1880, and
Codicil thereto
bearing same date
Will dated 31 July, 16-Aug.
1887
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
23 July, 1888.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.IT is hereby notified that
JOHN  MEADS REYNOLDS and
ALFRED CROFTS
having  satisfied the Board  as to their qualifications,
have ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of  "The
Pharmacy Act of  1884 ,"  been registered as Phar-
maceutical  Chemists in the Colony  of Queensland.
By Order of  the Board,
FRANK TAYLOR,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1888.
Registrar.
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PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
I T is hereby notified thatJOHN  GEORGE DAMES KENT and
WALTER CONINGHAM,
having satisfied the Board as to their qualifications,
have, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Pharmacy Act of  1884," been registered as
Pharmaceutical Chemists in the Colony of Queens-
land.
By Order of the Board,
FRANK TAYLOR,
Brisbane , 12th June, 1886.
Registrar.
" JURY ACT OF 1867."
I
N conformity with the provisions of the seventh
section of  " The Jury Act of  1867," 31 Vic-
toria, No. 34, I hereby appoint
ROBERT MILLER
to be a Deputy Sheriff for the purposes  of issuing
Jury Summonses for Jurors for the District Court
holden at Goondiwindi, in the Colony of Queens-
land, under the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane , this thirteenth day of June, A.D. 1888.
ARTHUR E. HALLO RAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the ighteenth
section of  "The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
GEORGE ALCHIN, of Springsure, in the Colony of
Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of Spring-
sure who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING,
CHARLES STUART MEJN, J.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, CAIRNHILL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court  House , Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th July, from persons
willing to contract for New School Buildings,
Cairnhill.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Cairnhill."
Plan, Specifi cation, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be  sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, OXLEY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the State School, Oxley, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from persons
willing to contract for Additions to Teacher's
Residence, State School, Oxley.
Tenders to be endorsed  "'l'ender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Oxley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the State School, Oxley.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,18 95.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED AND BELL-STAND, STATE SCHOOL,
C 4RDWELL.
(VENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at the Court House, Cardwell, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of a
Play-shed and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed
and Bell-stand, State School, Cardwell."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Cardwell.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on the proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
BEAUDESERT.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the Court House ,  Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 22nd June,  fr om
persons willing to contract for Fencing and Gates,
State School, Beaudesert.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Beaudesert."
Plain, Specification, and form  of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars  obtained ,  at this
Of ice, and at the Court House,  Beenleigh.
Tenders must be  sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BLACK JACK.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
at the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 6th July, from persons willing to contract for
New School Buildings, Black Jack.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for New School
Buildings, Black Jack."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOA N.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton ,  until Four
o'clock P.M. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons  willing to  contract  for New School Build-
in s, Glenmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New School
Buildings ,  Glenmore."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained , at this
Office, and at the  Court House , Rockhampton.
The amount  of preliminary  deposit , to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
alleged  to have been committed by the said Charles
A. Vann ,  having been given ,  it is ordered that the
said Charles A. Mann be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Charles A. Mann ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court,  on the Twenty -sixth day of June,
1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Charles A. Mann
shall ,  on the Twenty-third day of June, 1888,
at Brisbane ,  deli ver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND FLOWER,Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
OAKEY CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd June, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs and Painting,
State  School, Oakey Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender far Repairs and
Painting, State School, Oakey Creek."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and  form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by  bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary.
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, TWO-MILE,
GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for Play -shed, State
School ,  Two-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Play-shed,
State School, Two-Mile, Gympie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,- and further particulars obtained ,  at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Charles A. Mann, of Gatton, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by George Sylvester
Murphy ,  of Brisbane ,  as Official Liquidator
of The Queensland Mercantile and  Agency
Company, Limited.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, 'and of the act of insolvency
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the said George
Sylvester Murphy,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Albert  James Warren ,  of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  jewe ller, by himself.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is  ordered that the said Albert James
Warren  be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Albert James Warren ,  for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Twenty-eighth day of June, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Albert James Warren shall,
on the Twenty-sixth day of June, 1888 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts  and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes  of his inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this thirteenth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
R. A. BEUMM,
Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
W. H. OsBonNE,
George  street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Jens Christian Julius Stephensen ,  of  Tinana,
Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
blacksmith and wheelwright ,  by himself.
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
U is ordered  that the said Jens Christian Julius
Stephensen be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Jens Christian Julius Stephensen, for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the  Office  of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Twentieth day of
June, 1888 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Jens Christian
Julius Stephensen shall, on the Nineteenth day of
June ,  1888 ,  at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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this  Estate  a full ,  true,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of  the names and  residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eleventh
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
JAS. M .  STAFFORD,
Maryborough.
By his Agents-
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolveno Petition  against
Patrick Murray, of Black Jack,  near  Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, baker
and storekeeper, by the said Patrick Murray.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Patrick Murray
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Patrick Murray, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Twenty- first  day of June, 1888,  at Eleven  o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Patrick Murray shall, on the Nineteenth day
of June,  1888 , at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this  Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of  the names and residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors ,  and of  the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARBLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY  AND HSLLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd paupers.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of the Petition of John William
Strawson, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, contractor, for an Order of
Adjudication of Insolvency.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said John William
Strawson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pa aria,  and that James .Boyne Hall,
Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said John William Strawson,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office
of the Principal Registrar, Supreme Court, Bris-
bane, on the Twenty-eighth day of June, 1888, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John William Strawson shall,
on the Twenty -sixth day of June, 1888. at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
-Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  paupers.
MR.  JUSTICE  MEIN.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Matthew Buckley ,  of Bulimba , in the Colony
of Queensland, labourer ,  by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Matthew Buckley
be and he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent  in  formd
c uperiis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said Matthew Buckley ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Twenty-eighth day
of June,  1888,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further orde red that the said Matthew
Buckley shall , on the Twenty -sixth day of June,
1888, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of  his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of this Court ,  this thirteenth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE MAIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Abraham Street, the younger ,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  accountant, by
himself.
UU PON the hearing of this Petition this day,it is ordered that the said Abraham Street,
the younger, be and he is here by adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Ha ll,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Insolvent, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Twenty -eighth day of June ,  1888 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the fo re noon. And it is further ordered
that the said Insolvent shall, on the Twenty-sixth
day of June, 1888, at Brisbane ,  deli ver to the
Trustee in this Estate a fu ll , true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this thir-
teenth day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Mitche ll  and Tom Binnington, of
Townsville ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
tailors and outfitters ,  trading together under
the style or firm of " Mitchell and Binnington."
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered  that the said Wil liam Mitchell
and Tom Binnington be and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that Mr. James Stockwell
be Official Trustee of their Estate.  And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said William Mitche ll  and.
Tom Binnington ,  for the election of a, Trustee; be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
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on the Twentieth day of June, 1888,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said William Mitchell and Tom  Binnington
shall, on the Nineteenth day of June, 1888, at
Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
their debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far  as known , of their
creditors, and of  the causes  of their inability to
meet their  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
G. A. ROBIRTS AND LBu,
Townsville,
Solicitors for Insolvents.
Agents-
PETRIB  AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors, Bowen.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Lawrence Newton, of South
.  Brisbane ,  surgeon ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-second day of October,
1886.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixteenth day of July proximo wi ll  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee-in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1888.
1181 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George M. Rice, of Clermont,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
5d. in the  £,  is now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
1182 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward George Grey, of Tongy,
station manager , an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
6d. in the £,  is now  payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1888.
1183 4s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  Adam Anderson,  of Brisbane,
shipwright ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final  Dividend,  at the rate of
4s. 2d .  in the  £,  is now payable at this
Office,  upon debts  proved.
J. B. HALL,
Offic al Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1888,
1184 40,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward Lloyd Elwood, of Isis
River, in the Colony of Queensland, selector,
an Insolvent.
0 I the seventh day of June instant a Certifi-cate of Discharge wasgranted to Edward
Lloyd Elwood, of Isis River, in the Colony of
Queensland, selector, who was adjudicated insol-
vent on the fourteenth day of September, A.D. 1885.
Dated this ninth day of June, A.D. 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAn,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
1178 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Michael Henry McGinley, of
Brisbane, draper, in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Debtor.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-third day of June, 1888, will be excluded.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street ,  Brisbane.
1190 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Daniel Harrison, of the Hamilton,
licensed victualler, in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND- is intended to.- be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Debtor.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-third day of June, 1888, will be excluded.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street ,  Brisbane.
1191 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND  is about to be declared in theInsolvent Estate of Robert Brodie, of Talle-
budgera, on all debts proved.
Creditors who have not proved by the Sixth
July will not be included.
1166
SAML. WALTER FEGAN,
Trustee, Stanley street.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of Peter Anderson, of Brisbane, in
Liquidation.ASECOND and Final Dividend, at the rate of2s. lOkd. in the £, is now payable on all claims
proved and admitted, at my Office, Telegraph lane,
off George street.
T. W. WILSON,
Trustee.
15th June, 1888.
1195 3s.
In the Insolvent Estate of R. H .  Powter ,  of Bris-
bane.
A SECOND and  Final Dividend,  of 2s. 81d. inthe £ (making in all 5s. 88d. in the £), is
payable in the above Estate, on all claims proved
and admitted,  This Day, (TUES L)AY), the Twelfth
June ,  1888, at my Office ,  Eagle street.
1169 .
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Elizabeth Ball, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above Estate, from the
twenty-second day of October, 1885, to the twelfth
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day of August, 1886, have this day been filed in
my Office,  and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein,
are requested to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Wi ll iam street ,  Brisbane,
on or before THURSDAY, the Twelfth day of
July, 1888,  and in spect the said Accounts ,  and, if they
shall think  fit, object thereto  ;  and if no objection
be taken to the said Accounts ,  the same will be
duly enquired into, at my said Office ,  on the day
abovenamed ,  at the hour of Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated this fifteenth day of May, 1888.
RICHARD DODD,
Proctor for the  Executors,
Toowoomba.
By his Agent-
W. H. OBBOENE,
George  street ,  Brisbane.
1175  8s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of John  Phipps ,  late of Boggabillu,
near Goondiwindi ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, solicitor ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that,  after the  expira-
tion of  fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application  will be  made to the
said Honourable  Court  that Letters of Administra-
tion with the Will  annexed of all the lands ,  goods,
chattels ,  credits, and effects of the abovenamed
.John Phipps ,  deceased ,  may be granted  to Elizabeth
Crowdy ,  of Goondiwindi  aforesaid ,  the Adminis-
tratrix of the Estate of Frederick  Crowdy,  late of
Goondiwindi aforesaid ,  the sole Devisee and Legatee
named  in the said Will of  the said deceased.
Dated the eleventh day of June, 1888.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth  Crowdy,
1168
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Lawrence Murray, of
Maryborough ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
hotel -keeper ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
N tion of  fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed Richard Lawrence Murray, late
of Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
hotel -keeper ,  deceased ,  may be granted to Jannett
Ann Murray ,  of Maryborough aforesaid ,  the sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough this eighth day of June,
1888.
1167
WILLIAM JOHN McGRATH,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Ludwig George Bauer ,  late of
Cooktown ,  in the Colony of Queensland, Gov-
ernment officer,  deceased.Nj 0 LIC E is hereby given,  that, after the expira-a tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof ,  app lication will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Ludwig George Bauer, de-
ceased ,  may be granted to Otto Bauer, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  the sole surviving
Executor named in and appointed by the said Wi ll
of the said deceased.
Dated this eighth day of June ,  A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Otto Bauer,
1179
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Thomas Hutchins, late of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland,
auctioneer and commission agent, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ;  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of the Estate of the abovenamed Thomas
Hutchins ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to George Smale Hutchins ,  the eldest son
of the said deceased.
Dated at Maryborough this fifth day of June,
A.D. 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Proctor for the said George  Smale  Hutchins,
1180
Bazaar  street, Maryborougb.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will and Codicil  of Samuel Phillips ,  late of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, pawn-
broker ,  deceased.
' OTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days  from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court  that Probate  of the Will
and Codicil  of the abovenamed Samuel Phillips,
deceased ,  may be granted to George Myers, of
Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  merchant,
Philip Phineas Aaron,  of Brisbane aforesaid, to-
bacconist ,  and Lewis  Phillips , also of Brisbane
aforesaid ,  auctioneer ,  the Executors named in the
said Will.
Dated this  fourteenth  day of June ,  A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
1193
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
6s.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Donald Barron (other-
wise called Alexander Barron ),  lateof Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  poli ce constable,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Alexander Donald Bar ron  (other-
wise called Alexander Barron),  deceased, may be
granted to Robert Cuthbertson, of Indooroopilly,
in the said colony ,  carpenter ,  and Charles Weston
Davidson ,  of Toowong ,  in the said colony, free-
holder ,  the Executors and Trustees named in the
said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of June,  A.D. 1888.
1194
ERNEST WINTER,
Proctor for  the said Executors,
88, Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Brandon, late of Herberton,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  tin-miner, de-
ceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors in the Estate of the above-
named deceased ,  fr om the time of his death to the
first day of May, 1888 ,  have been filed in the Office
of the Supreme Court of Queensland , by John
Moffat ,  of Irvinebank, in the said colony, mill-
owner ,  and John Newe ll ,  of Herberton, is the said
colony, storekeeper, the Executors  of the Will of
the said deceased .  All  persons having claims
against the said Estate, or being interested therein.
are requested to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  George street ,  Brisbane? on
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or before  THITRSDAY, the Nineteenth day of
July  next ,  to inspect  the said Accounts, and, if
they think fit, object thereto; and if no objection
be taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this ninth day of June, A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Proctors,
Brisbane  and Ipswich..
1192
Registrar.
8s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  Harry Pearce, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice  is hereby given, that all persons having any
claims  or demand upon  or against  the Estate of
Harry  Pearce, late  of Maggievale,  near  Normanton,
in the Colony of Queensland, drover, deceased,
who died on the eleventh day of January, 1887,
and of whose estate and effects  Letters of Adminis-
tration were , on the ninth day of June, 1888,
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Arthur Williams Chambers, of Brisbane, in the
said colony, solicitor, are hereby required to send
in  particulars of their debts or claims to the said
Aministrator, at the Office of the undersigned,
his solicitor ,  on or  before the Eleventh day of
August  next . And notice is hereby also given,
that,  after  that day, the said Administrator will
proceed  to distribute  the assets  of the said deceased
amongst the parties  entitled thereto ,  having regard
onl to the claims  of which he shall then have had
notice ,  an t  atfie- will not be liable, for  the assets
or any  part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt  or claim he shall  not then have had
notice.
Dated this eleventh day of June, 1888.
JOHN ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
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Solicitor  for the said Administrator,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
"THE ELECTIONS TRIBUNAL ACT OF 1886."
ELECTION FOR THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF
MACKAY,  HOLDEN ON THE FIFTH DAY OF
MAY, A.D. 1888.
To The Honourable Sir CHARLES LILLEY, Knight,
The Chief Justice of Queensland, The Honour-
able GEORGE ROGERS HA&DING and The Hon-
ourable CHARLES STUART  MEIN , Justices of
The Supreme Court of Queensland.THE Petition of William Michie, ofMackay,in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
whose name is subscribed,-
Humbly Showeth,-
1. Your Petitioner, William Michie,  is an Elec-
tor of the said Electoral District,  and is a person
who voted at the above Election.
2. And your Petitioner states that the Election
was holden on the fifth day of May, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, when  Maurice
Hume Black, of Mackay, gentleman, David Hay
Dalrymple, of Mackay,  grazier , and William
George Hodges, of Mackay,  commission agent,
were candidates, and the Returning Officer has
returned the said Maurice Hume Black and David
Hay Dalrymple as being duly elected.
3. And your Petitioner  says  that, on or about the
ninth day of April, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-eight, the said Maurice Hume Black,
being then a Candidate for the said Electorate,
cos vened. and on the seventeenth day of the same
month held, a meeting of electors of the said Dis-
trict in a house licensed for the sale of fermented
and spirituous liquors, to wit, The Great Northern
Hotel, at Eton, in the said District : And that on
or about the said ninth day of April, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, the said David Hay
Dalrymple, being then a Candidate for the said
Electorate, convened, and on the eighteenth day of
the said month held, a meeting of electors in a
house licensed for the sale of fermented and
spirituous liquors, to wit, the said Great Nertherii
Hotel, at Eton aforesaid.
4. And your Petitioner says that, on the twenty-
fourth day of April, one thousand eight hundred
and eights--eight, the said Maurice Hume Black
an i David Hay Dalrymple, being then Candidates
for the said Electorate, jointly held a meeting of
electors in a house licensed for the  sale of fer-
mented and spirituous liquors, to wit, in The Leap
Hotel, at Black Gin's Leap, in the said Electorate.
5. And your Petitioner  says,  that by reason of
the premises the said Maurice Hume Black and
David Hay Dalrymple  were  guilty of bribery at
the said Election.
Wherefore your Petitioner prays, that it may be
determined that the said Maurice Hume Black and
David Hay Dalrymple  were  not duly elected or
returned, and that the Election was void, and that
the said Maurice Hume Black and David Hay
Dalrymple were guilty of bribery.
Dated this thirteenth day of June, 1888.
1188
W. MICHIE.
19s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Andrew Petersen, late of Bedouri,
Birdsville ; John A. McLean, late of Thursday
Island ; George Stevens, late of Thornborough ;
William Simpson, late of Brisbane ; and Jules
H. de St. Maur, late of Mount Romeo, Cook-
town.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877," all- persona-having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased  persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Sixteenth day of August next, or, in default, they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 16th June, 1888.
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
1176 6s.
MURWEH MARSUPIAL BOARD.
O WNERS of Stock and Unoccupied Country
in the Murweh Marsupial District are hereby
notified that  an Assessment  has been this day made
and levied by this Board, at the following rates:-
8.  d.
On every 20 Head Cattle  and Horses ... 1 6
On every 100 Head Sheep and Cattle ... 1 6
On every Square Mile Unoccupied
Country ... ... ... ... ... 1 6
The Assessment must be paid (with  exchange on
cheques added) to the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
nearest to  where such Stock are kept and depastured,
or to where such Unoccupied Country is situated,
within two months of this date.
THOMAS A BRODIE,
Chairman.
Charleville, 27th May, 1888.
1165 5s.
No. 1 SOUTH CLARA GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby given, that at a Special
Meeting of Shareholders, held on 21st May,
1888, at the Re stered Office, Bow street, Charters
Towers, the following Resolutions were passed:-
1. That the Company be wound-up volun-
_ tarily."
"2. That Wm. Levi Davies,  mining agent,
Charters Towers, be appointed Liquidator,
at a remuneration of £10  sterling."
At a subsequent meeting of Shareholders, held on
the 4th June, 1888, at the same place, the above
Resolutions were confirmed.
W. L. DAVIES,
Liquidator.
1185 5s.
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THE MARY AND FLORA GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS TOWERS.AT a Special General Meeting ofthe Membersof the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at the Office of the Company, at Charters
Towers, on the fifteenth day of May, 1888, the
subjoined Resolution was duly passed, and at a
subsequent Special General Meeting of the
Members of the said Company,  also  duly convened
and held at the  same  place, on the thirty-first day
of May, 1888, the said Resolution was duly con-
firmed.
Resolution.
" That this Company be wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  `  The Companies
Act of  1863.' "
And at such  last -mentioned  meeting , Alan Baker
Bright, of Charters Towers, sharebroker, was
appointed Liquidator, for the purpose of the
winding-up.
1186 5s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.
As REQUIRED BY "THE MERCANTILE ACT
OF 1867."STYLE of the Partnership-" Campbell and
L Another."
Names of the Partners-
Special Partner-James Egliestrian Noakes,
of Maryborougb, in the Colony of Queens-
land, merchant.
General Partner-Alexander Campbell, of
Maryborough aforesaid.
Capital contributed by Special Partner--Stock
in trade, plant, book debts, and effects, valued at
the sum of Three Thousand Pounds over and above
the liabilities of the said James Equestrian Noakes,
in connection with the business lately carried on
by him.
Capital contributed by General Partner-The
sum of Five Hundred Pounds.
General Nature  of  Business-General Store-
keepers.
Principal Place of Business-Adelaide street,
Maryborough aforesaid.
Commencement of Partnership-The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight.
Termination of Partnership-The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three.
We hereby acknowledge that the above Certifi.
cate is  true and correct.
J. E. NOAKES.
A. CAMPBELL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons before
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for
the Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough afore-
said, this first day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight.
WILLIAM F. HARRINGTON, J.P.
Received into the Office for the Registration of
Deeds, &c., at Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, this ninth day of June, 1888, at ten minutes
past ten o'clock in the forenoon, from William J.
Trotter, of Brisbane, a copy of the within Deed,
verified by Henry Nairne Thorburn, and numbered
27, Book 1.
1174
J. G. BROWN,
Deputy Registrar of Titles.
13s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :-
" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s.  6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side), arranged with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that court.
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given, as far as practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of "The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms, Summaries of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versa  by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred to in the text.
The citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 429.; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A Svxor-
sIa OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Pha3nogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an Index  of Orders,
Genera , and Vernacular  Names.  By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial  Botanist  of Queensland,
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £I is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
1s. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the Govern.
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp  Duties Act of  1866,The Stamped  Transfer Act  of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties  Amendment Act  of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ...  ... ... ...  1 2
JAMES C.  BEAL,
Government Printer.
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GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
m 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whale of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
OW Published ,  First Supplement to a Synopsis
N of the Queensland Flora ,  by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted ,  3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
e e  / HE Justices  Act of  1886 ,"  and  "The Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886 ,"  with  an  Introduc-
tion ,  Notes ,  and Index.
Price ,  2s. 6d .  Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, 1s.INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
( N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
1 in pamphlet form,  " The In..olvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal8vo. Price, 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
.T. C. BRAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.
A
PA MPHLET  bearing on the above ,  compiled
bry the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto r k, now pub li shed ,  and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane ,  or through
Booksellers .  Price, 4s. in cloth  ;  postage 8d .  within,
and is. 4J. beyond, the  Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description ,  with Illustrations ,  of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scienti fically described ,  and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1888.  £ a. d.
June 9.-Paroo Divisional Board ... ...  4 6 4
„ 9.-B. L. Baucher ... ... ...  0 7 3
Martin 0-W9 19 0. ... ... ... ....
9.-Murweh Marsupial Board .  0 10 0
„
11.-Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Croydon  2 12 10
11.-T. B. Jones... ... ...  0 3 0
„ 11.-W. Dawson... ...  0 11 10
11.-F. J. Walsh ...  1 0 0
11.-0. O'Neil ...  0 2 8
„ 1i.-M. J. L. Mulligan...  ... 0 3 0
11.-A. Black ... ...  0 6 0
11.-H. Welsh .. ...  0 3 0
1L-Munro and Cowie ...  3 19 1
12.-T. Lillis  0 1 0
12.-M. Palmer ... ...  0 2 0
„ 12.-T. A. Johnson  0 3 0
12.-Darling Downs Gazette ...  3 12 0
12.-W. C. Storey ... ...  0 3 0
,, 12.-C. T. Turner ... ...  0 2 0
„ 13.-J. Saunders ...  0 5 0
„ 13.-T. A. Spencer ...  1 3 6
„ 13.-T. Ryan...... ...  0 1 0
13.-J. Gibson . ...  0 3 0
14.-Ipswich Advocate ...  0 1 1
14.-C. J. Vance  0 1 0
14.-M. Dillaney  0 3 0
„ 14.-W. L. Davies  0 5 0
„ 14.-J. Boles ...  0 1 10
14.-J. Speir ...  0 0 9
14.-B. H. Palmer .  0 5 0
14.-E. D. Miles and Co.  0 1 2
14.-J. Rolleston ...  0 3 0
14.-H. Field ... ...  0 6 0
14.-E. G. Grose ... ... ... 0 1 6
„ 14.-J. Stockwell ... . . . ... 0 0 6
14.-J. Evert ...  0 3 0
„ 14.-J. W. Perry ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-A. B. Bright ... ... ... 0 5 6
„
14.-J. Cowper ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
14.-W. H. Smith ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 14.-G. Boulter ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 15.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 17 0
15.-J. Garrard ... ... ... .. 0 3 0
IS.-J. Horne  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
Z6:-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
,jmpounbings.
6W  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise.
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate  of  ONE  SHILLIN G  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  i n the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  suff icient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from the Green Swamp, on
the 9th June, 1888, by order of Mr. T. Anderson.
Driving, 10d. per bead.
One chestnut  mare,  hollow-backed , blaze in face, like
LC (blotched)  near  shonlder, little white on fet-
locks.
One bay gelding,  star  on forehead, like M4M (indistinct)
off thigh, like HM over 3 over 0 near thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 15th July, 1888,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
G. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
1187 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from grass paddock,
on the 4th June, 1888, by order of A. McDowall,
Esquire. Damages, £5.
One brown entire horse, like GPP 0 near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 3rd July, 1888, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1196 is.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Juandah, on the8th June, 1888, by order of D. White, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One red bullock, white  spots,  like J7T or U7T (regis-
tered brand) over 3 off rump, piece out of point
and back off ear.
One roan or  strawberry cow, like C2N (registered brand)
near ribs ,  point  off near ear  ;  roan heifer calf at
foot, unbranded.
One roan heifer, unbranded.
One roan bullock, EQ 1 (registered brand) over like 3
near  ribs, piece out of back  near ear.
One red bullock, white back, like 2GD (registered
brand) off rump, piece out of top side off  ear, slit
near ear.
One roan and white bullock, T2L (registered brand)
near ribs, slit under  aide near ear.
One roan cow , TB I (registered  brand )  near rump ;
red and white heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One red cow, roan hairs, ST3 (registered brand) over
like PC1 (registered brand) off ribs, piece out of
front off  ear, 3  off cheek.
One red and white bullock, blotched numeral like 8
before CN or GN (registered brand) off rump, like
8 near  cheek, two slits off ear.
One blue steer, unbranded, piece out of back  near ear.
One red cow, blotched brand before like Y7 (like a
registered brand) off ribs, piece out of front and
notch out of back off ear.
One roan bullock, blotched brand near rump, block off
ear.
One roan bullock, bald face, like U over A (the A re-
versed) near rump, piece out of top both ears.
One red bullock, bald face, like 3N8 (registered brand)
off ribs, piece out of point and slit in top off ear.
One roan cow, MS1 over 0 off ribs, point off near ear,
notch in back and front off ear.
If not released on or  before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
1197 17s.
57
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j MPOUNDED at Brisbane, from Brookfield, on the
1 25th May, 1888, by order of Charles Upton.
Damages and driving, 4s. 6d.
One black horse, LAO (registered brand) near shoulder,
star.
Also, from Ashgrove, on the 26th of May, 1888,  by
order of Mr. A. Stewart. Damages, £5.
One dark-red bull, BA1 (registered brand) over 8 off
rump, ear-marked.
Also, from the streets, on the 28th May, 1888, by
order of the General Inspector. Damages, 5s. per head.
One bay horse, BR near shoulder, hind feet white, star.
One black horse, like 0 or C near rump, off hind foot
white.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1189 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from North Comreongin,
on the 2nd June, 1888, by order of J. 0. Kennedy,
b:squire. Driving, 10s. per head.
One bay gelding, saddle, HL over JD (the J hori-
zontally) over 7  near  shoulder, 31 (horizontally) over
W (horizontally) over K7M (registered brand) off
shoulder.
One spotted bullock, worker, near ear marked, 9AP
and J 27 (registered brands) off rump.
One spotted bullock, roan neck, ears marked, TY1(registered brand) off rump, 0 top near shoulder.
One white bullock, ears marked, TY 1 (registered
brand) off rump.
One white bullock, off car marked, FC3 (registered
brand) off ribs.
One white cow, off ear marked, "F C,3 (registered
brand) off ribs.
One white bullock,  ears marked , J A5 (registered
brand) over U 8 S (registered brand) off rump.
One white bullock, off ear marked, indistinct brand off
ribs.
.One roan bullock, bald face,  near ear  marked, like XG1
(registered brand) near rump.
One white bullock,  near  ear marked, TC8 (registered
brand) near rump.
One white bullock, near ear marked, 3ZZ (registered
brand)  near ribs.
One spotted bullock, worker, off ear marked, 'Y7 J(registered brand) over 7 off ribs.
One red cow, white belly, no tail, CY1 (registered
brand)  over  7 near ribs, like C01 (registered brand)
near loin.
One red bullock, bald face,  near  ear marked, Q, S1
(registered brand) off ribs.
One white bullock , ears marked , like 9UU (registered
brand) near ribs.
One white bullock, near ear marked, 8SS (registered
brand) near ribs, C1F (registered brand) near
loin.
One roan or spotted bullock, off ear marked, >(S9
(registered brand) off rump.
One white cow, ears marked, 4JY (registered brand)
off rump.
One spotted bullock, off ear marked, indistinct brand
off ribs.
If not released on or before the 3rd July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1164
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
19s.
IMPOUNDED at Normauton, from enclosed lands,
Vina Park, by order of A. S. Haydon, Esquire.
Driving, 14s. 2d. per head.
One brown gelding, 0 over two diamonds near shoulder,
diamond near thigh.
One bay gelding, like W in horse-shoe near shoulder.
One black mare, LEO (registered brand) off shoulder,
blaze down face, two white feet, P3Z (registered
brand) near shoulder, P3Z (registered brand)
near thigh.
One chestnut gelding, A `, 93 near shoulder, scar off ribs.
One brown mare, T9P (registered brand) near
shoulder, blaze down face ; foal at foot, unbranded.
One iron-erey filly, blotched brand like  G.113 off
shoulder.
One brown gelding, JML (conjoined) over JM near
shoulder.
One light-bay mare, star on forehead, GJW near
shoulder, indistinct brand like XRL (registered
brand) off shoulder.
One bav gelding, b GkV (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One black gelding, white feet,  star , 6WO (registered
brand).
One bay gelding, VC over C 43 near shoulder, MB7
near rump.
One bay gelding, G7Q. near thigh, WR over like ts7 over
1 near shoulder, diamond 4 diamond off shoulder.
One grey mare, 3J K near shoulder, indistinct brand
like D6 01 near thigh, indistinct brand off shoulder,
large lump on thigh.
One iron-grey  stallion , DbA (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, 9@X (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, U3A (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One brown  mare , undecipherable brand over 0,T td near
shoulder.
One roan gelding, S7M near shoulder, indistinct brand
off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, L3Y over 4RG near shoulder,
white feet,  blaze  down face.
One bay gelding, 70 over like C with small o in centre
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
FRANK J. WALSH, Poundkeeper.
1166 20s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from enclosed lan s, Selection
No.  72, on the 5th June, 1888, by order of S. F.
Walker, Esquire. Driving and trespass, 3s. per head.
One roan gelding,  star , 1W over R (reversed) near
shoulder, Ddb (registered  brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, few grey hairs on forehead, white spots
on back, off hind foot white, 7PM (registered
brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
1170 2s.
IMPOUNDE D at Thargomindah, from Norley Station,
on the 1st June, 1888. Damages,  2s. 6d . per head;
driving, 3s.
One bay gelding, C (horizontally ) over 22 over K7M
(registered brand) near shoulder, 149  near neck,
VOY off shoulder, saddle-marked.
One bay gelding, bald face, off fore foot white, L><1
(registered brand) off shoulder,  green -hide strap
around neck.
If not released on or before the 29th  June, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1172
C. T. TURNER,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Werna, on the
31st Tvt ay, 1888, by order of R. Robins, Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d. per head.
One chestnut horse, 0 over cross near shoulder, off
eye damaged.
One bay horse, j (1.4 (registered brand) near shoulder,
star and snip.
One bay mare, GM7 (registered brand) off shoulder,
311 near neck, off bind foot white.
One bay horse, MN3 (registered brand) near shoulder,
indistinct brand near thigh, 7D off shoulder, near
hind foot white.
One bay mare, 6EG: (registered brand) near shoulder.
One roan horse, triangle near shoulder.
One black horse, Y7 G! (registered brand) over 15 near
shoulder.
One grey horse, > < 1 Y (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. T.  HOGG,  Poundkeeper.
1171 8s.
MPOUND ED  at Yeulba ,  from Bendemere, on the
I 11th June  1888, by order of J. P. Molony ,  Esquire.
Driving, Gd.
One chestnut  horse, 9 V P (registered brand) near
shoulder ,  white spot on forehead.
If not released on or before the 10th July ,  1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1173
TIMOTHY RYAN, Poundkeeper.
Is.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer
William street ,  Brisbane, 16th  June, 1888.
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T HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of theREGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE , including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of
MAY, 1888, is published for general information.
B. B. MO1IETON.
BIRTHS.
During the month of May 201 births were registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane,  being 92 males  and 109 females, the number being 6 "less than in the previous
month of April.
In the  month of  May, 1887, there  were  222 births registered, the number for the
corresponding  month of this year being 21 less than in May of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 65 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month - 42 males and 23 females  ;  the excess  of births over deaths being 136.
The number of deaths  was 16 less  than was registered in the previous month of April.
In the month of May, 1888, there were 71 deaths registered; the number for the
corresponding month of  this year being  6 less  than in May of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER Of BIRTHS and DEATRSOf MALES and FEMALES Registered
within  and outside  the MUNICIPALITY, in the REGISTRY DISTRICT  Of BRISBANE  and SUBURBS, from the
1st to the 31st MAY, 1888; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIR THS ; also the  PROPORTION Of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
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It will be seen that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 40.74 per cent. of the
deaths were of children under five years; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that mun'cipality, exclusive of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 76.47; the rate
in tha, part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane was 9.52, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 43  33;  the total rate for city and suburbs being 41'05.
The true infal;tile mortality, or deaths under one year, as c( mpared to births in the
district, is se"n to have been 8.08 per cent. within, and 10.11 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane, 7'69 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane,
and 11.65 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District, the total rate for city
and suburbs being 9.87.x`
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial Homes, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 16 during the month, or 16.84 per cent. of the total
number of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs for the month of April, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure, is seen as follows:-
Period.
May, 1888.
Number of Deaths.
95
Grand  Moan Temperature
of Air.
62.6
Grand Mean Atmospheric
Pressure.
30.179
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:--
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
MAY, 1888.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10h. 12m. 7s. East. Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSUaE.
(Barometer  corrected  and reduced to 32° Fah .  and Mean Sea Level.)
Mean, at 3 a.m., 30.188.
Mean,  at 9 a.m., 30'218.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 30.127.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 30.184.
Grand Mean,  30.179.
Highest, 30'383, at 9 a.m., 23rd.
Lowest, 29.903, at 3.15 p.m., 13th.
Range, 0.480.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 56'6.
„ „ wet bulb, 54.5.
Mean, at 9 a.m., dry bulb, 61.3.
„ „ wet bulb, 57.0.
Mean,  at 3 p .m., dry bulb, 71.1.
„ is wet bulb, 60.9.
Mean , at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 61.4.
wet bulb, 58.1.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air,  62.6.
Grand Mean Temperature  of Evaporation,  57'6.
Maximum Shade Temperature  of Air, 78.8, at 4 p.m.,
5th.
Minimum Shade Temperature of Air,  43'5, at 6.30 a.m.,
31st.
Absolute  range, 35'3.
Mean daily  range, 18.8.
Mean maximum, 73'1.
Mean minimum, 54.3.
RADIATION TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in -un's rays (by black bulb thermometer  in
vacuo ),  140'8, 4th.
Minimum on ground (bulb exposed on black-board),
34.0, 31st.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot,  64.9 ; at 2 feet, 67 '3 ; at 4 feet ,  69'5 ; at
6 feet ,  71.5 ; at 8 feet , 72.1 ; at  10 feet,  72-9;  and at
12 feet, 73.2.
HYGROMETRIC  CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '397.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100),
Dew point, 52'6.
Mean, at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '407.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 75°/a.
Dew point, 53'3.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '405.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 53°/a.
Dew point, 53.1.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, •437.
Relative humidity  (saturation  = 100), 81°/a.
Dew point, 55.3.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, •409.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 72°/a.
Dew point, 53'3.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation
100), 100 (absolute saturation )  about 6 a.m. 25th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 27°/a, at 3 p.m., 25th.
The vapour tension ,  which  may be regarded as the absolute
humidity  of the air, is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  It the values for vapour tension be sub-
tracted from the values for atmospheric pressure the remainders
will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact, represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale - O to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 0.8, or 7 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 1. 1, or 81 miles  per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0.0, or 3 miles per hour.
Grand Mean,  0.6, or 6  miles  per hour.
Northerly wind observed  2 times.
North-east wind observed 4 times.
Easterly wind observed 7 times.
South- east  wind observed 7 times.
Southerly  wind  observed  18 times.
South-west wind observed  6 times.
Westerly wind, observed  6 times.
North-west wind observed  0 times.
Calms observed  43 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.(Scale--O to 10.)
Mean, at 9  a.m, 4.9.  Mean, at 9 p .m., 3.5.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 5'6.  Grand Mean, 4.7.
Cumulus types observed about 63  times ; cirrus, 15
times ;  nimbus 20; cirro-stratus, 14 times ; cirro-
cumulus, 4 times ; cumulo -stratus, 21 times ;
and stratus , 0 times, as approximate values at the
ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 8.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0'610 inches,  or 62 tons per
acre, on 21st.
Grand total, 1.156 inches, or 1161  tons per acre.
a All values are corrected for Index Error, if necessary.
NoTE.- The average death-rate of children under 1 year, as compared to births ,  during the ten years ended
31st December ,  1886, th ro ughout the whole of Queensland ,  was 13 .44.  reds  Vital Statistics  df  1886.
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R$MAExs.
Mean pressure was 0.067 lower, and mean temperatur e was  5.6 degrees lower than during April. The mean
vapour tension was 0-072 lower, and the relative humidity 1 /° higher than during last month. Note the great fall
in mean temperature. Heavy dews were frequent throughout the month. Lightning observed on 13th ; fog on
31st. The prevailing southerly winds and calms indicated that nuclei of anti-cyclonic or high pressure systems
covered the country at least between Brisbane and Cunnamulla. Such types of pressure, as the winter solstice
approaches, are normal, and produce extreme climates in all low-lying places-very warm by day and very cold by
night and in early morning - and give rise to fogs over rivers and creeks by reason of the water being much warmer
than the cold air which flows down the slopes and accumulates in the lowlands when the sun is below the horizon.
Hence delicate persons ,  and especially those subject to chest affections ,  would pro bably derive more bene fit f ro m
residence on high ridges and hills  (around Brisbane ,  for instance )  than by dwelling in the pockets and gullies.
Note that the total rainfall was 0 .888 inch less than during  April.  The mean temperature of the Brisbane River
about 9 a.m. at Kangaroo Point was 67 '9, or 4.9 degrees lower than during last month.
May, 1888 ,  compared with May,  1887.
Notwithstanding the fact that the mean barometer was 0 .067 lower than in April, 1888 ,  it nevertheless was
0.061 higher than in May, 1887, and thus is still preserved the singular feature of increase of mean pressure for
every month of the present year compared with  the pressures  for the same period a year ago. The mean shade
temperature was 1.6 degrees higher than in May last year. The mean vapour tension, or weight of vapour, was 0.028
higher, but the mean percentage of relative humidity, viz., 72°/a, was exactly  the same as  twelve months ago. The
mean wind velocity was less by 3 miles per hour than in May, 1887, while the amount of cloud was 0-4 more.
Examining the winds we  find that during May, 1888, north and north -east cur rents we re  observed 2 and 4 times,
as against no record of those winds during last May. Easterly winds were noted 7 times and 5 times during May
of this and last year respectively. No south- east  current was observed during May, 1887 ; but 7 observations of
this current were noted during May, 1888. Southerly winds were noted 14 times less than last year, and the
values for south-west and west winds were 4 and 18 in May, 1887, against 6 and 6 for the same currents in May,
1888. No north-west winds were recorded,  as was  the case in May last year ; but the calms of May, 1888, were
11 times in excess of similar phenomena in 1887. Comparing the rainfall, we have totals of 3-046 and 1.156,
May 1887 and 1888 respectively.
The Observatory, which  was re-organised on 1st January , 1887,  is conducted entirely in accordance  with the
Royal Meteorological  Society' s Rules,
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follow:-
males.  Females .  Total.
Brisbane Hospital ...
Lady  Bowen ditto ...
Children's ditto ... ...
Diamentina Orphanage ...
Infants '  Asylum ... ...
Lunatic Reception House
Lock Hospital ... ...
Brisbane  Gaol ... ...
Immigration Depot ...
Convalescent Home ...
Industrial Home ... ...
12 3 15
... ... ... ...
... 1 1
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
...
Total 000
0.0
60.
...
12 4 16
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both  sexes , under one year
total under five years ,  and over five years ;  also ,  the proportion per cent .  of deaths from sucb
causes in Brisbane and suburbs during the month:-
Claw.  Causes of Death. Under Totalr Over1 year .  5 years . 5 years. Total.
Proportion
per cent.
1. Specific Febrile orZymotic diseases  ... 7 10 7 17 17.89
II. Parasitic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... .
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 2.10
IV. Constitutional diseases  ... ... ... 4 5 l 14 14.74
V. Developmental diseases  ... ... 7 7 6 13 13.68V1. Local diseases ... ... ... ... ... 10 15 26 41 43-16
VII. Violence ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 6 7 7.38
VIII. Ill-defined  and not  specified... ... ... 1 1 ... 1 1105
All causes ... ... 30 39 56 95  100-00
Class. Order.
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CAUSES of  DEATH-continued.
Nature  of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE O$  Zrs oTIC DISEASES.
I. I Miasmatic  diseases.-Typhoid fever ,  4;  diphtheria ,  2 ... 6
2 Diarrhaal  diseases .- Infantile cholera ,  2 ; diarrhoea ,  6 ; dysentery, 1 9
3 Malarial  diseases.-None.
4 Zoogexous diseases .- None.
5 Venereal diseases.-None.
6 Septic  diseases .- Erysipelas ,  2 ... ... ... 2
II. ... PARASITIC DISEASES.-None.
III. ... DIETic DISEASES.- Alcoholism ,  1 ; excessive use of opium ,  1 ... ... ... 2
IV. ... CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES.- Cancer ,  2;  tabes mesenterica ,  2;  tubercular
meningitis ,  1; phthisis ,  6; tuberculosis,  3; anaemia,  1 ... ... ... 14
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES .-- Premature birth,  4;  ateleetasis , 1; cleft palate, 1;
congenital defect, 1; old age, 3; senile decay, 3 ... ... ... 13
VI.  1
LOCAL DISEASES.
Diseases of the nervous  system .- Inflammation of the brain, 5; apoplexy, 3;
paralysis, 1; paralysis agitans, 1; convulsions ,  6; brain disease, 1 ... 17
2 Diseases of organs of special  sense.-None.
3 Diseases of circulatory  system .- Valvular disease ,  3; aneurism, 1; heart
disease, 4 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8
4 Diseases of respiratory system .- Croup,  2;  bronchitis ,  2;  pneumonia, 3 ; lung
disease, 3  ... ... ... ... ... ...  10
5 Diseases of the digestive system .- Teething ,  2 ;  stomach disease, 1 3
6 Diseases of lymphatic system and ductless glands .- None.
7 Diseases of the urinary  system .- Bright's disease, 1 1
8 Diseases of organs of qeneration .- None.
9 Diseases of parturition .- Puerperal  convulsions, 1; childbirth, 1 ... 2
10 Diseases of organs of locomotion .- None.
11 Diseases of the integumentary system .- None.
VII.  1
VIOLENCE.
Accident or negligence.-Fractures,  contusions, &c., 4; sunstroke ,  1; drowning, 2 7
2 Homicide .--- None.
3 Suicide .- None.
4 Execution .- None.
VIII. ... ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAIISBS.- Debility, 1 I
TOTAL ... ... 95
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external causes, 7 are ascribed to accident ,  none to homicide ,  and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-articulars:- Males. Females.
Sunstroke  ... ...
... ... .. ... ... (adult)
Accidentally drowned ... ... ... ... .. . (adult) 1 0
hild 1 0
Accidental fall from a building ... ... ... ...
(c )
(adults) 2 0
Kicked by  a horse  ... ...
... ... ... ... (child) 1 0
Injuries received during birth
... ... ... ... (child) 1 0
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
General  Registry  Office, Registrar -General.
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1888.
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BEAL,  Government  Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th' June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Davey, of 12, Queen street, Melbourne,
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improvement in the Manufacture of Corrugated
Iron."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Thomas Davey, in  accordance  with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Tirade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a  Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Homer
Taylor Yaryan, of Toledo, Lucas, Ohio, United
States of America,  for an  invention described as
" Improvements in Vacuum, Evaporating, and Dis-
tilling Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further giver, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette it  is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Homer Taylor Yaryan, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Millear, of Edgarley, Wickliffe road,
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Method of and Apparatus for Holding
Sheep while they  are being  Shorn."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent te granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Millear, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the completeSpecification annexed th reto ,  received  from Stephen
Mannington Caffyn ,  of Black street, Middle Brigh-
ton, near Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  for an invention
described as "An Improved Liquid Extract of
Meat Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Stephen Mannington Caffyn, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Charles Taylor ,  Rhoderick Impey Murchison, and
George Sharpe, all of 30, King street, Melbourne,
Victoria ,  for an invention described as "A New
Composition for Destro ing Weeds ,  Scrub, and
Other Vegetable Growls, and for Destroying
Insects and Preserving Timber from their Attacks.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
a Patent for such invention ,  it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Charles Taylor, Rhoderick
Impey Murchison ,  and George Sharpe ,  in accor-
dance with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the  com-plete Speci fication annexed thereto ,  received from
John Hedley ,  of Spottiswoo .ie, Victoria, for an
invention described as  "An Improved Combined
Concentrator ,  Grinder ,  and Electro -Chemical  Amal-gamator." -
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
John Hedley ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Once,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that John Ferguson,
of Ipswich ,  Queensland ,  ginger beer and
aerated venters manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class
44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters,
Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger Beer, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Fi;GUSON
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that The SyphonAerated Water Company, of London,
England, Paris, France, and Sydney , New South
Wales, have applied,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral
and Aerated Waters ,  Natural and Artificial, and
all  Liquors included in the above Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
I
9 2
wIPSW IC H
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
.i SwN OG 64
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so .  I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BaaL,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
[No. 39.
Brisbane, 18th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor announces with profound regret the death,
on the 15th instant, of His Imperial Majesty Frederick III., Emperor
of Germany.
His Excellency, with a desire to show respect to the memory of the
illustrious Sovereign of an Empire which has been so long peacefully
allied to Great Britain, has directed that the Union Flags at Government
House and other Public Buildings be hoisted Half-mast high from Sunrise
to Sunset To-day, being the day appointed for the Funeral of the deceased
Emperor, and that Thirty Minute-Guns be fired at Noon from the Saluting
Battery in the Queen' s Park.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
By Authority  :  Jsuas  C. Bast ,  Gioernment Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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N and after MONDAY, 11th  June, 1888, the following Time  Table  will come into operation,
and remain in force until further notice :-
PUBLIC TIME TABLE- BRISBANE  VALLEY  BRANCH.
SUPP L EMEN T .
QUEENS LAN D
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
THURSDAY,  21ST  JUNE,  1888. . [No. 40.
SOUTHERN A D WESTERN RAILWAYS.
UP TRAINS.
l m
Stations.
Mixed.
Tues., Thurs.,
and Sat.
A.M.
24 Ipswich  ... depart 11.10
26 Brisbane  Valley Junction A 11.19
29 Brassall  ... ... ... A 11.28
31 Pine Mountain  ... ... s 11.37
33 Borallon  ... ... ... A 11.45
35 Glamorgan  ... ... A 11.55
37 Fairneyview  ... ... A 12.5
40 Fernvale ... ... ... 12.20
43 Vernor ... ... ... D 12'35
45 Lowood ... ... ... 12.45
49 Clarendon ... ... ... A 1.5
52 Bellevue  ... ... ... A 1.25
61 Mount  Hallon ... A 1.55
67 Esg ... arrive 2.20
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed. Stations . Mixed.
Mixed.
Tues., Thurs.,
and Sat.
p.m. a.m. p.m.
5.45 Esg ... depart 6.20 2'50 ...
A 5.55, Mount Hallon ... ... A 6.45 A 3.15 ...
A 6.5 Bellevue ... ... ... A 7.15 A 3.45 ...
A 6.15, Clarendon ... ... A 7'30 A 4.0 ...
A 6.25' Lowood ... ... ... 7'50 4.20 ...
A 6'35 Vernor ... ... ... A 8'0 D 4.30 ...
A 6.45 Fernvale ... ... ... 8.15 4'45 ...
7'0 Fairneyview ... ... A 8'30 A 5'5 ...
v 7'15 Glamorgan ... ... A 8'40 A 5.15 ...
A 7'25 Borallon ... ... ... A 8.50 A 5.25 ...
A 7-45! Pine Mountain ... ... A 9.0 A 5'35 ...
A 8.5 Brassall ... ... ... A 9.10 A 5.45 ...
A 8'35 Brisbane Valley Junction A 9.20 A 5'55 ...
9'0 Ipswica ... ... arrive 9'30 6'5 ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(o) Trains stop to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shown thus (A 11.19) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office, F. CIIRNOW,
Brisbane ,  5th June,  1888,  Commissioner for Railways.
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ON and after  MONDAY, 11th
UP TRAINS.
4-
O3.2
24 IPSWICH
27 Karrabin
30 Walloon
32 Raeside ...
35 Rosewood
Lanelield
40 Calvert ,.•
43 Grandohester
47 Victoria ...
51 Laidley ..•
54  Forest Hill
Gatton ..,
66 Grantham
ms.m. a m. am. a . p.m. p. p.m. p:m.581... IBRISBANE  ...  depa rtI ... I I 6.40 I ... I 4 .10 ,,. 7 0
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
65
123
104
140
198
279
573
335
301
337
384
462 71
788 82
1530 91
2003 98
1921
1863
1717
stations.
Helidon „•
arrive
€ depart
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE--THROUGH
June, 1888, the following Time Table will come into
BRISBANE, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
Daily , ex. Saturdays
Daily. Daily .  Daily .  Tues .  and Saturday. only.
Mixed .  Western Mixed .  Passenger .  8at. Southern Western
Mail . Mixed. Mail. Mail.
L.B. T.P.O. L.B. L.B. I L.B. T.P.O. T.P.O.
a 757 ... a
arrive  .,• ••• 8.8 ... 6'15 ,.. 9'2
depart  ... ... 8.13 ... 6.20 ... 9.7  ...
,,, •.. a 8.28 ...  a 6'35 .., •••
Daily,
ex. Sat.
Mixed.
L.B.
8.43 ... 6.50 ... a 9 3?
... a 8.50  ...  a 6.57
arrive
depart
Murphy 's Creek ,.,
Highflelds .•. ••.
Harlaxton
•
arri101 TOOWOOMBA  € d art
103 Cranley  ... ..• ,.•
105 Wetalla  ... .., •••
9.5 ... 7.22 ... a10.2 ...
a 9.17  ...  a 7.35 ...
,•. 9.30 ... 7150 ... 10.30 ,•,
9.45 ... 8.6 ... 10.40 .,,
10.15 ... 8'35 ... 11.15 ,,.
10.53 . ..  9.12 ,.. all •50 .
d 11.18  ...  d 9.38 ...
70...
7.2 ... 6.6 ... 8.0 ...
7'15 ... 5.15
a 7.24 a 5.28 ...
7.33 ... 5.35 ,..  A8.26
•., d 5.42 ..•
7.45 ... 5'50 ,•, a  8-4i
d ... d ... ...
6.5
..1130 9.50 .  12-3011-45  11.55 5.10 12.40 .,•
a 12.5  ...  a 6.20 ... ...
a 12.13 ..•  a 5'28 ... ..•
a 7.9 a 11.52
a 7.18 a 11.59
1577 108 Gowrie Junction ...  depart  •.• 7'30
1712 111 Charlton  .,. .•• ..•  d 7.43
1696  113 Weilcamp a 7.51
1774 117 Westbrook a 8'13
121 Rwanaraba  Junction  ..•  8.25
1524 124 Cambooya I arrive  83bdepart ... 8.40
12.25 ... ... a 1.5
d 12.34  ... ..• •••
a 12.43
,,, a 12.56 .•, ,•,
... a 1.6 a 140
1.20 ... •„ a 1.52
... 1.40 ... ... a 2.12
d 1.58 ... •••
..• 2.10 ..• ... o
..•  2.15 ... ... a2.46 a
•„ a 2.22  ... ... ...
1651 132 Greenmount  .•• .,• ..•  9.5
137 Nobby  •. .•. •••  a
1430 141  K ing's Creek  ,•• 9.37
1434 143 Clifton  ... ... 9.47
9 20
1464 145 Clifton Colliery  ...  a 9.57
152 Talgai  ... ... a 10.17
1500 164 Hendon  ... ... ... ... 10 21
1568 157 Deuchar ... ... .•  a 10.50
1469 161 Toolburra  ... ...  a 11.5
1472 163 Rosehill  ... a 11.17
1497 166 Millhill 11 82
168 WARWICK arrive  ,,. 11.40depart ...
172 Rosenthal  ... ... ... ...
175 Limestone Quarry ...
179 Silverwood ... ...
2408 186  Cherry Gully ...
190 Maryland ...
2906 194 Dalveen ...
3004 199 Thulimbah  ... .•. „• ...
2656 207 STANTHORPE arrive ,•,{ depart .•. ...
211 Beverley  ... ... .. .
214 Glen Aplin ... .. .. ...
221 Ballandean  ... ... ... ...
230 Bald Mountain  ...  ... ...
232 WALLANGARRA C
arrive ...
depart
SYDNEY ... arrive ... ,.,
1577 108 Gowrie Junction  ...  depart
1454 113 Gowrie  .., ,•• •.•
1314 120 Oakey  ..• ... ...
1257 129 Jondaryan
1225 136 Bowenville ... ..•
1122 149 Blaxland
1123 162  DALBY ... (
arrive
depart
1075  167 Macalister ,•, ..•
1035 180  Warra  •. ••• ...
986
972
191 191 Camp .
203 Chinchilla f arriveC depart
208 Baking Board  Siding ..•
217 217 Camp
221 Columboola •. .
231 Miles  ... S arrivet depart
237 237 m. 0 c. ..
1067  243 Drillham ,., .••
1056 257 Dulacca ... ... ..•
266 Jackson  ... ..• .••
1020 271 Channing
986 281 Yeulba  ... C
arrive
depart
1018 293  Wallumbilla  Siding ...
986
978
972
1064
1170
1169
1137
1113
1104
1249
1387
1443
308 Blythdale
318 ROMA ..,
323 Bungeworgorai
329 Hodgson
338 Brinsop ,..
344 Muckadilla
356 Amby
370 East  Mitchell
427
442
469
469
483
371 MITCHELL
381 N omallila
400 Mungallala
410 Dulbydilla...
a 2.41
.•• 2.49 ... ... a3.15 -
..• a 2.59  ••. •• °
a 3.8 ... ... m
.• a 3.16 ... „• ...  •
„• a 3.25  ... ••. a 3.50
3.35 .., ... 4.0 a
.., 3.50 ... ... 4.10  0  0
... d 4.15 ... ... ...
... a 4.30  , .•, ... ...
•,. a 5.10  ... ... ... ...
a 5.32  ,.. •.• 10 .••
5.56 ... ... a560 .8
.., a 6.16 ...
6.40 ... ... 6.20.. a
6.50 ... ... 6.25
d 7.5 ... ...
,., d 7.20
,., a 7.50
..,.c
,,, d 8.20 ••, ...
...  8.30 ... ... 7.45 a. m.
... .. *8.5 a.m.
___ *7.30 a.m.
12.10  ... ... 5.40
a 12.26 ... .•. a 5155
12.42 ...  ...  6.20
1.5 ... ... 6.45
a 1 22 . .. ...  a 7.5
a 1 51  ... ...  a 7.41
1.59 ... ... 7.50
2.19 .,• ..,
2.52 ... .•• ...
3.20 .•. ,•.
d 3.44  ... •.. ..•
4.10 ... .., .•,
d  4-37  ... ,., ...
d 5.0 ... ... •„
d 5.10  ... ... ••,
5.44 ,•.
5.55 ... ... .•. ... ...
d ... ...
a 6.25 ...
7.0
a 7.40
81:
8. 0
a 8.50
.,• ... a 9.30
f  arrive 10.0
C depart 9.40 •..
..• ..• a 10.0
.,. a 10.20
a 10.50
arrive 11.10
depart 11.15
.•, ..• a 12.0
d 12.46
S  arrive  12.50I depart 1.40
,•• ... d 2.10
,.• ... a 3'20
a 3.55
MORVEN  .., arrive 4.45depart 5.5C
Angellala  ...  a 6.0
Kurrajong .. ... ..•  d
Arabella  ... ... ...  a
CHARLEVILLE  ...  arrive 8.0 p.m.
::: 10 15
a 10.33
,,, a 10.54
a 11.20
11.41
11.60
a 12.23
,,, d 1.0
,,, 1.5;
,., 1.10
,., d 1.36
,,, a 2.25
... 3.0
346. *
a 4.30
d
a
6.30 A.M.
* New South Wales time.
Brisbane, 6th June, 1888.
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AND - WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
operation until further notice
ROMA, CHARLEVILLE, WARWICK, AND WALLANGARRA.
Daily, ex.
Saturday .  Tues . Daily. Daily.
Stations .  Southern Passenger .  and Sat .  Western
Mail . Mixed .  Mail. Mixed.
T.P.O. L.B. L.B. T.P.O. L.B.
CHARLEVILLE ... depart
Arabella  ... ... ...
Kurrajong ... ...Angellala...
VIGYL''.1 C depa rt
Dulbydilla
Munga llala ...
Womallila
MITCHELL
East Mitche ll
Amby ...
Muckadilla
Brinsop ...
Hodgson ...
Bungeworgorai
ROMA. ...
arrive
depa rt
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
Blythdale .. ,..
Wallumb illa Siding ...
arrive
lYeulba  ... d tepar
Channing ...
Jackson  ... ...
Dnlacca ... ... ...
Dri ll ham  ... ...
80 m. So c. ...
Miles arriveI depart
Columboola  ... ...
217 Camp  .. ...
Baking Board Siding  ...
Chinchilla (
arrive
depart
191 Camp  ...
Warra
Macalister•
DALBY ... arrivedepart
Blaxland ...
Bowenville ...
Jondaryan
Oakey ... ...
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction .. .  arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily,
ex. Mon.
Mixed.
L.B.
a.m.
Sundays
only.
Western
Mail.
I T.P.O.
p.m.
10.30
a
d
a 12.30
10.0
a
d
a 12.0
1.26
1.55 12.45 o
a 2.46
3.20
a 1.30
1.55 may
d 4.30 d 2.35
5.0 3.10 cc 'i E. E5
6 30 3.20
d 5.34
a 6.10 a 4.0 ld 0 omda6.55 4.30 .m "a d
7'0 4.40 m.0 0-  
a 7.20 a 6.0
.0
+-s4dma 7.60 a 5.20 ..mo mCc
a 8.10 a 6.40
8.30 p.m. 6.0 a.m.
a 6'55
a 7'36 $ ..ffA "
.
...
8.5
8.13
o
401 A
.. ... a 8'38 0 ; ,b1
.. ...
m. QN 0
O  '0M
... ... ... 9.13 1- m,0 d.:ifa°
... ... ... a 9'48 r° >ma
... ... ... d '
... ... ... 10.18 b a+ too
. "3... ... ... 10.26 .., 0 a 00a
... ... ...
d 10.51 ,.,
... ... ... d 11.6 ,..
... ... d 11.30 ... j
... 11.43 ... Hd aio... ...
... 11.50 a aaaa ., n  `
... ... .., d 12.17
... 12.41
1.7
...
... BpiM. 1.40 ...
8.20 2.0 . ga 8.29 a 2.6
.. e 3_d
a 9.5 a 2.37 ... p
9.25 2.56 ... dmao ..4? a0
9.50 3.19 ... M4. 0
a 10.18 a 3.43 ...
p.m.
SYDNEY  ...  depart  *4.46 ... ... ... ...
WALLANGARRA € depart
_6 30 T46m
p.m.
Bald Mountain  ... ... ... . ... ... ... d 7.55 ...
Ballandean  ... ...  ia, ... ... a 8.30 ...
Glen Aplin ... ... .... ... ... ... d 9.0 ...
Beverlty  ... a ... ... ... d 9' 10 ...
STANTHOSPE
€ deplart  8.60 ... ... ,..  9.40 ...
Thulimbah  ... ... ... a ... ... a 10.16 ...
...
Dalveen  ... ... ...  &7-25° ,..  ... 10.40
Maryland  ... ... ... a 11.0 ...
Cherry Gully ... I ... ... a 11.20
Silverwood  ... .. a ,; ... ... ... a 11.55
... asLimestone  Quarry  ... ... =  ... ... ... d 12.10 ...
Rosenthal  .. ... ° .0 .. ... d ...
WARWICK C
arrive 8 .65 ... ..,  ...  12.35 ...
 depart  9.15 ... 12.50 4.30
Milihi ll  ... ...  ...  a 9.20  goo  ... ... ... a 1.0 4.42
Roaehill  ... .. + .., a 1.10 a 4.52
Toolburra  ... .. a ... ... a 1.17 a 5.1
Deuchar  ... ... ... I .' ... ::: ... a 1.27 a 5.17
Hendon  ... ... ..  a 9.68  .50
... ... 1.39 5.40
Talgai  ;e ... ... ... a 1.47 a 5.46
Clifton Colliery  ...  a 2.5 a 6.3
Clifton a10.26 a ... ... ... 2.15 6.15King 's Creek  ... ... .... a ... ... ... 2.25 6.30
Nobby  ... ... ma d 2 32 d  645
Greenmount  all0 $  ... ... ... 2.50 7.10
Oambooys J ar ri ve ... ... ... 3.10 7.351  depa rt  all •20 ... ... ... 3.15 7.4)
Beauaraba  Junction  ...  all 32 °  ...  a 3.30 d 7'55
Westbrook 9
Weilcam  ...
...
a 3'52 a 8.25
p ... ... ... ... a 3.62 a 8.25
Charlton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... d 4.0 d 8.35
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive ,.,
Gowrie Junction ...
Weta ll s ...
Cranley ...
TOOWOOMBA
Harlaxton
Highflelds
Murphy 's Creek
Helidon ...
Grantham
Gatton
Forest Hill
Laidley ...
Victoria ...
Grandchester
Calvert
Lane fleld
Rosewood
Raeside ...
Walloon ...
Karrabin...
IPSWICH
BRTBRANE
depa rt  a12.5
{
a.m.
arrive 12.35
depart 12.50
a  1-20-
a 1,55
arrive 2.30
depa rt  2.40
a 3.10
a 3.35
a 3.53
arrive
depart 4.15
... a 4.33
... a 4.49
arrive 5.6
depa rt  6.15
I
a.m.
6.25
d 6'35
7.2
7.40
8.15
8.30
8.44A
922
9.a30
a 9.45
10.0
10.5
a 10.11
d
10.26
d 10.33
10.41
a 10.49
11.0
11.15
10.35 3.65 4.10 845
a 10.47 a 4.6  e  4.22 a 8.57
a 10.55 a 4.15  e  4.29 a 9.4
11.5 4.25 4.40 9.15
4.50
... d 4.57
... 5.28 ...
...  6.5
... 6.35 ...
• I 6'50 ...
a 7.4
7.20 ...
a 7'37
... 7.46
a 8'0
,,, 8.15 ,,,
... 8'20 ...
... a 818 ...
...  8.42
...  8.55
a 9.3 ...
9.14 ...
9.23
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  gee Suburban Time Table.
arrive I 6.15 112-15 I ... 1 10.23 I ... I •.. I
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F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
N and after MONDAY, 11th June,  1888, the following Time  Table will  come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS- BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Stations.
58 BRISBANE ,,, ...
27 1 M il ton ... ... .,,
27 2 TOOWONG ,., ...
78 3 Taringa ... ... .
56 4 INDOOROOPILLY
5 Chelmer ... .,,
5 Gracev il le ... ,,,
78 6 Sherwood „ ..
76 7 South Brisbane Junction
63 8 OXLEY ...
82 10 Darra  .. ... ,.,
49 12 Wolston ,,, ,,,
43 14 Goodna ... ... .
68 16 Redbank ,,.
91 18 Riverview ,,,
90 19 Dinmore ,.. ,,.
75 21 Bundamba ,,.
73 22 Booval... ,,.
89 23 Limestone ,,,
65 24  IPSWICH .,.
Stations.
BRISBANE ,,,
Milton .., ...
TOOWONG ,,, ,,,
Taringa ..,
INDOOROOPILLY ,,,
Cbelmar
Graceville ,., ..,
Sherwood
South Brisbane Junction
OXLEY
Darra
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Beoval
Limestone
IPSWICH
Mail .
Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
a.m. a.m.
depart 5.40 6.0
b 5.43 6-4
b 5.47 6.9
b 5.50 6.13
b 5'54 6'17
,.. .,, 6.20
6.23
b 6.0 6.26
b 6'4 6'30
b 6.8 6.34
a 6.14 -
.., 6'20 g ...6.26
6 33
,.. 6.40
,., 6.44
,,, 6.53  o
,,, 6.54
a 6.57
arrive 7.2 ..,
Daily. Daily.
L.B.
p.m. p.m.
depart 5 .15 6.30
... 5.19 5.34
,., 5'23 5'38
,,. 5,27 5.42
5'31 5.46
d 5-34
a 5.37 ..,
,,, 5.40 ,,,
,,, 5.44 .,,
,.. 5.48 ,,,
,,, a 5.56. .,,
,.. 6.4 ,,.
611
6'19
6.26
,,.  6.30  ,,,
,,, 6,36 ,,,
,.. 6.40 ,,.
a 6.44
arrive 6.50 ,,,
oGo ds .  Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily .  Daily Saturdays Saturdays
Toow'mba
Daily. Daily. Pas. Daily. Daily.
Daily.
L.B.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m * a.m.
7.0 7-30 7.55 8'30 9.0
7.4 7.34 7.59 b 9.4
7'e 7'39 8.3 b 918
7'12 7.43 8.7 9.12
7116 7.47 8.11 b 9.16
7.50 .,,
,,, 7.53 .,,
... 7'56
,,, 8.0 ... b ...
8.4 ... b ...
b
b ,.,
b
.., ... 104 0 ...
Daily. Daily.
Mail.
Daily
except
Saturday.
a.m, a.m .  a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p .m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p .m. p.m.
9.30 10.0 11.0 12.20 1'0 1'10 1.25  2.0 3'20  4 10 4.15 4'30
b 9.33 10'4 11.4 12.24 1.4 1.14  1.29 2.4 31 4 ... 41 9 484
b 9.37 10.8 11.8 12.28 1.8 1'18 1.34 2.8 3.28 ,,, 4.23 4'39
b 9.40 10.12 11.12 12.32 1.12 1.22 1.39 2.12 8'32 ,,, 4.27 4'43
b 9.44 10.16 11'16 1236 1.16 1.26 1.43 2.16 3.36  ...  41 1 4.48
d  9-47-  11.19 d 12.38  - - 1*46  d 3'39  ...  4 51
a 9'49  ...  11.23  a 12'40 ... 1'49  ...  a 3' ... ... 4'64
9'51 ... 11.25 1243 ... ...  1.52 ... 3'45 ... ,,, 4'57
9.54 ... 11.28 12.46 ... ... 1.56 ... 34 8 ... ... 5'1
9'58 ,.. 11.32 1250 ,,,  2.0 ... 8.52 .,, .., 5.5
a 10.6  a 12.58 ... ... ... a 3.69
10.13 ... 1'6 ... ... ... ... 4-6 ,.. ,.. ...
10.20 .,. ... 1'13 ... ,.. ... ... 4.13 .,. ,.. ...
10.26 ... ,.. 1119 ... ... ... i ... 4.20 ... ... ...
10.32 ... ... 1.26 ... ... ... ... 4.27 ...
10.36 ... ... 1.31 ... ... ... ... 4.31 .,,
10.42 ... ... 1'38 ... ... ... ... 4.38
10'46 ... ... 1'43 ... ... ... ... 4.42
a 10'50 a 1.47 ... ... ... ... a 4'47 ... .,.
10.55 ... ... 1'53 ... ... ... ... 4.63 5.5 .., ,..
Daily.  Daily.  Daily. Daily.
p.m. p.m.  P.M.  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
610 6'30 7'0 7.55 9.30 10.35 11.15
6.4 6.34 ... 7'69 9'34 10.39 11.19 ...
6.8 6.38 ...  8-3  9'38 10.43 11.23 ...
6.12 6.42 ... 8.7 9.42 10.47 11.27 ,,,
6116 6.46 ... 8.11 9.40 10.51 111 1 ,.,
6.19 6.49 ... d 8.14 9.49 ... 11.34 ,,,
6.22 6.52 ,.. a 8.17 9.52 ..,
6'25 6'55 8.21 9'65 10.58 11.38 ,,,
6'29 6.69 7'18 8.24 9159 11.1 11.42
6* 33  7-3  ... 8.28 10.3 11.5 11.46  ...
a 8.35
8.41 ... 114 8 ,.,
8.48  ... 11.24 ,.,
9.26  ... 11.37 .,, ,,.
9.7 ,,, 1141
9'14 ... 11.47
9.18 11.51
,,, .,, a 9.22 ... ...
8.0 9'27 ,,, 120 ,
except only. only.
Saturday.
The 1035 p.m. Train will stop at Graoeville, Chelmer, Darra, and Limestone on Saturdays.
SUBURBAN AND LOCAL  TRAINS - continued.
DOWN TRAINS - IPSWICH AND BRISBANE  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
station s.
,,, depart
Daily. Daily. Daily. Da ily. Daily.
L.B.
am, am ,  a.m. a.m .  a.m.  A.M.  a.m.
IPSWICH  ... ... ...  depart 5.15 ... ... ... 7.35 ...
Limestone  ... ... ... ... a 7.39 ...
Booval  ...  ...  ...
7.43
,.,
Bundamba  ...  ...  ... ...
Dinmore ... .. . ... ...  7.54 ..,
Riverview  ...  ... .., ... ... ... ... 7.58 ...
Redbank  ... ... ... .. ...  8.5
Goodna ... .., ... ... ,., ... ... ,., 812 .,,
Wolston  ... ... 8.18 ..,
Darra  ... „ ... ... ,.. ...  a 8'24 ,.,
OXLEY  ... ... ..,  6.44 .., ., 8.10 8.30 ...
South Brisbane Junction ... ... ... 5156 6.48 ... 8'14 8'34 ,,,
.Sherwood  ,.. ... ... ... ... ...  6.52 .., ... 8.17 8.37 ...
-Graceville  ,.. .., ... ... ...  6.55 ... ... 8.20  e  ...
Chelmer ... ... ... ... ... 8.57 8122 e
INDOOROOPILLY  ... ... ... ... ...  7.1 7.22 8.17 8.26 e
Taringa ... ... ... 7.5 7.26 8.21 8.30 e
TOOWONG ... .., ,., ... .., .., 7.9 7.30 8.25 8.34  e 8.55
Milton  ... ... ... .., 713 7.34  8.29 8.39 a 8.59
BRISBANE  ...  ... ... ...  arrive 6.15 7.20  7.40 8 .35 8.45 8.55 9.5
Stations.
IPSWICH ,,, ..,
Limestone
Booval ... ,,,
Bundamba ,,, ..,
Dinmore ... ..,
Riverview .., .,,
Redbank .., ..,
Goodna ,,, ...
Wolston .,, ,.,
Darra .,, ,,,
OXLEY
South Brisbane  Junction
Sherwood .,, ...Graceville
Chelmer ,..
INDOOROOPILLY ..,
Taringa .,, ,.,
TOOWONG ,,, ,.,
Xilton
BRISBANE ,,, ,,,
Mail.
Daily
except Daily.
Monday.
Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily.
Mail.
Daily. Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
p.m. p.m p .m.  P.m.  p .m. p.m. p.m.
6.16 ... 9.23 ... 9.45
a 619 ... ... ... a 9'49
6.23 ... ... 9.53
6'27 ... 9.59
6.34 ...  ... 10.6
6.38 ... ... 10.10
... 6'45 ... ... 10.17
... 6'52 ...  ... 10.24
... ...
6.59 ... ,., 10.30
a 7.6
,,, 6.65 712 7.30 10.10 10.42
,., 6.59 7.16 7'34 10'4 10.15  10-467-3 7-19  7.38 ... 10.19  10-49
,,. ,.. 7.6  e  7.41 ... 10.22 ..,
.., 7.8  e  7.43 ... 10.25 ..,
5.67 772  e  7.47 ... 10.29 10.55
6.1 7.16 a 7'51 ... 10.33 10.57
6.5 7.20 732 7.55 ... 10.37 11.3
619 7.24  e  7.59 ... 10.41 111
,,, arrive 6.16 7.30 7.40 8'5 10.23 10.46 11'12
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Train leaving Brisbane at 54 0 a .m. will stop at stations between Brisbane and Oxley by signal to take on passen-
gers for stations beyond Oxley . The 8.30 a.m .  Goods Train will stop by signal to pick up passengers for Ipswich and
Fassifern Branch only .  The 9 .30 a.m .  train wi ll  stop at stations between Brisbane and Indooroop il ly to take on
passengers for stations beyond Indooroopilly.
.(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
Brisbane ,  6th June, 1888.
Toow'mba
Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Pas. Daily .  Daily. Da ily .  Daily .  Saturdays Daily. Daily. Da ily.
Daily. only.
L.B.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
9.50 11'15
a 9.54 .,,
9.58
,,, ,,, 10.2 11.25
10.9 ,,,
10-13 ...
,., ,,, 1020
,,, ,,, 10.27 11'41
,., ,,, 10.35 ..,
,,, .., a  10-41  .,,
,,, ,,, 10.48 11.55
10.52 ...
10.55 ,,,
,., ,,, a  10-57  ,.,
d 10.59 ,,,
9.22 10 22 112
9'26 10.26 11.6 ,,,
9130 10.30 11.10 ,,,
91 4 10.34 11'14
9.40 10.40 11.20 12'15
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  P.M.  p.m.
12.30 2.15
a 12.34  ,.. ...  a 2.19
12.38 ,., • ... 2.23
12.42 ... ... 21 8
12.49 ... ... 2'35
.. 12.63 ... ... 2.39
1.0 ... ... 2.48
,., 1.7 ... ... 2.63 ,,, .,,
114 ... ... 3.0 ,., ..,
a 1.21 ... ... a 31  ,,,
12 2 ,,  129  ... 2.23 3'14 ... 54 0
12.6 ... 1.33  ...  2.27 3118 ... 5.14
12.10 ... 1.37 2'30 31 1 ... 5.18
12.13  ...  a 1.39  ..,  2.33 a 31 3 ,.. 5.21
1215  ... d 1141 ,., 2'35 d 3'25  ...  5'23
1219 1.36 1.44 2.26 2'39 3.28 4'40 5'27
12.23 1.39 1'48 21 0 2.43 3.32 4'44 5.31
12.27 1.43 1.52 2.34 2.47 3.36 4.48 5.35
12.31 1.47 1.56 2.38 2.51 3.40 4.52 5.39
12.37 1.53 2.3  2-44  2.56 34 6 4.58 5145
,,, ,,, ,,, .., ... .. ..
(e) Train stops to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the  Guard.
(T.P.O.) Trave lling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard's Vans of these Trains.
•• Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop .  At stations or stopping places where a letter is shown
before the time, this indicates the app ro ximate departure time from such station or stopping place .  Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by signal.
F. CURNOW, Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS,
TIME  TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICH.
ON  and after  SUNDAY, 17th June,  1888 ,  the following Time  Table  will  come into operation untilfurther  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
BRISBANE ... ... dep. 9.0 9.20 12.55 3.0 3.45
Milton ... ... ... 914 9.24 12.59 3.4 3.49
Toowong ... ... ... 9.8 9.28 1.3 3.8 3.53
Taringa ... ... .,. 9.12 9.32 1.7 3.12 3.57
Indooroopilly ... ... 9.16 9.36 1.11 3.16 4.1
Chelmer ... ... ... 9.19 9.39 1.14 3.19 4.4
Graceville ... ... . , . 9.22 9.42 1.17 3.22 4.7
Sherwood ... .. ... 9.25 9.45 1.20 3.25 4.10
South Brisbane Junction ... 9.29 9.49 1.24 3.29 4.14
OXLEY
arr. 9.53 1.28 ... 4.18
,,, ...
dep. 9.33 -- 3.33
Darya ... ... ... 9.41 ... ... 3.41 ...
Wolston ... ... .,. 9.48 ... ... 3.48 ...
Goodna ... ... ... 9.55 ... ... 3.55 ...
Redbank ... ... ... 10.2 ... ... 4.2 ...
Riverview
... ... ... 10.9 ... ... 4.9 ...
Dinmore ... ... ... 10.13 ... ... 4.13 ...
Bundamba ... ... ... 10.20 ... ... 4.20 ..,
Booval •„ ,, . 10.25 ... ... 4.25
Limestone ... ... ... A 10.29 ... ... A 4.29 ...
IPSWICH ... ... arr. 10.35 ... ... 4.35 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. South'n
Mail.
IPswzcw ...
A.M.
... dep.  5 15
A.M.
7.20
A.M .  P.M.
... 12.50
P.M.
...
Limestone ...
:
... A 7.25 ... A 12.55 ...
Booval ... ... ... 7'29 ... 12.59 ...
Bundamba ... ... ... 7.33 ... 1.3 ...
Dinmore ... ... ... 7'40 ... 1.10 ...
Riverview ... ... ... 7.44 ... 1.14 ...
Redbank
... ... 7.51 ... 1.21 ...
Goodna ... ... . 7'58 ... 1.28 ...
Wolston ... ... ... 8.5 ... 1.35 ...
Darya ... ... 8.13 ... 1.42 ...
OX arr.LEY ,,, dep. 8.20 10.3 1.49 2.15
South  Brisbane  Junction ...  5.56 8.24 10.7 1.53 2.19
Sherwood ... ... ... 8.28 10.11 1.57 2.23
Graceville ... ... ... 8.31 10.14 2.0 2.26
Chelmer
... ,,, •., 8.33 10.16 2.2 2.28
Indooroopilly
... ... 8.37 10.20 2.6 2.32
Taringa ... ... ... 8.41 10.24 2.10 2.36
Toowong ... ... ... 8.45 10.28 2.14 2.40
Milton ... ... .. 8.49 10.34 2.18 2 .44
BRISBANE ... ...  arr.  6.15 8.55 10.40 2.25 2.50
South'n
Mail.
P.M . P.M. P.M . P.M. P.Y. P.M.
5.30 6.25 7.0 7.20 8.20 9.20
5.34 6.29 ... 7.24 8.24 9.24
5.38 6.33 ... 7.28 8.28 9.29
5.42 6.37 ... 7.32 8.32 9.33
5.46 6.41 ... 7.36 8.36 9.37
9.40
... ... ... ... ...
9.43
... ... ... ... ...
9.46
... ... 7.18 ... ... 9.50
... ... ...
... ... 9.54
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
...
... ... ... ... ...
...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
...
... ... ... ...
...
...
... ... ...
... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... 8.0 ... ... ...
P.M.
5.20
5.24
5.28
5.32
5.36
5.39
5.42
5.45
5.49
5.52
6.0
6.7
6.13
6.19
6.25
6.29
6.35
6.40
A 6.44
6.50
P.M.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
4.30
4.34
4.38
4.41
4.43
4.47
4.51
4.55
4.59
5.5
P.M.
5.0
A 5.5
5.9
5.13
5.20
5.24
5.31
5.38
5.45
5.52
6.0
6.4
6.8
6.11
6.13
6.17
6.21
6.25
6.29
6.35
P.M . P.M. P.M. P.M.
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ... ...
... ...
...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ...
... ...
... 10.0
...
... ...
10.4
... ... ... 10.7
... ...
... 10.10
... ...
... 10.13
6.50 7.45 8.45 10.17
6.54 7.49 8.49 10.21
6 .58 7.53 8.53 10.25
7.3 7.57 8.57 10.29
7.10 8.3 9.3 10.35
(A) Train stops by signal  to pick  up passengers ,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing  to alight
should give  due notice to Guard.
No'PE.- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may be purchased at all  Stations and Gates on Saturday, available for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 5th June,  1888. Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.ON and after MONDAY, 11th June, 1888, thefollowing T me Table will come into operation untilfurther notice :-
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Stations. _ ( - -
a.m.
!ANDGATE ... ... depart 8.0
Deagon ... ... ... ... ... a
Cabbage -tree  ... ... ... ...  a
Nudgee  ... ... ... ... ...  8.12
Toombul  ... ... ... ...  a
Nundah ... ... ... ... 8.20
RACECOURSE
Hendra ...
Clayfleld ...
depart ...
Junction  ... ... ...  depart 8.26
Thorroldtown ... ... ... ... dLutwyche ... ... ... ... 8.30
Albion  ... ..,
...  8.33
Mayne  ... ... .. ...  8,36
Bowen Hills  ... ... ... ...  a
Exhibition ... ... ... ... 8.41
Normanby ,,, .., ... 8.45
BRISBANE... ... ... ...  arrive 8.50
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles.
6
7
9
11
12
13
NOTE,-Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on Saturday ,  available for Sunday only.
a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
... 11.10 ... 1.20 ... 3115 4.10 ... 5.28
a ... a ... a si a ... a
a ... a ... a o 'aI a ... a
11.21 ... 1.32 ... 3.27 412 ... 5.39
... a ... a ... a a ... a
... 11.29 ...  1-40 ... 3.36 4.0 4.30 ... 5.47
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
*** ( I Mixed
Stations .  Mixed Pas .  Pas. Mixed  Expr 's,Mixed, Mixed Mixed Pas .  Mixed MixedlMixed Sat. Mixed Pas. Pas .  Mixed Pas. Pas.
only.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m. a.m.
SANDGATE de. 6.35  ...  8.10 9.10
Deagon  ... ...  a a  4+- q
Cabbage-tree  ...  a ,,. a
Nudgee  ...  6-46 ... 8.22 oz 8F
Toombul  ...  a ... a .. .
Nundah ar. 8.25dep. 6.55 ... 8.30 8.35 I 9.27
RACECOIIRSE de. ...  8-7
Hendra ... ... ... a
Clayfleld  ... ...  a
Junction de. 7.0 8.15  ...  8.40
Thorroldtown... d d d
Lutwyche  ...  7.4 8.19 B-37 8.45
Albion  ... ...  7.7 8.22 8-39 8.48
Mayne  ... ... 7.10 8.26 ... 8.52
Bowen Hills .,, a a
Exhibition ... 7.15 8.31 8.45 8.57
Normanby  ...  7-18  35 9.1
BRISBANE ar. 7-23 8.40 8.52 9.6
P.M.
9.25
9,29
8.33
a
9.38
9.41
9.45
d
...
.,.
..,
.,,
;50-9.55
a
10.3
a
a
10.15
p.m. P.M. p.m. P.M. P M.
6.30 ... 7.35  10-1011.10
a ... a a a
a ... a a a
6.41 ... 7.47 10.22 11.22
a ... a a a
6.49 ... 7'55  10-30 11-30
... 10.10 ... 12.15 ... 2.10 ... ... .., 4.55 .., ... 7.0
.., a ... a ... a ... ... ... a  ,., ..,  a
... a ... a ... a ... ... ... a  ,.. ...  a
.., 10.20 11.34
... d d
1025 11.39
9 34 10.28 11.42
... 10.31 11.46
.,, 10-38 1151
10.40 11.55
9 47 10.45 12.0
12.23 1.44 2.20 3.40 4.5 4.35  5-2 5.52 6.54  78  8.0 1035  11-35
d d d d d d d d d d d d d
12.27 1.48 2.24 3.44 4.10 4.40 5.6 5.57  6-58 7.12 8.4  10-39 11-39
12.30 1.51 2.27 3'47 4.14 4.43 5.9 6.0 7.1 7.15 8.7  10-42 11-4212-34 1.55 2.31 3.51  4-18 4-47 5-13 6-4 7.6  7-19 8-11 10.46 11.46
12.39 2.0 2.36 3'56 4.21 4.52 5.18 6.9  7-10 7,24 8-16 10.51  11'5112-43 2.4  2-40 4.0 4.25 4.56  5-22 6-13 7-14 7-28 8.20 10.55 11.56
12.48 2.9 2.45 4.5 4.30 5.0 5.28 6.18  7-19 7-34 9-25 11.0 12.0
***  Passengers for Eagle Junction ,  Thorroldtown , Mayne, and Normanby  change at Nundah.
Passengers for Brisbane  by North Coast  Train arriving  at Nundah  at 8.25 a•m, should change into Sandgate Train at Nundah and reach Brisbane at 8.52 a.m.
Up North  Coast Trains will not stop at Bowen Hills.
The Time Table for Sandgate and Racecourse Branches will be altered on Public Holidays and Race Days.
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
I Mixed I I ._Stations .  Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Pas. Sat .  Mixed Mixed Pas. Mixed Pas. Mixed  Mixed Mixed  Mixed Mixed Mixed
I I only.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
BRISBANE  depart 6 .15 7.30 9.10
1 Normarby 6.48 733 914
2 Exhibition  ,,,  6-53 7'37 9-18
2 Bowen Hills a a a
3 Mayne ... ... 6.58 7.42 9-24
4 Albion  .. ...  7-1 7-46 9-27
4 Lutwyche  ...  7-5 7.49 '30
6 Thorroldtown ... d d d
5 Junction arrive 7-10 7.53 9.35
6 Clayfleld ... ,..  a a
6 Hendra  ... ... .,.  a a
6 RACECOURSE  al 1.  ... 8 10 9'45
Junction depart
6 Nundah •'•
7 Toombul ..,
9 Nudgee ... ...
1 Cabbage -tree ...
2 Deagon
3 SANDGATE .  arrive
a.m.9-50
9.549-58
a10-310-7
10.11
d
10.16
715 .., 10.21
a ,.. ..,7-23 ... W q
a ... i. ad 'a!
a 0E
7.35 ... ...
a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  P.M. p.m . p.m. P.M. P.M.
1 .10  11-22 12.20 1.10  1-35 2.15 4.5 4.31 6.0  5-28 5.50 8.30 7'5010-13 1-26 12.24 1.14 1.39  2-19 4-9 4-34 5.4  5-31 5 54 6'34 7'5410,17 1'30  12-28 1-19 1-43 2.23  4-13 4-38 5'8  5-36 5'58 6.38  7-58
a a a a a a a a a a a a a10-23 11.34 12.33 1.23  1-48 2.28 4.18 4.43 6.13  5-41 6-3 6-43 8-3
10.25 11.38 12'36 1.26  1-51 2.32  4-22 4.47  5-17 544  6-6 6-47 8-710-29 11-42 1 -40 1-31 -54 2'36  4-26 4.50  5-21 5-49 8.10 6'51  8-11
d d d d d d d d d d d d d
10 33  11-46 ...  1-35 1.58 2.40 4'30  4-55 5'26 5.53  6-15 6-55 8.15
a ... a .., .,, a ... ... ... a ,.,
a .. a a ... ... ... a .11-55  141 440 ,.. 6'25 ..
10.38
a
10.45
a
a
10.57
12.45
12.50
a12-58
a
P lo
1.592-4
a2-11
a
2a23
2.40
2.44
a
2.52
a
a
3.4
p.m. p.m. p.m.9-1510.15 11.159-19 10-1911 19
9.23 10.23 11.23
a a a9-28 10-28 11-289-31 10-31 11.31
9.34 10.34 11.34
d d d9-381038 11-38
4.55 ... ... ... ... ... ... 11.385-0 5.31  5.58 ... 8.59 8'19  9.42 10.42 11.42 ...
a a a a a a a ..,
5 8 >3  6-6 7-7 8-27 9.50 10.50  11.60 ...
a oor°r. a
a a a a a
a zcF a a a a a a
5.20 6 17  7-19 8 ,39 10'2  11-212-2
(a) Train stops oy signal to tare on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(d) Trains stop to pick up passengers ,  on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
... 9.55 1.15
... a a
... a a
... 10'7 1.27
a a
... 10.15 1.35
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
3.20 4.15 5'40
a a a
R a a
3.32 4.27  5-52
a a a
3.40 4'35 6'2
P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
... 8.15 a'20 ..,
... a a ...
a a ..,
... 6.26 8.31 ..,
a a
... 6.35 8.40 ...
10.0 ... ... 2-25... ... ... 6'10 ... ... 9.50 ... •••
a a .., ... ... a a ... .., ... ... ... ...
a ... ... a ... ... ... a ... ... a .., ... ... .., ... ... ..,
10.9 10.21 1.41 2.34 3'45 4.40 6'7 6.20 6.40 8.45 10.0
d d d d d d d d d d d
1014 10.26 1.45 2 38 3.49 4.44 6.11 6.28 6.44 8'49 10-4
10.17 10.29 1.48 2.41 3'52 4'47 6.15 6.27 6.47 8.52 101
10.21 10.32 1.51 2.45 3.55 4.50 6-186.30 6'50 8.55 10.10
a a a a a a a a a a a
10.26 10.37 1.56 2.50 4.0 4.50 6-236-366.56 9.1 10.18
10.30 10.41 2.0 2.54 4.4 5.0 8.28 6'40 7.0 9.5 10.20
10.35 10.46 2.5 2'58 4.9 5.5 6-336.45 7-5 9.10 10.25
a.m. I a.m. a.m. p.m . p.m. p.m . p.m, p.m . p.m. p.m. p .m.
BRISBANE ... ... ...depart 9'0 9.20 11.15  1-0 1.10 2.30 4.25 5'17 5.30 7.20 9.10
Normanby
Exhibition
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
9.4 9 24  11.19 1.4
9•e 9.28  11.23 1.9
1.14 2.34
1.18 2.38
4.29
4'33
5.21
5.25
6.34
5.38
7.241 9.14
7.28 9.18
Bowen Hills ... ... ... ... a a  a a a a a a a a a
Mayne  ...
... ... ... ... 9.13 9.33  11.28 1.15 1.23 2'43 4.39 5'30 5.43 7-33 9.23
Albion ... ... ... ... ... 9.16 9.37  J 1.31  1-191.27 2.46 4.43 5'33 5.46 7.36 9'26
Lutwyche ... ... ... ... 9.20 9.41 11.35 1.23 1.31 2.50 4-475'38 5.50 7.40 9.30
Thorroldtown ... ... ... ... d d  d d d d d d d d d
Junction  ... ... ... ...  arrive  ...  9.45  ... ... 1.36 ... ... ... 5.55 ... 9'35
Clayfleld ...
... ... ... ... ...  a ... a ... .. ... a ... a
Hendra  ... ... ... ,.. ... a ... ... ... a ... a
RACECOURSE
... ... ..,  arrive  ...  9.63 ... 1-45 ... ... ... 6.5 ... 9.43
Junction
N
... ... depart 9-24 ... 11.40 1.28 2.55 4.53 5.40 ... 7.45
undah  ...
Toombul...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
9.28 ... 11.45
a ... a
1.35
a
3'0
a
4.58
a
6.44
a
...
...
7.50
a
Nudgee  ...
... ... ... 9.36 ... 11.53 1.43 3.8 6.6 5.62 ... 7.58
Cabbage -tree
... ... ... ... a a a a a a ... a
Deagon  ...
... ... ... ... a ... a a a a a ,.. a
SANDGATE . ... ...
...  arrive 9 .48 ... 12.5 1.55 3.20 5.18 6.4 ... B•10
NoTE.- Season Tickets  are not  available  by these trains.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME  TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
N and after MONDAY, 11th June, 1888,  the following  Time Table  will come into operation until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
STANTBY STREET
1 Wooloongabba
Albert ...
3 Fairfield ... ...
3 Yeronga ... ...
4 South Coast Junction
5 Tennyson
6 SOUTH BRISBANE JUNO.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. a.m.  a.m. a.m.
dep. 5.25 ... 9 0 915
... 5.29 7.20 9.4 9.19
A 5.35 A 7.26 B 9.10' A 9.26
A 5'39 A 7.30 B 9.141 A f1•30
A 5.43 A 7.34 B 9.181 A 9.33
... 5.47 7.38 9.22 9-37
D D ... D
arr. 5 .55 7.48 ... 9'47
Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
Sourn BRISBANE JUNCTIO1 ...
Tennyson ... ... ...
South Coast Junction ...
Yeronga ... ... ...
Fairfield ... ... ... ...
Albert ... ... ... ...
Wooloongabba ... ...
STANLEY STREET ...
Mixed.
South Coast
Mixed.
South Coast
Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
.., depart 6.15 ...
D ...
... 6.25 8.8
... ... A 6.30 A 8-12
... ... A 6.35 A 8.15
... ... A 6'39 A 8.19
... . 6.45 8'25
... arrive 8.30
South Coast South Coast South Coast South Coast
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. kllxed. Special. Speelal. Special.
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
10.50 12.10 1.45 3.15 4.35 5-25 6.25 ..,
10.55 12'14 1.49 3.19 4.39 51 9 6.29 ...
A 11.1 A 12.21 A 1.55 A 315 A 4.45 A 5.35 A 6.35 ...
A 11.5 A 12.25 A 1'59 A 3.29 A 4.49 A 5.39 A 6.39 ...
A 11.9 A 1228 A 2.2 A 31 2 A 4.53 A 5'43 A 6'42
11.13 12.32 2.6 3.38 4'57 5.47 6.46 7.5
D D D D
12.42 2.15 3.47 ... ... 7.15
South Coast
Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
8.15 ...
D ...
8'23 10.8
A 8.271 A 10.12
A 8.30 A 1015
A 8341 A 10.19
8.41 10.25
8.45 10.30
Mixed.
a.m.
11.5
D
South Coast. Mixed. Mixed.
p.m.
11.13 12.32
A 11.18 A 12.35
A 11.20 A 12.39
A 11.24 A 12.43
11'30 12.49
11.35 12.54
p.m. p.m.
10 2.30
South CoastMixed.
p.m.
D D ,,,
1.10 2.42 3.38
A 1.13 A 2.46 A 3.42
A 1.17 A 2.49 A 3.45
A 1*21 A 2.53 A 3-49
1.26 2.59 3-55
1.30 3'4 4'0
Mixed.
p.m.
4.45
South Coast
Mixed.
p.m.
D ...
5'8 7.0
A 5.11 A 7.4
A 5'15 A 7.8
A 5.19 A 7.12
5.29 7.18
5.35
8'0 9.30 11.5
A 8.6 A 9.36 A 11.11
A 810 A 9'40 A 11.15
A 8.13 A 9.43 A 11.18
8.17 9'47 11.22
D D D
8.25 9'56 11'31
Mixed. Special. Special.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
7'25 8.40 10.10
D D D
7'33 8.48 10.18
A 7.36 A 8.52 A 10.22
A 7'40 A 8'56 A 10.26
A 7-44 A 9.0 A 10.30
7'50 9.6 10.36
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) Train stops to pick up passengers for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go
on those platforms.
NOTE.-Season Tickets are not available by Trains marked " Special." Passengers by these Trains from Albert, Fairfield, Yeronga, and Tennyson will be booked and tickets collected by the Guard.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1888 .  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
OPENING OF BEAUDESERT EXTENSION  (LOGAN BRANCH)- SOUTH COAST LINE.
ON and after  MONDAY, 11th June,  1888 ,  Trains will run as  follows:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations. Mixed. Mixed. Mixe d.
a.m.  a.m. p.m .
STANLEY  STREET dep. 9.0 10.50 2.20
Wooloongabba ... 9.4 10.55 2'25
... Albert ... ... ... B 9.10  A 11.1 A 2.31
3 Fairfield ... ... B 9'14 A 11,5 A 2.351
3 Yeronga B 9'181 A 1P9 A 2.38
4 South Coast Junction... 9.22 11.13 2.42
5 Moorooka ... ... A 9'26 A 11.17 A 2.46
5 Rocklea...
... ... 9.29 11.21 2.49
6 Salisbury ... ... A 9'33 A 11.26 A 2.53
8 Cooper's  Plain s ... A 9.40 A 11.36 A 3.0
9 Sunn bank arr. 9.45 11.42 3.6y dep. 3.10
11 Runcorn ... A 9.54 A 3.18
12 Spring Creek ... ... A 10.0 A 3.25
17 Kingston 4 arr.d
A 10.15 3.40
3.45
18 Loganlea ...
ep.
...
...
10'24 I 3.55
20 Bethania Junction dep. 10.33 1  ... 4.4
22 Waterford ... ... 4.12
26 Buccan  . ... ... D 4.24
27 Logan Village ... ... 4.30
34 Jimboomba ... ... A 4.55
38 Cedargrove ... ... A 5.9
40 Woodhill ... ... A 5.25
42 Veresdale ... A 5.31
44 Bromelton ... ... A 5.42
47 BEAUDESBH .T ... arr. 5.55
21 Hawthorne ... ... D 10.36 ...
22 Holmview ... ... A 10.40 ...
24 BEENLEIG }H ... arr. 10'45 ...
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
p.m.
4.35
4'39
A 4.45
A 4.49
A 4.63
4.57
A 5.1
5.4
A 5.8
A 5.15
5'20
...
A 5.29
A 5'35
A 5.50
5.59
6.8
D 6.11
6.15
6'20
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. a.m. noon. p.m.
BEENLEIGH ... ... depart &•45
Holmview
Hawthorne
...
...
... ...
... ...
A
D
6.50
6'53
Beaudese ,et
B romelton
Veresdale
Woodhill
Cedargrove
Jimboomba
Logan Village
Buccan ...
Waterford
... depart
Bethania Junction ...  arrive 6.57
Loganlea ... ... ... ... 7.6
Kin ston arr. A 7.15g ... ... ... Z dep. ...
Spring  Creek ... ... ... A 7.30
Runcorn ... ... ... ... A 7.37
Sunnybank 7'45
Cooper 's Plains A 7'50
Salisbury ... ... ... A 7.57
Rocklea  ... arrive 8.1
Moorooka
...
...
depart
... ... A 8.4
South Coast Junction ... ... 8.8
Yeronga ... ... A 8.12
Fairfield ... ... ... ... A 8.15
Albert ... ... A 8.19
Wooloongabba
STANLEY STREET  ...  arrive
2*10
A
D
7.0
A 7'13
A 7.24
A 7.30
A 7.46
A 8.0
8.25
D 8.31
8.43
8.51 ...  2.22
9.0 ... 2.31
9.10 ... A
9.15
9.30A 1 A
A 9.371  A
9.45 12.0 3.10
A 9.50 A 12.6 A
A 9.57 A 12.17 A
10.1 12.22 3,31
A 10.4 A 12.26 A
1018 12.32 3.38
A 10.12 A 12.35 A
A 10.15 A 12.39 A
A 10.19 A 12.43 A
8.25 10.25 12.49
8'30 10.30 12.54
Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. p.m.
5.25 6.25 ...
5.29 6.29 ...
A 5.35 A 6.35 ...
A 5.39. A 6.39 ...
A 5.43' A 6.42 ...
5'47 6.46
A 5.50 A
5'53 6'51
A 5.57 -
A 6.4
6'9
2.15
2.18
Mixed.
p.m.
...
...
2.40 ...
2.55 ...
3.2
6'26
3.18 A 6.35
3.27 A 6.43
6'52
6.55
3.35 A 6.57
7'0
3.42 A 7.4
3.45 A 7.8
3.49 A 7.12
3.55 7.18
4.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard.
(B) Trains stop to pick up passengers for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
The times shown thus (A 9.26) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1888.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE -- FASSIFERN  BRANCH.
ON  and after  MONDAY, 11th June,  1888 ,  the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Milesfrom
Brisbane.
Stations.
24 Irswioa dep.
25 Little Ipswich ...
26 Churchill ... ...
29 Yahmahato . ...
30 Hampstead  Siding ...
32 Purga ... ...
34 Goolman ... ...
34 Hillside ... ...
35 Rockton .. ...
37 Peak Crossing ...
38 Flinders ... ...
40 Churchbank ... ...
42 Harrisville arr.
44 Wilson's Plains ...
46 Radford ... ...
47 Munbilla ... ...
51 Blantyre ... ...
54 Teviotville ... ...
56 Hoya ... ...
58 Boonah ... ...
69 DUGANDAN ,..  arr.
t Goods.
Mo., Wed.,  t Goods.
and Fri.
DOWN TRAINS.
N 1
Mixed .  Stations .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
1015 11.30 5.30
11.37 5.36
B D11'42 D 541
B D1153 D 5.51
B n122  D 5.58
B 10'45 A 12.14 A 6.8
B D12.24 D 616
B D 12.29 D 6.20
B D 12 .35 D 6.25
B11.5 1243 630
B A  12-49 A 6'35
B D 12.59 D 643
11.30  1.16 7.0
A11.50 A 7'15
D ... D
A 12.10 ... A
A 12.25 ... A
A 12.40
A 12.55
D 1.5
1.15
a.m.
DUGANDAN ... dep. 6-0
Boonah ... ... D 6.5
Hoya A 614
Teviotville ... ... A 6'25
Blantyre ... ... A 6'41
Munbilla ... ... A 6.57
Radford D
Wilson's Plains A 7'12
Harrisville ... dep. 7.25
Churchbank... ... D 7.40
Flinders .. A 7.50
Peak Crossing 7.55
Rockton ... ... D 8'0
Hillside D 8.5
Goolman ... ... D 8.10
7.30 Purga .. ...  A 8.18
7.46 Hampstead Siding ... D 8.27
A 8.2 Yahmahato ... ...  D 8.32
A. 8.15 Churchill ... D 8.42
D 8.25 Little Ipswich ... 8.49
8.30 Irswica ...  arr. 8.55
' t Goods.
t Goods . Mo., Wed.,,
and Fri.
p.m.  P.M.
2.0
D 2.5
A 2.20
A 2.35
A 2.55
A 3.15
D
A 3.35
3 0 4.0
D 3.16 D 4.15
A 3.26 A 4.25
3.32 4.30
D 3.40 B 4.34
D 3.46 a 4.38
D 3.54 B 4.42
A 4.4  it  4.50
D 4.16 B 4.58
D 4.22 a 5.4
D 4.34 s 5'14
4.39 5.19
4.45 5.25
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing
to alight should givo due notice to Guard.
(B) The 10.15 a.m. train from Ipswich will stop to pick up traffic for stations beyond Harrisville only.
(D) Train stops to pick up  passengers  on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms . Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
(a) Train stops to set down passengers who should give due notice to the Guard.
(t) Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their own risk.
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
nN and  after MONDAY, 11th June,  1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,
'/ until further  notice:-
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
UPP  TRAINS.
101 ToowooMBA depart
102 Whichello' s Siding ..
103 Cranley ...
104 Wetalla .
106 Pengarry Junction
106 Birnam ...
108 Cawdor
109 109 m. 28 ch. Gate
110 110 m. 17 ch. Gate
111 Dunsinane ...
112 Meringandan ...
112 111 m. 75 ch. Gate
113 Klienton ...
117 Cabarlah ...
120 Geham ...
122 Mount Pleasant
125 Taylor... ..
127 Hampton
131 Peechy
135 CBOw' s NEST arrive
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed. -  Mixed.
p.m.
30
D
A 3.8
A 317
A 3.20
3.25
3.35
A
A
352
40
A
A
4.35
450
A
5.15
5.25
550
615
Cnow's Nas'r depart
Peechy ...
Hampton ...
Taylor
Mount Pleasant
Geham
Cabarlah ...
a.m.
7.0
D25
7'50
8.0
A
8'25
840
Klienton A
111 m. 75 ch. Gate ... A
Meringandan ... ... 915
Dunsinane ...  9-23
110 m. 17 ch. Gate .. A
109 m. 28 ch. Gate .. A
Cawdor ... 9.40
Birnam .. .. ... 950
Pengarry Junction .. A  9-55
Wetalla A 9.57
Cranley A  10-5
Whichello's Siding D
T00WOOMBA arrive 1015
(A) Train stops by signal to take on  passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Trains stop to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888. Commissioner for Railways.
Stations. Stations.
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Q,UEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS,
TIME TABLE-NORTH COAST LINE.
O N and. after MONDAY, 11th June,  1888,  the following Time  Table  will come into operation, and
reman  in force until further notice:-
miles.  Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Daily.  Daily.
Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
,.. B$isBANR  ... ... depart 9.50 5.0 ... ... ... ... . .. ...
1 Normarby ... ... ... 9.54 5.4 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Exhibition ... ... ... 9.58 5.8 ... ... ... ... . .. ...
2 Bowen Hills ... ... A A ... ... ... ... . .. ...
3 Mayne ... ... ... 103 5113 ... ... ... ...
4 Albion ... ... 10.7 5.17 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Lutwyche ... ... ... 10.11 5.21 ... ... ... ... ...
5 Thorroldtown ... ... D D ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 Eagle  Junction ... ... 10.16 5.26 ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 Nundah arrive ... ... ... ... ... . .. ..., , , depart 10.21 5.31 ... ... ... ... . . .
8 Virginia ... ... A A ... ... ... . .. ...
9 Geebong ... ... ... A A ... ... ... ... . .. ...
10 Zillmere ... ... 10.36 5'46 ... ... ... ... . .. ...
13 Bald Hills ... ... ... 10.49 5.59 ... ... ... ... . .. ...
15 Strathpine ... ... ... 10.59 6 .6 ... ... ... ... ... ...
18 North Pine ... ... 11.15 6.20 ... ... ... ... . .. ...
23 Sideling  Creek ... ... 11.45 6.50 ... ... ... ... ...
26 Burpengarry ... ... 12.0 7. 5 ... ... ... ... . .. ...
30 Morayfield ... . 12.15 7.20 ... ... ... ...
32 CAB9OLTURE ,.. arrive 12.25 7.30 ... ... ... ,. .,.
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Daily.
I Mixed .
Saturdays
only.
Mixed.
CABOOLTURB ...
'
... depart
a.m.
6.30
p.m.
1.50 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Morayfield ... ... ... 6.40 2.0 ... ...
Burpengarry. ... ... 6.55 2.15 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Sideling Creek ... ... 7'10 2.30 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
North Pine ... ... ... 7'35 3.0 ...
Strathpine ... ... ... 7'47 3.15 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bald Hills ... ... ... 7.55 3.24 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Zillmere ... ... ... 8.7 3.35 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Geebong ... ... ... A A ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Virginia ... ... A
.
A ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Nundah arrive 8.25depart 8 35
...
4.0
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Eagle Junction ... ... 8.40 4.5 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thorroldtown ... ... D D ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
Lutwyche ... ... ... 8.45 4.10 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Albion ... ... ... 8.48 4.14 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mayne ... ... ... 8.52 4.18 ... ... ... ...
Bowen Hills ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Exhibition ...
bN
... ... 8 57
9.1
4'21
4.
.. ... ... ...
yorman 25 ...
BRISBANE ... ... arrive 9.6 4.30 ... ... ... ... ... ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to tale on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons ex cept intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
Passengers for Brisbane by North Coast Train arriving at Nundah at 8.26 a.m. should change into
Sandgate Train at Nundah, and reach Brisbane at 8.52 a.m. Up North Coast Trains will not stop at Bowen Hills,
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office , Commissioner for Railways .
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE-QUEENSLAND
0 N and after MONDAY, 7th MAY, 1888, the following Time Table will
CP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m.
ROCKHAMPTON ...  dep. ... 6.0 6.30 ... 10.50
2 Yeppen ... ... ... ... a 6.7 a 6.40 ... a 10.57
6 Gracemere ... ... ... 6.15 7.0 ... 11.10
7 Langley ... ... ... ... a 6.17  a 7.5 ... a 11.14
8 Malchi ... ... ... ...  a 6.20 a 7'10 ... a 11.18
10 Kabra (for Mt.  Morgan ) .., 6.25 7.20 ... 11.25
13 Neerkoll... ... .,. ...  a 6.35  a 7'30 ..,
15 Stanwell... arr. ,,, ... 7.40 .., ...dep. .., 6.40 *7.56 ... ...
IS Warren .., ... ... ... a 6.50  a 8.10 .,. .,,
19 Woodend  ... ... ... a 6 53 a 8.18 ... ..,
20 Siding ... ... ... ... a 6.55 a 8.21 .., ...
24 Wycarbah ... ... ... a 7-3 a 8.40 ... ,,,
27 Spring Creek  ... ... ... a 7.8 a 8.50 ...
30 Westwood ... € de p. ... *7.15 ::: :;. 7.30 9.6
33 Oakey ... ... ... ... a 7.35 a 9.17 .,. ,,.
38 Goganjo ... ... ... ...  a 7.50 a 9.36 ...
44 Rocky ... ... ... ...  a 8.5 a 10.0 ...
47 Tunnel ... ... ... ...  a 8.16 a 10.13 ...
53 Herbert's Creek ... ... a 8.35 a 10.40 ... ...
58 Boolburra  ... ... ...  a 8.60 a  11.0 ,..
65 Duaringa ... ... ... 9.5 *11.30 ...
72 Wallaroo ... ... ... a 9.25  a  12.5 ... ...
83 Bridgewater ... ... .., a 9.52  a 1.0 ...
88 Dingo C arr. ... ...
*
... ..
"'
... Z dep. ,,,
*10.5 1.2592 Charleville Creek ... ... a 10.15  a 1.47 ... ...
96 Stanley ... ... ... ...  a 10.25 a 2•6  ...
102 Walton ... ... ... ... 10.40 2.40 ...
107 Bluff ... ... ... ...  a 10.53 a 3.0 ...
110 Siding ... ... ... ...  a 11.0 a 3.19 .., .,.
118 Blackwater ... ... ... *11.20 *4.0 ... ..,
125 Burngrove ... ... ...  a 11.40 a 4.21 ...
129 Tolmie' s ... ... ... ... a 11.50 a 4.35 ... ...
140 Comet ... ... ... ...  12.20 5.10 ...
149 Yamala ... ...
...
... ... a 12.40 a 5.40 ... ...
159 Winton  ... ... ... ...  a 1.5 a 6.10 ,,.
163 Siding ... ... ... ...  a 1.14 a 6.24 ...
164 Springsure Junction ... ... 1.17 6.27 ,,.
165 Emerald... ...  arr. ... *1.20 6.30 ... ..,
Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
Tuesday
and
Saturday.
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday.
Saturday.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted.
Mixed.
Friday
only.
P.M.  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
2.45 ... 6.30 ...
a 2.53 a 6.36 ,,.
*3'5 6.50 ,,.
a 3.8 ... a 6.53 .,.
a 3.11  a 6.56 .,.
3'15 ... 7'2 ...
a 3.25 a 7.8 ..,
3.35 *7.15
3.40 *7.15
a 3.54  •••  a 7.29
a 3.57  ...  a 7.33
a 40 ... a 7.37
a 4.16  ...  a 7.52
... a 4.26  ...  a 8.0
,., 4.40 ... *8.10
.1.
Emerald ... dep. .., ... ... ... ... 1.50
161 . Springsure Junction  ... ... ... ... ... ... a 1.64
178 10 Devitt .., ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.42
186  Fernlees  3.6
194 c. [Minerva ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 3.35
199 u Dilly ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 3.5
205 SPBJNGSURE... arr. ... ... ... 4.15
165  ( Emerald  ...  dep. ... ... ... ... ... 1.45
169 (Emer,ldDowns ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.0
179 Theresa ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.29
Pelican ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.42
11,46 z Gordon Downs ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.51
197 Capella ... ... ... ... ... ...  3'25
206 Retro ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 3.50
212 Retro Creek ... ... ... ...  a 4.12
220 Langton ... ... ... ... ...  a 4.35
227 LCLFRMONT ...  arr. ... ... ... ... ... 5.0
165 Emerald... ... dep. 4.30 1.40 ...
171 Range  Downs  ... ...  a 4.55 a 1.57  ... ... ... ...
179 Saint Helens ... ...  a 5.27 a 2.15 ... ... ... ...
183 Glondarriwill ... ... a 5.45 a 2.25 ...
188 Siding ... ... ...  a 6.5 a 2'
191 Anakie ... ... ... 6.15 2.50 ...
199 Bonilla ... ... ...  a 6.5 a  3.5 ,,, .., ..,
203 Wither.fleid ... ...  a 7.5 a  3.15 ... ... ... ...
213 Woodbine ... ... a 7-45 a 3.40
...
213 Siding ... ... ... a  8•5 a 3.55 ... ,,, ...
227 Bogantungan
"
a". 8.45 .. ,,, .. ... ...
' f dep.  -  4.25 ... 9.30 ... ...
235 Hannam's Gap... ... ... *4.55 ... *10.30
... ...241 Drummond  ... ... ..,  a 5• ,., a 11.0 ...
252 Pine Hill... ... ... ... 6.60 ... 11.55 ... ...
255 Belyando ... ... ,..  a 6.0 .., a  12.10 .,, ..,
arr
6 50 1271 Alpha ... .. € dep
.  ..,  6
... ... ...  *1.45  ....  ...
283 Siding  ... ... ... ..,  a 7'20 ... a 2'35 ...
290 Beta ... . , ... ... a 7.37  ... ... ... ... ... a 3.5 ...
296 Main Rance  .._ ...  a 7.55  __. ... ... ...  a 3'
305 Jeri cho 8.15 ... 4.5
319 Spring Vale ... ..,  a  S.  ... ... a 5'5
328 Alice ... ..,  9.5 ... ... ... ... ... 5.35
331 Richmond ... ... ... a 9.19 ... ... ... ... ...  a 5.55
336 Siding  ... ... ...  a 9.30  ... ...  a 6.1
358 BARCALDINE  ...  arr. ... 10.25 ... ... ... ... ... 7.45
*  Trains meet here.
Nord ,- The Passenger Trains will only stop as  follow":-
At all stations when requi red.
To pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald, and on the Clermont and Springsure Branches, both
Up and Down.
Accommodation for passengers will be provided on the Goods Trains, but the Department will not guarantee to run these Trains as advertised .  Notice
of alte re d running or stoppage  of any Advertise  Godods Trains  will-be  obtainable at Stations.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1888.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY.
come into operation ,  and remain in force until further notice
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
BARcALDINE  ...  dep.
Siding  ... ... ...
Richmond ... ...
Alice  ... ... ...
Spring Vale ... ...
Je ri cho  ... ... ...
Main Range ...
Beta  ... ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...
Alpha  ... ., arr.dep.
Belyando ... ...
Pine Hill ... ... ...
Drummond ... ...
IHannam 's Gap ... ...
Bogantungan arr.dep.
Siding  ... ... ...
Woodbine ... ...
Withersfield ... ...
Borilla  ... ... ...
Anakie  ... ... ...
Siding ...
Glendarriw il l ... ...
Saint Helens ... ...
Range Downs ...
Emerald  ... ...  arr.
CLERMONT  ...  dep.
Langton ...
Retro Creek ...
q Retro ... ...
Capell a ... ...
Gordon Downs ...
A Pelican ... ...
Theresa ... ...
Emerald Downs ...
Emerald  ...  arr.
(SPRINOSURE dep.
Dilly ... ...
Minerva ... ...
Fernlees
Devitt ... ...
Springsure Junction
Emerald  ...  arr.
Passenger.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Goods.
Daily.
a.m. a.m.
5.0 ...
a B0
a 6.8
6.20 ...
a 6.36 ...
7.15 ...
a 7.37 ...
a 7.64 ...
a 8.1
8.40
9.0 ...
a 9.37 ...
9.45
a 10.14
*l0 30
11.0
a 11.28 ...
a 11.43 ...
a 12.5 ...
a 12.15 ...
12'35
a 12.44
a 12.55 ...
a  1-5
a 1.26
1.40 ...
Emerald  ... .  dep.  2-0  5-30
Spri ngsure Junction  ...  2.3 5.35
Siding  ... ... ...  a 2-5 a 5.40
Winton  ... ... ...  a 2.15 a 5.54
Yamala  ... ... ...  a 2.40 a 6-30
Comet  ... ... ...  3.0 7'0
Tolmie 's ... ... ... a 3.30 a 7.40
Burngrove  ... ...  a 3.42 a 7.54
Blackwater ... ... *4.0 8.15
Siding  ... ... ...  a 4.20 a 8.50
Bluff ... ... ...  a 4.29 a 9.0
Walton  ... ... ...  4.40 9.15
Stanley  ... ... ...  a 4.56 a  9-40
Charlev il le Creek  ...  a 5.5 a 9.53
Dingo ... ... *5.15 *10.5
Bridgewater  ... ...  a 5.30 a 10-26
Wallaroo  ... ...  a 5.57 a 11.2
Dua ri nga arr. 6.15
€ dep .  6.30 *11.30
Boolburra  ...  a 6.50 a 11.65
Herbert 's Creek  ...  a 7.2 a 12.11
Tunnel  ... ... ...  a 7.15 a 12.35
Rocky ... ... ...  a 7.30 a 12.45
Goganjo  ... ... ...  a 7.45 a 1.5
Oakey  ... ... ...  a 7.58 a 1.24
Westwood
"'
arr. 8.5
dep. *8•10 *1.30
Spring Creek  ... ...  a 8.17 a 1.45
Wycarbah  ... ...  a 8.25 a 1.54
Siding  ... ... ...  & 8.35 a 2.7
Woodend  ... ...  a 8.38 a 2.11
Warren  ... ... ...  a 8.42 a 2.26
w e . . . . . . . .,, arr. ..dep 8 .50 2.30
Neerkoll ... ...  a 8.57 a 2.40
Habra (for Mt. Morgan )  9.3  2-50
Malchi  ... ... ...  a 9.9 a 2.56
Langley  ... ... ...  a 9.12 a 3.0
Gracemere  ... ...  9115 *3.5
Yeppen  ... ... ...  a 9.22 a 3.20
RocxHAMPTON  ...  arr. 9 .30 3.30
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
a.m.
Goods.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Mixed.
Daily.
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
7.30 ... ... ...
a 9.10  ... ... ...
a 9'30  ... ... ...
9.50 ...
a 10.15 ...
11.20 ...
a 11.57 ...
a 12.25 ...
a 12.55 ...
*1.45 ...
90
a 9.35
a 9.67
a  10-40
a 10.57
11.30
a 11.42
a 12.0
a 12.30
a 12.55
*1.20
Mixed.
Monday
and
Wedn'day.
a.m.
10.0 ...
a 10.22 ...
a 10.46 ...
a 11.7 ...
11.35 ...
a 12.14 ...
a 12.25 ...
a 12.35
a 1'9
120
...  11-10
a 11.29
a 11.45
12.10
a 12.35
a 121
... 1.26
I
*7.15 ... ... ...
a 7.23 ... ... ...
a 7.30  ... ... ...
a 7-39  ... ... ...
a 7.42 ...
a 7.45  ... ... ...
*7.55
... 8.0 ...
... ... a 8.7 ...
8.15
a 8• ...
a 8.27 ...
8 30 ...
.. a 845
8.50 ...
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m.
Goods.
Daily.
p.m.
2a 3.15
... 3.30
a 4.27
... *4.55
--. 5.35
•11.47
a 11.55
a 12.0
12.5
a 12.17
12.25
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted
p.m
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
p.m.
60..
a 5.10
a 6.20
... a 5.35
a 6.40
a 5'45
4.35
a 4.42
4.50
a 4.53
a  5-0
5.5
a 5.17
5.26
6.0
*  Trains meet here.
The Mixed and Goods Trains  will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick  up and set down passengers when required . Passengers
wishing to alight at Stopping places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of, departure from Stopping places shown thus , " Yeppen a 6.7," are approximate and merely as a guide to intendil  g pass€ugels.
F. CURN OW,
Commissioner for Railways,
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UP TRAINS.
Mom statious.
QUEENSLAND
OPENING TO HUGHENDEN.-
T HE following Ame ded Time Table will  come into
t t
Mixed.  Goods.  Mixed.  Mixed. Goods.
ft. a.m. a m. p.m. p.m.
7 TOWNsvrLLE ... dep. 5.90 ... *1.55
5 4 Cluden ... ... A 5.50  ... A 2'5 ...
64,  6 Stewart's Creek  ...  A 6.0 ... A 2.15 ...
7 Roseneath ... ...  A 6.3 ... A  2.18 ...
111 8 Powder  Magazine  ...  6.5 ...  2-20  ...
11 Stanley ... ... A 6.13  ... A 2.29 ...
123 13 Antil Plains ... ... A 6.19 ... A 2.34 ...
117 16 Eliot ... ... A 6.26 ... A 2'44
20 Mountain  View ...  A 6'36  ...  A 2.55 ...
205 23 Woodstock ... ... 6.45 ... 3.5 ...
204 27 Double Barrel ... A 6.67 ... A 3.17
30 Philp's Siding ... A 7'5 A 3.25 ...
243 35 Reid River
..• I dep. 7.40 ... *3.40 ...
41 Cardington ... ... A 7'55 ... A 3.55
49 Chisholm's ... A 8.18 ... A 4.18 ...
663 49 Naughton  Valley ... *8.20 ...  4-20
948 54 Ravenswood June .  arr. 8 .45 ... 4-45
54 Ravenswood June. dep.
928 59  Grass Hut ... ...
898 67 K irk River
1108 72 Mount Wright ...
817 78  RAVENswOOD arr.
... A 5.59 ...
...  6-20  ...
54 Ravenswood June. dep.  8-50  ... 4.50 ... 9.5 ...
994 59 Fanning ... ... A 9.4 ... A 5.4 ... A 9.26 ...
64 Exley ... ... ... A 9.18 ... A 5.18 ... A 9.39
828 68 Macrossan Bridge  ...  9.30 ... *5.30 ... 9.55
71 Triangle ... A 9.38 ... A 5.38 ... A 10.6 ...
78 Plum  Tree Flat  ...  A 9-58 ... A 5.58 ... A 10-28 ...
arr. 10'10 6-10 10.45 ...Th owers1004  82 C arters dep. 10.25 7.50
86 Sandy Creek ... ... A 10-36 A 8-4
89 Featherby ... ... A 10.45 A 8.15
94 Southern Cross ... A 11-0 A 8-32
102 Powlathanga  ... ...  A 11.23 A 9-2 ... ...
1067 108 Balfe's Creek ... ... *11.40 9.25
noon.
115 Lamond ... A 12.0 A 9-55
p.m.
123 123-mile ... ... A 12.23 A 10.29
1127 127 Homestead arr. 012.35 *10.45dep. 12.55 *11.20
131 Sensible Creek ... A  1-6  A 11-34 ... ... ... ...
136 Mundic Creek ... A 1.20 A  11-52
141
1318 148
150
159
163
1817 169
174
1528 180
Cape River
Pentland
ringsS
Warrigal
163-mile Siding
Burra. ...
174-mile ...
Torrens Creek
P.M.
A 1.35 A  12-10
arr. 1.55 12.35
dep. 2.5 12.40
... A 2.11 A  12-48
... A 2.38 A  1-28
... A 250 A  1-49
... A 3.7 A  2-15
... A 3.22 A  2-351
arr. 3.90
dep. 3.50
189 189-mile Camp ... A 4.15 ...
195 Coalbrook A 4.31 ...
1423 201 201-mile ... A 4.47 ...
1413 208 Prairie  ... ...  5.5 ...
1169  222  Jardine Valley ... A 5.45
1071 236 HUGHBNDEN  ...  arr. 6 .25 ... ... ... ...
*  Trains meet here.
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guards.
The times shown thus  (A 5-50) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 28th October, 1887.
p.m.
*5.30 ...
A 5.40 ...
A 5.50 ...
A 5'54 ...
5.57 ...
A  6-7 ...
A 6.14 ...
A  6-24  ...
A 6.38 ...
6.48 ...
A  7-2  ...
A  7-12  ...
*7.45 ...
A 8.5 ...
A 8.378-40  ...
9.5 ...
50  ...
A 5.14 ...
... ... A 5.42 ...
...
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NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
operation on and after the  27th October, 1887.
Stations.
HUGHENDSN ...
Jardine Valley
Prairie ... ...
201-mile ...
Cowlbrook ...189-wile Camp
Torrens Creek ...
174-mile
Burrs ...
163-mile Siding
Warrigal ...
Springs ... ...
Pentland
Cape River ...
Mundic  Creek ...
Sensible  Creek...
Mixed .  Mixed. Mixed .  Goods.
a.m. a.m.
dep. 5.0 ...
... A 5.40 ...
... 6.15 ...
... A 6.34 ...
... A 6.49 ...
... A 7.5 ...
arr. 7.30 ...
dep. 7.50 ...
A 8.8 ...
... A 8.23 ...
... A 8.40 ...
... A 8.52 ...
... A 9.19 ...
arr. 9.25 ...
dep. 9.35 ...
... A 9.55 ...
... A 10.10 ...
... A 10.24 ...
arr. 10.35 ...
f
t
Homestead ...
123-mile ...
Lamond ...
Balfe's Creek ...
Powlathanga ...
dep.
Southern Cross ...
Featherby ... ...
Sandy Creek .. ...
Charters Towers arr.de
Plum Tree Flat ...
Triangle .. ...
Macrossan  Bridge ...
Exley ... ... ...
Fanning
Ravenswood June. arr.
RAVENswooD depart
Mount Wright ...
Kirk River ...
Grass Hut ... ...
Ravenswood June. arr.
*10.45 ...
A 10.57 ...
A 11.20 ...
*11.40 ...
A  11-57  ...
p.m.
A 12.20 ...
A 12.35 ...
A 12.44 ...
12.55 ...
1.15
A 1.27 ...
A 1.47 ...
1.55 ...
A 2.7 ...
A 2.21 ...
2.35 ...
6.20
A 6.41
A 6 58
A 7.267-40
Ravenswood  June. dep. 2.40
Haughton Valley ... 3.0 ...
Chisholm's ... ...  A 3.2
Cardington ... ... A 3.25 ...
Reid River  ... ... *3.40 ...
Philp's Siding... ... A 3.55 ...
Double  Barrel ... ... A 4.3 ...
Woodstock ... ... 4.15 ...
Mountain  View ... A 4.24 ...
Eliot ... A 4.34 ...
Antil  Plains  ... ... A 4.41 ...
Stanley ... ... ... A 4.47 ...
Powder Magazine  ...  4.55 ...
Roseneath  ... ... A 4.57 ...
Stewart 's Creek  ... A 5.0 ...
Cluden ... ... A 5.10 ...
Towwsvir .LS arrive  * 5.20
a.m. a.m.
... 8.0 ...
... A 8.22 ...
... A 8.40 ...
... A 9.3 ...
... A 9.20 ...
... A 9.54 ...
... 10.0 ...
... 10.5 ...
... A 10.30 ...
... A 10.48 ...
... A 11.4 ...
... *11.20 ...
P.M.
*12.35 ...
... A 12.55 ...
... A 1.23 ...
... 1.50 ...
... A 2.9 ...
... A  2-37 ...
... A 2.53 ...
... A 3.8 ...
3.20 ...
6.20 4.30 ...
A 6.32  A 4.50 ...
A 6.52  A 51 5 ...
7.0 *5.30 ...
A 7.12 A , 5.48 ...
A 7.26  A 6.4 ...
7.40 6.20 ...
8.0 6.35 ...
*8.20 6.55 ...
A 8.22  A 6.59 ...
A 8.45 A 7.27 ...
*9.0 *7.45 ...
A 9.15 A 8.5 ...
A 9.23 A 8.16
9.35 8.30 ...
A 9.45 A 8.40 ...
A 9.56 A 8.54
A 10.5 A 9.4
A 10.11 A 9.11
10.20 9.20
A 10.22 A 9.22
A 10.25 A 9.25
...
A 10.35  A 9.35 ...
10.45 9.45 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
...
...
*  Trains meet here.
t  These trains will have a carriage attached for the convenience of passengers travelling at their own  risk.
...
...
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
011 and after MO.NDAY,14th May, 1888, the following Time Table for the Maryborough Railway and Branches,  wlll come into operation until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.  Mixed. Mixed. Passenger Mixed.
2
MARYROROUGH ... dep.
Croydon Junction
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
6.0 7'0 7'40 10.52
A 6.8 ... A 7'45 ...
2 Cro ydon Junction dep.
6 Aldershot
9 Colton ... ...
15 Torbanlca  .,, ... ...
17 Burrrun ... ..
IS Howard arr. ...... t dep.  ...
19 Steley street Crossing... ...
29 Isis Junction arr. ,..
dep. ...
35 Gregory  ... ... ... ...
46 Elliott ... ... ... ...
50 Clayton .. ... ... ...
52  Racecourse
... ... ..,
51 Souin BUNOABRRO arr. .
29 Isis Junction  ..,  dep.
34 Abingdon ... ...
37 Horton  ... ... ... ...
41 Cuir,DRRS ... arr. ...
3 Sunbury ... ...  dep. A 6.11
5 Oakhurst A 6.19
9 Yengarie.., ... j  6-33
10 Graham 's Creek A 6.38
12 Munger ... ... ... . A 6.46
15 Antigua  ... ... ... 1 6'68
17 Ow anyilla  ...
..
A 7.6
20 Blackmount  ... . A 7.18
22 Tiaro  ... ... ... . 7.26
23 Kooringa A  7-30
26 Bopple  ... .. ... A 7.43
30 Gundiah arr. 8.0
"' dep. 815
82 Cootebie  .. ..• .,.  A 8'23
38 Kanyan  ... ... ...  A 8.16
39 Kilkivan Junction arr. 6'60
39 Kilkivan Junction  dep.  9.0
42 Dickabram  ..,  A 9.13
43
48
52
54
68
64
66
Miva ... ... ... A 9.18
h 'rooyar ... ... ...  A 9.40!
Boowogum ... ... A 9.55
Woolooga .., ... 10.5
Oakview ... ... A 10.25
Tansey ...
KILKIVAN
40 Thompson's Flat
43 Gunalda... ...
46 Kadina ... ...
49 Curra ...
51 Harvey's Siding
54 Coorella ... ...
56 Tamaree... ...
61 GYMPIE ... ...
err
dep.
arr.
A 7.6
A 7.20
A 7 30
A 7.50
A 7.56
8.0
11.2
A 11.14
A 11'23
A 11.41
A 11417
1150
11.53
12-20
12.38
1.14
A 1.26
A  1-32
1'40
A.M. A.M. A.M.
GrMPIE ... ...depart 540 7-40 ...
Taniaree ... ... ... A 6.0 A 7' 55  ,,.
Coorella ... ... ... A 6.8 A 8.1 ..,
Harvey's Siding ... ... A 6'20 A 8'10 ,,,
Lurra  ... ...  A 6'29  A 8.16 ...
Kadina  ... ... ... A 6'44 A  8-25  ...
Gunalda ... ... 7.1 8.36 ...
Thompson's Flat.., A T14 A 840
KILKIVAN ... ...depart
Tausey ... ... ...
Oakview ... ...
Woolooga ... ... ...
Boowogum .. .., ...
Brooyar ... .., ...
Miva ... ,.. ...
Dickabram .. ., .
Kilkivan Junction arrive
Kilkivan Junction depart 7'18 8.50
,,. Kanyan ... ... ... A 7.24 A 8 53
.., Gootchie ... ... ... A 7.51 A 911
arrive 9.17
... Gundiah ...
- - -- ---- depart 8-6  9.3:4
,., A 7.481 ... ...  A  12-55 ...  A  4-12  ... ... Bopple  ... ...  A 8.21 A 9.41
... A 7.64 ...  A 1.4 ... A 4 20 ...  ...  Kooringa  ... ... ...  A 8.39 A 9.56
... 8.6  ...  1.21 ... 4.36 ... ... Tia ro  .. ... ...  8.48 10.0
... A  8.9-i  ... ... A 1'26 ... A 4 .40 ... Blackmount  ... ...  A 8.54 A 10.6
,,. A 8'15 ... A 1.36 ... A 4 .48 ... ... Owanyilla .. ... ... A  9-7  A 10.16
8.24 ... 1.51 ... 6.0 ... ... Antigua  ... ... ...  9.15 10.22
.,, A 8.30 . ..  A 2.0 ... A  5-8 ... ...  Mungar  ... ...  A 930 A 10.31,
,,, A 8.39 ... A 2 .15 ... A 5.20  ... ...  Grabain 's Creek  ... ... I  A 9.39 A 10.37
846 ... 2 .25 5.28  ... ...  Yengarie  ... ... ... . 9.44 10410
.,, A 849  ... ...  A 2.30 . ..  A 5.32  ... ...  Oakhurst  ... ... ... 1 A 10.0 A 10.52
,,, A 8'58 , ... ...  A 2.45 .. .  A 5.44  ... ...  Sunbury  ... ... ...  I A 10.9 A 10.581
,,, 9.10 6.0 ... . ..  Croydon Junction  ...  A 10.13 A 11.2
9 -25 ... .., 3 .5 ... 6.15 ...
A 9 32 A 3'15  ...  A 6.23 ... ... CnrLURRS  ...  depart ... ...
,.. A 9.55  ... ...  A 3.45  ...  A 6.47  ... ...  Horton  ... ... ... ..,
...  9.59 ... ... 3.50 ...  6-51 ... ...  Abingdon  ... ... ... ...
his  Junction ... arrive
A 10.50 ...
1065
A 10.3 ... .., A 3.55 ... A 6.55
10.15 ... ... 4.10 ... 7.5
A 10.21  ... ...  A 4.25 ... A 7.17,
10.34 ... ... 4.48 ... A 7.29,
A 10.40 ... ...  A  4-56  ...  A 7.36,
A 1049  ... ...  A 5.10 ... A 7.481
A 10.66  ... ...  A 5'20 ...  A 7.56
11.15 640 815
SOUTH  BUNUABF. RG dep.
Racecourse ...
Clayton ... ...
Elliott ,,,
Gregory ... ,.. ,..
Isis Junction ...
Stele y Street Crossing ...
Howard ,,, arrive1 depart
Burrum ... ...
Torbanlca ... arrive{ depart
Colton ... ... ..
Aldershot ... ... ..
Croydon Junction
MARYBOROUGH ... arrive 10 23 11'10
8'0
A 8.3
A  8-10,
A 8.301
A 8.40,
A 8.53
'Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
,,, 1245
A  12-52
,,, A 12.59
... 1.14
.,, 1.50
... 2.8
... A 2'35
2.39
8.20  2-49
A B•24 A 2'53
A 8.32
A 9.10 A 2.69
A 9.30 3.17
A 9.411 A 3.26
A Q•R6  A R•:IAI
P.M. P.M.
... 4.0
,,, A 4.20,
... A 4'28,
... A 4'40
,,, 4.48
... A 5'0
6.12
- -- A 6.24
1.45
A 1.50
A 2'15
2.35
A 2.45
A 3.2
A 3.33
A 3.39
3.45
3.50 5.28
A  3-54  A  5-32
,., A  4-20  A 5.56
... 4.31 6.4
4.46 6'19
A 5.3 A 6.31,
,,, A 5.17 A 6413
... 5'28 6.47
... A 5.36, A 6.55
,,, A 6.48 A  7-7
...  6.56  7.15
.., A 6.8 A 7.27
,,, A  6-16  A  7-35
... 6.20 7.39
,,, A 6.36 A 7.55
.., A 6.16 A 8.3
... A 6.601 A 8.7
3-40  ...
A 3.56 ... ...
A 4.8 ... ...
4.28 ... ...
Mixed . Mixed.
P.M. A.M.
A 4.38
A 4.45
... ... .., 4'58
... ... 5'38
4'40 I ... ... 5'68
A 5'20  ... ... A  6-26  ...
5.24
A  5,28
A 5'36
A 6.0
A 6.9
6.21
1 9.0 10.5 3.45 6.30 7-0
6,30 4.10
A 6.33 A 4'17
4'20
A 6.40  4-50
A 7.0 A 5.12
A  7-10  A 5'23
A 7.22 5.37
8.15 1 7-30  5.45
t Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should notify the Guard at preceding station.
The Train leaving Maryborough at 12.40 p.m. on Thursdays carries explosives. Passengers cannot travel by that Train on that day.
The  times shown thus  (A 6.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only ,  and merely intended as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane, 4th May, 1888. F. CURNOW, Commissioner for Railways.
t
Mixed. Goods. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. Stations. Timber Passenger
and Goods.
Mixed.
A.M. P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M. P.M.
11-40  12.40 2'45 4.0 5.30 7.30
... A 12.50 ... A 48 ... ,..
A 11.48 ... A 2.53 ... A 5.37 A 7'38
A 1241 ... A  3-5  ... A 5.50 A 7'52
A 12.16 ... 3.17 ... A 6.0 A  8-3
A 12'40 .,. A 3.39 ... A 6.20 A  8-23
A 12.48 .., A  3-46  ... A  6-26  A 8.31
12.52 ... 3.50 ...  ... 8-35
1.32 ... ... 630
1.36  ...  ... ...  6-34
2-8  ... ... ... 7.10
2.18 ... ... ... 7'20
7.40
8'20
A 8.33
A 8.40
848
A 236
A 2.45
3.0
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
OPENING OF THE BEAUARABA BRANCH.-PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
,ON and after MONDAY, 11th June, 1888, the following T me Table will come into peration,
V and remain in force until further notice :-
VP TRAINS.
Miles from
Brisbane.
101
102
103
105
106
108
111
113
117
121
126
131
132
134
137
Stations. Mixed.
Daily.
p.m.
ToowooMBA ... depart 20
Whichello's Siding ... ...
Cranley ... ... A 2.8
Wetalla ... ... A 2.17
Pengarry Junction ... A 2.21
Gowrie Junction arr. ...dep. 2.30
Charlton ... ... D 2.44
Wellcamp ... ... A 2.52
Westbrook ... ... A 3.9
Beauaraba Junc'n ( arr. 3.25
Z dep. 3.30
Umbiram ... ... A 3.53
Southbrook ... .. A 4.11
Green Hills ... ... A 4.21
Balgownie ... ... A 4.31
PITTSWORTH ... arrive 4.45
Stations.
PITTSWOBTH ... depart
Balgownie ... ...
Green Hills
Southbrook
Umbiram
Mixed.
Daily ,  exce pt
y.Thursda
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
Wed. only.
7•s
.m.
5 10
e 7'19  A 5.22 ...
A 7.27  A 5.32 ...
A 7'33 A 5.90 ...
A 7.52  A 5.55 ...
BeauarabaJuno'narr. 815 .'dep. 8.25 6.15
Westbrook ... ... A 8.40  A 6.28 ...
Wellcamp ... ...  A 8.56 A 6.43 ...
Charlton  ... ... D 9.5 D 6.53 ...
Gowrie Junction
Z
a
de
Pengarry Junction ...
Wetalla ... ...
Cranley
Whichello's  Siding ...
TOOWOOMBA  ...  arrive
9.15  7-3
A 9.28 A 7.14 ...
A 9.34 A 7.18 ...
A 9.42 A 7'25 ...
9.55 7.90 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take  on passengers , and will set them down when required.
(D) Trains will stop to pick up passengers, on drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms, or to set down
passengers  if required.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
O N and after MONDAY, 11th June, 1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,
and remain in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Height
of Stations . Mixed.
Brisbane . Formation
feet. p.m.
168 1497 WARWICK ... ... depart 4.0 ... ...
167 1490 Killarney Junction 4.5 ... ...
172 1570 Hermitage ... ... ... D 4.25 ...
173 ... Glencairn  ... ... ... D 4.33 ...
174 1552 Swan Creek ... ... 4.41 ... ...
175 ... Summerhill ... ... D ... ...
177 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... 4.59 ... ...
180 1699 Yangan ... ... ... 5.13 ...
181 ... Rockbrae ... ... ... D 5.18 ...
183 1668 Emu Vale ... ... ... 5.32
186 1653 Dande roo ... ... ... 5.45
190 1690 Tannymorel ... ... 6.1
191 ... 191 m. 12c. ... ... A
195 1691 KILLABNBY ... arrive 6.20
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. Mixed.
a.m.
KILLARNEY ... ... ...  depart 8.10S m. 42c. ... ... ... ...
.
A
Tannymorel ... ... ... ... 8.30
Danderoo ... ... ... ... 8.46
Emu Vale ... ... ... 9.0
Rockbrae ... ... ... ... D 9.11
Yangan ... ... ... 9.17
Mount  Sturt ... ... ... ... 9.29
Summerhill ... ... ... ... D
Swan Creek ... ... ... ... 9.46
• Glencairn ... ... ... ... D 9.55
Hermitage ... ... ... ... D 10.3
Killarney Junction ... .  10.23
WARWICK ... ... ... arrive 10.30
(A) Train stops by signal to take  on pas  lengers,  and will set them down  when  re quired .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers  on drivers  observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to
alight should  give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
+Brisbane, 5th June,  1888 . Commissioner for Railways.
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MACKAY RAILWAY,!
TIME TABLE.
THE following Time Table  will come into operation  on MONDAY ,  6th February ,  1888,  and continue in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
a
5
6
7
8
9
11
14
15
15
17
18
21
22
23
Stations.
MACKAY ...
Show Grounds
Racecourse
Lagoons ...
Te  Kowai
Alexandra
Palms ...
Walkerston
Pleystowe...
Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon. Mon. Wed.
only. only .  and Fri.
a.m.
.., depart 6.0
A 6'6
A 6.12
A 6.15
A 6.18
A 6.23
A6'26
,., 6.30
A 6.36
A 6.44
arrive 6.50
Wollingford .,
Newbury Junction
Newbury Junction depart
Ripple ... ... ...
Vince ... ... ...
Victoria  ... ... ...
Draper ' s ... ... ...
ETON  ... ...  arrive
15 Newbury Junction depart
16 Dingle  ... ... ...
18 Marian  ... ... ...
19 Boldon ...
20 Otterburn ... ...
23 MIRANI  ... ...  arrive
8.4
A 8*8
A 8'12
A 8.18
A 8.21
8'30
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
1.45 ... ... 4.0
A 1'51  ... ...  A 4.6
A 1.57 ... ... A 4.12
A2.0 ... ... A4.15
A 2.3 ... ... A 4.18
A 2'8 ... ... A 4'23
A 2.11 ... ...  A 4.26
2.15 ... ... 4.30
A 2.21  ... ...  A 4.36
A 2-29 ... A 4.44
2-35 ... ... 4'50
Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon.,
Tues.,
Wed., Tues.
Thurs., and
and Fri. Thurs.
p.m. p.m.
3.30 ... 4.52
A 3.36  ...  A 4.58
A 3'40 ... A 5'2
A 3.50 ... A 5.12
A 3'56 ... A 5.18
4-0 ... 5.22
2.35
A 2'39
A 2'43
A 2.49
A 2'52
3.0
stations.
MIRANI  ... ...  depart
Otterburn ... ...
Boldon  ... ... ...
... Marian  ... ... ...
Dingle  ... ... ...
Newbury Junction arrive
ETON ... ... depart
Draper's ... ...
Victoria  ... ... ...
Vince  ... ... ...
Ripple  ... ... ...
Newbury Junction arrive
Newbury Junction depart
Wollingford ...
Pleystowe ... ... ..
Walkerston
Palms  ... ... ...
6'0 Alexandra ... ...
A 6.4 Te  K owai... ...
A 6'8 Lagoons  ... ... ...
A 6'14 Racecourse ... ...A. 6-171 Shaw Grounds ... .
6'26 MACKAY .,. ... arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.
Mon .,  Mon.,
wed. Tues., Tues .,  Daily. Sat .  Tue s.  sat. sat.
and Fri. Thurs., Wed., Thurs .,  only. and only. only.
and Sat. and Fri. and Sat .  Thurs.
a.m. a.m.
7'30
A 7'39
A 7'42
A 7'48
A 7.52
7'55
8.35 ... 3'5 ...
A 8'44  ...  A 3'14 ...
A8.47 ... A3.17 ...
a.m. a.m.  a.m. p.m. p.m.
... ... A 8.53  ...  A 3.23
A8'57 A327
9'0 ... 3.30 ...
7'35 8.30 ...
A 7'39 A 8.34 ...
A 7'45 A 8.40 ...
A 7'55 A 8.50 ...
A 7'59  A 8.54 ...
8'4 8.59 ...
... 9'0
A9.6
A 9.14
9'20
A9.24
A9.27
A 9'32
A 9.35
A 9'38
A 9.44
... 19.50
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.
Mon.,
Mon., Tues.,
Tues., Sat .  Sat. Sat. Wed.,
Thurs., only .  only. only .  Thurs.,
and Sat. and Fri.
a.m. a.m. I a.m.
6.50 7'55
A 6'56 A 8'l
A 7'0 A 8.5
A 7'10 A 8.15
A 7'16 A 8.21
7.20 8'25
p.m. p.m.
5.30 6'0
A 5.34 A 6.4
A 5'40 A 6'10
A 5.50 A 6'20
A 5.54 A 6.24
5.59 6.29
... 6.30
A 6.36
A 6'44
... 6'60
A 6'54
A 6.57
A 7'2
A7'5
A 7.8
A 7'14
... 7.20
The times shown thus  (A 6'6) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only,
F. CU1tNOW,
Commissioner for  Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane ,  28th  January, 1888.
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BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON  and after  MONDAY ,  the 11th June ,  1888, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry Railway will come into operation and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles stations .  Mixed.
a.m.
.. BUNDABBBG depart 8'0
3 Oakwood  ... ...  D
5 Sharon A
10 Gibson's Siding ... D
12 Bingera  ...  8.45
16 Goondoon  ... ... I D
20 Bolan... ... .. 9'20
23 Maroondan  ... ...  A
28 Gin Gin  ... ...  •10.5
30 Watawa arrive 10'10denar ;  10'15
36 Stockyard Creek
41 Moolboolaman  ...  11'0
44 Gillen's Siding A
56 Boolboonda  ... ...  A
58 Wonbah  ... ...  A
63 Wolca  ... ...  A
64 Drummer's Creek A
66 MOUNT PERRY arrive 12'40
Mixed.
p.m.
3.30
D
3'45
D
4.5
D
4'30
A
a4.55
5.0
6.5
550
A
A
A
A
A
7'30
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
MOUNT PERKY dep.
Drummer ' s Creek ...
Wolca ... ...
Wonbah ... ...
Boolboonda
Gillen 's Siding ...
Moolboolaman ...
Stockyard Creek ...
Watawa arrivet depart
Gin Gin ... ...
Maroondan ... ...
Bolan ... ... ...
Goondoon ... ...
Bingera .. ...
Gibson ' s Siding ...
Sharon ...
Oakwood
BUNDABEBG arrive
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Goods & Timber.
p.m.
2'20
A
A
A
A
A
4.0
D
4'40
4.45
a4.55
A
5.35
D
6.5
A
A
6'50
* Trains meet here.
NOTE.-( A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will  set them down where required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard .  No person except intending passe a iiers should go on these platforms.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
0 N and after  TUESDAY ,  1st May ,  1888, the following Time Table for the Cairns Railway willcome into operation and remain in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.
a.m.
7.30
A
A
A
A
A
9.10
D
9'50
9.55
*10.5
A
10'30
D
10.55
D
A
D
11'30
DOWN TRAINS.
S
Stations.
Mixed .
Mondays
only .
Mixed .
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
and
Sat. only.
Mixed.
Daily.
Stations.
Mixed .
Mondays
only .
Mixed .
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
and
Sat. only.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
.. CAIRNS  ... dep. 6.30 8 '0 510 REDLYNCH dep. 7'30 9'0 6.0
3 Edge Hill ... 6.41 8 .11 5.11 Richmond ... 7.34 9.4 6.4
5 Stratford ... ... 6.48 8 '18 5'18 Lily Bank ... 7'38 9.8 6.8
6 Lily Bank ... 6'52 8.22 5'22 Stratford ... ... 7.42 9.12 6.12
7 Richmond ... 6.56 8 .26 5'26 Edge Hill... ... 7.49 9.19 6.19
8 REDLYNCH arr. 7.0 8'30 5 '30 CAIRNS  ... arr. 8.0 9'30 6.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1888.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
I'HE foll owing Time  Table  will come into operation  on MONDAY ,  the 20th  June, 1887 ,  and will
II6 continue in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles from Stations . Mon .,  Wed.,Oooktown .  and Sat. only.
a.m.
CooxTOwN  ...  depart 9.0
4 Asmus  ... ... ...  A 9.12
5 Marton  ... ... ...  A 9.20
6 Po lice Camp  ... ...  A 9'25
9 Jansen  ... ... ...  A 9.36
12 Flaggy  ... ... ...  A 9'48
14 Wilton  ... ... ...  A 9.56V. Coolah  ... ... ...  A 10.11
25 Alderbury  ... ... ...  A 10.51
29 Normanby ... ... ... A 11.8
31 Palmer Road ... ... A 11.16
46 Welcome  ... ... ...  A 12.15
51 SANDOWN ... ... arrive 12.30
Stations.
... SANDOWN ...
... Welcome ...
... Palmer Road
... Normanby...
... Alderbury ...
... Coolah ...
... Wilton ...
... Flaggy ...
... Jansen ...
... Po li ce Camp
... Marton ...
Asmus ...
... COORTOWN
DOWN TRAINS.
Mon., Wed.,
and Sat. only
P.M.
... depart 1.30 ...
A 1.45 ...
A 2.45 ...
... ... A 2.53
... ... A 3.9
A 3.45
A 3.57, ...
A 4.5 ...
A 4.15 ...
... ... A 4.25 ...
A 4'27 ...
... ... A 4.33 ...
... arrive  4.45 ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers or Goods, and will set them down when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 9.12 ) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  8th June , 1887. Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND  NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
AMENDED TIME  TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
1N and after SUNDAY, 6th May, 1888, the following Amended Time Table will  come into operation
on the Northern Railway until further notice
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRANS.
Sunday, 8th May, Sunday , 13th May, Sunday ,  8th May, Sunday, 13th May,
Stations . and every and every Stations . and every and every
alternate  Sunday .  alternate Sunday. alternate Sunday .  alte rnate Sunday.
P.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
CsARTRRs TOWERS dep. 1130 6.0 TowxsvILLE ... dep. ... 6.0
Plum-tree Flat ... ... A 1.43 ... R id Ri arr. ... 7'35Triangle .. ... s 2.4 . , e ver dep. ... 7'44
Burdekin Tanks ... A 2.10 ... arr. ... 8.40
Macrossan Bridge arr. Ravenswood Jun. Zdep. 8.45
arr. 7.15 Macrossan Bridge dep. 5.0 ...Ravenswood June. de 7'20 Burdekin Tanks A 5.4p.
arr. . . Triangle ...
...
... A
...
6.11 ...Reid River ... dep. ...
.
Plum-tree Flat... ... A 5.32
TowNSVILLR ... arr. ... 10.0 CHARTERS TOWERS arr. 5.45 104
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guard.
f This Train will only stop at Stations at which it is timed to stop.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, F . CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  3rd May ,  1888 .  Commissioner for Railways.
By Autbority :.; AMES C. Bsan ,  Government Printer ,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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SUPPLEMENT
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VOL. XLIV.] THURSDAY,  21ST  JUNE,  1888 . [No. 41.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
A. MUSGRAVE, Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, hereby notify and
declare that a Bill intituled  " A Bill to Authorise the Appropriation
out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland of the Sum of  £250,000
towards the Service of the Year ending on, the last day of June,  ).8S9," as
finally passed by the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of the
said Colony, having been presented to' me, the Governor aforesaid, for the
Royal Assent, I did, on the fifteenth day of June instant, in the name of
Her Majesty, assent to the said Bill, and, on the same day, transmitted it to
the Legislative Council to be numbered and forwarded to the proper Officer
for enrolment in the manner required by Law.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER DUNN BANKIER
to be Deputy Returning Officer for tu e Electoral
District of Bulloo, during the absence and until the
return of the Returning Officer.
THOMAS McTLWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1888.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS REID MURPHY, Esquire,
to be an Executive Commissioner for Queensland
for the purposes of the Melbourne Centennial
International Exhibition.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE,  chael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  an Act passed  in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled " An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make  payments and do other
arts on such  Holidays,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time  to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas  it is  deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 5th proximo,
being the first day of the Annual Meeting of the
Mulgrave  Racing Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Bundaberg : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested  in me  by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
and declare that THURSDAY, the 5th proximo,
shall, within the Town of Bundaberg, be observed
as a Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVF.,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.S.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A.  4 USGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
(? j HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first1T year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectingobligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Wednesday, the 4th proximo, being the
day appointed for holding the Annual Meeting
of the Barcaldine Central Racing Club, to be a
Public Holiday in Barcaldine : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested  in me  by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that WEDNESDAY,
the 4th proximo, shall, within the Town of Barcal-
dine, be observed.as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVF.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A.• MUSGRAVE,  chael and St . Geore, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-thief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-first year  of Her Majesty' s reign,  intituled
An Act  to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations  to make  Payments and do
other acts  on such Holidays,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  from time to time,  by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas  it is  deemed expedient
to proclaim Tuesday, the 10th proximo, being the
first day of the Annual Meeting of the Nanango
Racing Club, to be a Public Holiday in Nanango :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act,  and of  all other
powers enabling me in that  behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that TUESDAY, the 10th proximo, shall, within the
Town of Nanango, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on  such holidays,"  it  is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Thursday, the 12th proximo, being the
opening day of the Annual Exhibition of the
Queensland Pastoral and Agricultural Society, to be
a Public Holiday in Ipswich : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY,
the 12th proximo, shall, within the Town of Ipswich,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane , this twentieth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority : JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer,  William  street ,  Brisbane.
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ANNO QUINQUAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORIA: REGIN}E.
No. 17.
An Act to  Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund
of Queensland of the Sum of  £250,000 towards the Service of the Year
ending on the last day of June, 1889.
ASSENTED TO 15TH JUNE, 1888.
WJIEREAS we, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects,  Preamble.the members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to your Majesty the sum hereinafter mentioned
towards the service of the year ending on the last day of June, One
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine : And whereas we desire
to make good out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland
the sum granted to your Majesty as aforesaid : Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the  same, as  follows :-
1. Out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland there Appropriation.
may be  issued  and applied a sum of Two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds for or towards making good the supplies granted to Her
Majesty for the service of the year ending on the last day of June,
One thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
2. The
64
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Appropriation  Act No. 1.
Treasurer to pay
moneys as directed
by warrant.
Treasurer to be
allowed credit for
sums paid in pur-
suance of warrant.
Short title.
2. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the
sum above named for the purpose aforesaid to such persons, upon
such days, and in ' such proportions as the Governor, by any warrant
or order in writing under his hand and directed to the said Treasurer,
shall from time to time order and direct, and the payments so made
shall be charged upon and payable out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of the Colony.
3, The Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time
be allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him in
pursuance of such warrant or order in writing as aforesaid, and the
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall be
so paid shall be a full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such sum or sums as shall be therein
mentioned, and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
4. This  Act may  be cited as  91 The  Appropriation Act of
1888-9, No. 1."
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BELL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT MITCHELL BOYD and
JoHN THOMAS ABBOTT
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse, in
the parish of Trebonne, in the room of W. P.
Canny, resigned, and E. Cowley, left the District.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The CLERK  OF PETTY SESSIONS  At CROYDON
to be Acting Land Agent thereat, under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,"
in the room of the Police Magistrate, relieved of
the duties.
M. HUME BLACK.
li
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation  tendered by
WILLIAM Rosa
of his  appointment as a Justice  of the Peace.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1888
[ 1 IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that  the names
ROBERT  McLEAN and
JOSEPH WILLIAM BOOKER
be substituted for Robert Alexander McLean and
William Joseph Booker, respectively, appearing
in the notification of the appointment of certain
gentlemen to be Justices of the Peace, published
in the  Gazette  of  the 26th of May last.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MICHAEL MCCARTHY
to be Inspector of Brands for the District of West
Moreton. This appointment to take effect from
the 1st proximo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following appointment, promotions,
and transfers of Teachers in the service of the
Department of Public Instruction, viz.
JOHN TAYLOR
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 2, and appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Ashwell;
JAMEs ATTHow
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Albert State School at Mary-
borough ;
SARA ALLEN
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the Albert State School, Maryborough;
MARY JANE CARRAWAY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at South Brisbane ;
ALICE LAwsON USHER
to be promoted to the position of Sixth Assistant
Teacher in the Albert State School, Maryborough ;
ANNIE ELIZABETH WEARIN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Bolan South ;
MASOARET BOYNE WOOD
to be promoted to the position of Fifth Assistant
Teacher in the Albert State School, Maryborough.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
TS IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve, in accordance with the Regulations
under  " The Orphanages Act of  1879," that the
undermentioned ladies be appointed Members of
District Visiting Committees in connection with
the Diamantina Orphanage for the District and
Town of Maryborough, viz.:-
Mrs. BLAIN,
Mrs. HARRINGTON,
Mrs. KERR,
Mrs. O'CONNOR, and
Mrs. WINSPEAR.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified thatWilliam Henry Griffin and
Thomas North
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Clermont,  vice  J.  Bardsley and
Leo Damke, resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
Forfeited Special Timber License No. 2 (G. A.
Mason ), in the parish of Durundur, in the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, containing 602 acres, will
be open to the operation of Ordinary Timber
Licenses on and after MONDAY, the 6th August,
1888.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of" 1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Department  of Public Lands,
Under Secretary.
Brisbane , 5th October. 1885.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAVE,  chael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested,  and in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Recreation
in the parish of Redcliffe,  containing  thirty-five
acres  one rood, established by Proclamation dated
8th January, 1886, be placed permanently under
the control of the Redcliffe Divisional Board.
88-138-P.L.
E.M.-8$88.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
June, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD  Siva  THE QUEEN ]
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare  that the Roads described hereunder shall
be and are  hereby opened as Public Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Z.M. 7-4 .87-G'.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
3859, Ipswich District. (Thomas Enright.)
From the south-east corner of portion 35, parish
of Rosevale, north along and within the east boun-
dary of that portion for thirteen chains;-con-taining one acre two roods eight perches.
E.M. 3-9-85-0 9.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No 977, Bundaberg District. (William Henry
Williams.)
From the north-west corner of Selection 977,parish ofGregory, south along and within part of
its west boundary to Special Timber License No.
7 ;--containing two acres one rood twenty-two
perches, taken from a reservation of eight acres two
roods twenty-four perches.
E.M.-17 -5-88--V'.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
403, Townsville District. (David Morgan.)
Across the south-western corner of portion 403,
parish of Scott;- containing two acres twenty-three
perches, taken from a reservation of ten acres for
road purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Aramac Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, at the Court House, Barcaldine, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August1888: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by
any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 1,
in the said District, shall be 5,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Aramac Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E•M•_8.6-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEERI M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTION.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. 1.
(Being blocks-Forrester, Kateroy, Lower Kateroy, Rio Downs No. 2, and Rio Downs No. 3, on the
resumed part of Bowen Downs Consolidated Run.)
Commencing at the  east  corner of Forrester Block, and bounded thence by the north and north-
west boundaries of that block bearing west and south-westerly ; by the south-west boundaries of
Forrester, Lower Kateroy, and Rio Downs No. 3 Blocks south-easterly, crossing the Thomson River ;
by the south-east boundaries of Rio Downs No. 2 and Rio Downs No. 3 Blocks north-easterly ; by the
north-east boundaries of Rio Downs No. 2 and Kateroy Blocks north-westerly ; and by part of the
south-east boundary of Forrester Block north-easterly to the point of commencement.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ABAMAC LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion.
Annual
Area .  Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Bowen Downs Kateroy ... lv 5,000 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2
2 Ditto ditto ... 2v 5,000 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2
3 Ditto Longreach ... 6v 5,000 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2 Subject to the pay-4 Ditto ditto ... 7v 4,900 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2
5 Ditto ditto ... 8v 5,000 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2 ment of the value
of improvements,6 Ditto ditto ... 9V 5,000 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2 if any.7 Ditto ditto ... 10v 4,974 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2
8 Ditto ditto ... 11v 4,986 0 0 19 8 0 0 0 2
9 Ditto ditto ... 15v 339 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 2
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Aramac Land Agent's District shall be open to selection, at the Court House, Barcaldine,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And
I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3, in the said District, shall be  320  acres.
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And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Aramac Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-8-6-88 . Gon SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
A. R. P. £ a. d. a. d. £ a. d.
1 Bo wen Downs ... Goodberry 3v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 .. '
2 Ditto ... ditto 4v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 6 1 0 0 a,' m3 Ditto ... ditto 5v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 6 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ditto 6v  160 0 0 8 7 0 0 6 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ditto 7v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 6 1 0 0 °
6 Ditto ... ditto  8v 104 3 0 8 7 0 0 6 1 0 0 So
7 Ditto ... Longreach lv 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 9 1 10 0
d
8 Ditto ... ditto 2v  157 0 0 8 7 0 0 9 110 0 m
9 Ditto ditto 3v 160 0 0 8 7 0 0 9 110 0
10 Ditto
...
... ditto  4v 1600 0 8 7 0 0 9 110 0I )
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
I " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
Survey Fee.
M. HUME BLACK.
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
E.M.-8-6.88 . GOD S. vn THE QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AG ENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area. Survey Fee.
M. HUME BLACK
m
pa
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
A. R. P. £  a.  d. s. d . A s. d.
1 Emu Creek Djuan 45v 160 0 0 8 16 0 0 8 1 5 0  ) ,Q
2 Ditto ditto 46v 82 2 0 6 7 0 0 8 1 5 0 +'q
3 Ditto ditto 47v 160 0 0 8 16 0 0 9 1 10 0 m0
4 Ditto  ditto 48v 160 0 0 8 16 0 1 0 2 0 0
5 Ditto  ditto 49v 160 0 0 816 0 1 0 2 0 0
pF3
6 Ditto ditto avv 160 0 0 816 0 1 0 2 0 0
7 Ditto ditto 51v 160 0 0 816 0 1 0 2 0 0
8 Ditto ditto 52v 160 0 0 816 0 1 0 2 0 0
9 Ditto ditto 53v 160 0 0 8 16 0 1 0 2 0 0 °
10 Ditto ditto 54v 160 0 0 8 16 0 0 9 1 10 0
11 Ditto ditto 55v 160 0 0 8 16 0 0 9 1 10 0
12 Ditto ditto 56v 160 0 0 8 16 0 0 9 1 10 0 .2-
13 Ditto ditto 57v 80 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 1 0 0
14 Ditto ditto
di
58v
59v
160
160
0
0
0
0
816
8 16
0
0
1
0
0
9
2
1
0
10
0
0
8.
s15
.16 ttoDittoDitto ditto 60v 160 0 0 8 16 0 0 9 1 10 0) r
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
" THE CROWN LA NDS ACT  OF  1884."
LAND COMMI SSIONERS'  COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
1 " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868  "  and  " I he
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
Dist rict. Jan. Feb .  March .  April.  May. June.
.tllora * ... ... .. ...  Wed. 28 ...
Aram. ... ... Thurs. 5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 21 Wed. 18
Barcaldinet ...
Beenleigh  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed. 11
Blackall ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs .26 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 22 Thurs.26
Brisbane ... ...  Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Bundaberg ... Sat. 14 Sat .  11 Sat .  10 Sat. 14
Burketown  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed. 11
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 9 ...
Charleville  ...  Tues .  3 Mon .  6 Mon .  5 Tues. 3
Charters Towers Wed. 4 Wed .  I Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Clermont  ...  Thurs .  26 Thurs .  23 Thurs .  29 Thurs.26
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed. 11
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri. 24 Fri. 23 Fri. 27
Emerald * ...  Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Esk* ... ... Wed .  18 ... Wed. 21 ...
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
ri lyan)
July.
... Wed. 27 I
Thurs .  3 Wed .  20, Wed. 18
Wed. 16 Wed.  201 Wed. 18
Tues .  121 Tues. 10
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Thurs .  28 Thurs. 26
Fri. 25 Thurs .  21 Thurs. 26
Tues .  1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat. 12 Sat. 9 Sat. 14
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 13
Moc.. 7 Mon .  4 Mon. 2
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs. 26
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 25 Fri .  29 Fri. 27
Mon. 21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Wed. 16 ... Wed. 18
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Gladstone  ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs.23 Thurs.22 Thurs .26 Fri. 25
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri . 13 Fri .  10 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Gympie ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
ilerberton  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Ingham  ... ...  Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28 Wed. 25  Wed. 30
Inglewood * ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 2 Fri .  6 Fri. 4
Isisford  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Mackay ... ... Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8 Thurs. 12 Thurs. 1e
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20 Fri .  17 Fri .  16 Fri .  20 Fri. 18
Mitchellt ... Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Thurs .  9 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Nanango .. Wed .  11 Wed . 8 Wed.  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9
Nebo  (Mt. Britton )  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Nerang* ... Thurs. 9 ... Thurs.12
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues. 8
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Rockhampton  ...  i Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon. 14
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9
St. George  ...  Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues. 15
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed . 1 Wed. 'f Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 231 Mon .  27 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs .23 Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thurs.31
Tambo  ... ... I  Wed. 4 ,  Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Taroom .. Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Tonnincering  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Thargomindah ...  ' Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28
Townsville  ...  Thurs.  1-! Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8 Thurs.12 Thurs.10
Warwick  .. ....  Tues. 24 Tues. 28 Tues .  27 Tues .  24 Tues. 29
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Fri. 8
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Sat. 16
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Thurs. 14
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs.28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs.14
Tues. 26
Thurs.26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Fri. 6
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Sat. 14
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
August. Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 28 ... ... Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed .  14 Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed .  17 Wed . 21 Wed. 19
Tues. 7 Tues. 11 Tues. 9 Tues. 6 Tues. 11
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Thurs . 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .26 Thurs.22 Thurs. 27
Thurs .  23 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25 Thurs.  22  Thurs. 27
Tues .  7 Tues. 4 Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 11 Sat. 8 Sat. 13 Sat .  10 Sat. 8
Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 0 ed. 6
Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 14  ...  Sat. 10
Mon. 8 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 K ed .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs.30 Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thurs.29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Fri. 24 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 16 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs. 23'
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Tues. 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thurs. 26 Thurs.30
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 1 Wed. 1
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9
Tues .  24 Tues. 28
Thurs.27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri . 14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri . 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 26 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 7 Fri .  6 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Fri. 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Thurs .  13 Thurs. 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 21 Fri .  19 Fri .  16 Fri. 21
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Sat. 15 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 15
Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
.. Thurs . 11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues. 11 Tues .  9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 10 Mon .  8 Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues. 18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon. 26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Thurs . 27 Thurs . 25 Thurs.29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Thurs .  13 Thurs.11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days fa ll ing on a holiday the Court will be held on the fo ll owing day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th April, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for genera ]  information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" have been made
for closin the undermentioned Roads ,  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Toowoomba  ;  Police Offices,
Harrisville and Jondaryan  ;  and Post Offices,
Harrisville and Oaky.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pari sh. Area.
*1 A. E. P.The Mutda -  The road separating Mutdapilly 3 3 0
pilly  Divi- subdivisions 37 and 38
sional of portion 90 from
Board ,  on subdivisions 31 and 30
account of of portion 122
Messrs.
Stodart and
Marks
2 Messrs .  Sha- The road separating the King  ...  6 3 14
nahan and camping and water
Jennings reserve  (being por-
tions 172 and 187) from
portions 173 and 186
*  NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made  for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
No.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation .  Pari sh. Area.
A. R. P.
Raff, Robert -  The road separating  Thorn  ...  33 0 0
son, and  Co. portion  435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T  is hereby notified for genera l  information, that
application under the eighty -ninth section of
" Tlie Crown  Lands  Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the LandOffice, Ipswich ,  and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pa ri sh. Area.
A. S. P.
1 The Tarampa  Di- The  road separating  Gatton  ...  5 3 20
visional Board ,  portion 83,  parish
on account  of of  Tenthill, from
Dyson Lacy portion 87
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
} T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under the  eighty- ninth section of
The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests  affected.
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices,  'Mambo, Herberton,  and Ipswich ;  Police
Offices , Tambo,  Herberton ,  Gatton ,  Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe  ;  and Post Offices, Tambo ,  Herber-
ton, Gatton ,  Dugandan ,  and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 A. M. Mac- The road separating  Herberton  0 3 11
Ilwaine portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant The road separating ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac-  The road separating ditto • 1 2 23
Dwaine  portions 10 and 9 from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The road separating Gatton  ...  6  2  15
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
5  C.W. Clarke Part of the  road sepa -  Tenthill  ...  3 3 30
6
7
•8
rating portion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 north-westerly
to the reserved road
Margaret The road separating Tambo  ...  19 0 0
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
About
Adam Bar- The road separating Coochin ... 7 0 0
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James  R. The reserved road Tarampa... 4 0 0
Atkinson, through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
* NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be car ri ed
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
r is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at  this Office ;
at the Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROARS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Rpplicant. situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  IL  P.
1 The Ellens -  The road separating por- Radcli ffe 10 3 30
ville Land tion 100, pa ri sh of Bur-
Company pengary, from portions
510 and 520 ,  parish of
Radcliffe
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary
being the continuation
of the last -mentioned
road
3 A. F. Luya The reserved road through Como ...  26 0 0
portion 1079
Nova .- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried  '  NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
out in connection with the opening of another road. in connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the names of the intended
grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said  grants  and in every deed
containing the erroneous  name ; and such grants
and every such deed shall  operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-70073.
Date of Deed-13th April, 1888.
Name of Grantee-William Clowes.
Land Granted-Portion  382, county of Flinders,
parish of Uxbridge.
Area-640 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as William
Clowes, instead of William Smith Clowes, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-31967.
Date of Deed-20th September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Maria Henricksen.
Land  Granted-Allotment 1  of s ction 35, town
of Bundaberg.
Area-3 roods.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Maria
Henricksen, instead of Maria Hendrickson, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-66461.
Date of Deed-12th January, 1887.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich Hendricksen.
Land Granted-Portion  812, county of Cook,
parish of Kinagin.
Area-156 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Heinrich
Hendricksen, instead of Heinrich Reinold Hend-
rickson, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas and  descrip.
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants  and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas  and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4619.
Date of Deed-5th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Richard Symes Warry.
Land Granted-Portion 22,  county of Stanley,
parish of Warner.
Area-140 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner, portion 22.
Area-156 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the North
Pine River on the north-east side of the main
Gympie road, and bounded thence on the south-
west by that road bearing 134 degrees twenty-seven
chains and twenty-five links and passing through
a post twenty-five links from the said river and 1,56
degrees twenty-seven chains and sixty and seven-
tentlis links; on the south-east by a road bearing 73
degrees thirty-four chains and sixlinks ; on the north-
east  by portion 21 bearing 343 degrees twenty-one
chains and fifty links to the right bank  of a salt-
water arm  ;  thence by a line bearing 295  degrees
41 minutes to the left bank ; thence by that arm
downwards to the North Pine River ; and thence
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-23816.
Date of Deed-2nd May, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Watson.
Land Granted--Portion 2,  county of Cook,
parish of Gooburrum.
Area- 320 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  or DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum,  portion 2.
Area- 323 acres  29 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burnett
River at the south-east corner of portion 1, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion and a
line bearing north eighty-eight chains and fifty
links ; on the north by portions 36, 35, 34, and 33
bearing east forty chains and twenty links ; on the
east  by a line bearing south seventy-one chains
and twenty- nine  and a-half links to the Burnett
River; and on the south-east by that river  upwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-3886.
Date of Deed--16th May, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Lyle.
Land Granted-Portion 59,  county of Living.
stone, parish of Archer.
Area-43 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION or DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer,  portion  69.
Area-43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
60, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 359 degrees 16 minutes  seventeen chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the north by a line
bearing 270 degrees 8 minutes twenty-four chains
and eight and a-half links ; on the west by a road
bearing 178 degrees 58 minutes eighteen chains
and twenty-four and a-half links; and on the south
by portion 60 bearing 89 degrees  29 minutes
twenty-three chains and ninety-eight and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that it is intended to proclaim open a Pub lic
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Pinki lla, is published  as required
by the Act, and for  the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUIdE,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Pinkilla ,  situated in the Pastoral
Districts of Gregory South and Warrego, in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Queensland Investment and Land
Mortgage Company ,  Limited, the pastoral tenants
of the conso lidated run known as Pinkilla, situated
in the Pastoral Districts of Gregory South and
Warrego, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs known as Moscow ,  Russia,
Prince, Lumpy, Lumpy No. 2, Kasir, Pinkilla,
and Sharkey ,  have given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the twenty-eighth day
of August, 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Pinkilla ,  and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall  comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
88  square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile fifty -six chains
south of a mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over
L2 over L in triangle, and bounded thence by a
north line passing through the said tree and a
leopard-wood-tree marked broad-arrow over G in
triangle six miles fifty chains to a mulgah-tree
marked  broad- arrow  over G.L. in triangle ; thence
by a west line passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad -arrow  over Y  in triangle sixteen
miles fifteen chains to a giddiali-tree marked broad-
arrow in triangle  ;  thence by a south line two miles
sixty-five chains to a post marked broad -arrow over
U in triangle  ;  thence by an east line passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over M five
miles to a post marked broad -arrow over BY over
E ; thence by a south line about three miles sixty-
five chains to a point west of starting point ; and
thence by an east line passing one mile fifty-six
chains south of a post marked broad-arrow over L
eleven miles fifteen chains to the point of com-
mencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said astoral tenants shall  be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.
230 square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile fifty-six chains
south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
L2 over L in triangle, and bounded thence by a
southerly line passing twenty-four chains west of
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over W
in triangle eight miles twenty-four chains to a point
twenty-four chains west of a box-tree marked broad.
arrow  over L over CW in triangle ; thence by an
east line passing through the last-mentioned-tree
about sixty -four chains to a point forty -eight chains
west of a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over
H.A. in triangle  ;  thence by a south line about nine
miles fifty chains to a point seventy -two chains
west of a beefwood -tree marked broad-arrow over
OS in triangle  ;  thence by a west line five miles
passing through a leopard -wood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over YT  in triangle to a point seventy-two
chains beyond same ; thence by a north line passing
one mile west of a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over P over  WN in  triangle two miles fifty-nine
chains ; thence by a west line passing forty chains
north of a tree on the left bank of Bargo Bargo
Creek marked broad -arrow over B over 13 in
triangle and crossing that creek about five miles
forty-four chains to a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over R in triangle  ;  thence by a north line
crossing Bargo Bargo Creek about twenty-four
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 11 in triangle passing thirty chains west of a
boree-tree marked broad -arrow over KP in triangle
and through a boree-tree marked broad -arrow over
LB in triangle nine miles to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over RM in triangle ; thence by a
west line one mile fifteen chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over M over B ; thence by a north
line about six miles fifteen chains to a point west
of starting point ; and thence by an east line passing
one mile fifty-six chains south of a post marked
broad-arrow over L eleven miles fifteen chains to
the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
[z s E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
1"'HE following order  of the Land  Board, con-firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1881" of the Run
known as Fernlee ,  is published  as required by the
Act, and  for the information of those whom it may
concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the  Matter  of the Division of the Run
known as Fernlee ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS The  Scottish  Australian Investment
Company, Limited ,  the pastoral tenants of the
consolidated run known as Fernlee ,  situated in
the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as Boanbirra No. 1, Boanbirra No. 2,
Boanbirra No. 3, Boanbirra No. fi, and Fernlee
No. 1, have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the eleventh day of May, 1885,
that they elect to take advantage of the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof: And whereas the
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided into two parts, and has referred
the matter of the said division to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the
Land Board constituted under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Art of  1884 " : Now, upon
reading the said notice  fr om the said pastoral
tenants ,  and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said consolidated run known as Fernlee,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned,
be divided  into two parts ,  and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz.:-
1372  square miles.
Commencing at a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow
over B2 in triangle, and bounded thence by an east
line about four miles ten chains to a paddock fence;
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thence by a south line along part  of that fence
forty chains ; thence by  an east line  passing
through a point forty chains south of a beef wood.
tree marked  broad-arrow over  B over 2.1 in triangle
about nine  miles fifty  chains to a point three miles
sixty chains  beyond the  last -mentioned point ;
thence  by a south line about  eight miles three
chains to  a box-tree marked broad-arrow over YF
in triangle  ; thence by  an easterly line three miles
sixty chains to a box -tree  marked broad-arrow over
Fl in triangle  ;  thence by  a south line one mile
twenty-six  chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over F over  B5 in triangle  ; thence by  a west line
passing through a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow over FB in triangle ,  a coolibah -tree marked
broad-arrow  over BB in triangle , and a beefwood-
tree marked broad -arrow over B4 in triangle
fifteen miles  twenty-seven  chains to  a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over B in triangle ;  thence by
a north line three miles  twenty-two  chains to a tree
marked broad -arrow  over WB in  triangle  ;  thence
by a west line three miles  seventeen  chains ;
thence by a north line six miles fifty -eight chains
to a box-tree marked broad -arrow over B1 in
triangle  at a point  west of starting  point ; and
thence by  an cast line one mile four chains to the
point of  commencement.
And that the  other part ,  being the  part for which
the said  pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the  conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land  described as follows ,  viz.:-
2282  square miles.
Commencing at a bendee -tree marked broad-arrow
over B2 in triangle ,  and bounded  thence  by an east
line about four miles ten chains to a paddock fence;
thence by  a south line along part of that fence
forty  chains ; thence by an east line passing
through a  point forty  chains south of a beefwood-
tree marked broad -arrow over B over 2.1 in triangle
about  nine miles fifty chains to a point three miles
sixty chains  beyond the last-mentioned point ;
thence by  a north line  about three  miles seventy-
nine chains to a box-tree  marked  broad-arrow over
RM in triangle  ; thence by  a west line two miles
seventy-six chains to  a post marked YN; thence
by a north  line passing  through a giddiali-tree
marked broad-arrow  over  Y in triangle fourteen
miles twenty -one chains to a point  sixty-six chains
east of a box -tree marked  broad-arrow  over FW in
triangle; thence by a west line to that tree; thence
by a north  line two miles  thirty-one  chains to a
bendee-tree  marked broad -arrow over  B over 6 in
triangle ; thence by a west line  passing through a
box-tree marked .broad-arrow over r over C. W in tri-
angle ten miles to a box-tree  marked broad- arrow over
B6 over N in triangle ; thence by  a south line passing
through a box-tree  marked brosd -arrow over BE
over N in triangle, a bendee-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over 3.6. in triangle ,  and a bendee-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 2.3 in triangle
twenty miles to the  point of  commencement.
Given under  the seal  of the  Board ,  this thirteenth
day of  June ,  A.D.  1888.
[z s ] E. DESHON , Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.THE  following order  of the  Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884' of
the Run known as Tobermory ,  is published as
required  by the  Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known is Tobermory ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of W arrego, in  the Colony  of Queens-
land.
WB E REAS Richard Jones ,  the pastoral tenant of
the consolidated run known as Tobermory,
situated in the Pastoral District of Warrego, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising the con-
terminons runs known as Corangina ,  Karawla,
Call, Mary,  Rose, Tobermory, and Oban ,  has given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
seventeenth day of July, 1885, that he elects to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act  of  1884"  with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected,
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts ,  and has referred the matter of the
said division to us , Edward  Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act  of  1884 ": Now ,  upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that the
division of the said run made  by the said  Secretary
for Public  Lands be confirmed : And we do  further
order  that  the said consolidated run known as
Tobermory,  and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned ,  be divided into two parts ,  and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part shall comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz.:-
1042 square miles.
Commencing at a point three miles fifty-five
chains south of a mulgalt -tree marked broad-arrow
over  'O over M in triangle ,  and bounded  thence by
a north line to that tree ; thence by an east line
passing through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over  0  over T in triangle about five miles fifty-six
chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over CS in triangle ; thence by a north line passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over KA
in triangle nine miles seventy chains to a tree
marked broad -arrow over K over CS in triangle ;
thence by a west line one mile fifty-six chains to a
giddiah-tree marked broad -arrow over CK in
triangle ; thence by a north line three miles twenty-
seven chains to a giddiah -tree marked broad-arrow
over K over CE in triangle ; thence by an east
line two miles sixty-five chains to a mulgah-tree
marked broad -arrow over N in triangle ; thence by
a south line ten miles to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over NC in triangle ; thence by an east
line about eight miles forty-seven chains  ;  thence by
a south line passing through a giddiah -tree marked
broad-arrow over P over C in triangle and a mul-
gah-tree marked broad -arrow over C over C in
triangle six miles seventy-two chains to a point east
of starting point ; and thence by a west line about
fifteen .  miles sixty-four chains to the point of com-
mend ment.
And that the other part ,  being  *he  part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
cribed by  the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
2034 square miles.
Commencing at a point three miles fifty-five
chains south of a mulgah -tree marked broad-
arrow over  0  over M in triangle, and bounded
thence by a south line about six miles one chain
to a giddiah -tree marked broad -arrow over M
over  0  in triangle  ;  thence by a west line
seventy chains to a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over M over A in triangle  ;  thence by a
south line two miles sixty-six chains ; thence by an
east line about three miles to and across Gumbo
Gumbo Creek at a point seventy-two chains in a
direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over
R over 70 in triangle ; thence by the left bank of
the said creek downwards to a point east of a tree
on the opposite side of the creek marked broad-
arrow over G over 10 in triangle ; thence by a west
li ne crossing the creek and passing through the said
tree about seven miles twelve chains to a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over R over 7 in triangle ;
thence by a south line four miles to a mulgah-tree
marked broad -arrow over M over R in triangle ;
thence by an east line eight miles fifty -five chains
to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over  Ti  over
M in triangle  ;  thence by a north line crossing
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Gumbo Gumbo Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over G over 8 in triangle three miles five
chains to a point two chains south of a mulgah.
tree marked broad-arrow over YN over CE in
triangle ; thence by a west line  sixteen chains ;
thence by a north line about nine miles fifty-six
chains to a point bearing north 343 degrees east and
distant three chains from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over CE in triangle ; thence by
an east  line about five miles to a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over T over C over CE
in triangle ; thence by a north line passing through
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over Y
in triangle about six miles sixty-five chains to a
point east of starting point ; and thence by a west
line about fifteen miles sixty-four chains to the
point of  commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fifteenth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
[L.s.] F. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd June, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, confirm-ing the division made under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as Werie Ela, is published as required by
the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act o 1884,f  "
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Werie Ela, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Sir William John Clarke, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Werie
Ela, situated in the Pastoral District of Warrego,
in the Colony of Queensland, comprising the con-
terminous runs known as' Boongithara, Werie Ela,
Werie Ela West, Bundilla, and Goomilla, has
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the fifteenth day of July,  1886,  that he
elects to take advantage of the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode
of making a fair division thereof : And whereas
the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided into two parts, and has re-
ferred the matter of the said division to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the
Land Board constituted  under  the provisions of
" the Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands be
confirmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Werie Ela, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows,  viz.  :- 73 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundilla Creek
at a point about eight chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over B over 8 in triangle, and bounded
thence by a west line crossing the creek about two
miles  forty-eight chains ; thence by a north line
passing fifty-five links east of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over 1R0  over C in triangle
about six miles sixty-two chains to a point west of
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over WE over
W in triangle; thence by  an east  line passing
through the last-mentioned tree to one of the south-
west corners and along one of the south boundaries
of the Dundoo Holding ten miles sixty chains ;
thence by a south line along part of one of the
west boundaries of the said holding six miles sixty-
two chains to a point east of starting point ; and
thence by a west line about eight miles twelve
chains to Bundilla Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lea'e for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described  as follows,  viz.
1574  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundilla Creek
at a point about eight chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over B over 8 in triangle, and bounded
thence by  a west line crossing  the creek about two
miles  forty-eight chains ; thence by a south line
passing six chains west of a mulgah -tree marked
broad -arrow over C in triangle ten miles eighteen
chains to a point three links north and twenty-nine
chains east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over CE in triangle ; thence by an east line one
mile thirty -five chains to and across Bundilla  Creek
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over 3 in triangle on its right bank; thence by the left
bank of the last-named creek downwards to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle; thence
by an east line passing through a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over G in triangle eight miles to a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 1 in
triangle ; thence  by a south  line one mile sixteen
chains to a peg which is six chains fifty-eight links
north of a mul;ah-tree marked broad-arrow over
DN in triangle ; thence by  an east line one mile
twenty-four chains ; thence by a north line passing
five chains east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over W in triangle eleven miles forty-
eight chains to a point bearing north 148 degrees
east and distant forty-five links from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over G over W in
triangle ; thence by an east line one mile seventy-
one chains to a point south of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over M in triangle on Werie
Ela Creek ; thence by a north line crossing the said
creek at that tree three miles sixty-five chains to a
point thirty chains north and one chain nineteen
links east of a giddiah -tree marked broad-arrow
over B over MN in triangle ; thence by a west line
forty-two chains; thence by a north line about one
mile seventy -five chains to a point east of starting
point ; and thence by a west line about eight miles
twelve chains to Bundilla Creek at the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eight-
eenth day of June, A.D. 1888.
. , Land Board.[L .s.] T S SWORD..,
E DESHON
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " of the Rung
known as Clyde, is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may
concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the
Run known as Clyde, situated in the Pastoral
District of  Warrego,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS The Bank of New South Wales ,  the pas-
toral tenants of the consolidated run known as Clyde,
situated in the Pastoral District of Warrego, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  comprising the contermin-
ous runs known as Suez, Nubia, Cobar ,  Saltaire,
and Tyne ,  have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the twenty-second day of  March,
1887,  that they elect to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Art of  1884" with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts ,  and has
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referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be
confirmed  : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Clyde, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
65  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Mirintu
Creek at a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 35 in triangle ,  and bounded thence by a
north line passing one chain eighteen links west
of a tree marked broad -arrow over M in triangle
seven miles  thirty- nine chains  ; thence by a west
line one mile fifty -six chains  ;  thence by a north
line five miles to a point one mile forty-three chains
east and twelve chains south of a coolibah-tree
marked broad -arrow over W over 17 in triangle on
the right bank of Wangamurra Creek ; thence by a
west line passing twelve chains south of the last-
mentioned tree and crossing the said creek about
six miles thirty- nine chains  ; thence by a south
line crossing  Wangamurra Creek about twenty
chains in a direct line below a coolibah -tree on its
left bank marked broad-arrow over W over 22 in
triangle five miles to a point seventy -two chains
east and eight chains south of a gum -tree on the
last-named creek marked broad-arrow over W over
23 in triangle  ;  thence by an east line five miles ;
thence by a south line ten miles thirteen chains to
a tree marked broad-arrow over M over T in
triangle ; thence by an east line passing through a
bloodwood- tree  marked broad- arrow  over MS over
T in triangle and crossing  Mirintu Creek three
miles fift een chains to a point south of starting
point, and which is six chains south and nine chains
fifty links west of a beef wood-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over MS in triangle ; and thence by a
north line about two miles fifty-four chains to and
across Mirintu Creek to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
2014 square miles.
Commencing at a point one chain thirty-one
links north and one chain eighteen links west of a
tree marked broad-arrow over M in triangle, being
also a point  about two  miles sixty -six chains north
of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over 35 in triangle on the right bank of Mirintu
Creek, and bounded thence by a north line four
miles  fifty-three chains ; thence by a west line one
mile fifty -six chains ; thence by a north line five
miles ; thence by an east line crossing Wangamurra
Creek at a point about sixteen chains in a direct
line above a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over
W over 14 in triangle three miles fourteen chains
to a point  four  chains seventy links south of a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over B over E in
triangle  ; thence by  a north line passing through
the last -mentioned tree six miles twenty-six chains ;
thence by an east line seven miles thirty-one
chains  to a point ten chains seventy-three links
south and one chain one link east of a  beef wood-
tree  marked broad -arrow over B in triangle  ;  thence
by a north line four mile; one chain to a point
twenty links south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N in triangle ; thence by  an east line
five miles to a point two chains eighteen links
south and ten links east of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over z in triangle ; thence by
a south line ten miles to a post marked broad-
arrow over C over Z in triangle ; thence by a west
line crossing Mirintu Creek at a point forty chains
below a gum-tree on its right bank marked broad-
arrow over M over 16 in triangle five miles to a
point fifty-three links north of a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over N in triangle ; thence by
a south  line crossing  Mirintu Creek about sixteen
chains below a beefwood-tree on its right bank
marked broad-arrow over M over 22 in triangle
ten miles to a point two chains fifty-four links east
of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over C  in triangle  ;  and thence by a west line
passing  through  a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow
over T over C in triangle crossing a bend of
Mirintu Greek,  passing about eight chains south of
a beefwood-tree on its left bank marked broad-
arrow  over M over  32 in triangle, and re-crossing
the said creek at a point about twenty chains
above a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over  If
over  33 in triangle ten miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board this
eighteenth day of June, A.D. 1888.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.
rr HE following order of the  Land  Board,  con-firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" of the Run
known as Nickavilla ,  is published as required by
the Act,  and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Nickavilla ,  situated in the Pastoral
Districts of Warrego and Gregory South, in
the Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS Messrs. Robertson Brothers, the pastoral
tenants of the consolidated run known as Nicka-
villa, situated in the Pastoral Districts of Warrego
and Gregory South, in the Colony of Queens-
land, comprising the conterminous runs known as
Nickavilla, Pomrie, Moggadarra, Mount McIver,
Dervish ,  Pasha ,  and Cracow ,  have given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
thirteenth day of August, 1885, that they elect to
take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run
to be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by
the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Nickavilla ,  and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in
the said Act as the resumed part shall  comprise
and include  the land described  as fo llows ,  viz.:-
1074 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over A in triangle, and bounded thence by a west
line one mile passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over T over 2 in triangle to a point three
chains beyond same ; thence by a south line
seventy-nine chains passing through a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle to a
point nine chains beyond same ; thence by a west
line passing through mulgah -trees marked broad-
arrow over E in triangle and broad -arrow over D
in triangle respectively twelve miles one chain to a
point one chain fifty links south of a bloodwood-
tree marked broad -arrow over H in triangle ;
thence by a south line seven miles eight chains to
a point bearing north 292 degrees east and distant
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fifteen chains from a bloodwood -tree marked broad-
arrow over K over D in triangle ; thence by an
east line five miles twenty-four chains passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over G in triangle to a point twenty-four
chains beyond same ; thence by a south line about
one mile seventy -three chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle  ;  thence by an east
line passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over Y in triangle and twelve chains south
of a boree-tree marked broad-arrow over T in tri-
angle seven miles fifty-seven chains to a point south
of starting  point ; and thence by a north line ten
miles to the point of commencement.
And that the other part. being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
2631 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over A in triangle, and bounded thence by an east
line passing through a bendee-tree marked broad-
arrow over P in triangle. a leopard-wood-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle, and a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over C in triangle
about nineteen wiles twenty-three chains to a point
about twenty-three chains beyond the last-men-
tioned tree ; thence by a southerly line passing
about fifteen chains west of a guns-tree marked
broad-arrow over N over P in triangle about seven
miles twenty-six chains to a point twelve chains
east of a tree marked broad-arrow over H in tri-
angle ; thence by an east line about four miles
sixty-two chains to the Bulloo River at a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over  I  in triangle ; thence
by the right bank of the said river downwards to a
a tree marked broad-arrow over M in triangle ;
thence by a west line about four miles fifty-two
chains to a post marked broad-arrow over M over
S in triangle ; thence by a north line passing six-
teen chains east of a eum -tree marked broad-arrow
in triangle twelve miles thirty-four chains to a
mulgah-tree marked bread-arrow in triangle ;
thence by a west line passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over NG, a box-tree ma  ked
broad-arrow over M overT in triangle and amulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over GL in triangle,
about nineteen miles to a point south of starting
point ; and thence by a north line ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eighteenth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
FL s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888,THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provi-
sions  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
run known  as Bingara  is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The C,  own Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Bingara ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego ,  in the Colony of Queens.
land.
WHEREAS Sir William John Clarke ,  the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Bingara,
situ ated in the Pastoral District of Warrego,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising the
conterminous runs known as Lower Eulo Right,
Goy, Bingara North, Bingara South, Bingara East,
and Melia, has given notice to the Secretary for
Public  Lands, dated the fifteenth day of  July,  188.5,
that he elects to take advantage of the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Art  of' 1884"  with respect to
such run  :  And whereas the said run has been in-
spected and a report made thereon to the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of
the said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board  consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 ":  Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said consolidated run known as
Bingara, and comprising the runs hereinbefore men-
tioned, be divided into two parts, and that the part
of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part shall comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz:-117-1 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Paroo
River at a point about forty chains in a direct line
above a tree marked broad-arrow over P over 75 in
triangle, and bounded thence by a west line passing
twenty-four chains north of the said tree about
twenty-one miles to a point forty chains north and
thirty-two chains east of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over B in triangle; thence by
a south line forty chains; thence by a west line
thirty-two chains to the last-mentioned tree; thence
by a south line five miles twenty chains to a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over BA in triangle ;
thence by an easterly line passing through a
beef wood-tree marked broad arrow over N over B
in triangle and a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over N in triangle about nineteen miles thirty-eight
chains to the Paroo River at a point about forty
chains in a direct line below a tree marked broad-
arrow over P over 81 in triangle ; and thence by the
right bank of the said river upwards to the point
of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the condi-
tions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.1922  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Paroo
River at a point about forty chains in a direct line
above a tree marked broad-arrow over P over 75 in
triangle, and bounded thence by a west line passing
twenty-four chains north of the said tree about
twenty-one  miles  to a point forty chains north and
thirty-two chains east of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over B in triangle ; thence by
a north line about four miles eight chains ; thence
by an east line two miles to a giddiah-tree marked
br, ad-arrow over B in triangle and AFS in parallelo-
gram ; thence by a north line passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over BN over OE
in triangle ten miles forty-chains ; thence by an east
line passing thr, e chains south of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B1 in triangle about six miles
thirty-four chains to a point Hhieh is three miles
sixty-two chains west of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y3 in triangle in the bed of
Yowah Creek ; thence by a south line about four
miles fifty -six chains to a point bearing north 266
degrees east and distant three chains eighty-
seven links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over D over 6 in triangle on Dewalla Creek ;
thence by  an east line two miles one chain to a
point twelve chains south of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B in triangle ; thence by
a south line five miles ; thence by an east line five
miles seventeen chains to a vapunyah-tree in the
bed of Yowah Creek marked broad-arrow over Yl
in triangle ; thence by the left bank of the said
creek upwards to a point one mile ten chains north
and about sixteen chains east of the last-mentioned
tree; thence by an east line passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over B over UER about seven
miles five chains to the Paroo River at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P in triangle ; and thence
by the right bank of the said river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eighteenth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
. , Lana  itsoarct.[z s T. S. SWORD,
DESHONE
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
THE following order of the Land Board,  con-firming irming the division made under the  provisions
of  " The Crown  Lands Act  of 1884 "  of the Run
known as Tunis ,  is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may
concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Tunis, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colohy of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Malcolm Charles Machardi, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Tunis,
situated in the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the
Colony of Queensland, comprising the conterminous
runs  known as Tunis East and Tunis West, has
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the fourteenth day of July, 1885, that he
elects to take advantage of the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has
been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided into two parts,
and has referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884":
Now, upon reading the said notice from the said
pastoral  tenant,  and the said report hereinbefore
mentioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Tunis, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
76 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Merivale
River at a point about fifty-six chains in a direct
line below a tree marked C near the head-station,
and bounded thence by an east line passing thirty-
two chains south of the said tree about eight miles
thirty-two chains to a point about sixty-four chains
south of a tree marked broad-arrow over TR in
triangle ; thence by a south line passing through a
tree marked broad-arrow over S in triangle about
three miles sixty-eight chains to a tree marked
broad -arrow  over T in triangle ; thence by a south-
east line crossing  Smith's Creek at a point about
forty chains in a direct line above a tree marked F
three miles eight chains; thence by a west line
crossing  Smith's and Sandy Creeks about seven
miles forty-five chains to the Merivale River at a
point fifty-three chains in a direct line below a tree
on the opposite bank marked B ; thence by the left
bank of the said river upwards to a point .opposite
that tree ; thence by a west line crossing the river
and passing through the said tree seven miles
seventy chains ; thence by a north line five miles
forty chains passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over FX in triangle to a point west of starting
point; and thence by an east line about four miles
forty-eight chains to and across the M erivale River
to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.76 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Merivale
River at a point about fifty-six chains in a direct
line below a tree marked C near the head-station,
and bounded thence by an east line passing
through a point thirty-two chains south of the said
tree about eight miles thirty-two chains to a point
about sixty -four chains south  of a tree marked
broad-arrow over TR in triangle ; thence by a
north line to that tree; thence by a west line two
miles to a tree marked broad- arrow  over TI in
triangle ; thence by a north  line six miles  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TE in triangle ; thence
by a west line passing through a box-tree marked
S11 in triangle crossing the Merivale River at a
tree marked broad-arrow over D in triangle and
passing through an apple-tree marked broad-arrow
over S in triangle eleven miles to a tree marked
broad-arrow over TW in triangle ; thence by a
south line about six miles sixty-four chains to a
point west of starting point; and thence by an
east line about four miles forty-eight chains to and
across the Merivale River to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of June, A.D. 1888.
-L s ] E. DESHON, Board.
,T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.THE following amended descriptions are substi-tuted for those published on page 639 of the
Government Gazette  for 1887, Part II., and page
176 of the  Government Gazette  for 1876, Part f.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY.
88-16243--S.G.
Port Kennedy.
Parish of Port Kennedy.
Area-8 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the  west side
of Blackall street by the north side of Summers
street, and bounded thence on the east by Blackall
street bearing north eight chains ; on the north by
a line bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a
line bearing south eight chains ; and on the south
by Summers street bearing east ten chains to the
point of commencement.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL.
88-10247-s.G.
County of Stanley, pariah of .Enoggera.
Area-8 acres 2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
453, and bounded thence on the south-east by a road
bearing 56 degrees 48 minutes four chains and
sixty and a-half links and 69 degrees  2 minutes
five chains and eighty links ; on the east by a road
bearing 343 degrees 36  minutes one  chain and eighty-
one and a-quarter links  and 2 degrees  42 minutes
five chains and seventy  links  ; on the north  by a
line bearing 269 degrees 19 minutes nine chains and
twenty and a-half links ; and on the west by portion
453 bearing 179 degrees 10 minutes eleven chains
and ninety-two and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
1 of the Districts of Aramac, Blackall, Bunda-
berg, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Gladstone, Gympie,
Leichhardt, Maryborough, Normanton, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Springsure, and Townsville,
showing all land open for selection, both as Agri-
cultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready for
public exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane
Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view. and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the\1 aps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDAN.
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NOTICE.
SELECTORS  under  "  The Crown Lands Alien-
 J ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884," are hereby  required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 68  and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Bundaberg, 18th June, 1888.
Notice to WILLIAM MKIKLK, holder of Homestead
Selection No. 917, B.R.
`IR,-It having been reported to me that you
have not complied with the condition of resi-
dence in respect to your Homestead Selection, No.
917, Bundaberg District, you are hereby called
upon to attend the Land Court, to be holden at
Bundaberg on the Eleventh day of August, 1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, then and there to show
cause  why the aforesaid Selection shall not be
declared forfeited.
ROWLAND MORRISBY,
Land Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
13 RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
ll Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small  quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar ,  Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in sma ll  quantities .  The wheat should
be in the ear ,  with the straw attached ,  as we ll  as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned  ;  the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on  which  the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable ,  together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers ,  and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agriculture  has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle  Seeds  (acacia pycnantha )  and Black
Wattle  Seeds  (acacia decurrens ),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER  McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers ,  Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant .  Applications for seeds are to  be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land  Agent.
PETER  McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Burnett 2-Mile Map,Sheet 1. Price, Is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  June, 1888.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Map of the Agri-cultural Township ,  Village of Ninderry, and
portions adjoining ,  in the parish of Maroochy,
under the twepty -second section of the Amending
Act of 1886 .  Price, Is.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1888.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)
sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Luggage Shed, Quarantine Station, Magnetic
Island-E. J. CAvILL-£116.
Immigration Depot, Th,:rsday Island-T.
HANNAH-£349.
Macka Bridge Approaches - Iron Culverts-
W. ROBERTSON-2915 4s. 6d.
Mackay Bridge, Earthwork, &c. -THOMASHOUSTON-Schedule Rate.
For the Under  Secretary  for Works,
R. ROBERTSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW HOSPITAL, GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th July, from
persons willing to contract for Erection of a New
Hospital at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Hos ital, Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that'
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary for Works.
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1888.
QUEENSLAND  NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  29th June,
1888 ,  from persons willing to contract for the
Supply  of Three  Thousand Tons of Queensland Coal,
required for the Northern Railway ,  at Townsville,
for Locomotives, &c.
The Coal must be of the best description, and
samples must be supplied to the Stores Depart-
ment, Townsville ,  prior to the 29th June.
Further particulars may be obtained at this
Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1888.
MACKAY RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 6th July,
1888, from persons willing to contract for the
Supply of Two Hundred and Fifty Tons of Queens-
land Coal, required for Locomotives, &c., at
Mackay.
The Coal must be of the best description, and
samples must  be supplied to the Stores Depart-
ment,  Mackay, prior to the 6th July.
Further particulars may be obtained at this
Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1888.
Emu PARK RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS SHED AT TANBY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
July, 1888, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Goods Shed at Tanby.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Goods
Shed at Tanby."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on the amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute , within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of accptance, an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Erection of One Porter's and Four Gatekeepers'
Cottages on the 1st Section of the Maryborough
and Gayndah Railway.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Cottages,
Maryborough to Gayndah."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen  and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due? erformance
of the Contract in the event of the nder being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, an Agreement with the  Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.N l 'OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles1' in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment , Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888.  Owners can  obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
eying costs. If not  released on  or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN :RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List ofArticles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
N MONDAY, 11th June, the North Coast
Line, from North Pine to Caboolture, was
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1888.
MARYBOROUG H TO  GAYNDAH RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
PORTER'S AND GATEKEEPERS' COTTAGES.
f ENDERS will be received atthis Office untilr
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
13th July, from persons willing to contract for
opened for public traffic, and on and from that
date, until further notice, Trains will run as
follows :-
A.M. P.M.
Caboolture, depart ... ... 6.30 1.50
Brisbane, arrive ... ... ... 9.6 4-30
Brisbane, depart ... ... 9.50 5.0
Caboolture, arrive ... ... 12.25 7'30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Week  ending  17th June,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
nerease...
Decrease
1883-To',a1 'traffic to date ...
1887 -Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Wech ending 17th June,  1888 ...
C,rresponding  week last year...
Increase ... ... ,,,
Decrease ...
1388-Total  Traffic to date ...
1887 -Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 17th June,  1888 ...
Corresponding week  last year .,,
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ..,
1887---Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Wo :F en Ling 17th June, 1888 ...
Corresponding week  last year
1noreaae...
Decrease
1888 -Total traffic tod;ate ...
1887 --Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 17th June, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887- Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
Week  ending  17th June,  1888...
C irresponding  week last  year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888 --To ai Triff'c Iodate ...
1887---Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending  17th  June, 1888...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 17th  June, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
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No. of
Miles open
for Traffic.
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Passengers ' Goods and Live
Faris. Stock.
j a. d. I  £ a. d. £ d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
834 2,304 4 8 1 4,484 17 7 196 5 8
706 2,391 5 6 4,526 12 2  158 19  1
87 0 10 41 14 7
... ...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
472 4 4 1,974  0 10
400 2 11 1,324 5 10
2 7 6 401 16 10
£2,178 2 3
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
37 6 7
Total.
£ a. d.
6,985 7 11
7,076 16 9
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 445 0 7 915 13 0 31 10 4 1,392 3 11
103 246 8 0 714 16 3 29 2 10 990 7 1
198 12 7 200 16 9
30,417 11 5
21,317 14 7
... ... £9,0991610
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
66 156 7 11 295 14 0 15 18 10 468 0 9
66 60 3 9 148 14 7 6 11 5 215 9 9
96 4 2 146 19 5  9 7 5 252 11 0
..•
8,788 19 8
3,781 14 0
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
... £4,957 5 8
463 778 5 3  1,253 19 11 70 3 9 2,102  8 11
444 367 18 4 1,466 16 7 23 17 1  1,858 12  0
410 6 11 46 6 8 243 16 11
91 8 10
176,059 7 2
173,881 4 11
212 16 8 ...
56,351 16 11
61,132 2 7
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 29 18 1 42 0 0
31 52 1 6 51 19 4
22 3 5 9 19 4
260
231
72 1 5 649 15 0
£4,780 5 8
4 14 0 76 12 1
6 4 7 110 5 5
1 IO 7 *33 13 4
... 2,345 4 9
... 2,326 1 3
... £19 3 6
75 2 0 2,521 7 2
37 7 2  1,761 5 11
37 14 10 759 11 3
56,028 17  5
47,363 6 10
8
...
51
31
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
60 17 11 103 9 4
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
42 0 4 41 2 4
29 19 0 36 3 4
12 1 4 4 19 0
£8,665 10 7
0 10 8 164 17 11
...
1745 12 5
13 14 10 96 17 6
6 12 7 72 14 11
7 2 3 24 2 7
2,913 5 10
...
1,649 11 8
... ... £1,263 14 2
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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TENDERS.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
TENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned  Public Work. For  full particulars ,  see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.
D,,ce of  Gazette  contain-
ing original notice.
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Post
Offices ,  Charters Towers
I and Townsville ; 6th
l July, 1888.
QUBENTON- Post and Telegraph Office  ... ... ...  9th June, 1888 ...
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain- Place and Date to which Tendersing original notice .  can be received.
Emu Park Railway- Shelter Sheds ...  ... ... ...  9th June, 1888
Erection of Goods Sheds at Monkland ,  Keefton ,  and Cooran
S. and W .  Railway - Deviation at Swan Creek ,  Ki llarney
Branch Line  ... ... ... ... ...
16th June ,  1888 ...
ditto ...
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
1 29th June, 1888.
Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;
6th  July,  1888.
Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;
20th July, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
T
HE Notice  of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served ,  for the
reason stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby pub li shed as required by section
twenty -four of  "  The Railway  Act of  1864 ,"  27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Normanton to
Cloncurry have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament ,  as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway  Act of  1864 "  :  And whereas  the Working  Plans, Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been app roved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council ,  as required by the said Act : Now, I ,  Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway  Act of  1864 ,"  do hereby give you notice that the Lands des-ribed in the Schedule hereunto
annexed ,  and delineated on the accompanying plan ,  are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway ,  and that the same have been taken ,  set out ,  ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat with you as to the amount of compen :lation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained ,  or that may
be sustained ,  by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty -five of the said Act, which provides that no claim wi ll  be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mrs.  Armstrong.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .  Occupier.
15 Christina Arm- Unoccupied ...
strong, widow
F. CunNow,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
A. B. P.
13 0 0 Second -class pastoral land, Cannot be found.
surrounded with 3-wire
fence; selection 25, parish
of Norman
66
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.THE Notices  of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served ,  for thereasons stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four  of  " The  Railway  Act of  1864," 27  Vic. No. 8.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More  or Less.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from the South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  " The Railway Act  of 1864": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of leference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said
Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Ro ilway Art  of 1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, anc delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been
taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Messieurs Robert Nicholson, James Hewitt, Denis McNamara, Frederick Krause, Alexander
McMicking, Daniel Owen and Owen Williams, R. G. W. Herbert and John Bramston, Joseph
Thompson, and John Walker.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
61 Robert Nicholson Unoccupied ...
73 James Hewitt ... Unoccupied ...
74 Ditto ... Unoccupied ...
75 Ditto ... Unoccupied ...
95 Denis  McNamara Unoccupied ...
99 Frederick Krause Unoccupied ...
146 Alexander
McMicking
! Graziers'
Butchering
Company
168 Daniel Owen and' Unoccupied ...
. Owen Williams
191 R. G. W. Her-
bert and John
Bramston
W. D. White
240 osephThompson Unoccupied ...
251 John Walker ... Unoccupied ...
A.
0
0
0
0
0
0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Description of Lands. Remarks.
E. P.  Parish of South Brisbane.
0 01 Suburban portion 172, sub- Cannot be found
division 3, re-subdivisions
49 to 51 and 8 to 10 of ;
cleared only
0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 35 of ; cleared only
0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub- Cannot be founddivision 31 of ; cleared only
0 32 Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 32 of ; cleared onlyPari%h of Bulimba.
0 9 Portion 52, section 1, sub Cannot be found
divisions 109 and 110 of ;
cleared only
0 16 Portion 52, section 1, subdi- Cannot be found
vision 28 of, wholly re-
sumed ; cleared only
Portion 85 includes road Cannot be found
diversion ; fenced only
Parish of Tingalpa.
0 11 Portion 80 unimproved ... Cannot be found
3 13 Portion 79, subdivision 1 of ; Absent from the colony
0 0 2
partially fenced
Town of Cleveland.
Section 100, allotment 2 of ; Cannot be found
partly fenced
0 0 1 I Section 97, allotment 5 of ; Cannot be found.
unimproved; required for
road diversion
NOTICE.THE following Goods ,  overtime in Government Bond ,  Cairns, will be Sold there ,  by Public Auction,on WEDNESDAY ,  11th July , 1888 , under the 113th clause of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Late Warehoused. Bond Mark. Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
1885.
20 February ... A over 53 64 boxes tea, each 10 lbs. ... J. Macnamara
20 „ ... B over 53 16 boxes tea, each 10 lbs. ... J. Macnamara.
H M. Customs, T. M. KING,
Brisbane , 21st June, 1888. Collector  of Customs.
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NOTICE.
. T OTICE  is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond ,  Maryborough,
I  warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
on FRIDAY,  the 6th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  "  The Cxstorns  Act of  1873 ,"  unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date Bonded.
1885.
Bond Mark . Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
12 May ... ... Z over 551 ... 1 case roasted coffee W. H. Smith and  Sons,  Limited
29 May ... ... I over 555 ... 1 case stationery ... A.S.N. Company
25 June ... ... R over 560 ... 4 f-chests tea
25 June ... ... S over 560 ... 52-chests tea ... W. H. Williams
25 June ... ... T over 560 ... 5 4-chests tea ...
1886.
5 February ... D over 593 ... 2 packages ginger E. B. C. Corser, for Q.S.S. Company
19 March ... ... L over 599 ... 1 f-chest tea ... for A.S.N. CompanyJ. H. Cherry4 May ... ... 1vM over 607 ... 1 parcel springs .. ,
24 June ... ... Z over 616 ... 1 package cigars ...
16 July ... ... F over 620, No. 1 1 2=tierce tobacco Bryant and Company16 July ... ... H over 620, No. 11 1 box tobacco ...
16 July ... ... K over 620, Nos. 1
to 6
6 bags tobacco ...
24 August ... ... 0 over 628 ... 1 box valves ... J. E. Brown, for W. H. Smith and
Sons
16 November ... B over 640 1 parcel merchandise ... ... Woodyatt and Roberts
1887.
25 January Q, over 650 1 parcel circulars ...
25 January U over 650 1 case  asparagus ... ... for A.S.N. CompanyJ. H. Cherry25 January V over G50 1 case tomatoes ... ... ,
25 January W over 650 8 cases  preserved fruit ...
24 February B over 656 1 parcel linen cloth ... W. C. Summerbell
6May D over 665 1 parcel merchandise ...
6 May E over 665 e merchandiseacka1
25 May ... V over 666
gp2-21-chests tea ... ...... J. H. Cherry, for A.S.N. Company
26 July ... E over 677 1 package tea ... ...
27 July ... L over 677 1 case merchandise ...
22 August ... X over 680 5 bales hops ... ... William Green22 August ... Y over 680 5 kegs dried apples ...
29 August... A over 681 8 bales hops ... ... LimitedJohn Walker andCompany5 October T over 685 3 2-chests tea ... ... ,,for A.U.S.N. Company29 November C over 694 5 bags peas ... ...
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, v rtime in thQueen's Warehouse,
Cairns, will be sold there, by Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 11th July, 1888, under Clause
eighty-two of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Date when
Warehoused. Ship. Master. Whence. Goods. Mark .  Contents.
1885.
9 Sept.... Glanworth Lee ... Brisbane  ...  1 case, addressed  " H. QW Stationery, &c.
Thompson, Cairns " over 5
1887.
25  Jan. ...  Maranoa  ...  Morris  ... Cooktown ...  2 cases, addressed  "A. QW Hand  grenades
Taylor and Co., Nos. over 17 for  extinguishing1,21)  fires.
i
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned  Goods,  in the Government Bond, Cairns, ware-
house rent on which has not been paid for six months , will be Sold there, by Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY, the 11th July,  1888 ,  in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Customs  Act of  1873, " unless the rents due thereon he previously paid.
Date when
Warehoused. Ship. Master. Whence. Merchant.
1887.
1 Feb.... Quiraing Armstrong Brisbane... J. L. Loeven ...
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto ditto .., ditto ...
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ...
5 Feb. ... Barcoo ... Hampton Melbourne Kenion and Co...
Goods. Mark.
2 f-chests tea ... V over 71
1 2-chest tea ... W over 71
9 boxes tea ... X over 81
3 packages tobacco I over 82
Contents.
each 42 lbs.
42 lbs.
each 10 lbs.
127 lbs.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1888.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda. Burketown, Uairm, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Xilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville.
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; - on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounces per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £ 200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary otlice
hours,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 5 of  1888.
ROCKY PATCH OFF THE EASTERN SHORE
OF MORETON ISLAND.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that a small Rocky
Patch , with  not more than 5 fathoms on it
at low water ,  lies E . by N. 4 N. northerly , 4 miles
and 1  cable from Mount Tempest.
The Patch  is close to  the edge of the 20-fathom
line of soundings  shown upon the Chart.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 6 of  1888.
AMENDED DIRECTIONS FOR  ENTERING
MORETON BAY.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that in consequence
of the further growth westward of the East
Bank, vessels entering at night, after opening out
the Comboyuro Point Light ,  must steer to the west-
ward until the Tangaluma Light is open to the
westward of Cowan Cowan ,  a distance equal to the
difference between their heights.
On leaving the port, the same distance between
the leading lights must be kept, from the time of
passing the line of Cape Moreton and the Yellow
Patch Light, until Cape Moreton Light is open
northward of the Yellow Patch Light, a distance
equal to twice the difference between their heights.
A course may then be steered to the N.N.E. to pass
the floating beacon, and into the red sector.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 18th .Tune, 1888.
Post and Telegraph Department
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
CLIMATE OF BRISBANE.
/METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS FOR WEEK ENDING
11 MONDAY, 30TH APRIL, 1888, AT 9 A.M.*
Atmospheric Pressure.
Barometer corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30.195, about 9.45 a.m., 26th.
Lowest, 30159, about 6 p.m., 23rd.
Range,  0-336.
Shade Temperature.
Mean, 65'6 (at Omega, Bulimba, 65'8 ; at Stanley
terrace, Taringa, 65'5 ; at Ferninount, Albion,
65.5).
Maximum, 75'7, at 1'10 p.rn., 24th (at Bulimba,
77'4, at 1'15 p.m., 24th; at Taringa, 75'5, 24th;
at Albion, 76.5, 24th).
Minimum, 56'4, at 6.45 a.m., 27th (at Bulimba,
54.3, at 1 a.m. 30th; at Taringa, 53'7, 24th;
at Albion, 55.2, 27th).
Absolute range, 19.3 (at Bulimba, 23.1 ; at Taringa,
21.8; at Albion, 21.3).
Mean daily range, 16'0 (at Bulimba, 18,2; at
Taringa, 18.1 ; at Albion, 16.8).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
(Saturation = 100.)
Highest, 93, at 4 a m., 26th.
Lowest, 44, at 3 p.m., 24th.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer
in vacuo),  139'7, 23rd.
Lowest on ground, 48.0, 27th.
Earth Temperature (Means at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 67'9 ; at 2 feet,  69,6;  at 4 feet, 71.9 ;
at 6 feet, 74.0 ; at 8 feet, 74.3 ; at 10 feet,
74.3 ; and at 12 feet, 74.3.
Velocity of Wind.
(Beaufort  Scale -0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a.
m.,
1'1, or 82 miles per hour.
Mean at 3 p.  2'7, or 162 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p.m., 0'4, or 5 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 5.3.
Mean at 3 p.m., 6'0.
Mean at 9 p.m., 5'3.
Rainfall.
Total, 0.259 in., or 26 tons per acre (at Bulimba,
0'230 in., or 23 tons per acre ; at Kangaroo
Point, 0.284, or 282 tons per acre ; at Taringa,
0.133 in., or 134 tons per acre ; at Albion,
0'285 in., or 282 tons per acre).
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.188 in., or 184 tons per
acre, 25th (at Bulimba, 0'090 in., or 9 tons per
acre, 26th; at Kangaroo Point, 0'170 in., or
17 tons per acre, 25th; at Taringa, 0.085 in.,
or 82 tons per acre, 25th ; at Albion, 0140 in
or 14 tons per acre, 25th).
Number of rainy days (0006 and over), 4 at Bris-
bane, Taringa, and Kangaroo Point ; 5 at
Bulimba and Albion.
Remarks.
South-easterly winds prevailed, indicating the existence
of high pressure centres over New South Wales.
WEEK ENDING MONDAY, 7TH MAY, 1888, AT 9 A.M.
Atmospheric Pressure.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30'350, at 9 a.m., 30th April.
Lowest, 30.014, at 4.15 p.m., 5th May.
Range, 0.336.
Shade Temperature.
Mean, 66.4 (at Bulimba, 66.8 ; at Taringa, 65'8 ;
at Albion,  66-5).
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Maximum, 78.8, at 1 P.M.to 5 p.m., 5th (at Bulimba,
81.2, at 2.30 p.m., 5th; at Taringa, 78'0,
at 4 p.m., 5th ; at Albion, 78.0, 5th).
Minimum, 55.3, at 7 a.m., 7th (at Bulimba,
55'8, at 6.45 a.m., 7th ; at Taringa, 54.3, at
7 a.m., 7th; at Albion, 54.5, 7th).
Absolute range, 23.5 (at Bulimba, 25.4 ; at Taringa,23-7; at Albion, 23.5).
Mean daily range, 17-0 (at Bulimba,19.8 ; at Taringa,
19.7 ; at Albion, 17.4).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
Saturation = 100.)
Highest, 100 (absolute saturation), at 7 a.m., 5th.
Lowest, 44, at 2.30 p.m., 30th April.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest  in sun's  rays, 140.8, 4th.
Lowest on ground, 46'7, 7th.
Earth Temperature (Means  at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 67-5; at 2 feet, 69.0 ; at 4 feet, 71'2 ;
at 6 feet, 72.8 ; at 8 feet, 73.8; at 10 feet, 73.3;
at 12 feet, 73.7. (At  Kangaroo  Point : at
1 foot, 67-6; at 2 feet, 69'4; at 4 feet, 711.)
Velocity of Wind.
(Beaufort  Scale - 0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 0.7, or 6*  miles  per hour.
Mean at 3 p.m., 2'0, or 13 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p.m., 0.0, or 3 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean  at 9 a .m., 5.1.
Mean at 3 p .m., 6.1.
Mean at 9 p .m., 3.4.
Rainfall.
Total ,  0.369 in .,  or 37 tons  per acre  (at Bulimba,
0'330  in., or 33 tons per acre ; at Taringa,
0--244in .,  or 244  -tons per acre  ;  at Kangaroo
Point, 0.416 in., or 41* tons  per acre ; at
Albion, 0.425 in.,  or 421 tons per acre.)Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.220 in., or 22 tons
per acre, 2nd  (at Bulimba, 0.250 in .,  or 25 t..-no
per acre, 2nd ; at Taringa ,  0.165 in., or 16* tons
per acre, 2nd; at Kangaroo Point, 0'253 in.,
or 251 tons per  acre,  2nd ; at Albion 0.285 in.,
or 28* tons per acre, 2nd).
Number of rainy days, 3 at each station.
Remarks.
The mean temperature of the Brisbane River, about
9 a.m., was 70.1 at Kangaroo Point. South to south-
east winds prevailed.
WEEK ENDING MONDAY, 14TH MAY, 1888, AT 9 A.M.
Atmospheric Pressure.
Barometer corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30.268, at 9 a.m., 10th.
Lowest, 29.909, at 3 p.m., 13th.
Range, 0.359.
Shade Temperature.
Mean, 64.7 (at Bulimba, 65'1 ; at Taringa,  63-7;
at Albion, 64.4).
Maximum, 76'9, at 2.30 p.m., 9th (at Bulimba, 77.2,
at 2.30 p.m., 9th; at Taringa, 77.0, at 2.30
p.m., 9th; at Albion, 75'9, 9th).
Minimum, 52'2, at 7 a.m., 11th, and 6 a.m. 12th
(at Bulimba, 51.3, at 7'25 a.m., 11th; at
Taringa, 48.4, about 6.45 a.m., 11th; at Albion,
51'6, 11th).
Absolute range, 24.7 (at Bulimba, 25'9 ; at Taringa,
28'6;  at Albion, 24.3).
Mean daily range, 16.5 (at Bulimba, 18.5 ; at
Taringa, 19'3; at Albion, 15'6).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
(Saturation = 100.)
Highest, 100 (absolute saturation), at 6 a.m., 12th.
Lowest, 51, at 2.30 a.m., 9th, and at 2 p.m., 11th.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer
in vacuo ),  134.1, 7th.
Lowest on ground, 44'3, 11th.
Earth Temperature (Means at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot,  66-6;  at 2 feet, 68.1 ; at 4 feet, 70.4 ; at
6 feet, 72.1 ; at 8 feet, 73.1 ; at 10 feet, 73'6 ;
and at 12 feet, 73.4. (At Kangaroo Point : at
1 foot, 67-0;  at 2 feet,  68-6;  and at 4 feet,
70.4.)
Velocity of Wind.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 0.9, or 71  miles  per hour.
Mean at 3 p m., 09, or 71 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p.m., 0.0, or 3 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 5.4.
Mean at 3 p.m., 8.0.
Mean at 9 p.m., 4.4.
Rainfall.
Total, 0.008 in., on 13th (at Bulimba, Taringa, and
Albion,  nil ;  at Kangaroo  Point, 0'011, 13th).
Remarks.
The mean temperature of the Brisbane River, about
9 a.m., was 69.3. Very light land  and sea breezes
prevailed throughout the week.
WEEK ENDING MONDAY, 21ST MAY, 1888, AT 9 A.M.
Atmospheric Pressure.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30.306, at 8.58 a.m., 21st.
Lowest, 30'002, at 3 p.m., 14th.
Range, 0.304.
Shade Temperature.
Mean , 19.7 (at Bulimba, 22-2;  at Taringa,  22'2 ;
at Albion, 18 7).
Maximum, 77.6, at 3 p.m., 14th (at Bulimba, 78'2,
at 3 p.m., 14th; at Taringa, 76.1, about 3 p m.,
14th ; at Albion, 76.2, 14th and 15th).
Minimum, 49'1, at 7.15  a.m., 15111 (at  Bulimba,
49.3, at 5.15 a.m. 15th ;  at Taringa , 47.4, about
6'30 a.m., 15th; at Albion, 49.6, 15th).
Absolute  range , 28.5 (at Bulimba, 28-9; at Taringa,28,7; at Albion, 26.6).
Mean daily range, 19.7 (at Bulimba, 22-2; at
Taringa, 22.2 ; at Albion, 18.7).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
(Saturation = 100.)
Highest, 100 (absolute  saturation ), at 7.30 a.m., 20th.
Lowest, 28, at 3.45 p.m., 14th, and 3 p.m., 15th.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in  sun's rays  (by black bulb thermometer
in vacuo ),  131.0, 20th.
Lowest on ground, 42.9, 15th.
Earth Temperature.
(Means at 9 a.mn.)
At 1 foot, 65.9 ; at 2 feet, 67-2; at 4 feet, 69,2;
at. 6 feet, 71.2 ; at 8 feet, 72.0 ; at 10 feet, 73.1 ;
at 12 feet, 73.3. (At Kangaroo Point • at 1
foot, 66.2 ; at 2 feet, 67'9 ; at 4 feet, 69'7.)
Velocity of Wind.
(Beaufort  Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 0.9, or 75 miles per hour.
Mean at 3 p.m., 1'0, or 8 miles per hour.
Mean at 9 p.m., 0'0, or 3 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale -0 to 10.)
Mean at 9 a.m., 5.1.
Mean at 3 p.m., 4.4.
Mean at 9 p.m., 5.3.
Rainfall.
Total, 0.059 in., or 6 tons per  acre  (at Bulimba,
Taringa, and Albion, 0.050, 0.051, and 0 050
respectively, or 5 tons per acre ; at Kangaroo
Point, 0.020, or 2 tons per acre).
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0046 in., or 4j tons per
acre, 18th (at Bulimba, 0 040 in., or 4 tons
per acre, 18th; at Taringa, 0027 in., or 21
tons per acre, 18th; at Albion, 0.040 in., or
4 tons per acre, 19th; at Kangaroo Point,
0'013, or 11 tons per acre, 18th).
Number of rainy days (0.006 and over), 2 (at
Bulimba, Taringa, and Albion , 2 ; at Kangaroo
Point, 1).
Remarks.
The mean temperature of the Brisbane River, about
9 a m., was 68'4. Light airs between south-west and
south prevailed at 9 a.m. ; light variable airs and
breezes at 3 p.m., and calms at 9 p.m.
WEEK ENDING MONDAY, 28TH MAY, 1888, AT 9 A.M.
Atmospheric pressure.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32° F. and Mean Sea Level.)
Highest, 30.383, at 9 a.m., 23rd.
Lowest, 29'934, at 4'15 p.m., 25th.
Range, 0.449.
Shade Temperature.
Mean , 61.5 (at Bulimba, 61-6;  at Taringa ,  60.5) ;
at Albion, 61.8.
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Maximum, 74-0, at 2.30 p.m., 24th (at Bulimba,
74'2, at 1 p.m., 24th; at Taringa, 74.2, at 3
p.m., 24th ; at Albion, 72.5, 24th).
Minimum, 46'4, at 7 a.m., 28th (at Bulimba, 46.3,
at 7 a.m., 28th; at Taringa, 42.5, at 7 a.m.,
28th ; at Albion, 471 -0, 2,1th).
Absolute range, 27.6 (at Bulimba,  27-9; at Taringa,31-7; at Albion, 25.5).
Mean daily range, 18.2 (at Bulimba,  20-7; at
Taringa,  20-8; at Albion, 17.9).
Percentage of Relative Humidity.
(Saturation = 100.)
Highest, 100 (absolute saturation), between 2 p.m.
and 6 p.m., 25th.
Lowest, 27, at 3 p.m., 25th.
Radiation Temperature.
Highest in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer
in vacuo),  131'7, 24th.
Lowest on ground, 37.3, 26th.
Earth Temperature (Means at 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot,  62-7; at 2 feet, 65-4; at 4 feet,  68'5;
at 6 feet,  70-7; at 8 feet,  71-0; at 10 feet,
72.5 ; and at 12 feet, 72.9. (At Kangaroo
Point : at 1 foot, 63.7 ; at 2 feet,  66-0; and at
4 feet, 68.9).
Velocity of Wind.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 0.9, or 7f miles per hour.
12ean, at 3 p.m., 1.0, or 8 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0.0, or 3 miles per hour.
Amount of Cloud.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 5.0.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 5.1.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 3.1.
Rainfall.
Total, 0.743, or 754 tons per acre (at Bulimba,
0.530 in., or 53 tons per acre ; at Kangaroo
Point, 0.542 in., or 5412- tons per acre; at
Taringa, 0.496 in., or 49; tons per acre; at
Albion, 0.555 in., or 56 tons per acre.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.610 in., or 62 tons per
acre, 21st (at Bulimba, 0.460 in., or 46 tons
per acre, 21st ; at Kangaroo Point, 0.529 in.,
or 53 tons per acre, 21st ; at Taringa, 0-413 in ,
or 41f tons per acre, 21st; at Albion, 0.505 in.,
or 504 tons per acre, 21st).
Number of rainy days (0.006 and over), 3 (at
Bulimba, 3 ; at Kangaroo Point, 2 ; at Taringa
and Albion, 2).
Remarks.
The mean temperature of the Brisbane River, about
9 a.m., was  67-0.  Airs and light breezes between south-
south-west and south-east prevailed at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
and calms at 9 p.m. Note that the mean daily range of
temperature at Taringa is nearly identical with that at
Bulimba, and that Brisbane (Wickham Terrace) and
Albion closely agree.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
* All values are corrected for index error if necessary. The
Observatories are conducted entirely in accordance with the Rules
of the Royal Meteorological Society. The Brisbane Observatory is
on Wickham Terrace, 140 feet above sea. The Observing Station
at Bulimba is in the River Valley, about 20 feet above sea. The
Station at Kangaroo Point is on the right bank of the river, about
15 feet above sea. The Station at Taringa is about 130 feet above
sea. The  new Observatory Station at Albion is "Fernmount."
t By the publication of five weekly synopses together, the
several elements are readily comparable.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT AL LION.
" 'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
I  Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth
(25th) day of June next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material (except
wire and insulators), and for all workmanship
necessary, for the above-mentioned work, accord-
ing to the terms, general conditions, and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, the 28th April, 1888.
Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of  the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony ,  showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets ,  can be obtained
at this Office ,  at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet ,  containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the  New Enlarged Chart, shewing
!A changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. ler annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
. HORATIO  WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Pcst and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the limits within which the Penny
Postage Rate is charged upon Letters being extended
to include the following Post and ReceivingOffices:-
Eagle Junction, Toombul, Racecourse, Fairfield,
Yeronga, South Coast Junction, Taringa, Sherwood,
Stanley Bridge, Stafford, Downfall Creek,
Glenalbro (Ithaca Creek), Fig-tree Pocket, Eagle
Farm, Morningside, Tingalpa, H emmant, Belmont,
Dunellan, Mount Gravatt, Hawthorne, Mount
Cootha.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Colonia '  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.THE following  Petition, praying for the  constitu-tion as a Municipal Shire of a portion of the
Division of Waggamba, under the name of the
"Shire of Goondiwindi ,"  is published in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Local Government Act
of 1878."
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
To His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
K.C.M.G., Governor of Queensland.
This, the humble Petition of the undersigned
Ratepayers of Subdivision No. 1 of the Wag-
gamba Division, humbly prays that the portion
of the said Division within the boundaries
hereunder described may be severed from the
said Waggamba Division and created a Muni-
cipality under  "The Local Government Act of
1878."
1. That the name of the Municipality so created
may be the " Goondiwindi Municipality."
2. That the number of aldermen composing the
said Municipal Council be of the number of six.
3. That the boundaries of the said Municipality
may be as follows :-
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
5;  thence by a line bearing north seventy-six chains
twenty-five links to a point on the western boundary
of portion  6;  thence by a line bearing east to the
north-east corner of portion 20; thence by a line
bearing south to the McIntyre River; thence by
that river to the point of commencement.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.
William Lucas, hotelkeeper
D. M. Cameron, journalist
A. Zimmermann, freeholder
T. B. Frice, contractor
W. Brewster, merchant
G. F. Gray, butcher
Thos. Gibson, builder
James Green, merchant
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his
John + Elson, freeholder
mark
William McAuliffe, hotelkeeper
H. R. Lamberth, storekeeper
R. Henderson, freeholder
Jno. Rowland, draper
Alf. Bell, saddler
J. McNulty, saddler
Jacob Kiddie, freeholder
W. C. Clowes, chemist
Wal. W. Smith, jeweller
D. Warden, saddler
Daniel Galvin, hotelkeeper
Irvin Waugh, auctioneer, &c.
Matthew Maher, ratepayer
Henry Ah Foo, merchant
S. McManus. ratepayer
William Langenbach,  shoemaker
W. G. Lamberth,  merchant
Andrew Buchanan, wheelwright
J. Campbell, painter
Franche Baker, builder
Susana E. Lucas, freeholder
Jas. F. Power,  carpenter
E. Beauvais ,  cordial manufacturer
George Stewart,  gardener
M. Zimmermann ,  freeholder
M. T. Bushell, hotelkeeper
Martin Sin Won, storekeeper
Thos. Woodcock, dealer
his
Ewd. + Creary, freeholder
mark
J. Francis, householder
Mrs. W. G. Smith, householder
Robert K. Smith, freeholder
Alexr. Warden, saddler
James Smith, blacksmith
his
Wm. + McGee,  freeholder
mark
Henry urtler ,  hooemaker
William Baldwin, butcher
William  Meenin, baker
T. O. Gibson, carpenter
I, Carl Anton  Zimmermann ,  of Goondiwindi, being
one of the persons  signing the above Petition, do
solemnly and sincerely declare that  all the signa-
tures  to T. O. Gibson are the genuine  signatures of
the persons they purport to be, signed by them or
by their authority, and that such  persons are in-
habitant ratepayers within the portion proposed to
be severed.
A. ZIMMERMANN.
Signed and declared before me this twelfth day
of June, 1888.
DUNCAN SINCLAIR, J.P.
Geo. M. Carter, sawmill proprietor
William Lovelace, householder
William Eglinton, clergyman, Church of England
George Tyrrell, carrier
his
James + McPherson,  carrier
mark
his
August + Langenbach, carter
mark
James Russell, tailor
Cha. Hy. Whiteley, compositor
Joseph Stratford, bushman
his
David + Death, carrier
mark
W. J. Cook, freeholder
R. Frost, freeholder and sawmiller
Andrew Currie, carrier
James Spink, junr., labourer
Samuel Droughton, grazier
Harriet Droughton, ratepayer
Otto F. Pfingst, labourer
Charles Pfingst, carrier
Thoble, ratepayer
John James Hunt, labourer
William Dunovon, stockman
V. Pfingst, shoemaker
Louisa Ballinger, ratepayer
Charles F. Oxlad, householder
William Gibson,  carrier.
I, Thomas Baseley Price, of Goondiwindi, being
one of the persons signing the above Petition, do
solemnly and sincerely declare that all the signa-
tures from G. M. Carter, affixed to the said Peti-
tion, are the genuine signatures of the persons they
purport to be, signed by them or by their authority,
and that such persons are inhabitant ratepayers
within the portion proposed to be severed.
T. B. PRICE.
Signed and declared before me this twelfth day
of June, 1888.
DUNCAN SINCLAIR, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THR WEER ENDING 16TH DAY OF
JvNE, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 467
Number since admitted ... ... ... 4
Number returned from leave ... ... 2
Number discharged ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... 3
N umber absent on leave  ... ...  2
473
6
Number remaining at date hereof ... 467
Admissions during the week :
James Hay, 66, journalist, from Brisbane ; last
employed by the South Brisbane Newspaper Company.
John Williams, 62, labourer, from Goondiwindi ;
employed during the last two years by R. L. Jenkins,
Callandoon Station, near Goondiwindi.
Joseph Lock, 74, cook, from Brisbane ; employed
during the last two years as cook at the Pine River
Hotel.
John Smith, 69, farmer, from Brisbane ; employed
during the last two years keeping a boarding-house in
George  street ,  Brisbane.
Discharged during the week :
George McKee, 69, bushman ; admitted 8th Decem-
ber, 1887.
Deaths during the week :
Rollo Grant , 60, seaman  ; admitted 7th June, 1883.
Peter Mortensen, 29, carrier ; admitted 28th July,
1887.
Warren Burgess, 82, miner  ;  admitted 31st December,
1878.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Imperial German Consulate,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general  information, that
the following Proclamation has  been  issued
by the German Commissioner for the MarshallIslands:-
1. His German Majesty's Commissioner for the
Marshall Islands has received instructions to
declare Jaluit the sole port of entry for the German
Protectorate of the said Islands.
All merchantmen and small crafts, bound for any
port of the Marshall Islands from ports beyond,
have to enter first the Port of Jaluit, and the
masters of such vessels or ships have to report to
His German Majesty's Commissioner in Jaluit,
before calling at any other port of the Protectorate.
3. Offenders against these Regulations are liabl e
to a penalty not exceeding 6,000 marks, equally
enforceable upon  vessel  or cargo, without distinction
of the ownership, and, in addition, the ship or
vessel can be legally seized.
4. Men-of-war are exempt from complying with
these Regulations.
J. C. HEUSSLER,
Imperial German Consul.
NOTICE.THE Bench, of Magistrates have re-appointed
Mrs. MARGARET PALMER Poundkeeper at
Tambo for twelve months from date hereof.
F. H. HYDE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Tambo, 9th June, 1888.
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TRANSMISSION BI DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is  he re by given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
i
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Adam McCartney ,  late of
Doonside, near Rock-
hampton ,  selector
John  Mortimer ,  late of
Bri sbane ,  grazier
Ann Calvert ,  late of
Bundaberg, widow
Lewis David Thomas,
late of  Blackstone,
near Ipswich, surveyor
Jeremiah Coonan, late
of Logan Bridge
Annie Pollard ,  late wife
of Richard Pollard, of
O'Connell Town, dray-
man
Frederick Somerville,
late of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South
Wales ,  restaurant
keeper
James Ferguson ,  late of
The Twelve -mile, near
Normanton ,  licensed
victua ller
Michael  Joseph  Barrett,
late of Bri sbane
1887.
29 April
1888.
26 April
1887.
Elizabeth McCartney, of
Doonside  aforesaid,
widow
Jane Mortimer, widow,
and Edward  Griffith,
Congregational clergy-
man, both of  Brisbane
27 Aug .  Thomas Calvert ,  of Bun-
1888.
daberg,carpenter
8 April Mary Thomas ,  of  Ms-bane, widow
1885.
19 Dec .  The Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
1888.
8 Mar.  Richard Pollard, of
O'Connell Town,
drayman
1882.
22 Dec .  John Will iam Potts, of
Brisbane, convey-
ancer
1887.
Estate Particulars ofDescription claimed to Will
and Situation of Land. be or otherwise.transmitted.
Port ions 690,  851, 1440, and 1549, Fee-simple Will dated  30 June,
parish of Rosslyn ,  and portion 1879
374, parish of Jardine
Re-subdivisions  1 to 11 of  sub- Fee -simple Will dated 24  April,'
division 17 of section 4 of 1888
eastern suburban allotment
53, parish of North Brisbane
Allotments  2 and 3 of section 39,  Fee-simple As Administrator
town of Bunda berg
Re-subdivisions 3 and 4 of subdi -  Fee-simple As Administratria
vision 17  of section 4 of eastern
suburban allotment 154, parish
of Ipswich
Allotment 1 of section 1, town Fee -simple
of North Maclean ;  portion 292,
parish of Maclean  ;  and por-
tions 4 '7 and 409, parish of
Moffat
Subdivisions 33 to 36 and  the Fee- simple
western moieties of subdi-
visions 38 and 37 of section 3
of suburban allotment 11,
parish of Enoggera
Subdivision 1 of portion 74, Fee-simple
parish  of Toombul
23 June Jessie Ferguson ,  of Allotment 17 of section 31, town
Normanton ,  widow of Normanton
17 Mar . The Curator  of Intes-
tate Estates
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd June, 1888.
Subdivisions 58 and 59 of allot-
ment 2 of  section 41, town of
Cleveland
Name  of Applicant.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "The Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his  attorney, a Caveat in Form  B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
2 roods, being  allotment  4 of section  50, town of
Warwick
1 acre 1 rood 36 perches ,  being subdivision 29 of allot-
ment 11,  at the swamp near Drayton
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd June, 1888.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd June, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Fourteenth day of July  next, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." to
dispense with the production of duplicate Bill of
Mortgage No. 112105, from David Linklater to
Frederick Buss, of the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 71877, Register Book, volume 492,
folio 117, being subdivision 3 of section 9 of subdi-
vision E of portion 3, parish of Kalkie. and will
then permit  a release of  the said Mortgage to be
endorsed upon the original thereof in this Office,
the said duplicate Bill of Mortgage having been
destroyed by the said David Linklater.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Thomas Smitten (by his Attor-
neys, James Thom and
Elizabeth Thom)
William Beer and Robert
Aland
1888.
6 Aug.
23 July
6 Aug.
30 July
Order of supreme 30 July
Court dated 18
February, 1885
As Administrator 23 July
As Administrator 23 July
Fee-simple As Administratrix 23 Aug.
Fee-simple Order of Supreme 23 July
Court dated 281
March, 1887
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
30  July,  1888
30 July, 1888.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd June, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Seventh day of July  next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th  section
of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in
the name of Frank Warren, three provisional
Certificates of Title, numbered 97993, 102896, and
100163, for re-subdivision 96 of subdivision 2 of
portion 59, and subdivision 243 of portion 107,
parish of Bulimba, and subdivision 5 of portion 235,
parish of Yeerongpilly, and more particularly
described in Register Book, volumes 645, 674, and
659, folios 233, 136, and 153, the original  Certificates
of Title having been destroyed by fire.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intt nd, on or
after the Seventh day of July next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861," to
dispense  with the production of Certificate of Title
No. 63351, in favour of John Woodburn, over
subdivision 1 of eastern suburban allotment 76,
parish of South Brisbane, subject to Mortgage No.
147818, from the said John Woodburn to Pollet
Loftus Cardew, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume 430, folio 81, and will then
permit Transmission by Death of the said John
Woodburn's Estate in the said land to be recorded
on the duplicate of the said Certificate of Title,
Register Book, volume and folio aforesaid, the
original Certificate of Title being in the possession
of the said Pollet Loftus Cardew, who refuses to
produce it for the purpose of such registration.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 20th  June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend EDWARD JONES WILLIAMS, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Townsville ,  in the Registry
District of Townsville ,  to Mackay ,  in the Registry
District of Mackay ,  has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance with the provisions  of  " The  Marriage
Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar- General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 20th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information,
that the Reverend JOHN ERNEST CLAYTON, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Maryborough, in the Registry
District of Maryborough, to Howard, in the
Registry District of Wide Bay, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
THE undermentioned Unclaimed Horse, nowj1 in  the hands of the Blackall Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold at Public
Auction, at the Police Station, Blackall, by the
Officer in Charge of Police, on the 30th June next,
viz..-
1 Bay Gelding, branded HOL over R8R over T5Y
near shoulder.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
r I
HE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
in the hands of the Toowoomba Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be Sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Toowoomba, on the
30th June next, viz.:-
1 Leather Purse.
1 Pipe and Case.
1 Razor and Case.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BLACK JACK.
rENDERS
will be received at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 6th July, from persons willing to contract for
New School Buildings, Black Jack.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildinos, Black Jack."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, OXLEY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the State School, Oxley, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th-June, from persons
willing to contract for Additions to Teacher's
Residence, State School, Oxley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Oxley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the State School, Oxley.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, CAIRNHILL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th  July,  from persons
willing to contract for New School Buildings,
Cairnhill.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Cairnhill."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for New School Build-
ings, Gleninore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings,  Glenmore."
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Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED , STATE SCHOOL, TWO-MILE,
GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for Play-shed, State
` chool, Two -Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Play-shed,
State  School, Two - Mile, G'ympie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at  the Cou rt House ,  Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque ,  with the Tender,
is £5.
'l'enders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Alexander, of Dalby, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper , by Charles  Alexander.
V
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Charles Alexander
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Charles Alexander, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fifth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Charles Alexander shall, on the Third
day of July, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of  every  kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Ma. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency  Petition against
Frank Armstrong ,  of Ipswich ,  carpenter, by
the said Frank Armstrong.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition  this day, it
is ordered that the  said Frank  Armstrong
be and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent  in forma
pauperis,  and that James  Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is
further ordered that the First General  Meeting of
the creditors of the said Frank Armstrong, for
the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, on the Fifth day
of July ,  1888, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Frank
Armstrong shall, on the Third day of July,
1888 ,  at Brisbane .  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of this Court ,  this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By  the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Cullen, of South  Brisbane , fruiterer, by
the said John Cullen.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said John Cullen be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in forma
pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be t  fficial Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John Cullen, for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Fifth day of July, 1888,
at -Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said John Cullen shall,
on the Third day of July ,  1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the  T rustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John McAuliffe  of Goodna ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  labourer , by the  said John
McAuliffe.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said John  McAuliffe
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said John McAuliffe, for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court ,  on the Fifth day of July, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said John McAuliffe shall ,  on the Third
day of July ,  1888, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seas of the Court ,  this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
PETRIE  ANA O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
57, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Mat-hew Crone, of Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland, painter, by the said Matthew
Crone.
T T PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
lJ it is ordered that the said Alatthi w
Crone be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Matthew Crone, for the  election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar of
this Court, on the Fifth day of  July,  1888, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Mat hew Crone shall,
on the Third day of July, 1888,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Russ, of Howard, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by the said George
Russ.JTPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said George Russ
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
George Russ, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fifth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said George Russ shall, on the Third day of
July, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
A T  -MI-)
W. J. McGRATH,
Maryborough.
ED DO`VN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Dunkley, of Townsville ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  bootmaker ,  by George Turner,
William  Henry Turner ,  Thomas George Turner,
and John Turner ,  trading at Brisbane, in the
said Colony, under the name ,  style, or firm of
"'t'urner Brothers ,  Hyde, and Company," boot
and shoe manufacturers.
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners ,  and of the art of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said George
Dunkley, having been given,  it is  ordered that the
said George I tunkley be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate And it is further
ordered that the First General fleeting of the
creditors of the said George Dunkley, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Fifth day of July,
1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said George
Dunkley shall, on the Third day of July, 1888,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee  in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of  every  kind,
and of the names and residences,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MrNAe,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Hugh Campbell, of Charters Towers,  miner;
by the said Hugh Campbell.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered  that the said Hugh Campbell
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Stockwell, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Hugh Campbell, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Twenty-seventh day of June, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock of' the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Hugh Campbell
shall, on the Twenty-sixth day of June, 1888, at
Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
F. MILFORD,
Solicitor,
Charters Towers.
By his Agent-
R. K. MACNISH,
Solicitor, Bowen.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Robins, of Cooktown, in the
Colony of Queensland, butcher, an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Cooktown, on the Fifth day
of July next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
MARK CHARLES ZAHEL,
Insolverrt's Solicitor,
Cooktown.
By his Agent-
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor, Brisbane.
1213 5s. 6d
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
M.R. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Henry Theodor Kreibke, of
Mitchell, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, an Insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-fifth day of July, 1888, at Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon, henry
Theodor Kreibke, of Mitchell, adjudicated insol-
vent on the eleventh day of July, 1887, will apply
to the Court at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Dis-
charge.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, 1888.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
1209
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Franz Bohlscheid, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  butcher.
NOTICE i s hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at Brisbane,
in the Office of Mr .  H. L. E. Ruthning .  Solicitor,
Queen street, on the Ninth day of July next,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twentieth day of June, 1888.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Attorney for the said Franz Bohischeid,
Brisbane.
1206 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Estate of James Cuttler ,  in Liquidation.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that a Meeting of the
Creditors in this Estate will be held at the
Trustee's Office, Richmond street, Maryborough,
on the Third day  of July,  1888, at Half-past
Eleven a.m., to receive Trustee 's Report, closing
the Liquidation ,  and release the Trustee.
Dated at Maryborough this nineteenth day of
June, 1888.
1230
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Estate of Frederick George Jones, in Liquidation.
IN
OTICE is hereby given, that a Meeting of the
i. Creditors in this Estate will be held at the
Trustee's Office, Richmond street, Mary borough,
on the Third day of July, 1888, at Half-past
Eleven a.m., to receive Trustee's Report, closing
the Liquidation, and release the Trustee, also the
release of the Debtor.
Dated at Maryborough this nineteenth day of
June, 1888.
1233
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Estate of Thomas K ramer , in Liquidation.
? OTICE is hereby given, that a Meeting of the
j_` Creditors in this Estate will be held at the
Trustee's Office, Richmond street, Maryborough, on
the Third day of July, 1888, at Half-past Eleven
a.m., to  receive Trustee's Report, closing the Liqui-
dation, and release the Trustee.
Dated at Maryborough this nineteenth day of
June, 1888.
1232
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Charles Samuel Morrow, of
Beaconsfield, in the Colony of Queensland,
machine owner, an Insolvent.
11HE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to tak  place before the
Police Magistrate, at the Police Court House,
Herberton, on the Sixteenth day of July, 1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-first day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1224 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CFIIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of William Henry Stitt, of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland, butcher, an
Insolvent.
ON the Fifteenth day of August, 1888, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, William Henry Stitt,
of Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland, butcher,
adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of June,
1884, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twentieth day of June, 1888.
JOHN VENN SMALLMAN BARNETP,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Cooktown.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
1223 5 s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  John  Ryan, of Peak Mountain,
farmer ,  insolvent.
A THIRD and Final  Dividend  is intended to be
declared in the matter of John Ryan, of
Peak Mountain ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
second day of March, 1887.
Creditors who have not cleared their debts by
the Fifth day of July, 1888, will be excluded.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, 1888.
1234
WILLIAM GINN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Matter of Reid, McIntyre, and Clark, in
Liquidation.
1
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Reid,
l McIntyre, and Clark, who have not already
proved their debts, are required, on or before the
Tenth day of July, 1888, to send their names and
addresses, and the particulars of their debts or
claims, to me, the undersigned, Frederic Horwood,
of Brisbane, the Accountant for the Trustees under
the Liquidation, or, in default thereof, they will be
excluded from the benefit of the dividend proposed
to be declared.
Dated this twenty-first day of June, 1838.
1212
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Accountant for Trustees.
4s. 6d.
In the Estate of Anne Duffy, in Liquidation by
Arrangement.THE Third and Final Dividend, at the rate of5s. in the £, upon all proved  claims, is now
payable at the Office of the  undersigned.
1201
W. H. SUTTON,
Trustee.
3s.
531
In the Estate of J. W .  Boys, in Liquidation.A SIXTH Dividend ,  of Is .  in the £, upon all
proved and admitted claims in above Estate,
is now payable at my Office.
1211
B. SINAUER,
For Self and Co-Trustees.
3s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew Buscall Goggs, late of
Wolston, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland,  gentleman , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Trustees of the Will of the abovenamed
deceased have this day been filed in my Office.
All parties having any  claims  against the Estate,
or being otherwise interested therein, are requested
to come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
TUESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of July next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and, if they shall
think fit, object thereto ; and if no exception be
taken to the  said  Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into, at my said Office, on the day above
named , at the hour of Ten in the forenoon.
Dated this twentieth day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Proctors for the said Trustees,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
1226 7s. 6d:
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew  Buscall  Goggs, late of
Wolston, near  Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland,  gentleman , deceased.
-1 OOTIC E is hereby giveA, that the Accounts of
the Executors of the abovenamed deceased
have this day been filed in my Office. All parties
having any claims against the Estate, or being
otherwise interested therein, are requested to come
in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House,
William street. Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY,
the Twenty-fourth day of July next, and inspect
the said Accounts, and, if they shall think fit,
object thereto; and if no exception be taken to the
said Accounts, the same will be duly enquired into,
at my said Office, on the day abovenamed, at the
hour of Ten in the forenoon.
Dated this twentieth day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Adelaide  street,  Brisbane.
1225 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Patrick Walker, late of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant, deceased.N'  OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of'
the abovenamed William Patrick Walker, deceased,
may be granted to Enoch Price Walter Hays, of
Townsville aforesaid, commission agent, and
William Joseph Castling, also of Townsville afore-
said, butcher, the Executors and Trustees named
in the said Will.
Dated this fourteenth day of June, A.D. 1888.
EDWIN NORRIS AND  SON.
Flinders street, Townsville,
-Proctors of the said Executors.
By their Agents-
CHSMBEES ,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1228 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of James Wylie, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, gentle-
man, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the ra-tion of' fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenameed James Wylie,
deceased, may be granted to Gilbert Thomas
Chalmers Lang, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, commission agent, and Thomas William
Wilson, of South Brisbane, in the said cclerk,
the Executors named in the said Will.
olony,
Dated this eighteenth day of June, A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
1222
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Brown Mather, late of Redfern,
in the Colony of New South Wales, iron-
monger, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from  the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration with the Will annexed, of the abovenamed
John Brown Mather, deceased, may be granted to
John George Cribb, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, the lawfully-constituted Attorney of
David Telfer and George Malloch, of  Balmain,
near  Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
the Executors  named  in the Will of  the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-second day of June,  A.D. 1888.
ERNEST WINTER,
Proctor for the said John George Cribb,
88, Queen street,  Brisbane.
1227 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Sands, late of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland, miner, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Robert Sands, deceased, may be
granted to William Gamble, of Gympie aforesaid,
miner , the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Gympie this first day of June, A.D. 1888.
ANTHONY CONWELL,
Proctor for the said Executor,
By his Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
George  street, Brisbane.
1205
Gympie.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Paul  Bliemann ,  late of  Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland,  saddler , deceased.
1f OTICE is hereby given, that, after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Paul Bliemann, deceased,
may be granted to Louisa  Bliemann, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Gympie this eleventh day of June, A.D.
1888.
ANTHONY CONWELL,
Mary  street,  Gympie,
Proctor for the said Louisa  Bliemann.
By his Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
George street ,  Brisbane.
1204 5s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Maria Susanne, Thomson,
late of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
wife of Thomas Reiby Young Thomson,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from  the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration,
with the Will and Codicil annexed, of all the lands,
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named  Maria Susanna  Thomson, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Pollet Loftus
Cardew, of Ipswich aforesaid, solicitor, the duly-
constituted Attorney of Thom'ts James Stutchbury,
of Ss dney, in the Col,,ny of New South Wales, one
of the Executors named in the said Will and
Codicil, Walter Samuel Taylor, the other Executor
therein named, having renounced Probate thereof
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-first day of June,
A. D. 1888.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Proctor for the said Pollet Loftus Cardew.
1229 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland. Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Jane Aitken Cooke. of
Bowen, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed deceased may be
granted to Frederick Thomas Raynor, of Bowen
aforesaid, journalist, and Annie Cooke, of Bowen
aforesaid, spinster, two of the Executors named in
the said Will, Frederick Gustavus Hamilton, the
remaining Executor therein named, having re-
nounced Probate thereof.
Dated this twelfth day of June, 1888.
1218
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Proctors for the Applicants,
Bowen.
6s.
IN TUE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
The Australian Company, Limited v. Robert
North Bell.
The Queensland National Bank, Limited v. Same.
TO ALL  PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AKF. Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiffs in the above actions, and that all
Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of.
in, and to all that piece or parcel of land, con-
taining by admeasurement 10 acres, be the same
more or less, situated in the county of Elphinstone
and parish of Coonambelah, suburban allotment 5
of section 3, commencing on a road at the north-
west corner of allotment 4, and bounded thence on
the west by that road bearing north ten chains, on
the north by a line bearing east ten chains, on the
east by allotment 6 bearing south ten chains, and
on the south by allotments 3 and 4 bearing west
ten chains, being the land proclaimed as suburban
lot 1.58, on 15th March, 1879, Kennedy Railway
Reserve, and described in Deed of Grant No. 39837,
volume 360, folio 97, in the name of Robert North
Bell, will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland,
by Public Auction, at J. W. Cran's Queen's Hotel,
Townsville, on TUESDAY, the Seventh day of
August next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
1220
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
"THE ELECTIONS TRIBUNAL ACT OF 1886."
ELECTION FOR THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF
CAIRNS, IN THE COLONY OF QUEENSLAND,
HOLDEN ON THE FIFTH DAY OF MAY, A.D. 1888.
To The Honourable Sir CHARLES LILLEY, Knight,
The Chief Justice of Queensland, The Hon-
ourable GEORGE ROGERS HARDING, Esquire,
and The Honourable CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Esquire, Justices of The Supreme Court of
Queensland.
1'T-`HE Petition of Richard Ash Kingsford, of
!! Cairns, in the Colony of Queensland, gentle-
man, whose name is subscribed,-
Humbly Showeth,-
I. That your Petitioner was a candidate at the
above election, and claims to have a right to be
returned at the above election.
1I. And your Petitioner states that the said
Election was holden on the fifth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-eight, when your Petitioner, the said
Richard Ash Kingsford, Tom Thomas, and Frederick
Thomas Wimble were candidates. and the Returning
Officer has returned the said Frederick Thomas
Wimble as being duly elected.
III. And your Petitioner says that such election
and return was an undue election and return, and
void, on the grounds hereinafter set forth, that is
to say,-
1. That such election was duly held on the day
and date aforesaid, and on the eighth day of May
last past, Louis Severin, Esquire, the Returning
Officer for the said Electoral District, openly de-
clared that, for the said persons nominated, the
number of votes following were polled respectively,
that is to sav,-
For Richard Ash Kingsford ... ... 341
For Tom Thomas ... ... ... 17
For Frederick  Thomas  Wimble ... ... 356
and, at the same time, he declared that the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble was duly elected as a
Member of the Legislative Assembly of Queens-
land for the Electoral District of Cairns aforesaid,
and returned the said writ with the name of the
said Frederick Thomas Wimble as the person duly
elected at such election.
2. That, on or about the first day of May last
past, the said Frederick Thomas Wimble held a
public political meeting at Beard's Hotel, a licensed
house on the second section of the Cairns-Herberton
Railway Line, and owned by one Robert Beard, and
addressed the electors there assembled from the
verandah of the said hotel, and, at the conclusion
of such address, treated divers electors there as-
sembled and supplied them with drink, with a view
to influence their votes.
3. That on or about the second day of May last
past aforesaid, the said Frederick Thomas Wimble
held another public political meeting at the New
Cairns Hotel, on the said second section, and owned
by one Patrick John Greevy, and addressed the
electors there assembled in the dining-room of the
said hotel, and during such address and at the
conclusion thereof treated divers electors there
assembled and supplied them with drink on more
than one occasion during such address with a view
to influence their votes.
4. That one John Ryan, a sub-contractor on the
said second section, was employed by the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble and his authorised
agent, Hamilton Thorncliffe Douglas. to canvass
for votes for him, the said Frederick Thomas
Wimble, on the said second section, and received
from time to time the following sums of money to
be by him expended in treating and supplying
divers electors with drink and other refreshment
for the purpose of obtaining such electors' votes for
the said Frederick Thomas Wimble, that is to
say,-from the said Frederick Thomas Wimble
the sums of seven pounds and fifteen shillings,
from the said Hamilton Thorncliffe Douglas two
pounds and four pounds, and from one E. T. Martin,
the secretary of the election committee of the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble two pounds, by cheque
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respectively ;  and such sums  were so expended by
the said John Ryan for the  said  purpose and in
the manner aforesaid.
5. That the said John Ryan sued the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble in the Court of Petty
Sessions  at Cairns aforesaid for payment of his
expenses and  wages, and a verdict was recorded at
the close of the said John Ryan's case against the
said  Frederick Thomas Wimble, by consent, for
the sum  of five shillings, in addition to the above
payments mentioned in the preceding paragraph
hereof.
6. That previous to the said election the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble, by himself and his
authori-ed agents, offered the said Tom Thomas,
one of the said condidates  as aforesaid ,  various sums
of money, amounting to one hundred and twenty
pounds, and to pay all the expenses of the said Tom
Thomas by him incurred in and about the said
election, and ilso divers other inducements, if he
would  retire from the said election in favour of the
said  Frederick Thomas Wimble and thereby
prevent the splitting of the votes for the Liberal
party.
7. That prior to the said election, and after the
said Frederick Thomas Wimble had announced
himself as a candidate  f'or the same, he paid or
caused  to be paid, for and on account of the said
Hamilton Thornclifre Douglas, the sum of twenty-
two pounds or thereabouts  as the purchase money
of certain lands  bought in  the name  of the wife of
the said Hamilton  Thorneliffe Douglas, in consider-
ation of his agreeing  to vote for the  said  Frederick
Thomas Wimble at the said election ,  and also to use
his influence to have the said Frederick Thomas
W-nible- duly returned at the said election.
8. That subsequent  to the  particulars mentioned
in the preceding paragraph hereof , and for the
consideration aforesaid ,  the said Hamilton Thorn-
cliffe Douglas ,  as the authorised agent of the said
Frederick Thomas  Wimble, proceeded to Herber-
ton, in  the said colony,  and  (inter alia )  promised
one J.  McEwan , there  resident , the sum of four
pounds to vote for the  said  Frederick Thomas
Nimble at the said election, which he agreed to
do in  consequence  of the above  consideration.
9. That on the said polling-day, the fifth day of
May last past, as aforesaid, the said Hamilton
Thornchffe Douglas, in pursuance of the agreement
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, hereof
caused a telegram to be sent to the said J. McEwan,
at Herberton aforesaid, in the words  and figures
follovi ing, that is to say,-" Vote as per agreement
hire horse charge me "; and such telegram was
charged to and paid by the said Frederick Thomas
Wimble.
10. That the said Hamilton Thorncliffe Douglas,
as such authorised  agent as aforesaid , offered one
A. Benson the sum of one pound, with a view of
influencing his vote in favour of the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble.
11. That upon the said election day, and whilst
the said Hamilton Thorncliffe Douglas was on his
way to the said polling place, the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble rode up to the Hamilton Thorn-
cliffe Douglas and had a conversation with him
relative to  a coolness that had arisen some days
previously between them, and thereupon shook
hands with him, the said Hamilton Thorneliffe
Douglas, and at the same time pressed a bank note
for five pounds into the hand of the said Hamilton
Thorncliffe Douglas with a view to influence his
vote.
12. That, subsequent, to the said election, the
said Hamilton Thorncliffe Douglas has on several
occasions threatened to report the above and divers
other transactions done during the said election by
the said Frederick Thomas Wimble and his auth-
rised agents, with his consent and knowledge, with
a view of influencing the votes of divers electors ;
and the said Frederick Thomas Wimble, by one
Richard Wood Bates, his authorised agent and
general business manager, offered him, the said
Hamilton Thorncliffe Douglas, the sum of twenty-
five pounds to leave the district of Cairns afore-
said and not divulge any of the above transactions.
13. That one John Ryan, a navvy on the said
second section, was paid the sum of three shillings
by the said Frederick Thomas Wimble to induce
him to vote for him, the said Frederick Thomas
Wimble, a day or two prior to said election, and on
the said election day %% as p tid a further sum of five
shillings by one David McGregor, the authorised
agent of the said Frederick '1 homas Wimble, for
the same purpose, and at the same time the said
David McGregor offered to pay him, the said John
Ryan, if he would induce any other electors to vote
for the said Frederick Thomas Wimble.
14. That, at the same time as mentioned in the
preceding paragraph hereof, the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble paid one Henry Gallagher the
sum of thirteen shillings, and then and there asked
him, the said Henry Gallagher, to vote for him,
and on the evening of the same day one Thomas
Kilpatrick, an authorised agent of the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble, paid him, the said
Henry Gallagher, a further sum of ten shillings for
the same purpose, and promised him if he would
procure as many electors as possible to vote for the
said Frederick Thomas Wimble that he would be
paid for so doing.
15. That on the said polling day one Robert
Fulton was paid the sum of ten shillings, and a
horse was sent him by the said Frederick; Thomas
Wimble, or his authorised agent, to bring him
down to vote at the said election for the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble.
16. That on the said polling day one Patrick
Duggan was asked to vote for the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble, and was promised payment for
so doing by William Handley, Robert Beard, and
Thomas Lysaght, the duly authorised agents of the
said Frederick Thomas Wimble, and your Petitioner
is informed and  verily  believes that were it not for
the said offers of payment the said Patrick Duggan
would have voted for your Petitioner, whereas
he voted instead for the said Frederick Thomas
Wimble.
17. That the said Robert Beard mentioned in tha
preceding paragraph hereof is the licensee of the
said Beard's Hotel, wherein the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble held a meeting as mentioned, and
referred to in paragraph 2 hereof.
18. That one John Cosgrove was offered the sum
of twenty pounds by one Brolen, a duly authorised
agent of the said Frederick Thomas Wimble, if he
could procure three other votes besides his own for
the said Frederick Thomas Wimble.
19. That at divers places at the said Election the
said Frederick Thomas Wimble, or his authorised
agents, made use of threats to divers electors and
otherwise intimidated them with a view to influence
their votes.
20. That the electoral rolls for the said election
were printed at the office of the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble, thereby enabling him to procure
copies thereof several days previous to your
Petitioner, and your Petitioner is informed and
believes that he did so receive the same and sent
them to divers places to his authorised agents, and
also copies of his newspaper, to wit,  The Cairns
Post,  to divers electors, free of charge, with a view
of influencing their votes.
21. That all of the persons mentioned and
referred to in the respective preceding paragraphs
hereof are electors whose names appear on the
electoral roll for the said Electoral District of
Cairns, and who either voted or had a right to vote
at the said election.
22. That on the night of the close of the said
election the said Frederick Thomas Wimble enter-
tained divers electors with meat, drink, and other
entertainment at his house, as a reward for having
voted and induced divers other electors to vote for
him at the said election.
23. That in consequence of the several acts and
matters, and divers other corrupt and illegal practices
on the part of the said Frederick Thomas Wimble
and his authorised agents, done and caused to be
done, your Petitioner is informed and verily believes
that divers electors who vo' ed for the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble in consequence thereof as afore-
said would have otherwise voted for your Petitioner
and he would have been deci red duly elected for
the Electoral District of Cairns aforesaid, instead
of the said Frederick Thomas Wimble.
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24. That for the reasons aforesaid the said election
was not a true expression of the choice of the
electors of the said District, and the said Frederick
Thomas Wimble was not therefore duly elected or
returned at the said election.
25. That your Petitioner, by reason of the matters
hereinbefore set forth, was, in fact, and ought to
have been, returned as elected instead of the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble, and your Petitioner now
claims that he be declared as the sitting member of
the said Legislative Assembly for the said District.
26. That your Petitioner has paid into Court with
this Petition the sum of one hundred pounds
sterling, to the credit of the matter of this Petition,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Elections
Tribunal Act of  1886."
Wherefore your Petitioner prays :-
1. That it may be determined that the said
Frederick Thomas Wimble was not duly elected or
returned for the said Electoral District of Cairns.
2. That your Petitioner, the said Richard Ash
Kingsford, was duly elected and ought to have been
returned as the sitting member of the said Legisla-
tive Assembly for the said District of Cairns.
3. That your Petitioner, the said Richard
Ash Kingsford, may be declared as the sitting
member of the said Legislative Assembly for the
said District.
4. That this Petition may be dealt with according
to the provisions of the said Act.
5. That your Petitioner may have such further
and other relief in the premises as the nature of
the case may require.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever
pray, &c.
Dated at Cairns aforesaid, this twelfth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred end eighty-eight.
R. A. KINGSFORD,
Petitioner.
Witness-
ERNEST D. GRAHAM,
Solicitor, Cairns.
1219 83s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of William Adams, late of Coen
River; Brian McSweeny, late of Coen ; Johan
Olsen, late of Townsville ; John Sing (Chinese),
late of Warwick ; William Salkeld Sewell,
late of Mount Romeo; and Ernest Stevens,
late of Muttaburra.
P
URSUANT to  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Twenty-third day of August next, or, in default,
they will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane,  23rd  June, 1888.
1210
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s.  C d.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARM :  s TOWERS.
No. 7 of  1887.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "  The Mining Companies
Act of  1886,"  and in the Matter of The
Golden Jack P.C. Gold-Mining Company,
Limited.
HIS Worship  Adam Cuppage Haldane, Esquire,
Warden, has ,  by an order dated the eighth
day of June ,  1888, appointed Edmund Maurice
Harte, of Charters  Towers,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  accountant ,  to be Official Liquidator
of the abovenamed Company ,  in the place of
Albert Edward  Harte, who has resigned the office
of Official Liquidator.
Dated the thirteenth day of June, 1888.
1215
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.5s.
IN TH8 WA RDEN'S COURT AT CH&RTERS TOWERS.
No. 5 of  1887.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Mattter of  " The Mining Companies
Art of  1886,"  and in the Matter of The East
Bla,'k Jack Gold -Mining Company ,  Limited.
IS Worship Adam Cuppage Haldane ,  Esquire,
Warden ,  has, by an order dated the eighth
day of June ,  1888, appointed Edmund Maurice
Harte, of Charters Towers, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  accountant ,  to be Official Liquidator
of the abovenamed Company, in the place of
Albert Edward Harte, who has resigned the office
of Official Liquidator.
Dated the thirteenth day of June, 1888.
1216
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.58.
In the Matter of  "  The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of a Special Resolution for the
voluntary Winding-up of The Rocky Creek
Alluvial Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a General Meet-
1. ing of Shareholders will be held at  my  Office,
Richmond street, Maryborough ,  on the  Twenty-
sixth day  of July,  1888, at Three p.m., for the pur-
pose of presenting final accounts, &c.
Dated at Maryborough this eighteenth day of
.Tune, 1888.
ROBT .  JONES,
Liquidator.
1231 4s. 6d.
NOTICE is  hereby given, in accordance with the
provisions of section 256 of the  "  The Divi-
sional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  that it is the intention
of the Board for the Division of Johnstone to apply
to the Government for a Loan of One Thousand
Pounds  (2 1,000 )  from the Consolidated Revenue,
to be expended in Road -making and Culverts in
No. 2 Subdivision of the Division ,  the redemp-
tion and interest of the said Loan to be repaid by
the said No. 2 Subdivision.
Plans and Specification of the Works are open
to the inspection of any ratepayer ,  during office
hours.
A. OWEN JONES,
Divisional Clerk.
Board's Office,
Geraldton, 8th June, 1888.
1217 5s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
1 \
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
apply in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to confer upon The Australasian Natives
I rustees, Executors, and Agency Company, Limited,
powers enabling the said Company to act as Execu-
tor, Administrator, and Trustee, and also as receiver,
committee, or guardian, and also as guarantor or
surety for any Administrator, receiver, committee,
or guardian, and also to act as agent, under power
of' attorney, and to carry out all other the objects
of the said Company.
Dated this twenty-second day of June, A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Australasian Natives Trustees,
Executors, and Agency Company, Limited.
1235 5s.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Partnership
heretofore existing between the undersigned,
as plumbers and galvanized -iron workers, at
North Ipswich,  under the firm or style of " Field
and Gibson,"  has this day been Dissolved by
mutual consent .  All moneys owing to and due by
the late partnership firm will be received and paid
by the undersigned William Field ,  who will in
future carry on the said business in his own name.
Dated the fifteenth  day of June, 1888.
WILLIAM FIELD,
CHARLES EDMUND  GIBSON.
Witneess-
A. W. MITCHELL,
Ipswich.
1221 4s. 6d.
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CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED  PARTNERSHIP.
As REQUIRED BY " THE MERCANTILE ACT
of 1867."STYLE of the Partnership Campbell  and
Another."
Names of the Partners-
Special Partner-James Equestrian Noakes,
of Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, merchant.
General Partt,er-Alexander Campbell, of
Maryborough aforesaid.
Capital contributed by Special Partner--Stock
in trade, plant, book debts, and effects, valued at
the sum of Three Thousand Pounds over and above
the liabilities of the said James Equestrian Noakes,
in connection  with  the business lately carried on
by him.
Capital contributed by General Partner-The
sum of Five Hundred Pounds.
General Nature of Business-General Store-
keepers.
Principal Place of Business-Adelaide street,
Maryborough aforesaid.
Commencement of Partnership-The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight.
Termination of Partnership-The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninet-three.
We hereby acknowledge that the above * Certifi.
cate is true and correct.
J. E. NOAKES.
A. CAMPBELL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons before
me, one of Her Ma;est y 'a  Justices-of the Peace for
the Colony of Queensland ,  at Maryborough afore-
said ,  this first day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and  eighty-eight.
WILLIAM  F. HARRINGTON, J.P.
Received into the Office for the Registration of
Deeds , &c., at Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  this ninth day of  J une, 1888, at ten minutes
p ast ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  from William J.
'Dotter ,  of Brisbane ,  a copy of the within Deed,
verified by Henry Nairne Thorburn ,  and numbered
27, Book 1.
1174
J. G. BROWN,
Deputy Registrar of Titles.
13s. 6d.
SUPPOSE D POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS  TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.APAMPHLET bearing  on  the above, compiled
by the Colonial  Botanist  and Chief  Inspector
of Stork. now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernment Printing  Office,  Brisbane , or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and is. 4d. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In f his Pamphlet will be found  a brief and
popular description , with Illustrations, of these
Plants ; together with references to the Works in
whicli they are scientifically described,  and also
much i reformation as to their  several  properties and
e ffects  upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
N
OW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
96 THE Justices Act of  1886,"  and  "The Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886," with  an Introduc-
tion ,  Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d .  in the Colony, 1s.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"The Stamped Transfer  Act of  1372,"  and
"The Stamp  Duties Amendment  Act  of  18706."
Together with  the Regulations thereunder.
e. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... ... ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "  The In.'olvene, Art of
1871,"  together  with "General  Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal8vo .  Price, 2s.  6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
T. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-
" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries ofMunicipalities," withan Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo , 400 pages.
Linen bound , 5s.  6d.; paper  covers, 5s . per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony is. 6d.  extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovsBi*MENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the  following amounts:-
1888.  £ s. d.
June 16.-M. Tansey ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 16.-E. Quinn ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
16.-C. McKe rn ey ... ... ... 0 5 0
16.-E. J. Sweetman ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 16.-R. C.  Knaggs  and Co. ... ... 0 3 7
18.-J. Adie ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
„ 18.-Examiner and Times  0 10 0
18.-J Owen ... ... 0 2 0
„ 18.-D. Ross  ...  .., ... ... 0 3 0
18.-G. Beresford ... ... ... 0 5 0
18.-G. Alchin ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-F. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
18.-J. Palmer ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
18.-J. Maclaren ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 18.-W. H. Sutton ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 18.-J. Gordon ... ... ... ... 0 6 3
18.-J. Wilmett... ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ 18.-A. Davies ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
19.-M. Hickey ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-W. Tatham... ... ... 0 2 8
19.-A. H. W. Shand ... ... 0 3 0
19.-C. T. Turner ... ... 0 10 0
„ 20.-  Warwick Argus ...  ... ... 1 17 0
„ 20.-A. T. Macfarlane ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 20.-P. Lenihan... ... ... ... 0 7 0
„ 20.-S. F. Black... ... ... ... 0 7 0
21.-T. Bevan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
21.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 12 0
„ 21.-Johnstone Divisional Board ... 0 5 0
21.-E. M. Hurford ... ... ... 0 7 0
21.-F. V. Robinson ... ... ... 0 5 0
21.-M. Crawford ... ... ... 0 5 0
21.-W. S. Walsh ... 0 3 0
22.-J. Stockwell ... ... ... 0 0 6
„ 22.-Trotter and Martin ... ... 0 1 0
22.-A. Cameron ... ... 0 5 0
22.-Taroom Divisional Board... ... 0 2 6
22.-W. and J. H. Howie ... 0 2 6
22.-R. McLeod .. ... ... 0 5 0
22.-W. Dawson ... ... ... 0 18 0
22.-H. Cole ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
22.-Mackay Municipal Council ... 0 16 622.-P. Fleming... .. ... ... 0 11 0
„ 22.-Hanley Brothers ... 0 7 0
„ 22.-H. Mackenzie-Finlayson ... ... 0 5 0
„ 22.-Turner and Henderson ... ... 1 2 7
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N OW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane , A SYNoP-
8I8 OF  THE QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Uolon:al Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra) to  any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. lOd., to Engiand and the Australian Coloniee,
2s. 8'1.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITII
REGULATIONS.
0  ,N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
i in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields det
o' 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vn. Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Iutpaunbings.
4W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Dynevor
Downs, on the 11th June, 1888, by order of H. E.
Sullivan, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One red and white bullock, BH2 (registered brand)
off rump, faint brand off cheek, off ear marked.
One red bull, square off rump, 93 off ribs, 9 off shoulder,
near ear marked.
One roan cow, 4 V Z (registered brand) off ribs, faint
brand off cheek, off ear marked ; red and white
bull calf at foot.
One roan cow, like 4VZ off ribs, off ear marked.
One red and white cow, FC3 (registered brand) off
ribs, both ears marked ; red and white bull calf at
foot.
One red cow, ST3 (registered brand) off ribs, off ear
marked ; red heifer calf at foot.
One roan and white cow, f'C3 (registered brand) off
ribs, both ears marke:l.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1203
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
108.
IMPOU_DED at Boulia, from Goodwood Station, on
the 26th May, 1888, by order of Wm. Cush,
Esquire.
One bay gelding, black points, short tail, like faint U or
3 over B 1 H (registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
Also, from Marion Downs Station, on the same date,
by order of James Howe, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One dark-bay gelding, black points, like COB (registered
brand-faint) over blotched brand off shoulder,
p0(6 (registered brand ) near  thigh, ®° K1 (regis-
tered brand) off thigh,  small  star, old sore on back,
blind near eye.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN OWEN, Poundkeeper.
1198 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Meteor Downs, on
the 7th June, 1888, by order of F. Bracker, Esquire.
Driving, 5s.
One bay pony gelding, black points, 4SP (registered
brand) near shoulder, 0 (horizontally) near cheek.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN, Poundkeeper.
1199 1s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Palm-tree Creek
Station, on the 26th May, 1888, by order of W. N.
Ascough, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, like UV before like blotched 0 (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder, white  spot  on wither.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
1202 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Terrick, on the
9th June, 1881, by order of T. H. Wells,  Esquire.
Damages and  driving, 10s.
One bay mare, bald face, off hind foot and near hind
co ro net  white,  scar  of fistula  on wither, 2WZ
(registered brand)  near  shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
1200 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Hutton, on the
6th June, 1888, by order of T. Kirkaldy, Esquire.
Damages  and driving, 12s. 6d. per head.
One brown mare, like 2PC or 2PG (registered brand)
near  shoulder.
One dark-bay gelding, like 7 near thigh.
One chestnut gelding, like NH or MH over like H near,
shoulder, star, stripe, and snip.
One bay colt, no brands visible, bald face, near hind
foot white.
One brown gelding, like W R9 (registered brand) near
thigh,  near  fore foot and hind feet white,  star , stripe,
and snip, blind off eye.
Also, from paddock, Tinchinbilla, on the 9th June,
1888, by order of James C. Hanlon, Esquire.  Damages
and driving, 3s. 10d. per head.
One bay gelding, like A85 over 6AX (registered brands)
near  shoulder, b Y L (registered brand) off
shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay gelding, like WL over like  2 near  shoulder,
near fore  and hind foot white, star.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
1207 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from enclosed lands, Marma-
duh, on the 5th June, 1888, by order of George
Webb, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 4d.; damages, 2s. 6d per
head.
One roan bullock, N1Q (registered brand) off rump.
One white heifer, YY4 (registered brand) near rump.
One roan steer, P 0 X (registered brand) near rump.
One red and white bullock, bald face, blotch near ribs.
One red and white bullock, blotched brand near ribs.
One roan cow, N1U (registered brand) off rump.
One roan bullock, EL7 (registered brand) near ribs.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888,.
will be sold to defray expenses.
SAM. F. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
1208 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville ,  from Warri ll  Creek, on
the 20th  June, 1888 .  Driving, 1s .  2d. ; damages, 308.
One bay horse, E2R (registered  brand) near shoulder.
Also, from Glenalvon. Driving, 1s. 8d. per head.
One chestnut cob, 3 SP (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One dark-bay filly, like DOU (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One dark-bay mare, like D %3 (blotched registered brand)
near  shoulder.
One bay horse, like F1K (registered brand) near shoul-
der.
One bay mare, like H1L near shoulder, J8F off shoulder-
(registered brands).
One brown horse, bald face, JR (conjoined) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th July,  1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1214
E. M. HURFORD,  Poundkeeper.
7s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer.
William street ,  Brisbane, 23rd June, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Thurlow, of Petrie terrace, Brisbane, Queensland,
for an invention described as " Glass Case or
Picture Frame to be known as 'Thurlow's Auto-
matic  Album.' "
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Tburlow, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
T OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application fr a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Henry
Christian Lobnitz, of The Ship Dock, Renfrew,
Renfrewshire, North Britain, and John Wildridge,
of Berry street, St. Leonards, New South Wales,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Breaking -up, Excavating, or Removing Rocks,
Boulders, Stones, or Earth, under Water, or on
Dry Land, and in Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants  are not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted  for the said invention to the
said Henry Christian Lobnitz and John Wildridge,
in accordance  with  the provisions  of "  The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st Tune, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
ppete 8 ecification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Davies, of Plas Dinam, Llandinam, Mont-
gomeryshire, Great Britain, and James Metcalfe,
of 28, North Parade, Aberystwith, Cardiganshire,
Great Britain, for an invention described as
"Improvements in Injectors or Apparatus for
Feeding Steam Boilers or Generators, and for
Raising and Forcing Liquids for Other Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Gov'rn-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Davies and James Metcalfe, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Richard Rule and William Davidson, both of
Bundaberg, Queensland, for an invention des-
cribed as " The Rule and Davidson Filter Press."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Richard Rule and William Davidson, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
S cification annexed thereto, received from
Howard Maltravers Ashley, of Ferrybridge, York-
shire, England, for an invention described as
" Improvements in the Manufacture of Bottles and
Other Hollow-ware in Glass, and in the Machinery
connected therewith."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Howard Maltravers Ashley, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
1 I '
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Dunsmore Bohn, of 51, Avenue road,
Acton, Middlesex, England, for an invention
described  as "  An Improved Process and Apparatus
for the Expulsion of Noxious Gases from Liquids
which may hold them in Mechanical Solution."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that  a Patent  be granted for the said
invention to the said William Dunsmore Bohn,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st June, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Tottenham Lee Richardson, of 1lurrawoombie,
near Nyngan, New South Wales, for an invention
described as " An Improved Apparatus for Shearing
Sheep."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Tottenham Lee Richardson, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers, of Warrington, La cashire, England, soap manufac-turers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in respect of Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
0
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BELL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FsuNCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1888.
No. 680.
T HE following appointments, promotions, re ig-nations, transters ,• and other changes will
take effect  from above date, where not stated
otherwise:-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE  FIELD BATTERY.
No. 95, Corporal A. Crawford,  is granted six
months '  leave of absence.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
Major  G. H. Newman is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant-Colonel  on the Unattached List. 8th June,
1888.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" A " Company.
No. 35, Corporal - Brown, No. 85, Private -
Kerr, No. 100, Private --- Smith, and \ o. 106,
Private - Whatmong, are dismissed for non-
attendance . Regulation 204 to be complied with.
No. 2, Private Connay, is granted six months'
leave of absence.
"E" Company.
No. 43,  Private E .  Hulse, is granted  leave of
absence until 31st December, 1888.
" G " Company.
No. 10, private J.Legerdine, and No. 32, Private
J. E. Derrington ,  are dismissed for non-attendance.
Regulation  204 to be complied with.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
" A " Company,  Toowoomba.
No 66, Acting  Sergeant  C. Collins,  is appointed
to be  a Sergeant.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
GYMPIE CADET CORPS.
The resignation  of Acting- Lieutenant S. Harding
is accepted . 12th  June, 1888.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
BOWEN GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignations ,  under Regulation 204, of
No. 54,  Corporal  -- Payne,
No. 63,  Gunner - Pullen,
No. 65, Gunner  - Wheeler,
are accepted.
No. 681.
Corrections.
IN General Order 672, under Cooktown Garrison
Battery, erase Lieutenant, and substitute Captain
E. A. C. Olive.
In General Order 678, last line but one, erase
11th and substitute 15th.
No. 682.
IT is notified for the in formation of Commanding
Officers, that squads of recruits of Infantry will
be formed for instruction during the  first week in
July,  as under, in accordance  with General Order
No. 615 of 1888, to which attention is called.
Time of Attendance .  Drill Shed.
Wednesday, 8 p.m....
Friday, 8 p.m. ...
Wickham-street Shed, Valley,
or Peel-street Shed, South
Brisbane, as may be most
convenient.
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No. 683.
Officers joining the Defence Force or Volunteers
will be required to go through a regular course of
recruits' drill under the Sergeant Instructor of their
own branch before taking up rear duty with a
corps. This course of drill may be dispensed with
with the approval of the Commandant,  in the case
of officers who have had previous military  training.
No. 684.
THE Commandant having carefully perused the
proceedings of a Court of Inquir ordered to be
held by the Officer Commanding The Queensland
Irish Volunteer Corps, to investigate  a charge of
disobedience of orders on the part of certain
members of the Corps, and having attentively con-
sidered the recommendations of the Officer Com-
manding ,  directs as foll ows,  viz:-
(L)  That No. 10, Private M. Hayes, No. 54,
Private E Hannon, and No. 16, Private
J. J. Slattery, of "A" Company, be severely
reprimanded by their Commanding Officer.
(2.) That No. 127,  Private  P. Turner, of "A"
Company,  be dismissed  the Volunteer
Force.
(3.) That No. 21, Color- Sergeant  - O'Connor,
" B " Company, be reduced to the ranks.
The Commandant regrets that he should be
compelled to order the reduction of Color-Sergeant
O'Connor,  whom  he personally  remembers as one
of the smartest  Non-Commissioned Officers of the
Corps ; in  view , however, of the fact that Color-
Sergeant  O'Connor failed to use his authority as a
Non-commissioned  Officer to keep order, and that as
an old soldier he must  have known the serious
nature of the offence certain  men in his vicinity
were committing in hesitating  to obey orders, no
other  course was  possible. The Commandant
desires to express his appreciation of the prompt
measures taken  by Captain T. J. Byrnes and Major
A. J. Thynne  to enforce discipline.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  Jexss  C. BzaL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th June, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with he advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE THEODORE BELL
to be Auctioneer for all Government  Business in
Brisbane.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
AMENDED NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MACFARLANE,
ROBERT DUNSMURE, and
JAMES S. CAMPBELL
to be  Trustees  of the  Reserve for Racecourse, in
the parish of Mitchell, in the room of R. W.
Stuart and F. N.  Simonson , left the District,
and R .  M. Finlay, deceased.
M. HUME BLACK.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1888.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1L of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD MANSFIELD,  Esquire, Barrister-at-Law,
to be Certifying  Barrister , under the provisions
and for the  purposes  of  " The Friendly Societies
'Act of  1876.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
Zj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
_j of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN FERGUSON, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Board of Advice to consult
with  and advise  the Agent-General for Queensland,
in London,  in the  room of William  Hemmant,
resigned.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant RICHARD UNSwoRTH
to be a Lieutenant on the Retired List of the
Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
WILHELM LARSEN and
JAMES GEORGE WEST
to be Lieutenants in the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant FRANCIS FRASER HOLMES
to be a Captain on the Retired List of the Defence
Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
GEORGE MCFARLANE
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
MICHAEL MCCARTHY
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
FRANCIS JOHN KING
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant
in the Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
SILAS HARDING
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to remove
RICHARD THOMAS FREEMAN
from his Office of Justice of the Peace for the
Colony of Queensland.
14
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
LEIGHTON KESTEVEN, M.R.C.S.,
to be Medical Officer in Brisbane, in the room of
William Hobbs, M.R.C.S., retired.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
W. G. KELLY CUSACK
to be Police Magistrate at Georgetown, in the room
of Peter Macarthur, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Inspector A. D. DOUGLAS and
Sub-Inspector P. BRANNELLY
to be Inspectors of Brands at Normanton and
Croydon, respectively.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant JOHN J. WILLIAMS
to be Inspector of Brands for South Gregory.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARCHIBALD B. GIBSON
to be Assistant Clerk of Petty Sessions at Croydon.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified. that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," I have appointed
William P. Bayne,
to be a Member of the Calliope Marsupial Board,
in the room of Richard Harpur, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1888.
IT is hereby notified that
Thomas Biddle
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the
State School at Darkey Flat,  vice  John Wilson,
resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th June, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve, in accordance with the Regulations under
•` The Orphanages Act of  1879." that
Mrs. J. HASSALL
be appointed a District Visitor, in connection with
the Diamantina Orphanage, for the Districts of
Sherwood and Graceville.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified thatRichard Leo and
Christian Frederick Willert
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Waterford.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following appointments, promotions,
and transfers of Teachers in the service of the
Department of Public Instruction, to take effect
from  the 1st July, 1888,  viz.:-
GEORGE TAGG
to be admitted into the  service  as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 3;
MICHAEL TRACY
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class III., Division  3, and  appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Goo-
burrum ;
PETER AIREY
to be transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Bundamba Lower;
FREDERICK  BENNETT
to be promoted to the position of Eighth Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for  Boys  at
Brisbane ;
EDMUND H. FLINT
to be transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at German Station;
ALEXANDER MUTCH
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
HENRY BURNETT PALMER
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Woongarra ;
CHARLES  ROBERTSON
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Torbanelea;
PHILIP HENRY ROBINSON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Charleville ;
PHILIP SHERIDAN
to be promoted to the position of Sixth Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
GEORGE JOHN W. STANLEY
to be promoted to the position of Fourth Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
ROBERT HUGH YOUNG
to be promoted to the position of Seventh Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRSVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
7 HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
ninth year of Her present Majesty's reign,
intituled  "An Act to Consolidate and Amend the
Laws relating to Parliamentary Elections and to
make  better Provision for Preventing Corrupt
Practices at such Elections,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that no Election for any Electoral
District shall be void in consequence solely of any
delay in holding the Election at the time appointed,
or in taking the Poll, or in the return of the Writ,
or in consequence of any impediment of a merely
formal nature ; and that the Governor in Council
may adopt such measures as may be necessary for
removing any obstacle of a merely formal nature
by which the due course of any Election might be
impeded, provided that the validity of the Election
and the measures so taken shall be forthwith
declared by the Governor in Council by Proclama-
tion : And whereas on the fourth day of April last
a Writ  was issued  by me, the Governor aforesaid,
for the Election of a M ember to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
Carpentaria, which
Writ was made returnable onthe eleventh day of June  instant  : And whereas the
Returning Officer appointed for the said Electoral
District hath certified  in accordance  with the
provisions of the said Act that Edward Palmer was
elected as a Member for the said Electoral District
of Carpentaria, but the  said  Writ was not returned
to me  within the period prescribed therein, as
directed by the said Act : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, do,
by this my Proclamation; issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, declare that the Election of
the said Edward Palmer,  to serve as  a Member
of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the
Electoral District of Carpentaria aforesaid, is valid,
notwithstanding the delay in the return of the
said writ of Election.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 4th
proximo, being the first day of the Annual
Race Meeting of the Normanton Jockey Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Normanton : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 4th proximo, shall, within
the Town of Normanton, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD BATE THE QUEEN t
I' UOCLANMAT1ON.
3} lzu, Excellency Sir ANTHONY '%1 USGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. M1SUTAVF, chael and St. George, Governor
G. cei-nor.  and Commander in-Ohief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited :-
E.M.-8.6-88-K•.
a
.4o -00Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. A. P.
3965  Charles E. Smith 630 0 0 Brisbane
1028 William L. Crompton  ...  157 0 0 Mackay
542 Charles A. M. Morris  ...  300 0 0 Ingham
106 Bernard Muldoon  ...  639 3 0 springsure.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
June,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  eight eight, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVF, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
I Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor,  afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following  Selections  of Land, applied for and held
under  " The Immigration Act of  1869," are hereby
declared  forfeited :-
E.M.-8-6 -88-K•.
M O
b'odw
v4 x a
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
3 Joseph Edwards ...
4 Thomas B. Neilson
A. A. P.
56 0 0 Brisbane
58 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TUE QUEEN l
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSG$AVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the  Gympie  Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after  MONDAY, the  Sixth day of August ,  1888 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with
the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District sha ll  be as follows ,  that is to  say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the fifty-
'first year of Her Majesty s reign.
E.M.-25-5-88.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
1 Gundiah 31v 160 0 0
2 Ditto 32v 160 0 0
3 Ditto 33v 160 0 0
4 Ditto 34v 160 0 0
Survey Fee.
£ s.
6 11
6 11
6 11
6 11
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section ninety-five of " TheCrown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
Mus nivE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved
for the purpose named with respect to each.
L3L-14-6-88.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB  ALBERT PARK AND RECREATION.
North Brisbane.
88.14919-8.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 13th Septem.
ber, 1877, which is hereby amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
Area-24 acres 3 roods 21 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of the Reserve
for Railway Purposes, proclaimed in  Government
Gazette,  1886, volume  2,  page 132, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a line 340 degrees 25
minutes about eight chains and fifty links ; on the
north-east and east by Wickham terrace bearing
104 degrees 28 minutes about sixty links, 79 de-
grees 55 minutes five chains and sixty-five links,
113 degrees 35 minutes six chains and thirty links,
104 degrees 7 minutes six chains and forty-seven
links, 101 degrees 4 minutes four chains and four-
teen links, 126 degrees 5 minutes one chain and
twenty links, 144 degrees 55 minutes ninety-three
and a-half links, 165 degrees 26 minutes one chain
and six links, and 189 degrees 54 minutes 30 seconds
nine chains and seventeen links ; on the south-east
and south by lines bearing 256 degrees 58 minutes
20 seconds eight chains and fifty-five links, and
274 degrees four chains and sixty-five links ; on
the west by a line bearing 4 degrees three chains
and seventy links; and thence by the aforesaid
reserve bearing 43 degrees three chains and four-
Annual Rent
per Acre.
HENRY JORDAN.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 0 0 8 1 5 0
0 0 0 8 1 5 0
0 0 0 8 1 5 0
0 0 0 8 1 5 0
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to the pay-
ment of the value
of improvements,
if any.
teen links, 319 degrees 32 minutes seven chains
and twenty-four links, and 237 degrees 5 minutes
four chains and fifty-seven and a-quarter links to
the point of commencement.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR STATE S CHOOL  PURPOSES.
88-12066-P.I.
Pioneer's Rest.
Mary River.
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.
Area-22 acres 0 roods 14 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
28, and bounded thence on the east by a road bearing
179 degrees 56 minutes fifteen chains and twelve
links ; on the south by a road bearing 269 degrees
59 minutes fourteen chains and sixty-two links ;
on the west by portion 88v bearing north fifteen
chains and twelve links ; and on the north by por-
tion 28 bearing 89 degrees  58 minutes  fourteen
chains and sixty links to the point of  commence-
ment.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-14266-s.0.
Yeppoon.
County of Livingstone, parish of Yeppoon.
Allotments 10, 11, 12, and 13, of section 12A.
Area-1 acre 3 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of allotment
14, and bounded thence on the west by that allot-
ment and allotments 15 and 16 bearing north two
chains fifty links ; on the north by allotments 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, and 9 bearing east seven chains fifty links ;
on the east by Hill street bearing south two chains
fifty links ; and on the south by Queen street bear-
ing west seven chains fifty links to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  eighty- eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVB,  chael and  St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section  ninety-five of  " The
I Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, l'y and with
the advice  of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the purpose named with  respect  to each.
E.M.-s-8 -88-M •.
E.H.-8-6 -88-N'.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR DIVISIONAL BOARD PURPOSES.
88-14267-S.G.
Thursday Island.
Parish of Port Kennedy.
Area-1 acre.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of section
12, and bounded thence on the south by John street
bearing west  three chains; on the west by allotments
4 and 8 bearing  north three  chains  and thirty-three
and four-tenths links ; on the north by allotment 7
bearing east three  chains to Blackall street ; and on
the east by that  street  bearing south three chains
and thirty- three and  four-tenths links to the point
of commencement.
THE MOUNT BRITTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR OFFICES FOR THE USE OF THE
NEBO  DIVISIONAL BOARD.
88-14918-5.G.
Fort Cooper.
County of Wodehouse, parish of Wodehouse.
Allotments 2 and 3, section 16.
Area-1 acre.
Commencing at the north corner of allotment 1,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Kemmis
street bearing 68  degrees four chains ; on the north-
east  by allotment 4 bearing 158 degrees two chains
and fifty links ; on the south- east  by allotments 8
and 9 bearing 248 degrees four  chains  ; and on the
south-west by allotment 1 bearing 338 degrees two
chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES
88-14917-8.G.
(EXTENSION).
Cleveland.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland.
Allotments 7 and 8 of section 15.
Area-3 roods.
Commencing at the south-east corner of allotment
9, and bounded thence on the west by that allot-
ment bearing 354 degrees 30 minutes 250 links ;
on the north by allotments 11 and 12 bearing 84
degrees 30 minutes 300 links ; on the east by
allotment 4 bearing 174 degrees 30 minutes 250
links ; and on the south by Middle street bearing
264 degrees 30 minutes 300 links to the point of
commencement.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  HOSPITAL  (EXTENSION).
88-15065-5.O.
Gympie.
County  of March,  parish  of Gympie.
Allotments 1 and 2 of section 33.
Area - 2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 3 of
section 33 ,  and bounded thence on the south-west
by that allotment bearing 325 degrees two chains ;
on the north -west by Jane street bearing 55 degrees
two chains and fifty links  ;  on the north-east by
Henry street bearing 145 degrees two chains ; and
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing 235 degrees
two chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
88-15068-s.a.
On Wallan Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserves established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 5th March,
1888, which is hereby amended.)
County of Bulwer.
Area-About 15; square miles.
Commencing on the western boundary of Wallan
No. 4 Block where it is intersected by Wallan
Creek, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south to the Western Railway line ; on the
south by that railway line westerly about three
and a-half miles ; on the west by a line bearing
north to Wallan Creek ; and on the north by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RIDING SCHOOL FOR DEFENCE
FORCE.
88-12381-C. Secy.
Milton.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
Allotments 6 to 16 of section P2.
Area-1 acre 1 rood i5 i o o perches.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 20
of section P2, and bounded thence on the north-east
by a line bearing 149 degrees 12 minutes two chains
and fifty links ; on the south-east by a road bearing
239 degrees 12 minutes five chains and thirty-eight
and six-tenths links ; on the suuth-west by a line
bearing 329 degrees 12 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; and on the north-west by allotments 2, 3, 4,
21, and 20, bearing 59 degrees 12 minutes five chains
and thirty-eight and six-tenths links to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the unselected lots of land, being portions 19v, 20v,
21v, 22v, and 25v to 33v, in the parish of Victory,
in the Port Douglas Land Agent's District, opened
to selection by Proclamation dated the 22nd
August. 1887, shall be and are hereby withdrawn
from selection.
E.M.-8-8 -85-C•.
88-14867-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HIM BLACK
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGEATE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MusGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-five,  ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  "The Crown Lands Act of
] 884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described have
been temporarily reserved for the purpose named,
and placed  under the control of the Booroodabin
Divisional Board.
E.M.-14-6-88.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR RECREATION.
North Brisbane.
88-12006-5.G.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
Allotments 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, of section 54.
Area-1 acre 1 rood 7-.1 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of allotment 4,
and bounded thence on the south-west by Sutton
street bearing 302 degrees 6 minutes five chains
and sixty-three and a-half links ; on the north-west
by Wickham street bearing 32 degrees 28 minutes
one chain and sixty-one and three-tenths links and
51 degrees 41 minutes one chain and twenty and
a-half links ; on the north-east by allotment 11
bearing 122 degrees 6 minutes two chains and
twenty-one and three-quarters links; on the south-
east by allotment 12 bearing 212 degrees 6 minutes
seventy-five links ;  again  on the north-west by
allotments 12, 13, and 14 bearing 122 degrees 6
minutes three chains ; and again on the south-east
by allotments 3 and 4 bearing 212 degrees  6 minutes
two chains to the point  of commencement.
Also,-
Allotments 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, of section 55.
Area-1 acre 0 rood 161 perches.
Commencing at the  west corner  of the  section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Leich-
hardt street bearing 32 degrees four chains and
twenty-four and eight-tenths links ; on the north-
east by allotments 24, 23, and 22, bearing 122 de-
grees 22 minutes  two chains and sixty-one links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 212 degrees
four chains and twenty-three and four-tenths links ;
and on the south-west by Sutton street bearing
302 degrees 6 minutes two chains and sixty-one
links to the point of commencement.
Also,-
Allotments 13, 14, and 16, of section 55.
Area-2 roods 19-,-96 perches.
Commencing at the south  corner  of the section,
and bounded thence on the south-east by Wickham
street bearing 32 degrees 28 minutes one chain and
seventy-six  and fifteen one-hundredths links and
52 degrees  and sixty-eight and six-tenths links; on
the north-east by allotment 15 bearing 300 degrees
two chains and eighty and three-quarters links ; on
the north- west  by a line bearing 212 degrees two
chains  and forty and four-tenths links ; and on the
south- west  by Sutton street bearing 122 degrees
6 minutes  two chains and fifty-six and two-tenths
links to the point of  commencement.
Also,-
Allotments 13 to 26 of section 56.
Area-3 acres 2 roods 29 i o perches.
Commencing  at the south  corner  of the section,
and bounded thence on the south- east  by Leich-
hardt street bearing 32 degrees three chains and
seventy -five links ; on the north- east  by allotments
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12 bearing 338 degrees 8
minutes eleven  chains and thirty -nine  links ; on the
north -west b Gregory terrace  bearing  236 degrees
17 minutes three chains and nine links ; and on the
south -east by Sutton street bearing 158 degrees 8
minutes twelve chains and ninety-six and forty-five
one-hundredths links to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,-
Section 56A.
Area-1 acre 1 rood 15-f116 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Gregory
terrace bearing 56 degrees 17 minutes four chains
and six-tenths of a fink ; on the north-east by
Sutton street bearing 158 degrees 8 minutes six
chains and ninety and one-tenth links ; and on the
south-west by a road bearing 305 degrees 17 minutes
seven chains and twenty-three and nine-tenths links
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ei hty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THB  QUEEN I
YllO"L 1M TIO\'.
13) His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MeSueA''F,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. NIi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gueeriaur,  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,and ni ety-seven f  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described have
been temporarily reserved for the purposes named,
and placed under the control of the Torres Divi-
sional Board.
tE.nt.-14-6-88.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR RECREATION.
S.G.-88-4203-P.L.
Thursday Island.
Parish of Port Kennedy.
Area-9 acres 3 roods 16 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the  west side
of Milman street by the north side of  Summers
street, and bounded thence on the south by
Summers street bearing west  nine chains and
fifteen links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
23 degrees twenty-three chains and thirty-nine
links ; and on the east by Milman street  bearing
south twenty-one chains and fifty-three links to
the point of commencement.
88-15806-S.G.
Also,-
II ESBBVE FOR WATER.
Thursday  Island.
Parish of  Port Kennedy.
Area-2 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the north-west
side of Chester street by the north- east side of
Pearl street, and bounded thence on the south-east
by Chester street bearing 45 degrees  four chains ;
on the north-east by a line bearing 315  degrees
five chains ; on the north-west by  a line bearing
225 degrees four chains ; and on the south-west by
Pearl street bearing 135 degrees five chains to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUBaaLYE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.e.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,and ninety-seven of  7Xe Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has
been temporarily reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of Townsville.
a.t.-8-s-se-H•.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR ECREATION.
68-14620-S.G.
Castle Hill, Townsville.
County of Elphinstone,  parish  of Coonambelah.
Area-About 564 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of the south-
west side of Paxton street by the north-west side
of Landsborough street South, and bounded thence
by the  north -west  side of Landsborough street South
south-westerly to the south- west side  of Stanley
street  West ; thence by the south -west  side of that
street south-easterly to the north-west side of
Kennedy street South ; thence by the north-west
side of that  street south -westerly  to the south-west
side of Stanton terrace; thence  by the south-west
side of that terrace south-easterly to the north-west
side of Victoria street ; thence by the north-west
side  of that  street  south-westerly to the south-west
side of Blackwood street West; thence by the south-
west side  of that street south-easterly  six chains
and fifty links; thence by  a line  bearing 32 degrees
41 minutes six chains and fifty links to the south-
west  side of Stanton terrace ; thence by the south-
west  side of that terrace south-easterly to
the north-west side of Wills street ; thence
by the north-west side of that street south-
westerly about three chains and twenty links ;
thence by lines bearing 302  degrees 49  minutes four
chains and 212 degrees 46 minutes about eight
chains and fifty links to the south- west side  of Jones
street;  thence by the south -west  side of that street
south-easterly to the north-west side of Wills
street ; thence by the north-west side of that street
south-westerly about fifteen chains and twenty-five
links ; thence by a line north-westerly about two
chains  and fifty links to the north side of a road;
thence by the north side of that road westerly
twenty-six chains to the west side of another road;
thence by the west side of that road southerly to
the north side of Francis street ; thence by the
north side of that street westerly to the  east side
of Echlin street ; thence by the east side of that
street northerly to the north-east side of William
street ; thence by the north-east side of that street
north-westerly to the south-east side of James street ;
thence by the south-east side of that street north-
easterly six chains and fifty links to the north-east
side of a road ; thence by the north-east side of that
road north-westerly to the north-west side of Claude
street ; thence by the north-west side of that street
south-westerly to the north-east side of William
street ; thence by the north-east side of that street
north-westerly to the south-east side of McKiernan
street ; thence by the south-east side of that street
north-easterly to the south-west side of Evans
street ; thence by the south-west side of that street
south-easterly to the south-east side of Sloane
street ; thence by the south-east side of that street
north-easterly to the north-east side of Hubert
street ; thence by the north-east side of that street
north-westerly eleven chains and fifty links ; thence
by lines bearing 48 degrees 18 minutes five chains
and 318 degrees 18 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; thence by a road bearing 48 degrees 18
minutes nine  chains and twenty-one links ; thence
by another road bearing 138 degrees  18 minutes
two chains and 48 degrees 18 minutes seven chains
thence by a line bearing 318 degrees 18 minutes
nine chains and sixty-seven links to the south-west
side of Bundock street ; thence by the south-west
side of that street bearing 73 degrees 46 minutes
about twenty -one chains  and fifty links to the
north-west boundary of the orphanage  Reserve
proclaimed in the  Government  Gazette  for 1882,
vol. 2, page 797; thence by that boundary  bearing
220 degrees to the south -west side  of Paxton  street ;
and thence by the south-west  side of  that street
south-easterly to the point  of commencement.
Given  under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the road described hereunder shall
be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
D.Y.-27-10.87-8'.
DESCRIPTION.
Two small resumptions for road purposes on the
bank of Pimpama Creek, severed from Agricultural
Farm No. 2, Beenleigh District, portion 158, parish
of Pimpama. (Sydney Norbury.)
Containing 1 rood.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her l ajesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  .THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By ll:s Excellency Sir ANTHONY N usGB xvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali.I. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power  in me vested, and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second  section of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on  the recommendation of the Land  Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare that
the unselected lot of land ,  being Agricultural
Farm No. 83, portion lv, in the parish  of Mooloo-
lah, in  the Brisbane Land Agent's District,  opened
to selection  by Proclamation dated the 17th March,
1888, shall  be and is  hereby  withdrawn  fr om
selection.
E.Y.-8-6 -88-W.
88-14868--L.B.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
June,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eigghty -eight,  and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GoD SAYS THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of se tions ni ety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  "The Crown Land; Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSG SAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has
been permanently reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Booroodabin
Divisional Board.
E.M.-14-6.88.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR LANDING PunposxS.
88-12006-s.G.
Bowen Bridge.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
Area-About 2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Breakfast
Creek on a road one chain wide dividing this land
from portion 102, and bounded thence on the east
by that road bearing southerly about one chain
and fifty links ; on the south-west by portion 105
bearing north-westerly four chains and thirty-eight
links  to Breakfast  Creek; and thence by that creek
downwards to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUBGRAvn,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety.seven of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for Show
Grounds, in the parish of Trebonne (Ingham),
established by Proclamation dated the 17th Sep-
tember, 1887, and the said persons and their
successors shall, as Trustees, have the control and
management of the said Reserve ; and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make by-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council:-
E.M.-8-6 -88-H•.
88-14613-Sec.
ALFRED SANDLINGS COWLEY,
JAMES PAUL SHEWCROFT,
BRYAN LYNN, and
WILLIAM CRAIG CHRISTIE MACDONALD.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety -six and ninety-
seven  of  "The 0-own  Lands  Act of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for
Governesses' Home, in the parish of North Bris-
bane, established by Proclamation dated 22nd
November ,  1887, and the said persons and their
successors shall , as Trustees ,  have the control and
management  of the  said Reserve ; and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make by-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council :
E.M.-8-6-88-I •.
88-14411-Secy.
F. D. G. STANLEY,
SAMUEL WOOD  BROOKS, and
WALTER CUNNINGHAM HUME.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in thefifty-second year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD BATS TEN QUERN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGILLVE,
Knight  Grand Cross  of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St.  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of sections ninety-six and ninety-seven
I of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the persons hereunder named shall be and are
hereby appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve
for Racecourse at Croydon, established by Procla-
mation dated the 16th April, 1888, and the said
persons and their  successors shall , as Trustees, have
the control and management of the said Reserve ;
and the said Trustees shall be and are hereby
empowered to make by-laws for carrying out the
objects of the Trust, subject to the approval of
His Excellency the Governor in Council
E.M.-8-6 -88-J•.
88-14128-Secy.
WILLIAM KELLY,
CHARLES FRASER  GARDINER, and
D. C. THOMSON.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By Isis Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. M;-A. D LTSGRAVS, cliael and St. George, Governor
Guveraor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Bepeudenciea.
N pursuance  of the  power in me vested, and
l in accordance  with the provisions of itThe
Crown  Lands Act of  1884,' I, Sir  ANTHONY
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MUSGRAVE , the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Public
Purposes, No. 4, in the parish of Gympie, contain-
ing twenty-six perches, established by Proclamation
in the  Government  Gazette  dated 17th March, 1888,
shall be  and is  hereby cancelled.
8.G.-88 -5249-P.L.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June;  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eieht, and in thefifty-seco  year of HHer Majesty's reig .
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAvH THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHowx  MUSOBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most[I.e.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael  and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir  ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on  the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the unselected lots of land, being portions 1v to
16v, in the parish of Hughenden, in the Hughenden
Land Agent's District, opened to selection by Procla-
mation  dated the 6th February, 1888, shall be
and are  hereby withdrawn from selection.
88-15018-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE, chael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested, and inI accordance with e provisions of the forty-
second section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on  the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by  this  my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the unselected lots of land, being portions 14v
and 15v, in  the parish of Euthulla, in the Roma
Land Agent's District, opened to selection by
Proclamation  dated the 5th August, 1885, shall be
and are hereby  withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-84 -88-B•.
58-1488a-L.B.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -second  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEE3I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVa, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GEAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Reserve for Road Purposes,
in the parish of Robinson, containing ten acres,
established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 9th September, 1880, shall be and is
hereby cancelled.
E.M.-8-6 -88-Q'.
88-9783-L.B.
88-14255-Twba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. 11UME BLACK.
GOD SAYS  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance .with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Camping,
Mary River, in the parish of Amamoor, established
by Proclamation and Notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated 10th and 18th May, 1877, shall be
and is hereby cancelled.
E.M.-8-6 -88-R'.
88-13507-Gym.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
j NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Aramac, Blackall, Bunda-
berg, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Gladstone, Gympie,
Leichhardt, Maryborough, Normanton, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Springsure, and Townsville,
showing all land open for selection, both as Agri-
cultural and Grazin ; Farms, are now ready for
public exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane
Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
HENRY JORDA_Tf.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th June, 1888.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber andother Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ a.
BEENLEIGH.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Edgar Curtis ... ... To cut and remove in logl 0 5
BIBDSVILLE.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
W. C. Gill ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.1 0 15
BouLIA.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
M. Fitzpatrick ... I To dig and remove salt I 1 0
BOWEN.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
William Emmerson ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Ditto ... .. „ „
„ 0 5
Wm. Handley ... 0 5
Robert Stanley ... To cut and splitslabs,&c. 0 15
Joseph William Hawkes 0 15
Henry Jurgens ... 0 15
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
H. J. Beatty ...
G. C. Willcocks
AllenE J. .
J. Dellit ... ...
F. Clark ...
F. Goeths ...
H. Wrigley ...
J. Craig
J. Smith
J. Friel
W. Page
E. Page
J. Johnson
BUNDABEBG.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
... ... ' To cut and removein log
J. Lamb ...
J. A. Murphy
H. Skyring ...
T. Fallon ...
J. Ford ...
H. Johnston ...
H. Neeb ...
A. Prince ...
3. Porter ...
Wun Joy ...
To cut and split slabs, &c. 1
it  „ ,, 3
To cut and remove in log 0
...
To cut  firewood ...
BURKETOWN.
0
0
0
0
0
10
155
5
10
10
5
10
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
1 0
0 5
1 0
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Ah Sang ... ... I To cut firewood ... 1 0 10
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Assam... ... .... To cut firewood
W. Corkill ... „ „
0 10
0 10
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Jimmy Ah Lew ...  To cut firewood ... 0 10
Chek  Yen ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Ali  Foon ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
Ah Mow 0 10
Hop Sih  ... ... „ „ ...  0 t0
Ah Ling  ... ... „ „ ...  0 10
J. Bamford ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
J. Robb  .:. ...  To cut and splitslabs, &c. 3 0
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
M. Byrne  ... .  To cut and split slabs, &c.' 0 15
J. Carey .. ... I To cut firewood ... 1 0
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the Month of May ,  1888.)
John  Trevaskis  ...  To cut firewood ... 0 10
George Woodhouse  ... „ „ ...  0 10
Arthur  T. Dally ... „ „ ...  0 10
Michael Dillon  ...  0 10
Alfred E .  Palmer  ...  To cut andsplit slabs, &c. 0 15
LIcENSEs- continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
CHARTERS
Ah Sing ... ...
T. McQuillen ...
R. Morrison ... ...
Edward Boreham ...
Walter G. Pearce ...
Ditto ...
Joseph  Simonelli ...
Frederiek Deick ,..
James Niesson ...
Patrick Coyne ...
George Symons ...
John Welsh ... ...
David Symes ... ...
David Symes ... ...
William Summerfield ...
Ah Lie ... ...
Ah Yuck
Ali Young ... ...
Daniel Kelly ...
Thomas R. Stanbury.. .
Bernard Philips ...
John Kelly ... ...
Alfred Welch... ...
Peter  Della Bosca ...
Thomas Weston ...
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of May,  1888.)
R. A. Davidson ... To cut and  split slabs, &e.
George Perrings
F. C. Hill ... ... To cut and  remove inlog
CLONCURRY.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
... 0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 5
Ah My ... ... To cut  firewood  ... I 0 10
CROYDON.
(For the Month of April,  1888.)
Fred  Greener  ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
David Muirhead  ... „ „ ... 0 10
Ah Loo ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Sun Kum Chung ... „ „ ... 0 10
Alex. Denoon .. ... „ „ ... 0 10
Timothy Lawlor ... „ „ ... 0 10
George H. Green ... „ „ ... 0 10
John Mullin .., ... „ „ ... 0 10
Jeremiah Holland ... „ „ ... 0 10
John M. Whipp ... „ „ ... 0 10
Alfred Welch... ... „ „ ... 0 10
CUNNAMULLA.
(For the Month  of May, 1888.)
Charles Knechtstet ... To cut firewood ... I 0 10
A. Russell ... . To cut and  split slabs , &c. 0 15
GEORGETOWN.
(For the Month of May,  1888.)
L. M. Cutten... ...  To cutand removein log 0 5
S. B. Cutten ... ... „ „ ...  0 5
Carl Jallart  ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Nicholas  Cameron  ... To cut  and remove in log 0 5
Charles Salmon  ... „ „ ... 0 5
James  Brooks  ... „ „ ... 0 5
John Muldoon ... „ „ ... 1 5
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month of  May, 1888.)
Robert  Cunning  ... To out and remove in log 0 15
John Gardner ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Henry McCray ... To cut and  remove  in log 0 5
James  Stirrup ... „ „ „ 0 5
GOONDIWINDI.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
John Mitchell ... To cut andsplit slabs,&e. 0 15
W. J. Nicholls ... „ „ 0 15
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
G. Haagensen... ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Henry Patrick ... 0 15
Jas. Ronald .. ... 0 15
Stefano Piecinelli ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Jas. Melhuish ... „ „ ... 0 10
A. Butler ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
Wm. Andrews ... To cut and removein log 0 10
Albert Richards ... 0 10
Francis Kernke ... 0 5
L. Cameron ... ... 0 5
Wm. Reed ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
£ a.
TowBRa- - continued.
To cut firewood ... 0 10
To cut and remove in log 0 5
n
To cut firewood
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut firewood .
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut  and remove in log
To out firewood ...
„ „
To cut and remove in log
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
1 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
To make bricks ... 1 0
To cut firewood ...
To cut and remove in log
To cut firewood
LICENSES-continued.
Applicant's Name.
C. Roseler ...
C. Wright ...
G. Gardiner ...
H. Forbes ...
S. Hassin ...
F. Gotzsch ...
A. Gordon ...
T. Carrick ...
J. Cecilia ...
J. Capelli ...
J. Rizzi
Aldrico Favier
A. Favier ...
A. Della ...
C. Cepriano ...
B. Gasparotti ...
A. Catalina ...
F. Polo ...
S. Sagliari ...
P. Broghelli
J. Armanasoo ...
P. Biancotti ...
J. Ramsay ...
P. Campbell ...
J. Duncan ...
M. Della ...
J. Leahy ...
(For
Frank Russell
Description  of License.
HE RBERTON.
(For the Month of April , 1888.)
... To cut firewood ...
...
... if
...
...
„
...
... if ..
... To cut and split slabs, &c.
... To cut firewood ...
„
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Amount
of
Fee.
LICENSES - continued.
Applicant 's Name.
To cut and split  slabs, &c.
..
„ „ „
... To out firewood
... To cut and splitslabs,&c.
HUGHENDEN.
the Month of May,  1888.)
... To cut firewood
... To cut  and remove in log
... „  if if
... To cut  and split slabs, &c.
... To cut firewood
£ s.
o 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 10
Description of License.
MILES.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Thomas Ford ... ... I Toe ut and  remove in log
Robert Clarke...
William Byrnes
Michael Byrnes
Phar ) Seed ...
Philip Ingram
if
„
if
„
if
if
„
„
if
„
„
Amount
of
Fee.
I £ 8.
NANANGO.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
John Heiner ... ... I To cut and split  slabs,&c.
James Porter ... . To cut and  remove in log
NERANG.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Robert Frazer ... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
Richard Davenport ... To cut and remove in log
James  Ayers ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
August Weisner ... To cut firewood ...
Arthur Binstead ... To cut and remove in log
Wm. Binstead ... „ if „
Leonard Stuart ... if if if
2 5
0 5
1 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
NOHMANTON.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Chas. Mellinger ...  I  To cut and remove in log 0 5
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
John Butcher ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Wm. Tangawa . .. ( To cut firewood ... 0 10
Richard Dean... if if ... 0 10
ROCKHAMPTON.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Cunningham and Co. Tocutand remove in log
Philip Bennett ... It  if if
Peter Kesburg ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
William Sweeney
J. R. Chisholm
Martin Gorman
J. A. Wood ...
John Lehy
Tambo  (Kanaka)
Henry (Malay)
Assam  (Siamese)
Paul Henrickson
ROMA.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
To cut firewood .. 0 10
„ 0 10
0 10
... I 0 10
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
James  McGrory ... To cut and remove in  log
John Doyle ... ... it ,, ...
David Browne ... „ ,, ...
William Russell ... To cut and split ...
Henry Derrick ... To cut and remove ...
LEYBURN.
(For the Month of May) 1888.)
Jas. Lowe ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
W. Meicklejohn „ if if
Geo. Draper ...
W. Parkes ...
„
„
if
if
0 10
0 5
0 10
1 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
MACKAY.
(For the Month of March , 1888.)
James McCarthy ... I To cut firewood ... 0 10
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Henry Hendy ... ( To cut firewood ...
Thomas O'Loughlin ...
William Taylor ...
if  „
if if ...
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
Ludwig Limberg ... I To cut  and split slabs, &c.
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the Month of May,  1888.)
0 15
0 10
Murphy and Co.
John Rankin
J. Thurecht ...
T. McMahon...
J. Rockemer
John Moffett...
R. Hamilton ...
D. Ruddy ...
J. J. Reis ...
W. Thompson
Wm. Stocker
A. Raynor ...
J, Paterson ...
INGHAM.
(For the Month of May , 1888.)
To cut  and split slabs ,&c. 4 10
if it of 0 15
To cut and remove in log 0 10
if if „ 1 0
If if „ 0 5
it if If  0 15
To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
To cut and remove in log 0 10
0 1019  91
To cut and split slabs, &c.  '0  15
To dig and remove ... 1 0
To cut and remove in log 0 5
11  0 5
1 5
1 0
0 15
0 15
Samuel Fuller ... ( To cut and remove in log
I
0 5
Dougald Carr ... To cut and split slabs, &c.' 0 15
SPBINGSURE.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Charles Keene  ...  To cut  and sp li t slabs , & c.1 0 15
ST. LAWRENCE.
(For the Month of May,  1888.)
George  Smithson ... I To cut firewood ... 1 1 10
TAMBO.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Robt. Hamlett ... 1 To cut firewood ... 0 10
(For the Month of April, 1888.)
Henry Fry ... .... To out firewood ... 0 10
W. McDonough if „ 0 10
TAROOM.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
James  Cox ... ... I To cut and split  slabs, &c.4 0 15
TENNINGERING.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Wm. Greenwood ... To cut firewood 0 10
Jacob Henricks ... if „ ... 0 10
ToowooMBA.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
August Crank ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Jacob Graf .. ... „ if „ 0 15
William Irwin ... if if „ 0 15
Fredc. Kretschman ... „ „ „ 0 15
Henry Geitz ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Michael Garvey ... if „ ... 0 10
George Hammond ... if it ... 0 10
Paul Althouse ... it it ... 0 10
Albert Hopert ... To cut wattle-bark ... 0 10
WARWICK.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Cuthbert Lamb ... To eutand remove in log 0 5
WINTON.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Joseph Harris ... To cut firewood 0 10
John Leonard ... 1 11 if .,, 0 10
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
" JHE CROWN LA  AIDS  ACT OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
IT is  hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will hold tlLeir Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section cf the
above -recited Act ,  at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  o¢'  1876" will also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb .  March .  April.  May. June.
Allora * ... ... ... ...  Wed. 28
Aramac  ... ...  Thurs. 5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1
Banana .. .. .  Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 21
Barcaldinet  ... ... ...
Beenleigh ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Blackall ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.22
Brisbane ... ...  Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues. 6
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 10
Burketown  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Cardwell " ...  Fri. 13 ... Fri. 9
Charleville  ...  Tues .  3 Mon .  6 Mon. 5
Charters Towers Wed .  4 Wed .  I Wed. 7
Clermont  ...  Thurs. 26 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 29
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri .  24 Fri. 23
Emerald * ...  Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Esk* ... ... Wed .  18 ... Wed. 21
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs. 26 Thurs. 23 Thurs. 22
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Herberton  ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Ingham .. ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Inglewood $ ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Ipswich ... ... Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 2
Isisford  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Mackay ... ... Thurs. 12  Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20 Fri. 17 Fri. 16
Mitchellt ... Fri .  13 Fri .  10 Fri. 9
Muttaburrat  ...  Thurs .  9 Thurs. 1
Nanango  ..  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Nebo  (Mt. Britton )  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Nerang * ... ... ...  Thurs. 9
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 13
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 12
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed . 8 Wed. 14
St. George Tues .  17 Tues. 21 Tues. 20
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Spring-sure  . I lion .  23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.29
Tambo ... ... Wed. 4  (  Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Taroom  ... ... Wed. 41 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Tennin,ering  ...  Wed. 11 I Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 4 ,  Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Townsville Thurs.12 Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8
Warwick ... ...  Tues. 24 Tues. 29  Tues. 27
Thurs. 5
Wed. 18
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Tues. 3
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Tues. 3
Wed. 4
Thurs.26
Wed. 11
Mon. 16
Fri. 27
Mon. 16
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Thurs. 5
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 12
Tues. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Thurs 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs.12
Tues. 24
Wed. 27
Thurs. 3 Wed. 20
Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Tues. 12
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 2 Thurs. 28
Fri. 25 Thurs.21
Tues. 1 Tues. 5
Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 11 ...
Moc-. 7 Mon. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Thurs.31 Thurs.28
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Fri. 25 Fri. 29
Mon. 21
Wed. 16
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
July. August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 26
Wed. 18 Wed .  15 Wed .  19 ; Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed.  15 Wed.  191 Wed. 17
Tues. 10 Tues. 7 Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed . 121 Wed. 10
Thurs. 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs. 27  Thurs. 25
Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 4 Tues. 2
Sat. 14 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat. 13
Wed. 4 Wed . 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10
Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 14
Mon. 2 Mon .  6 Mon .  3 Mon. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3
Thurs .  26 Thurs.30 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 1] Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10
Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon. 15
Fri. 27 Fri .  24 Fri. 28 Fri. 26
Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon. 15
Wed. 18  ... Wed. 19 ...
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Fri. 25 Thurs. 28
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 30 Wed. 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 4 Fri. 1
Wed. 9 Fri. 8
Thurs. 10 Thurs. 14
Fri. 18 Fri. 15
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Thurs. 3 Sat. 16
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Thurs.14
Tues 8 Tues. 12
Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Mon. 14 Mon. 11
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Tues. 15 Tues. 19
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Thurs.31 Thurs.28
Wed.  21 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 1 Wed. 6
Wed. 9, Wed. 13
Wed.  21  Wed. 6
Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Thurs. 10 Thurs.14
Tues. 29 Tues. 26
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Fri. 6
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Sat. 14
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Tues. 10
Thurs. 6
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Thurs.27 Thurs.25
Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 26 Wed. 31
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 7 Fri. 6
Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Thurs.  13 Thurs. 11
Fri. 21 Fri. 19
Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Sat. 15 Sat. 13
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs. 11
Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 10 Mon. 8
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Tues. 18 Tues. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Thurs .  13 1 Thurs.  II
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Tues. 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. I
Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thurs .  26 Thurs.30
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 1 Wed. I
Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 23, Mon. 27
Thurs .  12 1 Thurs. 9
I
Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tues. 26 Tues. 23
Wed. 19
Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Tues .  6 Tues. 11
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Thurs .  22  Thurs. 27
Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Sat. 10 ...
Mon. 5 Mon. 3
H ed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs . 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 21
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 16 Fri. 21
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Sat. 10 Sat. 15
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs. 13
Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 26 Mon. 24
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Thurs .29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Thurs .  8 Thurs.  13
Tues .  20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus * are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
+  Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on a  holiday the Court will be held on  the following day.
Special  Courts, when  necessary ,  in addition  to the  above, will  be duly notified  from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
r T is hereby notified for general information, that
i applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 A. M. Mac- The road separating Herberton 0 3 11
Ilwaine po rt ion 13 from por-
tions 7 and S
2 P. G. Grant The road separating ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac- The road separating ditto 1 2 23
Dwaine po rt ions 10 and 9 fro m
portions 4 and 3
4 And re w The  ro ad separating Gatton  ...  6  2  15
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from port ions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke Part of the road sepa- Tenthill  ...  3 3 30
rating port ion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 no rt h-westerly
to the reserved  ro ad
6 Margaret The  ro ad separating Tambo ... 19 0 0
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
About
7 Adam Bar- The road separating  Coochin ... 7 0 0
*8
tholomai port ion 201 from por-
tion 160
James R. The reserved road Tarampa... 4 0 0
Atkinson ,  through portion 314
on  be half
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
* Nora .- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT
is  hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at  this Office ;
at the  Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine  and Noosa  ; and Post Offices, North
Pine  and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R.  P.
1 The Ellens- The road separating por- Redcliffe 10 3 30
ville Land tion 100, pari sh of Bur-
Company pengary, from portions
510 and 520, parish of
Redcliffe
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary
being the continuation
of the last-mentioned
road
3 A. F. Luya The reserved road through Coino ... 26 0 0
portion 1079
NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to  be carried  out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
:Ruff, Robert -  The road separating
son, and  Co. portion  435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
A. B. P.
Thorn ... 33 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown  Lams Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within t'n o
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and Po li ce and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The Tarampa Di- The road separating Gatton  ...  5 3 20
visional Board ,  portion 83,  parish
on account of of Tenthill, from
Dyson  lacy  portion 87
NoTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public sdrawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council;- on the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of  the  Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October. 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
'`T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from  the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas  and descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in  every deed containing the
erroneous  areas  and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4619.
Date of Deed-5th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Richard Symes Warry.
Land Granted-Portion  22, county of Stanley,
parish of Warner.
Area-140 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner, portion 22.
Area-156 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the North
Pine River on the north- east  side of the main
Gympie road, and bounded thence on the south-
west by that road bearing 134 degrees twenty-seven
chains and twenty-five links and passing through
a post twenty-five links from the said river and 156
degrees twenty-seven chains and sixty and seven-
tenths links; on the south- east  by a road bearing 73
degrees thirty-four chains and six links ; on the north-
east by portion 21 bearing 343 degrees twenty-one
chains  and fifty links to the right bank  of a salt-
water arm ; thence by a line bearing 295 degrees
41 minutes to the left bank ; thence by that arm
downwards to the North Pine River ; and thence
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-23816.
Date of Deed-2nd May, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Watson.
Land Granted--Portion 2,  county of Cook,
parish of Gooburrum.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum, portion 2.
Area- 323 acres  29 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burnett
River at the south -east  corner of portion 1, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion and a
line bearing north eighty-eight chains and fifty
links ; on the north by portions 36, 35, 34, and 33
bearing east forty chains and twenty links ; on the
east  by a line bearing south seventy-one chains
and twenty-nine and a-half links to the Burnett
River; and on the south-east by that river upwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-3886.
Date of Deed-16th May, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Lyle.
Land Granted-Portion  59, county of Living-
stone, parish of Archer.
Area-43 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  59.
Area-43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of portion
60, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 359 degrees 16 minutes seventeen chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the north by a line
bearing 270 degrees 8 minutes twenty-four chains
and eight and a-half links; on the west by a road
bearing 178 degrees 58 minutes eighteen chains
and twenty-four and a-half links; and on the south
by portion 60 bearing 89 degrees 29 minutes
twenty-three chains and ninety-eight and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
-
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The' Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the names of the intended
grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-70073.
Date of Deed-13th April, 1888.
Name of Grantee-William Clowes.
Land Granted-Portion  382, county of Flinders,
parish of Uxbridge.
Area-640 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as William
Clowes, instead of William Smith Clowes, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-31967.
Date of Deed-20th September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Maria Henricksen.
Land Granted-Allotment 1  of section 35, town
of Bundaberg.
Area-3 roods.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Maria
Henricksen, instead of Maria Hendrickson, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-66461.
Date of Deed-12th January, 1887.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich Hendricksen.
Land Granted-Portion  812, county of Cook,
parish of Kinagin.
Area-156 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name  of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Heinrich
Hendricksen, instead of Heinrich Reinold Hend-
rickson ,  the correct name.
NOTICE.
ELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
s ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur.
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " 'Z'he Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
THE following  order of the Land Board, confirm-
ing the division made under the provisions of
"The Crown  Lands Act of  1884  "  of the Run
known as Mona, is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may
concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Mona, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS The Queensland National Bank, Limited,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known
as Mona, situated in the Pastoral District of
Maranoa, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs known as Geraldra South,
Uthalby, Picaninny, Dewurra, Green Forest, Bel-
haven, Runnymede, Mona, Bunggalbree, Whitalby,
Geraldra, Green Forest West, and Cardiff East,
have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the twenty-first day of July, 1885, that
they elect to take advantage of the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode
of making a fair division thereof : And whereas
the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided into two parts, and has re-
ferred the matter of the said division to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the
Land Board constituted under the provisions of
" Ike Crown Lands Act of  1884":  Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as
amended hereby, be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said consolidated run known as
Mona, and comprising the runs hereinbefore men-
tioned, be divided into two parts, and that the part
of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part shall comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz.:-
1771 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek
at a point about twenty-six chains in a direct line
below a tree marked broad-arrow over 27 in triangle,
and bounded thence by an east line crossing the
creek about nineteen miles seventy chains to a
point about one mile thirty-two chains south-west
of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over DH over
OA in triangle ; thence by a south-west line passing
through an oak-tree marked broad-arrow over YD
over G in triangle about eleven miles forty-eight
chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
G over Y in triangle ; thence by a north-west line
three miles thirty-six chains to an oak-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over GS in triangle ; thence by
a west line passing through a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over BE in triangle, a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over GS over F in triangle, a
bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over B over BE in
triangle, crossing Wallam Creek at a box-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle which is about
twenty chains in a direct line above a box-tree on
the right bank of the creek marked broad-arrow
over 34 in triangle, also passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over F in triangle about fifteen
miles eighteen chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over BO in triangle; thence by a north line
about seventy-seven chains to a point four chains
west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over R in
triangle ; thence by a west line passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over YS in triangle
about seven miles twenty-six chains to Mungullala
Creek ;  thence  by the left bank of that creek
upwards about five miles in a direct line to a point
west of starting point ; and thence by an east line
about twelve miles thirty-two chains to Wallam
Creek at the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
464  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek
at a point about twenty-six chains in a direct line
below a tree marked broad-arrow over 27 in
triangle, and bounded thence by a west line about
twelve miles thirty-two chains to Mungullala
Creek ; thence by the left bank of the aid creek
upwards to a box-tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; thence by an east line four miles twenty-
four chains to a point twenty-four chains west of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over MY in
triangle ; thence by a north line one mile ; thence
by an east line about one mile seventy-two chains ;
thence by a north line four miles twenty-four
chains ; thence by an east line crossing Wallam
Creek at a point about twenty-four chains in a
direct line below a tree on its left bank marked
broad-arrow over W over 3 in triangle eight miles
thirty chains ; thence by a line bearing about north
80 degrees east about one mile  fifty chains to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over U over D in
triangle; thence by a north-east line five miles
twenty-seven chains to a box tree marked broad-
arrow over DP in triangle ; thence by a north line
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 1 over D in triangle ten miles thirty-
four chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over P1 in triangle ; thence by a west line
passing through a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over I over C in triangle four miles fifty-nine
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over CE
over C in triangle ; thence by a north line five miles ;
thence by an east line about twelve miles thirty
chains ; thence by a north-east line about sixty-four
chains ; thence by a south-east line five miles ;
thence by a south-west line six miles fifty-three
chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over P in triangle ; thence by a south-east line
seven miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
PA in triangle ; thence by a south-west line sixty.
seven chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over PA in triangle; thence by a south-east line
five miles twelve chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over BH in triangle ; thence by a south-west
line ten miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
BH in triangle ; thence by a south-east line four
miles forty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over DH over OA in triangle ; thence by a south-
west line about one mile thirty-two chains to a point
east of starting point; and thence by a westline about
nineteen miles seventy chains to and across Wallam
Creek to the point of commencement;-exclusive
of all reserved or alienated lands contained within
these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1888.
[z s E. DESHON, I Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provisions
of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as South Comongin, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as South Comongin, situated in the
Pastoral District of Warrego, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Sali Cleve, Benjamin Josman Fink, and
Henry Henty, the pastoral tenants of the consoli-
dated run.known as South Comongin, situated in
the Pastoral District of Warrego, in the Colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as Comongin, Owthorpe No. 2, Owthorpe
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No. 6, Owthorpe No. 7, Nyngin, Nyngin West,
Corni Paroo, Goorie Goorie, Becker, Green, Bal-
thazzar, and Napoleon, have given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the eighteenth
day of August, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best node of making a
fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884":  Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby,
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as South Comongin,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the said
run referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
2721  square miles.
Commencing  at a point about one  mile sixteen
chains south of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over G  in triangle  on Goora Goora Creek, and
bounded thence by a south line three  miles sixty-
four chains to a point twenty-eight chains  east and
fifty links north of a leopardwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over G in triangle ; thence by
an east  line sixty-eight chains to a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over G in triangle ;
thence by a south line passing through a point bear-
ing north 187 degrees east and distant two chains
sixty links from a double bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over W1 in triangle and fifty-eight
links west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over TM in triangle twelve miles eleven chains
to a point twenty-six chains ninety links north
and fifty-two links east of a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over B in triangle ; thence
by a west line passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B in triangle and a
tree marked broad-arrow in triangle about fifteen
miles to a point one mile seventeen chains east
of a yapunyali-tree marked broad-arrow over Y
over 5 in triangle on Goora Goora billabong ;
thence by a north line twelve miles eleven chains
passing through a yapunyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over 08 in triangle to a point one chain
beyond  same ; thence by a west line crossing the
Bulloo River and passing through a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over G6 in triangle on
its right bank, also passing through a tree marked
broad-arrow over 02 in triangle seven miles
twenty-eight chains to a point fifty-two chains
east of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 03 in
triangle; thence by a north line three miles sixty-
four chains to a point west of starting point ; and
thence by  an east line  crossing the Bulloo River
about twenty-three miles seventy chains to the
point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
5564 square miles.
Commencing at a point about one mile sixteen
chains south of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over G in triangle on Goora Goora Creek,
and bounded thence by a north line passing through
the last-mentioned tree about four miles thirty
chains to a point bearing north 315 degrees east
and distant one chain from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over W in triangle;
thence by an east line passinn* through a niilgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over NV over G in triangle
ten miles thirty-five chains to a point bearing north
258 degrees 50 minutes east and distant two chains
eighty links from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over N over G in triangle ; thence by a north line
about seven miles forty chains to a point nine
chains west and sixty-one chains fifty links south
of a post marked broad-arrow over G ; thence by
an east line  nine chains; thence by a north line
passing through the last-mentioned post two miles
fifteen chains to a point one mile thirty-three
chains fifty links beyond same ; thence by a west line
passing through a point forty-one chains north of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 14 in
triangle near the head of Beengalla Creek and
crossing the Bulloo River at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over C4 in triangle about thirty-five
miles sixty-six chains to a stake bearing north 243
degrees east and distant two chains twenty-five
links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over N over D in triangle ; thence by a north line
one mile thirty-three chains to a stake bearing
north 13 degrees east and distant one chain sixty-
five links from a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over NW in triangle; thence by a west line
passing one chain north of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over K1 in triangle six miles twenty-
six chains to a stake bearing north 80 degrees east
and distant forty-five links from a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over G in triangle;
thence by a south line fourteen  miles  to a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over M1 in triangle ;
thence by an  east  line seven miles forty -four chains
to a point bearing north 326 degrees  east and
distant thirty-four links from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over AC in triangle ; thence
by a south line one mile seventy-eight chains to a
point west of starting point ; and thence by an east
line crossing the Bulloo River about twenty-three
miles seventy chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1888.
L s.] F.. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
j. firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as 111ulga Downs, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the
Run known as Mulga Downs ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of  M aranoa ,  in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run
known as Mulga Downs, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous runs known as Mulga
Downs South, Mulga Downs West, and Mulga
Downs No .  3, have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the twenty-fifth day of April,
1885, that they  elect to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884" with
respect to such run  :  And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts ,  and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884" : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants,  and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
wo do order that the  division  of the  said run made
by the said  Secretary  for Public  Lands be
confirmed  :  And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Mulga Downs, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
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into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
60  square miles.
Commencing at a point fifty-six chains  east of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over MS over 3
in triangle, and bounded thence  by an east line
three miles  sixteen  chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over T in triangle ; thence by a north-
east line eight  miles  sixty- six chains  to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over BB in  triangle ;
thence by a north-west line three  miles  thirty-six
chains to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
BN over MS in triangle ; thence by  a west line
seven miles to a point north of starting  point and
fifty-six chains east of a brigalow- tree marked
broad-arrow over MS over  3 in triangle ;  and thence
by a south line eight miles sixty-four chains to the
point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenants shall  be entitled  to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall  comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
148  square miles.
Commencing at a point  fifty -six chains east of a
giddiah- tree  marked  broad-arrow over MS over
3 in triangle , and bounded  thence by a west line
passing through the said tree, also passing  through
a brigalow -tree marked  broad -arrow over M3 over
W in triangle  and a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow  over G in  triangle sixteen miles eighteen
chains to a box -tree marked broad-arrow over G
in triangle  ;  thence  by a north-line- passing  through
a box-tree  marked broad- arrow over  T over TN in
triangle nine miles  twenty  chains to a bendee-tree
marked broad- arrow  over TN in  triangle ; thence
by an east line passing  through bendee-trees
marked  broad-arrow over  U in triangle and broad-
arrow over MW over 3  in triangle  respectively
twelve  miles sixty -eight chains to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over G over  M3 in triangle ; thence by a
south  line  thirty-six chains to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over M3 in triangle ; thence by an east
line passing  through a brigalow-tree marked broad-
arrow over MS over 3 in triangle three miles thirty
chains to a point fifty-six chains beyond  same and
north of starting point ; and thence by a south line
eight miles sixty-four chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1888.
. , Land Board.[z s T. S. SWORD,
E DESHON
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
T
HE  following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Havelock, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Havelock ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS James Hanlin, the pastoral tenant of the
consolidated run known as Havelock ,  situated in
the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as Havelock and Havelock No. 2, has given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands ,  dated the
eleventh day of July, 1885 ,  that hg elects to take
advantage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Art of  1884" with respect to such run  :  And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said  Secretary for Public Lands
as to the best mode of making a fair division
thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary for Public
Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts ,  and has referred the matter
of the ' said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884":  Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by
the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Havelock, and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said  run referred to in
the said Act as the resumed part shall  comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
35  square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 1 over H in triangle, and bounded thence by
an east line six miles forty chains passing through
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over H2  in triangle
to a point one mile eleven chains beyond same ;
thence by a north line six miles eighteen chains ;
thence by a west line two miles ten chains ; thence
by a south  line one mile  twenty- six chains  ;  thence
by a west line four miles thirty chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over H in triangle ; and thence
by a south line five miles to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described  as follows , viz.:-
48 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 1 over H in triangle, and bounded thence by
an east line five miles twenty -nine chains to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over H2 in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing north 160 degrees 35
minutes east about five miles forty-five chains to a
woollybutt-tree marked broad-arrow over H2 in
triangle ; thence by a south line one mile forty-two
chains to a woollybutt-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over H2 in triangle ; thence by a west line
one mile sixty chains to a woollybutt-tree marked
broad-arrow over EC over H2 in triangle ; thence
by a south line three miles eighteen chains to a
woollybutt-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 112
in triangle ; thence by a west line two miles eleven
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over H2
over M1  in triangle ; thence by a north  line five
miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M1
over H2 in triangle ; thence by a west line three
miles seventy-seven chains to a pine-tree marked
broad-arrow over MM in triangle and broad-arrow
over H2 in triangle on its east and west sides
respectively; thence by a north line crossing Kemp's
Creek five miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over M2 over H2 in triangle ; and thence by an east
line fifty-one chains to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
first day of June, A.D. 1888.
[z s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.THE following description of the Resumed Por-tion of the Run known as Boombah, in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa, in lieu of that set
forth in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th April,
1888, is published as required by the Act, and for
the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the  Matter  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Boombah ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
RESUMED PORTION.
9141 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point opposite a carbeen-tree marked
broad-arrow over GC in triangle, and bounded
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thence by a line bearing north 100 degrees east
about five miles thirty-two chains ; thence by an
east line ten miles seventy-two chains to a point
two miles twenty-eight chains south of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over Ml in triangle ; thence
by a south line four miles four chains ; thence by
a west line six miles  thirteen chains to a box-tree
marked HD conjoined HD conjoined ; thence by a
south line about five miles twelve chains to a box-
tree marked 5 over broad-arrow ; thence by a
west line  five miles to a berah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over D1 in triangle ; thence by a north line
five miles ten chains to a small box-tree marked
HD conjoined HD conjoined ; thence by a line
bearing north 277 degrees 16 minutes east six miles
forty-two chains to the Balonne River at a carbeen-
tree marked HD conjoined in blaze WB ; and
thence by the left bank of the said river upwards
to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified  for general  information,that the following Forfeited  Runs, in  the Land
Agent's District of Cooktown, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," at the Cooktown Land Office, on and after
THURSDAY, the Ninth day of August, 1888, at
an Annual  Rental of £1 per  square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Runs may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or the Uner Secre-
tar for Lands ,  Brisbane.
8e-1'3sa-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Bundaberg, 18th June, 1888.
Notice to WILLIAM MEIKLIC, holder of Homestead
Selection No. 917, B.R.
'IR,-It having  been reported to me that you
have not complied  with  the condition of resi-
dence in respect to your Homestead Selection, No.
917, Bundaberg District ,  you are hereby called
upon to attend the Land Court, to be holden at
Bundaberg on the Eleventh day of August ,  1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  then and there to show
cause why the aforesaid Selection shall not be
declared forfeited.
ROWLAND MORRISBY,
Land Commissioner.
THB COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BREEZA PLAINS RUN.
Area-47x,, square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the North
Kennedy River  at a pear-tree  marked broad-arrow
over  5, and  bounded thence on the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees eleven miles  fifty-six
chains to a gum -tree  marked broad-arrow over K
over  B.P; on the south- east  by a line bearing 225
degrees  eight miles twenty-three chains to a gum-
tree marked  broad- arrow  over K over B.P on the
right bank of the Kennedy River ; and on the
west by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
LAKEFIELD RUN.
Area-16 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Normanby
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K
over L in blaze, and bounded thence on the north-
west by  a line  bearing 315 degrees seven miles
forty-four chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over CP over L ; on the north by a line bearing
east  five miles sixty-seven chains to the left bank
of the Normanby River at a tree marked broad-
arrow over CP over L in triangle ; and on the east
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after  the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions  of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with  Runs in  the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office  in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
,'
I
IHE  Department of Agriculture has for distri-
bution ,  to  bona  fide  Planters and Farmers, a
quantity  of Olive  Truncheons.
Applications to be made to the Department of
Agriculture ,  through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
H il, Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution , to  bona fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds  of the  Japanese  Flour  Maize, which is
admirably adapted for bread -making .  Application
for seeds  to be  made to the Department of A gricul-
ture, through  the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
HE Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pycnantha )  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurre ,,s),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-
bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
I)
RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
 Department of Agriculture  in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially  fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry  state, and are suitable for
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exhibition in small quantities . The wheat should
be in the ear, with the sti aw attached,  as well as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain and  in cob ; the
cotton ginned  and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information  about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will  be acceptable, together with
samples of  the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names  of the producers, and the
locality  where  grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under  Secretary  for Agriculture.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Burnett 2-Mile Map,Sheet 1. Price, Is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT  L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price : 5s., in (2)sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
EMU PARK RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ENGINE AND CARRIAGE SHEDS.
TO eligible Tender having been received, Fresh
Tenders will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th July,
1888 , from persons willing to contract for Erection
of Engine  and Carriage Sheds at Emu Park.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Engine
and Carriage Sheds at Emu Park."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
North Rockhampton.
Tenders must be  sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on the amount of  Tender as security for the
due performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted , and undertaking in that
event to execute , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways  for securing such
performance ;  otherwise  the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1888.
TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.
TIMBER REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF THE
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 20th July next ,  from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Timber ,  in such quantities as
may be required ,  until 31st December, 1889.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the part -  tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within seven days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty, in the penal sum of £100, for  securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Timber to be of the very best description of
the several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered ; if the
several quantities of Timber are not delivered
within one month from the time of being ordered,
the Railway Storekeeper may purchase  the same
elsewhere at the risk and expense of the Contractor.
The probable quantities of each kind of Timber
required are given for the guidance of persons
concerned ; but it must be understood that they
are only approximate, and the Contractors must
supply more or less of each kind, as required.
The Department reserves the right to purchase
Timber anywhere for the construction of new works
or in cases of emergency.
Specifications may be seen, and further particulars
obtained, at this Office ; the Railway Storekeeper's
Office, Ipswich ; arid the Locomotive Foreman's
Office, Toowoomba.
F. CU11NOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK-WAGONS-BUNDABERG
RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
July, 1888, for the construction of the following
Wagons for the Bundaberg Railway, viz.
12 Low-sided Wagons, 26 feet long,
6 Covered Goods Wagons, 26 feet long,
1 Sheep Van, 14 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (22) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings , Specifications, &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich,
Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NOTE.-Tenderers must  clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to tines for  non-completion  to time will be
strictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
J`ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
July, 1888, for the construction of the following
Vehicles for the Southern and Western Railway,VIZ.:--50 Open Goods Wagons, 14feet long.
A deposit of two  and a-half (22) per cent. on
amount  of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can  be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
and Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NOTE.- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract relating to  fines for non -completion to time will  be  st ri ctly
enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
TENDERS.T' ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Govern.l1 ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain .  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Post
QUEENTON-Post and Telegraph  Office ... ... ... 9th June, 1888  ...  Offices, Charters Towers
GYMPIE-New Hospital 23rd June, 1888
and Townsville ; 6th
July, 1888.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
"' House, Gympie ; 20th
July, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 29th  June, 1888.
TENDERS areinvited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars ,  see  GovernmentGazette.
Nature of Work.
Erection of Goods Sheds at Monkland, Keefton, and Cooran
S. and W. Railway-Deviation at Swan Creek, Killarney
Branch Line ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay Railway-Tenders for Coal ... ... ...
Emu Park Railway-Goods Sheds at Tanby ... ... ...
Maryborough to Gayndah Railway-Porter's and Gate-
keeper's Cottages ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender s
ing original notice .  can be received.
16th June, 1888
ditto ...
23rd June, 1888
ditto ...
ditto ...
(Railway Office, Brisbane ;
6th July, 1888.
S Railway Office, Brisbane ;
t 20th July,  1888.
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
l 6th July, 1888.(Railway Office, Brisbane ;
. 13th July, 1883.
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
Z 13th July, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.THE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for thereason stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are  hereby  published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Normanton to
Cloncurry have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act of  1864 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat  with  you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mrs. Armstrong.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
I A. R. P.
15 Christina  Arm- Unoccupied ...  j 13 0 0 Second -class pastoral land, Cannot be found.
strong , widow  surrounded with 3-wire
fence; selection 25, parish
of Norman
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st  June,  1888.THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for thereasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty -four  of  " The  Railway Act  of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
Quantity of
Land  taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from the South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  " The Railway Act  q f  1861":  And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said
Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and
in pursuance of the provisions of  The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been
taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CQRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Messieurs Robert Nicholson, James Hewitt, Denis McNamara, Frederick Krause, Alexander
McMicking, Daniel Owen and Owen Williams, R. G. W. Herbert and John Bramston, Joseph
Thompson, and John Walker.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
61 RobertNicholson Unoccupied ...
73 James  Hewitt ... Unoccupied ...
74 Ditto ... Unoccupied ...
75 Ditto Unoccupied ...
95 Denis McNamara  Unoccupied ...
99 Frederick  Krause  Unoccupied ...
146 Alexander
McMicking
Graziers'
Butchering
Company
168 Daniel Owen and
Owen Williams
Unoccupied ...
191 R. G. W. Her-
bert and John
Bramston
W. P. White
I
240 Joseph Thompson Unoccupied ...
251 John Walker ... Unoccupied ...
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
Description of Lands. Remarks.
A. R. P.  Parish of South Brisbane.
0 0 04 Suburban portion 172, sub- Cannot be found
division 3, re-subdivisions
49 to 51 and 8 to 10 of ;
cleared only
0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 35 of ; cleared only
0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub- Cannot be founddivision 31 of ; cleared only
0 0 34 Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 32 of ; cleared only
Parish of Bulimba.
0 0 9 Portion 62, • section 1, sub- Cannot be found
divisions 109 and 110 of ;
cleared only
0 0 16 Portion 52, section 1, subdi- Cannot be found
vision 28 of, wholly re-
sumed ; cleared only
2 3 14 Portion 85 includes road Cannot be found
diversion ; fenced only
Parish of Tingalpa.
2 0 11 Portion 80 unimproved ... Cannot be found
1 3 13 Portion 79, subdivision 1 of ; Absent from the colony
partially fenced
Town of Cleveland.
0 0 2 Section 100, allotment 2 of ; Cannot be found
partly fenced
0 0 1 Section 97, allotment 5 of; Cannot be found.
unimproved ; required for
road diversion
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
'
I' HE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for1 the reasons stat d in the Schedule, the particula s her of are hereby published as requir  by
section twenty -!our of  "  The Railway  Act of  1864 ,"  27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  "The Railway Aet  of 1864 ": And 'N liereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared  lit accurdauee with the provisions of the said
Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said Act:
662
Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1854," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mr. Edward Flood and Mrs. Helena Mylne.
SCHEDULE.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and Owner's Name.Book of
Reference.
Quantity of
Occupier. Land taken byRailway-
More or Less.
Description  of Land . Remarks.
239 Edward Flood, of
A.
Unoccupied ... 1
R. P.
2 25
Town of Cleveland.
Section 100, allotment 3 of ; Out of the Colony
Bol any street, partly fenced
241
Sydney
Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 13 Section 100, allotment 4 of ; ditto
247 Helena Mylne ditto ... 2 1 4
partly fenced
Section 98, allotments 2 to ditto.
(widow), of 5 of ; unimproved
Sydney
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, forthe reasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty -four of  " The Railway A ct of  1864," 27  Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway Act of
1864" : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Art of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Thomas Bevan, Wm. Clarke, Louisa Edkins, Matthew Hervey and Phillip Soulmers, Edward R.
Edkins, Mary Smith and Henry Deane.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
I
13 Thomas Bevan... Unoccupied ...
15 Wm. Clarke ... ditto ...
16 Louisa Edkins ditto ...
19
(widow)
Matthew Hervey ditto ...
44
and Phillip
Sommers
Edward R. Ed- ditto ...
66
kins
Mary Smith ditto ...
(widow) and
Henry Deane
(Trustees)
F. CurNow,
Commissioner for Railways.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
Description of Land. Remarks.
A. R. P.  Town of Bowen.
0 0 32 Section 17, allotment 3 ; un- Cannot be found
I improved
0 0 16 (Section 17, allotment 1(north- Out of the Colony
east half of) ; unimproved
0 0 16 Section 17, allotment 1(south- ditto
west half of) ; unimproved
0 0 32 Section 2, allotment 4 ; un- Cannot be found
improved
0 0 22 Section 78, allotment 9 ; un- Out of the Colony
improved
Parish of Print'.
1 2 25 Unimproved ; required for Cannot be found.
road diversion
VW'cek ending 24th June,  1888 ...
('err s onding week last year...
Likcreasc•... ...
Lecrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to late ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending  24th June,  1888 ...
C )rresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  24th June,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1888 - Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 24th June, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 24th June, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ... ...
Week ending 24th June, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1988--Tota) Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Tota l Increase ... ...
Week ending 24th June, 1888...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 24th June, 1888...
Corresponding  week last  year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888 -Total  Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
No. 01
'Miles open
forTraffic.
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TRAFFIC EARNING B.
Passenge
Fares. Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN I:AILWAY.
834 2,196 19 6 3,773 12 1 177 11  11 6,148 3 6
706 2,377 2 5 3,011 13 2 166 4 5  5,555 0 0
180 2 11
761 18 11 11 7 6
...
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151  450 13  3 676 8 7 63  3 9 1,190 5 7
103 296 13 2 635  2 1 38 9 2 970 4 5
154 0 1 41 6 6 24 14 7
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£9,319 18 0
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
66 142  14 5 247  18 0 20 0 0 410 12 5
66 49 1 6  123 10 4 9  10 5 182 2 3
93 12 11 124 7 8
rs ' 1 Goods and Live
10 9 7
9,149 12 1
3,963 16 3
...
83 4 9 183 14 4 ...
463 349 9 7 1,584 8 3 125 19 9  2,059 17  7
444 347 0 3 898 1 1 48 16 3 1,293 17 7
2 9 4 686 7 2 77 3 6
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
58,411 14 6
62,426 0 2
Total.
593 3 6
182,207 10 8
179,436  4  11
£2,771 5 9
220 1 2
31,607 17 0
22,287 19 0
228 10 2
£5,185 15 10
766 0 0
£4,014 5 8
31 33 1 6 32 5 9 5 4 6 7011 9
31 52 16 11 68 14 9 4 18 1 126 9 9
0 6 5 ...
1915  5  36 9 0 ... 5518 0
2,415 16 6
... ... ... 2,452 11 0
£36 14 6
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
260 652 16 1 1,696 2 4 158 3 10 2,507 2 3
231 736  0 10  1,879 16 8 72 10 10  2,688 8 4
85 13 0
8
1,868  6 11
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 56 6 3  , 45 11  11 26 8 4 128 6 6
31 53  17 11 ;  65 8 4 9 0 4 128 6 7
2 8 4 17 8 0
19 16 5 0 0 1
3,041 12 4
1,777 18 3
21,263 14  1
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
181 6 1
58,535 19 8
50,051 15 2
£8,484 4 6
36 17 4 67 11 2  18 6 0 122 14 6
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. ATTRIL AND Amos, forthe Construction of Shelter Shed and Offices
on the Southport Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £749.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. JOHN WALKER ANDCo., for the Manufacture of Fifty (50)
Hopper Wagons, Maryborough Railway, has been
accepted. Amount, £1,937 lOs.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
TIRE Tender of Messrs. CAMPBELL AND
TsoMPSON, for the Construction of a Station
Master 's House at Warwick, has been accepted.
Amount, £305.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government  Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN .RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment,  Brisbane, was published in full in the
Government  Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888.  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
POST AND TELEGR.U H.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C
OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving  Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this  Office,  at 6s.  per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in  one Sheet,  containing  the same infor-
mation, at 3s.  per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and -Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Pcst and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888-
T is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the limits within which the Penny
Postage Rate is charged nprntl,ctte.5 feint; eltu,lcl
to include the following Post and Receiving
:--Offices
Eagle Junction, Toombul, Racecourse, Fairfield,
Yeronga, South Coast Junction, Taringa, Sherwood,
Stanley Bridge, Stafford, Downfall Creek,
Glenalbro (Ithaca Creek), Fig-tree Pocket, Eagle
Farm, Morningside, Tingalpa, Il emmant, Belmont,
Dunellan, Mount Gravatt, Hawthorne, Mount
Cootha.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A
COPY  of the New Enlarged Chart ,  shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post  and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s .  1 er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement  L. Wragge,  Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that,
IE in future, until further notice, insufficiently
Prepaid Newspapers for and from the United
Kingdom, which bear not less than a single rate of
newspaper postage, will be forwarded by the Torres
Strait Direct Route, kind will be charged on delivery
with double the amwlnt of the deficient postage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
-BRANCHES of the above are now open at
j Allora, Aramac .  Ayr, Banana .  Barealdine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg,
Burenda ,  Burketown ,  Cairns ,  Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway ,  Charters Towers,
Charleville ,  Clermont, Cleveland ,  Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet ,  Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland ,  Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton , Eidsvold,  Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude  Valley, Gatton,  Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi ,  Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton ,  Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn ,  Maytown ,  Mackay, Mary-
borough ,  Maryborougli Railway ,  Mlllchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven ,  Murphy's
Creek,  Muttaburra ,  Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango,  Nerang Creek ,  Normanton, North
Ipswich,  North Pine ,  Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek  (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas ,  Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood ,  Shipping Office  (Brisbane ),  South
Brisbane ,  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, South-
port ,  Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom ,  Tewantin ,  Thorn-
borough, Thursday  Island, ToDwoomba ,  Towns-
ville, Tiaro ,  Walkerston , W arwick, Watsonville,
Westwood,  Windorah ,  Winton ,  Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of  five shillings upwards  will  be received
from any depositor , subject  to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £.100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the  T reasury, or at
sny of the above  Offices.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1888.
rlIE following SQlt\ttrllr,; Of 1L,A,INF.tLL, taken at Meteoro1o1,;ica1 Stations in the Colony during
r April, 1888, are published for general information.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1888.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
No. ofMaximum Fall  in  24 hours, Days Rain Total
and Date. Fell. Rainfall.
Inches .  Date . '  i Inches.Miles.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Tons per
Acre.
Aramac ... 22° 591 145° 14' 274 ... • .. Nil
Ayr ... ... ... ... 19 33 147 24 7 0.130 6th  5 0.310 31
Ayrshire Downs  ... ... 21 59 142 39 318 ... ... ... Nil
Bloomsbury  ... ... ... 20 44 148 35 11 0.820 6th  8 1.830 158
Boulia  ... ... ... 22 55 139 38 359 C. Nil
Bowen  ... ... ... 19 59 148 16 on coast 0.220 15th  10 0.900 91
Bowen Downs  ... ... 22 25 145 1 255 ... ... Nil
Burketown  ... ... ... 17 48 139 34 22 ... Nil
Cairns  ... ... ... 16 54 145 44 on coast 1.401 29th  25  11.645 1,1761
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 142 58 242 ... ... Nil
Carandotta  ... ... ... 21 55 138 42 307 C.
Cardwell  ... ... ... 1S 15 146 3 on coast 0 .720 8th 14 4.260 430
Charters Towers  ... ... 20 3 146 18 66 01100 6th 1 0.100 10
Clermont  ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 129 ... ... ... Nil
Cloncurry  .. ... ... 20 41 140 33 207 C. ... ... ...  Nil
Coen... ... ... ... 13 55 143 15 21 0.190 11th 10 0.440
Cooktown  ... ... ... 15 28 145 17 on coast 11140 20th 21 8600 869
Cotherstone ... ... ... 22 36 148 15 88
Creen Creek  .. ... ... 17 53 142 4 83 C. ... Nil
Cumberland  ... ... ... 18 23 143 28 170 0'030 6th 1 0.030 3
Dagworth ,  via  Winton  ... 21 45 142 20 303 C.
Devoncourt ... ... ... 21 16 140 19 236 C.
Elderslie  ... ... ... 22 18 142 27 342
Floraville  ... 18 13 139 63 37 C. ... ... ... Nil
Georgetown  ... ... ... 18 22 143 32 166 .. Nil
Geraldton ,  Johnstone River 17 32 146 4 4  1.700 25th 26 16.250 1,641
Gilbert River  ... 18 7 142 52 136 C.  0.050 6th 1 0.050 5
Glen Boughton ,  Cairns ... 1.320 25th 26 14.110 1,425
Goode Island ... ... 10 36 142 11 T.S.  0.450 9th 15 1.800 182
Goondi, Johnstone River  ... 17 30 146 3 4
. . 530Herberton  ... ... ... 17 24 145 26 60040  0 2507th & 18th 19 5
ll:ewittville  ... ... ... 23 15 150 51 on coast  0.750 5th 5 1.530 1541
Highbury  ... ... ... 16 23 144 1 95
H h dug en en  ... ... ... 20 Cl 144 9 101 ... Nil...
Inkerman  ... ... 19 46 147 26 12 0.070 21st  3 0.130 13
Innishowen ,  Johnstone River 17 54 145 29 R .A.  ...
Junction Creek  .. ... 18 16 144 24 108  0.160 7th 1 0.160 16
Kalamia ,  Burdekin River  ... 19 28 147 27 3  0'350 6th 3 0.710 72
Karumba, late  K imberley ... 17 27 140 54 on coast  0.050 6th 1 0.050 5
Lammermoor ... 21 19 144 38 197Low Island  ... ... ... 16 23 145 36 off coast
Lyndhurst  ... ... ... 19 12 144 25 125
McDonnell  ... ... ... 11 46 142 33 25  0.660 4th 15 2.530 2551
Mackay  ... ... ... 21 9 149 13 1 0.280 5th 14 2.240 226
Mackinlay  .. ... ... 21 14 141 24 248 C. Nil
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert ) ... ...
Manfred Downs ... ... 20 15 141 40 193 C. Nil
Manuka  ... ... 21 44 143 25 270
Marlborough ... ... 22 51 149 53 27  0.090 6th 1 1 0.090 9
Maytown  ... ... 15 59 144 20 71  0'020 19th 1 0'020 2
Mein  ... ... ... ... 15 13 142 47 45 01150 6 0.580 59
Moreton  .. ... ... 12 28 142 34 36 0.350 25th 13 1.500 1514
Mount Cornish ... ... 22 34 144 34 270 Nil
Musgrave  ... ... ... 14 50 143 35 35 Nil
Mutt aburra  ... ... ... 22 36 144 31 273 Nil
Nebo  ... ... ... 21 41 148 44 42 0'380 6th 5 0'820 83
Normanton  ... ... ... 17 39 141 9 38 C. 0'400 7th 1 0400 40
Oondooroo ,  North Gregory 22 10 143 12 302
T S . d 13 4.0802 412Paterson  ... ... ...
Pentland  ... ... ...
10
20
47
33
142
145
25
25
. .
123
3202 n
... Nil
Port Douglas .. 16 30 145 28 on coast 1.400 7th & 24th 20 7.360 743
Proudfoot Lightship 10 33 141 5 T.S. 01185 9th 9 0.805 811
Ravenswood ... 20 5 146 54 47 ... Nil
Rockhampton  ... .. . 23 24 150 30 18 1.860 5th 7 2.820 284
St. Helen s, Mackay  .. . 21 53 148 53 4  0.500 7th 11  1.620 164
St. Lawrence  ... .. . 22 20 149 32 7 0.200 7th 1 0.200 20
Telemon  ... ... .. . 20 40 143 48 203 ... ... Nil
The Hollow, Mackay  ... 21 11 149 0 17
Thornborough  ... .. . 16 58 144 57 48  0'400 8th 6 0860 87
Tooloombah ,  Connor's Range 22 42 149 34 23
Townsville  ... ... ... 19 15 146 48 on coast 0'240 7th 4 0.360 36
Trebonne ,  Herbert River  '... 1 S 40 1.16 8 15
Winton ... ... .. . 22 23 143 3 316 . ... Nil
Woodlands  ... ... .. . 23 150 44 3  0' 320 6th 22 3.130 316
NOTK -Figures to which C is attached refers to the distance from the Gulf of Carpentaria. The geographical positions
and distances from coast have been corrected from the latest information procurable.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL,  1888-continued.
Name of  Station.
Alice  Downs ...
Allora ...
Alpha, Central Railway
Arcturus Downs ...
Auburn ... ...
Banana ... ...
Barcaldine ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Beeabah ...
Beechal, Warrego ...
Beenleigh
Biddenham ... ...
Bindango, Roma ...
Blackall ... ...
Blinkbonnie... ...
Bogantungan ...
Bollon ... ...
Bon Accord, Dalby...
Boonara ... ...
Braeside , Dalveen ... ...
BRISBANE
Bulimba,  near Brisbane
Latitude
(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Maximum  Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
I Miles .  Inches . Date.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
26° 30' 146° 52' .
28 1 152 1 83
23 39 146 34 215
24 4 148 3 ..
25 58 150 37 137
24 29 150 6 79
23 33 145 17 287
27 59 153 2 27
26 20 152 5 62
27 44 153 15 7
25 48 146 25 315
26 35 148 28 258
24 24 145 26 302
27 45 151 33 104
23 36 147 14 177
28 6 147 29 347
27 33 151 14 115
26 7 152 5 64
28 30 151 51 105
27 29 153 6 10
(Mrs. Coxen's) ... 27 28 153 5
Bundaberg ... ... ... 24 53 152 21
Bunva Mountains ... ...
Burenda  ... ... 25 45 146-44
Bustard Head  ... ... 24 2 151 48
Caboolture ... ... ... 27 6 152 59
Caloundra  ... ... ... 26 49 153 10
Camboon ... ... ... 25 4 150 23
Cambooya ... ... ... 27 41 151 53
Canning Downs ... ... 28 13 152 7
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 2 153 29
Charleville ... ... ... 26 25 146 13
Charlotte  Plains ,  Cunnamulla  27 54 146 5
Cleveland 27 33 153 19
Condamine Plains  ... ... 26 57 150 6
Connemara , Jundah ... ... ...
Copmanhurst ...
Corona Downs, Mitchell ... ... ...
Cowley Station, Eulo ... 28 13 144 50
Cryna, Beaudesert ... . ... 27 59 153 1
Cunnamulla... ... ... 28 5 145 38
Curriwillinghi ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ... 27 32 151 15
Dalveen ... ... ... 28 35 152 1
Drysdale Ponds, Jondaryan ... ...Duaringa ... ... 23 36 149 41
Durham Downs, Cooper's
Creek ... ...
Dynevor Downs, Eulo ... 28 5 144 18
Dulacca  ... ... 26 35 149 38
Emerald  ... ... ... 23 28 148 5
Enoggera Reservoir  ... 27 27 152 57
Esk ... ... ... ... 27 15 152 26
Eton Vale, Cambooya ... 27 41 151 57
Eulo ... ... ... 28 10 144 59
Fassife rn ... ... ... 27 57 152 38
Fernmount, Albion (Mr. Las-
sell's)
Forest  Vale,  near  Mitchell 26 0 147 47
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 46 152 24
Gayndah ... ... ... 25 38 151 37
Gladstone  ... ... ... 23 52 151 17
Glenearn , Surat ... ... 27 15 149 0
Glengallan  Station  ... ... 28 5 152 5
Gold Creek Reservoir ... 27 28 152 54
Goodna ... ... ... 27 37 152 56
Goomburra ... ... ... 28 1 152 9
Goondiwindi ... ... 28 33 150 21
Gowrie, Darling Downs ...  27 29  151 50
Gym  pie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38
Hawkwood ... ... ... 25 47 150 50
Helidon ... ... ... 27 33 152 8
Indooroopilly ... ...
Inglewood ... ... ... 28 25 151 7
Inskip Point ... ... 25 48 153 4
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 37 152 47
Isisford ... ... 24 14 144 22
Jimbour ... ... ... 26 59 151 12
Juandah ... ... 26 10 149 57
Kilkivan ... ... ... 26 6 152 13
Leyburn ... 28 1 151 37
Lowood (Mr. J. F. Smith's) 27 25 152 34
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11
0.010 4th
0.220 3rd
0.672 5th
7 0.570 7th
9 0.320 4th
300 ...
on coast  1.130 5th
7 1.320 6th
on coast  1.100 2nd
99 0.050 7th
80 ... ...
85 0.040 29th
off coast  01710 7th
351
424 ...
on coast 0 .350 6th
182 ... ...
494 1
28 0.520 2nd
453 ... ...
110 ... ...
96
80 0.360 6th
515
No. of
Days RainFell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons
Acre.
Nil
Nil
1 0.010 1
Nil
... Nil
... Nil
8 1.330 13
... Nil
Nil
Nil
5 0.350 35
2 0.210 21
Nil
Nil
11 0.850 86
14 2.044 2061
13 2.020 204
15 1.391 140
... Nil
... Nil
14 2.250 227
15 3.100 313
21  4-790  484
1 0.050 5
.. Nil
4 0.100 10
25 5.925 5981
... Nil
.. Nil
9 1.460 147
Nil
Nil
4 0.990 100
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
Nil
2 0.380 38
Nil
... ... ... Nil
124 ... ... ... Nil
13 0.400 6th 11 2.090 211
39 0.460 5th 2 0.550 551
76 0.300 2nd 2 0.360 36
485 ... ... Nil
49 0 270 6th 2 0.300 30
0.760 5th 15  2-105  2121
257
54
70 0.110 25th 1 0.110 11
on coast 0.980 5th 4 1.310 132
249 ... ... ... Nil
82
16 1.450 5th 13 2.601 263
22 0.240 6th 3 0.520 52;
77 0.770 1st 2 0.790 80
186 ... ... ... Nil
79 0.090 9th 2 0.120 12
28 0.460 4th 21 2.350 237
117 0.440 7th 1 0.440 44
60 0.470 5th 6 0.860 87
141 ... ... ... Nil
off coast 0.940 1st 24 4.250 429
29 0.220 5th 6 0.400 40
357 ... ... ... Nil
114
175 ... ... ... Nil
52 0.250 23rd 9 1.110 112
104 0.100 5th 1 0.100 10
32 04 45 5th 8 0.865 871
on coast 01750 5th 12 2.750 278
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL ,  1888-  continued.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least I Maximum Fall in 24 hours,Distancefrom'
and Date.
.Sea-coast.
No. of I TotalDays Rain Rainfa ll .Fell.
Tons per
Acre.
Inches. i
Marburg ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Maryland ... ... ...
Miles  ... ... ...
Millaquin Refinery ... ...
Minerva Downs ... ...
Mitchell  ... .. ...
Mooloolah ... ... ...
Morven  ... ... ...
Mount Abundance ,  Roma ...
Mount Hutton, Roma ...
Mount Morris
Mount Perry ... ...
Mount Playfair ... ...
Mundoolun ... ... ...
Murweh  ... ... ...
Nanango  ... ... ...
Nerang ... ...
Orion Downs ... ...
Pine River North ... ...
Pittsworth ... ...
Redbank Plains ... ...
Redcliffe ... ... ...
Riverston ... ... ...
Roma  ... .. ...
St. George  ... ... ...
St. Helena  ... ... ...
Sandgate  ... ... ...
Sandy Cape ... ... ...
Southport ... ... . ,.
Springsure  ... ... ...
Stanthorpe  ... • . ...
Strath-Ellbess, near Warwick
Surat ... .. ...
Talgai East ... ... ...
Tambo
Tambourine Mountain ...
Taroom ... ...
Texas ... ...
Thargomindah ... ...
Tooloombah ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ... ...
Wallangarra .. ...
Waroonga ,  Mitchell ...
Warm ...
Warwick  ... ... ...
Welford  Lagoon ...
Welltown  ...  ... ...
Weribone, Surat ... ...
Westwood ... ...
Whyenbah , near  St. George
Windorah ... ... ...
Woodford .. ... ...
Woody Island ... ...
Yandilla .. .. ...
Yengarie, Maryborough ...
Yuelba ... ... ...
Miles. Inches.  I  Date. i
EXTRA  TROPICAL-continued.
27° 36' 152° 38' ...
25 33 152 43 12 0.760 5th 15 2.910 294
28 33 152 2 94
26 39 150 7 182 0.080 5th 2 0.120 12
24 62  152 20  9 0'340 5th 16 1.980 200
23 48 148 17 135
26 30 147 58 320 ... ... ... Nil
0.  6650  th 23 4.570 462
26 25  147 5 307 ... ... ... Nil
26 39 148 38 253
25 48  148 13 205  ... ... ... Nil
25 40 145 38 340
25 13 151 41 51 1.180 7th 3 1.570 159
25 4 147  2 250  ... ... Nil
27 54 153 9 17 0.320 5th 8 0.6C0 61
26 57 145 58 495 ... Nil
26 41 152 1 68 0.170 5th 8 0 1 60 77
27 58 153 23 5 1390 5th 12 2.750 278
24 14 148 17 155 0.140 5th 2 0'220 22
27 16 152 59 7 1.550 6th  12 3,350 338
27 42 151 38 94 0.050 1st 2 0.070 7
...  ... ... 0.560 5th 5 0.755 76127 14  153  8 on coast  1.050 7th 12 3.550 358
24 6 150 56  30 0.090 29th 1 0.040 4
26 36  148 42 247 ... ... ... Nil
28 4 148 33 282 ... ... Nil
27 25 153 15  off coast  0.672 2nd 11 1.724 1741
27 20 153 5  on coast 0 .500 2nd 11  2.207 222}
24 41 153 16  on coast  11710 4th 17 51150 520
27 57 153 27  on coast 0 .480 5th 14  2.160 218
24 3 148 3 153 0.050 5th 1 0.050 5
28 37 151 58 97 0.060 29th 3 0.097 10
.. .. 0'050  lot  6 0.377 38
27 11 149 2 247 ... ... ... Nil
28 1 151 49 94
24 51 146 14 285 ... ... ... Nil
... ... ... 1.710 5th 7  3.350 338
25 38 149 45 153 ... ... ... Nil
28 51 151 12 137
27 58 143 43 539 ... ... ... Nil
0.175 6th 2 0.330 33
27 34 151 58 71 01590 5th 3 0.910 92
28 64 151 59  90 ... ... ... Nil
26 23 148 5 261  ... ... ... Nil
26 69 150 58 130
28 12 152 4 85  ... ... ... Nil
25 6 143 26  435 0'045 29th 2  0.055 51
28 4 149 54  212 ... ... ... Nil
27 23 148 52  256 ... ... ... Nil
23 37 150 8  43 ... ... ... Nil
28 24 148 19 303  ... ... ... Nil
25 26 142 36  490 ... Nil
26 56  152 47 18 0.710 7th 13  2.860 289
25 17 152  58 off coast 1.290 3rd 19 3.700 374
Nil
25 32 152 34  24 0'610 5th 19 2.090 211
26 43 149 24  226 .. ... ... Nil
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
NOTICE.THEfollowing Goods,  overtime in Government  Bond,  Cairns,  will be Sold there, by Public Auction,on WEDNESDAY, 11th July, 1888, under the 113th  clause of  "The Customs Act of  1873."
Late Warehoused Bond  Mark. Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
1885.
20 February ... A over 53 .. , 64 boxes tea, each 10 lbs. ... J. Macnamara
20 ... B over 53 ... 16 boxes tea, each 10 lbs. ... J . Macnamara.
H.M. Customs, T. M. KING,
Brisbane , 21st June,  1888 . Collector  of Customs.
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NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the undermentioned Goods ,  in the Government Bond ,  Maryborough,f ''T
IN warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there ,  by Public Auction,
on FRIDAY, the 6th July,  1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  "  The C;rstonzs  Act of  1873, "  unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date Bonded. Bond Mark. Goods.
1885.
12 May ... ... Z over 551
29 May ... ... I over 555
25 June ... ... R over 560
25 June ... ... S over 560
25 June ... ... T over 560
1886.
5 February
19 March ...
4 May
24 June
16 July ...
16 July ...
16 July ...
24 August ...
16 November
1887.
25 January
25 January
25 January
25 January
24 February
6 May ...
6 May ...
25 May ...
26 July ...
27 July ...
22 August ...
22 August ...
29 August ...
5 October
29 November
1 case roasted coffee
1 case stationery ...
4 i-chests tea
5 12-chests tea  ...
5 i-chests tea ...
D over 593 ...
L over 599 ...
M over 607 ...
Z over 616 ...
F over 620, No. 1
H over 620, No. 11
K over 620, Nos. 1
to 60  over 628 ...
2 packages ginger
1 2-chest tea ...
1 parcel  springs ...
1 package  cigars ...
1 H-tierce tobacco
1 box tobacco ...
6 bags tobacco ...
1 box valves ...
B over 640 ... 1 parcel merchandise
Q, over 650 ... 1 parcel circulars
U over 650 ... 1 case asparagus ...
V over 650 ... 1 case tomatoes ...
W over 650 ... 8 cases preserved fruit
B over 656 ... 1 parcel linen cloth
D over 665 ... 1 parcel merchandise
E over 665 ... 1 package merchandise
V over 666 ... 2 -chests tea ...
E over 677 ... 1 package tea ..
L over 677 ... 1 case merchandise
X over 680 ... 5 bales hops ...
Y over 680 ... 5 kegs dried apples
A over 681 ... 8 bales hops ...
T over 685 ... 3 2-chests tea ...
C over 694 ... 5 bags peas
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
By Whom  Warehoused.
W. H. Smith and  Sons,  Limited
A.S.N. Company
W. H. Williams
E. B. C. Corser , for Q. S.S. Company
J. H. Cherry,  for A.S.N. Company
} Bryant and Company
J. E. Brown, for W. H. Smith and
Sons
... Woodyatt and Roberts
J. H. Cherry, for A.S.N. Company
W. C. Summerbell
J. H. Cherry,  for A.S.N. Company
J
Wil liam Green
John WalkerandCompany,Limited,
5 for A.U.S.N. Company
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector of Customs.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, v rtime in thQueen's Warehouse,
Cairns, will be sold there, by Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 11th July, 1888, under Clause
eighty-two of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Date when
Warehoused.
1885.
9 Sept....
1887.
25 Jan....
Ship. Master .  Whence.
Glanworth  Lee ... Brisbane
Maranoa  ...  Morris ... Cooktown
Goods. Mark. Contents.
... 1 case, addressed " H. QW Stationery, &c.
Thomp son, Cairns" over 5
... 2 cases,
Taylor
addressed
and Co.,
A.
Nos.
QW
over 17
Hand  grenades
for  extinguishing1,21) fires.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector  of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bond, Cairns, ware-house rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY, the 11th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  " The Customs Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date when Ship Master Whence. MerchantWarehoused. . . .
1887.
1 Feb.... Quiraing Armstrong Brisbane  ... J. L. Loeven ...
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ...
1 Feb. ... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ...
5 Feb. ... Barcoo ... Hampton Melbourne Kenion  and Co...
Goods. Mark.  Contents.
2-21-chests tea ... V over 71 each 42 lbs.I
z-chest tea  ...  W over 71 42 lbs.
9 boxes  tea ... X  over 81 each 10 lbs.
3 packages tobacco I over 82 127 lbs.
W. H. IRVING,
For Collector  of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are publishedfor  general informati n.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
No. 5 of  1888.
GULF OF ST. VINCENT, PORT ADELAIDE.
SEMAPHo$E  ANCHORAGE.
REMOVAL OF HULK.
NOTICE is hereby given that, on the 1st September
next, the bulk " Fitzjames " (from which a fixed
red light is exhibited) will be removed to a position
N.W., seven-tenths of a mile from the outer end
of the Semaphore Jetty, and S.W. by W. 4W., three-
tenths  of a mile  from the Largs Jetty. The hulk
in one  with the Smelting Works chimney will lead
up to the mooring buoy.
THOS. N. STEPHENS,
Secretary Marine Board.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, 31st May, 1888.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Perth, 15th May, 1888.
His Excellency the Governor directs the publica-
tion of the following Notice to Mariners.
By Command,
OCT. BURT,
For Colonial Secretary.
LIGHT ON JARMAN ISLAND, COSSACK,
NORTH-WEST AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE is hereby given that from  the 16th May,
1888, a fixed white light  of the third  order Dio pptrio
will be exhibited on Jarman Island,  Cossack, N.W.
Australia ,  on the spot where a beacon has hitherto
been standing . The light  wi ll  be shown from sunset
to sunrise from a circular iron tower in Latitude
201 39106'  South ,  Longitude  117° 13'  21" East, and
will be visible all round the horizon for a distance
in clear weather of  fifteen miles.
The tower is painted ,  the lower half red ,  and the
upper half white ,  the centre of lantern being
elevated ninety-six feet above high water. The
height of the tower from base to vane being  fifty-one
feet .  The light hitherto shown on Reader Head
will be discontinued from the same date.
C. R. RUSSELL,
Chief Harbour Master.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Perth, 30th May, 1888.
His Excellency the Governor directs the publica-
tion of the following Notice to Mariners.
By Command,
MALCOLM FRASER,
Colonial Secretary.
A REEF lying directly in the usual track of
steamers  from Derby, King Sound, to Wyndham,
Cambridge Gulf, has been reported by Captain
Pincombe of the s.s. " Otway."
The Southern portion of the Reef lies with
Caffarelli Island E. by N. about five miles, and
High Island S.S.E. 1 E. The Reef extends N. by
E. about 216 miles , with three heads of rock showing
about 6 feet above water at low water. Bearing
magnetic.
C. R. RUSSELL,
Chief Harbour Master.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1888.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction  Act Continuation Act of
1885 ,"  and at the request  of the  Barcoo Marsupial
Board ,  I do hereby authorise the application of the
funds standing to the account of the Barcoo
Marsupial Board in payment of a Bonus for the
Destruction of Dingoes ,  at a rate not exceeding five
shillings for each scalp.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 27th  June, 1888.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-laws made by the
Council of the Municipality of Toowoomba.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 24.
A BY-LAW  FOR  REGULATING THE TRAFFIC OF
BICYCLES ,  TRICYCLES ,  AND VELOCIPEDES
THROUGH THE STREETS AND PUBLIC PLACES
WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY OF ToowooMBA.
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is expedient to make provision for
regulating the traffic of vehicles called bicycles,
tricycles ,  or velocipedes in the streets and public
places within the Municipality of Toowoomba : It
is hereby ordered and directed by the Council of
the said Municipality ,  by virtue of  " The Local
Government  Act of  1878," and by the authority of
the same, as follows :-
Interpretation clause.
1. Throughout this By-law the expression
"velocipede "  shall mean a bicycle ,  tricycle, or
velocipede ,  or other vehicle of similar description.
Using footpaths prohibited.
2. No person shall drive ,  ride, or impel a
velocipede upon any footway made or set apart for
the use of foot passengers.
Light to be carried after sunset.
3. Every person who drives ,  rides, or impels a
velocipede through any street or public place ,  during
the hours between sunset and sunrise ,  shall carry
a lamp ,  which shall be attached to the velocipede
and shall be so constructed and placed as to exhibit
a light in the direction in which he is proceeding,
and such lamp shall be so lighted and kept lighted
as to afford adequate means of signalling the
approach and position of such velocipede.
Use of alarm bell or whistle.
4. Every person who drives ,  rides, or impels
a velocipede through any street or public place,
shall keep the same upon the near or left-hand side
of the carriage-way, and before overtaking any
person, or any waggon ,  cart ,  carriage ,  or other
vehicle ,  or any horse or other beast of burden, pro-
ceeding along the street or carriage -way, he shall ,
when  within -a  reasonable distance from, and before
passing, such person ,  waggon, cart, or carriage,
horse or other beast of burden ,  by sounding a bell
or whistle ,  give audible and sufficient warning of
the approach of his velocipede.
Rule of road.
5. Every person driving, riding, or impelling a
velocipede ,  who overtakes and passes any vehicle,
or any horse or other beast of burden ,  proceeding
in the same direction, in any street or public  pplace,
shall keep while so passing to the right or ofd side
of such vehicle or animal ,  and when turning from
one public street or place into another public street
or place shall go at a slow place.
Due care for prevention of accident.
6. In every case where a person driving, riding,
or impelling a velocipede ,  in any street or public
place, meets or overtakes any waggon ,  cart, or
carriage, or any horse or other beast of burden,
and where any animal drawing such waggon, cart,
or carriage, or such horse or beast of burden, may,
on such meeting or overtaking ,  become restive or
alarmed ,  or cease to be under the due control of the
person for the time being in charge of such waggon,
cart, or carriage ,  or such horse or other beast of
burden ,  the person riding the velocipede shall dis-
mount as speedily as possible ,  and shall  continue
dismounted so long as may be reasonably necessary
for the prevention of accident.
Penalty.
7. Every person offending against any of the
provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
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Passed by special order of the Council of the
Municipality of Toowoomba, on the twenty-third
day of May, 1888, and sealed with the common seal
of the Municipality the twenty-fifth day of May,
1888.
THOMAS TREVETHAN,
JOHN M. FLYNN,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
BY-LAWS FOR THE REGULATION AND MANAGE-
MENT OF THE  ToowooMBS SCHOOL OF ARTS
AND MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Preamble.
Whereas it is expedient to make fly-laws for the
regulation and management of the Toowoomba
School of Arts and Mechanics' Institute : It is here-
by ordered and directed by the Municipal Council
of the Municipality of Toowoomba, by virtue of
" The Local Government Art of  1878," and by the
authority of the same, as follows
Objects.
1. To provide a library and reading-rooms for the
town and district ; to institute  classes  and lectures
for the promotion of literary, scientific, and general
culture ; and generally to advance the moral and
intellectual welfare of the community.
Membership.
2. Members of the Institute shall be divided
into three classes, viz., life members, full members,
and associate  members.
(a.) A donation of ten pounds shall constitute
full membership for life.
(b.) A subscription of one pound per annum,
payable yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly,
in advance, shall constitute full member-
ship-
(e.) A subscription of ten shillings per annum,
payable yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly,
in advance, shall constitute  associate
membership, which shall be restricted to
persons under eighteen years of age.
N.B. Those who are now life members of the
Institution shall continue as such.
Committee.
3. The committee to consist of two aldermen (to
be appointed annually at the time of the appoint-
ment of the other municipal committees) and the
mayor for the time bring, and sir members of the
Institution, to be elected annually by the sub-
scribers . The mayor to be  ex officio  chairman.
Nominations.
4. Nominations of members as candidates to
serve on the committee shall 1 e in writing, and
shall contain respectively a eertifii•ate of willingness
on the part of the candidate nominated, and signed
by him, to serve if elected. Such nominations must
be delivered to the secretary at least three clear days
prior to the day of election, and shall bear the signa-
tures  of two members other than the candidate. The
persons nominating and the persons nominated shall
have paid their subscriptions to date. A list of
the names of candidat es so  nominated shall be
placed by the secretary in some conspicuous part
of the reading-room at least two days prior to the
day of election.
Mode of voting.
5. All elections shall be by ballot. No one shall
be entitled to vote whose subscription is not paid
up to date, but an inadvertence or oversight in
this respect on the part of the secretary shall not
invalidate an election. A list shall be prepared by
the secretary of all persons entitled to vote, and
such list or a copy of it shall be supplied to the
chairman immediately before the election. The
chairman shall provide pencils  and a  h eked ballot-
box with  a cleft  or opening therein capable of
receiving ballot-papers, and such box shall be
opened end exhibited to the scrutineers before the
polling begins, and shall stand on a table opposite
the chairman, who shall keep the key thereof.
The chairman shall deliver to every voter who
requires the same a ballot-paper, which shall be
initialled by him (the chairman). Every voter
shall thereupon, without leaving the polling place,
strike out from such ballot-paper the name of every
candidate for whom he does not desire to vote, and
after such names have been so struck out the
ballot-paper shall be folded up in  such manner as
will conceal the names of the candidates, and shall
be forthwith deposited in the said box in presence
of the chairman. The chairman shall, immediately
on the close of the poll, in the presence of the
scrutineers and such candidates as may attend,
examine and count the number of votes polled for
each candidate, and shall there openly declare the
general state of the poll, and also the names of the
persons elected; and, in the event of the number
of votes being found to have been equal for any
two or more candidates, he shall by a casting-vote
decide which shall be elected.
Quorum of committee.
6. All powers vested in the committee under these
By-laws may be exercised at any meeting Bolden
in pursuance of these By-laws by the major part
of the whole number of committee members, and
no business shall be transacted at any meeting of
the committee unless the said number of members
be present.
Duties of  committee.
7. The committee shall meet  at least once a
month, and shall have the general control and
management of the Institution, including the
appointment of the secretary, librarian, and other
paid servants, and may make such rules and
regulations in relation to the general management
of the Institution as may be deemed requisite.
The committee shall  also  have power to appoint
sub-committees from amongst themselves, and at
the close of each Institutional year shall prepare
a report on the working of the Institution and its
financial position.
Chairmanship.
N. At all meetings, whether committee or general,
the mayor shall take the chair ; in his absence, the
meeting shall appoint a chairman.
Duties of secretary.
9. The secretary shall act under, and by direction
of, the committee ; he shall conduct all corres-
pondence ; he shall collect and pay all moneys into
the bank, to the credit of the  Instit ution ; lie shall
keep a detailed account of all receipts and disburse-
ments; he shall keep minutes of all meetings ; he
shall act as librarian, and generally supply all
needful information to the committee and members
as and when required.
Auditors.
10. The committee shall elect yearly two auditors,
outside themselves, who shall examine the secre-
tary's statement of accounts, and certify to their
correctness or otherwise, prior to the same being
prese Iited to the members of the Institution at
their annual meeting.
General meeting.
11. The annual general meeting of members shall
be held on the third Monday in February for the
election of members of committee, the reception of
the annual report and financial statements, and the
consideration of such other business as may have
been not fled in due form.
Special  meetings.
12. Special general meetings may be called at
any time by order of the committee, or by the
secretary on his receiving a requisition signed by
seven  subscribers of the Institution, stating the
object for which the meeting is required. At least
seven days' notice, by advertisement in one or more
of the local papers, shall be given of the proposed
meeting, which shall be held within ten days of
the receipt of such order or requisition by the
secretary, and such notice shall specify the object
for which the meeting is convened ; and no business
shall be transacted at any special general meeting
except such as is stated in the notice thereof.
Vacancies in committee.
13. If any member of the committee, elected by
the subscribers, die, resign his office, or he absent
from three consecutive monthly meetings of the
committee without leave obtained from the com-
mittee in that behalf, the office of such member
oil
shall become vacant, and the committee shall fill
such vacancy by the appointment of the candidate
N%ho obtained the next highest number of votes to
the lowest obtained by one of the present members,
at the next preceding  annual  election.
Term days.
14. The Institutional year shall end on the 31st
December in each year, and the quarters shall
commence on the first days of January, April,
July, and October, respectively.
Privileges of members.
15. Every full member, upon payment of sub-
scription, shall receive a card of membership (not
transferable), and be entitled to the following
privileges, 6z.
1. Admission to the reading-room and news-
room.
2. Use of library.
3. The right of voting at all general  meetings
on payment of subscription to date, and
being at  least six months  a subscriber.
4. To introduce a friend to the reading and
news  rooms, for a period not exceeding
ten days, on entering his own name and
that of his friend in the visitor's book ; the
same person  not to be introduced twice
within three months ;, the introductory
party to be responsible for his friend's
conduct.
5. Full  members and  life members, on payment
of ten shillings  extra . annually, shall
receive  a family ticket entitling them to
take out four  books  from the library at
any one time.
16. Every associate member, upon payment of
subscription, shall receive a card of membership
(not transferable) and be entitled to the use of the
library and reading-room. (See Rule 7.)
Misconduct of members.
17. On a requisition to the secretary, signed by
two members of the Institution, the conduct of any
member, as such, shall be taken cognisance of by
the committee of management, who shall in conse-
quence proceed to award such punishment, by way
of fine, suspension of privileges, or expulsion as
they shall deem fit; and no expelled member shall
be eligible to re-enter the Institution  until  the vote
of expulsion shall have been rescinded either by the
committee or at  a general  meeting of members.
Library and reading-room.
1. All books, &c., forming the library shall be the
property of the members of the Institution.
2. The books shall be divided into classes, viz.: -
Books of reference and books of circulation ; the
former, excepting as hereinafter provided, always
to remain in the library.
3. All magazines shall h clas.,ed as books of
reference until they have 'be' n four ' weeks on the
table of the reading-room
4. All dictionaries, cyclopredias, and other works
that may be determined by the committee, shall be
classed as books of refere, ce under Rule 2.
5. A catalogue shall be prepared by the librarian,
in which all works belonging to the Institution
shall be duly entered, systematically arranged, and
correctly numbered.
66, Every book belonging to the Institution shall
be stamped on the first and every fiftieth page, and
shall  be also  numbered on the inside of the cover
with the number it bears in the catalogue.
7. No member shall be entitled to receive any
book - from  the library except upon personal or
written application  to the librarian.
8. No book or newspaper shall be taken from the
Institution under any pretence whatever, except in
the regular course ; and any, member transgressing
this  regulation  shall, beside, restoring the book,
&c., pay a fine of ten shillings to the funds of the
Institution. I n default of payment the secretary
shall report  the mater  to the committee
9. No life member or full member shall take
from the library more than two works at a time,
without  a special  order from the committee,  unless
such member shall reside beyond the town boun-
dary, in which case be shall be allowed the privilege
of taking three works at a time ; and no associate
member shall be allowed to take more than one
work at a time.
10. If any book shall be lost or materially defaced,
the member to whom it is issued shall replace it
within one month, or pay to the librarian the cost
of the work with an addition of 25 per cent., the
damaged work becoming his property ; minor
injuries to be determined by the committee.
11. The time which members shall be allowed to
keep books shall be fourteen days, and every
member keeping a book longer than the time
specified shall forfeit six pence per week for each
work or volume (as the case may be) until the book
is returned. Twenty-one days allowed to country
subscribers.
12. A book shall be kept by the librarian, in
which shall be entered the particulars of all books
in circulation, slowing the date of issue and when
returned ; and such register shall be examined once
a month by the library sub-committee.
13. All fines incurred must be paid before the
offending party shall be entitled to any further
enjoyment of the benefits of the library.
14. An account of all fines shall be kept by the
librarian, who shall receive and pay the same into
the bank.
15. Gentlemen preparing lectures for the benefit
of the Institution may take any books of reference
out of the library on application to the librarian,
but must return the same, at latest, immediately
after the lecture.
16. Subscribers shall return to the librarian all
books belonging to the Institution by the second
Monday of February in each year, in order that
they may be duly collected and examined by the
retiring and incoming committees ; and no books
shall be issued from the library after the day
specified until sanctioned by the incoming committee.
17. A book shall be kept on the table of the
reading-room, in which members may enter the
title of any book or publication which they may
desire to have in the library or reading-room,
together with the price and publisher's name, if
possible; and the committee shall examine such book
once a month, and determine the reception or
rejection of the work or publication so proposed.
18. Any member may suggest to the committee,
by letter addressed to the secretary, any amend-
ment or addition to these regulations % bicli he may
think would be for the advantage of the Institution,
and such suggestion shall have consideration at the
ensuing monthly committee meeting.
19. All  newspapers shall, on reception, be stamped,
and, after remaining on the table for what the
librarian may consider a reasonable time, shall be
filed until such time as the committee may think
proper to'dispose of same as waste paper or other-
wise.
20. The library shall be open for the reception
and delivery of books daily (Sundays excepted)
from 3 until 6 p.m., and on every Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday from 7 until 9'30 p.m., an exception
being made in favour of country subscribers, who
all be entitled to receive books at any time when
the librarian is on the premises.
21. The reading-room shall be open every day
(Sundays, Good Friday, and Christmas Day
excepted), from 9'30 o'clock a.m. to 10 o'clock p.m.
22. No smoking or loud talking allowed in the
reading-room.
Passed by special order of the Council of the
.Municipality of Toowoomba, on the twenty-third
day of May, 1888, and sealed with the common seal
of the Municipality the twenty-fifth day of Mny,
1888.
THOMAS TREVETFlAN,
JOHN M .  FLYNN,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th June, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN  FOR THE WEEK  ENDING 23RD DAY OF
JUNE, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 467
Number since admitted ... ... ... 3
Number returned from leave ... ... 2
472
Number discharged ... ... 3
Number died ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ... 4
- 8
Number remaining at date hereof ... 464
Admissions during the week :
Anthony Daglish, 69, miner, from Brisbane Hospital ;
unable to work during the last eighteen months.
Baard Wagga, 35, from Brisbane Hospital ; unable
to work  during the last two years.
Johannes Armster, 42, wharf labourer, from Brisbane
Hospital ; last employed at Gibbs, Bright, and Co's.
wharf as a labourer.
Discharged during the week :
Matthew Pierce, 68, baker ; admitted 5th April, 1887
John Flynn, 54, labourer ; admitted 11th April, 1885.
John White, 58, bookkeeper ; admitted 1st December,
1887.
Deaths during the week :
Mark Andrews, 63, grocer ; admitted 14th June, 1887.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1888.
No. 24.THE following transfer and resignation will takeeffect from the 18th instant :-
No. 22, A.B. Henry Holbourne, Cairns Naval
Brigade, is transferred to the Townsville Company.
The resignation of No. 26, A.B. T. Everett,
Townsville Naval Brigade, is accepted.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor, Q.N.C.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
I T is hereby notified thatSAMUEL  CAWTHRAY,
having satisfied the Board as to his qualifications,
has, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Pharmacy Art of  1884," been registered  as a Pliar.
maceutical  Chemist in the Colony of Queensland.
Brisbane.
By Order of the Board,
FRANK TAYLOR,
Registrar.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby  notified for public information, thatthe Reverend  JOHN  SPOONER, a Minister of
the Church of England Denomination ,  residing at
Fortitude  Valley , in the Registry District of Bris-
bane, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JULIAN PLORMEL, a Minister of
the Roman Catholic Denomination, having removed
from Townsville, in the Registry District of
Townsville, to Herbert River, in the Registry
District of Herberton, has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
S
IXTH Supplementary List of Surveyors licensed
to act under the provisions of  " The Real
Property Acts  of 1861  and  1877," whose names
were not inserted in the General List published on
the 5th January, 1888.
Name .  Address.
Debney, Stanley T. ... Helidon
Den Taaffe, G. A. ... Brisbane o
Hutton, Falconer ... ... Rockhampton
Paterson, Frank J. ... Brisbane.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1888.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on and
lr after the Fourteenth day of July next, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861," to
dispense with the production of duplicate Bill of
Mortgage N o. 136420, from Percy Hudson to
James Smith, of the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 87464, Register Bock, volume 584,
folio 204, being subdivision 30 of western suburban
allotment 73, parish of South Brisbane, and will
then permit a release of the said Mortgage to be
endorsed upon the original thereof in this Office,
the said duplicate Bill of Mortgage having been
destroyed by the said James Smith.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th June, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the Fourteenth day of July next, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  " The Real Property  Act of  1861," to
dispense with the production of triplicate Lease
No. 136603, from Edward Maitland Long to David
Swiss Davies, of part of the land described in
Certificate of Title No .  43135, Register Book,
volume 291 ,  folio 137,  being re-subdivision 1 of
subdivision  B  of allotments 1 and 2 of section 13,
parish of North Brisbane ,  and will then permit
Transfers of the said Lease from the said David
Swiss Davies to The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company, Limited ,  of Brisbane, from
George Sylvester Murphy, as Official Liquidator
of the said Company, to Alexander Dinte, and from
the said Alexander Dinte to Perkins and Co.,
Limited ,  of Brisbane ,  to be registered ,  the said
triplicate Lease having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1886.
Battista  Pedrazzi ,  late 12 Dec.
of Brisbane, brick-
maker
1887.
Alfred Morcom ,  late of 26 Jan.Brisbane
Agnes Clark ,  late wife of
William Peter  Olark,of
Brisbane, contractor
John Passmore, late of
Eagle 's Nest, Ellan-
gowan ,  Darling
Downs, farmer
15 Nov.
1884.
10 Sept.
Timothy Corbett ,  late of
Enoggera ,  freeholder
Joseph Menerey, late of
Indooroopilly, farmer
1887.
30 Mar.
1877.
22 Sept.
1888.
Cathe ri ne  Recker ,  late 18 Mar.
wife of  Frederick
Wecker ,  of Eight-mile
Plains ,  farmer
I
Name
of Claimant.
Anna Pedrazzi ,  of Bris-
bane, widow
Walter Nash Moreem,
of Brisbane
William Peter Clark, of
Brisbane ,  contractor
George Loveday, of
Cooby Creek, near
Toowoomba ,  grazier,
and Joseph Clarke, of
Spring Creek ,  Clifton,
farmer
Description
and Situation of Land.
Subdivision 6 of block  4 of east-
ern suburban allotment 70,
parish of North  Brisbane
Subdivisions  192, 193 , and 194 of
western suburban allotment
44, parish of South Brisbane ;
and subdivisions  9, 10, 11, 12,
and 14 to 36  of p )rtion 356,
parish  of Toombul
William Jeremiah 16 Jan. William Ferguson, saw-
Danie ll ,  late of Gym- mill proprietor, and
pie, accountant James Woodrow,
merchant ,  both of
Gympie
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 30th  June, 1888.
Port ions 260, 264,  and 285, pa ri sh
of Bulimba
Allotments 14, 15,  and 16 of
section 7, town of Somerset ;
allotments 9 and 10 of section
H, and all otment 14 of section
M, town of Gympie
Johann Gottfried Wagner ... 30  July,  1888
Francis Robert Chester Master 6 August, 1888
Jane Mortimer, widow, and 30 July, 1888.
Edward Griffith (Trustees
under the Will of John
Mortimer ,  deceased)
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER NOrICl.
r
AKE  Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "  A e  Neal Property  Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
4 acres  1 rood 24 perches, being subdivision 7 of allot-
ment  1 of portion 6, parish of Toombul, with reser-
vation for right of way 25 links wide
104 acres I rood 6 perches, being subdivisions 10 to 21
of portion 8, and subdivisions 1, 2, and 4 to 9, of
portion 9, parish of Purga
1 rood 7 perches, being allotment 9 of section 27, parish
of South Brisbane, city of Brisbane
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1888.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BLACK JACK.TT ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 6th July, from persons willing to contract for
New School Buildings, Black Jack.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for New  School
Buildings, Black Jack."
Name of  Applicant.
Re-subdivision 1 of subdivisions Fee-simple
14 to 17 of suburban allotment
23, parish of South Brisbane
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivision 2 of portion 709, Fee-simple Will dated 21 March, 6 Aug.
parish of Talgai
William  Francis Corbett ,  Subdivision 3 of all otments 7
of Enoggera and 12 of section 1, parish of
North  Bri sbane , city of  Bri sbane
Samuel Menerey ,of Gow- Portion 101,  parish of Indooroo-
rie Crossing ,  assistant pi lly
State school teacher
Frederick Wecker, of
Eight- mile Plains,
farmer
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise. .c
1888.
Fee-simple  As Administratrix 30 July
Fee -simple  Will dated 29 Sep- 30 July
tember, 1885
As Administrator 30  July
1883
Fee-simple  Will dated 8 July, 30 July
1886
Fee-simple As Heir-at-law ... 30 July
Fee-simple  As Administrator 30 July
Fee-simple Will dated  20 April, 2 Aug.
1887, and Codicil
thereto dated 7
January, 1888
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, CAIRNIJILL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th July, from persons
willing to contract for New School Buildings,
Cairnhill.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Cairnhill."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or cheque with the Tender, is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Alfred Henry Brooks, trading under the name,
style, or firm of " Brooks and Company," of
George street, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, music publisher and importer, by
the said Alfred Henry Brooks.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it isordered that the said Alfred Henry Brooks
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First  General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Alfred Henry Brooks, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twelfth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Alfred Henry Brooks shall, on the Tenth
day of July,  1888,  at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
ninth day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT  W EST KINGSFORD,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Robert Mullay McAllister ,  of Tallebudgera,
in the Colony of Queensland, saw-miller, by
himself.
1J
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Robert Mullay
McAllister be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne H al l, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General  Meeting of  the creditors of
the said Robert Mullay McAllister ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the Twelfth day of July, 1888, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Robert Mullay McAllister
sha ll,  on the Tenth day of  July,  1888 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal  of the Court,  this  twenty-
sixth  day of  June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
W. G. LONG,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Jens Christian Ju lius Stephensen,
of  Tinana, Maryborough ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  blacksmith and wheelwright, an
Insolvent.ROBERT JON ES, of Maryborough, in theColony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due  to the  Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVON,
Solicitors,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
1254 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of William Robert Twine, of Roma,
in the Colony of Queensland, surveyor, an
Insolvent.T' HE Court has appointed the Last Examination11 of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Roma, on the Seventeenth
day of July, 1888, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
1250 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
To Abraham Cutsey, of Charleville and Morven,
storekeeper, sometimes trading as "A. and J.
Cutsey."
ASE Notice, that a Petition in Insolvency
was, on the twenty-seventh day of June
instant, presented against you in the Supreme
Court of Queensland by Messieurs William Steele
and Company, of Brisbane, merchants, who allege
that you are indebted to them in the sum of sixty-six
pounds four shillings and seven pence, and that
you have committed an act of insolvency wlitlst so
indebted to them, in that you have, with intent to
defeat your creditors, departed from your dwelling-
house. and that an order was made by His Honour
Mr. Justice Mein, on the twenty-seventh day of
June instant, that service of the said Petition by
sending the same by prepaid registered post letters
addressed to you at your last known place of
business at Charleville and Morven, in the Colony
of Queensland, and by publishing this not ice
once in the  Queensland Government Gazette  and
Brisbane Courier,  be good and sufficient service of
the said Petition on you. And further take notice
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that you are required to enter an appearance to the
said Petition at the Supreme Court Office, Brisbane,
within sixteen days from the service on you of the
said Petition as above directed, inclusive of the day
of such service, otherwise you will be adjudicated
insolvent.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the said Win. Steele and Co.,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
1279 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Mitchell and Tom
Binnington ,  of Townsville ,  tailors and outfitters,
trading together under the style or firm of
'-  Mitchell and Binnington ,"  Insolvents.
IV M
R. WILLIAM BLACK, of  Townsvi lle, has
been appointed  Trustee of the property of
the Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their  proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of June, 1888.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
ROBERTS  AND Lnu,
Solicitors, Townsville.
Agents-
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors ,  Bowen.
Registrar.
1285 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Richard Lewis Steley, of Howard,in the Colony f Queensland, licensed victualler.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of James M. Stafford, in  Bazaar  street, Mary-
borough, on FRIDAY, the Thirteenth day of July
next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of June, 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitors,
171, Queen street, Brisbane.
1251 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by George Herbert Greening, trading
as " G. H. Greening and Co.," of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, merchant.
NOTIC E is hereby given, that a Second General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Chambers, Bruce, and McNab, Adelaide street,
Brisbane, on THURStAY, the Twelfth day of
July, 1888, at Three o'clock in the afternoon pre-
cisely.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1278
Solicitors for the Debtor,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of John Crase,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  ironfounder 's manager.
an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-fifth day of July, 1888, at
Half-past Ten o'clock In the  forenoon, John
Crase,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  ironfbunder 's manager,
adjudicated insolvent on the twelfth day of January,
1887, will apply to the Supreme Court,  at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1247
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Robert Bertwistle, of Bundaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland, dealer, an Insol-
vent.
J
ON the Twenty-fifth day of July, A.D. 1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Robert Bert-
wistle, of Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
dealer, adjudicated insolvent on the fourteenth day
of March, 1884, will apply, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
1280
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Insolvent.58.
In the Matter of James Martin ,  of Brisbane,
auctioneer ,  in Liquidation.
T
HE Creditors  of the abovenamed James Martin
who  have not already proved their debt are
required ,  on or before the Seventh day of July,
1888, to  send their names and addresses ,  and par-
ticulars of their debt or claims ,  to me, the under-
signed, George Myers, of 113, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  the Trustee under the Liquidation, or
in default thereof they will be excluded from the
bene fit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this thirteenth day of June ,  A.D. 1888.
1274
GEORGE MYERS,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ON the Twenty-fifth day of June,  1888, atHalf-past Ten o'clock in the fore oon,  Francis
Frazer Holmes, of Brisbane, architect, adjudicated
insolvent on the sixth day of May, 1887, will apply
to the Supreme Court,  at Brisbane , for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1888.
JOSEPH THOMAS KENNEDY,
1277
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Albert street, Gympie.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John  Bain,  of Brisbane, grocer,
an Insolvent.ADIVIDEND (First and Final) of 48d. in the£ has been declared in the above Estate, and
is now  payable at our Office, on all claims proved
and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 26th June, 1888.
1299 4s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Brosnan ,  of Brisbane,
grocer, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND (First and Final) of 3s .  10d. in
the £ has been declared in the above Estate,
and is now payable at our Office, on all claims
proved and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 30th June, 1888.
1300 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of W.  M. Ross, of Brisbane ,  grocer,
an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND (Third and Final )  of 10d. in the
£ has been declared in the above Estate, and
is now payable at our Office,  on all  claims proved
and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 30th June, 1888.
1302 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Curwen John Gale ,  of Brisbane,
grocer ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND (Second and Final )  of 18d. in
the £ has been declared in the above Estate,
and is now payable at our Office,  on all claims
proved and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 30th June, 1888.
1301 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Bell, of Brisbane ,  grocer,
in Liquidation.ADIVIDEND (Fourth) of 1s. 8d. in the £has been declared in the above Estate, and
is now payable at our Office,  on all claims proved
and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 30th June, 1888.
1303 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of N. C.  Acres ,  of South Brisbane,
baker ,  in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND (First )  of 5s .  in the  £  has been
declared in the above Estate ,  and is now
payable at our Office,  on all claims proved and
admitted.
KING AND KING,
Agents for the Trustees.
Queen street, 26th June, 1888.
1304
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Bell ,  of Croydon ,  publican,
an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the seventeenth day of December.
1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixth day of August proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888,
1272
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Culbert and James Barrie,
trading as J. Culbert and Co.,  of Coombabah
Junction ,  storekeepers and butchers ,  Insol-
vents.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvents,
adjudicated on the seventh day of May, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty -third day of July proximo wi ll  be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1868.
1266 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Edwards, of Irvingdale,
selector and carrier, an Insolvent.ADIVIDEND is intended to be declared in, the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-first day of December,
1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty-third day of July proximo will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1267 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tn the Matter of John Slaughter ,  of Sandgate,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -third day of May, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by
the Twenty -third day of July proximo will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1268 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Isedor Robinson ,  of Toowong,
builder, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the first day of April, 1887.
Creditcrs who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty -third day of July proximo wi ll  be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s.
Insolvency Chambers
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
1269 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Humphry Moynihan ,  of Stan-
thorpe, licensed publican ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the second day of May, 1888.
Creditors  who  have not proved their debts by the
Thirtieth  day  of July proximo will he excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1270 4s,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Laughren, of Helidon,
publican, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
11d. in the £, is now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
1260 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Walter Alden, of Brisbane,
printer and publisher, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
. 2s. 61d.  in the £, is now payable at this
Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.12e l 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Gilland ,  of South
Brisbane, painter ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
91-d. in the £, is now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
1262 48.
Ix the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Owen  G. H. Day, of Gympie,
contractor ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
3s. 6d. in the  £,  is now payable ,  at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
1263 4s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Hullett, of Southport,
general cartman ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND,  on preferent claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty-
seventh day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixteenth day of July proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
1264 4s.
In the Matter of Hubert Broom Rickards, of Bris.
bane, insolvent.A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 6s.  2i „d. in
the £ (in all 14s. 2;Ad. in the £), is now
payable at 21, Queen street.
1253
ALEX. S. LANG,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Conrad Hamer, of Dugandan..
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-first day of March, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty-third day of July proximo will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1265 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Gilbert T. McMicking ,  of Cash-
mere, station manager ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -third day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Thirtieth day of July proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
1271 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend is intended to be
declared in the matter of Charles Reese, of
Brisbane ,  jeweller ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
fourteenth day of February, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Fourteenth  day of July,  1888,  will be  excluded.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of June, 1888.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
A.M.P. Chambers,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1888.
1245 4s.
In the Matter of Donald McKay, of Ipswich, in
Liquidation.ATHIRD Dividend, at the rate of 2s. 6d. in the£, on all admitted claims, is now payable at
my Office, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1256
JOHN ANDERSON,
Trustee.
3s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of John Ryan ,  of Peak Mountain,
farmer, insolvent.
A
THIRD and  Final Dividend is intended to be
declared in the Matter of John Ryan, of
Peak Mountain ,  adjudicated insolvent on the second
day of March, 1887.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by the
Fifth day of July,  1888 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, 1888.
1296
WILLIAM GINN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret Frame Hamilton, late wife
of Alexander Gibson Hamilton, of Bundaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Margaret Frame Hamilton, deceased,
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may be granted to Alexander Gibson Hamilton, of
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland, the sole
Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of June, A.D. 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg,
Proctors for the said Alexander Gibson Hamilton.
1292 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL .TURISDICTION.
In the Will of Michael O'Connell, late of Goobur-
rum. near Bundaberg;, in the Colony of Queens-
land, freeholder, deceased.OT ICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Mich ,el O'Connell, deceased,
may be granted to Christopher O'Connell, of
Gooburrum, near Bundaberg;, bullock-driver, one
of the Executors named iii the said Will, John
Gillen, of Bundaberg, the other Executor named
therein, having renounced his right to Probate of
the said Will.
Dated at Bundaberg this twenty-first day of
June, A.D. 1888.
JAS. HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said Ciiristopher O'Connell,
Town Agents-
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
I OBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
1297 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of blurdo Mackenzie, late of
Dundonnell House, Ullapool, Ross Shire, in
that part of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland called Scotland, Esquire,
deceased, intestate.
1\' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
1 a tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of the Real Estate, in the Colony of Queens-
land, of the abovenamed Murdo Mackenzie,
deceased, intestate, may be granted to Robert
Mackenzie, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-land, late Lieutenant-Colonel of the 8th Regiment
Madras Native Infantry, the duly-appointed
Attorney of Hugh Mackenzie, of Bund! non, Shoal-
haven, in the Colony of New South Wales, gentle-
man, the next-of-kin of the said Murdo Mackenzie.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A. n. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Robert Mackenzie.
1249
Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Joseph Claughton, late of South
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
mechanical engineer, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is ; ereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Joseph Claughton. deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Hannah Claughton,
widow, of South Brisbane aforesaid, the mother
and next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of June,
A.D. 1888.
THY 1 NE AND GOERTZ,
A.M.P. Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Hannah Claughton.
1284 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Maria Susanna Thomson,
late of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
wife of Thomas Reiby Young Thomson, de-
ceased.
N( OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration, with
the Will and Codicil annexed, of all the lands,
goods. chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Nl iria Susanna Thomson, deceased, may be
granted to Pollet Loftus Cardew, of Ipswich afore-
said, solicitor, the duly-constituted Attorney of
Thomas James Stutchbury, of Sydney, in the
C'dony of New South Wales, one of the Executors
named in the said Will and Codicil, Walter Samuel
Taylor, the other Executor therein named, having
renounced Probate thereof.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-first day of June,
A.D. 188*.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Pollet Loftus Cardew.
1281 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jane Cooke, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
NI OTIC E is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Jane Cooke, deceased, may be granted
to Willoughby Hannam, of Brisbane, civil engineer,
and Francis Walter Perceival Thompson, of Roma,
solicitor, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of June, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS. BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1246
Proctors for Executors,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
5s.
In  the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Wright, late of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  deceased.
'i OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Wright ,  deceased, may
be granted to William  Wright , of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  carpenter ,  the surviving
Executor named in the Will of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, 1888.
MACPHERSON, M [SKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
1283
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said William Wright.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Webb, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, storeman, de-
ceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days  from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Webb, deceased, may
be granted to William Webb, of Brisbane, in the
said colony, puntman, the sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, A.D. 1888.
ERNEST WINTER,
1258
Proctor for the said Executor,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Sarah Butler, late of New Farm,
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
widow.Nj ,? OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, appii ;  ation will be made to this
Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Sarah Butler, deceased, may be
granted to George Butler, of Brisbane aforesaid,
butcher, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty -eighth day of June, 1888.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
1276
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executor.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Jane Hill ,  late of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland (wife of Walter
Hill, of The Eight-mile Plains ,  in the said
colony), deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Jane Hill ,  deceased, may be
granted to Horace Earle, of Brisbane ,  in the said
colony, accountant ,  and Thomas James Pepper, of
South Brisbane aforesaid, Congregational minister,
the Executors and Trustees named in the said
Will.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of June,
1888.
1275
THOMAS BUNTON,
Proctor for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Holliday, late  of Slier-
wood, Logan River, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Holliday, deceased,
may be granted to Thomas Holliday, of Barr's
Scrub, near Beenleigh ,  in the colony aforesaid,
farmer, and  Wilson Holliday,  of Beenleigh, in t ie
said colony, clerk, the Executors  named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Beenleigh this twenty -sixth day of
June, A.D. 1888.
1282
BELL AND ATTHOW,
Beenleigh, and
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ann Bradburn, late of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, de-
ceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira.-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the said Ann Bradburn, deceased, may be granted
to William Burns, of Warwick, carrier, one of the
Executors in the said Will named, John Richards
Curnow, the other Executor therein named, having
renounced Probate thereof.
Dated at Warwick, the eighteenth day of June,
1888.
1290
J. R. CURNOW,
Proctor for the said William Burns,
Warwick.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Alfred Anderson
(otherwise called Alfred James Anderson), late
of Ravenswood, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
lr ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the lands, goods ,  chattels.
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Alfred
Anderson (otherwise called Alfred James Ander-
son), deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted
to Arthur Williams Chambers .  of Brisbane ,  solici-
tor, the duly-constituted Attorney of William
Alfred Bowles, of Wisbech , in the  County of
Cambridge, in England, the nephew of the said
intestate , and one of  his next-of-kin.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, A D. 1888.
JOHN ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
1257
Proctor for Petitioner,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Peter Lander, late of
Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland,  sexton,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed Peter Lander, late of Cooktown, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  sexton, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Agnes Lander, of
Cooktown aforesaid ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of June, A.D. 1888.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Charlotte  street , Cooktown,
Proctor for the said Agnes Lauder.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAts,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1289 6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  Patrick Riely, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions  of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is  hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons  having any  claims or demands against the
Estate of Patrick Riely, late of Ingham, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  Carpenter ,  deceased, who
died at Brisbane, in the Colony aforesaid, on or
about the seventh day of December ,  A.D. 1887, and
Probate of whose Will was granted to James Philip
Shewcroft and Frances Hawkins ,  wife of John
Hawkins, both of Ingham aforesaid, on the
sixteenth day of April, A.D. 1888 ,  are herebyrequired
to send in ,  in writing ,  particulars of their claims
and demands to the said James Philip Shewcroft
and Frances Hawkins, care of the undersigned, on
or before SATURDAY the Twenty-eighth day of
July next .  And notice is also hereby given ,  that at
the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said
James Philip Shewcroft and Frances Hawkins will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said Patrick
Riely, deceased, amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the  claims  of which
they shall then have had such notice, and that the
said James Philip Shewcroft and Frances Hawkins
will not be liable ,  for the assets or any part thereof
so distributed, to any person of whose claim the
said James Philip Shewcroft and Frances Hawkins
shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated  at Brisbane  this twenty-second day of
June, A.D. 1888.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
1241
A.1VI P. Chambers,
Edward  street, Brisbane,
.Proctors for the Executors.
10s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Andrew Hunter, late of Too-
woomba; John Joseph Nash, late of Rosalie,
Brisbane ; and John Walker, late of Ingham.
PURSUANT to  "The Intestacy Act  of 1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Thirtieth day of August next, or, in default,
they will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 30th June, 1888.
1259
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
"THE ELECTIONS  TRIBUNAL  ACT OF 1886."
To The  Honourable Sir CHARLES LILLEY, Kni gght,
The Chief  Justice of Queensland , The Hon-
ourable GEORGE ROGERS HARDIN G, and The
Honourable CHARLES STUART MEIN ,  Justices
of The Supreme Court of Queensland.
ELECTION FOR THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF
SOUTH BRISBANE ,  HOLDEN ON THE TWELFTH
DAY OF MAY ,  A.D. 1888.
THE Petition  of Matthew Muir ,  of South
Brisbane ,  draper, and Wil liam Robert
Higgins, of South Brisbane ,  commission agent,
whose names are subscribed :-
1. Your Petitioner ,  Matthew Muir ,  is a person
who voted  at the above Election, and your
Petitioner, Wi ll iam Robert Higgins, is also a
person  who voted  at the above Election.
2. And your  Petitioners state that the Election
was holden on the twelfth day of May, 1888, when
Simon Fraser ,  Henry Jordan ,  and Abraham Fleet-
wood Luya  were candidates, and the Returning
Officer,  on the fifteenth day of May ,  1888, returned
Henry Jordan and Abraham Fleetwood Luya as
being duly elected.
3.  And your Petitioners say that there were, at
the said Election ,  seven instances of electors who
appear to have voted at more than one polling -place.
4. James Corbett ,  who was an elector entitled
to vote at the said Election ,  upon claiming his vote,
found that he had been personated by some other
person, and thereupon voted in accordance with the
provisions  of " The Elections  Act  of  1885 ,  in that
case made and provided ,  and his ballot-paper has not
in consequence been allowed or counted.
5. In two ball ot -papers ,  respectively ,  the name of
Simon Fraser has been left untouched, but the name
of Henry Jordan has been struck out, and the name
of Abraham Fleetwood Luya has been struck out
almost entirely ,  showing, as we submit and contend,
that the intention  of the  respective voters was to
plump for the said Simon Fraser, but the Returning
Officer has allowed these votes to count for the
said Abraham Fleetwood Luya in addition to the
said Simon Fraser.
6. In two ballot -papers, respectively ,  the names
of the said Simon Fraser and Henry Jordan have
been left untouched ,  and the name of Abraham
Fleetwood  Luya  has been struck out, but there
appear pencil strokes in connection with such
striking out of the name of the said Abraham
Fleetwood  Luya, which  we submit and contend are
not marks or writings contrary to  " The Elections
Act of  1885," but the  Returning Officer has rejected
each of the said ballot-papers instead of allowing
the same, respectively ,  in favour of the said Simon
Fraser and Henry Jordan.
7. By reason  of the  facts mentioned and set out
in this said Petition ,  your Petitioners submit that
it will be found  upon an  enquiry  into the said
Election ,  that the gross number of lawful votes
received  by the said  Simon Fraser is greater than
the gross number of lawful votes  received by the
said Abraham Fleetwood  Luya,  and that the said
Simon Fraser should, in consequence, be deter-
mined to be duly elected and returned for the said
Electoral District of South Brisbane, in the place
and stead of the said Abraham Fleetwood Luya.
Wherefore, your Petitioners pray that it may
be determined that the said Abraham Fleetwood
Luya was not duly elected or returned, and that
the said Simon Fraser was duly elected, and ought
to have been returned.
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MATTHEW MUIR,
Upper Melbourne street.
WILLIAM R. HIGGINS,
May street , West End.
22s.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF THE
COLONIAL SUGAR REFINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
WILLIAM BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock
I, Companies of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that The Colonial  Sugar Refining
Company, Limited, duly incorporated on the first
day of July, one thousand eight hundred 'and
eighty- seven , under the laws of the Colony of New
South Wales, has this day  been registered in the
Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock  Companies
of the Colony of Queensland , in accordance with
the provisions of  "The British Companies Act of
1886."
Given under my Hand and  Seal of Office, at
Brisbane , this eighteenth day of May, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
The Registrar of Joint Stock  Companies.
1294)  5s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION OF THE
AUSTRALASIAN NATIVES TRUSTEES,
EXECUTORS, AND AGENCY COMPANY,
LIMITED.
ALFRED DOWN, Deputy Registrar of the
I, Supreme Court, and Acting Registrar of Joint
Stock Companies of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that  " The Australasian  Natives
Trustees,  Executors , and Agency Company, Limi-
ted," duly incorporated on the thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, under the laws of the
Colony of Victoria, has this day been registered in
the Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies
of the Colony of Queensland, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The British Companies Act
of  1886."
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Acting Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
1248 6s.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION.
I ALFRED DOWN, Acting Registrar of Joint
Stock Companies of the Colony of Queens-
land, hereby certify that The Bishop's Creek Gold-
Mining Company, Limited, duly incorporated on the
twenty-sixth day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, under the laws of England,
has this day been registered in the Office of the
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies in the Colony of
Queensland, in accordance with the provisions of
The British Companies Act of  1886."
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of June, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Acting Registrar.
1244 5s.
IN THE  SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1888.
A. W. Palmer v. George Long.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AK E Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above  action , and that all
Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of,
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in, and to all that piece or parcel of land situated
in the county of Livingstone, parish of Rockhamp-
ton, being subdivision 38 of portion 143, containing
15; perches, and being the land described in Cer-
tificate of Title No. 31895. will be sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the
Criterion Hotel, Rockhampton, on TUESDAY, the
Fourteenth day of August next, at Twelve o'clock
noon, unless  this execution is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
1298 7s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
streets :-South Brisbane :  Bank  street, from
Jane street to Upper Melbourne street ;
Cordelia  street,  from end  of main  to Melbourne
street ; Jane street, from Boggo road to Merton
road ; Thomas street, from Jane street to
Corbert street. Valley : Heal street, from
James street to end of street; Lloyd street,
from Terrace street to end of street ; Lime
street, from Terrace street to end of street ;
Symes street, from T.eichhardt street to end of
street ; Somerset street, from Symes street six
chains towards end of street; Evelyn street,
from Ann street to the river. Toowong :
Emma street, from end of main five chains
over creek ; Norwood street, from Anerley
street to Sylvan road. Milton : Little Cribb
street , from Cribb street to end of street.
Ithaca : Victoria Parade, from Hastings road
twenty-four  chains towards  end of street ; and
the private  streets, courts ,  lanes,  and alleys
opening thereto
THE Main Pipe in the said streets being laid
down, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges  for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.Office ofthe Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1255 lOs.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that itisintended toapply in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to confer upon The Australasian Natives
Trustees, Executors, and Agency Company, Limited,
powers enabling the said Company to act as Execu-
tor, Administrator, and Trustee, and also  as receiver,
committee, or guardian, and also as guarantor or
surety for any Administrator. receiver, committee,
or guardian, and also to  act as  agent, under power
of attorney, and to carry out all other the objects
of the said Company,
Dated this twenty-second day of June, A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Australasian Natives Trustees,
Executors, and Agency Company, Limited.
1235 5s.
IIIS German Majesty's Commissioner for• the Marshall Islands has receiv d in-
structions to declare Jaluit the sole port of entry
for the German Protectorate of the said Islands.
2. All merchantmen  and small  craft, bound for
any port of the Marshall Islands from ports beyond,
have to enter first the Port of Jaluit; and the
masters of  such vessels or ships have to report to
His German Majesty's Commissioner in Jaluit
before calling at any other port of the Protectorate.
3. Offenders against these Regulations are liable
to a penalty not exceeding marks 6000, equally
enforceable upon vessel or cargo, without distinc-
tion of the ownership, and, in addition, the ship or
vessel  can be legally seized.
4. Men-of-war are exempt from complying with
these Regulations.
H. KORTUM, M.D.,
Imperial German Vice-Consul.
Cooktown, 12th June, 1888.
1291 7s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphitherto existing between Louis Borchers,
Robert Jaeschke, and Henry Walker, under the
name, style, or firm of " Borchers, Jaeschke, and
Walker," has been determined in consequence of
the said Robert Jaeschke's share in the same
having been disposed of. The business, in future,
will be carried on by the said Louis Borchers and
Henry Walker, under the name, style, or firm of
" Borchers and Walker." The said Louis Borchers
and Henry Walker will receive all moneys due to,
and will pay all debts due and owing by, the late
firm.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of June, A.D. 1888.
L. BORCHERS.
H. WALKER.
Witness-
WILLIAM CARVER,
Brisbane.
1286 5s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.
As REQUIRED BY "THE MERCANTILE ACT
OF 1867."STYLE of the Partnership-" Campbell andAnother."
Names of the Partners-
Special Partner-James Equestrian Noakes,
of Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, merchant.
General Partner-Alexander Campbell, of
Maryborough aforesaid.
Capital contributed by Special Partner--Stock
in trade, plant, book debts, and effects, valued at
the sum of Three Thousand Pounds over and above
the liabilities of the said James Equestrian Noakes,
in connection with the business lately carried on
by him.
Capital contributed by General Partner-The
sum of Five Hundred Pounds.
General Nature of Business-General Store-
keepers.
Principal Place of Business-Adelaide street,
Maryborough aforesaid.
Commencement of Partnership-The First dal of
June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight.
Termination of Partnership-The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three.
We hereby acknowledge that the above Certifi.
cate is true and correct.
J. E. NOAKES.
A. CAMPBELL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons before
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for
the Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough afore-
said , this first day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight.
WILLIAM F. HARRINGTON, J.P.
Received into the Office for the Registration of
Deeds, &c., at Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens.
land, this ninth day of June, 1888, at ten minutes
east ten o'clock in the forenoon, from William J.
trotter, of Brisbane, a copy of the within Deed,
verified by Henry Nairne Thorburn, and numbered
27, Book 1.
1174
J. G. BROWN,
Deputy Registrar of Titles.
13s. 6d.
W E have this day disposed of our  business at
South and North Rockhampton to Mr.
Charles James Mitchell, who will carry on the same
under the  name  or style of " McKenna and Co.," as
heretofore. All accounts owing by the firm of
McKenna and Co. previous to and including the
12th  instant  will be paid by the undersigned.
Liabilities incurred by Mr. C. J. Mitchell since that
date must be rendered to that gentleman.
W. R. DRAPE.
Rockhampton, 15th May, 1888,
1239 4s,
73
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I HEREBY givenotice that i  is my intention
to ap )1y, at the next sittings of the Calliope
Divisional ard for License for one Gate on the
Cat-fish and Mount Larcom Road, at Selection 479,
such gate to be in accordance with  " The Divisional
Boards Act."
JOHN NEWBERY MENZIES.
By his Agent-
JASON BOLES.
Wycheproof,  23rd June, 1888.
1295 3s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act of  1863,"
and in  the Matter of The Wellesley Lode Tin-
Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the Annual
General Meeting of Shareholders of The
Wellesley Lode Tin-Mining Company, Limited,
duly convened and held at Warwick, on the eighth
day of June, 1888, the Resolution hereunder written
was unanimously passed , and that at an Extra-
ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of the
said  Company duly convened and held at Warwick
aforesaid , on the twenty-fifth day of June, 1888,
the said hereunder written Resolution was
unanimously confirmed :-
That, as in the opinion of this meeting there
is no  probability of the property of the
Company proving payable, the Company
be voluntarily wound-up under the pro-
visions of  "The Companies Act " ;  that
C. E. Hayes be appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of the winding-up, with
power at once to dispose of the lease
of the Company's property for the
highest price obtainable, and that in the
event  of his being unable to obtain a pur-
chaser  without delay it be an instruction
to him to pay off the men employed and
forfeit the  lease,  also that he be empowered
to sue  all persons whose calls  are in arrear
for the amount of such  arrears,  and to make
such further  calls as may be necessary to
meet the outstanding liabilities of the Com-
pany and the expenses of winding-up; that
the remuneration  of the Liquidator be
£10 10s. and all  his expenses."
Given under my hand, at Warwick, this twenty
seventh day  of June, 1888.
1287
C. E. HAYES,
Chairman.
10s.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.
A
PA MPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stork, now published, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment  Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and 1s. 4d. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described, and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the  Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. B.EAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE
AT THB
i O V  E R N M E N T PRINTING OFFICE,
William  street.  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers, in packets of 500 each-price , rag.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. Fez 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per  100; postage
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per  100; postage, Is. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Monthly  Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d. per 100 plain ;  ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage ,  Is. 8d .  extra.
1lonthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d .  ruled ; postage,
1s.10d. extra.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ;  postage, 8d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION - DEMY QUARTO.
£ it.  d.
Full bound  5 5 0
Half bound  4 10 0
Cloth bound  ,.. 3
Postage, 15s. extra.
15 0
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
1882, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
1885, 7s.  6d.; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886, 20s. ; posted, 22s.
1887, 8s.  6d.; posted, Is.
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
Price .
With
Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... ... 5 0 7 2
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1887.
With Alphabetical List  of all Owners
of Registered  Brands ... ...  2 6 5 0
ACTS.
Bills of Exchange  Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Building Societies  Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) . ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877)  ... 0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887 ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 .. 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest) ...  0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Act (1873) ... ... 2 0 2 3
Customs Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs  Duties Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act of 1885 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1886) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete) .. 2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act  (1867, 1872,1878)
complete .. .. 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Elections  Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Tribunal Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts Act (1887) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Employers Liability Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act (1881) ... . 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882  ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act (1874)... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act
1886... ... ... ...
of
... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of
1886... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold  Mining  Companies Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884 )  .  .. 1 0 1 2
Health Act Amendment Act  oF1886  ... 0 6 0 7
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With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886... ... ... 0
Impounding  Acts (1863-65-67, and
1879), ccmplete ...
Inclosed  Lanas Act (1878) ... ...
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ...
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ...
Judicature Act (1876) ... ... ...
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4s. 6d.; bound 6s.
Justices  Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 6
Licensing  Act (1885) ... ... ...  1 6
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6
Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of
0 7
2 7
0 7
1 8
0 7
1 10
1 10
1 10
0 7
0 7
0 6 0 7
Local Government  Act (1878)... .. 1 6 1 11
Local Government  Act Amendment Act
of 1880  ... ... ... ...  0 6
Local Government  Act Amendment
Act of 1886 ... ... ...  0 6
Local Government  Act Amendment Act
(1887) ... ... ... ...  0 6
Local Works Loan Act of  1880 ... 0 6
Marsupials  Destruction Act Continua-
tion Act (1886) ... ... ...  0 6
Mineral Lands Act of 1882 ... 0 6
Ditto Regulations 0 6
Mineral Lands  (Coal Mining) Act of
1886  ... ... ... ...  0 6
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 0 6
Mining Companies Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) .., 0 6
Native Birds  Protection Act (1877) . 0 6
Native  Birds Act  Amendment  Act (1877) 0 6
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
0 6
Act of  1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Offenders Probation Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act  (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... . 1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) ... 0 6 0 8
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 . 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870)... 0 6 0 7
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ..
•. ... ... 1 0 1 1Quarantine Act of  1886 0 6
Queensland  Fisheries  Act (1887) ... 0 6
Rabbit Act ... ... ... ...  0 6
Sale of Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) ... 0 6
Sale  of Food  and Drugs  Act Amendment
Act of  1882  ... ... ...  0 6
Sale to  Local Authorities Land Act of
1882  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ...
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 .. 0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 .. .. .. ... ...  0 6
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0
Succession  Duties Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Trade Unions Act of 1886 ... 0 6
Trading Companies  Act of 1863 ... 2 0
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6
United  Municipalities  Act of 1881
Amendment  Act of 1884 ... ..
Undue Subdivision of Land  Prevention
Valuation Act (1887) ... .,
Wages  Act (1870)
Wages Act of 1884 ...
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 2
0 7
0 7
2 3
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872, 3rd edition ... 0 6
Cemetery  Act ' ... ... 0 9
Friendly Societies  Act (1876) ... ... 1 0
Gold Fields Pamphlet .. ... 1 0
Insolvency  Act of 1874, with  Rules ... 2 6
Justices Act and:Offenders Probation
0 7
0 11
1 2
1 2
2 10
6  8  0
with
Price. Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Land Act of 1884 and  Regulations  ... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servarts Act .. ... 1 0 1 2
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Small  Debts Courts Act .,. ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp Duties  Act .. 1 0 1 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener's Guide ... ... ... 3 0 3 4
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... 5 0 5 10
The All-range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
Journals of Australian Explorations ... 5 0 5 9
Justices Act and Offenders Probation
Act ... ... ... ... ... 3 6 4 0
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious
to Stock ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 8
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis of Queensland  Flora ... ...  21 0 22 10
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) 63 0 66 4
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) ... ... ... 42 0 43 6
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff .. ... 0 3 0 4
„ Interpretation Sheets... ... 0 3 0 4
Spirit Calculation Books ... 1 0 1 1
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription  ... ... ... ...  3 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q'iarterly Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal.
All other Notices,  3s. for  the first eight  lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on I st
insertion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient to cover the cost. If by cheque, exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any  address  by ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight to be payable  by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ... ... ... M. S. TOLANO.
Bundaherg... ... ... G. J. YOUNG.Ipswich W. TATHAM.
Mackay ... ... J. P. KEMP.
Maryborough ... ... W. DAWSON.
Rockhampton ... ... MUNRO AND COWIi.
Toowoomba .. ... J. H. ROBERTSON.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
()N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
ll in pamphlet form ,  "The Insolvency Act of
1874,,"  together  with "General Rules  in Insol-
vency ." Super-royal 8vo. Price,  2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOWpublished at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Pheenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. ByFredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
28.84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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ON  SALE, at the Government Printing  Office,William street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price,
6d. Postage, id. additional.
J&MFS C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, Is.; postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
JOURNALS OF AITSTRALIANEXPLORATIONS.N1OW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William stre t, Brisban , " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.,  &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a list inction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing  the word.
"  Registered  Brand "after  the description of the former.
Registeredbrandstype will be  used fors uch descriptions
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
0 William  street, Brisbane , the Acts and Orders
relating  to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side),  arranged  with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court.
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony  relating  to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive  titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules , the Italic to the  Statutes  and Notes.
Marginal  notes  have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under  such marginal  notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been  given, as far  as practic-
able, references  to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing  Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility  of reference  have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices  to same , Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms,  Summaries  of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence,  with their Punishments,  etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice vers.4 by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in  the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first  indicating  that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred to in the text.
I he citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.; postage, in the colony is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST  PUBLISHED.
CC r/ _HE Justices Act of  1886 ,"  and  "The  Offenders
_LProbation  Act of  1886," with an Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, atthe Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the wholeof the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, Is. Postage, 2a.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office •
William street, Brisbane:-Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s. 6d. ; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1888. £ s. d.
June 23.-R. A. Hopkins ... ... ... 2 0 0
23.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 23.-J. Owen ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
25.-J. Taafe ... ... ... 0 1 1
25.-G. W. Heslop ... ... ... 0 1 0
25.-M. Carr ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
25--F. J. Walsh ... 0 5 0
„ 25.-Morning Bulletin ...  ... 0 4 0
25.-Torres Divisional Board ... ... 0 16 H
25.-Mining Gazette ...  ... ... 0 0 7
25.-J. Macfarlane and Co. 0 6 0
26.-H. Bassence  ... ... 0 4 0
26.-T. Allen ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
26.-E. W. Taylor ... ... ... 0 5 0
26.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
27.-G. and J Black ... ... ... 0 3 0
27.--J. Stirling ... ... ... 0 10 0
28.-M. Corliss ... ... 0 1 0
28.-R. Isherwood ... ... ... 0 0 3
29.-E. G.  Grose ... ... 0 1 6
„ 29.-Mackay Banner ...  ... ... 0 1 0
„ 29.-Townsville Herald 0 0  729.-J. Boles ... ... 0 3 0
29.-H. Magnay... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 29.-Morton and Powers ... ... 0 6 6
29.-H. Kortnm ... ... ... 0 10 0
29.-J. R. Curnow ... . . . 0 5 l;
„ 29.-R. Newton and Co. 2 0 0
29.-R, W. Weedon ... ... J.. 2 0 0
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Impwtnbinga.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertixe-
nsents of Impounded  Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from enclosed lan , Three-
mile  Creek. Driving, 4d. ; trespass,  2s. 6d.
One black or brown horse, like J8N (registered brand)
over 22 or 23 near shoulder.
If not released on or before ,the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1243 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Nine-mile. Driving,
Is. 6d. per head.
One black  mare , white spot on back, , over PN near
shoulder ; black or brown filly foal at foot, no
visible brand.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1242 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish
Station, on the 15th June, 1888, by order of E. R.
Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One grey gelding, like 1VK (registered brand) near
shoulder, like 23 near neck.
One roan cow, dark neck ,  near ear marked , blotch
li ke SIB  (registered brand )  near rump.
If not released on or before  the 13th July, 1888,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1238 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Normanton, from Strathmore, on
the 1st June, 1888, by order of A. J. Tindall,  Esquire.
Driving, £1 3s. 4d.
One blue-roan gelding, AZ2 (registered  brand) near
shoulder , M2S (registered  brand) off shoulder.
One bay gelding, K near shoulder,  8 H (registered
brand) near thigh.
One chestnut colt ,  A 2 W (registered  brand )  near shoul-
der.
One grey gelding, T near shoulder, no other brand
legible.
If not released on or before the 29th  June, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1237
FRANK J. WALSH,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Boulia, from Brighton Downs, on
the 1st June. 1888, by order of W. Boydell, Esquire.
Driving, £1 per head.
One dapple-grey mare, like X (blotched)  near  shoulder,
V7K (registered brand) off shoulder.
One iron-grey mare, draught, WRP near shoulder, near
hind foot white, white face.
Also, from Diamentina Lakes, on same date, by order
of Edward  Shaw ,  Esquire.
One black gelding,  small star on  forehead, OO4 (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder, like indistinct  brand near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, star on forehead,  near  hind foot white,
7JA (registered brand) near shoulder.
One white cow, YQ1 (registered brand ) near ribs,
TYl (registered brand) off ribs, 0 off cheek,
piece  out of off ear.
One white  cow, Y 1 (registered brand) near ribs,
TYl (registered brand)  off ribs,  0 off cheek,
piece out of off  ear ; calf at foot ,  unbranded.
One roan cow, YQ 1 (registered brand)  near ribs,
TY 1 (registered brand) off ribs, piece out of off
ear.
One white  cow, BH2 (registered  brand) off rump,
YQl (registered brand) near rump, 9 off cheek,
piece out of off ear.
One red cow, YQ1 (registered brand) near ribs, tri-
angle near rump , Q near thigh, triangle near cheek,
piece out of off ear ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One white cow, YQ1 (registered brand) near ribs,
'FY1 (registered brand) off ribs, piece out of off
ear.
One red cow, 2US (registered brand) over like 2 off
rump, two notches off ear ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan eqw 2US (registered  brand) off rump, two
notches off  ear ; calf  at foot, unbranded.
One yellow and white cow, 2US (registered brand)
over 3 off rump, two notches off ear; calf at foot,
unbranded.
One red and white  cow, 2  US (registered brand) off
rump, two notches off ear ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One white cow, BV5 (registered brand) over 6 off
ribs, piece out of  off ear  ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One white cow, 1UW (registered brand) near ribs,
no ear-mark ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan cow, 7EW (registered brand) off rump,
two pieces out of off ear.
One spotted bullock, E 1 tl) (registered brand) off
rump ,  piece out of off ear.
One roan bullock, E 1(A (registered brand) off rump,
piece out of off ear.
One red and white cow, TD3 (registered brand) near
ribs,  two pieces out of off ear ; calf at foot, un-
branded.
One roan cow, TD3 (registered brand) near ribs, two
pieces out of off ear ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan cow, CAl (registered brand) near rump,
piece out of off ear.
One roan cow like 8SX (registered brand) near ribs,
TY1 off ribs, 1 off cheek, piece out of off ear ;
calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan cow, U1T (registered brand) off ribs, like C
off cheek, piece out of off ear ; calf at foot, un-
branded.
One red and white bullock, Qa7 (registered brand)
near rump, piece out of off ear.
One red cow, white spots on face, U1T (registered
brand )  off ribs, piece out of off ear.
One roan bullock, KC9 or KG9 (registered brand)
over 1 near ribs, piece out of near ear.
One red bullock, 1UT (registered brand)  near ribs,
indistinct brand off ribs, split  in near ear.
One roan cow, like N C1 (registered brand) near ribs,
piece out  of near ear.
One roan cow, H7H (registered brand) over like 0
near ribs ,  8 near cheek ,  two pieces out of near ear.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN OWEN, Poundkeeper.
1236 42a.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba.
One black horse, like HP6 near shoulder.
One dark-brown horse, like BD4  near  shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 6th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JNO. DALGLEISH, Poundkeeper.
1252 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Brisbane ,  from the Pine River, on
the 14th June, 1888, by order of Herbert ])ay.
Damages and driving, £i  is. 10d. per head.
One brown mare, like S8Q (blotched) near shoulder,
hollow back.
One chestnut horse, AR near hip, B near rump, star and
snip.
If not released on or before the 16th July, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1273
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Hughenden Sta-
tion by order of H. Stansfield Esquire. Driving,
4d.
One brown gelding, J7P (registered brand) over CJ,
near shoulder, W over indescribable brand off
shoulder, like -OY near thigh.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
1293 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Redcliffe Station,on the 13th June, 1888, by or er of H. Elliott,
Esquire.
One bay gelding, collar and saddle  marked, r over
writing A (horizontally) near  shoulder, ISO over like
5TU (the T indistinct) off shoulder.
One bay mare, draught, ISO over like 10 (very faint)
near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1588, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
1294 2s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C.  BEAL,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  30th June, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  28th June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that John Stennet ,  manager for Elliott Brothers ,  Limited ,  of Brisbane,
Queensland ,  has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884, "  to register in Class 3, in respect of a Patent Medicine for Relieving Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, Bronchitis ,  Hoarseness ,  Incipient Consumption , &c., &c., a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
7tGpUGHODYN
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
pplication, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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VOL. XLIV.] SATURDAY,  30TH JUNE ,  1888. [No. 48.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head -Quarters,
Brisbane ,  29th June, 1888.
No. 685.
T
HE following  appointments ,  promotions ,  resig-
nations ,  transfers ,  and other changes will
take effect from above date ,  where not stated
otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" A#$ Company.
The resignations ,  under Regulation 204, of
No. 83,  Private - Eustace,
No. 96, Private  -  Calvert,
are accepted.
Correction.
In General Order No. 680, under above heading,
last line but one, erase the word " Connay ,"  and insert
Conway."
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" D " Company.
Sergeant W. H. Craigie is appointed to be
Colour -Sergeant.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
THE KENNEDY  DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
"F " Company.
Sergeant James Christie is appointed a Dri ll
Instructor  (Class B) on probation ,  with pay at the
rate of  £ 60 per annum .  This appointment to bear
date  1st July  proximo.
No. 686.
Tnz Commandant will make his annual inspec-
tion of the undermentioned Corps on dates and at
places specified hereunder :-
A  " Company, Toowoomba, on the 7th July.
" B " Company, Dalby, on the 5th July.
" F " Company, Queensland Scottish Volunteer
Corps, on the 7th July.
Commanding Officers will arrange hours of
parade.
No. 687.
IT is hereby notified for the information of
Officers Commanding Cadet Corps, that the Recruits'
Course of Musketry, as laid down in General Order
No. 435, 25th January, 1887, will in future be
carried out annually by all Cadet Corps in place of
the course for trained men, with the following ex-
ception, viz.: the bull's eye of the 3rd class target
will not be altered.
No. 688.
IT having been reported to the Commandant that
many present and past members of the Metropolitan
Companies of the Queensland Scottish Volunteer
Corps have retained the uniform and accoutrements
issued to them by Commanding Officers of Com-
panies, although virtually no longer members of the
Corps, it is hereby notified for the information of
all such offenders that unless every article issued is
returned without delay to the Officer Commanding
the Corps, at Adelaide-street Drill-shed, on Tuesday
or Friday evenings, steps will be taken to recover
same by process of law.
No. 689.
COMMANDING OFFICERS are invited to forward
to this Office their opinions as to the desirability or
otherwise of fitting out their men with Khakee
Serge Frocks (Mounted Infantry pattern), instead
of the tunics or frocks now worn. As the whole
question of uniform is likely to come up for
discussion, any Officers desiring to make suggestions
are cordially invited to do so.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,, William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XLIV.] FRIDAY, 6TH JULY, 1888.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.
No. 690.THE following appointments, promotions, resig-nations, transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date, where not stated
otherwise:-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
Lieutenant F. F. Holmes is appointed to be a
Captain on the Retired List. 28th June, 1888.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY
Wilhelm Larsen is appointed to be a Lieutenant
provisionally. 22nd June, 1888.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
The resignation of Lieutenant M. McCarthy has
been accepted. 22nd June, 1,-88.
" B " Company.
The discharge of No. 40, Corporal J. Hansen,
is confirmed.
The resignations, under Regulation 204, of
No. 44, Private F. Betts,
No. 45, Private R. Mills,
No. 46, Private A. Latimer,
No. 84, Private T. Percival,
No. 121, Private J. Rowswell,No. 130, Private J. Irvine,
No. 133, Private R. Cumming,
are accepted.
UNATTACHED LIST.
Lieutenant R. Unsworth is appointed to be a
Lieutenant on the Retired List.
" E " Company.
The resignations under Regulation 204, of No.
119, Private W. Sawdy, and No. 115, Private A.
Sawdy, are accepted.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
BUNDABERG MOUNTED INFANTRY.
The resignations, under Regulation 204, of No.
30, Private T. Farragher, and No. 35, Private E. J.
O'Shaughnessy, are accepted.
[No. 49.
THE WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
" B " Company.
Silas Harding is appointed to be a Lieutenant,
provisionally. 12th June, 1888.
PORT CURTIS DIVISION.
GLADSTONE VOLUNTEER CORPS.
The resignation of Lieutenant F. J. King is
accepted. 28th June, 1888.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
BOWEN GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Gunner W. B. Macdonald is
accepted.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
George McFarlane is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisionally. 28th June, 1888.
No. 691.
IT is notified for general information, that a
Reserve for Riding School for Defence Force, at
Milton, was duly proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  of the 30th June ultimo.
No. 692.
THE Storekeeper having reported that receipt
vouchers have not been sent in for various stores
received by Corps, The Commandant has given
instructions that no issue of annual pay is to be
made to any `Corps until all such vouchers have
been signed and returned to Head-Quarters.
No. 693.
IT being intended to raise by  subscription a
National Memorial to the  officers non-commissioned
officers,  and men who lost their lives in the
Waterloo Campaign, The Commandant will be
obliged by Commanding Officers notifying the
same to those under their  command, in  case they
may desire to subscribe. The sum of money
required for the erection of a memorial being
small, it is  not necessary that subscriptions should
exceed 5s . per officer  or 2s .  6d. per non -commissioned
officer or man .  The amounts  of subscrip ti ons can
be deducted on the pay-lists.
For further particulars, those  interested are
referred to correspondence received by His Excel-
lency the Governor on the subject, and published
in the  Brisbane Courier  of the 22nd June, under
the heading "Waterloo Memorial Fund."
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade Major.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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SATURDAY, 7TH JULY, 1888.
ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane ,  the twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by "The Crown  Lands Acts,  1884to  1886, "  it is amongst other things enacted
that with  re spect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey ,  and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points ,  the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal  Act as  requires the
land to be actuall y surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor -General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points  :  Now, therefore ,  His Exce ll ency the
Governor ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board,
and in pursuance and exercise of the authority
vested  in him by the  said Acts ,  doth order, and it
is he reby ordered ,  that the operation of so much
of the forty -third  section of the said Principal
Act as requires the land  to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule  : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby  re quired to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of
such Iowa on proper maps or plans.
[No. 50.
And the Honourable the Secretary,  for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Counci .
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands in the following Land Agents'
Districts
District. Locality.
Cunnamulla ... ... Resumed part of Owan-
gowan Run
Goondiwindi ... ... Resumed part of Welltown
Run
Townsville ... Parish of Mulgrave.
ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
It Government House, Brisbane, the twentieth
day of June, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
7'
HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands .Acta,1884
to  1886,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that  with  respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actualsurvey ,  and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or  pl ans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries or
starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actua lly surveyed and marked on the
ground  before it  is proclaimed o for selection,
and may require the Surveyor -  eneral to divide
the land into lots, and to indicate the position of
inch  lots on proper maps or plaas:
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of ma s or plans and by reference
to known or marked bounda ri es . or starting points :
78
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Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with  the advice of the Executive Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, and in pursuance
and exercise  of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of the
said Principal Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said.Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on pro per maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands on the resumed part of Auburn
Run, in  the Gayndah Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th  July,  1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE ESSEX EVANS
to be Acting Bailiff of Crown Lands, under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1886."
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor, with he advice
of the ;xecutive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MITCHELL
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in
the parish of South B olan, in  the room of James
Nixon, resigned.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with he advice
of
to appoint
FREDERICK LORD
to be  a Trustee  of the  Reserves for Racecourse
and Recreation , in the parish of Esk,  in the room
of G. M. Challinor,  deceased.
M. IiUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.N0 Candidates having been ominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election xof
Auditors for the Enoggera [)ivision, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES WARDS and
BLAKISTON ]ROBINSON
to be Auditors for the said Division.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
N O Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Peak Downs Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisi%n s of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint --
EDWARD M .  STEHTTON -and -- '
=' = WAL KER • HORWOOD -tto b ` Aniitora-for the .said Division.
'I(2MAS McILWRAITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
N O Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Einasleigh Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been
pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY DEAN and
JAMES MCBEAN WALKER
to be Auditors for the said Division.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
N
O Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the  Rosalie Division ,  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
JOSEPH SHARPE MCINTYRE and
STEPHEN H .  WHICHELLO
to be  Auditors  for the said Division.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.
N O Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Bulimba Division ,  His Exce llency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased
to appoint
JOHN COLLINGS HAM and
JOSEPH DOUGLAS  RUSSELL
to be Auditors for the said Division.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
EI
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 3rd  July,  1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to approve of the undermentioned  appointments in
the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
EDMOND JOSEPH BALFE
to be Manager ;
FREDERICK  WEISKE,
HENRY SMITH O'BRIEN,
CHARLES R. PARISH, and
T. M. SHIRLEY
to ,be Operators ; and
ALFRED BROWN
to be Line Repairer in Charge.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane . 4th July, 1888.
I
71S Excellency the Governor directs it to be
t notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant CECIL WALLACE LAVERACK
to be Adjutant of The Moreton Regiment, on
probation.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council has been  pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by:
JERRY HOLVES
of 'his appointment as "aJustice of the Peace.
THOMAS. McILWRAITH.
595
t
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  6th July, 1888.
I T is hereby  notified thatGeorge Andrews,
Alfred  George Bailey,
Thomas Hanlon,
Robert  Tennent Johnston, and
William Charles Welsh
have been appointed  Members of Committee for
the State  School at Southport.
JOHN DONALDSON.
to appoint
MATTHEW PATRICK BOYLE FANNING
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing Dis-
trict of Cairns, in the room of M. O'Malley, trans-
ferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1888.
L IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD  MATTHEWS OWENS , L.R.C.P., &c.,
to be a Member of the Queensland Medical Board,
in the room of W. Hobbs, M.R.C.S., retired.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior -Constable P. RYAN
to be Acting Registrar of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths, at Aramac, for the Registry District of
Aramac, during the absence of the Registrar.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Sergeant B. CARNEY
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at
Ravenswood, for the Registry District of Kennedy,
in the room of John Watson.
BOYD D. MOREHE AD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR DEAN
to be Assistant Clerk in the Police Office at
Bundaberg, in the room of James Strachan,
dismissed.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ERNEST E GLINTON
to be a Justice authorised to celebrate Marriages,
under the provisions of the Act 36 Vic., No. 12,
within the limits of the District the boundaries of
which are hereunder described :-
Commencingon the sea- coast  at the mouth of
the Mowbray River, and bounded on the south by
that river westerly to the Coast Range ; thence by
that  range  northerly and north-westerly to the
head of the South Mosman River and on the
north- west  by that river to its junction with the
Mosman  River; thence on the north by the Mos-
man River  to the sea -coast;  and thence by the
sea-coast  easterly to the point  of commencement.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  $8th  June, 1L%8.
IS Excellency the Governor,  with  the advice
_H of  the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve  of the  establishment of a State School at
R oSi LIE  (Milton).
JOHN IONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVB, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j` HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of thesaid Colony,  passed in  the fifty -first year of
Her Majesty 's reign, intituled  "  An Act to make
better  provision f r the Valuation of Eateable
Land by Local Authorities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Local Authority, may, by
Proclamation,  declare any suburban land to be
country land,  or any country land in the vicinity of
a town to be suburban land, for the purposes of the
said Act  :  And whereas,  on the recommendation
of the Kianawah Divisional Board,  it is deemed
advisable that all Land in the Division of Kianawah
should be declared to be Country Land for
the purposes of the said Act : Now,  therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB ,  in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as such Governor as afore-
said ,  and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf ,  and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim ,  and declare that all Land in the Division
of Kianawah shall be Country Land.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand ei ht
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fify-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUBGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Dist inguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MuaGnAva,  chael and St . George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W T
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-
1'1 first  year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
In Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Local Government  outside  the Boua-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may
direct that the Annual Election in any Division shall
be held in the month of July instead of January :
And whereas it has been d  emed  necessary to hold
the Annual Election in the Division of Hughenden
in the month of July instead of January : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance
of the authority vested  in me as Governor afore-
said ,  and of all other powers  enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim ,  and declare that the Annual Election in
the Division of Hughenden shall be held in the
month of July instead of January.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this sixth day of July,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eTel-r"-eight ,  an4 in the fifty-
second year of Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE Qusz l
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSaxAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUaGBAVx,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
'THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifth
11'' V  year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act  to make  further provision for the Main-
tenance of the Public Peace,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may
from time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts
or any of the Acts enumerated iti the Schedule to
the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of any Act
thereafter in force arnendin ; or in substitution for
any of the Acts enumerated in such Schedule, shall,
either absolutely or for such period as may be
expressed in such Proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used,
or occupied by, any association, or that the premises
of any such association shall be a public place, or
public thoroughfare, or place of public resort,
within the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated
in the said Schedule, or of any Act amending
or in substitution for any of such Acts : And
whereas the Act 27 Victoria, No. 16, intituled  "An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to
Licensed Publicans,"  mentioned in the Schedule to
the said first-mentioned Act, has been repealed, and
" The Licensing Act of 1885 "  has been substituted
therefor : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
extend the provisions of the said Acts to the
premises vested in certain trustees and known as
Musgrave Park, South Brisbane : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MvsGn.svE, the Governor afore-
said, in pursuance of the powers and authorities
in me vested, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby declare and direct that the
provisions of the said Acts, except the said
repealed Act, and including the provisions of the
said  " Licensing Act of  1885," shall extend and
applyMusto the buildings and lands comprising the
said grave Park, and that the premises of the
said Musgrave Park shall be a public place, public
thoroughfare, and a place of public resort, within
the meaning of the said several Acts.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one. thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGSAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MUSGRAVE, chael andSt. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-first
year  of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations o make Payments a d u 'oother
acts on such  Holidays,"  it  is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 12th
instant, being  the second day of the Annual
Race  Meeting of the North Gregory Turf Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Winton : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that THURSDAY, the 12th instant, shall, within
the Town of Winton, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUBaB aYB,  chael and St . George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty  s r ign , intituled  " An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations to make payments and do other
acts on  such Holidays ,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be  lawful  for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas  it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Wednesday, the 25th  instant,
being the first day of the Annual  Race Meeting of
the Croydon Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Croydon : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
Musa iVE, the Governor  aforesaid , in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice  of the Executive  Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation , notify,  proclaim,
and declare that WEDNESDAY, the 25th instant,
shall, within the Town of Croydon, be observed
as a Public Holiday within  the meaning  of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Muesasv$,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVB, chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1' first year of Her Majesty' s reign,  intituled
" An Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other  acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Saturday, the 21st instant, being the
day appointed for holding the Annual Race
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Meeting of the 'Herbert River Jockey Club, to
be a Public Holiday in Ingham : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
SATURDAY, the 21st instant, shall, within the
Town of Ingham, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  TEE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MuSGEAVE, chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty
1 1 first year  of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
"An Act to make  provision , for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations tomake  Payments and do other
acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted  that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, of district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Wednesday, the 11th instant, being the
first day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Mackay Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Mackay : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that WEDNESDAY, the
11th instant, shall, within the Town of Mackay,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the mean-
ing of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Monday, the 16th instant, being the
day appointed for the Annual Demonstration
of the Towers Miners' Union, to be a Public
Holiday in Charters Towers : Now, therefore, 1,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that MONDAY, the
16th instant, shall, within the Town of Charters
Towers be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SATs THE QUEEF 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mu8GRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all  powers
and authorities in me vested under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and
" The Crown Land, Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  and on  the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under, and situated in the  Cairns  Land Agent's
District, shall be open  to selection , under the provi-
sions  of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said, declare that the annual rent and purchasing
price at which said lands may be selected shall be
6d. and £1 per  acre  respectively, and that the
maximum area  which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to  say:-In the case of lands  within Agricultural Area
No. Three,  640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- second  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MusasAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  "An
Act to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such .Holidays,"  it is  amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette, ,to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
E.M.-20-8-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
Parishes of Cairns and Fermartine.
75 square miles.
Commencing on the Clohesy River at a point
distant two  miles  upwards from the railway survey,
and bounded thence by the Clohesy River upwards
to its  source ;  thence by the western watershed of
Freshwater Creek southerly to the boundary of the
Cairns Land Agent's District, by that boundary
north-westerly to a point distant two miles south-
easterly from the railway survey ; and thence by
lines  parallel therewith and distant two miles there-
from north- easterly  to the point of commencement.
.NoTi.-Subject to the payment of the  value of
improvements , if any.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] '
A. MI'SGRAVB,  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MU8GRAVB, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.  George,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the  authority in me vested,  I, Sir ANTHONY MU8G}RLVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the  advice of the Executive Council,  do, by this my Proclamation,  notify and
lI declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall  be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M.-1-12.87-V'. ----
Booth OF RBFERENCB OF ROAD THROUGH AGRICULTURAL FARMS 100 AND 94 ,  AND SELECTION  4312, B1tIsBANE DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
88.977 1-- L.B. Parish of M aroochy ,  County of Canning.
Refer-
woeNo. Description of Road.
N
Po
o. of
rtion.
No. of
selection.
Land Agent's
District. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
1 I Along and within part of the northern
A. P.
ev 100 Brisbane ... ... Agricultural Farm ,  James Murtagh ...  90° 0'
Ohs. links.
9 12
Links . I100 A. IL Y.4 1 0 Reservation of 5 acres.
and the entire eastern boundary of 1884 Act '1080 ' 3  81
portion  6v
A. F.
1780 66' 28 48
Along and within the eastern and part 4v 94 ditto ... ...  ditto ... ... John Martagh  ... ...  178° 56' 33 12  100 8 8 0 Reservation of 8 acres 1 rood.
of the northern boundaries of portion 88° 66' 420
4v
8 From the north -western corn er of portion 178 4312  ditto ... ...  Vacant land ... The Crowe  ... ...  88° fib' 4 74 100 0 1  Be
178 easterly  along and within the
northern boundary  to the reserved road
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this third day of July, in  the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD  SAY) THE QUEEN  M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
_ [L.s.] By  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. USGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,'  I, Sir ANTHONY MusGRiVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in
the Mackay Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved, and shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as foll ows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 2 in the said District shall be 320  acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 2 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Mackay Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-20 -6-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural  Area No. 2.
Village of  St. Helen's.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
No of.
Portion. Area. survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
I I I A. R. P. ( £ s.  d. 1 £ s. d. I £ s. d.
(Agricultural Township  Farms adjoining  the Village  offSt. Helen's.)
1 St. Helen' s ... ... ... 1 54 0 0 5 2  0 0 0 6 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... 1A 52 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... 2 52 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 2A 51 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ... 3 46 3 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... 3A 44 1 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... 4 47 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... 4AA 46 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... 5 55 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... 5A 50 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... 6 49 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... 6A 44 2 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... 7 49 2 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ... 74 53 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
15 Ditto ... 8 53 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... ... 8A 48 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... ... 9 44 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
18 Ditto ... ... ... 9A 41 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
19 Ditto ... ... ... 10 42 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
20 Ditto ... ... ... 10A 65 0 0 5 11 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
21 Ditto ... ... ... 11 58 3 1 5  2  0 0 0 6 1 0 0
22 Ditto ... ... ... 12 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
23 Ditto ... ... ... 13 43 210 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... ... 14 25  3 18  3 16 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
25 Ditto ... ... ... 15 25 0 0 316 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
26 Ditto  ...  ,., ... 16 25 0 0 3 16 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
27 Ditto ... ... ... 17 25 0 0 3 16 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
28 Ditto  ... ... .. 18 25 0 0 3 16 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
29 Ditto ... ,,, ... 19 25 0 0 3 16 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
30 Ditto ... ,,,
...  27 57 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
31 Ditto ... ... ...  28 50 1 32 5  2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
32 Ditto ,,, ..,  28A 49 2 0  5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
33 Ditto .., ... ...  29 48 1 0 5 2  0 0 0 6 1 0 0
34 Ditto .,. ,,, ,.. 294 50 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
35 Ditto .,, ,,, ,,, 30 47 3 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
36 Ditto  ,,, ,,, ,,, 30A 40 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
37 Ditto ...  ... ...  31 61 3 0 5 11 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
38 Ditto  ... ... ... 314 46 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the- Land Board, do, by this my
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Proclamation, notify and declare that  the Country  Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Mackay Land Agent's District ,  are hereby reserved ,  and shall be open to selec tion ,  under the
provisions of the said  Acts, on  and after  MONDAY,  the Sixth day of August, 1888 : And I  do hereby,
by  and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say  :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Provided always and I  do hereby  further declare  that the  maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 2 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation ,  I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 2 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Mackay Land Agent ' s District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this  third  day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the fifty -second
year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
No. of
Portion.
E.M.---20-6-88. GOD SAVE THZ QInEZs I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACHAY  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
Vi'llage of Yurrinda.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. Area.  Survey Pee.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual Purchasing
Rent Price per
per Acre. Acre.
I I A. R.  P.  £ s. d. 1 £ s. d. £ s. d.
Value of
Imp ro vements.
(Agricultural  Township Farms adjoining  the Village  of Murrinda.)
1 Ossa ... ... 17v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 110 0
1
2 Ditto ... ... 17v 79 3 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 110 0
2
3 Ditto ... 18v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
1
4 Ditto ... ... 18v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 110 0
2
5 Ditto ... ... 19v 40 0 0 6 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
1
6 Ditto ... ... 19v 40 0 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
2
7 Ditto ... ... 19v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
3
8 Ditto ... ... 20v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 110 0
1
9 Ditto ... ... 20v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
2
10 Ditto ... ... 21v 77 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
1
11 Ditto ... ... 21v 40 0 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
2
12 Ditto ... ... 21v 38 0 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
3
13 Ditto .., ... 22v 40 0 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 1 100
1
14 Ditto ... ... 22v 40 0 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
2
15 Ditto ... ... 22v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 110 03
16 Ditto ... ... 23v 42 2 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
1
17 Ditto ... ... 23v 41 1 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 110 0
2
18 Ditto ... ... 23v 43 2 0 5 12 0 0 0 9 110 0
3
19 Ditto ... ... 23v 64 2 0 6 12 0 0 0 9 1 100
4
20 Ditto ... ... 23v 62 0 0 6 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
5
21 Ditto ... ... 25v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 110 0
1
22 Ditto ... ... 25v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
2
23 Ditto ... ... 26v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
24 Ditto ... ... 26v 80 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
1
25 Ditto ... ,.. 27v 59 3 0 6 120 0 0 9 1 100
1
26 Ditto ... ... 27v 52 2 0 6 12 0 0 0 9 110 0
2
27 Ditto ... ... 27v 61 0 0 6 12 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
3
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
%HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the sixth day of January and twenty-eighth day of April,
1887, and twenty-seventh day of June, 1888, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked
on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the
Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said
Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided
the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
lands  specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth
day of August, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of . Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-27-6-88. GOD Siva TSS QUINN !
THE SCHEDULE
Within Agricultural Areas.
q
Agrioul-
tnralArea.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent
District.
's Rua
Resumption. Parish. a°0
x
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
011
A. R. P.  £ s.  d. a. d. £ a. ° Acres.
1 Herberton ... Herberton  ... 14v 160 0 0 7 7 1 1 0 2 0 1 320
2 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 15v 160 0 0 7 7 6 1 0 2 0 1 320
3 Ditto ... ... ditto , .. 16v 160 0 0 7 7 6 1 0 2 0 o 1 320
4 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 17v 160 0 0 7 7 6 1 0 2 0 820
5 Roma ... ...  Euthulla ... 89v 32 0 0 3 13 6 0 6 1 0 1 640
6 Townsville ...  Woodhouse...  Mulgrave ... 1v 780 0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 2 1,280
7 Ditto ... ditto  ... ditto ... 2v 640 0 0 1210 0 0 3 1 0 2 1,280
8 Ditto ditto ditto 3v 200 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0 1 2 1 280... ... ... 9 ,
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVN,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-seventh day of June, 1888, I did, by andwith the advice of the Executive Council, and on the r commendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper  maps or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position
thereof on pro per maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all  powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVN, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands
specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the O`unnamulla Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be
selected by any one person in the said District shall be as fo llows ,  that  is to say
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 5 in the said District sha ll be 640 acres.
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And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 5 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Cunnamulla Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-27- 6-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEER I
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CUNNAMULLA  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  .9  s.
M. HUME BLACK.
caw
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
d. s. d. £ s. d.
1 Owangowan ... ... Wooroorooka ... 2v 139 0 0 6 13  0 0 6 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 3v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 '
3 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 4v 159 2 0 6 13  0 0 6 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 5v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ditto 6v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 gi
6 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 6 0 6 1 0 0 ...
7 Ditto ... .., ditto ... 8v 160 0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 0
8 Ditto ,., ,., ditto ... 9v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ,.. ditto ... lOv 160 0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 11v 160 0 0 7 7
11 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 12v 160 0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 0 E
12 Ditto ... ... ditto 13v 160 0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 0 a'o
13 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 14v 160 0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 0 u'
14 Ditto ... .., ditto ... 15v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 I ra'
15 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 16v 16000 77 6 0 6 1 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 17v 160 0 0 7 7 6 06 100
17 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 18v 160 0 0 7 7
18 Ditto ... .., ditto 19v 160 0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 0
19 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 20v 159 3 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0 0 :a
20 Ditto ... ,., ditto ... 21v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 J :n
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
owers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "TheF N pursuance and execution of all
'Crown Lands A cts,  1884  to  1886, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Dalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on
and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 12,000 acres.
Provided always, and I do hereby further declare, that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within he limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 26th January, 1886, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-27-6-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
10
° Area .  Survey Fee. AnnualRent
; o
per Acre.OAS
Ad W
M. HUME BLACK.
Value of Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ a. d.
1 Irvingdale ... ... 1621 200 0 0 7 10 0 0 0 1 Subject to the payment of
the value of improve-
ments, if any.
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PROCLAMATION.[L 13.]  By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A. MUS( EAVE,  guished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief
Governor .  of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Order in Council made on the twenty -seventh day of June ,  1888 , I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the  Land  Board ,  order that
the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires
land to be actua lly surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the
Surveyor -General was , by the  said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said lands into the Iota specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSQEAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Goondiwindi Land Agent 's District,
shall  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said  Acts , on and  after MONDAY,  the Sixth day
of August ,  1888 :  And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District sha ll  be as fo ll ows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural  Area,  20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth  day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the fifty -second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
THE SCHEDULE.
TSE GooNDIwrNDI  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
E.M.-27-6-88. GOD SAVE TH  QUEEN 1
No.
of
Lot.
Run
Resumption.
By Command,
Parish . No. ofPortion. Ate.
M. HUME BLACK.
Annu 1Provisional I Bent Value ofIm provemeSurvey Fee. A nts.per cre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Welltown ...  Minnel  ... 4v 5,500 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 1 Subject to the pay-
} went of the value2 Ditto  ... ditto ...  5v 5,500 0 0 31  0 0 0 0  1 f t
3 Ditto ... ditto ... 6v 9,090 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 Of
V improvemen s,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
L.S.] By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
A. USG RAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated  in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the
said Districts  shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-27-6 -88. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish. Area. Survey Fee.
No. of
Forfeited
selection
or Farm.
No. of
Portion.
A. R. P.
1 Brisbane ... Whiteside ... 37 106v 60 0 0
2 Ditto ... Mackenzie ... 185 249 478 0 0
3 Ditto ... Maleny ... 515 40v 160 0 0
4 Ipswich ... Blenheim ... 6113 167 48 3 0
£ s .  d.
8 7 9
11 8 0
8 12 1
4 10 0
M. HUME BLACK.
Agricultural
Area.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
w ,
s. d. £ s .  Acres.
0 3 1 0 n P m 1 640
0 3 1 0 1 640
1 0 2 0 ,, 8 3200 C', 74
1 0 2
0
0 :: 1 1,280
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]' By His Exce ll ency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVZ, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
' 1'
WTHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twentieth day of June, 1888, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as  re quires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefo re ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir
ANTHONY Mvsaa.AvE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Gayndah Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day
of August, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 10,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-20 -6-88. Gou SAYE  mi QUEEx !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GAYNDAH LAND AG ENT's DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Run
Resumption. Parish .
No. of Area.Portion. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £  s. d. R S.  d.
1 Auburn Coosdarra  lv  10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 0  if
2  Ditt ditto  2 0005 0 0 22 10 0 0 0o
3  Ditto
v ,
ditto  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0  if
4  Ditto ditto  4v  5 000 0 0 22 10 0 0 05 Ditto ,ditto  5v  10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 0  14 Subject to the6  Ditto ditto  6v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0
Ditto ditto  7v  5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0  1} payment ofthe value of8  Ditto ditto  8v  8 000 0 0 31 0 0 0 0
9  Ditto
,
ditto  9v  10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 0  1.1 improvements,
10  Ditto ditto  10v  10 000 0 0 37 15 0 0 0  14 if any.
11  Ditto ditto  11v
,
10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 0  if
12 Ditto ditto 12v 7,500 0 0 31 0 0 0 0  it
13 Ditto ditto 13v 8,0000 0 31 0 0 0 0  it
I14 Ditto ditto 14v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 it -
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONT MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.
4uso*AVu, chael and St. George, Governor
Goeerxor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of section twenty-two of  "The Crown
1 Lands Act Amendment Act of  1886," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been reserved
for Agricultural Township purposes.
E.M.-2O-6-SS.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Village of Murrinda.
County of Carlisle, parish of Ossa.
About  575  acres.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
23v over 1, parish of  Oss&, and bounded thence on
the south by portions 23v over 1, 22v over 1, and
19v over 1,  bearing west ; on the west by portion
21v over 3 bearing north to the edge of the man-
groves  ;  and thence  along  the edge of the  mangroves
northerly, easterly, and southerly to the point of
commencement.
Village of St.  Helen's.
County of Carlisle, parish  of St . Helen's.
About 658 acres.
Bounded on the south by portions 13, 14,  15, 16,
17, and 18; on the west by a small  creek and portion
27 ; on the north by the mang ro ves  ;  and on the
east by Scrubby Creek and portion 12.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this third day of July, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. ]FLUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THR Qu2S$ !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
'Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.8.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MuscRAva ,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all  powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  '1884  "  and  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under ,  and situated in the Mackay Land Agent's
District ,  sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY ,  the Sixth day of August, 1888:
And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice afore-
said ,  declare that the annual rent and purchasing
price at which said lands may be selected shall
be 3d .  and £1 per acre respectively ,  and that
the maximum are a which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall  be as follows,
that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this third day of
July, in the year of our lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight,  and  in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TILE QUEEN
E.M.-20-6-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Hector.
About 5j square miles.
Bounded on the north by portions 1645, 747,
1543 ,  Mount Hector Reserve ,  and 1282; on the east
by portions 845,1292 , 1325, and  1294;  on the south
by portions 755, 1375 ,  1370 ,  and 902; and on the
north-west by the estuary of Sandy Creek.
NOTE.- Subject to the payment of the value of
improvements ,  if any.
be 3d .  and £1 per  acre  respectively ,  and that the
maximum  area  which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUERN I
r.M.--27-6-ss.
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Beauaraba.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 350.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural  Farm  No. 357.
NOTE.-- Subject to the payment of the value of
improvements ,  if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Grown
Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor afo re said ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  and upon the  re commenda-
tion of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclama-
tion ,  hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
A re a for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane,  this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her  Majesty s reign.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MU8GRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAVE,  ohael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 "  and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under ,  and situated in the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District ,  shallbe open to selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands,
on and after MONDAY ,  the Sixth day of August,
1888 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the annual rent and purchas-
ing pricy at which said lands may be selected shall
E.M.-2 04-88.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE Quuux I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No .  3 estab li shed by
Proclamation dated  14th  August, 1885, which
is hereby amended.)
A ll  Crown lands within the following boundaries :
All  land within two miles of the Cairns and
Herberton Railway, and the land between the
Clohesy River ,  the western boundary of the district,
and the western watershed of Freshwater Cre ek.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MLUSG}RAVE, chael and St.  George,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander  in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
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by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Roads described hereunder shall be and are hereby
opened as Public Roads.
E.)L- 4 -488-P'.
E.M.-11 -8-87-S'.
DEscxIPTIONs.
88-16467- C. 801.
Road two chains wide ,  resumed  from  Selection
911, Maryborough District. (Robert Hart.)
From the west  boundary of portion 88, parish of
St. Mary , easterly  to the east boundary ,- containing
twenty-five  acre s  one rood.
Nora.-This  road is opened in lieu of the road separating por-
tion 88 from  portion 87,  which  is hereby closed.
88-16108-C. Sol.
Road  resumed from  portion 117, parish of
Clermont ,  from the south -western corner  of portion
117A, along Sandy Creek to the south- western
corner  of portion 117,-containing three roods
twenty-one perches. (Adolph Madge.)
Given under  my Hand and  Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael  and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the roads described hereunder shall
be and are  hereby opened as Public Roads.
E.Y.-5-4 -88-P'.
DESCRIPTIONS.
88-8016-D.B.
A deviation of the northern part of the reserved
road through portion 64, parish of Tambourine,-
containing two acres. (John Emmanuel Paine.)
NOTE.-This deviation  is opened in lieu  of the corresponding
part of  the original road through  portion 64,  which is hereby
closed.
Road averaging 475 links in width, resumed
from Selection 149, Ingham District. (G. A. J.
Scott and W. J. Scott, joint tenants.)
From the north-west boundary of portion 162,
parish of Lannercost, south-easterly to the Stone
River,-containing thirty-three acres, taken from a
reservation of thirty-three  acres for road purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
HENRY JORDAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section  2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda.
tion  of the Land Board,  may suspend  the operation
of the forty-third  section of  the Principal Act
with  respect to any land situated  in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at  the commencement  of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following  provisions  shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application  to select  any of such land
must give  a clear  description of the
locality and  boundaries  of the land applied
for, and must state whether  it is  already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground  and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October. 1885.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.
LEYBURN COMMONAGE.
N pursuance of the seventeenth section of the
l Commonage Regulations of the 1st March,
1877, established under  " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion  Act  of 1876," it is hereby notified for general
information, that the undermentioned persons have
been elected Trustees of the Leyburn Town
Common, under said Regulations, in room of the
persons appointed by notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated 20th May, 1887, and that the
Secretary for Public Lands has confirmed the
appointments :-
RICHARD KIRBY,
JAMES MAHONY,
MATHEW LIDDY,
JAMES HALEY, and
Louis KUETZ.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Blackall, Bowen, Bunda-
berg, Dalby, Gayndab, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Gympie, Hughenden, Inglewood, Maryborough,
Rockhampton, Roma, Stantborpe, Surat, and Towns-
ville, showing all land open for selection, both as
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready
for public exhibition in the Map-room in the Bris-
bane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection  in each  District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st  instant, and  that  from and
after the 1st  proximo all business , under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected  with  Runs in the  Unsettled  Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be  conducted at
the Head Office  in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
" THE CE OWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LLND COMMISSIONERS'  COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section ci the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb .  March .  April .  May. June .  July .  August . Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
I
Allora5  ..  Wed. 28 ...  ... Wed. 27 ... Wed. 26 ... Wed. 19
Aramao  ... ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Wed .  20 Wed .  18 Wed .  15 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed .  14 Wed. 19
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 18 Wed .  15 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed . 16 Wed.  20 Wed .  18 Wed .  15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Barcaldinet  ... ..  Tues .  12 Tues. 10 Tues .  7 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  6 Tues. 11
Beenleigh  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed . 9 Wed.  13 Wed .  11 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Blackall ... ...  Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Thurs.28 Thurs . 26 Thurs .23 Thurs . 27 Thurs . 25 Thurs . 22 Thurs. 27
Bowen  ...  Thurs .26 Thurs . 23 Thurs .22  17aurs .26 Fri .  25 Thurs .21 Thurs .26 Thurs . 23 Thurs .27 Thurs . 25 Thurs .22 Thurs. 27
Brisbane ... ..  Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 4 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 10 Sat .  14 Sat. 12 Sat .  9 Sat .  14 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat .  13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Burketown Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 9 ... Fri .  11 ... Fri .  13 ... Fri .  14 ... Sat. 10 ...
Charleville  .  Tues . 3 Mon.  8 Mon .  5 Tues .  3 Mos.. 7 Mon .  4 Mon .  2 Mon .  8 Mon. 3 Mon .  1 Mon .  5 -Mon. 3
Charters Towers Wed .  4 Wed .  I Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 H ed .  7 Wed. 5
Clermont  .  Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs .26 Thurs . 26 Thurs .30 Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thura 29 Thurs. 27
Cooktown ... Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Cunnamulla ... Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  1S Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  16 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri. 24 Fri .  23 Fri .  27 Fri .  25 Fri .  29 Fri. 27 Fri . 24 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Emeralds  ...  Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Esk• . Wed .  18 Wed .  21 Wed .  16 ... Wed .  18 .. Wed .  19 Wed. 21
Gayndah  ..  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 22 Thurs .26 Fri .  25 Thurs . 28 Thurs .26 Thurs . 23 Thurs .27 Thurs .25 Thura 22 Thurs. 27
Goondiwindi  ..  Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  9 Fri . 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri .  13 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Herberton  ..  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Hughenden ... Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Ingham  ... ...  Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed .  28 Wed. 25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Wed .  25 Wed .  29 Wed .  26 Wed .  31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Inglewood ; ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 2 Fri .  6 Fri .  4 Fri .  I Fri .  6 Fri . 3 Fri .  7 Fri .  5 Fri. 2 Fn. 7
Isisford  ... ..  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Fri .  8 Fri .  6 Fri .  3 Fri . 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs . 12 Thurs .  9 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12 Tnurs . lo Thurs .14 Thurs . 12 Thurs .  9 Thurs.13 Thurs . 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20 Fri .  17 Fri .  16 Fri .  20 Fri .  '18 Fri .  15 Fri. 20 Fri . 17 Fri .  21 Fri .  19 Fri .  18 Fri. 21
Mitchellt ... Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri . 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri. 12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Muttaburrat  ...  Thurs. 9 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thura .  3 Sat .  16 Sat .  14 Sat. 11 Sat. 15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 15
Nanango ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Nebo  (Mt.Britton )  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Nerang*  ... Thurs .  9 Thilrtis.12 Thurs . 14 Thurs .  9 .. Thurs.11 ... Thurs. 13
Normanton  ...  Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  it Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Port Douglas  ...  Thu rs .  5 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thura .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Ravenswood ... Thura .  5 Thurs .  2 Thura .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  6 Thurs. 4 Thura .  1 Thurs. 6
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9 Mon .  13 Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon .  9 Mon .  13 Mon. 10 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Tues. 11
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
St. George  ...  Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues. 20 Tues .  17 Tues. 15 Tues .  19 Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Springsure ... Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 24
Stanthorpe Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  9 F ri . 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri .  13 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Surat  .. ..  Thura.26 Thura .23 Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thurs.31 Thurs .28 Thurs . 26 Thurs .30 Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs .29 Thurs. 27
Tambo  .. ..  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Taro om  .  Wed.  41 Wed.  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Tenninge ri ng ....  Wed. 1.1 I Wed . .8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed.  - , 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Thargomindah ..,  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Toowoomba  .  Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon .  23 Mon .  27 Mon . 24 Mon .  22 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Townsville ... Thurs . l2 Thura. 9 Thurs .  8 Thurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 I Thurs .12 Thurs . 9  Thurs.  13 Thurs . ll Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tuea .  27  Tues.  24 Tuea .  29 Tues .  26 I Tues .  24 Tuea. 28 Tues .  25 Tues .  23  Tues.  20 Tues. 18
s  The Courts marked thus * are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, wi ll  be duly notified  fr om time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
Dos
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  7th July, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the  interest of  the previous Occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts ,  have been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo ,  with the sanction of the Government ,  to the persons hereunder
particularised.
Name of Tranaferror. Name of Transferree.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Edmund Alexander Hungerford  ...  The Bank of New South Wales ...
John George Coll ins  ... ... ...  Al bert Wil li am Duckett White,
The Queensland  Investment andLand Mortgage Company, Limited
Lionel Knight Rice, Henry Stormont
Finch -Hatton, Ha ro ld Heneage
Finch -Hatton  (by his Attorney,
Henry  Stormont Finch-Hatton),
and Charles Walter Toussaint
Walter Hopkins  (by his Attorney,
Hen ry  Hopkins ),  Henry Hopkins,
and Arthur Hopkins
Wil liam Henry Barker and Eliza beth
Barker  (widow)
Benjamin Crosthwaite and William
Tetley
John Macpherson  (as Administrator
of the Wi ll  of the late James
Sutherland ,  deceased)
John Macpherson  (as Administrator
of the Wi ll  of the late James
Sutherland ,  deceased)
William McPherson Laing ... ...
James Grice and John Grice  (Execu-
tors of the Wi ll  of the late chard
Grice, deceased)
Frederic Hamilton Hart ,  Arthur
Anthony Robinson ,  and Eaglesfield
Bradshaw Barker
John Henry Geddes  ... ... ...
Edmund Alexander Hungerford ,
Alexander Geddes, and John  Henry
Geddes
Wi lliam Collins ,  Malcolm Donald
McEachern  John Boyd Watson,
and Simon Fraser
Albert William Duckett White,
William Collins ,  Malcolm Donald
McEachern ,  John Boyd Watson,
and Simon Fraser
The Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Company Limited
The Union Mortgage and Agency
Company of Australia ,  Limited
Walter Scott ,  John Murray, Alex-
ander Fowler Ro berts, John
Sanderson, Arthur Palmer Blake,
and Adam Roberts
The Rocklands Pastoral Company,
Limited
Donald McIntyre
Interest in Annual  T enancy.
Donald McIntyre  ... ... ...
William Fane De Salis and Pierce
Eaglesfield Smith
Walter Scott ,  John Murray, Alex-
ander Fowler Roberts, John
Sanderson ,  Arthur Palmer Blake,
and Adam Robe rts
Albert William Duckett White,
M. HUME BLACK.
Name of Run.
Stirling ,  Stirling No. 1, Stirling No. 2,
Stirling No. 3, and Stirling No. 4.
Woorengen East, Bindoora West,  Bin-doors, East ,  Coomarra East, Coomarra
West ,  Yerrigirree No. 1, Yerrigirree
No. 2, Coomarra South ,  and Yerrigirree
No. 4
Berwick East, Berwick West, Berwick
No. 3 East ,  Berwick No. 4 West,
Strathfield, Strathfield No. 1, Strath-
field No. 2, Strathfield No. 3, Strathfield
No. 4, Strathfield No. 5, Strathfield
No. 6, Strathfield No. 7, Strathfield
No. 8, Strathfield No. 9, Strathfield
No. 10, Strathfield No. 11, Strath field
No. 12, and Strathfield No. 13
Alpha ,  :3eta, Gamma ,  Delta ,  Epsilon,
Zeta,  Eta, and Theta
Dugald Downs No.1, Bivrambla ,  Alhama,
Alcala ,  Dugald Downs No. 2, Alcaza,
Alcazabar ,  Marsden ,  Elgin Downs,
Elgin Downs No. 2, Canonbar, Safir,
Rabie Primera ,  Rabie ,  and Giumada
Pros No. 2
Rocklands No. 2 Rocklands No. 3, Rock-
lands No. 8,  k ocklands North, Gras-
mere, Grasmere North, Nowranie,
Nowranie East, Rocklands South,
Rocklands West, Nowranie South,
Nowranie West, Grasmere East, Ty-
rone Downs ,  We llington Downs, Now-
ranie North ,  Worowna, Alison, Goo-
noma No. 1, Goonoma No .  2, Goonoma
No. 3, Goonoma No. 4, and Goonoma
No. 5
Rockcliffe and Cabbage Tree
Rockcliffe No. 2
Ya llock and Yallock No. 1
Pariaina ,  Mazeppa ,  Lara ,  Manfred,
Chillon ,  Beppo, Foscari ,  Mazeppa No.
1, Foscari No. 1, and Lars. Extension
Moonamarra  West ,  Moonamarra East,
Wil liam Collins Malcolm Donald
McEachern ,  John Boyd Watson,
and Simon Fraser
Murkaburra West ,  Murkaburra East,
Mackinlay Downs East ,  Mackinlay
Downs West ,  Mackinlay Downs North,
Blackeye East ,  Blackeye West ,  Cowrie
No. 3, Imbi Imbi ,  Mackinlay Downs
South ,  and Ye ll igidya.
COOK DISTRICT.
Thomas Hungerford ,  Edmund Alex- Dunbar No .  1, Dunbar No .  2, Dunbar
ander Hungerford ,  Herbert Bloom - I No. 3, Dunbar No. 4, Dunbar No. 5,
field Hungerford ,  and Frederick and Dunbar No. 6
Richard Hungerford
Thomas Hungerford ,  Edmund Alex - Dunbar No .  7, Dunbar No .  8, Dunbar
ander Hungerford ,  Herbert Bloom - No. 9, Dunbar No. 10, Dunbar No. 11,
field Hungerford ,  and Frederick Dunbar No .  12, Dorunda ,  Dorunda No.
Richard Hungerford 1, Dorunda No. 2, Dorunda No. 3,
Dorunda No. 4, Dorunda No. 5,
Dorunda No . 6, Dorunda No. 7,
Dorunda No . 8, Dorunda No. 9,
Do runda No. 10, Dorunda No. 11,
and Dunbar No. 19
Thomas Hungerford ,  Edmund Alex -  The Bank of New South Wales  ...  Dunbar No .  1, Dunbar No. 2, Dunbar No.
ander Hungerford ,  Her be rt Bloom -  3, Dunbar No .  4, Dunbar No .  5, Dunbar
field Hungerford ,  and Frederick No. 6, Dunbar No. 7, Dunbar No. 8,
Richard Hungerford Dunbar No. 9, Dunbar No .  10, Dunbar
No. 11,  Dunbar No .  12, Dorunda,
Do runda No. 1, Dorunda No. 2,
Do runda No. 3, Dorunda No. 4,
Do runda No. 5,  Dorunda No. 6,
Dorunda No. 7, Dorunda No. 8,
Do runda No. 9, Do runda No. 10,
Dorunda No. 11, and Dunbar No. 19
Name of Transferror.
Edmund Alexander Hungerford ...
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TRANSFER of  RUNS-continued.
Name of Transferree.
COOK DISTRICT-continued.
The Bank of New South Wales ...
Edmund Alexander Hungerford ... The Bank of New South Wales
William Collins (by his Executors, Thomas Collins and George Collins
Thomas Collins and George Collins)
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Blanche Eliza McDougall, widow
(Executrix under the Will of the
late Malcolm Septimus McDougall,
deceased)
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
The Queensland  Investment  and Land John Jones and William Mather ... Doniebrook No. 4
Mortgage Company ,  Limited
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... George Henry Cox, Septimus Alfred
Stephens, and Vincent James Dow-
ling
The Mercantile Bank  of Sydney ... The London  Chartered Bank of
Australia
The Australasian Mortgage and
Agency Company, Limited
Edwin Thomas Smith and George
Leonard Debney
Frederic Hamilton Hart, Arthur
Anthony Robinson, and Eaglesfield
Bradshaw Barker
Arthur Howard Boydell and William
Shepherd Burnell
Edwin Thomas Smith, Edward
Laughton, and George Leonard
Debney
The Australasian Mortgage and
Agency Company, Limited
Albert William Duckett White,
William Collins, Malcolm Donald
McEachern, John Boyd Watson,
and Simon Fraser
Edward Martin, Alfred Walter
Johnson, and Frederic Bonney
Name of Run.
Monteagle, Vanrook No. 1, Vanrook No.
2, Vanrook No. 3, Vanrook No. 6,
Vanrook No. 7, Vanrook No. 9, Vanrook
No. 10, Vanrook No. 11, Vanrook No.
12, Cunningham Plains, Cunningham
Plains No. 1, Cunningham Plains No. 4,
Dunbar No. 13, Dunbar No. 14, Dunbar
No. 15, Dunbar No. 16, Dunbar No. 17,
and Dunbar No. 18
Vanrook No. 4, Vanrook No. 5, Vanrook
No. 8, Vanrook No. 13, Vanrook No. 14,
and Vanrook No. 15
Fixby, Brooklands No. 1, Brooklands No.
2, Blooklands No. 3, and Fixby No. 2.
Doniebrook No. 4 South
Coorabulka East, Coorabulka West,
Tipoguleuno East, Tipoguleuno West,
Yandah, Pallico, Terriboah South,
Terriboah North, Curlew, Coradilla,
Morbella, Congie East, Congie West,
Blackrock No. 3, Blackrock No. 4, and
Blackrock No. 5
Roodee No. 1 and Roodee No. 2
Gerara
Cowie No. 1, McKinlay's Gap No. 1, and
Afterthought
Triangle.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT.
Edmund Biddulph Henning and William Henry Barker and Frederic Emu Plains
Robert Prendergast ,Emelius Barker
The Corporation of the Bank of Aus- Frederic Hamilton ... ... ...
tralasia (by their Attorney, John
Sawers)
Malcolm Charles Machardy (by his Richard Augustus Keatinge and
Attorney, John Sutherland) Frederick Charles Macdonald
Edmund Biddulph  Henning and
Robert Prendergast
Charles Richards, the younger ...
The Corporation of the Bank of Aus-
tralasia  (by their Attorney, John
Sawers)
SOUTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT.
William Henry Barker and Frederic
A melius Barker
Crofton Moat ... ... ... ...
Frederic Hamilton  ... ... ...
Pajingo, Breewarina No. 3, Muckin-
bulla, Corea, and Longford
Victoria Downs No. 1 West, Wambiana,
Wambiana No. 2, Nelson No. 1, Wam-
biana No. 3, Wambiana No. 4, Wam-
biana No. 5, and Wambiana No. 6.
Devlin Downs, Dartmoor, and Colling-
wood
Trelawney No. 1
Breewarina No. 4, Pajingo No. 2, Pajingo
No. 3, Pajingo No. 4, and Pajingo No.
5.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Thomas James Tuwnsley and  John  William Collins  ... ... ....  Lonesome.
Townsley
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Daniel Copley ...
Pierce Gould Copley ...
Clifton, Boyd's Downs, Clifton East,
Clifton North,  Mersey, Tatala, and
Tatala North
Mrs. Mary Johnston, widow ... I Tullundunna North
Mrs. Mary Johnston, widow ... Salamis.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT.
Richard Skuthorp ,  junior  ...
I
The  Bank  of New South  Wales ... I Mexico  No. 6, Mexico No. 7, Mexico No.
I S, Wololla, Brumbie ,  and Kurrajong.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.TT is hereby notified for general information,that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson diver,
from Arrilalah to W indorah.
Any persons objecting  to the opening  of the said
road are requested  to forward  their objections, in
writin g, to the  secretary  for Public  Lands, within
sixty  (6O) days of  the date hereof.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
t ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to he notified that all Sub-
I uuspectors, Se rgoants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  "lie
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
HENRY JORDAN.  i C. B. DUTTON,
7
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wiverthoe ; and Post Ofilces, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
Situation.
1 A. M. Mac-  The road separating ,  Ilerberton 0 3 11
Ilwaine portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant The road  separating' ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac- The road separating ditto 1 2 23
Ilwaine portions 10 and 9 from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The road separating Gatton ... 8 2 15
Gordon portions 105 and 103,
from portions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke Part of the road sepa- Tenthill ... 3 3 30
rating portion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 north-westerly
to the reserved road
8 Margaret The road separating Tambo  ...  19 0 0
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
7 Adam Bar -  The road separating Coochin
s8
A. R. P.
About
7 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown I ands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Dalby ; Police Office, Chinchilla ; and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
-1
llaff , Robert-  The road separating
son, and  Co. portion  435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
Parish.
Thorn ...
Area.
A. R. P.
3300
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 18,'-S.
PERMANENT CLOSU.LE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for genera' information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth sect ion Of
" Tie Crown Canis Act of  1884 " has been made
for closin the undermentioned Road; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections , in writing , s ithin to o
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the LandOffice, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
No.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD  TO RR  CLOSED.
Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Arcs.
James R.  The reserved road Tarampa... 4 0 0
Atkinson, through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu- {
tel, widow
• \OTE.-The closure of this road  is proposed to be earned
out in  connection  with the ol ,ening  of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
JT
is  hereby notified  for  general information,
that aTIplicatioi,s under tlLe eighty-ninth
section of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1881" have
been ma de for closing the undermentioned i oads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  .9f this Office ;
at  the Land Office ,  Gympie ; the Police  Offices,
North Pine and Noosa  ;  and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAIS TO BE CLOSED.
No. applicant I iituation.
Parish. Area.
Parish 4ress.
A. R.  P.
1 The Ellens- The road separating por- Redcli ffe 10 3 30
ville Land tion 100, parish of Bur-
Company pengary, from portions
510 and 520, parish of
Redcliffe
2 Ditto .. One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100,
being  the continnatinn
of the last -mentioned
road
gary
3 I A. F. Luya The reserved road through Como ... 26 0 0
portion  1079
The Tarampa Di-
visional Board,
on account of
Dyson Lacy
The road separating
portion 83, parish
of Tenthill, from
portion t17
A. R. P.
Gatton  ...  5 3 20
NOTE.-Thu closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
NOTICE.
-IELECTORS under  " The Crown Tands Alien-
ks attion Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " L'he
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August.,  18li.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B.  DUTTON.
Department of Publi ;;  Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th  July,  1888.
WITt1DRAWTNG LAND FROM OCCUPATION
LICENSE.
NOTICE,, is hereby  given ,  that Dingwall Run,
l in the Tarootn Land Agent 's District ,  opened
to Occupation License by Notice dated 8th June,
1888 ,  shall be and is hereby withdrawn from such
Nor .-The closure of these roads is proposed  to be carried  out
application.
in connection with  the opening of other roads. M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.
F.RROPS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to hand
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct names, areas, and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous names.
areas , and descriptions ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord.ingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed -45254.
Date of Deed-18th October, 1881.
Name of Grantee -Arthur Brown.
Land Granted- Portion 8,  county of Cook,
parish of Barolin.
Area-224 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Barolin, portion 8.
Area-227 acres 2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 45 degrees 15
minutes and distant 100 links from the north
corner of portion 17, and bounded thence on the
south-west by a road bearing 134 degrees 28
minutes eighty chains and seventy-three links; on
the south-east by a road bearing 45 degrees 6A enty -
eight chains twenty-seven and a-Half links; on the
north-east by a line bearing 314 degrees 25 minutes
eighty chains and sixty and a-half links; and on
the north-west by a road bearing 225 degrees 15
minutes twenty-eight chains and nineteen links to
the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-59;1.
Date of Deed-31st January, 18.39.
1'•ame of Grantee-William Duckett White.
Land Granted-Preemptive  portion 1. at Beau-
desert, county of Ward.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County  of Ward, parish of Beaudesert, pre-emptive
portion 1.
Area-- 323 acres  19 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the south-west corner of portion 2, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
t'9 degrees  36 minutes  eight} -one  chains  and twenty
links and passing through a t ost ninety  links from
said river; on the east by that portion bearing 180
degrees  21 minutes  forty chains and twenty-three
links ; on the south by a road hearing west eighty-
nine chains  and fifty links to the Logan River and
passing through a post one hundred and sixty-two
links from said  river; and on the r est by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Nos of Deeds-51175, 56176.
Pate of Deeds-19th Auglist, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Donald Tliistlet!iwayte.
Lands Granted-Allotments 3  and 4 of section 5,
town of Coolangatta.Area-1 r,,nd each.
1VatureofEtrror.-  The name of the grantee having
been described in the Deeds as I)unnid Thistle-
thwayte instead of Donald Sidney Thistletilwayte,
the correct name.
Nos. of Deeds-65431, 65482.
Date of Deeds-13th September, 1886.
Name of Grantee -Frank Godsehall Johnson.
Lands Granted - Allotments  16 and 3  (respec-
tively )  of section 31, town of Normanton.Area-3321- perches ach.
Nature of  Error - The  name of the grantee
having been described in the Deeds as FrankGodschall Johnson, instead of Frank O'Neil
Godschal Johnson ,  the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1888.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency  the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the  expiration of three
months from  the date hereof, by  instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the  Colony,  describe the land
intended  to be  granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct areas and descrip-
tions  shall be  taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions ,  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4619.
Date of Deed-5th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Richard Symes Warry.
Land Grunted-Portion 22,  county of Stanley,
parish of  Warner.
Area-140 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AN n  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner, portion  22.
Area-156 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the North
Pine River on the north-east side of the main
Gympie road, and bounded thence on the south-
west by that road bearing 134 degrees twenty-seven
chains and twenty-five links and passing through
a post twenty-five links from the said river and 156
degrees twenty-seven chains and sixty  and seven-
tenths links; on the south-east by a road bearing 73
degrees thirty-four chains andsixlinks; onthenorth-
east by portion 21 bearing 343 degrees twenty-one
chains and fifty links to the right bank of a salt-
water arm  ; thence by a line bearing 295 degrees
41 minutes to the left hank; thence by that arm
downwards to the North Pine River; and thence
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor -General's office.
No. of Deed-23816.
Date of Deed-2nd May, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Watson.
Land Granted--Portion 2,  county of Cook,
parish of Gooburrum.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND 1 'ESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum, portion 2.
Area-323 acres 29 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burnett
River at the south-east corner of portion 1, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion and a
line bearing north eighty-eight chains and fifty
link, ; on the north by portions 36, 35, 34, and 33
bearing east fol tv chains and twenty links ; on the
east by a line bearing south seventy-one chains
and twenty-nine and a-half links to the Burnett
River; and on the south-e st by that river upwards
to the (mint nt commencement.
N n. Of ' ,
Pate of I)ce1-l6th 1862.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Lyle.
Land Graietel-Portion  59, county of Living-
stone, parish of Archer.
Area-43 acres.
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CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  59.
Area-43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
60, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 359 degrees 16 minutes seventeen chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the north by a line
bearing 270 degrees 8 minutes twenty-four chains
and eight and a-half links ; on the west by a road
bearing 178 degrees 58 minutes eighteen chains
and twenty-four and a-half links; and on the south
by portion 60 bearing 89 degrees 29 minutes
twenty-three chains and ninety-eight and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information, thatthe following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent 's District of Springsure,  as per  description
herewith, will be open for Occupation License,
under  Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of 1884,"
at the 8pringsure  Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-second day of August,
1888,  at an  Annual Rental of £1 per square mile.
All  information  respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the Run may be obtained by appli-
cation  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary  for Lands, Brisbane.
88-16946-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
run north-eas' erly and south-easterly about five
miles ; thence by a line bearing 45 degrees to the
coast ; and thence by the coast westerly to the
point of commencement ;--exclusive of alienated
and reserved land.
BLOCK 3.
Parish of Kelvin.
Area-About 20 square miles.
Commencing at Cape Palmerston, and bounded
thence by Mount Funnell Range in a southerly and
south-westerly direction to the boundary of Mount
Funnell Run ; thence by that run north-westerly
about five miles ; thence by a line (the south-eastern
boundary of Block 2) bearing 45 degrees to the
coast ;  and thence by the coast easterly and
northerly to the point of commencement;-exclusive
of alienated and reserved land.
Lands Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 3rd July, 1888.
To Mr. HENRY MORGAN.IR,-I have to call  upon you to appear at the
17 Land Court to be held at Maryborough on
Maryborough District.
No. 786.
Parish of Bingham.
FRIDAY, 17th August next,
to show cause why your Selec-
tion, No. 786, should not be
declared forfeited for non-
fulfilment of the conditions of occupation, as required
by the Act.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
SOUTH BERBETH RUN.
Areas---60 square miles.
Commencing on Theresa Creek at south-east
corner  of Misslone Run, and bounded thence on
the west by the east boundary of that run bearing
north 20 degrees east three hundred and fifty
chains to the south corner of Gordonstone Run ;
thence by the south-east boundary of that run
bearing about north 60 degrees east to the western
-corner of Langley Run ; thence by the south-west
boundary of that run bearing south 49 degrees east
about seven hundred and sixty-five chains to
Theresa Creek ; and on the south by the left bank
of that creek upwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
jT is hereb notified  for general  information, that
1 the following Lands in the Land Agent's
District of Mackay, will be open for Occupation
License, under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act
of 1884," at the Mackay Land Office; on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-second day of August,
1888,  at an  Annual Rental of £110s.  per  square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and
situation  of the Lands may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
88-1e009.-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BLOCK 1.
Parish of Kelvin.
Area-About  15 square  miles.
Commencing  at the mouth of Running Creek,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards to the
boundary of Mount Funnell Run; thence by that
run south-easterly and easterly to Rocky Dam
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
mouth; and thence by the coast westerly to the
point of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated
and reserved land.
BLOCK 2.
Parish of Kelvin.
Area-About 20  square miles.
Commencing  at the mouth of Rocky Dam Creek,
and bounded  thence  by that creek  upwards to the
boundary of Mount Funnell Run ; thence by that
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner,
Maryborough.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of A culture has for distri-
bution, to  bond  fide  Planters  and Farmers, a
quantity of Olive Truncheons.
Applications to be made to the Department of
Agriculture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agriculture has for  dis-tribution, to bond fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the  Japanese  Flour Maize, which is
admirably adaptedpfor bread -making. Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
1r Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry state , and are  suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as we ll  as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool  in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples  of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases  the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities o bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
"HE Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad.
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pyenantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrexs),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
LAND BOARD COURT.
I
T is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court,
for the Division of Runs, the Determination
of Rents, and for such other business as may
be required, will be held at Brisbane on MON-
DAY, the Twentieth day of August, 1888.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
Secretary.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office,  Burnett 2-Mile Map,Sheet 1. Price ,  is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By RouEnT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
DIVISION OF ARAMAC.
THE following Bylaw,  made  by the Board of
the Aramac Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
hereby published  in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887.
rovisions
BY-LAW No. 17.
WHEREAS,  by "The Divisional Boards Act of
1887," the BoalA of any Division may make
By-laws for all or any of the purposes in the said
Act mentioned : It has been resolved by the
Board of the Aramac Division, by and with the
sanction  of His Excellency the Governor in Coun-
cil, that By-law No. 16 of the said Division shall
be and is hereby repealed, and that the following
By-law shall be in force within the  said  Division
from the date of the publication hereof :-
Depasturing stock  on town reserves within the
Aramac Division.
1. Brands and descriptions  of all mares ,  geldings,
asses, mules, cows,  oxen, calves, sheep, and goats
depasturing upon any town reserve within the
Division of Aramac  must  be registered with the
inspector of the reserve upon which such stock are
depasturing; and such stock shall only be depas-
tured  on such  re serves  subject to the conditions
hereinafter  mentioned.
2. Every ratepayer resident within the boun-
daries of any town reserve within the Division of
Aramac shall be permitted to run upon such
town reserve itot more than ten head of horses,
which must be  bond fide  workers and the property
of the ratepayer,-no young  stock  allowed, excepting
foals under eight months old ; two milking cows
with their calves, the  calves being under six months
old ; six goats other than  male entire goats ; and
for the right of depasturing such  stock as afore-
said, shall pay in advance to  the inspector the
following fees for every six months or portion of
six months ,  viz.:-
a. d.
For every head of cattle ... ...  5 0
Or horses  ... .. .  . ... ..  10 0
For every  goat up to three in number,
other than  male entire goats, for
twelve months ... ... ,.
For every  goat over  three  and up to six
in number, other  than male entire
2 6
goats, for twelve months  ... ...  5 0
3. A fee of twenty shi llings per annum sha ll  be
paid for the depasturage of every male entire goat
above three months old.
4. Every registered goat shall carry a triangle
provided by and at a price fixed by the Board ,  with
its registe red number legibly inscribed thereon.
5. All unregistered goats found upon any of the
said reserves within the Division of Aramac may
be destroyed by the Board 's officer, and the owner
of any such unregistered goat sha ll ,  upon conviction,
be liable to a penalty of forty shillings.
6. Goats the  bond fide  property of carriers, not
being ratepayers,  shall be treated as part of their
working stock,  and their de storage is provided
for under section twelve of  this  By-law.
7. Provided that residents on any of the  said
reserves ,  being over the age of eighteen years, who
are not ratepayers, shall be regarded w it h reaect
to this By-law as ratepayers ,  but sha ll  be limited
to the depasturage of three horses, two milking
cows with their calves under six months old, and
six goats, the same to be registered ,  and the fees,
as prescribed in paragraph 2 of this By-law, paid
in advance.
8. Provided also that any  bond fide  trave ll er
wishing to camp on any of the said reserves may
be permitted so to do with not more than three
head of horses and six goats, the brands and de-
scriptions of which shall be duly registered with
the inspector ,  and a fee of two shillin gs and six-
pence paid for such registration for a period not
exceeding one month  ;  after which such trave ll er,
if still camping ,  shall be allowed to remain for a
further unlimited period on payment of sixpence
per head per week in advance for all  such stock up
to the limit abovementioned, or, at his option, be
registered in the same way as a resident and pay
the same fees, and shall ,  on conviction of having
neglected or refused to pay the prescribed fees,
be  liable to a penalty not  exceeding shillings
in addition to the amount of fees ten due.
9. The keeper  of  any public pound within the
Division of Aramac sha ll  be permitted to depasture
upon any of the said reserves all impounded stock,
other than entire animals, upon payment of six-
pence per head per week in advance to the inspector.
10. Provided also ,  that any person residing and
carrying  on  a bond fide  retail business as a dulylicensed butcher  within the Division may depasture
upon such reserve not more than twenty head of
cattle and one hundred sheep, and for such right to
depasture shall pay in advance to the inspector, for
each six months ,  the sum of five pounds.
11. And provided further, that any person
carrying on  a bond fide  re tail business as a dairy-
man, for the supply of dairy  j produce to the resi-
dents of any town within the Division of Aramac,
may depastu re  upon any reserve set apart for the
benefit of the inhabitants of such town not more
than twenty head of milking cows with their calves
under six months old, at the following rate for
each six months ,  viz.:-Five shillings for each cow.
12. All pasturage fees and payments under the
foregoing sections shall  be paid half -yearly in
advance, and shall be computed as  from the fourth
day of  October and fourth day of April in each
year, excepting in the case of goats ,  payment for
which shall be made annually in advance and shall
be computed as from the fourth day of October in
each year.
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13. All carriers or travellers not ratepayers or
resident upon town reserves within the Division of
Aramac shall be permitted to departure their
working stock upon any of the said reserves for a
period not exceeding seventy-two hours ; but shall,
on conviction of having depastured such working
stock for a longer period, without such permission
as hereinafter mentiiened, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
Provided that the inspector of any of the said
reserves may grant permission to any carrier or
traveller to remain for a longer period than seventy-
two hours, if sufficient cause be shown.
14. Carriers, being ratepayers or residents upon
any of the said reserves, shall be permitted to depas-
ture their working stock thereon fer one mor th upon
payment of sixpence per head per week in advance ;
and shall, on conviction of having depastured the
said stock upon any such reserve for a longer
period, or of having neglected or refused to pay
the prescribed fees, be liable to a penalty not ex-
ceeding forty shilliings, in addition to the amount
of such fees then due.
15. On its being proved to the satisfaction of the
Board's officer that any animal depasturing on any
of the reserves under the control of the Board is
causing, or likely to cause, injury to persons or
property, such officer may order such animal to be
removed at once from the reserve, and in the event
of such order not being complied with may cause
the animal to be impounded forthwith ; and the
owner thereof shall be liable to a penalty not ex-
ceeding five pounds.
16. No person shall be permitted to run any
entire horse or ram upon any town reserve within
the Division of Aramac, under a penalty of ten
pounds.
17. Any mares, geldings, asses, mules, cows,
oxen, calves, or sheep, not registered as provided
in section 1 of this By-law, found running upon
any town reserve within the Division of Aramac,
may be impounded, and the owner thereof shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding two pounds.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Division of Aramac this twenty-
fourth day of March, A.D. 1888.
E. R. EDKINS,
Chairman.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY.
TOWN RA ' LWAY.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custodt of the Lo-t Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. It not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21-t August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th  June, 1888.
LOST  PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN  RAILWAY AN D BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
1I in the custody of the Lost Property Depart.
merit,  Brisbane ,  was publisl ied in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888 ,  they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE'.
THE Tender of Messrs.  SPRINGALL AND FROST,
for the Construction of Twelve (12) Ballast
and Two (2) Convertible Wagons, for the Cairns
Railway, has been ac.epted. Amount, £913 19s. 6d.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Confirmed  with the advice  of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourth day  of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -eight,  and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd  July,  1588.
REDCLIFFE DIVISIONAL BOARD.
I
T is hereby notified that the Returning Officer
appointed under the provisions of  " The Divi-
sional  Boards Act  of 1887," to conduct the
Election of Members for the First Board in
connection  with the Radcliffe Division, has cer-
tified the Election of the following gentlemen as
Members :-
JOBN COLLINGS HAM,
EDMUND MACDONNELL,
CARL KLINGNER,
ST. ANDREW WARDE,
THOMAS PETRIE, and
JOHN DUFFIELD.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS ,  BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
STATION MASTER ' S HOUSE ,  SOUTHPORT.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
20th July, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Station Master 's House, Southport.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender for Station
Master's House ,  Southport."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen and further pa rticulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane ,  and Offices of Clerks
of Petty Sessions, Ber'nleigh and Southport.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed tocom-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed  by the  party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance ,  an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the lender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
TENDERS.
'BEN D ERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Work. For full particulars,  see  Govern.
meet Gazette.
Nature of Work.
GYMPrn-New Hospital
Date o  Gazette  contain.
ing original notice.
... 23rd June, 1888 ...
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.
13. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
TENDERS.
I ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
1 Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain - Place  and Date to  which  Tender.ing original notice .  can be received.
S. and W. Railway-Deviation at Swan Creek, Killarney) 16th June, 1888Branch Line ... ... ... ... ...
Emu Park Railway-Goods Sheds at Tan by ... ... ... 23rd June, 1888
Maryborough to Gayndah Railway-Porter's and Gate- I
keeper's Cottages ... ... ... ... )
Emu Park Railway-Engine and Carriage Sheds ...
ditto ...
Rolling-Stock -Wagons- Bundaberg Railway  ...  30th June, 1888
Rolling-Stock - Southern and Western Railway ...
Timber required  for the  use of the Southern and  Western
Railway  ... ... ... ... ... ... ) ditto
Place  and Date to which Tender
can be received.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
House, Gympie ; 20th
July,  1888.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
20th July, 1b88.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
13th July, 1888.
k Railway Office , Brisbane ;
13th  July,  1888.
(Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
13th July, 1888.
Railw ay Office,  Brisbane;
20th July, 1888.
P. CtTENOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
rj `HE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for the
ll reason  stated in the Schedule, the pirticulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The  Railway Act  of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
F. CURNi)W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Normanton to
Cloncurry have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  •` The
Railway Act  of 1861 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and isooks of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accord trice with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council, as requiredl by the said Act: Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, nude., and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway Art of  1864," do here')y give you notice that the Lands des ribed in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mrs. Armstrong.
SCHEDULE.
No. on Quantity of
Plan and Land taken by
Book of Owner 's  Name.  Occupier . Railway-
Reference . More  or Less.
Description of Land. Remarks.
I I  A. B. P.
15 Christina Arm- Unoccupied ... 13 0 0 I Second-class pastoral land, Cannot be found.
strong, widow surrounded with 3-wire
JI fence; selection 25, parish
of Norman
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for the
reasons  stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from the South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said
Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been
taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CunNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Messieurs Robert Nicholson, James Hewitt, Denis McNamara, Frederick Krause, Alexander
McMicking, Daniel Owen and Owen Williams, It G. W. Herbert and John Bramston, Joseph
Thompson, and John Walker.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
61 Robert Nicholson i Unoccupied ...
73 James  Hewitt ... Unoccupied ...
74 Ditto ... Unoccupied ...
75 Ditto ... Unoccupied ...
95 Denis McNamara  Unoccupied ...
99 Frederick Krause Unoccupied ...
146 Alexander
McMicking
Graziers'
Butchering
Company
168 Daniel Owen and
Owen Williams
Unoccupied ...
191 R. G. W. Her-
bert and John
Bramston
W. D. White
I
240 Joseph Thompson Unoccupied ...
251 John Walker ... Unoccupied ...
F. CUR-NOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1888.
Description  of Lands. Remarks.
A. E. P.  Parish  of South  Brisbane.
0 0 01 Suburban portion 172 ,  sub- Cannot be found
division 3, re-subdivisions
49 to 51 and 8 to 10 of ;
cleared only
0 0 10 Suburban portion  171, sub-
division 35 of ; cleared only
0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub - Cannot be founddivision 31 of  ;  cleared only
0 0 3t Suburban portion 171,  sub-division 32 of  ;  cleared only
Parish of  Bulimba.
0 0 9 Portion 62, section  1, sub-  Cannot be found
divisions 109 and 110 of ;
cleared only
0 0 16 Portion 52 ,  section 1,  subdi- Cannot  be found
vision 28 of, wholly re-
sumed ; cleared only
2 3 14 Portion 85 includes road Cannot be found
diversion ; fenced only
Parish  of Tingalpa.
2 0 11 Portion 80 unimp ro ved  ...  Cannot be found
1  3 13 Portion 79, subdivision 1 of ; Absent fromthe colony
partially fenced
T own of Cleveland.
0 0 2 Section 100, allotment 2 of ; Cannot be found
partly fenced
0 0 1 Section 97, allotment 5 of ; Cannot be found.
unimproved  ;  required for
road diversion
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1888.
I HE Notices  of Resumption addressed  to the  undermentioned persons not having been served, forr the reasons stated in  the Schedule,  the particulars thereof are  hereby published  as required by
section twenty -lour of  " The  Railway Act  of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 17th May, 1888..
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  " Tlie Railway Act of  1864 ": And whereas the Working flans , Sections, and
Books of Reference  of the said line of Railway, prey ared in accordance with the provisions  of the said
act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said Act;
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Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railicay Act of  1861•," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto a,-nexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan. are required for
and in conuection witli tile construction of the said li..c of 1 ailway, and that tile'same have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mr. Edward Flood and Mrs. Helena Mylne.
No. on I
Fl dan an I Owner's Name.
Book of
I:ef< reuco.
Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
RailwaN -
More or Less.
F. CuRNOw,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Description of Land.  Remarks.
I A. R. r.  Town of Cleveland.
239 Edward Flood, of I Unoccupied ... 1 2 25 Section 1')0, allotment 3 of ; Out of the Colony
Botany street, partly fenced
Sydney
241 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 13 Section 100, allotment 4 of ; ditto
partly fenced
247 Helena Mylne ditto ... 2 1 4 Section 98, allotments 2 to ditto.
(widow), of 5 of; unimproved
Sydney
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
THE  Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for
the reasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty-four of  '` The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans ,  Sections .  and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway ,  Section No .  1, have
been approved  of by  Resolution of Parliament ,  as required by the provisions of  " The Railway Jet of
1864 " :  And whereas the Working Plans, S 'ctions, and Books of Ilefrcrence of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act ,  have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council ,  as required by the said Act  : Now, I,  Francis Curnow ,  Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Art of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken ,  set out ,  ascertained ,  and  finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained ,  or that may
be sustained , by you  by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provi des that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CunNow,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Thomas Bevan ,  Win. Clarke ,  Louisa Edkins ,  Matthew Hervey and Phillip Sommers ,  Edward R.
Edkins, Mary Smith and Henry Deane.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
A. R. P.
13 1 Thomas Bevan... Unoccupied ... 0 0 32
15 Wm. Clarke ... ditto ... 0 0 16
16 Louisa Edkins
(widow)
ditto ... 0 0 16
19 Matthew Hervey
and Phillip
Sommers
ditto ... 0 0 32
I
44 Edward R. Ed-
kins
ditto 0 0 22
66 Mary Smith
(widow) and
Henry Deane
(Trustees)
ditto 1 2 23 1
I
Description of Land.  Remarks.
Town  of .Bowen.
Section 17, allotment  3;  un- Cannot  be found
improved
Section 17, allotment 1 (north- Out of the Colony
east half of ) ;  unimproved
Section 17, allotment 1(south- ditto
west half of ) ;  unimproved
Section 2 ,  allotment  4;  un- Cannot be found
improved
Section 78,  allotment 9 ;
improved
Parish of Pring.
Unimproved ;  required
road diversion
un-
for
Out of the Colony
Cannot be found.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGt-'.
Pxssen ers' Goods and Live
Fat a. Stock.
.' s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d.
No. of
11i;es open
for Frattic.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
W eek ending  1st July, 1888  834 2 ,785 13 4 4,712 17 11 261 5 3
Corresp onding week last year ... 706 2,135 1 4 5,815 12 3 195 1 10
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
188.9-Total Traffic to date ...
1887 -Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Week ending 1st July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total  Traffic to date ...
18n7--Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending  1st July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1988-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week en ling 1st July, 1888
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 1st July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ... ...
Week ending 1st July,  1888 ...
U ii rt 'ponding  week  1• at year...
increase...
Decrease
1 -To a. Tra'" c to date
1887 -Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 1st July, 1888 ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week endive 1st July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease .. ..
1888-Total Traffic to date ...1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
650 12 0
1,102 14 4
... ...
38 1 1
MARYB  OROUGH RAILWAY.
151 483 15 6 896 12 0 62 10 4
103 292  3 4 757 9 2 38 7 6
... 191 12 2 139 2 10 24 2 10
RUNI)ABERG RAILWAY.
66 130 4 2 357 9 5 13 8 11
66 51 0 0 159 13 3 5 12 9
79 4 2 197 16 2 7 16 2
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 318 15 0 1,709 10 2 36 19 1
444 476 0 6 1,825 14 3 55 1 8
157 5 6 116 4 1 18 2 7
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 32 12 1 29 1 0 3 15 2
31 46 6 8 116 3 4 3 18 7
... 13 14 7  87 2 4 0 3 5
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
260 535 14 7 2,601 10 1 96 8 7
231 401 3 2 2,147 3 3 94 10 3
134 11 5 454 6 10 1 18 4
...
8
... ...
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
33 3 98 17 3
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 1 36  14 7 77 6 1
51 34 8 9 39 5 0
... 2 5 10
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
66 3 5
4 16 11
6 16 0
7 2 4
0 6 4
385 18 11
189,967 7 2
187,582 0 4
£2,385 6 10
1,442 17 10
1,088 0 0
354 17 10
33,050 14 10
23,375 19 0
£9,674 15 10
501 2 6
216 6 0
284 16 6
9,650 14 7
4,180 2 3
£5,470 12 4
2,065 4 3
2,356 16 5
291 12 2
60,476 18  9
64,782 16 7
£4,305 17 10
65 8 3
166 8 7
101 0 4
2,481 4 9
2,618 19 7
£137 14 10
3,233 13 3
2,642 16 8
590 16 7
61,769 12 11
52,694 11 0
£9,075 1 11
136 17 4
2,005 4 3
120 16 8
80 16 1
40 0 7
3,162 9 0
1,838 14 4
£1,323 14 8
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, v rtime i-i thQueen's Warehouse,
Cairns, will be sold there, by Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 11:h July, 1888, under Clause
eighty-two of  " The Customs Art  of 1873."
Date when Ship. Master. Whence. Goods .  Mark Contents.Warehoused. .
1885. 1
9 Sept.... Glanworth Lee  ... Brisbane 1 case, addressed '1H. QW
C iTh "
Sta:ioncry, &c.
1887.
ompson, rnsa over 5
25 Jan. ... Maranoa  ... I Morris  ... , Cooktown ... 2 cases, addressed  "A. QW Hand  grenades
Taylor and  Co., Nos . 1 over 17
1 2"
for extinguishing
fires.
W. E B. IRVING,
For Collector  of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1888.
NOTICE.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Goods, in the Government Bnnd, Cairns,  ware-
house  rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there, by Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY,  the 11th July, 1888, in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  "The Customs  Act of  1873 ,"  unless the rents due the re on be previously paid.
Date when Ship Master Whence. Merchant. Goods. Mark.Warehoused. . .
1887.
1 Feb.... Quiraing Armstrong Brisbane ... J. L. Loeven ... 2 i-chests tea ... V over 71
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ... 1 i -chest tea ... W over 71
1 Feb.... Ditto ditto ditto ... ditto ... 9 boxes tea ... X over 81
5 Feb.... Barcoo ... Hampton Melbourne Kenion and Co... 3 packages  tobacco I over 82
Contents.
each 42 lbs.
42 lbs.
each 10 lbs.
127 lbs.
W. H. IRVING,For Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1888.
NOTICE.THE following Goods, overtime in Government Bond, Cairns, will be Sold there, by Public Auction,on WEDNESDAY, 11th July, 1888, under the 113th clause of  "The Customs Act  ( ) 1873."
Late  Warehoused . Bond Mark. Goods. By Whom 1 arehoused.
1885.
20 February ... A over 53 64 boxes tea, each 10 lbs. ... J. Macnamara
20 „ ... B over 53 16 boxes tea, each 10 lbs. ... J. Macnamara.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
T. M. KING,
Collector of  Customs.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigb, 13lackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet. Coomern Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham. Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna. Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, lugham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,Rosewood, Shipping  Office  (Brisbane),  South
Brisbane,  Springsure , S. and W. Pa-,:way, South-
port, Stanthorpo, St. Goorge. St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tanibo, Taroom, Tewautin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, To 'woomh•t, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick. Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to  interest.
Interest will be allows ed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five ppolrads per cent. per
annum  : on deposits exceedin.; £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of fi % e po and  s per cent
per annum on £100 paj t thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder ;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £20u part thereof, but
no interest  what ever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter  or in  person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His  Excellency ' s Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
COPIES of the large  Post and Telegraph Mapof  the Colony,  showing Mail.Routes ,  Post andReceiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately pulished  in Four Sheets ,  can be obtained
at this  Office, at 6s .  per copy; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO  WV"ILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
Pcst and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the limits within which the Penny
Postage Rate is charged upon Letters being extended
to include the following Post and Receiving
Offices:-
Eagle Junction, Toombul, Racecourse, Fairfield,
Yeronga, South Coast Junction, Taringa, Sherwood,
Stanley Bridge, Stafford, Downfall Creek,
Glenalbro (Ithaca Creek), Fig-tree Pocket, Eagle
Farm, Morningside, Tingalpa, liemmant, Belmont,
Dunellan, Mount Gravatt, Hawthorne, Mount
Cootha.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.ACOPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewingchanges of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that,in future, until further notice, insufficiently
Prepaid Newspapers for and frrom the United
Kingdom, which bear not less than a single rate of
newspaper postage, will be forwarded by the Torres
Strait Direct Route, and will be charged on delivery
with double the amo nt of the deficient postage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Composite ',  Cruciferae,  Leguminosae ,  Rosacae,
Ranunculaceea , and Umbelliferse,  and refer to their
respective orders such  specimens as may  be shown
him.
Materia  medica.
B. The candidate  must  be able  to recognise speci-
mens of roots ,  barks ,  leaves, fruits, resins, gums,
animal substances , &c., used in medicine, and give
the botanical  and zoological names of the plants and
animals  yielding them,  and the natural  orders to
which they belong, name the countries  and sources
from which they are obtained, describe  the mode of
collection, and judge of the quality  and freedom
from adulteration or otherwise  of the specimens.
Chemistry.
c. The candidate must have a knowledge of the
laws of chemical philosophy,  a practical  knowledge
of the nature and properties of the  elements and
their compounds, both  organic and inorganic,
especially those used  in medicine and the arts.
The different  combinations and decomposition must
be explained by equations. The candidate must
also be able to distinguish well-defined chemical
compounds,  and give tests for same ,  also analyse
simple salts.
Pharmacy.
D. Every candidate must be able to recognise the
several preparations of the Pharmacopoeia which
are not of a definite nature, such  as extracts,
tinctures, simple and compound powders, &c., and
describe the composition of those that are compound,
and give proportions of active ingredients, the dose
of the same, and explain the process of percolation,
maceration, corporation, &c., evaporation, &c.; also,
he must be able to read without abbreviation
autograph prescriptions, translate them into
English, and give a literal as well as an appropriate
translation of the directions for use ; he must be
able to weigh, measure, and compound medicine in
the most approved manner, to write the directions
in concise language, and finish and direct each
packet properly. He will also  be examined as to
the best excipients and methods of manipulation for
forming emulsions with oils, resins, &c., and for
giving a good pilular consistence to substances
administered in that form, and he must be able to
detect unusual doses in prescriptions.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tutioa.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1888.
fITS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following amended Regulation
made by the Pharmacy Board.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
EXAMINATIONS.
Clause forty-seven of the Regulations under "  The
Pharmacy Act of  1884" is hereby rescinded, and
the following clause substituted therefor:-
CLAUSE 47.
Every  candidate will require to pass in the sub-
jects prescribed by the twenty-second section of the
Act, namely,-the Latin language, botany,  materia
medica,  pharmaceutical and general chemistry, and
practical pharmacy, including dispensing.
Botany.
A. Every candidate must have a theoretical
knowledge of the structure of plants, and an inti-
mate acquaintance with the parts of the root, stem,
leaf, flower, fruit, and seed, the functions and mode
of arrangement of the different organs of plants, a
knowledge of the general principles of classifi-
cation, and he must be able to distinguish practi-
cally between each of the f'o4owing orders:-
RETURN FOE THE WEEK ENDING 30TH DAY  Of
JUNE, 1888.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 464
Number since admitted ... ... ...  5
Number  returned from leave ... . r... 5
474
Number discharged  ... ... 0
Number died ... ... 8Number absent on leave ... ... 9
-- 12
Number remaining at date hereof  ... -462
Admissio m d4N4ng the week e
James Ferguson ,  53, labourer ;  f ro m Brisbane Hos-
pital  ;  last employed by Mr .  Mason on the Logan
Railway.
William Thomas ,  70, miner ; from Cooktown ; em-
ployed  during the last two years mining on his own
account near Cooktown.
John Malinguist ,  29, seaman  ;  from Brisbane Hos-
pital  ;  last employed by Messrs .  D. L. Brown and Co.,
Brisbane.
G eorge Mokel ,  68, labourer ;  from Roma; re -admission.
William Lyons , 84, coachman  ;  from Warwick ; re-
admission
Discharged during the woeek,
621
Deaths during A . week
George  Bray, 68, labourer ;  admitted 23rd  November,
1880.
Lambert Thomas ,  68, labourer; admitted  7th October,
1882.
John O'Keefe, 64,  sawyer ; admitted 25th October,
1887.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
NOTIFICATION.I NFORMATION is hereby given, that the Seat
of the Imperial Court of Justice in the
Bismarck Archipelago has been removed, until
further notice ,  to Kerawarra ,  on the Island New
Lauenburg.
KRAETKE,
Governor.
Finschhafen, 15th June, 1888.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, YERONGA.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
July, from persons willing to contract for Fencing,
&c., State School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing,
4''c., State School, Yeronga."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Oice.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL FOR BOYS, PETRIE TERRACE.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. onFRIDAY, the 3rd August,
from persons willing to contract for New School
for Boys, Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
for Boys, Petrie Terrace."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£15.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, ITHACA
CREEK.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th July,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing, &c.,
State School, Ithaca Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing411c., State School, Ithaca Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, PITTSWORTH.
"ENDERS. will be received at this Office, andand at the Court House, Toowoomba, nd
the School, Pittsworth, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the` 27th July, from persons willing to
contract for New School Buildings, Pittsworth.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New School
Buildings, Pittsworth."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba, and
the School, Pittsworth.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Sepretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER  NO'TICb,.
FPARE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " the Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
1 acre 2 roods 33.6 perches ,  being subdivision 3 and  re-
subdivision12 of subdivision 2 of suburban allot-
ment 2 of section 5, parish of  Drayton
2 acres  and 17 perches ,  being subdivisions 38 and 39 of
portion  244, parish of Enoggera
66 acres ,  being portions 25 and 28, parish of  Archer ...
66 acres , being portions 21 and 24, parish of Archer ...
Name of Applicant. Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Thomas Jones ... ... ... 14 August, 1888
Jacob Reinhold Hoerchner and 7 August, 1888
Thomas  Buchanan Yuill
(Trustees  under the Will of
Edwin  Lewis, deceased)
Sir Charles Nicholson, Hugh 14 August, 1888
Edmondstone  Montgomerie,
and John Walpole D'Oyley
(by their Attorney,  Thomas
Bilbe Robinson)
Ditto ... ... 114 August, 1888,
Registrar of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 7th July,  1888. Registrar of Titles,
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL  PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."01'[C1' is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission: of
Title to the Lands  i,ereinafter  mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specific!.
bC
Name of D-easel Date of  Name Description
Estate
claimed to Particulars of U o
I'ropr.etur. Death. of Claimant. and Situation of Land. be Will
transmitted. or otherwise.
ABA
1888 81 1 1henry Bran  1. late of
.
0 April
8 8.
Ilenry Brand ,  of Bris- Subdivision 58 of ports"n 153  ;  Fee-simple Will dated 17 Janu- 7 Aug.
The Albion. our  Bris- bane, fanner ; Susan and re-subdivision 1 of subdi- in remain -  ary, 1883
bane, farmer Kerr,  wife of John vision 48 of portion 155, parish der
Kerr  ;  and Mary Un-  of Enoggera
win, wife of Samuel
Unwin
1896.
Daniel Kelso, late of 11 Dec.
Tambourine, free-
holder
S ,muel Kelso , of Tam-
bourine ,  farmer
Portions 12, 21A,  26, 29,  and 34,
parish of  Wickham,  and por-
tion 101,  pa ri sh of Tambo ri ne
Fee-simple As Administrator 14 Aug.
1871.
Reginald  Clarence Bap-  4 Oct.
tst, late of Sydney,
William Percy Baptist,
late of Sydney afore-
Portions 664, 565,  and 581,  pari sh
of Ked ro n
Fee-simple As Heir-at-law ... 21 Aug.
in the Colony of New said ,  shin's cook
South Wal s, store-
keeper
William : ercy Baptist,
late of SVdnCV, in the
Colony of N.:w South
Wales, shij's cook
John Cod.son, late of
Argentine, "tar River,
near Towne Ale, store-
keeper
1882.
21 April U' lza Casson ,  of Bris-
bane, widow
1886.
5 Jury Aana Godson , of Argen-
tine, Star  River, near
Townsville, widow
Portions 564, 565, and 581, parish
of Kedron
portions 153 and 154, pari sh of
Argentine
An undivided fifth share in por-
tion 95, parish of Argentine,
and undivided sixth shares in
Fee-simple As Administratrix 21 Aug.
Fee-simple As Administratrix 21 Aug.
1888.
Robert Tewe,l, late of 19 Jan. T' tomas  Towell,  of Allotment 3 of section 27, town Fee -simple As Administrator 7 Aug.
Padding. a  Ipswich ,  telegraphic of Cleveland; and subdivision
operator 19 of section 4 of portion 219,
parish of Enoggera
1896.
Samuel IIodgson ,  late of 29  Nov. J- istin Pc' Greenlaw Re-subdivision 2 of subdivision 2 Fee -simple Will dated 17 Sep- 14 Aug.
Brisbane ,  merchant Foxton , solicitor ,  and of portion 247, pari sh of Fassi -  temper .  1879, and
John Ker rsey Cannan ,  tern two Codicils the re -
banker, both of Bris- to, dated respect-
bane ively 7 October,
1880, and 9 July,
1884
1897.
Percival Spencer Close, 3 June S1rah Ann Close, wife Allotment 6 of section 6, town Fee-simple
lat ' of Cloucurry,  gr.t- of  George Close, of of Eromanga; and allotment 5
zie: Maodonsldtown , near of section 15, town of Thargo-
Sydney, in the Colony mindah
of New Louth Wales
1885.
William IIrnry Morse, 2a April (' oorge  Ptillips Morse,
lat-• o' .1b ngton,  in  ofAbing, onaforesaid,
the Colony of New  grazier ; Coles Child,
Sot-Ii IiVales, grazier of Morleth, in the
said colony, arch-
deacon ; and Thomas
Sydney Morse Tourle,
of  Bundy, in the said
colony ,  grazier
1877.
Rod,,,- T:ennedy, late of 12 Aug. Ann  Noralt  Patterson,
Sawfu: 1, :armor  I formerly  widow of
Mary  Webb, late
Enoggera, widow
An undivided fifth share in por-  Fee.simple  Will dated 12 Octo- 21 Aug.
tion 510, parish of Banksia her, 1880, and
Codicil thereto,
bearing date 20
February, 1885
Portion 8, parish of Samford ... Fee-simple
1887. 1
of! 16  Sept. I' lwardJoseph  Corbett,  Put tion 393, pari sh of Enoggera
of B ri sbane , solicitor,
and James  K,nuedy,
of South  Brisbane,
carpenter
31 Oct. Anne  Ker tp, wife of ' Allotment  8 of section  13, town
Alexander  Hawkins of Caruarvon
Kemp, of Brisbane,
pianoforte  and music
dealer
Alexan. er John Manson,
late of  Brisbane, chip-
ping master
t{ gist Par of Titles' t )tfir ;,
t)rishane. 7th July, .888.
Ouernsland Ifedical Board,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1888.
T
OTTC E is hereby given, that  AUGUSTUS W M.
McDoNOGII, of Bri ;bane , MURDOCH MAC-
KEN/.I:', of Cairns, GEORG3 EASINGWOuD BLAN-
SIIAP:), of Thorniborough, GEORGE DE VEULLE
BEL SON, of Townsville, and RoBEi.T THOMAS
\ViL: -.tt 'l'HOMSON, of '1',)wnsville, have been
admittc.1 as duly qualified :1edical Pr:.eti!ioners.
JOSEPH B. NCROFT, M.D.,
President.CHARLES C. HORLOCKS,
Secretary.
said deceased, but
now wife of  William
Patterson , of Samford,
farmer
Fee-simple
Will dated 28 May, 21 Aug
1887
Will dated 29 July, 14 Aug.
1877
Will dated 11 Sep- 7 Aug.
tember, 1887
Fee-simple  Will dated 17 De- 9 Aug.
cember, 1883
I
TO. MYLNE,
ILeaistrar of Titles.
AT a Court of Petty Sessions held at Veresdaleon the 27th June last, he'ore Michael
Enright and Verdon Hinchcliffe, J.J.Y. (tile neves-
sary bond having been entered into), WILLIAM
LAUNDERS was appointed a Bailiff of the -nlall
Debts Court of Veresdale for a period of twelve
months.
JAMES KING,
Acting  Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Veresdale, 5th July, 1888.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Walter Sporle, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, contractor, by the said Walter
Sporle.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Walter Sporle
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Walter Sporle, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Nineteenth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Walter Sporle shall, on the Seventeenth day
of July, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Collins, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, contractor, by Dath, Henderson,
Bartholomew, and Company, of Brisbane,
timber merchants.
T PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
i upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the art of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Edward
Collins, having been given, it is ordered that the
said Edward Collins be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Edward Collins, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Twelfth day of  July,
1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Edward
Collins shall, on the Tenth day of July, 1883,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN.
Deputy Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petiti , -n against
Robert Steele Aiken ,  of Bundaber ;,  in the
Colony of Que. iisland, sugar -planter, by
Robert Steele  A iken.
I PON the hearing  of this  Petition this day,
it is ordered that  the said  Robert Steele
Aiken be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Robert Steele Aiken, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Twelfth day of July, 1888, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Robert Steele Aiken shall,
on the Tenth day of July,  188S,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of the Petition of John Mann, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
produce dealer, for an Order of Adjudication
of Insolvency against John Mann, of Charters
Towers, in the colony aforesaid.
LPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it isT ordered th t the said John Mann be and he
is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Jams Boyne
Hall Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said John Mann, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Principal Registrar, Supreme Court, Brisbane, on
the Twelfth day of July, 1888, at 'fen o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Mann shall, on the Tenth day of July,
1888,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of.every kind,
and of the names and resilencos,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy HZogistrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition by Messrs.
Stewart and Hernm'int, of Brisbane, warehouse-
men, against Louis Berlinner Johnson, formerly
of Charleville, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper.
? PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon prcof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Louis
Berlinner Johnson, having been given, it is ordered
that the said Louis Berlinner Johnson be and he is
hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
:Meeting of the creditors of the said Louis Berlinner
Johnson, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Nineteenth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Louis Berlinner Johnson shall, on the Seven-
teenth day of  July,  1888, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accu-
rate statement, verified on oath, of' his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known,. of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the  Petitioners,
Brisbane.
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to the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Angus Adam Amos, of N o rndoo Springs, near
St. George, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier , by the said Angus Adam Amos.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered  that the said Angus Adam Amos
be and  he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate . And it is  further  ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Angus Adam Amos, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twelfth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
of the  forenoon . And it is further ordered that
the said Angus Adam Amos shall, on the Tenth
day of July , 1888, at  Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Lander and William Morrison, both
of Queenton,  near  Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeepers, trading as
"Lander and Morrison," by the said John
Lander and William Morrison.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said John Lander and
William Morrison, be and they are herehyadjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of their Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General fleeting of the
creditors of the said John Lander and William
Morrison , for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Nineteenth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Lander and William Morrison shall, on
the Seventeenth day of July, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in  this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of their
debts  and liabilities  of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known , of their
creditors ,  and of the causes of their  inability to
meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court , this fourth
day of  July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MABSLAND  AND MARSLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND IIELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvents,
Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
A. Yonder Groeben,  of Brisbane , in the Colony
of Queensland, livery-stable keeper, by James
Duncan, of Brisbane aforesaid, financial agent.
UPON  the hearing  of this Petition this day,and upon  proof satisfactory to the Court of
the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged  to have been committed by the
said A. Yonder Groeben, having been gives?, it is
ordered that th.- said A. Vender Gruebeu be and
lie is hereby adjnu1gced insolvent, ar.d that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said A.
Yonder Groeben, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Principal Registrar, at
Brisbane aforesaid, on the Twelfth day of July,
1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said A. Yonder Groeben
shall, on the Tenth day of July, 1888, at Brisbane
aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his
2reditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
TIIYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Edward street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Petitioner.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
AIR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Stanley Wragge ,  of Croydon, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  chemist, by The Royal
Bank of Queensland, Limited.
T PON,  the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court of
the debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said George Stanley  Wragge,  having been given,
it is ordered that the said George Stanley Wraigge
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne  Hall, Esq uire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting  of the creditors of the said
George  Stanley Wragge  for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court ,  on the Nineteenth day of July, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said George Stanley
1Yragge shall, on the Seventeenth day of July,
1888 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Petitioning Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forind pauperis.
MR JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Hugh Maclachlan, of Southport, in the Colony
of Queensland, lately a saw-mill proprietor,
but now out of business, by the said Hugh
Maclachlan.UPON the hearing of this Petition thisday, it
is ordered that the said Hugh Maclachlan
be and lie is hereby adjudged i solvent, and
that Janles Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Est«te. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said 1-1 ugh Maclachlan, for the election of
I a Trustee, b, held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Nineteenth day of July,
1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Hugh Maclachlan
shall. on the Seventeenth day of July, 188. at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this EatIte 4
full, true, i,nc, accurate statement, verified on oatu,
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of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Hugh Maclachlan, of Southport, in the Colony of
Queensland, lately a saw-mill proprietor, but
now out of business, was adjudged insolvent
on the fourth day of July, 1888.
THE First Meeting of Creditors will be held
at the Principal Registry, Brisbane, on the
Nineteenth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon.
Until the election of a Trustee, all persons having
in their possession any of the effects of the Insol-
vent, must deliver them, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid, to Mr. James Boyne Hall,
the Official Trustee in the Estate.
Creditors  must  forward their proofs of debts to
the Official Trustee.
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
1338 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by George Herbert Greening,  trading
as " G. H. Greening and Co.,"  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  merchant.
G EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, in theColony of Queensland , accountant , has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects  of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors must forward their proofs of debt and
all  claims against  the Debtor to the Trustee.
Dated this fifth day of July, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1330
Solicitors for Debtor,
Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Lennon, of Brunswick
street, grocer, in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in theabove Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Fourteenth day of July, 1888, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1888.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
A.M.P. Chambers,  Brisbane.
1326 4s. 6d.
In re  F. J. Andrew ,  in Liquidation.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of Francis James Andrew, of
Bundaberg, saddler, adjudicated insolvent on the
fourteenth day of April, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-fourth day of July ,  1888, will be excluded.
Dated this fifth day of July, 1888.
1328
R. E. JARMAN,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Cussen, of Stanthorpe, in
the Colony of Queensland, bootmaker, an
Insolvent.
ON the fourth day of July, 1888, a Certificate
of Discharge was granted to John Cussen, of
Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queensland, boot-
maker, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-ninth day of August, 1883.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1888.
1346
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Siren Peterson and George Henry
Peterson, trading as " S. Peterson and Son,"
storekeepers, at Ravenswood, in the Colony of
Queensland, adjudicated insolvent on 27th
May, 1887.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of One Shilling
and Eightpence (1s. 8d.) in the £, in the
above joint Estate, on all duly approved and
admitted  claims , is now payable at my Office, Fitzroy
street, Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton the twenty-sixth day of
June, 1888.
1329
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Assigned Estate of Wright and Silcock, of
Brisbane.A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 5s. 1d. in the
£, is payable in the above Estate on all
admitted  claims ,  on and after  Wednesday, the
4th July, 1888, at my Office, Eagle street.
1320
GEORGE CANNON,
Assignee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mr. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Michael  O'Neill,  of Ravenswood
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of 4id.
in the  £,  is now payable at my Office, on all
debts proved and allowed.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Official Trustee.
Supreme Court Offices,
Bowen, 2nd July, 1888.1340 4s. 6d.
In the Insolvent Estate of Robert Love, of South
Brisbane.
A THIRD Dividend,  of 2s.  in the £, is payable
in the above Estate on  all claims  proved and
admitted , This Day (Friday), the Sixth July, 1888,
at my Office,  Eagle street.
1335
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Alexander Hood,
formerly of the Boundary Runs, Paroo River,
in the Colony of Queensland,  and late of
Merrang, in the Colony of Victoria,  gentleman,
deceased.N1 I OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-I. tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour.
able Court that Letters of Administration, with
the Will and Codicil annexed of the abovenamed
deceased, may be granted to William Walter Hood,
80'
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of Burenda , in the Colony of Queensland, the duly-
constituted Attorney of Robert Hood, of Merrang,
near  Hexham, in the Colony of Victoria, the sole
Executor  named in and appointed by the said Will
and Codicil of the said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said William Walter Hood,
1324
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Gibbon, formerly of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, and late
of No. 72, Kensington Park Road, in the
County of Middlesex, in England, Esquire,
deceased.
N ' y
OTIC E is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Supreme Court that Ancillary Letters of Probate
may be granted to Henry Wortley Lamb, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire, one
of the Executors named in and appointed by the
said Will of the said deceased, leave being reserved
to George Henry Woolley. of No. 24, Bryanston
Square, in the County of Middlesex, in England,
solicitor, and William Withers Moore, the younger,
of Finsbury Park, in the said County of Middlesex,
tea broker, the other Executors named in the said
Will of the said deceased, to come in and prove at
any time hereafter.
Dated this sixth day of  July,  A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Henry Wortley Lamb,
1319
Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Niels Peter Sorensen,
late of Laidley, in the Colony of Queensland,
drayman, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Niels Peter Sorensen, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Maren Peter-
sen Sorensen, of Laidley aforesaid, the widow of
the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich this fourth day of July, A.D.
1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Maren Petersen Sorensen.
1336 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Bowen, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration, with the Will annexed, of all and singular
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed David Bowen, deceased, may be
granted  to Margaret Bowen, of Brisbane aforesaid,
the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-fifth day of June,
1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Malcolm McDowell,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
engineer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that  Letters  of Administration
of all the lands ,  goods ,  chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Blanche Beatrice  McDowell, of
Brisbane aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day of July, 1888.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Proctor for the said Blanche Beatrice McDowell,
1333
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Marie Bachert, wife of Henry
Bachert, of Rockhampton, in the Colony of
Queensland, draper, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Letters of Administra••
tion of all the lands of the abovenamed Marie
Bachert, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Henry Bachert, of Rockhampton afore-
said , draper, the husband of the said deceased.
Dated this twentieth day of June, A.D. 1888.
JAMES G. DRAKE,
1339
Proctor for the Administrator,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of William Martell, late
of Allora, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Admin-
istration of all and singular the lands, goods,
chattels, and effects of the said V% illiam Martell,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
James Martell, of Allora aforesaid, farmer, the
lawful bro her and one of the next-of-kin of the
said deceased.
Dated at Warwick the second day of July, 1888.
1343
J. R. CURNOW.
Proctor for the Administrator,
Warwick.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Robert Francis Hassall, late of Esk,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  licensed surveyor,
deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Probate of  the Will
of theabovenamed  Robert  Francis Hassall ,  deceased,
may be granted to Helena Hannah Hassall, of
Esk aforesaid ,  widow ,  the Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this  third day of July, A.D. 1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Proctors for Administratrix,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1331 5s. 6d. 1337
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
William James Devlin, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of William James Devlin, late of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, digger,
deceased, who died at Sydney aforesaid on or
about the fourteenth day of May,  1887,  and Letters
of Administration, with the Will annexed, of whose
Estate were duly granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction to
Andrew Joseph Thynne, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, solicitor, the duly-constituted
Attorney of The Reverend Father Barlow, the sole
Executor named in the said Will, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their
clams or demands to the said Administrator, care
of the undersigned, on or before MONDAY, the
Sixth day of August next. And notice is hereby
given, that at the expiration of the last-mentioned
day the said Administrator will proceed to dis-
tribute the assets of the said William James Devlin,
deceased, amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said
Administrator shall' then have had such notice and
that the said Administrator will not be liable for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed to any
person of whose claim the said Administrator shall
not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated the fifth day of July, A.D. 1888.
ERNEST W. P. GOERTZ,
1334
Proctor for Administrator,
A.M.E, Chambers,
Edward street,  Brisbane.
10s.
DIVISION OF INGLEWOOD.
NOTICE,  UNDBR  " THE DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT
of 1887."
To the Owners of  the undermentioned  Properties.
l T
OTICE is hereby given, that the several sums
enumerated in the Schedule below are now
due and unpaid to the Board of the Division of
Inglewood, for rates, in respect of the  several
Allotments, situated in the town of Leyburn.
Payment of the said  sum or  sums is hereby
-lemanded. If the  said sum or sums  are not paid
within three months from the date of this notice
the Board of the said Division will take possession
4 and lease the said land, under the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
By Order,
B. H. HOLLOWAY,
Board's Office, Clerk.
Inglewood, 5th June, 1888.
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTIES.
Situated  in the town  of Leyburn.
Name. No. ofAllotment .
No. of
Section.
Rates
Due.
s. d.
William Fitzgerald ... 3 2 10 0
William Carter ... ... 4 2 8 4
Ditto ... ... 5 2 8 4
Ditto ... ... 6 2 17 4
Thomas  Roscoe  ... ... 9 2 9 2
Ditto ... 10 2  9 2
Samuel  Weedon ... ... 18 2  10 0
The Owner  of ... ... 5 3  9 2
Subdivi.
sion l
Margaret  Malone ... 5 3
Subdivi-
sion 2
9 2
Joseph Buckle ... ... 6 3 9 2
George O'Donnell ... 1 6 8 6
Arthur George Keong ... 2 6 9 2
Thomas Hopkins Locke ... 3 7 10 0
George  Morgan  ... ... 4 7 10 0
The Owner of ... ... 9 7 10 0
Patrick Fleming .. ... 10 7 10 0
1309 17s.
KIANAWAH DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the above Board
intend to apply to The Honourable The
Colonial 't'reasurer for a Loan of Two Thousand
Pounds (22,000) from the Consolidated  Revenue
of Queensland, under the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887 " and  ,.The Local
Works Loan Act  of 1880," for the following
purposes:-
For Gravelling Pritchard' s and Lower
Lytton road ... .. ...  500
For Gravelling New Cleveland road ... 250
For Gravelling road from New Cleveland
road to Manly ... ... ...  250
For Gravelling road from Manly to
Lytton ... ... ... ... 300
For Gravelling Wynnum road from
Bunker' s ... ... ... ... 250
For Building New Board's Office ... 450
£2,000
Plans and Specifications can be seen at the
Board's Office.
J. W. D. GRAHAM,
Divisional Clerk.
Wynnum, 2nd  July, 1888.
1327 6s.
INGLEWOOD MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.
O WNERS of Stock within the Inglewood
Marsupial District are hereby requested to
pay to the nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions, within
sixty days of the date hereof, the first moiety of
the Assessment levied for 1888, as under:-
Sheep, per 100 Head ... ... ...  1s.
Cattle and  Horses,  per 20 Head ... ... 1s.
Country, if Unstocked or Understocked,
per Square Mile ... ... ...  18.
By Order,
B. H. HOLLOWAY,
Secretary.
Inglewood, 27th June, 1888.
1345 4s.
BOOROODABIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Meeting of the Board on 1st June,
1888, a Resolution was passed  rescinding
sections  one and six of By-law 1, Chapter I.,
and substituting two Clauses to the effect that the
Board should meet every alternate Thursday at
3.30 p.m., and that all Notices of Motions be read
at the  close of  the meeting at which they are
tabled, and dealt with at the following  meeting.
By Order,
T. J. BALLINGER,
Divisional Clerk.
2nd June, 1888.
1311 58.
BOOROODABIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the above Board
intend to apply to The Honourable The
Colonial Treasurer for a Loan of Zhree Thousand
Five Hundred and Fifty-Eight Pounds (23,558)
from the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland,
under the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards
Act"  and  "Public Works Loan Act of  1880," for the
purpose of Forming, Macadamising with Blue
Metal, and Constructing Watertables , &c., in
Breakfast Creek Road. Plans  and Specifications
can be seen at the Board's Office.
By Order,
T. J. BALLINGER,
Divisional Clerk.
2nd June, 1888.
1312 6S.
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THE AUSTRALIAN AND EUROPEAN
PRODUCE AND AGENCY COMPANY,
LIMITED.AT an Extraordinary Gene al  Meeting of theShareholders  of The  Austra lian and
European Produce and Agency Company , Limited,
duly convened and held at the Company's Registered
Office, Ruthven street, Toowoomba ,  on the thirtieth
day of June , A.D. 1888,  the subjoined Extraordinary
Resolution was duly passed :-
" That it  has been proved to the satisfaction of
this meeting that ,  byreason of its  liabilities,
the Company cannot continue its business,
and that it is advisable to wind-up the
same, and that the Company be and is
hereby  ordered to be wound -up voluntarily,
and that  Mr. Ludolf  Wittenberg and Mr.
William John Johnson be appointed
Liquidators to wind-up the Company, at
a remuneration of five per cent."
R. LARCOMBE,
Chairman.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors for Liquidators,
57, Queen street,  Brisbane,
and Ruthven street, Toowoomba
30th June, 1888.
1325 5s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Art,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Loyal Orange Building
Association, Limited.
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of The
1 Loyal Orange Building Association, Limited,
duly convened and held at the Association's
Registered Office, The Victoria Hall, Targo street,
Bundaberg, on the sixteenth day of June, 1888,
the following Special Resolution was duly passed,
and at a subsequent Extraordinary General Meet-
ing of the members of the said Association, also
duly convened and held at the same place, on the
thirtieth day of June, 1888, the following Resolu-
tion was duly confirmed, namely:-
that The Loyal Orange Building Association,
Limited, be forthwith wound-up volun-
tarily, pursuant to the provisions of  " The
Companies  Act,  1863."
And at such last-mentioned meeting of the
thirtieth day of June, 1888, George Chenery was
appointed Liquidator for the purposes of the said
winding-up, with a  remuneration  of three guineas.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, 1888.
GEORGE CEIENERY,
Chairman.
Witness to Signature-
FEEDK . WM. PAYNE,
Solicitor, Bundaberg.
1348 8s.
In the Mattter of  " The Companies Act of  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Loyal Orange Build-
ing Association, Limited.
' OTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Association  are required, on
or before the Seventh day of August next, to send
their  names  and addresses ,  and the  particulars of
their debts or claims, and  the names and addresses
of their solicitors, if any, to George Chenery, of
Bundaberg, the Liquidator of the said  Association,,
and if so required, by notice in writing from the
said Liquidator, are, by their Solicitors,  to come in
and prove their said debts or claims at  such time
and place as shall be specified in such iiotie, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of any distribution made before such debts
are proved.
Dated this second day of July, 1888.
POWER AND PAYNE,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg,
Solicitors to the abovenamed Liquidator.
1349 6s, 6d.
THE NORTH QUEENSLAND TRADE ANDAGENCY OMPANY, LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.AMEETING of  Members of the above Companywill  be held at the Office of Messrs. Aplin,
Brown ,  and Company ,  Limited, at Townsvi lle, at
Eleven o'clock a.m. on the Twenty -eighth day of
July next ensuing.
Business  :  To receive the Report of the Liqui-
dator and a Statement of Account ,  and to decide
upon  Winding -up the Company.
JOHN V. GRAHAM,
Normanton ,  9th June, 1888.
Liquidator.
1317 4s.
THE METROPOLITAN TRAMWAY AND
INVESTMENT COMPANY, LIMITED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that application has
been made  by the above Company to the
Minister for Mines and Works, under the provisions
of  " The Tramways Act,  1882," for an Order in
Council to construct, within the limits of the
Municipalities of Brisbane and South Brisbane, and
the Division of Booroodabin, respectively, Exten-
sions of and Duplications in connection with the
existing Tramways, and that certified copies of the
Plans, Sections, STee' ifications ,  Book of Reference,
and Estimate of Cost of such Extensions and
Duplications ,  and also certified copies of the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the
Company, with the names and residences of every
shareholder therein, and the number of shares held
by them, respectively, and a statement of the amount
of capital paid up to date in such Company, have
been deposited with the said Minister for Mines
and Works, and in the Offices of the Town Clerks
of the Municipalities of Brisbane and South Bris-
bane, and the Office of the Booroodabin Divisional
Board, respectively, and are at all reasonable times
open to the inspection of every ratepayer interested
therein.
HART ANI) FLOWER',
Solicitors for the said Company.
Queen street,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1888.
1318 8s. 6d.
SHIRE OF TOOW ONG.
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS IN THE
SHIRE.
A Court of Appeal will be held on WEDNES-
DAY, the 15th day of  August next, at
Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon , in accordance with
" the Valuation Art of  1887."
There being  a number of owners whose addresses
are unknown , they are hereby notified that they
can obtain  their  valuation papers  at the Shire
Council's Office, Sylvan road , on and  after this
date.
DAVID SERVICE,
Acting Shire Clerk.
Toowong , 7th July, 1888.
1347 4s. 6d.
 
T'
HIS is to give notice that I, Fanshawe
Gostling, intend to apply to the Bolan
Divisional Board for permission to place Licensed
Gates, according to the Act of 1884, on the under-
mentioned Roads passing through Gingin :-
On the Nobby Hill Road, between portion 16A
and Crown lands.
On the Electra Road, between portions 7 and
1191.
On the Electra Road, between portions 6A and 6.
On the Mount Perry Road, between portions
3 and 26.
1306
FANSHAWE GOSTLING.
3s. 6d.
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BARCOO MARSUPIAL BOARD.SCALPS obtained within the Barcoo MarsupialDistrict will be paid for until further notice,
as under ,  Viz.:-
Bangaroos-One Shilling and Sixpence.
Wallabys and Paddamelons-Nine Pence.
Dingoes-Five Shillings.
In the case of Dingoes, both scalp and tail con-
nected by an unbroken strip of hide must be
produced.
WM. M. GRANT,
Windorah, 28th May, 1888.
Secretary.
1342 4s.
BARCOO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
N Assessment  of One Shilling on every Twenty
Head of Cattle and Horses ,  and every Hun-
dred Sheep ,  has been levied this day, and is payable
to nearest  Clerk  of Petty Sessions, within two
months.
By Order of  the Board,
W.M. M. GRANT,
Windorah,  28th May, 1888.
Secretary.
1341 3s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
streets :-South  Brisbane  : Bank  street, from
Jane street to Upper Melbourne street ;
Cordelia  street,  from end  of main  to Melbourne
street ; Jane street ,  from Boggo  road to Merton
road ; Thomas street, from Jane street to
Corbert street. Valley : Heal street, from
James street  to end of street ; Lloyd street,
from Terrace street to end of street ; Lime
street, from Terrace street to end of street ;
Symes street, from Teichhardt street to end of
street ; Somerset street, from Symes street six
chains towards end of street; Evelyn street,
from Ann street to the river. Toowong :
Emma street, from end of main five chains
over creek ; Norwood  street , from Anerley
street to Sylvan road. Milton : Little Cribb
street, from Cribb street to end of street.
Ithaca : Victoria Parade, from Hastings road
twenty-four chains towards end of street ; and
the private streets, courts,  lanes,  and alleys
opening thereto.THE Main Pipe in the said streets being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply  of water as  directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1255 lOs.
I HEREBY give notice, thatI intend to apply to
the Calliope Divisional Board for permission to
Erect Four Public Gates across the road from
Langlnorn to Raglan, viz.:- One each on Nos. 820,
69, 687, 1293. Gates would be erected in accordance
with  " Enclosure of Roads Act of  1864."
T. CREED.
Langmorn, 28th June, 1888.
1310 3s. 6d.
W E have this day disposed of our  business at
South and North Rockhampton to Mr.
Charles James Mitchell, who will carry on the same
under the  name  or style of " McKenna and Co.," as
heretofore. All accounts owing by the firm of
McKenna and Co. previous to and including the
12th instant will be paid by the undersigned.
Liabilities incurred by Mr. C. J. Mitchell since that
date must be rendered to that gentleman.
W. R. DRAPE.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.
As REQUIRED BY " THE MERCANTILE ACT
OF 1867."STYLE of  the Partnership-" Campbell andAnother."
Names of the Partners-
Special Partner - James Equestrian Noakes,
of Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, merchant.
General Partner - Alexander Campbell, of
Maryborough aforesaid.
Capital contributed by Special Partner -- Stock
in trade, plant, book debts ,  and  effects,  valued at
the sum of Three Thousand Pounds over and above
the liabilities of the said James Equestrian Noakes,
in connection with the business lately carried on
by him.
Capital contributed by General Partner-The
sum of Five Hundred Pounds.
General Nature of Business - General Store-
keepers.
Principal Place of Business - Adelaide street,
Maryborough aforesaid.
Commencement of Partnership-The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight.
Termination of Partnership - The First day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety -three.
We hereby acknowledge that the above Certifi.
cate is true and correct.
J. E. NOAKES.
A. CAMPBELL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons before
me, one of Her Majesty 's Justices of the Peace for
the Colony of Queensland ,  at Maryborough afore-
said, this first day of June ,  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -eight.
WILLIAM F. HARRINGTON, J.P.
Received into the Office for the Registration of
Deeds,  &c., at Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens.
land ,  this ninth day of June ,  1888, at ten minutes
past ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  from  William J.
Trotter ,  of Brisbane ,  a copy of the within Deed,
verified by Henry Nairne Thorburn ,  and numbered
27, Book 1.
1174
J. G. BROWN,
Deputy Registrar of Titles.
13s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that it is intended to
1 apply  in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to confer upon The Australasian Natives
True  tees, Executors , and Agency  Company ,  Limited,
powers enabling the said Company to act as Execu-
tor, Administrator ,  and Trustee ,  and also as receiver,
committee ,  or guardian ,  and also as guarantor or
surety for any Administrator .  receiver ,  committee,
or guardian, and also to act as agent, under power
of attorney ,  and to carry out all other the objects
of the said Company.
Dated this twenty -second day of June ,  A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Australasian Natives Trustees,
Executors ,  and Agency Company ,  Limited.
1235 5s.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAN 1).
A PA MPHLET  bearing  on the above, compiled
A by the Colonial  Botanist  and Chief  Inspector
of Sto:oi. now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernment  Printing Office,  Brisbane , or through
Books_llers . Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and  IF. -ld. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In i his Pamphlet will be found  a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants ; together with references to the Works in
which they are Qcientifically described,  and also
much ir:formation  as to their several properties and
effects  upon stock.
Rockhampton, 15th May, 1888. JAMES C. BEAL,
1313 4s. Government Printer.
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THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE, inpamphlet form, atthe Govern-ment Printing Office---.
" Th,e Stamp Duties Act  of 1866,"
"Th.e Stampe'l Transfer Act  of 1372," andThe Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1576."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
Price
s. d.
... l 0
Posted .. .. 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
)N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
1 in pamphlet  form , " The In.+o7nency Act o1
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vene v." "uper-roytd Svo. Price,  2s. 6d. Postage,
4d.
additional.
J. C REAL,
G overnment Printer.
NOW published at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SrzaoP-
SIS OF  THE QrEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phienogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Uolon:al Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,1s. 10d., to Engtand and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
O N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form;
Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price,
6d. Postage, Id. additional.
J  11U ES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at  the Government Printing  Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty ,  touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and 't'ables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883 .  Price,  Is.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
ON SALE ,  at the Government Printing Office,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  the Acts and Orders
relat in g to the Jurisdiction ,  Practice ,  and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland  (on the Crown
Side ),  arranged with notes by The Honourable
George  R. Harding ,  one of the Justices of that Court.
" The Rules of the Supreme Court  (Crown Side),
1887 ,"  have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a c nvenient form ,  the Statutes of  the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction ,  practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to he their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type .  The Roman refers to the
Rules, thr Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules  ;  and under such  maiginal otes, and those
to the Statutes ,  have been given .  a,, far as p"actic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes ,  and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
t 887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms, Summaries of Particular
luhjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versd by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English secztion is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred to in the text.
t he citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference  to the  Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp , interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
`J ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisba e:-Di visional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s.  6d.;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVER NMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts
1888. £ s. d.
June 30.-T. Lillis ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
July 2.-C. Appleton ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 2.-F. Gostling ... ... ... ... 0 4 6
2.-F. Nevile ... ... ... 0 1 0
2.-H. Stansfield ... ... ... 1 0 0
2.-P. Lahey ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
2.-R. Isherwood ... ... ... 0 0 4
„ 2.-T. Creed ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
2.-J. Macfarlane and Co. ... ... 0 2 0
„ 2.-Booroodabin Divisional Board ... 0 10 0
„ 2.-Inglewood Divisional Board ... 0 17 0
„ 2.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-T. Lillis ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
3.-S. F. Black ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-W. Furlong ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
3.-T. V. Rudd ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
3.-Wienholt Bros. ... ... ... 2 0 0
4.-Hughes and Cameron ... ... 1 0 0
4.-Marcus and Andrew ... ... 0 1 0
5.-C. W. Cox ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
5.-P. Lenehan ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
5.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
5.-M. Fitzgerald 0 1 0
5.-J. Moran ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 5.-Logan Witness ... ... ... 0 8 0
6.-J. Stockwell ... 0 5 0
6.-A. J. Thompson ... ... ... 0 4 8
6 -Barcoo Marsupial Board ... ... 0 7 6
6.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
6.-R. Treg.tskis .. 0 1 6
6.-J. R. Curnow ... ... ... 0 5 6
6.-Parbury and Lord ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ 6.-W. Reed and Co. ... ... ... t) 10 0
6.-W. Layton ... ... 0 2 0
„ 6.-G. Weiss ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
6.-Callan, Dowling, and Co. .. ... 2 0 0
6.-Inglewood Marsupial Board ... 0 4 6
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Impcunbings.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be  inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Thargomindah
Station, on the 20th June, 1888, by order of J.
Galton, Esquire. Driving, 4d.
One bay gelding, near hind foot white, like LD (con-
joined horizontally) near shoulder, collar and saddle
marked.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1308
C. T. TURNER,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUN DED at Blackall ,  on the 23rd June, 1888,
by order of the Sergeant of Police.
One white cow, notch both sides point of off ear,
GZD (registered brand )  off ribs.
If not released on or before the 7th August ,  1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1307
S. NEVILE , Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Boot and Kettle
Creek, Peak Vale, on the 9th June, 1888, by order
of Messrs. Mayne Brothers.
One white cow, poley, 1 HC (registered brand) off ribs,
square out of tip  near ear,  back quarter from top
of off ear.
One white bull calf, progeny of above cow, unbranded.
One roan and white bullock, like WV4 (registered
brand)  near ribs ,  5 near  cheek,  square out  of tip near
ear.
One red bull, blotched  brands like  GIU (registered
brand) over (t 1 U (registered brand)  over 53
near rump , both  ears  slit, off ear punched.
One roan and  white bullock, like DW4 (registered
brand)  off ribs, off  horn broken, notch out of off
ear.
If not released on or before the 10th July, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
1305 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, on the 27th June, 1888,
by order of A. W. Mackie, Esquire. Driving,
6s. 8d.
One red cow, both ears marked, blotched brand off rump.
One roan cow, off  ear marked , ST3 (registered brand)
off ribs, 5 off cheek.
One yellow and white cow, bald  face, off ear marked,
6MD over  3 off ribs.
One white  cow, near ear marked , T1M (registered
brand)  near  rump, 0 near neck.
One yellow and white  cow, near ear marked , Q7J
(registered brand) off rump.
One red and white bullock, worker,  near  ear marked,
G{9 near rump,  scar over  0 off rump.
One white bullock,  off ear marked , like Z5S (registered
brand) off rump.
One roan bullock,  near ear  marked, L4H (registered
brand) near rump.
One white bull, off ear marked, G!Gt b (registered brand)
off ribs, blotched brand off cheek.
One black horse,  large star , near hind foot white, saddle
and collar  marked, Ea near shoulder,  sma ll  scar off
shoulder.
Also, from Gowrie, by order of H. Hart.
One white  roan  bullock, both  ears  marked, W2B over
like No.  3 near ribs.
If not  released on or  before the 27th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1316
WM. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
Us.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from enclosed  lands , Marma-
duh, on the 5th June, 1888, by order of George
Webb, Esquire. Driving, 89.4d.; damages, 2s. 6d.
One roan bullock, N1U (registered brand) off rump.
If not released on or before the 13th July, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from enclosed lands
Cunnamulla Reserve, on the 27th June, 1888, by
order of the Paroo Divisional Board. Trespass, 2s. 6d. ;
driving, 6d.
One bay gelding, star on forehead, hind feet white, 2RE
over )(bN (registered brand) near shoulder.
One black gelding, star on forehead,  sore  wither, 9PC
(registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
1314 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma ,  from Mount Hutton, on the
6th June, 1888 , by Thomas  Kirkaldy ,  Esquire.
One brown gelding, D7C (registered brand) near
shoulder, slightly collar-marked.
One chestnut ge!ding, M before like h over like cross or
X (sideways) near shoulder, star, stripe, and snip.
Also, frrom enclosed grass paddock near Roma, on the
29th June, 1888, by order of Mr. R. Conlan.
One bay gelding, W or N before like P before 2 with 0
on top off shoulder, like MK7 off thigh, PL over 7
over C over DYR near shoulder, hind feet white,
bald face.
Also, from Trinidad, on the 30th June, 1888, by order
of J. H. Irwin, Esquire.
One red cow, T35(registered brand) near loin, 1
before like  A. (blotched) before R off ribs, piece
out under-part near ear.
One red cow, like 6 (partly blotched) before TG off ribs;
calf at foot.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
1322 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from off enclosed lan ,
Redbank Plains. Driving, is. 4d.; trespass, £1.
One bay  mare , like 1BJ (registered brand)  near  shoulder
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1321 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from grass paddock,
Umbiron, on the 30th June, 1888, by order of W.
N. Watson, Esquire.  Damages  and driving, 5s. 6d.
One brown horse, like dot (or small C) in C near shoul-
der, like R or 8 (sideways) over J (sideways) off
shoulder, star and stripe down face.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from grass paddock, Ballard's Camp, on the 2nd
July, 1888, by order of Mr. A. Carrigg.  Damages, 3s.
One bay  mare,  OH with G (sideways)  near  shoulder,
star and stripe, hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1323
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the  streets, on the
25th June, 1888, by order of the General Inspector.
Damages, 5s.
One chestnut horse, like G7B (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 16th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1332
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from Seaford, Portland
Downs, on the 25th June, 1888, by order of G.
Miller, Esquire.
One black horse, hind legs white,  near fore  foot white,
white face, shod all round, JM over cn  near  sholder,
MQb (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, black points, cob-tail, 9Y near shoulder,
990 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM LAYTON, Poundkeeper.
1344 2s.
SAM. F. BLACK, Poundkeeper. Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government printer,
1315 1a. Williamstreet,  Brisbane , 7th July,1!!tle.
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HALF-YEARLY RETURN OF COPYRIGHT IN
BOOKS REIISTEREB To 3Ch n ArNE, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for public  information, thatthe Copyright in the ndermentioned Books
has been duly Registered in my Office, under  " Tlie
Copyright Registration Act (Queensland),  1887."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Title of Book :-The Brisbane Post Office
Directory and Country Guide
Contents of Title-page :-The Brisbane Post
Office Directory and Country Guide for
1887; containing Street, Alphabetical,
Trade, and Professional Directory of
Brisbane and Suburbs,  and Business,
Official, and Professional Residents in all
the Principal Towns of the Colony, together
with Miscellaneous Directory of Useful
Information. Brisbane : Queensland Post
Office 7irecto`ry Company, Stanley street,
Sbtith Brisbane.
Language  in which Book is written :-English.
Subject of Boot:-General Directory of
Brisbane , Suburbs, and Country.
Where Printed :-Wickham street,  Brisbane.Where' Published :-Stanley street, South
Brisbane.
Names of Printers :-Pole, Outridge, and Co.
Names of Publi shers :-The Queensland Post
Office Directory Company.
Date of Issue  of Book fr9m the Press, or ofPublication:-December, 1886.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-732
pages.
Size  : -Derry 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition:-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition consists:
-1;000.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed:-Both.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public:-10s. 6d.
Names of Proprietors of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-Hollander, Wright,
and Co., which  includes  Abraham Hol-
lander, Henry Cecil Wright, and Joel
Lewis Hollander.
Residence of Proprietors :-227, Queen  street.
Title of Map :-Sketch Map of the Croydon
Gold Field.
Languae  in which Map is  written  :- English.
Name o'f' Author, Translator, or Editor:-W.
T. Haig.
Subject of Map :-Croydon Gold Field.
Where Published :-At Croydon.
Dl errs of Publisher :-H. F. Morgan.
Date of Issue of Map from the Press, or ofPublication:-January, 1887.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages:-One
sheet.
Size  :- 28 inches  x 38 inches.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Whether Map Printed or Lithographed.-
Lithographed.
Price  at which Map is sold  to the Public:-109. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyri ht in whole or
any part of Map :-H. F. Morgan.
Residence of Proprietor  :-Croydon.
Title of Book:-Private Key Book of the
Federal Mercantile and Debt Collecting
Society.
Contents of Title-page :-Private Key Book of
the Federal Mercantile a4d Debt Collect-
ing Society, Brisbane. J. H. Reynolds,
printer, Elizabeth street, MDCCCLXXxVIII.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-Ernest Baecker.
Subject of Book :-Private Information for
Subscribers to the Federal Mercantile and
Debt Collecting Society.
Where Printed :-Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
Name of Printer :-J. H. $eynolds.
Name of Publisher :- Ernest Baecker.
81
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Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-Four-
teen.
Size :-Foolscap 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists :-500.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed:-Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-
Not sold ; distributed amongst subscribers.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-Ernest Baecker.
Residence of Proprietor :-68i, Queen street,
Brisbane.
Title of Book :-The Queensland Post Office
Directory, with which is incorporated the
Post Office Directory of Brisbane and
Country Guide.
Contents of Title-page:-The Queensland Post
Office Directory, with which is incorpor-
ated the Post Office Directory of Brisbane
and Country Guide, 1888; containing
Street, Alphabetical, Trade, and Pro-
fessional Directory of Brisbane and
Suburbs, and  Business , Official, and Pro-
fessional  Residents in all the Principal
Towns in the Colony, together with a
Miscellaneous Directory of useful infor-
mation. Brisbane : Hollander, Wright,
and Co., Proprietors and Publishers, 227
Queen street.
Language in which Book is written:-English.
Subject of Book :--Directory of the Colony.
Where Printed :-Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Where Published :-227, Queen street, Bris-
bane.
Names of Printers :-Warwick and Sapsford.
Names of Publishers :-Hollander, Wright,
and Co.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-February, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages : 94,0.
Size :-  Demy 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists :-1500.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-
Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public:-
10s. 6d.
Names of Proprietors of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-Hollander, Wright,
and Co., which includes Abraham
Hollander, Henry Cecil Wright, Joel
Lewis Hollander.
Residence of Proprietors :-227, Queen street,
Brisbane.
Title of Book :-The Fisherman : A Guide to
the Inexperienced, How, When, and
Where to Catch Fish.
Contents of Title-page:-The Fisherman : A
Guide to the Inexperienced, How, When,
and Where to Catch Fish ; by John
Cameron, Brisbane. Gordon and Gotch,
printers, Queen street, 1888.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author :-John Cameron.
Subject of Book :-The Art of Fishing.
Where Printed : -Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
Names of Printers :-Gordon and Gotch.
Names of Publishers :-Gordon and Gotch.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or ofPublication: -5th March, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages- - 103
pages.
Size :-Crown 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the
Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists -750.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed
Printed, with lithographed illustrations.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-
3s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-John Cameron, sole
proprietor.
Residence of Proprietor: -Dooba wah, Cleve-
land West.
Title of Book :-Devils Abroad.
Contents of Title-page :-Devils Abroad and
How to Fight Them, by Achilles Douglas.
Price 2s. 6d. Davidson and Metcalf,
Brisbane. Entered at Stationers' Hall.
Language in which Book is Written:-English.
Subject of Book :-Social and Moral Evils.
Where Printed :-Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
Names of Printers : -Davidson and Metcalf.
Names of Publishers :-Davidson and Metcalf.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-208
pages.
Size :-Crown 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists:-10,000.
Whether Bcok Printed or Lithographed :-
Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-
2s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-Thomas P. Lucas.
Residence of Proprietor :-Petrie terrace.
Title of Book :-Pugh's Almanac and Queens-
land Directory.
Contents of Title-page :-Pugh's Almanac and
Queensland Directory for 1888.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-Sheldon Pole.
Subject of Book :-General Directory and
Information of Queensland.
Where Printed :-Petrie's Bight, Brisbane.
Where Published :-Queen street, Brisbane.
Names of Printers :-Pole, Outridge, and Co.
Names of Publishers :-Gordon and Gotch.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-February 12th, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-660
pages.
Size :-Crown 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the
Edition :-Thirtieth.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists :-3,000.
Whether Book Printed or LithographedPrinted.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-
5s. and 7s. 6d.
Names of Proprietors of Copyright in whole
or any part of BBook :-Sheldon Pole,
Frederick Andrew Outridge, Henry Pole.
Residence of Proprietors :-All in Brisbane.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederic Arthur Halsey, of North Tarrytown,
Westchester, New York, United States of America,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Steam Rock Drills to be  known as  `The Slugger
Rock Drill.'"
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Frederic Arthur Halsey, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, -Designs,  and  Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLABENEY,
Registrar of Patents, dut.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Charles
Eastman Tripler , of New York , United States of
America ,  for an invention described as for
" Amalgamating and Separating Precious Metalsfrom Powdered Ore or Earth."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Charles Eastman Tripler ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Foster,  of Samarang , and John Campbell, of
Soerabaya, both in the Island of Java, for an
invention described as " Improvements in and
connected with Triple Effet Evaporating Steam
Vacuum Pans used for Boiling Sugar and for Other
Evaporating Purposes."
Notice is hereby further  given , that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved tom satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Foster and John Campbell, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
\ OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Charles Taylor, Rhoderick Impey Murchison, and
George Sharpe, all of 30, King street, Melbourne,
Victoria, for an invention described as "A New
Composition for Destroying Weeds, Scrub, and
Other Vegetable Growths, and for Destroying
Insects and Preserving Timber from their Attacks.
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Charles Taylor, Rhoderick
Impey Murchison, and George Sharpe, in accor-
dance with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application fora Patent, and the completeSpecific tion an exed ther o, receiv d fro  H nry
Christian Lobnitz, of The Ship Dock, Renfrew,
Renfrewshire, North Britain, and John Wildridge,
of Berry street, St. Leonards, New South Wales,
for an invention described as Improvements in
Breaking-up, Excavating, or Removing Rocks,
Boulders ,  Stones ,  or Earth ,  under Water, or on
Dry Land, and in Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Henry Christian Lobnitz and John Wildridge,
in accordance with the provisions of "  The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.
TT OTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Davies, of Plas Dinam, Llandinam, Mont-
gomeryshire, Great Britain, and James Metcalfe,
of 28, North Parade, Aberystwith, Cardiganshire,
Great Britain, for an invention described as
" Improvements in Injectors or Apparatus for
Feeding Steam Boilers or Generators, and for
Raising and Forcing Liquids for Other Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Davies and James Metcalfe, in
accordance  with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Howard Maltravers Ashley, of Ferrybridge, York-
shire, England, for an invention described as
" Improvements in the Manufacture of Bottles and
Other Hollow-ware in Glass, and in the Machinery
connected therewith."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Howard Maltravers Ashley, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have cceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Dunsmore Bohn, of 51, Avenue road,
Acton, Middlesex, England, for an invention
described as " An Improved Process and Apparatus
for the Expulsion of Noxious Gases from Liquids
which may hold them in Mechanical Solution."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance- of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said William Dunsmore Bohn,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st  May, 1888.
N
OTICB is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thurston Gordon Hall, of Chicago, Cook County,
Illinois, United States of America, for an invention
described as for the " Process of Refining Hydro-
carbon Oils."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from  the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Phutston Gordon Hall, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Harold
Berry, of Melbourne, Victoria , for an  invention
described  as " Improvements  in Dry Earth and
Other Closets."
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Harold Berry, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.
-NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
11\\ an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from John
Thurlow, of Petrie terrace, Brisbane, Queensland,
for an invention described as " Glass Case or
Picture Frame to be known as ` Thurlow's Auto-
matic Album.' '
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Thurlow, in  accordance  with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan appl cation for a Patent, and th  complete
Wecification annexed thereto, received from Stephenannington Caffyn, of Black street, Middle Brigh-
ton, near Melbourne, Victoria, for an invention
described as "An Improved Liquid Extract of
Meat Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Stephen Mannington Caffyn, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Homer
Taylor Yaryan ,  of Toledo ,  Lucas, Ohio , United
States of America ,  for an invention described as
" Imp rovements in Vacuum, Evaporating ,  and Dis-
tilling Apparatus."
Notice is  hereby  further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Homer Taylor Yaryan ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Davey, of 12, Queen street, Melbourne,
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improvement in the Manufacture of Corrugated
Iron."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Thomas Davey,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Tottenham Lee Richardson, of Durrawoombie,
near  Nyngan, New South Wales, for an invention
described as " An Improved Apparatus for Shearing
Sheep."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Tottenham Lee Richardson, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKEIEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Millear, of Edgarley, Wickliffe road,
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Method of and Apparatus for Holding
Sheep while they ai•o being Shorn."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Millear, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Art,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of ],'atents, &c,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Hulme, of 72, Roden street, West Mel-
bourne, Victoria. for an invention described as
" Improvements in Apparatus for Facilitating the
Removal and Replacement of the Wheels of
Locomotives and other Rolling-Stock."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Hulme, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1\ an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick York Wolseley, of Walgett, New South
Wales, for an invention described as "An Improved
Apparatus for Sharpening the Combs and Cutters
of Sheep-shearing and horse-clipping Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Frederick York Wolseley, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
O'Dwyer, of Glenariff, near Byrock, New South
Wales, for an invention described as " Improved
Means and Appliances for Cleaning and Deepening
Waterholes or Tanks."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first ap-
pearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said John O'Dwyer, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  fr om Thomas
Dobbie and  M yer Levinsohn , both  of Sydney, New
South Wales ,  for an invention described as " An
Improved Clothes-washing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved. to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Dobbie and Myer Levinsohn ,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st  M ay, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
Nan  application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alex-
ander McLean, of Brisbane, Queensland, for an
invention described as " An Improvement in the
Construction of Omnibuses ,  consisting of a Drop
Platform and Side Steps."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alexander McLean ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1r an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Roderick Nicholson Montgomery, of Salisbury
Buildings, Bourke street West, Melbourne, Vic-
toria, for an invention described as " Improve-
ments in the Construction of Billiard Scoring
Boards."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that. a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Roderick Nicholson Montgomery, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed  thereto,  received from
David lstler  Blaek e','of Sydney, New South  W ales,
for an invention described as " Wood -splitting
Machine."
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unlpsa within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent granted for the said invention to the said
David stler Blacke ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " Z'h.e Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  18""
WILLI&.M T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an a and the com-lication for a Patentpp ,
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Hollingsworth, of Dareel, Queensland, for
an invention described as "An Improved Branding
Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said John Hollingsworth, in
accordance' with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Hedley, of Spottiswoode, Victoria, for an
invention described as " An Improved Combined
Concentrator, Grinder, and Electra-Chemical Amal-
gamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
John Hedley,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Richard Rule and William Davidson, both of
Bundaberg, Queensland, for an invention des-
cribed as " The Rule and Davidson Filter Pr: s3."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, i t is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Richard Rule and William Davidson, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69 and 71, William street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and 't'rade
Marks  Act, 1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to have the same regis-
tered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I
intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accor-
dance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.N  OTICE is hereby given, that Charles William
Curtis, trading as " Curtis's and Harvey," of
74, Lombard street, London, has applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
20, in respect of Gunpowder and Other Explosive
Substances, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation .-
t
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mai k in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
3E. &CxLC
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Notice  is hereby  further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane .  5th April, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Moss Rimmington
and Company, of Portholme  Mills, Selby,
England ,  have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Designs , and Trade
Marks Art,  1884, "  to register  in  Class 42, in
respect of Packages containing Mustard,  :Mustard
Oil, and Articles  used as Food, and in Class 3, in
respect of Mustard and Mustard Oil, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given,  that Charles William
Curtis, trading as  "Curtis's and Harvey," of
74, Lombard str et ,  London, has applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
20. in respect of Gunpowder and Other Explosive
Substances ,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-,,We ai
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Notice is hereby farther given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this a.vertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my dcing so, I intend to regis er the Said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers, of Warrington, Lancashire, England,  soap manufac-
turers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in respect of Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation  :-
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OF WASHING  CLOTHES  whisk wl.n properly tried, disc. okay snit, the hard work ollenerve
tmuel. tad fearful station at waabtut day; null aakar  tba Whtta Pterae Whiten .  Colnnred Petunia Hrigl,ter.
and Y n i ilaAer.  than 1 .y  as be uKde  by washity  use obi  way .tag aM.  laver  every artrob a. elaas
unit .w.rt u,d  so lien k if w,a were
NOW FOR THE  " SUNLIGHT "  WAY OF WASHING.
k IBEtT. -  Di,, .nha end of the tbiaaa to be warned in a tab of  lukewarm  water ,  draw  It out ew
a sr aK . ani wll ie hauls} /ltktywgr {t.aau antto  ,tcottit- It. partieahr tntb m» teoaptttg
it all motor. THEN  roll it it, • tight  "ell. Bow it it,  It,.  bottom of Use  toil. pupaoe Ute voter and go on the
.asaa way ..in  all the paean Iavedhe soap rubbed k thm And  we mlled up.
THEN go away  for  39 minutes to one hour and let  the' sunlight" Soap do  its work
NEXT.- -ASar welling lyre full Lima eomweoee rubbing  the  clothe s lightly out  on a wsab board.
and the  dirt will drop  out; tarn t4 .  garment inside oat  to ghat the  -me. but don't use
any , moro sap  :  done staid  or bW  a mingle piaea, and don 't welt  through two  suds. tithe waist
gala too ditty poor a
little
tux amid add (rah .  If a streak to hard  to wash ,  rub Some more
soap on  It, and th row  the place tuck thto ' the  suds  for a few minutes.
Q LASTLY COMES THE RINSING,  which is  to be done  in lukswaru,  nuter  taking queerest emote
-I gat  .b the ditty med. atrey.  them teeing  sent and hang  up to are. -
etrsgr !roes IIIQ .ICAT7  CpOpLOURS WILL NOT PADS WHEN WASRILD TIEIS WAT_
WITH  ° OIINLtOHS ^  SOAP. SUP WILL  BE  TILE BRIGHTER. W_
a To kaip
m airAS SNOW '  he very a" to the3PjCjkL  NOTICE std  lather oat of the elothco when Enlehed
ere O AP 10-  ilia  diM tt d  9t  to  vvy important that all the dirt and lather  Imp  f ont
o or two tho ro ugh good riming,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
N'ICE  is hereby given ,  that John Stennett ,  manager for Elliott Brothers, Limited, of BrisbaneQueensland ,  has applied ,  in pursuanc  of the provisions of tt  Zhe Pat nts, Designs, and Tr d
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 3, in respect of a Patent Medicine for Relieving Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, Bronchitis ,  Hoarseness ,  Incipient Consumption , &c., &c., a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
, GpuGHODVyE 1
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
640
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th  April, 1888.
TOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Charles Francis,
of Manly, Sydney ,  New South Wales,
Henry  Turner ,  of St .  Leonards ,  Sydney aforesaid,
and William  Bissett Anderson ,  of 140, Queen
street ,  Woollahra ,  Sydney aforesaid ,  have applied
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 2, in respect of Insecticides ,  Antiseptics,
and Vermin -destroying Compounds ,  also Rot and
Damp Preventing Compounds, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
ANTINE
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is  shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are not  entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  10th  May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  Tyzack ,  Sons, and
Turner , of Little London Works, Abbeydale,
Sheffield , Yorkshire,  England ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and  Trade  Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 12, in respect  of Cutlery , all kinds of Edge
Tools, Saws ,  Files ,  Shears, and all other Goods in
this Class ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation : -
N 0-9-PA REUL
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that George Wilson
l and Sam Jacobs, both of Brisbane, Queens-
land, have applied, in  pursuance  of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Confectionery, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a represen tatiionn
'.7Ut .7C-iLC1.7[Zstir7C1 
DY
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless.before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE  is hereby given, that Stanley and  Com-pany, of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act , 1884,"  to register in
Class 2, in respect of Artificial Food for Stock, a
Preparation for the  I lse of Horses , Cattle, Sheep,
Pigs, Dogs, and  Poultry,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further  given , that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this  advertisement  in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown  to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same  registered in compliance  with such appli-
cation , or that there  exists  no legal impediment to
mp doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Boullyand John Ste' art, of 31, Bridport street,
South Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3,
in respect of Medicated Articles and Patent Medi-
cines, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
The Great
SALVATION REMEDY
DR C.P. Boorh.  HEAD QUARTERS.  NEW YORK
U. S. A.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my
doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
641
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69, and 71, William street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
-'A
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69 and 71, William  street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class  42,
in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation
lad
0
oR
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land  -Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Cecil Henning,
pharmaceutical chemist ,  of Mosman street,
Charters Towers ,  Queensland ,  has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 3, in respect of Healing Ointment ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
*tWfS 491,
RAPIDLYj
All Sores, Wounds, Ulcers,
/ Boils,  gsWhitlows , Bad Le ,beep-seated Sor s, Burns, TV%Bruises, and gives great relief as
an outward application in
no.  Rheumatism ,  Stiff Joints, Sprains,
Sore Throat ,  Chest Complaints,
\ C Invented  and Prepared by 4
C . SENXINe'r by0 Chetniit ,  CHART&119
++ O
Towalts. ty tyIe$
ajEDI ViA 4
Notice is hereby fher given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Cueensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants ,  of 69  and 71, William  street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
Notice  is  hereby  further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
appli cation ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
642
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants , of 69 and 71, William  street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  I he Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks.,lct,  1834," to register in Class  42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the  following is a
representation :-
u u
HI111.M
dVlr
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi.
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants ,  of 69 and 71 ,  William street,
Melbourne , Victoria,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions  of "  The  Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class  42,  in respect
of Tea ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :--
VALID
I j
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Frederick
Messner, of No. 32, Flinders lane West,
Melbour ne, Victoria ,  has applied ,.  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade  .1larks  A ct,  1884, "  to register in Class 20, in
respect of Gunpowder of all kinds ,  Blasting Powder,
and Rifle Powder for Military and Sporting
purposes ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
lPr,
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicant is not entitled to have
the same  registered,  in compliance with such apoli-
cation, or  that  there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th  May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Richard Johnson
and Nephew ,  of Bradford Ironworks, Man-
chester ,  England, iron-masters and wire -drawers,
have  applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act.
1884,"  to register in Class 5, in respect of Barbed
Fencing  Wire,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
I
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
lana Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
tom doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Marl, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BL AKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
1
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are net entitled
to have the  same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, 1 intend to register the
said  T rade  Mark,  in accordance with the provi-
sions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
648
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that  Lange and Thone-
man ,  merchants ,  of 69  and 71, William  street,
Melbourne , Victoria,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions  of "  The  Patents,  Designs,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
'` OTICE is hereby given, that Cecil Henning,
1 pharmaceutical chemist, of Mosman street,
Charters Towers, Queensland, has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 3, in respect of Eye Lotion, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation :-
HENNING'S
f MEY 0
A RAPID AND CERTAIN CURE
In all cases ofEye Blight, Sandy Blight, Inflammation
of the Eye, &c., &c., &c.
SINGLE BOTTLE  of this Eye Lotion has
cured 20  severe cases of Eye  Blight, and
thanks have been accorded through the
public press to Mr .  Henning on several occa-
sions for  curee effected by this  Preparation.
DIRECTIONS FOR US^.-A few  drops of the Lotion
to be dropped into the  lower  lid of the affected Eye, the
eyelid be:ug drawn down with the fore finger
Do not remove  this  label from the bottle. Shake
the bottle and keep  it well corked.
INVICNTgD  AND PREPARCD  BY
CECIL HEICIICIINO,w
PHARMACEUTICAL p,HEMIST
MOSMAN ST., CHARTERS TOWERS
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no  legal  impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thoneman,  merchants , of 69 and 71, William street, Melbourne, Victoria, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade klarks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect  of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
0 E3
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Aotice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my  satisfaction  that the applicants are not
entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such application, or that there  exists no  legal impediment to my doing
so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
6"
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
NOTICE
is hereby given ,  that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S .  Leslie and Company,"of
dward street, Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warchouseman ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys'  White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a  Trade  Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation:-
C3
til
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :-
Y
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLARENEY,
.Registrar of Patents, &c,
646
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888
1 j OTICE is  hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as  "A.  S .  Les lie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouseman ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys'  White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade Mark of which the fo ll owing is a representation
L
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered ,  in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, Iintend toregister he said Trade Mark,
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given ,  that Alexander Smith Leslie ,  trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company, of
isbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouseman ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisionsEdward street, Br
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys ' White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :--
t=
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance with such appl1-
cation,  or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
646
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street , Brisbane,  Queensland ,  warehouseman ,  has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' W hite and  Coloured  Moleskin Trousers ,  a Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie,  trading as  "A. S. Leslie  and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland,  warehouseman , has applied , in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade 111arks act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 38,  in respect  of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin  Trousers , a Trade  Mark  of which  the following is a representation
e
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, 1 intend to register the said Trade
Mark  in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
647
Patent Ofce,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as " A. S. Leslie and Company," ofEdward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the previsions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade .darks Act,  11484," to register inClass 38, in respect of Men's and
Boys' White and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
-Notice Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the xpiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKFNEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1888.
1 \
`j OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Smith Leslie, trading as "A. S. Leslie and Company," of
Edward street, Brisbane, Queensland, warehouseman, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  184," to register in Class 38, in respect of Alen's and
Boys'  White  and Coloured Moleskin Trousers, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
W
I:otice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark,
in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
648
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Service and Company, of 119Collins street West, Melbourne,
Victoria, merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation
i
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Representations, differing both in size and colour from the above, are lodged as Trade Mark at the
Patent Office, George street, Brisbane, for inspection.
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to  my satisfac-
tion that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Thomas Symington
and Company, of Edinburgh and London,
Great Britain, chemists, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Coffee, Cocoa, Chicory, and Taraxacum
or Dandelion, and Mixtures and Preparations of
such Articles, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
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A copy of the above label, differing both in size
and colouring, is lodged at the Trade Mark Office,
George street, Brisbane, and is open to inspection.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to hake
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
the same registered in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that James Service
and Company ,  of 119, Collins street West,
Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884, "  to register
n Class  42,  in respect of Tea ,  a Trade  Mark ofi
which the following is a representation :-
N 6 Sil
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi.
meat to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
{ the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that John Lysaght,
Limited, of Bristol, Eng''and, has applied,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs , and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to  register
in Class 5, in respect  of Galvanized Iron, a Trade
Mark  of which the following  is a representation :--
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
F LeuR-DELIS
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that James Charles
Wilson Nicholson, trading as " Nicholson
and Company," of Sydney, New South Wales, and
Melbourne, Victoria, has applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 9, in respect
of Pianos, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
WI LM E R
MANUFACTURED EXPRESSLY
FORNICHOLSON&C0.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Clifford Love
and Company ,  of Edward street, Brisbane,
Queensland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The  P atents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act .  1884 ,"  to register ,in Class 42 ,  in respect
of Teas ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
The Trade Mark differs from the above  represen-
tation inasmuch as it is of a bright cerise  colour.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Burns ,  Philp, and
Company, of Mary street, Brisbane ,  Queens-
land ,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Desi gns, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 12, in respect of Tea, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Notice is herebyfurther given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that S .  Jore and J.
1\ Picot, 41 , Rue de 1'Ectrequier ,  Paris, France,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of "  The
Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 41, in respect of Washing Powder,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation -
LESSIVE PHENIX
M..A.  C_
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to any satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that The Distillers'
Company, Limited, of 13, Torphichen street,
Edinburgh, Scotland, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Spirituous Liquors, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
]N N otice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that The Royal
Baking Powder Company, of New York,
United Mates of America, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Patents, Desagns,
and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class
42, in respect of Baking or Yeast Powder, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Charles Mar-
kell, of  6, Bridge street , Sydney, New South
Wales, importer , has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class 42, in respect
of " Germea," a Food Product,  a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
0
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Richard Ruddell,
N  of Woondooma street, Bundaberg, Queens-
land, soap manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47,
in respect of No. 1 Crown Soap, for household
purposes, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
R.RUDDELL.
CROWN
N?I
BUN DA B E RG
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
co*
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY, WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents , &c. Registrar of Patents, &c.
651
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Richard Clarkson Scott, trading as " Fritz and Company," of 36, Fleet
street, Liverpool, Lancaster, England, manufacturing chemist, has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  184," to register in Class 3, in respect of
a Chemical or Medicinal Preparation for Human Use, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation .-
- THE KING Of ERfERVIISCENT POWBERS.
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no- legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that  Ward and  Payne, trading as such, of Sheffield ,  England ,  edge-tool
1 manufacturers ,  have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools, a Trade  Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-THE CONQUEROR
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to in
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered  in compliance  with such
application, or that there exists  no legal impediment  to my doing so, I intend  to register  the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Walker andHall, of Howard street, S effield, England,
manufacturers  of Electroplate, Nickel Silver,
Britannia  Metal, and Silver Goods and Cutlery,
have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of "  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery, and in
Class 14, in respect of Electroplate, Nickel Silver,
Britannia  Metal, and Silver Goods, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Edward Row and
Company, of 43, George street, Sydney, New
South Wales, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of 11 The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.?arks Acf,  1884, to register in Class 2, in respect
of Horse Embrocation, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
ROW'S
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance a ith such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my d,, :ng so,  I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents , &c. $.egjstrar of Iatents, &c,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Lysaght Brothers
and Company ,  Limited, O 'Connell street,
Sydney, New South Wales, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Art ,  1884," to register
in Class 5, in respect of Wire Netting ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
411
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &.e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that John Lysaght,
Limited, of Bristol ,  England, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  The Patents,
Designs, and  Trade  Marks Act ,  1884," to register
in Class 5, in respect of Galvanized Iron, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that James Charles
Wilson Nicholson, trading as "Nicholson
and Company," of Sydney, New South Wales, and
Melbourne, Victoria, has applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 9, in respect
of Pianos, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
WILIAER.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exist s no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKFNEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that The Mannes-
mann Tube Company, Limited, of Landore,
Glamorganshire, South Wales, Great Britain, have
applied , in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade .Marks Art,  1884," to
register in Class  6, in respect of Machinery of all
Kinds and Parts of Machinery, except Agricultural
and Horticultural Machines, included in Class 7; in
Class  13, in respect of Metal Goods not included in
other Classes, such as Metal Tubes and Axles; and in
Class 19, in respect of Cannons, Barrels for Small-
arms  and Fowling-pieces, Shct, and Non-explosive
Projectiles and Gun Implements included in this
Class, a  Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Carl Albert
Falstedt, of Phillip street, Sydney, New
South Wales, has applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 20, in respect of
Explosive Compounds, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
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Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
653
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Leon Maurice Davis,  trading as  " Perry and Co.," of 73, Gertrudestreet, Fitzroy, Melbourne, Victoria, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Pa ents,
J)esigns, and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect of a Medicine for Human Use,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
MESSRS  PERRY&C ?  AgenFs forVicforia
Notice is  hereby further given ,  that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the fir st appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satistaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance with sueh
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that The City of London Pickling Company, of 5 and 7, Fenchurch street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " Zhe Patents, Designs and Trade Marks
Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 42, in respect of Pickles, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
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It is hereby further notified, that the above Trade Mark differs from the foregoing representation
inasmuch as it is coloured. The label of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibition at the Patent
Office, Treasury Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of fourmonths from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Gorernmei,t Gazette  it is shown to my satistaction
that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance v ith such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment  to my  doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
83
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that John  Ferguson,
of Ipswich , Queensland ,  ginger beer and
aerated waters manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class
44, in respect of Mineral and  Aerated Waters,
N atural and Artificial ,  including Ginger Beer, a
Trade  Mark of which  the following is a represen-
tation :-
FERGUSON
IPSWICH
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Syphon
Aerated Water Company, of London,
England, Paris, France, and Sydney ,  New South
Wales, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral
and Aerated Waters, Natural and Artificial, and
all  Liquors included in the above Class ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
LONDON AFw0
9If
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer William  street, Brisbane.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the  C OLONY Of QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS  p aid into the TREASURY at BRISBANE ,  during the QUARTERS ended
30TH JUNE,  1887, and 30TH JUNE, 1888, respectively ,  showing the INCREASE or DECREASE under
each head thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June ,  30th June ,  Decrease. Increase.
1887. 1888.
TAXATION.
£
CUSTOMS-
Spirits  ... ... ... ... ...  80,373
Wine  ... ... ... ... ...  6,022
Ale, Porter ,  Vinegar, &o. ... ... ... 10,036
Tobacco ,  Snuff ,  and Cigars  ... ... ...  35,963
Tea, Coffee ,  Cocoa ,  and Chicory ... ... 21,080
Provisions ,  Fruits, Pickles , &c. ... ... 30,569
Grain,  Malt , &c. ... ... ... ... 5,502
Sugar and Molasses ... ... ... 895
Iron Castings ,  Wire , &c. ... ... ... 6,099
Oils, Chemicals ,  Soap, Starch, &c.... ... 15,420
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ...  3,452
Ad valorem  ... ... ... ...  ...  42,242
257,659
Z%CISE-
Duty on Colonial  Spirits
Duty on Colonial Beer
Export Duty on Cedar
... 11,643
...  6,191
... 77
17,912
STAMP  DUTY  ... ... ... ... ...  29,011
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers  ... ... ...  155
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers  ... ...  290
To Distillers  ... ... ... ... ...  30
To Bonded Storekeepers  ... ... ...  2,200
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 20 ,857
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables  ... ...  1,336
To Hawkers and Pedlers  ... ... ...  450
A ll  other Licenses  ... ... ...  307
25,627
QUEENSLAND
vnnnunt
TOTAL TAZATIoit  .. £  330,210
a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ 8. d.
5 6 87,305 9 4 ... 6,932 3 10
17 1 7,651 12 8 ... 1,628 15  7
12 7 15,243 19 0 5,207 6 5
8 6 41 ,415 13 3 ... 5,452 4 9
2 9 23,195 15 3 ... 2,115 12 6
9 4 34 ,876 8 5 ... 4,306 19 1
5 9 5 ,381 8 3 120 17 6
13 6 630 0 7 265 12 11
14 5 10 ,574 12 7 ... 4,474 18 2
6 0 21,677 18 5 ... 6,257 12 5
17 9 5 ,873 8 11 ... 2,420 11 2
6 11 55,764 14 0 ... 13,522 7 1
0 1 309,591 0 8 386 10  5 52,318 11 0
6 4 11,447 8 2 195 18 21 9 7,705 9 0 ... 1,513 17 3
9 4 8 8 6 69 0 10
7 5 19,161 5 8 264 19  0 1,513 17  3
8 9 35,410 19 10 6,399 11 1
17 8 220 17 11 ... 65 0 3
0 0 150 0 0 140 0 0
0 0 28 0 0 2 0 0
9 5 2 ,269 12 7 ... 69 3 2
10 0 19 ,613 2 6 1,244 7 6
5 0 1,345 0 0 ... 8 15 0
0 0 470 0 () ... 20 0 0
17 6 316 10 6 ... 8 13 0
19 7 24,413 3 6 1,386 7 6 171 11 5
15 10 388,576 9 8 2,037 16 11 60 ,403 10 9
84
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended
30th June,
1887.
TERRITORIAL REVENUE. £ 8. d.
LAND REVENUE-Land Sales -Auction ... ... ... 22,460 16 6
„ Selection  ... ... ... 434 4 1
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ... 127 0 0
Rents of  Homestead and Conditional  71,531 2 11
Purchases
Rents,  Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 2,004 12 6
Timber Licenses and other  Receipts  ... 2,505 0 4
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 3,726 8 5
102,789 4 9
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs ... ... ... ... ... 2,009 0 0
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 2,102 6 3
Occupation Licenses, Act of 1884 ... ... 391 12 0
4,502 18 3
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses  ... 2,157 0 0
Mining Leases and other Receipts  ... ...  2,909 12 6
Survey  and Transfer Fees . .. ... ... 546 7 0
5,612 19 6
TOTAL TERRITORIAL  ... £ 112,905 2 6
REVENUE FROM PUBLIC WORKS
AND SERVICES.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western ... ... ... 105,378 1 8
Maryborough, South Bundaberg and Gympie. 11,963 19 1
North Bundaberg and Mount Perry ... 2,192 2 2
Central ... ... ... ... ... 35,064 7 6
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... 1,359 0 11
Northern ... ... ... ... ... 28,498 9 10
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 1,101 15 11
185,557 17 1
POSTAGE-
Sale  of Stamps ... ... ... ... 25,555 2 11
Contributions from Imperial Government 750 8 6
and the other Colonies
Commission on Money Orders ... ... 1,159 12 8
27,465 4 1
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  RECEIPTS  ...  19,654 5. 3
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage and Harbour Dues... ... ... 3,124 11 6
Marine Board ... ... ... ... 288 6 6
Graving Dock ... ... ... ... 483 2 5
3,896 0 5
ESCORT FEES ... ... 542 18 0
TOTAL PUBLIC  WORKS AND SERVICES  £ 237,116 4 10
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES  OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar  of Titles ... ...
Sheriff ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions
Shipping Master ...
All other Fees
1,229 14 4
3,669 5 5
385 1 11
494 3 9
288 3 3
498 6 1
6,564 14 9
Quarter ended
30th June ,  Decrease . Increase.
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
16,955 18  2 5,50418 4
419 0 2 15 3 11
... 127 0 0
66,123 1 9 6,408 1 2
6,282 11 10 ... 4,277 19 4
3,024 15 11 ... 519 15 7
5,210 9 9 ... 1,484 1 4
98,015 17 7  11,055 3 5 6,281 16 3
644 3 11 1,364 16 1
1,376 2 9 726 3 6
729 11 3 ... 337 19 3
2,749 17 11 2,090 19  7  337 19  3
2,537 10  0 ...  380 10  0
5,584 12 4 ...  2,674 19 10
1,48418 0 ... 938 11 0
9,607 0 4 ... 3,994  0 10
110,372 1510  13,146 3 0 10,613 16 4
98,400 6 8  6,977 15  0
17,888 18 3 ... 5,924 19 25,370 11  3 ... 3,178 9 1
41,462 17 0 ... 6,398 9 6
1,289 15 6 69 5 533,169 10  3 ... 4,671 0 5
1,342 6 0 ... 1,342 6 02,280 12  0 ... 1,178 16 1
201,204 1611  7,047 0  5 22,694 0 3
29,766 15 3 ... 4,211 12 4
1,001 15 3 ... 251 6 9
1,362 4 0 ... 202 11 4
32,130 14 6 ... 4,665 10 5
25,610 14 1 ... 5,956 8 10
3,38015 3 ... 256 3 9
329 10 0 ... 41 3 6
612 6 3 ... 129 3 10
4,322 11 6  ... 426 11 1
1,058 5 4 ... 515 7 4
264,327 2 4 7,047 0 5  34,257 17 11
1,375 3 5 ... 145 9 1
4,082 8 4 .. 413 2 11
234 4 2 150 17 9
463 11 4 30 12 5
335 4 2 ... 47 011
597 7 6 ... 99 1 5
7,087 18 11 181 10 2 704 14 4
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Courts of  Petty Sessions  ... ... 1,016 11 5
Confiscated  and  'Unclaimed Property  ...  58 3 8
Crown' s Share of Seizures  ... ... ... 19 0 0
All other Fines ... ... ... ... 34 5 10
12 13 6 ... 7 8 6
900 5 0 116 6 5
70 12 10 ... 12 9 2
12 5 4 614 8
32 8 0 1 17 10
1,133 5 11 1 1,028 4 8 124 18 11 19 17 8
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS '  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June ,  30th June,  Decrease.
1887. 1888.
OTHER  RECEIPTS-continued.£  s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ,,,
Government Printer ... ,,,
Surcharges and Refundments ...
Letters of Registration ... ...
Chinese Capitation Tax ... ...
Wharves ... ,.. ...
Powder Magazines ... .
Civil Service Superannuation Fund
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies ...
„ Public  Balances... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ,,,
Increase.
£ s. d.
290 5 7  534 18 10  ...  244 13  3
345 9 4 662  2 11  ... 316 13 7
65 13 4 6919 6 ... 4 6 2
25 0 0 .. 25 0 0
870 0 0 330 0 0 540 0 0
653 19 8 479 15 7 174 4 1
448 15 4 707 9 8 ... 258 14 4288 15  4 352 1 9 ...  63 6 5
4,949 6 4  5,560 17 11 611 11 730,961  7  14,778 5 10 16,182 15 9
9,989 14 0 2,227 9 0 7,762 5 0
48,888 0 6 25,703 1 0 24,684  4  10
TOTAL OTHER  RECEIPTS  ... £ 56,586 1 2 33,819 4 7 24,990 13 11
TOTAL REVENII$  PaoruR  ... £ 736,818 4 4 797,095 12 5 47,221 14 3
Deduct decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ...
1,499 5 4
2,223 17 4
107,499 2 4
47,221 14 3
INCREASE  OF REYmIUE PROPER ON  CORRESPONDING QUARTER, 1887 ... £ 60,277 8 1
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections, London ... ... 2,669 7 0 3,442 16 6 ... 773 9 6
1) „ British  ... ... 2,077 0 0 2,535 12  0 ... 458 12 0
Pacific Islanders '  Fund  ... ... ...  2,608 14 0 5,922 2 7 ... 3,313 8 7
Diseases in Sheep Act Fund  ... ...  190 12 1 66 5 5 124 6 8
Brands Act Fund ... ... ... 487 8 3 556 18 0 ... 69 9 9
Pound Sales  ... ... .., ...  219 14 2 337 15 5 ... 118 1 3
Assurance Fund, Real Property Act ... 539 2 2 564 12 6 ... 25 10 4
Police Reward Fund... ... ... ... 440 8 3 477 11 3 ... 37 3 0
Police Superannuation Fund 1,042 5 9 973 0 1 69 5 8
"Lands Act of  1884" Improvements Fund 2,427 2 3 173 18 6 2,253 3 9
Marsupials Destruction Act Fund ... ... 1,105 4 0 1,921 6 11 ... 816 2 11
Trust Fund,  " Audit_Act of  1874 " ... 391 0 11 692 4 11 ... 301 4 0
Defence Advance Account ... ... ... ... 343 15 7 ... 343 15 7
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS  ... £ 14,197 18 10 18,007 19 8 2,446 16 1 6,256 16 11
THOMAS MCILWRAITH,
The Treasury , Colonial  Treasurer.
Queensland ,  2nd July, 1888.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY at BRISBANE, during the YEARS ended
30th JUNE,  1887, and 30th JUNE,  1888 ,  respectively ,
-showing the INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
Year  ended Year ended
30th June ,  1887.  30th June, 18W
CUSTOMS-
TAXATION.  £ a. d.
Decrease .  Increase.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Spirits  ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ...
Tobacco, Snuff,  and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ...
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c. ...
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ...
Sugar and Molasses .. ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c. ...
Oils, Chemicals,  Soap ,  Starch, &e. ...
Misce llaneous ... ., . ...
Ad valorem ...
332,993 4 8 ...  40,986 10  2
26,818 8 8 ...  4,918 19  8
55,528 8 5  ...  15,584 7 7
157,236 14 0 ... 20,008 17 2
92,321 5 9  ...  14,060 8 0
133,263 9 6 ...  22,082 19 11
31,483 0 0 12,369  10 11
2,788 2 0 140 5 11
35,881 16 11  ...  13,452 4 0
81,145 1 11 ... 22,507 10 6
20,173 15 11 ... 4,173 8 9208,700 12 10 ...  40,839 8 6
1,178,334 0 7 140 5 11  210,984 5 2
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial  Spirits  ... ... ... 40,581 18 5
Duty on Colonial  Beer  ... ... ... 26,110 6 10
Export Duty  on Cedar  ... ... ... 1,640 10 7
42,408  6 6 ... 1,826 8 1
30,757 5 10  4,646 19  0625 16  2  1,014 14  5
73,791 8 6 1,01414 5 6,473 7 1
STAMP DUTY ... ... ... ... ... 119,735 8 6
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers ... ... ...  1,709  15 11
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... 4,180 0 0
To Distillers ... ... ... ... ... 258 0 0
To Bonded Storekeepers ... 9,527 6 6
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 28,973 2 2
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ... 2,874 18 2
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ... 1,990 0 0
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 1,507 0 9
139,267 11 0 ...  19,532  6
1,827 11 5 ... 117 15 6
4,600 0 0 420 0 0
198 13 4 59 6 89,484 19  8 42  6 10
29,764 2 7  ...  791 0 5
2,829 17 2 46 1 0
2,255 0 0  ...  265 0 0
1,764 4  6 ... 257 3 9
51,020 3 6 52,724 8 8 146 14 6 1,85019 8
TOTAL TAxaTION ... £ 1,206,578 9 21,444,117 8 9 1,301 14 10  238,840 14 5
292,006 14 6
21,899 9 0
39,944  0 10
137,227 16 1078,260 17  9
111,180 9 7
19,113 9 1
2,928 7 11
22,429 12 11
58,637 11 5
16,000 7 2
167,861 4 4
967,490 1 4
68,332 15 10
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales-Auction ... ... ... 48,649 2 6 53,190 13 0
„ Selection ... ... ... 1,185 7 7 2,635 2 6
Mineral Selections ... ... ... ... 528 17 4 ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional Purchases 157,379 13 9 151,346 8 8
Rents, Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 6,862 13 1G 15,024 2 2
Timber Licenses and other Receipts ... 12,499 10 4 13,747 10 7
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 13,682 7 6 14,188 19 7
240,787 12 10
... 4,541 10 6
1,449 14 11
528 17 4
6,033 5 1
250,132 16  6 6,562 2 5 15,907 6 1
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs... ... ... ... ... 272,570 8 8 287,496 19 5
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 6,535 18 0  7,422  2 8
Occupation Licenses, Act of 1884 ... ... 2,417 13 3 4,564 3 5
281,523 19 11  299,483 5 6
MINING. OCCUPATION-
Miners '  Rights and Business Licenses  ...  6,712 0 0 10,327 0 0
Mining Leases and other Receipts  ... ...  21,622 14 2 21,262 14 9
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... .. .  3;081 17 8  - -4 ,0a1 8  -0
31,366  11 10  35,640 17  9
TOTAL TERRITORIAL  ... £ 553,678 4 7 585,256 19 9
REVENUE FROM PUBLIC WORKS
AND SERVICES.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western  . 367,073 19  2 393 ,065 12 3
Maryborough, South Bundaberg,  and Gympie  46,161 18  10 63,464 3 0
North Bundaberg  and Mount  Perry ...  1 8 580 9 0 15,639 4 0
Central ... ... ... ... ... '  127,286  5 7 135,111 1 8
Mackay  ... ... ... ... 5,092  13 3 6,709 5 6
Northern  ... ... ... ... ....  93,503 11 8 129,200 9 5
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... .. 2,912 11 9
Cooktown  ... ... ... ... ... I  4,22i'10  11  6,731 12 8
651,922 8 5 752,834 0 3
14,926 10 9
886 4 8
2,146 10 2
17,959 5 7
359 19 5
8,161 8 4
1,248 0 3
506 12 1
3,615 0 0
1,019 5 4
359 19  5 4,634 5 4
6,922  1 10 38)500 17  0
25,991 13 1
17,302 4 2
7,058 15 0
7,824 16 1
... 1,616 12 335,696 17  9
2,912 11 9
2,508 1 9
100,911 11 10
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE -- continued.
Year Year
ended  30th  June, ended  30th June,
1887. 1888.
REVENUE ,  Etc.-co ntinued.
POSTAGE-
£ a. d.
Sale of Stamps  ... ... .. 103,482 6 5
Contributions from Imperial Government
and the other Colonies
Commission  on Money Orders ... ...
4,257 15 9
4,828 11 7
Decrease. Increase.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
116,710 7  6 ... 13,228 1 1
3,508 18  5  748 17  4
5,382 19 8 ...
112,568 13  9 125,602 5 7
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  RECEIPTS  ... 76,681 11 2 92,910 3 10
HARBOUR  AND LIGHT  DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage and Harbour Dues... ... ... 14,169 4 1
Marine Board... ... ... ... 2,681 13 6
Graving Dock ... ... ... ... 3,247 8 1
14,102 2 1 67 2 0
3,009 19 6
1,368 10 6 1,878 17 7
554 8 1
748 17  4 13,782 9 2
20,098 5 8  18,480 12  1 1,945 19 7
ESCORT FEES ... ... ... ... ... 1,129 4 9 2,078 8 0
3,615  7 10  499 7 516,353 1  8  ... 1,648 15  2
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS  AND SERVICES  £ 862,400 3 9 991,905 9 9 2,694 16 11 132,200 2 11
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 4,114 15 3
Registrar of Titles ... ... ... ... 14,704 18 6
Sheriff ,,, ,, 1,918 5 8
Courts of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ... 2,056 13 1
Curator of Intestate Estates... ... ... 33 15 0
Shipping  Master  ... ... ... ... 1,215 1 0
A ll  other Fees ... ... ... ... 2,102 8 10
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
26,145 17 4
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ...  32 18  0'
Courts of Petty Sessions  ...  4,489 12 2
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property  ... 170 17 10
Crown's Share of Seizures  ... ...
... 91 1 10
All other  Fines  ... ... ... ...  329 4 8
9 10 6
180 9 0
663 14  2  1,2511 6
1,984 7 2 72 511
32 12 6 1 2 6
1,396 8 0 ...
2 ,296 8 5 ...
16,228 12 8
328 6 0
328 6 0
949 3 3
181 7 0
193 19 7
26,342 11  9  1,827 7  4 2,024 1 9
42 8 63,760 9 5 729 2 9
148 19 9 21 18 1
58 2 5 32 19 5
509 13 8 ...
5,113 14 6  4,519 13  9  784 0 3  189 19  6
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ...
Government Printer... .. ...
Surcharges and Refundments
Letters of Registration
Balances in  Intestacy ...
3,141 15 11 2,64413 6 497 2 5
2,301 15 9 2,666 8 7 ...  364 12 10
637 1 11 425 19 10 211 2 1
100 0 0 128 0 0
2,701 12 1 2,512 6 5 189 5 8
2,370 0 0 1,440 0 0 930 0 0Chinese Capitation Tax ... ..,
Wharves ... ... ...
Powder Magazines ... .
Civil Service Superannuation Fund
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies
„ Public  Balances ...
Other Miscellaneous  Receipts ...
28 0 0
2,065 1 7 2,120 17  7 ... 55 16 0
... 2,257 13 11 3,035 14 2 ... 778 0 3
... 1,167 2 9 1,222 12 8 ... 55 9 11
... 36,977 15 5 44,445 8 2 ..  7,467 12  9
... 75,423 10 1 55,401 9 3 20,022  0 10
...  24,638 16  9  9,332 11  6 15,306 5 3
153,782 6 2 125,376 1 8 37,155 16 3  8,749 11  9
TOTAL  OTHER RECEIPTS  ... £ 185,041 18 0 156,238 7 2 39,767 3 10 10,963 13 0
TOTAL  REVEIWE PROPER  ... £ 2,807,698 15 6 3,177,518 5 5 60,685 17 5 420,505 7 4
Deduct  Decrease
INCREASE  op REVENUE PROPER ON FINANCIAL YEAR 1887 ..
£  50,685 17  5
£ 369,819 911
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF  REVENUE- continued.
Year
ended 30th June,
Year
ended 30th June, Decrease. Increase.
1887. 1888.
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. s. d.
Immigration Collections, London ...
... 9,332 15 1 9,579 2 0 246 6 11
British .. 13,528 2 6 9,478 0 3 4,050 2 3
Pacific Islanders' Fund ... 24,294 3 6 22,271 12 9 2,022 10 9
Diseases in Sheep Act Fund
... 2,614 1 9 3,601 0 10 ... 986 19  1
Brands Act Fund ... 4,091 16 6  4,7226 2 ... 630 9 8
Pound Sales ... ... ... 1,144 2 4 910 7 8 233 14 8
Assurance Fund, Real Property Act
... 2,264 19 4 2,832 3 4 ... 567 4 0
Police Reward Fund... ... ...
... 1,907 1 11 1,878 1 10 29 0 1
Police Superannuation Fund ..
... 5,541 4 1 2,963 1 2 2,578 2 11
Gold Fields Homestead Act Fund
... 61 13 0 ... 61 13 0
Marsupials Destruction Act Fund ...
... 15,846 8 4 14,656 7 6 1,190 0 10
Trust Fund,  "Audit Act of  1874 "...
... 3,72217 1 5,899 16 11 .. 2,176 19 10
Vice-Admiralty Court Account ..
... 858 2 0 82 0 0 776 2 0
"Land Act of  1884" Improvement Fund...  8,060
Def Ad
17 9 2,463 14 5 5,597 3 4
ence, vance Account ... ...
... ... 1,34315 7 ... 1,343 15 7
Intestacy, Trust Account .. ...
... 2,500 0 0 ... 2,500 0 0
Brisbane Drainage Act Fund ...
... 500 0 0 ... 500 0 0
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS ... £ 118,768 5 2 82,681 10 5 42,038 9 10 5,951 15 1
The Treasury,
Queensland , 2nd July, 1888.
30th June, 30th  June ,  30th June , 30th June,
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT of the EXPENDITURE of the COLONY Of  QUEENSLAND during the
QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th JUNE, 1887 ,  and 30th JUNE,  1888, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED  FOR THE YEARS ENDED
1887.
NO. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule  A ... ...
Schedule B ... ...
Schedule C ...
Schedule  D ... ... ...
Endowments to Municipa lities .
Endowments to Divisional Boards
Interest  on the Public Debt ... ...
No. 2.-EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
THOMAS McILWRAITH,
Colonial Treasurer.
1888. 1887. 1888.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,250 0 0 1,250 0 0 5,493 1 1 5,000 0 08,022 10  9 8,582 8 4 32,251 17 7 32,504 7 0
67 18 4 25 0 0 242 18 4 100 0 0
6,593 8 7  13,203 17  6 35,759 15 1  46,258 12  8
500 0 0 ... 82,037 11 9 87,037 2 9
... 652 3 0 ...  162,814 1  0  171,678 15  4
...457,032 10 0 485,782 10 0 892,815 0 0 971,565 0 0
474,118 10 8 508,843 15 10 1,211,414 14 10 1,314,044 6 9
490 0 0 633 6 8 2,460 0 0 2,001 13 4
260 7 3 300 0 1 1,090 16 0 1,085 3 5828 16  3 921 14 3  3,377 17  4 3,500 2 4
936 1 0 592 19 6  3,858 13  2 3,4001610
1,899 14 7 1,625 19 6 8,988 17 0 8,10618 9
His Excellency the Governor ... ... ...
Executive Council ... ... ... ...
Legislative Council ... ... ... .
Legislative Assembly ... ... ...
Legislative Council and Assembly ... ...
4,414 19  1 4,074 0 0 19,776 3  6I  18,094 1  8
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF  EXPENDITURE- continued.
FOR THE QUAR TERS ENDED
No. 3.-COLONIAL  SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's Department ... ...
Agent-General for the Colony ... ...
Immigration ... ...
Defence Force ... ... ... ...
Marine Force ... ... ... ...
Thursday Island ... ... ... ...
Registrar -General ... ... ...
Registrar  of Titles ... ... ... ...
Police ... ... ... ...
Water Police... ... ... ... ..
Petty Sessions ... ... ... ...
Government Printing ...
Lithographic Department ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylums ... ... ... ..,
Lunatic Reception Houses ... ... ...
Gaols  ...
Penal Establishment, St. Helena ...
Reformatories ... ... ... ...
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich ...
Steamers " Lucinda " and " Otter" ...
Charitable Allowances ... ... ...
Medical , and Medical Board ... ...
Central Board of Health ... ... ...
Grants in  aid of Public Institutions ...
Agricultural and Horticultural  Societies ...
Expenses  of Elections ... ... ...
Repairs,  &c., Country Court-houses ...
Colonial  and Indian Exhibition ... ...
Miscellaneous  Services  ... ... ...
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION OF  JUSTICE.
Law  Officers of the Crown ... ... ...
Supreme  Court ... ... ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ...
District  Courts ... ... ... ...
Insolvency  ... ... ... ... ...
Intestacy  ... ... ... ...
No. 5.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ...
Inspection  ... ... ...  ... .. .
Special Instruction  ... ... ... ... ...
State Schools ... ... ... ... ... ...
Buildings ... ... ... ... ... ...
Provisional Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Grammar  Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Technical Education ...
Orphanages ... ... ... ...
Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution ... ...
Museum  ... ... ... ... ...
No. 6.-COLONIAL  TREASURER.
Treasury  ... ... ... ... ...
Refundments ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange ...
Miscellaneous Services  ... ...
Colonial Stores ... ... ... ...
Customs ... ... ...
Border Patrol ... ... ...
Distilleries and Breweries  ... ... ...
Government  Analyst ... ...
Marine  Board ... ,,, ... ...
Shipping Office
Harbours and Pilot Department ... ...
Lighthouses and Lightships .., .,.
Powder Magazines  ... ... ... ...
Oyster Fisheries ... ,,, ,,,
Harbours and Rivers  ,.. ... ...
30th June,
1887.
30th June,
1888.
FOR THE YEARS ENDED
30th June,
1887.
30th June,
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.  £ a.  d. £ s. d.
1,279 2 3 1,357 10 4 10,066 14 4 6,645 9 7
862 3 11 787 8 3 3,110 16 11 3,112 18 7
922 5 4 842 18 10 7,857 0 7 8,340 2 0
9,667 7 1 26,085 2 8 35,536 9 4 58,577 15 0
3,925 9 3 4,582 2 8 13,785 11 4  12,853  3 9
318 1 1 629 0 7  2,747 10  7 3,489 4 1
3,235 2 9 2,176 9 3 19,175 11 6 8,989 3 5
1,905 16 4 3,054 2 9 7,704 4 1 10,544 12 11
35,591 7 10 37,892 1 5 145,674 3 0 151,050 8 1
655 1 0 806 4 11 3,031 16 4 3,016  16  5
8,254 3 7 8,513 10 4 33,747 15 8 34,435 3 7
3,705 15 4 5,114 14 6 29,846 1 6 29,521 10 9
541 7 0 725 11 5 4,676 19 2 2,525 2 4
5,255 17 3 5,339 15 4 20,577 11 6 20,436 4 5
550 10 11 527 15 2 2,109 2 2 2,039 0 0
2,986 3 3 2,762 4 8 11,433 19 10 10,965 11 3
2,284 7 11 2,250 15 10 9,936 16 8 9,885 17 9
516 2 8 565 4 10  2,124 18  0 2,179  18 11
1,656 11 8 1,975 1 8 7,766 10 7 7,863 18 4
1,560 11 8 1,588 2 4 5,737 17 5 6,407 12 310,736 19 7 11,984 10 11 53,704 13 8 60,355 19 11
895 8 0 929 14 5 3,829 12 0 4,278 9 0
341 8 3 185 7 3 1,144 19 11 762 2 9
301 7 9 44 3 0 5,266 8 6 3,666 17 1
35 2 6 304 8 3  3,390 12  0 3,260 7 4
41 17 11 3,101 14 2 574 14 1 3,970 1 4
195 0 5 1,228 7 8  980 19  6 3,335 15 6
198 0 7 ... 8,534 0 4 256 13 0
6,265 3 0 5,013 15 2 19,204 3 9 13,748 9 1
104,686 16 1 130,367 18 7 473.277 14 3 486,514 8 5
2,033 4 2 1,642 12 9 6,725 16 6 6,483 15 '
2,475 8 10 2,596 19 2 7,886 1 7 8,356 15 7
1,596 13 9 1,528 1 2 5,512 10 3 5,274 1 0
2,581 19 1 2,750 16 8 11,851 0 4 9,492 10 1
382 16 9 368 6 11 1,472 2 1 1,576 14 1
275 15 0 279 8 6  1,096 19  9 1,125 11 1
9,345 17 7 9,166 5 2  34,544 10  6 32,309 7 5
1,083 19 2  1,328 17 10
1,439 4 11 1,682 2 4
43 15 6 63 6 8
32,960 4 7 46,947 19 7
9,587 13 4 6,625 0 4
3,390 3 0 5,304 4 10
870 12 3 645 9 0
4,753 19 8 4,791 4 0
... 80 0 0
512 0 8 777 11 7
54,641 13 1 68,245 16 2
4,044 15 4 4,604 6 0
5,104 7 3 6,252 15 8
142 18 10 200 5 11
109,359 0 6  142,276 12  a
36,646 7 8 26,519 10 5
12,618 15 8  16,947 16 10
3,057 4 10 2,792 19 0
600 0 0 600 0 0
16,638 7 8  18,269 14  8
519 0 0 613 10 0
2,521 18 6 2,479 3 0
191,252 16 3 221,556 13 9
1,415 0 9 1,409 13 11 5,653 6 3 5,613 6 10
366 3 4 595 1; 1 923 5 2 1,322 4 2
328 1S2 150 19 10 7,430 15 10 8,498 2 11
2,986 0 10 2,197 18 1  12,731 9 6 5,656 19 8
10,564 5 10 7,523 2 5 39.433 13 4 35.145 11 5
10,301 1 8 10,536 1 11 42,486 0 7 42,461 16 8
1,068 6 8 1,456 0 7 4,548 10 7 4,900 11 8
2,715 4 6 1,872 11 3 9,118 3 11  7,620 10  6
124 13 6 163 7 11 580 9 7 534 4 10
383 6 1 357 19 2 1,471 15 4  1,708 11 9
235 0 0 227 10 0 .+40 0 0 911 9 2
7,851 12 6 8,237 5 3 38,661 19 10 33,082 3 2
4,098 8 4 4,584 6 1 18,668 14 7 19.339 18 4
289 5 5 207 1 10 930 10 5 802 19 10
88 6 0 92 13 3 346 6 3 353 11 0
1,373 4 6  1,787 10  0 5,671 7 11 7,083 7 7
44,183 18  1  41,399 16  7 189,596 9 1 175,035 9 5
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE -continued.
I  FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE YEARS ENDED
30th June, 30th June, 30th June, 30th June,
1887.  1888.  1887. 1888.
No. 7.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS.  £  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Department of Public Lands ... ... ... 2,632 4 6 2,467 17 2 10,752 0 0 10,251 19 2
Land Board ... ... ... ... ... ... 227 2 9 321 16 0 1,135 18 4 1,079 1 6
Division of Runs ... ... ... ... ... 1,916 13 4 1,000 0 0 6,661 19 3 4,904 3 4
Sale of Land ... ... ... ... ... 2,605 6 4 2,576 3 2 10,153 1 6 10,039 14 2
Baili ffs and Rangers of  Crown Lands ... ... 1,445 15 11 1,546 3 1 J 6,047 17 3 6,086 3 9
Survey of  Roads  ... ... ... ... ... 479 11 8 477 4 11 1,747 3 1 1,720 7 3
Pastoral  Occupation... ... ... ... ... 2,903 11 2 2,526 11 5 I 10,033 11 3 8,730 17 11
Reserves  ... ... ... ... ... ... 911  19 10  590 3 6 5,600 4 4  4,498 16  3
Botanical  Gardens ... ... ... ... ... 496 14 7 357 5 10 2,070 5 4 1,897 10 2
Surveynoof  Land ... ... ... ... ... 13,750 13 9 12,495 10 7 55,252 15 8 47,962 11 7
Trigometrical  Survey ... ... ... ... 255 8 9 229 3 0 1,365 12 11 1,029 19 2
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... 154 511 446 15 6 760 0 4 3,578 17 6
Department of Agriculture ... ... ... ... 592 14 5 ... 1,687 4 0
Rabbit-proof Fencing ... ... ... ... ... 2,969 5 0 ... 20,755 2 9
27,779 8 6  28,596 13  7 111,580 9 3 124,222 8 6
No. 8.-SECRETARY FOR MINES  AND WORKS.
Department  of Public Works ... ... ... 2,763 17 9 2,69; 15 6 10,992 0 0 10,862 2 11
Buildings  ... ... ... ... ... ... 9,655 11 8 7,250 6 0 60,216 15  0  39,236 13  2
Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,033 14 0 1,503 15 0 10,192 3 10 6,492 16 4
Mines ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,731 1 5 6,635 15 8 23,480 5 7 23,370 10 1
NO. 9.-SECRETARY FOB  RAILWAYS.
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Southern  and Western Railway ... ... ...
Maryborough and Gympie Railway
Bundaberg to Mount Perry Railway ... ...
Central Railway ... ... ... ... ...
Northern Railway ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay Railway ... ... ... ... ...
Cooktown Railway ... ... ... ... ...
Cairns Railway ... ... ... ... ...
18,184 410.18,08712 2 104,881 4  5 79,962 2 6
2,268 10 5 4,573  14 10  10,090 7 0 12,067 4 571,964 15 10 67,110 1 3 269,560 0 0 279,143 19 6
10,183 15 4 9,837 1 0 37,709 16 3 47,292  16 10
3,594 15 9 3,359 13 7  10,861 13 10 12,013 12 5
30,342 4 8 22,186 5 11 110,488 17 10 110,480 0 9
18,556 17 8  18,602 19  5  65,799 1  1 66,396 2 8
2,152 17 8 2,092 0 0 10,490 4 10 7,713 8 2
2,085  8 10 1,811 9  0  7,424 10 11 8,128 7 3
... 826 19 1 ...  1,425 11 1
141,149 6 2 130,400 14 1 522,425 9 9 544,661 3 1
No. 10 : POSTMASTER -GENERAL.
Chief Office ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,266 4 11 3,231 10 11 12,898 18 3 12,976 11 11
Post and Telegraph Offices ... ... ... ... 23,974 13 4 23,110 8 9 90,595 11 0 94,937 13 9
Conveyance of Mails ... ... ... ... 58,376 15 2 45,173 4 4 152,794 16 7 159,384 18 2
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... 14,290 12 2 14,672 1 2 53,648 0 9 55,162 3 3
Meteorological Observation ... ... ... 244 19 8 175 19 7 789 11 6 826 2 9
100,153  5 3 86,363 4  9 310,726 18 1 323,287 9 10
No. 11.-AUDITOB ,-GENERAL.
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,502 9 4 1,651 4 2 6,231 0 1 6,425 9 1
No. 12.-
Special Supplementary  Appropriation ... ... 14,231 17 10 1,016 6 2 87,876 10 11 42,769 17 6
GRAND TOTAL ... £ 994,397 6 6 1,028,213 7 3 3,263,584 0 11 3,368,883 10 11
BALANCE OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND, 30TH JUNE, 1888.
Debit Balance ,  30th June ,  1887  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  410,646 8 8
... ... ... ... ... ... 3,368,883 10 11Expenditure  for the Twelve  Months ended  30th June ,  1888 ... ...
Revenue for the  Twelve  Months ended  30th June ,  1888 ...
£3,779,52919 7
... 3,177,518 5 5
Debit Balance, 30th June, 1888 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £602,011 14 2
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS  for the QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th JUNE, 1887, and
30th JUNE, 1888, respectively.
FOR THE  QUARTERS ENDED
30th June 30th June,
1887. 1888.
FOR THE TEARS ENDED
30th June,
1887.
30th June,
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Immigration  ... ... ... ... 45,773 12 6 20,176 13 4 161,542 4 11 121,879 17 7
Electric Telegraphs ..,
... ...  ... 9,092 2 4 4,954 16 5 94,727 0 5 39,546 13  8
Railways-
Southern and Western ... ...  ... 194,419 17 0 121,791 13 7 680,054 11 11 605,580 9 5
Central ... ...  37 603 13 11 29 110 7 7 190 374 5 5 104 969 5 9
Northe rn  ...
...
,
...  34,98918  6 3,,860 11 9 ,118,161 13 0 ,48,555 14 5
Maryborough ... 13,106 18 5 19,629 3 4 68,732 14 10 43,071 18 11
Bundaberg ... ...  14,667 11 5 16,718 16 3 64,187 19 5 69,821 14 9
Bowen to Townsville ... ... 305 19 8 1,554 11 0 8,230 9 3 11,168 1 6
Mackay to Eton and Hamilton ... 94 6 7 26 1 2 8,477 10 10 2,109 6 2
Cooktown to Maytown ... ...  4,957 17 10 9,108 13 1 61,017 11 5 53,655 6 1
Herberton to the Coast ... 15,984 6 4 38,854 9 10 48,112 1 0 157,404 18 4
Cloncurry to Normanton... ...  4,022 8 2 26,227 14 5 12,593 6 1 46,205 4 7
Suspense Account... ... ... 434 0 3 1,519 6 7 434 0 3 5,449 3 7
Extension  Surveys
... ... 291 6 0 954 0 0 635 1 8 3,457 19  8
Rolling Stock ...  13,239 19 7 13,513 14 10 59,030 7 1 44,132 13 0
Telegraph Lines ...
... ... 270 8 0 117 17 0 9995 19 11 793 16 1
Harbours and Rivers ...
... ...  32,888 17 2 32,991 16 1 ,129,369 14 8 119,964 12 3
Loans to Local Bodies ...
... ...  6,500 0 0 33,170 0 0 93,270 0 0 86,871 0 10
Roads and Bridges ... 4,844 12 10 6,904 4 3 14,833 0 11 30,432 6 11
Buildings 19,246 14 9 12,549 19 6 50,519 13 4 79,225 5 10
Defence of the Colony...
. ...  16,529 7 0 10,301 7 0 35,67615  7 29,336 3 2
Road Boards and Shire Councils ... 1,689 7 3 103 9 0 2,491 17 3
Water Storage ,  Main  Roads ..,  6,802 4 11 11,266 10 10 37,502 7 9 29,406 8 2
£ 476,066 3 2 416,991 15 1 1,943,585 18 8 1,735,529 17 11
TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the QUARTERS and YEAR S,  ended 30th JUNE ,  1887, and
30th JUNE, 1888, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED
Assessment on Sheep ... ...
Assessment on Cattle ... ...
Pound Sales  ... ... ... ...
Po lice Reward  Fund .. .,.
Police  Superannuation  Fund ...
I tion , Colony ..
Gold Fields  Homestead  Act ..,
Audit Act Trust Fund ... ...
Chinese Immigration ... ...
Pacific  Islanders ' Fund ... ...
Marsupial  Act Fund ... ..
Real Property Act Assurance Fund ...
Vice-Admiralty Court ... ...
Brisbane Drainage  ... ... ...
"Lando  Act of  1884 "- Improvements
Insolvency  Fund ... ... ...
Defence  Advance Account ... ...
Pleuro-pneumonia Fund ... ...
169-i6
2 11 0 31 10
SURPLUS REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS  for the  QUABTEEs  and YEARS ended 30th JUNE, 1887, and
30th JUNE,  1888 , respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED
Defence of  the Colony ... ... ...
Harbours and Rivers
Buildings ...
18,667 12 5 ... 65,548 19 3
30th June, 30th June ,  30th  June ,  30th June,
1887.  1888.  1887. 1888.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ s. d.
691 1 6 667 4 2 2,552 0 7 2,787 2 51,607 18  0 1,373 2 0 4,151 15 8 3,962 10 3
44 1 4 40 6 6 1,164 2 7  1,423 17  5
31 10 0 15 0 0 2,813 10 5 173 8 61,281 7  2  1,257 10  9 4,989  13 11  5,162 5 3
493 10 10 202 11
8,780 0 0 ..
5,949 0 0  6,364 10
1,164 19  4 2,665 8
... .,. 388 2 0 ...
Fund ... 386 2 10 136 3
30th June,
1888.
£ 20,820 14 0 31,590 15 11  185,196 4 11 126,633 4 6
30th June,
1887.
£ s. d.
9,000 0 0
£ 9,000 0 0
FOR THR YEARS ENDED
1,083 10 3
9 2,393 18 3  5,380 13  4
16,670 0 0
0  22,288 17  8 19,400  8 10
9 16,063 11 0 16,399 15 1
6 6 0
936 1 0 118 4 0
6,126  5 1  1,206 13 11
6 3,699 11 8 4,188 0 0
254 10 10
1 ... 849 16 3
0 j 211 0 3110 0
FOR THE  YEARS ENDED
30th June, 30th June,
1887. 1888.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
247 6 10
. 2,773 16 1
15 15 0 18,727 3 9 16 18 0
15 15 0 18,974 10 7  2,790 14  1
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CusToMs DUTIES received at each PORT of the Colony of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the Treasury at Brisbane ,  during the QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th JUNE,
1887 ,  and 30th JUNE ,  1888 ,  respectively.
Port. Quarter ended 30th Quarter ended  30th Year ended 30th Year ended 30thJune ,  1887.  June ,  1888. June ,  1887.  June ,  1888.;
£  s. d. £ s. d.
Brisbane ... ... 130,142 13 9 147,018 5 4
Ipswich ... ... 5,813 9 11 5,151 2 3
Maryborough ... ... 13,041 5 5 17,524 10 5
Bu rnett River ... 3,544 0 0 5,896 7 5
Gladstone ... 604 14  2 627 14 0
Rockhampton 27,708 17 4 30,984 16 10
Mackay 5,654 17  0 5,886 14  9
St. Lawrence ... ... 104 14 1 178 7 1
Cleveland Bay 36,865 4 7 45 ,838 0 5
Geraldton ... ... 1,119 16 3
Port Hinchinbrook ... 86 13 4
Port Denison ... 1,170 14  4 1,554 15 9
Normanton ... ... 8,446 5 4 14,820 10 0
Cooktown ... ... 7,462 16 1 10,316 5 4
Cairns  ... ... ... 5,323 5 3 7,513 9 6
Port Douglas ... 2,592 11 0 2,870 14  0
Thursday Island ... 1,609 3 1 1,684 13  8
Burketown ... ... 626 16 11 890 19  6
Dungeness .. ... 24211 8 533 12 7
Border Patrol... ... 6,618  6 10 9,180 5 7
TOTAL ... £ 257,659 0 1 309,591 0 8
£ s. d. £ s. d.
504,459 12 0 586,870 4 4
22,986 7 2 21 ,917 17 8
52,216 1 8 65,285 15 2
13,201 2 7 19,221 15 8
2,236 18 3 2,484 10 5
100,269 2 9 114 ,501 19 1
21,748 18 5 24,660 5 7
608 6 2 772 14 6
132,356 6 1 162,652 1 3
... 2,744 1 0
490 5 3 61 11 64,283 17 11 5,425 2 1
22,818 14 1 54,864 14 0
28 ,312 6 8 36,289 17 7
14,987 18 4 27,724 4 7
8,454 19 8 9,510 8 5
6,878 8 10 7,664 19 5
2 ,693 2 9 2,432 13 0
2 ,339 2 9 2,824 3 826,148 10  0 30,425 1 8
967 ,490 1 4 1,178,334 0 7
DISPOSAL OF THE PUBLIC BALANCES , 30TH JUNE, 1888.
DR. £ s. d. CR. £ s. d.
Queensland  National Bank- Loan  ... ... ... ... ... 1,579,576 16 7
London  ... ... ... 581,707 14  9 Surplus  Revenue ... ... 8,189 17 9
Brisbane  ... ... ... 620,079 8 7 Trust Funds  ... ... ... ... 147,094 1 11
Agent -Gereral... .. 64,036 0 5 Savings Bank ... ... ... ... 532,974 1 8
Commercial Bank of Australia 50,000 0 0
Union  flank ... 150,000 0 0 2,267,834 17 11
Bank of  New South Wales ... 50,000 0 0
Royal Bank of Queensland ... 150,000 0 0 1 Less Consolidated  Re venue Deficit ... 602,011 14 2
£1,665,823 3 9 £1,665,823 3 9
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1888.
THOMAS McILWRAITH,
Colonial Treasurer.
By Authority  :  JAMES C .  REAL, Government Printer, Wil liam street ;  Brisbane.
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VOL. XLIV.] WEDNESDAY, 11TH JULY, 1888.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
[No. 53.
THE following  Statement of Brands , being those Registered during the month of JUNE  last, is  published  for general
information ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names,  Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly  stated are requested  to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in  all such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number  of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office, Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 7th July, 1888.
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B Series.b AM 27215
O A C'' 27245-I  A C'1 27279
8 Xg  27179A921  27282
A-38 27181A3-3  27208
SU P PLEMENT
FORMER BBAND.
Harass. Cattle. Name.
Adelaide  Hunter ... ...
... John Withnall
Ann Low Ironmonger
Andreas Axelsen ..,
James  Monaghan ... ...
... Alexander Taylor ... ...
...  August Frederick  Tidemann ...
... James May ...
PK0 11K1I  T Uii.
Run or Farm  where Brand Nearest  Post Town of
is to be used .  Rua or Farm.
Brassall ... ...
Commonage ...
Gold Fields ...
Tiaro
Cloncurry ...
Pilton ... ...
Hill End . ...
Merritt ' s Creek .,.
North Ipswich
Bowen
Calliope
Tiara
Cloncurry
Clifton
Mackay
HamptonA-<3 27182 ...
b B D 27251
"79> 27291
B 8 W 27276
8 B W 27442
5 B Q 27270B 5M 27260
BA9  27207
B 2 -sj  27253
B 3  -z! 27274
B bs 27176B710  27225
B 7 LA 27220
B 8  c-j  27281
B S M  27187
B 9;0  27214
3 B W 27285
8 Bco 27267
9 B W 27273
... ...  Alfred Bradshaw  ... ... ...
... ... Augustus Bartsch ... ... ...
... ... Mary Ann Butler ,. ... ...
... ...  James Browne  ... ... ...
... .. ,  Carl August Ferdina Benditt . , ,
... ... Edward Bradshaw ... ... ...
...  ,..  James Francis Bail li e
... ...  Franz Becker  ... ... ... ...
... ...  Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Baumann
... ... George Burke ... ... ,..
,.. ...  George Baumber  ... ... ..
... ... Roderick Buchanan and Thomas Lyons
... ...  Thomas James Brown ,..
... ... Robert Eastley Blank ...
... ... Thomas Becker ... ... ...
... ... Henry Brownlow ,..
... ... Joseph Burrows ,., ,..
, ..
... ...  Barbara Boshammer ...
Reserve ... ...
Malu ... ...
Mulgrave Road ...
Yangan ... ...
Milford ... ...
Reserve ,.. ...
Northampton Downs
Ruby,  Ba ro lin ...
Fernvale ... ...
St. George ...
Albion ... ...
Jundah .. ...
Rosell a Creek ...
Reserve ...
Coorada ...
Isis Downs ...
Ipswich ... ...
Middle  Ridge ...
Taroom
Tchanning
Cairns
Yangan
Dugandan
Taroom
Tambo
Bundaberg
Fernvale
St. George
Brisbane
Jundah
Croydon
Rockhampton
Taroom
Isisford
Ipswich
Toowoomba
as
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FOBYBR  BEARD.
Horses. Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm  where Brand  Nearest Post  Tows  Of
is to be used .  Run or Farm.
B 1 eries.
3 - 27262 Charles Ford ... ... ... Sandy Creek, Blenheim ... Laidley
Ae Q  27183 Michael Gallagher ... ... ... Redland Bay ... ... Cleveland
&8-< 27261 Jane Creevey ... ... ... ... Augathella ... ... Augathella
D-4427268 Daniel Joseph Falvey  ... Ramsay ...  ... RamsayO D S 27186 William Henry Denham ... Reserve Banana
E40 27230 Fred. Donner ... ... ... Augustus Downs... ... Normanton
OEc-  27203 Alfred Edward Jones... .,, Springsure ... ... Springsure
272564E c . ...GooburrumEdwin Jones North Bundaberg-8E-9  27289 ... ... ...Michael Enright ... ,., Beaudesert ... Beaudesert
E-<3 27189 Margaret Edy ... ... ,,, Barcaldine Station Barcaldine
V 45Z 27218 Francis Henry Gielis ...  Gold Fields ... Thornborough
5(AD  27191 George Davis ... ... ... Oontoo ...  ... Innaminka
Q b t 27212 George Flanders ... ... ... Laidley ... ... Laidley
8 Q'd 27266 George Pettiford ... ... .,, Fernlee ... Bollon02-<  27265 George Young... ... ... ,,, Hemmant...  ... Hemmant
J 3 27234 John Wilson . . ... Hobartville . Alpha
J 4-< 27199 James William Handley ... Bell Vne Siding,  Logan's
Creek
Esk
J b-<  27278 George Joyce ... Trevertan's Creek, Mount
Romeo Road
Cooktown
IC O W 27196 John Alfred Cobb Eulo ... ... ... Eulo
bIC c-  27233 John Kelly ... Gillen's Siding ... ... Bundaberg
K33 27240 Mary Kelly ... Six-mile ... ... ... Warwick
0 I Cr7p 27252 Otto Kroning ,.. Logan Reserve  ... ... Logan Reserve
K5 27201 Walter Kehl ... Gogango  Reserve  .. Westwood
IC* b 27286 William Kerr ... Esk Banks, Pialba Road... Maryborough
L9(? 27217 Cumming Brothers ... ... , , , Richmond ...  ... Mackay
L A 4 27244 Long Holmes .. ... ... Victoria Mill ... ... Mackay
L 2 27288 ... Thomas Jacklin ... ... ,,, Eton Vale, Eton... ... Mackay
L 5 27211 Michael Lawlor ... Crow's Nest ... ... Crow's Nest
3 L rn 27247 Louis Frederich Smith ... Editbvale.. ...  ... Cairns
2 L C 27280 Lindemann and Antill ... .,, Abbotsford, Kolan  ... Bundaberg
MS-4  27237 Frederick Matheson ... ,,, Hookswood ...  ... Miles
M 8 C 27175 John Mulholland ... Ipswich .. ... ... Ipswich
M 8 C 27287 William Murray-Gray . , , Selection, Walla ... ... Gin Gin
TU1W 27198 Noah Bygrave... ... ... ... Neara  Creek ... ... Cressbrook
IUCi b 27209 Charles Ah Nam ... ... Reserve ... ... ... Richmond
IUQ 8 27177 Mary McIntosh and Christina Currie Cork Creek ... ... Croydon
1U51  27224 Henry Herbert  Horsington ... ... Keeroongooloo ... ... Thargomindah
51U1 27284 Frank Heffernan ... ... ... Columbah ... ... Blaekwater
W33 27194 William McNeven  Cobble Creek ... ... Samsonvale
0 TU 27227 Johanna Hoffmann Granville ... ... ... Maryborough
TUCD b 27188 James  Steavens  Ten-mile Creek,  Yaamba
Road
Rockhampton
Td CD/ 27255 Sven Nilson Yangan ... ... ... Yangan
JUC 0 27272 Arthur Barsch Coonambulla ... ... Eidsvold
P09 27263 Patrick Dowde ... Gowrie ToowoombaPM 9 27232 Henry Pem  Bonus ...  Richmond Richmond Downs
P04 27260 Johann Gottfred Gottleib Pinnow Alberton ... Beenleigh
5P1 27259 Miffs Peter Hinz ... ... Fig-tree Farm North Rockhampton
Pc-18 27277 John Patrick Nolan ... ... Emu Creek Crow's Nest
P b 27238 Bribie ...Peter Novock MooloolahP 811d 27219 ... ... ...Philip Perks ... ... ... Goldfields... Mount Morgan
Q32  27204 Mirch Brothers  ..  ... Palm-tree  Crossing ... Mackay
Q 2 rQ 27221 Alexander William  Going  Talbot ... New Hidden Valley ... Bowen
3RD 27264 Robert Duffus ... ... ...  ... Six-mile,  Yandilla ... Leyburn
'R20 27190 Richard Moffatt  Graham ...  ... Crow's Nest ... Crow s Nest
R3 27195 Reinhold  Klier ... ...  ... Dugandan ... Dugandan
b R-3 27226 James Taylor ... ... ... Mount Mee ... Caboolture
C 1 27192 Richard  Morgan ...  ... Greenhill,  Purga... ... Ipswich
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FORMES BRAND. P60YIt(r 1 {t.
t:8 Bosses. Aside. Name. Run or Farm where Brandis to be used. Nearest  Post Town  atRun or Farm.
S40
B Berke.
27290 ... ...  Davi d  .George Stone ... ... Pie Creek ... Gympie28M 27257 ... ... Albe rt Edward Sykes ... ... Harbour Office ... Rockhampton
58111 27246 ...  Will iam Somerville... ... Hughenden ... Hughenden
S b o 27223 ... ...  Sam uel Goodwin ... ... Collyben ... ... Mungindi
S 8 SD 27239 ... ...  Geo rge Strohmeyer ... ... Nanango ... ... Nanango890 27258 ... ... Jens Christensen Spr ingborg Wallangarra ... Wallangarra
5 So 27275 ... ...  Carl August Sokoll ... ... Engelsburg ... Engelsburg
Sec  27180 ... ...  Carl Shue  ... ... ... Goldfields... ... Ravenswood
3 S C 27283 ... ... Tho mas Sullivan ... ... Torren's Creek ... Torren's Creek.
8<9 27236 ... ... Hen ry Spilsbury ... Goondiwindi ... Goondiwindi
7Tv 27200 ... ... John D'Urban Tyrwh itt Dra ke ... Elder  lie ... ... Winton
bTD 27271 ... ... Tho mas Griffith ... ... ... Boonah ... ... Boonah
9Tr+ 27185 ... Tho mas Layoock ... ... Jundah ... ... Jundah
3T c-1 27210 ... ... Will iam John Tomlinso ... ... Milford ... ... Dugandan
27229 ... ... Hen ry Thorn ... ... ... Diamond Downs... Clermont2 T 27228 ... ...  Jam es Trigger ... ... ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
b U OD 27243 ... ... Tho mas John Ball Linley ... ... Tewantin
9 U Q 27248 ... ... Tere nce Cunningham ... Alice Vale ... BowenU40  27184 ... Jam es John Dalton ... Logan Vale ... Brookfield
U A 0 27178 ... Rich ard Hughes ... ... Goldfields... ... Cawarral
U  83: 27254 ... Mich ael Killeen Bowenville ... Jondaryan
U 5s: 27202 ... Edw ard Joseph Jones ... ... Floraville ... ... Floraville
8 U c-  27197 ... Wal ter Wagland ... ... Warronga... ... Mitchell
Ube 27231 ... Harr y L. Layton ... ... Millungera ... Cloncurry
U  3,3  27206 ... John Milton . Homebush ... Mackay
U b B 27235 ... JohnCoughlin Murphy Star River ... Hillgrove
Y= 0 27205 ... Aug ust Albert Frie
ti
drich Hamm er- Dugandan ... ... Dugandan
V 1 rl 27222
m
... Hay
e s er
s and Bundock Orient Estate ,  Ingham  ... Townsville
V73 27193 ... Will iam Morris Rush Creek ... ... Hamilton
OYB 27241 Oliv er Mason ... North Ipswich ... ... North Ipswich
Y-i 1 27216 Mar y Ellen Toms Moss  Vale ... ... Bowen
W44 27269 Will iam Thomas Jon es ... ... Rosewood ... ... Rosewood
iY2 27213 John Henebery ... ... ... Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
4ZN 27249 .. Bern ard J. Wardell ... ... ... Colebrook,  Birralee , Cam- Richmond
bridge Creek
BRANDS TRANSFER R ED during the MONTH of JuNB, 1888.
grand. No. ofCertificate. Transferror. Transferree.
Name of Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town.Brand isto be used.
EM2
HUb
7JZ
K 3><
PU 3
P 0 Z
QbB
QT1
S A7
3TU
UbK
2US
b UU
Wb C
w8L
Y5TU
1aD
atg1
J211
2MC
1516 Edmond McCabe... ... ...
7700  George Brook Lawrance ...
12647 John O'Brien ... ... ...
15766 Alexander Imlay... ... ...
7365 George Levinge .. ... ...
13968 Charles Henry Purss ... ...
16223 Penha ll urick and Hoskin ...
12462 The Bank of New South Wales
14162 James Wilson Keyes ... ...
2022 The Bank of New South Wales
11783 Thomas John Hughes ... ...
16804 William Richard Robinson
7608 R. A. Whipham and Co.
6806  George  William Roebuck
12920 John Joseph  Mullen ...
1430 William Crouch ... ...
6971 William  Parrack ... ...
16998 Walker  Redmond ...
10146 Johnstone and Goulter ...
16744 Anders  Nielson ... ...
823358 Alexander  Kirby... ...
a23953 James  Alford Cochran ...
B24538 William  Karkeet... ...
B24581 Carl  Zahner ... ...
B21732 Epple  and Mitche ll  ...
B19214 James Nicol ... ...
B26238 Colin  Mun ro  ... ...
Thomas McCabe ... ... ...
Thomas Bloodworth ... ...
Arthur McDonald ... ...
John Oliver Kennedy .. ...
Richard and George Levinge ...
Annie Taylor ... ... ...
Martin Penhallurick ... ...
Thomas Buckland ... ...
Daniel McDonald ... ...
Thomas Buckland ... ...
Charles Henry Hughes ... ..
William Richard  Robinson and
John Piper  Mackenzie
John Collins  and Sons ... ...
Frederick Charles Roebuck ..
John Robert  Mullen ... ...
Robert  Douglas, junr . ... ...
Mary Bradley ...
Robert Little ... ... , ,
John Langford Goulter ... ...
Archibald  James Nielson ...
Alexander Kirby  Wilkinson ...
James Purves Cook Curdie ...
John Smith ... ...
Joseph  Cro ss ... ,.,
George Jacob Frederick Epple...
William Adam Sturmer... ...
Simon Fraser  ... ... ...
McKenzie street ...
Booinbah,  Boonara
Birdsville ... ...
North Comongin ...
Sarabah ... ...
Pintarah ... ...
Croydon ... ...
Cardigan ... ... ...
Farley ... ... ...
St. Ann's ... ... ...
Maryborough
The Helidon  Cream Sepa-
rator Dairy Co.
Buckingham Downs
Pemberton Grange
Locharbar .. ...
Mount Maria
Musket Flat
Police Station
Molonga ...
Clumber
Neurum Creek
Tamworth ...
Goldfields ...
Brisbane
Charleville ...
Goldfields ,,,
Drynie,  Lower Burdekin ...
Toowoomba
Nanango
Birdsville
A davale
Beenleigh
Thargomindah
Croydon
Charters  Towage
Cloncurry
Bowen
Maryborough
Helidon
Cork,  Winton
Bundaberg
Eidsvold
Morven
Maryborough
Gladstone
Ingham
Harrisvi ll e
Neurum Creek
Hughenden
Charters Towers
Brisbane
Charleville
('loncurry
Ayr.
668
CHANGE  of RBSIDBNOB.
Brand.
CbP
NEb
b)(U
No. of
Oertitioate.
7537
11752
12140
16605
Name of Prop rietor.
Patrick McGuigan
Michael Leahy ...
John  MoNeave ...
William Finucane
Run or Farm where Brand to  to be
used.
Commonage ...
Wi ll  Brook ...
Drummer's Creek
Cleveland ...
Nearest Post Town.
Cunnamu ll a
Graoemere
Mount Perry
Cleveland...
Remarks.
Brands  Directory for 1887
ditto
ditto
ditto
CoBRSCTIoN.
M Q,$ B20834 John MoCamley,  sear. .. I Curley and William  streets ... Rockhampton  ... ... ditto
M  2  { B23573  I  John  McCamley,  junr. ...  Mount Pleasant,  Ulam... ... IRockhampton  ... ... . ditto.
By Authority :  JAxzs C.  BBAL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1888.
ERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give the
correct nuv!tber of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such reference will
maateri illy facilitate delivery.
Persons i,i the country making written applications should accompany such written applications with the
amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are requested to state
where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
transmission of Lettvrs.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and search them.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster General.
N o ri:.-The DEAD GETTER BitANCn of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday excepted,
from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
C-e- c. Colonial; o c, official Colonial ; e t, Colonial Telegram ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ;
a, South Australia; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom;
FRIDAY, 13TH JULY, 1888. [No. 54.
General Post Office,
. Brisbane, 30th June, 1888.
f, foreign.
A.
1 ABBOTT .ll., Lutwyche c
2 Abe -, Normanton c
3 Abel Jas. C., Port Curtis road c
4 Aid John, Oxford  Aries  Hotel, 1 e i.-
hao1aptoe f
5 Adair  J. 0.,  Cooktown  C
6 Adam -, Enoggera terrace c
7 Adam Miss Christina, Spring Hill c
8 Adanis J1rs., Brisbane c
9 Adams Alfred, Brisbane in
10 Adanis Mrs. A. H., Bri,bane u
11 Adams F., Brisbane c
12 Adains (1., Paddington c (3)
13 Adams G. S., Charters Towers c
14 Adams Henry, Southport Railway
Line c
15 Adams H., South Brisbane c
Ili Adams James, Spring Hill c
17 Adains Robert, Cooktown u k
18 Adanis Robert, Rockhampton u k
19 Adams 11., Townsville c
20 Adams R. W., Coningsby, :Mackay u k
21 Adams Wiwi., Toowoonrba c
22 Adamnson John Alex., Brisbane u k
23 Adrens J. H., Brisbane c
24 A lssett Pine River c
25 Affleck , Lorgiiiu, Hughenden in
26 Agnew -, Port Douglas c
27 Agnew .James, Woollougabba o
28  Ah Chee,  Thargomindah s
29  Ali Chong, Mackay o c
30  Ali Chut, Dulvadilla a
31 Ah Cook Dan, Cooper's Creek a
32 Ah Done Willie, Charleville c
33 Ahearn Miss Kate, Brisbane o c
31 Ahern .James, Ravenswood c
35 Ahern Philip, Eton c
36 Ah Fat, Logan Downs e
37  Ali Foo Tommy, Roma c
38  Ali Foor, Kelvin (:rove c
39 Ah Floon, Bundaberg o c (ti)
40 Ali Keet, Brisbane o c
41  Ali Kim , Stanwell c
42 Ali Kown, Lion Creek o e
43  Ali Lie, L'urdekin River c
44  Ali Ling, Ipswich e (2)
45  Ali Lock, Charleville c
46  Ali Loney, Spring Hill c
47  Ali Meng,  Mackay o c (2)
48 Ah Nun, Kelvin  Grove c (3)
49  Ali Poo .  Mackay o c
50 Ali Sam,  Barcaldine c
51 Ali Saw,  St. George s
52 Ali  See James ,  Brisbane s
53 Al, Sing, Mackay o c
54 Ali Tog,  Brisbane a
53 Ali  Uh, Morven c
56 Ali  Wali, Mackay o c (2)
57 Ali Wong  James, Thargoinindah  in
58  Ali Yet, Bundaberg o e (2)
59 Air James ,  Townsville o c
60 Aitcheson  -,  Townsville c
61 Aitchison Thomas ,  Albany Creek u k
62 Aitken Douglas, Charters Towers u k
63 Aitkins Daniel, Charters Towers c
64 Aitkinson A., Goodna c
65 Akeroyd John, Clifton in
66 Albrecht Hanns, Kelvin Grove o c
67 Albert F .,  Charters Towers c
68 Alcock Mrs., Maryborough e
69 Alexander and Gordon, Valley c
70 Alexander C., Bundaberg c
71 Alexander C. E., Brisbane c
87
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72 Alexander David, Charters Towers South Pine c175 Ansell Isaac 37 Baker S. F., Charters Towers c73 Alexander Kate, Warwick o ,176 Antell Andrew ,  Charters Towers c 38 Baker  Win., Valley c
74 Alexander Joseph ,  Lutwyche c 177 Anthony  -,  Bowen Hi lls c 39 Baker  \Vtn. L., T ownsville c
75 Alexander J., Foot of Range c 178 Anthony Miss, Breakfast Creek s 40 Baker W., Paddington c
76 Alexander ii., Queenton u k 179 Anthony Chas .  WV., Brisbane o c 41 Baker « ".,  Rosalie c
77 Alexander Miss S., Forest Grove f 180 Antonio Joseph ,  Brisbane o c 42 Baker W., Rose Hill Estate c
78 Allaby W., Brisbane c 181 Aplin Albert S., Brisbane u k 43 Baker  '\V.,  Spring Hill c
79 Allan Geo. L .,  Brisbane in 182 Appleby William, Brisbane o c 44 'Baldwin Capt.,  'loowooniba c
80 Allan J .,  Brisbane o c 1S3 Appoo Johanryies ,  Brisbane o 45 Bald w in Jack, Devoncourt ,  Cloncurry o
81 Allan Thos .,  Normanton o 184 Arabin Miss, Southport c 46 Bald «  in  Win., Eidsvold c
82 Allen  -,  Rockhampton c 185 Archer Mrs., Maryborough c 47 Balfe James, Govermrsent Printing
83 Allen Mrs .,  Bulimba c 186 Archer John, Gympie c Office c
84 Allen A., Brisbane c 187 Archer J., Tent Hill c 48 Balfour William, Rockhampton c
85 Allen Charles, Tuowoomba c (2) 188 Archibald R., Charters Towers s 49 Balentine G., 51ount Cornish c
86 Allen G.,  Dalby c 189 Argal Mrs. Geo., Kelvin Grove c 50 Balmer C. A., Southport (2)
87 Allen Joe ,  Charters Towers c 190 Arkell W., Windsor road c 51 Ball  -,' Maryborough c
88 Allen John ,  Fairynyeacl c 191 Armanski  -,  Gympie e 52 Ball J., Marathon o
89 Allen John N., Hill End c 192 Armand  ' Mrs., Brisbane c 53 Ball J .,  Jerry 's Plains o
90 Allen .1.,  Rockhampton c 193 Armand C.. Brisbane  in 54 Ball R. 1)e Belle, Brisbane c
91 Allen J. A., Allora c 194 Armitage F. L., South Brisbane c 55 Ball Thomas ,  Brisbane o
92 Allen W .,  Maryborough c 195 Armstrong  ,  Scrubby- Creek c 56 Ballanf Miss, Kangaroo Point c
93 Allen W., Mount -Morgan o 196 Armstrong C., Muttaburra c 57 Ballard  _Mrs., Brisbane c
94 Allgood George ,  Brisbane o 197 Armstrong David, Charters Towers o c 58 Ballard Annie ,  Rockhampton o
95 Allingham  -,  Inday Gully ,  Moonie 198 Armstrong- F., Cooktown c 59 Ballardie  l*vl iss Ethel, Brisbane c
River s 199 Armstrong S. J., Adavale c 60 Ballow  -,  Cooiparoo road e
96 Allingham A., St. George Bridge s 200 Armstrong Sam, Brisbane s 61 Balwin George, Pine Creek c
97 Allingham J., Brisbane s 201 Armstrong Thos., Woo llongabba c 62 Bamber T. P., Brisbane m
98 Allison Mrs. Edward ,  Fernberg road s 202 Arnot John Thompson ,  Condamine f 63 Baniford  Alfd., St.  George c
99 Allison E., Petrie terrace c 203 Arnot J. T., Townsville c 64 Bamford J., Woolgar e
100 Allrnn F., Enoggera c 204 Arthur Mrs. Mar gareth ,  Brisbane c 65 Banbry Charles  (s. s. " Gayrrndah o c
101 Alphen A. W., Ravenswood o 205  Ashman and \\ ebster, Wongalee 66 Banderob C. H., Toowoomba e
102 Alston Mrs. R .,  Townsville c Station c 67 Banf Jacob ,  t-lurphy 's Creek c
103 Alston R. S., Newton c 206 Ashworth Mrs. M .,  Ravenswood 68 Banks James ,  Gundiah c and u k (3)
104 Altree F., Brisbane c Junction o 69 Bannan James, Townsville o
105 Al .  Young, Brisbane o c 207 Askew  Mrs. Mary A., Gympie o c 70 Bannan S .,  South Pine c
106 Ambrose  ,  Petrie terrace c 208 Aspinall John, Dunellan c 71 Bannerman  T hos., Brisbane n z
107 Ambrose T., Bundaberg c 209 Aspinall Jos., Pine Creek c 72 Bannies Henry, Brisbane o c
108 Amos Laura M., Cairns c 210 Assheton Jas., ('ooktown c 73 Bannon  Al. L., Isiaford is k
109 Amos L. M., Lion Creek c 211 Aston Mrs., Highgate Hill u k 74 Barber and Bummers ,  Brisbane c
110 Andersen Mrs., 44-Gang ,  Anakie c 212 Aston Win.,  Boggo  road c (2) 75 Barclay  .Tohn, Enroongoola c (2)
111 Andersen Mrs. E. M., Brisbane o 213 Atherton  , G eorgetown c 76 Bardoe Mrs., Brisbane  in
112 Andersen  James, Laidley c 214 Atherton  James, Milton u k 77 Bargenyand  -,  Townsville c
113 Andersen J., Bundaberg c 215 Atkins  -,  Jundah c 78 Barker Mrs., Valley u k
114 Andersen P., Townsville f 216 Atkins Alf., Opal  M ines c 79 Barker F. L., Brisbane c
115 Andersen V. C., Maryborough f 217 Atkins E., Woollongabba c 80 Barker J. G., Brisbane c
116 Anderson  ,  Port Douglas c 218 Atkins E., Rockhampton u k 81 Barker William, Rockhampton u k
117 Anderson  ,  Spring Hill c 219 Atkins Mrs. George ,  Gympie c 82 Barnard Charles ,  Mackay c
118 Anderson Brisbane c 220 Atkins W., Gympie c 83 Barne Mrs., Charters  Towers o
119 Anderson  ,  Pilot Station ,  Bunda- 221 Atkins W., One-Mile c 84 Barnes A., Moggill s (2)
berg c 222 Atkinson  -,  Highgate Hill c 85 Barnes A. J., Blackall u k
120 Anderson , Newstead c 223 Atkinson  M rs., Normanby Hill c 86 Barnes  A. S., Valley c
121 Anderson Mrs., Brisbane c 224  Atkinson Mrs.  Alex., Goodna c 87 Barnes F. B., Charters Towers c
122 Anderson Mrs., Windsor road c 225 Atkinson F. J., Star Silver Mines s 88 Barnes J. A., Cross Hill c
123  Anderson Miss Alette , Norma  nton f 226 Atkinson  .Jas., Lutwyche e 89 Barnes T., Ithaca Creek c
124 Anderson Miss Anna E., Brisbane o c 227 Atkinson R. C., Townsville c 90 Barnet F .  J. C., Mackay c
125 Anderson A., Cootharaba c 228 Atkinson R. H., Paroo Crossing c 91 Barnett Mrs. Alice, Bundaberg u k
126 Anderson A. C., Rockhampton c 229 Atthow  , Oakey Creek c 92 Barnett A., Charters Towers c
127 Anderson Boyess, Bundaberg c 230 Austin Mrs., Brisbane s 93 Barnett Herman, Mary borough c and
128 Anderson Christian ,  Swan Creek c 231 Austin Edward ,  Brisbane c o c (2)
129 Anderssn C. A., Mount Perry o 232 Austin R. W., Gympie c 94 Barnett J., Mackay c
t30 Anderson George, Townsville c 233 Austin Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane c 95 Barnham Edward, Adavale o
131 Anderson G., Southport c 234 Axford Mrs., Charter s  Towers c 96 Barr Miss Rose, Brisbane c
132 Anderson Emil, Brisbane c 2:35 Aylett and  Williams, Dunellan c 97 Barr W., Horseshoe  Bend s
133 Anderson Fredrik, Woollongabba c 236 Aylward Richard , Brisbane w a 98 Barret  ,  Bundaberg c
134 Anderson Mrs. F .,  Bundaberg c 237 Ayre C .,  Indooroopilly c 99 Barrett Edward, Brisbane c135 Anderson H. K., 13ogantungan u k 100 Barrett J., Mount Morgan e
136 Anderson James, Brisbane a 101 Barrett Richard, Perseverance Creek c
137 Anderson James, Brisbane c B. 102 Barrett Thos., junr., Windorah s
138 Anderson Mrs. Jas., Gympie Line c 103 Barrett Thomas, Windorah s
139 Anderson Jane, Toowong o 1 BABAPPOO L.  If., lMackyyade f 104 Barrett Thus., Mount Perry c
140 Anderson John, Paddington c 2 Babbage B .,  Coorparoo e 105 Barringer  ,  Lutwyche c
141 Anderson John .  Gatton e 3 Bachert  ,  Electra c 106 Barrington Dan., P.O. Brisbane c
142 Anderson J., Townsville c 4 Bachmann W., Woollongabba c 107 Barron Chas., Millchester c
143 Anderson J., Kolan River c 5 Back C., Bockhampton c 10 15 Barron J.. Kangaroo Point u k
144 Anderson J., Gympie c (i Badcock Win., Maryborough u k 109 Barron Michael, St. George c
145 Anderson J. C., South Brisbane c 7 Badger  ' Miss Sarah ,  Charters Towers f 110 Barron R., Thompson Estate c
146 Anderson Mrs;. J. F., Rockhampton c 8 Badgery F. 1)., War\% ick f 111 Barron Thos ., Tow nsville c
147 Anperson J. M., Valley c 9 Bagot Z., Hughenden e 112 Barron W., One-:Mile c
148 Anderson Miss Milly, South Bris- 10 Bagley  M aster G., Brisbane s 113 Barry Mrs., Slacks Creek c
bane c 11  Bailey A . C.  (care of -- Collins, 114 Barry Miss, Stanthorpe c
149 Anderson 0., Deep Creek Exchange Hot (l ),  Charters Towers  it A-115 Barry Con. E., Brisbane c
150 Anderson P., North Quay c 12  Bailey Mrs .  E., Rockhampton c 116  Burry James, acknri  it k
151 Anderson P. M., 44-Gang, Anakie c 13 Bailey Frederick ,  Bowen c 117 Barry John, Mrrngar c
152 Anderson Robert, Brisbane o c 14 Bailey John ,  Adavale  in 118 Barry John Stanthorpe n z
153 Anderson T., Brisbane c 15 Bailey J., Winton c 119 Barry Mrs. John, Gympie o
154 Anderson  W., 'North Quay c (2) 16 Bailey  Miss  Kate ,  Townsville c 120 Barry Mrs. K., Slack 's Creek c
155 Anderson W., Burdekin c 17  Bailey Robert ,  Brisbane c 121 Barry Patrick, Clermont c
156 Andrew C., Dugandan c 18 Bailey Win., Cairns c 122 parsley J., Rockhampton c
157 Andrew John, One-M ile c 19 Baillie  ,Tarries, Normanton c and u k (3) 123 Bartch A., Brisbane s
158 Andrews B. G., Bowen  Hills c 20 Baillie  J.  P., Torrence Creek u k 124 Barthelemy (s.s. "Elamang ") o
159 Andrews Mrs. E .,  Brisbane c 21 Baird Capt .,  Brisbane s 125 Bartholomew Geo. and Co., Brisbane c
160 Andrews F. A., Bundaber, e 22 Baird J.  C., Brisbane c 126 Bathurst  -,  South Brisbane c
161 Andrews George, Enoggera c (2) 2; Baird T., P.O. Brisl ane e t 127 Bartlett A. E. C. and Co ., T ownsville c
162 Andrews Jas Bundaberg c 24 Baker  - South Brisbane (2) 128 Bartlett  - Cleveland road c.,
163 Andrews Jaynes ,  Main Camp ,  Gympie e
,2:, Baker A. T., Swan Hill c ,129 Barton Daniel, Rockhampton c
164 Andrews John , -13-Gang, Q.C.R. c 26 Baker C.,  Valley c (3) 130 Bastion Jas., Charters Towers e
165 Andrews John, Maryborough c 27 Baker Chas .,  Goomliwindi c 131 Batchelor  It., Ravenswood Junction o
166 Andrews John, Spring Hill n z 28 Baker Miss Elizth .,  Valley c 132 Bates Mrs., Rockhampton c
167 Andrews J. H., Marathon Station c (2) 20 Baker E., Rockhammpton o 133 Bates Fred., Adavale o c
168 Andrews S. B., Gatton c 30 Baker George ,  Brisbane o 134 Bates Fred., Townsville u k
169 Andrews Thomas, Pine Creek c 31 Baker G., loowoornlma s 135 Bates F., Rockhampton u k (2)
170 Andrews T., Normanton c 32 Baker Henry,  Queenton c 136 Bates  .T., South Brisbane c
171 Andrews W., Brisbane c 3:; Baker J. T., Comet c 137 Bates W. R., Brisbane  in
172 Angelo Owago, Normanton c 34 Baker Hobert, junr .,  Brisbane o e 138 Bath T., Gy tnpie c
173 Anghss  Win. Chas., Brisbane  rim 35 Baker l%obert ,  South Brisbane c 139 Bath T. H., Gympie c
174 Ansell  --,  Cabbage Tree Creek c (2) 36 Baker Seth , ' Mount Pleasant u k 140 Bathy Chas., Thargoinindah c
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141 Batty W., Mackay u k 21 _ Bennett Mrs. Thos., Brisbane c 330 Bogda John, Coochin c
142 Batze Wilhelm, Mungar c 246 Bennett Thos., Bulimba u k 351 Bohan H., Murweh Station c
143 Batze Wilhelm, Cooktown f (2) 247 Bennett T., Brisbane c 352 Bohan Michael, Eidsvold c
144 Bauden Miss Rose A. Townsville c 248 Bennett Walter, Cooktown o c 333 Bohan Patrick, Valley o c,
145 Bouer Geo., Tamoree c 249 Bennett \Vm., Valley e 354 Bohen M., Gladstone c
146 Bauer Felix Maryborough c Valley c  3.76 Boland-, Fernvale c250 Bennett \Vnr.,
147 Bauer F. A. W., Boggo road c
,
2.51 Benschell .T., Toowoomba c 33.56 Boland E., Mackay c
148 Bauer Jacob Warwick c Bowen Downs o 3.6 Bolen-, Brisbane c252 Benson John,
149 Baumann Johann, Brisbane o c
,
253 Benson Robert, Thargomindaii s and u k 358 Bolling John, Goondiwmndi c
150 Baumback Henry Brisbane u k 359 Bolster Joseph, Toowoomba c,
151 Baumber G., Mowbray Town c (2) 254 Bent W. G., Blackall s f (2) 360 Bolton Mrs., Cambridge street, Rock-
Rosewood c hampton c152 Bawden Thomas, Charters Towers rr k 255 Bentell W. ,
153 Baxter Mrs. Ann, Oxley Creek o c 236 Bentley Arthur, Mackay u k 361 Bolton Mrs., Alma street, Rockhamp-
154 Baxter Mrs. Emily, Cooktown o c  257 Bentzen -,  South Brisbane c  ton c
155 Baxter John, Brisbane u k 238 Reran F. J., Townsville c 362 Bolton Miss, Townsville u k
Rockhampton o 363 Bolton C., Rockhampton e156 Bayard G. A., Dugandan c 259 Berck Mrs. ,
157 Baylie W., Fernvale c 260 Beresford and Brown, Exeter Downs c 364 Bond and Keil, Southport c
158 Bayliss H., Gympie c 261 Beresford John, Morven o 363 Bond-, Colonial Stores c
139  BU1,' C  he  rid, Bowen u  k-  2(12 Berghausen S. T., Gatton c 366 Bond Wm., Emerald s
160  Beachy J., Mackay c 263 Bergmann W., Mackay c 367 Boneus Mrs. J. H., Brisbane s
161 Beard Elizth., Kangaroo Point c 264 Berger Emil, Charters Towers c 368 Boness Geo., Paddington c
162 Beard T., Charters Towers c 265 Bergin M. J., Cloncurry c 369 Bonis Mrs., Petrie terrace c
163 Beardmore G. H., Blackall u k 266 Berliner L., Charleville o  370  Boor George, Townsville f and o (2)
164 Beardsworth E., Ashgrove c 267 Bermingham E., Brisbane c (2) 371 Booth Mrs. John, Georgetown c
165 Beatson Lenox, Bulgroo Station c 268 Berry and Goave, Townsville c 372 Bopp Henrich, Albion f
166 Beattie Mrs., Gregory terrace c 269 Berry Andrew, Piuipama Bridge u k  373 Borbidge J. R., Isisford c
167 Beattie John, Charters Towers c  270  Best Miss G., Rockhampton s 374 Borjeson A., Pimpana c
168 Beattie Mrs. J. M., Rockhampton nr 271 Best Joseph, Brisbane o 37.5 Borne Austin, Brisbane c (2)
169 Beattie S. W., Bowen Hills c  272 Bestwick Christopher, Queenton u k  376 Bonissio --, Tararnpa c
170 Beattie Walter, Bnlloo Downs s  (3) 377  Borurn Mrs., Duaringa Creek c
171 Beattie Walter, Thargomindah c 273 Betts John, Brisbane o c 378  Bosson Henry, Logan Downs e
172 Beauoang Thos., Tivoli o c 274 Beuschel F., Drayton c 379  Bosworth F., Townsville c
173 Beck John, Mount Perry c 275 Bevan , Woollongabba c 380 Both --, Brisbane c
174 Beck Mrs. John, Charters Towers o 276 Leven D., Charters Towers in 381 13otham J., Bundaberg u k
175 Beck J., Greenmount c 277 Bevan F., Cairns c 382 Bott C., Black Jack e t
176 Beck Thos., Gayndah road c 278 Bevan F., Cooktown s 383 Bottrill T., Queenton m
177 Beckerath R. V., Maryborough m  279 Bevan J. J., Rosewood u k (2) 384 Bouman John, Duaringa c
178 Beckerdike C., Bundaberg c 280 Bevan Mrs. T., Maryborough c 385 Bourbon F., Chatsworth o c
179 Becket W., South Brisbane c 281 Beverage C., Eidsvold c 386 Bourke Bros., Nerang c
180 Becket W. R., West End c 282 Bewin --, Maryborough c 387 Bourke --, Dunwich c
181 Beddik Geo., Townsville c 283 Bews Richard, Brisbane u k 388 Bourke Edward, Logan Downs c
182 Beddoe George, Brisbane o c 284 Bice Thos., Cootharaba road c 389 Bourke Mrs., Stanwell c
183 Beech W., Mount Morgan c  285Bidder F., Townsville o 390 Bourke Mrs. J., 8-mile 25-chain Gate c
184 Beecroft James, Six-mile Creek o c 286 Biddle L., Highgate Hill c 391 Bourke J. H., Brisbane c
185 Becket -, Townsville c  287 Bidgood -, Boggo c 392 Bourke M. J., St. Helena c
186 Beeney H., Brisbane o 288 Bills Smith, Charters Towers c 393 Bourke P. D., Haughton Valley Hotel o
187 Beeston John, Maryborough c 289 Bills S., Townsville c 394 Bourke P. J., Petrie terrace f
188 Beethem B., Gatton c 290 Billson , Toowoomba s 393 Boulter Mrs. G. J., Charters Towers c
189 Beety --, Mount Perry c 291 Bingham .T., Charters Towers c 396 Bourne Mrs. Ann, Coomooloolaroo c
190 Begnall Worthy, Brisbane c 292 Bingham William, Townsville c 397 Bowie Hugh, Blackall u k
191 Behrens -, Thompson Estate c 293 Binnie Alex., Kangaroo Point n z (2) 393 Bovet Charles, Charters Towers f
192 Beirne Michael, Coomera o 294 Binzer Henri C., Brisbane f 399 Bowden Michael, Mount Romeo c
193 Beitzel R., Marburg c 295 Birch Wm., Elamang, Milton u k 400 Bowen E. G., Millie Station u k
194 Baker Augustus, Brisbane a 296 Birchell B. H., Gundiah s 401 Bowen Mrs. H., Valley c
195 Belfield Miss A., Brisbane c Bird G., Gynipie f 402 Bowen Rowland, Given terrace c (2)
196 Belfield Miss M. A., Brisbane c 298 Bird Mrs. Maria, Valley o c 403 Bowers F. J., Thargominda s
197 Bell , South Brisbane c 299 Bird Thos., Charters Towers c 401 Bowie William, Port Douglas u k (3)
118 Bell -, Red Hill c 300 Birnhagen Johann, Fernvale o c 40.5 Bowley C. W., Gladstone c
199 Bell A., Kangaroo Point c  301 Birt , Kangaroo Point c 406 Bowley Chas. W., Eastmere, Ipswich o
200 Bell Mrs. or Miss A. B., Brisbane o 302 Birth George, Brisbane o c 407 Bowser J., Dalby c
201 Bell Chas., Spring Hill c 303 Bischoff John, Fernvale c 408 Boyce J. W., Bundaberg c
202 Bell D. K. and Co., Logan road c (4) 304 Bishop Mrs., Mackay s 409 Boyce Wm. E., St. George c
203 Bell D. K., South Brisbane c (3)  305 Bishop  0., Brisbane e 410 Boyd Mrs. Frances, Isisford s
204 Bell F. F., Charleville c  30(i Bishop John, Charters Towers o c 411 Boyd H., Listowel Downs c (2)
205 Bell George, Woollongabba c  307 Bishop Mrs. W., Warwick c 412 Boyd J., Mackay o
206 Bell G., Charters Towers uk  308 Bist A., Lowood c 413 Boyd Robert, Brisbane o c (2)
207 Bell Master John H., Clonagh Station c  309 Black -, Branshy c 414 Boyland -, Oxley c
208 Bell James, Brisbane m  310 Black F., Charleville s 415  Boyle Mrs., Mackay c
209 Bell James, Brisbane c  311 Black H., Thargonrindah s 116 Boyle A. R., Geraldton c
210 Bell James, Brisbane s  312 Black, Jaynes, One-Mile c 417 Boyle Henry, solicitor, Brisbane o c
211 Bell John, Brisbane c (2)  313 Black Sergt. J., West End e 418 Boyle Samuel, South Brisbane e
212 Bell J., Three-mile Creek c  314 Black J. M., Townsville c 419 Bracken Jas., Townsville c
213 Bell J., Hammock c  315 Black K. W., Brisbane s 420 Brackenridge Geo., Normanton c
214 Bell J. F., Townsville c  316 Black Robert, Brisbane c 421 Bradbury H., Toowoomba c
215 Bell J. T., Blackall c  317 Blackburn George, Brisbane c 122 Braddock Geo., Windorah c
216 Bell Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane o  318 Blacklock George, Cumberland c 423 Braddy Miss Ada, Townsville c
217 Bell Mrs. Mary, Lytton road c  319 Bladon F. J., Burketown a 424 Bradey J., Charters Towers c
218 Bell P., Bulimba c  320 Bladen Thos. E., Normanton s (3) 423 Bradford --, Teneriffe c
Brisbane o  321219 Bell Rebecca Pied Hill c 426 Bradley Henry, Goldsborough c (2)Blake -,
220 Bell Robert, Rockhampton u k  322 ,Blake Henry, Mount Gravatt c 427 Bradley Wm., Queenton c
Normanton c  323221 Bell Robert Boggo road cBrisbane c 428 Bradney AdamBlake Henry,
222 Bell R. and Co., Brisbane c 324
,,
Blake H. H., Bundaberg c 429 Bradshaw Robert, Brisbane o
223 Bell R. S., Bulimba c  325 Blake J., Normanton c 430 Bradshaw W. F., Tinnenhurra Stu
224 Bell R., Brisbane c  326 Blake Michael, Milo No. 2 o tion c
225 Bell Thos., Rockhampton s  327 Blakely John, Townsville u k 431 Bradshaw W. H., Lutwyche c
226 Bell T. H., Cooktown c  328 Bland Mrs., Red Hill c 432 Brady --, Spring Hill e
227 Bell W. A., Swan Hill c  329 Blaney .Tohn, Brisbane a k 433 Brady J. H., Charters Towers c
228 Bell W. J., Townsville c  330 Blank Win., Ferns ale c 434 Brady N eddie, Lower Burdekin f
229 Bellamy -, Blackall c  3:31Blaning Annie, Brisbane o 4333 Brady Thos., Brisbane c (2)
230 Bellamy.Jos., Townsville c  332 Bleakly  , South Brisbane u k 436 Brady Thos., P.O. Brisbane u k
231 Bellgrove Edwin, Brisbane o  333 Blewett , Black Jack c 437 Brady W., Brisbane c
232 Belvin F. de, Alice c  334 Blight Charles, (4yynpie e 438 Braid Jas., Surbiton c (2)
233  Benienrin -- (collector of postage  333 Blin --, Townsville c 439 Brairn Fred. T., Blackall m (2)
staieps), Brial aor f  336 Bliss James, Mackay o 440 Bramley John, Brisbane s
234 Benjamin P., Brisbane c  337 Bloomer Sauyl., Brisbane u k 441 Brampton Robert, Cooktown o c
235 Bennett Bros., Townsville c  338 Bloomer T. H., -%-alley c 442 Brand R. A., Maryborough s
236 Bennett David, St. George s  339 Bloomfield Mrs., North Quay  C  443 Brannix Stephen, Brisbane s
237 Bennett G. H., Adavale c (3)  340 Bloor James, Milton c 444 Brant Miss F., Valley c
Valley c  341238 Bennett H. Blower Thos. L., Boolboonda c 445 Brassell ---- -, Bundaberg c,
Charters Towers c  342239 Bennett John Bluett  T.  C., Bundarnba c  446 Br•au€ r H. J., Eidsvold c,
Gnoolooyna Station o  343240 Bennett Jaynes Blyth --, Jlorven c  447 Braun Mrs. H., Ipswich c,
Waterworks road c  344241 Bennett Jaines Blyth Alex., Brisbane c -148 Bray Mrs. Alice, Toowoomba c,
242 Bennett James Herbert, Eurella Sta-  31) I,lyth \V., Charters Towers c  449 Bray D. T., P.O. Miles s
tion o  346 Iloardley Richard, Gerahlton o 450 Bray D. T., Surat s
243 Bennett J., North Bundaberz; e  347 B.oehary Charles, Spring Hill u k 451 Bray John, Hughenden o c (2)
244 Bennett Miss J. Thj Rectory, Milton  348 Bocquet Henry, Windorah o 452 Bray Miss M., Townsville c,
uk 349 Buddy F., Townsville c 453 Brazier -, Dalby c
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454 Brazier Joseph, Townsville oc 556 Brown J. W., Emerald c 659 Burrows S., Brisbane u k
455 Brazie Anthony, Brisbane c (2) 557 Brown Miss L., Townsville n k 660 Burrows W. H., Enoggera c
456 Breadsell I)., North Pine c 558 Brown Miss M. E., Wickham  terraces 6(;1 Burstall Frank W., Maytown c (3)
457 Bready Mrs. M., 199-mile Camp, 559 Brown Peter, Brisbane in 662 Burton -, Queenton cQ.N R. c 560 Brown Peter, Brisbane c 663 Burton Mrs., Stanwell c
4.58 Bredahl C., Charters Towers c 561 Brown Robert, Cunnamnlla c 664 Burton Mrs., Gladstone c
459 Breen John, Albion c 562 Brown Robert, Charters Towers c 665 Burton Isaac, Gladstone c (2)
460 Bremner A., Strath Darr Station s 563 Brown Robert, Brisbane o c 666 Burton J. A., Beenleigh c
461 Bremner G., Bundaberg c (3) 564 Brown R., Cunnamulla c 667 Burton Robert, Normanton o c (2)
462 Brennan Mrs., Townsville c 565 Brown E., Rockhampton o 668 Burton R. C., Kelvin Grove c
463 Brennan Miss, Bowen Bridge road c 566 Brown R. H., Charters Towers c (2) 669 Bush and Purcell, Spring Hill c (3)
464 Brennan  E., 3-mile Creek e 567 Brown Capt. Samuel, Townsville s 670 Bush fly., Charters Towers e
465 Brennan James, Bulrroo road c 568 Brown Samuel, Cairns c 671 Bush H., Charleville t
166 Brennan  John, Brisbane o c 569 Brown S., Huglienden c 672 Bushell Miss A., Brisbane c
467 Brennan Jno., Dalby c 570 Brown T., Waterworks road c 673 Busiko F., Dalby c
468 Brennan Richard, Charters Towers c .571 Brown William, Valley c (5) 674 Busitteni Joseph, Townsville e
469 Bresac -, Inglewood road c 572 Brown William, Charters Towers c 675 Busk A., Bayswater Estate u k
470 Bressington Edward, Alpha  station s 573 Brown Wm., South Brisbane c 6711 Butcher Mrs., Black Jack e t
and c (5) 574 Brown Wm. R., Laidley s 677 Butcher G. Tambo c
471 Bressingrton Edward, Clermont c (2) 575 Brown W., Brisbane u k 678 Butler E., Townsville o
472 Brevitte Miss B., Brisbane s 576 Brown W. A., Red Hill c 679 Butler George, Hughenden e
473 Brewer H. D., Rockhampton c 577 Brown Rev. W. B., Boggo road c 680 Butler J. W., Neardie c
474 Brewster R., South Brisbanec 578 Brown W. E., Durham c 681 Butler M., Bulgroo Station in
475 Briant Jos., Bimerah  Station  c 579 Browne George, Downfall Creek c 682 Butler Miss R., Brisbane c
476 Brickwood Mrs., Rockhampton u k 580 Browne Dr. Graham, Wickham terrace c 683 Butler W., Kangaroo Point s
477 Bridge G. E., Lyqtton c 581 Brownell T. T., Brisbane n z 684 Butler J., Valley c
478 Bridge Joseph, Cloneurry s 582 Brownlee G., Capalaba c 685 Butler Isaac, Rosewood Scrub c
479 Bridge Roland, Gullenarbour  Station a 583 Brownley Miss Janet, Mackay o c 686 Buyan Mrs., Thursday Island c
4S0 Bridges J., Mungindi s 594 Brownson Miys M., Brisbane c 687 Byers Mrs. John junr., Brisbane c
481 Bridle J., Ipswich c 585 Brownsword Fredk., Coningsby u k 688 Byrens Jack, Cairns c
482 Brighley G. H., Toowoomba s 586 Bruce Mrs., Charters Towers c 689 Byres Geo., Toowoomba c
483 Bright A., Winton e 587 Bruce H., Sesbania c 690 Byres W., Toowoomba c
484 Bright Dirs. D. M., Townsville c 588 Bruce J., Gympie c 691 Byrne Andrew, Brisbane u k
485 Bright Wm. W., Coomera o 589 Bruce Robert, Bowen c 692 Byrne Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
486 Briggs W. B.. Brisbane u k 590 Bruce William, Toowoomba c 693 Byrne Miss Bridget, Brisbane Hospital c
487 Briggs J., Queenton e 591 Bruempton C., Toombul c 694 Byrne D., Oxley c
488 Briggs Saml., Charleville o c 592 Bruen E. R., Brisbane c 695 Byrne E., Eidsvold c
489 Briggs W., Ipswich a 593• Brunkhor-t A., Valley c 696 Byrne James, Normanton c
490 Briggs  W., Brisbane  c 594 Bryan Miss Annie, Charters Towers c 697 Byrne Miss Jane, South Brisbane c (3)
491 Brill W., Rockhampton o 595 Bryer F. F., Valley c 698 Byrne Jno., Kedron Brook c
492 Brimer James, Brisbane c 596 Bubister W., Gympie c 699 Byrne J. E., Normanton c (2)
493 Brimblecombe J., Surry Hills c 597 Buchan Leslie, Broadwater s 700 Byrne Martin, Valley of Lagoons
494 Brindlecombe Mrs. L., Thompson 598 Buchanan -, Gy ipie road e Station o
Estate c (2) 599 Buchanan -, Fairfield Station c 701 Byrne Martin, Peak Crossing c (2)
495 Brirely F., Townsville c 600 Buchanan Townsville c 702 Byrne Patrick, Charters Towers c
496 Britnell Mrs. N. C., Brisbane in 601 Buchanan Andrew, Bowen c (2) 703 Byrne Thos. G., Dalby c
497 Brittun Miss Ellen, Gregory terrace c 602 Buchanan Geo., Toowoomba c 704 Byrne Const. T., Marburg c
498 Broad J. G. and J. A., St. George s 603 Buchanan David, Brisbane u k e (4) 705 Byrnes -, Valley c
499 Broadfoot David, Toowoomba e t 604 Buchanan Thomas, Rockhampton c 706 Byrnes A., Clermont c
500 Broadley G., Mackay in 605 Buchanan Thomas, Inglewood o c 707 Byrnes J. M., Brisbane c
501 Brock James, Charters Towers c 606 Buchanan W., Killarney s 708 Byrnes Thos,, Beenleigh o c
502 Brockman D., Spring Hill c 607 Buchanan W. F., Killarney s 709 Byrnes Thos., Coomera m (3)
503 Broderick J., Dulvadilla c 608 Bucley Mrs., Valley c 710 Byrnes M., Peak Crossing c (2)
504Broderick Mrs. Kate, Thompson
Estate c
609 Buckley H., Gayndah c
610 Buckley Miss Margt., Brisbane c
711 Byron A. H., Brisbane c
712 Byron A. H., Rockhampton c
505 Broderick Mrs. M., Mungar c
506 Brodie D., Rockhampton c
611 Buckley Michael, Georgetown o
612 Buckley M., Spring Hill c
507 Brodie Mrs. P., Kangaroo Point s
508 Brohen Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k
713 Buckley R., Bundaberg c
614 Buckley Timothy, Hughenden c
C.
509 Bromily Mathew, Breakfast Creek c (2) 615 Budd George, Clermont c 1 CADDEN W., Stanthorpe s
510 Brooker -, Townsville c 616 Budgett Sydney E., Wickham terrace 2 Cadell and McDonald, Mount Perry c
511 Brookes -, Spring Hill c (3) o c 3 Cadinan Joseph, Brisbane c
512 Brooking Thos., One-mile Creek c 617 Bukooki R., Bundaberg c 4 Cadogan W., Teebar Station o
513 Broom Mrs., Maryborough c 618 Bulgin -, Townsville c 5 Cahill Miss B., Coomera Ferry o
514 Broom W., Ipswich c 619 Bull Albert, One-Mile c (3) 6 Cahill Mrs. J. J., Mount Morris c
515 Brophy Miss Norah, Brisbane c 620 Bulley R. B., Townsville c 7 Cahill J. J., Mount Morris c and it k (2)
516 Brooie Gottleib, Toowoomba c 621 Bully Frank, Wanda Station c 8 Cahill Patrick, Brisbane in
517 Brosnan Miss Julia, Bulimba c 622 Bunn R., Maryborough c 9 Cahill Thomas, Brisbane c
518 Brotherton Geo., Laidley c 623 Bunny W. H., Twenty Miles, Charters 10 Cairns Miss E., Soudan Estate in
519 Broughton -, Dalby c Towers c 11 Cairns James. Mackay o
520 Brown -, Waterworks road a 624 Bunton George, Clermont c 12 Calder James, Murphy's Creek c
521 Brown South Brisbane c (4) 625 Burgess -, Rosalie c 13 Caldwell -. Mowbray Town c
522 Brown --, New Sandgate road c 626 Burgess Mrs., Eagle Farm Junction c 14 Caldwell Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
523 Brown Mrs., South Brisbane c 627 Burghain Miss Ellen, Brisbane o c 15 Caldwell A., Mackay c
524 Brown A., Rosewood Gate o 628 Burgin Joseph, Charters Towers it k c 16 Calderwood Mrs. E., Brisbane e
525 Brown A., Herberton c (3) 17 Callaghan D., Brisbane c
526 Brown Chas., Rockhampton c 629 Burk R., Kangaroo Point c (2) 18 Callaghan Miss Mary, Rockhampton c
527 Brown Chas., Mackay c 630 Burke Miss A., Alpha c 19 Callibel Mrs. A., Brisbane c
528 Brown C. E., Adavale c (131 Burke Daniel, Pirnpanta o 20 Calvert G., Brisbane c
529 Brown Derrick, Brisbane it k 632 Burke Henry, Townsville c 21 Camble --, Thargomindah c
5.30 Brown 1). H., Albion c 633 Burke Jahn, Charters Towers c 22 Cameron -, Lowood c
.531 Brown E., Main Camp Gympie o 634 Burke Miss Kate, Mary borough f 23 Cameron A., Charters Towers c
532 Brown Mrs. F., Charters Towers u k 635 Burke Patrick, Valley u k 24 Cameron C., Cairns c
533 Brown Fred., Mackay u k 636 Burke P. C., Brisbane c 23 Cameron Don. Chas., Hungerford c
534 Brown George, Valley c 637 Burke Richard. Mount Perry c 26 Cameron Mrs. H., Mackay c
535 Brown George, Nundah c 638 Burinain Mrs. J., Valley c 27 Cameron James, Monklaiid c
536 Brown George, Valley f 639 Burn Win., Maryborough it k 28 Cameron J., Arcado Downs c
.337 Brown Harry, Townsville o c 640 Burn Lieut., Brisbane c 21) Cameron J., Clonenrry c
538 Brown Harry, Beenleigh s 641 Burncastle H. 0., Adavale e t 30 Cameron Robert, Kyabra m
539 Brown Harry, Southport s 642 Burnham A., Brisbane o 31 Cameron R., Arainac c
540 Brown Harry S., Brisbane f 643 Burne -, Kangaroo Point c 32 Cameron Sam., Kolan Sawmills e
541 Brown H. A., Woollongabba o 644 Burnell S., New Farm c 33 Cameron Miss S. E., Kangaroo Point e
542 Brown James, Windorah c 625 Burns -, Tramway Estate c 34 Cameron Wm., Kimberley c543 Brown John, Brisbane c 646 Burns George, Townsville o c 35 Camtnerer A. F., Coorparoo c
544 Brown John, Maryborough road o c 647 Burns James, Brisbane o c 36 Campbell Spring Hill c (4)
545 Brown John, Townsville u k 648 Burns John, Bundaberg c 37 Campbell Brisbane c
546 Brown Mrs. John, Kangaroo Point c 649 Burns Michael, Jundah c (2) 38 Campbell Norley Stations
.547 Brown John Michael, Mackay u k 650 Burns It., Brisbane c 39 Campbell Alex., Rockhampton c
548 Brown Juston, Muttaburra o 651 Burns Win., Camboon c 40 Campbell Angus, Brisbane c
549 Brown Mrs J., Goondwindi c 652 Burns Wm., Brisbane o c 41 Campbell Archibald, Brisbane c
550 Brown J., Brisbane c 653 Burns W., Cainboon c 42 Campbell Archd., Townsville u k
Charters Towers a551 Brown J. 654 Burrage Win., Charters Towers c 43 Campbell A. S., Townsville a,
552 Brown J. A., Kangaroo Point c 655 Burrell Win., Brisbane c 44 Campbell C., Mackay s
553 Brown J. A., Hughenden c 6511 Burroughs -, Boggo road c 43 (;auipbell bunco n, Tha gamindah s
554 Brown J. C., Pine River c 6.57 Burroughs -, Boggo road c 46 Campbell D., Cunnamnlla s
555 Brown J. E., Caboolture c 658 Burrows -, Boggo road c 47 Campbell George, Brisbane u k
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48 Campbell G. P., Brisbane c 150 Chamberlain  Miss Mary,  Rockhamp- 252 Clarke  W., Maryborough c
49 Campbell H. G., Pine Hill c ton c 253 Clarke W., Langlo Hotel c
50 Campbell James Petrie terrace u k 151 Chamberlain Sophia, Rockhampton c 254 Clarkson Mrs., Gregory terrace n k,
51 Campbell  James , Allensdale, Mackay c 152 Chamberlain W., Blackall c 255 Clary  Miss.  B., Townsville c
52 Campbell John Double Barrel u k 153 Chamberlain W., Tambo o c 256 Clay G., Ipswich c,
53 Campbell Mrs. John, Townsville o'c 154 Chambers Mrs., Milton c 257 Clayphani Mrs. C., Thompson Estate c
54 Campbell Murdock, Townville.) c 155 Chambers I)., Bnlimba c (2) 258 Clayton R. B., Ayrus Vale c
55 Campbell Miss M., Charters Towers c 156 Chambers F., Brisbane c 259 Clayton R. H., Cambooy a c
56 Campbell T., Brisbane u k 157 Chambers Mrs. Hy., South Brisbane c 260 Clayton W. Windorah c
57 Campbell W., Beeuleigh c (2) 158 Chambers John, Port Douglas c (2)
,
261 Cleary - Woollongabba c,
58 Campbell W. W. and Co., Brisbane s Bulo roo Station f159 Chan Ah Moo 262 Cleary  M rs., Kangaroo  Paint c
59 Cane J., Brisbane m
,
160 Chandler H., Cairns c 263 Cleary  Miss Ellen, Townsville c
60 Cann  Matilda F., Cardowan o 161 Chauning Edward, Spring Hill c (2) 264 Cleary  J. F., Brisbane c (2)
61 Cann W., South Brisbane c 162 Channing E. C., Brisbane c (2) 265 Cleary Kate, Gympie o
62 Cannegrehan  Adrian, Cooktown c Mackay c163 Chappell A. 266  Cleary  Michael , Logan. Village r
63 Cannon Mrs., Nerang Creek c
,
Brisbane s164 Chaplin S. 267 Cleary  Miss  Nora, 70-miles, Charters
64 Cannon George, Highgate Hill c (2) ,165 Chapman and Co., Brisbane c Towers c
65 Cannon M., Brisbane s 166  Chapman Frank, Brisbane u k 268 Cleghorn Miss,  South Brisbane c
66 Cantle Alfred, Cooper's Plains c (4) 167 Chapman F., Mount Morgan o c 269 Clement  and Heasley ,  Townsville o e
67 Cantwell John, Wivenhoe o 168 Chapman G. F., Feruvale o (2) 270 Cleminson  Jai., Brisbane c
68 Canty M. T., Dalby c 1.09 Chapman Henry, Te Kowwai o c 271 Clements Miss A. M., Mackay u k
69 Capewell Chas., Charters Towers c 170 Chapman  James , Mackay u k 272 Clerk W. H., Cloncurry f, u k and a (8)
70 Carberry H., South Brisbane c 171 Chapman Robert, Vindex o 273 Clerke R., Eton e
71 Carden Miss Myra, Hughenden s and 172 Chapman Wm., One-Mile o 274 Cliffe H., Mellum Creek c
c (2) 173 Chappell Miss A., Ipswich c 275 Cliffe Thos.,  6-gang, 29I -miles c (2)
72 Cardins Mrs. A. F., Ipswich road c 174 Chappell Henry, Charters Towers c 276 Clifford Mrs., Mackay s
73 Cardins Mrs. F., Ipswich road c Thargomindah c175 Chard W. 27 7 Clipsharn Rev. J.,  Ipswich c
74 Carey James, Cooktown c
,
176 Charles C. H., Itiockhampton u k 278 Clough  William, Brisbane s
75 Carey Joe, Boolhornda c 177 Charleton A. G., Charters Towers c 271) Clough Samuel, Hughendea c
76 Carey J., Herberton c 178 Charlk son Alex., Rockhampton e t 280 Clowes A., Brisbane c
77 Carey Thomas, Cooktown f 179 Chat A., Rockhampton u k 281 Clowes Mrs., Brisbane c
78 Carlon J., Gyrnpie c 180 Chatinan Win., Townsville o c 282 Glutton W., North Ipswich o
79 Carmody -, Eton c 181 Cheleane Mrs., Oxley c 283 Coakley Wm., Mackay o c
80 Carmody John, Mackay f 182 Chenney Mrs. M., Brisbane s 284 Coates J. G., Brisbane s
81 Carne F. G., Thargomindah s 183 Chary James, Dalby Line c 285 Coates Miss Nellie,  Townsville m
82 Carney Fredk. J., New Farm o c 184 Chester G. T., Adavale c 286 Coatesworth J., Gympie c
83 Carney Patrick, Gorilla Station c (2) 185 Chester James, Boggo road c 287 Cobb J. J. H., Wickham  street c
84 Carnie A., Laura a 186 Chester James, Valley e 288 Cobban Miss  Harriet, Taringa o e
85 Carney William, Brisbane o c 187 Chester J., B indaberg c 289 Cochrane -,  Brisbane c
86 Caro A., Cunnainulla c 188 Childs C., Gympie e (9) 290 Cochrane  Jas. Brisbane e t
87 Carpenter J., Boggo road u k (2) 189 Childs.T. W., Gympie c 291 Cochrane J., +ownsville c
88 Carr Mrs .  E., South  Brisbane c 190 Childs J. W., Maryborough c 292 Cochrane R. M., Valley c
89 Carr F. W.,411,41 nr-Creek-s 191  C  '  e Sue Roekhampton c 293 Cochrane Miss S. A., ueensland
90 Carr J. G.,  Brisbane c
_
192 Chiodi Antonio, Tympie s Hotel s -- -
91 Carr M., Monkland c 193 Chiodi Antonio, Pimpama o 294 Cock Wm. Henry, Que enton a
92 Carrigy Margaret, Kingaroy o 194 Chisholm E. G., Thargoinindah  s 295 Cockburn L. C., Portland Downs m
93 Carrod John, Peak Mountain o c 195  Chislett George, Maryborough u k 296 Cockburn  Wm. H., Brisbane s
94 Carrol M., Charters Towers c 196 Christensen E. J. N., Brisbane c 297 Cockerill  Wm., Mowbraytown c
95 Carrol W.. Eidsvold c 197 Christensen Otto J., West End o c (2) 298 Cockerill E., Roma c
96 Carroll Mrs., Warrill Creek c 198 Christensen A., Herberton c 299 Cockfield John, Charters  Towers
97 Carroll James, Roma c 199 Christensen Chr., Maryborough c 300 Cockrill P. C., Clermont c
98 Carroll John, Marburg c 200 Christensen P., Maryborough c 301 Cocks Herbert, Mackay u k (2)
99 Carroll Joseph, Peri Plantation u k 201 Christian, Boydall, and Mackenzie 302 Cocks J., Brisbane s
100 Carroll J., Rockhampton o Cornina, Normanton c 303 Coffey Pat., Bundabern c
101 Carroll M., Bundaberg o 202 Christian D., Brisbane s 304 Coghlari -, Bowen  hills c
102 Carroll Robert, Te Kowai, Plantation 203 Christian L., Charters Towers c 305 Coghlan Mrs. Danl., Spring Vale f
u k (2) 204 Christiansen C., Bundaberg c 306 Coghlan  Miss  Kate, Spring Vale f
103  Carroll R., Peri Plantation, Mackay s 205 Christiansen Rasmus, Walkerston o c 307 Cohen -, O'Connell Town c
104 Carruthers Jas. R., Thaigomindah s 206 Christie Mrs., Bulimba road c 308 Cohen Miss Ethel, Townsville c
105 Carter Alfred, Maryborough u k 207 Christie James, Mount Christie c 309 Cohen J., Brisbane s
106 Carter  E. M., Brisbane c 208 Christie R., Maryborough c 310 Cohen M., Lowood c
107 Carter Jno Cloncurr c 209 Christison C cMacka Towns;311 Colbert Edward  and Jane., y
108 Carter John, Normanton o
y.,
210 Christoff F. H., Brisbane c
,Ville oc
109 Carter Mrs. J. S., Boggo road c 211 Chun Ah Moo, Bulgroo  Station f 312 Cole Dr., Maryborough e
110 Carter Thomas, Clermont c 212 Church  Mrs., Bundaberg c 313 Cole-, Highgate Hill c
111 Cartheon Capt. R., Brisbane n z 213 Chute Trevor, Townsville c 314 Cole Chas.,  Charters Towers c
112 Carthew J. J., Brisbane c (2) 214 Clack David, Thargomindah c 315 Cole John, Brisbane s
113 Carthey Mrs. James, Adavale C. 215 Clafferty Michael, Brisbane c (2) 316 Coleman Annie, Cairns o
114 Cartt Miss Mary, Cardwell f 216 Claffy Thomas, One-mile Creek o c 317 Coleman  E., Mount Romeo c
115 Carvers Mrs. R., Charters Towers c 217 Clairhill H., Brisbane c 318 Coleman  James ,  Haughton  Valley o
116 Case J., Charleville s 218 Clare Edward, Milo Station o 319 Coleman John, Kyabra c
117 Casey Cairns c 219 Clark -,  Petrie terrace c 320 Coleman S., Charters Towers c
118 Casey -, Spring Hill c 220 Clark Mrs. Caroline, Kelvin Grove o c 321 Coles Airs.,  Milton  Estate o
119 Casey Kate, Herberton o 221 Clark C. Walter's Pocket c 322 Coles F., Valley o
120 Casey Jno., Horseshoe Bend c (2) 222 Clark C.  junr.,  Kangaroo Point c 323 Coles John, Gympie c
121 Casey Maurice, Alligator Creek road c 223 Clark G. W., Gregory Downs o 324 Coley Mrs., South  Brisbane e
122 Casey P. M., Cairns c 224 Clark 11., Millchester c 325 Colgan Miss Mary Ellen,  Townsville c
123 Casey Robert, Brisbane o c 225 Clark James, Mackay u k 326 Collar W. J., Rockhampton c
124 Cash Jabez, Brisbane u k (2) 2231 Clark Miss Jane Anne F., Brisbane u k 327 College  Bros. , Moggill e
125 Cash Thomas, Townsville u k 227 Clark Richard, 12-miles, Railway Line 328 Colley J., Charters  Towers f
126 Cashel E., Barcaldine s 228 Clark R., Kelvin Grove road c Taringa c324) Collier -,
127 Cashin Wni., Rockwood s 229 Clark S., Maryborough c 330 Collier E., ockhampton u k (2)R
128 Cashmore Albert, Ipswich c 230 Clark S., Mount Albion u k 331 Collins  Mrs., Spring Hill c
129 Caskie John, Red Hill c 2:31 Clark W. G., near Carke River t 332 Collins Miss, Queenton o
130 Caslen -, Hermit Park c 232  Clark W. G., Punjaub Station c 333 Collins C., Toowoomba c
131 Cassels -, Neho road c 233 Clark W. H., Charters Towers c 334 Collins C., Mackay o a
132 Cassells -, Brisbane c 234 Clarke Bros. and Rooks, Pinkilla 335 Collins C. M. Oxley c
133 Cassidy Normanton s Station m 336 Collins Daniel,  Bulgroo Station s
134 Cathcart -, Elliott River Railway 235 Clarice Duncan, Gympie c 337 Collins  Mrs. Eliza  Toowoomba o
Crossing c 236 Clarke D., Inniskillen Station e 338 Collins  Eugene, Mackay c
135 Cathcart Dirs.  Eliza,  Lion Creek u k 237 Clarice Edward Maryborough c 339 Collins John, Valley c
136 Cathcart J. T. and Co., Elliott River o 238 Clarke E., jour., South Brisbane c 340 Collins John,  Brisbane oc
137 Caton Mrs. Lucy, Rockhampton o 239 Clarke E. A., Maryborough c 341 Collins  J. K., Brisbane o
138 Catley T. E., Sandown s 240 Clarke E. H., North Side u k' 342 Collins  Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c
139 Caunter J. W., Fernberg road u k 241 Clarke E. L., Burnett Heads c 343 Collins Patrick ,  Muttaburra c
140 Cavage Capt. H. K., Rockhampton 242 Clarke George, Devonport Downs o 344 Collins James, junr .,  Pikedale Station c
uk 243 Clarke Geo. Mark, Gowrie Station c 345 Collins P. J., Warril Creek c
141 Cavanagh Edward Jas., Gympie o c 244 Clarke James, Brisbane u k 346 Collins Richard ,  Burenda Station c
142 Cavanagh Sarah Anne,  Boggo o 245 Clarke John, Gympie c 347 Collins  W., Charters  Towers c
143 Cavanah J., Bimerah  Station c 246 Clarke J., Warwick c 348 Collins W., Rosewood c
144 Cave Miss, Milton c 247 Clarke J. A., Stanthorpe c 349 Collins  W. H., Kelvin Grove u k
145 Cave Sidney, Goond iwindi c 248 Clarke Mrs. J. E., 21-miles, Gladstone 350 Collins W. Rees, Beatrice Hills s
146 Chadwick G. road c 351 Collinson Mrs. M .,  Carpentaria
147 Challinor Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 249 Clarke Saml., Rockhampton c 352 Collinson  Thomas, Brisbane  in
148 Chalmers  Miss ,  Brisbane f 250 Clarke T. E., Brisbane o 353 Collom  R., Brisbane c
149 Chamberlain John, Mackay s 251 Clarke T. E., Manuka o 354 Collo Wm., Gowrie  Creek e t
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355 Colquhoun J., Brisbane u k 457 Corread J., Torwood c 560 Crowe W. Leedham,  Brisbane c
3.56 Colquhoun Wm., Charters Towers c 458 Corrie -, Black Jack c 561 Crowe W. L., Brisbane o
357 Colston Miss L., South Brisbane c 459 Corrie A. B., Charters Towers c 562 Crowley Mrs., Rockhampton c
358 Colter J., Volley c 460 Corven A., Southport Extension c 563 Crowley G., Winton in
359 Colvin Rev. H., Auburn road c 461 Corveth Alfred. Glen Rock Farm o 564 Crowley Pat., Charleville c
360 Comble W., Euroongolla c 462 Cosgrove Mrs. Anne, Ravenswood 565 Crowther James, Townsville c
361 Combo George, Springvale c Junction c 566 Crozier J. R., St. Kilda Estate c
362 Comerford J., Valley c 463 Costello Miss Mary, Herberton c 567 Cruickshank Wm., Brisbane o c
363 Comis James, Mackay c 464 Costelloe Mrs. T., Rockhampton 568 Cruger John, Miva Sidi ngg c
364 Comyn Dr., Brisbane c (2) 465 Costigan James, Cardwell o 569 Cudmore, Yates, and Co., (loondiwindi c
365 Conaghan H., Gympie s 466 Costin -, Oval c 570 Cuddhy J., Brisbane c
366 Conale  -, Melluin Creek c 467 Costin Alfred, Eidsvold c 571 Cuddhey Margaret, South Brisbane o
367 Condon  Misw, Brisbane c 468 Costin W., Bulimba c 572 Qulgstone W. J., Kedron Brook c
368 Condon M., Cunnamulla c 469 Cottell Mrs., Red Hill c 573 Cullen David, Mount  Morgan s
369 Condon Patrick, Townsville c 470 Cottrell Wm., Gympie o c 574 Cullen Edward, Kalamia Plantation e
370 Conlon C., Mary River c 471 Cottrell Wm., Brisbane c 575 Cullen F., Valley c
371 Conlon P., Mary River c 472 Couacher R. L., Brisbane c 576 Cullen Gerald, Dulvadilla c
372 Conlon W., Clifton c 473 Coughlan Mrs. or Miss E., Drummer's 577 Cullen G., Morven c
373 Connaghan H., Gympie s Creek o 578 Cullen Jas., Dillalah c
374 Conney Patrick, Three-Mile Creek c 474 Coughlan James, Brisbane o 579 Cullen Michael, Kalamia Estate c375 Connolly J., Thorgomindah o 475 Coughlin P. M., Mount Morgan c 580 Cullen Robert, Bulloo Downs u k (3)
376 Connell John, Daandine Station c 476 Couldston J. or B., P.O. Brisbane s (2) 581 Cumbell -, Bulgroo Station c
377 Connell Miss M argret,  Kangaroo 477 Coulter C., Rockhampton o 582 Cummins Mrs., Helidon c
Point o c 478 Coulter J., Bundaberg c 5F3 Cummins Patrick, Brisbane u k
378 Connell Patrick,  Brisbane c (2) 479 Coultes Lizzie, Brisbane o 584 Cumming John, St. George s
379 Connelly -, Bulgroo Station s 480 Coulthwaite -, Black Jack c 585 Cunningham and Co., Brisbane s
380 Connelly  Miss B.  M., Townsville c 481 Couper George, Gympie c 586 Cunningham -, Brisbane c
381 Connolly -, Petrie terrace c 482 Cooper William, Brisbane m 587 Cunningham -, Pine Creek c
382 Connolly Joseph, Muttaburra c 483 Court A., Adavale c 588 Cunningham Latrobe  terrace c
388 Connolly Michael, Blackall o c 484 Cousen Mrs., Burdekin Bridge c 589 Cunningham Mrs., Brisbane c
384 Connolly M. H., Valley c 485 Courtney H., Brisbane in 590 Cunningham J., Valley c
383 Connor and Rich, Dulvadilla c 486 Coutts Miss Mary, Townsville u k 591 Cunnningham Mrs. M., Brisbane o
396 Connor -, Five-Mile, Peak Mountain 487 Coward Miss E., Tiaro u k 592 Cunningham Pat., Rookwood c
road c 488 Cowel Jos., Adavale c 593 Cunningham R. P., Mount Margaret
387 Connor John, Pimpama c 489 Cowie J., Coen River c Station s
388 Connor John, Milo Station o 490 Cowling.John, Gympie c 594 Cunninghame F. R., Brisbane s
389 Connor J., Booval c 491 Cowling J., Crescent road c 595 Cunneen P., Cunnamulla c
390 Connor J., Mackay c 492 Cox --, Goodna c 596 Cuppaidge W., Brisbane s
391 Connor M., Brisbane s 493 Cox --, Clifton c 597 Curil Alfred, Townsville c
392 Connor Thos., Woollongabba c 494 Cox , Mackay c 598 Carley P., Brisbane c
393 Connors C Dugandan c 495 Cox Arthur terrace c Waterworks road c599 Curnow J R.,
394 Connors John, Springs, Charters 496 Cox George, Brisbane in
. .,
600 Curnow Richard, Brisbane u k
Towers e 497 Cox H. W. S., Daandine c 601 Curran D., Angellala e
395 Connors M., Rockhampton c 498 Cox Hy. J., Clifton terrace c 602 Curran James, Gympie c
396 Connors Thos., Bulgroo Station c 499 Cox Herbert, Mackay u k 603 Currie John, Brodies Plains u k
397 Considine John, Shoal Bay, Mackay o 500 Cox John, Valley c 604 Currie Michael, Whyenbah Station o
398 Considine Miss B., Mount Morgan c 501 Cox J. H., Brisbane c 605 Currie Thomas, Isisford c
399 Considine P., Monkland c 502 Cox Ralph, Red Hill c 606 Currie Thomas, Windorah c
400 Conrady -, Gympie road c 503 Cox Win., Charters Towers c 607 Curry G. A., Rockhampton c
401 Canroy Mrs., Blantyre c 504 Cox Wm., Townsville o 608 Curry R., Cooktown c
402 Conroy P., Kangaroo Point c 505 Coyne Mitchell, Queenton c 609 Curry S., Tambo c (2)
403 Conroy Rosa, Toowoomba o 506 Crabb W. G., Rishton c (2) 610 Curtis Wm., Isis Scrub m
404 Conway -, Bulimba c 507 Craig Mrs., Highgate Hill c 611 Curvay T., Blackstone c
405 Conway  Miss  B., Rockhampton c 508 Craig Mrs., Brisbane c 612 Cush James, Rockhampton c
406 Conway  Francis,  Brisbane o c 509 Craig Mrs., Sandgate c 613 Cushley Miss Sarah, Brisbane u k
407 Conway Pat., T. Gang, C. Branch c 510 Craig A., Pikedale c 614 Cuthbertson -, Red Hill c
408 Cook  and Son , Maryborough f 511 Craig  Miss  Carrie, Fortitude Valley s 615 Cuthbertson David, Charters Towers c
409 Cook -, Lutwyche c 512 Craig Miss Elizabeth, South Brisbane c 616 Cuthill Alexr., Townsville u k
410 Cook Archibald, Charters Towers o c 513 Craig James, Charters Towers c
411 Cook F. W., Highgate Hill u k 514 Craig Robert, Highgate Hill c
412 Cook F. W. and E. M., Highgate Hill o 515 Craig Wni., Boggo road c D.
413 Cook James, Blackall n z 516 Craig Thos., Bulimba u k
414 Cook James, Mitchell s 517 Cranie G., Brisbane c 1 DABESKOW Frederick, Downfal
415 Cook James, South Brisbane c (2) 518 Cramb W., Cairns c Creek c
416 Cook Mrs. Jane, Mackay c 519 Cramp Jno. J., Bundaberg c 2 Dacey John J., Prairie Station c and
417 Cook Joe, Jundah s 520 Crampton S., Bundaberg o e t (2)
418 Cook Mrs. Sarah, Rosalie c 521 Crane Thos., South Brisbane c 3 Dacey J. J., P.O. Rockhampton c
419 Cook Stephen, Barcaldine c 522 Craneley Mrs. J. J., Cawarral c 4 Dale Mrs., Coorparoo c
420 Cook T., Swan Hill c 523 Crause Angus, Salisbury Plains s 5 Dale Miss Harriet, Sandgate in
421 Cooke Mrs., Rockwood o 524 Craven Mrs., Southport c 6 Dalesch August, Townsville o c
422 Cooke Mrs. Gourlay, Normanton c 525 Craven C., Charters Towers c 7 Daley Danl., Adavale e t
423 Cooke Jeremiah, Blackall c 526 Craven John, Enoggera c 8 Daley Miss Maggie, Ravenswood Junc-
424 Cooke Mrs. John L., Toowoomba c 527 Crawford Mrs. Jane, Brisbane c tion c
425 Cooke J. L., King's Creek c 528 Crawford Mrs. G. G., Brisbane c 9 Daley Mrs. William, Isisford c
426 Cooke Thomas, Dunellan Estate c 529 Crawford M., Brisbane c 10 Dalgleish -, Townsville c
427 Cook Mrs., Paddington c 530 Crawley Bros., Wolston c 11 Dallinger Wilhelm, Toowoomba o
428 Cooman -, Coomera c 531 Crawley J. Top Camp, Cloncurry o 12 Dalton Miss Margt., Brisbane u k
429 Coomber George T., Mount Perry o c 532 Creba J., Springsure c 13 Dalton James, Hughenden c
430 Coomber William, Gebangle o c 533 Creighton Philip, Georgetown s (2) 14 Dalton P., Lower Coomera c
431 Coop (or Cook) Miss Annie May, P. 0. 534 Creighton Win. Philip, Georgetown s 15 Dalton R., Nerang c
Adavale o c 535 Criba John, Minnie Downs c 16 Daly -, Mackay c
432 Cooper Alex., Woodlands Plantation o 536 Cribb Mrs., Gregory terrace c 17 Daly D., Mackay c
433 Cooper Alfred, P. 0. Brisbane o 537 Crickshank Win., Brisbane o c 18 Daly Hugh, 10-mile Camp m
434 Cooper A., P. 0. Brisbane o 5313 Crimmins P., Wynnum c (2) 19 Daly John, Brisbane c
435 Cooper Miss A., P. 0. Brisbane c 539 Crinney John, Brisbane c (2) 20 Daly Jno., Kedron Brook c
436 Cooper G. E., Brisbane c 540 Cristo --, Rockhampton c 21 Daly Joseph, Gympie c
437 Cooper James, Ipswich c 541 Croft Mrs., Valley c 22 Daly Master M., Brisbane c
438 Cooper, John, Toowoomba s 542 Croft W., Brisbane c 23 Dangerfield Mrs. Emma, Valley in
439 Cooper J., Valley c 543 Crofton L., Ipswich c (2) 24 Dankinson James, Brisbane o c
440 Cooper Roland M., P. 0. Brisbane s 544 Crompton Richardson, Brisbane s 25 Daniels -, Mount Morgan c
441 Cooper W., Brisbane u k 545 Crunchy Miss Bridget. Mackay c 26 Daniels Miss, Boggo road c
442 Cootes Isaac Julin, Palmer road e t 546 Crosdhor J., Mount Morgan c 27 Dann Miss E., Maryborough u k
443 Cope G. J., Maryborough c 547 Crook H., Paddington c 28 Dannells A. T., Laidley c
444 Copley D., Dalby e.(2) 548 Cross Kangaroo Point c 29 Darby J. C., Charters Towers c
445 Copp John, Valley e 549 Cross South Brisbane c 30 D'Arcy and Co., Charters Towers s, a
446 Copping Wm., Cambooya road c 550 Cross Mrs., Toowoomba c and in (5)
447 Corbett Mrs. E. H., Woollongabba c 551 Cross David, Brisbane c 31 D'Arcy Jno., Gympie c (3)
448 Corbett G. A., Augathella o 552 Cross Mrs. E., Rockha.ul tin c 32 D'Arcy R. J., Flinders River c
449 Corbett John, Mungar c (4) 553 Cross W. R., Oxley o 33 Darker Miss Catherine, Charters
450 Corbett  Miss  M., South Brisbane c 554 Cross Thus., Brisbane u k Towers o c
451 Cordingley , Oxley c 555 Cross T., Brisbane c 34 Darling Joseph, Charters Towers c
452 Cordingly J., Brown's Plains o c 556 Crossley W., Brisbane c 35 Darnell John, Brisbane c
453 Cormack W., Oxley c 357 Crosthwaite Mrs. R. J., Gubber:.- 36 Darnell J., Ton nsville c
454 Corneehle -, Coorparoo c munda, Roma s 37 Darnton William, Brisbane n z
455 Corner It. B., St. George c 558 Croton Samuel, Meringandan c 38 Darragh Henry, Mowbray Town c
456 Cornwell Thos.,  Kuringa  Station c 559 Crowe Edward, Pimpama c 39 Darvey Jas., Warwick o c
40 D'Aubegne Chr. Martin, Mooloolah c
41 Davenport F. H., Wickham terrace c
42 Davey A., Roma e
43 Davey M. C., Gympie c
44 Davey J., Gregory terrace c
45 Davidsen Andrew, Normanton f (2)
46 Davidson --, Paddington c
47 Davidson Miss, Oxley c
48 Davidson Alex., Bowen Hill. c
49 Davidson A., Brisbane c
50 Davidson A., Bowen Hills c
51 Davidson D., Brisbane c
52 Davidson  E., Toowoomba c (2)
53 Davidson G. W., Seaforth Planta-
tion o
54 Davidson James, Clermont c
55 Davidson Jos., Woollongabba c
56 Davidson Wm., Bundaberg u k
57 Davidson Wm., Bundaberg c
(18 Davidson W. M., Oxley c
59 Davie Miss, Brisbane Hospital c
60 Davie  James , Brisbane u k
61 Davies -, Charters Towers c
62 Davies Miss, Paddington c
63 Davies C., Charters Towers c
64 Davies C., Rockhampton c
65 Davies D. J., Boggo c
66 Davies D. S., Brisbane o
67 Davies Edwin, Given  terrace c (2)
68 Davies Jno., Brisbane c
69 Davies Henry R., Geraldton a
70 Davies R., orseshoe Bend c
71 Davies Sylvanns, Bundaberg o
72 Davies S., Cooktown s
73 Davies Thos., Charters Towers c
74 Davies Thos., Cloncurry o
75 Davies Wm., Meadowlands u k
7f; Davis -, Boorara c
77 Davis Mrs., South Brisbane c
78 Davis Mrs., Townsville c
79 Davis Mrs., Mackay f
80 Davis Capt.,  Townsville s
81 Davis , Herberton9
82 Davis  Emma  M., Townsville o
83 Davis  E. S., Brisbane s
84 Davis G. E., St. George  Bridge s (2)
85 Davis G. E., Adavale a (2)
86 Davis H. M., Warwick c
87 Davis H. S., Bulimba c
88 Davis J. A., Brisbane in
89 Davis J. C., Townsville u k
90 Davis J. E., St. George s
91 Davis J. P., Charters Towers c
92 Davis Mary E., Sandgate o
93 Davis N., Emerald c
94 Davis  R., Horseshoe Bend c
95 Davis Thomas, Georgetown c
96 Davis Wm., Roma o c
97 Davis W., Southport c
98 Davison  Alfred, Roma c
99 Davison Edward A., Petrie  terrace c
100 Davison J., Broadsound c (2)
101 Davison J., 2-Flying Gang c
102 Davitson -, South  Brisbane c
103 Davy  Miss  H., Brisbane n z
104 Dawson Brisbane c
105 Dawson --,  Brisbane c
106 Dawson Geo., Gympie c
107 Dawson John, Brisbane u k
108 Dawson Robert, Bundamba c
109 Dawson William, Brisbane u k
110 Dawson W. B., Surat c (2)
111 Day Annie M., Yandilla o
112 Day Edward, Brisbane c
113 Day Janes, Cunnamulla o
114 Day J. B., Brisbane u k (2)
115 Day William, Barcaldine c
116 Dayley Frank, Brisbane s
117 Raymond Henry, Brisbane u k
118 Deacon and Co., Townsville c
119 Deacon S. S., Rockhampton c
120 Dean J., One-Mile c
121 Dean Francis, Townsville c
122 Dean Frank, Brisbane u k
123 De  Beleux  -, Rockhampton c
124 De Brennie Chas., Blackall c
125 Deckers C. F., Brisbane c
L26 Deelie Frank, Charters Towers c
127 Deeves --, Kangaroo Point c
128 Denny Mrs., Brisbane c
129 Degray F., Brisbane s
130 Dennonson  --, Cooktown Rail-
way c
131 Deighton -, Maryborough c
132 Delaney  Miss  Katie, Brisbane o c
133 Delaney Miss Maggie, Aramac o
134 Delaney M., Jundah c
135 Deller John, Buderim  Mountain  in
136 Daller Mrs. W., Valley c
137 Dellitt Wm., Brisbane c (2)
138 Denham A. S., Brisbane c
139 Denham J. E. and Co., Rockhampton c
140 Denholm Mrs. M., Bulimba c
141 Dennis -. Sandgate c
142 Dennis F.,Charters Towers a
143 Denny -,  Brisbane c
675
144 Denny D. F., South Brisbane c
145 Denny D. F., South Brisbane c (2)
146 Dent S., Brisbane c
147 Denton C., Bowen c
148 Denzen -, Gomoran c
149 Derben J. W., Rosewood c
150 Derby W., Charters Towers c
151 Derham W., Queenton u k
152 Desmond Daniel, Roma c
153 Desmond D., Brisbane s
1.54 Denble Miss Mary, Brisbane c
155 Devantear Otto, Brisbane Hospital s
156 Devenny John, Brisbane c
157 Deveny James, Gympie c
158 Devine Mrs., Toowoomba c
159 Devine Mrs. W., Toowoombac (2)
160 Devine W. R., Toowoomba c
161 Devitt M., Brisbane s
162 Deverell Miss L., Rockhampton u k
163 De  Voy J.,  Enoggera c
164 Dew Robert, Toowoomba u k
165 Dewar D. G., Dalby o
166 Dewar F. G., Eldernell Estate c
167 Dibble John, Mackay o c
168 Dick John, Albion c
169 Dick John James, Charters Towers c
170 Dickman C., Rosewood c
171 Dickinson G. E., Kelvin Grove c
172 Dick Thomas, Brisbane u k
173 Dickson George, Toombul c
174 Dickson Joseph, Normanton c
175 Dickson T., South Brisbane c
176 Dignam -, Diamantina Lakes c
177 Dignan Chas., Kangaroo Point c
178 Dillon D. P., Brisbane c
179 Dillon R., Bundaberg o
180 Dineen John, South Brisbane c
181 Dinmore R., Bowen terrace c
182 Dinsmore Thos., New Farm c
183 Dinte -, South Brisbane c
184 Dixie R. T., Diamantina s
185 Dixon Chas., Brisbane c
186 Dixon George, Toombul c (2)
187 Dixon -H. 06-(-)kw own  s
188 Dixon John, West End c
189 Dixon T., Brisbane s
190 Dixon W. B., Brisbane c
191 Dixon W. J. H., Rockleigh, Towns-
ville u k
192 Dobbin Leonard, Mount Pleasant c
193 Dobbs Thos., West End c
194 Dobbs W. A., Ipswich road c
195 Dohe Henry, Rosewood c
196 Dobe Hy., Glamorgan Vale c
197 Dobinson and Morehead, Brisbane c
198 Dobinson Wm., Brisbane u k
199 Dobs -, Southport c
200 Dobson Miss Elizth., Brisbane c
201 Dobson James, Valley c
202 Docker A. R., Greenmount s
203 Dodd Wm., Brisbane c
204 Dodds Robert, Charters Towers c
205 Doe C., Broadsound c
206 Doherty Charles, Surat o e
207 Doherty Cornelius, Police Barracks in
208 Doherty Richard, Brisbane o c
209 Doherty W. H., Brisbane c
210 Dolan S., Bundaberg c
211 Dolan Thomas, Brisbane u k
212 Doldin Miss Tilly, Rockhampton c
213 Dolly P., Gympie c
214 Don James T., Brisbane o c
215 Donald G. L., Charters Towers c
216 Donald J. C. W., Brisbane o
217 Donaldson -, South Brisbane c
218 Donavon Charles, The Glen c (2) -
219 Donovan D., Brisbane c t
220 Donovan John, Gympie u k
221 Donovan John, Ipswich c
222 Donn]ly Wm., Bundaberg c
223 Donoodu -, Bayswater c
224 Donnan Rebecca, Dunellan o c
225 Donnely Dorah, Rockhampton c (3)
226 Donnelly Edward, Brisbane c
227 Donnelly Henry, Brisbane c
228 Donnelly Miss Kate, Breakfast Creek a
229 Donnelly W., Bundaberg c
230 Donoho J., Charters Towers c
231 Donohoe John, Charters Towers a
232  Donohoe John J., Brisbane c
233 Donohoe Thomas, One-Mile u k
234 Donoghue M., Bundaberg c
235 Doodt Mrs., South Brisbane c
236 Doolan Charlie, Jundah c
237 Doolan J., Bundaberg c
238 Doolan P., Dungandan c
239 Doolan Rose, Davenport Downs o
240 Doolan W., South Brisbane c
241 Dooley Peter, Mount Morgan c
242 Dooley William, Brisbane s (2)
243 Dooley William, Clermont c
244 Doono Miss Ellen, Brisbane c
245 Doonoo Edgar, Marburg o
246 Doran John, Isis c
247 Dorkan P. A., South Brisbane c (2)
248 Dougall David, Spring Hill c
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249 Dougall D., Brisbane c (2)
250 Douglas -,  Macrossan Bridge c (3)
251 Douglas  Mrs. E ., Maryborough c
252 Douglas Frank, Roma c
253 Douglas H. A., Charters Towers t
2.54 Douglas Jas. B., Georgetown c
25.5 Douglas  M., Macrossan  Bridge c
256 Douglas Robt., Burketown c (2)
257 Douglas Wm., Boorara  Station c
258 Douglas Wm., Townsville c (2)
259 Dove William, Hellen Vale Plants
tion c
200 Dovel  Henry ,  Blackall a
261 Dow -,  Brisbane c
262 Dow J., Wickham  terrace o
263 Dowding  E. J., Scarborough c
264 Dowall A., South Brisbane c
265 Dower Mrs. Mary,  Mackay o c
266 Dowling Arabin,  Brisbane c
267 Dowling W., Hill End c
268 Down Stephen,  Ipswich c
269 Downes J., Triangle a
270 Downie W.-S., Tibooburra c
271 Downs Arthur, Brisbane o c272 Downs A., Kelvin Grove c
273 Downs  E., Miles c
274 Dowrie  James,  West End f
275 Dowrie W. L., Bulimba c
276 Dowrie, W. L., Coomera e
277 Doyle Mrs., Logan Village c
278 Doyle Edward, Bundabergo
279 Doyle John, Thylungra o c
280 Doyle J. C., Barcaldine c (2)
281 Doyle Thos., Tambo c
282 Doyle Thos., Valley c
283 Dracher W., Pine Creek o
284 Dragge Henry, Clermont c
285 Drake -, Rosewood c
286 Draheim F., Fassifern c
287 Drano N., Brisbane c
288 Draper E., Charleville c
289 Draper J ames,  Two-Mile c
290 Draper T. W., Brisbane in
291 Dreher W., -Pine--Creek c
292 Drew C. L., Gympie c
293 Drews -, Drayton a
294 Drift John,  Hughenden o
295 Drummond Wm., Bulgroo road c
296 Drummond W., Brisbane c
297 Drysdale Joseph, Aramac in
298 Drysdale J. C., Rockwood c
299 Duckett C., Widee Station c (2)
300 Duffie William, South Brisbane u k
301 Duffil Arthur, Brisbane u k
302 Duggan Michael, North Pine c
303 Duggan Stephen, Townsville s
304 Duke -, Cabooltuiec
305 Dullworth  Miss  Mary,  Brisbane c
306 Dunbar -, Paddington u k
307 Duncan -, Valley c
308 Duncan  Capt., Maryborough c
309 Duncan  C., Allora e
310 Duncan John,  Brisbane o c
311 Duncan J. R., West End c (3
312 Duncanson Alexr., Toowoomba o
313 Dunckley Geo., Toowoomba c
314 Duncombe R. W., St. George c
315 Dunkin  Miss, Brisbane c
316 Dunlop Edward, Nerang c
317 Dunlop J. W., Mount Morgan s
318 Dunlop Robert, Hughenden c
319 Dunn Miss Annie, Blackall a
320 Dunn D., 112-miles Q.N.R. c
321 Dunn F. C. Warwick  a, c, and  in  (5)
322 Dunn L., Ilanda c
323 Dunn P., Gympie c
324 Dunn S. G., Ravenswood Junction c
325 Dunn T., Townsville o
326 Dunne James, Mackay o
327 Dunne John, Brisbane f
328 Dunne P., Isis c
329 Dunning -, Mackay c
330 Dunstan D. W., junr.,  Surat c
331 Dunston R., Fassifern c
332 Durack Mrs., Archerfield m (2)
333 Durack M., Oxley c (3)
334 Durham W., Queenton u k
335 Durnsford J. F., Brisbane s
336 Durstan Hugh, Valley c
337 Duthie Jas., Laidley c
338 Dutton W., Brisbane o
339 Dwan James, Corella c
340 Dwyer and Co., Laidley c
341 Dwyer Mrs. G. C., Adavale e t
342 Dwyer D., Spring Creek c
343 Dwyer James, Monkland  c and a (2)
344 Dwyer John, Monkland c
345 Dwyer Mrs. J., Bundanba c
346 Dwyer Michael, Valley c
347 Dwyer P. B., Maryborough c
348 Dyatt and Eates, Townsville a
349 Dyball E., Newstead u k
350 Dyer Henry, Bundanba c
351 Dyer Patrick, 72-Gang, 3271-miles
Alice u k
352 Dyles -, Bundanba c
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E.
1 EACLY Geo., Gympie road c
2 Eaglesim L., Leura Station o
3 Eames James, West End c
4 Earl -, Gladstone c
5 Early -, Gympie road c
6 Earp Joseph, Ayyr o c
7 Eastham Mrs. Wm., Thargomindah c
8 Eastlake -, Pine Hill c
9 Easton  George, Townsville c
10 Easton Wm. Thylungra c
11 Easton W. Yarri Warri c
12 Eastwood Joseph H., Hughenden c
13 Esther J. J., Bundalear a
14 Eaver Joseph, Brisbane u k
15 Ebblewhite Alfred R., Norley Station s
16 Eddison, Amy G., Cape Bowling
Green o
17 Edgar James, Brisbane o
18 Edgar W. J., Cam bellville c
19 Edge H., Terrick Terrick c
20 Edmistone and Wilson, South Bris-
bane c
21 Edser Fredk., South Brisbane c
22 Edward -, Valley c
23 Edward Elizabeth, Enoggera c
24 Edwards -, Prairie c
25 Edwards -, Townsville c
26 Edwards A., Brisbane u k
27 Edwards A., South Brisbane c
28 Edwards Charles, Prairie c (2)
29 Edwards Mrs. C., Bundaberg c
30 Edwards Mrs. Ellen, Charters Towers o
31 Edwards H. C., Mackay s
32 Edwards Jas., Banana c (4)
33 Edwards Jas., South Brisbane c
34 Edwards Jas. W., Valley o c
35 Edwards John, Mount Perry c
36 Edwards John H., Charters Towersu k
37 Edwards J., Blackstone c
38 Edwards Mrs. Mary Ann, Mackay c
39 Edwards S. E., Bowen Hills c
40 Edwards Thomas, Tambo c
41 Edwards T., Brisbane c
42 Edwards Walter, Townsville c
43 Edwards Win., Thargomindah c
44 Edwards Win. Floyd, Peel Island c
45 Edwood Mrs., Bundanba c
46 Effingham F., Rockhampton c
47 Egan -, Brisbane c
48 Egan Thos., Ingham f
49 Egan Wm. Brisbane o c
50 Egan W.,  Charters  Towers c
51 Egart Mrs. Win., Cooktown u k
52 Egerton J., Blackall o
53 Egginton Chas., Beenleigh c
54 Eggerss Carl, Beenleigh f
55 Eggleson -, Dundathu c
56 Eichstadt -, Emu Vale c
57 Eierkuchen Jacob, South Brisbane c
58 Eitle -, Western Creek c
59  Ekeberg Fred., Ips rnich f
60 Ekins Thomas, Brisbane o c
61 Elabi Bux, West End f
62 Elam Percy, Brisbane u k
63 Eldridge Alfred, Cairns c
64 Elian Mrs. Eliza, Maryborough c
65 Ellcoate -, Brisbane c
66 Elleget P., Blackall a
67 Ellenden Jos., Valley c
68 Elliot George, Valley c
69 Elliot G. W., Gympie u k
70 Elliot J., Muttaburra c
71 Elliott -, Burdekrn c
72 Elliott Mrs., Valley c
73 Elliott C. W., South Comongin Sta-
tion  it
Elliott George, Valley c
Elliott  Henry G.,  Afton Downs o
Elliott H., Burketown c
Elliott Joseph, Cairns s
Elliott Ted, Yowah c
Elliott Thos. J., Fassifern c (2)
Elliott Wm., Macrossan Bridge u k
Elliott Win., Maryborough u k (2)
Elliott Mrs. C., Cooktown o c
Ellis H. J., Maryborough u k
Ellis James, Mackay o
Ellis James, Charters Towers c
Ellis James, Maryborough u k
Ellis S. W., Goondiwindi s
Ellison H. G., Spring Vale u k
Ellis Mrs., South Brisbane c
Ellms George, Adavale e
Ellman -, South Brisbane c
92 Elm Tom, Woollongabba u k
93 Elsner J., Townsville c
94 Elson W. G. H., Townsville c
95 Elston Henry, Mackay u k
96 Emanuel H., Charters Towers c (2)
97 Emblen A., Welltown s
98 Emery Miss Harriet, Charters Towers
99 Emery James, Barcaldine c
100 Emery Mrs. or Min M., Rosewood o
676
101 Enders J. H. F., Woollongabba c
102 Endon Tom, Brisbane c
104 England John, R.avensbourne c
105  England John, Black-all, u k
106 Englett Mrs., Macrossan Bridge c
107' English Howard, Brisbane u k
108 Englishby --, Charters Towers e
109 Enkyers T. J., Black Jack c
110 Ennis Ellen, One-Mile o
111 Enright C., Gundiah c
112 Ericksen Edw., Warwick f
113 Ericksen J., Ipswich road c
114 Erickson E., Rockhampton o
115 Erickson Harry, Brisbane c
116 Erickson John, Rockhampton c
117 Eriesen -, Nebo road c
118 Erikson Emil, Gympie f
119 Erskine George, Maryborough c
120 Ervine William, Keeragaloo Station s
121 Esdaile Miss E., Brisbane c
122 Ettlinger L., Maryborough e t
123 Ettlinger Mrs. L., Gympie c
124 Eugene L., Townsville c
125 Evan John, Mount Morgan o c
126 Evans Mrs., Brisbane s
127 Evans Aubrey, Bundaberg c
128 Evans D. M., Spring Hill o
129 Evans Edward Chas., Clermont e
130 Evans E. C., Springsure c
131 Evans H. C., Brisbane a
132 Evans J., Kangaroo Point c
133 Evans Miss R., Charters Towers c
134 Evans Mrs. M. E., Brisbane e
135 Evans Thomas, Silkstone c
136 Evans Thos., Dugandan c
137 Evans T. H., Valley e
138 Evans T. J., South Brisbane c
139 Evans Win., Lutwyche o c
140 Evens Mrs., Lutwyche s
141 Evens Miss Annie, Paddington a
142 Evens Miss Kate, Brisbane c
143 Evens Robert, Tyrconnell Downs o
144 Evens S. P., Bundanba e
145 Everatt Mrs. P. A., Valley u k
146 Everton Geo. Hy., Clermont c
147 Eves William, Valley c
148 Evins W., Lutwyche c
149 Ewan W. G., Gladstone c
150 Ewards Miss Eliza, Fernvale c
151 Ewing Miss, Mackay c
152 Ewing S., South Kolan s
153 Exton Mrs., Bundaberg c
F.
1 FACIUS P. A., Brisbane f
2 Faer -, Brisbane c
3 Fagan Patrick, Brisbane o c
4 Fahey Cons., Mitchell c
5 Fahey John, Gregory o
6 Fahey Patk., Main Camp, Gympie c
7 Fahey R., Cairns Railway c
8 Fahey Thos., Upper North Pine u k (2)
9 Fahy Thomas, Brisbane u k
10 Fairbairn Thos., St. George s
11 Fairbairn P., Beaconsfield a
12 Fairfax Mrs., Mitchell c
13 Fairlie James, Brisbane a
14 Faith Miss, Alexander in
15 Falconer John (C.E.), Eidsvold c (3)
16 Falconer J., Golden Eye, Gayndah c
17 Falgreen A. G., Brisbane c
18 Falkner J., Albion c
19 Falvey Miss, Toowoomba c
20 Farley H., Rosalie c
21 Farmer J., Charters Towers c
22 Farmer Win., Rockhampton u k
23 Farquhar J. G., Warwick in
24 Farquhar T. J., Bundaberg c
25 Farrant F. C., Brisbane c (2)
26 Farranay Alfred M. R., Fortitude
Valley o c
27 Farrell Miss, Woollongabba c
28 Farrell J., Brisbane in
29 Farrell Mary, Bundaberg u k
30 Farrell M., Bundaberg c
31 Farrell Win. Patk., Charleville c
32 Farrelly Mrs. Margt., Asylum,
Goodna c
33 Faulkener Mrs., Maryborough u k
34 Faulkner F., Jundah c
35 Faulkner W., Charters Towers c
36 Fountain Miss H., Townsville f
37 Faverty R. B., Mount Morgan c
38 Feely James, West End c
39 Feely James, Spring Hill c
40 Feeney Edward, Logan Reserve o c
41 Feeney John, Bundaberg c
42 Feeney Miss J., New Farm c
43 Feeney Win., Durham Downs c
44 Fegan Samuel G., Valley c
45 Fehlhaber Frederick, Rockhampton c
46 Fellows E., Rockhampton u k
47 Fellows G., Eagle Farm Junction u k
48 Fenwick Alex H., Brisbane u k
49 Fergueson Mrs., Valley u k
50 Fergus John M., Thargomindah s (2)
51 Fergusson and Wood, Boolboonda c
52 Fergusson Mrs., South Brisbane f
53 Fergusson Dugald, Avon Downs c
54 Ferguson D., Brisbane c
55 Ferguson John, Brisbane c
56 Ferguson John, Charters Towers o
57 Fernandez J. R., Brisbane o
58 Ferneaux -, Mackay c
59 Ferret Louis, Gladstone road o
60 Ferry Edward, Adavale u k
61 Fester Miss G., South Brisbane c
62 Feuriegel A., Valley c
63 Fevin John, Thursday Island c (2)
64 Feyger J. J., Brisbane n z
65 Ffrench L. J., Jundah in
66 Field Percy, Brisbane o
67 Field Stuart, Windorah a
68 Field T. H., South Brisbane u k
69 Fielding and Co., Brisbane s
70 Fielding Chas., Kelvin Grove a
71 Files James, Brisbane o c
72 Filewood John, Valley c
73 Finch F., Childers o c
74 Findley M. R., Toowoomba a
75 Findley T., Bundaberg c
76 Finnell Patt, Brisbane o c
77 Firth Fred., Mount Perry c
78 Fischle J., Fairfield c
79 Fisher Mrs., Springs, Betts Creek c and
s (2
80 Fisherr Miss Eva, Brisbane s
81 Fisher Henry, Bowen Hills c
82 Fisher John, Charters Towers c
83 Fitch,•tt Mrs. Anne, Brisbane o c
84 Fitzgerald -, Blackall c
85 Fitzgerald Mrs., New Farm c
86 Fitzgerald Miss, Edwinstowe Station c
87 Fitzgerald Miss, Mackay c
88 Fitzgerald H., South Brisbane c (2)
89 Fitzgerald Jas. R., Alpha c
90 Fitzgerald Miss Jane, Townsville c
91  Fitzgerald Jmo., Mackay c
92 Fitzgerald J., Eidsvold a (2)
93 Fitzgerald J., Roma c (2)
94 Fitzgerald Michael, Brisbane River o c
95 Fitzgerald Miss Susan, Rockhampton
uk
96 Fitzgerald Miss S., Townsville c
97 Fitzgerald Wm., Monkland c
98 Fitzgibbon Geo., Soudan Estate c
99 Fitzgibbon P., Valley c
100 Fitzgibbon Patrick, Brisbane c
101 Fitzmaurice Mark, Brisbane f
102 Fitzpatrick Mrs., Mancroo Station c
104 Fitzpatrick Annie, Roma o
105 Fitzpatrick Jas., Pittsworth o c
106 Fitzpatrick J. H., Glenvale c
107 Fitzsimons Mrs. Maggie, Mackay o
108 Fitzsimmons Stephen, Barcaldine c
109 Fitzsimmons Stephen, Georgetown
road c
110 Flaherty Mrs., Spring Hill u k
111 Flanagan J. R., Bundaberg c
112 Flanagan Patrick, Lower Burdekin u k
113 Flanagan Patrick, Townsville c
114 Flanaghan James, Charters Towers c
115 Flannegan John, Bundanba c
116 Fleming  -,  Bulimba c
117 Fleming John, South Brisbane e
118 Fleming J., Roma c
119 Fleming Mrs. Robt., Charters Towers c
120 Fleming Robert, Boggo road in
12t Fleming Robert, Townsville c
122 Fleming R., Townsville c (2)
123 Fleming Wm., Etheridge River u k
124 Flemming ---, Roma e
125 Flemming -, Woollongabba e
126 Fleet -, Brisbane c
127 Fleet James. Soudan Estate c
128 Fleet James, Valley c
129 Fleet .Tames, South Brisbane c
130 Fleet Jame South Brisbane s
131 Fleetwood T., Charters Towers c
132 Fletcher -, Brisbane c (2)
133 Fletcher Mrs., Boggo road e
134 Fletcher C., Bowen Hills c (2)
135 Fletcher E. E., Blackall s
136 Fletcher H., Townsville c
137 Fletcher J., Brisbane u k
138 Fletcher R., Brisbane c
139 Flett S., Brisbane c
140 Flinders J. H., Woollongabba c
141 Flinn Mrs. J., Brisbane u k
142 Flint Albert, Mount Morgan c
143 Flint Edmund, Kangaroo Point c
144 Flint E. H., Bowen Hills c
145 Flint Leighton, Blackall c
146  Flor -Carl, Mark-ay o
147 Flowers -, Pine Hill c
148 Flowers Mrs. F., Pine Mountain a
149 Flynn -, Gowrie Junction c
150 Flynn Mrs., Toowoomba c
151 Flynn Stephen, Tewantin e
152 Flynn Win., Logan Village c
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153 Foan M., Gympie c 253 Freid Mrs. Lizzie, Townsville o c 70 George  Thomas,  Bundamba c
154 Fogart M., Townsville c 254 French --, Ross River c 71 George W., Townsville n k
155 Fogarty Wm. Cambridge Downs c 255 French Mrs. Elizabeth, Bowen Bridge 72 Georgeson Andrew. Brisbane u k (2),
156 Fohey Rev. Father, Warwick c road o c 73 Gepsen A. P., Rockhampton c
157 Foldi H. Cooktown s 256 French John, Burnett River s 74 Geraghty John, Townsville u k,
158 Foley Bartholomew, 57-Gang, Bel- 257 French W. G., Brisbane s 75 Geraghty Miss  Mary, Townsville f
yando c 258 Frenchard Edward, Brisbane c 76 Gerish A., Toowoomba c
159 Foley Daniel, Langlo Downs c 259 Frehan Miss M., New Farm c 77 Gerkie John, Red Hill, Gympie c (2)
160 Foley E. J., Brisbane o 260 Freeman -, junr., Mount Morgan c 78 Gesler Wilhelm, Dugandan c
161 Foley F. Valley c 261 Freeman 1). C., Brisbane c 79 Get Young,  Ipswich c,
162 Foley F. B., Townsville c 262 Freeman Mrs. G., South Brisbane u k 80 Giacomo Gabrella, One-Mile c
163 Foley John, Gympie o 263 Freeman Mrs. Robert, Townsville n k 81 Gibb  M., Blackall c (2)
164 Foley John, Langlo Downs c 264 Freeny --, Goondiwindi c 82 Gibbie A., South Brisbane c
165 Foley Mrs. Maurice, Cloncurry s 265 Friend H. and J., Brisbane c 83 Gibbon Stephen, Inglewood u k
166 Foley Patrick, Cairns u k (2) 266) Friend Henry, Toowoomba c 84 Gibbons F. H., Brisbane c
167 Foley Thos., Valley e 267 Friese -, Brisbane c 85 Gibbs George, Ravenswood Junction
168 Fong Fat, Cairns s 268 Fright H., Bowen Hills c u k (2)
169 Forbes, Walsh, and McInnes, Norman- 269 Frisken J., Townsville c 86 Gibbs W. H., Bingera  Plantation e t
ton c 270 Fritz Domonick, Blumbergville c 87 Gibson Mrs., Spring Hill c
170 Forbes -, Bulimba c 271 Fritz Fredk. Win., Dugandan c 88 Gibson -,  St. Lucia Estate c
171 Forbes C., Maryborough c 272 Frost E., Norman Creek, Bridge o c 89 Gibson Mrs., Brisbane c
172 Forbes John, Brisbane o c 273 Fry ---, Woollongabba c 90 Gibson Miss A., Brisbane c
173 Forbes.T. D.. Brisbane u k 274 Fuller Miss E., Dulvadilla f 91 Gibson E. J., Normanton c
174 Ford Mrs., Valley c 275 Fulton Mrs., Bin rera c 92 Gibson G. C., St. Lawrence o c
175 Ford -, Roma c 276 Fun J., Townsville c 93 Gibson James, Southport c
176 Ford A., Brisbane c 277 Funkner L., Oxley c 94 Gibson John, Bimerah c
177 Ford B., Ipswich c 278 Fung Hannis, Pine Creek c 95 Gibson J., Brisbane c
178 Ford B., Bundanba c 279 Furlong C. S. W., Gympie c 96 Gibson Mrs. J., Bluff road e t
179 Ford Frank, Survey Camp, Pine 280 Furneaux -, Mackay c 97 Gibson J. D., Maryborough c
Creek e t 281 Furth F., Mount Perry c 98 Gibson R., One-Mile, Gympie o
180 Ford J., Townsville s 282 Fynn John, Petrie Creek c 99 Gibson R., Clifton Hills s
181 Ford S., Roma c 100 Gibson Vince, Maryborough u k (2)
182 Forgersen H., Townsville o 101 Gibson V., Bundaberg c
183 Forrest Frank, Pine Hill u k G. 102 Gibson Wm., Woollongabba c
184 Forsett Thomas, Clermont c 103 Gibson Win., Brisbane o c (2)
185 Forsyth Miss A., Rosewood o 1 GADD Samuel, Maida Hill, Dalby o (2) 104 Gickin W., Mount Morgan c
186 Forsyth Wm., Blackall c 2 Gadd S., Y.O. Dalby u k 105 Giddings H., Rockhampton c
187  Forsythe Annie (care of - Smallbone), 3 Gadd W., Freestone Creek c 106 Gidds R., Mount Cornish c
Rosewood Gate o 4 Gaffney John, Roma o 107 Giffin Mrs.. Townsville c
188 Foster G., Charters  Towers s 5 Gaitt Thos., Charters Towers o c 108 Giffin Miss R., Brisbane a
189 Foster James G ie cm Brisbane c6 Galbraith W T 109 Gilbert Jeremiah off Bongo road o c, y p . .,
- -
,
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.
110 Giles rs., oowoomba c
191 Foster S. and Sons, Townsville c 8 Gallagher John, Southport c Ill Giles Mrs. C., Toowoomba f
192 Foster W. L., Coochin Coochin u k (2) 9 Gallagher J., Old Gympie road c 112 Gill Richard, Charters  Towers s
193 Foulis Thomas, Cooktown u k 10 Galliot W., Charters Towers c 113 Gillaland and McDonald,  Townsville c
194 Foulkes R. and Co.,  Brisbane m 11 Galloher J., Townsville c 114 Gillon George,  Brisbane  in
195  Fountain Joseph (care of - Jarman), 12 Gallon D., Valley c 115 Gillmnd A., Woollongabba c
Brisbane u k 13 Gallon Hector, Brisbane c 116 Gillespie Joseph,  Sandgate road c
196 Fox Mrs. E. A., Cooktown c 14 Gales Mrs., Charters Towers c 117 Gillespie  Miss  Mary, Maryborough u k
197 Fox George, Bogantungan c (2) 15 Galvin M., West Talgai c 118 Gillham James, Townsville c
198 Fox G., Queenton c 16 Gammie Miss, Brisbane t 119 Gillham T. W., Yaamba c
199 Fox J., Valley c 17 Gammon T., South Brisbane c 120 Gilliam -, Townsville c
200 Fox Samuel, Yeulba s 18 Gaud C. H., Stanthorpe s 121 Gillies A., Gympie c
201 France -, Capella c 19 Gannon Michael, Toowoomba u k 122 Gillies Donald, Thargomindah s
202 Frances James, Coorparoo c 20 Ganner B., Brisbane f 123 Gillies Neil, Brisbane o
203 Francharger Jacob, Nive Downs c 21 Garaghty Bridget, Mackay o 124 Gilliland Joseph, Coomera c
204 Francis Mrs., Brisbane c 22 Garde -, South Pine c 125 Gillman M., Townsville e
205 Francis Mrs., Boggo road c 23 Garde H., Brisbane c 126 Gillon James, Spring Hill c
206 Francis Mrs., Stanthorpe c 24 Gardener John, Home Creek o 127 Gilmore G., Rosalie c (2)
207 Francis Miss, Woollongabba c 25 Gardiner Mrs., Albion c 128 Gilmore Thomas, Kelvin Grove road c
208 Francis A. M., Petrie terrace c 26 Gardiner E., Mackay c 129 Gilmore T., Brisbane c
209 Francis Miss A., Muttaburra c 27 Gardiner John, Brisbane u k 130 Gilmore T. F., Brisbane c
210 Francis Miss E., Brisbane c 28 Gardiner Mrs. T., Brisbane s 131 Giovanni R., Gympie c
211 Francis Henry, Brisbane in 29 Gardiner W., Brisbane c 132 Girling -, Alice c
212 Francis Miss Ida, Rockhampton c 30 Gardner -, Valley c 133 Givens Matt J., Warwick c
213 Francis J Kelvin Grove c Eliza Charters Towers31 Gardner Mrs 134 Givens M Yatala c.,
214 Francis James, Thompson Estate c
,.
u k .,135 Gladson Jas., Westbrook c
215 Francis J., Mackay c 32 Gardner J., Brisbane c 136 Glanfield W., Flagstone Creek o c (2)
216 Francis Miss M., Townsville c 33 Gardner Miss Violet, Brisbane c 137 Glasgow Miss E., Brisbane c (2)
217 Francis Paul, Gympie c 34 Gariny Tsaac, Brisbane s 138 Glass Wm., Brisbane o c
218 Francis Thomas, Charters Towers c (3) 3.5 Garret Charles, Cairns c 139 Glassey Wm., Spring Hill c (2)
219 Francis T. P., Charters Towers c 36 Garrigan H., Brisbane c 140 Glassop Mrs., South  Brisbane c
220 Frank Mrs. E, F., Capella o (2) 37 Garton John, Woolooga o 141 Gledden Mrs. Julia M., Brisbane o c
221 Frank F., Capella c (4) 38 Garvey H., Toowoomba o 142 Gleeson -, Stanwell c
222 Frank F., Charters Towers c 39 Gascoyne Miss, Valley c 143 Gleeson Mrs., Gympie o c
223 Frankle E., Townsville c 40 Gaskell Mrs., Maryborough c 144 Gleeson Miss :Mary, Rockhampton c
224 Franklin -, Pine River c 41 Gaskell James, Aramac o c 145 Gleeson Mary, Gleeson o
225 Franklin E., Pine Creek c 42 Gavagan James, Emu Park o 146 Gleeson  Miss  M., Toowoomba c
226 Franklin Mrs. E., Pine Creek c 43 Gaven Miss Mary, Charters Towers c 147 Gleeson William, Aramac s
227 Franklin Mrs. George, Townsville u k 44 Gay John, Rockhampton o c 148 Glover M., Brisbane c
228 Franklin G. P., Toowoomba u k (2) 45 Gaydon W., Rockhampton c 149 Glover R., Charters Towers c
229 Franks Mrs., Capella c 46 Gaynor T., Mackay c 150 Glover W., Stratton c
230 Franks E. F., Capella c (2) 47 Gaynor Wm., South Brisbane c 151 Gnatz John, Coomera c
231 Franks F., Capella c (3) 48 Geaney Miss Ellenor, South Brisbane o c 152 Goardy M.. One-Mile c (2)
232 Fraser and Skeue, New Farm c 49 (Teary -, Ravenswood Junction o c 153 Godber and Longmuir, Gold Creek c
233 Fraser -, South Brisbane c 50 Geary Margaret, Kangaroo Point o 154 Godfrey Miss J., Brisbane c
234 Fraser Alex., Brisbane c (2) 51 Gedden -, Gympie Line c 155 Goeldner J., Spring Hill c
235 Fraser E., Brisbane c 52 Geddes -, Spring Hill c 156 Goertz Mrs., Cooktown c
236 Fraser Hugh, Glenlee Jundah o c and 53 Geddes James, South Brisbane o 157 Goff C., 166-Mile Camp u k
c (2) 54 Geddes T., South Brisbane c 158 Goforth W., Habana Plantation c
237 Fraser James, Goondiwindi s 55 Gegan L. W., Telegraph Camp via 159 Goldby Jas., Toowoomba
238 Fraser John, Mitchell c Ravenswood o 160 Goldby Mrs. G. W., Goondiwindi o
239 Fraser John, Cashmere Station 8 56 Gehan  H., Cunnamulla s 161 Golden -,  Brisbane c
240 Fraser John, Charters Towers c 57 Gehringer Fred., South Brisbane c 162 Golding  R., Brisbane o
241 Fraser John, Bundaberg u k (2) 58 Gelen Miss, Charters Towers s 163 Goldaznid  Samuel , Brisbane c (2)
242 Fraser John H., Bundaberg u k 59 Gelling John, Charters Towers f 164 Goldston Wm., Townsville o
243 Fraser Joseph L., Victoria Plantation c 60 (-selling T., Charters Towers c 165 Golligher W., Breakfast Creek e
244 Fraser Mrs. R. F., Mackay o 61 Geminell Miss Jane, Brisbane u k 166 Golligher W., Brisbane c
245 Fraser Samuel, Woollongabha a 62 Genge J., Mackay f 167 Gollins W. T., Charleville c
246 Fraser Thomas, Brisbane c 63 Gentner F., Bulmnba c 168 Go]luer Wm., South  Brisbane c
247 Frawley W., Toowoomba c 64 George Antonio, Cooktown c 169 Gooch G. R., Adavale m (2)
248 Frayser A., Morney Station c 65 George H. B., Mount Romeo o 170 Good E. N., Brisbane o
249 Frazer--, Kynuna Stati-in c 66 George James, Townsville o 171 Goodluck J. S., Blackall s
250 Frazer ---, Fairfield c 67 George James, Charleville c • 172 Goodenswager W., Coorparoo c
251 Frazer Jas., Don River c 68 George Mrs. N., South Brisbane a 173 Goodridge Mrs. W., Maryborough c
252 Frazier  S. A., lpswieh c 69 George  P. K., Brisbane a 174 Goodwin  Mrs. B ., Valley c
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175 Goodwin Frank, Taroorn c 278 Green H., Latrobe Estate c 10 Haig -, Mackay c
176 Goost Mrs., Breakfast Creek c 279 Green H. Hastings, Townsville o c 11 Haigh -, Toowoomba c
177 Gordon Capt., Brisbane c 280 Green J., South Brisbane c 12 Haigh Forrest Wm., Brisbane c
178 Gordon A. H., Brisbane c 281 Green J., Woollongabba c 13 Haleson Captain, Brisbane c
179 Gordon C. E., Bundaberg c (2) 282 Green Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane u k 14 Halkjar -, Cairns c
180 Gordon David, Brisbane c 283 Green Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o c 15 Hall -, Kangaroo Point c
181 Gordon George, Brisbane c 284 Green Robert, Brisbane o c 16 Hall Mrs., Maryborough u k
182 Gordon James, Bundaberg c 285 Green Thos., Aramac c 17 Hall Mrs., Chinchilla c
183 Gordon James, Bowen Hills c (3) 286 Green T., Spring Hill c 18 Hall Miss, Valley c
184 Gordon Mrs. Jas., Brisbane u k 287 Green W. J., Paddington c 19 Hall Alex., Southport c
185 Gordon John, Cloncurry Station s 288 Greenslade G., Townsville c 20 Hall Amos, Logan Village c
186 Gordon John, Bundaberg c 289 Greensland Miss E. Jane, Charters 21 Hall A., Ross River c
187 Gordon John C., Ravenswood Junction Towers o c 22 Hall David, Brisbane o c
o (2) 290 Greenlaw Walter, South Brisbane c 23 Hall D., Aramac road c
188 Gordon J., Valley c 291 Greenlees Neil, Brisbane u k 24 Hall E., Muttaburra c
189 Gordon J. G., Ipswich c 292 Greensil Edw., Charters Towers c 25 Hall Miss F., Muttaburra c
190 Gordon Thos., Toowoomba c 293 Greenslade Geo., Townsville c 26 Hall Mrs. F. B., Plane Creek ri k
191 Gordon W, Charters Towers c 294 Greenslade G., Townsville c 27 Hall F. G., Brisbane c
192 Gordon W. G., West End c 295 Greenslade Wm., Valley c 28 Hall Herbert, Brisbane u k
193 Gorman Michael, Valley o 296 Greenway Harry, Black Jack c 29 Hall James, Charters Towers c
194 Gorman Mic., Cooktown c 297 Greenwood Thomas, Clifton Station 30 Hall John, Brisbane o c
195 Gormley John, Paddington c u k (2) 31 Hall J., Valley c
196 Gorton .James, Isisford c 298 Gregg John, Thursday Island s 32 Hall J., Clermont c
197 Gorton R. J., Brisbane o c 299 Gregg John, Eton Vale c 33 Hall Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c (3)
198 Gosman C. H., Lutwyche c 300 Gregg John M., Brisbane o c (3) 34  Hall Richard, Charters Towers u k
199 Gosman Henry Chas., Lutwyche c 301 Gregg J., Thursday Island u k (2) 35 Hall Robert, Engelsburg c
200 Gostley J., Bundaberg c 302 Gregor F. W., Dugandan c 36 Hall Mrs. Thomas, Maryborough c
201 Goudie Wm., Ingham o c 303 Gregory Eidsvold c 37 Hall William, Warrill Creek c
202 Gough John, Cooktown c 304 Gregory -, Petrie's Bight c 38 Hall Mrs. William, Brisbane c
203 Gough J., New Farm c 305 Gregory Sprin- Hill c 39 Hall W., Charters Towers c
204 Gould Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 306 Gregory B., Spring hill c 40 Hallet J., Bundaberg c
205 Gould Miss, Delta Station c 307 Gregory Edwin, Brisbane c 41 Hallett R., West End c
206 Gould B., Racecourse Estate c 308 Gregory George, Rosewood o c 42 Halley G., Charters Towers c
207 Gould George, Milton c 309 Gregory James. Richmond o 43 Halliman Susan, North Isis o
208 Gould G. P., Eidsvold c (2) 310 Gregory Mrs. R. A., Charters Towers c 44 Hallisy Miss M. A., Mount Perry c
209 Gould Wm., South Brisbane n z 311 Greinslade Mrs. Chao., Brisbane u k 45 Halton P., Dunwich o
210 Gould Win., South Brisbane c 312 Grerty W., Daandine c 46 Halloran Matt., Clonagh Station c
211 Goulding G., Jericho c 313 Grey Frederick. South Brisbane c 47 Halton Z., Rockhampton c
212 Gonveruet Jules, Strathfield c 314 Gribble John, Jericho c 48 Hamilton and Gamble, Mackay c
213 Goy W., Watawa o 315 Griener F. W., Hughenden c 49 Hamilton -, Goochie Siding c
214 Grabousky Charles, Diamantina Lakes 316 Grierson C. J., Brisbane o 50 Hamilton Allen, Blackall o
Station t 317 Griffin Chas., Maryborough c 51 Hamilton A., Gympie road c
215 Grace Miss, Gayndah c 318 Griffith -, Carnarvon Farm c 52 Hamilton C., Pittsworth c
216 Grace Thomas, Marathon o 319 Griffith George, Brisbane c 53 Hamilton Mrs. Crawford, Mary borough
217 Grady S. J., Brisbane c 320 Griffith John, Brisbane c c
218 Grady W. C., Hill-rove Station c 321 Griffith John, Widgeegoara o 54 Hamilton George, Clermont c
219 Graer James, Barcaldine c 322 Griffith John, Tambo c 55 Hamilton John, Brisbane o
220 Graham Mrs., Waterworks road c 323 Griffiths D., Gympie c 56 Hamilton J. E., Townsville t
221 Graham -, Fernberg road c 324 Griffitt Mrs., Rosalie c 57 Hamilton Miss L., Sorrento s
222 Graham Mrs., Valley u k 325 Griffy Thomas, Townsville u k 58 Hamilton Mrs. M. F., Bundaberg c
223 Graham Mrs. Alexr., Fairfield c 326 Griggs -, Maryborough c 59 Hamilton Thomas, Clermont c
224 Graham Andrew, Charters Towers c 327 Grigor John, Brisbane o c 60 Hamilton William, Charters Towers
225 Graham A., Charters Towers c (2) 328 Grimish Baron, Toowoomba o
mil226 Graham A., Albion c (2) 329 Grim wood David, Ruthven Station o ton W., Gympie c61 Ha
227 Graham Jas., New Farm c 330 Grimes H. G., Petrie terrace c 62 Hamm. Mrs. E., Logan road c
228 Graham John, Dalby s (2) 331 Grimes J. A. and Co., Sherwood c 63 Hampson A., North Ipswich c
229 Graham John, Roma s 332 Grimes J. W., Brisbane c 64 Hampton Mrs. H., Mackay u k
230 Graham J. B., Fairfield c 333 Grimes William, Townsville u k 65 Hams H., Black Jack c
231 Graham Miss Mary, Townsville c 334 Gristy W., Daandine c 66 Hancock G. H., Jundah c
232 Graham R., Broadsound a 335 Groeben A., Brisbane c 67 Hancock James, Charters Towers c
233 Graham Sam., New Farm uk 336 Groeven W., Brisbane c 68 Hancox William, Townsville o c
234 Graham Samuel, Thompson Estate c 337 Groger A., Ipswich e t 69 Hand -, Mackay c
235 Graham Mrs. S., Townsville o 338 Gronwold 0. S.. Woollongabba c (3) 70 Hand Philip, Charters Towers o c
236 Graham Wm., Brisbane c (2) 339 Grooms A. J., Valley c 71 Handen A., Queen street s
237 Grahn -, Mackay c 340 Grooms A. J., Brisbane c 72 Hands Mrs. Ellen, St. George o
238 Grainger Miss A., Brisbane c 341 Grooms E. G., Valley c 73 Handy William, Brisbane o c
239 Grant Mrs., Rosewood c 342 Gross Anna, Brisbane o 74 Hanify Gerald P., Rockhampton o
240 Grant Arthur, Fortitude Valley o c 343 Grosvenor F., Bundaberg c 75 Haningon Michael, Townsville o c
241 Grant A., Ingham c 344 Grove F., Maryborough c 76 Hanley H., Camboon c
242 Grant E. N., Townsville o 345 Grove F., Coorparoo c 77 Hanley P. J., Ipswich s
243 Grant James, Fortitude Valley o c 346 Grovenor T. A., Gympie c (2) 78 Hanley S., Gympie o
244 Grant Mrs. John, Maryborough o 347 Groyn R. J. A., Petrie terrace c 79 Hanlon Peter, Geraldton u k
245 Grant John McPherson, Adavalec 348 Gruber Hy., Milton c 80 Hanlon P.. Etheridge c
246 Grant J. M., Adavale c and in (3) 349  Guidice Domeni,,o, Queenton m 81 Hanlon T., Valley c
247 Grant Philip, Pikedale c 3.50 Guidice D., Gyrnpie c 82 Hannah Mrs., Albert street u k
248 Grant P. H., Toowoomba c 351 Guigi G., Monkland c 83 Hanner Thomas, Spring Hill u k
249 Grant R., Maryborough s 352 Guilfoyle Thomas, Mackay c 84 Hannon Thomas, Croydon c
250 Grant William, Pine Creek c 353 Guldon John, Brisbane f 85 Hanrahan Miss Annie, Toowoomba c
251 Granville Mrs. M , Spring Hill u k 354 Gummell R., Brisbane c (2) 86 Hanrahan D., Murphy's Creek c
252 Granville P. D., Red Hill c 355 Gunn John, Brisbane in 87 Hanrahan Joseph, Brisbane s
253 Granvilt W., Warwick s 356 Gunne C., Brisbane c 88 Hanran H., Townsville c
254 Gratz M Catherine, Townsville o c 357 Gunnourie Arthur, Jundah o c 89 Hansen - (carrier), Rockhampton c
255 Graves E. F., Ga yndah c 358 Guppy T., Wickham terrace c 90 Hansen Mrs., Charters Towers c
256 Graves Miss Maria, Brisbane c 359 Gurren Miss M sbane u k 91 Hansen Charles, Norman Creek c
257 Graves Rebecca Emma, Eagle Farm
n
360 Gurshe Michael, Taringa c 92 Hansen Chiistian, Lutwyche road c (2)
Junction u k Woollongabba361 Guthrie Mrs. M E. Isis Scrub c (3)93 Hansen Christie
258 Gray Mrs., New Farm c
. ,
a and n z (2)
,
94 Hansen C., Bundaberg c
2:5P Gray Alexander, Brisbane u k 362 Guy James, Stafford-on-Kedron c 95 Hansen C. J., Boggo road c
260  Gray Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k 363 Guy J., Kedron Brook c 96 Hansen E., Killarney c
231 Gray J. R., Cootharaba road c 364 Guillim George, Towns% ille n z 97 Hansen John, Woongarra c
262 Gray James, Brisbane o c 365 Gwynne Bros., Thargoinindah c 98 Hansen L., Charters Towers c
26: Gray John, Bulgroo c 366 Gwynne -, South Brisbane c 99 Hansen N., Charters Towers c
264 Gray John, Bundaberg c 367 Gwynne A., Adavale c 100 Hausford -, New Farm c (t)
265 Gray John, Spring Hill c 101 Hanson C., Woollongabba o c
266 Gray T. W., Toowoomba c 102 Hanson Henry, Mount Margaret c
267 Grealy P., Gympie c H. 103 Happier James, Rockhampton c
268 Grearson W., Charters Towers c 104 Harboard Robert, Mackay c
269  Great Marie, Brisbane f 1 HAHERECHT Ernest, Townsville f 105 Harbord, R. W., Herberton c
270  Greee Vincenzo, Townsville f 2 Hackett Charters Towers c 106 Harbattle William, Townsville c
271 Green --, Geraldton c 3 Hackett Rockhampton c 107 Hardgrave Mrs. M., South Brisbane c
272 Green Mrs., Teneriffe c 4 Hacking W., Brisbane s 108 Hardgrave Stephen, Ipswich c
273 Green Charles, Brisbane c 5 Haddock Thomas, North Pine s 109 Hardie Miss C., Fassifern u k
274 Green Mrs. E., South Brisbane c (2) 6 Hagan -, Bundaberg c 110 Harding Clu rlc s, 1 ambo 0c
275 Green F., Chinchilla c 7 Hague William, Woollongabba c 111  Harding Charles, Brisbane n z
276 Green F., Townsville c 8 Hahn Mrs., Brisbane e t 112 Harding F. C., Brisbane s
277 Green G. W., Brisbane u k 9 Haid Johann, Beenleigh o c 113 Harding H., 120 Queen  street u k
114 Harding W. J., Brisbane o c
115 Hardken W., Mitchell c
116 Hardy Arthur, Townsville c
117 Hardy E., Valley c
118 Hardy R. W., Lutwyche c
119 Hare Mrs., Fairfield c
120 Harford John, St. Helena s
121 Hargraves W., Townsville c (2)
122 Hargreaves J. H., Townsville c
123 Hargreaves  R., Rockhampton c
124 Harkin  James, Mungar c
125 Harkin  J., Geraldton in
126 Harkowich  T., Brisbane s
127 Harland  Isaac  W., Enoggera c
128 Harlon James, Brisbane c
129 Harman  G., Barcaldine s
130 Harnett Pat., Peel Island o
131 Harper -, Basin Pocket c
132 Harper Mrs., Thompson Estate c
133 Harper E. T., Brisbane c (3)
134 Harper Mrs. Jane, Mackay o c
135  Harrington J., Maryborough c
136 Harris -, Normanton c
137 Harris Mrs., North Quay c
138 Harris Mrs., South Brisbane c
139 Harris A. L., Blackall s (3)
140 Harris Miss A. L., Baffle Creek c
141 Harris George, Latrobe Estate c
142 Harris G. C., Adavale s (2)
143 Harris Henry, Bundaberg o c
144 Harris H., Mitchell c
145 Harris H., Mackay c
146 Harris Mrs. H., Queenton s
147 Harris Henry T., Adavale s
148 Harris John Deep Creek o c
149 Harris J., Leichhardt street c (2)
150 Harris J., West End c
151 Harris J., Normanton c
152 Harris Mrs. J., Spring Hill a
153 Harris J. D., Maryborough c
154 Harris M. H., Townsville c (2)
155 Harris Robert, Rockhampton o
156 Harris Spencer,-Townsville c
157 Harris William, Kangaroo Point c
158  Harris William, Sandown c
159 Harris  W., Cooktown c
160 Harris W., Rockhampton s
161 Harris W. J., junr., Bundaberg u k
162 Harrison -, Rockhampton e t
163 Harrison -, Jericho c (3)
164 Harrison Mrs., Hamilton c (4)
165 Harrison Captain John, Mackay c
166 Harrison Daniel, Hamilton Hotel u k
167 Harrison Daniel, Hamilton Hotel c (9)
168 Harrison Mrs. D., Hamilton c
169 Harrison Mrs. D., Breakfast creek c
170 Harrison D. G., Charters Towers c
171 Harrison J. D., Hamilton c
172 Harrison  Mrs. M .  A., Hamilton c (4)
173 Harrison  Phili1, Brisbane u k
174 Harrison W. J., Jericho c (6)
175 Harrison Mrs . W. J.,Jerichoukands(2)
176  Harrison Mrs. W. J., Jericho s
177 Harriss Arthur, Brisbane u k
178 Harrower J., Yeerongpilly c
179 Harrup Neils Johansen, Capella c
180 Hart South Brisbane c
181 Hart , Meringandau c
182 Hart A., Mitchell e t
183 Hart Francis, Cooktown o
184 Hart F. L., Muttaburra c
185 Hart John, North Pine c
186 Hart M., Paddington c
187 Harte Mrs. Alice, Alpha c
188 Harte Mrs. Henry, Alpha c
189 Harten Miss Ellen, Bulimba c
190 Hartley Joseph, Bundaberg c (2)
191 Hartley A., Charters Towers c (2)
192 Hartley Thomas, Charters Towers c
193 Harvey Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
194 Harvey Abraham, 1751-miles c
195 Harvey Alfred, Charters To veers c
196 Harvey C. M., Cressbrook c
197 Harvey Horace, Brisban- c
198 Harvey H., Bundaberg c
199 Harvey James, Charters Towers c
200 Harvey John. Western Extension c (3)
201 Harvey  J. (painter), Maryborough c (2)
202 Harvey J. J. S., Charters Towers c
203 Harvey W., Charters Towers c
204 Harvey W. S., Salisbury a
205 Harwood H., Cloncurry o c
206 Hasell John, Clermont c
207 Hassall W. H., Peak Crossing c
208 Hatton  E. A., Elizabeth street c (2)
209 Hatton S. G., Valley c
210 Haubron  Charles,  Townsville c
211 Hauritz -, Gympie c
212 Havely Thomas, Woogaroo c (2)
213 Haven Mary,  Brisbane o
214  Hawking Edward,  Brisbane u k
215 Hawkings Alfred, Kangaroo Point c
216 Hawkings A. A. (stonemason), Nundah
217 Hawkins A. A. (builder), Woollon-
gabba c
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218 Hawkins  A. A. (painter), Petrie ter-
race c
219 Hawkins G., Brisbane s
220 Hawkins G. B., Townsville u k
221 Hawkworth Edward B., Townsville o c
222 Hawle  T. W., Woondool s
223 Hawthorn Samuel, Mona Station c
224 Hawtree F. A., North Quay c
225 Hay George, Brisbane u k
226 Hay Mrs. G., Spring Hill c
227 Hay James, Winton f
228 Hay J., Nundah c
229 Hayball F., Boggo road c
230 Hayden  Miss L., Brisbane c
231 Hayes C., South Brisbane c
232 Hayes Daniel, Nerang o c
233 Hayes Dan., Ann street c (3)
234 Hayes J. P., Enoggera c
235 Hayes Thomas, Spring Hill c
236 Hayes  W. H., South Brisbane c
237 Hayles William, Eidsvold c
238 Haylock George, Coomera u k
239 Haymes , Brunswick street c
240 Haynes Samuel, Pine Creek c
241 Haywood John, Pimpania u k and c (2)
242 Head and  Smith Messrs., 295 miles c
243 Head Mrs., Edward street c
244 Head Miss Maria, Mount Morgan c
245 Heal Thomas, Bulimba o c
246 Heald J., Nerang c
247 Healey W. S., Windorah c
248 Healey C., Dalby c
249 Healey F., Cooktown c
250 Hearce R., Goondi c
251 Hearn Arthur, Townsville o
252 Heathcote John H., Thargomindah s
253  Heaton  Arthur, Cairns u k
254 Heazle F., Townsville o
255 Heazlop Mrs., Townsville c
256 Heckenborg -, Barker street c
257 Hector -, Mackay c
258 Heffernan  Denis, Fassifern line c
259 HCeffernan Michael, Harrisville c
260 Hegarty Martin, Dalby c (2)
261 Hegary John, Roma c
262 Heiler  Mrs., Brisbane u k
263 Heinemann  H. H., Brisbane f
264 Heinig William, Millchester c
265 Heislar Mrs. Theresa, Charters
Towers o c
266 Heisler Mrs., St. George c
267 Helwood Mrs. Ellen, Rosalie c
268 Hely Frank, Beenleigh o
269 Heminling Ipswich road c
270 Henderson Gregory terrace c
271 Henderson , Wharf street c
272 Henderson Mrs., Spring Hill c
273 Henderson A., Maryborough c
274 Henderson John, Rockhampton o
275 Henderson William, Arthur  street c
276 Hendricksen Mr-3. Annie S., Stanley
Bridge o c
277 Hendrie J., Townsville s
278 Hendry A., One-Mile u k
279 Hendry John E., Brisbane o
280 Hener  W., Herberton c
281 Henericks Eujene, Cabbage Tree
Creek c
282 Henessy James, Millchester c
283 Hengel A., Kolan c
284 Henifin John, Charters Towers c
285 Henningson -, Mungar c
286 Henricks Miss M., Bundaberg c
287 Henrick J., Tocal Station c
288 Henrickson J., Thompson Estate c
289 Henricksen P. C., Emerald Downs c
290 Henry A. (surveyor), Cunnamulla in
291 Henry R. A., Adavale in and w a (2)
21.12 Henry R. A., Bnlgroo c (2)
293 Henry W. H., Stratton c
294 Henshall Thomas, 254-miles c
295 Henton , Rockhampton c
296 Henwood George, Charters T6,we:s c
297 Hepburn , Bloomfield River s
298 Hepburn Chaiters Towers c
299 Hepworth Mrs., Brisbane c
300 Herbert -, Muttaburra s (2)
301 Herbert Doctor, Muttaburra c (5)
302 Herbert J., One-Mile c
303 Herbert 0., Kihee c
304 Herbert Peter, Adavale s
305 Herbert S. E., Muttaburra c (3)
306 Herbert T., Brisbane c
307  Herdrnan Nicholas, Herberton u k
308 Heritage George, 251-miles c
309 Herman Queen street c
310 Herman --, Fassifern c
311 Hero -, Bundaberg c (2)
312 Herrin John, Charters Towers c
313 Heslehurst M., Brisbane o
314 Hewett G. M., Morven a
315 Hewitt Benjamin, Valley o c
316 Hewitt W., Normanton c (2)
317  Heyman Frank, Brisbane f
318 Heywood Mrs., Bayswater c (2)
319 Hibbert Alfred, Thargomindah in
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320 Hibes  -, Langland 's Estate c
321 Hickey Constable W., Blackall c
322 Hickey Mr. James, Normanton c
323 Hickey William, Blackstone c
324  Hiekles Mrs. E., South  Brisbane u k
325 Hickling Wyatt, Brisbane t and in (3)
326 Hicks James, Kedron Park road c
327 Hicks Richard, Mackay s
328 Hicks  W. J., Townsville c
329 Hickson  Arthur J., Brisbane c
330 Hickson  A. J., Bundaberg c (6)
331 Higgins  James, Normanby o c
332, Higgins James,  Rockhampton c
333 Higgins  J., Spring Hill c
334 Higgins  J. G., Herberton u k
335 Higgins  Michael, Valley c
336 Higgins T., Bundall in  and e t (2)
337 Higginson T. L., Thargomindah s
338 Hill  Messrs., Rockhampton c
339 Hill -,  Brisbane c
340 Hill A, W., Brisbane c
311 Hill D., Etheridge Gold Field c
342 Hill E., Channin c
343 Hill Francis S., Townsville o c
344 Hill H . (schooner "  Sovereign "),  Bris-
bane s (2)
345 Hill H. (storekeeper), Mount Perry c
346 Hill H. (baker), Gyunpie c
347 Hill James, One-Mile c
348 Hill Joseph (sawmill), Cooktown c
349 Hill J. A., Thargomindah s
350 Hill J. E., Bundaberg s
351 Hill Miss L., Brisbane c
352 Hill Mrs. Mary , Brisbane o c
353 Hill Samuel, Wynnum c
354 Hill S., Main Camp c
355 Hill W. M., Charters Towers c
356 Hillier Revd. W. E., Adavale c (2)
357 Hillyard W., South Brisbane c
358 Hinch John, Maryborough c
359 Hinch John, Gympie Railway c
360 Hinchey John (carrier),  Barcaldine c
361 Hindhaugh J. C., Peak Mountain c
362 Hinds W., Townsville c
363 Hindy J. R., Brisbane s
364 Hine A. G., Maryborough  sand c (2)
365 Hines  George, Jundah c (2)
366 Hing G., Charters Towers c
367 Hing Mrs. Kate, Johnstone River c
368 Hinsby T. W., Mount Morgan c
369 Hinton C., Gowrie Junction u k
370 Hippel M., St. Helens c
371 Hird -, Brisbane c
372 Hirst George, Queen  street c
373 Hislop John, Brisbane in
374 Hoare Thomas, Gympie o
375 Hoasler J., Gympie c
376 Hobkirk E. A., Adavale c
377 Hocker Hermann, Oxley c
378 Hockings F., South  Brisbane c379 9 Hodge A. B., Rockhampton o
380 Hodge Thomas, Charters Towers c
381 Hodges K., Mount Morgan o c
382 Hodgkinson -, Milton c
383 Hodgson and McLeod, South Bris-
bane s (2)
384 Hodgson Arnold, Charters  Towers s
385 Hodgson F., Maryyborough o
386 Hodgson John, Watsonville c (2)
387 Hodgson J., Brisbane c
388 Hodgson J. L., Ann  street c
389 Hoelscher Mrs. A., West End c
390 Hoerchner J. R., Wickham  street c
391 Hoffey John, Mackay o
392 Hoffin -, Mungar c
393 Hoffmann August, Thompson Estate
c (2)
394 Hoffmann A., Brisbane c
395 Hoffmann A., Gympie c
396 Hogan James, Deep Creek s
397 Hogan John, Hughenden c
398 Hogan Patrick, Brisbane o c
399 Hogan Theo., 157 Queen  street n z
400 Hoger -, Bundaberg c
401 Hower Henry, Currawinya c
402 Hogg F., Charleville c
403 Hoggen -- (engineer ), Gayndah c
404 Hoghton Mrs. B.,  Brisbane c
405 Hogue A. E., Brisbane n z
406 Holdey H., Isis Downs c
407 Holland -, Norton in (3)
408 Holland Charles H., Emerald n z
409 Holland J., Bundaberg c
410 Holland J., Herberton s
411 Holland Mrs. L., South Brisbane in
412 Holland Thomas, Murphy's Creek c
413 Holleywood John, Brisbane c
414 Holliday John (painter ), Ingham s
415 Holliday J. W., Bowen Hills c
416 Hollidge -, Charleville c
417 Holloway Thomas, Brisbane c
418 Hollywood --, Goodna c (2)
419 Hollywood John (baker), Brisbane c
420 Holman Richard, Brisbane o c
421 Holmes  C. F., Brisbane o
422 Holmes  Edward, Clermont c
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423 Holmes E . A., Rockhampton c 527 Hummel Capt. J. F. (barque
424 Holmes  John ,  Brisbane u k
" Westaria  "),  Townsville a
425 Holmes  Joseph ,  Brisbane o  528 Humphrey James, Eton o c
426 Holmes Miss P ., Maryborough c 529 Humphrey James, Cooktown o c
427 Holmes  Thomas, Normanton a 530 Hunt -- Beenleigh c
428 Holmes  Thomas B., Roxburg Downs o 531 Hunt Miss
,A., Toowoomba c
429 Holmes  T. B., Corylla Downs c 532 Hunt Joseph, Brisbane u k
430 Holmes  W., Beenleigh c (3) 533 Hunt Mrs. Rebecca, Drayton o c
431 Holmgren  E., Brisbane o 534 Hunt W., Blackall c
432 Holroyd W., Mount Morgan c 535 Hunter Andrew, Brisbane u k
433 Holt Benjamin ,  Brisbane c  536 Hunter  A., Kangaroo Point c
434 Holt  Benjamin,  Montague street c (2) 537 Hunter G., Paddington c
435 Holt David, Charters Towers c  538 Hunter  J., Spring Hill o
436 Holt Miss Mary, Bundaberg u k  539 Hunter James  B., Brisbane c
437 Holt R., Rockhampton c  540 Hunter  Mrs. W., Cairns c
438 Holtham  Joseph, Thargomindah c (2) 541 Huntley Mrs., Loge's Paddock c
439 Holton  Richard, Star River s  542 Hurley James , Terrick Terrick o
4,10  Holworth  -, Red Hill c  543 Hurley  M., Dillalah c
441 Holzaphal H., Pimpama c  544 Hurley Patrick, Brisbane u k
442 Homburg E., Rockhampton s (3) 545 Hurman  Henry, Brisbane o c
443 Home W. D., Brisbane in 546 Hurst -, Brisbane c
444 Homerich H., Pine Mountain c 547 Hurst Benjamin A., Bundaberg o c
445 Honan  Miss Susan, Spring Hill o c  548 Hurst  Fred., Maryborough c
446 Honey A. R., Clifton c 549 Hurst F. W., Capella e
447 Hoolihan J. J., Brisbane  Hospital c  550 Hurt Miss Mary, Queen street u k
448 Hooper C., Cloncurry c 551 Hussey Miss, South Brisbane in
449 Hooper David Willmott, P.O. Mackay 552 Hussey S., 254-miles c
uk  553 Hutcheson William, Langlo Downs c
450 Hooper  Ernest, Kalamia e t  554 Hutchins G., Mount Shamrock c (3)
451 Hooper F., Woollongabba c 555 Hutchinson --, Upper Oxley Creek c
452 Hope W. E., Bowen c 556 Hutchinson Mrs. Sarah, Oxley Creek
453 Hopkins Mrs. Flora, Rockhampton o  c (2)
32 James F., Goondiwindi s
3:3 James F. (carter ), Bnndaberg c
34 James Henry, Brisbane s
3.5 James Henry D., Charleville c
36 James John, Charters Towers c
37 James Joseph, Alt-ion c
38 James J. R., Rockhampton s
39 James J. W., Rockhampton s
40 James William, Charters Towers c
41  James W., Clon+rgh 0
42 James  W. H., The Alice c
43 Jameson  J. P., Arthur  street c
44 Jamieson  Miss  Alexis, Bowen c (2)
45 Jamieson David, Wilton Estate c
46 Jamison -, Oxley c
47 Jansen --, Laidley c
48 Jarvis Fred. William, Charleville c
49 Jarvis William, Brisbane o c
50 Jarvis William, Brisbane u k
51 Jayasuriya J. C.,  Macnade f
52 Jefferson Thomas, Toowoomba c
53 Jeffery  Charles , Sadd's Ridge c
54 Jeffery C., Camooweal a
55 Jeffrey John, Mackay c
56 Jeffries S., Gladstone road c
57 Jeffrys Reuben,  Brisbane o c
58 Jeffs Mrs. A., Brisbane o (2)
59 Jekyll Mrs., Brisbane u k
60 Jen Ho (storekeeper), Brisbane c
61 Jenkin J., Charters Towers c
62 Jenkin S., Charters Towers c (2)
63 Jenkin Mrs. S., One-Mile a
454 Hopkins Miss F., Valley c 557 Hutchinson W. (selector), Oxley c
455 Hopkins Reginald, Arthur  street o c  558 Hutchison Mrs. Harriet, 6 Leichhardt
456 Hopkinson -, Mount Gravatt c  street c
457 Hopper  J., Hamilton c (2)  559 Huxham -, Rosalie c
458 Hopper  J. C., Georgetown c 560 Huxly -, Bulli River s
459 Hopsick - Maryborough road c 561 Hyland J. E., Charleville c
460 Horan Mrs., Valley c  562 Hyne Lumley, Mount Perry e t
461 Horan James, Brisbane s  563 Hynes E., Wickham terrace c
462 Horan Mick ,  Mount Morgan c 564 Hynes Mary, Brisbane u k
463 Hord John ,  Mitchell c
464 Horder Henr y, Goondiwindi c
465 Horn Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Vulture street o c
466 Horne  John, Tiaro in I.
467 Horner  Walker, Bundaberg f
468 Hornet  August, Charters Towers o c 1 IMRIE A., Valley c
469 Ho rn ung  George, Charleville c  2 Indine  W.. Cootharaba road c
470 Horsley  --,  Exchange c  3 Ingram Thomas, Lutwyche c
471 Horsley W. T., Toowoomba c 4 Inman J. W., Blackall c
472 Hort F .,  Isis c 5 Tnnes  George, Valley u k
473 Hotzberger  Philip, Woollongabba c  6 Innes  George, Cornelia Station u k (2)
474 Houghton E., Charters  Towers m  7 Innes James, Beaconsfield in
64 Jenkin T. H., Charters Towers c
65 Jenkin W., Charters Towers c
66 Jenkins Thornton lane c
67 Jenkins -, Townsville c
68 Jenkins Miss Ellen, Normanton o c
69 Jenkins H. T., Thorroldtown c
70 Jenkins John, Gympie c
71 Jenkins J., Charters Towers c
72 Jenkins T. H., Charters  Towers c
73 Jenks D., West End c
74 Jenks Robert, Brisbane o c
75 Jenkyn T., Black Jack c
76 Jenner -, Brisbane s
77 Jenner W., Vulture street c
78 Jennings  Miss  A. M., Brisbane o
79 Jensen Brisbane c
80 Jensen -, Gundiah c
81 Jensen  A. C., Wellington  road c
82 Jensen  C., Walker's Pocket c
83 Jensen  D. K., Gympie c
84 Jensen  Godfred, Eidsvold  o c and c (2)
475 Houghton Mrs. J. F., Herberton o  8 Innes  J., Chatsworth road c
476 Houlahen Dan., Gordon Downs s  9 Innis J., Two-Mile c
477 Houldsworth W., Charters  Towers c  10 Inslay J. W., Brisbane c
478 Houston  James, Brisbane c (2) 11 Inson  Mrs. C. H., Townsville u k
479 Houston William, Roma c 12 Iredale Charles, Maryyborough o c
480 Howard Ann street c (2)  13 Ireland George, South Brisbane c
481 Howard Maryborough c 14 Irvine Mrs J., Donellan c
482 Howard  C., Limestone s 15 Irvine Sarah A., Brisbane o
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85 Jensen Neil, Charters Towers c
86 Jensen  P. C., Isis Junction c
87 Jensen Miss Rika, Gympie c
88 Jenson G. K., Gootchie Creek c
89 Jeppesen  Christian , Deep Creek o c
90 Jeppeson C., Cootharaba road c .
91 Jepson A. P., Mount  Mor' m c
92 Jeremiah Rees, Charters Towers c
ill3 J Ch lan , nn  stree4 owar e c ( )  16 rv ne Stewart, Mackay u k
484 Howard  F. S., Highgate Hill c (2) 17 Irving J., West End c
e car ev9 erom -,
94 Jerret Walter, Charleville c
485 Howard  F. S., Mary borough c 18 Irwin -, Gowrie road c 95 Jervis E., Headington Hill o
486 Howard  G. A., Muttaburra c 19 Irwin W., Eidsvold road c (2) 96 Jervis J., Charters Towers c
487 Howard James ,  Charters Towers c 20 Irwin W., Redbank c 97 Jeurus Alfred, Brisbane u k
488 Howard  Sydney,  Townsville s  21 Ivis David, Charleville o c (2) 98 Jewell -, Red Hill c
489 Howard William, Brisbane e t 22 Ivison F., Yulebah c 99 Jimmy Kew Sim, Gundiah o
490 Howard  -,  Brisbane s 100 Jobst Henry, Charleville c
491 Howe E., Brisbane c 101 Johansen Charles, Bundaberg o c
492 Howell  Gerard, Dalby c 102 John and Mathew Messrs., Too-
493 Howell  Gerard J.,  Roma u  k and c (2) J woomba c
494 Howells  David, Gympie c (3) 103 Johns A. E., Brisbane o
495 Howells  R. M., Cooktown c 1 JARS Ferdinand, Tinana o c 104 Johns David, Adelaide street c
496 Howes Messrs.  A. and J.,  Townsville  in 2 Jacklin William, Gympie u k 105 Johns David, Bundamba s
497 Howie R., Brisbane  in 3 Jackman W., Spring Hill c 106 Johns G., Gympie c (2)
498 Howles  D., One-Mile c (2) 4 Jackulsen M., Isis Scrub c 107 Johnson -,Millie Station c
499 Howlett R. (carrier ),  Charleville c (2) 5 Jackson -, South Brisbane c 108 Johnson A., 46 Wharf street c
500 Howlett  T., Gympie c (2) 6 Jackson Edward, Clermont c 109 Johnson Mrs. A. H., Normanton c
501 Howling  R. M., Eagle  street c  7 Jackson Edward, Brisbane c 110 Johnson Charles, Croydon c
502 Howlong Messrs . S. and Co. , Brisbane c  8 Jackson John, Normanton o 111 Johnson Charles, Bundaberg o c
503 Hows  -, Caboolture c 9 Jackson Mrs. J., Normanton u k 112 Johnson Mrs., C., Mackay c
504 Hoy Mrs. G., Spring Hill in 10 Jackson L., Brisbane c 113 Johnson Mrs. F. G., Stanley Bridge c
505 Hoyle MrQ., Charters Towers c 11 Jackson Mary Selina M., Townsville o 114 Johnson George, Brisbane u k
506 Hoyle J. F., Rockhampton c 12 Jackson Mrs. M., Gympie c 115 Johnson George, Brisbane c
507 Hoyos T., Toowoomba c 13 Jackson Robert, Rockhampton c 116 Johnson H., Brisbane c
508 Huddy Geo. (saddler), Normanton o c  14 Jackson  Samuel , Murphy's Creek c 117 Johnson John, Charters Towers c
509 Hudson  Mrs. Elizth .,  Brisbane o c  15 Jackson S. J., Gympie o 118 Johnson Joseph, Blackall c
510 Hugh -, Beahien Estate c 16 Jackson Thomas, Rockhampton c 119 Johnson J., Charters Towers c
511 Hughes -, Rocklea c 17 Jackson Thomas, Tiaro o 120 Johnson J., Cunnamulla s
512 Hughes  Archibald,  Bnndamba c  18 Jackson Thomas, Townsville u k 121 Johnson L., Charters Towers c
513 Hughes A., Bowen Hills c 19 Jackson Thos. (painter), Townsville c 122 Johnson L. B., Charleville c
514 Hughes Frank, Charleville s 20 Jackson W., Spring Hill c 123 Johnson Michael, Adavale c
515 Hughes  Henry, Bundaberg c 21 Jack or, W. A. (painter),  Enoggera c 124 Johnson  Miss Minnie Brisbane c
516 Hughes  J., Coomera River c 22 Jacobs Mrs., Charters Towers c 125 Johnson Peter, Charters Towers c
517 Hughes  J., Bundaberg c 23 Jacobs Miss B., Fairfield c 126 Johnson Richard, Hungerford c
518 Hughes  J. F., Brisbane in 24 Jacobson H., Sandy Creek c (2) 127 Johnson Mrs. R. E., Mackay c
519 Hughes  John Joseph, Bundaberg u k 25 Jacobson  J'1 iss  P., Bowen Bridge Hotel 128 Johnson Mrs. T. A. G., North Quay c3
(3) c 129 Johnson William, Angellala Creek o
520 Hughes  John VT., Charters Towers c 26 Jacques Miss Julie, Brisbane u k 130 Johnson W., Angellala Creek u k
521 Hughes  Llewellyn ,  Charters Towers c 27 Jagger S. H., St. Lawrence s 131 Johnson W., Rockhampton c
522 Hughes  Owen, Blackall c 28 .Talley J., Bulloo Downs c 132 Johnson W. P., Rockhampton c
523 Hull Charles, Gympie c (2) 29 James and Scott Messrs., Charters 133 Johnston A., Red Hill c
524 Hultman  Erik, Rockhampton f Towers c 134 Johnston Ben., Brisbane o c
525 Humberdross -, Toowoomba c 30 James  -, Nundah c 135 Johnston Henry,  Brisbane s
526 Hume and Son Messrs .,  Brisbane u k 31 James Miss Eliza, Brisbane o c 136 Johnston  James, Goodwood c
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137 Johnston James, Albion c K. 105 Kennedy John Bundaberg c
138 Johnston John, Isis c 106  Kennedy John, Ayr c
Brisbane u k139 Johnston Joseph 1 KADWELL Mrs., Spring Hill c 107 Kennedy J., Taringa c,
140 Johnston J. D., Cairns c 2 Kadwell H., Brisbane c 108 Kennedy Miss K., Bowen Hills c
141 Johnston J. H., Charters Towers c 3 Kain James, Blackall s 109 Kennedy P., Bowen Hills c
112 Johnston Rev. G. H., Brisbane s 4 Kain Miss Margaret, Brisbane c 110 Kennedy Philip A., Diamanti a in
143 Johnston Mrs. W., New Farm c 5 Kalmund, J., Mount Perry c and s (3) 111 Kennedy Thomas, Townsville c
144 Johnston W. C.,  Courier  Office c 6 Kane Miss, Blackstone c 112 Kennedy T. W., Townsville o
145 Johnstone -, Valley c 7 Kantizak J., Bundaberg c (2) 113 Kennedy W. T., Warwick c (2)
146 Jounstone Charles, Eidsvold c 8 Kapper Franz, Maryborough c 114 Kennett -, Bundaberg c
147 Johnstone James, Oxley c 9 Karting Robert, Ippswich road c 115 Kennett Mrs. C L. Brisbane n z
148 Johnstone J. W., Townsville c 10 Katling Miss E., Toowoomba s 116 Kenny Mrs., Don fiver c
149 Johnstone William, Charters Towers c 11 Kavner W.. Woollongabba c 117 Kenny -, Townsville c
ue "Alfred Hawle(bar150 Johson J Brisbane m12 Keaine J 118 Kent Thomas Bundaberg cq y.Rockhampton a .,13 Keam Reuben, Mount Perry c ,119 Kenten T., Eidsvold c
151 Johson J. N. (carpenter), Mackay c 14 Keam William. Charters Towers ii k 120 Kenyon G., Eagle street c
152 Jones and Son Messrs., Spring Hill c 15 Keane Mrs., Valley c 121 Kenyon George Thomas, Mount Perry
153 Jones - (contractor), Albion c 16 Kean M., Kilcunimin c s
154 Jones -, Blackstone c 17 Keaney Mrs. Ann Maria, Brisbane u k 122 Keogh James, Cooper's Plains c
155 Jones Mrs., Upper Enoggera terrace c 18 Kearney M., Ipswich c 123 Keogh Minnie, Emerald o
156 Jones Mrs., Charters Towers c 19 Kearney P., Gympie Line c 124 Keogh P., Ipswich c
157 Jones Miss, Gowrie House u k 20 Kearney Thomas, Pine Creek c 125 Keogh William, Emerald c
158 Jones A., Windsor road c 21 Kearsley G., Ingham it k 126 Keogh W., Emerald c
159 Jones A., One-Mile c 22 Keath J., Western Line c 127 Keogh Mrs. W., Emerald c (2)
160 Jones Mrs. A. E. C., Bulloo Downs c 23 Keating Mrs., West End Ferry c 128 Kerin Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k
161 Jones A. R., Bundaberg o c 24 Keating Miss G., Mount Perry Hotel c 129 Kerley W., Brisbane c
162 Jones Charles, Barcaldine o 25 Keating Mrs. J. P., Rocklea c (3) 130 Kerney F., Gympie e t
163 Jones David, Rainbow c 26 Keating Michael, Emerald c 131 Kerney John, Townsville f
164 Jones David, West End c (2) 27 Keating Robert, Thompson Estate c 132 Kerr H. S., Brisbane t
16.5 Jones Evan Wm., Clermont c 28 Keddie Andrew, P.O. Brisbane o 133 Kerr J., Bo go road c
166 Jones Fred., Richmond c 29 Keegan Charles, Brisbane c (5) 134 Kerr Mrs. J., Wharf street c
167 Jones Frederick, Mackay c 30 Keegan Mrs. J., Normanton c 135 Kerr T. J., Brisbane s
168 Jones Frank M., Brisbane o c 31 Keegan Patrick, One-Mile c 136 Kerrison Mrs. Annie, Maryborough o c
1('9 Jones G., Queen street s 32 Keegan Philip, Normanton s (2)
170 Jones Harold, Brisbane u k 33 Keeller  Miss  Kate, Brisbane c 137 Kerrison Capt., Maryborough c
171 Jones Harry, Aramac c 34 Keeley John, Yabba Vale u k 138 Kershaw Henry, South Brisbane c (2)172 Jones Henry, Brisbane c 35 Keen Captain, Eidsvold c 139 Kershaw W., Brisbane o c
173 Jones H., Valley c 36 Keen Charles, Mount Enniskillen c 140 Ketteringham Charles, Warwick s
174 Jones H. R., Brisbane u k 37 Keenan -, Ipswich c 141 Key -, Petrie terrace c
175 Jones James, Maryborough c 38 Keene Charles, Enniskillen c 142 Kew Mrs., Spring Hill c
176 Jones John, North Pine c 39 Keene Mrs. E., Brisbane o 143 Keys Thomas, Gympie c
177 Jones John, Charters Towers c 40 Keene M. A., Charleville s 144 Keyzer C. H., West Grove c (2)
178 Jones John, Bowen Bridge road c
i -- - - -
41 Kehoe James, Bowen Hills c
-42-
145 Kiarr L. H. (farmer) Gatton c (2)
-146 3£ikbl l G-J i179 Jones, Br sbane
180 Jones J. B., Spring Hill c 43 Keighran Mrs. Nellie, Paddington c
er .; Kev ro" cn
147 Kidd -, Albert street c
181 Jones Mrs. J. B., Homebush c 44 Keir F. L., Brisbane c 148 Kidd -, Little Edward street c (2)
182 Jones Mrs. J. E., New Farm c 45 Keish L., Herberton c 149 Kidd Mrs., Adelaide street c
183 Jones John Henry, Charters Towers c 46 Keith Frank V., Brisbane n z 150 Kidd G. W., Brisbane s (2)
184 Jones Lizzie, Maryborough o 47 Keith James, Highfields c 151 Kidner Joseph Townsville c
185 Jones Mrs. P. A., Loganlea c 48 Keith John, 150 Edward street c 155 Kielmansegge  k  F., Raff  street c
186 Jones Richard, Stanley street c (4) 49 Kelegher P., Allora c 153 Kiernon John, Bundaberg c
187 Jones Robert, Gympie c 50 Keleher C., Kalkie c 154 Kiff Thomas, Bulgar Station a (2)
188 Jones Robert, Clermont c 51 Kellas A., Thursday Island o 155 Kifford -, Stephen's road c
189 Jones R., Brisbane o c 52 Kelleher Miss Annie, Water street c 156 Kilhee John Joseph, Hamilton u k
190 Jones R., Normanton c 53 Keller Miss Kate, South Brisbane c 157 Killgour Allen, Woollongabba a
191 Jones  It., Baker s Camp c 54 Kelley Miss, Brisbane s 158 Kilber Cant. George, Rockhampton u k
192 Jones R., Betts Creek c (2) 55 Kelly -, Bulimha c 159 Killiard Miss, Kangaroo Point c (2)
193 Jones R., Charters Towers c 56 Kelly Mrs., Woollongabba c 160 Kimmens Mrs., Toowoomba c
194 Jones R. (miner), Charters Towers c 57 Kelly Mrs., Maryborough c 161 Kimpton  W. G., Ada Vale s
195 Jones Mrs. R., Emu Park c 58 Kelly Arthur, Whyanbah o 162 Kinch Albert, Tiaro u k
196 Jones Saliesin P., Herberton c (2) 59 Kelly Mrs. Bridget, Oxley f 163 Kinchela John, Roma Gaol o
197 Jones Thomas, Brisbane in (2) 60 Kelly Miss B., Lowood s 164 Kinchella George, McKinlay c
198 Jones T. (care of Flavelle Bros.), Bris 61 Kelly Charles, Langlo Downs c (2) 165 Kinealy Patrick  0., Herberton f
bane s 62 Kelly Miss Effie, Queenton c 166 Kinen Joseph, Mungar c
199 Jones T., Bundaberg c 63 Kelly Francis, Pimpama o c 167 King -, Caledonia c (2)
200 Jones T., Rockhampton c 61 Kelly George, Dugandan c 168 King Alfred, Blackall c
201 Jones Walter, North Pine c 65 Kelly James, Geraldton c 169 King Emily, Adelaide street o
202 Jones W., Brisbane c 66 Kelly John, Charters Towers o 170 King E. J., Charters Towers c
203 Jones Mrs. W., Rockhampton c 67 Kelly Mrs. Julia, Red Hill c 171 King F., Caledonia Station c
204 Jones Walter H., Brisbane c 68 Kelly J., Allora c 172 King Capt. G., Brisbane s
205 Jones W. S., Charters Towers c 69 Kelly J., Mackay c 173 King James, Charleville c
206 Jonson L., Ernest street c 70 Kelly Mrs. J., Cunnainiilla c 174 King John, Spring Hill c
207 Jonsson Charles A., Maryborough o c 71 Kelly Mrs. J. G., Brisbane o 175 King John, Charters Towers c
208 Jonston Mrs., South Brisbane s 72 Kelly Mrs. Mary, Valley c 176 King John, Charters Towers c
209 Jonston Mrs., New Farm c 73 Kelly Mrs. Mary, Bundaberg c 177 King John, Queenton u k
210 Jonston A. Henry, Brisbane s 74 Kelly Michael, Brisbane u k 178 King John, Monkland c21L Jonston Henry, Brisbane s 75 Kelly Michael, Pimpama c 179 King J., Brisbane c
212 Jonstone Mrs., Pimpama c 76 Kelly Mrs. M. A., Normanton c 180 King Louisa and Henry, Mount Mor-
213 Jordan -, Ipswich c 77 Kelly P., Bundaberg c gan o
214 Jordan Mrs., Spring Hill c 78 Kelly R. J., Brisbane in and c (3) 181 King Mary, Deep Creek road o
215 Jordan Albert, Charters Towers c 79 Kelly Stephen, Toowoomba u k 182 King R., Charters Towers c
216 Jordan Messrs. H., Montague road c 80 Kelly Mrs. S. A., Brisbane o 183 King Thomas, Townsville in
217 Jorgensen Mrs., Woollongabba c 81 Kelly William, Cooktown 184 King William, Toowoomba e
218 Jorgensen G., Gympie c 82 Kelly W., Mowbraytown c 185 King W., Bowen Bridge road c
219 Jorgensen J., Southport a 83 Kehnan G., Townsville c 186 King W., Gympie o
220 Jorginsin Nils, Brisbane c 84 Kelson Mrs., Mackay c 187 King W. G., Bowen c
221 Jose George, Charters Towers c 85 Kemp -, Durham Downs c 188 Kingsford George A., Beaudesert c
222 Jose H., Burketown a 86 Kemp Anthony, Naryileo Downs s 189 Kingston Mrs. James, Brisbane c
223 Joseph F., Redbank Plains c 87 Kemp A. F., Cooper's Creek o 190 King Yeen Henrietta, P.O. Towns.
224 Josh H. (farmer), Toowoomba c 88 Kemp William, Rockhampton u k ville c
225 Joy J. N., Gayndah e 89 Kempstow J., Charters Towers o c 191 Kinley A., Woollongabba c
226 Joyce Miss Bridget, Brisbane o c and 90 Kenant C., Hamilton s 192 Kin ley George, Kensington o
c (2) 91 Kendall John, Aramac c 193 Kirby Messrs., Toowoomba c
227 Joyce Edward, Charleville c. 92 Kendall J., Muttaburra c 194 Kirk and Co. Messrs., South Brisbane
228 Joyce Edward, Morven o 93 Kenealy -, Ipswich c c
229 Joyce W., Goondiwindi c 94 Kenett W., Cunnamulla s 195 Kirk Rupert, Bowen Hills c (2)
230 Joynt Neil, Brisbane c 95 Kenna Mrs. K., Rockhampton u k 196 Kirk William, Bowen Hills c
231 Judd Henry, Toowooinba c 96 Kennedy -, Brisbane s 197 Kirk William, Brisbane u k
232 Judge Mrs., West End o 97 Kennedy -, Valley c 198 Kirkaldy J. W,, Brisbane u k
233 Judge Martin, Bundaberg o 98 Kennedy Bridget, Townsville o 199 Kirkley Joseph, Maryborough s
234 Judson S., Brisbane c 99  lien,wdy Daniel, Spectacle Creek c 200 Kirkpatrick Messrs., Thargomindah
23:5 J0lins Henry J., Ada Vale c 100 Kennedy HH., Brisbane c 201 Kirkpatrick Mrs.  It., Spring I-hill s
236 Julius Rev. A. C., Ada Vale c 101 Kennedy James, Margaret street c (2) 202 Kirkwood -, Elliott Crossing c
237 Jury Mrs. Joseph, Coochin Creek 102 Kennedy James, Oxley o c 203 Kirkwood W., Valley o c
c (2) 103 Kennedy John, Valley c 204 Kirshaw James, Thompson Estate e
238 Justro Ernest, Cooktown a 104 Kennedy John, Kedron Brook c 205 Kitchin Ch., Cockburn s .
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206 Kitchins Mrs., Brisbane m
207 Klein George J., Charleville c
208 Kleir Ranhold, Rosevale c
209 Knatska ,  Woongarra c
210 Knight Mrs., Spring Hi ll c
211 Knight Miss Annie ,  South Brisbane c
212 Knight C. D., Southport c
213 Knight G., Noosa c
214 Knipi R., Charters Towers c
215 Knopp  -,  Thargomindah s
216 Knott and Rhodes ,  Paddington c
217 Knott James ,  Rockhampton c
218 Knott W., Thargomindah c
219 Knovett J. H., Adavale c
220 Knowles George, Townsville c
221 Knox J., Willaroo c (2)
222 Knudson Hans, Killarney c
223 Knudson P., Gympie c
224 Knyvett H., Thursday Island c
22.5  Koch.-, Boggo road c
226 Koch T., Drayton road c
227 Kolbunan William, South Brisbane o c
228 Kollmar W., Boggo road c (2)
229  Konegsf est Leopald, Townsville f
230 Kong
Ali
Ming ,  Camooweal c
231 Koo
Ali
Chank, Rockhampton a
232 Kowib A., Back Plains c
233 Kreeker Th., Townsville c
234 Krost  -,  Cooktown c
235 Krone T., Pittsworth c
236  Krous Ludwig, Maekae c
237 Kruger  -,  Breakfast Creek c
238 Kruger H., Stanley street c (2)
239 Kruger H. (photographer), Laidley w a
240 Kuchler Miss M .,  Coorparoo f
241 Kucks  -,  Little Ipswich c
242 Kuhnert Carl J.,  Toowoombao c
243 Kurtwood R.  0., Maida Hill c
244 Kwong Chong  Tai, Gympie c 2
245 Kwong Mow Yoon, Killarney s
246 Kydd Samuel ,  Townsville c (2)
247 Ky Hop (merchant ),  Stanthorpe o
248 Kyles and Stevens ,  Bulgroo c
L.
1 LA BRAS -,  Maryborough c
2 Lacey Charles ,  Bulimba c
3 Lacey Mrs .  J., Bundaberg c
4 Lacey Miss Mary E. ,  Herbert street c
5 Lachlan Matthew, Adavale c
6 Laffey John Stanley street c
7 Lafitte A., Rockhampton c
8 Lagor W., Cooktown o
9 Laheen Patrick ,  Mackay c
10 Lahey Miss ,  Crow's Nest c
11 Laidlaw F., Bulimba c (3)
12 Laidlaw Mrs. Harriet ,  Townsville o c
13 Laing A .,  Rockhampton s
14 Laing Isidor, Gregory terrace o c
15 Laing  Mrs. James, Charters Towers u k
16 Laing Jef ,  Jundah o
17 Laird John ,  Brisbane n z
18 Lallaway J., Mount Morgan u k
19 Lamb F .  A., Tiaro o
20 Lamb J .,  Brisbane u k
21 Lamb J.,  Maryborough  in
22 Lambert Miss Annie, Toowoomba s
23 Lambert John, Toowoomba u k
24 Lambert J. H., Brisbane s
25 Lambert Mrs. Patrick ,  Brisbane o
26 Lamond Charles,  Woollongabba c
27 Lampton R., Rockhampton c
28 Lam Yoo  (gardener ),  Kedron Brook c
29 Lane  -  Adelaide street c
30 Lane H. M., Adelaide street c
31 Lane Mrs. H .  M., Brisbane m
32 Lane J .,  Brisbane c
33 Lane J. R., Brisbane u k
34 Lane Richard, Bowen Hills c
35 Lane R .,  Sandgate c
36 Lane R., Brisbane s
37 Lane Thomas ,  Stanley street c
38 Lane T., Jane street c
39 Lane W .,  Maryborough s
40 Lang G .,  Hihfields c
41 Lang John, South Brisbane o
42 Langford James ,  Brisbane o c
43 Lang Hop (storekeeper ),  Cairns c
44 Lang Lin  (gardener ),  Mackay c
45 Lannigan  --,  Cooktown c
46 Lapworth Joseph, Petrie terrace
47 Lapworth William, Charters Towers u k
48 Lardaner Miss Annie ,  Spring Hill s
49 Larkin F .,  Mungar s
50 Larkins  'Hiss  Bridget , Alpha s
51 Larkins Thomas ,  Bulgroo o c
F2 Larmour William, Brisbane s
53 La Roche John , Adavale  e, s, and  in  (4)
54 Larosa Francisco W., Brisbane f
55 Larsen  -(gunsmith), Bundaberg c (2)
56 Larsen  -,  South Brisbane u k
57 Larsen Mrs., South Brisbane c
58 Larsen C.  0., Stanley street c
59 Larsen Ne il, Bundanba c (2)
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60 Larsen Neil Peter , Oxley Creek c
61 Larsen  J., Herberton c
62 Lartin W. F., West End c
63 Lasso James , Rockhampton c
64 Lather August, Kedron Brook c
65 Latz J., Logan road c
66 Lauderdale  Miss , Rockhampton c
67 Laughlan P., Caledonian Station c
68 Laughlin John, Mungar c
69 Laughlin  J., Booroodabin c
70 Lauttit A., Kangaroo Point s
71 Law S. V. J.,  Brisbane o
72 Law William, Brisbane o c
73 Law William, South  Brisbane c
74 Law W.,  Brisbane c
75 Lawrence Mrs. S .,  Brisbane c
76 Lawler Mrs ,,  Miles c
77 Lawrence  Mrs., Charters Towers u k
78 Lawrence Mrs., Stanley  street c
79 Lawrence Frederick, Clermont c
80 Lawrence  George, Milton c
81 Lawrence Matthew, Durham Downs o
82 Lawrence  Mrs. P., Brisbane o
83 Lawaie  J., Harbours and Rivers c (2)
84 Lawson  -, Brisbane c
85 Lawson  - (carpenter ), Toowoomba c
86 Lawson  Mrs., Goodna c
67 Lawson A., Roma s
88 Lawson  Charles, Isisford o
89 Lawson  George, Adavale e t
90 Lawson  Joseph, Bundanba u k and f (3)
91 Lawson Mrs. J., Maryborough s
92 Lawson J. L., Lake Nash s
93 Lawson Thomas, Cooktown s
94 Lawson William, Gympie road c
95 Lawson W., Toowoomba c
96 Lea C. M., Roma c
97 Leaborn William, Coorparoo c
98 Leach R., Bulgroo c
99 Leach R. S., Bulgroo in
100 Leahy Al., Cooktown c
101 Leahy Miss Mary Ellen, Brisbane c
102 Leaver Mrs., Rosalie c
103 Leaver  GG., Petrie terrace c
104 Leavey A., Mackay u k (4)
105 Leavinson  -, 96 Wharf  street c
106 Lebellee Jean Leon, Rockhampton f
107 Ledger -, Milton c
108 Le Douse C., Mount  Morgan c
109 Lee -, Emerald c
110 Lee , Ebenezer c
111 Lee A. E., Albion c
112 Lee A. W. (baker), Nundah c
113 Lee George, Adavale s (2)
114 Lee H., Vindex a
115 Lee M. P., Westwood u k
116 Lee Thomas,  Brisbane c (6)
117 Leeder W. C., Comet c
118 Leek G., Laidley c
119 Lee Kin, Charleville c
120 Leeson H., Howard c
121 Leeson Samuel, Warrego River u k
122 Le Grand Sydney, Rodney Downs c
123 Lehmann J. A., George  street c
124 Leich Patrick, Logan Village o c
125 Leigh John, Mackay u k
126 Leighton F., Brisbane s
127 Lemass Timothy, Queen street u k
128 Lemon James If., Ipswich c
121) Lenard S., Thargomindah s
130 Lencoski - (farmer), Bundaberg o c
131 Lendram Mrs. M., Toowoomba o
132 Lennan H., Brisbane o
133 Lennan P., Stanthorpe o
134 Lennon J. H., Ipswich c
135 Lennox Mrs., Highgate Hill c
136 Lennox James, South Brisbane c
137  Leon E., Cook-town o
138 Leonard J., Yeulba n z
139 Leonard Mrs. John, Yeulba n z
140 Leory -, Toowoomba c
141 Leslie John Grant, Townsville c
142 Lesser L., Brisbane u k
143 Lester Louis, Brisbane n k
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159160161
162
163
164
165 Lewis J. it, Rockhampton e t
166 Lewis William, Valley c
167 Lewis W., Kangaroo Point c
168 Lewis W., Charters Towers c
169 Lewis W. G. (painter), Valley c
170 Lewis W. W., Bundaberg o
171 Libbis William, Clermont c
172 Libby  Ceorge, Maxwelton n z
173 Lidstow Thomas, Herberton c
174 Liebrecht Albert, Cooktown o
175 Liggs Annie T., Rockhampton o
176 Light Messrs. and Co., Brisbane c
177 Lilly Mrs., South Brisbane c
178 Limpus Joseph, Laidley c and u k (3)
179 Lindgren A., Queen street c
180 Lindross  A., Rockhampton c
181 Lindsay Mrs. Ann Jane, Rockhamp-
ton c
182 Lindsay H., Turbot street c
183 Lindsay James, Breakfast Creek in
184 Lindsett --, Upper Edward  street c
185 Linehan Edward, Barcaldine m
186 Lissen C. A., Merton  street c
187 Lister James, Charters Towers o
188 Litch George, Georgetown c (2)
189 Lithroe Mrs., Brisbane c
190 Little Mrs., Valley c
191 Little Mrs. Caroline ,  Gotha street o c
192 Little James, Mackay u k
193 Little James, Charters c (2)
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
Little James J., Spring Hill o e
Little Robert, Spring Hill o c
Livermore Miss, Kangaroo Point s
Li verston Jack, Aramac cLivingstone kgstone Mrs. Ellen, Maryborought
Llewellyn W. H., Lower Burdekin cLlivryAlbert, Brisbane e t
Lloyd A., Bulloo Downs m
Lloyd Edward Henry, Gayndah c
Lloyd J., New Farm c
Lloyd J., Dalby o
Lloyd Thomas, Rockhampton c
Lloyd W., Gatton c
Lloyd W. J., Brisbane o c
Loage C. (carrier), Herberton c
Lochead James, Nebo road s
Lock, Tent and Co., St. Lawrence c
Lock H. R., Valley c
Locke William L., Coinongin South o
Lockhart A. M., Brisbane c
Lockhart S., Jericho c
Lockson Mrs. H., Townsville a
Locblein E. D., Red Hill c
Loder J., Charters  Towers c
Loelet T., Capella c
Logan -, Red Hill c
Logan James. Brisbane f
Logan Mrs. John, Clermont o
222 Logue -, Milton c
223 Lomas Mr. J., Mackay c
224 Lonards Peter, Mackay c
225 Lone Andrew, Gladstone c
226 Lonehard  -, Cassius m
227 Lonergan J., Cloncurry c
228 Lonergan  Senior -Constable Thos.,
Townsville o c
221) Long George, Mount Morgan c
230 Long J., Toowoomba c
231 Long M., Brisbane s
232 Long P., Bulimba road o
233 Long Thomas, Gympie c
234 Longbotham Miss (care of Mrs. Sim-
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
coons), 68 Boundary street u k
Longden Henry, Mount Perry c
Longden Henry, Bundaberg c
Longley --, North  Ipswich c
Lougton T . E., Beaudesert n k
Longert Carl  (decorator), Woollon-
gabba f
Lonnigan -, Hope street c (2)
Look Yen  (gardener), Morven c
Loosley  Henry, Clermont c
Loo Yuk Sue,  Brisbane c
Lord C.  F., Bogantungan c
Lethbridge R. W., Jundah c 215 Lord J., Carlton House c
Letts W., Charters Towers  s and c  (3) 246 Lornie Alexander, Mackay u k
Lever W., Valley c 247 Lota George (gardener),  Breakfast
Levery Thomas, Brisbane s Creek o c
Leveson -, Dalby c 248 Louden S., Brisbane c
Levey Mrs. A., Enoggera c 249 Loughnan John, Morven c
Lew William, North Ipswich s  250  Loughran D., Nerang c
Lewcock Thomas, Rockhampton o c 251 Louis G., Boomerang c (2)
Lewis Mrs., Kangaroo Point o 252 Louth,S., Nerang c
Lewis Albert, Brisbane n z 253 Love Mrs., Ipswich road c
Lewis C., Gympie c 254 Lovejoy G. A., Toowoomba c
Lewis James, Woollongabba c (4) 255 Lovelace W., Brisbane c
Lewis J., Boggo road s 256 Lovelady Miss, Townsville s
Lewis John, Brisbane s 257 Lovelady Miss Mary E ., Townsvi lle o c
Lewis J., Paddington c 258 Lovell R. de Clifford,  Bulgroo c and
Lewis J. J., Bundanba c in
Lewis M., Queenton c 259 Lovemore C. R., Brisbane c
Lewis Miss M., Herberton c 260 Lovett Mrs. T., Maryborough c
Lewis  0., Surat c 261 Low F. W., Toowoomba c
Lewis Robert A., Cunnamulla c 262 Low Jonah, Maryborough s
Lewis R., Gympie  in 263 Low William, Brisbane c
264 Lowe Miss Amy, Brisbane o c
265 Lowe George,  Sandgate c
266 Lowe John H., Townsville o c
267 Lowe Joseph, South Brisbane o c
268 Lowell -, Charters Towers c
269 Lowenthal E., Roma s
270 Low Hing Leen, Roma o c
271 Low How, Rockhampton c
272 Lucas E., Bundaberg c
273 Lucas Robert, Cooktown c
274 Lucas W., South Brisbane c
275 Lucas W., Charters Towers c
276 Luckie E. T., Charters Towers c
277 Lucking A. G., Brisbane u k
278 Luckman John, Cordelia street c
279 Lucy Patrick, Toowoomba c
280 Ludwig J. T., Milton c
281 Ludwig Thomas, Lutwyche c (3)
282 Luff C., Bundaberg u k
283 Luff C., Mount Perry c
284 Luffs Mrs. Charles, Gayndah c
285 Luke Robert, Charters Towers c (2)
286 Lumb James, Charters Towers c (4)
287 Lumsay Charles, Mount Perry c
288 Lun Thomas J., Cooktown c
289 Lundgreen August, Rockhampton a
290 Lunt -, Durham Downs c (2)
291 Lurcombe W., Naryileo  Station c
292 Lurem James, Purga c
293 Lusic -, West End c
294 Lusk Daniel, Windorah o
295 Lyall William, Rockhampton in
296 Lyden Miss Bridget, Clermont o
297 Lympus J., Laidley c
298 Lynch  Daniel , Ada Vale c
299 Lynch E., Gayndah c
300 Lynch G., Bundaberg c
301 Lynch  John Brisbane u k
302 Lynch J., Nundah c303 Lynch J., Charters  Towers c
304 Lynch J., Monkland c
305 Lynch M. L., Boundary street c
306 Lyne Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
307 Lyon  and Bone Messrs. ,  Brisbane c
303-309 Lyon J., Brisbane c
310 Lyons  Mrs., South Brisbane c
311 Lyons C. E., Charters  Towers s
312 Lyons David, Woollongabba c (4)
313 Lyons Mr. W., Bundaberg u k
M.
1 MAC F., Barcaldine o c
2 Macey Miss, Bowen Hills o
3 Macey Miss N., Bowen Hills u k
4 Machin Miss Harriett, Paddington c
5 Machin Miss Kate, Paddington c
6 Macon Miss L., Mackay c
7 Maddicks Mrs., Charleville c
8 Maddix W., Thargomindah c
9 Maddock -, Upper North Pine c
10 Maeller H., Townsville c
11 Magann M., Boggo road c
12 Magdalinski J., Gympie road c
13 Magaffin Catherine, Welford Station o
14 Maguire John, Toowoomba c
15 Maguire J. F., South Brisbane c
16 Maguire Philip, Pine Hill c
17 Maguire, Thomas, Tiaro u k
18 Maher James, River Estate c
19 Maher James (carrier), Muttahurra c
20 Maher James, Ravenswood Junction o
21 Maher Mark, Brisbane c
22 Maher P., Howard s
23 Maher Mrs., Brisbane f
24 Mahon Dennis, Walkerston u k
25 Mahon Edward, Toowoomba c
26 Mahoney James, Thargomindah c
27 Mahoney Mrs. Mary A., Rockhamp-
ton o c
28 Maiden George, Charters Towers c
29 Maidley E., Taringa c
30 Maidment James, Tingalpa c
31 Mainwaring Thomas, Mitchell c
32 Major -, Townsville s
33 Malcolm Mrs. M. S., Brisbane s
34 Malcolm Rev. G., Dalby s
35 Malkin Thomas, Isis Scrub c
36 Malle Jeremiah, Hamilton c
37 Mallon Michael, Boggo c
38 Malon Albert H., N ormanton c
39 Malone H., Adavale c
40 Malone Miss Mary, Townsville o c
41 Maloney - (farmer), Oxley c
42 Maloney D., Toowoomba o e
43 Maloney John, Gympie c
44 Maloney Mary, Bowen o
45 Maloney M., Pimpa,ma Bridge c
46 Maloney William, Toowoomba c
47 Maloy.John, Monkland c
48 Maloy Miss Mary, Townsville w a
49 Manderson -, Bulimba c
50 Mangan Denis, Townsville u k
51 Mangan M., Boggo road c
52 Mangen P., Mount Morgan c
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53 Manghan  J., Mellum Creek c
54 Manley C. (carrier), Herbert River c
55 Mann -, Lutwyche c (2)
56 Mann John, Carlton Hill c
57 Mann John, Windorah road c
58 Mann J., Oxley c
59 Mann William. Eton c
60 Manning Miss, Brisbane c
61 Mannington J. F., Kelvin Grove c
62 Mannix  --, Charleville c
63 Mansfield , Wright and Co., South
Brisbane o c and c (3)
64 Mansfield -, South Brisbane c
65 Mansfield W., Brisbane c
66 Manson  --, Brisbane c
67 Manson  Magnus, Brisbane u k
68 Mant H . J., Normanton u k
Mant J., Maryborough c
Manton James, Chinchilla c
Manuel Joseph, Brisbane c
Maplethorpe John, Mat yborough c
Mapstone George, Rodney Downs c
Mar James , Mackay c
Marchant E. A., Bundaberg c
Marchant  F., Blackall c
Marden J. G., Woollongabba c
Mariager  Christian, Townsville f
Marks H . J., Bundaberg o c
Marks Robert, Brunswick street c
Marks T., Bulimba c
Markwell W., Toombul c
Marquis R. D., Brisbane a
Marr W., Bundaber, , c
Marrick G. S., Jericho C
Marrett  Miss, Brisbane u k
Marsh Mrs ., Edward street o
Marsh G., Maryborough c
Marshall  Mrs., Wickham c
Marshall Miss  Edith, Nundah c (2)
Marshall Edward S., Warwick c
Marshall  F., Gympie c
Marshall F . W., Ada Vale c
Marshall  H. W., Charleville s
et_ -
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96 Marshall Mrs. Mathilda , Albion c
97 Marshall  M. G. R., Camboon c (5)
98 Marshall  William ,  Charleville a (2)
99 Marshall  William, Welltown c
100 Marshall  W. E., Durham u k
101 Marshell H. W., Charleville s
102 Marring J., Maryborough c
103 Marson Peter, Brisbane c
104 Marbello Giovanni, Kooingal o c
105 Martin Alexander, Ada Vale c
106 Martin A. B., Nebo road c
107 Martin A. J., Charters Towers c
108 Martin Miss Ellen, Brisbane o c
109 Martin F., Oakwood c
110 Martin G. W., Thargomindah o
111 Martin James, Mort Estate c
112 Martin James B., Mount Perry c
113 Martin John, Barcaldine c
114 Martin John, West End c
115 Martin John G., Eidsvold s
116 Martin John T., Charters Towers s
117 Martin L., Mackay s
118 Martin Michael, Charters Towers o
119 Martin N., Jane street c
120 Martin Mrs. P., Brisbane o
121 Martin Richard Wm., Clermont c
122 Martin Robert, Spring Hill c
123 Martin R., Mount Albion c
124 Martin R. W'V., Brisbane c
125 Martin T., West End c
126 Martin W. H., Adavale c
127 Martin W. J., Bulimba c
128 Martineer Mrs. H., Hotnebush c
129 Martino Gracoletti, Cairns c
130 Martyn Mrs., Townsville c
131 Mason J. B., Hamilton c
132 Massey and Co., Deep Lead c
1.33 Massey Mrs. Harriet, Bowen Bridge o c
134 Massey J., Coomera c
13.5 Masters A., Pine Creek c
136 Masters John, Charters Towers c (3)
137 Masters Thomas, Woollongabba c
138 Masterson Thomas, Charleville c
139 Mabehett James, Cooktown o C
140 Matheison D., Brisbane s
141 Mather J ames , Charters Towers o c
142 Mather W. J., Cairns c
143 Matherson Mrs. L., Maryborough c
144 Matheson Doctor, trisbane f
145 Matheson Joseph, Brisbane u-k
146 Mathews A. F., Toowoomba c
147 Mathews James, Glenallan Estate c
148 Mathews Mrs. M., Emerald s
149 Mathews Mrs. Robert,  Barcaldine c
150 Mathews W., Rainbow c
151 Mathews W. C., Gympie c
152 Mathewson James, Bundanba f
153  Jfuthewson James, Bundanba u k
154 Mathewson J., Valley c
155 Mathias Simon, Toowoomba c
156 Matson Martin, Brisbane o c
157 Matten J., Bundaberg c
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Matthesson John, Brisbane s
Matthews -, Brisbane c
Matthews Miss, Rockhampton c
Matthews B., Charters Towers c
Matthews B., Clermont c
Matthews John W., One-mile Creek o c
Matthews Patrick, Cairns o c
Matthews Thomas, Brisbane in
Matthews William, Herberton s
Mattich J. (carrier), Aramac c
Maurer Miss Annie, Oxley 0 c
May -, Coorparoo c
May Miss, Geraldton c
May Florence, Western Creek o
May George , Cunnamulla e
May George D., New Farm c
May G. D., Albion c
May J. M., Q.C. Railway c
May M., Toowoomba c
May Peter, Charleville u k
Maylah Miss R., 38 Melbourne  street s
Maynard George, St. George c
Maynard H. A., Enoggera c
Mayne W. C., Ipswich s
Mead Alfred (chemist ), Rockhampton c
Mead R., Charters Towers n z
Mead T. H., Queen street c
Meadley R., Nundab c
Meadows J., Black's Waterhole c
Meagher Miss Ellen, Brisbane o c
Meaney James, Spring Hill c
Meara John, Gympie c
Mee Mrs., Woollongabba c
Meehan Miss Bridget, Maryborough f
Meehan Michael, Port Douglas w a
Meehan Mrs. W., Charleville c
Megaw S., Alpha c
Mehan J., Normanton c
Meimay Alberto, Brisbane f
Mekin'W., West End c
Melani  A., Gympie c
Melgrum Thomas , Warwick c
Melhows Mrs. C.,  Barcaldine o
Melin  T.., Dalbyc
Mellezneski R., Mungar c
Mellon H ., Dalby c
Melton Miss  E., Milton c
Melville G.  R., Brisbane s
Melville  M. W., Gympie road o c (2)
Menadne Joseph, One-Mile c (3)
Menasy Con. James  K., Brisbane o c
Meneely W., Boggo road u k
Mengel  Job, Toowoomba c
Mengel J., Toowoomba c
Menran Michael, Ravenswood c
Menson R. H., South Brisbane o
Menzies  Mrs. A., Brisbane u k
Menzies  Fred., Mount Pleasant c (2)
Mercer A., Milton c
Meredith Richard, Ravenswood c
Meredith W. J., Hamilton Hotel c (2)
Merritt H., Eidsvold c
Merton Mrs. E., Mackay c (2)
Meston F.,  Blackall c
Metcove George, St. George s
Meyer Mrs. E. C., Clermont c
Meyers W., Blackall c
Michell Charles, Cooktown c
Michell John, Hughenden s
Micklejohn Revd. W. D., Brisbane c
Micklewright Edmond, Upper Kedron
c (2)
Middleton Mrs., Charters Towers c
Midson William, Stanley street c
Milburn J. J., Rockhampton c
Milcany Mrs., Ipswich c
Milen --, Charleville c
Miles Louis  (farmer), One-mile Creek
0 c
Miles  William, Gympie c
Miles W., One -mile Sawmill c
Miles Mrs. W., One-Mile c
Milford James, Eidsvold c
Millar Mrs., Wickham terrace c
Miller Townsville c
Miller --, Logan road c
Miller Mrs., North Pine c
Miller Mrs., Maryborough c
Miller Alexander, Bundaberg c
Miller A., Kirk River c
Miller Charles, Gowrie road c (2)
Miller Christian (farmer ), Gympie in
Miller Ch., Gympie c
Miller Messrs . C. and E., Pine Creek s
Miller D., Mackay c
Miller Miss Emma, Pimpama road c
Miller Mrs. E.hel, Brisbane c
Miller Mrs E. M., Maryborough c
Miller Frank, St. George c
Miller George, Gumbardo c
Miller  James,  Mackay u k
Miller John, Kepnoch Plantation u k (2)
Miller John, Torrens Creek f
Miller J. (plumber), South  Brisbane c
Miller J. J., Thargomindah s
Miller Robert, Brisbane u k
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262 Miller R., Valley c
263 Miller Thomas, Charters Towers c
264 Miller William, Brisbane c (2)
265 Miller W. J., Cluden m
266 Miller W. T., Pialba c
267 Millet Mrs. Thomas, Bundaberg in
268 Millie C., Gympie c
269 Millington Jesse, Annie street c (2)
270 Millus George, Toowoomba u k
271 Mills B., Brisbane c
272 Mills Charles, Normanton u k (2)
273 Mills C., Croydon c and s (2)
274 Mills C. E. S., Croydon u k and c (3)
275 Mills Richard, Charters Towers u k
276 Mills Miss Robina, Lutwyche o c
277 Mills William, Coen River c (3)
278 Mills W. C., Coen c
279 Milne George, Sandown u k
280 Milne Mrs. George, Brisbane c
281 Milne James, Cairns o
282 Milne W., Goondiwindi o
283 Milne W., Charters Towers o c
284 Mine N., Bundaberg c
285 Mines J. E., Oxley c
286 Minis -, Rockhampton a
287 Minn John, Coomera c
288 Mitchell --, Nerang Creek c
289 Mitchell Alex., South Brisbane c
290 Mitchell Miss A., Sandgate c
291 Mitchell Mrs. C., Brisbane in
292 Mitchell Ernest A., Adavale c
293 Mitchell G. A., Mackay a
294 Mitchell H. C., Goondiwindi s
295 Mitchell James, Valley o c
296 Mitchell James, Charters Towers c
297 Mitchell J., Gympie c
298 Mitchell J., Cootharaba o
299 Mitchell Mark, Cloncurry u k
300 Mitchell Thomas H., Maytown c
301 Mitchell W., Oxley c
302 Mitchell W., Maytown c
303 Mitchinson W. J. G., Capalaba c
304 Mitferd -, Herberton  in
305 Mobbs Miss P., Brisbane s
306 Mobray Mrs. Elizabeth L., Towns-
ville s
307 Mockel George, Toowoomba c
308 Mockton Hugh, Bundaberg c
309 Moeller J., Bundaberg c
310 Moffat Mrs. J. J., Woollongabba s
311 Moffatt D., Gympie c
312 Moffatt James, Gympie o
313 Moffatt John, Kangaroo Point o
314 Moffatt J., Oxley c
315 Moffatt W., Charters Towers c
316 Moffatt W., Queenton c
317 Moffatt W. H., Rockhampton c
318 Mogford David, Childers c
319 Mohr Fred., Black Jack s
320 Mohr John, Middle Ridge o
321 Moire P., Howard a
322 Moller C., Deep Creek c
323 Mollison J. R. H., Winton Station c (2)
324 Molone John, Ipswich road f
325 Molloy Miss Mary, One-mile Swamp c
326 Moloney -, Richmond Downs c
327 Moloney James, Brisbane u k (3)
328  Moloney James, Brisbane u k
329 Moloney Patrick, Normanton c
330 Monahan Miss A., Rockhampton c
331 Monahan Miss Mary O.,Rockliampton s
332 Moncrieff R. E., Southport o
333 Monds E., Normanton c
334 Money Hayward, Morven c
335 Monro D., Burenda Station c
336 Montagu P., South Brisbane c
337 Moodey Mrs. W., Oxley Creek c
338 Moody Caroline, Herberton u k
339 Moody Mrs. G. E., Townsville u k
340 bloody J., Bundaberg c
341 Moon M., Isisford c
342 Mooney Joseph, 59-Gang c
343 Mooney Patrick, Brisbane u k
344 Mooney Revd. J., Cairns c
345 Mooney Mrs. W. J., Montague road c
346 Moore Charles, Townsville c
347 Moore E., Millchester c
348 Moore Henry, St. George c
349 Moore Jacob, Warwick o
350 Moore James, Brisbane c
351 Moore James, Ravenswood Junction c
352 Moore John, Thargomindah u k
353 Moore J.. Goondiwindi s
354 Moore J., Brisbane o c
355 Moore John Hamilton, Thargomindah
u k and s (2)
356 Moore Miss M., Rockhampton c
357 Moore Miss Rachel, Laidley o
358 Moore Robert, Goondiwindi c
359 Moore Samuel, Kennedy terrace o c
360 Moore Mrs. S., Rockhampton c
361 Moore William, Brisbane u k
362 Moore William, Milton c
363 Moore William, Charters Towers c
364 Moore W., Townsville u k
365 Moorhead J., Gympie u k
684
366 Moorhead R. B., Rockhampton a
367 Moran Harry, Charters Towers c
368 Moran Michael, Charters Towers c
369 Moran Patrick, Charleville u k
370 Moran Patrick, Charters Towers c
371 Moran Patrick, Adavale c
372 Moran P., Laidley c
373 Moran Thomas, Rockhampton c
374 Morck Mrs., Brisbane c
375 Morcom D., Kelvin Grove c
376 Morehead R. B., Rockhampton s
377 Morgan Mrs., Mackay c
378 Morgan Alex. Charters Towers c
379 Morgan Mrs. Chas., Warwick u k
390 Morgan David, One-Mile c
381 Morgan H. Alf., Charters Towers c
382 Morgan John, Townsville c
383 Morgan John, Gympie c
384 Morgan Nicholas F., Adavale u k and
c (3)
385 Morgan William, Q.C. Railway c
386 Morgan W. H., Charters Towers c
387 Morgan Mrs. W. H. S., Prairie Creek c
388 Moriarty Michael, St. Helena c
389 Morish G., Dugandan c
390 Morran E., Charters Towers c
391 Morrell.! ames, Charters Towers c
392 Morrey James, Rockhamption u k
393 Morris Mackay c
394 Morris Blackall c
395 Morris Mrs., Mackay u k
396 Morris Charles, Wallarnboula s
397 Morris Charles, Bowen c
398 Morris Miss E., Townsville u k
399 Morris George, Mackay u k
400 Morris J., Charters Towers c
401 Morris J., Toowoomba c
402 Morris J. R., 175 George street m
403 Morris Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
404 Morris Miss N., Bundaberg c
405 Morris N. A., Mackay o
406 Morris R., Kangaroo Point c
407 Morris T., Rockhampton c
408 Morris William, Woollongabba c
409 Morris William, New Farm c
410 Morrisey D., Rosalie c
411 Morrison - (painter), Red Hill c
412 Morrison Con. John, Margaret  street c
413 Morrison John, Yaamba c
414 Morrison S., Normanton s
415 Morrison Miss S. J., Rockhampton c
416 Morrison Wm. John, Margaret  street c
417 Morrissey Mrs., Petrie  terrace c
418 Morrow John, Spring Hill c
419 Mortensen D. S., Arthur  street c (2)
420 Mortensen Jes. (carpenter), Brisbane o c
421 Mortimer Charles, Ipswich road c (2)
422 Mortimer C., Oxley Creek c
423 Mortimer Henry W., Mellum Creekm (5)
424 Morton Alexander, Brinda Station s (2)
425 Morton F., Queen street c
426 Morton H., Charters Towers c
427 Morvan --, Charters Towers c
428 Morwitch Miss M., Ipswich road c
429 Moses F. W., Cairns c
430 Moses M. E., Cairns e
431 Moss J. H., Woollongabba c
432 Moss Walter, Mitchell u k
433 Moss William, Charters Towers c
434 Moulner T., Latrobe terrace c
435 Mousley E. J., Townsville c
436 Mousley E. T., Elizabeth street c
437 Mowat Magnus, Bundaberg c
438 Mowitt W., Maryborough c (2)
439 Moxey J. K., Bulirnba c
440 M oxley J. R., Kangaroo Point c (2)
441 Moy Johnny, Chinchilla c
442 Moynahan J., 1Mungar s
443 Moyran John, Gayndah c
444 Mozzitini Baptisti, Pentland o c
445 Muhl J. H., Boggo road c
446 Muir James, Red Hill c (2)
447 Muirhead William, Wickham street u k
448 Mulcahy John, One-:Mile f
449 Muldoon William, Gympie c
450 Mulhearn James, Townsville f
451 Mulig.n Mrs. Joseph, Valley u k
452 Mullaly W. T., Grand Hotel c (2)
453 Mullens -, Brisbane a
454  Muller Bornuald. Brisbane f
455 Muller E., Brisbane s
456 Muller G., Gowrie road c
457 Muller Henry, Murphy's Creek c
458 Muller O. H., Townsville c
459 Muller Thomas, Fa:sifern c
460 MUM-an F. G., South Brisbane s
461 Mulligan W., Valley c
462 Mullins -, Enoggera e
463 Mullins Annie, Town.avillo o
464 Mullins Miss Cath., Townsville f
465 Mullins R., Townsville c
466 Mulvena C.. Capella c
467 Alulvenna Patrick, Warrego u k
468 Mulville W. W., Cobb's Canip c
469 Munce W. J., Red Hill c
470 Mundy James, Normanton s
471 Munnecke M., Aramac c
472 Munro Valley c
473 Munro Bulimba road c
474 Munro Alick ,  Rockhampton e t
475 Munro C., Logan o
476 Munro F., Townsville c477 Munro G., Bundanba c
478 Munro Hugh, Rockhampton s
479 Munro James, Muttaburra o (2)
480 Munroe Laurence ,  Cairns c
481 Munt H., .Jane street u k
482 Murdock South Brisbane c
483 Murdock Red Hill c
484 Murdock  James,  Brisbane c
485 Murdock John, Jundah c
486 Murdock John Robt .,  Given terrace u k
487 Murdock J. S., Stanley street c
488 Murdock Peter, Brighton Downs c
489 Murdock R. R., Beenleigh c
490 Murdock W., One -Mile c
491 Murles W., Oxley c
492 Murnan P., Adavale c
493 Murphy  ,  Charters Towers c
494 Murphy Miss A., New Farm c
495 Murphy Denis, Gympie u k
496 Murphy D., Cairns o
497 Murphy Edward, Toowoomba c
498 Murphy Frank ,  Normanton c
499 Murphy H., Murphy 's Creek c
500 Murphy John, Blackall a
501 Murphy John, Pikedale c
502 Murphy John ,  Charters Towers c
503 Murphy  John, Rockhampton c
504 Murphy John ,  Muttaburra f
505 Murphy John, Queenton c
506 Murphy J., Burketown o
507 Murphy J., Blackall a
508 Murphy J. D., Brisbane c
509 Murphy J. S., Herberton u k
510 Murphy Miss Kate, One-Mile u k
511 Murphy Miss Mary, Brisbane o
512 Murphy Maurice ,  Mackay u k
513 Murphy  Michael J., Ma borough  e
514 Murphy Miss N., South Brisbane c
515 Murphy Patrick, Normanby c
516 Murphy P., Carnpbellville c
517 Murphy  Thomas, Burke River a
518 Murphy Thomas, Brisbane f
519 Murphy Thomas, Blacka ll  c
520 Murphy William, Clermont c
521 Murphy William, Fassife rn  c
522 Murphy Wi ll iam, Vulture street c (2).
523 Murray Broadwater road c
524 Murray  -,  Edward street c
525 Murray Charters Towers c
526 Murray Miss ,  Kangaroo Point c
527 Murray  Miss,  Dalby c
528 Murray F. R., Bulimba c
529 Murray George, Cumberland c
530 Murray James ,  Brisbane c (2)
531 Murray James ,  Roma o c
532 Murray James, Dulacca o c
533 Murray James ,  Aramac o
534 Murray  J ames ,  Charters Towers c
535 Murray , John, Oxley Creek o c
536 Murray Mrs. John ,  Warwick s
537 Murray P. J., Mungan s
538 Murray P. P., Charters Towers c
539 Murray W., Isisford c
540 Murray Mrs. W .,  Rockhampton c
541 Murray Harry ,  Brisbane a
542 Murray H., Beenleigh c
543 Murray P., Cooktown o
544 Murray T., Limestone c
545  Morrow Mrs .. Upper  Boron  street c
546 Murtagh James, Brisbane c
547 Murton W. E., Brisbane s (2)
548 Mussen  --,  Normanton  is
549 Must  -,  Enoggera c (3)
550 Must Charles G., Enoggera c
551 Mutch Alex.,  Erroghera o c
552 Mutton Tom, Jundah s (2)
553 Myatt  Charles, Kolan River c
554 Mycock  W., Gympie c
.555 Myers  C., Cooktown a (2)
556 Myers  M. C., Bald Hi lls c
557 Myland  William,  L*vlarvborough o c
558 Mylatt  W., Ipswich c
559 Myles  Mrs. M .  J., Bulimba c
560 Myring Mrs., Grey street c
Mc.
1 McABE Bridget, Townsville o
2 McAffrey -, Cairns c
3 McAleer .James, Brisbane o
4 McAllister C., Charters Towers c
5 McAllister W., Charters  Towers c
li McAllum Duncan, Brisbane u k
7 McAlphin  Duncan, Brisbane s
8 McAlster Neil, Townsville C
9 McAleese -, Toowoomba u k
10 McArdle Mrs. John, Townsville c (2)
11 Mc Arthy J., Cootbaraba road c
12 McAulay  D. (schooner "Agnes"),
Cairns c
13 McAulay John, Boggo road c
14 McAvory Mrs., Charters  Towers o c
15 McBride J., Herston road c
16 McCabe -, Albion c
17 McCabe  care  of R. Walker),  Barcal-
dine c
18 McCallac Tom, Gilberton c
19 McCallum Duncan, Mount Perry c
20 McCammon R. Millaquin, Bundaberg c
21 McCann Davii, Dalby o c
22 McCarrison James,  Ravenswood o
23 McCarron  Elizabeth ,  Townsville o c
24 McCarthy -,  Petrie terrace c (2)
2.5 McCarthy -, Pine Hill c
26 McCarthy Mrs., Shafton road c
27 McCarthy Cornelius, Townsville o c
28 McCarthy George Daniel, Clermont c
29 McCarthy  Ellen, Rockhampton c
30 McCarthy Ellen F., One-Mile s
31 McCarthy E. P., Mitchell o
32 McCarthy Henry, Mary  st re et, Bris-
bane c
33 McCarthy J., Mount Perry o
34 McCarthy Margaret, Gympie c
35 McCarthy  Margaret , Eidsvold c
36 McCarthy  Michael, Brisbane m
37 McCarthy Michael, Toowoomba c
38 McCarthy Patrick,  Brisbane c
.39 McCarthy  R. (care of  -  Finton),
Toowoomba s
40 McCarthy Susan, Cooktown o
41 McCarthy A. F., Mackay c
42 McCartney  Edward,  Charters Towers c
43 McCauley  John, Hughenden c (2)
44 McCauley  Thomas  (care of C.  Ferten),
Barcaldine s
45 McCauley D. J. (care of  - Hamilton),
Bulgroo Station  a
46 McClafferty Charles ,  Arthur  street,
Brisbane 0
47 McCleae W.
(2)
, Aramac c
48 McClay James ,  Petrie terrace c
49 McClean  ---,  Manager  Bank of Aus-
tralmia,  Adaeale a
50 Maclean Alex.  J., Brisbane u k
51 McClelland Wm. Charters  Towers c
52 McClure Adam ,  krisbane e
53 MoConackie A. H.  Mackay c
54 McConde ll --=-, Carters T owers c
55 McConecky Neil, Brisbane o c
56 McConkey Miss J .,  Townsville c
57 McConnell Erie W .,  Bundaberg c
58 McConnell  J., Charters  Towers c
59 McConne ll N. J. (care of  S. Grimes),
Coomera u k
60 McConochie David, Brisbane f
61 McConville C. P., Townsville s
62 McCool John, Bundaberg c (2)
63 McCorkell A., O'Keefe Estate c
64 McCormick Miss, Pialba c (2)
65 McCormick P., Dawson road c
66 McCosker C. A. (care Mason), Logan
Village c
67 McCosker C. A., Caboolture o
68 McCosker Harry, Welltown s
69 McCoughton Mrs. J., Normanton c
70 McCoy James, Gympie u k and o
71 McCrae and Campbell Messrs., Roma
street,  Brisbane c
72 McCreadie Robert, Rockhampton u k
73 McCreedy James, Oxley c
74 McGrone A., Charters Towers c
75 McCuillan John, Clermont c
76 McCulleam A., Ravenswood c
77 McCulloch Hugh, Afton Downs o
78 McCunatraw A., Mackay c
79 McCurdy -, Rockhampton s
80 McCurdy J. W., Rockhampton s (2)
81 McCurdy J. W. W., Toowoomba c (2)
82 McDean M. B., Bulgroo c (3)
83 McDiarmid Frederick, Brisbane c
84 McDermott  -,  Twine  street ,  Spring
Hill c (2)
85 McDermott H., Dalby c
86 McDiarmid  Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
87 McDiarmid  Duncan , Pine Creek c
88 McDine W. B., Thargomindah sandc (5)
89 McDonald  -, Adavale c
90 McDonald Angnes (ship" May Queen")
nz
91 McDonald Angus, Bundaberg u k
92 McDonald Andrew, Caboolture c
93 McDonald A. C., Blackall c
94 McDonald B., Milton c
95 McDonald B. E., Bayswater road s
96 McDonald C., Charters Towers s
97 McDonald Daniel, Emerald c
98 McDonald Donald, Charters Towers c
(4)
99 McDonald D., Brisbane o
100 McDonald D., Mackay c
101 McDonald F. (wardsman), Townsville
oc
102 McDonald F., Ann street Valley c
103 McDonald James, Cooktown c (2)
104 McDonald  John,  Brisbane o
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105 McDonald John, Charleville o
106 McDonald Joseph, Mount Perry c
107 McDonald J., Mackay c
108 McDonald Malcom, Uanda  Station c
IQ9 McDonald Mary, Mackay o c
110 McDonald M. el., Oakleigh s
111 McDonald Robert, Bundanba c
112 McDonald William (orderly), Rock-
hampton c (2)
113 McDonald W. C., Charters Towers c
114 McDonald W. H., Charleville s
115 McDonnell Mrs. James, Pikedale
Station m
116 McDonnell M., Ipswich c
117 McDonnell Alex.,  Brisbane s
118 McDonnell W., Briibane s
119 McDougal  -,  Grey  street Brisbane c
120 McDougall, Alex., Allora c
121 McDougall  Duncan , Townsville u k
122 McDougall D., Kangaroo Point c
123 McDougall E., Roma c
124 McDorrell R., Hungerford t
125 McEllund  Mrs., Brisbane s
126 McEvoy Robert, Hill End, South
Brisbane c
127 McEwan Captain J. F., St. Lawrence
128 Mc
(2H wanP ., Emu Vale Railway c
129 McFadgen A., Rockhampton e t
130 McFarlane Mrs., Bolsover street, Rock-
hampton c
131 McFarlane Andrew, Murphy's Creek c
132 McFarline William C., Mount Perry c
133 McFee Neil,  Brisbane, c
134 McGarigne John, Eidsvold c
135 McGarrigne John, Walker's Pocket c
136 McGarrity Charles, Appollonian Vale o
137 McGarty  Thomas , Gympie o c
138 McGee Capt., Townsville c
139 McGee J., Bundaberg c
140 McGelvary Alexander, Eidsvold c
141 McGettrick W. (labourer ),  Brisbane o c
142 McGevigan James, Bulgroo c
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144 McGibbon  (commercial trave ll er),
Rockhampton o
145 McGibbon F., Maryborougb e
146 McGibbon F. W., Mackay c
147 McGi ll  A., Charters Towers o
148 McGilvery Alex.,  Mount Perry c
149 McGiugan E llen ,  Cooktown o
150 McGladrigan H., Oxley c
151 McGovern john (contractor ), Towns-
ville c
152 McGowan Edward, Bundaberg c
153 McGowar Patrick,  Brisbane s
154 McGrath James, Toowoomba c
155 McGrath John, Mary borough c and
u k (2)
1.56 McGrath  Miss  Mary Anne, Townsville
et
157 McGrath M., Rockhampton c
158 McGrath P. (care of - Willcocks),
Gympie c
159 McGrath Thomas, Stubley  street,
Charters Towers c
160 McGrath P. (care of L. Cunningham),
Albert  street,  Brisbane u k
161 McGregor A., Geraldton c
162 McGregor D., Brisbane c
163 McGregor Miss E., Maryborough c
164 McGregor R. (cabdriver), Townsville c
165 McGregor William,  Brisbane c
166 McGregore Mrs., Homebush c
167 McGroarty D. C. Nundah c
168 McGrottie Jane, Bowen u k
169 McGruer Gruar, Winton c (3)
170 McGutin -, Adavale s
171 McGuinniss T., Ma borough c
172 McGuinness James, Yatala c
173 McGuire John, Upper Kedron c
174 McGuire T., Caboolture c
175 McGylvary A., Eidsvold c
176 McHardy Alexander, Welltown c
177 Mclleath  H., South Brisbane o
178 Mcliguir P., Goochie c
179 Mcllveney - (blacksmith), Alpha c
180 Mcllwraith -, Lorne Station c
181 McInnes -, Brunswick  street,
Valley c
182 McInnes Alexander ,  Barcaldine u k
183 McIntosh and Co. Messrs., St. George
sand c
184 McIntosh Mrs. (care of Kopp), Mount
Pleasant, Gympie c
185 McIntosh A., Mount Pleasant c
186 McIntosh Catherine, Sandy Creek,
Charters Towers n z
187 McIntosh  and Son Messrs . J., Rock
hampton in
188 McIntyre -, Charleville c
189 McIntyre Miss, Brisbane u k
190 McIntyre A. (plumber), Nerang c
191 McIntyre D. (care of Burns, Philp,
and Co.), Townsville c
192 McIntyre  Donald, Bowen c
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193 McIntyre Duncan ,  Brisbane c
194 McIntyre Duncan, Perth street, Too
woomba c (2)
195 McIntyre Isabella ,  Wellington street,
Petrie  terrace o e
196 McIntyre J., 65-Gang ,  295-Miles e
197 McIntyre  J., Charleville e
198 McIntyre Thomas  (sawyer ),  Bunda-
berg o c 2)
199 McKane Mrs J . (care of Burns, Philp
and Co.)  Normanton c
200 McKann l . (farmer ),  Coorparoo a
201 McKannan Thomas ,  Gympie c
202 McKenzie Robert Kenneth ,  Clermont c
203 McKay  Alexander , grey  street, South
Brisbane o c
204 McKay Angus  (care of J. Willshire),
Hungerford c
205 McKay C., Bellevue,  Brisbane road c
206 McKay D., Galloway's Hill e
207 McKay Erick Henry, Huntley, Cler•
Mont c and s (3)
208 McKay G. D., Martin street, Bowen
terrace c
209 McKay John  (cook ),  Queenton o c
210 McKay J., Bundaberg a (2)
211 McKay J., Tantitha a
212 McKay Michael  (care  of Peter Bodie),
Woollongabba u k
213 McKay  Margaret J., Mackay u k
214 McKay  T., Brunswick street, Va lley
c
215 McKay W., Toowoomba a
216 McKee H., Goodna c
217 McKee John, Black Jack o
218 McKee William (carpenter ),  Brisbane
uk
219 McKellar Mrs. John  (care of W.
McKenzie), Townsville c
220 McKellar John ,  Townsville u k
221 McKellar Minnie ,  Fortescue  street,
Spring Hill c
222 McKelvey John Charters Towers e751n__Manner), -Mary-
borough o 0
224 McKenna -, Walkerston c
225 Mc Kenna  Mrs. E .,  Rockhampton u k
226 McKenna F. (care of Willcocks andCo.), Gympie a
227 McKenzie and Southerland  Messrs.,
Brisbane c
228 McKenzie -, Red Hill c
229 McKenzie  ----,  Thompson Estate c
230 McKenzie A. (care of B .  Donlan),
Charters Towers c
231 McKenzie Capt. (ketch " Victor"),
Maryborough c
232 McKenzie Charles, Gym 10 c
233 McKenzie Donald, Jericho e
234 McKenzie Duncan  (carrier ),  Norman-ton c
235 McKenzie D., Bundaberg o
236 McKenzie E., Bundaberg c
237 McKenzie E., Malvern Hills s
238 McKenzie G. D., Toowoomba c
239 McKenzie G. W. Brisbane u k
240 McKenzie Mrs. if (care of F. J. North),
Caloundra, Mooloolah o
241 McKenzie James, Townsville c
242 McKenzie John, Grace street ,  Valley a
243 McKenzie John, Morven c (3)
244 McKenzie J. (labourer), Charters
Towers c
245 McKenzie J., Sesbania o
246 McKenzie J. A., Rockhampton f
247 McKenzie K. C., Thargomindah e
248 McKenzie Roderick (schr. "Crinoline"),
Mackay o
249 McKenzie Long and Parts  Messrs.,
Mount Perryjc
250 McKenzie R. H., Brisbane a (3)
251 McKenzie W., Townsville e
252 McKenzie W., Bundaberg c
253 McKeown Mary,  (care  of Mrs. Hill),
Gympie u k
254 Mcl(eown  William, Charters Towers
uk
255 McKewan -, Windmill street,
Valley c
256 McKewan  -,  Howard c
257 MoKillop Lizzie, Bowen o
258 McKimmini  -,  Townsville e
2.59 McKinan -, Murphy's Creek e
260 McKinley J., Mount Perry e
261 McKinnen D., Brisbane c
262 McKinnon James, Rockhampton c
263 McKlroe Thomas ,  Townsville c
264 McKonikie  -,  Charters Towers e
265 McLartz Hugh, Ravenswood s (3)
266 McLachlan Mrs., Scott 's Avenue,
Maryborough c
267 McLachlan Mrs. H., Adavale c
268 McLachlan John (care of J. Cameron),
Maryborough u k
269 McLaughlin Mrs., Jericho c
270 McLaughlin David, Cooktown s
as
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271 McLaughlin J. (care  of H. MeMorrow), 359 McVicar Charles,  Gympie o c 94 Nightingale Miss F., P.O. Brisbane c
Southport Railway o 360 McWade  John, Brisbane c 95 Nilsen  Mrs. and A.  N., Brunswick
272 McLaughlin  J., Rockhampton s (2) 361 McWilliam M., MacKay u k street c (3)
273 McLean Miss,  Gundiah c 362 Mc Williams -, Mackay c 96 Nilsson Anders, Cooktown o c
274 McLean A., Cunnamulla c 97 Nisbet M. A., Brisbane a
275 McLean  George, Charlotte  Plains c (2) 98 Nissen B., Pialba c
276 McLean  Lachlan ,  Barcaldine s N. 99 Nissen Broder, Mount Perry f
277 McLean Louisa , Rockhampton c
4
100 Nix Joseph, Townsville f
278 McLean  M. Finley .  Windorah in (2) 1 NALTON -, Post Office c 101 Nkberg -, Bundaberg c
279 McLean Mrs. T . W. L., Gowrie House, 2 Naman  -, Ravenswood a 102 Noade Captain ,  Brisbane c
Brisbane c 3 Namans  D., Wickham  street c 103 Noalan  J., Southport c
280 McLeary  W. J., Dugandan c 4 Namatane  Harry, Maryborough c 104 Noble Mrs., Spring Hill c
281 McLeigh  W. H., Rockhampton s 5 Nankervis James, Coen River u k 105 Noble Annie,  Brisbane o
282 Me Leland  -,  Sesbania c 6 Nash -, Kangaroo Point c 106 Noble  James,  Charleville c
283 McLellan  Mrs. F ., Rockhampton a 7 Nash Herbert, Townsville c 107 Noble P.. Gatton c
284 McLellan James H., Galloway Plains 8 Nash H . P. West End c 108 Noble William, Brisbane u k (2)
Station c 9 Nash Jno. J., Brisbane o c 109 Nock -,  Montague road c
285 McLennan  R., Red Hill c 10 Naur Mrs . L., Clermont c 110 Nock E., Cooktown c
286 McLeod Alexander ,  Adavale a 11 Nautz.John ,  Tarampa c 111 Nock E., West End c
287 McLeod  D. W., Hill  street ,  Valley c 12 Navin Thomas, Brisbane c 112 Nock Jonathan,  Brisbane c
288 McLeod John ,  Te Kowai, Mackay u k 13 Naylor -,  Pimpama c 113 Nock W. H., Southport c
289 McLeod  J., Paris  street,  West End c 14 Naylor J. F., Toowoomba c (2) 114 Nolan Edward, Paddington c
290 McLeod J., Cairns c 15 Neal C., Mount Morgan c 115 Nolan Francis,  Brisbane c
291 McLeod J. R., Toohey  street, Kanga- 16 Neale  James,  Charters Towers u k and 116 Nolan James, Goondiwindi c (2)
roo Point c c (4) 117 Nolan J. T., Eidsvold c
292 McLeod Maggie  Brown, Albion c 17 Neale T. Valley c 118 Nolan P.,  Belk ando c
293 McLeod M., s.s. " Corea ,"  Bowen  is 18 Neech N?rs., Rockhampton e t 119 Nolceol Miss, Gatton c
294 McLeod  R. (drover),  Barcaldine c 19 Nebding Walter, South Brisbane c 120 Noonan  Master,  Charleville s
295 McLeod  R. (drover ), Blacka ll c 20 Neil Jas., Fairfield c 121 Noonan R., Rosewood c
296 McLeod E. (shearer ),  Aramac c 21 Neill -, New Farm c 122 Noone  Mrs., Rockhampton c (2)
297 McLougblen Thus Charters Towers c 22 Neill James 11 ackay c Durham 'lowers a123 Noone Mrs.,
298 McLoughlin  F., Gympie a 23 Neill John, Brisbane c
.,
124 Noone Mrs. E., Gayndah in
299 McLoughlin J. A., Rogantungan c 24 Neilling Miss, Rocklea c 125 Noone E. M., Rockhampton c
300 McLoughlin  P., P.O. Valley  c and s (3) 25 Neilson -, Isis Scrub c 126 Noone E. M., P.O .  Brisbane c
301 McLoughlin Mins S .,  Horseshoe Bend c 26 Neilson -, South Brisbane o 127 Noone Mrs. E. M., P.U. Brisbane c
302 Me ug .e A., Bowen c 27 Neilson Christy, One-mile Creek 128 Norris H., Barcoo s
303 Me. abon -,  Boundary street, Spring 28 Neilson  C., Mackay c 129 Norris John, Barcaldine c
Hill c 29 Neilson Fred, Station road c 1.30 North H., Mackay u k
304 McMahon Daniel, Toowoomba c 30 Neilson F. W., Ipswich road c 131 Northover C., Boolbunda c
305 McMahon  John, Cumberland c 31 Neilson J., Isis e 132 Norton A. J., Rockhampton u k
306 McMahon John, Ipswich c 32 Neilson  N. P., Clermont c 133 Norton H., Charleville c
307 McMahon John, Logan Village c 33 Neilson P. M., Stanley street u k 134 Norton Jane, South Brisbane o
808 McMahon Johns User Swan Creek c 34 Neitzel F. Brisbane f Brook o135 Novack -, Kedron
309 McMahon  Michael , Muttaburra u k 35  Nelson Bros. and Young, . risbane u k
_
136 Nugent Mullens, Petrie  terrace c
310 McMahor  -  Brisbane c
t
36 Nelson A., Charters Towers c 137 Nugent Mrs., Water  street c
311 McManamin Patrick, Ravenswood 37 Nelson Mrs. A., s.s. " Juu na " u k 138 Nugent A. N. S., Rockhampton c
Junction c (3) 38 Nelson Benjamin ,  Cooktown c 139 Nugent H., Blackall c
312 McManus  Mrs. John,  Townsville c 39 Nelson Charles,  Bulimba c 140 Nulty Bridget, Maryborough u k (2)
313 McMannie  Robert, Water  street, Bris- 40 Nelson C.  Roina e, 141 Nun A. L., Kelvin Grove c
bane u k 41 Nelson C. , New Cleveland road c 142 Nuston  Miss  M. J., Gunalda c
314 McManus  B., Cambooya c 42 Nelson C., Miles c 143 Nutt T.  S., Normanton o
315 McMarne  J., Logan Village o 43 Nelson C. J., Bulimba f 144 Nutting  -,  Roma s
316 McMeekin G. (case Steightz ),  Towns- 44 Nelson Mrs .  Ellen, Townsville o c
ville u k
317 McMenaman P., Millchester c
318 M Mill
45 Nelson Mrs. E. M .,  Bowen H ills c
46 Nelson H .,  Rockhampton c
N l P I
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c an Alexander ,  Geraldton c
319 McMillan Duncan, BonnaPlantation o
eter,son pswich road c47 e
48 Nelson William ,  Charters  Towers c 1 O'BRAN.T., Rockhampton s
320 McMillan  G. W., Hughenden c 49 Nesbitt Mrs., Toowoomba c 2 O'Brian Michael, Cairns c
321 McMillan  J (care D G Spence) 50 Nesbitt Alfred M (M A ) Toowoomba 3 O'Biien -, Ann street c. . . ,Eidsvold c . . . ,c and a (2) 4 O'Brien -, Ross River c
322 McMillan  John,  Rocklea c 51 Nesbitt R. and Co., Bowen Hills c 5 O'Brien Mrs., Lowood c
323 McM illan William, Charters Towers 52 Nethercott Wm., Boggo road c (5) 6 O'Brien Miss, Jericho c
uk 53 Neton A., South Brisbane c 7 O'Brien David, Oakey Creek o
324 McMonsganJohn  (labourer ) Gympie o c 54 Neurath D., Laidley c 8 O'Brien D., Alton Downs o
325 McMul lin  - (passenger  "Duke of 55 Nevett J., Bulgroo Station c 9 O'Brien E ., Cunnamulla o
Argyle"), Rockhampton c 56 Newburgh Robert W., Townsville u k (4) 10 O'Brien H. D., Portland  Downs Sta-
326 McMullen  C., Hodgson o 57 Newell R., Rolkhampton a tion o
327 McMunn  -,  West End c 58 N ewlands  R., Howard c Ll O'Brien  James, Dugandan e
328 McMurdo  J. (schooner  "  Madeline"), 59 Newman Geo., Nundah c (2) 12 O'Brien James, Dugandan c
Townsvi lle c 60 Newman J. S., Boggo c 13 O'Brien Jno., Maryborough c
329 McMurray Robert, Hummock Planta- 61 Newman Peter, Mackay c 14 O'Brien J., Ipswich o
tion c t2) 62 Newman  Thos. H., Red Hill c 15 O'Brien Mrs. J., Brisbane c
330 McNab  E. A., A.M.P. Buildings, 63 Newmann  Miss  Annie, Ipswich o 16 O'Brien Mrs. Kate, Paddington o c
Brisbane s 61 Newport W., Ipswich in 17 O'Brien Mrs. Mary,  Dugandan o c
331 McNamara  -,  Blackall c 65 Newatead Rev. A. C., Brisbane s 18 O'Brien Thos., 191-Mile
332 McNamara  E., Whyenbah  Station c 66 iewton Hy., Herberfon c 19 O'Brien Thos . Sawmill , Dugandan c
r333 McNamara  George, Lytton c 67 Newton Joseph, Toowoomba o 20 O'Brien Mrs. '. J., Brisbane s
334 McNamara  J., Charters Towers s 68 Nian Madame,  Daintree Rivers 21 O'Brien W., Mackay c
335 McNamara  M., Mount Perry c 69 Nich Robert, Charters Towers e It 22 O'Brien Mrs. W., Ipswich c
336 McNamara  Patrick , '1 hargumindah u k 70 Nichol D., Sandgate c 23 O'Brine John, Gynipie c
337 McNamara  P., Mackay c 71 Nicholas -, Eidsvold c 24 O'Brine Thomas, Laidley s
338 McNeil  J. (blacksmith ),  Rockhamp- 72 Nicholas -, Charlotte- street c 25 O'Carroll T. F., New Farm c
ton  in 73 Nicholas Captain Henry,  Eagle street f 26 Ocean Charley,  Brisbane s
339 McNeive  J., Habana ,  Mackay c 74 Nicholl Jas., Spring Hill c 27 O'Conner Miss Ellen, Ipswich u k
340 McNi col D., Townsville m (5) 75 Nicholls - Charters Towers c 28 O'Conner  Mrs. M ., Maryborough c
341 McNulty -, Cooktown c 76 Nicholls H., Woollongabba c 29 O'Connor D., Coorparoo c
342 McNulty  John, Clermont c 77 Nicholls J., Charters  Towers c 30 O'Connor D., Charters  Towers c
343 McPhee Angus, Milo Station m 78 Nichols A., Isisfurd s 31 O'Connor D., Logan road c
344 McPherson Archibald, Mackay c 79 Nichols George, Gayndah c 32 O'Connor John, P.O. Brisbane f
34.5 McPherson J (care of  - Murphy) 80 Nicholson Mr and Mrs New Farm 33 O'Connor John Kelvin Grove o c,.
Cunnamulla a
. .,
c (3) ,34 O'Connor John, Wilson  street c
346 McPherson  J., Red Hill, Gympie c (2) 81 Nicholson Mrs. A.,  Blackall c 35 O'Connor  Miss Kate,  lvlowbraytown c
347 McPorter  F. M., Rockhampton c 82 Nicholson Albert M., P.O. Brisbane 36 O'Connor  Martin , Mount Morgan o
348 McQuaig D. H., Blantyre o uk 37 O'Connor Michael, Logan  Village c
349 McQuarie James  (butcher ),  Adavale c 83 Nicholson Mrs. D., Blackall c 38 O'Connor Mrs. M., Maryborough c
350 McQueen  John, Charleville u k 84 Niehus F., Angellala o 39 O'Connor P., Mungarr o
351 McQueen  Robert, Russell  street, South 85 Niehnuss Johann, Charters  Towers c 40 O'Connor  S., Brisbane o
Brisbane u k 86 Neils W., Brisbane s 41 O'Conner S., Stanthorpe c
352 McRae  D., Flinders Rivers o 87 Nielsen Christian, Laidley o c 42 O'Connor T. M., Milton c (2)
353 McRae  Robert, West End c (4) 88 Nielsen Heinrich , Cooktown o 43 O'C,  nor Denis , P.O. Brisbane u k
354 McRanteey Robert, Charleville c 89 Nielsen  H. 0., Hughenden o 44 Octavius C., Townsville c
355 McSharry  J. (care of R. D. Frew), 90 Nielsen Juger K., Rockhampton 45 O'Dea Thos., Gympie c
New I arm c 91 Nielsen Niels Peter Martinus, P 46 O'Doherty D., Gatton c
356 McSweeney Dennis ,  Rockhampton c Island c 47 O'Doherty Joseph , Herberton c
357 McSweeney  Norah ,  Bundaberg o c 92 Nielsen  A., Valley c 48 O'Donnel R., Ipswich c
358 McTaggarty  D. (carrier),  Enoggera c 93 Nightingale  ,  P.O. Brisbane s 49 O'Donnell  John ,  Bouraville
50 O'Donnell  J., Gym pie c
51 O'Donnell Mrs. Johnnie ,  South Bris-
bane c
52 O'Donnell  Martin , Gympie c
53  O'Donnoghue Mrs., Charters Towers c
54 O'Donohue P., Qooktown c
55 O'Donovan Mrs. M. A., Gympie c
56 Olowd Thomas, Blackstone c
57 Odris H. N., Herberton c
58 O'Dwyer Cornelius, Brisbane f
59 O'Dwyer  Miss  Kate, Maryborough u k
60 Oelsner August, Gympio o c
61 Oerdan E Corrello Downs a
62 O'Farrell James, Isisford c
63 O'Farrell J., Blackall c
64 Officer J., Huenburn s
65 Ogden Benj., Barcaldine o
66 Ogden George, Brisbane u k
67 Ogflesh Chas., Charters Towers c
68 Ogilvie G., Georgetown in
69 O'Grady B., Charters Towers c
70 O'Grady Francis, St. George s
71 O'Grady Francis, Mitchell a
72 O'Grady F. A..1., St. George s
73 O'Grady John, Charters Towers c
71 O'Grady Richard, Rockhampton o
75 O(;ston James, Pimpama c
76 0 Hagen, Mrs. Sarah Ann, Ann street
oc
77 O'Halloran A., Milton c
78 O'Halloran William, Stoney Point o
79 O'Hanlan Michael, Cooktown o e
80 O'Hara Matthew, Townsville o c
81 O'Hara Samuel, Normanton c
82 O'Hara Thomas, Portland Downs c
83 O'Kane George, Townsville u k
84 O'Kane Patrick, Townsville c
85 O'Kane P., Charters Towers c
86 O'Keefe 0., Boggo c
87 O'Keeffe Mrs. Eliza, Toowoomba o
88 O'Kene H., Eidsvold c
89 Oldham  Mrs. H ., Toowoomba c
90 Oldham W., P.O. Brisbane in
91 O'Leary Mrs., Ann street f
92
93 Oleson 0., Stanley  street c
94 Oleson C. W., Melbourne  street c
95 Oliffe Chas., Morven c
96 Olive R., Thylungra  Station c
97 Oliver Mrs., Rockhampton c
98 Oliver Mrs. C., Sesbania Station c
99 Oliver Thos. G., Charters Towers o
100 Olliffe H., Bundaberg s (2)
101 O'Loughlin -, Dalby c
102 O'Loughlin Jno., Charleville c
103 O'Loughlin Michael, Pine Creek c
104 Olsen -, (sear.), Homebush c
105 Olsen Mrs., Kangaroo Point c (2)
106 Olsen Andrew, Brisbane s
107 Olsen Andrew, Normanton o c
108 Olsen C., East Brisbane c
109 Olsen Jacob, Mellor street c
110 Olsen John, Spring Hill c
111 Olsen L. P., Monkland c
112 Olsen L. P., Charters Towers c (2)
113 Olsen L. T., Rockhampton c
114 Olsen P., Brown's Plains c
115 Olsen A. F., Duaringa c
116 Olsen Bernt, Ravenswood n z
117 Olsen Johan Anton, Maryborough o c
118 O'Mahony D., Brisbane a
119 O'Mally Maurice, Gympie u k
120 O'Mara R., Gympie c
121 O'Mara Thomas, Rockhampton c
122 O'Neil Mrs., Canindah Station u k
123 O'Neil Thomas, Gympie c
124 O'Neil Bros., Spring Hill a
125 O'Neil D., Brisbane u k
126 O'Neil Miss Hannah, Stanley street n z
127 O'Neil J., Hospital o
128 O'Neil Michael, Gympie o c
129 O'Neil Robert, Brisbane c (3)
130 O'Neil Thomas, Brisbane c
131 Ongley Geo., Charters Towers c
132 Orchard -, Woollongabba c
133 Orcher John, St. George c
134 O'Regan M., Rockhampton c
135 O'Reiley J., Rockhampton c
136 O' Reilly Martin , Charters Towers s
137 O'Rielly Mal., Cooreena Station c
138 Organ W., Ipswich c
139 Orion C., O'Connell Town c
140 Orme W.,  Clermont c
141 Ormonde Henry , Hospital s
142 Orrnston  Miss Mary , New Farm c
143 Orr Mrs.,  Kangaroo Point c
144 Orr John, Oxley o c
145 Orr J.,  Stanton  Harcourt s (2)
146 Orr  Thomas ,  Townsville c
147 Osborn Capt. A., P.O. Brisbane c
148 Osborn J. B., Tram Terminus  Estates
149 Osborne George, Laidley o c
150 Osbourne J. B., Coorparoo c
151 O'Shay Thos., 295-Mile c
152 O'Shea Mr. and Mrs., Helidon c
153 O' Shea  D., Valley c
687
1.54 O'Shea J., Bundaber gg c
155 O'Shea Miss Mary ,  Maryborough u k
156 O'Shea Rev .  Robert D., Bishop's
place m
157 O'Shea T .,  Cooktown c
158 Oatwald J., Gunalda c1,59 O'Sullivan Michael ,  Yandilla c
160 O'Sullivan Miss M. A., Kangaroo
Point c
161 O'Sullivan Timothy, Graziers '  Butcher-
ing Co. o c
162 O 'Sullivan W .,  Dalby c
163 O'Toole -, Charters Towers s
164 Otto  Mrs., Bowen  Bridge c
165 Otto G. F., Enoggera c
166 Otty Henry George, Barcoo u k
167 Owen  -,  Dugandau c
168 Owen  ---,  E noggera c
169 Owen G .  S., Gowrie House, Wickham
terrace u k
170 Owens Mrs. Emily .  Mackay c
171 Owens George ,  Kedron Brook c
172 Owens J., Upper Kedron c
173 Owens Laura ,  Gympie o
174 Owens W., One-Mile c (2)
175 Oxford Isaac Joseph ,  Charters Towers
00
176 Oxinan F., Toowoomba c
177 Oxlade Mrs., Woollongabba c
P.
1 PACKER Jabez A.,  Brisbane c
2 Page R.,  Rockhampton u k
3 Paine A. A., Bundaberg c
4 Paine Mrs. J .,  Brisbane u k (2)
5 Painter  William,  Brisbane u k
6 Palm 0 .  T., Brisbane s
7 Palmer  - (care  of Beytz and Son),
Brisbane f .
8 Palmer Mrs .,  Aramac c
9 Palmer Mrs., East Brisbane e
10 Palmer Miss, Coorparoo c
12 Palmer George ,  Brisbane c
13 Palmer H .,  Mackay u k
14 Palmer J., Gympie c
15 Palmer J .  S., Townsville c
16 Palmer S. W., Elizabeth street c
17 Palagrave Miss, Charters Towers c
18  Pan Tsue, Retro, Clermont Branch c
19 Pardella G., Brisbane s
20 Parish Mrs. L. P., Brisbane c
21 Park Robert, Woollongabba c
22 Parker  -,  Emerald c
23 Parker Chas. H., Brisbane c
24 Parker Miss Emily, Spring Hill u k
25 Parker George, Bulgroo c (8)
26 Parker Jack, Cunnamulla s
27 Parker W. H., Charters Towers c (2)
28 Parkes Charles, Sandgate road c
29 Parkin F. C., Warry street c
30 Parkinson Wm., P.O .  Brisbane u k
31 Parkman Miss, P.O. SouthBrisbane uk
32 Parkes S., Johnstone River o
33 Parr William R., Oxley s
34 Par ro tt  -,  Roma street c
35 Parrott E. B.,  Crystal Brook c
36 Parrott Jacob,  rid  Charters Towers c
37 Parry -,  Paddington c
38 Parsloe Win., Gympie c
39 Parson and Co .,  Townsville e
40 Parson Frederick ,  Jundah c
41 Parsons Capt .,  Brisbane s
42 Parsons Daniel , J ames street c (2)
43 Parsons George, Charters Towers c
44 Parsons George H., Mackay u k
45 Parssell A. G., Rockwood Station o
46 Partridge G. C., Hughenden o
47 Pascoe -, Charters Towers s
48 Pascoe -, Oxley c
49 Pascoe J., Boggo road c
50 Pascoe J., Tivoli c
51 Pascoe T., Ipswich 0 c
52 Pashley Mrs. E .  L., South Brisbane c
53 Pass Theodore ,  Mackay c
54 Patching C., Bowen c
55 Patching J., Paddington c
56 Paterson Master Walter, One-mile
Creek c
57 Paterson Mrs. Maria C., Milton o c
58 Paterson Ro be rt ,  Croydon m
59 Paterson R., Rockhampton u k
60 Paterson Win., Go ondiwindi c -
61 Paton William ,  Normanton c
62 Pattel Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton m
63 Patton C. G., East B risbane c
64 Patterson  -,  Bowen Hills c
65 Patterson F., Mount Hutton Station a
66 Patterson Mrs. H .,  Gayndah c
67 Patterson James, Gympie c
68 Patterson John ,  Clermont (3)
69 Patterson Jno., Ann street c
70 Patterson Jno. C., Darling Downs u k
71 Patterson R. A., Townsville f
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72 Patterson William, Brisbane o
73 Patterson W. J., Millchester c
74 Paul A., Tinana u k
75 Paulsen Peter ,  Cairns f
76 Payne M. A., Bowen o
77 Payne R., Rockhampton c
78 Payne Stephen ,'  Brisbane u k
79 Payne Thos., Sherwood Railway
Station c
80 Payne Thos .,  Oxley c
81 Payne William ,  Ipswich
82 Peake Matthew  Townsville u k
83 Pearce A. W., imperial Hotel s
84 Pearce Constable ,  Police  Barracks c
85 Pearce E., North Toolburra c
86 Pearce H. (s.s. " Duke of Argyle') u k
87 Pearce W., Cairns c
88 Pearce W., Townsville c
89 Pearce Mrs. W .,  Wharf street c
90 Pearson  Mrs. Brisbane c
91 Pearson H., Gharters Towers e
92 Pearson Neil (s.s. " Corea ") c
93 Pearson R., Brisbane c
94 Peat Thomas R., Beenleigh  c and a (2)
95 Pedersen Anders, Angellala o
96 Pedrazzi Miss Cecilia, Grove Estate c
97 Peel Henry ,  Pentland c
98 Peel H. W., Betts Creek in
99 Peel Thomas, Cleveland Bay c
100 Peelan -, Boggo road c (2)
101 Peglar N. J., Eidsvold c
102 Peirce Rollo C., P.U. Brisbane c
103 Peirce R., Pimpama c
104 Peisley Chas., St. George e t
105 Peisley C. F., St. George s
106 Pekner Mrs., Boggo c
107 Pembleton W., Pentland c
108 Pendergest W., Monkland c (2)
109 Penfold Chas., Paddington c
110 Penally T. H., Barcaldine c
111 Penliallurick J., Townsville o
112 Peniger -, Ravenswood c
113 Penwarn J., Townsville c
114 Peoples William, Clermont c
US-Pepperillj-,Clare-c- -
116  Percival Joseph J., Brisbane 8
117 Percival Joseph J .,  Brisbane s
118 Perkins and Co., Mount Perry e
119 Perkins  Messrs .  A. T., Toowoomba m
120 Perkins C. M., Herberton c
121 Perkins G., South Coast Junction c
122 Perrier Mrs., Mackay c
123 Perrier Mrs. David ,  Mackay c
124 Perriman J., Bulgara Station e
125 Perry E. M., Bulimba c
121 Perry Jno., Elmina Station s and c
127 Perry Philip, Blackall c
128 Perske E., Woongarra Scrub c
129 Peters N., Cootharaba Hill c
130 Peters W., Red Hill c
131 Petersen  -,  Maroochie c
132 Petersen A., Moi ven c
133 Petersen Carl Homebush c (2)
134 Petersen F., ) ockhampton f (2)
13.5 Petersen  Hans ,  Toowoomba c
136 Petersen J. H., Townsville c
137 Peterson Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
138 Peterson Mrs. Bowen  street s
139 Peterson H. d, Maryborough o c
140 Peterson J., Townsville c
141 Peterson Michael, P .U. Brisbane c
142 Peterson Wm., Rockhampton o (2)
143 Peterson W., Cairns c
144 Peterson W. H., Charters Towers c
145 Peterson W. J., Rockhampton f
146 Petsch F., Townsville c
147 Petsch F., Rockhampton e t
148 Petterson Gustav, Charters Towers c
149 Pettitt Thomas, Eulo f
150 Phair Mrs. James, P.O. Brisbane a
151 Phelan Mrs. Catherine ,  Kangaroo
Point o c
152 hi )a J., Homebush c (
153 Philip John E., Townsville u k
154 Phillips Mrs., Bogantungan e
1.55 Phillips A., Kangaroo Point c
156 Phillips A. J., Rockhampton e t
157 Phillips B., Brisbane c
158 Phillips Chas., P.O. Brisbane u k
159 Phillips Geo., Adelaide  street c
160 Phillips Mrs. G. G., North Pine c
161 Phillips  Isaac ,  West End c
162 Phillips John, Charters Towers u k
163 Phillips J., Hughenden a
164 Phillips Robert Edwin,  Bowen terrace
u k (2)
165 Phillips Mrs. R .,  Emu Park c
166 Phillips M., Isisford c
167 Phillips Thomas, Brisbane in
168 Phillips Thos., South Brisbane c
169 Phillips Wm., North Pine c
170 Pick A., "Broadwater," P.O. Brisbanec
171 Pickering Mrs., Valley c
172 Pierce Mrs., Petrie  terrace u k
173 Piesse Mrs. Charles, Muttaburra u k
174 Piesse C. H., Muttaburra n z
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175 Pietro  Picinelli ,  Cairn s c
176 Piggott William, Cairns
177 Piguinet F. G., P.O . Brisbane c
178 Pike -, Stanthorpe c
179 Pike C., Rockhampton c
180 Pike Henry Roderick, Kimberley f
181 Pike Thomas ,  Smithfield c
182 Pilkington Eli, Mount Morgan c
183 Pilkington John Etheridge u k
184 Pillevuit Mare, havenswood s
185 Pillow Henry, Parish of Clumber c
186 Piltway Mrs., Townsville c
187 Pink J., Coomera c
188 Pitcai rn Mrs. W. 0., Wharf  street t
189 Pitcher H. Mungar c
19.0 Pitt Miss, 'P.O. Brisbane u k
Pitt George, Goodna c
Pitt John, Mellum Creek c
Pitt Robert Brisbane u k
Platt Mrs . iZobert, Clermont ,%
Plumtree  Jos., Strathdarr Station u k
Plunkett M. R., Corrello Downs s a
Pluno James , Charters Towers c
Pocock Geo., Southport o
Poirrier  A., Lyndley u k
Poland J. H., Lutwyche c (2)
Pollak Simon, South Brisbane c
Polland Louise, Cloncurry o
Pollard Jim, Gym pie c
Pollard Wm. T., Warwick c
Pollock James, Bowen c
Pollock Martin Charters Towers c (2)
Pollock Wm., Townsville  o c
Pollock W.,  Brisbane c
Polser Tyske (barber), Stanley  street c
Poison Thomas, Charters Towers c
Pool Jno. Edmund, Ipswich o c
Poole Charles, Mount  Morgan c
Poole G., George street c
Poole J.,  Toowoomba u k
Poorman John, Eidsvold c
Pope -, Mowbray Town c
Pope G., South  Brisbane c
Pope Bichard,lioma u k
Pope R., Breakfast Creek c
Pope R., Hendon c
Poppleton H., Bulimba c
Porchers -, Lands Office c
Pore Mrs., Charleville c
Poro  Mrs., Brisbane c
Porter C., Bundaberg u k
Porter Harry, Bundaberg u k
Porter James  P.O. Brisbane u k
Porter S., PA . South Brisbane n z
Porter W. A., Thargomindah a
Porter W. A., Windorah a
Porter W. R., Rockhampton c
Porter W. W., Valley c
Portio C., Mackay c
Portley Miss Annie, Ipswich c
Posehelke A., Ravenswood c
Posford C. D., Winton s
Pott A., Port Mackay u k (3)
Potter  Samuel , South Brisbane c
Potts Robert, Mount Perry c
Potts Robert, Mount Perry c
Poulsen -,  Kangaroo  Point u k
Poulsen Mrs. T., Petrie terrace in
Poulter B. J., Petrie terrace c
Poutney -, Cannon Hill c
Powell F., Charters Towers c
Powell Henry, Charters Towers o c
Powell Henry, Blackall c
Powell Miss Jane, P.O. Brisbane u k
Powell Job, Bundaberg u k
Powell J., Townsville c
Powell Miss  Kate, Teneriffe c
Powell Miss Mary Ann, Bundaberg in
Powell Theodore P.O. Brisbane o c
Powell Wm., Brisbane c (2)
Powell Mrs. W., Kangaroo Point c
Power Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k (3)
Power Mrs., Edward street c
Power Capt. Henry, Townsville s
Power Jno., Monkland c
Power Jno., Kangaroo Point c
Power J.,  senr ., Roma c
Power Richard, Georgetown o c
Power Win., Brisbane in
Power Mrs. W. D., East Brisbane
Powter R. H., Bundanba c
Powter R. K., Bundanba c (3)
Prarer John, Albert street in
Pratt E . W., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
Pratt J., Rockhampton c
Pratt Mary, Brisbane o
Pratt W., Cooktown c
Pratten T. S., North Pine c
Prel Chas., Charleville e t
Preston John, Gympie o c
Preston John Gympie c
Price -, Waterworks road c
Price George, Gympie o c
Price H. T., Charters Towers s
Price James  Woollongabba c
Price Mrs .;L"A., Rockhampton c
688
281 Price Thomas, Fairfield c
282 Price  W. A., Toowoomba c
283 Priesley  E., Prairie Creek c
284 Prince John, Port Mackay u k
285 Prior Mrs. James, Toowoomba o
286 Priston J., Mitchell s
287 Pritchard -, Cairns c (2)
288 Pritchard Mrs., Petrie  terrace c
289 Pritchard Mrs., Avoca Hotel c
290 Pritchard Thomas, Pimpama u k
291 Prohmonn Henrich, Tarampa c
292 P roudman Miss  R. H., Y.O. Bris-
bane s
293 Prosser  George, Torrens Creek c
294 Pryor Joseph, Brisbane c
295 Puddle -, Chatsworth c
296 Pugall F., Townsville c
297 Pugh A. E., South Brisbane c
298 Pugh F., Leichhardt street c
299 Pugh Mrs. S. A., Post Office e t
300 Pugh Mrs. or Miss S. A., Rockhamp-
ton o
301 Pullen F., Highgate Hill c
302 Puller Miss A., Bundaberg c
303 Puller  Jas., Gympie c
304 Puntzell F., Mackay c
305 Purcell Miss Mary, Maryborough c
306 Purcell W., Hodgson c
307 Purchase H., Queenton n k
308 Purnell G., Miles c
309 Purnell J., New Farm c
310 Purnell Mrs. 0. H., Normanby s
311 Purton Maurice H., Eidsvold u k
312 Pusch August, Kelvin Grove o
313 Pybus Dr., Emerald c
314 Pyne H. L. L., Mount Perry c (2)
Q.
1 QUAID P. W., Jericho c
2 Quail --, Croydon c
3 Quayle John, Croydon u k
4 Queale H., Oxley c
5 Queely Dr., Maryborough c
6 Quigley L., Gympie s
7 Quigley J., Helidon o
8 Quill Thomas, West End s
9 Quilty Toni, Marvborough s
10 Quin James, St. (xeorge c
11 Quin R. J., Warwick c
12 Quinlan E. E., Adelaide street c
13 Quinlivan P. J., Gympie c
14 Quinn H., Mount Perry,c (2)
15 Quinn J., Cooktown c (2)
16 Quinn Mrs. Margt., Rockhampton o c
17 Quinn Martin, Rockhampton c
18 Quinn T., Kelvin Grove c
19 Quinn T. J., Warwick in, c and o (5)
R.
1 RADBOURNE F., P.O. Brisbane u k
2 Raddick-John, P.O. Brisbane us
3 Radford E. L., Rockhampton u k
4 Radford Mrs. Marion, Spring Hill c
5 Rafferty John, Thompson Estate c
6 Rafferty John, P.O. Jundah c
7 Rafter Mrs. B., Mount Hallon c
8 Rafter John (care  of -- Sheehy),
Bogantungan c
9 Railton T., Albion c
10 Raleigh Thos., Rockhampton o c
11 Raleigh Tom E., P.O. Mackay u k
12 Rall Edward, Lower Burdekin o
13 Ralston J. J., Eton c
14 Ramacka Miss, Gympie c
15 Ramsay and McCarthy, Wallangarra c
16 Ramsay John, Fernlees, Springsure c
17 Ramsay R., Hughenden c
18 Ramsay R. C., Ravenswood o
19 Ramsey William, Gordon Downs c
20 Ramus -- , Cootharaba c
21 Randall and Co., Brisbane s
22 Randall H., P.O. Brisbane u k
23 Randall Richard, P.O. Adavale s
24 Randall  Samuel Thos. or William, P.O.
Brisbane c (3)
2.5 Randall W., Eton, Mackay c
26 Rauft  Theodore, P.O. Brisbane t
27 Rankin -, Clayfield c
28 Rankin  Robert (carpenter), P.O.
Burdekin c
29 Raper John, Tewantin c
30 Baph T., Townsville c
31 Raplay J., Adavale e t
32 Rapp -- . (carter ), Townsville c
33 Ratcliffe Mrs., P.O. South Brisbane c
34 Ratcliff H., Brisbane e t
35 Rathbone Herbert, Townsville o c
36 Rathbone Joseph, Moreton in
37 Rauff Richard  (seaman ), P.O. Towns-
ville o c
38 Raven  and Murrell  Messrs ., South
Brisbane c
39 Rawkins Miss ,  P.O. Charters Towers
oc
40 Rawkins F., Charters  Towers o e
41 Rawlings Joseph (care of Davidson),
Gympie u k and f
42 Rawlins  Mrs., Petrie  terrace c
43 Rawlinson John (labourer ), Normanton
oc
44 Rawlinson W., Ipswich c
45 Ray Mis., P. O. Brisbane c
46 Ray Miss, Milton o
47 Ray Charles P., Brisbane c
48 Ray C. (builder), Paddington c
49 Ray Lizzie, Brisbane o
50 Rayment J., Swan Hill  Estate c
51 Raymond Mrs., New Farm c
52 Raynor  James, Cameron Downs c
53 Rea J.,  Spring Hill c
54 Read Alfred, Roma s (2)
55 Read J., Walkerston c
56 Read .T. R., P.O. Brisbane in (2)
57 Reading -, Spring Hill c
58 Readshaw John James, Gilbie u k
59 Readshaw J. J., One-Mile c
60 Ready J., Bundaberg c
61 Ready M., Cooktown c
62 Real M., Blackall o
63 Reaney John, Maryborough u k
64 Reddacleve C., Bulgroo, Adavale c (2)
65 Redmayne --, Southport Line u k
66 Redment S., P. 0., Cairns s
67 Redmond William, Ipswich s
68 Ree Mrs. M. A., Mary street c
69 Reece  James , P.O. Bundaberg c (2)
70 Reed -, Terrace street c
71 Reed H., Charters Towers c
72 Reed John, Enoggera  terrace c
73 Reed J., Terrick Downs c
74 Reed S. Scott, Cecil Plains  Station s
75 Reed Thomas, Brisbane s
76 Reedy Mrs., Pikedale c
77 Reedy Peter, Emerald c
78 Reems R., P.O. Brisbane c
79 Reese Coomera c (2)
80 Reese Mrs . Coomera c
81 Reeves -, North Mackay c
82 Reeves Henry, Pine Creek c
83 Regan John, Arainac c
84 Regan P., Barcaldine c
85 Relinitz E., Brisbane a
86 Reibett Henry, Kangaroo Point o
87 Reichmann  -, Townsville c
88 Reid Mrs., North Quay c
89 Reid Alexander, Jericho c
90 Reid Miss Annie, Cloncurry o
91 Reid Daisy, Mackay o
92 Reid David E.,  Ravenswood c
93 Reid D., Millchester c
94 Reid G. C., Brisbane u k
95 Reid G. C. (surveyor), Brisbane o c
96 Reid H. W., Reid's Creek c
97 Reid John, Queenton c (2)
98 Reid Robert, Keroungooloo c
99 Reid R., Townsville t (3)
100 Reid S. C., Normanton c
101 Reid W. T., West End c
102 Reif William, South Brisbane c
103 Reilly Miss Bessie, P.O. Brisbane u k
104 Reilly E., Gympie Railway c
105 Reilly F., Hungerford in (2)
106 Reilly Michael, Rockhampton c
107 Reimann Carl, Brisbane f
108 Reiss E., Toowoomba c
109 Reiss John, Toowoomba c
110 Relf G. J., P.O. Brisbane u k
111 Renaldi G., Gympie c
112 Rennadai -, P.U. Emerald c
113 Renny F. A., Muttaburra c
114 Renny J., Townsville c
115 Renton Robert, River  Estate Planta-
tion,  Mackay u k
116 Renton William, Wickham street
c (2)
117 Renwick R., Thompson  Estate c
118 Reynolds  Mrs., Brisbane c
119 Reynolds Dan., Herberton o e
120 Reynolds E., Kelvin Grove c
121 Reynolds E. G., Charters  Towers c
122 Reynolds G. R., KnnFsley  Estate c
123 Reynolds John, P.O. Brisbane s
124 Reynolds W. G., Knowsley  Estate c (2)
125 Rhoda Thos., Norman  Estate c
126 Rhode Mrs., P.O. Townsville c
127 Rhodes J. H., Maryborough s
128 Riad Robert,  Townsville n z
129 Ricart Mrs., Toowoomba c
1.30 Rice Edward, Morven c
131 Rice Mrs. Eliza, P .O. Brisbane o c
132 Rice Mrs. H., Y.O. Cairns c
133 Richard -, P.O. Toowoomba c
134 Richards -,  Bundaberg c
135 Richards Miss Annie, P.U. Charters
Towers u k
136 Richards  James, Samson Vale c
137 Richards J. T., Gympie c
138 Richards  Mrs. Louisa  A., Gympie o c
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140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
19
180
181
Richards Mrs. M .  A., One-mile Creek
oc
Richards S., Gympie c
Richards T., Charters Towers c
Richards W. H., P.O. Mackay u k
Richards W. J., Neeson lane c
Richardson Mrs., Barcaldine o c
Richardson Miss ,  Brisbane c
Richardson Andrew ,  Mackay o
Richardson Miss A., Goodna c
Richardson  J., Gympie c
Richardson J. (carri er ),  Barcaldine c
Richardson Thomas , Tago Springs  in
Richardson Thos .,  Blenheim Station,
Bowen e
Richardson T., Kelvin Grove c
Richardson Walter, Kangarpo Point c
Richardson Wi ll iam ,  P.U. Jundah c
Richardson Mrs. W .,  Maryborough c
Richardson W., P.O. Black Jack c
Richmond Annie ,  P.O. Charters
Towers o
Richmond J., P.O. Rockhampton e t
Richmond Thos., Bulimba u k
Rickard Mrs., Charters Towers o
Rickard Wm., Charters Towers c (2)
Rickards H. M., Bunda berg c and o c
Rickards J., George street c
Ricken  --,  Eidsvold c
Ricket W.  H., Townsvi lle c
Rickett  and Son Messrs .,  Brisbane c
Ricketts John, North Pine River c
Riddel Miss  Mary A.,  Mackay o c
Rider Win., Tiaro c
Riding Mrs.  Emily,  South Brisbane o 0
Ridley J.,  Bundaberg c
Rielly F., Hungerford  in
Rielly John,  Toowoomba s
Riely Michael ,  Ann street c (3)
Rier 0.,  Milton c
Rigby E.  A., Bundaberg c
Riley Edward, P.O. Gympie o c
Riley Jas .,  One-Mile c
Rile John  Rosalie c
Riley  J., arters owers s
Riley W., Adavale o
237 Robinson Mrs., Brisbane o c
238 Robinson Miss ,  Ellangowan c
239 Robinson  A. B., Toowoomba c
240 Robinson Mrs. or Miss B., Brisbane o
241 Robinson  C., P.O. Cumberland c (2)
242 Robinson  C., Ipswich c
243 Robinson  Mrs. C., Townsville u k
244 Robinson David W .,  P.O. Cairns u k
245 Robinson  Fred. (labourer ),  Bundaberg
oc
246 Robinson  F. A. Toowoomba c
247 Robinson  H., Charters Towers c
248 Robinson Isaac,  Spring Creek u k
249 Robinson James,  Roma  street c
250 Robinson Jas., Gayndah c
251 Robinson  John ,  North Ipswich u k
252 Robinson  Joseph, Maryborough o
253 Robinson  John W., Mount  Morgan c
254 Robinson  J. D., Valley c
256 Robinson  K., Southport c
256 Robinson  K., Queenton o
257 Robinson  Miss Martha ,  Charters Tow-
ers u k
Robinson Mrs. R .,  Bundaberg c
Robinson Thomas, Kedron Brook c
Robinson T., Swan Hill c
Robinson William ,  Brisbane u k
Robinson William ,  P.O. Laidley u k (2)
Robinson W., Bundaberg c
Robson Archibald, P.O. Maryborough c
Robson C. P., Normanton n z
Robson G . W., Charters  Towers!c
Robson T .,  Brisbane c
Robson Wi ll iam T., P.O. Brisbane o
Robustelli F., Charters Towers s
Roche A. K., P.O. Adavale s (2)
Roche Miss Julia , Gundiah u k
Rock P. (cabman ),  Townsville c
Rodda Henry ,  Charters Towers u k
Rodger Peter  (joiner ),  Gympie o c
Rodgers James ,  Charters Towers c
Rodgers J. Charters Towers c
Rodgers 1 H., Brisbane  in
Rodne  W., Mackay cItodwell ymp14 I-
182  RileyThos .  H., AnnieVale ,  St. Georgeo
183 Ring Miss Annie ,  P.O. Maryborough c
184 Riordan  Edmond ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
185 Riordan  John  (carrier ),  Jericho c (2)
186 Rising  H. B., Townsville u k
187 Ritchie and Grieve  Messrs., Brisbane c
188 Ritchie  James, Brisbane c
189 Ritchie John, Bundaberg c
190 Ritchaon Thomas, Cameron Downs c
191 Kitz E., Charters Towers c (2)
192 Rivers Miss  L., P.O. Brisbane c
193 Riverston George, Thargomindah o
194 Roach Mrs. Annie, P.O. Brisbane u k
195 Roach Thos., Cowper Creek s
196 Roberts Charles, Charters  Towers s
197 Roberts D., Herberton c
198 Roberts Mrs. E., P.O. Townsville u k
199 Roberts  Miss  Lizzie, Charters Towers o o
200 Roberts  Mrs. Margaret  Jane, Ravens-
201
202
203
204
205
206
207208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219220
221222
223
224
225
226
227
wood c
Roberts N., Townsville c
Roberts Robert (blacksmith), Rock-
hampton o c
Roberts S ., Brisbane o
Roberts Wm. (solicitor), Dalby c
Roberts Walter C., Gympie o c
Robertson , Highgate Hill c
Robertson - (carter), Bundanba c
Robertson Mrs., Merivale street c
Robertson Mrs., South Brisbane in
Robertson A. (bootmaker), Townsvillec
Robertson Charles, Spring Hill c
Robertson Duncan, P.O. Jundah s
Robertson D., Kelvin Grove road c
Robertson F., Maryborough c
Robertson George, Pine Creek, vid
Yandilla c
Robertson Geo., South  Brisbane c
Robertson Hugh, P.O. Hughenden o
Robertson James, Flinders River c
Robertson Capt. Jas. B., Townsville n z
Robertson J., Thargomindah s
Robertson J. (miner), Norton c (2)
Robertson Stuart, P.O. Townsville o c
Robertson Mrs. S., Spring Hill c
Robertson Thomas, P.O. Mackay u k
Robertson  T. Harris , Edithvale ,  Cairns
uk
Robertson Win.,Charters  Towers c
Robertson  Win., Duncraggan,  Bunda-
berg o
228 Robertson Wm., P.O .  Brisbane e t
229 Robertson  Win. P., P.O. Brisbane o c
230 Robertson W. A., Coorparoo c
231 Robingson  Misses . P. O. Toowoombac
232 Robins A. E., Charters Towers c
233 Robins John ,  Charters Towers c
234 Robins Joseph,  Macrossan  Bridge c
235 Robinson -, One-Mile c
236*Robinson Mrs., Brisbane c
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304
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306
307308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
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323
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325
326327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
Roe Mrs ., South  Brisbane c
Roe Roderick ,  Ipswich c
Roeaner A .,  Glencoe  School c
Roessler  Jno., Brisbane o c
Rogan L .,  Kangaroo Point c
Rogers  E., Gympie c
Rogers  F., P.O. Cooran c
Rogers J., Charters Towers c
Rogers G. P. D., Milton c
Rogers J., Cooper' s Plains c
Rogers J. H., Brisbane c
Rogers J. M., Toowoomba s
Rogers Mrs. Mary E., P.U. Fortitude
Valley o c
Rogers William, P.O. Cloncurry s
Roirdan John (carrier ),. Jericho c
Roles Chas., Eidsvold c
Roles Chas ., One-mile Creek o and c
Rolf Joseph, Peak  Downs n z
Rollestone  James, Eton c
Rolsoon Mrs. W., South Brisbane c
Romani W., Y.O. Mount Perry c
Rome Daniel ,  Cooktown o c
Romelli Giovanni ,  Kamerunga ,  Cairns
00
Rommeis  K., Mackay o
Ronan Mrs .,  Spring Hill a
Ronson Mrs .  J., Cairns s
Roobottom Robert, Spring Hill u k
Rooks Wil liam , Adavale o
Roon -, Meringandan c
Roona n M., P.O. Charters Towers c
Rooney and Co.  Messrs.,  Bundaberg a
Rooney  Miss  Kate, The Range, Too.
woomba o
Rooney Patrick, Hughenden o
Rooney Robert, Townsville c
Roper Mrs .,  Brisbane  Hospital c
Roper James , P.O. Brisbane u k
Roscow  Henry ,  Blackall s
Rose  -,  P.O. Brisbane c
Rose  Miss,  Brisbane u k
Rose  Alexander, Cooper' s Plains u k
Rose David ,  Chart ers  Towers c
Rose J., Boundary street c
Rose Oliver, Mackay c
Rosingren  Peter ,  Clermont c
Rosner  -, North Ipswich c
Ross  -, Bundaber c_
Ross Mrs., South Brisbane c
Ross Miss Annie , Mowbraytown u k
Ross B .,  Croydon a and c
Ross  B., Townsville o c
Ross Constable , Brisbane c
Rose Chas. J. L., P.O.  Blaekali c
Ross  David, Raveuswood o
Ross David Hunt, P.O. Townsville c (2)
Ross  D., Dogwood Creek,  Miles o
Ross D. A., Herberton c
Ross Eliza ,  Brisbane c
Ross Miss Emily ,  Rockhampton o
[JUNE.
338 Ross Fred., Gympie c (2)
339 Ross Isaac,  Gympie c
340 Ross John ,  Barcaldine c
341 Ross J .  H., Radcliffe o
342 Ross J .  R., Strathdarr Station m (2)
343 Ross Robt .,  P.O. Rutherford Station o c
344 Ross R. J., Bimmerah Station  in
345 Ross Wil li am, Ravenswood Junction c
346 Ross W., Mount Perry c
348 Rossa ll Robert ,  Samford c (2)
349  Roasar W., Main Camp ,  Southport
Retaway c
350 Rossitter and Co. Messrs .  J., Fairfield s
351 Rossner  GGowrie  Junction c
352 Rossow J.1. W., Fassifern c
353 Row Dean ,  Bimmerah o
354 Rowbedder J., Three -mile Bridge,
Ipswich c
355 Rowe Mrs. D., Queenton c
356 Rowe Miss E llen ,  P.O. Charters
Towers c
357 Rowe Nicholas ,  P.O. Arasna0 c
358 Rowe W., One-Mile c
359 Rowen Daniel, P .O. Adavale e
360 Rowland  Min H., P.O. Boggo road u k
361 Rowswell John, Homebush  Plantation o
362 Rowton and Gough Messrs .,  South
Brisbane c
363 Royal A., P.O. Brisbane  it  k
364 Royce Miss Lily Toowoomba s
365 Roycer  ,  Eidsvold o
366 Ruanna  J., Harcourt  street c
367 Rubeer J., P.U. Port Douglas c
368 Ruerett James, Bulgroo Station a
369 Ruddick Chas .,  South Brisbane c
370 Ruff Charles, Woollongabba c
371 Ruff Geo., P. O. Brisbane s
372 Ruggaini Ulissi, Mornington e t
373 Rule Mrs .  Bridget, P .O. Cooktown e
374 Rule  Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Townsvi ll e o c
375 Rumble  J., Rockhampton u k
376 Rumcry J., P.O. Thargomindah c
377 Runcorn John, Ipswich o
378 Rundle Marwood, P .O. Maryborough
- m-lr-amd e-  - -- - - ---- -- - --
379 Runge H., P.O. Cooktown f
380 Russell Miss  Am  j., P .O. Brisbane o c
381 Russe ll Miss A. .0. Hughenden c
382 Russe ll E. W., Townsvi lle c
383 Russell Mrs. H .,  P.O. Townsville c
384  Russell H. C., Gebangle c
385 Russell Jacob ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
386 Russe ll  Jas., 3 Gang ,  12-Mile ,  Central
Railway c
387 Russell J. T. M., P .O. Townsvi lle e t
388 Russell Mrs. W. W., Townsville u k
389 Russen be rger Martin ,  P.O. Brisbane o c
390 Russig  W. S., P.O . St. George c
391 Rutherford Miss Mary ,  P.O. Mary-
borough c
392 Rutherford Miss Sarah ,  Ma borough o
393 Rutland J. W., Mountain View c
394 Rutledge  ---,  Kangaroo Point c
395 Ryan and Atherson, Her berton o
396 Ryan and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c
397 Ryan , Chart ers Towers c
398 Ryan , Bulimba o
399 Ryan Mrs., 80 Wharf street c
400 Ryan Daniel,  Fassifern Railway o
401 Ryan Dennis ,  Brisbane a
402 Ryan E. M., Rockhampton c
403 Ryan George, Portland Station o
404 Ryan James ,  Emerald c
405 Ryan John ,  Rockhampton n z
406 Ryan John, Windorah s
407 Ryan John ,  Thylungra a
408 Ryan J., Warrego River c
409 Rvan Patrick ,  Charters Towers c
410 Ryan Peter, Gympie o c
411 Ryan P., Woollongabba c
412 Ryan P., Gympie c
413 Ryan P.,  Brisbane c
414 Ryan P.  M. (care of J .  Scully), Too-
woomba o
415 Ryan  Miss Sarah ,  Goodna u k
416 Ryan  Miss S . J., P.O. Townsville c
417 Ryan Mrs. Thos .,  Helidon o
418 Ryan Thos., Croydon o c
419 Ryan  Messrs.  Thos. J., Allora c
420 Ryan T., P.O. Cooktown c
421 Ryan Wi ll iam, Rockhampton c
422 Rvan W .,  Gympie c (2)
423 Ryan W.,  Ipswich u k
124 Ryan Y T., P.O. Toowoomba c
425 Ryenwood Mrs., P .O. Bundaberg c
426 Ryer George, P.O. Rockhampton u k
S.
t SADDEN -,  Charters Towers c
2 Saint Thomas,  Brisbane c
3 Saintsbu  Fred .  D., Townsville n z
4 Salmon W.,  Thargomindah a
5 Salmond Bros .,  Tkargovnindah c
6 Salmond C. S., Brisbane a
JUNE.1
7  Saloway W., Brisbane
8 Salor M  'o , Woodford o
9 Salter P .,  Southport c
10 Salter  W., Valley c
Salwa R., Oxley c
Sam Elia, Gympie c
Sam Ram ,  Ipswich road c
Sampson Mrs .  Edmund ,  Townsville u k
Samuel Mrs .,  Maryborough c
Samuels J .,  Hughenden c
Samuels  William ,  Drayton c
Samways G. H., Townsville c
Sanders J .  T. B. Brisbane c
Sanderson  H., 'Valley c
Sanderson  M., Rulo c
Sanderson  W., Valley c
Sandford John, Brisbane u k
Sandford J., Queen street c (2)
Sandilands  David D., Charters Towers
d3ri26 San m Charles, Charters Towers o c
27 Sands  J. L., Valley c
28 Sands Peter ,  Johnstone River o
29 Sang Kong Lee, Charters Towers c
30 Saltue Henas ,  Normanton c
31 Saul  Arthur, Gowrie road c (3)
32 Saul(2)Mrs. Arthur, Toowoombau k and
33 Saunders Alex., Brisbane o
34 Saunders Frank ,  Mackay c
35 Saunders George, Wilson street c (2)
36 Saunders J. King ,  Darling Downs m
37 Saunders J. M., Normanton c
38 Saunders Nathaniel ,  Buckamery Creek s
39 Saunders Thomas ,  Charters Towers o c
40 Saunders  T. L., Charters Towers c
41 Saundrey D., Binger: o
42 Savage J., Coorparoo c
43 Savage Michael, Constance street c (2)
44 Savage  M., Goldaborough c
45 Savage Richard ,  Normanton e
46 Savage S., Bunda berg c
47 Saville -, Mackay u k
48 Savory H., Windorah c
49_.Sawden_J
50 Bawer Thomas,  Valley c
uk
51 Sawyer George, Emerald c
52 Say Chow, Cooktown c
53 Scamme ll  W., Ravenswood u k
54  Scannell T., Rockhampton o
55  Scanlon E., Queenton c
56 Schapten - (saddler), Toowoomba a
57 Schatzel Mrs., Burdekin River o
58  Scheffier George, Barcaldine f
59 Scheihein Mrs. J .,  Townsville f (2)
60 Schi ll ing  -  Woollongabba c
61 Schilling R., lrisbane c
62 Schimack F re d., South Brisbane c
63 Schlecht J. G., Ipswich o c
64 Schmidt  -,  Middle Ridge o
65 Schmidt Charles, Toowoomba c
66 Schmidt F., Lowood c
67 Schneider  F., Gayndah c
68 Schneider  J. A., Eidsvold o
69 Schnorr  Edward A., Logan Village o c
70 Schoefield  J. G., Cabal Downs c
71 Schofield E., Coolabah c
72 Scholerz Sam., Brisbane c
73 Schoon W. P., Ballandean c
74 Schepps  -,  Brisbane f
75 Schimbert Mrs., Three -mile Creek c (2)
76 Schudel Jamb, Bowen o
77 Schumaker A., Bowen c (2)
78 Schuser E., Her be rt street o c
79 Schwitz Mrs. S .,  South Coast Junc-
tion c
80 Schwartz M., Monkland c (3)
81 Sclater  W. Mount Albion c
82 Scott  and &r.., Deep Lead c
83 Scott - ,  Cunnamulla c
84 Scott -, Brisbane c
85 Scott Mrs., Boundary street c
86 Scott Andrew ,  Barcaldine A
87 Scott  E. G., Lutwyche c
88 Scott F., Brassall c
89 Scott James ,  Brisbane u k (2)
90 Scott R .,  Spring Hill c
91 Scott Thomas, Rockhampton c
92 Scott Mrs. T ., New Farm c
93 Scott T .,  Tiaro c
94 Scott Walter ,  Spring Hill c (3)
95 Scott William ,  Bundaberg a
96 Scott William ,  Brisbane c
97 Scott W.,  Boundary street c
98 Scott Mrs. W., Geraldton u k
99 Scott  W. R., Lai ley c
100 Scraggs  John, Dalby c
101 Scrimshaw  Mrs. John, Gympie c
102 Scrivener Mr. or Miss  T. R., Macros-
san's B ri dge o
103 Scully Thomas, Brisbane a
104 Scully W .,  Rockhampton c
105 Sealey -, (grocer) Red Bohh c
106 Searson T., Brisbane c
107 Searston George Queenton c (2)
108 Seaton A.  G., Morven c (2)
690
109 Seaton Wil liam R., Thompson Estate
oc
110 See - ,  Charleville e
111 Selberg J. E., Edward  street c
112 Self  -,  Charters Towers c
113 Sellars  J. W. F., Tollerton  House n z
114 Selwood Edward ,  Brisbane c
115 Selwyn Mrs. W., Ingham c
116 Sorrel -, Cooktown c
117 Serlton E., George street o
118 Service Miss Christina ,  Brisbane u k
119 Seville Augustus, Adavale c
120 Sewell  J.  1 ., Townsville u k
121 Sexton Richd. C., Townsville o c
122 Sexton R. E., Brisbane c
123 Sexton  W. C., Georgetown c
124 Seymour Mrs. Harriet, Angellala o
125 Sliamann  -, Little Ipswich c
126 Shanahan Mrs. Johanna ,  Milton c
127 Shanahan Miss J., Rockhampton u k
128 Shanks  Archibald, Logan Village c
129 Shanks  A. W., Cloncurry c
130 Shanks W., Eidsvold c
131 Shannon Miss, Woollongabba c
132 Sharan Miss A. 141 George street s
133 Sharland  -, kount Pleasant c
134 Sharland J. F., Boulia c (3)
13.5 Sharman Miss, Cairns u k
136 Sharp John, Charters Towers c
137 Sharp John, Hughenden c
138 Sharpe Mrs., Mount Morgan o
139 Sharry Stephen, Morven c
140 Shart John, Eton o c
141 Shaughnessy Miss Mary, Brisbane c
142 Shaw -, Toowoomba c
143 Shaw A., Charters Towers n z
144 Shaw Alfred J., 68 Queen street o c
145 Shaw.E., Woollongabba c (2)
146 Shaw E. Y.,'Mackay u k
147 Shaw H., Isisford o
148 Shaw H. Sanders ,  Muttaburra c
149 Shaw J. W., Bundaberg c
150 Shaw W. A., Herbert River a
151 Shaw W. A., Southport c
152 Shea Pat., Ipswich n z
153 Shean Thomas, Brisbane c
154  Skean W., Iaistow n c
155 Shearer Peter, Workman's Creek a and
c (2)
156 Shearer John, Normanby a (2)
157 Sheehan John, Cloncurry o
158 Sheehan P., Hughenden c
159 Sheelk  -,  Queenton c
160 Sheinr  -,  Bunda berg c
161 Shellew William, Oxley o c
162 Shelley W. J., St. George s
163 Shepherd C., Rosalie c
164 Shepherd G., Cloncurry s
165 Shepherd Joseph, Goodna c
166 Shepherd J., Warwick c
167 Shepherd Robert, Swan Creek o c
168 Shepherd S., One-Mile c
169 Shepkar -, Mackay c
170 Sheppard Bertie H., Milton a
171 Sheppen F. L., Valley o
172 Shepton M., Loganlea c
173 Sheridan -, Charters Towers c
174 Sheridan P. M., Pine Creek o
175 Shoring C. F., Spring Hill c
176 Sherlock Miss Margt., Charters Towers
oc
177 Sheriff Alf., Mount Perry c
178 Sherrington J. C., Surat c (2)
179 Sherwaing  -, Bulimba c
180 Sherwood Miss, Montague road c
181 Shield William, Bundaberg c
182 Shield: Mrs., Clayton c
183 Shields A., Arthur street c
184 Shields Henry, Townsville o c (2)
185 Shields W. R. S., Nor,nanby Hill c
186 Shiels Miss, Charters Towers c
187 Shigorick M., Lowo d c
188 Shildrick and Co.  Messrs . W., Mary-
borough m
189 Shillson Jh., Townsville u k
190 Shine Miss Julia ,  Brisbane c
191 Shingle W., Walloon c .
192 Shinners James, Bundaberg e t
193 Shinners Mrs. James ,  Bundaberg c
194 Shipping W., Logan road c
195 Shire W., West End c
196 Sheigher Mrs., Vulture street c
197 Shong  Kee (gardener ),  Brisbane o c (2)
198 Sherden Thomas, Newtown u k
199 Short O. E. F., Hughenden a
200 Short  W., St. George's Bridge s
201 Short W., Bundaberg c
202 Shrimpton R., St. George o c
203 Shuffell Otto, Rockhampton u k (4)
204 Shum Herbert, Brisbane u k (2)
205 Shuman  G., Normanton c
206 Shureck L., Rosewood c
207 Shuttlewood Henry, Gayndah o c
208 Bidders Thomas ,  Brisbane c
209 Siekefitt Ferdinand ,  Townsville o c
210 Sight Miss A .,  Brisbane c
211 Sihwale  -,  Brisbane
212 Silva  -,  Brisbane c
213 Silva Abileem, Mackay
214 Silvester  -,  Cumberland
215 Sim William, Baffle Creek c
216 Simmonds C. E., Mount Morgan a
217 Simmonds H., Charters Towers c
218 Simmonds S. Brunswick st reet c
219 Simmonds  W., Charters  Towers c
220 Simmons Thomas L., Warwick c
221 Simms If. G., Brisbane c
222 Simon  --,  Cootharaba road c
293 Simon  A., Church  street c (2)
224 Simon E. H., Johnstone River o
225 Simon Louis, Cooktown c
226 Simple James, Laidley c
227 Simpson  Miss , Spring Hill c
228 Simpson Miss Ann ,  Charters Towers c
229 Simpson Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Brisbane o
230 Simpson Mrs. Ellen, Prairie c
231 Simpson E., Charters Towers o
232 Simpson F., Stanley street o
233 Simpson H.,  Gympie c
234 Simpson Jessop ,  Cooktown m
235 Simpson F., Bundaberg c
236 Simpson Mrs. J., Toowoomba o
237  Simpson John S., South Brisbane u k
238 Simpson Miss Sarah ,  George st re et c
239 Simpson Thomas, Valley c
240 Simpson T., Enoggera c
241 Sims G., Thompson Estate c
242 Sims H., Thompson Estate e
243 Sims Mrs. Sarah Ann, Kangaroo Point
uk
244 Sinai Aug., Brisbane f
245 Sinclair --, Paddington c
246 Sinclair Charles, Horton c
247 Sinclair Miss E., Bundaberg c
248 Sinclair P., Gympie c
249 Sinclair R., Gympie c
250 Sinclair R. W., Gvmpie c (2)
251 Sinclair Simon, Coochin Saw-mills c
252 Sinclair William, Goodna u k
2.53 Sing P. D., Talgai c
254 King Chow (labourer), Mackay o c
255 Singh P. D., Parkey Flat c
256 Single Mrs. S., Maryborough a
257 Sing Lee, Charleville e
258 Sipe J ., Meringandan c (2)
259 Skhein Mrs., Leichhardt street c
260 Skinner and Stewart  Messrs ., Junc-
tion c
261 Skinner Miss ,  Cunnamu lla f
262 Skinner J., Isisford c
263 Skipper  Benjamin ,  Boundary street c
264 Skullernd Julius, Logan road c (2)
265 Skyrme Mrs. Mary, Thompson Estate
oc
266 Slack Miss, Logan road o
267 Slattery R. G., Charters Towers c (2)
268 Slaughter. -, Queen street c
269 Slaughter L., Red Hill c
270 Slege A., Toowoomba o c
271 Sloan: Miss Annie, Charters Towers c
272 Sloane Thomas, Bundaberg c
273 Sloane W., Charleville c
274 Sloss Mrs., Boggo road c
275 Sloss W., l;oggo road c (2)
276 Smail J., Mount St. John c
277 Smail Thos., Wellshot c
278 Small Isaac ,  Brisbane o
279 Small R., Logan road c
280 Smart Mrs. Eleanor, South Brisbane o c
281 Smart P. R., Brisbane u k and c (2)
282 Smeaton George, Brisbane o c
283 Smiles -, Sharon c
284 Smith and Gillespie, off Boggo road c
285 Smith -, Basin Pocket c
286 Smith -, Maryborough c
287 Smith -, Kelvin Grove road c
288 Smith -, The Range, Rockhamp-
ton u k
289 Smith Mrs., Mitchell c
290 Smith  Miss , South Brisbane c
291 Smith Miss, Gootchie c
292 Smith Miss, Gootchie c
293 Smith  Miss , West End c
294 Smith Alfred A., Pimpama c
295 Smith Alfred E., Kimberley
296 Smith  Andrew, Dalhy c
297 Smith A., Winton Stations
298 Smith A., Hughenden c
299 Smith  Mrs. A., Georgetown s
300 Smith A. M., Townsville c
301 Smith Mrs. A. S., Dornoch terrace c
302 Smith Bernard, St. George e t
303 Smith Bernard, Mungindi c
304 Smith Mrs. C. E., Red Hill c
305 Smith David, Hungerford, c
306 Smith D., Tinana c
307 Smith Ebb., South  Brisbane c
308 Smith Miss E., Brisbane o
309 Smith Mrs. E., Charters Towers u k
310 Smith Mrs. E., Bundanba u k
311 Smith Mrs. E., Brisbane c .
312 Smith Fletcher, Durham Downs
Station a
313 Smith F., Spring Hill o c
314 Smith F. A., Rockhampton u k
315 Smith George, Aurora Creek c
316 Smith George, Highgate Hill it
317 Smith George A., Veresdale o c
318 Smith Capt. G., Hill End c
319 Smith G., Tivoli c
320 Smith G., Brisbane u k
321 Smith Miss G ., Brisbane e t
322 Smith Miss G., P.O. Brisbane c
323 Smith G. J., P.O.  Brisbane s
324 Smith G.  0.,  Charters Towers c
3255 Smith Henry, West End c
326 Smith H., Valley c
327  Smith H., Bowen Hills c
328 Smith Mrs. H., P.U. Ipswich u k
329 Smith H. C., Isistown c
330 Smith H. J., Boonaroo c
331 Smith H. J., Tinana Creek c
332 Smith H. J., Broadsound c
333 Smith H. L., Maryborough c
334 Smith James, Ibis c
335 Smith James, South Bundaberg c
336 Smith  James  Valley c
337 Smith  Mrs. lames,  Rose Hi ll  Estate c
338 Smith  John, Ho ganthulla c
339 Smith Jno., Brisbane c
340 Smith John, Dalveen c
341 Smith John, Ipswich road c
342 Smith John,  Brisbane c
343 Smith  John G.  Charters Towers c
344 Smith  Joseph,  Brisbane c
345 Smith Joseph, Brisbane c
346 Smith J., 'l oowoomba c
347 Smith J., Gympie c
348 Smith J., Cloncurry c
349 Smith  J. (saddler ), Brisbane c
350 Smith J. B., South Brisbane c
351 Smith J. F., Brisbane c
352 Smith J. G., Charters Towers c
353 Smith  J. Nixon,  Kangaroo Point c
354  smitzi J.- a., I era e c
355 Smith J. M., Mitchell c
356 Smith J. V., One-Mile c
357 Spnith Luther ,  Brisbane e t
358 Smith Luther  Victor,  South Brisbane c
359 Smith Mrs. Margaret ,  Brisbane o c
360 Smith Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane a
361 Smith Mrs. M., Valley c
362 Smith  P. C., Howard c
363 Smith Robert, Woollongabba c
364 Smith Robert, Paddington c
365 Smith Mrs. Sarah A., P.O. Brisbane s
366 Smith Sydney, Charters Towers c
367 Smith Thomas, Ipswich c
368 Smith Thomas, Hendon c
369 Smith Thomas, Lower Burdekin c
370 Smith Thomas, Townsville u k
371 Smith Thomas, Cockatoo Dam, Cler-
mont c
372 Smith T., St. George s
373 Smith T. S., Brisbane a
374 Smith T. D. W., Rose Hill, Brisbane
uk
375 Smith Wm., P.O. Brisbane c
376 Smith Wm., P.O. Aramac c
377 Smith Win., P.O. Southport e t
378 Smith Wm., P.O. Brisbane u k
379 Smith Wm., P.O. Brisbane f
380 Smith  W. W., Imbil toad o c
381 Smith W., North Branch c
382 Smith  W., Kelvin Grove c
383 Smith W., Mackay c
384 Smith  W., P.O. Brisbane c
385 Smith  Rev. W. A., Allora c
386 Smith W. C., Hungerford o c
387 Smith  W. C., Goondiwindi c
388 Smith  W. E., Thompson Estate c
390 Smith  W. H., Black Jack c (2)
391 Smith W. H., Brisbane c
392 Smith  W. R., Valley c
393 Smith  W. V., Reedy Springs s (2)
394 Smith  W. Y., Tiaro c
395 Smithy T., Six-mile Creek c
396 Smolden  D., Gympie c
397 Smyth -, Spring Hill c
398 Smyth Miss Eliza ,  Gympie s
399 Smyth George, Victoria Plantation u k
400 Smyth Miss Geraldine ,  Brisbane u k
401  Smyth Joseph Hugh Brisbane u k
402 Smyth Joseph H.,'P.O. Brisbane u k
403 Smythe Mrs. Amy, Townsville c
404 Snavel Mrs., Bundaberg c
405 Sneddon  -,  Bundanba c
406 Snell Andrew ,  Charters Towers c
407 Sne ll  H. Townsvi ll e c
408 Snooks J., , Logan Village o
409 Soanley A., Campbellville c
410 Soden Jno., Charters Towers c
411 Soden John, Charters Towers c
412 Soderlund August, Cooktown f
413 Soiland F., Cooktown c
414 Solomon -, Townsville c
415 Solomon  -,  South Brisbane c
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416 Solomon  Edmund,  Brisbane candu k (3)
417 Solomon E. (auctioneer ),  Brisbane s
418 Somerville  Alex., Helidon u k
419 Somerville  A., Laidley c
420 Somerville  A., Greenmount c
421 Somers  J., P.O. Brisbane a
422 Soott Thomas , Maryborough c
423 Sorensen E., P.O. Brisbane f
424 Sorensen  Jno., Gympie c
425 Sorensen  John, Widgee road c
426 Sorensen  J. B., Herberton o
427 Sorensen  Peter ,  Mackay o c
428 Sorensen  Christian ,  Buolboonda  Sidinge
429 Sorrensen  NV., Maryborough c
430 Sothern Thomas  H., Townsville o c
Sowter F., Brisbane a
Spalding Samuel , P.O. Brisbane u k
Spalding Samuel,  P.U. Gympie c
Spalminer J., Bulgaroo c
Spargo John Charters Towers u k
Sparks  E., Wilson 's Plains c
Sparks G.,  Blackall Estate o
Sparks G.,  Y.O. Brisbane u k
Spear W . P.O. Cook ,' owns (6)
Spelman idward ,  Brisbane c
Spelman Edward, One -Mile, Gympie
c
442  Spence -, Mount Alfred Station c
443 Spence Jas. and Elizabeth ,  Towns-
ville o c
444 Spence John ,  Bulgroo Station m
•445 Spence  John -  Thompson ,,  Bulgroo
Station  in
446 Spence R., West End c
447  Spence Thomas, Mount Alfred c
448 Spence T., Thargomindah a
449 Spencer  -,  Mackay m
450 Spencer Mrs. A .  E. Highgate Hill c
451 Spencer Thos .  B risbane c
452 Spencer W., 1undaberg c
453 Spencer W, J., Port Douglas u k (2)
454 Sperin J., Walloon c
455 Spider.,  Maryborough c
u ar
457 Spiers - Char evi lle c
458 Spike E. Adavale c (3)
459  Spillane Via N .,  Ipswich a
460 Spindler B., Rosa lie c
461 Spinks  -,  Brisbane c
462 Spitzel A., Brisbane f
463 Splain  -, Dalby c
464 Spooner Miss ,  Charters Towers c
465 Spooner  -  Rockhampton c
466 Spooner H.,  f tockhampton c
467 Spowart Mrs. Selina J., P.O. Bris.bane oc
468 Spratt  Joseph B.,  Adavale c
469 Spreckley F.  S., Bundaberg a
470 Spriggs B., P.U. Brisbane u k
471 Spring C. A., P.O.  Brisbane u k
472 Springer and Son, Ithaca Creek c
473 Spree James , Gympie c
474 Spruhan Michael, Rockhampton c
475 Spive James ,  junr .,  St. George s
476 Stacey  Thomas, Brisbane o c
477 Stack  William, Rockhampton f
478 Stafford B., Townsville o
479 Statfinsky Chas .  H., Toowoomba c
480 Stans field John, Charters Towers s
481 Stansfeld L. F., Townsville c
482 Stapleton Miss Petrie terrace c
483 Staples A. E., Blackall a
484 Staines H., Coochin c
48.5 Stala  -, Ma borough c
486 Stanley Mrs., Hightields c
487 Stanley Annie Maud, Maroon Station o
488 Stanley Miss A., Brisbane u k (2)
489 Stanley Capt .  Brisbane s
490 Stanley  E., Allora c
491 Stanley F., Blackall c
492 Stanley G., Brisbane c
493 Stanley R. H., Brisbane m
494 Stanley Thomas ,  Barcaldine c
495 Stanton Mrs. James ,  West End o c
496 Stanton J., Milton c (2)
497 Stark  Erick,  Cooktown o c (2)
498 Starke H., Pine Creek c
499 Starkey E. Brisbane o
500 Starratt W. G., Malvern Downs c
501 Staunton Mrs. E .,  Normanton c
502 Stayte  Mr. J., Walkerston c
503 Stear George A .,  Brisbane c
504 Stearn  C., 175-mile Camp , Q.C.R. c
505 Steedman  W.. Brisbane c (2)
506 Steele Abraham ,  Brisbane a
507 Steele  Mrs. A.,  South Brisbane c
508 Steele Wm. Brisbane c
509 Steele W., Aandgate c
510 Steihus D., Isis c
511  ateinheuer Charles , 7-Con.  Rein MingeGrossing, Burnett River c
512 Steinheut -r C. C., Maryborough c
513 Stein  J., Valley c
514 Steinatt J., Maryborough c
515 Stephens and Co.,  Brisbane a
516 Sbephens E. E., Adavale  is
(TUNE.
517 Stephens F. D., Mellum Creek c
518 Stephens  John,  Toowoomba u k
519 Stephens Mrs. Peter ,  Petrie terrace c
520 Stephenson  -,  Brisbane c
521 Stephenson  A., Maryborough c
522 Stephenson  A.J. (care of Wcocks andCo.), Railway Camp c
523 Stephenson James, Valley c
524 Stephenson Thos .,  Rockhampton c
525 Stephenson Mrs. Wm .,  Eidsvold c
526 Stephenson Mrs. W .,  Kooringa c
527 Sterling Mrs. Fred .  Townsville f
Stevens and Bunn, Brisbane c
Stevens Jos. Brisbane c
Stevens Joseph , South  Brisbane o
Stevens  Mrs. J ., Charters Towers m
Stevens J .  Mellum Creek c
Stevenson  -,  Brisbane s
Stevenson  H. F. Valley c
Stevenson  John,  Bowen Downs o
Stevenson J., Townsville c
Stevenson  R. F. and Co.,  Brisbane o
Stevenson  W. M., Charters  Towers c
Steward D .  B., Adavale o
Steward D.,  Seabania Station c
Steward J .  H., B risbane u k
Steward S .,  Malvern Downs a
Stewart  -,  Charters  Towers u k
Stewart Mrs .  B., Herberton c
Stewart  as., Charters Towers c
Stewart Jae., Brisbane c
Stewart  Jas., Rockhampton u k
Stewart Jas .,  Mackay u k
Stewart Jas .  T., Ingham o c
Stewart J .,  Enoggera c
Stewart J .,  Brisbane n z
Stewart  M., Gympie c (2)
Stewart Nathaniel, Mount Perry c
Stewart Peter, Norton o
5.55 Stewart  Robt.,  Townsville u k
556 Stewart  Robt., Victoria  Plantation c
557 Stewart  Robt., Hughenden c
558 Stewart T., Bowen road c
560 Strickland  Mrs., Valley c
561 Stidolph R. F., Mount Perry c
562 Still W. S., Goondiwindi a
563 Stimpoon Miss, Townsvi lle  u k
564 Stir ling  John ,  Toowoomba c565 Stirratt -, Thompson Estate c
566 Stock Wm., Kan Point c (2)
567 Stockbam  H.  S..  ownaville u k
568 St-ocking s Jas., H uugghenden a
569 Stocks A. E., Tilpal c
570 Stokes Henry ,  Charters Towers c
571 Stokes  H., Bowen c (2)
572 Stokes Lilly, Brisbane o
573  Stokes Richard,  Brisbane u k
574'StAikes Mrs .  R., Petrie terrace c
575 Stokes William, Pentland c
576 Stone  A. Brisbane o c
577 Stone Jot), Albion c
578 Stone  M., Bowen c
579 Stonebridge J. Bundaberg u k
.580 Stoneham A. 6., Brisbane u k
581 Stoneman  C., Georgetown c
582 Stoll  -,  Mackay c
583 Stollard Mrs. C., W arwick c
584 Storemont  D. St. Clare, Valley c
585 Stornowski  -,  Mackay c
586 Straghan Theo .  Cooktown w a
587 Strahan Mrs. R A., West End c
588 Straham T., Cooktown c
589 Strain Miss Sarah, Brisbane o c
590 Stranguist  Mrs., Isis o
591 Stratford Stephen ,  Thargomindah a
592 Stratti George  Townsvi lle o c
593 Strode A., Richton c
594 Strongman Samuel ,  Toowoomba c
595 Strube F., Rockhampton c
596 Strugnell  G., Gympie c
597 Strithers Alex. B .,  Brisbane a
598 Stuart  A., Goondiwindi s (2)
599 Stuart  Mrs. David ,  Bundamba s
600 Stuart  John S., Ayr u k
601 Stubbs  Louise  Wickham  terrace c
602 Stumer  Carl, 1rZosewood c
603 Sturt Alfred, Charleville c
604 Sue Ching ,  Barcaldine c
605 Suffarth Ann, Apollonian Vale c
606 Suble -,  Middle Ridge c
607 Sulinane  Mrs. Thos .,  North Pine c
608 Suliving  -,  Rosalie c
609 Su llevan  John P.,  Bowenville e t
610 Sullivan  Mrs. B .,  Millchester c
611 Sullivan  Denis, Eidsvold c
612 Sullivan  Ellen, Mies o
613 Sullivan  F., Brisbane c
614 Sullivan  Miss Hannah, Brisbane c
615 Sullivan Harry, Gladstone e t
616 Sullivan  John, Southbrook c
617 Sullivan John, dredge  "  Octopus" c
618 Sullivan J., Valley c
619 Sullivan  John F.,  Brisbane u k
620 Sullivan  Patrick ,  Rockhampton u k601 Sullivan Mrs. Thos., North Pine c
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Summers Frank ,  Mount Morgan c
Summers G., Townsville c
Sundstryp Miss Marie, Brisbane c
Sun Kief Kee ,  Cairns s
Sun Kum Moon ,  Roina c
Sun Yean Chonq ,  Brisba a,  a, and c (7)
Sutcliffe -,  C harters  Towers c
Sutherland and Mathers ,  Aramac c
Sutherland G., Mackay c
Sutherland H., Jundah o
Sutherland James, All ora o c
Sutherland James, Croydon c (2)
Sutherland James ,  Normanton c
Sutherland R., Dalby s
Sutor  -(contractor ),  Jericho c
Sutton Mrs .,  Bulimba c
Sutton C., Queen street c
Sutton Mrs .  Robert, Duncan street u k
Swain Frederick ,  Charlevi lle c
Swain F .  Charlevi lle c
Swartz Charles, Clermont c
Sweeney Edward ,  Bulimba road c
Sweeney Morgan ,  Cooper 's Plains e
Sweeney Wi ll iam ,  Morven c
Sweeney Morgan ,  Cairns u k
Sweeney Patrick ,  Rockhampton c
Sweeting Mrs., Maryborough c (2)
Swenson John ,  Stanley street c
Swift H. M., Hughenden c
Swift W., Richmond c
652 Swinnerton Miss Mary ,  Brisbane o c
653 Switzer E. Gladstone c
654 Swords  Join Wharf  street c
655 Swords  W. 311ount Perry c
656 Swyer  S. Woolooga c
657 Sykes  S. 'Y. Jericho a
658 Sydney  L. 'Laidley c
659 Sykes F.,
. oolboonda c (2)
660 Sykes  J. W., Mount Perry c
661 Symes Frank ,  Fair field c
662 Symon Louis, Bunda be rg m and n z (2)
663 Symonds A., South Brisbane c (2)
664 Symonds  Alfred,  West End c
X66 -Symonds  F.- W.; at {
666 Symonds Geo rg e, Queenton o
667 Symons H., Macke, c
668 Symson F., Barkers Creek u k
669 Sypher George, Barcaldine o
T.
1 TACHERRY G., Frogmount c
2 Taffe Timothy,  P.O. Gympie c
3 Tait , Lutwyche c
4 Tait Mrs., Norman Crescent c
5 Tait J . (butcher ),  South Brisbane c
6 Talbot  J., Ravensbourne Station c
7 Talbot Robert  (barman), Brisbane c
8 Talche ll  T .,  Bulloo Downs s
9 Talhy Mrs., Brisbane c
10 Tomlyn George, P.O. Charlevi lle c
11 Tancred James ,  Roundstone ,  Banana c
12 Tancred W., Duaringa o o
13 Tanswe ll Frank P.O. Normanton a
14 Tarleton  J., P.6. Mellum  Creek e t
15 Tate A .,  Bulimba c
16 Taylor , Valley c
17 Taylor  ,  Red Hill c
18 Taylor  -,  Toowoomba s
19 Taylor  (teamster ),  Mount Perry c
20 Taylor  Alfred,  P.O. Brisbane a
21 Taylor Miss C., West End c
22 Taylor C., Boggo  road o
23 Taylor  B.  R.  P.O.  Brisbane s
24 Taylor Miss'Fannv, B ri sbane u k
25 Taylor Fred .,  P.O. Brisbane s
26 Taylor G. C., Southport c
27 Taylor Capt .  H., Kelvin Grove c
28 Taylor James ,  Charters Towers u k
29 Taylor James ,  Norwood c (2)30 Taylor Jas. and Party ,  Specimen
Gully o c
31 Taylor John, Mitche ll a
32 Taylor John, Bunya Sawmi ll s c
33 Taylor Joseph, Tannapra c
34 Taylor J., Red Hill c
35 Taylor  J., Gynpie c
36 Taylor M., South Brisbane c
37 Taylor Mrs. and Miss M. E., Humpy
Bong o
38 Taylor R., P.O. Brisbane m
39 Taylor R., Orient c
40 Taylor Sarah, Mount Perry c
41 Taylor W., Brisbane c
42 Taylor W. M., West End c
43 Teaford Geo. Tewantin c
44 Teesdale C. K., Thargomindah s (2)
.45 Tee T., Laidley c
46 Teele - ,  P.O. Tenter field s
47 Teeling John, St .  Helena c
48 Toes  William,  P.O. Brisbane c
49 Teffree  W. D., P.O. Cloncurry u k (4)
50 Telfer John, Roma o
51 Temmens Nicholas, Charters Towers
. uk
52 Templeton W., Pentland c
53 Tennant and Woodward, Bundaberg s
54 Tenth T., Mount Perry c
55 Terry A .  J. M., Brisbane s
56 Tew G., Kangaroo Point c
57 Tewrier Peter Townsvi lle e t
58 Thamm  -, tBrisbane a
59 Tharan P., P.O. Bunda be rg c
60 Tharan P. S. L., Brisbane c (2)
61 Theil Miss Margrethe ,  George street o c
62 Thenerkauf Whilhelm ,  Fernvale c
63 Thobourne Dan, Dynevor Downs c
64 Thom Andrew P. Brisbane u k
65 Thomas -, .Dames street c
66 Thomas  -,  Sandy Creek c
67 Thomas Mrs., New Farm c
68 Thomas Abraham, Mount Sibley,
Greenmount e t
69 Thomas Cabel, Brisbane m
70 Thomas D., Cairns o
71 Thomas Edward, Gympie c
72 Thomas Miss Emily ,  West End o c
73 Thomas George, P.O. Brisbane m (2)
74 Thomas H., Brisbane s
75 Thomas John. Brisbane c
76 Thomas John, Burdekin o c
77 Thomas John ,  Pine Creek c
78 Thomas John, Jericho Station c
79 Thomas John ,  P.O. Gym pie o c and c
80 Thomas John ,  Charters Towers c
81 Thomas J., Woollongabba c
82 Thomas Master J .,  Toowoomba s
83 Thomas Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers o c
84 Thomas Mrs. Rhoda ,  Bulimba c
85 Thomas Wm., Charters Towers c (3)
86 Thompson  -,  P.O. Brisbane s
87 Thompson  -,  P.O. Tinana c
88 Thompson  - (carrier ),  Nebo road c
89 Thompson  -,  Roma c
90 Thompson  -, on  Downs m
91 Thompson Mrs., South Brisbane c
92 Thompson Edward, Caboolture c
93 Thompson Edward ,  K abra c
94 Thompson Freederek ; lily c2)-
95 Thompson Elizabeth, Brisbane o
96 Thompson Mrs. E .  B., P.O. Brisbane
97 Thompson George, eenton o c
98 Thompson George Townsville c
99 Thompson Geo., Little Edward street
c (2)
100 Thompson Geo., Kelvin Grove c
101 Thompson Geo. Jubilee Estate c
102 Thompson G.,  P.O.  Brisbane m
103 Thompson G. H., Coorparoo u k
104 Thompson Mrs. Her bert,  P.O. Bris-
bane e t
105 Thompson Jame s,  Charters Towers c
106 Thompson John, Valley c
107 Thompson J., Toowoomba c
108 Thompson J. P., P.O .  Brisbane c
109 Thompson M., Rockhampton c
110 Thompson Owen Brisbane u k
111 Thompson Mrs. kobert ,  Brisbane u k
112 Thompson  Messrs. R. A. and Co.,
Brisbane u k
113 Thompson Wi ll iam, Rockhampton c
114 Thompson Wi ll iam, Meadowlands
Estate, Mackay o
115 Thompson W., Charters Towers c
116 Thomsen T., Gympie o c
117 Thomson Dick ,  Brisbane o
118 Thomson George, P.O. Brisbane m
119 Thomson G., P.O. Brisbane c
120 Thomson Mrs. Her bert,  P.O. Bris-
bane c
121 Thomson James ,  P.O. Maryborough c
122 Thomson John, Brisbane m
123 Thomson John ,  Cooktown o e
124 Thomson John F .,  Eight -mile Plains o c
125 Thomson Mrs. or Miss L., Toowoomba o
126 Thomson Peter ,  Ipswich u k
127 Thomson Mrs. Robert ,  Brisbane u k
128 Thomson Wil liam,  -Queenton u k
129 Thomson Wm., P.O .  Brisbane u k
130 Thomson  Wm. F., P.O.  Brisbane o e
131 Thomson W., Nebo  road e
132 Thomson W. T., Barcaldine c
133 Thomson W. H., Spring Hill e
134 Thoren Frank , P.O. One-Mile c
135 Thorne C. P.O. Townsvi lle c
136 Thornley , Rockhampton c
137. Thornton Taylor ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
138 Thorpe  -,  Targo street c
139 Thurlow James ,  West End c
140 Thurston J. M., Charters Towers c
141 Tibbitts Miss Hannah ,  South Bris-
bane s and u k
142 Tickle and Baker ,  B ri sbane c
143 Tiernay M., Queenton c
144 Tierney Patrick ,  Betts' Creek c
145  Tierney ,  T. (care of Mrs .  Trickey ),  Break
fast Creek u k
146 Ti he Mrs., Valley u k
147 Tilley Edward, Pentland c (2)
148 Ti lly -,  Coomera c
149 Tilly Mrs. Kate, South Brisbane c
150 Timmins Patrick ,  Charleville c
151 Tindel J., Hughenden c
152  in Foo Barcaldine c
153 Tinsley re. Mary, Rockhampton c
154 Tinte K. E. Bulgroo c
155 Tite G., P.a. Rockhampton c
156 Titley  Mrs. W .  Brisbane o
157 Titmus Thos., Olermont Line c
158 Tobin John ,  Bundaberg c
159 Toelle Frank, St .  Patrick, Charters
Towers e
160 Tolmer H. J., Bimerah ,  Isisford c
161 Tolson Thomas ,  Her be rton c
162 Tom Francis ,  Bulimba road c
163 Toma John ,  P.O. Bunda berg e t
164 Tomas A., P.O. South Brisbane c
165 Tom be s Miss  (care of Mrs. Stack),
Toowong c
166 Tomkins Mrs., Ipswich road c
167 Tomkins Mrs., Montague road c
168 Tomkinson Doctor ,  Toowoomba c
169 Tommi Joseph, Maryborough c
170 Tong Hin St ro n,  Port Douglas c
171 Tong Kene Kee, Bowen c
172 Tonkinson John, Albion c
173 Tonks Miss Clara, Townsville o c
174 Toohey Thos .  Thargomindah c
175 Tooth C. S., We llshot c
176 Tooth Earnest, Wellshot Station c
177 Tooth Earliest ,  Morven o
178 Tooth H. H., Bulimba c
179 Tooth N. A., Roma e
180 Tooth W. E., Red Hill c
181 Toren F., P.O. Brisbane f
182 Torence Thomas, Thargomindah s
183 Torphy M., Woollongabba c
184 Torpy John, P.U. Hungerford c
185 Tosh Miss ,  Oriental Hotel, Albert
street
186 Tosh Robert  (care of Mrs. Duffees),
Spring Hill u k
187 Tougher H ugh ,  S ring Hill u k
188 Tuuisea M 31!f., Uladstone road-s-- -
189 Toun Houp ,  Cairns c
190 Townsend Miss J. A., Mountalto u k
191 Townsend Thomas, Logan road c
192 Toy Charles ,  Upper Melbourne  street c
193 Toy C.,  Commonage ,  South Glad-
stone e t
194 Toy Mrs .  Waterworks Office u k
195 Tracey  Mrs. Ellen,  Ann street c (3)
196 Tracey G. H., Townsville c
197 Tranley Peter P.O. Muttaburra c
198 Trapne ll  W., I homas street c
199 Trapp Walter ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
200 Tregenza John ,  Six-mile Creek, Gym
pie e
201 Treloar Benjamin ,  Shanks street,
Gympie e
202 Tremewin  D. W., P.O.  One-Mile c
203 Trenton C. B., St. Lawrence c
204 Trenzheim J., Fernvale c
205 Tretheway John Mellen ,  P.O. Queen
ton u k
206 Treuren John, Greendale c
207 Trevaskis R., Charters Towers c
208 Treveskis Joel ,  P.O. Charters Towers c
209 Trevethan A., Taldora Station c
210 Trice William ,  Fairleigh Estate, Port
Mackay u k
211 T ricker  -,  Boarding -house ,  Gympie
Line c
212 Tricker  J. G., P.O.  Brisbane s
213 Trickey Mrs., Woo llongabba c
214 Trimble Mrs., South Brisbane c
215 Trimble Mrs.  George, Kangaroo Pointc
216 Triniwell G. T., Theatre Royal, Briebane nz
217 Tripcomy George ,  St. Georg"s Bridge
uk
218 Tripney Mrs., Emerald c
219 Tripney David ,  Emerald c
220 Tripney D., Emerald c (2)
221 Trotman G., Harrisville u k
222 Trott Miss Annie, P.O. Rockhampton
uk
223 Trotter  -,  Dunellan c
224 Trotter George ,  Oxley c
225 Trotter George, South Brisbane c
226 Trowen Daniel Bul ggroo Station o
227 Trey F.,  P.U. ?apella c
228 Troy F .  W., East B ri sbane c
229 Trulson Charlie, Makenrie f
230 Trunley John  (care of Mr. Craig)
Hughenden s 3)
231 Trivran James , 3Bring Hi ll  c
232 Tubb John William ,  Aramac c
233 Tubb Louis, P.O. Normanton u k
234 Tucker Chas. P.O. Mackay c
235 Tucker E., Mount Kent e t
236 Tucker William ,  P.O. B ri sbane c
237 Tuohy Miss Fanny ,  Gladstone a
238 Turnhall David F .,  P.O. Rose
wood u k (2
239  Turner-,  Breakfast Creek c .,
240 Turner Mrs., Bundaberg c
241 Turner A., West End c
242 Turner  A., Koholo  Diggings c
243 Turner C., P.O. Albion c
244 Turner G., Rocklea c
245 Turner Harry, P.O. Port Mackay u k
246 Turner James M., Valley c
247 Turner J., Nundah c
248 Turner J. R., Brisbane c
249 Turner J. T., Charters Towers c
250 Turner William A., P.O. Brisbane u k
251 Turnor G. A., P.U. Brisbane s
252 Turpie Mrs. Elizabeth, P.O. Brisbane
253 Turton Mrs., Immigration Barracks,
Brisbane c
254 Turton F. K., Y.O. Tambo c
255 Turton Mrs. R .,  Toowoomba s
256 Tuth Henry, Norcnanton c
257 Tweadle -,  Black Jack road c
258 Twendale Mrs., Malvern c
259 Twidale Edward (care of A. Devine),
Budumba c
260 Twine and Grives Messrs., South Bris-
bane c
261 Twine  J. W., Cunnamulla s
262 Twoomey Dennis, Spring Hill c
263 Twoomey  Mrs. Tim., Gympie s
264 Tye T., P.O. Brisbane u k
265 Ty  Lee Maryborough c
266 Tynan Michael ,  Hughenden c
267 Tynum R., Mount Morgan c
268 Tyrett Michael, Cairns c
269 Tyrrell  -,  P.O. Cairns a
270 Tyzer Charles, P.O. Charters Towers
uk
U.
1 UHR Miss A., Townsville c
2 Uhr J. F. W., Corella Downs c
3 Ub re na  Fred .,  Mount Perry c
4 Unde 6-t
5 niacke A.  It., Rockhampton  in
6 Unworth  -, Coorparoo c
7 Unworth  Mrs. Ellen A .,  Brisbane o c
8 Upstone Phillip, Cloncurry  a and s (2)
9 Uren  Mrs. Catherine ,  Queenton o e
10 Uren  Edwin, Maryborough c (2)
11 Uren G., Charters Towers c
12 Urinson Howard, Gympie o c
13 Urquhart Wm., Maryborough c
14 Urquhart W., Mungar c (2)
V.
1 VALENTINE -,  Cloncurry c (2)
2 Valentine Wm., Kelvin Grove c
3 Valllman H., Mount Kent c (2)
4 Vance J .  B., Eidsvold c
5 Vaughan Alice Clermont f
6 Vaughan  Isabella,  Kangaroo Point o
7 Veal A.,  One-Mile c
8 Veal Thomas ,  One-Mile c (3)
9 Veal Wi ll iam ,  Bundaberg u k
10 Veale Mrs. W .,  Bunda be rg u k
11 Veisey  -,  Normanby c
12 Veitch J. A. Cambooya c
13 Vercoe N., doomera u k
14 Verner Samuel,  Valley c
Vetters Mrs. Ellen, oward u k
Vian Geo. 11L, -Charters Towers u k
Vickers -, Boggo road c
Vickers Wm., Mount Morgan a
Victorsen E. Stanley street c
Vielitz  H., Brisbane f
Vigers -, Brisbane c
Vogan Arthur J., Mount Perry n z
Vogan A. J., Rockhampton s (2)
Vogan H., Townsvi lle a
Voel J. F., Georgetown c
Volkel -,  Limestone Creek c
Volker Carl, Toowoomba c (2)
Von Roeder Mrs. Max .,  Ravenswood  u k(2)
29 Vosper F .  C., Black Ponds  u k and o c(5)
30 Voss J. P. Dalby c
31 Vowles, 1drs.,  Bowen Hi lls c
W.
1 WAAGE -,  Boundary street c
2 Waterman Capt.,  Rockhampton s
3 Wackner Mrs. Gusto,  Cairns c
4 Waddington J Toowoomba o
5 Wade Joseph ,  Ipswich f and c (2)
6 Wade M.,  P .O. Brisbane c
7 Wadsworth A., Breakfast Creek n k
8 Wadsworth D., Valley a
9 Wager William ,  Dulbydilla o c
10 Wager W.,  Morven o
11 Wagner  -,  Mount Gravatt c (2)
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Wagner - ,  Townsville c
Wagner H .  B., Bingera Station s
Wagner John, Clermont c
Wagner John ,  Peak Downs Station c
Wagstaff Miss  E., Brisbane inWagstaff Miss  Laura S., Ipswich o c
Wah Shang, Bundaberg c
Wainwright -, Gotha street e
Waite Charlotte, Coorparoo c
Waite Edmund, Little Ipswich u k
Wakefield W. Bulloo Downs s
Wakelin J. 'iownsville e t and s (2)Wakeman WN , Stanley street uk
Walcat Eric ,  Pentland e
Walch Thomas, Cairns o
Waldon W., Valley c
Waldren -, Adavale c
Waldron -, Valley c
Waldron John Adavale c
Waldron W., alley c
Wolin Mrs., South Brisbane c
Walk M., Charters Towers o
Walker Alex .,  Hughenden f
Walker Aeneas ,  Brisbane a
Walker A., South Brisbane c (2)
Walker  C. A. Gympie c
Walker Mrs . o. G., Maryborough c
Walker G., Paddington c
Walker Her be rt T., Surat c
Walker H. T., Nive Downs c
Walker John, Charters Towers c
Walker John Clermont c
Walker Jno . ;P., Rockhampton u k
Walker Joseph, P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
Walker J., Lutwyche c
Walker  J. E., P.O.  Brisbane s
Walker J. H., Downfall Creek c
Walker Robert ,  Mackay o c
Walker Robert ,  Toowoomba u k
Walker Samuel, North Pine c
Walker Sam ,  Yamba c
Walker Thos.,  Brisbane fdye
Walkling  IN., Lilymere c
Wall -, Lytton c
Wall J.,  Petro c
Wall J ., Thompson Estate c
Wa ll Miss Maggie, Dalveen c
Wall Miss Maggie, Clifton c
Wall W. Lytton c
Wallace Mrs., Marybo rough c
63 Wallace Miss Alice M., Bundaberg c
64 Wallace Charles ,  Townsville n k
65 Wa llace Miss Jane, Kelvin Grove u k
66 Wallace John, Ravenswood Junction o
67 Wallace Kate ,  Brisbane o
68 Wallace Thos .,  Charters Towers c
69 Wa llace W. J., Thargomindah m
70 Wa ller Henry Bowen Hills c (2)
71 Wa ll iker V., 1!'etrie terrace c
72 Wallis Alf red ,  Charters Towers u k
73 Wallis Henry, Cooktown o c
74 Wallis R .,  Cootharaba road c
75 Wa llon - Coorparoo c
76 Walsh and Geo., Mary street e
77 Walsh Mrs .,  Ma town c
78 Walsh Ada ,  Cooktown o
79 Walsh Chas .,  P.O. Brisbane o c (4)
80 Walsh H. H., Barcaldine s
81 Walsh John ,  Samford c
82 Walsh J .,  Cooper 's Plains c
83 Walsh Mrs .  Patrick Gympie c
84 Walsh Thos .,  One-:Mil e o
85 Walsh T. E., Brisbane s
86 Walter Wi ll iam ,  P.O. Brisbane o c
87 Walter W .  C., Mackay c (3)
88 Walters A., Po lice Court c
89 Walters F., Queen street c
90 Walters G.  Brisbane s
91 Walters , Townsvi lle c
92 Walton -, Bowen Hills c
93 Walton  -,  Queen street c
94 Walton Edward  (barque  "  Darra ") u k
95 Walton Mrs. John, Adavale c
96 Walton R., Nerang c
97 Walton Wm., Deshon Estate c
98 Walton Wm., Logan road u k
99 Waraker E. M., Rockhampton c
100 Ward E .,  Orient c
101 Ward H .  W., One-Mile c
102 Ward Jas .,  Jericho c
103 Ward  M.,  Mackay 
104 Ward Samuel  Mrrs.,  South Brisbane c
105 Ward William Paddington c
106 Wardell Miss arah ,  Spring Hi ll o c
107 Wa re Thos .,  Woo llongabba u k
108 Ware W.,  Rockhampton c
109 Warman Wm., George street c (2)
110 Warner Frank ,  Gympie c
111 Warnock W., Charters Towers c
112 Warrea C. B., Bulgroo Station c
113 Warren  Mrs. Julia Mount Morgan o c
114 Warren Richard, Geraldton o
115 Warren William, Gordon Downs e
116 Warschaner Leopold Normanton u k
117 Water W., Brunswick street c
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118 Waterhouse W., Walloon c
111) Waters J. K., Lytton road a (2)
120 Waters R. C., Highgate Hill o c
121 Watkins Arthur Robert, Mary-
borough o
122 Watkins J., Gympie c
123 Watson  --,  Brisbane  in
124 Watson  -,  Mary .street o
125 Watson  -,  Brighton road c
126 Watson Mrs., New Farm c
127 Watson Alex .,  Miles c
128 Watson C., Gympie e t
129 Watson C. M., Maytown u k
130 Watson F., Toowoomba c
131 Watson George ,  Westwood c
132 Watson Miss Jessie, Geraldton u k
133 Watson John, Va ll ey c
134 Watson Joseph, Pine Creek c
135 Watson John S .,  Brisbane o c (2)
136 Watson J. C. Bundaberg c
137 Watson Matthew L., Rockhampton o
138 Watson Mrs. M .  Ipswich road c (3)
139 Watson Robert, ilundanba c
140 Watson R., Albion c
141 Watson R., Mackay c
142 Watson Thomas, Paddington c
143 Watson Thomas ,  Cooktown c
144 Watson W., Brisbane s
145 Watson G., Ipswich c (2)
146 Watson W. S. ,  Ipswich c
147 Watt and Elder ,  S(5ring Hi ll  a (2)
148 Watt Chas .,  Coochin Creek c
149 Watt G .,  P.O. Brisbane s
150 Watt John ,  Coochin o c
1.51 Watt Wi ll iam ,  Highgate Hill s
152 Watts  -,  Albert street c
153 Watts Mrs., Paddington c
154 Watts Harry, Ferndale a
155  Waugh John, P .O. Brisbane s
156 Waugh Mrs. W .,  Brisbane c
157 Weare Mrs., Brisbane c
15$ Wearna Mrs, Padd ington c
159  Weatherstone Richard ,  Adavale 8
160 Weaver A., Ingham c
161 Weaver James, Gympie c
162 Webb -, Ann st re et c
163 Webb  Chas .,  Bowen terrace c
164 Webb C.,  Mount Morgan c
165 Webb Mrs. Eliza be th ,  Bundaberg c
166 Webb James ,  Queen's Arms Hotel s
167 Webb  S.  Charters Towers c
168 Webber I)., Roma street c
169 Webester -, Bulgar c
170  We um Mrs,,  Newelton u k
171 Webster  Miss,  Highgate Hi ll c
172 Webster Alex., Charters Towers c
173 Webster Joseph ,  Tragmo re ,  yid
Bundaberg s
174 Webster J. R., Tiaro c
175 Webster and Co. R., Hughenden c
176 Weeding F., Croydon is
177 Weekes E. A., Morven o
178 Weeks Miss E., Charters Towers c
179 Weferen James, Charleville s
180 Wegener  0., Valley c
181 Weiner Auguste, Hughenden o
182 Weigand W., Cairns s
183 Weirnes Mrs., Charters Towers c
184 Weir
Mrs .,
Sppring Hill c
185 Weir ,  Petrie  terrace s
186 Weir James H., Mackay c
187 Weise Mrs. M .,  Valley c
188 Weislein Mrs. Theresia ,  Woollongabba
oc
189 Weisner Joseph ,  Brisbane c
190 Weiss F., P.O. Brisbane s
191 Weiss Theodore ,  Fassifern c
192 Wekman Mrs., Rockhampton c
193 Weldon Robert ,  Ipswich c
194 Weller Mrs. A Thompson Estate c
195 Weller John ,  Thompson Estate c
196 Wells Mrs .  E., Townsvi lle f
197 Welsh -, South Brisbane c
198 Welsh Miss ,  Toowoomba c
199 Welsh F., Woollongabba c
200 Welsh J .,  Charters Towers c
201 Welsh Mrs .  J. J., Cooktown c
202 Welsh R. J., P.O. Brisbane o
203 Welsh W., Rockhampton c
204 Welsh W., Eulo o
205 Welsh W. C., Brisbane c
206 Wonderoth Mrs. E .,  Norman Park c (2)
207 Wenderouth  -,  Oxley c
208 Wentroth -, Albion e
209 Wenze ll  Fredk. W., Ipswich o c and
210 Wernegreen James F .  and Dorthea,
P.O. Brisbane o c
211 Wert  Mrs., Toowoomba c
212 Wert J .,  Symes street c
213 Werth Mrs. Spring Creek c
214 Wesley W. V., Mount Perry c
215 West -, Ex ce lsior e
216 West Mrs. Marlborough s
217 West A .,  4oondiwindi c
218 West Charles ,  Clermont e
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219 West David,  Ravensbourne Stations 2)
220 West H. F. C., Gympie u k
221 West Jno., Thargomindah s
222 Westhaven  C. J., Rockhampton c
223 Weston Geo., Goodie Plantation s
224 Weston James, Port Douglas c
225 Weston W. J., Bowen street o
226 Westwood Jamnes, P.O. Brisbane u k
227 Wetherall J., Yockhampton c
228 Wetherell Thomas, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
229 Whalen  Mrs., Ipswich road c
230 Whannell  R., Gootchie c
231 Whar -, P.O. Brisbane c
232 Wheatley W., The Palms c
233 Wheeler Charles, Bulimba o c
234 Wheeler C. E., Brisbane c
235 Wheeler H. A., New Farm c
236 Wheeler Thos., McKinley Range c
237 Whelan D., Townsville c
238 Whelan John, Gayndah o c
239 Whelan John, Cooktown c
240 Wherth F., Rosewood c
241 Whetren MissE.,  Manningstreet, South
Brisbane n k
242 White Mrs., Spring Creek c
243 White Mrs., Southport c
244 Whitt- Miss, Charters Towers c
245 White Mrs. Anni South Brisbane u k
346 White Arthur, P.O. Brisbane u k
247 White A., New Farm c
248 White Ballison, Chincon Station c
249 White C., Townsville s
250 White Fred., Southport e t
251 White F., Bumbah Station s
252 White G., Paddington c
253 White H. AV., Goondiwindi s
254 White Joseph, Bundaberg c
255 White Joseph, Homebush
256 White J., 1inghenden c
257 White Mrs. J., Maryborough c
258 White J. G., St. George s (2)
259 White Mrs. Lena, Townsville o c
260 White Ned., Herberton c
261 White Thos., Charters Towers in
262 White T. E., Blackall n-z
263 White Win. J., Bank of Asia c
264 White W. H., P.O. Brisbane c
265 White W. T., Rockhampton c
266 White W. J., Blackfellow's Gully c
267 Whiteheart Miss Matilda, Woollon-
gabba c
268 Whitehouse J., Urulla in
269 Whiteside James, Townsville o
270 Whitihedil -, Maryborough c
271 Whitley Thomas Townsville c
272 Whitman Win., 'Banana c
273 Whitman W. J. J., Ipswich s
274 Whitney John, Ebenezer c
275 Whitney W., Durham  Downs c (2)
276 Whittaker C., Beaumont  Estate c
277 Whittaker J., Belmont c
278 Whittall J., Swan Hill c
279 Whitten W. J., Gordon Downs o
280 Why J., Ipswich c
281 Why brow Mrs. Wm., Townsville o
282 Wickham John, St. Lawrence c
283 Wickers John, Sandgate c
284 Wickers Mrs. A., Burpengarry Creek c
285 Wickman P., North Side c
286 Wicks Mrs. Arthur T., P.O. Brisbane
u k
287 Wicks J. T., Alice street c
288  Wiggins  W., Charters  Towers c (2)
289 Wigley  C., Black Jack c (2)
290 Wilcox  Miss, Taringa c
291 Wilcox Cecil,  Townsville o c
292 Wilcox L., One-Mile c
293 Wilde H., Georgetown c
294 Wild James, Charters  Towers c
295 Wilhelung Louis, Rockhampton f
296 Wilken Hans, Fassifern c
297 Wilkes  -, Woollongabba c
298 Wilkie David, Boggy Creek c
299 Wilkie J. Gordon,  Muttaburra c
300 Wilkie  Mrs. P .,  Beenleigh c
301 Wilkin W., P.O. Brisbane c
302 Wilkins  F. W., East Brisbane c
303 Wilkins J., Adavale c
304 Wilkins  W., Charleville c
305 Wilkinson  A. H., Cairns u k
306 Wilkinson M., Normanton u k (2)
307 Wilkinson  Thos. ,  Enoggera c
308 Wilks  A., Boonah c
309 W il ks Samuel, Charlotte Plains o
310 Wi ll ams Mrs. Joseph ,  Mackay f
311 Williams and Tay ,  Brisbane c
312 Wi ll iams  - (or Directors), *illianis,
Mount Morgan Co. a
313 Williams  --,  Leichhardt street c
314 W illiams  --,  Spring Hi ll c
315 W illiams  ,  Bulimba c
316 Wi lliams  ,  near Brewery ,  Mackay c
317 Wi lliams Alan, Charters Towers c
318 Williams  Albert,  Normanton s
319 Williams A. M., Adelaide street c
320 Williams A. C., Nerang a
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321 Williams  Mrs. E ., Albert street c
322 Wi lliams Edward, Bundanba Station
uk
323 Williams  E. J., Gympie c (2)
324 Wi ll iams Francis , Brisbane c
32.5 Williams Mrs. F., Normanton c
326 Williams  Gooner, Townsville a
327 Williams G., Brisbane c
328 Williams H. South Brisbane c
321) Williams H., , Bundamba u k
330 Williams  H., Blackstone c
331 Williams James, Cooktown u k
332 Williams Jas., Normanton c
333 Williams John, Charters Towers c
331 Williams John, Milton c
335 Williams J., Mount Morgan c
336 Williams J. A., Brisbane in
337 Williams J. C., Brisbane s
338 Williams J. F., Charters Towers c
339 Williams J. W., Conktown c
340 Williams Miss Kate, ChartersTowersu k
341 Williams Miss Lucy, Brisbane c
342 Williams Miss L., Queen street u k
343 Williams Nancy, Charters Towers o c
344 Williams O. C., Townsville c
345 Williams R., Excelsior road c
346 Williams Mrs. R., Maryborough c
347 Williams Mrs. R., Mount Morgan c
348 Williams Saml., Charters Towers o c
349 Williams Sam, P.O. Brisbane c
350 Williams Mrs. Sarah J., Cooktown o c
351 Williams S., Toowoonba c
352 Williams S. W., Charters Towers c
353 Williams Thomas, Gympie c
354 William.. Thos. G., Maryborough c
355 Williams T. G., Gympie o c
356 Williams Win., Spring Hill c
357 Williams Wm., Kangaroo Point c
358 Williams Wm., Ipswich road c
359 Williams Win., Booval c
360 Williams W., South Brisbane c
361 Williams W., Ipswich road c
362 Williams Mrs. W., Mount Perry c
363 Williams W. F., Maryborough c and
a (2
364 Williams
)
W. H. and Co., Ipswich c
365 Williams W. J., Pittsworth c
366 Williamson Arthur, Barkholland
Station s
367 Williamson Alex. C.,  Keeroungoola
Station o
368 Williamson Miss  A., Brisbane s
369 Williamson Edwin ,  Mount Margaret
a (2)
370 Williamson  Harry, Brisbane u k
371 Williamson  J., Valley c
372 Williamson  Nicholas , Valley c
373 Williamson W. C., Townsville o
374 Williamtzig Polentz , Valley c
375 Willis  Edward , Black Jack c (2)
376 Willis Evered B., Eidsvold c
377 Willis It. H., Cooktown c
378  Willis W., Melbourne  Hotel, Mary-
borough u k
379 Wilmett  Miss Emily ,  Grand Hotel a
380 Willmott and Co.,  Spring Hill c
381 Willoughby Howard, Warwick c
382 Willous  J., Broadsound  in
383 Wiltshire  Mrs. J.,  Hungerford c
384 Wilmot J. F., Kangaroo Point c
385 Wilson and Jackson, Oxley c
386 Wilson Mrs., One-Mile c
387 Wilson  Miss,  Valley o
388 Wilson Alexander, One-Mile c
389 Wilson Alex.,  Bundaberg c
390 Wilson Angus, Allora c
391 Wilson  A., Normanton c
392 Wilson  Mrs. A.,  P.O. Brisbane c
393 Wilson  Miss  A., Townsville u k
394 Wilson A. S., One-Mile o (5)
395 Wilson Mrs. Cecelia ,  Blum bergvi lle c
396 Wilson Chas . V., Mellum Creek a
397 Wilson C. and Co.,  Marybo rough c
398 Wilson  C. V., Spring Hill u k
399 Wilson D., Logan Downs s
400 Wilson F., Charters Towers c
401 Wilson F., Bundaberg c
402 Wilson  Miss  Ivy, Queen  street c (2)
403 Wilson James, as. Waroonga "  u k
404 Wilson James Townsville u k
405 Wilson  Jno., i3ollon c
406 Wilson Jno., Cooktown o e
407 Wilson Jno.,  Nerang c (2)
408 Wilson J., Bimerah Station c
409 Wilson J., Townsvi lle c
410 Wilson J. J. Maryborough c
411 Wilson J. W ., Ipswich c
412 Wilson Matthew ,  Charters Towers u k
413 Wilson Matthew ,  Bimerah c
414 Wilson Nellie,  Gympie c
415 Wilson Thos., Laidley c
416 Wilson Thos .  James, Post Office e t
417 Wilson W., Breakfast Creek c
418 Wilson W., Gympie c
419  Wilson W. E., Va lley c
420 Wilson W. J., Blackall a
421 Wilson W. J., Sandgate c
422 Wiltot J., Rockhampton c
423 Winbash W., Townsville n z
424 Winfield W., Drayton c (2)
425 Waig James, Coomera c
426 Wingate -, Brisbane c
427 Winning Mrs. Geo., Rockhampton u k
428 Winning G., Rockhampton in
429 Winstru Rockhampton in
430 Winter Mrs., Swan Hill c
431 Wise James, Gympie c
432 Wise W. G., Charters Towers s
433 Witall -, Swan Hill c
434 Witherall Miss A., Brisbane c
435 Withers W. H., Rosalie c
436 Witt Frank, Townsville o
437 Wolchard -, Kalkie c
438 Wolfengen A., Normanton c
439 Wolff H. C., Beenleigh c (2)
440 Wolfson H., Tambo o c
441 Wollard W., Glanmorgan c
442 Wong Ta, Bundaberg c
443 Wong Koon, Roma c
444 Wood -, Charters Towers c
445 Wood Mrs., Logan road c
446 Wood Mrs. Alma, Rockhampton o c
447 Wood Arthur, Kimberley o
448 Wood Chas., Rockhampton c
449 Wood C., Cooktown s
450 Wood Capt. E. G., P.O. Brisbane in
451 Wood D., Rockhampton c
452 Wood F., Oxley c
453 Wood Mrs. F. A., P.O. Brisbane s
454 Wood F. G., Brisbane c
455 Wood Jas. F., Bundaberg c
456 Wood J. A., Charlevilie s and c (3)
457  Wood T. D., Augathella u k
458 Wood Miss Mary, Brisbane o c (2)
459 Wood Sam., Cleckheation a
460 Wood Thos., Augathella u k
461 Wood Theodore Farren, Rockhampton a
462 Wood T. H., Ann street c
463 Wood W., Brisbane o
464 Woodbine W. H., Brisbane c
465 Woodbridge C., Charters Towers a (2)
466 Woodhall Enos, Brisbane c
467 Woodhouse E., South Brisbane c
468 Woodland H., Cooktown c
469 Woods Miss, Rockhampton u k (2)
470 Woods Mrs. C., Coorparoo o
471 Woods George A., Halifax o c
472 Woods Jas., Albion c
473 Woods John, Afton Downs o
474 Woods Joseph,  Bulgaroo o
475 Woods R., Cairns o
476 Woods Thos., Ipswich road c
477 Woodward W., Mount  Morgan e t
478 Woodward Jno., Howard c
479 Woolard -, Laidley c
480 Woolard and Norman ,  Sandgate road c
481 Woolard Walter, Gatton c (4)
482 Wootton B., Rockhampton u k
483 Wootton J., Toowoomba c
484 Worgent Thos., Oxley u k (3)
485 World Mrs. J., South  Brisbane c
486 Worral J., Bundaberg c
487 Worthington W., Thargomindah a
488 Wragge A. D., Charters Towers c
489 Wrathall Lupton W.,  Bulgroo Station
490 Wray 3W., Blackall c
491 Wretling J. J., Herberton c
492 Wright and Co., Thursday  Island  in
493 Wright and Silcock, Toowong c
494 Wright Mrs., Logan c
495 Wright  Miss,  Mein  street, Brisbane c
and u k (3)
496 Wright Alex. Charters Towers c
497 Wright Miss (5aroline,  Mein street c (2)
498 Wright David, Maryborough c
499 Wright E., Brisbane u k
500 Wright Jno., Maryborough c
501  Wright John , Bowen u k (3)
502 Wright Mrs. Jno.,  P.O. Brisbane  u k
503 Wright Jno. A. (seaman ),  Mary-
borou h u k
504 Wright J., Hope  street c (2)
505 Wright J., Albion c
506 Wright J., Cabbage Tree c
507 Wright J. T., Bulimba a
508 Wright  Miss K .  E., Charters Towers m
509 Wright Perey E.,  Meringandan u k
510 Wright W. H., Bundaberg c (2)
511 Wyatt  -, Kangaroo Point c
512 Wyer  Miss, Rockhampton c
513 Wyles John , St. Lawrence c
514 Wyllie  Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k
515 Wynne  Thomas North Branch c
516 Wynter A. C. Mount Perry c
517 Wyper  Isaac,  ;P.O. Brisbane a
Y.
1 YARROW John , Duarhigao
2 Yeatman G., P.O. Brisbane u k
3 Yeats Walter ,  P.O. Herberton u k
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4 Yee Heng  Loong ,  Roma street c 18 Advance Agent, " Signor Majeroni," 50 Manager Sutton  Station ,  Thargomin-
5 Yep Sam, Dalby c Maryborough c dab a
6 Yetson Hans, Gympie c 19 Amidee  Johnstone River c 51 Manager Swanvale Station ,  Jundah
7 Yik Lee, Cooktown f 20 Asaad Earneael  Fadi,  Brisbane f a and c
8 York  Mrs. E .,  Cbarlevi lle c 21 Australian Investment  Coy., Ltd., 52 Manager Tala Station , St. George
9 Young  -,  Brisbane c Brisbane c 53 Merchant ,  P.O. Brisbane c
10 Young Mrs. Ann,  Maryborough o c 22 Ballat A lley ,  Cairns e t 54 Milan  (S. S. I. ), Mackay c
11 Young  Miss  Annie,  Townsvi lle u k 23 Bole lit  (S.S.I.), P.O. Mackay o c 55 Namil  (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
12 Young Miss Annie, Cooktown e t 24 Brisbane  Poultry Coy., Brisbane c 56 Narra  (S.S.I.), P.O. Mackay o c
13 Young Alex. J., Herberton u k 25 Camel  (hawker ),  Windorah c 57 Nellie, Mackay o
14 Young E. S., P.O . Cunnamu lla c 26 Captain of the Barque  "  Doon," Bris- 58 Nemo, P.U. Toowoomba c
15 Young F. J., South Brisbane u k bane a 59 North Queensland Pyrite Coy.,  Towns
16 Young George ,  P.O. Brisbane o c 27 Correspondent ,  P.O. Brisbane c (3) villa s
17 Young James,  Barcaldine c 28 Englishman ,  Cornstalk  Hotel, Roma o 60 Occupier of portion  4, county Aubigny,
18 Young John,  Manda Station c (2) 29 Frank H .,  P.O. Brisbane c (2) parish  of Gowrie ,  near Toowoomba c
19 l' oung Joseph,  P.O. Normanton c 3o Hallone  (S.S.I.). Foundry  Plantation, 61 Proprietors  Free  Press,  Roma c
20 Young J., P.O. Blackall in Bundaberg c 62 Puckun  (S.S.I.), P .O. Mackay o c
21 Young Sidney,  P.O. Normanton c (2) 31 Inspector of Sheep Hungerford c 63 Queensland  Publishing Coy., Brisbane
22 Young William, Laidley c 32 Jack Ambram  (S.A.I.). South Bunda-
t23 Young William, Fairfield u k berg c a  Coolie  man), Bed Hill o64  Rabu
24 Young W., Toowoomba c 33 Jantuma  -,  Brisbane a 65 Saifoo (saloon  boy), care of Captain,
25 Young W. C., P.O. Maryborough c (2) 34 Jonney  (labourer),  care of Bailey, " Chyebassa ,"  Brisbane f
26 Young W. R., Aramac s Mackay o c 66 Salam Tonas  (hawker ),  P.O. Towns-
27 Younger James, Clermont c 35 Kapada  Adinda ,  Brisbane f ville o c
28 Younquay David, Richmond c 36 Kapada  Adinda Malan, Johnstone 67 Sandfly (Arabian), Cooktown o c
29  Yuen Lee (storekeeper) Georgetown c River c 68 Sarigan  (Javanese labourer) Cooktown,
30 Yuen Paing and Co., Cambo c 37 Lena ,  P.O. Brisbane c 0C
38 Lilley ,  P.O. Brisbane c 69 Saw Mills Employers' Union (care of
39 Lucicarik  (S. S. I.) P . O. Kelvin Grove o c J. C. Crawford),  South Brisbane c
Initials, &C. Capetown Station, Bogan-40 Manager 70 Secretary  Society  of Coachmakers,s
e
South Brisbane o
1 A. B., P.O. Brisbane c rs Exeter Downs Station, St.41 Manag 71 Secretary Star of Bethlehem I.O.G.T.
2 A.H., P.O. Brisbane c (31) Lawrence a Lodge, Kangaroo Point c
3 B.M., P.O. Thompson Estate c 42 Manager Ferry Minstrels , P.O. Bris- 72 Secretary  Star in the  West Lodge,
4
D.V
C.R. P.U. Brisbane c (2)
5 R., P.O. Brisbane c
bane  e t
43 Manager Modewarra Station, Port
Dalby in
73 Secretary Independent Order  of Recha-
6 F.B., P.O. Townsville u k Douglas a bites,  Brisbane o
7 G.T., P.O.  Brisbane c 44 Manager Rathmo re  Station ,  Thargo- 74 Shaik Mattabur, P.O. Townsville f
8 H., P.O. Brisbane c mindah a 75 Sinna Sanny ,  Alexandra Plantation,
9 H. A. P. S. P. O. Warwick c (6) 45 Manager Retreat Station, St. George a Mackay o
10 J.W., P.O. Brisbane c 46 Manager Rising Sun  G. M. Coy.,  Bris- 76 Speculator, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
11 M.H., P.O. Brisbane c (7) bane a 77 Stanley Fuel DepSt, South Brisbane c
12 M.R., P.O. Brisbane c 47 Manager  of The Rosehill, Cobb and 78 Superintendent  Presbyterian S. School,
13 R.E., P.O. Valley c (4) Co., Brisbane c Breakfast Creek c
14 R.S. P.O_. Valle_ c_  _48 Manager  -St. -.Catherine  -Station ,-St. 79 Toilum  (labourer),  Bundaberg o c
15 W.*,P O. Albion c Law rence a 80 Trustees in Estate  of W. S.  Drewe,
16 X.Y.Z., P.O. Maryborough c 49 Manager Strathmore Station, St. Toowoomba c
17 Aoki  (S.S.I.), F .O. Townsville o c George a 81 Zolo or Jack (S.S.I.), P.O. Mackay o c
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1888.
LIIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
DAVID LAHEY,
WILLIAM  DOHERTY,
RICHARD MAYES, and
JAMES MURTHA
to be Trustees of the Reserve for School of Arts,
in the parish of Pimpama, in the room of Theodore
Lenneberg, James Warwick Drewe, Edward
Cockerill, and William B. Bailey, who have left
the District.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.
NLY one Candidate having  been nominated at
l` 1 the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Kianawah Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the provisions of "  The
Divisional  Boards Act of  1887,"  been pleased to
appoint
WILLIAM HENRY MAPLESTON
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NO Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Bulloo Division, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
JOHN LOGAN and
JAMES MACCOLL
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1888.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof th  Executiv  Council ,  has, in pursuan
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1887,"  been pleased to appoint
JOHN RANDOLPH SABINE
to be an Auditor for the Southport Division, in the
room of William Holmes Moore, who has left the
District.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a branch of the Government  Savings
Bank be established at
TORBANLEA.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
[l IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
STEPHEN WILKINSON, Master of the Norman Bar
Lightship,
to be Sea Pilot at Keppel Bay, in the room of
J. Neill, deceased.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
L IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceIi of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES JAMESON, Esquire, Barrister-at-Law,
to be Law Officer for the purposes of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Acts,  1884
and  1886."
A. J. THYNNE.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888
u IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that he has been pleased to appoint
HERBERT  CLATWORTHY, M.R.C.S.,
to be a Surgeon in the Marine Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
[1 IS Excellency the Governor 'directs it to
j notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
JOHN WILSON
of his provisional appointment as a Captain in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1888.
u IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
! 1 notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
ALEXANDER DUNCAN SILLARS
of his provisional appointment as a Captain in the
Volunteer Branch  of the  Defence Force.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
CHARLES ALEXANDER MORRIS
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th July, 1888.
11
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
DAVID H. BROWN
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
1 L notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
JOHN GALLOWAY MCDONALD
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  July,  1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he  has, in  pursuance of the
provisions  of  "The Defence Act  of 1884," been
pleased to disband  The Woolloongabba Cadet
Corps.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
Io accept the resignations tendered by
WILLIAM SAUNDERS ALLEY and
ROBERT JAESCHKE
,of theiregnective appointments as Justices of the
Peace.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY RYDER
to be Assistant Under Colonial Secretary.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES  ALEXANDER JOHN WOODCOCK
to be Chief Clerk in the Colonial Secretary's
Office, in the room of W. H. Ryder, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 11th  July, 1888.
H IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE
to be Police  Magistrate  at Warwick,  in the room
of C. A. J. Woodcock,  transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM TOWNLEY
to be Sheriff for the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies , in the  room  of Arthur E.
Ha lloran ,  retired.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th July, 1888.1E1IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES EDWARD DE FONBLANQUE PENNEFATHER
to be Superintendent of H.M. Penal Establish-
ment, St. Helena, in the room of  William  Townley,
transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
' IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice.
!I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SOUTH BRISBANE
to be  a place at  which Courts of Petty  Sessions
shall be held.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY DAY
to be Police Magistrate at South Brisbane.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK MARLOW
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions at South Brisbane.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1888.
I T is hereby notified thatJohn Adair
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the
State School at St. Lawrence, viceMichael McGrade,
who has ceased to act.
to cancel the appointment of
BRISBANE
as a place  for holding Registration Courts for the
Electoral Districts of Brisbane South, Woolloon-
gabba, Bulimba, and Logan.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SOUTH  BRISBANE
to be a place at which Registration Courts shall be
held for the Electoral District of Bulimba, for the
purposes of  "The Elections Act  of 1885," and to
assign  to such Courts so much of the Police Dis-
trict of Brisbane as is contained in such Electoral
District under the name of the Electoral Division
of Brisbane.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
SOUTH  BRISBANE
to-be  a place  at whieh egistation -Courts shall be
held for the Electoral District of Logan, for the
purposes of  " The Elections Act of  1885," and to
assign to  such Courts so much of the Police Dis-
trict of Brisbane  as is  contained in such Electoral
District under the name of the Electoral Division
of Brisbane.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SOUTH BRISBANE
to be  a place  at which Registration Courts shall be
held for the Electoral Districts of Brisbane South
and Woolloongabba, for the purposes of  " The
Elections Act of  1885.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
 iz.:-
Coningsby.
William Bissett and
Joseph Cook,
vice  J.  S. Avery and H. J. Jane, resigned.
Winton.
William John Gardner,
vice  P.  Davis, who has left the District.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction.
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that
EDWARD DORAN
be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Leichhardt
street, from the 1st July, 1888.
JOHN DONALDSON.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY i U SGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the host
[LS.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, ohael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled.
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Wednesday, the 18th instant,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Exhibition of the Marburg, Kirchheim, Glamorgan-
vale, and Back Plains Agricultural and Industrial
Association. tobeaPublic Holidayin the Police Dis-
trict of Marburg : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
and declare that WEDNESDAY, the 18th instant,
shall, within the Police District of Marburg, be
observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGFRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed inthe forty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign,  intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such  .Holidays,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland,  or in any
part thereof, or in any city,  town, borough, or
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district therein: And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Friday, the 27th instant, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Sports
at Beaudesert, to be a Public Holiday in the
Police District of Logan : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
27th instant, shall, within the Police District of
Logan, be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
(.Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN l
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Lease of the
following Selection of Land under the said Act is
declared forfeited : -
E.M.-2o-6.88-V.
11 r_
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
32412 Charles Wrightson ... 299 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAV7 THE QIIEEN J
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY 1VIvsGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T T
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
11 first  year  of Her Majesty's rei;,,. intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other thines
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time  to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Thursday, the 19th instant, being the
first day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Bowen Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Bowen : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY, the
19th instant, shall, within the Town of -Bowen,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the mean-
ing of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THB QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mt'SG'AVF.
Knight Grand Cros,4 of the Most
[L.8.] Distinguished Order of St.  _11i_A. MUSGRAYE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MU5GRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Roads described hereunder shall
be and  are hereby  opened  as Public  Roads.
R.M. 20-0-88-A'.
E.M.-20 -8.88-x.
D E8cnIPTIONS.
Road  of irregular width, resumed  from Agricul-
tural Farm  769, Ipswich District. (Benjamin
Bycroft.)
From the north  corner  of portion 105, parish of
Alford, up the right bank of Teviot Brook for
about thirty chains,-containing three acres.
NOTE.-This ro ad is opened in lien of the originally reserved
road through portion 105,  advertised  to be  closed  in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 22nd  October,  1887,  which is hereby closed.
Road  one chain  wide, resumed from Selection
3926A, Toowoomba District. (Karl Julius Kuh-
nert.)
Along and within the southern boundary of
portion 47, parish of Flagstone, from the reserved
road east to permanent water  on Monkey Water-
hole Creek,- containing one rood thirty-two
perches.
New road through the Dillalah Run, Warrego
District, in a north-easterly direction, being part of
the road from Yarronvale to Charleville, recently
cleared by the Murweh Divisional Board.
N oTE.- This road is  substituted  for the old road through Dillalah
Run, running through its southern part in an easterly direction,
and which is hereby closed.
New road from a point on the  Burketown and
Tableland  road near  the north -eastern corner of
the Punjaub Station paddock westerly and south-
westerly outside that paddock for about three and
a-half miles  to the Brook Hotel  at the junction of
the Port Darwin and Camoweal roads.
NOTE.-This  road is  substituted  for the road at present in use
through  the Punjaub station paddock,  which is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth  day  of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th  May, 1b84.
"  THE CEOWJ LANDS  ACT OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
1 " Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of tl e
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
eAll business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " V e
Crocwre Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
District. Jan.
1888.
Feb. March .  April .  May. June .  July. August .  Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Allora * ... .. . ... ...  Wed. 28
Aramac ... .. Thurs .  5 Thurs.  2 Thurs. 1
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 15 Wed. 2 L
Barcaldinet
Beenleigh  ...  Wed. 11  'Wed.  8 Wed. 14
Blackall ... ... Wed. 4 Wed . 1 Wed. 7
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.22
Brisbane ... ...  Tues. 3 '  Tues. 7 Tues. 6
Bundaber „ ...  Sat. 14 Sat .  11 Sat. 10
Burketown  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 131  ...  Fri. 9
Charleville  ...  Tues .  3 Mon .  6 Mon. 5
Charters Towers Wed. 4 Wed, 4 Wed. 7-
Clermont  ...  Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23 Thurs. 29
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16  Mon.  20 Mon. 19
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri .  24 Fri. 23
Emerald * ...  Mon. 16 Mon. 20  ' ion. 19
Esk* ... ... Wed .  18 ... Wed. 21
Gayndah  ... Wed. 4 Wed.  1 Wed. 7
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs. 26 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 22
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Herherton  ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Hughenden  ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Ingham  .. ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Inglewood ; ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 2
Isisford  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs.  12 Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20 Fri .  17 Fri. 16
Mitchellt ... Fri. 13  Fri .  10 Fri. 9
Muttaburrat  ..  Thurs. 9 Thurs. 1
Nanango  ... Wed. 111 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Nebo  (Mt. Britton )  Wed. 4 u ed. 1 Wed. 7
Nerang * ... ...  Thurs. 9 ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 13
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Ravens wood  ...  Thurs .  5  1 Thurs. 2  Thurs., I
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9, Mon. 13 Mon. 12
Roma  ... ... Wed. 11 ,  Wed. 8 Wed. 14
St. George  ... '  Tues.  17,  Tues. 21 Tues. 20
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Spring,sure ... .Mon. 23  Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs .23 Thurs.29
Tambo ... ... Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Taroom  .. ...  Wed.  41  Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Tennineering  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Thargomindah  ,,, Wed. 4  Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Toowoomba  ...M on. 23 Mon .  27 Mon. 26
Townsville  ...  Thurs.l2 Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8
Warwick ... ....  Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tues. 27
Wed. 27
Thurs.  5 Thurs.  3 I Wed. 20 Wed. 18
Wed. 18 Wed. 16  W ed. 20 Wed. 18
Tues.  12 Tues. 10
Wed. 11  Wed. 9  Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 4  Wed. 2  Thurs. 28 Thurs. `76
ih.irs.26 Fri . 25 Thurs.21  Thurs.26
Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat .  9, Sat. 14
Wed. 4  Wed. 2  Wed. 6 1 Wed. 4
Wed. 11  Wed. 9  Wed. 13  Wed. 11
i Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 13
Tues. 3 Mos-. 7 Mon .  4 Mon. 2
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs.26 Thurs .31 Thurs .25 1 Thurs.26
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  29 Fri, 27
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Wed. 16  ...  Wed. 1S
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fn. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Thurs. 5
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs.12
Tues. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
There 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs.12
Tues. 24
Fri. 25
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Wed. 9
Thurs. lr,
Fri. 18
Fri. 11
Thurs. 3
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Tues 8
Thurs. 3
Thurs. 3
Mon. 14
Wed. 9
Tues. 15
Thurs.28 Thurs 26
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 27 Wed. 25
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. I Fri. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 6
Thurs. 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 141 ...
Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Wed. 26 .. Wed. 19
Wed. 15 1 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Tues. 7  ,  Tues. 11 Tues. 9 Tues. 6 Tues. 11
Wed. 8 W'ed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Thurs.23 Thurs. 27 Thurs.  2 5 Thurs. 22 Thurs. 27
Thurs. 23 There.27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 22 Thurs. 27
Tues. 7 Tues. 4 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Sat. 11 Sat. 8 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 14 ... Sat. 10
Mon. 6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 )Ton. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3% ed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.30 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. le
Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 24 Fri. 28 Fri. 26 Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 27
Fri. 11•
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 26
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Fri. 7
1 hurs.13
Fri. 21
Fri. 14
Sat. 15
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Thurs.26. Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 31 Wed. 28 Thure. 17
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 6 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Thurs.11 Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 19 Fri. 16 Fri. 21
Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 15
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs. ll ... Thurs. 13
Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Thurs. ,6 Thurs. 4;
Mon. 11 ' ion. 9  Mon. 131  Mon. 10 Mon. 8
Wed. 13 Wed. 11 ! Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Tues. 19 , Tues.  17; Tues. 21 Tues. 18 Tues. 16
W"ed. 2  i Wed. 6 i Wed. 4;  Wed.  I , Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon. 28, Mon. 25 Mon.  231  Mon. 27, Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Fri. 1 L 'Fri. 8 Fri. 13 Fri.  10'  Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Thurs.3l Thurs.28 Thurs.26 I Thurs.30 Thurs.27 Thurs.25
Wed. 2 Wed. 6, Wed. 4' Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 5
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Wed. 21 Wed. 6' Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Mon.  26  Mon. 25 1 Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 24
Thurs.l0 Thurs.14 Thurs.12 Thurs. 9 Thurs.13
Tues. 29 Tues. 26 Tues. 24 Tues. 28 I Tues. 25
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Mon. 22
Thurs. 11
Tues. 23
Tues. 13 Tues. 11
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Mon. 26 Mon. 24
Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Thors.29 Thurs. ''27
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
Tues. 20 Tues. 18
* The Courts marked thus * are only held for the purpose or dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
+ Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th July, 1888.
RENTS  ON OCCUPATION  LICENSES.
PAYMENTS  'UNDER PART  V. OF "THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
T HE accompanying Schedule  of the  Payments due at the Treasury ,  Brisbane ,  on or before the30th September  next, upon Occupation Licenses under Part  V. of  " 1'he Crown Lands  Act of  1884,
is published for general information.
The Rents therein demanded will carry the Licenses to the 31st December, 1889.
If the  Rent is not paid on any Occupation License herein referred  to, the  License will  expire on
the 31st December next.
Date
of Appli- Name of Licensee.
cation.
82 2-8-86
83 7-9-86
6 103 12-5-86
7 104 30-8-87
8 105 12-9-87
9 106 12-9-87
10 107 12-9-87
11 108 26-9-87
12 109 12-3-88
13 110 4-4-88
6 126 1-7-87
7 127 1-7-87
8 128 1-7-87
9 129 1-7-87
2 142 5-6-85
9 149 27-6-87
10 150 27-6-87
11 151 27-4-87
12 152 27-6-87
13 153 27-6-87
14 154 27-6-87
15 155 27-6-87
16 156 11-4-88
2 222 12.4-86
3 223 31-3-87
4 224 18-4-87
1 1 241 27-9-86
1 270 2-10-85
2 277 27-9-87
3 278 27-9-87
4 279 28-9-87
5 280 7-5-88
6 384 7-5-88
7 38.5 7-5-88
8 386 7-5-88
1 281 26-3-88
2 282 26-3-88
3 283 26-3-88
4 284 26-3-88
4 324 25-6-85
21 340 12-4-86
51 341 3-1-87
52 342 3-6-87
53 343 5-1-88
1 I 350 28-9-87
3  363 27-9-86
5 365 16-5-87
6 366 16-5-87
7 367 13-2-88
8 368 12-4-88
R. Davey
W. C. Mayne, junr.
Donald Miller ...
Mary Campbell
...
.
Fish Creek, adjoining
Narraway Run
Roundstone Creek Run
BOWEN DISTRICT.
Between Proserpine Run
and the Andromache
River
Mount Marion Block ...
h RJ. Dalton
Ditto
Ditto
A. Dorsey
... unEungella Sout
Eungella East No.1 Run
Eungella East Run ...
Parish of Glenavon ..
J. S. Collings Parish of Ben Lomond
1 W. Gordon  Pine Vale Run ...
BRISBANE DIS TRICT.
J. Mulroney Fairfield Run .
E. J. Stevens Portion
Island
1, Stradbroke
Ditto Portion
Island
2, Stradbroke
Ditto Portion
Island
3, Stradbroke
BURKETOWN DISTRICT.
1 J. A. Macartney
...
Escott Run ... ...
Aplin, Brown, and Com-
Li it d
Armraynald Run ...
pany, m e
d N RDitto ... ... o. 1 un...Kateyfor
Ditto
Ditto
...
...
...
...
Woolshed Run ... ...
St. Kilda Run ... ...
Ditto .. . Timor ... ...
H. J. Tracey ... ... ' Woods' Lake Run ...
Ditto ... ... i Redcliff ...
J. R.  Kennedy and  W. i Adjoining  Inverleigh
S. Flemming I Block
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Locality. Area . Rent . Remarks.
BANANA DISTRICT
CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT.
W. R. McManus  ...  Orkadilla Run ...
..
29
J. C. McManus ...  Concord Run  ...  51
D. T. Leadbetter ... Boxvale Run ... ... 50
CHARTERS TOWERS DISTRICT.
I J. R. Chisholm... ... I Adjoining Thyra Run I 131
CLERMONT DISTRICT.
J. North... ... ...
D. S. Wallace and R.
G. Casey
Garioch Plains Run
Disney No. 1 Run
Ditto  ... ...  Disney No .  2 Run ... 48
C. P. Martyr ... ...  Disney Run  ... ...  39
H. R. Mayne and E. V. La Poule  ... ... 25
C. Mayne
E. Raper ...
F. W. Fairbairn
Ditto ...
Bonicorde No. 1 Run ... 121
Khosh Bulduk Run ... 24
Lowestoff Run ... ... 23
P. Callaghan ...
W. Fooks ...
J. C. Barrett ...
J. Coates ...
COOKTOWN DISTRICT.
... On the Mclvor River...
... On the Morgan River...
... On the Morgan River...
... On the Morgan River...
DALBY DISTRICT.
T. Winfield ... ...
T. R. Bodkin
South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company, Limited
H. J. Rayner .. ..
'D. McDonald, junr. ...
Wee Wee Run ...
Warra Warra South Run
Tara No. 2 Run ...
Alderton Run ...
Culgara ... ...
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
sq. mls.
531
60
3
20
27
60
50
36
331
11
81
9
71
71
50
50
70
60
73
50
73
25
30
25
48
20
16
24
18
21
16
50
31
87
£ s. d.
40 2 6
45 0 0
7 10 0
30 0 0
6 15 0 Credit by overpay
ment
15 0 0 ditto12 10  0 ditto
27 0 0
25 2 6
16 10 0
17 0 0
18 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
70 0 0
60 0 0
73 0 0
50 0 0
73 0 0 Arrears due, £73
25 0 0 ditto £25
22 10 0
14 10 0
25 10 0
25 0 0
1 6 12 6
31 5 0
24 0 0
24 0 0
19 10 0
25 0 0
6 5  0
24 0  0
23 0  0
40 0 0
40 0 0
48 0 0
22 10 0
31 10 0 Arrears due, £31 10s.
10 1 3
25 0 0
31 0 0
43 10 0
1 36 0 0 1
5 0 0
75 0 0
14 0 0
5-0  030  0
1 J. H. Fox ... ... I Wangaringa ... ... I 36
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.  acres.
W. W. Watt ... ... Quoin Island ... ...
I250sq. mis.
T. Cadell ... ... Adjoining Kroombit 150
Run
G. Skyring ... Adjoining Kroombit 1 28
Run Toes.
C. C. Breslin Parish of Toolooa ... 12':0
M. Flockton ... ... Port Curtis ... .. 80
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4
6
7
8
424
426
427
428
Date
of Appli-
cation.
15-3-87
14-3-88
23-4-88
23-4-88
1 441 30-1-88
1 452 17-1-87
3 453 4-4-87
2 454 2-4-87
4 455 15-7-87
5 I 456 28-3-88
6 1 457  28-3-88
1 462 27-7-85
2 463 31-8-85
9 470 31-8-85
13 474 31-8-85
22 483 7-12-85
23 484 5-2-86
27 488 22-4-86
30 491 19-7-86
31 492 26-7-86
32 493 30-8-86
34 495 5-1-88
35 496 31-1-88
36 497 12-4-88
37 498 15-5-88
38 499 19-5-88
10-1-87
22-3 87
30-4.88
30-4-88
30-4-88
1 41 4-11-85
2 42 12-9-87
1
3
4
5
RENTS ON OCCUPATION  LICENSES- continued.
Name of Licensee . Locality.
M. H. Brennan
E. Higgins
W. W. Rainbow
G. Boodle
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
... Moonie No. 1 Run ...
... Bingeyrang Run ...
... Onedelly Run ... ...
... Bendiddee Run ...
H. C. Macllwraine
R. Gray .. ..,
W. W. Voss ...
Ditto ...
J. Thompson ...
J. R. Chisholm...
Ditto ..,
R. S. Alston
E. P. W. Hays
A. G. Bundock
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
W. Craig ...
R. Lee ...
H. J. Atkinson
A. Gedge ...
L. Stamp
R. Davinson
W. McDowall ..
E. B. Jenne and
pany
T. Lewis... ..
W. G. Ewan ...
Ditto ...
J. F. McKay ...
J. Dunlop ...
Lord and Sons ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
G. G. Fuljames
S. Finlay
Area. Rent.
esq. mis. £ s. d.
27
26
50
50
13 10 0
23 8 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
HERBERTON  DISTRICT.
... I Adjoining Mullaburra 28
and Strathvale Runs
HUGHENDEN DISTRICT.
14 0 0
... Blantyre North Run ... 531 26 12 6
... Wongalee No. 5 Run ... 25 12 10 0
... Wongalee No. 6 Run ... 48J 24 7 6
... Blairgowrie  Run .. 49 36 15 0
acres.
... Part  of Boston  No. 5 Run 480 0 7 6
sq. mis.
... Part  of Boston  No. 5 Run 2* 1 2 6
INGHAM DISTRICT.
Perinon Run ... ... 18
and Orpheus Island... ... 51
... Fantome Island
... Curacoa Island...
... Herbert River ...
.. , Near Mount Echo
... Forest Park Run
... Parish of Marathon
Parish of Neumgna
Parish of Glenbora ...
Forest Park No. 1 Run
Com- I Mount Fox No. 4 Run
54 0 0
11 10 0
2* 4 10 0
2 4 0 0
25 37 10 0
25 37 10 0
30 60 0 0
21J 43 0 0
25 50 0 0
9 18 0 0
25 50 0 0
25- 50 0 0
Kirrama  Run ... 34 51 0 0
Ashton North No. 3 ... 10 20 0 0
Ashton North No. 2 ... 10 20 0 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.  acres.
Parish of Alford ... 2,000
Parish of Biarra .. 320
Parish of Eskdale ... 435
Parish of Eskdale .. 40
Parish of Biarra ... 570
MACKAY DISTRICT.
I L. I. Isles ...
Rabbit Island ...
sq. mis
acres.
780
9 7 6
6 0 0
5 8 9
0 10 0
7 2 6
9 0 0
10 0 0
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT .  sq. mis.
61 31-1-87 J. W. Bates ... ... I Adjoining Runs and 3 3 0 0Tree
81
85
86
MOUNT BRITTON DIsmIOT.
5-10-85 W. H. Myers ... Drumcondra Run ...
26-8-87 A.  Menzies  ... . Headborough Run
15-9-87 J. Antoney ... ... Nebo North No. 1 Run
NANANGO DISTRICT.
101 14-4-86 I .  Moore, H. Moore ,  I Cherbourg Run
and W.  H. Baynes
2 122 19-8-85
5 125 16-2-86
6 126 16-2-86
9 129 1-6-87
10 130 12-9-87
11 131 12-9-87
12 132 12-9-87
13 133 5-1-88
14 134 5-1-88
15 135 5-1-88
16 136 13-2-88
17 137 28-3-88
18 138 28-3-88
19 139 5-4-88
20 140 5-4-88
NORMANTON DISTRICT.
A. S. Haydon and F.  A. Inverness Run ...
Brodie
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
M. Colless ...
T. L. Richardson ...
Ditto
A. S. Haydon and F.
A. Brodie
E. Atherton ... ...
Ditto ... ...
M. Colless ... ...
Ditto ...
The London Chartered
Bank of Australia
Ditto
1 J. F. Harrex and W.
A.  McDonald
Ditto ... ...
25 31 5 0
57 57 0 0
23 11 10 0
34 34 0 0
.. 12 12 0 0
18 18 0 0
18 18 0 0
Remarks.
Arrears due, £36 15s.
Walker Creek, near
Scone Run
Walker Creek, near In-
verness Run
Inverlel h No. 3 Run ...
On the Staaten River...
On the Staaten River ...
Adjoining Scone Run...
On Accident Inlet
On Accident Inlet
Inverleigh No. 1 Run ...
St. Catherine's Plains
West Run
On Accident Inlet ...
75 75 0 0
50 50 0 0 Arrears due, £25
50 50 0 0 ditto £25
24 24 0 0 ditto £12
25 25 0 0
28 28 0 0
75 75 0 0
50 50 0 0
30 30 0 0
On Van Dieman River' 30 30 0 0
Walker No. 1 Block ... 1 23 23 0 0
Walker No. 2 Block ... 1 22 22 0 0
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
1 181 31-5-86 P. Mannion and P. Walton Run ... .. 46 34 10 0
Maher
2 182 14-9-86 H. Diamond ... ... Heathland Run 171 13 2 6
3 183 3-1-87 R. Tait ... ... Mourangee Back Run 50 12 10 0
4 184 10-1-87 J. Hutton ... Peninsula Run ... ... 189 94 10 0
5 185 10-1-87 A. Wallace and D. Tivoli Run ... ... 32 16 0 0
Macartney
6 186 28-3-87 P. Mannion ,.. ... Duckworth Run ... 40 10 0 0
7 187 28-3-87 Ditto .. ... Duckworth Creek Run 40 10 0 0
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Locality. Area.
sq. mis.
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT-continued.
D. R. Walsh ... ... Rio North Run ... 21
9 189 4-7-87 S. Ewart ... ...
10 190 4-7-87 J. W. Mylrea ... ...
11 191 14-7-87 A. Geddes ... ...
12 192 27-9-87 Ditto .., ...
13 193 5-1-88 J. T. Bartholomew ...
14 194 30-1-88 C. Moller ..
15 195 14-3-88 The South Australian
Land Mortgage and
Agency Company,
Limited
1
2
3
4 40
Rent.
£ s . d .
Remarks.
21 0 0 Arrears, £10 10s.,  be -
ing rent due to 31st
December, 1887
20 0 0 Arrears due, £20
21 5 0 ditto £20
24 7 6 ditto £2216s.3d.
26 10 0
34 10 010 0 0
21 0 0
16 0 0
44 5 0
32 8 9
20 0 0
1  1  261  21-12-85 T.Foot, J. A. Foot, Carnarvon Creek No. 6 28 28 0 0
T. T. Foot, A. N. Run
Foot
2 262 20-9-86 P. Callaghan  Wintha  Wintha Run ... 25 18 15 0
3 263 10-3-87 The  Union  Bank of  Mowbray  Run ... .. 32 16 0 0
Australia ,  Limited
4 264 10 -3-87 Ditto  Wellon  Run ... ... 100 50 0 0
5 265  19-9-87 W. F. White  Humbolt South Run .. 52 26 0 0
6 266 26 -9-87 C. C.  Hazlerigg  ...  Boolbung Run ... ... 57 28 10 0
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
1 I 221 7-4-87  j  P. Hoskins  ... ...  I Marathon Run ... ... I 25 15 12 6
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
1 241 29-8-87 The Union Bank of I Duneed Run ... .... 34 34 0  01
Australia ,  Limited
SURAT DISTRICT.
1 301 5-1-88 1 P. J. Short ... ... I Tartulla Back Block ... 25 ) 21 17 6
TAMBO DISTRICT.
1 321 19-3-86 J. A. Winten ... Osaki Run ... 25 12 10 0
3 323  9-1-88 T. A. Hamilton ... I Valetta Run ... .... 24J 24 10 0
TAROOM DISTRICT.
1 341 5-10-85 W. Lord ... ... Dawson Vale Run 33 24 15 0
2 342  5-10-85 J. Mundell ... ... Upper Junction Run 40 30 0 0
3 343 5-10-85 Ditto ... ... North Branch of Bunga- 40 30 0 0
ban Run
4 344 5-10-85 C. Parbury ... ... Estramadura Run ... 95 47 10 0
5 345 5-10-85 H. C. Jerrard and J. Tummerumbanya Run 50 37 10 0
Jerrard
6 346  5-10-85 C. J. Royds and E. M. Hinchley Run ... ... 85 63 15 0
Royds
7 347 5-10-85 J. Anderson .. .. Bentley Run ... ... 50 37 10 0
8 348 21-12-85 J. H. McConnel and Tingarra Run ... ... 35 26 5 0
H. P. Somerset (Exe-
cutors of D. C.
McConnel)
10 350 10-3-87 J. J. Presho Reedy Creek ... ... 21 10 10 0
1] 351 12-4-88 C. J. Royds and E. M. Wandoan Run ... ... 13 9 15 0
Royds
TENNINGERING DISTRICT.
1 361 I  5-1-88 (J. Muller ... I Parish of Grosvenor ...  I 1011 15 15 0
ToowooMBA DISTRICT.
acres.
1 401  18-4-87 A. McCullagh ... .... Parish of Pilton . 1,470 4 12 0
11 sq. mis.
2 402 26-9-87 ( J. Riordan .. Parish of Pilton 3 12 0 0
TowNSVILLE DISTRICT.
12 432 9-3-87 W. Kirk, P. Cummins, Parish of Cardington ... 11 11 0 0
R. Rollwagen, and F.
Heilsholm
13 433 3-1-88 C. L. Higham and J. Stanley Plains Run ... 11 11 0 0
Norris
14 434 16-1-88 W. Vanneck, W. A. County of Elphinstone 39 39 0 0
Vanneck, and H.
Abbott
15 435 1-2-88 T. Lawrence ... ... Adjoining Lawrence 6J 13 0 0Run
16 436 12-3-88 T. McIlwraith ... Adjoining Bundarra 25 25 0 0
Run
17 437 21-5-88 E. Saunders ... ... Armidale Run ... ... 15 30 0 0
PORT KENNEDY (THURSDAY ISLAND)
1 472 23-5-87 G. A. Smyth ... . Hammondlslaud,Torres 2 5 0 0
1I
1
I Strait
1
201
202
203
204
31-1-87
8-3-87
16-5-87
13-3-88
J. H. Irwin ... ...
A. Campbell ..
The South Australian
Land Mortgage and
Agency Company,
Limited
Gracemere No. 2 Run... 16
Lake Learmouth No. 3 17
Run
Lake Learmouth No. 2 191
Run
Lake Learmouth No. 1 26J
Run
Windab No. 2 Run ... 23
Parish of Dundee 10
Between Gilead and 21
Seven-mile Creek
Runs
ROMA DISTRICT.
Oberina Run ... ...
Centrebit Run .. ...
Ombemurrah Western
Back Run
16
59
43*
S. C. Smith ... ... I Letterkenny No. 2 Run
SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
RENTS  ON OCCUPATION  LICENSas - continued.
I
Date
of Appli- Name  of Licensee.
cation.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th July, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the interests of the previous occupants in the Leases
of the  undermentioned Runs, held under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," have
been transferred ,  during the Quarter ended 30th June, 1888, with the sanction of the Secretary for
Public Lands, to the undermentioned person and companies.
Name of Run.
Canoona ...
Name of Transferror.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Name of Transferree.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
... John Philip Sherwin ... ... .... The Corporation of the Bank of
New South Wales.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
Mount Spencer ... ... ... The Queensland Investment and Land
Mortgage Company, Limited
The Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Company, Limited
Collingvale ... ... The Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales
James Staines Collings
Ditto ... ... ... James Staines Collings The South Australian Land Mort-
gage and Agency Company,
Vinehall
Ditto
The Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales
... James Staines Collings ... ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1888.
j T is  hereby notified for general  information , that the interest of the previous occupant in the Lease of
ii the  undermentioned Run, held under the provisions of  " The Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Art
of 1876  Amendment Act of  1882," has been transferred, during the Quarter ended 30th June, 1888, with
the sanction of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the undermentioned persons.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Name of Run.
Mount Larcomb ...
Name of Transferror.
Limited
James Staines  Collings
The South Australian Land Mort-
gage and Agency Company,
Limited.
Name of Transferree.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
... I William Henry Barker ... ... I William Henry  Barker and
Frederic Emelius  Barker.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
NTEN])ING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Blackall, Bowen, Bunda-
berg, Dalby, Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi,
Gympie, Hughenden, Inglewood, Maryborough,
Rockhampton, Roma, Stanthorpe, Surat, and Towns-
ville, showing all land open for selection, both as
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, are now ready
for public exhibition in the Map-room in the Bris-
bane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course  of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view. and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps  at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Officein Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN,
NOTICE.
``I ELECTORS under  " The Crown. Lands Alien-
8 ation Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.j T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified  for general information,that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the  western side  of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting  to the opening  of the said
road are requested to forward  their objections, in
writing , to the Secretary  for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the  date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish Area.
A. R. P.
1 A. M. Mac- The road separating Herberton 0 3 11
Ilwaine portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant  The road separating ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac-  The road separating  '  ditto 1 2 23
Ilwaine portions l0 and9from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The  road separating Gatton  ...  6  2 15
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke Part  of the road sepa -  Tenthill  ...  3 3 30
rating portion 3 from
portion 4,  from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 north -westerly
to the  reserved road
6 Margaret The road separating Tambo  ...  19 0 0
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
About
7 Adam Bar-  The road separating Coochin ... 7 0 0
s8
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James  R. The reserved  road Tarampa... 4 0 0
Atkinson, through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
*  NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed tobe carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT
is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office;
at the Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE  CLOSED.
No. applicant
1 The Ellens -
ville  Land
Company
2 Ditto  ...
3 I A. F. Luya
3ltuation .  Parish. Area.
A. s. P.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
[ T is hereby notified for general information, that
I application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Toowoomba; Police Office, Pittsworth; and
Post Office, North Branch.
M. HUME BLACK.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Area.
A. R. P.
1 Lawrence The road separating North 6 2 20
Thise portion 6v from por -  Branch
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes  ...  The road separating ditto 6 0 20
portion 8v from por-
tion 3742
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "  The Crown  /  ands  Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office,  Dalby ;  Police Office, Chinchi lla  ;  and Post
Office, Warra.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation.
Raff , Robert-  The road separating
son, and  Co. portion  435 from por-
tions 75 and 105
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Thorn ... 33 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing  the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land
Office, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
The road separating por- Redc liffe 10 3 30
tion 100, pari sh of Bur- SCHEDULEOF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
pengary ,  from portions
510 and 520 ,  parish of
Redcliffe No. Applicant . Situation. Parish.
One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary
being the continuation
of the last -mentioned The Tarampa Di- The road separatin g Gatton  ...
road visional Board , portion 83, paris h
The reserved road through Como ... 26 0 0 on account of of Tenthill, fro m
portion 1079 Dyson lacy po rtion 87
NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
connection with the opening of other roads.
Area.
A. R. P.
5 3 20
Norf .- The closure of this  road  is proposed  to be carried
out in connection with the  opening of another road.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct  names, areas , and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in  every deed containing the erroneous names,
areas,  and descriptions ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord.
ingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed - 45254.
Date of Deed-18th October, 1881.
Name of Grantee - Arthur Brown.
Land Granted - Portion 8,  county of Cook,
parish of Barolin.
Area-224 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Cook,  parish of Barolin ,  portion 8.
Area-227 acres 2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 45 degrees 15
minutes and distant 100 links from the north
corner of portion 17, and bounded thence  on  the
south-west by a road bearing 134 degrees 28
minutes eighty chains and seventy -three links ; on
the south -east by a road bearing 45 degrees tRenty-
eight chains twenty-seven and a-half links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 314 degrees 25 minutes
eighty chains and sixty and a-half links ; and on
the north -west by a road bearing 225 degrees 15
minutes twenty -eight chains and nineteen links to
the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-59/1.
Date of Deed - 31st January, 1859.
Name of Grantee - William  Duckett White.
Land  Granted - Pre-emptive portion 1, at Beau-
desert, county of Ward.
Area - 320 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Ward, parish of Beaudesert ,  pre-emptive
portion 1.
Area - 323 acres 19 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the south-west corner of portion 2, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
89 degrees 36 minutes eighty-one chains and twenty
links and passing through a post ninety links from
said river ;  on the east by that portion bearing 180
degrees 21 minutes  forty  chains and twenty-three
links  -,  on the south by a road bearing west eighty-
nine chains and fifty links to the Logan River and
passing through a post one hundred and sixty-two
links from said river  ;  and on the west by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Nos. of Deeds - 56175, 56176.
Date of Deeds-19th August, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Donald Thistlethwayte.
Lands Granted-Allotments 3  and 4 of section 5,
town of Coolangatta.
Area - 1 rood each.
11 atureofError .-  The name of the grantee having
been described in the Deeds as Donald Thistle-
thwayte instead of Donald Sidney Thistlethwayte,
the correct name.
Nos. of Deeds-65431 ,  65482.
Date of Deeds -13th  September, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Frank Godschall Johnson.
Lands Granted - Allotments  16 and 3  (respec.
tively )  of section 31, town  of  Normanton.
Area-33; o perches each.
Nature of Error - The  name of the grantee
having been described in the Deeds as Frank
Godschall  Johnson, instead of Frank O'Neil
Godschal Johnson, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Mount Funnel, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of those
whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Mount Funnel, situated in the
Settled District of Kennedy, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS William Martin Christian, the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Mount Funnel,
situated in the Settled District of Kennedy, in the
Colony of Queensland, has given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twentieth
day of August, 1885, that he elects to take advan-
tage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act o.T
1884 " with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division tous,Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the
Land Board constituted under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed: And we do further order that
the said run known as Mount Funnel be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
About 70 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on Connor's Range near Long Hill,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east passing through a point about ten chains south
from the south boundary of portion 1019, parish of
Kelvin, about fourteen miles to the boundary of the
old Coast Reserve ; by that boundary southerly to
Mount Funnel Range ; by that range south-westerly
to Connor's Range ; and by that range north-
westerly to the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the east boundary of portion
1019, parish of Kelvin, at a point thirty-seven chains
seventy-seven links south from its north-east corner,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north-easterly to the left bank of Duff Creek at a
point opposite the north-west corner of portion 1068 ;
on the east by a line bearing north fifty chains ; on
the north by a line bearing west to the east boun-
dary of portion  1279;  and on the west by that por-
tion and portion 1019 bearing south to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 70 square miles.
Commencing on Connor's Range near Long Hill,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east passing through a point about ten chains south
from the south boundary of portion 1019, parish of
Kelvin, about fourteen miles to the boundary of the
old Coast Reserve ; by that boundary northerly and
north-westerly to a point west from Cape
Palmerston ; thence by a line bearing west to
Connor's Range ; and by that range south-easterly
and southerly to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of alienated, selected, and reserved land,
and portion B of the resumed part of the run.
Given under the seal of the Board this ninth
day of July, A.D. 1888.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.THE following description of the Leased Portionof the Run known as Pinkilla, in the Pastoral
Districts of Gregory South and Warrego, in lieu
of that set forth in the  Government Gazette  of the
22nd June, 1888, is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may
concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the  Matter of the Division of the Run
known as  Pinkilla,  situated  in the Pastoral
Districts of Gregory South and Warrego, in
the Colony of Queensland.
LEASED PORTION.
230 square miles.
Commencing  at a point one mile fifty-six chains
south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
L2 over L in triangle, and bounded thence by a
southerly line passing twenty-four chains west of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over W
in triangle  eight miles twenty-four chains to a
point twenty-four chains west of a box-tree marked
broad- arrow  over L over C W in triangle ; thence
by an east line passing through the last-mentioned
tree  about sixty-four chains to a point forty-eight
chains  west  of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over HA in triangle ; thence by a south line about
nine miles  fifty chains to a point seventy-two chains
west  of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
OS in triangle ; thence by a west line five miles
passing  through a leopardwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over YT  in triangle  to a point seventy-two
chains  beyond  same ; thence by a north line passing
one mile  west of a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over P over WN in triangle two miles fifty-nine
chains ;  thence by a west line passing forty chains
north of a tree on the left bank of Bargo Bargo
Creek marked broad- arrow  over B over 13 in
triangle and crossing  that creek, also passing
through a giddiah- tree  marked broad-arrow over
R in triangle ,  about eleven miles  fifty-nine chains
to a post marked broad- arrow  over R over WN ;
thence by a north  line nine miles to a  post marked
broad-arrow over B over R.W; thence by an east
line five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over
M over B  ; thence by a north line about  six miles
fifteen chains to a point west of starting paint ;
and thence by an east line passing one mile fifty-
six chains  south of a post marked broad-arrow over
L eleven miles fifteen chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified ,  that a Land Board Court,
for the Division of Runs, the Determination
of Rents ,  and other business ,  will be held at
Rockhampton  on SATURDAY,  the First day of
September, 1888.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board ,  Secretary.
Brisbane, 13th  J uly, 1888.
LAND BOARD COURT.
I
T is  hereby notified ,  that a Land Board Court,
for the Determination of the Value of Im-
provements, and for other business ,  will he held
at Barcaldine  on WEDNESDAY,  the Twenty-
ninth day of August, 1888.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board, Secretary.
Brisbane ,  13th July, 1888.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
rHE Department of Agriculture has for distri-
bution, , to  bond fide  Planters and Farmers, a
quantity of Olive Truncheons.
Applications to be made to the Department of
Agriculture ,  through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
' [` H F, Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution, to  bond fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize, which is
admirably adapted for bread-making. Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections  1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion  of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts  specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form  part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement  of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give  a clear  description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed  or is  unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter , and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  5th October. 1885.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
T'
HE Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pycnantha )  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrexs ),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P
RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached , as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in  the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for  analysis  where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the AmattoTree, and Seeds ofthe Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Burnett 2-Mile Map,Sheet  1. Price,  Is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price : 5s., in (2)
sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Department of Mines and works,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW WARD AND BAKEHOUSE, &c.,
DUN WICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1l Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
August, from persons willing to contract for Erec-
tion of  a New  Ward and Bakehouse, &c., at the
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Ward, 4-c., Dun-
wich."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
220. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Under Secretary. For Under  Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1888.THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for thereasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 3rd May 1888..
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway Act of
1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for tue Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act  of 1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To John Cavanagh, Alfred Moniz, and Eliza J. Harty.
SCHEDULE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. on
Plan and
Book of Owner ' s Name .
Reference.
Occupier. La
M
Quantit
nd take
Railway
ore or L
y of
n b
-
ess
I
y
.
Description of Land. Remarks.
A. R. P. Town of  Bowen.
6 John Cavanagh Unoccupied ... 0 0 32 Section 19, allotment 4; un-
im roved
Cannot be found
33 Alfred Moniz ... ditto ... 0 0 22
p
Section 76, allotment 6 ; un-
improved
ditto
36 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 20 Section 76, allotment 2 ; un-
improved
ditto
49 Eliza J. Harty... ditto ... 0 0 38 Section 79, allotment 5 ; un-
improved
ditto
50 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 1 Section 79, allotment 4 ; un-
improved
ditto.
i v
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.
HE  Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served ,  for the
reasons stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby  published  as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway Act  of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 17th May, 1888..
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from the South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864" : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said
Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been
taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CIIRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Messieurs Robert Nicholson, James Hewitt, Denis McNamara, Frederick Krause, Alexander
McMicking, Daniel Owen and Owen Williams, R. G. W. Herbert and John Bramston, Joseph
Thompson, and John Walker.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
Description of Lands. ' Remarks.
A. R. p.  Parish of South Brisbane.
61 Robert Nicholson Unoccupied ... 0 0 0j Suburban portion 172, sub- Cannot be found
division 3, re-subdivisions
49 to 51 and 8 to 10 of ;
cleared only
73 James Hewitt ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub-
35 of ; cleared only lidivision
74 Ditto ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub-division Cannot be found31 of ; cleared only
75 Ditto ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 3j Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 32 of ; cleared only
Parish of Bulimba.
95 Denis McNamara Unoccupied ... 0 0 9 Portion 52, section 1, sub Cannot be found
divisions 109 and 110 of ;
cleared only
99 Frederick Krause Unoccupied ... 0 0 16 Portion 52, section 1, subdi- Cann, be found
vision 28 of, wholly re-
sumed ; cleared only
146 Alexander Graziers' 2 3 14 Portion 85 includes road Cannot be found
McMicking Butchering diversion ; fenced only
Company  Parish of Tingalpa.
168 Daniel Owen and Unoccupied ... 2 0 11 Portion 80 unimproved ... Cannot be found
Owen Williams
191 R. G. W. Ber- W. D. White 1 3 13 Portion 79, subdivision 1 of ; Absent fromthe colony
bert and John partially fenced
Bramston  Town of Cleveland.
240 Joseph Thompson Unoccupied ... 0 0 2 Section 100, allotment 2 of ; Cannot be found
partly fenced
251 John Walker ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 1 Section 97, allotment 5 of ; Cannot be found.
unimproved; required for
road diversion
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
I THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for
the reasons  stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty -four of  "The Railway pct of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 17th  May, 1888,.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament ,  as required
by the provisions of  "  1 'he  Railway Act  of  1864 ":  And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Boc ks of Reference of the said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said Act :
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Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CuRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mr. Edward Flood  and Mrs .  Helena Mylne.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .
Quantity of
Land taken byOccupier. Railway-
More or Less.
Description of Land . Remarks.
239 Edward Flood, of
A.
Unoccupied ... 1
R. P.
2 25
Town of Cleveland.
Section 100, allotment 3 of ; Out of the Colony
Botany street, partly fenced
Sydney
241 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 13 Section 100, allotment 4 of ; ditto
247 Helena Mylne ditto ... 2 1 4
partly fenced
Section 98, allotments 2 to ditto.
(widow), of 5 of ; unimproved
Sydney
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, forthe reasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty-four of  The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections. and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway Oct of
1864" : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised  unless  made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CuRNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Thomas Bevan, Wm. Clarke, Louisa Edkins, Matthew Hervey and Phillip Sommers, Edward R
Edkins, Mary Smith and Henry Deane.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Quantity of
Land  taken by
Owner 's Name .  Occupier . Railway- Description of Land .  Remarks.
More or Less.
A. R. P.
13 Thomas Bevan... Unoccupied ... 0 0 32
15 Wm. Clarke ... ditto ... 0 0 16
16 Louisa Edkins
(widow)
ditto ... 0 0 16
19 Matthew Hervey
and Phillip
Sommers
ditto ... 0 0 32
44 Edward R. Ed-
kins
ditto ... 0 0 22
66 Mary Smith
(widow) and
Henry Deane
ditto ... 1 2 25
(Trustees)
Town of Bowen.
Section 17, allotment  3;  un- Cannot be found
improved
Section 17, allotment 1 (north- Out of the Colony
east half of) ; unimproved
Section 17, allotment 1(south- ditto
west half of) ; unimproved
Section 2, allotment 4; un- Cannot be found
improved
Section 78, allotment 9 ; un- Out of the Colony
improved
Parish of Piing-
Unimproved ; required for Cannot be found.
road diversion
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.THE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served ,  for thereason stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans ,  Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Normanton to
Cloncurry have been approved of by Resolution of Par liament ,  as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway  Act of  1864  " :  And whereas  the Working  Plans ,  Sections ,  and books of Reference of the
said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council ,  as required by the said  Act : Now,  I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway  Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway ,  and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained ,  and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken ,  and the damage sustained ,  or that may
be sustained ,  by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said  Act, which  provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
To Mrs. Armstrong.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
15 Christina Arm- Unoccupied ... 13 0 0 Second-class pastoral land, Cannot be found.
strong, widow surrounded with 3-wire
fence ; selection 25, parish
of Norman
TENDERS.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1888.
'MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Work. For fu ll  particulars, see  Govern.
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
GYMPIE-New Hospital
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original  notice.
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
23rd June, 1888 ...
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; and Court
House, Gympie ; 20th
July, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1888.
I 1ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars , see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
S. and W. Railway - Deviation at Swan Creek ,  Killarney
Branch Line  ... ... ...
Timber required for the use of the Southern and Western
Railway  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Station Master's House, Southport  ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original notice.
16th  June, 1888
30th June, 1888
7th July, 1888
Place and Date to which Tenders
can be received.
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
20th July, 1888.
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
20th July, 1888.
i Railway Office, Brisbane ;
20th July, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Increase...
...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887- Ditto ditto
To tai Increase
Week ending 8th  July,  1888 ..•
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ••.
Decrease
... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase •..
No. of
Miles openfor Traffic.
TRAFFIO EARNINGS.
Passengers'
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
i £ s. d. I £ s. d.  I 2 s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
834 2,587 16 1 3,937 18 6 612 3 7
706  2,114 16  4 4,703 5 6 224 2 0
...
••.
472 19 9 388 1 7
... 765 7 0 .•.
...
.•.
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
15] 543  14 8 870 14 2 60 18 11
103 280 16 5 646 5 8  36 4 7
...
262 18 8 224 8 11
... ...
...
BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
Week ending 8th July, 1888
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffie to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 8th July,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year .,.
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total  Traffle  to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 8th  July,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
.-Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease...
Week  ending  8th July,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... .,.
1888- Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week  ending  8th July, 1888 ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 8th July, 1888
Corresponding  week last  year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888 -Total  Traffic to date
1887 -Ditto ditto
Total  Increase  ... ... I
66 186 16 6 257 19 8 20 18 0
66 66 5 6  119 16 10 8 1 1
180 11  0 138 2 10 12 16 11
...
VENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 349 10 9 1,933 17 3 58 19 7
444 837  8 10  1,155  0 10  73 5 8
.•.
...
...
31
31
...
12 6 11 778 16 5
MACKAY RAILWAY....
16 9 4
off
14 6 1
43 8 9 33 3 4 5 18 7
44 14  3 68 11 1 6 19 7
1...5 6 35 7 9 1- 1 o
£ s. d.
7,137 18 2
7,042  3 10
95 14 4
197,105 5 4
194,624 4 2
£2,481 1 2
1,466 2 9
962 6 8
502 16 6
34,515 17 7
24,338 5 3
£10,177 12 4
465 14 2
184 3 5
281 10 9
10,116 8 9
4,364 5 8
£5,752 8 1
2,342 7 7
1,565 10 4
776 17 3
62,819 6 4
66,348  6 11
£8,529 0 7
82 10 8
120 4 11
37 14 8
2,563 15 5
2,739 4 6
260
231
184 16 9 ...
... ...
8
...
51
51
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
482 9 1 1,639 6 0 43 3 9
379 18 10 1,824 2 9 41 14 9
102 10 8 1 9 0
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
41 13 0 130 11 4 0.13 2
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
49 18  10 68 10 10
21 10 1 27 2 2
28 8 9 41 8 8
...
31 17 4
6 4 10
25 12 6
£175 9 1
2,164 18 10
2,245 16 4
80 17 6
63,934 11 9
54,940 7 4
F
28,994 4 5
172 17 6
2,178 1 9
150 7 0
54 17 1
95 9 11
3,312 16 0
1,893 11 5
21,419 4 7
F. CIIRNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
Week ending 8th July, 1888
Corresponding week last year...
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
EMu PARK RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.FRESH Tenders willbe received at his Office
until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
27th July, 1888, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of Shelter Sheds and Offices at Emu
Park and Lake's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Shelter
Sheds, Emu Park Railway."
Plan ,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  and Engineer 's Office,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on the amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1888.
EMU PARK RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
STATION MASTER'S HOUSE, EMU PARK.
" ENDERS will be received at this Office until
l1 Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th August ,  from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Station Master 's House, Emu Park.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Station
Master's House, Emu Park."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer ' s Office, Brisbane ,  and Engineer 's Office,
Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways  for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the lender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
TO IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
July, from persons willing to contract for Supply
of Cast-iron Cylinders for 15-ton Wharf Crane at
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender ,for Cast-iron
Cylinders for Maryborough Wharf Crane."
Plan, Specification, ana form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender t
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  an Agreement
with the Commissioner for Railways for securing
such performance, otherwise the Tender will not
be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5tb July, 1888.
NORTH COAST RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS SHED, SIDELING CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office
until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
27th July, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Goods Shed at Sideling Creek Station.
Tenders to  be  endorsed  " Goods Shed, Sideling
Creek Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at Office
of Engineer for Existing Lines, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security f'or the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute , within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
rFHE Tender of Messrs. JOHN WALKER AND
Co., LIMITED, for the Construction of the
Superstructure of No. 26 Bridge, Cairns Railway,
lift been accepted. Amount, £1,755 4s.
F. CUR STOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th  July,  1888.
NOTICE.
r HE Tender of Messrs. JOHN WALKER AND
A Co , LIMITED, for the Construction of the
Substructure of No. 26 Bridge, Cairns Railway,
has been accepted. Amount, £1,947.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COORTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES
TERN .RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan.
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Buudaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Oharleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet. Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland. Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham. Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Xilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles.
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate , Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville.
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits  of five shillings upwards will be  received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the  rate of five  pounds per cent. per
annum  : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £2110 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can he made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any  of  the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  7 of 1888.
DEPTH OF WATER ON BURNETT BAR.N- OTICE is hereby given, that the availableI , Depth on the Bar of the Burnett River, does
not now exceed 51 feet at low-%i,ater springs.
A Dredge will at once be employed  in re-opening
the Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 7th July, 1888.
Pcst and Telegraph Department,
lrisbane, 13th June, 1888.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency thr Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the limits within which the Penny
Postage Rate is charged upon Letters being extended
to include the following Post and Receiving
Offices :-
Eagle Junction, Toombul,  Racecourse , Fairfield,Ycronga, South Coast Junction, Taringa , Sherwood,
Stanley Bridge, Stafford, Downfall Creek,
Glenalbro (Ithaca Creek), Fig-tree Pocket, Eagle
Farm, Morningside, Tingalpa, II  emmant, Belmont,
Dunellan, Mount Gravatt, Hawthorne, Mount
Cootha.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. , er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
NY. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C
OPIES of  the large Post and  Telegraph Map
of the Colony,  showing Mail Routes ,  Post and
Receiving  Offices ,  and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published  in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s .  per copy ; and copies of the
small Map ,  in one Sheet ,  containing the same infor-
mation , at  3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that,
in future, until further notice, insufficiently
Prepaid Newspapers for and from the United
Kingdom, which] bear not less than a single rate of
newspaper postage, will be forwarded by the Torres
Strait Direct Route, and will be charged on delivery
with double the amo.nt of the deficient postage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Chief Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
f
IS Excellency then Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation, under section fifty-three of  he
Defence Act of  1884," of a Rifle Club at Waterford,
to be designated "The Waterford Rifle Club."
THOMAS Mc[LWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
l notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the following Rules for the management of the
civil affairs of The Waterford Rifle Club.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
1. This club shall be known as  "  The Waterford
Ri fle Club," and shall be under section thirty-six
of the Regulations of  " The Defence Act of  1884."
2. Any person may become a member of the
club on  payment of  an entrance fee of two shillings
and sixpence and an annual subscription of six
shillings  (payable half-yearly).
3.  Donors of five pounds and upwards shall be
enrolled as life members of the club.
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4. The business of the club shall be managed by
a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and
five members of committee ; five to form a quorum.
5. The office-bearers and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the club,
which shall be held during the month of July in
each year.
6. An office-bearer or member of committee
being  absent  from three consecutive meetings of
the committee shall be liable, at the discretion of
the committee, to have his seat declared vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation or by enforced retirement under
Rule 6, may be filled up by the committee.
8. All the meetings of the committee shall be
convened by the secretary ; but should he fail to
do so  within  seven  days after receiving a requisition
signed  by three members of the committee, any
three such  members  may themselves convene a
meeting  of the committee.
9. No meeting of the committee shall be held to
have been duly convened unless a written notice be
forwarded to each member thereof at least twenty-
fours hours prior to such meeting.
10. The annual meeting of the club for the elec-
tion of office-bearers shall be convened by advertise-
ment in  at least one paper circulating in the district,
and not less  than seven days' notice shall be given
of such meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle-
men appointed at the preceding annual meeting,
shall be laid before the members at each annual
meeting . Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have
power to fill the position.
12. The subscription of each member becomes
due on the  first  of July in each year, and no one
shall be entitled to the privileges of membership
until his subscription be paid.
13. No member, by reason of his being such, shall
have any estate or interest in the property of the
club other than a right to use the cplub property at
the rifle ranges , in accordance with the resolutions
or decisions  of the committee.
14. A general meeting of the club shall be called
at any time  by the secretary on receiving a
requisition signed by  not less  than seven members,
the time and object of such general meeting to be
advertised  one week previous to such meeting.
15. Any member may be expelled from the club
against  whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been  carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting  specially called to
consider  the case.
16. The practice days of the club shall be the
last Saturday in every month ; but the committee
may, on giving due notice to each member, alter
the time as  they may think necessary, or appoint
such other days in addition to the above as may
appear expedient.
17. After providing for the necessary expenses of
the club, the committee may expend- the balance
of the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its members, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
18. In addition to the  annual  subscription, the
committee  shall have power to exact an entrance
fee not exceeding two shillings and sixpence from
each member competing in a match for prizes,
provided always that the entrance fees be devoted
to the prize list.
19. The rifles supplied by the Government shall
become the property of each individual member of
the club, as in Regulation No. 300 of  " The
Defence Act."
20. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value  of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
21. The committee shall have power to frame
such by- laws as may from  time to time be necessary
for carrying on the  business  of this club.
22. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall generally be observed
in the matches and practices of the club.
23. Every member must make himself proficient
by learning the drill as laid down in paragraph 304
of the Regulations under  "The Defence Act of  1884."
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 7TH DAY OF
JULY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 462
Number since admitted ... ... 3
Number returned from leave ... ... 10
475
Number discharged ... 0
Number died ... 0
Number absent on leave... ... 9
- 9
Number remaining at date hereof 466
Admissions during the week :
Michael  Burns , 36, farmer; from Highfields, Too-
woomba ; employed during the last two years farming
at Highfields.
John Michael Eichel, 64, shoemaker ; from Brisbane ;
employed during the last two years by Mr. P. Farry,
Stanley street, Brisbane.
Peter Ryan, 68, labourer ; from Gympie ; readmis-
sion.
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1888.THE following Regulation, made by His Ex-cellency the High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific, is published for general informa-
tion.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, Empress of India,
&c,. &c.
A REGULATION
(Made in the  name and on  behalf of Her Britannic
Majesty by Her Majesty's High Commissioner
for the Western Pacific, under the provisions
of the Western Pacific Order in Council of
1879)
To AMEND REGULATION NO. 1 OF 1884,  INTITULED
" A REGULATION  TO PROHIBIT THE SUPPLY
OF ARMS, AMMUNITION,  AND EXPLOSIVE
SUBSTANCES  TO NATIVES  OF THE WESTERN
PACIFIC  ISLANDS."
[L.s.] JOHN B. THURSTON.
12th May, 1888.
WHEREAS by an Ordinance of His Majesty
George  Tubou, King  of Tonga, dated the twenty-
eighth day of May,  1887, provision is made for the
restriction and regulation of the sale of Firearms
and Ammunition in the  K ingdom of Tonga; and
whereas such Ordinance is sufficient to prevent
any breach of the peace arising in Tonga from the
sale of Arias and Ammunition ;  and whereas it
is expedient to amend Regulation No. 1 of 1884 by
exempting the Kingdom of Tonga  fr om the opera-
tion of the said Regulation  :  Now, therefore, I,
under the power and authority vested in me as
Her Majesty 's High Commissioner for the Western
Pacific ,  revoke the said Regulation No. 1 of 1884
in so far as it extends  to the  said Kingdom of Tonga,
and declare that the said Regulation shall be here.
after read as if the words  "  Friendly Islands " in
the fourth subsection of section 1 did not appear
therein.
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This Regulation shall come into force on the
first day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and may
be cited as "The Arms Regulation Amendment
Regulation, 1888."
By Command,
WILFRED COLLET,
Secretary to the High Commissioner.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is k5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
No. 25.
'j HE following resignations, promotions, &c.,
11 will take effect from the above date :-
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
The resignations of No. 40, 1st Class Petty
Officer J. C. Prichard, and No. 69, A. Carosin,
A.B., are accepted.
No. 41, 2nd Class Petty Officer Wm. Mayne,
to be 1st Class Petty Officer,  vice  Prichard, re-
signed.
No. 125, Leading Seaman H. McGregor,
to be 2nd Class Petty Officer,  vice  Mayne, pro-
moted.
No. 83, Leading Seaman R. E. Marshall,
to be 2nd Class Petty Officer,  vice  J.  Conn, trans-
ferred to Townsville.
No. 18, H. Martin, A.B.,
No. 31, H. Hursey, A.B., and
No.  55, L.  Gray, A.B.,
to be Leading  Seaman.
No. 26.
IT is hereby notified for the information of all
concerned, that in accordance with previous  Gazette
notice, Boards of Officers will be held at Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, Townsville, Cairns, and
Cooktown, in or about the month of October, 1888,
to supervise and conduct the Examinations (written
and practical) of Officers of the Marine Defence
Force wishing to qualify for substantive rank or
promotion.
In addition to the usual  Examination  in Field
Duties, the Regulations for the conduct of the
Force, &c.,  all officers  will be expected to undergo
a viva voce  examination in the guns and ammuni-
tion in use on board the " Gayundah."
Officers of the Townsville Company will be
examined also in Field Gun Drill.
In order to avoid loss of seniority,  officers are
reminded that their applications to pass their
examinations  should be  sent in  to the head  office as
soon  as they are prepared to do so, and an officer
may, if opportunity occur, be examined at any
time after such application has been received,
irrespective of the date fixed in above order.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor, Q.N.C.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, YERONGA.
I
"ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
July, from persons willing to contract for Fencing,
&c., state School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing,
4-e., State School, Yeronga."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained,  at this
Office.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL FOR BOYS, PETRIE TERRACE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 3rd August,
from persons wi ll ing to contract for New School
for Boys, Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for New School
for Boys,  Petrie Terrace."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£15.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, ITHACA
CREEK.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th July,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing, &c.,
State School, Ithaca Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing
4j'c., State School, Ithaca Creek."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit to  be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the  Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, PITTSWORTH.
TENDERS will be received  at this Office, and1 and at the Court House,  Toowoomba, 
the School, Pittsworth, until Four  o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 27th July , from persons wil ling to
contract for New School Buildings, Pittsworth.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  New School
Buildings, Pittsworth."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained ,  at thisOffice, and at the Court House , Toowoomba, and
the School, Pittsworth.
The amount of preliminary deposit,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the  Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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ARETITRN  in INTESTACY,  showing the TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED, PAID , a nd INVESTED ,  in respect of all theESTATES  Of DECEASED PERSONS administered  by the  CURATOR Of INTESTATE ESTATES from the FIRST day
of JANUARY to the  THIRTIETH  day of JUNE,  1888, inclusive.
Name. Late of
Aspall, Thomas ... Brisbane ...
Anderson ,  Peter ... ... Normanton ...
Allum, Charlotte Jane ... Oxley ...
Adams, George Robert ... Bundaberg ...
Aurindsen, O. M. Charters TowersAli Young ... ... Cooktown ...
Alexander ,  Andrew... Maryborough
Armst rong ,  John .., ... Brisbane ...
Allison ,  William ,,. Charters Towers
Armstrong , J. ... ... Clermont ...
Allanson ,  John ... ... Toowoomba...
Abdullah , C. ... ... Charters Towers
Aitken ,  Philip ... ... Charters Towers
Andrew, John ... ... Bundaberg ...Ali Fat  ... ... Clermont ...
Adams ,  Williams ... ... Cooktown ...Ali Lumm or Lumm Kee ... Windorah ...
Butler ,  William ,.. ,.. ... Blackall ...
Bell, George ... ... ... Bundaberg ...
Brown, John ,.. Yatala ...
Bryce, James ... ... ,., Rockhampton
Barrett, Michael Joseph ... ... Brisbane
Bales, William ... ... Winton
Beverley ,  William ... ... Nerang
Bradley, Matthew ... ... ... Woogaroo
Burke ,  Catherine ... ... ...  iBrisbane
Barnett, Sarah Ann .., ... Warwick
13ohee,  William .,, ... Blackali
Brennan , Martin ... ... Cairns
Baiuford , John ... Croydon
Bull, William ... ... Croydon
Bennett, Edward ... ... Brisbane
Blevins, Jane ... ... Laidley
Benzie ,  illiam ... ... Ayr ... ...
Bryce, James (Life Assurance
Bunt , Richard ... , , ,
Account) ... Rockhampton
Gayndah ...
Calder, Alexander ... ,,.
Crump, Charles
Coonan, Jeremiah ...
Cornick, Russell ...
Caldecott, Edward ...
Campbell, James ...
Cosgrove, William ...
Corbett, Alexander...
Connor, John ... ...
Crooker or Crowcar, James...
Chinabobby ... ...
Clair, Julian A.
Cooper, Charles ... ...
Cunningham, R. ... ,..
Connelly, Peter ... ...
Congreve, William A. N. ...
Dalziel, James ...
Downey, Patrick ...
Donaldson, John ...
Dent, Harry ...
Dornan, Thomas ...
Donohue, Thomas ...
Devitt, Joseph ...
Dunlop, John James
Ellison, , ., .., ...
Emcon , H. R. ... ...
Fitzgerald,  James Moran ...
Farrell, Thomas ,.. ...
Farragut, Richard ... ... ...
Flegher, John,  alias  Sebastian ...
Godber, E. W.  N. ...  ... ...
Goodacre, George ... ... ...
Gebru ann, Alice E. ... ...
Giles, Robert ... ... ...
Grogan, Matthew ... ... ...
Ditto "Life Assurance Account"
Griffith, Edward ... ... ...
Groat, Malcolm ... ... ...
Greedy, James ... ... ..
Hopkirk, George ... ... ...
Howard, Johanna ...
Hazard, C. ... ... ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Rockhampton
Logan Bridge ...
Cunnamulla ..,
Townsville ... ...
Thargomindah ,..
Croydon ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Townsville ... ...
1a.kay ...
Croydon ...
Aramac .,,
Perth
Woolgar ,..
Springsure ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Cairns
Gilberton
Cairns
s.s. " Gayundah " ..
Nebo ...
Bundaberg ... . .
Brisbane ..,
Barcaldine ...
Brisbane
Burketown ... ...
Windorah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Townsville ... ...
Cometville ...
Rockhampton
Ipswich ...
Clermont ...
Camooweal . , .
Camooweal ...
... Charters Towers
Townsville ...
Cairns
Ipswich
Brisbane
... I Boulia
Received. Paid . Invested.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
61ri 8 826 13 9
5 0 0 88 19 9
4 14 6 2 15 0 1 15 0
0 7 5 3411 5
0 9 0 31 3 4
0 6 5 18 10 11
62 2 8 91 10 2 53 15 0
11 17 8 0 17 6 50 3 11
1 11 0 1 2 6 0 3 0
2 8 3 0 9 6 1 18 9
24 6 8 11 18 0 12 8 8
0 1 0 0 1 0
424 14 7 60 16 4 363 18 3
12 9 0 12 9 0
5 2 0 5 2 0
2 0 0 0 14 6 1 5 6
618 7 4 0 0 218 7
0 8 3 22 13 8
25 0 0 15 6 0 84 0 102 2 0 35 19 0
1 5 8 42 6 8
0 7 6 3 510
1 11 10  94 5 2
0 4 9 18 15 2
25 3 4  0 14 0 26 14 7
3 8 0 0 3 0 375 1 10
15 1 3 45 5 3
25 11 6  3 2 6 22 9 0
22 18 0  2 19 6 19 18 6
35 10 6  4 7 1 31 3 5
6 16 0  2 8 6 4 7 6
0 8 6 0 8 6
0 14 6 0 15 6
32 7 0 4 11 0 27 16 0
252 9 0  14 7 0
20 17 5 11 0 11 9 16 6
0 9 0 2716 8
2 16 4 195 15 3
5 0 0 26 2 7
1 0 11 80 2 9
0 18 9
0 0 9 5 3 10 2 12 3
40 13 4 40 7 7
17 3 2 1 8 6 18 6 6
2 0 0 0 17 6 1 2 6
33 6 4 7 17 0 25 9 4
0 18 7 0 16 6 0 2 1
4 4 2 1 3 2 3 1 0
76 1 10 12 15 8 63 6 2
1 10 6 1 10 6
12 0 0 1 9 0 10 11 0
18 0 0 11 18 5 6 1 7
17 6 4 1,056 0 3
10 0 0 8 2 1 4 13 0
0 7 7 73 3 5
2 14 9 1 4 3
40 2 4 4 12 0 35 10 4
39 16 11 12 11 5 27 5 6
0 10 6 0 10 6
24 3 7 14 15 2 9 8 5
17 15 0 2 1 6 15 13 6
315 6 315 6
40 0 0 2 18 6 616 11 8
5 0 0 54 2 7
1 2 0 0 16 6 0 5 6
0 10 10 0 8 6 0 2 4
62 6 9 210 3 8
0 5 6 17 19 11
0 1 3 30 11 6
7 11 6 2 18 6 4 13 0
1,132 19 9 1,110 6 0 22 3 9
1,086 16 0 107 15 6 979 0 6
0 1 0 0 1 0
6 8 6 419 0 1 9 6
8 7 6 16 6 4
1 1 0 0 1 0 159 6 6
118 17 10 370 10 0
3 0 0 0 3 0 5 7 6
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Name.
Hodges , Frederick ...
Harris , Arthur ...
Hayes , Joseph ...
Houzenroeder,  Moritz
11 unter, Joseph ...
Hewitt, D. H. ...
Hamilton , Gaven ...
Harvey, John ...
Hoole, Mary E. ...
Hodges,  E. H. ...
Hart,  William ...
Hall, Robert ...
Harrington .  Daniel
Hanran, John
Ho llenas,  William ...
Hayes, Jeremiah ...
Halliday, William ...
Hall, Henry Gustave
Harrison , Charles ...
Harris,  Elizabeth ...
Hevernn, James
Howes, George
Hughes, Thomas
Harris,  Samuel ...
Henry, Wilson
Henry, Margaret
Ireland, George ..
Irvine, James S. W.
Jones , F. ... ...
Johnson, William ...
Jones,  Charles M. ...
Jackson, William
Johnson, William ...
James, George
King, Patrick ...
Knight, Robert ...
Kelly, John ... ...
Kelly, Peter ... ...
Koop, Claus ... ...
Loustan, Armand ...
Law, George... ...
Larnack,  J. A. ... ...
Long ,  Wil liam George ...
Lord ,  Charles ... ...
Long ,  George ... ...
Lee, Dee ... ... ...
Murphy, Patrick ... ,..
Meagher, Edward ... ...
Moor, Stephen
Martin, Charles ... ...
Malley, Austin ... ...
Mason, John ... ...
Murray, George
Malcolmson, Frederick ...
Mackintosh, Alexander ...
Meyer, Ernest ... ...
Moore, Patrick ... ...
Mayne, Cornelius ...
Martin, Peter William ...
Matthews, Thomas ... ...
Millar, Theresa ... ...
McGinn,  James ...
McGregor,  Marion ...
McCormack, J ames
McCormack, Patrick
McGrath, Patrick ...
McPhee, Alexander
McGuire, John ...
McGongh, Terence ...
McDougall, James ...
McEvoy, Thomas ...
McSweeney,  Brian ...
Norton, Rhoda ...
Newton, John ...
Norris, Frederick ...
Oddie, J. ... ...
O'Donohue, J. ...
Orpen, James ...
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY - continued.
Late  of
Adavale ... ...
... Richmond ... ...
Warwick ... ...
... Windorah ...
... Taringa ...
... Gympie ...
... Cairns
... Brisbane ...
... Rockhampton
... Ravenswood
... Croydon ...
... Cairns ... ... ...
... Clermont ... ... ...
... Charters Towers ... ...
... Mitchell ...
... Cairns ... ... ...
... Croydon ... ...
... Rockhampton ... ...
... Charleville .. ...
... Toowoomba... ...
... Boulia
... Townsville ...
... Cairns ... ...
... Rockhampton ...
... Ipswich
... Ipswich ... ...
Charters Towers
Brisbane ...
Cooktown ...
Croydon ...
Georgetown...
Brisbane ...
Eton... ...
Lutwyche ...
Clermont ...
Southport ...
Roma ...
Townsville
Harrisville ...
Received. Paid.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 19 3 71 5 0
0 6 4 17 2 3
0 5 0 012 6
0 8 7 36 11 1
6 2 10
01011 3014 7
0 4 9 29 8 2
Invested.
£ a. d.
0 3 0
0 7 0 2 2 2 61 2 0
0 0 3 6 4 8
514 0 511 6
0 8 6 0 7 6 0 1 0
16 14  5 2 18 7 13 15 10
94 0 0  41 14 6 52 5 6
1 0 0 017 6 0 2 6
2 17 0 0 16 0 2 1 0
20 10 4 20 10 4
20 5 2 20 5 2
2 3 4 2 3 4
21 17 0 10 1 10 11 15 2
0 13 10 0 13 10
37 19  6 4 8 6 33 11 0
16 0 3 1 4 3 1416 0
0 18 0 1 1 6
7 8 6  5 2 4 2 6 2
14 2 5
31 7 6 2 1 0 29 6 6
7 4 6
20 6 7
5 0 0 2 4 6
12 7 8 7 18 11
7 0 0 62 2 858 7  6 23 16 8 34 10 10
3 15 0 1 2 0 2 13 0
3 17 9 3 17 9
1611 6 9 8 0 7 3 6
49 7 4 14 13 9 34 13 7
2 5 3 183 7 1
1 1 6
300 4 6 300 4 6
0 4 3 0 4 3
615 0 615 0
Mackay ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ... 13 13 3
Georgetown ... ... ... 73 1 11
Windorah ... ... ... 16 12 9
Thargomindah ... ... 1 7 6
Thornborough ... ...  2 2 9
Fairy  Meade Plantation ...
Warwick 47 5 0
Maryborough
Isisford
12 4 2
3 0 0
Dalby ... ... .. 0 1 3
Cairns ...  ... 11 17 8
Clermont  ... ... ...  4 19 0
Richmond  ... ... ...  13 16 6
Croydon ... ... ...  180 1 2
Brisbane  ... ... ... 1 1 3
Brisbane  ... ... ... 15 19 2
Winton 7 1 0
Croydon ... ... ... ...
Normanton  ... ... ...  268 19 9
Cunnamulla  ... ...  2 2 0
Burketown ...
Brisbane ...
Barcaldine ...
Burketown ...
Boulia ...
Eulo ...
Brisbane ...
Maryborough
Maryborough
Warwick ...
Cooktown ...
10 0 0
0 5 2
132 12 0
0 6 3
33 3 6
4 0 6
10 13 9
67 18 2
8 0 0
10 7 6
8 0 0
Taroom ... ...
R' uckhampton ...
Ipswich ... ...
11 18 6
25 8 9
135 16 0
Cooktown ... ... ... 0 19 2
Croydon ... ... ... 29 0 7
Ingham
1 10 10
0 5 6
13 15 3
19 16 10 53 5 1
2 10 0 14 2 9
0 14 0 0 13 6
0 9 6 1 13 3
3 5 0 48 16 2
5 3 8 117 2 2
21 15 2
0 3 0 14 14 6
5 8 6
12 3 2
412 6 0 6 6
1 8 2 12 8 4
84 5 10 95 15 4
1 1 3
3 9 6 12 9 8
3 10 0 3 11 0
0 2 6
98 3 8 170 16 1
2 2 0
0 10 0 44 12 11
20 4 8
13 2 9 135 1 0
28 0 11
13 0 11 20 2 7
4 0 6
10 13 9
10 15 11 57 2 3
6 1 0 1 19 0
10 7 6
1 0 6 619 6
12 1 0
2 4 6 23 4 3
18 4 11 117 11 1
1 1 3
60 16 7
0 5 6 41 14  11
Name.
O'Grady, John
O'Keeffe  John ... ... ... ...
Olsen, Johan ... ...
Paddon, William James ... ...
Pashley, Ellen Louisa ,.. ..,
Petersen ,  Hans ...
Prothero , John G eorge  „ ... ...
Pearce,  Henry John W. ,., ... ...
Phillips, William ...
Ditto (Life  Assurance  Account)
Power ,  John ...
Powell, Thomas ,,.
Princeps, Philip ...
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A RicTURN IN  INTESTACY-continued.
Late of- Received.
Brisbane ...
Tambo ...
Townsville ...
£  't. d.
2 0 4
20 10 6
20 13 10
Ayr ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Mackay ...
Malve rn  Hill ,  Blackall ...
Normanton  ... ... ...
Townsville ...
Townsville ....
Rockhampton
Croydon ...
Warwick ... ... ...
Croydon ,,. ... ,..Pidgeon, Lawrence ... ... ... .. .
Quayle, John ... ... ...
Roche, John
Rumboldt ,  Francis ...
Reilly,  Charles
Ryan, Thomas ...
Reid, John George ... ... ... ...
Riley, Patrick ,.,
Richardson, William ...
Riches, John Lain ... ...
Reeves, Thomas
Rendell,  James ...
Robertson , S. G. ... ... ...
Rosengren , Peter .. ... ...
Ridgway ,  Mary Ann
Smith ,  Charles C. ...
Stewart,  William ...
Streit,  J. H. ...
Shannon ,  Stephen ...
Brisbane ,..
Townsville ... ... ..,
Croydon ... ...
Cairns ... .., ...
Veresdale ... ... ...
Croydon .. ...
Brisbane ... ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Warwick ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Muttaburra... ... ...
Townsville ... ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Myrtle Creek ... ...
Percy Island ... ...
Normanton ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ,,. ,..
Isisford ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Cairns .. . ... ...
Georgetown... ... ...
Georgetown... ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Georgetown... ... ...
Boulia ... ... ,..
Arrilalah ... ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Cairns .., ...
Blackall ,,. ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Hungerford... ... ...
Maytown ... ... ...
Herberton ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Arrilalah ... ...
Winton ... ...
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Thornborough ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
,.. ...
Silberg,  John  Edward ... ...
Stuart,  Charles ...
Schepper, F. ...
Searby, Samuel ...
Sircom,  John, unr....
Sheehy, Timothy ... ...
Smith, Henry ... ...
Scales, Thomas ... ...
Steven,  George Hariot ...
Silver , Carlo de ...
Sheridan, F. B. ...
St. Maur , Jules H. de
Stapleton , Patrick ... ...
Smith, William Norton ...
Smith, Elizabeth ... ...
Siddall, Henry ... ...
Simons , William A. ...
Skewes, Samuel ...
Scully, Thomas ... ...
Stevens, Ernest ... ...
Smith, John Henry ... ...
Smith, Henry ... ...
Simpson, William ... ...
Stevens , George ... ...
Sewell, W illiam Salkeld ...
Travers , Michael ...
Tribley, William ...
Turner , Aubrey ... ...
Thompson, W. R. ... ...
Todd, William ... ...
Taylor, William ... ...
Thomsen , Peter ... ...
Turby, William ... ...
Taylor, Henry B. ... ...
Tucker, Alfred ...
Wilson,  Jessie ...
Watson, G eorge ... ...
Weekes,  George ... ...
Ward, Peter ... ...
Workman, S. ... ...
Westh, Jens
Waestall, Jonathan ...
Walker, John E. ... ...
White, Ellen
Warren, Arthur T.
Wallace, Charles Gibb
'Wallace, James ... ,..
Walters, John ,.. ..,
Cattle Creek . , . ...
Eulo.. ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Adavale ... ... ...
Townsville ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Melbourne ... ... ...
Townsville ... ... ...
Mourilyan Harbour .,.
Winton ,,, ...
Leyburn ...
Richmond ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ...
Charters Towers
Brisbane ,,,
Aramac ... ... ...
Clermont ... ...
Clermont ... ...
0 14 7
21 17 28 18  0
800 0 0
2 2 4
245 0 0
5 0 6
20 0 0
6 11 6
2 3 6
Paid. Invested.
£  s. d. 4 s. d.
0 16 6 1 3 10
8 5 0 12 5 6
8 0 10 12 13 0
117 16 4
0 10 0 189 8 10
22 12 7 276 19 9
116 5 9
0 6 7
48 16 1 196 3 11
1 0 6 4 0 0
19 17 6 0 2 6
510 3 1 1 3
015 0 1 8 6
126 0 0 32 8  11 93 11 1
1 11 6
27 0 0 27 0 0
0 8 6 5 2 9
8 4 0 4 5 6
1 11 9 0 15 0
6 6 1 1 0 6
1 0 0 017 6
116 0 116 0
98 2 2 105 19 5
1 10 0 1 10 9
52 7 8 15 9 0
34 3 0 15 10 2
... 0 1 0
2 9 2 134 13 6
121 14 11 344 10 11
2 15 4 110 8 4 65 2 0
010 6 72 1 4
20 4 8
9 14 4 13 13 8
5 19 24,,i7 0 0 18 6 60 19 8
15 16 0 15 16 0
121 0 10 45 14 1 75 6 9
0 1 6
35 18 2 3 10 9 . 82 7 5
26 18 6 26 13 6
5 18 0 1 5 0 4 13 0
25 7 0 25 7 0
150 0 0 8 14 2 141 5 10
9 2 0 619 6 2 2 6
52 15 1 14 15 6 37 19 7
5 19 4 5 19 4
3 0 0 0 16 0 2 4 0
107 0 7 19 3 0 87 17 7
70 19 0 16 18 8 54 0 4
163 18 11 27 7 3 186 11 8
65 15 0 4 12 9 61 2 3
126 1 2 42 13 8 88 7 6
186 0 0 135 0 0
7 10 9 0 17 0 6 18 9
4 9 0 011 6 917 6
.
1 7 5
0 6 5
0 2 6
10 1 0
28 19 10
1 0 9
1 8 0
30 2 4
19 18 6
0 6 8
10 5 6
80 11 4
22 9 9
0 19 0
910 6 0 6 9
8 4 6 20 15 4
014 0 0 6 9
017 6 0 5 6
2 1 6 28 0 10
1 17 0 18 1 6
3 15 0
1 2 02 14  0
105 0 0
0 16 0
18 17 3
12 13 10
0 19 0
5 4 0
017 5
66 17 9
0 3 0 0 17 11
6 19 10 177 14 5
26 8 0
0 9 0
6 9 9
62 19 9
3 18 6
0 16 9
5 5 7
0 2 6
36 18 8
18 12 10
4 18 7
12 7 6
17 13 1 171 1 5
55 4 9 20 14 6
0 5 6 4 010
0 11 6 0 7 6
4 13 8 0 10 4
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A RETIIRN IN  INTESTACY-Continued.
Name. Late of- Received.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Wood, Christopher ... Clermont ... ... ... 2 0 0 0 12 6 1 7 6
Wilson ,  Robert ... ... ... Croydon ... ... ... 62 13 6 30 16 10 31 16 8
Watt, Timothy ... ... Brisbane ... ... ... 46 15 9 23 17 0 22 18 9
Welsh, John ... ... ... Charters Towers ... ... 0 5 0 0 5 0
Waymouth, William Henry ... Charters Towers ... ... 0 1 9 0 1 9
Wittgenstein, Rudolph ... ... Warwick ... ... ... 7 5 3 7 5 3
Wilkins ,  Margaret  ... ... ... Goodna ... ... ... ... 5 8 5
Wolgram, Stephen ... ... ... Bundaberg ... ... ... 60 1 6 26 1 9 33 19 9
Williams, Catherine ... ... Burketown ... ... ... ... 0 5 10
Ward,  Samuel ... ... Hughenden ... ... ... 10 18 6 6 12 0 4 6 6
Waring, Helen C. M. ... Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
Willis, G eorge  ... ... ... Muttaburra... ... ... 22 17 0 3 0 6 19.16 6
Williams, Peter ... ... ... Woolgar ... ... ... 35 0 0 7 16 6 27 3 6
Walker, John Ingham ... ... 0 7 6
Young, W. H. ... Burketown ... ... ... 595 14 0 863 5 6 37 8 5
Young, James ... Croydon ... ... ... 10 0 0 2 6 8 7 11 4
In accordance  with  Section  No. 38 of  " The Intestacy Act of  1877."
Dated this twelfth day of July, 1888.
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission, of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased I Date of
Pro prietor .  i Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
1881.
James Quinn  (otherwise 18 Aug .  Matthew Quinn, late
James O'Quinn), late of Bathurst, in the
of Brisbane ,  Roman Colony of New South
Catholic bishop Wales, deceased, and
James Murray, of
Maitland , in the said
colony, Roman Catho-
lic bishops
1879.
William Kirk ,  late of 23 Oct.
Hazelbank ,  near vil-
lage of Logan ,  farmer
Allotments 1 to 16 of section 8,
town of Cardwell ; allotments
12 and 13 of section  15, town
of Townsville ; part of eastern
suburban allotment 66, and
re-subdivision B of subdivision
5 of portion 66c, parish of
North Brisbane ; and undivided
moieties in allotments 15 to 19
of section 3, allotments 1, 2,
and 3 of section 12,  and allot-
ments  6. 7, and 8 of section 13,
town of Port Douglas
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Paid. Invested.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
Fee-simple Will dated 21 Sep-
tember, 1869
1888.
28 Aug.
Isabel Kirk ,  late of  Portion 79 ,  and subdivision 2 of , Life estate Will dated 6 May, 21 Aug.
Brisbane , widow, portion 76, parish of Mackenzie 1876, and Codicil
deceased  thereto,  be a-ing
Ditto ... ... ditto John Kirk, of the village
of Logan, farmer
Ditto ... ... ditto Thomas Kirk ,  of the
date 16 Septem-
ber, 1879
Subdivision2 of portion;79, parish Fee-simple ditto ... ... 21 Aug.
of Mackenzie  in remain-
der
Subdivision 2 of portion 76, and
village of Logan ,  far- subdivision  1 of portion 79,
mer parish of Mackenzie
1882.
Peter Brown Armstrong , 2 May Christina Armstrong ,  of Allotment  8 of section  16, town
late of  Normanton ,  Normanton ,  widow ,  of Norman
publican deceased
John Woodburn ,  late of
Brisbane ,  merchant
1887.
11 Dec.
ditto ...
Fee-simple
Martha Elizabeth Allotments 18 and 19 of section Fee -simple
Woodburn ,  of Bris -  3, and allotment 16 of section
bane, widow 5 ,  town of Watsonville ; all ot-
ment 13 of section 12, town of
Herbe rt on  ;  portion 255,  parish
of Bulimba  ;  portion 64, parish
of Redland  ;  subdivisions 1 to
5 of section  1 of portion 62,
parish of Barrow  ;  re-subdivi-
sions 6 to 16, 77, and 78 of
subdivision 2 of suburban
portion 170,  and re-subdivision
105 of subdivision 4 of sub-
urban  portion 170, subdivisions
3  to  6,  48 to  51, 156, and 157 of
suburban  portion 171, subdi-
vision 1 of eastern suburban
allotment  76, and  subdivision
2 of eastern suburban allot-
ment 87, parish of South Bri s-
bane ; portion 387, subdivisions
117, 132,  and 133 of portions
160A and 159A, subdivisions 29
to 32, 37, 38, 45, 46, 53, 54, 62 to
64, 71, 72, 74 to 80, 87 to 91, and
111 to 116 of portion 160A, and
re-subdivisions 83, 118, and 171
to 184 of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 159A,  parish  of Yeerong-
pilly
ditto ... ... 21 Aug.
Will dated  2 May , 14 Sept.
1882
Will dated 31 July, 16 Aug.
1887
Registrar of Titles '  Office, TIJO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 14th July, 1888.  Registrar of Titles.
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R FAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTIC 14:.
A f;_ t•. Notice,  that applications have been made lo bring the Lanas descri best below under the
provision of " VicReal P, opert 4 Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any  person desiring  to oppose viill
require to  lodge, by  ntmself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form 13 of said  Acts,  on or  before  the clay named.
Description and Situation-of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
2 roofs, being allotments 3 and 4 of section 2, parish of Emma Heiner ... ... ... 21 August, 1888
Chuwar, town of Ipswich
1 rood 3 perches, being subdivision 13 of suburban por- William Arthur McDonald ... 21 August, 1888
tion 49, parish of Ipswich
151 perches, being re-subdivision A of subdivision 14 of Richard Potts ... ... ... 14 August, 1888
suburban allotment 81, parish of North Brisbane
13 •,i-trar  of Pities' ( tficr
Brisbane . 14th July. 1888.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 11th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend LAWRENCE PATRICK Ft'NCHION,
a Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing at Cairns, in the -Registry District of
Cairns, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony , f Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 11th  July,  1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend VINCENT RICHARD LANDY, a
Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing at Croydon, in the Registry District of
Burke, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JOHN DON',Y MABLY, a Minister
of the Presbyterian Denomination, residing at
Tambo. in the Registry District of Tambo, ha, been
duly registered as a  XI inister of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar- General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend ROBERT lIoaa. a Minister of
the Congregati, mal Denomination, residing at
Blackstone, in the Registry  I  listrict of oreton
West, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
THO.  MMYLIN E,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend FREIIERICK JAMES BARTON-
PARKES, a Minister of the Church of England
Denomination, residing at Bulimba, in the Registry
District of Moreton East, has been duly registered
as a Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of"'  The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
A
T a Court of Petty Sessions held at Crow's
Nest on the third day of July inetant,
JAMES GLEESON was appointed Poundkeeper,  vice
George Loveday.
R. M. GRAHAM,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Crow's Nest, 9th July, 1888.
SHIRE OF TOOW' ONG.
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS IN THE
SHIRE.
A
Court of Appeal will be held on WEDNES-
D.A Y, the 15th day of August next, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, in accordance with
" J he Valuation Art of  1887."
There being a number of owners whose addresses
are unknown, they are hereby notified that they
can obtain their valuation papers at the Shire
Council's Office, Sylvan road, on and after this
date.
DAVID SERVICE,
Acting Shire Clerk.
Toowong, 7th July, 1888.
1347 4s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended toapply in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to confer upon The Australasian  IN atives
'1 ru, tees, ixecutors, and Agency Company, Limited,
powers enabling the said Company to act as Execu-
tor, Administrator, and Trustee, and also a, receiver,
committee, or guardian, and also as guarantor or
surety for any Administrator. receiver, committee,
or guardian, and also to act as agent, under power
of attorney, and to carry out all other the objects
of the said Company.
Dated this twenty-second day of June, A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Australasian Natives Trustees,
Executors, and Agency Company, Limited.
1235 bs.
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TINGALPA DIVISIONAL BOARD.STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  from the  1sT JANUARY to 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To Government Endowment .,.
Rates  Received .. ... ...
Miscellaneous  Receipts
Overdraft, Q.N. Bank, Beenleigh
£ s. d.
985 9 6
47 12 0
80 13 7
83 4 9
EXPENDITURE.
By Balance ,  1st January  ... ... ..
General Work on Roads .. .
General Expenses  (including Valua-
tion , Audit,  Advertising ,  Elections,
£ s. d.
408 8 7
365 8 1
Stamps, Stationery, &c.) ... ... 115 19 8
Interest and Redemption of Govern-
ment Loans  ... ... ... ...  282 3 6
Clerk's Salary ... ... ... ... 25 0 0
£1,196 19 10 £1,196 19 10
A. M. WHEELER, Clerk. THOMAS ARMSTRONG, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of lingalpa, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Mount Cotton, 7th July, 1888.
ROBT .  S. PURKISS , Auditors.
DANIEL J. COLLINS,
1379 14s.
MUNICIPALITY OF BOWEN.STATEMEN' r of  RECEIPTS  and DISBUIISEMENTS of the COUNCIL  of the  MUNICIPALITY of BOWENfor ` iALF-YEAR ending 30th JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£ s.
By Balance 1st July, Bank New South
Wales ... ... ... ... 176 10
„ Government Endowment on General
Rates, 1st Moiety, 1887 ... ... 400 14
„ General Rates ... ... ... ... 52 10
Dray Licenses ... ... ... ... 0 10
„ Overdraft 30th June, Bank New
South Wales 29 6
DISBURSEMENTS.
d.  To Loan Account-  £ s. d.
Interest to 31st December, 1887 ... 40 10 8
4 Redemption of Loan ... 1G 0 2
Printing Account ... ... ... 21 1 4
9 „ Stationery ... ... ... 4 11 4
0 „ Petty Cash ... ... ... 4 0 0
0 „ Plant ... ... ... ... ... 38 14 5
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... 63 12 0
2 „ Incidental Expenses  ... ... ... 41 11 0
„ Council Chambers ... ... ... 5 8 0
„ Office Furniture ... 0 15 0
„ General Works-
Herbert street ... ... ...  32 0 0
Gregory street ... ... 15 10 0
William street ... ... ... 13 14 4
Sinclair street ... 2 8 0
George  street  ... ... ... 365 1 0
Hay street ... ... ... ... 0 14 0
£659 11 3 £659 11 3
A. M. BARTON, Acting Town Clerk. D. MILLER, Mayor.
We have this day examined the Books and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality, and find them
to correspond  with  the above Statement ,  which is correct.
Bowen, 5th July, 1888.
G. H. BUCHANAN, ) Auditors.J. E. SMITH,
STATEMENT OF RATES  FOR 1888.
(Now being made.)
A General Rate of One Shilling in the £ upon the Annual Value of all Rateable Property within
the Municipality.
STATEMENT  OF CONTRACT  ENTERED INTO.
No. of Contract. Contractor . Particulars of Contract .  Total Amount.
£ s, d.
3 James Boston ... Forming and making portion of Sinclair street, 75 0 0
between Dalrymple and Powell streets. Com-
pleted
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, 30th JUNE, 1888.
ASSETS. LIABILITIES.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Council Chambers and Buildings ... 13G 0 0 To Government Loan ... ... ... 1,599 5 0
Plant .. ... ... ... ... 70 0 .0 „ Balance ... ... ... ... ... 1,558 12 0
Office Furniture ... ... ... 40 0 0
„ Arrears of  Rates  ... ... ... 2,917 17 0
£3,157 17 0 £3,157 17 0
A. M. BARTON, Acting Town Clerk. D. MILLER, Mayor.
1400 37s,
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In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
George Tito Ralph, late of ]lannes, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,  at present
a confinee in Her Majesty's Gaol at Rock-
hampton, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said George Tite Ralph
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of  his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said George Tite Ralph, for the election of
a Trustee , b? held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-sixth day of July,
1888, at Eleven  o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further  ordered that the said George Tite Ralph
shall, on the Twenty-fourth day of July, 1888, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eleventh
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
R. A. BEIIMM,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
Rockhampton.
Town Agent-
W. H. OS$ORNE,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against
Franz  Bohlscheid, of Brisbane, in the C-dlony
of Queensl;ind, pork butcher, by the said
Franz  Bohlscheid.
fP°N
the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Franz Bohlscheid
be and he is  hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Franz  Bohlscheid, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-seventh day of July, 188, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Franz Bohlscheid shall, on the Twenty-
fifth day of July, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of  every  kind ,  and of the  names and
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the  Seal of  the Court, this eleventh
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
A. G. UNMACK,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Frank Davey, of Mackay , in the Colony of
Queensland, bootmaker , by the  said Frank
Davey.
U
PON the hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Frank Davey be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Stockwell, Esquire, of Bowen, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Frank  Davey,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, Bowen, on the Twenty-sixth day of
July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Frank Davey
shall, on the  Twenty-fourth day of July,  1888, at
Bowen, deliver  to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
S. B. WRIGHT.
By his Agents-
PETRIE AND O'SIIEA,
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Graham and Thomas Martin Graham,
of Townsville , in the Colony  of Queensland,
tail, rs and outfitters ,  and trading together as
"Graham Brothers ,"  by the said James
Graham and Thomas Martin Graham.
1 CTPON  the hearing of this Petition this day,it is ordered that the said James Graham
and Thomas Martin Graham be and they are
hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that James Boyne
Ha ll , Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of their Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said James Graham
and Thomas Martin Graham, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the  Office of the  Registrar of
this Court, on the Twenty-sixth day of July, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon . And it is
further ordered  that the said James Graham and
Thomas  Martin Graham shall, on the  Twenty-
fourth day of July,  1888, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee  in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, veri fied on oath, of their debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as  known,  of their creditors, and
of the  causes of  their inability  to meet their
engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court,  this ninth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn  JUSTICE H&RDING.
In the Matter of  an Insolvency  Petition  against
John Klaassen,  of  Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, plumber and gas-fitter, by the said
John Klaassen.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itisordered that the said John Klaassen  be acid he
is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And
it is  further ordered that the First General M eeting
of the creditors of the said John Klaassen,  for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Principal Registrar of this Court, on the Nine-
teenth day of July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
John klaassen shall, on the Seven eenth day of
July, 1888, at Brisbane aforesaid, deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate a full, true,  and accurate
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statement, verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Sea ]  of the Court, this fourth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Edward street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING in Chambers.
In the Matter of Charles Bugden, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, publican, an
Insolvent.
WEDNESDAY , THE FOURTH  DAY OF JULY, A.D.
1888.
U PON reading a Report of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent, dated the twenty-
third day of April, 1888 (reporting that the whole
of the property of the Insolvent has been realised
for the benefit of his Creditors, but that the whole
of the receipts were absorbed in the payment of
preferential claims and  expenses  in winding-up,
leaving nothing for Creditors), and upon hearing
the Solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being
satisfied that the whole of the property of the
Insolvent has been  realised  for the benefit of his
Creditors, doth order  and declare  that the insol-
vency of the said Charles Bugden has closed, and
dotli further order that the Trustee be at liberty to
apply for his release on the First day of August
next, at the Chambers of His Honour The Chief
Justice, at the Supreme Court House, William
street, Brisbane.
Given under the Seal of the Court this sixth day
of July, A.D. 1888.
By the Court,
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Trustee's Solicitor,
Brisbane.
1373 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Daniel Duggan, of Ipswich,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
MONDAY, THE NINTH DAY OF JULY, A.D. 1888.UPON reading a Report f the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent, dated the sixth
day of July, 1888, reporting that the whole of the
property of the Insolvent has been realised for the
benefit of his Creditors, but, as shown by the state-
ment  of affairs thereunto annexed, the amount of the
whole property of the said Insolvent is not more than
sufficient  to pay the expenses necessarily incurred
by the said Trustee in the management and realisa-
tion of the property of the said Insolvent, and that
the Insolvent has not received his certificate of dis-
charge, and setting out the circumstances under
which the Trustee believed his insolvency had
arisen,  the Court, being satisfied that the f, )regoing
report is as abovementioned, doth order and declare
that the insolvency of the said Daniel Duggan has
closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court this tenth day
of  July,  1888.
1386
By tLe Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
8s.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alfred Henry Brooks, trading as
" Brooks and Co.," music publisher and im-
porter, an Insolvent.
JOSEPH PEIRSON, of Eagle street, Brisbane,
accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirteenth day of July, 1888.
1393
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
6S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of A. Yonder Groeben ,  of Brisbane,
livery-stable keeper, an Insolvent.
J OSEPH PEIRSON, of Eagle street, Brisbane,
accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property  of the  Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirteenth day of July, 1888.
1394
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of George  Dunkley, of  Townsvi lle,
bootmaker ,  insolvent.G- EORGE CANNON,  of Brisbane ,  accountant,has  been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not  y et proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1888.
1354
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Abraham Street, the younger, of
Brisbane, accountant, insolvent.
EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1888.
1353
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Samuel Burns, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, baker, an Insolvent.
N the Fifteenth day of August, 1888, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Samuel Burns, of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, adjudicated
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insolvent on the eleventh day of March, 1887, will
apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane, in the colony aforesaid, for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twelfth day of July, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Town Agents for-
A. M. DRYSDALE,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Ipswich.
1382 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Charles James Ballinger, of Six-
mile Creek, Gympie, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  storekeeper.
NT OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of MacPherson, Miskin, and Feez, Adelaide street,
Brisbane , on MONDAY, the Twenty-third day of
July instant, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this sixth day of July, A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Attorneys for the said Charles James Ballinger.
1387 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by James Mitchell, of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland, bootmaker.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Messrs . Lilley and O'Sullivan, Queen  street,
Brisbane , on the Twenty-seventh day of July
instant, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twelfth day of July, 1888.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitors for the said James Mitchell,
1389
Brisbane and Ipswich.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by John Thompson, of Pine street,
Bulimba, near  Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, contractor.(-)TICE Nis hereby given, that aFirst General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Offices
of Messrs. Petrie and O'Shea, 57, Queen street,
Brisbane, on the Thirtieth day of July, at Three
o'cl, ck in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this thirteenth day of July, 1888.
1401
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the said Debtor.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Hayes Friend ,  of Bris-
bane, storekeeper ,  in Liquidation.
A
FIFTH  and Final Dividend ,  of  is.  2d. in the
£, is now payable at this Office, on claims
proved and allowed.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street ,  Brisbane.
1392 3s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queens and.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE C  F{I FF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John McAlpine, of Gympie, store-
keeper , trading as  "John McAlpine and Co.,'
an Insolvent.
(IN the Fifteenth day of August, 1888, at Ten
1 o'clock in the forenoon, John McAlpine, of
Gympie, storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent on, the
sixth day of May, 1886, will apply to the Court, at
Brisbane , for a  Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eleventh day of July, 1888.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Town Agent for-
A. CONWELL,
George street, Brisbane.
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Gym pie.
1372 4s. 6d.
In the Suprem e. Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Frederick Robinson Bernard, of
(l
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, com-
mission agent, an Insolvent.
N the Eighth day of August, 1888, at Half-
past  Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Frederick
Robinson Bernard, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, commission agent, adjudicated insol-
vent on the twelfth day of April, 1886, will apply
to the Supreme Court for a Certificate of Dis-
charge.
Dated this thirteenth day of July, 1888.
1398
F. R. BERNARD,
Insolvent in Person.
58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Macintosh ,  of Brisbane,
commission agent ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend, at the rate of
9s in the £, is now payable at this Office,
upon preferent claims proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1888.
1376 ' 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of  Daniel Harrison ,  of The Hamil-
ton, licensed victualler ,  in Liquidation.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of 6s. 84d. in the
£, is now payable at this Office, upon claims
proved and allowed.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Eagle street, Brisbane.
1391 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
FINAL Dividend  is intended to be declared
in the matter  of William  McKay ,  formerly
of Gin Gin ,  afterwards of Bundaberg ,  selector,
adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of
October, 1886.
Creditors who have not proved their debts before
the Ninth  day of July,  1888,  .will  be excluded.
Dated this fourth day of July, 1888.
JNO. A. SIMPSON.
1358 4s.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Hewison Richards, late of
Summer Hill,  near  Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration, with
the Will  annexed ,  of all and singular  the lands,
goods, chattels. credits,  and effects  of the above-
named  William Hewison Richards, deceased, may
be granted to Arthur Williams Chambers, of Bris-
bane, solicitor, the duly-constituted Attorney of
John Frazer Hoare, of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, sharebroker, and George James
Sly, of Sydney aforesaid,  solicitor , the Executors
named in  the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of July, A.D. 1888.
JOHN ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
1384
Proctor for Petitioner,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and  Goods  of William Henry  Pither,
late of  South Toowong ,  near Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  labourer ,  deceased, in-
testate.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adwinis-
tration of all the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Wi lliam Henry Pither,
deceased ,  may be granted to Mary Ann Pither, of
South Toowong aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this fourteenth day of July ,  A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the said  Applicant,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1381 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Owen Gardner, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, cordial manufacturer,
deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Owen Gardner, deceased, may be
eranted to Richard Gailey, of Brisbane, architect,
John Greaves, of Brisbane, gentleman, and John
Robb Baxter Bruce, of Brisbane, gentleman, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of July, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1383
Proctors for Executors,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Granville Smith, of Bogantungan,
in the Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Granville Smith, deceased, may be
granted to Howard Smith, of Copperfield, in the
said colony, the sole Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1366
Proctors for the Executor,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Richard Murplhv, late of Cunna-
mulla, in the Colony of Queensland, store
manager ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the goods ,  chattels, credits. and
effects of the abovenamed Richard Murphy, de-
ceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to Mary
Jane Murphy, of Cunnamulla aforesaid ,  widow of
the said intestate.
Dated this ninth day of July ,  A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1369
Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Gamboni Bartolomeo, late of Clon-
curry, in the Colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Gamboni Bartolomeo, deceased, may
be granted to Alfred Kendall Carter, of Cloncurry,
bank manager, and Alexander Sykes MacGillivray,
of Cloncurry, merchant, the Executors named in
the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of July, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for Executors,
Brisbane.
1370 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Adamson, late of South
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, black-
smith, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Joseph Adamson, deceased,
may be granted to Mary Adamson, of South Bris-
bane aforesaid, widow, the Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this fourteenth day of July,
A.D. 1888.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
1375
Edward  street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Mary Adamson.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Richard Henry James, late of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland , miner,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, thataf er the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Admin-
istration of all  and singular  the goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Richard
Henry James, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Richard E. James, of Gympie, in the
said colony, miner, father of the said deceased.
Dated at Gympie this sixth day of July, A.D.
1888.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gyme,
Proctor for the said Richard V E. James.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
1365 6s.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Wilhelm Thiele, late of Eagle Farm,
near Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Wilhelm Thiele, deceased, may
be granted to Heariette Thiele, of Eagle Farm
aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased, and the
sole  Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this eleventh day of July, 1888.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
1374
Proctor for the Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of William Hampshire Thompson, of
Eight-mile Plains, near Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  selector ,  deceased ,  intestate.NV OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra..
tion of all the lands of the abovenamed William
Hampshire Thompson,  deceased , who died intestate,
may be granted to Aaron Thompson, of Eight-mile
Plains, farmer ,  son of the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of July, A.D. 1888.
JAMES G. DRAKE,
Proctor for the said Aaron Thompson,
1378
Victoria Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Isabella Griffin, late of Samson
Vale, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.N'1OTICE is hereby given, that, after the ex-  piration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration, with the Will annexed, of the abovenamed
Isabella Griffin, deceased, may be granted to
William Charles Joyner, of Samson Vale, in the
Colony of Queensland, grazier, son of the said
deceased (the Executor named in the said Will
having pre-deceased the Testatrix).
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
1388
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executor.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Samuel Henry Munce, late of
Glebe Point, near Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, bank manager, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of the Real Estate, in the Colony of Queens-
land, of the abovenamed Samuel Henry Munce,
deceased,  intestate , may be granted to John Henry
Flower, of Brisbane, in the said Colony of Queens-
land, solicitor, the duly-appointed Attorney of
Sarah  Maria  Wilhelmina Munce, of Glebe Point,
near  Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
the widow and next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of July, 1888.
GRAHAM LLOYD KART,
Proctor for the said John Henry Flower,
1399
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Janet Melville,  late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  spinster, de-
ceased.
OTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Janet Melvi ll e,  late of Mary-
borough ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  spinster,
deceased ,  may be granted to  William  Walker, of
Maryborough aforesaid ,  bank manager, one of the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Wi ll ,
reserving leave for Andrew Heron Wilson ,  lately
of Maryborough aforesaid ,  saw-mi ll  proprietor, the
remaining Executor and Trustee named in the said
W il l, who is at present out of the jurisdiction of
the said Honourable Court ,  to come in and prove
at any time hereafter.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1357
Wharf  street ,  Maryborough,
Proctors for the said William Walker.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
WILLIAM BELL,  Registrar of Joint Stock
I I Companies of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that The Queensland Brick and
Tile Company, Limited, duly incorporated on the
ninth day of December, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty- seven , under the laws of the United
Kingdom ,  has this day been registered in the
Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies
of the Colony of Queensland,  in accordance with
the provisions of  " The British Companies Act of
1886."
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this twelfth day of July, 1888.
1390
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
5s.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION OF THE
GOOD HOPE GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
WILLIAM BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock
T , Companies of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that The Good Hope Gold- Mining
Company, Limited, duly incorporated on the eigh-
teenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, under the laws of the Colony of New
South Wales, has this day been registered in the
Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock  Companies
of the Colony of Queensland,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "7%e British Companies Act of
1886." No. 133, Book 5.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this tenth day of July, 1888.
1368
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
In the  Estates of Curwin Choice Dickinson ,  late of
Waterford, Thornborough ; and Lee Dee, late
of Georgetown.PURSUANT to " The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of either of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Fourteenth day of September next, or, in default,
they will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 14th July, 1888.
1377
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator  of Intestate Estates.
5s.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
The Australian Company, Limited v. Robert
North Bell.
The Queensland National Bank, Limited v. Same.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
(1AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiffs in the above actions, and that all
Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of, in,
and to all that piece or parcel of land, containing
by admeasurement 10 acres, be the same more or
less, situated in the county of Elphinstone and
parish of Coonambelah, suburban allotment 5 of
section 3, commencing on a road at the north-west
corner of allotment 4, and bounded thence on the
west by that road bearing north ten chains, on the
north by a line bearing east ten chains, on the east
by allotment 6 bearing south ten chains, and on
the south by allotments 3 and 4 bearing west ten
chains, being the land proclaimed as suburban lot
158, on 15th March, 1879, Kennedy Railway
Reserve, and described in Deed of Grant No. 39837,
volume 360, folio 97, in the name of Robert North
Bell, will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland,
b Public Auction, at J. W. Cran's Queen's Hotel,
Townsville, on TUESDAY, the Twenty-eighth day
of August next, at Twelve o'clock & on, unless
this Execution is previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
1397 10s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The No. 1 West Hit or Miss
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting oftheMembers of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened and held at the Brisbane Exchange on
the twenty-ninth day of June, the following Extra-
ordinary Resolution was duly passed:-
That it has been proved to the satisfaction of
this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of its liabilities, continue its
business, and that  it is  advisable to wind-
up the same, and, accordingly, that the
same be wound-up voluntarily."
And at the  same  meeting, T. F. Groom, Esquire,
of Brisbane,  commission  agent, was appointed
Liquidator for the purpose of such winding-up, at
a remuneration  of £25, exclusive of all costs.
Dated this tenth day of July, 1888.
GILBERT T. C. LANG,
Chairman.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Liquidator,
George  street, Brisbane.
1371 6s. 6d.
ESOLUTIONS passed at an Extraordinary
General Meeting of the Shareholders of
Macpherson  and Company, Limited, held at the
Company's Office, on Thursday, the twenty-ninth
day of Vlarch, 1888, and confirmed at an Extra-
ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held at
the Company's Office on Tuesday, the first day of
May, 1888:-
Resolutions.
" That the Company be dissolved, under the
provisions  of section 123 of the Company's
Articles of Association, and  `The Companies
Act  of 1863,'  and a  Liquidator be appointed
for the purpose of such dissolution and
the winding -up of the Company and its
affairs,  and the fixing the remuneration of
such  Liquidator."
" That Mr. John Macpherson be appointed
Liquidator,  at a remuneration  of 1; per
cent .  commission on all  assets  realised,
including  all  realisation since  the 31st
March ultimo."
ROBERT PHILP,
Chairman.
GEORGE S. G. HooMAN,
Secretary.
1395 6s. 6d.
THE NEW BLOCK AND PILLAR GOLD-
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
A
T an Extraordinary  General Meeting of the
Members of  the abovenamed  Company, duly
convened and held at the Office of  the Company,
Denham street, Rockhampton, on the twelfth day
of June ultimo,  the following Extraordinary
Resolution was duly passed
That it has been proved  to the satisfaction of
the Company  that the Company .  cannot,,
by reason  of its liabilities ,  continue its
business ,  and that it  is advisable to wind-
up the same,  and accordingly  that the
Company be wound- up voluntarily."
And at the  same meeting  Alfred  Septimus
Tompson, of Rockhampton , accountant ,  was ap-
pointed Liquidator for the  purpose of such winding-
up.
Dated this fourth day of July, 1888.
JAMES WILLIAMSON,
Chairman.
Witness-
C. S. JONES,
Solicitor ,  Rockhampton,
Whose  address for service is-
WILLIAN  JOHN BROWN,
Solicitor,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
1355 7s. 6d.
MERRIE MONARCH GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.
A GENERAL  Meeting of Shareholders in theabove Company will be held  at the Office of
the Company,  Mosman street, Charters Towers, on
WEDNESDAY, the 15th August next , at Four
p.m.
Business.
To receive  Final Statement of Accounts and
transact  any other  business  that may be brought
forward.
THOS. BUCKLAND,
Liquidator.
Charters Towers, 3rd July, 1888.
1359 5s.
TAROOM DIVISIONAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given of the intention of the
abovementioned Board to apply to the
Government for a Loan of Three Hundred Pounds
(£3C0) for the purpose of Erecting a Divisional
Board's Office and Hall in Taroom,  Plans ,  Specifi-
cations, and Estimate of which Work is open for
inspection at the Office of the Board.
S. E. POINTON,
Clerk.
Taroom, 15th June, 1888.
1364 4s.
HINCHINBROOK MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OWNERS of Stock in the above  District are
notified that an Assessment has been levied
as under :-
Upon every 20 Head of Cattle  and Horses  is.
Upon every 100 Head of Sheep ... 1s.
Upon every Square Mile of Unoccupied
Country, under lease from the  Crown ... 1s.
BRYAN LYNN,
Secretary.
Ingham, 6th July, 1888.
1380 4s.N1 TOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Partnership.L hitherto  existing  between the  undersigned,
Henry Robinson and Thomas  Haig ,  as rail way
contractors, under the  style or firm  of "Robinson
and Haig ,"  has been Dissolved  by mutual consent.
Dated the twenty-first day  of June, 1888.
HENRY ROBINSON.
THOS. HAIG.
Witness-
S. H. BLEECHMORE,
Solicitor, Adelaide.
1361 4s.
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PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
T
HE Partnership hitherto  existing  between the
undersigned , as butchers, at Dowling street,
Thargomindah, under the style of " Francis and
Anderson," has this day been Dissolved by mutual
consent . The business will in future be carried
on by Mr. Ocean Anderson, under the style of
" O. Anderson and Co.," who will receive all the
assets and discharge all the liabilities of the late
partnership firm.
Dated at Thargomindah this first day of July,
A.D. 1888.
RICHARD FRANK FRANCIS.
OCEAN ANDERSON.
Witness-
HENBY Bossm c ,
Commission Agent,
Thargomindah.
1351 5s.
of capital paid up to date in such Company, have
been deposited with the said Minister for Mines
and Works, and in the Offices of the Town Clerks
of the Municipalities of Brisbane and South Bris-
bane, and the Office of the Booroodabin Divisional
Board, respectively, and are at all reasonable times
open to the inspection of every ratepayer interested
therein.
HART ANli FLOWER,
Solicitors for the said Company.
Queen street,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1888.
1318 8s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of  Tenements  on the  following
streets  :-South  Brisbane  :  Bank  street, from
Jane street to Upper Melbourne  street ;
Cordelia street, from end  of main to  Melbourne
street ; Jane street, from  Boggo  road to Merton
road ; Thomas street, from Jane street to
Corbert street. Valley : Heal street, from
James  street to end of street ; Lloyd street,
from Terrace street to end of street ; Lime
street, from Terrace street to end of street ;
Symes street, from T,eichhardt street to end of
street ; Somerset street, from Symes street six
chains towards end of street; Evelyn street,
from Ann street to the river. Toowong :
Emma street, from end of main five chains
over creek ; Norwood street, from Anerlev
street to Sylvan road. Milton : Little Cribb
street, from  Cribb street to end of street.
Ithaca : 'Victoria Parade, from Hastings road
twenty-four chains towards end of street ; and
the private streets, courts, lanes, and alleys
opening theretoTHE Main Pipe in the said streets  being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are  hereby required to pay the  rates and
charges for the supply  of water as  directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
1255 10s.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.NOTICE is hereby given, in accordance with
clause 219  of  "The Local Government
Act of  1878," that the Municipal Council of Mary-
borough, having affirmed the desirability of
Borrowing from the Consolidated Revenue of
Queensland the Sum of Seven Thousand Pounds
(£7,000), for the purpose of certain works for the
improvement of certain streets within the Munici-
pality,  as per  specifications and estimates, which
may be inspected at the Office of the Municipality,
the Council will, in one month from the date of the
last publication of this  notice,  prcceed according to
the provisions of the Act to give effect to the said
Resolution.
Ratepayers are further notified that in accordance
with clause  220 of  " The Local Government Act of
1878,"-" Within one month of the last publication
of this notice, any twenty ratepayers may, by
writing under their hands, delivered to the Chair-
man or Clerk of the Municipality, demand that the
question, whether or not such loan shall be incurred,
be submitted to the election of the ratepayers."
By Order,
W. B. JONES,
Town Clerk.
Maryborough, 3rd July, 1888.
14,1)2 8s.
MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Municipal
Council of Gympie proposes to Borrow
from the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland
the Sum of Five Thousand Pounds (I5,000),
for the purpose of Building a Town Hall for the
Municipality, under class four of section seven of
The Local Works Loans Act of  1880."
Plans and  Specifications  of the proposed Town
Hall  are open  to the inspection of ratepayers at
the Council Chambers, Gympie, in accordance with
section 218 of  "The Local Government a et  of 187e."
WILLIAM FERGUSON,
Council Chambers,
Gympie, 9th July, 1888.
1385
Mayor.
5s.
THE METROPOLITAN TRAMWAY AND
INVESTMENT COMPANY, LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby given, that application hasbeen made by the above Company to the
Minister  for Mines and Works, under the provisions
of  "The Tramways Act,  1882," for an Order in
Council to construct, within the limits of the
Municipalities  of Brisbane and South Brisoane, and
the Division of Booroodabin, respectively, Exten-
sions of and  Duplications in connection with the
existing  Tramways, nd that certified copies of the
Plans, Sections , Specifications, Book of Reference,
and Estimate  of the Cost of such Extensions and
Duplications,  and also  certified copies of the
Memorandum  and Articles of Association of theCompany, with the names  and residences of every
shareholder therein, and the number of shares held
by them, respectively,  and a statement  of the amount
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATION S.
\J OW published ,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory ,  F.R.G.S ., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony , 9d.;  to England and the Australian
Colonies,  is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOS 11) POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS.
LA N I).
APA M PHLET  bearing on the above ,  compiled
ley the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stork .  now published ,  and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane ,  or through
BooksdUers. Price, 4s. in cloth  ;  postage 8d. within,
and  Is. -Id. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popula r  description ,  with Illustrations ,  of these
Plants ,  together with references to the Works in
which  they  are scientifically described ,  and also
much i s:  formation as to their several properties and
effects Ripon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsisof the  Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
731
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
()N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-
Divisiomal Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s. 6d. ; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PaINTxx acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-1888. £ s. d.
July 7.- H. Bossence ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
1, 7.-J. Macrae ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
7.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... ... 0 1 0
9.-G. Wayne ... ... 0 5 0
9.-R. R. and S. Jones ... ... ... 0 7 6
.9.-J. Kocho  ... ... ... ...  0 8 0
9.- Clerk of Petty  Sessions ,  Cooktown 0 14 0
9.-E. D. Hodgson  ... ... ...  2 0 0
9.-G. H. Royce ... ... ... 0 10 0
9.-Australian Joint Stock Bank ... 4 0 0
9.-Morton and Powers  ... ...  0 8 0
9.-J. A. Simpson  ... ... ...  0 5 0
9.-S. Allen and Son  ... ... ...  0 10 0
9.-T. Buckland ... ... ... 0 5 0
9.-T. B. Feltham 0 2 0
9.-G. Alchin  ... ... ... ...  0 8 0
9.--Wigley and Bleechmore  ... ...  0 10 0
10.-M. Palmer  .. ... ...  0 2 0
10.-Taroom Divisional Board ... ... 0 2 8
12.-Tingalpa Divisional Board ... ... 0 14 0
12.-E. S . Wigg  and Son .. ... 0 1 1
12.-Bowen Municipal Council ... ...  2 0 0
12.-W. Hopkins  ... ... ... 0 10 l
12.-A. J.  Swann  ... ... ... 0 4 10
12.-C. A . M. Morris  ... ... ... 0 0 9
12. -A. Morris  ... ... ... ... 0 4 6
12.-Hinchinbrook Marsupial Board ... 0 4 0
13.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
mpannbinga.
f 4-r  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of  Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost
of its insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah.
One bay  gelding ,  near  hind foot white, like LD (hori-
zontally-  conjoined )  near shoulder ,  undecipherable
brand near  thigh,  2 off rump ,  like faint diamond
off thigh ,  collar and saddle marked.
If not released  on or before the 7th August,  1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER,  Poundkeeper.
1363 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from enclosed lands, Mount
Enniskillen, on the 4th July, 1888, by order of
J. F. Allan, Esquire. Driving and trespass, 7s. 1d.
One bay gelding, star, collar-marked off neck, P1S
(registered brand) near shoulder, TOM (registered
brand) off shoulder, 4C-M (registered brand) near
thigh.
One bay gelding, star, off fore foot slightly bumbled,
OTZ (registered brand) near shoulder, UWb(registered brand) near thigh, G C"  (registered
brand) off thigh.
If not released on or before the 6th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1362
MARGARET PALMER,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
I MPOUNDED at Springsure ,  from enclosed lands,Marmadilla ,  on the 30th June ,  1888, by order of
Mr. B. C. Forrest .  Damages, 2s.  6d.; driving ,  2s. 6d.
per head.
One brindle and white bullock ,  cock horns, 8YH
(registered brand )  over like  U1U or  U7U (registered
brand )  off rump.
One red  and white cow, bald face, L1'7 (registered
brand) and blotch over 3 off ribs, halfpenny out
top and bottom off ear, hoop horns.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One strawberry cow, LT7 (registered brand) off ribs,
halfpenny out top and bottom off ear, hoop horns ;
roan  bull calf at foot, unbranded.
One white cow, red ears, hoop horns, piece out top off
ear, 2 AG (registered brand) off rump.
One roan bullock, snaily horns, illegible brand like YS
and another brand, strip off top side both ears.
One red cow, hoop horns, piece out  point near ear,
BMM (registered  brand)  over 3 near ribs.
If not  released on  or before the 27th July , 1888, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN, Poundkeeper.
1360 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Fairy Meadow, on
the 5th July, 1888, by order of Robt. Mackie,
Esquire.
One roan cow, like 7VC (registered brand) over 1 near
rump, ear-mark like letter V near ear.
One white bullock,  J><5 (registered brand) off rump.
One roan and white bullock, VY9 (registered brand)
near rump, both ears marked.
One white bullock, VY9 (registered brand) near
rump, both ears marked.
One white bullock, U4M (registered brand) off ribs,
No. 2 off cheek, both ears marked.
One black gelding, WY near ribs.
One bay gelding, 7B© (registered brand) over 9 near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, HO over W near ribs.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH KOCHU, Poundkeeper.
1356 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba.
One chestnut horse, like RIl near shoulder.
One dark-brown horse, F7 and blotch off shoulder.
One bay mare, like 324 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
One bay horse, DYR off shoulder.
One black horse, YY2 near shoulder.
One brown horse, D7Z near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN DALGLEISH, Poundkeeper.
1367 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Woomblebank, on
the 4th July, 1888, by order of A. Davidson, Esquire.
Driving, 11s 4d.
One brown or bay gelding,  near hind  foot white, grey
hairs in forehead,  snip on nose , like 3RH (regis-
tered brand) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE, Poundkeeper.
1350 is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah.
One bay gelding, bald face, off fore foot white, little
white off hind foot, L)(1 (registered brand) off
shoulder, 29 near neck , green -hide strap round
neck.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
1352 is.
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba, from the Drayton
Commonage ,  on the 10th July ,  1888, by order of
Mr. F. Drew .  Damages ,  2s. ; driving, six miles.
One black mare , li ke 9BN  (re gistered brand) near
shoulder ,  star and snip.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1396 Is.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane , 14th  July, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alexander Chant and Arthur Thomas Henry Pate-
man, both of Young, New South Wales, for an
invention for "Improvements in Machines for
Excavating and Removing Earth."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Alexander Chant and Arthur
Thomas Henry Pateman, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKNEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Marie
Charles Alfred Ruffin, of Avenue d'Antin, Paris,
France, for an invention for "A Process and
Apparatus for Purifying Crude Spirit and Regenera-
ting the Purifying Agent."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven.
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Marie Charles Alfred Ruffin, in accordance with the
provisions of  " Tlhe Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Brown, of 42, Burnett street, Redfern, near
Sydney, Thomas Hodges Jones, of Russell  street,
Burwood, near Sydney, and Joseph Carter Oakman,
of 17, O'Connell street, Sydney, for  an invention
described as " An. Improved Combined Railway
Buffer and Automatic Coupling."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants  are not  entitled to a Patent  for such
invention ,  it is  my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for  the said invention to the said
John Brown, Thomas Hodges Jones, and Joseph
Carter Oakman ,  in accordance  with the  provisions
of  " Tice Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Henry Ford, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, Queens-
land ,  for an invention described as " Improvements
in Two-wheeled Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  within.
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Henry Ford, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLA1NEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
93
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received fromRobert Bufiurd, of Bell street, Allandale, nd John
Thomas Walker, of Dana street, Ballarat, both in
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Attachment to Oil Cans or Feeders."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Robert Bufford and John Thomas Walker,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.
1 vT
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Benjamin  Harvey Bennetts, of The One-mile Creek,
Gympie, Queensland, for an invention for " The
High-pressure Water Jet Ventilator for Ventilating
Mine Workings."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my  intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Benjamin Harvey Bennetts, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.
1OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
17 an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from Henry
Gartside Tipping, of The Royal St. George Yacht
Club, Kingstown, Ireland, for an invention de-
scribed as " Improvements in Endless Plateways for
Wheeled Vehicles,  Instruments , and Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the  said  invention to
the said Henry Gartside Tipping, in accordance with
the provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
James Martin, of 101, York street, Sydney, New
South Wales, for an invention described as " An
Improved Wheeled Scraper or Excavator."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said James Martin, in accordance  with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1888.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Arthur
Favier ,  of 15. Rue de Richelieu, Paris ,  France, for
an invention for " Improvements in the Manufac-
ture of Explosives and in Cartridges formed of or
containing such Explosives."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Arthur Favier ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Loftus
Perkins, of 6, Seaford street, Grays Inn Road,
Middlesex, England, foran invention for" Improve-
ments in Refrigerating and Freezing Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Loftus Perkins, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
-y -
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
James Sharon McCoy, of 395, Jefferson Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York, United States of America, for
an invention described as " Pneumatic Apparatus
for Working Percussive Tools applicable  also as a
Motor Engine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Sharon McCoy, in accordance with
the provisions of " `  The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Wal-
demar Jenisch and Herman Lohnert, both of
Bromberg, Germany, for an invention described as
" Improvements in Mills for Crushing, Pulverizing,
Grinding, or Reducing."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Waldemar Jenisch and Herman Lohnert,  in accor-
dance with the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
785
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have  acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and th  come etc
Specification annexed thereto, received from  Henry
Christian Lobnitz , of The  Ship Dock ,  Ren frew,
Renfrewshire , North  Britain, for an invention
described as " Improvements in Breaking -up, Ex-
cavating ,  or Removing Rocks ,  Boulders ,  Stones, or
Earth ,  under Water ,  or on Dry Land, and in
Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Henry Christian Lobnitz ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade  Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane,  12th July, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given , that I have accepted
1\ an application for a Patent, and the completeSpecification nnexed thereto, received from
Walter Whitfield Bostwick, of London, for an
invention for " Improvements in Folding or
Collapsible Gates, Shutters, or Window Guards and
the like."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved  to my satisfaction that the
applicant  is not  -entitled  4e a Patent  for  -such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted  for the said  invention to the said
Walter Whitfield  Bostwick, in accordance with
the provisions of  "T&e  Patents , Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto,  received from
Arthur M. Williams and John Vickers, both of
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  for an invention  for " Double
Lock Jointing Boards."
Notice  is  hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from  the date of the first  appearance of
this  advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent  be granted for the said invention  to the said
Arthur M.  Williams and  John Vickers,  in accord-
ance  with the  provisions  of  "The  Patents , Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Peter Minehan ,  of Townsvi lle,  Queensland, for an
invention described as " A Mould for the Manufac-
ture of Concrete Pipes."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfac tion that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is  my  intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Peter
Minehan, in accordance with the provisions of "  The
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedAn application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
William Dunsmore Bohm, of  51, Avenue road,
Acton,  Middlesex ,  England ,  for an invention
described as " An Improved Process and Apparatus
for the Expulsion of Noxious Gasses from Liquidswhich may hold them in Mechanical Solution."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment-Gazette it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Wi lliam Dunsmore Bohm ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR A RNDM1J.NT.
In the Matter of  an Application of David Ferrier,
for Letters Patent for an In vention for " Iaw-
provements  in Earth Scoops."NOTICE is hereb given, that the abovemen-tioned David Ferrier ,  of Rosevale, Surat,
Queensland, has applied ,  under the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, avd Trade 1Kark. Act,
1884 ,"  for leave to amend the 'Specification of his
said  invention ,  alleg ing as his reason for so doing
"to give  definite ideas of my invention ,  as neither
the ongnal Specification nor Drawings were
sufficiently  clear and  full."
The Amendment proposed  is as follows ,  viz.:--
[$gf'erence  being  had to amended copy pf Speeifc-
cation lo4ed in Patent Ogce, B risbane. J
Page 1,--
Cancelling all in the Specification  after the
words  " following  statement"  to the end of
claim,  and inserting a fresh Specification in
lieu thereof.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose the
said  application  for amendment must leave par-
ticulars ,  in writing  (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one  calendar month
from  the date hereof.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of Marie Augustin
Despeissis ,  for Letters Patent for an Inven-
tion of "Improved Means for Increasing the
Draught  and Consuming  the Smoke from
Steam Boilers."
N OTICE is hereby given, that the abovemen.tioned Marie Augustin  Despeissis, of Edward
street ,  Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  has applied, under
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," for leave  to amend  the Specifi-
cation of his said Invention , alleging as his reason
for so doing-to remedy  the incompleteness in his
original Specification and claims.
The Amendments proposed  are as follows,  viz.:-[Reference being had to amended  copy of Specifica-
tion lodged in Patent Office, Brisbane.]
Page 9,-
Cancelling all the  words after  "  convenient
points  "  on line 13 to end of paragraph
on line 1,  page 10, and inserting in its
place  : " A series of  intervenin pill ars
of any shape ,  with  to s apart from the
steam  boiler ,  leaving l etween  them suffi-
cient flue  area  to carry off the products
of combustion."
Page 11,--
Claim 2, line 13-After the words  " drawn off,"
the following  is inserted  :  "By  means of
ejector worked by steam  or compressed
Pages  13 and 14,-
Claim 8 cancelled,  and the following  inserted :
"The introduction into any flue or flues
of the steam boiler,  at the most convenient
736
points,  of a series  of intervening pillars
of; any shape, with tops apart from the
steam boiler, leaving between them suffi-
cient flue  area  to carry off the products of
combustion, as I have herein stated."
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars, in writing (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar month from
the date hereof.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Holmes Samuel
Chipman, of 54, Margaret street, Sydney,
New South Wales, has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating and Heating Oils and
Candles ,  a Trade  Mark of which the following is
a representation.-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Lark ,  Son, and
Company, of Sydney ,  New South Wales,
have applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of "  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 24, in respect of  Cotton Piece
Goods of all  Kinds, and in Class 38, in respect of
Articles of Clothing ,  a Trade Mark  of which the
following is a representation :-
pyvMEBAAD
ai
<ONDON.
3YDN.t.
SNOWFLAKE.
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered , in compliance with such
application , or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is . shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FBENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1888.
No. 694.
No. 695.
ALL Officers Commanding Defence and Volunteer
Corps who forward Claims for Marksmeli's Prizes
and Badges must at the same time furnish a certi fi-
cate that every man for whom a prize or badge is
claimed has shot through his course in uniform and
under similar conditions to other competitprs, in
accordance w tb General Orders 435 and 436 ofT HE following appointments, promotions, resig1887.
nations, transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date, where not stated No. 696.
otherwise :- TEE following Army Order, by His Royal
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT. Highness the Field Marshal Commanding in Chief,is notified for the information of all  concerned:-
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION. ARMY ORDER 134.
THE MORETON REGIMENT. FIELD E$SECISF AND EVOLUTIONS OF INFANTRY.
Lieutenant C. W. Laverack is appointed to be The following formations and movements will be
Adjutant on probation. 4th July, 1888. omitted fron the " Field Exercise and Evolutions
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
of Infantry, 1884 "
GYMPIE MOUNTED INFANTRY. Field Exer-cise, 1884.
l ti n 204 ofTh i ti dR R ,er egu a oe es gna ons, un
No. 3, Sergeant J. Cockburn,
No. 16, Private P. King,
Seapage. tion.
No. 31, Private H. Croft, and
No. 39, Private W. McNamee, 29 26 Dressing man by man.
39 32 ht-about (or left-about) wheelRihave been accepted. 40 33 .gForming to the right-about (or left-about).
No. 24, Lance-Corporal E. B. Davidson, 44 44 Files forming to the right (or left) about.
No. 20, Private W. Lamont, 50 46 1. Fours wheeling to the right (or left) about.
No. 36, Private F. Birt, 2. Forming to the right (or left) about.
No. 57, Private It. Henderson, 69 4 Wheeling  from column into line  (from the
No. 63. Private H. Smith, and halt).No. 64, Private W. Leisbman, 75 7 Wheeling  from column into line  (on the
are dismissed for non-attendance at drill. Regula- 83 1 march). to the right (or left) aboutFormintion 204 to  be complied with. 84 16 .gCountermarching.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT. 131 8 Battalions in line relieving each other.
138 12 3 .  Column of double companies diminishingKENNEDY DIVISION. front.
BOWEN GARRISON ]BATTERY. 147 15 A  column countermarching.
'
152 23 A batta lion in line advancin in column ofCaptain R. H. Smith is granted four months
leave of absence  from the 6th August proximo. 159 24
g
double  companies.
A battalion  in line  retiring from one flank in
THE  ]KENNEDY REGIMENT.
James George West is appointed to be a Lieu-
rear of the other, or from both  flanks in
rear of the centre or of any named  com-pany.
tenant ,  provisionally. 22nd June, 1888. 161 ... Also last paragraph (prolonging the line).
94
198
FIELD  EXERCISE ,  AC;  COn 6Cd.
Field E:er-
aise, 1884.
see-Page. tion.
162 25  A battalion in line forming column of double 270 12
companies.
A brigade  retiring in columns  from one flank
of battalions  in rear  of the other, or from
168 26  Wheeling  from  column into line. both  flanks  of battalions  in rear  of their
169 27 A battalion in column forming line by com- centres.
panies in succession  to either flank.
... 13 A brigade advancing in double column from
170 28 A battalion in column of double  companies
forming line to the right or left.
the centre, or retiring in double column
from  both flanks in rear of  the centre.
179 30 A battalion in column of double  companies
deploying.
272 14 A brigade in double column, forming line
to the front, or to a flank.
182 31 Nos. 1 and 2. The alternative method,
" By Fours," described  on page  185, only
274 15 A brigade retiring in column from one flank
in rear of the other.
to be used. 279 17 A brigade in line changing position  by
186 32  Noe. 1, 2, and 3. The alternative method, columns of double  companies.
described on page 191, only to be used.  352 2 First paragraph, line  7, dele  " or column of
208 39 A battalion in column of double companies double companies."
forming  square. 358 dele  "or  column ofLast paragraph line  3
209
...
41 A battalion re-forming column of double
companies.
,,
double companies."
268 10 A brigade advancing or retiring, in line of I
quarter -column of double com ani t
Rear rank locking up when " marching past."
p es, a
deploying interval. Officers Commanding Corps are requested to see
269 11 A brigade in line advancing in columns of that the above corrections are made in Fielddouble companies from the centre of Exercise books without delay. The said alterationsbattalions.
will take effect from this date.
FIELD EXERCISE ,  &C.---continued.
Field E=er-
cise,18s4.
Page. u.
No. 697.
THE undermentioned Return, specifying the Issues of Rifles now in possession of Corps, is pub-
lished in order that Commanding Officers may compare same with the Corps' ledgers, and return to the
rightful owner any they may have in possession which are not shown in the said return as an issue to
their Corps from the Head-uarters' Store.
RETURN OF ARMS IN POSSESSION OF CORPS OF Q.D.F.
Corps. td 11AS Numbers.
" A " Battery, Q.A.
Brisbane  Engineers
Brisbane  Field Battery, Q.A.... ...
Brisbane  Garrison Battery ... ...
Townsville Garrison Battery ... ...
Cairns  ditto d tto ... ...
Bowen  ditto ditto ... ...
Cooktown ditto ditto ... ...
Moreton Mounted Infantry
The Moreton Regiment
71  1 to 60, 32, 3086 to 3095.
106 382-388, 390-450, 303, 358, 2609-2634, 372, 375,  356, 359,
10
61
62
48
46
45
361, 364, 366, 367, 368, 371.
321, 323, 298, 1181, 1183, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1191, 1193.
327, 451-510.
376, 541-580, 2023-2042,  2034.
2507-2546,3269-327i.
1198-1227, 511-526.
1121-1126, 1128, 1129, 1131, 1138, 1133-1136, 1140-1143,
1146, 1166, 1149-1153, 1155-1160, 1162-1164, 1168-1171,
1173, 1174, 1176-1180.
3 301, 306, 313.
468 1-294, 296, 297, 299, 300, 305, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314,
316, 319, 320, 322, 324, 326, 332, 335, 338, 2670-2679,
2854-2863, 2011-2022, 3419, 3420,  581-640,2227-2286.
641-700, 710, 351.
756, 759, 760, 2547-2587, 707, 708, 709, 711, 712, 717, 722,
724, 729, 733, 738, 739, 742, 745, 746, 751, 752.
" A " Company, Toowoomba ... ... ... 61
" B " Company, Dalby ... ... ... 61
" C " Company Warwick ... ..
" A" Company, Wide  Bay and Burnett
71 761-820, 1835-1845.
Regiment  ... ... ... ... 60
" C " Company, Wide Bay and Burnett
Regiment ... ... ... ...
" B " Company, Gympie ...
" D " Company, Howard ... ... ...
" E " Company, Bundaberg ... ... ...
"A" Company, Rockhampton ... ...
" F " Company, Kennedy Regiment... ...
"A" and" E" Companies, Kennedy Regiment
" B " Company, Kennedy Regiment... ...
" D " ditto ditto ditto ... ...
" C " ditto ditto ditto ...
" B " ditto Mount  Morgan ...
Brisbane Ambulance Corps ... ...
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Corps
Brisbane Volunteer Corps ...
941-1000.
60 1451-1510.
72 1061-1120, 3(,62-3073.
60 1511-1570.
58 3004-3061.
871-920.50
72 1001-1060, 2836-2847.
120 1571-1690.
58 2051-2108.
40 2161-2163, 2110-2115, 2117, 2120, 2121, 2122, 2165, 2166,
2124, 2127-2130, 2132-2138, 2118, 2154, 2141, 2143,
2144, 2145, 2148, 2149, 2151, 2153, 2155-2158.
58 2687-2726, 2727-2744.
60 295, 307, 318, 333, 334, 336, 337, 354, 355, 362, 369, 370,
373, 377-381,  527-530,1228-1233,1358,1360,2349,2358,
1
2364, 2389, 2391, 2397, 2402, 2403, 2411, 2415, 921-940.
93.
410 1846-1925, 1926-2005, 2884-2923, 2941-2990, 3185-3264,
3289-3348, 3349-3368.
169 1691-1810, 3135-3157, 3159-3184.
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Corps.
Queensland  Irish Volunteer Corps ...
Roma Rifle  Corps ...
Southport Rifle Corps ... ...Maryborough Ri fle Corps
Brisbane  Grammar School Cadets
Excelsior Rifle Club ... ...
St. Helena Rifle Club ... ...
Gympie Rifle Club ...
Maranoa Rifle  Club ... ...
Rockhampton Rifle  Club ...
Thargomindah  ditto . ... ...
Charters Towers Rifle  Club ... ...
Scottish Rifle  Club ... ...
Warwick Rifle Club ... ...
Herberton Rifle Club ... ...
Brisbane District Rifle Club ...
Port Douglas ditto ...
Townsville ditto
Watsonvi lle ditto
Phasnix ditto ... ...
Darling Downs ditto
Mount Albion ditto
Irvinebank ditto
Ravenswood ditto
Railway  and Public Works We Club
Ipewieh -Railway Rifle  Club ... ...
Mackay Rifle  Club ... ... ...
Mulgrave  ditto ... ... ...
Rosewood  ditto  ... ... ...
Marine Defence Force .., ...
Corps.
AiaAiR Numbers.
240 2287-2390,  821-836 ,  840-842 , 844-867,  869, 870, 1182, 1184,1185,1189,1190,1192,1194,1195,2380-2386j1234-1258,
1254- 1294, 3376-3414.
100 2167-2226, 701-706, 710, 713-716, 718-721, 723, 725, 726,
727,  728, 730, 731, 732, 734, 735, 736, 737, 740, 741,
743, 744, 747, 748, 749, 750, 753, 754, 755, 757, 758.
70  2227-2286, 2493-2502.
3 2387, 2390, 2409.
10 2389, 2388 ,  2392 , 2401, 2404, 2405, 2408, 2412, 2413, 2414.
23 354,  355, 2805-2824, 367.
20 339, 340, 341,  344, 343, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 352, 353,
363, 315, 317, 325,  328, 329, 330, 331.
56 1-30, 41-60, 1196, 2006-2010.
15 1-9,  2848-2853.
22 73-84, 2503-2506 ,  2681-2684,  2825-2826.
21 61-72, 2479-2487.
34 1811.1834,  2291 -2295,2046.2060.
9 2488-2492,  2883 ,  2924, 3129, 3130.
8 2605-2608 ,  2832-2835.
22 2588-2604 , 2827-2831.
13 377-381 2685, ,2686,  3081, 3083 , 3084, 3085, 3127, 3128.
10 2745-2754.
21 2864-2870,  2996-3003, 1197, 2043, 2044, 2045, 3080, 3082.
6 2935-2940.
2 2925, 2934.
12 8074-3079 , 3265-3267, 3415-3417.
28 3096-3114,  3131-3134.
12 3115-3126.
3 3268, 3446, 3447.
10 3369-3374,  3375,  2406,  2407, 2651.
80 8480-8489 ;  2894 -2896;  2398-2400 ,  3448-3451, 3277-3286.
12  3424-3429,3440-3445.
10 2636-2643 ,  2648,2664.
3 2429, 2430, 2431.
68 2755-2804,  2302 ,  2311, 2324, 2320,  2353, 2374, 2372, 2376.
RETURN OF ARMS IN  P OSSESSION  OF CORPS OF Q.D.F.
Moreton  Mounted Infantry ... ...
Gympie ditto ditto ... ...
Bundaberg  ditto ditto ... ...
Mackay ditto ditto ...
Charters Towers Mounted  Infantry ...
" A " Battery,  Queensland  Artillery
Brisbane  Field Battery
Ipswich Field  Battery
Brisbane Garrison Battery
Charters Towers Ri fle Club
Thargomindah ditto
Herberton ditto
Ravenswood ditto
Mackay ditto
Numbers.
126 32-36, 38-40, 42-53, 1-10, 37, 12-27, 61, 63-72, 74, 76-91,
93-97, 99, 100, 102-114,  28, 31, 54, 41, 60, 73.
48 118-121, 123-134, 136, 138-146, 227-248.
47 115, 197-226, 231-266.
46 151-196.
46 272-317.
1 116.
4 101, 122, 135, 137.
8 62, 72, 75, 92, 98, 149, 147, 148.
1 11.
2 29, 117.
1 30.
3 56, 57, 58.
2 249, 250.
3 269-271.
NOTE.- Numbers connected  by a hyphen  embrace intermediate numbers.
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TEE following  Results ofthb '  :xanaiions  held in May  and June, 1888, ror the appointment"
and promotion of Officers of the Defence Force and Volunteers ,  are published for information. The-names of those Officers w4o failed to pass are not published ,  but their index numbers will enable unsuc-
cessful candidates to trace their  marks:--
RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS  H ELD IN  MAY  AwD JuNS, 1888.
D
Rank and Names.
A
and
eei nal of Marks Gained.
B.
0.
Practical .  Written.
Decimal
on the
Whole.
Remarks.
1 Acting- Lieutenant Fairlie , J. A., Wide -5 ' Good ...  •6 '55 Passed for Lieutenant
Bay and Burnett Regiment
2 . ... ... -4 Good ...  •4 •4 Failed in aggregate
3 Acting-Lieutenant Wearin, J. T., Mary- 6 Good ...  .7 •65 Passed  for Lieutenant
borough Cadet Corps
4 Acting-Captain Byrnes, T. J., Queens- -5 Good  .7 '6 Passed for Lieutenant
land  Irish Volunteer Corps
5 Acting -Captain Drake ,  J. G., Moreton * '6 7 •65Passed for Captain
Regiment
6 Acting-Captain Ricardo, P .  R., Moreton * )Fair ... '7 6 •65 Passed for Captain
Mounted Infantry
7 Actin -Lieutenant Bailey More - *  FairA G t Passed for Lieutenant..., . ., ...ton Regiment
8 Acting -Lieutenant Gross, G., Brisbane  7 Good ... •8  ...
...
'75 Passed for Lieutenant
Grammar School Cadet Corps
9 ... ... '2 Fair ... -2 Failed in A and C
10 ... ... •2 Indif. ..  -8 '5 Failed in A, B, and C
11 Acting -Lieutenant Mar, R .,  Moreton * Fair ... ... ... Passed for Lieutenant
Regiment
12 Aoting -Lieutenant McMorland ,  A., •5 Fair ...  '5 •5 Passed for Lieutenant
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Corps
13 Acting -Lieutenant Owen ,  E. C., More -  t Fair ..  .5 •5 Passed for Lieutenant
ton ILVI flent
14 Acting -Lieutenant Byrne ,  J. H., Bris- * Fair ...  '5 •5 Passed for Lieutenant
bane Volunteer Rifle Corps
15 Acting -Lieutenant Cunningham ,  A., 5 Fair ...  .7 •6 Passed for Lieutenant
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Corps
+ Acting-Captain Mawe, F. W., Kennedy  t Fair ... t ... ... Passed for Captain
Regiment
+ Indif. ... ... ... Failed in B. Examina-
tion not completed.
*  Passed in July, 1887. t  Passed in November, 1887.  $  Practical Examination ,  only had not an index number.
No. 699.
A RETURN showing the effective strength of the various Corps comprisin the Queensland Defence
Force on the 30th June ultimo, is hereby published for the information of the Force generally.
MUSTER ROLL.
CORPS. PRESENT.
ABSENT.
With
Leave.
Without
Leave.
TOTAL.
STAFF.
Head-Quarters '  Staff  ... ...  2 2 •.. 4
Head -Quarters '  Staff ,  N.M.D. ... ... 1  - . -  ...  1
Commanding  F.A. ... ... ... ... 1 1
Adjutant F .A. ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Principal Medical Officer  1 ...  ...  1
Principal  Medical Officer,  N .D.... ... 1 ... 1
Sergeant Instructors-
Class  A, Southern  Mi li tary District 6
Class B, • • •
Class B, „
Veterinary Surgeon
Paymaster . , .
Storekeeper
Armourer Sergeant
Master  Tailor ...
Clerk
"A" flattery
Class  A, Northern District ... ... 1
Carried forward
PERMANENT FORCE.
60 10 I
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
70
GRAND
TOTAL
22
70
92
REMARKS.
9  Sergeant-Instructors-
are included in Com-
pany  Muster Rolls.
5 Sergeant-Instructors
are included in Com-
pany  Muster Rolls.
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CORPS.
Brought forward ...
MUSTER  ROLL --continued.
PRESENT.
with
Leave.
ARSINT.
TOTAL.
Without
Leave.
GRAND
TOTAL.
92
RE X8.
Brisbane  Field Battery ...
Ipswich „
Brisbane  Garrison  Battery
Bowen
Townsville
Cairns
Cooktown to
Moreton Mounted Infantry
Gynipie
Bundaberg
Mackay
Charters Towers „
Head-Quarters' Band ...
Brisbane Engineers ...
staff  ...
•-d m 11 A " Company
a
"B '
Brisbane.
Spy „D„ ,'
a «Es'
„m' Lm Ipswich ...
m o- Southport
Blackstone
DEFENCE FORCE.
38 8 24 70
26 7 15 48
19 10 25 , 54
22 6 16 44
13 30 17 60
8 20 3 31
101 17
35 6
20 8
29 9
40 1
2 120
24 65
8 36
2 40
8 49
23 2 3 28
77 7 26 110
3 2 ... 5
48 13 9 70
39 15 8 62
26 11 25 62
50 6 10 66
41 7 25 73
44 7 7 58
39- 4& - -  -4- 56
11 ., 8 19
Staff  ... ... ...  2 4 ... 6
a 0 '4 "  A " Company,  Maryboro' 23 21 7 51as  :g " B " Gympie ... 33 23 11 67
s pq  " C " „ Maryboro' 33 7 13 53
m @ S is D " „ Howard 28 15 10 53
I " E " „  Bundaberg  31 14 4 49
LBand ... ... 6 4 7 17
118 Field Artillery.
Did not muster.
189 Garrison Artillery.
310 Mounted Infantry.
28
110
471 Infantry.
296 Infantry.
(staff .. ... ... 2 ... ... 2
"A" Company, Chtrs. Twrs. 35 22 10 67
a a Townsville 13 9 38 6041 m  itC  Ravenswood  39 16 4 59211-1 " D Chtrs. Twrs. 42 19 ... 61
H pp "Ell  Chtrs. Twrs. 17 22 5 44
Q) " F " „ Chtrs.  Twre . 36 30 3 69
Band ... ... ... ... 10 6 ... 16 378 Infantry.
"A"  Company, Toowoomba 50 12 5 67
" B It „ Dalby ... ... ... 26 4 8 38ItC is „ Warwick ... 43 11 15 69
" A " „ Rockhampton ... ... 21 7 28 56
" B of „ Mount Morgan 46 5 10 61
291 Infantry.
Brisbane  Ambulance Corps  ... ...  30 2 1 33
Total ... ...
Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps--
" A " Company. ... .. .
"B " Company ... ...
Roma  Volunteer Rifle Corps ...
Gladstone Volunteer Rifle Corps
Queensland  Scottish Corps-
Staff .
"A" Comfy
"B,. .94099
"DIDCC E 910
«F„
...
33
2,316
Disbanded
223
Band  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... No return  received.
Queenelan& Irish Volunteer  Corps- 3940
"A„ Company .. ..B It
C"
Band  ... ... ... ...
95
VOLUNTEER CORPS.
40 19 13 72
28 27 23 78
36 28 9 73
22 14 35 71
9 10 37 56
24 17 25 66
29 3 30 62
19 20 24 . 63
22 ... ... 22
1 ... ... 1
37 34 25 96
26 28 23 77
28 35 35 98
1 16 ... 17
289
Carried  fowwat+d .. ... 8,168
742
CORPS.
Brought  forward'...
MU STER  ROLL- continued.
Aa sliT.
raassNT.
With
Leave.
Without
Leave.
TOTAL. GRAND axusRIS.TOTAL.
... 3,168
CADET CORPS.
Brisbane Grammar School  ... ...  51 7 ... 58
Central State School,  Maryborough  ... ...
Gymple  . ... ... ... ... ...  12 2 20 34
Charters Towers  ... ... ... ...  33 28 7 68
Roma  ... ... ... ...  54 6 ... 60
Woo ll oongabba  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
58
...  Did not muster.
Did not muster.
162
Total  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3,388
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYST ER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority  :  JA7[is C. Bsu, Government Printer,  Wi lliam street,  Brisbane.
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SHIRE OF ITHACA.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1888.
fl IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-laws made by the
Council of the Shire of Ithaca.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATING  THE PROCEEDINGS  OF THE COUNCIL
AND PRESERVING  ORDER AT COUNCIL MEETINGS.
Whereas, by the provisions of  "The Local
Government Act of  1878," l-art XIV., Councils of
Municipalities are authorised to make By-laws for
regulating the proceedings of the Council and
preserving order at the Council meetings :
It has been resolved by the Ithaca Council that
the following shall be the general rules regulating
the meetings and proceedings of the Council, in
addition to those already stated in the said Act: -
-Council to sit with open doors.
1. The business of the Council shall be conducted
on all ordinary occasions with open doors.
Commencement  of business and adjournment.
2. The Council shall commence business as soon
after the time stated in the summons as there is a
sufficient number of members in attendance to
constitute a quorum ; but if at any meetini! the
number of Councillors authorised by  " The Loral
Government Act  of 1878" to exercise the powers
vested in the Council be not present, the Council-
lors present, or the majority of Councillors present,
or any Councillor if only one be present, or the
Shire clerk if no Councillor be present, may adjourn
such meeting to any such time not further distant
than seven days from the date of such meeting.
Election of chairman -absence of President.
3. If at any meeting of the Council the President
be absent, the Councillors present shall, at the
expiration of fifteen minutes after the time appointed
for holding such meeting, proceed to elect from
among themselves a chairman for such meeting.
When a quorum not present.
4. At all meetings of the Council when there is
not a quorum of the members present, in accord-
ance with clause 136 of  " The Local Government
Act of  1878," or when the Council is counted out,
such circumstance, together with the names of the
members then present, shall be recorded in the
minute book.
Attendance book.
5. The Councillors attending each meeting of the
Council shall sign their names in a book to be kept
for that purpose, from which a list shall be prepared
of the number of times each member has attended,
and the same Shall be published at the end of each
Municipal year.
Confirmation of minutes.
6. The minutes of any preceding meeting not
previously confirmed shall, except in case of
" special orders " provided for in clause 138 of
The Local Government Act of  1878," be read, as
the first business at all meetings of the Council, in
order to their confirmation; and no discussion shall
be permitted thereupon, except as to their accuracy
as a record of the proceedings.
Order of business.
7. At all meetings of the Council (uulesi otherwise
provided for by law), the following shall be the
order of business :-
Reading of correspondence, the presentation of
petitions by members of the Council, consideration
of tenders, the reception of committee reports,
business arising out of the minutes of the previous
meetin„ consideration of correspondence and memo-
rials, consideration of committee reports, miscel-
laneous business, consideration of notices of motion,
reception of notices of motion for next meeting.
Petitions.
8. On the presentation of a petition no action
shall take place thereon, and the only questions
that shall be entertained on the occasion of its
presentation shall be that the petition be received,
and, if necessary, that it be referred to a committee.
Presentation of petitions.
9. Every petition or memorial must be presented
by one of the Councillors, who shall be responsible
that it is couched in respectful language, and as far
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as possible make himself acquainted with the subject
thereof before presenting the same ; and the nature
and prayer of every such petition or memorial shall
be stated to the Council by the Councillor presenting
the same.
Presentation of reports.
10. No report of a committtee shall be considered
or adopted on its presentation, but shall be laid on
the Council table for at least one week prior to being
considered by the Council, but the reports of the
finance committee may, if deemed necessary by the
Council, be adopted or amended, or otherwise acted
upon at once  by the Council.
Consideration of reports.
11. If, in a report of a committee, there are
distinct recommendations, the sense of the Council
may be taken separately on each, and such report
may be amended, or amended by the Council in
any manner  they may think fit, or such report may
be referred back to the committee for further con-
sideration.
Notice paper.
12. The  orders of  the day shall include all
matters arising  out of the proceedings of former
meetings  of the Council, and any business which
the President may think  necessary  to bring under
consideration.
Notice of  motion - absence  of mover.
13. In  the absence  of any member who has
placed a notice  of motion on the paper, such notice
shall be  deferred till the next regular meeting of the
Council, or  any other member may take up and
move the same ; if not  so moved, the notice shall
lapse and  be struck off the paper accordingly.
Withdrawal of notice.
14. No  motion , after being placed on the orders
of the day, shall be withdrawn without the per-
mission  of the Council.
Business  for special  meeting.
15. The  business  paper for each  special meeting
shall contain  only such matters as shall have been
specially ordered by the President to be considered.
Notice of  business to be given.
16. Except  as herein  provided, no business shall
be entered  upon unless  notice shall have been given
at a previous  meeting of the Council, and no
business  shall, except  as herein  provided, be
brought before the Council  unless  notice of such
business shall have  been given to each of the
Councillors  by summons  in the usual way.
How meetings to be convened.
17. The President may call a meeting of the
Council  as often as  he shall think proper, by notice
in writing  delivered at or sent by post to the usual
place of business  or abode of each Councillor, two
clear  days at least previous to such meeting; and if
the President shall refuse or delay to  call a  meeting
after receiving  a requisition for that purpose,  signed
by at least two Councillors, they may call a meeting
of the Council by giving like notice as aforesaid,
signed  by themselves, stating therein the business
proposed to be transacted.
OBD$$ of DEBATE.
Moticns to be seconded.
18. No motion shall be debated unless and until
it be seconded.
Amendment may be moved.
19. When a motion in Council shall have been
made and seconded any Councillor shall be atliberty o move an amendment thereon, butno such
amendment shall be debated unless and until it be
seconded.
Motions and amendments to be in writing.
20. No motion or amendment shall be debated
until it shall have been reduced into writing.
Only one amendment at a time.
21. No second or subsequent amendment shall
be taken  into consideration until the previous
amendment shall have been disposed of.
Further amendment  may be moved on amended
questions.
22. If an amendment be carried, the question as
amended thereby shall become itself the question
before the Council, whereupon any further amend-
ment upon such question may be moved.
How subsequent  amendments  may be moved.
23. If any amendment, either upon an original
question or upon any question amended as arore-
said , shall be negatived, then a further amendment
may be moved to the question to which such first
mentioned amendment was moved, and so on. Pro-
vided that not more than one question and one
proposed amendment thereof' shall be before the
Council at any one time.
Motion for  adjournment.
24. No discussion shall be permitted on any
motion for adjournment of the Council ; and if
upon the question being put on any such motion
the same be negatived, the subject then under con-
sideration or next on the business paper shall be
discussed ; and it shall not be competent for any
member to again move a motion for adjournment
until half an hour shall have elapsed from the
period of moving the one that has been negatived.
On resuming any discussion which has been ad-
journed, the mover of such adjournment shall he
entitled, if he has not ealready spoken on the sub-
ject under consideration, to speak first.
Duties of President  as to  correspondence.
25. The President shall have the same duty in
reference to letters addressed to the Council, before
directing the same to be read, as by clause 10 of
this By-law is imposed upon Councillors present-
ing petitions. The President shall direct as to the
order in which all correspondence shall be read ;
and no letter addressed to the Council shall be pre-
sented or read by any Councillor. If the Presi-
dent be absent, and shall not have examined such
letters addressed to the Council, or given any
directions as aforesaid, the duties imposed by this
clause  shall devolve upon the presiding Councillor.
How petitions and letters to the Council  are to be
dealt with.
26. No motion shall, unless as herein provided,
be permissible on the presentation of a petition or
first  reading of a letter, except that the same be
received and referred to one of the permanent
committees hereinafter mentioned, or that it be
received and that its consideration stand an order
of the day for some future meeting.
Letters  sent not to  be discussed, but every letter may
be subject of motion.
27. No discussion shall be permitted in reference
to any letters which shall have  been  sent by the
President or Shire clerk, and copies of which may
have been read to such Council. Provided, however,
that any notice of motion consistent with good order
may be entertained with reference to any such
letters whether read or not, or with reference to
any letters addressed to the Council which the
President or presiding Councillor may not have
ordered to be read as  aforesaid.
Shire clerk  to conduct  correspondence.
28. The Shire clerk, under the direction of the
President, shall conduct  all correspondence on
behalf of the Council, and all papers and documents
shall pass through the Shire clerk' s hands.
Shire clerk  to have  charqe of  common seal and
records.
29. The Shire clerk shall have charge of the
common  seal and  all charters, deeds, plans, books,
and records of the Council or relating to the property
thereof, and the  same sha ll be kept in such place as
the Council shall direct.
Limitations  as to questions and statements.
30. No question or statement as to any matter
under the jurisdiction or within the official cog-
nizance of  the Council requiring attention by the
Council, or any of its committees or officers, shall
be allowed to be put or made  which is inconsistent
with good order.
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Notice to be given.
31. Sufficient notice of every question shall be
given to the President or the presiding Councillor
expected to reply thereto, to allow for the considera-
tion of such reply, and if necessary to refer to other
persons or  to documents.
Questions to be  put without argument.
32. Every  such  question shall be  put categori-
cally and without  any argument.
Rights' and objections  and subsequent motion
received.
33. No discussion shall be permitted  as to any
reply, or refusal to reply thereto,  or as  to any such
statement  at the time when such question is put,
or such  reply  or refusal  to reply  is given ,  or such
statement is made . Provided, however, that nothing
herein contained shall prevent the taking of any
objection as to any such  question  or statement
being out of order, or shall prevent the discussion
after due notice as hereinafter provided of any
matters properly  arising  out of or relating to any
such  question, or reply or  refusal  to reply, or to
any such  statement as aforesaid.
Mode of addressing Council, 4'c.
34. Every Councillor who shall make or second
any motion, or shall propose or second any amend-
ment , or shall take part in any debate or discussion,
or shall put or reply to any question, or shall make
any statement , or shall in any other way or for any
other purpose address observations to the Council,
shall while so doing stand up within the bar of the
Council chamber (unless he shall be prevented
from so doing by bodily infirmity) and shall
address  himself to the President or other chairman
then presiding, and all members of the Council
shall on all such  occasions  when in such Council
address and speak of each other by their official
designations ,  as president ,  chairman ,  or councillor,
as the case may be.
Speaker not to be interrupted if in order.
35. No Councillor shall be interrupted while
speaking, unless for the purpose of calling him to
order  as hereinafter  provided.
Limitation  as to number  of speeches.
36. Every mover  of an  original motion shall
have a right of general reply to all observations
which may have been made in reference to any
motion and  to any amendments moved thereon, as
well as  the right  to speak  upon every such amend-
ment . Every Councillor, other than the mover of
such original motion, shall have the right to speak
once upon  such motion and once upon every
amendment  thereon .  No Councillor shall speak
oftener  than  once upon any question ,  nor for longer
than  ten minutes  at any one time, without the
consent  of the Council,  unless when misrepresented
or misunderstood ,  in which  case he  shall be per-
mitted to  explain  without adding any further
observations  than may be  necessary  for the purpose
of such  explanation.
Mover and seconder.
37. A Councillor who has moved any motion or
amendment  shall be considered to have spoken
thereon  ; but any Councillor who shall have
seconded any such motion or amendment without
any further observation than that he seconded the
same shall  be at liberty to speak once on every
such  motion  or amendment.
Speaker not to digress.
38. No Councillor  shall digress  from the subject
under discussion ,  nor make personal  reflections, nor
impute improper  motives to any other Councillor.
President to decide  as  to  pre-audience.
39. If two or more Councillors  rise to  speak at
the same time , the President or chairman shall
decide which of such Councillors shall be first
heard.
Councillor  may require questions  to be stated, 4'c.,
under certain restrictions.
40. Any Councillor may request the question or
matter  under  discussion  to be read or stated for his
information ,  or may require  the production of any
records of the Council bearing upon such  question
or matter, which are readily accessible. Provided,
however, that no such request or requisition shall
be so made as to interrupt any other Councillor
when speaking, or materially to interrupt the dis-
cussion ; also, that if such request or requisition
shall appear to the President or chairman not to
have been made  bond fide  it shall not be complied
with. QUESTION8 F ORDER.
President or chairman to decide points of order.
41. The President or chairman shall preserve
order, and his decision on disputed points of order
or practice shall be final, except questioned as in
the manner hereinafter provided.
Acts of disorder.
42. Any Councillor who shall commit a breach
of any clause of this part of the By-law, or who
shall move, or attempt to move, any motion or
amendment embodying any matter as to which the
Council has no legal jurisdiction, or who shall in
any other way raise or attempt to raise any question,
or shall address or attempt to address the Council
upon any subject which the said Council has no
legal right to entertain or to discuss, or who shall
use any language which according to the common
usage of gentlemen would be held disorderly, or
who shall say or do anything calculated to bring
the Council into contempt, shall be deemed to be
out of order.
President, 4 c., may call member to order.
43. The President or chairman may, without the
intervention of any other member of the Council,
call any Councillor to order whenever in the opinion
of such President or chairman there shall be a
necessity for so doing.
Any member  may raise question  of order.
44. Every Councillor shall have the right of
calling the attention of the President or chairman
to any motion, amendment, statement, argument,
or observation moved, used, or made by any other
member, which such first-named member may
consider out of order.
Mode of proceeding thereon.
45. A member called to order shall immediately
take his seat while the question of order is being
discussed, unless specially permitted  to offer an
explanation, retraction, or apology, but on obtain-
ing such special permission such member may
explain, retract, or apologise for, the matter or
remark alleged to be out of order, and if such
explanation, retraction, or apology be deemed
satisfactory no further discussion on the question
of order shall be permitted. If any member on
being called to order shall ask permission to explain,
retract, or apologise as aforesaid, the President or
chairman may of his own authority grant  or refuse
such permission, as he may think  fit, unless any
Councillor shall require the sense of the Council
to be taken on this question. In such  case it sha ll
be the duty of the President  or chairman to take
the sense of the Council at once, and without
discussion, as to whether such permission shall be
granted. And when any such explanation,  retrac-
tion, or apology shall have been made or offered by
permission of the President  or chairman , the latter
shall in like  manner  decide, or, if required so to
do, shall take the sense of the Council, as to
whether such explanation,  retraction, or apology
is considered sufficient .  If such permission be
refused, or if such explanation, retraction, or
apology be considered  insufficient , the question of
order shall be considered and decided before any
further -business is proceeded with. Provided that
if the President  or chairman  shall have decided
the question of order before  any member sha ll
have required the sense of the Council to be taken
in reference thereto, such question of order shall
not be re-opened. And provided further, that
nothing herein contained shall be held to affect the
right of the President  or chairman  to decide
finally, as hereinafter provided, upon any such
point of order  after the same shall  have been
discussed.
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Decisions  of points of order.
46. The President or chairman, when called upon
to decide points of order or practice ,  shall state
the provision, rule, or practice which he shall
deem applicable to the case, without discussing or
commenting  upon the same.
Motions out  of order  to be rejected .- Members to
explain, retract, or apologise.
47. Whenever it shall have been decided as
aforesaid that any motion ,  amendment ,  or other
matter before the Council is out of order, the same
shall be rejected ; and whenever anything said or
done in Council by any Councillor shall be decided
to be out of order, such Councillor shall be called
upon by the President  or chairman to make such
explanation ,  retraction, or apology ,  as the case may
require.
Penalties for persisting in disorderly conduct.
48. Any member of the Council who shall have
been called to order and who after having been
twice directed to take his seat as aforesaid shall
refuse to do so, or who shall persist in any line of
conduct or argument ,  or in making observations
which shall have been decided as aforesaid to be
disorderly, or who shall refuse to make such
explanation, retraction ,  or apology as aforesaid
when required so to do, or who shall be guilty of
any other act of disorder as defined in section 42 of
this By-law ,  and shall refuse to make such explana-
tion, retraction, or apology as the majority of the
Counci ll ors then present shall consider satisfactory,
shall be liable on conviction for the first offence to
a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more
than five pounds ,  and on a second conviction for
the like offence he shall be liable to a penalty of
not less than one pound nor more than ten pounds,
and on a third or any subsequent conviction he
shall be liable to a penalty of not less than two
pounds nor more than  twenty pounds.
Power of Council  as to laying down general
rules,  4-c.
49. Any Councillor who is dissatisfied with the
decision of the President or chairman on any such
question of order or of practice may, by motion on
notice respectfully worded, invite the Council to
lay down a different rule or principle for the
determination of any similar question of order or
practice which may thereafter arise. Any rule or
principle thus laid down shall be binding upon all
parties unless and until it be rescinded ,  but shall
have no retrospective operation. Provided, how-
ever, that nothing herein shall be held to bind any
President  or chairman  to put any motion to the
Council which ,  in his opinion, is contrary to law.
MODE  OF VOTING.
How questions are to be put.
50. The President or chairman shall put to the
Council all questions on which it shall be necessary
that a vote be taken, and shall declare the sense of
the Council thereon ; and the President or chair-
man shall be at liberty to put any such question as
often as may be necessary to enable him to form
and declare his opinion as to the opinion of the
majority.
Divisions.
51. Any Councillor shall be at liberty to call for
a division  ;  in such case the question sha ll  be first
put in the affirmative and then in the negative,
and the Councillors shall vote by show of hands,
and the names and votes of the Councillors present
shall be recorded. Any Councillor who shall be
present when a division is call ed for ,  and not vote
on such division, not being disabled by law from
so voting, shall be liable for every such offence to a
penalty of not less than ten shi ll ings nor more than
five pounds.
PROTESTS.
Mode of  protesting .- Protest to be recorded ,  but may
under certain circumstances be expunged.
52. Every member of the Council  (the President
included )  may protest against any resolution or
vote of the Council  ;  notice of the intention so to
protest must ,  however ,  be given at the meeting
when such resolution is passed or such vote is
arrived  at, and the protest itself must be handed or
sent to the Shire clerk not later than seven days
after such notice. The Shire clerk shall enter
every such protest in the minute book, but if in the
opinion of the Council it be inconsistent with the
the truth, or disrespectfully worded, it may (by
resolution on notice) be ordered to be expunged.
In such case the expunction shall be made by
drawing a perpendicular line with the pen through
the entry of such protest, with a reference in the
margin  to the resolution ordering such expunction.
COMMITTEES  OF THE  W HOLE  COUNCIL.
Order of debate, 4'c.
53. The Council may, for the consideration of
any matter, resolve itself into a committee of the
whole. All the clauses of this By-law shall, as far
as applicable, be extended to and govern all debates
in committee  of the whole.
Reports of proceedings  in committee.
54. All reports of proceedings in committee of
the whole Council shall be made to the Council by
the chairman of such committee, and a report of
such proceedings shall be made in every case,
except when it is found on counting the number of
members during the sitting of any such committee
there is not a quorum present, and in the latter
case the proceedings in committee shall be con-
sidered to have lapsed. Provided that in making
any such report as aforesaid it shall not be neces-
shry to report any such proceedings  in extenso,  but
only to state the result, general effect, and sub-
stance of such proceedings.
How reports are to be dealt with.
55. All such reports of proceedings in committee
shall be recorded in the minute book, but no such
report shall be considered as adopted by the
Council until a motion shall have been made and
passed for such adoption.
CALLS  OF THE  COUNCIL.
.How calls of the Council may be ordered.
56. A call  of the Council may be ordered by any
resolution of which due notice shall have been
given, for the consideration of any motion or matter
of business befo re  the Council.
Such call compulsory in certain cases. f
57. There shall, without any special order to
that effect, be a call of the Council for the con-
sideration of every motion which may be made
under clause 49 of this By-law, and of every motion
for the rescission of any resolution, order, or
decision of the Council.
Mode of proceeding.
58. The call shall be made immediately before
the motion or business for which such call has been
ordered, or is required to be made by the last
preceding clause, shall be moved or considered.
Such call shall be made as follows : The Shire clerk
shall call the names of all the members in their
alphabetical order ; each member present shall
answer to his name so called, and if any members
are absent a record shall be made of such absence,
but if leave of absence to any member shall have
been previously granted, or if such an excuse in
writing shall have been forwarded to the President
or Shire clerk as a majority of the Council then
present shall consider satisfactory, such absent
member shall stand excused and a record shall be
made of such excuse and of the reason for the
same.
Penalty for absence without legal excuse.
59. Any member of the Council who, having
had notice of such call of the Council, shall not
answer to his name as aforesaid, or who being
absent shall not be legally excused as aforesaid, or
who if absent and not so excused shall fail to show
that by reason of illness, or any other sufficient
cause , -he has been unable to send an excuse in
writing as aforesaid, or who, having answered to
his name as aforesaid, shall not be present when a
vote is taken on the motion or business as to which
such call has been made as aforesaid, shall for
every such offence be liable to a penalty of not less
than ten shillings nor more than five pounds. Pro-
vided that if the consideration of every such motion
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or matter of business be adjourned to a future day,
there shall be a further call on the resumption of
such consideration, and the provisions herein as to
penalties for absence shall have reference to such
further call. And if there be more than one
adjournment this proviso shall be taken to extend
to the resumption of the consideration of such
motion or matter of business after every such
adjournment.
OCCASIONAL AND STANDING COMMITTEES.
Standing committees.
60. There shall be four standing committees,
viz.: a finance  committee, a works committee, a
legislative committee, and a committee for general
purposes. These committees shall be re-appointed
every year, at the first meeting of the Council
which shall be holden after the election of the
President.
Constitution. of committees.
61. Each of the three committees first named in
the last preceding section shall consist of as many
members  as there are subdivisions or wards in the
Shire, of whom one shall be taken from among the
Councillors for each ward. The committee for
general purposes shall consist of the chairman of
each of the three first-named committees.
Legislative  committee.
62. The legislative committee shall prepare for
the consideration of the Council drafts of all such
By-laws as may be required for the government
of the Shire ; they shall also watch over the
administration of the By-laws, _and_of_any Statute
of which the operation may be extended to the
Shire, and shall take such steps as maybe necessary
for the prevention or punishment of offences  against
the By-laws.
Works committee.
63. The  works committee  shall have  the general
direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the
Council, and the general inspection of all streets,
roads, ways, bridges, public reserves, and other
places under the care and management of the
Council. They shall also inquire into and report
from time to time upon such improvements or
repairs as  they may think  necessary , or as they
may be directed by resolution of the Council to
inquire and report upon.
Finance committee.
64. The finance committee shall  examine and
check  all accounts , and shall watch generally over
the collection and expenditure of the Shire re-
venues . They shall also inquire and report, from
time to time, upon all matters which they may
consider affect, or are likely to affect, the  finances
of the Shire, and upon such matters or subjects of
the like  nature as  they may be directed by resolu-
tion of the Council to inquire into and report upon.
Committee  for general purposes.
65. The committee for general purposes shall
take cognizance of every matter, subject, or question
within the jurisdiction of the Council, not coming
within the province of one or other of the before-
mentioned standing committees, and shall from
time to time inquire into and report upon any
such subject, matter, or question which they may
think necessary, or which they may be directed by
resolution of the Council to inquire into and report
upon.
Special  committees.
66. Special committees may consist  of any number
of members , and may be appointed for the per-
formance  of any duty for which, in the opinion of
the Council,  a special  committee ought to be
appointed ;  and no standing committee  shall inter-
fere with the  performance  of any duty which may,
for the time being, have been entrusted to any such
special  committee. The appointment of every such
special committee shall be made by resolution, and
after  due notice, and it shall be incumbent on the
mover of such  resolution  to embody therein a
statement  of the duties proposed to be entrusted to
such special committee. The mover of any such
resolution may name therein  such members as in
his opinion ought to constitute  such  committee,or
he may propose that such  committee may consist
of a certain number of members to be appointed by
the Council.
Chairman of committee.
67. Every committee of which the President
shall not be a member shall elect  a permanent
chairman within thirty days after their appoint-
ment, and in the event of an equality of votes the
Council shall appoint  a chairman  at the next
general meeting.
Form of service  in committee.
68. Appointments to the legislative,  finance, and
works committees shall be for the whole Shire
year. The appointment of every special committee
shall be considered to continue until the duties for
which such committee have  been  appointed shall
have been fully performed. Provided. however,
that nothing herein contained shall be held  to affect
or to militate against the general provisions as to
committees in sections 14<) and 141,  " Local Gov-
ernment Act  of 1878," and that so much of this
By-law as relates to the appointment, powers, and
duties of committees shall be read and interpreted
in connection with such last-mentioned provisions.
Quorum  at committees.
69. All powers vested by the Council in any
committee may be exercised at any meeting holden
in pursuance of this By-law, by a majority of the
whole number of Councillors for the time being
assigned to such committee ; and no business shall
be transacted at any meeting  of a committee unless
the said number of Councillors be present.
Decision by majority. -
70. At every  meeting  of any committee the
Councillors present, not being disabled bylaw from
so voting, shall vote, and the chairman of such
committee shall have  a vote,  and, if there be an
equal division of votes upon any question, he shall,
in addition, have a second or casting vote.
Committee meetings-how called.
71. The Shire clerk, or other authorised officer,
shall call a meeting of any committee whenever
required so to do by the chairman or a majority of
the members of such committee.
Records of  transactions in committee.
72. The Shire clerk, or, in his absence, some
other authorised officer, shall attend all meetings
of committees, and take minutes of their proceed-
ings.
Report of committee.
73. All committee reports submitted to the
Council shall be signed by the chairman of such
committee.
EXPENDITURE.
.Except in emergent  matters, costs  of all works to be
estimated before undertaken.
74. With the exception of emergent  matters
hereinafter specially provided for, no work affect-
ing the funds of the Shire shall be undertaken
until the probable expense thereof shall have been
first ascertained by the Council.
Emergent matters and necessary current expenses.-
.Expenses authorised  to be  reported.
75. For emergent matters and for necessary
current expenses during intervals which may elapse
between the meetings of the Council, outlays to the
following extent may be incurred :-
(a.) By order of the works committee, or of the
President and one member of such com-
mittee-for  repairs or emergent works-
to the extent of ten pounds.
(b.) By order of the President- for necessary
current expenses-to the extent of ten
pounds.
(c.) By order of the President and any two
Councillors-for any emergent purpose-
to the extent of ten pounds.
Provided that, in any case, a detailed report in
writing of every such outlay shall be laid before
the Council at its next meeting, such report to be
signed by the chairman of the works committee, or
the President, or the President  and Councillors, as
the case may be, by whom such outlays shall have
been authorised ;  and that such  outlay shall only
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be permissible in reference to matters coming
strictly within the jurisdiction or function of the
Council ; and, further, that no outlay involving a
disobedience or evasion of any order or resolution
of the Council shall on any pretence be thus
authorised.
All claims to be examined and reported upon by
finance committee.
76. All accounts and demands for money  against
or from the Council shall be examined and reported
upon by the finance committee before any order
shall be made for the payment of such accounts
or demands.
Certifteate required  with each claim .-Salaries and
wages to be  payable on President's order.--
Certi sates  to be attached  to report.
77. No payment shall be so ordered unless there
shall be a certificate from the committee, President,
or officer of the Council to whom the direction or
guardianship of such expenditure properly belongs,
showing that the demand is a legitimate one and has
been duly authorised or inquired into. It shall be
the imperative duty of the finance committee to see
that this requirement is fulfilled, or to report
specially  as to  the reasons for its non-fulfilment,
before recommending payment. Provided, however,
that such special reports as last herein mentioned
may be embodied in the report by which payment
of the amount in question is recommended.
Provided  also  that in cases of special expenditure,
under clause 75 of this By-law, the report directed
by that clause to be laid before the Council shall,
if the outlay shall have been lawfully incurred, be
deemed a sufficient certificate. And provided
further, that in regard to salaries and wages of
labour for officers, servants, and labourers employed
at fixed rates of payment by order of the Council,
the certificate of the President or authorised officer,
of the amount due to any such officer, servant, or
labourer, and the order of such President for pay-
ment of such amount, shall be a sufficient authorisa-
tion for such payment. And such certificates,
memoranda , and authorisations, shall be attached
respectively to the reports from the  finance com-
mittee on the payment or outlays to which such
certificates, memoranda, or authorisations have
reference.
Reports from  committee s.-Reports, finance com-
mittee.
78. Reports from committees, with the exception
of those submitted by the finance committee, shall
be laid on the Council table after the first reading
until the succeeding meeting of the Council. The
reports from the finance committee recommending
the payment of accounts may, if deemed necessary
by the Council, be acted upon at once by the
Council after the first reading of such reports ; but
if the Council shall see fit, any report of a com-
mittee may be read a second time and acted upon,
anything to the contrary in this By-law notwith-
standing.
COMMON SEAL AND RECORDS OF THE COUNCIL.
Common  seal and press, how secured.-Care of same.
79. The common seal and the press to which the
same is attached shall be secured by a cover or box,
which, except when such seal and press  are in use,
shall be kept locked. There shall be duplicate keys
therefor, one of which shall be kept by the President
and the other by the Shire clerk ; such common
seal and press  shall be in the custody of the Shire
clerk.
When  and how common seal may be used.
80. The common seal shall not be attached to any
document or plan without an express order of the
Council, unless to comply with the provisions of
any law or By-law directing that such seal shall be
attached to any document. In every case where
such common seal has been ordered to be attached
to any plan or document, such plan or document
shall also be signed by the President, or, in case of
the absence or illness of the President, by two
Councillors, and countersigned by the Shire clerk.
Provided that the President may attest any power
of attorney or other document requiring authentica-
tion, and attach the corporate seal thereto, on pay-
ment of the fee of ten sliilings and sixpence for the
benefit of the Shire funds.
How books of account  are to  be kept and inspected.
81. All books of account, records, statements,
and memoranda of receipts and expenditure shall
be kept in such manner and form as the Council
may from time to time direct. The finance com-
mittee may inspect such books of account, records,
statements, or memoranda from time to time,
to ascertain that the same are properly kept,
and to report at once to the Council any act of
neglect or appearance of inefficiency which they
may have discovered in the keeping of the same ;
also to report to the Council from time to time any
changes which such committee may think advis-
able in the mode of keeping the accounts.
Records of the Council defined.-Provisions for
proper keeping.
82. The minute book, report book, letter book,
and all rate and valuation books, books of account,
records, statements, and memoranda of receipts and
expenditure, electoral rolls and other records
relating to elections, business papers, reports from
committees, minutes from the President, petitions,
letters on municipal business addressed to the
Council, or to any officer or servant of the Council,
orders, reports, returns, and memoranda relating
to Shire business, drawings,  maps,  plans, contracts,
specifications, agreements, and all other books and
papers connected with the business of the Council,
shall be deemed records of the Council, and shall
be in the custody and care of the Shire clerk or
any other officer, as may be directed in writing by
the Council. All such records, other than the
minute book, and other books, and other than
electoral rolls and other records relating to elections,
shall be numbered and filed in due order, and
shall be duly registered by the Shire clerk in a
book or books to be kept by him for that purpose.
Upon the face of every document thus registered
to which there is any reference in the minute book
there shall be a note of the page wherein it is so
referred to. And when any order has been made
by the Council, or a report has been brought up by
any committee thereof, in reference to any docu-
ment, a note of such order or report shall be made
upon such document.
Impression of seal  not to be  taken, !  'c., without
leave of Council.-Penalties.
83. No member or officer of the Council shall be
at liberty to take any impression of the corporate
seal,  or to show, lay open, or expose any of the
books or records of the Council to any person other
than a member of the same, without leave from
the Council, except as otherwise provided by law.
Records not  to be  removed, 4 c.-.Penalties.
84. Any person removing any such book or other
record  of the Council from the Council Chamber,
or the place where, by direction of the Council, such
book or other record is usually kept, without leave
for such removal having been first obtained from
the President or Council, or without other lawful
cause  for such removal as hereinafter provided,
shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty of
not less than ten pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
Penalty for defacing or destroying record.
85. Any person destroying, defacing, or altering
any record of the Council shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty of not less than ten
pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
OFFICERS  AND SERVANTS.
Notice to candidates.
86. No appointment to any permanent office at
the disposal of the Council shall take place until
public notice shall have been given inviting applica.
tions from qualified candidates for the same.
Exceptional cases.
87. Nothing herein contained shall be held to
prevent the appointment by the Council, without
advertisement, of any salaried officer or servant of
the Council to any other permanent office or employ-
ment at the disposal of such Council, to which no
further salary is attached, or to prevent the appoint-
ment in like manner of any such officer or servant
to any other office or employment of which the
duties require only occasional attention and are to
be paid for by allowances proportionate to the
extent of such duties, or to prevent any similar
appointment or employment by the President.
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Bonds for good conduct.
88. All bonds given by officers or servants of the
Council for the faithful performance of their duties
shall, in the first place, be handed to the President,
initialled by him, and afterwards be deposited with
the records of the Council.
Duties of Shire clerk.
89. The Shire clerk, in addition to the duties
which, by  "'The Local Government Act of  1878," or
by the present or any other By-laws thereunder, he
may be required to perform, shall, under the direction
of the President, conduct all correspondence which
may he necessary on the part of the Council ; he
shall likewise have charge of all the records of such
Council, except such books or documents as may (as
herein provided) be entrusted to any other officer,
and shall be responsible for the safe keeping of such
records.
Duties of other officers and servants.
90. The duties of all officers and servants of the
Shire shall be defined by such regulations as may
from time to time be made by the Council in
accordance with law.
How complaints against officers, 4'c., are to be
dealt with.
91. All complaints against officers or servants of
the Shire must be in writing, and must, in every
case, be signed by the person or persons complain-
ing, and no notice whatever shall be taken of any
complaint which is not in writing or is anonymous.
A ll  such complaints shall be addressed to the
President.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Leave of absence.
92. No leave of absence shall be granted to the
President or to any Councillor otherwise than by a
resolution of the Council.
Mode of calling for tenders.
93. Whenever it is decided that any work shall
be executed, or any material supplied by contract,
tenders for the execution of such work, or the
supply of such material, shall be called for by
public  notice as  hereinafter provided.
Motion for  rescission  of previous orders, 4'c.
94. Whenever,  a motion in  conformity to section
173,  " Local Government Act of 1878," for the
rescission of any order, resolution, or vote of the
Council, shall have been negatived, no other motion
to the same effect shall be permissible until a
period of three months shall have elapsed from the
time of negativing such first-mentioned motion.
Provided that nothing herein contained shall be
held to prohibit reconsiderati.rn and amendment of
any proposed By-law which may have been
remitted to the Council with suggested amend-
ments of the same, or the passage, atter due notice
as herein provided, and in due course of law, of any
By-law for the repeal or amendment of any other
By-law.
Lapsed business.
95. Whenever the consideration of any motion
or matter of business shall have been interrupted,
by reason of a quorum not having been present,
the resumption of such consideration may be
ordered by resolution of the Council, alter due
notice on the  business  paper; and such considera-
tion may be ordered by resolution of the Council
after due notice, and such consideration shall in
such  case  be resumed at the point where it was so
interrupted as aforesaid.
How notices are to be published.
96. In all  cases where  public notice is or shall
be required to be given by any By-law of any
appointment, resolution, act, order, or regulation
done, made. or passed, or proposed to be done,
made, or passed, by the Council or by any
committee thereof, or by the President or any
officer of the said Council, such notice shall be
given and published by advertising the same not
less than twice in  some newspaper circulating in
the Shire.
Mode of proceeding  in cases not  provided for.
97. In all cases  not herein  provided  for, resort
shall be had to the  rules ,  forms ,  and usages of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland,  so far as the
same  are applicable to the  proceedings of the
Council.
Power to suspend  temporarily certain  portions of
this By-law.
98. Any  clause or clauses  of this  By-law, or any
portion or portions  of any clause or clauses, may
be suspended by resolution  at any meeting of the
Council, provided that there shall  be a distinct
statement  in every such resolution  whereon the
same  shall have been adopted  of the purpose for
which such  suspension  is required ;  and for every
separate matter or  business as to which such
suspension  is so  required there shall  be a separate
resolution  as aforesaid.
Penalty for breach of By-law  where no penalty
specially provided.
99. Every person guilty of  an offence against
this By-law shall be liable therefor to the penalty
expressly provided therein ; and if no penalty be
provided, then to a penalty not  exceeding twenty
pounds.
BY-LAW No. 2.
FOR MAINTAINING  THE GOOD RULE AND Gov-
ERNMENT OF THE SHIRE OF ITHACA.
Carriage and foot ways  to be laid out.
1. The Shire Council shall  cause to be set out,
as far as may  be practicable, the breadth of the
carriage and foot ways in the  streets  and public
places  within the said Shire  ;  and the carriage and
foot ways when  so set  out shall be deemed to be
the carriage and foot  ways  within the  meaning of
this By-law ; and the said footways  shall in all
cases  be taken,  and measure , from the  kerb-stone
or exterior edge thereof to the building line, with-
out reference being  in any manner  had to the
breadth of the carriage-way adjoining thereto or
any part or parts thereof. Provided always, that
until the breadth of such  carriage and foot ways
shall be set out as aforesaid, the carriage and foot
ways for the time being used shalt be deemed and
taken to be  carriage  and foot ways within the
meaning of  this By-law.
Draining  streets -injury to.
2. No person shall unlawfully  dig, injure, or
open, or cause to be formed, dug, or opened, any
drain or  sewer ,  or make ,  or cause  to be  made, any
opening or cutting ,  or erect any post or  pillar in
any part of the streets,  carriage  or foot ways,
within the said Shire, or in any lands within the
said Shire belonging to, or vested  in, or leased or
held in trust by, or under  control or in  the power
of, the Council of the said Shire.
Removing  turf, gravel, 4-c.
3. No person shall unlawfully  dig or remove, or
cause to be dug or removed, any turf, sand, clay,
soil, gravel, stone, or other  material, from  any part
of the said streets, carriage or foot ways, or from
any of the lands referred to in the preceding
clause.
Damaging streets, to.
4. No person shall wantonly break up, or other-
wise damage or injure ,  any carriage  or foot way,
or water channel, within the Shire.
No buildings or projecti on on streets allowed.
5. No person shall erect or begin to  erect any
building ,  stair ,  steps ,  or projection ,  except as here-
inafter provided, so as to encroach upon any
carriage-way, footway , street , or public place within
the said Shire ; and if any  person or persons shall
erect, or begin to erect, any  such  building,  stair,
steps, or projection, he or they shall forthwith
remove the  same upon  being required so to do by
the said Council  ;  and in the  event of any person
or persons refusing or delaying  to remove such
building,  stair , steps, or projection, it shall be
lawful for the said Council  to have the same
removed at the  expense of  the person  or persons
so refusing  or delaying; and the expense incurred
thereby may be  recovered in the same way as
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penalties under this By-law, or otherwise as by
law allowed, and in addition thereto a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds for the erection or partial
erection  of such building,  stair , steps, or projection.
Buildings  or projections  on streets may be removed.
6. The owner of any buildings or projections
over any footway or carriage-way, road or street,
within the  said  Shire, shall, upon the order of the
said  Council of the said Shire, remove or alter the
same,  as required by such order; and if any owner
shall fail or neglect to remove  or alter such build-
ings or  projections after due notice he shall be
liable to a penalty for every such  refusal  or neglect
not exceeding  twenty pounds and it shall be lawful.
for the said Council  to remove  or alter such build-
ings or  projections as provided in the last preceding
clause.
Awnings.
7. Every  awning hereafter  to be erected shall be
of the following description, viz.:-A moveable
cover, either  of canvas  or other like  material,
stretched across  any footpath,  from  the front of
any shop or building, and supported by hinged
brackets, the lowest part of such brackets not being
less than seven feet six inches  high from the pave-
ment, or  such  awning  may be supported by wood
or iron posts, placed in a line with the kerb or
outer edge of the footpath, having a cross-plate of
wood or iron not more than twelve inches deep and
at least  eight feet high at its lowest part from the
kerb, and no rafter or support  crossing  the footpath
shall be allowed , and no  post shall be less than four
and not more than  six inches square if of wood,
or less than  two or more than four inches in
diameter if of iron. And every such awning shall
be constructed  in accordance  with a plan exhibited
in the office of the engineer of the said Shire.
Verandahs.
8. It shall be lawful for the owner or occupier of
any house, shop, or other building, to erect a
permanent  verandah in connection therewith, the
posts of which shall be in a line with the kerb or
outer edge of the footpath, and such posts, if of
iron , shall not  be less than  two inches or more than
six inches in diameter , and, if of wood,  not less
than four  inches  or more than six inches square.
The plate of such verandah shall not be more than
twelve inches  deep and of sufficient strength ; and
the rafters shall not be more than six inches in
depth,  and no facia -board shall be allowed over
twelve inches from top of rafter. The covering of
every such verandah shall be of sound galvanised
iron , fairly and properly laid, and every such
verandah shall be constructed according to a plan
exhibited in the office of the Shire engineer, and
shall be at least eight feet high at its lowest part
from  the kerb.
Awnings, verandahs ,  and balconies.
9. Notwithstanding the preceding provision, it
shall be lawful for the President of the said Shire
to permit the erection of verandahs, balconies, or
awnings , of any design which, in his opinion, may
be suitable for the class of buildings to which such
are proposed to be attached. Provided that no
verandah  or awning  shall be of less size, or strength
of material, or height of headway, than set-forth in
the preceding clauses. Provided also that a tracing
of the plan of the proposed verandah or awning
shall be supplied to the said President. Provided
also that no balcony shall project from the building
line over the footway more than five feet, and that
a verandah  in accordance with this By-law shall be
attached to the wall of the building to which such
balcony is erected, under every such balcony to the
kerb or outer edge of the footway.
Notice andpermission.
10. Seven days' notice in writing shall be given
to the Shire engineer by any person or persons
desirous  of erecting any awning, balcony, or verandah
within the Shire, and the written consent of the
President shall be obtained before proceeding with
such work.
Repairs, 4'c.
11. It shall be lawful for the President, by notice
in writing, to order the repair, removal, or painting
of any such awning, balcony, or verandah, if the
same become from any cause dangerous to passen-
gers or an obstruction to the public way, or leaky,
or unsightly in appe,:rance. And it shad be lawful
for the President, by notice in writing, to order the
removal of any verandah, balcony, or awning
existing at the time of the passing of this By-law,
which is leaky or dangerous, and the occupier or
owner of the building to which the same is attached
shall comply with such order.
Signs  not to be attache 1.
12. No occupier or owner shall suffer or permit
any sign-board, flag-pole, or other similar thing, to
be attached to any such awning, balcony, or
verandah, or suffer or permit any notice, sign,
placard, or writing, to be upon or on the post or
other part of such awning, balcony, or verandah,
unless by the authority in writing of the said
President.
Balconies not to be closed.
13. No occupier, owner, or other person shall
enclose the front or sides of any balcony overhanging
or over any street or public place, with boards, iron,
canvas, or any other material; nor shall any balcony
railing be other than an open railing of wood or iron
Projections  may be removed.
14. No occupier, owner, or other person shall, in
contravention of this By-law, erect, or cause to be
erected, any verandah, balcony, or other projection
over any street within the said Shire ; and if such
owner, occupier, or other person shall fail,  in case
of erection. after receipt of notice from the President
of the said Shire, to remove the same within seven
days thereafter, he shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds, and it shall be lawful
for the said President to cause such balcony,
verandah, or projection to be removed at the expense
of such owner, occupier, or other person.
Numbering of houses  and naming  of streets.
15. It shall be lawful for the President from time
to time to cause the houses and buildings in the
streets within the Shire to be numbered, and to
cause to be affixed or painted in a conspicuous part
of some house, building, or place, at or near each
end, corner, or entrance of every street, the name
by which such street is known ; and no person shall
destroy, pull down, or deface any such number or
name, nor shall put up, continue, or retain any
number or name different from the number or name
so caused to be put up as aforesaid, or similar to
any number  or name  attached to gnother house or
street.
Sewers and drains  may be made and altered  by Council.
16. It shall be lawful for the Council, from time
to time, to cause such sewers, drains, vaults,
culverts, and watercourses, as they may think
necessary, to be made in or under any road, street,
or place, within the Shire, and also to cause any
of the sewers, drains, vaults, culverts, and water-
courses which now are, or hereafter shall be,
within the same, to be so altered or repaired as to
them shall seem necessary, and to carry and
continue the same in, to, and within any lands
within the Shire.
Private drains-by whom repaired, 4'c.
17. The occupier of any house or land,  or where
there shall be no occupier then the owner of the
said house or land, from which any private drain,
side-drain, or sewer now does, or hereafter shall,
issue into any of the said sewers, drains, vaults,
culverts, and watercourses, shall from time to time
forthwith cleanse such private drain, side-drain, or
sewer, when required by the President for the time
being of the said Shire so to do.
Permission  to open  streets , 4-c., may  be given.
18. It shall be lawful for the President to give
permission to any person to open up any part of
the streets or public places under the control of
the Council, for the purpose of laying down or
repairing any pipe or pipes, or drains, or of altering
the position of any such pipe or pipes, or  drains,
or for other purposes. And when and  so often as
any person or contractor shall have lawfully
I roken uE, or removed the stones, ground, soil, or
pavement in, or of, any road, street, way, lane, or
other public place with the Shire, the said person
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or contractor shall and he is hereby required
immediately thereafter to replace and make good
such ground, soil, or pavement to the satisfaction of
the Shire engineer or any officer having the control,
direction, or superintendence of such pavement, soil,
or ground respectively ; and such person or contrac-
tor shall carry or caused to be carried away and de-
posited where directed by the said engineer or other
officer, all surplus earth, filth, and rubbish occasioned
thereby, at his own cost and charges, and during
the time such works are being carried on and
until such ground, soil, or pavement is replaced as
aforesaid, such person or contractor shall provide
necessary lights of a red colour, between sunset and
sunrise, and otherwise guard by sufficient  rails or
fence the said work so as to prevent any damage
or inconvenience happening to persons. cattle, or
carriages ; and in case such person shall make
default in replacing such ground, soil, or pavement
as aforesaid, or removing any rubbish or soil
occasioned thereby, or in placing or setting up
such  lights  at night, or otherwise guarding the
said works as aforesaid, then in every such case be
shall be liable for every such offence to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than twenty
shillings, and it shall be lawful for the Council or
person having such control, direction, or superin-
tendence as aforesaid, to reinstate such ground,
soil, and pavement, and carry away all rubbish
occasioned thereby, and during the time that such
works are carried on to provide necessary lights at
night ; and the expenses incurred by such Council
may be recovered in like manner as penalties under
this By-law.
THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES
AND OBSTRUCTIONS AFFECTING THE PUBLIC
HEALTH OR CONVENIENCE.
Casting filth  i nto  drains , 41c., and obstructing same,forbidden.
19. No  person  shall cast or deposit, or cause to
be deposited, any filth, rubbish, dead animal, putrid
or offensive matter, into any stream, watercourse,
sewer, or canal within the Shire, or obstruct or
divert from its channel any public sewer or any
watercourse or stream within the Shire ; and any
person convicted of any such offence shall, besides
and in addition to the penalty inflicted therefor,
pay the cost of removing such filth or obstruction,
or of restoring and repairing such watercourse or
sewer,  as the case may be; and such cost may be
recovered in like manner  as penalties  under this
By-law, or otherwise as by law allowed.
Throwing offensive  matter  into creeks, te.
20. No person shall throw, or caused to be
thrown, any carcass,  carrion , offal, or other
offensive matter into any creek, river, or stream
which shall flow into, or through the Shire, or leave,
or cause the same to be left, on the shores or banks
thereof, within the Shire.
No dirt to be thrown on streets.
21. No person shall throw, cast, or lay, or cause
to be thrown, cast, or laid, any dirt, litter,  ashes,
soot, rubbish, broken  glass , decayed vegetable, or
any carrion, fish. offal, dung, soil, dead  animal,
blood, offensive fluid, or other offensive matter or
thing, in or upon any road, street, carriage or foot
way, or public  place , or in or upon any lane, alley, or
thoroughfare in the Shire, or cause, permit, or
suffer any such matter or thing to fall, flow, or run
into any sewer, pipe, or drain, or into any channel,
sink , or open or uncovered gutter, or any stream or
watercourse, pond or reservoir, within the Shire, or
cause , permit, or suffer any offensive liquid or
matter to run from any house, yard, or premises,
upon any road, street, carriage or foot way, gutter,
or public place, in the Shire.
Privies, cgc.,  to be kept clean.
&, The occupier of any house, land, or premises
within the Shire, and where there is no occupier
then the owner of any such house or premises,
shall not permit or suffer any pool, ditch, gutter,
watercourse , privy, urinal, cesspool, drain, ashpit,
dunghill, or other  matter  or thing, in or upon any
such house, land, or premises to be, become, or
continue  so foul as  to cause  an offensive sme ll  or
to be injurious to health,
Offensive  accumulations of water or malter not allowed.
23. The occupier or occupiers of any land or
premises within the  Shire, or where there shall  be.
no such occupier  or occupiers then the owner or
owners  of any such  land or premises, shall keep the
same at all times free from all accumulations or
deposits of water  and matter which shall be,
become, or  continue offensive or unwholesome, and
shall not allow , permit, or  suffer any animal, or the
carcase of any animal ,  or any part the reof, in such
a state or condition  .is  to be offensive or unwhole-
some , to be,  or continue to be, in, upon, or about
such land or premises.
No filthy matter  to be allowed to flow on streets.
24. N o occupier of any land or premises within the
Shire, or where there shall be no occupier then no
owner or owners of any such land or premises,
shall permit or suffer any  filthy,  offensive, or
unwholesome matter ,  to run or  flow from such land
or premises ,  or continue to run or flow ,  into or upon
any street, footway, open  gutter ,  or public place
within the  Shire or  on the property  of any other
person.
Stagnant and waste  water  not to accumulate .- Holes
to be filled up.
25. No person shall suffer any stagnant or waste
water  to be or  remain in any cellar or other com-
partment , or on any land, vacant  or otherwise,
belonging to or leased or occupied  by him within
the Shire ; and  every person committing a breach of
this  provision shall, for  every  day such breach may
continue , forfeit and  pay a sum not exceeding two
pounds  ;  and it shall and may be lawful for the
President,  by notice in writing ,  to order the
occupier or occupiers  of the  land or  premises
where such water ,  or such holes ,  openings, or
indentations as hereinafter mentioned ,  shall be, or
the owner or owners ,  lessee or lessees or occupier
thereof, to remove such stagnant or waste water,
and  fill up any holes, openings ,  or indentations on
any such land as aforesaid ,  in which any such
water shall accumulate ,  with natural soil, within a
reasonable time after such notice shall have been
given to the occupier or occupiers ,  owner or owners,
lessee or lessees thereof, or shall have been left
for such occupier or occupiers ,  owner or owners,
lessee or lessees ,  as the case may be, at his or their
last or usual place or places of abode in the said
colony, or on the said land or premises ; and
every such owner or owners ,  occupier or occupiers,
lessee or lessees, as the case may be,  shall remove
such stagnant or waste water ,  and fill such holes,
openings ,  or indentations ,  or as aforesaid pursuant
to such notice.  And if  such owner or owners,
occupier or occupiers ,  lessee or lessees, as the case
may be, shall  neglect or refuse to remove such
stagnant or waste water ,  or to  fill in such holes,
openings ,  or indentations ,  pursuant to such notice
as aforesaid ,  then it shall and may be lawful for
the said  Council to  remove such water , or fill up
any such holes,  openings ,  or indentations, at the
expense of the person or persons so neglecting or
refusing ,  and shall and may recover the cost
thereof  from such person or persons, by the same
means as penalties may be recovered under this
By-law ,  or otherwise as by law allowea, and in
addition thereto such person or persons shall be
liable to  a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Privies, 4-c., when to be emptied.
26. No person  shall empty,  or begin to empty,
any privy  or privies ,  or take away any nightsoil
from any  house or premises within the said Shire,
or come  with  carts or carriages for that purpose,
except between the hours of eleven at night and
five in the morning . Provided  that it shall be
lawful f'or the President  to grant permission for the
cleansing of earth closets at any time during the
day and to  withdraw such permission if necessary.
Provisions as to taking any nightsoil.
27. No person  or persons shall put in or cast out
of any cart , carriages  tub, or vessel ,  or otherwise,
any nightsoil within the said Shire .  And the
owner or owners, or any of them ,  of any carts,
carriages ,  horses, or beasts, employed in and about
so emptying and removing such nightsoil, or
coming for that purpose,  save and except within
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the hours hereby allowed, or the employer or em-
ployers of any person or persons who shall so put
into, or cast out, any such nightsoil, shall be liable
respectively under the provisions hereof, as if such
owner  or owners , employer or employers, had come
with such carts or  carriages  to empty or begin to
empty any privy or privies, or take any nightsoil
from any house within the Shire, except between
the hours of eleven at night and  five in  the morn-
ing as  aforesaid, or had so put  into, or  cast out
any such nightsoil aforesaid,  save  and except as
aforesaid, and on conviction shall he liable to a
penalty not  exceeding  twenty pounds.
Further  provisions.
28. No  person  or persons shall drive or cause to
be driven , any cart, or  other conveyance or car-
riage, with any nightsoil  or ammoniacal liquor
within the Shire, except between the hours of
eleven o'clock at night and five o'clock in the
morning, or fill any cart or other  carriage so as to
overflow or leak, or cast any  nightsoil ,  ammoniacal
liquor,  or -slop mire  or filth  in or  upon any of the
streets or public  places  within the Shire, or in or
upon any  roads, lanes , alleys, or thoroughfare with-
in the Shire. And every person so offending shall
be liable to  a like  penalty  as in  the last preceding
clause mentioned.
Dead animals to be buried.
29. Every person who shall c•irt away, carry,
draw out, place,  or have  any dead horse, dog, or
other animal or carrion within  the Shire, and shall
not bury  the same  a sufficient depth in the ground
(or burn  the same) in such a place  as the President
or any person  authorised by him may direct, so that
the same shall not be or become in any manner
offensive , shall be liable to a pen,ilty for every
such offence not  exceeding  fire pounds.
License.
30. The owner  or owners  of every cart or other
vehicle used in the cleansing of privies or earth
closets, shall pay to the Shire clerk a license fee
of five pounds per annum, and shall, in addition,
pay to the s-aid officer  a license fee  of one pound
E
er annum for every cart or other vehi' le used by
im in the cleansing of privies or earth closets, and
upon the payment of the said fees, the Shire clerk
shall issue  a license to such person, and for such
carts or vfhiclos, which shall continue in force
until the 31st December next ensuing, and such
lice; ses may be renew,•d yearly by payment of
such license fees. Provided always that n- such
license s:iall issue  for any cart or vehicle which, in
the opinion of the inspector, is unfit for the pur-
pose aforesaid, and every owner or driver of any
unlicensed cart or vehicle which shall be used for
the purposes aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty
of not less  than five pounds and not exceeding
twenty pounds.
Keeping swine not allowed .- Horses and cattle not to
stray.
31. No person whosoever shall breed, feed, or keep
any kind of swine, in any house, building, yard,
garden, or other premises, situate within the Shire,
except in a properly constructed pen, which must be
situated at a distance of not less than 100 feet from
any street formed and made fit for traffic, or suffer
any kind of swine, or any horse, ass, mule, sheep,
goat,  or other cattle belonging to him or her, or
under his  or her charge, to stray or go about, or to
be tethered or depastured  in any  street or pubhc
place therein ; and it shall be lawful for any officer
or servant  of the Council to impound the same if
necessary . And for damage to the said streets the
owners  shall pay, for every head of cattle or horses
so impounded, before  being released  by the pound-
keeper, the sum of five shillings ; and the offender
shall be liable to a penalty  as for  a breach of this
By-law.
Hooping casks ,  cutting timber or stone , or slacking lime
in the streets ,  not allowed.
32. No person shall, in any street, lane, passage,
or thoroughfare within the Shire, cleanse, hoop,
fire, wash, or scald any cask or tub, or cut or dress
any timber or stone, or slack  or sift lime therein.
Defacing footways.
33. No person shall affix any poster, placard, or
similar  thing on the pavement of any footway, or
write or deface or mark the same with  signs or
representations.
Beating carpets - Flying kites - Breaking  horses -
Slaughtering  animals - Dressing carcasses --
Running  waggons, casks, 4'c.
34. No person or persons shall, in any street,
road, or public place within the Shire, beat or dust
any carpet or carpets, or fly any kite or kites, or roll
any hoop or hoops, or drive for the purpose of
breaking or trying any horse or horses, or ride or
cause  to be ridden any horse,  mare, or  gelding
for the purpose of trying, showing, or exposing
for sale such horse, mare, or gelding ; or kill or
slaughter any beast, swine, calf, or sheep, lamb,
or other cattle, or dress, scald, or cut up any
beast, swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other cattle in or
so near to any of the  said  streets or other public
places in the Shire that any blood or filth shall run
or flow upon or over, or be upon, any of such  carriage
or toot ways; or run, roll, drive, draw , or cause or
permit or suffer to be run, rolled, driven, or placed
upon any of the said footways of any street or
public place within the Shire, any waggon, cart,
dray, sledge, or other  carriage , or any wheelbarrow,
handbarrow, or truck, or any hogshead, cask, or
barrel ; or lead, drive, or ride any horse or other
animal upon any footways formed by the Council ;
or wilfully or negligently permit or suffer any
horse or other animal which such person shall he
riding, driving, or leading, to go or be thereon, or
tie or fasten any horse or other  animal  so that it
may stand  across or  upon any such footway ; or
turn loose or negligently permit or suffer to be at
large in any street or road within the Shire, any
horse or cattle ; or draw out any chain or rope by
means of any horse or otherwise, along or across
any street, or public place as aforesaid, in or for
hoisting or whipping up any goods or things from
or into any warehouse, room, cellar, or other place.
Newly-slaughtered  meat hozo to be carried out, and not
to be hawked.
35. No person shall carry or convey,  or cause to
be carried or conveyed, the carcass, or any part of
the carcass, of any newly-slaughtered animal in
any street, road, or public place within the Shire
without a sufficient cloth covering the same, or shall
hawk or carry about any butcher's  meat for sale in
such street, roa I, or public place.
Obstructions to footways by Chinese or hawkers ' baskets.
36 Any person carrying or conveying along any
formed footway any vege able baskets, or baskets
usually used for hawking, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding two pounds ; and any Shire
inspector or constable may order such person when
carrying such baskets along the footway to remove
into the street.
Miscellaneous obstructions , *c., to footpaths.
37. No person shall set or place, or  cause or
permit to be set or placed, any stall board, chopping
black, show board (on hinges or otherwise), basket,
crockery wares, merchandise, casks, or goods of
any kind whatsoever, or prop, place, wash, or
cleanse, or cause to be propped, placed, or cleansed,
any pipe, barrel, cask, or vessel,  in or  upon or over
any of the carria.,e roads or footpaths in any of the
streets or public places within the Shire; or set out,
lay, or place,  or cause, or  procure or permit, or
suffer to be set out, laid, or placed, any coach, cart,
waggon, dray, wheelbarrow, handbarrow, sledge,
truck, or other  carriage , upon any of the said
carriage-ways, except for the necessary time of
loading or unloading, any cart, waggon, dray, sledge,
truck, or other carriage ; or set or place,  or cause
to be set or placed, in or upon or over any of the
said carriage or foot ways, any ticuber, stones, bricks,
lime, or other materials or things for building
whatsoever (unless the  same shall  be enclosed as
provided by this By-law), or any matters or things
whatsoever ; or bang out or expose, or cause to
be hung out or exposed, for sale or otherwise, any
goods, wares, or merchandise, meat, or other thing
or matter whatsoever, from any house or houses,
or other buildings  and premises , over any part of
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either or any of such footways,  carriage -ways, or
over any area or areas of any houses or other
buildings or premises, or any other matter or thing
upon and on the outside of the front or any other
part of any house or houses or other buildings
and premises over and next unto such street or
public place.
Timber  and stone ,  how to be drawn.
38. No person shall haul or draw, or cause to be
hauled or drawn, upon any part of the roads,
streets, or public places within the Shire, any
timber, stone, or other thing, otherwise than upon
wheeled  carriages , or suffer any timber, stone, or
other thing which shall be carried principally or
in part upon wheeled carriages, to drag or trail
upon any part of a street or public place, or to
hang over any part of such carriage,  so as to
occupy or obstruct the street beyond the breadth of
the said  carriage.
Obstructions and nuisances generally on streets.
39. No person shall cause any kind of obstruc-
tion,  nuisance , or annoyance to be in or upon any
street, lane, thoroughfare, public place, or passage
in the Shire, or obstruct or incommode, hinder or
prevent, the free passage of any footway or cause-
way within the Shire, or prejudice in any manner
whatsoever any person or persons travelling, pass-
ing, or going thereon, or place any coffee stall, fruit
stall, oyster stall, flower stall, or other like struc-
ture in any street or public place, without the
authority in writing of the President ; and such
authority shall not extend for a longer period than
twelve months from the granting thereof, and may
at any time be withdrawn or cancelled by the
President.
Goods  not to remain  longer  than necessary.
40. No person shall suler any goods, merchan-
dise, or things to be or remain in any street, foot-
path, lane, or thoroughfare, within the Shire, for a
longer period than shall be necessary for the
housing or removal thereof, or pack or unpack
goods on the said footway.
Waggons improperly loaded.
41. No person shall carry or convey any matter
or thing within the Shire (except hay, straw, furni-
ture, or other bulky articles, which cannot be
otherwise carried or conveyed), in such manner
that the same shall project more than one foot
laterally beyond the wheels of any cart or other
such  carriage , or more than thirty inches from the
side of any  beast  of burden on which the same may
be carried or conveyed, or so as to obstruct any
person, carriage, or beast of burden.
Carts,  4°c., not to obstruct  foot passengers.
42. No driver of any cart, waggon, or other
carriage  shall stop or place any such cart, waggon,
or carriage at or near the intersection of any street,
road,  lane , or thoroughfare in the Shire in such
manner as to cross  the footway, or prevent foot
passengers  from crossing the street, road, lane, or
thoroughfare in the direction and line of the foot-
way on the side of such street, road, lane, or
thoroughfare.
Carriages  loading and unloading.
43. No person shall place any carriage, or other
vehicle, or horse across or athwart any road. street,
lane , or thoroughfare within the Shire, either for
the purpose of taking up or setting down passen-
gers , or of loading or unloading goods, or otherwise
than close  to and parallel to the kerb of the
footway.
Obstruction  of thoroughfares.
44. No person shall, by means of any cart,
carriage , truck, or barrow, or by means of any
horse, or other  animal,  interrupt any public crossing
within the Shire,  or cause  any obstruction in any
thoroughfare therein.
Goods not  to be carried  on footways.
45. No person shall carry goods on any frame
that shall obstruct the free  passage  on the footway
of any street within the Shire, or throw on such
footway any fruit  skins , vegetables, lighted match,
or anything that may  cause  danger or accident to
persons passing along  such footway.
Loading  or unloading carts.
46. Every dray, cart, or other vehicle, whilst
loading or unloading in any public street, in front
of any shop, store, or warehouse, shall be drawn up
close to and in a right line with the kerb of the
footway, and parallel with the front wall of such
shop, store, or warehouse ; and every driver or
owner of any cart, dray, or other vehicle, who shall
permit or suffer the game to be drawn up or placed
otherwise than as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence any sum not exceeding five
pounds. Provided that this By-law shall not
apply to the unloading of material that can be
immediately shot out of such  cart or  conveyance.
Traff ic on public holidays-proclamation.
47. It shall be lawful for the President on all
public holidays and other occasions where, from the
concourse or crowding of persons or vehicles, acci-
dents or obstructions are likely to occur, to make
such order as shall appear to him just, for the
regulation of the traffic and public convenience on
such occasions ; and any person who upon being
made acquainted with such order, or who having
knowledge of the  same,  shall neglect, delay, or
refuse to observe such order as aforesaid, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Carts not  to carry advertising placards  thereon.
48. No person shall drive, or cause to be driven,
in or through any public street, any cart, convey-
ance, or other vehicle, licensed or unlicensed, or
run, roll, drive, or carry any wheelbarrow, truck,
frame, or other contrivance with placards, flags, or
other signs or writing thereon.
Circus bands  of music  not  top lay through  the streets.
49. The owner,  manager , or agent of any circus,
place , building, or tent, wherein any horsemanship,
stage play, comedy, or tumbling shall be acted, who
shall procure, or cause any person or persons to
play any musical instruments, or cause, employ, or
procure a band of music to be played in or through
any street, within the said Shire, without the per-
mission of the President in writing, shall be liable
for a first offence to a penalty of two pounds and
for every subsequent offence, to a penalty not less
than five pounds nor more than twenty pounds.
Bridges, posts, 4'c., not to be placed without approval.
50. No person shall place or fix, or cause to be
placed or fixed, in any street, channel, or footway,
any wooden or other bridge or crossing, or any
poles, lamp posts, or posts for tying horses thereto,
or other fixtures of any description, except with
the written permission of the Shire engineer or
other proper officer first had and obtained ; and
such bridges, crossings, posts, and other articles or
things may be removed therefrom by the like
authority if the same be considered an obstruction
or inconvenience to the public way ; and the
occupier of any shops or other premises to which the
same belongs shall, after twenty-four hours' notice,
remove the  same,  and in case of refusal or neglect
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
No lines  to be hung across streets.
51. No person shall place any line, cord, or pole
across any street, road,  lane, passage , or thorough-
fare within the said Shire, or hang or place clothes
thereon.
Sign-posts, c4c., to be attached  to buildings.
52. No person shall place, hang up, or affix any
signpost, signboard, sign placard, flag, banner, house
ticket, or other similar thing in or over any street
within the said Shire, otherwise than close to, or
flat upon, the wall of the house, shop, or building to
which the same shall belong.
Foot-scrapers  and other obstructions on pavement not
allowed.
53. No person shall  cause  any foot-scraper, door,
steps, shutters, or other obstruction whatever, to
be placed on any pavement, road, or footway
within the Shire, beyond the  plane  of the front wail
of any tenement ; and all doors and gates leading
to buildings, yard, or ground, within the Shire,
shall  be so  placed or fixed as not to project over or
upon any such pavement, road, or footway when
open ; and if any such  scraper or obstruction as
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aforesaid, door, or gate shall have been fixed
otherwise, it shall be lawful for the President, or
other person acting under him, to remove or alter
the same, or cause the same to be removed or
altered, at the expense of the proprietor or occupier
of the premises to which they have been placed or
fixed, and the cost of such removal or alteration
may be recovered by the same means as penalties
under this By-law, or otherwise.
Stone, wood, 4c., not to be deposited, save by leave.
54. No person shall place or deposit any stone,
wood, lime, sand, or other materials, or erect any
scaffolding or hoarding, or place any shed for
workmen, or other erections or inclosure, on any
road, street, carriage or foot way, or other public
place within the said Shire, without a permit from
the President, first had and obtained, but such
permit shall not exceed three months' duration.
Building materials or sheds not to be deposited or made,
save by leave.-Blowing horns, ringing bells, 4c.,
not allowed.
55. No person shall, in any street or public place,
blow any horn, ring any bell, or use any musical
or other noisy instrument, for the purpose of
calling people together, or of announcing any show
or entertainment to which admission is obtained by
ticket or payment, or for the purpose of hawking,
selling, distributing, or collecting any article what-
soever, or obtaining money for alms, or announcing
any sale or auction, or public meeting, or for any
other purpose.
PUBLIC SEcuRITY AND PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS.
Discharging of fireworks and firearms.
56. No person shall throw, cast, or fire any squib.
cracker, rocket, or other firework, in or into any
street, road, lane, thoroughfare, or passage within
the said Shire; or fire off or discharge any gun,
pistol, fowling piece, or other firearm, in or near
any street, road, lane, thoroughfare, or passage
within the Shire ; or make, or assist in making, any
bonfire, or burn any matter in any street, road,
lane, thoroughfare, or passage within the Shire ; or
set or let off any fire balloon within the said Shire.
Fire-cocks may be placed on water pipes by order of
the President.
57. It shall and may be lawful for the President,
or any person authorised by him, to cause proper
fire-cocks to be placed upon the service or collateral
water pipes now or hereafter to be laid within the
said Shire and belonging to any water company or
commission, or vested in any body now or hereafter
to be deputed or appointed by Parliamentary or
other sufficient authority to supply the said Shire
with water, at such convenient distances from each
other and at such places as may be considered
necessary by such President, or person as aforesaid,
for the supply of fire engines when brought into
operation.
Kerosene, 4 c.-storage to be properly constructed.
58. No greater quantity than two hundred
gallons in the whole, of kerosene oil, petroleum,
naphtha, turpentine, or other volatile fluid or fluids,
shall be placed or retained at any one and at the
same time in any one building or place occupied
by the same person or persons, unless in a building
which shall be situated at a distance of not less
than one hundred feet from any other building,
and which shall be of the description following,
that is to say :-A shed divided into compartments
of moderate dimensions, well ventilated at the top,
and having the floor thereof sunk to any depth that
may be preferred, not being less than three feet,
and being surrounded by an area of two feet wide
and of depth and capacity sufficient to contain the
surplus fluid contents of such shed, over and above
the quantity thereof, which would be contained by
the space between the sunken floor and the ground
level ; or a ground floor shed, properly ventilated
at the top, surrounded by a trench three feet deep
by two feet wide at a distance equal to the height
of the walls of such shed, having guiding drains
into the said trench. and surrrounded by suchtrench,
by a brick wall without break or opening and of
not less less than one-half of the height of the walls
Af such shed.
Quantity to be kept.
59. Any person or persons ,  being the occupier or
occupiers ,  or having the control, management, or
use of any building, premises ,  or place of whatever
description within the Shire of Ithaca (not being a
building ,  premises ,  or place situated and constructed
in accordance with the preceding clause of this
By-law),  who shall place or store ,  or cause, suffer,
or permit to be placed or stored ,  within such
building ,  premises ,  or place ,  at any one time, a
greater number than twenty -five cases ,  the reputed
contents of which consist of, or are indicated by any
letter ,  sign, or trade -mark ,  as being kerosene oil, pe-
troleum, naphtha ,  turpentine ,  or other volatile fluids,
or any less number of such cases ,  the aggregate con-
tents of which are or are indicated by any such
letters or signs as being in the aggregate more than
two hundred gallons, shall be deemed guilty of a
nuisance ,  and, on conviction, shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence any sum not more than
twenty pounds. Provided always that it shall be
competent for the defendant to prove that such
cases do not contain in the aggregate measure
more than two hundred gallons, or that the con-
tents thereof do not consist of any such oils or
fluids  as aforesaid.
Owners to remove after landing from ship, c"c.
60. Whenever  any owner or consignee of kero-
sene oil, petroleum, naphtha, turpentine ,  or other
volatile fluid , which may have  been landed from
any steamer , ship, or other  vessel upon any wharf
or place adjacent thereto within the Shire ,  neglects
or refuses to remove the same therefrom, after
twenty-four hours' notice has been given by an
officer of the Shire to remove the same ,  it shall  be
lawful for any such officer to cause the same to be
removed at the cost and charges of the said owner
or consignee to the Government kerosene bond or
other proper place appointed by the said Council.
Agents to remove after twenty  four  hours' notice.
61. Any occupier,  agent, lessee ,  or other person
who may have the use ,  control ,  or management of
any wharf or place adjacent thereto, and who shall
suffer or permit any greater quantity of kerosene
oil, petroleum ,  naphtha ,  turpentine ,  or other
volatile fluid, than that mentioned in clause 59
of this By-law to remain ,  be placed ,  or stored on
such wharf or place for twenty -four hours after
notice shall have been given by any officer of the
Shire to remove the same, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sum not exceeding twenty
pounds.
Explosive  material.
62. No person or persons shall have or keep any
nitro-glycerine within the Shire, or have or keep
in any house, premises, wharf, or other place
within the Shire, at any one time, more than two
hundredweight of blasting powder or other explo-
sive material used for blasting purposes.
President may authorise.
63. Provided always that for the purpose of
carrying out necessary works the President of the
Shire may authorise for a period of six months the
keeping of such larger quantities of blasting
powder, at or convenient to such works, as may be
absolutely necessary for their execution.
Provided also that nothing herein shall apply to
the keeping of gunpowder or other warlike stores
belonging to Her Majesty.
Shavings  not to be  burned in  the streets.
64. No person or persons shall burn any shavings
or other matters or things whatsoever in any street,
road, thoroughfare, or public place within the
Shire.
Walls, 4•c., may be ordered to be taken  down  after fire.
65. The President, or any other person authorised
by him, is hereby empowered on any sudden emer-
gency from fire occurring within the Shire, to order
any wall, gate, chimney stack, or any other part
of any house or building, which shall have been
burned, to be either wholly or partly taken down
or removed, or sufficiently propped and fenced, if
it shall appear necessary or proper so to do, for the
safety of contiguous property, or of the inhabitants
therein, or of pe rsons  passing, or of other persons ;
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and the expense of such operations shall be charge-
able against the owners of the house or dwelling
on which the same are performed, in proportion to
their respective interests therein, and shall, unless
the same be immediately paid upon demand, be
recovered in like manner as penalties are under
this By-law, or otherwise as allowed by law.
Precaution for public safety.
66. No owner, contractor, or other person, shall
take down or demolish any building or part of a
building, without taking proper precautions for the
public safety, and shall not throw or cast down any
part of such building in such  manner as to cause
danger to any person in any street or public place,
or cause any obstruction in any street or public
place.
Insecure  tiles ,  slates, 4 c., may be ordered to be  remove l.
67. The President may order to be removed or
repaired any chimneys, cowls, pots, tiles, slates,
shutters, or other articles or things on the roof or
any other part of houses within the said Shire
which may be dangerous to passengers ; and on
failure, the said President may employ any person
or persons to remove or repair the same ; and the
owner or occupier of such house shall in such case,
besides paying all expenses, forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding five prounds ; and such expenses
may be recovered in the same  manner  as penalties
under this By-law, or otherwise as aforesaid.
Buildings, 4c., in course of erection or repair, and
building materials, to be fenced and lighted.
68. No owner, contractor, or other person shall
build, or commence or continue to build, any
house, structure, wall , or premises  so as to encroach
upon or project over any street, footway, or public
thoroughfare within the Shire; or, without the
written authority of the President, place any sheds
for workmen, or other erection or enclosure, in any
street, carriage or foot way, or other public place
within the Shire, and such person having such
authority shall keep the same fenced and guarded
in a good and sufficient  manner  while any opera-
tions, repairs, or works are in progress or con-
tinuance, under a penalty for every day or part
of a day each offence shall continue, not exceeding
five pounds; and such person having such authority
shall cause a sufficient number of lamps showing
a red or danger light to be affixed at or near the
same, and kept burning every night from sunset to
sunrise during the continuance of such operations,
repairs, or works, under a like penalty for every
night or part of a night such offence shall continue,
And on such person or persons failing or neglecting
well and sufficiently to guard or light as aforesaid
within twelve hours after notice so to do by the
President, or other person authorised by him, it
shall be lawful for the President to fence and guard
or light as aforesaid, at the expense of the person
or persons so failing or neglecting so to do ; and
the cost thereof respectively may be recovered by
the same means as penalties under this By-law. or
otherwise, and shall be in addition to any penalty
that may be inflicted for a breach of any of the
provisions thereof.
Material falling from houses  in course  of building or of
repair.
69. In the performance of any work in, about,
or upon houses, buildings, or structures within the
said Shire, whereby risk may arise by articles or
materials  falling upon any carriage or foot way, or of
other injury to the public, every person carrying on
or causing  such works to be carried on shall, before
commencing the same, obtain the written permis-
sion of the President for the use of a portion of the
footway or street in front of such building or
tenement, and sufficiently fence round the parts of
the said footways opposite to such houses, build-
ings , or structures, and shall uphold and keep in
proper repair the fences aforesaid during the
whole time the said works are being carried on, to
prevent danger to the public, and, upon notice.
shall also form a footpath sufficiently fenced round
in front of such fence; and the person neglecting
or refusing as aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds for each day's neglect or
refusal ; and the President may order such footpath
to be fenced in  as aforesaid , at the expense of such
person ; and such expense may be recovered by the
same means  as penalties are under this By-law, or
otherwise as by law allowed.
Throwing  down  slates, 4-c.
70. No person shall throw or  cast upon  any street
or public thoroughfare, from the roof, or any part
of any house or building within the said Shire, any
slate or brick, part of  any slates , brick , shingles,
or any wood, rubbish, or other material or thing.
Rain dropping from eaves of houses,  awnings ,  balconies,
or verandahs.
71. The owner or occupier of every house or
building, awning, balcony, or verandah, shall pro-
vide the  same  with gutters, and keep the same in
repair, if not otherwise so constructed as to prevent
rain from dropping from the roof or eaves thereof
upon any part of the formed footways or water-
tables of any street or public place within the Shire ;
and the owner or occupier of such building,  awning,
balcony, or verandah, neglecting to provide the
same shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay the sum
of five shillings, and a like sum for every day the
same may be neglected.
Flower pots, 9kc.
72. No person shall fix or place any flower pot,
box, or other thing in any upper window over any
public footway within the said Shire, without
sufficiently guarding the same from falling or
being thrown down.
Guarding of  holes and foundations.
73. No person shall dig or make, or cause to be
dug or made, any hole or excavation in any street
or public place, or leave or cause to be left any
hole or excavation before or in any  vacant  ground,
or before, or behind,  or on  the side of any house or
tenement or building erected, or being erected, or
about to be erected , in or  adjoining to any street
or public place in the said Shire, for the purpose of
making any vault or vaults, or the foundation or
foundations to such houses or other buildings, or
for any other purpose whatsoever, without enclosing
the same in a good and sufficient manner ; and no
such person shall put up, or cause to be put up,
any such enclosure, or for any longer time than
shall be absolutely necessary in the opinion of the
President, or whom he may appoint; and every
such person shall place a red light upon every such
enclosure in any street or public place, and keep
the same constantly burning from sunset to  sunrise
during the continuance of such enclosure ; and if
such person shall neglect in any matter as afore-
said, he shall be liable to a penalty of not less
than ten shillings and not exceeding ten pounds,
and each day's neglect shall constitute a separate
offence; and the said President may direct the
erection of any enclosure, and light the same, at the
offender's expense, and the cost thereof may be
recovered by the same means as penalties under
this By-law, or otherwise.
Blasting.
74. No person shall blast any rock or earth within
the Shire, in or at a less distance from any street or
road than one hundred yards, without giving notice
and obtaining a permit from the President in writ-
ing twenty Ibur hours previously ; the President
shall appoint a time when such blasting may take
place, and give such directions as he may deem
necessary for the public safety ; and if any person
shall, contrary to the provisions of this section, blast
or cause to be blasted, any rock or earth without
giving such notice and receiving such  permission,
or shall not conform to the directions given to him
by the said President, he shall, on conviction, forfeit
and pay for every such offence any sum not less than
two pounds nor more than twenty pounds.
Open spaces in front of  houses ,  when to be  fenced.
75. Every owner or occupier of any house, build-
ing, or premises within the said Shire, having any
entrance, area, garden, or other open  space ad j oin-
ing the footway of any street, or adjoining any
street where there shall be no such footway, or
adjoining any public place within the said Shire,
beneath the level of the kerbstone or exterior edge
of such footway, or of such street where there shall
be no footway, or of such public  place , and every
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owner  or occupier  of any land or premises within
the said Shire which shall be beneath or above the
level of the kerbstone or exterior edge of such
footway as aforesaid, or of such street  as aforesaid,
or of such street where there shall be no such foot-
way, or of such public place, shall protect and guard
the same  by good and  sufficient  rails and fences, or
other enclosures, so as to prevent  damage or
accidents ; but shall not  erect the same on  any such
street or  footway without the President' s permission,
and every day during which the same shall be or
remain  not so protected and guarded, shall constitute
an offence under this By-law. And every such
owner  or occupier of any such house, building, or
premises , having any steps adjoining the footway
of any  street  or public place, shall, in like  manner,
protect and guard the same by rails or other en-
closures, so  as to prevent damage to  persons passing;
and every day such steps shall be or remain not so
protected and guarded shall constitute an offence
under this By-law.
Sunk windows, 4c., how to be  formed.
76. No person in erecting or re-constructing
buildings  in or near  any road, street,  lane, passage,
thoroughfare, or public place within the Shire,
shall form any opening for sunk windows, en-
trances ,  stairs,  lights, or other purposes whatever,
exceeding  eighteen inches beyond the plane of the
front wall of the building; and the owner or person
having the  care or  superintendence of any under-
ground room or cellar shall form such  entrance or
opening in accordance with this provision, and with
the direction of the surveyor of the Shire for the
time being. And no such  owner  or person shall
have any entrance to such room or cellar, or other
opening, without a sufficient rail, covering, or fence,
for the protection of persons passing, to the satis-
faction of the said surveyor ; or shall have any
cellar or underground room, or any vault, coal-
hole, or area, without a sufficient door, hatchway,
or flap, or other sufficient covering, rail, or fence,
to the satisfaction of the said surveyor; or shall
negligently  or without  a sufficient  watch or guard,
or except between the hours of five of the clock and
eight of the clock in the  morning ,  leave open or
insufficiently fastened, any hatchway, flap, or flap
window,  grate, stove -plate, board, or other  covering
to any  cellar , underground room, or any vault or
coal-hole ; and if danger shall be apprehended by
any such places being left open or insecure, it shall
be lawful for the President of the said Shire for
the time being, or any officer  acting  under him, to
fence and  secure  the same, and cause the same to
watched and guarded, at the expense of the owner
or occupier ; and the cost thereof may be recovered
by the same  means as penalties  under this By-law,
or otherwise as by law allowed.
Careless  and furious riding and driving,  in streets,
4-c., crossings.
77. No person shall negligently, carelessly, or
furiously ride or drive any horse through any
street, road, or public place within the Shire, or at
a pace  faster than a walk  when passing  from one
public street into another.
Drays not to proceed out of walking pace.
78. No person driving or having the care or
charge of any van, waggon. cart, or dray, drawn
by any horse, or other  animal ,  shall, unless such
van, waggon, cart, or dray be upon springs, wilfully
or negligently allow the horse or other animal
drawing  the same  to proceed out of a walking
pace on any road, street, or public place within the
Shire.
Drivers to be near horses.
79. No driver of any  carriage  or vehicle what-
soever, shall wilfully or negligently leave or be at
such a distance from such  carriage  or vehicle, or
in such a situation  whilst  it shall  be passing or
standing upon any street or public place within the
Shire, that he cannot have the government and
direction of the horse or horses or cattle  drawing
the same. unless  the wheel is properly fastened and
secured by chain or leather straps of  sufficient
length, and then for not longer than fifteen  minutes.
To keep left-hand side of road.
80. Every person driving any  cart , waggon, dray,
carriage , or other vehicle, within the Shire, shall
keep  to the  near or left -hand side of any street,
road, thoroughfare, public place, or  passage , except
when passing any other vehicle proceeding in the
same  direction.
Not to obstruct other vehicles.
81. No person driving any cart, waggon, dray,
carriage, or other vehicle, shall in any manner
wilfully prevent any other person from passing
him in any carriage or vehicle under his care in
any street, thoroughfare, public place, or passage,
in the Shire, or by negligence or misbehaviour
prevent, injure, or interr pt the free passage of
any carriage, v, hicle, or person in or upon the
same . And no person having the care or charge of
any cart, waggon, dray, carriage, or other vehicle
within the Shire, shall ride on the  same  without
good and sufficient bit and reins to guide the animal
or animals drawing the same.
Driver not to fall  asleep or become intoxicated.
82. No driver of any cart, waggon,  or carriage,
shall be asleep or intoxicated when driving or
having the charge of any carriage, horse, or other
beast in any public street in the said Shire.
In loading  or unloading  to keep  near side  of street.
83. Every driver engaged in taking up or setting
down any passengers or other persons, or in loading
or unloading any carriage or vehicle, in any street
or public place within the Shire, shall, during such
taking up or setting down, loading or unloading,
in any street or public place within the Shire, place
such carriage or vehicle near the kerb of that side
of the street at which the taking up or setting
down, or loading or unloading, is to be performed.
(Nothing herein shall affect the provisions of the
By-laws of the Metropolitan Traffic Board in force
within the Shire.)
Lights for vehicles.
84. The owner or driver of any  coach, carriage,
or other vehicle of any description  on springs,
shall provide the same, whilst running or standing
in the Shire after sunset, with lights on each side,
and shall keep the same lighted ; and such owner
or owners shall be responsible for any breach of
the provisions of this liy-law by any servant or
other person having the  care  or charge of any such
coach, carriage, or other vehicle as aforesaid.
Provided always that the provisions of this 13y-law
shall not in any way affect any provisions contained
in the By-laws of the Metropolitan Traffic Board
in force in the Shire.
Driving cattle to  be done within certain hours.
85. No cattle shall be driven into or through any
street of the Shire, except between the hours of
eleven o'clock at night and six o'clock in the
morning ; and every person who shall drive, or
cause to be driven, any such cattle as aforesaid in
or through the streets of the Shire, shall forfeit
and pay any sum not exceeding twenty shillings
for each and every head of cattle so driven ; and
in the construction of this section the word "cattle"
shall extend to and include bulls,  cows, oxen,
heifers, and steers, but'shall not be held to apply to
milch cows, or cattle in teams, or working cattle in
yokes.
Driving of  horses.
86. No person shall drive any unharnessed
horses, whether broken or unbroken, in or through
any street of the Shire, except between the hours
of eleven o'clock at night and  six o 'clock in the
morning.
Bathing prohibited  at certain hours and at certain places.
87. No person shall, except  in an  enclosed
building or bath-house, undress or bathe in any
river, stream, or waterhole near to or within view
of any public wharf, street, bridge, or other place
of public resort within the limits of the Shire,
between the hours of five o'clock in the morning
and eight o'clock at night.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Malicious mischief.
88. No person shall negligently, wilfully, or
maliciously damage any building, erection, wall,
sluice, bridge, road, street, footpath, sewer, water-
course, fountain, urinal, work,  or material , within
the said Shire, of, or belonging to, or  leased or used
by, or being under the  care,  control,  or management
of, the Council of the Shire.
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Bill-sticking.
89. No person shall affix any posting bill or other
paper to or against any church, chapel, or school-
house, ferry-house, or shed within the Shire ; or
(without the consent of the owner or occupier)
affix any posting bill or other paper to or against
any dwelling-house, shop, warehouse, wall, or fence,
in the Shire, or write upon, deface, soil, or mark,
any such church, chapel, school-house, dwelling-
house, or other building, wall, fence, posts, or paling,
or wilfully break, destroy, or damage any part of
such dwelling-house, or other building, wall, fence,
or paling, or any fixture or appendage thereunto.
Lamp posts  and lamps .-Breaking  open or damaging
streets.
90. No person shall wantonly, maliciously, or
negligently break, injure,  or remove  any lamp-post,
or extinguish or partly extinguish any lamp or
light set up for public convenience within the Shire,
or, without consent of the President or any duly
authorised officer, break open o" damage any street
or injure or remove any public work within the
Shire.
Lands of Council not  to be occupied without permission.
91. No person shall, without  leave  of the Council,
reside upon, occupy, or use, or continue to reside
upon, occupy,  or use  (except in accordance  with the
purpo,es or objects for which the said Council
shall have or hold the  same ),  any lands  within the
Shire belonging to or under the control of the
Council.
Waggons, 4-c.,  to bear owner 's name and place  of abode.
92. The owner of every waggon, cart, van, and
dray, when in use in any street or public place,
shall have his name and place of abode legibly
painted in full on the off or right-hand side thereof,
in white letters on a black ground, at least one i-ch
high and proportionately broad ; and any person
driving such waggon, cart, van, or dray, who shall
refuse to give his address and the address of the
owner thereof, or shall give a false or fictitious
name of himself or the owner, shall be liable to a
fine not exceeding five pounds. Provided that
nothing herein shall affect any provision of the By-
laws of the Metropolitan Traffic Board in force in
the Shire.
Permits,  4-c., to  be in  writing.
93. Whenever any permit or authority is given
by the Council, or by the President or other officer,
authorising or permitting a matter or thing to be
done which otherwise would become an offence
against these By-laws, such permits or authority
shall be in writing, and may be produced by the
defendant in justification of having done or left
undone such matter or thing.
Penalty for non-performance of the provisions of this
By-law, 4-c.
94. Where any matter or thing is directed or
forbidden to be done by this By-law, or by any
order or notice made, given, and published under the
authority hereof, or where any authority  is given
by this By-law to any person to direct any matter
or thing to be done or to forbid any matter or thing
to be done, and such  act so  directed to be done
remains  undone, or such act so forbidden to be
done is done, in every such  case every person
offending  against such  direction or prohibition shall
be deemed guilty of  an offence  against this By-
law.
Cleaning of foot pavemeuts.
95. So  long as  the said Shire Council shall not
deem it expedient to take the  cleaning  of the foot
pavements  within the Shire under their own
management , every person who shall occupy the
shops, or, where there are no shops, who shall
inhabit or use the dwelling-house or other house or
building adjoining to and fronting the foot pave-
ments, shall cause the  same  along the front of his
shop or premises to be well and sufficiently swept
and cleansed once every lawful day, before the
hour of 8 o'clock in the morning during the months
of April, May, June,  July,  August and September,
and before the hour of 7 o'clock in the morning
during the months of October, November, Decem.
ber, January, February, and March.
Bridges to be provided.
96. The owner of any house, land, or  premises,
fronting a formed footway within the Shire shall,
when required to do so by the Council, and within
three days from the notification, place or fix, or
cause to be placed or fixed, over  or across  the water-
channel in front of such house, land, or  premises,
a wooden or other bridge or crossing of such con-
struction as may be approved by the Shire  engineer
or other Shire officer ;  and in  case of  refusal or
neglect surh owner shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten shillings per day for every day during
which such default continues.
POWERS OF PRESIDENT AND OFFICERS.
Power of entry  on private land.
97. The President, the Shire surveyor, and every
inspector or inspectors  of nuisances  of the Shire
for the time being, and any other person or
persons appointed by the President or by the
Council to carry out the provisions of any By-law,
shall and may in the execution of his duty in
carrying out such provisions or any of them, and
with any surveyors, workmen, and others, enter upon
and use, and, if necessary, break, enter upon, and
use, any private lands, hereditaments,  and premises
within the Shire.
INFORMATIONS, &C.
98. Informations, complaints,  and summonses
for offences against the By-laws, shall be sued out,
laid, and prosecuted at the instance of the Council,
or of some person authorised by them in that
behalf ; but any person aggrieved may prefer an
information on his own behalf before any justice
of the peace, and cause the offender to be sum-
moned to appear as aforesaid.
PENALTIES.
Maximum penalty.
99. For every neglect or breach of, or offence
against, any of the provisions of this By-law, where
no specific penalty is provided for such neglect,
breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be
twenty pounds.
INTERPRETATION CLAUSES.
100. In this By-law the following words and
expressions shall have the several meanings hereby
assigned to them, unless there be something in the
subject or context repugnant to such construction,
that is to say :-
Number.
Words  importing the singular number shall
include the plural number ,  and words importing the
plural number shall include the singular number.
Masculine gender.
Words importing the masculine gender shall
include females.
Month.
The word "month" shall include calendar month.
Person.
The word  "person"  shall include corporation,
whether aggregate or sole.
Lands.
The word  "lands" shall extend to tenements of
every tenure and description.
BY-LAW No. 3.
FOR REGULATING DRAINAGE.
Notice to  be given and drains to be made according to
directions.
1. It shall not be lawful for any person without
notice to the Shire Council, or otherwise than
according to the plans and directions of such
Council, to make, connect, or branch, any private
drain into any of the public drains or  sewers, or
into any drain or sewer communicating therewith ;
and in case any person shall make, or cause to be
made, or connect or branch, any private drain into
any of the said public drains  or sewers , or into any
drain or sewer communicating, or so as to com-
municate, without such notice or otherwise than as
aforesaid, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing forty pounds.
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Drains-by whom repaired.
2. All drains communicating with any public
drain or sewer shall from time to time be repaired
and cleansed under the inspection and direction of
the Council, by and at the expense of the occupiers
or owners of the houses, buildings, lands, and pre-
mises, to which the said private drains respectively
belong ; and in case any such owner or occupier
shall neglect to repair and cleanse, or to cause any
such private drain to be repaired and cleansed
according to the directions of the Council, he shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding five pounds exclusive of costs, and so
often as he neglects so to do when required by such
Council.
Surface and  storm water drains.
3. Every owner or occupier of land in, adjoining
to, or near any street, formed by the Council and
having formed footways, if such land shall be so
situated that surface or storm water from or upon
the same shall overflow or shall tend naturally to
overflow, if not otherwise discharged, any footway
of such street, shall, within  seven  days next after
the service of notice by the Council for that pur-
pose, construct and lay a covered drain or drains
from such point upon such land, being near to the
footway, as shall be specified in such notice by plan
appended or otherwise, and higher in level than
the bottom of the channel at the outer edge of the
footway, to the said channel, and transversely
through and under such footway, and keep in good
condition such covered drain or trunk and subject
to the inspection of the Council or its proper
officers ; and in default of compliance with any such
notice within the period aforesaid, or with the pro-
visions of this section, such owner or occupier shall
forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding five pounds,
and if within seven days after such conviction such
owner or occupier shall still have failed to comply
with such notice or be otherwise in default as
aforesaid, he shall forfeit.and pay any sum not less
than one pound or more than ten pounds, and for
every further such offence he shall forfeit and pay
any sum not less than two pounds or more than
twenty pounds. And every such owner or occupier
who shall still have made default as aforesaid for
more than seven days after such second or any
subsequent conviction shall be held guilty of a
further offence within the meaning of this section.
Main drains  not to be built over.
4. It shall not be lawful for any person to inter-
fere with, cover, or build over, any main open drain
within the Shire, except in accordance with plans
first approved of by the Council and according to
and under the directions of the Council or any
officer of the Council authorised in that behalf.
Water-closets, privies, 4c., not to be connected with
public drains and sewers.
5. No water-closet, privy, or cesspool, shall be
connected by any pipe, drain, or appliance for the
purpose of discharging or emptying any of the con-
tents of any water-closet, privy, or cesspool, into
any public sewer or drain ; and any owner or
occupier of any premises or property who shall
permit, or who shall not after due notice disconnect
and remove, to the satisfaction of the officer of the
Council inspecting the same, any such pipe, drain,
or appliance, if connected, shall forfeit and pay a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds and a like
penalty for every subsequent neglect or refusal.
Provided always that the Council shall have power
to authorise and allow such connection if the same
be considered expedient for sanitary purposes.
Penalties.
6. Any person offending against, or committing a
breach of, this By-law, or any part of this By-law,
where no specific penalty is provided, shall be
liable for the first offence to a penalty not exceed-
ing ten pounds and for the second or any sub-
sequent offence to a penalty not exceeding forty
pounds.
Interpretation  clause.
7. "Public drain or sewer," when used in this
By-law, shall mean any drain or sewer, whether on
public or private property, framed, constructed,
erected, or established by or under the control or
management of the Council, or which shall be now
or hereafter a charge on the revenue of the Shire,
or any sewer or drain authorised by any Proclama-
tion of the Governor-in-Council as placed under
the charge of the Council.
BY-LAW Nc. 4.
REGULATING THE PAYMENT OF RATES.
1. All annual rates and assessments shall be due
and payable by two half-yearly instalments; the
first of such instalments shall become due and
payable on and after the expiration of twenty-one
days from the day appointed by the Council for
holding the court of appeal against the  assessments,
and the second of such instalments shall be due
and payable on and after the first day in July in
each and every year. Provided that when any
valuation has been appealed against the  rates in
respect of such valuation shall not be due or
payable until after the expiration of twenty-one
days from the decision of the appeal court in the
matter of such appeal.
2. All rates shall be paid to the Shire clerk or
rate collector, at the Council chambers, between
the hours of ten o'clock a.m. and four o'clock
p.m., or to the rate collector on his calling for the
same ;  but nothing in this By-law shall be construed
to render it necessary that any demand for rates
other than the notice required by law shall be
requisite or necessary previous to the issue of a
warrant or other legal proceedings.
BY-LAW No. 5.
To RESTRAIN THE KEEPING OF HOUSES OF ILL-
FAME WITHIN THE  SHIRE  OF ITHACA.
N o person shall keep within the Shire any house
of ill-fame or repute, and any person keeping any
such house, either as proprietor or occupier, or
having the chief control, or conduct,  or manage-
ment of the same, shall forfeit and pay the sum of
ten pounds for every such offence ; and all in-
spectors of nuisances are hereby required to lay
and prefer information for a breach of this By-law
at the instance or request of any two respectable
householders.
BY-LAW No 6.
REGULATING THE REGISTRATION OF GOATS AND
DOGS AND THE DESTRUCTION OF UNREGIS-
TERED GOATS AND DOGS.
In pursuance of the power vested in the Council
of the Shire of Ithaca by Part XIV. of  "The
Local Government Act of  1878," the said Council
do make the following By-law for the registration
of goats and the destruction of unregistered goats
within the Shire of Ithaca:-
1.  All goats kept within the boundaries of the
Shire of Ithaca shall be registered by the owner
or keeper thereof at the office of the Shire clerk in
manner following. that is to  say-by  delivering at
the otlice of the Shire clerk aforesaid a description
of such goat, embracing the several particulars
contained in the form in the Schedule A hereto
annexed, vs ith a declaration thereunder written to
the truth thereof, under the hand of such owner or
keeper ; and  every  such registration shall be in
force from the day upon which the same shall be
so made until the 31st day of December next
ensuing, and no longer.
2. Any person who shall insert or omit, or cause
or permit to be inserted or omitted, in any such
description, any matter or thing whatsoever, con-
trary to or for the purpose of concealing the truth,
shall be liable to a penalty of not more than forty
shillings.
3. At the time of making every such registration,
there shall be paid to the Shire clerk by the person
making the same the sum or sums mentioned in the
schedule hereto annexed marked B, and until such
amount shall have been so paid no such registra-
tion shall be deemed to have been duly made ; and
upon such payment the Shire clerk shall, on demand,
give a receipt for the sum paid, in the form in the
schedule hereto annexed marked C.
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4. Each such registered goat shall, at all times,
'have a wooden triangular collar around its neck,
which triangular collar shall also be equilateral,
and each of the sides thereof not less than fourteen
inches in length, and the name and address of she
owner of the said goat wearing such collar, and the
registered number of such goat, shall be legibly
written or impressed on such collar.
5. The owner or keeper of any goat failing or
neglecting to register the same, or to keep such
collar and number as aforesaid upon any such
registered goat, or any owner or keeper of any goat
not having the same duly registered as aforesaid,
shall keep or allow to remain on any unregistered
goat any such collar as aforesaid, shall be liable to
.a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
6. It shall and may be lawful for the inspector
or any officer of the Council or any workman
under the direction of any officer of the Council, at
any place within the boundaries of the Shire of
Ithaca, to seize and detain any goat not duly
registered or not wearing such collar  as aforesaid,
and may forthwith kill every such goat which
shall be found to be unregistered, and may burn
or otherwise destroy and dispose of the carcass
thereof.
7. Every person who shall permit any goat,
whet her registered or unregistered, to wander about
in any street, road, or public place within the Shire
other than a reserve set apart for that purpose by
the Council, shall be liable to a penalty  in respect
of every such goat not exceeding two pounds.
8. In any prosecution under this By-law every
goat shall be taken to be kept by the person who
shall be in actual occupation of the  house or premises
shallupon which  sue_99MAle proof to the contrary shall be adduced bythe
defendant.
9. All dogs above the  age of  three months
kept within the boundaries of the Shire shall be
registered at the office of the Shire  clerk in manner
following, that is to say-by the owner or keeper
.of any dog intended to be registered, or some person
on his or her behalf, delivering at the office of the
Shire clerk a description of such dog embracing the
several particulars contained in the form in the
Schedule A hereto annexed, with a statement there-
under written as to the truth thereof under the
hand of such owner or keeper,  or some  person in
that behalf duly authorised in writing, and every
.such  registration  shall be in force from the day
upon which the  same shall  be so  made  until the
thirty-first day  of December  then n ext ensuing,
.and no longer. Provided, however, that every such
registration which  shall be made in the  month of
December in any year shall be in force until the
thirty-first day of December  in the year next
ens10uing.f
. I  any person shall  wilfully insert or omit, or
wilfully cause or permit to be inserted or omitted, in
any such description  any matter  or thing what-
soever contrary to or for the purpose  of concealing
the truth, he shall forfeit and pay  a sum not
.exceeding forty shillings.
11. At the time of making every such registration
there shall be paid to the Shire clerk by the party
making the  same the sum or sums mentioned in
the schedule hereto annexed marked E, and until
such amount  shall  have  been so  paid no such
registration  shall be deemed to have been duly
made ;  and upon such payment the Shire clerk shall,
on demand ,  give a  copy  of such registration , certified
under his hand ,  and the  receipt  for the  sum paid
in the schedule  hereunto annexed marked F.
12. In addition to the registration  aforesaid, such
registered dog shall  at all  times have a coll ar round
its neck with  the registered  number of such dog
legibly written  or engraved  thereon.
13. The owner of any dog  failing  to register the
same ,  or to keep  such collar as aforesaid  upon any
such registered dog, shall, upon conviction thereof,
forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding forty
shillings
14. All unregistered  dogs may be  destroyed by
order of the Shire Council.
15. In the months of February and July the
inspector  of nuisances shall  make  careful inquiry
as to  dogs  already registered , and shall destroy all
unregistered dogs found  at large.
SCHEDULE A.
Form of notice of registering goats.
A description  of goats intended to be kept
by of street,  in the Shire of Ithaca
during the year ending 31st day of December, 18
No.
premises  on which
goats
intended to Sex.be  kept. Age.
Oolour or parti-
cular marks.
I 1 _
I of declare the above  list and
description to be true in every particular to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
(Signed) A.B.
SCHEDULE B.
Fees to be paid  annually on the registration  of goats.
£ s. d.
For every male goat... .. 1 0 0
For every female goat ,  if no more
than three are kept ... ... 0 2 6
For every  female goat  above three
kept, each ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
SCHEDULE C.
Form  of receipt.
eived  This ty of --  18 , the sum
of for goats  registered by in
the Shire  of Ithaca , for the year ending 31st day of
December, 18
Shire Clerk.
SCHEDULE D.
Form of notice of  registration  of dogs.
A description  of dogs intended  to be kept by
of street, in the Shire  of Ithaca
during  the year  ending  the thirty-fi rst day of December.
18
Premises on which
No. dogs are intended sex. Age
to be kept.
Colour or parti-
cular marks.
I
I of do decla re the above list
and description to be true in every particular to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
(Signed)
SCHEDULE B.
Fees to be paid  on  the registration f dogs.
For each dog ... ... ... ...  5s.
SCHEDULE F.
.Pbrm  of receipt.
Received this day of the sum of
for dogs registered by
in the Shire of Ithaca ,  for the year ending thirty- first
December, 18
Shire Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 7.
FOR THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES
AFFECTING THE PUBLIC  H EALTH.
Preamble.
Whereas it  is necessary and expedient to make
further provision for the abatement of nuisances
affecting  the public  health ,  and  the' removal of
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offensive and unwholesome matters from the
premises of owners and occupiers  :  It is hereby
ordered and directed by the Council of the Shire of
Ithaca, by virtue of  "The Local Government Act
o, 1878 ,"  and by the authority of the same, as
follows :-
Premises to be kept  in a clean  condition.
1. Every occupier, or where there is no occupier
then the owner or landlord of any house, building,
premises ,  or place ,  shall keep such building, or
premises or place, and the yard and ground
belonging thereto, in a clean condition and shall
not suffer any rubbish, filth, or refuse to be
scattered about his yard or ground.
Bin or box  to  be kept for house refuse, and cleansed
periodically.
2. Every occupier shall keep a bin or box placed
in his yard for the reception of house refuse, and
all such refuse shall be placed therein, and removed
at least once a month or oftener ,  or upon notice
from any inspector of nuisances ,  and such bin or
box shall be kept by the occupier so as not to be a
nuisance ,  or cause an offensive smell, or the cause
of annoyance to adjoining neighbours, or to persons
passing along the public street or public thorough-
fare.
Filth ,  rubbish,  etc., to be deposited at depdt.
3. No person shall, unless with the consent of the
inspector of nuisances ,  deposit or cause to be
deposited any sewage ,  soil, human excrement, filth,
or rubbish of any kind whatsoever ,  or dead animals,
in any other place than the depot for such purpose,
or other place for the deposit of the same approved
of by  the Council.
Privy cesspits to be discontinued on notice.
4. Within fourteen days after notice every owner,
landlord ,  tenant ,  occupier ,  or occupiers of any house,
warehouse ,  or other tenement ,  shall discontinue the
use of any  privy  or cesspit which is not con-
structed according to clause 12 of this By-law, and
shall cause the said privy or cesspit to be emptied,
and the excavation so used for the reception of
nightsoil or other filth to be filled in with earth or
other deodorizing material  ;  and any owner ,  landlord,
tenant, occupier or occupiers of the said premises
who shall fail to discontinue the use of the said
privy .  cesspit, or other conveniences ,  and remove
the contents thereof ,  as aforesaid, according to
notice to that effect signed by any inspector of
nuisances ,  or other officer authorised in that behalf
by the  Council ,  shall for such neglect be liable to
a penalty not exceeding five pounds for every day's
neglect therein.
Closet pans to be provided ,  and of certain
description.
5. Whe re  no approved cesspit exists ,  every owner,
landlord ,  tenant ,  or occupier shall provide one or
more closet pans, where the inspector states the
same to be necessary ,  of the fo ll owing description,
viz.:-A pan made of galvanized iron of not less
that 24 gauge, which shall be twelve inches square
and fourteen inches deep, with proper fitting  lid,
and also a box for storage and use of dry earth, and
a tin scoop, and the same shall  be kept in a
properly constructed privy with proper door and
other necessary requirements ,  and at all  times in a
fit condition for family use.
Supply  of fresh  earth for closet pans to be kept
and used.
6. Every occupier having on his or her premises,
or in use in any privy or closet ,  any bucket ,  closet
pan, or other vessel placed above the surface of the
ground for the reception or deposit of human excre-
ment ,  shall keep at all  times a sufficient quantity of
fr esh dry earth, or dry ashes, with scoop ,  placedin a convenient situation for use ; and every such
occupier or person who shall  neglect or refuse to
supply the earth to the excrement in sufficient
quantity to keep the excrement in a dry state, or
who shall  suffer any such bucket ,  closet pan, or
other vessel or  self-acting  machine to leak or over-
flow, shall be deemed guilty of a nuisance, and be
liable for every such offence to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
Earth  closet to  be provided  unless  approved cesspit
in use.
7. Every landlord,  owner , or occupier of any
dwelling-house or other place where persons reside
or are  occupied, neglecting to provide one earth
closet (or more where  necessary ) for the use of the
inmates or  occupant thereof shall be liable to a
penalty not  exceeding  ten pounds ,  unless an
approved cesspit  is in use  and kept perfectly water-
tight ,  and so as  not to be a  nuisance  or injurious to
health, and no such cesspit shall be allowed to fill
i thin one foot of the level of the surface of the
ground adjoining.
Earth.  closets to  be provided for workmen.
8. Every contractor, builder, or owner shall
during the  erection  of any house, building, or pre-
mises, or during the continuance  of any works where
workmen are employed, erect and keep for use on
the said premises a properly constructed earth
closet,  with a sufficient supply of earth for the use
of such workmen,  so as to  prevent any nuisance
or indecency ; and any such contractor, builder, or
owner neglecting to provide such earth closet
accommodation shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds for each day he shall have
failed to provide such earth closet  as aforesaid.
Nightmen  to be  employed for the removal of earth
closet contents.
9. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of all
premises to which an earth closet is attached, shall
cause the excrement and filth in such earth closet
to be removed by a licensed nightman once a week,
or oftener if it shall be necessary or as directed by
the inspector of nuisances, and any person as afore-
said failing or neglecting to have such earth closet
cleansed as herein directed, or directed by the
inspector  of nuisances as aforesaid , shall be liable
to a penalty in any sum not exceeding five pounds,
and each day' s neglect  shall constitute a separate
offence.
Nightmen  to remove earth closet contents between
5 a.m. and 7 p.m.
10. No licensed  nightman  shall take away any
earth -closet pans ,  or cause the  same  to be done,
except between the hours  of 6 a.m. and 7 p.m, nor
at any time unless in properly constructed carts
for the purpose, which shall be approved by the
inspector  of nuisances  ; and such nightman shall
have his licensed number on a card or plate and
adixed to the door of every such closet during the
time the same is attended to by him.
Privy cesspits  to be  emptied between  12 p.m.
and 5 a.m.
11. No licensed  nightman  shall empty, or begin
to empty, any privy or cesspit, or come with carts
and vehicles for that purpose, except between the
hours of 12 o'clock at night and 5 o'clock in the
morning , nor convey with horses and carts the
contents  of any privy or cesspit through any street
or public place, except within the aforesaid hours.
Privy cesspits to be constructed according to
specified description.
12. No owner, occupier, or other person shall
construct, erect, or build, or cause to be constructed,
erected, or built, any privy cesspit otherwise than
the following description, viz.:-
The walls to be of  brick or atone and cement, and
built  six inches  above the surface of the ground,
and the inside of the pit to be rendered with a coat
of Portland  cement,  or good hydraulic lime, and not
to be of  larger dimensions  than when full will
amount to  one cubic yard, and every such privy
cesspit shall be kept so  as not  to be  a nuisance or
injurious  to health ,  and shall  not be erected within
three feet of the boundary of any land or within
five feet of  a dwelling -house, or other occupied
premises ,  without the  consent of  the Council.
Cesspits  to be cleaned at stated periods.
13. The  occupier ,  tenant, landlord ,  or owner of
all occupied  premises  to which is attached  a cesspit,
shall  cause such cesspit to  be emptied  when directed
by the inspector  of nuisances, and every such
occupier ,  tenant,  landlord, or  owner failing or
neglecting to have such cesspit emptied as directed,
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shall be liable  to a penalty  not exceeding five
pounds for each day, and each day's neglect shall
constitute  a separate offence.
Privies or cesspits  not to have attached  underground
or other drains,  or to drain into  river or water-
course.
14. No person shall have or use any privy or
cesspit which shall have connected therewith, or
attached thereto, any pipe or other appliance  capable
of being used for the purpose of discharging the
contents of  such privy or cesspit upon or under the
surface  of any adjoining ground ,  or into any drain,
sewer ,  river ,  watercourse ,  or creek ,  nor shall any
person have any privy over any  sewer, watercourse.
creek or river, in  such a manner  that the contents
of such privy will fall, drain, or flow into any such
sewer , watercourse, creek, or river ; any person
offending against the provisions of this clause shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each  day's offence, and each  separate  day shall
constitute  a separate  offence.
Owners of carts for removal of nightsoil to be
licensed.
15. No owner or other person shall use or drive
any cart, dray, or other vehicle for the removal of
nightsoil until  or unless  the owner or owners of
such cart, dray, or other vehicle, has been duly
licensed.
Night-carts to be closely covered  and wat ertight.
16. No person shall  use or  drive any such cart or
vehicle, as in the  last preceding clause ,  unless the
same be at all  times  perfectly watertight and closely
covered ,  and having the owner 's name and address
legibly painted thereon on the off or right-hand side
of such vehicle; and the owner of every such cart or
vehicle shall  keep the same  free  from leakage and
in such condition  as to be inoffensive on his
premises.
Persons licensed only to remove offensive matter.
Nightsoil or earth closet  contents not to be
thrown or buried on premises orground attached.
17. No person or persons other than those duly
licensed for that purpose by the Shire Council shall
remove by cart or vehicle any human excrement, or
other offensive matter, from any privy, closet, or
house, and no occupier of any premises, or persons
acting under his or her directions or otherwise,
shall bury, suffer or cause to be buried or thrown,
any human excrement, nightsoil, or contents of any
earth closet in any 3ard, garden, or ground attached
to his premises, or otherwise within the Shire,  unless
permission to do so has been first obtained from the
inspector of nuisances.
Nightmen to disinfect cesspits before emptying.-
Carts to be driven same night to the place
appointed for deposit of excrement.- Work to be
done without unnecessary noise.
18. Every nightman shall, twelve hours previous
to the emptying of any cesspit or privy, give written
notice to the inspector of nuisances of such empty-
ing, and shall, twenty-four hours previously, disin-
fect such privy or cesspit with a  sufficient  quantity
of carbolic acid, and carefully  transfer  the excre-
ment  or liquid into carts, which must be driven to
the place appointed by the Shire Council during
the sarue night the  cesspit is  emptied; and such
nightman  shall perform such work with  as little
noise as  possible, and  reinstate  and leave the
premises clean ,  and repair any damage  or breakage
done in the  performance  of such work, either by
himself or  his men , to the privies,  floors , doors or
posts of such premises.
Nightmen  not to take payments in excess of
regulated  charges.
19. No licensed  nightman  shall demand ,  receive,
or take in payment for work performed by him
more than the several amounts  in the schedule
hereunto annexed marked A.
Refusing  to pay nightmen 's charges.
20. Any person  having engaged  or employed any
licensed nightman for the  performance  of any work
under this By-law , and refusing or neglecting, after
reasonable demand ,  to pay therefor ,  sha ll  be liable
to a penalty  not exceeding five pounds.
1Vightmen neglcctinq to perform work.
21. Any licensed nightmen having been required
to do any work for which he is licensed under this
By-law, who shall fail, neglect, or refuse to do such
work, shall ,  on conviction before any  two justices,
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each offence  ; and every such nightman shall, upon
tender  of the legal  charges  for the emptying of any
privy, cesspit or closet, proceed and perform the
said work with  all  reasonable  despatch, and in
accordance  with this By-law.
Sub-inspector  to have like authority  as inspector.
22. All the powers and authorities vested in the
inspector of nuisances under this By-law may be
exercised by any sub-inspector of nuisances, or any
person authorised by the Council in that behalf.
Information  at instance  of Council or aggrieved
parties.
23. Informations, complaints, and summonses for
offences  against  this Bylaw shall be sued out, laid,
and prosecuted at the  instance  of the Council, or of
some person authorised by them in that behalf;
but any person aggrieved may prefer  an informa-
tion on his own behalf before any justice of the
peace,  and cause  the offender to be summoned to
appear as aforesaid.
Penalties.
24. For every neglect or breach of or offence
against  any of the provisions of this By-law, where
no specific penalty is provided for such neglect,
breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be
twenty pounds.
SCEEDVLE A (CLAUSE 19.)
Scale  of charges.
Scale of charges for emptying ,  cleansing ,  and removing
contents  of earth closets ,  and supply of one cubic foot of
fresh dry earth ,  of good quality  for  deodorization:-
Each closet pan per week ... . 0 0 9
If attended to twice  a week,  per week 0 1 0
Each additional closet pan, where
more than  one is used , per week 0 0 6
For cleansing  cesspits and removing rubbish.
Cesspits, per cubic yard ... ... 1 5 0
Rubbish, per cubic yard ... ... 0 4 0
(Or at rates proportionate to the above where a less
quantity has been removed.)
BY-LAW No. 8.
REGULATING THE MODE OF CARRIAGE, CONVEYANCE,
AND DELIVERY  OF BUTCHERS ' MEAT BY THE
CARCASS OR  OTHERWISE.
Preamble.
Whereas it  is necessary  that provision should be
made for regulating the mode of conveyance and
delivery of butchers'  meat,  by the carcass or other-
wise , within the Shire of Ithaca : It is hereby
ordered and directed by the Council of the said
Shire, by virtue of  " The Local Government Act of
1878," and by the authority  of the same, as
follows :-
Meat ,  how to be  carried.- Cart to be approved.
1. No butcher, or other person in his employ, shall
carry, convey, or deliver  or cause  to be delivered,
in any part of the Shire ,  any carcass  or any part of
the carcass  of any slaughtered  animal ,  except in a
covered- in cart  or other vehicle or conveyance
provided with proper  means of vent ilation ; and
such cart or other vehicle or conveyance shall,
before being used for such purposes, be inspected
and approved by the President, or other officer by
his directions,  and such cart , vehicle, or conveyance
shall at all  times  be kept  washed clean and sha ll
not be used  at any time for  the conveyance of any
putrid  or waste meat ,  offal, or refuse.
Penalties.
2. For every neglect or breach of or offence against
any of the provisions of this By-law the offender
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
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BY-LAW No. 9.
REGULATING THE TRAFFIC OF BICYCLES, TRI-
CYCLES ,  AND VELOCIPEDES THROUGH THE
STREETS AND PUBLIC PLACES WITHIN THE
SHIRE OF ITHACA.
Preamble.
Whereas it is expedient to make provision for
regulating the traffic of vehicles called bicycles,
tricycles, or velocipedes, in the streets and public
places within the shire of Ithaca : It is hereby
,ordered and directed by the Council of the said
Shire. by virtue of  " The Local Government Act of
1878," and by the authority of the  same, as
follows:- Interpretation clause.
1. Throughout this By-law the  expression "velo-
cipede"  shall mean  a bicycle, tricycle, or velocipede,
or other vehicle of  similar  description.
Using footways p rohibited.
2. No person shall drive, ride, or impel a veloci-
pede upon any footway made or set apart for the
use of foot  passengers.
Light to be carried after  sunset.
3. Every person who drives,  rides, or impels a
velocipede through  any street  or public place during
the hours between  sunset  and sunrise shall carry a
lamp, which shall be attached to the velocipede,
and shall be so constructed and placed  as to  exhibit
a light in the direction in which he is proceeding,
and such lamp shall be so lighted and kept lighted
as to afford adequate  means  of signalling the
approach and position of such velocipede.
Use of alarm  bell or whistle.
4. Every person who drives, rides, or impels a
velocipede through any street or public place shall
keep the same upon the  near  or left-hand side of
the carriage-way, and before overtaking  any  person,
or any waggon,  cart, carriage , or other vehicle, or
any Use or other beast of burden, proceeding
along the  street or carriage -way, he  shall, when a
reasonable distance from and before  passing such
person ,  waggon,  cart or carriage , horse or other
beast  of burden, by sounding a bell or whistle, give
audible and sufficient warning of the approach of
his velocipede.
Rule of roa i.
5. Every person driving, riding, or impelling a
velocipede whc overtakes and passes any vehicle or
any horse or other beast of burden proceeding in
the same direction in any street or public place,
shall keep while so passing to the right or off-side
of such vehicle  or animal, and  when turning from
one public street or place into another public street
or place shall go at a slow pace.
Due care  for prevention of accident.
6. In every  case  where a person driving, riding,
or impelling a velocipede in any street or public
place meets or overtakes any waggon, cart or
carriage , or any horse or other beast of burden,
and where any animal drawing such waggon, cart,
or carriage may, on such meeting or overtaking,
become restive or alarmed, or cease to be under the
due control of the person for the time being in
charge of such waggon, cart or carriage, or such
I horse or other beast of burden, the person riding
the velocipede shall dismount as speedily as possible,
and shall continue dismounted so long as may be
reasonably  necessary  for the prevention of accident.
Penalty.
7. Every person offending against any of the
provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Shire of Ithaca, the 26th day of June, 1888, and
sealed on the same day with the common seal of
the Shire.
G. E. COOPER,
M. A. HARRIS, President.
Shire Clerk.
By A uthority  :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer ,  William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty.
v g' first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas it is deemed expedient
to proclaim Saturday, the 28th instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Show of the H er-
bert River Pastoral and Agricultural Association. to
be a Public Holiday in Ingham : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me  in that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
SATURDAY, the 28th instant, shall, within the
Town of Ingham, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the  meaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MuSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign. intituled
"An Art to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectingobligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Thursday, the 26th instant, being the
second day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Croydon Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Croydon : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY, the
26th instant, shall, within the Town of Croydon,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the mean-
ing of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD 8.&7s  THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 26th
instant,  being the day appointed for holding the
Annual Meeting of the Western Queensland
Racing Club, to be a Public Holiday in Roma:
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, and by and
with  the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,  and declare
that THURSDAY, the 26th instant, shall, within
the Town of Roma, be observed as a Public
Holiday within  the meaning  of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By;Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts  on such Holidayys,"  it is amongst other things
enacted  that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Monday, the 23rd instant, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of the Port Douglas-Mosman Turf Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Port Douglas : Now,
therefore , I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling  me in  that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
MONDAY, the 23rd instant, shall, within the Town
of Port Douglas, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAvR  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign , intituled
"An Act  to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations to make payments and do other
acts on such  Holidays,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland,  or in any
part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas  it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 19th instant,
being the first day of the Annual Race Meeting of
the Gladstone Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Gladstone : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers  enabling me in  that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify,  proclaim,
and declare that THURSDAY, the 19th instant,
shall, within the Town of Gladstone,  be observed
as a Public Holiday within the meaning of the
said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of Jul ,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the fifty-
second  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
%'HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the
25th instant, being the day appointed for
holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Eidsvold
Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday in Eidsvold :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf,  and b and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 25th instant, shall,
within the Town of Eidsvold, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street , Brisbane.
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H E following List of  Runs  in the Colony of Queensland, in the Unsettled  Districts , showing  the ReatT payable in each case on or before  30th September  next, is  published  for general information.
THOMAS McILWRAITH,
Colonial Treasurer.
LIST OF RUNS.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
BURNETT.
Avail-
able.
'Una-
vailable. Total.
sands Folio.
353 Alford, Thomas ... {Taabinga 224 0 0 112 42I 1541 6 L
ditto ditto (grazingright) 97 12 0 113 38 151 6
383 Australian and New Boolgal* ... ... 86 0 0 43 15 58 39
Zealand Mortgage ditto (arrears) ... 10 7 6
Compa ny ditto (grazing right) 46 7 6 35 14 49 40
ditto ditto (arrears), 46 7 6
.107 ditto Eidswold* ... .. 1 121 2 6 57 24 81 41
ditto (grazing right) 1 91 5 3 62 25 87 42
ditto (arrears ) ... j 61 3 1
NOTES.--* Divided under  " Crown Lands Act of  1884."
This Run divided under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," but rent not
determined by Land Board. Rent has been computed under the old Act.
t Balance of Rent only on account of previous over-payment.
if Title to country in dispute, Rent will be received without prejudice.
+ Additional License Fee for the period between  expiration  of license  and commencement of lease.
Arrears due on account increased Area.
Not yet known whether Run will be held under  lease or renewal of  license.
§§ Rent on these Runs will not be received without the overdue Survey fee.
11 No rent due.
Pending the division of this Run under  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  the rent  charged will
be received without prejudice.
¶ Lease not applied for.
¶§ Held under annual tenancy.
- No Lease will be issued until all the Runs forming the consolidation have been transferred to the
person or firm in whose name it was divided.
+t Unavailable area of the portion upon which the Lessee has applied to exercise right of departure
not yet determined.
NOTE.-The Rents of all Runs, which have been applied to be brought under I he provisions of  " The  Croton
Lands Act of  1884," and not yet dealt with under that Act, have  been computed under  "The
Pastoral Leases Act  of  1869 "
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Leases. Run.
Avail- Una-
able.
i 1 1. d.
BU RNETT- continued.
Rent.
Total.
Lands Folio.
246 Bailey ,  Thomas  Old Cannindah* ... 42 10 0 20 13 33 57 L
ditto (grazing right) 13 15 0 20 13 33 58
ditto (arrears) ... 5 8 9
225 Bank ,  Commercial  Boonbyjan*... 214 0 0 107 15 122 13
Company of Sydney ditto (grazing right) 51 5 4 1014 15 1164 14
402 ditto ... ...  Culcraigie* .. ... 119 1 2 91 37 128 22
ditto (grazing right) 79 15 1 91 37 128 21
405 Bank , London Chartered Auburn* 683 6 8 500 133 633 35
ditto (grazing right) 601 14 9 629 95 724 36
ditto (arrears) ... 134  17 3
354 Bank, Mercantile of Burrandowan* 390 0 0 300 58 358 19
Sydney  ditto (grazing right) 329 6 6 263 34 297 20 77
398 Bank  of New South Nanango* ... ... 100 16 8 602 3 632 3 L1
Wales  ditto (grazing right) 45 0 3 714 12 834 4
'251 Bank , Queensland Na- Wetheron* 159 7 6 75 12 87 27 L
tional (Limited) ... ditto (grazing right) 68 6 4 72 10 82 28
92
ditto (arrears) ... 55 0 9
372 ditto ...  Loehabar* . 65 0 0 52 30 82 45
ditto (grazing right) 73 0 0 73 30 103 46
ditto (arrears) ... 48 9 2
102 Bank, Royal of Queens- Manumbar* 88 0 0 44 16 60 9 J
razin riland ditto ( ht) 47 1 10 35 5418 10
401
gg g
Baynes, W. H. ... Tarong* 166 10 0 4834 4230 113; 1 L
ditto (grazing right) 31 1 4 46A8 12 58E8 2
352 Briggs , R. B.... Tenningering* . 68 0 0 34 5 39 15
ditto ditto (grazing right) 21 7 5 10 5 15 16
319 Broadbent and Wil- Mondure* . 165 7 6 942 56 1502 17
liams ditto (grazing right) 92 2 9 81 28 109 18
408 Brown, Arthur ... Ban Ban* . 334 0 0 167 62 229 49
ditto (grazing right) 166 10 4 178a 282 207 50
ditto (arrears) ... 73 17 9
412 Cadell, J. J. ... Ideraway * .. 85 10 0 38 61 443
ditto (grazing right)t 22 19 1 40 5 45
108 Dight, Arthur... Yenda* 200 0 0 100 19 119 47 It
ditto (grazing right) 98 12 10 93 5 98 48 19
ditto (arrears) ... 89 18 4
164 Fox, J. H. Wigton* . 96 0 0 48 3 51 23
ditto (grazingright) 108 19 6 60 6 66 24
ditto (arrears) 21 8 2
230 Gilchrist and Watt Boondooma*-* ... 328 10 8 224 35 259 53
ditto (arrears) .. 43 8 1
ditto (grazing right) 124 3 4 171 3C 201 54
ditto (arrears) ... 124 3 4
231 Gilchrist, Watt and Co. Durong *-* .. 36 5 9 58 58 116 65
ditto (grazing right) 65 10 0 70 37 107
ditto (arrears) ... 32 15 0
306 Hamilton, Robert Dyngi e*t ... ... 11 7 11 18 10 28 61
ditto ... ditto (grazing right) 1s 0 0 18 10 28 62
327 ditto ... Calrossie* .. .. 22 10 0 20 421  242 73
ditto (grazing right) 13 11 8 20 43 242 74
ditto (arrears) 1 8 1
413 Humphery, F. T. Mount Debateable*f 33 7 8 40 17 57 77
ditto ... ...  ditto (grazing right) 104 2 6 49 11 60 78
ditto  ditto (arrears) ... 52 1 3
399 Jones, P. S., G. H., and  Boonara* .. .. 166 0 0 83 232 1062 11
A. E. (Executors and ditto (grazing right) 56 2 5 81 162 98 12
208
Executrix late D. M.
Jones)
Knox, Edward ... Mundaburra* . 72 0 0 36 30 66 63
ditto (grazing right) 71 15 8 37 25 62 64
ditto (arrears) ... 12 2 3
305 ditto Clonmel* ... ... 108 7 6 51 29 80 33
ditto (arrears) ... 61 15 10
ditto (grazing right) 18 6 0 61 29 90 34
ditto (arrears) ... 18 6 0
210 Knox, E., and Rut- Chessborough* 18 0 0 10 7 17 69
ledge, T. ditto (grazing right) 1010 0 14 9 23 70
ditto (arrears) ... 4 17 6
266 ditto Malmoe*t .. .. 32 1 4 18 8 26 71 ff
ditto (grazing right) 23 8 0 13 4 17 72 91
403 Mackay and Caswell... New Cannindah* .. 108 7 6 51 25 76 29 $9
ditto (grazing right) 63 0 10 67 17 81 30
ditto (arrears) ... 49 3 11
117 Mort, Henry ... Redbank* 168 0 0 105 29 134 25
ditto (grazing right) 101 14 4 80 24 104 26
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LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
Lessee.
Baramba* .
ditto (grazing right)
Coonambula* ...
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Roslin* "'
ditto (arrears) .
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Mungy* ... ...
BURNETT -continued.
414 Moore ,  Moore, and
Baynes
263 McCord, W. F. ...
377 Province, Thomas
411 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
410 ditto ... ...
409 Ridler, R. B..,.
404 Rothe, W, H....
406 Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
257 Shaw, Shaw, and Ross
308 Sinclair, G. ... ...
100 Watt, J. B. ... ...
152 Wienholt,Williams, and
Kent
400 Wienholt, E., Graham,
W., Turner, J. S.,
and Williams, W.,
Executors late W.
Kent
212 Anning and Deehan ...
213 ditto ...
217 ditto ... ...
261n ditto .. ..
220n  Anning, Deel an, and
Anning
55 ditto
55 ditto ...
267 ditto ...
177n  ditto ...
268 Anning, F. A....
230a
149
214
75n
:.,6n
155
156
163
165
166
267
268
361
417
417
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Anning, R.
ditto ...
Anning, J. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Anning, Wm....
ditto ...
Rent.
187 0 0 93; 0 931 78 J
115 8 10 1024 0 1024 8 11
120 0 0 60 32 92 51 L
20 14 0
53 5 8 59 32 91 52
53 5 8
90 12  6 58 27 85 67
2 19 3
20 11 8 38 10 48 68
10 5 10
64 11 1 43 4r 472
Hawkwood* ... .. 264 12 6
ditto (grazing  right) 241 8 0
ditto (arrears) 19 9 1
j,stimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable Tutal.
Lauds Polio.
145 70 215
184 48 232
Yarrol* ... ... 70 0 0 35 10 45 ; 59 L
ditto (grazing right )  24 12 11 65 20 85  it  60 „
ditto (arrears) ... 5 5 6
Cania* ... ... 126 0 0 63 32 95 31
ditto (arrears) .. 58 2 6
ditto (grazing right) 24 1 8 49 26 75 32 „
ditto (arrears ) ... 24 1 8
Cooranga* 493 6 8 296 36 332 37
ditto (grazing right ) 307 14 4 305 66 371 38
ditto (arrears ) ... 231 19 0
Rawbell*t ... .. 471 12 4 250 70 320 75
ditto (grazing right) 367 9 2 192 133 325 76
ditto (arrears) ... 367 9 2Knockbreak* .. 22 10 0 20 14 34 55 „
ditto (grazing right) 11 10 0 20 14 34 56 „
ditto (arrears) ... 0 7 3
Proston*t  .. 40 3 1
ditto (grazing right) 58 16 10
ditto (arrears ) ...  29 8 5
4; 18 65 79
46 17 63
Dalgangal* ... ... 301 15 0 142 70 212 43
ditto (arrears) .. 18 18 3
ditto (grazing right) 135 2 4 207 70 277 44
ditto (arrears) ... 135 2 4Degilbo*  ...  258 0 0 129 50 179 81
ditto (grazing right) 108 13 1 139 50 189 82
BURKE.
Mount Stergen ...
Deehan Park ...
Pine-tree Creek ...
Pine Tree No. 3 ...
Deehan Park No. 2
79 17 2 66
30 5 0 25
36 6 0 30
12 0 0 48
20 5 0 27
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Mount Pleasant ...
Lakes
Compton Downs...
...
No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
Reedy Springs
Cargoon No. 7
ditto  No.  8
Dunraven  11 ...
Doncaster ...
Dinas ...
Cremorne ...
Raincourt ...
Rocky Vale ...
Strath Stewart
Charlotte Plains
Chudleigh Park
Terricks No. 3
17 10 0 35
22 0 0 44
44 0 0 40
10 0 0 4)
33 0 0 30
31 10 0 63
25 0 0 50
55 18 0 30
8 10 0 34
8 10 0 34
30
40 0 0 80
16 10 0 33
45 0 0 90
35 0 0 70
31 18 0 29
33 0 0 30
66 0 0 60
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
34 100 10 G 1
25 50 2
20 50 80
0 48 18 K 7
19 46 25 K 1
10 45 355
12 56 357
35 75 180
20 60 124
20 50 4
12 75 113
0 50 131
20 50 79
16 50 184
16 50 228
11 41 142
20 100 144
11 44 158
0 90 163
21 91 164
20 49 185
20 50 186
4(1 100 46
25 50 252
50 100 253
ff
G1
K6
G2
K1
K2
G1
K5
K6
K2
go
G1
r,
G2
K3
go
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LIST OF  RUNS- ovutin%ed.
Zatbnated Area in
Square Miles
I
47w Anning, Wm.... ...
266n  ditto ,.. ...
266n  ditto ... ,.,
267n ditto ... ...
251 ditto ...
49n Aplin,  Brown,  and Co.,
Limited
356 ditto ... ...
357 ditto ... ...
357 ditto .,. ...
142n  ditto ... ...
50n ditto ... ...
558 Armytage, C. M.
181 Atherton, E. ,..
68 Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company
69 ditto ... ...
69 ditto ... ...
136 ditto ... ...
137 ditto ... ...
416 ditto
76 Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Co., Limited
88 ditto ... ...
188 ditto ... ...
189 ditto ... ...
378 ditto ... ...
67n ditto ...
339 ditto ... ...
340 ditto ... ...
340 ditto ... ...
92n ditto ... ...
92n ditto ... ..
93n ditto ... ...
93n ditto ... ...
94n ditto ...
491 ditto ... ...
69n ditto ... ...
70n ditto ... ...
70n ditto ... ...
71n ditto ... ...
71n ditto ... ...
72n ditto ... ...
' 72n ditto ... ...
178n ditto ...
178n ditto ...
...
105n ditto ... ...
105n ditto
... ...
149,m  ditto ... ...
149n ditto ... ...
150n ditto ... ...
216n ditto ... ...
580 ditto ... ...
20n ditto ... ...
219n  ditto ... ...
290n  ditto
175 ditto
ditto
176 ditto
176 ditto
178 ditto
178 ditto
179 ditto
179 ditto
RAM sent.
I, s. d.BURKE-continued.
Terricks
5ditto  No.
ditto  No. 6
Chudleigh No. 1
Terricks No. 1
Floraville Downs
No. 4
Alice Vale ...
ditto No.2
ditto No. 3 ...
Almora ...
Floraville Downs
No. 5
Afton Downs* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Midlothian ... ...
Cassilis ... ...
ditto West ...
ditto East ...
Coleraine  No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
Mossgiel ... ...
Devencourt ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No.4...
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 7 ...
Parkside  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto  No. 7
ditto No. 8 ...
Mount Merlin No. 18
Carlton Hills No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No 3
ditto No. 411
Table Top .. ...
Paroo North ...
ditto South ...
Pickwick ... ...
Ernestfield ...
Prestbury No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Boaz ... ...
Whitman ... ...
Mossman ... ...
Powell ...
Blue Nobbyll ...
Byron1l .. ...
Hughenden* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Glendower* ...
ditto (arrears) .
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ,..
Alpha ...
Beta ... ...
Gamma ... ...
Delta ... ...
Epsilon
Zeta ... ...
Eta ... ... ...
Theta ... ...
Argil-  Una-
able. ble.Total.
Lands Folio.
17 0 0 34 16 50 37 K 1
15 0 0 60 15 75 27 K 7
10 0 0 40 10 50 28
10 0 0 40 10 50 29
32 10 0 65 10 75 16 R 3
36 0 0 60 0 60 59 G 4
59 8 0 99 0 99 59 G 2
46 16 0 78 0 78 149 K 3
60 0 0 100 0 100 150
22 4 0 37 0 37 151
36 0 0 60 0 60 60 G 2
663 5 0 379 0 379
81 9 1
166 18  9 2372 0 2371
83 9 5
17 10 0 70 0 70 131 K 6
50 0 0  100 0 100 407 K 1
74 1 3 984 0 984 413
50 0 0 100 0 100 411
28 10 0 57 0 57 105
9 10 0 19 0 19 106
11 17 6 471 0 473 250
27 10 0 55 20 75 455
P.-
99
K2
„
K3
K1
15 0 0 30 8 38 505 K 3
21 10 0 43 8 51 206 K 2
23 10 0 47 18 65 207
18 15 0 75 25 100 174 K 3
16 0 0 64 26 90 169 K 5
12 10 0 50 25 75 122 K 3
12 10 0 50  25 75  123
12 10 0 50 25 75 124
12 10 0 50 25  75 217 K 5
8 10 0 34 16 50 218
8 10 0 34 16 50 219
8 10 0 34 16 50 220
8 10 0 34 16 50 221
24 0 0 96 0 96 146
12 0 0 48 16 64 173
12 0 0 48 16 64 174
6 5 0 25 2 27 175
25 15 40 176
12 0 0 48 16 64 177
7 10 0 30 10 40 178
6 5 0 25 2 27 125
6 5 0 25 2 27 125
13 10 0 54 26 80 126
10 0 0 40 20 60 244
18 15 0 75 25 100 245
12 10 0 50 204 70; 248s
12 10 0 50 25 75 248E
6 5 0 25  0 25 248c
18 15 0 75 25 100 196
... 50 50 100 34
25 25 50 92
393 -3 4 1681 51 2191
265 5 8
„
K6
K'5
„
K3
K6
K591
L9
84 15 6 1093 183 128 L 10
84 15 6
421 16 6 3111 59 3701
189 3 9
115 4 0 883 0 882
115 4 0
50 0 0 100 0 100 179  K2
50 0 0 100 0 100 180
37 10 0 75 0 75 181
30 0 0 60 15  75  182
25 0 0 50 0 50 185
25 0 0 50 0 50 186
25 0 0 50 0 50 187
25 0 0 50 0 60 188
Run.
LIST OF RUN S-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
444 Australian Investment
Company, Limited
444 ditto ... ...
445 ditto ... ...
445 ditto
544 ditto ..
232 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
233 ditto ... ...
233 ditto ... ...
234 ditto ...
234 ditto ... ...
235 ditto ... ...
263 ditto ... ...
263 ditto
264 ditto ... ...
351 ditto ... ...
428 ditto ... ...
382 ditto
382 ditto ...
545 ditto
546 ditto ...
556 ditto ...
5n ditto ...
ditto ... ...
91 ditto ... ...
585 ditto ...
586 ditto ... ...
587 ditto ... ...
588 ditto ... ...
592 ditto ... ...
593 ditto ... ...
594 ditto ... ...
559 ditto ... ...
560 ditto
561 ditto
562 ditto
547 ditto
547 ditto
565 ditto
566 ditto
567 ditto
568 ditto
3n ditto
ditto
4n ditto
ditto
150n ditto
151n ditto
152n ditto
569 ditto ...
441 ditto ...
211a ditto ...
213a  ditto ...
383 ditto ...
389 ditto ...
384 ditto ...
384 ditto
92 ditto ...
92 ditto
389 ditto ...
428 ditto ...
203a ditto ...
142n ditto ...
376 ditto ...
127a ditto ...
128 ditto ... ...
128 ditto ... ...
532 ditto ... ...
533 ditto ... ...
Bruce  ... ...
Wallace ... ...
Bannockburn  ...
Dunbar  ... ...
Montrose  ..
Talawanta No. 1...
ditto No. 2...
ditto No. 3...
ditto No. 4...
ditto No. 5...
ditto No. 6...
ditto No. 10...
ditto No.11...
ditto No.12...
Morell ...
Morrell West
ditto BackRippledon ... ...
Moree ..
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
Haslebury Vale
Margaret  Vale ...
ditto  No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 7
ditto  No. 8
ditto No. 9
Thornton Vale * ...
ditto (arrears )++ ...
ditto  No. 2
ditto (arrears )++ ...
ditto No. 3
ditto (arrears )++ .
ditto No.4
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Clifton ... ...
Saltram ... ...
Tabba ...  ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2  ...
ditto No. 3  ...
Monkey ...
ditto No. 1  ...
ditto No. 2  ...
ditto No. 3  ...
Seymour il ...  ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto (arrears )++ ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Gournamajl ... ...
Rippledon Back ...
Ploraville ... ...
Copenhagen... ...
Copenhagen Back ...
ditto West ...
Retreat ...
Ploraville Back ...
Womboll ... ...
Djurajigher ...
Taldora Back  ...
Vacantjl ... ...
West Bourke ...
Alroy , .o. ...
Alice Vale N 5 ...
Bustard Plains ...
Leilaville No. 2 ...
ditto No 3 ...
ditto  East
ditto West ...
769
Rent.
sail- V ns. Totalable .  silnbie.
Lands Folio.
£  S.  d.
BURKE-continued.
25 0 0 100 0 100 53 K 4
25 0 0 100 0 100 54
25 0 0 100 0 100 5512 100 50 0 50 56 ,/f,
25 0 0 100 0 100 251 „
21 5 0 429 0 429 238 K 2
12 10 0 25 0 25 239 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 240 „12 10 0 25 0 25 241 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 242
25 0 0 50 0 50 243
17 15 0 35s 0 359 38 K 3
34 0 0 68 69 749 39
25 0 0 50 0 50 40 „
30 0 0 50 0 50 169 G 1
6 5 0 25 2 27 22 K 4
12 10 0 50 0 50 183 K 3
30 0 0 50 0 50 173 G 1
12 10 0 50 0 50 1 K5
6 5 0 25 0 25 2 „12 10 0 50 0 50 3 „
10 0 0 40 17 57 62 „12 10 0 50 14 64 in
54 8 0 34 16 50 127 G 1
6 5 0 25 199 449 39 K 518 15 0 75 25 100 40 „
15 0 0 60 15 75 41 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 42
7 10 0 30 149 441 4618 15 0 75 25 100 47
12 0 0 48 16 64 48
12 10 0 50 0 50 13 „
18 15 0
12 10 0 50 0 50 14 „
18 15 012 10 0 50 0 50 15 „
18 15 012 10 0 50 0 50 16
18 15 0
86 14 0 34 16 50 125 G 1
76 10 0 34 16 50 124
11 5 0 45 25 70 19
13 0 0 52 25 77 20 K 5
13 0 0 52 25 77 219 10 0 38 18 56 22
13 10 0 54 26 80 5813 10 0 54 26 80 59
11 15 0 47 23 70 608 15 0 35 17 52 61
25 154 404 73 K 618 15 0 75 0 75 74
31 5 018 15 0 75 0 75 76
31 5 0
... 52 52 104 23 K 5
17 10 0 70 30 100 47 K 4
87 10 0 50 t i 50 171 G 1
75 0 0 50 0 50 174
12 10 0 50 0 50 184 K 3
6 5 0 25 25 50 196
17 10 0 70 64 769 186
6 15 0 27 0 27 185
16 5 0 329 0 329 10 K 2
25 0 0 50 0 50 11 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 197 K 3
... 18 0 18 21 K 4
39 15 0 53 0 53 152 G 1
9 15 0 39 0 39 60 K 6
15 0 0 25 0 25 170 K a
100 0 0 100 0 100 91
25 7 6 504 0 604 89 K 2
50 0 0 100 0 100 88 P,
25  0 0 50 0 50 55 K 1
25 0 0 50 50 100 53 „
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
I
361 Bank of Australasia...
362 ditto
483 ditto
22 ditto
90 ditto
131 ditto ... ...
68n ditto
457 ditto ...
461 ditto .., ,..
462 ditto
462 ditto ... ...
463 ditto ... ..,
463 ditto ...
478 ditto ...
480 ditto
175n ditto ... ...
485 ditto ... ...
82n ditto ... ...
83n ditto ... , . .
486 ditto ... ...
77n ditto
190n ditto ... ...
190n ditto ... ...
191" ditto ...
Lessee.
Estimated Area in
Square Stiles.
Bui. Rent.
Avail-
a b le.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
I £ .c. ,/
BURKE - continued.
53n Bank, Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
53n  ditto ... ...
54a ditto
312 ditto ... ...
418 ditto ... ...
419 ditto
ditto
291a ditto
292a ditto
293a ditto
455 ditto
ditto
456 ditto
ditto
311 ditto
312 ditto
401 ditto
402 ditto
416 ditto
194 ditto
194 ditto
238 ditto
196 ditto
245 ditto
272n ditto
273n  ditto
197n ditto
51n  ditto
32a ditto
39a ditto
40a ditto
40a ditto
52n  ditto
52n  ditto
306 ditto
307 ditto
309 ditto
130 ditto
326 ditto
7 ditto
384 ditto
385 ditto
385 ditto
218n  ditto
218n ditto
234n  ditto ... ...
296 Bank , London Chartered
ditto ... ...
Burleigh ... ...
Surrey ... ...
Brantinghamt ...
Kenmac Downs No. 4
Lisdermot ...
Merton Ponds ...
Redmond Downs ...
Doraville ... ...
Harricks ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Glenore ... ...
Harban Vale ...
ditto No.  1
Waverley  ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Timora ... ...
ditto No.1 ...
Doraville No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 t ...
ditto N o. 3 ...
Clutha No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Pomerania Downs
No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3FloravilleDownsNo. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Wangunda No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6
Carl Downs No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto  (arrears )+t  ...
Pomeroy No. 1 ...
Clutha No. 4 ...
Wangunda No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Murree ... ...
Wangunda ... ...
Ferney li
Gondokoro ... ...
Varaville No. 1 ...
Euthelo ... ...
Kungaberh ... ...
Britchy No. 2 ...
Bunda Bunda ...
Sea-horse Camp ...
Gumagaygay ...
Nimro ...  ...
Yapoo ... ...
The Ridge ... ...
Britchy No. 1 . . .
Glade Vale .. ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Wingera ... ...
Pomeroy ...  ...
Culberry ...
Giddery Giddery ...
Giddery No. 1
Cuddray Cuddray ...
Moranborray ...
Woodlands ... ...Woolstone ... ...
Mill Mill ... ...
Egilabria ... ...
Burlong ...
55 0 0 50 25 75 51 G2
55 0 0 50 25 75 52 „
2 0 0 68 12 80 131 K4
25 0 0 50 40 90 151 K1
40 0 0 80 20 100 6 K2
12 10 0 25 0 25 94 of
6 5 0 25 0 25 170 K5
13 15 0 55 20  75 79  K4
12 10 0 50 6 56 88
15 0 0 60 15 75
„
89 to
6 5 0 25 0 25 90 „
15 0 0 60 15 75 91
„
25 0 0 100 0 100 92
„
8 15 0 35 15 50 122
„
12 10 0 50 0 50 12612 100 50 0 50 122  i612 100 50 0 50 134
10 0 0 40 0 40 199 S 5
10 0 0 40 0 40 200
12 10 0 50 0 50 135 K 4
7 10 0 30 0 30 189 K 5
7 8 9 294 0 294 147 K 6
3 10 0 20 0 20 148
... 36 0 36 149
27 10 0 25 121 371 65 G2
40 14 0 37 0 37 66
30 0 0 60 15  75 85  K 1
9 15 0 39 0 39 69  K3
15 0 0 60 0 60 2  K4
12 10 0 50 0 50 3 „
10 0 0 40 0 40 4
„
90 0 0 60 0 60 56 G2
81 0 0 60 0 60 57
81 0 0 60 0 60 58
6 5 0 25 2 27 75 K4
6 5 0 25 2 27 76
„
1 15 0 7 0 7 77 „
8 10 0 34 0 34 78  „
11 5 0
14 0 0 56 0 56 68 K3
9 15 0 39 0 39 69
„
8 15 0 35 17 52 221
8 15 0 35 15 50 222
10 0 0 40 17 57 251
30 0 0 60 15 75 217 K2
30 0 0 60 12  72 218
25 25 50 249
30 0 0 60 15  75 221
228 15 0 50 25 75 101 G117 100 35 15 50 149 K1
12 10 0 25 0 25 147 „
15 0 0 30  0  30 21 „
12 10 0 25  0  25 39 „
12 10 0 25 0  25 111 „
12 10 0 25 0  25 95 „
12 10 0 25 0  25 93 „
12 10 0 25 0  25 91
18 0 0 30 0  30 23 „
18 0 0 30 0  30 19 „
6 5 0 25 0  25 58 K3
18 15 0 75 0 75 5912 100 25 0 25 63
34 0 0 68 0 68 93 K2
12 10 0 50 0 50 95 „
48 0 0 96 0 96 177 K1
18 15 0 75  0  75 187 K3
7 10 0 30 10 40 188
8 0 0 32  0  32 „189 „
12 10 0 50 0 50 200 K6
12 10 0 50  0  50 201
20 0 0 80 20 100 225
22 10 0 45 0 45 45
25 0 0 50  0  50 46  „
South
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Tot&L
Lands Folio.
ao  if.
BURKE-continued.
297
271n
495
496
497
498
538
On
7n
171n
172n
172n
173n
2.34n
224a
224a
308
160
387
399
399
255
514
282n
283n
270
270
221n
221n
176n
72
73
162
162
195
195
236
Bank, London Chartered
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Bank, National of Aus-
tralasia, Melbourne
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Bank of
Wales
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
258 ditto
338 ditto
345 ditto
346 ditto
17'7n  ditto
409 ditto
421 ditto
New
253 ditto ...
8 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
10 ditto ...
91 ditto ...
243 ditto ...
244 ditto ...
244 ditto
317 ditto
ditto
523 ditto ...
243 ditto ...
337 ditto
337 ditto
338 ditto
34.5 ditto
470 ditto
523 ditto
34n ritto
129n ditto
Egilabria West ...
Chalmers ... ...
Egremont ... ...
Waterloo .. ...
Birkenhead ...
Croydon ... ...
Brighton ... ...
Heighton ... ...
Liverpool ...
Birkenhead No. 1 ...
Liverpool No. 1 ...
Waterloo No. I ...
Egremont No. 1 ...
Belmore North ...
ditto No.1
ditto South ...
ditto No.1
Waterloo No. 2 ...
Clonnagh  No.1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
Ballagmore ... ...
Stonesfield ... ...
Corella Downs ...
vuchy ... ...
Vevey ... ...
Kilmarnock ...
Lousanne ..
Malakoff No.1 North
ditto No.2
Ravensdale ... ...
Merton Vale
Bauhinia Vale No. 1
Aspasia No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Alicedale ...
Archie Creek .
Merton Vale North
ditto West
Bauhinia Vale West
Lillydale South
Mertonvale North
No. 2
Archie Creek North
ditto South
Tomato Vale ...
Merton Vale East ...
Bauhinia Vale No. 2
Aspasia No. 3 ...
Bauhinia Vale West
No. 1
Darwin ... ...
Saxby Downs ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
... Cudgilglomera, Downs
Birinda
Denham Plains
... Newstead ...
... Clio ...
... Zulu Downs
Araby Downs
Galls
,%l erton Vale
No. 2
771
West
... Ravensdale  West ...
... Aspasia Vest ...
... Bauhinia  Vale No. 3
... Lillydale South No. 2
... Archie Creek North
No. 2
... Aspasia No. 4 ...
... Verdon No. 4 ...
17 10 0 35 0 35 47
6 5 0 25 0 25 38
20 0 0 80 20 100 154
20 0 0 80 20 100 155
20 0 0 80 20 100 156
18 15 0 75 25 100 157
10 15 0 43 0 43 158
17 10 0 70 14 84 160
20 0 0 80 20 100 238
10 0 0 40 10 50 64
10 0 0 40 10 50 65
10 0 0 40 19 50 66
12 10 0 50 25 75 67
18 15 0  75  25 100 115
18 15 0 75 25 100 116
12 10 0 50 17 67 117
12 10 0 50 17 67 118
12 0 0 48 0 48 224
37 10 0 75 0 75 125
K6
K7
K4
„
„
„
„
„
„
K5
„
K6
37 10 0 75 0 75 127
6 5 0 25 0 25 62 K 3
17 0 0 34 0 34 153 K 2
25 0 0 100 0 100 193 K 3
22 7 6 899 0 899 216
15 5 0 61 0 61 217
7,
f,
25 0 0 50 0 50 29
18 15 0 75 0 75 191 K 4
20 17  6• 479  0 479 57A K 1
16 17 6 334 0 334 59A
66 0 0 60 0 60 6 G 2
77 0 0 70 0 70 5
26 0 0 52 0 52 27
25 0 0 50 0 50 23
24 0 0 48 0 48 25
25 0 0 50 0 50 423
25 0 0 50 0 50 427
21 0 0 42 0 42 156
12 10 0 25 2 27 157
20 0 0 40 0 40 219
13 10 0 27 0 27 220
24 0 0 48 0 48 246
15 10 0 31 0 31 25  K3
7 0 0 28 0 28 119 „
7 10 0  30 20 50 132
6 5 0 25 10 35 134
15 0 0 25 25 50 29 J
17 10 0  70 0 70 237 K 3
12 10 0 50 25 75 7 K 4
42 10 0 85 15 100 20 K 3
25 0 0 50 0 50 183 K 1
24 0 0 48 8 56 185 „
26 10 0 53 7 60 187
28 0 0 56 4 60 189
25 0 0 50 0 50 8
35 0 0 70 30 100 6
37 10  0 75 25 100  7
22 10 0 45 5 50 8
12 10 0 50 10 60 78
15 10  0 62 0 62 79
1410  0 5t 6 60 210
52 10 0 70 30 100 5
15 5 0 61 0 61 117
7 10 0 30 20 50 118
6 5 0 25 2 27 120
6 5 0 25 10 35 133
6 5 0 25 2 27 106
12 1 3 48. 0 48.4 209
6 5 0 25 2 27 121
6 5 0 25 0 '25 33
„
K2
K3
„
K4
K'3
,f
,f
1)
K4
K5
K6
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LIST of RUNS-eontinwl.
Lessee. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lands Folio.
Avail-  Una-
able. silable.Total.
£ S. d.
BURKE-continued.
170n( Bank of New
Wales
124a ditto ...
130a ditto131a  ditto
135a ditto
84 ditto
85 ditto
54 ditto
54 ditto
184 ditto
185 ditto
185 ditto
186 ditto
186 ditto
305 ditto
332 ditto
332  ditto
218 ditto
218 ditto
220 ditto
370 ditto
315 ditto
449 ditto ...
450 ditto ...
42n ditto ...
188n ditto ...
94n ditto ...
95n ditto ...
95n ditto ...
96n ditto ...
96a ditto
200a  Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
199a ditto ...
198a ditto ...
197a ditto ...
387 ditto ...
204a ditto ...
25 ditto
91 ditto ...
169 ditto
310 ditto ...
339 ditto ...
391 ditto
392 ditto ...
199 ditto ...
199 ditto ...
336 ditto ...
370 ditto ...
371 ditto
372 ditto ...
472 ditto ...
476 ditto ...
477 ditto ...
195n  ditto
269n ditto ...
270n ditto ...
269 ditto ...
269 ditto ...
278 ditto ...
36n ditto
36n ditto
37n ditto
37n ditto
136n ditto
136n ditto
137n ditto
137n ditto
138n ditto
472 Bank, Royal of Queens-land, Limited
473 ditto ... ' ...
Bauhinia Vale WestNo. 2
Sugar Cane... ...
Albert Downs No. 2
Maryan Vale No. 2
Gregory Downs No. 2
Punjaub No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Fiery Downs North
ditto South
Glendalough ...
Mandingol ...
Tagassa ... ...
Tafilet ... ...
Arawan ..
Elizabeth Downs ...
Shawfield ... ...
Braemar .
Maryan Vale No.  1
Albert Downs No. 1
Gregory Downs No. 1
Braemar No. 2 ...
Elizabeth Downs
No. 1
ditto  No. 3
ditto  No. 5
Colless Downs No. 1
Bissett No. 5 ...
Stirling ... ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Byrimine ... ...
Cloncurry No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Emilie ... ...
Bridgewater ...
Reedy Springs ...
Agate Downs
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
Spring Creek
Glen Coe ...
Waddonga ...
Warren Vale
Holt's Dale ...
Boongalee ...
Friesland ...
Wills No. 1...
ditto No. 2...
Florence Vale
Malbon Vale
ditto No.  1
Miriam Downs
Wills
Leichhardt Downs
No. 9
Claraville
ditto  No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
Mittori
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Maggieville ...
Murrurundi
6 5 0 25 10 35 112 K 6
80 0 0 80 0 80 88 G 1
15 0 0 30 14 44 38 J
15 0 0 30 18 38 42 „
15 0 0 30 20 50 40 „
40 0 0 80 0 80 489 K1
40 0 0  80 0 80 491
30 0 0  60 0 60 435
16 10 0  33 0 33 437
50 0 0  100 0 100 198 K 2
46 5 0  9219 0 921 199
25 10 0 51 0 51 200
32 0 0 64 0 64 201
18 10 0  37 9 46 202
18 0 0  36 0 36 55 K3
8 0 0 32 3 35 107
8 15 0 35 7 42 108 „
48 8 0  4) 9 49 103 G1
48 8 0  40 13 53 92
48 8 0 40 10 50 96
6 5 0 25 3 28 163 K3
25 0 0 50 0 60 76 „
12 10 0 50 0 50 64 K4
6 5 0 19 0 19 66 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 137 K5
6 5 0 25 0 25 143 K6
8 15 0 35 0 35 222 K5
8 15 0 35 0 35 223 It
12 7 6 49; 0 49* 224
12 7 6 49s 0 49* 225
9 12 6 381 0 3821 226
33 5 0  66* 0 662 123 K1
25 0 0 50 0 50 117 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 119
20 0 0 40 14 50 121
8 10 0 34 201 54* 192 K3
20 0 0 40 0 40 133 K 1
12 10 0 25 I 5 30 241
12 10 0 25 25 50 9 K 2
12 10 0 25 25 50 170
12 10 0 25 15 40 66 K 3
6 5 0 25 15 40 121
6 5 0 25 10 35 201
6 5 0 25 10 35 202
12 10 0 25 5 30 227 K 2
12 10 0 25 5 30 228 „
6 5 0 19 0 19 116 K 3
36 0 0 60 15 75 164
36 0 0 60 15 75 166
50 0 0 50 10 60 167
12 10 0 50 25 75 109 K4
12 10 0 50 0 50 118 „
12 10 0 60 0 50 119 „
10 0 0 40 30 70 156 K 6
9 10 0 38 12 50 35 K r
9 10 0 38 12 50 36 „
61 12 0 56 19 75 139 G 1
61 12 0 56 19 75 142
28 18 6 443 0 443 195 „
12 10 0 50 10 60 124 K5
15 0 0 60 12 72 125
13 0 0 52 26 78 126
11 0 0 44 21 65 127
16 6 0 65 10 75 47 K6
16 5 0 65 10 75 48 „
8 5 0 33 0 33 49 „
18 15 0 75 0 75 50 „
1210 0 50 0 50 51 .,
12 10 0 50 0 50 110 K4
12 10 0 50 0 50 111
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LIST OF HUN  S-continued.
Estlmnatea Area in
square mile..
Bun.. Bent.
38n Bank , Royal of Queens-
land, Limited
473 ditto ... ...
39n ditto ...
474 ditto ... ...
474 ditto ... ...
475 ditto ... ...
484 ditto ... ...
485 ditto ...
40n ditto ... ...
41n ditto ... ...
73n ditto ... ...
459 ditto ... ...
459 ditto ...
181n Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia, Limited
182n ditto
182i  ditto
s. d.
BURKE- -continued.
Murrurundi No. 1... I 12 10 0
Abbottsford ...  12 10 0
ditto No.1 ... 6 5 0
Scone  ... ...  I 12 10 0
12 10 0Wingin  ... ...
Bickham ... 12 10 0
Norma  ...  7 5 0
ditto No .  2 ... 8 5 0
ditto No .  3 ... 6 5 0
ditto No. 4 ... 6 5 0
Chilton Downsll ... ...
White  Bait  ...  10 0 0
Edington  ... ...  10 0 0
Coalbrook  ... ... 10 0 0
ditto (arrears) 4"' ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto (arrears) $,* ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
183n ditto ... ... ditto No.  3  ...
183n ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 ...
184n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 5  ...
184n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 6  ...
185n ditto ... ... ditto No.  7  ...
1S Barker, W. H. and E.
19 ditto ... ...
19 ditto ... ...
20 ditto ... ...
20 ditto ...
271 ditto ...
415 ditto ...
81n ditto ..
285n Barry , John J.
276n Bayles, W. J., W. M.,
and N.
276n
36
80
81
197
249
250
250
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
251 ditto
50n ditto
236n  Bell and
237n  ditto
238n ditto
238n ditto
239n ditto
239n ditto ...237n Broadley, F. H.
200 Brown, John ..
150at Brown, W. V....
221 ditto
210 Bundock and Hays
210 ditto
209 ditto ...
230 ditto ...
272 ditto ...
273 ditto ...
273 ditto ...
46 ditto ...
46 ditto ...
47 ditto ...
228n  ditto ...
156 ditto
157 ditto
ditto
158 ditto
ditto (arrears-- ...
Mitte ... ...
Willilbah ... ...
Lette ... ...
Benannee ... ...
Proa ... ... ...
Neelia Ponds ...
ditto No.2...
Proa No. 3 ...
Katyf'ord ... ...
Kamarooka No. 4
West
ditto No. 3 East
Dillivard .. ...
Glenbervie No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Wild Duck East ...
Ettie' s Plains ...
Kate's Plains ..
Glenbervie No. 3
West
ditto No. 4 West
Kamarooka East ...
Florence No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.  3T
ditto No. 4 ¶
ditto No. 5 ¶E
ditto No. 6 j(§ ...
Lisdermot  No. I  ...
Hight Downs ...
Adelaideberg
Floraville ... ...
Clarence Downs ...
Richmond Downs ...
Wyangarie ...
Landsborough Downs
Mary Plains
Minnamere ... ..
Compton Downs No. 2
Grampian Hills No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto  No. 4
Grampian Hills  No. 1
East
Dundas
... Dare ... ...
... Darnley ... ...
Deerhurst
Avail- IIna-
able .  - ailable . Total.
Lana WHO.
50 0 50 128 K 5
50 0 50 112
25 25 50 130
50 0 50 113
50 0 50 114
50 0 50 115
29 0 29 132
33 0 33 133
25 25 50 133
25 25 50 134
25 15 40
40 35 75 83
40 35 75 84
40 10  50  132
18 15 0
10 0 0 40 10 50 133
18 15 0
7 10 0 30 20 50 134
6 5 0
6 5 0 25 25 50 135
9 10 0 38 37 75 136
9 10 0 38 37 75 137
6 5 0 25 25 50 138
10 0 0 40 10 50 139
18 15 0
„
„
„
,,
37 10 0 75 0 75 225 K 1
34 10 0 69 0 69 227 „
22 10 0 45 6 51 229 ,,
33 0 0 66 0 66 231
50 0 0 100 0 100 233 „
81 13 6  74,41 0 74; 207  G 1
6 5 0 7* 0 72 249 K 3
12 10 0 50 0 50 197 K 5
n. 1. 25 0 25 51 K 7
25 0 0 50 0 50 103 K 1
25 0 0 50 0 50 101
50 0 0 100 0 100 297 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 473
50 0 0 100 0 100 475 „
39 0 0 78 0 78 224 K 2
25 0 0 100 0 100 12 K 3
25 0 0 100 0 100 13
25 0 0 100 0 100 14
14 10 0 58 0 58 15
14 15 0 292 0 291 49 K 1
18 15 0 75 25 100 229 K 6
6 10 0 26 1 27 230 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 232
8 15 0 35 15 50 233
12 10 0 50 25 75 234
8 15 0 35 15 50 235
7 10 0 30 12 42 231 K 1
15 0 0 25 5 30
50 0 0 50 0 50 114 G 1
55 0 0 50 20 70 104
135 15 3 60 40 100 32
60 10 0 50 25  75  30
60 10 0 50 25 75 31
60 10 0 50 25 75 137
71 10 0 65 10 75 212
53 18 0 49 0 49 206
44 0 0 40 20 60 3
24 0 0 48 3 51 335
47 10 0 95 5 100 337
24 10 0 49 4 53 339
15 10 0 31 4 35 333E
„
36 0 0 60 5 65 145 K 2
18 0 0 30 10 40 146
39 0 0 65 5 70 147
16 4 0 25 0 25 148
„
K5
„
„
K4
„
K6
CLessee.
-L- i
159 Bnn dock and Hays ...1
283 ditto ...222.Bundock, W. C. ...
246a ditto ... ...
51 Car
Co
andott
mpan
a Pa
y, Li
storal
mited
51 ditto ... ...
223 ditto ... ...
223 ditto ...
224 ditto ...
224 ditto ...
277 ditto ...
381 Cha pman, G. B.
12 Cha ve, T. A. ...
12 ditto ...
13 ditto
13 ditto ...
14 ditto ...
14 ditto
15 ditto ...
15 ditto ...
16 ditto ...
17 ditto
17 ditto
122n ditto ..
225  Chi rnside , T. and A. S.
225 ditto ... ...
397 ditto
398 ditto
398 ditto
159a ditto
176n ditto
266 ditto ... ...
446 Chr istian, Wi lliam ...
446 ditto ...
447 ditto ...
447 ditto ...
448 ditto ...
544 ditto ...
252 Colless M. ...
440 ditto ...
440 ditto373 Costello, John ...
374 ditto ... ...
374 ditto ... ...
375 ditto ...
375 ditto ... ...
264 ditto ... ...
265 ditto ...
429 ditto ... ...
429 ditto ... ...
262n  Cox, Thomas ...
262ft  ditto ... ...
263n  ditto ... ...263o  ditto ... ...
263n ditto ... ...
179n Craigie and McCabe ...
179n ditto
180n ditto ... ...
269n ' ditto ... ...
270n ditto ...
8Sn Crosthwaite, B. ...
894 ditto ... ...
894 ditto ...
327 Crothers,  Hy....557Curdie, J. P., J.
and  1). W.,
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LIST OF R U'  S-rorl i nne(l.
Run. Rent.
£ •,-. (.
BURXE-continued.
Dinorwick  ... . l 16 16 0
Compton Downs No. 11 67 15 2
Dixey ... 36 15 0
Nonda ... ... 57 15 0
Plevna ... ... 25 17 6
Plevna North ... 11 5 0
Augustus Downs 37 10 0
No. 3
ditto No. 4 ... 37 10 0
ditto No. 5 ... 37 10 0
ditto No. 6 ... 29 2 6
Leichhardt Downs 23 13 0
No. 1
Farley ... ...
Mina Downs ...
Cathcart ... ...
Cathcart Downs ...
Cathcart Plains ...
Blantyre .. ...
Margaret Downs ...
Maxwelton ... ...
Torryburn ... ...
Allison ... ...
Gordon Downs ...
Ellen Downs ...
Anstey Downs ...
Donor's Hills ...
Gulah
6 5 0
18 0 0
25 10 0
49 10 0
48 15 0
48 0 0
50 0 0
I .0 0 0
45 12 6
42 15 0
50 0 0
33  10 0
10 10 0
54 9 0
41 2 9
Donor's Hill, Back 18 15 0
No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ... 18 15 0
Gulah Back ... 25 0 0
Flinder's Junction... 15 0 0
Sorgham Downs
No. 2 ... ...
Wommcra ... ...
Macsland ... ...
McGregor ... ...
Hinton 1 ... ...
Lochinvar ... ...
Corinda ... ...
Argyle ... ...
Warrego ... ...
Punch Bowl ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Lake Nash No. 7...
ditto No. 8...
ditto No. 9...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 13 ...
ditto No. 14 ...
ditto No. 17 ...
ditto No.18...
Glen Loth ... ...
30 0 0
135 0 0
11 10 0
11 0 0
...
19 5 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
25 0 0
17 0 0
17 0 0
17 0 0
17 0 0
17 0 0
17 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
7 0 0
ditto (arrears ) *+ ... 2 15 0
ditto No. 1 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.2 ... 6 5 0
ditto 1\1o.3 ... 6 5 0
Gundaria ... ... 20 0 0
ditto N o. I ... 20 0 0
ditto  No. 2 20 0 0
Lema  ... ... n. 1.
ditto No. 1... ... n. 1.
Morstone No. 2 ... n. 1.
ditto No. 3 ... n. 1.
ditto No. 4 ...  n.  I.
Mandradoe ... ... 6 5 0
Tamworth* ... ... 117 0 0
ditto tarrrears) ... 32 10 0
ditto(grazingright) 13 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 1 6 10 0
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Avail-
nble.
28
40
43
77
514
2212
75
75
75
584
21*
25
36
54
99
97
96
100
100
914
851
100
67
42
45
34
75
75
100
25
50
50
46
44
31
77
100
100
25
40
40
50
34
34
34
34
34
34
50
50
28
26
T nv a sab;r e. Total.
1 I
L:1n,1- Folio.
17 45 151 K 2
18 58 2 G2
0 43 27 K 1
0 77
0 514 429 „
0 221 431
0 75 108 G 1
0 75 109
0 75 110
0 584 111
0 211 144
0 25 180 K3
0 36 197 K1
0 54 199
0 99 201
0 9712 203
0 96 205
0 100 207
0 100 209
0 911 211
0 851 213
0 100 217
0 67 219
0 42 20 K6
30 75 115 G1
16 50 116
0 75 213 K3
0 75 214
„
0 100 215 „
11 36 123 G1
25 75 47 J1
25 75 117 G1
0 46 57 K4
0 44 58
0 31 59
e 77 60
0 100 62
0 100 249 „
3 28 17 K3
84 484 45 K4
84 484 46
„
25 75 15A K3
16 50 15B
16 50 15c
16 50  15D
16 50  15E
16 50 41
16 50 42
25 75 23
„
K42.5 75 24
„
6 34 19 K7
0 25 20
0 25 21
0 25 22
20 10()  127 KG
20 100 128
20 100 129
0 25 33 K7
12 50  34
„
0 50 211 K5
0 50 212
0 50 213
3 28 98 K 3
0 78 14 B 3
0 26 14 B
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
square Miler.
Lewes. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
17na.
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
£ .c.  W.
BURKE--continued.
298 Currie , J. L. ...
388 De Salis and Smith
409 ditto ...
512 ditto ...
436 ditto
436 ditto
514 ditto
515 ditto
515 ditto ... ...
513 ditto ...
513 ditto .183 Docker, Clarke, and
Smith
11n Edkins,Hann and Hann
326 Finlay, A. K. ... ...
349 ditto ... ...
350 ditto ...
404 ditto ...
405 ditto ... ...
189n ditto
44n Fisher, C. B.
460 Fleming and Kennedy
461 ditto .
45n  Gardner and McKenzie
261n Grice, John ...
107% Haydon and Brodie ...
279 Haydon and Loughnan
549 ditto
280 ditto ...
280 ditto ...
424 ditto ...
424 ditto ...
425 ditto ...
425 ditto ...
426 ditto ...
426 ditto ...
427 ditto ...
427 ditto ...
430 ditto ..
216n Henry and Sheaffe
90n Kennedy, James
372 ditto ...
551 Kilgour, Arthur
552 ditto ...
167n Kilgour, Wm.
160n Knox and Baker
161n ditto ...
161n ditto ...
162n  ditto ...
162n ditto ...
164n ditto
164n ditto ...
413 Lamb, E. W....
441 ditto ...
527 ditto ...
527 ditto ...
260n , ditto ..
285 Mark,  W., G. H., J. C.,
and R . W. E.
276 ditto ... ...
142 ditto ...
142 Marks and Sons
475 Martin, W. A.
476 ditto ...
Telemon* ... ...
ditto (arrears ) ..
ditto(grazingright)
ditto (arrear s) ...
Muk Quibunya ...
'1'harwan ... ...
Naas ... ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Yallock ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Naas No.l ..
ditto (arrears )++...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto (arrears )++...
Eureka ... ...
Pialah ... ...
Redeliffe * ... ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing  right)
ditto (arrears ) ...
Mahon No.  I  ...
Bellkate West ...
Mullah Cherry ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
Bellkate No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
Mulla Gherry No. 2
Elderslie I No. 3 ...
Culzean ... ...
ditto  No. 1 ...
Geneva ... ...
The Excess ... ...
Abbotsford No. 2 ..
Corella Lagoon ...
Pompaei ... ...
W oondoola ... ...
Uralla ... ..
Jenny Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
Chester ... ...
Savanaka ...
Kingsborough ...
Argylla ... ...
Culzean No. 2 ...
Horbury Plains ...
Herbert Vale No. 9
ditto No. 10
Quanta No .  2 ...
Chapman ... ...
Wynard ... ...
Esther ... ...
Florence ... ...
Violet ... ...
Deborah ...  ...
Coralie ... ...
Tommy ... . ..
Flora Downs  ...
Ivanhoe  No- 1  ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Flora North ...
Pentland Downs
No. 1
Leichhardt Downs
No. 5
Coolie Amber No. 2
Lorraine No. 3  ...
Mount Ridgey ":
ditto No. 1
361 10 8 187 35 222
79 19 4
92 3 0 1223  0 122
46 1 6
12 10 0 50  10 60 194 K 3
12 10 0 50  10 60 236
17 10 0 70  18 88 188 K 4
25 0 0
20 0 0 80  20 100 37 „
12 10 0 50  8 58 38 „
16 15 0 67  13 80 192 „
21 5 0
15 0 0 60  15 75 193 „
12 10 0
16 0 0 64  11 75 194 „
17 10 012 10 0 50  25 75 189 „
12 10 0 50  25 75 190 ff
252 8 3 1904  644 2544 L5
170 19 10
69 15 0 93 4 97 L 7
69 15 0
8 15 0 35 7 42 75 K 5
15 0 0 60 40 100 97 K 3
25 0 0 100 0 100 14112 10  0 50 0 50 142
15 0 0 60 20 80 227
17 10 0 70 21 91 228
6 5 0 25 0 25 146 K 6
12 0 0 48 12 60 140 K 5
12 10 0 50 25 75 86 K 412 10  0 50 25 75 87
18 15 0 75 25 10" 142 K 5
7 10 0 30 0 30 17 K7
6 5 0 25 25 50 247
90 0 0 30 19 49 188 G 1
3210 0 25 25 50 203 „
120 0 0 40 23 63 18993 12 0 36 20 56 190
10 0 0 40 20 60 13 K 4
15 0 0 60 25 85 14
16 5 0 65 30 95 15
17 10 0 70 30 100 16
10 0 0 40 20 60 17 „8 15 0 35  15 50 18
17 10 0 70 26 96 19
10 0 0 40 16 55 20
17 10 0 70 30 100 25
6 5 0 25 0 25 197 K 6
6 5 0 25 10 35 214 „
75 0 0 75 25 100 168
18 15 0 75 25 100 40 K 7
8 10 0 34 16 50 41
28 4 0 47 0 47
12 10 0 50 12 62 92 K 6
13 15 0 55 33 88 94
18 15 0 75 25 100 95
18 15 0 75 25 100 96
18 15 0 75 25 100 97
18 15 0 75 25 100 100
12 10 0 50 8 58 101
10 0 0 40 35 75 245 K 3
10 0 0 40 35 75 48 K 4
10 0 0 40 35 75 217 „
10 0 0 40 35  75 218
12 10 0 50 25 75 16 K 7
8 16 0 8 0 8 155 G 1
55 0 0 50 0 50 148
14 0 0 28 61 34; 116 K 2
75  0 0 100 0 100
6 5 0 25 2a 272 116 K 4
9 7 6 371 374 75 117
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LIST OF RU NS- continued,
Lessee. lbw
I  £  S. J.
BURKE-continued.
243% Martin, W. A.
244n ditto ...
244n ditto ...
245n ditto ...
245n ditto ...
246n ditto ...
248n ditto ...
248n ditto
143a  Matson. Manifold, and
Whiting
142a ditto
210a ditto ...
212a ditto ...
493 ditto ...
421 ditto ...
422 ditto ...
423 ditto ...
423 ditto ...
434 ditto ...
435 ditto ...
435 ditto ...
470 ditto ...
245 ditto ...
406 Milson, James
407 ditto ...
407 ditto ...
408 ditto ...
408 ditto ...
537 ditto ...
538 ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
240n  Mitchell and Ranken
240n  ditto ... ...
251 n  ditto ...
271n  ditto ... ...
30n Morphett, H. W.
31n ditto ...
31n ditto ...
32n ditto ...
294 Murray, Andrew
93 ditto ...
94 ditto ...
94 ditto ...
95 ditto ...
335 ditto ...
390 ditto ...
460 ditto ...
121n McCulloch  and Scarr
251n  ditto
223n  McDonald, Daniel ...
224n ditto ... ...
224n ditto ... ...
284n ditto ... ...
284n ditto
289% ditto ... ...
210n McDonald, Donald ...
274n  McGillivray, G. ...
363 ditto ... ...
364 ditto ... ...
51n  ditto ... ...
220n  ditto ... ...
277n  ditto ... ...
37 ditto ...
37 ditto ...
95 ditto ... ...
346 ditto ...
347 ditto ...
275n ditto ... ..,
275n  ditto ...
223a McIntyre, D....
223a ditto ...
Martindale No. 111
ditto No. 2¶
ditto No. 3¶
ditto No. 4¶
ditto  No. 5¶
ditto No. 6¶
ditto No. 7¶
ditto No. 8¶
Neumayer Downs
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
Denmark ... ...
Renfrew ... ...
Sans Souci ... ...
Renfrew East ...
Toorak ... ...
Endymion... ...Myrat ...
Neumayer Valley ...
Warrong ...
Warrnambool ..
Myra Southil ...
Varaville No. 211 ...
Herbert ValeNo.2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto No.6 ...
ditto No.7 ...
ditto  NO. 8 ...
Highland Plains No. 8
ditto No.9
Gladys No. 1 ...
Springfield ...
ditto (arrears)
Letitia Downs No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4Rocklands No. 1 ...
ditto (arrears) $$
ditto No. 41...
ditto No.  511..
ditto No. 6t ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 10t
Bullring[I ... ...
Morstone ...
ditto (arrears)4'1-
Glenroy ...
Borderland + ...
Palmerston No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
Godschal ... ...
Loch Ness
ditto (license fee)}t
Betsy Downs ..
ditto (license fee)++
Pooncarie ... ...
Glen Vale No. 2 ...
Eddington ... ...
Devon ... ...
Alma ...
Kamarooka West ...
Gilliat No. 1 ...
Willie's Plains East
Wild Duck... ...
Lagaven ... ...
Gilliat Downs ...
Giddia No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Gilliat No. 3 West...
ditto No. 2 East ...
Hilton .. ...
Quambetook ...
Area  to
square M9es.
Avs$-
able.
lina-
vsibble. Total.
Lands !brio.
9 0 0 36 24 60 243 K6
9 0 0 36 24 60 244
7 0 0 28 22 50 245
10 0 0 40 20 60 246
10 0 0 40 32 72 247 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 248
15 0 0 80 24 84 252 „
15 0 0 60 24 84 253
150 0 0 75 0 75 106 1G
153 15 0 75 0 75 107
107 10 0 50 0 50 170
130 0 0 50 0 50 172
6 5 0 25 10 35 149 K4
10 0 0 40 10 50 8
10 0 0 40 10 50 9 ,f
15 0 0 60 15 75 11
5 10 0 2412 0 2412 12
10 0 0 40 10 50 33
10 0 0 40 10 50 35
15 0 0 60 15 75 36
24 0 24 105
... 50 0 50
17 10 0 70 30 100 231 K 3
17 10 0 70 30 100 232 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 233
8 15 0 35 0 35 234
1210 0 50 25 75 235
15 0 0 60 0 60 236 K4
10 0 0 40 0 40 237
„
n. 1. 50 25 75 236
„
n. 1. 50 25 75 237in. 1. 50 50 100 5 „K7
15 0 0 60 40 100 37 „
20 0 0
12 10 0 50 21 521 113 K 5
12 10 0 50 0 50 114
22 10 0 90 10 100 115 „
21 5 0 85 15 100 116
81 2 6 734 0 734 209 G 1
20 5 0
38 37 75 13 K 2
.. 38 37 75 14
„
5 0 0 40 35 75 15 t60 10 0 121 0 121 16 o
13 2 6 584 12 704 113 K 3
... 35 35 70 199
15 0 0 60 27 87 85 K4
25 0 0
25 0 0 100 0 100 18 K 6
8 0 5 35 0 35 4 K7
15 0 0 60 40 100 205K 6
12 10 0 50 50 100 206 „
15 0 0 60 40 100 204 „
7 10 0 30 20 50 50 K7
5 0 0
6 15 0 27 23 50 49
„
4 10 0
n. 1. 25 15 40 58
„
6 5 0 25 25 50 44
30 5 0 50 0 50 35
107 4 8 90 0 90 49. G2
55 0 0 50 0 50 50
35 5 0 7012 0 70+ 51 Kl
33 11 3 674 0 674 65 of
23 10 0 47 0 47 63
35 0 0 70 0 70 299
50 0 0 100 0 100 301
19 7 6 384 0 384 17 K2
8 2 6 32+ 0 32+ 135 K3
18 15 0 75 0 75 136 „
37 10 0 75 0 75 107 K1
37 10 0 75 0 75 105
15 0 0 30 10 40 99
15 0 0 30 10 40 97
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Rank
f s. d.
BURKE--- continued.
279n
364
231
286
287
287
288
288
32
33
33
36
42
42
43
43
40
41
41
96
96
97
97
252
McIntyre, D....
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Alva ... ... ...
Dalgonally ... ...
Winearing ... ...
Kalara East ...
ditto West
Glengour Downs East
ditto West
Darn Downs ...
London ...
Bute
Durham ... ...
Eden ...
America ... ...
Dunoon ...
Canada ... ...
Peru ... ... ...
Turkey ... ...
Lorn East ... ...
ditto West ...
Kalara No. 2 ...
Amazon West ...
ditto East ...
Caledonia
Glengour Downs No.
2 East
Abydos ...
Corinth
Canada No. 3 ...
Dalgonally No. 1 ...
Alva No. 2  .  ...
Quambetook No.1...
ditto No. 2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
ditto No.7...
ditto No.8...
Kalara North ...
38 15 0 32; 0  321  13
70 8 0 64 0 64 24
50 12 0 46 0 46 25
Estimated Area in
8quar0 Miles.
Avail-
"14L Una-vailsbl&To L
37 10 0 50 0 50 33 K 1
15 2 6 25 0 25 31 J
15 2 6 25 0 25 33
46 4 0 39 0 39 15 G 2
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
94a ditto ...
289 ditto ...
324 ditto ...
325 ditto ...
333 ditto ...
342 ditto ...
343 ditto ...
343 ditto ...
344 ditto ...
410 ditto ...
411 ditto ...
411 ditto ...
412 ditto ...
412 ditto ...
287a ditto ...
31 ditto ...
172a ditto
268a ditto ...
202a ditto ...
205a  ditto ...
21 ditto ...
80 ditto ...
418 ditto ...
278n ditto ...
219n ditto ...
378n  ditto ...
219r,  ditto ...
231 McWhannell, Thomas
232 ditto ...
117 ditto ...
118 ditto ...
273a Nutting, J. B.
228 ditto ...
226 ditto ...
226 ditto ...
227 ditto ...
228 ditto ...
8 ditto ...
273a ditto ...
259n  ditto
259n ditto ...
49 ditto ...
50 ditto
328 ditto ...
329 ditto ...
329 ditto ...
330 ditto ...
330 ditto ...
331 ditto ...
Northam ...
Allaya ...
Juan ...
Bendigo Downs
Kalmeta .
Norman' s Flats
Underwater
Tilden
Iona ... ...
Sedan ... ..
Rockclife No. 2¶§...
llockcli$'e ... ...
Cabbage Tree ...
Templeton Downs
No. 4
ditto No. 5 ...Leadmore No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Taldora ... ...
Corella ... ...
Gerah .. ...
Mount Little ..
Little Samby Plains
Ginbar
Oormoorgooda ...
The Lake ...
Budgen Budgen ...
Tholmeenbal
Cunningham
Carrick ...
Clunes ...
Avoca ...
Carlton ...
Melbourne
Victoria
Sandhurst ...
44 0 0 40 10 50 16
33 0 0 66 0 66 281 K 1
21 0 0 42 0 42 283
1.410 0  W  0 29 285
33 0 0 66 0 66 295
22 0 0 44 0 44 319
20 0 0 40 0 40 321
29 10 0 59 16 75 323
29 10 0 59 16 75 325
24 0 0 48 0 48 313
50 0 0 100 0 100 315
50 0 0 100 0 100 317
17 12 6 35- 0 35- 18
50 0 0 100 0 100 19
40 0 0 80 0 80 20
40 0 0 80 20 100 21
20 0 0 40 0 40 18
l.a,.u. r u110.
,f
K3
28 16 0 48 0 48 49 J
85 16 0 78 0 78 61 G 1
7 18 9 314 0 311 93  K3
6 5 0 25 10 35 94
11 5 0 45 15 60 109
10 0 0 40 0 40 128
18 15 0 75 0 75 129
1 11 3 64 0 6; 130
10 0 0 40 10 50 131
6 5 0 8 0 8 239
8 7 6 339 0 339 240
25 0 0 100 0 100 241
18 0 0 72 0 72 242
6 16 3 274 0 27; 243
45 0 0 75 0 75 48 G2
78 0 0 60 0 60 277 K 1
55 2 6  739 0 739 134 G 1
39 18  9 534 0 534 14 G 2
20 15 0  419 0 419 131 K 1
16 0 0  32 0 32 135
18 15 0 372  0 371 235
ff
39
14 0 0 28 0 28 471
11 5 0 45 20 65 1 K 4
17 10 0 35 15 50 35 K 1
6 5 0 25 8 33  202 K 6
7 10 0 30 1021  401 175 K 3
6 5 0 25 2 27 13 K 6
30 0 0 50 0 50 9A K 2
30 0 0 50 0 50 9B
80 0 0 100 0 100 60
72 0 0 90 10 100 61
37 10 0 75 0 75 143 K 1
119 5 0 64 16 80 129 G 1
64 2 7 53 0 53 122
44 15 5 37 0 37 188
30 5 0 25 0 25 121
53 4 9 44 36 80 130
15 0 0 30 10 40 181
12 10 0 25 5 30 17
22 10 0 45 15 60 47
24 0 0 48 12 60 45
15 0 0 30 10 40 349
22 10 0 45 20 65 351
6 5 0 25 0 25 100
8 15 0 35 10 45 101
17 10 0 70 10 80 102
20 0 0 80 20 100 103
17 10 0 70 10 80 104
22 10 0 90 10 100 105
K1
K3
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LlS°r OF ItuN S--cvnr ru,1.
RuY. Rent:.
Enm,t ed Area in
Square  Xlilea.
A vail-
abie.
I P  Jr. d.
BURKE -continued.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
331 Nutting, J . B.... Castlemaine ... 20 0 0 80 20 100 106 K3
348 ditto ... Drina No. 2 ... 10 0 0 40 0 40 138
274n ditto ... Yambore ... ... 17 10 0 35 0 35 137 K1
50 ditto ... Norman Point ... 17 0 0 34 4 38 353 )
292 ditto ... Drina ... ... 99 0 0 90 0 90 183 G1
230 ditto ... Gulnare ... ... 84 140 70 0 70 136 „
208a ditto ... Bow Park ... ... 12 10 0 25 7 32 145 K1
284 ditto ... Crowfells ... ... 110 0 0 100 0 100 182 G1
285n ditto ... Yerna 18 15 0 25 0 25 3 K1
7 ditto ...
... ...
Minberry ... ... 17 10 0 35 15 50 179 99
198 ditto ... Curijah ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 226 K2
54n ditto ... Gum Water ... 33 0 0 30 0 30 70 G2
55n ditto ... Bow Water... ... 58 6 0 53 0 53 71 f,
55n ditto Swan Water ... 30 16 0 28 0 28 72 29
352 ditto Saxby Plains ... 27 0 0 45 0 45 120 G1
352 ditto ... Fort Bowen ... 127 10 0 75 0 75 119 „
524 ditto . Geelong ... ... 21 5 0 85 0 85 211 K4
196a Palmer and Stevenson Werner ... 30 0 0 4() 0 40 70 G1
126n  Philp and Kirk
... Westmoreland No.  11 1210 0 50 25 75 27 K6
10 Pow er, T. P. ... ... Coolullah ... ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 53 K2
146 ditto Quilalar No. 1 ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 124 f,
146 ditto ditto  No. 2 ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 125
147 ditto ditto  No. 3 ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 126
147 ditto ditto No. 4 ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 127
200 ditto Grafton ... ... 24 0 0 40 0 40 230
201 ditto ditto West ... 24 0 0 48 0 48 231
381 ditto ditto East ... 10 0 0 40 9 49 181 K3
202 ditto Quelotta ... ... 15 0 0 30 0 30 234 K2
149 ditto Coolullah West .. 25 0 0 50 0 50 130
,f
78rr ditto ditto No.1 8 0 0 32 18 50 190 K5
169n ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 9 100 38 0 38 110 K6
464 Que
a
C
enslan
nd La
o., Li
d Investme
nd Mortga
mited
nt Wallabadah ... 12
ge
10 0 50 0 50 93 K4
464 ditto The Willows ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 94
465 ditto ... Nundle ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 95
465 ditto ... Oaklands ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 96
466 ditto .,. ditto  No. 1  ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 97
466 ditto ... Moonbie ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 98
467 ditto ... Manilla ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 99
467 ditto ... Barraba ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 100
468 ditto ... Bingera ... ... 18 15 0 75 0 75 101
468 ditto ... Combo ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 102
38n ditto ... Moonbie No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 129 K5
40n ditto . Oaklands No 2 6 5 0 25 25 50 132
41n ditto
..
...
. ...
Combo No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 135
132n ditto ... Barraba No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 40 K6
133n ditto ... Oaklands No. 3 ... 12 10 0 50 45 95 41
133n ditto ... Manilla No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 42
134n ditto ... Moonbie No. 2 ... 7 10 0 30 30 60 44
135n ditto ... ditto No.3 ... 7 10 0 30 30 60 45
213n ditto ... Bingera No. 1 ... 6 15 0 27 20 47 191
214n ditto ... 13arraba No. 3 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 192
214n ditto ... Combo No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 8 33 193
215n ditto ... Manilla No. 3 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 19t
215, ditto ... ditto No.4 ... 8 15 0 35 35 70 195
77n ditto ... Nundle No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 188 K 5
394 ditto ... Merkara Downs ... 10 0 0 40 8 48 206 K3
394 ditto ditto  No 6I 5 0 25 5 30 207
395 ditto
.., . ...
... ditto No. 3...  6 15 0 27  13 44) 209 775.53 ditto ...  Alhambra ... ... 63 15 0 75  U 75  419li 1
396 ditto ...  Merkara Downs No 4 6 5 0 25  5 30 210 K3
396 ditto ... ditto No.5... 6 5 0 25 0 25 211
281 ditto ...  Milgarra ... ... 86 5 0 25 10 35
276 ditto .., ... Gregory ... ... 199 10 0 57 18 75
277 ditto ... .  Burke ... ... 210 0 0 56 19 75
493 Qu
a
eensla
nd Ag
nd Mercantile
ency Company,
Coolangatta ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 150 K 4
L imited
74n ditto ... ... Cundover ... 15 0 0 60  20 80 183 K 1
491 ditto ... ... Woolongong ... 8 15 0 35  15 50 151 K 4
494 ditto ... Kiama ... ... 8 15 0 35  15 50 152
495 ditto Arandavong ... 8 15 0 35  15 50 153
373 ditto .. Hofwyl ... ... 40 0 0 40  10 50 169 K 3
286n Ranken, A. H. ,., Lasthope ... ... n. 1. 30  0 30
779
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Bun. Bent.
£ s. d.
BURKE-continued.
Fstinnated Aces in
Square Miles.
Avail -  Una-
able. ailable.
Londe Folio.
23n Ranken and McLeod... Highland Plain sNo. 1 17 10 0 70 30 100 98 K5
ditto (arrears) 35 0 0
23n ditto ... ditto No. 2 17 10 0 70 30 100 99
ditto (arrears) 35 0 0
24n ditto ... ditto  No. 3 10 0 0 40 20 60 100
ditto (arrears) 20 0 0
24n ditto ... ditto No. 4 17 10 0 70 30 100 101 „
ditto (arrears) 35 0 0
25n ditto ... ditto  No. 5 17 10 0 70 30 100 102 „
ditto (arrears) 35 0 0
25n ditto ditto No.6 17 10 0 70 30 100 103 „
ditto (arrears) 35 0 0
26n ditto ... ditto No. 7 17 10 0 70 30 100 104
)ditt 35 0 0
498 Richardson, T. L. ...
o (arrears
Livia 18 15 0 75 23 98 159 K 4
354 Richardson, W. W. ... Mellish Park No.  1 6 5 0 25 0 25 145 K 3
354 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 6 5 0 25 0 25 146
519 ditto ... Morella No. 7... 15 0 0 60 40 100 201 K 4
526 ditto ditto No.11... 12 10 0 50 12 62 216
556 ditto ... Champagne Downs... 15 0 0 60 10 70 10 K 5
557 ditto ... ditto  No. 1  ... 17 10 0 70 10 80 11
658 ditto ... ditto No.2 . 17 10 0 70 0 70 12
144 ditto ... Violet Downs No.2 57 12 0 96 0 96
556 ditto ... Mittegoody ... ... 27 0 0 45 5 50
52 ditto ditto West ... 15 0 0 25 0 25
271 Richardson and Brodie Leichhardt Downs
N 3
55 0 0 50 0 50 146 G 1
272 ditto o.ditto No. 4 ... 31 7 0 28a 0 282 147
240 ditto Merton .. 20 0 0 40 10 50 254 K 2
278 ditto Leichhardt Downs
No. 2
82 10 0 50 0 50 145 G 1
279 ditto ditto No. 10 ... 115 0 0 50 0 50 196 „327 ditto ditto No. 11 ... 23 8 0 39 0 39 197
143 ditto Violet Downs No. 1 42 0 0 84 12 96 119 K 2
380 ditto Loraine No. 6 7 16 3  3114,0 314 179 K 3
386 ditto Warangunah 12 10 0 50 54 554 191
438 ditto Disraeli ... 10 0 0 40 35 75 41 K 4
438 ditto Caiwarroo ... 10 0 0 40 35 75 42
53 ditto ... ... Myally North 74 5 0 45 5 50 441 K 1
53 ditto ditto South 76 10 0 45 5 50 443
229n  Richardson, Little, and
Curr
Austral Downs No. 8 n. 1. 70 30 100 214 K 6
229n ditto .. ditto  No. 9 n. 1. 70 30 100 215
196 Robertson and Hopkins Colimba No. 1!I ... ... 50 0 50 222 K 2
197 ditto ditto No. 211 ... ... 60 0 60 223
294 Rocklands Pastoral Rocklands -No. 2 ...
Company, Limited,
97 18 0 89 42 131 210 G 1
295
Melbourne
ditto ditto No. 3 ... 99 0 0 90 10 100 211
ditto (arrears)++ ••• 81 0 0
150 ditto ditto No.8 ... 61 0 0 122 0 122 133 K2
177 ditto ditto North ... 39 0 0 78 0 78 183
309 ditto ditto South ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 64
310 ditto ditto West ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 65
257 ditto Grassmere ... ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 28 K 3
258 ditto ditto North ... 50 0 0 101 0 100 29
342 ditto ditto East ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 127
260 ditto Nowraine .. ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 32
260 ditto ditto East ... 20 5 0 402 20 601 33
ditto (arrears)++ ••• 12 15 0
341 ditto ... ditto West ... 13 15 0 55 0 55 126 „
391 ditto ... ditto Northll... 50 50 100 200
377 ditto ... ... Wellington Downs... 11 5 0 45 5 50 172
ditto (arrears)++ ••. 18 15 0
376 ditto Tyrone Downs ... 11 5 0 45 5 50 171
ditto (arrears)++ 18 15 0
430 ditto ... Worownall ... ... 394 0 394 26 K4
431 ditto Alison .. 17 10 0 70 30 100 27
431 ditto ... Goonoma No. 111... ... 45 25 70 28
432 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ... 17 10 0 70 30 100 29
432 ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 ... 15 0 0 60 0 60 30
433 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 • • 17 10 0 70 30 100 31
433 ditto .. ... ditto No. 5 ... 17 10 0 70 30 100 32
168n hussell, J. R. S. ... Crick)l ... ... 36 0 36
122 Sadlier, N. C.... ... Bally Edmond 25 0 0 1 100 0 100 77 K2
780
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Bun. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio
£ a. d.
BURKE -continued.
123 Sadlier, N. C....  Lismore ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 78 K2
123 ditto ... Deer Park ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 79
124 ditto ... Young Grove 22 10 0 90 10 100 80
124 ditto ... Donickmore 20 0 0 80 20 100 81
125 ditto ... Fermoy ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 82
125 ditto ... Glanworth 25 0 0 100 0 100 83
126
...
ditto ...  Youghall . 12 10 0 50 0 50 84
126 ditto ... Headborough 12 10 0 50 0 50 85
127 ditto ... Lonna ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 86
127 ditto .. Whitegate ... 12 10 0 50 50 100 87
107n Sadlier  and Brush  Euston ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 248 K5
108n ditto ...  ditto No. 1 17 10 0 70 30 100 249
108n ditto ... ditto No. 2 15 0 0 60 40 100 250
109n ditto ditto No. 3 15 0 0 60 40 100 251
109n ditto ...  ditto No. 4 7 10 0 30 20 50 252
110n ditto ... ditto No. 5 15 0 0 60 40 100 1 K6
110n ditto ... ditto No. 6 15 0 0 60 40 100 2
llln ditto ... ditto No. 7 15 0 0 60 40 100 3
llln ditto ...  ditto No. 8 15 0 0 60 40 100 4
225n ditto ... ... Timberoo 10 0 0 40 20 60 208
226n ditto ... ditto  No. 1 10 0 0 40 20 60 209
227n ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 12 10 0 50 50 100  212
228n ditto ... ditto No. 5 15 0 0 60 40 100 213
272n Savage James .. Mount Watson 12 10 0 50 50 100 39 K 7, .
ditto (arrears)++ 2 1 8
287n ditto ... ...  Saint  Rollox n.1. 25 3 28 54287n ditto ... ... Jubilee n.l. 25 25 50 55
288n ditto ...  ditto No. 1 n.l.  25 25 50 56
288n ditto ... ...  ditto No. 2 n.l. 25 25 50 57
242n  Savage,  R. J.... Lisboy ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 240 K6
86 Scott W., Murray J., Proa No. 2 ...
Roberts A. F., Sander-
son J., Blake A. P.,
and Roberts A.
30 0 0 60 0 60 497 K1
281 ditto ... ...  Lara .. ... 52 16 0 48 0 48 58 G 1
283 ditto ... Cbillon ... 27 10 0 25 23 48 60
984 ditto ... Manfred .. 27 10 0  25 23 48 59
335 ditto ... Mazeppa No. 1 14 15  1)  59 0 59 114 K 3
336 ditto ... Foscari No. 1 9 0 0 36 0 36 115 59
328 ditto ... Lara Extension 13 10 0 54 0 54 99 „
290 ditto ... Mazeppa ... 27 10 0 25 23 48 56 G 1
291 ditto ...  Parisina ... 27 10 0 25 25  50 55
291 ditto ... Beppo ,.. 66 0 0 60 0 60 69
344 ditto Foscari ... 24 18 0 411 0 411 71
,44 Scottish Australian In- Gommerline 25 0 0 50 0 50 329 K 1
99
vestment Company
ditto Upper Gommerline...  20 0 0 40 0 40 24 K 2
100 .ditto Culyer ... 20 0 0 40 0 40 26
114
. .
ditto Noorgal ... ... 19 10 0 39 0 39 64
163 ditto Wongarra 20 0 0 40 0 40 159
289 ditto Palmerston ... ... 37 8 0 34 6 40 176 G1
229a ditto Caralah ... ... 15 0 0 30 0 30 115 K1
365 ditto Connobie ... 20 11 5 34 16 50 20 J
290 ditto WWillsland ... 37 8 0 34 16 50 178 G1
99 ditto  Bural 30 0 0 60 0 60 25 K2
164 ditto The Avenue... 17 10 0 35 15 50 160
164 ditto Aberuthven... 25 0 0 50 0 50 161
165 ditto Hill Side ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 162
201 ditto Gardenia 24 0 0 48 0 48 232
202 ditto Tinkerbell .. 30 0 0 60 12 72 233
98 ditto Buckle Buckle 29 10 0 59 0 59 23
300 ditto Euroka .. 25 0 0 50 0 50 198 G1
301 ditto Burkesland ... 17 0 0 34 16 50 179 )f
348 ditto Culla Therra 8 5 0 33 0 33 139 K3
349 ditto Yappen ... 12 0 0 48 0 48 140
368 ditto Woola ... 6 5 0 2.5 1 26 162 fl
488 ditto Kunkerbury 8 15 0 35 10 45 140 K4
489 ditto Strathearn ... 10 0 0 40 8 48 141
489 ditto Gask ... 8 5 0 33 7 40 142
490 ditto Thoorna .. 10 0 0 40 10 50 143
121 ditto Gundahlungah 17 10 0 35 15 50 74 K2
549 ditto Merino Downs 33 15 0 25 25 50 201 G1
550 ditto 'VV araweena 31 5 0 25 25 50 200
101n ditto Marringo , 8 15 0 35 5 40 113 K6
171a ditto Taurus Plains 41 5 0 25 25 50 199 G1
Cardwell
LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Lessee.
215a Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
67 ditto
179a ditto
548 ditto
16n ditto
227 ditto
366 ditto
235 ditto
366 ditto
61 ditto ...
61 ditto ..
62 ditto ...
62 ditto ...
63 ditto
68n Shadforth, F. IT.
112n ditto ...
118n ditto ...
72 ditto ...
118 Smith, Charles
486 ditto ...
487 ditto ...
487 ditto ...
25 Smith, P. G. ...
26 ditto ...
305 Smith, P. E. ...
300 ditto ..
26 ditto ...
65 ditto
56 ditto ..
16 South Australian Land,
Mortgage,  and Agency
Company ,  Limited
265 ditto ...
266 ditto ...
64 ditto ...
64 ditto ...
65 ditto ...
65 ditto
66 ditto
503 ditto
503 ditto ...
504 ditto ...
504 ditto ...
505 ditto ...
505 ditto
506 ditto ...
506 ditto
507 ditto
507 ditto
508 ditto
...
274 ditto ...
274 ditto
275 ditto
275 ditto
113 ditto
113 ditto ...
193 ditto
285 ditto
286 ditto
138 ditto
139 ditto
139 ditto
121n ditto
113n ditto
200n ditto
201nj ditto
207  Stewart, R.
207 ditto
205 ditto
206 ditto
206 ditto
2221n ditto ..
452 JTaaffe, J. and W.
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailabl e. Total.
Lands Folio.
7d.I I 1
BURKE -continued.
34 0 0 34 16 50 175 G 1
Elvira
Caroline Downs
Aberdeen ...
Lyrian Downs
Seaward Downs
Cowan Downs
Topsy Creek
Sorgham  Downs No.1
Plainby ... ...
ditto South ...
ditto  East ...
ditto West
Albion East
Verdon ...
ditto No..1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Lilydale ...
Leadmore No. 3 ...
May Downs ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Mund Juro ... ...
Juirga .. ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Savanna Grand
Corinda Downs No.10
Yetthope No. 2 11 ...
St. Andrew ... ...
Campsie ..
Hamilton Downs
Hamilton .
Hamilton North
ditto South
ditto East
ditto West
781
.k.
Westmoreland ...
ditto  No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto  No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto No.  9
ditto No. 10
Pentland Downs
No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
Gunpowder Creek ...
Mistake Creek ...
Goorala
Leichhardt Downs
No. 6
ditto No.  7
Coolie Amber
Cresfield No. 1
ditto No. 2
Campsie East
Glenora ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
Denbigh No. 1
ditto No. 2
Fairlight No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.  3
Spring Lawn
Emma  Vale ...
36 0 0 72 0 72 403 R 1
39 12 0 66 33 99 138 G 1
85 0 0 34 16 50 126
8 10 0 34 16 50 84 K 5
63 7 1 34 16 50 128 G 1
44 0 0 40 35 75 44 J
18 0 0 36 0 36 244 K 2
30 0 0 50 25 75 46 J
22 10 0 45 0 45 379 K 1
29 10 0 59 0 59 381
24 0 0 48 0 48 383
25 0 0 50 0 50 385
17 5 0 341 0 341 387n a „
6 5 0 25 11 36 171 K 5
6 5 0 25 5 30 5 K 6
6 5 0 25 10 35 12 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 425 K 1
45 0 0 75 25 100 62 K 2
7 10 0 30 9 39 136 K 4
10 0 0 40 20 60 137
7 10 0 30 20 50 138
21 0 0 42 8 50 243 K 1
21 0 0 42 8 50 245
6 5 0 _25 0 25 56 $ 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 57
21 0 0 42 8 50 247 K 1
18 0 0 30 0 20
25 0 25
50 0 0 100 0 100 215
50 0 0 100 0 100 43 K 3
22 0 0 44 0 44 44 „
17 10 0 35 0 35 393 K 1
16 10 0 33 0 33 391 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 395
12 10 0 25 0 25 397
12 10 0 25 0 25 399
10 5 0 41 27 68 169 K 4
15 0 0 60 40 100 170
15 0 0 60 40 100 171
15 0 0 60 40 100 172
15 0 0 60 40 100 173
15 0 0 60 40 100 174
15 0 0 60 40 100 175
15 0 0 60 40 100 176
15 0 0 60 40 100 177
15 0 0 60 40 100 178
15 0 0 60 40 100 179
27 10 0 25 0 25 156 G1
6 1 0 52 0 52 157
55 0 0 50 0 50 158
55 0 0 50 0 50 164
12 10 0 25 0 25 58
12 10  0 25 0 25 59
21 10 0 43 0 43 215
55 0 0 50 0 50 149
42 4 11 334 0 33; 150
30 0 0 60 0 60 109
32 0 0 64 0 64 110
K2
48 0 0 96 0 96 111
6 5 0 25 8 33 17 K 6
8 2 6 322 11 432 8
18 15 0 75 25 100 166
18 15 0 75 25 100 167
55 13 2 46 24 70 40
55 13 2 46 24 70 41
89 10 9 74 232 972 37
79 17 2 -6 34 100 38
79 17 2 39 105 39
25 0 0 25  25 50 1
12 5 0 49 1 0 49 69
„
G1
K1
K4
100
3
Lessee.
452 Taafe ,  J. and W.
453 ditto ...
453  ditto ...
454 ditto ...
454 ditto ...
482 ditto ...
482 ditto ...
168n ditto ...
235n  ditto ...
235n  ditto ..
203 Taaffe, Joseph
54n  Thompson. J....
21 ditto ... ...
275a ditto ... ...
48a ditto ... ...
49a ditto ... ...
56a ditto ... ...
295 ditto ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
24 ditto ...
209a ditto ... ...
37a ditto ... ...
01a ditto ... ...
109 ditto ... ...
122 ditto ... ...
204 ditto ... ...
255 ditto ...
259 ditto ... ...
261 ditto ... ...
359 ditto ... ...
159n ditto ... ...
87a ditto ... ...
88a ditto ... ...
223n  ditto ...
267n Thoroton and Ranken
268n  ditto ...
268n ditto ... ...
519 Trimble, George ...
520 ditto ... ...
520 ditto ... ...
521 ditto ... ...
521 ditto ... ...
522 ditto ... ...
522 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ... . ...
190a ditto
47 Trust and Agency Com-pany of Australasia,
Limitepl
48 ditto ... ...
48 ditto ... ...
49 ditto ... ...
75  ditto ... ...
75 ditto ... ...
76 ditto ... ...
89 ditto ... ...
38a ditto ... ...
48n ditto
49n ditto
539 ditto
539 ditto
540 ditto
boo ditto
.541 ditto
.541 ditto
542 ditto
.542 ditto
543 ditto ...
543 ditto ...
510 ditto ...
511 ditto ...
511 ditto ... ...
.512 ditto ... ...
782
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Rent.
£ a. d.
BURKE --continued.
Emma Vale  No. 1...
Clara Vale ...
ditto No. 1
S ring Grove
ditto No. 1
Ella Vale ...
ditto No. 1
Louisa Vale
Clara Vale No. 2
May Vale ...
Clarina ...
Rupert's Creek
ditto No. 4
Rocky Hills ...
Greenvale  .  ...
Mount Emu Plains
Prairie .. ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Tarbran No. I ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Rupert's Creek No. 3
Rocky Hills No. 2...
Rupert's Creek No. 2
Camden ...
Carnwath ...
Jeannie Downs
Clyde Park
Clara Downs
Moore Park
Prairie No. 3
ditto No. 4
Yarra ...
Strath Tay ...
Rocky Hills No. 3 ...
Thoroton IT ... ...
ditto No. 1 ¶ ...
ditto No. 2  If  ...
Pelham ..
ditto No.1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
Holm Wood
Pyaram ,..
Springvale ...
12 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
14 18 9
6 5 0
7 5 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
32 0 0
37 10 0
45 7 6
40 10 8
36 6 0
33 0 0
50 0 0
31 0 0
35 0 0
18 15 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
17 10 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
6 5 0
...
...
...
11 5 0
11 5 0
11 5 0
11 5 0
11 5 0
11 5 0
11 5 0
45 0 0
562 16 0
25 0 0
Gipsy Plains ...
Warwick Dale ...
Ellerslie ...
Foxton North ...
ditto South ...
Courtenay ... ...
Rockley .. ...
Western For` Con-
stantine
Mindie ...
Fort Constantine ...
Cooma ...
Mallee ...
Cowabunya ...
Yandilla ...
Moona ...
Bimba ...
Yenda ...
Carmo ...
Berrima ...
Mittagong ...
Esmeralda ...
Illewannea ...
ditto (arrears)
Wonnemarra
Cullabirnee ...
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
16 0 0
12 10  0
54 0 0
15 2 6
19 7 2
10 0 0
10 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
16 5 0
16 5 0
16 5 0
16 5 0
16 5 0
15 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
Estti sted  Area  in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
I
49 0 49 70 K 4
25 0 25 71 to
25 0 25 72 to
25 0 25 73 „
25 0 25 74 ,)
50 20 70 129 ),
50 30 80 130 „
594 0 594 108 K6
231 0 231 226 ))
29 0 29 227 ),
40 0 40 236 K 2
50 0 50 29 K 1
64 0 64 237 „
50 28 78 7 to
75 25  100 2 J 1
67 33 100 4 ))
60 36 96 6 „
30 20 50 77 G1
100 0 100 255 K1
62 0 62 257
70 0 73 151
25 15 40 15
50 0 50 129
25 0 25 50 K2
75 25 100 76
50 18 68 237
toto
25 10 35 23 K3
35 15 50 31
25 10 35 34
ofto
25 5 30 156 ,)
25 10 35 91 K6
25 15 40 24 G1
25 15 40 23 of
25 8 33 203 K6
50 50 100 30 K7
50 50 100 31 ,)
50 50 100 32 ,)
45 30 75 202 K4
45 30 75 203
45 30 75 204 to
45 30 75 205 )
45 30 75 206
)it
45 30 75 207 ,)
45 30 75 208 „
60 15 75 165 K3
56 19 75
50 25 75 341 K 1
25 0 25 343 5o
25 0 25 345 ),
25 0 25 347 „
75 0 75 451
75 0 75 453
32 0 32 457
25 121 371 5 K2
72 26 98 13 K1
25 24 49 17 J
32 18 50 15
40 10 50 239 K 4
40 10 50 240 ),
60 15  75 241 ))
60 15 75 242
60 15 75 243
60 15 75 244
65 10 75 245 to
65 10 75 246
65 10 75 247 ,
65 10 75 248
65 10 75 184
50 25 75 185 „
50 25 75 186 ),
50 0 50 187 to
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LIST OF  RUNS- cuutiuued.
Lessee. Bun. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail- Un-
able .  vailable. Total.
1 £  S. d.BURKE-continued.
242a1  Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Aus tralasia,Limited
322 ditto
323 ditto
151 ditto
151 ditto
189 ditto
190 ditto
190 ditto
191 ditto
191 ditto
192 ditto
451 ditto
ditto
510 ditto
377 ditto ...
5 ditto
5 ditto ...
10 Trust and
Company
Agency
11 ditto ...
11 ditto
1 ditto ...
1 ditto ...
2 ditto ...
2 ditto ...
3 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
4 ditto
292 ditto ...
246 ditto
44 ditto
293 ditto
186n ditto
198n1 ditto ... ...
199n ditto ... ...
199n ditto ... ...
200n ditto ...
265n ditto
206a ditto ...
207a ditto ... ...277m ditto
278n ditto ... ...
202n  Turner, J. C.... ...
302  Turner and Moodie ...
302 ditto ... ...
303 ditto ...
303 ditto ... ...
304 ditto
215 Union Mortgage and
Agency Company
215 ditto ...
22 ditto ...
23 ditto ...
90 ditto ...
45 ditto ...
98 ditto ...
187 ditto ...
188 ditto ...
188 ditto
216 ditto ...
216 ditto
213 ditto ...
217 ditto ..
282 ditto ...
282 ditto ...
380 ditto ...
388 ditto ... ...
410 ditto ... ...
66 ditto ... ...
71 ditto
67 ditto ...
Warwick Hill
Malakoff No. 3
Warwick Vale
Ellerslie No. 1
Foxton No. 1
ditto West
Courtenay No. 1
Rosalie ...
Mount Margaret ...
Gipsy Plains North
Island Point ...
Warwick ... ...
Foxton No. 3
Ellerslie No. 2 ...
Warwick Downs ...
Clare Downs ...
Vernon Downs ...
Namoi Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Spartan Downs ...
Moselle Downs ...
Snowden ... ...
Glenalvon ... ...
Agnes Park ...
Duckinfield Park ...
Bloomfield ...
Ramsay Downs ...
Beira ... ...
Rolling Downs ...
Marathon No. 2 ...
Marathon ... ...
ditto East... ...
Idalia ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No 311 ...
Spring Hill
Avington ...
Clonmell ...
Malakoff No. 1
ditto No. 2
Yaparaba ...
Como... ...
Prospero ...
Nellie Downs
Constance Downs
Chance ...
Kenmac Downs No.1
ditto No.2
ditto No.3
Lily Lagoon ...
ditto No.2...
Grampian Hills No.1
Saltbush Downs ...
Stony Vale ..
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
Montague Downs ...
Prairie No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Lindsay Downs ...
Eton Vale ... ...
Harvey Downs ...
Safir ... ... ...
Rabie ...
...
Giumada ... ...
Dugald Downs No. 1
Dugald Downs No. 2
Bivrambla ... ...
37 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
23 0 0
30 0 0
37 10 0
14 0 0
29 0 0
40 0 0
19 0 0
17 10 0
12 10 0
7 10 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
35 0 0
16 10 0
25 0 0
35 0 0 70 0 70 193
35 0 0 70 0 70 195
35 0 0 70 0 70 153
35 0 0 70 0 70 155
35 0 0 70  0 70 157
34 10 0 69 0 69 159
36 0 0 72 0 72 161
37 0 0 74 0 74 163
35 0 0 70 0 70 165
35 0 0 70 0 70 167
27 10 0 25 121 371 52
36 6 0 30 30 60 68
31 0 0 62 0 62 327
27 10 0 25 15 40 51A
27 10 0 25 10 35 51B
6 5 0 25 0 25 162
6 5 0 25 0 25 163
15 0 0 60 15 75 164
12 10 0
. 40 6 46 165
18 15 0 75 25 100 26
12 10 0 25 0 25 139
17 10 0 35 0 35 141
21 2 6 42; 0 424 57
20 12 6 414 0 414 59
8 15 0 35 25 60 169
13 0 0 52 0 52 49
19 6 3 45 5 50 50
12 13 9 38 12 50 51
15 0 0 60 15 75 52
6 5 0 25 0 25 53
39 18 7 33 17 50 82
39 18 7
22 0 0
14 0 0
18 0 0
29 10 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
45 0 0
37 10 0
38 14 5
48 8 0
39 18 7
60 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
12 10 0
17 10 0
10 10 0
35 0 0
67 10 0
20 0 0
75 0 75
Lands Polio.
89 K 1
25 15 40 89 K 3
25 10 35 90 „
46 0 46 134 K 2
60 0 60 135
75 0 75  208
28 0 28 209
58 0 58 210
80 21 101 211
38 12 50 212
35 51 4012  213
50 0 50 67
30 0 30 68
80 20 100 183
66 34 100 173
70 0 70 169
33 0 33 171
50 0 50 191
33 17
44 10
28 7
36 4
59 9
75 0
25 0
90 10
75 0
32 16
40 20
33 17
50 25
25 10
25 10
50 0
70 14
42 0
70 0
75 0
40 0
50
54
35
40
68
75
25
10075
48
60
50
'P5
35
35
50
84
42
70
75
40
)f
K3
KI992.9
K7
K1
„
K96
K3
„
„
G1
85 „
249 K 1
253
7 K2
333A K 1
22 K 2
203
204
„
„
205
81 G 1
84
83
86
1
165
178
195
238
401
421
405
f)
G2
G1
K3
„
„
K1
784,
LIST OF  BUNS- eontix+ced.
70 Union Mortgage and
Agency Company
70 ditto ... ...
84 ditto ...
87 ditto
119 ditto ...
120 ditto ...
180 ditto ...
382 ditto ...
114 ditto .. ..
274a Voss ,Stan field ,and Gray
177 Walsh, J. ... ...
180 ditto ...
256n  Walsh,  Brown, and
Walsh
400 ditto ... ...
400 ditto ... ...
401 ditto ... ...
109 ditto ... ...
110 ditto ... ...
479 ditto
479 ditto
229 ditto
369 ditto
369 ditto
41a ditto ... ...
47n ditto .. ,,,
48n ditto ... ...
18 ditto ... ...
24 ditto ... ...
229 ditto ... ...
248 ditto ... ...
171n ditto .. ...
259 Watson , P. S.... .
85 Watson , P. S., H. F.,
and R. M.
86 ditto ...
150 ditto ...
220 ditto ...
221 ditto ...
219 ditto
219 ditto
222 ditto
222 ditto
413 ditto
420 ditto
8n ditto
358 ditto
8n ditto
9n ditto ...
217n  Western Queensland
217n
Pastoral Co., Limited
ditto
230n ditto ... ..
230n ditto
231n ditto
231n ditto ...
232n ditto ...
232n ditto ...
233n ditto ...
233n ditto ...
246n ditto ...
247n ditto ...
355 White, P. K....
355 ditto ...
469 ditto ...
469 ditto
508 ditto ...509 ditto ...5109 ditto ...
)aL
Bstiauted Area in
Square ]tiles.
Bent .  Lnda Polio.
Avail- Una.
able .  ailabie . Total.
A I. d.
BURK E-conti wed.
Alhama
Alcala ... ...
Alcazar ... ...
Alcazabar ...
Elgin  Downs ..
ditto No. 2...
Canonbar ... ...
Rabi Primera ...
Marsden ... ...
Wongalee* .. ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazingright)
ditto (arrears) ...
Cootah Downs ...
Cootah North ...
Riley ... ...
Merindee ... ...
Bailey ... ...
Muggerah
Owan No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
Sturt  Plains ...
Welney ... ...
Borsey ... ...Iffley ...
Warruldunga ...
Prindary
Didcot
Miecolan
Cammo
Borogong
Liberia
Curryong
25 0 0
22 10 0
25  10 0
43 4 0
37 10 0
22 10 0
13 10 0
6 15 0
21 0 0
172 13 4
33 7 8
48 6 0
24 3 0
n. 1.
n.l.
42 0 0
6 5 0
10 0 0
6 5 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
15 10 0
12 0 0
53 4 9
42 0 0
16 16 0
13 10 0
24 0 0
24 0 0
13 10 0
12 10 0
44 0 0
44 0 0
7 10 0
12 10 0
27 10 0Walwa ...
Tintaldra ...
ditto No.2
Gregory DownsNo. 3
ditto  No. 4
Albert Downs No. 3
ditto  No. 4
Augustus Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 7
Albert Downs No. 5
Yeldham ...
Alice Vale No. 4 ...
Yeldham No. 1 ...
ditto No.2
Wonderland
Sapphire ...
Merrylee ...
ditto (arrears++ ••
Gledswood ...
ditto  (arrears) ++...
Merilbah ..
ditto (arreais)U...
Mirrame ... ...
Cuckoot ...
Victoria Ponds ...
Woodstock .. ...
New Watert ...
Victoria Vale
Jacksley ... ...
Promised Land No. it
ditto No. 2t
Boycott No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Promised Land No. 611
ditto No. 711
ditto  No. 8
25 0 0
25 0 0
43 18 5
73 4 1
31 9 2
48 8 0
47 3 9
30 5 0
7 5 0
17 10 0
8 15 0
58 16 0
8 15 0
8 15 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
18 15 0
27 12 1
18 15 0
27 12 1
18 15 0
16 11 3
15 0 0
5 10 5
17 10 0
17 10 0
13 12 11
15 0 0
15 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
16 5 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
50 0 50 415 B 1
45 0 45 417 „
51 0 51 487
72 0 72 499 ,f
75 0 75 71 X2
45 0 45 73
27 0 27 190 „
27 0 27 182 B3
42 0 42 65 K2
148 491 197k 13 L
45 7; 521 15
80 20 100 184 K 2
60 0 60 189
70 13 83 193 G 1
25 11 36 218
40 14 64 219 B
25 11 36 220
25 11 36 51 B 2
25 11 36 52
62 0 62 124 K 4
48 0 48 123
44 36 80 131 G 1
70 17 87 192 G 1
28 0 28 194
27 9 36 83 K 1
48 12 60 43
48 12 60 41
27 9 36 223
25 0 25 239
44 36 80 132 G1
44 36 80 133 „
30 30 60 114 K6
25 0 25 30 K3
55 10 65 493 K1
50 20 70 495
50 0 50 132 B 2
30 10 40 98 G 1
50 9 59 99
26 2 28 94
40 10 50 95
39 13 52 112
25 10 35 113
29 0 29 244 B 3
70 0 70 5 K 4
35 15 50 68 K 5
98 0 98 153 K 3
35 15 50 69 K 5
35 15 50 71 „
70 30 100 198 K 6
70 30 100 199 „
75 25 100
75 25 100
75 25 100
60 40 100 219 „
53 141 6721
70 30 100 221
„
70 30 100 222 P .9
59 19 78
60 40 100 250 „
60 40 100 249
„
70 30 100 147 B3
70 30 100 148 „
65 10 75 103 K4
50 0 50 104
,f
30 20 50 180 „
30 20 50 181
25 5 30 182
785
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£  S. d.
BURKE-continued.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
563 Wh ite, P . K.... ... I Promised Land No.9l j ... 50 50
2
100 17 K5
564 ditto ... ditto No.10 1 30 0 50 18 ff
56 W hite Collins 30 0Bindoora West 0 60 0 60 363 K1
57 M
an
cEac
d Fra
, , ...
harn, Watson, ditto East ... 25 0
ser
0 50 0 50 366 to
57 ditto ... ... Woorengen East ... 29 0 0 58 0 58 361 of
59 ditto ... Coomarra West ... 30 0 0 60 0 60 371 »
59 ditto ...  ditto East ... 25 0 0 5A A A0 373
353 ditto ...  Yerrigiree No. 1 ... 20 0 0 80 0 80 143 K 3
353 ditto ... ditto No.2 ... 20 0 0 80 0 so 144 „
481 ditto ...  ditto No.4 ... 21 10 0 86 0 86 127 K 4
471 ditto ... Coomarra South ... 6 15 0 27 0 27 107
131 ditto ... Strathfield ... 20 0 0 40 0 40 95 K 2
132 ditto ditto No.l ... 30 0 0 60 0 60 96 „
133 ditto ... ditto No.3 ... 29 0 0 58 0 58 97
133 ditto ... ditto No.4 ... 41 0 0 82 0 82 99
134 ditto ...  ditto No.5 ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 100
134 ditto ditto No.6 ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 101
135 ditto ... ditto No.7 ... 24 0 0 48 0 48 102
135 ditto ...  ditto No.8 ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 103 ,f
138 ditto ... ditto No.9 ... 3210 0 65 0 65 108 f,
152 ditto ...  ditto No.10... 35 0 0 70 30 100 137 ,f
153 ditto ... ditto No.11... 30 0 0 60 15 75 138 f,
153 ditto ... ditto No.12... 23 10 0 47 0 47 139  is
154 ditto ...  ditto No.13... 28 0 0 56 14 70 140 f,
257n ditto ... Berwick East ... 32 10 0 50 0 50 71 to
257n ditto ...  ditto West .. 32 10 0 50 0 50 73
258n ditto ... ditto No.  3  East 44 0 0 40 0 40 75
258n ditto ...  ditto No. 4 West 44 0 0 40 0 40 77
58 ditto Moonamarra West 25 0 0 50 0 50 367 K1
58 ditto
......
... ditto East ... 30 0 0 60 0 60 369 of
60 ditto ... Murkaburra West... 25 0 0 50 0 50 375 ,f
60 ditto ... ditto East ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 377
81 ditto ... Mackinlay Downs 25 0
East
0 50 0 50 477 to
82 ditto ditto West ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 479
82 ditto ditto North ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 481 „
83 ditto Blackeye  East  ... 18 10 0 37 13 50 483 „
83 ditto ditto West 18 10 0 37 13 50 485
159 ditto ... Cowie No. 3 ... 12 10 0 20 0 20 150 K 2
ditto (arrears) ... 6 5 0
333 ditto Imbi Imbi ... 12 10 0 100 0 100 110 K 3
439 ditto Mackinlay Downs 19 0
South
0 76 0 76 44 K 4
491 ditto .. ... Yelligidya .. 12 15 0 51 0 51 145
414 Wh ite an d Sheldon Promised Land No 311 40 35 75 246 K3
414 ditto ...
. ......
... ditto No.4 6 5 0 25 5 30 247 to
415 ditto ...  ditto No.511 10 0 10 248
256 Wi enholt , Edward ... Stamfordham No. 8 29 10 0 59 0 59 47 K2
256 ditto ... ...  ditto No. 9 30 0 0 60 0 60 48  to
257 ditto ... ...  ditto No.10 30 0 0 60 0 60 49
297 ditto ... ... ditto No. 5 50 0 0 100 0 100 355A K 1
298 ditto ... ... ditto No. 6 9 5 0 18; 0 184 353B
298 ditto ... ... ditto No. 7 16 2 6 32; 0 321 354c
299 ditto .. ... ditto No.11 50 0 0 100 0 100 503A to
299 ditto ... ... ditto No. 12 50 0 0 100 0 100 503E ff
300 ditto .. ...  ditto No.13 50 0 0 100 0 100 503c „
442 Wi lson, William ... Cudgie-Cudgie ... 20 0 0 80 20 100 49 K 4
442 ditto Ongerabunda ... 17 10 0 70 14 84 50
236 Wr
W
ight,
hti
Haydon, and Lille Lake ... ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 245 K 2
254
gr
ditto ... ... Edithville ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 22  K3
171 ditto ... ...  Vena Park No. 1 ... 30 0 0 60 15 75 172 K 2
172 ditto ... ... ditto No.2 ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 173
172 ditto ... ...  ditto No.3 ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 174
173 ditto .., ...  ditto No.4 ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 175
173 ditto ... ... Clare Court ... ... 15 0 0 30 6 36 176 ,f
403 ditto ... ...  Lake Stuart... ... 10 0 0 40 10 50 224 K3
477 ditto Vena Park No. 5 ... 7 10 0 30 12 42 120 K4
480 ditto ... ... ditto No.6 ... 7 10 0 30 17 47 125  „
173n ditto .., ... May Lagoon No. 1 15 0 0 60 18 78 119 K6
174n ditto .., ,.. Lake Stuart No. 1 17 10 0 70 20 90 120 f,
174n ditto ... ... ditto No.2 13 15 0 65 15 70 121  f,
43 ditto , .. May Lagoon ... 10 0 0 40 20 60 51 K4
43 ditto ... ... Agnes Ville ... 6 15 0 27 10 37 52
83n ditto , . , ditto No.2 ... 9 10 0 38 0 38 201 K5
786
LIST OF  RIINS-. coati»ued.
Los" & Sent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avaiil-
able.
Una-
YORAMe Total.
Lands Folio.
£  S.  d.
COOK.
592n Baker and Broad ...
696 Balser, S. F. ... ...
697 ditto .
612n Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
614n ditto ... ...
614n ditto ... ...
615n ditto ... ...
616n ditto ...
621 Bank of New South
Wales
669 ditto ... ...
319a ditto ... ...
322a  ditto ... ...
341a ditto ... ...
364a ditto ... ...
365a ditto ... ...
366a ditto ... ...
367a ditto ... ...
370a ditto ... ...
370a ditto ... ...
362a ditto ... ...
601 ditto ... ...
498n ditto
623 ditto ... ...
623 ditto ... ...
624 ditto ... ...
624 ditto ... ...
625 ditto ... ...
625 ditto ...
626 ditto ...
626 ditto ... ...
628 ditto ... ...
629 ditto ... ...
667 ditto ... ...
668 ditto ... ...
569n ditto ... ...
570n ditto ... ...
570n ditto ... ...
641n ditto ... ...
641n ditto ... ...
642n ditto ... ...
574n  ditto ... ...
574n  ditto ... ...
575n  ditto ... ...
575n ditto ... ...
350a ditto ... ...
352a  ditto ... ...
335a ditto ...
300a ditto ... ...
662n ditto ...
663n ditto ... ...
662n ditto ... ...
310a ditto ... ...
673n ditto ... ...
673n ditto ... ...
316a ditto ... ...
694n ditto ... ...
311a ditto ... ...
632 ditto ... ...
618n ditto ... ...
343a ditto ... ...
495n  ditto ... ...
669n ditto ... ...
357a ditto ... ...
629 ditto ... ...
670 ditto ... ...
582n  ditto
579n ditto ... ...
527n  ditto ... ...
561n ditto ...
562n ditto ... ...
562n  ditto ... ...
563n  ditto ... ...
563n ditto ... ...
Sumbacolungy No. 1
Walwa Plains No. 4
ditto No.5
Mentana No. 8 ...
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
ditto No. 13
ditto No. 16
Battle Camp
ditto East ...
Bowen ... ...
Diveronside... ...
Koendidda .. ...
Dhurran Dhurran ...
Wrotham Park ...
Mimosa Downs ...
Elgin Downs ...
Barnawartha ...
Wodonga ... ...
Marianna ...
Boralga ... ...
Cahir ... ...
Bydown¶§ ... ...
Oswald¶§ ..
Strathmore¶
Tinker Bell¶
Cobran¶§ ... ...
Bumba¶
Dandry¶
Culloden §
Bando ... ...
Nomby ...
Rockey Vale¶§ ...
Highlands¶§
Womblealla No. 1¶
ditto No. 2¶
ditto No. 3¶
ditto No. 4¶
ditto No. 5¶
ditto No. 6¶
Flodden¶§ ... ...
Jena¶§ ... ...
Borodino ... ...
Sukey ... ...
Valeria
Confluence No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
Windermere ...
Nuboon¶§ ... ...
Westbroo ¶ ...
Bulluburah¶ ...
Rosella Plains ...
ditto No.2
ditto No.  3
Rosedale ..
ditto No. 2
McDonald Plains
Kennedy" ...
ditto No. 2
Fox ... ...
Brixton .
ditto No.  1
Butcher's Hill
Hell's Gate
Rag Vale ...
Ninda ...
Macquarie ...
Monteagle ...
Vanrook No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
7 10 0 30 20 50 173 K 1
45 0 0 75 25 100 441
45 0 0 75 25 100 443
17 10 0 70 30 100 212
17 10 0 70 30 100 215
8 15 0 35 15 50 216
8 15 0 35 15 -50 217
17 10 0 70 30 100 220
10 0 0 40 14 54 231
6 5 0 25 0 25 395
17 10 0 35 0 35 77
20 0 0 40 5 45 79
35 0 0 70 10 80 71
29 0 0 58 10 68 9
20 0 0 40 5 45 11
30 0 0 60 4 64 13
15 0 0 30 10 40 15
12 10 0 25 2 27 115
25 0 0 50 16 66 117
15 0 0 30 10 40 27
6 10 0 26 0 26 151
16 0 0 64 22 86 471
10 -0 0 -40 13 53 237
11 10 0 46 8 54 239
15 0 0 60 15 75 241
15 0 0 60 0 60 243
15 0 0 60 15 75 245
11 5 0 45 81 531 247
16 5 0 65 11 76 249
15 0 0 60 8 68 251
16 5 0 65 11 76 259
16 5 0 65 10 75 261
10 0 0 40 16 56 391
7 10 0 30 10 40 393
9 10 0 38 12 50 126
8 5 0 33 9; 42; 127
10 0 0 40 144 541 128
10 5 0 41 16 67 15
9 10 0 38 12 50 16
9 10 0 38 12 50 17
6 5 0 25 25 50 136
10 0 0 40 35 75 137
10 0 0 40 40 80 138
10 0 0 40 35 75 139
25 8 2 21 0 21 52
S2
„
K.1
„
„
K3
„
„
K2
„
„
„
G1
111 16 1 44 0 44 54 „
75 0 5 62 22 84 55
55 13 0 53 0 53 99 K 1
12 10 0 50 0 50 54 K 3
6 5 0 25 0 25  56
7 10 0 30 20 50 55
41 11 10 25 25 50 25 G 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 76 K 3
7 10 0 30 0 30 77
57 5  11 41 0 41 31 G 1
10 5 0 41  1044 514 118 K 3
60 10 0 50 50 100 26 G 1
18 15 0 75 25 100 277 K 1
6 5 0 25 10 35 223 K 2
37 10 0 75 26 100 67 K 1
9 0 0 36 12 48 461
7 5 0 29 12 41 69 K 3
18 0 0 36 12 4.8 39 K 1
8 15 0 35 15 50 263
9 10 0 38 2 40 397
6 5 0 25 25 50 153 K 2
12 10 0 50 38 88 147
25 0 0 100 0 100 41 K
10 0 0 40 20 60 110 K 2
18 15 0 75 25 100 111
18 15 0 75 25 100 112
18 15 0 75 25 100 113
18 15 0 75 25 100 114
„
„
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Eno.. Beat.
2  S. d.
COOK- continued.
564n Bank  of New South Vanrook No. 6
r Iamated Axes in
le Miles
Avan-
able.
Una-
vailable. TOUL
Lad. !olio.
10 0 0  40 20 60 115 K 2
Wales
564n ditto
565n  ditto
566n ditto
566n  ditto
567n ditto567,n  ditto
568n ditto
568n ditto
569n ditto
602n ditto
603n ditto
604n ditto ... ...
64312 ditto ... ...
543n  ditto ... ...
544n  ditto ... ...
657n  ditto ... ...
557n ditto
558n  ditto
59812  ditto
598n  ditto
599n ditto
599n ditto
600n ditto
600n ditto
636s ditto
d36n ditto
637n ditto
637n ditto
638n ditto
638n ditto
64712 ditto
626n ditto
626n ditto
627n  ditto
627n ditto
62812 ditto
628n ditto
62912 ditto
62912 ditto
630n ditto
63012 ditto
633n ditto
634n ditto
670n Bank, London Chartered
of Australia
67011 ditto ... ...
65512  ditto .
342a Bank, Queensland Na-
610
67412
674n
57712
578n
579n
618n
634
622
622
45012
632
644
651
652
60617
60612
609
tional,  Limited
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Bank, Royal of Queens-
land, Limited
609
617
617
618
618
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. ] 2 ...
ditto No. 13 ...
ditto No. 14 ...
ditto No. 15 ...
Cunningham Plains
ditto No. 1
ditto  No. 4
Dunbar No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
ditto No.6 ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
ditto No.  8  ...
ditto  110.9  ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
ditto No. 13 ...
ditto No. 14 ...
ditto No. 15 ...
ditto No. 16 ...
ditto No. 17 ...
ditto No. 18 ...
ditto No. 19 ...
Dorunda ...
ditto No.  1  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No.  6  ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
ditto No.  8  ...
ditto No.  9  ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
Bangall ...
ditto No.  1
Rose Bush Plains¶§t
Olive Vale ... ...
Fair View¶§
Osmer No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Glen Isla ... ...
Dalswinton ... ...
Ell erslie ... ...
Woodstock ... ...
Red Bank ... ...
Rocky Bank
Laura Bank
Osmer No. 3
Pombeete ¶§
ditto No. 2 ¶
ditto No. 3 ¶
ditto No. 4 ¶
Yambo ...
Brook¶§ .
Fairy  Meadows ...
Deepwater
Highbury No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
15 0 0 60 30 90 116
18 15 0 75 25 100 118
18 15 0 75 25 100 119
10 0 0 40 20 60 120
18 15 0 75 25 100 121
18 15 0 75 25 100 122
12 10 0 50 25 75 123
12 10 0 50  25 75 124
12 10 0 50 25 75 125
12 10 0 50 0 50 192
15 0 0 60 40 100 193
7 10 0 30 20 50 196
25 0 0 100 0 100 73
25 0 0 100 0 100 74
25 0 0 100 0 100  75
12 10 0 50 25 76 101
18 15 0  75 25  100 102
18 15 0 75 25 100 103
10 0 0 40 35 75 183
10 0 0 40 35 75 184
10 0 0 40 35 75 185
10 0 0 40 35 75 186
10 0 0 40 35 75 187
7 10 0 30 20 50 188
12 10 0 50 50 100 5
12 10 0 50 50 100 6
12 10 0 50 50 100 7
12 10 0 50 50 100 8
12 10 0 50 50 100 9
10 0 0 40 35 75 10
12 10 0 60 50 100 24
18 15 0 75 25 100 239
18 15 0 75 25 100 240
18 15 0 75 25 100 241
18 15 0  75 25  100 242
18 15 0 75 25 100 243
18 15 0 75 25 100 244
18 15 0 75 25 100 245
18 15 0 75 25 100 246
18 15 0 75 25 100 247
18 15 0 75 25 100 248
12 10 0 50 25 75 254
12 10 0 50 25 75 1
12 10 0 50  25 75 70
18 15 0 75 25 100 71
9 7 6 40 20 60 40
12 10 0 25 0 25 69
6 5 0 25 2 27 185
6 5 0 25 10 35 78
6 5 0 25 10 35 79
8 15 0 35 15 50 143
7 10 0 30 20 50 145
7 10 0 30 20 50 146
6 5 0 25 0 25 224
7 0 0 28 11;  391 286
6 5 0 25 0 25 233
6 5 0 25  0 25 235
7 10 0 30 19 49 203
12 0 0 48 0 48 275
10 0 0 40 10 50 323
8 10 0 34 16 60 353
6 5 0 19 0 19 355
6 5 0 25 25 50 199
6 5 0 25 10 35 200
7 10 0 30 6 36 181
8 15 0 35 5 40 183
12 10 0 50 0 50 213
12 10 0 50 0 50 215
12 10 0 50 0 50 217
12 10 0 50 0 50 219
„
K3
„
K3
„
K1
„
K3
K2
„
of
„
K1to
„
K3
K1
„
K2
„
G1
„
„
„
„
„
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LIST OF BUNS-dal;
left"W Alm in
LON&
=
VMS- Tow.
lands rono.
2 & d.
COOK- continued.
619 Bank, Royal of Queens- Highbury No. 5
land, Limited
514n ditto ... ditto No. 6
615n ditto ... ditto No. 7
515n ditto ... ditto No. 8
656n ditto ... Parumu No. 1
656n ditto ... ditto No. 2
657n ditto ... ditto No. 3
657n ditto ... ditto No. 4
658n ditto ditto No. 5
658n ditto ditto No. 6
659n ditto ditto No. 7
659n ditto ditto No. 8  ...
491n Barker, E.
391n ditto
468n Barker, F. and A. E....
417n  Bell and McEaeharn...
348a Brandon. Henry ...
349a ditto .. ...
649n Bostock. Edward ...
650n  ditto ...
650n  ditto ...
651n ditto ...
651n  ditto ...
652n  ditto
652n  ditto ...
663n ditto ...
624n Browne, Thomas
642n ditto .
374a Campbell, John
375a ditto
606 ditto
606 ditto .. ...
668a
318a
376a
613
616
616
643
479n
476n
645n
680n
577n
302a362a
363ni
'88n
358a
358a
603
602
602
603
326a
Callaghan and Wilson
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Collins, Thomas
Collins, C. and T.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Collins, T. and G.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Cooper, Cooper,
Mytton
and
327a ditto ... ...
329a ditto ... ...
392a ditto ... ...
535n ditto ... ...
535n  ditto ... ...
536n ditto ... ...
553n ditto ... ...
607 Cook, John ...
645 Cook, S. W. ...
08n Cox, A. J. ...
Rosella Plains No. 4
McDonald Plains
No. 1.
Red Rock No. 4 ...
Cootah No. 10 ...
Northedge ... ...
Southedge ... ...
Highbury Barn No.1
ditto No.2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No.4
ditto No.5
ditto No.6
ditto No. 7
ditto  No. 8
Rockey
Battle Camp No. I
Campbellville ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto  No. 1
ditto (arrears) .
ditto No. 2
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto  No. 3
ditto (arrears) ...
Mount Mulgrave ...
Mitchell ... ...
Dundee ... ...
Frome ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
Rocky Hill ...
Dingo ...
Kangaroo Hills§ ...
Clare ... ...
Corkf ...
Brookland No. 4 ...
Lynn Water ...
Snake's Valley ...
Sandlewood ...
Table Top ... ...
Tin-ine-Barra ...
Fixbyi{ ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Broodlands No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Broadlands No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Oak Park ...
Spring Hill  ...
Mount Lookout
Eastdale ...
Titterstone ...
Dumbano
ditto (license fee)+
ditto (arrears) ...
Springvale ... ...
V
ring ... ...
erkunga .. ...
6 15 0 27 0 27 223 G 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 16 K-2
7 10 0 30 0 30 17
7 10 0 30 0 30 18
10 0 0 40 35 75 42 K 3
10 0 0 40 35 75 43 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 44
6 5 0 25 25 50 45
6 5 0 25 25 50 46
6 5 0 25 25 50 47
10 0 0 40 40 80 48 „
6 5 0 25 11 36 49
7 1 8 45 11 56 120 K 1
n.1. 25 0 25
n. 1. 25 I 15 40 170
n.l. 50 ` 50 100 29 K4
25 0 0 50 0 50 57 K2
25 0 0 50 25 75 55 .,
nl.. 50 50 100 43 K4
n l 50 50 100 44 „. .
n.1. 50 50 100 45 to
n 1 50 50 100 46 „. .
n.1. 25 25 50 47 it
n.l. 25 25 50 48
n.1. 25 25 50 49 „
n.1. 25 25 50 50 „
4 12 6 18- 0 181 236 K2
6 5 0 25 0 25 71 it
6 5 0 25 1 26 133 K3
9 7 6
6 5 0 25 0 25 135 „
9 7 6
6 5 0 25 0 25 167 K1
1 11 3
6 5 0 25 0  25 169 K 3
1 11 3
25 0 0 50 0  50 35 K1
12 10 0 25 0 25 75
25 0 0 50 2  52 137
6 5 0 25 0 25 197
25 0 0 100 0 100 209
25 0 0 100 0 100 211
6 5 0 25 25 50 321
n. 1. 25 0  25 150 K3
25 25  50 166
6 5 0 25 25 50 23
6 5 0 25 25  50 91 9
14 10 0 58 17 75 142 2K
58 1 7 60 0  60 23 J
12 10 0 25 15 40 5 K 1
12 10 0 25 10 35 7 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 248 K 3
5 0 0 20 0 20 107
60 5 65 37 K 1
10 0 0 40 4 44 159 to
6 5 0 25 0  25 153 to,
9 0 0 36 114 474 155 „
14 15 0 59 20  79 157
22 19 9 38 12 50 17 J
22 19 9 38 12 50 15 „
22 19 9 38 12 50 21 99
19 19 4 33 17 50 19
9 10 0 38 12  50 57 K2
7 10 0 30 20 50 58
9 10 0 38 12 50 59
9 10 0 38 12 50 94
8 13 4
38 0 0
12 10 0 50 5o 173
8 0 0 32 28
60
327 ) 1
n.1. 50 40 9 37 K 4
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
F e4 plea tn
an>s liibe..
Avail- vum-
able. Total
408nl  Cox, A. J. ...
458n Cox and Lakeland ...
459n  ditto ... ...
460n  ditto ... ...
460n ditto ...
489n Crowley , J. W. ...
489n ditto ... ...
490n ditto ... ...
388n  ditto ... ...
388n ditto ...
620 Curr,  Marmaduke ...
620 ditto ... ...
646 ditto ... ...
647 ditto ... ...
647 ditto ... ...
585n  ditto ... ...
621 ditto ... ...
660n ditto ... ...
382n ditto ...
605 D 'Arcy,  James ...
693n ditto ...
636 De Salis and Nicolson
636 ditto ... ...
637 ditto ... ...
637 ditto ... ...
671n ditto ... ...
487n  ditto ... ...
641 ditto ... ...
641 ditto ... ...
671n  ditto ... ...
672n ditto ... ...
487n  ditto ... ...
486n ditto .. ...
649 Dickson , D. P. ...
674 ditto .. ...
675 ditto ... ...
621n ditto ...
698 ditto ... ...
676 ditto ... ...
677 ditto ... ...
678 ditto ...
631n Dickson, D .  P. and R. P.
631n ditto ... ...
632n ditto ... ...
632n ditto ... ...
633n ditto ... ...
686n ditto ... ...
686n ditto ... ...
681n ditto ... ...
682n ditto ... ...
682n ditto ...
381n Dickson and Dickson
381n ditto ..
479n Dickson and Sweetland
480n ditto
480n  ditto
481n ditto
464n ditto
465n ditto
399n. ditto
399n1 ditto
398n ditto
392n  ditto ..
384n  Emmerson, C.
555n  Ewan, W. G.
556n  ditto ...
556n ditto ...
424n Ferguson , D. J. ...
425n  ditto ... ...
405n  ditto
395n  ditto ... ...
Merkunga South ...
York Downs ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Stradbally  ...  ...
Dungarvan ... ...
Waterford No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Charmwood ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
ditto  No. 5T
ditto  No. 7  ...
Abingdon Downs ...
Gracemere  ... ...
All Gold ... ...
St. Ronan's... ...
Glennfinlas ... ...
Strathleven4l§ ..
ditto No.
IT
...
ditto No. 2¶ ...
ditto No. 3¶ ...
ditto  No. 4T§
ditto  No. 5  ...
Tharwa No. 1¶ ...
ditto No.
2
...
Meron Downs]
ditto No .l¶§
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Nammerong... ...
Eveleigh No. It ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Dagworth ... ...
Lubrina ... ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Bolwarra  ...  ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
Woorgaman No. 1...
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
Holmwood ...
Crystal Brook ...
Kalkah No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 9
ditto (license  fee)"'
ditto No. 10
ditto (license fee)+
ditto  No. 11
ditto (license fee) +
ditto No.  12+ ...
Whitewater ..
Batavia Downs  No-4
ditto  No. 5
ditto  (arrears ) ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
Beechworth No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto (license  fee)+
£ t. d,
COOK-continued.
Lando Yono.
in. 1. 50 50 100 38 K4
9 10 0 38 191 574 185 K3
18 15 0 75 25 100 186
16 5 0 65 35 100 188
17 10 0 70 30 100 189
10 0 0 40 35 75 125
12 10 0 50 50 100 124
6 5 0 25 25 50 123
n. 1. 25 25 50 85 K4
n. 1. 25 0 25 86 ))
9 10 0 38 0 38 225 K1
10 0 0 40 10 50 227 ))
13 15 0 55 16 71 333 ))
9 16 0 39 13 52 335 ))
344 0 344 337 ))
5 7 6 211 0 211 159 K2
7 0 0 28 8 36 229 K1
6 5 0 25 5 30 51 K3
n. 1. 25 0 25
16 10 0 66 30 96 166 ))
6 5 0 25 15 40 117 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 291 K 1
8 10 0 34 16 50 293
8 10 0 34 16 50 295
8 10 0 31 16 50 297
9 10 0 38 37 75 72 K 3
6 5 0 25 15 40 128
8 10 0 34 16 50 311 K 1
8 10 0 34 16 50 313
6 5 0 25 25 50 73
6 5 0 25 25 50 74
8 15 0 35 15 50 129
7 0 0 28 27 55 13010 100 42 0 42 345
2 0 0 38 12 50 405
10 0 0 40 12 52 407
12 10 0 50 22 72 229 K 2
12 10 0 50 50 100 445 K118 150 75 25 100 40912 100 50 60 100 411
6 5 0 25 25 50 413
10 0 0 40 35 75 249 K 2
6 5 0 25 17 42 25012 100 50 50 100 25112 100 50 50 100 252
6 5 0 25 25 50 253 ))8 15 0 35 35 70 102 K3
6 5 0 25 25 50 103 „
6 5 0 25 0 25 93
6 5 0 25 10 35 94
6 5 0 25 10 35 95 ))
n. 1. 25 0 25
n. 1. 35 0 35
12 10 0 50 50 100 135
12 10 0 60 50 100 136
12 10 0 50 50 100 137
12 10 0 50 50 100 138
6 5 0 25 25 50 197
6 5 0 25 25 50 198
6 5 0 25 25 50 63 K 4
2 12 1
6 5 0 25 20 45 64
2 12 1
6 5 0 25 20 45 65
2 12 1
4 13 9 25 25 50 78 K
n. 1. 50 0 50
45 15 0 61 30 91 98
33 12 0 56 28 84 99
12 0 0
15 0 0 25 8 33 100
6 5 0 25 11 36 5
n. 1. 25 8 33 6
6 5 0 25 25 50
6 5 0 25 20 45 73
0 10 5
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Aun. t.
tt%matea Area in
Square laves.
rasa.  Pono.
Avail- Una- Total.able .  vailable.
$ s. d.
COOK-continued.
419n Firth ,  E. ... ...
320a ditto ... ...
321a ditto ... ...
604 ditto ... ...
689n ditto ... ...
488n ditto ... ...
393n ditto ... ...
485n Fox,  P. J. ... ...
484n  ditto ... ...
476n  ditto ... ...
477n  ditto ... ...
477n ditto
478n  ditto ... ...
478n ditto ... ...
466n ditto ... ...
451n ditto ...
448n ditto ... ...
448n ditto ... ...
440n  ditto ... ...
441n  ditto ... ...
389n ditto ...
655 Fraser, Thos .  Henry ...
376a Fulford and Williams
377a ditto ...
377n ditto ...
591n ditto ...
591n ditto ...
390n ditto ...
390n ditto ...
600 Gibson, James
613 Hall, W. R.
614 ditto ...
614 ditto ...
615 ditto
342a ditto
343a ditty ...
345a ditf0 ...
348a ditto
351a ditto ...
354a ditto
646n ditto
646n ditto ...
43a ditto
44a ditto
45a ditto
46a ditto
510n ditto
510n ditto
623n ditto ...
624n ditto ...
634n ditto
635n ditto ... ...
635n ditto ...
33n Halpin, Thomas ...
401n ditto ... ...
391n ditto .. ...
605 Henderson, George ...
610 ditto ... ...
611 ditto ...
611 ditto ...
612 ditto ...
584n ditto ... ...
585n ditto
354a  Henderson and Skene
361a  ditto ...
622n  ditto ...
403n Hungerford  and Sons
403n ditto ... ...
398n ditto ... ...
397n ditto ... ...
397n ditto ... ...
495n Jones, Hy. Russell ...
Stony Rises
Albert  Downs ...
Fossil Brook ...
Rugby .. ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 .
Stony Rises No. 2+
Big River ... ...
ditto No.1 ...
Pine Tree ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto  No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No.  8  ...
ditto  No. 9  ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ..
Pine Tree Park No.  I
Dagmar No. 2 ...
Oaks ,.. ...
Springfield ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Arden ... ...
Belmont ... ...
Emu ... ...
Androssan ...
Normanby ... ...
Neemorah East ...
ditto West ...
Mahlah East ...
ditto West ...
Byrne's Plains No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 4
ditto No.  7
Confluence No. 1 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Miranda ...
Pine ...
Copperfield ...
Nepowe ...
Preston ...
Rienza .. ...
East Creek No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Wivenhoe No. 1¶§
ditto No. 2¶
Bagstowe No. IT
ditto No. 2¶
Shoreham¶...
Spring Mount j[
Retire .
ditto. No. 2+
Ullangarra ...
Wentworth ...
Katoomba ...
Albury ...
Murray ...
Chiltern ...
Ovens ...
Deeside ..
Greenmantle
Beechworth
Dunbar No.  20 ...
ditto No. 21 ...
ditto No. 22 ...
ditto (license fee)+
ditto No. 23
ditto (license fee)+•
ditto No. 24
ditto (license fee)+
Deighton tt ...
34 10 0 ( 46 0 ( 46 1 K
108 18 0 90 8 98 35 G 1
67 15 2 46 51 51; 36
6 5 0 25 10 35 161 K 1
11 6 0 45 5 50 108 K 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 126
7 11 3 33 0 33 76 K 4
16 0 0 64 342 981 133
6 5 0 25 201 451 134
18 15 0 75 25 100 145
18 15 0 75 25 100 146
14 10 0 58 17 75 147
9 15 0 39 38 77 148
6 6 0 25 21 48 149
6 5 0 25 24 274 167
10 0 0 40 15 55 201
8 0 0 32 24 56 207
6 5 0 25 1 26 209
6 5 0 25 17 42 221
6 5 0 25 22 47 222
n.l. 40 15 55 83 „
n.l. 25 25 50 367 K1
21 0 0 42 141 561 141
18 0 0 41 54 464 143
„it
26 10 0 53 91 622 145 „
18 15 0 75 25 100 170 K2
7 10 0 30 20 50 171 „
n.1. 40 10 50 82 K4
n.1. 40 20 60 81 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 149 K2
18 15 0 75 25 100 199 K1
18 15 0 75 25 100 201 „
20 0 0 80 20 100 203 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 205 it
76 4 7 60 0 60 46 G1
76 4 7 60 0 60 47 „
58 1 7 48 0 48 49 „
31 15 3 25 23 48 57
76 4 7 60 0 60 53
85 2 5 67 0 67 56
58 8 10 46 16 62 63
15 0 0 25  0 25 4 „
38 15 0 25 0 25 5
15 0 0 25 0 25 8
15 0 0 25 0 25 7
15 0 0 25 0 25 6
6 5 0 25 25 50 7
6 5 0 25 25 50 8
6 5 0 25 25 50 234
6 5 0 25 25 50 235
6 5 0 25 25 50 2 K3
6 5 0 25 25 50 3
50 50 100 49,5 0 25 249
n. 1. 25 0 25 60 K 4
3 12 11 25 0 25 80
6 10 0 26 0 26 163 K 1
6 5 0 25 5 30 187
6 5 0 25 5 30 189
6 5 0 25 10 35 191
6 5 0 25  10 35 193
11 15 0 47 23 70 157 K 2
7 10 0 30 15 45 158
41.5 0 55 15 70 ! 45 K1
73 15 0 59 25 84 29
6 5 0 25 15 40 ' 232 K 2
n. 1. 50 50 100 55 K 4
n. l. 50 50 100 56
10 0 0 40 35 75 66
4 3 4
10 0 0 40 35 75 67
4 3 4
10 0 0 40 35 75 68
4 3 4
9 10 0 38 37 75 469 K 1
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LIST OF  RUNS-conti nued.
Estimated  Area  in
Square Milea.
TAM & Eta. Rent.
Avail-
able.
s. d.
COOK--continued.
601n' Jones, Hy. Russell ...
617n' ditto ...
667n' ditto ...
667n ditto ...
668n ditto ...
669n ditto ...
409n ditto ...
407%1 'Kin M. J. ...
407n ditto ...
406n ditto ...
406n1 ditto
436n Lakeland, W..
430 ditto ...
492n  Mackenzie, D....
455n  Massey Brothers
446nII ditto ... ...
455n1 ditto ... ...
456nj ditto ... ...411n ditto ... ...
445% ditto ..
531n Massey, C. E., O. H.,
G. B., and G.
531n  ditto ... ...
532n, ditto ... ...
532n ditto ... ...
533n  ditto ... ...
533n  ditto ... ...
534n ditto ...
534n  ditto ...
511n, McGuigan, Patrick ...
511n ditto ... ...
509n1 ditto ... ...
509n ditto ...
505n ditto ...505n  ditto ...
654 McLean, John
467n  ditto ...583n ditto ...
625n ditto ...
410n ditto ...
635n ditto ...
411n ditto ...
404n  ditto ...
392n ditto
452n Nott, A. W.
452n ditto ...
453n ditto ...
453n ditto ...
454n  ditto ...
454n ditto ...
677n  ditto ...
678n ditto ...
678n ditto ...
679n ditto
679n ditto ...
680n ditto ...
405n ditto
404n  ditto ...
617n O'Brien, Hunt, and
Steele
675n  ditto
675n ditto ...
676n ditto ...
676n' ditto ...
368a ditto ...
394n ditto ...
595n ditto ...
595n  ditto ...
596n ditto ...
596n  ditto ...
597n ditto ...
597n ditto ...
393n  ditto ...
393n  ditto ... ...
East Deighton ...
Boralga No. 111 ...
Koolbarra .. ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 .
ditto No.5¶...
Surmount ... ...
ditto N o. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Oorooloo ... ...
Kooloo ...
Xenophon No. 111 ...
Lochinvar No. 2 ...
Strathmorne No. 1
Rokeby
ditto No.1
ditto No. 2 ...
Goulburn ... ...
Vardon ...
St. Albans
Bailey
Ralston
Boxvale
Ealing
Strathmorne
Locksleigh ...
Christmas Hill No. 1
ditto No. 2
Oak View No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 6
Georgetown No. 1...
ditto No. 211Mitchell Downs ...
Belle View .. ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Greenmount ...
Limestone ... ...
ditto  No. 1
Bayswater ...
Floravale+
Bydowns  No. 1
ditto N o. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6  ...
Meta Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4t
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto  No. 8
Blackwell¶§t ...
Huonfels¶§
ditto No. 1¶
ditto No. 2¶
ditto No. 3¶
Green Hills
ditto  No. 1
ditto No.  3T
ditto No. 4¶
ditto No.  51T
ditto No. 6¶
ditto No. 7¶
ditto No. 8¶
ditto  No. 9
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No. 10
n. 1. 25
11
11 0 0 44
11 5 0 45
12 0 0 48
8 10 0 34
30
n. 1. 50
n. 1. 25
n.1. 25
n. 1. 25
10 0 0 40
15 0 0 60
25
n. 1. 25
8 0 0 32
17 10 0 70
12 15 0 51
n. 1. 55
8 15 0 35
8 15 0 35
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
15 40 189 K 2
0 11 222
15 59 64 K 3
15 60 65
232 712 67
11 45 68
20 50 36 K 4
50 100 39 „
25 50 40
25 50 41
25 50 42
20 60 231 K 3
362 962 232
6 31 447 K 1
5 30 177 K 3
16 48 212
28 98 178
23 74 179
192 742 31 K 4
16 51 213
15 50 49 K 2
10 10 0 42 20 62 50
8 15 0 35 15 50 51
9 10 0 38 16 54 52
16  15 0 67 33 100 53
7 15 0 31 13 44 54
6 6 0 25 1 26 55
7 15 0 31 13 44 56
6 5 0 25 6 31 9
7 5 0 29 9 38 10
7 10 0 30 92 392 5
9 15 0 39 124 514 6
6 5 0 25 3 28 499 K 1
144 0 144 150
12 10 0 50 0 50 365
6 6 0 25 0 25 169 K 3
6 5 0 25 5 30 154 K 2
12 10 0 50 46 96 238
n. 1. 25 15 40 33 K 4
12 10 0 50 50 100 287 K 1
n. 1. 25 15 40 32 K 4
n.1. 25 25 50 54
5 4 2 25 15 40 77
12 5 0 49 20 69 174
8 15 0 35 19 54 172
7 15 0 31 24 55 173 K 3
8  16  0 35 25 60 174
12 15 0 51 26 77 175
11 10 0 46 34 80 176
18 15 0 75 25 100 85
18 15 0 75 25 100 86
18 15 0 75 25 100 87
9 10 0 42 142 561 88
8 15 0 35 15 50 89
12 10 0 50 19 69 90  99
8 15 0 25  25 50  52 K 4
8 15 0 25 25 50 53
6 6 8 32 102 422 221 K 2
9 10 0 38 124 504
6 5 0 25 25 50
9 10 0 38 124 504
6 5 0 25 25 50
12 10 0 25 0 25
8 15 0 35 25
18 15 0 75 25
6 5 0 25 0
6 5 0 25 0
6 5 0 25 0
6 5 0 25 0
6 5 0 25 0
7 0 0 28 0
0 15 0
6 5 0 25 0
60
100
25
25
25
25
25
28
25
80 K 3
81
82
83
23
72
177
178
179
180
181
182
75
74
K1
K4
K2
K4
„
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LIST OF RUNS- coxtisce4
ii roue..
Iea: dted Ares In
" Xnm
Bent, rasa , ' olio.
Avg- un 
VAS.
A & 4.
COOK-continued.
372a O'Brien, Hunt, and
Steele
395n  ditto ...
373a ditto ...
373a ditto ...
374a ditto ...
640 ditto ...
608n ditto ...
412n ditto ...
645n ditto ...
312a ditto ...
314a ditto ...
315a ditto ...
396n  ditto ... ...
340a ditto ... ...
361a ditto ... ...
690 ditto ...
638 ditto ... ...
638 ditto ... ...
639 ditto ... ...
639 ditto ... ...
642 ditto ... ...
643 ditto ... ...
583n  ditto ... ...
584n  ditto ... ...
684n ditto ... ...
375a  O'Beirne, F. ... ...
631 ditto ... ...
627 ditto ... ...
627 ditto ... ...
628 ditto ... ...
654n ditto ... ...
446n ditto
630 Palmer, Edward ...
630 ditto ... ...
671 ditto
672 ditto ... ...
530n ditto ... ...
530n  ditto ...
301a Reid, W., Stevenson, J.,
and Palmer, E.
303a ditto ... ...
308a ditto ...
309a ditto ...
313a ditto ...
369a ditto ...
369a ditto ...
371a ditto ...
371a ditto ...
631 ditto
645 ditto ... ...
605n ditto
605n  ditto
608 ditto
608 ditto
685n ditto
607 Reynolds  and Fitz.
gibbon
576n ditto
516n  Richardson  and Brodie
516n ditto ... ...
517n  ditto ... ...
517n  ditto ... ..
518n  ditto ... ...
518n  ditto ... ...
519n ditto ... ...
619n  ditto
520n  ditto
520n ditto
690n ditto ... ...
69in  ditto ... ,..
Box Hill ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4
ditto No.5¶§ ...
Maiden Vale ...
Myall Downs No. 3
Red Rock ... ...
Ellendale ...
Carpentaria Downs
East
Carpentaria Downs
West
Carpentaria Downs
South
ditto (license fee)$
Mopata ...
Dashwood ... ...
Mount Esk
Langlo Vale No. 11T
ditto No. 21T
ditto No.  3T
ditto No. 4¶
ditto No. 5¶
ditto No. 6¶
ditto No. 7¶
ditto  No. 84
ditto No.9...
Laura ...
Upper Laura
Lake View ...
Emla No. 1
ditto No. 2
Primrose No. 1
ditto  No. 2
Booree ...
Conga ...
Sherbrooke ...
Granville ...
Oondoo ...
Linden ...
Arbora ...
s ring lands...
North Mitchell
Camden ...
Gamboola ...
Pinnacle Downs
Mimosa Side
Arcadia ...
Karook ...
Waratah ...
The Cedars ...
Apeery ...
Dagallagan
White Plains
Lyndbank ...
Soda Springs
Red Bluff ... ...
Blink Bonny No. 1
Pelican ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 14
ditto No. 16
rags.
13 0 0 26 2 28 125 K 1
n. 1. 221  0  221-
13  0 0 26 0 26 127
14 0 0 28 4 32 129
12 10 0 25 0 25 131
6 5 0 25 0 25 309
18 15 0 75 0 75 203
10 0 0 40 30 70 30
54 9 0 45 11 56 20
75 0 5 62 38 100 24
96 16 0 80 20 100 1
90 15 0 75 25 100 2
6 5 0 25 0 25
2 12 1
49 10 0 66 16 82 19
33 15 0 25 10 35 3
94 6 0 41 41 82 39
7 10 0 30 6 36 299
7 10 0 30 5 35 301
7 10 0 30 5 35 303
10 0 0 40 6 46 305
6 5 0 25  0 25 317
6 5 0 25 0 25 319
.
43 7; 50; 155
21 5 0 85 15 100 156
10 0 0 40 14 544 98
17 10 0 35 15 50 137
6 10 0  26 0 26 269
11 5 0 45 16 61 253
6 5 0 25 0 25 255
6 5 0 25 0 25 257
16 5 0 65 35 100 38
7 5 0 29 8 37
10 0 0 40 10 50 265
10 0 0 40 10 50 267
7 10 0 30 5 35 399
10 0 0 40 10 50 401
8 10 0 34 6 40 47
8 10 0 34 6 40 48
12 10 0 25 0 25 101
19 0 0 38 16 54 103
20 0 0 40 10 50 105
20 0 0 40 10 50 107
20 0 0 40 10 50 109
20 0 0 40 10 50 111
12 10 0 25 5 30 113
25 0 0 50 25 75 119
21 0 0 42 23 65 121
10 0 0 40 10 50 271
10 0 0 40 8 48 329
7 0 0 28 8 36 197
8 15 0 35 5 40 198
6 5 0 25 6 30 177
7 0 0 28 7 35 179
10 0 0 40 10 50 100
7 0 0 28 9 37 175
6 5 0 25 11 36  140
12 10 0 50 50 100 19
12 10 0 50 50 100 20
12 10 0 60 50 100 21
12 10 0 60 60 100 22
12 10 0 50 50 100 23
12 10 0 50 50 100 24
12 10 0 50 50 100 25
12 10 0 60 50 100 26
12 10 0 50 50 100 27
12 10 0 50 50 100 28
12 10 0 50 50 100 111
12 10 0 50 50 100 113
K2
K4
G1
„
„
„
K1
K2
„
K1
„
K3
K1
K2
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
ftowe MUM
ssat. rmsa. brio.
A all- Un.- ft"LON&
$ s. d.
COOK-continued.
434n Richardson, T. L.
434n  ditto
435n ditto ...
435n ditto ...
425n ditto ...
426n  ditto ...
426n ditto ...
402n ditto ...
400n ditto ...
400n ditto ...
488n Roping, N. ...
396n Rutherford, J.
693 ditto ... ...
349 ditto ... ...
692 ditto ...
344a;Rutherford and Whitney
346a
347a
85a
642n
304a
306a
305a
307a
324a
323a
330a
331a
332a
359a
360a
604
691
643n
644n
387n
496n
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
Sheffield, Robert
Smith, T. H. and H. F.
ditto ...
dittoditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sorensen, J. B.
South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
496n
497n
497n
565n
571n
625n
600
344a
621n
654
594n
447n
447n
653
Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
433n Toy, James ... ...
619n Tyson, James ... ...
620n ditto ... ...
620n ditto ... ...
680nt ditto ...
615 Wallace, Charles ...
601n ditto ... ...
602n, ditto ... ...
653n  ditto
442n Walsh and Jardine ...443n ditto ... ...
446n  ditto ... ...
471n  Watson, S. G....
472n ditto ...
572n  ditto ...
473n ditto ...
473n  ditto ...
474n ditto ...
Mentana No. 17 ...
ditto No. 18 ...
ditto No. 19 ...
ditto No. 20 ...
ditto No. 21 ...
ditto No. 22 ...
ditto No. 23 ...
ditto No. 24 ...
ditto No. 25 ...
ditto No. 26 ...
Campbellville No. 4
ditto (arrears) ...
Nepowe West ...
ditto (license fee)4*
Mariana ...
Byrnes Plains No. 8
Rosalie .. .
Byrnes Plains No. 3
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Mambirra ... ...Staunton T ... ...Quinton ... ...
Lyndhurst ... ...
North Lyndhurst ...
South Lyndhurst
Lynde No. 111
ditto No. 2 ...
Salcey Forest ...
Glen Rock ... ...
Sunnyside ... ...
Dyraaba
Gordon Brook
Myall Downs ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Ettrick ... ...
Kyogle
Mitchell Head ...
Ruby ... ...
Eveline ...
Ethel ...
Ada ...
Myrtlebaak
Ruby No. 1
ditto No. 2
Rifle  Mead .
Vale  of Mitche ll  ...
Tel-el-Kebar¶§ ...
Dagmar No. 1 ...
Crystal Springs ...
Khartoum¶§ ...
Herat ¶§ ..
Cudgee Cudgee
No. 1¶
Emerald Hills
Strathhearn No. 1
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Lochinvar .
Boggy Creek
Bluff No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Tara No. 1 ...
Black Snake
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 34
ditto (arrears
Bathwick ..
ditto No.  1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
7 10 0 30 20  50 233 K 3
7 10 0  30 20 50 234
7 10 0  30 20 60 235
6 5 0 25 0 25 236
6 5 0 25 25 50 2
6 5 0 25  25 50 3
6 5 0 25 25 50 4
n.l. 50 0 50 57
n.l. 50 0 50 61
1 50 0 50 62
6n  5 0  25 0 25 127 K3
24 14 9
6 5 0 25 0 25
0 10 5
27 10 0 25 11 36 60 G I
15 0 0  25 23 48 58
24 0 0 40 20 60 59
36 0 0 60 0 60 48
36 0 0 60 0 60 50
36 0 0 60 0 60 51
27 0 0 36 10 46 28
6 5 0 25 0 25 18  K3
15 2 6 25 25 50 7 J
20 8 4 334 11 444 3
18 9 0 302 10 404 1
39 18 7 66 16 82 5
... 30 7 37 37
31 10 0 45 15 60 25
15 2 6 25 25 60 13
27 4 6 45 15 60 11
27 1 6 444 14 584 9
12 10 0 25 25 50 33
17 10 0 35 15 50 3188 0 0 80 20 100 21
39 12 0 36 12 48 45
6 5 0 25 0 25 19
6 5 0 25 0 25 22
n. 1. 25 0 25
8 15 0 35 35 70 463
10 0 0  40 40 80  4,66
6 5 0 25 15 40 467
6 5 0 26 15 40 469
10 0 0 40 35 75 117
6 5 0 25 25 50 130
6 5 0 25 10 35 237
6 5 0 25 0 25 147
15 0 0 25 0 25 66
6 5 0 25 25  50 230
6 5 0 25 25 50 365
7 10 0 30 20 50 176
6 5 0 25 25 50 210
6 5 0 25  25 50 211
6 5 0 25 25 50 359
6 5 0 25 0 25
17 10 0 70 30 100
14 16 0 59 26 85
17 10 0 70 30 100
10 0 0 40 10 50
6 5 0 25 0 25
n. 1. 35 0 35
6 5 0 25 0 25
n.1. 25 25 50
9 0 0 36 314 67;
10 5 0 41 40 81
15 0 0 60 40 100
1 13 9
7 10 0 30 30
6 5 0 25 25
6 5 0 25 25
8 15 0 35 35
6 5 0 25 25
6 5 0 25 1
60
50
60
70
50
26
237
225
227
228
417
207
190
191
37
215
216
217
157
158
159
160
161
162
G1
J
K
„
G1
K93
K1
K2
„
K1
K2
K1
K2
K3
K1
„
K2
K1
K2
K3
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Bent.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Anil-
able.
£  S. d.
COOK--continued.
474n
475n
475n
554n
Watson, S. G....
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
554n ditto ...
555n  ditto ..
462n Watson , G. J. A., E. S.,
and L. T.
462n  ditto ...
463n ditto ...
463n ditto ...
464n  ditto ...
459n ditto ...
449n ditto ...
444n, ditto ...
437n ditto ..
437n'  Watson, G. J. A.
438n ditto
438n ditto ...
439n ditto ...
439n ditto ...
442n ditto ...
681n, Williams, W. J.
314 Arndell, John ... .
138 Australian Investment
Company
240 ditto ...
289 ditto ...
291 ditto ...
335 ditto ...
7n  ditto ..
42n Badgery, F. D.
44n Badgery, F. D., and
Sands, J. S.
221 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
33n
36n
ditto ... ...
ditto
29n Bank of Australasia ...
Bathwick  No. 6 ...
Euorrd ...
ditto No. 1
Batavia  Downs No.1
ditto No.2
ditto No. 3
Pioneer Downs ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 .
York Downs No. 2
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
Kurracoo
Pioneer No. 7
Mimosa .
Tintaldra No. 2
Quart-Pot ...
Pint-Pot ..
Tintaldra No. 1
Ringwood
Una-
uailabie. Total.
Lands Folio.
7 0 0 28 28 56 163 K 3
6 5 0 25 5 30 164
6 5 0 25 25 50 165
47 5 0 45 0 45 96 K 2
37 14 0 58 0 58 ' 97
19 16 0 33 0 33 98
18 15 0 75 25 100 192
17 10 0 70 30 100 193
16 0 0 64 321 961 194
17 10 0 70 30 100 195
18 15 0 75 25 100 196
18 15 0 75  25 100 187
16 5 0 65 35 100 206
5 18 9 234 0 231 214
12 10 0 50 24 74 230
16 5 0 65 22 87 229
6 5 0 25 74 324 227
12 10 0 50 171 671 2282 2
16 0 0 64 32 96 225
9 15 0 39 20 59 226
18 15 0  75 25  100  219
14 10 0 58 121 701 92
DARLING DOWNS.
Currinby ...  46 11 8  25  5 30
Noondoomally ... 47 10 0 25 3 28
3 G
81 J
Blytheland I I I I ... 25 0 0 25 16 41 22 C 1
Brigalow Creek ... 25 0 0 25 25 50 14 G
Meandarra ... ,.. 25 0 0 25 25 50 16
Highlands ... ... 38 15 0 25 24 49 10 G 1
Byerlin ... ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 87 J
Wondul* ... ... 59 0 0 59 59 118 93 L
ditto (grazing right) 59 0 0 59 59 118 94
ditto (arrears) ... 59 0 0 „
Whetstone* ... 169 2 0 178 89 267 45 „
ditto (grazing right)
Yagaburne*
ditto  (grazing right)
Glenelg* .
ditto (gr azing right)
Chinchilla* ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Wieambilla*
ditto (grazing right)
162 ditto ... ... Cobblegunllll •
163 ditto ... ... Lower Cobblegunllll
164 ditto ... ... Miggabaroollll •..
37n Bank, Commercial Com- Dulacca* .
pany of Sydney ditto (grazing right)
25n ditto
ditto (grazing right)
l ditto8n
... ... Cobbareena'* ..
Fairy Land* ...
137, Bank, London Chartered' Cooroora ... ...
26n'
27n'
28n,
254
255
259
26n
27n
154
284
32n
274
249
of Australia
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Bank of ' ew
Wales
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... UpperWongel Wongel
LowerWonggelWongel
Bombombah ...
... Kinkibilla ..,
Kingabilla Junction
Coomrith
.., Gayndell ...
Banagal ...
South Brush Creek*Ij
ditto(grazi ng right) I
Foxburrough ...
Coolmunda* ...
Golden Hills ...
Gayndell Southllll
99 5 6 1042 521 157 46
37 0 0 37 37 74 97
29 0 0 29 29 58 98
214 8 0 134 0 134 41
168 12 6 114 12 126 42
187 10 0 150 118 268 83
172 13 2 1102 110 220; 84
50 19 4 61g 309 923 21
39 2 2 489 249 733 22
53 4 10 98 0 98 35
38 15 0 25 12 37 31
53 4 10 81 0 81 27
504 0 0 336 336 672 37
348 8 4 321 255  576  38
30 0 0 60 0 60 5
22 0 0 44 0 44 6
22 0 0 22 0 22 75
72 12 0 48 0 48 85
36 6 0 26 0
36 6 0 61 0
15 2 6 50 0
33 5 6 22 0
38 11 1 50 0
33 5 6 54 0
38 14 5 29 0
36 6 0 29 0
... 15 6
15 6
21 0 0 28 27
60 10 0 88 6
25 0 0 25 21
43 4 0 24 0
26 219
61 217
50 131
22 ! 209
50 211
54 213
29 215
29 221
21 99
21 100
55 13
94 49
46 29
24 49
J'
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LIST OF  RUNS- oeatiuued.
Intimated Arm in
square xu.
Lessee.
181 Bank of New South
202
Wales
ditto ...
6n ditto
6n ditto ...
219 ditto ...
171 Bank, Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
141 ditto ... ...
203 ditto ... ...
306 ditto ... ...
174 ditto ... ...
204 ditto ...
36n Bank, Union of Aus-
180
tralia
ditto ... ...
318 Bassingthwaighte, Edw.
45n  Bassingthwaighte,S.W.,
E. A., and A. T.
Co.,
362 Bassingthwaighte, G. E. Jingi Jingi Fast`
257 Beck, R. C.
13n ditto
258 ditto
33n ditto
35n Bell , T., J. P., and J. A.
233 Bodkin , P. F....
45n  Bourne , Henry ...
502 Bowman , W. R. A., E.,
and A.
23n Boyd , J. T. T. ...
195 Bracker ,  F., Executrix
of late
93 Clynes , P. J. ... ...
41n ditto ... ...
47n Cook,  Robert ...
352 Coughlan,  M. J. and D.
40n Darling Downs
Western Land
and
46n
Bun. Rent.
Ivan-
sbU.
£ s. d.
DARLING  DOWNS-continued.
Colamba  ... ... 24
DogwoodII Il
Brushy Park
... 30
Ula Ula East ...
Goodar*t ..
ditto (grazing right)
Junction` .
Una-
vailable . Totsi.
leach FoW.
11 7 1 25  42 67 63A J
5 0 25 25 50 13 Cl
6 8 27 25 52 233 J1
0 0 30 20 50 22 G
2 7 50 30 80 91 L
5 5 47,'- 474 952 92
6 0 106 40 146 85
10 6 1031 1031 207 86
'5 0 25  7 32 48 C 1
0 0 36 0 36 19
7 4 42 0 42 11
8 2 26 0 26 56
0 0 25 26 51 20
0 0 25 12; 371 71 L
0 0 25 122 37* 72
0 0 30 10 40 73
10 0 30 0 30 74
5 0 89 45 134 59
15 0 31 20 51 65
0 0  67  8 75 66
10 0
10 0 38 161 541 61
15 0 23 4 27 62
19 0 21 0 21 3 D 1
0 0 14 0 14 57 C 1
9 2 26 9 35 4 D 1
0 0 7 0 7 41B C 1
191 191 39 63 L
10 0 34 0 34 7
0 0 36 0 36 8
10 0 27*  0 27i* 77
10 0 271 0 27; 78
13 4 28 9 37 39
8 2 191 9 28; 40
10 0 912 0 912 13
18 5 674  0 674 14
10 0 82  1 83 47
0 0 84 0 84 48
7 2 20 0 20 107 J
12 1 51 0 51 1
2 5 23 0 23 157
0 0 15 0 15
0 0 15 3 18
0 0 60  :12; 924 33 L
0 0  60 374 34
4538 81
38 7 45 82
0 0 1  80 45 125 95
0 0 80 16 96 96
10 2 31 31 62 201E J 1
11 6 4 11 111 L
11 0 7  2 12 92 1 1126 0 53 0 53 151 J
6 0 66  0 66 149
8 0 77  0 77 147
11 8 25  25 50 59 T)
0 0 26  10 36 23 C 1
10 0 125 0 125 129 J
15 0 45  28 73 127A J 1
2 6 314  0 314 107 L
0 0  32 4 36 108
0 0
5 0  47 0 47 11
10 0  47  0 47 12
10 0  55  0 554 ' 23
7 6  52  9 61 I 24
0 0  25 25 50 2  G1
0 0  25  8 33 141 J
114 267  26 52 J193
15 0  25 25 50 33 K
16 3  581  584 1162 89  L
16 6  581 58; 116* 90
16
4421
58
111
ditto  (grazing  right)! 103
Woolanquil ... ... 30
Mall Grovellll ... 25
Miambaa Southll II . . . 1 44
Arubiallill  ... ...I  25
BentlandII!! ... 25
Burncluithh* 25
ditto  (grazing right)' 25
Bottle-tree Ranges* 31)
ditto  (grazing right) 15
Jingi Jingi* . 111
Pelican  Station*  38
ditto  (grazing right) 67
ditto  (arrears ) ... 100
ditto (grazing right)
Delta ... ...
Betas ...
Gamma Westllll •••
Cooranga*!I ...
Braemar Forest* ...
ditto (grazing right),
Hookswood*
ditto (grazing right)
Maidenhead*
ditto (grazing right) 1
Tiereyboo* .
ditto (grazing right)
Warroo* ...  ... 102
ditto (grazing right) 105
Curingen South ... 36
Wunda Wunda 36
Boonangar North* t 31
Scotland* ... .. 15
ditto (grazing right), 15
Wombo Forest* ... 75
Limited ditto (grazing right
Delger, John ... ... Durah*II ... ..
ditto (grazing  right) II
38n Devine , A. E., & A. H. Bodumba*
16n
307
243
244
245
14n
241
346
191
44n
Dight, J. R., J. G., C. H.,
and R. R.
Dines,  L. M.... ...
Dockrill, Wm.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Farquharson, J.
Furnival, James
ditto ..
Gilchrist and Watt
24n  Ginn and Hooper ... I Kogan * .. ...  35
• ditto  (grazing right) 23
341 Gunn,Donald ,andAnne Pikedale*  ... ...  110
S. ditto  (grazing right) 74
273 Heydon and Clynes  ..  Wicanna  ... ...  25
32n  ditto  ... ...  Binigi  ... ... 25
311 Higgins ,  W. ... . Scrubby Gully 15
355 ditto  ... ...  Euroka No. 2. ... 18
13n Holmes ,  Lavinia  ... Wyaga'* ... ... 72
ditto  (grazing right); 54
ditto (grazing right)
Billa Billa  North ...
72
70
70
37
Merawa*t ... ... ! 1
ditto (grazing  right)' 11
.
Starvation Camp ...
Burning Thirst ...
Vexation ... ...
... iHaran ... ...
... Palmy Creek!! I l
... Liddell Forest
... Liddle Dale ...
... Pike's Creek*t ...
36
36
48
46
26
60
69
42
ditto (grazing right) 32
ditto (arrears) ... 32
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LIST OF RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Mibes.
Lea.a
206 Hudson ,  B. ... ...
5n Jeffrey ,  Peter... ...
42n Lalor, Wm.
177 Loughlin ,  Leonard, and
Sinclair
111 Macansh , J. T). ...
30n Marsh ,  M. H. (Execu-
tors of)
16n Mott, David ...
In McDonald ,  Donald
34n McLeod, R. ...
299 McMullen, J. F.
360 McNulty ,  Thomas
43n McNeill, D. ...
39n Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
29n  Raff and Robertson ...
35n ditto ... ...
12n Raynor, Eliz. and H. J.
19n Raynor, D. ...
235 ditto ... ...
90 Raynor, H. J.... ...
37n Robinson, T. G.
4n Robertson, R. R. C....
20n Scottish Australian In-
vestment  Company
140 ditto ... ...
256 Scraggs, W. ...
20n South ,  B. ... ...
317 ditto
139 ditto .. ..
168 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
31n Tindal, C. G.... ...
43n Treweeke, W. H.
ditto ... ...
34as Vickery, E.
don  Walker,  Thos. ...
497 ditto ... ...
160 ditto ...
39n Wa ll ace, Jane ...
223 Wilson, Lloyd, and
Macfarlane  (Execu-
tors late R. L. Jenkins
46n ditto ... ...
152  Woodlock, W. M. T.,
and W. J.
229 ditto ... ...
2n ditto ... ...
3n ditto
282. ditto
s>m. Rent.
Avail-
able.
£  S.  d.
DARLING  DOWNS- continued.
Stonehenge*
ditto (grazing  right)
Mingoola* ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Bengalla *
ditto (grazing right)
Welltown* ... ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Canning Creek* ..
ditto (grazing  right)
Folkstone* ... ...
Ethel Downs§
Liddle Dale WestTerrica* .
ditto (grazing right)Ballon*
ditto  (grazing right)
Dogwood  South* .
ditto  (grazing right)
Daandine *t... ..
ditto  (grazingright)
Nundubbermere*
ditto  (grazing right)
Wombo*
ditto  (grazing right)Logic Plains* ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Gamma East ...
Bibblellll
Goondoolllll .
Miambaa North ...
Callitris*
Ballandean'* .
ditto  (grazing right)
Texas*  ... ...
ditto  (grazin g  right)
Western  Creek*
ditto (grazing right) t
Marra  Marra*
ditto  (grazing right)
Boundary ... ...
Northwood ... ...
Wallanba ...Boondandilla* .
ditto  (grazing right)
Gunyan*  ... ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Umberco ll ie*t
ditto  (grazing right)
Dunmore*
ditto  (grazing right)
Glenlyon*  ... ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Tenterfield North*...
ditto  (grazing right)
Winton *§ .. ...
Speculation*
ditto  (grazing right)
Tarewinnabar*t ...
ditto (grazing right)
Callandoon*t ..
ditto (grazing right)
Bethebethaball ll ...
Moogoon ...
Kerambilla Forest ...
Bethecurriba West ...
Backlands Dry ...
Una-
.ailable . Total.
Land, Folio.
38 15 0 ' 31 4 35 43  L
38 13 4 32 12 44 44 ),
30 3 6 171 0 174 35 it
30 0 0 20 20 40 36
37 10 0 25 25 50 115
48 0 0 48 404 884 116
617 12 6 2744 0 274415
307 6 4 5694 0 569; 16
175 0 0 175 0 175 3
62 13 9 984 0 984 4
71 11 0 63 0 53 31
35 35 70 59 K
31 0 0 31 24 55  127B J
66 0 0 411 2 431 51 L
69 4 0 37 0 37 52 P9
12 10 0 124 4 164 67 0f
12 10 0 124 4 164 68 ))
27 10 0 274 0 274 17 ))
26 2 6 27* 0 274 18
307 15 3 311 94 405 103 ))
341 17 4 304 48 352 104 ,)
54 14 9 374 84 464 25 ))
52 11 3 364 1; 374 26 ))
125 2 0 139 0 139 19
78 9 6 129 0 129 20 „
65 0 0 50 50 100 69
59 14 2 55 34; 894 70
7 0 0 7 0 7 41A C
1815 0 25 0 25 37 C M
44 7 4 26 0 26 28 C 1
12 10 0 25 16 41 208
,)
18 10 0 184 0 184
120 0 0 80 134 934 27 L
97 18 6 794 11 904 28
122 10 0 105 174 1224 53
109 10 9 951 16 1111 54
233 15 0 187 5 192 55
200 0 0 168 25 193 56
13 0 0 13 0 13
13 0 0 13 0 13
24 16 1 25 0 25 113 J
15 2 6 25 8 33 89 „
41 5 0 25 2 27 83
38 0 0 38 9 47 87 L
37 15 0 534 419 95 88 II
61 0 0 61 0 61 9
32 15 2 29 374 664 10
60 19 2 344 114 46 105
67 15 4 38 7 45 106
212 10 0 170 28 198 57
208 6 0 202 28 230 58
124 5 0 71 6 77 29
135 3 9 771 5 821 30
12 0 0 64 0 64 1
6 10 0 54 0 5; 2
205 14 0 120 0 120
25 0 0 20 0 20 79  L
25 0 0 20 5 25 80
51 14 3 1121 1114 2234 109
38 14 5 911 91; 183 110
103 9 3 644 3 674 113
153 10 0 861 10 962  114
53 4 10 40 25 65 33 C1
48 8 0 84 0 84 65 J
15 2 6 25 25 50 67
27 10 0 25 25 50 24 G
18 15 0 25 25 50 17 K
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LIST OF RUNS--continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Loom lum Rent.
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.
GREGORY NORTH.
123 Acres and Field ... Philippi East No.1...
ditto No. 2...
Philippi West No. 1
ditto No. 2
Spring Lake No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No. 4.
Philippi West No. 4
ditto South ...
ditto North ...
Observatory ...
ditto West ...
Sparks ...
ditto West ...
Bumbo ...
ditto West ...
Sandringham
ditto NV est
Coco ...
ditto North
Pomeroy ... ...
ditto North ...
Salt Lake .. ...
Greensmith... ...
Sparks North ...
ditto South
Observatory South...
Cannock ChaseNo. 1
Tabletop No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
Quambi No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
GreensmithExcess...
SaltLakeExcess ...
French 's Folly ...
Amaroo No. 3 ...
Collymaroo .. ...
Toolah ...
Whitula No. 2 ...
Westwood ...
Savanaka  No. 1 ...
35 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
15 0 0
27 10 0
37 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
25 0 0
20 0 0
35 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
19 0 0
28 10 0
13 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 10 0
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio,
70 5 75 15  K3
123 ditto ... ...
124 ditto ... ...
124 ditto ... ...
125 ditto ... ...
125 ditto ... ...
126 ditto ... ...
126 ditto ... ...
127 ditto ... ...
128 ditto ... ...
128 ditto ... ...
132 ditto ... ...
132 ditto ... ...
133 ditto ... ...
133 ditto ... ...
134 ditto ... ...
134 ditto ... ...
135 ditto ... ...
135 ditto ... ...
136 ditto ... ...
136 ditto ... ...
137 ditto ... ...
137 ditto ... ...
141 ditto ...
141 ditto ... ...
142 ditto ... ...
142 ditto ... ...
143 ditto ... ...
259 ditto ... ...
367 ditto ... ...
367 ditto ... ...
369 ditto ... ...
370 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ... ...
248n ditto ... ...
248n  ditto ... ...
59n ditto ... ...
in  ditto ...
473a  Armytage, F. W. ...
414a ditto ... ...
57 ditto ...
474a ditto ...
310 Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company,
Limited
310 ditto ... ...
312 ditto ... ...
312 ditto ... ...
313 ditto ... ...
313 ditto ...
14 ditto ... ...
38n ditto ... ...
.40n• ditto ... ...
281 ditto .. ...
75 ditto ... ...
306 ditto ... ...
76 ditto
306 ditto ... ...
245 ditto ... ...
250 ditto ...
399a  Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company
405a  ditto ... ...
405a ditto ... ..
448a ditto
449a ditto
450a ditto ...
500a  ditto ...
501a ditto ...
602a ditto ...
503a  ditto ...
504a ditto
ditto No. 2 ...
Chester No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
Meatiboo ... ...
St. Albans ... ...
Briseis ... ...
Gerara ..•.
Nyama No. 1 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Whitulania
ditto No.3...
ditto No.2...
Peppin No. 311 ...
Olio No. 1 ...
Dirleton No. 6 ...
ditto No.7 ...
ditto No.5 ...
Upper Oondooroo ...
VPokingham No. 8...
Dirleton No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Oondooroo ...
40 35 75 16
40 35 75 17
40 35 75 18
50 25 75 19
50 25 75 20
50 25 75 21
50 25 75 22
30 19 49 26
55 32 87 23
75 12 87 24
40 35 75 33
40 35 75 34
50 25 75 35
40 35 75 36
70 5 75 37
60 15 75 38
60 15 75 39
60 15 75 40
40 10 50 41
40 10 50 42
45 30 75 43
60 25 75 44
38 37 75 51
67 18  75 52
26 20 46 63
50 25 75 54
50 25 75 56
51 21 72 37
19 0 0 38 37 75 252 „
25 0 0 50 25  75 253  to
12 10 0 25  22" 47, 4  K5
25 0 0 50 25 75 5
35 0 0 70 14 84 7
to
„
50 0 0 100 11+ 1111 8  to
6 5 0 25 11 36 229 K 6
6 5 0 25 11 36 230  to
25 0 0 50 25 75 185 K 5
14 10 0 29 0 29 68 „
19 0 0 38 12 50 81 K 1
15 0 0 30 10 40 143 it
25 0 0 50 25 75 56A  112
27 10 0 55 20 75 82 K 1
15 0 0 30 20 50 138 K 4
15 0 0 30 20 50 139
15 0 0 30 19 49 142
15 0 0 30 20 60 143
17 0 0 34 16 50 144
6 5 0 12- 0 124 145
33 0 0 66 0 66 146
20 0 0 40 19; 591 142
10 0 0 40 11 51 146  to
50 0 0 100 0 100 27  to
37 10 0 50 25 75 174  K2
25 10 0 34 16 50 131  K4
24 0 0 40 10 50 176  K2
42 9 0 701 0 701 130 K 4
60 0 0 100 0 100
50 0 50
44 0 0 88 0 88 235 K 1
54 0 0 - 108
41 10 0 83
40 0 0 80
28 0 0 56
32 10 0 65
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
40 0 0 80
50 0 0 100
0 108 222
0 83 223
0 80 137
0 56 136
0 65 135
0 100 119
0 100 120
0 100 121
0 80 122
0 100 123
101
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Nsnmated Area in
- mum
Leaee. 8U. vent.
IIna- TOOL
.aUable.
baba Folio.
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.
GREGORY NORTH-continued.
81n
82n
82n
83n
83n
263n
4778
3998
401a
401a
403a
403a
404a
404a
334
335
335
336
33624s
25n
25n
26n
210
4098
144
408s
325
485.,
66
67
67
116
116
118
118
119
119
120
120
481a
482a
483a
484a
376
377
378
378
407:
407s
408:
4098
484:
484s
4108
410:
383
145
326
28n
77
84
84
193
193
194
268
434
Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Australian  Mortgage
Land  and Finance
Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Baird, Thos.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Baird ,  D. D., and Stra-
horn, A.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Bank , Australian Joint
Stock
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Bushy Park  No.1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No.4 ..
ditto No. fit...
Rangelands ...
Watershed ... ...
Olio No. 2 ...
Venture No. 1
ditto No. 2
Manuka ...
Sledmere ...
Panic ...
Brian O'Lynne
Loughnea ..
Loughcorribt
Glenbower ...
Glountane ...
Glanmire ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5 ...
Wodonga No. 4 ...
Feu
Baird ... ...
Moorabinna ...
Ludlow No. 2 ...
Feu East ...
Halium No. 1 ...
... ditto No.2 ...
... ditto No.3  ...
... Bladensburg No. 1
... ditto No.2...
... ditto No.5...
... ditto  No. 6...
... ditto No.7...
... ditto No.8...
.., ditto No. 9..
... ditto  No. 10t
... The Nile No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4 ..ditto ...
Bank, Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Bank, London Chartered McKinlay Downs ...
ditto ... ...  Harbledown ...
ditto ... ...  Boughton ... ...
ditto Canterbury .
ditto ... ... Harbledown West ...
ditto ... ... Donhead ... ...
ditto ... ...  Hazard ... ...
ditto ... ... Wimpole North ...
Moorabinna  No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
Brinda
Walga
Pierrie
Marawilla ...
Wango East
Marawilla East
Nappa ...
Wango ..
GipsyDowns No. 4
Glenfeigh ...
Ludlow No. 3 ...
Dundullimalt
25 0 0 50 50 100 223  K5
25 0 0 50 50 100
11 0 0 22 0 22
12 10 0 25 25 50
6 5 0 25 5 30
32 10 0 65 10 75
30 0 0 60 0 60
224
225
226
227
124
6
K1
K2
21 10 0  43 0 43 236 K 1
50 0 0 100 0 100 229
16 10 0 33 0 33 230
50 0 0 100 0 100 227
50 0 0 100 0 100 228
50 0 0 100 0 100 225
50 0 0 100 0 100 226
12 10 0 25 6 31 187
12 0 0 45 224 674 188
33 10 0 67 33 100 189
16 10 0 33 17 50 190
33 10 0 67 33 100 191
16 10 0 66 34 100 114
12 10 0 50 25 75 115
16 0 0 64 32 96 116
16 0 0 64 32 96 117
37 10 0 75 50 125 193
K5
K3
40 0 0 80 20 100 38F K 2
33 10 0 67 33 100 58 K 3
15 0 0 30 20  50 38D K 2
35 0 0 70 30 100 169 K 4
15 0 0 30 20 50 13c K 3
15 0 0 30 20  50 159 K 2
25 0 0 50 0 50 160
23 0 0 46 25 71 161
15 0 0 30 19; 499 1
20 0 0 40 32 72 2
20 0 0 40 34 434 5
25 0 0 50 50 100 6
12 10 0  25 26 60 7
25 0 0  50 29 79 8
37 10 0 75 25 100 9
24 15 0 50 60 100 10
37 10 0 75 25 100 100
30 0 0 60 40 100 101
25 0 0 50 50 100 102
37 10 0 75 25 100 103
33 0 0 66 32 98 18
K3
K1
K5
35 0 0 70 18$ 881 19
33 10 0 67 33 100 21
33 10 0 67 33 100 22
20 10 0 41 10 61 38A K 2
15 0 0 30 8 38 381
20 0 0 40 10 50 38c
40 0 0 80 20 100 38B „
20 0 0 40 10 50 13A K 3
15 0 0 30 20 50 131 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 38G K 2
40 0 0 80 20 100 388 „
24 0 0 48 24 72 31 K 5
12 10 0 25 10, 354 59 K 3
25 0 0 60 24 74 170 K 4
22 0 0 49 249 731 121 K 5
50 0 0 100 0 100 178 K 2
40 10 0 81 174 984 156 K 3
27 10 0 65 94 64, 158
38 12 6 771 0 771 155
32 0 0 64 0 64 157
32 10 0 65 15 80 159
18 10 0 37 0 37 34 K 4
50 0 0 50 0 50 78A K 2
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435s Bank, London Chartered
Lessee. Bun. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total
Lands Folio.
E A.  d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
72 0 0 80 20 100 781B K 2
25 13 6 19 0 191 18 K 4
25 0 0 ;50 0 50 205 of
12 10 0 22 0 22 206
„
20 0 0 40 12 52 208 OR
20 0 0 40 10 50 207 of
20 0 0 40 10 50 209
„
40 0 0 80 20 100 210 It
17 0 0 34 16 50 211 of
17 0 0 34 16 50 212
„
17 0 0 34 16 50 222 K3
33 10 0 67 33 100 223
33 10 0 67 33 100 224
toto
33 10 0 67 33 100 35 K4
9 3 4 181 0 181 36 to
17 0 0 34 16 50 246
22 10 0 45 131 581247 „of
12 10 0 25 0 25 248 „
12 10 0 25 12 37 168 K2
12 10 0 25 24 49 169 „
25 0 0 50 50 100 170
22 10 0 45 45 90 171
20 0 0 40 40 80 172 „
20 0 0 40 40 80 173
20 0 0 40 40 80 177
24 0 0 48 22 70 106 K4
22 0 0 44 22 66 107
25 10 0 51 24 75 39
„f
17 0 0 34 16 50 40
o
17 0 0 34 16 50 41
toIt
30 0 0 60 111 719 119
„
25 0 0 50 239 734 120 It
45 0 0 90 3 93 208
„
33 0 0 66 34 100 66 K 5
11 0 11 69
,,
20 0 0 40 7 47 70 „
20 0 0 40 20 60 200 K 4
25 0 0 50 25 75 201
12 10 0 25 7 32 202
itto
19 0 0 38 18 56 36 K5
16 0 0 32 16 48 37
6 5 0 25 9; 349 38
„to
11 5 0 221 0 221 39 „
20 0 0 40 0 40 40 „
14 0 0 28 134 4191 41 to20 0 0 40 20 60 186
„
38 0 0 76 19 95 34 „
32 0 0 64 30 94 35
„
33 10 0 67 33 100 197 K4
37 10 0 75 25 100 198
„
12 10 0 25 9 34 199 to
67 0 0 67 33 100 153 K3
11 0 0 22 5 27 243 of
40 0 0 80 20 100 248
37 10 0 75 25 100 249
„
of
12 10 0 25 25 50 217 K4
20 0 0 40 10 50 216 „
3 3 4 6; 0 6 234 „
20 0 0 40 0 40 235 „
17 0 0 34 0 34 236 „
12 10 0 25 15 40 237
„
13 10 0 27 13 40 238
18 10 0 37 0 37 239
„
„
7 0 0 14 0 14 240
16 15 0 331 0 331 42
„
K5
16 0 0 32 32 64 44 „
19 10 0 39 381 771 45
„
30 0 0 60 5 65 46
32 10 0 65 0 65 47
„
,f
22 0 0 44 21 65 48 to
22 0 0 44 21 65 49
22 0 0 44 21 65 50
22 0 0 44 21 65 51 91
250 ditto ... ...
92 ditto ... ...
92 ditto ... ...
93 ditto ... ...
93 ditto ... ...
94 ditto ... ...
94 ditto ... ...
95 ditto ... ...
95 ditto ... ...
225 ditto ... ...
225 ditto ... ...
226 ditto ... ...
258 ditto ... ...
259 ditto ... ...
364 ditto
364 ditto ... ...
365 ditto ...
72 Bank of
Wales
New South
73 ditto
73 ditto
74 ditto ...
74 ditto ...
75 ditto ...
77 ditto ...
294 ditto ...
294 ditto ...
260 ditto ...
261 ditto ...
261 ditto
300 ditto
301 ditto
345 ditto
400 ditto
2n ditto
2n ditto
341 Bank, Union of Aus-
tralia
341 ditto ...
342 ditto
385 ditto
386 ditto
386 ditto ...
387 ditto
387 ditto
388 ditto
60n ditto
384 ditto
385 ditto
339 ditto
340 ditto
340 ditto
192 ditto
235 ditto
238 ditto
238 ditto ...
349 ditto ...
349 ditto ...
358 ditto ...
358 ditto ...
359 ditto
...
359 ditto ...
360 ditto ...
360 ditto ...
361 ditto ...
388 ditto ...
389 ditto ...
390 ditto ...
390 ditto ...
391 ditto
391 ditto
392 ditto
392 ditto
393 ditto
Wimpole South ...
Wangannella No. 3
Coorabulka East ...
ditto West ...
Tipogulenno West
ditto East...
Yandah ...
Pallico ...
Terriboah South ...
ditto North ...
Curlew ... ...
Coradilla ... ...
Morbella ...
Congie East ...
ditto Westt ...
Blackrock No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
Ada No. 1 ... ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto No.  8
ditto No.9
Cannock Chase No. 3
ditto No.4
ditto  No. 5
Bengeaca No. 1
ditto No. 2
Martel ..
Amaroo No. 1
Bengeaca No. 3II
ditto No. 4
Dubbo No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
Dubbo Downs No. 3
ditto No. 4
Dubbo No. 4t
ditto No.  5
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ..
Dubbo Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
Gulgong No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Sutton ...
Laington No. 3 ...
ditto  No. 8  ...
ditto No. 9 ...
Saracen ... ...
Shylock ...
Wonomo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Rufus No. 1 ...
Orroopo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Rufus No. 2 ...
Bosley No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
Dundee No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5  ...
ditto No. 6 ...
11
395 Bank , Union of Aus-
tralia
37n ditto ... ...
37n ditto ... ...
115n  ditto ... ...
244 ditto
103n Bank , Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
103n ditto ... ...
104n ditto ... ...
116n ditto ... ...
46 Boully, Wm.
105n Boydell and Burnell...
105n ditto ... ...
131n ditto ... ...
188n ditto ... ...
250n  ditto ...
in  Brown ,  Brown, and
Kendall
355 ditto ... ...
394 Burne ll, W. S. ...
395 ditto ... ...
191 ditto ... ..
337 Carandotta Pastoral Co.
338 ditto ... ...
338 ditto ... ...
339 ditto ... ...
355 ditto ... ...
9 ditto ... ..
10 ditto ... ...
46 ditto ... ...
47 ditto ... ...
62n ditto ... ...
10 ditto ... ...
11 ditto ... ...
47 ditto ... ...
48 ditto ... ...
63n ditto ... ...
122n  ditto ... ...
123n  ditto ... ...
123n  ditto ... ...
298 ditto ... ...
299 ditto ... ...
299 ditto ... ...
300 ditto ... ...
328 ditto ... ...
328 ditto ... ...
329 ditto ... ...
329 ditto ... ...
330 ditto ... ...
330 ditto ... ...
331 ditto ... ...
331 ditto ...
332 ditto ... ...
332 ditto ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
114n ditto ... ...
5 ditto ... ...
6 ditto ...
6 ditto ...
7 ditto ...
146 ditto ...
147 ditto
147 ditto
148 ditto
242 ditto
111n ditto
111n ditto
112n ditto
112n ditto
130n ditto
131n ditto
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GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Peak ... ...
Waverley No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
Durack Vale ...
BosllI ...
Ma a No.  1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Eastwood  ...  ...
ditto South ...
Eden Valley§§ ...
Calabra West ...
Strathleaven ...
Banksia ... ...
Redpath ... ...
Colas  ...  ...
Amarooo No. 2 ...
Carmarthen Downs
No. 6
Stockport
Longsight
Alderley
Springfield No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
Longwater No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
Singleton  No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto No. 8
Carandotta No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 4
St. Ronan's No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No.  6  ..
St. Ronans No. 7...
ditto No. 8...
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
Speculation Downs...Roxborough Downs
No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
Bannockburn No. 2
Maud ..
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Singleton  No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Ion" POOL
15 0 0 30 27 57 56 K5
19 0 0 38 38 76 139 „
19 0 0 38 38 76 140 „
12 10 0 50 40 90 30 K 6
... 25 9 34 6 K 4
17 10 0 35 15 50 6 K 6
20 0 0 40 16 56 7 „12 10 0 25 0 25 8
6 5 0 25 7 32 33
141 0 0 60 36 96 120 K 2
12 10 0 50 25 75 10 K 616 100 66 311 97; 11 „
6 5 0 25 9 34 63 „
n. 1. 32 26 58 177 „
n. 1. 25 14,21391 234 „
17 0 0 34 16 50 67 K 5
25 0 25 228 K4
21 0 0 35 35 70 54 „
24 12 0 41 41 82 55 „
40 4 0 67 33 100 152 K3
20 0 0 40 204 604 193 K4
25 0 0 50 50 100 194 „
33 10 0 67 22 89 195 „
15 10 0 31 17 48 196  „
20 0 0 40 11 511 229
37 10 0 75 0 75 47  K2
37 10 0 75 0 75 48
37 10 0 75 0 75
„
121 is
25 0 0 50 25 75 122 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 191 K5
36 10 0 73 0 73 49 K2
37 10 0 75 0 75 50 „
26 10 0 53 26 79 123 „
25 0 0 50 25 75 124 „
29 0 0 58 29 87 192 K5
15 0 0 60 30 90 45 K6
10 0 0 40 20 60 46
9 0 0 36 14 50 47
60 0 0 100 0 100 115 K4
50 0 0 100 0 100 116 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 117 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 118
25 15 0 511 0 511 174 „
38 12 6 774 0 774 175
50 0 0 100 0 100 176
50 0 0 100 0 100 177
50 0 0 100 0 100 178 „
40 0 0 80 20 100 179
50 0 0 100 0 100 180 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 181 „
25 0 0 50 50 100 182 „
45 0 0 90 10 100 183
30 0 0 60 40 100 184
25 0 0 50 60 100 185
16 15 0 67 33 100 29 K6
25 0 0 50 0 50 39 K2
25 0 0 50 0 50 40
„
30 0 0 60 15 75 41 „
30 0 0 60 15 75 42 „21 10 0 43 0 43 62 K3
15 0 0 30 20 50 63
37 10 0 75 0 75 64
25 0 0 50 25 75 65
134 0 0 67 33 100 2 K4
37 10 0 75 25 100 22 K6
37 10 0 75 25 100 23  „
37 10 0 75 25 100 24
17 10 0 35 15 50 25
7 10 0 30 10 40 61
9 0 0 36 18 54 62
VMS.soar.
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Frtimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
244n Chirnside, T., R. L.,
Burn, John, Riley,
T. H. and J. B.
245n  ditto ... ...
245n  ditto ... ...
475a  ditto ... ...
485a ditto
486a ditto ... ...
487a  ditto ... ...
428a  ditto ... ...
428a ditto ... ...
413a ditto ... ...
413a ditto ... ...
400a ditto ... ...
400a ditto ... ...
66n ditto ... ...
67n ditto ... ...
68n ditto ... ...
69n ditto ... ...
67n ditto ... ...
68n ditto ..
186n Clarke and Dalrymple
186n ditto ...
160 ditto ... ...
160 ditto ... ...
196 ditto ... ...
196 ditto ... ...
266 ditto ...
267 ditto ... ...
113n ditto ... ...
149n ditto ... ...
150n ditto ... ...
150n ditto ... ...
187n ditto ... ...
241n  ditto ... ...
242n  ditto ... ...
251n  ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
179n Collins, J. G.... ...
180n ditto ... ...
180n ditto ... ...
181n ditto ... ...
274 ditto ... ...
275 ditto ... ...
275 ditto ... ...
276 ditto ... ...
276 ditto ... ...
277 ditto ... ...
278 ditto ... ...
346 ditto ...
347 ditto ... ...
347 ditto ... ...
154n ditto ... ...
154n  ditto ... ...
219 ditto ... ...
233 Collins, Wm. ... ...
396a  Collins and Power ...
89n Costello, John... ...
89n ditto ...
90n ditto ...
90n ditto ...
91n ditto ...
91n ditto ...
102n ditto ...
113n ditto ...
114n ditto ,
235n  Cox and Dowling ...
249n  ditto .. ..,
442a Cox and Stephen ..
443a ditto ... ...
443a ditto ... ...
444a ditto ... ...
444a ditto ... ...
445a ditto ... ...
Run. Bent.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Avail-
able.
£  s.  d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Vindex No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No.  7  ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No.  9  ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
ditto No. 13
ditto No. 1 North
ditto No. 1 South
ditto No. 2 Right
ditto No. 2 Lower
ditto  No. 1 Upper
ditto No. 2 South
Acacia Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
Mirramunda No. 1
ditto No. 2
Limerick No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Varna ... ...
Rustchuck ... ...
Pool No. 1 .. ...
Llanrheidol No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No. 3..
Acacia Downs No. 3
Amphitheatre No.  3
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
Derry No.  111 ...
ditto No. 211
Mount Merlin No. 14
ditto No. 15
ditto  No. 16
ditto No. 17
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
ditto No. 13
Windsor No. 1 ...
Quebec .. ...
Bellkate No. 4 ...
Lake Nash No. 1...
ditto No. 2...
ditto No. 3...
ditto No. 4...
ditto No. 5...
ditto No. 6...
ditto No. 12...
ditto No.15...
ditto No.16...
Unust .
Laura No. 2
Clashnamuck
Blackboy East
Kilrush
Blackboy West
Esmarelda East
ditto West
51 5 0  25 0 25 24. K 1
37 10 0 25
60 0 0 100
20 0 0 40
26 10 0 53
43 0 0 86
45 0 0 90
26 10 0 53
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
12 10 0 25
19 0 0 38
49 4 0 24
51 5 0 25
37 10 0 25
37 10 0 25
31 5 0 25
31 5 0 25
21 12 0 36
15 0 0 25
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
15 0 0 25
15 0 0 25
25 0 0 50
22 10 0 45
12 10 0 25
7 10 0 30
7 0 0 28
6 5 0  25
16 10 0 33
60 0 0 100
45 0 0 75
45 0 0 75
... 25
25
n..1. 50
n. 1. 49
n. 1. 50
n.1. 50
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
25 0 0 50
30 0 0 60
22 0 0 44
22 0 0 44
20 0 0 40
23 0 0 46
17 0 0 34
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
48 0 0 80
60 0 0 60
30 0 0 50
25 0 0 50
25 0 0 50
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
8 10 0 34
8 10 0 34
8 1 3 35
6 5 0 25
25 0 0 50
28 10 0 57
25 0 0 50
28 10 0 57
19 0 0 38
19 0 0 38
0 25 26A
0 100 26
10 50 70
0 53 104
0 86 105
0 90 106
0 53 177
0 100 178
0 100 207
0 100 208
7 32 233
0 38 234
0 24 24B
0 25 24D
0 25 25c
0 25 25D
0 25 24c
0 25 25B
8 44 173
25 50 174
25 50 89
25 50 90
0 25 163
0 25 164
0 50 51
5 50 52
25 50 26
Lands Folio.
to
„
„
K4
„
K6
30 60 99 is,
20 48 100
20 46 101
13 46  175
0 100 176 K 1
0 75 174
„
0 75 175
0 25 165 K 3
0 25 166
50 100 160 K 6
49 98 161
50 100 162
49 99 163
16 50 67
16 50 68
16 50 69
25 75 70
27 87 71
23 67 72
22 66 74
26 66 211
24 70 212
„
of
„
K4
16 50 213
49 99 109 K 6
50 100 110
20 100 211
H
K3
40 100 238
0 50 245 K 1
0 50 238 K 5
0 50 239
16  50 240
16 50 241
16 50 242
„
of
of
16 50 243
16 50 4 K 6
16 60 27 „
16 50 28
61 411 219 „
1 26 231
0 50 149 K 1
18 75 147
0 50 148
18 76 146
37 75  145
37 75 144
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L Rent
Estimated  Area  in
Square Miles.
dL liFesse& Run. .
Avail-
able.
una-
vailabl To
an s o o.
4 8. d.
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
2 Cox and Stephen 20 0 0 40 10 50 32  K2
2 ditto ... Scattery ... ... 17 0 0 34 6 40 33
72 ditto ... Hog No.  2 ... ... 17 10 0 35 11 46 167
14 ditto Corrikie ... ... 25 0 0 50 14; 644 56
16 ditto ... Pourtia .. ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 60
411a ditto ... Binburi No. 2 ... 19 0 0 38 37 75 211 Ki
478a ditto ... ditto No. 4 ... 25 0 0 60 25 75 213 „
69 ditto ... Corrikie No. 2 ... 22 15 0 451 18 639 162 K2
114 ditto Pourtia No. 2 ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 249
88n ditto 3Corrikie No 6 5 0 219 0 211 236  K5...
88n ditto ...
.
Scatter No. 4
...
... 12 10 0 25 15 40 237 to
476a Cox, Stephens, and Binburi No. 1 19 0 0 38 37 75 210 K1
Dowling
241a ditto ditto No. 3 25 0 0 50 25  75 212 f,
53 ditto Elvo  No. 5 ... 60 0 0 40 144 544 133 K 2
70 ditto ... ditto  No. 6 ... 29 13 9 234 0 234 164 „
71 ditto ... ditto No. 7 ... 12 10 0 25 25 60 165
255  ditto ... Scattery No. 2 ... 28 10 0 57 309 879 28 K
255 ditto ... ditto No. 3 ... 12 10 0 25 7 32 29 „142m ditto ... ditto No. 5 .. 7 10 0 30 159 45k 85 K6
275n  ditto ... Doniebrook No. 4 6 5 0 25 5 30 51B „
143n ditto
South
Kewarra. 9 0 0 36 34 70 86...
171n ditto ...
. . ...
... Tally-Ho ... ... 9 10 0
„
38 33 71 143 to
171n ditto ... ... Gone Awa ... 6 5 0 25 10; 351 144
267n ditto ... .. Melrose No. 1 ... 24 0 0 40 40 80 136 K2
128n Cox, Stephens ,  Dowling, Cabulji ... ... 34 30 64 56  K6
and Ward128m  ditto ... ...  HeratIl 41 40 81 57 to
129n ditto ... ... Afghanistanjj 231 0 231 58
„
129n  ditto .. Candahar+j. 254 0 254 59
ditt130
. .. ...Ki ... to65; 6035 30on
78 Darling
...
Downs
vall]Killarney No. 1and 20 0 0 1 to40 10 50 179 of
Western Land Com-
pany
79 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 4 20 0 0 40 10 50 182 ,f
122 ditto ... ...  ditto No. 6
C k
20 0 0 40 10 50 14 K3
2 2 4 K445a ditto ... or No. 4 12 10 0 5 0 5 1 0A i
225n  ditto ditto East 12 10 0 25 0 25 140E...
225n  ditto ...
...
...  ditto West 12 10 0 25 0 25 140o to
226n  ditto ... ... ditto North 12 10 0 25 0 25 140D ,f
446a  ditto ... ditto No. 5 15 0 0 30 3 33 141A ,f
226n  ditto .. .. ditto East 15 0 0 30 4 34 141E.227s  ditto ... ....  ditto West 15 0 0 of30 3 33 141c it
.440a ditto ... ditto No. 6 12 10 0 25 0 25 142A. .
227n  ditto . ... ditto East 12 10 0
f,
25 0 25 142E. .
423a  ditto ... ...  ditto No. 7 12 10 0
of
25 0 25 189A to
228n  ditto ... ... ditto West ... 12 10 0 25 0 25  189Bto
228n  ditto .. ditto North 12 10 0 25 0 25 189c...
229n  ditto ...
.
...  ditto
...
East ... 12 10 0
f,
25  0 25 189D to
422a  ditto ... ... ditto No. 8 ... 19 10 0 32 18 50 1904 „
2290  ditto ... ...  ditto West ... 19 1n n 33 17 50 ion
78 ditto ... ...  Killarney No. 2 13 6 8 27 7 34 180E K 2
2300 ditto ... ...  ditto South 13 6 8 26 6 32 180A
2300  ditto ... ...  ditto North 13 6 8 27 7 34 180c „
79 ditto ... ... ditto No.3 16 0 0 32 11 43 181A „
231n  ditto ... ...  ditto North 16 0 0 32 10 42  181B „
80 ditto ... ...  ditto No. 5 13 6 8 27 7 34 183A to
231n  ditto ... ...  ditto South 13 6 8 26 6 32  183Bof
2320  ditto ...  ditto North 13 6 8 27 7 34 183c ,f
203n ditto ... ... Wokingham No. 1... 18 15 0 25 0 25 21A K1
2140  ditto ... ... ditto East 18 15 0 25 0 25 21B „
2140  ditto ... ... ditto Left 18 15 0 25 0 25 21D to
2150  ditto ... ...  ditto West 18 15 0 25 0 25 21c „
2030  ditto ... ...  ditto No.2. 18 15 0 25 0 25 22A „
215 ditto ...  ditto South 18 15 0 25  0 25 22B 7,
2160 ditto ... ... ditto North 18 15 0 25 0 25 22c „
2160 ditto ... ...  ditto Upper 18 15 0 25 0 25 22D .f
2040 ditto ... ... ditto No. 3... 18 15 0 25  0 25 23 „
217%  ditto ... ... ditto South 18 15 0 25 0 25 238 „
2170 ditto ... ... ditto North 18 15 0 25 0 25 23c „
218n  ditto ... ...  Wokingham No. 3 18 15 0 25 0 25 23D „
257n  ditto
Upperditto  No. 5... 15 0 0 25 0 25 31A  „
2180 ditto ditto North 15 0 0 25  0 25 31B
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Low&
449a  Darling Downs and
Western Land Com-
pany
219n  ditto ... ...
450a ditto ... ...
219n  ditto ... ...
220n  ditto ... ...
220n  ditto ... ...
251n  ditto ... ...
221n ditto ...
221n  ditto ... ...
252n  ditto ... ...
222n ditto ... ...
252n ditto ... ...
222n ditto ...
223n ditto ... ...
223n ditto ... ...
263n ditto ... ...
224n ditto ... ...
224n  ditto ... ...
204n ditto ... ...
205n ditto ... ...
205n  ditto ... ...
15 ditto ... ...
414a ditto ... ...
68 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
69 ditto ... ...
417a  ditto ... ...
417a ditto ... ...
418a ditto ... ...
418a ditto ... ...
55 ditto ... ...
146n ditto ..
243 Donner, S. W. and
F. E. S.
243 ditto
479a Douglas, Walter
480a ditto ... ...
447a ditto ...
447a ditto ... ...
396a ditto ... ...
397a ditto ... ...
397a ditto ... ...
398a ditto ... ...
398a ditto ... ...
28n ditto ...
29n ditto ... ...
29n ditto ... ...
30n ditto ... ...
80 ditto ... ..
81 ditto ... ..
228 ditto ... ..
83 ditto ... ...
83 ditto ... ...
280 ditto ... ...
281 ditto ... ...
281 ditto ... ...
282 ditto ... ...
255n ditto ... ...
256n ditto ...
256n ditto ...
257n ditto ...
14 ditto ...
15 ditto
44 ditto
44 ditto
45 ditto ...
45 ditto ...
50 ditto ...
51 ditto ...
56 ditto ...
56 ditto ...
215 ditto ...
so.
£  S. d.
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
Wokingham No. 6...
Upper
ditto North
ditto  No. 7...
ditto East
ditto Left
ditto West
ditto  No. 9..
ditto East
ditto West
Goongarry No. 1 ..
ditto North
ditto No. 2
ditto Left
ditto East
ditto Right
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto East
ditto West
Cork No.  1  ...
ditto No. 2 .. %
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
Kerry ... ...
ditto Centre ...
ditto South ...
Kell  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Melrose No. 2 ...
Sheppard ... ...
Hopdale No. 1 ...
ditto No.2
Brighton Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.  5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto No.  8
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
ditto No. 13
To®leybuck No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.6...
ditto No.7...
ditto No.8...
ditto  No. 9...
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
Merrion Downs
No. 2
Mayne Downs% ...
Urbana No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
Elvo No. 1...
ditto No. 2...
ditto No.  3...
ditto No. 4%
Urbana No. 5
ditto No. 6
Blackrock No. 1
ditto No. 2
Seighford No. 1
Vas. ft"L
L.na. rab.
12 10 0 25 0 26 133,1 K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 133B
12 10 0 26 0 25 134i
12 10 0 25 0 26 134E
12 10 0 25 0 25 134c
12 10 0 25 0 25 1341)
12 10 0 25 0 25 202,1
12 10 0 25 0 25 202B
12 10 0 25 0 25 202c
12 10 0 25 0 25 203A
12 10 0 25 0 25 203B
12 10 0 25 0 25 204,1 „
12 10 0 25 0 25 204c
12 10 0 25 0 26 204B
12 10 0 25 0 25 204Dto
13 0 0 26 0 26 205,1 to
14 0 0 28 0 28 205BIt
13 0 0 26 0 26 205c of
56 5 0 379 129 50 27,1„
56 5 0 379 12; 50 28,1 „
48 15 0 379 129 50 29,1
15 0 0 30 20 50 259 K
20 0 0 40 10 50 206  K1
58 2 6 379 129 50 27B „
22 10 0 379 129 50 28B „
58 2 6 379 12; 50 29B „
45 0 0 90 10 100 197 „
37 10 0 75 25 100 198
47 10 0 95 5 100
„
199 of
37 10 0 75 25 100 200 „
24 0 0 40 40 80 137 K2
24 0 0 40 20 60 92 K6
33 10 0 67 33 100 4 K4
33 10 0 67 33 100 5
37 10 0 75 25 100
to
98 to
37 10 0 75 25 100 99
20 0 0 40 10 60
„
138 to
25 0 0 50 0 60 139 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 237 „
42 10 0 85 15 100 238
50 0 0 100 0 100 239
50 0 0 100 0 100 240 it
42 10 0 85 15 100 241 „
40 0 0 80 19 99 122 KS
23 0 0 46 2 48 123
25 0 0 50 12 62
of
124 to
25 10 0 51 4 55 125 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 184  K2
50 0 0 100 0 100 185
75 0 0 100 0 100 229 K 3
45 0 0 90 10 100 189 K 2
40 0 0 80 20 100 190 „
30 0 0 60 0 60 79  K4
27 0 0 54 26 80 80
35 0 0 70 10 80 81
30 0 0 60 20 80 82 „
37 10 0 75 0 75 168 K 1
25 0 0 50 0 50 169 „
37 10 0 75 25 100 157 to
3r 10 0 75 25 100 158 to
25 0 0 50 0 50 57 K2
12 10 0 25 0 25 58 „
126 0 0 40 40 80 116
91 10 0 30 30 60
„
117 of
120 0 0 40 40 80 118 „
96 12 0 92 0 92 119 „
20 0 0 40 10 60 129 „
15 0 0 30 10 40 130
„
63 0 0 60 38 98 139
„
36 15 0 35 30 65 140
42 10 0 85 16 100
of
203 K3
804
99
H
Loft&
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
B'etimated Area in
Square Miles.
... I Brighton Downs No. 2
Avail-
able.
Una- Total
vallainle.
Lands Polio.
£ s. d.
GREGORY NORTH-continued.
216 Douglas , Walter
216 ditto ...
217 ditto ...
217 ditto ...
218 ditto ...
218 ditto ...
219 ditto ...
239 ditto ...
240 ditto ...
353 ditto ...
353 ditto ...
356 ditto ...
357 ditto ...
357 ditto ...
58n ditto ...
58n  ditto ...
146n ditto ...
147n  ditto ...
147n  ditto ...
137n ditto ...
138n ditto ...
138n ditto ...
117n Dowling, Vincent
117n ditto .
145n  Dowling, V. J.
18n Farrell, J. ...
17n ditto ...
17n ditto ...
265n  Finlay, A. K....
394a ditto ...
265n  ditto ...
395a  ditto ...
266n  ditto ...
253n  ditto ...
254n ditto ...
254n  ditto ...
78n ditto ...
79n ditto ...
237n ditto ...
243n ditto ...
.57n Finlay, C. C.
244 Goldsborough, R.
Co., Limited
3n ditto ...
3n ditto ...
4n ditto ...
4n ditto ...
6n  ditto ...
5n ditto ...
245 ditto ...
246 ditto ...
246 ditto ...
247 ditto ...
327 ditto ...
327 ditto ...
129 Graham, Wm.
ditto ...
130 ditto ...
130 ditto ...
131 ditto ...
ditto ...
198 ditto ...
ditto ...
199 ditto ...
ditto ...
200 ditto ...
ditto ...
201 ditto ...
40 ditto ...
41 ditto ...
ditto
42 ditty ...
ditto ...
43 ditto ...
140 ditto ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No.  7  ...
ditto No.  8  ...
ditto No.  9  ...
ditto No. 10 .
Tooleybuck No. 12
ditto No. 13
Seighford No. 11
ditto No. 12
ditto No. 13
Tooleybuck No. 14
ditto No. 15
Walter§
Douglas§ ...
Hyland§
Frost ...
Snowy ...
Ice
Florida Vale No. 1
ditto No. 2
Caulfield ... ...
Eton Vale No. 1 ...
Tent Hill No. 4 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Aolia No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Bellkate No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Jackton .. ...
Googlum No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Bellkate South ...
. olia South ...
Hercules ... ...
Prodigal ... ...
Rent.
47 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
45 0
45 0
37 10
20 10
45 0
50 0
8 10
8 10
47 10
100
10
0
0
0100
0
50 0
Bona  Ventura ... 40 4
and Locharoch ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto  No. 4 ...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto  No. 6 ...
ditto  No. 7 ...
Lucknow No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Hawthorn No. 9
ditto No. 10 ...
Loxa No. 1 ...
do. No. 2 ...
do. No. 3 ...
do. No. 4 ...
Beechworth No. 4 ...
ditto No.5...
Livingstone No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
Tolarno No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
Bullu Bullu No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
Tolarno No. 1 ...
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
... 153 0 0
33 0 0
22 10 0
22 10 0
15 0 0
59 10 0
15 0 0
24 0 0
209 0 0
120 0 0
76 10 0
24 0 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
20 0
25 0
25 0
14 0
33 0
31 0
38 0
26 0
25 0
24 10
25 0
24 10
33 0
25 0
37 10
0
0
0
0
0
95 5 100 204
50 50 100 205
50 50 100 206
90 10 100 207
90 10 100 208
75 12 87 209
41 0 41 210
90 10 100 251
100 0 100 252
34 16 60 224
34 16 60 225
96 5 100 231
90 10 100 233
100 0 100 235
44 22 66 182
32 16 48 183
38 18 56 93
50 311 811 942 2
2721 20 47L 95
67 33 100 75
35 30 65 76
25 15 40 77
35 341 69* 34
50 50 100 35
251 20 45-1  91
K3
  
, 
„
„
to
K4
„
„
 ,
  
K5
 f
K6
40 20  60  102 K o5
90 14 104 100
40 20 60 99
90 10 100  247
50 30 80 248
65 35 100 242
90 10 100 243
65 10 75 244
100 0 100 201
50 0 50 79
50 0 50 80
25 10 35 217
, 
K1
34 16 50 218 „
100 0 100 34 K 1
100 0 100 35 „
67 33 100 181 K 5
90 10 100 7 K 4
30 29 59 71 K 5
45 25 70 72
25 10 35 73
30  5 35 74
85 15 100 75
30 4 34 76
40 10 50 9
95 5 100 10
75 12 87 11
90 10 100 12
40 39 79 172
25  5 30 173
75 0 75 27
75 0 75 28
75 0 75 29
75 0 75 30
57 0 57 31
40 12 52 32
60 0 50 167
50 0 50 168
28 0 28 169
66 0 66 170
62 0 62 171
76 0 76 172
„
,,
„
K 4
„
„
K1
K3
52 0 52 173 „
50 0 50 109 K 2
49 0 49 110
50 0 50 111
49 0 49 112
66 0 66 113
50 0 50 114
75 0 75 49
  
, 
„
 ,
K3
r op
am.
Istbnated Am In
140 Graham William ...
190 ditto ... ...
191 ditto ... ...
38 Hall,  W. R. ... ...
39 ditto ... ...
305 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
182n  ditto ...
467a  Hay, A. and A. ...
412a ditto ... ...
258n  ditto ... ...
258n  ditto ...
259n ditto
259n ditto
470a ditto
471a  ditto
468a ditto
469a ditto
162 ditto
163 ditto
164 ditto
164 ditto
165 ditto
165 ditto
161 ditto
161 ditto
162 ditto
91 ditto
ditto
181n ditto
13 Hay, Adam
263 ditto
ditto
73n ditto
234n ditto
238n ditto
239n  ditto
43 Hill, C. Lumley, and
Douglas, A. B.
58 ditto ... ...
58 ditto ... ...
59 ditto ...
59 ditto ...
106n ditto ... ...
126n  ditto ... ...
127n  ditto ... ...
ditto ..• ...
116n ditto ... ...
70 ditto ... ...
55 ditto ... ...
184n Holt, F. S. E. .
20n Howie, W. and J. H.20% ditto ... ...
21n ditto ... ...
311 ditto ...124n Jones and Mather ...
124n ditto ... ...
125n ditto ... ...125s ditto ... ...
135n ditto ...
135n ditto ... ...
136n ditto ...
56n Jowett and McCullum
57n ditto ...
317 Kilgour, Wm.
321 ditto ...
319 ditto ...
204 Laidley, Thos.
204 ditto ...
205 ditto ...
205 ditto ...
206 ditto ...
207 ditto ...
805
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GREGORY  NORTH -continued.
Tolarno N . 2
Gawsworth ...
Prestbury ...
Pultowa ...
Balasso
Kilkerry No. 2
ditto No. 3
Mowarrah No. 3
Burton Downs
37 10 0 75 0 75 50
75 0 0  75 25  100 150
50 0 0 50 50 100 151
45 0 0 75 25 100 105
42 0 0 70 30 100 106
40 4 0 67 33 100 128
34 16 0 58 17 75 129
17 10 0  70 18 88 165
17 2 0 57 18 75 89
27 10  0 55 20 75 209
25 0 0 50 25 75 38
28 10 0 57 18 75 39
17 10 0
25 0 0 50 25 75 40
25 0 0 50 25 75 41
19 0 0 38 37 75 49
19 0 0 38 37 75 50
27 10 0 55 20 75 90
27 10 0 55 20 75 91
27 10 0 55 23 78 94
22 10 0 45 22 67 95
28 0 0 56 29 85 97
20 0 0 40 192 591 98
20 0 0 40 20 60 99
12 10 0 25 10 35 100
27 10 0 55 232 782 91
12 10 0 25 13 38 92
12 10 0 25 7; 322 93
35 0 0 70 30 100 203
37 10 0 75 25 100 204
17 5 0 69 17 86 164
K3
to
K2
K4
K6
K1
of
„
„
Dullen Downs ..
Derry Downs East...
ditto West...
ditto  (arrears)j:...
Emu Downs East ...
ditto West...
Cobar East ...
ditto West ...
Dudley Downs ...
Henry Downs .
Tenningering No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto No.  5
ditto No. 6
ditto  No. 7
Wombah No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Quirindi West
ditto East
Wireindi ...
Merrabooka
Quirindi North
ditto South
Liverpoolt ...
Havre ...
Complete ... ...Rex ...
ditto  (license fee)j
Hyde Park ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Eva No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Wilderness No. 2 ...
Bulgaria No. 2 ...
Kars No.2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Don .. ... ...
H de Park No. 3 ...
Melrose No. 3 ..
Mayfields No. 59F ...
Mama No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Savanaka No. 3 ...
Doniebrook No.1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
Uko ... ...
Potewkat ... ...
Carcara ... ...
Bell  . ... ...
Range View ...
Thule ... ...
Jura ... ...
Oban
Northernside No. 1
ditto No.2
ditto No.3
ditto  No. 4
ditto N o. 5
ditto No. 7
,,
of
13
to
K6
20 0 0 40 10 50 55 K 2
22 0 0 44 22 66 44 K 4
28 0 0 35 64 411 45
21 10 0 54 50 104 206 K 5
n. 1. 35 30 65 218 K 6
6 5 0 25 122 372 223  of
6 5 0 25 71 321 226  of
1 8 9
15 0 0 30 30 60 115 K 2
15 0 0 30 30 60 142
15 0 0 30 30 60 143
25 0 0 50 50 100 144
25 0 0 50 50 100 145
8 10 0 34 16 50 13
7 10 0 30 20 50 53
10 0 0 40 25 65 54
11 0 0 44 33 77 55
9 0 0 36 14 50 32
22 10 0 30 30 60 163
27 10 0 25 25 50 138
„
K6
„If
K290
48 25 73 170 K 6
48 0 0 80 20 100 105 K 5
60 0 0 100 0 100 106
17 8 0 29 0 29 107
8 10 0 17 0 17 140
12 10 0 50 44 94 48
12 10 0 60 50 100 49
14 15 0 59 50 109 50
11 5 0 45 25 70 51
12 10 0 50 50 100 70
0 4 0 28 264 544 71
„
K4
K6Itis
ofis
15 10 0 62 404 1024 72
40 4 0 67 33 100 179 K 5
33 10 0 67 33 100 180  to
45 0 0 75 25 100 152 K 4
45 0 0 75 25 100 160
40 0 0 80  91) 100 156
„
64 10 0 109 0 109 179 K 3
33 10 0 67 33 100 180
20 0 0 40  71 47; 181
20 0 0 40 9 49 182
25 7 6 504 0 504 183
25 0 0 50 0 50 185
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Leases. nun. Bent. Lands Folio.
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207 Laidley. Thos.... ...
208 ditto .. ...
118n Lonergan, John ...
24 Macartney and Percy
25 ditto ... ...
26 ditto ... ...
439a ditto ... ...
25 ditto ... ...
26 ditto ... ...
27 ditto ... ...
28 ditto ... ...
85 ditto ... ...
13n ditto ... ...
434a ditto ... ...
439a
435a
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
435a ditto
436a ditto ... ...
436a ditto ... ...
437a ditto ... ...
52n  ditto ...
197n Machattie, J. 0.
633a Martin, Bonney, and
Johnson
634a ditto ... ...
57 ditto ...
269n  ditto ... ...
269n ditto ... ...
166 ditto ... ...
166 ditto ... ...
167 ditto ... ...
470a  ditto ... ...
260n ditto ... ...
260n  ditto ... ...
402s  ditto ...
163 ditto ... ...
482s  ditto ... ...
201 ditto ... ...
202 ditto ... ...
290 ditto ... ...
290 ditto ... ...
187n  ditto ... ...
60 Mather, Thomas
406a Matson, Whiting, and
Manifold
407a ditto ... ...
407a ditto ... ...
408a ditto ... ...
408a ditto ... ...
409a ditto ... ...
409a  ditto ... ...
506a ditto ... ...
507a  ditto ... ...
508a  ditto ... ...
609a ditto ... ...
510a ditto ... ...
511a ditto
512a ditto
513a  ditto
451a ditto
103 Mein and Mein
103 ditto ...
104 ditto ...
104 ditto ...
105 ditto ...
105 ditto ...
106 ditto ...
106 ditto ...
231 ditto ...
232 ditto
232 ditto
387a ditto
t £  S. d. !
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Northernside No. 8
ditto No. 10
Florida Vale No. 4
Mayne Downs No. 2
ditto No.3
ditto No.4
MerrionDowns No.1
ditto No.3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto  No. 7
ditto  No. 8
Diamantina Lakes
No. 2
Diamantina Plains...
Diamantina Lakes
No. 1
Diamantina Gates
No. 3
ditto No.  1  ...
ditto No.2 ...
Mayne's Lake ...
Surprise No. 211 ...
Carey ... ...
Currawilla ... ...
Berrellem ...
Cong ... ...
Cungabulla East ...
ditto West ...
Tenningering  No. 8
ditto  No. 9
ditto No. 10
Mount  Bernard ...
St. Helens ... ...
Creg  Clare ... ...Wallimy§§ .. ...
Tenningering No. 3
Currawilla  East ...
Mitchell DownsNo.1
ditto No.2
Boinia  Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
Triangle¶ ... ...
Laural .
Sesbania  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No.  7
Werna No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Werna No. 5
ditto No.  6
ditto No. 7
ditto  No. 8  ...
Wokingham No.4...
Cannonbar ...
Cannonbar East ...
ditto West ...
Belmont .. ...
ditto East ...
ditto  West ...
Mudhall ...
Durbell ...
Mylrea Downs No. 1j
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Herbert Downs No.1
12 10 0 25 4 29 186 K3
12 10 0 19 0 19 188 99
15 0 0 25 39 289 37 K6
35 0 0 70 30 100 100 K2
50 0 0 100 0 100 101 ff
50 0 0 100 0 100 102
22 10 0 45 30 75 161 KL
46 0 0 92 8 100 96 K2
40 0 0 80 20 100 97 ff
45 0 0 90 10 100 98 ff
37 10 0 75 25 100 99 „
45 0 0 90 0 90 191 99
40 0 0 80 14 94 92 K5
30 0 0 60 15 75 166 K1
30 0 0 60 15 75 167
30 0 0 60 15 75 164
30 0 0 60 15 75 165
22 10 0 45 30 75 162 99
19 0 0 38 37 75 163
22 10 0 45 30 75 160
40 26 66 170  K 5
7 i0 0 30 8 38 193 K 6
20 0 0 40 10 50 193 K (Greg.)
20 0 0 40 10 50 191  11
20 0 0 40 20 60 141 K 2
19 0 0 38 12 50 42 K 1
19 0 0 38 12 50 43 „
20 0 0 40 20 60 101 K 3
16 0 0 32 16 48 102 ro
16 10 0 33 17 50 103 „
19 0 0 38 12 50 92 K 1
19 0 0 38 12 50 93
19 0 0 38 12 50 94 „
17 10 0 35 15 50 33 K 2
25 0 0 50 26 76 96 K 3
7 10 0 30 20 50 2491 K 2
20 0 0 40 13+ 53+ 174 K 3
3 17 6 74 0 7; 175 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 98 K 4
33 10 0 67 33 100 99
... 20 0 20 176 K 6
40 0 40
50 0 0 100 0 100 215 K 1
50 0 0 100 0 100 216 19
50 0 0 100 0 100 217
50 0 0 100 0 100 218 ff
50 0 0 100 0 100 219
50 0 0 100 0 100 220
50 0 0 100 0 100 221
50 0 0 100 0 100 125
50 0 0 100 0 100 126 91
50 0 0 100 0 100 127  ff
50 0 0 100 0 100 128 90
50 0 0 100 0 100 129
50 0 0 100 0 100 130
50 0 0 100 0 100 131
50 0 0 100 0 100 132 it
30 0 0 50 0 50 30
19 0 0 38 37 75 227 K2
19 0 0 38 37 75 228 ,f
15 0 0 30 20 50 229
37 10 0 75 0 75 230
31 0 0 62 0 62
ff
231 So
20 0 0 40 10 50 232
30 0 0 60 15 75 ft233 99
20 0 0 40 23 63 234
17 0 17 235 K3
32 10 0 65 10 75 236 „
22 10 0 45 5 50 237 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 6  K2
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LIST OF  RUNS --continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
387a Mein and Mein
388a ditto ...
388a ditto ...
389a ditto ...
390a ditto ...
230 ditto ...
230 ditto ...
231 ditto ...
284 ditto ...
285 ditto ...
285 ditto ...
286 ditto ...
381a  Milson , Jas. ...
381a ditto ...
382a ditto ...
382a ditto ...
272 ditto ...
273 ditto ...
273 ditto ...
274 ditto ...
396 ditto ...
396 ditto ...
6n ditto
84n Milson and De Satg4...
84n ditto ... ...
183n ditto ... ...
196n ditto ... ...
86n McGregor, Duncan ...
87n ditto ...
87n ditto ...
16 ditto ...
18 ditto ...
19 ditto ...
20 ditto ...
21 ditto ...
145 ditto ...
146 ditto ...
268 ditto ...
269 ditto ...
269 ditto ...
270 ditto ...
307 ditto ...
308 ditto ...
308 ditto ...
17 ditto ...
8n ditto ...
189n ditto ...
249n ditto ...
250n ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
233n  McGregor, Ronald and
Rosa
314 ditto ... ...
9n ditto ...
46n  ditto ... ...
47n ditto ... ...
47n ditto ...
239n  McGuigan, Patrick ...
240n ditto ...
322 McWhannell, Thomas
Run. Bent.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands FoRO.
Avail-
able.
£ a. d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Herbert DownsNo. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No.  6
Blackall No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No.  6  ...
ditto No.  7  ...
ditto No. 8 ...
Drinan's Gorge No. 1
ditto No. 2
Elizabeth Springs
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Prairie No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No.6 ...
Ida No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ..
St. Ronan's No. 13...
Bannockburn No. 4
Glenlyon ...
Glenlee ...
Glenearn ...
Glenstraet ...
Glenlocha ...
Glenlus ..
Tomy Donka
Tarrau ...
Gleneartli ...
Glenloch ...
Glenfruin .
Glen Douglas
Glenroy ...
Glenellen ...
Glenmaggie
Glendhu ...
Glenislat ...
Glenfinlas ... ...
Morelia ... ...
Centumil ... ...
Hayfield ... ...
ditto  (license fee)$
ditto (arrears) ...
Wheatfield ... ...
ditto (license fee)*
ditto  (arrears) ...
Ross ...
Yandarrah ... ...
Yamba Yamba ...
Derrilong ... ...
Dooall ... ...Earoka ...
Mowarrah No. 4 ...
Wiriendi No. 2 ...
Rochedale No. 3 ...
344 ditto Dunsmuir ..
121n ditto Grafton No. 5
121n ditto ditto No.  6
122n ditto Witton No. 5
264 ditto Templeton
264 ditto ditto
265 ditto ditto
11 ditto Grafton No. 1
12 ditto ditto No. 2
48 ditto ditto No. 3
...
...
...
...
Downs
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
...
...
...
20 0 0 4 0 10 50 7 K 2
32 10 0 65 10 75 8 of
32 10 0 65 10 75 9
30 0 0 60 15 75 10
30 0 0 60 15 75 11 99
35 0 0 70 30 100 232 K 3
30 0 0 60 40 100 233
33 10 0 67 33 100 234
25 0 0 50 50 100 87 K4
23 0 0 46 46 92 88 fl
30 0 0 60 40 100 89 PI
15 0 0 30 16 46 90
25 0 0 50 0 50 22 K2
20 0 0 40 10 50 23
25 0 0 50 0 50 20
25 0 0 50 0 50 21
26 10 0 53 6 59 63 K4
3710 0 75 0 75 64
50 0 0 100 0 100 65
25 0 0 50 0 50 66
30 10 0 61 0 61 57 K5
25 0 0 50 9 59 58
42 10 0 85 10* 954 78
/f
42 0 0 84 10 94 228
VPIV
40 0 0 80 10 90 229
12 10 0 50 50 100 167 K6
6 5 0 25 0 25 192 ff
24 0 0 48 251 731 233 K5
25 0 0 50 14 64 234
4 0 0 8 0 8 235 ff
12 15 0 39 9 48 61 K2
13 0 0 26 6 32 65 ff
20 0 0 40 10 50 67 )f
24 0 0 48 12 60 69
24 0 0 48 12 60 70 99
27 111 381 60 K3
17 10 0 35 16 51 61 91
16 0 0 32 8 40 55 K4
16 0 0 32 8 40 56
20 0 0 40 211 611 57
17 10 0 35 25 60 58
12 10 0 25 4 29 133
11 12 6 23; 0 23; 134
25 10 0 57 28 85 135
20 0 0 40 10 50 63 K2
35 0 0 70 30 100 81 K5
30 12,4 424 178 K6
6 5 0 25 54 304 232 ]f
2 7 11
6 5 0
8 5 0 33 17 50 233
4 0 0
8 5 0
6 5 0 25 0 25 215
27 10 0 55 45 100 147 K4
30 0 0 60 40 100 83 K5
15 0 0 30 23 53 159 „
30 0 0 60 30 90 160
21 0 0 42 30 72 161
9 16 3 39; 0 39; 225 K6
n.l. 35 10 45 227
36 0 0 60 0 60 163 K 4
50 0 0 100 0 100 207
16 10 0 66 34 100 42 K 6
16 10 0 66 34 100 43 99
16 10 0 66 34 100 44 91
32 10 0 50 0 50 46 K 4
40 0 0 50 0 50 47
32 10 0 50 0 50 48
37 10 0 75 0 75 51 K2
37 10 0 75 0 75 52
21 0 0 42 21 63 125
LIST OF R
Lessee.
49 McWhannell, Thomas
12
268n
267n
49
50
268n
321
322
324
324
325
323
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
323 ditto
143n Raven and  White ...
144n ditto ... ...
144n ditto ... ...
145n ditto ...
211 Richardson , W. W....
211 ditto ... ...
22 ditto ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
24 ditto ... ...
4 ditto ... ...
5 ditto ... ...
21n  ditto ...
22n ditto ... ...
22n  ditto ... ...
23n  ditto ... ...
156n  ditto ... ...
23n ditto ...
24n ditto ... ...
62n ditto ... ...
292 ditto ... ...
292 ditto ... ...
293 ditto ... ...
381 ditto ... ,..
8n ditto
48n ditto ... ...
266n  ditto .. ...
7 Robertson and Edkins
8 ditto ...
8 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
148 ditto ...
149 ditto ...
149 ditto ...
150 ditto
363 ditto ...
363 ditto
53n  Rutherford, James ...
33 ditto ... ...
34 ditto ...
34 ditto ... ...
96 ditto ... ...
96 ditto .. ...
97 ditto ... ...
138 ditto ... ...
138 ditto ... ...
139 ditto ... ...
139 ditto ... ...
427a ditto ... ...
429a ditto ... ...
424,a ditto ...
424a ditto ... ...
425a  ditto ... ...
425a  ditto ... ...
426a  ditto ... ...
426a  ditto ... ...
495a  ditto ... ...
496a  ditto ... ...
497a ditto ... ...
498a ditto ...
IV=
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Bent.
ems.
she.
Lands lb"
£ a. d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Grafton No. 4 ...
Witton No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Witton No. 2 South
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4
Witton No. 4 South
Rochedale No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto  No. 8
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
Dawn
Morn ...
Noon ...
Night
Wodonga No. 5
ditto No. 6
Breadalbane ...
Laggan ...
Lochiel ... ...
Obrader ... ...
Wallinga ... ...
Toora
Virginia No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
Boyna ... ...
Moynalty ... ...
Nobber ...
Bilpamorea  No.  I  ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 .
Gipsy Downs No.  It
Womboinj'j ...
Billa Bills .. ...
Bundeena §§... ...
Roxborough Downs
No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 13
ditto No. 14
ditto No. 15
ditto No. 16
ditto No. 17
ditto No. 18 ...
Jimboo No. 2 JJ
Mooradonka ...
Barivituari No. 2 ..
Wallamundah No. 2
Derrewarrah No. 2
Mowarrah No. 2 ...
Mandragora No. 2
Ulvah No. 3 ...
Peleenah No. 2 ...
Cobra ...
Pinalaka ...
Ulva ...
Derrywarra ...
Coombara ...
Barivituari ...
Mowarrah
Mandragoonah
Kennegarry
Peleenah .
McIntyre Downs ...
Davenport Downs ...
Bunda Bulla .,.
Tapilla ... ...
25 0 0 50 25 75 126 K 2
37 10 0 75 0 75 53 „
29 10 0 59 5 64 54A
16 10 0 33 3 36 54B
37 10 0 75 0 75 127
12 10 0 25 25 50 128A „
12 10 0 25 0 25 128B „
26 10 0 53 18 71 161 K 4
36 0 0 40 20 60 162
36 3 4 723 0 7213 166
36 3 4 723 0 723 167
36 3 4 723 0 7213 168
36 0 0 60 0 60 164
47 14 0 793 0 793 165
9 10 0 38 35k 73; 87 [6
8 0 0 32 30 62 88
6 5 0 25 174 424 89
6 5 0 25 183 431 90
35 0 0 70 23 93 194 K3
37 10 0 75 25 100 195 „
13 10 0 27 7 34 73 K2
13 0 0 26 6 32 74 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 75
20 0 0 40 10 50 76
40 0 0 80 20 100 38
20 0 0 40 10 50 37
5 10 0 22 0 22 108  K5
18 15 0 75 25 100 109 „
18 15 0 75 244 994 110
21 5 0 85 15 100 111
8 5 0 33 17 60 113 K6
22 10 0 90 10 100 112 K5
22 10 0 90 10 100 113 „
15 0 0 60 24 624 190 „
15 0 0 30 281 584 102 K4
12 10 0 25 5 30 103 „
15 0 0 30 20 50 104 „
6 15 0 303 20 503 28 K5
264 25 512 82
12 10 0 25 20 45 162 „
7 10 0 30 12 42 235 K6
30 0 0 60 15 75 43 K2
30 0 0 60 15 75 44
35 0 0 70 17 87 45
30 0 0 60 15 75 46
37 10 0 75 0 75 66 K3
25 0 0 50 25 75 67 „
30 0 0 60 15 75 68
25 0 0 50 25 75 69
25 0 0 50 50 100 244 K4
28 0 0 56 19 75 245 „
34 30 64 173 K5
33 10 0 67 33 100 87 K2
17 0 0 34 16 50 88
20 0 0 40 10 50 89 „
22 15 0 453 0 452 213 „
17 0 0 34 112 451 211
14 7 6 284 0 284 215
20 5 0 403 0 403 45 K3
20 0 0 40 10 50 46
20 0 0 40 10 50 47
20 0 0 40 10 50 48
20 0 0 40 10 50 180 K1
20 0 0 40 10 50 181 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 186
18 0 0 36 14 50 187
20 0 0 40 10 50 184
20 0 0 40 10 50 185
20 0 0 40 10 50 182
17 0 0 34 16 50 183
20 0 0 40 10 50 114
20 0 0 40 10 50 115
20 0 0 40 10 60 116
20 0 0 40 10 50 117  „
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS-con tinued.
Estimated Area in
square Piles.
Lessee.
4 Rutherford, James ...
39 ditto ... ...
304 ditto ... ..I
51n ditto ...
40 Rutherford and Whitney
242n  Rutherford, Whitney,
and Hall
255n  ditto .. ...
55n Scafe, W. W.... ...
56n ditto ... ...
55n  ditto ... ...
109 Simson , John ... ...
110 ditto ... ...
110 ditto ... ...
111 ditto ... ...
111 ditto ... ...
112 ditto ... ...
112 ditto ... ...
113 ditto ... ...
113 ditto ... ...
121 ditto ... ...
121 ditto ... ...
122 ditto ... ...
143 ditto ... ...
144 ditto ... ...
202 ditto ... ...
203 ditto ... ...
203 ditto ... ...
478a  ditto ... ...
261n ditto ... ...
261n ditto ... ...
262n ditto ... ...
262n  ditto ...
194n  Simson and  Affieck ,..
193n ditto .. ..
195n ditto ... .,.
104n ditto ... ...
106n ditto ... ...
27n Smith, Charles ...
35n ditto ... ...
35n ditto ... ...
316 ditto ... ...
36n ditto
247n Smith, Laughton, and
Debney
53 ditto ... ...
54 ditto ... ...426s  ditto ... ...426s ditto ... ...
427a ditto ... ...
499a ditto655s  ditto
656s ditto657s  ditto700s  ditto701s  ditto702s  ditto , .. .. .703s  ditto ... ...
6n ditto ... ...
98n ditto
263n ditto
264n ditto ...
264n  ditto ... ...
469n ditto ... , ,
42n ditto ... ...
42n ditto .
391a South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company, Limited
188n ditto ...
189n ditto ..
171 Stevens, E. J.
172 ditto ...
172 ditto ...
173 ditto ...
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Rent.
'Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Polio.
£ s. d.
GREGORY NORTH-continued.
Varney ... ...
Narva .. ...
Kilkerry No. 1 ...
Surprise No. 1 ...
Fontenoy ...
Diamantina Lakes
No. 3
Diamantina Downs
Davis' Delight ...
Kirby
Me inlay 's Gap ...
Wuringle No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ..
Mutti Mutti No. 5...
ditto No.6...
Fairview No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ..
Mount Fe lix No. 1
ditto  No. 2...
ditto No.3...
Tryeta No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Keleenah No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
Doubtful No. 2 ...
Cashmere No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
Trewalla ... ...
Lillirie ... ...
Longlands ... ...
Calabra ... ...
Emerald Plains
Carlton Hi lls No. 3
Waverley No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Gurley ... ...
Waverley No. 4 ...
Peppin No. 41f  ...
Yenda No. 2 ...
Salen No. 2 ...
Milkinbrinna ...
ditto West...
Yendah ... ...
Sallen ...
Willpally No. 3 ...
Mackara No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
Nargully ...
Campoo ... ...
Tilpoo ... ...
Toonka ...
Tilpoo Secundus ...
Bamppton ... ...
Mackara
Wi llpally
Tacoora ...
Wi ll pally No. 2 ...
Roodee No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Clio  No. 1 ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Chatsworth ... ...
ditto  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
22 0 0 40 10 50 36  X2
73 10 0 70 30 100 107  to,
31 9 0 37 13 50 127 K 4
27 10 0 55 20 75 169 K 5
45 0 0 70 25 95 108 K 2
30 0 0 60 15 75 170 K 1
30 0 0 60 15 75 171
33 10 0 67 33 100 176
33 10 0 67 33 100 178
of
K5to
12 10 0 25 144 391 177 to
45 0 0 90 10  100 240 K 2
27 10 0 55 0 56 241
50 0 0 100 0 100 242
60 0 0 100 0 100 243
25 0 0 50 0 50 244
25 0 0 50 12; 629 245
12 10 0 224 0 224 246
15 0 0 30 10 40 247
17 10 0 35 171 521 248
17 10 0 35 159 509 11
40 0 0 80 20 100 12
17 10 0 35 15 50 13
50 0 0 100 0 100 56
50 0 0 100 0 100 57
12 10 0 25 25 50 176
12 10 0 25 11 36 177
12 10  0 25 0 25 178
25 0 0 50 14 64 214
40 0 0 80 181 981 107
45 0 0 90 10 100 108
45 0 0 90 10 100 109
40 0 0 80 20 100 110
7 12 6 301 0 309 188
6 5 0 16 0 16 186
16 2 6 64,9 0 649 189
17 0 0 34 16 50 9
7 10 0  30 20 50 12
20 0 0 40  20 60 120
40 0 0 80  20 100 135
Avail-
able.
istoItto
S6
,,
K5
„
31 0 0 62 62 124 136  to
48 0 0 80 20 100 151 K 4
25 0 0 50 50 100 138 K 5
604 0 604 228 K 6
30 0 0 60 10 70 134 K 2
50 0 0 100 0 100 135
20 0 0 40 10 50 58A
„
„
20 0 0 40 10 50 58B „
20 0 0 40 10 50 179 K 1
20 0 0 40 10 50 118
25 0 0 50 0 50 188c
25 0 0 50 0 50 188D
25 0 0 50 0 50 188E
30 0 0 60 15 75 208A
30 0 0 60 15 75 208E
39 0 0 78 0 78 208c
39 7 6 781 30 784 208D  to
18 15  0 379  0 379 77  K5
7 10 0 30 9 39 257
20 0 0 40 10 50 137E K 1
20 0 0 40 10 50 137.&
20 0 0 40 10 50 188B
20 0 0 40 10 50 188A
22 10 0 45 0 45 149
41 5 0 824 0 821 151
50 0 0 100 0 100 249
105 0 0
94 6 0
37 10 0
25 0 0
17 0 0
45 0 0
„
K5
ff
K1
50 0 50 1  K2
46 0 46 2 to
76 0 75 112 K 3
60 0 50 113
34 16 50 114
90 10 100 116
810
LIST OI" It UNS-conl in tied.
173 Stevens, E. J. ...
174 ditto ... ...
174 ditto ... ...
175 ditto ... ...
240* ditto ... ...
348 ditto ... ...
9n ditto ... ...ion  ditto ... ,.,ion ditto ... ...
11n ditto ... ...
11n ditto ... ...
12n ditto ... ...
12*  ditto .. ,
13n ditto ... ...
43n ditto ...
43n ditto ... ...
15n ditto ... ...
220 ditto ... ...
220 ditto ... ...
221 ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
234 ditto ...
73n  Stevenson, J....
75n  ditto ...
94n ditto ...
96n ditto ...
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
1 £ s.  d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Chatsworth No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto N o. 6 ...
ditto No.  7  ...
Lindisfarne ... ...
Persbore ...
Mayfields No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Chatsworth No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
Stanbroke East
ditto West
Ivanhoe No. 4
Windsor No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 5
Kiama ...
Allandale ...
Cootah No. 1
ditto No.4
ditto No.5
Una-
vailable. Total.
,.ands Folio.
30 0 0 60 0 60 116 K 3
37 10 0 75 0 75 117
37 10 0 75 0 75 118
20 0 0 40 17 57 119
25 0 0 50 0 50 29
25 10 0 51 51 102 215
19 10 0 39 39 78 84
19 10 0 39 39 78 85
19 10 0 39 39 78 86
19 5 0 389 38 761 87
18 0 0 36 12 48 88
35 0 0 70 23 93 89
12 10 0 25 54 301 90
17 0 0 34 16 50 91
22 0 0 44 21 65 152
27 10 0 55 10 65 153
25 0 0 50 50 100 96
40 4 0 67 33 100 212
25 4 0 28 28 66 213
27 0 0 45 22 67 215
35 0 0 70 31" 101; 175
27 4 0 17 0 17 240
40 0 0 50 0 50 207
27 4 0 34 16 50 210
45 0 0 50 0 50 249
40 0 0 50 0 50 253
28 10 0 38 37  75  113
25 0 6 38; 37 751  114
30 0 0 60 15 75 12
ditto No.9 ...
297 ditto ...
298 ditto ...
... Mungerebar No. 6...
ditto No.7...
384a Tobin, Andrew,
M ki D i
and
l
Marion Downs No.  1
ac nnon, an e
384a ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
385a ditto ... ... ditto No. 3
477a ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
386a ditto ... ditto No. 5
386a ditto ... ditto No. 6
100 ditto ... ditto No. 7
100 ditto ... ditto No. 8
101 ditto ... ditto No. 9
101 ditto ... ditto N o. 10
102 ditto ... ditto No. 11
102 ditto ... ditto No. 12
226 ditto ... Belle Vue .. ...
240 ditto ... ditto No. 211
241 ditto ... ditto No.  3
389 ditto ... ditto No. 4
61n ditto ... ditto  No. 5
267 ditto ... Kasouka No. 1 ...
268 ditto ... ditto No. 2 ...
316 ditto .. ... ditto No.3 ...
393a Trust and Agency . Eo1ia No. 1 ...
Company of Aus-
tralasia, Limited
453a ditto ... ... Wombat ... ...
454a ditto ... ... Dagworth ...
457a ditto ... ... Gordonia No.  I  ...
458a ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
3 ditto ... ... Crescent No. 2 ...
102n ditto ... ... Mountain Vale ...
61 Tyson, James... ... Kelvin Grove No. 1
151 ditto Idamea Lakes No. 1
151 ditto ... ... ditto No.2
152 ditto ... ... ditto No.3
152 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
153 ditto ... ... ditto No. 5
163 ditto ... ... ditto No. 6
154 ditto ... ... ditto No. 7
154 ditto ... ... ditto No. 8
155 ditto ... ... ditto No.9
155 ditto ... ... ditto No. 10
156 ditto ... ... ditto No. 11
156 ditto ... ... ditto No. 12
157 ditto ... ... ditto No. 13
157 ditto ... ... ditto No. 14
158 ditto ... ... ditto No. 15
158 ditto .., ,.. ditto No. 16
30 0 0 60 15  75  13
30 0 0 60 15 75 14
30 0 0 60 15 75 15
20 0 0 40 10 50 16
20 0 0 40 10 50 17
22 10 0 45 5 50 221
23 15 0 47* 0 47; 222
30 0 0 60 15 75 223
37 10 0 75 0 75 224
37 10 0 75 0 75 225
25 0 0 50 0 60 226
25 0 0 50 10 60 225
18 0 18 253
30 0 0 60 15 75 254
8 15 0 35 5 40 43
37 10 0 75 18 93 189
15 0 0 30 13 43 53
34 10 0 69 0 69 54
12 10 0 25 5 30 150
30 0 0 60 0 60 246
50 0 0 100 0 l 100
50 0 0 100 0 100
25 0 0 50 0 50
25 0 0 50 0 50
63 15 0 85 15 100
17 10 0 35 35 70
25 0 0 50 13 63
25 0 0 50 0 50
15 10 0 31 0 31
25 0 0 50 0 50
25 0 0 50 0 50
25 0 0 50 0 50
25 0 0 50 0 50
25 0 0 50 0 50
25 0 0 50 0 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
17 0 0 34 16 50
32
33
77
78
355
131
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
11
11
11
K2
K4
K5
11
11
11
11
K3
11
11
K5
K3
K5
11
11
11
K4
K I2
11
K,5
K4
11
11
K1
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
I
159 Ty son, J ames...
383a ditto ...
383a ditto
132n ditto
132n ditto
133n ditto
133n ditto
1349 ditto
134n ditto
141n ditto
142n ditto
139n ditto ...
139n ditto ...
140n ditto ...
140n ditto ...
141n ditto ...
169n ditto ...
170n ditto
170n ditto
69n ditto
70n ditto
70n ditto
71n ditto
71n ditto
72n ditto
158n ditto
158n ditto
159n ditto
159n ditto
160n ditto
160n ditto
161n ditto
161n ditto ...
162n ditto
397 ditto
398 ditto ...
398 ditto
399 ditto
399 ditto
99n ditto ...
loon ditto ...
loon ditto
75n ditto
76n ditto ...
76n ditto ...77" ditto ...
77n ditto ...
78n ditto ...
99n ditto ...
295 ditto ...
295 ditto ...
296 ditto ...
361 ditto ...
362 ditto ...
362 ditto ...
72n ditto ...
136n ditto
137n ditto
296 ditto
297 ditto
400 ditto
Sin Union Mortgage and
Agency Company of
Australia, Limited
31n ditto ...
32n ditto ...
33n ditto ...
38n ditto ...
31 ditto ...
32 ditto ...
249 ditto ...
31 ditto ...
32 ditto ...
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.  I
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Kelvin Grove No. 5
Glenormiston No.1
ditto  No.  2
Tambo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
ditto No.8 ...
Passy ... ...
Auteuil ... ...
Trianon ... ...
Riche-en-Eau ...
Pierrefont ... ...
Calais ...
St. Cloud ...
Melun ... ...
Chaunce No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Lochivar ;No.1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
Toko ...
Linda ...
Lydia ...
Louisa ...
Vivienne ...
Martha ...
Emma ...
Cissy ...
Ethel ..
Belmore No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
Longchamps ...
ditto No.1...
ditto No.2...
Randwick Downs
No. 1
ditto No.2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No.4...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No.7 ..
Mungerebar No. 1...
ditto  No. 2...
ditto No.  3
Galbally ...
Ballinacourtie ...
Riversdale ... ...
Mookliendamba ...
Mallow ... ...
Donerale ..
Mungerebar No. 4
ditto No. 5
Legend ... ...
(arrears) .. .
Cania Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.4
ditto No. 6
ditto  No. 9
Ingledoon No. I ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto No.6 ...
Wangane lla  No. 2 ...
Ingledoon  No. 3 ...
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
16 10 0 33 32 65 88 K 3
25 0 0 50 25 75 18 K 2
30 0 0 60 15 75 19 „
16 15 0 67 33 100 64 K6
16 15 0 67 33 100 65
„
16 15 0 67 33 100 66 „
16 15 n 67 33 100 67
16 5 0 65 23; 881 68
9 0 0 36 14 50 69
13 5 0 53 28 81 83
7 10 0 30 13 43 84
9 0 0 36 14 50 78
16 15 0 67 33 100 79
9 0 0 36 14 50 80
12 10 0 50 25 75 81
12 10 0 50 25 75 82
16 15 0 67 33 100 140
16 15 0 67 33 100 141
„
13 5 0 53 25 78 142 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 199 K6
17 0 0 34 16 50 200
40 0 0 80 14 94 201
33 10 0 67 33 100 202
33 10 0 67 33 100 203 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 204
13 10 0 54 26 80 117 K6
13 10 0 54 27 81 118 ,,
15 10 0 62 30 92 119 to
11 10 0 46 23 69 120 it
10 0 0 40 20 60 121 „
15 0 0 60 30 90 122 of
16 16 0 67 33 100 123 „
7 0 0 28 13 41 124 to
11 0 0 44 21  65 125 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 60 K5
12 10 0 50 50 100 61
7 10 0 30 231 53; 62
„
12 10 0 50 50 100 63
itto
12 10 0 50 50 100 64
„
33 10 0 67 33 100 259 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 260 of
33 10 0 67 33 100 1 K6
33 10 0 67 33 100 211 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 212
„
33 10 0 67 33 100 213 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 214 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 215
33 10 0 67 33 100 216 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 258 K5
100 0 0 60 15 65 108 K4
80 0 0 50 25 75 109
64 0 0 40 35 75 110 „
67 0 0 67 33 100 241 „
52 10 0 50 50 100 242 „
25 0 0 50 50 100 243
„
30 0 0 60 60  120 205 K5
16 15 0 67 33 100 73 K6
16 15 0 67 33 100 74
115 18 0 38 37 75 111 K4
115 18 0 38 37 75 112
7 17 6 319 31 62* 65 K5
1 19 5
60 0 0 100 0 100 127
37 13 0  621 0 624 128 of
46 9 0  751 0 754 130
54 0 0  90 0 90 132
44 8 0 74 0 74 141 „
30 0 0 50 0 50 83 K2
30 0 0 50 0 50 84
„
30 0 0 50 0 50 17 K4
17 0 0 34 16 50 82 K2
37 10 0 50 0 50 85
„
812
I
LOW".
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Run. Rent.
neti,nated Area in
square Mile..
Avail-
able.
33 Union Mortgage and
Agency Company of
Australia ,  Limited
249 ditto ... ...
34n ditto
28 Urquhart ,  Urquhart,
and Fraser
29 ditto ... ,..
168 ditto ...
169 ditto ... ...
169 ditto ... ,,.
170 ditto ... ...
170 ditto ...
171 ditto ... ...
63n ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
66n ditto
397 White , A. W. D.,
Collins, W.,
McEachern, M. D.,
Watson ,  J. B., and
Fraser, S.
59n  ditto ...
213n ditto ...
181 Wienholt, Edward
181 ditto ...
182 ditto ...
182 ditto ...
190 ditto ...
86 ditto ...
87 ditto ...
87 ditto ...
88 ditto ...
88 ditto ...
89 ditto ...
99 ditto ...
378tt ditto ...
379a ditto ...
379a ditto ...
380a ditto ...
380a ditto ...
97 ditto ...
98 ditto ...
98 ditto ...
99 ditto ..
270 ditto
271 ditto ..
271 ditto ...
345 ditto ..
346 ditto ...
7n ditto ...
7n ditto ,..
183 ditto ...
185 ditto ...
186 ditto ...
186 ditto ...
187 ditto ...
194 ditto ...
195 ditto
195 ditto ...
239 ditto ...
356 ditto ...
390a ditto ...
391a ditto ...
183 ditto ...
185 ditto
188 ditto ...
188 ditto ...
189 ditto ...
189 ditto ...
233 ditto ...
222 ditto , ..
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
s. d.
GREGORY  NORTH-- continued.
Ingledoon No. 4 ... 37 10 0 50 0 50 86 K2
ditto No. 5 .
Canis Downs No. 8
Kuddarree ... ...
Kaliduwarry ...
Kuddaree West ..
Kalidawarry West
Gidya Downs ...
ditto West ...
Pondo ...
ditto West ...
Dickery No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No.5
ditto No.6 ...
Cowie No. 1 ...
Afterthought
McKinley's Gap No.1
Bengal No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
Fort William,No.1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No.6...
ditto No. 7 ...
Pike's Springs ...
Wyeta .. ...
Reedy Springs .,.
Annadale No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Warenda No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Warenda No. 3 ...
ditto  No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
ditto No.9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No.ll ...
ditto No. 12 ...
Hamilton No. 2 ...
ditto No.  5 ,,.
ditto No.7 ...
ditto No.8 ...
ditto No.9 ...
Morgan ... ...
Datson ... ...
Tipperary ... ...
Tanderagee ... ...
Coroebus ... ...
iM...
...
arm on
Hamilton  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
...
ditto No. 13 ...
... ditto No. 14 ...
... Ontario .. ...
Canary  No. 1 ...
5 2 0 81 0 8} 16 K 4
27 3 4 544 0 544 134 K 5
20 0 0 40 10 50 77 K 2
20 0 0 40 10 50 78 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 106 K 3
20 0 0 40 10 50 107
17 0 0 34 16 50 108
17 0 0 34 16 50 109
17 0 0 34 16 50 110
17 0 0 34 16 50 111
53 12 0 67 33 100 193
33 10 0 67 33 100 194
17 0 0 34 16 50 195
17 0 0 34 16 50 196
27 4 0 34 16 50 197
27 4 0 34 16 50 198
17 0 0 34 16 50 59
to
of
„
„toX5
29 0 0 58 29 87 184 „
21 0 0  42 311 731 177n  to
25 0 0 50 0 50 131 K 3
25 0 0 50 0 50 132
20 0 0 40 10 50 133
20 0 0 40 10 50 134
17 10 0 35 15 50 149
25 0 0 50 0 50 194
25 0 0 50 0 50 195
25 0 0 50 0 50 196
25 0 0 50 0 50 197
25 0 0 50 0 50 198
17 0 0 34 16 50 199
25 0 0 50 0 50 220
25 0 0 50 0 50 28
25 0 0 50 0 50 26
25 0 0 50 0 50 27
25 0 0 50 0 50 24
25 0 0  50 0 50 25
28 0 0  56  0 58 216
25 0 0 50 0 50 917
37 10  0 75 0 75 218
37 10 0 75 0 75 219
37 10 0 75 0 75 59
29 10 0 59 0 59 60
12 10 0  25 0 25 61
26 10 0 53 0 53 209
16 10 0 33 11 44 210
37 10 0 75 0 75 79
20 0 0 40 10 50 80
50 0 0 100 0 100 136
50 0 0 100 0 100 139
50 0 0 100 0 100 141
15 0 0  25 1 26 142
25  0 0 50 0 50 143
50 0 0 100 0 100 160
35 0 0 70 30 100 161
35 0 0 70 30 100 162
36 10 0 73 5 78 250
to
„
if
K2
„
K3
20 10 0 41 0 41 230 K 4
24 10 0 49 0 49 4  K2
41 0 0 82 0 82 3 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 135  K3
50 0 0 100 0 100 140
12 10 0 25 25 50 146
40 0 0 40 10 50 145
17 10 0 35 15 50 147
24 10 0 49 1 50 148
30 0 0 50 50 100 239
25 0 0 50 0 50 217
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LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
of
Lessee.
F.
223 Wienholt, Edward ...
213 ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
215 ditto ... . ...
229 ditto ...
221 ditto ...
222 ditto ... ...
184 ditto ... ...
187 ditto ... ...
184 ditto ... ..
229 Wienholt and Douglas
270n  Wilson, Samuel
270n ditto ...
271n ditto ...
271n  ditto ...
272n ditto ...
272n  ditto ...
273n  ditto ...
419a ditto ...
419a ditto ...
420a ditto ...
420a ditto ...
421a ditto ...
421a ditto ...
243n ditto ...
244n ditto
206n ditto
246n ditto
246n  ditto
247n ditto ...
431a ditto ...
440a  ditto ...
107ni ditto ...
107n ditto ...
108n ditto ...
108n ditto ...
109n ditto ...
109n ditto ...
101n ditto ...
101n; ditto
150 ditto
$ nn. Bent.
Estimated Ares  in
square Miles.
Avsll-
able.
Una-
vailable . TotAL
Lands Fotb.
£  s. d.
GREGORY !NORTH - continued.
Canary No. 2 37 10 0 75 0
Hawthorn No. 4 ... J 22 10 0 45 5
ditto  No. 5  ... 35 0 0 70 30
ditto  No. 6  ... 25 0 0 50 50
ditto No. 7 ... 33 10 0 67 33
Tooleybuck No. 5 ... 80 0 0 80 7
Windsor No. 4 ... 40 0 0 50 50
ditto No. 6 ... 27 10 0 50 50
Hamilton No. 4 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto No. 10 ... 25 0 0 50 0
ditto No. 3 ... 60 0 0 100 0
Tooleybuck No. 4 ... 75 0 0 100 0
Diamantina No.1 .:. 37 10 0 75 25
ditto No.2 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto  No. 3  ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto No.4 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto No.5 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto  No. 6 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto  No. 7 ... 37 10 0 75 25
ditto No. 8 ... 25 0 0 50 0
ditto No. 9 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto No. 10 . , 30 0 0 I 60 20
ditto No. ii... 38 10 0 77 0
Donald ... ... 25 0 0 50 0
Cathedral ... 25 0 0 50 0
Middleton No.1 ... 37 10 0 75 25
ditto No.2 ... 50 0 0 100 0
Doveridge No.1 ... 48 0 0 96 0
ditto No. 2 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto No.3 ... 50 0 0 100 0
ditto No.4 ... 49 0 0 98 0
Cadell No. 2 ... 25 0 0 50 50
ditto No.1 ... 35 0 0 70 30
Roma  No. 1  ... 6 5 0 25 25
ditto No,  2 ... 6 5 0 25 12
Nina No.1 ... 12 10 0 50 50
ditto No. 2 ... 12 1 3 484 48
Bowen  No. 1  ... 9 15 0 39 39
ditto  No. 2  ... 6 5 0 25 8*
Calista  No.1 ... 17 0 0 34 16
ditto No. 2  ... 25 0 0 50 25
... ... I Gala ... ... 15 0 0 21 7
GREGORY SOUTH.
726a Armytage, F. W. ... Heels ... 13 0
422 ditto ... ... Whitula No. 1 ... 39 10
401 ditto ... ... ditto South ... 20 0
404 ditto ... ... Caroni  ...  ... 16 0
431 ditto
695a ditto
441 ditto
442 ditto
508 ditto
509 ditto
698a ditto
206n1 ditto ...
207n!  ditto ...
207n ditto ...
208n  ditto ...
208n  ditto
481n ditto
475n  ditto
476n  ditto
476n ditto
477n ditto
477n ditto
478n,  ditto
478n  ditto
433n ditto
433n ditto
573 ditto
583 ditto
583 ditto
102
... Surrey Plains ... 35 0
Carrotfield  ...  .. 12  10
... Barrolka Secundus 12 10
... Mooresland ... 20 0
... Avondale ... ... 12  10
Almamata ... ... 22 10
... Ronans ... ... 35 0
Mulgrave ... ... 37 16
Modoek ... ... 25 4
:: ;
i
Kingsgold ... ... .25  4
Glenmith 25 4
... Revel ... ... 25 4
Wellington ... .. 23 10
Wee ... ... 29 0
Narpar ... ... 20 0
Moko ... ... 21 0
Knee ... ... 21 0
Toes ... 21 0
Leg ... ... 21 0
Foot ... ... 14 0
Money ...  ... 33 15
Whitula  ...  33 15
Toolah South ... 20 0
Ellenburnie  ... 17 10
Monanyabra  ... 37 10
0 26
0 79
0 40
0 32
0 70
0 25
0 25
0 40
0 25
0 45
0 70
0 63
0 42
0 42
0 42
0 42
0 47
0 58
0 40
0 42
0 42
0 42
0 42
0 28
0 45
0 45
0 40
0 35
0 75
75 218 K 3
50 199
100 200
100 201
100 202
87 231
100 214
100 216
100 138
50 144
100 137
100 230
100 5
100 6
100 7
100 8
100 9
100 10
100 11
50 193
100 194
80 195
77 196
50 191
50 192
100 12
100 13
96 1
100 2
100 3
98 4
100 172
100 159
50 14
37 15
100 16
964 17
78 18
334 19
50 2
75 3
32 70
0
21
3
316
5
22
10
25
221288
88
15
5
3;
8
8
8
8
219
5
5
214
12
25
26 64 K 2
100 128
43 89
35 7
86 146
30 231 K 1
30 165 K 2
62 167
35 49 K 3
70 50
92 205 K 1
75 207 K (Greg.)
50 205
50 203
50 201
50 199
62 87
63 56
434 57
50 58
50 59
50 60
50 61
to
of
f,
„
K2
„
„
to
„
„
99
30s 62
50 149 K (Greg.)
50 151
61; 181 K 3
47 201  to
100 202
„
Lessee.
584
584
587
587
588
593
594
594
482n
482n
622
431n
458n
619a
Armytage, F. W.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto .,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
613 ditto ... ...
416 Armytage and Galletley
417 ditto ...
417 ditto ... ...
418 ditto ... ...
425 ditto ... ...423 ditto ... ...
421 ditto ... ...603  ditto .
427 Australasian Invest-
ment Company,
Limited
428 ditto ... ...
533 ditto ... ...
534 ditto ... ...
582 ditto ... ...
453 Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Com-
pany, Limited
454 ditto ...
455 ditto ...
455  ditto ...
531 ditto ...
532 ditto ...
626 ditto ...
627 ditto ...
555 ditto ...
556 ditto ...
556 ditto ...
642 Australian Mortgage
Land and Finance
Company
642 ditto ... ...
644 ditto ... ...
656 ditto ... ...
691 ditto ... ...
692 ditto ... ...
680 ditto
532 Bank of Australasia ...
533 ditto , .. ...
553 ditto ... ...
554 ditto ... ...
676 ditto ... ...
676 ditto ... ...
677 ditto ... ...
423n ditto .
480n Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
480n ditto ... ...
518n ditto ... ...
518n  ditto ... ...
481n ditto ...
519n  ditto ... ...
519n ditto ... ...
520n ditto ... ...
450 ditto ... ...
451 ditto ... ...
451 ditto ...
452 ditto ... ...
540 ditto ... ...
542 ditto ... ...
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LIST OF RU NS- continued.
Brun. Bent.
Estimated  Area in '(
Square Miles.
Avail- I1na- I Total.able. I vailable.1 I
£ s. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH-continued.
Powell ...
Ravine ...
Watson ...
ditto West
ditto South
Forest ...
Grove
Whitula West
Money North
Whitula North
Mirrah
Galway Downs No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 9
Rocket ... ...
Eulbertie Secundus
Barrolka ...
Wooloomanatta
Eulbertie ...
Como ...
Riot ... ...
Nelson ...
Murdo ...
Mooraberree
19 0 0 38
22 10 0 45
20 0 0 40
30 0 0 60
40 0 0 80
33 0 0 66
20 10 0 41
30 0 0 60
30 0 0 60
34 0 0 68
12 10 0 25
21 0 0 28
21 0 0 42
15 0 0 30
16 10 0 66
24 0 0 48
31 10 0 63
7 10 0 15
12 10 0 25
30 0 0 60
13 15 0 279
28 0 0 56
20 0 0 40
20 0 0 40
Lands Folio.
12 50 203 K 3
15 60 204
14 54 209
299 899 210
19 99 211
22 88 222
13 54 223
20 80 224
15 75 13A
17 85 13B
0 25 204,21 329 111
69 48* 156
14 44 202
0 66 62
18 66 114
20 83 116
0 15 117
15 40 120
38 98 133
7 34 140
119 679 141
49 449
10 50
48
138
K1
K4
K1
K4
K2
K3
K2
Machuree ... ... 40 0 0 80 20 100 139 „
Cunninghella ... 17 17 6 354 0  351  102 K 3
Pentitude ... ... 26 0 0 52 14 66 103 „
Mundooran ... ... 22 10 0 45 10 55 200
Tarcarara ... ... 40 0 0 80 20 100 188 K 2
Carlpie ..
ditto North
ditto East
Turkey ...
France ...
Poeppel No. 2
Salmond ...
Cornhill ...
Carham ...
Stream ...
Roseneath ...
Rathmorel l ...
Fallacy ...
Gamma ...
TunisTripoli
Folly ...
Waverney .
ditto East
Canterbury ...
ditto South
Panama ...
London ...
Said ...
Tottness ...
Boundary ...
Boundary East
Muddawarr
Graburn's Bluff
Cowwarry ...
Learmonth ...
Billibong ...
Greystanes ...
Chewarroo ...
Copeley ...
Fereneze ...
Nappamurroo
Stamboul
Waterford ...
17 10 0 35 15 50 191
12 10 0 25 0 25 192
25 0 0 50 25 75 193
20 0 0 40 7 47 95
17 10 0 35 15 50 96
15 0 0 60 0 60 28
12 10 0 50 25 75 29
13 10 0 27 0 27 146
22 10 0 45 0 45 147
30 0 0 60 31 91 148
7 10 0 30 20 50 59
54 0 54 60
15 0 0 60 30 90 64
6 5 0 25  15 40 87
7 10 0 30 10 40 156
17 10 0 70  11 81 157
6 5 0 25  5 30 133
40 4 0 67 33 100 97
40 4 0 67 33 100 98
15 12 0 24  0 24 142
16 16 0 24 0 24 143
21 0 0 35 24 59 126
15 0 0 60 40 100 125
21 0 0 35 24 59 127
6 5 0 25 0 25 215
30 0 0 60  179 779 78
25 0 0 50 14 64 79
21 0 0 42 8 50 80
21 0 0 42 8 50 81
20 0 0 40 10 50 82
21 0 0 42 8 50 83
20 0 0 40 10 50 84
21 0 0 42 8 50
15 0 0 30 20 50
16 0 0 32 22 54
15 0 0 30  20 50
12 10 0 25 25 50
17 10 0 35 22 57
15 10 0 31 179 481
85
183
184
185
186
116
120
„
to
K 93
„
K4
„
K3
„
„
K4
to
K3
„
„
„
K4
„
„
K2
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LIST OF RU NS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
616 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
616 ditto ... ...
617 ditto ... ...
617 ditto ... ...
635 ditto ... ...
641 Bank,Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
437m  Bank , London Char.
tered
543 ditto ... ...
557a ditto ... ...
558a ditto
489n ditto
490n ditto
456n ditto
457n ditto ... ...
471n ditto ... ...
471n ditto ... ...
439n Bank ,  Union of Aus-
tralia
439n ditto ... ...
420n ditto
494n  ditto
495n ditto
500n ditto
576a ditto
519a  ditto
450n ditto
450n ditto
451n ditto
451n ditt3
452n  ditto
452n ditto
427 ditto
415 ditto
463 ditto
463 ditto
628 ditto
629 ditto
420n ditto
453n ditto
453n  ditto
432n ditto
454n ditto
454n ditto
617a ditto
618a ditto
646a ditto
445 ditto
464 ditto
464 ditto
465 ditto
465 ditto
629 ditto
630 ditto
555a ditto
491n ditto
446 ditto
462 ditto ...
436n ditto ...
461 ditto ...
455n ditto ...
455n  ditto
456n ditto .,.
414 Barton and McVicar...
424 ditto
499n ditto
506n ditto
$  Rent.
Avail-
able.
E s. d.
GREGORY SOUT H -continued.
Afghanistan... ... 37 10 0 75
Cabul ... ... 39 0 0
Candahar ... ... 12 10 0
Herat ... ... 12 10 0
Lindsey ... ... 7 0 0
ditto (arrears ) *+... 3 15 0
Ashby-de-la-Zouche 8 0 0
Wompi ... ... 17 10 0
Winninia ... ... 30 0 0
Maroko ... ... 27 10 0
Kerella  ... ... 35 0 0
Alba No. 2 ... ... 30 0 0
Tural ... ... 21 10 0
Telemon  ... ... 30 0 0
Maroon 27 10 0
Ottiwell ... ... 13 0 0
Laggan  ... 16 10 0
Thylyoungra South 33 15 0
No. 1
Thyl oungra South 33 15 0
No. 2
Mount Ortheven ... 33 15 0
Cumbroo West ... 30 0 0
ditto  East  ... 33 15 0
Bungindery ... ... 22 10 0
Bookaberry ... .. 33 0 0
ditto (arrears )... 2 10 0
Worlow ... ... 13 15 0
Mummel ... 30 0 0
Worlow West ... 27 0 0
Gurta ... 22 10 0
Maugherraugh ... 20 0 0
Tapilla ... ... 17 10 0
Tallee ... ... 20 0 0
W orc annia ... ... 22 10 0
Kangaroo  ... ... 25 0 0
Currpo ... ... 17 10 0
Verdure ... ... 15 10 0
Why Nott ... ... 7 0 0
Count ... 10 0 0
Galway Downs No. 2 28 10 0
ditto No. 3 15 15 0
Bargo  ... ... 21 0 0
Goodlah ... ... 26 0 0
Pinthar ... ... 20 0 0
ditto (arrears )"... 12 10 0
Wockee ... 37 10 0
Galway Downs No. 7 15 0 0
ditto No. 8 10 10 0
ditto No. 10 17 10 0
Bungenderry E4.st... 19 0 0
Woolah ... ... 21 5 0
ditto  (arrears)"... 16 12 6
Bargo East ... ... 20 0 0
Emma Downst ... 8 18 9
Boomerang  ... ... 19 0 0
Durack Downs ... 6 5 0
Durack Plains ... 12 10 0
Nangwarry... ... 21 12 0
Murken ... ... 27 0 0
Kaffir ... ... 1217 6
ditto (arrears)+$ ... 1 6 3
Carraway ... ... 17 10 0
Rasmore  ... ... 24 0 0
Mount Erbine ... 20 0 0
Ray .. ... 24 0 0
Goulburn Downs ... 37 10 0
Mount Fitten ... 18 10 0
Good ... ... 2210 0
Bulpirrah ... ... 18 10 0
Wombunderry 25 10 0
ditto South 33 15 0
78
25
25
28
32
lJna-
vaiiable. Total.
I ands Folio.
21 96 14  K4
21 99 15
0 25 16
4 29 17
12 40 45
18 50 58
35 15 50 240 K 1
60 20 80 123 K 3
55 0 55 7 K 1
70 3 73 8
60 15 75 21
511 2243 8-2 2
60 14 74 119
55 2; 571 121
26 5 31 25 K 2
33 52- 38a 26
45 5 50 9 K (Greg.)
45 5 50 11
45 51 50- 13
40 10 50 19
45 5 50 21
45  5 50 45
66 12+  784 100
274 0 271 101
60 51 651 1022 2
54 18, 72L 114
45 10 554 115
40 10 50 233
35 7 42 52
40 9 49 53
45 15 60 137
50 7 57 172
35 5 40 208
31 0 31 209
38 12 50 32
40 221 624 33
38 12 50 109
21 0 21 110
42 8 50 155
52  7 59 151
40 10 50 171
75  25 100 170
30 20 50 200
2l 0 21 201
35 15 50 232
K1
K2
K4
K1
38 12 50 173 K  2
424 10 521 210
40 10 50 211
254 0 254 212
38 13 51 213
25 171 421 34 K 4
50 334 834 35
36 7 43 5 K 1
36 10 46 153 K (Greg.)
254  0 254  174 K 2
35 13 48 206
40 16 56 179 K (Greg.)
40 15+ 55; 205 K 2
48 41  52+ 116 K 1
75 25  100 236
37 13 50 235
45 0 45 111 K 2
37 6 43 132
34 20 54 43 K (Greg.)
45 5 50  93
816
Lessee.
507n  Barton and  McVicar ...
421n ditto
635 Broad , George
636 ditto ...
636 ditto ...
646 ditto ...
647 ditto ...
647 ditto ...
648 ditto , ..
648 ditto ...
649 ditto ...
653 ditto ..
434n Cam bell, Allan
434n ditto ...
435n ditto ...
435n ditto ...
585a  ditto ...
462n  ditto ...
462n ditto
562 Campbell, Donald
504 Campbell, William
504 ditto ...
505 ditto ...
505 ditto ...
506 ditto ...
506 ditto ...
558 ditto ...
658 ditto ...
559 ditto ...
559 ditto ...
560 ditto ...560 ditto ...
561 ditto ...
561 ditto ...
562 ditto ... ...
563 ditto ... ...
664 ditto ... ...
564 ditto ... ...
674 ditto ... ...
463n ditto ... ...
463n ditto ... ...
464n ditto ... ...
625a ditto ... ..
464n  ditto ... ...
465n  ditto ... ...
465n  ditto ... ...
466n ditto ... ...
466n ditto ... ...
467n  ditto
467n  ditto ... ...
547a  ditto ... ...
483n ditto ... ...
549a ditto ... ...
484n  ditto ...
490n ditto ... ...
581a ditto ... ...
460n ditto ...
440n  ditto ... ...
679a ditto ... ...
492n ditto ... ...
493n ditto ... ...
493n ditto ... ...
402a ditto ... ...
502n  ditto ... ...
502n  ditto ... ...
534 ditto ... ...
535 ditto ... ...
633 ditto ... ...
633 ditto ... ...
634 ditto ... ...
618 ditto ... ...
634 ditto ... ...
520n ditto ...
610 Christian, Christian,
and Grice
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Run. Rent.
£ R. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Merrie Merrilla ...
Unthil ... ...
Marie .. ...
Minnie
Annersley ... ...
Les Cuevas ...
Huevos ...
Sacremento
Santos ... ...
Galera ... ...
Rocas ...
Manitoba ... ...
Munta ... ...
Niederee ...
Good Hope, South ...
Nankaroo ... ...
Good Hope ... ...
Thunda ... ...
Oakvale ... ...
Flemington ... ...
Caulfield Downs ...
Sandridge ...
St. Kilda
Kensington Downs
Brighton ..
Minnaritche Creek
Thorn ...
Portsea ...
Sorrento ...
Thistle
Keilor ...
Heidelberg ...
Lancefield ...
Elthem ...
Ivan ...
Shamrock ...
Brighton Downs
Northcote ...
Colily ...
Trippie ...
Coortie ...
Barina ...
M ilcah ...
Kangarrah ..
Mutha Murrah
Doonmulla ...
Arabury ...
Thackabury
Duratehie ...
Taunton ...
Exeter ...
Dunster ...
Minehead .
Tookabarnoo North
Barryulah ...
Milthaminnie ...
Bloodwood . ...
Moreton Marsh ...
Moorcoo ...
Goonbabinna
Barmarooh ...
Marranumbla
Maapoo ...
Tookabarnoo
Owwirree ...
Ballera ...
Cathewalcha
Colickie ...
Chasleton Downs ...
Stoney Cleft) ...
Warra ...
Milthaminnie Downs
Fields .. ...
Reconciliation ...
33 15 0
15 10 0
11 5 0
13 0 0
12 0 0
11 10 0
10 0 0
13 0 0
12 15 0
18 15 0
8 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
29 10 0
15 0 0
21 0 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
32 10 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
20 0 0
17 10 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
30 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
63 0 0
18 10 0
18 10 0
18 10 0
12 10 0
19 10 0
17 10 0
26 0 0
24 10 0
20 0 0
18 10 0
21 0 0
17 10 0
22 0 0
17 10 0
15 0 0
17 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
25 10 0
21 0 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
71 10 0
30 0 0
33 15 0
17 10 0
37 10 0
12 10 0
10 0 0
6 5 0
16 0 0
n. 1.
43 10 0
Estimated  Amin
em-
able.
Un''
V sue Total.
45
31
45
52
48
46
4052
51
75
32
4040
4040
59
30
42
201
4035
35
50
35
35
65
35
35
40
35
45
50
50
35
60
50
35
35
60
37
37
37
25
39
35
52
49
4037
42
35
44
35
30
35
60
60
51
42
60
40
4065
40
45
35
75
50
40
30
25
64
14
58
Lands Folio.
5 50 95 K (Greg.)
4 35 9  K2
15 60 46
16 68 47
112 691 48
13 69 68
30 70 69
154 674 70
151 661 71
24 99 72
18 50 73
20 60  Si
„
,7
,f
„
„
„
,f
,,
„
„
10 50 169 K 1
10 50 167
10 50 168
12 71 173
20 50 166
8 50 58
0 201 196
18 58 160
15 50 40
15 50 41
0 50 42
15 50 43
15 50 41
8 73 45
15 50 151
15 50 152 K 3
14 54 153
15 50 154
5 50 155
81 582 156
0 50 157
15 50  158
5 65 159
0 50 162
15 50 163
15 50 164
23 83 122
13 50 207
13 50 208
13 50 209
0 25 210
0 39 214
15 50 215
0 52 216
0 49 217
61 462 218
13 50 206
14 56 67
15 50 66
141 581 65
15 50 64
20 50 1
15 50 29
161 761 144
15 75 178
„
11 62 22  K2
8 50 23
15 75 181 K (Greg.)
10 50 177
10 50 175
10 75 23 G
10 50 57 K (Greg.)
5 50 69
15 50 104 K 3
0 75 105
0 50 41 K 4
19 59 42
18 48 43
7 32 18
181 821 44
0 14
13 71 104 K 1
817
LIST OF RUNS-continua.
627 Christian, Christian,
and Grice
628 ditto
624a Conrick  and Ware
625a ditto ...
522a  ditto ...
651a ditto ...
613 ditto ...
613 ditto ...
614 ditto
668 ditto
673 ditto
555 Feeban, R.
655 ditto
656 ditto
657 ditto ...
657 ditto ...
666 ditto ...
667 ditto ...
659 ditto ...
591 ditto
591 ditto
663 Fitzgerald , N. and E.
665 ditto ...
665 ditto ...
585 ditto ...
585 ditto ...
586 ditto ...
586 ditto ...
658 ditto ...
658 ditto ...
659 ditto ...
631 ditto ...
632 ditto
412 Foot,  T., J. A., T. T.,
and A. N.
413 ditto ... ...
402 ditto ... ...
403 ditto ... ...
403 ditto ... ...
404 ditto ... ...
411 ditto ... ...
411 ditto ... ...
479 ditto ...
479 ditto ... ...
481 ditto ...
481 ditto ...
470n  ditto
470n  ditto ... ...
588 ditto ...
689 ditto .. ...
589 ditto ...
574a  Gilmour , J. N. ...
460n ditto ... ...
595a ditto
596a ditto
680a ditto
461 ditto
466 ditto
466 ditto
438 ditto
439 ditto
440 ditto
ditto3024 ditto
515 ditto
492a ditto
691a ditto
687 ditto
452 Hackett, M.
501 ditto
502 ditto
502 ditto
483n ditto
472n ditto ... ...
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH-continued.
Corrib ... ... 6 5 0 25
Achil .. ... 6 5 0 25
Finland No. 1 ... 17 10 0 35
ditto No. 2 ... 12 10 0 154
Nappamerry ... 20 0 0 40
Oonangoorah ... 13 10 0 27
Stonehenge ... 35 0 0 70
Comeroo ... ... 30 0 0 60
Malgerra ... ... 25 0 0 50
Todos ... ... 10 0 0 40
Colon§ ... ... 10 10 0 42Alpha §§ ... ... 12 10 0 50
Beta§§ ... ... 10 0 0 40
Lamba§ t ... ... 8 15 0 55
Epsilon§§ ... ... 12 0 0 48
Rh §§t ... ... "7
31
8 1 6 49
Orientos§§ 9 10 0 38
Zeta ... .. ... 15 0 0 60
Gladstone§ ... 30 0 0 25
Mooliambak§§ ... 30 0 0 25
Zambdat ... ...  3 15 0 25
Taw ... ... ... 11 10 0 46
Sigma ... ... 12 12 6 501
Tigris ... ...  37 16 0 312
Euphrates ... ... 41 5 0 33
Cyprus ... ... 30 0 0 25
Disraeli ... ... 30 0 0 25
Omicron( ... ... 50
Kappa' .. ... 5 0 0 35
Iota ... ... ... 6 5 0 25
Chispa ... ...  7 10 0 30
Coocoona ... ... 13 15 0 55
Galalah East ... 18 0 0 36
Carcarilla East ... 15 0 0 30
Ranger 's Creek  ...  12 10 0 25
Wid enham  ... ...  20 0 0 40
Wyerie  ...  . .. 12 10  0  25
McKinlay Downs ... 12 10 0 25
Carcarilla  ... ... 1210 0 25
Galalah  ...  .. 30 0 0 . 60
Darroo ... 24 0 0 48
$ookoola  ...  20 0 0 40
McKinlay Downs East 15 0 0 30
Ranger 's Creek West 16 0 0 32
Pelican Lagoon  ...  16 0 0 32
Mount Leonard  ...  20 0 0 40
Dangelie ... ...  22 10  0 45
Calarinda  ... ... 12 10  0 25
Botoota .. ... 15 0 0 30
Toorly  Wooler  ...  20 0 0 40
Gloucester  ... ...  29 0 0 58
Raworth Downs ... 20 0 0 40
Raworth Plains  ...  16 0 0 32
Mumbo ... ...  17 10  0 35
Corrella ... ... 30 0 0 60
Redbourne  ... ...  20 0 0 40
Coon  ... ...  9 10 0 19
Wildwaste  ... ...  22 0 0 44
Mansfield ... ... 19 0 0 38
O'Hea  ... ...  30 0 0 6t
Hume ... ... 17 10 0 35
Lurgan  ... 17 10 0 35
ditto South  ...  26 0 0 52
Naccowlah  .. 32 10  0 65
North Tooley  Woo ll ey 36 0 0 72
Tookabarnoo East ... 13 5 0 53
Castle Hackett  ...  15 0 0 30
Mitchell Plains  ... 15 0 0 30
Gum Creek ... 18 5 0 369
The Lake ... ... 35 0 0 70
Dalton .. ... 17 10 0 35
Dalton No. 3  ... 22 10 0 45
BsUmated AM in
efnwe SUes.
A sU- Una. t,a.
.bie.  Vailsjle.
ram TO"
0 25 30 K 4
0 25 31 „
15 50 195 K (Greg.)0  154 197 to
10 50 113 K
109 379 237
30 100 6  K4
30 90 7
0 50 8
109 50; 111
15  57  120
25 75 85
15 55 86
12 67 88
229 709 8910,21 419 90
47? 969 107
149 529 109
30 90 94
15 40 217
15 40 218
79 329 101
40 86 105
48 989 106
319 63 205
33 66 206
25 50 207
25 50 208
50 100 91
25 60 92
25 50 93
10 40 38
10 65 39
6 42 107
12 42 108
10 35 6
10 50 3
10 35 4
15 40 5
5 30 104
129 729 105
10 58 240
16 56 241
15 45 244
8 40 245
8 40 1
10 50 2
30 75 212
0 25 213
6 36 214
10 50 24
14 72 179
19 59 177
8 40 176
9 44 24
15 75 204
10 50 214
0 19 215
11 55 159
9 47 161
15 75 163
15 50 164
79 422 71
2t, 78 62 K 3
10 75  213 K (Greg.)
18 90 35 K 2
13 6t,  148 K 4
17 47 187 K 2
4 34 96 K 3
0 362 3i
30 100 38
12 47 131 R 1
15 60 43 K2
„
K4
K2
is,
„
K1
„
„
K2
„
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LIST OF BUNS-co >Sin+ce.
A
A
474n Hackett, M. ... ...
475n  ditto ... ...
538 ditto ... ...
424n ditto ... ...
643a Hammond, E.... ,..
644a ditto ... ...
645a ditto ... ...
684a ditto ... ...
472n ditto ...
610a Hammond, F. M. ,.,
496 Hood, W. C. and W...
496 ditto ... ...
497 ditto ... ...
497 ditto ... ...
498 ditto ...
498 ditto ... ...
499 ditto ... ...
499 ditto ... ...
500 ditto ... ...
500 ditto ... ...
552 ditto ... ...
167n ditto ... ...
168n ditto ... ...
549 ditto ... ...
549 ditto ... ...
553 ditto ... ...
569 ditto ... ...
571) ditto  .  ...
403n Hughes, H. B.
403n ditto ...
4047, ditto ...
404n ditto ...
405n ditto ...
4057, ditto ...
618 ditto ...
619 ditto ...
61t ditto ...
620 ditto ...
620 ditto ...
621 ditto ...
672 ditto ...
673 ditto ... ...
4027,  ditto ...
514n  ditto ...
509n ditto ...
515n  ditto ...
515n,  ditto ...
509n ditto ...
510n  ditto
510n ditto
516n ditto
517n  ditto
5177,  ditto
737a  ditto
5147 ditto
739o ditto
740a  ditto
511v  ditto
51171  ditto
5127, ditto
512n ditto
485 ditto
486 ditto
486 ditto
487 ditto
487 ditto
488 ditto
517 dittJ
518 dtto
5214 ditto ...
618 ditto ...
519 ditto ...
521 ditto ,..
Went.
E  S. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Prairie Downs ...
Shannon View ...
Kangaroo Downs ...
Sugarloaf ... ...
Homeward Bound ...
Kallabarra ... ...
Retaliation . ...
Hammond Downs ...
ditto West ...
Dunham ... ...
Cudrie .. ...
ditto  West ...
Weramo ...
ditto West ...
Boora
ditto West ...
Birabira
ditto West ...
Blackboy .. ...
ditto West
Newmains ... ...
Muncooney .. ...
ditto West ...
Teviotdale ... ...
Anandale ... ...
Greenknowe
Weringat  ... ...
Nerrigant  ... ...
Lubrina West ...
ditto East ...
Conbar East ...
ditto West ...
Upper  Conbar East
ditto West
Nockatunga East ...
ditto West
Branch Block ...
Queemarra  North ...
ditto South ...
Pastoria ... ...
Nockaburrawarry
South
Nodkaburrawarry
North
Barcoonia ... ...
Hughes ...
Tamati ...
Gindina ...
Tippera
Wippo
Merri ...
Pady Pady ...
Hobkirk ...
Heeney ...
Horse Run ...
Meadows ...
Ilbery
Pamamarro ...
Herbert ...
Itotbesay ...
Buie ...
Jscog ...
Arran ...
Barmar
.
Tipparara East
Barcoonia North
Tamati East
Toorpa
.
Meadows West
Murraworra
Boorooah ..
Boorooah South
Parragoonah
Dilkerah
.
Mungooraht
20 0 0 40 10 50 54
15 0 0 30 3L 331 55
15 0 0 30 20 50 112
20 0 0 40 0 40 248
22 10 0 45 16i 61J 228
22 10 0 45 7 52 229
12 10 0 12 0 12 230
14 0 0 28 0 28 28
14 0 0 28 0 28 29
15 0 0 30 20 50 57
19 10 0 39 11 50 25
19 10 0 39 11 50 24
24 0 0 48 12 60 27
18 10 0 37 13  50 26
19 10 0 39 11 50 29
18 10 0 37 13 50 28
19 10 0 39 11 50 31
15 0 0 30 20 50 30
13 10 0 27 7 34 33
15 0 0 30 9 39 32
25 0 0 50 50 100 140
20 0 0 40 10 50 34A
20 0 0 40 10 50 34B
24 0 0 40 3C 70 133
30 0 0 50 301 801 134
24 0 0 40 40 80 141
27 18 0 504 40 904 174
27 0 0 50 40 90 175
45 7 6 75  0 75 6
45 7 6 75 0 75 5
30 5 0 50 0 50 1
30 5 0 50 0 50 2
30 5 0 50 0 50 3
30 5 0 50 0 50 4
45 7 6 75 0 75 8
44 15 5 74 0 74 7
24 4 0 40 10 50 9
36 6 0 60  15 75 12
36 6 0 60 15 75 11
24 4 0 40 10 50 10
15 2 6 25 0 25 20
boated Arss Is
-M.., Ion& 705L
K2
K3
K1
„
„
„
K2
„
„
K3
15 2 6 25 0 25 19
94 12 0 86
18 15 0 25
33 0 0 40
48 15 0 65
52 10 0 70
63 15 0 85
30 0 0 40
26 5 0 35
30 0 0 40
30 0 0 40
30 0 0 40
39 11 3 524
22 10 0 30
28 10 0 38
24 1) 0 32
26 5 0 35
22 10 0 30
26 5 0 35
22 10 0 30
32 10 0 65
32 10 0 65
12 10 0 25
20 0 0 40
20 0 0 40
26 10 0 53
20 0 0 40
17 10 0 35
12 10 0 25
40 0 0 80
32 10 0 65
16 0 0 60
23 109 22
0 25 105
10 50 109
6 71 111
10 80 113
15 100 115
10 50 117
15 50 119
10 50 121
10 50 123
10 50 125
21 734 127
0 30 129
12 50 131
18 50 133
15 50 135
20 50 137
15 50 139
20 50 141
6 71 . 11
15 8P 4
0 5
10 50 6
1© 50 7
28 81 8
10 50 67
17 52 68
1 26
20 100 69
15 80 71
13 73 1 75
' K(Greg.)
„
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LIST OF  RUNS-- confinued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Una-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
Avail-
able.
R. (1.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
522
670a'
685
401n
566
536a
558a
523
660
660
661
661
662
662
482
Hughes, H. B. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Hungerford , T. and C. P.
Kenavan , W.... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Marquand , Laughland,
and Styles
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Martin, Bonney,
Johnson
Murrathurra ...
Ariverina ...
Mungoorah East ...
Corrientes
Newmara
Speck ff
Maroo ...
Maroo East
Guiria ...
Mathilde ...
Santa Rosa ...
Maraquita ...
St. Ann ...
Pepita .
and Wallimy West
615 ditto ..
695 Macdonald,
695 ditto
696 ditto
697 ditto
608 ditto
698 ditto
699 1 ditto
700 ditto
700 ditto
ander
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
701 ditto ... ...
701 ditto ... ...
702 ditto
705 McDonald
705
706
707
707
710
637
637
638
638
639
639
640
423
424
649
650
650
651
651
652
652
663
664
667
668
682
640
641
645
645
646
535
McGregor,
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
• ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Alexander
and Alex-
...
D.
ditto .. ...
McGregor, 1., and Com-
pany 4
625 ditto
670 ditto ...
670 ditto ...
671 ditto ...
671 ditto ...
672 ditto ...
681 ditto ...
681 ditto ...
710 ditto ...
524a ditto ...
Boinia Downs No. 4
Abrantes
Abukir
Adria
Agua...
Agosta
Aleria
Atina
Avlona ...
Averza ...
Avella ...
Aquillat ...
Alpena
Gray's Hall...
Alice Maude
Grange Foyle
Ecclesbourne
Padian Rhu...
Maghereagh
Marsden ...
Denley ...
Elly ...
Marion ...
Westby ...
Eva ... ...
Stella ...
Yanko
ditto -South
Nebraska ...
Colorado ...
Origan ...
Quebec ...
Toronto ...
Ottawa ...
Montreal ...
St. Clair ...
Arica ...
Tudor ...
Rio ... ...
Tobago ...
Mimosa
Petrea ...
Superior ...
Huron ...
Erie ...
Duncan ...
Calilpie South
Ben Castle
Ben Doran
Ben Luigh ...
Ben Dheu ...
Ben Challum
Finis ...
Amen ...
Cairn Germ...
Largs ...
36 0 0 72 16 88 76 K 3
32 0 0 69 30 99 21 G
1 0 0 212 0 211 144 K 4
6 5 0 25 5 30 40A .
17 10 0 35 2 37 168  K3
12 10 0 25 0 25 77 K 1
37 10 0 75 25 100 142
20 0 0  40 91 491 78 K 3
15 0 0  60 7 67 95 K 4
22 10 0 90 10 100 96
20 0 0 80 11 91 97
22 10 0 90 10 100 98
12 10 0 50 4 54 99
10 0 0 40 5 45 100
12 10 0 50 15 65 246 K2
7 10 0 30 51 351 13 K 4
13 15 0 55 28 83 163
12 0 0 48 24 72 164
12 10 0 50 29 791165
16 10 0 66 34 100 168
16 10 0 66 34 100 169 „
16 10 0 66 34 100 170
16 10 0 66 34 100 171
16 10 0 66 34 100 173
16 10 0 66 34 100 174
16 10 0 66 34 100 175
7 4 0 60 40 100 176
6 5 0 25 16 41 177
12 10 0 50 50 100 180 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 181
15 0 0 60 40 100 183
12 10 0 50 50 100 184
12 10 0 50 50 100 185
5 3 9 204 0 204 186
12 10 0  50 25 75 49
12 10 0 50 30 80 50
15 0 0  60 40 100 51
12 10 0 50 ..38 88 52
10 0 0  .40 26 66 53
12 10 0 50 26 76 54
12 10 0 50 30 80 55
40 0 0  80 20 100 130 K2
17 10 0 35 15 50 131
6 5 0 25 8 33 74 K4
12 10 0 50 30 80 75
7 10 0 30 20 50 76
6 5 0 25 10 35 77
7 10 0 30 20 50 78
10 0 0  40 20 60 79
7 10 0 30 20 50 80
15 0 0  60 30 90 102
15 0 0  60 30 90 103
8 10 0 34 242 582 110
7 10 0 30 21 51 122
10 0 0 40 20 ... 60 137
7 10 0 30 20 50 56
17 10 0 70 30 100 57
8 15 0 35 0 35 65
10 2 6  4012 0 340 66
10 15 0  43 0 43 67
12 10 0  25 9, 34 106 K3
30 15 0 41 5 46 83B  K
13 15 0 55 18 73 115  K4
20 0 0 80 16 96 116
17 10 0 70 242 941 117
7 5 0 29 0 29 118
15 0 0 60 22 82 119
15 0 0 60 17 77 135
.15 10 0 62 22 84 136
9 10 0 38 191 57 187
15 0 0 30 12 42 89 K1
820
LIST  OF RUNS-coilt blzwd.
Estimated Ares in
Square '•! i'.es.
Lessee.
526a McGregor, D., and Com-
pany
527a  ditto ... ...
528a  ditto
550a  ditto
673a ditto ... ...
598a ditto ... ...
599a ditto ... ...
600a ditto ... ...
601a ditto ... ...
602a ditto ... ...
603a ditto ... ...
604a ditto ... ...
606a ditto ... ...
607a ditto ... ...
608a ditto
609a ditto ...
612a ditto ... ...
613a ditto ... ...
614a ditto ... ...
615a ditto ... ...
443n ditto ... ...
486n ditto ... ...
487n ditto ... ...
504n ditto ... ...
504n ditto ... ...
505n ditto ...
505n ditto ... ...
506n ditto ..
448n McGregor, Ronald and
Ross
448n  ditto ... ...
315 ditto ... ...
449 ditto
567 ditto ... ...
568 ditto ... ...
568 ditto ...
569 ditto ...
570 ditto ...
572 ditto ... ...
572 ditto ... ...
602 ditto ... ...
604 ditto ... ...
604 ditto ... ...
605 ditto ... ...
606 ditto ... ...
607 ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
611 ditto ... ...
612 ditto ... ...
612 ditto ... ...
409n ditto ...
406ii McRae, Donald ...
406n ditto ...
407n  ditto ...
407n  ditto ... ...
408n ditto ... ...
408n ditto ... ...
495n McRae, Christina ...
496n ditto ... ...
496n ditto ... ...
497n  ditto ... ...
497n  ditto ... ...
529a ditto ... ...
530a  ditto ... ...
531a ditto ... ...
532a ditto
586a ditto ... ...
587a ditto ... ...
536 ditto ... • •.
588a  ditto ...
589a ditto
590a ditto ... ...
591a ditto
Run. Rent.
Avail-  I  Una-
able. i vailablo
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Total.
Taregowna  ... 15 0 0 30 14 44
Balloch ... ... 20 0 0
Lock ... ... 12 10 0
Scone ... ... 22 0 0
Larra ... ... 25 0 0
Victoria ... ... 35 0 0
Glencairn ... ... 25 0 0
Douglas ... ... 24 0 0
Marmion ... ... 16 0 0
Moreland ... ... 17 10 0
Coburg ... ... 17 0 0
Rose ... ... 12 10 0
Perth' ... ... 33 0 0
Glenlyon ... ... 45 0 0
Glengyle ... ... 45 0 0
Glenfall ... ... 40 0 0
Key ... ... 17 10 0
Crieff ... ... 29 10 0
Comrie ... ... 29 0 0
Ivanhoe ... ... 12 10 0
Calilpie ... ... 36 15 0
Warlaby ... ... 17 10 0
Durham Downs ... 17 10 0
Turtulla ... ... 63 15 0
Dunoon ... ... 33 15 0
Glasgow ... ...  33 15  0
Greenock ... ... 30 0 0
Edinburgh ... ... 26 5 0
Glenronald ... ... 10 0 0
Glenross ...
Yandarrah South ...
Cacoory ... ...
Bidtha ... ...
Billabilla ... ...
Week ... ...
Gilgoenbon ... ...
Monagee ... ...
Wigugomrie ...
ditto South ...
Calamia ..
Duck Creek... ...
Ashby .. ...
Listore ... ...
Le Loupe ...
Cone . ... ...
Row Tor ... ...
Nappatander ...
Zulu ... ,..
Burmah ... ...
Afghan ... ...
Wanstead 1l ... ...
Delga East  ...  ...
ditto West ...
Kalboora East ...
Kalboora West ..
Kowroungala East...
ditto West ...
Boorarie South ...
ditto North ...
Ulloomunta... ...
Aros
Cathoo
Cairnt ... ...
Clyde ...
Killin ...
Kenmore .. ...
Moyo ...
Cromarty
Campbell ... ...
Dingwall ... ...
Aberdeen ...
Forfar ... ...
Fife
6 5 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
35 0 0
32 10 0
30 0 0
48 0 0
52 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
35 0 0
15 0 0
31 10 0
30 0 0
25 0 0
17 0 0
26 0 0
35 0 0
30 0 0
32 10 0
14 5 0
21 3 6
16 18 10
21 3 6
21 3 6
24 4 0
22 7 8
30 0 0
30 0 0
26 5 0
30 0 0
26 5 0
10 0 0
14 0 0
17 5 0
42 10 0
30 0 0
37 0 0
15 0 0
45 0 0
40 0 0
19 0 0
14 0 0
40 182 582
25 9 34
44 16 60
50 25 75
70 30 100
50 10 60
48 27 75
32 18 50
35 15 50
34 134 474
13 0 13
68 30 98
90 8 98
90 8 98
80 72 872
35 15 50
59 26 85
58 304 884
25 10 35
49 5 54
35 15 50
35 15 50
85 15 100
45 5 50
45 5 50
40 10 50
35 15 50
40 20 60
25 0 25
60 40 100
40 10 50
70 30 100
65 35 100
60 40 100
60 40 100
65 35 100
60 16 76
60 16 76
70 30 100
30 1812 482
63 35 98
60 35 95
50 25 75
34 16 50
52 23 75
70 30 100
60 272 872
65 30 95
282 15  431-20i  0 202
35 5 40
28 2 30
35 15 50
35 15 50
40 6 46
37 12 49
40 10 50
40 10 50
35 15 50
40 10 •50
35 15 * 50
30 •4 374
28 84 364
3412 0 3412
85 15 100
60 204 804
74 6 80
30 254 554
90 10 100
80 20 100
38 212 5912
28 12 40
Lail.?s Folio
87 K I
86
85
63
23
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56
59
60
61
62
83A K  (Greg.)
14 K 1
15 „
81 K (Greg.)
85
87
89
91
228
)P
„
„
229 „
13 K 3
181 K 2
170 K 3
171
172
173
176
179
180
240
243
244
245
248
250
251
252
3 K4
4
5
190
14
13
17
18
15
16
23
25
27
31
29
84 K 1
83
82
81
33
„
34
107 K 3
35 K 1
36
37
38
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LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
$ua.  Rent.
Estimated Area in
ftuaare Mile..
Lands irons
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
592a  McRae, Christina Clunie ... ... 21 0 0 42 8 50 39 K I
593a  ditto ... Romsey ... ... 17 0 0 34 171 514 40 „
594a ditto ... Anne ... 17 0 17 41 „
595a ditto ... Havelock ... ... 32 0 0 64 231 871 42 It
596a ditto ... Ness ... ... 20 0 0 40 23 63 43 „
597a  ditto ... Chinton ... ... 31 12 6 634 21 844 44
524 ditto Grantham ... ... 17 0 0 34 5 39 81 K3
516a  O'Shanassy, Sir J. Styx ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 97 K1
ditto517 Avon 34 10 0 69 22 91 96 ISa
518a ditto
...
...
...
Cam ...
...
...
21 0 0 42 8 50 95 of
545a ditto ... Springvale ... ... 30 0 0 60 39 99 68 „
458n  ditto ... Belilla ... 21 0 0 42 8 50 133 „
560a ditto ... Mount Howitt ... 34 10 0 69 31 100 143
582a  ditto ... Paradise ... ... 27 10 0 55 28 83 165 to
468n ditto ... Cunavalla Downs ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 219 „
468n ditto ... Windula Downs ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 220 „
487n ditto ... Curralle No. 1 ... 23 8 0 39 184 574 16 It
488n ditto ... ditto No. 2 ... 21 12 0 36 11; 474 •17 It
ditt733 Redbank 15 0 0 30 20 50 70 K2oa
470 ditto
...
...
...
Bapa Downs
...
... 18 0 0 36 15 51 222 of
470 ditto ... Downs ... ... 19 0 0 38 194 574 223 „
471 ditto ... White Bluff ... 19 0 0 38 184 564 225 „
472 ditto ... Grampians ... ... 27 10 0 55 274 82; 226
492 ditto ... Herbage Plains ... 19 0 0 38 13 51 17 K3
493 ditto ... Avon Downs ... 20 0 0 40 16 56 18 „
493 ditto ... Blue Hills ... ... 21 10 0 43 14 57 19 „
494 ditto ... Belilla  West ... 19 0 0 38 7 45 21 is,
495 ditto ... Marama .. ... 26 10 0 53 14 67 22 „
495 ditto ... Mount Mat ... ... 25 0 0 50 25 75 23 to
644 ditto ... Speculation ... ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 63 K4
510 ditt Moira 21 0 0 42 8 50 53 K3o
511 ditto
...
...
...
Terebooka ...
...
... 17 0 0 34 14 48 55 it
512 ditt Neilambo 17 0 0 34 14 48 57 „o
513 ditto
...
The Meadows
...
... 26 0 0 52 12 64 59 is,
514 ditto Salt Bush Plainst ... 10 0 0 25 84 334 60 to
514 ditt Clover Plains 15 10 0 31 10 41 61 ,,o
546 ditto Hawthorn ...
...
... 20 0 0 40 124 524 128 .of
546 ditto Kew .. ... ... 23 10 0 47 16 63 129 ,,
516n ditto Whanto ... 35 0 0 70 21 91 69 K2
684 ditto Melbourne Downs... 12 10 0 50 7 57 143 K4
413n ditto Mount Emeu ... 15 0 0 60 25 85 197 „
675 Pain, Thos. ...  Maracas  ... ... 710 0 30 17 47 123 „
602a Peppin and Webber ... Boney South ... 20 0 0 40 20  60 185 „
603a ditto ... ...  Boney ... ... 15 0 0 30 134 434 186 „
604a ditto ... ...  Tuna  .. ... 25  0 0 50 16 66 187 „
605a ditto ... ... Tuna North ... 30 0 0 60 22 82 188 to
608a ditto ... ... Arima ... ... 18 0 0 36 16 52 191 KI
609a ditto ... ...  Maraval ... ... 18 0 0 36 15 51 192 of
461n ditto ... ... Tacarigua ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 193 „
461n ditto ... ... Savonetta ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 194 „
525 ditto ... ... Cranstoun ... .. 14 0 0 28 0 28 82 „
ditto (arrears )++... 1 15 0
501 11485n  ditto Cassleton ... ... 18 10 0 37 3 of
486n  ditto Stroud ... ... 18 10 0 37 13 50 12 of
563a  ditto Moreton ... 26 10 0 53 181 711 13 91
ditto498 Berella North 21 0 0 42 8 50 33 K (Greg.)n
ditto498 ditto South
...
20 0 0 40 10 50 35 Itn
580a ditto Conga ...
...
...
17 10 0 35 15 50 30 K1
581a  ditto Burleigh ... ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 31
491n ditto Cotesmere ... ... 32 10 0 65 23 88 32
438n  ditto Toaro ... ... 28 10 0 38 12 50 1 K (Greg.)
499n ditto Wheeo ... 26 5 0 35 15 50 37 „
508 ditt 33 15abra NorthK 0 45 5 50 101 „n508n oditto ...y 30 0Loch Derg North 0 40 10 50 103 99
544a ditto
...
Pinnacle ... 19 0 0
1
38 241 621 69 K1
533a ditt 22 102Wheeo No 0 45 15 60 120 Ito
534a  ditto ...
....
Roma ... ... 12 10 0 20 0 20 79 to
535a  ditto Sydney ... ... 37 10 0 75 13 88 78
600a  ditto Sam ... ... 22 10 0 45 21  66 184
601a  ditto Sambo ... 20 'U 0 40 4 44 183
640a  ditto Kyabra No. 2 ... 22 10 0 45 81 531 225
664a ditto Pinnacle No. 2 ... 14 15 0 291 0 294 8 K2
674a ditto Sambo No. 2 ... 22 10 0 45 17 62 18 „
676a ditto Wheeo No. 4 ... 19 0 0 38 0 38 20 „
683a ditto Kyabra No. 3 ... 18 0 0 36 4 40 27 „
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639a' Peppin and Webber ...
425n  ditto ... ...
694a  ditto ... ...
437 ditto ... ...
438 ditto ... ...
468 ditto ... ...
525 ditto ... ...
526 ditto ... ...
526  ditto ... ...
627 ditto ... ...
528 ditto ... ...
643 Powell and Armytage
516a Richardson, W. W. ..,
517a ditto ... ,,.
519a ditto ... ...
520a ditto ... ...
521a ditto ... ...
522a ditto ... ...
623a  ditto ,..
598a  ditto ... ...
425 ditto ... ...
490 ditto ... ...
490 ditto ... ...
491 ditto ... ...
491 ditto ... ...
690 ditto ... ...
690 ditto ... ...
503n ditto ... ...
503n ditto ... ...
603 ditto ... ...
610 ditto ... ...
711a ditto ... ...
713a ditto ... ...
611'  ditto ... ...
636 ditto ... ...
601 ditto ...
601 ditto ... ...
602 ditto ... ...
603 ditto ... ...
607 ditto ... ...
539 ditto ... ...
539 ditto ... ...
605 ditto ... ...
4431  ditto ... ...
473 ditto ..
592 Richardson and Maher
592 ditto ...
593 ditto ...
406 ditto ...
406 ditto ...
405 ditto ...
644a Roche, Thomas
441n ditto ...
494n ditto ...
501 ditto
674 Rouse, Dowling, and
Betts
488n ditto ...
489n  ditto ...
479n ditto ...
4791 ditto ...
728a ditto ...
729a ditto ...
730 ditto ...
748a  ditto ...
529 ditto ...
530 ditto ...
630 ditto ...
537 ditto ...
537 ditto ...
578a Scanlan , James ...
638a ditto ... ...
607a  ditto ...
677a  ditto ... ...
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
1
a  S.  d.
GREGORY  SOUTH-continued.
Cooma ... ... 19 0 0 38
Loch Derg ... ... 28 10 0 38
ditto (arrears) ... 0 10 0
Back Water ... 18 15 0 25
Kyabba ... ... 67 15 2 40
Bismarckt ... ... 5 0 0 34
Dombey ... ... 15 0 0 30
Chandos ... ... 19 10 0 39
Boondook ... ... 32 10 0 65
Gauntlet ... ... 24 10 0 49
Plevna ... ... 36 0 0 72
Balkans ... ... 34 0 0 68
Progression ... ... 13 10 0 54
MacGregor ... ... 15 0 0 30
Mailer ... ... 14 2 6 284
Elm{ ... ... 144
Cithara ... 40 0 0 80
Nundramundoo ... 32 10 0 65
Para... ... ... 14 0 0 28
Esk . ... ... 37 10 0 75
Belombre ... 32 0 0 64
Congie South ... 40 0 0 80
Herbert West 27 0 0 54
Western Meadows 44 0 0 88
Coonavalla West ... 33 0 0 66
NundramundooNorth 32 10 0 65
Moonshine ... ... 15 0 0 25
Shade ... 15 0 0 25
Morinish  East . .. 26 5 0 35
Morinish West ... 31 10 0 42
Sunshine ... ... 30 0 0 60
Congie  ...  ... 37 10 0 75
Nilparoo  East  ... 30 0 0 40
Stanley ... 26 5 0 35
Congie East ... 35 0 0 70
Durrie ... ... 16 10 0 33
Durringa ... 15 0 0 30
ditto East ... 21 10 0 43
ditto South ... 22 10 0 45Wantata ... ... 35 0 0 70
Bubba ... ... 25 0 0 50
Nutting ... ... 15 0 0 30
Takeoagulia... ... 22 10 0 45
Croydon ... ... 20 0 0 40
Ida ... ... ... 9 0 0 36
Retlaw ... ... 12 10 0 25
Summerside ... 40 0 0 80
Mellendean ... ... 31 0 0 68
Birgham ... ... 21 0 0 42
Waggah ... ... 16 0 0 32
Thundah ... ... 40 0 0 80
Thundahpurty ... 40 0 0 80Humbugtt ... ... 36 15 0 49
Argyle ... ... 22 10 0 30
Tenhamt't ... ... 30 0 0 50
Wallaroo ... ... 33 15 0 45
Rosedale ... ... 15 0 0 60
Abbotsford East ... 25 4 0 42
Melrose East ... 25 4 0 42
Moonyea ... ... 18 10 0 37
Wadyang ... ... 21 0 0 42
Moorah ... ... 26 0 0 52
ilcyah ... ... 22  10  0 45
N'iAkah ... ... 25 0 0 50
Marxgo ... ... 23 10 0 47
Acacia'... ... 50 0 0 100
Mundah ... ...  37 10  0 75
Orange ' ... ... 12 10 0 25
Delta ... ... 40 0 0 80
Theta .. .. 12  10  0 25
Minnie Vale ,.. 25 0 0 50
Tula ... ... 15 0 0 30
Milka ... ... 15 0 0 30
Laventille ... .,. 20 0 0 40
Estimated Area in
Square Niles.
Ava11.  Una- TotaLable.
Lands Polio.
17 55 224 K 1
10 48 7 K (Greg.)
0 25 41
10 50 31
54 394 158
12 42 219
131 52; 83
33 98 84
18 67 85
361 1081 86
32 100 88
0 54 61
154 454 98
0 284 99
0 144 94
37 117 93
35 100 92
13 41 91
25 100 90
5 69 182
20 100 134
18 72 12
32 120 13
274 934 14
35 100 15
0 25 154
0 25 153
15 50 73
8 50 75
„
G
K
K2
K
K3Itto
K
K1
„toIt
„
of
„
K' (Greg.)
40 100 241 K 3
25 100 193A  K (Greg.)
10 60 71
15 50 79
261 961 2
17 50 108
20 60 237
30 73 238
31 76 239
301 1001 242
50 100 249
20 50 114
25 70 115
20 60 246
35 71 222
6 31 229
20 100 219
30 98 220
201 621 221
0 32 94
181 981 95
,,
it
K4
K3
to
to
„
„
K4
K2
„
20 100 92
84 574 171 K  (Greg.)
20 50 15
174 674 17
5 50 55
149 74; 121
8 50 18
8 50 19
13 50 63
8 50 65
17 69 66
7 52 6'l
15 65 68
14 61 86
0 100 91
25 100 92
0 25 93
7,
„
K4
K1
K92
K3
of
it
0 80 109
0 25 110
0 50 28
5 35 223
20 50 1190
„
K1
„
181
9
581 21 K2
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LIST OF RUNS- continued.
Ii
r
438n Scanlan, James ...
440n ditto ... ...
647a  ditto ... ...
648a ditto .. ...
646a Scarfe, G. and C. C....
693a ditto ... ...
722a  ditto ... ...
507n ditto ...
513n ditto ... ...
513n ditto ... ...
747a  ditto
457n ditto ... ...
577a  ditto ... ...
459n ditto ... ...
579a ditto ... ...
667a ditto ... ...
669a ditto ... ...
670a ditto ... ...
671a ditto ... ...
672a ditto ... ...
673a ditto ... ...
474n  ditto ... ...
503 aitto ... ...
551 ditto ... ...
552 ditto ... ...
700a ditto ... ...
500n ditto ... ...
446n  ditto ... ...
501n ditto ... ...
436 ditto ... ...
445n  ditto ...
477 Smith and Debney ...
478 ditto ... ...
707a  ditto ... ...
708a  ditto ... ...
441n ditto ... ...
442n ditto ... ...
442n  ditto ... ...
473n  ditto ... ...
473n  ditto
437n  Thomas, H., Bull, R.,
Green, R., and Hos-
king, Eliza
595 ditto ... ...
595 ditto ... ...
596 ditto ... ...
666 ditto .. ...
550 Trust and Agency
Company
550 ditto ... ...
551 ditto ... ...
571 ditto ...  ...
575 ditto .. ...
675  ditto ... ...
576 ditto ... ...
576 ditto ... ...
577 ditto ... ...
577 ditto ... ...
578 ditto ...
578 ditto ...
579 ditto ...
579 ditto ...
680 ditto ...
580 ditto ...
590 ditto
630 ditto
631 ditto
677 ditto ...
678 ditto ...
678 ditto ...
679 ditto ...
598 ditto ...
598 ditto ...
599 ditto ...
Beat.
$thaated  Area in
BQuase mues.
A
able.
'Una.
tads Tot"
Unds folio.
£  it. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Grabben Gullen ...
Springfield ...
Scarriff ... ...
Clarelj ... ...
Limerick
Western Downs
ditto North
ditto West
Gunnen ... ..
ditto (arrears)IT...
Yass ...
Dry Creek ...
Homebush ...
Makolo ...
Wanta Wanta
ditto  No. 2
Derry No. 1 ...
Gunnen  No. 1 ...
Dry Creek No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Derry ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Mount  Rouse ...
Keeroongooloo ...
Coleman ... ...
Rebecca ... ...
Junction ... ...
Lough Isle ... ...
Wallindery . ...
Lough Neagh ...
Madras ... ...
Lodden ...
Wyeroo North ...
Moruyafour ...
Moruya West ...
Condoin West ...
Condoin ... ...
Moruya ... ...
Wyeroo ...
Wyeroo East ...
Bumboo ... ...
Tindera ... ...
Dingera ...
Dingera North ...
Merry Morey ..
North Merry Morey
N aryeleo ... ...
Tulta ... ...
Arramearterry ...
South Naryeleo ...
Ceoolley ...
Mount King East ...
Mount Bygrave ...
Mount Barton
MountBygrave North
Mount Barton North
Bygravia .. ...
Mount King West
Bygravia North ...
Tualta West ...
ditto North ...
Mount John ...
Dilchee ...
Mount Charles ...
Mount Cormack ...
Marta ... ...
Monos ...
Machado ... ...'
Montes ...
Schwarn ...
Chesterfield... ...
Mareschal ... ...
27 15 0 37 13 50 3 S (Greg.)
22 10 0 30 20 50 5 to
18 15 0 25 10 35 165 to
17 0 17 163 It
23 5 0 31 0 31 167 to
18 16 0 25 15 40 39 of
18 15 0 25 191 441 97 of
22 10 0 30 821 381 99 to
37 10 0 50 17 67 143 „
12 10 0
30 0 0  40 4 44 145
18 15 0  25 25 50 147
15 0 0  30 20 50 127 K1
12 10 0 21 0 21 159
37 10 0 75 8 83 157
„
of
12 10 0 22 0 22 158
15 0 0 30 20 50 11 L2
22 10 0 45 9 54 13 it
15 0 0  30 20 50 14 ,t
17 10 0 35 0 35 15
30 0 0  60 40 100 16
22 10 0 45 30 75 17
30 0 0  60 30 90 51
25 0 0  50 91 591 35 K3
20 0 0  40 181 581 138 ,t
19 0 0 38 11 49 139
20 0 0  40 10 50 63 K (Greg.)
33 15 0 45 5 50 47 so
33 15 0 45 5 50 49 to
33 15 0 45 5 50 51
15 0 0  30 7 37 155 K2
21 0 0  35 11 361 112 K1
25 0 0  50 20 70 237 K2
25 0 0 50 36 86 238
24 0 0  48 30 78 46 t,
22 15 0 451 35 8021 47
30 0 0  60 131 731 44
30 0 0  60 15 75 45
30 0 0  60 13 73 48
25. 0 0  50 ;20 ;70 49 of
13 10 0 27 0 27 50 t,
20 0 0  40 10 50 241 K1
25 0 0 50 25 75 225 K3
20 0 0 40 35 75 226 to
35 0 0 70 15 85 227 9
7 10 0 30 13 43 108 K 4
22 10 0 45 30 75 135 K3
20 0 0  40 35 75 136
30 0 0  60 40 100 137
12 10 0  26 0- 25 177
35 0 0  70 30 100 185
30 0 0  60 16 76 186
25 0 0  50 24 74 187
28 0 0  56 20 76 188
20 0 0  40 20 60 189
24 10 0 49 27 76 190
22 10 0 45 15 60 191
25 0 0  60 26 76 192
22 10 0 45 15 60 193
21 10 0 43 31 74 194
21 10 0 43 33 76 195
22 0 0 44 . r35 79 196
28 15 0  25 1.5 40 216 „
12 10 0  50,? 9 69 36 K4
11 10 0 46 26 72 37
7.10 0 30 12 42 128
7 10 0 30 10 40 129
10 0 0.  40 10 50 130 „
16 5 0  65 18 83 131 „
35 0 0  70 30 100 231 K3
30 0 0  60 40 100 232
32 10 0 65 35 100 233 tt
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Eatim" Axes in
square Miles.
Useoe.
599 Trust and Agency
Company
600 ditto ... ...
600 ditto ... ...
688 ditto ... ...
401n ditto ... ...
427n ditto ... ...
544 Ware  and Scott ...
545 ditto ... ...
624 ditto ... ...
625 ditto ... ...
419 ditto ... ...
420 ditto ... ...
420 ditto ... ...
421 ditto ... ...
421 ditto ... ...
422 ditto ... ...
484n  ditto ... ...
485n  ditto ... ...
559a  ditto ... ...
636a ditto ... ...
637a ditto ... ...
638a ditto ... ...
635a  ditto ...
466n  ditto ... ...
696a  ditto ... ...
697a ditto ...
536a  ditto ... ...
573 ditto ... ...
574 ditto
609 ditto ... ...
614 ditto .. ...
447n Willis, Willis, Swan-
ston, Raleigh, and
Partridge
459n ditto ... ...
435 ditto ... ...
459 ditto ... ...
460 ditto ... ...
425n ditto ... ...
426n  ditto ... ...
426n  ditto ... ...
427n ditto ... ...
430n ditto ... ...
430n  ditto ... ...
431n ditto ... ...
432n  ditto ...
436n ditto ... ...
669 ditto ... .
446 Willis, H. S. and N.,
Raleigh, W. T., Par-
tridge, E. T., McIver,
J. J. and D.
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Chatham ... ... 30 0 0
Roseberth ... ... 32 10 0
Schalton ... ... 30 0 0
Daisy ... ... 12  10  0
Primrose ...  19 10  0
Chatham North .. 4 1 3
ditto (license fee)+... 2 7 5
ditto (arrears) ... 8 2 6
Cunnamulla... ... 7 7 6
Nottylees .. 17 10 0
Montecalara No. 2 6 5 0
ditto No.  3  6 15  0
Tamrookum No. 1... 25 0 0
ditto No.2... 2210 0
ditto No.  3 ... 18 10  0
ditto No.4... 24 0 0
ditto No.5... 15 0 0
ditto No.6... 14 7 6
Ellen Hills ... ... 21 0 0
Nocton ... ... 17 10 0
Alba... ... ... 30 0 0
Farrar ... ... 41 0 0Baltinglass ... ... 33 10 0
Murning ... ... 20 0 0
Bywong ... ... 20 0 0
Morney ... 17 10 0
Albert Plains East ... 16 0 0
ditto West... 37 10 0
Rock ton ... ... 20 0 0
Kyle ... ... 17 10 0
Carrick ... ... 15 5 0
Farrar Excess 18 0 0
Albert Plains South 5 17 6
Shetland ... ...  17 10  0
Myall  Downsll
Trinidad East
Moreel
Castle Roc
Murnong
Cairulia
Bulgroo
Barbadoes
Orkney
Westbank
Candie
Trinidad .. ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Cona Cona ...
8 15 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
16 10 0
18 0 0
20 0 0
38 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
Stoneleigh  ll .. ... ...
Kars t ... ... 12 0 0
Avail- Des-
able.  vasbl&
Lana .  Polio.
Total.
60 40 100 234 K 3
63 35 100 235
60 40 100 236
50 25 75 150
78 36 114 188
16; 0 164 217
14; 0 144
35 9 44
25 0 25
27 13 40
50 10 60
45 15 60
37 18 55
48 12 60
30 10 40
284 14 424
42 8 50
35 15 50 .
60 12 72
82 18 100
67 11 78
40 10 50
40 10 50
35 5 40
32 6 38
75 19 94
40 33* 73$
35 25 60
3021 15 452
36 10 46
114 0 114
35 0 35
28
271
2160
40
40
33
36
40
76
60
80
25
40
40
34
K4
124 K 3
127
25 K 4
26
122 K 2
123
124
125
126
127
6
10
K1
„9
187 K (Greg.)
185
183
189
227
238
239
123
182
„
K1
C3
183
1877A K ((Greg.)
75 K 1
27 55 174
16 431 154
0 21 21
194 794  202
4 44 75
16 56 76
104 434 103
5 41 150
10 50 74
24 100 73
10 70 71
20 100 151
74 321 175
34 74 113 K 4
131 531 175 K 2
1243 3461 176
I
447 ditto ... ... Sultan ... ... 17 0 0
ditto (arrears)++...  8 0 0
169
312
332
835
415
Ali Pan, George
ditto ...
Alford, Charles
ditto ...
Allingham, J....
409 Allingham, F....
413 Anning , F. A....
NORTH KENNEDY.
Milray No. 1 ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 151 K 1
ditto  No. 4  ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 323
Stone's Creek ¶§ ... 8 15 0 35 15 50 401
ditto No.2 ¶§ ... n. 1. 30 20 50 413
Hi llgrove #-* ... 454 0 0 454 171 625
ditto (arrears)  ...  41 3 4
ditto (grazing right) 126 12 6 205 22 227
ditto (arrears) 63 6 3
Kangaroo Hills*-* 392 0 0 490 197 687 33 L
ditto (arrears) . 173 2 6
Reedy Springs*--*... 198 15 9 279 80 359
ditto (grazing  right) 100 5 0 137 31 168
ditto (arrears ) ... 30 15 4
.. .
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Estimated Area 1a
Square 31iles.
Lessee. Run.
414 Anning, R. ...
383 Arming, William
310 ditto ...
174 Aplin, Wm. ...
410 ditto ...
408 Bank of Australasia ...
166 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
337 ditto ...
381 ditto ... ...
336 ditto ... ...
334 ditto ... ...
1 Bank, Mercantile, of
Sydney
7 ditto ...
8 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
73 ditto ...
74 ditto ...
122 ditto ...
123 ditto ...
124 ditto ...
154 ditto ...
292 Bank of New South
Wales
297 ditto ... ...
278 ditto ... ...
344 ditto ... ...
344 ditto ...
345 ditto ... ...
321 ditto ... ...
319 ditto ...
298 ditto ...
338 ditto ... ...
374 ditto ... ...
286 ditto ... ...
130 ditto ... ...
276 ditto ...
291 ditto ...
411 ditto
Rent.
Una-
vailable. Total.
lauds Folio
Avaii-
able.
.4. d.
NORTH  KENNEDY-continued.
Cargoon1
ditto (grazing right)
Terricks No. 3 ...
Terrick No. 2 ...
River View ... ...
Southwick* ... ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing  right)
ditto ditto (arrears)
Woodleigh* ...
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto (grazing  right)
ditto ditto (arrears)
Ravenswood ...
Morrill No. 2 ¶§
Blackdowns
Ravenswood No. 2¶
ditto No. 5 ¶ §
East Downs ...
Binjee ... ...
Mullar ... ...
Dirrill ... ...
Tullick ... ...
Glen King ... ...West Downs ...
Strathmore ...Mount Wickham ...
Harvest Home' ...
Glenalpine ... ...
Victoria Downs No. 2
Bietchington Park...
B reewarra No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Helenslee  No. 2 ...
ditto  No. ill  ..
Victoria Downs No.1
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 4
Bardekin  Falls ...Evelyn*-* ...  ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Wairuna* ... ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto  (arrears) ...
Tallegulla* ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
94 Bank, Queensland Na- Bosworth* ... ...
tional,  Limited
119 ditto ... ... Burdekin Downs*
ditto (grazing right)
407 ditto ... ... TirrabellaW ...
ditto  (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
281 Bank, Royal of Queens- Bletchington Park
land No. 2
299
307
390
351
279
313
367
359
ditto ... ... Britannia ... ...
Barker, W. H. and F.. . Fmu Plains ...
Bearup, Thos. B. ... Lauderdale No. 3 ...
Buckland, Thos. ... Cardigan No. 2¶§...
ditto ... ... Cardigan` .
ditto (grazing right)
Burguez, Leon ... Forrest Park ...
Campbell, Edward ... Startlemere ... ...
Clarke and Munro ... Vine Creek North ...
ditto (grazing right)
261 10 0 2461 0 2469
108 10 0 1791 10 1899
6 5 0 25 25 50 40 K 2
15 0 0 60 40 100 313 K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 141
318 5 4 248 17 265 21 L
19 6 6
161 14 0 1751 241 200 22
161 14 0
200 5 0 178 129 307 25 K 1
213 0 0
24 15 0 59 40 99 26 „
24 15 0
149 1 5 80 20 100 752 D3
6 5 0 25 0 25 425 K 1
22 10 0 25 0 25 18 D 1
6 5 0 44 0 44 419 K 1
8 15 0 35 10 45 411 „
33 5 6 25 0 25 37 J
46 11 8 25 0 25 11 D 1
46 11 8 25 0 25 12 „
48 9 0 26 0 26 13
57 15 4 ` 31 19 50 11 G
33 5 6 25 20 45 45 J
33 5 6 25 3 28 39
106 9 7 80 20 100 43
39 18 7 30 15 45 41-
136 9 4 75 19 94 736 D 3
12 10 0 25 0 25 269  K1
49 10 0 90 10 100 724 D3
180 0 0 60 18 78 229 K1
6 5 0 25 0 25 447 „
6 5 0 25 0 25 449
6 5 0 25 0 25 451
6 5 0 25 0 25 359 „
44 19 63 349 „
71 15 0 35 0 35 723 D 3
30 0 0 40 20 60 727
9 15 0 39 4 43 27 K 2
48 0 0 60 12 72 726 D
12 10 0 25 0 25 201 K 1
95 0 0 95 56 151 43 L
43 7 6
20 15 0 72 56; 1281 44 of
20 15 0
40 10 0 54 28 82 51 „
20 10 0
4 0 0 16 15 31 52 „
4 0 0
62 10 0 621 0 621 27
60 10 0 601 0 601 28
37 3 1
7 10 0 71 5 121 15 L1
6 11 3 84 84 171 16 „
125 16 8 754 0 751 5 „
85 15 7 751 0 751 6
39 0 0 39 131 521 17 „
4) 10 0
7 0 0 14 61 201 18 „
14 0 0
39 0 0 52 22 74 235 K 1
6 5 0 25 1 26 281
66 11 0 50 18 68 13 J
12 10 0 50 50 100 53 .9.2
6 5 0 24 0 24 477 K 1
86 5 0 49 0 69 1 L1
42 10 0 34 0 34 2 „
n. 1. 25 25 50 327 K 1
n. 1. 25 0 25 18 K 2
n.1. 25 2 27 2 21
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LIST OF  R JNS- cunt i d.
Clarke, J. and W. D.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Estimated ex+..  In
square Miles.
Avail- I Una-
able . vailable.
,. Ii. I I I
325 Coleman ,  George ,,,
386 ditto .. ...
147 Collins C. and T. ...
325 ditto ... ...
382 Connor , John...
373 Cooper ,  Cooper, and
Mytton
373 ditto ... ...
46 ditto ... ...
309 Craig, William
363 Craig ,  Sidall, and Barker
364 ditto ... ...
392 ditto
405 Crofton, Crofton, and
Lascelles
314 Deane and Woodburne
402 ditto ... ...
386 De Salis, L. W. F. and
R. F.
121 De Salis, W. and H. F.
397 ditto
286 De Salis, L. W. F. and
H. F.
413 Ewan ,  James ,..
280 ditto ...
281 ditto ...
170 ditto ...
171 ditto ...
172 ditto ...
280 ditto ...
310 ditto ...
297 ditto ...
341 ditto ...
387 ditto ...
277 Farendon, Thos.
277 ditto ...
296 ditto
415 Francis and Gill
284 Hamilton, Clara ...
320 Hamilton F. ... ...
144 ditto ... ...
321 ditto ... ...
195 ditto ... ...
295 ditto ...
60 Hann and Clark ...
358 Harvey, Joseph
406 Houghton, J, T.
414 Heraud, E. A.
178 Heraud and Aplin ...
296 Hurle , H. H. C. ...
316 ditto ... ...
144 Jackson, James ...
145 ditto ... ...
136 ditto ...
294 Kirk, Rollwagen, Heil-
shorn ,  and Cummins;
NORTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Lolworth* ... ... 360 10 0 309
ditto (arrears) ... 24 14 5
ditto (grazing right) 128 13 4 221
ditto (arrears ) ... 128 13 4
Barrington  ... ... 20 0 0 80
Emu Springs  ¶ ... ... 25
Ringwood Park ... 12 10 0 25
ditto  No. 2  ... 6 5 0 25
Heatfield West ... 6 5 0 25
Remnant  ...  .. , 6 5 0 25
Barker' s Plains  ... 8 15 0 35
Wando Vale*-* , 421 3 4 361
ditto (grazing right) 215 15 0 270
ditto (arrears ) ...  55 4 4
Lucky Downs ...  6 5 0 25
Cromwell , ..  ... 6 5 0 25
Ryeburn ... 6 5 0  25
Virginia ... ... n. 1. 25
Mount Pleasant* 21 5 0 17
ditto (grazing right) 14 10 0 58
Rollston ... ... 15 0 0 60
The Bluff` ... 25 0 0 25
ditto  (grazing right ) 6 5 0 25
Springlands ... ... 60 10 0 50
Morer ... ... 15 0 0 30
Woodlands ... ... 39 18 7 33
Heidelberg ... ... 79 17 2 60
Mount Laing' 67 2 6 105
ditto ( razing  right) 31 15 0 67
ditto  (arrears) ... 15 17 6
Gunna Warra ... 96 16 0 80
Froyle ... 48 8 0 40
Barcoo No. 1 ... 12 10 0 25
ditto No. 2 .. 12 10 0 25
ditto No. 3 ... 12 10 0 25
Tempe ... 84 14 0 70
ditto North ... 8 15 0 35
ditto West ... 8 15 0 35
Forrest . ... ... 6 5 0 25
Borderland ... 15 0 0 60
Windsor No. 1 ... 12 10 0 25
ditto  No. 2  ...  12 10 0 16
ditto  No. 3  ... 6 5 0 7
Christmas Creek* ... 253 11 6 207
ditto (arrears)  ...  8 3 3
ditto (grazing right ) 67 10 0 120
ditto (arrears) 33 15 0
Victoria Downs No. 3 30 0 0 60
Cores .. 8 15 0 35
Breewarrina  No. 3 ... 18 15 0 25
Longford ... ... 6 5 0 8
Pajingo . . . 33 12 0 56
Muckimbullah ... 12 10 0 114
Maryvale*-*` ... 350 0 0 300
ditto (grazing right) 162 3 4 232
ditto (arrears) ... 53 19 7
Jesmond .. ... n. 1. 25Stonington* 77 17 0 8612
ditto (grazing right) 12 5 0 3421
Gainsford* ... ... 228 0 0 228
ditto (arrears ) .. 34 17 6
ditto (grazing right) 75 11 0 83
ditto (arrears ) ... 37 15 6
Eumara  ...  ... 33 5 6 25
Windsor No. 4 ... 8 15 0 35
ditto  No. 5
...  7 10  0 30
Tugurnum  No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25
ditto  No. 2  ... 6 5 0 25
ditto  No. 3  ...  12 10  0 25
Cardington * 42 0 0 42
ditto (grazing right ) 19 0 0 19
ditto (arrears ) ... 38 0 0
Total.
Lands Polio.
42 351 47 L
60 281 48
19 99 373 K 1
3 28 46 K 2
0 25 175 K 1
15 40 375
4 29 39 K 2
25 50 25
35 70 24
84 445
40 310
10 35 309 K  I
25 50  11 K 2
25 50 12
0 25 58
0 17 45 L
25 83 46
40 100 331 K 1
0 25 3 L
0 25 4 „
35 85 3 D 4
20 50 209 K 1
10 43 4 D 4
35 95 45 J,SK
52 157
33 100
20 100 33 G (Cook)
10 50 34
2 27 145 K 1
9 34 147
3 28 149
30 100 32 G (Cook)
15 60  315 K 1
7 42 279
0 25 435
20 80 48 K 2
0 25 225 K t
0 16 227
0 7 275
84 291
43 163
10 70 725 D 3
15 50 355 K 1
0 25 195
0 8 357
0 56 121
0 111 271
62 362 37 L
75 307 38
0 25 505 K 1
9 951  49 L
3 371  50
15 243
10 93
0 25 59 J
10 45 277 K 1
1 31 333
10 35 185
0 25 187
0 25 189
25 67 11 L 1
0 19 12
827
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Fatimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
303 Keating and Butler ...
304 ditto ... ...
283 ditto ... ...
289 ditto
182 Keatinge & Macdonald
134 ditto ...
282 ditto ...
315 ditto ...
319 ditto ...
340 ditto ...
109 ditto ...
398 ditto ...
316 Lamond, C. G.
324 Latham and Scott
324 ditto ...
412 Lewis, Thos. ...
388 McDonald, M. H.
385 McIlwaine, A. M.
411 McDowall, W.
129 McDonald ,  M. H. ...
128 ditto ... ...
332 ditto .
143 McDonald and Hosking
349 McKinley, J. A.
352 ditto
285 McKinlay , J. A., C. R.,
and J. A.
366 Naughten ,  William ...
402 North Australian Pas-
toral Company
365 Paige, Henry ...
299 Paradise, Henry
295 Parsons, John...
403 Pattison, Wm.
395 Plant, E. H. T. ...
232 ditto ... ...
298 ditto ... ...
335 ditto ... ...
390 ditto ... ...
391 ditto ... ...
392 ditto
271 Prichard and Tebbatt
145 ditto ...
146 ditto ...
109 ditto ...
300 • ditto ...
311 ditto ...
312 ditto ...
333 ditto ...
381 ditto ... ...
329 Pott, Gideon ...
143 Roberts and Taylor ...
376 Robinson, George ...
322 Rollin son, Robert ...
322 ditto ...
110 R kour e and Brown
394
369
369
307
204
370
370
196
198
,  Dotswood ..
Executors of late
H Rourke
ditto (grazing right )
.
Scott , G. A.J. and W. J.  Como
ditto .., ,.. Arthur's Plains No.1
ditto ... ... St. John's Rood ...
ditto ... ... Wyandotte . ...
ditto ... ... Wyoming No. 1 ...
ditto ... ... Lugano  No. 1 ...
ditto ... ... Rotherfield  No. 1 ...
ditto ... ... Lugano  No. 2 ...
ditto ... ... Wyoming No. 2 ...
Run. Rent.
Una-
vailable. Tom'
Lands Folio.
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.
NORTH  KENNEDY-- continued.
Trafalgar No. 1
ditto No. 2
Nelson No. 2
ditto No.  3
Wambiana ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
Nelson No. 1 ...
Victoria Downs No.1
West
Glengalder ... ...
Glenroy No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Cashmere` ... ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears)...TuUiegorim ...
Mullaburra* ...
Lake Lucy* ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Rolston No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
Breewarrina  N o. 2...
Shield Creek ...
Rockfields ... ...
Berry Park ... ...
St. Vincent ...Woodstock* ...
ditto (arrears ) ...
Marlborough ...
Hawthorne Vale ...
Cornelia¶§ ... ...
Fanning Downs*
ditto (grazing  right)
Allandale ... ...
Mount Pleasant ...
Pentland Hills ...
Allandale No. 2 ...
Spring Vale ...
Mount Stewart ...
Pear Rock ...
Powlathanga Lake...
ditto No.1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No. 4...
ditto No. 55§
ditto  No. 6...
ditto No. 7¶§
ditto No.8...
Ellen Valley ...
Breewarina  No. 1 ...
Wooroora* ... ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Braceborough No. 1
ditto No.2
*
6 5 0 25 0 25 291 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 293
„
12 10 0 23 0 23 241
„
12 10 0 18 0 18  257  „
12 10 0 10 0 10 125
„
13 10 0 27 0 27 197
„
12 10 0 22 0 22 238
„
7 0 0 28 0 28 335
6 5 0 22 0 22 347
7 10 0  30 10 40 433
12 10 0 25 0 25 215
51 5 0 25 1 26 723B D3
12 10 0 50 12 62 337 K 1
7 0 0 28 0 28 369
6 5 0 20 0 20 371
126 5 3 1201 651 186
15 11 3
14 3 9 564 121 69
7 1 11
13 15 0 55 45 100 49 K 2
19 17 6 261 12 381 39 L
157 5 0 185 118 303 53
63 15 0 85 15 100 54
62 12 3
20 0 0 40 15 55 203 K 1
17 10 0 35 10 45 205 „
10 0 0 40 38 78 403
18 15 0 25 0 25 193 131
10 0 0 40 12 52 469
6 5 0 25 10 35 479
12 10 0 25 10 35 247
n. 1.  40 8 48 16 K 2
50 0 0  40 30 70 7 L 1
40 0 07 10 0  30 19 49 15  K2
6 5 0  25 3 28 283  K1
12 10 0  25 11 36 273 „
50 0 0 40 9 49 9 L1
51 14 0  47 0 47 10 „
60 0 0  80 16 96 18 G
48 15 0  65 11 76 16 of
36 0 0  .72 0 72 17 to
10 0 0  40 10 50 417 K 1
12 10 0  50 25 75 54 K 2
12 10 0  50 50 100 56 „
n. 1.  25 25 50 57 „
27 15 0  37 13 50 11 K 1
17 10 0  35 0 35 181
15 0 0  30 5 35 18312 10  0  25 0 25 218
6 5 0 25 0 25 287
6 5 0  25 0 25 319
6 5 0  25 0 25 321
6 5 0  25 0 25 407
n. 1.  25 25 50 37 K2
6 5 0  25 0 25 389  K1
12 10 0  25 0 25 191
„
76 17 6  1021 671 170 23  L
9 7 6
9 5 0  37 0 37 361 K 16 15  0  27 0 27 363 „
370 0 0  370 19 389 29 L 1
234 10 0  256 18 274 30
84 14 0 70 26 96 42 D 4
33 5 25 8 33 17 J6
73 4 1 55 45 100
A
19 J
99 16 6 74 25 99 21
33 5 6 25 0 25 23A
„
33 5 6 25 2 27 27A
„
33 5 6 25 6 31 25A
„
18 15 0 25 5 30 27B „
18 15 0 25 0 25 23B
Avail-
able.
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
199 Scott , G. A. J. and W. J.
399 ditto ... ...
210 ditto ... ...
205 ditto ,.. ...
339 ditto ... ...
199 ditto ... ...
206 ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
188 Sidley , K. A.... ...
187 ditto ... ...
339 ditto ... ...
362 ditto ... ...
391 ditto ...
416 Staughton ,  S.  U. ...
Lessee. Run. Rent.
d. I L
NORTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
60 40 100 41 D 4
25 5 30 25B J
50 18 6S 46 D 4
50 22 72 47
45 25 70 427 K 1
25 0 25 23c J
25 5 30 25c
25 6 31 27c
25 8 33 127 K 1
35 22 57 129
25 0 25 429
25 13 38 8 K 2
25 0 25 55229 179 408 55 L
139 92 231 56
30 7-1 371 41 L
10 21 1212 2 42
25 0 25 153 K 1242-10 24; 325 99
25 10 35 317
63 21 84
20 9 29
36 5 41 35 L
12 3 15 36
114 45 159 13 L 1
112 10 122 14
141 60 201 19
307 10 317 31
304 10 314 32
25 25 50 84 K 2
25 5 30 235 K 1
14 0 14 257
32 32 64 24 G
40 22 62 25
25 25 50 103 J
30 0 30 109c
45 15 60 109B
30 10 40 109A „
25 25 50 65 G
25 0 25 20 D 1
25 0 25 21
73 18 91 251 f,
40 22 62 365 K1
25 0 25 I 43 J.1
25 0 25 37
25 0 25 35
25 0 25 39
25 0 25 33
37 0 37 776 D3
50 50 100 271 K1
25 25 50 373
15 0 15 453 ff
31 31 62 29 K2
25 25 50 50 K1
34 20 54 143
25 10 35 63 K2
25 5 30 70 )f
25 5 30 72
51 34 85 46 G
25 11 36 155 K1
382 Stevenson, Wm.
167 Taylor ,  Alfred...
313 ditto ...
311 Totten, Wm.
412 Turner , J. C. ,.,
276 Tyler, Edward
403 Vanneck, Vanneck, and
Abbot4,04 Watt and Cunningham
406 White, W. D. and A.
W. D.
146 Adair, W. and J. G....
24 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
29 ditto ... ...
154 ditto ... ...
155 ditto ... ...
151 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ...
378 ditto ... ...
379 ditto ... ...
462 ditto ...
169 ditto ...
144 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
323 ditto ... ...
58 ditto ... ...
284 ditto
286 ditto
287 ditto
288 ditto
289 ditto
168 ditto
34 ditto
60 ditto
82 ditto
115 ditto
489 ditto
353 ditto
134 ditto
137 ditto
138 ditto
2 ditto
342 ditto
The Glens ... ... 72 12 0
Rotherfield No. 2 ... 18 15 0
Kinrara  ... ... 25 0 0
Prairie ... ... 25 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 11 5 C
Wyoming No. 3 ... 50 0 0
Rotherfield No. 3 ... 75 0 0
Lugano No. 3 ... 50 0 0
St. Paul's No. 1 ... 12 10 0
ditto  No. 2  .. 17 10 0
ditto No. 31[' .. 6 5 0
ditto No. 4¶ ... 6 5 0
ditto  No. 5 ... 6 5 0
Greenvale*f .. 217 18 9
ditto (grazing right) 92 5 0
ditto (arrears) ... 46 2 6
Strathvale* ... ... 22 10 0
ditto (arrears) 20 0 0
ditto (grazingright) 2 10 0
ditto  (arrears ) ... 2 10 0
Milray No. 2 ... 12 10 0
ditto No. 5 ... 6 5 0
Ballabay ... ... 6 5 0
Goldsborough* ... 41 4 3
ditto (arrears) 1 17 1
ditto (grazing right) 5 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 2 10 0Thyra* ... ... 27 0 0
ditto (arrears) 15 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 3 0 0
ditto (arrears) ... 4 10 0
Fanning River* 114 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 99 5 0Woodhouse* ... 141 0 0
Bluff  Downs* .. 358 3 4
ditto (grazing right ) 343 0 0
ditto  (arrears ) ... 130 4 1
SOUTH KENNEDY.
Mabbin ... ... n. 1.
Bannockburn ... 6 5 0
Chance ... ... 6 5 0
Elgin Downs No. 1 38 14 5
ditto No. 2 48 8 0
Eaglefieldf .. 51 5 0
Lookout Block South 18 0 0
ditto West
ditto East
Bonnicorde ...
Conradsdorf ...
Oatlands ...
St. Anne's
...
828
31 10 0
18 0 093 15  0
15 0 0
15 0 0
160 12 0
Mount McConnell 10 0 0
No. 2
Arundell No. 1 .. 15 2 6
Mount McConnell ... 33 5 6
Graham ...
Smedley ...
Newlands ...
Morri ll  ...
Rosherville ...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto No. 2t ...
Beresford ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Bowlee No. 1 ...
Bundoba  ... ...
Lowlands No. 2. ...
Beero No. 2... ...
Bolgonunna No. 1 ...
Conway No. 2 ...
Direlna ... ...
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
27 15 0
12 10 0
2 10 0
6 5 0
7 15 0
15 0 0
17 0 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
61 14 2
12  10 0
826
9
4
E_ 10
A
Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail.
able.
Una-
vailable. Tota l.
Lands abllo.
1  S. rl.
SOUTH  KENNEDY-continued.
336 Bank, Australian Joint Bungobine ...
Stock
15 0 0 30 20 50 157 K 1
336 ditto ... ...  Bimurra ... ... 20 0 0 40 38 78 159 11
332 ditto ... ... T'docabina ... ... 15 0 0 30 20 50 161
330 ditto ... Kigerungea ... ... 15 0 0 30 20 50 163
lBditt 30 0 0 40 20 60 201u gomern ...o ... ...15
109 ditto ... ... Mount Carmel
...
... 60 10 0 50 50 100 59 G
19 ditto ... ... Yarrowglen... ... 15 0 0 60 15 75 217 K1
ditto (arrears)**... 27 10 0
40 ditto  ditto 1\'o.2 ... 6 5 0 25 3 28 293
55 ditto  ditto  No. 3 ... 10 0 0 40 35 75 351
19 ditto Yarrowmere .. 10 0 0 40 11 51 219
ditto (arrears) $+*... 18 15 0
54 ditto ditto No. 21 ... 30-1 20 501 349 11
87 ditto  ditto No. 311 ... .. 40 30 70 473 11
87 ditto  ditto  No. 4  ... 7 10 0 30 29 59 475 11
ditto (arrears)**... 4 16 3
20 ditto Yarrowdale .. 15 0 0 60 15 75 221 11
ditto (arrears)+*... 27 10 0
39 ditto ditto No. 2t ... 0 10 0 42 40 82 291 11
88 ditto ditto No. 3 ... 6 5 0 25 8-k 331 477 11
561 ditto Bulgonunna ... U • 0 2" 10 35 375 11
106 ditto Beero ... ... 6 5 0 25 10 35 22 K2
106 ditto Bin Bin No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 23 11
138 ditto ditto No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 71 11
292 ditto Hidden Valle 34 4' 0 57 13 70 744 D3
54 0293 ditto Mount Ely 0 54 19 73 745
380 ditto Mount Mary ... 32 16 0 41 7 48 802
50 ditto Mount Wyatt ... 58 0 0 58 7 65 749
90 ditto ditto No. 2 6 5 0 25 25 50 485 K 1
153 ditto S troudwater ... 41 8 0 46 8 54 812 D 3
90 ditto ditto  No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 487 K 1 744
285 ditto Arundel No. 2 24 4 0 25 3 28 41 J
32 Bank of Australasia ... Blue Mountain Peak 48 8 0 40 10 50 694 D 3No. 1
ditto (arrears)** ... 14 6 0
326 ditto ... ...  Banchory 99 16 6 75 25 100 25 J
333 ditto ... ... Blue Mountain Peak 66 19
No. 2
6 40 10 50 694 D 3
ditto (arrears) ** ... 11 16 11
30 17 47 27 J381 ditto Islay Plains ... 39 18 7
382 ditto ... ... Bervie Downs ... 66 11 0 50 50 100 29 11
383 ditto ... ...  Banclory Mains ... 33 5 6 25 25 50 31
G 5384 ditto ... ...  Upper Banchory ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 55
446 ditto ... ... Horbury Grove ... 12 10 0 25 18 43 27 K1
185 ditto ... ... Spring Lawn ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 15 11
185 ditto ... ... Banchory, South ... 18 15 0 25 25 50 5 f1
469 ditto ... Recruit .. ... 22 10 0 25 0 25 100 G
331 Bank, C'mmercial Com- Junction No. 2 ... 30 5
pany of Sydney
0 25 0 25 32 D1
75 01l NN 5 62 38 100 22 G396 ditto ... ...orva o.
32 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...  30 5 0 25 25 50 23 f1
8 ditto ... Emu Plains Block  29 14 0 27 27 54 78 11
No. 1
276 ditto ditto No. 2  16 6 8 27 27 54 89 J
364 ditto Natal Downs Block  66 11
N o. 1
0 50 18 68 81 11
365  ditto ... ditto No. 2  66 11 0 50 50 100 83
366  ditto ... ditto No. 3  33 5 6 25 25 50 85
368  ditto ... ditto No. 5  46 11
44 15
8
5
35
37
0
25
35
62
87
821 D 3367 ditto
114  ditto
...
...
ditto No. 4
Enghein ... 15 2 6 25 25 50 91 J
16L  ditto ... ditto No. 2  20 0 0 4 0 10 50 17 K 1
21  ditto ... ditto No. 3 10 0 0 40 10 50 223
419  ditto ... Montmorency 32 10 0 25 25 50 115 G
399 ditto ... Blowhard No. 1 12 10 0 25 0 25 107 K 1
400 ditto ... ditto No. 2 12 10 0 25 0 25 109
402 ditto ... ditto  No. 3  12 10 0 25 0 25 111
62 ditto ... ditto No. 4 6 5 0 25 22 271 381
125 ditto ... ditto No.5 6 5 0 25 0 25 47 K2
128 ditto ditto No. 6 6 5 0 25 0 25 51 ff
57 ditto Catawba' ... 6 3 9 39 30 69 359 11
122 ditto Bluff 6 5 0 25 18 43 42 f1
59 ditto Catawba No. 2 6 5 0 25 7 32 369 K1
103
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
152 Bank  New of South
Wales
169 ditto ...
11 ditto ...
186 ditto ...
295 ditto ...
296 ditto ...
297  ditto ...
298 ditto ...
299 ditto
359 ditto ...
360 ditto ...
362 ditto ...
322 ditto
113 ditto
56 ditto
56 ditto
73 ditto
96 ditto
100 ditto
110 ditto
139 ditto
109 ditto
163 ditto
164 ditto
186 ditto
184 ditto
2 ditto
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
2 d. d.
SOUTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Nether Locharwood 60 0 0
Una-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
100 0 100 111 K 1
Junction No. 1 ... 12 10 0
Pyramid ... ... 27 10 0
Corrievahn ... ... 38 14 5
Bin Bin ... ... 33 5 6
Ban Ban ... ... 33 5 6
Yan Yan ... ... 33 5 6
Pooloon ... ... 33 5 6
Havilah ... ... 93 3 5
Rudolph ... ... 46 11 8
Elphinstone ... 46 11 8
Mount Macedon ... 42 11 10
Selma  ...  ... 12  10  0
Lookout Block ... 42 5 0
Pyramid No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Hidden Valley No. 2 6 5 0
Selma No. 2 .. tl 15 0
Corrievahn No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Selma No. 3 ... 6 5 0
Conway No. 1 ... 103 16 4
Campbellfield ... 10 10 0
Minivera .. ... 93 3 5
Cumberland No. 1 11 17 6
West
Cumberland No. 2 6 2 6
WestByerwen ...  ...  60 10  0
Kangaroo Creek ... 60 18 0
... Red Rock Valley  63 15 0
165 ditto ... ...
166 ditto
184 ditto ... ...
4 ditto ... ...
35 ditto ... ...
60 ditto ... ...
155 ditto ... ...
71 ditto
380 ditto ... ...
384 ditto ... ...
482 ditto
458 ditto .. ...
3 Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia
163 ditto ...
305 ditto ...
306 ditto ...
308 ditto ...
309 ditto .
413 Barker , W. H. and
347 ditto ...
6 ditto ...
15 ditto ...
16 ditto ...
18 ditto ...
6 ditto ...
7 ditto ...
310 ditto ...
33 Barker, Wm....
152 Bell, Henry ...
477 ditto ...
351 ditto ...
303 Brown, F. ...
398 Buckland, Thos.
324 ditto ...
325 ditto ...
397 ditto ...
162 ditto ...
3 ditto ...
153 ditto ...
415 ditto ...
145 ditto ..
108 Campbell, John
No. 1
Surbiton No. 7 West 12 10 0
ditto No. 8 West 12 10 0
Cumberland West 6 5 0
Monteagle No. 2 ... 15 0 0
Maidenhead No. 3 6 5 0
Glen Easter ... 6 5 0
Lornesleigh ... 18 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Maidenhead No. 1 12 10 0
ditto No. 2 12 10 0
S tartlemere ... 129 12 0
Monteagle ... ... I 25 0 0
Blenheim ... ... 72 12 0
Glen Arthur
Terrara
Bulli
Appin ...
Mount Lawson
Eungella
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.  3
E.
Urannah No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 6
Devlin Downs
Dartmoor .
Collingwood
Eungella No. 4 .
Upper Locharwood
Cerito ... ...
Bolingbroke ...
Stockton ...
Vine Creek ... ...
Scartwater ... ...
Mount Kroman
Caerphilly No. 2
Mount Kroman Back
Block
Llanarth ......
... Vine Creek No. 2 ...
... Camberwell ...
... Caerphilly ...
... Beckford Downs ...
25 0 25 31 D 1
25 0 25 98 G
32 8 40 44
25 0 25 47 J
25 0 25 49
25 0 25 51
25 5 30 53
70 30 100 55
35 15 50 59
35 15 50 57
32 20 52 61
25 5 30 167
65 20 85 109
25 3 28 355
25 3 28 357
39 39 78 417
25 5 30 3  K2
25 25 50 11 „
60 10 70 45 G
42 21 63 74  K2
50 50 100 35 G
472 0 472  425B K 1
242 0 242 427B
50 50 100 36 G
58 0 58 768 D 3
85 85 170 47 G
25 10 35 77 K 1
25 2 27 79B  it
25 10 35  423B it
25 14 39 73
25 192 442 273
25 15 40 371
36 10 46 55
25 5 30 411
25 0 25 133
16 0 16 135
72 24 96 97
50 50 100 60
75 4 79 101
„
G
91 10 0 30 30 60 69 D 1
18 15 0 25 11 36 67
3 3 5 6 25 0 25 1 J 1
30 5 0 25 8 33 70 D 1
33 5 6 25 5 30 3 J 1
12 10 0 25 10 35 89
12 10 0 25 5 30 113
12 10 0 25 5 30 189  it
6 5 0 25  10 :35 203  it
6 5 0 25 0 25 207
6 5 0 25 10 35 215
95 16 7 40 10 50 273 D 1
19 0 0 38 12 50 274
60 10 0 50 25 75 375 D 2
n. 1. 25 0 25 267 K 1
110 0 0 100 0 100 113 J 1
60 0 0 80 12 92 90 G 1
13 10 0 27 0 27 147 K 1
46 11 8 25 0 25 65 D 1
80 0 0 80 20 100 65 J 1
33 5 6 25 5 30 131 J
73 4 1 55 10 65 133
25 0 0 50 192 692  117 K 1
96 16 0 80 15 95  1 751 D 3
101 3 1 76 14 90  135 J
53 4 9 25 25 50 37 .  G
12 10 0 25 25 50 57 K 1
77 8 9 64 12 76 750 D 3
48 8 0 40 20 60 272 „
831
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square  Miles.
Lessee.
55
81
130
277
278
279
280
349
20
291
Clarke, Wm . ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
Crump, G. C.... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
Daly, Mary ... ...
ditto
Davidson, Davidson,
and King
42 Edkins, E. R. .
300 Ewan, Mrs. Elspit
301 ditto ...
302 ditto ...
304 ditto ...
166 Fairbairn, George
7 Forrester, Newcomen,
and Holland
25 ditto ... ...
91 Forrester, Newcomen,
Holland, and Moore
92 ditto ...
92 ditto ...
120 ditto .
187 Forsyth, William
425 ditto ...
427 ditty ...
168 ditto ...
167 ditto ...
63 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
73 ditto ...
1 Hamilton, F. ...
1 ditto ... ...
45 ditto ... ...
47 ditto ... ...
352 ditto ...
133 Henderson and Skene
117 Herrod ,  Joseph ...
363 Isbell , J. H. .. ...
361 ditto .. ...
119 Jeffray and Fairbairn
26 Johnston , Wm. ...
29 ditto ... ...
53 ditto ...
423 Kilgoiir and Mackay...
38 ditto ...
424 ditto ...
5 ditto ...
396 ditto ...
344 ditto ...
16 ditto ...
1(  ditto ...
157 ditto ...
159 ditto ...
127 ditto ...
127 ditto ...
11 ditto ...
104 ditto
105 ditto ...
105 ditto ... ...
121 ditto ...
121 ditto ...
122 ditto ...
77 ditto ...
141 ditto ...
77 ditto ...
150 ditto ...
76 ditto ...
Rnn.  Rent.
a s. d.
Mirtna  ... ...
ditto (arrears )++...
White Hill ..
ditto (arrears )++...
Tamabin  ... ...
Fan Fan  ... ...
Narrah ... ...
Topton ... ...
Sand Downs  ...
Mount Douglas  No. 1
Lowlands . .. ...
Avoca ... ..
Marion Vale¶ ...
Dinang ... ...
Molong ... ...
Wallagy  ...  ...
Marlborough ...
Logan Downs*
ditto (grazing right)
Charlemont ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Belmont No. 1 ...
Richmond No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Tiptree Hill South ...
Dewarrimah  ...
Doongmabullo South
ditto North
Ulcanbah No . 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
Bimbah East ...
Elsie .. ...
Bimbah South ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Pajingo No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
Breewarina  No. 4 ...
Idle Vale ... ...
Farndon { ... ...
Leichhardt ... ...
ditto South ...
Kilcummin*  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Tween Hills ...
River Downs I[
Big Plains  ... ...
Alpha No. 3 ...
Cloisters ... ...
Alpha No. 4 ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
Omega No 1 ...
Hunter ... ...
Metivale ... ...
Redelyfe ... ...
Sophienberg ...
Omega No. 2 ...
Sedgeford .. ...
Robin Hood ...
King's Lynn ...
Cloisters No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Murdoch No. 2 ...
Little John .. ...
Glen Alfred ...
Alpha No. 8 ...
Murdoch No. 1
SOUTH  KENNEDY-continued.
Total.
Lands  Polio.
( 18 15 0 75 25 100 1 353 D 3
29 18 0
11 15 0 47 30 77 419
21 5 0
6 5 0 25 20 45 j5 K 2
39 18 7 30 18 48 7
33 5 6 25 4 29 79
33 5 6 25 0 25 75
33 5 6 25 0 25 73
12 10 0 `25 18 43 115 K I
69 11 6 I 50 50 100 118 G
66 11 0 50 50 100 21 J
.. 50 50 100 303 K 1
46 11 8 25 5 30 9 D 1
46 11 8 25 5 30 10
46 11 8 25 15 40 61
46 11 8 25 25 50 66
486 10 0 278 0 278 1 L
428 5 10 287 10 297 2
18 0 0 36 20 56 191 K 1
6 5 0 25 25 50 239
6 5 0 25 0 25 489
25 0 0 100 0 100 493
25 0 0 100 0 100 495
7 10 0 30 21 54 37  K 2
13 10 0 27 13 40 87 K1
13 10 0 27 13 40 71  „
13 10 0 27 13 40 69
12 10 0 25 15 40 37
12 10 0 25 15 40 39
6 5 0 25 7 32 383
6 5 0 25 13 38 385
11 15 0 47 28 75 419
8 15 0
40 10 0 81 0 81 183
27 0 0 54 0 54 185
6 5 0 23 0 23 313
14 5 0 57 0 57 321
20 5 0 27 0 27 145
12 10 0 50 30 80 62 K 2
.. 25 0 25 32
45 7 6 35 15 50 63A J 1
22 10 0 30 20 50 63n „
804
364
0
5
0
0
536
432
200
44
736
476
34 L'
6 5 0 25 0 25 211 K 1
24 0 24 255
6 5 0 25 18 43 345
14 0 0 28 27 55 73
6 5 0 25 25 50 287
12 10 0 25 25 50 75
51 4 10 35 35 70 773 D 3
12 10 0 25 25 50 119 K 1
12 10 0 25 25 50 151
6 5 0 25 25 50 205
66 0 0 60 40 100 88 G
31 9 2 26 25 51 755 D 3
30 5 0 25 24 49 762
16 5 0 25 25 50 15 J
16 5 0 25 25 50 17
37 10 0 50 30 80 8,) G
8 15 0 35 35 70 19 K 2
9 10 0 38 37 75 20
15 0 0 60 0 60 21
12 10 0 50 0 50 39
12 10 0 50 0 50 40
12 E 0 0 50 0 50 41
25 0 0 100 0 100 433 K 1
it.  1. 25 17 42 77 K 2
17 15 0 71 0 71 435 K 1
n. 1. 30 30 60 93
7 10 0 30 0 30 431
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
?I, RUN.
Bent.
19samated Area inSquare Mile..
430 Kilgour , Wm....
475 ditto ...
99 ditto ...
102 ditto ...
103 ditto ...
474 ditto
107 King and Davidson
27 Kirk, James ...
ditto ...
48 ditto ...
140 ditto ...
45 Lewis, Thomas
126 ditto ...
126 ditto .
149 Long, Richard
114 Longlands, George
115 ditto
80 MacDonald, M. H.
470 ditto ...
403 ditto ...
119 ditto .
142 Mackay, E. H.
142 ditto ...
143 ditto ...
150 ditto ...
69 ditto
82 Mackay and Rolfe
83 ditto ...
ditto
117 Masters, Richard
36 Miles,  E. D. ...
46 ditto ...
ditto ...
118 Moat, Crofton...
57 Muirhead, John
58 ditto ...
81 ditto ...
67 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
10 ditto ...
140 Murray, P. .
394 McCormack, James
393 ditto ...
471 ditto ...
51 ditto
72 ditto
23 McCormack and North
ditto ..
39 McDonald and Hosking
369 McGlashan, D. ...
370 ditto ...
25 ditto
37 ditto ... ...
49 ditto ... ...
61 ditto
26 Newcomen and Forres-
ter
38 ditto ...
70 ditto ...
ditto ...
31 ditto ...
31 ditto ...
65 ditto ...
ditto ...
66 ditto ...
43 North,  Bros. ...
59 ditto ...
484 ditto ...
Avail-
able.
Una- Total.
 allable.
Lands Folio
f .. d.
SOUTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Rainmore ...
Alpha No. 2
Notthere ...
Nothing ...
No Country ...
Booranghoop
Glenmyra
Labona North
ditto South
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
Dyllingoo
ditto South ...
Diamond B1ockIl ...
Longton No. 3 ...
Moorlands No. 1 ...
ditto No. 21F ...
Rolston No. 4
Harvest Home ...
Sandy Land ...
Slugan ... ...
Cairo ... ...
Soudan ... ...
Khartoum
Rosetta North ...
Willesleyt ... ...
Barcombe No. 2 ...
Alexandria ... ...
Rosetta ... ...
Spring Vale
Brown's Plains ...
Blair Athol No. ] ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Trelawney No. 1 ...
ditto (license fee)+t
ditto (arrears)++...
Lestree Hill No. 6...
Tiptree Hill West ...
Lestree Hill No. 7...
Tiptree Hill ...
Lestree Hill No. 3...
ditto No. 4...
ditto (arrears)++
Glen Ralston
Laglan No. I
ditto No. 2
Apsley No. 1
Mellaluka ...
ditto (arrears)++
Donny Brook
Albinia West
ditto East
Burke Creek
Bowie N o. 1  ...
ditto (arrears)+'...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears)++...
Cauckingburrah ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Wandah
Cowieburrah
Wongarburrahf
Lagoonville... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
The Range ...
ditto No. 2 ..
Hobartville No.3...
ditto No.5...
Salt Bush ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
Cabbage Tree No. 211
ditto  No. 311
Wilandspey ...
15 0 0 30 10 40 33 G 1
30 0 0 50 35 85 774 D 3
7 10 0 30 30 60 9 K 2
n.l. 50 50 100 15
n. 1. 25 15 40 16
15 0 0 25 25 50 13 G N K
6 5 0 25 25 50 24
6 15 0 27 13 40 247 K 1
12 0 0 48 24 72 249
9 10 0 38 38 76 325 „
n. 1. 30 9 39 76 K 2
... 32 262 582 315 K
6 5 0 25 11 36 49 K 2
25 24 49 50
„
6 5 0 7 0 7 91 ,,
n.l. 25 19 44 27 „
6 0 6 28 ,
6 5 0 25 20 45 447 K
76 5 0 25 10 35 123 G
12 10 0 25 9 34 105 K 1
8 15 0 35 27 62 36 K 2
n.l. 25 17* 421 79
n.l. 25 25 50 80
n.l. 25 19 44 81
n.1. 25  25 50 92
4 13 9 25 6 31 401 K I
6 5 0 25 17 42 455
6 5 0 25  1 26 457
6 5 0 25 16 41 459
7 10 0 30 29 59 33 K2
16 10 0 66 34 100 279 K1
6 5 0 25 25 50 317 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 319
11 10 0 46 46 92 35 K 2
4 11 6
34 10 0
n.1. 6 0 6 361 J
n. 1. 25 32 281 363
8 10 0 34 34 68 451
36 6 0 33  22 55 119 G
39 12 0 36 18 54 81
47 17 0 43; 20 631 82
70 2 0
n. 1. 33 32 65 75 K 2
20 0 0 40 21 61 123 K 1
18 0 0 36 19 55 125
12 10 0 25 25 50 74 G
7 0 0 28 142 422 337
3 15 0D. 1. 28 28 56 415
8 10 0 34 11 45 231 K 1
7 10 0 30 11 41 233
9 10 0 38 134 514 289
15 0 0 30 14 44 137
8 15 0
15 0 0 30 6 36 139
„
8 15 0
12 15 0 51 344 854 237 „
1 5 0
10 0 0 40 38 78 283
10 0 0 40 20 60 329
30 22 52 377
24 10 0 98 0 98 245
6 5 0 25 25 50 285
6 5 0 25 25 50 405
8 5 0 33 302 632 407
12 10 0 50 50 100 263
10 0 0 40 40 80 265
6 5 0  1  25  25 50 391
6 5 0 25 25 50 393
6 5 0 25 25 50 395
... 25 11 36 305
28 9 37 367
20 0 0 25 8 33 101
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Bas. Beat.
htimared AM  InSquueMiles
Lands 70"
Avail-
able.
Z
line. Totalvailable.
s. d.
SOUTH  KENNEDY- continued.
97 North,  Bros. ...  Cabbage Tree No. 511 92 0 91 5 K2
98 ditto ...  Albinia No. 2 .. 7 10 0 30 23 53 6
ditto (arrears)*$ 6 5 099 ...ditto Moray Downs No. 4t 3 12 11 26; 25 51; 8 „
406 North F and J. Dunjarrobina 15 10 0 31 15 46 99
1
, . ...
413 North, Joseph Moray Downs No. 1 30 5 0 25 23 48 27 G
414 ditto ...  ditto No. 2 58 1 7 48 48 96 28
13 ditto ... Cabbage Tree ... 18 0 0 36 19 55 195 K1
101 ditto Mount Gregory . 8 15 0 35 15 50 13 K2
102
.....
ditto ... ditto No. 2 12 10 0 50 20 70 14 „
129 ditto ... Albinia No. 3 n.l. 48 24 72 53 „
147 ditto  ditto No. 4 Block n. 1. 154 0 154 85
„
108 North  and Small  Bonnicorde No. 2 ... n 1 40 20 60 26
111 Palmer , Sir A. H. Arthur's Seat 61 4 6 46 39 85 19 J
440 ditto Wicklow . 60 10 0 50 50 100 757 D 3
111 ditto Palmersleigh 57 4 8 43 42 85 13 J
67
158
ditto  Karlsbad
ditto Mount Cecilia
53
60
4
10
10
0
40
50
40
49
80
99
11
765 1;,3
ditto  Schwartzwald 45 19 7 38 35 73 760 „
112 ditto Ashenhurst 42 11 10 32 32 64 9 J
112 ditto Delgany . 33 5 6 25 25 50 5
446 ditto Mount Jessie 21 0 0 42 41 83 30 K 1
162 ditto ... Capricorn ... 18 15 0 25 . 25 50 7 11
460 Patullo, George Gyrahra ... 48 0 0 48 48 96 63 G
136 Patullo, P. and H. Glengyle ... 12 10 0 50 25 75 67 K 2
136 Patullo, Peter Serpentine .. 6 5 0 25 25 50 68
141 ditto ... Goolleeminah 6 5 0 25 11 36 78
426 ditto Verbena 16 4 0 27 0 27 68 K5 ...Penny, Christopher Laenna ... 15 0 0 25 41 291 187 K 1
79 Plant and Jones Moocha ... n. 1. 50 50 100 443 „
124 ditto  Webb's Lake n. 1. 50 50 100 45 K2
4105 Prior, T. de M. M. Cobalaeell ... 15 0 0 30 283T584 101 K I
290 ditto  Bully Creek ... 19 19 4 33 17 50 24 J
436 ditto Wanalango South 12 0 0 24 12 36 47 E 1
403 ditto  ditto North 12 0 0 24 12 36 45 „
156 ditto  Bingeringo  South ... 13 10 0 27 13 40 43 it
157 ditto ditto North ... 13 10 0 27 13 40 41 „
392 ditto Moonbago North 15 0 0 30 20 50 127
12 ditto  Uhrton ... 41 16 0 38 24 62 102 G
411 ditto Moonbago 30 0 0 60 35 95 93 K 1
14 ditto Stonehenge ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 197 „
350 ditto  Linglands 90 19 0 39 33 72 149 „
72 ditto  View Hill No. 2 11 5 0 45 344 79; 413
124 ditto Linglands No. 2 6 5 0 25 54 30; 46 K2
125 ditto Sandlands ... 6 5 0 25 121 371 48 „
17 ditto  Arranmore ... 6 5 0 25 15; 401,209 K1
8 ditto  Dooyne ... 12 10 0 25 15 40 193
415 Prior, North  and  North Moray Downs No. 3 24 0 0 32 18 60 29 G 1
471 Rolfe, James ... Apsley No. 2 ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 75 „
472 ditto ... ditto No. 3 ... 13 10 0 27 26 53 76 99
30 ditto ... Eppin 12 10 0 50 25 75 259 K 1
433 Schmidt and Irlam ... Red Rock Valley No. 2 31 4 0 52 51 103 47A G 1
89 Skuthorpe, J. R. Hawkesbury Vale
2No
n. 1. 30 15 45 481 E 1
13
.
Smith, Charles Surbiton No. 4 27 10 0 25 25 50 99 G
329 ditto ... ditto South 14 0 0 28 20 48 165 E 1
418 ditto ditto No. 8 12 10 0 25 11; 361 79A
419 ditto  ditto No. 7 12 10 0 25 10 35 77B
466 ditto ditto  No. 2 30 5 0 25 25 50 71 G 1
30 ditto  ditto  No. 9 .. 8 15 0 35 18 53 261  K1
452 ditto Narrien Plains No. 1 25 0 0 50 0 50 8 of
464 ditto Surbiton No. 5 .. 15 0 0 25 15 40 121 G 1
476 ditto Lestree Hill No. 2 26 0 0 322 32 64; 80 G
459 ditto Lestree Hill ... 93 16 0 67 33 100 61  G1
281 ditto  Surbiton No. 1 ... 21 4 0 25 26 51 67 J 1
282 ditto  ditto No. 3 29 0 10 30 21 51 69
283 ditto  ditto  No. 6 15 2 6 25 22 47 71
93 ditto ditto No. 13 6 5 0 25 25 50 499 K 1
94 ditto ditto No. 14 6 5 0 25 25 50 501
147 ditto Corfield . 6 5 0 25 74 321 86 K 2
74 ditto Cumberland 6 5 0 25 25 50 423A  K1
75 ditto ditto No.1 ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 425A
75 ditto ditto No. 2 ... 6 2 6 24* 0 241 427A
154 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
Kulkabuc ... ... 47 3 9 39 39 78 5 G
834
21 South Australian Land
Mort gage and Agency
Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Run. Rent.
.t° Q. d.
SOUTH  KENNEDY -continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
I
I ands  Polio.
27 10 0 25 13 38 117 G
Company
444 ditto
313 ditto
158 ditto
443 ditto
42 ditto
54 ditto
160 ditto
370 ditto ... ...
98 ditto ...
80 ditto ...
123 Springer, William ...
91 Stewart, John ... ...
317 Sutherland, Joseph ...
318 ditto .. ...
389 Taylor, Alfred ...
43 ditto ... ...
41 ditto ... ...
24 ditto
40 Turnbull, G. B. ...
41 ditto ... ...
48 ditto ... ...
387 Tyson, James ... ...
388 ditto ... ...
435 ditto
135 Walkc•r and Edkins ...
130 Wallace, D. S. ...
12 Webster, A. S. ...
4 ditto ... ...
22 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
314 ditto ... ...3.56  ditto ... ...
335 ditto ... ...
356 ditto ...
405 ditto ..
:33 Whittingham, G. & J.
372 ditto
3: 3 ditto
374 ditto ... ...
43) ditto ... ...
167 ditto ... ...
178n' Adams, Wm.... ...
132n Andrews, Robert ...
214n  Atherton and Palmes
189n ditto ... ...
584 ditto ... ...
51k5 ditto
233n Atkins. F. ... ...
182n  Archibald ,  James ...
216 ditto ... ...
do
(
Ashley and Campbell
212,il  Austr ,I a'i and New
Zealand  M ortgage
Company ,  Limited
ditto ... ...
627 Bank of Australasia ...
629 ditto
558 ditto
222n  ditto
613 di t,
77,a ditto
551 ditto
565 ditto222 ditto
Glenmore ...
The Refuge ... ...
Plain Creek... ...
Dunrobin .. ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Longton ... ...
ditto No. 2
Natal Downs Block
20 0 0
12 10 0
28 0 0
32 0 0
9 5 0
10 0 0
75 0 0
40 23 63 31  K1
25 0 25 153
56 27; 831 33
64 322 961  3.5
37 17 54 301
40 40 80 347
60 12 72  823
No. 6
Natal Downs Vale
No. 7
Redclifl'e Vale ...
Dunrobin 1 B
Vermont ...
Cheshire No. 1 ...
Tooloongra No. I ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Milray No. 3 ...
ditto No.  6  ...
ditto No.  7  ...
Novena ... ...
Bimballt .. ...
Dewarrimali South...
Uh anbah No. 311
Kilbrook ...
Staywood ...
Lockwood ...
Dunrobin No. 3
Rob Roy No. 1
Lanark ...
Durdham Downs
Dulcigno ...
Fox Earth ...
Frankfield ...
Mielare ...
Bowlee No. 2
ditto  No. 3
33 0 0
46 10 0
6 5 0
16 10 0
n.1.
20 8 0
20 8 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
12 10 0
0 5 0
8 15 0
46 11 u
35 18 9
33 5 6
6 5 0
6 5 0
45 19 7
30 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
31 5 0
22 16 0
15 0 0
18 0 0
Mendip .. ... 30 8 0
Bradwell Grove ... 15 2 6
Carry Coates ... 33 5 6
Craven ...Wynyards ...
South  titiWynyard
Hugh's Hill
66 11 0
66 11 0
25 0 0
93 3 5
44 22 66 4
30 30 60 7
25 5 30 445
66 34 100 43
30 30 60 503
31 16 50 175
31 16 50 177
25 0 25 131
6 0 6 307
11 0 11 309
50 0 50 225
36 28 64 295
35 17 52 297
104 0 104 327
35 15 50 95
27 15 42 93
25 5 30 97
25 11 26j 65
25 23 48 56
38 37 75 54
25 25 50 68
25 25 50 227
25 154 401  229
25 25 50 575
38 37 75 40
25 25 50 51
30 0 30 141
38 38 76 8
25 15 40 125
25 25 50 1119
50 50 100  1  121
50 50 100 ' 123
50 20  70  59
70 30  100  753
LEICHHARDT.
Xmas ... ...  6 5 0 25
Wabbier ... ...  6 5 0 25
Dundarra  ... ... 12 10 0 25
Cracow ... ... 48 8 0 25
Dresden ... ... 43 15 0 25
Silesia  ... ... 12 10 0 25
Uoorada* ... ... 138 0 0 120
ditto (grazing  right) 85 15 0 96
Block A ... ... 21 0 0 25
LoI. esby l l l l ... ... 18 15 0 25
1tio* .. . .. ' 119 12 6 110
ditto (grazing rit ht) 18 10 ( ) 54
Mount Spencei*
ditto (grazing right)
Planet Creek No. 1
ditto No. 4
ditto  No  5
ditto No. 61111
Grassthorpe ...
Rockland ..Widerege Widerege
Lurline
hedelifle No.6:y:
ditto (a l azing right)
137 4 0 98
86 16 8 125
30  14 5 22
36 6 0 40
36 6 0 40
16 17 6 25
33 5 6 25
33 5 6 25
33 5 6 25
22 10 0 25
15 12 0 13
14 8 0 . 12
3 28 417
1) 25 315
0 25 73
0 25 357
3 28 328
3 28 329
23 143 67
23 119
0 25 39
0 25 246
29 139 131
18 72 132
54 152 63
17 142 64
0 22 253
0 40 257
0 40 259
0 25 177
0 25 98
10 35 327
10 35 435
0 25 353
0 13 119
0 12 120
D3
D1
K2
K1
K2
K1
77
11
11
7f
77
7f
ff
ff
7f
7f
J1
7f
K2
77
D4
G
K1
D'3
D4
K1
11
G
J
7f
7f
K'1
D3
K
K1
K
J1
7f
71
17
G
3L
71
7f
1f
J'2
77
77
C1
C3
J2
J1
L
f7
835
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LEICHHARDT-continued.
96n Bank of Australasia ...
112 ditto ... ...
129n  ditto
14n ditto
99n ditto
26n ditto
1.0
750 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
602 ditto ...
6n ditto ... ...
237n  ditto
265n  ditto ... ...
457 ditto
142n  ditto
227n ditto ... ...
84n ditto ... ...
loon ditto .. ...
205n ditto ... ...
214n ditto ... ...
248n  ditto ... ...
253n ditto ... ...
750 Bank, Commercial, Com-
pany of Sydney
212n ditto ... ...
266n  ditto ... ...
365 ditto ...
400 ditto ... ...
501 ditto ... ...
592 ditto ... ...
634 ditto ... ...
236n ditto ..
207n  Bank, Commercial, of
Australasia (Mel-
bourne)
268 n Bank, London Char-
tered
165 Bank , Mercantile of
18n
224n
18n
225n
19nIN
617
597
598
599
600
78n
54n
319
94
179n
389
625
Sydney
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
626 ditto
93 ditto
586 ditto
650 f Bank of
I Wales
New South
Oombabeer ... ...
Humboldt No. 3 ...
Shotover ... ...
Bundi* ... ...
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Yambohe Downs ... ,
Kinnoul* .
ditto (grazing right)
Plainby
Kianga
Tarramba Creek ...
Drimrea ... ...
Bathampton* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Gibber Gunyah ...
Killarney* ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Prairie ... ...
St. Catherine ..
ditto No.2...
Mount Hutton* ..
ditto (grazing right)
Annandale* ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Duaringa*
ditto (grazing right)
Ruined Castle Creek*
ditto (grazing right)
Rainworth* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Walloon*t ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Box Country
Barwon Park
Botheramboo
Littlecote l l
Middlemount
Ternallum ...
Cullin-la-ringo*
ditto (grazing  right)
Durham Downs*  ...
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears)
Emu Creek Block
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Carbine Creek No. 4
ditto No.5
Triangulation No.  1
ditto No.2
ditto No. :3
ditto No. 4
Winterbourne ...
Keilambete ...
Carbine Creek No.2
ditto No-61111
L'EtelllI ... ...
Slateford ... ...
Deception No.  1  ...
ditto No. 2 .
CarbineCreekNo.  31111
Llandilo l l i l ... ...
Thomby ... ...
25 0 0 100 100 200 209 K
18 15 0 25 3 28 181 C 3
26 5 0 25 25 50 141 J 2
160 0 0 160 83 243
4 6 0
50 16 8 100 34 134
25 8 4
18 15 0 2.5 7 32 317
88 9 0 61 30 91 ... L
43 19 9 56 322 89
37 13 10 25 0 I 25 313 J 2
34 18 2 26 0 26 315
41 11 3 31 0 31 187
36 18 1 25 0 25 177
11 10 0 112 0 112 41 L
11 10 0 112 0 112 42
36 6 0 25 0 25 23 J 2
44 0 0 44 0 44 79 L
10 4 0 24 0 24 80
19 10 0 26 26 52 223 J 2
6 5 0 25 7 32 175 K
12 10 0 50 39 89 219
350 8 0 219 105 324 29 L
162 5 0 236 100 336 30 „
171 0 0 171 170 341 75 „
48 12 0 109 74 183 76
69 0 0 69 21 90 123
19 7 6 35 25 60 124
74 16 0 68 30 98 149
37 8 0 31 6 40 150
133 13 0 99 18 117 67
156 8 9 121 34 155 68 w
297 3 8 226 45 271
254 6 11 189 14 203
127 3 5
18 15 0 25 8 33 40 D 2
30 5 0 25 0 25 4 „
18 15 0 25 5 30 275 J 1
30 5 0 25 3 28 250 C 1
12 10 0 25 15 40 105 K
33 5 6 25 22 272 271 J 1
104 10 0 55 3 58 39 L 1
58 0 0 60 24 84 40 ff
120 8 0 86 40 - 126
77 13 1 127 84 211
10 3 6
36 6 0 262 0 262 270 J 2
36 6 0 25 0 25 271 79
36 6 0 28 0 28 273 „
36 6 0 25 0 25 275
36 6 0 28 0 28 277
36 6 0 25 0 25 279
36 12 1 39 0 39 283
36 12 1 31 0 31 285
22 10 0 45 45 90 83 K
25 0 0 50 50 100  85
25 () 0 1 5O 50 100 87
17 10 0 35 35 70 89
24 4 0 25 25 50 287 J 2
60 10 0 50 50 100 72 G
33 5 6 25 0 23 330 C 2
25 0 0 25 0 25 273 „
76 5 0 25 20 45 91 C 3
30 0 0 25 13 38 229 D 1
18 15 0 25 5 30 93 K 1
18 15 0 25 0 25 95 „
23 5 0 31 0 31 270 C 2
30 5 0 25 0 25 222 Cl
14 10 0 29 29 I 58 1 117 K
836
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
221n  Bank of New South
Wales
74n ditto ...
40n ditto
87n ditto ...
89n ditto
90n ditto ...
430 ditto ...
229n ditto ...
204n ditto ...
113n ditto
41n ditto
251n ditto
253n ditto
267n  Bank, Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
752 ditto
168n ditto
Run. Rcrt.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
LEICHHARDT- continued.
Long Acre* ...
Mount Playfair
Upper Thomby
Burwood ...
Toombul
The Rhyddings
Remnant ...
Ensham
Fort Cooper South*
ditto (grazing right)
Currajong ... ...
Carnangarra ...
Cardowan* ..
ditto (grazing right)
Oxford Downs*
ditto (grazing right)
Carraba*t ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Bentley West
Bedourie* .. ...
ditto  (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto  (arrears) ...
215 Bank, Royal of Queens- Emerald Downs* ...
land
121n Bank, Union of Aus-
tralia
107n ditto ... ...
149n ditto ...
159n ditto
167n  ditto
217n  ditto
164n ditto
243n ditto
200n ditto
653 ditto ... ...
209n ditto
210n  ditto ... ...
220n ditto ... ...
24n ditto
172u ditto
201n  ditto
15n Barnard, G. and T.
33n ditto ..
132n' Bauman, Henry
355 ditto ...
In
In
187n
255n
Bell, M. and W.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
5n
323
323
7n
359
8n
8n
34n
73n
73n
74n
Bell, Robert ...
ditto ..
Be ll  and  Hyde...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto (grazing right)
Kildare ...
Curragh ...
Goolwa§§ ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
New Caledonia No. 2
Bogus No. 2 ...
Lotus Creek* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Girrah* ...
ditto (grazing right)
New Caledonia ...
Medway* .. ..
ditto (grazing right)
Markland
Fort Cooper North*
ditto (grazing right)
Consuelo*
ditto (grazing right)
Jellinbah* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Eblana ... ...
Gibes .
Duckabrook*
ditto (grazing right)
Bone Creek§§ ..
Sharper's Creek§§...
WashpoolT ... ...
Sutton ...
ditto (arrears)
Aughriss ...
Woodhill .
Adder Creek
Bashan ...
ditto (arrears) j
Harcourtll it ...
Salsbury( {1 ... .,.
Coteeda ll l ... . , .
Delusion Creek lI I I .
Oxtrack Creekllll ...
Okangalll ll ... ...
Kandoonan ...
Protection .Oxtrack Creek West
Moocoorba ... ...
Kandoonan East ...
12 0 0 16 0 16 115 L
82 10 0 75 25 100 142 G
24 10 0 49 251 741 141 K
6 5 0 25 25 50 179
18 15 0 25 25 50 437 J 1
8 15 0 35 35 70 185 K
40 12 0 28 27 55 158 G
34 12 1 26 21 47 65 J 2
128 14 0 99 6 105 25 L 1
77 5 0 106 2 108 26
15 0 0 25 25 50 205 D t
60 0 0 40 40 80 32
113 19 0 86 23 109 139 L
51 6 0 59 16 75 140
237 12 0 176 65 241 147
203 16 0 171 77 248 148
68 9 3 51 21 72
44 10 8 37-1  5 42
22 5 4
6 5 0 25 0 25 363 K 1
46 4 0 42 9 51
9 7 0
16 10 0 30 6 36
8 5 0
57 15 0 66 0 66 21 L 1
57 15 0 77 0 77 22
1 10 0 6 0 6 279 K 1
6 5 0 25 6 31 239
9 7 6 371 0 3fi1 357
2 16 3
6 5 0 25 18 43 365 K
n. 1. 25 25 50 387
240 12 6 175 100 275 85 L
70 16 0 120 29 149 86
37 2 6 33 21 54 103
32 16 0 32 71 391 104
12 10 0 25 25 50 49 K
77 0 0 77 38 116 1 L
51 17 6 77 38 115 2
37 8 0 22 0 22 133 11
233 18 8 176 18 194 53 L
192 16 4 172 10 182 54
484 0 0 484 123 607 57
344 0 0 349 90 439 58
72 12 0 66 16 82 111
68 5 0 59 16 75 112
15 0 0 25 25 50 131 K1
6 5 0 25 25 50 395
84 17 6 97 0 97 3 L
69 7 6 111 14 125 4
51 18 3 59 8 67 97 J2
51 18 3 75 20 95 95
50 50 100 313 K1
41 6 7 27 0 27 239 C3
6 19 2
74 0 1 32 0 32 240 „
46 11 8 25 0 25 248
47 3 9 40 51
5
451 113
33
40
0
0
0
0
66 1 11 814 43 K
31 0 0 25 1 7 32 54 Cl
36 8 0 26 0 26 192 C 3
46 15 0 39 0 39 49 C 1
33 0 0 40 0 40 64
27 10 0 34 0 34 93
27 10 0 25 0 25 94
46 11 8 25 5 30 257 D1
46 11 8 25 7 32 47 D2
42 7 0 25 15 40 148 G
59 5 10 35 21 56 149
54 4 2 32 1 16 48 150
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Eetimatea Ares in
Square Milee.
L. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable Total.
Lando rolio.
1 £ .c. d.
LEIC  H  HARDT -continued.
582 Bell and Hyde
583 ditto ...
246n ditto ...
682 ditto ...
461 ditto
89n Beresford, G. T.
364 Beresford and Brown
103n Biddulph , W. J. ...
145n  ditto ... ...
41n Brodie and  Verrall ...
42n  ditto ...
27n ditto ...
3n ditto ..
208n Brown, Francis
205n Brown and Shaw ...
264n Burns , John ...
216n  ditto ... ...
83n ditto ...
97n Cameron, J. H. ...
211n Campbell  and Lange...
48n Charleson ,  F., and
McLennan ,  L.,senr.,
Executors of late D.
McLennan
146n ditto ... ...
88n ditto
115n ditto
122n ditto ... ...
163n ditto ... ...
248n Chirnside and Power...
80n Clancy, Thos.... ...
95n ditto
555 Collins, J., R. M., W.,
and J. G.
665 ditto ... ...
666 ditto ... ...
58n  ditto ... ...
59n ditto ... ...
59n ditto ... ...
60n ditto ... ...
373 ditto ... ...
109n ditto ... ...
117n ditto ... ...
117n ditto ... ...
118n ditto .. ...
643 Collins, It. M. ...
243n ditto ... ...
274 ditto ...
562 ditto ...
173n ditto ...
179n Collins, Wm. ...
104n ditto ...
162n Cook, George ...
167n Cook, John ...
203n  Creed, George... ...
106n! Crew and Lanyon
37ni Dempsey, J., senr., and
others
Graystonlees I IBoamjjjj ... ...
Macoom)j)j ...
Blackman's Point ...
Baralaba ... ...
Ilsington* ..
ditto (gazing right)
Exeter Downs*
ditto (grazing right)
Mount PlayfairNo.2
Slyboy ...
Clematis No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
Iffley*
ditto (grazing right)
Telemon*
ditto (grazing right)
Glendarriwill*
ditto (grazing right)
St. Helens West* ...
Southernwood ...
Arcadia North ...
Marmadillo*t .
ditto (grazing right)
Ingle Downs ...
ditto (arrears)$$ ...
Goombleburra ...
ditto  (arrears)$4 ...
Honeycomb ... ...
Gordon ... ...
ditto (arrears )"...
Lorraine ... ...
Rockvale .. ...
ditto  (arrears)++ ...
Retro*t
ditto (grazing right)
Columba ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Solitary ... ...
Baffle No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Boxvale No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto N o. 3 ...
Sardine Creek ...
Arcadia South
Orient ... ...Baffle No. 4 ...
Gregory Creek ...
Albert ... ...
Somerset .. ...
Lower Palm - tree
Creek No. 41111
ditto No.5II
G wambaguine j j II ...
Somerset No. 2 ...
Orient No. 2 ...
Lonesome ...
Kohler ... ...Wandoo*
ditto (grazing right)Cairdbeign*
ditto (grazing right)
Blackwater ...
Wallburry ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
649 Duffy,  James  ... ... Slatey Creek
208n  Dutton, C. B., A. F.,  and Bauhinia  Downs`-*
l1 H. R. ditto (grazing right)
39 18 7 31 0 31 236  01
39 18 7 25  0 25 237 is
27 10 0 31 0 31 48 „
18 15 0 25 0 25 355 J 1
25 0 0 25 15 40 7 K 1
15 0 0 12 0 12 19 L 1
14 19 0 23 0 23 20 „
25 6 0 22 7 29 65 L
19 4 0 24 11 35 66
6 5 0 25 10 35 229 K
6 5 0 25 25 50 341 K 1
14 0 0 28 0 28 169 J 2
21 0 0 28 0 28 171
14 0 0 28 0 28 173
36 6 0 28 0 28 175
71 4 6 644 45 1094 43  L
39 19 0 87 31 118 44
8 12 6 113 5 163 37 L1
8 12 6 0 11311 38 9
39 15 6 343 18 61 L45
37 18 0 43 7 50
18 4 6 204 44 243 36A 99
6 5 0 25 16 40 171 K1
57 10 0 50 46 96 57  J
215 11 11 28 28 56 61 L
77 1 0 67 28 95 62
99 0 0 33 74 404 60 G1
96 0 0
7 10 0 30 0 30 345 K 1
6 0 10
15 0 0 25 11 36 349 J 1
10 0 0 40 10 50 255 K 1
18 15 0
6 5 0 25 25 50 283 91
10 0 0 40 10 50 381 ,,
15 12 6
92 8 7 70 0 70 7 L 1
59 9 3 76 0 76 8
15 0 0 25  44  293 1192 D
12 10 0 50 50 100 207 K
36 6 0 32 0 32 159 J 1
33 5 6 25 7 32 161
33 5 6 25 7 32 163
33 5 6 25 5 30 7  J2
33 5 6 25 5 30 9
39 18 7 30 30 60 11
45 5 1 34 18 52 13
37 10 0 50 17 67 5  D 2
6 10 0 26 13 39 249 K1
8 15 0 35 0 35 263 29
15 0 0 60 36 96 265
'18 15 0 25 25 50 1245 D
12 10 0 25 0 25 107  K
40 7 10 60 0 60 334  02
40 7 10 35 0 35 335
55 18 11 50 0 50 70 C3
6 5 0 17 0 17 397  K
n 1 25 15 40 421
6
. .
5 0 25 25 50 235 91
7 10 0 30 25 55 375
56 14 0 401 9 493 77 L
46 10 5 383 7 453 78
96 0 0 64 7 71 23
,90 2 8 73 43 77; 24  L 1
12 7 6 491 0 493 237  K
136 15 0 35 1 15 50 89 L
36 15 0 35 15 50 90
12 10 0 25 25
Pt
115  K
180 12 0 172 20 192 47 L
127 9 0 135 10 145 1 48
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Leaaee.
Mn
211n
Dutton, C. B., A. F.,
and H. R.
Fairbairn, Geo.
137n Foot ,  Foot and Biddulph
145n ditto ,., ,..
670 ditto ... ...
119n I  ditto ...
48n! Foot, T., J. A., T. T.,
and A. N.
61n ditto ...
191n ditto ...
191n ditto ...
228n ditto ...
126n ditto ...
148n' ditto ...
152n Fox, Sarah ...
94n ditto ...
484 Gerard and Kellaway...
252n + Gilchrist , W. O. ...
265nGibson , G. C....
25n Graham and Beardmore
648 Hall and Richardson...
214n  Hannam , Willoughby
202n + Harding, Silas ...
425 Haynes , J. L....
39n ditto ... ...
76n Haynes, J. L.
139n Hollinshead and Hazle•
rigg
438 ditto ... ...
439 ditto ... ...
143n ditto ... ...
213n  Holt, W. H. ...
536 Homer, Broadbent, and
Williams
537 ditto
538 ditto
539 ditto
25n  ditto
167 ditto
54n ditto
65n ditto
66n ditto
251n Hyne and Bridgeman
269n Jerrard ,  H. C., and J.
654 Kable,  W. J....264n Kelman, W.
156n  Kellawav, W. H.
262n Lalor ,  William ...
262n1  ditto ...
263n1 ditto ...
263n ditto ...
661 ditto
249n ,  Little,  J. and T.
206n1 Living, John ... ...
183n Lock, Pent, and Camp-
bell
64n Lord, William ...
616 Mackay, E. H. ...
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area iu
Square  3[ilea.
Avaii-
able.
25 25 50 303
25 25  50 305
25 25 50 337
1851 1851 371 73
180 56 236 74
31 0 31 379
Una-
yaiLabLe Total.
LEICHHARDT-continued.
Goomally*-* ... 158 11 0 151 0 151 51 L
ditto (grazing right)  107  17 0 117 0 117 52
Peak Downs* 110 17 5 59 1 60 59
ditto (grazing right) 65 19 3 57 7; 644 60
Finney Vale .. 9 10 0 38 36 74 333 K 1
Sandy Creek No. 5... n. 1. 25 25 50 343
Lake Salvator ... 18 15 0 25 23 48 61 J 1
Cungelella .. ... 12 10 0 50 50 100 271 K 1
Moravia West ... 33 5 6 25 23 48 31 J 2
Morella Creek  ...  24 4 0 54 0 64 33
Carnarvon Creek No.1 36 6 0 30 0 30 119
ditto No.2 36 6 0 42 0 42 121
Moravia Downs .. 22 10 0 25 12 37 29
Upper Moolayember 6 5 0 25 23 48 297 K 1
Cooreela  ...  ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 353
Maidenhead I I I I ... 15 0 0 25 0 25 43 C 3
Bombandy ... ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 203 K
Bloomfield .. ... 32 10 0 25 8 33 89 J 2
Leichhardt Downs 29 15 0 20 3 23 145 L
No. 2*
ditto (grazing right) 37 3 4 36 19 55 146
ditto (arrears) ... 37 3 4Withersfield* ...  77 17 6 89 29 118 9 L 1
ditto (grazing right) 57 4 7 87 29 116 10
Clive... ... ... 43 6 5 31 0 31 235
Clifford*  ...  100 0 0 100 37 137 136 C 1
ditto (grazing right) 68 3 4 89 53 142
St. Helens* 71 15 6 794 171 974 35A L
ditto (grazing right) 85 1 0 100 23 123 36
Wolfang* 152 19 4 684 0 684 13
ditto (grazing right) 136 13 3 101 9 110 14 „
Upper Melaleuca  I I 11  31 1 3 25 0 25 90 C 3
Morenish No.  11111 ... 43 18 6 25 0 25 21 C 1
Separation ... ... 15 0 0 25 0 25 156 G
Miranda ... ... 15 2 6 25 10 35 145 J 2
Blackdown No. 1 ... 18 15 0
ditto No. 2 ... 18 15 0
ditto No.  3  ... n. 1.
Wealwandangie* ... 185 10 C
ditto (grazing right) 170 15 0
Moura ... ... 37 11 5
Ellerslie  ... ... 37 11 5
Warnoah  ... ... 36 12 1
East Kianga ... 37 10 2
Belmore IIII  ...  26 5 0
Capayan IIII ... 26 5 0
Highworth IIII ... 15 0 0
Newfoundland  IIII 19 10 0
Denby No. 2 IIII ... 15 0 0
Lenton Downs*  ...  135 2 6
ditto  (grazing right ) 100 19 7
Rochedale*  ... ... 61 5 0
Lilyvale ... ...  144 0 0
Toonbaa .. . ... 12 10 0
Coorah*  .. 14 14  8
ditto (grazing right) 13 0 0
Pamaroo 37 10 2
G unnewin  ...  ... 37 10 2
Toarki 37 1+) 2
Cooimbah  ... ... 12 10 0
Ridgeland ... 8 0 0
Redcliffe* - * 115 12 9
ditto  (grazing right) 125 9 6Wooroonah* ..  294 8 0
ditto  (grazing right ) 137 4 0
Modewarra No. 2*t 16 3 4
Spring Stationlfil ..  25 0 0Tierawoomba*. . 89 7 6
ditto (grazing right) 54 9 5
ditto  (arrears ) ...  I 54 9 5
31 0 31 381
39 0 39 383
25 1) 25 385
25 7 32 53
25 6 31 52
30 0 30 290
26 0 26 291
25 0 25 266
1171  31 1481 137
102 28 130 138
49 14 63
I1v i!s 1'.l10.
C1
C2
„
L'
40 5 4.5 131
25 12
13 6
13 7
38 04 t 0
25 0
25  0
16 0
87 0
104  1.8
256 10
183 31
313 0
25
713
552
37 331 J 1
19 105 L
20 106 ,
38 429 J 1
4t  4,27
25 423
25 425
16 431
87 125 L
122 126
266 33 L 1
214 34
313 5
30 141 C 1811: 14:3 L671  144
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.LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
202n Mackay, Milson, and
Milson
107n1 Maclean, Agnes Susan
114n 11 .acle,in, Wil: i lm H....
95n Man,,;-n, P.
79n Martin and Ryan,
Executors of late T.
O'Leary
29n Matheson, D.... ...
218n  Matheson andNIeDonald
268n  Mayne, W. C. ...
204n Menzies, A.
590 Mundell ,  John ...
210n Murphy, F., F. R., and
A. D.
254n McConnel, D. C.
203n Mc Donald ,  A. B.
491 Mc Donald , A.... ...
188n  McDonald, P. F. ...
441 ditto ... ...
442 ditto ... ...
439 ditto ... ...
370 ditto ... ...
162 ditto ..
105n McDonald and Beard-
more
194n McDonald and Smith
215n  McKellar ,  Duncan ...
150n McMullen, J. F. ...
192n  ditto ... ...
572 ditto
573 ditto
574 ditto
575 ditto
577 ditto
578 ditto
254n ditto
658 ditto
35n ditto
398 dit' o
674 di-to
99n ditto
109n dit1()
249n ditto
601 McPhillamy, C. ...
180n ditto
267n  North British Austra-
lasian  Coral-any
192 Parbury, C. ...
193n  ditto ...
193n ditto
23n ditto ...
Rent.
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.  I
LEIC  HHARDT- continued.
Huntley* ... ... 1 95 0 0 38
ditto  ,(grazing right)
Bathurstf ...
Wandoo ... ...
Redhill ...
Bundoora*  ... ...
38 4 1 34
25
36 6 0 25
9 5 0 37
30 12 6 25
Ashfield* ... .
ditto (grazing right)
Oli d * ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Ghinghinda* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Langton* ..
ditto (grazing right)
Bungaban* .. .
ditto (grazing right)
Arcturus•Downs* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Glenhaughton* ...
ditto (arrears) ..
Grosnevor Downs*
ditto (grazingright)t
Lower Palm - tree
Creek No. 2
Selbridge ... ...
Gindie No. 1 ...
Dura ... ...
Kilmore ...Columbria*
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Gindie No. 2 ...
Dulverton No. 1* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Fernyside*
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Cotherstone *-*
ditto (grazing right)
Junee .. ...Woodlands*
ditto (grazing right)
FalklandU 11 ... ...
Stratford)III ••• •••
Cannington 11 jj
Wyndhamllll •••
R:edcliffellII ••
Sandyke1lll ...
Sportsman's Vale ...
Cavebrook ... ...
Vervain ... ...
Kenilworth ... ...
Barford ...
Kirkcaldy ... ...I [arriet ... ...
Bonnie Doon* ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Yandina
Sherwoodllll...
Waterton and Isla*t
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Dawson )t fiver ...
Cockatoo Creek ...Kroonigah ... ...
Bockemurryl l I I
una-
vailable. Total.
Lands  Polio.
0 38 15 L 1
0 34 16
25 50 241 K 1
0 25 79 J2
37 74 205 K
12 37 109 L
16 1 3 15 15 30 97
12 0 0 16 9 25 98
7 10 0 72 5 121 95
5 12 6  79 5 121 96
157 10  0 135 6 141
5 0 0
79 12  10  115 14 129
39 16 5
64 0 0 32 0 32 27
47 9 9 324 0 324 28
60 0 0 50 274 771
41 11 1  50 244 79;
195 0 0 130 729 2029  55
118 9 4 952 6 1019 56
227 14 0 253 25 278
17 5 9
246 0 0 246 6 252 17
55  19 2 130 0 130 18
36 14 5 30 0 30 51
22 12  0 179  0 171 351
21 5 8 16 0 16 347
61 4 6 46 50 96 345
64 11 0 481  40 881 341
32 8 0 27 0 27 117
16 16 0 28 5 33 118
16 16 0
31 5 0 25 5 30 238
16 10  0 15 8 23 121
9 0 0 15 8 23 122
56 0 0 40 7 47
49 0 0 35 19 54
14 6 6
306 16 0 236 71 307 71
181 17 0 201 75 276 72
30 5 0 25 20 45 188
28 10 0 38  12 50  93
15 0 0 30 0 30 94
30 5 0 25 8 33 248
30 5 0 25 5 30 245
37 18 7 30 9 39 244
41 18 7 30 6 36 243
39 19 11 30 12 42 251
39 19 11 25 0 25 242
38 19 3 135 0 135 240
24 0 0 40 24 64 213
85 10 0 25 0 25 56
48 15 0 25 25 50 240
21 5 0 25 25 50 419
6 5 0 25 17 42 215
6 5 0 25  25  50  247
59 8 0 66  15 81 127
65 8 0  771 8 851 128
65 8 0
47 5 0 25 2 271 140
51 12 10 27 0 27 217
167 10 10 188 63 251
ff
Li
J"2
J1
C3
L
J-P
D1
L
C1
C
22
Cl11
,f
J2
D1
J1
K
K1
L
C3
Cl
176 1 4 139 60 199
88 0 8
36 6 0 53 10 63 135 J 2
36 6 0 35 0 35 137
36 6 0 35 0 35 139
99 16 6 75 75 150 178 C 1
840
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Are. in
square Hiles.
Lessee.
590 Parbury, C. ...
157n ditto ...
177n  Perrott, Allen...
178n Perry, N. ...
269n Presho , J. J. ,.. ...
219n  Queensland  Investment
and Land  Mortgage
Co., Limited
244n Robertson and Stuart...
322 Rolfe, Joseph ... ...
376 Ross, J. H. ... ...
223n  ditto ...
20n Rothery, E. M. ..
242n  Rowan and Thomson
45n ditto ... ...
141n ditto ... ...
67n ditto ... ...
45n  ditto ... ...
128n ditto ... ...
217n ditto ... ...
257n  Royds, C. J. and E. M.
Broadwaterllll  ...
Indrabanyerll II . . .
Spring Water ...
Perry's Retreat ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Reedy Creek* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears ) ...
Balcomba* ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Ludwig ....
Castle  Vale No. 2 .
Eringomery ...
Merion I I I I ...
Nardoo  No. 1 ...
Gum Valley ...
Ranmore ... ...
Maaland ...
Nardoo No. 4 ...
Oakham ... ...
Tresswell ...
Malvern Downs and
Talagai*
ditto  (grazing right)
Juandah*  ... ...
ditto (arrears)
i ht)ditt i
313 Scott, Andrew
go (graz ng r
ditto (arrears) .
... Robinson's Creek
No. 21111
622 ditto ... ... Lin's Forest
444 ditto ... ... Commissioner's Cr'kt
lln ditto ... ... Dandry I I I
256 ditto ... Hornet CreekII 11
12n ditto ... ... CowangaII I
246n ditto ... ... Canal No. 21111
13n ditto ... ... Picton
13n ditto ... ... Robinson's Creekllll
580 ditto ... ... Baroonda No. lAI I I I ...
677 ditto ... ... Hornett  Bank ...
620 ditto ... ... Esk Forest ...
679 ditto ... ... Hornett Plains ...
614 ditto ... ... Stephenton .. ...
614 ditto ... ... EurambaII II ... ...N 2B17 ditto ... ... o.aroonda I I I1
128 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2A1111 ...
426n ditto ... ... Baroonda No. 11111 ...
161n ditto ... ... Canal No. 3
61n Shannon , John ... Saltbush Park No. 122s  ditto
67n  ditto ... ...
68n ditto ... ...
250 ditto
668 Smith ,  Charles ...
15n  ditto ... ...
141n ditto ... ...
260n ditto ...
260n ditto ... ...
261n ditto ... ...
261n  ditto ... ...
355 ditto ... ...
136n ditto ... ...
158n ditto ... ...
170n Smyth , C. A ... ...
12n ditto ... ...
156n ditto ... ...
180n ditto .
238n South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
238n ditto ...
239n ditto ... ...
Hinton ...
Glasnevinll II... ...Morpeth
Brown Snake Creek II I
Crossbasket ...
Fairview ...
Sandon No. 2 ...
Buckland Creek ...
Sandon ... ...
Claude ... ...
Hawthorn ... ...
Juanita ... ...
Beauchamp ... ...
Bletsoe ... ...
Ardah ...
Anneyberryll I1 • • •
Llandilo ... ...
Clivell II ... ...
Gilead ... ...
Ephraim ... ...
Manasses  ... ...
Run. Rent.
V"a-
.salable. Total.
Lands Falb.
Avail-
able.
C .e. r1.  I
LEICHHARDT- continued.
33 5 6 25 10 35 142 C 1
18 0 0 30 5 35 311 C 2
6 5 0 25 20 45 415 K
6 5 0 25 0 25 419
11 17 1
48 7 6 45 14 59
9 1 3
15 2 1 25 11 36
7 11 0
98 14 0 94 45 139 101 L
47 4 0 83 44 127 102
75 6 1 561 15 711 343 J1
36 6 0 30 20 50 27  G
36 0 0 60 20 80 221 D1
42 10 0 25 0 25 56 C3
50 0 0 50 0 50 291  J2
18 15 0 25 21 46
K
35
33 17 7 25 0 25 337 J2
99 16 6 75 25 100 339
30 0 0 50 0 50 295 99
18 15 0 25 0 25 335 ff
18 15 0 25 0 25 333 9
228 7 6 203 59 262 L87
218 0 8 2251 0 2251 88 99
359 12 0 266 180 446
30 19 6
137 16 0 23019 781 309
68 18 0
18 15 0 25 1 26 62 C3
15 0 0 25 0 25 115 l
8 15 0 15 0 15
K
12
39 18 7 24 0 24 99  Cl
39 18 7 25 0 25 115
39 18 7 31 0 31 2326 0
46 11 8 25 0 25 177  03
33 5 6 25 0 25 29  C4
39 18 7 25 0 25 289 C2
46 11 8 35 0 35 63 C3
36 6 0 25 0 25 109 J1
12 10 0 25 11 36 91  S
36 6 0 50 0 50 111 J1
36 6 0 44 0 44 119
45 0 0 30 1 31 328 C2
30 0 0 25 10 35 286
45 0 0 30 5 35 64 C3
3d 0 0 30 5 35 285  C2
6 5 0 25 5 30 371 K1
24 4 0 25 15 40 71 2K
12 0 0 24 0 24 123
55 0 0 25 0 25 11
K
3
7
18
15
15
0
0
31
25
0
21
31
46
153
60  C
33 5 6 25 0 25 223 J1
124 15 7 75 15 90 271 D1
15 2 6 25 0 25 225  J1
37 10 2 36 0 36 87
37 10 2 25 0 25
ff
89
37 10 2 25 0 25
99
91 29
42 11 10 32 0 32 93
15 0 0 25 15 40 162 G6 5 0 25 0 25 329 K1
12 10 0 50 25 75 359
.f
18 15 0 25 0 25 155 C3
40 3 11 25 0 25 40 C4
61 2 0 231 0 231 154 C3
18 15 0 25 121 371 214  Cl
42 7 0 25 0 25 211 J2
33 5 6 63 0 63 213
33 5 6 27 0 27 215
841
232n  South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
169n  ditto ... ...
106n ditto ... ...
213n  ditto ... ...
Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS--continued.
Rent.
a d. ,
LEICHHARDT---- eontinued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
364 369 73 155
25 0 25 3 G
148 85 233 69 L
206n ditto ...
237n ditto
661 ditto
21n ditto
655  ditto
652 ditto
38n ditto
160n ditto
250n ditto
366 Squire , J. H.... ...
104n Tait, Robert ...
115n Thomson ,  M. C. ...
220n  Turnor ,  G. A., and
Turnor, C. M.
219n  Tyson, James ... ...
252n  Wafer and Cook
196n  Walsh,  Thomas
165n Watt J. B. ...
221n ditto ...
250n  ditto
66n Watt and Cunningham
125n  ditto ...
474 ditto ...
234n ditto ...
234n  ditto ...
137n ditto ...
86n ditto ...
120n ditto ...
201n Weller Arthur
290 Wheeler, Peter
362n  Whittingham, G. and J.
174n White, W. F. ...
81n Williams, Allan ...
173n ditto
357 Williams, Wm.
133n  Wills, C.  S. and H. S.
147n ditto ... ...
174n  ditto ... ...
175a ditto ... ...
175n ditto ...
216n  W il son, J. G. H. ...
218n  ditto ... ...
242 Witham, J. D.
465 ditto ...
266n Wright, A. A.
104 10 114 70
154 0 159 31
159 0 159 32
26 0 26 143
694 0 699 301
25 612 319 122
40 224 624 75
Total.vailable.)
North Prairie ... 42 9 5 31'I 0 31 153 J 2
Belmont Block No. 1 48 11 8
Neebia ... ... 143 15 0
Gordon Downs* ... 259 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 141 0 2
Blackadder* 13 19 0
ditto (grazing right) 13 19 0
Pastorale  No. 2 ... 36 6 0
Leura ... ... 33 5 6
Hugo ... 12 10 0
Strathconnon Park... 68 0 0
ditto  (arrears )++...  127  10 0
Moultrie ... ... 15 0 0
Kaiuroo ... .. 18 0 0
ditto  (arrears)++j ... 19 5 0
Seven-mile Creek ... 7 0 0
Rookwood*-* ... 151 16 0
ditto (  zing  right) 35 0 0
Nardoo No. 2 ... 30 0 0
Mourangee  ... ... 6 5 0
Stewarton  ...  12 10  0
Bolin gbroke*` ... 102 8 0
ditto  (grazing  right) 25 11 8
Meteor and Albinia 504 0 0
Downs*
ditto (grazing  right )  282 13 4
Charlevue and San- 126 5 0
ders*§§
ditto (grazing right) 116 3 0
Mi3slone No. 1 22 10 0
Saltbush Park No. 5* 16 18 5
ditto (grazing right) 8 3 9
Leichhardt and May 107 14 4Downs*
ditto (grazing right) 74 13 4
ditto (arrears ) ... 74 13 4
Leichhardt Downs 32 8 0
No. 1*
ditto (grazing  right) 37 16 0
ditto (arrears ) ... t7 16 0
Lower Rannes ... 20 0 0
Glencairn No. 3 ... 6 5 0
Gullandara ... ... 18 0 0
Rannes  ... ... 32 11 7
The Plain ... ... 20 10 0
Cooper Downs ... 6 5 0
Wandoo  Plains  ... 6 10 0
„ North ... 6 5 0
Crescendo* 9 15 0
ditto (grazing right) 9 15 0Rheudanuanll ...
Argyle ... 69 6 0
Triumph Creek¶ ... ...Nebo* 9 5 4
ditto (grazing  right) 6 0 0
Nebo North ... 6 5 0
ditto (license fee)+ 4 3 4
ditto (arrears) 12 10 0
Spring Creek No. 2'* 12 12 0
Walleroo West ... 6 5 0
Stanley Downs ... 6 5 0
Schofield ... n. 1.
Telemon No. .2 ... n. 1.
Dunstable ...  n. 1.
Collaroy*-* ... 284 16 0
ditto (grazing right) 192 15 6
Orion Downs` .. 27 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 27 6 10
Conciliation Creek 18 15 0
Block C
ditto Block B ... 32 10 0
Fairfield*t ... ... 127 11 3
ditto (grazing  right) 124 4 3
Lands Foliu
Ji
K
K1
25 0 25 299 J 1
36 154 51; 133 K
28 0 28 367 K 1
138 54 192 133 L
84 0 84 134 „
50 0 50 22 D 2
25 0 25 233 K
50 50 100 257
32 9 41 107 L
32 7 39 108
288 534 3414 99
212 48 260 100
101 61 162 141
„
„
101 0 101 142
25 0 25 145 J 1
154 15 309 81 L
74 0 7; 82
92 62 154 113
78 63 141 114
27 269 539 129
„
319 25 564 130
40 0 40 85 J 1
25 20 45 295 K 1
30 12 42 81 J 1
35 0 35 79
41 0 41 83
25 5 30 335 K 1
26 16 42 177 K
25 21 46 273 K 1
13 0 13 11 L
13 0 13 12
25 0 25 33 D2
63 62 125 126 G
25 25 50  401  K
8 9 17 49 L
10 9 19 50
25 15 40 399 K 775
12 10 22 43 L
25 0 25 317 K 1
14 0 14 349
25 25 50  403 K
25 25 50 406
25 25 50 907
192 49 241 83
167 139 1804 84
11 62 179 91
204 0 204 92
25 0 25 24
L
„
D1
25 25 50 229 J 1
115 115 230 135 L
1259 1254 251 136
Run. Rent.
LIST OF  RU NS-continued.
Estimated Ares In
square Miles.
187n Wright, A. A.
6n ditto
644 ditto ...
37n ditto ...
445 ditto ...
446 ditto ...
229n ditto ...
591 ditto ...
172n ditto ...
56n ditto .
183n  Wright, F. W.
184n ditto ...
184n ditto ...
155n  ditto ...
490 Young ,  Gannon,
Ascough
570 Allan, Wm. ...
475 ditto ...
594 ditto ...
632 ditto ...
20 ditto ...
21 ditto ...
209 ditto ...
210 ditto ...
680 ditto ...
644 ditto ...
685 ditto ...
686 ditto ...
687 ditto ...
143n ditto ...
679 ditto ...
112 ditto ...
459 ditto ...
155n  ditto ...
and
1 Arndell , J. ... ...
2 ditto ... ...
92n ditto ... ...
91n ditto ...
6 Australasian Invest-
ment Co., Limited
436 ditto
440 ditto ... ...
608 ditto
682 ditto ... ...
673 ditto ... ...
23n  ditto
86n ditto ...
92 Australian  Mortgage
Land and Finance
Co., Limited
93 ditto ...
94 ditto ...
95 ditto ...
96 ditto ...
97 ditto ...
159n ditto ...
158n Baldwin, H. ...
161 Bank ,  Australian Joint
Stock
36n ditto ... ...
680 ditto ...
37n Bank of Australasia ...
37n ditto ... ...
3n ditto ... ...
686 ditto ...
134n  ditto ...
£  S. d.
LEICHHARDT-continued.
Denby No. 41111 ... 33 5 6
ditto No. 31111 ...  18 15 0
Gugija ... ... 12 10 0
Perch Head... ... 30 5 0
Courtney ... ... 36 18 1
Errol ... 36 38 1
Oaklands No. 4 ... 36 6 0
Denby No. 51111 ... 30 5 0
Elsie  Bank ... ... 6 5 0
Benleith ... ... 33 15 0
Bolariah ... ... 36 6 0
Banana  ... ... 1 36 6 0
Neimen ... ...1 36 6 0
Cottenham ... ... I
27 14 7
Lower Palm-tree . 35 5 0
Creek No. 1
MARANOA.
Kulki No. 2
Yanco East ...
Yamma ... ...
Kulki
Miamonungindi North
ditto South
Wallam Plains ..
ditto West
Yancho South ...
Boogah ... ...
Culgoa X ...
ditto Y ..,
ditto Z ... ...
Boogah East ...
Culgoa V.
Wyenbirra ...
Yamma South ...
Whyenbah*
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Newinga ... ...
Bailyannah ...
Gurardera ... ...
Charlestown
Sandridge No. 2...
Chippewa ... ...
Forest Downs West
Oakwood ... ...
Endeavour ... ...
Lussvale ... ...
Chancery ... ...
Wongin
Karee, or Far West
842
Avail-
able.
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
37
73
70
20
232
30 0 0 60
12 10 0 23
33 10 0 67
37 10 0 75
33 11 7 25
33 11 7 25
36 6 0 30
30 5 0 25
47 10 0 95
20 0 0 40
37 10 0 75
17 10 0 35
27 0 0 54
33 10 0 67
28 10 0 57
11 5 0 45
7 10 0 30
159 9 2 215
26 3 6 28
26 3 6
Una.
vatlable. Tota l.
Imnda Polio.
0 25 268 C 2
0 I 25 267  to
15 40 109 K
0 25 4 G
0 25 81 J2
0 25 83
0 2" 85
„
„
0 25 269 C 2
5 30 393 K
15 40 145 D 1
0 37 373 J 1
0 73 369  to
0 70 371 „
0 20 375  to
0 232 53 J 2
22 82 34  K2
0 23 491 K 1
33 100 489 to
25 100 487  to
0 25 417 J 1
0 25 419
5 35 249
0 25 248
5 100 85
8 48 395
25 100 53
15 50 55
262  8016  57
33 100 471
281 851 95
F'
„
K1
,f
„to
2
' 65
2
61 K'20 2
152 452 65
212 427 49
24 52 50
41 2 10 25 0 25
36 6 0 25 0 25
46 11 8 25 0 25
60 10 0 50 50 100
6 5 0 25 0 25
18 15 0
30 0 0
18 0 0
22 10 0
104 0 0
11 5 0
6 5 0
100 16 8
Boomba East No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Boomba No. 6
Karee South No. 1
Coomburrah* ...
Boah*
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Mogadorll ll ... ...
Wycombe ...
Yancho North ...
Bandemarango ...
Borerundooer ...
Doungorraliah .
Ooungorralla North
Tickencote*..
ditto (grazing right)
L'to
54 J 2
55 „
13 G
22
55 £ 2
25 5 30 32
50 50 100 28
36 4 40 435
45 4 49 381
80 20 100 144
45 15 60 87
20 0 20 108
61 0 61 139
33 17 7 25 0 25 147
33 17 7 25 0 25 149
33 17 7  204 0 204 151
53 4 10 40 2 42 141
33  5 6 25 0 25 1 145
235 8 0 214 62 276
75 0 0 371 0 374 53
45 15 8 37'  0 37.1  54
2 2 8
„
91
K1
K2
J1
to
L
„
to
83 3 9 25 0 25  ,  194 C 1
15 2 6 25 5 30 271 J 1
29 0 0 58 9 67 83 K 1
40 16 9 45 5 50 187 J 1
22 13 9 25 0 25 189  to
22 13 9 25 0 25 191  to
14 5 0 282 25 531 1 119 K 1
60 0 0 60 222 822 1 13 L
24 10 0  49 74 564 ; 14 131
843
LIST OF RU NS- continued.
Run. Rent.
IIn&- I Total.vailable.i
Lands Folio.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
£ a. d.  I
MARANOA-continued.
138n Bank of Australasia ...  Glenearn'* ... ... 261 5 0 209 501 2591 39 L
24 ditto  BalloonailtIl ... ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 44 C 1
25 ditto  Bailey  l  .. ... 30 5 0 25 20 45 45
26 ditto Wallary1
•
... 30 5 0 25 0 25 13 C 2
27 ditto Punwooie l I I l ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 15 „
28 ditto Coolaba
l
.. ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 17
29 ditto Murilla l it ... ... 40 0 0 25 0 25 19
160n ditto Brenda* .. 282 1 10 1324 0 1323
ditto (grazing right) 208 13 9 155; 0 1551
ditto (arrears ) ... 82 19 1
96n Bank , City ... Tomoo No. 1 ... 121 0 0 100 0 100 119 F
39n ditto ... ditto No. 2 ... 100 0 0 100 0 100 459 J 1
39n ditto ...  Hoogarbunna ... 66 0 0 60 15 75 461
699 ditto ... Tuludunna ... ... 45 0 0 90 31 121 79 K 1
19n ditto ...  Tomoo No. 3 ... 27 10 0 25 0 25 58 G
20n ditto ...  ditto No. 4 ... 27 10 0 25 0 25 59 11
148n ditto ... Tomoo No. 3 Back 12 10 0 25 0 25 401 K1
113n ditto ... Hogabannah Back... 20 0 0 40 20 60 403
148n ditto Tomoo No. 4 Back... 31 10 0 63 291 921 399
484 ditto Glenormiston ... 25 0 0 101 0 101 475
146n ditto ... York Downs No. 1 22 0 0 44 23 67 461 so
642 ditto ... York Downs ... 12 10 0 25 14 39 459
619 ditto ...  Byzantium  ... ... 102 10 0 25 0 25 41 C 2
653 ditto ...  Thirsty Downs ... 112 10 0 75 25 100 179 K 1
122 Bank ,  Commercial Com-  Cuoygah ... ... 48 9 0 26 0 26 79 C 2
pany of Sydney
60n ditto ... ... Wild Horse  Plains 15 2 6 25 0 25 2 J 2
No. 3
60n ditto Moorindoorah ... 15 2 6 25 0 25 3
540 ditto  Bollon  ... .. 30 5 0 25 0 25 46 G
61n ditto Wild Horse Plains 59 17 11 45 5 50 505 J 1
No. 2
61n ditto ... ditto No. 4 .. 33 5 6 25 0 25 1 J 2
105n  ditto ... Moorindoorah East 15 2 6 25 0 25 3A „
52 ditto ... Ida ... ... 21 5 0 25 0 25 65 C2
623 ditto ...  Scrubby Land ... 13 10 0 27 0 27 239 K 1
624 ditto ... ditto No. 2 14 0 0 28 0 28 241
42 ditto ... Media ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 47 C 2
681 ditto ...  Saltbush Plains  ... 12 10 0 25 1 26 129 K 1
17n ditto ... Homeboin East ... 27 10 0 25 0 25 130 G
17n ditto ...  Homeboin  ... ... 39 6 6 25 0 25 132
701 ditto ... Wierbolla West ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 89 K 1
46 ditto  ea ... ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 49 C 2
617 ditto ... Athens ... ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 45 „
597 ditto ... Burnt Downs ... 20 0 0 40 141 541 279 K 1
32n ditto ... Weirbolla ... ... 36 6 0 33 17 50 148 G
702 ditto ...  Marilla ... ... 19 0 0 38 191 571 87 K 1
518 ditto ... Holmes  Plains  ... 25 0 0 25 5 30 415 „
630 ditto ... North Glen... ... 42 0 0 84 21 105 215
158 ditto ...  Morocco  11  J ... ... 73 4 1 25 12 37 40 C 1
84 ditto ...  Tertulla ... 36 12 1 25 0 25 269 J 1
74 ditto ... Morocco Back Run 27 10 0 50 0 50 25 C 2
44 ditto ...  Ionia ... ... 36 12 1 25 0 25 59
45 ditto Colophon ... ... 3J 5 0 25 0 25 61
49 ditto Ephesus ... ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 55
50 ditto Melissus  ... ... 38 5 4 261 0 261 57
700 ditto  Camlet ... ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 91 K 1
190 ditto Culpa ... ... 222 12 10 80 0 80 53 J 2
147n  ditto Toryburn ... ... 12 10 0 25 51 301 417 K 1
153n ditto  Toidi ... ... 18 0 0 36 14 50 289
435 ditto ... Bungarribee ... 12 10 0 18 0 18 33 K 2
161n ditto Mulga Downs* ... 128 0 0 128 20 148 L
101n ditto Nebul No. 1 ... 18 0 0 36 14 50 357 K 1
23n ditto ...  Centre ... ... 8 5 0 33 121 451 88 K 2
24n ditto  ditto No. 1 ... 7 10 0 30 10 40 90 9y
114n ditto Nebul No. 2 ... 19 10 0 39 142 5{ -o.-I K 1
679 ditto ... Noogilla ... ... 18 10 0 37 13 50 81
51 ditto ...  Lobsens No. 3 ... 14 0 0 28 91 371 56
47 ditto ...  Samia  ... ... 30 5 0 25 • 0 25 53 C 2
48 ditto ...  Samos  ... ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 51
616 ditto ... Olympus ... ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 43
618 ditto ... Cyprus ... 36 12 1 25 0 25 39
123n ditto ... Media Back Block 22 10 0 45 181 631 235 K 1
627 ditto ... Cyprus ditto ... 20 0 0 40 141 541 233
103n ditto ... Lobsen's No. 2 ... 17 10 0 35 15 50 351 „
844
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
square Wiles.
Lewd. Ran. Rent.
a a. d.
MARANOA-continued.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vallable. TotaL
Lands Folio.
153n Bank, Commercial Com- Fernlee No. 3 14 10 0 29 13 42 291 S1
pany of Sydney
J1172 ditto ... ... Western Lagoons ... 36 6 0 38 0 38 367
173 ditto ... ...  Western Lagoons 32 9 11 34 0 31 369
Creek
121 ditto ... ... Mugrugulla* . 50 0 0 25 0 25 47  L
ditto (grazing right) 46 11 3 25 0 25 48 „
r ditto (arrears) ...  3 7 11
199 Bank, English, Scottish, Weengallon ...  18 15 0 25 0 25 2761 D 2
and Australian Char-
16
tered
ditto ... Ana Ningham West  111148 8 0 40 10 50 9 C 2
218 ditto ... Ana Ningham Eastll II 30 5 0 29 0 29 11 „
219 ditto ... Ballingarry ... 37 10 2 33 0 33 347 J 1
235 ditto ... Gerar ScuthIIII ... 18 12 0 31 0 31 119 C 1
273 ditto ... The Bladder ... 55 4 9 25 0 25 73 C 2
129n ditto ... Goorarooman West 55 19 2 30 101 401 76 F
130n ditto ... Gum Camp ... 61 11 3 33 10 43 77
109 ditto ... Bookalong .. 22 13 9 25 3 28 12 J 2
98n ditto ... Melanga South 63 7 1 34 0 34 73 F
220 ditto ... Goorarooman I I I I 62 18 5 52 0 52 65 C 1
75n ditto ... Tommoo West 30 5 0 25 6 31 111 F
246 ditto ... Minimi 37 11 5 21 0 21 203 J 1
66 ditto ... Gunningundie 33 1 9 282 0 282 11A J 2
67 ditto ... Gunnibrie ... 42 7 0 18 0 18 10
106 ditto ... Murgomall ... 48 8 0 40 10 50 78 F
234 ditto ... Gerar 39 6 6 32 0 32 389 J 1
65n ditto ,.. Goorarooman East ... 33 5 6 25 2 27 391
96n ditto ... Cunniana 46 11 8 25 0 25 75 F
40n ditto ... Byron Plains ... 46 11 7 25 0 25 90A
97n ditto ,.. Tommoo ... 57 15 4 31 0 31 110
97n ditto ... McKay's Summer 30 5 0 25 0 25 86
76n ditto ...
Block
... Oakey Plains 38 1 3 26 26 52 8 I
20n ditto ... ... Rock Wells 30 5 0 25 25 50 12 G
245 ditto ... ... Melanga 30 11 9 25; 0 254 1971 J 1
82 ditto ... ... Ballagna ... 36 7 2 37 0 37 47 J 2
127 ditto ... ... Thuraggai ... 48 8 0 25 0 25 413 J 1
83 ditto ... ... Haranlllt ... 39 18 7 28 0 28 117 C 1
9n ditto Gerar North 6 5 0 25 0 25 76 K 2
244 ditto ... ... Warree WestIIII 101 5 0 25 5 30 190 C 1
248 ditto ... ... Moyall Plains 22 10 0 30 5 35 205A J 1
75 ditto ... ... Ballandine .. 24 10 1 45 0 45 433
243 ditto Warree EastlIII 22 10 0 30 5 35 189 C 1
241 ditto ... Haran West 21 0 0 28 0 28 199 J 1
77 ditto ... North Ballandine ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 401
82n ditto ... ... Weengallon East 18 15 0 25 0 25 276B D 2
82n ditto ... ... ditto South 22 10 0 30 20 50 276c
83n ditto ... ... Byron Plains East 68 18 10 37 0 37 90B F
83n ditto ... ... Gunningundi South 33 1 8 281 0 282 11B J 2
84n ditto ... ... Moyall Plains South 22 10 0 30 5 35 205E J 1
84n ditto ... ... Melanga North ... 29 18 3 25 0 25 197B „
161n ditto ... ... Cubbie* . 590 10 0 2951 0 295; 55 L
ditto (grazing right) 364 5 5 2914 611 3534 56
ditto (arrears) ... 33 15 10
187 Bank, London Chartered Yealbon I I I I ...  20 6 7 101 0 101 22  Cl
188 ditto ... ... ditto SouthIIII ... 32 13 2 1212 0 1212 23
189 ditto ... ... MucadillaII II ... 26 8 10 114 0 114 24
190 ditto ... ... DungaII II ... 66 11 0 25 0 25 25
191 ditto ... ... North DungaIIII ... 48 8 0 25 0 25 26
192 ditto ... ... Colgoon I I I I ... 54 9 0 25 0 25 27
140n ditto ... ... Talavera ... 63 3 1 214 0 214 291 J 1
341 ditto Bungil I I II ... ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 7  C1
342 ditto ... ... ditto North I I I I . 36 6 0 25 0 25 8
343 ditto ... ... Tivoli .. ... 41 7 9 144 0 141 295 J 1
344 ditto ... ... ditto South ... 15 5 0 514 0 514 297
345 ditto ... ... Gunda GundaIIII ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 5 C l
346 ditto ... ... Gunda Gunda 30 5 0 25 0 25 6 „
347 ditto
North!III
Talavera South ... 27 4 6  121 0 121 293 J 1
162n ditto Tunis* .. 114 0 0 76 0 76
ditto grazing right) 101 6 8 76 0 76
108 Bank of New South West Thomby ... 22 10 0 30 20 50 135  „
lW
loon
a es
ditto ... .. 'Upper Bollon East...30 5 0 25 2 27 53 G
845
I!; Lessee.
LIST OF RUNS-- contI*ued.
294 Bank  of New South
Wales
646 ditto
276 ditto
489 ditto
91n ditto
76 ditto
58 ditto
437 ditto
438 ditto
279 ditto
125n  ditto ...
471 ditto ...
57n  ditto
58n  ditto ,..
80n ditto
117n ditto ... .,.
43 ditto ... ...
692 ditto ... ...
104 ditto ... ...
71 ditto ...
72 ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
330 ditto
521 ditto ... ...
593 ditto ...
473 ditto
58n ditto
95n ditto
59n ditto
668 ditto ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
334 ditto ... ...
348 ditto ... ...
59n ditto ... ...
73 ditto ...
128 ditto ... ...
143n ditto ... ...
487 ditto ... ...
81 ditto ... ...
416 ditto ... ...
417 ditto ... ...
418 ditto ... ...
13n ditto ... ...
68 ditto ... ...
69 ditto ... ...
70 ditto ...
413 ditto ...
533 ditto ...
608 ditto ...
6C8 ditto
645 ditto ...
653 ditto ...
293 ditto
38 Bank, Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
66n ditto ...
691 ditto ...
113 ditto
114 ditto ...
410 ditto
129 ditto ,..
599 ditto ... ...
4n ditto ... ...
555 ditto .,. ,,.
40n ditto
30 Bank, Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
441 Bank, Royal of Queens-
land, Limited
553 ditto ...
670 ditto ...
104
Run. Rent.
7 I
MARANOA - continued.
Combarngo* ... 63 12  5
ditto  (grazing right) 64 10 3
Fairymount ... ...  22 10 0
Ileazelmount  ... 60 10  0
South Woodlawn ... 26 5 0
Long Charlestown  ...  30 5 0
Durin Durin ... 24 10 1
East Thomby  ..  48 8 0
tipper Wunger Creek 22 10 0
Goulamain ... ... 12 10 0
Umah  ..  44 15 5
North  Durin Durin  36 6 0
Idea  ... .. ... 12 10  0
Lamplough  ... ...  25 3 4
Grassmere Plains  ...  24 4 0
Sandridge  ... ... 15 14 7
Trent ... ... 17 10 0
Nubia  ... ...  30 5 0
Lamplough West ... 26 10 0
Warryllil ... .. 12 10 0
Gulnarbar Retroll11...  30 5 0
CurrielIIl ••. ... 30 5 0
Wagaily  ... ...  37 10 2Whitendie ... ... 18 15 0
Kullinjah ... ... 55 14 0
Wondit West ,.. 33 10 0
West Maroungle  ...  30 5 0
Weehan  ... ...  33 5 6
Burwash ... ... 30 5 0
Maroungle  ... ... 33  5 6
Boharva  ... ...  22 10 0
Keeret ...  ... 43 11  2
Upper  Keeret ... 48 8 0
Wondit  ...  25 0 0
Drysdale Ponds 46 11 8
No. 41111
Sandridge West  ...  7 15 0
Brennan's Run, or 36 6 0
Thomby
Weeyan Back  ...  12 10 0
Mooleyba ... ... 18 15 0
Wi llarie ... .. .  36 6 0
Gradule  ... ... 46 11  8Bullah  .. ... 46 11 8
Munga Plains . ..  46 11 8
Wondit Back  .., 10 0 0
Gulnabarllll... ...  35 8 9
ditto  North I II ... 33 3 1
ditto West ( ... 30 5 0
Surprise  ... ...  70 0 0
Tindee . .. ...  12 10 0
ditto No. 1 ... 12 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... 5 0 0
Noogilla No 2 ... 92 10 0
Towtowri ... ... 24 0 0
Nyphan ... ... 35 0 0
Ivanhoe)I1i ... ... 30 5 0
Lower Maranoa No.1 33
Bulourbul ... ... 15
Alcurah No. 1 ... 33
Byan Byan ... ... 27
Mercurah ... ... 39
Byan Bunno ... 36
Mercurah Back Block 39
Dulbydilla ... ... 46
ditto North ... 16
Mona* ... ... 299
Trinadad* ... ... 13
Struan ... ... 62
Daniel's Range 15
Drysdale Ponds Back
Block
22
5 6
0 0
5 6
19 0
18 7
6 0
0 0
11 8
4 0
5 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
Estimated Area in
square Mil es.
Lands Polio.
Avail-
able.
Un
vail
a-
able. Total.
I
581 161 75 147 C
89 48 137
30 30 60 12
50 48 98 252 F
35 11 46 405 J 1
25 19 44 21 G
321 0 321 432 J 1
40 0 40 71 C 2
45 41 86 31 K 2
25 23 48 30 „
37 37 74 69 C 2
30 20 50 274D
25 0 25 499 K 1
26 9 35 373 J 1
25 8 33 371
26 6 32 375
35 71 421 305 K i
25 0 25 63 C 2
53 261 791 283 K 1
25 7 32 113 C 1
25 0 25 77
25 5 30 75
22 0 22 9 J 2
25 0 25 289 J 1
27 13 40 96 F
6-7 3-3 100 11 K2
25 0 25 5 H
25 0 25 397 J 1
25 0 25 96 E
25 0 25 62 J2
30 20 50 285 11
25 0 25 281
25 0 25 283
50 31 81 307 K 1
25 0 25 183 C 1
151 0 15-L 58 K229-1 0 29-1 411 J 1
25 0 25 4 K 2
25 5 30 530 D 2
52 0 52 243 J 1
25 12 37 108 F
25 17 42 121
25 24 49 16 I
40 35 75 RO K 2
25 0 25 76 C 1
25 0 25 78
25 0 25 79
56 23 79 41 K 2
25 0 25 391 K 1
25 0 25 477
10 G 10 479
37 13 50 197A
40 10 50 15
25 0 25 343 J 1
25 0 25 214 C 1
25 0 25 499 J 1
30 20 50 63 K 1
25 5 30 241 J1
21 9 30 237
30 8 38 239
40 0 40 416 J 1
30 192 491 107 G 1
25 0 25 91 F
27 12 39 101 G
3624 1014 464
10 0 10 23 L
62 16 78 35 K 2
30 14 44 367 K I
30 8 38 31
846
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
d
q
Laesee.
52n Bank , Royal o
land
f Queens-
99n ditto
104n ditto
122n ditto
365 Bank, Union
368 ditto
558 ditto
13n ditto
14n ditto
460 ditto
14n ditto ...
540 ditto ...
451 ditto ...
523 ditto ...
78n ditto ...
582 ditto ...
657 ditto ...
16n ditto ...
109n ditto ...
110n ditto ...
76n ditto ...
79n ditto ...
107n ditto ...
116n ditto ...
249 ditto ...
369 ditto ...
370 ditto ...
372 ditto ...
374 ditto ...
lln ditto ...
128n ditto ...
361 Bays, F. B. ...
154 ditto ...
242 Benjamin  and Co., D.
and J.
528 Blackwood and Moore
98n ditto ...
642 ditto
di
... ...
112n tto
135n Bright, Bright, and
Chrystal
139n ditto ...
133n ditto ... ...
266 Broad,  James ...
267 ditto ...
268 ditto ...
269 ditto ...
270 ditto ...
271 ditto ...
366 ditto ...
377 ditto ...
524 ditto ...
174n ditto
688 ditto ...
79n ditto ...
32n Brown, John ...
413 ditto ...
349 ditto
564 ditto ...
565 ditto ...
605 ditto ...
606 ditto ...
149n ditto ...
683 ditto
684 Cameron,  E. and M....
6n ditto
694 ditto ...
695 ditto ... ...
Ruh. Rent.
2  V. W.
MARANOA-continued.
Drysdale Ponds No. 2 33 5 6
No. 4 Back ... ... 18 15 0
Rocky ... ... 12 10 0
Little Tartulla ... 27 4 6
Humbug Plains ... 12 10 0
Alfred Downs ... 12 10 0
Rolling Downs No.1 31 5 0
ditto No.2 14  10 0
ditto North  7 15 0
Spring Waterhole 25 0 0
No. 3
ditto No. 411 ... ...
Yarran Plains 25 0 0
ditto North 25 0 0
Dingwall
Tongy
...
...
...
...
ditto South ..
Promised Downs ...
Boatman .. ...
ditto West ...
ditto South ...
Lang Boyd ...
Warroo ...
Brumby Plains ...
Wilky ...
Tivoli No. 2 ...
Midian I l l l ... ...
Gilead+I l l
. . .
...
Bade sh I I I I ... ...
Shinarll II ...
Western Creek
25 0 0
27 10 0
42 7 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
12 10 012 10 0
51 5 0
36 6 0
33 10 033 10  0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
23 15 0
45 0 0
No.11111
Mizpeh .. ... 12 10 0
Yalebone I I I I ... ... 50 0 0
Tinowon* 33  15 0
ditto (grazing  right) 6 0 0
Warree ... ... 42 10 0
Shepherd's Bush ... 15 0 0
Mooro ... ... 155 0 0
Dumble ... ... 25 0 0
Cant-lick-it ... ... 25 0 0
Euthulla l No. 1* ... 188 2 6
ditto(grazingright)f 53 4 8
ditto No. 2* .. 115 2 6
ditto (grazinright) 45 13 2
Amby Downs ... 100 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 53 6 0
Lauristinus ... ... 36 7 2Vaucluse ... ... 36 7 2
Altamont ... ... 36 7 2
Otranto ... ... 36 7 2
Albany ... ... 36 7 2
Montpelier ... ... 36 7 2
Albany No. 1 ... 12 10 0
Dry Ridges ... ... 26 15 0
Glenelg ... ... 54 0 0
Bald Ridges ... 14 0 0
Baker's Ridge ... 18 10 0
Tapley ... ... 22 7 8
Bendena ... 27 10 0
Shamrock Well ... 42 10 0
Dry Lake  ...  ... 42 0 0
Pot Hole No.  I I  ... ...
The Pot Hole l l • • •
Bendena West No. 1 12 10 0
ditto No. 2 12 10 0
Nulla Nulla ... 20 0 0
Boundary  ...  ... 35 0 0
Hoolah No. 3 .. 30 0 0
Drysdale Ponds No.  1  58 4 7
Hoolah No. 1 ... 15 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... j 15 0 0
Estinated Area in
Square Miles.
Lands rolio.
Avail-
able.
Una.
vailablc Total
25 0 25 301 J 1
25 0 25 389 K 1
25 0 25 369
45 5 50 317 J 1
6 0 6 48 K2
82 0 89 47
„
622 13 751 19
„
58 11 69 81 „
31 6 37 82 „
50 50 100 18 „
224 0 221 83
50 50 100 377 K 1
50 50 100 17 K 2
50 50 100 411 K 1
25 252 501 85 G
25 202 459 91
50 50 100 175 K 1
25 25 50 141 G
25 25  50 245 K 1
25 25 50 247 „
25 15 40 449 „
33 251 581 84 T
67 33 100 243 K1
67 33 100 317 „
18 0 18 52 K2
25 0 25 227 Cl
25 0 25 216
25 0 25 230
25 0 25 211 „
25 0 25 215 „
25 0 25 209
25 17 42 49 C
27 3 30
24 24 48
32 0 32 201 J 1
30 6 36 12 K 2
50 50 100 443 „
50 40 90 439 „
50 50  100 441 „
129 45 174 21 L
87 30 117 22
764 292 1064 43
614 31 921 44
624 5; 68 9
464 249 704 10
25 0 25 312 J 1
25 0 25 304
25 0 25 314
25 0 25 310
25 0 25 308
25 0 25 306
151 0  15Al46 K 2
264 0 261 45
54 27  81 409 K 1
28 82 361 407
37 12; 491 116
37 13 50 316 J1
25 25  50 147 G1
85 244 1094 339 K1
84 21 105 337
40 139 531 335
40 14 54 333
25 0 25 261
25 0 25 259
40 61 461 347
70 19 89 371
30 9 39 331
25 0 25 180 0
30 15 45 101 H 1
30 I 18 48 103
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
847
Estbmatea Ares in
Square Miles.
231 Cameron, E. and M....
232 ditto ... ...
233 ditto ... ...
157 Campbell, Wm. ...
643 Cavanough, James ...
38n ditto ... ...
Bent.
Avail-
able.
1 2 s. d.
MARANOA-continued.
Gorinna I I I I ... 33 5 6
Undulgumbal II II . . . 30 5 0
MombahIllJ ... ... 30 5 0
Warkon* .. .. 73 15 0
ditto (grazing  right) 78 10 0
Greenbank ... ... 25 0 0
Drysdale Ponds 46 11 8
No. 51111
Wallabella* ... 29 7 6
ditto (grazingright) 12 18 6
ditto (arrears ) ... 25 17 0
Mount Pleasant* 44 6 8
ditto (grazing  right) 23 0 0
Annie V alel l II ... 34 0 0
Delphi ... 33 15 0
Noorindoo*t ... 25 10 6
ditto (grazing  right) 54 7 6
Sunville ... ... 33 5 6
25 0 25 142
25 0 25 141
59 15 74
794 84 889
Una. Totalvailable.
25 0 25 143 C 1
124n  Cox, C. W. ...
132n  Crouch, Wm....
689 Dalgety and Co. ...
140n ditto ... ...
156n  Dangar , A. A.... ...
63n Darling Downs andWestern Land Compy
615 ditto ... ...
63n ditto
64n ditto ...
29n ditto ...
30n ditto ...
64n ditto ...
677 ditto ...
81n ditto ...
87n ditto ...
156n  Devine, P. E....
386 Egan, Thos. ...
4n ditto ..
420 Elliot, Lethbridge, and
Elliot
375 ditto ... ...
376 ditto ... ...
380 ditto ... ...
381 ditto ... ...
382 ditto ... ...
383 ditto ...
384 ditto ... ...
388 ditto ... ...
389 ditto ... ...
390 ditto ...
391 ditto ... ...
392 ditto ... ...
458 ditto ... ...
34 ditto ... ...
387 ditto ... ...
684 ditto ... ...
7n ditto ... ...
216 Ferrier, Duncan
159n Fisher, C. B. ... ...
92n ditto ... ...
34n ditto
45n ditto ... ...
46n  ditto ... ...
46n
176
177
178
179
93n
74n
93n
94n
75n
299
208
214
215
105
298
5n
311
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
25 20 45 5  Ki
25 0 25  184  Cl
232 62 30 37
232 119 35 38
lands  Polio.
L
„
38 3 41 7
23 2 25 8
68 23 91 113 K 1
25 0 25 35 C 2
60 12 729
439 12 559
25 0 25 155 J 1
Mount Howe ... 33 0 0 30 30 60 127 G
Merivale  ...  ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 153 J 1
Ravenswood ... 33 5 6 25 14 39 157
Myrtleville ... ... 24 4 0 25 15 40 159A
„ditto West ... 24 4 0 25 15 40  159B
Mount Eden ... 24 4 0 40 20 60 161
Finure  ...  ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 273 K 1
Mispah No. 1 ... 63 0 0 30 20 50 163 J 1
Myrtleville No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 25 50 109 K 2
Springrove*t .. 17 14 11 334 8 411 ... L
ditto (grazing right) 33 4 3 274 14 289
Burgurrah South I I I I 55 1 1 459 17 624 7 C 2
Weeyan ... ... 36 6 0 60 10 70 393 J 1
Sharon l I l l ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 101 C 2
HavilahIIII ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 229 C 1
Hebron I I I I ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 212
Myall Plains ... 36 6 0 25 1 26 91 J 1
Lagoon Station ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 87
Grassmere ... ... 36 6 0 25 1 26 83
Longreach ... ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 89
Gilburcolly ... ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 79
Ironbark ... ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 81
Saltbush ,.. ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 93
Terrarara ... ... 36 6 0 25 15 40 95
Boxland ... ... 36 6 0 25 15 40 97
Forest Vale ... ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 85
Upper Possession ... 33 5 6 25 15 40 103
Acaciallll .. ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 29 C 2
Possessionllll ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 251 C 1
Simpson's Creek ... 18 10 0 37 20 57 365 K 1
Copland ... ... 6 5 0 25 20 45 71 K 2
Yancey ... ... 20 13 11 144 0 144 137 J 1
Weeyan* ... ... 51 9 0 49 0 49 L
Booligar East ... 81 19 9 44 0 44 9 I
Yarraman ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 23A G
Cobble Cobble ... 55 18 1 40 9 49 34
Wooloomoodoole 84  17  0 25 1 26 32
ditto North 122  15  8 45 2 47 33
CurrawaldillII ... 26 12 5 25 0 25 68A C 1
Colleyboun 1111 41 5 2 20 0 20 69
Mullum Mullumbah II I l 39 19 11 25 0 25 70
Booligarllll ... ... 41 5 2 25 0 25 1 C 2
Goonandaddi ... 48 9 0 26 0 26 12 I
Noon doo South ... 46 11 8 25 0 25 13A
Bone Brokit South... 59 11 6 32 0 32 14
ditto North... 46 11 8 25 0 25 15
Yangle North ... 46 11 8 25 0 25 1A
Noondoo Spring ... 39 6 6 25 0 25 58 J 2
Dareel Retro ... 56 3 4 28 0 28 81 C 2
Dareel ... 25 8 2 25 0 25 40 J 2
Upper Dareel ... 25 8 2 239 0 232 41
Moeni ... ... 36 9 0 40 0 40 501 J 1
Dareel East ... 36 12 1 25 0 25 57 J 2
Bottle-tree ... ... 70 8 3 362 0 369 93 C 2
Yangle ... ... 38 2 4 29 0 29 473 J 1
LOGIO&
312 Fisher ,  C. B. ... ...
409 ditto ... ...
432 ditto ... ...
103 ditto ... ...
47n ditto ... ...
47n ditto ... ...
22n ditto ... ...
21n ditto ... ...
22n ditto ... ...
71n ditto ... ...
71n ditto ... ...
72n ditto
72n ditto ... ...
73n ditto ...
171 FitzGerald , T. L N....
121n Fitzpatrick ,  Thomas ...
48n ditto ... ...
691 ditto
160n Goldsbrough ,  R., and
Co., Limited
40 ditto ... ...
513 ditto ... ...
690 ditto ....
99n Hammond , A. D. ...
113n ditto ... ...
102n  ditto ... ...
616 Hanlon , J. C.... ...
114n ditto ...
277 Hayden and Clynes ...
95n Heness ,  Walter ,..
124n Heness, W. and R. ...
467 ditto ... ...
586 ditto ... ...
468 ditto ... ...
469 ditto ...
112n Johnston ,  Mrs. Mary
130n ditto ...
304 Jones and Blair
89n Kidman, S dney
305 King, R. N. and W. R.
34n Kissiker, G., and Finek-
ner, G.
50n Lalor, William ...
217 ditto ... ...211 ditto ... ...
212 ditto ... ...
213 ditto ... ...
50n  ditto ...
119n Macdonald and Coulson
123n ditto ...
657 ditto ...
278 ditto ...
644 ditto ...
593 ditto ...
594 ditto ..
308 Maloney, J. P.
39 Marsb , W. and T. ...
38n ditto ... ...
37 Marsh, W.
41 ditto
507 ditto
678 ditto ..
133n Menzies, A.,
Douglas, J. H.
and
281 McDonald, J. T. ...
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LIST OF RUES-- Mi ni ed.
Yangle East ...
Goonaro  .. ...
Coonghan I I... ...
ditto ast (III ...
Marilla ... ...
Turrenby
Currawildi NorthIi I
ditto South{l I
ditto  U] 111
Yarraman South ...
Yangle North Left...
ditto Upper
Noondoo South Left
ditto Upper
Moongool
ditto (grazing right)
Chariton West ...
Wild Horse Plains
No. 1
Charlton ... ...
Doondie ... ...
ditto (grazing  right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Bona Vistallll
Beralgal ... ,..
Keepit
Lower Bollon East
ditto West
Dunbar ...
Tartulla No. 3 ...
Quibet ...
North Guralda ...
Scrubby Land East
Bonnavonna
ditto East
Mulga Downs
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2 .
Tullundunna North
Salamis ... ...
Chadford*
ditto (grazing right)
Thule§§ .. ...Muggleton* .
ditto (grazing right)
Hillside ... ...
Behgalla ..
Eumamurrin
Couthalla ...
Wattaulbay
Minmean ...
Grafton Court
Mount Ogilvie
Bundara ...
Darkwat er ...
Doogarry ...
Booringa ...
Mount Bera
Oak Downs ...
Bendemere*
ditto (grazing right)
Glenarm I IlI . .
Drysdale Ponds
No. 31111
Hillsborough ...
Laguna ... ...
Hillsborough Back...
Powrunna . , , ,..
Euralla * ... ,,,
ditto  (grazing  right)
Collyben ... .,,
. Eent.
MARANOA-continued.
Enatel Am in
bgaere 3ne..
AYWL- Our.
able. Tv"L
Iande Folio.
38 2 4  29 0 29 475 J 1
38 12 0  29 0 29 479
46 11 8  17 0 17 297 0
46 11 8  10 0 10 95
4611 8  35 0 35 481 J1
63 17 9  48 0 48 483
26 12 5  25 0 25 68c C1
26 12 5  25 0 25 68B
22 7 2  21 0 21 68n
30 5 0  25 0 25 23B  G
65 18 0  30 0 30 1B I46 118  25 0 25 1c „
46 11 8 25 0 25 13B
54 0 9  29 0 29 13c
32 10 0  26 54 314 L
30 0 0  48 24 72
15 0 0  30 71 371 267 K1
59 17 11  45 5 50 503 JI
18 0 0 36 9 45 109 K 1
307 0 0 1531 0 1534 L
196 18 1  1464 0 1464 „
25 12 1
30 5 0  25 0 25 219 C I
12 17 6 254 0 254 425 K 1
20 0 0  40 8 48 61
30 5 0  25 0 25 38 G
30 5 0  25 0 25 36 „
15 0 0  30 15 45 353  K.1
6 5 0 25 0 25 67 K 2
31 5 0  25 24 49 385 J 1
56 0 0  40 33 73 253
12 15 0 251 0 251 2A K 2
74 7 2  52 0 52 150 G
32 10 0  65 20 85 1  K2
20 0 0  40 114 514 299  K I
18 0 0  36 11$ 471 503
16 10 0 33 114 444 505
17 10 0 35 15 50 423 „
15 0 0  25 0 25 37 C 2
30 0 0  30 0 30 1 L
27 13 4  30 0 30 2 „
94 10 0 54 171 71; 445 K
90 0 0  72 31 103 19 L
2.5 8 9  33 14 47 20 „
30 0 0 40 10 50 55  11
15 2 6  25 141 391 267
„
15 0 0  25 0 25 261
36 18 1 25 0 25 255
36 18 1 25 0 25 257 „
36 18 1 25 0 25 259
33 5 6  25 23 48 263
19 5 0  35 14 49 3
15 2 6  25 25 50 1
37 10 0 50 38 88 22 K1
18 15 0 25 5 30 11 E
15 0 0 30 20 50 405 K1
28 10 0 57 10 67 9 K2
27 0 0 54 81 621 8
87 2 0 67 47 114 33 LP
66 8 2 691 5 644 34
„
39 19 11 25 0 25 218  Cl
46 11 8 25 0 25 182
„
36 7 2 25 0 25 48 J 2
36 7 2  25 0 25 49
„
16 0 0 32 11 43 437 K1
20 10 0 41 9 50 135
„
32 10 0 164 13; 30 11 L
25 9 5  184 134 32 12
60 10 0 61 0 61 46 J 2
Lewes.
420 McDonald ,  J. and J. W.
in McDougall, M. S.
683 McDouga ll, Blanche E.,
Executrix  Will late
M. S. McDougall
142n  ditto ...
152n  ditto ...
611 ditto ...
612 ditto ...
628 ditto ...
33n ditto .
428 Mclwraith, Thos., and
Morehead, B. D., as
Executors of late
Jonathan McLean
77n ditto ... ...
429 ditto ... ...
643 ditto .. ...
115 McLean, Jonathan ...
116 ditto ... ...
52n  ditto ... ...
53n ditto ... ...
53n  ditto ... ...
35n  ditto
139n ditto ... ...
106n McManus, W. R.
285 McMicking, Robert
286 ditto ...
291 ditto ...
292 ditto
35n ditto ...
287 ditto ...
288 ditto ...
289 ditto ...
290 ditto ...
689 ditto ...
453 ditto ...
78 McNelly, J. ...
430 ditto ... ...
499 Parker, Langloh ...
49n Penhallwick, D. ...
49n ditto ... ...
143 ditto ... ...
144 ditto ... ...
145 ditto ... ...
596 ditto ...
100n Penhallwick, M.
399 Peel River Land and
Mineral Company
400 ditto
401 ditto
402 ditto403 ditto
405 ditto
406 ditto ...
65n ditto
5n ditto
284 Picton, C.
54n ditto
54n ditto
55n ditto
154n  ditto
650 ditto ... ...
201 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
204 ditto ... ...
206 ditto ...
207 ditto ... ...
5172 ditto ... ...
849
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Eettnnated  Area ti
squere Mile&
Lands Fobs.
2 s. d.
MARANOA-- continued.
Burrandownl! !1
Lyndhurst ...
Tatala North
61 12 0
16 5 0
25 0 0
Tatala ... ...
Mersey
Clifton North ...
do East ..,
Boyd 's Downs ...
Clifton ... ...
Redford ... ...
Sunnyside ...
East Redford ...
Logan ... ...
East Billie ... ...
South Billin ...
Billin ... ...
North Billin ...
Maxvale- ... ...
Watershed ... ...
Bindango*
ditto (grazing right)
Mount Lonsdale .
ditto (grazing right)
Collowhey ...
Cashmere .. ...
Chesterfield ...
Cairngorm ... ...
Yarara Lake .,.
Desideratum ...
Cypress Vale ...
Glenlyon ... ...
Clearwater ... ..
Miltonise ... ...
Forest Downs ...
Wunger Creek
South Teelbar
ditto (arrears) ...
Fisherman ... ...
Southland ...
ditto No.2 ...
Appleton Vale ...
Yellow Flower ...
Garden Ground ...
Eastland ... ...
Havelock' ... ...
Bogiria ... ...
ditto Block No.1...
ditto Block No. 2...
Bogiria No. 3 ...
ditto Block No, 4...
Huillagawarah Block
No. 2
Mimonginindi
Briarie ...
Bogiria East
Cumbotlo ...
Neemin ...
Collygoora ...
Wandibingie ...
Nyphan No. 2 .
Dinong Padlong 1111
Ungabilla ...
25 0 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
32 10 0
27 10  0
66 11 0
21 0 0
61 4 6
26 5 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 6 6
33 5 6
47 17 7
43 3 6
90 19 0
11 7 3
3017 1
36 7 2
36 7 2
45 11 2
48 15 0
36 7 2
36 7 2
36 7 2
36 7 2
17 0 0
66 0 0
47 12 0
33 0 0
3 0 0
197 8 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
45 14 9
41 14 11
53 14 6
7 10 0
21 12 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
86 6 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
36 6 0
36 6 0
81 3 9
18 12 7
46 19 7
33 5 6
16 2 6
15. 2 6
14 10 0
30 5 0
37 10 2
Beeree ... ...  37 10 2
Woodstock ... 36 7 2
Blenheim ... ... 36 7 2
Black's Camp ... 34 12 1
A
able.
IIas-
TatlMl Total.
56 0 56 85 C 2
65 17 82 70 K 2
50 50 100 375 K 1
60 50 100 315 to
60 13 73 309 „
25 25 50 251 „
25 22 47 249 „
50 50 100 177
25 25 50 143  11
50 0 50 193 J 1
21 0 21 53 „
46 0 46 195 „
25 21 46 57  „
25 3 28 31 „
26 25 50 33 „
25 2 27 47  „
25 2 27 45 „
25 0 25 49 „
25 4 29 51 „
361 41 41 27  1,
40J 9126 50 28 Of
107 504 1574 5  „
36 15 51 6 „
25 0 25 435 to
25 0 25 443 99
25 0 25 437  „
34 16 50 449
25 24 49 409  to
25 0 25 441 to
25 0 25 445
25 0 25 439
25 0 25 447  „
34 30 64 59 K1
44 44 88 15 K2
28 14 42 403 J1
30 0 30 105  C
28 27 56 451 K1
25 21 46 18 J1
25 1 26 20  „
28 16 44 26
25 5 30
„
24 of
34 14 48 22 „
10 0 10 104  G
24 24 48 99 J1
221 0 221 69 J2
25 0 25 70
25 0 25 71
25 0 25 72
25 0 25 75
25 0 25 73
25 0 25 74
61 0 61 76
10 0 10 83  62
36 0 36 4 J2
25 16 41 6 to
25 25 50 6 „
25 14 39 7
29 a 29; 265  K1
25 10 35 99 C2
31 0 31 349 J1
25; 0 254 355
75 0 75 359
76 0 75 361 to
26 0 26 365 „
Run.
LIST OF RUNS- coisi nued.
Lessee.
628 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
202 ditto ...
203 ditto ...
205 ditto ...
126a ditto ...
669 ditto
378 ditto ...
411 ditto ...
519 ditto ...
520 ditto ...
155a ditto
154n Queensland Mercantile
and Agency Coy., Ltd.
360 Rayner,  Benjamin ...
157% Richards, B. ...
227 Robertson, John ...
230 ditto ... ...
696 ditto ... ...
485 ditto
6a Robb and Blackwood
78n ditto ... ...
12111 ditto ... ...
136n Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
158n ditto ... ...
134n ditto
240 Smith, G.
36n ditto
694 ditto
105n Smith, W. ...
490 Smith, W. S....
516 Smith, John ...
16111  Smith, J. and S. C.
654 ditto
8n ditto ...
8n ditto ...
15011  ditto ...
655 ditto
129a Smith,' J. and C.
118n Smith, S. S.
136n South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
18n ditto ...
659 ditto ...
18n ditto
142n ditto ...
11111 ditto
602 ditto ...
120n ditto ...
13111 ditto ...
338 ditto ...
55n ditto ...
56a ditto ...
56n ditto ...
57n ditto
118n ditto
128n ditto ...
698 ditto ...
678 ditto ...
57 ditto
133 ditto ...
141n ditto ...
Rent.
Fatimated Area in
square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
,total.
vailable.
Lands Polio.
1 £ c. d. l
MARANOA-continued.
Wanggle ... ... 15 2 6 25 11 36 363 J 1
Pooloon ... ...
Wagganba ... ...
Mamaree ...
Oolandilla ... ...
Bonus Downs ...
Orient South ...
Orient ... ...
Parnassus ... ...
Corycus ...
Rockybank* 11
Brucedale *
ditto (grazing right)
Pannonia 1111 ...
Cawildi* .. ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ..
Yourangle No. 111
ditto No. 411
Duck Creek
Mabbergulla
850
1...
Guragally ... ...
Tego Springs ...
Tego N orth ... . .
Mount Abundance *
37 10 2 29 0 29 351
37 10 2 284 0  281  353
37 10 2 34 0 34 357
22 10 0 30 19 49 26
34 10 0 69 31 100 151
12 10 0 25 7 32 485
24 0 0 48 27 75 483
12 10 0 25 0 25 33
12 10 0 25 0 25 32
60* 29 89; 45
56 1 3 359 10 459 35
48 17 1 41
51 5 0 25
231 0 0 132
120 12 6 102
58 5 10
53 14 9 25
53 17 11 25
15 0 0 30
25 0 0 25
74 10 8 44
42 7 0 25
55 0 0 50
205 4 0 108
9 50 36
0 25 47
209 1521 51
9 111 52
0 25 175
0 25 178
20 50 99
25 50 473
229  661  121
0 25 77
0 50 120
38 146 17
ditto (grazing right) 118 9 3 103 249 1279 18
Fernlee * .. 231 15 0 180 482 2281
ditto (grazing right) 46 5 0 9212 45 1379
„
K1
C2
L
„
99
C1
L
C
K1
G91
L
„
Warroonga * 176 8 0 98 28 126 15
ditto (grazing right) 110 15 9 106 11 117 16
BungeworgoraiNo. 6 36 6 11 25 0 25 183 J 1
Stewart's Creek Back 33 5 6 25 1 26 457
Block
Frosty Creek .. 18 15 0 25 3 28 17 K 1
Four - mile Creek 42 7 0 25 0 25 72 G
Hack Block
Orallo No. 2... ... 48 8 0 40 24 64 133 D 1
Durella ... ... 16 10 0 33 154 484 419 K 1
Occident ... ... 19 12 6 394 0 394 319
Chance Downs ... 93 15 0 75 25 100 185
West Chance Downs 15 15 0 63 21 84 74 K 2
North Chance Downs 12 5 0 49 12-1 619 75
Scalby ... ... 55 0 0 50 0 60 64 G
Random Downs ... 135 0 0 75 25 100 184 K 1
East Scalby ... 15 10 0 31 0 31 501
Munghinyango ...  82 10  0 75 25 100 98 G
Blythedale* ... 124  16  4 794 434 1229 25 L
ditto (grazing right)
Thermopylae
Phocis
Cytherea
Hellespont
Sparta ...
Mount Ogilvie No. 1
ditto  No. 2
Womalilla West ...
Dulbydilla East 11 ...
Fairview  No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Tyrconnell ...
Mangarella No. 2 ...
Abbotsford ...
Valentia 111 ...
Bendee ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Valentia No. 1 ...
Fairfield ...
Middle Block ...
52 14 2  671  21
27 10 0 25 0
27 10 0 25 0
12 10 0 25 0
16 5 0 25 0
16 5 0 25 0
52 10 0 35 14
12 10 0 25 25
30 5 0 25 25
. 16 0
50 11 6 38 12
49 4 10 37 13
39 18 7 30 289
46 11 8 35 0
39 12 0 36 224
12 10 0 25 0
13 0 0 26 26
15 0 0 30 15
6 5 0 25 15
49 18 3 25 5
24 0 0 48 27
881  26
25 238
25 239
25 237
25 235
25 236
49 5
50 7
50 20
16 53
50 43
50 44
581 42
35 45
584  '97
25 201
52 77
45 311
40 57
30 1
75 23J
„
C1
„
J1
„
G
K2
J2
„
„
„
G
Cl
K 1
„
K2
D
K2
851
Levees.
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Run.  Rent.
£ a. d.
MARANOA-continued.
Evtimatea Area in
Square names.
Avail-
able.
Lands Folio,
588  South Australian Land Womel ...
Mortgage and Agency
Company
17 10 0 35 15 50 96 G 1
136n ditto ... ... Wallumbillatj 571 30* 88 29 L
ditto (grazing right) 80 9 3 611 281 90 30
25n ditto Cole .. 10 0 0 40 6 46 91 K 2
ditto (license fee)$ 1 13 4
ditto (arrears) ... 40 0 0
25n ditto Barney 12 10 0 50 10 60 92 99
ditto (license fee)+ 2 1 8
ditto (arrears) 50 0 0
522 South, B. ... ... Bindebango ... ... 59 17 11 45 5 60 345 J 1
585 ditto ... ... Binds 30 0 0 60 14 74 301 K i
687 ditto ... ... Nebinedulla 12 10 0 25 0 25 117 „
559 South, W. ... Theodore 20 0 0 40 12 52 343 „
431 ditto William's Downfall 12 10 0 16* 0 16* 36 K 2
146n Southerland and Ma- Spring Waterhole 30 0 0 50 50 100 429 S 1
therson ... ... No. 2
511 , Spencer, S. ... Spring Waterhole
No. 1
25 0 0 50 50 100 427 to
515 ditto .. ... Durella South ... 31 10 0 63 19 82 421 „
94n Spencer, M. A. ...  Tregoning 53 4 9 40 10 50 122 F
K 1645 ditto ... ...  Armadilla No. 2 18 15 0 25 8 33 9
678 ditto ... ...  Scrubby Block No. l 24 0 0 32 16 48 37
74n ditto ... Armadilla West .,. 3 0 0 14 0 14 102 K 2
131n Squatting Investment Tala ... ... ...
Company
32 0 0 64 32 96 455 B 1
115n Tate, George Weetellabah ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 110 D 3 (War.)
116n ditto  Beinber 30 5 0 25 0 25 109
625 ditto Tyconnah No. 2 ... 14 0 0 28 0 28 237 S 1
109n ditto Tate ... .. ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 2n R 2
149n ditto Narrow Gut .. 18 10 0 37 25 62 373 K 1
667 ditto Glen Tate .. 15 0 0 30 20 50 155
668 ditto The Glen ... 15 0 0 30 20 50 153
693 ditto Tyconnah 12 10 0 25 0 25 67
408 ditto Murry Murry 32 13 5 27 0 27 108 I) 3 (War.)
107n ditto Beinber South 12 10 0 25 0 25 269 X 1
85n Tom, C. P. Chesterton No. 4 ¶ 25 25 50 106 H 2
67n Tom, H. Mount Ogilvie No. 3 15 2 6 23 0 23 9 J
67n ditto ditto  No. 4 15 2 6 25 12 37 11 91
68n ditto ditto  No. 5 15 2 6 25 15 40 13 „
610 ditto ditto  No. 6 26 5 0 35 15 50 15 „
15n ditto ... ditto No. 7 6 5 0 25 15 40 84 S 2
296 Trust and Agency Com- Gnoolooma ...
pany of Australasia
96 16 0  65 0 65 56 J2
297 ditto ... ... ditto East ... 36 121  44 0 44 59 „
300 ditto ... Upper Nilgie 36 6 0  48 0 48 60 „
301 ditto .,. ... Lower ditto... 36 6 0  51 0 51 61 „
138n ditto Thurrulgoonia* .. 1642 0 0  1231* 36; 12684 41 L
ditto (gr azing  right) 333 17 6  730, 1154 846 42
134 Verner, E. W. Upper Merivale § 43 18 5  33 5 38 14 J2
135 ditto ...  Head Creek Station 33 5 6  25 0 25 16
136 ditto Annie Vale ... 42 11 10  32 8 40 17
137 ditto Retreat  ... ... 33 5 6  25 0 25 15
138 ditto Cockermaran ... 33 5 6  25 5 30 18
139 ditto Curryjong ... ... 34 12 1  26 8 34 20
140 ditto Battery  ... ... 33 5 6  25 0 25 21
141 ditto Silver Foliage 33 5 6  25 0 25 19 „
69n ditto Limpid Water ... 33 5 6  25 0 25 24
69n ditto Woombalbank ... 25 8 2  42 15 57 25
79 Vickery, E. Bedhill Bedhill ... 39 18 7  30 0 30 399 J1
80 ditto Woodlawn ... ... 34 18 9  25 25 50 21 F
280 ditto North Alton ... 46 11 8  25 0 25 450 D2
393 ditto East Teelbarll II ... 45 5 1  34 0 34 106 Cl
394
395
ditto  West ditto))
dit
... 39 18
7
7  30 0
0
30
2
104
0
397
to ,,,  Lower ditto)
ditto Brigalow Sc
II
rubllll ...
3 5
30 5
4  28
0  25 0
8
25
1 3
97
398 ditto AshbyI I I I • .. 30 5 0  25 0 25 96 „
419 ditto West Teelba No. 2... 37 5 4  28 0 28 407 J1
524
59
ditto ,,. ,,,
ditt
Moombah ... ...
QlUl
49 7
30 5
6  26* 0
20
26*
45
28
68
G
F
137n
o
Western Queensland
a a ... ...Coogoon* 149 0 0  250  149 83 232 31 L
Pastoral Co., Limited ditto (grazingright) 104 0 0  104 64 168 32
132n 1 ditto ,,, ,,, Mitchell Downs* ... 363 0 0  363 901-24531 _ 3
i ditto (grazingright) 225 4 1  3384 112 4504 4
852
LIST OF RUNS- co*ti .
360n
Losses.
Allan, J . B. ... ...
93n Ahern , J. ... ...
93n ditto ...
85n  Ahern ,  Fraser, andEdkins
86n ditto ... ...
89n ditto ... ...
113n ditto ... ...
805 Australian Investment
Company, Limited
806 ditto ... ...
850 ditto ... ..
73n ditto ..
379n Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company, Ltd.
376n Baird, Baird. Rowan,
and McGill
213n Bank of Australasia...
374n  Bank, London Chartered
371n ditto ... ...
213n ditto ... ...
214n  ditto ... ...
318n ditto ...
338n  ditto ... ...
353n  ditto
375n  Bank, Mercantile of
Sydney
375n ditto ... ...
372n  ditto ...
360n ditto ... ...
886 ditto
887 ditto
888 ditto
164 ditto
286n ditto
287n  ditto
353n ditto
925 ditto
908 ditto
966 ditto ...
370n Bank of New South
E,un. Bent.
£ S. d.
MITCHELL.
Windeyer* ... ..  1 234 18 9
ditto (grazing  right) i 73 15 10
Ivy Leaf ... ... 10 0 0
Hollywood ... ...  6 5 0
Topsail ... ... 12 10 0
Haliards  ... ... 12 10 0
Jib ... ... ... 12 10 0
Boom  ... ... 6 8 9
Glen Bower  No. 1  ... 12 10 0
ditto  No. 2  ... 15 0 0
Naramine  ... ... 20 0 0
Eugowra ... ... 6 5 0
Barenya* ... ... 525 0 0
ditto (arrears) ... 120 6 11
ditto (grazing right) 99 4 2
ditto (arrears ) ... 49 12 1
Darr River Downs 1,08016 0
ditto (arrears) ... 183 2 5
Greendale*t... 36 10 0
ditto (grazing  right) 25 7 6
Rodney Downs* ... 189 0 01
ditto (arrears) 3 4 0
ditto (grazing  right) 88 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 44 0 0
Maneroo*  ...  ... 411 9 0
ditto (arrears) ... 24 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 105 19 0
ditto (arrears) ... 52 19 6
Campsie No. 1 ... 57 0 0
ditto  No. 2  ...  37 10  0
St. Alban' s ... ... 26 5  0
Wallon ... ... 126 10 3
Alfred Downs No. 14 25 0 0
Kensington Downs* 600 12 0
ditto (arrears) ... 131 18 6
ditto (grazing right) 110 16 3
ditto (arrears ) ... 55 8 1
Caledonia* ... ... 192 14 0
ditto (arrears) ... 63 7 0
ditto (grazing right ) 26 12 6
ditto (arrears) ... 13 6 3
Green Hills* ... 316 8 0
ditto (arrears) 74 9 0
ditto (grazing  right) 58 0 0
ditto (arrears) 29 0 0
Mount Enniskillen* 326 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 124 4 0
Corona No. 1 ... 50 0 0
ditto  No. 2  ... 45 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... 17 10 0
Campsie No. 3 ... 37 10 0
ditto No. 4 ... 210 0 0
ditto  No. 5  ... 250 0 0
Alfred Downs No. 15 25 0 0
Emmet Downs No. 1 40 0 0
ditto No. 2 53 11 0
ditto (arrears) ... 25 10 0
ditto No. 4 43 0 0
Mexico* ... ... 322 8  9
Wales
ditt o (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing right)
i
ditto (arrears) ...
bR *357n ttod avens ourne .
364n ditto
ditto (grazing right)
Aramac*
ditto (grazing right)
112n ditto ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Eastland .. ...
936 ditto ... Southmerell ... ...
937 ditto ... Powalat ...
938 ditto Eastmeret ... ...
176 3 9
55 12 6
56 12 6
399 0 0
198 5 0
425 16 3
186 9 11
372 19 10
6 5 0
21 10 0
9 0 0
Datimsted Ares in
squ are  mace.
Lands Folio.
Avail-
A ble.
IInr
vailable. TOE
179 146 325 43 L 1
111 63 174 44 „
40 10 50 234 K 325 25 50 235
„
50 50 100 219
„
50 50 100 220
50 50 100 227
254 0 254 252
25  3 28 16
30 10 1  40 18 it
40 40 80 62 it
25 7 32 200 „
300 0 300 81
163 36 199 82 „
675-11 0 6751
44 22 66 35 L 12741 111 394 36 it
105 0 105 91
80 0 80 92
211 30 241
96 0 96
76 0 76 385 K 1
50 0 50 387 it
35 0 35 279 it
874 0 874 35
50 0 50 33 K 2
429 0 429 89 L
2194 4 220 90 „
376 0 376 99
1061 0 1061 100 it
226 0 226
116 0 116
2171 1671 3852 2 45 L 1
187 107 294 46 it
100 0 100 170 K 2
90 10 100 171 11
35 15 50 172 it
50 0 50 389 K 1
100 0 100 38 K 2
100 0 100 39
50 0 50 34 it
80 10 90 200 it
63 30 93 201 it
86 14 100 249 it
3681 751 444 75 L
142; 7 149; 76
„
210 112 322 25 L1
203 35 238 26
„
3784 74 4521 65
„
1681  12 18012 2 66 it
25 11 36 249 K3
251 20 45 140461 38 99 141
is,
4012 32 721 142
it
„
ArtilMeW Area is
8gaare  ][ties.
LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
Lessee.
940
1
Bank of
Wales
New South 1
ln, ditto ...
854 ditto ...
812 ditto ... ...
23n1 ditto ... ...
56n1 ditto ... ...
57n'1 ditto ... ...
812 ditto ... ...
813 ditto ... ...
849 ditto ... ...
920 ditto ... ...
92n ditto
914 Bank, Queensland
tional, Limited
Na-
12n! ditto ...
358n! ditto ...
948 Bank, Union of Aus-
tralia, Limited
347n ditto ... ...
59n  Briggs, Charles ...
892 ditto ... ...
26n ditto .. ...
375n  Brouch and Swendsen
186n Butler ,  E. H....
904 Button , John ...
903 ditto ...
55n  ditto ...
56n ditto ...
llln Byrne, Luke ...
154 Cameron, John
53n Chisholm, J. R.
828 Christian,Christian and
trice, junior
829 ditto ... ...
830 ditto ...
249n ditto ...
294n ditto ... ...
1006 ditto ... ...
995 Christian and trice ...
115n ditto ...
115 ditto ...
362n Christison, R....
377nChristison, T. McK. C.
121n Clarke, W. D.
359n Clarke , Sir W. J.
364n ditto ... ...
290n Cory, Cory, and Taylor
290n ditto
291n ditto
291n ditto
292n ditto
323n ditto
352n ditto
275 ditto
324n ditto
352n ditto
324n ditto
179 ditto ... ...
341n ditto ... ...
986 ditto ... ...
853
Emv. Bent.
£ s. d.
MITCHELL- continued.
Westmere ... ... 1
Northmere ... ... 1
ditto  (arrears ) ++ ...Fernielawnt ...
Paradise Downs No. 2
Champion ... ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Maryvale ... ...
Ellen Vannin ...
Maryvale No. 2 ...
i Ellen Vannin No. 2
Anthony ... ...
Texas ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Edwinstowe*
ditto (grazing right)
Galway Downs No. 6
Galway Downs No. 1
Lake Dunnt ...
Dunn No. 1)1 ...
Chance No. 2t ...
Spring Hill* ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto  (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Bland No. 2
Bland No. 1
Mills Vale No. 1
ditto No. 2
Texas No. 3
Adelong*t ... ..
ditto  (grazing right)
Maude  Place No. 4*t
Alliance South ...
Forrester's Retreat
South
Raglan ... ...
Alliance ... ...
Forrester's Retreat
WelfordDowns South
Bosworth ...
Springfield ...
Barger
Lammermoor*
ditto (grazing right)
Cameron  Downs* ...
ditto (arrears) .
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Portland Downs* ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Culloden* ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Stainburn Downs`
ditto (grazing right)I Alfred Downs No. 1
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4No. 5
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
Tocal No. 1 ...
Vergemont No. 4 ...
Archervale ... ...
Ate- IIns- i.
abb.
Lnds Polio.
12 10 0 25 15 40 144 K 3
32 10 0 65 344 994 145
33 5 0
6 0 0 56 36 92 66
50 0 0 50 50 100 93 V 2
21 0 0 42 42 84 167 V 3
1010 0 42 42 84 191
6 5 0 25 12 37 192
20 0 0 40 40 80 24
12 10 0 25 25 50 25
12 10 0 25 25 50 61
12 10 0 25 25 50 125
6 15 0 27 264 534 233
56 0 0 40 10 60 120
17 0 0 34 16 50 162 „
116 7 0 179 41 220 28 L1
25 19 3 67 32 99 28
15 0 0 30 20 50 231 K2
18 15 0 25 25 50 411 K 1
1 0 0 34 34 68 197 V 3
30 231 534 97
16 0 0 37 30 67 170
26 0 0 52 23 75 103 L
6 2 6
4 10 0 18 7 25
2 5 0
32 20 52 42 K 4
30 0 0 40 35 75 188 K 2
37 10 0 50 50 100 187  11
7 0 0 28 28 56 189 K 3
6 5 0 25 25 50 190  11
4 2 6 16; 0 169 247
4 5 0 23 0 23 87
6 15 0 134 131 27 88
25 17 6 521 0 529 101 L
15 0 0 30 20 50 40 K 3
15 0 0 30 20 50 41
19 0 0 38 37 75 42
75 0 0 100 0 100 249 K1
75 0 0 100 0 100 247
37 10 0 50 0 50 215E
25 0 0 50 39 89 13
12 10 0 50 22 72 3 K4
12 10 0 50 20 70 4 „
504 0 0 420 24 444 59 L 1
97 8 0 160 5 165 60 „
322 0 0 184 24 208
87 5 0
39 10 0 79 8 87
19 15 0
653  5 0 3264 40 3664 5
90 6 0 168 13 181 6
350 11 0 1841 0 1849 37
80 4 0 116 0 116 38
171 12 0 104 24 128 47
75 10 0 87 16 103 48
72 0 0 96 0 96 263 K1
75 0 0 100 0 100 265
75 0 0 100 0 100 267
37 10 0 50 0 50 269
54 11 3 724 0 724 271
18 0 0 30 25 55 27 K2
25 0 0 50 6 56 28
22 10 0 45 45 90 29
22 10 0 45 45 90 30
45 0 0 90 0 90 31
35 10 0 71 8 79 32
12 10 0 25 0 25 337 K1
31 4 0 39 0 39 341
12 10 0 25 7 32 7 K3
854
Lessee. Rent.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Ii nn-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
J.  d. 1
MITCHELL- continued.
184n Craigie , John ... ...
262n  ditto .., ...
263n,  ditto ... ..
320nl Cudmore,  Swan, and
349nl
Smith
ditto ...
320n ditto ...
349n ditto ...
846 ditto ...
881 ditto ...
882 ditto ...
890 ditto ...
891 ditto ...
909 ditto ...
910 ditto ...
011 ditto
912 ditto
913 ditto
914 ditto
915 ditto
916 ditto
917 ditto
921 ditto
1000 ditto
1001 ditto
3o ditto .,.
3n ditto ...
4n ditto ...
4n ditto ...
5n ditto
147n  Cudmore, Swan, Smith,
and Elder
148n ditto ...
292n  Darling Downs and
Western Land Com-
220n
pany
ditto ... ...
220n ditto ... ...
293n ditto ... ...
221n ditto ... ...
221n ditto ... ...
241n ditto ... ...
222n ditto .. ...
222n ditto ... .,.
223n ditto ... ...
241n ditto ... ...
223n ditto ...
224n ditto ...
224n ditto .. ...
242n ditto .., ...225n ditto ... ...
225n ditto ... ...
242n ditto ... ...
226n ditto ... ..,
226n ditto ... ...
243n ditto .., ...
227n ditto .., ...
227n ditto ... ...
228n ditto ..,
243n ditto ... ...
228n ditto ... ...
229n ditto ... ...
229n ditto ... ...
180n Davis, G. W.... ...
ti57 ditto ... ...
858 ditto ... ...
Sig ditto ...
8 ;1 ditto ... ...
86. ditto ... ...
909 ditto
906 D'Evelyn, Cochran, and
Chisholm
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Barrister ... ...
Seaspray ... ...
Finnigan .. ...
Parings South' ...
Koor inga
Yongala
Yeates
Cheviott
Elcobra
Coomie
Division
Wick jj
Oxford Downs' ...
Havelock .. ...
ditto (arrears)++
Albert .. ...
Margaret  East ...
ditto West ...
Avoca No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Coonabilla ... ...
Coolie East ... ...
ditto West
Dowling's Creek Right
ditto Left
Thurnby  East ...
ditto West
Paringa ...
Kenneth ... ...
Budge .
Bundaberinia
ditto East
ditto West
Moselle ...
ditto East
ditto West
Hazlewood ...
ditto East
ditto Right
ditto South
Quorn ...
ditto East...
ditto Right
ditto South
Colston ...
ditto West
ditto North
Cropwell ...
ditto East
ditto South
Widnerlrool ...
ditto West ...
ditto Left ...
ditto North ...
Melton ...
ditto South ...
ditto Left ...
ditto West ...
Gilgunyah
Strath•connan  No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto  No. 7
Landsborough
Downs*
ditto  (arrears)
ditto  (grazing right),
ditto  (arrears) ...1
n. 1. 38 30 68 38 K4
n.1. 30 20 50 59
n.1. 30 10 40 60
10 0 0 45 5 50 447 K 1
12 10 0 25 25 50 449
17 10 0 35 15 50 451
20 0 0 40 10 50 453
7 10 0 27 0 27 58 K 3
17 10 0 35 35 70 165 K 2
26 0 0 52 25 77 166
6 17 6 13 0 13; 95 K 3
... 34 8 42 96
31 10 0 68 30 98 191 K 2
25 0 0 50 0 50 192  „
12 10 0
24 0 0 48 24 72 193  „
17 10 0 35 15 50 194 „
14 10 0 29 29 58 195 „
12 10 0 25 14 39 196  „
12 10 0 25 25 50 197  „
14 0 0 28 24 52 198 „
12 10 0 25 4 29 199 It
1P710 A 3" 15 50 153 It
30 0 0 40 10 50 47 K 1(War.)
30 0 0 40 10 50 49
26 5 0 35 14 49 3
28 10 0 38 15 53 5
28 10 0 38 16 54 19
24 0 0 32 15 47 21
21 0 0 28 15 43 59
7 15 0 31 294 604 22 K4
9 5 0 37 351 72 23 „
55 0 0 25 0 25 13A. K 1
55 0 0 25 0 25 13B
55 0 0 25 0 25 13c
30 0 0 25 0 25 15A
30 0 0 25 0 25 15B
30 0 0 25 0 25 15c
12 10 0 25 0 25 187A to
12 10 0 25 0 25 187BIt
12 10 0 25 0 25 187c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 187D It
12 10 0 25 0 25 189A „
12 10 0 25 0 25 189B „
12 10 0 25 0 25 189A It
12 10 0 25 0 25 189D it
15 0 0 30 0 30 191A „
20 0 0 40 0 40 191E „
14 5 0 281 0 28 191c ,
15 10 0 31 0 31 193A ,
15 5 0 301- 0  301-2193n
13 10 0 27 0 27 193c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 195A „
12 10 0 25 0 25 195BIt
12 10 0 25 0 25 195c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 195D „
12 10 0 25 0 25 197A „
12 10 0 25 0 25 197B„
12 10 0 25 0 25 197c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 197D .,
10 0 0 40 28  68 30 K 4
12 10 0 25 25 50 69  K3
12 10 0 25 25 50 70
12 10 0 25 25 50 71
12 10 0 25 25 50 73
12 10 0 25 25 50 74
12 10 0 25 0 , 25 114
211 4 0 132 20 1 152 67 L
183 18 6
31 5 0 62; 221. 85 68
31 5 0
125n
837
lOn
Dickson, Leslie, Leslie,
and Leslie
Dixon , Wm. ...
Elliott, Wm. ...
363n ' Fairbairn, George
359n  ditto ...
374n  ditto ...
977 ditto
204n ditto
205n  ditto
183 ditto
34212 ditto
34''2n ditto
344n ditto
345n ditto
345n  ditto
34612 ditto
225n  ditto
256n ditto
256n  ditto
257n  ditto
257n ditto
258n.  ditto
258n ditto
25912  ditto
259n  ditto
260n  ditto
270n ditto
270n  ditto
27112  ditto
27112  ditto
891 Feez, A. ...
87n ditto ... ...
87n ditto ... ...
88n ditto
978 Forrest and McPherson979  ditto ... ...
980 ditto ... ...
981 ditto .. .
361n Goldsborough, R. & Co.
295n Grice, James ...
295n
249n
25012
29612
41 n
42n
64n
895
896
897
900
982
983
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
114n, Harding,  W. St. J.76n Haughton ,  George
279n !  Haylock and Curtis
901 lEiewson F. M.
45n ditto
363n Hi ll, H. E. ...
114ni Kilgour and Mackay...
855
LTST OF  RUNS- continued.
B.un. Rent.
Ztiimsted Ai in
Scou" Brae..
A'vai3- uns.
able. .ailable. TotsL
.0 '. d
MITCHELL-continued.
Lando Folio.
Lerida* ... ... 840 150 5601 0 5609 69 L
ditto (arrears) 92 7 9
ditto (grazing right) 201 2 6 284; G 2844 70
ditto (arrears) ... 201 2 6
Strasburgb*t ... 36 16 0  681 21 899
ditto (grazing right) 18 6 0  30 9 39
ditto (arrears) ... 9 3 0Barra Burra* .. 52 10 0  30 30 60 15 L 1
ditto (grazing right) 2 10 0  10 10 20 15
Home Creek* ... 523 5 0  299 61 360 61
ht)razin riditto ( 238 16 8  288 479 3351 62g ggBarcaldine* . 536 0 0  268 53 321 39
ditto (grazing right) 113 16 0  166 13 179 40
Beaconsfield* ... 755 0 0  3779 0 3779 93
ditto (arrears) 222 2 6
ditto (grazing right) 108 7 6  1831 0 183194 „
ditto (arrears) ... 54 3 9
Meroondah ... ... 22 15 0  459 0 451 260 K 2
Bellfield No. 1 ... 37 10 0  50 0 50 20
ditto No.2 ... 37 10 0  50 0 50 21
Moonda No. 1 ... 18 15 0  25 25 50 345A K1
ditto  No. 2 ... 18 150  25 0 25 351A
Mungerie No. 1 ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 349A
Bimera South ... 18 15 0  25 9 34 397A
ditto North ... 20 126  279 7 341 399L
Clifton .. ... 18 150  25 0 25 4054
Wait-a-while ... 22 10 0  30 0 30 407
Bimera South Lower 18 15 0  25 10 35 397B
ditto Upper ... 18 15 0  25 6 31 397c
Bimera North Upper 19 17 6  261 6 321 399c
ditto Lower ... 19 10 0  26 7 33 399E
Moonda No. 2 East 18 15 0  25 0 25 351B
ditto South ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 351c
ditto West ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 351D
Mungerie 1\ o. 1 East 18 15 0  25 0 25 349B
9ditto South ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 31 c
ditto West .. 18 15 0  25 0 25 349D
Moonda No. 1 South 18 15 0  25 25 50 345E
Clifton East ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 405B
ditto South ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 405c of
ditto West ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 405D to
Rosedale* ... ... 33 9 0  479 9 56; 79 L
ditto (arrears) 4 4 6
ditto (grazing right) 4 7 6  179 6 23; 80 ,,
ditto (arrears) ... 2 3 9
Bismarck ... ... 6 0 0  24 0 24 222 K3
Garfield ... ... 6 5 0  25 9 34 223
„
Grant .. ... 6 5 0  25 14 39 224 1,
1Silsoe No 25 0 0  50 26 76 261 K2.
ditto No. 2
...
... 50 0 0  100 0 100 262 99
ditto No. 3 ... 50 0 0  100 0 100 1 K3
ditto No. 4 ... 25 0 0  50 25 75 2 )7
Evora* ... ... 212 160  228 36 264 54 L1
ditto (grazing right) 50 10 0  101 38; 1391 55 „
The Land of Nob ... 25 0 0  50 50 100 201 K1
Redbill ... ... 40 0 0  80 0 80 183 „
Blackbill ... ... 75 0 0  100 0 100 123
Cleanskin ... 63  150  85 15 100 121
Isis Downs No. 11 ... 37 10 0  50 0 50 109 to
ditto No.4 ... 15 2 6  25 15 40 135 J1
ditto No.5 ... 15 2 6  25 15 40 137
ditto No. 10 ... 15 2 6  25 15 40 143 f,
Lumley ... ... 30 0 0  60 269 869 179 K2
Ruthven ... ... 15 0 0  30 109 40$ 180
Strathearn ... 15 0 0 30 0 30 181
Aberuthven ... 40 0 0  80 16 96 184
Possum ... ... 27 0 0  54 0 64 4 K3
Loyalty ... ... 12 10 0  25 91 341 3 ,f
Telfordf ... ... ... 50 30 80 1 K4
Haughton Green ... 8 0 0  32 16 48 205 K3
Lance Vale ... 12 10 0  50 40 90 61 K4
Mount Pleasant No. 2 12 10 0  25 25 50 185A K2
ditto West 12 10 0  25 25 50 185B
,f
Saltern Creek North* 537 5 0  307 6 313 63 L1
ditto (grazing right) 46 6 8  139 10 149 64 to
Good Hope ... ,.. 12 10 0  50 27 77 2 K4
856
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LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
Bun. Rent.
Estimated Area, In
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Polio.
£ R. d.  I
MITCHELL- continued.
146n  Kilgour and Mackay... Good Hope No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 19 K 4
146n ditto ditto No.2... 12 0 0 48 40 88 20
378n Lansdowne Pastoral Evesham* ... ... 1019 4 0 637 11 648
Company ditto (arrears)  ...  109 2 0
ditto (grazing  right) 289 9 0 325 0 325
ditto (arrears ) ... 144 14 6
357n Leishman, S. B. Lorne*  .. .. 314 0 0 157 47 204 23 L
ditto (grazing right) 67 3 4 984 21 119; 24
355n  Lillyman, J., junr. Burgoyne* ... 87 2 0 134 12 146 3 L 1
ditto (ggrrazingright) 15 8 0 44 5 49 4 „
50n Livermore, E. P. Sunny Hllls... ... 17 10 0 70 30 100 179 K 2
183n Lonergan, J. ... Boer ... ... ... 8 0 0 32 8 40 214 L  I57m Lucas, E.S. ... Rangers Valley ... 7 10 0 30 10 40 193 K 3
194n ditto ... Pittsburg ... ... 6 5 0 25 8 33 54 K 4
151n  M air, George ... Campsie No. 6 ... 18 15 0 25 25 50 40 K 2
ditto ... ditto No. 7* ... 21 5 0 17 5 22 71 L
ditto  (arrears ) ... 2 10
d
0
3 12 72itto (grazing right) 6 15 0 9
ditto (arrears) ... 6 15 0
61n Malvern Hills Pastoral Malvern Hills* .. 663 10 0 331; 69 400; 33
Company ditto (grazing right) 118 10 0 1634 48 2114 34
878 Martindale, C. C. Edie's Creek No. 1 40 © 0 80 20 100 86 K 3
879 ditto ... ditto No. 2 40 0 0 80 20 100 87
58n  ditto . ditto  No. 3 6 5 0 25 121 371 194
74n  Mayne and Mayne Glenlea ... ... 6 15 0 27 27 54 201 V 3
ditto ... Stratherrick ... 9 0 0 36 36 72 202
76n ditto ... Foyers .. ... 8 5 0 33 33 66 204
297n  Moffat, James Bloomfield* 78 15 0 35 18 53 1 I.
idi t i h 19 10 0 26 9 35 2o  (graz ng  r gt t)
356n Murphy, F., F. It., and Northampton 491 15 0 281 165 446 17
A.D.  Downs*
18ditto (grazing right) 155 10 0 175 30 205
19 McIver, George Clunie Creek* 28 8 0 48 12 60 86
ditto (grazing  right) 8 0 0 16 4 20
ditto (arrears) ... 2 4 0
27u Nankivell  and Fanning  Tambo 84 0 0 424 221 644 31 L 1
ditto (grazing right) 41 10 2 434 22 654 32
159n  New Zealand and Aus- Wellshot'* .. ... 2,546 9 5 1,247; 0 1,2474
t d C 722 11li L ditt 0an an ompany,ra o (arrears) .
Limited ditto (grazing right) 370 5 0 5624 0 5621
ditto (arrears ) ... 185 2 6
124n Oliver and Smith ... Avington* .. 494 0 0 247 25 272 29
ditto (grazing right) 91 16 6 193 28 221 30
379n Paton and Richardson Gray Rock* ... 9 12
di
6 194 64 26 83 L
tto (arrears ) ... 1 1 3
315n  Phillips and Ahern Ellen Vannin No. 3 n. 1. 30 18 48 66 K 4
374n  Plant and Jones  Oakley*  ...  ... 233 10 0 467 0 467 95 L
ditto (arrears ) .. 13 15
i 8di i h
0
152 0 152 96ng  rtto (graz g t) 6 18
ditto (arrears ) ... 34 9
9
4
4 4
863 Porter, Geo. ...  Charlie's Creek .. 12 10 0 25 0 25 75 K 3
44n ditto ...  ditto  No. 2  17 10 0 35 17 52 172
50n ditto ... ditto  No. 3 6 5 0 25 51 30 180
116n ditto ... ditto No. 4 6 5 0 25 5.1 301 5
116n ditto ,.. ditto  No. 5  16 10 0 66 221 88; 6
11TH ditto ... Box Flat ..  ... 6 5 0 25 101 351 7 K 4
11Th ditto ...  ditto  No. 1  ... 6 5 0 25 121 37; 8 „
118n ditto ...  Springton ... .. 10 0 0 40 40 80 9
118n ditto ... Charlie's CreekNo 6 4 0 0 16 0 16 10
279n  ditto Charlie's Creek No. 7 5 3 9 204 0 204 62
376n  Prior and Jardine  Aberfoyle* ..  ... 258 8 0 272 195 467 105 L
ditto (grazing right) 115 0 0 165 50 215 106
ditto (arrears ) ... 33 12 6
900 Roche, T. F., J. J., and Kurleea No. 1. ... 27 0 0 54 20; 74} 105 V 3
Macdonald, A. R....
901 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2. ... 27 10 0 55 11 66 106
932 ditto ... ... Opposition ... ... 12 10 0 18 0 18 137
8n ditto ... ... Kurleea No. 3 ... 25 0 0 50 4 54 155
994 Rome, Chas. ... Bowfell ... ... 15 0 0 30 24 54 12
855 ditto ... ... Putney ... ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 67
856 ditto ... ... Trickett ... 14 0 0 28 28 56 68
299 ditto ... ... Eden Downst ... 12 10 0 50 354 854 177 K 1
300n ditto ... ... Dornock ... ... 46 10 0 62 20 82 175
300n ditto ... ... Romula ... ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 257
301n ditto ... .. , Sedbergh ... ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 255
206n ditto ... ... Adaford ... ... 30 0 0 40 10 60 253
857
Lessee.
44n((1n1Rome, Chas.ditto ...
68n
337n
ditto
ditto ...
135n  ditto
158 ditto ... ...
317n ditto ... ...
317n ditto ...
820 ditto ..
362n Rourke and Brown
(Executors of late H.
847
Rourke)
Ryrie , John C.
848 ditto ...
953 ditto ...
954 ditto ...
956 ditto ...
303n ditto ...
69n ditto ...
206n ditto
984 ditto
985 ditto
996 ditto ...
922 ditto ...
207n ditto ...
100n  Ryder, L. L....
101n ditto .
380n Scottish Australian In-
vestment  Company
194 Simpson, John ...
195 ditto ... ...
915 ditto ... ...
918 ditto ... ...
919 ditto ... ...
871 ditto ... ...
872 ditto ... ...
872 ditto ... ...
873 ditto ... ...
873 ditto , . ...
874 ditto ... ...
207n ditto ... ...
208n  ditto ... ...
805 ditto ... ...
806 ditto ... ...
354n  ditto ... ...
326n  ditto ... ...
326n ditto ... ...
327n  ditto ...
327n ditto ...
343n ditto ...
343n ditto ...
344n  ditto ...
305n  ditto ...
306n ditto ...
306n ditto ...
185n Simpson  and Affleck ...
334n ditto ... ...
334n ditto ... ...
75n ditto ... ...
287n Smith, R. B. ... ...
208n Smith and Macansh ...
193n ditto ...
L94n ditto ...
41n ditto ...
42n ditto ...
18n ditto ...
350n  ditto
321n ditto ...
350n  ditto ...
341n ditto ...
87n ditto
355n South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
LIST OF  RUNS- continued
Run. Rent.
d.
MITCHELL-continued.
Cumberlandli ... ..
Adderley ... ...  1815
Welford  Downs  ... 37 10
Henley ... ... 37 10
Walton  ... ... 26 5
Kingston  ... ... 37 10
Sedan  ... ... 36 15
Metz ... ... ... 37 10
Peninsula  ... ... 25 0
Rockwood*  563 10
ditto (grazing  right) 160 13
Ben Nevis No. 1
ditto No. 2
Bald Hills No. 1
ditto  No. 2
Bedrock ..
Vergemont No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto No.8
Evesham No. 6
Bede ...
0
25 0 0
29 0 0
35 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
40 0 0
37 10
56 0
25 0
40 0
20 0
15 0
70 0
.. 12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
05
ditto  (arrears )** ... 5 0 0
Rocket  ...  ... 11 5 0
Bowen  Downs* .. 3028 14 6
ditto (grazing  right) 1456 13 1
Woodlands ... 56 5 0
Ridgelands ... 37 10 0
Garvoc No. 2 ... 12 10 0
Topham No. 1 ... 25 0 0
ditto No . 2 .. 14 0 0
Mutti Mutti No. 3... 37 10 0
ditto No . 4... 50 0 0
Newlands No. 1 ... 32 10 0
Upper Warbreccan 50 0 0
Newlands No .  2 ... 17 10 0
ditto No.3  ...  12 10 0
Holbern Hi ll  ... 30 0 0
Jundah  ... ...  30 0 0
Wangoom  ... ...  20 0 0
Garvoe .. 30 0 0
Warbreccan No. 1... 20 0 0
ditto No . 2... 4210 0
Mutti Mutti No. 1... 18 15 0
ditto No . 2... 20 0 0
Wuringle  ... ...  20 0 0
Chaunsit No. 1 ... 75 0 0
ditto No . 2 ... 75 0 0
ditto No.3  ...  75 0 0
Carella No . 1 ... 40 0 0
ditto  No. 2 ... 40 0 0
ditto No .  a ... 50 0 0
Mount Felix  N o.  4 4 7 6
Haughton Vale No.1 25 0 0
ditto No.2 20 0 0
Leadclunell ... ...
Delta* ..  223 10 0
ditto  (grazing right) 37 4 0
Minster  ... ...  75 0 0
Ounmarana ... ... 26 5 0
Talundi lly  ...  19 10 0
Isis Downs No. 3 ... 28 8 8
ditto No.6 ... 44 0 0
ditto No.7 ... 24 4 0
Tichborne  ... 20 10  0
Minster  North ... 20 0 0
Pemberley ... ... 285 0 0
Bona Vista No. 2 ... 40 0 0
Minster South  ...  21 10 0
Boree Creek* 76 10 0
ditto  (grazing right) 29 11 1
Estimated Area in
Square  Miles.
Avail-
able.
U
vai
na-
lable. Total.
Lands Folio.
76 21 97 219  K2
25 0 25 217A
50 0 50 215A
60 0 50 51
35 15 50 49 K 1
50 0 50 55
49 0 49 45
50 0 50 47
60 0 50 101 K2
4022 154 4184 57 L1
2442 29; 274 58
50 25 75 59 K 3
58 264 844 60
70 30 100 236 K 2
50 0 50 237
25 6 31 239 „
50 50 100 235 K1
50 50 100 237
70 30 100 239
50 50 100 5 K3
80 20 100 6 „
40 19 59 14
30 0 30 127
50 50 100 234 K1
49 472 962 245 K3
45 30a  752 246
1923  4232123462 41 L1
13002 36 13362 42
75 25 100 401
50 21 71 403
25 25 50 121 K3
60 32 82 123
28 27 55 124
75 25 100 155  K2
100 0 100 156
65 35 100 235A
100 0 100 157
35 172 522 235B
25 25 50 235c
40 10 50 299 K1
40 10 50 297
40 10 50 86 K260 15 75 87
40 40 80 53
85 15 100 54
372 20 572 55
40 10 60 56
40 10 50 57
100 0 100 391 H1
100 0 100 393
100 0 100 39580 20 100 35 K2
80 20 100 36
100 0 100 37
172 0 174 40 K4
50 0 50 367 K1
40 10 50 369
25 10 35 203 K3
298 97 395 19 L1
124 0 124 20 is
100 0 100 199 i1
35 25 60 119
26 9 35 117 „47 16 62 133
140 0 40 G77
40 0 40 139 J1
41 39 80 459 K1
40 20 60 461
„
100 0 100 467
60 16 96 335
43 5 48 331A
34 34 68 7 L1
232 134 374 8
858
Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.
MITCHELL- continued.
45n South, William
183 Springer , William
184n ditto
369n Stuart ,  Stuart, and
McCaughey
181n Swendsen, A. C.
53 Tay lor, James ...
54 ditto ...
332n ditto
333n ditto
333n ditto
875 ditto
340n ditto
340n ditto
307n ditto
329n ditto
329n ditto
330n ditto
330n ditto
331n ditto
209n ditto
1005 ditto
331n ditto
307n ditto
209n ditto
210n ditto
308n ditto
157 ditto
159 ditto
817 ditto ... ...
989 Tru
p
st and Age
any of Aus
ncy Com-
tralasia
990 ditto ...
844 ditto
931 ditto ...
991 ditto ...
868 ditto ...
869 ditto ...
939 ditto ...
870 ditto ...
597 ditto
356n ditto
15n ditto
...
371n ditto ...
372n ditto ...
85n
17n
111,
21n
361n
Happy Valley ..
Lisnafunshion No. 1
ditto No. 2
Ludgate Hill* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Boston No. 1* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Bothwell No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
Vacy No.1
ditto No. 2
Bona Vista No.  I
ditto  No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
Arno ...
Adderly East
Annandale ...
Petworth ...
Blackdown ...
Cirencester
Wandsworth
Mortlake
Marlow Bridge
Creswick No. 2 ...
Warrnambool No. 1
ditto No. 2
Lismore ... ... I
St. Enoch ... ...
Grasmere ... ...
Kyree No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Cross ... ...
Woodford .. ...
Grasmere South ...
Isis Downs*
ditto (grazing right)
Coreena* .
ditto (grazing right)
Uanda* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Strathdarr*-'* ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Tyson, James ... ... Swan Vale No. 5 ...
Union Mortgage and Terrick Terrick* ..
Agency Company ... ditto (grazingright)
Webb, W.  S.  . Medicus ...
Whittingham, G. and J., Alice Downs*
and Davidson, W. H.
Wienholt, E.... ...
377n ditto
889 ditto ... ...
865 ditto ... ...
880 ditto ...
143n Williamson & Thornton
Saltern Creek* ...
ditto (grazing right)
K at andra* ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazing  right)
ditto (arrears ) ...
Stamfordham No. 4
Stamfordham ...
ditto No. 2
Tower Hill*... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands rolio.
8 15 0 35 16 51 174 K 3'
12 10 0 50 50 100 36 K 4
6 5 0 25 25 50 37 „
105 15 0 2112 0 2112 73 L
66 0 0
16 16 9 674 0 674 74
16 16 9
34 0 0 34 0 34 97
13 5 0
3 0 0 12 0 12 98
1 10 020 0 0 40 10 50 357  K1
20 0 0 40 10 50 359
20 0 0 40 10 50 361
20 0 0 40 10 50 363
20 0 0 40 20 60 365
12 10 0 25 222 472 83  K
37 10 0 75 0 75 329
31 15 0 632 0 632 331
28 5 0 562 0 562 333
36 10 0 73 5 78 115  K2
24 0 0 48 19 67 116
34 0 0 68 102 782 117
32 10 0 65 35 100 118
25 0 0 50 50 100 119
18 15 0 25 0 25 423 K 1
18 15 0 25 0 25  217B
31 10 0 42 40 82 173
18 15 0 25 25 50 261 „
37 10 0 50 0 60 259
37 10 0 50 0 50 221
37 10 0 50 0 50 61
30 0 0 40 10 50 57
18 15 0 25 25 50 53
12 10 0 25 . 24 49 29
47 10 0 95 5 100 186c K 2
25 0 0 50 0 50 186 D2
12 10 0 25 2; 272 56 K3
20 0 0 40 10 50 136
50 0 0 100 0 100 186E K2
40 0 0 80 34 831 80 K3
12 10 0 234 0 23; 81
27 0 0 54 26 80 143
30 0 0 60 20 80 82
21  189 874 0 874 196
594 0 0 297 58 355 13  Ia
97 17 6 135 29 164 14
757 3 4 649 104 753 55
167 0 0 3472 53 4001 56
889 10 0 8892 493 13821 107
131 5 11
278 2 6 5564 0 5564 108
139 1 3
365 9 2 2004 0 2004
88 18 4
59 0 0 108 0 108
29 10 0
6 5 0 25 0 25 218 K 3
847 0 0 4232 43 4662 21 L 11.74 132 2872 552 343 22
7 10 0 30 74 374 248 K 3
417 6 0 214 61 275 9 L
383 17 6 2072 0 2072 51 L 1
66 0 0 124 0 124 52
1045 13 9 6432 0 6431
296 16 10
107 15 0 2152 0 2152
53 17 6
12 10 0 71 0 7z 91 K3
50 0 0 100 0 100 1 77
50 0 0 100 0 1(X) 88 „
227 10 0 2272 20 2472 i 49 L 1
80 0 0 160 222 1822 1 60
859
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Armytage,
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Lands Folio.
£  it.  d.
WARREGO.
lnI
72nd
73n!
185n ,
186ni
186n
88a
187n
187n
188n
188n
189n
189n
103n
104n
190n
595
687
688
689
690
691
692
366n
78n
79n
80n
224n
225n
318n
403
404
264n
757
344n
182n
183n
183n
208n
614
414n
603
60n
61n
60n
61n
165n
604
616
617
779
125n
126n
65n
166n
164n
165n
406n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dtito
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Ashburn,
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Lessee.
F. W.
John
ditto ..
Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company, Limited
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Booboola
Belmore South ...
Burrundulla East ...
Burrundulla ...
Round Hills ...
Pomeroy ... ...
Clayton East
Tburingowa ...
ditto North...
ditto South ...
Wiralla
ditto North
ditto South
Kooliatto
ditto North
Wyara ...
Winbourne ...
Bal ... ...
Belmore ...
Gonda ... ...
Three Pioneers ...
Cowara ...
Clayton .
Burrundulla North
Ismail ... ...
Alexandria ...
Sahara
Hoganthulla Downs
Koolbellup ... ...
Chesterton No.2...
ditto No. 3 ...
Hoganthulla  IN o.1...
Banker .
Burenda Salt Bush
Banker South ...
Lilly Vale ... ...
Lilly Downs ...
Lilly  Plains ...
Bylang ... ...
Guildford  Plains ...
Finsbury  Plains ...
Thorlindah ...
CaiwarrooRight Lower
ditto Rig ht ...
ditto Left Lower
ditto Left
Podmore East
Nottingham
Kingston
Hampstead
+ Dalston ..
Ningaling East
Brindowappo
Boundary East
Podmore West
Kyearing East
ditto West
Beec}lal* ... ...
ditto (gazing right)
179n  Australian  Mortgage Haphazard ... ...
Land & Finance Co.
184n ditto ... ...  , Orient Two...Coronation Twoditto ...  ...  Mooroola
243n  ditto ... ditto South
415n;  ditto ... North Gibbers
408n' Bank of Australasia ... Charlotte Plains*
15 0 0 30
17 0 0 34
30 10 0 61
92 14 10 73
95 5 9 75
102 17 0 68
12 10 0 25
49 4 11 37
42 18 4 33
42 18 4 33
42 18 4 33
42 18 4 33
42 18 4 33
24 4 0 25
30 19 6 32
58 1 7 40
58 10 0 78
15 0 0 30
30 0 0 60
20 0 0 40
35 0 0 70
22 10 0 45
15 0 0 30
40 0 0 80
51 4 0 32
35 0 0 28
122 10 0 70
33 5 6 25
66 11 0 50
73 4 1 55
29 0 10 32
45 7 6 50
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 25
6 5 0 25
24 0 0 40
45 0 0 30
21 0 0 35
62 0 0 40
10) 0 0 50
71 15 0 35
12 10 0 25
33 5 6 25
33 5 6 25
53 4 10 40
33 5 6 25
59 8 0 54
17 0 0 34
17 10 0 35
16 10 0 33
25 0 0 50
24 4 0 25
43 11 2 45
38 14 5 40
46 15 0  421-75 12 6 50
55 0 0 50
612 0 0 612
131 8 0 253
8 0 0 32
12 10
II 8 5
...
3810
38 10
ditto (arrears) ..
401n
265n
407n
Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
Bank, CommercialCom-
pany of Sydney
ditto ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Minnie Downs* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Dundoo*t
ditto (grazing right)
Burrandilla* ..
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
16 18
447 7
0 12
118 5
449 15
97 1
192 16
87 13
265 0
66 0
99 0
64 364A  25
17 51 144
30 91 146
18 91 223
244 994 224
254 934 225
104 354 182
13 50 9
17 50 10
17 50 8
17 50 12
17 50 13
17 50 11
17 42 15
2141  534 14
15 55 209
21 99 63
0 30 445
31 91 447
20 60 449
30 100 451
25 70 453
13 43 455
20 100 171
8 40 157
22 302 159
1fi* 872 161
0 25 433
0 50 435
20 75 263
8 40 452
20 70 467
0 25 240
0 25 465
25 50 254
26 66 210
15 45 211
7 42 212
16 56 501
194 694
114 464
11 36
0 25
0 25
10 50
0 25
0 54
3 37
4 39
0 33
16 66
0 25
18 63
20 60
0 ; 422
0 500 50
267 87991,  3444
17 49
0 50 10 60
0 I 33 6 39
0 35 15 50
0 35 15 50
0 26 15 41
0 389 0 389
6
0 213 0 213
0 257 65 322
4 256 104 360
3 1954 174  21312
2 982 102 109
0 265 107 372
0 103 44 147
0
297
299
177
7
4
6
5
198
161
193
195
121
497
495
493
197
196
195
55
J1
K1
K2
J2It
ff
„
G1
K2
f,toIt11
7,
G1
„
7!
L
205 K 3
213
214
227
231
425
71
f,
„
Gi
K1
L
725
6
65 „
66  to
860
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Run. Rent.
409n Bank, Commercial Com-
pany, of Sydney
358n  Bank , London Char-
tered, of Australia,
Limited
409n  ditto ... ...
405n  Bank, Mercantile of
402n
429n
720
721
722
354n
319n
285n
285n
347n
339n
339n
62n
62n
63n
108n
]08n
63n
157n
158n
210n
211n
210n
211n
212n
684
49n
399n
53n
120n
401n
Sydney
Bank  of New South
Wales
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Bank ,  Queensland
tional, Limited
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Na-
Bowra* ... ... 109 11 8
ditto (grazing  right) 95 5 7Widgeegoara* ... 136 17 0
ditto (¢ razingright)t 16 11 0
Coongoola* ... 866 5 0
ditto (grazing  right) 275 7 11
Weelamurra* ... 213 0 9
ditto (grazing  right) 47 7 6
Alice Downs* ... 103 19 0
ditto (grazing right) 27 10 0
Clyde ... 167 14 2
Arkansas South ... 30 0 0
ditto NorthiJ
Nebraska ... 19 10 0
Alba Creek, No. 1 ... 55 0 0
Moble North ... 47 5 ( 
South Down
Eastfield ...
Down ...
Bangor ...
Belfast ...
Owthorpe No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No.9 ...
ditto No.10...
Tungara ...
Wombin
Wombin East
Moble
ditto West
Tungara East
Prairie
ditto North
Yellowstone
ditto North
Box Camp ..
Yarrawonga*
ditto (grazing right)
Bank, Royal of Queens- Arabella* ... ...
land, Limited ditto (grazing right)
418n Bank,Union of Australia Listowel Downs* ...
690 ditto ... ...
689 ditto ... ...
367n ditto ... ...
104n Barker, Barker, McLean
and Chambers
105n ditto ... ...
105n ditto ... ...
106n ditto ... ...
302n ditto ... ...
302n ditto ... ...
697 ditto ... ...
698 ditto ... ...
699 ditto ... ...
700 ditto ... ...
701 ditto ... ...
702 ditto ...
703 ditto
728 ditto ... ...
743 Barker,Barker,McLean,
and Chambers
802 ditto ... ...
803 ditto ... ...
160n ditto
283n  ditto ... ...
67n
ditto ... ...
ditto (arrears) .
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Nerrigundah ...
Mongarlo .
Riversleigh*
ditto (grazing right)
Lake Colless ...
Koraggarak... ...
Yungerah ...
Owthorpe 14o" 1 ...
Godesberg ... ...
Bonn ... ...
Phipps ... ...
Annie Joe Joe ...
Young Woman ...
Gap ... ... ...
Stop
dittto (arrears)++
Galvin ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
Denman ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
Thiers ... ...
Table Top ... ...
Winbin ... ...
ditto North ...
Gunadorah ...
Wombadulla
Gunadorah West ...
Avail-
able.
Lands Folio.
Una-
vailable.Total.
£ s. d.   i
WARREGO- continued.
26 5 0
26 5 0
13 10 0
21 0 0
18 15 0
60 10 0
67 15 2
30 5 0
60 10 0
76 4 7
30 5 0
49 10 0
47 6 0
53 4 9
74 16 0
36 6 0
84 8 0
38 10 0
25 0 0
9 12 6
6 17 6
15 0 0
105 0 0
49 10 0
101 3 0
22 3 4
608 0 0
29 4 0
210 6 8
105 3 4
37 10 0
12 10 0
95 0 0
32 4 0
96 17 11
54 3 2
61 9 10
46 11 8
27 0 0
27 0 0
17 10 0
37  10 0
35 0 0
17 0 0
29 10 0
10 0 0
40 0 0
62 10 0
28 0 0
10 0 0
30 10 0
19 10 0
40 0 0
39 0 0
70 16 10
42 7 0
42 7 0
654 0 651 73 L
65 0 65
119 0 119 47
61 0 61 48
630 0 630 79
371 0 371 80
1854 0 1854 53
941 0  94-43 54
99 59 158 35
55 44 594 36
2011 0 201;
60 20 80 396 K 2
23 0 23 398
39 19 58 400
50 16 66 20 G 1
63 244 874 197 K 1
35 15 50 191
35 15 50 189
27 5 32 185
42 8 50 183
25 0 25 181
50 25 75 63 N1
56 274 834 64
25 0 25 65
50 25 75 68
63 314 944 69
25 0 25 70
45 94 544 140
43 10.4 534 139
40 8j  48,  249
68 11 79 213
30 20 50 216
45 84 534 215
35 15 50 247
50 16 66 323 K 2
19; 0 19; 116 K 3
134 0 131 116A
30 4 30; 125
105 33 138 29
494 25 744 30
119 574 1764 17
474 244 72 18
380 246 626
247 1074 3544
75 25 100 335 K 2
25 8 33 333
100 76 176 37 L
59 394 984 38
52 26 78 71 G 1
29 17 46 72
33 17 50 73
25 20 45 61
36 9 45 65 K1
36 9 45 67
35 25 60 465
75 25 100 467
70 10 80 469
34 16 50 471
59 16 75 473
80 194 994 475
56 6 62 477
61 27 88 21 K2
39 14 53 437
80 20 100 173
78 29 107 171
46 0 46 163 G 1
25 9 34 26 G 2
25 10 35 201 G 1
861
LIST OF RUN S- continued.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Leuse. B,nn.
Colac
E 8. d.
WARREGO-- continued.
39nI Barker ,Barker,McLean,' Generat
} and Chambers
49n ditto ... ...
60n ditto ...
419n Blackwood and Paterson
103n Brassington, S.
403n ditto
400n British and Australian
Trust and Loan Co.,
Limited
350n Bullmore,  E. A. ...
389n ditto ...
169n Burns, Mrs. Catherine
429n Clarke , Sir W. J. ...
357n ditto ...
428n  Cleve, Fink, and Henty
346n Cole and Brown ...
449 Cribb, John G. ...
609 ditto ... ...
724 ditto ...
417n  Cudmore, Smith, Swan,
and Elder
735 Cudmore, P. H., M. R.,
and A. F.
779 ditto ... ...
780 ditto
781 ditto
786 ditto
787 ditto
791 ditto
792 ditto
795 ditto25% ditto
38n ditto
38n ditto
92n ditto ...
406n Dickson, G. L.
306n Dougharty, J. S.
402n
416n
458
619632
275n
Dowling, C. W., J., B., Oakwood* ... ...
and J . W., Ware, J., j ditto (grazing right)Lunn, and J. G., and,Peyton, F., and G. W.
Dunstan , D. W. ... 1N orth Enrella
Feehan , Richard . Kungie South
Fitzgerald , E. and N.... Tickalara ...
ditto ... ... I Woodburn ...
Flood, E. ... ... Gowrie*
...
123n Fowler ,  Carstairs, and
Mandeville
331 Gardiner, J. A.
307n ditto
349n ditto
374n ditto
375n ditto ...
228n ditto
22 ditto229mditto ...
••.
..
230n ditto ... ...
650 ditto ... ...
659 ditto
105
Rent.
...I
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
I ands Folio.
1010 0 28 I 0 28 97 K 3
i l
20 0 0 1 40 10 50 117
15 0 0 30 84 381 118
673 6 3 8974 5 9024
171 14 8
223 18 9 4211 0 4211
223 18 9
29 0 10 24 0 24 57 D 3
30 0 0 30 17, 471
44
L
5 5 0 109 0 104
799 19 5 3459 0 3459 1 „
354 4 9 2944 12 3064 2 „
24 1 9 239 231 47 13
16 10 0 33 30 63 14
12 10 0 10 21 121 15
10 16 8 10 21 121 16
17 10 0 70 27 97 196
207 11 3 1844 8  1921
92 12 9 1039 4 1071
172 16 8 1521 44 1574
39 16 0 704 21 73
525 5 3 5004 561 5564
141 11 3 2724 0 2724
n.l. 25 25 50 257 K 3
30 0 0 40 10 50 23 K 1
17 10 0 35 20 55 179 K 2
12 10 0 25 15 40 403
1710 0 0 11391 3884 15281
369 1 6
299 6 8 542 2291 7719
149 13 4
12 10 0 25 7 32 422
16 7 6 324 0 321 3 K3
15 0 0 30 111 411 4
15 0 0 30 6 36 5
25 00 50 24 74 10
22 0 0 44 84 624 11
25 0 0 50 164 664 15
15 0 0 30 6 36 16
1710 0 35 24 379 19
60 0 0 40 9 49 73
22 10 0 45 74 521 94
10 0 0 20 0 20 95
11 7 6 224 0 224 189
132 0 0 120 654 1854 59  L
56 1 8 93 661 1591
112 3 4
425 10 0 425; 275  7004 63
185 7 6 3014 1779 4791 64 „
440
1
6 0 259 197 456 25 „
332 14 4 345 207 552 26 „
12 10 0 25 5 30 44 K 3
18 15 0 25 0 25 1 K 1
37 10 0 75 25 100 201 K 2
19 0 0 38 12 50 225
47210 0 270 92 362 19 L
j 493 14 10 342 26 368 20
304 18 9 287 5 292
127 4 0 148 0 148
86 19 8
33 5 6 25 25 50 283
33 5 6 25 25 50 285
66 11 0 50 0 50 287
30 0 0 40 40 80  9  K1
30 0 0 40 40 80 7 „
36 18 1 25 0 25  295  J1
36 18 1 25 0 25 297 of
36 18 1 25 0 25 299 „
36 18 1 25 0 25 301 „
25 0 0 50 16 66 369 K 1
22 10 0 45 I 15 60
}
389
...
Derremut ... ...
Yuleemya* ... ...
ditto (arrears) .
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...Reynella ... ...
Be llrose*
ditto (grazing right)
Lansdowne*
ditto  (grazing right)
Nive Junction* ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Tathumnarra*
(ditto (grazing right)
Bolan ... ...
Bingara * ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Werie Ela* ...
ditto (grazing right)
Comongin South' ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Tom ..
Hoganthulla No. 2...
Killarney ... ...
Roshire ...
Tintinchilla* ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears ) ...
W ellclose ... ...
Boondoon ...
Brigalow ...
Young ...
Levuka
Yammagin gin
Stannum ...
Kaloola ...
Rockwell ...
Cuckoo ...
Cubrathulla ...
ditto North ...Mantony ... ...Angellala* .
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Yarron Vale`-*
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (grazing  right)
Currawinya* ...
ditto (grazing  right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Hill's Plains
Emu Plains ::
Kangaroo Plains
Meekin Kolley ...
Urdah Urain ...
Block  No. 2 on Cut-
tilar River
ditto No. 3 ditto ...
ditto No. 4 ditto ...
ditto No. 5 ditto ...
Roto
Colaroy ... ...
862
LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
Estimated Area in
square Mtlet.
660 Gardiner , J. A. ...
716 ditto ... ...
403n Good , M. ... ...
615 Harries , E. D... ...
40n ditto .. ...
404 Hill and Clark ...
93n Hunter, Herbert ...
80 Jenkins, Francis ...
32n ditto ...
352n Jones, Richard ...
418n Jones, Green, and
Sullivan
420n ditto ... ...
14n Kidman, Sidney ...
300n Leadbetter, D. T. ...
208n  M alpas, W. J. ...
667 Mein, G. A. and P. ...
668 ditto ... ...
686 ditto ... ...
787 ditto ... ...
770 ditto ... ...
771 ditto ... ...
790 ditto ... ...
19n ditto ... ...
19n ditto ... ...
20n1  ditto .. ...
58n  ditto ... ...
58n  ditto ... ...
69n ditto ... ...
70n ditto ... ...
71n ditto ... ...
264n  ditto .. ...
800 Morehead, B. D. ...
159n ditto ... ...
301n ditto ... ...
281n  Murphy, James, junr.
156n ditto ...
162n ditto ...
625 ditto ...
626 ditto ...
299 ditto ...
411n ditto ...
382n ditto ...
382n ditto ...
209n ditto ...
109n ditto ...
109n ditto ...
lion ditto ...
604 ditto ...
655 ditto ...
417n  McCulloch, Wm.
386n McDonald, A....
428n McEntyre, junr., John
181n McGregor ,  Duncan ...
26n 1McK.innon, Dugald ...
647 McRae, C. ... ..
714 ditto
633 New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency
Company, Limited
634 ditto ... ...
Eau. Bent.
£ e. d.
WARREGO - continued.
Juan  ... ...  25 0 0
Juanbung  ...  31 10 0
Mount Alfred * ...  60 7 6
ditto  (grazing right) 15 13 6
Malta  ... ...  5210 0
Belle  ... ...  30 0 0
Owangowan* 96 0 0
ditto  (grazing right) 39 5 0
Victoria Downs * ...  252 8 3
ditto  (grazing right )  181 16 11
Mangalore ` ...  110 0 0
ditto  (grazing right) 28 9 2
ANo.511 . ...
Tobermory * ...  183 7 6
ditto  (arrears) 25 5 0
ditto  (grazing right) 52 5 0
ditto (arrears) ..  26 2 6
Dynevor Downs * ...  493 15 0
(ditto arrears ) ...  209 2 8
Bullo Downs * ...  2,705 7 3
Oblong  ... ...  35 0 0
Alba  Creek No . 2... 36 6 0
Gumbardo *... ...  270 3 2
ditto  (grazing right) 46 7 6
Pantaloon  ... ...  30 0 0
Auburn  ... ...  25 0 0
Collabara  ... ...  20 0 0
Gilmore  ... ...  31 0 0
Barcelona  ... ...  19 0 0
Alicant  ... ...  13 0 0
Tallyho  ... ...  25 0 0
Monk  ... ... 30 0 0Box-tree ... ...  30 0 0
South Creek  ...  25 0 0
Mung i ... ...  16 10 0
Log Creek  ... ...  25 0 0
ipoli ... ... 24 0 0
Adrianople  ... ...  25 0 0
Curtis ... ... 12 10 0
Gifford  ... ...  8 15 0
Carwell ... ... 12 10 0
Yarran  ...  27 10 0
Higher Hirst ( ... ...
Paroo North ... 60 10 0
Parroo  ...  33 0 0
Humeburn West  ...  55 0 0Koroit South  ...  17 10 0Koroit  ... 22 10 0
Humeburn North  ...  18 3 0
Ballymana  ... ...  30 0 0
Marramonca  ...  56 5 0
1)ugganbla  ...  61 5 0
Boobara  ...  48 8 0
ditto North ... 24 4 0
Humeburn  ... ...  24 4 0
ditto South ... 18 15 0
Keppel ... ... 46 0 0
Ashton ... ...  12 10 0
Langlo Downs * ...  444 16 0
ditto  (arrears)  ...  17 9 11
ditto (grazing right )  180 13 1
ditto (arrears) ... 90 6 7
Cowley* ...  ...  108 9 2
ditto  (grazing right) 28 15 0
Wild* ... ...  39 2 9
ditto  (arrears) 10 2 9
ditto  (grazing right) 7 5 0
ditto  (arrears ) ...  7 5 0
Panif •
Cairns * ...  26 3 2
ditto  (grazing right) 8 14 4
Ross ... ... 12 10 0
Mull  ... ... 15 0 0
Arouca ... ...  21 10 0
Moonbria ... 17 10 0
AyeS .  Una.. TotsLable .  vauaD
50 30 80 391
63 37 100 503
524 279 80 41
181 169 35 42
50 0 50 116
50 40 90 98
.60 0 60 45
429 0 421 46
159 54 213 9
131 59 190 10
110 46 156 39
46 8 54 40
7 0 7 449
2134 0 2134
1044 0 104x4
500 241 5249 K 1
28474 0 28474
70 52 122 51 S 3
30 20 50 21 G 1
3084 148 4564 57 L
1324 494 182 58
60 15 75 289
50 25 75 291
40 35 75 327
62 31 93 329
38 13 51 491
26 10 36 493
50 25 75 14
60 40 100 61
60 40 100 62
50 50 100 63
33 33 66 131
50 50 100 132
48 27 75 139
50 30 80 141
25 4 29 142
35 15 50 239
25 24 49 24
25 0 25 161 G 1
30 0 30 249 K 3
25 13 38 34 G 2
25 0 25 146 G 1
40 10 50 168
35 15 50 319 K 1
45 5 50 321
30 20 I 50 153 J 1
40 10 I 50 273 K 1
25 25 50 265
25 13 38 263
50 0 50 135 J 1
25 25 50 137
25 25 50 131
25 25 50 129
40 10 50 277 K 1
25 2 27 271 K 2
3894 0 1 389;
2574 0 2571
12012 464 1674 67 L
579 24 811 68
501 6 561 110  K3
tends Folio.
S1
„is
f,
G1
K3
L
„
„
„
J1
K2
141 0 141
25 6 31
23; 3 264
74 1 84
25  20 45
30 10 40
43 5 48
209
27
28
363
499
227
It
LIt
K1
K2
35 17 52 229  It
373n  New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency
Company, Limited
266n  ditto ... ...
33n ditto ...
372n North British Aus-
tralasian  Company,
Limited
345n  Patterson G. and E....
420n  Peterson and Rolfe ...
128n  Queensland Investment
and Land  Mortgage
Company, Limited
190n ditto ... ...
421n  ditto ... ...
719 ditto ... ...
52n  ditto ... ...
84n ditto ... ...
610 ditto ... ...
718 ditto ... ...
260n ditto ... ...
345 ditto ...
410n ditto ... ...
479 ditto ... ...
359n ditto .. ...
363n  Robertson, Wm. ...
217n Rutherford, Whitney,
and Hall
408n Rutherford,  James ...
415n  ditto ...
400n Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
14n Smith , A. C. ... ...
15n  ditto ... ...
223n Snow,  E. ...  ...
82n South Australian Land
Mortgage andAgency
Company
ditto ... ...
407n  ditto ... ...
390n Spencer , M. A. ...
226n Tom , H. ... ...
328n ditto ... ...
263n ditto
76n ditto ... ...
76n ditto
416n Tyson,  James ...
341n ditto
341n ditto
12 ditto
94n ditto ...
366n ditto
394n ditto
395n ditto
284n  ditto
316n ditto
16n ditto
94n ditto
133n ditto
134n ditto ...
186 ditto
300 ditto
200n ditto
863
LIST OF B1 NS-oo atixseA
zoos.
S s. d.
WARREGO-- continued.
Greenvale ... ... 1 10 0
Murweh* ...  372 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 97 7 4Biddenham* 79 9 6
ditto (grazing right) 79 10 0
Noorama * ...
...
262 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 113 14 2
Berkshire No. 1 ... 6 5 0
Dilallah* ... ... 691 6 3
ditto (arrears ) .. 368 17 9
ditto (grazing right) 179 13 4
ditto (arrears) ... 179 13 4
Bogarella ... ... 47 3 9
ditto East ...  31 18 11
Pinkilla*t .. ...  188 13  6
Tarrawinnabah ... 12 10 0
Winneba ... ... 25 10 0
Red Cap .. ... 20 0 0
Mount Maria ... 15 0 0
Brigham ... ... 15 0 0
Bassett  ...  ...  6 5 0
Brunel Downs East 15 0 0
Cunno No. 1 ... 15 0 0
Bogarella South ... 30 0 0
Protection  IF  ... ..
Nickavilla* ... 185 0 0
Claverton* ...  ...  558 12 0
ditto (grazing right) 312 15 6
Cunnanmulla* ... 624 0 0
ditto (arrears)  ...  75 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 226 10 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 226 10 0Yowah* ... 351 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 220 1 4
Nive Downs' ... 1119 10 0
ditto (grazing  right) 525 3 11
Oblong South ... 30 0 0
Yarmouth ... 44 0 0
Hoganthulla No. 3 42 11 10
John ... ... 1610 0
Murrpphyy ... ... 12
Boothulla*` 429
ditto (grazing  right) 91
Eurella  ... ... 30
Attica ... 30
Chesterton No. 1 ... 39
Waterless ... ... 16
ditto (arrears)$$ ... 50
Colcobrogee... ... 40
10 0
16 6
16 0
5 0
5 0
0 5
5 0
0 0
0 0
ditto (arrears)$$ ... 96 5 0
Yalgo ... .. 30 0 0
ditto  (arrears )+$...  61 15 0
Tinnenburra*` .. 2165 2 0
ditto (grazingright) 924 2 1
Rangelands ... 9 0 0
Bridgelands ... 9 0 0
Carnarvon ... ... 15 0 0
Channin No. 1 ... 15 0 0
Euraine ... 15 0 0
Carnarvon East ... 24 4 0
ditto North ... 24 4 0
ditto Downs ... 15 2 6
Maermeddo... ... 33 0 0
Woonboeng... ... 33 0 0
Channin No. 2 ... 30 5 0
Cunno No. 2 ... 34 9 8
ditto No. 3 ... 50 14 10
Deawabodtheoling ... 15 2 6
Westerton ... ... 15 2 6
Cunno No. 4 ... 30 5 0
Thttmated  Area inSquare Miles.
Avail•
able.
Una- Total.
vailable.
IAnds Folio.
3 0 3 73 K I
3721 1091 482 33 L
1949 57 2511 34 „
51 41 92 11 „
69 23 92 12 „
1969 0 1964 31 It
1221 0 1229 32 „
25 25 50 265 K 3
6141 28 69221
2781 201 299
39 38 77 123 G 1
33 0 33 419 J1
174 56 230
2021 0 20$ 393 K2
51 25 76 122 K3
40 18 58 169 „
30 10 40 289 K1
30 20 60 391 K2
21 0 21 226 K3
25 0 25 7 D3
25 0 25 41 Cl
25 25 50 56 G2
1121 0 111 258 K3
185 781 26321
465$ 0 4651 75 L
3339 0 3331 76 is
390 0 390 „
253 0 253
285 209 3051 89
192 0 192 90
5591 1784 7381 3  J
4644 100 5644
60 502 1101 52 K3
88 17 105 53 95
32 31 63 347 J 1
33 12 45 164 K3
25 8 33 165
3904 163 5534 61 L
201 1221 3231 62
IV
25 10 35 4 G1
25 5 30 91 D3
43 17 60 451 J1
65 35 100 238 K3
80 33 113 153
60 45 105 152 „
2062 0 2062 21 „
12741- 0 12741 22 „
36 36 72 252
36 36 72 253
25 0 25 47 C
25 0 25 387 J1
30 19 49 395
„
25 17 42 389
25 11 36 391
25 5 30 393
30 30 60 53 2G30 30 60 52
'25 0 25 46 C
25 0 25 383 J1
37 0 37 385
25 18 43 181
25 19 44 179 „
25 0 25 44 C
864
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Lessee.  Ban. Rent.
Avafl-
able.
£ a. d.
WARREGO--continued.
218n Tyson, James ... ...
270n  ditto ... ...
392n ditto ...
404n  Union  Mortgage and
Agency Company
246n  Waller, W. N. ...
246n ditto ...
660 ditto
661 ditto ... ...
235n  ditto ... ...
236n ditto ... ...
236n ditto ... ...
237n  ditto ... ...
237n ditto ... ...
115n ditto ... ...
238n ditto ... ...
238n  ditto ... ...
239n ditto ...
331n ditto ...
240n ditto
240n  ditto
331n ditto
...
241n ditto
332n ditto
239n ditto
241n ditto
242n ditto
242n ditto
336n ditto
292n  ditto
358n ditto
292n ditto
293n ditto
945n ditto
244n ditto
244n ditto
245n  ditto
612 ditto
614 ditto
638 ditto
717 ditto
12n ditto
13n ditto
71n ditto
615 ditto
293n ditto
395n ditto
396n ditto
257n  ditto
258n ditto
693 ditto
720 ditto ...
399n  Western Queensland
PastoralCo., Limited
160n ditto ... ...
Barbara Plains ...
Babbilloora ... ...
Watershed ...
Mount Morris* .
ditto (grazing right)
Pinidary
Cooala
Vincent
Dowling
Entally
Cheshunt
Lawrenny ...
Huntworth ...
Norley ...
Quamby ...
Cheshunt South ...
Yarraboota ... ...
Pintahra
Cheshunt South Back
Block No. 1
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto No. 3
Cheshunt Back Block
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
Yarraboota North...
Norley West
LawrennyBack Block
No. 1
ditto No. 2
Yarraboota West
Naunton ...
Barnum ...
Arcoba
Boomally ...
Kiandra
Pintahra North
Yapenalla ...
Cooladay
Concha ...
Tarehiley ...
Wonpahl ...
The Gibbers
Coreen East
Adelong ...
Sydney ...
Coucha East
Poorntoe
Dewalla
Bowally
Gullan
Jumbuck
Yea Yea
Blondin
May
Burenda * ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Authoringa*` .
ditto (grazing  night)
Whittingham, G. and J. Tilbooroo and Eulo*419n
405n Williams, J. F. ...
250n  Williams, T. T. G. R. R .
and Dreyer, E. W.
122n , Wilson, H. and N. ...
128n  Winton, J. and R. ...
310n  Winton, J. A.... ...
280n  ditto ... ...
376n  ditto .. .
336n' Winton, unr., J. A.,
and R. J.
ditto (arrears) ...Ambathala*
ditto (grazing right)
Beirbank'*-'
ditto (grazing right)
Boorara * ... ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
ditto (arrears) ...
Calder Vale... ...
Walla Walleena ...
Barngo ... ...
Wowra ... ...
Teatree ... ...
55 18 1
27 10 0
18 15 0
343 0 0
136 5 0
47 5 0
32 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
45 5 0
43 18 5
43 18 5
39 18 7
57 4 3
43 18 5
15 2 6
21 3 6
27 4 6
29 0 10
Estimated area in
square Miles.
IIna- Total.vaflable
Lands Folio.
33 17 50 208 G 1
25 0 25 30 G 2
25 21 46 149 K 1
343 139 482 49 L
2051 1384 3441 50
45 13 58 21 J2
40 20 60 22
40 20 60 275
30 15 45 277
34 184 524 247
33 17 50 241
33 17 50 243
30 134 434 245
43 22 65 249
33 17 50 251
25 25 50 257
35 15 50 253
45 25 70 255
48 12 60 259
34 2 0 31  204 514 228 G 1
34 2 0 31 201 511 236
22 19 10 38  11 49 261 J 1
42 18 0
77 0 0
59 8 0
44 0 0
40 14 0
59 8 0
21 0 0
15 I) 0
39 18 7
39 18 7
189 13 4
44 0 0
205 17 8
98 0 3
43 5 2
22 0 0
18 0 0
20 0 0
23 10 0
24 0 0
11 12 6
28 2 6
18 3 0
78 19 0
75 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
15 0 0
30 0 0
727 0 0
597 17 2
234 13 0
116 0 0
943 6 3
125 8 9
294 4 5
33 18 9
487 1 9
161 11 3
821 12 0
222 15 4
209 0 8
209 0 8
15 0 0
27  10 0
111 18 6
15 0 0
6 5 0
I
39 114 504 235 G 1
70 3 73 67 G 2
54 2 56 229 G 1
40 10 50 226
37 3 40 233
54 24 56+ 230
42 144 564 175
30 27 57 173
30 10 40 44
30 20 50 43
55 25 80 23
40 10 50 250
41 34 444 237
30 10 40 238
K2
J1
G2
G1
324 10 424 242
44. 19 63 185 K 2
10; 0 10+ 189
30 28 58 345 K 1
40 81 484 505
47 244 711 48 K 3
48 19 67 49
234 0 234 143
564 25  814 191 K 2
30 10 40 20 J 24316 10 532 16 G 2
39 24 414 15
25 54 304 230 K 3
25 154 404 231
30 25 55 457 K 1
60 15 75 5 K 2
3631  109; 473 7 L
4884 269 7574 8
247 81 328 23
116 54 170 24
838.11  47 885;
3361 184 5204 51
1141 831 197! 52
419 1941 613; 77
180 6421 244+ 78
„
„
„
832 0 832
4169 0 41612
25 0 25 122
25 25  50  57
50 50 100 42
25 17 42 397
25 0 25 250
G1
G2
J1
K3
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THE following List of Runs in the Colony of Queensland, in the Settled Districts, showing the Rent
payable in each case on or before 30th September next, is published for general information.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH,
Colonial Treasurer.
LIST OF RUNS HELD UNDER ACTS OF 1876 AND 1882.
Lessee. Run. Rent. Area. Lands Folio.
I I I  £  S.  d.  square Miles. I
KENNEDY-(SETTLED DIS RICT).
226 Allingham, Johnstone Allingham No. 1 ... 20 0 0 10 75
227  ditto  ditto  No. 2  ... 20 0 0 10 76
274** Barker, E. and W. H. Urannah ... ... 70 0 0 35 1
210+ Cassady ,  James Mungalla  ... ... 11 0 0 71 34
215 Craig, Siddall, and Oakey Hills ... 20 0 0 10 51
Barker
222'x ' ditto ... ... Woodburn ... ... 20 0 0 10 80
220$ De Salis  and De  Salis  Boundary ... ... 30 0 0 15 57
241*e` ditto ... ... Strathbogie ... 150 0 0  75  88
243$ ditto ... ... Wongcur ... ... 40 0 0 20 30
205 Heron, Charles ... Homebush ... 9 0 0 84 67
272 Isbell, J. H. ... ... 1 Eagle Vale No. 3 ... 20 0 0 10 18
225 Mcllwraith, Sir Thomas Fairview ... ... 20 0 0 10 68
222**+ ditto ...  ...  Wivenhoe 20 0 0 10 66
214+ Philp, Johnson, and Vale of HerbertNo. 1 50 0 0 25 40
Castling
2141 ditto ... ditto No. 2 40 0 0 20 41
215 ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 60 0 0 30 42
217** + ditto ... ... ditto No.4 60 0 0 30 43
212T Pott, A. J. ... ... Radfordslea ... 20 0 0 10 47
183+ Scougall, Wm. ... Glenborah ... ... 30 0 0 15 96
NOT=.-** Rent to 31st December, 1889.
106
t  Balance of  Rent only on account of previous over-payment.
No Rent due.
Application has been received to bring this Run under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ," but as it has not yet been divided, the Rent has been computed under the old Act.
+II Rent is subjeet to adjustment  on appraisement.
866
Lessee.
LIST  OF  RUNS--continued.
Ran. Rent. Area. Lands Folio
I 1 £  s. d. I  Square Miles.
MORETON-(SETTLED DISTRICT).
108** Bank ,  Mercantile ,  of JUndullaht ll... ... 9 0 0 41 13
Sydney
128 Doolan. M. Neurum Creek ... 10 4 0 41 7
116+ Franz, B. E. Durundur No. 2 ... 7 10 0 11 28
127** Pechey ,  Smith, Barnes, Crow 's Nestt  ... 17 0 0 10 4
Gleeson, Grehan, and
Mitchell
126** Watson ,  Samuel ... I Tarampa ...  ... 12 0 0 7; 2
PORT CURTIS -( SETTLED ISTRICT).
292 Bank, London Char- Tea-tree, or Wood- 10 0 0 5  45
2611
tered lands
Bank ,  Mercantile, of Yarrowes  ... ... 120 0 0 60  4
236**+
Sydney
ditto Morinish No. 2 ... 100 0 0 25  70
239 Barker ,  W. H. and Mount Larcombe  ... 71 0 0 3712  43
271**I
F. (E.
Broome ,  Wi lliam ... Waterpark  ... ... 12 0 0 8  25
218+ Christian ,  W. M. Clairview  ... ... 200 0 0 100  70
218**+ ditto ... ...  Mount Funnel  ... 150 0 0 100  66
217+ ditto ... Porphyry Hill ... 48 10 0 48;  59
2641 Christian ,  M. and J....  ditto No.2  ... 28 0 0 27 15
269 Egan ,  Stephen Joseph  Bunavon 20 0 0 10 19
254$ Henderson ,  Adam ... Morenish Nos. 3 60 0 0 30 18
and 4B
253$ Mackenzie ,  Mackenzie, Morenish Nos. 3 50 0 0 271 17
and Beak and 4s
249** Prizeman, W. B. East Taunton 20 0 0 10  20
272** Ross, Robert ... ... North  1  eppel Island 5 0 0 21  24
235 Sbaw, W. B. Grevillia  No. 1tlj ... 26 0 0 13  63
2211 South Australian Land Clifton  ... ... 136 0 0 74 51
Mortgage and Agency
Company ,  Limited
272** Wade, T . W.... ...  Leicester Island  ... 18 0 0 9 23
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT- (SETTLED ISTRICT).
313 Barton ,  R. C.. ... Toweran ... 55 4 0 23  19
338 Clayton,  R. B. B. ... Agnes  Vale No.  1 a 18 0 0 104  10
340 ditto ... ditto No. 1 b 25 0 0 121  11
330** Courtman, Jonah Drum Fin  ... ... 17 3 0 7  15
318 Elworthy,  J. and W., Imbil  ... ... 45 0 0 26;  23
and Mellor,  M. and J.
334 ditto ... Kandanga  ... ... 20 0 0 10  5
315 Lindley,  Elizabeth ... Curra  ... ... 6 0 0 69  1
867
LIST OF RUNS HELD UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
80 Bank , Australian Joint
Stock
82 Bank  of New South
Wales
83 Bank , Queensland
National, Limited
51
51
Gibson, James... ...
ditto
10 Bank, Mercantile of
Sydney
Ena. Rent.
2 s. d.
BURKE.
Harrisdale .. 50 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 25 0 0
Inverleigh ... ... 12 0 0
ditto (grazingright )t 6 0 0
Magowrat ... ... 22 0 0
COOK.
Kingslake ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Kingsdale ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
20 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
DARLING DOWNS.
Rosalie Plains ...  187 0 0
10 North British Aus- Rosenthal ...
tralasian  Company,
Limited
1 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company, Limited
7 ditto.
204 Alston, R. S. ... ...
208 ditto ..
195 Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company, Limited
221 Bank of New South
Wales
178 ditto ... ...
179 ditto ... ...
234 Bank, Mercantile of
Sydney
275 Bank, Royal of Queens-
land, Limited
205 Bird and Althaus ...
267 Collings, James S. ...
182 Cowley, A. S.... ...
258 Crofton, Crofton, and
Lascelles
196 Dalrymple and Murray
198 Dangar , W. J....
202 Gleeson, Thomas
210 Gordon, William
267 Hodel and Co.
237 Holt, F. S. E.
179 Isbell, J. H. ...
209 ditto ...
199 Jochheim, William
... 150 0 0
Canal Creek 70 0 0
ditto (grazing'right)t 57 10 10
Talgai ..  10 10 0
ditto (grazing right)t 6 14 2
KENNEDY.
Armidale ... ... 30 0 0
Cairo ... ... 13 0 0
Mount Spencer .. 65 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 27 6 0
Cannon Valley .. 8 5 0
ditto (grazing  right) 10 5 0
Eton Vale ... ... 82 0 0
Proserpine ... 74 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 80 0 0
ditto  (arrears ) ... 200 0 0
St. Helens No. 2 ... 34 0 0
Cooinda  ... .. 16 10 0
ditto  (grazing right )t 13 16 8
Halifax Plaint No. 2 12 0 0
Laureston  ...  ... 10 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ...  0 15 6
Brontejj  ... ... ...
ditto  (grazingright )t 1 0 0
Mount Pleasant  ...  140 0 0
Hamilton  and Hope- 78 0 0
town
ditto (grazingright )t 65 15 1
Bromby Park ... 194 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 232 0 0
Gleeson .. .. 10 0 0
ditto (grazing rights 10 0 0
Cattle Hill ... 12 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 12 0 0Storth No. 1 ... 11 10 0
Salisbury Plains ... 408 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 412 0 0
Eagle  Vale 107 0 0
ditto (grazing  right)t 62 12 5
Aberdeen ... 26 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 26 0 0
Ben Lomond 34 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 37 0 0
Avail-
able.
Una- Totat.vailable.
Lands MO.
I
25 0  25 1
25 0 25 303
6 0 2
6 0 6 304
23 0 23 3
10 2 12 11
8 2 10 314
4 1 5 13
4 1 5 315
931 32 1251 18
75 0 75 17
35 3 38 19
35 3 38 27
0 5.5 20454 0 54 28
15 0 15 55
61 0 61 56
321 311 64 66
191 191 39 209
4j 1 51 25
51 0 51 183
41 12 53 41
37 10 47 37
40 10 50 203
17 0 17 30
81 0 81 48
7 0 7 185
6 7 13 59
5 0 5 39
3; 3 61 69
31 0 31 211
70 15 85 68
39 10 49 32
301 10 401 180
97 28 125 57
116 16 132 205
5 0 5 53
5 0 5 197
6 3 9 34
6 3 9 194
54 5 104 44
204 48 252 61
206 30 236 200
531 24 771 35
45; 18 634 181
13 6 19 60
13 6 19 199
17 17 34 42185 71 26 182
868
Lessee.
234 Lacy, D. (Executor late
W. G. Macartney)
202 Lawrence, Thomas ...
268 McDonald, James ...
194 McGregor and McLean
198 North Australian Pas-
toral Company
197 ditto
197 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company, Limited
230 Rawson and Rawson...
196 Rourke and Brown
(Executors late H.
Rourke)
224 ditto ...
203 Saunders, George
273 Smith and McDonald
244 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company, Limited
245 ditto ... ...
180 ditto
270 ditto ...
201 Stieglitz, J. C.... ...
220 ditto ..
204 Stieglitz , J. C., and W.
R.
193 ditto ... ...
216 Stone ,  Henry ... ...
206 Toms, W. H.. ...
196 Watt and Cunningham
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Run.  Rent.
FBtimated  Area  in
square yes.
Avail-
able.
Tine-
vailab Totsl.
Lauds Folio.
9 s. d. I
KENNEDY  -continued.
St. Helens No. 3 144 0 0 72 15 87 27
and 4
ditto (grazing right) 125 6 8 72 15 87 179
ditto (arrears) .. 4 0 0
Lawrence .. .. 32 0 0 16 4 20 47
ditto(grazingright)t  3 18  4 74 0 74 204
Cattle Vale  ...  4 0 0 2 0 2 33
ditto (grazing right) 4 0 0 2 0 2 193
St. Helens No. 1 ... 22 0 0 11 11 22 28
ditto (grazing right) 18 0 0 9 8 17 178
Inkerman 256 0 0 128 14 142 58
ditto (grazing right) 165 12 0 92 50 142 206
Woodstock... ... 251 0 0  1251240  165-1  65
ditto (grazingright)t 145 9 6 994 0 994 207
Waterview ...  ...  200 0 0 1(0 10 110 64
ditto (grazing right) 198 0 0 100 10 110 202
Abington .. 5 10 0 24 0 24 29
ditto (grazing right) t 9 9 2 54 5
e
104 184
Dotswood 96 0 0 48 0 48 67
ditto (grazing right) 160 0 0 128 28 156 210
Basin .. 10 0 0 5 0 5 63
Halifax Plains No.  1  38 0 0 19 0 19 62
ditto (grazing right) 48 0 0 24 8 32 201
Mountain Home 10 0 0 5 212 7-12 38ditto (grazing right) 10 0 0 5 2$ 7* 191
Crystal Brook No. l 28 0 0 14 0 14 31
ditto (grazing right) 32 0 0 16 4 20 187
Crystal Brook No. 2 14 0 0 7 7 14 43
ditto (grazing right) 9 16 8 7 2 9 188
Vine Hall ... 8 0 0 4 0 4 36
ditto (grazing right) 8 0 0 4 2 G 189Colling Vale 12 0 0 6 4 10 51
ditto (grazing right) 20 0 0 10 0 10 186
Storth No. 2 ... 4 0 0 2 1* 3; 45
Clarendon No. 1 ... 10 0 0 5 0 5 50
Stanley Plains ... 14 0 0 7 3 10 46
Woodstock No. 2 ... 20 10 0 104 104 21 70
Ashton 10 0 0 5 0 5 54
ditto (grazing right) 10 0 0 5 0 5 195
Rookwood ... ... 31 0 0 15* 5 201 26
Woodhouse ... .. 315 0 0 1574 0  157-1  52
ditto (grazing right) 247 10 0 137; 3 140; 208
MORETON.
131 Armstrong, W. D.  ... ' East Haldon ...
130 Bank, Queensland Na- Taromeo ... ...
tional, Limited ditto (grazing right)
132 ditto ... ... Diaper(j ... ...
132
129
106
130
128
129
Darling Downs and
Western Land Com-
pany
Forbes, Louisa L.
Hope, Louis ...
Lord, Simeon_
McConnel, D. C., and
Son
McKillop, Peter ...
131 Prior ,  T. de. M .  Murray
127 Vanneck ,  Walter ...
116 Weinholt , J., W., A.,
E., and A.
ditto( grazing right) fl
Buaraba ... ...
ditto (grazing  right)'
Colinton ... ...
Kilcoy ... ...
Eskdale ..
ditto(grazingright)f
Cressbrook ... ...
90 0 0 45 0 45 152
92 0 0 46 13 59 157
96 0 0 48 13 61 4
8 0 8 156
8 0 8 6
47 0 0 234 0 231 159
4417 3 274 0 27; 8
194 0 0 97 25 122 155
16 0 0 8 0 8 153
68 0 0 34 18 52 158
43 0 7 294 9 384 5
9 10 0 4 0 44 149
Emu Creek ...  125 6 8  621 31-1 94 151
ditto( grazing right )t 107 4 2 604 31 914 2
Palen  ... ... 8 10 0 44 34 71 160
Grantham  ... 28 0 0 14 0 14 154
ditto (grazing right ) 28 0 0 14 0 1 14 3
Fassifern  No. 2 ... 14 0 0 7 0 7 161
ditto (grazing  right) 14 0 0 7 0 7 7
869
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LIt4r OF RUNS-- continued.
Ren. Rent.
283 Anderson, W. R.
295 Atherton, J. ...
006
PORT CURTIS.
Kooingal  ... 81 10
ditto (grazing right) 52 0
Barmoya ... ... 18 0
ditto (arrears) 3 5
ditto (grazing right) 36 18
ditto  (arrears ) ... 18 9
Waverley ... .. 99 0
ditto (grazing right) 117 0
Tilpal ... ... 220 0
ditto (grazing  right)t 73 18
Thornhill ... ... 46 0
ditto  (grazing  right) 46 0
Warrot 87 0
ditto (grazing right) 89 2
Miriam Valet ... 200 0
ditto (grazing right) 212 10
Maryvalell ... ... 30 0
ditto (arrears) ... 30 0
Marlborough 110 0
ditto (grazing  right) 77 16
Langmorn ... 110 0
ditto (grazing right)t 100 4
Calliungal ... ... 264 0
ditto (grazing  right) 272 0
Canoona  36 0ditto,( right) ]2 0
Barmundoo ... ... 145 0
ditto (grazing right) 101 6
Windah No. it 9 15
ditto (grazing  right) 20 0
Riverston ... ... 64 0
ditto (grazing right)t 62 12
Tooloombah 70 0
ditto (grazing right) 74 0
Booroom 82 0
ditto (grazing right) 82 0
Dumgree ... 180 0
ditto (grazing  right) 144 0
Kroombit .. ... 206 0
ditto (grazing right) 206 0
Kilbirnie 12 0
ditto  (grazing  right) 12 0
Willangi ... .. 119 0
ditto (grazing right ) 115 0
Agnes Water ... 11 0
Gracemere No. 3 ... 18 0
Monte Christo 126 10
ditto (grazing  right) 126 10
Carrara 20 0
ditto (grazing  right) 20 0
Eurimbula Creek 80 0
ditto (grazingright) 80 0
Facing Island 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 10 0
Stoodleigh ... ... 104 0
ditto (grazing  right) 112 0
Shoalwater ... 90 0
ditto (grazing right) 90 0
George's Creek ... 12 0
Raspberry Creek 65 0
ditto (grazing  right) 65 0
Basin Creek (( ..
ditto (grazing right) 63 0
Princhester ... ... 70 0
Eueilah Creek ... 9 10
279 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
282 Bank of Australasia ...
280 Bank, The Commercial
Co. of Sydney
279 ditto.
281 ditto
245 Bank of  New South
Wales
233 ditto
220 ditto ... ...
283 ditto ...
277  ditto ... ...
210 Barker , E. and W. H.
253 Bartholomew, J. T....
286 Bayne , A. ... ...
278 Beardmore, O. C. J....
285 Bell, James ... ...
282 Bell, John S.... ...
289 Cadell, Thomas
268 Campbell, John
290 Christian, W. M.
249 Clowes, Daniel
295 Cross, Edward
273 Dougall, Joseph
287 Ferguson, George ...
281 Helsham, D.... ...
222 Hetherington and
Farmer
223 Holt, W. H. ... ...
278 Hutton, James ...
275 Hutton, J. and W. ...
225 Hutton, Mary... ...
225 Jones and Pattison ...
245 ditto
290 Little, J. (as Adminis-
trator in the Estate
of the late William
Little)
ditto ditto (grazing right) 9
293 ditto Rosedale 96
ditto (grazing right) 106
242 Macdonald, R. S. G.... Balaclava No. 211
291 Mackay and Caswell...
ditto (grazing right)((
Bompa  ... 150
ditto (grazing right) 100
£ 4. d.
Avail-
able.
Una.
vxlibblemetal.
Lands Foli o.
0 404 8 484 212
0 26 6 32 103
0 9 0 9 229
0
9 244 244 494 133
4
0 491 5 542 192
0 581 7 651 92
0 110 15 125- 179
3 99 15 114 86
0 23 31 26; 185
0 23 31 261 97
0 431 0 431 189
6 431 0 431 131
0 100 20 120 183
-0 100 10 110 90
0 15 10 25 221
0
0 55 9 64 181
8 50 50 100 89
0 55 12 67 225
2 55 18 73 127
0 132 44 176 220
0 136 102 238 130
0 18 5 23 174
0 18 9 27 91
0 721 5 771 202
8 724 5 774 107
0 7 4 11 228
0 10 10 20 134
0 32 24 342 207
3 32 21 34,91 110
0 35 22 57 193
0 37 12 49 104
0 41 5 46 195
0 41 5 46 117
0 90 20 110 218
0 90 20 110 112
0 103 86 189 223
0 103 86 189 128
0 6 0 6 200
0 6 0 6 118
0 592 111 71 194
0 571 59 63 96
0 51 0 54 199
0 9 2 11 217
0 634 10 734 201
'0 634 10 734 122
0 10 0 10 216
0 10 8 18 111
0 40 21; 611 184
0 40 211 611 121
0 4 1 5 204
0 5 0 5 109
0 52 6 58 190
0 56 36 92 116
0 45 25 70 177
0 45 25 70 83
0 6 0 6 176
0 321 171 50 175
0 321 171 50 85
38 5 43 230
0 38 8 46
0 35 35 70 182
0 441 1 54 186
0 44 1 54 93
0 48 8 56 188
0 48 8 56 94
4 2 6 227
5 4 9 132
0 75 18 93 196
0 75 18 93 98
10
0
12
...
0
0
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Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
square Mlles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
Uailable.
2 s. d.  I I
PORT  CURTIS-continued.
Total.
Lands Fblio.
230 Morgan, F. A. Targine  ... 102 0 0 61 20 71 213
ditto (grazing  right) 102 0 0 51 20 71  105
276 ditto ... Canal Creek
i i
138 0 0 69 10 79  178
87ngr ght)tditto (graz 78 11 3 66 10 76
287 Morse ,  Sandilands, and Banksia  ... 168 0 0 84 0 84  222
Co.  ditto (grazing  right) 168 0 0 84 10 94  123
284 McKellar, Thos. ... Raglan ... 44 0 0 22 4 26  224
ditto (grazing right) 52 0 0 26 19 45  125
286 Neill, H. ... Bnlburin ... 13 0 0 64 11 8  208
ditto (grazing  right) 13 0 0 64 12 8  100
292 ditto ... Galloway Plains ... 60 0 0 30 5 35  210
ditto (grazing  right) 38 13 4 30 5 35  101
240 ditto ... Boyne Island
i i
10 0 0 5 4 5;
5
209
99
263 Purvis, R. A....
ng  rditto (graz ght)
Drumburle ...
6
14
17
15
6 5
0 758-
4
0 7* 203
ditto (grazing  right) 14 15 0 71 0 71  114
ditto  (arrears ) ... 0 0 9
232 Queensland  Investment Rodd's Bay ... 97 0 0 4,812 6 5V2-  198
and Land Mortgage  ditto (grazing ri ht)
Company
107 6 3 504 4 54  119
293 ditto  Taunton .. 288 0 0 144 72 216 214
ditto ( azin ri ht t 163 6 2 86 10 96  106g ggr )
285 ditto Prairie ... 232 0 0 116 15 131  205
ditto (grazing  right) 242 0 0 121 30 151  129
277 Rogers, E. P.... Torilla ... 163 0 0 814 211 103  18G)
ditto (grazing right)t 86 0 0 694 242 94  88
247 Ross, Robert ...  Great Keppel Island 6 0 0 3 0 3  191
288 Stirrat, David... Mount Alma .. I 63 0 0 314 94 41  219
ditto (grazing right) t,1 28 0 0 314 94 41  121
280 Thomson, S. J., and Calliope 65 0 0 324 6 384  215
Rogers, W. H. ditto (grazing  right) 30 6 8 214 0 214  108
284 Tilley, Harriet ... Milton ... 386 0 0 193 23 216  211
ditto (grazing right) 384 0 0 192 24 216  102
241 Wade, T. W.... ... Townshend Island ... 18 0 0 9 4 13  226
ditt i i ht 18 0 0 9 4 13  126go (graz ng  r )
294 Worthington,  James ...  Hummock Hill Island 10 0 0 5 1 6  187
ditt i( i ht) 15 0 0 5 1 6  95
289  ditto ...
o graz ng  r g
...  Turkey .. 30 0 0 15 10 25  206
ditto (grazing  right) 30 0 0 15 10 25  115
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
331 Aldridge, Hy. E. ... Grouyeah .. 25 0 0 121 0 124 284
ditto (grazing  right) 25 0 4 121 0 121  32
332 ditto Indian Head . 25 0 0 121 0 121 283
ditto (grazing right) 25 0 0 122 0 121 38
348 Atherton, J. T. ... Miva ..
ditt i i h
16
11
0
6
0
8
8
8
0
0
8 281
8 3o  (graz ng  r g t)t
350 Bank, Commercial Co. Molangul .. 160 0 0
1
80 25
2 5
105 308
of Sydney ... ... ditto (grazing  right) 160 0 0  80 25 105 54
344 ditto ... ... Walla ..
ditt i i h
53
23
0
16
0  264
8  27
71
7
34 305
35 57
352 Bank of Australasia ...
ng  ro (graz g t)t
Conandale ... 33 10
1
0  164
1
144 31 296
ditto (grazing right) 37 16 8  19; 14; 34 44
349 Bank , National of Aus- Kolonga  .. .. 60 0 0  30 0 30 301
tralasia  ditto (grazing right) 40 15 0  30 0 30 45
351 Bank , Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
Yabba ... ... 86 0 0  43 17 60 298
344 Barton , A. P.... ... Moolboolaman .. 71 0 0 364 0 352 300
ditto (grazing right) 64 5 0 494 0 492 40
350 Bates, Wm.  Boompa 12 0 0 6 0 6  307
ditto (grazing right) 12 0 0 6 0 6  53
319 Bradley, Mary... ... Warrah ... ... 26 0 0 13 6 19 280
343 Broadbent, Macpher- Widgee ... ...
son, and Forrest
52 0 0 26 4 30 299
346 Brown  and Johnston ... Bolan .. 8110 0 404 121 534 306
ditto (grazing  right)t 28 11 11 502 124 63 52
Teebar345 Eaton John 123 0 0 614 20 811 291, ..... ditto (grazing ri ht)t113 18 5 64 10 74 36
346 Gillespie, Thos. Kilkivan ... ... 119 0 0 591 0 591 292
347 Gordon, Henry Tahiti No. 2 .. 26 0 0 13 2 15 293
I ditto(grazing right) 7 0 0 5 0 5 48
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LIST OF RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
£  s. d.  I
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT- continued.
Total.
Lands  Polio.
347 Jones, E. L., and P. S. Doongul .. 63 0 0 311 3 344 282
i ht)ditt i( 59 6 8 38 0 38 33
341
gng rgrazo
Lillis, Patrick ... ... Kenilworth ... 53 10 0 264 264 5316 295
ditto (grazingright)t 26 2 6 249 264 519 42
345 Littleton, H. S. ... Gigoomgan ... 94 0 0 47 129 59; 285
ditto (grazingright) 73 10 0 439 129 56 41
333 McGill, J.  Teewoo .. ... 14 0 0 7 19 89 289
ditto (arrears) .. 5 0 0
i ht)ditt i 14 0 0 7 19 89 37go (graz ng r
ditto (arrears) ... 5 0 0
342 McIlwraith, Palmer,  Gin Gint ... ... 18 0 0 10 1 11 302
ithlld M
323
wracan
Missing, H. ... Gutchy 22 0 0 11 3 14 290
ditto (grazing right) 6 6 8 3 0 3 55
ditto (arrears) ... 11 8 7
339 O'Connell, W. B. The Ranges 12 0 0 6 0 6 297
ditto (grazing right) 9 0 0 6 0 6 51
339 ditto ... Bingera ... ... 22 0 0 11 0 11 303
351 Palmer, Henry  Eureka 75 0 0 371 5 4221 287
ditto (grazing right)t 35 8 4 421 0 429 84
349 Province, Thos.  Wonbaht ... .. 51 0 0 30 5 35 310
ditto (grazing right)t 36 13 4 30 10 40 59
343 South Australian Land  Glenbar
...
150 0 0 75 121 871 304
Mortgage andAgency ditto (grazing right)
LimitedC
138 8 11 75 121 871 50
oppan!2
ditto ... ...  Woocoo .. 6 0 0 3 1 4 286
ditto (grazing right) 6 0 0 3 1 4 43
333 Stringer, C. A., and Tahiti No. 4 ...
Andrew, Jas., junr.
22 0 0 11 0 11 291
329 Walsh and Mullett ... Monduran ...  ...
di i i h
140 0 0 70 6 76
39
309
58tto (graz ng r g t)
342 Wienholt, Graham, Degilbn ..
76
140
0
0
0 38
0 70
1
10 80 288
Turner, and Williams ditto (grazing right)
(Executors late Wm.
Kent)
92 13 4 61 10 71 47
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Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1888.
IS  Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication ,  for general information, of
1l the following Circular Despatch and Enclosure received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
Downing street ,  28th May, 1888.
With reference to Lord Carnarvon's Circular Despatch of the 19th November ,  1875, I have
the honour to transmit to you, for publication in the Colony under your government ,  a copy of an Order
of the Queen in Council of the 3rd instant ,  revoking the Order in Council of the 26th October, 1875,
respecting the tonnage admeasurement of Netherlands vessels, and substituting other provisions for the
same.
I have, &c.,
KNUTSFORD.
At the Court at Windsor ,  the third day of May, 1888.
Present :
The Queen 's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
WaI R1As by  " The Merchant Shipping Act Amendment Act,  1862," it is enacted that whenever it
is made to appear to Her Majesty that the rules concerning the measurement of tonnage of merchant
ships for the time being in force under the principal Act have been adopted by the Government of any
foreign country ,  and are in force in that country ,  it shall be lawful for Her Majesty by Order in Council
to direct that the ships of such foreign country shall be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted in their
Certi ficates of Registry or other national papers, and thereupon it shall no longer be necessary for such
ships  to be re-measured in any port or place in Her Majesty 's dominions ,  but such ships shall be deemed
to be of the tonnage denoted in their Certificates of Registry or other papers in the same manner, to the
same extent ,  and for the same purposes ,  in, to, and for which the tonnage denoted in the Certificates of
Registry of British ships is to be deemed the tonnage of such ships :
And whereas by  " The Merchant Shipping Act,  1876," it is enacted that " where Her Majesty has
"power, under '  The  Merchant Shipping Act, 1854,'  or any Act passed or hereafter to be passed amending
"the same ,  to make an Order in Council ,  it shall be lawful  for  Her Majesty from time to time to make
" such Order in Council ,  and by Order in Council to revoke ,  alter, or add to any order so made " :
And whereas it was made to appear to Her Majesty  that the  rules concerning the measurement of
tonnage of merchant ships in force under  " The Merchant Shipping Act,  1854," had been adopted by the
Government of His  Majesty the K ing of the Netherlands ,  with the exception of a difference in the mode
in certain steamers of estimating the allowance for engine -room ,  and such rules were in force in that
country ,  and came into operation on the first day of January, 1876:
And whereas by Order in Council dated the twenty-sixth day of October, 1875, Her Majesty was
pleased to direct as follows -
1. As regards sailing ships ,  that merchant sailing ships of the said Kingdom of the Netherlands,
the measurement whereof should, after the said first day of January, 1876, have been ascer-
tained and denoted in the registers and other national papers of such sai ling ships, testified by
the date thereof, should be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted in such registers and other
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national papers in the same manner, and to the same extent, and for the same purpose, in,
to, and for which the tonnage denoted in the Certificate of Registry of British sailing ships
is deemed to be the tonnage of such ships:
2. As regards steamships, that merchant ships belonging to the said Kingdom of the Nether-
lands which are propelled by steam or any other power requiring engine-room, the
measurement whereof should, after the said first day of January, 1876, have been ascer-
tained and denoted in the registers and other national papers of' such  steam  ships, testified
by the dates thereof, should be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted on such registers or
other national papers in the same manner, and to the  same  extent, and for the same purpose,
in, to, and for which the tonnage denoted in the Certificate of Registry of British ships is
deemed to be the tonnage of such ships : Provided  nevertheless , that should the owner or
master of any such Dutch steamship desire the deduction for engine-room in his ship to be
estimated under the rules for engine -room measurement and deduction applicable to British
ships instead of under the Dutch rule, the engine-room should be measured and the
deduction calculated according to the British rules :
And whereas it has been made to appear to Her Majesty that a new Royal Ordinance, which
came into operation on the sixth day of January, 1988, stipulates that the owners of Dutch steam-
ships may have the net tonnage of their vessels calculated according to British  as well  as according to
Dutch  rules ,  and shall have issued to  them  a separate certi ficate  to be  used in foreign countries showing
net tonnage calculated according to British rules :
And whereas it has been made to appear desirable to Her Majesty that the provisions of the said
recited Order in Council of the twenty-sixth day of October, 1875, should be revoked, and a new Order
in Council made and substituted in lieu thereof :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, in virtue of the powers vested in Her by the said recited Acts, and
by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, is pleased to direct that the said recited Order of the
twenty-sixth day of October, 1875, shall be and the same is hereby revoked, and in lieu thereof, and in
substitution therefor, Her Majesty is hereby pleased, by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, to
direct as follows :-
1. As regards sailing ships, that merchant sailing ships of the said Kingdom of the Netherlands,
the measurement whereof, after the said first day of January, 1876, has been ascertained
and denoted in tl}e registers and other national papers of such  sailing  ships, testified by the
date thereof, shall be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted in such registers and other
national papers in the same manner, and to the same extent, and for the same purpose, in,
to, and for which the tonnage denoted in the Certificate of Registry of British sailing ships
is deemed to be the tonnage of such ships.
2. As regards steamships, that merchant ships belonging to the said Kingdom of the Netherlands
which are propelled by steam or any other power requiring engine-room, the measurement
whereof shall, after the said first day of January, 1876, have been ascertained and denoted
in the registers and other national papers of such steamships, testified by the dates thereof,
shall be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted on such registers or other national papers in
the same manner, and to the same extent, and for the same purpose, in, to, and for which
the tonnage denoted in the Certificate of Registry of British ships is deemed to be the
tonnage of such ships : Provided nevertheless, that if the owner or master of any such
Dutch steamship desires the deduction for engine-room in his ship to be estimated under
the rules for engine-room measurement and deduction applicable to British ships instead of
under the Dutch rule, the engine-room shall be measured and the deduction calculated
according to the British rules, and that in the event of any such steamship possessing a
certificate of tonnage or other national paper issued  as aforesaid , on or after the sixth day
of January, 1888, denoting the net registered tonnage of such ship under the British rules,
the ship shall be deemed to be of the tonnage so denoted thereon.
C. L. PEEL.
ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,  Brisbane,  the fourth
day of July, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886, " it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable
to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps
or plans and by reference to known or marked
boundaries or starting points, the Governor in
Council, on the recommendation of the Land
Board, may at any time suspend the operation of so
much of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
as requires  the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on  the ground before it  is proclaimed open
for selection, and may require the Surveyor-General
to divide the land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey ,  and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans ,  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, on
the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise  of the authority vested in
him by the said Acts, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the operation of so much of the forty.
third sec ti on of the said Principal Act as requires
the land to be actually surveyed and marked on
the ground before it is proclaimed open for selec-
tion be  suspended  with respect to the land described
in the said Schedule  : And the Surveyor- General
is he reby required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Publio
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands in the following Land Agents'
Districts :-
District .  Locality.
Bowen  ... ... ...  Parish of Dargin
Clermont ... ... ... Parish of Bathampton
Clermont ...  ...  Parish of Drummond
Goondiwindi ... ... The Resumed part of
Callandoon Run.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July,  1888,
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
PETER MCROBBIE
as Correspondence Clerk, Administrative Branch,
Department of Public Lands.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JAMES FREDERICK TWINE
to be an Auditor for the Dalrymple Division, in the
room of Albert Edward Harte, resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1838.H 1H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the undermentioned appointments in
the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
JOSEPH S HERIDAN and
JOHN KELLY
to be Operators ; and that
PETER MILLER, Operator,
be dismissed.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1Sb8.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Justices of the Peace.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Ahern, James, The Willows, Clermont
Allan, James, South Brisbane
Allen, Samuel Nesbit, Townsville
Armstrong, Thomas, Loganlea
Bailey, Joshua, Fortitude Valley
Ball; Andrew, Townsville
Barker, William Henry, Croydon
Barnes, Thomas Edward, Isis Scrub
Bartlam, William Bradford, Marathon, Hughenden
Baynes, Henry, South Brisbane
Behr, Benno, Clermont
Beirne, Bernard Joseph, Toowoomba
Best, John, Ravenswood
Billington, William G., Brisbane
Boadle, Hugh Reid, Banchory, Clermont
Boland, Edward, Toowoomba
Bolton, Frederick William, Farleigh, Mackay
Boreham, John Fallows, Bundaberg
Brand, David Jollie, Townsville
Bromberg, Emil, Mackay
Buchanan, Kenneth, Oakwood, Bundaberg
Burke, Thomas, Kangaroo Point
Buss, George, Bundaberg
Byrne, Andrew, Brisbane
Byrne, John, Charters Towers
Byrne, William F., Mackay
Carroll, John William, Townsville
Carter, Alfred Kendall, Cloncurry
Casey, Edmund, Peak Downs, Clermont
Casey, William Denis, Charters Towers
Chandler, Harry, Townsville
Coldham, John, Wolfang, Clermont
Connor, Patrick, Kincora, Toowoomba
Crowley, John William, Hodgkinson River,
Thornborough
Danth, George Frederick, Beenleigh
Drain, Charles Aitken Simpson, Tiaro
Drysdale, George Russell, Pioneer, Ayr
Ellis, James, Mackay
Ferguson, Allan, Cooktown
Fitzgerald, Edward Darcy, Tickalara, Thargomindah
Fraser, Robert, Brisbane
Fraser, Thomas William, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Brisbane
Gillies, John, Fortitude Valley
Grant, Robert, Isis, Maryborough
Hannington, Frederic Mepham, Brisbane
Hatfield, Thomas John, Fleurs, Clermont
Heaslop, Thomas, South  Brisbane
Hicks, Edward, Nerang
Hill, John William, South  Brisbane
Holmes, Russell, Eronghoula, Thargomindah
Hood, Walter Corsar, Annandale, Birdsville
Hopkins, Thomas Hollis, Townsville
Izatt, George Dempster,  Brisbane
Jodrell, Charles Edward, Normanby Reefs, Cook-
town
Jones, Thomas Quinn, Maytown
Keogh, Denis Thomas, Ipswich
Keogh, Francis Thomas Felix,  Brisbane
Keogh, Patrick, Toowoomba
King, Ernest, Coreena., Aramac
Kleinschmidt, Ferdinand,  Pimpama Island, Pim-
pama
Knapp, Simon, Fortitude Valley
Laing, Warrington, Townsville
Lawless, Thomas, Fortitude Valley
Leahy, Patrick James, Thargomindah
Leftwitch, Richard William, Kangaroo Point,Brisbane
Lennon, William, Townsville
Maellwaine, Arthur Mackay, Herberton
Markwell, William Quinton, Brisbane
Marshall, Walter G., Fort Constantine, Cloncurry
Mewing, Hermann, Nimpama Island,  Pimpama
Moore, Edward, Melbourne, Victoria
McCormack,  James , Clermont
McDonnell, Francis, Brisbane
McGlynn, Bernard, Toowoomba
McReadie, Robert, Pimpama Creek, Pimpama
Nott, Allan Herbert, N indermere, Bundaberg
Nutting, William Bligh, Surbiton, Clermont
O'Brien, Patrick, Townsville
Parnell, Arthur, Barcaldine
Podoski, Joseph, Ravenswood
Price, Thomas, Hughenden
Prichard, Alexander Hobbs, Charters Towers
Quinn, John, Yatala, Beenleigh
Reddin, Edward, Charters Towers
Richardson, James, Clifford, Yeulba
Rooney, Matthew, Townsville
Rutherford, George Lewis, Port Douglas
Sawyer, Jesse David,  Kangaroo  Point, Brisbane
Sayce, Edward, Brisbane
Scowen, Alfred, Hughenden
Shannon, Isaac Albert, Cooma, New South Wales
Small, Andrew, Glenmore, Clermont
Suter, James Vernon, Hughenden
Sutton, William, Redcliffe, Iiumpybong
Thomas, Walter Duncan, Bundaberg
Thorsborne, August, Beenleigh
Walker, Alexander Christie , Bingera , Bundaberg
Walsh, Callaghan, Cairns
Walsh, John, Bandwick, New South Wales
Watson, John, Bulimba
Watson, William, Port Douglas
Weller, Arthur, Sunny Plains, Clermont
Wells, Thomas Hubert, Terrick;Downs, Blackall
Williams, William, Maryborough
Wilson, Louis Edward, Townsville
Young, John, Cooktown
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to approve of the appoint-
ment of
A. PELDRAM, Esquire,
as Consul-General of the German Empire, at
Sydney, for Australia, New Zealand,  Tasmania,
and Fiji.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
[1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY HAMMOND, Esquire,
to be an Honorary  Commissioner for Queensland,.
for the purposes of the Centennial International
Exhibition to be held in Melbourne during the:
present year.
THOMAS McILWRAITH..
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Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
FJIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
THOMAS  JOSEPH HEAPS
of his  provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
H IS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDMUND F .  CRAVEN
to be a Justice authorised to celebrate  Marriages,
under the provisions  of the Act 36 Vic., No. 12,
within the  limits  of the District the boundaries of
which  are hereunder  described:-
Commencing at the  junction  of the Harkness
Boundary Creek with the Burnett River, and
bounded thence by the right bank of that creek
upwards to  a point about thirty-six chains north
of a box -tree marked broad-arrow over Hg over
VI in triangle and east of an apple-tree marked
broad- arrow over  XCVI over B.T. in triangle on
the left bank of the Burnett River; on the north
by a line west to the Burnett River at a point
opposite the last- named tree , and by the right bank
southerly to the point  of commencement.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
J. VIVIAN WILLIAMS
to be  Police Magistrate at Ingham , in the room of
C. E. de F. Pennefather, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I 1 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS HOOLIHAN
to be Assistant Clerk of Petty Sessions at Charters
Towers, in the room of F. Millican, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
.LL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant  JOHN HAMILTON
to be Inspector of Brands  at Cloncurry, in the
room  of F. C. IIrquhart,  resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
Excellency the Governor, with the adviceHIs  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Constable JOHN A .  CLUTTERBUCK
to be Inspector of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter ,  at Hodgson ,  in the room of
Constable Fitzgerald ,  transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant M. GREEN
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter ,  at Gladstone ,  in the room of
Sergeant Little, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
JUNDAH
to be a place at which Courts of Petty  Sessions
shall be held.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
approve of the following appointments, promotions,
and transfers of Teachers  in the service of the
Department of Public Instruction, to take effect
from the 1st July, 1888, viz.:--
GEORGE CHRISTIAN NEECH
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of Class
II., Division 3, and appointed to the position of
Head Teacher of the State School at Blackall ;
LoUISA K ATE BOURKE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Infants at Fortitude
Valley ;
MARTHA CARTMILL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Infants at Fortitude
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l of the Executive Council , has been  pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Cooktown
Fire Brigade  Board, of
HENRY O 'REILLY
as an Assistant ,  Superintendent  of the Brigade.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  19th July, 1888.
r IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that the transfer of Mr .  Henry  Burnett
Palmer, from the State School at Gooburrum to
the State School at  Woongarra,  a notification of
which appeared in the  Government Gazette  of the
30th June ultimo ,  be rescinded  ;  and that
MICHAEL TRACY
be appointed to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Woongarra ;  such appointment
to take effect from the 1st July, 1888.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of. Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th  July,  1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with t e adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pl ased
to appoint
THOMAS  HOLLIS  HOPKINs,  Esquire,
to be a Trustee of the Townsville Grammar School,
vice  William Patrick Walker, Esquire,  deceased.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Valley ;
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
SUSAN CONNOR
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Fortitude
Valley ;
SUSAN GILLICK
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Tarampa;
ANNIE GRANT
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Fortitude
Valley;
EMILY CONSTANCE  HEMMING
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Fortitude
Valley ;
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FLORENCE HEMMING
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Infants at Fortitude
Valley ;
MARGARET LACKEY
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Infants at Fortitude
Valley ;
MARGARET LYNAM
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Charters Towers ;
JANE ANN MCLEOD
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Girls at Fortitude Valley ;
KATHLEEN GERTRUDE MURPHY
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Fortitude
Valley ;
JULIA MUSGRAVE
to be promoted to the position of Second AssistantTeacherin the State School f rInfants at Leichhardt
street ;
ELIZABETH NORTH
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Infants at Fortitude Valley ;
AMELIA OHLRICH
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Infants at Fortitude
Valley ;
EDITH MINNIE SMITH
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Fortitude
Valley ;
JANE SMITH
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Charters Towers ;
MARY REBECCA SMITH
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Fortitude
Vally ;
MARY JANE BRISBANE BUCKLE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Bundaberg South.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
HE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
ViL..-
Jondaryan.
Charles Brady and
John Morris Roe,
vice  William Day and Thomas Runcorn, who have
left the District.
Normanton.
Robert Currie and
Charles Hurman,
vice P. J.  Brannelly, resigned, and A. W. Hodkin-
son, who has left the District.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and  St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations tomake  Payments and doother
acts on such  Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,  or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Thursday, the 23rd proximo, being the
day appointed for holding the Annual Sports of the
Amalgamated Friendly Societies, to be a Public
Holiday in Gympie : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other  powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify, proclaim, and declare that THURS-
DAY, the 23rd proximo, shall, within the Town
of Gympie, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GoD SAVE THE QIIE$Nl
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and iti
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty 's reign, intittled  "An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting  obligations to make Payments  and do
other  acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be  lawful fir the
Governor, by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland,
or in any part  thereof, or in any city,  tow!
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the
8th proximo, being the opening day of the Royal
Agricultural  Society 's Show, to be a Public Holiday
in Toowoomba : Now, therefore, I, Sir  ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested  in me  by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers  enabling  me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council, do, by this  my Proclamation , notify,  pro-
claim, and declare that WEDNESDAY, the 8th
proximo, shall, within the  Town of Toowoomba,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the  meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THIN QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
THEREA 8 by Orders in Council made on the fifth day of May, 1887, and fourth day of July, 1888,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board , order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires land to be actually surveyed and marke3 on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection  should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and
the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has
indicated the position thereof cn proper  maps  or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of  July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-4-7-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
c0
Parish .  ; Area.
0
0X
Bowen ... ... Dargin ...
Ditto ... ... ditto
Clermont ... ... Drummond
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto .. ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto .. ... Bathainpton
Ditto ... ...  I  ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto .. ... I ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ditto
Goondiwindi C allandoon... Broomfield
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto .. ditto ... ditto
Mackay ... Hamilton
Toowoomba Rosalie Plains Cooyar ...
Ditto ... ditto .. ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
A. R. P.
2v 160 0 0
3v 160 0 01v  160 0 0
2v 160 0 0
3v 135 0 0
4v 150 0 0
5v 160 0 0
6v 160 0 0
7v 160 0 0
8v 160 0 0
9v 180 0 0
10v 160 0 0
llv 160 0 0
12v 160 0 0
13v 160 0 0
14v 160 0 0
15v 160 0 0
14v 150 0 0
15v 130 0 0
18v 130 0 0
19v 160 0 0
20v  160 0 0
21v 130 0 0
24v 160 0 0
25v 160 0 0
26v 130 0 0
27v 130 0 0
28v 160 0 0
1v 640 0 0
2v 640 0 0
3v 640 0 0
4v 640 0 0
5v 640 0 0
6v 640 0 0
7v 885 0 0
8v 395 0 0
25v 115 0 0
19v 90 0 0
20v 200 0 0
21v 320 0 0
22v 240 0 0
Provisional
Survey Fee.
. s. d.
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
6 13 0
6 13 0
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
7 7 6
6 13 0
6 13 0
3 13 0
7 7 6
776
6 13 0
7 7 6
7 7 6
6 13 0
6 13 0
7 7 6
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
8 18 0
5 17 6
5 17 6
7 7 6
8 18 0
7 18 0
M. HUME BLACK.
p
00
a
8
Agricul-
tural Area.
6
z
s. d. . s.
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 1
10 6 1  0
0 (i 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0 c 1
0 6 1 0 1
0 6 1 0
0 6 1 0 u 1
0 6 1 0 0 l
0 6 1 0 r, 1
0 6 1 0 1
0o s i o 1
0 6 1 0 1 a 1
0 6 1 0 1 1
0 6 1 0
0 6 1 0 .c 1
o 6 1 0 w 1
0 6 1 0 0 1
0 6 1 0' 1
0 6 1 0
0 6 1 0'
0 6 1 0¢ 1
0 4 1 0 1 n 1
0 4 1 0 1
0 4 1 0
.
1
0 4 1 0 4 1
0 4 1 0 a 1
0 4 1 0 - 1
0 4 1 0 rn 1
0 4 1 0 1
0 4 1 0 1
0 3 1 0' 5
0 3 1 0 1 5
0 3 1 0,1 5
Acres.1,2801,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,2301,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,2801,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,2801,280
1,280
1,280
1,2801:2801,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,2801,280
1,280
1,2801,280
1,280
1,2801,280
320
320
320
320
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, ')y
and  with the  advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, da by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
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situated in the Herberton Land Agent's District shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after MONDAY. the Third day of September, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the
said'District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 4 in the said District shall be 320  acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Herberton Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-4-7-88.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HERBERTON  LAND AG ENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
No.
of  Parish. No. of Annual RentArea.  Survey Fee.Portion. per Acre.Lot.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 East Barron  2v 47 2 0 912 9 0 1 0
2 Ditto ...  3v 77 0 0 1112 0 0 1 0
3 Ditto ...  4v 63 3 0 10 14 0 0 1 0
4 Ditto ...  5v 86 0 0 12 4 9 0 1 0
5 Ditto ...  6v 155 0 0 15 5 0 0 1 0
6 Ditto ... ... 7v 160 0 0 15 7 10 0 1 0
7 Ditto ... ... 8v 160 0 0 15 7 10 0 1 0
8 Ditto ... ... 9v 99 0 0 12 18 9 0 1 0
9 Ditto ... ...  by  100 0 0 12 19 9 0 1 0
10 Ditto ... ... 11v 86 2 0 12 5 3 0 1 0
11 Ditto ... ... 12v 105 2 0 13 5 0 0 1 0
12 Ditto ... ... 13v 70 0 0 11 1 3 0 1 0
13 Ditto ... ... 14v 50 0 0 9 16 3 0 1 0
14 Ditto ... ... 15v 53 2 0 10  0 10  0 1 0
15 Ditto ... ... 16v 54 0 0 10 1 8 0 1 0
16 Ditto ... ... 17v 52 0 0 9 19 0 0 1 0
17 Ditto ... ... 18v 150 3 0 15 2 5 0 1 0
18 Ditto ... ... 19v 128 0 0 14 5 0 0 1 0
19 Ditto ... ... 20v 88 0 0 12 7 5 0 1 0
20 Ditto  ... ... 21v 88 0 0 12  7 5 0 1 0
M. HUME BLACK.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s. d.
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
value of
Improvements.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A. MUSGRAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
88-17894--R.T.
E.M.-,6- 5-87-Z'.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM MABYBOROU GH TO PIALBA ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Walliebum, County of March, District of Wide Bay.
0
0
Description of Road. 00 How Held. ReputedOwner.
0
Occupier .  Bea ri ngs . Lengths .  Area .  Remarks.
4
From the south boundary 20
of port ion  21 no rt herly and
to the north boundary 21
of portion 20
Freehold Wm. White Wm. White
Ohs. Lks. Links .  A. R. F.
6° 40' 37 88 100 3 3 0 a'il.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MUSGRAVE ,  chael  and St.  George,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN Pursuance of the authority in me  vested, andin accordance withthe provisions f " The
Orown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the lease of the
following selection of land, under the said Act,
is declared forfeitedEX-27-&88-H2.
Name of Lessee .  Area . Land Agent'soo h
P4Za
Distriet.
A. B. P.
4220 John Betts ... ... ...  142 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYE TIE  QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mus(BAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands act
of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land hereunder described has
been temporarily reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Kolan Divi-
sional Board.
D.M.--27 -6-88-0'.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR DIVISIONAL BOARD  PURPOSES.
S8-16549-B.G.
County of Bowen, parish of Gin Gin.
Area- 2 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 128 degrees 10
minutes  and distant ten chains and ninety-four
links-thence bearing 155 degrees and distant three
chains and eighteen links-from the north-east
corner of portion 26, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a road bearing 155 degrees two
chains and thirteen links ; on the south by a line
bearing west  ten chains  and eighty-four links ; on
the west by portion 26 bearing north one chain and
ninety-three links ; and on the north by a line
bearing  east nine  chains and ninety-four links to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this f'ourtee:.th day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HIIME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANT ONY  MusaiAvn,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of sections  ninety- five, ninety-six,
and ninety -seven  of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGIAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the land  hereunder  described has
been temporaril reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of Rockhampton.
B.M.-2744 8-O'.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOE  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
88-17522--S.G.
Rockhampton.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton.
Area-10 acres 2 roods 10 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-east
side of Frances street by the south-west side of
Bolsover street, and bounded thence on the north-
east  by Bolsover street bearing south-easterly ten
chains ; on the south-east by Arthur street bearing
south-westerly twelve chains ten links; on the south-
west by Denison street bearing north-westerly ten
chains ; and on the north- west  by Frances street
bearing north-easterly twelve chains ten links to
the point of commencement;-exclusive of the
continuation of Alma street.
Given under my Hand and Seal , at Gove rn ment
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TUE QUERN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mus*EsAYI
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.e.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A, UBGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Govrrxor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and ita
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and
are hereby appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve
for Show Grounds ,  in the parish of Greenmount,
established by Proclamation dated the 29th
November ,  1887 ,  and the said persons and 1teir
successors shall , as Trustees ,  have the contiUo1 and
management  of the  said Reserve  ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make by-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust ,  subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council :---
E.M.-27 -6-88-N'.
88-lnlo-secy.
JOHN EWEN DAVIDSON,
ROBERT EDWARD DONALDSON,
CHARLES JOHNSTONE  WILLOCB,
HUGH MCCBEADY, and
WILLIAM STEEDMAN.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
July, in the  year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGaAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of  '`The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Country Lands described hereunder, and
situated in the Gladstone Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888: And
I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price at
which said lands may be selected shall be 4d. and £1
per acre respectively, and that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within an Agricultural
Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisban e, this fourteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.M.--4-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No.  1.
Parishes of Toolooa and Boyne.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing on Machine Creek at the south-west
corner of portion 68, parish of Boyne, and bounded
thence by that portion bearing north to its north-
west corner ; thence by a line north-westerly to
R.R. No. 3; thence west, north, and east by R.R.
No. 3 to the main Gladstone road, by that road
north-westerly to a point bearing east from the
south-east  corner of portion 7, parish of Toolooa;
thence by a line bearing west (along the south
boundaries  of portions 7, 6, 5, and 4) to the south-
west  corner of portion 4; thence by  a line bearing
south to Machine Creek ; and thence by that creek
downwards to the point  of commencement.
NoTE.-Subject  to the payment  of the value of imp ro vements,
it any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, ehael  and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and
j_ authorities in me vested  under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and
situated  in the Gympie Land Agent's District,
shall be open  to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the Third day of September. 1888:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said lands may be selected shall be 8d. and
£1 5s. per acre respectively, and that the  maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea,
1,280 acres.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight , and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD BAYS THH QIIEBN I
L.M.-4.7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Tuchekoi.
About 320 acres.
Commencing on the  main  road from Brisbane to
Gympie at the north-west corner of portion 1374,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east along  the north boundary of that portion ; on
the east by a line bearing north ; on the north by
a  line  bearing west along  the south -boundary of
portion 500 to the Gympie road ; and on the west
by the road southerly to the point of  commencement.
NOTE.-Subject to the payment of the  value of imp ro vements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lots of land, being portions lv to 4v, 6v,
7v, 9v to 12v, in the parish of Garioch, in the Port
Douglas Land Agent's District, opened to selection
by Proclamation dated the 22nd November, 1886,
all be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M -SI -8-88-I'.
88-15832-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
A. Musaasv8, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
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on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lot of land, being balance of portion  25v,
containing 115 acres, in the parish of Hamilton, in
the Mackay Land Agent's District, opened to
selection by Proclamation dated the 19th June,
1886, shall be and is hereby withdrawn from
selection.
88-14787-L.B.
E.M.-4-7-88.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVz  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-hief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the  power in me  vested, and in
1 accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Reserve for Botanic Gardens,
Charters Towers, established by Proclamation in
the  Government Gazette  dated 30th April, 1878,
shall be and is hereby cancelled.
E.M.-27 -e-88-G'.
88-16835-O.B.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day ofJul.y, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-: econd year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD 8Av IN THi Qv$EN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
INTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Blackall, Bowen, Bunda-
berg, Clermont, Dalby, Gayndah, Gladstone,
Goondiwindi, rympie, Hughenden, Inglewood,
Mackay, Al aryborough. Nanango, Rockhampton,
Roma, Stanthorpe, Surat, and Townsville, showing
all land open for selection, both as Agricultural
and Grazing Farms, are now ready for public
exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane Lands
Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view. and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
M aps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
``I ELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien.
,J ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur.
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications  in connection  therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-
sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rn n, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-(1)Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
" 2HE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited  Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with  selections  under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  "  The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb. March .  April. May.
Allora * ... ... ... ...  Wed. 28
Aramac  ... ... Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Banana  .. ... Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 21
Barcaldinet ...
Beenleigh  ... Wed. 11 1Wed. 8 Wed. 14Blackall  ... ...  Wed. 4  1 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Bowen  ... ... Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.22
Brisbane ... ...  Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 6
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 14 Sat . 11 Sat. 10
Burketown ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Cardwell ` ...  Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 9
Charleville  ...  Tues .  3 Mon .  6 Mon. 5
Charters Towers Wed . 4 Wed. L Wed. 7
Clermont  ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs . 23 Thurs.29
Cooktown  ...  Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Cunnamulla  ...  lon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon. 19
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri .  24 Fri. 23
Emerald * ...  Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Esk+ ... ... Wed .  18 ... Wed. 21
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Geraldton  (Moo- Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.26 Thurs.23
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Berberton  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Ingham  .. ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29
Inglewood $ ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Isisford  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Mackay ... ... Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Mitchellt ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Muttaburrat  ...  Thurs. 9
Nanango  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Nebo  (Mt. Britton ) Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Nerang* ... ..  Thurs. 9
Normanton  ...  Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
St. George  ...  Tues. 17 Tues. 21
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Springsure ... Mon. 23  Mon. 27
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Surat  ... .  Thurs.26 Thurs.23
Tambo  ... ... . Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Taroom  ... ...  Wed. 4 1 Wed. 1
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Thargomindah ...  Wed. 4 Wed. I
Toowoomba  ...  lion .  23 Mon. 27
Townsville  ...
I
Thurs.12 Thurs. 9
Warwick ... ....  Tues. 24 Tues. 23
June . July.
IWed. 27 ...
Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Wed .  20 1 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 18 Wed. 16  Wed. 201  Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Tues. 12 Tues. 10 Tues. 7
11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed . 11 Wed. 8Wed .
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Thurs.28 Thurs.26
ihurs.26 Fri. 25 Thurs.21 Thurs.26
Tues .  3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat. 91 Sat. 14
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 I Wed. 4
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
... Fri. 11 ... Fri. 13
Tues. 3 MoL. 7 Mon .  4 Mon .  2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs.28 1 Thurs .  26
Wed. II Wed. 9 Wed .  13 . Wed .  11
Mon. 16  Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon .  16
Fri. 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  29 Fri .  27
Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon .  18 Mon .  16
Wed. 16 Wed. 18
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4
Thurs. 22 Thurs.26 Fri. 25
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 28 Wed. 25 Wed. 30
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Thurs. 8 Thurs. 12 Tnurs.  lo
Fri. 16 Fri. 20 Fri. 18
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Thurs.12
Tues . 13 Tues.  10 Tues 8
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3
Thurs. 1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3
Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon. 14
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues. 15
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Thurs.29 Thurs 26
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs.30
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed.  61  Wed. 41 Wed.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 41 Wed.
Wed. 11 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 ; Wed.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 i Wed. 6 Wed. 4 i Wed.
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 2s Mon. 25 Mon. 23 Mon.
Thurs. 8 Thurs.12 Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12 ' Thurs.
Tues. 27 Tues. 24 Tues .  29 Tues. 26 Tues. 24 i Tues.
Thurs.27 Thurs.25  There  22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
t hurs.13 Thurs. 11 Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 21 Fri. 19 Fri. 16 Fri. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Sat. 15 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 15
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues. 11 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 W•ed. 12
Tues. 18  Tues. 16 Tues . 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 24  Mon. 22 Mon . 26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 27
1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
I Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
I Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
27  Mon. 24  Mon. 22 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
9 Thurs.13 Thurs.11 Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
28 Tues. 25  Tues. 23 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
There  26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
August. Sept. Oct. Nov.
Wed. 26
Wed. 191 Wed. 17 Wed. 14
Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 21
Tues. 11 Tues. 9 Tues. 6
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Dec.
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Thurs.23  Thurs.27
Thurs.23 Thurs .  27
Thurs.25 Thurs. 2 2
Thurs. 25 Thurs. 22
Thurs. 27
Thurs. 27
Tues. 7 Tues. 4 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Sat. 11  Sat. 8 Sat .  13 Sat. 10 Sat. S
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed . 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
14Fri 10Sat....
Mon. 6 Mon. 3
....
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon.  3
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 iked. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.30 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 24 Fri. 28 Fri. 28 Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 19
Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 8 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Thurs.14 Thurs.12 Thurs. 9
Fri. 15 Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Fri. 8  Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Sat. 16 Sat. 14 Sat. 11
Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thurs.14  ... Thurs. 9
Tues. 12 Tues.  10 Tues. 14
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2
Thurs. 7 Thurs.  5 Thurs. 2
Mon. 11 Mon. 9, Mon. 13
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs. 31 Thurs .  28 1 Thurs. 26
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
l applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests :,fleeced
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections, in vtriting, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, '1'ambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.; Applicant. Situation . Parish. Area.
1 A. M. Mac- The road separating
Ilwaine  portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant The road separating
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mae- The road separating
Ilwaine portions 10 and 9 from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The road separating
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke Part of the road sepa-
rating portion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 north-westerly
to the reserved road
6 Margaret The road separating
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
Herberton
ditto
ditto
Gatton ...
Tenthill ...
A. R. 1'.
0 3 11
1 2 3
1 223
6 2 15
3 330
Tambo ... 19 0 0
About
7 Adam Bar- The road  separating Coochin ... 7 0 0
e8
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James R. The reserved road Tarampa... 4 0 0
Atkinson, through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Ben-
tel, widow
* NOTE.-The  closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified or general information,that applications und  the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected  thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office ;
at the Land Office, Gympie; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. .pplicant Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Ellens- The road separating por- Redcliffe 10 3 30
vitae Land tion 100, parish of Bur-
Company pengary, from portions
510 and 520, parish of
Redcliffe
2 Ditto ... One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary-
being the continuation
of the last-mentioned
road
3 A. F. Luya The reserved road through Como ... 26 0 0
I portion 1079
NoTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th July, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The (_'rc.vrn Luncis  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  ii: writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the LandOffice, Toowoomba ;  Police Office ,  Pittsworth; and
Post Office ,  North Branch.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation.
1 Lawrence The road separating
Thise portion 6v from por-
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes  ...  The road separating
portion 8v from por-
tion 3742
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
North 6 2 20
Branch
ditto ' 6 0 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for genera) information, tl at
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Grown Lan,18 Act of  1884 " has been male
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and  t dl
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
HENRY JORDAN.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation.
The Tarampa Di-
visional Board,
on account of
Dyson Lacy
Parish. Ares.
A. B.  P.
The road separating I Gatton ... 5 3  2A)
portion 83, parish
of Tenthill, from
portion 87
NOTE.-The closure  of this road  is proposed  to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles
to Land  Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that ,  by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct areas and descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions ,  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-63370.
Date of Deed-5th Z1 ay,  1886.
Name of Grantee-Abraham Matthew Mills.
Land Grunted-Portion 112,  county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-156 acres.
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AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  112.
Area-156 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of por-
tion 129, and bounded thence on the west by a
road bearing north forty chains and two links ; on
the north by portions 124 and 123 bearing 89
degrees 15 minutes thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; on  the east by a line bearing 180 degrees
20 minutes forty chains and forty-eight links ; and
on the south by portion 129 bearing 269 degrees
55 minutes  thirty-eight chains and eighty-six links
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-63371.
Date of Deed-5th May, 1886.
Name of Grantee-William Andrew Mahaffey.
Land Granted-Portion  124, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-155 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
Covnty of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  124.
Area-155 acres 3roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
123, and bounded thence on the east by that por-
tion and a line bearing north forty chains and two
links ; on the north by a road bearing west thirty-
nine chains and four links ; on the west by a road
bearing 180 degrees 20 minutes thirty-nine chains ;
and on the south by a road bearing 90 degrees 20
minutes ten chains and three links and 180 degrees
20 minutes one chain, and by portion 112 bearing
89 degrees 54 minutes twenty-nine chains and
twenty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three mouths
fr om the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct names, areas ,  and descriptions sha ll
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
areas, and descriptions  ;  and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
No. of Deed-59/1.
Date of Deed-31st January, 1859.
Name of Grantee-William Duckett White.
Land Gran  ted-Pre- emptive portion 1, at Beau-
desert, county of Ward.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert,  pre-emptive
portion 1.
Area- 323 acres  19 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the south-west corner of portion 2, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion  bearing
89 degrees 36 minutes eighty-one chains and twenty
links and passing through a post ninety links from
said river ; - on the east by that portion bearing 180
degrees 21 minutes forty chains and twenty-three
links ; on the south by a road bearing west eighty-
nine chains and fifty links to the Logan River and
passing through a post one hundred and sixty-two
links from said river ; and on the west by that river
downwards to the point  of commencement.
Nos. of Deeds-56175, 56176.
Date of Deeds-19th August, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Donald Thistlethwayte.
Lands Granted-A ll otments  3 and 4 of  section 5,
town of Coolangatta.
Area-1 rood each.
Nature of-Error.-  The name of the grantee having
been described in the Deeds as Donald Thistle-
thwayte instead of Donald Sidney Thistlethwayte,
the correct name.
Nos. of Deeds-65431, 65482.
Date of Deeds-13th September, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Frank Godschall Johnson.
Lands Granted-Allotments  16 and 3 (respec-
tively) of section 31, town of Normanton.Area-3310.0perches each.
Nature of Error-The  name  of the  grantee
having been described in the Deeds as Frank
Godschall Johnson, instead of Frank O'Neil
Godschal Johnson, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Ingham, as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the Ingham
Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the Twenty.
seventh day of August, 1888, at an Annual Rental
of £2 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by application
to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secretary
for Lands, Brisbane.
88-19316-8.0.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  ]REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-45254.
Date of Deed-18th October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-Arthur Brown.
Land Granted-Portion 8,  county of Cook,
parish of Barolin.
Area-224 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Barolin, portion 8.
Area-227 acres 2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 45 degrees 15
minutes  and distant 100 links from the north
corner of  portion 17, and bounded thence on the
south- west  by a road bearing 134 degrees 28
minutes eighty chains and seventy-three links ; on
the south- east  by a road bearing 45 degrees to enty-
eight chains twenty-seven and a-half links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 314 degrees 25 minutes
eighty chains and sixty and a-half links; and on
the north-west by a road bearing 225 degrees 15
minutes  twenty-eight chains and nineteen links to
the point  of commencement.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On Hinchinbrook Island opposite Dungeness.
About 5 square miles.
Commencing about one mile north of George
Point, and bounded thence by a line parallel with
the southern shore of the island and distant about
one mile therefrom south-westerly about five miles ;
thence by a line bearing south to the Rockingham
Channel ; and thence by the shore north-easterly
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th July, 1888.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
the following Lands in the Land Agent's
District of Toowoomba, as per descriptions here-
with, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  "The crown Lands Act of  1884," at
the Toowoomba Land Office , on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of August,
1888, at the Annual Rental per  square mile affixed
to each lot respectively.
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All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
88-19926-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
THE TOOW0011BA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Forming the Resumed Part of Rosalie Plains
Run.
BLOCK 1.
Area-About 6 square miles.
Annual Rental-£1  10s.  per square mile.
Commencing on the right bank of Myall Creek
at the north-east corner of portion 89v, parish of
Rosalie, and bounded thence by that portion and
portions 90v and 91v to the west boundary of the
resumed part of Rosalie Plains Run ; thence by
that boundary north about a mile and north-east
about a mile and three-quarters to a point west
from the north-west corner of 17v ; thence by a line
bearing east to the north-west corner of portion
17v; thence by portions 17v, 19v, and 20v, to
Myall Creek ; and by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement;- exclusive of alienated and
reserved land.
BLOCK 2.
Area-About 4 square miles.
Annual Rental-£1  10s.  per square mile.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
3920, parish of Rosalie, and bounded thence on
the west by that portion and portion  3880;  on the
south by portions 3673, 13, and Exchange 99 ; on
the east by portions 351 and 2003 and by a line
north from the north-west corner of portion 2003
about thirty chains to a point east from the north-
east cornet' of portion  3920;  thence on the north
by a line west to the point of commencement;
-exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
BLOCK 3.
Area-About 22 square miles.
Annual Rental-£1  5s.  per square mile.
Commencing on the Great Dividing Range at a
point about a quarter of a mile west from the
south-west corner of portion 18, parish of Cooyar,
and bounded thence by that range south-easterly
about six miles to Emu Creek Run ; thence by that
run north-easterly about four miles to a point south
from the south-west corner of portion  15;  thence
by the south-west and part of the west boundary
of portion 15, a camping reserve, a town reserve,
another camping reserve, portions 17, 6, 167, and
18, to the south-west boundary of portion  18; and
thence by a line west about a quarter of a mile to
the point of commencement;-exclusive of alienated
and reserved land.
BLOCK 4.
Area-About 22 square miles.
Annual Rental-£I  5s.  per square mile.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
15, parish of Cooyar, and bounded thence by a line
south (being the eastern boundary of Block 3)
about four and three-quarter miles to Emu Creek
Run ; thence by that run north-easterly to the
south-east corner of portion 20 ; thence by that
portion, a camping reserve, and portion 15 westerly
to the point of commencement;-exclusive of
alienated and reserved land.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
) RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land A gent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
1HE Department of Agriculture has for distri-bution, to bond fide  Planters and Farmers, a
quantity of Olive Truncheons.
Applications to be made to the Department of
Agriculture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
T  HE  Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution ,  to  bond  fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize ,  which is
admirably adapted for bread-making .  Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE
Department  of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle  Seeds  (acacia pyrnantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrens );  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown -Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Ardoch, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Ardoch, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHE SEAS The Queensland National Bank, Limited,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known
as Ardoch, situated in the Pastoral District of
Warrego, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs known as Owthorpe No. 3,
Owthorpe N o. 4, Owthorpe No. 5, Owthorpe No. 8,
Owthorpe No. 9, Owthorpe No. 10, Down, South
Down, Wombin East, Tungara, Tungara East,
Moble, Moble North, Dloble West, Bangor, Box
Camp, Prairie, Prairie North, Eastfield, Yellow-
stone, Belfast, Wombin and Yellowstone North,
have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the twenty-first day of July, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Ac! of  1884" with respect to such run:
And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run
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to be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by
the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said consolidated run known as Ardoch,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the said
run referred  to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall  comprise  and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
4741 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the left bank of Moble Creek
at a tree  marked broad-arrow over M in triangle,
and bounded thence by  an east  line passing through
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T in
triangle and crossing  the Bulloo River about twelve
miles to  a point south of a yapunyah-tree marked
broad- arrow  over 08 in triangle ; thence by a north
line  about five miles ten chains passing through the
last -mentioned tree to a point one chain beyond
same ; thence  by a west line crossing the Bulloo
River and passing  through a yapunyah-tree on its
right bank marked broad-arrow over C6 in triangle,
also  passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over 02  in triangle nine  miles twenty-eight chains
to a point fifty-two chains east of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over 03 in triangle ; thence by a north
line five  miles sixty -two chains to a point bearing
north 326  degrees east  and distant thirty-four links
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over AC
in triangle  ;  thence  by a west line seven miles forty-
four chains to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over M1 in triangle on the left bank of Moble
Creek ; thence by a north line passing through a
stake bearing north 80 degrees east and distant
forty-five links from a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over G in triangle and crossing
Kookaberry Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over K in triangle about fifteen miles forty-
eight chains to a point bearing north 316 degrees
east and distant seventy links from a tree marked
broad-arrow over M over G in triangle ; thence by
a west . line passing through a yarran-tree marked
broad-arrow over YD in triangle about five miles
seventy-nine chains to and  across  Moble Creek
passing  through a coolibah-tree on its left bank
marked broad-arrow over M3 in triangle ; thence
by the right bank of the said creek upwards to a
point twenty- four  chains in a direct line above a
tree  marked broad-arrow over H over 1 in triangle ;
thence by a west line passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over WN in triangle about
seven miles  four chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over MN over CE in triangle ; thence
by a south line ten miles to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over CE over MN in triangle ; thence
by an east line about four miles forty-five chains to
a stake which is sixteen chains west of a leopard-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over MW over N in
triangle  ; thence by a south line ten miles to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M in triangle ;
thence by  an east line  about seven miles seventy-
eight chains to a point two miles fifty chains west
of a coolibah-tree on the left bank of Moble Creek
marked broad-arrow over Ml in triangle ; thence
by a south line about ten miles seventy-two chains
to a point one mile forty-one chains west and one
mile north of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over W over T in triangle, said point being
west of starting point ; and thence by an east line
about seven miles forty-two chains to and across
Moble Creek to the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 11 in triangle, and bounded thence by a north
line passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 10 in triangle two miles sixty chains to a
point one mile seventeen chains east of a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over 5 in triangle on
Goora Goora Billabong ; thence by an east line
passing through a tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle about fourteen miles seventeen
chains to a point thirty chains eighty-two links
north and eighteen links west of a bendee-tree
marked broad-arrow over Y over T in triangle ;
thence by a south line passing through a stake
bearing north 110 degrees east and distant one
chain from a wommil-tree marked broad-arrow over
T over Y in triangle eight miles fifty-six chains to
a point sixteen chains beyond the last-mentioned
stake; thence by a west line passing about forty
chains north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 14 in triangle ten miles ; thence by a north
line four miles seventy-six chains to a point one
mile east and forty chains south of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over 8 in triangle; thence by
a west line three miles seventy chains to a point
south of starting point ; and thence by a north line
one mile to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows,  viz.:-
714L  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Moble Creek at
a tree marked broad-arrow over M in triangle, and
bounded thence by an east line passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T in
triangle and crossing the Bulloo River about twelve
miles to a point south of a yapunyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over 08 in triangle ; thence by a south
line passing one mile seventeen chains east of a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over 5 in tri-
angle on Goora Goora Billabong also passing
through box-trees marked broad-arrow over 10 in
triangle and broad-arrow over 11 in triangle, respec-
tively, about ten miles sixty-one chains to a point
one mile beyond the last-mentioned tree ; thence by
an east  line three  miles  seventy chains to a point
forty chains south and one mile east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over 8 in triangle ; thence by
a south line four miles seventy-six chains ; thence
by an east line passing about forty chains north of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 14 in triangle
ten miles to a point sixteen chains south of a stake
bearing north 110 degrees east and distant one
chain from a wommil-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over Y in triangle ; thence by a north
line to that stake ; thence by an east line one
mile fifty-five chains to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over Y in triangle ; thence by
a south line crossing Wanna Wanna Creek and
passing sixty chains west of a tree on its left bank
marked broad-arrow over W over 18 in triangle
about six  miles  thirty-seven chains ; thence by a
west lire four miles fifty-two chains to a point one
mile south of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over 14 in triangle on the left bank of
Wanna Wanna Creek ; thence by a south line
passing one chain west of a tree marked broad-
arrow over P in triangle four miles sixty-eight
chains to a point one mile twenty-two chains east
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over WE
over W in triangle; thence by a west line passing
through the last-mentioned tree six miles eight
chains ; thence by a south line about four miles
thirty-seven chains to a point fifteen links north
and fifty-five links east of a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over BC over C in triangle ; thence by
a west line passing through a point bearing north
244 degrees east and distant four chains from a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over SD in
triangle, also passing two chains south-east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over C over C in triangle,
through trees marked broad-arrow over 0.10 over
S.D. in triangle and broad-arrow over WN over
C in triangle, respectively, crossing the Bulloo
-River and passing through a tree on its right bank
marked broad-arrow over C.9. in triangle, in all
about twenty-one miles fifty-eight chains, to a
point four miles fifty-two chains beyond the
last-mentioned tree ; thence by a north line five
miles passing through a yapunyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over B in triangle to a point
one mile  forty  chains  beyond same ; thence by an
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east line forty  chains  ; thence by a north line
about fifteen miles to a point two miles east of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
B in triangle  ; thence by a west line  passing
through the said tree and a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over 2B in triangle about three miles
forty-one chains to a point forty-one chains beyond
the last-mentioned tree ; thence by a north line
about ten miles fifty-five chains to a point west of
starting  point and one mile forty-one chains west
and one mile north of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over T in triangle ; and thence
by an  east line  about seven miles forty-two chains
to and  across  Moble Creek to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of July, A.D. 1888.
[L.S.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Burnett 2-Mile Map,Sheet 1. Price ,  is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane,  21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Creek knownas Scrubby Creek, in the parish of Westhill,
in the St. Lawrence Land Agent's District, shall be
named CABMILA CREEK, instead of Scrubby Creek
as heretofore.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th July, 1888.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONAL CELLS, LOOK-UP, CROYDON.
FRESH Tenders  will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses,  Normanton and
Croydon, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st August,  from persona  willing to  contract for
Erection of Additional Cells at the Lock-up,
Croydon,  according to amended Plans and Speci-
fication.
Tenders to be rendorsed  " Additional Cells,
Lock-up, Croydon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Normanton and Croydon.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft  or bank notes  with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th June, 1888.
r j-` HE Notice of Resumption addressed  to the  undermentioned person not having been served ,  for the
[ reason stated in  the Schedule,  the particulars thereof are hereby published  as required by section
twenty-four  of  11 The Railway Act of  1864 ," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. C1 RNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the  Plans ,  Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway  fr om Normanton to
Cloncurry have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament ,  as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act  of  1864 " : And whereas the Working  Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line  of Railway, prepared  in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council ,  as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways  for the Colony  of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway Art of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan ,  are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line  of Railway,  and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat  with you  as to the amount of compensation to
hick you may fairly be entitled  on  account  of the land  so taken, and the damage sustained ,  or that may
be sustained ,  by you by  reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said  Act, which provides  that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mrs. Armstrong.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken byRailway-More or Less.
Description of Land.  Remarks.
A. R. r.
15 Christina Arm- Unoccupied ... 13 0 0 1 Second- class pastoral land , Cannot be found.
surrounded with 3-wirestrong, widow
fence ; selection 25, parish
of Norman
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Commissioner for $ailways' Offioe,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for the
Treasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway Act  of 1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 17th May, 1888..
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from the South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  "The Railway Act of  1864": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said
Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been
taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Messieurs Robert Nicholson, James Hewitt, Denis McNamara, Frederick Krause, Alexander
McMicking, Daniel Owen and Owen Williams, R. G. W. Herbert and John Bramston, Joseph
Thompson, and John Walker.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Referents.
Owner 's Name .  Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
Description  of Lands. Remarks.
A. R. P.  Parish of South Brisbane.
61 Robert Nicholson Unoccupied ... 0 0 0t Suburban portion 172, sub- Cannot be found
division 3, re-subdivisions
49 to 51 and 8 to 10 of ;
cleared only
73 James Hewitt ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 35 of ; cleared only it
74 Ditto ... 'Unoccupied ... 0 0 10 Suburban portion 171, sub- } Cannot be founddivision 31 of ; cleared only
15 Ditto ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 31 Suburban portion 171, sub-
division 32  of ; cleared only
Parish  of Bulimba.
95 Denis McNamara  Unoccupied... 0 0 9 Portion  62, section  1, sub- Cannot be found
divisions 109 and 110 of ;
cleared only
99 Frederick K rause  Unoccupied ... 0 0 16 Portion  52, section  1, subdi- Cannot be found
vision 28  of, wholly re-
sumed;. cleared only
146 Alexander G raziers'  2 3 14 Portion 85 includes road Cannot be found
McMicking Butchering diversion ; fenced only
Company  Parish of Tingalpa.
168 Daniel Oven  and Unoccupied ... 2- 0 11  Portion 80  unimproved ... Cannot be found
Owen Williams
191 R. G. W. Her- W. D. White 1 3 13 Portion 79, subdivision 1 of ; Absent from the colony
bert and John partially fenced
Bramston  Town of Cleveland.
240 Joseph Thompson Unoccupied ...  0 0 2 Section  100, allotment 2 of ; Cannot be found
partly fenced
251 John Walker ... Unoccupied ... 0 0 1 Section 97, allotment 5 of ; Cannot be found.
unimproved ; required for
road diversion
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
,HE Notices  of Resumption  addressed to tke undermentioned  persons  not having been served, for
the reasons  stated  in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty -four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864 ," 27 Vie.  No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 17th May, 1888..
W.URRIAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  "The Railway Act of  1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act, bavp been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said Act ;
'Cs
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Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway At  of 1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of  the  Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled1 on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mr. Edward Flood  and Mrs .  Helena Mylne.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .
Quantity of
Occupier. Land taken byRailway-
More or Less.
Description of Land . Remarks.
239 Edward Flood, of
A. R. P.
Unoccupied ... 1 2 25
Town of Cleveland.
Section 100, allotment 3 of ; Out of the Colony
Botany street, partly fenced
Sydney
241 Ditto .., ditto ... 0 0 13 Section 100, allotment 4 of ; ditto
247 Helena Mylne ditto ... 2 1 4
partly fenced
Section 98, allotments 2 to ditto.
(widow), of 5 of ; unimproved
Sydney
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
r
HE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for
the reasons  stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty -four  of  The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
Quantity of
Land  taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway dct of
1864" : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act: Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Railway At of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will  be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CuR>` ow,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Thomas Bevan, Wm. Clarke, Louisa Edkins, Matthew Hervey and Phillip Sommers, Edward R.
Edkins, Mary Smith and Henry Deane.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name .  Occupier.
F. Cun ow,
Commissioner for Railways.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
A. R.  P. Town  of Bowen.
13 j Thomas Bevan... Unoccupied ... 0 0 32
15 Wm. Clarke ... ditto ... 0 0 16
16 Louisa Edkins
(widow)
ditto ... 0 0 16
19 Matthew Hervey
and Phillip
ditto ... 0 0 32
Sommers
44 Edward R. Ed-
kips
ditto ... 0 0 22
66 Mary Smith
(widow) and
Henry Deane
(Trustees)
ditto ... 1 2 25
Section 17, allotment  3; un- Cannot be found
improved
Section 17, allotment 1 (north- Out of the Colony
east half of) ; unimproved
Section 17, allotment I (south- ditto
west half of) ; unimproved
Section 2, allotment 4 ; un- Cannot be found
improved
Section 78, allotment  9;  un- Out of the Colony
improved
Parish of Pring.
Unimproved ; required for Cannot be found.
road iversion
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1888.
1HE Notices of Resumption  addressed  to the undermentioned  persons not having been served, for the
reasons stated in  th,, Schedule,  the particulars  thereof  are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four f " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 3rd May 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans. Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway Act of
18U4 ": And where-is the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act: Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I amp willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which ou may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To John Cavanagh, Alfred Moniz,  and Eliza J . Harty.
o. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner' s Name . Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land  taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
6 John Cavanagh 'Unoccupied... A.0 R.0 P.32 Town of Bowen.Section  19, allotment  4; un-Cannot be found
33 Alfred Moniz ... ditto ... 0 0 22
improved
Section 76, allotment 6 ; un- ditto
36 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0
improved
20 Section 76, allotment 2 ; un- ditto
49 Eliza J. Harty... ditto ... 0 0
improved
38 Section 79,  allotment  5 ; un- ditto
50 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0
improved
1 Section 79, allotment 4; un- ditto.
improved
TENDERS.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 20th July, 1888.
"ti EN I) IE,RS are invited for  the undermentioned  Public Work. For full  particulars ,  see  Govern-
,nent Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice. can be received.
Mines and  Works Office,
Durtwica-New Ward  and Bakehouse, &c. ... ... ... 14th July , 1888  ...  Brisbane; 10th August,
1888.
I
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
TENDERS. 20th July, 1888..
'11 ENDERS areinvited for the undermentioned PublicWorks. For full particulars, see  Government
a Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Emu Park Railway-Shelter Sheds and Offices at Emu
Park and Lake's Creek ... ... ... ...
Cast-iron Cylinders for 15-ton Wharf Crane at Maryborough
Goods Shed, Sideling Creek ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original notice.
14th July, 1888
Station  Master ' s House , Emu Park ... ... ... ... ditto
Place and Date to which Tenders
can be received.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
27th July, 1888.
Railway Office,  Brisbane;
t 3rd August, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
$99
FPio EARNINGS.
... ...
I j  £ so  d. I £ s. d.  I £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
133 6 11
.
Week  ending  15th July ,  1888  ...  834 2,698 18 8 4,620 17 3 343 0 4 7,562 16 10
Corresponding week last year ... 706 1,979 17 4 4,660 7 2 149 8 0 6,679 12 6
Increase... ... ...
Decrease ,.. ,..
1888- Total Traffic, to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
No. of
Miles onen
forTrafto.
... 719 0 11  193 12 4 883 3 4
... ... 29 9 11
...foe
Week ending 16th  duly,  1888 ... 151
Corresponding week last year... 103
Increase ...
Decrease ...
...
... ...
1888 --dotal  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 15th July,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888- Total Traffic, to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 16th July ,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1888- Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
.64
...
pasreage»,
Pares.
Goods and Live
Stock
... ...
... ..
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
MARYB  OROUGH RAILWAY.
381 15 9 832 12 7 39 13  4 1,264 1 8
340 1  5  703 12  5 33 7 7 1,077 1 5
41 14 4 129 0 2 6 5 9
BUNDABERO RAILWAY.
66 162 0 4 221  16 11  20 17  10 404 16 1
66 49 19 9 184 19 4 6 18  3 191 17 4
112 0 7 86 17 7 13 19 7 212 17 9
... ... ... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
... ...
463 82710 6  1,582 15  7 41 9 8  1,951 15  9
444 356 1 4 1,362 0 6  174 15  7  1,882 17  4
280 15 2 ... 68 18 5
... 28 10 10 ...
... ...
... •..
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending  15th July,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
...
too
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 101 6 6 41 13 11 4 4 10
81 180 2 6 52 1 0 5 12 4
... ...
... ... 28 17 0 10 7 1
18138--Total Traffic to date ...
1887- Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease... ...
Week ending 15th July ,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ,..
Decrease
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
... ... ...666 064
1888 Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 15th  July,  1888...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week  ending  15th July, 1888...
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
... ...
260 401 4 3 1,828 611 45 8 6  2,274 18  8
231 418 6 3 1,691 6 4 36 10 6 2,041 2 1
..
12*" 2 0 237 0 7 8 18 0
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
65 16 1 144 2 9
... £9,228 1 0
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 42 12 2 73 15 10
51 30 4 4 37 10 6
... ...
1 7 6
...
...
010 5 200 9 3
Total.
£ s. d.
204,668 1 2
201,803 16 8
£3,364 4 6
177 0 3
35,769 1  3
25,415 6 8
£10,35412 7
10,521 3 10
4,656 3 0
£5,965  0 10
64,771 2 1
68,231 4 3
£3,460 2 2
147 4 3
187 15 10
40 11 7
2,710 19 8
2,927 0 4
£216 0 8
233 16 7
66,209 10  5
56,981 9 5
2,378 11 0
14 8 4 130 16 4
4 7 9 72 2 7
12 710 36 6 4 10 0 7 58 13 9
3,443 12 4
1,965 14 0
.,, ... £1,47718 4Total  Increase ...
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways,
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Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 19th  May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By B,osaar L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE,  at this Office. Price  :  5s., in (2)
sheets  ;  7s. 6d ., mounted  on calico ; 10s.
mounted and  varnished,
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, if tb duly, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS,  BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
TEMPORARY ENGINE AND CA 31AGB SEFD8
AT COORAN, NORTH COAST RA.IIWAY,
TENDERS will  be received at this Office
1. until  Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
10th August,  from persons willing to contract for
Erecting Temporary Fngiue and Carriage Sheds
at Cooran.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Temporary
Engine and Carriage Sbede  (:poran."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane ;  Engineer 's Office,
Maryborough  ;  and Station Master 's Office,  Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms ,  and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete " the worms, and  at the fort of
every Tender there must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute, within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CU$NQW,
commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1888.
TO IRONFOUND EES AND OTHERS.
SUBSTRUCTURE  AND  SUPERSTRUCTURE FOR
BRIDGE No. 82,  SECTION 2, CAIRNS RAIL-
WAY.
SEPARATE  Tenders wi ll  be received at this
Office until Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 17th August ,  from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the above.
Tenders  to be  endorsed  " Tender  for Substruc-
ture ,"  or  11 Superstructure "  (as the case may be),
Cairns Bridge."
Plan ,  8 ecitication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and the Locomo ti ve Office, hsarybo h,
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent.  upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be sent in on  proper  printed
forms ,  and at the foot of every ¶.ender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 5 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due performance
of the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to execute,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acce pptance ,  an Agreement with the Commissioner
for B,ailwa s for  securing  such performance ;  other,
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted,
p', CVBNOW,
Pemmissionar for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th duly, I888.
TO CONTRACTORS,  BUILDERS, AND
OTI Kg ,
GATEKEEPERS?  COTTAGES.
TENDERS will be received at this Oilioe tail
Four (4) o'clock p.m.  on V=AT, the loth
August,  from persons willing to ogntract for
Erection of Gatekeepers Cottages at Noose , Albert,
and  Ono-mile Road, and Additions to Cottage at
Brisbane Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Zisadsr for Cows,
2VQr(4 br i t .Railway,  8ertion .No. V,
Plan, specification,  and form of  Tender m be
seen,  and further artienlars obtained,  at Chief
Engineer's Office,  Brisbane ;  Engineer's Office,
Maryborough ;  and Station Master's"Office,O ympil,
Tenders must be sent in on properprintedforms,
end state  the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to  deposit  the suns of 10 ppeerr
cont. on the amount of  Tender as  security for tba
due performance of the Contractin the event of the
Tender being accepted,  and undertaking  in  that
event  to execute. within fourteen days from the
usual notification,of acceptance, an Agreement with
the Commssioner for Railways for sec= g such
performance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Com issioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 19th  July, 1888.
NOTICE,
THE Tender of Messrs. Arra!LL &rm Amos, for
the Construction of Shelter  Sheds for the
North Coast Railway ,  has been accepted . Amount,
£996.
F. CVRNOW,
Commissioner fo  Railways,
Ciommisaloner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-- -COOXTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.
NOTICE  is hereby  given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Prepay Depart-
ment ,  Cooktown ,  was published  in f in the
Government Gaaelte  of Saturday,  the 2nd June,
1888 .  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktowu, and
paying costs.  If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the  21st August, 1888,  they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
commissioner for Railways.
Comniissicner for Railways' Odlce,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST  PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES.
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment ,  Brisbane ,  was  published in full  in the
Government Gazette  of tthe 2nd June,
1888 .  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager ,  Brisbane ,  and  paying costs.
If not released on or before  TUESDAY, the 21st
Aug+tst,  1888,  they will be Sold  by Public  Auction,
to defrSy expeuscs.
F, CUENQW,
Qoumaissiouerfor Railways,
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert , Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg,
Burenda , Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek ,  Muttaburra ,  Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood , Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood ,  Shipping Office  (Brisbane), South
Brisbane ,  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate ,  Tambo, Taroom ,  Tewantin , Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shill ings upwards  will be  received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposit's not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either  by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 20th July, 1888.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are publishedfor general informati n.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
[Extract from the New Zealand  Gazette,  28 44  June,
1888.]
No.  11  of  1888.
GREYMOUTH HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 26th June, 1888.
THE Greymouth Harbour Board notify that, in
order to prevent collisions occurring on the bar or
in the river ,  masters of vessels are warned not.to
take the bar inwards when the outer red light is
obscured or when a vessel is on the bar.
GEO. FISHER,
(For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.)
No.  12  of  1888.
NELSON LIGHTHOUSE AND BELL BUOY
LIGHT.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 28th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given that, from and after the
night of Monday, the 16th July next, the red
sector  of light shown from the Nelson Lighthouse
will be extended to the  bearing  of N. by E. 4 E.,
cutting about 70 ft. westerly from the Bell Buoy.
Notice  is also  given that a white light will be
shown from the Bell Buoy from the same date for
a period of three months. Masters of  vessels are
warned not to place any reliance on this light,
especially in bad weather, as, from its exposed
position , it is  very likely to be extinguished.
GEO. FISHER,
(For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine  Department.)
Office of Marine Board of New South Wales,
Sydney, 10th July, 1888.
TEMPORARY OBSTRUCTION TO NAVIGATION,
HAWKESBCRY RIVER.
MASTERS of Vessels and other  persons  interested
in the  navigation  of the Ha•vvkesbury River are
hereby informed that, in connection with the erec-
tion  of the Railway Bridge, an obstruction by wire
rope  exists  for the  present  between the south
abutment  on Long Island and No. 1 Pier. This
obstruction will be removed as the work progresses.
By Order,
GEO. S. LINDEMAN, R.N.,
Secretary.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that, on and after this
date, portion of the Stores situated at the
corner  of Mary and Albert streets, Brisbane, and at
present occupied by Messrs. Robert Harper and
Company,  is set  apart for the purpose of a Bonded
Warehouse, to be known as the " Oriental Bond,"
for the warehousing of dutiable goods previously
to the payment thereon of duties or to exportation,
in accordance  with the eleventh clause of  " The
Customs  Act of  1873."
T. Al. KING,
Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1888.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.THE following Rules ofthe Small Debts Court
at Eidsvold, having been duly approved, are
published for general information.
A. J. THYNNE,
Minister of Justice.
RULES OF THE SMALL DEBTS COURT,
EIDSVOLD.
1. There shall be twenty- six sessions in each
year, to be held at ten o'clock in the forenoon on
Wednesday in every alternate week ; but whenever
circumstances  shall occur preventing any Court
from proceeding to the despatch of business on the
day appointed for the sitting by these Rules, the
magistrate  or magistrates in attendance, or, if there
is no magistrate , the. Registrar, may adjourn the
Court to some convenient day.
2. The Registrar shall keep a record book, which
book shall be in Court during  session , and in which
he shall enter the decisions of the Court.
3. Should the Registrar of the Court be prevented
by illness  or absence  from acting in such offic-e, the
Bench may appoint a deputy to act for such
Registrar.
4. Summons  shall be served three clear days
prior to the day appointed for the hearing of the
case where the defendant resides within a radius of
five miles  from the Police Court, Eidsvold, six
clear days  when he resides within a radius of one
hundred miles beyond the last-mentioned  distance,
and ten clear days when he resides beyond one
hundred miles from Eidsvold.
5. In any cause  in which the  summons  has been
duly served, and in which no plea or defence shall
have been filed, affidavit of service shall be made
by the bailiff or person serving the same, where-
upon the case shall be heard and determined.
6. The plea of defence or set off shall be filed at
the office of the Registrar of the Court one clear
day before the return day of  the summons.
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7. Notice of withdrawal,  confession  of judgment,
or payments into Court, may be made one clear day
before the return day  of the summons.
8. Executions  may be taken out on any day after
the expiration of seven days from the date of the
adjudication,  unless time has  been granted by the
Court (and then on the day  and time  appointed by
such order)  or a new  trial has been granted by the
Court ; or where  in cases  over ten pounds appeal
has been made , and the necessary conditions com-
plied with ; but if it be  shown  by affidavit to the
satisfaction of the Court that the judgment would
be defeated by the delay, immediate execution may
be granted by order of the Court.
9. Executions , if unexecuted, shall not  remain in
force for more than one year from the date on
which issued ; but such  executions may at any time
before expiration be renewed for one year from the
date of such renewal,  and so  on from time to time
during the continuance of the  renewed execution,
by the Registrar  endorsing  thereon " Renewed,"
with the date of the day, month, and year of such
renewal,  and attaching  his signature  thereunder.
If execution be not taken  out within twelve
months from the date of judgment,  none shall issue
without giving two days (clear) notice against whom
it is to issue to  show cause why it should not be
issued.
10. Any property sold in the execution of the
process of the Court shall be sold publicly by auction,
and for ready money, by the bailiff or his deputy, to
the highest bidder,  as near  to the  place  where the
same was levied as may be  convenient for the sale
thereof ; and the said bailiff or his deputy shall
affix notice of  the said sale upon or  sear  the door
of the house where the  sale takes  place, forty-eight
hours  before the time appointed for the sale, which
sale shall not  be earlier than ninety-six hours from
the levying on the property. Provided that, with
the consent of the occupier of any house at which
property shall be levied on, such sale may take
place at such house.
11. In every  case of an execution for debt, or
damage and costs, or for costs only, and of the same
having been obtained and paid to the Registrar, the
amount  thereof shall, on demand, be paid over by
such Registrar to the suitor or suitors or his or
their written order.
12. The form hereto annexed, marked 1, shall be
the form to be used in the matter to which it
refers.
13. The interpleader order directed to be made,
under the fifty-first section of  "The Small Debts
Act of  1867," shall be in the form and to the effect
of Form No. 2, anne'ced, and shall be served on
both the claimant and execution creditor two clear
days at the least before the time appointed for the
hearing.
14. When any claim shall be made to or in
respect of any goods taken in execution under the
process of the Court, the claimant may deposit with
the bailiff either the amount of the value of the
goods claimed, together with the bailiff' s charges
up to the time of such deposit being made (such
value to be fixed by appraisement  in case  of dispute),
such deposit to be paid by the bailiff into Court to
abide the decision on such claim, or the  claimant
may give security to abide the decision, such security,
to be approved of by the execution creditor, to be
equal in amount to the value of the goods (such
value to  be fixed  as aforesaid ) and the bailiff's
charges  up to the time such security  is given, and
upon  such  payment being made, or such security
given, the  bailiff shall  give  up possession of the
goods so levied on.
15. Any party who has obtained  an unsatisfied
Judgment or order in the said Court may obtain a
3udgment summons  in the  form or  to the effect of
Form No. 3, which may be granted by the Court on
an affidavit filed with the  Registrar stating  the facts,
and a  copy of such  summons and  affidavit shall be
served upon the person to whom it is directed, in
the manner provided by the forty-first section of
" The Small Debts Act of  1b67," five clear days
before the day appointed for the hearing thereof.
FORM No. 1.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions , Eidsvold, Queensland
Small  Debts Jurisdiction.
Plaintiff, and Defendant.
Take notice that application will be made to a Justice
of the Peace on next, the day
of , at the hour of
o'clock in the forenoon, at the Court House, Eidsvold,
that the order made therein on the day
of 18 , for payment by instalments of the
and costs due by you to  , the  above-
named plaintiff, may be set aside and cancelled, on the
grounds appearing in the affidavit of sworn
and filed with the Registrar.
FORM No. 2.
In the Court of Petty Sessions Eidsvold, Queensland.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between Plaintiff, and Defendant
.Ex parte  , bailiff of this Court.
Let the abovenamed his
attorney, or agent, attend at the Police Court, Eidsvold,
next the day of 18 ,
at o'clock in the forenoon, and then and there
state the nature and particulars of, and maintain
or relinquish, their claim to, the goods and chattels
levied upon by the bailiff of this Court under the
execution in this case, and abide  by such order
as to the justice or justices then present shall
app' ar just, and as he or they shall make pursuant to
" The Small Debts Act of  1867," and in pursuance
to the practice of this Court, upon the grounds that the
said goods and chattels are claimed by the said
under
By the Court,
Registrar.
FORM No. 3.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions , Eidsvold, Queensland.
Small Debts  Jurisdiction.
Between Plaintiff, and Defendant.
Whereas the plaintiff obtained a judgment against
you, the abovenamed defendant, in the Small Debts
Court, holden at Eidsvold on the day of
18 , for the payment of
for and for  costs upon which
judgment and the subsequent process issued thereon
the sum of is now due.
You are therefore hereby summoned to appear per-
sonally in this Court, at Eidsvold, on the
day of , 18 , at the hour of o'clock
in the forenoon to be examined by the Court touching
your  estate  and effects, and the circumstances under
which you contracted the said debt (or incurred the said
damages ), and as to the  means and expectations  you t hen
had, and as to the means you still have, of discharging
the said debt (or damages ),  and as  to the disposal you
may have made of any property.
Dated the day of , 18
By the Court,
Registrar.
The annexed Rules were consented to at a
meeting of the Eidsvold Bench, held at Eidsvold
on the twenty-first day of May, 1888, and were
directed to be forwarded to His Honour the Judge
of the Central District Court, being the nearest
District Court of the Police District of Eidsvold,
as required by the fifteenth section of  "The Small
Debts Act of  1867."
Approved :
EDMUND P. CRAVEN,
Police Magistrate.
GRANVILLS GEORGE  MILLER,
Judge Central District.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Post Office at HORTON (near the Isis
Railway Line),  has been made  a Postal Note Office,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Post
Card and Postal Note Act of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the limits within which the Penny
PostageRate is charged uponLetters being extended
to include the following Post and Receiving
Offices
Eagle Junction, Toombul, Racecourse, Fairfield,
Yeronga, South Coast Junction, Taringa, Sherwood,
Stanley Bridge, Stafford, Downfall Creek,
Glenalbro (Ithaca Creek), Fig-tree Pocket, Eagle
Farm, Morningside, Tingalpa, H emmant, Belmont,
Dunellan, Mount Gravatt, Hawthorne, Mount
Cootha.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALA.SIA.
A
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart,  showing
changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription  of  2 2 2s.  per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
COPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Mapof the Colony, showing M il Routes, Post andReceiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published  in Four  Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet,  containing  the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 21st June, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that,in future, until further notice, insufficiently
Prepaid Newspapers for and from the United
Kingdom, which bear not less than a  single rate of
newspaper  postage, will be forwarded by the Torres
Strait Direct Route, and will be charged on delivery
with double the amount of the deficient  postage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Iu Calcutta.
Medium Cavalry and Hussars... 274
Field Artillery ... ... ... 137 608
Horse  Artillery ... ... ... 192
CLASS  II: CouNT$Y-B8aDS--- 200.
As many as possible full-grown horses,
the remainder young stock from  It
year old upwards  ... ... ...  200
CLASS III.-- Ala ss,  PunsI aNs--882
In Bombay.
Field Artillery ... ... ... 37
Medium Cavalry ... ...  63 3$2
Madras Native Cavalry ... 282
Total ... ... ... 1,524
S.  The,  purchases will be made in Madras,
Calcutta ,  and Bombay ,  and at the various horse
fairs and horse shows in India ,  by Remount Agents,
under the orders of the Directorof  Army  Remount
Operations for India.
3. The Calcutta Landing and Remount Depot
will be  open for the  reception of horses from the
1st October to the end of the purchasing season,
and not from the 15th September .  Purchasing to
commence as soon after arrival of the shipment as
the Remount Agent  may direct.
4. Horses and  mares of all  breeds will be
received , but they  must be  within  the prescribed
age, four to six  years,  except as  regards  country.
brads ,  and in the case of Australian horses ,  14 hands
3 inches to 16 hands high. It is to be distinctly
understood that, in regard to Classes I. and III.,
remounts three years old and mares in foal will
not be purchased.
5. Greys  will  not be purchased for horse or field
artillery.
6. The  average price for an Australian or Cape
remount has been  fixed at Rs. 650, which wi ll  be
paid at the Indian port of purchase .  The average
pri ce for Arabs and Persians is Rs.  550;  for other
horses according to their merits ; but every horse
presented for purchase will be valued separately,
and higher or lower prices may be given ,  provided
that the  averages fixed above are not exceeded.
E. H. H. COLLEN,
Secretary  to the  Government of India.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 20th July, 1888.THE following Return of he Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pu sua ce of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREI K4D.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1888.
TlIE following notification, from the Secretaryto the Government of India, respecting the
purchase of Remounts required for the British
Army in India during the year 1$88-9, is published
for general information.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Military Department,
Simla, 22nd May, 1888.
NOTIFICATION.
With reference to the advertisement of the 2nd
March, 1887, it is hereby notified that the Govern-
ment of  India are prepared to purchase about
1,524  horses, suitable for army purposes, during
the year 1888 -89, classed as follows  :-
Ouse I -AuaTEALIArr AND CAPE H088 a8--942.
In Madras.
Medium  Cavalry  and Hussars 125Field Artillery ... ... ... 74 339
Iorse  Arti llery... ... ... 140
RETnB .In  FOR TUB Wuax ENDING  14TH DAY Of
JULY, 1888.
Number of  Inmates remaining  in asylum
at date  of previous Report  ... ...  466
Number  sines admitted  ... ... ... 0
Number returned  from leave  ... ... 4
Number discharged  ... ... 1
Number died .. ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ...  3
470
-- 4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 466
Admission during the week :
Nil.
Discharged during the week ;
William Wigton, 78, miner; admitted 13th Decem•
ber, 1887.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superinta tdent,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 80th July, 1888.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount f the Liabilities and A sets of he Queensland N tional Bank, Limited, within the Colony f Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GEasRAL ABSTRACT  showing  the Average Amount  of the  LIABILITIES and Asswrs of Tna QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK, LIMITED ,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUABTBR from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOVxT.
£ s. d.
Notes  in Circulation ( Not
bearingBearing iInterest  . ... ... 321,881 10 0
Bills in Circulation (
Not bearing  Interest  ...
...
8,836 0 6
Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ......
( Not bearing Interest ... ... 1,291,717 14 9
Deposits  ... ... i  Bearing Interest  ... ... 1,317,037 18 6
Government 717,960 4 6
TOTALS.
£ a. d.
321,881 10 0
8,836 0 6CA336 17 6
3,926 ,715 17 9
Total Amount  of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... £ 3,721,769 5 8
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
:Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
5,347,011 8 5
co
£6,365,67611 3
E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.
G. H. PRITCHARD,  Branch Accountant.
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ 8. d.
Coined (fold and Silver and other Coined  Metals  ... .,. 612,924 19 6
Gold and Silver  in Bullion and Bars  ... ... ...  125,281 14 2
Government  Securities  ... ... ... ... ... .., ...... .....
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ......  216,562 3 5
Notes  and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ......  1,224 15 6
Balances due  from other  Banks  ... ... ... ...... 62,671 10 3
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other  Banks ... ...
Total Amount  of Assets
1, Edward Robert Drury, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane ,  this  nineteenth day of July, 1888.
Born  D. MOREHEAD,  Justice of  the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £321 ,88110x .,  being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the  notes in  circulation for the year 1888. by the
Queensland National Bank ,  Limited, in the Colony of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of £2,414 2s. 2d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp  Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer is Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the nineteenth day of July ,  1888, the sum of  £ 2,414 2s. 2d .,  for the duty  assessed  as above.  For the Commissioner,
Entd .- CHAs .  F. Dniv &R. GEOR GE DAY, Officer in Charge.
... 652,300 0 0
... 12 per cent .  per annum
39,138 0 0
...  835,382 15  6
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  20th July, 1888.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Union Bank of Australia, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken  from theseveral Weekly  St tements  during the Quart r from the 1st April, 1888, t) 30th June, 1888. is publis d in conformity with the second  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary,
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and  Assays  of THE UNION BANS OF AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL, 1888, to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
Notes in Circulation I
Not bearing Interest  ... ... 45,524 4 10
Bearing Interest
Bi ll s in Circulation } Not bearing Interest  ... ...  9,781 19 31 Bearing Interest  ... ... ... .........
Balances  due to other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 232,743 13 9
Deposits .. .... Bearing Interest  ... ... 484,831 18 1
Ditto Government 150,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the Last Half-yearly Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ..
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
45,524  4 10
9,781 19 3
749 12 11
867,575 11 10
£923,631 8 10
1,500,000 0 0
12 per cent.
90,000 0 0
1)079,928 17  5
Total Amount of Assets ...
£ s, d.
TOTALS.
S s. d.
219,055 0 10
4,592 5 9
64,662 10 11
1,627 1 8
3,968 6 11
1,768,767 7 8
... £2,062,67213
C. M. COLLINS,  Manager.
A. J. PATTERSON, Acting  Accountant.
I, Clarles MacCarthy Collins, make oath that, to the beet of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities  and Assets of the above
Bank  during the period specified ; and that  the same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
JAMES TAYLOR, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
C. M. COLLINS.
The duty on the within -mentioned sum of £45,524 4s. 10., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on  the annual average  cf the money  value of the notes in circulation  for the year 1888, by the
Union  Bank of  Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland , is assessed  at the sum of £3418s. 7d.
By the Commissioner  of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other  Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ...
Landed Property
Notes  and Bi lls  of other  Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
I. Lt,El1'T.
Received  on the eighteenth day of July, 1888, the sum of £3418s .  7d., for the duty  assessed  as above.
Rutd.-CIIAS. F. DRIVER. For the  Commissioner,GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Seerefary'Q Ofl'T
Brisbane, 20th July,  1888.
TfIB following General Abatraet of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the severalWeekly Stntements dnrinp the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Counci', 4 Victoria No. 13,
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT s lowing the Average  Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of THE COMMERCIAL BANK OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony  of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly  Statements during  the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation .., ( Not bearing Interest ,.,
t Bearing Interest .., ..,
Bills in Circulation ,,, Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ,.,
B dances due to other Banks ...
1
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTAT.S.
a. 'I.
4,942 16 11
465 14 7
Deposits Not bearing Interest ,,. 26,446 16 11Bearing Interest 126,510 8 1
Government Deposit, Bearing Interest 50,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities
176,510 8 1
£  S.  d.
465 14 7  Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ,.,
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ,,,
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ...
4,942 16 11  Government Securities  ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property  ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ...
202,957 5 0
Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
£ e. d. £  s. d.
47,355 1 3
23,876 16 ii
322 18 6
236,921 13 7
£208,365 16 6 Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... £308,476 10 3
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... .., ... ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... 14 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... .. ,,, 70,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 626,108 14 2
Brisbane , 6th July, 1888. E JONES, Manager.
M. S. WARING, Accountant.
I, Edward Jones, make oath that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief, th4 foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this sixth day of July, 1888.
JOHN POTTS, Justice of the Peace.
E. JONES.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £4,942 16s. 11d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation, for the year 1888, by the
Commercial Bank  of Australia, Limited, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of £371s. 5d.
RECEIPT.
Received on the eighteenth day of July, 1888, the sum of £371s. 5d., for the duty  assessed  as above.
Entd.-CHAS. F. DRIVER.
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS TOWERS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv  C uncil, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made by the
Council of the Municipality of Charters Towers.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 16.
FOR PROVIDING FOR THE HEALTH OF THE TOWN,
DIALING  WITH THE DUTIES  OF NIGHTMEN, AND
GENERALLY  TO REGULATE  THE CLEANSING OF
PRIVIES, CENSPITS ,  AND CLOSETS ,  AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
Preamble.
The Council of the Municipality of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, in pursuance
of all powers and authorities conferred by  '- The
Local Government Act of  1878" and  " The Health
Act of 1884," doth hereby make the following By-
law to be in force within the said Municipality
after the approval thereof by His Excellency the
Governor in Council and the publication of the
same  in the  Government Gazette,  that is to say :-
Repeal of By- laws  Nos.  11  and  15.
1. By-law No. 11, proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  of Saturday, 25th November, A.D. 1882, also
By-law No. 15, proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  of Saturday, 16th April, A.D. 1887, are
here byy repealed, saving always all things had and
done by virtue of the said repealed By-laws.
Privies  and cesspits to be discontinued  upon notification.
2. Within fourteen days after notice has been
given in writing by any officer of the Council, every
owner, landlord, tenant, occupier or occupiers, of
any house, warehouse, hotel, store, factory, or other
tenement, shall discontinue the use of any privy or
cesspit which is not constructed according to clause
16 of this By-law, and shall cause the said privy or
cesspit to be emptied, and the excavation so used
for the reception of nightsoil or other filth to be
filled in with earth or other deodorising  material;
and any owner, landlord, tenant, occupier or occu-
piers, of the said premises who shall fail to discon.
tinue  the use of the said privy or cesspit, or other
similar convenience of a like nature, and remove
the contents thereof  as aforesaid  according to the
notice to that effect signed by the inspector of
nuisances  or other officer of the Council, shall upon
conviction forfeit and pay for such neglect a sum
not exceeding five pounds for each separate day's
neglect thereof.
Closets for workmen  on building contracts to be
provided.
3. Every contractor, builder, architect, or owner
shall , during the erection of any building, house, or
premises , or during the continuance of any works
where workmen are employed, erect and keep for
use on the said premises a properly constructed
earth-closet, with a supply of earth or other suitable
deodorising  material  for the use of such workmen,
so as  to prevent the committal of any nuisance or
indecency ;  and any  such contractor, builder, archi-
tect, or owner  neglecting to provide such closet or
accommodation  shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds for each day he shall have
failed to provide such earth-closet  as aforesaid.
Closet-pan: to be provided in lien  of cesspits.
4. Where no cesspit constructed  in accordance
with this By-law  exists,  every owner, landlord,
tenant, or occupier of any premises shall provide
one or more  closet- pans,  which must be of the
following  sizes,  made of galvanised iron :-Single :
18 inches long, 14 inches wide, 14 inches deep.
Double : 2 feet 21 inches long, 14, inches wide,
14 inches deep.
Closets  to be  properly  constructed  and furnished.
5. Every earth-closet shall be properly supplied
with a box for the storage of dry earth, also a tin
scoop for the distribution of same, and such box
shall always contain sufficient earth or wood ashes
for daily use. Every closet shall be constructed
with proper doors and other necessary require-
ments for  securing  decency, and shall be at all
times  kept in 4 fit condition for use.
Details of construction  of earth- closets.
6. The construction of dry earth closets shall be
upon the following general principle. The building
shall be of a fairly substantial nature, either of
wood, iron, brick,  or stone , or a combination of
two or more of those  materials  ;  sufficient room
must be left underneath the seat to allow of the
removal of  pans  of the approved  size  and without
inconvenience ; a door to be swung upon hinges,
to allow of  pans  being cleared ; the floor under-
neath the seat to be either of boards  or concrete.
Unlicensed nightmen  not permitted.
7. No person  sha ll  exercise the calling of a
public nightman  and scavenger  within the Munici-
pality without having first obtained  a  li cense in
that behalf as hereinafter provided.
Nightmen  and scavengers '  licenses.
8. The charge for a license for every public
nightman and scavenger shall be one pound for any
year or portion of a year, for every person engaged
in removing nightsoil ; and every such license shall
expire on the 31st day of December in each year,
irrespective of the date of issue of the same ; and
every such license shall be transferable with the
approval of the mayor.
Payment if license fee and form of license.
9. The license fee must be paid to the town
clerk or other officer acting for him, and such
town clerk or other officer aforesaid shall there-
upon issue a license in the form of the schedule
marked "A" hereto annexed.
Inspection of drays or carts employed.
10. Every cart intended to be used by any
public nightman and scavenger, who has been
duly licensed according to the last two preceding
clauses, must  be submitted for the inspection and
approval or otherwise of the inspector  of nuisances
or other officer of the Council, and, if approved of,
shall be  licensed as  a public night-cart or public
scavenging cart,  as the  case may be.
License fees for carts, and periods of currency.
11. The charge for each and every approved
cart, dray, or waggon used by any public night-
man or  scavenger who has been duly licensed as
aforesaid shall be at the following rates :-
e. d.
For a period not exceeding three months 5 0
For a period exceeding three months,
but not exceeding six months ... 10 0
For a period exceeding six months, but
not exceeding nine months .. ... 15 0
For a period exceeding nine months, but
not exceeding twelve months ... 20 0
But it is nevertheless always provided that the
foregoing scale is subject to the condition that all
licenses shall terminate on the thirty-first day of
December in each year, irrespective of the date of
issue of such licenses.
Payment of cart license fees.
12. The license fees for public night-carts or
scavenging carts  must be paid to the town clerk or
other officer acting for him, and thereupon such
town clerk or officer aforesaid  shall issue a license
or licenses  in the form of the schedule marked " B "
hereto annexed.
Pipes  or drains  from  cesspits , 4-c., disallowed.
13. No person shall have  or use  any privy or
cesspit that shall have connected therewith or
attached thereto any pipe or other appliance capable
of being used for the purpose of discharging the con-
tents of such privy or cesspit upon or under the surface
of any adjoining ground, or into any drain,  sewer,
watercourse, or creek , in such a manner  that the
contents of such privy will fall, drain, or flow into
any such sewer, watercourse, or creek. Any
person offending against the provisions of this
clause shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds, and each separate day during which
the offence is continued shall constitute  a separate
offence.
Nightmen damaging or micplaciny  closet-,fans.
14. Any licensed nightman convicted of negli-
gently damaging any closet-pan, or neglecting to
replace the  same  into proper position (after having
been emptied) into the closet  from  which  the same
was taken ,  shall be liable to a fine  not exceeding
one pound.
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.tAcenses e ay be saap dec.
16. If  any licensed nightman or scavenger is
convicted  of an offence against  any of the provi-
sions  of this By-law, the mayor may suspend his
license  and the health committee may cancel the
license.
Privy cesspits- details of construction.
16. No owner ,  occupier ,  or other  person shall
construct, erect, or build,  or cause to  be constructed
or built, any privy ,  cesspit,  otherwise than of the
following description, viz. :-The walls to be of
brick  and cement ,  and built  six inches  above the
surface of  the ground, six inches of well-puddled
clay to be rammed all round and over the bottom
of the excavation, and the inside of the pit to be
rendered with a coat of Portland cement or good
hydraulic lime, and not to be of larger dimensionsthan-when full--will amount to a cubic yard ;
and every such privy cesspit shall be kept so as
not to be a  nuisance  or injurious to health, and shall
not be erected within three feet of the boundary of
any land, or within five feet of a dwelling-house or
other occupied  premises , without the consent of the
Council. No cesspit shall be allowed to fill within
one foot of the level of the surface of the ground
adjoining.
Emptying of cesspits.
17. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of
all premises  to which is attached a cesspit, shall
cause  such  cesspit  to be emptied when required by
the inspector  of nuisances  or other officer of the
Council ; and every such occupier, tenant, landlord,
or owner failing or neglecting  to have such  cesspit
emptied  as directed  shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds ,  and each day 's neglect shall
constitute  a separate offence.
Removal gF nightsoil.
18. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of
any premises  to which  an earth -closet is  attached
shall  cause the excrement  and filth in  such earth-
closet to  be removed by a licensed nightman once a
week ,  or oftener  if it  shall  be necessary ,  or as di-
rected by  the inspector of nuisances  or other officer
of the Council  ;  and any  person as aforesaid failing
or neglecting  to have such earth -closet cleansed as
directed by the inspector  of nuisances  or other
officer  of the Council shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding  five pounds ,  and each day 's neglect
shall  constitute a separate  offence.
Disinfectants.
19. Every licensed  nightman or scavenger shall
use a disinfectant , which shall be duly approved of
the inspector  of nuisances  or other officer of the
Council,  sufficient  to deodorise the effluvium on
every occasion when exercising his calling.
Offence.  by nightmen against  By-laws.
20. Any licensed nightman or scavenger failing
to comply with any of the provisions of this By-
law, shall forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding  five pounds.
Hours for  removal  of nightsoil.
21. No licensed nightman shall empty any earth-
closet,  nor cause  the same to be done, except
between the hours of eleven o'clock p.m. and six
o'clock a.m.
Removal  of filth in  other than  proper carts prohibited.
22. No licensed nightman shall at any time cart
away, or load into any cart, any nightsoil or other
filth except in a cart duly licensed under this By-
law.
Name  and number on carts ,  also  lights.
23. Every  licensed nightman  shall have his name
and the numbers of his licenses, and the words
" licensed  nightman ,"  affixed  or painted in plain
letters  upon  each of the carts  or other vehicles used
by him,  and shallon all occasions  whilst on duty
during the  night time  have two lights affixed to each
carrt, one on either side.
Fine for plying  without license.
24. Any person  exercising  the calling of a night-
man or scavenger  without being duly licensed, or
who shall, for the purpose of such calling, use other
than a licensed  cart ,  shall  be liable  to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
. 'mptying of eesspiie.
26. Every nightman shall, twelve hours previous
to the emptying of any cesspit or privy, give
written notice to the inspector of nuisances of such
emptyying ,  and shall twenty -four hours previously
disinfect such privy or cesspit with a sufficient
quantity of approved disinfectant ,  and carefully
transfer the excrement or liquid into carts, which
must be driven to the place appointed by the
Municipal Council during the same night the cess-
pit is emptied  ;  and such nightman shall perform
such work with as little noise as possible ,  and re-
instate and leave the premises clean and repair any
damage or breakage done in the performance of
such work ,  either by himself or his men, to the
privies, floors, doors, or posts of such premises.
Neglecting to pay nightmen 's charges.
26. Any person having engaged or employed any
licensed  ni ghtman or scavenger for the performance
of any work under this By-law ,  and refusing or
neglecting after reasonable demand to pay there-
for, sha ll  be  liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
Nightmen neglecting to comply with orders.
27. Any licensed nightman or scavenger being
required to do any work for which he is licensed
under this By-law, and who, after reasonable
notice by the person so requiring him as aforesaid,
shall fail ,  neglect, or refuse to do such work, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds ;
and every such nightman shall upon tender of the
legal charges for the emptying of any privy, cess-
pit, or closet, proceed and perform the said work
with all  reasonable despatch and in accordance
with this By-law.
Depositing  filth in other than proper depot.
28. No person shall  deposit or cause to be
deposited ,  any sewage soil, human excrement,
filth, or rubbish of any kind whatsoever ,  or dead
fowls, animals ,  oyster shell s,  or anything of a like
nature, in any other place than the depot for such
purpose or other place for the deposit of the same
duly approved of by the Municipal Council.
Permission to be obtained for using nightsoil forgardens.
29. No person shall within the Municipality use
or cause  to be used any  sewage soil or human
excrement  for agricultural or horticultural purposes
without the  express sanction  of the Council so to
do first had and obtained in writing, and then only
under the supervision and subject to the approval
of the inspector  of nuisances  or any other officer of
the Council.
Penalty for nightmen exceeding  authorised charges.
30. No licensed nightman shall demand, receive,
or take in payment for any work performed by
himself or his men more than the respective
amounts  authorised by this By-law; and any night-
man or  scavenger convicted of so doing shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Informations  and complaints ,  how laid.
31. Informations, complaints, and summonses for
offences  against  this By-law shall be sued out, laid,
and. prosecuted at the instance of the Council of
the said Municipality, or of some person authorised
by them in that behalf. But any  person  aggrieved
may prefer an information on his own behalf before
any justice of the peace , and cause  the offender to
be summoned to appear  as aforesaid.
Fines where no specific penalty fixed.
32. For every neglect, breach, or offence, of or
against any  of the  provisions  of this By-law where
no specific penalty is provided for such neglect,
breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be
twenty pounds.
Yards and premises  to be kept clean.
33. Every occupier , or in case  there is no
occupier then the landlord or owner, of any house,
warehouse, hotel, store, or factory, or other tene-
ment, premises, or place, shall keep such and any
ground or yard belonging thereto in a clean and
healthy condition, and shall not suffer any filth,
rubbish, or refuse of any kind whatsoever to be
scattgred about his yard or ground,
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Bin or box for house refuse.
34. Every occupier of a house or premises, or in
case there is no occupier then the owner, shall keep
a bin or box placed in his yard for the reception of
house refuse, and all such refuse shall be placed
therein and removed at least once a month, or
oftener if directed so to do by the inspector of
nuisances or other officer of the Council ; and
such bin or box shall be kept so as not to be a
nuisance or cause an offensive smell, or be the cause
of annoyance to adjoining neighbours, or to persons
passing along the public streets or thoroughfares.
Footpaths  to be cleansed  by occupiers.
35. The occupier, or in case there is no occupier
then the owner, of any premises fronting, adjoining,
or abutting on any street, lane, thoroughfare, or
public place shall once at least in every day,
Sundays excepted, cleanse the footpaths and pave-
ments adjoining such premises.
Throwing dirt, * c., into street channels  prohibited.
36. Any person convicted before two or more
justices of sweeping, casting, or throwing, or
empying, any dirt, paper, rubbish, or offensive
matter, or offensive liquid into any street channel,
shall on conviction pay a sum not exceeding five
pounds.
Offensive liquid or  matter  flowing from p remises.
37. Any person allowing any offensive water or
other liquid to flow from his premises, so as to be a
Luisance, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding five
pounds for each  separate  offence.
Dead animals or carrion , how dealt with.
38. Every person who shall cart away, carry, or
draw out, place, or have, any dead horse, dog, or
other animal, or carrion, within the Municipality,
and shall not bury the same a sufficient depth in
the ground or burn the same in such a place as the
inspector  of nuisances  or other officer of the Council
may direct, so that the same shall not be or become in
any manner offensive  or a nuisance , shall for every
such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding
fire pounds.
Interpretation of terms.
39. The word " landlord," or " owner," or
tenant," or " occupier " shall include companies,
corporations, trustees, or committees. Where the
masculine gender is mentioned in this By-law the
same shall also include the feminine, and the
singular the plural, and  vice versa.  Notice in
writing shall include writing, printing, or a combi-
nation of both, or may be done by any process
where/ac  simile  copies can be produced in numbers.
SCALE OF CHARGES.
£ a. d.
For emptying closet-pans, each
time, single pans ... .. 0
For emptying closet-pans, each
time, double pans ... ... 0
For cleansing cesspits and re-
moving rubbish:-
0
0
6
9
Cesspits , per cubic yard ... 1 5 0
Rubbish, per cubic yard ... 0 5 0
(Or at  rates proportionate  to the above  where a less
quantity has been  removed.)
SCHEDULE A.
Form of public  nightman  and scavenger 's license.
Charters Towers Municipality.
No. Date :
This is to certify that , of
street, Charters Towers, is licensed to exercise and per-
form all and any of the duties of a public nightman
ana scavenger under the authority of the B± -laws in force,
or that may be from timeto time in force, within the Muni-
cipality abovenamed.
This license to be in force until the thirty-first day
of December, I8 .
Mayor.
Town Clerk,
SCREDVLR B.
Form of public  night-cart  or public scavenging cart
license.
Charters Towers Municipality.
No. Date :
This is to certify that , of
street, Charters Towers, having paid the sum of
is authorised  to use  a vehicle of the undermentioned
description for the purposes of
such vehicle having been duly inspected under Municip: 1
By-law, and approved of.
This  license  to be in force from the date thereof to
the thirty-first day of December, 18
Mayor.
Town Clerk.
Description of vehicle :
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Municipality of Charters Towers the twenty-first
day of February, A.D. 1888, and confirmed the
sixth day of March, A.D. 1888.
The common  seal  of the said Council was affixed
hereto by us this seventh day of March, A.D. 1888.
MAURICE BARNETT,
HENRY B. WALKER, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made by the
Council of the Municipality of Maryborough.
BOY D D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 22.
In pursuance of the powers conferred by  " The
Local Government Act  of 1878," the Council of the
Municipality of Maryborough orders as follows:-
1. Paragraph 3 of the By-law No. 8, intituled
"To prevent accidents  on the streets of Mary-
borough," is hereby  repealed.
2. Any person who between any sunset and the
following  sunrise  shall, in, upon, or  along any of
the roads or- streets within the  said  Municipality,
drive any vehicle constructed for the conveyance
of persons, goods, wares and merchandise, or any
or either of them, without having a good service-
able carriage lamp securely fixed and lighted at
each side of the front of such vehicle, shall forfeit
and pay, upon conviction, a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
The foregoing By-law was duly passed by the
Municipal Council of Maryborough at their meeting
held the eighth day of May, A.D. 1888, and duly
confirmed at a subsequent meeting heid on the
twelfth day of June, A.D. 1888.
F. BRYANT,
WHARTON B. JONES, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
Sealed with the common seal of the Municipality
of Maryborough this twenty-sixth day of June,
A. D. 1888.
F. BRYANT,
WHARTON B. JONES, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend GEORGE HALL, a Minister of
the Church of England Denomination, having
removed from Harrisville, in the Registry District
of Fassifern, to Milton, in the Registry District of
Oxley, has given me due notice thereof, in accor-
dance with the provisions of  " The Marriage Act
of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKE EY,
Registrar-General,
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JULIAN PLOIiMF'L, a Minister of
the Roman Catholic Denomination, having removed
from Townsville, in the Registry District of
Townsville, to Ingham, in the Registry District of
Cardwell, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888.
i OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
1 after the Seventh day of September next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  "The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in
the name of Peter Armstrong, deceased, a pro-
visional Deed of Grant, numbered 20188, for
allotment 8 of section 16, town of Norman, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 145, folio 199, the original Deed of Grant
having been lost in a flood.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the  -Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Pa rt iculars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
I
Robert Henry  Fraser,
of Brisbane, 'bus-
driver
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
, Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
Ae
1884. 1888.
Jane  Kelso ,  late of the 12 Sept .  Samuel Kelso ,  of Tam- Subdivisions 1 and 3 of portion Fee-simple  Will dated 9 Octo -  28 Aug.
parish of Wickham, bourine ,  farmer, and  10, parish of Wickham ber, 1876
widow Daniel Kelso, late of
Tambourine, free-
Daniel Kelso ,  late of
Tambourine, free-
holder
Patrick McGrath ,  late of
Brisbane, grocer
holder ,  deceased
1888.
11 Dec. Samuel Kelso, of Tam-
bourine, farmer
1888.
24 Mar .  Michael McGrath, of
Brisbane ,  freeholder
1886.
John Cogay ,  late of 13 Feb .  Ann Brittain ,  formerly
Townsville ,  plumber widow of said de-
ceased,  but now the
wife of Edmund
Walter Brittain, of
Townsvi ll e ,  master
mariner
Albert Johan  FerdinandWechsel, late of Kal-
kie, near Bundaberg,
farmer
John  Bright ,  late of
Nanango, publican
and storekeeper
Anne  Fraser, late wife
of Robert Henry
Fraser ,  of Brisbane,
'bus-driver
Wil liam Henry Lucas,
late of Coll ingwood, in
the Colony of Victoria,
overseer
James Ferguson ,  late of
The Twelve -mile, near
Normanton ,  licensed
victua ll er
1888.
24 Mar.  Emma  Ottilie Wechsel,
of Kalkie, widow
1869.
30 July Walter John  Bright, of
Nanango
1888.
19 May
1886.
22 Dec.
1887.
23 June
Lydia Rebecca Lucas, of
Brisbane, widow
Subdivisions 1 and 3  of portion  Fee-simple  As Administrator 28 Aug.
10, parish of  Wickham
Subdivision 51 of eastern sub- Fee -simple As Administrator 21 Aug.
urban allotment 66, subdivi-
sion 31 of north -eastern sub.
urban allotments 77 and 78,
and subdivision 16 of portion
79, parish of North Brisbane,
at Fortitude Va lley
Allotment  1 of section 10, town Fee -simple Will dated 22 Sep- 4 Sept.
of Ayr  tember, 1885
Re-subdivision  2 of subdivision  Fee-simple  As Administratrix 28 Aug.
]A of portion  86, parish of
Kalkie
Allotment  9 of section 2, and  Fee-simple As Heir -at-law  ...  4 Sept.
allotment 3 of section 33, town
of Nanango
Subdivision 9 of portion  212, Fee -simple  As Administrator 21 Aug.
parish of Enoggera
Allotment  2 of section  7, town  Fee-simple  Will dated 20 De- 4 Sept.
of Mirani
17 ',,d
cember, 1886
Jessie Ferguson ,  of Allotment 17 of section 31, town Fee -simple As Administratrix 23 Aug.
Normanton ,  widow of Normanton
Registrar of Titles '  Office , THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888. Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rrAKE  Notice ,  that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of  " The Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
4 acres, being subdivision 3A of allotment 12, parish of
Brassa ll
Name of Applicant.
Ralph Stewart ...
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
28 August, 1888.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  21st  July,  1888.  Registrar  of Titles.
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estrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Eleventh day of August  next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  "The Real Property Act of  1861,"  to issue, in
the name of Frederick  achow,  a provisional Deed
of Grant, numbered 21293, for portion 83, parish
of Albert, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume 162, folio 54, the original
Deed of Grant having been lost in a flood.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after  the Eleventh day of August next, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861,"
to dispense with the production of duplicate Bill
of Mortgage No. 55837, from James Hughes to
Henry  Bonarius , of the land described in Deed of
Grant No.  34955 , Register Book, volume 312, folio
215, being  portion 210, parish of Denison, and will
then permit a release  of the said Mortgage to be
endorsed  upon the original thereof in this Office,
the said duplicate Bill of Mortgage having been lost
or mislaid  by the said James Hughes.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby  given , that I intend, on or
after the Twenty-first day of August next,
in conformity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real Prey Act of  1861," to
issue,  in the name of Louis Francis sieydon, a
provisional Deed of Grant, numbered 15985, for
allotment 11 of section 70, town of Bowen, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 102, folio 249, the original Deed of Grant
having been lost  or mislaid  by the said Louis
Francis  Heydon.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1883.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Twenty-first day of August next,
in conformity with the provisions of the 117th
section  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," to
issue , in the  name of Eugene  O'Reilly, a provisional
Deed of Grant, numbered 3462, for allotment 10,
of section  31, town of Bowen,  and more  particularly
described  in Register  Book, volume 1, folio 33, the
original  Deed of Grant having been lost or mislaid
by the said Eugene O'Reilly.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August, from
persons willing to contract for New School Build.
ings , G lenmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Gienmore."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed fort.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIR AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
OAKEY CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs and Paint-
ing, State  School, Oakey Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs
and Painting, State School, Oakey Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL FOR BOYS, PETRIE TERRACE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd August,
from persons  willing to contract for New School
for Boys, Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
for Boys, Petrie l rraee."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£15.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, PITTSWORTH.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
and at the Court House, Toowoomba, and
the School, Pittsworth, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 27th July, from persons willing to
contract for New School Buildings, Pittsworth.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Pittsworth."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba, and
the School, Pittsworth.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN*
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DIVISION OF BAROLIN,ABSTRACT of ACCOUNTS of the BAROLIN DIVISIONAL BO RD for Six MONTHS ended 30TH JUNE,1888.
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
1888.
30th June-
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
To Office Furniture  ... ... ...  36 14 0
Land-No. 3 Subdivision ...
Capital Account-Liabilities  in access
61 6 9
of Assets  ... ... ... ... 2,406 14  11'
£2,50415 8
DIVISIONAL FUND.
'.1888.
30th June-
To Subdivision No. 1--
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. £ a. d.  1888.
1st January-
£2;504  15' 8
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Q.N. Bank-Balance Ac-
count brought forward ... 53 16 7
30th June-
238 6  0 „ Contingencies-
General Expenses ... 5 10 6
Printing, Advertising ... 28 14 2
General Rates  ...  ... 1 0 0
Government Endowment 237 6 0
Subdivision No. 2-
General Rates ...  ...  3 12 0
Government Endowment 156 8 0
„ Subdivision No. 3-
General Rates  ... ... 20 15 0
Government Endowment 497 8 0
Springfield Reserve  ...  46 13 9
Wooloock' s Divisional
160 0 0 Boards  Act ... ... 0 15 6
564 16
„ To Q.N.  Bank  (Balance overdrawn) 205 7
Salaries  Account... ... 60 0 0
Rent ... ... ... 10 0 0
Auditors'  Fees  ... ... 6 6 0
Election Expenses ... 4 4 0
9 Valuation  Expenses  ...  37 2 0
9
»W
„
„
1888.
30th June-
LIABILITIES.
£ ' a. d.
By Q.N. Bank-Divisional Fund overdrawn 205, 7 9
Treasury-Loan Outstanding, No. 2
Subdivision ... ... ... ... 714 12- 0
Treasury-Loan Outstanding, No. 3
Subdivision ... ... ... ... 1;584 15  11,
Works and  Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Branyan road ..
Subdivision No. 3-
Springfield road ...
Greathead's road
Brandt's  road ...
152 12 2
1 13 4
... 92 1 10
... 27 17 1
... 40 16 6
160 15 5
Payments Account-
Subdivision No. 2-
Treasury-Undue Stop-
page from Endowment 5 0 0Treasury-Interest on
Loan ... ... ... 42 5 6
Treasury-Redemption of
Loan ... ... ... 13012 6
Tools Account ... ... 1 8 0
Payments  Account-
Subdivision No. 3-Treasury- Interest on
Loan ... ...
Treasury-Redemption of
89 14 10
Loan  ... ... ... 283 17 2
Law Costs  ... ... 139 17 11
Tools Account ... ... 11 10 4
Rent Gravel Reserve ... 4 0 0
Springfield Reserve, Salary
Herdsman  ... ...  30 0 0
Land Purchased ... ... 61 6 9
179 6 0,
620 7 0
21,16810 6 £1,168 10 6
LOAN ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
EXPENDITURE.
EXPENDITURE.
1888 .  £ s. d. By  Subdivision No. 3-  £ s. d.
1st January -  Brandt 's Road  ... ... ... 57 10 6
To Q.N.  Bank , Balance brought forward ... 147 10 7 Greathead' s Road  ... ... ... 48 6 1
Springfield Road .. ... ... ... 41 14 0
£147 10 7 £147.10. 7
Bundaberg, 4th July, 1888.
R. THOMPSON, Clerk.
Statement of Rates struck - General Rate at is. in the X.
Contracts  entered into --Nil.
C. F. SKYRING,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined  all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Barolin, and that the above  Statement  corresponds therewith.
P. W. NICOLSON,) Auditors.W. H. MAY,
1441 42s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF GLADSTONE.
BALAN0E.sHT for  the HALF-YEAR ended 30th JUNE, 1888.
REcEIPTS.
1st January--
To Balance at A.J .B. Bank... ...
„ Cheque Collected
Rate Endowment,  First Moiety
„  Rates Collected  ... ... ...
Reservoir  Rent ... ...
Town Hall Rent... ...
„ House  (sec. 1)  Rent ...
,,  Overdraft  at A.J .B. Bank ...
LIABILITIES.
30th June-
To Unpaid  Rates ..
„ Balance at  A.J.S. Bank
„ Capital Account ...
W. HIGGINS, Town Clerk.
9th July, 1888.
1463
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. 30th June-  £ a d.
.. 82 11 11 By Interest and Redemption of Loan ... 31 4 2
2 0 0 „ Repairs to Streets and Roads ... ... 148 4 1
102 8 9 „ Repairs  to Wharf ... ... ...  0 6 0
... 24 9 6 „ Repairs to Tools ... ... ... ... 8 1 3
... 10 10 0 „ Repairs to House, sec. 1 ... ... 3 0 0
... 10 15 6  „  Insurance of Town Ha ll  ... ... 2 3 9
7 12 6 „ General Expenses ... ... ... 16 3 6
.., 61 6 3  „  Salaries and Fees  ... ... ...  82 10 8
£291 13 5 £291 13 6
A General Rate of Is. in the £ ... ... £22818s.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£4,972 10 6
Assxrs.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
... 2,462 12 6
... 1,489 1 8
... 19 2 6
... 752 3 9
... 136 6 9
... 19 19 10
... 66 14 5
... 47 10 0
2,619 17 11
£4,97210 6
Examined and found correct.
£ s. d.
... 2,452 12 6
... 61 5 3
... 2,468 12 8
30th June-
By Unpaid  Rates ...
Reservoir and Cottage
„ Baths ...
„ Town Hall ...
„ House, sec. 1 ...
„ Bell Tower ...
„ Office Furniture ...
„ Cattle Yards ...
JASON BOLES, Mayor.
PATRICK BRESLIN, IAuditors.J. W. GRIFFITHS,
24s.
MUNICIPALITY OF GAYNDAH.BALANCE SH ET for HALF-YEAm ended 30Tn JUNE, 1888.
DR.
30th June-
To Rates- General  ... ... ... .. .
Special  ... ... ... ...
at Stock Assessment  ... ... ...
„  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ...
Rents  ... ... ...
Government Endowment .. ...
Overdraft at Q.N.  Bank on 30th June
LIABILITIES.
To Old Loan Account ... ...
New
Overdraft at Q.N. Bank,  Maryborough„
CR.
£ a. d.  30th June-  £ a. d.
59 3 5 By Balance of Overdraft at Q.N . Bank  ... 140 1 1
l0 1 9 „  Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 46 15 0
29 10 0 „ Maryborough Road ... ... ...  34 6 6
3 17 6 „ Burr Cutting ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
1 11 0 „ General Expenses ... ... ... 7 5 11
48 0 7 „ Petty Charges ... ... ... ...  1 6 0
127 19 8 „ Printing and Advertising ... ... 6 6 6
Ferry  Dues ... ... ... ... 2 4 3
Auditors ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
McKenzie's Bridge ... ... ... 1 18 0
Interest  and Exchange ... ... ...  6 12 6
Redemption of Old Loan ... ...  2 7 8
New „ ... ... 7 19 10
„ Interest  on Old  Loan  ... ... ... 9 14 3
New „ ... ... ... 114 5
£280 3 11 £280 3 11
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
ASSETS.
£  a. d. £ • s. d.
384 15 0 By Town Hall and Land ... ... ... 400 0 0
52 17 10 „ Furniture, Stationery, &c. ... 50 0 0
127 19 8 „ Chains, Tools, &c. ... ... ... 25 0 0
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... 90 12 6
£665 12 6 £565 12 6
W. D. MALTBY, Town Clerk. JOHN HAMER, Mayor.
We certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts, Vouchers, &c., of the Municipality of
Gayndah, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JNO. CONNOLLY, Auditors.10th July, 1888. WM. BROWN, 26s.1454
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S TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  DIVISIONAL BOARD of WALLAMBILLA, from the1st day of JANUARY,  1888 ,  to the 30th day of JUNE,  1888, prepared in terms of Clause 233 of
" The Divisional  Boards Act of  1887."
1888.
let January-
RECEIPTS.
2 s. d.
EXPENDITIIRa.
1888.
30th June-
By Rema road Account  ... ,..
St. George road Account ... ...
Waroonga road  Account ...
Upper Warrego road Account ...Kilmorey road Account ... ...
Mitche ll Town Improvements ...
Mitchell Town Well Account ...
Divisional Board Hall  (Tank) ...
„ Board Paddock Account
Bathurst Burr Destruction Account...
Prickly Pear Destruction Account ...
General Road Expenses Account ...
„ Clerk's Salary Account ... ...
„  Petty Cash Account  ... ... ...
Printing and Stationery ... ...
Office Expenses  ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Expenses
„ Fixed Deposit in Q.N. Bank,  Mitchell
„ Balance Account Current,  Q.N. Bank,
Mitchell  ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
1 14 0
169 4 0
10 4 0
66 14 0
14 2 0
0 10 0
113 4
16 10 0
14 16 0
106 1 0
17 18 6
11 18 6
100 0 0
6 0 0
14 a 9
8 19 11
0 13 0
1,000 0 0
To Balance in Q.N .  Bank,  Mitchell  ...  395 5 6
30th June-
To Government Endowment on Rates
received 1887  ... ... .. ...  885 6 8
Fixed Deposit, due 9th March,  1888  ...  500 0 0
„ Interest on Fixed Deposit ...  ...  19 8 9
General Rates - Arrears,  1887 ... 0 7 0
„ Board Paddock- Agistment Account 9 6 11
„  Goat Registration  Account ... ...  13 6 0
272 17 11
21,822 19 10 £1,822 19 10
W. BARON LET$BEIDGE,  Clerk.  SAML .  STEWART ,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the  Divisional Board of Wallambilla ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Mitchell,  6th July, 1888.
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SCHEDULE A.A NNUAL ABSTRACT OF THE LIABILI IES AND AssETs OF THE CITIZENS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
LIMITED, ON THE 31ST DECEMBER ,  1887 ,  REQUIRED  BY  "The Life  Assurance  Act of  1879."
LIABILIrIES.
Amount assured on Life Po licies
issued elsewhere than in Queens-
land at date of last Annual
Report
Amount assured on Life Po li cies in
Queensland ,  up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured
during the year ending on that
date
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued in Queensland during the
past year  ... .. ... ...
ASSETS.
£ a. d. £
In Queensland--
s. d.
Queensland Government Securities ... Nil
298,320 11 6 Other Government Securities ... Nil
Mortgages  . .. ...  Nil
Loans on the Company's Policies .., Nil
Loans upon Personal Security Nil
House Property  .. ...  Nil
Nil Other Investment  not specified ... Nil
Outstanding Interest  ... ...  Nil
Outstanding Premiums  ... ... Nil
104,808 3 6 Cash-
Total Contingent Liabilities at
31st December, 1887 ... £403,128 15
On Deposit .. Nil
In band on Current Account ... Nil
0 Other Assets ... Nil
All Other Liabilities-
Shareholders'  Capital  ..  20,000 0 0  Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Premiums on Uncompleted Pro-
posals  . .. ...  10 0 0 Assets of every description at date of
Amount held on Deposit and last Annual Report, 31st December,
Accrued Inte re st thereon  ...  5,300 0 0 1887  ... ... ... ... ... 32,345 4 6
Total Liabilities  ... ...  225,310  0 0 Total  Assets  ... ... .. £ 32,345 4 6
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last  annual examination
Amount estimated to be required to re -insure same ...
NoTE.- An Acturial Valuation will only be made every fifth year. The Company  has not been in existence
for that period.
I, George Thomas Portingale ,  of Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  Resident
Secretary of The Citizens Life Assurance Company, Limited, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
above writing is, and contains, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, a general and true
Statement of the Liabilities and Assets of the said Company up to the thirty-first day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, as exhibited and set forth in the last annual report of the said
Company ; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
GEO. T. PORTINGALE,
Resident Secretary.
Declared and subscribed before me this twentieth day of July, 1888.
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DAVID TURBAYNE, ) Auditors.THOMAS DEAN,
WILLIAM HE NRY DAY, P.M.
27s.
hillCRY8
QUTEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
1ENERAL ORDER.
By Captain H..Towxnrr WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1888.
No. 27.
11
THE following resignations  will take  effect  from
the 9th instant :--
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 27, Richard Foreman, A.B.,. and No. 82,
Stephen Costello, A.B.--terms of service having
expired.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, 'R.N.,
Officer Instructor , Q.N.C.
No. 28.
WILL st CUMMIN4, ship's cook, H.M.S. " Gay-
undah,"  is dismissed from  the Queensland Marine
Defence Force from the 17th instant.
By Order,
EDWD. VINCENT POLLOCK,
Secretary to Senior Naval Officer.
In the Supreme. Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
theJudges of the Supreme Court,'dd hereby appoint
WILLIAM 'GEORGE KELLY CUSACK, of Georgetown,in, the Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Etheridge who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided
for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections
6f the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of July,  A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme, Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes  mentioned  in, the eighteenthsection, of  " The Marriage Act of  J W4," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby'appoint
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD, of Townsville,' in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's 'District of
'1 ownsville who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of J1uly, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLRY; C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
ADAM' CUPPAGE HALDANE, of- Charters Towers, in
the Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Kennedy who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided' for in and
by the - eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of July,  A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY,  CA.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
MICHAEL O'MALLEY, of Bowen ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of
the Peace in the Registrar 's District of Bowen who
shall, by virtue of this appointment,  give consent
in the cases  provided for in and by the eighteenth
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned. in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act. of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
MATTHEW PATE ICK  Bonn  FANNING, of . Cairns,
in the Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Cairns, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections
of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1888.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Petition. of Michael Ryan, of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
blacksmith,  for an Order  of Adjudication of
Insolvency against James  Kelly, of William
street, Rockhampton, in the colony aforesaid,
saddler.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court of
the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said James Kelly, having been given,  it is  ordered
that the said  James  Kelly be and he, is hereby
adjudged. insolvent. and that. James  'Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors  of the  :said  James Kelly, for the
election  of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Principal Registrar,' Supreme Court, • Brisbane, on
the Thirty-first day of July,  1888 , at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said James  Kelly shall, on the Twenty-eighth day
of July, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,.this thirteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
BEES R . AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the  Petitioning,  Creditor,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BaowN,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tins  CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Robert Jaeschke, of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland, newspaper proprietor, by John
Edwards ,  of Ipswich ,  in the said colony,
bricklayer.
j ' PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the set  of insolvency
alleged to have been committe d  by the said Robert
Jaeschke ,  having been given ,  it is ordered that the
said Robert Jaeschke be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Ha ll , Esquire,  be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
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creditors of the said Robert Jaeschke, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Twenty-sixth day of
July, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is  further ordered that the said Robert Jaeschke
shall, on the Twenty-fourth day of July, 1888,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Petitioning Creditor.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Alexander, of Eidsvold, in the Colony
of Queensland, boarding-house keeper, by the
said James Alexander.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said James Alexander
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Alexander, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the, Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the  Second  dayof August,-1888; $t Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And- it is further ordered
that the said James Alexander shall, on the First
day of August, 1888,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee  in this Estate a full,  true , and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Bundaberg.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. '
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James  Collins Amos, of St. George, in the
Colony of Queensland,  grazier , by the said
James Collins Amos.
UPON
the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said James Collins Amos
be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said James Collins Amos, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Thirty-first day of July,
1888,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further  ordered that the said James Collins Amos
shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of July, 1888, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences , so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Keen O'Neill, of Bundaberg, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, by the sad
Edward Keen O'Neill.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
J is ordered that the said Edward Keen O'Neill
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And. it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Edward Keen O'Neill, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Second day of August, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Edward Keen O'Neill shall, on the First day
of August, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Bundaberg.By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In fnrmd pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Bayly Pike, of Townsville, inspector of stock,
by the said Bayly Pike.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Bayly Pike be
and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in fnrmd
pcvuperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Bayly Pike, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-sixth day of July,
1888 ,  at Eleven  o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Bayly Pike shall, on
the Twenty-fourth day of July, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Charles Fisher Cripps, of Rock-
hampton, doctor of medicine, an Insolvent.ON the ighteenth day of July, 1888, a Certifi-
ficate of Discharge was granted to Charles
Fisher Cripps, of Rockhampton, doctor of medicine,
who was adjudicated insolvent on the third day of
December, 1886.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
R. A. BRUMM,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
1419
George street, Brisbane.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE  (in Chambers).
In the Matter of Thomas Davis, of Port Curtis
Road ,  near Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  carrier ,  an Insolvent.
FRIDAY ,  THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF JULY ,  A.D. 1888.
UPON  reading the Report of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent ,  filed the eleventh
day of July instant ,  reporting that the whole of the
property of the Insolvent has been realised for the
benefit of his creditors ,  and a dividend to the
amount of six shillings and threepence half-
penny in the pound has been paid ,  the Court,
being satisfied that the whole of the property of
the Insolvent has been realised for the benefit of
his Creditors ,  doth order and declare that the
insolvency of the said Insolvent has closed and
cloth  further order that the Trustee be at liberty to
apply for his release on the Thirteenth day of
August, 1888 ,  at the Chambers of His Honour The
Chief Justice ,  at the Supreme Court House ,  Wi lliam
street, Brisbane.
Given under the Seal of the Court this sixteenth
day of  July, .&.D. 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Jo$N GuTHnIE,
Solicitor for Trustee,
1451
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Wilhelmsen, of Clermont,
in the Colony of Queensland, builder and
contractor ,  an Insolvent.
FRIDAY, THE THIRTEENTH  DAY OF JULY, A.D. 1888.UPON reading the Report of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent, filed the eleventh
day of July instant, reporting that the whole of
the property of the Insolvent has been realised for
the benefit of his Creditors, and a dividend to the
amount  of tenpence three-fartbings in the pound
has been paid, the Court, being satisfied that the
whole of the property of the Insolvent has been
realised for the benefit of his Creditors, doth order
and declare that the insolvency of the said Insolvent
has closed, and doth further order that the Trustee
be at liberty to apply for his release on the
Thirteenth day of August, 1888, at the Chambers of
His Honour The Chief Justice, at the Supreme
Court House, William street, Brisbane.
Given under the Seal of the Court this sixteenth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Solicitor for Trustee,
Brisbane.
1452
Deputy Registrar.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Patrick Killeen, of Clermont, in
the Colony of Queensland, draper, an Insol-
vent.
0
N the thirteenth day of July, a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to Patrick Killeen,
of Clermont aforesaid, who was adjudicated insol-
vent on the seventh day of September, 1887.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1888.
1421
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry William Rudkin, of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,  gentle-
man, an Insolvent.
T
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Ipswich.
before the Police  Magistrate , on the Ninth day of
August, 1888, at Ten o'clock in the  forenoon.
Dated this;eighteenth day of July,  A.D. 1888.
1417
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Thomas Boyle, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, tailor, an Insolvent.
(1N the sixteenth day of July, 1888, a Certificate
`l lJ of Discharge was granted to Thomas Boyle,
of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, tailor,
who was adjudicated insolvent on the thirtieth day
of April, 1886.
1416
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Alexander Trimble and John
Henry Trimble, the younger, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  commission agents,
Insolvents.
N the Twenty-ninth day of August , 1888, at
<J Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
Alexander Trimble and John Henry Trimble, the
younger ,  of Brisbane ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
fourth day of May, 1888, will apply to this
Honourable Court, at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1416
Solicitors for the Insolvents,
Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of G. H. T. Jones, of Brisbane,
grocer , an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND (First and Final) is intended to
be declared in the matter of the abovenamed
Insolvent, adjudicated on the twenty-third day of
March, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-fifth day of July, 1888, will be excluded.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Brisbane, 17th July, 1888.
1411 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Robert  Creaser ,  trading as " R.
Creaser  and Co.," insolvent.
N WEDNESDAY, the Fifteenth day of
August, 1888,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
Robert  Creaser , of Brisbane, adjudicated insolvent
on the twenty-third day of July, 1886, will apply
to the Supreme Court of Queensland,  at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated the twentieth day of July, 1888.
1450
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor  for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
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In the Matter of George Herbert Greening ,  trading
as " G. H .  Greening and Company ,"  of Bris-
bane ,  in Liquidation. '
T HE Creditor s of the abovenamed GeorgeHerbert Greening who have not already
roved their debts are required, on or before the
ieth day of July,  1888 ,  to send their names
and addresses , and the particulars of their debts or
claims, to  me, the undersigned, George Cannon, of
Brisbane , the Trustee under the Liquidation, or, in
default thereof, they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1888.
1412
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
58.
In the Insolvent Estate of D. B. Hunter,  of Bun-
daberg.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of Is .  3d. in the
£, is now payable at the Office of the under-
signed ,  on all claims  proved.
Dated at Marlborough  this seventeenth day of
July, 1888.
1446
H. C. THORBURN,
Trustee.
3s.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of John  Johnson,  of Bundaberg, punt-
man, adjudicated insolvent on the twenty -fifth day
of July, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty -fifth day  of July,  1888 ,  wi ll  be excluded.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1888.
1446
W. B. O'CONNELL,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Willie  Wah Hang, of Rock-
hampton , in the Colony  of Queensland ,  grocer
and fruiterer ,  trading under the name or style
of " Wah Hang ,"  an Insolvent.A FIRST and Final  Dividend  is intended to be
declared in this Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on
or before the Fifteenth day of August wi ll  be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton this sixteenth day of
July, 1888.
1447
CARL HOFFMANN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of A. A.  Bushell, of Brisbane,
insolvent.A FINAL Dividend, of is .  101d .  in the £, has
been declared in the above Estate, and is
now payable at the Office of the undersigned.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
A.M.P. Chambers,
142619th July, 1888. 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Lennon, of Brisbane, in
Liquidation.A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 12s.  7jd. in the
£, has been declared in the above Estate,
and is now payable at the Office of the undersigned.
A.M.P. Chambers,
19th  July, 1888.
1427
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry John Pearce ,  of Brisbane,
grocer, an Insolvent.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.A FIRST Dividend ,  at the rate of is .  81d. in
the £, is now payable at this  Office, upon
debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
1430 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Alfred Morcom ,  late of Brisbane,
gentleman ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Accounts of
the Trustee of the  Will of the  abovenamed
deceased have this day been filed in my Office.
All parties having any claims against the Estate,
or being otherwise interested therein, are requested
to come in before me ,  at my Office ,  Supreme Court
House,  William  street, Brisbane ,  on or before
TUESDAY, the Twenty- first day of August next,
and inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they shall
think fit, object thereto; and if no exception be
taken to the said Accounts ,  the same will be duly
inquired into ,  at my said Office, on the day above-
named ,  at the hour of Ten in the forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Proctors for the said Trustee,
Registrar.
57, Queen  street, Brisbane.
1428 78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Mary  Jane Brodie ,  late of Oxley,
near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will  be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Jane Brodie, deceased, may be
granted to Andrew Dunlop ,  of Oxley, farmer, and
Allan Carswell Wylie, of South Brisbane ,  accoun-
tant, the Executors named in the said Wi ll.
Dated this seventeenth day of  July,  A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1423
Proctors for Executors,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Andrew Marsha ll , late
of Gympie, in the Colony of  Queensland,
tailor ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication  hereof,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the land ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Andrew Marsha ll,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Emily Marshall, of Gympie aforesaid,  the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated at Gympie this thirteenth day of July, A.D.
1888.
ANTHONY CONWELL,
Proctor for the said Emily  Marsha ll,
Mary street , Gympie.
Town Agent-
W. H. OsBoRNE,
1420
George street,  Brisbane.
4 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Beatrice Eliza Elworthy,
late of Port Melbourne, in the Colony of Vic-
toria, spinster, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, thataf er thexpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Admin-
istration of all and singular the lands, goods, chat-
tels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed Beatrice
Eliza Elworthy, deceased, may be granted to
Oliver Morris Williams, of Cairns, in the Colony
of Queensland, planter, the duly - constituted
Attorney of James Elworthy, of Port Melbourne
aforesaid, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of July, 1888.
MACDONALD-PATERSON, FITZGERALD,
AND HAWTHORN,
Proctors for the  said  Applicant,
1437 Edward street, Brisbane.6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Anna Louisa Spode,
deceased ,  intestate ,  the late wife of Copeland
Spode, of Tarin ga, in the Colony of Queens-
land, divisional board clerk.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that ,  after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application wi ll  be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all the  lands, goods, chattels, credits ,  and effects
of the abovenamed Anna Louisa Spode, deceased,
who died intestate , may  be, granted to Copeland
Spode, of Taringa, in the Colony of Queensland,
the husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twentieth July, 1888.
1429
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Copeland Spode.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wil of Percival Eyre Walsh, late of
Normanton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given , that,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Percival Eyre  Walsh,  deceased,
may be granted to Agnes Bryson Walsh, of  Nor-Manton af resaid ,  the sole Executrix named in the
said Wi ll.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
WILTON WOOD,
Proctor for the Executrix,
Normanton.
By DALY  AND HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
1433 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Patrick Reynolds, late of Herber-
ton, in the Colony of Queensland, carrier,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Patrick Reynolds,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Bridgett Reynolds, of Port Douglas, widow of the
said intestate.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, A.D. 1888.
CHAMBERS. BRUCE, AND McNAB,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Langtry, late of
William street, Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, bootmaker, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed John Lan try, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Margaret
,Langtry, of Rockhampton, in the said Colony, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of July, 1888.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctors for Applicant,
By their Agents-
Quay street, Rockhampton.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BBOwN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1432 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Thomas Hodgson, late
of Summer Hill ,  Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales ,  fteeholder ,  deceased.
Nj OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the  ex-
,L  piration of fourteen days  from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands ,  goods ,  chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Thomas Hodgson,
deceased ,  who died intestate, may be granted to
Wil liam Stafford ,  of Booval ,  near Ipswich ,  colliery
proprietor ,  the lawfully -constituted Attorney of
Mary  Hodgson ,  of Summer Hill, Sydney afore-
said, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane the seventeenth day of July,A.D. 1888.
LILLEY AND  O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said William Stafford,
1414
Queen street,  Brisbane.
tis.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  James  Wylie,  deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of  " I%e Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"  notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against  the
Estate of James Wylie, late of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased, who
died at Brisbane aforesaid on the first day of May,
A.D. 1888, and Probate of whose Will and Codicil
was granted to Gilbert Thomas Chalmers Lang and
Thomas William Wilson on the seventeenth day
of July ,  A.D. 1888, are hereby required to send
in, in writing, particulars of their claims or demands
to the said Gilbert Thomas Chalmers Lang and
Thomas Wil liam W ilson ,  care of the undersigned,
on or before THURSDAY ,  the Twenty -third day
of August next. And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-mentioned day
the said Gilbert Thomas Chalmers Lang and
Thomas Wi lliam Wilson will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said James Wylie, deceased,
amongst the parties entitled thereto ,  having regard
only to the claims of which they shall then have
had such i,otice, and that the said Gilbert Thomas
Chalmers Lang and Thomas W illiam Wilson will
not be liable ,  for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed ,  to any person of whose claim they
shall not have had notice at the time of  such dis-
tribution.
Dated this seventeenth day of July ,  A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON ,  MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
1422 5s. 1440
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Proctors  for the Executors.
lOs.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Samuel Phillips,  deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of Samuel Phi llips ,  late of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, pawnbroker, deceased, who
died at Brisbane aforesaid ,  on or about the twelfth
day of June, A.D. 1888, and Probate of whose Will
and Codicil  was granted  to George Myers, Philip
Phineas Aaron, and Lewis Phillips, the Executors
named in the said Will, on the fourteenth day of
July,  1888, are hereby required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their claims or demands to the said
George Myers ,  Philip Phineas Aaron ,  and LewisPhillips, care of the undersigned, on or beforeTHURSDAY, the Twenty-third day of August
next. And notice is hereby also eiven ,  that at the
expiration of the last -mentioned day the said
George Myers, Philip Phineas Aaron, and Lewis
Phillips, will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said Samuel Phillips, deceased ,  amongst the parties
entitled thereto ,  having regard only to the claims of
which they shall then have had  such notice, and
that the said George Myers, Philip Phineas Aaron,
and Lewis  Phillips  will not be liable ,  for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any person of
whose claim they shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this seventeenth day of July ,  A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyehe Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executors.
1439 10s.
In- the-Supreme-Court of. -Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Thomas Gardiner ,  late of Thar-
gomindah ; Richard Hall, late of Charters
Towers  ;  William Johnson ,  late of Boorara,
Thargormindah ; Charles Maidon, late of
Charters Towers ; Robert McIntosh, late of
Ipswich ; Abraham Norris, late of Charters
Towers ; George Bligh Stephens ,  late of Bris-
bane  ; John Talbot,  late  of Charters Towers ;
and John Brown Wallis, late of Brisbane.PURSUANT to  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," allpersons having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to  come  in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Twenty -first day of  September  next ,  or, in default,
they will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1888.
1425
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE  (in Chambers.)
No. 266  of  1888.
Between The Queensland National Bank , Limited,
Plaintiffs ,  and Emanuel Barnett, Defendant.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  under and by
N virtue of  an order of His Honour  The Chief
Justice, made herein on the thirteenth  day of July,
1888, the Statement of Claim in the above action,
dated the nineteenth  day of July,  1888, has this
day been filed in the Office of the Registrar of this
Honourable Court, and that ,  unless you deliver
your Statement of Defence within the time limited
for so doing, the Plaintiffs wi ll  proceed to judg-
ment against you in the said action for the amount
claimed herein ,  with costs of action.
Dated this nineteenth day of  July, 1888.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Plainti ffs '  Solicitor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
To the  abovenamed Defendant.
1434 7s.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.
Heinrich Kirchmann v. Peter Von Suarski.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T AKE Notice,  that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  hasbeen issued upon & Judgment obtained by the
Plainti ff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant 's equity of redemption, right, title ,  and interest
(if any )  of, in ,  and to all that piece of land situated
in the county of Orrery ,  parish and town of
Charleville,  containing 3 acres, more or less, being
allotment 1 of section 13, subject to Bills of Mort-
gage to Edward Smith, No .  154781 ,  to secure
£200, repayable 20th December, 1888, and No.
180332,  to secure  £100, repayable 13th March,1889:
Also , of, in, and to all those pieces of land
situated in the same county, parish, and town,
containing 3 acres and 5 acres , respectively, more
or less,  being allotments 2 and 3 of section 13,
subject to Bill of  Mortgage 180332, as above, so
far as relates to one undivided moiety :
And also, of, in, and to all the defendant's right,
title, and interest (if any) in allotment 4 of section
13, same county, parish ,  and town ,  containing 3
acres 3 roods 32 perches :
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Court House, Charleville,
on TUESDAY, the Fourth day of September next,
at Twelve o 'clock noon, unless this Execution is
previously satisfied.
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff of Queensland.
1458 lls.
IN THE SUPREME COURT  OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
J. F. Mutch v.  Robert Molloy.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ  of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment  obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action ,  and that all
Defendant 's equity of  redemption, right ,  title,
and interest  (if any) of, in, and to all that piece or
parcel of land containing by admeasurement 20
acres, be the same more or less ,  situated in the
county of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, being
portion 241, and being the whole of the land con-
tained in Deed of Grant 66499 ,  volume 641, folio
9, in the name of Robert Mo lloy, and subject to
Bi ll  of MortgBage No . 1714 49, from Robert Mo lloy
to The Union ank of Austra lia ,  Limited, for the
sum of £473, and further advances ,  and registered
8th November ,  1887, also Caveat No. 2981, pro-
duced 11th February ,  1888, entered 20th  February,
1888, by Elizabeth Precious ,  of Brisbane ,  as far as
regards 2 acres 1 rood and 20 perches ,  will be Sold
by the Sheriff  of Queensland , by Public Auction,
at Lennon 's Hotel , George street, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the Thirtieth  day of August next,
at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this execution is
previously satisfied.
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff of Queensland.
1459  98.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
"THE ELECTIONS TRIBUNAL ACT OF 1886."
ELECTION FOR THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF WIDE
BAY, HOLDEN ON THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF
MAY, A.D. 1888.
To The  Honourable Sir CHARLES LILLEY, K night,
The Chief Justice of Queensland , The Hon-
ourable GEORGE ROGERS HARDING,  and The
Honourable CHARLES STUART MEIN,  Justices
of The Supreme Court of Queensland.
T HE Petition f John Flood ,  of Gympie, whosename is  subscribed:-
1. Your  Petitioner was a candidate at the above
election for a member to represent the above
Electoral District in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland, and claims to have had and to have a
right to be returned at the above election.
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2. And your Petitioner states that the said
election was holden on the seventeenth day of May,
A.D. one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
when your Petitioner, the said John Flood, and
Horace Tozer, were candidates, and the Returning
Officer for the said Electoral District has returned
the said Horace Tozer as  being duly elected.
3. And your Petitioner says that such return was
an improper  return for the reasons hereinafter set
forth.
4. The said Returning Officer declared that for
the two candidates , your Petitioner, the said John
Flood, and the said Horace Tozer, the following
numbers  of votes were respectively polled, that is to
say, for  your Petitioner two hundred and sixty-
eight, and for the said Horace Tozer two hundred
and eighty-one.
5. There  were  at the said election two instances
of electors who appeared to have voted at more than
one polling place, and your Petitioner has been
informed, and verily believes, that each of such
votes was  given in favour of the said Horace
Tozer.
6. There was at the said election one instance
of a person  voting  whose name  was not on the
electoral roll for the said Electoral District, and
your Petitioner is informed and verily believes that
such vote  was given in favour  of the said Horace
Tozer.
7. At the said election an elector entitled to vote
at the said election upon claiming his vote found
that he had been personated by some other person,
and thereupon voted in accordance with the pro-
visions in  that behalf of  " The Elections Act of
1885 ," and his ballot- paper was  not allowed or
counted , and your Petitioner is informed and verily
believes that the person who personated such elector
gave a vote in  favour of the said Horace Tozer.
8. Pioneer's Rest was a duly a pointed polling-
place for the purpose of the said election. At a
scrutin of the votes at Pioneer's Rest aforesaid, one
of the ballot-papers recording a vote in favour of
the said Horace Tozer which was informal under
the provisions  of the seventy-sixth section  of " The
Elections Act of  1885," and which should have been
rejected  at  the close of the poll, was accepted and
allowed  and  counted.
9. Tewantin was a duly appointed polling-place
for the purpose of the said election, and thirty-six
votes were recorded at Tewantin, seven of which
were recorded in favour of your Petitioner, the said
John Flood, and twenty-nine were recorded in
favour  of the said Horace Tozer. All the ballot-
papers used  at Tewantin aforesaid were informal
under the provisions of section seventy-six of  " The
Elections Act of  1885," and should have been
rejected  at the  close  of the poll, whereas the same
we re  all  accepted and allowed and counted.
10. By reason of the facts mentioned and set
out herein, your Petitioner submits that it will be
found upon an enquiry into the said election that
the number of lawful votes received by your
Petitioner is greater than the number of lawful
votes  received by the said Horace Tozer, and that
your Petitioner should in consequence be determined
to be duly elected and returned for the said
Electoral District of Wide Bay, in place of the said
Horace Tozer.
Wherefore your Petitioner prays, that it may be
determined that the said Horace Tozer was not
duly elected or returned, and that your Petitioner
was duly elected and ought to have been returned,
and that your Petitioner, the said John Flood, may
be declared to be the sitting member for the said
Electoral District, in the said Legislative Assembly,
and that your Petitioner may have such further and
other relief in the premises as the nature of the
case may  require, and that this Petition may be
dealt with in accordance with the provisions of the
Statute in that behalf.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever
pray, &c.
JOHN FLOOD.
1431 27s. 6d.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Loyal Orange Building
Association ,  Limited. ,
IN VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a General
Meeting of the Shareholders of the above-
named Association  (now in voluntary liquidation)
will be held at the Offices of Power and Payne,
solicitors ,  Bourbon street ,  Bundaberg ,  on SATUR-
DAY, the  Twenty-fifth day of August, 1888, at
Two o 'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of
having an account laid before them by the
Liquidator of the said Association showing the
manner in which the winding -up of the Association
has been conducted and the property of the said
Association disposed of, and also to pass an Extra-
ordinary Resolution directing the  dig sal  of the
books, accounts ,  and documents of the said
Association and of the Liquidator.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1888.
POWER AND PAYNE,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg,
Solicitors to the abovenamed Liquidator.
1424 6s. 6d.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The No. 1 West Hit or Miss
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Twentieth day of August, 1888, to
send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, and the names and addresses
of their solicitors, if any, to Thomas Francis Groom,
of The Exchange, Brisbane, the Liquidator of the
said Company, and, if so required by notice in
writing from the said Liquidator, are, by their
solicitors, to come in and prove their said debts
or claims at such time and place as shall be specified
in such notice, or, in default thereof, they will be
excluded from the benefit of any distribution made
before such debts are proved.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for the abovenamed Liquidator,
George street, Brisbane.
1418 7s.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
OF 1888."
KOLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, if the Returns
are not sent in on or before the First day of
September ,  1888, and Assessment paid, proceedings
will be taken under the eighth section of  " The
Marsupials Destruction Act"  for the recovery of the
penalty  (penalty up to £50).
By Order,
W. H. MAY,
Kolan Marsupial Board's Office,
Bundaberg ,  5th July, 1888.
1448
Secretary.
5s.
KOLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.Njf OTICE is hereby given, that at a Meeting ofi' the Bolan Marsupial Board, held on the 5th
instant, an Assessment has been made at the
following rates :-
Sheep, per 100 bead ... ... ... 1s.
Cattle and Horses, per 20 head ... is.
Forms of Returns to be obtained from, and
Assessment paid to, the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions, within two months from date.
By Order,
W. H. MAY,
Secretary.
Kolan Marsupial Board's Office,
1449
Bundaberg, 5th July, 1888.
5s.
015
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
OF 1881."
I
T is hereby notified for the information of stock
owners  within the Blackall Marsupial District,
that an Assessment for the current year, of One
Shilling on every Twenty head of Cattle or One
Hundred Sheep, has this day been made, and is
payable to the nearest Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
within two months from the date hereof.
By Order of the Board,
SANDFORD H. NEVILE,
Blackall , 4th April, 1888.
Secretary.
1444 4s. 6d.
SHIRE OF TOOW ONG.
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS IN THE
SHIRE.ACOURT of Appeal will be held on  WEDNES-DAY, the 15th day of August next, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, in accordance with
" The Valuation Act of  187."
There being a number of owners whose addresses
are unknown, they are hereby notified that they
can obtain their valuation papers at the Shire
Council's Office, Sylvan road, on and after this date.
DAVID SERVICE,
Acting Shire Clerk.
Toowong, 7th July, 1888.
1347 4s. 6d.
THE METROPOLITAN TRAMWAY AND
INVESTMENT COMPANY, LIMITED.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that application has
l been made  by the above Company to the
Minister for Mines and Works ,  under the provisions
of  " The Tramways  Act,  1882 ,"  for an Order in
Council to construct , within the  limits of the
Municipalities of Brisbane and South Brisbane, and
the Division of Booroodabin ,  respectively ,  Exten-
sions of and Duplications in connection  with the
existing  Tramways, and that certified  copies of the
Plans ,  Sections , Specifications,  Book of Reference,
and Estimate  of the Cost  of such Extensions and
Duplica tions ,  and also certified copies of the
Memorandum and Articles of Associa tion of the
Company, with the names and residences of every
shareholder therein, and the number of shares held
by them ,  respectively ,  and a statement of the amount
of capital paid up to date in such Company, have
been deposited with the said Minister for Mines
and Works ,  and in the Offices of the Town Clerks
of the  Municipali ties of Brisbane and South Bris-
bane,  and the Office of the Booroodabin Divisional
Board ,  respectively ,  and are at all reasonable  times
open to the insl,ection of every ratepayer interested
therein.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the said Company.
Queen street,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1888.
1318 8s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
-OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
apply in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to vest the lands described in Deeds of
Grant Nos. 2847, 2848, and 2849, namely, allotments
8, 9, 10, and 11 of section 26, parish of North Bris-
bane and town of Brisbane, in the Acting Trustees
of such land, to enable such Acting Trustees to sell,
lease , or otherwise dispose of the same or any part
thereof, and for other purposes incidental thereto.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Trustees and Applicants.
1436 5s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphitherto existing between us, the undersigned,
John McPherson and Edward Wilson, in the busi-
ness  of stock and  station agents , carried on by us at
Rockhampton, under the style or firm of " John
McPherson and Co.," has this day been Dissolved
by mutual consent.
All debts due to or by the late firm will be
received and paid by the said Edward Wilson, who
will continue to carry on the business.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, 1888.
JOHN McPHERSON.
EDWARD WILSON.
Witness-
C. S. JONES,
Solicitor, Rockhampton.1442 58.
THE BRISBANE CO-OPERATIVE  BAKERS'
ASSOCIATION, LIMITED.
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of theA Members of the abovenained Company, ul
convened and held at Brisbane on the twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888, the subjoined Special
Resolution was duly passed, and at a subsequent
Extraordinary General Meeting of the Members of
the said Company. also duly convened and held at
the same place, on the eleventh day of July, 1888,
the said Resolution was duly confirmed :-
"That the Association be wound-up voluntarily,
and that it be left in the hands of the
Directors to wind-up the Association in
the most satisfactory manner  possible."
And at an Extraordinary Meeting of the said
Directors, held at Brisbane on the fourth day of
July,  1888, and convened in pursuance of the fore-
going Resolution passed at the first meeting afore-
said, the following Resolution was passed  :-
That the Association go into liquidation, and
that Andrew Stephen Wallace (Wallace,
Warren, and Co.) and Henry Davison
(Davison and Metcalfe), both of Brisbane,
be appointed Joint Liquidators for carry-
ing out the previous Resolution."
1438
E. J. BANCROFT,
Chairman.
7s.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN  QUEENS-LAND.APAMPHLET bearing on the above ,  compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto ^ k. now pub lished ,  and on Sale at the  Gov-
ernment Printing Office,  Brisbane ,  or through
Booksellers .  Price ,  4s. in cloth ; postage  8d.  within,
and  is. =l d. beyond, the Colony ,  extra.
In this Pamphlet will  be found a brief and
ppopular description ,  with Illustrations ,  of these
Plants together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described ,  and also
much informa ti on as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW Published,  First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the Queensland Flora ,  by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price ,  3s. Posted ,  3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office.,
William street,  Brisbane :-
" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock,  Barrister -at-Law.
Derry octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s. 6d. ; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony 1s. 6d.  extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
916.
NOTICE.P OUNDRE EP RS and others are requested,
when describing brands, to make a distinction
between  "  Registered " And other brands ,  by placing
the words  " Registered Brand" after the description
of the  former .  Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions ,  but where these words
do not appear the ordinary  type only  will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of,  1866,"
"Tke Stamped Transfer Act of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... ... ... ... 1 2
JAMES  C. ]SEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
o,, 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8IS OP  THE QUBNNSLAND FLoaA, containing both
the Phsanogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
ls. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT P RINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1888. £ s. d.
July 14.-Warroo Divisional Board ... ... 0 9 0
14.-W. Martin ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
14.-Darling Downs  Gazette  ...  ... 0 1 1
14.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-T. Ryan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-T. Macnamara ... ... ... 0 6 0
16.-N. Macdonald ... ... ... 0 6 0
16.-J. Mc W hannel ... ... 0 10 0
16.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
16.-W. J. Young ... ... ... 0 5 0
16.-A. G. Fraser ... ... ... 0 10 0
16.-W. A. Lawson ... ... ... 0 2 6
16. --A. B. McDonald ... ... ... 1 0 0
16.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... ... 1 2 0
16.-W. Morgan ... ... 0 1 0
17.-W. Oldershaw and Co. ... ... 0 1 6
17.-W. Hezess ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
17.-Australian Mortgage, Land, and
Finance Co. .. ... ... 2 1 0
17.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
18.-C. Thomas ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
20.-B. R. and S. Jones ... ... 0 5 0
20.-J. Graham ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
20.- B lackall Marsupial Board ... 0 6 0
20.-Gladstone Municipal Council ... 1 6 0
20.-Gayndah Municipal Council ... 1 7 0
20 -F. W. Myles ... ... 0 3 0
20.-Morton and Powers ... 0 5 0
20.-Kolan Marsupial Board ... ... 0 13 0
20.-Cairns Chronicle ... ...  0 5 0
20.-H. C. Thorburn ... ... 0 4 0
20.-W. Johnston ... ... .0  1 0
20.-C. Hoffman ... ... ... 0 4 6
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
" r
OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209 pages, decoy
8vo. Price, 5s. PostaEge  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d.; to ngland and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Im;ouubings.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock  w ill be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE  SHILLING THE  ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Boulia, from Spring Vale Station,
on the 30th June,  1888, by order of R. Walker,Require.
One brown gelding, white face, D 5 B (registered brand)
over indescribable brand near shoulder, No. 6 off
neck.
One red cow, 2US (registered  brand)  over 8 off rump,
triangle near rump, two notches off ear ; one red
heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One red and white cow, 2US (registered brand) over
2 off rump,  same ear-mark ; one red and white
heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan bu ll ock ,  2US (registered brand) over 2 off
rump,  same ear-mark
One roan bullock, 2US (registered brand) over 2 off
rump,  same ear-mark.
One red cow, 218 (registered brand) over 4 off rump,
same ear-mark.
One roan  steer , 2US (registered  brand) over 4 off rump,
same ear-mark.
One red and white bullock, 2US (registered brand)
over 2 off rump ,  same earmark.
One white bullock, R Q ;o (registered brand )  near ribs,
block out of near ear.
One red and white bullbek , R OX- (registered brand)
near ribs ,  same ear-mark.
One  ro an steer ,  1@Z (registered  brand)  over 5 near
rump ,  piece out of near ear.
One roan bullock, blotched brand and like W9 near
rump, piece out of off ear.
One red bullock, TH1 (registered brand) off ribs,
piece out of off ear.
One red cow, bald face, D61' (registered brand) off
ribs, piece out of off ear.
One white cow, H f H (registered brand) over  0  near
ribs ,  two pieces out of near ear.
One  ro an cow, triangle near rump, triangle near cheek,
blotched brand and X  near ribs , piece out of off ear ;
one roan heifer calf at foot , unbranded.
One white  steer , like B W7 (registered brand) off rump,
two pieces out of both ears.
One red and white bullock, 1M}( (registered, brand)
off ribs, two pieces out of off ear.
One roan bullock, blotched brand and like UX near ribs,
two pieces out of off ear.
One roan bullock, GY 1 (registered brand) near ribs,
like CC1 (registered brand)  near  loin, No. 2 near
cheek, fish-hook near ear.
One white cow, O81 (registered brand) off ribs, piece
out of near ear.
One roan bullock, like BOU (registered brand) off ribs,
two pieces out of off ear.
One yellow and white cow, ¶1' b (registered brand)
near ribs,  P1X near loin,  split off car , fish-hook
near ear.
One red cow, MT 4 (registered brand )  near ribs, split
near ear ; one red heifer calf at foot ,  unbranded.
One yellow and white faced bullock, 1ZT (registered
brand) off rum
One roan cow, AR2 (registered brand) or 8 over
like 1CK (registered brand) faint near ribs, piece
out of near ear; one red and white bull calf at
foot, unbranded.
One roan cow, like CD3 (registered brand) off ribs,
swa ll ow -tail near ear.
One roan bullock, blotch brand  near ribs  like (OD5),
pieces out of top of near ear.
917
One roan cow, V5C near ribs, OPI or L off ribs, two
pieces out of off ear.
One roan bullock, NZO near rump, two slits near ear.
One roan bullock, like B2D near rump, piece out of
near ear.
One red and white bullock, 3 near cheek, blotch off ribs,
half-halfpenny out of near ear, split off ear.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1455
JOHN OWEN, Poundkeeper.
37s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
MPOUNDED at Boulia.
One dapple-grey mare, blotch like X near shoulder,V7K(registered brand) off shoulder, like 2KZ
(registered brand) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 27th  July,  1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN OWEN, Poundkeeper.
1456 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from enclosed land, on
the 14th July, 1888, by order of Mr. Peter Tighe.
Damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay-roan horse, 1BD (registered brand) near
shoulder, star, blaze on nose.
One yellow-bay pony mare, aC (conjoined) near shoul-
der, like 2 off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1413
C. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from South street.
One chestnut horse, three white feet, bald face, CD b
(registered brand) near ribs.
One bay mare, star, blotched letter and 2Z near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1410 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Yowah, on the 5th July,
1888, by order W. A. Hall, Esquire. Driving,
4s. 2d. per head.
One white bullock, NNO (registered  brand) near ribs,
near ear marked.
One roan bullock, indescribable blotched brand near
ribs, near ear marked.
One  red  cow, like Q1P (the Q and P blotched) off
rump, off  earmarked.
One roan  cow, OPL (registered  brand)  off ribs, off
ear marked  ; roan bull  calf at foot , unbranded.
One white bullock, ro an neck and legs , like TY6 or TYO
(registered  brand )  near ribs,  near ear marked.
If not  released  on or before the 7th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
1406 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Yeulba, from Clifford Station, on
the 6th July, 1888, by order of Mr. J. Richardson.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One light-roan bullock, like  aG7 or BG7 (registered
brand) off rump, ear-marked off ear.
If not released on or before the 3rd August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
TIMOTHY RYAN, Poundkeeper.
1405 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Th rgomindah
Station, on the 6th July, 1888, by order of F. A.
Powell, Esquire. Driving, 4d.
One bay mare, black points, blotched undecipherable
brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
1404 is.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from enclosed lands, Milo
No. 2, on the 9th July, 1888, by order of A. H.
Pegler, Esquire. Driving, 8s. per head.
One bay gelding, star, near hind foot white, saddle-
marked, 5AH (registered brand-the A blotched)
near  shoulder.
One chestnut filly, white face, hind legs white, grey
mane and tail, 2 Zp (registered brand) near
thigh.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
1403 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Comongin North, on
the 2nd June, 1888, by order of J. O. Kennedy,
Esquire. Driving, 10s.
One white bullock, off ear marked , D5B (registered
brand)  near ribs.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
1402  Is.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish
Station, on the 9th July, 1888, by order of E. R.
Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d. per head.
One old grey gelding, collar-marked, J blotch near
shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, hollow back, saddle-marked, star,
indistinct brand over Y2S (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One brown gelding, star, aged, saddle-marked, C K(i
(registered brand) off rump, hind feet white, near
eye white.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1408 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry, from Eulolo Station, onthe 5th July, 1888, by order of F. L. Higginson,
Esquire.
One brown colt, no visible brand, small star and snip,
unbroken.
One grey mare, flea-bitten, like T6W near shoulder,
WW7 off shoulder, one hind foot shod.
One grey mare, like triangle over t: (conjoined) near
shoulder, indistinct brand near thigh, like LJ8
(blotched) off rump ; brown colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
One black mare, M near neck, P5C near shoulder, 4EQ
near thigh, DOC over 4ZT off shoulder, short tail ;
one brown colt foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 7th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1407
NEIL McDONALD,  Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, fromthe streets, Spring
Hill, on the 30th June, 1888, by order of the
General Inspector. Damages, 5s. per head.
One bay mare, w S 9 (registered brand) near shoulder,
star.
One bay mare, HU 1 (registered brand) near shoulder,
broad-arrow over TD near hip, broad-arrow on
neck.
If not released on or before the 25th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1435 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, on the 12th July, by
order of Messrs. Lanigan and Murphy.
One red and white cow, MT4 over blotch near ribs, split
near ear.
One white heifer, J7 ti off rump.
One red and white bull, no visible brand.
One red and white bull, bald face, no visible brand, split
in each ear.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
One red and white bull calf, no visible brand.
One red heifer, no visible brand.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
One roan horse, 3MBB near rump.
One bay colt, 9BJ near shoulder.
One bay mare, blotched brand near shoulder ; piebald
foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
1443
JOHN GRAHAM,  Poundkeeper.
12s.
Printed and Published by JA1n s C. BrAL, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  21st July, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
James Walter Butcher and William True-Bennett,
both of Sydney, New South Wales, for an inven-
tion for" Improvements in Gas Pressure Regulators
and in Gas Burners."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said James Walter Butcher and
William True-Bennett, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Probert, of 306, Leavenworth street, San
Francisco, California, United States of America,
for an invention for " Improvements in Process of
Working Auriferous and Argentiferous Arsenides,
Sulphides, and Furnace Slags."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Probert, in accordance with the provisions
of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed  thereto,  received from
Thomas Alva Edison ,  of Llewe llyn Park, Essex,
New Jersey, United States of America, for an
invention for " An Improvement in Phonogram
Blanks and Phonograms and Process of Making
Same."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent bt granted for the said invention to the
said Thomas Alva Edison, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Alva Edison, of Llewellyn Park, Essex,
New Jersey, United States of America, for an
invention for "An Improvement in Phonographs
and Phonograms."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Alva Edison, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Hermann Schceneweg, of Dudweiler, Germany, for
an invention for " Improvements in Explosive
Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
112
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Patent for such invention, it is my intention to ( said Herman Schoeneweg, in accordance with the
recommend that a Patent be granted for the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
said invention to the said Hermann Schoeneweg,  Marks Act,  1884."
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,  WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884." Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Blee and Edward Wells, both of Brisbane,
Queensland, for an invention described as " An
Improved Check Till."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  William Blee and Edward Wells, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Charles Greville Harston, of 219, Beverley street,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, for an invention described
as " Improvement in Firearms and Cartridge
Magazines  therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Charles Greville Harston, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto, received from Abra-
ham Colley, of 88, Green street, South Richmond,
Victoria,  for an  invention described as " An
Improved Cartridge Magazine for Attachment to
Certain Descriptions of Rifles."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first ap-
pearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Abraham Colley, in accordance with the pro-visions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Hermann Scheeneweg, of Dudweiler, Germany, for
an invention for " Improvements in Explosive
Compounds and Safety Cartridges for Blasting
Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
m"  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it i i my intention to recommend that a
Patent be grant for the said invention to the
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that B 61a Singer,
trading as  "  B. Singer and Co.,"  of Sutton's
Chambers ,  268, George street, Sydney ,  New South
Wales, has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 3,  in respect of Medicinal
Preparations ,  a Trade Mark of which the foll owing
is a representation :-
Y
Pg P
PA RAS
& 0
low
1-1
Z V.1i
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant  is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my  doing so,  I intend  to register  the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with  the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that  Benjamin Bro-
thers ,  Limited, of Charlotte street, Brisbane,
Queensland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 45, in
respect of Tobacco, whether Manufactured or
Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
JULIAN ALVz.
YABMA
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGIBT$Y DISTRICT Of BRIBBAi , including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of
JUNK, 1888, is published for general information. BOYD . MORE)IEAD.
BIRTHS.
During the month of June 200 births were registered in the Registry, District of
Brisbane, being 94 males and 106 females, the number being 1 less than in the previous
month of May.
In the month of June, 1887, there were 202 births registered, the number for the
corresponding mouth of this year being 2 less than in June of last year.
DEATHS.
there have been 67 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month-90 males and 27 females ; the excess of births over deaths being 133.
The number of deaths was 2 more than was registered in the previous month of May.
In the month of June, 1887, there were 65 deaths registered ; the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 2 more than in June of last year.
TABLE Showing ESTIi [ AT$D PoPVLATION ,  the NVMBER .of BIRTHS and DE&rniof MALES and FEMALES RPgirtered
within and outside  the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the  REGISTRY DmmraloT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS,  from the
let to the 30th Juitz ,  1888; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS  and under ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE  YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS  ;  also the PROPORTION Of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under  ONE YEAR to TOTAL  DEATHS in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of
BRISBANE and SUBVRBs.
Population
as  per
Brisbane and Census
Suburbs. taken
1st May,
1888.
REGISTRYDISTRICT
RISTI$ .  DEATHS.
CIVa0
F
m
am
a, A
o to
E
OF BRISBANE-
Partwithin Muni-
cipality of North
Brisbane  ...  27,968 37 57 ' 94 16 ' 12 28 17 14  '14.89 60.71 ' •34 •10 50.00 66
Part outside Mu.
nicipality of
North  Brisbane 5,578  7 12 19 16 8 24 7 3 16'79 29.17 •34 •43 12-50... 5
Part within the
Borough of
South Brisbane 17,963  50 37 87 8 7 15 8 4 4.60 53.38 •48 -08 26.67 72
TOTAL,  BRISBANE
DISTRICT . 51,689 94 106 200 40 27 67 32 21 10.50 47.76 •39 •13 31.34 183
Suburbs outside the
Registry District I I
of Brisbane ... 21,960 77 59 136 23 17 40 28 22 16.18 70.00 •62 •18 55.00 96
TOTAL 73,649 171 165 386  l 63 44 107 60  f 44. 12.80 56.07 •46 •15  I40.19 229 I
us
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It will  be seen  that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 60.71 per cent. of the
deaths were  of children under  five years  ; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that municipality,  exclusive  of the borough of South Brisbane, having been 29-17; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane was 53.33, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 70-00; the total rate for city and suburbs being 56.07.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district,  is seen to  have been 14.89 per cent. within, and 15'79 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane,  4.60 in  that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane,
and 16.18 in that part of  the suburbs  outside of the Registry District, the total rato for city
and suburbs being 12.80.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants ' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial  Homes, are all in  the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 20 during the month, or 18.69 per cent. of the total
number  of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality  of Brisbane  and suburbs for the month of June, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows :-
Period.
June, 1888.
Number of Deaths.
107
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
69.4
Grand  Mean  Atmospheric
Pressure.
30'201
The following Meteorological information is furnished  by the  Government  Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane ,  19th July, 1888.
a BRISBANE  OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
JUNE, 1888.
Latitude,  27°  28' 0"  South. Longitude, 10h.  12 m. 7s.  East.  Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
Amos uB R IC PRESSURE.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32°  Fah. and Mean Bea Level.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., 30'210.
Mean, at 9 a .m., 30'24,0.
Mean, at 3 p .m., 30'149.
Meats,  at 9 p .m., 30.204.
Grand Mean,  30'201.
Highest,  30.493 ,  at 9 a .m., 28th.
Lowest ,  29'861 ,  at 2.30 p .m., 3rd.
Range, 0'632.
S HADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 52.9.
„ wet bulb, 49'5.
Mean, at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 56'9.
„ wet bulb, 52'1.
Mean , at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 68.7.
„ wet bulb, 57'8.
Mean, at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 58.9.
„ „ wet bulb, 53.9.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air, 59.4.
Grand Mean Temperature of Evaporation,  53.1.
Maximum Shade  Temperature of Air, 80.4, at 2'10 p.m.,
19th.
Minimum Shade  Temperature of Air ,  39.4, at 6.55 a.m.,
23rd.
Absolute range, 41.0.
Mean daily range, 20'7.
Mean  maximum, 70.7.
Mean minimum, 50.0.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in Pun's rays (by black bulb thermometer  in
vacuo ),  128'0, 19th.
_Minimum on ground (bulb exposed on black-board),
25'4, 23rd.
EARTH  TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 59-5; at 2 feet, 61-4; at 4 feet, 64.6 ; at
6 feet, 67-2; at 8 feet, 681; at 10 feet, 70-4; and at
12 feet, 71'1.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '313.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 78°/O.
Dew point, 46.2.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '331.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 71°/O.
Dew point, 47'7.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, •351.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 50°/°.
Dew point, 49'2.
Mean ,  at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '354.
Relative humidity (saturation  - 100), 71°/s.
Dew point, 49'5.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, •328.
Relative  humidity (saturation  =  100), 65%.
Dew point, 47'5.
Highest percentage  of relative humidity  (saturation100), 100 (absolute saturation )  between 5  a.m. and
9 a.m. 11th ,  between 5  a.m. and 9 a.m. 18th, and
at 9 a.m.19th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 19°/O, between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., 20th.
The vapour  tension ,  which may  be regarded as the absolute
humidity  of the air, is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  If the  values  for vapour  tension be sub-
tracted from  the values  for atmospheric pressure the remainders
will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact, represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale - 0 to 12.)
Mean,  at 9 a .m., P0, or 8 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 1.5, or 101 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0'3, or  44 miles  per hour.
Grand Mean,  0.9, or 71 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed 7 times.
North-east wind observed  2 times.
Easterly wind observed 2 times.
South- east  wind observed 11 times.
Southerly wind observed 13 times.
South-west wind observed 11 times.
Westerly wind observed 9 times.
North-west wind observed 0 times.
Calms observed 35 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-O to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a .m, 3.2. I Mean, at 9 p .m.,  2-7.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 4'S.  Grand Mean,  3'S.
Cumulus types observed about 43 times ; cirrus, 11
times ;  nimbus 18 ; cirro-stratus ,  5 times  ;  cirro-
cumulus ,  4 times ;  cumulo-stratus ,  19 times ;
and stratus ,  0 times, as approximate  values at the
ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at  1 foot  above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 7.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0'168 inches,  or nearly 17 tons
per acre, on 6th.
Grand total, 0'311 inches, or 31 tons  per acre.
a All values are corrected for Index Er ror,  if necessary.
a Nora.- - The average death -rate of children under 1 year ,  as compared to births ,  during the ten years ende
December ,  1886 ,  throughout the whole of Queensland ,  was 13 .44.  Yids  Vital statistics of 1886.
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RsMARKS.
Mean pressure was 0 .022 higher, and mean temperature was 3.2 degrees lower ,  than during May. The mean
vapour tension was 0'081 lower ,  and the  re lative humidity 7 °/o lower, than during last month .  Dense fogs during
early morning  of 11th, 18th, and 19th. Lightning on 3rd and 10th. Heavy dews by night during third week, and on
80th. The prevailing southerly winds proved that  areas  of high barometer existed over New South Wales, over-
lapping the 4ueensland border. The mean temperature of the Brisbane River about 9  a.m. at  K anga ro o  Point was
63.7 (an app roximate value ),  about 4.2 degrees lower than during last month.
June ,  1888,  compared  With  June,  1887.
The feature of increase of mean pressure for every month of the present year, compared with the pressures
for the same period a  year ago, still continues ,  the mean barometer for June ,  1888 ,  being 0-191 higher than in June,
1887 .  The mean shade temperature was 3 .1 degrees higher than in June last rear. The mean vapour tension, or
weight of vapour, was 0.035 higher, but the percentage of relative humidity, 72 /o, was precisely the same as twelve
months ago. The mean wind velocity was less by 2 miles per hour than in June, 1887, while the amount of cloud
was  0-2  low. Examining the winds ,  we find that during June ,  1888 ,  northerly and north -east winds were observed
7 and 2 times ,  as against no record of those winds during the previous June .  Easterly winds were noted twice
and once in June of this and last year respectively. One south-east current was observed during June, 1887, as
against 11 observations of the same wind during June ,  1888 .  Southerly winds were noted twice  less  than last year, and
the values for south-west and west winds were 6 and 40 in June, 1887, against 11 and 9 for the  same currents  in June,
1888 .  One observation of a north -west current was made in June, 1887 ,  but no north-westerly  "  set" was noted during
June, 1888. The calms of this year were 9 times in excess of those for the corresponding period last year. The
deficiency in westerly winds during June, 1888 ,  must be ascribed to the remarkable increase in mean pressure
before referred to, and to the position west -south -west from Brisbane of the anticyclonic or high -pressure centres.
Hence to many constitutions a high barometer at this season of the year is decidedly beneficial.
The Observatory ,  which was reorganised on 1st January ,  1887 ,  is conducted entirely in accordance with the
Royal Meteorological Society ' s Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were  as follow:-
males. Temales. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 12 5 17
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Children's ditto ... ... ... ... 2 1 3
Diamentina Orphanage ...
Infants ' Asylum ... . ... ... . ... ...
Lunatic Reception House ... . ... ...
Lock Hospital ... ...
Brisbane  Gaol ... ...
Immigration DepAt ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent  Home ...
... ... ... ...
Industrial  Home ... ...
Total set 14 6 20
The following table shows the  causes of  death of persons of both sexes, under one year
total under five years, and over five years ;  also, the proportion per cent .  of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month :-
Class. Causes of Death. Under
Total Over Total . Proportion1 year . b years . 5 years .  per cent.
I.
II
Specific Febrile or Zymotic  diseases ... 8 17 4 21 19.63
. Parasitic  diseases  ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ..,
...
.. „_
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... ... 1 2 17 19 17.76
V. Developmental  diseases  ...
... ... 8 8 1 9 8.41
VI. Local diseases ... ... ...
... ... 22 27 19 46 4299VII. Violence .. ... 1 3 6 9 8.41
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified ...
... ... 3 3 ... 3 2.80
All causes  ... ... ... ... 43 60 47 107 100.00
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Caress  OF DEATH-continued.
],fetuso of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
In each  Class
and Order.
eracuza FasatrI  OR ZntoTxo  Disuusas.
I I 4 #a#*#& die es.' Typhoid fever,  2 ; scarlet fever,  i ; diphthi  a,ri 11 ... 14
$ 1 i r haa.* d isene&--hma;  6 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6
3  A(alwvai  diseases.- None.
Zodgs s  do"Ide  - None:
f Venervai diisasei ..•_ philitio  diathesis,  1 ... ... ... ...
...
...
6  6* 94 disiwjrs:=-Noats:
IL
III.
PAY.I .siTio Disaruus .--.None:
DxsTic  Di$a*si f...-.None:
IV, CONIT o * At Dlsxad * s.-*-Rheunwtio fever , 2 ; cancer ,  4 ; tabee mesen-
tenloa ,  1; phthieie ,  10; tuberculosis ;  2 ... ...
V.
... DsvNLOPXNNTAL Dlsses $a.-Premature birth ,  6 ; atelectasis ,  1; congenital
def Wt.,  i , seuuli  decay, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9
LOCAL  DIanieBs.VI.  1 bfsswsds of the ;sereoss system.- Meningitis ,  1; apoplexy ,  1; convulsions, 5... 7
3 ZKsaawofQq aru  of special  *ewe.-None.3 Diseases  of circulatory  system .- Heart  disease, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
4 Diseases  of respiratory  system .- Croup ,  2; bronchitis, 6; pneumonia,  9; lung
disease, 1  ... .. ... ... .. ... 18
6 Disease,  of the  digestive  system .- Dentition ,  6; Dyspepsia ,  2 ; ulceration of
stomach , 1; cirrhosis  of  liver, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 10
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless  glands.-None.
7 Diseases of the urinary  system.-Nephritis,  2 ... ... ... ... ... 2
8 Diseases  of organs of  generatiox .- Disease  of uterus , 1 ... ... ... ... 1
9 Diseases  of parturitiox.-Childbirth,  6 ... ... ... ... ... 6
10 J,)iseases of  organs  of locomotios.-None.
11  leases of the  integumentary  system .- Eczema, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
VIOLSNOS.
VII. 1 A ccident or  aegligenwe .-Fractures , contusions , &c., 3; burns, 3,  scalds, 1;
drowning ,  1; injuries  at birth, 1 ... ... ... ... ...
2 Homicide .- None.
8 S'uioide .- None.
4 1ESeoution .- None.
9
VIII . ...  ILL-DSHINBD  AND NOT  siiOiniBD oAus $s.-Atrophy ,  1; inanition ,  2... 3
TOTAL  ... ... ... ... ... ...  107
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external causes, 9 are  ascribed to accident, none to homicide ,  and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-
Males .  Females.
Accidental burns  ... ... ... ... ... ... (adults) 0 2it „ ... ... ... ... ... ... (child) 1 0
„ ' scalds  ... ... ... ... ... ... (child) 0 1
Accidenta lly drowned ... ... ... ... ... (adult) 0 1
Accidental fall from a height ... ... ... ... (adult) 1 0
Accidenta lly run over by a vehicle ... ... ... (adults)
hild 2 01 0It injured at  birth ... ... ,.. ... )(c
WILLIAM T. BLASENEY,
General Registry Office, Registrar -Genera?.
B bane,  9th  July, i888.
By Authority  :  JAxss C. BsAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1888.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS
IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder
described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction
Rooms of G. T. Bell, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 11th September, 1888, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated area in each  case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price per square mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual Rent to be
charged for the first four years of the renewed lease, if granted after the expiration of the current lease, shall not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available  area, in the event of the Run not being appraised at a higher rental.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale,' together with
the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the country;
failing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed  by the Act , the Lease may
become cancelled.
M. HUME BLACK.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS  OF G. T.  BELL ,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBizE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  11TH SEPTEMBER, 1888,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
1
u
Lot. Name 01 Run. ,x,IP.1. Dese ription of  Boundaries.
Yearn.
BURKE DISTRICT
1 Wallangra 50 Commencing at the north -east  corner of the Coolatai Run at a blood- I
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LVIII in triangle on
north-west side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
along the south boundary of the Gragin Run ten miles to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over V in triangle on east side ;
thence on the east by a south line ten miles ; thence on the south
by a west line ten miles to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over LVI in triangle on south-east side, passing through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LVII in triangle ; and
thence on the west by a north line along the western boundary of I 1888.
the Coolootai Run ten miles to the point of commencement ... 16 1 July
NOTE.-The forfeited surveyed runs Gragin, Graman, Burburgate,
Gundemaine, Gunyerwaraldi, Galathera, Coolootai,  and Gournama,
adjoin this run.
973m
=a
O
1904.
30 June 0 15 25 0
114
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Lot. Nunn of Run.
no-
UNEXPIRED TSRMS  op LS,. s s OF SIIRVETBD  RUNS-Continued.
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BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
2 Begot No. 1 80 Commencing  at the north -west corner  of Gamma Run  at a post
marked broad- arrow over  G, and bounded thence on the west by a I
Inorth line  along part  of the  east  boundary of the  Beta  Run and the
east boundaries  of the  Zeta  and Worowna  Runs,  in all ten miles
and seventy -six chains ,  to a point three chains  west  of a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over  0 over CXXIV in triangle on south side,
passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXXVI in triangle  on west side and a  whitewood-tree marked
bro ad-arrow  over E over CXXXVII  in triangle  ; thence on the
north by an  east  li ne along part  of the south boundary of the
Nowraine  East Run, the south boundary of the  Boonal  Run, and part
of the south boundary of the Yetman Run,  in all  nine miles and
ten chains ,  cro ssing  Wowrowna Creek  to a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over E over  CXXII  in triangle ,  passing  through a bloodwood-
tree marked  broad-arrow over 0 over CXXV in triangle on south
side , a coolibah- tree marked bro ad-arrow over  E over CXX in triangle
on south side , and a box-tree  marked  broad-arrow over E over CXXI
in triangle on south side ;  thence on the east by a south line ten
miles and sixty chains to a point  two chains north of a scrub-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXV on south- east  side; and
thence on  the south  by a west line along part  of the north boundary
of the Gamma  Run, nine miles and ten  chains to the point  of com-  1888. 1904.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0
NOTE.-The  surveyed  runs Nowraine East,  Worowna ,  Zeta, Beta, and
Gamma ,  and the  forfeited surveyed runs St. Aubins No. 1, Yetman,
and Boonal ,  adjoin this run.
3 Boonal  ...  64 Commencing at the  north-east  corner of  the Nowraine  East Run at a
gum-tree marked  broad-arrow over 0 over CXIX in triangle on
north side, and bounded thence on the west by a south line along
the eastern boundary of that run twelve miles to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad- arrow  over tJ over CXXV in triangle on south side ;
thence on the south by an east line crossing Worona Creek and
passing through a coolibah- tree  marked broad-arrow over E oven
CXX in triangle, eightmiles to a point five chains west of a box-tree
marked broad- arrow  over E over CXXI in triangle on south side ;
thence on the east by a north line twelve  miles to  a gum-tree marked
broad- arrow over  0 over CXXI  in triangle  on south- west side ; and
thence on the north by a west line along parts of the south boun-
daries of  the Promised Land No. 9 and Nowraine North Runs,
passing th ro ugh a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXX
in triangle on south side, eight miles to the point of commencement 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 24 0
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Promised Land No. 9, Nowranie North,
Nowranie  East , and the forfeited surveyed runs Yetman and Begot
No. 1, adjoin this run.
4 Nara  ...  75 Commencing  on the right bank of the Clara River at a bloodwood-
tree  marked broad-arrow over C over 1 in triangle, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line four miles and forty chains ;
thence on the north by a west line about fifteen miles ; thence on the
west by a south line five miles and forty chains to the Clara River at a
point opposite a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 16
in triangle ; and thence on the south by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 18 15
NOTE. The forfeited surveyed Runs Nara No. 1 and Nara No. 2
adjoin this run.
5 Nara No .  1 76 Commencing  on the left bank of the Clara River at a point opposite a
bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over C over 1 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the east by a south  line five miles  and forty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line fifteen miles ; thence on the west
by a north line four miles and forty chains to the Clara River at a
bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over C over 16 in triangle ; and
thence on the north by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point  of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 18 15
NOTE.-The surveyed run Newwater, and the surveyed forfeited run
Nara No .  3, adjoin this run.
6 Nara  No. 2 75 Commencing on the right bank of the Clara River at a point opposite
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 16 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of the Nara Run four miles ; thence on the north by a
west  line fifteen miles ; thence on the west by a south line about one
mile and seventy- six chains  to the Clara River at a point twenty-four
chains east and about ten chains south from a bloodwood-tree
on opposite bank marked broad-arrow over C over 33 in triangle ;
and thence on the south by the right bank of that river upwards to
the point  of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 18 15
NOTE.-The surveyed forfeited  runs Nara  and Nara No. 4adjoin this run.
7 Edgeroy  ... 50 Commencing at the south- west corner  of the Gullengiitta Run at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over V1 in triangle on south-east
side , and bounded  thence on  the west by a south line along the west-
ern boundary  of Burburgate  Run ten miles  to a gum -tree marked
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Edgeroy- broad-arrow over Gover VIII in triangle on ast side, passing through
continued .  a tree marked broad-arrow over C over VII in triangle on north side
and crossing Big Creek ; thence on the south by an east line ten
miles to a point eleven chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XLVI in triangle, crossing Gunpowder
Creek ; thence on the east by a north line to the south- east  corner of
the Gullengutta Run, ten miles to a point bearing north 91 degrees
east and distant four miles and forty-six chains from a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over G over LI in triangle ; and thence on
the north by a west line along the south boundary of that run, cross-
ing Gunpowder Creek at a point about sixteen chains above the last- 1888. 1904.
mentioned tree, ten miles to the point of commencement ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0NOTE.-The surveyed runs Byron a d Blue Nobby, and the forfeited
surveyed runs Gundemaine, Burburgate, Graman, and Gullengutta,
adjoin this run.
8 Charnwood 25 Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory River at a point one mile
and thirteen chains west and about twenty chains south of a tree
marked broad-arrow over G over XXXIII in triangle on south-east
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north line four miles
and seventy-four chains ; thence on the north by an east line ten
miles ; thence on the east by a south line six miles and forty-eight
chains to the left bank of the Gregory River at a point sixteen chains
below a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over G over XXII in
triangle ; and thence on the south by the left bank of that river 1901.
upwards to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... 13 1 July 30 June  0 15 12 10
NOTE.-The surveyed run Herbert Vale No. 6, and the surveyed for-
feited run Highfields, adjoin this run.
9 Norwood ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of the Gregory River at the north-east
corner of the Ferney Run, being a point about sixteen chains below a
bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow over G over XXII in triangle,
and bounded thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Forney Run, three miles and thirty-two chains to a
stake thirty chains east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow
over 0 over CIII in triangle on east side ; thence on the south by
an east line three miles and sixty-eight chains to a point six chains
east of and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow
over 0 over CIV in triangle on west side ; thence on the south-east
by a north- east  line eight miles and fifty-six chains ; thence on the
east by a north line one mile and ten chains to the Gregory River at
a point sixteen chains above a gum-tree marked broad arrow over G
over VI in triangle ; and thence on the north and north-east by the
right bank of that river upwards to the point of commencement 13 1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
NOTE-The surveyed  runs  Goonooma, Margaret Vale, and Ferney, and
the forfeited surveyed run Quanta ,  adjoin this ran.
10 Highfields 25 Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory River at the south-east
corner  of Charnwood Run, being a point about sixteen chains below
a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow  over G over XXII in triangle,
and bounded thence on the  west  by a north line along the east
boundary of the Charwood Run and a prolongation, in all eight
miles forty -four chains  ;  thence on the north by an east line ten
miles  ;  thence on the east by a south line four miles and fifty chains
to the Gregory River at a point sixteen chains above a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over VII in triangle ; and thence on the
south and south-east by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
NOTE.-The forfeited surveyed runs Charnwood and Norwood adjoin
this run.
11 Gragin ... 531 Commencing at the north -east corner of Gournama Run at a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over C over LV in triangle on north side, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of Thornton  Vale  No. 2 Run ,  three miles and fifty-one
chains to a point nine chains north of a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over  C over LIII  in triangle on south side  ;  thence on the east
by a south li ne passing through that tree one mile to a gum-tree
marked broad-ar ro w over C over LIV in triangle on south-east side ;
thence again on the north by an east line six miles and twenty-nine
chains cro ssing  the Thornton  River to a gum -tree marked broad-
arro w over  10  over I in triangle on west side  ;  thence on the east by
a south line ten miles crossing Thornton River to a gum -tree marked
broad -arrow over  0 over  V in triangle on east side  ;  thence on the
south by a west line ten miles to a bloodwood -tree marked bro ad-
arro w  over C over LVIII  in triangle on north -west side  ;  and thence
on the  west by  a north line along the eastern boundary of the
Gournama Run, eleven miles to the  point  of commencement
NOTE.- The surveyed runs Thornton  Vale  No. 2 and Gournama, and
the forfeited surveyed runs Margaret  Vale No.  6, Graman ,  Burbur-
gate ,  Wallangra ,  and Coolootai ,  adjoin this run.
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BURKE DISTRICT-continued.
12 Graman  ... 50 Commencing at the north-east corner of the Gragin Run at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over I in triangle on west side, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line ten miles to a point six
chains east of and passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over IV in triangle on  east  side, passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over II in triangle on north-west side ;
thence on the east by a south line ten miles to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrcw over G over VI in triangle on south-west side ; thence
on the south by a west line ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over V in triangle on east side ; and thence on the
west by a north line along the eastern boundary of the Gragin Run 1*S88. 1904.
crossing Thornton River, ten miles to the point of commencement ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0
NOTE.-The forfeited surveyed runs Margaret Vale No. 6, Gragin,
Wallangra, Burburgate, Edgeroy, and Gullengutta adjoin this run.
13 Gullengutta 50 Commencing at the north- east  corner of Graman Run, being a point
six chains  east  of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over IV in
triangle on east side, and bounded thence on the north by an east
line ten miles, passing at two miles five chains through a tree marked
broad-arrow within triangle ; thence on the east by a south line ten
miles to a point bearing north 91 degrees east and distant four miles
and forty- six chains  from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over G
over LI in triangle ; thence on the south by a west line ten miles to
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over C over VI in triangle on south-
east side ; and thence on the west by a north line along the eastern
boundary of Graman Run, ten miles to the point of commencement 16 1 July 80 June 0 15 25 0
NOTE.-The forfeited surveyed  runs  Edgeroy, Burburgate, and
Graman adjoin this run.
14 Coolootai ... 50 Commencing at the south-west corner of the Gournama Run at a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over LXII in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of that run and crossing West Thornton Creek ten miles
to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LVIII in
triangle on north-west side ; thence on the east by a south line
ten miles to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LVI
in triangle on south-east side ; thence on the south by a west line
ten miles, crossing  West Thornton Creek to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over XXVI in triangle ; and thence on the west
by a north line along the  eastern  boundary of Promised Land
No. 7 Run, ten  miles  to the point of commencement... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Gournama, Promised Land No. 6, Pro-
mised Land No. 7, Promised Land No. 8, and the forfeited surveyed
runs  Galathera, Glunnyerwaraldi, Wallangra, and Gragin, adjoin
this run.
15 Galatherra 54 Commencing at the north-east corner of the Promised Land No 8 Run
at a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over H over XXVI in triangle on its
east side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the Coolootai Run ten miles , crossing  West Thornton
Creek to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LVI in
triangle on south-east side ; thence on the east by a south line eight
miles  and seventy chains to the north-west boundary of the Whitebait
Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXI in
triangle  on east  side ; thence on the south-east by a south-weterly
line along  part of the north-west boundary of that run three miles,
passing througha giddiab-tree marked broad-arrowover E over CXXX
in triangle to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXIX in
triangle on south side ; thence on the south by a west line seven miles
and sixty-nine chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over XXXII in triangle ; and thence on the west by a north line
along the eastern boundaries of Promised Land No. 10 and Promised
Land No. 8 Runs, passing through a gumtree marked broad-arrow
over H over XXXI in triangle, a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over XXX in triangle on east side, a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over XXIX in triangle on east side, a gum-treemarked broad-arrow
over H over XXVIII in triangle on west side, and a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over XXVII in triangle on west side, eleven miles
to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ...
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Whitebait, Chilton Downs, Promised Land
No. 10, Promised Land No. 7, and Promised Land No. 8, and the
forfeited surveyed runs Coolootai, Wallangra, and Gunyerwaraldi,
adjoin this run.
16 Burburgate 50 Commencing at the south-west corner of the G ramin  Run at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over V within triangle on east side, and
bounded thence on the north by an  east  line along the south boundary
of that run, ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad- arrow  over C over
VI within triangle on south-east side; thence on the  east  by a south
line ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over VIII
within triangle on east side, passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over C over VII within triangle on north side and crossing
Big Creek ; thence on the south by a west line ten miles, passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XLIX within
triangle  on north side ; and thence on the west bye, north line along
16 1 July 30 June 0 15  2618J9
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BURKE DISTRIOT- continued.
Burburgate -  the eastern boundary of Wa llangra Run, ten miles to the point of 1888. 1904.
continued .  commencement  ... ...  16 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0
NOTE.- The surveyed run Blue  Nobby, and  the forfeited surveyed
runs Gundemaine ,  Gunyerwaraldi ,  Wa llangra ,  Gragin, Graman,
Gu ll engutta ,  and Edgeroy ,  adjoin this run.
17 Gunyer -  48 Commencing at the north -east co rn er of Galathera Run at a blood-
waraldi wood-tree marked broad-arrow over  C over LVI  in triangle on south-
east side ,  and bounded thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of Wallangra Run, passing th ro ugh a gum-tree
marked bro ad -arro w over C over  LV1I in  triangle  ;  thence on the
east by a south line eight miles ten chains ; thence on the south by a
west  line along part of the north boundary of the Edinton Run, nin e
miles and forty chains to a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over E over
CXXXII in triangle on south side  ;  thence on the south -east by
a south-west line along part of the north-west boundary of the
Whitebait Run,  fifty -seven chains to a giddiah -tre e marked broad-
arrow over E over CXXXI in triangle on east side ;  and thence on
the west by a north line along the easte rn  boundary of the Galathera
Run, eight miles and seventy chains to the point of commencement 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 2311716
NoTx .- The surveyed run Whitebait ,  and the forfeited surveyed runs
Galathera ,  Coolootai ,  Wallangra ,  Burburgate ,  and Gundemaine,
adjoin this run.
18 Gundemaine 48 Commencing at the south -east corner of Burburgate Run at a gum-tree
marked broad-ar ro w over C over VIII in triangle on east side, and
bounded thence on the north by a west line along the south boundary
of that run ten m il es, passing through a gum tree marked broad-
arrow over C over XLIX in triangle on north side ; thence on the
west by a south line along the east boundary of the Gunyerwaraldi
Run, eight m il es and thirty chains to the north boundary of the
Edinton Run ; thence on the south by an east  li ne along part of that
boundary three miles  ;  thence on the west by a south line along part
of the east boundary of the same run one mile and fifty chains ;
thence on the south by an east  li ne seven m iles to a bloodwood-tree
marked bro ad -arrow over C over XII in triangle on north -west side;
and thence on the east by a north line cro ssing and recrossing
Gunpowder Creek, ten miles to point of commencement  ... ...  16 1 July 30 June 0 15 2311716
NOTE.-- The surveyed run Blue  Nobby,  and the forfeited surveyed runs
Gunyerwaraldi ,Wallangra, Burburgate, and Edgeroy, adjoin this run.
19 Yetman  ...  60 Commencing at the north -west corn er of the Boonal Run at a gum-tree
marked bro ad -arrow over 0 over CXXI in triangle on south-west
side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of the Promised Land No. 9 Run ,  eight miles to a
point forty -one chains west of a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over
H over LII in triangle  ;  then ce  on the east by a south line twelve
miles to a point eleven chains east of a whitewood -tree marked broad-
arrow over E over CXXIII in triangle  ;  thence on the south by a
west line passing th ro ugh said tree eight miles to the south-east
corner of the Boonal Run, being a point five chains west of and
passing through a box -tree marked broad -arrow over E over  CXXI
in triangle on south side ,  also passing through a gum -tree marked
bro ad-arrow over E over CXXII in triangle  ;  and thence on the west
by a north  line along the eastern boundary of that run twelve miles
to the point of commen cement  ... ... ...  16 1 July 30 June 0 15 24 0
NOTE.-The surveyed run Promised Land No. 9, and the forfeited
surveyed runs Tucka -Tucka ,  St. Aubins No. 1, Bagot No. 1, and
Boonal ,  adjoin this run.
20 Tucks  T ucka 60 Commencing at the north -east  corner of the Yetman Run, being a
point forty -one chains west of a gum -tree marked bro ad -arrow over
H over LII in triangle on east side ,  and bounded then ce  on the
north by an east  li ne passing through that tree along part of the
south boundary of the P ro mised Land No. 9 Run and the south
boundary of the P ro mised .  Land No. 3 Run, in all six miles and
eighteen chains to a point nine chains north of a cork -tree marked
broad -arrow over H over L in triangle ,  passing through a gum-t re e
marked broad -arrow over H over LI in triangle on east side  ;  thence
on the west by a north line along part of the east boundary of last-
named run two m il es to a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over H over
XXXIX in triangle on east side ; then ce  on the north by an east  line
along part of the south boundary of the P ro mised Land No. 10 Run,
one mile and forty -two chains to a point fourteen chains east of and
passing through a gum-tree marked b ro ad-ar row over H over LIII
in  triangle ;  thence on the  Past by a south  line fourteen miles to a
gum-tree marked broad -arro w over  E over CXXVI  in triangle on
south west side ; then ce  on the south by a west  li ne seven miles and
sixty chains to a point eleven chains east of a whitewood -tree marked
broad -arrow  over E over  CXXIII  in triangle ,  passing through a gam-
tree marked broad-ar ro w over E over  CXXV  in triangle on its
north side and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXIV  in triangle on west side ; and thence on the west by a no rt h
li ne along the east boundaryof Yetman Run, twelve miles to the point
of commencement ... . ...  16 1 July 30 June 0 15 24 Q
Nara .- The surveyed runs P ro mised  Land  No. 9 and Promised Land
No. 3, and the forfeited surveyed runs Gonerauaniwa,  Botterley, St.
dubiue No.  1, and Yetuian,  adjoin this run.
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21 Margaret 35 Commencing at the south-east corner of the Thornton Vale No. 2 Run,
Vale No. 6 being a point nine chains north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over LIII in triangle on north side, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the eastern boundary of that run and
part of the eastern boundary of the Thornton Vale No. 4 Run, in
all three miles and sixty chains, crossing the Thornton River forty
chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T over L in triangle
on north-east side ; thence on the north by an east line ten miles ;
thence on the east by a south line four miles and sixty chains to a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over II in triangle on north-
west side ; thence on the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of Gramin Run and one of the north boundaries of Gragin
Run, in all ten miles, to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over
LIV in triangle on south-east side, passing through a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over C over I in triangle on west side and crossing the
Thornton River at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T in
triangle ; and thence again on the west by a north line along one
of the east boundaries of the lastmentioned run one mile, passing
through the tree aforementioned marked broad-arrow over C over 1888. 1904.
LIII in triangle to the point of commencement ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 1111716NOTE.-The surveyed runs Thornton Vale No. 2and Thornton Vale
No. 4, and the forfeited surveyed runs G ragin, Gramin, and Seymour
No. 2, adjoin this run.
22 Gonerana - 52 Commencing at the north -east  corner of the Tucka Tucks Run, being
niwa  a point fourteen chains east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LIII in triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the
north by  an east line  along part of the south boundary of Promised
Land No. 10 Run, two miles and sixteen chains to a point one mile
and thirty-five chains west of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LIV in triangle on south-east side ; thence on the north-east
by a south-easterly line ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over CXXVIII on east side; thence on the south-east by a
south-west line along part of the north- east  boundary of the White-
bait Run, one mile fifty-three chains to a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over CXXIX in triangle on north-east side ; thence on
the north- east  by a south- east  line along the south-west boundary of
same  run three  miles  and forty chains to the north-west angle of
the Tommy Run, being a point about forty-four chains west of a
gum-tree ms)rked broad-arrow over E over X1 in triangle ; thence
again  on the south-east by a south-west line along part of the north-
west boundary of that run four miles and sixty-four chains to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXVTI in triangle on south-
east side ; thence on the south by a west line seven miles and seven
chains to a gum tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXVI in
triangle on south-west side ; and thence on the west by a north line
along  the eastern boundary of the Tucka Tucka Run, fourteen miles
to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 25(126
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Chilton Downs, Whitebait, and Tommy,
and the forfeited surveyed runs Betterley and Tucka Tucka, adjoin
this run.
23 Betterley ... 50 Commencing at the north- east  corner of the St. Aubins No. 1 Run at
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXIV in triangle on
west side,  and bounded thence on the north by an east  line along
part of the south boundary of the Tucka Tucks Run and the south
boundary of the Gonerananiwa Run, in all twelve miles and four-
teen chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXVII
in triangle on south- east side, crossing  Whistler's Creek and  passing
through  a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over E over CXXV in
triangle  on north side,  a gum  tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXVI in triangle on south-west side ; thence on the south-east
by a south-west line along part of the north-west boundary of the
Tommy Run, eight miles and twenty-four chains to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXII in triangle on south side ;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line along part of the
south-west boundary of the same run four miles and twenty-four
chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXI in
triangle  on south side ; thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of Delta Run, nine miles and twenty-
six chains  to a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXXIII in triangle on south-east side ; and thence on the west
by a north line along the eastern boundary of the St. Aubins No. 1
Run crossing  Whistler's Creek, nine miles and ten chains to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 19 15
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Tommy and Delta, and the forfeited
surveyed runs St. Aubins No. 1, Tucks Tucks, and Gonerananiwa,
adjoin this run.
24 St. Aubins 67 Commencing at the south-east corner of the Bagot No. 1 Run, being a
No. 1 point two chains north of a scrub-tree marked broad-arrow over E
over CXXXV in triangle on south-east side, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundary of that' run ten
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St. Aubins miles and sixty chains to a gum-tree  marked broad- arrow over E over
No.  1-con -  CXXII  in triangle on south side ; thence  on the north  by an east
tinted  line along parts  of the  south boundari's  of the  Yetman and Tuck s,
Tucka Runs ,  in all ten miles ,  to a giddiah -tree marked broad-arrow
over E over  CXXIV  in triangle on west side and passing through a
whitewood- tree marked broad-arrow over E over  CXXIII  in triangle
on east side ; thence on the east  by a south  line along the western
boundary of the Betterley  Run crossing  Whistler' s Creek ,  nine miles
and ten chains to a beefwood -tre e marked  broad- arrow over E over
CXXXIII in  triangle on south-east side  ;  thence on  the south by a
west  li ne along part of the north boundary  of the Delta  Run, four miles
and ten chains to a scrub -tree marked  broad- arrow over E over
CXXXIV in  triangle on south side  ;  thence again on the east by a
south  li ne along part of the west boundary  of that  run one mile and
twenty- nine chains to a post marked broad -arrow ; and thence again
on the south  by a west  line along  part of the north boundary of the
Gamma Run , five miles and seventy chains to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... .. ... ... .. .
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs Delta ,  Gamma ,  and the  forfeited  surveyed
runs Bagot No . 1, Yetman,  Tucks Tucka, and  Betterley,  adjoin this
run.
25 Quanta ... 281 Commencing at the  south-east corner of  the Norwood Run, being a
point six chains east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CIV in triangle on the  west  side, and bounded thence on the
south-west by a south- east line along  the north- east  boundary of the
Margaret Vale Run, six  miles  and forty chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over LXXXV in triangle on south-west
side ; thence on the south-east by a north- east  line eight miles and
fifty-six chains to a point one mile sixteen chains north- east and
twenty-three chains south-east from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over LXXXI in triangle ; thence on the north-east by
a north-west line six miles and forty chains, and thence on the north-
west by a south-west line along the south-east boundary of Norwood
Run, eight miles fifty-six chains to the point of commencement .
NoTn.-The surveyed  runs  Rocklands No. 6 and Margaret Vale, and
the forfeited surveyed run Norwood, adjoin this run.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT. -
26 Darkie ... 40 Commencing on the east boundary of Mayne Downs No. 2 Run at a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over D over S2 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along part of thatboundary five miles to a point three  chains  fifty-four links south of a
giddiah-tree marked broad- arro w  over D over R in triangle; thence
on the north by an  east line thirteen miles nineteen chains passing
through  a tree marked  broad-arrow  over Z in triangle and a
coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over D over J2  in triangle to a
point two chains  ten links east  of the  last -mentioned marked tree ;
thence  on the east  by a south  line five miles  to a point bearing north
323 degrees east and distant one chain  sixty links from a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arro w  over D over  82 in triangle  ; and thence on the
south by a west line thirteen  miles nineteen chains  to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Mayne Downs No. 4 and Jimboo No. 2,
and the forfeited surveyed  runs  Recovery, Vanguard, and Surprise
No. 2, adjoin this run.
27 Vanguard... 51 Commencing at the north-west corner of Darkie Run, being a point
three chains fifty-four links south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over D over R in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by
on east lice along part of the north boundary of that run ten miles
seventy chains to a point forty-five links south of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over R over V in triangle ; thence on the east by a north-
line ten miles one chain passing through the last-mentioned marked
tree to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over R in triangle ;
thence on the north by a west  line six  miles fifty-two chains eighty
links to the south-east boundary of Mayne Downs No. 2 Run at a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over R over C2 in triangle; thence
on the north-west by a south-west line along part of that boundary
four  miles  forty-four chains fifteen links to a point bearing north
225 degrees east and distant fifty links from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over R over MD over 2 in triangle ; thence on the north-
east by a north-west line along part of the south-west boundary of
the same run one mile thirty-two chains eighty links to a point fifty
links west of  a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over R over MD over
3 in triangle ; and thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of Mayne Downs No. 3 Run and part of the east boundary
of Mayne Downs No. 4 Run, in all seven miles sixty-three, chains
thirty links,  passing th ro ugh  a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 3 .4 in triangle  to the point of commencement ... ...
NoTE.-The surveyed runs Mayne Downs No. 4, Mayne Downs No.
Mayne  Downs  No. 2, and Chandos No. 2, and the forfeited surveyed
runs Recovery  and Darkie ,  adjoin  this run.
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT- continued.
28 Recovery ... 50 Commencing at the south- east corner  of Vanguard Run, being a point
forty-five links south of  a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over R over
V in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of Darkie Run and a continuation of the
same  line ,  in all  nine  miles seventy-nine chains,  passing  through a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over D over J2 in triangle to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over J2 in triangle ; thence
on the east by a north line along part of the west boundary of Eden
Valley Run, ten miles one chain to a mulgah-tree marked broad- arrow
over V over EV in triangle ; thence on the north by a west line nine
miles seventy-nine chains passing through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C2 over G in triangle and a tree marked broad-
arrow over J in triangle to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over R in triangle ; and thence on the west by a south line along
the east boundary of Vanguard Run, ten miles one chain to the point 1888. 1901.
of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 1 July 30 June 0 12 25 0
NOTR.-The surveyed runs Jimboo No. 2, Eden Valley, Gibson, and
Chandos No. 2, and the forfeited surveyed runs Vanguard and
Darkie, adjoin this run.
29 Carmarthen 100 Commencing at the east corner of Carmarthen Downs No.1 Run, being
DownsNo.2 a point bearing north 225 degrees  east  and distant nine chains from
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a north-west line along the
north-east boundary of that run ten miles, crossing Sylvester Creek
at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 121 in triangle,
to a point bearing north 291 degrees east and distant forty-five
chains from a tree marked broad-arrow over V over 122 in triangle ;
thence on the north-west by a north-east line ten miles to a point
twenty-eight chains south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 92 in triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line ten miles to a cairn ; and thence on the south-east by a south- 1900.
west line  ten miles to the point of commencement ... ... 12 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs Bengeaca  No. 3 and Bengeaca No. 4, and
the forfeited surveyed runs Carmarthen Downs No. 5, Carmarthen
Downs  No. 4, Carmarthen Downs No. 1, and Carmarthen Downs No.
3, adjoin  this run.
30 Carmarthen 40 Commencing on the north- west  boundary of Carmarthen Downs No 1
DownsNo.3 Run  at a post marked  broad-arrow over V over 153, and bounded
thence on the south- west  by a north-west line five miles to a point
twenty- six chains  south-west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 132 in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a
north- east line ten miles passing  through the aforementioned marked
tree to a point bearing north 204 degrees east and distant twenty-
four chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
125 in triangle  on its  east side ; thence on the north-east by a south-
east  line five miles to a point bearing north 203 degrees east and
distant fifty-one chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 123 in triangle ; and thence on the south-east by a
south-west line along  parts  of the north-west boundaries of Car-
marthen Downs No. 2 and Carmarthen Downs No. 1 Runs, in all ten
miles to  the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ...
Noss.-The surveyed  runs  Carmarthen Downs No. 6, Bengeaca
No. 1, and Bengeaca No. 3, and the forfeited surveyed runs Car-
marthen Downs No.2 and Carmarthen Downs No.1, adjoin this run.
31 Carmarthen 35 Commencing at the east  corner  of Carmarthen Downs No. 4 Run,
DownsNo.5 being a point nine chains south- west  of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 119 in triangle on its south-east side, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by a north-east line ten miles,
passing through the aforementioned marked tree to a point bearing
north 211 degrees  east  and distant thirty chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over V over 117 in triangle  on its west side ;
thence on the north- east  by a north-west line five miles to a cairn ;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line along the south-east
boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 2 Run ten  miles, passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120 in
triangle to a point nine chains south- west  of said tree ; and thence
on the south-west by a south-east line along the north-east boun-
dary of Carmarthen Downs No. 4 Run, five miles to the point of
commencement ... ... :.. ... ... ...
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Nobber, Bellevue No. 5, Bengeaca No. 4,
and the forfeited surveyed runs Carmarthen Downs Nos. 1, 2 and 4,
adjoin this run.
32 Culbuck ... 151  Commencing at the north corner of Pomeroy North Run at a post
marked broad-arrow over V over 157, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a south-west line along part of the north-west boundary
of that run three miles seventy-two chains to a cairn ; thence on the
west by a north line along the east boundaries of Cannock Chase No.
1 and Cannock Chase No. 2 Runs, in all seven miles forty chains,
passing through a cairn to a post marked broad-arrow over V over
12 1 July 30 June 0 10
1901.
13 1 July 30 June 0 10
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GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT- continued.
Culbuck- 150; thence on the north by an  east line  along part of the south
continued  boundary of Bengeaca No. 2 Run and the south boundary of
Bengeaca No. 1 Run, in all four miles eighteen chains, passing
through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 151 in
triangle to a point bearing north 225 degrees east and distant seventy
chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over V over 152
in triangle ; thence on the south-east by a south-west line along part
of the north-west boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 6 Run, four
miles thirty-six chains to a post marked broad-arrow over V over 158
in triangle ; and thence on the north-east by a south- east  line along
part of the south-west boundary of the  same run , two miles forty 1888. 1904.
chains to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 10NOTE.-The surveyed runs Carmarthen Downs No. 6, Pomeroy North,
Cannock Chase No. 1, Cannock Chase No.  3, Bengeaca  No. 2, and
Bengeaca  No. 1, adjoin this run.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OP THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN
THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
I
I' is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of "  The
Pastoral L eases  Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May, 1870, established under said Act , relating
to the sale by auction of Forfeited or Vacaied Run, the btitindaries of which have not been defined by  actual  survey, the
unexpired term of the Leases of Unstieveyed Runs of Croon lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by
forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered fbr Sale by Public Auction, at the Auctioh Rooms of C. T. Bell, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 11th September, 1888, at Eleven o'clodk A.in.
The unexpired Lease of each of the Puns will be only sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for
the correctness  of the area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The Government  reserve  the right  of increasing  the available  area  if it should be discovered after survey that the
estimate  set down opposite  each run is less than  the character of the country warrants. In the event of the  available area
being increased , the purchaser will be liable for the rent on account thereof during the period commencing from date of
unexpired tei'ttt of lease.
The upset price per  square mile  at *hich each Run will be offered is inserted opposite  to its name  in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated  anea in  each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the annual Rent for the
unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price  per square  mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual Rent to be
charged for the first four years of the renewed  lease , if granted after the expiration of the current lease, shall not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available  area, in the event of the Run not being appraised at a higher rental.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale.
The purchaser of the  remainder  of any of the leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the
country , failing in which, or not thereafter  maintaining  the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cance lled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far  as is known , may be obtained by application
at this  Department.
M. HUMS BLACK.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS of G. T. BELL, QUEEN STREET , BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY,  11TH SEPTEMBER, 1888,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Loth Name of Run.
1 Yarra No. 1 25
2 Yarra No. 2 25
3 Yarra No. 3 25
4 Yarra No. 4 25
6 Yarra No. 5 25
6 Yarra No. 6 25
7 Swan Vale 25
No. 1
Description of Boundaries.
COOK DISTRICT.
Commencing at a tree marked S on the south bank  of the  main branch
of the King or Lukin River west of a low-lying range, and running along
bank of said river west ten miles ; thence south five miles ; thence east
ten miles ; thence north five miles back to the point of commencement
Starting at the north-west corner of Yarra No. 1 Run ; thence running
down the main branch of the King or Lukin River about west ten miles ;
thence south five miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence north five miles
back to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ...
Starting at the north-west corner of Yarra No. 2 Run, and running down
the main branch of the King or Lukin River about ten miles west ;
thence south five miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence north five miles
back to point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ...
Starting at the south- east  corner of Yarra No. 1 Run ; thence running
five miles in about a southerly direction ; thence west ten miles ; thence
north five miles ; thence by the south boundary of Yarra No. 1, ten
miles back to point of commencement ... ... ... ... ...
Starting at the south-west corner of Yarra No. 4; thence running
about ten miles  west  ; thence north five miles ; thence  east ten miles
adjoining the southern boundary of Yarra No. 2; thence south five
miles and adjoining the boundary of Yarra No. 4 Run, back to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Starting  at a tree  marked S on the north bank of the main branch of the
Lukin River and immediately opposite the north-east corner of Yarra
No. 2 Run, and running thence north five miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence south five miles ; thence west ten miles back to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Commencing at a tree marked W on a small creek called Bostock's Creek
running into the Thomson River on the east side ; thence west four
miles ; thence south five miles ; thence east five miles ; thence north five
miles to Bostock's Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards one
mile to the point of commencement,-the said tree marked W being
•/abryout twenty miles from the junction of Bostock's Creek with the
Thomson  River .,, „ 9  to  ,.. ..f ..I .,0 ...
ma° o m
Unexpired e m N o o d
Term 30,go .S"
of Lease.
YOWL  1, a.
1888. 1906.
18 1 July 30 June 0 12
18 1 July 30 June 0 12
18 1 July 30  June 0 12
18 1 July 30 June 0 12
18 1 July 30  June 0 12
18 1 July 30 June 012
9
1897.3U JIA11e 1 o
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UN rRRD Tames of LEASES oir Um avsisn  Rents- continued.
Lot. Name of Bun.
8 Swan  Vale
No. 2
35
9 Swan Vale
No. 3
25
10 Swan Vale
No. 4
48
Description  of Boundaries.
11
c o 41Unexpired gTermOf Lease. gyp's'
MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
Commencing at a tree marked W described in the application for the
run called Swan Vale No. 1, and running thence west three and one-
half-miles ; thence north seven miles ; thence east about seven and one-
half miles ; thence south seven miles to Bostock's Creek ; thence down
that creek about four miles to the point of commencement
Commencing at the south-east corner of Swan Vale No. 2; thence north
two and one-half miles ; thence east five miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence west five miles ; thence north two and one-half miles to the
point of commencement ... ... ...
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Swan Vale No. 2 Run ; thence
east ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence west fourteen miles ;
thence north five miles along the eastern boundary of Swan Vale No.
1 Run to Bostock's Creek ; thence by Bostock's Creek upwards to
where that creek is intersected by the western boundary of Swan Vale
No. 3 Run ; thence south two and one-half miles along the western
boundary of Swan Vale No. 3 Run ; thence east five miles along the
southern boundary of Swan Vale No. 3 Run ; thence north five miles
along the eastern boundary of Swan Vale No. 3 Run ; thence west five
miles along the northern boundary of Swan Vale No. 3 Run ; thence
north two and one-half miles along the eastern boundary of Swan Vale
No. 2 Run to the point of commencement ... ... ... ...
11
Years. Z &
1888. 1897.
9 1 July 30 June 1 0
9 1 July 30 June 1 0
1898.
10 1 July  30 June 1 0
1906.
18 1 July 80 June 0 16
By Authority  : JAMES  C. BEAL,  Government Printer ,  William  street, Brisbeae.
Paddington 40
BURKE DISTRICT.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Morna Run ; thence  east about
nine miles  ;  thence south about eight miles to the north -east corner of
Galla Run ; thence  west along  the northern boundary  of said run
about  nine miles  ; thence north about eight  miles to  the point of com-
mencement  ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. F$ENC$, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
No. 700.
HE following appointments, promotions, resigT nations, transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date, where not stated
otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND ARTILLERY.
No. -, Driver F. Stokes, having re- oined the
Battery, is struck off the strength of the Permanent
Force Reserve from the 12th instant, inclusive.
IPSWICH FIELD BATTERY.
The resignation of Acting-Lieutenant C. A.
Morris has been accepted. 11th July, 1888.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
No. 104, Sapper S. Holloway, is transferred to
B " Company, Wide Bay and Burnett Regiment.
No. 177, Sapper L. C. Cusack, is granted six
months' leave of absence.
No. 103, Sapper Leslie,
No. 142, Sapper Milman,
No. 165, Sapper Dunning,
No. 181, Sapper McAuliffe, and
No. 197, Sapper Edwards,
are dismissed  for non- attendance . Regulation 204
to be complied with.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
"E" Compan .
The resignation under Regulation 204, of No.
106, Private E. Clutterbuck, is accepted.
No. 19, Lance-Corporal Davies, is dismised for
non-attendance  at drill. Regulation 204 to be
complied with.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"A " Company.
The resignation of Acting-Captain J. Wilson has
been accepted. 11th July, 1888.
"F" Company.
The resignation of Acting-Lieutenant D. H.
Brown has  been accepted. 11th July, 1888.
WOOLLOONGABBA CADET CORPS.
The resignations of Acting-Captain A. D. Sillars
and Acting-Lieutenant J. G. McDonald have been
accepted . 11th July, 1888.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
The resignation of No. 108, Private J. Wilson,
is accepted.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
No. 4, Private G. Wilson,
No. 34, Private J. Cowan,
No. 63, Private J. Dunn, and
No. 70, Private T. Fraser,
are dismissed for non-attendance. Regulation 204
to be complied with.
No. 701.
Txs formation of the Waterford Rifle Club and
the disbandment of the Woolloongabba Cadet Corps
were duly notified in the  Government Gazette  of
the 14th instant.
No. 702.
MAaoR C. H. Des Viceux, D.A.A.G., is deputed to
make the Annual Inspection of "E" Company,
Q.S.V.C., and of the Ipswich Railway  Rifle  Club, at
Ipswich, at 3'30 p.m. on Saturday the 4th August,
1888.
No. 703.
Tan Rifle Range at Toowong is placed at the
disposal of the Council of the Queensland Rifle
Association during the month of August next.
No. 704.
IT is notified, for general information, that the
Queensland Rifle Association will hold their
Annual Prize Meeting at Brisbane on 20th August
next and following days.
For further particulars application should be
made to the Secretary Q.R.A., Brisbane.
No. 705.
1. IT is notified ,  for general information, that a
Class of Instruction for Infantry ,  to last one month,
will probably be formed at Victoria  Barracks about
the end  of August . The exact date of the opening
of the Class and all particulars will  be published
hereafter.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Major,
Brigade Major.
116
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that, being about to
be absent from the Colony for a short period, His Excellency has,
under  and in pursuance of the provisions of Her Majesty's Royal Letters
Patent of the 13th of April, 1877, constituting the Office of Governor of the
Colony of Queensland, appointed, by an Instrument under his Hand and the
Great  Seal of  the Colony,
The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
and President of the Legislative Council of Queensland,
to be Deputy-Governor during his temporary absence from the Colony.
THOMAS MoILWRAITH.
117
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
His Exce llency the Governor has been pleased to direct the pub lication ,  for general information, of
the following Copy of a Commission under his Hand and the Great Seal of the Colony ,  appointing The
Honourable Sir Arthur Hunter Palmer ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St .  George ,  and President of the Legislative Council of Queensland ,  to be Deputy-Governor
during  Hie Excellency's absence  from the Colony.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
COPY OF COMMISSION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight GrandCross of the
A. MUSGRAVE,  Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and
w a
Governor.  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
To The Honourable Sir ABTav$  HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, and President of the Legislative Council of
'-'
:n
the Colony of Queensland.
•-+ Whereas by Her Majesty 's Royal Letters Patent, bearing date the 13th of April, 1877,
p o Her Majesty constituted ,  ordered, and declared ,  that there should be a Governor and Com-
o mander-m-Chief in and over the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies ,  with the powers
p, ;; and authorities in and by the said Letters Patent declared and conferred  : And by  the saidLetters Patent ,  after reciting that it might be necessary or expedient that the Governor of the
said Colony should absent himself occasionally from the Seat of Government ,  whereby the
°  w affairs of the said Colony might be exposed to detriment if there were no person on the spot
z 06 authorised to exercise the powers and authorities by the said Letters Patent granted to the said
a °° Governor, or some of them ,  Her Majesty authorised and empowered the said Governor in every
such case as occasion should require, by an Instrument under the Public Seal of the said
a , Colony, to constitute and appoint the Lieutenant-Governor for the time being of the said Colony,
44 or, if there should be no such Officer, then any other person, to be his Deputy in the said Colony0 durinv such temporary absence, and in that capacity to exercise ,  perform ,  and execute, for and
c on behalf of the said Governor ,  during such absence but no  longer, all  such powers and
authorities vested in t lie said Governor as should in and by such Instrument  be specified and
limited  but  no other :  And whereas I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVIa,  the Governor aforesaid, am
about to be absent from the said Colony, and I consider it expedient to appoint a Deputy to act
on my behalf, during my absence ,  for the purposes hereinafter specified : Now, therefore, I
Sir ANTHONY MUSG}RAVE, the Governor aforesaid , do hereby  appoint you ,  the said Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  the President of the Legislative  Council aforesaid, to be my Deputy in the
said Colony during such my temporary absence ,  and in that capacity ,  for me and on my behalf,
during such my absence ,  to exercise ,  perform, and execute all such powers and authorities vested
in me as such Governor as aforesaid as it may be necessary or expedient for the good govern-
ment of the said Colony to exercise ,  perform, or execute during such my absence.
Given under my Hand and the Great Seal of the Colony ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty -fourth day of July ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -eight.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILW RAITH.
By Authority  :  Jaxss a. Bn,  Government  Printer,  William  street ,  Brisbane.
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AMENDED NOTICE.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
DAVID LAHEY,
WILLIAM DOHERTY,
RICHARD MAYES, and
JAMES MURTHA
to be Trustees of the Reserve for School of Arts,
in the parish of Pimpama, in the room of Theodore
Lenneberg, James Warwick Drewe, Edward
Cockerill, and James Murray, who have left the
District.
M. HUME BLACK.
UU
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  25th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the  Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE
to be Warden at Warwick, under the provisions of
" The Gold Fields Act of  1874," also a Commis-
sioner under the provisions of  " The Mineral
Lands Act of  1882," in the room of Charles
Alexander John Woodcock, transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS RICHARD GERAGHTY
to be a Mining Surveyor for the Northern Gold
Fields.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
u IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
J. notified that he has been pleased to appoint
DAVID GRAHAM BROWNE, M.D.,
to be a Surgeon in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Acting-Captains-
PERCY RALPH RICARDO,
FRANCIS WALFORD MAWS, and
JAMES GEORGE DRAKE
to be Captains, and
Acting-Lieutenants-
ALFRED GEORGE BAILEY,
ROBERT MAR,
EDWIN CAVE OWEN, and
Jon N ALEXANDER FAIRLIE
to be Lieutenants, in the Defence Force. These
appointments to take effect from the 16th ultimo.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st  July,  1888.
L IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
i notified that he has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS JOSEPH BYRNES and
Acting-Lieutenants-
GEORGE GROSS,
ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM,
JAMES HARRISON BYRNE, and
ALEXANDER MCMORLAND
to be Lieutenants in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force. These appointments to take effect
from the 16th ultimo.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
Lieutenant  THOMAS TOMLINSON
to be a Captain, and
HERMAN BRICE FREDERICK BUNNY
to be a Lieutenant, in the Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to
be notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
Lieutenant CECIL WALLACE LAVERACK
to be a Captain in the Defence Force. This
appointment to take effect from the 16th ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it tobe notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
Lieutenant EDWARD ROBERT DRURY, C.M.G.,
to be Acting Commandant of the Queensland
Defence Force during the absence of the Com-
mandant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Honorary Commissioners for Queensland for the
purposes of the Melbourne International Centennial
Exhibition :-
Joux STEVENSON, Esquire, M.L.A.,
ISIDOR LISSNER, Esquire, M.L.A.,
RICHARD GARDINER CASEY, Esquire, M.L.A.,
HUGH MOSMAN, Esquire,
FREDERICK ARTHUR BRODIE, Fsquire,
STEWART WILLIAM HARTLEY, Esquire,
CHARLES CLAUDIUS CARTER, Esquire, and
WILLIAM LEVI DAVIES, Esquire.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name of
THEODOR LENNEBERG},
which was inadvertently omitted from the List of
Justices, notification of whose appointment appeared
in the  Gazette  of the 21st instant, be included
therein.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto direct that t e ame
EDMOND BOLAND
be substituted for Edward Boland, appearing in
the notification of the appointment of certain gentle-
men to be Justices of the Peace, published in the
Gazette  of the 21st instant.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th July, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of "  The Local Government Act
of  1878,"  been pleased to appoint
W. MCCALLUM PARK
to be a Councillor for the Shire of Ithaca.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAI).
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to make the following appointments in the
Colonial Secretary's Department :--
J. HAMILTON SCOTT
to be Police Magistrate at St. George, in the room
of H. T. Macfarlane, transferred ;
CHARLES A. M. MORRIS
to be Police Magistrate at Muttaburra, in the
room cf J. Hamilton Scott, transferred ;
HENRY T. MACFARLANE
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District
of Warwick, and a Member of the Committee of
Management of the Warwick Hospital, in the
room of C. A. J. Woodcock, transferred ;
J. VIVIAN WILLIAMS
to be Visiting Justice to H.M. Gaol, Ihgham, in
the room of C. E. de F. Pennefather, transferred ;
EDWARD WARD
to be a Police Magistrate for the Colony of Queens-
land, and Police Magistrate at Birdsville, in the
room of C. A. M. Morris, transferred;
HEWAN LESLIE ARCHDALL
to be First Deposition Clerk in the Metropolitan
Police Court, in the room of F. Marlow, transferred;
FREDERICK MORRIS
to be Second Deposition Clerk in the Metropolitan
Police Court, in the room of H. L. Archdall, pro-
moted ;
JOHN  SKENE  FALCONER
to be a Clerk in the Metropolitan Police Court ;
THOMAS MOWBRAY
to be Acting Registrar of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths, at Mackay, for the Registry District of
Mackay, during the absence of the Registrar ;
J. H. BURKE and WIFE
to be Superintendent and Matron, respectively, of
the Reception House at Townsville, in the room of
H. B. Mennis  and wife , dismissed ;
Sergeant  T. KINSELLA
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Jericho, in
the room of Senior-Constable Coyle, transferred ;
Constable P. CURTIN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Jundah ;
Sergeant  ARTHUR McDoNALD
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Birdsville.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the names
HARRY BAYNFS and
FRANCIS MACDONNELL
be substituted for Henry Baynes and Francis
McDonnell, respectively, appearing in the notifica-
tion of the appointment of certain gentlemen to be
Justices of the Peace, published in the  Gazette  of
the 21st instant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
A. J. MADDEN,
E. A. C. OLIVE, and
JOHN SULLIVAN,
to be  Sheep Directors  for the Sheep District of
Cook , in the room of B . T. Shields, A. Gray, and
E. B. Power.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
11 HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
JAMES BOOTH, L.R.C.P.,
of his appointment as Medical Officer at Thorn-
borough.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WOOMBYE
to he a place at which Registration Courts shall be
held for the Electoral District of Moreton for the
purposes of  " The Elections  Act of  1885," and to
assign to such Courts so much of the Police District
of Caboolture as is to the north of Mellum Creek
and Coocbin Creek below the confluence of Mellum
Creek ,  under the name of The Electoral Division
of Maroochy.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 26th July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of a State School at
CAIRNHILL.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.IT is hereby notified that
Christian Scheming
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Port Douglas ,  vice  Edwin
Wright,  resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.HH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that
JOHN COLLINS
be re-admitted into the service of the Department
of Public Instruction as a Teacher of Class III.,
Division 2, and appointed to the position of an
Assistant Teacher in the State School at Sugarloaf;
and that
WILLIAM THOMAS GRAY
be admitted into the. service as a Teacher of Class
III., Division 3, and appointed to the position of
Head Teacher of the State School at Cleveland
East.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Grammar Schools Act
of 1860," has been pleased to approve that
The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
K.C.M.G., M.L.C.,
His Honour Mr. JUSTICE MEIN,
HENRY PALMER ABBOTT, Esquire, and
JOHN ScoTT, Esquire,
be appointed Trustees of the Grammar School for
Girls at Brisbane ; and that
The Honourable Sir SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH,
K.C.M.G., Q.C., M.L.A.,
LEWIS ADOLPH us BERNAYS, Esquire, F.L.S , and
CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB, Esquire. Q.C,
be re-appointed Trustees of the Brisbane Girls'
Grammar School, upon the nomination of the
Subscribers thereto.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St.  Michael
A. H. PALMER,  and St . George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council ,  and Deputy-
Governor .  Governor of the Colony  of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
VHEREAS  by an Act of Council passed
in the second year of Her Majesty 's reign,
and numbered two, for regulating the Police in
certain towns in the Colony of New South Wales,
and for removing and preventing nuisances and
obstructions ,  and for the better alignment of
streets therein ,  it is amongst other things enacted
that whenever  the Governor,  or Acting Governor
for the time being ,  shall deem it expedient to
extend the said Act to any towns in the said Colony
in addition to those specially named therein ,  it shall
and may be lawful for the said Governor ,  or Acting
Governor for the time being ,  to declare the same by
Proclamation  : Now, therefore,  I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER  PALMER, the Deputy- Governor aforesaid,
in pursuance  of the  power and authority so vested in
me by the said recited  Act, do, by this my  Proclama-
tion ,  hereby declare that the provisions of the said
Act, as amended by a certain  other Act  of Council
passed in the eleventh year of Her Majesty 's reign,
and numbered  forty- four , and by  a certain other Act
of Council passed in the nineteenth year of Her
said Majesty 's reign ,  and numbered twenty-four,
shall be and are hereby extended to the Munici-
pality of South Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this tyre ty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAve THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Di3tinguishedOrder of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens.
land and its Dependencies.
(]T HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
11 11  first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to make provision, for Bank ti olidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Tuesday, the 14th proximo, being the
opening day of the Annual Exhibition of the
National Agricultural and Industrial Association,
to be a Public Holiday in Brisbane : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy-Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that TUESDAY, the 14th
proximo, shall, within the Town of Brisbane, be
observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty. seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Go]) Sava Eli  QHE.X !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Orderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed  in the forty-
1' first year  of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make  Payments and do other
acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted  that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time  to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Wednesday, the 1st proximo,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Meeting of the Rosewood Racing Club, to be a
Public Holiday in the Police District of Marburg,
Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Deputy-Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested  in me  by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that WEDNESDAY, the 1st proximo,
shall, within the Police District of Marburg, be
be observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my  Hand and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUINN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Orderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
r 1' year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and doother
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Wednesday, the 8th proximo,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Race Meeting of the RockhamptonTattersall's Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Rockham ton : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy-Governor  aforesaid , in virtue of the powers
vested  in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all
other powers  enabling me in  that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim , and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 8th proximo, shall, within
the Town of Rockhampton, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
night Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make  Payments and do
other  acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed ex-
pedient to proclaim Monday, the 6th proximo, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Race Meet-
ing of the Mount Albion Jockey Club, to he a Public
Holiday at Mount Albion : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Deputy-Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that MONDAY, the
6thproximo, shall, within the Town of Mount Albion,
be observed as a Public Holiday within  the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight;  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,Knight Commander of theMost
[L.s.] Distinguished Orderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
twovernor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-first year of Her Majesty' s re gn , intituled
",In  Act to make  provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make  Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the  advice  of the Executive
Council, from time to  time,  by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas  it is  deemed expedient
to proclaim Thursday, the 2nd proximo, being the
opening day of the Annual Exhibition of the
Northern Downs Pastoral and Agricultural Asso-
ciation , to be a Public Holiday in Dalby : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy-Governor  aforesaid ,  in virtue  of the powers
vested  in me  bythe above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
myy Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
THUXSD, .Y, the 92nd proximo, shall, within the
Town of Dalby, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the  meaning  of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GoD SAVE rya QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the MostDistinguished Orderof St.Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Friday, the 3rd proximo, being
the second day of the Annual Race Meeting of the
Wild River Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Herberton and Thornborough : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that FRIDAY, the 3rd proximo, shall, within the
Towns of Herberton and Thornborough, be observed
as a Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this -twenty-seventh day of
July, in  the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty eight,  and in the
fifty- second year  of ter Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Gon SAvv  Tara QI EN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGTIAVai,
Knight Grand Cross of  the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Mus13RAVB, chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign , intituled  " An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 8th proximo,
being the opening day of the Royal Agricultural
Society's Show, to be a Public Holidayin Toowoombi
and Drayton : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MuSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim, and declare that WEDNESDAY, the 8th
proximo, shall, within the Towns of Toowoomba
and Drayton, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eihty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of ter Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY HtSGRAV1r,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Or&ter of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ANTHONY
MusGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited :-
E.M.-4-7-88-A'.
a
y O +'
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
A.  R.  Y.
8t6 Samuel  Hull ... ... 360 0  0 Bundaberg
140 James  Mazlin  ... ...  159 3 0  Herberton
6791 William J. Waters ... 160 0  0 Ipswich.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty- second year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE-QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MtSGRAVR,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under, and situated in the Townsville Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Third day of September,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the annual rent and pur-
chasing price at which said lands may be selected
shall be 4d. and £1 5s. per acre respectively, and
that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person in the said District shall be as
fo ll ows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TUB QUEEN I
E.M.-11-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Stuart.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 109.
NoTE.- Subject to the payment of the value of improvement &
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
L8
A. MUSGRAVE,  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief
Governor .  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
I declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M.-4.7-88-D'.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH SELECTIONS  6678 AND 7366, IPswICH DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A. PUBLIC ROAD.
88.6474--D.B. County of Churchill, Parish of Townson.
Refer-
•nceNo.
1
Description of Road. No. ofPortion.
From Laidley Creek, near scuth-eastern 35
corner of portion 35, north-westerly
through that  portion again  to Laidley
Creek ,  widened at both ends for cro ss-
ing
No. of
Selection.
Land Agent's
District.
6678 Ipswich ,..
3 Through portion 40A, from  Laidley Creek 40A 7366 ditto ...
northerly to northern boundary
How Held. Reputed Owner. i Bearings.
Homestead ,  1876 George Thomas Bourne 291° 56'
Act 309° 1'
293° 43'
335° 201
311° 56'
344° 9'
366° 56'
280 0'3570 0'
ditto ... ... William  Francis  Mead 312° 57'
2970 27'
3560 7'
30 9'
4° 34'
13° 12'260 34'
Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
Ohs. links. Links. A.  R. F.
Remark!.
1 43 Irregular 3 2 0
2 88 ditto
7 14 100
4 49 100
5 89 100
3 32 100 NOTE.- These  ro ads  are  opened in lieu of the originally reser ed
8 10 100 roads th ro ugh these portions ,  which are hereby closed
0 70 irregular
0 40 ditto
1600 100 220
1 50
468
4 59
5 70
4 50
2 72
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government  House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-third day of July ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight hundred and  eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Commar d,
GOD SAYE THE QUEEr  ! M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
( N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
1 Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, byy and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in
the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
E.M.--11-7-88. GOD  SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish.
1 Brisbane ... Durundur ...
2 Ditto ... Mooloolah ...
3 Cairns ...  Smithfield ...
4 Gympie ... Brooloo ...
5 Ditto ...  Imbil ... ...
6 Ditto ... Kilkivan ...
7 Ipswich ... Whitestone ...
8 Mackay ... Hamilton ...
9 Ditto ... Eton ... ...
10 Nanango Kunioon ...
11 Port Douglas Salisbury ...
12 Ditto ...  ditto ...
13 Ditto ...  ditto ...
14 Ditto ... ditto
15 Roma ... Euthulla ...
16 Ditto .. ditto ...
17 Toowoomba East Prairie ...
18 Warwick .. South Toolburra
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection
or
Farm.
No. of
Portion. Area.
A.
142E I 24v 160
4436 136A 162
91 6v 148
31 11v 160
75 3v 160
1226 1226 160
6268 12 80
68 18v 150
76 944 160
41 21v 160
... 8v 62
... 9v 61
... 10v 60
11v 62...
371 371 160
372 372 160
217 1v 41
2291 2291 69
( balance)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety- seven  of  "The Crown hands Act of
1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described have
been temporarily reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of Townsville.
E.H.-4-7 -88-B•.
88-15466- Townsville.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PARK.
Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, p arish  of Coonambelah.
Area--8 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-east
side of Stuart street by the north-east side of Eyre
street, and bounded thence on the north-west by
Stuart street bearing 40 degrees eight chains and
fifty links ; on the north-east by the Recreation
Reserve of three acres proclaimed  Government
Gazette  1886, volume 1, folio 1044, bearing 130
R. P.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 00 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 00 0
0 0
0 0
019
M. HUME BLACK.
4. eo
A
Agricul-
tural Area.
S
Survey Fee.
r.
.0 a
Pa aC
x
Am
.  s.  d. s. d.  .e 8. Acres.
9 7 0 0 3
1
9 1,280
11 12 0 0 9 1 10 5  640
1319 7 0 9  1 10 3  640
8 3 6 0 3  1 0 1,280
911 6 0 3  1 0 1 1,280
8 8 6 0 9  1 10 1,280
9 8 3 0 3  1 0 2 1,280
8 15 3 0 6  10 1 1,2808130 0 6  10 p 1 1,280
10 2 4 0 8  1 5 1 1,280
13 19 6 1 0  2 0 ca 0 2 320
13 19 6 1 0  2 0 2 320
13 19 6 1 0  2 0 2 320
13 19 6 1 0 2 0 2 320
7170  0 6 1 0 6 1,280
7 17 0 0 6 1 0 n 6 1,280
4 15 0 1 6 3 0 1 1,280
7 7 6 0 3 1 0 J 1 1,280
degrees ten chains; on the south-east by Burke
street bearing 220 degrees eight chains and fifty
links ; and on the soutgrh-west by Eyre street bearing
310 degrees ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATERWORKS  STOREYARD.
Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area-1 rood 10 perches.
All that piece of land bounded on the north-east
by Cook street, on the south-west by Warburton
street , and on the north-west by Stuart  street.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR FIRE BRIGADE.
Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of  Coonambelah.
Area-1 rood.
All that piece of land bounded on the north-east
by Eyre street, on the south-west by Warburton
street,  and on the  north-west  by Kennedy  street.
Given under my  Hand and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYE THE QUEER I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The Crownl Lands Act of1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for thepurpose named with respect to Each.
k.M.-4-7-88-B'.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR POUND.
88-17944-8.G.
Barcaldine.
County of Rodney, parish of Barcaldine.
Area-1 acre.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of Yew street by the west side of Beech street, and
bounded thence on the east by Beech street bearing
177 degrees two chains and fifty links ; on the south
by a line bearing 267 degrees four chains ; on the
west by a line bearing 357 degrees two chains and
fifty links ; and on the north by Yew street bearing
87 degrees four chains to the point of  commencement.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
88-14281-c. Secy.
County of Aubigny, Parish of Drayton.
Area- 125 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 214 degrees 30
minutes and distant forty-two links from a stringy-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over P.R., and
bounded thence on the south-west by a road bearing
314 degrees 56 minutes fifteen chains and five and
six-tenths links; thence by  lines  bearing 43 degrees
54 minutes three chains and sixteen links, 333
degrees 13 minutes fourteen chains and twenty-five
links, and 333 degrees 40 minutes one chain and
twenty-two links ; on the north-west by a Rifle
Range bearing 69 degrees 36 minutes twenty-one
chains and eighty-three links and 339 degrees 36
minutes two chains ; thence by lines bearing 73
degrees  55 minutes  four chains and seventy-four
and a-half links, 40 degrees 55 minutes  seven chains
and thirty-two links, 86 degrees three chains and
sixteen links, north six chains and sixty-one links,
61 degrees 16 minutes seven chains and forty-one
links, 61 degrees one chain and fifty-four links, 99
degrees six  chains and thirty-two and eight-tenths
links, 101 degrees 30 minutes ninety links, 131
degrees ten chains and ninety-six links, 207 degrees
30 minutes five chains and ninety-three links, 264
degrees 10 minutes four chains and thirty-three and
a-half links, 187 degrees 30 minutes ei 11 t c' i- i n,
and sixty-four  and a-half links, 226 degrees 3u
minutes five  chains  and fifty links, 231 degrees five
chains and twenty-nine links, 237 degrees three
chains and twenty-three links, and 236 degrees 27
minutes  two chains ; thence by a water  reserve
bearing 277 degrees 16 minutes six chains and three
links, 187 degrees 16 minutes 30 seconds four chains
and seventy-seven links, and 97 degrees 16 minutes
four chains and twenty-three  and six -tenths links ;
and thence by a road bearing 224 degrees 58 minutes
twenty-four chains and eight  and a-half links to the
point of  commencement.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE STATION.
88-14961-C. Secy.
Miles.
County of Bulwer, parish of Dogwood.
Allotments 7, 8, 9, and 10 of section 8.
Area-1 acre.
Commencing at the north-west corner of allotment
5, and bounded thence on the north by Constance
street bearing west 200  links  ; on the west by allot-
ments 12 and 11 bearing south 500 links ; on the
south by Marian street bearing east 200 links ; and
on the east by allotments 6 and 5 bearing north 500
links to the point of commencement.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE STATION.
S.G.-87 -12356-P.L.
Cunningham.
County of Gladstone, parish of Cunningham.
Area--1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 333 degrees 55
minutes and distant  six chains  and ninety-six and
six-tenths links from the north corner of section
No. II, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
line bearing 71 degrees 50 minutes 150 links ; on
the north-east by  a line  bearing 341 degrees 50
minutes 200 links; on the north-west by a line
bearing 251 degrees 50 minutes 150 links ; and on the
south-west by  a line bearing  161 degrees 50 minutes
200 links to the point of commencement.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
88-16212-S.G.
88-17577-L.B.
Barron River.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 30th  October,
1885, which is hereby amended.)
County of Nares,  parish  of East  Barron.
Area-About  65 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Breene Creek
with the Barron River, and bounded  thence by the
Barron River downwards to the Herberton and
Cairns  road ;  thence  -by-that  road north -easterly to
the watershed between the Mulgrave and Barron
Rivers  ;  thence by that watershed and the water-
shed between the Johnstone and Barron Rivers
south -westerly to a point about one mile north-east
of its junction with the main coast range  ;  thence
by a line north- westerly to the head of Breene
Creek  ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement  ;- exclusive of surveyed
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenr -third day of
July, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and e1'ghty eight, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE Tiff' Quiiw I
P1(OCLAMATI O N.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSG(IAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[t.s.] Distinguished Order of St. MIi-
A. N1vsGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of section  ninety-five of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim  that the
land hereunder described  has been perraanently
reserved for the purpose named.
E.M.-4.7-88-B'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE POR  STATIC SCHOOL  PURPO81:s.
S.G.-85-14022-P.L.
North Maroochy.
County  of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
Area- 10 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner of  portion
110, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
road bearing 1.97 degrees  54 minutes seven chains
and ninety-one links,  239 degrees 19 minutes one
chain and ninety-three links, and 194  degrees 4
minutes one chain and sixty-eight links ; on the
south by a line bearing 268  degrees 19 minutes
seven chains and twenty-six links ; on the west by
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a line bearing 358 degrees 19 minutes ten chains
and two links; and on the north by portion 110
bearing 88 degrees 19 minutes twelve chains and
six links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and inthefifty-second year of Her Majsty's reign.
By Command,
M.  HUM E BLACK.
Gon SAVE THE QIrv.RV 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY ,NTVSGIUAVF,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the roads described hereunder shall
be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
S.Y.-23-3-88-E'.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mt'SGRAvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
A. M use eivn, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the unselected lots of land, being portions 147
and 148, in the parish of Dixon, in the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, opened to selection by
Proclamation dated the 8th December, 1887, shall
be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-II-7-88.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTIONS.
Two roads, resumed from Agricultural Farm 146,
Ipswich District. (Joseph Horsnall.)
1. Road one chain wide, from the north-eastern
corner of portion 6v, parish of Whitestone,
south-westerly to the reserved road through
that portion ;
2. Also, road of irregular width northerly along
Murdering Gully, from a point opposite the
north-western corner of portion 29v to the
crossing  of the reserved road through por-
tion 6v ;-
together containing two acres two roods, taken
from a reservation of four acres two roods for road
purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown  Lands  Act  of 1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Camping,
in the parish of Boyne, containing 3,000 acres,
established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 30th October, 1873, shall be and is
hereby cancelled.
Z.M.--4-7-88-x.
88-16891-LB.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
TOP S4VS THIS QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION OF ROAD, UNDER
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
N pursuance of the provisions of section 102 ofI " The Crown La ds Acts of 1884," it is hereby
notified that it is intended to resume for a Public
Road the lands described hereunder.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Strathdarr Run, Mitchell District.
From the Darr River north-westerly for about
sixteen miles to the west boundary of the  run near
its north-west corner.
Lessees--Tbe Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia, Limited.
2. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Evesham Run, Mitchell District.
From the east boundary of the run north-westerly
for about ten and a-quarter miles to the 43-mile
post where the new road joins the road from
Muttaburra to Winton.
Lessees-The Lansdowne Pastoral Company,
Limited.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  " The Crown  Lands Alien-
ation  Act  of 1876 "  who may desire to sur-
render their titles under  that Act,  any receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  are hereby  required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office  of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th May, 1888.
"THE CROWN LAYDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' CounTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of ]868"  and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb. March . April.
Allora * ... .. ...  I ... Wed. 28
Aramac  ... ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs, 2 Thurs. 1
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 15 Wed. 21
Barcaldinet  ... ... ...
Boenleigh  ... ,  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Blackall  ... N ed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs.26  1  Thurs.23 Thurs.22
Brisbane ... ...  Tues.  31  Tues. 7 Tues. 6
Bundaber „ ...  Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 10
Burketown ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
C.tirns ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Cardwell'  ...  Fri.  131  ... Fri. 9
Charleville  ...  Tues. 3 Mlon .  6  Mon.  5
Charters  'Powers Wed.  41 Wed. I Wed. 7
Clermont ... Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.29
Cooktowil  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Ounnamulla  ... Jion. 16 Mon .  20 Mon. 19
D•tlby ...  I  Fri. 27 Fri. 24 Fri. 23
Emerald * ...  1  -lion. 16 Mon. 20 Dlon. 19
Esk* ... ... Wed. 18 ... Wed. 21
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed.  I  Wed. 7
Geraldton  (Moo- Wed . 4 ' Wed.  I Wed. 7
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.26 Thurs . 23 Thurs.22
Goondiwindi ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Gvmpie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Herberton  ... Wed. 4  Wed. 1 Wed. 7
1111ghenden  ... Wed. 4 Wed.  1 Wed. 7
[.,ham ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Inglewood $ ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
[l)swich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri .  3  Fri.  2
Isisford  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8
Maryborou g h ... Fri .  20 Fri .  17 Fri. 16
Mitchellt  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Muttaburrat  ... ...  Thurs. 9 Thurs. I
Nanango ... Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Nebo (Mt. Britton )  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Nerang * ... ... ..  Thurs. 9 ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 13
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  5  1  Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs.  51  Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 91 Mon. 13 Mon. 12
Roma  ... ...  Wed.  Ili  Wed. 8 Wed. 14
St. George  ...  Tues .  17 Tues. 21 Tues. 20
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 ,  Wed. 1 Wed. 7
8pringsure ... Mon.  23'  Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs . 23 Thurs.29
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Taroom  .. ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Tennin g ering . I Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed. 7
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23 'Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Townsville  ...  Thurs.12 1 Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8
Warwick  .. ...  Tues . 24'  Tues. 28 Tues. 27
May. June. July. August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 27 Wed. 26
Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3 Wed. 20 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 ' Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 16 Wed. 20 !Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17
Tues. 12 Tues. 10 Tues. 7 Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13! Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Thurs. 28 Thurs. 26 Thurs. 23 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
ih .rs.26 1 Fri. 25 Thurs.21 Thurs. 26 Thurs .23 Thurs.27 Thurs. 25
Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues.  3 Tues.  7 Tues. 4 Tues. 2
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat.  9 I Sat . 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 8 Sat. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 11 ... Fri. 13 ... Fri. 14
Tues. 3 Mot-. 7 Mon. 4 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs.26 Thurs.31 Thurs.28 Thurs. 26 Thurs.30 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Fri. 27 Fri. 25 Fri. 29 Fri. 27 Fri. 24 Fri. 28 Fri. 26
Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 1S Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Wed. 16 ... Wed. 18 ... Wed. 19
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Thurs. 5
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 12
Tuea. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Thurs 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs.12
Tues. 24
Fri. 25 Thurs.28 Thurs 26
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed.  2 Wed.  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 25
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 4 Fri. 1 1 Fri. 6
Wed. 9 Fri. S Fri. 6
Tnurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs.12
Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 1 Fri. 13
Thurs. 3 Sat. 16: Sat. 14
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 I Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed.  6 Wed. 4
Thurs.14 ...
Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Moil. 14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 , Wed. 11
Tues. 15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 2 Wed. 6, Wed. 4
Mon. 28  Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs.31 Thurs.28 Thurs. 26
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 2n Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs.12
1 Tues. 29 Tues. 28 Tues. 24
Thurs. 23
Fri. ] 0
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs.30
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Thurs. 9
Tues. 28
Wed. 19
Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Tues. 6 Tues. 11
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Thurs.22 Thurs. 27
Thurs. 22 Thurs. 27
Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Sat. 10 ...
Mon. 5 Mon. 3
H ed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 21
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs 22
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
'rhurs.13 Thurs. 11 Thurs. 8
Fri. 21 Fri. 19 Fri. 16
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10
Sat. 15 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Thurs.11 ...
Tues. 11 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Tues. 18 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 24 Mon. 22 Mon. 26
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 24  Mon. 22 Mon. 19
Thurs.13 Thurs.11 Thurs. 8
Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues. 20
Thurs. 27
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Thurs. 27
Wed. 12
Fn. 7
M. 7
Thurs. 13
Fri. 21
Fri. 14
Sat. 15
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Thurs. 13
Tues. 11
Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6
Tues. 11
It' ed. 12
Tues. 1S
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Fri. 14
Thurs. 27
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Mon. 17
Thurs. 13
Tues. 18
* The Courts  marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for  receiving applications, &c.
$ Court to be  held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on a  holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
M. HUME BLACK.
Area in
Names of  Lessees  and Licensees .  Name of Run. District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
The Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia
Joseph Sutherland ... ...
Ditto ...
William James Forrester, Henry
Newcomen, and William Holland
Ditto ... ... ... ...
James Rolfe ... .. ...
.Henry N ewcomen and William
James Forrester
Ditto ... , . ,
Ditto
The Corporation of the Australian
Joint Stock Bank
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
James McCormack ...
The Australian and New ' Zealand
Mortgage Company, Limited
Ditto  ...  ... ...
Bank of New South Wales ...
Ditto  ...  ... ... ...
John Muirhead ... ...
William James Forrester, Henry
Newcomen,William Holland, and
Robert Lismore Moore
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ...  ... ... ...
Jose h North ... ... ...Ditto .. ...
William Kilgour and Eric Henry
Mackay
Ditto ... ... ...
Richard Masters ... ... ...
Crofton Moat ... ... ...
Eric Henry Mackay ... ...
Ditto  ...
The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
William Kilgour and Eric Henry
Mackay
Ditto ... ... ...
Albrecht  Feez ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
John Ahern ... ... ...
George Porter ... ...
William  Springer
Ditto ... ... ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and  77  of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884." 0  B.  DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the  western side of  the Thomson River,
from  Arrilalah to Windorah.
£ s. d.
Spring Lawn  ... ...  South  K ennedy  ...  25 6 5 0
Tooloongra No. 1 ... [ ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Tooloongra No. 2 ... ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Charlemont  ... ...  ditto ...  ...  424 10 13 9
Charlemont No. 1 ... ditto  ... ...  342 8 12 6
Eppin  ... ...  ditto ... . .. 752 18 17 6
Hobartvi ll e No. 5 ... ditto  ... ...  76:t 19 3 9
Salt Bush  ... ...  ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Salt Bush No. 2 ... ... ditto ...  ...  414 10 8 9
Rosherville ... ... ditto ... ... 121 30 5 0
Roshervi ll e No. 2 ... ditto  ... ...  100 25 0 0
Beresford ... .. ...  ditto ...  ...  15 3 15 0
Beresford  No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 64 16 0 0
Donnybrook  ... ...  ditto ... ... 624 15 13 9
Cumberland No. 1 ... ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Cumberland No. 2 .. ditto
Cumberland No. 1 West ditto
Cumberland No. 2 West ditto
Lestree Hill No. 7 ... ditto
Belmont No. 1 ... ... ditto
242 6 2 6
464 11 13 9
154 3 18 9
542 13 12 6
64 16 0 0
Richmond No. 1... ... ditto
Richmond No. 2... ... ditto
Mount Gregory... ... ditto
Mount Gregory No. 2 ... ditto
Kings Lynn ... ... ditto
Cloisters .. ... ... ditto
Springvale  ... ... dittoTrelawney No. 1 ... ditto
Soudan  ... ... ... ditto
Khartoum ... ... ditto
Texas  No. 2 ... ... Mitchell
Good Hope No. 1 ... ditto ...
Good Hope No. 2 ... ditto
Garfield ... ... ... ditto
Grant ... ... ditto
Hollywood ... ... ditto
Springton  ... dittoLisnafunshion No. 1 ... ditto
Lisnafunshion  No. 2 ... ditto
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
482 12 2 6
562 14 2 6
781 19 11 3
494 12 6 3
48 12 0 0
91; 22 16 3
... 25 6 5 0
... 110 27 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
282 7 2 6
684 17 1 3
612 15 7 6
15 3 15 0
35 8 15 0
24 6 0 0
934 23 7 6
48 12 0 0
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to  the Secretary for Public  Lands, within
sixty  (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th May, 1888.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869,"
connected  with  Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitche ll,  will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN,
952
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, Sth June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
t T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 'have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1 A. M. Mac- The  road separating Herberton
Ilwaine portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant The road separating ditto
portions 11 and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac- The road separating ditto
Dwaine  portions  10 and 9rom
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The road separating Gatton
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
5 C.W. Clarke Part of the road sepa -  Tenthill
rating portion 3 from
portion 4 ,  from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 north -westerly
to the reserved road
6 Margaret  The road separating Tambo
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
7 Adam Bar- The  ro ad separating
*8
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James R. The reserved road
Atkinson ,  through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
ri ke Beu-
tel, widow
Coochin ...
Tarampa...
I
A. E. V.
0 3 11
1 2 3
1 223
6 2 15
3 330
19 0 0
About
7 0 0
4 0 0
* NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
Ir is hereby notified for  general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at  this Office;
at the Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HOME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
1 The Ellens -  The road separating por- Eedcli ffe 10 3 30
ville Land tion  100, parish of Bur-
Company pengary ,  from portions
510 and 520 ,  parish of
Redcliffe
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ro ads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100,
be ing the continuation
of the last-mentioned
ro ad
gary
3 A. F. Luya The reserved road through Como  ...  26 0 0
portion 1079
NOTE.-The  closure of these roads is proposed  to be carriedLout
in connection  with the  opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July. 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
 application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Toowoomba; Police Office, Pittsworth; and
Post Office, North Branch.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. It. P.
1 Lawrence The road separating North 6 2 20
Thise portion 6v from por-  Branch
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes  ...  The road separating ditto 6 0 20
portion 8v from por-
tion 3742
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under  the eighty- ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Police ,  and Post Offices ,  Port Douglas.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . situation.
- S.D. Johnston The road separating por-
tion 198 fro m portions
206 and 1
Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
Victory ...  12 0 0
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rim, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Boondoon, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Boondoon, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS James Francis Cudmore and Daniel
Cudmore, the pastoral tenants of the consolidated
run known as Boondoon, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queensland,
comprisinz the conterminous runs known as Cubra-
thulla, Cubrathulla A orth, Boondoon, Brigalow,
Young, Stannum, Kaloola, Levuka, Yammagingin,
Cuckoo, Wellclose, Rockwell, and Mantony, have
iven notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the sixth day of July, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run
to be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by
the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Boondoon, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
178;  square miles.
Commencing at point one mile south of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over M1 in triangle, and
bounded thence by a north line passing through the
said tree and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over I in triangle nine miles twenty-two
chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
S in triangle ; thence by an east line one mile
twenty-four chains to a boree-tree marked broad-
arrow over C in triangle ; thence by a north line
crossing Koolibah Creek two miles to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over LY in triangle ;
thence by a west line crossing the last-named creek
and passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over III in triangle, also crossing a
bend of  Pleasant  Creek thirteen miles to a point
one chain  west of a boree-tree marked broad-arrow
over L in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
216 degrees  east crossing  Wellclose Creek at a
coolibah-tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow
over YL in  triangle  eleven miles twenty chains to
a point thirty  links  south-east of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad- arrow  over L in triangle ; thence by
a west line forty chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over K1 in triangle ; thence
by a line bearing north 204 degrees east passing
through  a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over Y
in triangle about two  miles  twenty-six chains to a
point west of starting point; and thence by an east
line passing  one mile  south of the last-mentioned
tree,  also passing  one mile south of a mulgah-tree
marked broad- arrow over  R over 4 in triangle and
of a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over 2XX
in triangle, about  nineteen  miles sixty-three chains
to the  point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
3744  square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile south of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over M1 in triangle, and
bounded thence by a south line three miles sixteen
chains to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
MN in triangle ; thence by a west line one mile
thirty-two chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over CN over 1 intriangle; thence by a south line five
miles to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
C2 in triangle ; thence by a west line two miles
sixty-four chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over E in triangle ; thence by a south line eight
miles sixty-four chains to a post marked broad-
arrow ; thence by a west line six miles seventy
chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over L in
triangle ; thence by a south line forty chains to a
point fifty links north of a brigalow-tree marked
broad-arrow over E in triangle; thence by a west
line passing through a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over Y in triangle seventeen miles seventeen
chains to a point eighty-eight links east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over F in triangle; thence by a
north line two miles sixty chains to a stake bearing
north 245 degrees  east  and distant three chains
from an ash-tree marked broad- arrow  over B in
triangle; thence by an  east  line one mile thirty-six
chains to a stake bearing north 115 degrees east and
distant one chain sixty links from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B1 in triangle ; thence by
a north line two miles seventy- six chains  to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over  B2 in triangle ;
thence by 'an  east  line one mile thirty chains to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over S in triangle ;
thence by an north line two miles sixty-eight chains
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over  S in triangle;
thence by an east line one mile fifty-eight chains
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow overK in triangle;
thence by a line bearing north 24 degrees east
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over K -in triangle about eight miles seventy-
four chains to a point west of starting point and
bearing north 204 degrees east and distant about
one mile eight chains from a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y in triangle; and thence by an
east  line passing one mile south of the said tree,
also passing one mile south of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over 4 in triangle and
of a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over 2XX
in triangle, about nineteen miles sixty-three chains
to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
fourth day of July, A.D. 1888.
[z s E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
INTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Blackall, Bowen, Bunda-
borg, Clermont, Dalby. Gayndah, Gladstone,
Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hughenden, Inglewood,
Mackay, Maryborough, N anango, Rockhampton,
Roma, Stanthorpe, Surat, and Townsville, showing
all land  open for selection, both as Agricultural
and Grazing Farms, are now ready for public
exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane Lands
Office.
IV laps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office  in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts ,  have been surveyed ,  and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections ,  in writing ,  to this Depart-
ment, before the 28th October, 1888.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application
at this Department.
• M. HUME BLACK.
twenty chains, to a point fifty-three chains west of an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over C within triangle ;
thence on the west by a northerly line about six miles and
eight chains to a point east of and about two miles fifty-
eight chains from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over 3-4 within triangle on south side ; thence on the
south by a west line to the north-east corner of Charlie's
Creek No. 3 Run and a continuation, in all four miles and
twenty-five chains passing through that tree ; thence again
on the west by a north line along part of the east boundary
of the Edies Creek No. 3 Run about one mile and fifty-six
chains to the south-west corner of the Tooloongra No. 1
Run ; and thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of that run crossing Dunda Creek nine
miles and fifty-four chains to the point of commencement
Name of Run-Charlemont.
Claimants of Lease- William James Forrester,
Henry Newcomen, and William Holland.
Estimated Area-
Available
Unavailable ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Spring Lawn.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation  of the Bank
of Australasia.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Blue
Mountain Peak No. 2 Run, being a point one chain east
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over BMP
over 2 within triangle on its west side, and bounded thence
on the north by a west line along part of the south boun-
dary of the Recruit Run and a prolongation thereof, in all
two miles and forty chains, to a point twenty-four chains
west of and passing through a yellow-jacket-tree marked
broad-arrow over R within triangle on north side ; thence
on the west by a south line ten miles to a point one chain
east of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A within
triangle on west side ; thence on the south by an east line
along part of the north boundary of the Upper Banchory
Run and part of the north boundary of the Banchory
Run, in all two miles and forty chains, to a point two
chains west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over BMP
over 2 within triangle on north side ; and thence on the
east by a north line along the west boundary of the Blue
Mountain Peak No. 2 Run ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Tuoloongra No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Sutherland.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Edies Creek
No. 3 Run, being a point on the south boundary of the
Dunrobin Run one chain south and thirty-two chains
east from a box-tree marked bread-arrow over D within
triangle on south-east side, and bounded thence on the
north by an east line along part of the south boundary of
that run and part of the south boundary of the Dunrobin
No. 2 Run, in all nine miles and fifty-four chains, crossing
Dunda Creek and passing through a point thirteen chains
north of a tree marked broad-arrow over D over XLVI
within triangle to a point one chain east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over 1 ; thence on the east by a south
line five miles and thirteen chains passing through a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over R within triangle on
south side; thence on the south by a west line about nine
miles and fifty-four chains to a point one mile and forty-
four chains north of a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow-
over T1 within triangle crossing Dunda Creek and passing
through a point thirty-one chains north of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over 3 within triangle on west
side ; and thence on the west by a north line along the east
boundary of Edies Creek No. 3 Run five miles and thir-
teen chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Tooloongra No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Sutherland.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Tooloongra
No. 1 Run, being a point about three miles and six chains
east and thirty-one chains north of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 3 within triangle, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line about eight miles and
seven chains to an iron bark -tree marked broad-arrow over
L2 within triangle ; thence on the south by a west line to
the north-east corner of the resumed portion of the Stras-
burg Consolidation and a c, intinuation along part of the
north boundary of that consolidation, in all five miles and
Total ...
30 square miles.
12; „
... 42; „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Surbiton No.
7 West Run, being a point sixty-four chains west and ten
chains south from a tree on left bank of Sandy Creek
marked broad-arrow over L over V within triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundary of Lagoonville No. 1 Run to a point
ten chains east from a blackbutt-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over L2 within triangle on north-west side ; thence
on the west by a north line six miles and fifteen chains to
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C within triangle on
north side ; thence on the north by an east line six miles
and seventy-one chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C1 within triangle passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over CT within triangle ; and thence on the
east by a south line along part of the west boundary of
Surbiton No. 7 West Run six miles and fifteen chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlenont No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-William James Forrester,
Henry Newcomen, and William Holland.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 9f „
Total ... ... 34J ,
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Charle-
mont Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over Cl
within triangle on west side, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along parts of the western boundaries
of Surbiton No. 7 West and Surbiton No. 8 West Runs to
a point four chains south of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over Bl within triangle on south-east side, passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over S
within triangle on south side ; thence on the north by a
west line six miles and seventy-one chains to a point two
chains north of a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-arrow
over Cl within triangle ; thence on the west by a south
line passing through that tree five miles to a guru-tree
marked broad-arrow over C within triangle on north side,
passing through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of Charlemont Run passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over CT within
triangle on north side six miles and seventy-one chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Eppin.
Claimant Af Lease-James Rolfe.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 46 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 29J „
Total ... ... 75a
Commencin gg  at one of the south -east corners of the
Apsley No. 2 Run,  being a point ten chains south of a box-
tree  marked  broad-arrow over A2 over E within triangle
on east side, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along one of the eastern boundaries of that run five
miles and forty -eight chains to a point twelve chains south
and two chains east of a guru-tree marked broad-arrow
over A2 within triangle on north side  ;  thence on the
north by an east line along one of the south boundaries of
the same run one mile seventy -two chains to a point nine
chains south and three chains east of a box -tree marked
broad- arrow over A2 within triangle on south  side;
thence again on the west by a north line along one of the
eastern boundaries of the aforementioned run four miles
and forty -two chains to a point one chain south and seven
chains east of a giddiah -tree marked broad -arrow over A2
within triangle on north -east side  ;  thence again on the
north by  an east line  along  one of the south boundaries of
the Apsley No. 3 Run two  miles and nine chains to a
point five chains  east  of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over  A3 within  triangle on east side  ;  thence again on the
west by a north line along one of the easte rn  boundaries
of the same run five miles to a point nine chains west of a
coolibah -tree  marked broad- arrow over E within triangle ;
thence again on the  north by  au east line along one of the
southbuundaries of the abovenamed run and a prolongation
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of same, in  all two miles and seventy chains, to a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over E within triangle, passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over K over A3
within triangle ; thence on the east by a south line fifteen
miles and ten chains to a point three chains north and
eleven chains west from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over E within triangle on north-west side ; and
thence on the south by a west line six miles and seventy-
one chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hobartville No. 5.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Newcomen and,William
James Forrester.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 47 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 2934 „
Total ... ... i 6 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Hobart-
ville No. 3 Run, being a point one chain north and two
chains west  of a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-arrow
over H3 within triangle on north side, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line along one of the west boun-
daries of that run nine miles and forty-nine chains to a
point thirty chains north and thirty-nine chains east of
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G within
triangle on east side; thence on the south by a west line
along  parts of the north boundary of the Burgoyne Hold-
ing and resumed portion of the Burgoyne Consolidation,
in all eight miles, to a point thirty-three chains south and
thirty-two chains west of a lancewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over S within triangle on east side ; thence on the
west  by a north line nine miles and forty-nine chains to a
point seventy-three chains south and thirty-two chains
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over 1
within triangle ; and thence on the north by an east line
to the south-west corner of the Lagoonville No. 2 Run
and a  continuation along the south boundary of that run
passing through a lancewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over L2 within triangle, in all eight miles, to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Saltbush.
Claimantsof Lease-Henry Newcomen and William
James Forrester.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 20 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the south -west corner of Lagoonville
No. 2 Run at a lancewood -tree marked broad -arrow over
L2 within triangle on south -west side ,  and bounded thence
on the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of Hobartvi lle No. 5 Run five miles to a point
seventy-three chains south and thirty -two chains west
from an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over 1 within
triangle ; thence on the east by a north line ten miles to a
point fifty-nine chains south of a yellow -jacket-tree marked
broad-arrow over S within triangle on north side ; thence
on the north by an east line five miles to an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over L2 within triangle on north side ;
and thence on the east by a south tine along the west
boundary of Lagoonville No. 2 Run passing through a gum-
tree marked broad -arrow over S and a yellow -jacket-tree
marked broad -arrow over H within triangle ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Saltbush No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Newcomen and William
James Forrester.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  26 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 151 „
Total  ... ... 411
Commencing at the north-west corn er of the Hobart-
ville No. 5 Run, being a point seventy -three chains south
and thirty -two chains west from an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow over 1 within triangle ,  and bounded thence
on the east by a south line along the western boundary of
that run nine miles and forty -nine chains to a point  thirty-
three chains south and thirty -two chains west of a lance-
wood -tree marked broad-arrow over S within triangle on
east side ;  thence on the south by a west line along part
of the resumed portions of the Burgoyne and Edwinstowe
Consolidations three miles and sixty -nine chains to a
point two chains west and thirty -two chains south of a
box-tree marked broad -arrow over E5 within triangle on
south side  ;  thence on the west by a north line along one
of the eastern boundaries of the Edwinstowe Holding  five
miles to a point one chain east and twenty -four chains
south of an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over E
within triangle on north side ; thence again on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of that
holding one mile and eleven chains to a point twenty-seven
chains west and twenty -four chains south of an ironbark-
tree marked broad -arrow within triangle on west side ;
thence again on the west by a north line four miles and
forty-one chains to a point thirty -four chains north and
twenty- six chains west of an ironbark -tree marked broad-
arrow over S within triangle  ;  and thence on the  north by
an east line  five miles to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Roslierville.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation of the
Australian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 69 square miles.
Unavailable ...  - 52
Total ... ... 121 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Bowlee No. 2
Run, being a point one chain west from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B2 within triangle on south
side, and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along part of the east boundary of that run four miles
and eighteen chains to a point sixty-two chains south of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over R within
triangle on west side ; thence on the north by a west line
about ten miles and seventy-six chains to a point on the
eastern boundary of the Eppin Run eleven chains south
and two chains west of a blackbutt-tree narked broad-
arrow within triangle on north-west side ; thence on the
west by a south line along part of that boundary five miles
and fifty-seven chains to a point three chains north and
eleven chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad.
arrow over E within triangle on north-west side ; thence
again on north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the same run two miles and sixty-three chains
to a point twelve chains south and one chain west of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over LH6 within triangle on
south side ; thence again on the west by a south line three
miles and forty-one chains to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over R within triangle ; thence on the south
by an east line fifteen miles and fifty chains to a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over R over B within triangle
on the west side passing through a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over B within triangle on south side ; thence
again on the east by a north line along part of the
western boundary of Bowlee No. 1 Run five miles to a
point two chains west of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over B1 within triangle passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over 1 within triangle and a black-
butt-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle on north
side ; and thence again on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Bowlee No. 2 Run two
miles and two chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rosherville No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation of the Aus-
tralian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 40 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Rosherville
Run, being a point forty-one chains north of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow within triangle on west side and
sixty-two chains south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over R within triangle on south side, and bounded
thence on the west by a north line  passing  through the
last-mentioned  tree along  part of the western boundary of
Bowlee No. 2 Run five miles and sixty-two chains to a
point one chain south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B2 within triangle on east side ; thence on the north
by a west line along part of the south boundary of Bowlee
No. 3 Run sixty- five chains  to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over B3 within triangle on north side ; thence
again on the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of the same run three miles and fifty-one chains
to a point eighteen chains north and five chains  west of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow of L within triangle on east
side ; thence again on the north by a west  line ten miles
and eleven chains to a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow
over E within  triangle  on south side ; thence on the west
by a south  line along  part of the eastern boundary of the
Eppin Run  nine miles  and thirty-three chains to a point
eleven chains  south and two chains west of a hlackbutt-
tree marked broad-arrow within triangle ; and thence on
the south by an  east line  along one of the north boundaries
of Rosherville Run ten miles and seventy-six chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Beresford.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation of the Aus-
tralian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 15 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 15 to
Commencing at the south-west corner of Bowlee No. 1
Run at an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over B.I.
within triangle on east side, and bounded thence on
the east by a north line along part of the western boundary
of that run five miles to a brigalow-tree marked broad-
arrow over R over B within triangle on its west side ;
thence on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the Rosherville Run three miles to a point
two chains north and one chain east of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B within  triangle on  west side ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles to a point one chain
north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B over SV
within triangle  on north  side ; and thence on the south by
an east line  -three  miles  to the  point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Beresford No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation of the Aus-
tralian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 36 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 28
Total ...
7)
... 64 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Beresford
Run, being a point two chains north and one chain east of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B within triangle on
the west side, and bounded thence on the east by a south
line along the western boundary of that run and a pro-
longation, in all eight miles, to a bendee-tree marked
broad-arrow over B2 over Ti within triangle on north side
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over SV within triangle on north side; thence on the
south by a west line eight miles to a point two chains
west of a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-arrow over
LH7 over B2 within triangle on north side ; thence on
the west by a north line along one of the eastern boun-
daries of the Lestree Hill No. 7 Run eight miles to a point
fourteen chains east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over B within triangle on south side ; and thence on the
north by an east line passing through that tree along part
of the south boundary of the Rosherville Run eight
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Donnybrook.
Licensee-James McCormack.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 29;
Total ... ... 621 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Apsley No. 1
Run, being a point eight chains south of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over Al within triangle on north-
west side, and bounded thence on the west by a south line
along the eastern boundary of that run ten miles and six
chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over Dover
Al within triangle ; thence on the south-west by a
south-east line along the north-east boundary of the
Lestree Hill No. 3 Run and part of the south-west
boundary of Lestree Hill Run seven miles and six chains
to a point eight chains south and eight chains east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over D within triangle on west
side ; thence on the east by a north line to the south-west
corner of Rosherville Run and a continuation of the same
line along one of the west boundaries of that run, in all
fifteen miles and six chains, passing through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over R within triangle to a point
twelve chains south and one chain west of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over LH6 within triangle on south
side ; and thence on the north by a west line along parts
of the south boundaries of the Eppin and Apsley No. 2
Runs five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cumberland No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New Zea-
land Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... . ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Surbiton
No. 4 Run, being a point eleven chains south and four
chains west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over C over S
within triangle on south-west side, and bounded thence on
the east by a south line along the western boundary of that
run and part of the western boundary of the Surbiton South
Run, in all eleven miles and nine chains, to a point twenty-
two chains south of and passing through an ironwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over Cl over C2 within triangle;
thence on the south by a west line four miles and forty
chains to a point twenty-eight chains south and two chains
west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C
within triangle ; thence on the west by a north line eleven
miles and nine chains to a point five chains south of a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over Cl within triangle; and
thence on the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of the Cumberland Run four  miles  and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cumberland No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 242 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 241 „
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Surbiton
South Run ,  being a point thirty -eight chains  south and
three chains west of a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over C2 within triangle on north side ,  and bounded thence
on the east by a north line along part of the weste rn
boundary of that run four miles and seven chains to a
point twenty -two chains south of an ironwood -tree marked
broad-arrow over C1 over C2 within triangle ; thence on
the north by a west line along the south boundary of the
Cumberland No. 1 Run and part of the Cumberland No.
1 West Run, in all six miles, to a point thirty chains south
of a bloodwood-tree marked board-arrow over C2 within
triangle on east side ; thence on the west by a south line
four miles and seven chains to a point forty-one chains
south of and passing through a Moreton Bay ash-tree
marked broad-arrow over C2 within triangle on south side;
and thence on the south by an east line six miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cumberland No. 1 West.
Claimants of Lease-Bank of New South Wales.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 461 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 461 „
Commencing at the north -west corner of the Cumber-
land No.  1 Run, being a point five chains south of a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over  0 1 within triangle on south
side ,  and bounded thence on the east by a south line along
the weste rn boundary  of that run eleven miles and nine
chains to a point twenty-eight chains south and two chains
west from a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow over C
within triangle  ;  thence on the south by a west line four
miles and forty chains to a point thirty-eight chains south
and one chain west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
C.1. W within triangle on the south side ; thence on the
west by a north line along the weste rn  boundary of the
Hobartville No. 3 Run nine miles and thirty-seven chains
to a point twenty-seven chains south and twenty- five
chains west of a tree marked broad-arrow over  L over XX
within triangle ; thence on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of Lagoonville No. 2 Run two
miles to a point thirty-five chains south and three chains
east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L within
triangle ; thence again on the west by a north line along
part of one of the east boundaries of the same run one
mile and fifty -two chains to a point one chain and fifty
links south of a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow over
H within triangle  ;  and thence again on the north by
an east line along one of the south boundaries of the
Cumberland West  Run and part of the south boundary of
the Cumberland Run, in all two miles and forty chains, to
the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Cumberland No. 2 West.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  15; square m iles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 15; „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Cumber-
land No. 2 Run, being a point forty-one chains south of a
Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow over C2 within
triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the east by
a north line passing through said tree along the western
boundary of that run four miles and seven chains to a
point thirty chains south of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over C2 within triangle on east side ; thence
on the north by a west line along parts of the south boun-
daries of Cumberland No. 1 West and Hobartville No. 3
Runs three miles and sixty-nine chains to a point thirty-
seven chains east and thirty-eight chains south from a
brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 2W within
triangle on east side; thence on the west by a south line
four miles and seven chains to a point thirty-seven chains
east and thirty-eight chains south of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over C2W in triangle on north side ; and
thence on the south by an east line three miles and sixty-
nine chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lestree No. 7.
Claimant of Lease-John Muirhead.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 322 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 22
Total ... ... 54# „
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Rosherville
Run at a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow over R
within triangle ,  and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of that run
four miles and sixty -one chains to a point fourteen chains
east of a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over B within
triangle on south side  ;  thence on the east by a south line
eight miles to a point two chains west of a yellow -jacket-
tree marked broad -arrow over  LH7 over  B2 within
triangle on north side  ;  thence on the south by a west
line two miles to a gum -tree marked  broad- arrow over
TI within  triangle on south side  ;  thence on the east by a
south line  nine miles and two chains to a box -tree marked
broad- arrow over  LH7 over  T1 within triangle on south-
east side  ;  thence on the south by a west line two miles
and seventy- six chains to a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over LH7 within triangle on north -east side ;  thence
on the north -west by a north -east line along part of the
south -east boundary of the Lestree Hill Run four miles to
a box -tree marked  broad- arrow over LH within triangle on
south -east side  ;  thence on the south -west by a north-west
line along part of the  north- east boundary of the same run
three miles and fifty-eight chains to a point eight chains
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south and eight  chains east  of a bauhinia -tree marked
broad-arrow over D within triangle on west side ; and
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
eastern boundary of Donnybrook Run eleven  miles and
forty-five chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Belmont No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-William James Forrester,
Henry Newcomen, William Holland, and Robert
Lismore Moore.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 It
Total ... ...  25 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Charlemont
No. 1 Run, being a point four chains south of a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over B1 within triangle on south side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line passing
through that tree along part of the west boundary of the
Surbiton No. 8 West Run three miles and fifty-one chains
to a  point  five chains south and one chain west  of a blood-
wood -tree marked broad -arrow over B1 within triangle on
north -west side  ;  thence on the north by a west line six
miles and seventy -one chains to a point six chains north
from a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over B1 within tri-
angle on south side ; thence on the west by a south line
passing through that tree three miles and fifty-one chains
to a point two chains north of a yellow-jacket-tree marked
broad-arrow over C.1. within triangle ; and thence on the
south by an  east line along  the north boundary of the
Charlemont No. I Run six miles and seventy-one chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Richmond No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-William James Forrester,
Henry Newcomen, William Holland, and Robert
Lismore Moore.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 65 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north -east corner of the Belmont
No. 1 Run, being a point five chains south and one chain
west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over Bi
within triangle on north-west side, and bounded thence
on the east by a north line along part of the western
boundary of the Surbiton No. 8 West Run six miles and
forty-five chains to a point eleven chains west of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over R1 within triangle on its
south -east side  ;  thence on the nort h by a west  li ne along
part of the south boundary of the Tip-tree Hill South Run
and a continuation ,  in all eleven miles and seven chains, to
a point three chains east from a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over H within triangle on its north side passin
through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over T
within triangle  ;  thence on the west by a south line
thirteen miles and five chains to a point two chains east
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R1 within
triangle on west side ; thence on the south by an east line
four  miles and sixteen chains to a point one chain west
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G within
triangle on north side ; thence again on the east by a north
line along part of the western boundary of the Charlemont
No. 1 Run and the western boundary of the Belmont No.
1 Run six miles and forty chains to a point  six chains
north of and passing through a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over  BI  within triangle on south side, also passing
hrough an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle on west side and a yellow-jacket-tree marked
broad-arrow over C1 within triangle ; and thence again on
the south by an east line along the north boundary of the
Belmont No. 1 Run six miles and seventy-two chains to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Richmond No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-William James Forrester,
Henry Newcomen, William Holland, and Robert
Lismore Moore.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 65 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing  at the south- west corner  of the Tip-tree
Hill South Run  at an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over T within  triangle  on north- east side , and bounded
thence on the east by a north line along the west boun-
dary of that  run and part of the western  boundary of the
Tip-tree Hill Run,  in all ten miles  and eight chains, to a
point seventy- five chains  north and forty-eight chains
west of  a gum -tree marked  broad- arrow  over L over R
within  triangle on south side  ;  thence  on the north by a
west line ten  miles and twenty -one chains  to a point on
the eastern boundary of Dunrobin No. 2 Run forty-four
chains north  and eight chains east of an  ironbark-tree
marked broad- arrow over 5 within triangle  on north side ;
thence on the west by  a south line along part of one of
the east boundaries  of that run about six miles  and sixty-
four chains to a point  one mile and six chains west of a
blood wood-tree marked broad- arrow  over D  within ti iangle
on south side;  thence again  on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of same run one mile
and seventy -four chains to a point one chain east of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over 1 within triangle; thence
again on the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of Tooloongra No. 1 Run two miles and twenty-
chains to a point sixteen chains south of and passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over R
within triangle  ;  thence on the south by an east line nine
miles and forty-four chains to a point five chains north
and three chains east from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over L within triangle  on east side  ;  thence again on the
west by a south line one mile and four chains to a point
three chains east from a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over H within triangle on north side ; and thence again
on the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of Richmond No. 1 Run two  miles and fifty.
one chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mount Gregory.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph North.
Estimated Area-
Available 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 1R2 „
Total ... ... 48j
„
Commencing at the south -east corn er of the Dunjarro-
bina Run ,  being a point one chain north and seven chains
east from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over D over MG
within triangle on north side, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line along the eastern boundary of that
run nine miles and seventy -two chains to a point twenty-
th re e chains north of and passing through a blackwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over D over MG within  triangle
on south side ; thence on the north by an east line four
miles and sixty -six chains to a point  fifty chains no rt h and
twenty-four chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over  ED.  2  within triangle on south side  ;  thence on
the east by a south line along part of the western boun-
dary of the Elgin Downs No. 1 Run four miles and
seventy -two chains to a point two chains north and one
chain west of a giddiah -tree marked broad -arrow over
EDI within triangle on south -east side  ;  thence again on
the north by an east line fourteen chains ; thence again on
the east  by a south  line five miles  to a point  five chains
east from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over MG within
triangle on east side ; and thence on the south by a west
line five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mount Gregory No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph North.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 26 1
„
Total ... ... 561 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Albinia
No. 2 Run, being a point fifteen  chains east  from a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over GM2 within triangle on
north-west side, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the Dun-
rrobina Run, the south boundary of the Mount Gregory
run, and a prolongation, in all six miles and seventy-five
chains, to a point thirteen chains north and thirty-three
chains east from a box-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle, passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over MG within triangle on east side ; thence on the east
by a south line along the eastern boundary of the Fox
Earth Run eight miles and twelve chains to a point seven
chains north and fourteen chains east from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over FE over MG2 within triangle
on the south side ; thence on the south by a west line
along parts of the north boundaries of the Apsley No. 3
and the Albinia No. 2 Runs, in all six miles and seventy-
five chains, to a point eight chains north and four chains
east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over CM2
within triangle on south side ; and thence on the west by
a north line along the eastern boundary of Albinia No. 2
Run eight  miles  and twelve  chains  to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Kings Lynn.
Claimants of Lease-William Kilgour and Eric
Henry Mackay.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 52 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 26*
Total ... ... 78# „
Commencing at the north- west corner  of the Hunter
Run, being a point thirty-eight chains  south and one
hundred and three  chains east  from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C2 within triangle on north side,
and bounded thence on the north  by a west line  along part
of the south boundary of the Surbiton South Run and the
south boundaries of the Cumberland No. 2 and Cumber-
landNo.2 West Runs, in all eleven  miles  and fifteenchains,
to a point thirty-seven  chains east  and thirty- eight chains
south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over C2W within
triangle on north side ; thence  on the west by a south line
one mile and twenty -four  chains  to a point  twelve chains
south and thirty- seven chains  east  of a box- tree marked
broad-arrow over C within triangle  on south side  ;  thence
on the  south by  an east line along  part of the north
boundary of the Cloisters  Run four miles  and forty-two
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chains to a point twelve chains north and three chains
west from an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over C
within triangle on east side  ;  thence again on the west by
a south  li ne along one of the easte rn  boundaries of the
same run eight miles and forty -six chains to a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over K within triangle on south
side  ;  thence on the south by an east line six miles and
fifty -three chains to a Moreton Bay ash -tree marked
broad -arrow over H within triangle on east side ; and
thence on the' east by a north line along the weste rn
boundary of the Hunter Run ten miles and seventy chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cloisters.
Claimants of Lease- William Kilgour and Eric
Henry Mackay.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 191 „
Total ... ... 49* „
Commencing at a point on the Central Railway at peg
285 miles 40 chains ,  and bounded thence on the west by
a north line  five miles and twenty chains passing through
a box -tree marked broad -arrow over GH within triangle
on its west side to a point twelve chains north and one
chain west of a box -tree marked broad -arrow over C within
triangle on south side  ;  thence on the north by an east line
to one of the south -west corners of the  K ings Lynn Run
and a continuation of the same line along one of the south
boundaries of that run five miles to a point twelve chains
north and three chains west of an ironbark -tree marked
broad -arrow over C within triangle on east side  ;  thence
on the east by a south line along one of the west boundaries
of the same run eight miles forty -six chains to a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over K within triangle on south side
crossing the line of railway at peg 280 miles 40 chains ;
thence on the south by a west line  fort- one chains along
part of the north boundary  of Alpha No.  4 Run to a point
one chain fifty links north of an ironbark -tree marked
broad -arrow over A4 within triangle on north side; thence
again on the east by a south line along part of the weste rn
boundary of the same run one mile and thirty -four chains
to a point two chains south and three chains east from an
ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over C within triangle
on east aide  ;  thence on the south by a west line four
miles  and thirty- nine chains to a point  forty- one chains east
from a gum tree marked  broad- arrow over  Dl within
triangle on west side  ;  and thence again on the west by a
north line four miles and sixty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Springvale.
Claimant of Lease - Richard Masters.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  28 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  20
Total  ... ...  48
Commencing at the south -west corn er of the Spring
Lawn Run ,  being a point one chain east from a box-tree
marked broad -arrow  over A within  triangle on west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line along the
weste rn  boundary of the Spring Lawn Run ten miles to a
point twenty -four chains west of a yellow -jacket-tree
marked broad-arrow over R within triangle  ;  thence on the
south by an east line twenty -four chains to that tree, being
the south corn er of the Recruit Run ; thence again on the
east by a north line along the weste rn  boundary of the
Recruit Run five miles to a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over R within triangle on south side  ;  thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary of the
Bowlee No. 1 Run and the south boundary of the Beres-
ford Run, in all three miles and thirty -four chains, to a
point one chain north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over SV within triangle on north side  ;  thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east boundary of
the Beresford No. 2 Run and a continuation ,  in all twelve
miles and two chains ,  to a point two chains north of a tree
marked broad -arrow over TI within triangle  ;  thence
again on the north by a west line about forty chains to the
range  dividing the waters of Mistake Creek from those of
the lyando  River; thence on the south -west by that
range south -easterly to a tree marked broad -arrow over SV
within triangle  ;  and thence again on the south by an east
line about two miles and sixty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Trelawney No. 1.
Claimant of Lease--Crofton Most.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 461square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 45
Total ... ... 911 „
Qommencing at the south -east corn er  of the Beresford
No. 2 Run at a bendee -tree marked  broad -arrow over B2
over  Tl within  triangle  on north  side ,  and bounded thence
on the east  by a south  line  along part of the east boundary
of the Spring Vale Run nine  miles and two chains to a
r
int two chains  north of  a tree marked  broad -arrow over
within  triangle  ;  thence  on the south  by a west line
ten miles to a box -tree marked  broad- arrow  over LH7
over  Ti  within triangle on south -east side  ;  thence on.
the west by a north line along one of easte rn boundaries
of Lestree  Hill No.  7 Run nine miles two chains to a gum-
tree marked broad -arrow over T1 within triangle on south
side ; thence on the north by an east line along one of the
south boundaries of the Lestree Hill No. 7 Run and the
south boundary of the Beresford No. 2 Run passing
through a  yellow-jacket-tree marked broad -arrow over
LH7 over B2 within triangle ,  in all ten miles, to thepoint of commencement.
Name of Run-Soudan.
Licensee - Eric Henry Mackay.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of the Mount
Gregory Run ,  being a point five chains east from a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over MG within triangle on east
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north line along
one of the eastern boundaries of that run five miles to a
point two chains north and thirteen chains west from a
giddiah-tree marked broad -arrow over E.D.I. within
triangle on south -east  side ; thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the Elgin
Downs No. 1 Run five miles and two chains to a point
fourteen chains west from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over S within triangle on south side  ;  thence on
the east by a south line along the western boundary of
the Dulcigno Run five miles ; and thence on the south by
a west line along parts of the north boundaries of the Fox
Earth and Mount Gregory No. 2 Runs passing through
above -mentioned tree marked broad -arrow over MG five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Khartoum.
Licensee - Eric Henry Mackay.
Estimated A rea-
Available ... ... 60osquare miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50 „
Total ... ... 110 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Fox Earth
Run, being a point thirty -three chains south and nine
chains east of a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over K
within triangle on south-west side, and bounded thence
on the west by a south  line along the eastern boundary of
that run eight miles and twelve chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad -arrow over FE within triangle on north
side  ;  thence on the north by a west line along part of the
south boundary of the same run three miles and thirty
chains to a point one chain north of a giddiah -tree marked
broad -arrow over A3 within triangle on north side  ;  thence
on the west by a south line along one of the east boun-
daries of the Apsley No. 3 Run five miles and twenty-five
chains to a point one chain east of a box -tree marked
broad -arrow over K over A3 within triangle on east side ;
thence on the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of the Eppin Run and the north boundary of
the Roshervi ll e No. 2 Run eleven miles and one chain to a
point eighteen chains north and five chains west from a
box-tree marked broad -arrow over L within triangle on east
side, passing through a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow
over E within triangle ; thence on the east by a north
line along part of the west boundary of the Bowlee No. 3
Run two miles and  fifty -nine chains to a point eleven
chains west from a giddiah -tree marked broad -arrow over
B3 within triangle on west side ;  thence again on the
north by a west line along part of the south boundary of
Durdham Downs Run one mile to a giddiah-tree marked
broad -arrow over DD within triangle ; thence again on
the east by a north line along the western boundary of
the last-named run ten miles and fifty-eight chains to a
point twelve chains south and twenty chains west from a
gum-tree marked broad -arrow within triangle on south
side; and thence  again  on the north by a west  line along
part of the south boundary of the Dulcigno Run six miles
and fifty-one chains to the point of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Texas No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank ,  Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 85 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 15
Total  ... ... 60 „
Commencing at the south -west corn er of the Bismark
Run, being a point bearing north 193 degrees east and
distant one chain and fifty links from a ironwood-tree
marked broad -arrow over T over B within triangle on
south side ,  and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along part of that boundary one mile and  thirty-two
chains to a point one chain fifty links south and five
chains west from an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over 1 within triangle on south side  ;  thence on the east
by a south line ten miles to a point  five chains east and
seven chains south from a brigalow -tree marked broad-
arrow over T2 within triangle on east side  ;  thence on the
south by a west line five miles to a point four chains south
from  -a ye llow -jacket -tree marked broad -arrow over T2
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within triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a
north line along part of the Coreena Holding and a con-
tinuation ,  in all ten miles, to a point one chain north and
one chain west from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over H within triangle on east side ; and thence on the
north by an east line passing through a box-tree marked
broad -arrow  over T  within triangle on north side and a
coo li bah-tree marked broad -arrow over  DA over 1 within
triangle and crossing  the Dry Alice  River three miles
and forty -eight chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Good  Hope No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 31 „
Total ... ... 281 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the Mexico
Holding, being a point nine chains south of a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over M7 within triangle on south
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north line
passing  through that tree twenty  chains ; thence on the
north by an east line five  miles  and fifty-six chains to a
point seven chains north of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over GH within triangle on west side ; thence on
the east by a south line along part of the west boundary
of Cloisters Run five miles to a point three chains north
of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over GH within
triangle on south side ; thence on the south by a west line
five miles and fifty-six chains to a point two chains north
of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over GH within
triangle ; and thence on the west by a north line along
part of the eastern boundary of the leased portion of the
Mexico Holding four miles to the point  of commencement.
Name of. Run-Good Hope No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...
Unavailable ... ...
Total ... ...
46 square miles.
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Commencing  at the south -east corner of the leased
portion of the
Burgoyne Holding,  being  a point thirty-ninechains east and one chain south from an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over B within triangle on east side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of that holding eight miles and
seventy-two chains to a point fifty-four chains south and
thirty-nine chains east from an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over G within  triangle on east  side ; thence
on the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of the Hobartville No. 3 Run eight miles to a
point thirty -seven chains east and thirty-eight chains
south from a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over 2W within triangle on east side  ;  thence on the
east by a south line along the western boundary of the
Cumberland No. 2 West Run and one of the western
boundaries of the Kings Lynn Run, in all five miles and
thirty -one chains ,  to a point twelve chains - north and
thirty -seven chains east of a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over C within triangle  ;  thence on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of the Cloisters Run
thirty -eight chains  ;  then ce  again on the east by a south
line along part of the west boundary of the same run
three miles and twenty -one chains to a point seven chains
north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over GH in
triangle on its west side  ;  thence again on the south by a
west line along the north boundary of Good Hope No. 1
Run five miles and fifty -six chains to a point eleven chains
north of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M7
within triangle on its east side  ;  thence again on the east
by a south  line along  part of the west boundary of the
same run twenty chains to the north-east corner of the
Mexico Holding  ;  and thence again on the south by a west
line along  part of the north boundary of that holding one
mile sixty- six chains  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Garfield.
Claimant of Lease-Albrecht Feez.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 41 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 201
Total 611 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Texas No. 2
Run, being a point one chain fifty links south and five
chains west of an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over
1 within triangle on south side, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line along part of the south boundary
of the Bismark Run four miles and five chains to a point
one chain east of and passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over G within triangle on east side ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Rosedale Holding three miles and forty-
five chains to a point thirty links north of an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over M within triangle ; thence
again on the north by an east line  along  part of the south
boundary of the same holding four miles passing through
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over G1 within
triangle to a point one chain north of an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over G2  in triangle  ;  thence  again on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of Loch
Arnoch Run five miles and fifty-eight chains to a point
twenty-four chains south of and passing through an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over G within triangle on
south side ; thence on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the Edwinstowe  Holding six
miles and thirty-five chains to a point  one chain east and
twenty-four chains south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over E within triangle  on east side  ;  thence again
on the east by a south line along part  of one of the eastern
boundaries of that holding fifty -seven chains  to a point
two chains north and  three chains west of a bauhinia-tree
marked broad -arrow over G within  triangle  ;  then ce  again
on the south by a west line  one mile  and fifty  chains to a
point five chains east and seven  chains  south of a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over T2 within  triangle on east
side ; and thence on the west by a north  line  along the
eastern boundary of Texas No .  2 Run ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run -G rant.
Claimant of Lease-Albrecht Feez.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  15 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total  ... ...  15
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Texas No.
2 Run at a point four chains south from a yellow-jack-
tree marked broad-arrow over 72 within  triangle on east
side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
along  the south boundary  of Texas No .  2 and one of the
south boundaries of the Garfield Run, in all six miles and
fifty chains, to a point two chains north and three chains
west of a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over G
within triangle  ;  thence on the east by a south line along
part of the eastern boundary of the Edwinstowe Holding
four miles and twenty -three chains to a point eight chains
east and thirty -two chains south of a giddiah -tree marked
broad -arrow over ES within triangle on west side; thence
on the south by a west line along one of the north boun-
daries of that holding about one mile to the Dry Alice
River ; thence on the west by the left bank of that river
upwards to a point seven chains west from a giddiah-tree
marked broad -arrow over E3 within triangle on east side ;
then ce  again on the south by a west  line along part of one
of the north boundaries of the same holding  six miles
and fifty chains to a point twelve chains west of and
passin through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over
U
within triangle on north side ; and thence on the
west by a north line along part of the western boundary
of the leased portion of the Coreena Holding  two miles
and twenty-two chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hollywood.
Claimant of Lease-John Ahern.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 35
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Texas Run,
being a point bearing north 12 degrees east and distant
sixty-five links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over B within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of that run one mile and thirty-two chains to a
point one chain north and one chain west of an ironbark-
tree  marked broad-arrow over H within triangle ; thence
on the east by a south line along part of the west boundary
of the Texas No. 2 Run seven  miles  to a point-twenty
chains and seventy-four links south and thirty-two chains
twenty links west from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over S within triangle on east side ; thence on the south
by a west line along one of the north boundaries of
the Coreena Holding five miles to a point one mile
south and twelve chains east of a beefwood -tree marked
broad-arrow within triangle on north side ; thence on the
west by a north line seven miles to a point two chains
east  of an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over S
within triangle on east side ; and thence again on the
north by an east line along part of the south boundary of
the Box-flat No. 1 Run three  miles_  and forty -eight chains
to the point of commencement.-
Name of Run-Springton.
Claimant of Lease-George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 24 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ...  24
)7
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Hollywood
Run, being a point about one mile south and twelve
chains east of a beefwood tree marked broad -arrow within
triangle on north side ,  and bounded thence on the south-
west by a north-westerly line along the north-east
boundary of the leased holding of the Coreena Con-
solidation about  eleven miles  and forty -eight chains
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to a point sixty-two chains west and two chains
fifty links south from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over H3 within triangle ; thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary
of the Ivy Leaf Run about five  miles  to a point
forty-nine chains north from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over 1 over H within triangle on south side ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Box-flat No. 1 Run about two miles and
twenty-four chains to a point bearing north 149 degrees
east and distant seventy-five links from an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over B within triangle ;
thence again on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of that run about  two miles  to a point
two chains east from  and passing  through an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over S within  tri angle on east
side ; and thence  again  on the east by a south line along
the western boundary of the Hollywood Run about seven
miles  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
THE following re-amended description is pub-lished for general information.
M. HUME BLACK.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Powala.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 374
Name of Run-Lisnafunshion No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-William  Springer.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable ... 361 „
Total ... 931 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of the resumed
portion of the Strasburg Consolidation, being a point
bearing north 47 degrees east and distant fifty links from
an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over S within tri-
angle on north -east side , and bounded thence on the west
by a south line along part of the eastern boundary of that
resumption eight miles to a yellow-jacket-tree marked
broad-arrow over L1 over L2 within triangle on south
side ; thence on the south by an east line ten miles to a
point one chain south and forty chains east of a lance-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over Ll within triangle
passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle on west side ; thence on the east by a
north line to one of the south-west corners of the Richmond
No. 4 Run and a continuation of the same line along one
of the west boundaries of that run ten miles to a point six
chains south and sixteen chains west from a lancewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over L within triangle ; thence on the
north by a west line along one of the south boundaries of
the same  run six miles and  sixty-four chains to an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over Ll within triangle on south
side ; thence  again  on the west by a south line along part
of the east boundary of the Tooloongra No. 2 Run two
miles  to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over L2
within triangle on its west side ; and thence again on the
north by a west line along part of the south boundary of
the same run passing through an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over T within triangle three miles and sixteen
chains to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of por-
tion of a reserve within the described boundaries.
Name of Run-Lianafunshion No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-William Springer.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 23 „
Total ... ... 48 to
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Lisna-
funshion No. 1 Run at a yellow-jacket-tree marked broad-
arrow over Ll over L2 within triangle on south side, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of that run five miles to a point fifty
links south from a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over
L2 within triangle on south  side  ; thence on the east by a
south line three  miles  and thirty-five chains to a point five
chains south and fourteen chains west of a yellow-jacket-
tree marked broad-arrow over G within triangle ; thence
again  on the north by an east line one mile and sixty-seven
chains to a point fifty-nine chains south from a yellow-
jacket-tree marked broad-arrow over S within triangle on
north side ; thence again on the east by a south line
along part of the west boundary of the Saltbush Run six
miles and forty-five chains to a point 150 chains east from
a yellow-jack-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line along one of the north
boundaries of the Chevy Chase Run passing through that
tree four miles and thirty-four drains to a point fifteen
chains west of and passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over L2 within triangle ; thence on the
west by a north line along part of the western boundary
of the resumed portion of the Rosedale Consolidation five
miles and sixty-two chains to a yellow-jack-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over M within triangle on west side ;
thence again on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary of that resumed portion two miles and
thirty-three chains to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over Ll) within triangle on east side ; and thence again on
the west by a north line along part of the eastern boundary
of the resumed portion of the Strasburg Consolidation
four  miles  and eighteen chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Total ... ... 971 „
Commencing on the northern boundary of the Fernie
Lawn Run at its  intersection  with the shores of Lake
Galilee, being at a point  west of an  ironwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over P within  triangle  on south side, and
bounded thence on the south by an  east line passing
through that tree along part of the north boundary of the
Fernie Lawn Run  and a  prolongation,  in all  about ten
miles  and sixty-eight chains, to an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over N over F within triangle on east side,
crossing Seven-mile Creek and passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over N over I I. in triangle
and again  crossing the same creek at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow in triangle  on its east aide  ; thence on the
east by a north line  seven  miles and fifty- nine chains to a
point five chains east  of a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over P within triangle ; thence on the north by a west
line seven miles and six chains to a point thirty chains
east and two chains south of a coolibah- tree on  the shores
of Lake Galilee marked broad-arrow over L5 within
triangle passing through an ironbark- tree  marked broad-
arrow over 1 in triangle ; thence again on the east by a
north line about twenty chains to Lake Galilee ; and
thence on the east, north- west,  and south-west by the
shores of Lake Galilee in a south-westerly and south-
easterly direction to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th July, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
7 OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The Titles
to Land  Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that ,  by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct areas and descrip-
tions shall  be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-63370.
Date of Deed-5th May, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Abraham Matthew Mills.
Land Granted-Portion  112, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-156 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE
CORRE CTION OF DEED.
Counfy of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  112.
Area-156 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of por-
tion 129, and bounded thence on the west by a
road bearing north forty chains and two links ; on
the north by poitions 124 and 123 bearing 89
degrees 15 minutes thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; on the east by a line bearing 180 degrees
20 minutes forty chains and forty-eight links ; and
on the south by portion 129 bearing 269 degrees
55 minutes thirty-eight chains and eighty-six links
to the point of commencement.
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No. of Deed-63371.
Date of Deed-5th May, 1886.
Name of Grantee-William Andrew Mahaffey.
Land Granted-Portion  124, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-155 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
Covnty of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  124.
Area-155 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
123, and bounded thence on the east by that por-
tion and a line bearing north forty chains and two
links ; on the north by a road bearing west thirty-
nine chains and four links ; on the west by a road
bearing 180 degrees 20 minutes thirty-nine chains ;
and on the south by a road bearing 90 degrees 20
minutes ten chains and three links and 180 degrees
20 minutes one chain, and by portion 112 bearing
89 degrees 54 minutes twenty-nine chains and
twenty-five links to the point of commencement.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited toforward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities  of any specially  fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize, Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition  in small  quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain ; the maize  in grain and in  cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in  the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of  the soil  for analysis  where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases the names of  the producers, and the
locality where  grown,  should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution  in small quantities  to  bout fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
`HE Department of Agriculture has for distri-
bution, to  bond fide  Planters and Farmers, a
quantity of Olive Truncheons.
Applications to be made to the Department of
Agriculture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
9  HE Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution, to  bond fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize, which is
admirably adapted for bread-making. Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.HE Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pyrnantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurress),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture,
NOTICE.FOR SALE, at this Office, Burnett 2-Mile Map,Sheet 1. Price, ls. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-Genera].
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Creek known
as Scrubby Creek, in the parish of Westhill,
in the St. Lawrence Land Agent's District, shall be
named CARMILI CREEK, instead of Scrubby Creek
as heretofore.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th July, 1888.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)
sheets; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1888.
DIVISION OF TINGALPA.
T
HE following By-laws,  made  by the Board of
the Tingalpa Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The  Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 2.
Regulation of heavy trafe.
1. No person shall use or employ upon any
public road, street, highway, or thoroughfare
under the control of the Board within the Division,
any waggon, dray, trolly, or other vehicle carrying
timber, stone, bricks, gravel, machinery, or other
heavy substance, and drawn by more than two
horses or four bullocks , unless  there shall have
been paid in respect of such vehicle the charge
hereinafter specified.
2. Every such vehicle used or employed as
aforesaid shall be subject to a charge at the
following  scale , viz.:-
For every such vehicle  having  spoke wheels with-
8-inch tires or upwards, £4 per annum or
£1 per quarter ;
6-inch tires, £5 per annum or £1 5s. per
quarter ;
5-inch tires, £6 per annum or £1 10s. per
quarter ;
4-inch tires, £8 per annum or £2 per
quarter ;
Block wheels with any tire, f 8 per  annum for
each pair of wheels.
3. No person shall use or employ more than four
horses or six bullocks in vehicles whose wheels are
less than four inches.
4. Every owner or other person using or em-
ploying, or intending to use or employ, any such
vehicle as aforesaid for the purpose of drawing
timber, stone, bricks, gravel, machinery, or other
heavy substance, shall, on payment of the charge
hereinbefore provided in respect of the same, be
entitled to demand, and shall  receive , from the
divisional clerk, at the office of the Board, a
certificate in the form of the Schedule hereto.
Every such certificate shall specify the period, not
being less than three months, in respect of which
such payment is made ; and no person shall, after
the expiration of such period, use or employ any
such vehicle for any of the purposes aforesaid
until he shall have paid the charge at the rate
hereinbefore specified in respect of the further
period, if any, during which he proposes so to use
or employ such vehicle.
5. Every such vehicle as aforesaid, whilst so used
or employed, shall have the name of its owner
painted on some conspicuous part on the off-side
thereof, in letters of not less than one inch  in length,
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6. Any person committing a breach of any of
the provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
SCHEDULE.
This is to certify that , the owner of a
upon the wheels of which the tires are not less than
inches in breadth, to be used in carrying
within this Division, has paid to the divisional clerk, in
pursuance  of the provisions of By-law No. 2, the au;!  of
£ , being the charge in respect to the said
from  the day of , 188 , to the day
of '188
Divisional Clerk.
BY-LAW No. S.
Noxious weeds.
1. It is hereby ordered by the Tingalpa Divisional
Board, by virtue of the authority in them vested,
that the following  are noxious  weeds or  plants, and
are nuisances  within the meaning of  " The Divi-
sional  Boards Act of  1887 ":-
(a)  Lantana ;  (b)  Cape thorn ; (c) Noogoora burr ;
,d)  Bathurst burr ;  (e)  Scotch thistle ; and  (f )
Stinking Roger,  vulgaris.
BY-LAW No. 4.
To regulate the licensing of public gates.
1. The  Board may grant licenses under  " The
Enclosure  of Roads Act of  1864"  to any occupier
of land desirous of erecting gates on any public
road he may desire to include within any enclosure
on the payment of one pound annua lly for every
such gate.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by
the Board of the Tingalpa Division this second
day of June ,  L.D. 1888.
THOMAS ARMSTRONG,
Chairman.
Confirmed with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
It. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary Public Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 26th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWNTENDERS will be received at this Office and atthe Post Offices, Maytown and Cooktown,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of a Post and Telegraph Office at May-
town.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Post and Telegraph
Office, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £15. (See Clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender ,  as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days  from the usual notification of acceptance,
a nd to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
IT is hereby notified for  general information,that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
New Court House, Mount Morgan-DoYLE AND
GILBERT-£ 522 6s. 6d.
Painting Drill Sheds, Brisbane-S. SANDERS-
£4918s. 6d.
For the Under Secretary for Works,
R. ROBERTSON.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 26th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, HOSPITAL, MAYTOWN.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court Houses, Maytown and
Cooktown, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
7th September, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of a Morgue at the Hospital, Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Morgue, Huspital,
Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Maytown and Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY.
TOWN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
1)AY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that aList of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. OI RNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Week ending 22nd July, 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
... ...
No, of
miles open
for Traffic.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passengers'
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
I £ s. d. I £ $. d. I £ ., d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
834 2,336 15  9 4,409  4 11 314 11 10
706 1,808 6 6 4,278 1 3 878 9 5
628 9 8 131 3 8
... 63 17 7
1888 - Total  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 22nd  July,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week nding  22nd July , 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1888-Total Tra ffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 22nd  July , 1888...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
...
1888- Total Traffic to date
1887- Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ... ...
Week ending 22nd  July,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1888 -Total  Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending 22nd  July,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 22nd  July,  1888...
1888- Total Traffic to date ...
Week  ending 22nd  July,1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date1887-Dittoditto
... ... ... ...
... ... .90
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 374 19 1 908 19 7 55 7 1
103 249  11 3 635 5 5 26 12 8
125 7 10 273 14 2 28 14 6
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ...
BUNDA.BERG RAILWAY.
66 114 16 6 211 6 11 18 9 2
66 6110 3 132 8 1 7 9 3
53 6 2  78 18 10 10 19 11
... ... ... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
463 271 6 1 2,066 11 1 87 19 3
444 405 13 1 1,808 6 1 42 11 1
...
134 7 0
258 5 0 45 8 2
... ... ... ...
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
...
31 49 8 6 57 18 10 5 3 0
31 63 17 6 103 4 9 5 16 8
14 9 0 46 6 11 013 8
Total.
£ s. d.
7,060 12 6
6,464 17 2
695 15 4
211,728 13 8
207,768 18 10
93,959 19 10
1,839 5 9
911 9 4
427 16 5
37,109 5 026,326 1  0
£10,782 9 0
844 11 6
201 7 7
143 3 11
096
10,866 16 4
4,757 10 7
£6,108 4 9
2,425 16 5
2,256 10 3
169 6 2
67,196 18 670,487 14  6
£8,29016 0
112 10 4
172 18 11
60 8 7
2,823 10 0
3,099 19 3
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
260 464 9 10 1,826 15 7 61 19 0
231 400 8 7 1,687 1 1 2616 0
64 1 3 139 14 6 36 8 0
...
... ...
8
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
30 12 3 160 14 2 1 6 9
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 1 33  12 11 70 1 10
51 28 4 6 18 18 3
6 8 6 51 3 7
22 10 3
6 6 1
16 4 2
£276 9 8
2,353 4 5
2,113 6 8
239 18 9
68,562 14 10
59,094 16 1
£9,46719 9
192 12 2
2,571 3 2
126 6 0
63 8 9
72 16 3
3,569 17 4
2,019 2 9
... ... £1,55014 7Total  Increase ...
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1888.
'HE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned  persons  not having been served, for
the reasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty-four of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1888.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from South
Brisbane Branch Railway to Cleveland have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required
by the provisions of  "The Railway Act of  1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said Act:
Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mr. Edward Flood and Mrr& Helena Mylne.
SCHEDULE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1888.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .
Quantity of
Occupier. Land  taken byRailway-
More or Less.
Description of Land . Remarks.
239 Edward Flood, of
A. R. P.
Unoccupied ... 1 2 25
Town of Cleveland.
Section 100, allotment 3 of ; Out of the Colony
Botany street,
Sydney
partly fenced
241 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 13 Section 100, allotment 4 of ; ditto
247 Helena Mylne ditto ... 2 1 4
partly fenced
Section 98, allotments 2 to ditto.
(widow), of
Sydney
5 of ; unimproved
THE Notices of Resumption addressed  to the undermentioned  persons not having been served, forthe reasons stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty -four of  "  The Railway  Act of  1864 ," 27 Vic. No.  S.
NOTICE.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1888.
WHESEA9 the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway dct of
1864" : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government. to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
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Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Thomas Bevan, Wm. Clarke, Louisa Edkins, Matthew Hervey and Phillip Sommers, Edward R.
Edkins, Mary Smith and Henry Deane.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
13 Thomas Bevan... Unoccupied ...
15 Wm. Clarke ... ditto ...
16 Louisa Edkins
(widow)
ditto ...
19 Matthew Hervey
and Phillip
Sommers
ditto ...
44 Edward R. Ed-
kins
ditto ...
66 Mary Smith
(widow) and
Henry Deane
ditto ...
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
Description of Land. Remarks.
(Trustees)
A. B. P.  Town of Bowen.
0 0 32 Section 17, allotment  3;  un- Cannot be found
improved
0 0 16 Section 17, all otment 1 (north- Out of the Colony
east half of) ; unimproved
0 0 16 Section 17, all otment I (south. ditto
west half of ) ;  unimproved
0 0 32 Section 2, allotment 4 ; un- Cannot  be found
improved
0 0 22 Section 78, all otment 9 ; un- Out of the Colony
improved
Parish  of Pring.
1 2 25 Unimproved  ;  required for Cannot be found.
road diversion
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1888.
THE Notices of Resumption addressed to th  undermentioned pers s not having been served, for the
reasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  "The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F.  CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 3rd May 1888.
WHE$EAs the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The Railway Act of
1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained , by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made  within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
To John Cavanagh, Alfred Moniz, and Eliza J. Harty. Commissioner for Railways.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
6 John Cavanagh Unoccupied ...
33 Alfred  Moniz  ... ditto ...
36 Ditto ... ditto ...
49 Eliza J. Harty... ditto ...
50 Ditto ... ditto ...
Quantity of
Land  taken by Description of Land.Railway-More or Less. Remarks.
A. B. P.  Town of Bowen.
0 0 32 Section 19, allotment 4; un-
improved
Cannot be found
0 0 22 Section 76, allotment 6 ; un-
improved
ditto
0 0 20 Section 16, allotment 2 ; un-
- improved
ditto
0 0 38 Section 79, allotment 5 ; un-
improved
ditto
0 0 1 Section 79, allotment 4; un-
improved
ditto.
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Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars ,  see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Mines and Works Office,
Duif wicir-New Ward and Bakehouse, &c. ... ... ... 14th Jaly, 1888 ... Brisbane; 10th August,
1888.
OffikMi d W
CnoYDoN-Additional Cells, Lock-up ... ... ... ... 21st July, 1888 ...
or s ce,nes an
Brisbane  ;  and Court
Houses, Normanton and
Croydon ; 31st August,
1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.
VENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Governmeri
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Station Master ' s House ,  Emu Park  ... ... ... ... 14th  July, 1888
Temporary Engine and Carriage Sheds at Cooran, North
Coast Railway
Gatekeepers' Cottages at Noosa, Albert, and One-mile
Road, and Additions to Cottage at Brisbane Road
Substructure and Superstructure for Bridge No. 32 ,  Section
2, Cairns Railway ...  ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
21st July, 1888
ditto ...
S Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;
t 3rd August, 1888.
S Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;
10th August, 1888.
f Railway  Office,  Brisbane ;
t 17th August, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1888.
NOTICE.
THE Tender of Mr. JOHN SULLIVAN, for the
Supply of Bridge Timber, Cooktown Railway,
has been accepted. Amount, £730 13s. 3d.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs . ALLAN  AND SoNS, forthe Cartage of Wool at Townsville,  has been
accepted . Schedule price.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th  July,  1888.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of Mr. WILLIAM CHAPLIN, for the
Erection of Station Master's House, South-
port, has been accepted. Amount, £465.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs . E. AND J. HEADLAND,for the Erection of Goods Shed at Tanby,
Emu Park Railway, has been accepted. Amount,
£210.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs .  HANCOCK  BROTHERS,for the Construction  of Fifty (50) Open
Goods  Waggons, Southern and Western Railway,
has been accepted .  Amount, £1,376 9s. 2d.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs .  DOYLE AND GILBERT,
for the Erection  of Goods Sheds  on the Ernu
Park Railway ,  has been accepted . Amount,  1;348.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. F AND J. HEADLAND,for the Erection of Engine and Carriage
Sheds, Emu Park Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £850.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Mr. Joie N FRASER, for the
Supply of Hardwood, deliverable in Ipswich,
has been accepted. Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  25th  July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of THE QUEENSLAND RAILWAYCARRIAGE , WAGON,  AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
for the Construction  of Eighteen (18) Goods Wagons
and One  (1) Sheep Van,  Bundaberg  Railway, has
been accepted .  Amount , £ 1,925.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE acceptance of Mr. HENRY RATHBONE'S
Tender , for the  Erection  of Goods  Sheds on
the Emu Park Railway ,  gazetted on 19th May
last ,  has been cancelled.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs .  MACKENZIE ANDSUTHERLAND, for the Construction of Office
Buildings  at Bowen, has been accepted. Amount,
£"267.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of THE QUEENSLAND RAILWAYCARRIAGE ,  WAGON, AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
LIMITED, for the supply of Hardwood, deliverable
in Brisbane, has been accepted. Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th July, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tenders of Messrs.  FIL5HIR,  BROADFOOT,AND Co., for the supply of Pine Timber,
deliverable in Brisbane ,  Ipswich, and Toowoomba,
and for Hardwood deliverable in Toowoomba, has
been accepted .  Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1888.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
SUMMER UNIFORMS , FOR 1888.
SEPA RATE  Tenders will be received at thisOffice until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 17th August ,  1x88, from persons wil ling to
Tender for Supplying  Cloth  and Making Uniforms,
Helmets, and Caps, for the following Railways,
viz..
Southern and Western Railway,
Maryborough Railway,
Bundaberg Railway,
Central Railway,
Mackay Railway,
Northern Railway,
Cairns Railway, and
Cooktown Railway,
for the Summer of 1888.
Specifications may be  seen , and further particu-
lars obtained, at this Office, and at the Railway
Storekeepers' Offices, Ipswich, Maryborough, Bun-
daberg, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and the
Station Masters in Charge at Mackay, Cairns, and
Cooktown.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
MARYBOROuGH  TO GAYNDAH.
SHELTER SHEDS AND OFFICES, SECTION
No.  I.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
August, 1888, from persons  willing  to contract for
the Construction of Shelter Sheds and Offices at
Myrtle Creek and Teebar.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender ,for Shelter
Sheds and Offices, Maryborough to Gayndah,
Section No. 1."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane; Engineer's Office,
Maryborough ; and Station Master's Office, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deosit the sum of 10 per
cent. on the amount of lender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK MATERIAL-BUFFER
HEADS.
'r ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
August, 1888, for the Manufacture within the
Colon of Three Hundred (300) Solid Wrought-
iron  Buffer Heads.
A deposit of two  and a-half (2k)  per cent. on
amount of  Tender ,  in cash or  bank draft, must
accompany  each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawing, Specifications , &c., can be seen at
this Office,  and at  the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
Toowoomba and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nors.-Tenderers must clearly  u nderstand that the Conditions of
Contract relating to  fines for non -completion to time wi ll  be  strictly
enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1888.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL AT SANDGATE STATION.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
August next, from persons willing to Rent a Book-
stall at  the Railway Station, Saudgate, from the
1st September, 1888, to 31st December, 1889.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Book-stall."
The successful Tenderer will be required to
provide a Book-stall to be approved by the Depart-
ment.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 28th July, 1888.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned persons during the months
of June and July, 1888.
THOMAS McILWRAITH,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. Place.
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS.
Clark, John ... ... Eidsvold
Garry, Jas. ... ... ditto
Hollis, Robt. ... ... ditto
Meagher, Patk. ... ... ditto
McLachlan, Geo.... ... ditto
Poncini, Joseph ... ... ditto
Williams, John ... ... ditto
Day, J. H. ... ... Normanton
Walker, Gustav ... ... Tenningering
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Adams ,  G. M. ... ... I Bundaberg
Markwell,  Benj . ... ..  Esk
Morgan,  Wm. ... .. Eidsvold
AUCTIONEERS' LICENSES.
Samuels , Joseph Arrilalah
Boulter, J. G. Bowen
Hansen, N. J. ditto
Jones, J. E. Bou lia
Capel, R. R. A. Brisbane
Cribb, Benj. ditto
Falconer, W. R. ditto
Fletcher, Chas. ditto
King, J. J. ditto
Knight, J. W. ditto
Faircloth, S. J. Bundaberg
Nott, A. W. ditto
Macnamara, A. Cairns
Morris, F. L. ditto
Allom, W. J. Charters Towers
Smith, T. N. ... ditto
McCullogh, C. J.... Croydon
Bignell, C. ... Cunnamulla
Story, Geo. ... ditto
Hughes, H. P. Eidsvold
Wood, W. J. Rockhampton
Denne, Joseph .. Springsure
McCullagh, Joseph Windorah
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS' LICENSES.
Dunstan and Howse ...
Enright, M.
Thomson and  Dalby ...
Stewart and Co ., R. D. ...
Paterson, H. ...
Brisbane
Beaudesert
Croydon
Georgetown
Thargomindah
DISTILLER'S LICENSE.
(13 Vic. No. 27.)
Thomason, T. W. ... ( South Brisbane
CLUBS REGISTERED.
Deutscher  Club ... ...  I Brisbane.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
T HE following  Notice to  Mariners  is publishedfor  general inf rmati n.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
[Extract from the New Zealand  Gazette,  5th July,
1888.]
No.  13 of 1888.
GREYMOUTH HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 2nd July, 1888.
THE Greymouth Harbour Board notify that, in
consequence of a portion of the s.s. "Gerda,"
wrecked on the 23rd ultimo, washing on the inner
side of the North Breakwater, at the lower end of
the staging, projecting about 30 feet into the
river, masters  of vessels  are cautioned, when
approaching the vicinity, not to keep too close to
the north side of the river.
GEO. FISHER,
For;the Minister having Charge of the Marine
Department.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan.
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Oharleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to he undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of -five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposit-, exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Post Office at  HORTON (near the Isis
Railway Line), has been made a Postal Note Office,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Post
Card and Postal Note Act of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1889,
1890, AND 1891.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 26th July, 1888.SEPARATE Tenders are invited and will bereceived until Noon of MONDAY, the First
day of October, 1888, for the Conveyance of Post
Office Mails,  from  the first day of January, 1889, as
hereinafter specified.
All Tenders  must  be written  on an approved
form , printed copies of which may be had gratui-
tously, on application at any Post Office in the
colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-
paid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with
the words  " Tender for the Conveyance of Mails,"
together with the number of the  service,  endorsed
on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender ; and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire  service as  called for.
Tenders on separate forms  are required  for each
service,  as well as separate tenders  for the periods
mentioned--namely, one, two,  or three years.
Every Tender  must  bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two  responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract, and must be accom-
panied by  a certificate  of competency and character
in the case  of tenderers who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering, or their  agents, are  required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 8th October next, and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster- General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their Tenders as may be accepted,  as a guarantee,
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor  failing
either to complete the bond  and contract within a
reasonable  time, or  to commence  the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the  service
has been in operation  for at least  one month, to
the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
In the routes specified, only the  principal  places
of call are,  as a rule, named.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be consi-
dered by the Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony ;  and
attention  is directed to amended Clause  26 as
follows :-
Reductions.
" 26. In  all cases  where it may be at any time
" practicable  for the Government to convey any
" mails,  mail bags , newspapers , and letters by
" railway, either for the whole or for any part of
" the way,  a ratable  mileage reduction, to be
" settled by the Postmaster-General, will be
" deducted from the payments to the Contractor,
" and the Contractor will be required to take
up and  receive  the mails,  mail bags , newspapers,
and letters at any part of the road to which
the railway communication shall extend. In case
" of any mail route being shortened by alteration
" of route, opening up of new roads, or by reason
" of any other  cause , the Postmaster-General shall
" have power to deduct from the contract price such
" ratable mileage reduction as he shall consider
" reasonable for such shortened service."
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
entrusted  to their care, irrespective of the number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
owest or any Tender.
N.B.-The attention of the public is directed to
the following extract from Clause 13 of the General
Conditions attached to each Contract, which will be
enforced whenever necessary, especially in the case
of mail routes traversed by coaches :-
" The contractor, or the person or persons
" employed in the conveyance of mails,
shall not be required to deviate or
"depart from the direct line of road for
"the purpose of receiving or delivering
" any private letters, bags, or news-papers."
JOHN DONALDSON.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from  and to,  and to and from.)
1. Mount Shamrock and Gebangle,  vid  Lady
Florence, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years, subject to one month's notice of dis-
continuance by the Postmaster-General.
2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, daily, except Sunday ; and Cleveland and
Redland Bay, by coach, daily ; for one, two, or
three years.
6. Beenleigh, Nerang, Tallebudgera, and Mur-
willumbah, N.S.W., by coach, six times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
7B. Gympie and Tewantin,  vid  Cooran (Martin's),
by coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
8. Geham Railway Siding and Geham Post
Office, by horse, daily, and to keep Post Office at
iatter  place, for one, two, or three years.
9. Cardwell and Murray River, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf, by
dray, to and from every vessel carrying  mails, for
one, two , or three years.
15. Cooktown and Ayton,  vid  Helenvale, Mount
Romeo, and Bloomfield, by horse, and boat if
required, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
16. Bundaberg and South Bundaberg, by spring
cart, or on foot, daily, for one, two, or three years.
17. Caboolture and Kilcoy Township,  vid  War-
raba, Pointon's, Yatesville, W oodford, Neurum
Creek, and Villeneuve, by c-)ach , twice a week,
and one  trip extra, weekly, between Caboolture and
Woodford, for one, two, or three years.
17A.  Alternative:  Caboolture and Kilcoy Town-
ship,  vid  Warraba, Pointon's, Yatesville, Wood-
ford, Neurum Creek, and Villeneuve, by coach,
twice a  week, and four times  a week extra between
Caboolture and Woodford, for one, two, or three
years.
17B. Kilcoy Township  and Baramba ,  vid  Here-
ford Hills, by horse, twice  a week , for one, two, or
three years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's), by horse, once
a week , for one, two, or three years.
22. Dugandan and Bigriggan,  vid  Dugandan
Station, Milford, Coochin, and Maroon, by horse,
twice a  week, for one, two, or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to all present and future
trains, as required, and to clear letter boxes in
guards' vans and letter receiver at railway  station,
for one, two, or three years.
26. Crow's Nest and Emu Creek Station, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future  trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
41. Mitchell and Augathella,  vid  Forest Vale,
Maxvale, Redford, Hoganthulla, Killarney, and
Burenda Station, by horse, or buggy if required,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
42. Augathella and Tambo,  vid  Biddenham,
Oakwood, Lansdowne, and Mitoura, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
43. Charleville and Cunnamulla,  vid  Wallal,
Mangalore, Dillalah, Claverton, and Coongoola,
by coach, twice a week, for one, two or three years.
43x. Cunnamulla and Barringun,  vid  Tennen-
burra, Jerumbah, and Wooroorooka, by coach, once
a week , for one, two,  or three years.
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44. Rockhampton and Yaamba,  vid  Green Lake,
Canal Creek, The Oaks, Canoona Diggings, and
Canoona Station, by horse,  once a week , for one,
two, or three years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thargomindah,  via  Moon-
jarrie, Eulo, Yowar, Bingarra, and Dynevor Downs,
by coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
47. Gin Gin and Gladstone,  via  Monduran,
Kolonga, Gaeta, Toweran, Waroo, Miriam Vale,
Rodd's Bay, and Boyne River, by horse, twice a
week, but once a week only with Gaeta, for one,
two, or three years.
47A. Childers (Railway Station) and Gin Gin, vid
Eureka and Walla, twice a week, by horse, for
one, two, or three years.
48. Miles and Surat,  rid  Tier boo, Condamine,
Myall Grove, Beta, Undullah, Murilla, Warkon,
Combarngo, and N oorindoo, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
49. St. George and Curriwillinghi,  vid  Boombah,
Doondi, Dirranbandi, Nee Nee, Boorimberrah, and
Euraba, by horse, or buggy when required, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
54. Barcaldine and Blackall, by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
54A. Alternative :  Jericho and Blackall, by coach,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
55. Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah, Googarry,
Euroombah, and Kinnoul, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin,  via  Veteran Reef,
Cootharaba, and Colothin Creek, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the wharf, by
dray, to all steamers and vessels carrying mails, for
one, two, or three years.
61. Clermont Post Office and Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future  trains, as
required, and three times a week to and from
Copperfield, for one, two, or three years.
62. Charleville and Blackall,  vid  Augathella,
Nive Downs, Tambo, Mount Northampton,
Enniskillen, and Greendale, by coach, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
65. Alpha and Tambo,  vid  Companion Creek, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek, Croydon Station, Lake Station,
Connor's Gap, Rookwood, Bombandy, Leichhardt
Downs, Cotherstone, and Huntly Downs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  vita  Calliope
Post Office, Mount Larcombe, Raglan, and Atherton,
by coach, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
70. Eton and Nebo,  vid  Hazlewood and Mount
Spencer, by coach, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
71. Nebo and Clermont,  vid  Oxford Downs,
Mount Orange, Annandale, Olive Downs, Grosvenor,
Downs, Logan Downs, Kilcummin, Spring Diggings,
and Wolfang, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
73. Pittsworth and Pine Creek,  via  Hermitage,
Brookstead, Yandilla, Lemon Tree, and Back Creek,
by coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra Receiving Office,
and Darkey Flat Receiving Office, by coach, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
79. Mitchell and Westgrove,  via  Waroonga,
Kilmorey, Toolumbilla, Womblebank, and Merivale,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
80. Bowen and Mackay,  via  Newstead, Glencoe,
Ben Lomond, Gordon's Glen, Crystal Brook, Crystal
Brook Plantation (Glen Isla), Happy Valley,
Bromby Park, Bloomsbury, St. Helen's, Jolimont,
Hampden, and Balnagowan (Cook's Station), by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
81. Brisbane, Kelvin Grove, and Enoggera, by
omnibus, daily, except Sunday, for one, two or three
years.
82. Bellevue Railway Station and Moombra
(Five-mile Water) by horse, three times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
84. Warwick Post Office and the Railway Station,
by coach, to all present and future trains, as re-
quired, and to clear letter-boxes of guards' vans,
as instructed ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
87A. Esk and Colinton,  via  Junction Mount
Beppo Road, and Cressbrook, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,  via  Palm-t re e
Creek, Gwambegwyne, Ghinghinda, Coorada,
Spottiswoode Telegraph Station,  Zamia, and
Fairfield (subject  to re-arrangement ), by horse,
once  a week, for one, two, or three years.
88A.  Alternative :  Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,
via  Palm-tree Creek, Gwambegwyne, Ghinghinda,
Coorada, Spottiswoode Telegraph  Station ,  Zamia,
and Fairfield, returning  via  Fairfield,  Bedowrie,
Ruined Castle Creek, Glenhaughton , and Broad-
mere ,  by horse, once  a week, for  one, two ,  or three
years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit,  via  Calliope,
Barmundoo , Milton Station, Norton, and Cania, by
coach to Norton, thence by  horse ,  once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
91. New Hidden Valley (Mount Wyatt) and
Belli Creek,  via  Conway's, Yacamunda, The
Bridge, Bowman' s and  Mount Douglas, return
route  via  Tween Hills, Avon Downs, Yacamunda,
and Conway's, by horse , once a week , for one, two,
or three years.
92. Bowen and Clare (Lower Burdekin),  via
Salisbury Plains and Inkermann, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
93. Maroney's Gate-house (Brisbane-Valley Rail-
way Line) and Pine Mountain, by horse, three
times a week, for one, two, or three years.
97. Pentland and Georgetown,  via  Upper Cape,
Lolworth, Cargoon, Wando Vale, Craigie,  Pandanus
Creek, Lyndhurst, Carpentaria Downs, Goldsmith's
Creek, and Charleston, by horse, once  a week, for
one, two, or three years.
97A. Hillgrove and Wando Vale,  via  Bluff Downs,
and Maryvale, by horse, once a week, for  one, two,
or three years.
98. Isisford and Windorah,  via  Ruthven, Tocal,
Bimerah, Stonehenge, Corella, Jundah P.O., and
Galway Downs  (subject  to re-arrangement), by
horse, once a week, for  one, two ,  or three years.
99. Charters Towers and Nulla-Nulla,  via  Hill-
grove  and Southwick ,  by horse, once  a week ,  for one,
two, or three years.
99c.  Alternative :  Charters  Towers  and Nulla-
Nulla,  via  Hillgrove, Bluff  Downs, and Maryvale,
return route  via  Southwick to Hillgrove, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
99B. Cargoon and Hughenden,  via  Reedy  Springs,
Mount Emu Plains, Mount  Sturgeon , and Wonga-
lee, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three
years.
99A. Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Telemon,
Marathon, Richmond, Coobiaby, Eddington, and
Leilaville, by coach, once  a week, for one , two, or
three years.
100. Cloncurry and Normanton,  via  Yadthor
(Upper Crossing Cloncurry), Fort  Bowen, and
Iffley Station, by coach, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
103. Gladstone  and Banana ,  via  Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe, Letter-box near Galloway Plains,
Catfish, Upper Calliope Station, Mount Alma, Iona,
Dumgree, Callide, Prairie, Kooingal, and Barfield,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
105. Swanson's and Cawarral, by horse, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years ;  subject to one
month 's notice of  discontinuance  by the  Postmaster.
General.
108. Croydon and Homeward Bound Camp, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years ;
subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General.
110. Maroocby and North Maroochy, by horse,
once  a week, and keep Receiving Office  at latter
place, for one, two, or three years.
1111. Southport and Ashmore,  via  Bundall
(Currangal), and Benowa, by horse,  three times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
112. Tambo and Blackall,  via  Minnie Downs,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne, Listowel -Downs,
Moorsland, Terrick Terrick, Wooroolah, and
Malvern Hills (subject to  re-arrangement  of route),
by horse ,  once  a week , for one, two,  or three years.
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116. Tiaro and Teebar,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom-
gan, return  route  via  Teebar Mine, Clifton, and
Ellerslie, by horse, three times a week, for one,
two, or three years.
119. Bundaberg and Gladstone,  via  Kolan,
Mostyn (for Gooburrum), Booyan (Kolan Sawmills),
Littabella, Baffle Creek, Taunton, Erimbula, Rodd's
Bay, Riverstone, Boyne River,  Mann 's, Boyne Reef,
and Ten Mile, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
119A. Bundaberg and Baffle Creek,  via  Booyan
(Kolan Sawmills), Littabella, and Rosedale, by
horse,  once  a week, for one, two or three years.
120. Normanton and Croydon,  via  Creen Creek,
by coach, three times  a week , for one, two, or three
years.
120A. Georgetown and Croydon,  via  Cumberland,
Forest Home, Lower Gilbert, The Springs, Belmore
(Cork Tree), and King of Croydon, by coach, once
a week , for one, two, or three years.
121. Mungarr and Ten-mile Camp, by horse,
three times a week, and to keep Receiving Office at
the latter place, for one  year ; subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-
General.
124. North Pine and Mount Pleasant (Story's),
via  Harrison's Pocket, Sampson Vale (Kobble
Creek), and Hamilton, by horse, once a week to
Mount Pleasant, twice  a week  to Hamilton, for
one, two, or three years.
127. Coobiaby and Yadthor,  via  Bunda Bunda,
Manfred Downs, Millungera, Dalgonally, Sedan,
and Byromine, by horse, once  a week , for one, two,
or three years.
130. Mount Perry Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion , by spring-cart, to all present and future
trains,  as required, for one, two, or three years.
131. Eulo, Hoodsville, and Hungerford's, N.S.
Wales, by buggy, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
133. Thargomindah and Adavale,  vid  Norley,
Ardoch, Comongin South, Comongin North, and
Tintinchilla, by horse, or buggy if required, for
one, two, or three years.
134. Roma and Surat,  via  Hope's Creek, Coo-
indra, Merino Downs, Fairview, Rocky Bank,
Deepwater, Trinidad, Yalebone Saw-mills, and
Oberina, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
135. Stanthorpe and Wilson's Downfall, N.S.W.,
vid  Kyoomba and Sugarloaf, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
137. Rockhampton and Leura,  vid  Agricultural
Reserve, Morinish Station, Morinish Diggings,
Morinish No. 2 (Blackfellow's Gully), Rosewood
Diggings, Glenroy, Rookwood, and Balcomba,
return route  via  Apis Creek and Clifton to Glenroy,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
139. St. George and Bollon,  via  Wondit Dam,
Kirk's Waterhole, Boolba Waterhole, Gem Water-
hole, and Uhr's Camp, by horse or buggy, once a
week, for one, two, or three years, but subject to
three months' notice of discontinuance by
Postmaster-General.
140. Thargomindah and Hungerford, N.S.W.,
via  McIntyre Creek, Curracunya, Boonara, and
Hoodsville, by buggy, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
143. Stanthorpe and Texas,  via  Pikedale, Pike's
Creek, and Glenlyon, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
144. Barcaldine and Aramac,  via  Coreena, by
coach , twice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
145. Aramac and Winton, via Muttaburra,
Darrwater , and Vindex, by coach, twice a week to
Muttaburra and once a week to Winton, for one,
two, or  three years.
146. Sandown and Maytown,  via  Robinson's
Track, by coach,  once  a week, for one, two, or three
years.
148. Mooloolah and Buderim Mountain,  via
Mooloolah  Plains,  by horse, three times a week, for
one, two, or three years ; subject to three months'
notice  of discontinuance  by Postmaster-General.
154. Cookto xn and Normauby Reefs,  vid  Deep
Creek, King's Plains,  Springs , and Butcher's Hill,
by horse,  once a week , for one, two, or three years.
156. Brisbane and Samford ,  vid Bunda , by horse,
twice a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
158. Bald Hills and Albany Creek, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley,  vid  Lord
John's Swamp and Lucky Valley, by horse, twice
a week, for one two or three years.
163. Clermont and Yacamunda,  via  Copperfield,
Native Bee, Mount Eagle, Gregory's Creek, Lanark
Downs, Elgin Downs, Tween Hills, and Avon
Downs, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
164. Barcaldine and Isisford, by buggy, once a
week, to be run in one day each way, for one, two,
or three years.
166. Tambourine and Pine-tree Creek,  vid  Fen-
wyke, O'Mahoney's, and Irvingsford (Caningera),
by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
167. Beaudesert and Kooralbyn,  vid  Yellow
Waterholes, Tamrookum, Telemon Crossing (Dry-
nan's ), S ringvale, and Clune, by horse, three times
a week, for one, two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer's (Fern
Hill),  vid  Coomera, by horse, three times a week, for
one, two, or, three years.
170. Thornborough and Union Camp,  vid  Wat-
sonville and Stewart Town, by horse, once a week,
f'or one, two, or three years.
171. Maryborough and Pialba, by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Minden,  via  Ashwell and
Tallegalla, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
175. Gowrie Junction and Glencoe, by horse,
three times a week, for one, two, or three years.
175x. Meringandan and Gomoron, by horse,
three  times  a week, for one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty, via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, three times a
week, or oftener if steamer runs, for one, two, or
three years.
177. Yuleba and St. George,  via  Surat, by
coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
178. Crow's Nest and Douglas,  via  Plainby, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
179. Burketown and Westmoreland, by horse,
fortnightly, and to keep the Receiving Office at
Westmoreland, for one, tw -, or three years.
181. South Brisbane and Mount Gravatt,  via
Dunellan, by tram or omnibus, daily, for one, two,
or three years.
183. Brisbane and Ashgrove, by omnibus, daily
(except Sunday), for one, two, or three years.
185. Kyabra and Eulbertie,  via  Keeroongooloo,
Wombanderry, and Wombanderry South, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
190. Meadow Flats and Balnagowan, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
192. Dalby and Lyndley,  via  Maida Hill and
Glenmore, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
194. Southbrook and Biddeston, by horse, twice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
195. Pittsworth and Hogarth' s,  via  Kincora,
North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
197. Bollon and Barringun, N.S.W.,  via  Fern-
lees, Bundaleer, Noorama, Thurulgunnia, and
Wooroorooka, by coach, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
198. Waterford and Chamber's Flat,  via  Logan
Reser% e, by horse, twice  a week , for one, two, or
three years.
200. Kamanmulga and Langlo Downs, via
Mount Morris, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three ears.
201. Port Douglas and Herberton, via Craiglie,
Weatherboards, Granite Creek, Martintown, and
Carrington (Scrubby Creek), by coach, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
201A.  Alternative :  Port Douglas and Herberton,
via  Craiglie Weatherboards, Granite Creek,
Martintown, and Carrington (Scrubby Creek), by
coach, twice a week for one. two, or three years.
202. Jondaryan and West Prairie, by horse,
once a week. for one, two, or three years.203. Croydon and Carron, via Table Top and
Golden Valley, by coach, three times a week, for
one, two, or three years.
206. Dugandan  Railway  Station and Alford
(B"croft' s),  via  Croftby (Beverley 's), by horse,
twice a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
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207. Winton and Hughenden ,  via  Oondooroo ,  252. Charleville and Adavale  via  Burrandilla,
Manuka ,  and Afton Downs, by coach, once a week ,  Kamanmulga ,  Boothulla, Gumbardo ,  and Tintin-
for one ,  two, or three years .  chilla, by coach ,  twice a week, for one, two, or
211. Port Douglas and Mia llo (Saltwater Creek ),  three years.
by boat ,  once a week ,  and to keep the Receiving 253. Stonehenge and Vergemont,  via  War-
Office at Mia llo, for one, two, or three years ,  but breccan ,  Connemara ,  Dunham Towers ,  Tally-ho,
subject to one month's notice of discontinuance and Rosebrook, by horse, once a week ,  for one,
by the Postmaster-General .  two, or three years.
212. Oaky and Happy Va lley,  via  Crosshill ,  by 255. Kyabra and Windorah ,  vid  Tenham and
horse, buggy in fine weather ,  twice a week, for one, Hammond Downs, by buggy, once a week ,  for one
two, or three years. year.
213. Clifton and Pilton ,  by horse, twice a week, 256 .  Diamantina Lakes and Monkira ,  via  Daven-
for one, two ,  or three years .  port Downs ,  by horse, once a fortnight ,  for one
215. Boulia and Headingl  , via  Herbert Downs, year.
Glenormiston ,  Roxborough Downs,  and Carandotta, 258. Toowoomba Post  Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years .  by horse, three times a week ,  for one ,  two, or
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture ,  by horse ,  three years.
twice a week ,  and to act as Postmaster at Upper 259. Leyburn and Yandilla ,  via  Tummavi lle
Caboolture ,  for one ,  two, or three years .  Head Station ,  Tummaville School ,  Wright's,
221. Maryborough and Teddington ,  via  Tinana ,  Pillar 's, and Baillie 's, by horse ,  once a week, for
Jindah Road to Polynesian Hospital ,  Woongool ,  one, two, or three years.
and Nerada ,  by horse ,  daily ,  for one. two ,  or three 260 .  St. Lawre nce Post Office and the Wharf,
years. by dray, to and from every vessel carrying mails,
222. Oaky and Boah ,  by horse, twice a week ,  for for one, two ,  or three years.
one, two ,  or three years .  261. Bingera and Bolan South ,  by horse or on
223. Greenmount and Mount Kent (Back Plains ),  foot, three times a week, for one, two, or three
by horse, twice a week ,  for one, two, or three years. years.
224. Strathpine and South Pine, by horse, twice a 262. Port Douglas and Mossman River, by boat
week ,  and to keep Post Office at South Pine, for one, or horse, once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years ;
two, or three years  ;  subject to three months '  notice subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by
of discontinuance by Postmaster -General .  Postmaster -General.
226. Hampton and Perseverance Creek ,  via  Pipe -  265. Rockhampton and North Rockhampton
clay ,  by horse, three times a week ,  for one, two ,  or Post Office,  by coach, daily, for one, two, or three
three years .  years.
228. Edith Vale  (Trinity Inlet )  and Russell 266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station
River Lower Camp ,  via  Highleigh and Kensington , (North Bundaberg), and calling at the Post Office
by horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two or three years. there ; Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station
230. Lyndhurst and Lower Camp Woolgar ,  by (South Bundaberg); also, Post Office and the
horse, once a week ,  for one, two or three years  ;  Wharves ; by spring cart, to all present and future
subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by trains and mail vessels  ;  to clear letter -boxes of
Postmaster -General. guards' vans and pillar -boxes  ;  also ,  to convey post
230A.  Alternative  :  Lyndhurstand Mount Hogan ,  office stores ,  furniture , &c.; as  re quired ,  for one,
by horse ,  once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years ; two, or three years.
subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by 267 .  Nebo and Mount Britten (Gold Field), by
Postmaster -General .  horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years, but
231. Laidley and Plainland ,  by horse, twice a terminable at one month 's notice by Postmaster-
week ,  for one, two or three years. General.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia ,  via  Devoncourt ,  269. Bundaberg and East Bundaberg ,  by spring-
Bridgewater ,  Limestone ,  Chatsworth, Noranside ,  cart or bug ggyy,  daily, and to act as Receiving Officer
Buckingham Downs ,  and Police Camp, by horse, at East Bunndaberg,  for one, two ,  or three years.
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years. 270. Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, by
234.  Charters Towers and Victoria Downs ,  via horse ,  twice a week, for one ,  two, or three ears.
70-Mile,  Clarke 's  Branch, Mount Leyshon ,  Bluff 272. Lytton Jetty Post Office and  Wynnum,
Downs, Bluff Diggings, Brittania ,  and Bletching- by horse ,  daily ,  for one, two ,  or three years ; sub-
ton Park ,  by coach to Bluff Diggings ,  thence by ject to three months' notice of discontinuance by
horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years. Postmaster -General.
237. Seaforth and Reid River ,  via  Airdmillan ,  274. Cobb's Camp and Diddilibah, by horse,
Li ll iesmere ,  Ayr, Brandon ,  Pioneer ,  Brookfield ,  twice a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
Clare,  Leichhardt Downs, and Woodhouse ,  by 276. Boulia and Birdsville ,  via  Marion Downs,
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years. Breadalbane ,  Cluny, Glengyle ,  Carcory ,  Roseheath,
238. Well Station and South Toolburra Receiv - and Salmonville, by horse, once a week ,  for one,
ing Office, by horse, twice a week ,  and to keep two, or three years.
Re ceiving Office at Well Station ,  for one, two, or 278 .  Maryborough Post Office and Railway Sta-
three years . tion ,  by spring -cart, to all present and future trains,
241. Dalveen and Mountside ,  via  Geaney 's, as required ,  for one, two, or three years.
Patterson 's, Braeside ,  and North Maryland Road 286. Granite Creek and Thornborough ,  by coach,
Schoolhouse ,  by horse, daily ,  for one, two, or three once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
years. 286A.  Alternative  :  Granite Creek and Thorn-
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta- borough ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or
tion ,  by buggy, to all present and future trains, as three years.
required ,  for one ,  two, or three years . 287. Port Douglas and Daintree River ,  by boat,
243. Adavale and Windorah ,  route to be deter - twice a week for one, two ,  or three years.
mined ,  by coach ,  once a week, for one, two, or 288 .  Headingly and Camooweal  (Lake Francis),
three years . via  Lake Nash ,  by horse ,  once a week, for one, two,
243A.  Alternative :  Adavale and Windorah ,  route or three years.
to be determined ,  by coach ,  twice a week ,  for one, 289 .  Cooktown and Mclvor ,  via  Rosebank,
two, or three years . Bustard Park ,  and  Pryde's Creek ,  by horse, once a
245. Gladstone and  Koppel Bay, to meet week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
steamers carrying mails, call ing at The Narrows 292. Walloon and Smith 's Mills,  via  Kercheim
(Monte  Christo ),  by steam -launch ,  twice  it  week , and Marburg ,  by coach, daily  ;  also Marburg and
for one, two ,  or three years . Glamorgan Vale,  by horse ,  three times a week ; for
246. Richmond Downs and Croydon ,  vid Cam- one, two ,  or three years.
bridge Downs, Burleigh ,  Merton Ponds ,  Woolgar ,  293. Veresdale and Allandale (Sloper 's),  via
Piebald Camp ,  Woodstock ,  Esmeralda ,  and Idalia ,  Bromelton Bridge, Bromelton ,  and Moloney's, by
by buggy or coach, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or horse ,  three timesa week, for one ,  two, or three years.
three years .  295. Macalister and  Jimbour,  by horse, daily
251. Roma Post Office and the Railway Station, (except Sunday ),  for one ,  two, or three years.
by buggy ,  to all  present and future trains ,  as 300. Herberton and Coolgarra ,  via Newe llton, by
required, for one,  two, or three years.  horse, once a week,  for one, two,  or three years.
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300A. Herberton and Glenlinedale,  via  Watson-
ville Eureka Creek, Orient Camp, Mount Albion,
and Irvinebank. by horse, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
301. South Toolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years
305. Kerry and Darlington (Upper Albert), by
horse, once  a week, and to keep Receiving Office at
Darlington , for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty and non-contract mail
steamers , by boat, for one, two, or three years
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse, three times  a week,  for one , two, or three
years.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Wharf, by
spring -cart, to all steamers and vessels carrying
mails, for one ,  two, or three years.
309. Hodgson Railway Station and Hodgson
Receiving Office, by horse, daily, for one, two, or
three years, but terminable by Postmaster-General
on three months' notice.
311. Eton and Tierawoomba, via' Hazeldean,
Hazelwood, Blue Mountain, Coulston Park, Boling-
broke, and Wandoo, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
313. Cunnaniulla and Widgeegoara,  vi4  Widgee-
goara  Hotel, Charlotte Plains, and Weelamurra,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
314. Stonehouse (Williams) ad Mount Stanley,
via  Louisa  Vale and Blank's Avoca Creek, by
horse, once a week, and to act as Receiving Officer
at Stonehouse ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare-
won, by horse, daily (except Sunday), for one, two,
or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-mile  Diggings and Bouldercombe (Croco(lile
Creek), by coach, three times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
323B.  Alternative:  Rockhampton and Mount
Morgan,  via  Three-mile Diggings and Boulder-
combe  (Crocodile Creek), by horse,  three times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
323A. Kabra Railway Station and Mount Mor-
gan, by coach,  daily,  for one, two, or three years.
325. Charleville Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to all present and future  trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
326. Clermont and Clermont,  via  Peak Vale,
Craven Out-Station, Craven, and Islay Plains,
return route  via  Surbiton ,  Banchory and Red
Rock, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three
years.
327. South Brisbane and Belmont ,  via  Coorparoo,
by wagonette ,  daily  (except Sunday ),  for one, two,
or three years.
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week, and to act as Receiving Officer at Craiglie,
for one, two, or three years.
330. Pointon's (Caboolture-Baramba Road) and
Mount Mee,  via  \IcDonald's Selection, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra,  via  Forest Plain, by
horse, twice a week, and to act as Receiving Officer
at Goomburra, for one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergemont,  via  Bladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Sunny Hills, Fermoy, and
Lismore, by horse, once a week, for one year.
335. Townsville and Ingham,  via  Armidale and
Waterview, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
336. Waterford Post Office and Betbania Railway
Station, by horse, daily, to all present and future
trains , as required, for one, two, or three years.
338. Normanton and Fort Bowen, or Carr's
Camp, as required,  via  Neumayer Valley, Tala-
wanta,  Jackey's Lagoon, Donor's Hill, Cowan
Downs, and Canobie, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
338A. Floraville and Donor's Hill  via  Milgarra
and Paddy's Lagoon, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
339. Childers andBarnes's School,  via  Apple Tree,
return  route  via  Isis, by horse, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham Downs),
via  Bendemere, Clifford, Roughlie, and Muggleton,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
341. Jericho  and Doongmabu ll a,  via  Desmond's
and Granbar' s to Springer 's, thence  via  Clare, Lake
Dunn, and Eastmere, return route  viallEastmere and
Dunrobin, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
343. Surat and Noorindoo,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklands, Sydenliam, Wehl's and  Dehnertvale, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
345. Cairns and Edithvale, by steamer or boat,
once a week,  for one year; subject to three months
notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.
347. Cobb' s Camp and Sylvania (Petrie's Creek),
by horse, twice a week, and to keep the Post Office
at Sylvania, for one, two, or three years.
348. Cork and Springvale,  via  Urbana and Dia-
mantina Lakes, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf, by horse and
cart,  to all vessels carrying mails ,  for one, two, or
three years.
350. Muttaburra and Arrilalah (Forest  Grove),
via  Green Hills, East Darr ,  Evesham, Corona, and
til aneroo, by horse,  once a week ,  for one, two, or
three years.
351. Banana and Wooroona ,  via  Moura, Round-
stone, Redcli$e No. 2, Redcliffe,  and Nu llalbin, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
355. Warra Railway Station and Durah,  via
Jinghi Jinghi, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
356. Southport and Woodlands  (Beetham's)  via
Labrador, by omnibus or  buggy,  daily,  for one, two,
or three years.
359. Springsure Post Office and Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future  trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
361. Logan Village and Tambourine, by coach or
buggy, three  times a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
362. c'ooper' s Plains Railway Station and Brown's
Plains,  via  Cooper's Plains Post Office, by spring-
cart, three times a week, for one two or three years.
363. Teebar and Tholothin,  by horse, once a
week, and to keep Receiving Office at Tholothin, fcr
one, Two, or three years.
364. Ravenswood and Evlinton, by horse, daily,
for one two or three years ; terminable at one
month's notice by Postmaster-General.
365. St. Lawrence and Yatton,  via  Byfield
Robinson 's, Hawkins ',  and Schneider 's, by horse,
once a week ,  and to keep Post Office at Yatton ,  for one
year ,  but contract terminable by Postmaster-General
upon one month's notice.
366. Logan Village and Greenbank,  via  North
and South Maclean and Nash 's (Teviot Junction),
by horse, twice  a week ,  f'or one, two ,  or three years.
367. Ingham and Kangaroo Hills Tin Mines,  vid
Stoneleigh, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
371 Toowong and Glen Albro (Ithaca Creek),
by spring-cart, daily, for one, two, or three years.
372. Spring Creek Railway Station and Eight-
mile Plains Post Office, via Spring Grove School, by
horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
374. Herberton and Lake Lucy,  via  Nigger Creek,
Evelyn Sawmills, Waroora, Woodleigh, Innot Hot
Springs ,  Gunnawarra ,  Tirrebella ,  Cashmere, and
Wairoona, by horse , once a fortnight ,  for one, two,
or three years.
378. Brisbane and Downfall Creek ,  via  Stafford,
by wagonette or omnibus, daily,  for one ,  two, or
three years.
379. Breakfast Creek Post Office and Eagle Farm
Post Office, by wagonette, once a day, and to keep
Post Office at Eagle  Farm, for one, two ,  or three
years.
380. Gayndah and Eidsvold, by coach, once a
week, for one, two, or three years ; but terminable
by Postmaster -General upon one month 's notice.
381. Charters Towers and Black Jack ,  by coach,
daily, for one year ; but contract terminable by
the Postmastr -General upon one month 's notice.
386. Normanton Post Office and Wharf, to all
mail vessels , by spring  van, for one ,  two, or three
years.
389. Hughenden Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to  all present and future trains, as
required ,  for one, two ,  or three years,
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392. Telemon  Crossing  and Palen Creek,  via
Rathdowney, by horse, once a week, and to keep
the Receiving Office at Palen Creek, for one, two, or
three years.
394. Golden Fleece and Stanton Harcourt Dig-
gings , by horse, twice a week, and to keep the
Receiving office at Golden Fleece, for one, two, or
three years ; but contract terminable by the Post-
mas' er-General upon one month' s notice.
396. Weatherboards and Mt. Spurgeon, by
horse, once  a week, and to keep the Receiving
Office  at Weatherboards, for one, two, or three
years ; but subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance  by Postmaster-General.
398. Mount Albion and Tate Telegraph Station,
via  Tate  Tin Mines, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
399. Limestone and Port Douglas Road, Grove's
(Weatherboards), along the banks of the Mitchell,
via  Cowley's, and Northedge, by horse, once a
week , for one, two, or three years.
400. Yuleba and Moraby,  via  Moongool, Marra
Marra, Scotland, Westbourne, Grove, and Callitris,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
401. Dalby and Eidsvold, by coach, once a week,
for one, two, or three years, subject to  one month's
notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.
402. Morven and Charleville,  vid  M aryvale,
Alice Downs, Authoringa, and Riversleigh, by
horse, once a week , for one, two, or three years.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription  of £2 2s.  1 er annum in  advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
Chief Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to  be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation ,  under section fifty -three of  " '% he
Defence  Act  of  1884," of a Rifle Club at Croydon,
to be designated  " The Croydon Rifle Club."
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
CROYDON RIFLE CLUB.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the following Rules for the management of the
civil affairs  of The Croydon Rifle Club.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
RULES.
1. This club shall be known as " The Croydon
Rifle Club."
2. Any person may become a member of the
club on payment of an entrance fee of five shillings,
and an annual subscription of one pound, payable
quarterly in advance, provided that the names of
joining members be submitted to the committee for
approval.
3. Donors of ten guineas and upwards shall be
enrolled as life members of the club.
4. The business of the club shall be managed
by a president, two vice-presidents, secretary,
treasurer, and seven members of committee, any
five of whom shall form a quorum.
5. The office-bearer and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the club,
which shall be held during the month of April in
each year.
6. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being absent from three consecutive meetings of
the committee shall be liable, at the discretion of
the committee, to have his seat declared vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the committee caused by
resignation or by enforced retirement under Rule
6, may be filled by the club.
8. All meetings of the committee shall be con-
vened by the secretary ; but should he fail to do
so within seven days after receiving a requisition
signed by three members of the committee, any
three such members may themselves convene a
meeting of  the committee.
9. 11 o meeting of the committee shall be held to
have been duly convened unless a written notice
be forwarded to each member thereof  at least
twenty-four hours prior to such meeting
10. The annual meeting of the club for the
election of office-bearers shall be convened by
advertisement in at least one paper circulating in
the district,  and not less than seven days '  notice
shall be given of such meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by  two gentle-
men appointed at the preceding annual meeting,
shall he laid before the members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have power
to fill the position.
12. The subscription of each member becomes
due on the first day of April, July, October, and
January in each year, and no one shall be entitled
to the privileges of membership until his subscrip-
tion be paid.
13. No member, by reason of his being such, shall
have any estate or interest in the property of the
club other than a right to use the club's property
at the rifle ranges, in accordance with the
resolutions or decisions of the committee.
14. A general meeting of the club shall be called
at any time by the secretary, on receiving a
requisition signed by not less than ten members ;
the time and object of such general meeting to be
advertised one week previous to such meeting.
15. Any member may be expelled from the club
against whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting specially called to
consider the case, and of which seven days '  notice
shall have been given.
16. The practice days of the club shall be fixed
by the committee.
17. After providing for the necessary expenses
of the club, the committee may expend the balance
of the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its member, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly advertised by advertisement.
18. In addition to the annual subscription the
committee shall have  power to exact an entrance
fee from each member who shall compete in a
match for prizes ; provided always that the entrance
fees be devoted to the prize list.
19. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
20. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be neces-
sary for carrying on the  business  of the club.
21. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall generally be observed
in the matches and practice of the club.
22. The standard of proficiency for members
shall be a knowledge of the manual and firing
exercises for rifle battalions and squad drill.
23. Any member purchasing a rifle shall be the
owner  thereof.
24. Any member of the club who shall be in
arrear in his subscription for two quarters shall be
no longer a member thereof. -
25. No member shall be allowed to take any
part in any rifle match whose subscription is in
arrear.
26. At all special and general meetings of the
club twenty members shall form a quorum.
27. All members who fail to make themselves
proficient within the meaning of the Act shall make
good to the club the amount of capitation lost
through their being non-efficient.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July,188Pr
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1fE follovwing General Abstract, Showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Australian Joint Stock Bank, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April t) the 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretuiy,
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to the 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOT I LS.
d d£ s £ s £ s.d.  £ a. 1.. ...
Notes  in Circulation $ Not bearing Interest ... ... 83,968 11 5 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals ... 198,822 18  6Bearing Interest ... ... ..... Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bare ... ... ... .. 15,303 11 10
83,968 11 5 Landed Property 86,695 12 9
1,264 17 9
erest ...
Bills  in Circulation No tbea n n Notes and Bills of other Banks 2,054 5 8...t I er t Balances due from other Banks ...  11,914 9 7
1,264 17 9 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Balances due to other Banks ... . 6,817 13 7 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts 1,105,590  6 11
Billsexcepting Notes andof every description
Not bearing Interest...Deposits 362,622 19  6
,, ,
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Bearing Interest 666,566 5 8
189 5 21 029, ,
Total Amount of Liabilities £1,121,240 711 Total Amount of Assets £1,420,381 5 3
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th 500,000 0 0
June, 1888.
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... 121 per cent. per annum l'
Amount of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared ... ... ... 31,250 0 0
it
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 308,619 13 9
ALEX. KERR, Assistant  Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL, Accountant.
I, Alexander Kerr, make oath that the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the abov. Bankto the best of my knowledge and belief, ,
during the period specified; and that  the same was  made up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Australian Joint Stock Bank, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed  at the sum of £62915s. 4d.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888. ALEX. KERR.
WM. BROOKS,  Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on  the within-mentioned sum of £83 ,96811s .  5., being one quarter ' s composition  of the duty  payable on the annual average cf the money value of the notes in circulation  for the  year  1888,  t y t1a
By the Commissioner  of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-fifth day of July, 1888, the sum of £62915s. 4d., for the duty  assessed as above.
'Eutd.-CHAS. F. DRIVER. For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
T HE following General Abstract ofthe Average Amount ofthe Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, within the Colony ofQueensland, taken from the severalWeekly Statements during the Quarter from the 2nd April to 25th June,  1888,is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
-- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYnNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 2nd APRIL to 25th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing  Interest  ;;;
,,.
40,860 13 10
Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation ( Not bearing  Interest  ...  351 8 8Bearing Interest ..,
Balances due  to other Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest  ... ... 215,391 14 0Bearing Interest  ... ... 427,588 4 5
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
40,860 13 10
351 8 8
292 12 3
642,979 18  5
Total Amount of Liabilities
ASSETS.
Coined Gold  and Silver  and other  Coined Metals
er ' B III d $ rG o114 ,1 Oiln In u an a ev on ,.. ... ... ...a
Gove rn ment  Securities  ... ... ... . ... ... .
Landed Property ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due  from other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ...
26,575 9 1
1,266 13 6
2,646 19 2
866,896 18  2
... ... ... ... £684,484 13 2 Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... £1,001,001 17 7
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... .. 600,(00 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 25 per cent. per annum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
75,000 0 0
755,058 8 0
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888. G. H. GREEN,  Manager.W. H. PARKER, Accountant.
I, George Henry Green, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
G. W. GRAY, Justice of the Peace. -
ASSESSMENT.
G. H. GREEN.
The duty on the within -mentioned sum of  £ 40,86013s .  lOd., being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1888, by the
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed  at the sum of £306 9s. Id.
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
...... 103,615 17 8
RECEIPT.
Received on the  twenty-fifth day of July ,  1888, the sum  of £306 9s .  Id., for the duty  assessed as above . For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Caen.  F. DRITER  GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.
T HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Mercantile Bank of Sydney, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several WeeklyStatements during the Quarter from the 31st March to 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE MERCANTILE  BANK  OF SYDNEY,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 31st MARCH to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation  .,, ( Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest ,..
Bills in Circulation  ,,, ( Not bearing  InterestBearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other  Banks ...
Not bearing  Interest
Deposits  ... ..  Bearing Interest ...
Government ...
£ s. d.
Coined Gold  and Silver  and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and  Silver in Bu ll ion and Bare ... ... ... ...
4,519 0 0 Landed Propert7 ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills  of other  Banks . .. ... ... ...
Balances due  frqm other Banks
207 14 0 Amount of all Debts  due to the Bank ,  including Notes,)
86,531 6 2
Total Amount  of Liabilities  ... ... ... £ 91,258 0 2
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date .,. ... ... ... ,.. 300,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Sha re holders  ... ... ... ...  9 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ,.. ... ... ... 13,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend 116,123 7 10
B il ls of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
I, John Seafield Deuchar, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
Bank during the period specified ;  and that the same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
B. LRIBB, Justice of the Peace.
Total Amount of Assets
TOTALS.
£ a. d
39,999. 2 7
10,865 2 1
277,974 12  4
£328,838 17 0
JOHN S. DEUCHAR,  Manager.
ROBT. YOUNG,  Accountant.
is a true and faithful  Account of  the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above
JOHN S. DEUCHAR.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on  the  within-mentioned sum of £4 ,519, being one quarter's composition  of the duty  payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation,  for the year 1888, by the
Mercantile  Bank of Sydney ,  in the Colony  of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of £3317s . 10d.
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT.
£  S.  d.
4,519 0 0
207 14 0
29,716 11 7
... ... 53,243 6 0
3,571 8 7
£ a. d.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty -fifth day of July, 1888,  the sum of £3317s . 10d., for the duty assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.Entd. - CHAS. F. DnivEn.
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SHIRE OF TOOWONG.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made by the
Council of the Shire of Toowong.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 7.
Fox MAINTAINING THE GOOD RULE AND Gov-
EBNMENT OF THE SHIRE.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to make
provision for the good rule and government of the
Shire of Toowong, it is hereby ordered and
directed by the Council of the said Shire, by virtue
of  " The Local Government Act of  1878," and by
the authority of the same, as follows
Carriage and foot  ways to be laid out.
1. The Council may cause to be set out,  so far as
may be practicable, the breadth of the carriage and
footways in the streets and public places within the
Shire ; and the carriage and foot ways when so set
out shall be deemed to be the carriage and foot
ways within the meaning of this By-law ; and
the said footways shall in  all cases  be taken
and measured from the kerbstone or exterior
edge thereof to the building line, without reference
being in  any manner  had to the breadth of the
carriage-way adjoining thereto, or any part or
parts thereof. Provided always that until the
breadth of such carriage and foot ways shall be set
out as aforesaid the carriage and foot ways for the
time being used shall be deemed and taken to be
carriage and foot ways within the meaning of this
By-law.
Drains  and streets -injury to.
2. No person shall, without the authority of the
Council, dig, injure, or open, or cause to be formed,
dug, or opened, any drain or sewer, or make, or
cause  to be made, any opening or cutting, or erect
any post or pillar in any part of the streets,  carriage
or foot  ways,  within the Shire, or in any lands
within the Shire belonging to or under the control
of the Council.
Removing turf, gravel, c-c.
3. No person shall, without the authority of
the Council, dig, or remove or came to be dug or
removed, any turf, sand, clay, soil, gravel, stone, or
other material, from any part of the said streets,
carriage or foot ways, or from any lands  belonging
to or under the control of the Council.
Damaging streets, 4-c.
4. No person shall, without the authority of the
Council, break up or otherwise damage or injure
any carriage or foot way, or water channel, within
the Shire.
No buildings or projections  on streets  allowed.
5. No person shall erect, or begin to erect, or
cause to be erected, without the authority of the
Council, any building, stair, steps, or projections,
so as  to encroach on any carriage way, foot way,
street, or public place, within the Shire ; and it'
any person shall erect, or begin to erect, or cause
to be erected, without such authority as aforesaid,
any such building, stair, steps, or projection, he
shall forthwith remove the same upon being
required so to do by the Council ; and in the event
of any person refusing or delaying to remove
such building, stair, steps, or projection, it shall be
lawful for the Council to have the same removed at
the expense of the person so  refusing  or delaying ;
and the expense incurred thereby may be recovered
in the same  way as  penalties under this By-law or
otherwise as by law allowed ; and in addition
thereto every such person shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Verandahs  and awnings.
6. It shall be lawful for the president to give
permission, in writing, for the erection of verandahs
or awnings of any design which, in his opinion,
may be suitable for the class of buildings to which
such are proposed to be attached. Provided that
every verandah  or awning  shall be at least eight
feet high at its lowest part from the kerb.
Permission to open  streets , *c.,  may be given.
7. It shall be lawful for the President to give
permission in writing to any person to open up any
part of the streets or public  places  under the con-
trol of the Council, for the purpose of laying down
or repairing any pipe or pipes, or drains or of
I altering the position of any such pipe, or pipes or
drains, or for other purposes. And when and so
often as any person so authorised shall have
lawfully broken up or removed the stones, ground,
soil or pavement in or of any road, street, way,
lane, or other public place within the Shire, such
person shall and be is hereby required immediately
thereafter to replace and make good such ground,
soil, or pavement to the satisfaction of any officer
having the control, direction, or superintendence
of such pavement, soil, or ground respectively ;
and such person shall carry or  cause  to be carried
away and deposited where directed by the said
officer all surplus earth, filth, and rubbish
occasioned thereby at his own cost and charges,
and during the time such works are being carried
on and until such ground, soil, or pavement is
replaced as aforesaid, such person shall provide
necessary lights of red colour  between sunset and
sunrise, and otherwise guard by sufficient  rails or
fence the said works so as to prevent any damage
or inconvenience to persons, cattle,  or carriages ;
and in case such person shall make default in
replacing such ground, soil, or pavement  as afore-
said, or removing any rubbish or soil occasioned
thereby, or in placing or setting up such lights
at night or otherwise guarding the said works as
aforesaid, then in every such case he shall be liable
for every such offence to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, and it shall be lawful for the
Council to reinstate such ground, soil, or pavement,
and carry away all rubbish  occasioned  thereby, and
during the time that such works are being carried
on to provide necessary lights at night ; and the
expenses so  incurred by the Council may be
recovered in like manner  as penalties  under this
By-law or otherwise
Timber and stone - how to be drawn.
8. No person shall haul or draw or cause to be
hauled or drawn upon any road, street, or public
place within the Shire any timber, stone or other
thing in such manner as to drag or trail upon the
ground
Bridges  over watertables.
9. The owner or occupier of any house, land, or
premises within the Shire shall, when required to
do so by the President, and within fourteen days
from the notification thereof, place or fix,  or cause
to be placed or fixed, over  or across  the water-
channel in front of such house, land, or premises a
wooden or other bridge  or crossing  of such con-
struction as may be approved by the Shire Clerk
or other municipal officer, and in  case of refusal
or neglect such owner or occupier shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding ten shillings per day for
every  day during which such default continues.
Injuries  to trees in streets.
10. No person shall, without the authority of
the Council, remove, injure, or destroy any trees,
shrubs, or plants in any street within the Shire nor
in any lands within the Shire under the control of
the Council.
Obstructions and nuisances  on footpaths  and streets.
11. No person shall set or place  or cause or
permit to be set or placed any stall board, chopping
block, basket, crockery wares, merchandise, boxes,
casks, or goods of any kind whatsoever  in or upon
or over any of the  carriage  ways, footways or
public places within the Shire ;  nor cause any
kind of obstruction,  nuisance, or annoyance to
be in or upon or over any street, lane, public
place, or passage in the Shire, nor obstruct,  incom-
mode, hinder, or prevent the free  passage of any
footway or causeway within the Shire, or prejudice
or annoy in any manner whatsoever any person or
persons travelling, passing, or going thereon, or
place any coffee stall, fruit stall , oyster stall, flower
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stall, or other like structure in any street, lane, or
public place without the authority, in writing, of
the President, and such authority shall not extend
for a longer period than the end of the current
year from the granting thereof, and may at any
time  be withdrawn or cancelled by the President
for the time being.
Malicious mischief.
12. No person shall negligently, wilfully, or
maliciously damage any building, erection, finger-
post, tree-guard, water-trough, wall, sluice, bridge,
watercourse, fountain, urinal, work or material
within the Shire, of or belonging to, leased, or used
by, or under the control of the Council.
Lands of Council not to be occupied mithout permission.
13. No person shall without leave of the Council
reside  upon, occupy, or use (except in accordance
with the purposes or objects for which the Council
shall have or hold the same) any lands within the
Shire belonging to or under the control of the
Council.
Discharging fireworks and firearms.
14. No person shall throw, cast, or fire any squib,
cracker, rocket, orother firework, in, near, or into any
street , road,  lane or passage  within the Shire ; or
fire off or discharge any gun, pistol, fowling piece
or other firearm from any house or in or near any
street, road, lane or  passage  within the Shire, or
permit or suffer any person to fire off or discharge
at or from his House any gun, pistol or other fire-
arm, so  as to endanger any person or property, or
make or  assist in  making any bonfire or burn any
matter  in any  street, road, lane or passage within
the Shire.
Blasting.
15. No person shall blast any rock or earth
within the Shire without giving notice and obtain-
ing a permit in writing  from the President twenty-
four hours previously. The President may appoint
a time  when such blasting may take place, and may
give such directions as he may deem necessary for
the public safety ; and if any person shall blast or
cause to  be blasted any rock or earth within the
Shire without giving such notice and receiving such
permission as aforesaid, or shall not conform to the
directions given to him by the President, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Explosive  material.
16. No person shall have, keep, nor store within
the Shire at any one time more than two hundred
gallons of kerosine , benzine, or other oils of an
explosive  nature,  nor more than one hundred weight
of gunpowder, unless the same be stored in build-
ings of such a description and in such situation as
shall in each instance be approved by the Council.
Furious riding.
17. No person shall negligently, carelessly, or
furiously ride any horse through or along any road,
street, lane, or public place within the Shire, nor at
a pace faster than a walk when passing  from one
public street to the other.
Ferocious dogs.
18. No owner shall allow to be at large any
unmuzzled  ferocious dog or other animal, or set on
or urge any dog or other  animal  to attack, worry, or
put in fear any person or any horse or other animal
in any road, street, lane, or public place within the
Shire.
Houses of ill fame.
19. :N o person shall keep within the Shire any
house of ill fame or repute, and any person keeping
any such house, either as proprietor or occupier, or
having the chief control or conduct or management
of the same, shall forfeit and pay the sum of ten
pounds for every such offence.
Bathing.
20. -No person shall, except in an enclosed build-
ing or, bathhouse, undress or bathe witl}i.n view of
any public wharf. street, bridge, or other p ace of
public  resort  within the Shire between the hours of
seven o 'clock in the morning and eight o'clock at
night. Offences against public decency.
21. No person shall offend against decency by
the exposure of his or her person in or within view
of any street or public place within the Shire.
Penalty for non-performance or breach of By-law.
22. Where any matter or thing is directed or
forbidden to be done by this By-law, or by any
order or notice made ,  given, or published under the
authority hereof, or where any authority is given
by this  By-law  to any person to direct any matter
or thing to be done, and such act so directed to be
done remains undone ,  or such act so forbidden to
be done is done ,  in every such case every person
offending against such direction or prohibition shall
be deemed guilty of an offence against this By-law.
I, formations.
23. Informations, compplaints ,  and summonses
for offences against this By-law shall be sued out,
laid, and prosecuted at the instance of the Council,
or of some person authorised by them in that
behalf;  but any person aggrieved may prefer an
information on his own behalf.
Maximum penalty.
24. For every neglect, breach ,  or offence of or
against this By-law where no penalty is otherwise
particularly specified the maximum penalty shall be
twenty pounds.
Interpretation clause.
25. In this By-law ,  unless the context otherwise
requires ,  the masculine gender shall be deemed to
include females, and the singular shall include the
plural.
"  Shire " shall mean the Shire of Toowong.
" Council " shall mean the Shire Council of
Toowong.
President  "  shall mean President of the Council.
The word " person  "  shall include corporations
whether aggregate or sole.
The word " street "  shall include road, highway
and public bridge.
The word " lands " shall extend to tenements of
every tenure and description.
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Shire of  Toowong,  and sealed with the common
seal of the Shire ,  this  third day  of July, 1888.
A. C. GREGORY,
President.
DAVID SERVICE,
Acting Shire Clerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane 26th July, 1888.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881"
AND " MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACTS OF 1884-5-6-7."
DIAMANTINA MAR;UPIAL DISTRICT.
c HE Diamantina Marsupial Board having failed
i to levy an Assessment for the present year,
as provided by the abovenamed Acts, I, The
Honourable BuYD DUNLOP MOREHEAD, Colonial
Secretary, being the Minister charged with the
administration of the said Acts, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section eleven
of the said first-named Act, fix and determine the
rate of Assessment to be paid on the Stock pastured
within the Diamantina Marsupial District, during
the present year, at the minimum rate provided by
the said Act, namely:
On every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses ... Is.
On every 100 head of Sheep ... ... Is.
The amount of such Assessment must be paid to
the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where such
Stock are pastured, within two months from the
date hereof.
BOYD D . MOR EHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
-Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
L
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Afar-
supialas Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885," and at the request of the Belyando Mar-
supial Board, I do hereby authorise the application
of the funds standing to the account of the
Belyando Marsupial Board in payment of a Bonus
for the Destruction of Dingoes, at a rate not
exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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VICTORIA BRIDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
THE following Order, made by the Minister,
apportioning the Cost of the Repair and
Maintenance of the Victoria Bridge, is published
in pursuance of the provisions of  11 The Local
Authorities (Joint Action) Art of  1886."
ROBERT J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th July, 1888.
L IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the boundaries of the Electoral
Division of Caboolture be amended so as to
embrace only so much of the Police District of
Caboolture as is to the east of D'Aguilar's Range
and to the south of Mellum Creek and of Coochm
Creek below the confluence of Mellum Creek.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
WB[ EAs by  " The Local Authorities (Joint
Action )  Act of  1886  "  it is provided that-
(1) Every boundary road and every boundary
bridge sha ll  be under the joint care and
management of the Local Authorities
between whose Districts such road, or
one side of it, or in the case of a boundary
bridge ,  the river ,  creek ,  or watercourse
forms the boundary ;
(2) Any of the Local Authorities may request
the other or others to enter into an agree-
ment for the formation ,  maintenance, or
control of any such road ,  or for the con-
struction ,  maintenance, or control of any
such bridge  ;  and if the Local  Authority
or Local Authorities so requested shall
refuse or neglect within a reasonable time
to enter into a reasonable agreement for
that purpose ,  the Local Authority making
the request may apply to the Minister to
exercise the power thereby conferred :
And whereas it has been represented to me by
the Council of the Municipality of Brisbane that
the Council of the Municipality of South Brisbane
have hitherto refused to enter into a reasonable
agreement for repairing and maintaining the
Victoria Bridge over that part of the Brisbane
River which forms the boundary between the two
Municipalities :
Now, therefore ,  I, Boyd Dunlop Morehead,
being the Minister charged with the administra-
tion of the said Act ,  having  fully  considered all
the representations made to me by the said Local
Authorities ,  do, in virtue of the power so conferred
upon me, hereby direct-
(a) That the said Victoria Bridge sha ll  be
maintained at the joint expense of the
Local Authorities of Brisbane and South
Brisbane ;
(b) That the said Bridge shall ,  as soon as
practicable ,  be thoroughly repaired by the
said Local Authorities ;
(c) That the expense of such repairs sha ll  be
borne by the said Local Authorities in the
following proportion ,  that is to say
The Council of the Municipality of  Bris-
bane shall  contribute two-thirds of the
cost thereof, and the Council of the
Municipality of South Brisbane one-third;
and
(d) That the cost of the future maintenance of
the  Bridge shall  be defrayed by each of
the saidLocal Authorities in equal pro-
portions.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at the Colonial
Secretary 's Office, Brisbane ,  this twenty-third day
of July, 1888.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
"THE PATENTS, DESIGNS, AND TRADE,
MARKS ACT OF 1884."
Colonial Secretary' Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.I HEREBY certify theExhibition of the
National Agricultural and Industrial Associ-
ation of Queensland, to be held at Bowen Park,
Brisbane, on the 14th proximo and following days,
to be an Industrial Exhibition within the meaning
of the forty-second section of  " The Patents,
Designs. and Trade Marks Act of  1884."
B. D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.
"HE following Return of  the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published  in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management of that Insti-
tutioa.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 21ST DAY  ON
JULY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 466
Number since admitted ... ... ... 4
Number returned from leave ... ... 6
476
Number discharged ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... 2
N umber absent on leave ... ... 5
- 8
Number remaining at date hereof ... 468
Admissions during the week :
William Richard Stokes, 73, labourer ; from Roma ;
employed during the last two years by Mr. Geo. Gibson,
Icehill Cottage, Roma.
Lizetta Roth, 65, from Brisbane ; has supported her-
self during the last two years by needlework.
Timothy Reardon, 64, labourer ; from Brisbane Hos-
pital ; re-admission.
William Hawkins, 50, labourer ; from Brisbane Hos-
pital ; re-admission.
Discharged during the week :
Joseph Rickard, 49, miner ; admitted 25th August,
1887.
Deaths during the week :
Joseph Morris, 70, saddler ; admitted 15th January,
1885.
George Mason, 47, cabinet-maker ; admitted 1st De-
cember, 1887.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  notified for public information that
the Reverend  EDMOND O 'FLYNN, a Minister
of the  Roman Catholic Denomination ,  having
removed from  Cairns,  in the Registry District
of Cairns , to Port  Douglas, in the Registry Dis-
trict of Cook,  has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance  with  the provisions  of  "The  Marriage
Act of  1864.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
`EVENTH Supplementary List of Surveyors
L licensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877 ," whose names
were not inserted in the General List published on
the 5th January, 1888.
Name.
Pecan, Edward ...
Herbert, Michael...
Address.
Brisbane.
South  Brisbane.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 28th July, 1888.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
Date of
Death.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that applications have been made for the Registration  of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications  are given below, and
any person desiring  to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Milbong ,  near Ips-
wich ,  farmer
1887.
17 May Alice  Passmo re ,  of Too-
woomba, widow
Estate
claimed tobe
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1875. 1888.
Robert Mullins ,  late of 25 Nov. Ellen Mullins, of Red- Portions 159, 160,  161, 162,  163, Life estate Will dated 7 May ,  4 Sept.
Redbank Plains ,  near bank Plains, widow andl189 ,  parish of Bundanba 1873
Ipswich ,  farmer
Ditto  ... ...  25 Nov .  Matthew Mul lins, of
Hugh Passmore ,  of Mill-
brook ,  Ellangowan,
selector
John Leeson,  late of
Fortitude Valley, fur-
niture dealer
Joseph Clark ,  late of
Cleveland ,  farmer
1888.
25 Mar .  Sarah'Leeson, of Bris-
bane, widow
1887.
5 Sept.  George Clark, of Cleve-
William Landers ,  late of
Townsville ,  licensed
publican
Hein ri ch Borman, late
of Meri ngandan,
farmer
Thomas Stephenson, late
of the Murray River,
near Cardwell ,  selec-
tor
Michael Fitzpat ri ck, late
of Bundanba Creek,
near Ipswich, free-
holder
1885.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
Name
of  claimant.
land , labourer ;
Louisa Burnett (wife
of George  Septimus
Burnett, of Welling-
ton Point ,  saw-mi ll
overseer ) ; Thomas
Clark ,  of Wellington
Point ,sawyer ;  Amelia
Chapman  (wife of
George  Chapman, of
Brisbane ,  plumber) ;
and Jane  Clark, of
Brisbane, spinster
Description
and Situation of Land.
Portions 159, 160, 161,  162, 163, Fee -simple Will dated  7 May,  4Sept.
and 189,  parish of Bundanba in remain- 1873
der
Portions 708'and 1070,  and sub -  Fee-simple Will dated 2 June, 4 Sept.
division 1 of portion 709, parish 1886
of Talgai
Re-subdivisions 28, 29, 39, 40,  41, jFee-simple Will dated 3 August ,  28 Aug.
and 42 of subdivision C of por- 1886
tion 166,  parish of Toombul
Suburban allotment 3 of section Fee-simple  Will dated 10 April, 28 Aug.
113, town of Cleveland 1886
Portion 9,  parish of Beor ... Fee-simple  As Administratrir  11 Sept.11 June Anne Landers, of
JTownsville, widow
1875.
15 Oct .  Frederick  Bormann, of
Meri ngandan ,  farmer
1886.
26 Nov. George Penn Stephen-
son, of  Townsville
labourer
1875.
22 Jan .  Mary Anne Ryan, of
Rolston, widow
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 28th July, 1888.
Portion 1293, parish of Too- Fee -simple As Heir -at-law  ...  11 Sept.
woomba
Portion 42, parish of Kalkie  ...  Fee-simple As Administrator 4 Sept.
Portion 178, parish of Goodna  ...  Fee-simple Wi ll  dated 10 Sep- 4 Sept.
tember, 1863
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPE RT Y TRANSFE R 1VOTltm.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under theprovisions of f[ 7 he Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said  Acts,  on or before the  clay named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
4 acres,  being allotment  4 of section 95, town of Henry Ware ... ... ... 28 September, 1888.
Cleveland
2 roods,  being the northern  half of garden allotment 15, Catherine Aberdeen, widow ... 4 September, 1888.
parish  of Ipswich
23-h perches,  being subdivision  2 of allotment 18 of John Aloysius Hayes ... ...  28 August, 1888.
section 10, parish  of North Brisbane, city of
Brisbane
1 rood,  being allotment  6 of section 103, town of Mary- The Royal Bank of Queens- 4 September, 1888.
borough  land
2 roods, being  allotment 1 of section 40, town of Bowen Benjamin Hugh Ogilvie ... 11 September, 1888.
Registrar of Titles '  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 28th July, 1888. R egistrar  of Titles.
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Department  of Public Instruction.
Brisbane, 26th July, 1868.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS TO STATE
SCHOOL, TINGALPA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
August, from persons willing to contract for
Improvements and Repairs to State School,
Tingalpa.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments  and Repairs to State School, Tingalpa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained; at this Ofice.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888,
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVING THREE (3) CLOSETS ON TO
NEW CESSPITS, STATE SCHOOL, TENT
HILL LOWER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andand at the Court Houses, Gatton and Ipswich,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
August, from persons  willing  to contract for
Removing Three (3) Closets on to New Cesspits,
State School, Tent Hill Lower.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Removing
Three (3) Closets  on to  New Cesspits, State School,
'l'ent Hill Lower."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Gatton and
Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIR AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
OAKEY CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August, frompersons willing  to contract for Repairs and Paint.
ing, State School, Oakey Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs
and Painting, State School, Oakey Creek."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any  one of  the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August, from
persons willing to contract for New School Build-
ings, Glenmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildings, Glenmore."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is 110.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL FOR BOYS, PETRIE TERRACE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd August,
from persons willing to contract for New School
for Boys, Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
for Boys, Petrie Terrace."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£15.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT, GOONDIWINDI.
T HAVE this day appointed  TuomAs BA$TLY
j PuicE,  Bailiff  of the  Southern District Court
at Goondiwindi.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge, Southern District Court.
Chambers,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
THOMAS MACNAMARA was appointed
Acting Poundkeeper and Acting Bailiff of
the Petty Debts Court, at Eulo, on the above date,
until the appointment of a Poundkeeper and
Bailiff at the next Special Court for such appoint-
ment to be held at Eulo.
DANIEL TOOHEY,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Eulo, 18th July, 1888.
THE METROPOLITAN TRAMWAY AND
INVESTMENT COMPANY,  LIMITED.
NOTICE is  hereby  given,  that application has
been made by the above Comt,any to the
Minister for Mines and Works ,  under the provisions
of  " The Tramways  Act,  1882 ,"  for an Order in
Council to construct ,  within the limits of the
Municipalities of Brisbane and South Brisbane, and
the Division of Booroodabin, respectively ,  Exten-
sions of and Duplications in connection with the
existing Tramways ,  and that certified copies of the
Plans, Sections ,  Specifications ,  Book of Reference,
and Estimate of the Cost of such Extensions and
Duplications, and also certified copies of the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the
Company, with the names and residences of every
shareholder therein ,  and the number of shares held
by them, respectively ,  and a statement of the amount
of capital paid up to date in such Company, have
been deposited with the said Minister for Mines
and Works ,  and in the Offices of the Town Clerks
of the Municipalities of Brisbane and South Bris-
bane, and the Office of the Booroodabin Divisional
Board, respectively ,  and are at all reasonable times
open to the inspection of every ratepayer interested
therein.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the  said Company.
Queen street,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1888.
1318 8s. 6d.
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DIVISIONAL BOARD OF WANGARATTA.
`TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of WANGARATTA, from the
1st  JANUARY to the 30th and JUNE, 1888, prepared published in terms of Part XV. of  " The
Divisional  Boards Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
To Balance, 1st January, in A.J.S. Bank ... 534 1 0
Trust Account . ... .. ... 200 0 0
Government  Endowment on Rates col-
lected, 1887 ... ... ... ...  1,746 10 0
General Rates  ... ... ... ... 167 11 0
Plant Account ... ... 5 0 0
£2,653 2 0
a. d. £ s. d.  1888.
A. M. BARTON, Clerk of the Board. JOHN HENRY ISBELL, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, certify that we have examined all the Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Wangaratta, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Bowen , 10th July, 1888.
E XPEN DITURE.
£ s. d.
By Fixed Deposit (six months), A.J.S. Bank 1,000 0 0
„ Trust Account ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
Law Expenses ... ... ... ... 25 4 0
Stationery Accounts ... ... ... 16 9 6
Incidental Expenses ... ... ... 34 1S 1
Printing ... ... ... ... ... 11 7 6
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 184 4 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ Plant Account ... ... ... 62 9 1
„ Branch Roads ... ... ... ... 106 6 3
Mackay Road ... ... ... ... 203 10 11
„ Bowen  Downs Road ... ... 379 8 6
Balance,  30th June, A.J.S. Bank ... 429 0 2
G. H. BUCHANAN, Auditors.G. J. BOULTER,
S TATEMENT Of BATES  MADE for YEAR 1888.
A General Rate of One Shilling in the £ upon the Annual Value of all Rateable Property within the
Municipality.
STATEMENT  OF CONTRACTS.
No. Contractor .  Particulars of Contract . Proceeding or Completed. Total Amount.
£ s. d.
10 John Barrett ...  Making about 9 chains of  roadway between Completed ... ... 63 0 0
Deadman 's and Thompson's Creeks, Mackay
road
STATEMENT OF ASSETS  AND LIABILITIES, 30th JUNE, 1888.
ASSETS. LIABILITIES.
£ s, d. £ s. d.
To Petty Cash Account ... ... ... 2 18 3 By Unpaid Accounts ... ... ... 159 12 9
.. 420 0 0 „ Surplus Balance... ... ... ... 2,171 16 8
Trust Fund  ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
Fixed Deposit ... ... ... ...1)000 0 0
„ Balance  A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 429 0 2
Arrears of Rates  ... ... ... 279 11 0
£2,331 9 5
30th June-
1,029 15 5 By Petty Cash ... ...
„ Burr Cutting ...
„ Advertising and Printing
„ Rent of Office ... ...
339 17 0 „ Roads Account ... ...
0 7 0 „ Water Supply ... ...
0 7 6 „ Roads Survey ... ...
2 3 0 „ Drayton Shire Council ...
38 0 0 „  Salaries  and Wages ...
3 0 0 „ General Expenses ...
„ Balance  in Q.N. Bank ...
A. M. BARTON, Clerk of the Board. JOHN HENRY ISBELL, Chairman.
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£2,653 2 0
£2,331 9 5
38s.
DIVISION OF GOWRIE.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of GowRIE, from the 1stJANUARY to the 30th JUNE, 1888, prepared and published  in terms of clause  231 of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS .  EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance  in Q.N. Bank ...
„ Government Endowment-
1887 ... ... ... 39 17 0
Advance, 1888 ... 300 0 0
Refund, Closure of Roads ... ...
„ Rate Received ... ... ... ...
„ Forfeited Deposit. ... ... ...
„ Refund, Burr Cutting ... ... ...
„ Balance , Deposit Account ... ...
7 5 0
46 0 0
30 19 2
28 16 4
308 10 3
4 0 0
15 0 0
430 14 10
185 3 4
15 13 9
341 7 3
£1,413  9 11  £1,413 9 11
R. C. LAKING, Clerk. JOHN FAHY , Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  do hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and
Vouchers kept  by the  Divisional Board of Gowrie, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
1086
GEORGE F. BENNET"T, Auditors.JAS. MURRAY,
17s.
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EINASLEIGH DIVISION.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for the HALF -YEAR ended  30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
30th June- £ s. d. 30th June- £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance in Bank of N.S.W. George. By Salaries ... ... 75 0 0
town, 1st January ,  1888 ,  less out- to Forms and_ Stationery ... 23 10 11
standing  cheque, No. 450, £1 2s. 298 8 8 „ Contracts  ... ... ... ... ... 88 0 0
General Rates Received 13 13 0 to Miscellaneous Expenses ... ... ... 14 15 0
5 0Registration Fees, Dogs and Goats ... 6 17 6 toWages  ... ... ... 43
Government Endowment on Rates .., 678 8 0 ItAdvertising ... ... ... 4 8 0Government Grant for Main Roads 500 0 0 to Wages, Main Roads ... ... ... 409 11 9
Loan Expenses  .. ... ... ... 1 7 4
Articles Supplied ... 66 4 0
Balance in Bank, N.S.W. 792 17 2
Less Outstanding Cheques 16 12 0
776 5 2
£1,497 7 2 £1,497 7 2
30th June ,  1888- To Balance  ... ... ... ... £776 5 2
W. AUGUST Coos, Clerk. C. BATTERSBY, Chairman.
Examined and found correct this ninth day of July, 1888.
1073
W. H. DEAN, Auditors.J. MCBEAN WALKER.,
17s.
DIVISION OF INDOOROOPILLY.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  DIVISIONAL BOARD Of INDOOROOPILLY, from
the 1st January to 1st July, 1888, prepared and published  in terms of  Clause 231, Part XV., of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
29th January-
To Government Endowment on
Rates collected 1887-
s. d.  £  a. d.
Subdivision 1 ... ... 586 7 2
Ditto 2 ... ... 1,102 16 10
Ditto 3 ... ...1,397 9 2
3,086 13 2to Miscellaneous Receipts  ... ... 22 12 9
to Rates Received, 1888-
Subdivision 1 ...  8 15 3
Ditto 2 ...  1 10 0
Ditto 3 ...  4 7 0
14 12 3
14th May-
„ Contribution towards Qua-
rantine Road *15213 0... ...
1st  July-Overdraft ... ... 217 4 2
23,493 15 4
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st January-
£ s. d.
By Overdraft  ... ... ... 125 2 1to General Expenses-
Works and Repairs-Subdivision 1 404 4 11
General Work on Roads
3rd April-
... 1,962 2 10
to Fixed Deposit for hree months
1st July-
... 1,000 0 0
„ Petty Cash in Clerk's hands ... ... 2 5 6
£3,49315 4
* And £7 7s. survey fee paid by John  Russell. Total,  as agreed  upon per Minute Book, £160.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES .
£
To Overdraft ... ... ... ... 217to Quarantine Road ... ... ... 220
Wages for June . .. ... ...  400
„ Balance ... ... ... ... ...  851
£1,688
ASSETS.
s. d. £ s. d.
4 2 By Deposit payable 3rd July, 1888 ... 1,000 0 0
0 0 „ Moggill Ferry, Divisional Hall, Land
0 0 Resumption ,  Office Furniture ... 372 18 2
0 11 to Arrears of Rates for 1887 ... ... 315 6 11
5 1 £1,688 5 1
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Accounts and
Vouchers of the Divisional Board of Indooroopilly, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
G. A. MILLS, Auditors.JAMES T. CARVER, I
COPELAND SPODE, Clerk. THOS. MORROW, Chairman.
1467 28s.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE 'HABDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Kenneth McLean, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, bootmaker.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ord red that the said Kenneth McLean
be and  he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate . And it is  further  ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Kenneth McLean, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Ninth day of August , 1888 , at Eleven o'clock
of the  forenoon . And it is  further  ordered that the
said  Kenneth McLean shall, on the Seventh day
of August,  1888,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate  statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of  the names and residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against
William Josiah Reed, of The Seven Mile, near
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, timber-
getter, by himself.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
v is ordered that the said William Josiah
Reed be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said William Josiah Reed, for the election
of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Ninth day of August,
1888 , at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered  that the said William Josiah Reed
shall, on the Seventh day of August, 1888, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seat' of the Court, this twenty-
fourth day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
A. CON WELL,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Gympie.
Town Agent-
W. H. OS-BORNE,
George street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Abraham Cutsey, of Charleville and Morven,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  general store-
keeper, by William Steele and Company, of
Brisbane ,  merchants.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged  to have been committed by the said Abraham
Cutsey, having been given, it is ordered that the said
Abraham Cutsey be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered  that the First General Meeting of the
creditors  of the said Abraham Cutsey, for the
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, on the Ninth day of August,
1888 , at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Abraham Cutsey
shall , on the Seventh day of August, 1888, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true ,  and accurate statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences , so far as known,
of his creditors , and of the causes  of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under  the Seal of the Court„this twenty-
third day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBEBs, BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for Petitioning Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Joseph Samuel Green, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, mining manager, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Joseph Samuel Green
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Joseph Samuel Green, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Ninth day of August, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Joseph Samuel Green shall, on the Seventh
day of Augusr, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFR HD DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Hermann Mewing, of Pimpama Island, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, by the said
Hermann Mewing.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Hermann Mewing
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Hermann Mewing , for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Seventh day of August, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Hermann Mewing shall, on the Sixth
day of August,  1888 , at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the  causes  of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. L. E. RUrHNING,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Richard Edwin Ward, of Toowoomba, printer,
by the said Richard Edwin Ward.
IT
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
1 it is ordered that the said Richard Edwin
Ward be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Richard Edwin Ward, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Seventh day of August, 1888,  at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Richard Edwin Ward shall, on the
Sixth day of August, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of  the names
and residences ,  so far as known , of his creditors,
and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-fifth day of July,  1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Walter Wesley Weeks and John Watson, of
Brucedale Station,  near  Roma, in the Colony
of Queensland,  graziers , trading under the
style or firm of " Weeks and Watson," by the
Union Bank of Australia, Limited.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court of
the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Walter Wesley Weeks and John Watson,
having been given,  it is  ordered that the said Walter
Wesley Weeks and John Watson be and they are
hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Walter Wesley
Weeks and John Watson, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Ninth
day of August, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Walter Wesley Weeks and John Watson shall, on
the Eighth day of August, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of their
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences,  so far as  known, of their
3reditors, and of the  causes of  their inability to
meet. their  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPHERSON, MISBIN,  AND FEEZ,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Petitioning Creditor.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Reid, McIntyre, and Clark, of
Brisbane, in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend, of 5s. in the £, in the above
Estate, is now payable at the Office of Mr.
Frederic Horwood, 210, Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
on all claims proved and admitted.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-sixth day of July,
1888.
ALEX. STEWART,
] Trustees.R. L. ARMOUR,
1076  48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liqui-
dation b Arrangement of the Affairs of
Charles Tames  Ballinger ,  of Six -mile Creek,
near  Gympie, in the Colony  of Queensland,
storekeeper.
DWARD ELDRIDGE SMITH, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, merchant. has
been appointed ustee of the property of the
abovenamed Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Liquidating Debtor must deliver them
to the Trustee, and all debts due to the Liquidating
Debtor  must  be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPHERSON ,  MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
1114 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queesnland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Robert Bertwistle, of Bundaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland, dealer, an Insol-
vent.
O
N the twenty-fifth day of July instant a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
Robert Bertwistle, of Bundaberg aforesaid, dealer,
the abovenamed Insolvent, who was so adjudicated
on the fourteenth day of March, A.D. 1884.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, A.D. 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the said Robert Bertwistle,
Selborne Chambers,
1103
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Klaassen, of Brisbane,
plumber and gas-fitter, Insolvent.G EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane,  accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of July, 1888.
1117
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of William Selman, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland,  grazier, an
Insolvent.HE Court has appointed th  Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Rockhampton,  on  the Thir-
teenth day of August next, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
JOSEPH PATT11SO-V,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
BY DALY AND HBLLICAR,
Brisbane.
1092
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
987
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Richard Clark, James Clark, and
John Rooks,  of Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland, trading as " Clark Brothers and
Rooks," squatters ,  Insolvents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the abovenamed Insolvent John Rooks to
take place before the Police Magistrate ,  at Charle-
ville, on  WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-ninth day
of August, 1888, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
1091
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of John Crase, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, ironfounder' s manager,
an Insolvent.
0 N the twenty-fifth day of July, 1888,'a Certifi-cate of Discharge was applied for to be
granted to John Crase ,  of Brisbane , who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the twelfth day of January, 1887,
but the  issue  thereof was suspended for three
months.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
1101 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Francis Frazer Holmes, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, architect,
an Insolvent.
l)
N the twenty-fifth day of July, A.D. 1888, a
J Certificate of Discharge was granted to
Francis Frazer Holmes ,  of Brisbane ,  architect,
who was adjudicated insolvent on the sixth day of
Ma , A.D. 1887.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, A.D. 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
JOSEPH THOMAS KENNEDY,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Albert  street, Brisbane.
1097 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Carl Bleck ,  of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  contractor, an
Insolvent.
ON the Twentieth  day of August ,  1888, at Ten
o'clock in the fo renoon ,  Carl Bleck ,  of South
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  contractor,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-eighth day of
April, 1886, will apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
I aced this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
1082
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be eclared in the
matter  of C. A. Quin, of Thargomindah.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
First day of August, 188, will he excluded.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
1077
A. S. LESLIE,
Trustee.
as.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Charles Samuel Morrow, of
Beaconsfield, in the Colony of Queensland,
machine owner, an Insolvent.
N the Twenty-ninth day of August,  1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Charles Samuel
Miorrow, of Beaconsfield, in the Colony of Queens-
land, machine owner, adjudicated insolvent on the
sixteenth day of June, 1880, will apply to the
Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1100
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CIIIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Thomas Quinn , of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland , commission agent,
an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-ninth day of August,  1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Thomas Quinn,
of Brisbane aforesaid,  commission agent,  adjudicated
insolvent on the third day of May, 1882, will apply
to the Supreme Court,  at Brisbane aforesaid, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-seventh day of
July, A.D. 1888.
EDWARD JOSEPH CORBETT,
1116
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Insolvent  Estate  of George Dunkley, of
Townsville.A!FIRST Dividend, of 8s. in  the £, is payable
in the above  Estate , on all  claims  proved and
admitted, This Day (WEDNESDAY), the Twenty-
fifth July,  1888, at  my Office,  Eagle street.
1074
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.38.
In the Estate of F. Calcino, of Roma, in Liquida-
tion.
A
SECOND  and Final  Dividend, of is. 11d. in
the £ (making in all 6s.  lid. in  the £), is
payable in  the above  Estate ,  on all claims proved
and admited , This Day (FRIDAY), the Twenty-
seventh July,  1888 , at my Office,  Eagle street.
1090
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the  Will and Codicil  of Eyles Irwin Caulfeild
'Browne ,  late of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland, gentleman ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts,
from the thirtieth day of June ,  1887, to the
thirtieth day of June, 1888, in the Estate of the
above deceased ,  have this day been filed in my
Office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my  Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
FRIDAY ,-the Thirty -first day of August next, and
inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if  they' should think
fit, object thereto ;  and if no objection shall be
taken to such Accounts ,  the same will be duly
inquired into, at my said Office,  on the above day,
at the hour of Half past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of July, 1888.
1084
WILLM. BELL.
Registrar.
7s.
988
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William McReynolds, late of Bris-
bane , in the Colony of Queensland, grocer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate, from the twenty-third day
of June, 1886, to the nineteenth day of June, 1888,
have this day been filed in my Office, and all
parties having any claims on the said Estate, or
being  otherwise interested therein, are requested to
come  in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street,  Brisbane , on or before the
Thirtieth day of August, 1888, and inspect the said
Accounts,  and, if  they should think fit, object
thereto; and if no exception shall be taken to such
Accounts, the same will be duly inquired into, at
my said Office, on the above day, at the hour of
Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Proctors for the Executors,
Registrar.
Edward and Queen streets, Brisbane.
1071 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Arthur Percy Gosset,
late of Lion Creek, Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, clerk to the Gogango Divisional
Board, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Administration in the Estate of the above-N
named deceased, from the eighth day of October,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, to the
twelfth day of  July,  one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-eight, have been filed in the Office of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, by Carl Harden and
Henry Jones, the Executors of the Will of the said
deceased. All persons having claims against the
said Estate, or being interested therein, are required
to come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
TUESDAY, the Twenty-eighth day of August next,
to inspect the said Accounts, and, if they think
fit, object thereof ; and, if no objection be taken to
such Accounts, the same will be duly inquired
into, at my said Office, on the above day, at the
hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-seventh day of
July, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
REFS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Carl
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Hyland, late of Gracemere,
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Hyland, deceased, may
be granted to Sarah Hyland (called in the said
Will Sarah Lennon), of Gracemere, Rockhampton,
in the said Colony of Queensland, the sole Execu-
trix named in the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton this twelfth day of July,
1888.
JOS. PATTISON,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Sarah Hyland.
By his Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Proctors,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
1095 68.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the  Will  of Frederick McIntosh, late of Rock-
hampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  station
overseer, deceased.
. OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Frederick McIntosh, deceased,
may be granted to Isabella McIntosh  (called in the
s'iid Will Isabella  McAnnanly ),  of Rockhampton
aforesaid ,  the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated at Rockhampton this twentieth day of
July, 1888.
JOS. PATTISON,
Quay street ,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Isabella McIntosh.
By his Agents-
DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Proctors,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1094 68.
In the Supreme Court:of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Hein Heinrich Thorn-
green ,  late of Albert street, Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, boarding -house keeper,
deceased, intestate.
:.
T OTIC E is  hereby given, that, after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
Harden and Henry Jones,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
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abovenamed Hein Heinrich Thorngreen, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Augusta
Louisa Matilda Thorngreen, of Brisbane, in thes.
said colony, the widow of the said deceased.l
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will  of John Hirst ,  late of Maryborough,
in the  Colony  of Queensland, confectioner,
deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Hirst, deceased ,  may be granted
to Mary Anne Farrah  Hirst,  of Maryborough
aforesaid ,  widow, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated the twentieth day of July, 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Wharf street ,  Maryborough,
Proctors for the said  Mary Anne  Farrah Hirst.
1464 6s.
O
Dated  at Brisbane this twenty -fifth day of July,
A.D. 1888.
JAMES G. DRAKE,
Proctor for  the said Augusta Louisa Matilda
Thorn green,
1 102
ueen street ,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Helen Lent, late of
Euthella, near Roma, in the Colony of Queens-
land, married woman, deceased.
L N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
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abovenamed Helen  Lent,  deceased, who died
intestate,  may be granted to Samuel Lent, ofluthella aforesaid,  the husband of the said
deceased.
Dated at Roma this "twentieth day of July, A.D.
1888.
F. W. P. THOMPSON,
Roma,
Proctor for the said Samuel Lent.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAn,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1099 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Henry Fleischman ,  late of
Laidley ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  sawmill
proprietor ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Accounts,
from the thirty -first day of may ,  1887, to
the twenty -ninth day of May ,  1888, in the Estate
of the abovenamed deceased ,  have this day been
filed  in my Office,  and all  parties having any claims
on the said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested
therein ,  are required to come in before me, at my
Office,  supreme  Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
THURSDAY, the Thirtieth  day of August next,
and inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if  they should
fit, object  thereto ;  and if no objection shall be
taken to such Accounts ,  the same  will be duly
engtired into, at my said Office,  on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty -first day of  July,  A.D. 1888.
WILL<M. BELL,
FOXTON  AND CAEDEW,
Proctors for the Executors,
Ipswich and Brisbane.
1111
Registrar.
8s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of James Smallwood late of Glamorgan
Vale,  near  Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after the espi-
1 ration of  fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof,  application  will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed James Smallwood ,  deceased,
may be granted to Eliza Sma ll wood ,  of Glamorgan
Vale aforesaid ,  widow, the Executrix  named in the
said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-fifth day of July,
A.D. 1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1110
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Roger Bourke, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land, drover ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land ,  goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects
of the abovenamed Roger Bourke ,  deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to E ll en Bourke, of
Charters Towers aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated the eighteenth  day of July, 1888.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
So li citors and Proctors for the Applicant,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1463 5s. 9d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECQLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Charles Swain ,  late of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  painter,
deceased ,  intestate.
J OTICE is hereby  given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said. Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the lands ,  goods,  chattels,  credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Charles Swain, deceased ,  who died
intestate, may be granted to William Swain, of
Wellington Road ,  East Brisbane ,  in the said Colony,
father of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
Proctors for the said William Swain,
Queen street, Brisbane ,  and Beenleigh.
1112 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Baptist Brooks, late of Corio,
District of Port Curtis, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
'1 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the ex ira-
i N tion of fourteen days from the date ofpthe
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  John Baptist  Brooks , deceased,
may be granted to Isabel Mary Brooks, of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, widow of
the said  deceased, the Executrix  named in and
appointed by the --said Will , reserving  leave for
William Knox D'Arcy, the Executor named in the
said Will, who resides out of the jurisdiction of
this Honourable Court,  to come in  and prove at any
time hereafter.
Dated this nineteenth day of July, 1888.
REDS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctor for Applicant,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1104 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  William Bailey ,  late of Bundaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  labourer, de-
ceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from the  date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  appli cation will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the  Will of the
abovenamed Wil li am Bailey ,  deceased, may be
granted to Walter Adams, of Bundaberg, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  formerly licensed publican,
now sugar -planter, and James Pringle, of Bunda-
berg aforesaid ,  gentleman ,  the Executors and
Trustees named in the  said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, 1888.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg,
Proctors for the said Walter Adams and
James Pringle.
1461  68.6 d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Hird Smith, late of
Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland , stonemason , deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of
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all  the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Hird Smith, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Mary Smith, of Forti-
tude Valley aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-sixth day of July,
A.D. 1888.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
Proctor for the said Mary Smith,
1081
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Frederick McIntosh, late of
Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
station overseer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
pub lication hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the land ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of
the abovenamed Frederick McIntosh, deceased,
may be granted to Isabe lla McIntosh , of Rock-
hampton aforesaid ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton this fifteenth day of
March, 1888.
JOS. PATTISON,
Quay street ,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Isabe lla McIntosh.
By his Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Proctors,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1093 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael Wall, late of
Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased, intestate.
1 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
lN tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Michael Wall, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Daniel Wall,
of Dalb , in the said Colony, labourer, the lawful
son of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-seventh day of
July A.D. 1888.
D. O'DONOHOE,
Proctor for the said Daniel  Wall, Dalby.
By his Agent-
ERNEST  WINTER,
Queen street, Brisbane.1115 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of Mary Ann Nihill, late of Too-
woomba, in the Colony of Queensland (wife of
John Nihill, of the same place, merchant),
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land of the abovenamed Mary Ann
Nihill, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to John Nihill, of Toowoomba aforesaid,
merchant, the husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba this twenty-sixth day of
July, A.D. 1888.
MACKAY AND MACKAY,
Proctors for the said John Nihill,
Margaret street .  Toowoomba, and
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
1118 6s.
In the Supre3ne Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll of George El lis, late of Allora, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the expira.
tion of fourteen days  from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed George El lis, deceased, may be
granted to Ellen Ellis ,  of Allora aforesaid ,  widow,
the Executrix appointed by the said Will ,  Augustus
El lis, the Executor appointed by the said Wi ll,
having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated the twenty -third day of July, 1888.
1108
J. R. CURNOW,
Proctor for the said Ellen Ellis,Warwick.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Samuel Brown, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of Samuel Brown, late of Jindah, near
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
labourer, deceased, who died at the Maryborough
Hospital, in the Colony of Queensland, on or about
the nineteenth dayofMarch,1886,having dulymade
andexecuted his last Will and Testament, Probate of
which was duly granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, to
Thomas Turnbull Woodrow, of Maryborough, in
the said colony, merchant, on the second day of
June, 1886, are hereby required to send in, in
writing, particulars of their  claims or  demands
to me, the undersigned, on or before FRIDAY,
the Thirty-first day of August next. And notice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the last-mentioned day the said Executor will
proceed to distribute  the assets  of the  said Samuel
Brown, deceased , amongst  the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said Executor shall then have had such notice,
and that the Executor will not be liable, for the
assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said Executor shall not
have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, A.D. 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Solicitor for the Executor,
Bazaar street , Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane.
1079 lOs.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Patrick Murphy, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands  against the
Estate of Patrick Mur hy, late of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland, plantation  overseer,
deceased, who died at Bundaberg aforesaid, on or
about the thirtieth day of December, 1883, intes-
tate, and Letters of Administration of whose Estate
were duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, to Andrew
Joseph Thynne, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, solicitor, the duly-constituted Attorney
of Patrick Murphy, of Callan, Ireland, the father
of the said deceased, are hereby required to send
in, in writing, particulars of their  claims  or demands
to the said Administrator, care of the undersigned,
on or before SATURDAY, the Twenty-fifth
day of August next. And notice is hereby
given, that, at the expiration of the last- mentioned
day, the said Administrator will proceed to dis-
tribute the  assets of  the said Patrick Murphy,
deceased ,  amongst the  persons entitled  thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said
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Administrator shall then  have had  such notice, and
that the said Administrator will not  be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so  distributed, to any
persoi of whose claim  the said  Administrator shall
not have had notice  at the time  of such distribution.
Dated  the twenty-third day of July,  A.D. 1888.
E. W. P. GOERTZ,
1088
Solicitor for Administrator,
A.M.P. Chambers,
Brisbane.
10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be John Cheyne, deceased.
pURSUANT to the provisions of  "Tice Trustees
and (capacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of John Cheyne, late of Willow Glen, near
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
gardener ,  deceased ,  who died at Willow Glen afore-
said ,  on or about the twentieth day of May, 1887,
having duly made and executed his last Wi ll  and
Testament, Probate of which was duly granted by
the Supreme  Court  of Queensland ,  in its Ecclesias-
tical Jurisdiction, to Thomas Turnbull Woodrow
and Anthon Julius Stendrup, both of Maryborough
aforesaid ,  merchants, on the twenty-third day of
August, 1887, are hereby required to send in, in
writing, particulars  of their  claims or demands to
me, the undersigned ,  on or before  FRIDAY the
Thirty-first day of August next. And notice is
hereby given ,  that after the expiration of the  last-
mentioned-day, fie - said'Executors will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said John Cheyne,
deceased ,  amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims to which the said
Executors shall then have had such notice, and
that the said Executors will not be liable for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said Executors shall
not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, A.D. 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Solicitor for the Executors,
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O 'SIILLIVAN,
Brisbane.
1080 lOs.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be James  White Powell,  deceased.
P URSUANT to  " The Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all persons having any claims or demand upon
or against the Estate of James  White  Powell, late
of Cloncurry, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  gentle.
man, deceased , who died on  the thirteenth day of
July,  1884 ,  and of whose Estate and Effects Letters
of Administration were, on the thirteenth day of
March, 1885, granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland to John Stevenson ,  of Brisbane, in the
said Colony, merchant, the duly constituted
Attorney of Frances Powell and Matilda Powell,
both of Macclesfield, in the County of Chester,
England ,  spinsters ,  two of the  next-of-kin  of the
said deceased ,  are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the said
Administrator ,  care of the undersigned ,  his solicitor,
on or before the Twenty -second day of September
next .  And notice is hereby also given ,  that after
that day the said Administrator will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst
the parties  entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which he shall then have had notice,
and that he will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, 1888.
JOHN ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
Proctor for the said Administrator,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1106 10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Alfred Anderson (otherwise called Alfred James
Anderson),  deceased.
P
URSUANT to  " The Trustees  and Incapaci-
tated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby
given  that  all  persons  having  any claims or demands
upon  or against  the Estate of Alfred  Anderson
(otherwise  called Alfred  James  Anderson),  late of
Ravenswood, in the Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased ,  who died on or about the twenty-ninth
day of November ,  1885, and of  whose Estate and
Effects Letters of Administration were on the
twenty-fourth day of July, 1888, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Arthur Williams
Chambers, of Brisbane, in the said Colony, Solicitor,
the lawfully-constituted Attorney of William Alfred
Bowles, of Wisbech, in the County of Cambridge,
England ,  the nephew  and one  of the  next-of-kin of
the said deceased ,  are hereby required  to send in
particulars of their debts  or claims  to the said
Administrator, at the Office of the undersigned, his
solicitor, on or before the fifteenth day of Septem-
ber next. And notice is hereby also given, that after
that day the said Administrator will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said deceased  amongst
the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which he shall then have had notice,
and that he will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, 1888.
JOHN ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
Proctor for the said Administrator,
1105
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John P. O'Neil or O'Neill, late of
Woogaroo ;  and James Smith ,  late of Mount
Spurgeon, Thornborough.PURSUANT to "The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of either of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Twenty -eighth day of September next, or, in
default, they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefits  accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  28th July, 1888.
1078
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator  of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
In the Matter of  " Tke Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  The Victoria  Freehold
A ll uvial Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited, in
Liquidation.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that a General Meet-
ing of the Shareholders in this Company
will  be held at the  Offices of Purser and Son,
Adelaide street ,  Maryborough ,  on  WEDNESDAY,
5th September, 1888, to receive the Liquidator's
Final Report and Statement of Accounts.
JOHN PURSER,
Maryborough ,  21st July, 1888.
Liquidator.
1465 4s. 3d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
TOTICE is  hereby given, that it is intended to
apply in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to -vest the lands described in Deeds of
Grant Nos .  2847, 2848 ,  and 2849 ,  namely ,  allotments
8, 9, 10, and 11 of section 26, parish of North Bris-
bane and town of Brisbane ,  in the Acting Trustees
of such land ,  to enable such Acting Trustees to sell,
lease, or otherwise dispose of the same or any part
thereof, and for other purposes incidental thereto.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Trustees and App li cants.
1436  58.
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CERTIFICATE  OF REGISTRATION OF THE
GOLD FIELDS OF NORTH QUEENSLAND,
LIMITED.
I
WILLIAM BELL,  Registrar  of Joint Stock
Companies  of the Colony of Queensland,
hereby  certify  that The Gold Fields of North
Queensland , Limited, duly incorporated on the
twentieth  day  of March ,  one thousand  eight hun-
dred and eighty -eight,  under  the laws of England,
has this day been registe re d  in the Office of the
Registrar  of Joint Stock  Companies  of the Colony
of Queensland ,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  "The British Companies  Act of  1886." No.
140, Book 5.
Given under  my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
1087 5s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
streets : North Brisbane : Amy street, from
end of main to Leichhardt street ; Abbotsford
road, from Campbell street to Perry street ;
Albert street, from Abbotsford road to Hamil-
ton Place; Cintra road, from end of main to
Perry street ; Perry street, from Cintra road
to Abbotsford road; Light street, from Wick-
ham street to Amelia street ; Little street,
from Gipp street to end of street. Milton :
Fernberg road, from Nash street five chains
towards Given terrace; Fernberg road, from
Nash street twenty-nine chains towards Fern-
berg Villa ; Nash street, from Fernberg road
to Boundary road ; George street, from Boun-
dary road to Howard street ; Howard street,
from George street to Heussler terrace. South
Brisbane : Lytton road, from Manilla street to
Geelong street; and the private streets, courts,
lanes , and alleys opening thereto.
HE Main Pipe in the said streets being laidT down, the Owners of all Tenements ituate
as above  are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges  for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office  of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1888.
1083 9s.
MUNICIPALITY OF HUGHENDEN.
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS.NOTICE is hereby given, that, at the nextMonthly Meeting of the Municipal Council,
a proposition  will be  made  to Borrow the Sum of
Two Thousand Pounds (£2,000) from the Govern-
ment,  for the purpose of Aligning, Forming, and
Meta lling  the Main Streets of this Town.
By Order,
T. J. SADLEIR,
Town Clerk.
Municipal  Council's Office,
16th July, 1888.
1089
EINASLEIGH DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the above Board
intend  to apply to The Honourable The
Colonial Treasurer for a Loan of Two Thousand
Pounds  (£2,000) from the Consolidated Revenue
of Queensland ,  under  the provisions of  "The
Divisional  Boards Act "  and  " The Local Works
Loan  Act of  1880," for the purpose of Building
and Furnishing a Divisional  Board Hall.
Plans  and Specifications can be seen at the
Board 's Office, Georgetown.
By Order,
W. AUGUST COOKE,
Clerk of Division.
Board Office,
Georgetown , 14th July, 1888.
1072
ITHACA SHIRE COUNCIL.
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the above Council
intend to  apply to The  Honourable The
Colonial Treasurer for a Loan of Nine Thousand
Pounds  (£ 9,000)  from the Consolidated Revenue
of Queensland ,  under the provisions  of  " The Local
Governmen t Act of  1878 "  and  " The  Public Works
Loan  Act o  1880,"  for the  purpose of Cutting and
Forming Kelvin Grove  Road , Red Hill, Water-
works Road ,  and Given Terrace.
GEORGE E. COOPER,
President.
18th July, 1888.
1468 4s. 6d.
BOROUGH OF NORMANTON.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention
of the Council to apply to the Government
fora Loan of Fifty-two Thousand Pounds (£52,000),
for the purpose of Constructing Waterworks to
Supply the Borough of Normanton with Water.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimate of the
Waterworks proposed to be constructed, are now
open for inspection at the Office of the Council,
Landsborough street, Normanton.
JOHN J. LEECH,
Town Clerk.
Normanton, 29th May, 1888.
1460 4s. 6d.
KOLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.
THE following are the Rates fixed by the-
Board for all Scalps destroyed within the
boundaries of the Kolan Divisional Board:-
Kangaroo  and Wallaroos,  per scalp ... 8d.
Wallabies and Paddymelons „ ... 4d.
Kangaroo Rats „ ... 2d.
By Order,
W. H. MAY,
Secretary.
Bolan Marsupial Board 's Office,
Bundaberg , 5th July, 1888.
1085 4s.
THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
OF 1888.
WIDGEE MARSUPIAL BOARD.
I
T is hereby notified for the information of
Stockowners in the Widgee Marsupial District,
that the above Board, in accordance with the Act,
has struck a Marsupial Rate for the year 1888,
payable within two months from date, to the nearest
Clerk of Petty Sessions :-
On every 20 Head of Cattle and Horses Is.
On every 100 Head of Sheep ... ... 1s.
JAS. G. KIDGELL,
Secretary.
Board's Office,
Gympie, 30th June, 1888.
1113 4s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto existing between Benjamin Collier
and Frederick Arthur Hatton, trading at  Brisbane
as boiler- makers  and iron ship builders, under the
style or firm of " Collier and Hatton," has been
Dissolved this day by mutual  consent . The said
Benjamin  Collier will continue to carry on the said
business  at the same place, under the style of
" Collier and Co.," and will receive all debts due to
and pay all liabilities incurred by the late partner-
ship firm.
As witness our hands this twenty-first day of
July, A.D. 1888.
F. A. HATTON.
B. COLLIER.
4s.
Witness to Signatures-
ROBT. MCGILL,
Clerk to Chambers, Bruce, and McNab,
Solicitors.
1098 6s.4s.
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UNION JACK GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
!!,OTICE is hereby given, that, at a SpecialMeeting of Shareholders held 7th July,
1888, at the registered Office, Bow street, Charters
Towers, the following Resolutions were passed :-
1. "That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily."
2. "That Wm. Levi Davies be appointed
Liquidator,  at a remuneration of ten
pounds (£10) sterling."
At a subsequent meeting of Shareholders, held
on the 18th July, 1888, at the same place, the above
Resolutions were confirmed.
1109
W. L. DAVIES,
Liquidator.
5s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1888. £  8.  d.
July 21 .- Morton and Powers  ... ...  0 6 6
21.-T. Hull ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 21.-W. L. Mitchell ... ... ... 0 2 9
23.-N. McDonald  ... ...  0 14 0
23.-Marsland and Marsland  ... ...  0 5 9
„ 23.-Einasleigh Divisional Board ... 1 0 0
„ 23.-J. H .  Moor ... ... ... ...  2 0 0
„ 23.-G. A .  Watson  ... ... ...  0 3 0
23.-W. Dawson  ... ... ...  0 6 0
„ 23.-J. T .  A ll an ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 23.-J. Purser  ... ... ... ...  0 4 3
„ 23.-G. Boulter  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
„ 24.-Gowrie Divisional Board  ... ...  1 0 0
24. --J. F.  Ross  ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
24.-M. Hickey  .. ... ... 0 1 0
--26-Kolan Marsupial Board  ... ... 0 2 0
26.-G. J .  Young and Co . ... ...  2 2 0
26.-F. L. Day ... ... .. ... 0 4 0
26.-J. S. Beet  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-W. H .  Holt  ... ... ...  0 3 0
26.-J. P . K emp ... ... ... 0 12 11
26.-F. Cramstone  ... ... ...  0 3 6
26.-Thomas and Madden  .. ... 0 10 0
27.-Wangaratta Divisional Board ... 2 0 0
27.-H. L. Whittell ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-J. Williams ... ... ...  0 6 0
27. -E. Broad  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
27.-J. R. Curn ow  ... ... ...  0 5 6
27.-W. L.  Davies  ... ...  0 5 0
27.-O liver ,  Smith, and Co.  ... ...  2 0 0
„
!mpaunbin$s.
fW  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
wents  of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING  PEB ANIMAL;  and  no  such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry ,  from Granadah Station,
on the 6th July ,  1888,  by order of H. Hopkins,
Esquire .  Driving, 10s.  per head.
One bay gelding ,  WR (conjoined )  near shoulder , e l near
neck ,  near  bind foot and fore feet white, star and
snip ,  saddle -marked.
One bay or brown gelding ,  P1 near shoulder ,  A over X
off shoulder ,  star, white hairs round neck ,  saddle-
marked.
One black mare, blotched brands over like H7H near
shoulder ,  saddle -marked.
One chestnut gelding, ®K1 (registered brand) off
shoulder , 6 HZ (registered brand )  near thigh,
three white feet ,  off eye out ,  blaze on face,  collar-
marked.
One bay gelding ,  draught, BAR over LYA near thigh,
near hind foot white ,  star, collar -marked.
One chestnut gelding, draught, TYb (registered
brand )  off shoulder ,  hind legs white, bald face,
collar -marked ,  bell on neck.
One bay mare ,  like KC and blotch over blotched number
near shoulder, off hind foot white, scar on nose,
star and streak.
One bay mare , J D7 (registered brand)  near shoulder,
blotched brand like ZN7 off shoulder ,  small star.
One bay filly foal ,  unbranded ,  progeny of above.
One bay filly, unbranded ,  small star.
27.-J. Lonergan  ... ... ...  0 1 0
One brown gelding ,  g "F>< (registered brand) near
shoulder ,  indistinct brand  off- shoulder, 1 S p
(registered brand) near thigh.
One chestnut gelding, W over U G> ( (registered brand)
near shoulder ,  69 near thigh ,  saddle-marked.
Also, from Clonagh Station, on same date, by order of
A. McL. Cameron, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay gelding , NN5 over CL4 over MBM(registered brands) near thigh, saddle-marked.
Also, from Byramine Station, by order of George
Sowtell, Esquire. Driving, 11s. 4d.
One bay gelding, cob, ST4 off shoulder, EQQ (regis-
tered brand) over OY  near  thigh, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 14th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1462
NEIL McDONALD , Poundkeeper.
14s.
IMPOUNDED  at Brisbane, from streets , Valley, on
the 13th July, 1888,  by order of the General
Inspector .  Damages, 5s.
One grey mare ,  no visible brand, short tail.
If not released on or before the  6th August,  1888, will
be sold to  defray  expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1096 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lands, Coal
Creek, by order of Mr. P. Clifford.
One horse, bald face, like R7B near shoulder.
One bay horse, bald face, X1F off shoulder, like XL
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1107
EDWIN BROAD , Poundkeeper.
2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Juandah, on the
8th June, 1888, by order of D. White, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One roan bullock, bald face, like U over A (the A
reversed) near rump, like W off rump.
If not  released on or befo re the 21st August ,  1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
1469 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Inverdon,  by order of
Mr. T. Anderson.  Damages and driving, £1 Os. 4d.
One chestnut gelding ,  like 0 with indescribable mark
over it near shoulder, star on forehead ,  saddle-
marked.
COBBECTED BRANDS.
One bay  gelding ,  star  on forehead, indistinct brand like
M8M off  thigh, blotched brand like HM over 3
over 0 near thigh.
If not released  on or before the 25th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1466
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Dynevor
Downs, on the 14th July, 1888, by order of H. E.
Sullivan ,  Esquire.  Driving ,  6s. 8d per bead.
One roan and  white bullock ,  near hip down, F over
li ke 5 near rump ,  near ear marked.
One strawberry  cow, 7 (;Y (registered brand) over 4
off rump, off ear marked  ;  roan bull calf  at foot.
One  red  cow, white face, like blotched  1 and SS near
ribs , 11F (registered  brand )  near rump, near
ear  marked.
One red  cow, blotched  brand and two circles  (a dot with
the first circle )  off rump ,  off ear marked.
One yellow cow, 1' C  3 (registered  brand )  off ribs,
undecipherable brand off  cheek ,  both  ears marked ;
red bull calf  at foot.
One red and  white bullock , QDI (registe red brand)
near ribs ,  like 3 near  cheek ,  both ears  marked.
If not released  on or before the 21st August ,  1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
1470 8s.
Printed and Published by Jsuzs C. Bxsr , Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane, 28th July, 1588.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that I have  accepted-Em  a Patent ,  and the  complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Samuel
George Maunsell ,  of Strathmore ,  Bowen ,  Queens-
land,  for an invention described as " A Safety
Inoculating Needle."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Samuel George  Maunsell, in accordance with t e
provisions  of  "The  Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that  I have acceptedan application  for a Patent ,  and the complete
S cification annexed thereto, received  from Walter
Marsh Jackson, of 21, Jane street , New York,
United States of America, for an invention described
as " Marine P ro pulsion."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Walter Marsh Jackson, in accordance with the
provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks  Act,  1889."
WILLIAM T. BLABENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  I have accepted
N an application  for a Patent, and the com.
plete Specification annexed thereto, received f rom
James Peter Franki, of  Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as "Improved Apparatus
for Producing  Carburetted  Water Gas."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a  Patent for such inven-tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted  for the said invention to the said
James Peter Franki, in  accordance  with  the pro-
visions of  '°  The  Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  26th July, 1888.NOTICE  is hereby given,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Speci fication annexed thereto, received from
Lucien Benoist, of the Montsouris Observatory,
Paris, France ,  for an invention described as
" Improvements in the Means of Preventing the
Formation or Development of Injurious Germs of
Ainmal or Vegetable Life Ap plicable to the Treat-
ment of Hides or Skins, and to the Manufacture,
Preparation ,  and Preservation of Other Materials
and Substances liable to be  affected by such  Germs:'
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Lucien Benoist ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an a plication  for a  Patent,  and the corn
plete Spec cation  annexed  thereto ,  received from
John Faulkner, of The Queensland Iron Works,
Brisbane ,  Queensland, for an  invention described as
" The Goliath Self-contained  Stamper Battery for
Crushin Quartz and Other Minerals by Direct
Acting High  Pressure  Steam Power with  or with-
out Vacuum."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent  for such inven-
tion, it is my intention  to recommend  that  a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
John Faulkner,  in accordance  with  the pro visions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e
123
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Hans Peter
Rasmussen ,  of 247, Crown street, Sydney,
New South  Wales,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and TradeMarks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3,  in res ect
of Chemical Substances Prepared for Use in Medi-
cine and Pharmacy ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
MFO
• •
I
I f • 4 '_
I ,, t
•
- a , '
I.
A'
4 . .
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Cadbury Brothers,of Bournville, Worcestershire, England
cocoa and chocolate manufacturers, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents,
Desiqns, and Trade Marks _let,  1884," to register
in Class 42, in respect of all Articles used as Food
or Ingredients thereof, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
C ADBURY .
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that, unless  before WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
the expiration of four months from the date of the Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that John Pugsley, Archibald W. Dingman, and Allan H. Dingman, trading
as i. Pugsley, Dingman, and Company," of Toronto, York, Ontario, Canada, have applied, in pur.
suance of  the provisions of id The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47,
in respect of Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accordance
with the provisions  of the said Act.
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ELECTRIC SOAP .
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o
A
By Authority: JAmic s 0. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  st re et, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. F$Excg, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
No. 706.THE following appoi tments , promotions,  resig-
nations ,  transfers, and other changes will
take effect from above date,  where not stated
otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
The resignations ,  under Regulation 204, of the
undermentioned men, are accepted :-
No. 124, Sapper E. Taylor,
No. 163, Sapper G. Arkenstall,
No. 156, Sapper G. Thomas,
No. 167, Sapper J. McQueen,
No. 170, Sapper W. Cunningham,
No. 175, Sapper J. Cha man,
No. 179, Sapper J. B. Berry,
No. 180, Sapper W. Lauder,
No. 182, Sapper J. Porter,
No. 183, Sapper H. Gill,
No. 187, Sapper T. J. Clark,
No, 189, Sapper H. Isaks,
No. 201, Sapper - Currie,
No. 96, Sapper W. Jones,
No. 108, Sapper J. Chance, and
No. 194, Sapper A.  El. Falconer.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No. 28,
Private W. Gallagher, is accepted.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
No, 4, Acting Sergeant R. Rutherford, and No.11,
Corporal A. Smith, are reduced to the ranks for
having neglected to obey an order given them by
their superior officer.
PORT CURTIS DIVISION.
B " Company, Mount Morgan.
The resignation of Acting Lieutenant T. J. Heaps
has been accepted. 21st July, 1888.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY  REGIMENT.
"C" Company.
Captain F. W. Mawe is transferred to " D "
Company, Charters Towers; and Lieutenant W. T.
Cuthbert is appointed to command the Company.
" D " Company.
Captain F. W. Mawe is appointed  to command
the Company.
E" Company.
No. 28, Private E. Stannett, is granted leave of
absence for six months.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No.111,
Private W. H. Tregear, is accepted.
No. 707.
IN future all Daylight Parades and Evening
Parades (ordinary practices excepted), at which the
Head-Quarters' Band is ordered to attend, will be
considered as "Special Parades  Ordered by the
Commandant under Regulation 125 (m) ";  and any
member of the Band absenting himself without
leave from the same will be fined.
By Order,
C. H. DES VCEIIX, Major,
For Brigade Major.
124
By Authority :  JAMES  0.  BEAT,, Government Printer ,  Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE- BRISBANE  VALLEY  BRANCH.
Mixed.
ON and after WEDNESDAY, 1st August, 1888, the following Time Table will come  into operation,and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
0 4iE j Mixed.
Stations.
Th°
.
Tues., urs.,,.9X and Sat.
a. m.
24 Irswicu ... depart 11.10
26 Brisbane Valley Junction A 11.19
29 Brassall ... ... ... A 11.28
31 Pine Mountain ... ...  A  11.37
33 Borallon ... ... ... A 11.45
35 Glamorgan ... ... A 11.55
37 Fairneyview ... ... A 12.5
40 Fernvale ... ... ... 12.20
43 Vernor ... ... ... D 12.35
45 Lowood ... ... ... 12.45
49 Clarendon... ... ...  A,  1.5
52 Bellevue A 1.25
61 Mount Hallon ... ... A 1.55
67 Esg ... ... arrive 2.20
Mixed.
p.m.
Stations.
5.45 Esg
e 5.55 Mount Hallon
A 6.5 1 Bellevue ...
A 6.15' Clarendon
A 6'25! Lowood
A 6.35 Vernor
A 6.451 Fernvale ...
7*0
D
A
A
A
A
90
7.15
7'25
7.45
Fairneyview
Glamorgan
Borallon ...
Pine Mountain
DOWN TRAINS.
8.5 1 Brassall .
8.35, Brisbane Valley Junction
Irswicu ... ...  arrive
A.M.
[No. 71.
Mixed.
Tues ., Thurs.,
and Sat.
p.m.
6.20 2.50
A 6.45 A 8.15
A 7.15 A 3.45
A 7.30 A 4.0
7.50 4.20
A 8.0 D  4-8.15  4.45
A 8.30 A 6.5
A 8• A 5.15
A 8• A 5.2
A 9.0 A 5.35
A 9.10 A 5.46
A 9• A 5.55
9.30 6.5
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(i)) Trains stop to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go  on these
platforms.
The times shown thus (A 11.19) at platforms and sidings are the approximate  times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1888.  Commissioner for Railways.
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
and after  WEDNESDAY,  1st August,  1888, the following Time Table will  come into
UP TRAINS .  BRISBANE ,  IPSWICH ,  TOOWOOMBA ,  DALBY,
W
o
Stations.
Daily,
ex. Sat.
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Passenger.
L.B.
Tues. and
Sat.
Mixed.
L.B.
*7.30 a.m. ...
A.M.  a.m. I
5.m. I
am . I p.m. I p.m ,  p.m I p.m....58 BRISBANE  ...  depart  ( ..i I ..  4.10 P.- m*
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
65  24 IPSWICH C arrivec depart
123 27 Karrabin ... ...
104 30 Walloon ... ...
32 Eaeside ...  ... ...
140 36 Rosewoo... ...
37 Lanefleld ... ...
198 40 Calvert ...
et ve279 43 Grandchester t
573 47 Victoria ... ... ...
335 51 Laidley  . ... ...
301 54 Forest Hi ll  ... ...
337 60 Gatton ... ...
384 66 Grantham
462 71 Helidon ...
depar
arrive
departC
788 82 Murphy 's Creek ... ...
1530 91 Highflelds ...
2003 98 Harlaxton
1921 101 TOOWOOMBA €
1853  103 Cranley ... ...
1717 105 Wetalla ...
1577 108
1712 111
1698 113
1774 117
1740 121
1524 124
1651 132
137
1430 141
1434 143
1464 145
1442 152
1500 154
1568 167
1459 161
1472 163
1497 166
1485 168
1721
1911
2408
2560
2906
3004
3030
arrive
depart
Gowrie Junction ...  depart
Charlton ... ...
Welleamp
Westbrook ...
Beauaraba  Junction .
Cambooya
Greenmount
Nobby ...
King's Creek
Clifton
Clifton Colliery
Talgal
Hendon...
Deuchar...
Toolburra
Rosehill
Millhill
WARWICK
arrive
I depart
l
arrive
depart
172 Rosenthal ...
175 Limestone Quarry
179 Silverwood ...
186 Cherry Gully
190 Maryland ...
194 Dalveen . ...
199 Thulimbah ...
200
2656 207 STANTHORPE amvedepart
2623 211 Beverley
2540 214 Glen Aplin ... ...
2368 221 Ball andean
223 Accommodation Creek ...
2733 230 Bald Mountain .. ...
2876 232  WALLANGARRA C
arrive
depart
SYDNEY  ...  ar ri ve
1577 108 Gowrie Junction ...  depart
1464 113 Gowri e  ... ... ...
1314 120 Oakey  ... ... ...
1257  129 Jondaryan
1225 136 Bowenvi lle ... ...
1122 149 Blaxland .. ...
1123 152 DALBY  ... arriveI depart
1075 167 Macalister ... ...
1035 180 Warra  .. ... ...
1051 191 191 Camp
988 203 Chinchi lla arrivodepa rt
1153 208 Baking Board Siding ...
1049 217 217 Camp
1052 221 Columboola
972 231 Miles  ... arrive
€ depa rt
1062 237 237 m. 0 c.
1067 243 Drillham ...
1058  257  Dulacca ... ... ...
266 Jackson  ... ... ...
1020 271 Charming ..
986 281 Yeulba  ... arrivedepa rt
1018 29S Wall umbiila Siding ...
986 308 Blythdale
978 318 ROMA  ... arrivedepart
972 323 Bungeworgorai ... ...
1064 329 Hodgson
1170 338 Brinsop  ... ... ...
1169 Muckadi ll a {
arrive
( depart
1137 356 Amby ... ...
1113 370 East Mitchell
1104 371 MITCHELL arri vedepart
1249 381 W omallila ... ...
1387 400 Mungallala
1443 410 Dulbydilla ... ... ...
1386 427 MORVEN  ... ar ri vedepart
1202 442 Angellala .
C
.. ..
1256 459 Kurrajong ... ... ...
1192 469 Arabella ... ...
968 489 CHARLEVILLE  ...  arrive
a 7'18 a 11'59 a 12.13  ... a 5.28 ...
9,45  ... 8'5 .., 10.40 ...
10.15 ...  8135 ... 11.15 ...
10.53 ... 9.12 ... all'50 ...
d 11.18 ... d 9.38 ... .•
11.30  ...  9150 ... 12.30 ...
7'0 11.45 11.55  -  5'10 12.40 ...
a 7'9 a 11.52 a 12.6 ... a 5.20 ... ...
Daily, ex.
Saturday.
Southern
Mail.
T.P.O.
at0'2
...a  9
... 9.30 ... 7.50 . , ,  10-36-
a 8150  ...  a 6.57
9.5 ... 7'22
17  a  7,35
a 8.28  ...  a 8'35 ...
8.43 ... 6150 ... a 9.37
... d ... d ... ... ...
... a 7.57 ...  a 6.5 ... .. ...
... 8.8 ... 6.15  ...  9'S
8.13 ... 6.20 ... 9.7 ...
... a 7.24  ... a 5.28 ...
... 7.33 ... 5.35 ... a 8.26
... d 5.42 ...
... 7.45 ... 5.50 ... a 84
... 7.15 ... 5.15 ... 8.10 ...
... 7.2 ... 515 ... 8.0
... ... 5.55 ... .,. a 6'60 ...
8.35 ... 1.15 ... ... ••
8.40 ... 1.20 ... ... a 1.58 a ...
9.5 ... 1.40 ... ...  &212 9 ...
a 9.20  ...  d 1.58  ... ... .••  •••
937 q... 2.10 ... ... C ..•
a ...9.47 ... 2.15  ... ... a  24-
a 9.57  ...  a 2.22 ... ... ..: ...
a 10.17  ...  a 2'41  ,.. ... ...
, ...10.27  ...  2.49 ... ... S S-15
a 10.50  ...  a 2.59  ... ... ..• ...
a 11'6  ...  a 3.8 ... ... ••• m ...
a 11.17  ...  a 3'16  .., ...  aka .•.
11.32  ...  a 3'25 ...  ...  a 3.50 4 ...
11'40  ...  3.35 ... ... 4.0 .. a ...
... 3.50 ... ... 4'10,°, ...
... ... d ... ... .., o ...
... ... d 415  ... ... ..:
... a 4.30  ... ... ..
... a 5'10  ... ... ...  ...
... a 5'32 ... ... ...
a 7'51 ... a 12.43 ... ... ...
a 8.13 .. .  a 12'66
8.25 ... a  1.5 ...  ...  a 1.40
7.30 ... 12.25 ... ... a 1.5 ...
d 7.43  ...  d 12.34  ... ... •.. •••
Daily.
Western
Mail.
T.P.O.
... a 6.15 ... ... q ...
... 6150 ... ... 6125• ' ..
d 7.6 ... ... IDq, ...
d 7'20 ... ... Fi ...
... a 7'50 ... ... ...
d ... ... ..
... d 8.20 ...
... 8.30 ... ... 7.46 a. m. ...
.. *8'S a.m. ...
12.10 ... ... 5.40
a 12.28  ... ...  a 5055
... 12.42 ... ... 6.20
... 115 ... ... 8.45
... a 1.22  ... ... a 7.5
... a 1.51 ... ... a 7'41
... 1.59 ... ... 7.50
d 4.37
d 5.0
d 5.10
5.40
5.55
d
a 6.25
7.0
a 7.40
8•l(.
8.20
2.19
2.52 ...
3.20 ...
d 3.44 ...
4.10 ...
4.20 ...
... a 8.50
9-40  ...
a 10'0
a 10.20
a 10.50
11.10
11.15
a 18.0
d 12.48
12.50
1.40
d 2.10
a 3.20
a 3.55
4.45
5.5
a 6.0
d
a
8.0 p.m. I ...
a 9.30
10.0
...
... ... i ...
Saturdays
only.
Western
Mail.
T.P.O.
10.15
a 10.33
a 10.64
a 11.20
11.41
11.50
a 12.23
d 1.0
1.5;
1.10
d 115
3'0
3.45
a 4.30
d
a
16.30 ini.l
*  Now South  Wales time.10risbane ,  23rd July, 1888,
1001
AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TRAINS ON  TIIE  MAIN LINE.
operation until further notice :--
ROMA, CHARLEVILLE, WARWICK, AND WALLANGARRA.
Stations.
CHARLEVILLE ...  depart
Arabella ... ... ...
Kurrajong ... ...
Angellala...
arriveMORVEN depart
Dulbydilla ... ...
arrive
depart
Mungallala  ... ... ... ... ...
•Womallila
MITCHELL
East  Mitchell ...
A.i nby ... ... ... ... ... ...
Muckadilla
Brinsop ...
Hodgson ... ...
Bungeworgorai
ROMA ,.,
arrive
depart
arrive
depart{
Blythdale .. ...
Wallumbilla Siding ...
arriveYeulba  ... tdepar
Channing  ...  ...
Jackson ... ...
Dulacca  ... ... ...
Drillham ... ...
80m. 30c.
Miles  ,,, arrive{ depart
Columboola ... ...
217 Camp ... ,,,
Baking Board Siding .
Chinchilla l
arrive :::
depart
191 Camp ... ... ..,
Warra  ... ... ... ...
Macali ster ... ..,
DALBY ... arrive ...depa rt
Blaxland  ... ... ,,,
Bowenville  ... ... ...
Jondaryan  ... ... ...
Oakey  ... ... ... ...
Gowrie ..,
Gowrie Junction arrive p.m.
SYDNEY ...  depart *4.46
WALLANGARRA € arrive *5.0depart 5.30
Bald Mountain .. ...
Accommodation Creek ... ..,
Ballandean ... ...
Glen Aplin ... ...
Beverley .. ...
STANTHORPE s arrive 6.45depart 6.50
Thulimbah
Dalveen .. ... ... a 7.25
Maryland ... ...
Cherry Gully ... ...
Silverwood ... ...
Limestone Quarry ...
Rosenthal ...
WARWICK 3:
arrive 8 55
depart 9.15
Millhi ll  ... ... ...  a 9.20
Rosehi ll  ... ... ...
Toolburra ... ...
Deuchar ...
Hendon  ... ... ...  a 9.58
Talgal  ... ... ... .,.
Clifton Colliery ... ...
Clifton ... ... ... a10.25
King's Creek ... ...
Nobby
Greenmount  ...  all -0
Cambooya arrive ..{ depart all-20
Beauaraba Junction ... all-32
Westbrook ...
We llcamp ... ...
Charlton... ... ...
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
Gowrle Junction  ...  depart
Wetalla  ... ... ...
Cranley ...
TOOWOOMBA arrive
I depart
Harlaxton
Highilelds
Murphy' s Creek ., .
Helidon  ... arrivedepa rt
Grantham
Gatton
Forest  Hill ... ...
Laidley  ... ... ..
Victosla ...
Grandchester
Calvert .
Lanefleld
Rosewood
I
arrive
depa rt
Daily, ex.
Saturday. Tues. Daily. Daily.
Southern  Passenger .  and Sat . Western
Mail . Mixed .  Mail .  Mixed.
T.P.O.  L.B. L.B. T.Y.O. L.B.
.., 6.30m.
,,. a 6.55
... a 7*35
... 8.5
8.13
... a 8.38
... d
... 9.13
... a 9.48
d
10.18
10.26
d 10.51
... d  11-6
... d 11.30
,,.  11-43
11.50
DOWN TRAINS.
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily,
ex. Mon.
Mixed.
L.B.
a. m.
Sundays
only.
Western
Mail.
T.P.O.
p.m.
10.30
a
d
a 12.30
10.0
a
d
a 12.0
1.26 o m o1.55 12.45 o*' vo"
a 2.46  a 1.30 0
3.20  .1.55 a m
d 4.30  d 2.35 -• eo B +a
5.0 3.10 m
5.30  3.20 ° a a• .
d 5.34
°a 6.10 a 4.0 . 0c
6.55  4.30 00 0
7.0  4.40 0`9a'om
a 7.20  a 5.0 d;am°m0-
a 7.50  a 5.20 '°B am
a 8.10  a 5.40 0 mm°0a
8.30 p.m.
D 'Y
a5 'cao
ow CDW-
... ... d 12.17
,., ... 12.41
.., 1.7
... a.m, 1.40
...  8.20 2.0
.., a 8'29 a 216
... a 9.5 a 2.37
9.25 2.56
... 9.50 3.19
... a 10.18 a  3-43,
a.m. p.m.
7.45 ...
d 7.55 ...
d ...
a 8.30 ...
d 9.0 ...
d 9.10 ...
9.30
9.40 ...
a 10.15
10.40
a 11.0
a 11.20
a  11-55d  12-10 ... •••
d
12*35
2.50 4.30
a12.5  am.  ...
12.35 a.m.
12.50 6.25
d 6.35
a  1,201*1  7.2
&1-55  7.40
... a 1.0  4-42  .••
... a 1.10 a 4.52 ...
a 1.17  a 5.1 ...
a 1-27 a 5.17 ..,
... 1.39 5.40 ...
a 1.47  a 5.46
a  2-5  a 6.3
.., 2115 6.15 ..,
2.25 6.30 ...
d 2.32 d 6.45 ...
2,50  7.10
.. 3.10 7.35 ...
3.15 7.40 ...
... a 3.30 d 7.55 ...
a 3.40 a 8.10 ...
... a 3.52 a 8.25 ...
... d 4.0 d 8.35 ...
10.35 3.55 4.10 8.45
a 10.47 a 4.6  e  4.22 a 8.57
a 10.55 a 4.15  e  4.29 a 9.4
11.5 4.25 4.40 9.15
2.30 8.15 ...
2.40 8.30 ...
s 8.44 ...
a 3.10 9.5
a 9.22 ...
a 3.35 9.30 ...
a  3-53  a 9.46 ...
10.0 ,,.
4-15 10.5 ,,,
... a 10.11 ...
d
4 50
d 4-57
5.28
6.5
6.35
6'50
a 7.4
7.20
a 7.37
7.45
a 8.0
8.15
8-20
8.28a
a  4,33-1  10.26 ...  8-4i"
d 10.33Raeside  .., ... ...
Walloon ...
Karrabin...
IPSWICH
BRISBANE
... a 4.49- 10.41 ... 84 .:. ...
a 10.49  ...  a 9.3 ... ...
arrive 6.5 11.0  ...  9.14 ...
depart 6.15 11.15 ... 9.23 ... ...
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see Suburban Time Table.
arrive 1 6-15 1 12.15 1 ... 1 10.23 1 ... I ... 1
*New South Wales time.
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F. CURNOW,
Commissionerfor Railways.
QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
V
N and after WEDNESDAY, 1st August, 1888, the following  Time Table will come  into operation until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS- BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
stations.
Mail.
Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
m m68 ... BRISBANE  ... ...  depart 5.40 60
27 1 Milton  ... ... ... ...  b 6.43 61
27 2 TOOWONG ... ... ... b 5.47 6.9
76 3 Taringa ... ... ... ...  b 5.50 8.13
66 4 INDOOROOPILLY ... ... b 5.54 6.17
5 Chelmer  ... ... ... ...  6.20
5 Graceville  ...  6.23
6 Sherwood  ...  b6'0 6.26
7 South Brisbane Junction b 6.4 6.30
8 OXLEY ... ... ... ... b 6.8 6.34
10 Darra ... ... ... ... a  6-14-12  Wolston ... ... ... 6.20 d
14 Goodna  ... ... ... ...  6'26 0
16 ltedbank ... ... ...  6.33
1S Riverview ... ... ... 6.40
19 Dinmore ... ... ... 6.44
21 Bundamba  ... ... ...  6.53
22 Booval .. . ... ... ... 8-54
23 Limestone  ... ... ... a 6.57 ...
24 IPSWICH ... ... arrive 7.2 ...
Daily. Daily. Daily. Gooods. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Da il y Saturdays) Saturdays Da ily.
except only, only.
Saturday.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  U.M.  a.m .  a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m.
7.0 7.30 7.55 8.30 90 9.30 100  11.0 12.20  1.0
7.4 7.34 7.59 b 9.4 b 9.33  10.4 114 12.24 1.4
7.8 7.39 8.3 b 9.8 b 9*37 10.8 11.8 12.28 1.8
7'12 7.43 8'7 9.12 b 9'40 10.12 11.12 12.32 1.12
7,16 7.47 8.11 b 1 9.16 b 9,44 10.16 1116 12.36 116
7.50 ... d 9.47 11.19 d 12.38
... 7.53 ... .. ... a 919 ...  11.22 a 12.40  ...
... 7.56 ... b ...  9.51 ... 11.25 12.43  ...
... 8.0 ... b ... 9.54 ... 1128 12.46 ...
... 8.4 ... b ... 9.58 ... 11.32 12.50
...  ...  a 10.6 ... a  12.58  ...
... ... ... b ... 1013 ... ...  1.5 ...
b ... 1020 ... ... 1.13 ...
b ... 1026 ... ... 119 ...
... ... ... ...  10,32  ... ...  1.26 ...
... ... ... b ... 10.36  ... ... 1.31 ...
b ... 10.42 ... ...  1.38 ...
b ... 10.46 ... ...  1-43 ...
... ... ... a 10.50 ... ... a 1.47 ...
1010 ... 1065  ... ... 153 ...
Stations. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
L.B.
Mail.
Daily
except
Saturday.
Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
1.10 125 2.0
1*14 1.29 2.4
1.18 134 2.8
162 1.39 2.12
126 1.43
1.46
2.16
-
... 1.49  ...
... 152 ...
... 1.56 ...
... 2.0 ...
... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
BRISBANE ... ... ... ...  depart 5.151
5.30
.
6*0
.
8.30
.34
7.0 8.0
.
9-30
.
10,35
.
1116
19
... ... ... ...
... ...
Milton
TOOWONG
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
195
5123
5 34
5*38
6 4
6.8
6
8.38 ...
48
8.8
9 34
9.38
10 39
1043
11
11.23
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ...
... ...
Tiringa ... ... ... ... ... 5.27 6.42 6.12 6.42 ... 8.12 9 .42 1047 1127 ... ... ... ... ... ...
INDOOROOPILLY ... ... ... 5'31 5.46 6.1R 6.46 ... 8.16 9.46 1051 1131 ... ... ... ... ...
Chelmer ... ... ... ... ... d 6.34 6.19 6.49 ... d 8.19 9.49 ... 1134 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Graceville ... ... ... ... ... a 5.37 ... 6.22 6.52 ... a 8.21 9.52 ... ... ... ... ...
Sherwood ... ... ... ... ... 5.40 ... 6.25 6.55 ... 8.24 9 .65 10.58 1138 ... ... ...
South Brisbane Junction ... ... ... 5.44 ... 6.29 6.59 7,18 8.27 .9 .59 11.1 11,42 ... ... ... ... ... ...
OXLEY ... ... ... ... ... 5.48 ... 6.33 7.3 ... 8.31 10 .3 11.5 11.46 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Darra ... ... ... ... ... a 5-56 ... a 8.37 - - ... ... ... ... ...
Wolston ... ... ... ... ... 6.4 ... ... ... 8-43 ... 1118 ... ... ... ... ...
Goodna ... ... ... ... 6.11 ... ... ... 8.50 ... 11.24 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Redbank ... ... ... ... ... 6.19 ... ... ... 8.67 ... 11.31 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Riverview ... ... ... ... ... 6.26 ... ... ... a 9.4 ... 11.37 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dinmore ... ... ... ... ... 6.30 ... ... ... : 9 .9 ... 1141 ... ... ... ... ...
Bundamba ... ... ... ... ... 6.36 ... ... ... 9.16 ... 1147 ... ... ... ...
Beoval ... ... ... ... ... 6.40 ... ... ... 020 ... 1151 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Limestone ... ... ... ... a 6.44 ... ... ... a 9.24 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
IPSWICH ... ... ... ... arrive 6 .50 ... ... ... 810 9.30 ... 120 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Daily.
Toow'mba
Pas .
Daily.
L.B.
Daily. Daily.
p.m . p.m. p.m. p.m.
3.20 4.10 4.15 4.30
3.24 ... 4.19 4.340
3.28 ... 4.23 4.39
332 ... 4.27 4-43
3.38 ... 4-31 4.48
d 3.39 ... ... 4.511
a 3.42 ... ... 4.54
3.45 4.57
3.48 ... ... 5*1
3.52 ... ... 5.5
a 3-59 ...
4.6 ... ... ...
4.13 ... ... ...
4.20
... ... ...
4.27 ... ... ...
4.31 ... ... ... t,.1
4.38 ... ... ...
4.42 ... ... ...
a 4-47 ... ... W4-53 5.5 ... ...
The 10.35 p.m. Train will stop at Graceville ,  Chelmer ,  Darra, and Limestone on Saturdays.
SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS- continued.
DOWN TRAINS-IPSWICH AND  BRISBANE  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Stations.
IPSWICH
Limestone
Booval
Bundamba
Dinmore
Riverview
Redbank
Goodna
Walston ... ...
Darya ...
OXLEY
South Brisbane Junction
Sherwood .., ...
Graceville ...
Chelmer ...
IND0OROOPILLY ..,
Taringa ... ...
TOOWONG ... ...
Milton ...
BRISBANE ... ..,
Stations.
IPSWICH ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Booval ... ..,
Bundamba .., ...
Dinmore ... ...
Riverview ..,
Bedbank ... ...
Goodna ... •••
Walston
Darra  too
OXLEY
South Brisbane Junction
Sherwood ... ...
Graceville
Chelmer ...
INDOOROOPILLY .,.
Taringa
TOOWONG ...
Milton ... ...
BRISBANE ... ...
11.
Mail.
Daily
except
Monday.
q
2
5.66
.., arrive 6.15
.., depart
,,,  arrive
Daily.
Daily. Daily.  Daily.  Daily. Daily.
L.B.
Daily.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m.
,,, .,. ... .., 7.35 ...
a 7.39 ...
7.43
7.47
7.54
7.68
8.5
812
818
a 8.24
6.44 ... ... 8.10 830
6.48 ... ... 8.14  8-34
6 52 ... ... 8.17 8.37
655 820 e
Bbl 822 e7-1  7.22 8.17 8.26  e  ...
7.5 7.26 8.21 8130 e
7.9 7.30 8.25 8.34  e  8.55
7'13 7'34 8.29 8.39 a 8.59
7.20 7.40  8-35  8.45 8.55 9.5
Daily. Daily. Daily.
Mail.
Daily. Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
p.m. p.m p.m. p.m. p .m. p.m. P.M.
... ... 6.15 ... 9.23 9'45
.•• ... a 6.19 ... ... ... a 9.49
6.23 ... 9.53
. ... 6'27 ... :A ... 9.59
... ..• 6'34 ... ,., 10.6
. ... 6.38 ... ... 10.10
... ... 6'45 ... ...  10-17
10'24
6 59 .,  10-30
a 7.4
6.55 7'10 7'30 10'10 10'42
6.59 7'14 7'34 10.4  10-15  10-46
... 7.3 7' 17 7.3 8 ... 10.19 10.49
,,,  7-6  a  7-41  ... 10'22 ...
7.8 a 7.43 ... 10'25
5.57 7'12  e  7'47 ... 10.29 16-55
6.1 7.16  e  7-51 ... 10.33  10-57
6.5  T20  7'31 7'55 ... 1017 11.3
6.9 724  e  7'59 10.41 1117
6.15 7'30  7-38  8.5 10.23 10.46 11.12
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Train leaving Brisbane at 5.40 a.m. will stop at stations between Brisbane and Oxley by signal to take on passen-
gers for stations beyond Oxley. The 8.30 a.m. Goods Train will stop by signal to pick up passengers for Ipswich and
Fassifern Branch only. The 9.30 a.m. train will stop at stations between Brisbane and Indooroopilly to take on
passengers for stations beyond Indooroopilly.
(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to ali ght
should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers  should  go on these platforms .
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1888.
Toow'mba
Daily. Daily. Daily. Pas.
Daily.
Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.  Saturdays Da ily.
only.
L.B.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m . p.m. P.M. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... ... 9.50 11'15 ... ... 12.30 ,,, ,,,
a 9.54  ... ... ...  a 12.31
... ... 9.68 ... ... .., 12.38
.. 10'2 11'25  12-42
... .. 10.9 ... ... ...  12-49
.. 10,13 ... .., ... 1253
•.. ...  10-20  ... ... ... 1.0
.,. .,, 1027 11.41 .,, .., 1.7
,,, ,.,  10-35  ... ... .., 1'14 ...
.. a 10.41 ...
...
.., .., ... a 1'21 .., .,.10-48  11.55 12'2  1-29  ...  2.23
10.52 ... 12'6 ...  1-33  ...  2.27
10.55 ... 12.10 ... 1.37 ...  2-30
... ... a 10.57 ...  12.13 ... a 1.39 ...  2-33
d  10-59  ...  12-15  .,,  d 1'41 ... 2'35
9.22 10.22  11-2  ... 12.19 135 1144 2*26  2-39
9.26 10.26 11.6 ...  12-23  1.39  1-48  2.30 2.43
9.30 10.30  11-10  ...  12-27  1.43  1-52  2.34 247
9.34  10-34  11.14  12-31 1-47  1.56 218  2-519-40  1040  11-20 12-15  12.37 1.53  2-3- 2-44  2.56
Daily. Daily.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
2.15 ,,, ,,,
a  2-19  ,., ...2-23  ,,, ...2-28
2.35
2.392-462-53
310
a 31
3'14 ... 6.10
3.18 ...  5-14
3.21 ... 5.18
a  3-23  ... 5'21
d  3-25  6-233-28  4.40  5-273-32  4.44 6.31
3.36 4.48 635
3.40 4.52 6.39
3.48  4-58 6-45
(e) Train stops to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
(T.P.O.) Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard 's Vans of these Trains.
tai Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop .  At stations or stopping places where a letter is shown
before the time ,  this indicates the approximate depa rt ure time from such station or stopping place. Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by signal.
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
1004
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE -SUNDAY TRAINS  BETWEEN  BRISBANE AND IPSWICH.
I" N and after  SUNDAY, 5th August,  1888, the following Time Table will come into operation until
further  notice:
UP TRAINS.
Stations. - - I - - South'nMail.
A.M. A.M . P.M. P.M. P.M.  P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M . P.M. P.M. P .M.
BRISBANE ... ... dep. 910 9.20 12.55 3.0 3.45  .5-20 5.35 6.30 7.0 7.20 8.20 9.20
Milton ... ... ... 9.4 9.24 12.59 3.4 3.49  5.24 5.39  6-34 ... 7'24 8.24 9.24
Toowong ... ... ... 9.8 9-28 1.3 3.8 3.53  5.28 5.43  6-38 ... 7.28 8.28 9.29
Taringa ... ... ... 9.12 9.32 1.7 3.12 3.57  5.32 5 .47  6-42 ... 7-32 8.32 9.33
.Inclooroopilly ... ... 9.16 9.36 1.11 3.16 4.1  5.36 5 .51  6-46 ... 7-36 8-36 9 37
Chelmer ... ... ... 9.19 9.39 1.14 3.19 4.4 5.39 ... -' 9.40
Graceville ... ... 9.22 9 .42 1.17 3.22 4.7 5.42 ... ... ... ... ... 9.43
Sherwood ... 9.25 9.45 1.20 3.25 4.10 5.45 ... ... ... ... ... 9.46
South Brisbane Junction 9.29 9 .49 1.24 3.29 4-14  5.49 ... ... 7.18 ... ... 9
9
.50
.54
OXLEY arr. 9.53 128 ... 4.18 ... ... ...
... ...
,,, dep. 9.33 3.33 5.52 ... ... ... ... ...
Darra ... ... ... 9.41 ... ... 3-41 ... 6-0 ... ... ...
Wolston ... ... ... 9.48 ... ... 3.48 ... 6-7 ... ... ... ... ...
Goodna ... ... ... 9.55 ... ... 3.55 ... 6-13 ... ... ... ... ...
Redbank ... ... ... 10.2 ... ... 4-2 ... 6.19 ... ... ...
Riverview ... ... ... 1019 ... ... 4.9 ... 6.25 ... ... ... ... ...
Dinmore ... ... ... 10.13 ... ... 4.13 ... 6-29 ... ... ...
Bundamba ... ... 10.20 ... ... 4.20 ... 6.35 ... ... ... .. .. ..
Booval ... . 10.25 ... ... 4-25 6.40 ... ... ... ... ...
Limestone ...
..
... A 10.29 ... ... A 4.29 ... A  6-44... ... ... ... ...
IPSWICH ... ... arr. 10.35 ... ... 4.35 ... 6.50 ... ... 8-0 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. So
M
uth'n
ail.
A .M. A.M . A.M. P.M . P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
IPSWICH ... ... dep.  5 .15 7.20 ... 12-50 ... ... ... 5-0 ... ... ... ...
Limestone
... ... ... ... A  7-25 ... A 12.55 .. ... .. A 5.5 ... ... ... ...
Booval ... ... ... 7-29 ... 12.59 ... ... ... 5.9 ... ... ... ...
Bundamba ... ... ... 7.33 ... 1.3 ... ... ... 5.13 ... ... ...
Dinmore ... ... ... ... 7.40 ... 1.10 ... ... ... 5.20 ... ...
Riverview ... ... ... ... 7.44 ... 1114 ... ... ... 5.24 ... ..
Redbank
... ... ... ... 7.51 ... 1.21 ... ... 5.31 ... ... ... ...
Goodna ... ,,. ... ... 7-58 ... 1.28 ... ... ... 5.38 ... ... ... ...
Wolston ... ... . ... ... 8.5 ... 1.35 ... ... ... 5.45 ... ... ... ...
Darra ... ,,.
... ... 8.13 ... 1-42 ... ... ... 5.52 ... .. ...
OXL arr.
... ... ...
.. ...
EY .., ... dep. 8 20 10 3 1.49 2.15 4.30 .., 6.0 ... ... ... 10.0
South Brisbane Junction ... 5
-56 8-24 10-7 1-53 2.19 4.34 ... 6.4 ... ... ...  10-4
Sherwood ... ... 8-28 10-111.57 2-234-38 ... 6-8 ... ... ... 10.7
Graceville
...
...
... ... ... 8.31 10.14 2.0 2.26 4-41 ... 6.11 ... ... ...  10-10
Cheliner 8-33 10.16 2.2 2.28 4.43 .. 6.13 ... ... ... 10-13...
Indooroopilly
,,.
,,,
...
,,,
...
... 8-37 10-202.6 2.32 4.47 6.0 6-17 6.52
-
7.45
'
8.45 10.178-49 10.21Taringa
Toowong
...
...
...
,,.
...
...
...
...
8.41
8.45
10-24
10.28
2-102-14 2.362.40 4-514.55 6.46.8 6.216-25 6567-0
497
7.53 8-53 10-25
Milton ... ,., .. 8-49 10.34 2-18 2.44 4.59 6.12 6.29 7.4 7.57 8.57 10.29
BRISBANE ... ... arr.  6.15 8-55 10.40 2.25 2.50 5.5 6-18 6.35 7-108-3 9-3  10.35
(A) Train stops by signal to pick  up passengers ,  and will set them down  when required . Passengers  wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
NOTE.-Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.- Tickets may  be purchased at all Stations and  Gates on Saturday ,  available  for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 23rd July,  1888. Commissioner for Eailways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
011' end after WEDNESDAY, 1st August ,  1888, the fo ll owing Time Table wi ll  come into operation until further notice :-
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
stations.
SANDGATS ...
Deagon . ...
Cabbage -tree ..,
Nudges .. ...
Toombul ... ...
Nundah ... ...
RACF OOIIRSS ...
Hendra ... ...
Clayfleld ... ...
Junction ... ...
Thor ro ldtown ...
Lutwyohe ...
Albion ... ...
Mayne ...
Bowen Hills ...
Exhibition ..,
Normanby ..,
BRI8BANS... ...
Miles.
a.m. am .  a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
depart 8.0 9.55 1.15 ... 3.20 4.15 5.40
... a ... a a ... a a a
... a ... a a ... a a a
... 8.12 ... 107 1.27 ... 3.32 4.27 5.52
a ... a a ... a a a
... ... 8.20 ... 10.15 1.36 ... 3.40 4.35 6.2
P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
6.15 9.20 ,.,
a a ..
a6,28 9.31 ...
a a
8.35 9.40 ...
depart ... 10.0 ... ... 2.25 ... ... ... 6.10 ... 9.50 ... ... ... ...
.. .. a a ... ... ... a a ..
.. .. a a ... ... ... a a
depart 8.26 101  1021 1.41 2.34 3.45 4.40 6.7 6.20 6.40 9.45 10.0
d d d d d d d d d d d d
8.30 1014  10.28 1.46 2.38 3.49 4.44 8.11 6.24  6.44 9.49 104
81 3 1017 1029  1.48 2.41 3.52 4.47 8.15 6.27 8.47 9.52 10.7
8.36 1021 1032 1.51 2.46 3.55 4.50 6.18 8.30 6.50 9.55 10.10
a a a a a a a a a a a a
8.41 1026 1037  158 2.50 4.0 4.50 6.23 6.36 6.66  10.1 1016
8.46 10.30 1041 2.0 2.54 4.4 5.0 8.28 8.40  7.0 10.5 1020
... arrive 8.50 10.35 1046 2.5 2.58 4.9 5.5 6.33 6.46 7.5 10.10 10.25
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
stations.
a.m. a.m .  RM. p.m, p .m. p.m, p.m. p.m. P.M. p.m. p .m. p.m.
... BRISBANE  ... ...depart 9.0 9.20 11.15 1.0 1.10 2.30  4.25 5.17  5.30 7.20 9.10 9.25
1 Normanby  ... ... ... ...  9.4 9.24 11.19 1.4 1.14 2.34 4.29 5.21 5.34 7.24 9.14 9.29 ...
2 Exhibition ... ... ... ... 8.8 9.28 11.23 1.9 1.18 2.38 4.33 5.25 5.38 7.28 9.18 9.33 ...
9 Bowen Hills  ... ... ... ...  a a a
IN
a a a a a a a a ...
3 Mayne ... ... ... ... ... 9.13 9.33 11.28 1.15 1.23 2.43 4.39 5.30 5.43 7.33 9.23 9.38 ...
4 Albion ... ... ... ... ... 9.16 9.37 11.31 1.19 1.27 2.46 4.43 5.33 5.46 7.36 9.26 9.41 ...
4 Lutwyche  ... ... ... ...  9.20 9 .41 11.35 1.23 1.31 2.50 4.47 5.36 5.50 7.40 9.30 9.45 ...
5 Thorroldtown  ... ... ... ...  d d d d d d d d d d d d ...
5 Junction ... ...  arrive  ...  94 5 ... ... 1.36 ... ... ... 5.55  ...  9.35 ... ...
5
8
6
6
7
9
11
12
13
Clayfleld ... ... ... ... ... ...  a ... ... a ... a
Hendra  ... ...  a  a ... a
RAcscousSE arrive 9 53 145 ... 6.5 ... 9.43
Junction  ... ...  depart 9.24 ... 11.40 1.28 2.55 4.53 5.40 7.45 9.50
Nundah  ... ... ... ... ...  9.28 ... 11.45 1.35  ...  3.0 4.58 5.44 ... 7.50 ... 9.55
Toombul ... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ... a a a  ...  a ... a
Nudges ... ... ... ... ... 9.36 ... 11.53 1.43 ... 3.8 5.6 6.52 ... 7.58 ... 10.3
Cabbage-tree  ... ... ... ...  a ... a a .., a a a ... a ... a
Deagon  ... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ... a a a ... a ... a
SANnxATS  ... ... ...  arrive 9.48 ... 12.5 1.55  ...  3.20 5.18 6.4  ...  8.10 ... 10.15
NoTS .- Season  Tickets are not available by these trains.
Nora .- Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on Saturday ,  available for Sunday only.
UP TRAINS- DAILY - EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
Stations. Mixed Pas. Pas .  Mixed Expr 's Mixed Mixed  Mixed Pas .  Mixed  MixedMixedMixedMixed  Sat. Mixed Pas .  Pas. Pas .  Mixed Pas. Pas.
only.
a.m.
SANDOATS de. 6.40
Deagon . ... a
Cabbage -tree ... a
Nudges  ...  6.51
Toombul ... a
Nundah
I
sr
dep. 7 0
S.M. am.  am.  A.M. a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
818 9.0 ... 11.10 ... 1.20 ... 3.15 4110 ... 5.28 ...
a
to
a a a .c7 ' p a a
... a ... a ... S  a  8 .. a ...
8.20 x U a ... 11.21 ... 1.32 ... 3 27 Z .,  4-22  539
a a ... a ... a a ... a
8.28 8.33 9.17 ... 11.29 ... 14 0 ... 3.35 4.0 4.30 6.47 6.28
p.m. p.m.  P.M. P.M. P.M.
6.30 ... 7.35 10.10 11.20 ...
a ... a a a ...
8141 ...  7-47 1022 11.30 ...
649 755 10.30 11.38 ...
Rxcacousss de. ... 81  ... ... ... 1010 ... 12.15 ... 2.10 ... ... 415 ... ... ... 7.0
Hendry ... ... ...  a ... ... ... a ... a ... a  ... ... ...  a ... ... ... a
Clayfleld  ... ...  a ... ... ... a ... a ... a  ... ... ...  a ... ... ... a
Junction de. 7.5 8.15 ... 3.38
Thorroldtown ...  d d ... d
Lutwyche  ...  79 8.19 8.43
Albion  ... ...  7.12 8.22 8.36 8.48
Mayne  ...  7.15 8.26 ... 8.52
Bowen Hills  ...  a a ...
Exhibition  ...  7.20 8.31 8.41 8.57
Normanby  ...  7.23 8.36 911
BRISBANE sr. 7.29 8.40 8.48 9.6
a
10.20 11.34
d d
1025 11.39
9.24 1028 11.42
1031 11.46
a
... 1036  11!51
1040 11.55
9.37 1045 12.0
•.•  Passengers for Eagle  Junction, Thorroldtown ,  Lutwyche ,  Mayne ,  and Normanby change at Nundah.
Passengers  for Brisbane by North Coast Train arriving at Nundah  at 8.24  a.m. should change into Sandgate Train at Nundah and reach Brisbane  at 8.48 a.m.
Up North  Coast Trains  will not  stop at Bowen Hills.
The Time Table  for Sandgate  and Racecourse  Branches  will be  altered on  Public Holidays and Race Days.
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY - EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
'Mixedstations .  Mixed Mix Mix  Mixed  Mixed  Mixed  Mixed Mixed Pas.; Sat. (Mixed Mixed Pas . Mixed  Pas. Ex .  Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
j only.
a.m.
BRISBANE depart  615 7.30 7.56
1 Normanby 6.48 7.33 7.59 914
2 Exhibition 8.53 7.37 8.3 9.18
2 Bowen Hills  ...  a a a a
3 Mayne  ... ...  6.58 7.42 8.8 9.24
4 Albion  ... ...  7.1 7.46 8.12 9.27
4 Lutwyche  ...  7.6 7.49 8.15 9.30
5 Thorroldtown  ...  d d d d
5 Junction arrive 7.10 7.53 8.19 9.35
5 Clayfleld  ... ...  a .., a
6 Hendry  ... ... ...  a ... a
6 Recscousss  air. ...  Si)  .., 9,45
Junction depart ..,
6 Nundah 7.15 ... 8.30 .,,
7 Toombul  ...  It ... a ...
9 Nudges  ...  7.23 8.38
11 Cabbage-tree ...  a ... a
12 Deagon  ... ...  a ... R
13 SANDGATS arrive 7.35  ... 8.50
a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m. p.m.
9.50 1010 11.22 12.20 1.1
9.54 10.13 11.26 12.24 1.14
9.58 10.17 1130 12.28 1.19
19.3 10.23 11.34 12.33 1.23
101  10.26 11.38 12.36 1.26
1011 10.29 11.42 12.40 1.31
d d d d d
1016 1033 11.46 12.45 1.35
9.10
12'23 1.44 2.20 3.40 4.5 4.35 5.2 552 6.32 6.54 7.8 8.0 10.35 11.43
d d d d d d d d d d d d d d
12.27 1.48 2.24 3.44 4.10 4.40 5.6 5.57 6.37 6.58 7.12 8.4 10.39 11.47
12.30 1.51 2.27 3.47 4.14 4.43 5.9 6.0 6.40 7.1 71 5 8.7 10'42 11.50
12.34 1.55 2.31 3.61 4.18 4.47 5.13 6.4 6.44 7.5 7.19 8.11 10.48 11.54
8 a a 8 a a a a a a a a a
12.39 2.0 2.36 3.56 4.21 4.52 5.18 6.9 6.49 7.10 7.24 8.16 10.51 11.59
1243 2.4 2.40 4.0 4.25 4.56 5.22 6.13 6.52 7.14 7.28 B-20 10.55 12.3
12.48 2.9  2-46,  4.5 4.30 5.0 5.28 6.18 6.57 7.19 7.34 ' 8.25 11.0 12.8
a ... a
a ... a
11.55 ... 1.41
p.m.
1.35
1.39
1.43
a
1.48
1.51
1.54
d
1.58
10.21 10.38  ...  12.50 ... 2.4
h
10.45  ...  12.58  ...  2.11
oo a  ...  a ... a
tiUH a ... a a10,57 ...  1.10 ... 2'23
P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. p.m. p.m.
2.15 4-5 4.31 5.0 5.28 5.45
2.19 4.9 4.34 5.4 5'31
2.23 4.13 4.38 5.8 5.36 6.51
2.28 - 4.18 4.43 6.13 5.41 ...
2.32 4.22 4.47 5.17 5.44 ...
2.36 4.26 4.50 5.21 5'49 ...
d d d d d ...
2.40 4.30 4.55 5.26 5.53 ...
2.44
a
2.52
a
a
3.4
a
a
4'40 ...
5.0 5.31  5.58 6.5
% a
5.8 m p ... 6.13
a rQE ... a
5.20 ... 6.24
P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
5.50 6.30 7.50 9.15
554 6.34 7'54 9.19
5.58 6.38 7.58 9.23
a a a a
6.3 6.43 8.3 9.28
6.6 6.47 87 9.31
6.10 6.51 8.11 9.34
d d d d
6.15 6.55 8.15 9.38
p.m.
1025
1029
19.33
a
10.38
10.41
10.44
d1018
p.m.
11.20
11.24
11.28
a
11.33
11.37
11.41
d
11.46
a
a ...
6.59 8.19 9.42  10.52 114 9
a a a a a
7.7 8.27 9.59 110 11.66
a a a a a
aa a a  It
7.19 8.39 10.2 11.12 12.6
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set  them  down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should  give due  notice to Guard.
(d) Trains stop to pick up passengers ,  on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.
8, isbane,  23rd July, 1888.
a.m. A.M. a.m.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for  Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
ON and after  WEDNESDAY,  1st  August, 1888, the following Time Table wi ll come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
STANLEY  STREET ..,
1 Wooloongabba
1 Albert ... ...
3 Fairfield ... ...
3 Yeronga ... ...
4 South Coast Junction
5 Tennyson ... ..
6 SOUTH BRISBANE JIINC.
Mixed. Mixed. South CoastMixed.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
dep. 5.25 9.0
... 5.29 7.20 9.4
A 5.35  A 7.26 B 9,10
A 5.39  A 7.30 B 9'14
A 5.43 A 7.34 B 9.18
5.47 7.38  9-22
arr.  5.55  7-48
Mixed. South CoastMixed. Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. a.m . p.m. p.m.
9.15 10'50 12.10 145
9.19 10.55 12.14 1.49
A 9.26  A 11-1 A 12.21 A F55
A 9.30 A  11-5  A 12.25 A 1.59
A 9.33 A 11.9 A 1228 A 2.2
937 11. 13 12.32 2.6
D ... D D
9.47  ... 12.42 2.15
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations .  Mixed. South CoastMixed.
a.m. a.m.
Sours; BRISBANE JUNCTION  ... ...  depart 6-15 ...
Tennyson ... ... ... ...  D
South  Coast Junction  ... ... ... ...  6-25 8.8
Yeronga  ... ... ... ... ... ...  A  6-30  A 8'12
Fair field . .. ... ... ... ... ...  A 6.35 A 8.15
Albert ... ... ... ...  A 639 A 8.19
Wooloongabba  ... ... ... ... ...  6.45 8'25
STANLEY STREET  ... ...  arrive 830
Mixed. South Coast Mixed.  South Coast.Mixed.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m.8-15  ... 11.5 ...
D  ...  D .
8.23  10-8  11.13  12-32
A 8.27 A 1012 A  11-18  A 12.35
A 8.30  A 10.15 A 1120 A 1239
A  8-34  A 10.19 A 11.24 A 1243
8.41 10.25  11-30  12.49
8.45 10.30  11-35 12-54
Mixed. South Coast South Coast South CoastMixed.  Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
3.15 4.35 5.25 6'25
3.19 4.39 5.29 6'29
Mixed.
A 3.25 A 4.45 A 535  A 6.35 ...
A 3-29 A  4-49  A 539 A 639 ...
A 3.32 A 4.53 A 5.43 A 6.42
338 4.57 5.47 6.46 7.5
D ... ... ... D
3.47 ... ... ... 7.15
Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. p.m.
1.0 230
South Coast
Mixed.
p.m.
D D
1.10 2'42 338
A 11 3 A 2.46 A 3.42
A 1.17 A 2-49 A 3.45
A 1.21 A 2-53 A 3.49
1.26 2 .59 3.55
130  3-4  4.0
p.m.
4.45
Mixed. Special.  Special.  Special.
p.m.
South Coast
Mixed.
p.m.
D ..
5.8 7.0
A 5-11 A 7.4
A  5-15  A 7-8
A 5.19 A 7.12
5.29  7-18
5'35
p.m. p.m. p.m.
8'0 9.30 1P5
A 8.6 a 936 a 1111
A 8-10 A 9.40 A 11.15
A 8.13 A 9-43 A 11.18
8-17 9.47 11.22
D D D
8.25 9 .56 11.31
Mixed .  Special .  special.
7- 5  8-40  1010
7-33 8-48  10.18
A 736  A 8.52 A 10.22
A 740  A 8 56 A 1026
A 7-44 A 9.0 A  10,30
7.50 9 .6 10.36
(A) Train stops by signal to take on  passengers , and will set them down when required . Passengers  wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) Train stops to pick up passengers for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up  passengers ,  on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms.  Passengers  wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending  passengers  should go
these platforms.
NOTE.--Season Tickets are not available by Trains marked "Special." Passengers by these Trains from Albert, Fairfield, Yeronga, and Tennyson will be booked and tickets collected by the Guard.
on
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1888 .  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
OPENING OF BEAUDESERT EXTENSION (LOGAN BRANCH)-SOUTH COAST LINE-
0 N and  after WEDNESDAY, 1st August,  1888, Trains will run as  follows:-UP TRAINS.
Stations. Mixed. Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
STANLEY STREET dep. 9.0 10.50 2.20 4.85
1
1
3
3
Wooloongabba
Albert ...
Fairfield
Yeronga
...
...
..
...
...
...
9.4
B 9.10
B 9.14
B 9.18
10.55
A 11.1
A 11.5
A 11.9
2.25
A
A
A
2.31
2'35
2.38
4.39
A
A
A
4 South Coast Junction... 9.22 11.13 2.42 4.57
5
5
6
Moorooka ...
Rocklea... ...
Salisbury ...
...
...
...
A 9.26
9.29
A 9.33
A 11.17
11.21
A 11.26
A
2.49
A
2.46
2.53
A
5.4
A
8 Cooper's  Plains ... A 9'40 A 11.36 A 3.0 A
9 Sunnybank arr.dep.
9.45
...
11.42 3.6
3.10
5.20
11
12
17
18
20
Runoorn
Spring Creek ...
Kingston
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
...
.
d
p.
dep.
A 9.54
A 10.0
A 10.15
10.24 (
10.33 t
...
...
...
...
...
A
A
3.40
3.55
4.4
3.18
3.25
A
*
A
5.59
6.8
22 Waterford ... ... ... 4.12 ...
26 Buccan . ... ... ... ... D 4.24 ...
27 Logan Village ... ... ... 4.30
.
...
34 Jimboomba ... ... ... ... A 4 55 ...
38 Cedargrove ... ... ... ... A 5.9 ...
40 Woodhill .. ... ... ... A 5.25 ...
42 Veresdale ... ... ... A 5.31 ...
44 Bromelton •.. ... ... ... A 5.42 ...
47 BEAUDESBRT ... arr. ... 5.55 ...
21 Hawthorne ...
.. • D 10.36 ... ... D
22 Holmview ... A 10.40 6.15
24 BEENLEIGH  ... arr. 10'45 .. .. 6.20
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. Mixed . Mixed .
a.m. a.m .
BEBNLEIGIH  ... ... depart 6.45 ...
Holmview ... ... ... A 6'50 ...
Hawthorne ... ... ... D 6'53 ...
Beaudesert ... ... depart ... 7.0
'Bromelton ... ... ... ... 13A 7
Veresdale ... ... ... ... A 7.24
Woodhill  ... ... ... ... A 7.30
Cedargrove ... ... ... ... A 7.46
Jimboomba ... ... ... ... A 8.0
Logan Village ... ... ... ... 8.25
Buccan  ... ... ... ... ... D 8.31
Waterford ... ... ... ... 8.43
Bethania Junction ... arrive 6'57 8.51
Loganlea ... ... ... ... 7.6 910
Kinston (arr. A 7.15 9.10...g
... Zdep. ... 9.15
Spring Creek ... ... ... A 7.30 A 9.30
Runcorn . ... ... ... A 7'37 A 9.37
Sunnybank ... ... ... 7'45 9-46
Cooper's Plains A 7.50 A 9.50
Salisbury ... ...
•
A 7'57 A 9.57
Rocklea ... arrive 8.1 10.1
" ' (depart
Moorooka ... ... ... A 8'4 A 10.4
South Coast Junction ... ... 8.8 10.8
Yeronga ... ... ... ... A 8.12 A 10.12
Fairfield ... ... ... ... A 8.15 A 10.15
Albert .•. ... ... ... A 8.19 A 10.19
Wooloongabba ... ... ... 8.25 10.25
STANLEY STREET ... arrive 8.30 10'30
5.25 6.25 ... •••
5.29 6.29 ... •••
4.45 A 5.35 A 6.35 ... . • •
4.49 A 5.39 A 6'39 ... •••
4.53 A 5.43 A 6'42 ... ...
5'47 6.46 ... ••.
5.1 A 5'50 A ... ...
5.53 6'51 ... •.•
5'8 A 5.57 •••
5.15 A 6.4 ... ... •••
6.9 ••• ... ...
5.29 ••• ... ...5-35
5.50 ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
...
... ... ...
...
... ... ...
...
... ... ...
6.11
Mixed .  Mixed. Mixed.
noon. p.m. p.m.
... 2.10 ...
... A 2.15 ...
... D 2.18 ...
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
.. . .
... ...
... ... .. ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ...
...
...
...
...
...12* 0
A 12.6
A 12.17
12.22
A 12.26
12.32
A 12.35
A 12.39
A 12.43
12.49
12.54
2.22 ... ... ... ...
2.31 ... ... ... ...
A 2.40
A 2.55 ... ... ...
A 3.2 ... ... ... ...
3.10 6.26 ... ... ...
A 3.181 A 6'35 ... ... ...
A  3-271 A  6.43 ... .. ...
3.31  6-52 ...
6.55 ... ...
A 3.35 A 6'57 ... ...
3.38 7'0 ... ...
A 3.42 A 7.4 ... ...
A 3.45 A 7.8 ... ...
A 3.49 A 7.12 ...
3.55 7.18 ... ... ...
4.0
I I
... ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard.
(B) Trains stop to pick up passengers for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
The times shown thus (A 9'26) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F.  CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME  TABLE - FASSIFERN BRANCH.
ON  and after WEDNESDAY, let August, 1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Brisbane.
stations.
24 Irswiou dep.
26 Little Ipswich ...
26 Churchill  ... ...
29 Yahmahato . ...
30 Hampstead Siding ...
82 Purga ... ...
84 Goolman ... ...
84 Hi ll side ... ...
85 Rockton ... ...
37 Peak Crossing ...
38 Flinders .. ...
40 Churchbank ... ...
42 Harrisvi ll e arr.
44 Wilson's Plains ...
46 Radford ... ...
47 Munbilla ... ...
61 Blantyre ...
54 Teviotvi lle ... ...
66 Hoya ... ...
58 Boonah ...
59 DUGANDAN .., arr.
t Goods. I
Mo., Wed.,  t Goods.  Mixed.
and Fri.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
10.15 11.30 5.30
11'37 5.36
B D 11'42 D 6.41
B D 11.53 D 5.51
B D 12.2  D 5.58
B 10.45 A 12.14 A 6'8
B D 12 '24 D 6'16
B D 12'29 D 6'20
B D 12.35  D 6.25
B 11.5 12.43 6.30
B A 12 '49 A 6.36
B D 12 '59 D 6.43
11.30 1115 7.0
A 11'50- A 7.15
D ... D
A 12.10  ...  A 7'30
A 12.25  ...  A 7'46
e 12.40  ...  A 8.2
s 12.65  ...  A 8.15
D 1.5 ... D 8.25
1'15 ... 8.30
stations.
DUGANDAN ...
Boonah ...
Hoya ...
dep.
Teviotville ... ...
Blantyre ... ...
Munbilla ... ...
Radford ...
Wilson's Plains ..
Harrieville .., dep.
Churchbank... ...
Flinders .. ...
Peak Crossing ...
Rockton ... ...
Hillside
Goolman ... ...
Purga ...
Hampstead Siding ...
Yahmahato ... ...
Churchill  ...
Little Ipswich ...
Irswion  ...  arr.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
t Goods.
t Goods. Mo., Wed.,,
and Fri.
a.m.
6'0
p.m.
D 6'5 ...
A 6.14 ...
s 6'25 ...
s 6'41 ...
s 6.57 ...
A 7'12 ..
7'25 3.0
D 7'40 D 3'16
A 7.50 A 3.26
7'55 3'32
D 8'O D 3.40
D 8.5 D 3.48
D 8.10 D 3.54
A 8'18 A 4.4
D 8'27 D 4'16
D 8.32 D 4'22
D 8'42 D 4.34
8.49 4.39
8.65 4.45
p.m.
2.0
D 2'6
A 2'20
A 2.35
A 2'65
A 3.15
D
A 3.35
4'0
D 4'15
A 4.25
4.30R  4.34
B 4.38
s 4.42
a 4.50
a 4.58
a 5'4is  5'14
5.19
5'25
(A) Train  stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them  down  when  required. Passengers wishing
to alight should  give due notice  to Guard.
B) The 10.15 a.m. train  from Ipswich will stop to pick up traffic  for stations  beyond Harrisville only.
(D) Train stops  to pick up  passengers on Drivers  observing  passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers
wishing  to alight  should give due notice  to Guard. No  persons except intending passengers  should  go on these
platforms.
(s) Train  stops to set down passengers  who should give due notice to the Guard.
(t)  Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1888.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
'J ON
and after WEDNESDAY, let August, 1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,
until further notice:-
UP TRAINS . DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed.  -  Mixed.
stations.
p.m.
101 ToowooMBA  depart 3'0
102 Whichello' s Siding ... D
103 Cranley  ... ...  A 3.8
104 Wetalla ... A 3.17
106 Pengarry  Junction ...  A 3.20
106 Birnam  ... ...  3.25
108 Cawdor ...  3.35
109 109 m.  28 ch . Gate ... A
110 110 m. 17 ch.  Gate ... A
Ill Dunsinane  ... ... 3.62
112 Meringandan  ... ... 4.0
112 111 m. 75 ch.  Gate ... A
113 Klienton  ... ... A
117 Cabarlah  ... ... 4.35
120 Geham ... ... 4'50
122 Mount  Pleasant ... A
125 Taylor ... ... ...  5.15
127 Hampton ... ...  6'25
131 Peechgr  ... ... 5'50
135 CROW'S NEST arrive 6'15
Stations.
... Csow 's NasT depart
... Peechy ... ...
... Hampton ... ...
Taylor
... Mount  Pleasant ...
Geham ... ...
... Cabarlah ...
... Klienton ...
... 111 m. 75  ch. Gate
... Meringandan ...
... Dunsinane
... 110 m. 17 ch. G ate
... 109 m. 28  ch. Gate
Cawdor ...
... Birnam ... ...
... Pengarry Junction
... Weta lla ... ...
... Cranley ...
... Wbichello 's Siding .
... ToowooMBA arrive
a.m.
7.0
7.25
7.50
8.0
A
8'25
8.40
A
A
9.15913
A
.9.40
9.50 ... ...
A 9.55
A 9.57
A 10.5
D
10'16
(A) Train stops by  signal  to take on  passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers  wishing
to alight s!iould give due notice to Guard.
(D) Trains stop to pick  up passengers , on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND UEENSLA D SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 23rd July,  1888. Commissioner for Railways.
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QtRENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME  TABLE- NORTH COAST LINE.
O N and  after  WEDNESDAY,  1st August ,  1888 ,  the following Time Table will  come into operation,
and remain in force until further  notice:-
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles .  Stations.
Daily. Daily.
Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
BRISBANE  ... ...  depart 9.50 510
.
... ... ... ... ... ...
1
2
Normanby  ...
Exhibition  ...
...
...
...
...
9.54
9.68
45
6.8
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ...
2 Bowen Hills A A ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Mayne ... 103 5 '13 ... ... ... ... ... •..
4 Albion  ... ... ... 10.7 5 .17 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Lutwyche ... ... ... 10.11 5.21 ... ... ... ... ... .. .
6 Thor roldtown ... ... D D ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 Eagle Junction ... ... 10.16 5.26 ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 Nundah ( arrive ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... t depart 10.21 6.31 ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Virginia  ... ... ... A A ... ... ... ... ... ..•
9 Geebong ... ... ... A A ... ... ... ... ... ...
10 Zillmere  ... ... 10.36 5.45 ... ... ... ... ... ...
13 Bald Hills  ... ... ... 10.49 5.59 ... ... ... ... ...
15 Strathpine  ... ... ... 10.59 6 .6 ... ... ... ... ...
18 North Pine ... ... 11.15 6.20 ... ... ... ... ...
23 Sideling Creek ... ... 11.45 6.50 ... ... ... ... ...
26 Burpengarry ... ... 12.0 7.6 ... ... ... ... ... ...
30 Morayfleld ... ... 12.15 7.20 ... ... ... ... ... ...
32 CABooLTuRz ... arrive 12.25 7.30 ... ... ... ... ... ...
UP TRAINS.
stations.
Daily .  Saturdays
only.
Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
CABOOLTM ... ... depart 6.30 1150 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Morayfield  ... ... ...  6.38 2.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Burpengarry .. ... ...  6.52 2'16 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Sideling Creek ... ...  7.6 2'30 ... ... ... ... .•. ...
North Pine ... ... ...  7.30 310 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Strathpine ... ... ... 7'42 3.15 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bald Hills ... ... ... 7.50 3.24 ... ... ... ... ...
Zillmere ... ... ... 8.2 3.35 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Geebong ... ... ... A A ... ... ... ... ... ...
Virginia ... ... ... A A ... ... ... ... ...
Nundah ... arrive 8.24t depart 8.33
...
4 .0
...
...
...
...
... ... ...
...
...
...
. .Eagle  Junction
Thorroldtown
...
...
...  8 38
...  D
4 5
D
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Lutwyche ...  8.43
.
4 .10 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Albion ... ... 48... 8 4-14 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mayne  ... ... ...  8.52 4 .18 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen Hi lls  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Exhibition ... ... 8.57 4'21 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Normanby .. ... ... 9.1 4.25 ... ...
BRISBANE ... ...  arrive 9.6 4.30 ... ... ... ... ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.  No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
Passengers for Brisbane by North Coast Train arriving at Nundah at 8.24 a.m. should change into
Sandgate Train at Nundah,  and reach Brisbane at 8.48 a.m. Up North Coast Trains will  not stop at Bowen Hills.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1888.
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE-QUEENSLAND
ON and after MONDAY, 7th MAY, 1888, the following Time Table will
CP TRAINS.
a
STATIONS.
Golds.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m, a.m.
... ROCKHAMPTON ... dep. ...  6.0 6.30  ...  10.60
2 Yeppen ... ... ... ...  a 6.7 a 6.40 ... a 10.57
6 Gracemere ... ... ...  6.16 7.0  ... 11.10
7 Langley ... ... ... ...  a 6.17 a 7.5 ... a 11.14
8 Malchi  ... ... ... ...  a 6.20 a 7'1 ... a 11.18
10 Kabra  (for Mt. Morgan) ... 6.25 7 '20 ... 11.25
13 Neerkoll... .. ... ...  a 6.35 a  7-
15 Stanwell ... arr ... 7.40dep. ... 6.40 *7.55
18 Warren ... ... ... ... a 6• a 8.10
19 Woodend ... ... ...  a 6.53 a 8.18
20 Siding ... ... ... ...  a 6.55 a 8.21
24 Wycarbah  ... ... ...  a 7.3 a 8-
27 Spring Creek  .. ... ...  a 7'8 a 8.50
Mixed. Mixed.
Tuesday,  Tuesday
Thursday, and
Saturday.  Saturday.
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday
Saturday.
Mixed.
Daily.
pm. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
... ... 2.46
... ... ... a 2.5
... ... ... *3.5
... ... ... a 3.8
... ... a 3.11
... ... 3.15
... ... a 3.25
... ... 3.36
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted.
Mixed.
Friday
only.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
... 6.30 ...
... a 6.36 ...
... 6.50 ...
... a 6.63 ...
.,, a 6.66 ...
3.40
a 3.64
a 3.67
... ... ... ... a 4.0
... ... a 4.15
30 Westwood aw• ••• *715 ... ... ...dep. 7.30 9.5  ... ... ...
a 4.26
... 4.40
33 Oakey ... ... ... ... a 7.35 a 9.17 ... ... ... ... ... ...
38 Goganjo  ... ... ... ...  a 7.50  a 9.36  ... ... ... ... ... ...
44 Rocky  ... ... ... ...  a 8.5 a  10'0 ...
47 Tunnel  ... ... ... ...  a 8.15 a 10.13 ...
53 Herbert 's Creek  ... ...  a 8.35  a 10• ...
58 Boolburra  ... ... ...  a 8• a 11.0 ..,
65 Duaringa  ... ... ...  915 *11.30 ...
72 Wallaroo ... ... ...  a 9.25 a 12.5 ...
83 Bridgewater  ... ... ...  a 9.52  a 1.0 ...
88 Dingo
... € dep. *104 - *1.25
92 Charleville Creek  ... ...  a 10.16 a 1.47 ...
96 Stanley  ... ... ... ... a 1025  a 2'5 ...
102 Walton  ... ... ... ...  10.40  2.40 ...
107 Bluff  ... ... ... ...  a 10.53  a 3.0 ...
110 Siding  ... ... ... ...  a 11.0 a 3.19 ...
118 Blackwater  ... ... ... * 11.20  *4.0 ...
125 Burngrove  ... ... ...  a 11• a 4.21 ...
129 Tolmie 's ... ... ... ... a  IF  a 4.35 ... ... ...
7.2 ...
a 7.8 ...
*7.15
*7.15
... a 7.29
... a 7.33
... a 7.37
... a 7.52
... a 8.0
... *8.10
140 Comet ... ... ... ...  12.20 6.10 ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• ...
149 Yamala  ... ... ... ...  a 12• a 5.40 ...
... ... ... ... .•• ... ...159 Winton  ... ... ... ... a 1•5  a 8.10 ... ...
163 Siding .. ... ... a 1•14 a 6.24 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  ...
164 Springsure  Junction  ... ...  1.17 6.27 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
165 Emerald ... ...  arr. ... *1.20 6.30  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
164
178
186
194
199
205
165
169
179
183
186
197
206
212
220
227
Emerald .. dep.
Springsure Junction
Devitt ... ...
Fernlees ...
Minerva ... ...
Dilly ... ... ...
SPRINGSURE ...  arr.
U
Emerald  ...  dep.
Emerald Downs ...
Theresa ... ...
Pelican ... ...
a Gordon  Downs ...
Capella ... ...
RcLro... .. ...
Retro Creek ...
Langton ... ...
LCLERMONT ...  arr.
165 Emerald ...
171 Range Downs
179 Saint Helens
183 Glendarriwill
188 Siding ...
191 Anakie ...
199 Borilla ..
203 Withersfleld
dep.
213 Woodbine ... ...
218 Siding  ... ... ...
227 Bogantungan 'arr
"' dep.
235 Hannam 's Gap ... ...
241 Drummond ... ...
252 Pine Hi ll  ...
255 Belyando
271 Alpha ...
283 Siding ...
290 Beta ...
296 Main Range
305 Jericho
319 Spring Vale
326 Alice
331 Richmond
335 Siding ...
358 BARCALDINE
arr.
dep.
10.25 ... ... ... ... ...  7.45
*  Trains meet here.
Nora.-The  Passenger  Trains will only  stop as  follows:-
At all  stations when  required.
To pick up and set down  passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont and Springsure Branches, both
Up and Down.
Accommodation for passengers will be provided on the Goods  Trains ,  but the Department  wi not guarantee to run these Trains as advertised .  Notice
of altered running or stoppage of any Advertise  Godods Trains  will be obtainable  at Stations.
... 1.45
a 2.0
1.50 ...
a 1.54 ...
a 2.42 ...
3.5
a  3-
a  3• ...
4.15 ...
a 2.29  ... ... ... ...
... a 2.42
a 2.51
... ... ... ... ... 3.25
... ... a 3.50 ... ... ... ... ... ...
... a 4.12 ... ... ... ... ... ...
... a 4.35  ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... 5.0 ... ... ... ... ...
4.30 140 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 4.55 a 1.57 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 5.27  a 2.1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 5.45 a 2.25
a 6.5 a 2• ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.15 2.50 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 6.5 a  3.5 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 7.5 a 3.15 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 7.455  a 3• ... ... ... ... ... ...
a 8.5 a 3.55 ... ...
8.45 ...
-  4.25 ... 9.30
... *4.55 ... *10.30
... a 5• ... a 11.0
... 5.50 ... 11.55
... a 6.0 ... a 12.1
836 1.30
... 6.60 ... ... ... ... *145 ...
a 7• ... ... ... ... ... a 2.35 ...
... a 7.37  ... ... ... ... ...  a 375 ...
... a 7.55  ... ... ... ... ...  a 3• ...
8.15 ... ... ... ... ... 4.5 ... ... ... ...
a 8• ... ... ... ... a 6.5
9.5 ... ... ... ... ... 5.36
a 9.19  ... ... ... ... ...  a 5.55
a 9.30  ... ... ... ... ...  a 6.1
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1888.
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CENTRAL  RAILWAY.
Dome into operation,  and remain in force until further  notice:-
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONs.
Passenger.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Goods.
Daily.
S.M.  S.M.
BARcALDINE  ...  dep. 6.0 ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 6.0 ...
Richmond  ... .. , a 6.8 ...
Alice  ... ...  6.20 ...
Spri ng Vale  ... ...  a 6.36 ...
Je ri cho  ... ... ...  7.15 ...
Main Range  ... ...  a 7.37 ...
Beta ... ... ... a 7.54 ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 8.1 ...
Alpha  ...
.
arr. 8140 ...
dep. 9.0 ...
Belyando  ... ...  a 9.37 ...
Pine Hill ... ... ...  9.46 ...
Drummond  ... ...  a 10.14 ...
Hannam 's Gap ... ... *10.30 ...
Bogantungan  .. arr. ••'dep. 11.0 ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 11.26 ...
Woodbine  ... ...  a 11.43 ...
Withersfield  ... ...  a 12.5 ...
Bori lla  ... ... ...  a 12.15 ...
Anakie  ... ... ...  12.35 ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 12.44 ...
Glendarriwill  ... ...  a 12.55 ...
Saint Helens  ... ...  a 1.5 ...
Range Downs ... ... a 1.25 ...
Emerald  ... ...  arr. 1.40 ...
CI.EaYoNT  ...  dep.
Langton
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
a.m.
Retro Creek  ... ... ... ...
.d Ret ro  ... ... ... ... ...
Capella ... ...
Gordon Downs ... ...
A Pelican  ... ... ...
Theresa ... ...
Emerald Downs ... ...
Emerald  ...  arr. ...
$PxINosuas dep.
Dilly ... ...
Minerva ... ...
Fernlees ... ...
Pv Devitt .. ...Springsure  Junction
,Emerald  ...  arr.
Emerald  ...  dep.
Springsure Junction ...
Siding  ... ... ...
Winton  ... ... ...
Yamala  ... ... ...
Comet  ... ... ...
Tolmie's  ... ... ...
Burngrove ... ...
Blackwater ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...
Bluff  ... ... ...
Walton  ... ... ...
Stanley .. ...
Charleville Creek ...
Bridgewater ... ...
Walla ro o .. ...
Duaringa arr.
..
Boolburra .
dep
Herbert 's Creek ...
Tunnel  ... ... ...
Rocky  ... ... ...
Goganjo  ... ... ...
Oakey  ... ... ...
Westwood an.
Spring Creek ... dep.
Wycarbah ..,
Siding ... ...
Woodend
Warren  ... .., ..
Stanwe ll  ... .. •
Neerkoll ... dep.
Kabra  (for Mt .  Morgan)
Malchi ... ...
Langley  ... ... ...
Gracemere ... ...
Yeppen ... ..
Room MtPTON ... are.
2.0 5.30
2.3 6.35 ...
a 21  a  5.40, ...
a 2.15 a 5.64
a 2.40 a 6.30
3.0 7.0
a 3.30 a 7.40
a 3.42 a 7.54
*4.0 8.15
a 4.20 a 8.50
a 4.29 a 9.0
4.40 9.15
a 4.56 a 9.40
a 5.5 a 9.53
*5.15 *10.5
a 6.30 a  10-26
a 5.57 a 11.2
6.15
6.30 *1130
a 6.50 a 11.55
a 7.2 a 12.11
a 7.15 a 12•
a 7.30 a 12.45
a 7.45  a 1.5 ... ...
a 7'58 a 1.24 ... ...
8.5 ...
*8.10 *F30 *7.15 ...
a 8.17 a 1.45  a 7.23 ...
a 8.25 a 1.54 a 7'30 ...
a 8.351 a 2.7 a 7.39
a 8.38 a 2.11 a 7.42
a 8.42' a 2.26 a 7.45
*7.55
8.50 2.30
a 8.67 a 240
93 2.50
a 9.9 a 2.56
a 9.12 a 3.09-15  *3.5
a 9.22 a 3.20
9.30 330 ..
Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
10.0
... a 10.22
... a 10.45
... a 11.7
11.36
... a 12.14
a 12.25
... a 12.35
,,. .., a 1.9
... ... 1.20
8.0
s 8.7
8.15
a 8.24
a 8.27
8.30
a 8.45
8.50
*11.47
a 11.55
a 12.0
12.5
a 12.17
12.25
Mixed. I Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted
Saturday
only.
p.m p.m.
5-6-
a 5.10
.., a 5.20
... a 5.35
... a 5.40
... a 5.45
4.35
a 4'42
4.50
a 4.53
a 5.0
5.5
a 5.17
5.25
6.0
* Trains meet here.
The Mixed  and Goods Trains  will stop at  all Stations and at all Stopping places  to pick  up and set down passengers  when required. Passengers
wishing to alight at Stopping places must tell  the Guard  at the preceding station.
The times of depa rture from Stopping places shown thus , " Yeppen a 6.7," are approximate  and merely  as a guide  to intending passengers.
Goods. Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn 'day, Daily.
Friday.
... 9.0 ...
... a  9-35  ...
... a  9-57  ...
... a 10.40 ...
... a 10.57 ...
... 11.30
... a 11.42 ...
... a 12.0
... a 121 0 ...
... a 12.55 ...
... •1.20 ...
Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Mixed.
Monday
and
Wedn'day.
Mixed.
Daily.
am.  a.m. a.m.  S.M. a.m. a.m.
7.30 ... ... ... ... ...
a  9-10  ... ... ... ... ...
a  9-30  ... ... ... ... ...
9.50 ... ... ... ... ...
a 10.15  ... ... ... ... ...
11.20 ... ... ... ... ...
a 11.57 ...
a 12.25 ...
a 12.56 ...
+1 ...
Goods.
Daily.
P.M.
20
a 3.15...
... .. ... 3.30
... ... ... a 4.27
11.10
a 11.29
a 11.45
12.10
a 12.35
a 1.21
1.25
*4.55
5.35
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND
OPENING TO HUGHENDEN.-
UP TRAIlh
Stations.
ft.
7 Towirsvmis... dep.
5 4 Cluden ...
64 6 Stewart's Creek ...
7 Roseneath ...
111 8 Powder  Magazine ...
11 Stanley ...
123 13 Antil Plains ...
117 16 Eliot ... ...
20 Mountain View
205 23 Woodstock ...
204 27 Double Barrel
30 Philp's Siding ...
243 35 Reid River arr'de
41 Cardington ...
..
49 Chisholm's ...
563 49 Haughton  Valley ...
948 54 Ravenswood Juno. arr.
54 Ravenswood Juno. dep.
928 59  Grass Hut ... ...
898 67 Kirk River ...
1108 72 Mount Wright ...
817 78  RAVENSWOOD arr.
64 Ravenswood Junc. dep.
994 59 Fanning ... ...
64 Exley... ...
828 68 Macrossan Bridge ...
71 Triangle ...
78 Plum Tree Flat
1004 82 Charters Towers € arr.dep.
86 Sandy Creek ... ...
89 Featherby ... ...
94 Southern Cross ...
102 Powlathanga... ...
1067 108 Balfe's Creek... ...
115 Lamond
123 123-mile ...
1127 127 Homestead
131 Sensible Creek
136 Mundic Creek
Rive141 Cape ...r
1318 148 Pentland
150 Springs
arr.
dep.
arr,... dep.
159 Warrigal ...
163 163-mile Siding ...
1817 169 Burra . ... ...
174 174 -mile ... ...
1528 180 Torrens Creek arr.dep.
189 189-mile Camp ...
195 Coalbrook ... ...
1423 201 201-mile ... ...
1413 208 Prairie ... ...
1169 222 Jardine Valley ...
1071 236 HUGSBNDHN ... arr.
THE following Amended Time Table will come into
t t
Mixed.  Goods. Mixed.  Mixed.  Goods.
a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m.
5.40 ... 01.55 ... 05.30 ...
A  5-50  ...  A 2.5 ... A 5.40 ...
A 6.0 ... A 2.16 ...  A  5.50 ...A  6.3 ...   2 .18 ... A 5*54 ...
6.5 ... 2.20  ... 5.57 ...
A 6.13  ...  A 2.29  ...  A 6.7 ...
A 6'19  ...  A  2-34  ...  A  6.14
A 6.26 ...  A  2.44  ...  A 6'24 ...
A 6.36  ...  A  2-55  ...  A 6.38 ...
6.45 ... 3.5 ... 6.48 ...
A 6.57  ... A 3-17 ... A 7-2 ...A  7.5   3.25 ...  A  7.12 ...
7'20 ... .. ... 7.30 ...
7.40 ... 03.40  ... • 7.45 ...
A 7.55  ...  A 3*65  ...  A 8.5 ...
A  8-18  ...   4.18 ... A 8.37 ...
08.20  ...  4-20  ... 8'40 ...8-45  ... 4-45 ... 9.5 ...
... 610 ... ...
A 5.1 ...
... A 5.42 ... ...
... A 5.59 ...6-20  ... ...
8.50 ... 4150 ... 9.5 ...
94  ... A  5-4  ...  A. 9.26 ...
A 9.18  ...  A 5.18  ...  A 9.39 ...9-30
... 05.30 ... 9.55 ...
A 9138  ...  A 5.38  ...  A 10.6 ...
A  9-58  ...  A  5.58  ...  A 10.28
10'10  ..  6.10 ...  10-45  ...
10.25 7.50A, 10-36 A  8-4
A  10-45 A 8.15
A  11-0  A  8-32A 11.23  A. 9.2
011.90  9.25 ... ... ...
noon.
A 12.0  A 9.55 ...
p.m.
A 12.23  A  10-29 ...
012.35 010.45  ... ... ... ...
12.55 011.20 ...
A 1.6 A 11.34 ...
A 1.20 A 11.52 ...
m.
A 1.35 A  12-10...
1.55 12.35 ... ... .. ...
2.5 12.40
A 2.11  A  12-48 .. ... ...
A 2.38 A 1.28
A 250  A 1-49 ...
A 3.7 A 2-15  ...
A 3.22  A  2.35
3.90 3.0 ... ...
3.50 - ... ...A  4-15  ... ...
A 4.31  ... ...
A.  4.47
5.5 ...
A 5.45 ...6-25  ...
0 Trains meet here.
(s) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guards.
The times shown thus  (A 5.50)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for  Rail wa s' Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1887.
...
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NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
operation on and after  the 27th October, 1887.
Stations. Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Goods.
a.m. a.m.
HUGHBNDIN  ...  dep. 510 ...
Jardine Valley  ...  A 5.90 ...
Prairie  .. ... ...  6.15 ...
201-mile  ... ...  A 6.3
Coalbrook ... ... A 6.49 ...
189-mile Camp  ... A 7.5 ...{ 7-80arr.Torrens Creek ...
.dap 7 50 ...
174-mile  ... ...  A 8.8 ...
Burra  ... ... ...  A 8.23 ...
163-mile Siding  ...  A. 8.40 ...
Warrigal ... ... A 8.52 ...
Springs ... ... ...  A 9.19 ...
Pentland .. arr. 9.25 ...dep. 9.35 ...
Cape River  ... ..  A 9155 ...
Mundic Creek  ... ... A  10-10  ...
Sensible Creek ... ...  A 10.24 ...
Homestead
123-mile
L,amond
Balfe 's Creek
Powlathanga
...
Southern Cross
Featherby ...
Sandy Creek ..
arr. 10.35 ...
dep. 010.46
. A10.57
... s 11•
... 011.40
... A 11.57
Charters  Towers [ arr'dep.
Plum Tree Flat ...
Triangle ...
Macroesan Bridge ..,
Exley  ... ... ...
Fanning ...
Ravenswood  Jane. arr.
p.m.
A 12•
A 12.35
...
A 12.44 ...
12.55
1.15 ...
A 1.27 ...
A 1.47 ...
1.55
A 2.7
A 2.21
2.35
...
RAVSNSWOOD depart  ...  6.20
Mount Wright  ... ...  A  6-41
Kirk River  ... ... ...  A 6-Grass Hat .. ... ... A 7.26
Ravenswood June .  arr. ... 7.40
Ravenswood  Juno. dep. 2-40
Hauugghton  Valley ... 3.0
Chisholm's ... ... A 3.2
Cardington  ... ...  A 3.25
Reid River ... ... 0310 ...Phil 's Siding... ...  A 3-55 ...
Double Barrel ... ..  A 4.3
Woodstock  ... ... 4-15 ...
]fountain  view  ...  A 4.24
Eliot  ... ... ...  A 4.34 ,..
Antil  Plains  ... ...  A 4-41 ...
Stanley  ... ... ... A 4.47
Powder Magazine  ...  9.55
Roseneath  ... A 4.57 .,.
Stewart's Creek  ... A 5.0 ...
Cluden  ... ... ...  A 5-10 ...
TowNsviras arrive 05.20
a.m. a.m.
.•
... 8.0 ...
.. , A  8-22  ...
... A  8-40  ...
... A 9.3 ...
... A 9.20 ...
... A 9.54 ...
... 10.0 ...
... 10.5 ...
A  10-30  ...
... A 10.48 ...
A  11-4  ...
... 011.20 ...
p.m.
012.35 ...
A 12.55 ...
...
...
... A 1.23 ...
... 1.50 ...
A 2.9 ...
... A  2-37  ...
A 2.53 ...
A 3.8 ...
3.20 ...
6.20 4.30 ...
A 6.32 A 4.50 ...
A  6-52 A  5.15 ...7-0  05.30 ...
A 7.12  A 5.48 ...
A 7.26  A 64  ...
7.40 6.20 ...
8.0 6.35 ...
•8.20 6.55 ...
A 8.22 A 6.59
A 8.45 A 717
09.0 07.45
A  9-15  A 8.5
A  9-23  A 8.16
9.35 8.30
A 9.45 A 8.90
A 9.56 A 8.5
A 10.5 A  94
A 10.11 A 9.11
10.20 9.20 ...
A 10.22 A 9.22
A 10.25 A 9.25
A 10.35 A 9.35
10.45 9.45 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
*
Trains meet here.
t  Thee. trains will have a carriage attached for the convenience of passengers travell ing at their own risk.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Rai a sTs.
TIME TABLE-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
I N and after MONDAY, 6th August, 1888, the following Time Table for the Maryborough Railway and Branches,  will come into operation until further notice :-
a
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
MAHYBOROUGH ... dep.
Croydon Junction ...
Mixed.  Mixed.  Passenger
A.M. A.M. A.M.
6.0 7'0 7'40
A 6.8 ... A 7.45
Mixed. Mixed.  Goods.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M.  A .M. P.M. P.M.
10.54 11.40 12,40 3.20
... ... A 12.50 ...
Croydon Junction dep. ... A 7.6  ... 11'2
Aldershot ... ... ... A 7'20 ... A 11.14
Colton ... ... ... ... A 730 ... A 11.23
Torbaulea ... ... ... A 7'50 ... A 11'41
Burrum ... ... ... ... A 7'56 ... A 11'47
Howard
"
arr. ... 8.0 ... ...
' € dep. ... ... 1150
Steley street Crossing .. ... ... ... 11.53
Isis  Junction
"'
arr. ... ... ... ...
dep. ... ... 12.18
Gre gory ... ... ... ... ... ... 12.33
Elliott ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.5
Clayton ... ... ... ... ... ... A 1.17
Racecourse ... ... ... ... ... A 1.23
SOUTH BUNDABEBG arr. ... ... ... 130
Isis Junction  ...  dep.
Abingdon ... ...
Horton ... ... ...
CHILDr:as ... arr.
Sunbury ... ...  dep. A 6.11
Oakhurst ... ...  A 6.19
Yengarie ... ... ...  6'33
Graham's Creek ... A 6.38
Mungar  ... ... ...  A 6.46
Antigua  ...  ... ...  6.58
Owanyilla ... ... A 7.6
Blackmount  ... ... A 7.18
Tiaro  ... ... ...  7'26
Kooringa  ... ... A 730
Bopple  ... ... ...  A 7.43
Gundiah arr. 8.0
"' dep. 815
A 7.48
A 7'54
8.6
A 8.9
A 8.15
8.24
A 8,30
A 8.39
8.46
A  8-49
A 8.58
9.10
9.25
A 9.32
A 9'55
9.59
P.M. P.M. P.M.
4'0 5.30 7.25
A 4.8 ... ...
A 11.48 ... A 3'26
A 12'2 ... A 3'38
A 12'12 ... A 3.47
A  12-30  ... A 4.9
A 12.36 ... A 4.16
12.40 ... 4.20
1.20 ...
1.23 ... ...
1.53 ...
1.58 •„
A 2'14
A 2.24
2.35
A 12.55 ... A 4.12
A 1.4 ... A 4.20
1.21 ...  4-36
A 1.26  ... A 4'40
A 1.36 ... A 4.48
1.51 ...  5-0
A 2.0 ... A 5.8
A 2.15 ... A 6.20
2.25 ... 5.28
A 2.30 ... A 5.32
A 2.45 ... A 5-44
.. 6.0
3-5 ... 6.15
A 3.15 ...  A 6.23
A 3.45 ... A 6.47
3'50 ... 6.51
Gootchie... ... ... A 8.23
Kanyan  ... ... ...  A 8.46
Kilkivan Junction  arr. B•50
Kilkivan Junction dep. 90
Dickabram  ... ...  A 9.13
Miva ... ... ... A 9.18
Brooyar  ... ... ...  A 9.40
Boowogum  ... ...  A 9.55
Woolooga  ... ...  10.5
Oakview  ... ...  A 10.25
Tansey ... ... ... A 10.50
KILKIVAN  ...  arr 10.55
Thompson's Flat
Gunalda ... ...
Kadina ... ...
Curry ...
Harvey's Siding
Coorella ... ...
Tamaree... ...
GYMPIE ... ...
dep. ... ... A 10.3 ... ... A 3'55
... ... 10.15 ... ... 4.10
arr.
A 6.55
7.5
A 7.17
A 7'29
A 7'36
A 7.48
A 7.56
8.15
A 5.36 A 7'32
A 5.48 A 7'45
5.57 A 7.55
A 6.15 A 8.14
A 6'21 A 8.21
8.25
6.25
6.29
6.55
7.12
7.40
A 7'62
A 7'58
8.5
t
Stations .  Timber Passenger Mixed . Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.
and Goods.
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
GYMPIF ... ...depart 5.40 7'40 ... ...
Tamaree ... ... ... A 6.0 A 7.55 ... ...
Coorella ... ... ... A 6.8 A  8.1 ... ...
Harvey's Siding ... ... A 6.20 A 8.10 ... ...
Curra ... ... ... A 6.29 A  8.16 ... ...
Kadina  ... ... ... A 6.44 A  8•25 ... ...
Gunalda ... ... ... 7'1 8.36 ... ...
Thompson's Flat... ... A 7.14 A 8.45 ... ...
K1I.KIVAN ... ...depart
Tansey ... ... ...
Oak-view ... ... ...
Woolooga ... ... ...
Bonwogum... ... ..•
Brooyar ... ... ...
Miva ... ... ...
Dickabram... ... ...
Kilkivan Junction arrive
P.M. P.M.
Mixed.
P.M.
1.45
A 1.50
A 215
2.35
A 2.45
A 3.2
A 3.33
A 3.39
3.45
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
P.M. P.M.P.M.
4.0
A 4'20
A 4•'28
A 4.40
4.48
A 5.0
5.12
A 5.24
Mixed . Mixed.
Kilkivan Junction depart 7'18 8.50 ... ... ... ... 3.50
Kanyan ... ... ... A 7.24 A 8.53 ... ... ... ... A 3'54
Gootchie ... ... ...  A.  7.54 A 9'11 ... ... ... ... A 4.20
9.17 431ive
"' Gundiah ..,
€depa '92 ... "'... ... 4.46rt 86 9
... ... Bopple ... ... ... A 8.24 A 9.44 ...  ...  ... ... A 5.3
Gre gory ... ... ...
Isis Junction ...
Steley Street Crossing ...
Race course ...
Clayton ... ...
Elliott ... ...
SOUTH BUNDABERG dep.
Kooringa  ... ... ...  A 8.39 A 9 .56 ... ... ... ... A 6'17
Tia ro  ... ... ...  8-46  10.0 ... ... ... ... 5'28
Blackmount ... ... A 8.54 A 10.6 ... ... ... ... A 5.36
Owanyilla .. ... ... A 9.7 A 10'16 ... ... ... ...  A 5.48
Antigua ... ... ...  9.15 10.22 ... ... ... ... 5.56
Mungar ... ... ... A 9.30 A 10.31 ... ... ... ... A 6'8
Graham's Creek ... ... A 9.39 A 10.37 ... ... ... ... A 6.16
Yengarie  ... ... ...  9.44 10.40 ... ... ... ... 6.20
Oakhurst ... ... ... A 10.0 A 10.52 ... ... ... ... A 6.36
Sunbury ... ... ... A 10-9 A 10.58 ... ... ... ... A 6.45
Croydon Junction ... A 10.13 A 11.2 ... ... ... ... A 6.50
CHILDEBS depart 3.15
Horton  ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ...  A 3.28 ...
Abingdon . ... . ... ... ... ... ... A 3'38, ...
Isis Junction  ...  arrive  ... ... ... ... ...  3.54
Howard ...
Burrum ...
Torbanlea ...
Colton ...
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
Aldershot ... ...
Croydon Junction
MABYBOROUGH  ...  arrive 10.23 11.10
80 8'20
A 8.3 A 8.24
A 8.32
A 8.10 A 9.10
A 8.30 A 9.30
A 8.40 A 9.41
A 8.53 A 9.55
9.0 10'5
628
A 5.32
A 5.68
6.4
6'19
A 6'31
A 6.43
6-47
A 6'55
A 7.7
7.15
A 7'27
A 7'35
7'39
A.  7.55
A 8.3
A 8.7
12.40 ...
A 12• ...
A 12.52 ...
1.5 ...
115
1.53 3'59
2• 4.27
2.24 4.30
A 2.27 A 4.33
A 233 A 440
A 2.51 A 50
A 30 A 5.10
A 3.12 A 6.22
3.20 5'30 7.0 8.15
4.45 ...
A 4.51 ...
A 4.57 ...
5.8 ...
5.36 ...
5.53 ...
6.21 ...
6.25 4.53
A 6.29 A 4.57
5.4
A 6.36 5.36
A 6.65 5.57
A 7'5 A 6'8
A 7.17 A 8.20
7.25 6.27
t  Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their own risk.
... ... A 10.24 ... ...  A 4.25
... ... 10.34  ... ...  4.48
... ... A 10.40 ... ... A 4'56
... ... A 10.49 ... ... A 5.10
... ... A 10.56 ... ... A 5.20
... ... 11.15 ... ... 5.40
(A) Trains stop by signal to take  on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers  wishing to alight should notify the Guard at preceding  station.
The Train leaving Maryborough at 12.40 p.m. on Thursdays  carries explosives .  Passengers  cannot travel by that Train on that day.
The times shown thus  (A 6'8) at platforms  and sidings  are the approximate  times  only, and merely intended  as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane, 24th July, 1888. F. CURNOW,  Commissioner  for Railways.
1015
QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
OPENING OF THE BEAUARABA BRANCH.-PUBLIC  TIME TABLE.
ON and after WEDNESDAY, 1st August ,  1888, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further  notice
trr TRAINS.
-MIN from st b Mixed.Brllbane. a one.
Daily.
101
102
103
105
106
108
111
113
117
121
126
131
132
134
137
p.m.
ToowooMBA ...  depart  20
Whichello' s Siding ...
Cranley  ... ... A 2.8
Wetalla ... ... A 2.17
Pengarry Junction ...  A 2.21
Gowrie  Junction der 2.30
Charlton ... ...  D 2.44
Wellcamp ... ...  k 2.52
Westbrook ... ...  A 3.9
Beauaraba  Junc' n arr.  3-25dep. 3.30
Umbiram ... ...  A 3.53
Southbrook ... ... A 411
Green Hills  ... ... A 4.21
Balgownie  ... ... A 4.31
PITTswo $ TH ... arrive 4'45
stations.
Mixed.
Daily ,  except
Thursday.
DOWN TRAnas.
Mixed.
Wed. only.
... PI rrswoaTH  ...  depart 71
a5 .m.  p.m.
5.10
... Balgownie  ... ... .A 7'19 A 5.22
... Green Hi lls  ... ...  A 7.27 A 5.32
... Southbrook  ... ...  A 7'33 A 5.40
... Umbirain  ... ...  A 7.52 A -5.55
BeauarabsJunc 'n arr.  8'15 ...dep. 8.25 6.15
Westbrook ... ...  A 8' A 6.28
Wellcamp ... ...  A 8.5 A 6.43
Charlton  ... ... D 9'5 D 6.53
Gowrie Junction dep. 9.15 7 3
Pengarry Junction  ...  A 9.28 A 7.1
Wetalla ... ... A 9.34 A 7.1
Cranley ... ... A 9.42 A 7.25
Whichello' s Siding
Toowooi BA  ...  arrive 9.55 74
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will  set them down when required.
(D) Trains wi ll  stop  to pick up  passengers ,  on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms, or to set down
passengers if required.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,  F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  23rd  July,  1888 .  Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME  TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
ON and after WEDNESDAY, 1st August, 1888, the following Time Table will come into operatioi,and  remain in farce until further notice
UP TRAINS.
21969  Height
from of stations .  Mixed.
Brisbane .  Formation
feet. p.m.
1$8 1407 WABWioY . ... depart  4.0 ... ... ...
167 1490 Ki llarney Junebion  ...  4.5 ... ...
172 1570 Hermitage  ... ... ...  D 4.25  ... ...1 ...731 ... Glencairn ... ... ... D 4.33  ... ... I ...
174 1552 Swan Creek  ... ...  4.41 ... ...
175 ... Summerhili ... ... D ... ...
177 1696 Mount Sturt  ... ...  4.59
180 1699 Yangan  ... ... ...  5.13 ...
181 ... Rockbrae  ... ... ...  n 5.18 ...
183 1668 E
186 1653 D
190 1690  T
mu  Vale ._. ... ... 5.32
anderoo  ... ... ...  5'45
annymorel  ... 6.1
191 ... 191 m. 12 c. ... ... A
195 1691 KrLLARUT ... arrive 620
DOWN TRAINS.
libations. Mixed.
a.m.
KILLanxsr ... ... ... depart  8.10 ...S m. 42 c . ... ... ... ...  A ...
'Tannymoxel ... ... ... ...  8.30 ...
Danderoo ... ... ... ...  846 ...
Emu Yale ... ... 90
.Eockbrae ... ... ... ... D 9.11 ...
Yangan ... ... ... ... 9.17
Mount aturt ... ... ... ... 9.29 ...
Bummerhi ll ... ... ... ...  D ...
Swan Creek ... ... ... ... 9-46 ...
'Olencairn... ... ... ... D 9.55 ...
Hermitage ... ... ... ... D  10.3
.$i llarney Junction  ...
... ... 10 23 ...
WARWICK  ... ... ... arrive 10'30
(A) Train stops  by signal  to take on pas aengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers  wising to
alight should  give  due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.  No persons except  intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 23rd July,  1888.  Commissioner for Railways.
126
MA,OKAY aAuhWAY,
TIME TABLE.
t 1HE following  Time-Table  will come into operation  on MONDAY ,  6th February , 1888, and continue in force until further  notice:-
Stations.
Mixed.
Mon.
only.
A.M.
MAO$AY  ... ...  depart 6'0
Show  G ro unds ... ... A 6'6
4 Racecourse  ... ...  A 6'12
5 Lagoons  ... ... ... A 6'15
6 Te Kowai  ... ...  A 6'18
7 Alexandra  ... ...  A 6'23
8 Palms ... ... ... A 6'26
9 Walkerston  ... ...  6.80
11 Pleystowe ... ... ...  A 6'36
14 Wollingford .. . A 6'44
15 Newbury Junction arrive 6'50
15 Newbury Junction depart ...
17 Ripple ... ... ... ...
18 Vince ... ... ... ...
21 Victoria ... ... ... ...
22 Draper 's ... ...
23 ETON  ... ...  arrive ...
15 Newbury Junction depart
16 Dingle ... ... ...
18 Marian  ... ... ... ...
19 Boldon ... ...
20 Otterburn
23 MIBANI  ... ...  arrive
'UP TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon., Mon.,
Mon., Tues., Tues.,
Mon. Wed .  Tues., Sat .  Sat. Sat .  Wed., Wed .,  Tues.
only. and Fri .  Thurs .,  only. only. only. Thurs .,  Thurs., and
and Sat .  and Fri and Fri .  Thurs.
A4'58
A5.2
A 5'12 ...
A 6'18 ...
5'22 ...
a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
... ... 1'45 ... ... 4 .0 ... ... MIBBANI  ...  depart
... ... .., A 1'51 ... ... A 4'6 ... ... Otterburn
A 1'67  ...  A 4'12  ... ..,  Boldon  ... ... ...
A 2'0 .., ... A 4.15 ... ... .Marian ...
... ... A 2.3 ... ... A 4 '18 ... ... Dingle
A 2.8 ... ... A 4 '23 ... .., Newbury Junction arrive
.., A 2'11 ... ... A 4'26 ... ..,
... 2'15 ... ... 4.30 ... ... ETON ... .,. depart
A 2'21  ... ...  A 4'36  ... ...  Draper ' s ... ...
A 2'29 ... A 4.44 ... ... Victoria ... ... ...
... 2'35 ... ... 4'50 ... ... Vince ... ...
6'50 7'55
A6.56 A8'l
A 7'0 A 8.5
A 7'10 A 8'15
A 7'16 A 8'21
7'20 8.25
2'36
3'30
A 3.36
A 3'40
A 3.60
e 3'56
4'0
Ripple
4'52 ... Newbury Junction arrive
Newbury Junction depart
Wollingford
Pleystowe... ...
... 8'4
A8'8
A 8.12
A 8'18
A 8.21
... 8.30
A 2'39 ..,
A 2'43
12'49
A 2'521 ..,
3.0
stations.
Palms  ... ... ...
Walkerston
... 6'0 Alexandra ... ...
A 6'4  To  Kowai ... ...
A 6'8 Lagoons ...
A 6'14 Racecourse ... ...
A 6'17 Show Grounds
6'26 MANY  ... ...  arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon., Mon.,
Wed. Tues .,  Tues., Daily.  Bat.  Tues.  Bat.  Sat.
and Fri .  Thurs .,  Wed., Thurs .,  only. and  only.  only.
and Sat ,  and  M. and Sat. Thu rs.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
7.30 ... ... 8.35 ...  315  ... ... ...
A 7'39  ... ...  A 8'44  ...  A 8'14
A 7'42 ... ... A 8'47 .., A 8'17
A 7'48 ... ...  A. 8'63  ...  A 3'28  ... ... ...
A 7'52 ... ... A 8'57 ... A 8.27 ... ... ...
7.55 ... ... 9.0 ... 8'30  ... ... ...
7'35 8.30
A7'39 A8'
A 7'45 A 8.40
A7'66 A8'S0
A 7'59 A 8'64
... 8'4 8'59
... ... 5'80 6'0
... ... A 5'34 A 6'4
... ... A 5'40 A 6'10
A 5.60 A 6.20
A6'54 A6'24
... ,5'59 6'29
A 9-27  ...' ...
A 9.32 ... ...
A 9 35
A 9.38 ...
A 9'44 ... ...
9';,0 ...
9.0 ...
A 9'6 ...
A 9'1 ...
... 9'20 ...
... A 9-
(A.) Trains stop by signal to  take on passengers,  and will set them down when required . Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
6.30 ...
A 6.36
A 6-6'50  ...
A654
A 6'57 ... ...
A 7'2 ...
A 7'5 ,,.
A7'8 ..,
A 7'14 ...
7.20
. The times shown thus  (A 6'6) at  platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CU1INOW,
Commissioner  for ltailwa s' Office , Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 28th January, 1888.
1017
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
O
N  and after  MONDAY, the 11th June,  1888,  the following Time Table for the  Bundaberg aad
Mount  Perry Railway will  come into operation and remain in force until  further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Stations. Mixed.
8.0
D
A
D
845
D
9.20
BUNDAB $ RG depart
Oakwood ...
Sharon ...
Gibson's Siding
Bingera
Goondoon ...
Bolan... ...
Maroondan
Gin Gin
Watawa
A
a10.5
arrive 10.10
denar;  10-15
Stockyard Creek
. Moolboolaman 11.0
.G il len's Siding ... A
Boolboonda  ... ...  A
Wonbah ... ... A
Wolca .. ... A
Drummer's Creek  ...  A
MOUNT PRERY arrive 12.40
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed .  stations . i Mixed.
p.m.
3.30
D
3.45
D
4.5
D
4.30
A
•4.55
5•()
5.5
D
5.50
A
A
A
A
A
7.30
a.m.
MoIINT PERRY dep. j 7'30
Drummer's Creek A
Wolca ... A
Wonbah ... .. A
Boolboonda  ... ... I A
Gillen's Siding ... A
Moolboolaman  ... 9110
.Stockyard Creek
Watawa arrivet depart
Gin Gin ... ...
Maroondan ...
Bolan ..
Goondoon
Bingera
Gibson's Siding ...
Sharon ...
Oakwood ... .
BUNDABERG arrive
1)
9'50
9.55
s10 5
A
10'30
D10,55..
D
A
D
11'30
Goods & Timber.
p.m.
2.20
A
A
A
A
A
4.0
D
4.40
4.45
*4.55
A
5.35
D
6.5
A
A
D
6'50
*  Trains meet here.
NOTE.-( A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and wil l set them down where required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers  wishing  to alight should
give due notice  to Guard .  No person except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  8th June,  1M.
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
0
N and after  TUESDAY,  1st May ,  1888, the following Time Table for the Cairns Railway will
come into operation and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS. DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
Mixed.
Mondays
only .
Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
and
Sat. only.
Mixed.
Daily.
Stations.
Mixed.
Mondays
only.
Mixed .
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
and
Bat. only.
Mixed.
Daily.
CAIRNS  ... dep.
a.m.
6 .30
a.m.
8.0
p.m.
510 REDLYNCH dep.
a.m. a.m .
7'30 9.0
P.M. ...
6.0 ...
8 Edge Hill ... 6.41 8.11 5.11 Richmond 7.34 9.4 64 ...
5 Stratford  ... ... 6.48 8 '18 5118 Lily Bank 7'38 9.8 6'8 ...
6 Lily Bank ... 6.52 8 '22 5.22 Stratford ... ... 7.42 9.12 6.12 ...
7 Richmond ... 6.56 8.26 5.26 Edge Hill... ... 7'49 9.19 6.19 ...
8 REDLYNCH arr. 7.0 8 '30 5.30 CAIRNS ... arr. 8 .0 9.30 6.30 ...
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office ,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 20th April, 1888.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
HE following Time Table will come into  operation  on MONDAY, the 20th June, 1887,  and will
continue  in force until further  notice :-
UP TRAINS. DOWN TRAINS.
Miles from
Oooktown. Stations.
Mon., Wed ., .,.,Stations.
and Sat . only.)  and Sat. only
... COOKTOwr ... depart 9O ... SANDOWN ... ... depart 130 ...m
4 Asmus  ... ... ... A 9-121 ... Welcome ... ... ... A 1.45
5 Marton  ... ... ... A 9-201 ... Palmer Road ... ... A 2'45 ...
6 Police  Camp A 9'25, ... Normanby... :.. A 2.53 ...
9 Jansen  ... ... ...  A 9.36  ... Alderbury ... ... ...  A 3.9 ...
12 Flaggy  A 9.48 ... Coolah ... ... ... A 3'45 ...
14 Wilton ... ... ... A 9'56 ... Wilton ... ... A 3'571
17 Coolah ... ... ... A 10.11 Flaggy ... ... ... A 4.5 I ...
... ... ... A 4'15 ...25 Alderbury ... ... ... A 10.51 ...  Jansen
29 Normanby  ... ... ... A 11 8 ... Police Camp A 4.251
81 Palmer  Road  ... ... A 11.15 ...  Marton  ... ... A 4.27 ...
46 Welcome ... ... A 12.15 ... Asmus ... ... A 4.33
51 SANDOWN  ... ...  arrive  12.30 ... 000KTOWN ... arrive 4.45
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers  or Goods,  and wi ll set them down when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 9.12) at platforms and sidings are the approximate  times only.
Mon Wed
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1887. Commissioner  for Railways.
1018
QUEENSLAND NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
AMENAD TIME TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
()N and after SUNDAY,  6th May,  1888, the following  Amended  Time Table willcome into operation
on the Northern Railway unt il further notice
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRANS.
Stations.
t
Sunday,sth May, Sunday ,13th  May,
and every and every
alternate Sunday .  alternate  Sunday .
stations .
t
Sunday ,  6th May,  Sunday, 13th May,
and every and eve ry
alternate Sunday .  alternate Sunday.
P.H. A.M. P.M. P.Y.
CHARTERS  TOWERS dep. 1.30 6.0 TowNSVILLE ... dep. ... 6,0Plum-tree Flat ... ... A 1.43 id RiR (arr. ... 7'35Triangle ... ... A 2-4 ver ...e Z dep. ... 7.40
Burdekin Tanks ...
Macrossan  Bridge
...
arr.
A
2.15
2.10 Ravenswood Jun.
, dep. ... 8'45
7.15 Macrossan Brid e de 5.0Ravenswood Junc Srr. g p.. dep. 7.20 Burdekin Tanks ... A 5.4
5-11
Reid River ... Triangle  ... A ...
p• ... Plum-tree Flat ... ... A 5.32 ...
Towwsv1LL1u arr. 10.0 CHARTERS TowERS arr. 5.45 10.5
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guard.
t  This Train will  only stop at Stations at which it is timed to stop.
Commissioner f r Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  3rd May ,  1888 .  Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority :  d AMEs C. BI;AL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
HIS
Excellency the Governor directs it to
be notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
Lieutenant-Colonel EDWARD ROBERT DRURY,
C.M.G.,
to be Acting Commandant of the Queensland
Defence Force during the absence of the Com-
mandant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Sniht Commander of the Most
[L.a.] DistinguishedOrderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor .  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in th forty-firstyear of Her Majesty's reign ,  i tituled "An
dct to make provision for Bank Holidays and
'especting obligations to make Payments and do other
xets on such Holidays ,"  it is  amongst  other things
matted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time  to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Wednesday, the 8th proximo,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Race Meeting of the Rockhampton Tattersall's Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Rockhampton : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy-Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers
vested in me by the above-recited Act, and of all
other powers enabling  me in that  behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify ,  proclaim ,  and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 8th proximo, shall, within
the Municipalities of Rockhampton and North
Rockhampton, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the  meaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and  eighty-eight, and inthe
fifty- second year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
BY Authority  :  JAMES C.  BEAL ,  Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.TN pursuance of the  authority  in me vested, and
in  accordance withe provisionsof  "The CrownLands .lctof 1884,"I, S1TARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
adviceof  the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that  the followinglots of laud will be offered
for sale  by public auction, at the undermentioned
places, at Eleven  o'clock on the days specified, at
the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
TERMS : One-fourth cash, the balance in three
equal instalments  at 3, 6, and 9 months, without
interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
Lots which may remain unsold shall, at and after
Eleven o'clock on the day following such Auction,
and for  one month subsequent to the day of sale,
be open to  Selection  by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according  to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT BELL'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTE 11 BER, 1888.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. No. ofSection. Area. Price perLot.
A. R. P. I £ s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of  Stanley ,  parish  of Yeerongpilly.
(Situated on the South  Coast Railway Line, about
ten miles from Brisbane  ;  being subdivisions of
a Timber Reserve.)
1 83v  „  9 2 31 48 0
2 84v ... I 8 2 37 44 0
3 85v  ... , 8 132 44 0
No. of
Lot.
COUNTRY  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Portion.
No. ofSection. Area. Price perLot.
A. B. P. £ s.
5 0 33  25 0
12 1 12 60 0
... 10 0 14  60 0
... 12 2 25  60 0
... 12 0 0  60 0
28 3 1 115 0
... 28 3 0  115 0
21 2 11 85 0
... 22 3 4  90 0
... 22 1 27  88 0
... 21 0 0  84 0
... 28 0 0  112 0
... 14 0 0  70 0
6 0 0  30 0
6 0 0  30 0
7 0 27 35 0
... 7 3 14  36 0
3 3 7  22 0
... 2 3 29  18 0
2 122  15 0
... 3 0 0  18 0
... 3 0 0  18 0
... 3 0 0  18 0
3 0 0 18 0
... 3 0 0  18 0
... 14 0 0  80 0
... 2 0 7  12 0
... 2 2 0  16 0
... 2 2 0  15 0
... 2 2 0  15 0
... 5 0 0  30 0
.., 5 0 0  30 0
,.. 10 3 4  60 0
... 23 3 0  95 0
... 23 3 0  95 0
... 17 2 29  70 0
... 12 3 5  .b0 0
... 20 3 8  80 0
... 21 1 9  85 0
... 31 1 0  125 0
... 31 1 0  125 0
... 10 3 4  65 0
... 5 0 0  30 0
4 86v
5 87v
6 88v
7 89v
8 90v
9 91v
10 92v
11 93v
12 94v
13 95v
14 96v
15 97v
16 98v
17 99v
18 100v
19 lOly
20 102v
21 103v
22 104v
23 105v
24 106v
25 107v
26 108v
27 109v
28 110v
29 111y
30 112v
31 113v
32 114v
33 115v
34 116v
35 117v
36 118v
37 119v
38 120v
39 121v
40 122v
41 124v
42 125v
43 126v
44 127v
45 128v
46 129v
128
1022
No. of
Lot.
COUNTRY LOTS-  c•.ntinued.
Price per
Lot.
No. of No. of
TOWN  LOTS -CO Etznued.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
'A. R. P. £ s.
Lnt.  (Allotment
i
Price perNo. of i Area$eation. I Lot.
A. R. V. f' 0.
47  130v ... 5 0 0  30 0 16 16 1 0 1 8 6 0
48  131v ... 2 2 0 15 0 17 17 1 0 1 8 6 0
49  132v ... 2 2 0  15 0 18 18 1 0 1 8 6 0
50  133v ... 2 0 7  12 0 19 19  1 0 1 8 6 0
51  134v ... 2 2 0  15 0 20 20 1 0 1 8 6 0
52  135v ... 7 0 0 42 0 21 4 0 1 8 5 0
53  136v ... 7 0 0 42 0 22 2 4 0 1 8 5 0
54  137v .. 4 2 9 27 0 23 3  4 0 1 8 5 0.
55  138v ... 2 1 4  14 0 24 4 4 0 1 8 5 0
56  139v ... 2 1 4  14 0 25 5 4 0 1 8 5 0
57  140v ... 5 0 t)  30 0 26 6 4 0 1 8 5 0
58  141v ... 5 0 0  30 0 27 7  4 0 1 8 5 0
59  142v ... 3 0 0  18 0 28 8 4 0 1 8 5 0
60 143v ... 3 0 38  20 0 29 9  4 0 1 8 5 0
61  144v ... 4 1 20  25 0 30 10 4 0 1 8 5 0
62  145v ... 4 3 18  28 0 31 11 4 0 1 8 5 0
63 116v ... 4  2  23  27 0 32 12 4 0 1 8 5 0
64  147v ... 11 3 8  58 0 33 13 4 018 50
65  148v ... 12 0 28  60 0 34 14 4 0 1 8 5 0
66  149v ... 26 0 28  104 0 35 15 4 018 50
67  150v ... 32 2 0  130 0 36 16 4 0 1 8 5 0
68  151v ... 23 3 33  95 0 37 17 4 0 1 8 5 0
69  152v ... 24 2 11  95 0 38 18 4 0 1 8 5 0
70 153v ... 24 3 20  95 0 39 19 4 0 1 8 5 0
71  154v 11 2 25  45 0 40 20 4 0 1 8 6 0...
72  155v ... 17 3 7  70 0 41 1  5 0 1 8 6 0
73  156v ... 32 2 6  130 0 42 2 5 0 1 8 6 074 157v 32 2 0  130 0 43 3 5 0 1 8 6 0...
75  158v ... 20 0 3  80 0 44 4  5 0 1 8 6 0
20 0 3  80 076  159v 45 5 5 0 1 8 6 0...
77  160v ... 11 0 23  44 0 46 6  5 0 1 8 6 0
78 161v ... 4 3 11  22 0 47 7 5 018 60
79 162v ... 12 1 25  60 0 48 8  5 0 1 8 6 0
80 163v ... 20 0 21  100 0 49 9 5 0 1 8 6 0
81 164v ... 21 1 0  105 0 50 10 5 0 1 8 6 0
82  165v ... 27 2 38  135 0 51 11 5 0 1 8 6 0
83  166v ... 32 3 0  160 0 52 12 5 0 1 8 6 0
84  167v ... 23 0 25  115 0 53 13 5 0 1 8 6 0
85  168v ... 10 1 18  50 0 54 14 5 0 1 8 6 0
86  169v ... 8 0 36  60 0 55 15 5 0 1 8 6 0
87  170v ... 4 2 30  25 0 56 16 5 0 1 8 6 0
88  171v ... 3 2 36  20 0 57 17 5 0 1 8 6 0
89  172v 5 0 35  30 0 58 18 5 0 1 8 6 0...
90 173v ... 5 0 0  30 0 59 19  5 0 1 8 6 0
91  174v ... 3 2 11  18 0 60 20 5 018 60
92  175v ... 5 3 21  35 0 61 1  8 0 1 8 5 0
4 2 8  27 093  176v 62 2 8 0 1 8 5 0...
94  177v ... 13 0 23  130 0 63 3  8 0 1 8 5 0
64 4 8 0 1 8 5 0
65 5  8 0 1 8 5 0
66 6 8 0 1 8 5 0SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, 67 7  8 0 1 8 5 0
BARCALDINE, 68 8  8 0 1 8 5 0
THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.ON TUESDAY 69 9 8 0 1 8 5 0,
70 10 8 0 1 8 5 0
No of No. of No. of Area Price per
71 11 8 0 1 8 5 0
Lot. IAitotment Section.
. Lot. 72 12 8 0 1 8 5 0
73 13 8 0 1 8 5 0
I A.  U-  P. 1 £ r. 74 14 8 0 1 8 5 075 15  8 0 1 8 5 0
TOWN LOTS. 76 16 8 018 50
parish of Longreach townCounty of Portland 77 17 8 0 1 8 5 0,,
of Longreach. 78 18 8 0 1 8 5 079 19  8 0 1 g 5 0(Situated near the Thompson River and Black Gin 80 20 F 0 1 8 5 0
Creek, at the proposed terminus of the Central 81 1  13 0 1 21-0 8 0
-Railway Line.) 82 2 13 0 0 334 5 01 1 1 0 1 8 6 0 83 3  13 0 1 8 6 0
2 2 1 0 1 8 6 0 84 4 13 0 1 8 6 0
3 3 1 0 1 8 6 0 85 5  13 0 1 8 6 04 4 1 0 1 8 G 0 86 6  13 0 1 8 6 0
5 5 1 0 1 8 6 0 87 7 13 0 1 8 6 06  6 1 0 1 8 6 0 88 8  13 0 1 8 6 0
7  7 1 0 1 8 6 0 89 9  13 0 1 8 6 0
8 8 1 0 1 8 6 0 90 10  13 0 1 8 6 0
9 1 0 1 8  6 0 91 11  13 0 1 8 6 0
10  10 1 0 1 8  6 0 92 12 13 0 1 27 8 0
11  11 1 0 1 8 6 0 93 13 13 0 0 391 5 0
12  12 1 0 1 8  6 0 94 1 14 0 1 8 6 0
13  13 1 0 1 8  6 0 95 2 14 0 1 8 6 0
14  14 1 0 1 8 96 3  14 0 1 8 6 0
15  15 1 0 1 8 6 0 97 4 14 0 1 8 6 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. IAliotment Section.
98 5 14
99 6 14
100 7 14
101 8 14
102 9 14
103 10 14
104 11 14
105 12 14
106 13 14
107 14 14
108 15 14
109 16 14
110 17 14
111 18 14
112 19 14
113 20 14
Area . Price perLot.
A. R. P. £ s.
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
018 60
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
0 1 8 6 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, COOK-
TOWN,
ON TUESDAY, THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
No of I No. of No .  of Price per
Lot. Allotmen  Section. Area. Lot.
TOWN LOTS-continued.
No. of I No. of No. of
Lot. I.111o01.cct .'-t cUon. Aron
Price per
Lot.
I
51 19 4
52 20 4
53 1 5
54 2 5
55 3 5
56 4 5
57 5 5
58 6 6
59 7 5
60 8 5
61 9 662 10 5
63 11 5
64 12 5
65 13 566 14 5
67 15 5
68 16 5
69 17 5
70 18 5
71 19 5
72 20 5
A. It P.
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
010
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
S.
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
CHARLEVILLE,
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Banks,  parish of Tribulation, town of ON TUESDAY,  THE 4TH DAY OF SE PTEMBER, 1888.
Degarra.
(Situated  on the left bank of the south branch of o of ILot. No. ofAllotment No. ofSection. Area. Price perLot.
the Bloomfiel d  R iver.)
1 1 1
2  2 1
0
0
1 0 2 0
1 0 2 0
1 A. R. P. I £ s.
3  3 1 0 1 0 2 0 TOWN LOTS.4  4 1 0 1 0 2 0 County of Orrery, parish of Glengarry,  town of
5  5 1 0 1 4 2 5 Glengarry.
6  6 1 0 1 13 2 15 (Situated on the left bank of the Ward River about
7 7 1 0 1 22 3 5 ten miles north-west  of Charleville.)
8  8 1 0 039 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 5 0
9  9 1 0 1 79 210 2 2 1 0 2 0 5 0
10 10 1 0 1 162 3 0 3 3 1 0 2 0 5 0
11  11 1 0 1 8 210 4 4 1 0 2 0 5 0
12  12 1 0 1 8 2 10 5 5 1 0 2 0 5 0
13  13 1 0 1 0 2 0 6 6 1 0 2 0 5 0
14  14 1 0 1 0 2 0 7 7 1  0 2 0 5 0
15  15 1 0 1 0 2 0 8 8 1  0 2 0 5 0
16  16 1 0 1 0 2 0 9 9 1  0 2 0 5 0
17  17 1 0 1 0 2 0 10 10 1  0 2 0 5 0
18  18 1 0 1 0 2 0 11 1 2  0 2 0 5 0
19  19 1 0 1 0 2 0 12 2 2  0 2 0 5 0
20  20 1 0 1 0 2 0 13 3 2  0 2 0 5 0
21  21 1 0 1 0 2 0 14 4 2 0 2 0 5 0
22  22 1 0 1 0 2 0 15 5 2  0 2 0 5 0
23  1 3 0 1 0 2 0 16 6 2  0 2 0 5 0
24  2 3 0 1 0 2 0 17 7 2  0 2 0 5 0
25  3 3 0 1 0 2 0 18 8 2  0 2 0 5 0
26  4 3 0 1 0 2 0 19 9 2  0 2 0 5 0
27 5 3 0 1 0 2 0 20 10 2 0 2 0 5 0
28  6 3 0 1 0 2 0 21 1 3 0 2 0 5 0
29  7 3 0 1 0 2 0 22 2 3  0 2 0 5 0
30 8 3 0 1 0 2 0 23 3 3  0 2 0 5 0
31 9 3 0 1 0 2 0 24 4 3  0 2 0 5 0
32 10 3 0 1 0 2 0 25 5 3  0 2 0 5 0
33 1 4 0 1 0 2 0 26 6 3  0 2 0 5 0
34 2 4 0 1 0 2 0 27 7 3  0 2 0 5 0
35 3 4 0 1 0 2 0 28 8 3  0 2 0 5 0
36 4 4 0 1 0 2 0 29 9 3  0 2 0 5 0
37 5 4 0 1 0 2 0 30 10 3 0 2 0 5 0
38 6 4 0 1 0 2 0 31 1 4  0 2 0 5 0
39 7 4 0 1 0 2 0 32 2 4  0 2 0 5 0
40 8 4 0 1 0 2 0 33 3 4  0 2 0 5 0
41 9 4 0 1 0 2 0 34 4 4  0 2 0 5 0
42  10 4 0 1 0 2 0 35 5 4  0 2 0 5 0
43  11 4 0 1 0 2 0 36 6 4  0 2 0 5 0
44  12 4 0 1 0 2 0 37 7 4  0 2 0 5 0
45  13 4 0 1 0 2 0 38 8 4  0 2 0 5 0
46  14 4 0 1 0 2 0 39 9 4  0 2 0 5 0
47  15 4 0 1 0 2 0 40 10 4 0 2 0 5 0
48  16 4 0 1 0 2 0 41 1 5  0 2 0 5 0
49  17 4 0 1 0 2 0 42  2 5  0 2 0 5 0
50  18 4 0 1 0 2 0 43 3 5  0 2 0 5 0
1024
No of No. of
Lut. Abotment
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Wt.
No. ofAllotment
TOWN  LOTS--continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. , £ S.
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 6 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2, 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
0 2 0 5 0
No. of
Section. Arca.
Price per
Lot.
44 4 5
45 5 5
46 6 5
47 7 5
48 8 5
49 9 5
50 10 5
51 1 6
52 2 6
53 3 6
54 4 6
55 5 656 6 6
57 7 6
58 8 6
69 9 6
60 10 6
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, NOR-
MANTON,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 11TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER .,  1888.
No of No. of No. of i'ric por
Lot. Ailotuient $;l tkof,. Area. Lot.
{ A. R. P. £ R.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Norman, parish of Norman, town of
Normanton.
(Situated  between the wharf  sites and sections 1, 2,
and 3, on either  side of Landsborough  street.)
1 1 46 0 1 0 12 0
2 2 46 0 1 0 12 0
3 3 46 0 1 0 12 0
*4 4 46 0 1 0 24 0
*5 5 46 0 1 0 24 0
*6 6 46 0 1 0 24 0
7 7 46 0 1 0 12 0
*8 8 46 0 1 0 50 0
*9 9 46 0 1 0 50 0
*10 10 46 0 1 0 . 50 0
11 11 46 0 1 0 25 0
12 12  46 0 1 0 12 0
13 13 46 0 1 0 12 0
14 14 46 0 1 0 12 0
15 15 46 0 1 0 12 0
16 16 46 0 1 0 12 0
17 17 46 0 1 0 12 0
18 18 46 0 1 0 12 0
19 19 46 0 1 0 12 0
*20 1 47 0 1 0 50 0
*21 2 47 0 1 0 50 0
*22 3 47 0 1 0 25 0
*23 4 47  0 1 0 25 0
24 5 47  0 1 0 12 0
25 6 47 0 1 0 12 0
26 7 47 0 1 0 12 0
27 8 47 0 1 0 12 0
28 9 47 0 1 0 12 0
29 10 47 0 1 0 12 0
30 11 47 0 1 0 12 0
31 12 47 0 1 0 12 0
32 1.3  47 0 1 0 12 0
33 14  47 0 1 0 12 0
34 15 47 0 1 0 12 0
35 16  47 0 1 0 12 0
36 17 47 0 1 0 12 0
37 18 47 0 1 0 12 0
*38 19  47 0 1 0 50 0
39 20  47 0 1 0 25 0
40 1 48 0 1 0 12 0
41 2 48 0 1 0 12 0
42 3 48 0 1 0 12 0
43 4 48 0 1 0 12 0
44 5 48 0 1 0 12 0
45 6 48 0 1 0 12 0
46 7 48 0 1 0 12 0
47 8 48 0 1 0 25 0
48 9 48 0 1 0 25 0
49 10 48 0 1 0 20 0
I I A. it. r. J £ s.
50 11 48 0 1 0 20 0
51 12 48 0 1 0 10 0
52 13  48 0 1 0 10 0
53 14 48 0 1 0 10 0
54 15 48 0 1 0 10 0
55 16  48 0 1 0 10 0
56 17 48 0 1 0 10 0
57 18 48 0 1 0 10 0
58 19 48 0 1 0 10 0
*59 1 49 0 1 0 50 0
60 2 49 0 1 0 25 0
61 3 49 0 1 0 12 0
62 4 49 0 1 0 12 0
63 5 49 0 1 0 12 0
64 6 49 0 1 0 12 0
65 7 49 0 1 0 12 0
66 8 49 0 1 0 12 0
67 9 49 0 1 0 12 0
68 10 49 0 1 0 12 0
69 11 49 0 1 0 12 0
70 12 49 0 1 0 12 0
71 13 49 0 1 0 12 0
72 14 49 0 1 0 12 0
73 15 49 0 1 0 12 0
74 16 49 0 1 0 12 0
75 17  49 0 1 0 12 0
76 18 49 0 1 0 12 0
77 19 49 0 1 0 20 0
78 20 49 0 1 0 20 0
79 1 50 0 0 37 10 0
80 2 50 0 037 10 0
81 3 50 0 0 37 10 0
82 4 50 0 1 8 10 0
83 5 50 0 1 8 10 0
84 6 50 0 1 8 10 0
85 7 50 0 1 8 10 0
86 8 50 0 1 8 10 0
87 9 50 0 1 8 10 0
88 1 51 0 1 10 12 0
89 2 51 0 1 8 12 0
90 3 51 0 1 8 12 0
91 4 51 0 1 8 12 0
92 5 51 0 1 8 12 0 1
93 6 51 0 1 8 12 0
94 7 51 0 1 8 12 0
95 8 51 0 1 8 12 0
96 9 51 0 1 0 25 0
97 10 51 0 1 0 25 0
98 11 51 0 1 0 25 0
99 12 51 0 1 0 25 0
*100 13 51 0 1 0 50 0
*101 14 51 0 1 2 50 0
*102 1 52 0 1 1 50 0
*103 2 62 0 1 0 50 0
104 3 52 0 1 0 25 0
105 4 52 0 1 0 25 0
106 5 52 0 1 0 25 0
107 6 52 0 1 0 25 0
108 7 • 52 0 1 0 25 0
109 8 52 0 1 0 25 0
110 9 52 0 1 0 12 0
111 10 52 0 1 0 12 0
112 11 52 0 1 0 12 0
113 12 52 0 1 0 12 0
114 13 52 0 1 0 12 0
115 14 52 0 1 0 12 0
116 15 52 0 1 0 12 0
*117 16 52 0 1 15 25 0
*118 1 53 0 1 13 20 0
119 2 53 0 1 8 10 0
120 3 53 0 1 8 10 0
121 4 53 0 1 8 10 0
122 5 53 0 1 8 10 0
123 6 63 0 1 8 10 0
124 7 53 0 1 8 10 0
125 8 53 0 1 8 10 0
126 9 53 0 1 8 10 0
(With frontages to Landsborough and Little
Brown streets.)
127 2 11 0 0 344 200 0
128 3 11 0 1 10; I 200 0
129 4 11 0 1 0 200 0
1025
TOWN  LOTS -continued. TOWN  LOTS - c ont inued.
No. of No: of  No. of Price per
Lot. Allotment Section. Area. Lot.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P.  £  S.
.a R P i £ V.
130 5 11 0 1 0 200 0 16  5  2 0 2 0 4 0
131 6 11 0 1 0 200 0 17 6  2 0 2 0 4 0
132 7 11 0 1 0 200 0 18 7 2 0 2 0 4 0
133  8 11 0 1 0 200 0 19 8 2 0 2 0 4 0
20  9  2 0 2 0 4 0
*  The purchaser of Lot  4 to pay £25 for improvements.
It  „ 5 „ £63 „ 21 10 2 0 2 0 4 0
to  „ 6 „ £220 it 22  11 2 0 2 0 4 0
8 „ £45 23  12 2 0 2 0 4 09 „ £116
10 £80 24 13 2 0 2 0 4 0„20  £680 25  14 2 0 2 0 4 021 „ £100
22 „ £88 26  15 2 0 2 0 4 0
23 „ £216 27 16 2 0 2 0 4 0
38 „ £127 17  228 0 1 18 3 059 „ £87
100 „ £90 29  1  3 0 1 30 3 10
,. „ 101 „ £110 30  2  3 0 2 0 4 0102 „ £54
103 „ £170 31 3 3 0 2 0 4 0
117 „ £262 32  4 3 0 2 0 4 0
118 „ £294 5 333 0 2 0 4 0
34 6  3 0 2 0 4 0
35 7 3 0 2 0 4 0
36 8  3 0 2 0 4 0SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO- 37 9 3 0 2 0 4 0WOOMBA, 38 10 3 0 2 0 4 0
ON TUESDAY, THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888. 39 11 3 0 2 0 4 0
40 12 3 0 2 0 4 0
of No ofNo ofNo Price per 41 13  3 0 127 310. .
Lot. Allotment
.
Section. Area. Lot. 42  4 0 2 9 41043 2  4 0 2 0 4 0
A.  R.  P. $  S. 44  3  4 0 2 0 4 0
T 45  4 4 0 2 0 4 0TOWN LO S.
46  5  4 0 2 0 4 0County of Cavendish, parish of Djuan, town of 47  6 4 0 2 0 4 0
Djuan. 48 7 4 0 2 0 4 0(Situated on the Camping Reserve at the junction 49  8  4 0 2 0 4 0
of Pierce's and Emu Creeks.) 50  9  4 0 2 0 4 0
1 1 .1 0 2 0 4 0 51 10 4 0 2 0 4 0
2 2 1 0 2 0 4 0 52  11 4 0 2 0 4 0
3 3 1 0 2 0 4 0 53 12 4 0 2 0 4 0
4 4 1 0 2 0 4 0 54 13  4 0 214 415
5 5 1 0 3 2 6 5
6 6 1 0 1 38 4 0 Given under  my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
7 7 1 0 2 0 4 0 House ,  Brisbane , this thirty-first day of
8 8 1 0 2 0 4 0 July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
9 9 1 0 2 0 4 0 eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
10 10 1 0 2 0 4 0 fifty -second year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
11 11 1 0 2 0 4 0 By Command,
12 1 2 0 2 .21 5 0 For the Secretary for Public Lands13 2  2 0 2 0 4 0 ,
14 3 2 0 2 0 4 0 WILLIAM PATTISON.
15 4 2 0 2 0 4 0 GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Lieutenant -Colonel E. R. DRURY, C.M.G.,
Acting Commandant.
Head -Quarters,
Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1888.
No. 708.
T HE following  notification ,  which appeared in
the  Government Gazette  of date the 30th
July,  1888, is published for information andguidance:-Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  27th July, 1888.
His Excellency the Governor  directs it to be
notified that he has  been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant -Colonel  EDWARD ROBERT DRURY,
C.M.G.,
to be Acting  Commandant  of the Queensland
Defence Force  during the  absence of the Comman-
dant.
B. D. MOBEHEAD.
By Order,
C. H. DES V(EUX, Major, B.S.C.,
D.A.A.G.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
G ENERAL ORDERS.
By Lieutenant -Colonel E .  R. DRURY, C.M.G.,
Acting Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  4th August, 1888.
No. 709.THE following appoi tments ,  promotions ,  resig-
nations ,  and other changes will  take effect
from this date, where not stated otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
IPSWICH FIELD BATTERY.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No.
101, Gunner J. R.Harrison, is accepted.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Acting-Captain P. R. Ricardo is appointed to be
a Captain. 16th June, 1888.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
Lieutenant T. Tomlinson is appointed to be a
Captain ,  provisiona lly .  23rd July, 1888.
MORETON REGIMENT.
Regimental Staf.
Lieutenant and Adjutant C. W. Laverack is
appointed to be a Captain .  16th June, 1888.
"A " Company-
Acting-Lieutenant E. C. Owen is appointed to
be a Lieutenant. 16th June, 1888.
"0" Company.
Acting-Captain J. G. Drake  is appointed to be a
Captain and Acting-Lieutenant  R. Mar is appointed
to be a Lieutenant. 16th June, 1888.
" G " Company.
Acting-Lieutenant A. G. Bailey is appointed to
be a Lieutenant. 16th June, 1888.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
"B" Company.
Acting-Lieutenant J. H. Byrne is appointed to
be a Lieutenant .  16th June, 1888.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" A " Company.
Acting-Lieutenant A. Cunningham and Acting-
Lieutenant A. McMorland are appointed to be
Lieutenants . 16th  June, 1888.
QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" C" Company.
T. J. Byrnes is appointed to be a Lieutenant.
16th June, 1888.
BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADET CORPS.
Acting-Lieutenant G. Gross is appointed to be a
Lieutenant. 16th June, 1888.
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WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENTAL
DIVISION.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
Acting- Lieutenant  J. A. Fairlie  is appointed to
be a Lieutcuant . 16th  June. 1888.
MEDICAL STAF 15.
Surgeon David Graham Browne, M.D.,
appointed to be a Surgeon. 27th July, 1888.
is
PORT CURTIS REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
"B"' COMPANY, MOUNT MORGAN.
Herman Brice  Frederick  Bunny is appointed to
be a Lieutenant ,  provisiona lly .  23rd July, 1888.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY  REGIMENT.
".D " Company.
Acting-Captain F. W. Mawe  is appointed to be
a Captain . 16th June, 1888.
No. 710.
WITH  reference to General  Order No. 697, the
fo ll owing Martini-Henri rifles should be shown as
in possession of the Queensland Irish Volunteer
Corps ,  and not as therein stated :-
Queensland Defence Force numbers: 2287 to
2310, 2312  to 2314, 2316 to 2319, 2321,
2323, 2325 to 2348, 2360 to  2352,  2354 to
2356, 2359 to 2363, 2365 to 2369, 2371,
2373, 2375 to 2379, 821 to 836, 840 to 842,
844 to 867, 869, 870, 1182, 1184, 1185,
1189, 1190 1192, 1194, 1195, 2380 to 2386,
1234 to 1294, and 3376 to 3414.
By Order,
C. H. DES V EUX,  Major,  B.S.C.,
D.A.A.G.
By Authority  :  Jeicss C.  BEAL, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the eighteenth
day of July, 1888.
PnE$ENT :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  "Tie Crown Lands Acts,  1884
1' to  1886," it is  amongst  other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lotswithout  actual  survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means  of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend  the operation of so much of the forty-
third  section of  the Principal Act as requires the
land to be  actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may  require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into  lots and to indicate the position of
such lots  on proper  maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described  in the Schedule hereto into lots
without  actual  survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference  to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board,
and in pursuance  and exercise of the authority
vested in him by the said Acts, doth order, and it
is hereby ordered, that the operation of so much
of the forty-third  section  of the said Principal
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the  Honourable the Secretary for Publie
Lands is to give the Leeesaaly directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lauds in the following Land Agents'
Districts :-
District.
Goondiwindi
Gympie
Nanango
Tambo
Locality.
Resumed  part of Umber-
collie Run
Parish of Brooloo
Resumed part of Manum-
bar Run
Parish of  Narambla.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-fifth
day of July, 1888.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
`` !! to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by meauo of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the. Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may *t any time
suspend the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of the Principal Act as requires the land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection, and may
require the Surveyor-General to divide the land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans:I
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And whereas it is practicable  to divide  the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots  without
actual survey ,  and to indicate  the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans ,  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency  the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, on
the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise  of the authority  vested in
him by the  said Acts ,  doth order ,  and it is hereby
ordered ,  that the operation of so much of the
forty -third  section of the said Principal Act as
requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before  it  is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended  with  respect to the
land described in the said Schedule  : And the
Surveyor -General  is hereby  required  to divide the
said land into lots ,  and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary  for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the parish of Waverley, in
the St .  Lawrence Land Agent 's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
COLON RANKIN and
WILLIAM RANKIN
to be Trustees of the  Reserve  fdr Cemetery in the
parish of  Burrum , the first in the room of William
Hward,  resigned ,  and the second as an additional
Trustee.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd August, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ANDREW BALL
to be a Trustee of the Reserves for Queen's Park,
Townsville, and Botanical Gardens, Kissing Point,
in the room of Pio Vico Armati, resigned.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.HIS Excellency the D puty-Governor, withthe advice  of th  Ex cutive Council, has
been pleased  to approve  of the undermentioned
appointments  in the Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment, viz. :-
J. G. LOUGHRAN,
WILLIAM TROTT, and
THOMAS O'CONNOR
to be Operators ;
and of the cancellation of the appointment of
T. M. SHIRLEY
as an Operator.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1888.
IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
1 advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
THOMAS  W. DONALDSON and
WILLIAM WINDLEY
to be Auditors for the Widgee Division, in the
room of F. Charles Walker and S. Shepherd, re-
signed.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1888.
HIS Excellency the  Deputy. Governor, with theadvice of the Executive Council ,  has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM LUCKEN
to be an Auditor for Johnstone Division, in the
room of W. Duncan, resigned.
JOHN  M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1888.HIS Excellency the Deputy-Governor has be n
pleased to direct that  the names
RICHARD WILLIAM LEFTWICH,
WILLIAM MABRIOTT SUTTON,
NICHOLAS DARCY FITZGERALD,
WILLIAM PRICE, and
CHARLES SIMPSON  AITKEN DRAIN
be substituted for Richard William Leftwitch,
William Sutton, Edward Darcy Fitzgerald, Thomas
Price, and Charles Aitken Simpson Drain, respec-
tively, appearing in the notification of the appoint-
ment of certain gentlemen to he Justices of
the Peace, published in the  Gazette  of the 21st
July ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREIHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
I J IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor directs itto be notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
Lieutenant-Colonel EDWARD ROBERT DRURY,
C. M.G.,
to be Acting Commandant of the Queensland
Defence Force during the absence of the Comman-
d ant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1988.
I
T is hereby notified that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," I have appointed
RICHARD HANBrRY
to be a Member of the Kolan Marsupial Board, in
the room of David F. Johnston, resigned.
BOYD D. MORE HEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 2nd August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following  appointments,
promotions,  and transfers  of Teachers in the service
of the Department of Public Instruction, viz.:--
CHARLES KEMP
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 3, and app ,i4ted to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Aramac;
FRANK PIGRAM
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 2;
ROBERT MILLER SCOTT
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 3, and appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Southbrook;
WILLIAM GEDDES
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Toowoomba
North ;
MARY FLYNN
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Toowoomba North ;
ALICE ANN.JABST
to be promoted to the position of Fourth Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at South Brisbane ;
MARY ISABELLA MOFFATT
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at South B:isbane ;
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MARY RATTRAY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Girls and
Infants at  Gympie ;
ELIZABETH ALICE RIDLEY (Mrs.)
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at South Brisbane ;
MARY FRANCES SYNAN
to be transferred to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Girls and
Infants at Gympie ;
Lucy TIGHE
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School for Girls at Leichhardt street;
ANNIE ELIZABETH WOODFORD NESS WILSON
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls at Leicbhardt
street.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  2nd August, 1888.
9 HE following appointments of Members of
1 Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:--
Alberton.
Patrick Healy,
Gottfried  Kriedemann,
Ferdinand Schmidt,
Christian  Frede rick  Schwenke, and
William Thiedcke.
Blackall.
Edwin Myers, -
vice  R.  Morrisby,  resigned.
Monkland.
Charles Cuff and
John Sibly,
vice  Alfred  Breard  and Stephen Router, resigned.
Watsonville.
John Mackenzie,
vice  James Alison, resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Orderof  St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed  in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  in ti tuled
" The Valuation  Act of  1887 ,"  it is amongst other
things provided that the Governor  in Council may
appoint a convenient place  for the holdin of anAppeal Court for a Division, a d therf all
appeals against valuations  in the Division  shall be
heard in that  place  :  And whereas  it has been deemed
necessary to proclaim  the Court  of Petty Sessions,
Maryborough, to be the  place  for holding  an Appeal
Court for the Division  of Burrum  : Now, there-
fore, I ,  Sir ARTHU $  HUNTER PALMER,  in pursuance
of the authority vested in  me as  Deputy-Governor
aforesaid ,  and of all other powers enabling me
in that  behalf , and by  and with  the advice of the
Executive Council,  do, by this my  Proclamation,
notify ,  proclaim, and declare  that the Court ofPetttyy
Sessions ,  Ma borough ,  shall  be the place for hold-
ing an  Appeal Court for the Division  of Burrum ;
and hereafter all appeals against valuations in the
said Division shall be  heard in the Court of Petty
Sessions ,  Maryborough.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane,  this  twenty-eighth day of
July,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty -eight ,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GoD Sa.vz Tax QII$sn 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  P ALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St .  Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed in the fifty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled
An Act to Consolidate and Amend  the Laws
relating to  Local  Government outsic  'the Boun-
daries  of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Proclamation ,  constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in any Municipa li ty a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such name as shall  be specified
in the Proclamation ,  and shall determine of how
many members each Board shall consist : And
whereas it has been deemed necessary to increase the
number of members of the Einasleigh Divisional
Board  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, Deputy-Governor  aforesaid ,  in pursuance
of the authority vested in me as Deputy -Governor
aforesaid ,  and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf ,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council,  do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify ,  proclaim, and declare that the Einasleigh
Divisional Board shall consist of nine members
instead of six as heretofore.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this second day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  eighty- eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE TER QUINN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Orderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
1' 1' year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision  for Bank  Holidays and
respecting obligations to  make Payments a d doother
acts on such  .Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
u Point a special day to be observed as a "Public
oliday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas ' it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Friday the 17th instant, being
the first day of the Winter Meeting of the
Queensland Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Brisbane  : Now, therefore,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid ,  in virtue
of the powers vested in me by the above-recited
Act, and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim ,  and declare that  FRIDAY, the 17th  instant,
shall,  within the town of Brisbane ,  be observed as
a Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of August,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD BATE'  THS QUERN l
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St.Mi--hael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts *n such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed ex-
pedient to proclaim Friday, the 24th instant, being
the second day of the Annual Show of the Wide
Bay and Burnett Pastoral and Agricultural Society,
to be a Public Holiday in Maryborough : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy-Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers
vested in me by the above-recited Act, and of all
other powers enabling me in that behalf, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that FRIDAY, the 24th instant, shall,
within the Town of Maryborough, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His E cellenc Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMF$, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
11
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
 1 first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to make provision. for Bank holidays and
respectingobligations to make Payments and do other
acts on  such Holidays,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive'Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Friday, the 10th instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Exhibition of the
Rosewood Farmers' Club, to be a Public Holiday in
the Police District of Marburg : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that FRIDAY, the 10th instant, shall, within the
Police District of Marburg, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August. in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD S AVE Txv Q 1EE7f I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my  Pro clamation,
notify and declare that the Roads described here-
under shall be  and are  hereby  opened as Pub lic
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Agricultural
Farm No. 687, Ipswich District. (Margaret Dwyer,
spinster.)
From the south -eastern  corner of portion 151,
parish of Rosevale, north along and within the
eastern boundary for thirty-five chains ninety-eight
links,-containing three acres two roods fifteen
perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Agricultural
Farm No. 210, Warwick District. (Francis Gray-
son.)
From the south-west corner of portion 8v, parish of
Cunningham, northerly along and within its western
boundary for twenty-six chains,-containing two
acres two roods eighteen perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Loral one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAvi  TRIO QUIRif I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the eighty-fourth section ofThe Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876," I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Gover-
nor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Road hereunder described
shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
Z.M.-204-0 -z.
DEsu IPT1oN.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
4043, Brisbane District. (M. D. Mitchell.)
From the intersection of the eastern boundary of
portion 160, parish of Maroochy, by the reserved
road through that portion southerly and westerly to
the western boundary,- containing one acre one
rood.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Publie Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SATE TKE Q,psEtti I
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George. President of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HERELS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-fifth day of  July,  1888, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Iioardi
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1889.
as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the St. Lawrence Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions- of the said Acts, on and after MON DAY, the
Third day of September, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is
to say:- In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Scal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-25-7-88. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST .  LAWRENCE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of Parish.
Lot.
1 Waverley
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 Ditto
8 Ditto
9 Ditto
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Purcbs siiig
Rent Price
per Acre. per Acre.
A. B. P.  £ s.  d. £ s. d.
lv 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
2v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
3v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
4v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
5v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
6v . 160 0 0 7 7 6 0, 0 6
7v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
8v •  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 6
9v 160 0 0 7 6 0 0 6
Value of
Improvements.
£ s. d.
1 0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 0 Subject to the
1 0 0 payment of
1 0 0 the value of
1 0 0 improvements,
1 0 0 if any.
1 0 0
1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMeR, Knight Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
t N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
1 "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice Of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall'be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by
any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of July;
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of tier Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
E.M.-25-7-88. GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
No. Land  Agent's
Lot bistrict.
Parish. Area. Survey Fee.
a
s7
WILLIAM PATTISON.
58
Agricul-
tural Area.
1 Her bertot ... Herberton 154 154 A. A. P.159 3 0 - a. d.13 16 0 s. d.1 0 X a.2 0 Subject to the 1 Acres.320
2 Ditto ditto 155 155 160 0 0 13 16 0 1 0 2 0 payment of 1 320
3 Mackay ... Kelvin  1467 1467 160 0 0 8 14 0 06 10 the valuef 1 1 2804 Ditto ... Abingdon  1379  1379 159 3 0 9 17 9 0 4 1 0 o improve-ments, ifany ,1,280
THE SCHEDULE.
Within AgriculturaLAreas.
NOTE.-Improvements on Lot 4 are valued at £5.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of June,  1887, 1 did, by and withthe advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended  with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare  that  the said lands
specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Gladstone Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of
September, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to  say:-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  13,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this  thirty- first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hiind.red and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M•--26 -7-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
1
2
Parish and Run Resumption.
Barmundoo
Ditto
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Portion.
6v
7v
Area.
A. R. P.
1,800 0 0
1,800 0 0
Provisional
Survey Fee.
E s. d.
16 4 0
16 4 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 2
0 0 2
Value of Improvements.
Subject to the payment
of the value of im-
provements, if any.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me Tested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ABTHen HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this 'my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule liereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888: Awl I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in
the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.E.M.-18-7-88. GOD SAVE TH  QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish.
1  Beenleigh Boyd ..
2  Brisbane ... Parker
3  Ipswich ... Lockyer ...
4  Ditto ... ditto ...
5 Ditto ... Laidley ...
6 Toowoomba Terry ... ...
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No. of ao
C
Agricultural
Area.
Forfeited
selection
or Farm.
N
Po
o. of
rtion. Are:. Survey Fee.
O M
Ho
Value of
Improve-
ments.
A. x. P. £ s. d. a. d. £ s. Acres.
1020A
or3130 I 39 100 0 0 9 8
'
3 08.10 1 326
Brfs: peg.
,
1668 15 100 0 0 9 8 3  0 4 1 0 1 640
... 56 112 2 0 6 17 6  0 6 1 0 C6" >1on 1 1,280
... 63 112 2 0  6 17 6 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
... 177 172 0 0 8 7 2 0 6 1 0
m m
1 1,280
=4 8
173 33v 100 0 0 7 8 8 0 3 1 0 Jv 1 1,280
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PROCLAMATION:
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved, and shall be open to selection,
tinder the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be
selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby farther declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 11 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 11 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the  said Brisbane  Land Agent's District.
Given under my l Land and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day o f July ,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the fifty -second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-18 -7-88. GOD  S AVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 11.
Villa ge Settlement.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
No of.
Portion.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Area .  Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.
A. R. P.  £  S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
(Agricultural Township  Farms adjoining  the Village of Connondale.)
Connondale  ... ... ... 3v 40 0 0 5 13 6 0 0 9 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... 4v 40 0 0 5 13 6 0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ... 5v 79 3 0 7 10 0 0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ... 6v 77 0 0 7 10 0 0 0 9  1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... 7v 79 1 0 7 10 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... .,.  By  80 3 0 7 10 0 0 0 6 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 9v 78 0 0  7 10 0 0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ... 10v 40 0 0 5 13 6 0 0 9  1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... 11v 40 0  0 5 13 6  0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ... 12v 40 0  0 5 13 6  0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ...  13v 39 2 0 5 13  6 0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ... 19v 40 0 0 5 13 6 0 0 9 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... 20v 41  0 0 5 13 6  0 0 9 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ...  21v 42 0 0 5  13 6 0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto ... ... ...  22v 44 0 0 519  0 0 0 9 110 0
Ditto ... ... ...  23v 41 0 0 5  13 6 0 0 9  1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ...  24v 58 0 0  6.13 0 0' 0 9 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ...  25v 38 0 0 5  13 6 0 0 9  1 10  0
Ditto  ... ... ... 26v 34  0 0 5 5 0 0 0 9  1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... 27v 46 0 0 5 19 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... 29v 31 2 0 419 0 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 30v 31 3 0 419 0 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 31v 75 0 0 7 4 6 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 32v 40 0 0 5 13 6 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 33v 40 0 0 513 6 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 34v 50 0 0 6 4 6 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 35v 50 0 0 6 4 6 0 1 0 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... . 36v 60 0 0 6 13 0 0 1 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L s.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George., President of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
%7
HERFAS by Orders in Council made on the sixteenth day of February and twenty-eighth day of
April, 1887, and eighteenth day of July, 1888,  1  did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that' the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of "The  Crown Lands Art of  1884" 'as requires land, to be actually surveyed and marked
on  the ground before it is pro claimed o en for  'selection should be suspended with respect to the
Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said
Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided
the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule , and has indicated  the position thereof
on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said
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lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents '  Districts,
shall be open to selection ,  under  the prov isions of the said Acts, on and  after MONDAY, the Third day
of September ,  1883 : And I do herr'hw. by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may he selected by  any  one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this thirty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-18-7-88.
By Command,
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE
Within Agricultural Areas.
0 c
Agricul-
tural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
0
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
a
.ii
8.4
ti a r.i
A R £P s d s £ sd Acres.
1 G m ie C
.
34v 120
.
0
.
0 6
.
13
.
0
. ..
0 6 1 0 0 1  1280
2
y p
Ditto
... urra ...
... ditto 35v 134 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0
,
1  1,280
3 Ditto ditto 36v 140 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0 280'i  1 1
4 Ditto
...
... ditto 37v 170 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0,
,1,280
5 ! Mackay ... Ossa ... 5v 132 0 0 6 13 0  0 9 1 10 1029 2  320
6 Ditto ... ditto 14v 124 0 0 6 13 0  0 9 110 0 2  320
7 Ditto  ditto 12v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 9 110 2  320
8 Ditto  ditto 61v 131 0 0 6 13 0 0 9 110 en 2  320
9 Ditto  ditto 62v 124 0 0 6 13 0 0 9 1 10 2  320
10 Ditto ditto 63v 123 1 0 6 13 0 0 9 110 2  320
11 { Nanango Manumbar ... Manumbar 15v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 3 1 0 ?2 1 1,280
12 Ditto ditto ... ditto 16v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 3 1 0 a n 1
13. Ditto ditto ... ditto 17v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1&-' 1 1 280
14 Ditto ditto ... ditto  18v 1,100 0 0 14 16 0 0 3 1 0 1  1,20
15 Ditto ditto 100ditto 19v 1 0 0 14 16 0 0 -3 1 0 280p 1 1
16 Ditto
...
ditto ...
,
ditto  20v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0 3 1 0)0 !
,
1 1,280
NOTE.-Lots 1 to 4  comprise Forfeited Selection  No. 1256, Gympie  Register.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
A. H. PALMER, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of' the LegislativeDeputy- Governor. Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the twelfth day of May, P-87, and the eighteenth day ofJuly, 1888, I did, by axd with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation
of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance 11ndexecution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Acts, 188414 to  1886," I. Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid, by arid with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this Illy Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents'
Districts, shall be open to selecticm, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Third day of September, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas which may by selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of July,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-18- 7 -88.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Gob SAVE THE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
Not within  Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Run
Resumption.
I
I  Goondiwindi ... Umbercollie
2 Ditto ... ., ditto
3 Gympie ... ...
4 Ditto ... ...
5 Ditto ... ...
6 Roma ...
7 Ditto ...
8 Ditto ...
9 Ditto ...
10 Ditto
...
11 Tambo ... ...  I  Lansdowne
Parish.
Brooloo
ditto
ditto
Hope
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Narambla
a.
No. of Provisional
-4-4Area. SurvePortion Feey ..
cmI a
A. R. P.  -e  8.  d.  P.  d.
1v 6,700 0 0 31 0 0 0 1
2v 8,700 0 0 31 0 0 0 1
16v 700 0 0 12 10 0 0 1
17v 900 0 0 12 10 0 0 1
18v 1,25000  14 16  0  0  1
13v 930 0 0 12 10 0 0 1
14v 1,570 0  0  If;  4 0 0 1
15v 430 0 0 8 18 0 0 1
16v 2,000 0 0 16 4 0 0 1
17v 2,400 0 0 16 .4 0 0 1
14v 37 0 b 3 1a 6 0 2
8
Grazing
Maximum
Area.
Acres.
20,00020,000
5,120
5,120
5,120
16,000
16,00016,000
16,00010,000
20,000
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.]  Distingui shed Order ofSt.Michael
A. H. PALMER,  and St. George , President  of the
Deputy -  Legislative Council ,  and Deputy-
Governor .  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance  with  the provision sof  " Th e Crown
Lands  Act  of  1884 ," I, SirARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Deputy -Governor aforesaid . by and  with the
advice of the Executive Council , do hereby  notify and
proclaim that the  following lots of land will be offered
for sale by public auction ,  at the undermentioned
place, at Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at
the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
TERMS : One -fourth cash, the balance in three
equal instalments at 3, 6, and 9 months ,  without
interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
Lots which may remain unsold shall, at and after
Eleven o 'clock on the day following such Auction,
and for one month subsequent to the day of sale,
be open to Selection by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed ,  Survey ,  and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, NOR-
MANTON,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 4TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
of lAflotmentlNo ,  of No. oPrice perLot. Section. I Area. Lot.
A. R. P. : R.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Norman, parish of Norman, town of
Normanton.
(Situated between the wharf sites and sections 1, 2,
and 3, on either side of Landsborough street.I
1 1 46 0 1 0 12 0
2 2 46 0 1 0 12 0
3 3 46 0 1 0 12 0
*4
*°5
4 46 010 240
5 46 0 1 0 24 0
*6 6 ` X16 0 1 0 24 0
7 7 46 0 1 0 12 0
*8 8 46 0 1 0 50 0
*9 9 46 0 1 0 50 0
*10 10 46 0 1 0 50 0
•11 11 46 0 1 0 25 0
-1 2  12 46 0 1  0-  12 0
13 13 46 0 1 0 12 0
14 14 46 0 1 0 12 0
15 15 46 0 1 0 12 0
16 16 46 0 1 0 12 0
17 17 46 0 1 0 12 0
18 18 46 0 1 0 12 0
-19 19 46 0 1 0 12 0
*g0 1 47 0 1 0 50 0
*21 2 47 0 1 0 50 0
*22 3 47 0 1 0 25 0
*23 4 47 0 1 0 25 0
24 5 47 0 1 0 12 0
25 6 47 0 1 0 12 0
26 7 47 0 1 0 12 0
27 8 47 0 1 0 12 0
28 9 47 0 1 0 12 0
29 10 47 0 1 0 12 0
30 11 47 0 1 0 12 0
31 12 47 0 1 0 12 0
32 13 47 0 1 0 12 0
33 14 47 0 1 0 12 0
34 15 47 0 1 0 12 0
35 16 47 0 1 0 12 0
36 17 47 0 1 0 12 0
37 18 47 0 1 0 12 0
*38 19 47 0 1 0 50 0
39-  I 20 47 0 1 0 25 0
40 1 48 0 1 0 12 0
41 2 48 0 1 0 1 12 0
42 3 48 0 1 0 I 12 0
43 4 48 0 1 0 12 0
44 5 48 0 1 0 12 0
TOWN  LOTS-Continued.
No  ,.r 0
Let. i.tllotn,ut vertu ,:.
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
51
55
56
57
58
*59
6061
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7071
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
*100
*101
*102
*103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
*117
*118
119
120
121
122
123
124125
126
6 48 0 1 0
7 48 0 1 0
8 48 0 1 0
9 48 0 1 0
10 48 0 1 0
11 48 0 1 0
12 4S 0 1 0
13 48 I 0 1 0
14 48 0 1 0
15 48 0 1 0
16 48 0 1 0
17 48 0 1 0
18 48 0 1 0
19 48 0 1 0
1 49 0 1 0
2 49 0 1 0
3 49 0 1 0
4 49 0 1 0
5 49 0 1 0
6 49 0 1 0
7 49 0 1 0
•8 49 0 1 0
9 49 0 1 0
10 49 0 1 0
11 49 0 1 0
12 49 0 1 0
13 49 0 1 0
14 49 0 •1 0
15 49 0 1 0
16 49 0 1 0
17 49 0 1 0
18 '. 49. 0 1 0
19 49 0 1 0
20 49 0 1 0
1 50 0 0 37
2 50 . 0 0 37
3 50 0 0 37
4 50 0 1 8
5 50 0 1 8
6 50 0 1 8
7 50 0 1 8
8 50 0 1 8.
9 50 0 1 8
1 51 0 1 10
2 51 0 1 8
3 51 0 1 8
4' 51 0 1 8
5 51 0 ' l 8
6 51 0 1 8
7 .51 0 1 8
8 51 0 1 8
9 51 0 1 0
10 51 0 1 0
11 51 0 1 0
12 51 0 1 0
13 51 0 1 0
14 51 0 1 2
1 52 0 1 1
2  52 0 1 0
3 52  0 1 0
4 52 0 1 0
5 52 0 1 0
6 52 0 1 0
7 52 0 1 0
8 52 0 1 0
9 52 0 1 0
10 52 0 1 0
11 52 0 1 0
12 52 0 1 0
10 52 0 1 0
14 52 0 1 0
15 52 0 1 0
16 52 0 1 15
1 53 0 1 13
2 53 0 1 8
3 53 0 1 8
4 53 0 1 8
5 0 53 0 1 8
6 53 0 1 8
7 53 0 1 8
8 53 0 1 8
9 .53 0 1 8
Lot.
12  0
12 0
25 0
25 0
20 0
20 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
50 0
25 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
20 0
20 0
10 0 •
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0.
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
25 0
20 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 011) 0
10 0
10 0
1038
TOWN LOTS  --continued.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No.  of
Sec tiou. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A.
(With frontages to Landsbo
R.
ro
p. £  S.
ugh and Little
127 2
Brown strt et
11 0
s.)
0 341 200  01:e8  3 11 0 1 101 200 0
129 4 11 0 1 u 200 0
130 5 1 11 t 0 1 0 200 0
131 6 11 0 1 0 200 0
132 7 11 0 1 0 2,00 0
133 8 11 n 1 0 200 0
* The purchaser of Lot 4 to pay £25 for improvements.
., „ 5 „ £63
6 „ £[20
8 „ £15
9 £116
10 „ £80
20 „ £680
21 „ £100
22 £88
23 „ £21538 „ £127
59 £87
100 £90
101 „ £110
102 „ £54
103 „ £ 170
117 „ £262
118 „ £291
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L 8 ] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-Governor. Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power and authority in me
1 vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884,"  1, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and
upon the recommendation of the Land  Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby  define and set
apart the Crown Lands described in  the Schedule
hereto as an Agricultural Area for the  purposes of
the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane,  this  thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty -second  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATT1SON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTFIUR HUNTER PALMER,
knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony or
Queensland and its Dependencies.
Y pursuance of the power and authority in me
I vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884" I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and
upon the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby define and set
apart the Crown Lands described in the Schedule
hereto as an Agricultural Area for the purposes of
the said Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lora one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-18-7-88.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE. LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agri cultural  Area No. 11.
County of March, parish of Connondale.
All Crown  lands  within the following  boundaries :
Commencing on the right bank of the Mary
River at the south-west corner of portion 1406, and
bounded thence by that portion  bearing east to its
south-east corner ; thence by lines bearing south
about one hundred and twenty- two chains  fifty-eight
links,  east  about sixty  chains,  and south about fifty-
six chains  ninety -nine links  to the Mary River ;
and thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section  twenty-two of  "The
Crown Lands Act Amendment Act  of 1886,"
I, Sir AaTHuR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor  aforesaid ,  by and with  the advice of the
Executive Council, do ,  by this my  Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that  the land hereunder des-
cribed  has been reserved  for Agricultural  Township
purposes.
By Command, E.M.-18-7-88.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
88-32181-L.B.M19150-&G.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
E.M.-11-7-88-J'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARLEVILLE  LAND  AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricu ltural  Area No. 4.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Bounded on the north by a line  bearing east
passing through a point distant four miles north
from the north boundary of the Walfal Town
Reserve; on the east-by a line bearing south  passing
through a point distant four  miles  east from the
east boundary of the town  reserve  ; on the south by
a line bearing  west passing through a point four
miles south from the south boundary of the town
reserve ; and on the west by a line bearing north
passing through a point four miles west from the
west boundary of the  town  reserve.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
VILLAGE RESERVE  OF CONNONDALE.
County of March, parish of Connondale.
About 100 acres.
Bounded on the north by portions 32v and 31v,
on the east by portions 30v and 29v, on the south
by portion 27v, and on the west by the Mary River.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirty-first day of
July ,  in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEE1f I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellencyy Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.8.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the 'forty-
second section  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lots of land,
being portions 1v to 7v. 9v to 15v, in the parish of
Tireen, on the resumed part of Rawbelle Run, in
the Gayndah Land Agent's District, opened to selec-
tion by Proclamation dated the 23rd April, 1888,
shall be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
Z.M.-18-7-88.
88-19346-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander- of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Country Lands described here-
tinder ,  and situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on
and after MONDAY, the Third day of September,
1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the annual rent and purchas-
ing price at which said lands may be selected shall
be 3d. and £1 per acre respectively, and that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day ofJuly, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ei ht -eight, and in thefifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished
St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
t
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section f " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy. Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board. do, by this my Procla-
mation ,  notify and declare that the unselected
lot of land, being Forfeited Selection No. 964,
in the parish of Teebar, in the Gympie Land
Agent's District, opened to selection by Procla-
mation dated the 4th August, 1885, shall be and is
hereby withdrawn from selection.
1.M.-18-7-88.
s8-16347-L.B.
Given ender my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SeVB  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
r N pursuance and execution of all powers and
1 authorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" and"  The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885," 1, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Deputy-Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Boar d, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that  the Country Lands described here-
under ,  and situated  in the  Brisbane  Land Agent's
District ,  sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of  the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual  rent and purchasing price at
which  said  lands may be selected shall be 6d. and £1
per acre  respectively, and that the  maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the
said District  shall be  as follows , that is to say
In  the case of lands  within Agricultural Area
Number Five, 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second  year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
X.M.-25-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 9.
Parish of Byron.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 638.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 639.
Nogg.-Subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
E.M.-2G-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Withif AgricultWml Area No. 5.
County of Canning,  parish  of Mooloolah.
About 545 acres.
The Crown land embraced in forfeited selections
2864 and 2865  (portions 78 and 94,  parish of
Mooloolah.)
NOTE.--Subject to thepayment of the value of. improvements,
f any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and.its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and
" The Crown Lands Art of 1884  Amendment Art of
1885," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,theDeputy-
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Country Lands described here-
under, and situated in the Ingham Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provi-
sions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said, declare that the annual rent and purchasing
price at which said lands may be selected shall be
8d. and £1 5s. per acre respectively, and that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July;-in -the year--of -our-Lord-one-thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command;
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
E.M.-18-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
County of Cardwell, parish of Rockingham.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the north branch of the Hull
River at the south -east  corner of portion 483A, and
bounded thence on the north by a  line bearing west
about two and three-quarter miles ; on the west by
a line  bearing south along the east boundary of a
town reserve on the Hull River to the Hull River ;
on the south by that river downwards to the northern
boundary of a town reserve at its mouth (proclaimed
in the  Government  Gazette  1884, vol. 2, page 1227) ;
thence by that boundary east to the north branch
of the Hull River; and on the  east  by the north
branch upwards to the point of commencement.
NoTE.-Subject to the payment  of the value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St .  Michael
A. H. PALMER,  and St. George ,  President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council ,  and Deputy-
Governor .  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of  1884"  and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 A mendment Act of  1885,"  1,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Deputy -Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under ,  and situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on
and after. MONDAY, the Third' day of September,
1888 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the annual rent and purchas-
ing price at which said lands may be selected shall
be 3d. and £1 per acre respectively, and that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Governraentt
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVA THY QUE3uu l
E.M.-25-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Bowman.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 919.
NoTE.-Subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Orderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Laud
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and de-
clare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the Third day of September, 1888: And
I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said lands may be selected shall be 3d. and
£1 per acre respectively, and that the  maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall  be as  follows, that is to
say:-In the case of lands within Agricultural A ea,
No. One, 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Rouse, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- second  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretry for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD  SAVA THE QUEEN !
E.M.-20-6.88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
"Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Beaudesert.
About 490 acres.
Bounded on the north and east by portions 21,
82, 20, and 93, parish of Kerry, and on the south
and west by portions 134, 126, and 124, parish of
Beaudesert. -
Nefix.- Subject to the payment  of the  value of improvements,
if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency S1r ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER,  and St. George ,  President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council ,  and Deputy-
Governor .  Governor  of the Colony  of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance and execution of all  powers andauthorities in me vested under the provisions
of "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" and  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885," I,
Sir ART RUR HUNTER PALMER ,  the  Deputy -Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under, and situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's
District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said  Acts,  as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY,  the Third day of  September,'[ 888:
And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said lands may be selected shall be t;d.
and £2 per acre respectively ,  and that the maximum
area which may be selected  by any  one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to
say:-In the case of lands within Agricultural Area
Number Eight ,  320 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  eighty-eight, and in  the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
• GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.H.-25-7-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 8.
Parish of Maleny.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 566.
Nara .- Subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested, and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second  section  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and  declare  that the unselected lots of land,
being portions  2v to 5v, parish of Bungeworgorai,
and 28v to 31v, in the parish of Euthulla, in the
Roma  Land Agent's District, opened to  selection
by Proclamation dated the 15th February, 1887,
shall be  and are  hereby withdrawn from  selection.
L.Y.-18-7-88.
18-11041-5.0.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid ,by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the purchasing price of the
remaining farms in the parish of Mingoola (formerly
Forfeited Selection No. 68), in the Stanthorpe Land
Agent's District, opened by Proclamation dated
5th May, 1887, shall, on and after MONDAY the
Third day of September next, be reduced to £1 per
acre.
E.M.-11 -7-88-Ii'.
88-17923-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section  ninety-five of  " The
1 Crown Lands  Act  of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER ,  the Deputy -Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive  Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and  proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described have beentemporarily reserved for the purpose named.
E.Z-11-7-88-K'.
THE TAMBO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES.
s8-18503--s.a.
Tambo.
County of  Tambo,  parish of Tambo.
Area-8 acres 1-0 o perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 158 degrees and
distant one  chain fifty  links  fr om the south corner of
allotment 10 of section 18, and bounded  theme on
the north -west  by William  street bearing 68 degrees
ten chains one link ;  on the north-east by Star street
bearing 158 degrees eight chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing 248 degrees ten chains one  link;
and on the south -west  by Mitchell  street bearing
338 degrees eight chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirty- first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th  May, 1885.
" IRE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
1 " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of tl: e
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  11 The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1 868 " and  " Do
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District.
A l fora ' ... .. ...  I ... Wed. 28
&ramac  ... ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 21
Barcaidinet
B3enleigh ... Wed. 11 I Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Biackall ... .... Ted. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Bowen ... , Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.22
Brisbane ... ....  Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 6
Bundaber; . Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 10
Burketown  ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
C urns ... I Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Car,lwell" Fri. 13 ... Fri. 9
Charleville Tues .  3 Mon . 6 Mon. 5
Charters Towers 1111 Wed. 4 Wed. i Wed. 7
Clermont ... Thurs. 26 Thurs.23 Thurs. 29
Cooktown ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Cunnamulla ... Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri .  24 Fri. 23
Emerald' ... Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Rik* ... ... Wed. 14  ...  Wed. 21
Gayndah ... Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 7
Geraldton (Mou- Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
rilyan)
Gladstone  ... Thurs. 26 Thurs. 23 Thurs. 22
Goondiwindi ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Gvmpie ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Herberton ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Hughenden ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Ingham .. ... Wed. 23 Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Inglewood; ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Ipswich ... ... Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 2
Isisford ... ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Mackay ... ... Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9 Thurs. 8
Marybor)ugh ... Fri. 20 Fri. 17 Fri. 16
Mitchelit ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Muttaburrat ... I Thurs. 9 Thurs. 1
Nanango .. Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Nebo (lit. Britton) Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Nerang'... .. Thurs. 9 ...
llormanton ... T 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 13
Pert Douglas ... Thurs. 5 1 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Rtivens vvoo 1 ... Thurs. 5 1 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 1
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 12
(Loma ... ... Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14
it. George Tnei. 17, Tues. 21 Tues. 20
St. Lawrence ... Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 7
Shringsure ...  Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26
S anthorpe ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Surat  ... ... Thurs.26 Thurs.23 Thurs.29
Tambo ... ... I Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Taros n ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Tenniecering . Wed. III Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Thar;omindah ... Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 7
Toowoo-nba ... lion. 23 .lion. 27 Mon. 26
Townsville  ...  I Thurs. 12 , Thurs.  9 `Thurs. 8
Warwick .. .... Tues. 24 Tues. 23 I Tues. 27
Jan. Feb. March. April.  may. June. July .  August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 27 Wed. 26 ... ... Wed. 19
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 3 Wed. 20 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 18 Wed .  16 Wed. 20 Wed .  18 Wed . 15 Wed .  191 Wed .  17 Wed .  21 Wed. 19
Tues .  12, Tues .  10 Tues .  7 Tues .  11 1 Tues .  9 Tues. 6 Tues. 11
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Thurs . 28 Thurs . 26 Thurs .23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .25 Thurs . 22 Thurs. 27
Thurs .  26 Fri .  25 Thurs.21 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  23 Thurs .  L7 I Thurs. 25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 I Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues. 4 1 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat .  9 Sat .  14 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat .  13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 14  ...  Sat. 10
Tues .  3 Mob. 7 Mon. 4 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  3 Mon .  1 Mon . 5 Mon. 3
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed. 3 H ed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .  26 Thurs.30 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 1] Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon . 17 Mon.  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 27 Fri. 25 Fri .  291, Fri .  27 Fri. 24 Fri .  28 Fri. 26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon .  1S Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Wed. 16 ... Wed. 18 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. .  7
Thurs. 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Thurs. 6
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 12
Tues. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Thurs 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs.12
Tues. 24
Fri. 25
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Wed. 9
Thurs.  L5
Fri. 18
Fri. 11
Thurs. 3
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Tues 8
Thurs. 3
Thurs. 3
Mon. 14
Wed. 9
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Mon. 28
Fri. 11
Thurs.31
Wed. 2
Wed. .2
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Mon.  2m
Thurs. 10
Tues. 29
Thurs . 213  Thurs 26 Thurs.23 Thurs.27 Thurs.26 Thurs 22
Fri. 8 Fri .  13 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10
Wed. 6 Wed.  4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed . 5 Wed . 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 27 Wed .  25 Wed .  29 Wed .  26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28
Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Fri. 1 Fri .  6 Fri .  3 Fri . 7 Fri.  5 Fri. 2
Fri. 8 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri .  7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Thurs .14 Thurs . 12 Thurs. 9 1 hurl .  13 Thurs . 11 Thurs. 8
Fri. 15  I Fri. 20 Fri.  17 Fri .  21 Fri .  19 Fri. 16
Fri. 8 Fri. 13 Fri .  10 Fri . 14 Fri.  12 Sat. 10
Sat. 16 I Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat .  15 Sat .  13 Sat. 10
Wed. 13 I Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thurs . 14 Thurs .  9 .. Thurs.  I  l ...
Tues .  12 Tues. 10 Tues .  14 I Tues .  it 1 Tues .  9 Tues. 13
Thurs. 7 I Thurs. 5 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  'i Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  21  Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1
Mon. 11 Mon .  9 Mon.  131  Mon .  10 Mon . 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 13 Wed . 11 Wed . 8, Wed.  12 I Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Tues .  19 Tues .  17 Tues .  211  Tues .  18 1 Tues .  16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed . I, Wed.  5 1 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Mon.  251  Mon.  23 Mon .  27'  Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon. 26
Fri. 8 Fri. 13 Fri . 10 Fri.  14 Fri .  12 Sat. 10
Thurs .28 Thurs .  26 Thurs .30 Thurs .27 Thurs .  25 Thurs.29
Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1. Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 I Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 6 Wed .  4 I Wed .  I Wed . 5 Wed . 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 25 Mon. 23, Mon. 27 Mon. 24 Mon. 22 Mon. 19
Thurs .14 I Thurs . 12;  Thurs .  9 , Thurs . 13 1 Thurs .11 Thurs. 8
Tues .  26 Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 5
Thurs. 27
Fri. 14
Wed. 6
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Thurs. 27
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Fri. 7
Thurs. 13
Fri. 21
Fri. 14
Sat. 15
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Thurs. 13
Tues. 11
Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Fri. 14
Thurs. 27
Wed. 6
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Wed. 6
Mon. 17
Thurs. 13
Tues. 18
' The Courts  marked thus ' are only held for the purpose  of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications, &c.
$ Court to be  held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
ape:iial Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
RFvRY JORDAN.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1888.RETURN of all Applications for Timber andother Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£  S.
ARAMAC.
(For the Month of May ,  1888.)
Charles J .  Kingston  ... I To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Michael  G reen „ „ „ , 0 15
BLACKALL.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
William  Russell  ... To cut firewood 0 10
John Elliott ... ... To cut  and split slabs, &c. 0 15
„ 0 15Charles Hawkswell  ... 3) )p
BOVLIA.
(For the  Month  of June, 1888.)
S. Smith  ... ...  JTodigandremovegravell 1 0
BOWEx.
(For the Month of June ,  1888.)
Messrs. Rooney and Co.
William Bradley ...
Wm. Tapping ...
Peter Heuschen ...
John Carson, senr.
John Carson, junr.
To cut  and remove in log 0
To cutand split slabs, 8.c.
,,
0
0
0
10
LICENsn s -(' on€inued.
Applicant 's Name. Desc ri ption of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
CROYDON.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
William Tullett ... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
Edward Morris ... To cut firewood ...
George Saunders ... „ „ ...
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Walter Antcliffe ... To cut and  remove in log
James  Taylor... ... ( To cut firewood
GAYNDAH.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
J. Dogherty ... ... To cut and  split slabs, &c.l 0 15
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Thomas  Brown,  junr. I To cut and remove in logI 0 5
GOONDIW INDI.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
William Gibson ... To cut and remove in logj 0 5
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
J. Hannett ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
G. Cain ... ... „ „ ... 0 10
G. Luigi ... ... It „ 0 10
J. Fitzpatrick ... „ „ ... 0 10
A. Morrish ... ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
A. Raynor ... „ „ „ 0 10
H E ILBEltTON.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
W. Foggin ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15-J. Mitchell ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10Ali Sam ... ... „ „ ... 0 10Ali Sing ... ... I .... 0 10
"P. Rebustelle... ... ...  0 10
M. Rebustelle ... „ „ ... 0 10
J. Tenni ... ... y, ..., 0 10
INGRAM.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Daniel Holland ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Isaac  Henry ... ... „ „ „ 0 10
H. G. Schew ... ... 1") 0 10
IN GALE W OOD.
(For the  Month of May, 1888.)
John Turnbull ... To cut  and split slabs , &c.1 0 15
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
D. E. McLaughlin ... To cutand remove in log 0 5
John Loughran ... 0 5
R. Heathwood ... „ „ ... 0 5
George  Harris  ... „ „ ... 0 10
F. D. Johnston ... „ „ ... 0 5
C. G. Handley' ... „ „ ... 0 5
Julius Spletter ... „ „ ... i 0 5
J. W. Handley ... „ „ ... ` 0 5
G. Herning ... ... „ „ ... 0 5
Joseph Pask ... ... ... 0 5
Wm. Ambrose ... „ ... I 0 5
LEYBvRN.
(For the Month of June , 1885.)
J. W. Evans ... ...To cut and  remove  in log! 0 5
John Houston ... „ „ ... 0 5
R. Ballie 0 5
10
5
5
15
15
15
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
J. Dellit  ... ....  To cut and  remove in log! 0 5
C. Patterson ... „ „ „ 1 0
J. Craig ... „ 0 5
T. Beverley ... 0 5
T. Donovan ... ... „ „ „ 0 10
J. Walker ... ... 0 5
D. Stanton ... ... 0 5
W. Gibson ... 0 10
W. Jenkinson ... 0 5
BUNDABERG.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Pizzle and Others ... To cut and remove in log
J. Cocking ...
J. Johnson ...
A. Lund
H. Wandroch
N. P. Moes ... ... „ „
J. Murphy ... ... To cut and remove in log
H. Lucke ... ...
W. Wessel ... ... To out and split slabs,  &c.
M. Wessel ...
„
To cut  and split slabs, &c.
BURKSTOWN. s 
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
Wm. Harney .. 0 10
P. Synnott ... ...
ITocutandremoveinlog
„ „ „ , 0 10
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
J. J. O'Leary ... To cut and remove in log  I 1 0
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Patrick Gaffney ... Tocutandremoveinlog
James Bunt  ... „ „ ...
Chas.  Kolass  ... ... To cut and split slabs, &e.
William Dyson ...
Jas. Slater ...
Alfred Browning ... To cut firewood ...
John Antcliff ...
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
CLEBMONT.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
James Swinton ... I To cut and remove in log 0 5
COOKTOWN.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Overend and Co. ... I To cut and split slabs, &c. 9 0
F. Brown ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Roseller ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
A. Green ... „ „ ... 1 0
Thomas Smith ... „ „
MACKAY.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
£ s.
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 5
W. Blakely ... ... ` To cut and split slabs, &c.1  0 15
MAHYBOROUGH.
(For the Month of May, 1888.)
Wilson, Hart and Co. Special Timber License 5 0
Ditto „ it „ 1 5 0
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
D. McKenzie ...
J. Voltmerhausen
A. Braddock
Taylor Bros. ...
T. Boldery ...
W. Taylor ...
To cut and remove in log
„ )7
To dig and remove ...
To cut and remove in log
0 15
1 0
1 0
0 5
0 5
0 15
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Applicant' s Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ a.
MAYTO W N.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
F. Ahlsen ... ... To out firewood ... 1 0
NsRANG.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Richard Worley ... To cut and removein log
Dennis Guinea, junr.
Win. Rapkins ...
J. G. Veivers ...
Wm. Humphries ...
Robert Walker ...
Wm. Simpson ...
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
PORT DOUGLAS.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
J. H. Creigh ... .... To cut and remove  in  log' 0 5
C. Nevin ... „ „ „ 0 5
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
David Twomey
Patrick Anderson
William Parker
Albert McIntosh
Con. Searle ...
David Twomey
James Richards
Daniel T. Pullen
To cut firewood
„
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut firewood ...
Harry Bond ...
John Glynn ...
"'
John  Connors...
Michael Grace
Elon Pountney To dig and remove ...
Sam Hop ...
David Thomas
To cut firewood
To make bricks ...
Lawrence Johnson To cut firewood ...Ali Sam ...
ROCK BAMPTON.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
James O'Dowd
Charles Neil ...
James Watson
LICENSES - continued.
::: ( To out and remove in log
ROMA.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
1 10
1 0
0 10
1 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
Andrew Callaghan ... J To cut and split slabs, &c.1 0 15
SPRINGSURE.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
George Swales ... To cut and split slabs,&c.) 0 15
ST. LAWRENCE.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
B. E. Evans ... ... 1 To cutand remove in log 0 5
TENNINGERING.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Geo. Moore ... ... 1 Tocutandsplitslabs, &c.; 0 15
G. Moore ... ... „ „ „ 0 15
THARGOMINDAH.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
J. Lemon ... ... I To cut firewood ... J 0 10
ToowooMBA.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
C. Scheunrieck ... To cut  and remove  in log 1 0
George Parton ... )) 0 5
VERESDALE.
(For the Month of June, 1888.)
Henry Booker ... Tocutand remove in log I 0 5
WARWICK.
(For the Month of June, 1888 )
P. Reibelt ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
Fredk. Kyling ... „ „ ,. 0 15
R. Medhurst ... ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
J. Medhurst ... ... 0 5
Wm. Milward ... 0 5
WINTON.
(For the Month of January, 1888.)
J. Ah Sing ... ... To cut firewood ...
D. Mohr
hS L
... „ ...
em ...at.
T. Fitzgerald ...
...
... To cut and split slabs, &c.
Ab Tye ... To cut firewood ...
Thos. Harrington...
Jno. Wilson ... ...
I
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
I applications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884ighty-ninthbeen made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, '1'ambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herherton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
No. Applican t. Situation.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
1 'A. M. Mac- The road separating
llwaine portion  13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
2 P. G. Grant The road separating
portions  11  and 12
from portions 5 and 6
3 A. M. Mac- The road separating
Dwaine portions 10 and 9from
portions 4 and 3
4 Andrew The road separating
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
5 O.W. Clarke Part of the road sepa-
rating portion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 north-westerly
to the reserved road
6 Margaret  The road separating
Palmer portion 73 from por-
tion 30
7
*8
Adam Bar- The road separating
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James  R. The  reserved  road
Atkinson, through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
Parish. Area.
Herberton
A. R. P.
0 3 11
ditto 1 2 3
ditto 1 223
Gatton ... 6 215
Teathill ... 3 380
Tambo  ... 19 0 0
Coochin ...
About
7 0 0
Tarampa... 4 0 0
• NoTF.-The closure of this  road is proposed  to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
is  hereby notified fur general information,
I,1,  that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884" have
been male for closing the undermentioned  ]Roads;
and all, ersons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within
two months  fro m this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
at the  Land Office, Gympie;  the Police Offices,
North  Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba,
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
\ r. l p plican i Situation Parish Area.
1 The Ellens- The road  separating  por- Radcliffe 10 3 30
ville Land tion 100, parish of Bur-
Company pengary, from portions
2 Ditto
through portion 100, gary
being the continuation
of the last-mentioned
road
510 and 520, parish of
Redeliffe
One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
3 A. F. Luya  The reserved road through  Como ...
portion 1079
26 0 0
NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed  to be  carried.out
in connection  with the  opening of other-roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Toowoomba; Police Office, Pittsworth; and
Post Office, North Branch.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 Lawrence
Thise
The road separating
portion 6v from por-
North
Branch
6 220
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes ... The road separating ditto 6 0 20
portion 8v from por-
tion 3742
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th July,`  1888.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that  application  under  the eighty- ninth section
of  " The  Crown Lands  Act  of 1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their  objections,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Police, and Post Offices , Port  Douglas.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- J. D. Johnston The road separating por-
tion 198 from port ions
206 and 1
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Victory ...  12 0 0
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public sdrawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda.
tion  of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement  of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect
(1) Any application to select any of  such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state  whether  it is  already
surveyed  or is  unsurveyed.
(2) Every  selection  applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting  point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter , and such tree or post must be
maintained  until the boundaries of the
land have  been  surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October. 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
'`T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony , describe  the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas  and descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous  areas  and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-63370.
Date of Deed-5th May, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Abraham Matthew Mills.
Land Granted-Portion  112, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-156 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRE CTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  112.
Area-156  acres  3 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the north- west  corner of por-
tion 129, and bounded thence on the west by a
road bearing north forty chains and two links ; on
the north by portions 124 and 123 bearing 89
degrees 15 minutes thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; on the east by a line bearing 180 degrees
20 minutes forty chains and forty-eight links ; and
on the south by portion 129 bearing 269 degrees
55 minutes thirty-eight chains and eighty- six links
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-63371.
Date of Deed-5th May, 1886.
Name of Grantee-William Andrew Mahaffey.
Land Granted-Portion  124, county of Ward,
parish of Dugandan.
Area-155 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR TH IN
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  124.
Area-155 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
123, and bounded thence on the east by that por=
tion and a line bearing north forty chains and two
"links ; on the north by a road bearing west thirty-
nine chains and four links; on the west by a road
bearing 180 degrees 20 minutes thirty-nine chains ;
and on the south by a road bearing 90 degrees 20
minutes ten chains and three links and 180 degrees
20 minutes one chain, and by portion 112 bearing
89 degrees 54 minutes twenty- nine chains and
twenty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
l1' Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct  areas and descriptions sha ll  be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
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in every deed containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions ,  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed  accordingly.
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
No. of Deed-52059.
Date of Deed-3rd August, 1883.
Name of Grantee-Leopold Frederick  Bernays.
Land Granted-Portion  201, county of Stanley,
parish of Redclifle.
Area- 19 acres  1 rood 38 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclif`'e, portion  201.
A rea-20 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Cemetery Reserve proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  for 1874, volume, 1 page 788, and bounded
thence on the west and south by that reserve bearing
north nine chains and ninety-six and a-half links,
and west four chains and sixty-five aid a-half links;
again on  the west and again on the south by lines
bearing north two chains and eighty-eight and
a-half links and west seven chains and thirty-two
links ; again  on the west by a road bearing 346
degrees five chains and eighty-six and a-half links ;
on the north by a road bearing east eight chains
and forty-seven and a-half links ; on the north-east
by a road bearing 129 degrees 51 minutes twenty-
nine chains ; and on the south by a road bearing
west seventeen  chains  and twenty-eight links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-48737.
Date of Deed-18th November, 1882.
Name of Grantee-John Simeon Ramsay.
Land Granted-Portion 2,  county of Cook,
parish of Childers.
Area- 500 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR- CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Childers, portion 2.
Area-506 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
1341, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion and a line bearing 90 degrees 2 minutes
fifty-five chains and thirty-four links ; on the east
by a road bearing 179 degrees 57 minutes ninety-one
chains and forty-two links ; on the south by portion
3 bearing  269 degrees 54 minutes fifty-five chains
and forty-two links ; and on the west by a road
bearing north ninety- one chains  and fifty-five links
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-33348. .
Date of Deed-7th- June, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Angus Bell.
Land Granted-Portion 77,  county of Ward,
parish of Coomera.
Area-155 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOB CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, portion 77.
Area-159 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Yaun Creek at
the southern extremity of the western boundary of
portion 262, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion and  a line  bearing north twenty- two cha in s
and seventy-eight links  and passing  through a post
twenty links from  said  creek, and by portion 74
bearing  4 minutes  twenty chains and thirty-seven
and a-half links and 19 minutes twenty-five chains
and eighty-six links ; on the north by lines bearing
270 degrees 7 minutes seventeen  chains  and twenty-
one links and 270 degrees 3  minutes  ten chains and
twenty-five links ; on the west by a road bearing
180 degrees 1 minute nine chains and seventy-three
links and south forty-seven chains and ten links
to Yaun Creek and passing through a post fifty-one
links therefrom ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to  the point of commencement ;-exclusive
of ten acres  one rood twenty perches for surveyed
roads, as shown on plan  of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-38108
Date of Deed-22nd January, 1879.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions  117, 118, 119, 120, and
121, county of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area-445 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby, portions
117, 118, 119, 120, and 121.
Area-456 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
116, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south thirty-nine chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the south by a road bearing 269 degrees
51 minutes twenty-three chains and sixteen and
seven-tenths links, 269 degrees 48 minutes twenty-
three chains and twelve and seven-tenths links, 269
degrees 53 minutes twenty-three chains and fourteen
links, 269 degrees 56 minutes twenty-three chains
and twelve links, and 269 degrees 57 minutes twenty-
one chains and seventy-seven and a-half links ; on
the west by a road bearing north thirty-nine chains
and sixty-five and eight-tenths links ; and on the
north by lines bearing 89 degrees 58 minutes fifty-
seven chains and eighty links, 90 degrees 23 minutes
nineteen chains and sixty-five links, 89 degrees 54
minutes twenty chains and forty-seven links, and
90 degrees 10 minutes sixteen chains and forty-one
and a-half links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-38107.
Date of Deed-22nd January, 1879.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions  124, 125, and 132,
county of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area-240 acres.
A MENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County (f Churchill, parish of Normanby, portions
124, 125,  and  132.
Area- 243 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
126, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 179 degrees 49 minutes forty chains and
thirty-three and three-quarter links; on the south
and again on the east by portion 31 bearing 269
degrees 53 minutes twenty chains and twelve links,
and 179 degrees 50 minutes forty chains and twenty
and three-quarter links ; again on the south by a
road bearing 269 degrees 51 minutes twenty chains
and twelve links ; on the west by portion 133 bearing
359 degrees 49 minutes forty chains and twenty-
one links, aid by portion 123 bearing 359 degrees
50 minutes forty  chains  and thirty-two and a-half
links ; and on the north by a road bearing  89 degrees
64 minutes twenty  chains and ten and a-half links
and 89 degrees  52 minutes  twenty  chains  and twelve
links to the point of commencement.
.No. f Deed-37657.
Date of Deed-3rd December, 1878.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.*
Land Granted-Portions  142 and 143, county of
Churchill, parish of JNormanby.
Area-235 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AN I) DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, pariah of Normanby,  portions
142  and  143.
Area-236 acres 2 roods 13 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
141, and bounded thence on the north and west by
that portion bearing 89 degrees 55 minutes forty
chains and twenty-three links and 359 degrees 28
minutes twenty  chains  and seven and a-half links ;
again on the north by portion 137 bearing east
twenty chains and seven and a-half links ; on the
east by portion 144 bearing 179 degrees 49 minutes
fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a road bearing 270 degrees 4 minutes
twenty chains and four and a-half links,  and 269
degrees 56 minutes forty chains and  sixteen links ;
and again on the west by a road bearing 359 degrees
52 minutes thirty-two chains and sixty-one and
one-quarter links to the point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information'
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Tenningering, as per description here-
with, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Tenningering Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the Tenth day of September, 1888, at
an Annual Rental of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion  to the local Land Agent, or the Under Secre-
tary for Lands, Brisbane.
8S-19468-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land ,  in the Land Agent's
District of Bundaberg ,  as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License, under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1881, "  at the Bunda-
berg Land  Office, on and after  MONDAY, the
Tenth day of September ,  1888, at an Annual Rental
of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the UnderSecretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
88-3692-S.G.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM  PATTISON.
THE TENNINGERING LAND AGENT'S 0
DISTRICT.
Forming part of the Resumed Part of Roslyn Run.
Estimated Area-About 63 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between the
heads of Eastern and Reid's Creek at a point due
west of the north-west corner of Selection 1190, and
bounded thence by a west line crossing the first-
named creek to the watershed between' said creek
and Mountain Creek ; thence by that watershed in
a north-easterly direction to a point south-east of
a gum-tree on the right bank of Mountain Creek
marked broad-arrow over 13 in blaize ; thence by a
north-west line crossing said creek to that tree;
thence by the right bank of Mountain Creek down-
wards to a bend which is about sixteen chains above
a gum-tree marked broad-ai row over 23 in blaize ;
thence by a north line crossing Branch Creek near
its head to the watershed between that creek and
the waters of the Burnett River ; thence by that
watershed in a north-easterly direction to the
watershed between the waters of Mountain Creek
and those of the eastern branch of the Burnett
River ; thence by that watershed in a general
north-easterly direction to the Main Coast Range ;
thence by that range in a general southerly direction
to the intersection of the watershed between the
heads of Eastern Creek and Reid's Creek ; and
thence by that watershed in a general south-westerly
direction to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd August, 1888
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent's District of Mount Britton,  as per accom-
panying description , will be open for Occupation
License,  under  Part V. of " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," at the Nebo Land Office,  on and after
MONDAY, the Tenth day of September, 1888, at
an Annual Rental of 15s. ]rer square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the run may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-2045-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE MOUNT BRITTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
WATERPEBBY RUN.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of North Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over N over VIII in
triangle, and bounded thence on the south-east by
a south-west line about two miles eight chains;
thence on the south-west by a north-west line
five miles ; thence on the north-west by a north-
east line five miles crossing North Creek at a point
about twenty-six chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over N over VI in triangle ; thence on the
north-east by a south-east line five miles ; and
thence again on the south-east by a south-west line
about two miles seventy-two chains crossing North
Creek to the point of commencement.
THE BUNDABEF G LAND AGENT'S DISIRICT.
ELECTRA RUN.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at a point about twenty-five chains below
a tree marked BT over XLI, and bounded thence
by a line south-easterly three miles along Foster
and Blaxland's old road to Maryborough ; thence
on the south and east by a line parallel to and
distant three miles from the Burnett River in an
easterly and north-easterly direction to Pine Creek;
thence by that creek downwards to the Burnett
River and by that river upwards to the point of
commencement ;-exclusive of alienated, selected,
and reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Mackay, as per description herewith,
will be open for Occupation License under Part V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Mackay
Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the Tenth
day of September, 1888, at an Annual Rental of
£1 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by application
to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secretary
for Lands, Brisbane.
88-20736-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
The Cape Hilsborough Reserve.
About 5 square miles.
Commencing on the shore of the Pacific Ocean
at a point bearing 53 degrees and distant twenty-
links from a post bearing 213 degrees 32 minutes
and distant 166 links from an ash-tree, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 233 degrees twenty-two
chains and seventy links, 143 degrees 105 chains,
and south twenty-one chains ten links to Spring
Creek, and passing through a post twenty links from
said creek ; thence by that creek upwards to portion
1081 ; thence by that portion bearing east thirty
chains south fifty-three chains thirty-four links and
west thirty chains, by portion 915 bearing south
seventy chains, and  by  a line bearing east 110 links
to the overflow of Nobbler's Creek, and passing
through a post forty-four and a-half links from
said overflow ; thence by that overflow downwards
to the Pacific Ocean and by that ocean northerly
and westerly to the point of commencement.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part 1V. of  The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th August, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 4th August, 1888.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
TUE Lessee of the undermentioned Run havingmade application for the instrument of Lease
to be issued to him by the Government, the following
description of the boundaries thereof is hereby
published in pursuance of the fifty-eighth section
of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said description must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department, before
the 4th November, 1888.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,WILLIAM PATTISON.
BURKE  DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Cathcart.
Claimant of Lease - Thomas  Anstey Chave.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
... 51 ` square miles.
0
„
Total ... 51. „
Commencing at a post marked broad-arrow over
X over II, and bounded thence on the north by a
west line about five miles ; thence on the west by
a south line along a fence about six miles and fifty-
six chains ; thence again on the north by a west
line along a fence twenty-three chains ; thence again
on the west by a south line along fence about two
miles and twenty-four chains crossing Alick's Creek
at a tree markedbroad-arrow over A over LVI with-
in triangle ; thence on the south by an east line along a
fence about three miles and fifty-six chains; thence
again on the west by a south line along a fence
I Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for State Forest on Lakes C,)mo
and Cootharibah and King King Creek, in the
garish of Como, in the Gympie Land Agent's
District, containing about 5,766 acres, established
by Proclamation dated 24th July, 1884, will be
open to the operation of Ordinary Timber Licenses
on and after MONDAY, the Tenth day of Sep-
tember, 1888.
WALTER C. HU M E,
Under `ecretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
t NTENDING Selectors are informed that Mapsof the Districts of Blackall, Bowen, Bunda-
berg, Clermont, Dalby. Gayndah, Gladstone,
Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hughenden, Inglewood,
Mackay, Maryborough, Nanango, Rockhampton,
Roma, Stanthorpe, Surat, and Townsville, showing
all land open for selection, both as Agricultural
and Grazing Farms, are now ready for public
exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane Lands
Office. '
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparetion. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all laud actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.about three  miles  sixty chains ; thence again on
the south by an east line one mile and forty-
seven chains ; and thence on the east by a north
line about twelve miles and thirty-two chains
crossing Alick's Creek at a point about thirty-two
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over LXIV within triangle and passing through a
post marked broad-arrow over X over III to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION OF ROAD, UNDER
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
I N pursuance of the provisions of section 102 of" The Crown Lands Acts of  1884," it is hereby
notified that it is intended to resume for a Public
Road the lands described hereunder.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Strathdarr Run, Mitchell District.
From the Darr River north-westerly for about
sixteen miles to the west boundary of the run near
its north-west corner.
Lessees-The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia, Limited.
2. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Evesham Run, Mitchell District.
From the east boundary of the run north-westerly
for about ten and a-quarter miles to the 43-mile
post where the new road joins the road from
Muttaburra to Winton.
Lessees-The Lansdowne Pastoral Company,
Limited.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive from the Land Agent in
Brisbane the amount of Compensation to which
he is entitled for the Land taken from his Selection
for Road purposes :-
Selection No. 4043, Brisbane District-
Marshall Dunlevy Mitchell.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1886.
[]" IS Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors ,  Sergeants ,  and Senior -Constables of
Police have been appointed ,  by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Baili ffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts ,  under the provisions of  "  1 he
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884."
C. B. DTTTTO N .
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing ,  to the  Cecretarv for Public Lands, within
sixty  (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licetses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " '(he Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Land Office,
Nanango, 24th July, 1888.
NOTICE UNDER; SECTION 137 OF "THE
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
H EREA S you, JAMES ISAAC MARKWELL'
1I have refused to pay the value of the
improvements on Grazing Farm No. 34, Nanango
District, as determined by the Land Board in open
Court : Now, therefore, I, Archibald Lee, Land
Commissioner for the Land Agent's District of
Nanango, do hereby give you notice that, unless
you, the said James Isaac M arkwell, do show cause
at the next sitting of the Land Court, to be held
after the expiration of sixty days from the date of
service of this notice, why the same should not be
paid, the farm will be forfeited.
ARCHIBALD LEE,
Land Commissioner.
Land  Office,
Nanango ,  24th July, 1888.
NOTICE UNDER SECTION 137 OF " THE
CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
HEREAS you, CHARLES ROBERT MARKWELL,
r have refused to pay the value of the
improvements on Grazing Farm No .  29, Nanango
District ,  as determined by the Land Board in open
Court  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Archibald Lee,' Land
Commissioner for the Land Agent 's District of
Nanango ,  do hereby give you notice that, unless you,
the said Charles Robert Markwell ,  do show cause
at the next sitting of the Land Court ,  to be held
after the expiration of sixty days  fr om the date of
service of this notice ,  why the same should not be
paid ,  the farm wi ll  be forfeited.
ARCHIBALD LEE,
and  Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
j> RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
ll Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary-for  Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. A plications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Z`HE Department of Agriculture has for  distri-bution, to  bond  fide  Planters and Farmers, a
quantity of Olive Truncheons.
Applications to be made  to the  Department of
Agriculture ,  through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
TH f Department of Agriculture has for  dis-tribution, to bowl fide Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize, which is
admirably adapted for bread-making. Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
1 HE  Department of Agriculture has for dis-
tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pycnantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrens),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
TENDERS.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agr icultu re.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
P NDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern.ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain .  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Duxwidn-New Ward and Bakehouse, &c.
... 14th July, 1888
Mines and Works Office,
... Brisbane  ; 10th August,
1888.
CROYDON-Additional Cells, Lock-up... 21st July, 1888 ...
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
Houses,  Normanton and
Croydon ; 31st August,
1888.
MAYTOWN-Morgue, Hospital ... ... 28th July, 1888
MMines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
... Houses, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 7th Septem-
ber, 1888.
MAYTOWN-Post and Telegraph Offices ditto ...
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Post
... Offices, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 7th Septem.
ber, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
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OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creek known
as Scrubby Creek, in the parish of Westhill,
in the St. Lawrence Land Agent 's District ,  shall be
named CARMILA CREEK, instead of Scrubby Creek
as heretofore.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General' s Office,
Brisbane ,  2uth July, 1888.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.THIS is to certify, that Messrs. HENRY GEORGE
BLAKENEY,  WILLIAM HENRY DAVIDSON,
WILLIAM MACKAY, ALFRED MARSHALL, and
WILLIAM  TATTLEY, having exhibited evidence of
competency as Surveyors ,  have been Licensed to
effect Surveys,  under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," and subject to the Rules of
this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SHELTER-SHED, RECEPTION HOUSE, TOWNS-
VILLE.
TENDER S will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th August, from
persons willing to contract for Erection of a Shelter-
Shed at the Reception House, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Shed, Reception House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £5. (See Clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent, on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the render being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , *31 st  July,  1888.
DIVISION OF MUTDAPILLY.
HE following By-law,  made  by the  Board of
the Mutdapilly  Division ,  having beenapproved
by His Excellency the Governor  in Council, is
hereby published  in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance  with the  provisions  of  " The  Divisional
Boards-Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 5.
REGULATION OF THE TIJIBER TRAFFIC.
1. No person shall. use or employ upon any
public, surveyed, or proclaimed road under the
control of the Board, within the Mutdapilly
Division, any wagon, dray, trolly, or other vehicle,
carrying timber, and drawn by more than two
horses or four l,ulloeks. unless there shall have
been paid t,, the Bo-nra for every ,uch vehicle hav-
ing spoke wheels uuith tires of and- widths the sum
of two lr•,nncls per M11u111, Bud for every vehicle
having block wheels the sum of five pounds per
annum, for each pair of wheels.
2. Every  owner  or other person  using  or intending
to use or employ any such vehicle  as aforesaid, for
the purpose of drawing timber, shall , on payment
of the charge, as hereinbefore stated , in respect of
such vehicle used, be entitled  to demand , and shall
receive, from the divisional clerk,  at the office of the
Board, a license in the form of the Schedule hereto,
such license to remain in force twelve  months from
date of issue.
3. Every such vehicle as  aforesaid , whilst so
used or employed, shall have the  license number
and name of owner painted  on some conspicuous
part on the off-side thereof,  in letters not less than
one inch in length, such license  number and name
to correspond with the number  and name on the
license  issued by the Board.
4. Any person committing a breach of this By-law
shall, upon conviction thereof, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds sterling.
SCHEDULE.
MUTDAPILLY DIVISIONAL BOARD.
Timber Carrier's License No.
This is to certify that  [name of owner]  the owner of
[describe vehicle and wheels]  has been  granted a  license
to carry timber, within the Mutdapilly Division and has
paid the sum  of  [state amount ]  being the charge in
respect of the said  [state vehicle] for the period of
twelve months from date thereof.
Issued under the authority of the Mutdapilly
Divisional Board this day of 18
Divisional Clerk.
The foregoing By-law  was passed at a Special
Meeting of the Board on the 7th January, and
subsequently confirmed at  a Special Meeting on the
2nd June, 1888.
F. C. KINGSTON,
Chairman.
Confirmed with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1888.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
TENDERS will  be received  at this  Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
August, 1888, from  persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Three Thousand (3,000) Tons of
Coal for Locomotives, &c., Southern  and Western
Railway.
Samples to  be supplied  to the  Stores Depart-
ment , Ipswich,  previous  to the 17th  August, 1888.
Further particulars may be obtained at this
Office, and at the Railway Storekeeper 's  Office,
Ipswich.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Week ending 29th July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffic  to :.lute ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week  ending  29th July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto . ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week ending  29th July, 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888 - Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase-.
Week  ending  29th July, 1888 ...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic  to date ...1887-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 29th  July,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888 - Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending  29th July,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total Trafe to date ...1887-Ditto  ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending 29th July, 1888...
1888 -Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 29th July, 1888...
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
No. of
Miles open
for Traffic.
TRAFFIC EAR NINGS
1e;en :  era' ; Goods and Live
art s.  i  Stock Total.
£ s.  d.  £ s. d. £  a, d. £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
834 2,490 10 8 4,239 14 1 205 16 0 6,936 0 9
706 1,979 10 7 5,100 18 8 383 7 5 7,463 16 8
511 0 1
... 861 4 7
MACKAY RAILWAY.
218,664 14 5
215,232 10 6
... £3,432 3 11
MARYB O ROUGH RAILWAY.
151 352 3 11  782 10  11 43 14  0 1,178 8 10
103 241 5 9 904 12 11  22 11 1 1,168 9 9
110 18 2
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
26 9 3  I 147 11 6
9 19 1
38,287 13 10
27,495 5 9
1 ...
£10,792 8 1
122 2 0
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
177 11  5 527 15 11
21 2 11
BLIND ABERG RAILWAY.
66 116 8 6 237 19 1 10 3 0 364 10 7
66 58  15 0 154 15 2 7 0 11 220 11 1
5713  6 83 3 11 3 2 1 143 19 6
11,230 5 11
4,978 1 8
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£6,252 4 3
463 396 6 4 2,818 19 6 91 1 11 3,306 7 9
444  400 13  8 1,806 10 7 110 4 9  2,317 9 0
1,012  8 11  988 18 9
4 7 4 19 2 10
... 70,503 6 3
... 72,805 3 6
£2,301 17 3
31 38 15 6 66 12 11 3 19 11 109 8 4
31 52 3 0 131 19 9 44 0 2 228 2 11
13 7 6 65 6 10 40 0 3 118 14 7
2,932 18 4
3,328 2 2
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
260 383 9 9 1,988 14 3 58 2 4
231 465 0 9 2,061 19 6 80 10 2
.8111 0 73 5 3 22  7 10
8
51
51
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
43 3 2 73 5 10  1 18 16 1
29 14 0 31 11 4 311 0 2
13 9 2 41 14 6
292 4 1
£395 3 10
2,430 6 4
2,607 10 5
177 4 1
70,993 1 2
61,702 5 6
£9,29015 8
175 1 4
2,746 4 6
135 5 1
372 5 6
237 0 5
3,705 2 5
2,391 8 3
£1,313 14 2
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Ra ilways.
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TENDERS.
SCHEDULE.
TENDERS areinvited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  GovernmentGazette. `
Nature of Work.
Quantity of  I
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
Temporary Engine and  Carriage  Sheds at Cooran, North
Coast  Railway 21st  July, 1888Gatekeepers ' Cottages at Noosa, Albert, and One-mile
Road, and Additions to Cottage at Brisbane Road
Substructure and Superstructure for Bridge No. 32 ,  Section
2, Cairns Railway ...  ... ... ... ... ) j
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which  Tenders
ing original notice .  can be  received.
ditto ...
Railway Office,  Brisbane;
10th August, 1888.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
17th August, 1888.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
10th August, 1888.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
17th August, 1888.
Rolling-Stock  Material -Buffer Heads ... ... ... .... 28th July, 1888
Queensland Railways-Maryborough to Gayndah-Shelter-
Sheds and  Offices, Section  No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ...
Summer Uniforms for 1888 ... ...
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th  July,  1888.THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for thereasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty -four of  "The Railway Act  of  1864," 27 Vic. No. S.
NOTICE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May 1888.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Bowen Railway, Section No. 1, have
been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  "The Railway Act of
1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway,
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the
Governor in Council, as required by the said Act: Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways
for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864,"
do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on'
the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construction of the said line of
Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such
purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To John Cavanagh, Alfred Moniz, and Eliza J. Harty.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land.  Remarks.
A. R. P.  Town of Bowen.
6 John Cavanagh Unoccupied ... 0 0 32 Section 19, allotment 4 ; un-
edim ro
Cannot be found
33 Alfred Moniz ... ditto ... 0 0 22
p v
1 Section 76, allotment 6 ; un-
improved
ditto
36 Ditto ... ditto ... 0 0 20 Section 76, allotment 2 ; un-
improved
ditto
49 Eliza J. Harty ... ditto ... 0 0 38 Section 79, allotment 5 ; un-
improved
ditto
50 Ditto .. ditto ... 0 0 1 Section 79, allotment 4; un- ditto.
I
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. E. ANDJ. HEADLAND,for the Erection of Goods Sheds, N orth Coast
Railway, has been accepted. Amount, £595.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
improved
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, '
Brisbane ,  31st  July,  1888.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender  of Messrs .  JOHN WALKER AND
Co., for Cast- iron Cylinders ,  Maryborough
Wharf  Crane ,  has been accepted. Amount, £569
2s. 4d.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1888.
NOTICE.
I HE Tender of Mr. FITZwILLIAM WiLLIAMS,for the erection of Goods Shed, Sideling
Creek, has been accepted. Amount, £156 lOs.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1888.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Mr. HENRY PIIESEY, for the
erection of Gatekeeper's and Porter's
Cottages, Maryborough and Gayndah Railway,
has been  accepted. Amount, £898 15s.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for -Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment , Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government  Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs . If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st August, 1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the
Government  Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager,  Brisbane , and paying costs.
If not  released  on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queenslapd, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert , Beenleigb, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda , Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon.
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton ,  Howard,  Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan , Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek,  Muttaburra ; Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango,  Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North, Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port  Douglas,  Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane ,  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, South-
port,  Stanthorpe , St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to he undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per  annum on  £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
'
1
`HE foll owing  Notices to  Mariners are pub-
 lished for general information.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
[Extracts from the New Zealand Gazette, 19th July,
1888.]
No. 17 of  1888.
WESTPORT HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 17th July, 1888.
THE Westport Harbour Board has given notice
that on and after Wednesday, the 1st August, 1888,
the bar and danger-signal balls, hoisted horizon.
tally, will be painted white ; the tidal-signal balls,
hoisted vertically, will remain red as before.
GEO. FISHER,
For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.
No.  18  of  1888.
LIGHTS ON NORTH MOLE,  TIMARU HAR-
BOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 18th July, 1888.
THE Timaru Harbour Board notify that on and
after the night of Saturday ,  the 11th August next,
two lights ,  placed vertically, will be exhibited from
the tiphead of the North Mole Timaru Harbour,
between sunset and sunrise .  The lower light will
be white, and will be 10 feet above high-water
mark, and the upper light will be green, and will
be 6 feet above the lower light. These lights will
be visible for a distance of half-a -mile through an
are  of 180°,  and viewed from seaward they will
show from north -west to south-east magnetic.
GEO. FISHER,
For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.
No.  19  of  1888.
T IMARU HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington , N.Z., 18th  July, 1888.
WITH reference to Notice to Mariners No. 8 of
1888, relative to the exhibition of a red light at
the extreme north end of the breakwater at Timaru,
the Timaru Harbour Board have notified that, as
the light is at present liable to be extin - uished
during a heavy sea ,  when it could not be lighted
again until the sea moderated ,  mariners are
cautioned not to place reliance on seeing this light.
GEO. FISHER,
For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1888.
I.ICRNSES- continued.
I T is hereby notified or general  information, that Name. Name.
Licenses under  " The Licensing Act of  1885 "
have been  issued  to the undermentioned  persons
during  the months of June and July, 1888. BRISBANE - continued.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH, Fitzgerald, Maurice Maynard, JohnFitzmaurice Thos.  Morse JohnColonial Treasurer. , ,Foley, Michael Murphy, Peter*
Gosling, Walter Murphy, Patk.
LICENSED VICTUALLERS. Goodwin, Michael  Marsden, Hy.
Goodwin Isabella Me er J J H
Name. Name.
, y , . , .
Grant, Jas. Mosley, F. L.*
Graham, John Montgomery, Thos.
Gooley, W.  North, J. B.
PatkGorman O'Brien ChasALLORA. , . , .Gottschalk Hy. O'Sullivan TimothFerrington, R. F. Kelly, John , , yGregg Jas. Patten G EGordon, Samuel Kelly, Patrick ., , .Greaves John* Parr AlfredHurley, John Neylan, S. E. , ,Gralton, Jas. Pardella,  Guesippe
AUGATHELLA. Hughes, M. M. Phillips I. A.*
Burns , William McKay, James
,
Horsfall, Geo. Phillips M. A.Creevey, Jane Welch, Harriett ,Hatchett, Richd. Phillips C. W.Kane, Jas. ,Holmes C. H.* Phillips T. P.
ADAV ALB.
, ,
Holmes Thos. Pickett H. T.*
Cronin ,  Daniel Richards, G. H.
, ,
Helmood, Ellen Pincher Austin
Fitzmaurice , Miehl. Taylor, F. H.
,
Jackson, Saml. Proe Thos.
Mitfor 1, P. B. Woodhatch, Edwd.
,
Jorgensen, Cath.  Rosenstengel F. N.
Neil, W. J.
,
King, Jas.  Shallcross, T. S.
ALPHA. Kavanagh, H. M.* Staelieli, Geo.
Gaebel, K. M. Mulcahy, David Kavanagh, Martin Swain, J. W.*
Hastings, Thos. Williams, F. A. Klaussen,  Borgert Smith, John
ARAMAC. Lennon, Kate*  Simmonds, B.
Kingston, J. W. Springer, Wm. Lehane, Thos. Sizer, E. W.
Lockhart, Simon Stratton, W. F. Lane, Timothy Stunden, G. H.
Phillips, F. W. Lyons, David* Starkey, W. P.
ARRILALAH. Leeding Geo. Skiller, G. J.
Coleman, J. D. Willett, Joseph McCaffery,  Helena  Schubert, Fredk.
Hutchinson C. J. McCann, Jas. Taylor, F. J,
AYR. McCorkell, J. J. Taylor, J. R.
Burke John Lynch, Elizabeth McDermott, John Underwood, Wm.,
McDermott N. W. Wallin Wm.
BIBDSVILLE.
, ,
McDonald A Wilson JasBlair, Wm. Cole, Wm. , . .,McFarlane Walter Walsh WmBurt, E. A. P. Grotb, J. H. , .,McGuinness, P. Walsh, John
BARCALDINE. M&Kinnon Angus  Wood R. T.Burke,  Bridget I Hooper, Thomas
, ,
McKenna , Michl. White,  Patrick
BANANA. McLaughlin, Julia Winterford, Win.
Lyons, John McPherson, Eliza  Yates, Wm.
BRENLEIGR.
Alderton, P. H. Jennings, Agnes BIINDABERG.
Cable, Robt. Leo, Richard Adams, G. M. McCann, W. H.
Chardon, P. F. Manning, Samuel Buckback, M. L. McCrea, Win.
Everdell, S. J. McCowan, Agne3 Burke, Anne McKay, D. McL.*
Evans, John Palm, Carl Clowes, W. S. Maughan, John
Grein, A. Stretton, George Davy, S. C. Morgan, D. T.
Grant John Willis, John Fowler, Wm. Morgan, Jane
Guthrie, A. F. Welch, Henry Gillen, Hy. O'Brien, Patrick
BLACKALL. Hull, Saml. O'Mara, Lewis
Almfeldt, F. H. Moniz, A. E. Hull, David Phillips, B. A.
Banks W. H. Perry, W. J. Hesse, Carl Redmond, Wm.,
Irwin Margt. Spillane,  Patrick Levy, G. H. Smith, P. C.,
Lane,  Richard Wicker, E. H. Lund, August Wood, Robt.
BowEx.
Ashman G. W. Schilling, C.
BURKETOWN.
,
Cook, Jane Smith, E. G. Arthur, Jas. Kelly, Margt.
Diecke, E. C. Strickland, Eliz. Barrett, W. O'Sullivan, Joshua
McKenzie Alex. Torkington, John Cashman, Jas. Synnott,  Patrick, Hughes Hy.
BOULIA.
,
Howard, J. P.
I
Wood, George CAIRNS.
McNeil, T. L. Alley, W. S. I Keating, Wm.
BRISBAxs. Birch, David I Kelly, T. R.
Alder, Anthony Collins, S. M. Barnard,  William Kelly, Wm.
Alcorn, J. M.* Carroll, Matthew Beard, Robt. McColl, Duncan
Albertson, Alf.* Casey, D. P. Boland, Michl. McGowan, C. W.
Brown, Wm. Daniell, C. H.* Boden, W. H. McGuire, Jane
Beech, F. W. Daly, Hugh Champion, Cath. McLean, Neal
Brannelly, John* Daly, Michael Commerford, L. Newell, Matthew
Bailes, H. G. Deazley, John Dillon, Thos. Paskins, Wm.
Bunker, Robt. Drouyn, Louis Donegan, Edwd. Paton, R. P.
Bury, G. L. Delaney, Thos. Fallon, Joseph  Pearson, H. S.
Buchanan, Jas. Dinte, J. A.* Finlayson, Alex. Peterson, J. J.
Brown, W. H. Doyle, A. Flanagan Michl. Pryn, Wm.
Brown, Wm. Doyle, M.* Fretwell, lease Reid, J. D.
Beanland, Thos. Doyle, S. M. Gardener, Thos. Rhodes, John
Cain, Jas. Drysdale, R. A.* Harrison, Aaron Rudd, J. D.
Coupland, F. W. East, Richard Hart, W. S. Shaw, Hy.
Calley, A. E. Edwards, A. Hatton, Thos. Sleep, John
Collier, W. G. Egan, Patk. Heazle, Rachel Sloan, Robt.
Cosgrove, B. * Eustace, Hardy Holmes, Joseph Thompson, Thos.
Cutbush, G. B.* Fox, H. G. Jensen, Neils Walton, Geo.
* Two bars. * Two bars.
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LIcnNSEB •  continued. LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name. Name. Name.
CAMOO WEAL. CRow ' s NEST.
Brown, John Kennedy, J. H. Gould, Eleanor I Gleeson, M.I
Beaumont, Wm.
CROYDON
CHARLEVILLE.
.
Wm. Jones J. H.Balzen
Aeschemann, Albert Foot, Hy.
,
Bohin, Wm.
,
Kirby, T. J.
Band , August Gleeson, Bridget Bourke, D. O'S. Kirby, Michl.
Barrowcliffe, John Green, Hy. Bourke, John Knust, C. E.
Burke, Pakt. Gordon, Margt. Boyle, Hy. Lewis, J. B.
Corbett, Edwd. Hennessy, Rose Burke, Mehl. Little, Jas.
Corbett, Eltzth. Millar, Christopher Busteed, Andrew Matthews, Geo.
Enright, A. G. Smith, W. J. Bradfield, J. A. Medland, C. H.
C Geo. Merry F. W.BredhauerARTERS TOWERS. ,,
Wm. Meaney, R. M.Brett
Ah Pan, Mary Jensen, Soren
,
Byrnes, Thos. Mulvey, John
Anderson, Wm. Jones, David Chas. McCabe, MatthewClayton
Burns, Patk. Jones, Thos.
,
Curron, C. Nielsen, N. C.
Brooks, J. MeG. Kennedy, John Leo.  Ovens, G. J.Damke
Byrne, Bridget  Larkin, Jas.
,
Hy. Parker, JohnDraisey
Byrne, John Lindsay, Edward
,
Edwards, Wm. Postill, W. E.
Bickell, Saml.  McKenna, Jas. Ross, Jas.Fitzgerald, W. J.
Canty, Wm. McLachlan, Danl.
,
F.  Stack, Michl.Flanagan
Clancy, Jas. Miller, Fredk.
,
Wm. Shore J. G. A.Foster
Clark, John Morgan, David
,,
Fox, Geo. Stone, John
Collins, Robt. Moriarty, Michl. Neil  Swanson, Jas.Gallagher
Croydon, J. A. Murray, Matthew
,
Graham, Jas. Temple, J. M.
Curnow, James Narracott, C. S. Greenwood, Wm. Travers, Mathew
Deane, F. T. Noble, Geo. Griffiths, Albert Volling, Hy.
Dittman, F. W. O'Brien, E. M.  Weston A. J.Guerin
Donaldson, N. J. Pascoe, John
, ,
Gould, Hy. Webster, H. H.
Downey, Patk. Pascoe; Richard Ginn, Alfred Williams, J. B.
Earl, Arthur Quinn, M. Holmes J. C.W. C. Williams
Fitzgerald, John  Randall, M. A. , ,Jensen P. C.  Wilson Lucy
Foxford, W. H.  Raper, John
, ,
Jones S. T.
by, Patk. Rebgetz, Godfrey
,
Gilroy,  Michl.  Ryan, P. F. CUNNAMULLA.
Green, W. A Skelly, Thos. Carter, Dipper Land, E. M.
Gough, Win. Saunders, Alex. Doughty, S. R. McCormack, Patk.
Gilliver, Chas.  Spane, F. R. Doyle, Michl. Meredith, Chas.
Hamilton , Andrew Symonds, W. G. Durkin, Peter Robinson, T. J.
Hayes, Danl.  Thaler, F. W. A. Gardener, Thos. Pearse, G. W.
Heath , Alfred Trevarton, Chas. Houston, Robt.
Heery, Chas.  Walsh David,
Houghton, J. D.  White, Win. DALaY.
Huxley ,  Andrew Williams, P. P. Best , Richd. Lupton, J. P.
Jones,  Thomas Conroy, Geo.  McCarthy, O.
Condon, Danl. Moy PeterCLERMONT. ,Cunningham E. M.John O'Keefe
Barclay, Jas. Mullen, B. , ,Dixon, John Quirk Edwd.
Carroll, John Moat, C.
,
Fitzpatrick Edmund  Reynolds Michl.
Hay, Win. Rankin, Geo.
, ,
Gibson, Ann Ryan Wm.
Houston, Bessie Rice,  Cornelius
,
Hogg Francis Stewart Jas. •Jemmy Hap Long Richards, John , ,Hunt, Geo. Wood Wm.
Kettle, E. J. Slider, David
,
McMillan, J. EMERALD.
Bianchi Carlo McNicol JohnCLEVELAND. ,Bryden J. S.
,
Medill Thos.Cassim, Anne McGlynn, Jas.
,
Burke Danl.
,
Nalty JohnHollyman, L. K. Wilson, J. C.
,
Kellaway J. E.
,
Phipps Geo.Lingley, Wm.
,
Kitchiner, Wm.
,
Wray, Win.
CLONCURRY.
Absolon, John O'Connor,  Margt. EIDSVOLD.Clark John McLachlan GeoAllis, Antony Savage,  Maurice ,Garry Jas
, .
PatkMea herBrown, Chas. Seymour, Geo. , .Hampton Thos
, .g
Poncini Jose hGamboni, B. Shepherd, T. C. , .Hollis Robt
p,
Williams JohnLacy, James Tier, E. L. , .McDona h P C
,
Mogan ,  Edward Worthington, Thos. g , . .
Musty, John EsK.
COORTOwN. Hay, Jas. McDonald, Edwd.
Bradford,  Bernard  Mazlin, John Markwell, Benj. I
Brown, Fredk.  Nolan, Jas. E uLO.
Bolles, J. W.  Owen, Sarah
'
Connolly Agnes Robinson R WCrowley, Chas. O Brien, Edwd. ,Julius H. J.
, . .
Withered C WDavis,  Rather Parry, F. J. ,Moore W J , . .Davis, J. K.  Platt, Thos. , . .
Galvin, Danl.  Poole, Hannah GATTON.
Hall, R. N.  Price, Fred. Alone, Cath. Mann Chas.
Henry, D. W.  Robinson, G. L. Bloom, H. S.
,
Moller J. S.Joyce, Geo.  Reynolds, Owen Gaul, Edwd.
,
Moran Patk.Joseph, Michl.  Ross, J. H. Gunn, Chas.
,
O'Neill, Patk.
Keating, J. E. Savage, John Goss, Michl.
Lane, Danl.  Shaw, Geo.
Lee, Frank Strattman, Cecilia GAYNDAR.
Lenton, Thos.  Webb, W. J. Aplin, F. Lohr, Johanne
Lambert, Wm. Wilson, C. J. Bailey, Jas. Reid, Sarah
McGregor, Janet Wilson, J. B. Clark, Geo. Steeley, J. B.
McCormack, E.  Wenley, A. C. Corry, Cath. Weakby, J.
Marsh, G. F. Wright, G. H. Jeynes, Tom
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LICENSES - continued.
Name.
GEORGETOWN.
Name. Name.
LICENSES- continued.
Name.
IPSWICH.
Attenborough, Geo. Jager, Arthur Abbott, John Kennedy, Eliza
Baker, Alf. Lonigan, Timothy Andrews, W. A. McGrath, John
Bird, H. W. McAlpine, Jas. Baldrey, Chas. Nolan, Chas.
Carmichael, John Morris, M. V. Barnes, Saml.  Oldham, Geo.
Clarke, J. L.  Roberts, Geo. Bedford, Jane Oelkers, Franz
Emmerson, Chas. Sam Que Woo Bi ightwell, Geo. O'Hanlon, John
Godden, Thos. Sue, Jas. Cullen, Gerald O'Sullivan, D. R.
Hartwell, Leonard Seacombe, M. Curnow, John Shaw, Geo.
Donigan, Patk. Swift, S. H.
GERALUTON. Dwyer, Chas. Thorpe, Wm.
Brownlie, John ,Lucken, Wm. Grace, Wm. Thomas, David
Henry, Wm.
I
Hooper, J. E. Vernon, John
GLADSTONE Kelly, Matthew Watson, Robt..
Danl. White JohnKennedyBruce,  J. lY cL. Mylne, R. F. ,, ISISFORDChristie, Julius
Cowan Walter
Parsons, Edwin
Pujolas H. F. Carroll, John
.
Kely, Wm.
,Crosisca, G. G. ,Reilly, Thos. Frost, Win. McDonnell, John
Gallagher, Patk. Welby, Robt. JERICHO.
McGuire, Chas. Bloxsom, Wm. I Furber, Chas.
FrankDohertGOODNA. y,
Canty, John Simpson, Janet
LAIDLEY.
Fredk. Mortimer HughChambers
Drysdale, J. A. 1 ,,Heenan, Michl.
GOONDIWINDI. LEYBURN.
Bushell, M. T. Lucas Win. Bell, O. B. Smith, Jacob
Galvin, Danl.
,
McAuliffe Wm. McNamara, Abby Tighe, Peter
Giltrow, Richd.
,
White, W. L+'. MACKAY.
Adrian, W. S. C. I Kippen, Robt.
GYMPIE. J. G. Leaper, Wm.Barnes
Alcock, Richd.  Houston, Sarah
,
Davis, Evan Lobie, Win.
Barry, Pack. Jew, Arthur Andrew McCluskey, P.Diehm
Beer, John Kemsley, Frank
,
Edmund McDonald,  BarbaraDimmock
Betts, T. E. Kinmond, J. E.
,
Andrew McGuire, BernardDraper
Bright, Ashbury  Maclarean, D.
,
Fay, M. J. Millard, Albert
Buchanan, Thos. Martin, Wm. Hy. Mockridge, Edwd.Field
Carter, W. H. Mitchell, Hy.
,
Glass, Geo.  Moffatt, W. R.
Cogan, Michl. Morrissey, Andrew F. L.  Murray DavidGladstone
Compigne, M. A. Murdock, Edwd.
,,
Gorman, John Northey, Win.
Corrigan, Jas.  McKewin, Wm. Anthony O'Brien, Jas.Granaghan
Davey, F. N. McSweeney, John
,
Joseph O'Neill, M. B.Hart
Draper, John O'Neill, Danl.
,
Hibbard, 'T'hos. Peard, John
Duff, John Pillow, C. W. Hoey, Thos. Perry, Chas.
Duckworth, Geo. Richards, W. S. Hogan, Jas.  Pogson, E.
Eisert, Carl Rogers, Patk. Bridget Shepherd, T. P.Holden
Findlay, Thos. Russell, Ellen
,
Houston, Thos. Swan, Mary
Gill, Richd. Saunders, J. P. M. Watson, S. J.Hynes
Gorey, Richd. Stewart, J. J. E.
,
Kemp, W. G.  Wood, Geo.
Govett Chas. Thompson J. M., ,
Grennan, Hugh White, Geo. MARBURG.Lutz Hy.Dobson Geo.Haydon, Thos. Woolmer, W. E. ,Dolling H.
,
Mortimer, Thos.
Hayes, Jas. ,Iszlaub, C. F. Pouting, Jas.
HARRISVILLE. Jessop, Saml. Pratt, Thos.
Allcorn, Win. Small, Alex. Lawson, Sarah Sloane, M.
Boyle, Jas. Slack, Benj. MARYBOBOUGH.
Carmody, Matthew Turner, G. H. Robt. Hunter, PaulAbbs
Dunn, Margt. Walmsley, Aaron
,
Jocunsen, C. C. J.Appel, John
Lamont, Joseph Welge, Hy. Ashby, Wm. King, Win.
HERBERTON. Atkinson, Richd. Langusch, Julius
Richd. Kilgour A. E.Bimrose Baxter, Saml. Lilley, A.,
Byrnes Sarah
,
Murphy Bartholomew Beiers, Matthias  Lockyer, G. T.,
Cameron, J.
,
McAulay Hugh Blue, Neil Luttrall,  Thos.
Collins John
,
McManus, Ellen Brennan, John Lunch Edward,
Denford Chas. McCrohon John Brett, Alf. Mirls, Aaron,
Farrell, Jas.
,
Peterson Matthias Brown, H. J.*  Mergard, Maria
Finnigan Jas
,
Reid J W Butcher, Jas. Murray, R. L., .
Frith Robt.
, . .
Russell Thos. Buzza, Geo.  Ni urray, A.,
Graham Jas.
,
Wall Wm. Cain, John McKillop, Alex.,
G. P.Hides
,
Campbell, Colin McLachlan, John
,
Carswell, Wm. Pierson, Joseph (as Trustee)
HIIGHENDEN. Cairns, Hugh Pincher, JosephAli Long Hutchinson, J. S. Christensen, Chas. Quinn, Maria
Ahern, Patk. Jones, Joseph Clarke, Win. Randall, Hy.
Atkins, J. A. Kukart, Win. Coffey, Margt. Ryrie, D.
Bourke, Hy. Lambert, John Cooke, Thos. Sasso, Carlo
Clemments, Geo. Nilson, Peter Crocker, Alfred Singstock, Hy.
Dyer, Harry Williams, Eli Cummings, Robt. Schmidt, Peter
Galvin. Michl. Wyatt, J. H. Dawson, J. M. Spiden, Thos.
Gillespie, Bernard Dillane, Anne  Steley, R. L.
INGHAM. Doolan, Hy. Sutton, PhoebeJoseph TaylorElliott RobtAbbot, J. T.
Berr EJ
Shewcroft, J. P.
IsabellaWickham
, , .
Geraghty, Wm. Tighe, Josephy, ..
Robinson, H. F. A.
, Greene, R., junr. Walker, Matthew
Grout, J. E. Walsh, John
INGLEWOOD. Heap, A. J. Winchester, J.
Dowling, T. B. Williams, Robt. Howard, Wm.
Lake, Thos. * Two bars.
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Name.
LICENSES-rontinued.
Name.
LICENSES- cont i nued.
Ahlers, Hy.
Folder, 1.
Grogan. Patk.
Jarred, John
Kelly, T.
Fogarty, M. J.
Geary, Daniel
Bull, T. J.
Benne, M. A.
Currell, Hy.
Corbett, John
Gibbard, Chas.
Name
MAYTOwN.
McAleese, Hugh
Patrick, Alfred
Sing Ye Chong
Wong Sing Chong
MILES.
Molyneux, Edwd,
MITCHELL.
Furey, Thos.
Halpin, Jas.
Short, Michl.
MOUNT BRITTON.
O'Toole, Jas.
M UTT ABURRA.
Lake, F. E.
Mills, Wm.
Toole, Jas.
Uridge, S.
Barry, Thos.
Brazel, A.
Currie, D.
Harding, W. St. J.
Keane, John
Bright, Mary
Hill, Thos.
Beet ham, C. A
Brown, Saml.Dozier, Ann
Dell, Levi
Dwyer, Maria
Eggers, H. C. H.
Fass, Fredk.
Field, Henry
Fitzgerald, R. H.
Gill, Hy.
Hanlon, Thos.
NANANGO.
Graham, Richd.
N EBO.
Simpson, T.
NERANG.
Harrison, Robt.
Hazleton, Dawson
Kennedy, W. S.
Laver, Wm.
Lowe, R. B.
Mathewson, John
Meyer, J. H. C.
Perry, Robt.
Robinson, J. W.
Shay, Bridget
Wilson, A. C.
NORMANTON.
Baxter, G. F. Neilson, Neil
Bourke, Patk. Patten, Jas.
Barrett, J. H. Scott, W. R.
Bates, E. J. Steele, G. R.
PORT DOUGLAS.
Baird, Mary
Carstens , F. D. A.
Gregory, Jabez
McLean, R.
O'Brien, Denis
Ryan, Richard
Reynolds, B.
Rose, Jas.
Singleton, Mary
Wixted, Jas.
RAVENSWOOD.
Browne, C. T. Leneghan, Wm.
Frendenberg, Fredk. Malpas, Joseph
Franzmann, Michl. McKelvey, John
Jackson, Jas. IJ Ramsay, Thos.
Kennedy, Thos. Redpath, Robt.
Hughes, C. E.
Hulbert, Margaret
Hamilton, Ralph
Anderson, F. O.
Barkla, Stephen
Barrett, John
Ball, Wm.
Browne, Wm.
Butler, Andrew
Brown, C. E.
Bolton, M.
Boyce, R. C.
Butler, J.
Birrell, Louisa
Bugden, T.
Boland, John
Bream, H. C.
Brown, Rhoda
Chardon, F. J.
Comley, Fredk.
Comley, Alfred
Connolly, Thos.
Carroll, Timothy
Cusack, Bridget
Diamond, Peter
Doyle, William
Duffy, Anne
Evans, J. H.
Egar, Thos.
Fitzpatrick, H.
Finn, Wm.
Fulton, Hugh
RICHMOND.
Middleton, Geo.
Vaughan, C. H.
Warnemendi, M. H.
ROCEHAMPTON.
Gibhs, Elizth.
Green, W.
Gregory, M. A.
Glindeman, H. F.
Hadlow, G. R.
Hall, Jas.
Harwood, J. W. M.
Hansen, Wm.
Harris, M.
Hogan, Denis
Holt, W. R.
Hyland, John
Heiser, Sarah
Hill, Isabella
Jones, Thos.
Johnson, H.
Kenny, A. J.
Laity, Jas.
Lambert, Thos.
Laing, Patk.
Lrpstine, S.
Lowry, J. F.
Macaree, Edwin
McDermott, Esther
31 cDonald, L.
McGladdery, W.
McGrath, Wm.
McGuinness, John
Martin, Patk.
Name.
RoCKHAMPTON- continued.
Mackey, T. C.
Moller, Margt.
Murphy, T.
Marshall, T.
Monckton, Wm.
Merton, C. E.
Morrissey, John
Nash, Chas.
Nest, Jas.
Nash, Jas.
Neill, T. A.
O'Neill, M.
Oxnam, Mary
Ogilvie, Alex.
Perkins, T. H. S.
Pershouse, John
Paris, Jas.
Phillips, Hy.
Poole, S. A.
Petersen, Peter
Carroll, W. H. C.
Dunstan, D. W.
Enright, Thos.
Hayes, Sarah
Hartley, Oath.
Hogan, Ellen
Hynes, Michl.
King, Robt.
Higgins, Wm.
Ah Song, Tommy
Crawford, J. H.
Cahill, E. M.
Anderson, W. B.
Brigston, John
Burke, Rchd.
Halligan, Jas.
Hale, Thos.
Keurick, H. G.
Macalister, A.
Duff, Peter
Greedy, Thos.
Cussen, John
Fletcher, T. H.
Hale, Saml.
Keating, Edmond
Lee, David
Long, Jane
McCook, Jae.
McKenna, Chas.
Lawton, Wm.
Moore, Edwd.
Naylor, Eliza
Lynch, Wm.
Milne, 1). C.
Mulhern, Denis
Alcock, T. G.
Cox, Thos.
Deacon, Saml.
Mason, T. B.
Philpott, G. F. J.
Costello, T. J.
Gardiner, Jas.
Hampton, R. E.
Heatheote , G. P. W.
Jeffers, B.
Presland, Ellen
Rankin, A.
Ross, Ann
Scott, J. W.
Schofield, E.
Skinner, Benj.
Smith, Agnes
Smith, Patk.
Squibb, J. R.
Schnfenhauer, H.
Somner, Franz
Thomson, E. A.
Trickett, E.
Thorn, Thos.
Vespermann, H.
Wi ll iamson, Jas.
Wilson, Hy.
Wyatt, A.
Wesley, S. A.
ROMA.
McEwen, Thos.
Moore, Marie
Raynor, Benj.
Roach, Geo.
Trump, Elizth.
Walduck, John
Ward, Geo.
Wieneke, Geo.
SouTHWOOD.
McDonald, D.
SRR.INGSURR.
Huston, Wm.
Ryan, M. A.
ST. GEORGE.
Moore, Peter
Payne, S. A.
Roberts, John
I Richardson, Win.
Scotney, Richd.
Thompson, Jas.
Woolich, Peter
ST. LAWRENCE.
Jenkins, J. R.
S TANTHORPE.
Mara , Michael
Malone, Margt.
O'Connell, Cath.
Sheehan, DenisSheahan. John
Spiller, Wm.
Tevlin, Patk.
So RAT.
Purcell, F. L.
Smith, A. S.
TAMBO.
Roche, Ellen
Walsh, H. T.
TAROOM.
Scott, T. A.
TENNINGERING.
Tharan, P. S. L.
Walker, Gustav
Walters, Joseph
THARGOMINDAH.
Leahy, John
McGill,  " M.
Milner, John
Taylor, John
THORNBOROVGH.
Cartwright, Marianne Gielis, F. H.
Crowe, Margt. Mahoney, Patk.
Fitzgerald, Edwd. Manning, John
Groves, Wm. Middlemiss, W. G.
Gibbins, Jae. Wah Lee
THURSDAY ISLAND.
Cockburn,  Geo.  Smyth,  G. A.
TIAIRO.
Dowzer, Geo. Orphan, Jas.
Frail, Nathan Reed, Hy.
Gesch, A. F. Stuckey, Geo.
Joyce, Patk.
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Name.
Bauer, John
Bell, Chas.
Burge, Robt.
Buckley, Hannah
Brosnan,  Win.
Bowden, Wm.
Cull en, Dan].
Comerford,  Michl.
Collins, John
Davidson, P. J.
Davis, S. E.
Flanagan, Denis
Garvey, John
Gentle, Wm.
Giles, Jas.
Hadley, Geo.
Harrison, D. A.
Ha ll inan, Patk.
Hemsworth, John
Hennessy, J. D.
Hughes, J. F.
Keane,  Thos., junr.
Lavary, Michl.
Lee, Michl.
Loveday, Mark
Lovejoy, Wm.
Bartels, Hy.
Brown, Jas.
Bullock, S. J.
Bunting, John
Campbell, Archibald
Coyle, Thos.
Cramp, John
Cran, J. W.
Davies, N. R.
Dunwoodie, Mary
Enright, Thos.
Gandy, C. H.
Godson, Anna
Grosskoff, Louis
Hanran , J., junr.
Hodel, Hy.
Jones, Thos.
Jones, E.
King, A. M.
Landers, Anne
Allman, Jeremiah
Beeson, Thos.
Butler, David
Canning, Andrew
Craig, Margt.
Dinte, H. D.
Evenden, Eliza
Hoffman, Geo.Home, Wm.
Isambert, C. J.
Johnson, E. J.
Kane, Jane
Kyling, Cath.
Bethel, Jas.
Bird, T. C.
Blackmore, Wm.
Crawford, Saml.
Gibbs, Jas.
Goble, T. A.
Henry, Michl.
Jennings, Jas.
Letham, John
Conlan, Wm.
Cole, Hy.
Gracie, Wm.
Magoffin, James
McGeorge, T. L.
Bernard, Edwd.
Borl , P. A. M.
Cloughley, D.
Crean , Cornelius
Cunningham, Patk.
Ellis, J. W.
Farrell, John
LICENSES - continued.
Name.
ToowooMBA.
Loch, Danl.
Long, John
McCaul, Terence
McKewin, B.
McNamara, John
McMahon, Danl.
Mahoney, Thos.
Mansfield, Mark
O'Donnell, John
Perkins, C. E.
Perkins, Jas.
Perry, W. J.
Pierce, Edwd.
Porter, T. O.
Schultz, Danl.
Scully, John
Stower, Joseph
Taylor, Thos.
Thompson, Helena
Torpie, John
Walsh, Thos.
Watson, Thos.
Webber, Jacob
Wilkes, Wm.
Wockner, Christian
TowNsvILLE.
Long, Joseph
Louth, Thos.
McDonnell, Edwd.
McGrath, M. A.
McKenzie, Alex.
Meickle, Malcolm
Milverton, Edwd.
M elvin, Lawrence
Oldenbury, A. R.
Rolfe, Johanna
Rowe, C. S
Ruddle, Frank
Satini, Carl
Skene, Jeremiah
Spence, Thos.
Sullivan, Geo.
Thomsen, M. J.
Walker, David
White, John
Wyatt, Chas.
WARWICK.
Mara, Jas.
McKone, Jas.
Muller, Francis
O'Hagan, Jas.
Reitzler, Peter
Saunders, Robt.
Schnitzerling, Martin
Sterne, John
Sutler, Jacob
Sweeney, Michl.
Talty, Michl.
Warner, W. if.
Webber, Edwin
WATSONVILLE.
Madigan, Thos.
McConkey, E. M.
Mihr, Geo.
Montgomery, D.
Murphy, Jas.
Pascoe, J. R.
Spiers, John
Sivirie, A ngelo
WINDORAn.
Plush, John
Wood, Daniel
Wall, E. J.
Wray, Chas.
WINTON.
Fraser, Chas.
Kingston, W. F.
Lynett, Thos.
Sharp, Ernest
Sommers, Michl.
Steele, W. B.
Wolf, Julius
LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
YBULBA.
Beiar, August I
Short, Isabella
Norris, Jane J
LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
SPECIAL DISTRICTS)
ALICE.
Millard, Ellen
BABCALDINE.
Emmerson, A. Lennon, John
Finn, P. Peel, E. A.
Forbes, T. L. Shakspeare, G. P.
Hammond, John
WINE- SELLERS.
Name. Place.
Bassett, S . S. ... ... Roma
Boganiz, J. ... ... Brisbane
Calcino, Eliza. :.. ... Charleville
Curtis, Wm. Maryborough
Diezmann, E. ... Brisbane
Janson, J. F. ... ... Gladstone
Nicholson, W. C.... ... Brisbane
Koenig, Albert ... ...
Pulle, G. ... ... ...
Rogers, Hy. ... ...
Smith, P. ... ... ...
Tuffs, Chas. ... ... Maryborough
Waldron, Alf. ... ... Roma
Watson, Elijah ... ... Maryborough
Zinn , Casper ... ... Ipswich
PACKET LICENSES.
Name.
Adrian, H. C.
Armstrong, B.
Andrews, Geo.
Banks, Jas. ...
Bengtsson , B. F....
Brand, Alex.
Butcher, J. E.
Campbell, Geo.
Clarke , A. J. ...
Dee, F. (I.... ...
E ll is , W. ... ..
Fleetwood, W. B....
Fleming , W. B. R.
Fleming, W. B. R.
Hampton, W. W.
Hammer, W.
Higgin , John ...
Hinton , J.. ...
Johnstone , T. L....
Junner, A. ...
Lake, T. A. ...
Lennon,  Jas. ...
Lee, F. G.... ...
Moaburn, J. ...
Medley, J. B. S. ...
Mitchell, John
Morris , F. W.
Munroe, J. E.
Pott, G. F. ...
Ruska , Fredk. ...
Selmes,  J.... ...
Seymour, W.
Sinclair, W. ...
Smith, G... ...
Stanford, F. H.
Thompson, W.
Tozer, Jas. ...
Watts, F.... ...
Packet.
Porpoise
Rockton
You Yangs
Cintra
Garnet
Taldora
Victoria
Dolphin
Palmer
Quiraing
Burwah
Birksgate
Truganini
Dolphin
Barcoo
Balmain
Yaralla
Boko
Glanworth
Derwent
Warrego
Gympie
Waroonga
Fitzroy
Archer
Beaver
Maranoa
Katoomba
Kate
Natone
Eurimbla
Rodondo
Ranelagh
Koonoowarra
Lours
Elamang
Barrabool
President
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Coleman, J. D.
Cable ,  Robert
Guthrie, A. F.
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Name.
ADAVALE.
Woodhatch, Edward
ALPHA.
Mulcahy, David
ARAMAC.
Lochardt, S.
ARRILALAH.
J Dawkins, Chas.
BSENLEIGH.
Palm, Carl
Stretton, Geo.
BILLIARD  LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
EULO.
Connolly, Agnes IRobinson, R. W.Julius, H. J.
ESK.
Markwell, Benjamin  McDonald, Edwd.
GAYNDAH.
Cornwell, P. G. Jeynes, Thos.
GEOR GETOWN.
Clarke, J. L. Morris, M. V.
Godden, Thos.
GLADSTONE.
BIRDSVILLE. Bruce,  J. McL. Mylne, R. F.
Blair, Wm.  (Troth, J. H. GOONDI WINDI.
BLACKALL. Galvin, Danl.
Irwin,  Margt.  1 Lane, Riehd. GYMPIE.
BOWEN. Bright, Ashbury Kimmond, J. E.
Alex. I Strickland, Eliz.McKenzie Compigne, M.,A. Maclurcan, Donald,
Gill, Richd. Pillow, C. W.
BRISBANE. Gorey, Richd. Russell, Ellen
Albertson, A. Holmes, C. H. Hayes,  James Stewart , J. J. E.
Alcorn, J. M. Holmes, Thos. Hayden, Thos.
Beech, F. W. Horsfall, Geo. HERBERTON.
Brown, Wm. Kavanagh, H. M.* Bim rose Richd. Hides, G. P.
Brown, Wm.  Klaassen, B.
,
Frith, Robt. I McManus, Ellen
Collins, S. M. Lennon, Kate
B.  LyonsCosgrove David HUGRENDEN., ,
Jas.Coupland F. W. McCann Atkins, J. A. Nilson, Peter,,
F. L.Daniell, C. H. Moxley Hutchinson, J. S. Park, Richd.,
Dinte, J. A.  Morrison, Richd.* Jones, Joseph Witham, Win.
Drouyn, Louis Murphy, P. INGHAM.
Drysdale, R. A. Phillips, I. A. Showeroft, J. P.
'itzmaurice, T.  Proe, T.
Samuel  ToddGibson Win. IPSWICH., ,
Gooley, Win. Winterford, Wm. Jackson , George I Kelly, Matthew
Gralton, Jas.  Wood, R. T. ISIBPORD .
Greaves, John Muir, Andrew
BUNDABERG. LAIDLEY.
Adams G. M.  O'Mara Lewis,
Hull Saml.
,
B. A.Phillips Hughes, Arthur,
McKay, D. McL.*
,
LEYBURN.
McNamara, Michl. Tighe, Peter
BURKETOWN.
nnottS Patk MACKAY.y , . Adrian, W. S. C. McCluskey, Patk.
CAIRNS. Dimmock , Edwin Pogson, EEter
Champion, Cath. McColl, Duncan Mockridge Edwd. Wood, Geo.Harrison,  Aaron McGuire, Jane
,
Holmes,  Joseph Paton R. C. MAa.YBOROUGH.
Kelly Win. ,Sleep John Brown , H. J. Lilley, A., ,
Butcher Jas. Edwd.Lynch
CAMOOWRAL.
,
Buzza Geo .
,
Alex.McKillopKennedy, J. H. ,Geraghty, Wm.
,
Murray, R. L.
CHARLEVILLE. Heap, A. J. Murray, A.
Aeschimann, A. 1Thompson, A. R. Hunter ,  Paul Sutton, PhoebeEnright, A. G. Jocunsen,  C. Taylor, Robt.
CHARTERS  TOWERS. MAYTOWN.
Byrne,  John Heath, Alfred Ahlers, By. I Nash, Chas.
Canty, Wm. Lindsay, Edwd. MITCHELL.
Clark, John McLachlan, Danl. Corbett, John
Dean, F .  T. Narracott, C. S MUTTABURBA.Downey,  P. Ryan, P. F. Harding W. St. J. Mills Win.Gough Win. Thaler F. W. A. , ,, , NANANGO.
CLERMONT. Graham Richd.Barclay,  Jas. I Mullen, B. ,
NERANG.
CLONCURRY. Brown ,  Saml. Perry Robt.
Lacey, Jas . I Musty, John ,Field, By. Wilson, A. C.
COOKTOWN. NORMANTON.
Davis , J. K. Robinson, G. L. Colless M.Keating, J. E. Strattman C.*
,
Poole ,  Hannah
,
Wilson C. J. POST  DOUGLAS.
McGregor Janet
, Carstens , F. D. A. Collins, Danl.
,
CROYDON RAVENSWOOD..
Balzen Wm. Martinelli S Browne,  C. T. Redpath, Robt.,
Clayton, Chas.
, .
Silva B ROCKHAMPTON.
Griffith, Albert
, y,
Willich, Fredk. Comley, Fredk. Laity, Jas.
Glindemann H. F. Lowry J. FCUNNAMULLA. ,Jas.Hall
, .
McDonald LDoughty, S. R. I Pearse, G. W.
PeterDurkin
,
Harris,  M.
, .
Moncton, Wm.
, Holt, W. R. Murphy, T.
DALBY. Johnson, H. Trickett, Edwd.*
Law J.
ROMA.
EIDSVOLD. Dunstan , D. W. Symes, J. A.
Morgan, Win. Hogan,  Ellen Trump,  Elizth.
RICHMOND.EMERALD.
Kellaway, J. E. Middleton, Geo.
* Two tables. * Two tables.
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BILLIARD  LICENSES-continued.
Name. Name.
ST. GEORGE.
Anderson, W. B. Macalister, Arthur
Brigston, John
STANTHORPE.
Hale, Saml.
SURAT.
Lawton, Win.
TAROOM.
Scott, T. A.
THARGOMINDAH.
Leahy, John I Jeffers, B.
Hampton, R. E.
THURSDAY ISLAND.
Bennett, W. H. Summers, Thos.
Smyth, G. A.t
Bowden, Wm.
Davis, S. E.
Hennessy, J. D.
Hunt, Darius
Brown, Jas.
Coyle, Thos.
Cramp, John
Cran, J. W.
Enright, Thos.
Grosskoff, Louis
Hodel, Henry
Allman, Jeremiah*
Dinte, H. D.
Gracie, Wm.
Plush, John
TIARO.
Frail, Nathan
ToowooMBA.
Long, John
McNamara, John
Perkins, C. E.
Perkins, Jas.
TOWNSYILLE.
Hanran, John, junr.
Long, Joseph
McDonnell, Edwd.
Oldenburg, A. R.
Thomason, M. J.
Wallace, Thos.
Wyatt, Chas.
WARWICK.
Evenden, Eliza
WATSONVILLE.
Pascoe, John
WINDORAI[.
I
Wood, D.
YEULBA.
Beiar, August
BAGATELLE LICENSES.
ALLOIIA.
Kelly, John
ARAMAC.
Phillips, F. W.
BRISBANE  (ToowoNG).
Rosentengel, F. N.
BUNDABE & G.
Wood, Robt.
CHARLEVILLE.
Smith, W.
CLONCURRY.
Absolon, John
CAMOOWEAL.
Kennedy, J. H.
GEORGETOWN.
Webber, J. G. C.
GOONDIWINDI.
Bushell, M. T. 1 Lucas, Wm.
IPSWICH.
Baldrey, Chas. Vernon John
Oldham, Geo.
MACKAY.
Hynes, P. M. I McDonald,  Barbara
MARYBOROUGH
Abbs, Robt King, Wm.
Beiers, Matthias  Steley, R. L.
NANANGO.
Bright, Mary
ROCKHAMPTON.
Schofield, Elizth.
* Two tables.
t Three tables.
TRANSFERS.
From- To-
I
LICENSED VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES.
BRISBANE.
Mosley, F. L. ... ... ( Orth, Casper
CAIRNS.
Rudd, J. D. ... ... O'Sullivan, Thos.
Fallon, Joseph ... ... Byrne, Peter
Beard, Robt. ... ... Greevy, P. J.
CAMOOWEAL.
Brown, John ... ... Hewitt, Wm.
GEORGETOWN.
Bird, H. W. ... ... Peiniger, T. W. H.
GBRALDTON.
Brownlie, John ... ... I  Dingwall ,  Roderick
MACKAY.
Shepherd,.T. P. ... ... Cashin, Andrew
MAYTOWN.
Grogan, Patk. Tully, Jas.
Jarred, John 1Shearan, Jas.
PORT DOUGLAS.
Singleton , Mary ... ...  Ryan, Edwd.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Harwood, J. W. M. ... Fitzgerald, Michl.
Fulton, Hugh ... ...  Higgins, Patk.
ROata.
Hynes,  Mclil. ... ...  Benue, Jas.
Too W OOMBA.
Perkins, Jas. ... ... J McGoldrick, Arthur
TOWNSVILLE.
Eaton , Sarah ... ... I Wallace, Thos.
WINE-SELLERS'  LICENSES.
BRISBANE.
Boganiz,  John ... ...  I Le Bras , Joseph
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the Post Office at NORTON (near the Isis
Railway Line), has been made a Postal Note Office,
in accordance with the  provisions  of  " The Post
Card and Postal Note Act of  180."
JOHN DONALDSON
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND  FOR SALE.iCOPIES of the large  Post  and Telegraph Mapof the Colony,  showing M il Rout s, Post an
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines  and Offices,
lately published  in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office,  at 6s.  per copy ; and  copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet,  containing  the same infor-
mation, at  3s. per  copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
` COPY of the New  Enlarged Chart, showing
'1 changes of weather  in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph  Department of Queen B-
land, daily (except  Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address  in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s.  :  er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement  L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist , Brisbane.
NY. HO RATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
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QUEENSLkND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1889,
1890, AND 1891.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.SEPARATE Tenders are invited and will bereceived until Noon of MONDAY, the First
day of October, 1888, for the Conveyance of Post
Office  Mails,  from the first day of January, 1889, as
hereinafter specified.
All Tenders  must  be written on an approved
form, printed copies of which may be had gratui-
tously, on application at any Post Office in the
colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-
paid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with
the words  "Tender for the Conveyance of Mails,"
together with the number of the service, endorsed
on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail  services  for which they
tender ; and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each
service, as well as separate tenders for the periods
mentioned--namely, one, two, or three years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract,  and must  be aceom-
panie i by a certificate of competency and charactez
in the case of tenderers who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 8th October next, and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster- General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their Tenders as may be accepted,  as a guarantee,
until  their bonds and contracts shall be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable  time, or to  commence  the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the  service
has been in  operation  for at least one month, to
the satisfaction  of the Postmaster- General.
In the  routes specified , only the  principal  places
of call are ,  as a rule, named.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be consi-
dered by the Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony ;  and
attention  is directed to amended Clause 26  asfollows:- Reductions.
" 26. In all cases where it may be at any time
" practicable for the Government to convey any
" mails, mail  bags, newspapers, and letters by
"railway, either for the whole or for any part of
" the way,  a ratable mileage  reduction, to be
" settled by the Postmaster-General, will be
" deducted from the payments to the Contractor,
" and the Contractor will be required to take
" up and receive the mails, mail bags, newspapers,
`• and letters at any part of the road to which
the railway  communication  shall extend. In case
" of any mail route being shortened by alteration
" of route, opening up of new roads, or by rea-on
" of any other cause, the Postmaster-General shall
" have power to deduct from the contract price such
" ratable  mileage  reduction as he shall consider
" reasonable for such shortened service."
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
entrusted to their care, irrespective of the number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
N.B.-The  attention  of the public is directed to
the following extract from Clause 13 of the General
Conditions attached to each Contract, which will be
enforced whenever necessary, especially in the case
of mail routes traversed by coaches:-
The contractor, or the person or persons
employed in the conveyance  of mails,
shall not be required to deviate or
"depart from the direct line of road for
" the purpose of receiving or delivering
" any private letters, bags, or news-
" papers."
JOHN DONALDSON.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from and to, and to and from.)
1. Mount Shamrock and Gebangle,  via  Lady
Florence, by horse, twice a week. for one, two, or
three years, subject to one month's notice of dis-
continuance by the Postmaster-General.
2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, daily, except Sunday ; and Cleveland and
Redland Bay, by coach, daily ; for one, two, or
three years.
6. Beenleigh, Nerang, Tallebudgera, and Mur-
willumbah, N.S.W., by coach, six  times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
7. Caboolture and Maroochy,  via  Mellum Creek,
Mooloolah, and Cobb's Camp,  by buggy,  three
times  a week, for one, two, or three years.
7A. Maroochy and Gympie,  via  Murray's and
One-Mile Creek Post Office, by horse, three times
a week, for one, two, or three years.
7B. Gympie and Tewantin,  via  Cooran (Martin's),
by coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
8. Geham Railway Siding and Geham Post
Office, by horse, daily, and to keep Post Office at
iatter place, for one, two, or three years.
9. Cardwell and Murray River, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or thr& e years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf, by
dray, to and from every vessel carrying  mails, for
one, two, or three years.
15. Cooktown and Ayton,  i,ia  Helenvale, Mount
Romeo, and Bloomfield, by horse, and boat if
required, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
16. Bundaberg and South Bundaberg, by spring
cart, or on foot, daily, for one, two, or three years.
17. Caboolture and Kilcoy Township,  via  War-
raba, Pointon's, Yatesville, vV oodford, Neurum
Creek, and Villeneuve, by coach, twice a week,
and one trip extra, weekly, between Caboolture and
Woodford, for one, two, or three years.
17A.  Alternative:  Caboolture and Kilcoy Town-
ship,  via  Warraba, Pointon's, Yatesville, Wood-
ford, Neurum Creek, and Villeneuve, by coach,
twice a week, and four times a week extra between
Caboolture and Woodford, for one, two, or three
years.
17B. Kilcoy Township and Baramba,  via  Here-
ford Hills, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's), by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
22. Dugandan and Bigriggan,  via  Dugandan
Station, Milford, Coochin, and Maroon, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to all present and future
trains, as  required, and to clear letter boxes in
guards' vans and letter receiver at railway  station,
for one, two, or three years.
26. Crow's Nest and Emu Creek Station, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
34. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future  trains, as
required,,  for one , two, or three years.
41. Mifeehell and Augathella,  via Forest Vale,
Maxvale, Kedford, Hoganthulla, Killarney, and
Burenda Station, by horse, or buggy if required,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
42. Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham,
Oakwood, Lansdowne, and Mitoura, by horse, once
a week, for one,  two, or  three years.
43. Charleville and Cunnamulla,  via  Walla],
Mangalore , Dillalah, Claverton, and Coongoola,
by coach, twice a week, for one, two or three years.
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43A. Cunnamulla and Barringun ,  via  Tennen -  84. WarwickPost Office and the Railway Station,
burrs ,  Jerumbah ,  and Wooroorooka ,  by coach, once
a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
44. Rockhampton and Yaamba,  via  Green Lake
Canal Creek ,  The Oaks, Canoona Diggings, and
Canoona Station, by horse, once a week ,  for one,
two, or three years.
45. Cunnamulla and Thargomindah ,  vid  Moon-
jarrie, Eulo ,  Yowar ,  Bingarra ,  and Dyneror Downs,
by coach, twice a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
47. Gin  Gin and Gladstone ,  vid  Monduran,
Kolonga, Gaeta , Toweran ,  Waroo, Miriam Vale,
Rodd' s Bay ,  and Boyne River ,  by horse, twice a
week ,  but once a week only with Gaeta ,  for one,
two, or three years.
47A. Childers  (Railway Station )  and Gin Gin,  vid
Eureka and Walla ,  twice a week ,  by horse, for
one, two, or three years.
48. Miles and Surat ,  via  Tieryboo ,  Condamine,
Myall Grove ,  Beta ,  Undullah ,  Murilla ,  Warkon,
Combarngo ,  and N oorindoo ,  by horse, once a week,
for one ,  two, or three years.
49. St .  George  and  Curriwi ll inghi ,  via  Boombah,
Doondi, Dirranbandi ,  Nee Nee, Boorimberrah, and
Euraba ,  by horse, or buggy when required, once a
week:, for one ,  two, or three years.
54. Barcaldine and Blacka ll,  by coach ,  twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
54A.  Alternative :  Jericho and Blackall ,  by,coach,
twice a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
55. Noma and Taroom,  vid  Euthella, Myall
Downs, Mount Hutton, Baroondah ,  Googarry,
Euroombah ,  and Kinnoul ,  by horse, once a week,
for one, two ,  or three years.
56. Gympie and Tewantin ,  via  Veteran Reef,
Cootharaba ,  and Colothin Creek, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the wharf, by
dray, to all  steamers and vessels carrying mails, for
one, two ,  or three years.
61. Clermont Post Office and Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future trains, as
required ,  and three times a week to and from
Copperfield, for one, two, or three years.
62. Charleville and Blackall ,  vid  Augathella,
Nive  Downs, Tambo, Mount Northampton,
Enniskillen ,  and Greendale ,  by coach ,  once a week,
for one, two ,  or three years.
65. Alpha and Tambo,  vid  Companion Creek, by
horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont ,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek, Croydon Station, Lake Station,
Connor's Gap, Rookwood, Bombandy, Leichhardt
Downs, Cotherstone, and Huntly Downs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office, Mount Larcombe, Raglan, and Atherton,
by coach, once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
70. Eton and Nebo,  vid  Hazlewood and Mount
Spencer ,  by coach, twice a week ,  for one, two, or
three years.
71. Nebo  and Clermont ,  via  Oxford Downs,Mount Orange, Annandale, Olive Downs, Grosvenor,
Downs, Logan Downs ,  Kilcummin ,  Spring Diggings,
and Wolfang ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one, two,
or three years.
73. Pittsworth and Pine Creek ,  vid  Hermitage,
Brookstead ,  Yandilla, Lemon Tree ,  and Back Creek,
by coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra Receiving Office,
and Darkey Flat Receiving Office, by coach, once a
week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
79. Mitchell and Westgrove ,  via  Waroonga,
Kilmorey, Toolumbilla ,  Womblebank ,  and Merivale,
by horse, once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
80. Bowen and Mackay ,  via  Newstead ,  Glencoe,
Ben Lomond, Gordon's Glen, Crystal Brook, Crystal
Brook Plantation  (Glen Isla ),  Happy Valley,
Bromby Park ,  Bloomsbury ,  St. Helen's, Jolimont,
Hampden, and Balnagowan  (Cook' s Station), by
horse, once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
81. Brisbane, Kelvin Grove ,  and Enoggera, by
omnibus, daily ,  except Sunday, for one, two or three
years.
82. Bellevue Railway Station and  Moombra
(Five-mile Water )  by horse ,  three times a week,
for one, two ,  or three years.
by coach, to all present and future trains, as re-
quired, and to clear letter-boxes of guards' vans,
as instructed ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
87A. Esk and Colinton ,  via  Junction Mount
Beppo Road ,  and Cressbrook ,  by horse, once a
week, for one, two ,  or three years.
88.  Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,  via  Palm-tree
Creek ,  Gwambegwyne ,  Ghinghinda ,  Coorada,
Spottiswoode Telegraph Station ,  Zamia, and
Fairfield  (subject to re-arrangement ),  by horse,
once a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
88A.  Alternative  :  Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,
via  Palm-tree Creek, Gwambegwyne ,  Ghinghinda,
Coorada, Spottiswoode Telegraph Station, Zamia,
and Fairfield ,  returning  via  Fairfield ,  Bedowrie,
Ruined Castle Creek, Glenhaughton ,  and Broad-
mere, by horse, once a week, for one, two ,  or three
years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit ,  via  Calliope,
Barmundoo ,  Milton Station ,  Norton ,  and Cania, by
coach to Norton ,  thence by horse, once a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.
91. New Hidden  Valley (Mount  Wyatt) and
Bulli Creek .  via  Conway 's, Yacamunda, The
Bridge ,  Bowman 's and Mount Douglas ,  return
route  via  Teen  Hills, Avon Downs, Yacamunda,
and Conway 's, by horse ,  once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
92. Bowen and Clare  (Lower Burdekin),  via
Salisbury Plains and Inkermann, by horse, once a
week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
93. Maroncy 's Gate-house  (Brisbane -Valley Rail-
way Line )  and Pine Mountain, by horse, three
times a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
97. Pentland and Georgetown ,  via Upper Cape,
Lolworth, Cargoon, Wando Vale ,  Craigie, Pandanus
Creek ,  Lyndhurst ,  Carpentaria Downs, Goldsmith's
Creek, and Charleston ,  by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
97A. Hillgrove and Wando Vale, via Bluff Downs,
and Maryvale ,  by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
98. Isisford and Windorah ,  via  Ruthven ,  Tocal,
Bimerah ,  Stonehenge ,  Corella ,  Jundah  P.O.,  and
Galway Downs  (subject to re-arrangement), by
horse, once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
99. Charters Towers and Nulla-N ulla ,  via  Hill-
grove and Southwick ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one,
two, or three years.
99c.  Alternative :  Charters Towers and Nulla-
Nulla ,  via  Hillgrove ,  Bluff Downs, and Maryvale,
return route  via  Southwick to Hillgrove ,  by Morse,
once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
99B. Cargoon and Hughenden ,  ria  Reedy Springs,
Mount Emu Plains, Mount Sturgeon ,  and Wonga,
lee, by horse ,  once a week, for one, two, or three  years.
99A.  Hughenden and Cloncurry ,  via  Telemon,
Marathon ,  Richmond ,  Coobiabv ,  Eddington, and
Leilaville, by coach ,  once a week ,  for one, two, or
three years.
100. Cloncurry and Normannton,  via  Yadthor
(Upper Crossing Cloncurry ),  Fort Bowen, and
Iffley  Station ,  by coach ,  once a week ,  for one, two,
or three years.
103. Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe ,  Letter -box near Galloway Plains,
Catfish, Upper Calliope Station ,  Mount Alma, Iona,
Dumgree,  Uallide,  Prairie, Kooingal .  and Barfield,
by horse, once a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
105. Swanson's and Cawarral, by horse, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years ; subject to one
month 's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.
108. Croydon and Homeward Bound Camp, by
horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years ;
subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster -General.
110. Maroochy and North Maroochy ,  by horse,
once a week, and keep Receiving Office at latter
place, for one, two ,  or 1 hree years.
111A.  Southport and Ashmore,  via  Bundall
(Currangal ),  and Benowa ,  by horse, three times a
week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
112. Tambo and Blackall ,  via  Minnie Downs,
Forest Hill, Ravensbourne ,  Listowel Downs,
Moorsland ,  Terrick Terrick ,  Wooroolah, and
Malvern Hills  (subject to re-arrangement of route),
by horse, once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
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116. Tiaro and Teebar,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom-
gan, return  route  via  Teebar Mine, Clifton, and
Ellerslie, by horse, three times a week, for one,
two, or three years
119. Bundaberg and Gladstone,  via  Kolan,
Mostyn (forGooburrum), Booyan (Kolan Sawmills),
Littabella, Baffle Creek, Taunton, Erimbula, Rodd's
Bay, Riverstone, Boyne River, Mann's, Boyne Reef,
and Ten Mile, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
119A. Bundaberg and Baffle Creek,  via  Booyan
(Kolan Sawmills), Littabella, and Rosedale, by
horse, once a week, for one, two or three years.
120. Normanton and Croydon,  via  Creen Creek,
by coach, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years.
120x. Georgetown and Croydon,  via  Cumberland,
Forest Home, Lower Gilbert, The Springs, Belmore
(Cork Tree), and King of Croydon, by coach, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
121. Mungarr and Ten-mile Camp, by horse,
three times a week, and to keep Receiving Office at
the latter place, for one year; subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-
General.
124. North Pine and Mount Pleasant (Story's),
via  Harrison's Pocket, Sampson Vale (Kobble
Creek), and Hamilton, by horse, once a week to
Mount Pleasant, twice a week to Hamilton, for
one, two, or three years.
127. Coobiaby and Yadthor,  via  Bunda Bunda,
Manfred Downs, Millungera, Dalgonally, Sedan,
and Byromine, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
130. Mount Perry Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by spring-cart, to all present and future
trains, as required, for one, two, or three years.
131. Eulo, Hoodsville, and Hungerford's, N.S.
Wales, by buggy, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
133. Thargomindah and Adavale,  via  Norley,
Ardoch, Comongin South, Comongin North, and
Tintinchilla, by horse, or buggy if required, for
one, two, or three years.
134. Roma and Surat,  via  Hope's Creek, Coo-
indra, Merino Downs, Fairview, Rocky Bank,
Deepwater, Trinidad, Yalebone Saw-mills, and
Oberina, by horse,  once a  week, for one, two, or
three years.
135. Stanthorpe and Wilson's Downfall, N.S.W.,
via  Kyoomba and Sugarloaf, by horse,  twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
137. Rockhampton and Leura,  via  Agricultural
Reserve, Morinish Station, Morinish Diggings,
Morinish No. 2 (Blackfellow's Gully), Rosewood
Diggings, Glenroy, Rookwood,  and Balcomba,
return route  via  Apis Creek and Clifton to Glenroy,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
139. St. George and Bollon,  via  Wondit Dam,
Kirk's W aterbole, BoolbaWaterhole, Gem Water-
hole, and Uhr's Camp, by horse or buggy, once a
week, for one, two, or thre6'years, but subject to
three months' notice of discontinuance by
Postmaster -General.
140. Thargomindah and Hungerford, N.S.W.,
via McIntyre Creek, Curracunya, Boonara, and
Hoodsville, by buggy, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
143. Stantborpe and Texas,  via  Pikedale, Pike's
Creek, and Glenlyon, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
144. Barcaldine and Aramac,  via  Coreena, by
coach, twice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
145. Aramac and Winton, via' Muttaburra,
Darrwater, and Vindex, by coach, twice a week to
Muttaburra and once a week to Winton, for one,
two, or three years.
146. Sandown and Maytown,  via  Robinson's
Track, by coach, once a week, for one, two, or three
years.
148. Mooloolah and Buderim Mountain,  via
Mooloolah Plains, by horse, three times a week, for
one, two, or three years ; subject to three months'
notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.
154. Cookto x n and Normanby Reefs,  via  Deep
Creek, King's Plains, Springs, and Butcher's Hill,
by horse, once a week, for one. two, or three years.
156. Brisbane and Samford,  via  Bunya, by horse,
twice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
158. Bald Hills and Albany Creek, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley,  via  Lord
John' s Swamp ,and Lucky Valley, by horse, twice
a week, for one two or three years.
163. Clermont and Yacamunda,  via  Copperfield,Native B e, Mount Eagle, Gregory's Creek, Lanark
Downs, Elgin Downs, Tween Hills, and Avon
Downs, by horse,  once  a week, for one, two, or
three years.
164. Barcaldine and Isisford, by buggy, once a
week, to be run in one day each way, for one, two,
or three years.
166. Tambourine and Pine-tree Creek,  via  Fen-
wyke, O'Mahoney's, and Irvingsford (Caningera),
by horse, twice a week, for  one, two, or three years.
167. Beaudesert and Kooralbyn,  via  Yellow
Waterholes, Tamrookum, Telemon Crossing (Dry-
nan's ), 8pingvale, and Clune, by horse, three times
a week,  for one, two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer' s (Fern
Hill),  via  Coomera, by horse, three  times a week, for
one, two, or, three years.
170. Thornborough and Union Camp,  via  Wat-
sonville and  Stewart  Town, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
171. Maryborough and Pialba, by coach,  twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Minden,  via  Ashwell and
Tallegalla, by horse, twice  a week , for one, two, or
three years.
175. U owrie Junction and Glencoe, by horse,
three times  a week , for one, two, or three years.175A. Meringandan and (Tomoron, by horse,
three times  a week , for one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, three times a
week, or oftener  if steamer runs , for one, two, or
three years.
177. Yuleba and St. George,  via  Surat, by
coach, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
178. Crow' s Nest and  Douglas,  via  Plainby, by
horse,  twice a  week, for one, two, or three years.
179. Burketown and Westmoreland, by horse,
fortnightly, and to keep the Receiving Office at
Westmoreland, for one, tw -,or three years.
181. South Brisbane and Mount Gravatt,  via
Dunellan, by  tram  or omnibus, daily, for one, two,
or three years.
183. Brisbane and Ashgrove, by omnibus, daily
(except Sunday), for one, two, or three years.
185. Kyabra and Eulbertie,  via  Keeroongooloo,
Wombanderry, and Wombanderry South, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
190. Meadow  Flats and Balnagowan , by horse,
once a week , for one, two, or three years.
192. Dalby and Lyndley,  via  Maida Hill and
Glenmore, by horse, once a week,  for one , two, or
three years.
194. Southbrook and Biddeston, by horse, twice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
195. Pittsworth and Hogarth 's,  via  Kincora,
North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
197. Bollon and Barringun, N.S.W.,  via  Fern-
lees, Bundaleer , Noorama, Thurulgunnia, and
Wooroorooka, by coach,  once a  week, feu one, two,
or three years.
198. Waterford and Chamber's Flat,  via  Logan
Reserc e, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
200. Kamanmulga and Langlo Downs,  via
Mount Morris, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
201. Port Douglas and Herberton,  via  Craiglie,
Weatherboards, Granite Creek, Martintown, and
Carrington (Scrubby Creek), by coach, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
201A.  Alternative:  Port Douglas and Herberton,
via  Craiglie Weatherboards, Granite Creek,
Martintown, and Carrington (Scrubby Creek), by
coach, twice a week for one, two, or three years.
202. Jondaryan and West Prairie, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
205. Croydon and Carron,  via
Table Top andGolden Valley, by coach,  throe times  a week, for
one, two, or three years.
206. Dugandan Railway Station and Alford
(Bycroft's),  via  Croftby (Beverley's), by horse,
twice a week,  for one , two, or three years.
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207. Winton and Hughenden,  via  Oondooroo,
Manuka, and Afton Downs, by coach, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
211. Port Douglas and Miallo (Saltwater  Creek),
by boat, once  a week, and  to keep the Receiving
Office at Miallo, for one, two, or three years, but
subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.
212. Oaky and Happy Valley,  via  Crosshill, by
horse, buggy in fine weather, to  ice a  week, for one,
two, or three years.
213. Clifton and Pilton, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
21.5. Boulia and Headingly,  via  Herbert Downs,
Glenormi,ton, Roxborough Downs, and Carandotta,
by horse, once a week, for one, two. or three years
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture, by horse,
twice  a week ,  and to act as Postmaster  at Upper
Caboolture, for one, two, or three years.
221. Maryborough and Teddington ,  via  Tinana,
Jindah Road to Polynesian Hospital, Woongool,
and Nerada, by horse, daily, for one. two, or three
y ears.
222. Oaky and Boah, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or  three years.
223. Greenmount and Mount Kent (Back Plains),
by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
224. Strathpine and South Pine, by horse,  twice a
week, and to keep Post Office at South Pine, for one,
two, or three years ; subject to three months' notice
of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.
226. Hampton  and Perseverance  Creek,  via  Pipe-
clay, by horse, three times a week, for
one,
two, or
three years.
228. Edith Vale (Trinity Inlet) and Russell
River Lower Camp,  via  Highleigh and Kensington,
by horse, once a week, for one, two or three years.
230. Lyndhurst and Lower Camp Woolgar, by
horse, once a week, for one, two or three years ;
subject to one month' s notice  of discontinuance by
Postmaster-General.
230A.  Alternative :  Lyndhurstand Mount Hogan,
by horse, once a week , for one , two, or three years ;
subject to one month' s notice of  discontinuance by
Postmaster -General.
231. Laidley and Plainland, by horse, twice a
week, for one, two or  three years.
233. Cloncurry  and Boulia ,  vid  Devoncourt,
Bridgewater , Limestone, Chatsworth, Noranside,
Buckingham Downs, and Police Camp, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
234. Charters Towers and Victoria Downs,  via
70-Mile, Clarke's Branch, Mount Leyshon, Bluff
Downs, Bluff Diggings, Brittania, and Bletching-
ton Park, by coach to Bluff Diggings, thence by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
237. Seaforth and Rei i River,  via  Airdmillan,
Lilliesmere, Ayr, Brandon, Pioneer, Brookfield,
Clare, Leichhardt Downs, and Woodhouse, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
238. Well Station and South Toolburra Receiv-
ing Office, by horse,  twice a  week, and to keep
Receiving Office at Well Station, for one, two, or
three years.
241. Dalveen and Mountside,  via  Geaney's,
Patterson' s, Braeside , and North Maryland Road
Schoolhouse, by horse, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by buggy, to all present and future  trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
243. Adavale and Windorah, route to be deter-
mined, by coach,  once a  week, for one, two, or
three years.
243A.  Alternative:  Adav ale and Windorah, route
to be determined, by coach, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
245. Gladstone and Keppel Bay, to meet
steamers carrying  mains,  calling at The Narrows
(Monte Christo), by steam-launch, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
246. Richmond Downs and Croydon,  vid  Cam-
bridge Downs, Burlei;h, Merton Ponds, Woolgar,
Piebald Camp, Woodstock, Esmeralda, and Idalia,
by buggy or coach, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
251. Roma Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future  trains, as
required ,  for one ,  two, or  three years.
252. Charleville and Adavale  via  Burrandilla,
Kamanmulga , Boothulla, Gumbardo, and Tintin-
chilla, by coach, once a week or twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
253. Stonehenge and Vergemont,  via  War-
unham Towers, Tally-ho,breccan, Connemara, Dunha '
and Rosebrook, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
255. Kyahra and Windorah,  vid  Tenham and
Hammond Downs, by buggy, once week, for one
year.
256. Diamantina Lakes and Monkira,  via  Daven-
port Downs, by horse, once a fortnight, for one year.
258. Toowoomba Post Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, three times a week, for one, two, or
three years.
259. Leyburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville
Head Station, Tummaville School, Wright's,
Pillar's, and Baillie's, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
260. St. Lawrence Post Office and the Wharf,
by dray, to and from every vessel carrying mails,
for one , two, or three years.
261. Bingera and 1lolan South, by horse or on
foot, three  times a  week, for one, two, or three
years.
262. Port Douglas and Mossman River, by boat
or horse,  once  a week, for one, two, or three years;
subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by
Postmaster-General.
265. Rockhampton and North Rockhampton
Post Office, by coach, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station
(North Bundaberg), and calling at the Post Office
there ; Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station
(South Bundaberg); also, Post Office and the
Wharves ; by spring cart, to all present and future
trains  and mail  vessels  ; to clear letter-boxes of
guards'  vans and  pillar-boxes ; also, to convey post
office stores , furniture, &c.; as required, for one,
two, or three years.
267. Nebo and Mount Britten (Gold Field), by
horse, once  a week, for one, two, or three years, but
terminable at one  month ' s notice  by Postmaster-
General.
269. Bundaberg and East  Bundaberg, by spring-
cart or buggy, daily,  and to act as Receiving Officer
at East Bundaberg, for one, two, or three years.
270. Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, by
horse, twice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
272. Lytton Jetty Post Office and Wynnum,
by horse, daily, for one, two, or three years ; sub-
ject to three months' notice of discontinuance by
Postmaster-General.
274. Cobb's Camp and Diddilibah, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  vid  Marion Downs,
Breadalbane, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory, Itoseheath,
and Salmonville, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
278. Maryborough Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by spring- cart,  to all present and future  trains,
as required, for one, two, or three years.
286. Granite Creek and Thornborough, by coach,
once  a week, for one, two, or three years.
286A.  Alternative :  Granite Creek and Thorn-
borough, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by boat,
twice a week for one, two, or three years.
288. Headingly and Camooweal (Lake Francis),
via  Lake Nash, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
289. Cooktown and Melvor,  via  Rosebank,
Bustard Park, and Pryde's Creek, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
292. Walloon and Smith's Mills,  via  Kercheim
and Marburg, by coach, daily ; also Marburg and
Glamorgan Vale, by horse, three times a week; for
one, two, or three years.
293. Veresdale and Allandale (Sloper' s),  via
Bromelton Bridge, Bromelton, and Moloney's, by
horse, three times a week, for one, two, or three years.
295. Macalister and Jimbour, by horse, daily
(except Sunday), for one, two, or three years.
300. Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Newellton, by
horse, once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
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300A. Herberton and Glenlinedale,  via  Watson-
ville Eureka Creek, Orient Camp, Mount Albion,
and Irvinebank, by horse, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
301. South Toolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
305. Kerry and Darlington (Upper Albert), by
horse, once a week, and to keep Receiving Office at
Darlington, for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty and non-contract mail
steamers , by boat, for one, two, or three years.
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse, three  times a  week, for one, two, or three
years.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Wharf, by
spring-cart, to all  steamers  and vessels carrying
mails,  for one, two, or three years.
309. Hodgson Railway Station and Hodgson
Receiving Office, by horse, daily, for one, two, or
three years, but terminable by Postmaster-General
on three months' notice.
311. Eton and Tierawoomba,  via  Hazeldean,
Hazelwood, Blue Mountain, Coulston Park, Boling-
broke, and Wandoo, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
313. Cunnamulla and Widgeegoara,  via  Widgee-
goara Hotel, Charlotte Plains, and Weelamurra,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
314. Stonehouse (Williams) a• d Mount Stanley,
via  Louisa Vale and Blank's Avoca Creek, by
horse, once a week, and to  act as  Receiving Officer
at Stonehouse, for one, two, or three years.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare.
won, by horse, daily (except Sunday), for one, two,
or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  vid
Three-mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by coach, three  times a  week, for one, two,
or three years.
323n.  Alternative :  Rockhampton and Mount
Morgan,  vid  Three-mile Diggings and Boulder-
combe (Crocodile Creek), by horse, three times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
323A. Kabra Railway Station and Mount Mor-
gan, by coach,  daily,  for one, two, or three years.
325. Charleville Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to all present and future trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
326. Clermont and Clermont,  via  Peak Vale,
Craven Out-Station, Craven, and Islay Plains,
return route  via  Surbiton, Banchory and Red
Rock, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three
years.
327. South Brisbane and Belmont,  via  Coorparoo,
by wagonette, daily (except Sunday), for one, two,
or three years. .
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week, and to act as Receiving Officer at Craiglie,
for one, two, or three years.
330. Pointon's (Caboolture-Baramba Road) and
Mount Mee,  via  M cDonald's Selection, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra,  via  Forest Plain, by
horse, twice a week, and to act as Receiving Officer
at Goomburra, for one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergemont,  viz  $ladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Sunny Hills, Fermoy, and
Lismore, by horse, once a week, for one year.
335. Townsville and Ingham,  via  Armidale and
Waterview, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
336. Waterford Post Office andBethania Railway
Station, by horse, daily, to all present and future
trains, as  required, for one, two, or three years.
338. Normanton and Fort Bowen, or Carr's
Camp, as required,  via  Neumayer Valley, Tala-
wanta, Jackey's Lagoon, Donor's Hill, Cowan
Downs, and Canobie, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
338A. Floraville and Donor's Hill  via  Milgarra
and Paddy's Lagoon, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
339. Childers and Barnes's School,  via  Apple Tree,
return route  via  Isis, by horse, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham Downs),
via  Bendemere, Clifford, Roughlie, and Muggleton,
by horse, once a week, for one,  two, or three years.
341. Jericho and Doongmabulla,  via  Desmond's
and Granbar's to Springer's, thence  via  Clare, Lake
Dunn, and Eastmere, return route  via  Eastmere and
Dunrobin, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
343. Surat and Noorindoo,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklarnds, Sydenham, Wehl's and Dehnertvale, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
345. Cairns and Edithvale, by steamer or boat,
once a week, for one year; subject to three months
notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.
347. Cobb's Camp and Sylvania (Petrie's Creek),
by horse, twice a week, and to keep the Post Office
at Sylvania, for one, two, or three years.
348. Cork and Springvale,  via  Urbana and Dia-
mantina Lakes, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf, by horse and
cart, to all vessels carrying mails, for one, two, or
three years.
350. Muttaburra and Arrilalah (Forest Grove),
via  Green Hills. East Darr, Evesham, Corona, and
M aneroo, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
351. Banana and Wooroona,  via  Moura, Round-
stone, Redcliffe No. 2, Redclife, and Nullalbin, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
355. Warra Railway Station and Durah,  via
Jinghi Jinghi, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
356. Southport and Woodlands (Beetham's)  via
Labrador, by omnibus or buggy, daily, for one, two,
or three years.
359. Springsure Post Office and Railway Station,
by buggy, to all present and future trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
361. Logan Village and Tambourine, by coach or
buggy, three times a week, for one, two, or three years.
362. Cooper's Plains Railway Station and Brown's
Plains,  via  Cooper's Plains Post Office, by spring-
cart, three times a week, for one two or three years.
363. Teebar and Tholothin, by horse, once a
week, and to keep Receiving Office at Tholothin, for
one, two, or three years.
364. Ravenswood and Evlinton, by horse, daily,
for one two or three years; terminable at one
month's notice by Postmaster-General.
365. St. Lawrence and Yatton, via' Byfield
Robinson's, I[awkins', and Schneider's, by horse,
once a week, and to keep Post Office at Yatton. forone
year, but contract terminable by Postmaster-General
upon one month's notice.
366. Logan Village and Greenbank,  via  North
and South Maclean and Nash's (Teviot Junction),
by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
367. Ingham and Kangaroo Hills Tin Mines,  via
Stoneleigh, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
371. Toowong and Glen Albro (Ithaca Creek),
by spring-cart, daily, for one, two, or three years.
372. Spring Creek Railway Station and Eight-
mile Plains Post Office,  via  Spring Grove School, by
horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
374. Herberton and Lake Lucy,  via  Nigger Creek,
Evelyn Sawmills, Waroora, Woodleigh, Ingot Hot
Springs, Gunnawarra, Tirrebella, Cashmere, and
Wairoona, by horse, once a fortnight, for one, two,
or three years.
378. Brisbane and Downfall Creek,  via  Stafford,
by wagonette or omnibus, daily, for one, two, or
three years.
379. Breakfast Creek Post Office and Eagle Farm
Post Office, by wagonette, once a day, and to keep
Post Office at Eagle Farm, for one, two, or three years.
380. Gayndah and Eidsvold, by coach, once a
week. for one, two, or three years ; but terminable
by Postmaster-General upon one month's notice.
381. Charters Towers and Black Jack, by coach,
daily, for one year ; but contract terminable by
the Postmastr-General upon one month's notice.
386. Normanton Post Office and Wharf, to all
mail vessels, by spring van, for one, two, or three
years.
389. Hughenden Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to all present and future trains, as
required, for one, two, or three years.
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392. Telemon.. Crossing and Palen Creek,  via
Rathdowney, by horse, once a week, and to keep
the Receiving Office at Palen Creek, for one, two, or
three years.
394. Golden Fleece and Stanton Harcourt Dig-
gings, by horse, twice a week, and to keep the
Receiving Office at Golden Fleece, for one, two, or
three years ; but contract terminable by the Post-
master-General upon one month's notice.
396. Weatherboards and Mt. Spurgeon, by
horse, once a week, and co keep the Receiving
Office at Weatherboards, for one, two, or three
years ; but subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by Postmaster-General.
398. Mount Albion and Tate Telegraph Station,
via Tate Tin Mines, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
399. Limestone and Port Douglas Road, Grove's
(Weatherboards), along the banks of the Mitchell,
via  Cowley's, and Northedge, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
400. Yuleba and Moraby,  vid  Moongool, Marra
Marra, Scotland, Westbourne, Grove, and Callitris,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
401. Dalby and Eidsvold, by coach, once a week,
for one, two, or three years, subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by. Postmaster-General.
402. Morven and Charleville,  rid  Maryvale,
Alice Downs, Authoringa, and Riversleigh, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
403. Marie Vale and Normanby Goldfield,  vid
Eagle Vale, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN.
SALE OF OVERTIME POWDER AND EXPLO-
SIVES IN MAGAZINE AT MACKAY.THE following Powder and Explosives will beSold by Public Auction, at Mackay, by
J. F. Grimstone, on the 11th August next.
H. W. WYBORN,
Pro  Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1888.
Date of
Deposit. Ship. Description.
1879.
22 Aug. "Mount Orange" ... 1 keg blasting powder
1882.
7 Nov. "Bell" ... . ... 1 case F powder
18 Nov. "Jabberwock" 1 bag FF powder
1883.
19 Feb. " Wild Wave"... ..  3 cases  cartridges
19 Mar. "Duke of Cornwall" ... 12 cases cartridges
28 Aug. " Pioneer" ... ... 9 cases FF powder
6 Oct. " Au Revoir " ... ... 5 cases F powder
26 Oct. " Au Revoir " ... ... 8 cases F powder
26 Oct. " Au Revoir " ... ... 10 cases F powder
4 Dec. " Fanny "  1 case  FF powder
4 Dec. "Fanny" ... 1 case F powder28 Dec. "Frederick
31 Dec. "Kenna's Storehehnina" 1 case F powder
1881.
21 Jan. "Jabberwock"... ...  2 cases  F powder
20 Nov. " Isabella" ... ... 1 case F powder
20 Nov. " Isabella" ... ... 1 case F powder
20 Nov. " Lavinia " ...  1 case sundries
20 Nov. "Borough Belle" 1 box caps
20 Nov. " Lady Belmore" ... 1 case fuse and caps
1885.
9 Jan . "Sybil" ... ... ... 1,800 G. caps
9 Jan . "Sybil" ... ... ... 500 revolver cartridges
9 Jan. "Sybil" ... ... 1 box fuse
1886.
30 Apr. "Jessie Matilda" 1 case diamond-grain
powder
30 Apr. "Jessie Matilda" 1 case FFF powder
24 Aug. " Yaralla" ... ... 1 case cartridges
THE Bench of Magistrates  have this day ap-pointed J&MFS McGovERN to be Pound-
keeper at Arrilalah for the ensuing twelve months.
H. MALONE,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Arrilalah ,  18th July, 1888.
NOTICE.R. WILLIAM A. O'FARRELL has this
day been appointed Poundkeeper and Bailiff
of the Small Debts Court for the Logan District for
the ensuing twelve months.
By Order of the Bench,
H. M. CHALLINOR,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 1st August, 1888.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  2nd August, 1888.
OTICE  is hereby given that CHARLES STAN-
.L FORD  SUTTON,  of Muttaburra ,  PETER BAN-
CROFT, of Brisbane ,  THOMAS WILLIAM FRANCIS, of
Bundaberg ,  and THOMAS MASSEY HARDING, of
'J'hargomindah ,  have this day been admitted as
duly qualified Medical Practitioners.
Also, that a  Provisional License to practice, until
the 31st December ,  1888 ,  has been issued in favour
Of WILLIAM FETHERSTONHAUGH,  of Brisbane.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C: HORROCKS,
Secretary.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT ,  R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1888.
No. 29.Tr r HE following resignations  will  take effect1 from date
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 6, C.  Romer ,  L.S., and
No. 40, E. J. Cadman, A. B.
Expiration of three years' term of service.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor , Q.N.C.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR  THE  WEEK ENDING 28TH DAY OF
JULY, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 468
Number  since  admitted ... ... 4
Number returned from leave ... ...  2
Number  discharged ... 0
Number died ... ... ... 2
Number absent on leave  ... ... 1
474
- 3
Number remaining at date hereof ... 471
Admissions during the week :
Patrick Joseph Maloney, 49,  mason, from Townsville ;
has earned his living during the last few years as a
musician on  the Central Railway.
George Peacock Alderson ,  46, farmer ,  from Brisbane ;
employed during the last two years by Mr .  Nelson,
Loudon Station near Dalby.
Thomas Landy, 60, sailmaker, from Toowoomba
Hospital  ;  unable to work for the last three years.
Anne Griffin ,  73, from Brisbane  ; re-admission--
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
John Ready, 30, labourer ; admitted 5th January,
1888.
George Seabrook, 75, butcher ; admitted 24th April,
1884.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,Brisbane, 1st August, 1888.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Ba-Ik of New South Wales ,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY.
Under  Colonial Secretary
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AsssTS of Tue BANE OF NEW SOUTH WALES,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
)!totes in Circulation S Not bearing Interest ... ...  95,452 5 5t Bearing Interest  ... ... ... .........
Not bin I..Bi 1s in  Circulation I B ea ingrInterestrest ... ... 384 9 10
Balances  due to other Banks ... ...
( Not bearing Interest..,
Deposits  ... {  Bearing Interest ...
Ditto Gov rnment
Total Amount of Liabi lities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... 0
Bate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders  ... ...  1711 per cent .  per annum
Amount of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared  ... ... ... ... ...  109,375 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... .. ,  910,000 0 0
Brisbane,  30th July, 1888.
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined  Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bare ...
Gove rnment Securities... ...
Landed Property .
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.305,685 13  0
16,789 7 7
61,925 16 11
2,457 6 2
5,269 16 9
1,871,485 3 5
... .,. £2,263,613  3 10
ALEX .  ARCHER , Manager.
J. W. CRIBB ,  Accountant.
I, Alexander Archer, declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Gove rn or and Council of the Colony of New South Wales'
4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Declared before  me, at B ri sbane ,  this thirtieth day of July, 1888.
CHAS. E .  ALFORD, Justice of the Peace.
ALEX .  ARCHER.
ASSESSMENT
The duty on the  within-mentioned sum of  £ 95,452 5s .  6d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in
circulation for the year 1888, by the
Bank of New South Wales ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of  £ 71517s. 9d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
459,071 6 7
... 1,125,507 2 6
59,615 7 8
TOTALS.
£ s.d.
95,452 5 5
384 9 10
964 17 2
1,644,193 16  9
£1,740,995 9 2
...1 1,250,000 0
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty -seventh day of July, 1888 ,  the sum of £71617s .  9d., for the duty  assessed  as above.
Entd.-CRAB .  F. DRIVER.  For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  1st  August, 1888.TT ITi f , Ilowing General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Bank of Australasia, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several WeeklyStatements daring the Quarter from the 31st March  to 30th  June ,  1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average  Amount of the  LIABILITIES  and ASSETS of THE BANS OF AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the  several Weekly
Statements during the  QUARTER from the 31st MARCH to 30th JUNE, 1988.
LIABILITIES.
Not bearing Interestf Ci l tiN n arcuotes on ,,, ( Bearing Interest ..,
Bills in Circulation  .., (
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest ...
Bslances  due to other  Banks ...
D3posits
AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
40,921 0 0
7,715 1 2
TOTALS.
£  S.  d.
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ,,.
Gold and Silver in Bullion or  Bars ...
40,921 0 0 Stamp Account ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
7,715 1 2 Balances due from other Banks ... ... ...
830 1 0 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
j Not bearing Interest .. .. 195,491 7 6
Bearing Interest  ...  331,061 0 10
Total Average of Liabilities
526,552 8 4
£576,01810 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... 1,600,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 12 per cent. per annum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 96,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 800,000 0 0
Total Average of Assets
£ a, d.
'1 OTALS.
£  S. d.
109,572 1 1
35,305  2 10
475 1 10
36,463 8 9
8,159 2 9
1,056,404 12 3
£1,246,379 9 6
J. BALBIRNIE -VANCE,  Manager.
F. J. TOWNSEND,  Accountant.
I, John Arthur Patrick Balbirnie -Vance,  make oath that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief, th9 foregoing  Abstract  is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the
above Bank during the period specified ;  and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the  Act of the  Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this twenty -sixth day of July,  1888.  J. BALBIRNIE -VANCE,
C. M. COLLINS,  Justice of the Peace . ASSESSMENT. at Brisbane..
The duty on the within -mentioned sum of £40,291 ,  being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation ,  for the year 1888, by the
Bank of Australasia , in th3 Colony of  Queensland, is assessed at the sum of  £ 30618x. 2d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-firth day of July, 1888, the sum of £30618s. 2d., for the duty assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-CHAS. F. DRIVER. GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1888.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the  several
Weekly  Statements  during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRAOT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE ROYAL BANH OF QUEENSLAND, LIMITED,  within  the Colony  of Queensland ,  taken from  the several
Weekly Statements  during  the QUARTER from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest ... ... 36,481 0 0
Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ... ... 354 1 3Bearing Interest
Balances due  to other Banks  ... ... ... ... ......Not bearing Interest ... 20',218 14 8
Deposits ... ... Bearing Interest ... ... ... 653,149 18 5
(( Ditto Government 150,000 0 0
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
36,481 0 0
354 1 3
15,160 19 5
903,368 13 1
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... £955,364 13 9
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this  date ... 242,848 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders... ...
... 6 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... 6,250 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 3,000 0 0
Total Amount  of Assets
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
103,352 16 11
23,056 4 4
16,923 1 7
20,228 8 3
1,022 16 1195,852 13  3
921,209 13  4
... ... ... ... £1,181,64514 7
JOHN K. CANNAN,  Assistant  Manager.Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
J. B. BOTHAMLEY, Accountant.
I, John Kearsey Cannan, make oath that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of July, 1888.
JAS. CAMBELL, Justice of the Peace. -
ASSESSMENT.
JOHN K. CANNAN.
The duty on the within.mentioned sum of £36,491, being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the  annual average  of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1888, by the Royal
Bank of Queensland, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed at the sum of £27312s. 6d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-sixth day of July, 1888, the sum of £27312s. 6d., for the duty assessed as above. For the  Commissioner,
Entd, CHAS. F. DRIVER. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined (fold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
(fold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ...
Government  Securities  ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ... ,
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" It EAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
FAKE Notice,  that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of  " %he Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose v ill
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form 13 of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
40 acres, being portion 31, parish of Allora, within the
Allora Reserve
Subdivisions 4 to 22 of  section 3  Fee-simple
of portion  342, parish of
Enoggera ,  and subdivision 17
of portion  158A,  parish of
Yeerongpilly
Name of  Applicant.
Joseph Dank ...
Regi.tl ar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane, 4th August, 1888 . Registrar  of Titles.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my  Office on or before the day
specified.
Name  of Deceased Date of
Proprietor. Death.
1 1887.
William Kennedy, late 24 Jan.
of Booval, near  Ips-
wich, publican
1883.
Hans Thomsen Petersen, 6 Nov.
late of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South
Wales
1886.
Daniel Denis McGrath ,  5 April
late of Townsville,
publican
1888.
William Henry Milman, 4 April
late of South  Brisbane,
master mariner
1886.
John Smith,  late of 19 May
Brisbane ,  undertaker
1887.
Michael Ryan ,  late of 8 Aug.
Brisbane ,  freeholder
1878.
Thomas James House, 4 Dec.
late of Fortitude
Va lley, freeholder
3 April
1885.
Lewis Wolfe  Levy,  late 25 Jan .  Benjamin Wolfe Levy,
of Sydney ,  merchant Neville David Cohen,
and George Judah
Cohen ,  all of Sydney,
merchants
Frank Bingham Sheri -
dan, late of Croydon,
but formerly of Bris-
bane ,  barrister -at-law
1887.
19 Nov., The Curator  of Intes-
I tate Estates
Mari e Bachert ,  late wife
of Henry Bachert, of
Rockhampton ,  draper
Timothy Corbett,  late ofEnoggers, freeholder
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
James Payne and j 1 acre 1 rood, county of Stanley,
James Lindsay, both I parish of Ipswich, being sub-
of Bundanba divisions 5, 6, 21,  and 22 of
section 2 of the land described
in Certificate of Title No. 3250
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
ABA
1888.
Fee-simple Will dated 18 Jan- 11 Sept.
uary, 1887
Hilma Petersen .  of An undivided moiety in portion  Fee-simple
Sydney, in the Colony  86, parish of Argentine
of New South Wales,
widow ,  and Andreas
Petersen ,  of Towns-
ville, miner
Robert Philp ,  of  Ms -  An undivided moiety  in portion Fee-simple
bane, merchant,  and 86,  parish of Argentine
Thomas Coyle. of
Townsville, publican
Emily  Milman ,  of Bri s- Subdivisions 19 and 20 of section Fee-simple
bane,  widow  1 of allotment 8A, parish of
Bulimba
James Dunbar ,  fireman,
and Henry William
Dark,  cordial manu-
facturer, both of
Brisbane
Alexander Peters,
patent slip prop ri etor,
and Alfred Batch,
plumber, both of
Bri sbane
Emily Hawkins, wife of
James Hawkins, of
Fortitude  Valley,
vanman
Henry Bachert ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  draper
Subdivisions 2 and 3 of portion Fee -simple
306, parish of Tingalpa ; sub-
division 1 of section 7 of portion
43, parish of Indooroopilly ;
portion 396  and subdivision 1
of portion 395, parish of Yee-
rongpilly ;  and allotment 2 of
section 44 .  pa ri sh of South
Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane
Re-subdivision 9 of subdivision Fee-simple
A of suburban allotment 24,
parish of South Brisbane, at
Kangaroo Point
30  Mar.' Edward Joseph  Corbett,
of Brisbane ,  so licitor
An undivided moiety in allot- Fee-simple
ment 7 of section 15,  town of
Townsville
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
11 September, 1888.
Wi ll  dated 2 No- 18 Sept.
vember, 1883
Will dated  2 Febru -  18 Sept.
ary, 1886
Will dated  8 June,  '  4 Sept,
1878
Will dated  14 May, 4 Sept.
1886
Will  dated 5 Febru- 4 Sept.
ary, 1887
As Administratrix 4 Sept.
Will dated 6 Jan- 18 Sept.
nary, 1885, and
Codicil thereto
bearing date 12
January, 1885
Subdivisions 5, 7, 9, 61,  and 63 of Fee-simple Order  of supreme 4 Sept.
portion 169,  parish of Bulimba Court dated 21
December, 1887
South -eastern moiety of subdi - Fee-simple As Administrator  18 Sept
vision 1 of allotment  6 of see-'
tion 5, town of Rockhampton
Subdivision  2 of allotments  7 Fee -simple Will dated 8 July, 4 Sept.
and 12 of section 1, parish of
North Brisbane ,  city of Bris-
bane
1886
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 4th August, 1888.  Registrar  of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 4th August, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Fourth day of September next,
in conformity with the provisions of the ninety-
fifth section of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861."
to dispense with the production of triplicate Sub-
lease No. 87443, from Michael Murphy to Charles
Henry Ashford, of part of the land described in
Certificate of Title No. 46817, Register Book,
volume 314, folio 59, being subdivision 1 of allot-
ment 10 of section 12, town of Townsville, and will
then permit a surrender of the said Sub-lease to be
registered, the said triplicate having been lost or
destroyed by the said Michael Murphy.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar_of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th;August, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the Eighteenth day of August instant,
in conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  "The  Real Property Act of  1861," to
dispense with the production of duplicate Bill of
Mortgage  No. 67333  from Wilhelm Helmholz to
James Carothers ,  of the land described in Certificate
of Title No .  54588, Register Book, volume 368,
folio 78, being portion 24, parish of Capalaba, and
will then permit a release of the said Mortgage to
be endorsed on the original thereof in this Office,
the said duplicate Bill of Mortgage having been
lost, mislaid ,  or destroyed by,Lthe said James
Carothers.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend CHRISTOPHER JOHN MOOD, a
Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination, re-
siding at Brisbane, in the Registry District of
Brisbane, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1888.
NOTICE.I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend ALEXANDER MITCHELL GAULD,
a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
having removed  from Gympie . in the Registry
District  of Gympie,  to Townsville ,  in the Registry
District of Townsville ,  has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS TO STATE
SCHOOL, TINGALPA.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
August, from persons willing to contract for
Improvements and Repairs to State School,
Tingalpa.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments and Repairs to State School, Tingalpa."
Plan, Specification, and form. of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained; at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVING THREE (3) CLOSETS ON TO
NEW CESSPITS, STATE SCHOOL, TENT
HILL LOWER.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 and at the Court Houses, Gatton and Ipswich,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
August, from persons willing to contract for
Removing Three (3) Closets on to New Cesspits,
State School, Tent Hill Lower.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Removing
Three (3) Closets on to New Cesspits, State School,
Tent Hill Lower."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Gatton and
Ipswich.
Tenders- must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIR AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
OAKEY CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs and Paint-
State School, Oakey Creek.Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Repairs
and Painting, State School, Oakey Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,18 25.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS, GLENMORE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August, from
persons willing to contract for New School Build-
ings, Glenmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New School
Buildinqs, G lenmore."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is .010.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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DUARINGA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DUARINGA DIVISIONAL BOARD for  SIX MONTHS
1.- ended 30tH JuNE, 1888.
1888.
let January-
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
1 1 0 Not  resented.1 1 0) p
1st January-
5 By Works on Roads ... ... ... 41 10 4
0 „ General Expenses ,  including Adver-
4 tising , &c. ... ... ... ... 14 3 4
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
Salary Account ... 7 10 0
Balance  ... ... ... ... 125 0 1
Interest on fixed deposit not entered ... 8 10 0
To Balance at Bank  ... ... ... 41 16
„ Government Endowment on Rates  ...  149 8
Rates received ,  Arrears from last I year 0 19
Bank Balance
£10 12 0
J. D. BOGIE, Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Duaringa Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
PETER DIAMOND, ZAuditors.Duaringa, 14th July, 1888. JOHN BARRY, S
1540 19s.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House.
Brisbane, 31st July, 1888.
j T is hereby notified that the following entle-
men have been appointed Commissioners f r
taking Affidavits, &c.:-
GEORGE HENRY TAYLOR, Deputy Sheriff,
Dubbo, New South Wales ;
E. G. S. HARE, Solicitor, Perth, Western
Australia ;
CHARLES J. BROWN, Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
Croydon ;
GEORGIC COLEMAN, Solicitor, Wagga Wagga,
New South Wales ;
POLLET CABDEW, Police Magistrate, Stan-
thor e ;
R. W. KENDRICK, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Charters Towers ;
CHARLES G. VARLEY, Solicitor, Adelaide, South
Australia ;
ALFRED J. ROBERTSON, Solicitor, Tumut, New
South Wales ;
R. W. MORAN, Police Magistrate, Thar-
gomindah ;
W. G. K. CUSACK, Mining Registrar, Croydon;
G. F. OAKLEY, Solicitor, Donald, Victoria ;
T. BUBDER BACKHOUSE, Solicitor, Melbourne,
Victoria ;
CLIFTON H. TICKELL, Solicitor, 37, Wallbrook,
London ;
W. WELLS ROBINSON, Solicitor, Singleton,
New South Wales ;
KIERAN  RYAN, Solicitor, Kiama, New South
Wales ;
PATRICK CAHILL, Acting Clerk of Petty Ses-
sions , Cardwell ;
GEORGE SCOTT, Associate to His Honour Mr.
Justice Harding, Brisbane ;
ALFRED ROBERTS, Solicitor, Herberton;
SYDENHAM BOWDER, Justice of the Peace,
Tintaldra, Upper Murray, Victoria,
R. G. D. FITZGERALD, Solicitor, Musswell-
brook, New South Wales ;
WILTON WOOD, Solicitor, Normanton;
G. H. BBEWSTEB, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Normanton ;
ERNEST EGLINTON, Police Magistrate, Port
Douglas ;
s. d.  1888.  £ s. d.
£192 3  9 £192 3 9
£135'12 1
Difference
Cheque,  22nd September , No. 1897 ...
Cheque, 17th  February ,  No. 12052 ...
PHILIP W. PEARS, Police Magistrate, Nor-
manton ;
CHARLES S. NoRRis, Solicitor, Townsville ;
J. C G. MACDONALD, Police Magistrate, Towns-
ville ;
JOHN MACPHERSON MACDONALD, Police Magis-
trate, Boulia ;
W. A. DOVERS, Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
Bombala, New South Wales ;
GEORGE H. GOWER, Police Magistrate, Wil-
cannia , New South Wales ;
JOHN MACALISTER, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Maryborough ;
R. C. H. UHR, Police Magistrate, Blackall ;
Louis HORWITZ, Solicitor, Hamilton, Victoria ;
and
HUGH NORTON, Solicitor, Deniliquin, New
South Wales.
J. HARRISON BYRNE,
Associate to The Honourable The Chief Justice
of Queensland.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Alexander  McKillop, of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  licensed victua ller, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
J is ordered that the said Alexander McKillop
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be  Official  Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting  of the  creditors of the said
Alexander McKillop, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fourteenth day of August, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Alexander McKillop shall, on the
Thirteenth day of August, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the  Trustee  in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the
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names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability to
meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Walter Cooper, of Warril Creek,  near  Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, bricklayer, by
himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Walter Cooper
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Walter Cooper, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fourteenth day of August, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Walter Cooper shall, on the Thirteenth
day of August, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND  MCNAB.
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Agents for-
A. M. DBYSDALE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Ipswich.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Sigismund,  Goldring, of Mount Romeo in
Fields, in the Colony of Queensland,  store-
keeper, by the  said Sigismund  Goldring.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Sig smund Goldring
be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, - be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Sigismund Goldring, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Fourteenth day of August,
1888 ,  at Eleven  o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered  that the said Sigismund Goldring
shall ,  on the  Eleventh day of August, 1888, at
Brisbane ,  deliver  to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true ,  and accurate  statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities  of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
MARK CHARLES ZAHEL,
Solicitor  for Insolvent,
Cooktown.
By JOHN GU THRIE,
Solicitor,
Deputy Registrar;
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Purcell, lately of Tallebudgera, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, but whose
whereabouts is at present unknown, by Arthur
Segel, of the Tweed River, in the Colony of
New South Wales, coach-proprietor.
To Thomas Purcell, lately of Tallebudgera, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, but whose
whereabouts  is at  present unknown.
T
AKE Notice, that an Insolvency Petition has
been presented against you to this Court by
Arthur Segel, of the Tweed River, in the Colony of
New South Wales, coach-proprietor, and the Court
has ordered that service of a sealed copy of the said
Petition and the summons thereon endorsed by
leaving the same at your last known place of abode
or business, at Tallebudgera afore aid, and by
publication of a notice of the said Petition, once in
the  Queensland Government Gazette  and once in
the  Brisbane Courier  newspaper, published in
Brisbane, shall be good and sufficient service of the
said Petition and summons upon you on the date of
such publication ; and further take notice that you
are required to appear to the said Petition within
eight days of such service, inclusive of the day of
such  service, and if you do not appear the Court
may adjudge you insolvent in your absence.
The Petition can be inspected by you on appli-
cation  at this Court.
Dated the third day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Solicitor for the Petitioning Creditor,
1548
Queen  street, Brisbane.
11s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Henry Theodor Kreibke, of
Mitchell, in the Colony of Queensland,  store-
keeper,  an Insolvent.0 N the thirtieth day of July, 1888, a Certificate
of Discharge , was granted  to Henry TheodorKreibke, of Mitchell, who was  adjudicated  insolvent
on the eleventh day of July, 1887.
Dated this thirty -first  day of July, 1883.
ALFRED DOWN,
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liqui-
dation by Arrangement of the Affairs of
John Thompson, of Pine street, Bulimba, near
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor.
C HARLES JOHN WESLEY SOIIT El, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of August, 1888.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1541
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Herbert Greening ,  trading
as "G. H .  Greening and Company ,"  merchants,
of Brisbane, in Liquidation.GFORGE CANNON,  of Brisbane ,  accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Liquidating Debtor must  deliver them
to the Trustee, and all debts due to the Liquidating
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of August, 1888.
1533
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Walter Barrett, of Childers, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Messrs .  Morton and Powers, Wharf street,
Maryborough ,  on the Seventeenth day of August
instant, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this third day of August, 1888.
MORTON AND  POWERS,
Solicitors for Debtor,
Maryborough.
By CHLMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
1546 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Donald McDonald ,  of Green-
mount, in the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting  of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Mr.  James Murray, solicitor ,  Ruthven street,
Toowoomba ,  on the Sixteenth day of August, A.D.
1888 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of July ,  A.D. 1888.
JAS. MURRAY,
Solicitor for the said Donald McDonald,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Agents-
1)ALY AND HELLICAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1532 5 s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Spencer, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, tailor, an insolvent.
ON the Twenty-ninth day of August, 1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, James Spencer,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, tailor,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-second day of
July, 1887, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this first day of August, 1888.
1529
JAMES SPENCER,
Insolvent in Person,
South Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Hubert Broome Rickards, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
accountant, an Insolvent.
j N the Twenty-ninth day of August, 1888, atTen o'clock in the forenoon, Hubert Broome
Rickards, of Brisbane in the Colony of Queens-
land, accountant, adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-second day of February, 1888, will apply to
the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for
a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of August, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1536
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Reese, of Brisbane,
jeweller ,  an Insolvent.
A FIRST  and Final  Dividend,  of 9s. 9d. in the
£, has been declared in the above Estate, and
is now payable at the Office of the undersigned.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
A.M.P. Chambers,
31st  July, 1888.
1524 3s. 6d.
In the Assigned Estate of William Clark, of
Brisbane.
A
FIRST Dividend,  of 2s .  6d. in the £, is
payable in the above Estate on all admitted
claims, This Day (WEDNESDAY ),  the 1st
August, 1888, at my Office, Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,
Assignee.
1528 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of George Farrow ,  late of
North Pine, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased ,  intestate.
X1  OTICE is hereby given ,  that ,  after the ex-
I  A piration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
trap on of all the lands, goods ,  chattels ,  credits,
and effects of the abovenamed George Farrow,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Jervis Farrow .  of North Pine aforesaid ,  farmer,
the lawful son and one of the next-of-kin of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this fourth day of August,
A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
1535
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Applicant.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Willof Joseph Carroll, late of Goodna, in
the Colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
. tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Joseph Carroll, deceased, may
be granted to Francis Arthur Gore, of Yandilla, in
the said colony, grazier, and Sinclair Bissett Donald,
of the same place, accountant, the Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated this first day of August, 1888.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK BERNAYS,
1534
Proctor for Executors,
George street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Davinson, late of Cardwell,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, de-
ceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Robert Davinson, deceased,
may be granted to Horace Heywood, of Cardwell,
in the Colony of Queensland, clerk, and William
Scougall, of Cardwell aforesaid, gentleman, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of July, A.D.
1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
1543
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Jordan, late of jBrisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman, de-
ceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
l the above Estate, from the fourth day of
May, 1887, to the twenty-fifth day of July, 1888,
have  this day been filed in my Office, and all
parties having any claims on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein are required to,
come  in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
THURSDAY, the Sixth day of September, 1888,
and inspect  the said Accounts, and, if they should
think fit, object thereto; and if no exception shall
be taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Half-past Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of July, A.D.
1888.
THYNNE AND GoZRTZ,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
Proctors for the Executors,
Edward and Queen streets, Brisbane.
'1523 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Edwin  Daintrey, late of Randwick,
near Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales,  solicitor , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expi-
ration of fourteen  days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application  will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Letters of Administra-
tion ,  with Exemplification  of, the said Will annexed,
may be granted  to John Henry Flower, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, the lawfully-consti-
tuted Attorney of Marshall Driver Woodhouse.
Arthur James Daintrey, and John Chadwick
Woore, the Executors  named in and  appointed by
the said Will  of the said deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane  this third day of August,
1888.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor for  the said John Henry Flower,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1530 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Erbacher ,  late of Too-
woomba ,  in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-N tion of fourteen  days  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Frederick Erbacher ,  deceased,
may be granted to Leonard Erbacher , of Too-
woumba atoresaid ,  farmer ,  one of the Executors and
Trustees named in the said Will, Frederick Fass,
of Southport, in the said  Colony,  licensed victualler,
the remaining Executor and Trustee therein named,
having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated this first day of August, A.D. 1888.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
and 57. Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Leonard Erbacher.
1547
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
THE  QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK, LIMITED,
v. ADAM BLACK.
To all persons concerned.
6s.
TAKE
Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued  upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's equity of redemption, right, title, and interest
(if any) of, in, and to the following properties,
viz.:-
Parish. Area. Deed of Register Book.Grant.
A. R. P. No. Vol. Folio.
Boyd 2 3 8 28475 245 235
Ditto 3 1 15 28476 245 236
Ditto 2 1 32  28477 245 237
Ditto 2 3 8 28478 245 238
Ditto 5 2 28 28479 245 239
Ditto 4 2 1 28480 245 240
Ditto 4 2 4 28481 245 241
Ditto 3 0 27  284112 245 242
Subject to  Bill of  Mortgage  No. 131051  to secure
£400  and further advances :
Also, of,  in, and  to, the  following properties,
Viz.:-
Parish. Area.
Boyd ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Nerang ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Certificate Register Book.
of Title.
A. R. P. No. Vol. Folio.
6 1 34 61287 417 27
312 2 6 61288 417 28
6 0 0 45030 302 32
17 2 0 55926 377 166
5 3 23  44214 400 224
7 3 19 44216 400 226
5 3 21 101993 667 233
Subject to Bill of Mortgage No. 131050 to secure
£1,000 and further  advances :
Also, all the Defendant's right, title, and interest
(if any)  of, in, and  to, all that piece or parcel of
land situated  in the parish of Woondum,  containing
100 acres, being the land described in Certificate
of Title 53422, volume 482, folio 182; unencum-
bered :
Also, of,  in, and  to, an undivided moiety with
one Barlow , in 77 acres, situated in the parish of
Woondum. being the land described in Certificate
of Title 78643, volume 534, folio 133:
Amount now due under above securities, £7,986
14s.  11d.:
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Northumberland Hotel,
Gympie, on TUESDAY, the Eighteenth day of
September next, at Twelve o'clock Noon , unless
this  Execution  is previously satisfied.
1549
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff of Queensland.
22s. 6d.
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PUBLIC NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
N known as " The  Brisbane  Marble Lime
Company," carrying on business  near  Norman's
Creek, near South Brisbane, and consisting of
Charles Short Salmond, Alexander Reid Baird, and
Basil Armitage Holt, is hereby Dissolved by mutual
consent, so far as concerns  the said Alexander Reid
Baird, as from the twenty-sixth day of July, 1888,
and that the said Partnership now consists of the
said Charles Short Salmond, John Filmore Sherry,
of Melbourne, gentleman, and the said Basil
Armitage Holt, and that all debts due to the said
Partnership and all liabilities due by the said
Partnership, as and from the said twenty-sixth
day of July, 1888,  are to  be respectively paid to
and paid by the said Charles Short Salmond, the
said Job n Filmore Sherry, and the said Basil
Armitage Holt.
1544 5s. 6d.
WOONGARRA -DIVISIONAL BOARD.N OTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention
of the Board to apply to The Honourable
the Colonial  Treasurer for a  Loan of £5,000, to be
expended as  follows:-
Forming, metalling ,  and blinding Pilot
Station road  ... ... ... ... 2,000
Forming ,  metalling ,  and blinding  G rim-
wood 's road  ... ... ... ... 1,500
Forming ,  metalling, and blinding Tur-
ner's road  ... ... ... 1,500
Plans, Specifications ,  and Estimates are open for
inspection at the  Office of the  Board ,  East Bunda-
berg.
By Order,
JOSEPH NIXON,
Clerk.
1525 6s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
streets :-North Brisbane : Amy street, from
end of  main to  Leichhardt street; Abbotsford
road, from Campbell street to Perry street ;
Albert street, from Abbotsford road to Hamil-
ton Place; Cintra road, from end of main to
Perry street ; Perry street, from Cintra road
to Abbotsford road ; Light street, from Wick-
ham street to Amelia street ; Little street,
from Gipp street to end of street. Milton :
Fernberg road, from Nash street five chains
towards Given terrace; Fernberg road, from
Nash street twenty-nine chains towards Fern-
berg Villa; Nash street, from Fernberg road
to Boundary road; George street, from Boun-
dary road to Howard street ; Howard street,
from George street to Heussler terrace. South
Brisbane : Lytton road, from Manilla street to
Geelong street ; and the private streets, courts,
lanes , and alleys opening thereto.THE Main Pipe in the said streets being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply  of water as  directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1888.
1083 9s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
-T OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
apply in the present Session of Parliament
for a Bill to vest the lands described in Deeds of
Grant Nos. 2847, 2848, and 2849, namely,  allotments
8, 9, 10, and 11 of section 26, parish of North Bris-
bane and town of Brisbane, in the Acting Trustees
of such land, to enable such Acting Trustees to sell,
lease, or otherwise dispose of  the same or  any part
thereof, and for other purposes incidental thereto.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Trustees and Applicants.
1436 59.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 and
1867," and in the Matter of The Australian
Company, Limited.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Thirty-first day of October, 1888, to
send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or  claims,  and the  names and
addresses of their solicitors, if any, to Frank
Anstey Davis, of No. 5, Laurence Pountney Hill,
in the City of London, the Liquidator of the said
Company, and if so required, by notice in writing
from the said Liquidator, are, by their solicitors,
to come in and prove their said debts or claims at
such time and place as shall be specified in such
notice, or in default thereof they will be excluded
from the benefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved.
Dated this, twenty -fourth day of July, 1888.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors to the abovenamed Liquidator,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
1537 7s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Maryborough-Burrum
Coal Company, Limited.
A T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
abovenamed Company, duly convened and
held at the School of Arts, Maryborough, on the
sixth day of July, 1888, the following Special
Resolutions were duly passed ;  and at  a subsequent
Extraordinary General Meeting of the said Com-
pany, also duly convened and held at the same
place on the twentieth day of July,  1888 , the fol-
lowing Special Resolutions were duly confirmed,
viz.491. That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily, and that James Marsden, of Mary-
borough, accountant, be and is hereby
appointed Liquidator for the purpose of
such winding-up."
" 2. That the Liquidator be authorised to con-
sent  to transfer or sell the whole of this
Company's  business  and property to any
other Company, the principal terms of
which shall be that such other Company
shall have  a nominal  capital of £25,000,
divided into 25,000 shares of £1 each,
payable as follows-1s. 6d. per share on
application,  1s. per share on allotment,
and calls not exceeding 6d. per share per
month ; also that £2,000 in cash be paid
this Company, and 3,000 shares paid up
to 10s. each, and 5,000 ordinary contribu-
ting shares be reserved for distribution and
be distributed  pro rata  amongst the mem-
bers of this Company, the said £2,000 to
be paid in  the instalments  following, that
is to say, £1,000 on allotment of shares,
and £1,000 at any time within twelve
months of the said allotment, and the
balance of the shares to be offered for
sale as ordinary contributing shares ; that
such Company be liable only for brokerage
in connection with its  own shares and costs
of transfer  or other assurance  of the busi-
ness  and property of this Company-all
other  expenses  (it any) to be borne by this
Company ; or to enter into any other
arrangement  with such other Company as
a General Meeting of the Members of this
Company may, from time to time, by reso-
lution , direct or  assent to."
Dated this thirtieth day of July, 1888.
W. SOUTHERPEN,
Chairman.
Witness-
HENRY THORBURS,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
Moa.TON AND POWERS,
Solicitors, Maryborough.
By their Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors, Brisbane.1545 15s.
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SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-LAND.APAMPHLET bearing on the above, compiledby the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stork. now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth; postage 8d. within,
and is. 4d. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In t his Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described,  and also
much information as to their  several properties and
effects  upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
V
() N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane:-Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s.  6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
One dark-red and white bullock, cocked horns, half-
penny out of top side of  off ear , like 2AG
(registered brand) off thigh.
One red and white bullock, cocked horns, E)(3
(registered brand) near rump, like DR1 (registered
brand) off ribs, fish-hook  ear-mark near ear.
One roan heifer, halfpenny ear-mark top  side off ear,
blotched registered brand off ribs.
One red heifer, halfpenny out of top  of near ear, no
visible  brands.
Also, from  enclosed lands , Redford  Station, on the
same  date, by order of D. A. McLean,  Esquire. Dam-
ages ,  2s. 6d . per head ; driving, 14s. 6d.
One white bullock, KL1 (registered  brand )  over 3 off
ribs ,  front quarter  ear-mark off ear.
One light -roan bullock , V C 2 (registered brand) off
ribs ,  2 off cheek ,  block ear-mark near ear.
If not released  on or before the 21st August,  1888, wi ll
be sold to defray  expenses.
1521
IMPOUNDED at Toowong off thestreets.
One bay mare, 7V D (registered brand) near shoulder.
One red heifer, 5P® (registered brand) off rump.
One red and white cow, 8ST (registered  brand) off
rump.
o brand) off rump.One red heifer, 5QP (registered )
One red cow, like T,ti.i gR off ribs.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
PETER OLSON, Poundkeeper.
1527 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowong.
One white cow, TCA over AW off rump, ONA off ribs.
One strawberry cow, 5)(® (registered brand) off ribs.
One bay horse, V1 near shoulder , 8 near rump.
One black horse, JFT (the J and F conjoined) near
shoulder, 8 near rump.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PETER OLSON, Poundkeeper.
1075 4s.
NOTICE.POUNDKE EPERS and others are requested,when deseribinq brands, to make a distinction
between  "Registered 'an  other brands, byplacing
the words "Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1888. £ s. d.
July 28.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... ... 0 7 0
28.-Maconochie Brothers  ... ...  0 2 0
„ 28.-T. Walsh ... ... ... ... 0 4 1
30.-Perry Divisional Board ... ... 0 1 2
„ 30.-Gibson and Allen ... ... ... 0 2 6
31.-W. Furlong ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 31.-J. G . Sims  ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
„ 31.- F. A. Powell ... ... ... 2 0 0
Aug. 1.-W. and J.  Moore  ... ... ... 1 0 0
2.-J. P. Maloney ... ... ... 0 1 0
2.-Darling Downs Gazette  ..  ...  0 9 6
2.-Duaringa Divisional Board ... 0 19 0
2.-G. Turnbull ... ... ... 0 1 1
2. -M. Coll ess ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
2. --H. M agnay  ... ... ...  0 2 0
2.-Cairns Chronicle  ...  ... ...  0 3 0
2.-J. R. Morris ... ... ... 0 1 6
2.-J. Bar re tt ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
2.-A. Johnston ... 0 1 2
3.-G. Mun ro  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-Murweh Divisional Board ... 0 10 0
3.-F. L. Jones ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-D. Lahev ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
Im9onnbings.
6' Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING PE$ ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be  inserted  in the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from enclosed lands, Forest
Vale, on the 24th July, 1888, by order of Messrs.
Elliot, Lethbridge, and Elliot. Driving, 8s. 4d. per
head.
One dark-bay or brown gelding, hind feet white, star in
forehead,  F V b (registered brand) over like 1OJ
or 7OJ (registered brand) near shoulder, 57 near
cheek.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, on the
23rd July, 1888, by order of the General Inspector.
Damages, 5s . per head.
One bay horse, + over 0 near shoulder ,  star, near hind
foot white.
One red and white  cow, 403 (registered brand) off
ribs.
One red and white spotted heifer, 4(33 (registered
brand )  off ribs.
If not released on or before the 6th August, 1888, will
be'sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1538 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Fairlight Sta ion,
on the 23rd July, 1888, by order of James Thomp-
son, Esquire .  Driv ing, 2s .  6d. per head.
One chestnut gelding ,  blaze down face, 3HD (regis-
tered brand) off  shoulder.
One bay gelding, fore feet and off hind foot white, small
blaze down face, blind near eye, saddle-marked,
JAO (registered brand) near shoulder, RB4(registered brand )  off shoulder.
If not released on or before'the 21st August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
1539 2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, on the 27th June, 1888,
by order of H. Hart,  Esquire,  Gowrie . Driving, 2s.
One white- roan  bullock, both  ears  marked, W2B over 4
near ribs.
If not released on or before the 14th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1522
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE,
Acting Poundkeeper.
7s.
WM. FURLONG,  Poundkeeper.
is.
Printed and Published by JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer,
Will iam street ,  Brisbane, 4th August, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Faulkner, of The Queensland Iron Works,
Brisbane, Queensland, for an invention described as
" The Goliath Self-contained Stamper Battery for
Crushing Quartz and Other Minerals by Direct
Acting High Pressure Steam Power with or with-
out Vacuum."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it  is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
John Faulkner, in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th July, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an appli cation  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed  thereto, received from
James Walter Butcher and William True-Bennett,
both of Sydney, New South Wales, for an inven-
tion for" Improvements  in Gas Pressure Regulators
and in Gas Burners."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within  two months  from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend  that a Patent be granted for the said
invention  to the said James Walter Butcher and
William True-Bennett, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
[No. 76.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
J OTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Lucien Benoist ,  of the Montsouris Observatory,
Paris, France, for an invention described as
" Improvements in the Means of Preven ti ng the
Formation or Development of Injurious Germs of
Ainmal or Vegetable  Life  Applicable to the Treat-
ment of Hides or Skins ,  and to the Manufacture,
Preparation ,  and Preservation of Other Materials
and Substances liable to be  affected  by such Germs."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Lucien Benoist ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, an d Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Probert, of 306, Leavenworth street, San
Francisco, California, United States of America,
for an invention for " Improvements in Process of
Working Auriferous and Argentiferous Arsenides,
Sulphides ,  and Furnace Slags."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Probert, in accordance with the provisions
of "  The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM  T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
135
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Robert Buford, of Bell street, Allandale, and John
Thomas Walker, of Dana street, Ballarat, both in
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Attachment to Oil Cans or Feeders."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Bufford and John Thomas Walker,
in accordance with the provisions of "  The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Benjamin Harvey Bennetts, of The One-mile Creek,
Gympie, Queensland, for an invention for " The
High-pressure Water Jet Ventilator for Ventilating
Mine Workings."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Benjamin Harvey Bennetts, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted1N an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Henry
Gartside Tipping, of The Royal St. George Yacht
Club, Kingstown, Ireland, for an invention de-
scribed as " Improvements in Endless Plateways for
Wheeled Vehicles, Instruments, and Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the  said Henry Gartside Tipping, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
James Martin, of 101, York street, Sydney, New
South Wales, for an invention described as "An
Improved Wheeled Scraper or Excavator."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said James Martin, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Thomas Alva Edison ,  of Llewellyn Park, Essex,
New Jersey , United  States of America, for an
invention for " An Improvement in Phonogram
Blanks and Phonograms and Process of Making
Same."
Notice is  hereby  further given , tbat ,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Thomas Alva Edison ,  in accordance with the
provisions  of  "The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1\ an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Blee and Edward Wells, both of Brisbane,
Queensland, for an invention described as " An
Improved Check Till."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govfrn-
ment Gazette  it is poet o  my-sa  il`sfattion that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the  said  invention to the
said William Blee and Edward Wells, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th  July,  1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Hermann Schceneweg, of Dudweiler, Germany, for
an invention for "Improvements in Explosive
Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said Hermann Schoeneweg,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
1V OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Charles Greville Harston, of 219, Beverley street,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, for an invention described
as " Improvement in Firearms and Cartridge
Magazines therefor."
Notice-is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Charles Greville Harston, in accordance with
the provisions of " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. B AXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1081
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Marie
Charles Alfred Ruffin, of Avenue d'Antin, Paris,
France, for an invention for  "A Process and
Apparatus for Purifying Crude Spirit and Regenera-ting the Purifying A gent."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Marie Charles Alfred Ruffin, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Brown, of 42, Burnett street, Redfern, near
Sydney, Thomas Hodges Jones, of Russell street,
Burwood,  near  Sydney, and Joseph Carter Oakman,
of 17, O'Connell street, Sydney, for an invention
described as "An Improved Combined Railway
Buffer and Automatic Coupling."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Brown, Thomas Hodges Jones, and Joseph
Carter Oakman, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a  Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from John
Henry Ford, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, Queens-
land, for an invention  described as "Improvements
in Two-wheeled Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Henry Ford,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto, received from Loftus
Perkins, of 6, Seaford street, Grays Inn Road,
Middlesex, England, foran invention for" Improve-
ments  in Refrigerating and Freezing Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to any satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Loftus Perkins, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted1 1 an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Alva Edison, of Llewellyn Park, Essex,
New Jersey, United States of America, for an
invention for "An Improvement in Phonographs
and Phonograms."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in  the Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Alva Edison, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Abra-
ham Colley, of 88, Green street, South Richmond,
Victoria, for an invention described as " An
Improved Cartridge Magazine for Attachment to
Certain Descriptions of Rifles."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first ap-
pearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention  to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Abraham Colley, in  accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Hermann Scheeneweg, of Dudweiler, Germany, for
an invention for " Improvements in Explosive
Compounds and Safety Cartridges  for Blasting
Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the (late of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Herman Scheeneweg, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alexander Chant and Arthur Thomas Henry Pate-
man, both of Young, New South Wales, for an
invention for "Improvements in Machines for
Excavating and Removing Earth."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are not  entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Alexander Chant and Arthur
Thomas Henry Pateman, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The -Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1082
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Arthur
Favier, of 15, Rue de Richelieu, Paris, France, for
an invention for "Improvements in the Manufac-
ture of Explosives and in Cartridges formed of or
containing such Explosives."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Arthur Favier, in accordance with the provisions
of  " the Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
James Sharon McCoy, of 395, Jefferson Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York, United States of America, for
an invention described as " Pneumatic Apparatus
for Working Percussive Tools applicable  also as a
Motor Engine."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Sharon McCoy, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Wal-
demar Jenisch and Herman Lohnert, both of
Bromberg, Germany, for an invention described as
Improvements in Mills for Crushing, Pulverizing,
Grinding, or Reducing."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Waldemar Jenisch and Herman Lohnert, in accor-
dance with the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th  July, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given , that  I have accepted
an appli cation for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Walter Whitfield  Bostwick ,  of London, for an
invention for " Improvements in Folding or
Collapsible Gates, Shutters , or Window  Guards and
the like."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Walter  Whitfield  Bostwick ,  in accordance with
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  from Henry
Christian Lobnitz ,  of The Ship Dock, Ren frew,
Renfrewshire , North  Britain ,  for an invention
described as " Improvements in Breaking -up, Ex-
cavating ,  or Removing Rocks, Boulders ,  Stones, or
Earth, under  Water,  or on Dry Land, and in
Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Henry Christian Lobnitz, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Peter Minehan, of Townsville, Queensland, for an
invention described as " A Mould for the Manufac-
ture of Concrete Pipes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Peter
Minehan, in accordance with the provisions of "  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade afarks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th July, 1888.
1 OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Arthur M. Williams and John Vickers, both of
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  for an invention for " Double
Lock Jointing Boards."
Notice is  hereby further  given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Arthur Al. Williams  and John Vickers, in accord-
ance with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
and Trade  harks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st June, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received  from
William  Dunsmore Bohm, of 51 ,  Avenue road,
Acton, Middlesex ,  England ,  for an invention
described as " An Improved Process and Apparatus
for the Expulsion  of Noxious  Gasses from Liquids
which may hold them  in Mechanical  Solution."
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Dunsmore Bohm, in accordance with the
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade provisions of  " II' lie Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, - WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents , &c. Registrar of Patents, &c.
1083
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Samuel
George Maunsell, of Strathmore, Bowen, Queens-
land, for an invention described as " A Safety
Inoculating Needle."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Samuel George Maun sell, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1988.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Walter
Marsh Jackson, of 21, Jane street, New York,
United States of America, for an invention described
as " Marine Propulsion."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Walter Marsh Jackson, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Alarks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
James Peter Franki, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention described as " Improved Apparatus
for Producing Carburetted Water Gas."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
-ion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
James Peter Franki, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Page 11,-
Claim 2, line 13-After the words "drawn off,"
the following is inserted :  "By  means of
an ejector worked by steam or compressed
air."
Pages 13 and 14,-
Claim 8 cancelled, and the following inserted :
" The introduction into any flue or flues
of the steam boiler, at the most convenient
points, of a series of intervening pillars
of any shape, with tops apart from the
steam boiler, leaving between them suffi-
cient flue area to carry off the products of
combustion, as I have herein stated."
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars, in writing (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar month from
the date hereof.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of David Ferrier,
for Letters Patent for an Invention for " Im-
provements in Earth Scoops."
NOTICE is  hereby given , that the  abovemen-
tioned David Ferrier, of Rosevale, Surat,
Queensland, has applied ,  under the provisions of
"The Patents , Designs, and Trade M1Tarks Art,
1884,"  for leave to amend the Speci fi cation of his
said invention ,  alleging as his reason for so doing
"to give definite ideas of my invention ,  as neither
the original Specification nor Drawings were
sufficiently clear and full."
The Amendment proposed is as follows , viz.:-
being had to amended  copy of Spec-Re
cation lodged in Patent  Office, Brisbane.]
Page 1,-
Cancelling all in the Specification after the
words  " following statement" to the end of
claim, and inserting a fresh Specification in
lieu thereof.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars, in writing  (on Form G),  of his or their
objections thereto ,  within one calendar month
from the date hereof.
WILLIAM  T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Syphon
Aerated Water Company ,  of London,
England, Paris ,  France, and Sydney , N ew South
Wales,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1834," to register in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral
and Aerated  Waters, Natural  and Artificial, and
all Liquors included in the above Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-NOTICE  OF  APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of Marie Augustin
Despeissis ,  for Letters Patent for an Inven-
tion of  "  Improved Means for Increasing the
Draught and Consuming the Smoke from
Steam Boilers."
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the abovemen-
tioned Marie Augustin Despeissis ,  of Edward
street ,  Brisbane, Queensland ,  has applied, under
the provisions of  "!he Patents. Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  for leave to amend the Specifi-
cation of his said Invention ,  alleging as his reason
for so doing-to remedy the incompleteness in his
original Speci fication and claims.
The Amendments proposed are as follows, viz.:-
[Referenre being had to amended  copy (f Specifca-
tion lodged in Patent  Office,  Brisbane.]
Page 9,-
Cancelling all the words after " convenient
points  "  on line 13 to end of paragraph
on line 1, page 10, and inserting in its
place: " A series of intervening pillars
of any shape ,  with top s.  apart from the
steam boiler ,  leaving between them suffi-
cient flue area to carry off the products
of combustion."
LONDON  of&_104
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Qqeenslawl Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so. I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Aet.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1084
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers, of Warrington, Lancashire, England, soap manufac-
turer., have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in respect of Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is arepresen-
tation :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1888.
C LICE is hereby given, that John Stennett, manager for Elliott Brothers, Limited, of BrisbaneN Queensland, has pplied, in pursuance of the provisions of "The DatentsI Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect of a Patent Medicine for Relieving Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Incipient Consumption, &c., &c., a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation:-
-
GpUG HODVjyE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1085
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Hans Peter
Rasmussen ,  of 21 .7. Crown  street ,  Sydney,
New South Wales ,  h q s applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  "  Th e Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 3, in respect
of Chemical Substances Prepared for Use in Medi-
cine and Pharmacy ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
G  _- 'MFG<
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this-- advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Richard Johnson
and Nephew, of Bradford Ironworks, Man-
chester ,  England, iron -masters and wire-drawers,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
" Tice  Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act.
1884," to register in Class 5, in respect of Barbed
Fencing Wire ,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
Notice ishereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
,such application, or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provi-
sions of  the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that George Wilson
N and Sam Jacobs, both of Brisbane, Queens-
land, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of
Confectionery, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
tLL  MY
dry
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Notice is  hereby further  given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Carl Albert
Falstedt, of Phillip street ,  Sydney, New
South Wales ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions  of "  The  Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 20 ,  in respect of
Explosive Compounds ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
I
f.
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that The Mannes-
mann Tube  Company,Limited, of Landore,
Glamorganshire , South Wales , Great Britain. have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 6, in respect of Machinery of all
Kinds and Parts of Machinery ,  except Agricultural
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and Horticultural Machines, included in Class 7 ; in
Class 13, in respect of Metal Goods not included in
otherClasses,siichas Metal Tubas and Axles; andin
Class 19, in respect of Cannons, Barrels for Small-
arms and Fowling-pieces, Shct, and Non-explosive
Projectiles and Gun Implements included in this
Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :--
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
T C
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.NOTICE is  hereby given, that Tyzack, Sons,and Turner ,  of Little London Works , Abbey.
dale ,  Sheffield, Yorkshire ,  England, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884, "  to register
in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery ,  all kinds of Edge
Tools, Saws, Files, Shears ,  and all other Goods in
this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation : -
NONPAREIL
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that Clifford Love
and Company ,  of Edward street, Brisbane,
Queensland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The  P atents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884," to register in Class 42 ,  in respect
of Teas ,  a Trade  Mark  of which the following is a
representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that .Tohn Ferguson,
of Ipswich, Queensland , ginger beer aid
aerated waters  manufacturer , has applied , in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The  Patents , Designs,
and Trade Marks Art,  1884,"  to register in Class
44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters,
Natural and Artificial,  including Ginger Beer, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
I
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Stanley and Com-
1\ pany, of Brisbane, Queensland, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1884,"  to register in
Class 2, in respect of Artificial Food for Stock, a
Preparation for the Use of Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Pigs, Dogs, and Poultry, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation
AQ,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land (Tovernment Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not (rtitled to have
the same registered in compliance wit'i such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
The Trade Mark differs from the above  represen - WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
tation inasmuch as it is of  a bright cerise colour.  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Charles WilliamCurtis, trading as " Curtis's and Harvey," of
74, Lombard street, London, has applied, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
20, in respect of Gunpowder and Other Explosive
Substances, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation :-
s
A
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Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Cadbury Brothers,
of Bournville ,  Worcestershire ,  England;
cocoa and chocolate manufacturers, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 42, in respect of all Articles used as Food
or Ingredients thereof, a Trade Mark of which the
fo llowing is a representation :-
C A D BU R Y.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69 and 71, William street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:--
C
1
v
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application , or that  there exists no legal impedi-
ment  to my doing  so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants ,  of 69 and 71 ,  William street,
Melbourne , Victoria,  have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1834 ,"  to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea ,  a Trade  M ark of which the following is a
representation :-
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the  first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
tte -appl icants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Oillt e,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Lark, Son, and
Company, of Sydney ,  New South Wales,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of "  The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 24 ,  in respect of Cotton Piece
Goods of all Kinds ,  and in Class 38, in respect of
Articles of Clothing ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
B1U AP- .
\('
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &G.
1085
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1888.
1TOTICE  is hereby given, that  Ward  and Payne, trading as such, of Sheffield ,  England, edge-tool
manufacturers ,  have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The P aten ts, Designs,  and Trade
Marks Art ,  1884," to register in Class 12, in respect  of Cutlery  and Edge Tools ,  a Trade Ya ark of which
the following is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Pegistrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 26th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that John Pugsley, Archibald W. Dingman, and Allan H. Dingman, trading
as " Pugsley, Dingman, and Company," of Toronto, Yorlc, Ontario, Canada, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47,
in respect of Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation  :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Holmes Samuel
Chipman, of 54, Margaret street, Sydney,
New South Wales, has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to  register  in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating and Heating Oils and
Candles, a Trade Mark of which the following is
representation
SNOWFLAKE.
1 4itl
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my  doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
THE CONQUEROR
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Benjamin Bro-
thers, Limited, of Charlotte street, Brisbane,
Queensland, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in
respect of Tobacco, whether Manufactured or
Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation  :-
E 714
JULIANQLV?
kABANP
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  19th July, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Bela Singer,
trading as " B. Singer and Co .,"  of Sutton's
Chambers ,  268, George street, Sydney ,  New South
Wales ,  has applied .  in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 3, in respect of Medicinal
Preparations ,  a Trade  Mark  of which the fo ll owing
is a representation :-
PB P
i i
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Lance and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69 and 71. William street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have al)plied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  18S4," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
1
'5
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Charles William
Curtis ,  trading as  "  Curtis's and Harvey," of
74, Lombard street, London, has applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class
20, in respect of Gunpowder and Other Explosive
Substances ,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation.-
.(.
•, •
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Marl, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents ,  die. Registrar of Patents, &c.
1090
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5tlt July, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
1 man, merchants, of 69 and 71, William street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, andTrade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
M
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th July, 1888.NT OTICE is hereby given, that Cecil  Henning,pharmaceutical chemist,  of Mosman  street,
Charters Towers, Queensland , has applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The  Patents,
Designs,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 3,  in respect of Eye Lotion,  a Trade Mark
of which  the following  is a representation :-
U 1:
.4
H E N N I N G' S
A RAF:D AND CCRT A IN CURE
In a.' c ncs of E;e Bi;g't, Sandy B:;ot,t, Ir.f:a:7matina
of the Eye, &c.,
SINGLE BOTTLE  of this  Rya Lotion his
} cured  110 severe cases of Eye Blight and
thanks  have been accorded  Virough tile
ruble pram  to Mr. fier ,ring on  several ocea-
:ors fur cure= eflected by thin Iliepar-ation.
PIRi cT:oxs Pt?R USE.-A. few dropq of  the Lotion
t" tW "r" ,,•r t„to the io•'er lid of  to  nticewd lipo, the
cyeit ,t Iot og drawn de ,v n with the  iorefiogor
Po net  r ".Iota thrv la bel from 11e toU  a Shake
the  ct.ttle  and  keep  it tell corked.
I;rVs,NTED  AND FRS ? AI.::J r>v
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given , that Lange  and Thoneman ,  merchants ,  of 69 and 71, William street, Melbourne ,  Victoria, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions  of  The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea, a Trade  Mark of which  the following is a representation
ci
d
© 1 ® © 012  F. M
X
. , p  10
1V utiee is herehy lurther given, that, unless (before the expiration of four months from date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Qiteenslan-l ',nre,,,'nent Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicants are not
entitled to have the same  registered. in compliance with such application, or that there  exists no  legal impediment  to my doing
so, I intend to register  the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
-sCE 1-1IL N-HENNTINO .
rHARMt:CEUTICAL PHEMIST
N1 CS- IM, AN ST.,  C H A RTE Il S TOW E RS
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no le-al impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69, and 71, William street.
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
I
1end
0
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered,  in compliance with such
application , or that there  exists no legal impedi-
ment to  my doing  so, I intend to register the said
Trade s1 ark in  accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
3 jmti  ofuneine  k_ _: p,
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69 and 71, William street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the
foll owing is a representation :-
Y
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisementin the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.
ATOTICE is hereby given,  that Cecil Henning,pharmaceutical chemist, of Mosman street,
Charters Towers, Queensland, has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and  Trade 111arks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 3, in respect of Healing Ointment ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
HEALS `91
RAPIDI, k
, All Sows, Wounds, Ulcers, oo,.
B ;Litlows, Bad Legs,
Sores, Burns,
: sl  gives great relief qsy,1141! an vu tward application in
,•r 1?heu::1at' sra, Stiff Joints,  Sprains,
Sore Throat,  Chest Complaints, - I
Sic.
a
1
y rj,r, r,te  Z and Prepared by /
\ ;",. c. rrlN' zNG N /
.; ; Cu• ) eAP.TFUS
.., 'MEDIEa
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi.
ment to my doing  so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th July, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Lange and Thone-
man, merchants, of 69 and 71, William  street,
Melbourne, Victoria, have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
M
1 0 4 1
Notice is hereby further  given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants  are not entitled to
have the same  registered,  in compliance  with su ch
application, or that there  exists no legal impel i-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register  the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
1092
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May,  1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Service and Company ,  of 119, Collins street  West, Melbourne,
Victoria,  merchants ,  have  applied , in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation:-
QNi®
UNbN isSrgENffl'
Representations, differing both in size and colour from the above, are lodged as Trade Mark at the
Patent Office, George street, Brisbane, for inspection.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfac-
tion that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Thomas Symington
and Company, of Edinburgh and London,
Great Britain, chemists, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs. and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Coffee, Cocoa, Chicory, and Taraxacum
or Dandelion, and Mixtures and Preparations of
such Articles, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation:-
0
ccoo
ro's
rk
the same registered in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that James Serviceand Company ,  of 119, Collins street West,
Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  merchants ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  tValster
n Class 42, in respect of Tea, a Trade  oft
which the following is a representation :-
MIN
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
t
0
DIRECTIONS
i1411!!t?li....ytsnnni: ....t,ll
NosSYMINGTONCoCHEMISTS
i i : 1 II
UNro11is
A copy of the above label, differing both in size
and colouring, is lodged at the Trade Mark Office,
George street, Brisbane, and is open to inspection.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the previsions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1093
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Burns ,  Philp, and
Company ,  of Mary street ,  Brisbane, Queens-
land, have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 12, in respect of Tea, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to  register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Andreas Saxle-
hner, of Budapest, Hungary, proprietor of
mineral water springs, has applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class 44, in res-
pect of Mineral Waters, Natural and Artificial, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation .-
0
Notice is herebyfurther given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Andreas Saxle-
hner, of Budapest, Hungary, proprietor of
mineral water springs, has applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class 44, in res-
pect of Mineral Waters, Natural and Artificial, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
HUNYAD JANOSS
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
- (dold 3 °w • s
malkl2mProprietors&d@kVin ff fit,.
Every Bottle t,eare this registered label, has
its  cork branded  ANDREAS  SAXLERNER,
PEST ,  and is closed  with  a metal  capsule
stamped  with ike hesA  of SUNYADI.iANOS,
surrounded  by the  words  "  HUNYADI
jANos BUDAI  XESERUVIZ  FORRAS:'
Imitation of this wetar,  of of the label, of of
1., will  be  the subject of legal pro.
ce"inm
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that  the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application , or that  there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
By Authority :JAasES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XLIV.] SATURDAY,  4TH AUGUST, 1888.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
"BRANDS AC 1' OF 1872."
(1HE following Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month  of JULY  last, is pub li shed for general
1  information ,  in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner ,  or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
Registrar of Brands' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
FORMER BRAND.
(s: ep
Horses. Cattle. Name.
3 A L-f
B Series.
27317 ... Adolph Friedrich Ludwig Labutt ...
4 A C4 27375 ... AhLi . ...
7 A cl 27355 ... Alexander Lafield ...
3A  d 27302 ...  ... Joseph Albon ... ... ... ...
4Ad 27372 ... William Chapman ... ...A4-< 27374 ... Robert Hay ... ... ... ...
8 BQ 27356 ... Samuel Thomas ... ... ..,B09 27345 ... Joseph Bird ... ... ...  ...
B 8 b 27299 ... George  Bell ... ...
O B c 27336 ... Henry Timothy  Buritall ...  ...Bed 27367 ... Michael  Bergin ... ...  ...
O B;0 27321 ... ... Henry Brooks ... ... ... ...12B 27388 ...  ... Robert Brett ... ... ... ...
G4-4 27376 ...  ... Charles Arbuthnot Forster ... ...00 8 27359 ...  George Henry Camp ... ... ...
O C 3 27364 ...  ... Harry Alma Davis ... ... ...(3-9-<27338 ... Thou,as McCarthy ... ... ...
D>8 27344 ...  Arthur Dalley ... ...D>9 27368 ...  David McPhie ... ...
b D w 27293 ...  Denis O'Brien... ...
D71 27322 ... Annie Doherty... ...
D -38 27296 John Dittman ... ...
1•K 1I1HIFIYIK_
Run or  Farm  where Brandis to be  w" Nearest Poet Town ofRun or Farm.
Boonah ...
Ayr ...
Glenbour ... ... ...
Charters Towers . ...
Curriwillinghi Station ...
Eurimbula ... ...
North Rockhampton
Tinana ... ...
Commonage ...
North Killarney ...
Warwick ... ...
The Leap ... ...
Reserve ... ...
[No. 7.7.
Boonah
Ayr
Jericho
Charters Towers
Curriwillinghi
Gladstone
... North Rockhampton
... Tinana
... Warwick
... Killarney
... Warwick
... Mackay
... Gayndah
Ingham ... ...
Hermit Park Estate ...
Boonooroo ...
Moore's Pocket , Tivoli ...
Homebush ...
Oakhurst ... ...
Pleystowe... ...
Jericho ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Ingham
Townsville
Maryborough
Ipswich
Mackay
Roma
Walkerston
Jericho
Warra
136
1096
B Seriea.
E 5 0 27295
5 E c_ 27312
E 7 C 27330
E80  27385E a!8 27380
E  b.< 27326
F80 27354
IP 7  aj  27309
V-< 3 27339
Q> 8 27357
4 Q -< 27360
H/D2 27320
H2N 27463
IC7Q 27361
81Cc 27305
K37 27323
K *7 27371
EC7h 27387
L1 27316
L -4 8 27391
L7-4 27319
2LE 27348
M3-4 27340
OMc 27303
1UQ 9 27307
W1m 27337
1U 41 27327
iv;Oi 27342
8P1 27331
P ;2!9 27346
P9Ld 27325
8P`d 27334
Q00 27363
1 Qp 27373
Rbm 27350
R8rn 37353
3Rm 27292
R2P 27306
R ;g 8 27332
R ;#9 27347
R5 ;g  27311
R8Ld 27352
4R-3 27313
OR .<  27390
99W 27328
0 S gD 27297
SSsa 27335
b8c4 27304
S'd9 27315
S2'd 27386
8SC 27294
S b-< 27351
2 T> 27362
T 4m 27358
T 5 m 27366
Tbm 27389
T-49 27310
rosras slAND.
Horses. New*.
nora»ros.
Nesres$ Pat Taws of
Bann  or Farm.Ran or  Pam where wandis to be used.
E lizabeth Duncan ... ... Mooloolah ... Mooloolah
John George Edge ... Roxburgh Downs ... Boulia
Lionel  James  Hill ... ... Warenda ... ... ,,, Winton
James Hamel ... ... .., Lake Dunn ... ... Jericho
John Johnsen ... ... ... Walla ... ... ... Gin Gin
E llen  Moloney... ... ...  Reserve ... ... ... Port Douglas
John Frederic Doyle... ... ... Rivereleigh ... .,, Burketown
John Fairbairn ... ... ... Koongal ... ... .. North Rockhampton
John Fogarty ... ... ... ,,, Yeulba ... ... ... Yeulba
Albert Edward Garth ... ... Gomsay ... ... ... Nanango
James  Geraghty ... ... ... Eight-mile Police Camp Cooktown
Honoria  Loch ... ,,. Sturt street ... ,,. Townsville
Frank Holloway ... Chamber's Flat ... ... Woodford
Henry Conrad Kahl ... Wolkersdorf ... Blackall
James  Kelly ... ... Gold Fields ... Calliope
James  Kemp .... ... Strathalbyn ... Bowen
William  Kane ... Cabarlah ... ... Cabarlah
George William Korn Reserve ... ... Gaynda]i
Landrigan  and Kennedy ... Urandangic C'amooweal
Herbert  James Parker ... ... Flagstone Creek ... Tambourine
Blizzard  and Boyd ... .,, Forest Park ... ... Cardwell
William Herbert Leonard ... Homebush ... ... Mackay
William F. Head ... ... .., Thornton ... ... ... Laidley
Mackenzie  and Sutherland ... ... Bowen Railway ... ... Bowen
Charles Henry Nicholls .., ... Rosewood Gate ... ... Rosewood
Robert  McNae ... ... ... Samson Vale ... ... North Pine
Frederick Hughston .. ... ... Tambo ... ... .., Tambo
William  Nathan Richards ... ... The Italian Apiary ... Eight-mile Plains
Patrick Herlehv ... ...  Stewart's Creek ... ... Townsville
Peter William  Nissen ... ...  Baywater Farm ... ... Maryborough
Peter Petersen  ... ... ... Mount  Pleasant, Dunnellan South Brisbane
Arthur Herbert Graham Macdonald Rio, Herbert 's Creek ... Rockhampton
W. Adams ... ... ... ... Christmas Creek ... .... Hillgrove
Noel W. Logan ... ... ... Eton Vale, Bogie River ... {Bowen
Martin William Crick
John Rollinson ...
John Rollinson
Robert Nicholson
James Patrick Reynolds
Robert Miller Collins...
Henry Hawker
William Riehie ...
Charles Edward Reynolds
John Thomas Moore
South Pine ...
Mowbray Vale ... ...
liuehanan Park,  Limestone
Albany Creek
Port Douglas
Rockhampton
Creek
Ace Creek, Hamilton
Howard ... ...
Oakev Creek, Degilbo
Cha"leville ...
Mowbray Vale ...
Roxburgh Downs
Downfall Creek ...
Mackay
... Howard
... Maryborough
... Cl:arleville
... Port  Douglas
... Boulia
... Downfall Creek
Beatrice  Sett .. ...
August Carl  Gott lieb Spann...
George Stewart ...
John Salmon ... ... ...
James Simpson ... ...
Thomas Christian Seierup ... ...
James Smith and John  Binnington
Outhwaite
William Storey ... ... ...
... ...
William Thomas Andrews ... ...
... ...
Hannah Tighe ... ... ... ...
... ...
Thomas Henry Mark Evans ... ...
... Charles White... ... ... ...
... ...
Thomas Robertson Frost ... ...
Darling street ... ...
Rosevale ... ... ...
Goondiwindi ... ...
care of Mrs .  Taylor, Mar-
garet street
Deep Creek  ... ...
care of E .  R. Carpenter,
Fitz roy street
Bohle River,  Dalrymp!e
road
Cowrie  Scrub ,  Gowrie ...
Ipswich
Ipswich
Goondiwindi
Toowoomba
Gympie
Rockhampton
Townsville
Toowoomba
One-Mile ... ... ... Gympie
Carpentaria Downs ... Pentland
Tivoli Hill, Tivoli ... Ipswich
Merritt's Creek, Hampton Crow's Nest
Rosemount, Childers  ... Isis
1097
B
T4;;  27298
O T ::4  27329
3 T d 27377
4T'd 27379
T b C 27378
U >,q
U47
2U2
UOc 
U83
U608
4Ua D
U0*
27365
27308
27314
27333
27369
27343
27349
27382
O V D 2734111f -4 27370
W1C 27301
WO.< 27318W,3 -<  27381
Y 31 27300
Y 2 co  27324
'Zitob 27384 G. M. Ruxton ... ...
Run or Farm where Brand I Nearest Post Town d
is to be used. B,un or Parm.
... Village of Logan... ...  Village of Logan
... Warrnambool  ... ...  Winton
... Gully  Farm ... ... Murphy's Creek
... Gold  Fields  ... ...  Charters Tower s,
... Dinmore ... ... ... Dinmore
Long Gully, Logan road...
Survey Department ..
Neardie . ... ...
Chatsworth ... ...
Northbrook ... ...
A ligator Creek ... ...
Electra, Melville... ...
Postman's Ridge... ...
BRANDS  TRATsvRR uIl7 > hiring the MONTH Of JULY, 18S8.
Kraud.
No. of
Oertifloate.
ANI 91
A U b 4933
9 D H 9712
D8L 6817015U  13334
J M 5 473
1 J T 142
K J 7 4090
L L 3 1492
L 2 P 12657
2 M B 2040
7 PL 7910
T C 9 3246
Y27 7205
Z L 7 15235
8 B 824441
H b 823382
7 WE 821414
No. of
Certificate.
... The Royal Bank  of Queensland
... Gustav Drager ... ...
... Peter Laughton Harcus
... The Australian Joint  Stock Bank
TRANSMISSION BY MARRIAGE.
7023Zl  BEARD.
Noma&  am" Name.
... ... Thomas Kirk ...
... ... John Diedrich Otten ... ...
... ... Thomas Park ... ... ...
... ... Thomas Penny ...
... Thomas Seawright ...
PZOPRuf oa.
...
... ...
... ...
... ...
James Adams  ... ... ...
Robert Child ... ... ...
Thomas Walters Boyce ...
Harry William Lea ... ...
Alfred Edward Miskin ...
Caroline Hughes ...
Claus Johanns Stehbens ...
John Odin  Williams ... ...
William Dale ... ...
Walter  Francis ...
Alexander Frith West
John Wilson ...
William Henry  Bartlett
... ... Mary  Macnamara
'Pransferror.
Andrew Nicholl ...
James Rankin ...
Frederick Vaughan ...
John Edward Lampard... ...
George Trlam ... ...
George Edmouston Markwell, as
Executor  of John  Mark well
Olive  Gwendoline  Garbutt
Joseph Kocho, senr.
James  Little ...
Walter Morcom ...
Thomas  Lewis ...
Peter Learmonth
John Cowderoy ...
Harry Saunders
...
Transterree.
The Royal  Bank of Queensland
Margaret  Rankin ... ...
Charles William Cox ... ...
Duncan McDougall ...
The Australian  Joint Stock Bank
George Edmonston Markwell ...
Charles Wilson  ... ...
Joseph Kocho,  junr. ...
Little  Brothers and Company ...
Arthur Helsham... ... ...
The Royal  Bank of Queensland
Thomas Wigiey .. ...
Harriett Caroline Cowderoy and
Alice  Matilda Lather
Christina  Alice  Marsden Harwood William  Parr,)ck...
Thomas Lewis ...
William Bogue ... ...
Harcus and  Whitehead...
Waite  Brothers ... ...
E 9 M 5796 Elizabeth McGregor  ... ... Elizabeth Gilmour
CHAN07  Of RESIDENCE.
Brand. Name of  proprietor.
13097  j Michael Bradshaw
6710 1 James  Orphant ...
Run or Farm  where  Brand into be
used.
Reserve ... ...
Miva Crossing ...
Name of  Run or Farm where
Brand isto housed.
... Samson  Vale ... ... North Pine
... Kerry  ... ... ... Beenleigh
... Balloghmore  ... ...  Townsville
... Stanley Hall , Albion  ... Brisbane
... Northampton Downs  ...  Blackall
... Brighton ... ... ... Sandgate
... Wooroorooka ... ... Wooroorooka
... Christmas Creek ... ... Hillgrove
(`luen
Shepperd's Hill
Wallabella...
Retreat, Jimbour
Urmston ...
Queen street
Gunnawana
Condamine ..
Rosedale ...
Mourn ...
Annie Vale
Cressford ...
Southport ...
Maryborough
Annie Vale
Maryborough
Normanby River
Breadalbane
Kingston
Brisbane
Tiaro
Gympie
Fernvale
Mackay
Bundaberg
Helidon
Nearest Post Town.
Beaudesert
Owanyilla
Yeulba
Macalister
Copperfield
Brisbane
Herberton
Condamine
Bundaberg
Banana
Charters Towers
Bald Hills
Southport
Maryborough
Charters Towers
Maryborough
Cooktown
Bowen
Lower Doongal, Log Bridge Maryborough
Hotel
Nearest  Poet Town.
Clermont ...
Gundiah ...
The following  BRANDS have been Cancelled :-
Bb P Number of Cerificate 68548 Ds „ 72015P39  824574
Remarks.
Brands  Directory  for 1887
ditto
By Authority :  JAxss  C. Bast.,  Government  Printer, Willian i  street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the fourth day of August, 1888.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE DEPUTY-GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fiftieth year of Her Majesty's reign,
intituled  "An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Quarantine,"  it is
amongst other things enacted, that when a ship arrives from beyond sea at
any port or place in Queensland, on board of which there is, or has been,
during the voyage, any infectious or contagious disease, the Governor in
Council may make such Orders as may by him be deemed necessary with
respect to the performance of Quarantine by the said ship and her
passengers :
And whereas it has been reported to His Excellency the Deputy-
Governor in Council that the disease known as Measles now exists amongst
the passengers on board the Steamship " Duke of Argyle," lately arrived
from London : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Deputy-Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and it is hereby
Ordered-
(1) That the Passengers by the said Steamship for Townsville be
placed in Quarantine at the Quarantine Station at Magnetic
Island ;
(2) That the said Steamship and the remainder of the Passengers
be brought to Moreton Bay, and placed in Quarantine at the
Quarantine Station at Peel Island;
and so continue until other Order be made in this behalf ; and
(3) That the Cargo of the said Steamship maybe landed at the Ports
of Townsville, Rockhampton, Maryborough, and Brisbane,
respectively, after thorough fumigation to the satisfaction of
the Health Officers of those Ports respectively.
And the Chief Secretary is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.N O Candidate  having been nominated at thetime  appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for  the Winton  Division , His Excellency
the Deputy-Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has ,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions of  "  The Divisional Boards  dct of  1887,"
been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM SLOG GATT
to be a Member for Subdivision  No. 3 of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
N
O Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Hughenden Division, His Excel-
lency the Deputy-Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887,"
been pleased to appoint
Loves GOLDRING and
EDWARD RODGERS
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.H IS Excellency  the Deputy-Governor, with the
advice of the Executive  Council,  has been
pleased to appoint
JoHx  JOSEPH DAVIES
to be a Mining Surveyor  for the Northern Gold
Fields.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1888.
IS  Excellency the Deputy -Governor directs it
to be notified that he has been pleased to
accept the resignation tendered by
JOHN MACKAY
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Marine
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.,
138
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor directs it
11 to be notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
Lieutenant WILLIAM ROBERTSON STRONG
to be a Captain in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force.
This appointment to take effect from the 11th
July ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.HIS Excellency the Deputy -Governor has been
pleased to direct that the name
JAMES BEST
be substituted for John Best, appearing in the
notification of the appointment of certain gentle-
men to be Justices of the Peace, published in the
Gazette  of the  21st  July ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.HIS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with theadvice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
THOMAS QUINN JONES
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1888.
Lj IS Exce ll ency  the Deputy-Governor, with the
jl advice of  the Ex ecutive  Council, has been
pleased to appoint
JAMES CR OSS, Chairman  of Board, Division of
Cleveland,
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District
of Cleveland, with jurisdiction limited to eases
arising within the Division of Cleveland.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
1102
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
LT IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
11 advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
GEORGE EDWARD BUNNING
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Mitchell, in the room of E. R. Edkins, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
r
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
H IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with theadvice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
THE RESERVE FOR A- POUND AT BARCALDINE
(Fide Gazette  of 28th July, 1888)
to be a place at which a Public Pound shall be
established.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane 1st August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to extend the provisions of  " The Dog Act"
(6 Wm. IV. No. 4) to the Municipality of South
Brisbane.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
11
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
IS Excellency  the Deputy- Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER ROSE MACDONALD
to be Police  Magistrate at Aramac ,  in the room of
John Vivian  Williams, transferred.
BOYD D . MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
E IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, withthe advice of Executive Council, has
been pleased to appoint
KARL AUMULLER and
ALEXANDER FREDERICK JOHN DRAPER
to be Licensing Justices for the Licensing District
of Cairns, in the room of R. A. Kingsford and
R. J. Gorton, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Deputy. Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to appoint
EDWARD WARD
to be a Justice authorised to celebrate Marriages,
under the provisions of the Act 36 Vic. No. 12,
within the limits of the District the boundaries of
which are hereunder described:-  -%
Commencing at the south-west corner of Marcas
Run, and bounded thence by the southern boun-
dary of the colony bearing easterly to the south-
east corner of Ottawa Run ; on the east by the
east boundary of Ottawa Run and part of the east
boundary of Toronto Run to the south-east corner
of Nappamurro Run, the south-east and eastern
boundary of that run to the south-west corner of
Waggan Run; thence by the eastern and northern
boundaries of that run to the eastern boundary of
Ferenze Run and by the eastern boundary of that
run to the south-eastern corner of Le Loup Run,
by the southern boundary of that run and of
Wantata Run to the south-east corner of Wantata
Run, and by the eastern boundary of Wantata Run
to the south-east corner of Sunshine Run ; on the
north by the southern boundaries of Sunshine,
Colamia, Carcory, Wanstead, Yandarran South,
Bidtha, and Billa Billa to the north-west corner of
Listore Run; on the west by the western boundary
of Listore, Chatham, Primrose, and Marcas Runs
to the point of commencement.
. BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
T HE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz..-
Cooktown.
John Jones Byers,
vice  Joseph Kelly Davies, resigned.
Middle Ridge.
John Truss,
vice  Martin Stenner, deceased.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,and ninety- seven  of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER  PALMER, the
Deputy-Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the land-hereunder
described  has been  temporarily reserved for the
purpose  named,  and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Maryborough.
E.M.-25 -7-88-H'.
THE MARYBOROUO-H LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY.
88-16217-Moro.
Maryborough.
County of March, parish of Maryborough.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 90 degrees 8
minutes and distant twenty-five chains and fifty
links from the north-west corner of allotment 1 of
suburban section 227, and bounded thence on the
north by a road bearing 9() degrees 8 minutes ten
chains; on the east by a line bearing south ten
chains ; on the south by a line and allotment 1 of
suburban section 227 bearing west ten chains; and
on the west by that allotment bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER , By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St .  Miehael and St. George ,  President  of the  Legislative Council,
Deputy-Governor ,  and Deputy -Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder sha ll  be and are  hereby  opened as Public Roads.
88.20396--D.B.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS THROUGH SELECTIONS  6608 AND 6356 AND AGRICULTURAL FARM 77, IPSWICH DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED  AS PUBLIC ROADS.
E.M.-5-4-88-P2. Parishes of Franklin a d Rosevale, County of Churchill.
Refer-
enoe Description of Road. No. of
No .  of
seise- land Agent's How Held . Reputed Owner . Bearings . Lengths . Breadth of Area . Remarks.
No. portion . lion. District. Road
Cho. Ike.  Links.  A. R. P.
1 From the eastern boundary of portion 216, 216 8808 Ipswich ,.. Forfeited Selection The grown  ... ,,, ,.. 228° 30 ' 21 3 100 4
3 0
8 0
parish of Franklin ,  south -westerly and 139°  s6' 7 31
southerly to the south boundary 180° 1' 17 58
2 A triangular strip from the western boundary 207 6366 ditto ,..  Freehold  ... ... William Gough  ... ... 168° 0 ' 4 73 Irregular... 0 1 14
of portion 207, parish of Rosevale 2 52 Five acre resered fo do o
3 A triangular strip from the eastern boundary of 1v 77 ditto „. Agricultural Farm ,  Johann W. Deaiardins ... 203° 0' 3 54 Irregular ...
v rs
0 1 31
r a purp ses.
portion lv,  parish of Rosevale 1884  Act 167° 0' 3 64
Links.
4 From the south -east corner  of portion  1v along 1v 77 ditto ,. ,  ditto ... ditto  ... ... 90° '0' 4 19 100 0 1 33t
and within the south boundary  for aboutfive chains 218° $6' 1 28
Nors.- The  ro ads th ro ugh portions 216 and 207  (Reference  Nos.1 and 2)  are opened in lieu of the roads through the same portions ,  proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of 4th  Tune, 1887, fol.  307, which are hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I WILLIAM PATTISON.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMRB, By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight  Commander  of the  Most Distinguished  Order of St . Michael and St.  George, President  of the Legislative
Deputy-Governor.  Council, and Deputy-Governor of the Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the  Executive  Council, do, by  this my  Proclamation,
1 notify and  declare that  the Road described in the Book  of Reference  hereunder shall be  and is  hereby opened  as a Public Road.
Opening Roads No. 640.
BOOB  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH SELECTIONS  4444 and  4362, BRISBANE DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Ward ,  parish of Palen.
aM
1
2
..d
Description of Road. c w
From the south boundary of portion 34  north-
erly to the northern boundary
From  the southern boundary of portion 18 19
north-easterly to the eastern boundary;
thence north along and within that boun-
dary  to a surveyed road
o? Land Agent's
District. How Held .  Reputed Owner.
4444 Brisbane  ... ...  Conditional ,  1876 Act ... Edward Byrne
4362 ditt ... ... Homestead ,  1876 Act ... Bridget Yore,  spinster ...
Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth
of Road. Area.  Remarks
Cho. Links. Links .  A.  R. F.
947° 0 ' 10 63 100 1 2 The road throu gh portion 34 is resumed
360° 0' 5 98 under section 84  of  " The  Crown Lands
Alienation  Jet of 1876."
360° Of 2 25 100 3 3 2 Five acres reserved for road purposes.
30° a 8 70
360' 0' 27 23
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this third day of August ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN WILLIAM PATTISON.
1105
PROCLAMATION. hereby notify and proclaim that the Lease of the
By His' Excellenc Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMEB following Agricultural Farm,  under  the said Act, is
Knight Commander of the Most declared forfeited :-
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael E.M.-la7-ee-W.
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-  Land Agent's
x w
Name of Lessee.  Area. met,Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-landand its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Leases of the following Selections of Land, under
the said Act ,  are declared forfeited
° Land Agent's
Z a
Name  of Lessee .  Area .  District.
A. R.
P.4400 Francis M. Murtagh  ...  320 0 0 Brisbane
1467 Katherina Seip  ... ...  160 0 0 Bundaberg
103 Emma A .  Farrington 640 0 0 Inglewood
(227
S.R.)
1663 John  Sharkey ... ...  160 1 0 Mackay
564 George Beddoe  ... ...  1,076 0 0 Roma.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
ight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown  Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify  and proclaim that the Lease of the
following Agricultural Farm, under the said Act, is
declared  forfeited
Name of Lessee.
Land Agent's
Area .  District.
A.  B.  P.
154 Michael Hogan  ... ..  80 0 0 Toowoomba.
Given under my H and and  Seal ,  at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this  third day of
August, in  the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight  hundred and eighty eight ,  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Gon SAVE TIE Qusss t
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George,  President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
A.  R.  P.
1 Emily Murray ... ...  160 0 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
ILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council,' and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.I N pursuance of section ni ety-five o  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER , the Deputy-Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described have been
temporarily  reserved  for the purpose  named with
respect to each.
s.M.-16a-88-Z'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TRADES HALL.
88-19187-Secy.
North  Brisbane.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
Allotment 7B of section 23.
Area-35 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of allotment 7,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Turbot
street bearing 40 degrees 41 minutes ninety-nine
and thirty-seven one-hundredths links ; on the
north -east by allotment 7A bearing 130 degrees 30
minutes  20 seconds two chains and twenty and
one-tenth links ; on the south -east  by allotment 3
bearing 220 degrees 24 minutes 40 seconds ninety-
nine and thirty -seven  one-hundredths links ; and
on the south -west by allotment 7 bearing 310
degrees 30 minutes 20 seconds two chains and
twenty and six -tenths links to the point of
commencement.
THE HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PASTURAGE.
88-19400--8.G.
County of Douglas, parish of Hughenden.
Area-About 5,500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Flinders
River at the intersection of the west boundary of
the Hughenden Municipality, and bounded thence
on the east by that boundary bearing south about
319 chains ; on the south by the leased part of
Hughenden Run bearing west about 166 chains ; on
the west by a line passing along the east boun-
dary of P.P .  179 bearing north about 308 chains to
portion B of the leased part of Hughenden Run ;
thence by that portion bearing  east  and north to
the Flinders River; and thence by that river up-
wards to the point of commencement;-exclusive of
land required f'or railway purposes.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight ,  and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAYS THS Qvss Xl
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens.
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of section  ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive  Council,
do, by this  my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder  described  have been
temporarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
S8-20010-8.0.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont.
Area - 2 acres 2 roods 29 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 360 degrees and
distant ten chains from the south-west • corner of
portion 132, and bounded thence on the south-west
by a line bearing 113 degrees 5 minutes twenty-
five chains and forty-nine links ; on the south b a
line bearing east two chains and fifty-five links ;
on the north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees
5 minutes twenty-eight. chains and twenty-five
links ; and on the west by a line bearing south one
chain and eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  OFFICES  FOR THE USE OF THE
MURILLA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
Miles.
e8-20011-8.G.
County of Bulwer, parish of Dogwood.
Allotments 3 and 6 of section 8.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of allot-
ment 2, and bounded thence on the east by that
allotment bearing north two chains and fifty links ;
on the north by allotments 4 and 5 bearing west
two chains ; on the west by the Police Station
Reserve  bearing south two chains and fifty links ;
and on the south by Marian street bearing east two
chains to  the point  of commencement.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES.
Normanton.
88-16080-Col. Secy.
County of Norman, parish of Norman.
Allotments 1 and 2 of section 68.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Lands-
borough street bearing 46 degrees two chains ; on
the north-east by allotment 3 bearing 135 degrees
two chains and fifty links ; on the south-east by
allotment 20 bearing 225 degrees two chains ; and
on the south-west by Stirling street bearing 315
degrees two chains  and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES.
58-16077-P.D.
Goombungee.
County of Auhigny, parish of Goombungee.
Allotment  2 of section 7.
Area- 2 acres.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of allot-
ment 1, and bounded thence on the west by Barker
street bearing south four chains ; on the south by
allotment 3 bearing  east  five chains ; on the east
by allotment 5 bearing north four chains ; and on
the north by allotment 1 bearing west five chains
to the point  of commencement.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  R ECREATION.
Gatton.
88-80015-S.0.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton.
Area-20 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 189 degrees 30
minutes and distant 150 links from the west corner
of allotment 4 of section 19, and bounded thence on
the north -east  by a road  and a  line bearing 99
degrees 30 minutes sixteen chains and seventy-six
links ; on the east by a road bearing 180 degrees 11
minutes eleven  chains and forty-five links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 279 degrees 30 minutes
eighteen chains and sixty-two links ; and on the
north-west by a line bearing 9 degrees 30 minutes
eleven chains and thirty links to the point of com-
mencement.
THE BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
88-20016-8.a.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow.
Area- 8 acres.
Commencing on the high-water mark of the
eastern bank of Oyster Lake at the south-west
corner of portion 7v, and bounded thence on the
north- east  and north by that portion bearing 135
degrees five chains and ninety links, and passing
through a post ten links from said high-water
mark, and east thirty-two chains and ninety-eight
links ; on the east by a road bearing 168 degrees
two chains and four and four-tenths links ; on the
south by portion 6v bearing west thirty-four chains
and twenty-four links ; and on the south-west by
that portion bearing 315 degrees six chains and
eighty links to the high-watermark of the aforesaid
lake ; and on the north-west by that high-water
mark north-easterly to the point of commencement.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
88-18890-s.o.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
Area- 13 acres  2 roods 26 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing 210 degrees and
distant eighteen links from an ironbark-tree marked
broad- arrow  over WE, and bounded thence on the
south-east and south-west by a road bearing 232
degrees sixty-nine links, 242 degrees nine chains
and seventy-three links, and 302 degrees four chains
and sixty-eight links ; on the  west  by portion 11v
bearing north nine  chains  and ninety-nine and
three-quarter links ; on the north by that portion
bearing east  thirteen chains and ten links ; and on
the east by that portion bearing south seven chains
and fifty-one links to the point  of commencement.
THE GAYNDAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
On Didcot or Chin Chin Creek, Mount Shamrock.
88-15391- Gaynh.
County of Mackenzie, parishes of Degilbo and
Chowie.
Area-26 acres.
Commencing in the middle of Didcot or Chin
Chin Creek, at the mouth of the dam, near
Mount Shamrock, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south three chains fifty links ; thence by a
line parallel to and distant three chains and fifty
links from the centre of said creek southerly about
thirty chains in a direct line ; thence by a line
crossing Didcot or Chin Chin Creek at the  crossing
of the road over said creek bearing  west seven
chains ; thence by a line parallel to and distant
three chains and fifty links from the centre of Didcot
or Chin Chin Creek northerly and easterly to a
point north of the  starting  point ; and thence by a
line bearing south three chains and fifty links to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this third day of August,
in the year of our  Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight,  and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections  ninety -six and  ninety-
seven  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ," 1, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the  Deputy-Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the persons hereunder named shall be
and are hereby  appointed to be Trustees of the
Reserve for  Lady Musgrave Lodge and Extension,
in the parish  of North Brisbane, established by
Proclamation dated the 17th November, 1887, and
16th April, 1888 , and the said persons and their
successors shall, as Trustees ,  have the control and
management  of the  said Reserve  ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and  are hereby  empowered to
make by-laws for carrying  out the objects of the
Trust, subject  to the  approval of His Excellency
the Governor  in Council :-
E.M.-18-7 -88-U'.
5s-1894,2-secy.
FREDERICK THOMAS BRENTNALL,
ROBERT  LIVING STONE MEARNS,  D.D.S., and
HENRY  JAMES  OXLEY.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this third day of
August,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty -eight,  and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
ight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. H. PALMER, chael and St. George, President
Deputy-  of the Legislative Council, and
Governor.  Deputy-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety ,  seven of  "The Crowe Lands Act
of 1884, "  I,  Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy -Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla.
mation ,  notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named ,  and placed under the control of the
Thuringowa Divisional Board.
L .-35-7 -88-H'.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATERWORKS.
88-15485- Twnev lle.
Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area - 2 acres 32 perches.
Commencing  at the north -west corner of allotment
10 of section 95 ,  and bounded  thence on  the south
by that  allotment and allotments 9, 8, and 7 bearing
east four chains ;  on the east  by allotment  15 bearing
north two chains and fifty links  ;  on the north by a
line bearing west one  chain  ;  again  on the east by a
line bearing north four  chains  ;  again on the north
by. a line bearing  west three  chains  ;  and on the
west  by Philp street bearing south  six chains and
fifty links  to the point  of commencement.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this third day of
August, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight  hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Orderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the  power in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-
Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council,  and on the recommendation of
the Land  Board ,  do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify
and declare  that the unselected  lots of  land, being
portious  lv to 16v, and 36v and 37v, in the parish
of Ossa , in the Mackay Land Agent's  District,
opened to selection  by Proclamations dated the 11th
and 13th May,  1886 ,  shall be and are hereby
withdrawn from selection.
E.Y.-16-7-88.
88-16337-L.B.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Govern.
ment  House,  Brisbane , this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St . George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown Lands
Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Deputy-Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been reserved for Town-
ship purposes.
E.M.- 5-7-88-H'.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
88-16843- C. Secy.
Granville (near Maryborough).
County of March, parish of Elliot.
Area -About 785 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Mary
River at the north corner of portion 79, and
bounded thence on the north-east by portions 79,
78, and  suburban section 1 bearing 120 degrees
30 minutes sixty-seven  chains  and fifty-one links ;
on part of the south-east by suburban section 1 and
a line bearing  210 degrees  8 minutes  twenty-one
chains  and three links ; again on the north-east by
lines and portions  61, 60,  59, and 59B  bearing 120
degrees 30 minutes sixty-three chains and forty-
six links; again  on the south-east by portions 59B,
58A, and  17 bearing 210 degrees 30 minutes fifty
chains  and thirty-two links to the Mary River;
and thence on the south-west and north-west by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy.  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy-Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been reserved
for Township purposes.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] DistinguishedOrderof St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land  and its  Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety -five of  "TheCrown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy- Governor aforesaid,
1
and with the advice  of the Executive Council,
, by  this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been per-
manently reserved for the purpose named.
L.H.-26-7-88--I'.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT. -
RESERVE FOB TOWNSHIP  PuRposEs.
88-18166--P.O.B.
Bedouri, on Eyre Creek.
Resumed from Nappa, Pierrie, and Glenlees Runs.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 2nd June,
1887, which is hereby cancelled.)
Area--2  square miles.
Commencing at a tree on Eyre Creek marked
broad-arrow over L over VIII in blaze, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line seventy chains ;
on the north by a west line 128 chains ; on the west
by a south line 100 chains ; on the south by an east
line 128 chains ; and again on the east by a north
line thirty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael
A. H. PALMER, and St. George, President of the
Deputy-  Legislative Council, and Deputy-
Governor.  Governor of the Colony of Queens-land and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR, HUNTER PALMEB, the De put -
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the unselected lot of land, being
portion 9v, on the resumed part of Torilla Run, in
the parish of Torilla, in  the  Rockhampton Land
Agent's District ,  opened  to selection  by Proclamation
dated the 31st October, 1887, shall be and is hereby
withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-25-7-88.
88-20203-Rock.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THB QUEEN I
THE MOIIRILYAN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
88-17080-9.0.
Geraldton.
County of .&ares, parish of Mourilyan.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 285
degrees and distant about seventy-seven chains and
fifty links from the west corner of the Reserve for
Harbours and Rivers proclaimed  in  Government
Gazette  of 1884, volume 2, page 1997, town of
Mourilyan, and bounded thence on the south-west
by a road bearing 309 degrees 33 minutes ten
chains and fifty-eight links  and 299 degrees 22
minutes two chains and eleven links ; on the west
by a line bearing north  six chains  and thirty-two
links ; on the north by  a line bearing east ten
chains and one link ; and on the east by a line
bearing south fourteen  chains and  ten links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of 1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give  a clear  description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
" IIIE CROWN  LA YDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMI88IONERS '  COURTS-
T  is hereby noti fied for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
I " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in  pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of tie
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  "TIe
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1888.
District. Jan. Feb .  March . April. may. June.
Allora + ... ... •..
Aramac  ... ...  Thurs. 5
Banana  ...  Wed. 18
Barcaldinet ...
Beenleigh  ... Wed. 11
Blackall ... ...  Wed. 4
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs.26
Brisbane  ... ...  Tues. 3
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 14
Burketown  ...  Wed. 4
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 13
Charleville  ...  Tues. 3
Charters Towers Wed. 4
Clermont  ...  Thurs.26
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16
Diilby  ...  Fri. 27
Emerald * ...  Mon. 16
Esk* .. ... Wed. 18
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 4
rilyan)
Wed. 28 ...
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Wed. 15 Wed. 21 Wed. 18
we d '  8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs .  23 Thurs .  22 f L urs. 26
Tues .  7 Tues .  6 Tues. 3
Sat. 11 Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 9
Mon. 6 Mon .  5 Tues. 3
Wed. i Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Thurs . 23 Thurs .  29 Thurs.26
Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Mon. 20 Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Fri. 24 Fri. 23 Fri. 27
Mon. 20 Mon. 19 Mon. 18
Wed. 21
Wed. I Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Gladstone  ...  Thurs. 26 Thurs.23
Goondiwtndl ... Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Herberton  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Ingham  .. ...  Wed. 25 Wed. 29
Inglewood $ ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Isisford  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Mackay ... ...  Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Mitchelit  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Muttaburrat  ... .  Thurs. 9
Nanango  ..  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Nebo  (Mt. Britton )  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Nerang*  .. ... ...  Thurs. 9
Normanton  ...  Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Port  Douglas  ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8
St. George  ...  Tues .  17 Tues. 21
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Springsure  ...  Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Surat  ... ...  Thurs .26 Thurs.23
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 4, Wed. 1
Taroom  .. ...  Wed.  41 Wed.  1
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 11 I Wed. 8
1'hargomindah ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23 Mon. 27
Townsville  ...  Thurs . 12 Thurs. 9
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  24 Tues. 29
Thurs .22 Thurs.26
Fri. 9  Fri. - 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 28 Wed. 26
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12
Fri. 16 Fri. 20
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
... Thurs.12
Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Tues .  20 Tues. 17
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Thurs .  29 Thurs 26
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Thurs .  8 Thurs.12
Tues .  27 Tues. 24
July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
... Wed. 271  ... ...  Wed. 26 . .. ...  Wed. 19
Thurs .  3 Wed .  20 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 16  Wed.  20 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed. 17 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Tues .  12 Tues .  10 Tues .  7 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  6 Tues. 11
Wed. 9  Wed.  13 Wed. 11  Wed. 8  Wed. 12  Wed. 10  Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 2  Thurs.  28 Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 25 Thurs .21 Thurs .26 Thurs.23 Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thurs . 22 Thurs. 27
Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues .  4 Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 12 Sat.  9 Sat.  14 Sat.  11 Sat.  8 Sat.  13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed . 10 Wed.  14 Wed. 12
Fri. 11 ... Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 14  ...  Sat. 10 ...
MoL. 7 Mon .  4  Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Wed.  2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 H ed .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .26 Thurs .30 Thurs .  27 Thurs .26 Thurs .29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed .  11 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon. 20  Mon. 17  Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 25 Fri. 29 Fri .  27 Fri .  24 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 21
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Wed. 16  ...  Wed. 18  ...  Wed. 19  ...  Wed. 21
Wed. 2 Wed. 8 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Fri. 25
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Wed. 9
Thurs. 10
Fri. IS
Fri. 11
Thurs. 3
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Tues. 8
Thurs. 3
Thurs. 3
Mon. 14
Wed. 9
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Mon. 28
Fri. 11
Thurs.31
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Mon. 26
Thurs. 10
Tues. 29
Thurs .28 Thurs.26
Tri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 27 Wed. 25
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 1 Fri. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 6
Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 13 1 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 14 ...
Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 7 'Thurs. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs .  28 Thurs. 26
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  26 Tues. 24
Thurs .23 Thurs .27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 29 Wed. 28 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Fri. 3 Fri .  7 Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Thurs .  9 Thurs .13 Thurs . 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 17  Fri. 21 Fri .  19 Fri .  16 Fri. 21
Fri. 10 Fri .  14 Fn. 12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Sat. 11 Sat.  15 Sat.  13 Sat.  10 Sat. 15
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  9 ... Thurs .  I 1 ... Thurs. 13
Tues. 14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11
Thurs. 2 Thurs .  R Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  2 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 13 Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 8 Wed. 12  Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 1 Wed. •5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Mon. 27 Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon.  24
Fri. 10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Thurs.30 Thurs .27 Thurs:25 Thurs.29 Thurs. 27
Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. I Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. I Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Mon. 27 Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Thurs. 9 Thurs .  13 Thurs.11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Tues. 28 Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the  above days  falling on a  holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when  necessary ,  in addition  to the above ,  will be duly notified  from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1888.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
rP HE  Lessees  of the undermentioned  Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith  into the Treasury,
i at Brisbane ,  the amounts  specified  in connection  with  their respective Runs, in accordance with
the provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic. No. 10.
Attention  is ca lled to the said clause ,  which  declares that, unless '  payment is made within six
months after noti fica ti on in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
M. HUME BLACK.
Name of Lessee.
Area in
Name of Run. District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s. d.
Donald Mc Glashan  ... ... ...  Cauckingburrah  ... ...  South Kennedy  ...  84 21 0 0
The Corporation of the Australian Yarrowmere No. 3 ditto ... ... 921 23 2 6
Joint Stock Bank
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PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at  the Land Offices, Toowoomba, Ingham, and
Mackay ; Police Offices, Petrie Terrace, Pittsworth,
Ingham, and Mackay ; Post Offices, Enoggera,
Pittsworth, Ingham, and Homebush.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 John Steven-  The road separating Enoggera 1 2 0
son portion 291 from
portion 638
2 Jondaryan The  ro ad separating  North 5 2 0
Divisional portion 2765 from Branch
Board,  on portion 3288
account of
Catherine
Noonan
3 The Hinchin-  The reserved  one- Marathon 2 3 12
brook Divi- chain road along
sional and within the
Board, on south  boundary of
account of portion 446
Edward
Bridge
4 Ditto  ...  The two-chain  road ditto  ...  9 3 11
separating portion
250 from portion
446 and a Public
Reserve
5 TheHinchin -  The reserved  two- ditto  ...  5 3 26
Brook  Divi -  chain road through
sional portion 252, a Re-
Board ,  on serve for Public
account of Purposes
The Crown
6 The Hinchin -  The  reserved road  ditto  ...  15 2 0
brook Divi -  th rough portion 75
sional and part of the
Board,  on reserved road
account of through ,portion 65
Nicholas
Donnelly
7 The  Pioneer The  reserved road Hector ... 6 0 0
Divisional  through portion 461
Boa, d, on
account of
W. R. Willis
8 The Pioneer The reserved  road ditto  ...  14 0 0
Divisional  through  portion 919,
Board ,  on and the  road  sepa-
account of rating that portion
C. A. Keppert  from  portion 461
NOTE.- The closure of these  roads is  propoard to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Croum Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Toowoomba; Police Office, Pittsworth; and
Post Office, North Branch.
M. HUME BL kCK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation . Parish.
1 Lawrence The road separating North
Thise portion 6v from por -  Branch
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes  ...  The road separating ditto
portion 8v  from por-
tion 3742
Area.
A.  X. P.
6 2 20
6 0 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884 ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, '1'ambo, Herberton, and Ipswich; Police
Offices, Tambo, Herberton, Gatton, Harrisville,
and Wivenhoe ; and Post Offices, Tambo, Herber-
ton, Gatton, Dugandan, and Lowood.
HENRY JORDAN.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
s8
Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
A. M. Mae - The road separating Herberton 0 3 11
Ilwaine portion 13 from por-
tions 7 and 8
P. G. Grant The  road separating ditto 1 2 3
portions 11 and 12
from po rt ions 5 and 6
A. M. Mac-  The road separating ditto 1 2 23
Dwaine  portions 10 and 9 from
portions 4 and 3
Andrew The ro ad separating Gatton ... 6  2 15
Gordon portions 105 and 103
from portions 7 and 4
C.W. Clarke  Part of the road sepa -  Tenthill  ...  3 3 30
rating portion 3 from
portion 4, from the
south corner of por-
tion 3 no rt h-westerly
to the reserved road
Margaret The road separating Tambo ... 19 0 0
Palmer  portion 73 from por-
tion 30
About
Adam Bar- The  ro ad separating Coochin ... 7 0 0
tholomai portion 201 from por-
tion 160
James R. The reserved road Tarampa... 4 0 0
Atkinson ,  through portion 314
on behalf
of Frede-
rike Beu-
tel, widow
* NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be  carried
out in connection with the opening  of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
II
' is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown. Lands Act of  1884" have
been male for closing the ut dermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
at the Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.1 Applicant Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  P.  P.
1 The Ellens -  The road separating por- Radcliffe 10 3 30
villa Land tion 100, parish of Bur-
Company pengary , from portions
510 and  520, parish of
Radcliffe
2 Ditto  ... One of  the reserved ro ads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary
being the continuation
of the last -mentioned
road
3 A. P. Luya The reserved road through Como  ...  26 0 0
Il portion 1079
NoTE.- The closu re  of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connectiop with the opening of othe r  reads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Police, and Post Offices, Port Douglas.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- J. D. Johnston The road separating por-
tion 198 from portions
206 and 1
Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
Victory ...  12 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1888.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment , before the 11th November, 1888.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation  concerning  them obtained, on application
at this Department.
M. HUME BLACK.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Yarrowmere.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation of the Aus-
tralian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 m
Further re- amended description.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the
Yarrowglen Run, being a point on the western
shore of Lake  Buchanan  ten chains south and
about twenty chains east of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over 32 within triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line along the north
boundary of the above-mentioned run and a pro-
longation, in all five  miles , passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over Y on
south side and a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over 3 within triangle on its west side to a point
forty chains  east  from a box-tree marked broad-
arrow within triangle on north-west side ; thence
on the west by a north line five miles ; thence on
the north by an east line crossing Mogga Creek
and passing through a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 within  triangle on  south side, a tree
marked broad-arrow over M over 2 within triangle
on west  side, and a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over  broad-arrow within triangle on south side;
thence on the east by a south line five miles
passing through an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over 25 within  triangle  on north side to a
point forty  chains east  of a box-tree Marked
broad- arrow  over 26 within  triangle on  the north
boundary of the Yarrowdale Run ; and thence
again on the south by a west line passing through
the last-mentioned tree and a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow within triangle on south side along
part of that boundary and a continuation  crossing
Lake  Buchanan ,  in all five miles , to the point of
commencement,
Name of Run-Yar rowmere No. 2.
Claimants of Lease - The Corporation of the
Austra li an Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  301 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  20 is
Total  ... ...  501 „
.Further re-amended description.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the
Yarrowmere Run, being a point about one mile
sixty chains west of a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over  0  within triangle on south side, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line ten
miles and twelve chains crossing Mogga Creek and
passing through a  joint  one mile forty -eight chains
east of an ironbar -tree marked broad-arrow over
N within triangle on north -east side ; thence on the
north by an east line five miles to the west boun-
dary of Cowieburrah Run ; thence on the east by
a south line along part of the west boundary of
that run ten miles and twelve chains  ;  and thence
on the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the Yarrowmere Run crossing Mogga
Creek and passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 2 within triangle on west
side and the aforementioned gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over  0  within triangle on south side
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cauckingburrah.
Claimant of Lease - Donald Mc(llaahan.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  34 „
Total 84 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of the
Yarrowmere Run, being a point about forty chains
east from a box -tree marked broad-arrow over 26
within triangle on west side ,  and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the eastern boundary
of that run and a continuation, in all twelve miles,
passing through an ironbark -tree marked broad-
arrow over 25 within triangle on north side  ;  thence
on the north by an east line seven miles  ;  thence on
the east by a south line twelve miles passing through
a point twenty-six chains east of an apple-tree
marked broad -arrow over 17 within triangle ; and
thence on the south by a west line to the north-
east corner of the Yarrowdale Run and a continua-
tion alon g  the north boundary of that run crossing
Stockyard Creek passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over K within triangle on
south side ,  an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle, a gum -tree marked A in triangle,
and an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over C
over Y within triangle ,  in all  seven miles, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarrowmere No. 3.
Claimants of Lease- The Corporation of the Aus-
tralian Joint Stock Bank.
Estimated Area—
Available  ... ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  321 „
Total .. 92} „
Commencing at the north -east corner of the
Wongarburrah Run, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along part of the west boundary
of the Yarrowmere No. 2 Run and a prolongation,
in all fifteen miles and forty chains, crossing Mogga
Creek and passing through a point one mile and
forty -eight chains east of an ironbark-tree marked
broad -arrow over N within triangle- on north-east
side ; thence on the north by a west line about five
miles to the south -east boundary of Natal Downs
No. 7 Run ; thence on the north -west by a south.
west line along part of that boundary about one
mile and thirty -three chains to the eastern boundary
of Brown's Plains Run at a point one mile and
twelve chains north and two miles east from a box-
tree marked bro ad-arrow over B within triangle on
north side ; thence on the west by a south line
along part of that boundary and a prolongation
crossing the right -hand branch of Mogga Creek, in
all fourteen miles and forty chains ,  to the north
boundary of the Wongarburrah Run ; and thence
on the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of that run six miles to the poi4t  of
commencement.
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E1 RORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date  hereof, by  instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct areas and descrip-
tions shall he taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions ,  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," 'at 'the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by nstrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions, and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
'WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-53518.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-Charles Furber.
Land Granted-Allotment  8 of section 1, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill, allotment 8 of section 1.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allotment
7, and bounded thence on the north by Alpha
street bearing 83 degrees 35 minutes 100 links ; on
the east by allotments 9 and 10 bearing 173 degrees
35 minutes 4,00 links ; on the south by Beaufort
street bearing 263 degrees 35 minutes 100 links ;
and on the west by allotment 7 bearing 353 degrees
35 minutes 400 links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-53575.
Date of Deed-13th December. 1883.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Coffee.
Land  Granted-Allotment 10 of section 1, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill, allotment  10  of section 1.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of allot-
ment 9, and bounded thence on the east by Elgin
street bearing 173 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ;
on the south by Beaufort street bearing 263 degrees
35 minutes 200 links; on the west by allotment 8
bearing 353 degrees 35 minutes 200 links; and on
the north by allotment 9 bearing 83 degrees 35
minutes 200 links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-53615.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-The Queensland National
Bank, Limited.
Land Granted-Allotment 9  of section 3, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando,  parish  of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill,  allotment  9 of section 3.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allot-
ment 8, and bounded thence on the north by Alpha
street bearing 83 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ; on
the east by Beta street bearing 173 degrees 35
minutes 200 links ; on the south by allotment 10
bearing 263 degrees 85 minutes 200 links; and on
the west by allotment 8 bearing 353 degrees 35
minutes  200 links to the point  of commencement.
No. of Deed-52059.
Date of Deed-3rd August, 1883.
1" ame of Grantee-Leopold Frederick  Bernays.
Land Granted-Portion  201, county of Stanley,
parish of Redclifl'e.
Area-19 acres 1 rood 38 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of RedcliW'e, portion  201.
Area-20 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Cemetery Reserve proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  for 1874, volume, 1 page 788, and bounded
thence on the west and south by that reserve bearing
north nine chains and ninety-six and a-half links,
and west four chains and sixty-five and a half links;
again on the west and  again on  the south by lines
bearing north two chains and eighty-eight and
a-half links and west seven  chains and  thirty-two
links ;  again on the  west by a road bearing 346
degrees five chains and eighty-six and a-half links ;
on the north by a road bearing  east eight chains
and forty -seven and  a-half links; on the north-east
by a road bearing 129 degrees  51 minutes  twenty-
nine chains ; and on the south by a road bearing
west seventeen  chains and  twenty-eight links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-48737.
Date of Deed-18th November, 1882.
Name of Grantee-John Simeon Ramsay.
Land Granted-Portion 2,  county of Cook,
parish of Childers.
Area-500 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Childers, portion 2.
Area-506 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of portion
1341, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion and  a line  bearing 90 degrees  2 minutes
fifty-five chains and thirty-four links ; on the east
by a road bearing 179 degrees 57 minutes ninety-one
chains and forty-two links ; on the south by portion
3 bearing 269 degrees 54 minutes fifty-five chains
and forty-two links; and on the west by a road
bearing north ninety-one  chains and  fifty-five links
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-33348.
Date of Deed-7th June, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Angus Bell.
Land Granted-Portion 77,  county of Ward,
parish' of Coomera.
Area-155 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION  OF DEED.
County of Ward,  parish  of Coomera, portion 77.
Area-159 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Faun Creek at
the southern extremity of the  western  boundary of
portion 262, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion and a line bearing north twenty-two chains
and seventy-eight links and passing through a post
twenty links from said creek, and by portion 74
bearing 4 minutes twenty chains and thirty-seven
and a-half  links  and 19  minutes  twenty-five chains
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and eighty-six links ; on the north by lines bearing
270 degrees 7 minutes seventeen chains and twenty-
one links and 270 degrees 3 minutes ten chains and
twenty-five links ; on the west by a road bearing
180 degrees 1 minute nine chains and seventy-three
links and south forty-seven chains and ten links
to Yaun Creek and passing through a post fifty-one
links therefrom ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement ;-exclusive
of ten acres one rood twenty perches for surveyed
roads, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-38108
Date of Deed-22nd January, 1879.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions  117, 118, 119, 120, and
121, county of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area-445 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby, portions
117, 118, 119, 120,  and  121.
Area-456 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
116, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south thirty-nine chains and twenty-eight
links ; on the south by a road bearing 269 degrees
51 minutes twenty-three chains and sixteen and
seven-tenths links, 269 degrees 48 minutes twenty-
three chains and twelve and seven-tenths links, 269
degrees 53 minutes twenty-three chains and fourteen
links, 269 degrees 56 minutes twenty-three chains
and twelve links, and 269 degrees 57 minutes twenty-
one chains and seventy-seven and a-half links ; on
the west by a road bearing north thirty-nine chains
and sixty-five and eight-tenths links ; and on the
north by lines bearing 89 degrees 58 minutes fifty-
seven chains and eighty links, 90 degrees 23 minutes
nineteen chains and sixty-five links, 89 degrees 54
minutes twenty  chains  and forty-seven links, and
90 degrees 10 minutes sixteen chains and forty-one
and a-half links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-38107.
Date of Deed-22nd January, 1879.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions  124, 125, and 132,
county of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area- 290 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby, portions
124, 125,  and  132.
Area- 243 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
126, and bounded thence on the  east  by that portion
bearing  179 degrees 49 minutes forty chains and
thirty-three and three-quarter links ; on the south
and again on the east  by, portion 31 bearing 269
degrees 53  minutes twenty chains and twelve links,
and 179 degrees 50 minutes forty chains and twenty
and three-quarter links ; again on the south by a
road bearing 269 degrees 51 minutes twenty chains
and twelve links ; on the west by portion 133 bearing
359 degrees 49 minutes forty chains and twenty-
one links, and by portion 123 bearing 359 degrees
60 minutes  forty chains and thirty-two and a-half
links ; and on the north by a road bearing 89 degrees
54 minutes  twenty chains and ten and a-half links
and 89  degrees  52 minutes twenty chains and twelve
links to the point of commencement.
.No. f Deed-37657.
Date of Deed-3rd December, 1878.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions 142  and 143, county of
Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area-235 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby, portions
142 and  143.
Area-236 acres 2 roods 13 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
141, and bounded thence on the north and west by
that portion bearing 89 degrees 55 minutes forty
chains and twenty-three links and 359 degrees 28
minutes twenty chains and seven and a-half links ;
again on the north by portion 137 bearing east
twenty chains and seven and a-half links ; on the
east by portion 144 bearing 179 degrees 49 minutes
fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a road bearing 270 degrees 4 minutes
twenty chains and four and a-half links, and 269
degrees 56 minutes forty chains and sixteen links ;
and again on the west by a road bearing 359 degrees
52 minutes thirty-two chains and sixty-one and
one-quarter links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
INTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Blackall, Bowen, Bunda-
berg, Clermont, Dalby. Gayndah, Gladstone,
Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hughenden, Inglewood,
Mackay, Maryborough, Nanango, Rockhampton,
Roma, Stanthorpe, Surat, and Townsville, showing
all land open for selection, both as Agricultural
and Grazing Farms, are now ready for public
exhibition in the Map-room in the Brisbane Lands
Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER G. HUMS,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors , Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general inforpation,that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 68 and .77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head  Office  in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th  August, 1888.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive from  the Land Agent in
Brisbane the amount of Compensation  to which
he is entitled for the Land taken from his Selection
for Road purposes :-
Selection  No. 4444,  Brisbane District - Edward
Byrne.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION OF ROAD, UNDER
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 102 of" The Crown Lands Acts of  1884," it is hereby
notified that it is intended to resume for a Public
Road the lands described hereunder.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Strathdarr Run, Mitchell District.
From the Darr River north-westerly for about
sixteen  miles to the west boundary of the  run near
its north- west  corner.
Lessees-The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia, Limited.
2. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Evesham Run, Mitchell District.
From the east boundary of the run north-westerly
for about ten and a-quarter miles to the 43-mile
post where the new road joins the road from
Muttaburra to Winton.
Lessees-The Lansdowne Pastoral Company,
Limited.
NOTICE.
S ELECTORS under "The Crown Lands Alien-ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur.
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for State Forest on Lakes Como
and Cootharibah and King King Creek, in the
parish of Como, in the Gympie Land Agent's
District, containing about 5,766 acres, established
by Proclamation dated 24th July, 1884, will be
open to the operation of Ordinary Timber Licenses
on and after MONDAY, the Tenth day of Sep-
tember, 1888.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Public Lands Office,
Herberton, 28th July, 1888.
To R. G. MILLER, Agricultural Farm No. 6,
Herberton.
T
HEREBY call upon you to show cause, at
the Land Court to be held at Herberton on
the Third day of October next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, why your Selection should not be
declared forfeited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
A. H. ZILLMAN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P
RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution ,  to  bond  fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize ,  which is
admirably adapted for bread -making.  Application
for  seeds* to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pycnantha )  and Black
Wattle  Seeds  (acacia decurrens),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local  and
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Creek known
1 as Scrubby Creek, in the parish of Westhill,
in the St. Lawrence Land Agent's District, shall be
named CARMIL  CREEK, instead of Scrubby Creek
as heretofore.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS POWDER MAGAZINE  KEEPER'S
COTTAGE, CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court Houses, Charters  Towers and
Townsville,  until Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 31st August, from persons willing to contract
for Additions to the  Powder Magazine Keeper's
Cottage,  Charters  Towers.
Tenders  to be  endorsed  " Additions Powder
Magazine .Keeper's Cottage, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Court  Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville.
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The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £5. (See Clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
sent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
'r T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted,viz.
Court House, Birdsville-H. WALTON-£840.
For the Under Secretary for Works,
R. ROBERTSON.
Department  of  Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JAcx, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)sheets ;  7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; 10s.
mounted and  varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
BOLLING-STOCK-WAGONS-BUNDABERG
RAILWAY.T NDERS.  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th
August,  1888, for the Construction of the following
Wagons  for the Bundaberg Railway, viz.
6 Timber Wagons, 26 feet long,
12 Timber  Wagons, 30 feet long.
A deposit  of two and a-half (24) per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  in cash  or bank draft, must
accompany  each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions  attached to the Specification.)
Drawings,  Specifications, &c., can be seen at
this Office,  and at  the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich,
Maryborough,  and Bundaberg.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nars .  Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of00n ct relatingto  fines for non -completion to time will bestrictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1888.
BUNDABEB G AND MOUNT  PERRY  RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS SHED  AT GIN GIN.
T ENDERSwill be  received  at this Office untilFour  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
August ,  from persons willing to contract for
Erection  of Goods Shed at Gin Gin, Bundaberg
and Mount  Perry Railway.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Goods
Shed at Gin Gin."
Plan ,  Speci fication , and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane  ; Engineer's Office,
M borough;  and Station Master 's Office, South
Bu daberg.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1888.
SOUTH  COAST RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ENGINE AND CARRIAGE  SHEDS  AT SOUTH-
PORT.TENDERS will bereceived at his Officeuntil Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, th
24th August, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Engine and Carriage Sheds at South-
port.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Engine
and Carriage Sheds at Southport."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, ; and Offices of Clerks
of Petty Sessions, Beenleigh and Southport.
Tenders must be sent in on  proper printed
forms,  and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there  must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the
sum of  10 per  cent. on amount  of Tender as
security for the due  performance  of the Contract
in the  event  of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event  to execute , within four-
teen  days from  the usual  notification  of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing  such performance; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY.
TOWN RAILWAY.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown ,  was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 2nd June,
1888 .  Owners can obtain the same on appli cation
to the Station Master in Charge ,  Cooktown, and
paying costs . If not  released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 21st  August ,  1888 , they  wi ll  be Sold by
Public  Auction, to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Ra ilways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articlesin the custody  of the Lost Property  Depart-
ment ,  Brisbane ,  was  published in fu ll  in the
Government Gazette  ofSaturday ,  the 2nd June,
1888 .  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the  Traffic Manager, Brisbane ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  TUESDAY , the 21st
August, 1888 , they will be Sold by Public  Auction,
to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC  EARNING F.
... ...
... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ..,
1887-Ditto ditto ,.,
Total Increase
Week ending 5th Aug., 1888 ...
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
...
1888-Total Tra Ec to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 5th Aug., 1888 ...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1888 - Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week en ling 5th Aug., 1888 ...
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 5th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending  5th Aug.,  1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1988 -To- a] Traff ic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending 5th Aug., 1888...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 5th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
No, of
Miles open
forTratflc.
Paseenvera'Far( s..
d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
836 2,46910 3 4,451 0 5 251 1 8
706 2,202 5 5 3,906  19 11  254 6 0
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£ a, d.
3...4 4
...
808 1 0
225,836 6 9
221,596 1 10
£4,290  4  11
382 2 3
39,605 18  0
28,431 7 8
£11,174 10 4
16 18 9 388 2 10
12 0 10 228 8 0
4 17 11 159 14 10
11,618 8 9
5,206 9 8
£6,411 19 1
1 16 9
*48 11 11
72,382 7 1
74,732 16  3
£2,350 9 2
118 4 4
174 16 9
56 12 5
£451 16 8
372 16 8  1,990 19  5 69 1 6  2,432  17  7
421 6 8 1,989 7 6 78 6 0 2,489 0 2
... ...
...
... ...
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
48 *10 0
1 11 11
9-4 6 56 2 7
...
...
...
73,425 18 9
64,191 6 8
£9,234 13 1
0 13 9 142 14 536 13 6 105 7 2
2,888 18 11
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
39 8 11 51 4 2 10 9 2 101 2 3
21 14 1 18 0  8 8 13 6 48 8 3
17 14 10 33  3 6 1 15 8 62 14 0
... ...Total Increase ...
... 267 4 10 544 0 6
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
139 13 7 231 17 8 10 11 0
151 361 17 6 921 8 4 34 18 4 1,318 4 2
103 222 3 11 689 10 8 24 7 4 936 1 11
...
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
66 131 14 8 239 9 5
66 85 5 8 131 1 6
46 9 0 108 7 11
... ...
... ...
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Goods and Live Parcels and
Mi llace aneous.
463 289 3 10 1,522 2 1  67  14  11 1,879 0 10
444 272' 6 0 1,627 13 0 27 13 9  1,927  12 9
16 17 10 40 1 2
... 105 10 11 ...
*of ...
MACKAY RAILWAY. ..
31 3213 7 81 8 7 4 2 2
81 54  16 11 114 0 11 5 18 11
...
... 22-3  4 32 12 4
3,051 2 8
3,502 18 11
260
231
8
51
31
Week ending 5th Aug., 1888 ...
Corresponding week  last  year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ... 3,806 4 8
.,, ... 2,439 16 6
.,, ... £1,366 8 2
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
TENDERS. 10th  August, 1888..
'ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.  For fu ll  particulars ,  see  Govern.
went Gazette.
Nature  of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
CNOYDON-Additional Cells, Lock-up ...
... ... ... 21st July, 1888
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
... Houses, Normanton and
Croydon ; 31st August,
1888.
MAYTO W N- Morgue, Hospital  ... ... ... .. . ... 28th July, 1888
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
... Houses, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 7th Septem-
ber, 1888.
MAYTOWx- Post and Telegraph Offices ... ... ... ditto ...
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Post
... Offices, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 7th Septem-
ber 1888.
Towxsvir.Ln--Shelter-Shed Reception House ...
, .
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court4th August 1888, , ... House, Townsville ; 24th
August, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under  Secretary  for Works.
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  10th August, 1888.
MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Governmer. t
ll Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date  To  which Tendersing original notice .  can be received.
Substructure and Superstructure for Bridge  No. 32 , Section 21st  July, 18882, Cairns Railway  ... .. .. ... ) "'
Queensland Railways -Maryborough to Gayndah-Shelter-
Sheds and  Offices,  Section No . 1 ... ... 28th July,  1888 ...
Summer Uniforms  for 1888 ... ... ... ...
Southern and Western Railway-Tenders for Coal  ... ... 4th August,  1888 ... ,
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
17th August, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , loth August, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
HE following Notice to  Mariners is pub-
lished for  general information.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
CEYLON-SOUTH COAST.
IT is hereby notified that the Buoy  marking
Whale Reef, off Galle, has broken adrift.
It will be replaced in position the first  favour-
able opportunity offering.
The Reef bears from the Lighthouse W. ; N.,
distance  miles.
J. TRUSCOTT,
Acting  Master Attendant.
Master Attendant's Office,
Galle, 15th June, 1888.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beandesert , Beenleigb ,  13lackall ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda , Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla'
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Ferndale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate , Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeull,a.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
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on deposits  exceeding  £ 200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A
COPY  of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the  Post and Telegraph  Department  of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. 1 er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge ,  Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
QUEENSLAND.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1889-91.
`EPARATE Tenders are invited and will be
 , received until Noon of MONDAY, the 1st
October next, for the Conveyance of Her Majesty's
Mails from the 1st January, 1889.
Full particulars of the Services in the various
Districts of Queensland, for which Tenders are
invited, will be furnished, or forwarded, on appli-
cation to the Chief Office of this Department, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the Colony.
These particulars will also be found in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  of the 4th day of August,
1888, and in a notice exhibited in front of the
various Post and Telegraph Offices
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Police Office.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily
be accepted.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1888.
QUEENSLAND MARINE D FENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane , 10th  August, 1888.
No. 30.
ROCKHAMPTON NAVAL CORPS.I NSTRUCTOR BENJAMIN ARSHALL is
summarily dismissed from the  Marine  Defence
Force for drunkeness  on duty.
No. 31.
INSTRUCTOR ALFRED CURTIS is transferred from
Cairns to Rockhampton, for duty with Naval Corps
at the latter place,  vice  Benjamin Marshall, dis-
missed.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor , Q.N.C.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th August, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published  in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 4 TH DAY OF
AUGUST, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date  of previous Report ... ... 471
Number  since admitted  ... ... ... 1
Number returned  from leave ... ... 3
475
Number discharged ... ... 2
Number died ... ... 1
Number absent on leave  ... ... 3
6
Number remaining at date hereof ... 469
Admission during the week :
James  Hurley, 65, tailor , from Brisbane ; employed
during  the last few years by  Messrs.  D. Tait and Son,
Brisbane.
Discharged during the week :
John Williams, 62, labourer ; admitted 12th June,
1888.
Richard Ede, 67, saddler ;  admitted  25th January,
1876.
Death during the week :
John  Brown , 27, labourer ;  admitted 28th  February,
1888.
. SMITH-,.,
Medical Superintendent.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
ii the Reverend STANISLAS HENRY VERsus,, a
Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing at Thursday Island, in the Registry Dis-
trict of Somerset ,  has been duly reg istered as a
Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate Mar-
riages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
I T is hereby notified, that HENRY GEORGEBLAKENEY,  of Yandina ,  WILLIAM HENRY
DAVIDSON, and WILLIAM MACKAY, both of Bris-
bane, ALFRED MARSHALL,  of Townsvi lle, and
WILLIAM TATTLEY, of Maryborough ,  are licensed
as Surveyors qualified to act under the provisions
and for the  purposes  of  " The Real Property Acts
of  1861  and  1877,"  and subject to the regulations
of this Department."
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given, that I intend, on andT
after the Eleventh day of September next,
in conformity with the provisions of the ninety-
fifth section of  "The Beal  Property.Act  of 1861,"
to dispense with the production of a duplicate Bill
of Mortgage No. 184410 ,  from  Harry William
Hill to John Archibald Boyd, of the land described
in Deed of Grant N o.  65515,  Register Book volume
624, folio 25, being portion 245 ,  parish of Marathon,
and wi ll  then permit the original Mortgage to be
registe red.
THO.- MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
1119
TRANSMISSION-1 BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the  lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased  Date of
Proprietor. -Death.
1888.
Fri derich Dumbreski ,  18 Mar.
late of Maryborough,
labourer
David Archibald  Reid, 4 Mar.
late of Brisbane,
draper 's assistant
1885.
Charles William Macar -  28 Feb.
thur Bowman, late
of Mount Brisbane,
grazier
1886.
William Apjohn, late 31 Oct.
of Bri sbane ,  general
inspector
1885.
Samuel Stanton ,  late of 26 Dec.
South B ri sbane
Samuel  Nunn, late of 30 Dec.
Warwick ,  merchant
1864.
Harriet Burford ,  late 13 Dec.
wife of Benjamin
Burford
William Thomas Morris,
late of Townsville,
auctioneer
1886.
30 July
Name
of Claimant.
Augusta Dumbreski, of
Maryborough, widow
Wil liam Reid ,  of Bris-
bane, labourer
Caroline Isabella Bow-
man, of Mount  Ms-bane, widow
Mary Elizabeth  Apjohn,
of Brisbane, widow
Arthur  Stanton,. of
Bri sbane ,  carter
Description
and Situation of Land.
Subdivision 68 of allotment 2 of
section 143, parish of Mary-
borough
Re-subdivisions 87, 88 ,  and 89 of
subdivision 1 of portion 193,
parish of Enoggera
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
Fee-simple As Administratrix
Fee-simple As Administrator
1888.
18 Sept.
11 Sept.
Portion 63,  parish of Dixon  ...  Fee-simple As Administrat ri x 18 Sept.
Subdivisions 1 to 14 of section 3
of portion 205, pari sh of Red-
cliffe
Fee-simple Wi ll  dated 26 No-  18 Sept.
vember, 1883
Re-subdivision 2A of subdivision
6 of western suburban allot-
ment 27, parish of South Bris-
bane
Charles  Green ,  of Dalby, Allotments  3 and 4 of section 17,
--draper,  and Henr y and subdivision 1 of a llotment
Lamb Foster ,  of War -  12 of  section 20,  town of War-
wick ,  officer in charge I wick
of telegraph
Elizabeth Jane Wood-
croft, wife of Joseph
Woodcroft ,  quarry-
man; Emma  Burford,
Rhoda Ann Burford,
Jemima  Burford,
Esther Burford, and
Kate Burford, spin-
sters, all of Brisbane
Harry Chandler ,  saddler,
and John Newport
Parkes ,  commission
agent ,  both of Towns-
ville
Subdivision 28 of portion 195,
parish of Enoggera
Fee-simple Will dated 24 May ,  11 Sept.
1884
Fee-simple Wil l dated 20 No- 18 Sept.
vember , 1874, and
Codicil thereto
dated 15 June,
1878
Fee-simple As Coparceners  ... 11 Sept.
Subdivision 12 of section 3 of Fee-simple
allotment 6 of section 2, town
of Townsv ille
Will dated  5 No- 26 Sept.
vember, 1885, and
Codicil thereto
dated 17 May,
1886
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1888.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r
AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of  The Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring  to oppose will
require to  lodge , by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the  day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
2 roods, being all otment 2 of section 55, town of Mary- Frederick Rahmann
borough
13 acres 2 roods ,  being subdivision 2 of suburban portion Daniel Skehan...
55, parish of Warwick
36 perches ,  being allotment 5 of section 16,  parish of William Langley
North Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
...  18 Septem ber, 1888.
...  18 September, 1888.
...  11 September, 1888.
1 mail 1 perch, being subdivisions 8 and 9 of suburban Alexander Peters and Alfred 11 September, 1888.
all otment 25, parish of South Brisbane  Batch , Trustees  of the Will
of the late Michael Ryan
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles '  Offief ,  Registrar of Titles.
Brisbane , 11th August, 1888.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
k. Brisbane , 10th August, 1888,T1.IIE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the London Chartered Bank of Australia, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the1, several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April, 1888, to 30th June, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary,
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and Assets  of THE LONDON CHARTERED BANK OP AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the .QUARTER from the 1st ARGIL, 1888, to 30th JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ a, d.
Notes  iu-Circulation Not bearing Interest ;;
...
13,678 18 5
Bearing Interest
„
Bills in  Ciroulation Not bearingmerest ....... 192 19 4
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ...
Deposits Not bearing  Interest ... ... ... 62,980 0 11
" Bearing  Interest ... ... ... 71,123 14 5
Government Accounts, bearing Interest ... ... ... 3,846 3 1
Total Amount of Liabilities
I
TOTALS. ASSB'LS .  AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  r. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined  Metals  ... ......... 50,628 8 7
Gold and  Silver in Bullion or Bare  ... ... ... ...... 1,081 1] 10
13,678 18 5 Landed Property ... ... ... ... ......., 52,089 4 4
Notes and Bills of  other Banks  ... ... ... ... ......... 31516 5
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ........
192 19 4 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
8,811 9 1 Bills of Exchange,, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the Said Bank from other Banks
137,949 18  5
£160,633 5 8 it
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to the close of the Quarter ending 30th 1,000,000 0 0
June, 1888
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... 7 per cent.  per annum
Total Amount  of Assets
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 35,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... I 224,432 13 7
A. BROWN,  Manager.
770,263 17  7
£874,37818 9
W. H. BARBER, Accountant.
I, Alexander Brown, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this second day of August, 1888.
JOHN  KENNEDY , Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT
A. BROWN.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £13,67818s. 5d., being one  quarter's  composition of the duty  payable on the  annual  average of the money value of the notes in circulation  for the year 1888, by tl e
London Chartered  Bank  of Australia, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum  of 9102 119. 9d.
RECEIPT.
Received on the second day of August, 1888, the sum of £10211s. 9d., for the duty  assessed as above.
Entd.-CHAS. F. DRIVER.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
For the  Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
H IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to direct that a Competitive Examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing  at 9 o'clock a.m. on the 29th Novem-
ber next, in the following subjects :-
English Language and Literature,
Latin,
Greek,
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry),
French or German,
English History,
Greek and Roman History,
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects to be taken, namely,-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The examination will be open to all students who
will not have attained the age of nineteen years on
the 31st December next, or who are State School
scholars under five years' standing, and who have
resided in the colony for the two years immediately
preceding the examination, or whose parents have
resided in the colony for the three years immedi-
ately preceding the examination. Every candidate
for an exhibition must, when making application
to be examined, submit to the Department of Public
Instruction a certificate attesting the date of his
birth, and must state the alternative subjects to be
taken by him, namely-whether he elects to be
examined  in French or in German, and in which of
the four subjects under the head of " Natural
Science "  he elects to be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 1889, and of the annual value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates, not
exceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some  university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains in  attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity as a matriculated student.
Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment is made, a certificate from the
Registrar, or other responsible officer of the univer-
sity attended by the exhibitioner, must be produced
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each subse-
quent payment is made, a certificate must be
presented to the effect that the applicant remains
in attendance on lectures at that university.
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction their names, with
particulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated ; such information to re ch
the Education Office not later than the 30th Sep-
tember proximo, accompanied by a certificate from
the Head Master of a Grammar School, or from '[a
Magistrate, that they have resided in the colony
for the two years immediately preceding the
examination , or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately pre-
ceding the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£ 5) as a  guarantee that he
will present himself for  examination , which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of examination may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination  begins.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
I11S Excellency the Deputy-Governor, withthe advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to direct that Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar Schools be held on the
18th and 19th December next, subject to the
following conditions:-
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend, and
only such  as are  likely to succeed at  the examina-
tion, and, if successful, to attend a Grammar
School, are to be nominated.
2. The examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved ; and scholars from
any school maintained or inspected by the State
may present themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year of examination, have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for theprevious six months
at a State School or other school inspected by the
officers of this Department, and have been in
attendance  at such a  school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, in
special cases,  be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination , submit to the Department of
Public Instruction  a certi ficate  attesting date of
birth.
4. The  examination  will be held under the super-
vision of responsible  officers of  the Department,
and other persons appointed for the purpose. The
questions will be  the same in  all places. The
candidates'  papers must be anonymous  and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number. Before the
examination  begins, each candidate must fill up
a form showing the  name , number, motto, age, sex,
and school attended  ; and seal up the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelopes, and the candi-
dates' papers, are to be forwarded under seal to the
Under Secretary immediately  after  the examination.
5. The subjects  of examination  will be the same
as those prescribed in the  regulations  for children
who have reached the fourth  class  in a State
school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the  pleasure  of Parliament, for a
period of three  years,  and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
undef,  " The Grammar Schools Act of  1860 " or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling expenses of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his parents.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, INDOO-
ROOPILLY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September, from  persons  willing to  contract for
New State  School  Buildings ,  Indooroopi lly.
1123,
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School Buildinqs, Indooroopilly."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,18 915.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, GATES, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
TALKIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing, Gates,
&c., State School, Kalkie.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Fencing,
Gates, 4e., State School, galkie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
WALLOON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on F1{IDAY, the 24th August, from
persons  willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Walloon.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
State School Buildings, Walloon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, CIIINCHILLA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Chinchilla and Dalby,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August,
from persons  willing to contract for Kitchen and
Covered Way, State School, Chinchilla.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Ray, State School, Chinchilla."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court Houses, Chinchilla and
Dalby.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW RESIDENCE FOR TEACHER, STATE
SCHOOL, TAMBO.TENDERS will be received atthis Office, andat the Court Houses, Tambo and Rockhamp-
ton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September, from persons willing to contract for
New Residence for Teacher, State School, Tambo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New Resi-dence for Teacher, State School, Tambo.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Tambo and Rock-
hampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO SCHOOL, KITCHEN, &c., STATE
SCHOOL, WATERFORD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the State School, Waterford, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August, 1888,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
School, Kitchen, &c., State School, Waterford.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions to
School, Kitchen, ¢c., State School, Waterford."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the State School, Waterford.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by hank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public, Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVING CLOSETS ON TO NEW CESSPITS,
STATE SCHOOL, YERONGA.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th
August, from persons willing to contract for
Removing Closets on to New Cesspits, State
School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Removing
Closets  on to  New Cesspits, State School, Yeronga. '
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained; at this Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
cf the  lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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DIVISION OF MUTDAPILLY.H ALF-YEARLY BSTRACT STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD
of MUTDAPILLY from the 1ST JANUARY  to the  30TH JUNE, 1888.
1888. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d. £ a. d.
To Balance, QN. Bank, Ipswich 466 16 0
„ Cash in Hand ... ... 24 17 0
30th June-
Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 1 0 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 2 13 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... 0 13 9
491 13 0
4 7 6
Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 515 7 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 565 6 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 369 16 0
1,450 8 6
Deposits on Contracts ... ... 45 3 3
„ Other Receipts ... ... ...  8 2 0
£1,99914 3 £1,999 14 3
BRYAN W. WELLS, Divisional Clerk.
Examined with the Books of Account and Vouchers, and found correct.
Board's Office,
W. TATHAM, Auditors.
Ipswich, 20th July, 1888.
S. H. RAWLINGS,
Allowed by the Board this fourth day of August, 1888.
F. C. KINGSTON, Chairman.
STATEMENT  OF RATES.
No Rate made from the 1st January to 30th June, 1888-Valuation not complete.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
To Balance on Contracts .., ... 715 19 0 By Arrears 'of Rates ... ... ... 16 16 9
Contractor's Deposits ... ... 39 11 3 „ Office Furniture ... ... ... 22 18 8
Mibcellaneous Work ... ... ... 69 2 6 „ Tools ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 10
Allowance, Salary, Rent, Advertising, „ Q.N. Bank  Balance  ... ... ... 1,115 16 11
&c., to 30th June ... ... ...  38 18 8
„ Balance of Liabilities over Assets ... 311 14 9
£1,165 6 2  £ 1,165 6 2
Examined and found correct this twentieth day of July, 1888.
W. TATHAM, Auditors.S. H. RAWLINGS,
Allowed by the Board this fourth day of August, 1888.
F. C. KINGSTON,  Chairman.
ABSTRACT  STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO  from the  1ST JANUARY to the 30TH JUNE, 1888.
Amount.  Expended .  Balance.
£  a. d. £ S. d. £ a. d.
Subdivision No. 1-
Ten Contracts ... ... ... ... ... ... 532 3 0 177 10 0 354 13 0
Subdivision No. 2-
Ten Contracts ... ... ... ... ... ... 368 5 0 150 17 6 217 7 6
Subdivision No. 3-
Ten Contracts  ... ... ... :.. ... ... 315 9 6 171 11 0 143 18 6
£1,215 17 6 499 18  6 715 19 0
Examined and found correct this twentieth day of July, 1888.
W. TATHAM, Auditors.S. H. RAWLINGS,
Allowed by the Board this fourth day of August, 1888.
F, C. KINGSTON, Chairman.
1888.
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Petty Cash ,  Allowance,
and Rent ... ...
Advertising ,  Printing, and
Audit ... ... ...
Salary ... ...
Valuation and General
Expenses ... ...
„ Refund of Contract Deposits
Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
674 19 7
1,115 15 11
13 0 0
39 16 0
80 0 0
59 15 3
192 11 3
16 7 6
204 18 0
224 17 6
245 4 1
Balance , Q.N. Bank, Ipswich 1,117 15 11
Less Outstanding Cheques 2 0 0
1566 52s.
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DIVISION OF WARROO.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of WARROO, for the HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JuNE, 1888.
1888 .  REcElpTS.
1st January-
To Balance-Bank of New South Wales,
£ jr. d. s. d.
Roma  ... ... 42812 2
Cash in hand ... ... 11 12 1
- 440 4 3
30th June-Rates received-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
... 0 4 3
... 12 4 6
12 8 9
Endowments received-
Subdivision No.  I  ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
441 15 2
104 17 0
97 14 0
Miscellaneous Receipts ...
Refund, J. Hourigan's Cheque
644 6 2
8 17 6
0 8 0
£1,106 4 8
1888.
30th June-
ExPSxnrTuun.
£ a. d.
By General  Expenses  ... ... ...  37 13 10
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...  52 7 8
„ Wages  ... ... ... ...  118 6 0
„ Branga Bridge  .. ... ... ...  568 10 0
„ Footbridge, Yeulba ... ... 8 0 0
„ Petty Cash ... ... 7 0 0
„ Auditors '  Fees  ... ... ... ...  6 6 0
Stationery and Printing .. ... 17 8 4
„ Misce ll aneous Expenditure  -  Yeulba
Bridge  road ... ... ... ... 0 18 0
„ Amount  sent to Bank in March, and
lost in transit . .. ...  11 12 1
Balance ,  Bank  of New South Wales,
Roma  ... ... 2 9
£1,106 4 8
R. J. HARNUP, Clerk. EBB. SMITH, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Warroo, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Surat, 7th July, 1888.
1562
JOHN MASON, Auditors.ROBERT SHERIDAN,
19s.
DIVISION OF TABRAGALBA.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of TABRAGALBA, from 1stJANUARY to 1st JULY, 1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 231, Part XV. of  " 7%e
Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
Da.
1888.
1st January -  £  S.  d.
To Balance  in Bank of New
South Wales,  Beaudesert 256 14 4
„ Cash in Hand  ... ...  237 13 6
„ Rates  Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 29 13 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 78 5 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 14 18 0
Government  Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 646 4 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 1,013 0 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 405 4 0
„ Cash Received on Account
of Survey ... ...
J. F. MITCHELL, Clerk. W. T. WALKER,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Tabragalba, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
WM. WEBB, Auditors.VERDON HINCHCLIFFE, I
£ s. d.
C$.
1888.
1st January-  £ a. d.
By Contingencies-
Salaries--Clerk and Over-
£  S.  d.
seer  ... ...  124 19  7
494 7 10 General Expenses ... 56 11 8
Rent  ... ... 6 14 0
Petty Cash ... ... 1 0 0
Survey Account ... 14 3 4
203 8 7
122 16 0 „ Subdivision No. 1-
Branch Roads ... ... 180 5 6
Main  Roads  ... ...  143 17 1
324 2 7
2,064 8 0
„ Subdivision No. 2-
Branch Roads  ... ...  561 6 9
Main  Roads ... ... 319 14 0
8 3 4 881 0 9
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Branch Roads  ... ...  130 2 1
Main Roads  ... ...  126 13 6
1st July- 256 15 7
„ Cash in Bank of New South
Wales ,  Beaudesert ...  1,012 3 9
„ Cash in Hand ... ... 12 3 11
1 024 7 8,
£2,68915 2 £2,68915 2
Board Office, Beaudesert ,  24th July, 1888.
1558 24s,
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DIVISION OF WOONGARRA.SATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the HALF-TEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888, prepared
and published in terms of Clauses 231, 232, and 233 of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
30th June-
To General  Rates received-
£ s. d.
Subdivision No. ... 1 8 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 0 3 0
£  it. d.
1 11 0
Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 592 19 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 96 2  7 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 449 6 0
„ Sundry Receipts ...
- 2,004 12 0
7 18 6
EXPENDITURE.
1888.  £  a. d. £ s. d.
1st January-
By Dr.  Balance, Q.N. Bank ...  255 15 4
30th  June-Contingencies-Salaries ... ... ...  130 0 0
Printing and Advertising ...  20 3 0
Petty Cash... ... ...  5 0 0
General Expenses ... ...  7 5 6
Legal Expenses  ... ...  2 13 6
Auditors'  Fees  ... ...  6 6 0
171 8 0
Tools, Repairs, and Horse Feed ... 27 18 6
„ Office Furniture ... .. ... 5 5 0
Gas Lighting ... ... ... 21 0 0
„ Maintenance  Account ... ... 88 15 10
„ Interest on Government Loans ... 172 1 6
Redemption of ditto ... 372 13 6
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
H alkie road (half) ... 34 1 4
Grimwood's road (half) ... 17 1 9
Turner's road ... ... 30 10 7
Grother' s road  ... 4 13 8
Schultz's road ... ... 0 14 6
Subdivision No. 2-
Kalkie road (half) ... 34 1 4
Grimwood's road (half) ... 17 1 9
Pilot Station road ... 31 13 4
Subdivision No. 3-
East Bundaberg roads and streets ... 277 11 8
Balance to Credit, Divisional Fund, at
Q.N. Bank ... ... ... ... 451 13 11
£2,014 1 6
82  16  5
£2,014 1 6
CONTRACTORS' DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.
1888.  £ s. d.  1888.
30th June- 30th June-
1888.
30th June-
To Deposit received ... ... ... 100 0 0 I By Deposit in Government Savings Bank ... 100 0 0
LOAN ACCOUNT.
1888.
30th June-
£ s. d.
To Fixed Deposit Withdrawn ... ... 2,000 0 0
„ Interest  on same  ... ... ... 35 0 0
87 1 10
£ s. d.
£ s. d.
By Works carried out by Loan . ... 2,000 0 0
,,  Balance to Credit Loan Fund, Q N. Bank 35 0 0
£2,035 0 0 £2,035 0 0
STATEMENT of GOVERNMENT LOANS outstanding on 30TH JUNE, 1888.
9 s. d. £ s. d.
Total Loans incurred ... ... ... 5,277 0 0 Amount still Due ... ... 4,663 8 8
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO during the HALF-YFAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
George Knott, Turner's road ... ... 850 0 0 Amount unpaid ... ... ... ... 850 0 0
Rate Made during the Half-year ended 30th June, 1888-Nil.
BALANCE SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
To Amount unpaid on Contract ... 850 0 0 By Office Furniture ... ... ... 36 15 0
„ Contractors' Deposit Account ... ... 100 0 0 „ Divisional Board Hall and Premises... 423 7 0
Government Loans Outstanding ... 4,663 8 8 „ Rates in Arrears ... ... ... 22 12 0
Contractor's Deposit Account,  Savings
Bank ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
„ Credit  Balance,  Loan Account, Q.N.
Bank ... ... ... ... 35 0 0
Credit Balance, Divisional Fund, Q.N.
Bank  ... ... ... ... 451 13 11
Liabi li ties  in Excess  of Assets... ... 4,544 0 9
£5,613 8 8 • £5,613 8 8
JOSEPH NIXON, Clerk. JOHN Y. WALKER, Chairman.
Bundaberg, 6th July, 1888.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all the Books of Accounts and
Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Wo3ngarra, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
THOS. MANCHESTER, Auditors.F. WM. NICOLSON,
1526 508.
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MUNICIPALITY OP WARWICK.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the WARWICK MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
F 1ST JANUARY  to the  30TH JUXE, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
To Balance ,  A.J.S. Bank-
General Account  ... ...  551 17 2
Town Hall Account ... 144 19 1
1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. 30th June-
By Interest,  &c.-
696 16 3
30th  June-General Rates  ... ... ... ...  199 16 0
„ Endowment on Rates ...  ... ...  572 1 0
„ Carriers '  Licenses ... ... ... 48 0 0
„ Town Ha ll  Rents  ... ... ...  44 0 0
Commonage Fees .. ... 33 19' 8
Registration of Dogs and Goats 10 12 6
„ Saleyard Rent  ... ... ...  6 10 0
„ Weighbridge Fees  ... ... ...  19 4 9
Butchers '  Licenses  ... ... ...  1 2 6
„ Miscellaneous Receipts  ... ... ... 21 13 0
„ Government  Grant for Parks ... ... 175 0 0
„ Sale of Town Hall, on account ...  128 0 0
Fixed Deposit and Interest Withdrawn 538 2 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  571 3 11
£ s. d.
from the
£ s. d.
3 10
0 0
191 3 10
... 209 3 4
20 0 0
17 0 6
132 14 3„ Park Improvements ... ...
„ Contract Work and Day Labour-
Lyon street
Canning street
Albion street
Palmerin street
Guy street
Dragon street
Victoria street
Albert street
Fitzroy street
Grafton street
Percy street
Wood  street ...Clear.v'8 lane ...
Lyndhurst Bridge
North  Toolburra  road
Waterlanes ...
Footbridge, Park ...
Burr Cutting ...
1 13 4
5 0 0
5 0 0
18 6 8
5 6 8
9 0 0
4 6 8
1 10 0
9 13 4
109 15 10
12 19 4
12 3 4
4 0 0
41 15 2
27 0 0
8 15 0
10 4 7
12 2 0
New Town Hall Building ,  on account
„ Commonage Expenses ... ...
Repairing Tools and Implements ...
Town Hall and Weighbridge Expenses
,, General Expenses ,  Printing , &c. ...
,, Commission on Sale of Hall and Land
£3,066 1 7
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  OF THE WARWICK WATERWORKS.
1888.
1st  January-
To Balance ,  A.J.S. Bank ...
30th  June-Water Rates ...
Loan f ur Extending Mains
Salaries  .. ...
„ Auditors '  Fees ...
„ Election  Expenses ...
General Loan  ... ... 141
Town Hall Loan ... 50
£2,29018 5  £ 2,290 18 5
STATEMENT Of LIABILITIES and ASSETS On 3OTH JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
30th June- £ s. d.
To General Loan  ... ...  4,489 6 3
„ ISterestand Redemption
*a General  Loan  ...  141 3 10
„ Waterworks  Loan  ...  16,551 18 8
„ Interestand  Redemption
on Waterworks Loan 459 13 9
„ Town Hall Loan ... 2,000 0 0
„ Interest  on Town Hall
Loan  .. ... ...  50 0 0
„ Outstanding Contracts ...
„ Balance A .J.S. Bank,
Town Hall Account ...
Balance  ... ,,, ,,,
bridge,  Saleyard, and
1888.
£  s. d. 30th June- £ s. d.
540 13 5 By Interest on Government Loan  ...  456 12 1
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 75 0 0
... 250 5 0  „  Coal and Firewood  ... ...  67 11 9
... 1,500 0 0  „  Incidental  Expenses  ... ... ...  25 11 0
„ Extension of Mains  ... ... ...  24 10 5
Balance,  A.J.S. Bank ... ... 1,641 13 2
ASSETS.
£ s. d. 30th June -  £  a. d. £ a. d.
By Balance,  A.J.S. Bank,
Waterworks Account 1,641 13 5
„ Balance, A.J.S. Bank,
4,630 10 1 General Account  ...  660 13 4
Balance  due on Sale of
Town Hall ... ...
17,011 12 5  „  Town Hall , Weigh-
f)
• 298 11 11
2,010 18 4
51 8 0
2 0 0
50 0 6
51 1 0
32 0 0
£3,066 1 7
2,302 6 9
1,152 0 0
Lands ... ... ... 5,534 4 4
Waterworks ,  Plant, Cot-
2,050 0 0 tages ,  and Land  ...  17,448 7 11
539 16 6 „ Furniture and Imple-
ments  ... ...  214 17 2
1,231 17 3 „ Endowment on Rates,
3,156 0 8 Second Moiety ,  1887  ...  572 1 0
)f General Rates due to
30th June ,  1888 ... 756 17 0
Water Rates due to 30th
Juno, 1888  ... ...  639 2 9
1,395 19 9
£28,619  16 11 £28,619 16 11
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MUNICIPALITY OF  WARWICK --continued.
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO during HALF-YEAR, ended 30TH JUNE, showing AMOUNT DUE on same.
Date. Name of Contractor .  Nature of Contracts Entered Into. Amount of Expenditure . Balance DueContract. 30th  June, 1888.
1888. £ s. d. £ 8. d. £  S.  d.
1 Jan.
... Outstanding Contracts from last half-
year
2,419 7 3 1,933 7 3 486 0 0
8 Mar. E. Devlin ... ... Carting Stones for the Pitching of
Grafton street
51 19 2 33 9 2 18 10 0
14 Mar . E. Devlin ..  Mowing Recreation Squares  .. 4 15 0 4 15 0
13 April J. H. Wallis ... ... Painting and Decorating Proscenium,
Town Hall, &c.
64 15 0 54 5 0 10 10 0
5 May Peter McGee ...
... Making Watering-place on Deuchar's
Creek
4 0 0 4 0 0
5 May F .  Reimers  ... ...  Making Seats for Ha ll  ... ... 14 2 0 ... 14 2 0.
6 June Joseph Irwin ... ... Cutting and Forming Drain, Percy
street
3 0 0 ... 3 0 0
6 June Henry Cleary...
... Gravelling Palmerin street ... ... 21 14 6 14 0 0 7 14 6
2,583 12 11 2,043 16  5  539 16  6
STATEMENT Of RATES MADE for the YEAR ending 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
£ a. d.
General Rate of 1s . in the £ on £ 22,884  (Annual Valuation) ... . ... 1,144 4 0
Water Rate on Annual Rateable Value of Properties fronting Water  Mains ... 1,399 3 5
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Warwick Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
PETER CONNOLLY, Auditors.Town Hall, Warwick, 20th July, 1888. CARDINAL A. WYNNE,
Examined and passed by the Municipal Council of Warwick the first day of August, 1888.
ARTHUR MORGAN, Mayor.
F. B. WOODS, Town Clerk.
1576 72s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BALMORAL.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISION OF BALMORAL from the 1sT MARCHto 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS .  EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
30th June-  £  s. d.  30th June-  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Government Endowment-1st and 2nd By Works-Repairing Roads-
Instalments  ... ... ...  2,000 0 0 Bu limba Streets  ... ...  265 18 4
Branch Roads  ... ... 79 18 7
Riding ' s Road  ... ... 46 13 10
New Cleveland Road ... 411 9 10
Lower Bu limba Road  ...  180 8 1
Hemmant Road  .. ...  20 9 3
Hemmant Wharf ... ... 15 5 0
Barrack  Road ... ... 145 13 9
Bennett's  Road ... ... 2 0 0
Drainage  Works ... ... 15 0 0
1,182 16 8
£2,000 0 0
LIABILITIES  AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
To Wages and Sundry Accounts for June... 314 3 0
,, Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  229 2 0
£543 5 0
£2,000 Oo 0
ASSETS.
£ s, d.
By Arrears of Rates for 1887 in the No. 1
Subdivision, Bulimba Division ... 449 4 4
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 28 17 0
„ Tools ... ... ... ... ...  65 3 8
£543 5 0
JOHN S .  PURDIE, Clerk. EDWD. GRIFFITH , Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , do hereby certify that  we have examined  the Books of Account and Vouchers
of the  Balmoral Divisional Board,  and that the  above Statement compares  therewith.
J. S. JOHN STON, Auditors.27th July,  1888. R. S. W. CUMMING,
1582 28s.
„ Contingencies-
Office Furniture ... ... 28 17 0
General Expenses ... ... 14 12 0
Printing and Advertising... 44 4 0
Salaries  ... ... ... 66 15 0
Tools  ... ... ... 65 3 8
Petty Cash... ... 5 0 0
Interest ,  Royal Bank ... 0 9 8
225 1 4
Balance at Royal Bank ... ... 592 2 0
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ENOGGERA DIVISIONAL BOARD.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  ENOGGEBA  DIVISIONAL BOARD from 1sT JANUARY,
to 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
30th June-
To Rates Received-
£
Subdivision No. 1...
... 45
Subdivision No. 2...
... 5
„ Traffic  Board ... 8
„ Board of Waterworks-
Contribution ...
... 25
„ Endowments  Account ...
„ Windsor Shire ... ...
„ Ithaca Shire .
Balance, Royal Bank of
Queensland, Overdrawn
Account ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
d.S.
5 0
6 0
15 2
0 0
1888.
£ s. d.  let January-
By Overdraft at the Royal
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Bank  of Queensland ... ... 1,618 17 9
30th June-
50 11 0 By General Expenditure ... 86 15 0
Advertising  Account ...  3 16 0
Salary Account ... ... 37 10 0
Stamps and  Petty Cash ... 8 10 0
33 15 2 „  Rent of Office ... ... 21 16 0
1,263 15 3 „ Sanitary  Account ... ... 18 10 0
35 3 6  „ Auditors' Fees ... ... 9 15 0
420 7 8 „ Interest on Loan ... ... 36 0 0
Interest on Overdraft ... 40 19 8
Redemption Account ... 65 5 8
567 16 8 „ Shire of Ithaca ... ... 19 13 0
Printing and Stationery ... 2 18 4
,,
»
F. SLAUGHTER, Clerk.
Brisbane, 26th July, 1888.
Subdivision No. 1-
Labour, Wages, &c.-
South Pine road ... 41 5 9
Samford road ... ... 49 9 6
Parker's road ... ... 34 8 7
Cedar Creek road ... 69 8 0
Subdivision No. 2-Labour, Wages, &c.-
Waterworks road ... 189 13 2
Payne's road ... ...  161710
351 8 8
194 11 10
206 11 0
£2,371 9 3
WM. McCALLUM PARK, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Enoggera, and that the above Statement oorresponds therewith.
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
30th  June-
To Balance of Government Loan
Royal Bank Overdraft  ... ...
L. Murphy ... ... ...
Brisbane , 27th July, 1888.
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£2,371 9 3
BLAKISTON ROBINSON, I Auditors.CHARLES WARDE,
L IABILITIES AND ASSISTS.
ASSETS.
1888.
£ s. d.  30th June- £ s. d.
...  654 13 3  By Ithaca Shire ... ... 374 3 3
... 567 16 8 „ Arrears of Rates, 1887 529 7 0
... 100 0  0 „ Endowment, Short Paid 93 15 9
Fixed Deposit .. ... 1G0 0 0
„ Tools and Furniture, &c. 159 4 0
„ Balance of  Profit and Loss 65 19 11
£1,322  9 11 £1,322 9 11
Examined and found correct.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON, ) Auditors.CHARLES WARDE,
36s.
MUNICIPALITY OF ROMA.A$STRACT  STATEMENT  of the  RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the ROMA,HALF- YEAR  ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
1888.
let January-
To Balance, Queensland National  Bank ...
30th  June-Rates Collected ... ... ...
First Moiety of Endowment of Rates,
1887
Refund of Interest Paid ...
Licenses ... ... ...
Registration Fees, Goats, and Sale of
Yokes ... ... ... ...
Deposit on Contracts ... ... ...
Police Court Fine ... ... ...
„ Rents . ... ... ... ...
Rent of Pumps ... ... ...
Proceeds of Pumps ... ... ...
Sundry Receipts ... ... ...
MUNICIPALITY for the
1888
£ 3. d. .30th June- £ it.  d.
91 17 1 By Town Clerk's Office ... ... 71 14 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... 6 0 0
29 15  6 „ Public Works ... ... ... 286 1 8
Printing and Advertising 17 11 6
260 5  3 „ Refund Deposit on Contracts ... 3 0 0
87 10 0 „ Sundry Disbursements ... 77 7 9
19 10  0 „ Interest on Consolidated Loans 121 12 6
Amount Paid in Liquidation ... .. 30 0 10
29 15  6 „ Balance , Queensland National Bank 13 3 10
8 10  0
0 5  0
82 6 6
0 19  6
6 4  9
11 13  0
£626 12 1 262612 1
1130
MUNICIPALITY OF  ROMA- continued.
SPECIAL LOAN RATE ACCOUNT.
1888.  £ s. d.let January-
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... 203 16 6
30th June-
To Rates Collected ... ... ... ... 7 14 8
1888.
1st January -
To Balance ...
£43 10 11
1888. £ a. d.
30th June-
By Contract-Ploughing ... ... ... 10 0 0
„ Refund to General Revenue ... ... 4 11 0
„ Labour .. . ... ... 1 15 3
Balance, Queensland National Bank ... 27 4 8
£43 10 11
EDWARD A .  RRES, Town  Clerk. J. NIMMO,  MVlayor.
We hereby  certify that the above is a true Abstract of the Financial Statement of the
Municipality of Roma for the Half -year ending 30th June, 1888.
WM. GEO. DAVIES, Auditors.26th July,  1888. E. O'CONNOR,
1595 31s.
GLENGALLAN DIVISION.
STATEMENT  of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  GLENGALLAIc DIVISIONAL BOARD from
J 18T  JANUARY to  30TH JUNE ,  1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 231 of  " 1'he Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 1st January-  £ a. d. £ s. d.
By Overdraft, A.J.S. Bank ... ... 948 4 0
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Salaries-Clerk and Inspec-
1 0 tor of Works ... ... 138 11 8
Destruction of Burr ... 111 0 0
1888.
30th June-
To Government  Endowment --
Subdivision No. 1... ... 388 14 0
Subdivision No. 2... ... 775 10 0
Subdivision No. 3... ... 523 17 0
-1,688
„ Rates Collected-
Subdivision No. 1... ... 30 15 6
Subdivision No. 2... ... 12 14 6
Subdivision No. 3... ... 20 3 0
Board's Office, Redemption
of Loan ... ...'
Board's Office, Interest on
51 6 11
63 13 0 Loan ... ... ... 26 7 1
„ Cheque from M. S. Land for Destruction
Burr on Crown Lands ... 14
Fees on Licensed Gates... ... ... 22
„ Overdraft in A.J.S. Bank ... ... 645
Election Expenses and
10 0 Auditors... .. 19 1 0
0 0 Interest on Bank Overdraft
17 9 to date ... ... 13 7 0
Advertising, Printing, &c. 12 7 0
Petty Cash... ... ... 10 0 0
Miscellaneous Expenses ... 6 7 9
Mounting Maps of Division 5 0 0
„ Contracts-
Subdivision No. 1-
Elbow Valley and S.C.
Downs roads  .. .  43 7 6
Stanthorpe and Lord
John Swamp  ... ...  15 14 0
Sandy Creek road  ...  23 19 0
Work  and Labour on
roads ...  ... ...  30 15 0
Subdivision No. 2-Swan Creek road ... 139 16 0
Freestone Creek road ... 218 1 9
Mount Sturt and Emu
Vale roads .. ... 330 2 4
Work and Labour on
roads ... ... ... 45 4 0
393 8 5
113 15 6
733 4 1
Subdivision No. 3-
Killarney road ... ... 102 0 0 o f,
Emu Vale and Farm v
Creek roads ... ...  137 19 9
Work and Labour on
roads ... ... ... 5 10 0
245 9 9
£2,434 1 9 £2,434 1 9
J. SE LKE,  Clerk to Board.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Glenga llan,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
FRAS. B. WOODS, Auditors.
Board's  Office, Warwick, 28th July ,  1888.  JAMES McINTOS li, 1
Passed by the Board of the Glengallan Division at a General  Meeting  held on the  fourth day of
August, 1888.
E. F. MORGAN , Chairman.
1583 36s.
1888.
30th June-
£ a. d.
By Interest paid ... ... ... 87 10 0
„ Balan ce,  Queensland National Bank ... 124 1 2
£211 11 2 I £211 11 2
RECREATION RESERVE ACCOUNT.
£ s. d.
... 43 10 11
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme  Court, do hereby
appoint JOHN VIVIAN WILLIAMS,  of Ingham,
in the Colony of Queensland , Police  Magistrate,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Cardwell who shall ,  by virtue of this
appointment ,  give consent in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections
of the said Act.
Dated this seventh day of August ,  A.D. 1883.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.It GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
As OF WEDNESDAY,  THE EIGHTH  DAY OF AUGUST,
1888.I T is hereby ordered by The Honourable Sir
CHARLES  LILLEY, Knight, The Chief Justice
of Queensland, The Honourable GEORGE R GERS
HARDING and The Honourable CHARLES STUART
MEIN, Justices of Her Majesty's Supreme Court
of Queensland,  in pursuance  of all powers and
authorities enabling them in this behalf, that
TUESDAY next, the Fourteenth day of August
instant,  be a Supreme Court Holiday, and that the'
Offices of the said Court be closed on that day.
The Registrar will be pleased to preside at Insol-
vency Meetings at Eleven o'clock, First Meetings
for which have been fixed to be holden on that
day.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
By their Honours The Justices-
WM. BELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Albert  Boldeman ,  of Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  clerk ,  by the said
John Albert Boldeman.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said John Albert Bolde-
man be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Ha ll,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said John Albert Boldeman ,  for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the Twenty -third day of August,
1888 ,  at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said John Albert Boldeman
shall ,  on the Twenty -first day of August ,  1888, at
Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Sea ,  of the Court ,  this eighth
day of August, 1888.
By the;Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON ,  WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Norman ,  of Edistown ,  Mount Jones, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  hairdresser, by the
said George Norman.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
J is ordered that the said George Norman
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne  Hall, Esquire,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
George Norman, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-third day of August, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said George Norman shall, on the
Twenty-first day of August, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences , so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of August, 1888.
By the,Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Bundaberg.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Oliver, of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, tailor, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Thomas Oliver
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Oliver, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Sixteenth day of August, 1888,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Thomas Oliver  shall, on  the Fifteenth
day of August, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, abd of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this third
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Wi lliam Josiah Reed, of The
Seven-Mile ,  near Gympie ,  timber -getter, an
Insolvent.
L AWRENCE CURRIE, of One-Mile, Gympie,storekeeper ,  has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all  debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors  who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1888.
A. CONWELL,
Solicitor for Trustee,
Gympie.
Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
I 1601
George  street, Brisbane.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Jaeschke ,  of Brisbane,
newspaper proprietor ,  an Insolvent.RICHARD BURRELL,  accountant,  of Bris-bane, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1888.
1560
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Martin McBride, of
Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queensland, con-
tractor, an Insolvent.
T
HE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Brisbane on
the Twenty -ninth day of August ,  1888, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this  seventh  day of August, 1888.
W. G. LONG,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street,  Brisbane.
1571 4s.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Wallace Gordon, of Brisbane,
grocer ,  an Insolvent.
THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane ,  on the Fifth day of Sep-
tember ,  1888 ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
1554 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of  K enneth McLean ,  of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, boot-
maker ,  an Insolvent.
C
ARL  HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1594 6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Robert Brodie, of  Tallebudgera.
FIRST Dividend, at the  rate of 3s.  11d. in the/1
L £, on all debts  proved in the Estate, is now
declared ,  and payable at the  Office  of Fegan Bros.,
Stanley street.
1587
SAML. WALTER FEGAN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Lander and Wi ll iam
Morrison ,  both of Queenton, near Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keepers, trading as " Lander and Morrison,"
Insolvents.
EORGE  RENNISON ,  of Charters Towers,
G mining agent, has been duly appointed Trus-
tee of the property of the abovenamed Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of August, 1888.
1567
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In  the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Henry Robert Dyason and
William Bailey Dyason, trading together at
Brisbane as "Dyason  Brothers,' jam manu-
facturers.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
persons has been summoned to be held at The
risbane ,  on the Twenty -first day ofExchange ,  Brisne_,_
August, at Four o 'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this third day of August,  3888.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors for the said Dyason Brothers.
1566 5s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE A.RDING.
In the Matter of Wil liam Benjamin Haussmann,
late of Bethesda Plantation , Albert  River, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  trading as " J. G.
Haussmann and Son, "  sugar -planter ,  an Insol-
vent.
(N the Twelfth (lay "of  September ,  1888, at
0  Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon , W illiam
Benjamin Haussmann ,  late of Bethesda Plantation,
Albert River ,  adjudicated insolvent on the four-
teenth day of April ,  1886,  will apply to the
Supreme Court ,  at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this  ninth day  of August, 1888.
CHAMBERS , BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1589
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Estate of James  A. Cameron ,  of Callart,
near Maryborough,oin7Liquidation.
T
HE Creditors  of the abovenamed  James A.
Cameron who have not ahead proved their
debts  are required ,  on or before the  Twentieth day
of August ,  1888, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their  debts  or claims, to
me, the undersigned , Robert  Jones, of Mary-
borough ,  the Trustee under the liquidation, or
in default  thereof they will be excluded  from the
benefit  of the dividend  proposed to be declared.
Dated at Maryborough this  fourth day of
August, 1888.
1553
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee,
Richmond street ,  Maryborough.
4s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of George Hall and William Hall,
of Bowen, saw-mill proprietors, trading
together under the style or firm of " G. and
W. Hall," Insolvents.
0
N the Third day of September, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, the abovenamed
George Hall and William Hall, adjudicated insol-
vents on  the twenty-eighth day of July, 1886, will
apply to the Supreme Court, at Bowen, for a Cer-
tificate of Discharge.
Dated this third day of August, 1888.
1602
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Insolvent 's Solicitors,
Herbert  street, Bowen.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Bernhard Simmonds,  of Bris-
bane, in the  Colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting  of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has  been  summoned  to be held at the Offices
of Mr .  Thomas Bunton ,  113, Queen  street, Bris-
bane , on the Twenty-ninth day of August, 1888, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1888.
THOS. BUNTON,
Solicitor  for the said  Bernhard Simmonds.
1568. 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND,  on preferential  debts, is
intended to be declared in the Matter of
Jens Christian J. Stephensen, of Tinana, near
Maryborough, adjudicated insolvent on the 20th
June, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twentieth day of August, 1888, will be
excluded.
Dated at Maryborough this fourth day of August,
1888.
1554
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queesnland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by George Quigley ,  of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, trading
as " George Quigley and Co."
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors  of the  abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my
Offices, 150,  Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on the Twenty-
first day of August instant ,  at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this ninth day of August, 1888.
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor for the said George Quigley,
1591
150, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Estate of George Herbert Greening ,  trading
as " G. H .  Greening and Co.,"  of Brisbane, in
Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend,  of 7s. in the £ ,  is payable
in the above Estate on all claims proved and
admitted , This  Day (MONDAY),  the Sixth day of
August, 1888 ,  at  thy  Office ,  Eagle street.
1572
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Matter of The Problem  No. 1 North
Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited ,  Croydon, in
Liquidation.
A GENERAL  Meeting of Shareholders will be
held at the Office of the undersigned, Brown
street, Croydon , on FRIDAY,  the 7th September,
1888.
Business.
To receive Liquidator's Report and Statement
of Accounts.
1565
THOMAS ROBB,
Liquidator.
3s.
In the Matter of The Wallsend Colliery Company,
Limited, in Liquidation.
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
Shareholders of the above Company, duly
convened and held at the Company's Registered
Office, Creek street, Brisbane, on the eleventh day
of July, A.D. 1888, it was resolved that the Company
be wound-up voluntarily, and that Messrs. W. B.
Brown and Francis R. Davis be appointed Liqui-
dators to wind-up the same. All claims due to
and owing by the said Company must be paid and
furnished to us on or before the Twentieth day of
August current.
Dated this second day of August, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the Liquidators,
1559
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Samuel Dowker, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, miner,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
.. tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Samuel Dowker, deceased, who died intestate,
left unadministered by Sarah Ellen Dowker, since
deceased, the widow of the said intestate, Letters
of Administration of all and singular whose personal
estate and effects were granted to the said Sarah
Ellen Dowker, may be granted to William Bower.
bank, of Charters Towers aforesaid, miner, the
curator or guardian duly cho-Ren and elected for
that purpose by John James Dowker, one of the
children and next-of-kin of the said Samuel Dowker,
deceased, a minor, for the use and benefit of the
said  John James Dowker, until he attains the age
of twenty- one years.
Dated the third day of August, 1888.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Applicant,
Charters Tower,,.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1598 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of John  William Haynes Evans, late of
Logan Village ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from  , the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to Mary
Ann Evans ,  the sole Executrix named  in the Will
of the  abovenamed deceased.
Dated this ninth day of August, A.D. 1888.
CHARLES JOSEPH PORTER,
1561
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the abovenamed Executrix.63.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Edwin Naylor (otherwise
called Thomas Naylor), late of Winton, in the
Colony of Queensland,  cordial manufacturer,
deceased.NJ OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration tion of  fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed  William Edwin Naylor (other-
wise called  Thomas Naylor) may be granted to
Thomas  Lynett, William Mackenzie Campbell, and
Mary Naylor, the Executors and Executrix in the
said  Will  named.
Dated  this sixth day of August, 1888.
MACDONALD-PATERSON, FITZGERALD,
AND HAWTHORN,
Proctors for the Executors  and Executrix,
Edward street,  Brisbane.
1592 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Robert Grayson, late
of Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
retired  police  officer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days  from  the date of the
publication hereof,  application  will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of  all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects  of the abovenamed Robert Grayson, de-
ceased , who died intestate, may be granted to
Rachel  Grayson, of Bundaberg, in the said colony,
spinster , the eldest daughter of said deceased, and
Francis Grayson, of Warwick aforesaid, produce
merchant , a nephew of said deceased.
Dated this third day of August, 1888.
1563
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the Administrators,
Warwick.
6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexandrina Edmondstone,  late of
Breakfast  Creek,  near  Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Alexandrina Edmondstone, de-
ceased,  may be granted to Walter Horatio Wilson,
of Brisbane  aforesaid, solicitor, and William
Douglas  Grimes,  of Brisbane  aforesaid, draper,
the Executors  named  in the said Will.
Dated this eleventh day of August, 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
1557
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of William Sewell, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, optician,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
i tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and
Codicil of the abovenamed William Sewell, de-
ceased, may be granted to David Pringle Milne, of
Brisbane, bootmaker, and Daniel McNab, of the
same  place, draper, the Executors and Trustees
named in the said Will and Codicil.
Dated this sixth day of August, A.D. 1888.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of George Hamline
Treweeke, late of Umbercollie, in the District
of Darling Downs, in the Colony of Queens-
land, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed George Hamline Treweeke,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Maria Teresa Treweeke, of Umbercollie afore-
said, widow, mother of the said deceased, and John
Newell Gilmour, of Bathampton, Bathurst, in the
Colony of New South Wales, grazier.
Dated this eleventh day of August, 1888.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Proctor for the Administrators,
Queen street, Brisbane.
15G9 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of George  Coles ,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  labourer, deceased.
; OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court  that Letters  of  Administration, with t e
Will annexed ,  of all the lands ,  goods, chattels,
credits ,  and effects  of the  abovenamed George
Coles, deceased ,  may be granted to Arthur Williams
Chambers ,  of Brisbane ,  solicitor ,  the duly-con-
stituted  Attorney  of Emma Heard Coles ,  of Glade
Farm ,  Clandel, near Farnham, in the County of
Surrey ,  in England, widow, the sole Executrix
named in the  said Will.
Dated this seventh day of August ,  A.D. 1888.
JOHN  ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
1590
Proctor for Petitioner,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Watson, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, hotel-keeper,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Robert Watson, deceased, may be
granted to Dora Watson, of Ipswich aforesaid,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this eighth day of August,
A.D. 1888.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1584
Brisbane  and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of William Gordon Bell, late of
Maxwelton ; Robert McKee ,  late of Eureka
Creek  ;  Maurice Toony ,  late of  (,,eraldton ; and
Stewart Workman, late of Murray River,
Cardwell.
PURSUANT  to  "The Intestacy  Act of  1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of any cf the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts ,  at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before the
Eleventh day of October next ,  or, in default, they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  11th August, 1888.
Proctor for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1559 5s. 6d. 1585
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Sovereign United Gold-
Mining Company, Limited.
OTICE is hereby iven, that a Petition for the
N winding-up of the abovenamed Company by
the Court of Queensland was, on the tenth day of
August, 1888, presented to the Supreme Court of
Queensland by John William Potts, of Brisbane,
a contributory of the said Company, and that the
said  Petition will come on for hearing before His
Honour The Chief Justice, on the Twenty-seventh
day of August, 1888; and any creditor or contributory
of the said Company desirous to oppose the making
of an order for the winding-up of the said Company
under the above Act should appear at the time of
hearing, by himself or his counsel, for that purpose,
and a copy of the Petition will be furnished to any
creditor or contributory of the said Company
requiring the same, by the undersigned, on payment
of the regulated charge for the same.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1593
Solicitors for Petitioner,
Brisbane
8s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
James Gibbon,  deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"  notice
is hereby given that all creditors and other persons
having any claims or demands against the Estate of
James Gibbon, formerly of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, and late of No. 72, Kensington Park
Road, in the County of Middlesex, in England,
Esquire, deceased , who died at No. 72, Kensington
Park Road aforesaid, on or about the second day of
April, 1888, of whose real and personal estate and
effects Exemplification of Probate, with a copy of the
said Will of the said deceased annexed thereto, was
duly granted to Henry Wortley Lamb, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire, the acting
Executor under the said Will of the said deceased,
on the thirty-first day of July, 1888, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their
claims or demands to the said Henry Wortley
Lamb, care of the undersigned, on or before the
Eleventh day of September next. And notice is
hereby also given, that, at the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Henry Wortley Lamb will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said James
Gibbon, deceased, amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said Henry Wortley Lamb shall then have had
such notice, and that the said Henry Wortley Lamb
will not be liable for the assets, or any part thereof
so distributed, to any person of whose claim the
said Henry Wortley Lamb shall not have had notice
at the time of such distribution.
Dated this tenth day of August, A.D. 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1561 10s.
GLENGALLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.AT a Meeting of the Glengallan MarsupialBoard,  holden at the Court House, Warwick,
on Tuesday, the second day of August, 1888, the
following Assessment was made as a Second Call
for 1888, on  all Stock and land comprised within
the above Division,  viz.:--
On every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses ... 3s.
On every 100 Sheep ... ...  3s.
On every 640 Acres of Unstocked or
Understocked Land ... ... 3s.
Such Assessment must  be paid within sixty days
from date hereof, to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions.
By Order,
JOHN A. McARTHUR,
Secretary Glenga llan Marsupial Board.
Warwick, 3rd August, 1888.
1556 5s. Gd.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT, 1881."
IT is hereby notified for the information of StockOwners that the Blackall Marsupial Board
comprises the Divisions of Kargoolnah and Tambo,
and that an Assessment for the current year, of One
Shilling on every Twenty Head of Cattle or One
Hundred Sheep, has been made on the 4th April,
and that it is payable to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions, within two months from the date here-
under.
By Order,
SANDFORD H. NEVILE,
Secretary.
Blackall, 4th July, 1888.
1557 4s. 6d.
THE GOLDEN CROWN GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.
T a Meeting of Shareholders of the above
Company, held on Monday the 25th June,
1888, at the Registered Office, Bow street, Charters
Towers, at which nineteen Shareholders were
present in person, and six by attorney and proxy,
representing 30,135 shares, it  was carried by a
majority of more than three-fourths  in number and
value of those represented-
" 1. That the Company be voluntarily wound-
up. „
" 2. That Mr. William Levi Davies be
appointed Liquidator."
" 3. That a Company be formed, to be called
The No. 7 N.E. Queen Gold-Mining
Company, Limited, with  a nominal  capital
of £24,000, divided into 24,000 shares of
£1 each (all contributing), the Articles
and Memorandum of the new Company
to be approved of by the Liquidator."
4. That the Liquidator be authorised and
directed to sell and transfer the mine,
machinery, and assets of this Company to
the new Company, in consideration of the
new Company taking over and paying all
debts of the old Company and allotting all
their (the new Company's) shares to the
Shareholders in the present Company in
proportion to the shares now held by them,
paid-up and contributing shares to rank
equally in distributing the assets of this
Company. Provided that Shareholders
may, before the confirmatory  meeting, give
notice to the Liquidator that they elect
not to take the whole  or any portion of
their  shares in  the new Company."
And at a Special Meeting of Shareholders held
on Wednesday the 11th July, 1888, at the
Registered Office of the Company,  Bow street,
Charters Towers, at which fifteen Shareholders
were present in person and five by proxy, repre-
senting  19,873 shares (more than the number
required to form a' quorum), it was unanimously
carried-
"That the foregoing Resolutions as read be
confirmed."
JAMES HENDERSON,
Chairman of Directors.
W. L. DAMS,
Secretary.
1555 12s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
_XT OTICE is hereby given, that  it is  intended to
11 apply in the present  Session  of Parliament
for a  Bill to vest the lands described in Deeds of
Grant Nos. 2847, 2818, and 2849, namely , allotments
8, 9, 10, and 11 of section 26, parish of North Bris-
bane and town of Brisbane, in the Acting Trustees
of such land, to enable such Acting Trustees to sell,
lease,  or otherwise dispose of the same or any part
thereof, and for other purposes incidental thereto.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1888.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Trustees and Applicants.
1436 5s.
-1136
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
TTO CICE is  hereby given, that it is intended to
1L  apply during the present Session of Parlia-
ment for a Bill to confer upon the Company
known as The Queensland Permanent Trustee,
Executor ,  and Finance Agency Company ,  Limited,
power to enable the said Company to act as Agents
under Powers of Attorney ,  and as Executors,
Administrators ,  Trustees ,  Receivers ,  and Com-
mittees of the Estates of Lunatic Persons, and to
carry out all other objects of the said Company.
Dated this eighth day of August, 1888.
WILLIAM JOHN BROWN,
1575
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Company.
55.
ALLORA MUNICIPALITY.
1TOT ICE is hereby given, that there is now due
l in respect of the Lands mentioned in the
Schedule at the foot of this notice the respective
sums  set opposite the description of such Lands in
the Schedule, for Rates made by the Municipal
Council of Allora for the years ending December,
1887.
And the owners of such Lands are required to
take notice that,  unless  the amounts so due, together
with the costs of and attending this notice, be paid
within one month from this date, the Council will
take possession of and lease the said Lands, under
the provisions of  " The Local Government Act of
1878."
Town Hall,
By Order,
J. STAY,
Town Clerk.
Allora, 30th July, 1888.
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTIES.
TOWN OF  ALLORA.
Reputed Owner. Sub- Allot- See-  Ratesdivision .  ment .  tion. Due.
.2 S. d.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
subsisting between us, the undersigned,
Robert Alfred Jordan and John Thomas Huet, as
boot and shoe warehousemen, at Stanley street,
South Brisbane, under the style or firm of " J. T.
Huet and Co.," has this day been Dissolved by
mutual consent, and that all debts due and owing
to or by the late firm will be received and paid by
the said John Thomas Huet, who will continue to
carry on the said business.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1888.
R. A. JORDAN.
J. T. HUET.
Witness-
F. T. CURTIS,
Clerk to C. J. Porter,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
1580 5s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
streets :-North Brisbane : Amy street, from
end of main to Leichhardt street; Abbotsford
road, from Campbell street to Perry street ;
Albert street, from Abbotsford road to Hamil-
ton Place; Cintra road, from end of main to
Perry street ; Perry street, from Cintra road
to Abbotsford road ; Light street, from Wick-
ham street to Amelia street ; Little street,
from Gipp street to end of street. Milton :
Fernberg road, from Nash street five chains
towards Given terrace ; Fernberg road, from
Nash street twenty-nine chains towards Fern-
berg Villa ; Nash street, from Fernberg road
to Boundary road; George street, from Boun-
dary road to Howard street ; Howard street,
from George street to Heussler terrace. South
Brisbane : Lytton road, from Manilla street to
Geelong street ; and the private streets, courts,
lanes, and alleys opening thereto.
HE  Main Pipe in the said streets being laid
lI down, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 24th  July,  1888.
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1570  14s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
O CICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
known as "The Brisbane Marble Lime
Company," carrying on business near Norman's
Creek, near South Brisbane, and consisting of
Charles Short Salmond, Alexander Reid Baird, a,:d
Basil A rmitage Holt, is hereby Dissolved by mutual
consent, so far as concerns the said Alexander Reid
Baird, as from the twenty-sixth day of July, 1888,
and that the said Partnership now consists of the
said Charles Short Salmond, John Filmore Sherry,
of Melbourne, gentleman, and the said Basil
Armitage Holt, and that all debts due to the said
Partnership and all liabilities due by the said
Partnership, as and from the said twenty-sixth
day of July, 1888, are to be respectively paid to
and paid by the said Charles. Short Salmond, the
said .John Filmore Sherry, and the said Basil
Armitage Holt.
1544 5s. 6d.
JUST PUBLISHED.
e 4  THE  Justices  Act  of  1886," and  "The Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886," with an Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s .  6d. Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, 1s.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
OW published,  at the Government Printirg
Office, William  street, Brisbane , " Journals
of Australian  Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209  pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra )  to any  post town
in the Colony, 9d.;  to England  and the  Australian
Colonies , 1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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ON SALE
AT THE
f i OVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE,
i I William  street, Brisbane:-
DIVISI.INAL BOARDS ACT.
Ba ll ot Papers ,  in packets of 500 each - price, 5s. ; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services  Performed,  5s. pe : 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers  for Articles  Supplied, 5s .  per 100; postage
Is. extra.
Wages  Vouchers,  5s. per  100;  postage ,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms,  Sc.  per  100 ; posted, 6s.
Monthly Time  Sheets of Mechanics and others  employed
during the month - 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ;  ruled,
7s. 6d . ;  postage, Is. 8d. extra.
Monthly  Progress  of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d .  per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d. ruled  ;  postage,
1s.10d.  extra.
Rate Notice Books-3s .  6d. each ; postage, 8d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION  -  DEay QIIA8T0.
£  S.  d.
Full bound  ... ... ... ...
'•
5 5 0
Half bound  ... ... ... .... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Postage ,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts  of 1881,  5s.; posted, 6s.
1882,  5s. ;  posted, 6s.
1885, 7s.  6d.; posted,  8s. 6d.
1886, 20s. ;  posted, 22s.
1887,  8s. 6d.; posted, Is.
POUNDKEEPERS '  BOOK.
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... 5 0 7 2
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1887.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners
of Registered Brands  ... ...  2 6 5 0
ACTS.
Bi ll s  of Exchange Act (1884 ) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British  Companies Act (1886 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Building Societies  Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ... 0  6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland )  1887  ...  1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 188& . 1 0 1 2
Crown  Lands Act  of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Cro wn Lands  Act of 1884  (Digest ) ...  0 3 0 4
Crown Lands  Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 .. 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands  Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Cutoms Act  (1873)  ... ... 2 0 2 3
Customs Duties  Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties  Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties  Act of 1885  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases in Sheep  Acts  (complete) . 2 0 2 2
District Courts  Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act  (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections  Act (1885 ) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Elections Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886  ... ... ... ...
Elections  Tribunal Act of 1886 ...
Electoral Districts  Act (1887) ... ...
Employers Liability Act (1886) ...
Fencing Act (1861) ... ..
Fire Brigades  Act (1881)
Fire  Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...
Gold Fields Act (1874)... .. .
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878)
Hold Fields Act Amendment Act of
(Told Fields Homestead Leases Act of
Gold  Mining Companies Act (1886) ...
Health Act (1884) ,..
Health Act Amendment  Act of  1886 ...
0 6
1 0
0 6
0 6 0
0 6 0
0 6 0
1 0 1
0 6 0
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863.65-67, and
1879), complete ... ... 2 6 2 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Intestacy Act (1877) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Judicature Act (1876) .. ... 1 6 1 10
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4s. 6d.; bound 5s.
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Licensing Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878)... ... 1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment
Act of 1886 ... .. , 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment Act
(1887) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupials  Destruction Aet Continua-
tion Act (1886) , , ... ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of 16 62 ... 0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands (Coal Mining) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mining Companies Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds  Protection Act (1877) .. 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birda Protection  Act Amendment
Act of 1884 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Offenders Probation Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases  Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act
of 1884 ... 1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade  Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations ) .. ...  0 6 0 8
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Pearl -shell and BSche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision  Act of 1882 ., 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens  on Crops Act  (1870 )..  0 6 0 7
Public  Works Lands Resumption Act
(1$78) ..! ... ... 1 0 1 1
Quarantine Act of  1886  ... 0 6 0 7
Queensland Fisheries  Act (1887) ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs  Act (1881 ) ... 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs  Act Amendment
Act of 1882 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sale to  Local Authorities Land Act of
1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870)  ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral  Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 . 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876...  .. ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0 1 2
Succession  Duties Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Trade Unions Act of 1886 . ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of  1863 ... 2 Q 2 3
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... . 0 6 0 7
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Valuation Act (1887) ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages  Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872,  3rd edition  ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly Societies  Act (1876 ) ... ...  1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Pamphlet ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency  Act of 1874,  with Rules 2 6 2 10
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation
2 6 3 0
1138
With
Price.  Postage.
.. d. s. d.
Land Act of 1884 and Regulations ... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servarts  Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Small Debts  Courts Act ... ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp Duties Act ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener's Guide ... ... ... 3 0 3 4
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland  ... 5 0 5 10
The All-range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
Journals of Australian Explorations ...  5 0 5 9
Justices Act and Offenders Probation
Act ...  ...  ... ... ...
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious
3 6
0
4 0
4 8to Stock ... ... ... ... 4
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis of Queensland Flora ... ... 21 0 22 10
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) 63 0 66 4
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) ... ... ... 42 0 43 6
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff ...  ... ... ...  0 3
Interpretation Sheets ... ..  0 3
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ... 1 0
HANSARD.
Sessional  subscription ...
0 4
0 4
1 1
3 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Quarterly subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVEriTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock, Is. per animal.
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on 1st
insertion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient o cover the cost. If by cheque, xchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ...
Bundnberg...
Ipswie h ...
Mackay ...
Maryhorough
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
M. S. TOLANO.
G. J. YOUNG.
W. TATHAM.
J. P. KEMP.
W. DAWSON.
MUNRO AND COwIE.
J. H. ROBERTSON.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874,"  together  with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Deny 8vo. Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE' QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phmnogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Uolon:al Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. decoy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
ls. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Painter.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LA N 1).APAMPHLET bearing onthe above, compiledC 1:v the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto:'kt. now published, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernme~t Printing Office, Brisbane, or throughBooks- ,:Hers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d.within,
and Is. -ld. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In 1l:is Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Platits; together with references to the Worksin
which they are scientifically described, and also
mu el! i formation as to their several properties and
effects  upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1888. £ s. d.
Aug. 4.-T.  Macnamara  ... ... ...  0 9 0
4.-Warroo  Divisional Board...  ...  0 10 0
4.-Maconochie Brothers  ... ...  0 0 8
4.-C. T. Turner ... ... ...  0 1 0
4.-T. Lillis ... ... .. . ...  0 1 6
6.-Blackall Marsupial Board ... 0 4 6
6.--Glengallan Marsupial Board ... 0 5 6
6.-J. A. Canny  ... ... ... 1 0 0
6.-A. McCracken  ... ... ...  0 0 6
6.-G. J. Young and Co. . .. ...  2 16 0
6.-W. L. Davies ... ... ... 0 12 6
6.-J. P. Sydes ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
6.-W. Dawson  ... ...  0 8 6
6.-Marsland and Marsland  ... ... 1 11 0
6.-Drane and Drane ... ... ... 3 5 6
6.-Tabragalba Divisional Board ... 1 4 0
7.-Municipal Council, Allora  ...  0 15 0
7.-W. Furlong  ... ... ...  0 3 0
8.-Warwick Municipal Council  ...  3 15 0
8.-H. Boyle  ... ... , ... ...  0 6 0
8.-Middle Ridge Shire Council  ...  1 10 0
8.-J. Sullivan  ... ... ...  0 3 0
9.-Bungil Divisional Board .. . ...  0 7 6
9.-Municipal  Council,  Roma ... 2 0 0
9.-J. Richardson ... 0 1 0
9.-J. Reid  ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
9.-Lilley and O'Sullivan  ... ...  0 6 0
9.-Perry Divisional Board ... ... 0 4 2
9.-Glengallan Divisional Board  ...  1 16 0
9.-Marsland and Marsland  ... ...  0 8 0
9.-D. Lacy ... ... ... ...  0 4 0
9.-J. Bowles ... ... ... ..  0 3 0
9.-F. M. Tompson ... ... ...  0 ' 5 0
9.-M. Colless ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
9.-C. Baker ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
9.-Bundaberg Star  ... ...  ..  0 0 8
9.-H. Boerk  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
9.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
9.-T. McPhellamy ... ... ...  2 3 6
utonnD'ins.
Poundkeepers are reminded that 4dvertiare-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to  cover the cost
of its  insertion.
I
'APOUNDED at Brisbane, from streets, Spring Hill,
on the 23rd July, 1888, by order of the General
Inspector. Damages, 5s.
One brown pony, G9 and blotch near shoulder, broad-
arrow over TD near hip, like G near cheek, broad-
arrow on neck.
If not released on or before the 15th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1588  Is.
MPOUNDED at Warwick, from Killarney Plain, on
the 30th July, 1888, by order of J. D. Macansh,
Esquire. Damages, 2s.; driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay horse, like JC over W near shoulder, like C5M
near thigh, blind off eye.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CII.1S. BAKER, Poundkeeper.
1597 Is.
1139
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, on the 4th August, 1888,
by order of the Bench of Magistrates.
One bay gelding, small star on forehead, collar-marked,
like J7J (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1888,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
1600 1s.
I MPOUNDED at Windorah, from Whitule, on the28th July, 1888, by order of John Henderson,
Esquire. Driving, 5s. per head.
One white bullock, WJF (the J and F conjoined) near
rump, marked near ear.
One red and white bullock, WJF (the J and F conjoined)
near  rump, marked near ear.
One red and white cow, bald face, M over , near
rump, marked near ear.
One white cow, M near rump, club brand near ribs,
marked both ears.
One brindle bullock, bald face, like worker, bVL
(registered brand) over C3 blotch near ribs, blotch
near rump , top sawn off both horns, marked off ear.
One light-roan bullock, E 1 U) (registered brand) off
rump, marked off ear.
One roan cow , 2UW (registered  brand) near ribs,
blotch off rump, marked off ear.
One roan bullock, COB (registered brand) off ribs,
marked near ear.
One red and white bullock, like 2UW (registered brand)
near ribs ,  marked near ear.
One red and white bullock, like PL2 or RL2 off ribs,
0 off cheek, marked off ear.
One red-roan bullock, like KYl off hip, 0 off cheek,
0 near neck, marked near ear.
If not released on or  before the 26th August,  1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1598
T. McPHELLAMY,  Poundkeeper.
lls.
I MPOUNDED at Windorah, from Mount Howitt, onthe 30th July, 1888, by order of L. B. Boucicault,
Esquire. Driving expenses, £1 5s. per head.
One red and white cow, L9Y (registered brand) near
ribs, mark near ear.
One yellow cow, bald face, like N near rump, mark both
ears.
One red and white bullock, ORL (registered brand)
near  ribs, L7A off loin,  mark near ear.
One roan cow , bald face, like 11811 (registered brand)
off ribs.
One white bullock, LC5 (registered brand)  near ribs,
Y 1 Y (registered brand) off loin, 2 off cheek.
One red cow, 2 V B (registered brand) off rump,
blotched  brand near  rump, marked both  ears ; one
roan heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan bullock, WJF (the J and F conjoined) near
rump, mark near ear.
One red bullock, bald face, 2YB (registered brand)
off rump, 2  off thigh, mark off ear.
One white roan bullock, Y7C (registered brand) near
shoulder, mark near ear.
One red bullock, white face, L3N (registered brand)
off rump, mark off ear.
Also, from Wombandarry, on the  same  date, by order
of - Pitt,  Esquire . Driving, 12s. 6d. per head.
One  ro an  and white heifer, TY 1 (registered brand)
off ribs, mark off ear.
One red and white heifer, TY 1 (registered brand) off
ribs , mark off ear.
One white heifer, TY1 (registered brand) off ribs,
mark off ear.
One red  heifer , bald face, TY1 (registered brand) off
ribs, mark off ear.
One red heifer, ST2 (registered brand) off ribs, 7 off
cheek, mark off ear.
One roan heifer, TY1 off ribs, triangle off cheek, mark
off ear.
One red heifer, bald face, TY1 off ribs, triangle off
cheek, mark off ear.
One red and white heifer, TY1 (registered brand) off
ribs, triangle off cheek, mark off ear.
One roan heifer, TY 1 (registered brand) off ribs,
triangle off cheek, mark off ear.
One white heifer, 7Y1 (registered brand) off ribs,
triangle off cheek, mark off ear.
One roan heifer, TY 1 (registered brand) off ribs,
triangle off cheek, mark off ear.
One red heifer, TY1 (registered brand) off ribs, tri-
angle  off cheek, mark off ear.
One red and white bullock, N2Y (registered brand)
off ribs, mark off ear.
One yellow and white  cow, KiN (registered brand)
near  rump, mark near ear ; bull calf at foot.
If not released on or before the 26th August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1599
T. McPHELLAMY,  Poundkeeper.
25s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, on the 14th July, 1888,
by order of J. B. Jenkins, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay horse, fore feet crooked, hind feet white, SOB
over E4N near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1562
WM. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
Is.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Charleville ,  on the  14th  July, 1888,
by order of H. Hart. Driving, 2s.
One chestnut mare, saddle -marked, WI and blotched
brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888,
be sold to defray expenses.
1563
WM. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
Is.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the
27th June, 1888, by order of H. Hart. Driving, 2s.
One white-roan bullock, both ears marked, W2B over 4
near ribs.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
1564 is.
I MPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Burrenbilla Sta_tion, on the 26th July, 1888, by order of A. Leeds,
Esquire. Driving, 1s.
One bay mare,  small star  on forehead, JM conjoined
over half circle (reversed) over  4 near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1552
THOMAS LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
ls.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Thargomindah
Station, on the 26th July, 1888, by order of J.
Galton, Esquire.  Damages, 2s . 6d.; driving  expenses,
4d.
One dapple-grey gelding, GMT (registered brand)
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1550
C. T. TURNER,  Poundkeeper.1s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Tilboroo Station, on the
26th July, 1888, by order of J. M. Whittingham,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. 2d. per head.
One red bullock, V5C (registered brand)  near ribs,
near ear marked.
One red cow, bald  face, Y 5 C; (registered brand) near
ribs, near ear marked.
One red bullock, Y5C (registered brand) near ribs,
near ear marked.
One light-roan bullock, no visible brand, off ear marked.
One white bullock, blotched brand like OG7 near rump,
near  ear marked.
One red bullock, 7CY (registered brand) off rump, off
ear marked.
One roan-spotted bullock, YDO (registered brand).
near ribs, near ear marked.
One red or roan bullock, bald face, 3YH (registered
brand)  near  ribs,  near  ear marked.
One red and white spotted bullock, LC and blotched
brand like 5 near ribs, near ear marked.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
1551 9s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. REAL, Government  Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 11th August, 1888.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Owen Moran, of 27, 0bi Arcade, Queen
street,  Brisbane, Queensland, for an invention
described  as  "Moran's Flexible and Automatic
Tram-rail and Groove Cleaner."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland ',overn-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Thomas Owen Moran. in accordance with the
provisions  of  "Tke Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted.
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete S ecification annexed thereto, received from
David Ferrier, of IZosevale, near Surat, Queens-
land, for-an invention described as "`I`mprovements
in Earth Scoops'."
Notice is hereby further given, that„unless within
two months from the-date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in th'e'  Queensland Govern-
meat Gazette  it is proved to, pty satisfaction that
the applicant is' 1n4 entWed'tA• a' Wtent for such
invention,  it is m , intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said David Ferrier. in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade-
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1388.
\ OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto. received from
Marie Augustin I)espeissis, of E,+ward street.
Brisbane, Qi'ee,islai d. for an inver.ii:'i de cril,ed
as "Improved Means for Increasing tl,e Draught
and Consuming the Smoke from Steam Boilers."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Marie Augustin Despeissis, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisban 9th August, 1888.
T
OTI&UE is hereby given, that I have accepted
any npplicati, n for a latent, and the com-
V« to Specification mr,exed thereto. received from(I bert Potts, of A rt l i !;r street. Ipswich road,.
Wuollouiigabba, Brisbane, Queensland, for an
invention for " Cleaning and Scraping Tram-rails."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Robert Potts, in accordance with the provisions
of  "the Patents, Designs, and Trade Marko
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
141
1142
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TOTICE is  hereby given ,  that J. and P .  Coats,
of Ferguslie Thread Works, Paisley, Scot-
land ,  thread manufacturers ,  have applied ,  iu pur-
suance of the provisions  of  The  Patents, Desigxs,
and Trade Marks Art,  18:34," to register in Class
23, in respect of Cotton Yarn and Thread ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a repre sentation :-
Jo .
_?. A
,(/
PAISL EY
CROCHET
COTTON CRAMMES
0
Notice is  hereb-- fiirther given,  that, unless before
the expiration  of ivur months  from  the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is shown  to my satis-
faction that  the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered in compliance  with  such appli-
cation, or  that there  exists  no legal impediment to
m doing  so, I intend  to register  the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with the provisions  of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given,  that Marcus Henry
Van Bergh , of 182, Little Collins  street,
East Melbourne, Victoria ,  has applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Deigns, and
Trade Marks  Art, 1881 ,"  to r.gisrer in Class 43, in
respect of Hop Bitters ,  a Trade  Mark  of which the
following is a representation :-
m.a. oar1810qs
hOP
y
(BITTERS
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months trom the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that J. and P.  Coats, of Ferguslie Thread Works, Paisley ,  Scotland ,  thread
manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884, "  to register in Class 23, in respect of Cotton Yarn and Thread ,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :--
J  &P COATS'
CROCHET
COTTON WHITE.
Notice is hereby further given, tunless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfac-
tion that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registe re d in compliance with such application,
or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions  of the  said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1143
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that  J. and P. Coats,  of Fergnslie  Thread Works, Paisley, Scotland, thread
manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class  23, in respect of  Cotton Yarn and Thread ,  a Trade  Mark  of which
the following  is a representation
Az
a
`O
'°AISl$
Notice is herebyfurther given ,  that ,  unless before the expiration of four months f rom the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that  the  applicants are not entitled to have the same re tered in compliance with such
app li cation ,  or that there exi sts no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the urovisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority Jaxas C. Br,n, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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SURVEYED RUNS.
[No. 81.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  11th August, 1888.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS
IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
'I' is hereby notified for general information, that,  in accordance  with the provisions of the  twenty-seventh clause of
i " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of  Crown lands hereunder
described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction,  at the  Auction
Rooms of G. T. Bell, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 11th September , 1888 ,  at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per  square  mile at which each Run will be offered  is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be  the annual rent  for the  unexpired
period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price per square mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual  Rent to be
charged for the first four years of the renewed lease, if granted after the expiration of the current  lease, shall not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available  area , in the event of the Run not  being appraised at a higher rental.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid  at the time of sale, together with
the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed  six months to stock the country;
failing in which, or  not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon  as prescribed  by the Act, the  Lease may
become cance lled.
M. HUME BLACK.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF G .  T. BELL, QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 11TH SEPTEMBEE, 1888,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot
I
m
Name of Run. ^ +
1 Hare 60
Description of Boundaries.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Commencing at the north corner of Pourtia Run at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over H in triangle, and bounded thence
on the east by a north line five miles fifty-four chains to the south-
west boundary of Donniebrook No. 2 Run at a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over H in triangle ; thence on the north-east by
a north-west line along part of that boundary two miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over H over L ; thence on the north- west by a
south-west line about fifteen miles forty chains to a mulgala-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over H in triangle ; thence on the
south-west by a south-east line five miles fifty chains to a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over C over L over H in triangle; thence
on the south -east  by a line bearing north  56 degrees east two miles
hi
pE
Years.
o
C
M
La
a
A a.
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Lot. Name of Run.
U NEXPIRED  TTaMs ot, LEASES OF SURVEYED  RUNS-continued.
Description of Bound ..-es.
~
OF
(Years.!
C
9,;
x -a
APB
y a.
I  £ s.  I  £ s.
GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT- continued.
Hare-con - eighteen  chains to  a point bearing north 225 degrees east and distant
tinued .  forty-seven chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over B in triangle, and by a north-east line along the north-west
boundaries of Hound and Pourtia No. 2 Runs, in all nine miles
thirty-three chains, crossing Pourtia Creek at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over XX in triangle to the point of com- 1888. 1904.
mencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 12 21 5
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Donniebrook No. 2, Unus, Pourtia No. 2,
and Laura No. 2, and the forfeited surveyed  runs  Hound, Ben, and
Curran, adjoin this run.
2 Fox ... 25 Commencing at the west corner of Blackboy West Run at a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over F over BW in triangle, and bounded
thence on  the south-Past by a north-east line along part of the north-
west  boundary of that run seven miles to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-ar ro w  over F over H in triangle ; thence on the north-east by
a north-west line along one of the south-west boundaries of Hound
Run four miles forty chains to a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over F over H in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a south-west
line along  one of the south-east boundaries of the same run and a
continuation of the same line, in all seven miles, passing through a
tree marked broad-arrow over L in triangle to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over W1 over H over F over R in triangle ; and thence
on the south-west by a south-east line along part of the north-east
boundary of Henry Downs Run four miles forty chains to the point
of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  16 1 July 30 June  I  0 12 7 J17J6
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Blackboy West, Henry Downs, and Rex,
and the forfeited surveyed run Hound, adjoin this run.
3 Hound  ...  85 Commencing  on the north-west boundary of Blackboy West Run at a
giddiah-tree marked broad -arrow  over P over H in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north- east  by a line bearing north 285 degrees
east along  the south-west boundary of Pourtia Run eleven miles
forty- nine chains  to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
P over 1.2 in triangle and by a north-west line along the south-west
boundary of Pourtia No. 2 Run ten  miles  to a mulgah-tree marked
bro ad-ar ro w  over H Over P2 in triangle ; thence on the north-west
by a south-west line four  miles  thirty-three chains to a point bearing
north 45  degrees east  and distant forty-seven chains from a giddiah-
tree  marked broad-arrow over H over R in triangle ; thence on the
south- west  by a south- east  line fifteen miles forty chains  passing
through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over R over RV in triangle
to a point fifty-five links north-west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over R over H in triangle ; thence on the south- east  by a north-
east line  three miles sixty-four chains to a beefwood-tree marked
broad- arrow over  F over H in triangle ; thence again on the south-
west by a south- east  line four miles forty chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over F over H in triangle ; and thence again on
the south-east by a north-east line along part of the north-west
boundary of Blackboy West  Run six  miles thirty-four chains to the
point of  commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July  30 June 0 12 25 0
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Pourtia No. 2, Pourtia, Blackboy West, and
Rex, and the  forfeited surveyed  runs  Fox, Hare, and Ben ,  adjoin
this run.
By Authority  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel  G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 10th August, 1888.
No. 711.THE following appointments ,  promotions , resig-nations, transfers ,  and other changes will take
effect from above date, where not stated other-
wise : -
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
Captain T.  Tomlinson is granted twelve months'
leave of absence  from the  20th instant.
No. 107, Sapper W.  Evans, is granted six months'
leave of absence.
WIDE BAY AND BURN ETT DIVISION.
WIDE BAY AND BURN I1.TT REGIMENT.
Band.
The resignation  of No. 16, A. Negus,  is accepted.
[No. 82.
"E" Company.
The resignation of No. 48, Private R. J. Ken-
nedy, is accepted.
No. 712.
A CLASS of Instruction, to last one month, for
Officers and Non-commissioned Officers of Infantry
of the Defence Force and Volunteers, will begin on
Monday, the 3rd September.
Officers and Non-commissioned Officers of
Country Corps of the Defence Force will be allowed
quarters and pay at the rates laid down for the
Permanent Force while attending the Class.
Instruction will be carried on both in the morning
and afternoon.
Officers and Non-commissioned Officers of Metro-
politan Corps are invited to attend either the
morning "r afternoon class or both.
Applic :tion to join must be forwarded to the
Brigade-Major not later than the 26th August.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority: JAMBS C.  BEAL ,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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AT NOON, this day, His Excellency the Governor proceeded in State
from Government  House to the Legislative Chambers ,  and delivered
the following Speech :-
HONOURABLE GENTLEMEN  OF THE  LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN  OF THE  LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,-
The recent General Election consequent upon the Redistribution of the
Electorates, for which provision was made during the last Session of Parliament,
has resulted  in a change  of my  advisers.
The time necessarily required for the re-election of the Members of my
new Ministry, for the preparation of the  Estimates  of Revenue and Expenditure
for the current year, and for the consideration  of measures  dealing with matters
for which Legislation is urgently demanded, has delayed my meeting you until a
period of the year 'which is not only inconvenient to Members of both your
Houses, but which  allows  you a very inadequate opportunity of carefully
defining  the lines of expenditure  for the year. Such further cause of delay in
meeting you  as has arisen from  my own desire and that of a representative
portion of my Ministry to take part in the official opening of the Centennial
International Exhibition at Melbourne, I do not think it necessary to say any-
thing to justify, as I takefor granted your entire and enlightened recognition of
the importance to all the Australian Colonies of an event which so intimately
associates  itself both with the past history and the present aspirations of the
Australian people.
I regret that I  am not  in a position  to congratulate you on the state of
the Public Finances, which discloses a deficit on the  past  year's transactions of
£191,365. Although the Revenue has materially  increased , it has not done so
in the ratio of the  Expenditure . This  position of affairs  will require your early
consideration,  and my Ministers  will submit to you proposals by which it is
hoped a more  satisfactory adjustment  of the  relations  between Revenue and
Expenditure will be  secured.
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On the 30th of June last the expenditure on Railways opened for traffic
within the Colony amounted to over thirteen  millions,  the revenue from which
only returned two and one-seventh per cent. on the capital expended. Although
the receipts from this  source  will to  a certain  extent be favourably affected by
increased  population  and consequent increased  traffic, yet my Ministers think
it necessary that  a radical  change should  be made  both in construction and
management  ; and proposals with that object will demand your early attention.
A sum of £75,000 has already been expended in erecting a rabbit-proof
fence on the border  separating  Queensland from New South Wales and South
Australia. The success of this work is very doubtful, and rabbits have recently
been found a considerable distance inside our border. The spread of this pest,
threatening, as it does, the destruction of much valuable property of the State
and of private individuals, is a matter which I commend to your special con-
sideration.
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has now been sufficiently long in
operation to enable you to estimate its past and probable  results.  In 1884 the
revenue derived  from leases  other than pastoral, under  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876,"  was £238 ,888, and it is not unreasonable to suppose
that had the latter Act continued in operation the annual revenue would not
have diminished. On the other hand, although as much land is being annually
leased under the former Act, with a thirty and fifty years' tenure,  as was  annually
applied for under the Act which it repealed, vet the annual revenue from the
former is only seven thousand pounds-a sum insufficient to defray the expenses
.of the department administering it, and there is no indication that the rate of
settlement under the latter Act has increased. I do not anticipate that you
will during the present Session find time to give this subject the full considera-
tion which its importance demands ; but your attention will be invited to
proposals by which it is anticipated an increase in settlement and revenue will
be secured.
The Timber Regulations passed in 1834 have proved in practice to be
expensive in administration and harassing to those engaged in the timber
industry. Their operation has also tended to remove that stimulus to settlement
.of the country lands which the previous Regulations supplied. A measure
more favourable to the development of this industry will be submitted for your
consideration at an early date.
A Royal Commission was appointed in December last to enquire into the
General Working of the Civil Service and the Mode of Keeping the Public
Accounts of the Colony. The first Progress Report of the Commission will be
at once laid before you, and your attention invited to the evidence and
recommendations.
The attention of the Governments of the Australian Colonies having
been directed to the growing danger of the unrestricted influx of Chinese into
certain of the Colonies, a Conference of Representatives from Victoria, New
,South Wales, South Australia, Queensland, Western Australia, and Tasmania
was held in Sydney in June last. The Proceedings of this Conference, together
with correspondence upon the subject of Chinese Immigration generally, will
be laid before you, and you will be invited to consider  a measure , the Draft
Provisions of which were agreed to by the majority of the Delegates present
at the Conference.
You will be asked to reconsider the provisions of the Act under which
Members of the Legislative Assembly receive payment of the expenses incurred
by them in attending Parliament, and to substitute therefor a provision for the
payment of Members.
A further  instalment  of the Loan' authorised in 1884, amounting to
two and a -half  millions ,  was sold  in London on the 3rd of July last,  bearing
interest at  the rate of three  and a-half per cent. The direct pecuniary
advantage  of this lower rate of interest is hardly appreciable, but the effect in
all probability will be to establishsa permanently lower rate  for future opera-
tions.
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The recent break, simultaneously, of the two Cables between Australia
.and Java, which  resulted in the suspension  of telegraphic communication with
Europe from the 29th of June to the 18th July,  affords  an opportunity of
again directing attention to the weakness of the so-called duplicate system.
I heartily commend to your  consideration the advisableness  of co-operating with
the other Colonies and Great Britain in  securing a separate  and distinct cable
service  via  Canada and the Pacific. All the efforts which have hitherto been
made by the Colonies and countries interested to reduce  the excessive rates
imposed by the Eastern Telegraph Extension Company for the transmission of
cable messages still leave the charge  of nine shillings  and ninepence per word
to the public. The imposition of this rate, which in the present stage of
telegraphic science cannot but be regarded as exorbitant, can only be effectually
resisted by determined and concer*ed action.
The Water Supply to the city and suburbs of Brisbane  is a subject
that demands immediate attention. Although grants from the Public Funds
have at  various times  been made with the object of increasing the
supply, the expansion of the service has not kept pace with the increase of
population. My Ministers think provision should be made for a daily
.consumption of twelve millions of gallons ; and to accomplish this, the Water
Works Board must be endowed with fresh Legislative Powers, which in due
course will be sought.
Experiments have recently been conducted through the Hydraulic
Engineer's Department with a view of securing a supply of artesian water in
certain of the western districts of the Colony, and with such success that I do
not consider I am premature in congratulating the Colony on the increased
value of our vast western estate which the result of those operations has
established. It is proposed by my Ministers to continue the work which has
been so satisfactorily initiated.
The Contract for the Conveyance of Mails between the various seaports
of the Colony expired in July last, and tenders were invited  for a service
extending over five years from that date. The tender of the Australasian
United Steam Navigation Company, for  an annual  subsidy of £15,900, was
accepted. Under this new contract the services to Cooktown and the Gulf are
practically bi-weekly and weekly, instead of, as formerly, weekly and fort-
nightly, while the subsidy is less by £850 than was paid on the previous
contract.
The Contract made with the British India Company for the Conveyance
of Mails from Great Britain to Queensland would have expired in February
neat, but my late advisers availed themselves of a provision in the agreement
whereby the service will be continued until February, 1890. The value to the
Colony of the Torres Straits route for mail purposes has been much affected
by the completion of a through railway from Adelaide to Brisbane ; but the
advantages which steam communication with Europe has hitherto afforded both
to the Northern and Southern Districts of the Colony cannot be overlooked,
and your advice will be sought with the object of continuing a service under
the altered conditions.
Letters Patent have recently been granted by Her Majesty providing
for the government of what has hitherto been known as the Protected Territory of
New Guinea, and instructions have accordingly been issued for the proclamation
of that Territory as a portion of Her Majesty's Dominions, under the name of
British New Guinea. The gentleman who has been appointed to administer
the Government of this new Possession will shortly proceed thither and assume
the government. As the Colony of Queensland has, by  " The British
New Guinea (Queensland) Act of  1887," been  made  primarily responsible for
an expenditure of £15,000 a-year in carrying on the administration of this
Possession , your attention will be drawn by my Ministers to the probable
arrangements  for its future government.
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The progress in Gold Mining throughout the Colony which has been+
made during the past year is most gratifying, and Queensland, which at present
occupies the second position as a gold-producing country, gives fair promise of
soon taking the lead in that industry.
My Ministers have given their serious attention to the claims of the-
Northern part of the Colony for Separation from the South. They hope, how-
ever, to submit such proposals for an extension of Local Self-Government as
will meet the requirements of the North for some time to come, and satis-
factorily alter the conditions from which the desire for severance has arisen.
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
The Estimates of Expenditure for the current year have been prepared
by my Ministers, with due regard to economy and efficiency, and will shortly be
submitted for your approval. The Estimates of Revenue will also demand
your careful consideration.
HONOURA BLE GENTLEMEN OF THE  LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,-
As circumstances, for which my present advisers are not responsible,
have prevented  me at an earlier and more seasonable  part of the year from
explaining the objects for which you have been brought together, they consider
that the business of the  Session  should be limited to the consideration only of
such matters as require immediate attention, with a view to an early recess,
which will enable them to thoroughly mature their proposals. An opportunity
will thereby be given for the meeting of Parliament at such a period of the year
as will admit of the business of the Session being entered upon before the close
of the Financial Year.
I hope you will find time during this Session to give due deliberation to,
the several matters to which I have referred, and I express that hope in the-
full confidence that your deliberations will be wise and prudent, and that they
will be based upon a true and enlightened regard for the best interests of your
country.
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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BOROUGH OF SANDGATE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the fifteenth
day of August, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.WHEREAS by an Act passed in th  forty-second  year of Her Majesty' s reig , intitul d
" An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Municipal Institutions, and to provide
more efectually for Local Government,"it  is amongst
other things enacted that, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, the Governor in Council may, from
time to time, by Order in Council, subdivide or re-
subdivide any Municipal District, and that if in any
case in which a petition might be presented under
the said Act it shall be made to appear to the
Governor in Council that it is expedient to exercise
any of the powers conferred by the said Act, it
shall be lawful for the Minister to publish a notice
in the  Gazette  stating the intention of the Governor
in Council to exercise such power : And whereas
a notice was published in the manner prescribed in
the said Act, stating the intention of His Excellency
the Governor in Council, three months after the
publication of the said notice, to subdivide the
Borough of Sandgate into three wards : And
whereas no sufficient cause has been shown to the
Governor in Council why the said Borough should
not be so subdivided : Now, therefore, His
Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the
said Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered,
that the said Borough shall be and the same is
hereby subdivided into three wards, to be called
respectively, the East Ward, the Central Ward,
and the North Ward, with boundaries as hereunder
defined, viz.:-
EAST WARD.
Commencing on the left bank of Cabbage-tree
Creek at the south corner of portion 88, and
bounded thence by the south-west boundaries of
that portion and portions 86 and 85 to the west
corner of the last-mentioned portion ; thence by
the north-west boundaries of that portion and por-
tion 81 and a line to the centre of Rainbow street ;
thence by the centre of that street easterly to the
centre of Garden lane ; thence  by the  centre cf
that lane and a line to Bramble  Bay ; thence by
that bay south-easterly and south -westerly to
Cabbage-tree  Creek ;  and thence  by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
CENTRAL WARD.
Commencing  on the  left bank  of Cabbage-tree
Creek at the south corner of portion 88, and
bounded thence  by the south -west boundaries of
that portion and portions 86 and 85 to  the west
corner  of the  last-mentioned portion  ; thence by the
north -west boundaries of that portion and portion
81 and a line to the centre of Rainbow  street ;
thence  by the centre  of that street  easterly to the
centre of Garden lane  ; thence by the centre of
that lane and a line  northerly to Bramble Bay ;
thence  by that bay north-westerly to a point
north-easterly from the north- east corner  of portion
66 ; thence  by a line and the north-west boundaries
of that portion and portions  65 and  64, by the west
boundary of the last- mentioned  portion and a line
to portion 76 ; thence by the north boundaries of
that portion and portions 77, 78, 79, 80. and a line
to the easternmost  corner  of portion 174; thence
by part of the south boundary of that portion, a
line, and  the east  boundaries  of portions 174D and
174A, by part of the south boundary of portion
174A west to the north- east corner  of portion 95 ;
thence by the east boundary of portion 9•5 and a
line south to the north- east corner  of portion 93 ;
thence by  a line along  the north boundary of por-
tion  92 to the  north-east corner  of that portion ;
thence  by the east boundary of the last-mentioned
portion southerly  and a  line south-westerly to the
north-west corner of portion  91 on  Cabbage-tree
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to
the point  of commencement.
NORTH WARD.
Commencing on Bramble Bay at a point north-
easterly from the north- east corner  of portion 66,
and bounded thence by  a line and  the north-west
boundaries of that portion and portions 65 and 64,
by the west boundary of the last-mentioned por-
tion  and a line  to portion 76 ; thence by the north
boundaries of that portion and portions 78, 79, 80,
and a line to the easternmost  corner of portion
174 ; thence by the  east boundary  of that portion
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and a line to the south-east cor.- er of portion 1B;
thence by the south boundary of that portion
westerly to Bald Hills Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards to Bramble Bay ; and thence by
that bay easterly and southerly to the point of
commencement.
His Excellency doth hereby further order that
three aldermen of the said Borough shall be assigned
to each of the said Wards.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary instructions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAVB,  chael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
\ \THE1EAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Art to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations tomakePayments and du other
arts on serh Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for tie Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette.  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 16th instant, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Meeting
of the Cairns Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Cairns : -Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY 111us-
GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that 1 HURSDAY, the 16th instant, shall,
within the town of Cairns, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lcrd one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
r HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
11 11 first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Friday, the 31st instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Meeting of the
Emerald Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday in
Emerald : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that FRIDAY, the 31st instant, shall,
within the Town of Emerald, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
P110C 1,,,k NI -k T 10 -N.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGIIAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the.
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed ex-
pedient to proclaim Friday, the 21st proxin o, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Meeting
of the Beenleigh Racing Club, to be a Public
Holiday in the Beenleigh Division: Now, there-
fore, 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
FRIDAY, the 21st proximo, shall, within the
Beenleigh Division, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited-Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
1110) C1,  0  1A't''0'.
13.' his 1,xceellent' Sir ANTHONY 1lrsa i. VF,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. _lti-
A. NfUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : And whereas  it is  deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 23rd instant, being
the day appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting at Burtetown, to be a Public Holiday in
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that Town : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY, the 23rd
instant, shall, within the Town of Burketown, be
observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAvE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUBGBAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or. in any
part thereof, or in any  city,  town, borough, or
district therein: And whereas it is deemed expe-
dient to proclaim Thursday, the 23rd instant, being
the day appointed for holding the First Meeting of
the Warwick Amateur Turf Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Warwick : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY, the
23rd  instant , shall, within the Town of Warwick,
be observed as a Public Holiday within the  meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUESl 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSaaaVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSG RAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank. Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 23rd instant.,
being the day appointed for playing the Match
between the English and Ipswich Football Players,
to be a Public Holiday in Ipswich : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me
by the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
THURSDAY, the 23rd instant, shall, within the
Town of Ipswich, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,. Brisbane, the fifteenth day of August, 1888.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.W
% THEREAS by an Act passed in the fiftieth year of Her Majesty's reign,
V V intituled  "An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Quarantine,"  it is
amongst other things enacted, that when a ship arrives from beyond sea at
any port or place in Queensland, on board of which there is, or has been,
during the voyage, any infectious or contagious disease, the Governor in
Council may make such Orders as may by him be deemed necessary with
.respect to the performance of Quarantine by the said ship and her
passengers :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the fourth instant, it was
ordered that the Steamship " Duke of Argyle," which had recently arrived
from London, and on board of which the infectious disease known as
Measles then existed, should be placed in Quarantine, and that the Passengers
by the said Steamship for Townsville should perform Quarantine at the
Quarantine Station at Magnetic Island, and that the said Steamship and the
remainder of the Passengers should perform Quarantine at the Quarantine
Station at Peel Island :
And whereas the Health Officer at Townsville has certified that
Quarantine has been duly performed by a portion of the said Passengers, viz.,
the Single Girls, at Magnetic Island, and the Health Officer at Brisbane has
certified that Quarantine has been duly performed by the Ship and certain of
the said Passengers, viz., the Crew and seven Second Class Passengers, at Peel
Island, and that the Ship and the said Passengers may, without danger to the
public health, be now released : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of
the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and it is hereby
Ordered, that the said Ship and Passengers shall be discharged from Quaran-
tine.
And the Chief Secretary is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
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ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the first
day of August, 1888.
P$s8ENT :
His Excellency  The Deputy-Governor in Council.WHERE&S by  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884to  1886,  "  it is amongst  other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable
to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate  the position of such  lots by means of maps
or plans  and by  reference to known or marked
boundaries or starting  points, the Governor in
Council,  on the recommendation  of the Land
Board,  may at any time suspend  the operation of so
much of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
as requires  the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on  the ground before it  is proclaimed open
for selection, and may require the Surveyor-General
to divide the land into lots and to indicate the
position  of such lots on proper  maps or plans :
And whereas  it is  practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots with-
out actual  survey, and to indicate the position of
such lots by means  of maps or plans, and by refer-
ence  to known or marked boundaries or starting
points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Deputy-
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board,
and in pursuance  and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the said Acts, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the said Principal Act as requires
the land to be actually surveyed and marked on
the ground before it is proclaimed open for selec-
tion be suspended with respect to the land described
in the said Schedule : And the Surveyor-General
is hereby required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'Districts:-
District.  Locality.
Dalby ... ... ... Parish of Moola
Ipswich ... ... ... Parish of Lockyer
Rockhampton ... ... The Resumed  Parts of
Charlevue  and Sanders
RunsSpringsure ... ...  Parish  of Comet Vale.
U
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN D . HARDWICK and
MEDLAND MITCHEL
to be  Government Agents, on the Supernumerary
Staff ,  to accompany Vessels  licensed to carry
Pacific Islanders.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th August, 18813.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
rI of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SAMUEL HATTERSLEY INESON, Esquire,
to be an Honorary Commissioner for Queensland,
for the purposes of the Melbourne International
Centennial Exhibition.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 15th  August, 1888.
IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation  tendered by
THOMAS BURSTON
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
j IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor  directs it
11 to be notifed that he has been pleased to
appoint
JOHN THACKER WEARIN
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force. This
appointment to take effect from the 16th of June
last.
ELIZABETH ANN ARNELL
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Gympie One-Mile ;
ANNE CRICHTON
to be promoted to the position of Fourth Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Gympie One-Mile ;
HELENA MARY DELANEY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Pialba ;
MARY ANN  HEFFERAN
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Gympie One-Mile ;
ELIZABETH LIPSTINE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Mount Morgan;
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  16th August, 1888.
u IS Excellency  the Governor,  with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the foll owing appointments in the Customs
Department ,  viz.:-
HENRY ST. JOHN MAULE
to be Second Officer of Border Customs at Birds-
ville ;
WILLIAM HRRNY BARNETT, Coxswain ,  Cairns,
to be Tidewaiter  at that Port, in the room of J. T.
Canniffe, resigned.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  16th August, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the undermentioned appointments in
the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
CHARLES HENRY CASPERSON,
EDWARD JOSEPH JAMES,
JOHN SCHWARTZ,
JOHN GOLLOGLY, and
THOMAS PATRICK MCKEE
to be Operators ; and
JOHN BUTLER
to be Line  Repairer in Charge.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th  August, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following appointments ,  promo-
tions ,  and transfers of Teachers in the service of
the Department of Public Instruction, viz.
JAMES CLEMINSON
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class If., Division 3, and appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Grand-
chester ;
FRANK PIGRAM
to be admitted into the service  as a Teacher of
Class  II., Division 2;
WILLIAM TAYLOR
to be admitted into the serviced as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 2;
MARY JEFFERSON
to be  admitted into the service  as a Teacher of
=Class  III., Division 3, and appointed to the position
of an Assistant  Teacher in the State School at
'Townsville West ;
CHARLES ALEXANDER
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State  School at Millbong ;
JAMES  ROBERT LONEY
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Mount  Morgan ;
EMILY MUNRO
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Rockhampton North;
MARY TERESA O'REGAN
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Gympie One-Mile :
FANNY PRIOR
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Rockhampton North ;
AUGUSTA F. S. SYKES
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Mount Morgan.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to approve of the establishment  of a State School at
PITTSWORTH.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the  authority  in me vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE ,  the Governor afore-
said,  by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council, do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the roads described hereunder shall
be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
LM.-26 -7-88-B'.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
4126, Brisbane District . (Peter McDonald.)
From the southern boundary of portion 173
south-easterly  across  the north- eastern corner of
portion 168 ,  parish of Maroochy ,  to a reserved road,
-containing  two roods,  taken from a reservation
of two acres for road purposes.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Agricultural
Farm No .  320, Brisbane District . (Thomas
Shall cross.)
From the eastern boundary of portion 112,
parish of Byron ,  north-westerly and northerly to
the north -west corner ,- containing five acres, taken
from a reserva ti on of five acres for road purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight, and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYS Tga Quzax 1
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MvsassvE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the first day of August, 1888, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty -third section of "  The Crown Lands Act  &11884  "  as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position
thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ANTHONY
MuaoaAvv, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Rockhampton Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
First day of October, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum  areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say:-
In the  case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
b any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 3 in
the said District shall be 2,560 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 3 to be a District for the
purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes itishall nevertheless form
part of the said Rockhampton Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M. 1-8- 88. GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
DESCEIPTION.
THE ROCKHAMPTON  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. S.
All lands within  five miles of  the Central Railway ,  between the western watershed of Gogango
Creek  and Blackwater  Creek,  exclusive  of Agricultural Area No. 4.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROCKHAMPTON  LAND  AGENT s DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption. No. ofPortion. Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
A. L P.  A a. d. s. d.
1 Charlevue and Sanders  ...  12v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
2 Ditto  ... ... ...  13v 5,000 0 0 2210 0 0 1
3 Ditto  ... ... ...  14v 5 ,000 0 0 2210 0 0 1
4 Ditto  ... ... ...  15v 5,000 0 0  22 10  0 0 1
5 Ditto  ... ... ...  16v 3,500 0 0  22 10  0 0 1
6 Ditto  ... ... ...  17v 5,000 0 0  22 10  0 0 1
7 Ditto  ... ... ...  18v 3,500 0 0  22 10  0 0 1
Within  Grazing  Area No. 3.
8 Ditto  ... ... ...  1v 2,560 0 0 2210 0 0 1
9 Ditto  ... ... ..  2v 2,560 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
10 Ditto  ... ... ..  3v 2,560 0 0  22 10  0 0 1
11 Ditto  ... ... ..  4v 2,560 0 0 2210 0 0 1
12 Ditto  ... ..  5v 2,560 0 0 2210 0 0 1
13 Ditto  ... ... ..  I 6v 2,560 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
14 Ditto  ... ... ...  7v 2,560 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
15 Ditto  ... ... ..  8v 2,560 0 0 2210 0 0 1
16 Ditto  ... ... ..  9v 2,560 0 0 2210 0 0 1
17 Ditto ... ... .. IN  2,560 0 0  22 10  0 0 1
18 Ditto  ... ... ...  I llv 2,560 0 0 22 10 0 0 1
value of
Improvemen
Subject to the payment
of the value of im-
provements, any.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSORAvE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. USGBAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander.Governor. in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the first day of August,  1888,  I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land  Board , order that
the operation of so  much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  as requires
land to be actually surveyed  and marked  on the ground before it is proclaimed  open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,  and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required  to indicate  the position of such
land on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly indicated the-
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position  thereof on proper  maps or plans  : Now, therefore,  in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,' by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First day
of October, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum areas
which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be  as fo llows , that is to say
In  the case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,000 acres.
Provided always, and I do hereby further declare, that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation  dated 21st December, 1886, in the said District, shall be  2,560 acres.
Given under my Sand and  Seal,  at Government House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand  eight  hundred and eighty -eight, and in  the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-1-8.88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT s DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
No. of Provisional
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Grantham ... Lockyer ... 3v 640. 0 0 12 10 0 0 0 1; Subject tvalueo the taymenrotP f
ments, if any.
Being the land comprised in cancelled Grazing Farm  No. 1110.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the first day of August, 1888, I did, by and with theadvice of the Executive , and on the recommendati n of the Land Board, order that 
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act uf  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended
with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by
the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or plans : And
whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans :
Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Lalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First day of October, 1888: And I do hereby
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 12,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 26th January, 1886, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.E.M.-1-8-88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of Parish.
Lot.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent Value of Improvements.
per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Moola  ... ... 30v 640 0 0 12 10 0 0 0 1 Subject to the payment of
the value of improve-
ments , if any.
Being the land comprised in forfeited Grazing Farm  No. 141.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander.Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the First day of October, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the land described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established by
Proclamation  dated 30th July, 1887, in the said District, shall be 8.000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty- second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-1-8 .88. Gon SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE RoCB :HAMPTON  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 5.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish and
Run Resumption .
No. of
Portion. Area . Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Imp rovements.
1 Torilla ... 3v
A. R.
5,664 0
P.
0
£ s. d.
16 1 0
£ s. d.
0 0 01 Subject to the payment of the
2 Ditto ... 9v 2,030 0 0 12 5 0 0 0 04 value of improvements, ifany.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the first day of August, 1888, I did, by and
W with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " I'he Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the
position of such laud on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to 1886," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
Spriggsure Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MON DAY, the First day of October, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-1-8 -88. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
By Command,
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SPRINGSUBE  LAND AGENT' S' DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Lot. Parley
No.  of I  Provisional Annual Rent Value of
Portion . Area . Survey Fee .  per Acre .  Improvements.
A.  R.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Comet Vale (on Comet 1v 11,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 0 1} Subject to the payment of
Vale Run) the  value of imp rove-) ments,  if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
own Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, byy and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in
the undermentioned land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First day of October, 1888: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.--1-8-88 .  GOD SAVE  THE QUEER !
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection
or
Farm.
Bundaberg ... ... Childers ... 75
Gayndah ... Ideraway Jonday ... ...
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto .. ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
Ditto ...  ditto  ... ditto
No. of
Portion.
22v
1v
2v
3v
4v
5v
6v
7v
8v
9v
10v
11v
12v
13v
14v
15v
16v
17v
18v
19v
20v
21v
22v
23v
24v
25v
26v
27v
28v
29v
30v
31v
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVS,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, ehael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare  that the Country Lands described here-
under , and situated in the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions  of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on
and after  MONDAY, the Fi' st day of October.
1888: And I do hereby, by and with, the advice
aforesaid , declare that the annual rent at which
said  lands  may be selected shall be id. per acre,
I
Area. Survey Fee.
sue.
-a
m4
A. R. P.  A  s. d. a. d. A a.
160 0 0 8 14 5 0 4 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
154 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0160 0 0  6180  0 6 1 0
160 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
145 0 0 612 6 0 6 1 0160 0 0  6180  0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 6 18 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0  618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
160 0 0 618 0 0 6 1 0
640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0
610 0 0 10 5 0 0 6 1 0
615 0 0 10 5 6 0 6 1 0
640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0
640 0  0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0
444 0  0 9 1 0 0 6 1 0
640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0
640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0
640 0 0 10 8 6 0 6 1 0
«m
o9
gyp,
9
Agricul-
tural Area.
x
Acres.
320
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
and that  the maximum area  which may be selected
by any  one person  in the said District shall be as
follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands not within a Agricultural
Area,  5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
• GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
Parish of Milton.
About 240  acres.
Cancelled Grazing Farm No. 408.
NOTE.-Subject to  the payment of the value of  improvements,
it any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight  Grand Cross  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
I accordance -with the  provisions  of the forty-
second section  of  " The Croton Lands Act of
1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVR,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the  Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the
Land Board ,  do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify
and declare  that  the unselected lots of land,  be ing
portions  1 to 19 and 27 to 31 ,  in the  parish of St.
Helen 's, in the Mackay  Land Agent 's District,
opened to selection by Proclamations  dated the
27th April and 21st July, 1885,  sha ll  be and are
hereby  withdrawn  fr om selection.
I.Y.-1-8-88.
09-20948-L.B.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House , Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty -second  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the  power in me vested, and in
I accordance with the  provisions  of the forty-
second section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with  the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  and on the  recommendation of the
Land Board , do, by  this  my Proclamation, notify
and declare  that the  unselected  lot of  land, being
portion 1v,  in the parish of Teebar ,  in the Gympie
Land Agent 's District ,  opened to selection by
Proclamation  dated the 10th July , 1886, shall be
and is hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-1-8-88.
s8-20166-L.B.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
August, in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -eight,  and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUM E BLACK.
Con  SAVA TH a QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.8.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
R pursuance of the power in me vested, and inI accordance with eprovisions  of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ," I. Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  and on  the recommendation of the
Land  Board , do, by this  my Proclamation , notify
and declare  that the  unselected  lots of land, being
portions  lv to 7v and 14v to 18v, in the parish of
Norman ,  in the  Norman *on Land Agent ' s District,
opened to selection  by Proclamation  dated  the 17th
March,  1888, shall be and are hereby withdrawn
from selection.
E.M.-1-8-88.
a8-20270-L.B.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
August ,  in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th August, 1888.
T HE following  amended description is substi-
tuted for that published on page 1211 of the
Government Gazette  for 1888, Part I.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-22091-8.c.
Croydon.
Cott my of Norman, parish of Norman.
Area- 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 9 degrees 30
minutes  and distant 150 links from the north corner
of section 39, and bounded thence on the south-
west  by Brown street bearing 99 degrees 30 minutes
five chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing 9
degrees 30 minutes ten chains ; on the north-east
by a line bearing 279 degrees 30 minutes five chains ;
and on the north-west by a line bearing 189 degrees
30 minutes ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1888.
WITHDRAWAL OF LANDS FROM THE OPERA-
TION OF TIMBER LICENSES.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Lands hereunder described have been
withdrawn from the Operation of Timber Licenses,
under clause  eighteen of the Timber Regulations,
dated 5th June, 1885.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
County of March, parish of Connondale.
About 3,400 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south and distant
thirty-four chains thirty-five links from the north-
west corner of portion 8v, parish of Maleny, and
bounded thence by the watershed between Obi Obi
Creek and the Mary River south-easterly to the
watershed between the Mary River and the Bris-
bane River waters ; thence by that watershed
south-westerly to the head of Scrub Creek ; thence
by that creek downwards to the south- east corner
of portion 1235, parish of Connondale; thence by a
line along  the east boundary of that portion bearing
north about 230 chains ; and on the north by a line
bearing  east about 150 chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for  general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions  58 and 77 of  "'(he Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1888.
" THE CROWN LA Nl)S ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSION ERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands  Art of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of tre
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868" and  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with by the  Land  Commissioners at their Courts.
jo 1District.f Jan. I Feb.  March. April.
1888.
May. I June.
Allora * ... ... ... ...  Wed. 281 ... I ... Wed. 27
Aramac  ... ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Wed. 20
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 `red. 20
Barcaldinet  ... ...  Tues. 12
Beenleigh  ...  Wed. 11 Wed, 8 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Blackall ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Thurs.28
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs.26 Thurs .23 Thurs .22 fhurs . 26 Fri. 25 Thurs.21
Brisbane  .. ...  Tues .  3 Tues .  7  Tues.  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5
Bundaberg ... Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat . 10 Sat.  14 Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Burl $own  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Cairns  ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Cardwell* ...  Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 9  ...  Fr'. 11
Charleville  ...  Tues .  3 Von .  6 Mon .  5 Tues . 3 Mote. 7 Mon. 4
Charters Towers Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Clermont  ...  Thurs.26  Thurs. 23 Thurs .  29 Thurs.26 Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11 Wed . 8 Wed.  14 Wed .  11 Wed . 9 Wed. 13
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27 Fri. 24 Fri. 23 Fri .  27 Fri. 26 Fri. 29
Emerald * ...  Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18
Esk* .. ... Wed .  18 ... Wed .  21  ...  Wed. 16
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed . 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
ri lyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.26 Thurs . 23 Thurs.22 Thurs.26 F ri .  25 Thurs.28
Goondiwindi  ...  F ri . 13 Fri .  10 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8
Gpmpie  ... ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 8
Herberton  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Ingham .. ... Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 28 Wed. 25 Wed .  30 Wed. 27
Inglewood ; ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6 Fri .  3 F ri . 2 Fri .  6 Fri .  4 Fri. 1
Isisford  ... ... Wed. 11  Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Fri. 8
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs. 12 Thurs .  9 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12 Thurs .  in Thurs. 14
Maryborough  ...  F ri . 20 F ri.  17 Fri .  16 Fri .  20 Fri .  18 F ri . 15
Mitchelit  ... M.  13 Fri. 10 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8
Muttaburrat  ...  Thurs. 9 Thurs. 1 Thurs . 5 Thurs.  3 Sat. 16
Nanango  ..  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Nebo  (Mt. Britton )  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Nerang * ... ...  Thurs. 9 ... Thurs . 12 ... Thurs.14
Normanton  ...  Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues 8 Tues. 12
Port  Douglas  ...  Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 9 Mon .  13 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon. 11
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  14 Wed . 11 Wed.  9 Wed. 13
St. George  ...  Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues. 15 Tues. 19
St.lawrence  ...  Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Springsnre  ...  Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon. 25
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13 Fri .  10 F ri . 9 Fri . 13 Fri.  11 Fri. 8
Surat  ... ...  Thurs . 26 Thurs .23 Thurs . 29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Tambo ... ... Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Taroom  .. ...  Wed. 4I Wed. 1 Wed . 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Tenninrering  ...  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed .  14 Wed . 11 Wed.  9 Wed. 13
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23 Mon .  27 Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon .  25 Mon. 25
Townsville  ...  Thurs . 12 Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8 Thurs . 12 Thurs . 10 Thurs.14
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  24 Tues .  28 Tues .  27 Tues .  24 Tues .  29 Tues. 26
July.
Wed. 18
Wed. 1S
Tues. 10
Wed. 11
Thurs. 26
Thurs. 26
Tues. 3
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Fri. 13
Mon. 2
Wed. 4
Thurs. 26
Wed. 1]
Mon. 16
Fri. 27
Mon. 16
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Thurs 26
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 25
Wed. 11
Fri. 6
F ri . 6
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Sat. 14
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Tues. 10
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Thurs. 26
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs. 12
Tues. 24
August. Sept.
I  Wed. 26
Wed. 15 Wed. 19
Wed. 15 Wed. 19
Tues . 7 Tues. 11
Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Thurs.23 Thurs.27
Thurs.23 Thurs. 27
Tues .  7 Tues. 4
Sat. 11 Sat. 8
Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Mon. 6
Wed. 1
Thurs.30
Wed. 8
Mon. 20
Fri. 24
Mon. 20
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Fri. 3
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Sat. 11
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Thurs. 9
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. I
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs. 30
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Fri. 14
Mon. 3
Wed. 5
Thurs. 27
Wed. 12
Mon. 17
.Fri. 28
Mon. 17
Wed. 19
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 19
Wed. 17 Wed. 14 Wed. 19
Wed. 17 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Tues . 9 Tues. 6 Tues. 11
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Thurs .  25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 27
Thurs.25  Thurs .22 Thurs. 27
Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Sat. 13 Sat . 10 Sat. 8
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 10 Wed.  14 Wed. 12
Sat. 10
Mon. I Mon . 5 Mon. 3
Wed. 3 H ed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs .  25 Thurs. 29  Thurs. 27
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 1
Mon. 16 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Fri. 26 Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 17
Wed. 21
Wed. 3  Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed.  7 Wed. 6
Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 26 Wed .  31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Thurs . 13 Thurs.11 Thurs. 8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 2 1  Fri .  19 Fri. 16 Fri. 21
Fri. 14  Fri. 12 Sat . 10 Fri. 14
Sat. 15 Sat. 13 Sat .  10 Sat. 16
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
.. Thurs .  11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Tues. 11
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Tues. 18 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Mon .  24 Mon. 22 Mon .  26 Mon. 24
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Sat. 10 Fri. 14
Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs.29 Thurs.  27
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 6
Wed. 81 Wed. 12
Wed. I f Wed. 6
Mon. 27  I  Mon. 24
Thurs.  9 1 Thurs.13
Tues .  28 1Tues. 25
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 22 Mon . 19 Mon. 17
Thurs .11 Thurs .  8  l l.urs. 13
Tues .  23 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court  to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the  Court  will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly noti fied from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eight-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office,
and at the Land Offices, Toowoomba, Ingham, and
Mackay ; Police Offices, Petrie Terrace, Pittswortb,
Ingham, and Mackay ; Post Offices, Enoggera,
Pittsworth,  Ingham , and Homebush.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
llo. Applicant .  Situation.
1 John Steven -  The road separating
son port ion 291 from
portion 638
2 Jondaryan The road separating
Divisional portion 2765 from
Board ,  on portion 3288
account of
Catherine
Noonan
3 The Hinchin-  The reserved one-
brook Divi -  chain road along
atonal and within the
Board,  on south boundary of
account of port ion 448
Edward
Bridge
4 Ditto  ...  The two-chain road
separating portion
250 from portion
416 and a Public
Reserve
5 TheHinchin -  The reserved two-
Brook Divi -  chain road through
atonal portion 252, a Re-
Board, on serve for Public
account of Purposes
The Crown
6  The Hinchin-  The reserved road
brook Divi- through portion 75
sional  and part of the
Board, on reserved road
account of through po rt ion 55
Nicholas
Donnelly
7 The Pioneer The reserved  ro ad
Divisional through port ion 481
Boas d, on
account of
W. R. Willis
8 The Pioneer The reserved  ro ad
Divisional through portion 919,
Board,  on and the road sepa-
account of  rating  that portion
C. A. Keppert  from portion 461
Parish. Area.
Enoggera
A.  R,  P.
1 2 0
North 6 2 0
Branch
Marathon 2 3 12
ditto  ... 9 3 11
ditto ... 6 3 26
ditto  ... 15 2 0
Hector ... 6 0 0
ditto  ... 14 0 0
NoTx.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be  carried
out in connection with the opening  of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Toowoomba; Police Office, Pittsworth; and
Post Office, North Branch.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Pariah .  Area.
f
A. A. P.
1 Lawrence The  ro ad separating North 6 2 20
Thise portion 6v from por -  Branch
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes  ...  The road separating ditto 6 0 20
po rt ion 8v from por-
tion 3742
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
L
I is hereby notified for  genera]  information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been ma le for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads :an be  seen at  this Office ;
at the Land Office, Gympie ; the Police Offices,
North Pine and Noosa ; and Post Offices, North
Pine and Cootharaba.
No.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
Applicant Situation .  Parish . Area.
A. I. P.
1 The Ellens -  The road separating por- Redcli ffe 10 3 30
ville Land tion 100, parish of Bur-
Company pengary, from portions
510 and 520, parish of
Redcliffe
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved roads Burpen- 0 3 0
through portion 100, gary
being  the continuation
of the last -mentioned
road
3 A. F. Luya The reserved road through Como ... 26 0 0
portion 1079
NoTx .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th  July,  1888.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that  application under  the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown rands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned  Road;  and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Police, and Post Offices, Port Douglas.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation. Pa ri sh. Area.
- J. D. Johnston The road separating por-
tion 198  from portions
206 and 1
A. R. P.
Victory ...  12 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
r NTENDING Selectors  are informed  that Maps
i of the Districts of Blackall, Bowen,  Bunda-
berg, Clermont, Dalby. Gayndab, Gladstone,
Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hughenden, Inglewood,
Mackay, Maryborough, N anango, Rockhampton,
Roma,  6tanthorpe, Surat, and Townsville,  showing
all land  open for selection, both as Agricultural
and Grazing Farms ,  are now ready  for public
exhibition in the  Map-roomin  the Brisbane Lands
Office.
Maps of all  the Districts in the Colony are now
in course  of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the  remainder  will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements  are being made  by which the
Maps  at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that. by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas  and descrip-
tions shall he taken to have been inserted in the
said  grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous  areas  and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the corre ct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed  containing the erroneous areas and
descriptions ,  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-53518.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-Charles Furber.
Land Granted-Allotment  8 of section 1, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill, allotment 8 of section 1.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allotment
7, and bounded thence on the north by Alpha
street bearing 83 degrees 35 minutes 100 links ; on
the east by allotments 9 and 10 bearing 173 degrees
35 minutes 400 links ; on the south by Beaufort
street bearing 263 degrees 35 minutes 10,) links ;
and on the west by allotment 7 bearing 353 degrees
35 minutes 400 links to the point of commencement
No. of Deed-53575.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Coffee.
Land Granted-Allotment  10 of section 1, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill,  allotment  10  of section 1.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of allot-
ment  9, and bounded thence on the east by Elgin
street bearing 173 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ;
on the south by Beaufort street bearing 263 degrees
35 minutes  200 links; on the west by allotment 8
bearing 353 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ; and on
the north by allotment 9 bearing 83 degrees 35
minutes  200 links to the point  of commencement.
No. of Deed-53615.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-The Queensland National
Bank, Limited.
Land Granted-Allotment 9  of section 3, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-L'rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill,  allotment  9 of section 3.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of allot-
ment  8, and bounded thence on the north by Alpha
street bearing 83 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ; on
the east by Beta street bearing 173 degrees 35
minutes 200 links ; on the south by allotment 10
bearing  263 degrees  35 minutes 200 links; and on
the west by allotment 8 bearing  353 degrees 35
minutes 200 links  to the point of  commencement.
No. of Deed-52059.
Date of Deed-3rd August, 1883.
1\ ame of Grantee-Leopold Frederick Bernays.
Land Granted-Portion  201, county of Stanley,
parish of Redcli$e.
Area-19 acres 1 rood 38 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County, of Stanley, parish of Redclif'e, portion  201.
Area-20 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Cemetery Reserve proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  for 1874, volume, 1 page 788, and bounded
thence on the west and south by that reserve bearing
north nine chains and ninety-six and a-half links,
and west four chains and sixty-five and a-half links;
again on the west and again on the south by lines
bearing north two chains and eighty-eight and
a-half links and west seven chains and thirty-two
links ; again on the west by a road bearing 346
degrees five chains and eighty-six and a-half links;
on the north by a road bearing east eight chains
and forty-seven and a-half links ; on the north-east
by a road bearing 129 degrees 51 minutes twenty-
nine chains ; and on the south by a road bearing
west seventeen chains and twenty-eight links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-48737.
Date of Deed-18th November, 1882.
Name of Grantee-John Simeon Ramsay.
Land Granted-Portion 2,  county of Cook,
parish of Childers.
Area-500 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Childers, portion 2.
Area-506 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
1341, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion and a line bearing 90 degrees 2 minutes
fifty-five chains and thirty-four links ; on the east
by a road bearing 179 degrees 57 minutes ninety-one
chains and forty-two links ; on the south by portion
3 bearing 269 degrees 54 minutes fifty-five chains
and forty-two links ; and on the west by a road
bearing north ninety-one chains and fifty-five links
to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-33348.
Date of Deed-7th June, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Angus Bell.
Land Granted-Portion 77,  county of Ward,
parish of Coomera.
Area-155 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, portion 77.
Area-159 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Yaun Creek at
the southern extremity of the western boundary of
portion 262, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion and a line bearing north twenty-two chains
and seventy-eight links and passing through a post
twenty links from said creek, and by portion 74
bearing 4 minutes twenty chains and thirty-sevc,i
and a-half links and 19 minutes twenty-five chain ;
and eighty -six links ; on the north by lines  bearing
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270 degrees 7 minutes seventeen chains  and twenty-
one
links and 270 d gre s  3 minutes  ten chains and
twenty-five links ; on the  west  by a road bearing
180 degrees  1 minute  nine chains  and seventy-three
links  and south forty-seven  chains  and ten links
to Yaun Creek and  passing  through a post fifty-one
links therefrom ; and thence by that creek down-
wards  to the point  of  commencement;-exclusive
of ten acres  one rood twenty perches for surveyed
roads, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-38108
Date of Deed-22nd January, 1879.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions  117, 118, 119, 120, and
121, county of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area-445 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby,  portions
117, 118, 119, 120,  and  121.
Area-456 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of portion
116, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south thirty-nine chains and twenty-eight
links ; on  the south by a road bearing 269 degrees
51 minutes twenty-three chains and sixteen and
seven -tenths links, 269 degrees 48 minutes twenty-
three chains and twelve and seven-tenths links, 269
degrees 53 minutes twenty-three chains and fourteen
links, 269 degrees 56 minutes twenty-three chains
and twelve links, and 269 degrees 57 minutes twenty-
one chains and seventy-seven and a-half links ; on
the west by a road bearing north thirty-nine chains
and sixty-five and eight-tenths links ; and on the
north by lines bearing 89 degrees 58 minutes fifty-
seven  chains and eighty links, 90 degrees 23 minutes
nineteen  chains and sixty-five links, 89 degrees 54
minutes twenty chains and forty-seven links, and
90 degrees 10 minutes sixteen chains and forty-one
and a-half links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-38107.
Date of Deed-22nd January, 1879.
Name of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions  124, 125, and 132,
county of Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area- 240 acres.
A MENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County (f Churchill, parish of Normanby,  portions
124, 125,  and  132.
Area- 243 acres.
Commencing at the north -west  corner  of portion
126, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 179 degrees  49 minutes  forty  chains and
thirty-three and three- quarter links  ; on the south
and again  on the east by portion  31 bearing 269
degrees 53 minutes twenty  chains  and twelve links,
and 179 degrees 50 minutes forty chains and twenty
and three-quarter  links ; again  on the south by a
road bearing 269 degrees 51 minutes twenty chains
and twelve links ; on the west by portion  133 bearing
359 degrees 49 minutes forty chains and twenty-
one links, and by portion 123 bearing  359 degrees
50 minutes forty chains and thirty-two and a-half
links ; and  on the north by a road bearing  89 degrees
54 minutes  twenty chains and ten and a-half links
and 89 degrees  52 minutes twenty chains and twelve
links to the point of commencement.
.No. f Deed-37657.
Date of Deed-3rd December, 1878.
Name  of Grantee-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Land Granted-Portions 142  and 143, county of
Churchill, parish of Normanby.
Area- 235 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby, portions
142  and  143.
Area- 236 acres  2 roods 13 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
141, and bounded thence on the north and west by
that portion bearing 89 degrees  55 minutes forty
chains and twenty -three links and  359 degrees 28
minutes twenty chains and seven and a-half links ;
main on the north by portion 137 bearing east
twenty chains  and seven and a-half links ; on the
east by portion 144 bearing 179 degrees 49 minutes
fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a road bearing 270 degrees 4 minutes
twenty cha ns and four and a-half links,  and 269
degrees 56 minutes forty chains  and sixteen links ;
and again on the west by a road bearing 359 degrees
52 minutes thirty-two  chains  and sixty- one and
one-quarter links to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th August, 1888.
T HE following  order  of the Land  Board, con-
firming  the division  made  under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known  as Womblebank, is published as
required by the Act, and for the  information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Womblebank ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Edward  Wingfield Verner,  the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as  Womble-
bank ,  situated in the Pastoral District of Maranoa,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  comprisin  < the con-
terminous runs known as Upper Merivale, Annie
Vale,  Head Creek Station, Cockeramaran ,  Retreat,
Silver Foliage ,  Battery, Currajong, Limpid Water,
and Womblebank ,  has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the thirteenth day of
July,  1885, that he elects to take advantage of the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884"
with respect to such run: And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to the
said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward  Deshon and  Thomas Stevenson Sword, being
the Land Board constituted under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by
the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
conso lidated run known as Womblebank ,  and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
sha ll  comprise and include the land described as
foll ows, viz.:-
1781  square miles.
Commencing at a point two miles forty chains
south -west from the junction of Box Creek with
the Merivale River ,  and bounded thence by a south-
east line passing about seventy -two chains south-
west of a tree on the said Box Creek marked broad-
arrow  over AV in  triangle about nine miles forty
chains ; thence by a line bearing north 115 degrees
east about three miles sixty chains ; thence by an
east line about four miles forty chains to the Main
Dividing Range ; thence by that range in a
southerly direction about four miles to one of the
north -west boundaries of the resumed part of the
Tooloombilla Consolidation  ;  thence by a south-west
line along that boundary to a point about thirty
chains south-east of a box-tree marked G  ;  thence
by a north -west line passing through the said tree
about five miles thirty chains to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow  ;  thence by a west line about seven
miles forty chains to a tree marked broad -arrow ;
thence by a south line one mile to a tree marked
broad-arrow  ;  thence by a west line passing through
atree marked broad -arrow eight miles seven chains ;
thence by a south -west line one mile ten chains to a
point south -east of a tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle on the left bank of the Merivale River ;
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thence  by a north- west line  passing through the
said tree  and crossing the river three times six
miles twelve  chains to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over UM in triangle ; thence
by a north- east  line passing through a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over F V over OD in triangle,
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over UM over HG
in triangle , and a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over HG' over AV conjoined  in triangle  about four-
teen miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
OD over B in triangle at a point north-west of
starting point; and thence by a south-east line
crossing  the Merivale River about three miles
thirty-two chains to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
1651 square miles.
Commencing at a point two miles forty chains
south-west from the function of Box Creek with
the Merivale River, and bounded thence by a
south- east  line passing about seventy-two chains
south-west of a tree on the said Box Creek marked
broad-arrow over AV in triangle about nine miles
forty chains ; thence by a line bearing north
115 degrees  east  about three miles sixty chains ;
thence by an east line about four miles forty
chains to the Main Range ; thence by a north-
west line about six miles; thence by a north-
east  line five miles ; thence by a south-east
line to the Main Range ; thence by that range
north-easterly to the intersection of the north-
eastern watershed of Muya Creek ; thence by that
watershed in a north-westerly direction and by a
north-west line to a point east of the south-east
corner  of the resumed part of the Tunis Consolida-
tion; thence by a west line to that corner and by
a continuation  of same  line along one of the south
boundaries of the said resumedpart  crossing  Smith's
and Sandy Creeks about eight miles fifty-six chains
to the Merivale River at a point fifty-three chains
in a direct line below a tree on the opposite bank
marked B ; thence by the left bank of the said river
downwards to a point one mile sixty chains in a
direct line below a tree marked A ; thence by a
north-west  line crossing  the river four miles forty
chains  ; thence by a south-west line about three
miles  forty chains to a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over OD over B in triangle at a point north-
west of starting point ; and thence by a south-east
line crossing  the Merivale River about three miles
thirty-two  chains to  the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this tenth
day of August, A.D. 1888.
[z S ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Forest Vale, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as  Forest Vale, situated in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Edward Cludde Elliot, Robert Copland
Lethbridge, and Mark Pringle EllitA, the pastoral
tenants of  the consolidated run known as Forest
Vale, situated  in the  Pastoral District of Maranoa,
in the Colony of Queensland, comprising the con-
terminous runs known  as Forest Vale, Copland,
Gibbercolly,  Grassmere , Lagoon Staticn, Upper
Possession , Acacia, Myall Plains, Havilah, Long-
reach, Hebron, Sharon,  Simpson's  Creek, Posses-
sion , Ironbark, Saltbush, Boxlands, and Terrarara,
have given notice to  the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the  seventeenth  day of August, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Art of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board  consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenants, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands, as amended hereby, be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consoli-
dated run known as Forest Vale, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
284  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of  the Maranoa
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M7
in triangle, and bounded thence by  a south-west
line six miles  forty-nine chains; thence by a north-
west line five miles ; thence by a south- west line
one mile forty chains ; thence by a north- west line
crossing Billin Creek five miles ; thence by a north
line one mile ; thence by a west line four miles ten
chains ; thence by a north line about eleven miles
sixty chains to a point about eight miles forty
chains west of a point on the Maranoa River
which is one mile seventy chains in a direct
line below an apple-tree on its left bank
marked broad-arrow over MXI in triangle; thence
by an east line crossing the said river at the
last-mentioned point and  passing  through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over
SC in triangle, a pine-tree marked broad-arrow over
S over T  in triangle , in all about  nineteen miles
seven  chains, to a double  gum-tree  marked broad-
arrow over SC over T2 in triangle, on Simpson's
Creek ; thence by a south line crossing that creek
nine  miles fifty-six  chains  to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over FV over SC over OD
over MB conjoined in triangle; thence by a south-
east  line about one mile thirty-two chains to a point
north-east of starting point; and thence by a south-
west line about four miles sixty-four chains to and
across the Maranoa River to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
254 square miles.
Commencing on the right hank of the Maranoa
,liver at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M7
in triangle, and bounded thence by  a south-west
line five miles forty -nine chains  to a point north-
west of a box-tree marked broad- arrow  over Wl in
triangle on the right bank of South Billin Creek ;
thence by a south-  east line crossing  that creek at the
said  tree  five miles sixteen chains; thence  by a south-
west line  nine  miles thirty- two chains  to a point
north- west of a  tree marked broad-arrow over P
over 11  in triangle  on the left bank of Upper
Possession Creek;  thence  by a south- east line
passing through that tree  and crossing  the said
creek five miles to a point one mile seventy-two
chains  beyond the last-mentioned tree ; thence by a
north-east  line passing  about ten chains north-west
of a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over MH
in triangle eight miles; thence by a south-east line
two miles seventy-eight chains to a point north of
a tree marked broad- arrow  over MP in triangle ;
thence by a south line seventy-one chains  passing
through the said tree to a point fifteen chains
beyond same ; thence by an east line passing
through a tree marked NSW over XXXII
by Sir Thomas Mitchell five miles nineteen chains
to the Maranoa  River and  by a continuation of
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same line crossing  the river ; thence by the left
bank of the said river downwards to a box-tree
marked broad arrow over M3 in triangle ; thence
by an east line four miles fifty-one chains passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T112
over H2 in triangle to a box- tree marked broad-arrow
over T over H in triangle; thence by a north line five
miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over H ; thence
by a west line about one  mile ten  chains to a tree
marked S2 ; thence by a north line five miles ; thence
by an east line fifty chains ; thence byanorth line two
miles twenty chains to Apple-tree Creek at a tree
on its left bank marked K over broad-arrow in
square ; thence by a line bearing north 309 degrees
east crossing the last-named creek six miles eight
chains to a box-tree marked F ; thence by a south-
west line one mile ten chains to a point south-east
of a, tree marked broad-arrow in triangle on the
left bank of the Merivale River ; thence by a
north-west line passing through that tree and
crossing the said river three times six miles twelve
chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over UM in triangle; thence by a north-
east line one mile forty chains to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over FV over ODin triangle;
thence by a north west line about three miles forty-
eight chains to a point north-east of starting point; ;
and thence by a south-west line about four miles
sixty-four chains to and across the Maranoa River
to the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this tenth
day of August,  A.D. 1888.
. , Land Board.[z s ] T. S. SWORD,
DESHONE
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda'
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
district i specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
comme:ieement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1)Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must  state  whether it is already
surveyed  or is  unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1888.
T
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for State Forest on Lakes Como
and Cootharibah and King King Creek, in the
parish of Como, in the Gympie Land Agent's
District, containing about 5,766 acres, established
by Proclamation dated 24th Jul)-, 1884, will be
open to the operation of Ordinary Timber Licenses
on and after MONDAY, the Tenth day of Sep-
tember, 1888.
WALTER C. HU 11 E,
Under secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th July, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION OF ROAD, UNDER
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
I N  pursuance of the provisions of section 102 of" The Crown Lands  Acts of  1884," it is hereby
notified that it is intended to resume for a Public
Road the lands described hereunder.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Strathdarr Run, Mitchell District.
From the Darr Il iver north-westerly for about
sixteen miles to the west boundary of the  run near
its north-west corner.
Lessees-Tbe Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia, Limited.
2. Road one chain wide through the leased part
of Evesham Run, Mitchell District.
From the east boundary of the run north-westerly
for about ten and a-quarter miles to the 43-mile
post where the new road joins the road from
Sluttaburra to Winton.
Lessees-The Lansdowne Pastoral Company,
Limited.
NOTICE.SELECTORS  under  "  The Crown.  Lands  Alien-ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge app lications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Wjndorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo  all business , under the pro-
visions  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office  in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN,
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
L Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize  in grain  and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for  analysis  where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities to  bond fide  Planters
and Farmers, Seeds of the Coffee Plant, the Amatto
Tree, and Seeds of the Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant. Applications for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution, to  bond fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize, which is
admirably adapted for bread-making. Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution a small quantity of Common Broad-
leaved Wattle Seeds  (acacia pyenantha)  and Black
Wattle Seeds  (acacia decurrens).  for which applica-
tion can now be made through the local Land
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
AMENDMENT OF THE RULES FOR THE
EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR
LICENSES AS SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified that section one of the Rules
for the Admission of Candidates to Exami-
nation as Licensed Surveyors, published in the
Government Gazette,  under notice dated 17th May,
1876, folio 1053, has been amended as follows :-
Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license as a surveyor, is
required to produce to the Surveyor-
General a certificate from a Staff or`
Licensed Surveyor employed by the Survey
Department  as to  his term of service and
general experience in field duties, and his
competency to undertake surveys on his
own responsibility. The term of service
must in  all cases  extend over a period of
not less than  three  years (instead of  two
years as  heretofore).
The above amendment shall not apply to candi-
dates who may present themselves for examination
prior to July 1890.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Creek known
1 as Scrubby Creek ,  in the parish  of Westhill,
in the St. Lawrence  Land Agent 's District ,  shall be
named CARMIL  CRELK, instead of Scrubby Creek
as heretofore.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General's Office,
Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, 20th July, 1888.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico; 10s.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  15th August, 1888.
DIVISION OF LAIDLEY.IS Excellency the Governor in Council having,
in pursuance of  " The Divisional Boards
Act of  1887 ,"  directed that the First Board for
the Division of Laidley shall be elected in
the manner prescribed  by the  said Act, and
having appointed Alexander Hunter to be the
Returning Officer to conduct such Election, His
Exce llency now directs it to be notified for general
information that the following arrangements have
been made for the Election of Six Members and
Two Auditors  for the said  Division:-
Place of Nomination  ...  Court House ,  Laidley.
Date of Nomination ...  14th September, 1888.
Close of Election  ...  29th September, 1888.
JOHN  M. MACROSSAN.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1888.
METROPOLITAN TRAMWAY CONSTRUCTION
ORDER No. 2-EXTENSION OF TIME FOR
COMPLETION.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to approve of an Extension of Twelve (12) Months,
from 12th instant being granted to the Metropolitan
Tramway and Investment Company, Limited, for
the completion of Construction Order No. 2, in
terms of  " The Tramways Act of  1882."
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted, viz.:-
Post and Telegraph Office, Queenton-TAYLOR
AND HUBBARD-2575.
For the Under Secretary for Works,
R. ROBERTSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-COOKTOWN TO MAY-
TOWN RAILWAY.
1'
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
L in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Cooktown, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 2nd June,
1888 .  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Cooktown, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the  21st August ,  1888, they will be Sold by
Public Auction, to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Week ending 12th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1888-Total  Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
Week ending 12th Aug., 1888...
C )rresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total  Traifi- to date
1887- Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending  12th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week  last year ..
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
Week  ending 12th  Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year ..,
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1888-Total  Traffic todate ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending  12th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888 - Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 12th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1888-To a] Tra rc to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase... ...
Week ending 12th Aug., 1888...
1888 - Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending 12th Aug.,1b88...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1888- Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
No. of
ilea open
for Traffic.
Passen era ' Goods and Live Parcels and
Fart  a. Stock
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
836 3,191 11 3 3,883 10 . 6 244 16 1
706 2,427 6 7 3,596 14 7  310 12  4
.., 764 4 8 286 15 11
...
... ...
.. MARYBOROPUGH RAILWAY.
183 11 6 188 10 8 27 4 10 399 7 0
151 383 15 6 859 17 4 37 12 4 1,281 5 1
103 200 3 11 671 6 8 10 7 6 881 18 1
...
... ... ...
... ...
BUND&BERG RAILWAY.
66 125 17 5 248 5 11
66 55 4 2 123 4 10
... 70 13 3 126 1 1
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
195 12 10
12,000 2 3
5,392 10 4
£6,607 11 11
463 335 9 9  2,302 9 8 26  18 6  2,664 17 11
444 325 6 6  1,617 18 6  52 17  11  1,996 15  1
... 10 3 3 684 11 3 668 15 1
...
31
31
...
260
231
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
Miscellaneous. Total.
£  s. d.  1  £ s. d.
65-i6 3
319 17 107,319
6,33413 6
985 4 4
...
...
.00
...
233,156 4 7227,930 15  4
£5,225 9 3
40,887 3 1
29,313 5 9
£11,573 17 4
7 10 2 381 13 6
7 11 8 186 0 8
0 1 6
25 19 5 ...
...
...
57 11 1
50 14 4
41 2 11 71 19 9 6 19 0 120 1 8
48 1 3 93 13  11 5 3 3 146 18 5
6 18 4 21 14 2
... ... 3,171 4 4
... ... 3,649 17 4
... ... ... £47813 0
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
416 4 9 1,927 9 7
460 16 5 1,583 3 3
44"i 1  8 344 6 4
... ...
8
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
46 4 8 I 116 6 7
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 54 0 4 37 1 0
31 32 13 5 94 1 7
21 6 11
57 0 7
6 16 9
0 18 4
75,047 5 0
76,728 19 1
£1,681 14 1
26 16 9
2,401 5 5
2,094 14 0
306 11 5
75,827 4 2
66,285 19 8
£9,541 4 6
163 9 7
3,052 8 6
3 8 99 5 0
4 0 3 130 15 3
4 3 5
10 3... 31
3,905 9 8
2,570 11 9
... £1,334 17 11
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
TENDERS. 16th August, 1888..TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern.
went Gazette.
Nature of A Work.
CnoYDOx-Additional Cells, Lock-up ...
MAYTOwN-Morgue, Hospital ... ...
MAYTOWN-Post and Telegraph Offices
TOwNSVILLE-Shelter-Shed, Reception House
CHARTERS TowERs-Additions,  Powder Magazine  Keeper's
Cottage ... ... ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
21st July, 1888 ... Houses, Normanton and
Croydon ; 31st August,
1888.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
28th July, 1888 ... Houses, Maytown and
ditto ...
4th August,  1888 ...
Cooktown ; 7th Septem-
ber, 1888.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane  ; and Post
Offices, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 7th Septem-
ber, 1888.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ; and Court
House , Townsville ; 24th
August, 1888.
(Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
11th August,  1888 Houses , Charters Towers
and Townsville ; 31st
August, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
TENDERS. 16th August, 1888..
'y' ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
$ Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Rolling-stock-Wagons-Bundaberg Railway
South Coast Railway-Engine and Carriage Sheds at
Southport ... .. ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain- Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
11th August, 1888... ( Railway Office, Brisbane ;24th August, 1888.
Bundaberg and Mount  Perry Railway-Goods Shed at Gin Gin ditto
Railway Office Brisbane ;
31st August, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY` SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 2nd June,
1888. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 21st
August, 1888, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. DOYLE AND GILBERT,
for the Erection of Shelter Sheds at Emu
Park and Lake's Creek, has been accepted.
Amount, £1,039.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
August, 1888, for the Construction of the following
Vehicles for the Maryborough Railway, viz.:-
2 Composite Brake Vans, 37 feet long,
4 Convertible Vehicles, 26 feet long.
A deposit of' two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of  Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Narz.- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to fines for non-completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS. '
TEMPORARY ENGINE AND CARRIAGE SHEDS
AT COORAN, NORTH COAST RAILWAY,
SECTION 5.
]RESH Tenders will be received at this Office
until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st August, from persons willing to contract for
Erecting Temporary Engine and Carriage Sheds
at Cooran.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Temporary
Engine  and Carriage Sheds, Cooran."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane ; Engineer's Office,
Maryborough ; and Station Master's Office, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise  the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
BORING MACHINES (OTHER THAN
DIAMOND DRILLS).
T
HE following conditions under which boring
machines, the property of the Oovernment,
may be used in approved localities, are published
for the information of local bodies and individuals
desiring to obtain the use of the same.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
1. Application for the use of boring machines
must be made in writing ,  addressed to the Colonial
Treasurer, accompanied by a plan or sketch indi-
cating the position of the proposed bore ,  and by an
undertaking to pay the cost of inspecting the
locality should the Colonial Treasurer deem such
inspection necessary.
2. Such application must state the purpose for
which the bore is required,  and as far as ssible
the approximate  depth to be bored. If it is
intended that more than one bore shall be put down,
the position and approximate depth of each must
be given.
3. Upon approval of such application the appli-
cant will be so informed, and may be then required
to immediately deposit such sum of money with the
Treasury Department  as the  Colonial Treasurer
may direct, to secure the Department against loss,
and as security that these conditions will be observed
and that the payments named herein will be duly
made upon demand. In the event of the machine
being returned to the Department in the same good
order and condition as delivered to the applicant,
less  fair wear and tear, and the conditions being
faithfully performed, the sum deposited will be
returned upon the return of the boring machinery
in said good order and condition to the Water
Supply Department's store.
4. Applications approved will be dealt with in
the order of their receipt by the Department,  unless
the Colonial Treasurer directs otherwise.
5. The management, charge, and working of the
boring machinery and appliances, and the engage-
ment  and employment of the necessary labour,
shall be under the sole and absolute control of the
Water Supply Department, but notwithstanding
this the machinery will be deemed to be in the sole
possession  of the applicant. The foreman shall
have the right to dismiss any person engaged to
assist  him, and  to engage  others  from time to time,
without assigning any cause, or under special
agreement with and at the option of the Colonial
Treasurer the applicant may be permitted to
manage  and work the boring machinery ; but in
this case he must deposit with the Colonial
Treasurer cash to the full value of the machinery
or give an approved bond in like amount, and
such deposit or bond will be liable to, and be
chargeable with, the entire cost of repairing all
damage and loss that may accrue from any cause
whatsoever to the machinery during the time it is
in the possession of the applicant; and in the event
of such an agreement being entered into with the
Colonial Treasurer, the Colonial Treasurer shall
have full power from time to time to send, at the
applicant's cost, an officer of the Water Supply
Department to inspect the machinery, and the
applicant must give to such officer all help and
facility to do so, and must immediately, at his own
cost, effect such repairs and additions to the
machinery as the Hydraulic  Engineer deems
needful and directs.
6. When the use of a boring machine is  granted
the applicant must-
(a)  Defray the whole cost of removing the
machine and necessary tubes and appli-
ances  from the place where standing to the
site of the intended boring operations, and
of fitting and erecting same thereat.
(b) Provide or pay for all necessary  carriage
(c)
(d)
except railway charges, which alone will be
borne by the Department. The arrange-
ments for carriage will be subject to the
approval of the Hydraulic Engineer.
Pay the actual  wages  of the foreman and
boring party and all other charges neces-
sarily incurred from the time the machine
is removed from the Water Supply store
until its return thereto.
Supply or defray cost of all horse and other
power, manual labour, fuel, and water
required.
(e) Defray the cost of such repairs as in the
opinion of the Hydraulic Engineer or the
foreman are requisite.
In addition to the foregoing charges, a fixed
charge of £4 per week will be made to cover the
cost of wear and tear of  large  plant, and in like
manner £2 per  week will be charged for the
smaller horse and hand boring plant from the time
either plant  leaves  the Department 's store until its
return thereto, if ordered.
Payments  shall  be made by the applicant on
demand, or in such manner and at  such time as the
Colonial Treasurer  may direct ; and upon failure
to pay accordingly, the machine may be withdrawn
and the money deposited applied to payment of
amount due.
The Colonial  Treasurer reserves  to himself the
absolute right to suspend or terminate the opera-
tions of the  machine  and to cause it to be returned
to the Department at any time, should he deem it
necessary  to do so; and the applicant shall not be
entitled to any compensation for such suspension
or termination  of the operations.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Oharleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet. Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna. Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
Jimbour, Jondaryan, Kamerunga, Xilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary-
borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
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Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles.
Nanango, Nerang Creek. Normanton. North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo.
One-mile Creek (Gympie). Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas. Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
llosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
ort. Stanthorpe, St. George. St. Lawrence, Surat,
andgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, To)woomba, Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposit.- exceeding £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 8 of  1888.
FLOATING BEACON, HERVEY'S BAY.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that the FloatingBeacon at the Northern entranc to Great
Sandy Island Strait will be removed for repairs on
SATURDAY,  the 18th instant ,  and wi ll  be tem-
porarily replaced  by a Perch Buoy.
H. W. WYBORN,
Pro  Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  15th August, 1888.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
HE t'ollowing Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BO YD D. MOREHE AD.
RETURN FOR THE  WEEK ENDING 11TH DAY OF
AUGUST, 1888.
Number of  Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 469
Number  since admitted  ... ... ...  3
Number returned from leave ... ... 4
476
Number discharged ... 1
Number died  ... ... ...  1
N umber absent on leave  ... ...  14
- 16
Number  remaining  at date hereof ... 460
Admissions during the week :
Christian Otto, 55, labourer ,  from Ipswich Hospital ;
employed during the last two years on Talgai Station,
Clifton.
Charles Becht ,  33, labourer , fr om Maryborough
Hospital  ;  last employed as a dairyman on Tinana Creek,
near  Maryborough.
Thomas Nicholson ,  68, ropemaker ;  from Dalby
Hospital  ;  re-admission.
Discharged during the week :
James Hurley ,  65, tailor; admitted 1st August, 1888.
Death during the week :
William  Smith ,  93, butcher  ;  admitted  tat Ap,  il, 1880.
P.  SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
NOTICE.TALTER MARTIN hasbeen appointed Pound-
keeper, also Bailiff of the Small Debts
Court, at Adavale, for the ensuing twelve months,
commencing from the 1st instant.
THOS. WALSH.
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Adavale, 7th August, 1888.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the First day of September next, in
conformity with'the provisions of the 117th section
of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in
the name of Peter Marsdon, a provisional Certifi-
cate of Title No. 9584, for 22 perches, being
subdivision 23 of portion 157, parish of South
Brisbane, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume 78, folio 104, the said
original Certificate of Title having been lost or
mislaid by the said Peter Marsdon.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C
OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
I of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same inf or-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. I er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
QUEENSLAND.
POST AND TELEGRAPH IIEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1889-91.
S
EPARATE Tenders are invited and will be
 received until Noon of MONDAY, the 1st
October next, for the Conveyance of Her Majesty's
Mails from the 1st January, 1889.
Full particulars of the Services in the various
Districts of Queensland, for which Tenders are
invited, will be furnished, or forwarded, on appli-
cation to the Chief Office of this Department, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the Colony.
These particulars will also be found in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  of the 4th day of Auust,
1888, and in a notice exhibited in front of' the
various Post and Telegraph Offices
The  Gazette may  be  seen at any  Police Office.
The lowest or any Tender may not  necessarily
be accepted.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Post master -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1888.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
r"111 F:following SIIIL'IAR[F.3of RAINFtLL, taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
1L MAY,  1888 ,  are published for general information.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1888.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
No.Maximum Fall  in 24 hours , Days of isl Total  (Tons perand Date. Fell. I Rainfall, Acre.
Miles. I  Inches .  Date.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Inches.
Aramac ... ... ...  22° 591 145° 14' 274 2.630 12th 1 2.630 266
Ayr 19 33  147  24  7 0 .050 12th 1 U•050 5
Ayrshire  Downs 21 59 142 39 318  1,530 12th 2 1-550 156);
P loomsbury .. . . ..  20 44 148 35  11 0.210 7th 4 0'490 49
Boulia 22  55 139  38 359  C. 0.860 12th 2 1-2-10 125
Bowen ... ... ...  19 59  148 16  on coast  ... ... Nil
Il owen Downs , . ...  22 25  145 1 255 2.550 13th 2 2.580 260
Burketown ... ... 17 48 139 34 22 ... ... ... Nil
Cairns ... ... ... 16 54 145 44 on  coast  1.070 10th 15 6'100 616
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 142 58 242 ... ... ... Nil
Carandotta ... ... ... 21 55 138 42 307 C.
Cardwell 18 15 146  3 on coast  0'450 2nd & 11th 10 2-580 260
Charters  Towers  .. ... 20 3 146 18 66 ... ... Nil
Clermont ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 129 0.160 13th 2 0.210 21
Cloncurry ... ... ... .20 41 140 33 207 C. 0.310 13th 1 0.310 31
Coen... ... ... ... 13 55 143 15 21 0.188 10th 9 0.404 401
Cooktown ... ... ... 15 28 145 17 on  coast 0 .390 2nd 10 2.150 217
Cotherstone  ... ... ... 22 36  148 15 88
Creen Creek  .. ... ... 17 53 142 4 83 C. ... ... Nil
Cumberland ... ... 18 23 143 28 170 ... ... ... Nil
Dagworth ,  via  Winton 21 45 142 20 303 C.
Devoncourt ... ... ... 21 16 140 19 236 C.
Elderslie  ... ... ... 22 18 142 27 342
Floraville ... ... ... 18 13 139 53 37 0. ... ... ... Nil
Georgetown ... ... ... 18 22 143 32 166 ... ... ... Nit
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17 32 146 4 4 2.300 3rd 19 9'460 955
Gilbert River ... ... 18 7 142 52 136 C. ... ... Nil
Glen Boughton,  Cairns ...
Goode  Island  .. ... 10 36 142 11 T.S. 0-420 19th 11 0 590 60
Goondi, Johnstone River 17 30 146 3 4
Herbert on ... ... ... 1 17 24 145 26 40 0'550 4th 7 1.710 173
Hewittville ... ... ... 23 15 150'  51 on coast  0.150 12th & 3rdl 5 0.670 68
Highbury ... ... ... 16 23 144 1 95
Hughenden  ... ... ... 20 51 144 9 191 0'020 13th 1 0.020 2
Inkerman  ... ... 19 46 147 26 12
Innishowen ,  Johnstone River  17 54 145 29  R.A. ...
Junction Creek ... ... 18 16 144 24 108 ... Nil
Kalamia ,  Burdekin River  ...  19 28 147 27 3
Karumba ,  late  Kimberley ... 17 27 140  54 on coast  ... ... ... Nil
Lammermoor  ... 21 19 144 38 197
Low Island  ... ... ...  16 23  145 36 off  coast  0'670 4th 13 2.090 211
Lyndhurst ... ... 19 12 144 25 125
McDonnell ... ... ... 11 46 142 33 25 0 700 7th 7 1.6120 164
Mackay  ... ... ... 21 9 149 13 1 0.240 1st 6 0.660 67
Mackinla y .. ... 21 14 141 24 248 C. 0.350 12th 1 0.350 35
Macnade Plantation  (Lower
Herbert) ..
Manf re d Downs  ... ... 20 15 141 40 193 C. 0.050 13th 1 0.050 5
Manuka .. ...  ... 21 44  143 25 270 ,
Marlbo rough  ... ... 22 51 149 53 27 0.150 16th 2 0,220 22
Maytown ... ... ... 15 59 144 20 71 0.020 3rd & 9th 2 0.040 4
3fein ... ... ... 15 13 142 47 45 ... Nil
Moreton ... ... ... 12 28 142 34 36  0-210  4th 9 0.620 63
Mount Cornish ... ... 22 34 144 34 270
Musgrave ... ... ... 14 50 143 3.5 35 0 030 3rd 1 0'050 5
Muttaburra  ... ... ... 22 36 144 31 273 2'940 12th 3 2.990 302
Nebo ... ... ... 21 41 148 44 42 ... ... ... Nil
Normanton  ... ... ... 17 39 141 9 38 C. ... ... Nil
Oondooroo , North Gregory 22 10 143 12 302
Paterson  ... 10 47 142 25 T.S. 0.900 19th 8 1-220 123
Pentland ... ... ... 20 33 145 25 123 ... I ... Nil
Port D ouglas  ... ... 16 30 145 28 on coast 01250 2nd 8 01980 99
Proudfoot Lightship ... 10 33 141 5 T.S. -( 0.130 20th 6 01280 28
Ravenswood ... ... 20 5 146 54 47 0.020 8th 2 0*030 3
Rockhampton ... ... 23 24 1 150 30 18 0'210 14t1h 4 0"270 27
St. Helen s,  Mackay ... 21 53 i 148 53 4 0-400 8th 4 0730 74
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 20 119 32 7 0.550 19th 3 0.680 69
Telemon  ... ... 20 40 143 48 203
The Hollow, Mackay ... 21 11 149 0 17
Thornborough ... ... 16 58 144 57 48 0.500 12th 4 0120 12
Tooloombah, Connor' s Range 22  42 149 34 23 0.100 20th 3 0.200 20
Townsville . ... 19 15 146 48 on coast 0030 14th 1 0.030 3
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 40 146 8 15
Winton ... ...  . 22  23  143 3 316 2.29-0 13th 1 2'220 224
Woodlands ... ... 23 2 150 44 3 01330 17th 19 2'820 285
Tors.-Figures to which C is attached  refers  to the  distanoe  from the Gulf of Carpentaria. The geographical positions
and distances from  coast have been corrected from the  latest information  procurable.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MAY,  1888-continued.
Name  of station. Latitude(south).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance fromi
Sea-coast.
Miles.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
Alice Downs ... ... 26° 30' 146° 52'
Allora ... 28 1 152 1
Alpha, Central Railway ... 23 39 146 34
Arcturus Downs  ... ... 24 4 148 3
Auburn ... ... ... 25 58 150 37
Banana  ... ... ... 24 29 150 6
Barcaldine  ... ... ... 23 33 145 17
Beaudesert  ... ... ...  27 59 153 2
Beeabah  ... ... ... 26 20 152 5
Beechal ,  Warrego  ... ... ...
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 27 44 158 15
Biddenham ... ... ... 25 48 146 25
Bindango ,  Roma  ... ...  26 35 148 28
Blackall ... ... ... 24 24 145 26
B linkbonnie  ... ... ... 27 45 151 33
Bogantungan  ... ... 23 36 147 14
Bo ll on ... ... ... 28 6 147 29
Bon Accord, Dalby... ... 27 33 151 14
Boonara  .. ... ... 26 7 152 5
Braeside, Dalveen  ... ...  28 30 151 51
BRISBANE ...  ... ... 27 29  153 6
Bulimba ,  near Brisbane
(Mrs. Cozen's) ... .. 27 28 153 5
Bundaberg  ... ... ... 24 53 152 21
Bunya Mountains  ... ... ... ...
Burenda  ... ...  25 45 146 44
Bustard Head  ... 24 2 151 48
Caboolture ... ... ... 27 6 152 59
Caloundra ... ... ... 26 49 153 10
Camboon  ... ... ...  25 4 150 23
Cambooya ... ... ... 27 41 151 53
Canning Downs  ... ... 28 13 152 7
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 2 153 29
Charleville ... ... ... 26 25 146 13
Charlotte Plain s, Cunnamulla 27 54 146 5
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 33 158 19
Condamine  Plains  ... ... 26 57 150 6
Connemara , Jundah ... ...
Copmanhurst ... ...
Corona Downs, Mitchell ... ...
Cowley Station, Eulo ... 28 13 ( 144 50
Cryna,  Beaudesert  ... ... 27 59 153 1
Cunnamulla... ... ... 28 5 145 38
Curriwi ll inghi ...
Dalbv ... ... ... 27 32 151 15
Dalveen .. .. ... 28 35 152 1
Drysdale Ponds, Jondaryan
Duaringa  ... ... ... 23 36 149 41
Durham Downs, Cooper's
Creek ... ...
Dynevor Downs, Eulo ... 28 5 144 18
Dulacca ... ... ... 26 35 149 38
Emerald  ... ... ...  23 28 148 5
Enoggera Reservoir  27 27 152 57
Esk ... 27 15 152 26
Eton Vale, Cambooya 27 41 151 57
Eulo  ... ... ... 28 10 144 59
Fassifern  .. ... 27 57 152 38
Fernmount, Albion (Mr. Las-
sell's)
Forest Vale, near Mitchell 26 0 147 47
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 46 152 24
Gayndah  ... ... 25 38 151 37
Gladstone  ... ... ... 23 52 151 17
Glenearn ,  Surat  ... ... 27 15 149 0
Glenga ll an Station... ... 28 5 152 5
Gold Creek  Reservoir  ... 27 28  152 54
Goodna ... ... ... 27 37  152 56
Goomburra .. ... ... 28 1 152 9
Goondiwindi  ...  28 33 150 21
Gowrie, Darling Downs ... 27 29 151 50
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38
Hawkwood ... ... ... 25 47 150 50
Helidon ... ... ... 27 33 152 8
Indooroopill y
Inglewood  ... ... ... 28 25 151 7
Inskip Point ... ... 25 48 153 4
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 37 152 47
Isisford ... ... ... 24 14 144 22
Jimbour ... ... ... 26 59 151 12
Juandah ... ... ... 26 10 149 57
Kilkivan ... ... ... 26 6 152 13
Leyburn 28 1 151 37
Lowood (Mr. J. F. Smith's) 27 25 152 34
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11
83
215
137
maximum Fall  in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches .  I Date.
1.380
0090
1.410
0.500
79  0-250
287 2"200
27
62
11th
23rd
12th
14th
14th
13th
No. of
Days Bain
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons
Acre.
2  1-660 168
4 0.160 16
4 1.550 1561
2 0.800 81
4 . 0.440 44
2  2-210  223
0'470 11th 4  0-850  86
7 0.320 22nd 3  0-640 65
315  0-460  9th 3  0-850  86
258 0.200 4th 2 0.380 38
302 1.120 12th 3 1.320 133
104 0.110 3rd 8 0570 58
177 1.250 15th 1  1-250  126
347 0.270 12th 2 0.530 534
115  0-070 5th & 12th 4 0 220 22
64 0.790 22nd 11 1.430 145
105
10 0'610 21st  8 1.156 1164
7 0.460 .22nd 7 0'910 92
9 0.300 21st 7 0.892 90
... 0.400 3rd 5 1.010 102
300 0.350 12th 3 0.530 531
on coast 0 .210 21st 10  0-930  94
7 0.400 2nd 12 1.070 108
on coast 1.000 . 2nd 13 6.000 606
99 0.210 13th 3 0.350 35
80 0.015 14th 1 0.015 11
85 0'250 5th 5 0.600 61
off coast  1.510 6th 19  7-585  7661
351 0'270 5th 3 0.380 38
424 0.265 12th 4  0-765  774
on coast  0'350 21st 3 01890 90
182 0.200 13th 4  0-300  30
0.240 13th 6 0.787 791
01180 12th 2 01280 28
494
28
453  0-350  11th 4 0.810 82
... 0.360 12th 1 0'360 36
110 01010 18th 1 0.010 1
96
0.390 I 5th 2 0.500 50*
80  0-290  13th 3 0.470 47
515 f
124 0.280
13  0-460
39 0.850
76 0.160
485  0-430
49  0-360
257
54
0.505
...  Nil  • , .
14th 1 0.280 28
22nd 8 1.020 103
21st 3 1.080 109
22nd 4 0-470 47
4th 3 0.980 99
2nd 5  0-77078
21st 10 0.989 100
70  0-280  20th 4 0.560 5614
on coast  0-270 ' 21st 3 0.420 42
249
82
16 0.281 2nd 7 0.981 99
22 01410 22nd 4 0.720 73
77  0-310  21st 5 0.390 39
186  0-300  13th 2 0.420 42
79 0.260  14th  4 0.730 74
28 0640 21st  12  1-280  129
117 0.100 14th 1 01100 10
60 0.220 20th  5 0590 60
141  0-200  12th 2 0.330 33
off coast  1-630  22nd 13 6.770 684
29 0.190 21st 8 0.465 464
357 01800 12th  4  1-400  141
114
175 0.310 12th  3 0.530 534
52 0.380 22nd 7 1.260 126
104  0-220  12th  4 0.340 34
02 01465 21st 6  0-603  61
on coast  1  0.490 2nd 7 1.040 105
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1888-continued.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least 1Distancefromi
Sea-coast.
Maximum  Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
No. ofDays Rain iFell.
Total  Tons per
Rainfall . ' Acre.
I Miles. i Inches. + Date. Inches.
EXTRA  TROPICAL-continued.
Marburg  ... ... ... 27° 36' 152° 38' ...
Maryborough ... ... 25 33 152 43 12 0'720 21st 6 1.060 107
Maryland ... ... ... 28 33 152 2 94
Miles ... ... ... 26 39 150 7 • 182 0'220 13th 4 01390 39
Millaquin Refinery ... 24 52 152 20 9
Minerva Downs 23 48 148 17 135
Mitchell ... ... ... 26 30 147 58 320 01090 5th 1 0.090 9
Mooloolah ... ... ... ... ... 0.700 20th 10 3.190 322
Morven . , . 26 25 147 5 307 0.130 5th 2 0.240 24
Mount Abundance, Roma ...  26 39 148 38 253
Mount Hutton, Roma ...  25 48 148 13 205
Mount Morris 25 40 145 38 340
Mount Perry ... ...  25 13 151 41 51
Mount Playfair ... ...  25 4 147 2 250 0.310 12th. 2 0.370 37
Mundoolun ... ... ...  27 54 153 9 17 0.230
-
4th 6 0.350 85
Murweh ... ... ...  26 57 145 58 495 0.270 12th 4 01930 94
Nanango ... ... ...  26 41 152 1 68 0.680 13th 8 1.800 182
Nerang ,.. ... ...  27 58 153 23 5 0.600 2nd 8 0.900 91
Orion Downs ... 24 14 148 17 155 0.350 12th 2 0.470 47
Pine River North ... ...  27 16 152 59 7 0.450 3rd 9 1.190 120
Pittsworth 27 42 151 38 94 01170 12th 4 0.320 32
Redbank Plains ... ... 0.630 21st 5 01850 86
Redcliffe ,.. ... ... 27 14 153 8 on coast 0.270 22nd 9 L:050 106
Riverston ... ... 24 6 150 56 30 0.360 19th 4 0,810 82
Roma ... ...  26 36 148 42 247
St. George ... ...  28 4 148 33 282 0.500 4th 2 0.610 62
St. Helena ... ... 27 25 153 15 off  coast 0.521 2nd 6 1.585 1(04
Sandgate  ... ... ...  27 20 153 5 on coast 0.200 2nd 7 0.765 7712-
Sandy Cape ... 24 41 153 16  on coast 0 .550 20th 13 2.600 262
Southport ... ... 27 57 153 27  on coast  0.450 18th 7 1.330 134
Springsure ... 24 3 148 3 153 0.450 12th 2 0.530 534
Stanthorpe ... 28 37  151 58 97  0-148 12th 3 0.197 20
Strath-Ellbess,  near  Warwick
Surat  27 11 149 2 247 0.300 4th 2 0.500 501
Talgai East... ... ...  28 1 151 49 94
Tambo ... ...  24 51 146 14 285 0.470 12th 2 01600 61
Tambourine Mountain ... 0'500 2nd 4 0.840 85
Taroom ,.. ... ...  25 88 149 45 153  0-130 13th 3 0.250 25
Texas 28 51 151 12 137 0.380 12th 1 0 380 38
Thargomindah ... ..,  27 58 143 43 539 0.440 3rd 3 01850 86
Tooloombah ... ... ...
Toowoomba... ... ...  27 34 151 58 71  0-027 21st 7 0.111 11
Wallangarra ...  28 54 151 59 90 ... ... ... Nil
Waroonga, Mitchell ...  26 23 148 5 261 01010 12th 1 01010 1
Warra ... ... ...  26 59 150 58 130
Warwick ... ... ...  28 12 152 4 85  0-140 5th 6 0.440 44
Welford Lagoon ... ...  25 6 148 26 435 2.300 11th 5 2.830 286
Welltown ... ...  28 4 149 54 212  0-300 4th 2 0,450 45Weribone, Surat ... ...  27 28 148 52 256 0.330 4th 3 0-470  47
Westwood  23 37 150 8 43 0'040 20th 0 0.010 7
Whyenbah, near St. George  28 24 148 19 303 0.420 4th 4 0.620 63
Windorah ...
...  25 26 142 36 490 2.170 11th 5 2.740 277
Woodford ...
... ...  26 56 152 47 18  0-560 4th 8 1.930 195
Woody Island ... 25 17 152 58  of  coast 0 .700 21st 10 2.070 209
Yandilla ... ... 0.285 12th 6 0.350 35
Yengarie, Maryborough 25 32 152 34 24 0.770 21st 8 1.350 136
Yuelba ... ... ... 26 48  149 24 226 0.200 13th 2 0.320 32
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH
REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTTCE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified..
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Samuel  llodgson, late of
Brisbane, merchant
Mary  Brazier ,  late wife
of William Brazier, of
Jandowae ,  hotel-
keeper
James Crawford John-
stone ,  late of Brisbane,
contractor
William Campbell, late
of Beauaraba, near
Toowoomba ,  farmer
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.;
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1886.
29 Nov.  Justin Fox Greenlaw
Foxton, solicitor, and
John Kearsey  Cannan,
banker , both  of Bris-
bane
1886..
20April
Re-subdivision 2 of subdivisions J Fee-simple1,2. 11. and 12 of eastern sulmr-
ban allotment 98, parish of
South Brisbane
William  Brazier , of' Allotment 6 of section 22, town Fee-simple
Jandowae aforesaid, of Jandowae
hotel-keeper
1883.
1 July Sophia Johnstone ,  of Subdivision  2A of north- eastern Fee -simple
Brisbane ,  widow suburban allotment 83, parish
of North Brisbane
1888.
5 April  Bessie Croton , formerly Portion 2840, parish  of Beanaraba Fee-simple
widow of said de-
ceased ,  but now the
wife of Henry  Croton,
of Pittsworth ,  farmer
Registrar of Titles' Office,
llriuha,ne. 18th August, 1988.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
lI IS Excellency the Deputy.Governor, with
1 ` the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to direct that Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar Schools be held on the
18th and 19th December next, subject to the
following conditions:-
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend, and
only such as are likely to succeed at the examina-
tion, and, if successful, to attend a Grammar
School, are to be nominated.
2. The examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townzville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved ; and scholars from
any school maintained or inspected by the State
may present themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must -be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year  of examination , have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for the previous six months
at a State School or other school inspected by the
officers of this Department. and have been in
attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, in
special  cases , be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department,
and other persons appointed for the purpose. The
questions will be the same in all places. The
candidates' papers must be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number. Before the
examination begins, each candidate must fill up
a form showing the name, number, motto, age, sex,
and school attended ; and seal up the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelopes, and the candi-
dates' papers, are to be forwarded under seal to the
Under Secretary immediately after the examination.
1888.
Will dated 17 Sep- 18 Sept.
tember. 1879. and
two Codicils there-
to dated respec-
tively 7 October,
1880, and 9 July,
1884
As Administrator 2.5 Sept
As Administratrix 18 Sept.
Will dated 20 Jan- 25 Sept.
nary, 1886
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of  Titles.
5. The subjects of examination will be the same
as those prescribed in the regulations for children
who have reached the fourth class in a State
school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of  sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, for a
period of three years, and will be' of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
under  " The Grammar Schools Act of  1860 " or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling expenses of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his parents.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1888.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
H IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to direct that a Competitive Examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock a.ln. on the 29th Novem-
ber next, in the following subjects :-
English Language and Literature,
Latin,
Greek,
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry),
French or German,
English History,
Greek and Roman History,
Natural science (one only of the following
subjects to be taken, namely,-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
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The examination  will be open to all students who
will not have attained the age of nineteen years on
the 31st December next, or who are State School
scholars under five years' standing, and who have
resided  in the colony for the two years immediately
preceding the examination, or whose parents have
resided in the colony for the three years immedi-
ately preceding the examination. Every candidate
for an exhibition must, when making application
to be examined, submit to the Department of Public
Instruction a certificate attesting the date of his
birth, and must state the alternative subjects to be
taken by him,  naniel  y- whether he elects to be
examined in French or in German, and in which of
the four subjects under the head of " Natural
Science "  he elects to be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 1889, and of the annual value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates, not
exceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains in attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity as a matriculated student.
Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment is made, a certificate from the
Registrar, or other responsible officer of the univer-
sity attended by the exhibitioner,  must  be produced
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each subse-
quent payment is made, a- certificate must be
presented to the effect that the  applicant remains
in attendance on lectures at that university.
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public instruction their names, with
particulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated ; such information to re cli
the Education Office not later than the 30th Sep-
tember proximo, accompanied by a certificate from
the Head Master of a Grammar School, or from a
Magistrate, that they have resided in the colony
for the two years immediately preceding the
examination , or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately pre-
ceding the examination.
Ea+ candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£5) as a guarantee that he
will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place  of examination  may be  ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination be ;ins.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW RESIDENCE FOR TEACHER, STATE
SCHOOL, TAMBO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Tambo and Rockhamp-
ton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September, from persons willing to contract for
New Residence for Teacher, State School, Tambo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New Resi-
dence for-Teacher, State School, Tambo.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ; : . art this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Tambo and Rock-hampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tend -r, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, CHARLE-
VILLE.
r
ENDERS will he received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Oharleville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th September.
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
State School, Charleville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to State School, Charleville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charleville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of die lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, BEENLEIGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 1`endcr for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Beenleigh."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£3.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, INDOO-
ROOPILLY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September,  from persons  willing to contract for
New State  School Buildings, Indooroopilly.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School  Buildings , Indooroopilly."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is 1;15.
Tenders must be  sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction, .
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, GATES, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
KALKIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing, Gates,
&c., State School, Kalkie.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Fencing,
Gates, 4'c., State School, 8alkie."
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Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at  the Court  House ,  Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank  draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, CHINCHILLA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Chinchilla and Dalby,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August,
from persons  willing  to contract for Kitchen and
Covered Way, State School, Chinchilla.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State School, Chinchilla."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Chinchilla and
Dalby.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any  one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVING CLOSETS ON TO NEW CESSPITS
STATE SCHOOL, YERONGA.TENDERS will  be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th
August, from persons willing to contract for
Removing Closets on to New Cesspits, State
School, Yeronga.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Removing
Closets on to New Cesspits, State School, Yeronga.
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained; at this Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that i is intended to
apply during the present  Session  of Parlia-
ment for a Bill to confer upon the Company
known as The Queensland Permanent Trustee,
Executor, and Finance Agency Company, Limited,
power to enable the said Company to act as Agents
under Powers of Attorney,  and as  Executors,
Administrators, Trustees, Receivers, and Com-
mittees of the Estates of Lunatic Persons, and to
carry out all other objects of the said Company.
Dated this eighth day of August, 1888.
WILLIAM JOHN BROWN,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
WALLOON.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th August, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Walloon.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
State School Buildings, Walloon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,by bank draft or bank cheque, % ith the Tender, is25.
Tenders  must be sent in on proper  printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO SCHOOL, KITCHEN, &c., STATE
SCHOOL, WATERFORD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the State School, Waterford, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August, 1888,
from persons  willing to contract for Additions to
School, Kitchen, &c., State School, Waterford.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for A  dditions to
School, Kitchen, 4-c., State School, Waterford."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the State School, Waterford.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by 1 ank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Company.
5s.
THE MOONSTONE P.C. GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS TOWERS.AT a Special  General Meeting  of the  Membersof the abovenamed Company, duly  convened
and held at the Registered  Office, Mosman street,
Charters Towers, on Friday, 1st June, 1888, the
subjoined Special  Resolutions  were  duly passed,
and at a subsequent Special  General Meeting, also
duly convened and held  at the same place : on-
Monday, the 18th dune, 1888, the said Resolutions
were duly confirmed.
Resol utions.
'11. That this Company be wound-up voluntarily
under the  provisions  of  " `The Companies
Act of  1863."'
"2. That Edward David Miles,  of Charters
Towers, be appointed Liquidator for the
purposes of the winding-up."
Dated this eleventh day of August, 1888.
1631
E. D. MILES,
Liquidator.
6s.
MYSTERY GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
N T a Special General Meeting of the Members
of the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at the Registered Office, Charters Towers,
on Wednesday, l8thJuly,188s, the subjoined Special
Resolution was duly passed ,  and at a subsequent
Special General Meeting ,  also duly convened and
held at the same place on Friday, 10th August,
1888 ,  the said Resolution was duly confirmed :--
Resolution.
" That the Company be wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  `  Tke Companies
Act of  1863.'
And at such last-mentioned meeting Edward David
.Miles, of Charters  Towers, was  appointed Liqui-
dator for the purposes of the winding-up.
Dated the eleventh day of August, 1888.
1632
E. D. MILES,
Liquidator.
6s,
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BEENLEIGH DIVISION.HALF-YEARLY ABSTRACT of AC OUNTS of the DIVISIONAL B ARDof BSEN EIOH , from 1ST
JANUARY to 30TH JUNE, 1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 233 of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of  1887. '
1888.
let January-
DR.
£ s. d.
1888. CR.
30th June-  £ a. d.
By Miscellaneous Expenses  ... ...  267 11 4
„ Works  and Repairs ... ... 2,219 2 9
„ Balance to  Credit of  the Division with the
Queensland National Bank, Beenleigh 480 19 11
To Balance to the Credit of the Divisional
Board of Beenleigh with the Queens-
land National Bank ,  Beenleigh  ...  83 1 10
80th June-Government Endowment  ... 1,301 9 0
Government  Grant towards Yatala
Bridge  ... ... ... ... ... 958 17 6
Rates Received  ... ... ...  3 5 0
Miscellaneous Re ce ipts ... ... ... 621 0 8
£2,967 14 0
GOVERNMENT  LOAN ACCOUNT.
£2,967 14 0
DR.  £ s. d.
To Loan from Government ... ... 1,350 0 0
WILSON HOLLIDAY, Clerk
Beenleigh , 18th July, 1888.
CE. £ s. d.
By Payment towards Yatala Bridge ... 1,350 0 0
AUGUST THORSBOR. NE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and
Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Beenleigh, and that the above Statement corresponds
therewith.
18th July, 1888.
1634
C. E. BUTTERWORTH , IAuditors.ROBT. WILSON,
19s.
DIVISION OF BUNGIL.
TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISION of BUNGIL from 1sT JANUARY to
 , 30TH JUNE, 1888 ,  prepared in terms of Part  XV. of  " The Divisional  Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS .  EXPENDII USE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance to Credit of the
Bungil Divisional Board
Current Account on 1st
January, 1888 ... .. 632 11 10
Less Outstanding Cheques 44 1 3
„ Amount at Fixed Deposit onlot January, 1888 ...
Amount received in pay-
ment of Rates  ... ... ...
„ Amount received in Interest
on Fixed Deposit ...
Refund from Mr. Sheridan ...
Amount received in Endow-
ment on Rates ...
„ Amount received  in Regis-
tration Fees  ... ... ...
s. d. £ s. d.
By Amount Expended on Roads
(Day Labour) ... ... 131 13 0
„ Amount Expended on Burr
Destruction  ... ... ...  161 9 6
„ Amount  Expended on Salaries 100 12 9
588 10 7 „ Amount Expended on Adver-
tising and Printing ..
182 1 0 „ Amount Expended on Bridges
(Repairs) ..
12 14 3 „ Amount Expended on GeneralExpenses-3 12 10  Sundries ... ... ... 5 5 0
0 11 4 Audit Fees ... ... ...  6 6 0
Stationery and Printing ... 12 4 0
1,853  4  10 Blacksmiths'  Repairs and
3 5 4
Tools  ... ... ...  12 8 0
7 9 0
7 14 0
36 3 0
7 0
„ Amount Expended on Con-
tracts ...
,. Amount paidThomas Watson,
awarded by  arbitration, and
147
costs ... ... ... ... 82 11 4
Amount Expended on Office
Furniture
...
... ... 3 19 0
Amount in Bank to Credit of
Board on 30th June, 1888 ... 1,965 1 7
£2,644 0 2 £2,644 0 2
The following Contract  was entered  into during the past half-year:-
William Perrett-- Clearing and Repairs  to Road ,  Boag 's Lane,  £ 12 lls.
STATEMENT of ASSETS and LIAB- ILITIES.
ASSETS.  LIABILITIES.
£2,166 8s. 6d.  Nil.
JOSEPH CARTER, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined  all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Bungil, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Roma, 17th July, 1888,
JAMES SAUNDERS, Auditors.THOMAS A. SPENCER, 5
1636  27s. 64.
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SHIRE OF  MIDDLE MIDGE.STATEMENT of REVENUE and EXPENDITU RE of the SuIas  COUNCILHALF-YEAR ended  3 0TH JUNE, 1888.
DR.
1888.
30th June-
To Balance at Bank of New South Wales
General Rates  ... ... ... ...
Government Endowment ... ...
Carriers' Licenses
Rent of Hall
£ s. d. 1888.
30th  June-1819 8 1 By Public Works-
d.
71 14 3 South street ... ... ... ... 7 5 0
221 11 6 Spring street ... ... ... ... 14 7 6
6 0 0 Stenner street ... ... 26 0 0
0 15 0 Nelson street ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
£481 10 5
241 14 2
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined and audited the Account and
Vouchers kept by the  Shire Council of Middle  Ridge, and that the above  Statement corresponds there-
with.
S. G. STEPHENS, Auditors.30th July, 1888. BENJAMIN BRITTAIN,
Accepted by the M iddle Ridge Shire Council this second  day of August ,  18S8.
E. C. SCHMID, Shire Clerk.
JOHN TRUSS,  President.
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West Swamp road ... ... ... 49 3 6
Hume street ... ... 55 8 4
Mackenzie street ... ... ... 29 10 0
Small Contracts ... ... 3 5 0
Bathurst Burr ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
Day Labour ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
Boundary street ... ... ... 16 1 9
Ruthven street ... ... ... ... 19 10 0
Alderly street ... ... ... ... 46 9 0
Stuart street ... ... ... ... 23 6 8
Platz's Well ... ... ... ... 0 12 0Contingencies-
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 39 0 0
Audit Fees ... ... 4 4 0
Sundries ... ... ... ... 22 8 5
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... 11 16 8
Bank Interest ... ... ... ... 0 3 2
Balance at Bank of New South Wales 88 19 5
of MIDDLE RIDGE for the
CR.
£ s. d.
£481 10 5
25s.
DIVISION OF MURWE H.
S
Q TA'PEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the HALF-YEAR from 1st JANUARY  to 30th JUNE,
. 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance from last year
„ Rates received-
Subdivision No. 1. ... £2 0 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 6 4 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... 0 5 0
8 9 6
„ Government Endowment ... ... 1,543 15 6
„ Fixed Deposit-
Tr.insferred to Current
Account ... ... £500 0 0
Interest on ditto ... 10 0 0
510 0 0
Goat Registration Fees-
Augathella ... ... ... ... 1 2 0
Charleville ... ... ... ... 6 10 0
„ Charleville Pump and Well ... ... 6 2 6
Rent of Allotment 1, Section 5, Charle-
ville ... ... ... ... ... 8 7 6
„ Sheep Trespass  Fines  ... ... ... 5 3 0
Hire of Pile Engine ... ... ... 2 0 0
„ Rent of Divisional Board Paddock ... 15 9 6
Rent of Recreation Reserve ... ... 14 9 6
„ Outstanding Cheques ... ... ... 13 9 0
Dr. Balance with Q.N. Bank ... ... 2 11 10
A.  Al. STEPHENS, Divisional Clerk.
Charleville, 19th July, 1888.
THOS. J. SKINNER , Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Murweh, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
1607
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Printing, Advertising, and Stationery 22 15 0
„ Law Expenses ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... 8 8 0
Charleville Boat ... ... ... 3 15 0
Tanks and Dams ... 6 0 0
Clerk and Ranger's Salary ... ... 100 0 0
Overseer of Works' Salary ... ... 150 0 0
Pile Engine ... 133 0 0
Well in D. B. Paddock-total cost ... 54 11 4
General Expenses ... ... 37 10 4
Subdivisional Expenditure, No. 1-
Morven-Augathella Road £ 1 10 0
Augathella Herdsmen ... 20 0 0
Augathella Streets ... 33  16  2
Noxious Weeds 29 6 0
Charleville - Augathella
Road ... ... ... 15 0 0
Subdivisional Expenditure, No. 2-
Noxious Weeds ... £13 0 0
Charleville Goat Yard ... 9 0 0
Adavale Road ... ... 50 7 0
Charleville  Streets  ... 222 16 9
Law Expenses ... ... 3 3 9
Morven Streets  ... ... 11 0 0
Charleville Pump & Well 217 5 8
Subdivisional Expenditure, No. 3-
f7
99 12 2
526 13 2
Adavale Road ... ... £54 6 6
Ward River Bridges ... 170 0 0
Yarronvale Road ... 0 10 6
224 17 0
Fixed Deposit with Q.N. Bank ... 1,000 0 0
£2,379 4 0  £2,379 4 0
W. P. HILL, Auditors.CHAS. W. BURCHER,
28s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of BUNDABERU for the HALF-YEAR  ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
MUNICIPAL FUND.
1888. RECEIPTS.
30th Juno -  £ s. d.
To Contingencies-
Verandah Fees  ... ... 0 10 0
Dray  Licenses  ... ... 34 0 0
Rent, Baths  ... ... 0 1 0
Sale, Voters '  Rolls ... 1 8 0
ff
1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.  1st January-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
By Q.N. Bank, Balance Over-
drawn,  brought forward ... ... 742 13
30th June-
35 19  0 Bank  ... ... ... 26 0 2
Government Endowment- Auditors' Fees .. ... 16 16 0
First Moiety, 1887 Rates ... ... 1,356 5 4 Valuation Account ... 88 3 0
Contractors' Deposits- Municipal Elections ... 7 7 0
Amount Received ... ... ... 12 15 0 Printing, Advertising ... 55 11 6
General  Rate Account- Rent of Chambers ... 20 0 0
Amount Received ... ... ... 68 7 9 Office Furniture ... ... 14 0 0
Mayor's Grant- General Expenses... ... 35 17 6
Amount Refunded ... ... 44 18 10 Petty Cash ... 10 0 0
F. Buss's Donation, Tree-planting- Law
Expenses ... ... 19 19 0
ff
It
Amount Received to date ... ... 127 4 1
Q.N. Bank-Balance Overdrawn ... 982 0 1
£2,627 10 1
Colonial Treasurer-
Redemption of Loan ... 332 9 6
Interest  on Loan ... ... 120 15 6
If
£60 0 0
Works and  Repairs-
River Frontages  ... ...  2
Bu rn ett street  ... ...  I
Electra street  ... ...  3
Kennedy Bridge ... ... 0
Quay street ... ...  8
Burrum street  ... ... 0
George street ... ... 8
Bingera street .. ... 7
Tantitha Park ... ... 13
Ditto ... 52
Tantitha street ... ... 12
Woondooma street ... 7
Southern Bundaberg  (street
clearing ) ... ... 10
W oon  garra street  ... ... 16
Robert street  ... ... 1
Targo street ... 249
Maryborough street ... 0
Gravel  Reserve  ... ... 4
Ba roli n street  ... ...  8
Crofton street ... ...  5
Bourbon street ... ... 32
Walla street ... ... 19
Hunter street  ... ... 1
Tree Planting (Buss Dona-
tion) ... ... ... 137
GOVERNMENT  SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT.
1888 . RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ a. d.
To Balance  to Credit, brought forward ... 55 0 0
30th June-
„ Contractors' Deposit Account-
Amount Received  , .. ... ...  6 0 0
SPECIAL LOAN RATE ACCOUNT.
Contingencies-
Interest  on Overdraft, Q. N.
Sundries-
Tools and Repairs ... 6 3 11
Gas Company ... ... 195 0 0
Mayor's Grant ... ... 50 0 0
Town Hall Plans, &c. . 26 0 0
Go'vernor  Musgrave's Re-
ception ... ... 33 17 6
Maintenance Metal ... 7 13 0
Salaries-
Town Clerk ... ... 100
Town Surveyor ... ... 100
Rate  Collector ... ... 12
1888.  EXPENDITURE.
30th June-
By Contractors' Deposit Account-
£ s. d.
Amount  Repaid  ... ... ... ... 60 0 0
1888. RECEIPTS.
1st  January- £  s. d.
To Q.N. Bank-Balance to  Credit, brought
forward  ... ... ... 54 3 7
30th June -
Special Loan Rates- Amount  Received  ...  46 8 9
1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
30th June-
£60 0 0
£ s. d.
By Q.N.  Bank - Balance to  Credit ... ... 100 12 4
£100 12 4 1 £100 12 4
0 0
0 0
10 0
293 14 2
318 14 5
453 5 0
- 212 10 0
1 6
6 8
3 10
2 6
10 0
13 4
19 7
9 2
14 8
11 8
10 0
9 9
1 0
18 8
13 4
6 6
13 4
13 4
10 1
13 4
8 10
1 10
13 4
7 6
-- 606 12 9
£2,627 10 1
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MUNICIPALITY OF  BUNDABERG- continued.
GENERAL HEALTH RATE ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-  £ s. d.
To Q.N.  Bank-Balance to Credit ,  brought
forward  ... ... ... ...  203 3 3
30th June-
To General Health Rate-Amount Received 11 11 4
Government Endowment --- 1st Moiety,1887 Rates  ... ... ... ... 230 4 8
Common Lodging  Houses-Registration
of ... ... ... ... ... 19 0 0
Government  Departments-Account of
Scavenging  ... ... ... ... 162 0 0
•
£625 19 3
BALANCE  S HEET ,  30TH JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
30th June- £ s. d.
To Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... 12 15 0
Government Loan Account-Amount
Outstan ding  ... ... ... ... 4,281 10 11
Q.N. Bank, Municipal Fund Over-drawn  ... ... ... ... 982 0 1
£5,276 6 0
STATEMENT of RATES MADE for HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
General Rate ... ... ... ... ... ...  Is.  in the £
Special Loan Rate ... ... ... ... ... 7d. in the £
General Health Rate ... ... ... .. ... 2d. in the £
Struck on  27th June, 1888.
No.
STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO  for HALF -YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
Name of Contractor.
77 John Warburton ...
78 Henry Wilkinson ...
79 John Warburton ...
80 Ditto ...
Nature of Contract .  Where Carri ed Out.
£5,276 6 0
Amount.
£ s. d.
Making and placing  Level  Cro ssings  ...  Targo street ... 43 0 0
Clearing ... ... ... ... Tantitha Park ... 32 18 0
Trenching, Draining,  and Making Holes  for Bourbon street ... 179 8 2
Trees
Fencing Trenched  Land ... ... ... ditto 41 17 5
£277 3 7
R. THOMPSON, Town Clerk.
Bundaberg , 16th July, 1888.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
30th  June-  £ s. d.
By Scavenging of Municipality ... ... 404 16 0
General Expenses  ... ... ... 73 8 10
„ Salaries-
Inspector ... ... £60 0 0
Clerk ... ... ...  25 0 0
85 0 0
„  Q.N. Bank-Balance to Credit ... 62 15 5
ASSETS.
£626 19 3
1888.
30th June-  £ s. d.
By Office Furniture (reduced  5 per cent.) 69 6 0
Plant (reduced 5 per cent.) ... ... 115 7 3
Q.N. Hank-
Cr. Special Loan Rate Account ... 100 12 4
Cr. General Health Rate Account 62 15 5
Liabilities in Excess of Assets ... 4,928 5 0
M. DUFFY , Mayor:
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Municipal Council of Bundaberg for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1888, and that the
above Statements  correspond therewith,  and are  correct.
P.  W.
Bundaberg , 27th July, 1888. D. HOGAN,
LSO'v,
I Auditors.
1610 90s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander McKillop ,  of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland , li censed
victualler, an Insolvent.
EDWARD  BERNARD CRESSET CORSER,
of Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  merchant ,  has been appointed trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, 1888.
161
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Charles  Reese , of Queen street,
Brisbane, jeweller, an Insolvent.
O N the Twelfth day of September, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, at Half-past
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Charles Reese, of
Queen street, Brisbane, adjudicated insolvent on
the fifteenth day of February, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this sixteenth day of August, 1888.
1629
JAMES G. DRAKE,
Legal Practitioner for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formcf pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Edmonds, of Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, carpenter, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Edmonds
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in forma
pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said William Edmonds, for the
election  of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Thirtieth day of
August, 1888, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is farther ordered that the said William
Edmonds shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of August,
1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true,  and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifteenth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
A. M. DRYSDALE,
Ipswich,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme  Court_ of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Frederick Francis Matthews , of Wickham
terrace, Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
house-painter ,  by the said Frederick Francis
Matthews.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Frederick Francis
Matthews be and he is hereby  adjudged  insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Frederick Francis Matthews ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Twenty -fifth day of
August ,  1888 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Frederick
Francis Matthews shall, on the Twenty -third day
of August ,  1888 ,  at Brisbane aforesaid ,  deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili.
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and resilences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. C. BEESTON,
Solicitor in the Matter of the said Petition.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition againstHear Lewis Smith ,  of Bundamba, by the
said Henry Lewis Smith.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Henry Lewis
Smith be and he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall , Esquire,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it  is  further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Henry Lewis Smith, for the  election
of a Trustee, b ; held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-fifth day of August,
1888, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Henry Lewis Smith
shall, on the Twenty-third day of August,  1888, at
Brisbane aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and  accurate  statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and  residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seat of the Court, this fifteenth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. C. BEESTON,
Solicitor in the Matter of the said Petition.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Moffatt Dingwall, of Charters  Towers,
blacksmith, by the said William  Moffatt
Dingwall.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
V is ordered  that the said William Moffatt Ding-
wall be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that James Stockwell, Esquire, be Official  Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further  ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors  of the said
William Moffatt Dingwall, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Twenty-second day of August, 1888,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Moffatt Dingwall
shall , on the Twenty- first  day of August,  1888, at
Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath, of
his debts  and liabilities  of every  kind , and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the  causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
FOLLETT MILFORD,
Solicitor,
Charters Towers.
By his Agent-
R. K. MACNISH,
Solicitor, Bowen.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Robert  Creaser, trading as " R.
Creaser and Co.," insolvent.
iN the fifteenth day of August, 1888, a Certifi-
cate of Discharge was granted to Robert
Creaser, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-third day of July, 1886.
Dated the sixteenth day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
1627 4s.
AFINAL Dividend, at the  rate of 5s . 9d. in the
£ (making, with Dividends previously paid,
20s. in the £), has been declared in the matter of
William McKay, formerly of Gin Gin, near Bunda-
berg, thereafter of Bundaberg, selector, adjudicated
insolvent on the thirteenth day of October, 1886.
The above Dividend is now payable at my Office,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1888.
1605
JOHN A. SIMPSON,
Trustee.
4s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Albert James  Warren,  of Rock-
hampton, jeweller ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND,  on preferent claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the thir-
teenth day of June, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Third day of September proximo wi ll  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1888.
1617 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Michael Edward Fitzgerald, of
Springsure ,  physician ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the thirtieth day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Tenth day of September proximo w ill be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1888.
1618 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Tite Ralph, late of  Rannes,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the eleventh day of July, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Tenth day of September proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
1619 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Stephens, of Brisbane,
baker ,  an Insolvent.AA DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in1 the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the sixth day of October, 1886.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Third day of September proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official ,Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
1620 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Mann ,  of Charters Towers,
produce dealer ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND,  on preferent claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Third day of September proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 15th  August, 1888.
1621 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Alexander ,  of Dalby,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.A,` DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twentieth  day of June, 1888.
Creditors who have  not prove  their debts  by  the
Seventeenth day of September proximo wil be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee  in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers
Brisbane , 16th August, 1888.
1622 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James McShane, of Mitche ll,
storekeeper ,  an  Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the eighteenth day of April, 1888.
Creditors who have not  proved 'their  debts by the
Seventeenth day of September proximo will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 15th August, 1888.
1623 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Campbell, of Townsville,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in theabove Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their  claims on or
before the Thirty-first day of August will be
excluded from the benefit of such dividend.
Dated at Townsville this seventh day of August,
1888.
1624
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
. 4s.
At the Insolvency Court, Sydney, New, South
Wales. rfTHE application of Alexander McNaughtonBowden, for a Certificate, is down for  hearing
on the Twenty-eighth day of August, 1888.
1636 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Francis Winterheld,
late of Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, freeholder, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that the Accounts inthis Estate to the thirtieth day of June,
One thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, have
this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having  any claims  on the said Estate, or being other-
wise  interested therein, are required to come before
me, at  my Office, Supreme Court House, William
street, Brisbane , on or before TUESDAY, the
Eighteenth day of September next, and inspect the
said Accounts, and, if they shall think fit, object
thereto ; and if no exception shall be taken to such
Accounts, the same will be duly enquired into, at
my said Office, on the above day, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
MACPHERSON, MISBIN, AND FEvZ,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
Agents for-
HENRY  COBSER,
Registrar.
Proctor for the Executors,
Maryborough.
1637  7s. 6d.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jobn Jones Sweatman, late of
Spring Mill, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, bricklayer, deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  John Jones Sweatman, deceased,
may be granted to James Sweatman, of Spring
Hill, Brisbane  aforesaid , bricklayer, and James
Humphrey Grice, of Fortitude Valley, Brisbane
aforesaid , ironmonger, the Executors and Trustees
named in  the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, A.D. 1888.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
1611
Proctor for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Appleby, late of Spring
Field, near Tewantin, in the Colony of Queens-
land, selector, deceased.NT OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-,f tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas  Appleby,  deceased, may be
granted to Eunice Appleby, the sole Executrix
named  in the said Will.
Darted at Gympie, this sixth day of .August, 1888
ANTHONY CONWELL,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Eunice Appleby.
By his Town Agent-
W. H. OsBOB,NE,
George street, Brisbane.
1614 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of Esther Shaw, late of Downfall
Creek, in the Colony of Queensland, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the pub li cation
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land of the abovenamed Esther Shaw,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Edwin Shaw ,  of Downfall Creek ,  in the said colony,
labourer ,  the husband  of the  said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this fifteenth day of August,
A.D. 1888.
1613
W. H. OSBORNE,
Proctor for the said Edwin Shaw,
George  street, Brisbane.
Os.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Arthy, late of Waterford,
in the Colony of Queensland, professor of
music, deceased.
', OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  William Arthy, deceased, may be
granted to Edward Jarrott, of Indooroopilly, in the
said  colony, freeholder, and Francis Charles Arthy.
of Waterford, in the said colony, saddler, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1888.
WILLIAM GEORGE LONG,
Temple Buildings,
George street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said E. Jarrott-and F. C. Arthy.
1626 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Joseph,  late of  Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland,  assayer , deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Henry Joseph, deceased, may
be granted to Joseph Ernest Joseph, of Mackay,
in the said colony, one of the Executors and
Trustees  named  in the said Will , reserving leave
for John Pennyfather Ryan, of Gympie, in the said
colony ,  the remaining  Executor and Trustee  named
in the said Will, to come in and prove  at any time
hereafter.
Dated this fourth day of August,  A.D. 1888.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Victoria  street,  Mackay,
Proctor for the said Joseph  Ernest  Joseph.
Agent-
JAMus G. DRAKE,
Legal Practitioner,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1628 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Joseph  Emmerson, late of the
Andromache River ,  near Bowen ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
b OTICE is  hereby given , that,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  azpplication will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Joseph Emmerson ,  deceased, may be
granted to Amelia Hollis Fmmerson ,  of Bowen
aforesaid ,  widow of the said deceased ,  the sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Bowen the ninth day of August, 1888.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
1608
Herbert  street, Bowen.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of William Marsh, late of Belyando,
Central Railway, in the Colony of Queensland,
labourer ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of the Estate of the abovenamed Wil liam
Marsh ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Thomas John Skinner, of Charlev ille, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  a member of the firm of
R. and A. Skinner ,  of Charlevi lle and Adavale, in
the said colony, merchants ,  creditors of the said
William Marsh ,  deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Thomas John Skinner.
1612 6s.
In the  Matter of  " The Companies  Act"  and in
the Matter of the Williams and Company
Mount Morgan Gold - Mining Company,
Limited.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Fifteenth day of September, 1888,
to send their names and addresses and the particu-
lars of their debts or claims ,  and the names and
addresses of their solicitors (if any ),  to me, the
undersigned, the Liquidator of the said Company,
at the Office of the said  Company,  number 313,
George street ,  Sydney ,  and if so required by notice
in writing from me, are, by their solicitors ,  to come
in and  prove their  said debts or claims ,  at such
1190
time and place as shall be specified  in such notice,
or, in default thereof, they will be excluded from
the benefit of any distribution made before such
debts are proved.
Dated this eighth day of August, 1888.
1639
S. MACDONNELL.
6s. 6d.
In the Matter of the Williams and Company
Mount Morgan Gold -Mining Company,
Limited.
AT a Special  General Meeting of the members
of the above Company ,  duly convened and
held at the Sydney Exchange ,  Pitt street ,  Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, on the twenty-
first day of June last, the following Resolutions
were duly passed ,  and at a subsequent Special
Meeting of the members of the said Company, also
duly convened and held at the same place on the
twentieth day of July last, the said Resolutions
were duly confirmed.
" 1. That, in view of the adverse decision of
the Privy Council ,  it is desirable that the
Company be voluntarily wound -up under
the provisions of the Companies Act of
Queensland of one thousand eight hundred
and sixty -three."
" 2. That Mr. Samuel MacDonnell ,  of Bond
street, Sydney, be and he is hereby ap-
pointed Liquidator for the purpose of such
winding-up."
Dated this eighth day of August, 1888.
1638
S. MAcDONNELL,
Liquidator.
6s. 6d.
BEENLEIGH DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO BORROW.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention
N of the above Board to apply to The Honour-
able the Colonial 't'reasurer  for a Loan of One
Hundred Pounds (2100) from the Consolidated
Revenue of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act " and  " The Local
Works Loan Act of  1880," for the purpose of
Constructing a Low-level Road Bridge over the
Albert River at Chardon's Crossing.
Plan, Specification, and Estimate of the Cost of
the Bridge proposed to be constructed  can be seen
at the Board's Office, Beenleigh.
By Order,
WILSON HOLLIDAY,
Clerk of Division.
Board Office,
Beenleigh ,  1st  &ugust, 1888.
1633 6s. 6d.
I JAMES ROW NEWSMAN-WILSON,hitherto  known as  Newman James Row
Wilson, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
Solicitor and Notary Public (at present residing at
St. George's Club, Hanover Square, in the County
of Middlesex), do hereby give notice that I have
assumed and adopted  the name  of Newman as an
additional  surname , and have abandoned the use of
the same name  of Newman  as a christian name ;
and that such change of name is formally declared
and evidenced by a deed-poll, under my hand and
seal, dated  this day, and intended to be forthwith
enrolled in  the Central Office of the Supreme Court
of Judicature.
In testimony whereof I do hereby  sign and
subscribe  this notice by  my said assumed name as
hereunder  written.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, 1888.
JAMES ROW NEWMAN-WILSON.
Witness to the Signature of the said James RowNewman-Wilson-A. 0. CUaTIs HAI WARD,
27, Chancery Lane, London,
Solicitor.
1616 6s.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side), arranged with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court.
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for  general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive  titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far as  practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms, Summaries of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments , etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versd  by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English  section is not  referred to in the text.
the citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.;  postage , in the colony 1s. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s . 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
J OURNALS OF AUSTRALIANEXPLORATIONS.
\T OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office,  William  street ,  Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R. G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S .,  &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony,  9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at the Government Printing
Office,  William  street, Brisbane, A SyNor-
818 OF THE QUEEN SLAND FLORA ,  containing both
the Ph.%nogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,Genera, and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk. Manson
Bailey ,  F.L.S., the Colon ial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy,  half-bound.  Price, 21 1s.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the  Colony,
1s.10d .  to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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JUST PUBLISHED.
i I /riH E  Justices  Act of  1886," and  "7%e Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886," with an Introduc-
tion ,  Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s .  6d. Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, 1s.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.
A
PA MPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stork. now published , and on Sale  at the Gov.
ernment  Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and is . 4d. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described,  and also
much  information  as to  their several  properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
OW Published,  First Supplement to a Synopsis
N of the Queensland  Flora ,  by Frederick
Manson Bai ley, F.L. S., Colonial Botanist.
Price ,  3s. Posted ,  3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,in pamphlet form ,  "The Gold  Fields Act
of 1874,"  together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony ."  Demy Svo. Price ,  Is.  Postage, 2d.
additional .
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-1888.  £ a. d.
Aug. 11.-Municipal Council ,  ChartersTowers 1 10 0
11.-N. Lyons ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
11.--C. Augener... ... ... ... 0 2 6
11.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 7 013.-J. A.  Simpson  ... ... ...  0 5 013.-W. Grambauer ... ... ... 0 1 0
13.-P. Bowen  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
13.-W. Cann .. ... ... ... 0 3 0
13.--E. R .  Edkins  ... ... ... 1 0 0
13.-G. Sinclair  ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
13.-R. Hamilton ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-J. Stockwe ll  ... ... ... 0 0 6
14.--W. Clark ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-Thursday Island Pilot ... ... 0 2 0
14.-B. Matthews ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-J.  R. Ke lly ... ... ... 0 3 0
14.-A. Bossence  ... ... ... 1 0 0
14.-E. T.  Miller ... 0 5 0
14.-Murweh Divisional Board ... 1 0 0
14.-W. Mi ll ett ... ... ... ...  0 3 6
1&-Mackay Mercury ...  ... ... 0 6 0
14.-S.  J.  Hendren  ... ... ... 0 3 0
14.---S. M. Lowther ... ... ... 0 3 0
15.-Caboolture Divisional Board ... 2 6 0
15.-F. J.  Thomas  ... ... ... 0 1 6
15.-A. W .  Robertson  ... ... ...  0 3 0
16.-A. Wright ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
16.-Beenleigh Divisional Board ... 1 5 6
16.-J. Y.  Walker  ... ... ...  0 3 0
16.-W. M .  Southan  ... ...  0 4 0
16.-Bungil Divisional Board , .. 1 0 0
16.-Municipal Council ,  Rockhampton 10 0 0
16.- G. Alchin ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
16.-E. D .  Miles  ... ... ...  0 12 0
16.-D. McDonald  ... ... ...  0 5 0
16.-Cairns Chronicle  ...  ... ...  0 3 0
16.-R. Harvey  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
16.-R. J. Salsbury ... ... ... 0 1 6
16.-C. S. MacDonald ... ... ... 0 1 6
16.-G. Young  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
Impsnnbinga.
SW Poundkeepera are reminded that  Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock  will be charged  for at the
rate  of  ONE S HILLIN G ran ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Norley Station,
on the 1st August, 1888, by order of A. Brierty,
Esquire. Driving expenses ,  3s. 4d., damages, 2s. 6d.,
per head.
One white bullock, 4SQ (registered brand) over 2 off
ribs, off ear marked.
One strawberry cow, Ua7 (registered brand) near
ribs, near ear marked.
One  roan cow, M8  and blotch  near ribs ,  near ear
marked.
One strawberry cow, like Y (reversed) J and like 5
blotched near ribs, indecipherable brand near neck,like MV conjoined an  like 9 blotched off rump,
both  ears  marked.
One roan bullock, blotched brand off rump, like 6 off
cheek, like 8 blotched and faint VX near loin, off
ear marked.
One red and white bullock, like YQ conjoined and 1 off
rump, 6 off thigh, off ear marked.
One white bullock, like MA1 (the Al conjoined) near
rump, blotched brand near cheek, like 8 blotch and
0 off rump ,  off ear marked.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1604
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
78.
IMPOUNDED at Woodford, fr m enclosed lan s,
Conondale, on the 9th August, 1888, by order of
Messrs. McConnel and Wood. Driving, 3s,;  damages,
2s. 6d.
One brown horse ,  indistinct brand near shoulder, 58
near thigh, short switch tail.
If not released on or before the 6th September, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
T. J. SULLIVAN, Acting Poundkeeper.
1603 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Tower Hi ll Sta-
tion, on the 30th July, 1888,  by order  of W. H. L.
Thornton,  Esquire.  Driving,  6s. 8d.
One red and white bullock, worker, off  ear marked, like
blotched LOA (registered brand )  near rump.
One light- strawberry bullock ,  worker ,  both ears marked,
lump near cheek, U blotched  near ribs,  like triangle
MH off rump over scar.
One white  bullock ,  dark ears ,  near ear marked, like
N1U (registered brand )  near ribs over 0.
If not released on or before the 28th August, 1888,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
1606
WILLIAM CANN,  Poundkeeper.
as.
IMPUNDED at Brisbane, on the 31st July, 1888, by
order of L. Cusack and Company. Damages, 5s.
One flea -bitten grey horse ,  blotch and MS or M5 near
shoulder.
Also,  by the Police, found straying.
One chestnut horse ,  K near shoulder ,  white stripe on
face, three white feet ,  saddle and bridle on.
If not released on or before the 25th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1625 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure,  from enclosed lands
Separation Creek ,  on the 11th  August, 1888, by
order of H. B. Turner ,  Esqui re.  Driving ,  3s. 4d.
One dark -bay gelding, black points, star in forehead,
saddle-marked ,  S over ae near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1888,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN,  Poundkeeper.
1630 1s.
Printed and Published by JAxrs C. BEAU Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  18th August, 1e88.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th  August, 1888.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
.1\ an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete ecification annexed thereto, received from
John William Colton, Alfred Cutting Colton, and
William Eagland Longbottom, of Adelaide, South
Australia, for an Invention described as "A Com-
bined  Ha ines  and Collar for Horses."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicants  are not  entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is my intention  to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said  invention to
the said John William Colton, Alfred Cutting
Colton, and William England Longbottom, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Colonel
George Arthur French, B.A., C.M.G., Victoria
Barracks, Brisbane, Queensland, for an invention
described as " An Improved Windmill."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven.
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Colonel George Arthur French, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
.Specification  annexed  thereto, received from Alfred
Naylor Pearson, of Cunningham street, Northeote,
Victoria, for an invention described as " A New
Process and Apparatus for Treating Soluble and
Partially Soluble Gums  so as to  render them fit for
Industrial Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, , that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend  that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Alfred Naylor Pearson, in
accordance  with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &e.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of James McLean
Steel, for Letters Patent for an Invention for
" Volute Centrifugal  Safe , or Save-all, for
Vacuum Pans and Triple Effets and other
Evaporators used in  Sugar  Manufacture."
NOTICE is hereby given, that the abovemen-
tioned James McLean Steel, of Victoria
Mill, Herbert River, Queensland, has applied,
under the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," for leave to amend
the Specification of his said invention, alleging as
his reason for so doing " to avoid interfering with
inventions for whick Letters Patent have previously
been granted."
The Amendments proposed  are as  follows, viz.:-
[Reference being had to amended copy of Specifica-
tion lodged in Patent Office, Brisbane.]
Page (,-
Cancelling the following words from the title
of the invention, " or other manufacture."
Page 5,-
Claim 1, line 7-The words "or other" are
struck out.
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars, in writing (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar month from
the date hereof.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1888.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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NOTICE OF  APPLICATION  FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of Henry Perri-
man and Charles Fred Alger, for Letters
Patent for an Invention of " An Improved
Implement for Straining Wire by a new
method, and for other cognate purposes."
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the abovemen-
tioned Henry Perriman ,  of Essendon, near
Melbourne ,  Victoria  ;  and Charles Fred Alger,
of Mackenzie street ,  Mttounnp ,  as aioressrid, have
applied ,  under the prorisioi }s of  'i  V e Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ,  for-leave to
amend the Specification of their said invention,
alleging as their reason for so doing  "  the excision of
portion of their Specification which includes matter
of no novelty."
The Amendment proposed is as follows, viz.:-
[ Reference being had to amended copy  of Specifi-
cation lodged in Patent  Office, Brisbane.]
Page 15,-
Claims 1 and 2 ,  lines 9 to 14 inclusive, being
cancelled.
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars ,  in writing  (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto ,  within one calendar month
from the date hereof.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1888.
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th August, 1888.
NOTICE is herb given, that Julius Witt-
y kowski,  of Melbourne ,  Victoria ,  tobacco
merchant ,  has applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions
of "  The  Patents , Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
18P4,"  to register  in Class 45 ,  in respect of Tobacco,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
,
9pXWAT004
o
"'""' E.1l1LEa ,moo rOA'
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
app lication, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance  with the  provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
.  Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority  t JAMss C. BswL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
SUPPLEMENT
To TH
QUEEN SLAND
vnnnunt
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
ilffft+
VOL. XLIV.] SATURDAY,  18TH  AUGUST, 1883. [No. 88.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. FuNCn ,  C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1888.
No. 713.
A 99 BATTERY ,  Permanent Force, wi ll  fur-
C1 nish a Guard of Honour To-morrow,
Tuesday ,  the 14th instant, on the occasion of the
Opening of Parliament ,  at Noon, by His Excel.
lency the Governor.
The Guard will take up a position in the pre-
cincts of the Par liament House, directly fronting
the main entrance ,  at 11 .46 a.m .,  allowing sufficient
room for a carriage to approach the door.
After the departure of His Excellency ,  on com-
pletion of the ceremony ,  the Guard will be marched
to the private parade ground and dismissed.
The Head -Quarters '  Band will be in attendance
and will parade at Victoria Barracks at 11 a.m.,
and march with the Guard of Honour to and from
Parliament House.
Dress-Review Order.
A salute of seventeen guns will be fired from the
Saluting Battery in the Queen 's Park on the
departure of His Excellency  from Government
House at a few minutes before noon ,  and again on
conclusion of the ceremony ,  on His Exce llency's
departure from Parliament House.
The Brisbane Garrison Battery ill perform
this duty ,  and will parade at the  Saluting  Battery
at the Queen 's Park at 11.30 a.m.
The Officer Commanding the said Battery will
be good enough to arrange that signals be made
to him  from  Government House and Parliament
House at the exact moment of departure ,  and will
communicate with Major Grieve for instructions.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER ,  Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority .  Jsxss C.  B$sL, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL  STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE, including the CITY and SUBr RBS,  for the Month of
JULY, 1888, is published for general information.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BIRTHS.
During the month of July, 198 births were registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane, being 110 males and 88 females, the number being 2 less than in the previous
month of June.
In the month of July, 1887, there were 220 births registered, the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 22 less than in July of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 82 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month-46 males and 36 females ; the excess of births over deaths being 116.
The number of deaths was 15 more than was registered in the previous month of June.
In the month of July, 1887, there were 73 deaths registered ; the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 9 more than in July of last year.
'TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHSOf MALES and FBMALRs Registered
within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of BRISBANE and SUBURBS ,  from the
1st to the  31st  JULY, 1888;  also TOTAL DEATHS under FIvE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS; also the PROPORTION of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS  and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
Population
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Brisbane and Census
Suburbs. taken
1st May,
1886.
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It will be seen that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 53.13 per cent. of the
deaths were of children under five years; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that municipality, exclusive of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 17-24; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane was 57.14, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 53-57; the total rate for city and suburbs being 44.55.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 11.69 per cent. within, and 8.70 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane; 8.16 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane;
and 9.57 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District ; the total rate for city
and suburbs being 9.58.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants ' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial Homes,  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 24 during the month, or 21'82 per cent. of the total
number  of deaths in the. District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs for the month of July, together with
the mean  shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen  as follows :-
Period.
July, 1888.
Nnmberof  Deaths.
110
Grand  Mean Temperature
of Air.
58.5
Grand  Mean  Atmospheric
Pressure.
30.112
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane, 16th August, 1888.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKfTAM TERRACE.
JULY, 1888.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10 h. 12 m. 7 s. East. Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32°  Fah. and Mean Sea Level.)
Mean, at 3 a. m., 30.132.
Mean, at  9 a.m., 30155.
Mean, at 3 p .m., 30.047.
Mean, at  9 p.m., 30.112.
Grand Mean,  30.112.
Highest, 30. 389, at  9 a.m., 18th.
Lowest,  29'72 2,  at 4 p.m., 13th.
Range, 0.667.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean, at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 51.5.
„ wet bulb, 47.1.
Mean , at 9 a.m., dry bulb, 55.8.
„ wet bulb, 501.
Mean, at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 68.5.
„ wet bulb, 55.6.
Mean,  at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 58.0.
„ wet bulb, 51.3.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air,  58'5.
Grand Mean Temperature of Evaporation,  51.0.
Maximum  Shade Temperature of Air, 75'8, at 3
9th.
p.m.,
Minimum  Shade Temperature of Air, 39.5, at 6.50 a.m.,
23rd.
Absolute  range, 36.3.
Mean  daily  range, 22.9.
Mean  maximum, 70.3.
Mean  minimum, 47.4.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in  sun's  rays (by black bulb  thermometer  in
vacuo ),  128.8, 1st.
Minimum on  ground (bulb exposed on black-board),
24.6, 23rd.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 58-4;  at 2 feet , 60-0;  at 4 feet ,  62.6 ; at
6 feet , 64-8;  at 8 feet , 661, at  10 feet,  68-4;  and at
12 feet, 69.1.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, -273.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 72°/a.
Dew point, 42'5.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour  tension,  '298.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 67°/°.
Dew point, 44.8.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '305.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 44°/a.
Dew point, 45'5.
Mean,  at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -303.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 63°/a.
Dew point, 45.3.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, •291.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 59°/a.
Dew point, 44.3.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation =100), 100 (absolute saturation) between 6 a.m. and
8'30 a .m. 29th, and between  2.30 a .m. and 9.15
a.m. 31st.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 25°/O, between 3 p.m. and 4.30 p.m., 12th
(18°/° by Guyot's formula).
The vapour  tension ,  which may  be regarded as the absolute
humidity  of the air ,  is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric  column .  If the  values for vapour tension be sub-
tracted fro m  the values  for atmospheric pressure the remainder s.
will represent the weight of the  air proper  or dry air. The
tensions , in fact,  represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 1.0, or 8 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 1.6, or 11 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0.4, or 5 miles per hour.
Grand Mean,  1.0, or 8 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed  3 times.
North-east wind observed 2 times.
Easterly wind observed 1 time.
South- east  wind observed 4 times.
Southerly wind observed 25 times.
South-west wind observed 7 times.
Westerly wind observed 13 times.
North-west wind observed 1 time.
Calms observed 32 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a.m, 2.2. Mean, at 9 p.m., 1.5.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 3'6.  Grand Mean,  2'4.
Cumulus types observed about 39 times ; cirrus, 2
times ; nimbus 9 times ; cirro-stratus, 3 times ;
cirro-cumulus, 6 times ; cumulo-stratus, 17 times ;
and stratus, 0 times, as approximate values at the
ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above. ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 5.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.011 inches, about 1 ton per
acre, on 18th.
Grand total, 0.047 inches, or 41 tons per acre.
a All values are corrected for Index Error ,  if necessary.
r NOTE.- The average death -rate of children under one year, as coinpared ;to births ,  during the ten years ended
31st December ,  1886 ,  throughout the whole of Queensland, was 13 .44.  Vi de  Vital Statistics of 1886.
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REMARKS.
Mean  pressure  was 0 .089 lower, and mean temperature was 0.9 degrees lower, than during June. The mean
vapour  tension  was 0.037 lower, and 1 he relative humidity 8°/a lower, than during last month. Lightning observed
on 2nd , 13th, 16th, and 29th. Fog on 13th, 15th, 26th, 29th, and 31st. Strong westerly wind on 14th. Many
heavy dews by night ; in fact, virtually the rainfall was  nil,  the values recorded being almost entirely dewfall. The
prevailing southerly  winds  proved that  areas of  high barometer still existed over New South Wales, overlapping the
Queensland border. The mean temperature of the Brisbane River about 9 a.m. at Kangaroo Point was 60'1 (an
approximate value), about 3.6 degrees lower than during last month.
July,  1888,  compared with July,  1887.
Mean  pressure has at length given way, the value for the present month being 0.006 less than for the same
period a year ago. The mean shade temperature was 1 degree higher than in July last year. The mean vapour
tension or weight of vapour  was 0 '041 lower, and the percentage of humidity 21°/° lower, than twelve months ago.
The mean wind velocity was greater by 0.5  mile  per hour than in July, 1887 ; while the amount of cloud  was less
by 1.7.  Examining  the winds, we find that during July, 1888, northerly and north-east winds were observed 3
and 2 times, as  against 6 and 1 time for the previous year. No easterly wind was observed in July, 1887, and but
one record of this current was obtained during July, 1888, and the south-east winds were 3 and 4 respectively. The
prevailing  southerly winds form  a striking  feature of July, 1888, 25 being observed,  against 13  a year ago. South-
west currents were noted 6 and 7  times  last and this year respectively. The absence of westerly  winds is also
remarkable,  26 having  been recorded in July, 1887; whereas but 13 were noted during July, 1888, and the north-
west winds were  2 and 1 for the two  periods.  The amount of calm weather was slightly  less than in  July, 1887.
As for rainfall, we have practically  nil  in July, 1888,  against  7.507 inches in July last year. Changes in the distri-
bution of pressure have evidently evolved this remarkable  result  ; and we intend to  discuss  the matter in due course.
The Observatory, which  was reorganised  on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely  in accordance  with the
Royal Meteorological  Society' s Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the  Public  Institutions were as  follow:-
Males . Females. Total.Brisbane Hospital  ... ... ... 12 8 20
Lady Bowen ditto
Children's ditto ... 3 1 4
Diamentina Orphanage ... ... ... ... ...
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic  Reception House
Lock  Hospital ...
Brisbane  Gaol ...
Immigration Depot
Convalescent Home
Industrial Home ...
Total 15 9 24
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of buth vexes, under one year,
total under five years, and over five years; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month :-
Ouse. Causes  of Death. Under
1 year.
Total
under
6 years.
Over Proportion
.5 years. per cent.
I. Specific Febrile or Zymotic  diseases  ... 9 22 4 26 23.64
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0.91
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... ... 2 2 15 17 15.45
V. Developmental  diseases  ... ... ... 7 7 3 10 9.09
VI. Local  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 31 45 40.91
VII. Violence ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 7 9 8.18
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified... ... ... 2 2 ... 2 1.82
Total
All causes  ... ... ... ... 30 49 61 110 100.00
Olass. Order.
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CAUSES of  DEATH- continued.
Nature of Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE  on  Zr corro DISEASES.
I. 1  Miasmatic  diseases.-Typhoid fever, 2; whooping cough, 1; diphtheria, 13...
2 Diarrhasal  diseases .- Cholera infantum ,  I ; diarrhoea , 7 ... ... ...
3 Malarial  diseases .- None.
4 Zoogenous  diseases .- None.
5 Venereal  diseases .-None.
6 Septic  diseases .- Septiceemia ,  2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
II. ... PARASITIC DISEASES.- None.
Numb er of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
]6
8
2
III. ... DIBTIc DISEASES.-Alcoholism, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
IV. ... CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES.- Rheumatism of heart, 1; rheumatism , 1; Gout, 1;
tabes mesenterica, 2 ; tubercular  meningitis , 1; phthisis,  9 ; tuberculosis, 1;
aneemia , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 17
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.--Premature birth, 4; cyanosis , 1; congenital defects,
2 ; old age, 1;  senile  decay, 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI.  1 Diseases of the nervous  system.-Inflammation of the brain, 2 ; apoplexy, 1;
paralysis, 1; convulsions,  3;  brain disease, 1 ... ... ... 8
2 Diseases of organs of special  sense.-Otorrhena, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
3 Diseases of circulatory  system.-Syncope, 1; embolism,  1;  heart disease, 2 4
4 Diseases of respiratory system.-Croup, 1;  emphysema,  1;  asthma, 1; bron-
chitis,  7;  pneumonia, 4; pleurisy, 2; lung disease, I ... .. ... 17
5 Diseases of the digestive  system.-Dentition, 3 ; disease of stomach, 1; ileus, 1 ;
hernia, 1; peritonitis,  1;  gallstones,  1;  disease of liver, 3 ... ... 11
6 Diseases of lymphatic system and ductless  glands.-Lymphangitis, 1  ...  ... 1
7 Diseases of the urinary system.-Bright's  disease, 1; suppression of urine, I ... 2
8 Diseases of organs of generation.-Tumour  of uterus, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
9 Diseases of parturition.-None.
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-None.
11  Diseases of the integumentary system.-None.
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident  or negligence .- Burn,  1;  poison, 1;  fall f ro m height, 1; traumatic
tetanus, 1 ; injuries  at birth, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Homicide.-None.
3 Suicide .-Cut  throat,  1; dro wning, 3 ... ... ... ... ...
4 Execution .- None.
VIII. ... ILL-DEFINED  AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSES .-Debility, 1; atrophy, I ...
TOTAL ...
5
4
2
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as arising
from external causes, 5 are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and 1 to suicide.
The following are the particulars:--
Males.
Accidental burns ... ... ... ... ... ... (adult) 0
„ poisoning ... ... ... ... ... (adult) 1
„ fall from a height ... ... ... ... (adult) 1
Traumatic tetanus ... ... ... ... ... ... (infant) 1
Injuries at birth ... ... ... ... ... (infant) 1
Suicide by cutting his throat ... ... ... ... (adult) 1
drowning ... ... ... ... ... (adults) 3
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
General Registry Office,  Registrar -General.
Brisbane, 9th August, 1888.
By Authority : JAMES C. BFAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-second day of August, 1888.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fiftieth year of Her Majesty's reign,
intituled  "An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Quarantine,"  it is
amongst other things enacted, that when a ship arrives from beyond sea at
any port or place in Queensland, on board of which there is, or has been,
during the voyage, any infectious or contagious disease, the Governor in
Council may make such Orders as may by him be deemed necessary with
respect to the performance of Quarantine by the said ship and her
passengers :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the fourth instant, it was
ordered that the Steamship " Duke of Argyll," which had recently arrived
from London, and on board of which the infectious disease known as
Measles then existed, should be placed in Quarantine, and that the Passengers
by the said Steamship for Townsville should perform Quarantine at the
Quarantine Station at Magnetic Island, and that the said Steamship and the
remainder of the Passengers should perform Quarantine at the Quarantine
Station at Peel Island :
And whereas the Health Officer at Townsville has certified that
Quarantine has been duly performed by the remainder of the Passengers
by the said Steamship, at Magnetic Island, and the Health Officer at Brisbane
has certified that Quarantine has been duly performed by ninety-one
Passengers by the said Steamship, at Peel Island, and that the said Passengers
may, without danger to the public health, be now released : Now, there-
fore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the authority vested in him by the said Act,
doth Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the said Passengers shall be
discharged from Quarantine.
And the Chief Secretary is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority : JAMES C. B$AL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1888.
No. 7.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 18$8.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give thecorrect number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such reference will
materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the country making written applications should accompany such written applications with the
amount of postage required  for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are requested to state
where they expect their • Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster  is required  to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may  see and search them.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster  GeneraL
NOTE.-The  Dada L ]ITTSR Bxsxc n of the  General  Post Office  is opened  for delivery, daily, Saturday  excepted,
from Ten a .m to Four p.m.: on  Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
SW c, Colonial ;  o e, official Colonial  ; e t, Colonial Telegram ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ;
a, South Australia ;  t, Tasmania ; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom;
f, foreign.
A. 23 Adams A., Brisbane o
24 Adams Fred., Welcome Creek o
47 Ah Din, Woolgar e t
48 Ahearn Denis, Cooktown c
1 ABBOTT A. E., Bowen c 25 Adams F., Cooktown c 49 Ahearn Timothy, Table Top u k and c (2)
2 Abbott  H., Ravenswood c 26 Adams G., Maryborough c 50 Ahern T., Croydon m
3 Abbott  Mrs. J .,  Townsvi lle c 27 Adams G., Paddington c 51 Ah Hing (gardener), Bundaberg o c
4 Abel -, Two-Mile c 28 Adams G., Townsville o 52 Ah Hop, Gympie c
5 Abel Adam,  Ipswich c 29  Adams G. A., Brisbane c 53 Ah Hoy (gardener), Port Douglas c
6 Abel A.  P., Doongarra c 30 Adams H. A., Winton c 54 Ah Hugh, Hughenden c
7 Abel P., Gympie c 31 Adams James, Cooper's Plains o c 55 Ah  King , Toowong c
8 Able P., One- Mile c (2) 32 Adams John, Warwick c 56 Ah Lee, Rockhampton c
9 Abraham John, Croydon s 33 Adams W. A. J., Brisbane o c 57 Ah Loon Mary, Dalby o
10 Abrahams C., Cambridge street c 34 Adamson, George, Brisbane c 58 Ah Meng (labourer), Mackay o c (2)
11 Abrahams F. A., Valley c 35 Adderton, Captain, Townsville c (2) 59 Ah Nun, Kelvin Grove c
12 Abrahams James, Croydon c (2) 36 Addonson -, Toowong c 60 Ah Pow (gardener), Aramac f
13 Abrams Robert, Croydon c 37 Adey W., Croydon c 61 Ah Sam, Thursday Island o14 Absolon Urquhart, 204 Queen street c 38 Adress P., South Brisbane c 62 Ah See, Queenton c
15 Achen -, Perseverance c 39 Adrien A., Mackay a 63 Ah Sew, Gympie c
16 Acheson Miss Sarah, Albion c 40 Afflick Peter, Brisbane u k 64 Ah Sin (storekeeper), Cairns c
17 Ackford Peter, Georgetown c 41 Agnew Alexander, Beaudesert c 65 Ah Sin, Gympie c
18 Acton James, Brisbane u k 42 Ah Bow (gardener), Aramac f (3) 66 Ah Sin and Ah Lee, Annan River c
19 Adair -, St. Helens c 43 Ah Bow Harry, Rockhampton cJ 67 Ah Sing (cook), Mackay o c
20 Adam David, Eidsvold c 44 Ah Can, Thursday Island o 68 Ah  Sing  (hawker), Toowong c
21 Adam John, Croydon o c 45 Ah Chee, Gympie c (2) 69 Ah Sing Jimmy, Nebo road c (2)
22 Adam Thomas,  Homestead c 46 Ah Chub, Winton c (2) 1 70 Ah Sue Jimmy, Georgetown c
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71  Ali Sue Jimmy, Mackay f and c (2) 172 Ansted David Claud, Charters Towers 38 Baker W., New Farm u k
72  Ali Sue (gardener), Mackay o c u k (2) 39 Baker Mrs. W., Rockhain pton  c
73 Aird A. Gatton c 173 Anthony - (builder), Bowen Hills c 40 Balche George, Vulture street c,
Townsville s74 Aitcheson Mrs. J. 174 Apie Willie, 9 Albert street s 41 Balderston Win. H., Maryborough u k,
75 Aitken - Moonstone Flat c 175 Aplin Albert, Brisbane u k 42 Baldwin Chas. Robert, Brisbane u k,
'76 Aitken John, Brisbane o 176 Aplin A. S., Brisbane u k 43 Baldwin F., Warwick o c
77 Akers J. F. Barringun road c 177 Appel Mrs. John, Winton c 44 Baldwin James, Croydon c,
78 Akeson - Ipswich road c 178 Appell Mrs. E., Charters Towers c 45 Baldwin James, Marvboroiigh o,
Maryborough  in79 Albans Henry 179 Appleby W. E., Herbert River in 46 Baldwin Mrs. Win., Rockhampton u k,
Carron Creek s80 Albert Charles 180 Appleton Thomas, South Brisbane c 47 Balentine - (storekeeper), Dalby c,
81 Albert Frank Charters Towers c 181 Appleyard R., Logie Plains c 48 Balfour Miss Janet, Kerlin Grove u k,
82 Albrecht William, Croydon f (2) 182 Aquilar Henry, Croydon c 49 Ball A. T., Townsville c
83 Albrecht W. J., Croydon s 183 Arabh B., Bundaberg o c 50 Ballad Alfred, Nive Downs o
84 Alburt E., Gympie c 184 Arber George, Gebangle c 51 Baillantine R., Warwick c
85 Alcock Miss, Breakfast Creek c 185 Arbouin Fassett, Brisbane u k and c (5) 52 Ballard F. H., Sandown o
86 Alcock R., Maryborough c 186 Arburton Hugh, Croydon s 53 Ballesty Gerald, Constance street o a
87 Alderton P. H., Fassifern Railway 187 Archer George, Afton Downs o 54 Ballinger J., Goondiwindi c
Station c 188 Archibald David, Ingham n z 55 Balliss -, Junction c
88 Aldridge -, East Brisbane c 189 Archibald J., Maytown c 56 Balls John S., Taringa s
89 Aldridge Kelvin Grove c 190 Argall Elisha, Table Top o c and u k (2) 57 Balison William, Herbert River c
90 Aldridge George, Kelvin Grove c (2) 191 Armeth -, Afton Downs c 58 Balotow P., Cooktown f
91 Aldridge George J., Laidley c 192 Armstrong -, Avon Downs c 59 Balzer Miss, Brisbane in
92 Aldridge George J., Kelvin Grove c 193 Armstrong (drover), Esk c 60 Bamber Thos. P., Brisbane a
93 Aldridge P., Cairns c 194 Armstrong Miss, Mackay c 61 Bamford Thomas, Albion c
94 Alexander E., Barcaldine c 195 Armstrong Mrs. Agnes (late Miss 62 Bamford W., Maryborough c
95 Alexander James, Croydon c Freeman), Brisbane c 63 Bamford David, Ipswich u k
96 Alexander James, Gympie c 196  Armstrong Alexander, Bandonla Station 64 Bankes George A., Goldsmith's Creek o
97 Alexander J., St. Helena c uk 65 Banks H. R., Brisbane c
98 Alexander Mrs. W. E., Queen street u k 197 Armstrong A., Rockhampton c 66  Banks Sarah, Rockhampton u  k-
99 Alford Mrs., Dinmore c 198 Armstrong Franklin, Townsville c 67 Banks Thomas, Croydon c
100 Alford H., Brunswick street c 199 Armstrong George, Bandamba Station 68 Bannan P. (selector), Homebush c
101 Alford W. B., Mount Perry c uk 69 Bannan R., Mackay c
102 Alison James Ramsay, Mount Romeo 200  Armstrong Robert, Spring Hill m 70 Banner J. S., One-mile Creek in
u k (2) 201 Armstrong W Hamilton c 71 Bannon J., West End e
103 Allan Frederick, Lower Freestone c
.,202 Arnold Mrs. J., Jug Cucks c 72 Baptie D., Merivale street c
104 Allen -, Croydon c 203 Arrill T. G., George street c 73 Bar Thomas, Brisbane c
105 Allen -, Kelvin Grove c 204 Arthur C., Charters Towers e t 74 Barber and Cannon, Bowen Hills c
106 Allen Miss A., Maryborough c 205 Arthur Miss M. A., Townsville u k 75 Barber --, Brunswick street c
107 Allen A. C., Nundah n z 206 Arthurs Mrs., New Farm c 76 Barber George, Croydon c
108 Allen Charles, Beaudesert c 207 Ascher A. G., Cooktown s 77 Barber George, Winton c
109 Allen Charles, Herberton s 208 Ascher W., George street c 78 Barbour J.; Esk c
110 Allen John, Ayrshire Downs o 209 Ashby Mrs. John (senior), Brisbane o 79 Barclay -, Manfred Downs c
111 Allen John, Croydon c 210 Ashe Edward H., Mount Romeo c 80 Barclay A., Burdekin Falls c
112 Allen John S., Brisbane s 211 Ashleigh Mrs., Table Top c 81 Barclay John, Mount Morgan c
113 Allen Joseph, Brisbane u k 212 Ashley R., Heal street c 82 Barden W., Kilkivan c
114 Allen J., New Farm road c 213 Ashman Richard, 10 Gotha street u k 83 Bardon Miss Sarah, Cooktown c
115 Allen J., Croydon c 214 Ashton W. B., Blackall u k 84 Bardsley Mrs., Clerinont c
116 Allen Miss Lucy Yardley, Cairns o 215 Athew James, Condamine c 85 Bardsley E., Brisbane c
117 Allen P., Sandgate o 216 Athews Alfred, Rockhampton c 86 Bardsley Frank, Brisbane o c
118 Allen William, Croydon c 217 Atkinson A., Goodna c 87 Bardsley Mrs. Martha, Bulimba o c
119 Alley B., Bundaberg e t 218 Atkinson Charles, Ipswich road c 88 Bargemand - (carter), Townsville c
120 Alleyan W., Fermoy Station c (4) 219 Athinson James, Sherwood c 89 Barham -, Eagle street, c
121 Allott C., Darr River Downs c 220 Attree F., 102 George street o 90 Barker Messrs., Hughenden c
122 Allowood John Jos., Croydon c 221 Attwell John, Hughenden c 91 Barker -, Beaudesert in
123 Alverton and Co., Gympie c 222 Atwell Henry, Beenleigh o 92 Barker Mrs., Valley c
124 Alwood Mrs. John, Townsville c 223 Auracher Konrad, Middle Ridge c 93 Barker F. L., Gympie c
125 Andersen O. (farmer), Deep Creek c 224 Aushan John, Table Top s 94 Barker H., Charters Towers c
126 Anderson Miss, Toowong c 225 Austin Mrs., Brisbane s 95 Barker  J. G., Highgate Hill c
127 Anderson A., Beenleigh o 226 Austin Mrs., Pialba road c 96 Barker R., Roina c (2)
128 Anderson Miss A., Charters Towers e 227 Austin Charles Henry, Eidsvold o c 97 Barker R. M., Valley c
129 Anderson Miss Armanda, St. Lucia 228 Axford Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers c 98 Barkley D., Herberton c
oc 229 Aylesbury Mrs., Lake's Creek road c (2) 99 Barlass William, Rockhampton c (2)
130 Anderson Andrew, Valley o c 230 Aylett James, Coorparoo c (2) 100 Barlow F., Lutwyche e
131 Anderson David, Charters Towners c 231 Ayres George, Mackay o c 101 Barlow G. B., Brisbane e t
132 Anderson Miss Ellen, Charters Towers c 102 Barlow John, Croydon ii k and c (2
133 Anderson Frank, Mungar c 103 Barltrop Messrs., Nudgee c (2)
134 Anderson G., Townsville in B. 104 Barnard John, Charters Towers c
135 Anderson G., Kelvin Grove road c 105 Barnard W., South Pine o c
136 Anderson G., East Brisbane c 1 BABBAGE B., Coorparoo c 106 Barnes - (surveyor), Croydon c
137 Anderson H., Rockhampton c 2 Bachelor C., Red Hill c 107 Barnes Albert, Charters Towers s
138 Anderson H. (boatbuilder), Rockhamp- 3 Backen J., Brisbane Valley u k 108 Barnes David, Brisbane u k
ton c 4 Bacon H., Brisbane c 109 Barnes F. B,, Charters Towers c
139 Anderson Henry Peter, Logan road c (2) 5 Badger H. E., Hughenden t 110 Barnes W. F., Kynuna c
140 Anderson H. P., Croydon c 6 Badger T. G., Bowen u k 111 Barnes W. H., Gum Holes o
141 Anderson James, Hughenden c 7 Bagot John C., Warrego s 112 Barnes W. H., Ayrshire Downs c
142 Anderson James Miller, Maryborough 8 Bagot J. Z., Townsville c 113 Barnett Mrs. E., Ipswich o
uk 9 Bailey Burton, Croydon in 114 Barnett H., Fairymead c
143 Anderson John, Hill End u k 10 Bailey J. W., Mackay u k 115 Barnett James, Mount Morgan u k
144 Anderson John A., Valley o c 11 Bailey Robert, Hughenden c 116 Barnett S. C. W., Taroom c
145 Anderson J., Valley c 12 Bailey Robert, Table Top s 117 Barnett Thomas, Lucky Valley c
116 Anderson J., Chester street c 13 Bailey Robert, Charters Towers u k 118 Barron W., Charters Towers u k (2)
147 Anderson Mrs. J., Tribune street c 14 Bailey R., Croydon c 119 Barr Mrs. Wallace, Brisbane c
148 Anderson Mrs. M., Stephens' road c 15 Bailey Samuel, Croydon c 120 Barres K., Maryborough s
149 Anderson Miss M. A., Vulture street c 16 Bailey W., Geraldton in 121 Barrett Thomas, Mount Perry o c and c
150 Anderson Patrick, Richmond Downs s 17 Baillie James, Caroongoola c (2)
151 Anderson P. (blacksmith), Croydon c 18 Bain Henry, Brisbane c 122 Barron Charles, Millchester c
152 Anderson Robert, Sherwood c 19 Bain James, Bundaberg o c 123 Barron Wm., Charters Towers c
153 Anderson R., Maryborough u k 20 Bainbridge Vincent, Eulo s 124 Barrow John, Brisbane c
154 Anderson Thomas, Croydon c 21 Baird Mrs., Brisbane c 125 Barry Mrs., Valley c
155 Anderson T., Valley c 22 Baird Alexander, Wickham terrace u k 121; Barry Mrs., Brisbane c
156 Anderson W., Carron Creek c 23 Baird Peter, Spring Hill o 127 Barry Miss E., Brisbane m
157 Anderson W., North Quay c 24 Baird Wm. or Peter, Brisbane u k 128 Barry H., Maryborough c
158 Anderson W., Brisbane e t 25 Baker Mrs., Boatman Station c 129 Barry .T., Queenton c
159 Anderson W., Arthur street c 26 Baker Alfred, Brisbane o 130 Barry J. E., Brisbane c
160 Anderton Septimus, Normanton c 27 Baker Alfred, Sandy Creek c 131 Barry J. W., Brisbane c
161 Andrew Ernest, Townsville o 28 Baker Frank, Toowong c (2) 132 Barry Maria, Townsville o
162 Andrews G. R., Oakwood Station u k 29 Baker George, Cooktown s 133 Barry Miss Mary, Highgate Hill c
163 Andrews Miss A., Toowoomba c 30 Baker James A., Ashgrove e 134 Barry  Mary,  Gympie o
164 Andrews A. W., Charters Towers c 31 Baker Miss Mary, Lutwyche c 135 Barry Thomas, Winton c
165 Andrews H. C.. Broadwater s 32 Baker Robert (builder), South Eris 136 Barry T. W., Brisbane c
166 Andrews Mrs. J., Southport o bane c 137 Barstow Henry, Croydon c
167 Andrews J. F., Rockwood c 33 Baker Robert, Thaloonga o 138 Barter (fencer), Ipswich c
168 Andrews W. A., Croydon c 34 Baker Thomas, Spring Hill c 139 Bartlett Mrs. Eliza Dunii, Croydon c
169  Andriedti Giovanni, Cairns f 35 Baker Thomas, Croydon c 140 Bartlett G., Brisbane u k
170 Angel John, Bulimba c (2) 36 Baker Walker, Spring Hill e 141 Bartlett Mrs. S., Coorp iroo c
171 Ang Yee (labourer), Bundaberg o c (3) 37 Baker William, Croydon c 142 Bartlett Thomas, Mount Morgan c
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143 B. rtley Mrs. Maggie H., Kangaroo 245 Bennett W. J., Charters Towers t Blyth Mrs. Jane, Valley o e
Point c 246 Bennett W. T. (photographer), Char- Blyth J. G., Mount Shamrock c
144 B&-,-ton Thomas Reuben, Ipswich road c ters Towers in and c (3) Blyth W., Charters Towers c (2)
Red Hill c145 Barton W. H. 247 Bennetts E., Gympie c Boden G., Brisbane c,
146 Barwick Mrs., Brisbane c 248 Bennon A., Cairns c Bodkin -, Roma c
147 Barwick George, Muttaburra c 249 Benson L., Warwick c Bogart -, Toowoomba c
148 Barwick G. H., Croydon c 250 Bentel C., Rosewood e Boge  Miss  M., Gympie c
149 Be rwise Thomas, Eton c 251 Bentell W., Rosewood c Bolan Peter, Thargoinindah c
150 Ba:;bell -, Laidley c 252 Bentley -, Mackay c Boland John, Caboolture c
151 Ba <toire Jas., Charters Towers c 253 Bentley Arthur, Charters Towers c Boland Martin, Brisbane m
152 Batchelor -, Charlotte street c 254 Bentley T. S., Thnrlagoona s Boland Patrick, Bogantungan c
153  Batchelor H., 206 Queen street uk 2.55 Berger Emile, Charters Towers c (3) Bolck Ernest, Mount Morgan c
154 Ba'  eman  Mrs. James, Roma c 256 Bergin Mrs., Ipswich m Bolger George, Croydon c (2)
155 Ba' eman John, Rockhampton m 257 Bergin A., Table Top c (3) Bolger James, Croydon in  and o (2)
156 Bates E. W., Croydon o c 258 Bergin J., Croydon s Bolger James, Gilberton o
157 Ba' h Miss Emily, Rockhampton c 259 Bergmann W., Rockhampton c (2) Bolles Miss Elizabeth, West Talgai o
Gympie c158 Bath J. 260 Bernard F., Table Top f (2) Bolster Joseph, Foyleview  Station c,
159 Bat  ista Bessie , Mount Morgan in 261 Bernard F. F., Table Top in (3) Bolten  Miss  E., Rockhampton c
160 Ba' ney -, Toowong c 262 Bernard J., Rockhampton c Bolton S., Mackay s
161 Battan Miss E., Toowoomba c 2G3 Bernard L., Townsville c Bolus Alfred, Rockhampton o e
162 Ba' ten Charles, Beaudesert o c 264 Bernard M., Brisbane s Bonar John, Maryborough c
163 Ba' ten W., Croydon c 265 Berndt C. F., Ipswich road c Bond -, Colonial Stores c
164 Ba' tFee -, Oval c 266 Bernhardt Gustav, Taroom s Bond Mrs., Townsville c
165 Bat  tista  Milano, Charters Towers f 267 Berry Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton u k Bond Frank, Rockhampton u k
166  Bat ista Sala Tenna, Millchester f 268 Berry T. H., Valley c Bone C. H., Maryborough s
167 Baner C. F., Toowoomba c 269 Bertram John, Croydon c Bones Mrs., Petrie terrace c
168 Ba i  ser Mrs.,  Paddington c 270 Bertram John, Rockhampton c Bonis G., Paddington c
169 Bawden John, Croydon c 271 Berweld L., Bundaberg c Bonner Miss, Kangaroo Point c
170 Ba'-rmer Miss E., Ranges Valley c 272 Best G., Coongoola c Bonner Mrs. W., West End c
171 Bawmer  Miss E . McK., Winton u k 273 Best Sing (labourer), Bundaberg o c Booster Mrs., Mount Morgan c
172 Baxter Mrs. Edward, Croydon s (2) 274 Bestwick Christopher, Queenton u k Boops Jasper, Harrisville c
173 Ba:.ter E., Croydon c 275 Beuschel F., Drayton c Boor George, Townsville c
174 Banter James, Morven c 276 Bevan James, Winton c Boore John, Brisbane o c
175 Ba: ter Mrs. John, Barcaldine o 277 Beverley William, Cairns o c Booth Ernest, Rockhampton c
176 Baxter W., Brisbane u k 278 Beyer Henry, Ipswich c Booth E. E., Oakwood Station u k and
177 Bat es -, Richmond Downs s 279 Beynon William, Mount Morgan c c (2)
178 Ba, ley A., Croydon m (2) 280 Biddulph A. B., Croydon s Booth F. F., Goondiwindi c
179 Bayliss J.. Gatton c 281 Biddulph F. W., Boulia o c Booth J. (carrier), Croydon c
180 Baynes Mrs., Brisbane c 282 Bidgood William, Hughenden o Bopf C., Silsoe Station c
181 Beadle T., Croydon c 283 Bienz Ulrich, Croydon f Bordinty B., Rockhampton m
182 Beadle William, Brisbane u k 284 Bigg A. W., Brisbane u k (2) Boreham J., Enoggera c_
183 Beakem William, Croydon c (2) 285 Billett Sidney R., Cairns u k (3) Borella A., Charters  Towers  in (2)
184 Bean -, Bundaberg c 286 Billingham -, Brisbane c (2) Boresen John, Mackay u k
185 Be.-u Mrs., Brisbane in 287 Billington H. G. R., Roma c Borghers L., Croydon c
186 Beard Arthur George, Turbot street c 288 Biinper E., Woollongabba c Boris -, Rockhampton c
187 Be:._dnien O. C. J., Toowoomba s 289 Binckes C. E., Valley c Borjeson A., Bethania c (2)
188 Bet, ton Mrs. Donald, Walkerston c 290 Bine Mrs., North Pine c Born Annie, Brisbane o
189 Beai,tie J., Charters Towers c 291 Birch J., Boondooma c Borne -, Logan road c
190 Ber :tie Walter (or W. A. Pierce), 292 Birchley W., Bundaberg c Bortby Miss Sarah, Rockhampton c
V 'indorah c 293 Bird and Althaus Messrs., Halifax c Bostock D., Golden Valley c
191 Be.-, grill Miss Polly, Rockhampton c 294 Bird, J., Petrie terrace c Bosluck T., Golden Valley c (2)
192 Beck C. E., Croydon c 295 Bird W., Charters Towers c Buttirell F., Croydon u k
193 Bec'c John (or James McLauchlin), 296 Birney Nath. J., Bundaberg o c Bottrill Herbert, Townsville u k
Croydon c 297 Birrell -, South Brisbane c Bountiff D., Croydon c
194 Becker A., Woolmar c 298 Birrir John, Ravenswood in Bourke J., Croydon s
195 Beckett -, Taringa c 299 Birtwell John, Croydon c Bourke J., Croydon o
196 Beckett Mrs., Taringa c 300 Bishop Mrs. C., Warwick c Bourke Mrs. M., Croydon s
197  Bec ley W. C., Brisbane u k 301 Bishop Reginald, Brisbane u k Bourne E., Oakwook c
198 Beckman August, Brisbane o 302 Bissell S. Sherwood, Aramac f Bourne Johann, Dalrym le c
199 Beech William, Rockhampton c 303 Black A., South Brisbane c Bevel Messrs. C. and Co., Charters
200 Beck --- (grocer), Breakfast Creek 304 Black H. R., Brisbane c Towers u k
ri,ad c 305 Black James, Geraldton c Bowan F., Rockhampton c
201 Bee-:ton - (dealer ), Ann street c 306 Black  Miss  Jane H., Charters Bowcock D., Mungindi s
202 Bee,ton James, Enoggera o c Towers o c Bowden -(carrier), Charters Towers c
203 Bel ;  it Jean, Brisbane f (2) 307 Black John, Table Top c Bowden James, Brisbane c
204 Beg ,in Mrs. Ellen B ., Spring Hill o c 308 Black Messrs. M., Charters Towers c Bowden John, Winton a
205 Beh rn  Miss M., William street c (2) 309 Blackall G., Roselle, Station s Bowden J., North Pine c
20G Bet) rends D., Gympie c 310 Blackburne A. E. W., Brisbane c Bowdery W., Croydon o c
207 Beh rens F. J., Ipswich road c 311 Blackmore A. E., Brisbane in Bowen E., Toowong c (2)
208 Bei- h Miss,  Rockhampton c 312 Blaik John A., Brisbane o c Bowen Richard, Table Top s
209 Bel.' ten Mrs.  L. K., Woodford c 313 Blain J., Townsville u k (2) Bowie William, Port Douglas u k
210 Bel. ield James , Afton Downs c 314 Blaine J., Bowen c Bowler W. R., Roma u k
211 Bell Mrs., South  Brisbane c 315 Blains Mrs. J., Rockhampton c Bowman Mrs., Mount Perry c (2)
212 Bell  Miss,  Rockhampton c (2) 316 Blaine Milton, Taroom s (2) Bowman Mrs. C. J., Oxley c
213 Bel' Adam, Brisbane u k 317 Blair G., Thargomindah s Bowman Thomas, Croydon s
214 Bell Charles, Croydon c and s (4) 318 Blair H. G., Croydon o (2) Bown Mrs. James, Burdekin River in,
215 Bel'. C., Brisbane c 319 Blair William, St. George c Bowring J., Blackall s
216 Bell Messrs D. D., Stanley street c 320 Blake - (fruiterer), Valley c Bowry Arthur, Clermont c
217 Bell Messrs D. K., Stanley street c (7) 321 Blake James, Ann street c (2) Bowser -, Woollongabba o c
218 Bell James, South Brisbane c 322 Blanchard Oliver, Brisbane f and u k (2) Bowyer Charles, Brisbane c
219 Bell James, Warwick c (2) 323 Bland H. J., Croydon c Boyce -, Mount Morgan e
220 Bell Mrs. Janet, Brisbane o' 324 Blazey Mrs., Barcaldine c Boyce F., Breakfast Creek c
221 Bell John, Albert  street c 325 Bleakley -, Brisbane u k Boyce Mary, Townsville o
222 Bell J., Townsville c 326 Bleich F. W. K., Toowoomba c Boyce Mrs. S. C., Toowong o
223 Bell J Albert street c 327 Bleke James (carrier) Dareel Station s Boyd and McLean Messrs Townsville.,
224 Bell R., Mackay c
,
328 Blessing M., Albert street c
, .,C
225 BeLl R., Boggo road c 329 Blewitt Miss Ellen, Thursday Island Boyd George, Croydon in
226 Benrose K., Townsville u k uk(3) Boyd Harvey Chawker), Clermont c
227 Ben tell James, Cooktown c 330 Bligh -, Gebangle c Boyd Miss H., One-Mile c
228 Ben ling Miss A., Table Top c 331 Blile Charles, Gympie c Boyd John, Hughenden c
229 Ben ling John, Herberton u k 332 Blin C. A., Bulimba Ferry c Boyd J., Melbourne street c
230 Ben'iagen Carrie, Ipswich Hospital o 333 Blixt Svante, Ingham f Boyd William, Boggo road c
231 Ben'iagen Miss T Hu henden c Gympie c334 Block Mrs AT Boy es - (plumber) Breakfast Creek., g
232 Ben'iam J.. One-Mile c
. .,
335 Blockall B., Brisbane c
,
_C
233 Ben;alilin D. (juar.), Brisbane c 336 Blond George, Brisbane c Boyes F., Breakfast Creek c 0
234 Beni W., Brisbane c (2) 337 Bloomfield W. J., Brisbane c Boyes George, Maryborough u k
233 Bennett Edward, Toowong c 338 Bloomfield Z. W. H., Townsville c Boyes H. W., Croydon c
23G Ben.iett Mrs. F., Townsville f 339 Bloom uist John, Townsville e t Boyland John, Charters Towers c
237 Ben sett Henry, Winton u k 340 Blow C., Hamleigh c Boyle George, MaryboroiWh s
238 Ben iett H., Forest Grove c 341 Bloxson John, Rockhampton c Boyle Hugh, Charters Towers c
239 Ben sett H., Valley Brewery c 312 Bloye William, Magnetic Island o c Boyle J., Croydon o
240 Beniett H., Winton u k 343 Blumenthal J.. Woollongabba c Boyle .1., Ipswich c.
241 Ben sett John, Rosalie c 344 Blundall H., Croydon c Boyle Thomas Logan road c (2)
212 Ben iett J H., Croydon o c 315 Blundell A., Maryborough c Boys W. H., Golden Valley c (2)
243 Ben iett William, \Iarvborou;h c 346 Blunders G. IV., Clermont s Braekeubridge -, Lakes Creek road
244 Ben.iett W. H., !lluttaburra o 347 Blyth -, Mitchell c c
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449 Brackley J., Rockhampton o
450 Bradburn  Samuel , Brisbane a
451 Bradbury Miss, Campbell  street e
452 Bradbury Myles Kangaroo Point c (2)
453 Bradford -, oroydon s
454 Bradford -, Harcourt  street c
455 Bradford Mrs., Arthur  street c (2)
456 Bradley D., Brisbane c
457 Bradley Frank, Mackay c
458 Bradley Thomas, Croydon c
459 Bradley William, Queenton c
460 Bradnan N., Paddington c
461 Bradshaw John, Manuka o
462 Bradshaw T, R., Townsville in
463 Brady Mrs., Brisbane c
464 Brady Hugh, Southern Cross c
465 Brady T. W., Croydon c
460 Braaggg John, Millchester c
467 Pr am A., Eidsvold a
468 Braid James, Surbiton c (5)
469 Brander James, Mackay u k
470 Braphy Samuel, Mount Morgan o c
471 Brasery  George,  Brisbane u k
472 Brazier Joseph, Townsville o c
473 Brehaer G. H. G., Boulia c
474 Breen E., Cooktown c
475 Breen James, Pimpama c
476 Bremner Mrs., Mackay c
477 Brea W., Croydon in
-478 BrenanMissJennieBeatrice,Stoneleigh
s
479 Brennan James H., Southport c
480 Brennan John, Spring Hill o a
481 Brennan John, One-Mile c
482 Brennan J., Gympie c
483 Brennan J., Emu Park c
484 Brennan J., One -Mile c (2)
485 Brennan J., Gympie c
486 Brennan J. H.' Gympie c
487 Brennan Miss Marian, Waroonga o
488 Brennan Mary, Maryborough u k and o
2)
489 Brennan Michael, Toowong c
490 Brennan Michael, Gympie c
491 Brennan M., Gym ppie c (2)
492 B rennan Samuel Gatton c
493 Brennan Thomas, Gympie c
491 Breuse G., Toowoomba c
495 Brew Robert ,  Cairns s
496 Brewer Miss, Mount Pleasant c
497 Brewin C. H. South Coast e
498 Brewster F., Croydon c
499 Bridg  - (storekeeper ),  Croydon c
500 Bridge Edward, Her be rton a
501 Bridge Joseph ,  Croydon c
502 Bridges J. E. Brisbane u k
503 Brien Edward D., Croydon c
504 B r ieton Madeline ,  Nundah o
505 Brigg -, Esk c
506 Briggs M. R., South Brisbane a
507  Bright Mw ,  Townauille u k
550 Brown -
Creek c
(plumber), Breakfast
551 Brown -, Taringa c
552 Brown Miss, Toowongg c (3)
553 Brown Miss Annie, Croydon c
554 Brown Mrs. Annie, Roma u k
555 Brown A., Brisbane c
556 Brown A., Kynuna o
557 Brown A., Brisbane c
558 Brown A. H., Townsville c
559 Brown  A. J., Clifton in
560 Brown Charles, Croydon c
561 Brown Dan., Cairns o
562 Brown D. M., Rockhampton c
563 Brown E. T., Maryborough c
564 Brown Fred G., Croydon in c and o e (3)
565 Brown  George,  Homestead c
566 Brown  George, One-mile Creek o c
567 Brown George, Roma s
568 Brown  George, Croydon c
569 Brown  George, Augathella c
570 Brown G., Brea)fast Creek c
571 Brown George Chas., Charters Towers c
572 Brown Henry, Valley o c
573 Brown  James, Thurnlgoona s
574 Brown John, Charters Towers c
575 Brown John, Red Hill c
576 Brown John, Rockhampton o
577 Brown John, Kent street c
578 Brown J., Brisbane c
579 Brown J., Brunswick  street s
580 Brown J., Croydon c
581 Brown J., One-mile Creek c
582 Brown J. E., Croydon c
583 Brown J. J. W., Rockhampton c
584 Brown J. W., Gympie c
585 Brown J. W., Croydon c
586 Brown Lawrence, Hiamleigh c
587 Brown Mrs. M. E., Normanton c
588 Brown Ralph, Charters Towers u k
589 Brown Robert, Enoggera c5,90 Brown Robert, Charters Towers o
591 Brown Robin, Fernvale c
592 Brown R., Valley c
593 Brown R. H., Charters Towers c
594 Brown R. H., Queen  street c
595 Brown Thomas, St. George is
596 Brown T., Croydon c
597 Brown T. H., Caboolture c
598 Brown Walter, Lutwyche c
599 Brown William, Valley c
600 Brown William, Aramac c
601 Brown W., Winton c
602 Brown W., South  Brisbane u k
603 Brown W. E., Cooktown c (3)
604 Brown W. E., Normanton o
605 Brown Mrs. W. T., Winton c
606 Browne  A., Cairns c
607 Browne Albert L., Cairns t
608 Browne  Francis, Toowoomba c
609 Brownlie Miss Claude, Croydon o c
Brownricg C. L., Bogantungan c
Bruce William, Isisford u k
Bruce W. E., Maryborough f
Bructon -, Woollongabba c
Brusendorff -, Mount Morgan c
Bryant Mrs., Southport c
Bryant Andrew, Cania c
Bryant Edward, Roma c
Bryant J., Brisbane m
Bryant Mrs. Mary, New Farm s
Bryant Thomas H., Thurulgoona in
Bryant William, Brisbane o c
Bryett A., Toowong c
Bryson James, Clifton Station c
Buddivent P. L., Goondiwindi s and c
508 Bright A., Winton c \ 610
509 Bright Edward, Landsborough Downs a 611
510 Bright Edward, Roma c 612
511 Bright J.. Rockhampton u k 613
512 Brightman George, Mount Romeo a 614
513 l3rinston  -,  Spring Hill c 615
514 Brind John, Croydon c 616
515 Brittin Richard, Bundaberg c 617
516 Broad George, Nive Downs c 618
117 Broad T. H., Herberton o 619
518 Broadbent Mrs. R., Toowong a 620
519 Broadfoot - Eidsvold c 621
520 Broadhead C. h, Waraka c (2) 622
521 Broadley G., Mackay u k 623
522 Brock John, Charters Towers a 624
523 Brock J., Bulimba c (2)
524 Broderick Mrs., Thompson Estate  c (2) 625  Buchan W. R., Cooktown in
525 Broderick J., Mount Pleasant a 626 Buchanan Arthur, Charters Towers c
526 Broderick Mrs. Kate, Thompson 627 Buchanan J., Blackall c
Estate c  628 Buchanan  -,  Brisbane c
527 Brodie D., Rockhampton c 629 Buchen Joseph, Red Hill c
528 Brodie Peter, Croydon c 630 Buck Rowland, Croydon c
529 Brodie Robert, Thompson Estate c 631 Buckett T. P., Eidsvold c
530 Brogden Mrs. J., Walker's Pocket c (332 Buckland C. W., and T. Fletcher,
531 Broghsenn Fred., Mount Albion e t Croydon o c
532 Bromberg Mrs., Toowong c 633 Buckley E., Brisbane c
533 Bromberg S., Valley c 634 Buckley George, Table Top c
534 Bromiley Matthew, Breakfast Creek 635 Buckley G., Charters Towers c
c (6) 636 Buckley Luke, Cairns o c
535 Bromiley Mrs. M., Breakfast Creek o 637 Buckley Michael, Mount Cornish c
and c (2)
536 Bromley John, Bundanba c
537 Bromley R. A., Mackay c
538 Brompton -, North Pine c
539 Bro$c  -, Hughenden c
540 Brookes A., Bundaberg c
541 Brookes James, Croydon c
542 Brookfield F., Rockhampton c
543 Brooks Miss, Toowong c
514 Brosnahan Daniel, Croydon c
545 Brosnan Julia, Buliinba c
546 Brosnan Rev. J., Herberton c
547 Brotlin E., Toowoomba o
548 Brow R., Brisbane c
549 Brown  -, Valley c
638 Buckley Messrs. S. and Co., Brisbane c
639 Buckner A., Thursday Island c
640 Buffey Isaac, Eidsvold c
641 Bukoski R., Bundaberg c (2)
642 Bulfin A., Allora o
643 Bullock Charles, Cania s
644 Bunn R., Maryborough c
645 Bunney C., Croydon c
1146 Bunting Mrs. E., Bundaberg c
647 Buntwell A., Rockhampton c
648 Burcham George, Dalby c
649 Burchell John, Thurulgoona it
650 Burchill W. H., Mackay o
651 Burgardy -, Table Top s
652 Burgess John, Warwick s
653 Burgess Theresa, Barcaldine o
654 Burghary W., Carron River c
655 Burgmann  -,  Mackay c
656 Burgoyne  -,  Yaamba Road c
657 Burk D .  O'Shea, Croydon c
658 Burk Patrick ,  Clifton Station c
659 Burke Miss Annie, Alpha c (2)
660 Burke Miss Ellen, Mount Morgan c
661 Burke James, Eidsvold o
662 Burke John, Charters Towers c
663 Burke John, Highfields Road c
664 Burke John, Miles c
665 Burke  Mrs. L.,  Stanley street c
666 Burke Miss Minnie ,  Brisbane f
667 Burke Thomas, Belmont c
668 Burke T., Woollongabba c
669 Burnett
-,  Surry Hills o
670 Burnett C., Logan road c (2)
671 Burnett Robert J., Brisbane u k
672 Burns Mrs., Townsville c
673 Burns Mrs. A .  L., Toowong c
674 Burns James, Balfe's Creek c
675 Burns John, Ipswich c
676 Burns John ,  Cooktown o c
677 Burns R., Brisbane c
678 Burr J. H., Brisbane o
679 Burridge Benjamin ,  Nundah c
680 Burridge James ,  Cooktown c
681 Burrows  -,  Boggo road c
682 Burrows Archibald ,  Watsonville c
683 Burrows Arthur ,  Watsonville c
684 Burrows Henry, Bunda be rg u k
685 Burrows J. A., Brisbane c
686 Burrows S., Brisbane u k
687 Burstow J. B., Brisbane c
688 Burton A., Brisbane c
689 Burton Mrs. M .  H., South Brisbane c
690 Burton T., Herberton c
691 Burton T. R. C., Cumberland o
692 Burton William, Valley Line c
693 Burton W., Townsville c
694 Burton  Mrs. Win.,  Brisbane  in
695 Burton W. F. T., Clermont o
696 Bury J., Charters Towers c
697 Buschel Wm. F., Mitchell c
698 Bush and Purcell Messrs .,  Spring Hill
c (4)
699 Bush Captain J. P., Cairns  in
700 Bush  Lienry, Charters Towers c (2)
701 Bushnell G. B., Mount Perry c
702 Buss Herman ,  Maryborough c
703 Butcher S., Townsville c
704 Butler Mrs. Amelia ,  Brisbane o c
705 Butler Edward, Gympie u k
706 Butler F., Charters Towers t
707 Butler H., Brisbane u k
708 Butler Mrs. H., Brisbane u k
709 Butler Joseph, Table Top s
710 Butler Miss Mabel ,  Brisbane u k
711 Butler  William  Thomas ,  Croydon c
712 Butten Isaac, Ipswich c
713 Butter Miss Sarah Jane ,  Ipswich f
714 Button  .7., Aramac c
715 Butwell A., Mount Morgan c
716 Byce Thomas ,  Gympie r,
717 Byers J., Paddington c
718 Byres George ,  Croydon c
719 Byres George, Toowoomba c
720 Byres W., '1 oowoomba c
721 By rn A .  E. (doctor ),  Dalby u k
722 Byrn Doctor A. E., Hughenden c (3)
723 Byrne Mrs. A.,  Nerang c
724  Byrne James ,  Bulimba c (2)
725 Byrne John ,  Eidsvold c
726 Byrne Miss J., South Brisbane c
727 By rn e Lachlan ,  Welford s
728 Byrne Thomas E., Dalby c
729 Byrne William , Valley c
730 Byrne W., South Brisbane c
731 Byrnes  -, Alfred  street c
732 By rn es Mrs. E .,  Croydon c
733 Byrnes Malachi, Peak Crossing c
734 Byrnes M. K., Eurella c
735 Byrnes T. B. J., Eidsvold s
736 Byron A. H., Queen street c
737 Bywater W., Eldernell c
C. -
1 CABEL Miss, Rochdale c
2 Cadden F., Charters Towers c (2)
3 Caddy William, Charters Towers u k (2)
4 Cadell and McDonald, Mount Perry
c (3)
5 Cahill James, West End o c
6 Cail Miss M., Maryborough c
7 Cain Thomas, Torhanlea c
8 Cairncross Mrs. Capt., Plane Creek o
9 Cairns J., South Brisbane c
10 Cairns P., Lammermoor c
11 Cairns W. P., Maryborough c
12 Calaran M., Charters Towers c
13 Caldwell A., Mackay c
14 Caleino F., Augathella e t
15 Callaghan P., River Estate c
16 Calvers W. A., Winton c
17 Cambell John, Coreena Station c
18 Cambell J., Spring Hill c
19 Cameron -, St. George s
20 Cameron Mrs., Brisbane in
21 Cameron Angus, Blackall in
22 Cameron A., Ipswich e t
23 Cameron A. S., Croydon s (2)
24 Cameron A. S., Coorparo,) c
25 Cameron Duncan, Wallangarra s
26 Cameron D. C., Brisbane s
27 Cameron Mrs. H., Mackay c
28 Cameron John, Croydon c
29 Camp Hezekiah, Stanton Hill c
30 Campbell Alex., Mulgrave c
31 Campbell Alex., Maryborough u k
32 Campbell Aylmer, Croydon a
33 Campbell A., Brisbane s
34 Campbell A. C. Woollongabba c
35 Campbell A. S., Natal Downs c
36 Campbell David, Bandoleer in
37 Campbell Donald, Charters Towers u k
38 Campbell Donald, Millungera c
39 Campbell Duncan, Millungera c
40 Campbell Duncan, Townsville c
41 Campbell D., Croydon c
42 Campbell D., Cunnamulla c
43 Campbell G. P., Cairns c
44 Campbell James, Beenleigh c
45 Campbell James, Mount Perry c
46 Campbell Jeremiah S. Crodon in
47 Campbell John, Croydon c*
48 Campbell John, Table Top s
49 Campbell M., Townsville c
50 Campbell Moore N., Aramac s
51 Campbell O. E. C., Croydon c
52 Campbell Peter, Brisbane u k
53 Campbell Philip, Winton c
54 Campbell Philip J. D., Roxburgh s
55 Campbell Richard, Croydon u k
56 Campbell Thomas, Beaudesert c
57 Campbell W., Dulverton c
58 Campton George, Hughenden a
59 Cane David, Gebayle o c
60 Cane J., Charters  Towers c
61 Cane W., Maryborough a
62 Caning J Enoggera c
63 Cadni.,.,Rockhampton c
64 Cann Mrs. Sarah, Woollongabba o c
65 Cannan John, Townsville c
66 Cannell W. A., Croydon u k
67 Canning C. P., `Lillman's Water-
holes c
68 Canning John, Mackay u k
69 Canning W., bairns, et70 Cannon George, Brisbane c
71 Cannon George Highgate Hill c (2)
72 Cant G., Barcaldine c
73 Caratti Battista, Brisbane o c
74 C%arbarns J. S., Brisbane u k
75 (Jorcary C. Townsville c
76 -Carcoran v*. carrier), Croydon c
77 Caid Albert, Townsville c
78 Carden Mrs., Toowong c
79 ,jQ rden Mrs. F., Woollongabba e80' Carey A., Townsville u k
81 Carey Edwin, Mount Morgan u k (2)
82 Carlin M., Croydon c
83 Carline Charles, Bundaberg c
84 Carlisle W. J., Croydon in  and s (2)
85 Carlon J., Gympie c (2)
86 Carlson Gus., Winton c (2)
87 Carmichael J., Rockhampton c
88 Carnes Mrs. E. C., Herberton o
89 Carpenter 11. S., Blackall c
90 Carr Miss Ann, Stanley street u k
91 Carr E. H., George street c
92 Carr George, Croydon c
93 Carr John, Gvmpie o
94 Carr Peter, Gyrnpie c (2)
95 Carrick M., Spring Hill c
96 Carrigg Pat., Croydon c
97 Carrington Edward, Nerang c
98 Carrol Mrs., Ipswich c
99 Carroll -, Woodford c
100 Carroll Mrs. E., Wickham terrace c
101 Carroll George, Yengarie u k
102 Carroll J., Eulo c (3)
103 Carroll Miss Margaret, Mount Morgan
uk
104 Carroll Mrs. P., Croydon c
105 Carroll Mrs. W.,  Brisbane c
106 Carroll W., Croydon c
107 Carron -, Pimpama c
108 Carron Thomas, Croydon c
109 Carson - Bulimba c
110 Carson D., kockhampton e t
111 Carson James, Croydon c
112 Carson P., Croydon c
113 Carson  Samuel,  Rockhampton c
114 Carter Miss, Poowoomba c
115 Carter A. J. H., Herberton o c
116 Carter J., Hemmant c
117 Carter John Matthew,  Six-mile Creek s
118 Carter W., Croydon c
119 Cartwright Patrick Oakwood c
1207
120 Carully Bernard, Ravenswood c
121 Caruthers Peter, Amelia  street o
122 Cary F., Range c
123 Casey Bridget, Winton o
124 Casey John, Normanton e
12.5 Casey John, Herberton o
126 Casey M., Maryborough s (7)
127 Casey M. (carrier), Croydon c
128 Casey P., Monkland c
129 Casey Robert, Brisbane o c'
130 Cash and Bell Messrs., Warr& c
131 Cash Jabez, Brisbane u k
132 Cashman John, Maryborough o o
133 Caskie John, Red Hill c
134 Caspini P., Mount Morgan c
135 Cassedy Timothy, Bishop's Hill f
136 Cassin John, Winton c
187 Casson Albert, Warwick s
138 Casber W. P., Nerang c
139 Cater J., Brisbane o c
140 Cato  Messrs. , Townsville o
141 Cavanagh J., Croydon c
142 Cavanagh Thomas, Cumberland o
143 Caywood Mrs., Port Douglas c (3)
144 Cealt J., Mount Morgan c
145 Cecil Aubrey, Brisbane u k
146 Cederberg C., Yaamba road
147 Chadwick F., Croydon c (2)
148 Chadwick Joseph Hudson, Ipswich c
149 Challinor W. H., Muttaburra c
150 Chalmers W., Croydon t
151 Chaloner -, Spring Hill c
152 Chamberlain J., Toowong e
153 Chambers A. C., Adelaide street c
154 Chambers D., Bulimba c (5)
155 Champion -, Brisbane a
156 Chandler H., Croydon c
157 Chandler W. C., Croydon c
1.18 Chapman Mrs., Winton a
1.9 Chappell John, Croydon s  and e t (2)
160 Chapple John, Reid's Creek c (2)
161 Chapman  Miss ,  Queen street c
162 Chapman D., Avon Downs a
183 Chapman  F., Bowan - Hinge
164 Chapman F. C., Rockhampton a
165 Chapman G., Townsville u k
166 Chapman H., Croydon s
167 Chapman R., Paddington a
168 Chapman  S., Enoggera e
169 Chapman Mrs. T., Oondooroo a
170 Charles Miss Cath., Croydon c
171 Charlesworth D., Barealdine o
172 Charlton Thomas, Croydon u k
173 Charlwood C. E., Croydon in (2)
174 Chase Ernest E., Winton road o
175 Chen  Mrs. Emma , Gmpie c
176 Chnen2y Edward, Charters Towers
177 Cheong Kong L., Cooktown c
178 Chepmell Mrs. H. Le Mesurier, Bris-
bane u k (2)
179 Chessell P., Croydon s
180 Chester James, Valley c
181 Chester Thomas, Brisbane f
182 ChilcAt C. C., Hughenden o
183 Childs -, Toowong c
184 Childs - (carpenter ),  St. Lucia a
185 Childs J. W., Gympie c
186 Childs  Thomas, Toowong c
187 Chill Walter,  Tingalpa c
185 Chin Joy Charles,  Brisbane c
189 Chisholm George,  Nicholson River c
190 Chong  Sum (gardener), Bundaberg o c
191 Chong Yoe, Brisbane s
192 Christensen A. B., Mount Albion c (3)
193 Christensen C., Cooktown c
194 Christensen Jens, Mackay c
195 Christensen C. C., Charters  Towers a
196 Christensen Peter, Croydon c
197 Christensen Thomas, Croydon in
198 Christian -, Charlotte  Plains s
199 Christie Alex., Townsville e
200 Christie  James,  Boggo road c
201 Christie John, Ipswich c
202 Christie J., Brisbane u k
203 Christinsen Jens,  Kangaroo Point o
204 Christoe F., Croydon c
205 Christoph -, iandgate c
206 Chrystal Wm., Maryborough e
207 Church A. E., Croydon c
208 Chynoweth Henry, Table Top c
209 Chynoweth  H., Cawarral e
210 Claffey Miss  Maria, Inglewood a
211 Clair John, Croydon c (2)
212 Clair J., Beaudesert c
213 Clancy J., Gympie c
214 Clancy Patrick, Kangaroo Point c
215 Clancy P., South  Brisbane c
216 Clancy Thomas, Maryborough c
217 Claperton Mrs., Albion Hotel c
218 Clapperton Miss, Toowong c (2)
219 Clare  Messrs . J. and Co.,  Beaudesert c
220 Clark Mrs., Stanley  street c
221 Clark Alan, Bowen Hills o
222 Clark Albert, Toowong c
223 Clark Mrs. Annie,  Stanley street c
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224 Clark Archibald, Rockhampton o a
225 Clark A. E., Rosebrook s
226 Clark C., Walker's Pocket C
227 Clark C. W., Macnade a
228 Clark George, Nive Downs a
229 Clark George, Charters Towers a (2)
230 Clark Harriet, Brisbane o
281  Clark Barry, Wooroorooka e
282 Clark Harry, Wooroorooka c
233 Clark James, Nive Downs o
284 Clark  James,  Yatala u k
285 Clark James, Petrie's Creek e
286 Clark John, Dillalah  Station a
287 Clark J., Brisbane a
238 Clark J., Cape River a
239 Clark  Pearson ,  Brisbane u k
240 Clark Peter, Croydon c
241 Clark Private  Wm., South Brisbane e
242 Clark Robert, Torbanlea o
243 Clark Samuel, Croydon c (2)
244 Clarke ---, 811 George  street a
245 Clarke -, Howard e
246 Clarke A., Ipswich u k
247 Clarke Charles, Croydon s
248 Clarke  E., Rockhampton m
249 Clarke George, Nive Downs a
250  Clarke G. C., George  street B
251 Clarke Harry G,, Cunnamulla C
252 Clarke Herbert C., Wake' s Lagoon e
253 Clarke John, Dillalah c (2)
254 Clarke John, Gympie c
255 Clarke Miss  Maggie, Brisbane c
256 Clarke Mary Ann,  Brisbane o
257 Clarke Richard, Mount Romeo a
258 Clarke Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton o a
259 Clarke W. H., Gympie a
260 Clarkson John, Red Hill a
261 Clarkston F. W,, Coen River c
262 Clarry George, Reid's Creek a
263 Clary Miss Nellie, Townsville e
264 Clavern B. (tailor), Townsville f
265 Clay David, Blackall a
266 Clay G., Greenmoiint e267-Clayton W., 8rovdon m
268 Cleary -, Windsor road c
269 Cleary - (cabman), Ooorparoo a
210 Cleary David, One-Mile  e
271 Cleary John, Cooktown o e
272 Clements Arthur J., Croydon e
273 Clements John, Woollongabba o e
274 Clerk E. G., Croydon c
275 Clerk G. G., Croydon c
276 Clews J., Brisbane u k
277 Clifford -, Mount Leyshon a
278 Clifford  Mrs., Tinana a
279 Clifford T. C., Georgetown e
280 Clifton William, Collingwood e
281 Clothier George, Geraldtomt o
282 Clough J. B., Brisbane u k
283 Clowes John, Bouldercombe o
284 Clutterbuck  C., Townsville u k
285 Coade Richard, Roma o
286 Coakley  James,  West End a
287 Coan Mrs., Day Dawn a (2)
288 Coapke Mrs.,
Brisbane a289 Coates John F .,  Welcome Creek e
290 Cobb  J. S., Dareel a
291 Cochran  James ,  Brisbane u k
292 Cochrane Mrs. Bridget A., Gympie a
293 Cochrane Constable ,  Brisbane a
294 Cochrane  Isaac , Logan River in
295 Cochrane J., Emu Park a
296 Cockburn L. C., Blackall in
297 Cockerlll J., West End a
298 Cockrill J., Dalby c
299 Cody  P., Bunya Mountain c
300 Coe George ,  Blackall c
301 Coenik  Hans F .,  Rockhampton f
302 Coffey J., Rockhampton a
303 Coghian  -,  Bowen Hills a
304 Coghian J,, Brisbane c
305 Cole A. J., Winton s
306 Cole  J., Collingwood c
307 Cole W., Muttaburra  a and c (2)
308 Coleman  -, Spring Hill cil
309 Coleman  E., Brisbane u k
310 Coleman John, Charleville c
311 Coles John, Gympie c
312 Coles Octavius , Townsville c
313 Colgan Miss Mary Ellen,  Townsville a
314 Collard F., Torren's Creek c
31:1 Colledge  Messrs.,  Woollongabba c
316 Collet  F., Millchester a
317 Colley W., Croydon c
318 Colli Mrs .  J. B., Cunnamulla a
319 Collier John, Brisbane u k
320 Collin --, Woollongabba c
321 Collins Mrs., Gregory  Terrace a
322 Collins Christopher, Charleville o
323 Collins D., Charters  Towers a
324 Collins D., Black Snake c
325 Collins John, Brisbane o a
326 Collins Joseph, Miles c
327 Collins J., Tinana u k
328 Collins Mrs. Louisa,  Townsvi lle a
329 Collins M. R., Blackall a
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330'Collins P., Aramac Station a
331'Collins R., Boulia c
332,Collins Mrs Sarah ,  Brisbane c
333 Collins Thomas ,  Townsville c
3341Collins T., Kaboonga s
335 Collins W., Charters Towers c (2)
336 Collinson Miss  Phcebe, Ipswich road u k
337 Collinson T. A., Warwick c
338 Colman Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers c
339 Colquhoun William ,  Charters Towers c
340 Colt W .  R. G., Croydon e
341 Colton  --- (farmer ),  Rosewood c
342 Cornell Mrs .  S. A., Brisbane u k
343 Comerford Miss Johanna ,  Maryborough
c (3)
344 Comfitt  -,  Stanley streeet c
345 Comley Mrs Emily, Woollongabba c
346 Comley R. W., Ravenswood c
347 Commerford  -,  South Brisbane c
348 Condon Michael, Mount Morgan c
349 Condy John, Brisbane u k
350 Conlan Mrs., The Island Plantation c
351 Connell Miss E., Gympie s
352 Conn J. J., Rockhampton s
3.53 Connaghan H., One-Mile s
354 Connaughton James ,  Beenleigh u k
355 Conneely John ,  Tantitha u k
356 Co'  nell Jeremiah ,  Bulimba o c (2)
357 Cor ell John N .,  Gympie c
358 Connell Margaret Bridget, Rockhamp-
ton u k
359 Connell Michael, Mungar n z
360 Connell Michael, Malvern Hills c
361 Connell William ,  Croydon c
362 Connell W., Stanthorpe c
363 Conners Mrs. James ,  Cairns c
364 Connlay W. A., Winton c
365 Connolly J., Clermont o
366 Connolly T., Cumberland o
367 Connor C., Peak Crossing o
368 Connor J., Booval c
369 Connors John, The Springs c
370 Connors M., Charters Towers c
371 Conroy Thomas ,  Woollongabba c
372 Cook and Pedlar Messrs .,  Stanley
street c
373 Cook  -,  Lutwyche c (2)
37*Cook  -,  Cardwell c
375 Cook -, Mackay c
376 Cook Alfred ,  Mungarc (2)
377 Cook A .  J., Ross River c
378 Cook B ..  Table Top c
379 Cook Edward ,  Brisbane a
380 Cook Miss Esther E .,  Cooktown o c
381 Cook Mrs .  Frederick ,  Maryborough c
382 Cook George ,  Winton u k
383 Cook G .,  Monkland u k
384 Cook G .  H., Georgetown c
385 Cook H., Bundaberg o
386 Cook John ,  Charters Towers o c
387 Cook Robert, Croydon c (3)
388 Cook Thomas ,  Bunbaberg c
389  Cooke Mrs., Cooktown  is k
390 Cooke James ,  Townsville u k
391 Cooley H., Croydon o
392 Coombe J. W., Cairns o
393 Coomber  Mrs. E ., South Brisbane s
394 Coomber William ,  Bundaberg c
395 Coombes  -,  Charters Towers c
396 Coombes James ,  Townsville c
397 Coombes W. F., Winton c
398 Cooney Mrs., Highfields road c
399  Cooney  John F .,  Dulbydilla c
400 Cooper Mrs., South Brisbane s
401 Cooper Albert, Brisbane o
402 Cooper Henry, Toowooinba u k
403 Cooper Mrs. James ,  Ipswich e t
404 Cooper John ,  6 Mary  street s
405 Cooper John, Thurulgoona m
406 Cooper John, Croydon a
407 Cooper Mrs. S .,  Kangaroo Point c
408 Cooper Thos.  (carrier ),  Prairie s and
409 Cooler William J .,  Brisbane o c
410 Coote W. E., Brisbane c
411 Copeland J., Thurulgoona a
412  Copp Charles ,  Bank street c 2
413 Coppin H., Marian Downs c (2)
414 Copping W., Drayton  in
415 Corbett Miss Johanna, Ferry street c
416 Corbett Michael, Kalamia c
417 Corcoran Mrs., Mount Morgan o
418 Corcoran  Miss,  Woolloongabba c
419 Corcoran Kate ,  Grandchester o
420  Corcoran Michael, Brisbane,  is  k
421 Corcoran Patrick ,  Croydon s
422 Corcoran W. (carrier ),  Croydon c
423 Corfield Thomas ,  Mungar c
424 Cormack Mrs., Beenleigh c
425 Corrnel J. M., Brisbane c
426 Cornbloom H., Brisbane c
427 Cornechls F., Coorparoo c
428 Cornwall Midford ,  Inglewood c
429 Cornwell Miss, Mount Morgan c
430 Corrie A. B., Charters Towers c (2)
431 Corrigan E. E., Brisbane s
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432 Corry A., Yaamba road c
433 Corry G., Aramac c
434 Cosgrove James, Brisbane u k
435 Cosgrove W., Cioydon c (2)
436 Costella M., Spring Creek c
437 Costello -, Goondiwindi c
438 Costello W., Oakwood o
439 Cotter Michael, Wooroorooka o
440 Cotton A. J., Bromby Park c
441 Coughlin P. M.. Croydon c
442 Court Edward, South Brisbane o c
443 Court Harry, Toowoomba u k
444 Courtney John, Pimpauia c
445 Courtney Thomas, Spring Hill u k
446 Cousins W. B., Sadd's Ridge c
447 Coville D., Cooper's Plains c
448 Cowan O'Lear, Eton c
449 Cowan Robt. H., Townsville s
450 Coward Miss E. M. W., Brisbane s
451 Cowell E., Ipswich u k
452 Cowell Mrs. E., Ipswich u k
453 Cowie John, Croydon s and c (2)
454 Cowie W illiam,  Townsville c
455 Cowley  William, Rishton c
456 Cox -, Mackay c
457 Cox Alex.,  Brassall c
458 Cox Charles, Homestead c
459 Cox C., Mackay u k
460 Cox F. W. S., Chinchilla c
461 Cox G., Brisbane in
462 Cox Henry H., Taroom c
463 Cox Richard, Mount Morgan c
464 Cox William, Tiaro c
465 Cox W., Toowoomba c
466 Coxen James E., Cooktown c
467 Coyle Andrew, Winton o
468 Coyle John, Croydon c
469 Coyle Thomas, Cawarral c
470 Crabb W. H., Golden Valley s
471 Crabb W. H., Croydon o c
472 Craddock -, Kangaroo Point c
473 Craden Mrs., Southport c
474 Craig Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
475 Craig  Miss , Valley u k
476 Craig John R., Brisbane o c
477 Craigie -, Cooktown c
478 Crampton G., Hughenden a
479 Cran J. W., Bundaberg c
480 Crans J. junr., Toowoomba c
481 Craven C., Charters Towers c
482 Craven J., Rocky Waterholes c
483 Crawford -, Exchange c
484 Crawford Alfred, Brisbane s
485 Crawford W., Cumberland c
486 Crawford W. R., Geraldton c
487 Cree John, Townsville a
488 Creed R. N. Percy, Rockhampton s
489 Creelinan Miss Mary H., Townsville o c
490 Creer William, Laidley o c
491 Cregan P., Bulimba road c
492 Cregs Mrs. E. F., Charters Towers c
493 Creighton F., Brisbane n z
494 Creihton A., William street c
495 Creswell -, Mackay a
496 Crews Mrs. Robert, Ipswich c
497 Cribb William, West End e
498 Cridland R. J., Croydon s (2)
499 Cridland W., Cleveland s
500 Crimmin Jeremiah, Brisbane in
501 Cripple -, Sedan Estate c
502 Cripps -, Brisbane c
503 Crisp Mrs., Cumberland o
501 Croft Mrs. Eliza, Homebush o
505 Crokan D., Croydon c
506 Crompton John, Princess street c
507 Cronin Miss Lena, Hughenden c
508 Cronin Mrs. Norah, Cooktown o c
509 Cronin W. S., Brisbane c
510 Cronk William, Milton c
511 Crook --, Bundaberg c
512 Crook -, North Ipswich c
513 Crooks James, Ipswich c
514 Crosier J. S. M., Croydon o e
515 Cross Mrs., Kangaroo Point a
516 Cross Miss A., Norfolk road c
517 Crossley Thomas, Southport c
518 Crossman Mrs. P., Milchester road c
519 Crouch J., Ronia c
520 Crowdy W., Croydon c
521 Crowe Win. Thomas, Maryborough o c
522 Crowell Messrs. D., Goondiwindi a
523 Crowley J. W., Cooktown s
524 Crowley Miss Mary A., Townsville u k
525 Crozier H., Jilcha Station a
526 Crozier Thomas, Woollongabba c
527 Crozier T. R., South Brisbane c
528 Crust S., Boggo road c
529 Coffee A. M., Charters  Towers s
530 Culhane Thomas, Croydon c (2)
531 Cullen F., Valley c
532 Cullen Gerald, Ipswich c
533 Cullen M.,  Kalamina c
.531 Cully C. B., Rockhampton c
535 Cunning G., Brisbane u k
536 Cunning W. (care of A. Paterson),
Kolan u k
537 Cumming E., St. Helena c
538 Cumming  George , Eidsvold c
539 Cumming Geo.  It.,  Jimbour o c and
540 Cum2mings  Wm., Bundaberg u k
541 Cummins P., Nanango c (2)
542 Cu mmins P., Golden Valley c
543 Cummins Th., Toowoomba o
544 Cundy James , `Woollongabba c
545 Cunningham  -,  Brisbane c
546 Cunningham  -,  Upper Pawson
road c
547 Cunningham John, Croydon c
548 Cunningham Mrs. Lawrence ,  Brisbane
uk
549 Cunningham P., Rockwood c
550 Cunningham Thomas. Rockham ,, Eton c
551 Cunningham Win., Breakfast Creek c
552 Cunson C., Bundaberg s
553 Curley T., Brisbane c
554 Curr Miss A., Brisbane s
555 Curran  -,  Mount Shamrock c
556 Curran Peter, Brisbane c
557 Curran Mrs. W .,  Bowen Bridge :bad c
558 Curren Messrs., Croydon c
559 Curren Patrick ,  Caboolture c
560 Currie James ,  Beaudesert c
561 Curry H., Pine River c
562 Curry Mrs. M .,  Paddington c
563 Curry William, Nebo c
564 Curtis A., Clermont c
565 Curtis B., Moonie River c
566 Cusens B., PitGworth c
567 Cusini Pietro ,  Mount Morgan o c and
c (2)
568 Cussen William, Croydon c (2)
569 Cuthill Alexander ,  Townsville u 1;
D.
1 DAGGE Jos. J., Annan  Tin Mines c
2 Dainty W. W., Burketown a
3 Daine  J., Isisford c
4 Daine  J. J., Dulvadilla c
5 Daines Mrs., Bundaberg c
6 Dale W., Townsville c
7 Dale Mrs. W ., senr ., Spring Creca a
8 Dales Edward, Toowoomba u k
9 Daley D.,  Brassal c
10 Dalgleish Jasper, Gympie o c
11 Dallas -, Toowong c
12 Dailey James , Brisbane c
13 Dalton Mrs., Rockhampton c
14 Daly J.,  Stanley street c
15 Daly N., Toowoomba c
16 Daly Miss S. A., Toowong s (3)
17 Daly Timothy, Amly Downs o
18 Daly Y. W., Charters Towers c
19 Damn Hans, Croydon b
20 Dando Jesse G., Milton c
21 Daniel Miss M. W., Brisbane u k
22 Daniell Miss Alice, Thompson  Estateuk
23 Daniels D., Barcaldine c
24 Darcey Robert J., Croydon c
25 Darcy and Co. Messrs.,  Charters Towers
ms(4)
26 Darcy Edward James, Alpha c
27 Darcy John, Valley o c
28 Dargar P., Rockhampton c
29 Darnley T., Toowong c
30 Darragh Joseph, Gympie c
31 Dartnall T., Woollongabba c
32 Darton J. S., Thargomindah a
33 Darwin A.. Maryborough s
34 Darwin Edward, Croydon c
35 Davenport Ti., Brisbane s
36 Davenport Robert, Maryborough o c
37 Davey Mrs.  Emma ,  Tiaro f
38 Davey John,  Mount Morgan c
39 David C., Bulimba c
40 Davidson A., Kedron c
41 Davidson James, Rockhampton u k
42 Davidson John, Brisbane c
43 Davidson J., Gympie c (2)
44 Davidson J. A., Burdekin Falls o
45 Davidson J. McJ., Cloncurry c
46 Davidson Mrs. M. A., Valley c
47 Davidson 0., Brisbane f
48 Davidson W. and Co., Brisbane c
49 Davidson Win., Wharf  street c
50 Davidson Wni., Afton Lodge c
51  Davidson TV. J., Townsville c
52 Davie Mrs. E., Charters Towers s
53 Davie William, Mount Morgan c
54 Davies Mrs. A ., Townsville  in
55 Davies  Benjamin , Torbanlea o
56 Davies D., Brisbane c
57 Davies  Evan , Charters Toweis c
58 Davies E., One mile c
59 Davies E. and E., Townsville u 1:
60 Davies Fred., Taroom s
61 Davies John, Charters Towers c
62 Davies J. P., Charters Towers c
63 Davies John Roger, Charters Tow -rs c
64 Davies Mrs. Sarah, Gympie c
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65 Davies Thomas A Rockhampton o c 169 De Vaux H., Irving Bank c 269 Douglas Miss R., Brisbane c (2).,
66 Davies Thomas Charters Towers c 170 Devine --, Mackay c 270 Douglas R. M., Hughenden in,
Charters Towers c67 Davies Thomas H 171 Devine John, Yatala c 271 Douglas Thomas, Rockhampton c.,
68 Davies William One-Mile c 172 Devine J., Dagworth c 272 Douglas T., Mackay c,
Charters Towers c (2)6!) Davies William 1"3 Devine Miss Lavinia, Toowoomba o 273 Douglas Walter, Croydon f,70 Davies W. R.. Mackay c 174 Devine Miss Sarah, Southport c 274 Douglas William, Townsville c
71 Davis  c. Morayfeld c 17 5 Devine W., Brisbane a 275 Dow F., Maryborough c,
Howard s72 Davis Mrs. C. A. 176 De Vis Walter, Croydon c 276 Dow James, Grey street c,
73 Davis C. H. Boonooroo c 177 Dewelldon - Croydon c 277 Dow James T., Brisbane o c (2),74 Davis C. H. Mackay o c 178 De Worthy  - (carter ), Rockhamp- 278 Dowall Andrew, South Brisbane c,
Townsville f75 Davis David ton c 279 Dowdle J., Croydon e,
76 Davis Mrs. David, Charters Towers c 179 Dick Andrew G., Brisbane o c 280 Dowell Peter, Boggo road c
77 Davis D., Brisbane c 180 Dick John, Clark River c 281 Dowling J. L., Fernlee c
Queen street a78 Davis Mrs. E. 181 Dick Samuel, Thargomindah a 282 Dowling Patrick, Jondaryan f,
79 Davis Frank Rockwood c 182 Dick Mrs. S., Haddon Downs s 283 Down Denis,  Bowen road e,
Cambooya c80 Davis F. H. 183 Dick William, Charters Towers c 284 Down John, Mackay c,
81 Davis George, Charters Towers o c 184 Dickenson Joseph,  Occidental Hotel c 285 Downes Miss C., Kirk c
82 Davis G.,  Boulias 185 Dickers Thomas, Croydon c 286 Downey  James , Boolboonda c (2)
83 Davis Mrs. Helen, Albion c 186  Dickie John, Croydon u k 287 Downing M. I.., Torrens Creek c
84 Davis Mrs. H. E., Bulimba c 187 Dickinson Mrs. Sarah A., Brisbane 288 Downs Arthur,  Brisbane o c
85 Davis John,  Thargomindah c oc 289  Downs David, Ravenswood c
86 Davis John, Rockhampton c 188 Dickman C., Brisbane o c 290 Downs Thomas, West End c
87 Davis Joseph, Charters Towers o 189 Dickson Joseph, Birdsville o 291 Downy J., Mount Shamrock c
88 Davis J., Port Curtis road c 190 Dill -, Rosewood c 292 Doxey Thomas, One-Mile c
89 Davis J. H., Charters Towers c (2) 191 Dillon -, Stanley street c 293 Doyle -, Spring Hill c
90 Davis J. M., New Farm c (2) 192 Dillon D., Croydon c 294 Doyle Miss E., Mount Alma n
91 Davis S., Ipswich road c 193 Dillon J., Mount Morgan c 295 Doyle Edward H., Mary street o c
92 Davis Thomas, Charters Towers c 194 Dillon Lionel, Rockhampton e 296 Doyle J., Brisbane c (2)
93 Davis T. H., Charleville c 195 Dillon L. R., Rockhampton c (2) 297 Doyle J., Curriwildi c
94 Davis W., 14 Constance  street c 196 Dillon Miss Margaret, Townsville c 298 Doyle J. C., Portland Downs c
95 Davis W., Fortescue  street c 197 Dillon Thomas, Thurlungonean s 299 Doyle Miss Kate, Brisbane o c
96 Davis W., Clermont c 193 Dines Miss Katie, Woollongabba n z 300 Doyle P., Mount Morgan a (3)
97 Davis W. M., Townsville c 199 Dinhain H., Charters Towers o c 301 Doyle Thomas, Aramac c
98 Davis Mrs. W. T., Ipswich road u k 200 Dinmore -, Red Hill c 302 Drafz A., Albion c
99 Davison Mrs. S., Deep Creek f 201 Dinsdale James, Rockhampton o c (2) 303 Draggett Henry, Curriwildi o
100 Dawe William, Table Top s and c (2) 202 Pinto H. L., Spring Hill c 304 Draheim  Ernest,  Laidley c
101 Dawe W., Cro don c (2) 203 Dinton W. R., Croydon c 305 Drain C., Rockhampton c
102 Dawson -, Townsville c 204 Ditton A., Mount Albion c (2) 306 Draper  -,  Upper Pine  River c (2)
103 Dawson George, Brisbane u k 205 Dixon -, Rockhampton c 307 Draper F. A., Muttaburra s (4)
104 Dawson Miss Georgina, Maryborongh c 206 Dobbins, E., Rockhampton c 308 Draper Mrs. F. W., Maryborough
105 Dawson George: Gympie c 207 Dobbs -r-Harrraville c uk
106 Dawson Joseph, r swich o 208 Dobbin L., Mount Gravatt c (2) 309 Draper James, Two-Mile c (2)
107 Dawson Joseph, Milton c 209 Dobe H,, Fernvale c 310 Drayton Joseph, Helidon c
108 Dawson Miss P., Rockhampton c 210 Dobe Michael, Esk e 311 Drew-, Ann  street c
109 Dawson Mrs. T. M., Brisbane s 211 Dobs -, Southport c 312 Drew -, Raglan c
110 Dawson William,  Brisbane u k 212 Dodd E., Woodlands a 313 Drew James, Rockhampton c
111  Day -,  Southport c 213 Dodd James, Pimpama Bridge c 314 Drew William F., Inglewood a
112 Day Miss, Brisbane m 214 Dodds James, 6-Mile Creek c 315 Draws Mrs., Toowoomba c
113 Day Joseph Bromage, Brisbane u k 215 Doherty Miss Ellen, Mount Morgan c 316 Drinkwater -, Kilkivan c
114 Day J. B., Brisbane u k (2) 216 Doherty Richard, Brisbane o c 317 Driscoll  Miss Ellen, South Brisbane
115 Day John E., Tambo c 217 Doig Henry, Red Hill s
)116 Day John B., Cairns c 218 Dolan George, Townsville o W., Gin Gin c (2)318 Drynan
117 Day J. T., Ma Ma Creek c 219 Doller Miss Mary, Too woomba c 319 Duobon R., Mount Morgan c
118 I)ay Peter, Clifton o c 220 Dolly P., Gympie c 320 Ducroy, Smith and Co., Maryborongh a
119 Day Walter Francis, Mitchell c 221 Dolvin Miss M., Warwick o c and 321 Duff R., Glen Prairie s and c (7)
120 Day William, Winifred Downs c o (2) 322 Duff R., Clermont c
121 Dazels W., St. George c 222 Domrow Christian, Winton c 323 Duff Wm. P., Hill End c
122 Dea Mrs., Mount Morgan c 223 Donahn J., Croydon s 324 Dufficey J., Croydon c
123 Deacon Mrs., Allora c 224 Donald F., Charters  Towers c (2) 325 Duff in P., Cooktown o
124 Deacon W., Gympie c 225 Donald H. C., Brisbane u k (3) 326 Duffy James, Isisford o
125 Deacy  Mrs. Michael ,  Sandgate c 226 Donald William, Kilcoy c 327 Duffy Owen, Croydon c
126 Dealy -, Croydon c 227 Donaldson Charles, St. George's 328 Duggan John, Brisbane o
127 Dean J.,  Mungindi s Bridge c 329 Duggan J. T., Cairns c
128 Dean J., Gympie c 228 Donaldson Henry, North Pine c 330 Duggan Michael, Ipswich c
129 Deane A., Roma street a 229 Donaldson Mrs. James ,  Brisbane n z 331 Duggan R., Mackay o
130 Deane Miss Kate, Brisbane s 230 Donaldson R.. E., Brisbane c 332 Duggan T., Pimpama s
131 Deane T., Toowong c 231 Donaldson Mrs. S., Junction c 333 Duke Mrs. S., Townsville c
132 Doarden C. L., Townsville c 232 Donaldson Wtn., Enoggera c 334 Duinke Fred., Esk c
133 Dearie Alexander, Millchester c 233 Donegan E., The Springs c 335 Durnler G., Charters Towers u k
134 Dearlove Mrs., Rockhampton c 231 Dongdon  H., Mount Perry c 336 Dunbar J., Townsville c
135 Dearlove W., Rockhampton c 235 Donnallan M., Croydon c (3) 337 Duncan A., Gympie c
136 De Beleux -, Rockhampton c 236 Donnelly Edward, George street c 338 Duncan Edward, Laidley c
137 Debois F., Cairns s and c (2) 237 Donner -, Miles c 339 Duncan James K., River View c
138 Decois Miss Electra, Cairns c 238 Donoghue Miss Mary, Kangaroo Point 340 Duncan J. R., Laidley Creek o
139 Decosba J., Rockhampton u k 341 Dunlevy Timothy, Maryborough u k
140 Deehan Mrs. Maud, Townsville o 239 Donoho J., Charters Towers c (2) 342 Dunlop B., Croydon c
141 Degen Charles, Cooktown c 240 Donovan J., Gympie c (2) 343 Dunlop Edward, Nerang c
142 Dilidin Thomas, Rockhampton o c 241 Donovan P., Monkland c 344 Dunlop H. G., Brisbane c
143 De Lacey W. E. F., Cooktown c 242 Donovan Thomas, Golden Valley c (2) 345 Dunlop Robert, Croydon s
144 Delaney Mrs. Honorah, Dalby o c 243 Donovan T. J., Vulture street c 346 Dunn George, Halifax c
145 Delarne John Burdett, Croydon c 244 Doolan F., Rockhampton o 347 Dunn George, Cooktown u k
146 Denaby John, Rocklea c 245 Dooley Mrs., Cunnamulla c 348 Dunn Mrs. H., Toowoomba c
147 Denaher Mrs. B., Gympie c 246 Doon  James , Booval c 349 Dunn J.,  Hill End c
148 Denand  James,  Croydon f 247 Dooney John, Brisbane c 350 Dunn J., Gympie c
149 Denby H., Red Hill c 248 Dopson J. (hawker), Toowong c 351 Dunn N., Maryborough c (2)
1.50 Denholme D., Bulimba c 249 Doran M., Gympie c 352 Dunn R., Rockhampton c (2)
151 Denneher Mrs. or Miss B., South Bris- 250 Doran Thomas, Townsville c 353 Dunn Thomas, North Pine c
bane o 251 Dorfen John, Enoggera o 354 Dunn T., Brisbane o
152 Dennett E.  INT., Lake's Creek road c 252 Dorman W., Greenmount c 355 Dunn Denis, Caboolture c
153 Dennier Carl, Rockhampton o c 253 Dorothy William, Toowoomba u k 356 Dunning -, Mackay c
1.54 Dennington William, Brisbane o c 254 Dorrington C. T., Winton Station s 357 Durack W., Table Top c
155 Dennis Charles F., South Coast Line 255 Dorrington Wm. F.,.Roma o c 358 Durbridge Thomas, Charters Towers c
oc 256 Dosetto F., Miles c 359 Durnin James, Rockhampton u k
156 Dent James, Rockhampton c 257 Dougal John, Croydon u k 360 Duval Mrs., Dungeness o
157 Dent John, Mount Perry s 2.58 Dougall D., Valley c 361 Duval John, Golden Valley c
158 Dent T., Spring Hill c 259 Dougherty C., St. Lawrence c 362 Duval Lionel, Townsville c
159 Dent William, Kilkivan c (3) 260 Dougherty H., Hangeldool c 363 Dwyer Miss Catherine, Ipswich c
160 Derben James, Rosewood Gate c 261 Dougherty Michael, Charters Towers 364 Dwyer James, Paddington c (4)
161 Derbney J., Geraldton o uk 365 Dwyer John, Monkland c
162 Derham W., Queenton u k 262 Dougherty Mrs. M.,  Queenton c 366 Dwyer P., Gatton c
163  Dernholtz H., Cairns c 263 Doughly Hector R., Brisbane f 367 Dwyer Mrs. Stephen, Gympie s
164 Derrer --, Scrubby Creek c 264 Doughly Samuel, Charters Towers c 368 Dyason G., Stanley street c (2)
165 Descully George, Mitchell a 265 Douglas A. J., Townsville c 369 Dyer H., Bundaberg c
166 De Sing Mrs. M. H., Adavale s; 266 Douglas H., Valley c 370 Dyker A. W., Bulimba c
167 Desmond Jim J. Cairns c 267 Douglas Leslie Brisbane s Charters Towers371 Dykes Miss Isabella,
168 Devaney J., Mungar c
, ,
263 Douglas Robert, Brisbane s  0  c
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1
English David, Goondiwindi c
r ct PW li M
49  Field 0. A., Croydon u k
lvin Grove c50 Fi ldi C K
1 EAA9CHE H., Woollongabba o
04
105
yerounil am,English
Ennis  J., Mungar c
e ng ., e
51 Fillippo Aloin, Brisbane f
2 Eaborn Charles  H., Toowoombe, o 106 Ennis Miss L., Brisbane s 52 Finch Mrs. Elizabeth, Bowen Bridge o c
3 Eady H., Kangaroo Point c 107 Enright Bartholomew, Townsville o c 53 Finchan -, Croydon c
4 Eagen Mrs., Aramac c 108 Enright Patrick, Croydon c 54 Findon F., Bundaleer Stations
5 Eaves George, Bundaberg c 109 Entwhistle G. F., Rockhampton a 55  Fines John, Mackay u k
6 Earl James, Bowen a 110 Entwhistle J. W., Lutwyche c 56 Finlay John, South Brisbane o c
7 Earldson John, Mount Romeo a 111 Ephcott J. J., Cooktown c 57 Finlay J., Townsville c
8 Earner  Patrick, Roma o c 112 Erb Henry, Croydon c 58 Finlayson J., West End s
9 Earnshaw J .,  Kangaroo  Point c 113 Erickson A., Mackay c 59 Finnie Hugh, Croydon s
10 Earp Joseph, Ayr o c 114 Erickson C. F., Charters Towers o 60 Fisher Mrs., Charters Towers c
11 East -, West End c 115 Erickson J., Bundaberg c 61 Fisher Alfred, Croydon c
12 Easterway -, Brisbane c 116 Erikson Miss Johanne, South Brisbane 62 Fisher F., Croydon in
13 Eastment  Miss ,  Brisbane u k oc 63 Fisher John, Charters Towers c (3)
14 Easton W. C., Rockhampton c 117 Errington G., Dinmore c 64 Fisher Miss Th., Toowoomba s
15 Eaton F., Croydon c 118 Erskine George, Kilkivan c 65 Fitchett Alex., bairns o c
16 Eaves -,  Boggo  road c 119 Espley C., Enoggera c 66 Fitzgerald -, Rockhampton c
17 Eaves  Mrs., Boggo  road c 120 Essiman  A., Port Curtis road c 67 Fitzgerald D., Bundaberg o
18 Ebbs Arthur, Brisbane u k 121 Etable E., 116 Albert street s (2) 68 Fitzgerald Henry, South  Brisbane c (3)
19 Errington Mrs. A., Gympie c (2) 122 Etchells John Andrew, Table Top u k 69 Fitzgerald James, Mackay o
20 E,,leston A., Charters  Towers c and n z (2) 70 Fitzgerald James, Croydon c
21 Echlin J., Townsville c 123 Etchells J. and M. A., Woronga o 71 Fitzgerald J. W., Roma c
22 Eckel John, Springsure o c 124 Etchers J. Newman, South Brisbane 72 Fitzgerald Mick, Clermont 0
23 Eckford P. R., Cumberland e uk 73 Fitzgerald Morris, Croydon c (2)
24 Eclister Mrs., Toowoomba c 125Evans -, Clifton c 74 Fitzgerald Thomas, Cooktown c
25 Eden Michael, Lower Burdekin o 126Evans Daniel, Croydon c 75 Fitzgerald Thomas, Blackall c (2)
26 Edgar Mrs. Charles, Townsville c 127 Evans David, Charters Towers c 76 Fitzmaurice Robert, Croydon c (3)
27 Edgar C. W., Charters Towers f 128 Evans F., Table Top c 77 Fitzmaurice Mrs. R., Croydon c
28 Edge Alfred E., Brisbane u k 129 Evans F. G., Red Hill c 78 Fitzmorris.Joseph Vindex c
29 Edge Henry, Charleville a 130 Evans Ceorge, Hughenden c 79 Fitzpatrick - herbert River c
30 Edgelow Dr. S. H., Ayr c (3) 131 Evans Henry, Bowen s 80 Fitzpatrick G. It., Kuongal Hotel e
31 Edmonds -,  Brisbane o 132 Evans Miss Jane, Moreton Bay s 81 Fitzpatrick John, Croydon c (2)
32 Edwards William, Morven u k 133Evans James, North Pine c 82 Fitzsimmons -, Carron River c (2)
33 Edmonson -, Bundaberg e 134 Evans John, Charters Towers c (2) 83 Fitzsimmons A., Croydon road c (3)
34 Edols M., Table Top s (2) 135Evans  J., Paddington c 84 Fitzsimmons Stephen, Isisford c
35 Edser George,  One-mile  Creek o c 136Evans Mrs. J. A., Ann street c 85 Flaherty B. Morven c
36 Edward -, Herberton c 137 Evans Miss K., Charters Towers c 86 Flaherty Jon, Croydon c
37 Edward  E., Enoggera terrace o 138Evans L. M., Brisbane o 87 Flanigan Mrs., Townsville c
38 Edward J., Sandgate c 139 Evans R., Torbanlea c 88 Flannagan Owen, Rockhampton o
39 Edward J. L., Mackay c 140 Evans S., One-Mile c 89 Flannagan P., Croydon c
40 Edwards -, Esk c 141Evans William, Gebangle c 90 Flannery J., South Coast Junction c
41 Edwards Miss A., Toowoomba c 142 Evans William, Lutwyche c 91 Flartha James, Kynuna o
42  Edwards C. Courtenay, Petrie terrace 143 Evans W., Charters Towers c 92 Flaws John (care of Messrs. Barker) c
c (2) 144 Evans W. E., Rockhampton c 93 Fleming -, Alfred street c
43  Edwards G., Brisbane a 145 Evans W. Hugh, Charters Towers c 94 Fleming Alexander, Cooktown c
44  Edwards  James , South  Brisbane c 146 Evans W. H., Queenton c 95 Fleming Alexander, Mackay u k
45  Edwards James, Dalby c 147 Evans W. T., Croydon o 96 Fleming G., Beaudesert c
46  Edwards  James , Mount Romeo u k 148 Everit W. Swan Hill c 97 Fleming R Esk c
47  Edwards Joseph, Bulimba o 149 Everton G. H., Isisford c 98 Flemming J A. Cooktown a (2)
48  Edwards Miss  0., Valley c 150 Ewan J., Rockhampton u k 99 Flemming W., *illarney c
49  Edwards T., Paddington c 151 Ewan W. G., Brisbane c 100 Fletcher -, Wickham  street c
50  Edwards W., Charters Towers c 152 Eylward John, Walkerston u k 101 Fletcher - (butcher), Table Top c
51  Edwards W, H., Charters Towers c 153 Ezzy E., Tambo c 102 Fletcher Jacob, Townsville u k
52  Edwards W. W., Ipswich c 103 Fletcher John Cairns c
53  Eee Wan Emu Vale c 104 Flinn Mrs., North Pine c
54  Effield W. Ingham c F 105 Flood Parker J. Tambo c,55 E an C H Aramac c (2) . , Cleveland aer)106 Florence - (bricklag ,,.
56  Egan Edward, Albilba  Station c 1 FACEE Mrs. W., Brisbane c
,y
107 Flowers Win., Croydon c
57  Egan James, Barcaldine c 2 Facey William, Ipswich u k 108 Floyd J. E., Brisbane c
58  Egan Joseph, Gowrie  Station a 3 Fagam Miss B., Rockhampton c 109 Flynn -,  Mosaman 's Paddock c
59  Egan Martin, Croydon s 4 Fagan William, Kilkivan o 110 Flynn Miss Delia, Townsville c
60  Eggers Eldon Croydon c Beaconsfield c (4)5 Fairbairn P Mungar Line o111 Flynn Denis,61 Egginton Charles, Beenleigh c .,6 Fairfax Mrs., Mitchell c ,112 Flynn Owen, Croydon c
62  Eiseman -, Port Curtis road c 7 Fairlie James, Croydon o 113 Flynn 0., Townsville c
63  Eisman A., Rockhampton c 8 Fairweather William, Valley u k 114 Flynn Stephen,  Beenleigh c
64  Eisnstradter D., Brisbane in 9 Falconer John Clelland, Brisbane u k 115 Flynn S., Red Hill c
65  Ekersley Mrs. C., Isisford s 10 Fanshawe Mrs., South Brisbane c 116 Fock H., Croydon c
66  Elder William, South Brisbane u k 11 Farmer -, Yengarie c 117 Fogarty  Ernest , Croydon c
67  Eliasson E. W., Cairns f 12 Farmer W., Cairns u k 118 Fogarty  James,  Croydon c
68  Ellenden Joseph, Brisbane c 13 Farquharson A. M., St. George a 119 Fogarty William, Croydon c
69  Elles Messrs. John and Co., Kilkivan c 14 Farquharson H. E., Charters Towers o 120 Foley  Bartholomew , Belyando c and o
70  Elliot P. L., Goondiwindi c 15 Farraher T., Charters Towers o (3)
71  Elliot S. E., Townsville a 16 Farrell - (carter), Townsville c 121 Foley Miss Johanna, Brisbane o c
72  Elliot W., Thurtllgoona a 17 Farrell Mrs., Boundary street c 122 Folker John, Gowrie road e
73  Elliott - (hotel keeper), Mary- 18 Farrell Annie, Townsville u k 123 Folkes Fred. J., Brisbane o c
borough road c 19 Farrell Miles, Bundaderg o 124 Follett Mrs., Ipswich c (2)
74  Elliott Alfred, Townsville o 20 Farrell Patrick, Sandown o 125 Foong Chung, Bundaberg o c
75  Elliott A., Burketown c 21 -Farrington Robert Rockhampton o c(2) 126 Foord -, Georgetown u k
76  Elliott George, Valley c (2)
,
22 Farrll Jeremiah, Hemmant in 127 Foote  Miss  Emily, Croydon c
77  Elliott George, Brisbane c 23 Farrow -, Rockhampton c 128 Foran -,  Balnagowan e
78  Elliott Mrs .  Helen ,  Logan road c (2) 24 Farrow  Miss ,  Brisbane u k 129 Forbes and Cator  Messrs.,  Brisbane c
79  Elliott J., Cairns o 25 Faulkner -, Woongarra c 130 Forbes Mrs., Rockhampton c
80  Elliott Mrs. J. M., Kangaroo Point c 26 Faulkner A. Brisbane in 131 Forbes David, Brisbane o c
81  Ellis James, Charters Towers c 27 Feague W., 'Rockhampton c 132 Forbes D., Mackay o
82  Ellis John, Table Top u k 28 Feilding W., Redland Bay c 133 Forbes and Laidlow, Brisbane u k
83  Ellis J. H. R., Hope street c 29 Feind Mrs. Richard, Mount Perry c 134 Forbes J., Isisford c
84  Ellis Thomas, Range Hotel c 30 Fell Mrs., Rockhampton c 135 Forbes William,  Brisbane o c
85  Elmes  Mrs., South Brisbane e 81 Fellows T., Herberton c 136 Ford  -, Hope  street c
86  Elmes H. T., Rockhampton a 32 Felstead J., Tharomindah a (2) 137 Ford -, .Highgate Hill c
87  Elrod Mrs., Sandgate c 33 Fenchan Robert, Croydon c 138 Ford H., Victoria Barracks o
88  Elrod Mrs. E., 102 Ann street u k 34 Fenner Rudolf, Brisbane f 139 Ford John, Dalby f
89  Elverston Walter, Winton c 35 Ferguson and Duffy, Bimerah Station c 140 Ford J., Bunya Mountains c
90  Elvery John Gregory c (2) 36 Ferguson and Wood Bundaber c 141 Ford Thomas Rockhampton c,91 Elwell F.W., Richmond Downs a g,37 Ferguson -, Dalby c 142 Foreman S., Pie Creek c
92  Elwin E„ Ipswich road c 38 Ferguson Hugh, Bundaberg o c 143 Forrest F., Belyando c (2)
93  Emery A., Boggo road c 39 Ferguson James, Yengarie o 144 Forster Peter,  Brisbane c
94  Emery Mrs. A., Boggo road c 40 Ferguson J., Murphy's Creek c 145 Forsyth James, Valley o
95  Emmerson John, Mount Perry u  k 41 Ferguson Mrs. Peter, Caxton street o 146 Fortune John, Queenton c
96  Endresen Endre, Gympie road f 42 Fermozle Patrick, Mackay c and o (2) 147 Foscitt Thomas, Croydon c
97  Engel J. B., Ithaca a 43 Fernatiberg Miss B., Sandgate e 148 Foskett Thomas, Cro don c
98  Engels August, Brisbane c 44 Felt Philip, Toowoomba c 149 Foster Mrs., Petrie Terrace c
99  England Frank, Lutwyche c 45 Fewtrell John, Brisbane a 150 Foster Mrs., Cairns c
100  England John, Townsville a 46 Field Mrs., Sherwood c 1-r;1 Foster Arthur, Croydon c (4)
101  Engles A.,  Harrisvil]e c 47 Field Edwin, Charters Towers c 15' Foster George S., Esk s
102  English Mrs .j Bundaberga 48 Field 0. A., Croydon m 153 Foster Richard, Table Top a
154 Foster R., Table Top f1
155 Fowles Freest, Croydon o
156 Fox -, Boggo road c (2)
157 Fox George, Bogantungan c
158 Fox P., Tambo c
159 Fox William, Mackay u k
160 Frances  Miss A., Brisbane t
161 Francis --, Rockhampton c
162 Francis ----, Thompson Estate c
163 Francis  C. D. E., Thargomindah c
164 Francis Mrs. E., Brisbane o
165 Francis Fred., Toowoomba c
166 Francis F. G., Mount Perry c 2
167 Francis James, Thompson Estate c
168 Francis  J., Kelvin Grove c
169 Francis Mrs. M. E., Cordelia street c
170 Francis  Thomas, Charters Towers c (2)
171  Francis T. F., Brisbane m
172 Francis William, Queenton u k
173 Francis William, Thursday Island o
174 Frank  Thomas,  Warwick s
175 Franke E., Spring Creek c
176 Frankland R., Bundaberg c
177 Franklin Dr. J. T., Ayr c
178 Franklin Dr. T. E., Cooktown s (2)
179 Franklin H., Woollongabba c
130 Franklin R. W., Terrick Station c
181 Frasar D., Princhester c
182 Fraser  -, 150 Queen street c
183 Fraser Andrew, Emerald c
184 Fraser F. M., Highgate Hill c
18.5 Fraser Mrs. G. C., Croydon c (2)
186 Fraser  James, Brisbane (s)
187 Fraser  John, Bundaberg u k
188 Fraser J. C., Boggo road c
189 Fraser  R. K., Toowoomba u k
190 Fraser William, Gilbert River c (2)
191 Frazer -, Hope street c
192 Frazer  -, Little Ipswich c
193 Frazer R. T., Brisbane u k
194 Fraser Samuel ,  Boggo road c
195 Frederick -, Caboolture c
196 Fredericksen  Hans  P., Woollongabba c
197 Frederick -, Bundaberg c
198 Fredericksen H. P., East Brisbane c
199 Freeman Mrs. C., Millchester a
200 Freeman  Thomas L., Mackay o c
201 Fregan -, Ipswich c
202 French ---, Hendon c
203 French Mrs., Norfolk road s
204 French E. H., Brisbane f
205 French James, Bulimba o c
206 Frewin E., Croydon c (2)
207 Frickges --, Townsville f
.208 Fritager  Miss  Ellen, Croydon c
209 Fritz J., Albion c
210 Frost -, Croydon c
211 Frost Edward, Mowbraytown c
212 Fry John T., Dagworth Station c
213 Fryer W., Rockhampton c
214 Fryett C., Brisbane u k
215 Fuik Magnus ,  Hughenden m
216 Fullagan  Henry ,  Woolston c (2)
217 Fuller Miss A., Toowoomba c
218 Fulton Thomas,  Barcaldine c (2)
219 Funnell  H., Cairns s
220 Furler Thomas, Croydon c
221 Furlong C. S. W., Gympie c
222 Furlong W., Croydon c
223 Furner S., Warwick a
224 Furness Mrs., Toowong c
225 Furness Richard, Toowong c and o (2)
226 Furness William, Boulia road c
227 Furse Thomas, Mount Amos c
228 Fuston R., Albert street c
229 Futcher -, Charters Towers c
230 Futler Charles, Townsville u k
231 Fynn Edward, Winton u k
G.
1 GADD Mrs. Margaret A., Charters
Towers o c (2)
2 Gaffney Miss  Mary, Herberton o
3 Gagliardi  Mrs. Minnie, Valley o c
4 Gaynor -, Oxley c
5 Gainsburg C. E., South Brisbane c
6 Galaher - (farmer), Drayton c
7 Gallagher - South Brisbane in
8 Gallagher B., Aprings a
9 Gallagher C., Cooktown o
10 Gallagher F. G., Table Top c
11 Gallagher  James , Croydon c (2)
12 Gallaway James, Rockhampton c
13 Galler Mrs. W., Rockhampton a
14 Galmey George P., Croydon in
15 Gamin Mrs., Arthur  street c
16 Ganghan Patrick,  Brisbane f
17 Gant James, Croydon c (3)
18 Grant John, Croydon c (4)
19 Gard Robert, Maytown c
20 Gard Thomas, Ma town c
21 Garden  Miss  A., Woollongabba c
22 Gardiner  F., Mount  Albion e. t
23  Gardiner  Gilbert, Brisbane a
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24 Gardiner  H., Croydon c
25 Gardiner M., Cambridge Downs c
26 Gardner F., Mount Albion c (2)
27 Gardner James, Townsville o c
28 Garland A. E., Cairns u k
29 Garnett -, Kilkivan c
30 Garraghty John, Cairns c
31 Garrett U. W., Valley u k
32 Garson - (butcher), Taringa c
33 Garvey D., Croydon c
34 Garvey Thomas, Brisbane u k
35 Gash Ben)'amin, Sandown o
36 Gaskell Mrs., Maryborough c
37 Gaskell Kenneth, Brisbane o
38 Gaskill James, Oakwood c
39 Gataker C. F., Bundaberg c
40 Gate H., Warwick c
41 Gately  Daniel , Croydon c
42 Gates R. (photographer),  Brisbane c
43 Gates Robert, Croydon c
44 Gaunt F. L., Noorama c (2)
45 Gaunt Rd. F., Sedan Station c
46 Gavan David, Ravenswood o c
47 Gavan  James, Townsville s (2)
48 Gaven Miss  Mary, Bundaberg o
49 Gay --, Mackay c
50 Gay Thomas, Winton c
51 Gay William,  Blackall m (2)
52 Gaynor  A. C., North Pine c (3)
53 Geary Messrs. J. W. and Co., Herber-
ton c
54 Gebbett Alfred, Red Hill c
55 Geddart C., South  Brisbane c
56 Gehringer Fred., Woollongabba c
57 Gelardini Pietro, Herberton c
58 Gelhaar Louis, Rosewood Scrub o c
59 Geordina -, Gympie c
60 George Mrs. Albert, Isisford c
61 George Mrs. Thomas, Newtown a
62 George William, Gympie u k
63 Gerald Frank, Townsville in
64 Geritz August. Toowoomba c
65 Gerkie John, Gympie c
66 Germain G., Herbert River c
67 Gerrard James, Townsville c
68 Gervis John, Charters Towers c
69 Gevinam P., Croydon c
70 Gherin M., Croydon u k
71 Gibb David, Thompson Estate o c
72 Gibb  H., Townsville s
78 Gibb Robert, Mount Perry u k
74 Gibbs J., Valley c
75 Gibbs W. B., Kangaroo Hills c
76 Gibson -, Croydon c
77 Gibson -, Antigua c
78 Gibson Miss Ann, Rosalie u k
79 Gibson C. L., Charters Towers u k
80 Gibson John, Clermont c
81 Gibson John, Eulo c
82 Gibson J., Lutwyche c
83 Gibson Thomas B., Brisbane o c
84 Gibson Vince, Maryborough u k
85 Giddings  G., Augathella c
86 Giffin James,  Townsville u k
87 Gifford George, Geraldton c
88 Gilbert H., Wooroorooka o
89 Gilbert H., Rockhampton c
90 Gilbert  Thomas  W., Mackay u k
91 Gilder W.,  Townsville c
92 Giles Miss Bridget , Yaamba road c
93 Giles James, Mungar o c
94 Giles  James, Croydon  s and o (9)
95 Giles Thomas, Bowen o c
96 Gilholm Gustav,  Brisbane a
97 Gill Mrs. F., Toowoong o
98 Gille Miss, Brisbane c
99 Gille  Miss  M. A., Hendon o c
100 Gill es Miss  A., Bowen Hills c
101 Gilliam -,  German  Gardens c
102 Gillies  A., Gympie c (2)
103 Gilmore John, Warren street o c
104 Gilmore J., Brisbane o c
105 Gilmore M. G., Georgetown c
106 Gilmore Adam, Ann street c
107 Gilroy John, Mount Perry c
108 Gilroy Robert, Walker' s Station c (2)
109 Gin C., Rockhampton c
110 Girling T. H. Alice c (2)
111 Gindicatti Antonio, Croydon f
112 Gladson James, Westbrook c
113 Glamat H., Kilkivan c (2)
114 Glancey F., Bowen Hills c
115 Glascoe William, Table Top a
116 Glazier Mrs., Warwick c
117 Glazier Christian, Charters Towers c
118 Gleddn Inspector Wilson, Veresdale oc
119 Gleeson Daniel, Torbanlea c
120 Glen F., Gnoolooma c
121 Glen W. H., Brisbane s
122 Glenn James, Springs c
123 Glover -, Marburg c
124 Glover -, Valley c
125 Glover James, Charters Towers c
126 Glynn Mrs. A., Townsville c
127  Glynn John, Townsville c
128 Goardy  M., One-Mile c
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129 Goate  Henry  Croydon s
130 Godhen and eymour, Gold Creek c
131 Goddart L. C., Rockhampton u k
132 Godfrey J., South  Brisbane c
133 Godso Charles, Table Top s
134 Goeldner M. A., Townsville c
135 Gogay H., Woodstock c
136 Going Sung Li, Brisbane c
137 Goldberg Morris, Brisbane 0 c
138 Goldering -,  Mitchell c
139 Golliker -,  Spring Hill c
140 Gollogly Terence, Toowoomba c
141 Goodfellow Mrs. Mary, Cloncurry c
142 Goodlett Ronald,  Ingham u k (2)
143 Goodwin Robert, Warwick e
144 Goodwin W. K., Cunnamulla c
145 Gorald Frank, Charters  Towers c
146 Gordon Andrew, Bundaberg c
147 Gordon  Messrs.  (packers), Cairns c and
e t (3)
148 Gordon -- (junr .), Harrisvillec
149 Gordon Mrs. Annie  F., South Brisbane
oc
150 Gordon A. H., Stanley  street c
151 Gordon C., Bundaberg c
152 Gordon D. C., Long Island c
153 Gordon G. C., Croydon c
154 Gordon H., Mungar c
155 Gordon James, Bowen Hills c
156 Gordon Messrs. J. and D., Cairns e t
and c (2)
157 Gordon  Miss  Lily, Croydon c
158 Gordon, Mrs. Sarah, Townsville o
159 Gordon William, Goldaborough s
160 Gordon W., Ellerslie s
161 Gordon W. A., Gympie o c
162 Gordon W. C., Brisbane u k
163 Gordon W. T., Harrisville c
164 Gorman  Mrs. Kate, Brisbane u k
165 Gorman Michael, Bulimba c
166 Gorry G., Esk c
167 Gorton R. J., Mount Albion e t
168 Gosland Thomas, Maryborough c
169 Gostinne Waduga Andiris, Thursday
Island a
170 Gough J., Hughenden c
171 Gould G., Rockhampton c
172 Gould G. P., Mount Shamrock c
173 Gould Henry, Table Top c
174 Goulde Mrs. W. South Brisbane c
175 Gourley David, Stanley River o c
176 Gowar -, Rockhampton c
177 Goy William, Rockhampton u k
178 Grace W., Charters Towers c (2)
179 Gracey Charles, Croydon s
180 Grady J., Gilberton c
181 Grady Mrs. T., Croydon c
182 Graham  Mrs., Brisbane a
183 Graham A., Albion c
184 Graham  Miss  Agnes, Emu Creek c
185 Graham D. L.,
Rockhamptan c186 Graham Fr_ nk, Sadd' s Ridge c
187 Graham George, Rockhampton c
188 Graham George, Mount Perry c
189 Graham G., Croydon s
190 Graham Herbert, Croydon c
191 Graham James, George  street s
192 Graham  Miss  J., Sadd' s Ridge c
193 Graham Thomas, Croydon c
194 Graham W., Gatton c
195 Graham W., Croydon c
196 Grahame H. H., Croydon u k
197 Grahame J., Mount Perry c
198 Grahame William, Croydon c
199 Gramm  Mrs. Margaret , Rockhampton
o c (2)
200 Graniger J., Bundaberg c
201 Grant A., Ingham c
202 Grant  James,  Valley o c
203 Grant John,  Diamond Plains c
204 Gratton  Miss  Trio, West End o
205 Gratz Christy, I ppsurich c
206 Graus Miss A. E., Bundaberg c
207 Gray Mrs., West End c
208 Gray A. E., Mount Morgan c
209 Gray Dug#ld, Northern Line o
210 Gray Mrs. F. L., Rockhampton c
211 Gray George, One-Mile u k (2)
212 Gray George, Gympie c (4)
213 Gray George, Mount Perry c
214 Gray H., Nanango c
215 Gray  James,  Mackay c
216 Gray J. G., Table Top c
217 Gray Henry, Esk c'
218 Gray Mrs. Lewis M., New Farm o c
219 Gray Mrs. M. A., Cairns c
220 Gray T., Valley c
221 Greaney  Michael ,  Mackay a
222 Greaney 0., Gympie c
223 Greange Mrs. Vulture  street c
224 Grear  James  Mount Perry c
225 Greaves J. W., Bundaberg c
226 Greaves Octavius B., Maryborough o e
227 Green and Co.  Messrs.,  Toowoomba c
228 Green  Mrs., Croydon c
229 Green  Mrs. A., St. Lucia c
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230 Green Miss A., Townsville c
231 Green Miss E., South Brisbane c
232 Green E. G., Brisbane e
233 Green Frank, Toowoomba u k (2)
231 Green Frederick, Townsville o c
235 Green G., Croydon s
236 Green H., West End c
237 Green John, South Brisbane c
238 Green John Wilson, Logan River c
239 Green J. S., Ipswich ii k
240 Green Mrs. L. J., Bnliniba c
241 Green Miss M. A., Toowong c (2)
242 Green Peter, Mount Perry c
243 Green P., Cooktown c
244' Green R., Toowooniha c (2)
245 Green Thomas, St. Lucia c
246 Greenfield J. C., Table Top s
247 Greenier -, Albert street c
248 Greening Miss M., Charters Towers c
249 Greensill E., Charters Towers c
250 Greensill K., Brisbane o
251 Greensille Miss Sarah, Woollongabba c
252 Greenup Miss, St. Helen's c
253 Greenwood Stephen, Bogantungan u k
254 Greenwood S., Alpha c (3)
255 Greenwood William, Muttaburra o c
256 Gregg C.. Red Hill c
257 Gregg John M., Brisbane o c
258 Gregg Thomas, Queenton c (2)
259 Gregory H. C., Charters Towers c
260 Gregory H. G., Croydon c
261 Greig Captain, Stanley street c
262 Greig Robert, Brisbane o c
263 Greville -, Croydon c
2114 Grey David, Cooktown o c
265 Grey John, Marburg in
266 Greysworthy -, Charters Towers c
2(17 Gribben E., Charters Towers c and o (2)
2118 Grieve -, Manuka o
269 Grieve J., Kataiidra c (2)
270 Grieve W., Glencoe c
271 Griffin P., Rockwood c
272 Griffin W. C., Maryborough c
273 Griffith -, West End c274 Griffith J., Table Top c (3)
275 Griffith Revd. A. J., Brisbane u k
276  Griffiths, Charles Arthur, Charters
Towers c
277 Griffiths David, One-Mile u k
278 Griffiths John, Townsville s
279 Griffiths John, Croydon o
260 Griggs Thomas, Stanley street c
281 Grimish -, Townsville c
282 Grirnshaw J., Walker's Pocket c
283 Groden James, Croydon c
284 Groening A., Croydon s (2)
285 Grogan Mrs., Table Top c
286 Grogan Anthony, Richmond Downs c
287 Grogan J. C., Charters Towers c
288 Grose Alfred, 6 Mary street c
289 Grose Miss Emily, Croydon s
290 Grose W., Brisbane f
291 Grose A., Yeronga c
2)2 Grott -, Harrrsville c
213 Groulun Gustav, Kelvin Grove o c
2)4 Grove F. (hawker), Coorparoo e
2)5  Gri:bb .J., Breakfast Creek 'c
2 )6  (
-
'uardiner Rufus, Millchester c2)7 Guest Edward, Southport u k
2 )8 Guest Thomas, Queenton c
2 )9 Guigi G., Gympie c
3)0 Guillfoy Mrs., Sandgate c
3)1 Guillfoyle John A., Mackay m
3)2 Gunn Mrs., South Brisbane o c
333 Gurin C. (M.D.), Townsville c
3J4 Gimn Donald, Brisbane u k
305 Gunn Doctor W., Vulture street s
306 Gunn Patrick, Brisbane c
397 Gunn Robert Thomas, Glenlyon u k
308  Gut Jacob, Pie Creek c
309 Gutheridge H., Rocky Creek o c
310 Guttormsen M., Coorparoo c
311 Guy Thomas, Brisbane s
312 Gyllinkrok C., Stone River c
313 Gymer W., Toowoomba c
•
H.
1 HABERECHT Mrs. Helena, Bulimbaa
2 sadden J., Perry street, Spring Hill c
3 Haden T., Brisbane c
4 Haesler Anton, Charters Towers c
5 Haggerty John, Woodford c
6 Haggon -, Wilston street, Kangaroo
Point c
7 Haigh G., Herbert street, Brisbane c
8 Hain C. (care of On Sing Loong), Rock-
hampton s
9 Haines A., O'Connell Town c
10 Hallcgar - (cabinetmaker), Cairns c
11 Hall -, Burrum Station c (2)
12 Hall A., Wharf street, Spring Hill c
13 Hall Frank (carpenter), Rockhamptonc
14 Hall Frederick S., Townsville c
15 Hall James, Normanton a
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16 Hall John, Charters Towers c
17 Hall J. T., Ipswich c
18 Hall J. W., Croydon in
19 Hall Mary, G.P.O. Brisbane o c
20 Hall Matthew, Howard e (2)
21 Hall Nellie, Towne ille o
22 Hall Robert, Maryborough o
23 Hall Mrs. R. (storekeeper), E'nerald s24 Hall Torn. (care Scott's store), Golden
Valley c (2)
23 Hall T. Burnett Plantation e t
26  Hall William, Uroongoola Hotel s
27 Hall William (cabman), Amelia street
Valley c
28 Hall William, Charters Towers c
29 H,dl Mrs. W., (care Mrs. Slawson),
) enietery r-' id, Toow ong e
30 Hallett H., B, i,bane River c (2)
:31 11:dliott -, Antigua c
32 Halliwell Walter. Thompson Estate c
33 Halloran John, Rockhampton c
34 Hally J. M., Barcaldine c
35 Halpin H. J., Thnrnlgoona Station c
36 Hassan Thomas, Clermont in c
37 Halton John (care of E. Neighbour),
Brisbane s
38 Halverson Mrs. 'Vt., Charters Towers o
39 Halvey Thomas (warder), Goodna c
40 Hambrook W. (13 - Gang, 227 - Miles,
Central Branch) c
41 Hamilton and Banks Messrs., Too-Wong c
42 Hamilton Enoggera c
43 Hamilton , Mackay c (2)
44 Hamilton Allen, G.P.O., Brisbane u k
and c (2)
45 Hamilton A.. Redland Bay c
46 Hamilton Einina, Hughenden o
47 Hamilton James, Croydon c
48 Hamilton Mrs. J., Cook c
49 Hamilton Miss Nellie, Brisbane o c
50 Hamilton Win., Charters Towers c (6)
51 Hamilton William, Gympie e
52 Hamilton W. D. 1)., Happy Jack,
Table Top c
53 Hamvey Miss Mary, Immigration
Depfit, Brmdaberg c
54 Hamling W. (drover), Thargomindah
s and c
55 Hamlyn J., Llanrheidol Station a
56 Hamm Mrs. E., Train Depot, Logan
road c
57 Hainman Mrs. T. (care of J. Woods),
Roma s
58 Hammling -, Noosa c
59 Hamon E. J., Croydon o
60 Hauck Harry, Croydon f (2)
61 Haney A., Croydon c
62 Hand -, Nelson street, Mackay c
63 Handerson (care of Bosland), Table
Top c
64 Hanifen J., Stony Point c
65 Hanley Thos. G. (care of Co-operative
Butchers), Bundaberg c
66 Hanley Win., North Ipswich c
67 Hanlon P., Croydon c (2)
68 Hanna Edward J.. Herberton u k
69 H i,nnah John, Bogantungan c
70 Hannan Paul, Table Top s
71 Hannington - (electrician), Stanley
street c
72 Hannan D., Golden Valley e t
73 Hannon Thomas, One-Mile c
74 Hanson G., George street, Brisbane c
75 Hannan -, North Pine c
76 Hansen Albert, Winton o
77 Hansen Carl, Bundaberg c
78 Hansen Miss E. M. K., Bundaberg
oc
79 Hansen Henry, G.P.O. c
80 Hansen H., Tiaro c
81 Hansen H., Croydon c
82 Hansen John, Bundaberg c (2)
83 Hansen John (labourer), Walloon c
84 Hansen John, Croydon c
85 Hansen Jens Peter, Croydon c
86 Hansen J. P., Brisbane c
87 Hansen L. L. (care of H. W. Pedersen),
Upper Freestone c
88 Hansen Niels, Charters Towers c
8:) Hansen Peder(ploughman), Ashburton,
Mackay o c
90 Hansen Peter, Winton f
91 Hansen Peter, Croydon c
92 Hansen P. (contractor), Palmyra,
Mackay e
93 Hansford -, Brunswick street, New
Farm c
94 Hanson Mrs., Charters Towers e
95 Hanson J., Croydon c
96 Hanson I'., Salisbury road, Bowen c
97 Hanson Henry (hawker), Gayndah c
98 Han"ori Olof, Bundaberg f
99 Harlen F., Barcaldine c
100 Harders Hans, Gympie c
101 Hardey J., Rubyanna, Bundaberg c
102 Harding -, Thomas street, Wool-
longabba c
103 Harding Miss (care of Mrs. Jordison),
Petrie terrace c
104 Harding George Whittall, Brisnane u k
105 Harding Harry, Bowen u k
106 Hardwick J. D. (care of Mrs. Smith),
Bulimba c (2)
107 Hardy Joseph, Pimoama u k
108 Hardy Joseph, Golden Gate, Croydon c
109 Hardy Thomas, Ipswich c
110 Hurford A., Jane street, Valley c
111 Hargraves W., Townsville c
112 Harker Mrs., Harcourt street, Valley c
113 Harkins John, Booroodabin Board,
Valley c
114 Harkness Joseph, Darra Downs, Black-
all c
115 Harlem -, Yengarie c (2)
116 Harcorne W. M., Croydon s
117 Harman William, Mount Morgan u k
118 Harnett Pat., Toowoomba c
119 Harney John (carrier), Winton c
120 Harney W., Charleston Georgetown c
121 Harmild Charles, Charters Towers c
122 Harper Elizabeth, Townsville o c
123 Harper James (care of S. Cochrane
Cooktown) c
124 Harrick Mrs., Lennox street, Too-
woomba c
125 Harries Mrs., Springsure e t
126 Harries Edward, Malta Tambo u k and
c (2)
127 Harrington-, 24-Gang, Blackwater c
128 Harrington F., Maryborough c
129 Harrington .John, 39-Gang, Q.C. Rail-
way c
-130 Harrington John, Emerald c (4)
131 Harris and Co. Messrs., Wickham
street, Valley c
132 Harris and Co. Messrs., Mitchell c
133 Harris - (drayman), Monkland c
134 Harris Mrs., One-Mile, Maryborough c
135 Harris Miss Emily, Hughenden u k
136 Harris Miss E., Railway Station,
Cooktown c
137 Harris H. C., Charleville s (2)
138 Harris H., Brisbane c
139 Harris Mrs. H., Queenton s
140 Harris H. F., William street, Boggo
road c
141 Harris John, Townsville s
142 Harris John, Mackay s
143 Harris J. (Sir John Young), Leich-
hardt street c (4)
144 Harris Morris (hawker), Bimerah e t
145 Harris Mrs. M., Charters Towers c
146 Harris Spencer, Manuka Station, c
147 Harris Wm. (miner), Queenton o c
148 Harrison - (care of  Courier  Office),
Brisbane s
149 Harrison -, Cawarral c
150 Harrison Mrs. (care of Mrs. Bennett),
North Quay c (2)
151 Harrison A. (care of Mrs. Boreham),
Brunswick street o
152 Harrison Mrs. Daniel, Hamilton u k
and c (2)
153 Harrison Charles, Beaudesert c
154 Harrison Harry (labourer), Charters
Towers c and o
155 Harrison Miss L. (care of Dr. Davies),
Esk o
156 Harrison Peter (in charge of Robinson
and Byrn's cattle), Cooktown c
158 Harrison T., Cairns c
159 Harrison T. B., East street, Rock-
hampton c
160 Harrison T. H., Cairns c
161 Harroway Edward, Cooktown s
162 Harrower James, Cornwall street,
Boggo road c
163 Hart -, Gowrie road, Toowoomba c
164 Hart Michael, Yeulbah c
165 Hart Roger, The Moonstone, Croy-
don c (2)
166 Hart W. J., Bowen Hills c
167 Hartikin J. (selector), Allora c
168 Hartland Mrs., Brisbane street, Ips-
wich iik
169 Hartley James, Charters Towers c
170 Hartley  0.,  Charters Towers c
171 Hartwell Leonard, Croydon c and in
172 Harvey and Dixon Messrs., Mackay
et173 Harvey .John, Charters Towers c
174 H•irvey John, 29-Gang, S. and W. Rail
may c
175 Harvey W., Sundown c
176 Harvey Tom, Warenda c177Harvey W. T., Bowen c
178 Harwood W. S.- (dral.er), Stanley
street c
179 Hassall James, Wellamui ra Station c
180 Hassall W. H. (surveyor), Peak Cross-
ing c (2)
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181 Hassett A. (care of Murray and Co.), 266 Hendricks W., Mantuan Downs c 357 Hopkins E. 0., Westwood c
Mungar Railway c 267 Hendrickson P., Paddington c 358 Hockings Mrs., Coorparoo c
182 Hastings Thomas, Brisbane it k 268 Hendry -, Sandgate c 359 Hodge F. (butcher), Table Top c
183 Haswell I.:abtlla, Ernest street, South 269 Hendry J. D., Croydon c 360 Hodge George, Cumberland c
Brisbane o c 270 Hendy T. J., (s.s. "Dorunda"), 361 Hodge W., Maryborough c
184 Harrely ---- (warder), Goodna c Cooktown o 362 Hodel Joseph, Childers o
185 Hawkey S., Townsville u k 271 Henery Patrick, Carron Creek, Table 363 Hodge T., Charters Towers c
186 Hawkins Frank, Croydon n z and c Top c 364 Hodgen -, Cawarral c
187 Hawkins Geo. (blacksmith), Towns- 272 Henley -, Thompson Estate c 365 Hodgkins Miss, Maryborough it k
ville c (3) 273 Hennessy T., Brisbane c 366 Hodgson Wilson, Torbanlea u k
188 Hawking William, Bowen c 274 Henricks C. C., Charleville o 367 Hodson Charles, Table Top s
189 Hawthorn W., Caxton street, Petrie 275 Henry - King 's Creek c 368 Hodson Joseph, Victoria Plantation c
terrace c
,
276 Henry -, Don River c 369 Hoeven Charles, Charters Towers s
190 Hawthorn R. A., Table Top o 277 Henry  H. (farmer ), Gowrie road c 370 Hoff J., Brisbane a
191 11 anvtree F., Skew street, North Quay c 278 Henry  James , Ayrshire Downs c 371 Hof ler A., Maryborough c
192 Hay James, Sandgate c (2) 279 Henry John, Townsville c 372 Hoffman Chris., Croydon c
193 Hay Miss Jiuimina, Townsville c 280 Henry J., Goondiwindi c 373 Hoffmann August (bootmaker),Thomp-
194  .Hay J., Thuralyenna  Station c 281 Henry Robert,  Brisbane  in son Estate o c
195 Hay Miss Kate, Sandy Creek, Laidley c 282 HenryR.  D. (master mariner ), Mackayc 374 Hoffmann Mrs. C. W. L., Townsville c
196 Hayden Arthur, Lory street, Padding- 283 Henry F. W., Townsville in 375 Hogan Mrs., Baker's Creek c
ton c 284 Henshelwood William, Brisbane n z 37f; Hogan David, Goondiwindi c
197 Hayden Daniel, St. George s 285 Hension John, Alice street, Mary- 377 Hogan Frank, Brisbane s
198 Hayden James (labourer), Brisbane o c borough u k 378 Hogan Miss Marion (care of T. N obbs),
199 Hayden and Forsyth Messrs., Tait 286 Herbert - (fruiterer ), Toowoomba c Lake's Creek road c (2)
Telegraph Station c 287 Herbert Rees (mason ), Winton c 379 Hogan Matthias, Jundah c and s
200 Hayden -, Paddington Estate c 288 Herbert S. E., Muttaburra c 380 Hogan Thomas J. (care of E. Wienholt),
201 Haydon Mrs., Brisbane c 289 Herbert  Thomas  (showman ),  Brisbane c Warenda Station s
202 Hayes -, Laycoek'sCamp, Croydon c 290 Herbert Thomas L., Longreach Hotel c 381 Hogan William, Croydon s and o
203 Hayes D. G., Hindu arsh, Rawbelle 291 Herdman J. R., Gatton c 382 Hogg -, Lutwychc c
Station c 292 Herga Alphonso (watchmaker), Stanley 383 Hogg Mrs., Brisbane u k
204 Hayes John Patrick, Enoggera c street, South  Brisbane  o c 384 Hoggarth J. (care of P. Groegen),
205 Hayes John, Eton Vale Siding c 293 Hern Robert, Winton in Limestone Reefs c
206 Hayes John (labourer), Townsville o c 294 Heron H. L ., Townsville a 385 Hoggart Andrew, Mungar c
207 Ha Cardwell ses J S 295 Herrin John Charters Towers c Howard u kJohn386 Hogon Mrsy . .,
208 Hayes Michael HospitalToowoomba o ,296 Herriot George Kilkivan u k . , Croydon c and it k387 Holborow Walter, ,
209 Hayes Miss Mary A., Ipswich o
,
297 Hervey C., Croydon (2)
,(3)
210 Hayes Thomas, Minnie Downs a 298 Hesse Carl, Bunya c 389 Holden James, Brisbane in
211 Hayes W., Racecourse, Toowoomba c 299 Hesslop J., Stanley street, South Bris- 390 Holdsworth -, North Rockhampton c
212 Hayman F., 5-Gang, 185k-.Hiles c bane c 391 Holdsworth  Benjamin  (engineer ), North
213 Hayman Harry, Golden Valley, Croy- 300 Hessuler Mrs. H. E., Woollongabba c Rockhampton o c
don s 301 Hethorn John, Warwick c 392 Holdsworth  Miss  Mary, North Rock-
214 Hayward George, 716-Gang, Q. C. Rail- 302 Henschell Charles (care of Mr. Hintz), hampton o c
way c Back Plains c 393 H olker Henry, Paddington it k
215 Haywood.)., Maryborough c 303 Heussler Fred., Barcaldine c 394 Holl - (care of  - Mapana), Rock-
216 Hazard H., Croydon c 304 Hevier J., Rockhampton c hampton c
217 Head and Smith Messrs., 76-Gang, 305 Hewson F. A., Taroom c 395 Holland A. (care of - Hector),
Q.C. Railway c 306 Hexton  Miss  P., Brisbane c Mackay c
218 Heedley Sydney, Croydon c 307 Hexton R. (care of J. Greenwood), 396 Holland Charles E. (labourer), Charters
219 Heald J., Nerang e (2) Table Top c Towers o c
220 Healey John, Eulo s 308  Heymann Frank, Beaudesert f 397 Holland T., Murphy's Creek c
221 Healey Michael, Toowoomba u k 309 Hibbert F. J., Croydon s 398 Hollas Tom (care of - Mason),
222 Henley P., Beenleigh s 310 Hickey Miss Julia (care of Mrs. Kemp), Drummer's Creek c (2)
223 Healy Jeremiah, Croydon f Constance street, Valley c 399 Hollas Tom, Woollen Factory, Ipswich
224 Healy John, Table Top s (2) 311 Hickie Joseph, Woodford c u k (2)
225 Healy J., Gympie c 312  Hiekles.Alrs., South Brisbane u k 400 Holley Miss, Brisbane s
Wickham  streetMiss Kate226 Heal 313 Hickmott - (brickmaker) East Rockhampton401 Holliday Mrs Koongal,,y
Valley c
,
Bundaberg c
., ,
c
lin227 Healy M., Hughenden a and c 314 Hicks W. J., Hughenden c gsworth G. H., 229Qneen street c402 Hol
229 Hearn  George, Lutwyche c (2) 315 Hickson - (Football Club), Sand- 403 Holloway Miss Mary, Cooktown c
230 Hearn James,  Brisbane c (2) gate c 404 Hollywoo3 - (warder), Goodna c
231 Heathcote Arthur, Croydon u k and s 316 Hickson A. J., Bundaberg c 405 Holm G., Gympie c
232 Heathwood Wm., Toowoomba c 317 Hickson Mis. Matilda, Bowen Downs s 406 Holman A. F., Maryborough o
233 Heathwood William, senr., Brisbane c 318 Higgs A. (lighthouse), Georgetown c 407 Holmes - (broker), Brisbane c
234 Heckenborg -, Barker street, Bris- 319 Higgs Joseph, Bnndaberg u k 408 Holmes Mrs., North Rockhampton c
bane c 320 Higgins -, Herbert  street, Spring 409 Holmes E., Glenprairie c
235 Hedges Miss, Toowong c Hill c 410 Holmes H. (contractor), Gregory
236 Hedges Mrs., Brisbane c 321 Higgins Francis, Charters Towers c terrace c
237 Hedley G. R., Thursday  Island a 322 High Thomas, Gympie c 411 Holmes Mrs. J. E., Sheriff street,238 Heenan James, Croydon c 323 Hignott William (carrier ), Croydon c Petrie  terrace c
239 Heenan M., junr. (farmer), Laidley c 324 Hill Mrs. (care of - Strandquest), 412 Holmes J. T. (passenger s.s. "Quetta"),
240 Heeschen C., Ann street, Brisbane c Abingdon,  Isis u k Brisbane u k (3)
241 Heffernan Mrs., Harris street, South 325 Hill Edward, Bundaberg u k 413 Holmes Thomas, Rockhampton o
Brisbane c 326 Hill H. L., Gympie c 414 Holmes Thomas Gympie c
242 Heffernan J. (care of J. Desmond), 327 Hill Joseph, Charters Towers e 415 Homes Mrs. Thomas (s.s. "Quetta),
Tambo c 328 Hill J. H., Highgate Hill c Brisbane u k
243 Hegearthv Miss, Vulture street, East 329 Hill J. R., Westlands Station c 416 Holroyd R., Mount Morgan c
Brisbane c 330 Hill Mary, Gotha street, Valley o 417 Holt B., King street, Brisbane c
24-1 Heggarty -, Townsville c 331 Hill Thomas, Croydon a 418 Holt J., Doobye, Bulimba c
245 Hehir Edmond, Mount Bomieo Tin 332 Hill W. B. (compositor), Croydon c 419 Holten James, Esk c
Field c 333 Hill W. (care of A. McLean), Kelvin 420 Holton Richard, Mount Coora Mines,
246 Heighland - (care of Messrs. Cor- Grove c Kilkivan s
field and Fitzmaurice), Winton c 334 Hills Mrs. John, South  Brisbane u k 421 Holzappez H., Stanley street, South
247 Hein Rudolph, Pittsworth c 335 Hilton R. J., Brisbane c Brisbane c (3)
248 Heinemann Peter (carrier), Dulby- 336 Hilton W (paper- ruler ),  Brisbane o c 422 Homer T., Ravenswood e
dilla c 337 Hinch John, Bowen c 423  Homburg H. (gunvnaker), Ann street,
249 Heinig W., Charters Towers c 338 Hinchliffe W. (care of C. T. Morgan), Valley u k
250 Heiniger Jacob, Bnndaberg o Hamilton, Mackay c 424 Horne W. L., Brisbane s
2.51 Heischelle --, Hume street, Too- 339 Hindley T., Townsville c 425 Honey Robert (care  of J. Hurley),
woomba c 340 Hindley Wm., Mount Morgan c Clifton o and c (2)
252 He'en Augusta, Rising Sun Claim, 341 Hine A. G., Maryborough c 426 Hong P. T., Bogantungan c
Croydon c 342 Hine John, (farmer ), Coorparoo c 427 Hookaway R., Paddington c
253 Hellat William, Toowong c 343 Hing G., Charters Towers c 428 Hoolohan M. (packer), Normanton c254 Hellemann W. T., Allora s 344 Hinks J., Thompson Estate c 429 Hooley Isaac (care of B. Burns),
255 Helline -, Rosewood c 345 Hinton --, (contractor), Townsville c Croydon  in
256 Helton W., Nive 0 346 Hinton -, Yeulba c 430 Hooper F., Kangaroo Point c
257 Hembrow Edward, Victoria Planta- 347 Hinton Mr., Brisbane c 431 Hooper F., Rockhampton c
tion c 348 Hinton H. Mackay u k 432 Hooper G., Gympie c
258 Hempson -, Homestead c 349 Hippet C., (painter), Blackall c 433 Hooper H., Thompson Estate c
259 Homsworth W., lockhampton c (2) 350 Hoare-, Peel street, South Brisbane c 434 Hooper James (care of - Hogan),
260 Henderson -,  Bowen Hills n z 351 Hoare Bernard, Merivill f North Rockhampton o
Toowoomba con ---26t H d North Rockham352 H J n ct 435 Hoo er John (min r) Charters Towers,ersen
262 Henderson Alfred, _Maryborough e t
poare ames, o
353 Hoare J. P., Croydon o
p ,e0C
263  HemaJ rson Hu!ih, ,IIung/ar c 354 Hoare Samuel, Charters Towers s 436 Hopkins Mrs. (care - Tin), Lake's
264 Henderson John, Thargomindah in (2) 355 Hoasler.J., Gympie c Creek road c
265 Henderson Joseph, Moonlight, Croy- 356 Hobbs Miss . J., Glanmore, Rock- 437 Hopkins H., Charleville c
don s hampton s 438 Hopkins  T., Goondiwindi c
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439 Hopkins William, Croydon u k 529 Humphries Mrs. J. (care of T. Ingham), 9 Jackson Mrs. Martha, South street,
440 Horickes John, Croydon c North Rockhampton c Rockhampton o
441 Horrigan James (care of T. Stanley), 530 Humphries Frederick, Bulimba c 10 Jackson Robert, Green Wattle Gully,
Charleville c 531 Hung Chooy, Gympie c Toow-oomba c
442 Horle Miss A. G., Rifle Range, Rock- 532 Hungerford Geo., Swan Hill c 11 Jackson Samuel (bricklayer), Highgate
hampton o 533 Hungerford Lorick, Croydon c and Hill c
443 Hornier A. H., Pimpama s n z (3) 12 Jackson Thomas, Francis street, Towns-
444 Horn Mrs. Elizabeth, Vulture street 534 Hunt -, Beenleigh c ville e
West o c 535 Hunt Edward, Eidsvold c 13 Jackson T., Croydon c
445 Horn William, Pimpama c 536 Hunter A. B., Charters Towers c (2) 14 Jackson W., Kennedy terrace c
446 Horne Mrs., Cindrrford, Croydon u k 537 Hunter G., Jane street, Paddington c 15 Jackson W., North Rockhampton s
447 Hornett Wm., Townsville c 538 Hunter Mrs., Cordelia street, South 16 Jackson W. H., Moggil road c
448 Horney James (care of T. Harding), Brisbane c 17 Jacob Nora, Goodna o
Top Camp c 539 Hunter James(hootmaker), 8t. George c 18 Jacobs Mrs., Charters Towers c
449 Horran Miss L. H., Brisbane s 540 Hunter James, Brisbane c (2) 19 Jacobs Mrs. George, Wickham terrace
450 'Horrigan John, Oondooroo Station c 511 Hunter James, Brassall c  uk
451 Horstorff - (care of Louis Horstorff), 542 Hunter James, Pialba c 20 Jacobs Miss J., Charters Towers c
Croydon c 543 Hunter John (bricklayer), Tribune 21 Jacobsen -, Sandy Creek c
452 HortC. P., Kangaroo Hills Tin Mines c street, South Brisbane c 22 Jacobson Miss Emily, Townsville s
453 Horton Mrs., Maryborough c 544 Hunter John, Six-mile Bridge c 23 James -, Charleville c
454 Horton George (carver), Boggo road c (3) 545 Huntingdon -, West street, Rock- 24 James Mrs., Crown street, South Brig
455 Horton Joseph, Ipswich o hampton c bane c
456 Hose A., Eidsvold u k 546 Huntley Edmund, Bundaberg c 25 James A., Charleville c
457 Hosking Joe, Coen Reef, Cooktown o 547 Huntley Geo., West End c 26 James Alfred John, Charleville c
458 Hosking John, Croydon s 548 Hurley Jeremiah, Mackay c 27 James.C., Mackay c
459 Hoskins -, 20-mile, Croydon road c 549 Hurley J., Villiers street, New Farm c 28 James David, North Rockhampton c
460 Hoskins Mrs., Townsville c 550 Hurman Henry (farmer). Brisbane o c 29 James F. A., Mackay c
461 Hoskins H. (care of F. Hoskins), 551 Hurworth A. (chemist), Winton m 30 James George, Brisbane u k
Croydon c 552 Hussey G., Grey street, South Bris- 31 James George, Petrie'sBight, Brisbanes
462 Hossack Frank, Sturt street, Towns- bane c 32 James J. R., Cardigan Station s
ville  it  k 553 Huston James (care of - Conley), 33 James M., Beaumont Estate c
463 Hothes -, Mackay c Rockwood Station c 34 James Robert, Croydon o c
464 Hotson Thomas, Charters Towers  it  k 554 Huston Miss M. J., Gunalda c 35 James Thomas, Logan Bridge o
465 Hough -, Bundaberg c 555 Hutchens -, Caboolture c 36 James William (bricklayer), Bowen
466 Houghman Mrs., Charters Towers c 556 Hutcheon Joe, Wallangra u k Hills c
467 Houghten W. (carrier), Gympie c 557 Hutchinson George, Ann street, Bris- 37 James William, Walkerston f
468 Houghton -, Rosalie Estate c bane o 38 James William, Cairns o
469 Houghton Mrs., Lutwyche c 558 Hutchinson James, Golden Valley c 39 Jamieson E. J., Petrie terrace c
470 Houghton P., Cairns u k 559 Hutchinson J., Maytown c 40 Jamieson H. W., Croydon s
471 Houng Lee Chang, Cooktown a 560 Hutchison J. S., Winton c 41 Jamieson George, Grand Hotel, Bris-
472 Hourigan John, Rockwood o 561 Hutchson W. T., Table Top c bane a
473 Hourigan Michael, Monkland m 562 Hutson -, Isisford c (2) 42 Jamieson Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o c
474 Hourston David, Bundaberg e t 563 Hutt William, Brisbane c 43 Janes Richard, Tabemarey Station c
475 Houston James (cabman), South Bris- 564 Hutton Mrs., North street, Rockhamp- 44 Jan Jin (eardener), Toowootnba c
bane c (2) ton c  45 Jansen Richard A., Union Hotel,
476 Houston John, Croydon c 565 Hutton Mrs., Bundanba c (2) Valley f
477 Houston W. F
.
, Brisbane c 566 Hutton Daniel, Bundanba o 46 Jaques W. M., Winton c
478 Howell Captain, Cooktown c 567 Hutton Mrs. George (care of - Chap- 47 Jarks E., Canal Creek o
.479 Howard Mrs., Muggleton c man), Brisbane  it  k 48 Jardis O. C., Cooktown m
480 Howard A. L., Croydon o 568 Hutton James (care of G. Summers), 49 Jeffery Mrs. (careof A. Weller), Thomp-
481 Howard F. G., Maryborough c One-Mile u k son Estate c
482 Howard T. J. (p. a. 169), Gebangle c 569 Hutton John, Swan Hill c 50 Jeffres W. D., Cloncurry  it  k
483 Howard Walter T., Croydon o 570 Hutton Joseph, Croydon c (2) 51 Jeffrey James, Brisbane c
484 Howard W., Mount Perry c 571 'Hutton J. C., Townsville m 52 Jeffrey M., Mitchell e
485 Howarth John Thomas, Callart Plan- 572 Hutton W., Rockhampton o c 53 Jeffries -, Surface Hill, Gympie c
tation c 573 Huzzey J. W., Croydon c 54 Jeffries William, Cumberland o (2)
486 Howe James, Croydon c (3) 574 Hyde - (care of Supreme Court), 55 Jeffries W. C., Cumberland a
487 Howell B. T., Redmaltz c Brisbane c 56 Jeffry -,'Charters Towers c
488 Howells C., St. George c 575 Hyne Joseph, Croydon c 57 Jeffs Joseph, Townsville c
489 Howells John (hawker) Winton c Dean street Brisbane58 Jemnan Thomas,
490 Howells Thomas, One-Mile c
, ,in
491 Howes John, Kholo c I. Jempson Mrs., Townsville it  k
492 Howis Charles, Charters Towers c 60 Jenkin Jenkin, Charters Towers c
493 Howitt A Condamine c E1 Jenkins -- Charlotte street Bris-1 IBOTSON and Caerncross Messrs.,
494 Howlett James, One-Vile u k
, ,.,
Clyde Sawmills c bane c
495 Hoyler - (bootmaker), Bundaberg c 2 Ilsley, Doubleiluy, and Co. Messrs., 62 Jenkins E. J., Old Cleveland road c
496 Hubbard J. C. (groom), Lutwyche o c Rockhampton s 63 Jenkins F., Edon Downs o
497 Hubner H., Charters Towers c and s (2) 3 Imrey -, Brisbane c 64 Jenkins James G., Cairns c
498 Hud3 Lewis, St. Lucia Estate c 4 Ince W., Brisbane u k 65 Jenkins Josiah, Queenton u k
499 Huddy J., Normanton o 5 Indine W., Cootharaba road c 66 Jenkins Matthew G., Herberton o c
500 Hudson -, 5 - Gang, 1851 - Miles, 6 Ingham -, Croydon c 67 Jenkinson Joe. Rockhampton u k
Q.C.R. c 7 Ingleton George, Mar}-borough m 68 Jenner Miss Clara, Gladstone road c
501 Hudson Miss, Stanley Bridge c 8 Inglis J. E. (care of P. Murrie), George- 69 Jenner W., Vulture street c
Darell502 Hudson Robert Mungindi Brisbane ctown s 70 Jennings Miss,,
s (2) ,9 Ingold John (care of - Murphy), 71 Jennings Jonathan (miner), Winton m
503 Hudson Will. Brisbane u k Silsoe Station c 72 Jensen A., One-Mile c
504 Huet F. A. (draper), Valley o c 10 Ingram J., Stanley street c 73 Jensen A. A., Saltwater Creek road c
505 Hugh Robert, Mount Perry c 11 Ingram Thomas (care of H. Dowlin), 74 Jenson A. C., Wellington road c
506 Hughe George, Croydon c Normanton c 75 Jensen C., Mungar c
507 Hughes -, Frith street, Beauly 12 Iredale C. H., Hughenden c 76 Jensen Jens, Miva c
Estate c 13 Irvin William, Cooktown c 77 Jensen Mrs. Julius, 6-Gang, 27-Miles,
508 Hughes -, Railway Reserve, Rock- 14 Irvine T. W. (care of R. Collins), Char- Rockhampton f
hampton c ters Towers n z 78 Jensen Julius, Maryborough f
509 Hughes -, Albert street, Mary- 15 Irvine Mrs. Wm., Mayne Station e 79 Jensen P. C., Croydon o c
borough c 16 Irving M. M., Brisbane o c 80 Jensen V., Gunalda c
510 Hughes Miss C., Albion street, War- 17 Irwin Miss Emily, Rockhampton e 81 Jenson J. P., Merton road c
wick c 18 Irwin Joseph, Gympie c 82 Jepherson John, Riversleigh, Norman-
511 Hughes Enoch (miner ), Herberton o c 19 Isele Max. (painter), Boggo o c  ton c
512 Hughes E., Wellington road c 20 Issett -, Blackall terrace c 83 Jerred W. J., Charleville s
513 Hughes George, Croydon s and c (2) 21 Iversen Peter (care of H. Thorngreen), 84 Jessop Edward, Glencoe, Croydon c (3)
514 Hughes H. A., Charters Towers c Bushman's Home, Brisbane f 85 Jessop Mrs. Frances B., Red Hill o c
515 Hughes H. A., Ravenswood c 22 Ivory W. A. L., Mowbraytown c 86 .Tessop M., Cooktown c (3)
516 Hughes James, Croydon c 23 Izatt -, Blackall terrace c 87 Jessup Miss R., Church street, Ipswich c
517 Hughes John, Eidsvold c 88 Jibson William, Rockhampton c
518 Hughes, J. R., Bundanba s 89 Jinkins A., Thuralgoona Station a
519 Hughes Patrick, Croydon c J. 90 Jot) E. (drover), (care of Samuels and
520 Hughes G., Ipswich s Co.), Forest Grove c
52t Hughes Thomas, Croydon o c 1 JACK Fay (gardener), Townsville c 91 Johanson John, Brisbane f
522 Hughes W. J. Croydon o 2 Jacklin W., Gympie c and u k (2) 92 John James, Homestead c
523 Hughes W., Clharters Towers road c 3 Jackson C., Alford Station c 93 Johns Mrs., Denison lane, Rockhamp-
524 Hughes W. E., Wickham terrace u k 4 Jackson Fied. (baker), Rockhampton ton c
525  Hughes W. R., Wickham terrace u  k- uk  94 Johns G., Gympie c (2)526 Hulbert James, Townsville u k 5 Jackson Geoige (carrier), Barcaldine c 95 Johns John, Glen Isla, Bowen c
527 Hull Charles, Gympie c 6 Jackson H., Dinmore Station s 96 Johns John, Brisbane a
528 Hultgran John A. (seaman), Brisbane 7 Jackson J., Charters Towers e 97 Johnsen Mrs. E. K., Croydon c
o_c 8 Jackson J. H., Llanrheidol  Station e  98 Johnsen Hans, Yengarie c (2)
99 Johnson -, Brisbane u k (3)
100 Johnson -, Harcourt street, Valley c
101 Johnson -, Sihi Island, New Guinea c
102 Johnson - (hawker), Aramac c
103 Johnson Miss (care of- Miss Egan), Tri-
bune street, South Brisbane c
104 Johnson Mrs., Montague road c
105 Johnson B., Brisbane c
106 Johnson Charles (tailor), Townsville
oc
107 Johnson Charles (labourer), Charters
Towers o c
108 Johnson Charles (care of Messrs.
Barker and Frew), Croydon c
109 Johnson Charles, Victoria Mills, Her-
bert River c
110 Johnson Eugelbrech H., Brisbane o
111 Johnson E. P., Bowen Hills c
112 Johnson and Co. F. G. Messrs., Too-
woomba c
113 Johnson George, Harrisville o
114 Johnson H., 70-Gang, 318-Miles c
115 Johnson H. C., Croydon c
116 Johnson H. E., Laycock's Camp, Croy-
don s
117 Johnson Capt. H. F., Fly River, New
Guniea c
118 Johnton H. W. (care of A. W. Dean),
Croydon c
119 Johnson James, Croydon c
120 Johnson John, William and Wilson
streets c
121 Johnson Joseph, Croydon c
122 Johnson Louis B., Charleville c
123 Johnson L. (care of J. Turner), St.
George s
124 Johnson Sivrin, Cairns w a (2)
125 Johnson T., Charters Towers c
126 Johnson T. A., Rockhampton c
127 Johnson T. B., Croydon f
128 Johnson W., Kent street, Valley c
129 Johnson W. R., Bogga road c
130 Johnsson Johan E., Brisbane f
131 Johnston -, Thursday Island c
132 Johnston Mrs., Montague road c
133 Johnston Mrs., River road, Gympie c
134 Johnston A., Red Hill c
135 Johnston .l. M., Denham street, Towns-
ville o
136 Johnston A. R., Airdmillan s
137 Johnston Charles, Primary School,
Rockhampton in
138 Johnston C. (barque " [Lavina"), Rock-
hampton in
139 Johnston Mrs. H., Charters Towers in
140 Johnston H. M., Ipswich o c
141 Johnston James, Woollongabba c
142 Johnston John (auctioneer), Ipswich c
143 Johnston John, Ipswich o
1 44 Johnston John, Croydon c
145 Johnston J., Goondiwindi o
146 Johnston J. W., Croydon o (2)
147 Johnston M. A., Ann street, Brisbane o
148 Johnston Peter, Mica Station c
149 Johnston Thomas (miner), Charters
Towers o c
150 Johnstone W. R., Boggo road c
151 Johnstone - (plumber), West End c
152 Johnstone Charles (cabman), Bruns-
wick street c
153 Johnstone C. K., Townsville c
154 Johnstone E., Red Hill o
155 Johnstone E., Ravenswood c (2)
156 Johnstone George, Temperance Board-
ing House, Brisbane o
157 Johnstone Mrs. Jane, Boggo road c (3)
158 Johnstone J. J. (carter), Barcaldine c
159 Johnstone P., Gympie c
160 Johnstone Thomas, Thurulgoona Sta-
tion c
161 Johnstone William, Mackay c
162 Johstone W.  0.,  Ellis street, South
Brisbane c
163 Jolly David, Croydon c
164 Jolly David, Bowen Hills s
165 Jonathan F., Boggo c
166 Jones and O'Connell Messrs., St. LuciaEstate c
167 Jones - (furniture dealer), Spring
Hill c
168 Jones -- (teamster), Pinnacle Creek e
169 Jones - (oysterman), East Mary-
borough c
170 Jones - (Government Agent), Rock-
hampton u k
171 Jones Miss (care Mrs. Hendren), Rock-
hampton a
172 Jones Allen, Croydon c (2)
173 Jones A., Windsor road, Red Hill c
174 Jones A. (labourer), Tinana c
175 Jones and Morrow Messrs., Croydon o c
176 Jones Ben, Torbanlea o
177 Jones Miss Bertha, Montague road c
178 Jones David J. (miner), Queenton o c
179 Jones D., Boundary street, South Bris-
bane c
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180 Jones D., Cumberland o
181 Jones Evan (care G. Wright), Croydon c
182 Jones Evan, Charters Towers c and f (2)
183 Jones E., Mount Pleasant Hill, One-
Mile c
184 Jones Mrs. E., Mount Morgan u k
185 Jones E. C., Mungar e t (2)
186 Jones E. J., Red Hill c
187 Jones E. P. (care of - Cole), Bardon,
Ithaca in and u k (2)
188 .Tones F., Windsor road c
189 Jones F., Rainbow, Charters Towers c
190 Jones F., Rockhampton c
191 Jones Harold, Miles o
192 Jones Henry, Charters Towers c
193 Jones Henry, Winton o
194 Jones Henry, Gympie c
195 Jones Hugh, Welford Lagoons c
196 Jones H. (care of - Walsh), Brough-
ton, Charters Towers c (2)
197 Jones James, Thurulgoona Station in
198 Jones John, Townsville c
199 Jones John, Charters Towers c (4)
200 Jones J., Queenton c
201 Jones J., Rockhampton c
202 Jones J., Stanley Bridge Estate c
203 Jones J., Southport c
204 Jones J., Mackay c
205 Jones Mrs. J., Mackay c
206 Jones J. D., Ipswich c
207 Jones Llewellyn, Albion c
208 Jones L., Latrobe terrace c
209 Jones Mrs. Martha, Toowong o
210 Jones Mary, Brisbane o
211 Jones Mrs. M., Lower Dawson road c
212 Jones Robert, Gympie s
213 Jones R. A., Herberton u k
214 Jones Richard Owen,Day Dawn Ridge c
215 Jones Samuel, Golden Valley u k (3)
216 Jones Timothy, 19-mile Camp, Mun-
gar c
217 Jones T., Stanley street, South Bris-
bane c
218 Jones Walter (clerk), Custom House,
Queen street c
219 Jones William, Millungera c
.220 Jones W. (Custom House Hotel), Bun-
daberg c
221 Jones W. V., Charters Towers c
222 Jonseel William, Croydon c
223 Jopling and Co.  Messrs. , Glenelg street,
Brisbane c
224 Joplin- William. Brisbane c
225 Jordan John, William street, Ipswich c
226 Jordan W., Pimpama c
227 Jordison J. (care of Collins and
McKay), Cairns s (2)
228 Jorgensen Mrs. G., Walker's Pocket,
Gympie u k
229 Josellyne E., Upper 12-Mile, Croydon s
230 Joseph Mrs., Chester street, Valley c
231 Josephs - (care of R. E. Jarman),
Townsville c
232 Joshua Dr., Croydon u k
233 Joss James (care of - O'Kane), Kent
street, Mary borough234 Joy William, 35  Herbert street, Spring
Hill s
235 Joyce Charles, Milo Station s
236 Joyce Edward, Logan Village o c
237 Joyce Festy, Charleville u k
238 Joyce Peter, Golden Valley s
239 Joyce  Miss  G. T., 20 Queen  street,
Brisbane u k
240 Ju Shue (gardener ), Toowoomba c
241 Judge Ada, Townsville o
242 Judge M., Merivale street, South Bris-
bane c
213 Julian -, Mackay c
244 Just R. T. (bootmaker), Brisbane c
245 Just William, Nerang c
K.
1 KABLE Harry, Emerald c
2 Kable J., Roma c
3 Kadwell H., Brisbane c
4 Kaiger -, Redland Bay c
5 Kain -, Blackall c
6 Kairns Edward, Rosalie c
7 Kane Robert, Maryborough c
8 Kancy J., Herberton c
9 Karnaghan S., P.O. Golden Valley c
10 Karny James, Rockhampton s
11 Karny J., Toowoomba c
12 Kmopow W., Barcaldine Station f
13 Karling Robert, Ipswich road c
14 Kartling Robert, Ipswich road c
15 Kasins C., Georgetown c
16 Kattina J.,  Croydon c
17 Kavanagh -, South Brisbane c
18 Kay William, Bulimba c
19 Kay W., Kangaroo Point c
20 Keane M., Helidon c
21 Keaney B. J., Brisbane n z
[JULY.
22 Kearney Jas., Saddler's Crossing c
23 Kearney Miss M., Townsville u k
24 Kearsley John, Thargomindah u k
25 Keary John, North Bundaberg s
26 Keast H., Brisbane in
27 Keating Mrs. Emily, Fortitude Valley
oc
28 Keating Henry C., Clermont c
29 Keating  J. P., Rocklea c
30 Keays IA.,  Maryborough c
31 Keeffe Edward, Laidley c
32 Keegan W. H., St. Georges (2)
33 Keenan Miss, Rockhampton c
34 Keenan J., Five-mile, Gympie road
35 Keenan W. G., Brisbane c
36 Keene J., Charleville c
37 Keel Wm., Brisbane c
38 Keeting Wm., Croydon u k
39 Keiley Mrs., Croydon c
40 Keirney M., Maryborough c
41 Keliher James, Cairns c
42 Kelk Mrs. E. J., Bundaberg o c
43 Kellar Henry, Laidley c
44 Kellar W., Mackay c
45 Kelleher Denis, Esk c
46 Kelleher Michael, Angellala o
17 Keller Mrs. A., Toowoomba c
48 Kelley -, Valley c
49 Kelley A., Cleveland c
50 Kelley John, Helidon c
51 Kelloran Dominick, Cooktown o c
52 Kelly -, Bulimba c
53 Kelly --, Mount Margaret Station s
54 Kelly Miss B., Brisbane s
55 Kelly Charles, Clermont o
56 Kelly Miss Elizth., Mowbraytown u k
57 Kelly E., Charleville c
58 Kelly Frank, P.O. Brisbane o c
59 Kelly F. G., Elmina Station s
60 Kelly James, Croydon c
61 Kelly James, Table Top, Croydon n z
62 Kelly John, Vindex c
63 Kelly John, Croydon o
64 Kelly John, Toowoomba c
65 Kelly Joseph, Croydon c
66 Kelly Joe, Culbertie Station s
67 Kelly J., P.O. Brisbane c
68 Kelly J., P.O., Hughenden c
69 Kelly J. A., Brisbane in
70 Kelly Miss Kate, Augathella o
71 Kelly Michael, Charters Towers c
72 Kelly Michael, Croydon c
73 Kelly Martin T., Toowong o
74 Kelly M., Laidley c
75 Kelly Miss M., Mount Morgan c
76 Kelly Miss Norah, Toowoomba c
77 Kelly Patrick, Brisbane o c
78 Kelly Patrick, 6-Gang, 191-Miles, Cler-
mont Line o
79 Kelly Robert, Brisbane u k
80 Kelly Robert, Toowoomba c
81 Kelly Robert F., Charters Towers c
82 Kelly Thomas, Grandchester c
83 Kelly Thomas, Beenleigh c (2)
84 Kelly Mrs. Thos., Rockhampton c
85 Kelly W. C., Gympie c
86 Kelman Thompson and Co., Bowen c
87 Kelroy Mrs., Monkland c
88 Kelsey James Harvey, Table Top,
Croydon s
89 Kelsey J. H., Croydon c (2)
90 Kelso J., Brisbane c
91 Keltie Wm., Croydon a, t, and c (4)
92 Kemp -, Glenore Station, Norman-
ton u k
93 Kemp E., Croydon c
94 Kemp George, Emerald c
95 Kemp George, P.O. Maryborough u k (2)
96 Kemp James, Toowoomba c
97 Kemp John Wm., Brisbane u k'
98 Kemp Miss Lillian, Croydon c
99 Kemp William, Barcaldine u k
100 Kemp Mrs. W., Barcaldine c
101 Kendall J., Croydon c
102 Kennedy --, Townsville c
103 Kennedy Mrs., West End c
104 Kennedy Mrs., P.O. Mackay c
105 Kennedy Mrs. A., Brisbane o
106 Kennedy Dennis, Table Top, Croydon
s(2)
107 Kennedy Hugh, Croydon e
108 Kennedy John, Rockhampton c
109 Kennedy John, Gympie s
110 Kennedy John, Lavcock's Camp c (2)
111 Kennedy John, P.O. Croydon o
112 Kennedy J. J., Hughenden c
113 Kennedy  J. J., Dareel Station s
114 Kennedy Miss N., Borallon, Brisbane
Valley Line c
115 Kennedy Patrick, Gebangle c
116 Kennedy P., Benowa Plantation c
117 Kennedy P., Croydon c
118 Kennedy P., Ipswich c
119 Kennedy Thomas, One-mile Creek c
120 Kennedy T., Valley c
121 Kennedy T., Carron River o
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122 Kennedy W. S., Brisbane w a 223 Krok  Alick,  Townsville o c 85 Lawson George ,  Rockhampton c
123 Kennett Alfred ,  East Brisbane c 224 Kropp H., Ipswich c 86 Lawson Jaynes ,  Charte rs Towers c
124 Kenning H., Ipswich u k 225 Kruger H., South Brisbane c 87 Lawson  Joseph, Gebangle c (3)
125  Kenny Miss, Don River c 226 Krugger August, Merinteandan c 88 Lawton Mrs. P .,  North Ipswich e
126 Kenny James, Cintra road c 227 Krurnbach W., Maryborough c 89 Laxton  -,  South Brisbane c
127 Kenney .T., Vindex c 228 Kuble H. E., Clermont c 90 Layfield Mrs. S. ,  South Brisbane c
128 Kenny Mary, Morven o 229 Kuhn Frederick ,  Kangaroo Point f 91 Lazerus  - (care of G .  Stewart),
129 Kenny Patrick, Gympie c 230 Kulmond Mrs. Alice, Brisbane u k Townsville c
130 Kent J .  S. A., Charters Towers c 231 Kum Chang On,  Cooktown c 92 Leach Jos., South Brisbane c
131 Kenyon J., Homestead c 232 Kunde C., Esk c 93 Leach Robt .  S., Croydon  in
132 Kenyon T., Gebangle c 233 Kurtwood E. O., Maida Hill c 94 Leahy J., Aramac u k
133 Keogh Mrs. W .,  Emerald c 234 Kwong Yake, Cooktown a 95 Lears F., Woongarra c
134 Keoghan Patrick, Esk c 235 Kyle D., Toowoomba s 96 Leary Daniel ,  Warwick o c
135  Keown M. J., Homestead o 97 Leary John ,  Enoggera o e
136 Kerr A .,  Peak Mountain u k 98 Leary Williarn ,  Croydon in
137 Kerr C., Cairns c L. 99 Levanti -, Townsville c
138 Kerr Miss Effie , Mount  Perry u k 100 Leavitt T. W., Brisbane  in
139 Kerr L., Woodcud Pocket c 1 LABATT Ferguson ,  Townsville c 101 Leavy John, Brisbane o c
140 Kerr W .,  Red Hill c 2 Lacaze C. G., Ingham c 102 Leborn W., Red Hill c
141 Kerry C. L., Mount Morgan c 3 Lacey Patt .,  Mungar c 103 Le Bras Jose ,h,  Gympie c
142 Kersk L., Herberton c 4 Lacy A .,  Eildon H ill Estate u k 104 Ledirrgham T. J., Brisbane s
143 Kersh S., Cairns c 5 Laddains W., Dungeness u k 105 Lee Amos, Degilbo o
144  Kershaw ferry P.O. Townsville c and  6 Ladner J .,  Spring Hill c 106 Lee Edward ,  Mount Morgan o c
7 Lafitt  -,  Charters Towers c 107 Lee Edward. Welcome Creek u k
145 Kershaw Henry, P .O. Townsville c (2) 8 Laidlaw F., bulirnba c 108 Lee Mrs. F .  Levine ,  Cairns o
146 Kerswell R., Saddler's Crossing c 9 Laidley G .,  Mungindi s 109 Lee George, Croydon s
147 Kerton  Miss  P., Bowen Hills u k 10 Laing Mrs., Croydon c 110 Lee J. (fruiterer ),  Dalby c
148 Ketteringham W., Brisbane u k 11 Laing Ebrington  It., Croydon u k 111 Lee Mark ,  Croydon s
149 Kettletz Thos. ,  Duaringa c 12 Laing Eugene ,  Rockhampton c 112 Lee  Si.,  North Rockhampton c
150 Keys Mrs., Red Hill c 13 Laing, E .,  Croydon c 113 Lee 11.,  North Rockhampton c
151  Keys J., Stockholm P.C., Charters  14 Laing John, Manfred Downs c 114 Lee Patrick ,  Winton e
Towers c  15 Laird Sarah A .,  Townsville o 115 Lee Patrick, Golden Valley o c
152 Keyser Miss R., Boggo road c 16 Lake - ,  Croydon Hospital c 116 Lee Walter ,  Brisbane s
153 Kickham Charles ,  Springsure Railway 17 Lamb Miss  (confectioner ),  Dalby c 117 Lees  -,  Mount Perry cIS Lamb Miss E. J., Bundaberg c
2)
118 Leeson B., South Commongin s
154  Kidd-,  Brisbane c (3) 19 Lamb J., Esk c 119 Leeson B., Winton c
155 Kidd Mrs., Brisbane u k 20 Lamb Mark ,  Croydon o 120 Leeson Thomas, Brisbane u k
156 Kidd George , Maryborough u k  21 Lamb Win., Croydon c 121 Leeson T. W., Brisbane u k
157 Kidd Peter, CrtZcodile c 22 Lamb W., Croydon s 122 Lee Wah, Rockhampton c
158 Kidson Thomas ,  Coochin Creek c 23  Lambert Mrs., Brisbane road c 123 Lee Woori, Redbank c
1:59 Kiely P., Brisbane u k  24 Lambert E., 12 Hope street ,  Spring  Hilt 124 Legate Rev. C., Dalby c
160 Kiereen Miss M., South Brisbane c  uk 125  Lehman  T. A., Brisbane e
161 Kiernan Lawrence , Mackay s  25 Lambert Wm., Golden Valley, Croy- 12(; Lehnoff W., Eidsvold c
162 Kilgour Geo., Manuka c don c 127 Leighton M., Port Douglas c
163 Killeen  Al., Codrington,  Oakey o 26 Lamberty Win., Rockhampton c 128 Leigh Robert Blencow ,  Ipswich u k
164 Killer  --,  Emerald c 27 Lam Chong ,  Dalby c 129 Leip Charles, Winton c
165 Killer, Miss Esther , Mount Perry c  28 Lancaster and Toloon ,  Normanton a 130 Leist • ames, Brisbane m
166 Kilpatrick Jas.  Win., Terrick Terrick o 29 Lander A. (saddler ),  Toowong u k 131 Lemmond James, Table Top c
167 Kilpatrick Walter W .,  Mount  _llorgan, 30 Lane Mrs., Albion Flat c 132 Len  --,  Beaudesert c (2)
oc  31 Lane H., Rockhampton e t 133 Len C., Thompson Estate c
168 Kime J., Mount Shamrock o c (2) 32 Lane H. M., Cleveland c 134 Lendo N.. Hospital ,  Marybo rough o
169 Kinch A., One- .Mile, Gympie c 33 Lane J. R., Brisbane u k 135 Lendress A., Cawarral c
170 Kinch Robert, Deep Creek o c (2) 34 Lane Robert, Brisbane c 136 Lennan John, Brisbane o
171 Kincheler George , G ilead Station c 35 Lane W., Etheridge River o 137 Lennon Joseph, Dead Man's Gully s
172 Kinerston George, Winton c 36 Lanfer Miss Elizth .,  Brisbane o c 138 Lentall James, Brisbane c
173 Kin  Fey, Rockhampton o c (3) 37 Lang A. S., 1Mowbraytown c 139 Leonard  M iss E. ,  Valley c
174 King , Yuleba c 38 Lang G., Highfields c 140 Leonard Mrs. Julia, Croydon s
175 King Eustace ,  Roxhorough Downs c 39 Lang M., Bowen f 141 Leonard J., Croydon o176 King F., Toowoomba s 40 Lang Lieut. M. C. R., Bowen u k 142 Leonard Michael ,  Maryborough o c and
177 King H., Condamine c 41 Lang W. A., Ravenswood o
na178 King James ,  Swan Hill c 42 Langan A., Woollongabba c rd M., Croydon c143 Leo
179 King  J ohn W .,  Petrie's Bight s 43 Langan M., Brisbane s 144 Leonard Thomas, Croydon c
180 King J., Charters Towers c 44 Langan Wm.,  Croydon c 145 Leslie  -,  Brisbane c
181 King J. P., Croydon c 45 Langan W., Croydon c (3) 146 Leslie Alex., South Brisbane o c
182 King J. W., Brisbane c 46 Langdon Louis K., Plane Creek, Mac- 147 Leslie John, Rockhampton u k
183 King  William, New Farm s kay o 148 Letches Thos., Herberton c
184 King William, Native Cat Diggings c 47 Langenbach August, Goondiwindi c (2) 149 Letour  -,  Rubyanna e
Bundaberg cWm Walloon c 48 Langer E185 Kin Charters Towers c s and150 Letto W.,.,g
186 King W., Brisbane c 49 Langlands  .John ,  Brisbane c
., , ,
o(3)
187 Kingsby Mrs., Brisbane c 50 Langridge David ,  Bundaberg c 151 Letton Mrs., Valley s
188 Kingsland J., Eulo s 51 Lanham David ,  South Brisbane o c 152 Le Varning A., 19-mile Siding c
189 Kingston  -, Gregory c  52 Lannan Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o e 153 Levett .Tames, Brisbane u k
190 Kingston Miss L .  J., Bundaberg o 53 Lappin Mrs. E., Rockhampton c 154 Levy Mrs. H .,  South Brisbane c
191 Kinnane P., Croydon c 54 Lapworth J .,  South Brisbane c 155 Lewis Mrs., Grandchester c (2)
192 Kennedy Mrs. J .,  Isisford c 55 Larkin James ,  Croydon c 156 Lewis A.  and Co., Brisbane s
193 Kippin Lily, Brisbane 56 Larkins John, Croydon s 157 Lewis Charles, Imbil road u k
194 Kerby C., Brisbane c 57 Larsen J., Charters Towers c 158 Lewis Jno., Boolboonda m
195 Kirby John, Beenleigh Line c 58 Larsen  Win., Croydon o c 159 Lewis J., Charters Towers c
196 Kirby Miss  Mary,  Cooktown c 59 Larsen W. A., Bundaberg c 160 Lewis  J., New  Chain Mine c
197  Kirk Annie, Brisbane o 60 Larson J. T., Croydon o 161 Lewis J. J., Grandchester c
198 Kirk W., St. George s (2) 61 Lascelles E. G., Mount Pleasant, Bun- 162  Lewis,). J., Rockhampton f
199 Kirkwood -, Elliot Crossing c daberg c 163 Lewis L., Ipswich s
200 Kirkwood R., Bundaberg c 62 Lathlieff  -,  Millchester Creek c 164 Lewis Morgan , Main  Camp, Gympie c
201 Kirkwood WV., Bundaberg c 63 Latimer  Margaret , Ipswich o 165  Len  is Thomas, Charters Towers c
202 Kitchen llrs. Robert, Six-mile Creek c 64 Launders WV., Clermont o 166 Lewis Thomas, Queenton c (2)
203 Kitchener Mrs., North Side, Mackay 65 Laurentzen C., North Rockhampton c 167 Lewis T. C., Brisbane c (2)
c (2)  66 Lavender C. H., Charters Towers c 168 Lewisky Joseph, Croydon o
201 Kitson Joseph ,  South Brisbane u k 67 La\ er S. L., Cairns o 169 Lewizky Joseph ,  Charters Towers c (2)
205 Klins Inspector ,  Warwick c (2) 08 Laverstone  --,  Mount Morgan c 170 Lewry A. J., Bowen u k
206 Knapp  Mrs. Joseph,  Charters Towers s 69 Lavery E. J., Spring Vale c 171 Lewty E .,  Bundaberg c (2)
207 Knapp William, Croydon c 70 Law R., Thompson Estate c 172 Leybourne J., Maryhorough n z
208 Knight J., Gyinpie c 71 Lawless Miss Annie ,  Townsville c 173 Leybourne W. J., Maryborough s and
209 Knight J. A., Brisbane c 72 Lawrence  -,  Bulimba c n z (3)
210 Knight Miss Nellie, Sandgate o 73 Lawrence and Pearson ,  Fairview, 174 Libborn Wm., Red Hill e
211 Knox .1.,  North Quay c Kennedy c 175 Lichterf,ld  -,  Brisbane f
212 Knowles C. R., Brisbane c 74 Lawrence Mrs., Charters Towers e 176 Liddiard  -,  Pioneer Plantation,
213 Knowles Thomas, Sandgate c 75 Lawrence Samuel ,  Petrie terrace c Mackay c
214 Koch - ,  Toowoomba c  76  Lawrie Charles, Brisbane u k 177 Liddle W. C., Dulvadilla e
215 Koch John,  Table Top e 77 Lawrie Charles , Mount  Morgan c 178 Liddy John Kerr ,  Mount Albion c and
216 Konig Louis, King road c 78 Lawry Ernest ,  Charters Towers  in e t 11
217 Konzelmann E., Herberton c 79 Laws Miss Mary, Charters Towers o 179 Liddy John K., Hnghenden u k
218 Ko ,,ke F., Torbaulea  in  80 Lawsen George ,  Geraldton c 180 Lit-111 ,u and C'. L.. Ipswich e
219 Kow  Jug Quay, Cairns c 81 Lawson  - (carpenter ),  Toowoomba c 181 Lif i  t George  Al., North Rockhampton s
220 Krantz  -,  near Habana c (2) 82 Lawson - Bunya c 192 Lignto,rrry  ---,  Torbanlea c
221 Kreto B. P., Kolan o 83 Lawson Miss, Peel Island e 183 Lilley -, Toowong c
222 Kristofer ,sen Hans ,  Brisbane 84 Lawson A. C., Redbank f (4 184 Lillis 11., South Coast Junction u k
Lillywhite W. J., Brisbane c
Linane 1V., Cooktown c
Lind J., Queenton c
Linde J., Mount :Morgan c
Lindgren C., Duaringa 1) c
Lindgren John A., Brisbane o c
Linduian C.  I,'.,  Warwick e t
Lindon T., Lri,bane o
Lindrum Alex., Wallangarra s
Lingay ---, Charleville c
Lin Kee, Cairns c
Linklater John, Eidsvold c (2)
Lippett G., Brisbane c
Lisson John, Spring Valley u k
Lithgroe Mrs. E., Thompson Estate c
Little James, Charters Towers c (2)
Little Miss Margaret J., Charters
Towers c
Little Robert, Cumberland m
Littlejohn James S., Brisbane f
Livingston John, Roina e
Lloyd Miss, Cooktown c
Lloyd John, Jubilee Estate c
Lloyd T., Brisbane c
Loch C., Marll,orough c
Lachlan -, Mackay c
Lockett Mrs. Hannah, Drayton o c
Lockhardt Thos., Charleville c
Lockhart Edward, Croydon c and o (2)
Lockhead Robert, Ditton's road, Mac-
kay cLochrey R., Brisbane c
Logan W., Brisbane s
Lohff C., Golden Valley c
Loliback W., Goondiwindi s
Lowbard Win., Golden Valley e t
London David, Brisbane u k
London B., .Weelarnurra, Cunntnnulla
uk
Lonergan D., South Brisbane c
Long Mrs., Cairns c
Long and Co., Clermont c
Long G., Barcaldine c (2)
Long H., Port Douglas in
Long J. F., Croydon in
Long Miss Mary, Kangaroo Point f
Long R., Hughenden c
Long R. W., Croydon in
Longden Charles, Bulimba c
Long Foo, Charters Towers c
Longland Jon .than, Bulimba c
Longley J., B: isbane Valley Junction c
Longton T. E., Beaudesert ii k
Lonigan -, Brisbane n z
Lon Sing, Charters Towers c
Look I-lop Lee, Clarke River c
Lord A., Bundaberg u k (2)
Loridan J. B., Cairns in
Loring F., Beauly terrace c
Lorraine W. R., Croydon o c
Lorranie, W. R., Clonagh, Cloncurry
u k (2)
Loughnane Michael, Pimpama c
Lourie Win., Croydon c
Louty Mrs. A. E., Laidley c
Love -, Beaudesert c
Loveday Mrs., Wickham terrace c
Lovejoy W.,'Brisbane c
Lovell, John, Golden Valley c
Lovett John, Laycock's Camp e t
Low Mrs. Martha, Brisbane o c
Low Cheu, Gympie c
Lowden W. D., Glenmore Station c
Lowe -, Sandgate c
Lowe Miss, North Rockhampton c
Lowe A., Tiaro c
Lowe Thomas, Townsville o
Lowell -, Charters Towers c
Lowns William, Croydon s
Loyd Matthew, Headingly Station c
Loyns William, South Bundaberg c
Loy Toy Kee, Rockhampton c
Lucas James, Goondiwindi c
Lucas W., Charters Towers c
Luckett Fred., Brisbane o c
Lucking A. G., Brisbane u k
Ludeke August, Hungry Flat c
Ludeman and Webber, Croydon c
Ludwig August, Beenleigh o c
Ludwig Thomas, Lutwyche c
Luff Miss Essie, Brisbane oc
Lumb Joseph, Queenton c (5)
Lum Hing, Brisbane o c
Luna D. Anastacie, Queenton f
Lunness Mrs. G., Fernlees u k
Lupton J. P., Ipswich c
Luscombe John, Dean Vale c
Luxon Mrs., Queenton c
Lymburner Mrs., Hughenden c
Lynch -- (cabman), Rockhampton c
Lynch D., Charters Towers s
Lynch 1). P., Thargomi:rdah Station s
Lynch Edward, Table Top o
Lynch Ellen, Brisbane o c
Lynch,1 ohn, One-Mile, Gympie  C
Lynch J. P., Charters Towers c
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287 Lynch Michael, `Iungar e
288 Lynch M.. Miles c
289 L) rich M. and P., Logan Village o
290 Lynch Thos.. I-liigbeuden c
291 Lynch Thos., Esineralda Station s
292 Lynch T., Charters Towers c293 Lvnd H. K., Allora c
294 Lynn C., Toowoiig  c
295 Lynn George, Bundaberg o c
296  Lynn Thos., Jundah c
297 Lyon F. D., Woollongabba c
298 Lyons --, Toowong c
299 Lyons David, \\rooliong.ib.ha c
300 Lyons 1)., Lutwyche c
301 Lyons All's. Tames, North Bundaberg c
302  Lyons John Josh., Cooktown e
303 Lyons J., North Bundaberg c
304 Lyons J., Croydon c
305 Lyons  J.  J., Cooktown e t
306 Lyons Thos., Table Top f
307 Lyons W., North Bundaberg c
M.
1 MACE  Henry, Table Top s
2 Macey Miss  (care of Mrs. Riding),
Bowen Hills o
3 Mack Charles, Dragoon Diggings c
4 Macklin William , Table Top s
5 Madden Mrs . Mary ,  23 Windmill
street o
6 Madden  Win. (care of  G. Thomas),
Clifton Station, Tiaro c
7 Maddison Anthony, Croydon c and
u k (6)
8 Maddox W. J., Barcaldine  in
9 Mangan J .,  Boggo road c
10 Magdalinski Bertha and Rosalye, Mel-
bourne street o c
11 Magee Miss Alice ,  Willaroo, North
Quay o
12 Mageniss Peter A .,  Southport u k
13 Maggon Andrew, One-wile Creek c
14 Maggs A. (care of - Cole ),  Sandy
Creek c (2)
15 Magnor M., Croydon c
16 MaguireA . ( lengthsman), Caboolture c
17 Maguire Charles, Toowoxnba c
18 Maher John  (care of Murphy ,  Hopkins,
and Co., Mungar c
20 Maher  Michael, Stanley  Bridge c
21 Maher P. J., Cooktown c
22 Ma,herTimothy ,  Table Top c
23 Mahon H., Thornbury street, Spring
Hill c
24 Mahon John  (labourer ),  Bowen o c
25 Mahoney John , Morven c (2)
26 Mahoney Rod., Croydon in
27 Mahoney R. J., Croydon m (2)
28 Mahony J., Punpaina c
29 Main E. W., Kangaroo Hills Tin
Mine c
30 Mainwaring E .,  Charters  Towers c
31 Maitland G. C. G., Elderalie ,  Winton e
32 Maitland R., Cairns c
33  Malcohn Garry, Torrens Creek o
34 Mallett W .,  Reid 's Creek c
35 Mallett W. H.. Mount Perry c
36 Malley -, Tocal Station e
37 Malley P .,  Cairns c
38 Mallon Henry ,  Croydon c
39 Malloy Robert ,  Mowbraytown c
40 Malone Mary, Townsville n k
41 Malone Ted (carrier ),  Herberton c
42 Maloney J., Townsville c
43 Maloney Michael, Charleville c
44 Malpass 0. K., Rockhampton s
45 Maltby A . P., Mount Perry c
46 Manchletow H., Sandy Creek ,  Laidley c
47 Mander  -,  Mount Morgan c
48 Manderson  -,  Balmoral Estate e
49 Mane  W., Sa.ndgate c
50 Mangan Daniel, Charters Towers c and
m  (2)
51 Mangan Timothy ,  Newbury c (13)
52 Man Lee ,  Cairns s
53 Manley C . (carrier ),  Croydon c (3)
54 Mann C.,  Brisbane c
55 Mann John ,  Da ,,worth Station u k (3)
56 Mann  H.  (draper ),  Brisbane s57 Manning  Mrs., Brisbane s
58 Manning Miss (care of  Mrs. Simmons),
Fortescue street c
59  Manning, James, Brisbane o
60 Manns F., Dillalah c
61 _Man.,field Wright and  Co. Messrs.,
Hope street , South  Brisbane c (3)
62 Mansfield  -, Main  street, Kangaroo
Point c
63 Mans'nr  --,  Brisbane c
64 '_1lanson J.  (plumber), Stanley street c
65 Ma of it J. (care of  Cc, r) i e , ' s Store ),  Table
Top c
66 Mantenfel C. F., Blenheim , Laidley c
67 Manton Mrs., Warner street, Valley c
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Mara Patrick, Brisbane in
Maran - (bootmaker), Morven c
Marcli.J., Fitzroy Park, Rockhampton c
Marchant Edward, Esk e
Marchant E. A., Colinton Station s
Markey James, Rosewood s (2)Markham John, Charters Towers c
Marks Miss, Croydon c
Marks Mrs Ellen, Croy don c
`larks Lazar (commercial traveller)E'risliane o c
68
69
70
717 2
73
7475
76
77
78 Marks Mrs S., Brisbane s
79 Mark well John, Brisbane c
80 Ma-low John. Isisford s (2)
81 Marwion William Preston, Croydon ii k
82 Marodith - (brickmaker), Gympie c
83 Marr S.. Bohemia Downs c
84 Marr Thomas, Barcaldine c
85 Marramore Mrs., Brisbane c
81; Marrant W. J. (tobacco-twister), Bris-bane oc
87 Marrs Mrs. G., Rockhampton c
88 Marsden Blake, Brisbane u k
89 Marsden Mrs. Blake, Esk c
90 Marsh John, 1Maryborongh c
91 harsh Joseph (coachbuilder), Rock-
hampton o c
92 Marshall Mrs., Flinders street, Towns-
ville uk
93 Marshall A., Golden Valley e
94 Marshall F., Gympie c
95  Marshall H., Croydon s
96 Marshall James, Townsville o c
97 Marshall John Augustus, Croydon c
98 Marshall J. C., Forest Vale c
99 Marshall M., Brisbane o
100 Marshall Peter, Mungar c
101 Marshall Thomas (care of - Sparks),
Spring Hill c
102 Marshall W., Clarence street, South
Brisbane c
103 Marshall W. E., Durham, Georgetown
c and u k (3)
104 Martin Mrs. Ole, Cardwell c
105 Marti Frederick, Albion c
106 Martin -, Avoca Hotel, Leichhardt
street c
107 Martin Mrs., Bowen Hills s
108 Martin Mrs., Leichhardt street f
109 Martin Mrs., Plant's Ridge c
110 Martin Alexander, Hughenden o c
111 Martin Mrs. A., Townsville c
112 Martin Charles (saddler), Georgetown c
113 Martin C. R., Paroo, Eulo s
114 Martin and Soh Messrs., Mount
Perry ii k
115 Martin Frederick, Oakwood c (2)
116 Martin F. J. (of Swansea), Brisbane a
117 Martin G. H., Morven a
118 Martin H., Beenleigh c
119 Martin H. W., B. I. and Q. A. Co.,
Brisbane c
120 Martin James (shearer), Noorama Sta-
tion c
121 Martin Jame4, Lake's Creek road in
122 Martin John, Gympie u k
123 Martin John (care of - Yates),
Charters Towers c
124  Martin John, Mackay u k (2)
125 Martin Joseph, Charters Towers u k
126 Martin T., Victory Street West End
c (2)
127 Martin J., Bundaberg c
128 Martin Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
129 Martin J. D., Windah, Rockhampton c
130 Martin J. R., Gympie c
131 Martin J. S. Langton, Rockhampton
u k (2)
132 Martin Michael, Cunnamulla c
133 Martin Peter (care of Messrs. Thomp-
son and Shepherd), Cooktown o
134  Martin Robert, Table Tpp u k
135 Martin Hobert, Table Top u k
136 Martin T., Cooktown c
137 Martin T. (carrier), Barcaldine c
138 Martin William, Croydon c (2)
139 Martin Walter E., Croydon uk andc (2)
140 Martin W., Croydon c
141 Martin W. V., Charters Towers c
142 Martinolick Giovanni, Brisbane f
143 Martin Mrs. A. M., Allora a
144 Martyry A. G., Barron Ri-, er o
145 Marupo James (care of tTohn Bates),
Quilberry Station c
146 Maskel M., Charters Towers c
147 Ma.sky H. (care of C. W. McConachy),
Croydon c
14$ Maslen H. (carrier), Mount Shamrock c
149 Maslen Joseph, Croydon c
150 Maslen J., Charters Towers c
151 Mason Bros. Messrs., Cemetery road,
Towing c
152 Mason Mrs., 21 Boundary street
Spring Hill c
153 Mason James, Moolboolaman c (2)
154 Mason Mrs.  Al. A., Warwick o
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155 Massie William (care  of H. Massie),
Brisbane u k
156 Massuer Adam, Sealon street, Too-
woomba c
157 Masson Mrs. A., Qualtrough street c
158 Mast F., Toowoomba c
159 Masters Thomas, Stanley street, South
Brisbane c
160 Matches D., Kelvin Grove road c
161 Mateme E., Wellington road c
162 Matfin James, Croydon c
163 Mather James, Charters Towers o
164 Mather J. J., Charters Towers ii z
165 Mathers W., Queenton o
166 Mathers W. S., Croydon c
167 Matheson Donald, Herberton c
168 Matheson F., Barcaldine in
169 Matheson R., Australian Club, Bris-
bane c
170 Mathews Mrs., Charters Towers c
171 Mathews Miss, Rockhampton c
172 Matthews B., Warwick c
173 Mathews George, Carron Crossing o
and c (3)
174 Mathiesen Capt. (barque " Zamak "),
Bulimba c
175 Matthews B., Charters Towers c (4)
176 Matthews J., Hope street, Cooktown c
177 Matthews G. (care of Black and Co.),
Golden Valley c
178 Matthews George, Carron Crossing c
17 9 Matthews J., Croydon a (2)
180 Matthews Mrs. S. J., Cooktown c
181 Matthews T. (carrier), Croydon c
182 Maud Annie, Ipswich c
183 Maudoon J. T., Sadd's Ridge u k
184 Maunder H. (carpenter), Cemetery
road, Toowong c
185 Maurice G., East Maryborough c
186 Maxey Mrs. (care of E. Woodgate),
Mitchell u k
187 May Mrs., Lytton road c
188 May Alexander, Bulimba c
189 May Michael, Highfields road c
190 Mayberry Edward, Brisbane u k
191 Mayitelli Capt. F. (care of Wright,
Heaton and Co.), Brisbane s
192 Mayle Charles, Goondiwindi s
193 Maynard E., Morven c
194 Mayne J. F. (care of J. Stratford),
Portland Station c
195 Meagher Miss J., George street, Bris-
bane o
196 Meagher W., Dalganally c
197 Meaney M., Charters Towers c
198 Meara J., Gordon Downs c
199 Mears - (lumper), Brisbane c
200 Medhurst M. 0., 7 Twine street,
Brisbane u k
201 Medwell D., Rockhampton c
202 Meecham F. C. (care of R. Tait),
Upper Annan c (2)
203 Meehan George J. (butcher), Currajong
Flat s
204 Meekin John, Valley c
205 Meir Emil, Bundaberg s
206 Meilandt P., Beenleigh c
207 Melani A., Gympie c
208 Melbourne W., Tilpal c
209 Melhouse Mrs. C., Barcaldine c
210• Mellum George, Boonangar o
211 Mellen Mrs. M., Roma c
212 Mellon T. (saddler), Croydon c
213 Mellor W. H., Mowbraytown c
214 Mellorrs Philip (carrier), Nive c
2t5 Melville W., Table Top c
216 Melvin Walter, Dininore Station o
217 Menandue Joseph, One-mile Creek c (3)
218  Menton Patrick, Maryborough u k
219 Mercer A., Rosalie Estate c
220 Merchant F. J., Tillet street, Boggo
road c
221 Mernane Miss Emma, Brisbane c
222 Merton Mrs. E. A., Mackay c
223 Mery Joseph, Croydon c
224 Mesch Jacob, Table Top c
225 Messenger Fred., Mount Perry c
226 Merrland George, Rockhampton c
227 Meyer Henri (bushman), Townsville o c
228 Meyer John, Wilson's Ridges c
229 Michael -, West End o
230 Michael F. W. (care of Mrs. Peel), Hope
street, Solith Brisbane f
231 Michell George, Croydon u k
232 Michlewriaht Edward, Brisbane u k
233 Miesner If., Rosewood Scrub c
234 Misker Thomas (care of - Tanner),
Bundaberg c
235 Mikketsen Peter, Maryborough f
236 Milburn J. J. (mariner), Rockhampton
c
237 Milder H. J., Cania c
238 Miles Miss, Bowen Hills c
239 Miles Miss Caroline, Ipswich u k
240 Mils C. S., Croydon s
241 Miles H., Cooktown s
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242 Miles Miss  K., Brook  street, HighgateHill -c
243 Miles W. (care  of -Kay), Coorparooc
244 Milke Michael, Toowoomba f
245 Millan J., North Rockhampton c
246 Millar J., East street, Rockhampton c
247 Millard Mrs., Bundaberg c
248 Miller -, Blackall c
249 Miller (carrier), Mount Perry c
250 Miller Mrs., Upper Edward street c
251 Miller Mrs., Grey street, South Bris-
bane c
252 Miller Ann, Port Douglas o
253 Miller A., Cairns c
254 Miller A. (contractor), Maryborough c
255 Miller Charles, Gowrie road, Too-
woomba c
256 Miller C., Woollongabba c (2)
257 Miller Miss E., Park terrace, Spring
Hill c
258 Miller Miss E. or J., Cribb street,
Milton c
259 Miller Henry (carpenter), Brisbane o c
260 Miller Henry, Croydon c
261 Miller H., Brisbane c
262 Miller John (packer), Cooktown c
263 Miller Joseph, Hughenden c
264 Miller James Osbert, Croydon s
265 Miller James (plumber), Wellington
road c
266 Miller J. J., Thargomindah s (4)
267 Miller P., Skating Rink, Brisbane s
268 Miller P., Dinmore c (2)
269 Miller R., Ann street Valley c
270 Miller R., Wellington road c
271 Miller R. J. (engineer), Townsville c
272 Miller Walter, Table Top s
273 Miller William (puntman), Mary-
borough c
274 Miller William (fireman), Brisbane o c
275 Miller William (carrier), Eidsvold c
276 Miller William, Jimbour c
277 Miller W. J., Cluden c
278 Millett E., Ipswich c
279 Millroy J., Rockhampton o
280 Mills -, Cleveland c
281 Mills C. E. S., Croydon u k and c
282 Mills James, Thursday Island c
283  Mills John, Townsville o c
284 Mills John, Townsville o c
285 Mills Joseph, Brisbane in
286 Mills J. B., Cooktown u k
287 Mills Miss Laura, Cairns u k
288 Mills R., Charters Towers c
289 Mills W. J., Cooper' s Plains c
290 Millyard Charles, Eidsvold c
291 Minadue Joseph, One-Mile c
292 Minahan Mrs. Mary, Gladstone road,
South Brisbane in (2)
293 Minahan Patrick, Croydon c
294 Minton - (Ballast- gang ), Charters
Towers c (3)
295 Missen Thomas, Maryborough c
296 Mitchell B., Townsville c
297 Mitchell G., Hughenden c
298 Mitchell.Tames, Calliope e t
299 Mitchell James S., Croydon c
300 Mitchell John, Glen Park, Townsville c
301 Mitchell J., Balaclava Islet c
302 Mitchell Mrs. Kate, Brisbane o c
303 Mitchell M. R., Croydon c
304 Mitchell Mrs. W., Mackay c
305 Mitchell Richard, Croydon c
306 Mitchell Thomas, Lutwyche c
307 Mitchell Walter, Townsville n z
308 Mittelstedt C. F. W., Toowong c
309 Mitton W., Brisbane c
310 Moan John R., Table Top c
311 Mocal George, Toowoomba c
312 Mocatta H. W., Croydon n z (2)
313 Moffat Michael, Croydon c
314 Moffatt Mrs., Highgate Hill c
315 Moffatt W., Woollongabba c
316 Moffett George, Minnie Downs o c
317  Moffett James, Brisbane u k
318 Mohunt S., Brisbane Hospital a
319 Mole C., Oxford Estate c
320 Moless John, Gatton o
321  Molle Miss (care of H. Conran), Rock-
hampton c
322 Moller -,  (farmer ), One-Mile c
323 Moller John, Maryborough c
324 Moller R., Lion Creek c
325 Molley Thomas, East lane, Rockhamp-
ton c
326 Molloy Harry (labourer), Beenleigh o c(2)
327 Molloy Miss Mary E., One-Mile c
328 Molloy Robert, Stafford street, East
Brisbane c (2)
329 Maloney James, Brisbane u k (2)
330 Moloney M., Bowen o c
331 Moloney M., Eidsvold c
332 Monaghan Constable, Brisbane s
333 Monaghan T., 42-Gang,  Emerald c
334 Monk Frank Charleville s
335 Monks Miss Annie, Charters; Towers e
336 Monks P. J., Meadowbank, Towns-
ville c
337 Monro Charles G. A., Croydon s and
u k (4)
338 Monro J. C., St. George e t
339 Monson - (farmer), Herberton c
340 Monson Peter, Croydon c
341 Montgomery R., Sebastopool c
342  Montgombery -, Charters Towers f
343 Moody Mrs. (teacher of music), North
Ipswich c
344 Moon A., Rockhampton c (3)
345 Moon G. L., Nindaroo Estate, Mackay o
346 Mooney Patrick, Brisbane u k
347 Moore Mrs., Gray street, South Bris-
bane c
348 Moore Miss C., Woollongabba c
349 Moore W. G., Auburn Hotel, Hawk-
wood c
350  Moore G., Roma c
351 Moore Jacob, Brisbane in
352 Moore James, Lutwyche u k
353 Moore John, Albert street, Brisbane o
354 Moore John, Brisbane c
355 Moore John, Thargomindah in
356 Moore John, Winton o
367 Moore Joseph Crystal Brook c (3)
358 Moore John Iiamilton, Thargomindah
c and u k (6)
359 Moore J., Tambo u k (2)
360 Moore Miss Mary, Maryborough u k
361 Moore Mrs., M. C., Lytton road c
362 Moore R., Brisbane s
363 Moore Samuel (carpenter), Kennedy
terrace o c
364 Moore William (miner), Charters
Towers o c
365 Moore W. H. (care of A. D. Sewell),
Normanby, Harrisville o c
366 Moran -, Lilly Vale c
367 Moran John Brisbane u k
368 Moran John{eareof-Higgins), Gym-
pie c
369 Moran AT., Charters Towers c (2)
370 Moran P., Maryborough c
371 Moran Thomas A. (contractor), Croy-
don c (2)
372 Morant Capt. Thos. (care of Mrs. Dun
lop), Wickham street o
373 Moran W., Croydon c
374 Morck -, Goodna a
375 Moren Mrs. G., Magnetic Island c
376 Moret Gabriel, Maryborough u k
377 Morgan - (care of Morgan and Co.),
Mount Morgan in
378 Morgan -, Mount Leyshon c
379 Morgan -, Walker's Pocket c
380 Morgan Mrs., West Toowong c
381 Morgan Mrs., Ravenswood c
382 Morgan Mrs., Ravenswood c
383 Morgan Miss, Mount Perry c
384 Morgan A. F., Gilmore, Adavale c
385 Morgan Daniel, Christmas' Creek, Dal-
rymple o
386 Morgan D., Rockhampton c (2)
387 Morgan F., Rockhampton c
388 Morgan James, Day Dawn Crossing c
389 Morgan James, Charters Towers c
390 Morgan James (engine -driver), Gympie c
391 Morgan John, Gympie c (2)
392  Morgan Jno. Henry, Brisbane o a
393 Morgan J., Brisbane c
394 Morgan M., Cooktown s
395 Morgan Mrs. M., Charters Towers c
396 Morgan Mrs. M. J., Kedron Brook c
397 Morgan R., Winton Station s
398 Morgan Mrs. William, Hospital,
Hughenden c
399 Morgen George, Toowoomba c
400 Morley Charles, Croydon u k
401 Morningham M., Breakfast Creek c
402 Moroney M., Croydon o
403 Morrell - (watchmaker), Queen
street c
404 Morrice D., Rockhampton c
405 Morris -. South Toowong c
406 Morris Charles, Charters Towers c
407 Morris Charles (care of - Johnston),
Stanley street, South Brisbane c
408 Morris Edmond (labourer), Kalka
Creek o c
409 Morris Ed'.t-ard, Winton o
410 Morris Edward (tinsmith), Boulia c
411 Morris James, Lal Lal, Charters
Towers e t
412 Morris John, Wood street, West Enduk
413 Morris John (care of M. Doube), Esk
Line c
414 Morris.T., Charters Towers c
415 Morris J. A. A., Charters Towers c
416 Morris J. M., Grey street, South Bris
bane c
417 Morris Miss Kate,  Brisbane u k
418 Morris Rowland, Day pawn Ridge c
419 Morris Thomas,  Brisbane c
420 Morris  T., Bundaberg c
421 Morris Wm. (painter), Woollongabba c
422 Morris Wm. (cook), Mackay o c
423 Morris William, Maryborough c
424 Morris W. H., Eidsvold c
425 MorrisbyR. R., St. Helen's, South Bris-
bane c
426 Morrisey D., Archer street, Rockham-
ton c
427 Morrissey R., Brisbane c
428 Morrison Mrs., Dinmore c
421) Morrison Capt., North Pine c
430 Morrison H., Croydon o
431 Morrisson K. J., Croydon c
432 Morritt Robert J. (labourer), Towns-
ville oc
433 Morro N. A., Croydon n z
434 Morrow Mrs. M., Birley street, Spring
Hill c
435 Morrow Miss S.,  Brisbane c
436 Morse - (contractor), O'Connell
Town c
437 Mortensen Christian, Yengarie o
438 Mortensen Jurgen, North Rockhamp-
ton f
439 Mortesy William, Wickham street,
Valley a
440 Mortimer H. W., Eidsvold m
441 Mortimer James, Bundaberg o c
442 Morton -, Stanley street, South
Brisbane c
443 Morton A., Enniskillen Station o
444 Morton H., Charters Towers c (3)
445 Morton J., Dillalah Station m
446 Morton William, Rockhampton c
447 Mosley H., Charters Towers c
448 Moss John, Normanton u k (2)
449 Mould J. E., Dinmore c
450 Mounter O. (painter), Red Hill c
451 Mountford G., Boulia c
452 Mountgommery -, Billa Billa c
453 Moynahan J., Logan Bridge o
454 Mudie  Mrs. (teacher  of music), North
Ipswich c
455 Mufford Thomas, Irvinebank o
456 Muir -, Waterworks road c
457 Muir Miss, Brisbane c
458 Muirr C., Gympie road c
459 Muir D. (care of J. Wilson), Mount
Albion m
460 Muir H.,  Isaac street , Toowong c
461 Muir James, Southern Cross, Ravens-
wood s
462 Muir W., Longlands Estate c
463 Mulanne Miss, Townsville e t
464 Mulcahy  Miss,  Cunnamulla s
465 Mulhall -, Toowoomba c
466 Mulhall John, Croydon c
467 Mulheron J., Rockhampton c
468 Mulholland (care of Webster and Co.),
Brisbane c
469 Mulholland J., Mitchell c
470 Mulholland W., Warner street, Valley c
471 Mullins Mrs., Toowong c
472 Mullen J., Clarence street, South
Brisbane c
473 Mullens H. (manager), Georgetown c
474 Muller A., Hope street, South Bris-
bane c
475 Muller Charles, Toowoomba c
476 Muller G., Townsville o
477 Muller H., Croydon s
478 Muller Miss Mary, Brisbane s
N
Mulholands E., Aramac c
Mulligan F. G., South  Brisbane s
481 Mullins George, Chatsworth Station e
482 Mullins  Robert, Townsville c
483 Mummery C. S., Croydon m
484 Munn George, Beaudesert s
485 Munn W., Croydon c
486 Munnecke A., Croydon c
487 Munns W. H., Brisbane a
488 Munro C. G. A., Croydon o c
489 Munro E. A. (photographer), Been-
leigh c
490 Munro R., Vulture street c
491 Munro Mrs. R. E., St. Lucia Estates
492 Munro W. R., Gairloch Plantation c
493 Munroe John, Kelvin Grove c
494 Munson A. W., Normanton o and
s(7)
495 Munt Miss  Mary, Duaringa c
496 Murbrie -, South street, Rockhamp-
ton c
497 Murdock --, Red Hill, Brisbane c
498 Murdock Gilbert, Eulo s and c (2)
499 Murdoch Geo. B., Union Club, South
Brisbane e
500 Murdoch M., Melbourne street, Bris-
bane c
501 Murdoch W., One-Mile c
502 Murphy J., Rockwood Station c
503 Murphin -, Bowen Hills c
504 Murphy Airs., Richmond street, Mary-
borough c
505 Murphy Mrs., Townsville c
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506 Murphy  Miss  (care of  -  Farrell),
Winton o
507 Murphy Miss Ellen, Charters Towers
uk
508 Murphy E., Charters  Towers c
509 Murphy E., Toowoomba a
510 Murphy and Co.  Messrs.,  Toowoomba c
511 Murphy  James  (carrier ), Mount Perry c
512 Murphy James, Miles c
513 Murphy James (warder ), Goodna s
514 Murphy John (contractor), Hughen-
den c
515 Murphy John, Charters Towers c
516 Murphy J., Enog era o
517 Murphy Thomas J., Croydon m
518 Murphy T., Harrisville c
519 Murphy C., Croydon c
520 Murray -, Charters Towers c
521 Murray John, Alpha o
522 Murray John, Ipswich c
523 Murray John, Goldsmith Creek c
524 Murray John P. (care  of W. Glover),
Woollongabba c
525 Murray and Co.  Messrs.  J. D., Gold-
smith's Creek c (4)
526 Murray y  Miss  Margaret, Bundaberg
o
c
527 Murray Revd. M. D., Croydon c
528 Murray P. (selector), Rockhampton c
529 Murray P. G. (care of Murphy and Co.),
Mungar c and e t (3)
530  Murray Robert, One-Mile s
531 Murray Robert, One-Mile u k
532 Murray  Robert (oysterman ),  Fraser's
Island c
533 Murray R., Townsville o c
534 Murray R. M., Hammock,  Bundaberg c
535 Murray Thomas (cook), Eulo o c
536 Murray  Thomas , Charters Towers c
537 Murrell J., Sylvan Grove, Toowong c
538 Murrian Tom, Rockhampton c
539 Murry Charley, Thurulgoona Station s
540 Murry M., Cairns c
541 Murry Mrs. T.  M., Barcaldine c
542 Murtagh J., Red Hill c
543 Murtagh John , Rannes Diggings c
544 Murz J., Croydon c (2)
545 Mussill -, Edmonstone street c (2)
546 Musson  J. J., Cairns s (2)
547 Musson  M., Cairns s (2)
548 Myatt C., Splitter's Creek e
549 Mybough -,  Torbanlea c
550 Myers B., Woollongabba c
551 Myers C., Bald Hills c
552 Myers William, Croydon c
Mc.
1 McADAM G., Maryborough c
2 McAdam John, Brisbane u k
3 McAdam Thos. R., Hughenden u k
4 McAdams -, Monkland c
5 McAdams Wm., Kirk River c
6 McAdoo James, Townsville o c
7 McAlister and Co., Adelaide street c
8 McAlister C. H., Cunnamulla s
9 McAlister Frederick, Nive Downs c
10 McAll Mrs. Hugh, Ravenswood c
11 McAllen Wm. H., Croydon c
12 McAllister R. J., Graceville c
13 McAnderson D., Yeppoon c
14 McAnelli John, Barcaldine c
15 McAnly E., Croydon o
16 McAnulty M., Croydon s (2)
17 McArddell.T., Croydon c
18 McArthy J., One Mile c (2)
19 McAulay It., Kilkivan s
20 McAuliffe B. J., Gympie o
21 McAustan John, Croydon m
22 McBean James, Croydon u k andc (11)
23 McBirney Miss, South Brisbane u k
24 McCabe F., Cairns c
25 McCabe James, Winton o
26 McCabe Matthew, South Brisbane c
27 McCabe M., Woollongabba o c
28 McCaffery Mrs. Mary, Maryborough e
29 McCafferty -, Bundaberg c
30 McCall John, Rockhampton s
31 McCallen H., Croydon c
32 McCallen -, Hughenden c
33 McCauley -, Bundaberg c
34 McCann Mrs., Blackall c
35 McCarroll Mrs., Bundaberg c
36 McCarthy D. F., Croydon c (2)
37 McCarthy Florence, Burdekin Hotel c
38 McCarthy Henry, Mary street c
39 McCarthy J., Petrie's Creek c
40 McCarthy M., Gympie c
41 McCaskell -North Ipswich 
42 McCauley James, Gympie s
43 McClabchy James H., Brisbane s
44 McClay -, Petrie terrace c
45 McClean A. J., Brisbane u k
46 McClelland W., Charters Towers c
47 McCloughlan Pat., Brisbane u Ic
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48 McClure Adam, Sherwood o c
49 McClure Peter, Mount Romeo c (3)
50 McCall -, Mackay c
51 McCalley Neal, Mount Shamrock c
52 McCombs J., Richmond c (2)
53 McConachy Charles, Croydon t
54 McConechy Neil, Brisbane u k
55 McConkay John, Table Top s
56 McConville C. P., Townsville s
57 McCoombe W., Cairns o
58 McCord Robert, Silsoe c
59 McCorkill J. J., Brisbane c
60 McCormack Bryan, Redbank c
61 McCormack John, Esk c
62 McCormack John, One-Mile c
63 McCormack Wm., Yuleba c
64 McCormack W., Headingly Station c
65 McCormack P., Dawson road c
66 McCoy James, Gympie u k
67 McCracken H., Oakwood m
68 McCulloch Hugh, Cairns c
69 McCulloch R., Murphy's Creek c
70 McCutchen John, Charters Towers c
71 McCutchon Miss, Dunwich c
72 McDermott -, Ravenswood c
73 McDermott A., Cloncurry c74 McDermott Denis, Tambo s (2)
75 McDermott Mrs. Johanna, Townsville s
76 McDonald (carrier), Townsville c
77 McDonald -, Freshwater Creek c
78 McDonald Alex., Mount Esk c
79 McDonald Angus, Cairns o
80 McDonald A., Brisbane s
81 McDonald A., Boulia c
82 McDonald A., Toowoomba c
83 McDonald Charles, Brisbane u k
84 McDonald C., Leyburn c
85 McDonald Donald, Alpha e
86 McDonald D., Croydon c
87 McDonald D., Millie Station s
88 McDonald Henry, Koongal c
89 McDonald John, Queen street c
90 McDonald John, Cairns o
91 McDonald John, Ipswich c
92 McDonald Joseph, Mackay c
93 McDonald J.,tGympie c
94 McDonald J. S., Townsville o
95 McDonald Mrs. Mary, Rockhamp-
ton o c
96 McDonald M., Mackay e t
97 McDonald Richard, Bundaberg c
98 McDonald Roland, Kynuna c
99 McDonald R., Well's Camp o
100 McDonald R. E., Corindah c
101 McDonald W. Townsville c
102 McDonald W. LW., Barcaldine e
103 McDonell ---, Rockhampton s
104 McDonnell Mrs. S., Cairns o
105 McDonnell Alex., Rockhampton e
106 McDonnell John, Logan Village c
107 McDonough Rev., Taroom c
108 McDougall Alex., Ipswich c
109 McDougall A., Townsville c
110 McDougall A., Soudan Estate u k
111 McDougall E., Rona c
112 McDougall J., Brisbane c
113 McDowall C. J., Cairns n z
114 McDowall Wm., Winton road c
115 McDuff George, Charters Towers m
116 McEldrew Pat., Croydon m
117 McElhinney Miss M., Charlotte street c
118 McEnroe Miss L., Charters Towers c
119 McEnteer John, Brisbane u k
120 McEvoy Wilfred E., Lolworth Station
s and u k (2)
121 McEwen Miss, Brisbane c
122 McFadden John, Brisbane o c
123 McFarlane -, Mitchell River c
124 McFarlane Kilkivan c
125 McFarlane Frank, Brisbane o c
126 McFarlane J., Brisbane c
127 McFarlane Thomas, Esk c
128 McFie Neil, O'Connell Town c
129 McFie R., Rockhampton c
130 McGarry W., St. George's Bridge s
131 McGarvey James, Charters Towers o c
132 McGarvey Thomas, Brisbane a (2)
133 McGaw D., Toowong c
134 McGee Capt. J., Bundaberg c
135 McGennerty P., Esk c
136 McGeorge A., Mackay c
137 McGill Ed., St. George's Bridge s
138 McGillivery A. S., Charters Towers c
139 McGinnis -, Brisbane c
140 McGlaughlin Thos., Mackay c
141 McGlynn B., Charters Towers c
142 McGough Terence, Mungar c
143 McGovern H., Paddington c
144 McGovern John, Townsville c
145 McGrath and Salmond, Rockhampton c
146 McGrath D., Cairns c
147 McGrath M., Gympie c
148 McGrath Miss M., Charters Towers c
149 McGrath M. P., Spring Hill c
150 McGrath Owen, Cairns c
151 McGrath Patrick, Nankin Creek o c
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152 McGrath Thomas, Brisbane o 257 McLean Alex., Jundah s N.
153 McGregor Mrs., Cooktown u k 2..58 McLean Alex., Thurulgoona e
154 McGregor Mrs. Annie, Gympie o c 259 McLean Alex., Croydon in 1 NAESS W., Charters Towers c
155 McGregor A. W., Thurulgoona in (2) 260 McLean A., Limestone Creek c 2 Nagel A., Mount Morgan c
156 McGregor Charles, Croydon in 261 McLean A., Wivenhoe c 3 Nallis Elijah, Rockhampton c
157 McGregor Miss Isabella, Townsville f 262 McLean A. L., Croydon s 4 Nam Sing, Rockhampton c
158 McGregor J. A.. Kangaroo Point c 263 McLean Donald, Croydon s 5 Nankervis James, Coen River Tele
159 McGregor M. R., Mackay c 264 McLean D., Croydon c graph Station u k
160 McGregory -, Ipswich c 265 McLean Finlay, Cairns c 6 Nash Jno., Brisbane e t
161 McGuckin P., Charters Towers c 266 McLean F. W. L., Townsville c 7 Nash Jno., Rocky Creek c
162 McGuire B., Charters Towers c 267 McLean John, Table Top s 8 Nash T., Pengarry Junction c
163 McGuire J., Mackay c 268 McLean Miss Lizzie, Kangaroo Point o 9 Natali Jas., Gympie c
164 McGuire J., Brisbane c 269 McLean Mary, Townsville o 10 Navin W., Mount Morgan e t
165 McGuire Pat., Maryborough e t 270 McLean R. J., Croydon c 11 Naylor J., Brisbane c
166 McGurk J. P., Maytown c 271 McLean William, Croydon s 12 Neal F., South Brisbane c
167 McHenry Mrs. Jas., Mundoo c 272 McLean W., Croydon n z 13 Neale James, Croydon s (2)
168 McHugh D., Croydon c 273 McLean W. A., Toowong c 14 Neavil -, Portland Station c
169 McInlay J., Rockhampton c 274 McLellan -, St. George e t 15 Nebding Walter, South Brisbane c
170 McInnes Colin, Sprin-sure c 275 McLellan Duncan, Carron s 16 Neckless Doug., Rockhampton c
171 Mclnroe C., Townsville c 276 McLellan .T., St. George c and e t (2) 17 Needham A., Croydon c
172 McIntire W., Brisbane c 277 McLellan Roderick, Yengarie o 18 Neill Edward, Rockhampton u k173 McIntosh Alex., Yengarie c 278 McLeod Mrs., Beenleigh c 19 Neill John, P.U. Brisbane m174 McIntosh Mrs. A., Gympie c 279 McLeod John, Bundaleer s 20 Nielle J., Townsville c
175 McIntosh Charles, Sandown uk andc(3) 280 McLeod J., Brisbane u k 21 Neilsen -, Mungar line c
176 McIntosh C., Townsville o 281 McLeod J. A. J., Herberton s 22 Neilsen C., East Brisbane c177 McIntosh George, Mackay o c (2) 282 McLeod J. H., Lutwyche c 23 Neilsen John (miner), Ravenswood c
178 McIntosh John, Mount Morgan u k 283 McLeod N., Ingham c 24 Neilsen J. J., Maryborough c
179 McIntosh Messrs. J., Rockhampton in 284 McLoughlin Francis, Toowoombac 25 Neilson and Spring, Croydon c
180 McIntosh J., Ayrshire Downs o 285 McLoughlin J. A., Bogantungun c 26 Neilson --, I'orrens Creek c
181 McIntosh J. W., Roma c
,
286 McLoughlin P., Sandown o 27 Neilson A., Rockhampton c
182 McIntyre Miss E., Brisbane c 287 McLoughlin T. Croydon c 28 Neilson C., Townsville s
183 McIntyre Hugh, Croydon in 288 McMachon T.  6 ., Croydon c 29 Neilson Hans, Brisbane c
184 McIntyre J. F. G., Barcaldine o 289 McMahon -, Spring Hill c 30 Neilson H., Charters Towers c
185 McIntyre Miss Lily, South Brisbane c 290 McMahon James, Rockwood c 31 Neimann and Sons, Maryborough s
186 McIntyre Thomas, Croydon c 291 McMahon Miss Mary, Brisbane f 32 Neisson J. N., Croydon c (2)
187 McIver E., Gregory terrace c 292 McMahon Michael, Ipswich c 33 Neisson Nicolas, Croydon c
188 Mclvor John, Maryborough c 293 McMahon M., Isisford s and c (2) 34 Nellson H. K., Laidley c
189 Mclvor John, Brisbane u k 294 McMahon M. J., Aramac s 35 Nelsen Jens, Mungar Line o e
190 Melvor J., Eidsvold c 295 'McManus John, Emerald o c 36 Nelson -, Spring Hill c
191 MeJohan P., Croydon c 296 McMaster Alex., Brisbane u k 37 Nelson A., Valley c
192 McKairnan Thomas, Gympie c 297 McMaster P., Dareel Station s 38 Nelson Miss Annie, Bundaberg c
193 McKavanough Mrs., Boggo road c 298 McMaster R., Mount Morgan c 39 Nelson Christian, Townsville c
194 McKay and Co. Messrs., Cooktown c 299 McMeekin S., Townsville u k 40 Nelson C., Roma c
195 McKay -, Mackay c 300 McMichael Robert, Brisbane o c (2) 41 Nelson E., Cairns n z
196 McKay -, Rockhampton s 301 McMichan Andrew, Fairlee Station f 42 Nelson John, Table Top o
197 McKay Mrs., Red Hill c $02 McMillan Mrs., Spring Hill c 43 Nelson John, Brisbane o
198 McKay Alex., Bulimba u k 303 McMillan Archibald, Clermont c 44 Nelsson J. E., Townsville o,
199 McKay Miss Cath., Bundaberg o  q 304 McMillan G. W., Brisbane s 45 Nesbit G. H., Charleville A .4 •,
200 McKay 1). S., Georgetown c 305  McMinn James, Red bank u k
,
46 Netbirch F., Bingera c
201 McKay G., Wickham street c 306 McMorrow John, Valley c 47 Nethercote Win., Boggo road c
202 McKay Jonathan, Townsville u k (2) 307 McMorrow Pat., Townsville c 48 Nethercott Wm., Boggo road c (2)
203 McKay John, Blackall o 308 McMurdie J., Petrie terrace c 49 Neville John, Portland Station c
204 McKay M., Rockhampton c 309 McMurray T. M., Woollongabba c (2) 50 Neville Thomas, Croydon c and s (2)
205 McKay Patrick, Charters Towers o c 310 McMurray Wm., Hummock c 51 New H., Lutwyche c
206 McKay Thomas, Mount Morgan u k (6) 311 McNab A., South Brisbane Junction c 52 Newell -, Hughenden c
207 Mackay William, Blackall c 312  McNab J., Pimpama c 53 Newell Kate, Higbgate Hill o
208 McKean Win., Cloncurry o 313 McNamara Mrs., Mount Perry c (3) 54 Newin James, Croydon u k (3)
209 McKean W. H., Croydon c 314 McNamara Chas., Nive Downs c 55 Newlands R., Gebangle c
210 McKee Hugh, Goodna c 315 McNamara D., Monkland c 56 Newlands R., Howard c
211 McKee T., Forrestvale c 316 McNamara Francis, Brisbane u k 57 Newman G. B., Brisbane e t
212 McKeerier P., Croydon in 317 McNamara James, Croydon c 58 Newman W., German Station c
213 McKeering Mrs. D., Townsville u k 318 McNamara John Croydon c 59 Newmann L., Mount Perry c
214 McKellop Miss, Rockhampton s
,
319 McNamara J., Eidsvold c 60 Newstead Mrs., Graham street in
215 McKellman F., Beenleigh c (2) 320 McNamara M. F., Charters Towers c 61 Newton D. G., Ipswich road c
216 McKenna Mrs., Walkerston c (2) 321 McNamara P. J., Oondooroo s 62 Newton Thomas, Brisbane c
217 McKenna John, Eidsvold o 322 McNaught J., Croydon c 63 Nichoos -, Caboolture c
218 McKenna Miss Nellie, Mackay c 323 McNaughton -. Red Hill c 64 Nichol Mrs. M., Adelaide street c
219 McKenna William, Five-Mile c 324 McNichols --, Mount Margaret s 65 Nicholas C. H., Charters Towers a
220 McKenny Michael, Rockhampton o 325 McNichols -, Sandgate c 66 Nicholas J., One-Mile c
221 McKenzie -,  Isis c 326 McNicoll Mrs., Sandgate c 67 Nicholl Henry, Croydon n z
222 McKenzie -, Thompson Estate c 327 McNight James, St. George c 68 Nicholls Ernest J., Croydon c (2)
223 McKenzie Alex., Croydon c (4) 328 McNiven Adam, Brisbane o 69 Nicholls Chas. M., Townsville c
224 McKenzie A., Cunnamulla s 329 McPaul John, Warwick s 70 Nicholls C., Rosedale c
225 McKenzie A., Charters Towers c (2) 330 McPherson -, Gympie c 71 Nicholson -, Maryborough c
226 McKenzie A. W., Cairns s 331 McPhee -, Rockhampton c 72 Nicholson -, Sandy Creek c
227 McKenzie Charles, Gympie c 332 McPhee John, Croydon c 73 Nicholson A., Herberton s
228 McKenzie D. Winton c 333 McPherson and Co., Brisbane o 74 Nicholson C. C., Charters Towers c
229 McKenzie Edward H., Croydon c 334 McPherson -, Torbanlea c 75 Nicklin Mrs., South Brisbane c
230 McKenzie Mrs. Elizth., One-mile 335 McPherson A., South Brisbane c 76 Nicklin Mrs. H., Stanley street c
Creek o c 336 McPherson A., Croydon c 77 Nicol Alex., Morven u k (4)
231  McKenzie Mrs. Emilie, Rockhampton f 337 McPherson C., Kangaroo Point c 78 Niels  Hansen , Townsville o c
232 McKenzie G. D., Toowoomba c 338 McPherson E., Sandy creek c 79 Nielsen Ferdinand, P.O. Brisbane o
233 McKenzie James, Bundaberg c 339 McPherson John, Croydon c 80 Nielsen F., Ipswich road o
234 McKenzie John, Charters Towers c 340 McPherson Lachlan, Table Top c 81 Nielsen H. P., Beenleigh o
235 McKenzie John, Mount Morgan c 341 McPherson P., Red Hill c 82 Nielsen Mrs. M., Bundaberg c
236 McKenzie R. Charters Towers c, 342 MPhie W., Brisbane c 83 Nightingale Miss, South Brisbane in
, One Mile c237 McKenzie R. 343 McQueen Mrs. James, Brisbane f and s
238 McKenzie R. H., Brisbane c (3) 344 McQuirk Robert, Mackay o c 84 Nightingale Miss, Gym pie s
239 McKeown Peter, Mackay c 345 McRae and Campbell, Roma street c 85 Nilsen A. N., Valley c (2)
240 McKey Richard, Eidsvold u k 346 McRae Robert, West End c (3) 86 Nilsson P. Arvid, P.O. Brisbane f
241 McKiernan H. H., Croydon m and c (3) 347 McRobert Andrew D., Maryborough 87 Nissen B., Maryborough c
242 McKiernan Thos. F., Hughenden c Nissen B., Pialba c
243 McKinney Miss M., Blackfll.u k 348 McRoberts R. G., Townsville c and 89 Nitchnrski G., Maryborough c
244 McKnight --, Walkerston c o c (2) 90  Niven J. C., P.O. Brisbane m
245 McKnight Miss, Brisbane in 349 McShane John, Brisbane u k 91 Nixon Edward Russell, Croydon c
246 McKonikio --, Charters Towers c 3.50 McShane J., Sherwood c 92 Nixon E. R., Dalrymple c
247 McKrugue R., Hughenden c 351 McShew -, Charters Towers f 93 Nixon E. R., Bluff Downs s
248 McLachlan Messrs A. & Co., Brisbane c 352 McSwain K., New Farm o 94 Nixon J. P.. Townsville c
249 McLachlan John, Maryborough u k 353 McSweeney John, Valley c 95 Nixon Miss M. J., Naroonga Station c
250 McLain W., Croydon c 354 McSweeney J. F., Valley s 96 Noble Robert, Croydon c
251 McLaren Arthur, Cunnamulla c 355 McTaggart Hugh, One-mile Creek c 97 Nock E., Montague road c (2)
252 McLaren Henry Highgate Hill c (2) 356 McTaggert David Eno era c Bundaberg c98 Noellar G,2513 McLaren J. C., Rockhampton s ggy ,357 McVee_Mrs., Maryborough c .,99 Nohalty Miss Mary, Bowen Hills c
254 MeLary Mrs. Margt., Mackay o c 358 McVeigh W. H., Charters Towers 100 Nolan Chas. J., Croydon c
255 McLaughlin Thomas, Victoria Estate c c (2) 101  Nolan Michael, Herberton c
256 McLean Brothers, Charters Towers c 359 McWilliam -, Mackay c (2) 102 Nolan F., Hughenden c
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103 N oodin  JohnTownsville o 73 O'Keeth Miss B., Maryborough c 9 Palmer J., Gympie c,
104 Noone  L , Albion e tM 74 Old James E., Clermont o 10 Palmer Miss Milly, Kangaroo Point c. .
105 Nordlohm Jos Gympie c 75 Oldam Thomas, Croydon c 11 Palmblaid N., Charters lowers c.,
Maryborough c106 Nories Miss Annie 76 Oldbury G. E., South Brisbane a (2) 12 Pares Jose A., Clermont c.,
Breakfast Creek c107 Norman  - 77 Oldham Mrs., Toowoomba m 13 Park Hugh, Rocky Waterholes s,
Breakfast Creek c108 Norman W 78 Oldham Mrs. H., Toowoomba o 14 Park J. B., St. George c.,
109 Norris  - Nebo c 79 O'T,eary Mrs. C. P., Rosalie o 15 Parker A., Bulimba c,
Croydon s110 Norris George 80 O'Leary Jno. Dennis J., Mungar s 16 Parker E. H., Eulo c,
Aramac o111 Norris Jno 81 O'Leary Joseph, Port Douglas c 17 Parker George, Collingwood c.,
Homestead  Creek u k112 Norrish Abraham 82 O'Leary M., Mount Shamrock o 18 Parker Geo., Kangaroo  Hills Station c,
Mitchell c113 North F J. 83 O'Leary Timothy, Lily Vale c 19 Parker M innie  A., Pentland o,.
114 Northcot Marcus Toowoomba o c 84 O'Leary W., Kilkivan c (2) 20 Parker Mrs. L., Valley s -
Charters Towers m115 Northwood S. 85 Olesen Andrew, P.O.  Brisbane s 21 Parker W. R., Winton c,
Westwood c116 Nortan  A. 86 Oleson L. P., Charters Towers c 22 Parkes Miss W. G., Ingham c,
near  Barcaldine c117 Nort rup J. 87 Oliffe C.,  Morven c 23 Parkinson  T., Valley c,
Croydon c118 Nostan John 88 Oliver A., Thargomindah s 24 Parnell James C., P.O. Brisbane o c,
Queensland u k119 Notman A. 89 Oliver G.,  Barcaldine c 25 Parry David, Homestead c,
Brisbane c120 Nott F. E. 90 Oliver R., Brisbane c 26 Parsons J. W., Ravenswood o c,
121 Nugent A. N. S., Rockhampton c 91 O'Loghlin J., Taroom c 27 Parsons R. J., Toowoomba c
Miss Bridget,  Maryborough122 N ty 92 O'Loughlin M., Croydon c 28 Partridge F. G., Coen River suk 2 93 O'Loughlin C., Rockhampton c 29 Pascoe A. M., Charters Towers s
123 Nunan
Miss M .  E., Rockhampton c
94 O'Loughlin P., Vindex c 30 Pascoe E., Kangaroo Point c
124 Nun Loon , Dalby o c 95 Olsen -, Petrie Terrace c 31 Pascoe Joseph, Croydon o
125 Nurcombe  Mrs. A., Normauton c 96 Olsen A. L., Charters Towers u k 32 Pascoe W. J. R., Helidon c
126 Nutt  Mrs. Julia ,  P.U. Brisbane s 97 Olsen Hartrig Andreas, Charters 33 Pater J. J., Townsville c
127 Nutting Dr., Townsville m Towers f 34 Paterson F. 0., Toowoomba c
98 Olsen H. F.,  Duaringa c 35 Paterson W., Charleville c
99 Olsen  G., Mackay c (2) 36 Paterson W., Bald Hills c
0. 100 Olsen Jacob M., Bundaberg c 37 Paton -, Petrie T errace c101 Olsen John, Thompson Estate c 38 Patten Edward, Montague road c
1 OAKES Lambert,  Croydon s 102 Olsen J., Albion c 39 Pattersen James  junr ., Maryborough c
Golden Valley s2 Oakes L . J. 103 Olsen Lars, Croydon c (3) 40 Patterson Miss, I''reakfast Creek c,
Bundaberg u k3 Oarinan J. 104 Olsen Olric, Bundaberg c 41 Patterson Alex., Yaamba c,
4 O'Brien D .,  Nedgrie Creek c (2) 105 Olson P. Stanley street c 42 Pattersen James, Port Douglas o
5 O'Brien James ,  Charters Towers c 106 Olsson Vons, Woollongabba f 43 Patterson J. G., Prairie Creek c
6 O'Brien Mrs ., West End c 107 Olzard Mrs., Mount Morgan c 44 Patterson Mrs. W., P.O. Brisbane u k
7 O'Brien Miss ,  Townsville c 108 O'Mahoney Mrs. Bridget, West End o c 45 Pattison J., Toowong c
8 O'Brien Agnes Jane, Coorparoo o 109 O'Mahony Denis, P.O. Brisbane u k 46 Pattison Robert, Albion c
9 O'Brien Master Chas. ,  Brisbane c 110 O' Malley  John, Table Top c (8) 47 Patton D., Toowoomba c
10 O'Brien C., Brisbane m 111 O' Meara M.,  Hughenden c 48 Patton James A., Cooktown s (2)
11 O'Brien E., Mackay s 112 O'Neil -, Stock  Exchange c 49 Patton James A., Lacock's Camp s
12 O'Brien  O , (xatton e 113 O' Neil Mrs ., Toowong e 50 Patton John C., Dinmore c
13 O'Brien  John ,  Herberton c 114 O' Neil Mrs. ,  Bowen Hills c 51 Paul Mrs., Toowong c
14 O'Brien  John,  Maryborough c 115 O'Neil C., Table Top c 52 Paul J., Tiaro c
15 O'Brien  Lawrence ,  Harrisville s 116 O'Neill C.,  Brisbane o 53 Paul Thomas H., Charters Towers o c
16 O'Brien Miss Leenie, Hamilton, 117 O' Neill James , Mackay c 54 Paul Mrs. William, Table Top f (2)
Mackay c 118 O'Neill  Kate, Spring Hill o 55 Paulick -, Emerald and Clermont c
17 O'Brien  Martin, Cooktown o and c (2) 119 O'Neill  Mrs. M ., Rockhampton c 56 Paumpling -, Murbilla c
18 O'Brien Miss M., Brisbane c 120 O'Neill W.  F. (manager  Ellerslie Cattle 57 Paxton J. Maitland, Croydon u k (2)
19 O'Brien Edward, Brisbane s Station) ni 58 Payne -, Strathmore c
20 O'Brien Patrick ,  Queenton s 121 Orde  Mrs., Cawarral c 59 Payne F. J., Rockhampton c
21 O'Brien P., Swan Hill c 122 Ore Chas., Herberton s 60 Payne John,  Millungera c
22 O'Brien  P. J., Nagra  Station c (2) 123 O'Realion Miss  M., Miles c (2) 61 Payne J., Herberton c
23 O'Brien  Mrs. L., New Farm c 124 O'Reilly Miss  Susan , P.O. Brisbane o c 62 Payne Thomas S., Rochampton c
24 O'Brien  Thomas, Valley c 125 O'Rielly J., Carron River c 63 Payne W., Norfolk road c
25 O'Brien Thomas,  43-Gang,  191-Miles c 126 O'Riley Eliza, Burenda Station o 64 Peachey E., Carney's Creek c
26 O'Brien  W., Mungar o 127 Ornum W. A., E.T.O. Brisbane o 65 Peacock W. L., Charters  Towers c
27 O'Brien Thomas, Rockhampton c 128 O'Rourke Thomas, Mount Spurgeon c 66 Peak Miss Nell, Eidsvold o
28 O'Carrol  Miss  (draper ),  Gympie c (2) 129 Orr J . H., Brisbane c 67 Peak R. T. B., Coorparoo c
29 O'Connor Mrs., Toowong c 130 Orr John J.,  Dareel Station m (2) 68 Peak Richd. T. B., Buliinba c
30 O'Connor  Miss  Annie,  Townsville c 131 Orr John N., Marburg f 69 Pearce -, O'Connell Town c
31 O'Connor ---, Woollongabba c 132 Osban -, Maryborough and Gundiah 70 Pearce B., Croydon c
32 O'Connor Mrs., Townsville c road c 71 Pearce B., Georgetown c
33 O'Connor Mrs., Toowong c 133 Osborn J. B., Woollongabba c 72 Pearce Joseph H., Table Top c;and o (2)
34 O'Con r  Miss Brid Hu henden cet 134 O' Shannas ey and Mortin Hamilton c Kate73 Pearce Mrs Mackay u k-g g,no
35 O'Connor  Miss Bridget Rockhamp- ,r135 O'Shea Ms. Boryantungan c ,.74 Pearce Al.Croydon o,ton u k ,136 O'Shea Mrs., He idon c ,75 Pearce T. W., Yaamba road c (2)
36 O'Connor Capt. Wm. F., Mackay o c 137 Osher Peter, Queenton c 76 Pearce W., Saudgate c
37 O'Connor Denis, Logan road c 138 O'Sullivan -, Kangaroo Point c 77 Pearcy Ernest, Gebangle c
38 O'Connor D., Golden Gully e 139 O' Sullivan Jeremiah , Herberton c (2) 78 Pearen Jacob, Monkland c
39 O'Connor D., Coorparoo c (4) 140 O' Sullivan  John, South  Brisbane o e 79 Pearson Dr. G., Gympie s
40 O'Connor D., Croydon c (2) 141 O'Sullivan Michael , Yandilla c 80 Pearson G., Eidsvold c
41 O'Connor Edward,  Brunswick street c 142 O'Sullivan Miss, Brighton road s 81 Pearson Joe. W., Hughenden c
42 O'Connor George, Croydon  s and m (2) 143 O'Sullivan  M., Cairns c 82 Pearson George, Gympie s
43 O'Connor Jno., P.O. Brisbane u k 144 O'Sullivan M., Cairns c 83 Pearson G., Eidsvold e t
44 O'Connor Jno., Southport c 145 Oswald  George  J., Croydon  c and u k (3) 84 Pearson Henry, Kangaroo Point c
45 O'Connor  Kate, Brisbane o 146 O'Toole  John,  Charleville s 85  Pearson Mrs. K., A(iea street,  Rock-
46 O'Connor M., Croydon c 147 Otto  Mrs. E., Bowen Bridge road c hampton c
47 O'Connor  Miss Nannie, Rockhampton 148 Otto Mrs. F., Enoggera c 86 Peberdy A., Glenhaughton Station c
o c (2) 149 Otto G.  F., Enoggera c 87 Peberdy A. H., Glenhaughton Station c
48 O'Connor  Thomas,  Townsville c 150 Otto L., Enoggera c 88 Peck Mrs. John, Charters Towers o
49 O'Connor  William,  Table Top m 151 Ougan  Miss, near  Junction :.nd Coor- 89 Pedersen James, Muttaburra m (4)
50 O'Doherty  James, Brisbane c paroo c 90 Pederson C., Amelia  street c
51 O'Doherty -, Esk c 152 Outten Mrs., South Brisbane u k 91 Pedley W., Charters Towers c
52 O'Donnell M., Gregory terrace c 153 Ovens George, Croydon road c (4) 92 Peel F. J., Jericho c
53 O'Donnell Mrs., Kilkivan o 154 Ovens Hugh, Croydon road c 93 Peelen -, Boggo road c
54 O'Donnell Miss Ellen, Gympie u k 155 Oversby John, Cairns o c 94 Peers Australian Hotel s
55 O'Donnell  John, Woolerina Station u k 156 Overton G., Mackay u k 95 Pegg Maryborough f
56 O'Donnell  Thomas, Charters Towers c 157 Owen Mrs. H., Bulimba road c 96 Pegler Edward, Fort liowen o
57 O'Donoghue Annie, Manning street o c 158 Owen Miss K., Villeneuve c (2) 97 Peirce I;., Cuwnianiulla c
58 O'Donohue P., South Brisbane c 159 Owens Joseph, Cleveland c 98 Pekin Christy, Carron River c
59 O'Donoughue -, Charters Towers c 160 Owens S., One-Mile c 99 Pelling F. A., Cooktown c
60 O'Driscoll Miss Ellen, Brisbane o c 161 Owens Wm., One-Mile c 100 Pendergast W., Monkland c
61 O'Driscoll  Tim., P.O. Brisbane c 162 Ozier -,  Kent  street c 101 Penhale John, Croydon s
62 O'Farrell Miss or Mrs., Manning 102 Peniger -, Ravenswood c
street c 103 Penney William, Cooktown o c
63 O'Farrell J., Hemmant o P. 104 Penwarn -, Townsville c
64 Offord ,  Mrs. Wm .,  Hendon c 105 Penwaine and Butcher, Townsville c
65 Ogg,  Henry Wilkie, Brisbane c 1 PACKWOOD J. H., Pine Hill m 106 Pepper Alfred, Ipswich u k
66 O'Grady M., Croydon c 2 Page Courtney 0., Taroom s 107 Perkins Fred., Zilimere c
67 Ogston James, Gympie o 3 Page J. W., Mungar c 108 Perkins Fred., Gympie c
68 O'Keefe -, Meddle Creek c 4 Page Mrs. S. E., Red Hill o 109 Perkins J., Townsville s
69 O'Keefe M., New Farm c 5 Palfrey John, Rockhampton u k 110 Perkins Nicholas, Croydon o c
70 O'Keefe 0., Boggo c 6 Palin --, Downfall Creek c 111 Perkins R. J., P.O. Brisbane c
71 O'Keefe Timothy, Coomera c 7 Pallett W. G., Boulia s 112 Petrie Mn,. Was., Croydon c (2)
72 O'Keeffe  Mrs. Jno., Valley c S Palmer A. E., Millchester c 113 Perriman Miss E., Bundabeg c
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114 Perry Miss E., Croydon c
115 Perry Fredk.,  Brisbane o c
116 Perry Thomas, Warwick in
117 Perry Wm., Carron Creek c (2)
118 Persson Olaf, Cameron's Creek c
119 Pescod S., Charters Towers c
120 Peveley James, Croydon u k
121 Peters Charles, Ayrshire Downs o
122 Petersen -, Hill End c
123 Petersen A., Rockhampton c
124 Petersen C., Maryborough s
125 Petersen D., Kangaroo Point c
126 Petersen H., Fox street c
127 Petersen H., Woollongabba c
128 Petersen Johannes, Croydon f and
o(2)
129 Petersen L. P., Gympie c
130 Petersen P., Croydon o
131 Petersen Thomas (ship "Stirling-
shire " ), Brisbane f
132 Petersen Mrs., Brisbane s
133 Paterson H., Charters Towers c
134 Peterson J., Greenmount c
135 Peterson J., Minnie Downs c
136 Peterson J., Rockampton c
137 Peterson Michael, P.O. Brisbane c
138 Peterson M., Toowoomba c
139 Peterson M. J., Croydon c
140 Peterson Wm., Cairns c
141 Peterson W., Cairns c
142 Peterson W., North Rockhampton c
143 Petherick Vernon, Toowong u k
144 Petterson C., Maryborough c
145 Pettitt Jos., Mackay c
146 Pfaff John, Rockhampton o c
147 Phelan ---, Childers c
148 Phelan Thomas, Maryborough n z
149 Phillips A. J., Bundaberg in
150 Phillips Isaac, West End c (2)
151 Phillips John, Aramac s
152 Phillips Joseph, Cooktown c
153 Phillips J., Roma street c
154 Phillips Mi.s L., Logan c
155 Phillips P. J., Croydon c
156 Phillips It. C., South Brisbane c
157 Phillips S., West End c
158 Philp J. D., Normanton road c
159 Philp J. D., Carron Crossing c
160 Philp M. E., One-mile Creek o
161 Pickart Charles, Thargomindah s
162 Pickering -, Bulimba Ferry c
163 Pictet F. S., Cairns c
164 Pierce Thomas, Charters Towers c
165 Pierce Thos., North Rockhampton  in
166 Piercy Miss Eliz., Fortitude Valley o c
167 Pierpoint John, Brisbane in
168 Pike E. D., Croydon s
169 Pike Frank, P.O. Brisbane u k (5)
170 PilbrowJ. G. and Co., Croydon c171 Pillar J. G., Coolgarra c (2)
172 Pillow Miss E., Y.O. Brisbane c
173 Ping Hinn, Kalamin, Lower Burdekin o
174 Mingle Harry, Tambo c
175 Pinkiss Robert, P.O. Brisbane c
176 Pinto Barnd, Port Douglas s
T77 Piozzolo D., Eberton c
178 Piper -, Mackay u k
179 Piper C., P.O. Brisbane s
180 Piper Fredk. IV., Thargomindab in
181 Piter Caspani, Mount Morgan c
182 Pitt Miss, Woollongabba c
183 Pitt S., Harrisville c (4)
184 Platt J.  Al.,  P.O. Brisbane u k
185 Plitchard Miss Eliza, Brisbane w a
186 Plotz W., Finch-Hafen c
187 Plover S. M., Ayr c
188 Plume J., Emerald c
189 Pocock H., West End c
190 Polak S. E., Townsville c (2)
191 Polglase Mrs. E. A., Charters Towers a
192 Polglase John, Charters Towers a
193 Pollock Martin, Charters Towers c (3)
194 Pollock Robert, Geraldton o e
195 Pollock Wm., Townsville o c
191; Polson -, Croydon c
197 Pong Gee, Breakfast Creek s
198 Poole Mrs., Ipswich c
199 Poole A., Brisbane c
200 Poole B., KangarooPoint c
201 Poole Charles, Mount Morgan c
202 Poole J., Valley c
203 Poole M., Wickham street c
204 Poole Thos., Charters Towers c (2)
205 Pope R., Harrisville c
206 Pope R., Breakfast Creek c
207 Popple bliss Clara, South Brisbane c
208 Poppleton Miss Alice L., Ipswich road
oc
209 Poppleton H., Bulimba c
210 Porses John, Barcaldine o
211 Portas C. E., Gympie c
212 Porter Geo. H., Croydon c
213 Porter Isaac, Bundaberg u k
214 Potts -, Gympie c
215  Potts Alcxandcr, Junction, Mogyill c
211; Potts John ,( in pie c
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217 Potts W., Thompson Estate e
218 Powell Alf., Portland Downs c (2)
219 Powell A., Queen street c
220 Powell Edward, Brisbane c
221 Powell Edward, Tivoli c
222 Powell George, Hospital c
223 Powell Lieut., Maryborough in
224 Powell Theodore, P. and  0.,  Bris-
bane o c
225 Power Port Douglas c
226 Power Mrs., Winton s
227 Power Basil A., Rockhampton c
228 Power David, Homestead c
229 Power Jo., Thargomindah c
230 Power J. W., Valley c
231 Power M., Mungindi c
232 Power Miss M., P.O. Brisbane c
233 Power T. J., Warwick s
234 Powter K. R., Bundanba c
235 Pratt E. W., P.U. Brisbane u k
236 Pratt J. F., Rockhamton o
237 Pratt James, Croydon s
238 Pratt J., Croydon o c
239 Pratten -, North Pine c
210 Pratten G. L., Oxley c
241 Preece Henry, Rockhampton u k
242 Preistly L., Bulloo Downs c
243 Prentice A. L., Eulo s
214 Prentice A. L., Thargomindab s
245 Prescott W. J., Newstead c
246 Preston James H., Aramac u k (4)
247 Preston R. B., Bulimba c (2)
248 Preston William, Antigua Plantation
uk
249 Preston Wm., Maryborough o c
250 Preston W., Winton c
251 Pretty -, Bulimba c
152 Prewster John, Harrisville c
253 Price and Roberts, Bulimba c
254 Price -, Thompson Estate c
255 Price Philip, P.O. Brisbane o c
256 Price Thomas, Sandgate c
257 Price Thomas, Townsville n z
258 Price Thomas, Buchanan's Creek c.
259 Price W. and Co., Charters Towers c
260 Price W., Fortitude Valley c
261 Prictor L., Croydon c (2)
262 Prideaux Fred., Northern Railway o
263 Priest M. J., Logan Road c
264 Priestly E., Charters Towers c
265 Priestly E., Croydon c (2)
266 Prince Fred., Park Road c
267 Prince H., Croydon o
268 Pringle John, Howard u k
269 Pritchard -, Petrie Terrace c
270 Pritchard A. M., Valley c
271 Pritchard Grace, Cooktown u k
272 Pritchard W. G., P.O. Brisbane u k
273 Probart -, Aramac c
274 Precart T., Croydon c
275 Prodocini Geo., Toowong c
276 Promell Martin, Anan River c
277 Proud Edward, Croydon c
278 Prout John, Bulimba c (2)
279 Pryer J. H., Toowong c
280 Puddle -, Croydon c
281 Pugh John, Gatton u k
282 Pugh Wm., Albion o e
283 Pullen Chas., Avon Downs c
284 Puller D., One-Mile c
285 Purcell Geo., Ardock c
286 Purcell James, Rockhampton c
287 Purcell J., Croydon c
288 Purcell Sand., Croydon c
289 Purcell W. C. Harris, Y.O. Brisbane in
290 Purnell J., Lutwyche c
291 Purnell Mrs.  0., .Normanby s
292 Murton Maurice, Mount Perry u k
293 Pyke C., Bulimba c
Q.
1 QUALTORS W., Cooktown c (2)
2 Quayle Miss, Toowong c
3 Queale R., Sherwood c
4 Quial J., Blackall c
5 Quick W., Toowong c
6 Quiders Andreas, Maryborough c
7 Quillman James, Clifton, Mungar
Line c
8 Quilter Frank, P.O. Brisbane c
9 Quince George, Enoggera c
10 Quince Mrs. G., Valley c
11 Quince W., Southport c
12 Quinlan W., Gympie s
13 Quinlivin P. J., Gympie c
14 Quinn -, Croydon c
15 Quinn J., P.O. Brisbane c
16 Quinn J., St. George's Bridge in
17 Quinn Miss Kate, Turbot  street s
18 Quinn M., Croydon c
19 Quinn T. J., Warwick c
20 Quirk Miss Ellen, Maryborough o
21 Quong Fook, Rockhampton c
R.
1 RABBITS Mr. and Mrs. M., Mackay
c
2 Radcliffe Henry, Mackay c
3 Rae Frank, Goondwindi o
4 Raferty W., Beauderest c
5 Rafferty -, P.O., Brisbane u k
6 Rafferty John,  Barcaldine c
7 Rafter John, Mount Esk c
8 Rafter J., Mount Nallon c
9 Rainer -, Longreach Hotel e
10 Rairdan Mrs. J.,  Townsville n z
11 Ram Sam., Ipswich road c
12 Rampton William, Maryborough o c
13 Ramsay -, West End c
14 Ramsay Mrs., Valley e
15 Ramsay George, Rockhampton u k
16 Ramsay Thomas, Croydon c (2)1
17 Randall A., Rockhampton u k
18 Randall Henry, Albion c
19 Randall H. E., Esk c
20 Randall W., South Brisbane c
21 Ranger -, Westwood c
22 Rankin A. M., Bald Hills o c
23 Rankin James, Gympie c
21 Raninger F., Herberton c
25 Ranson John, South Brisbane c
26 Raper John, Townsville c
27 Rapp -, Townsville c
28 Raser Wm., Roma c
29 Rasch E., Queensland Club Hotel c
30 Rasmussen C., Laidley o
31 Rasmussen F., Ipswich c
32 Rasmussen H., Townsville c
33 Rathbun J., Moreton  vial  Normanton m
34 Ratinke Miss Annie, Stanley street c
35 Ratkey Jno. Richmond, Brisbane c
36 Ravenscroft G. A., Warwick s
37 Ravenscroft Mrs. H., Fortitude Valleyc
38 Rawlings Augustine, Boggo road c
39 Rawlins Chas. C., Toowoomba c
40 Ray William, Bulimba c
41 Rayment R. S., Minden c
42 Raymond Prof., Croydon c
43 Raymond W., Mackay o c
44 Rayn John, Croydon s
45 Razey --, Charters Towers c
46 Rea Hugh, Pilton u k
47 Rea Robert, Ten-mile Creek c
48 Read H., Charters Towers o c
49 Readdy Jas., Torbanlea c
50  Readshaw J. J., Mount Shamrock o
51 Readshaw J. J., One-Mile c
52 Real Wan., Croydon c
53 Realey Thomas, Maryborough c
54 Reard A. Croydon o
55 Reardon krs. John, P.O. Brisbane c
56 Reath Jos., Gympie c
57 Redden Wm., Croydon c
58 Reddure Mrs., Toowong c (2)
59 Reddy -, Cooranga c
60 Redfern  Miss Susan , Rockhampton c
61 Redfern W. J., Coorparoo c
62 Redman -, Mackay c
63 Redman F., Herberton c
64 Redman W., Taringa a
65 Redmond W., Mackay o c
66 Redmond Thos., Croydon c
67 Reece  Henry , Golden Valley o c
68 Reed G., Enoggera c
69 Reed Dr. Harry, Cooktown in
70 Reed H., Eidsvold c (2)
71 Reed Jno., Croydon c (3)
72 Reed J., Rockhampton c
73 Reed S. Scott, Toowoomba s
74 Reed William, Kangaroo Point o c
75 Reek H. D., Roxburg Downs o
76 Reen John, Tringal,  vid  Charters
Towers c
77 Reen John,  Baronville a
78 Rees -, Balmoral c
79 Rees D., Townsville s
80 Rees H. 0., Norman Park c
81 Rees T., Leichhardt street c
82 Reeves -, North Rockhampton c
83 Reeves H. M., Toowong c
84 Reggin Charles, Albion c
85 Rehtz Wm., Maryborough s
86 Reichenberg M., Oakey Creek c
87 Reid -, Blackall c
88 Reid -, Tiaro c
89 Reid Miss A. M., Charters Towers c
90 Reid Miss Cathrine, Bundaberg o c
91 Reid Hugh, Brisbane c
92 Reid John H., Herberton in
93 Reid John, Croydon c
94 Reid J., Mackay in
95 Reid J. A., Mount Morgan c
96 Reid Mrs. Margaret, South Brisbane o c
97 Reid Robert, Roma c
98 Reid Robert , Homestead c
99 Reid R., Roma street e
100 Reid R., Rockhampton c
101 Reid W. C., Rockhampton e
102 Reidy Mrs., Gympie c
103 Reilley M.,  Charters Towers c
104 Reilly Miss, Mackay s
105 Reilly Miss Alice, Mackay u k
106 Reilly F .,  Croydon o
107 Reilly John, Maryborough c
108 Reilly Luke ,  Croy don c
109 Reilly Miss Mary, Brisbane  in
110 Reilly Thomas ,  Croydon c and o (2)
111 Reily W., Blantyre c
112 Reimer Mrs. C.  M . D .,  Townsville c
113 Reisig L. W., St .  George c
114 Reisner W., Maryborough c
115 Renda ll Win., P.O. Brisbane c
116 Rendell Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers o
117 Renton Robert ,  Croydon u k
118 Renwick Joseph ,  Charters Towers e
119 Renwick V., Brisbane o
120 Ress  Win., George street f
121 Ripe S. D.,  Avington, Barcoo River s
122 Revi ll James,  Paddington c (2)
123 .Revell John ,  Croydon c
124 Reviel John ,  Croydon c (2)
125 Reynolds Mrs., Rockhampton c
126 Reynolds Alfred, Blacka ll  o c
127 Reynolds Chas. J., Sai t bush Station s
128 Reynolds E., South Brisbane e
129 Reynolds George, Maryborough c
130 Reynolds G. W., Knowsley Estate c
131 Reynolds H., Charters Towers c
132 Reynolds James, Charleville c
133 Reynolds Miss Kate, Winton o c
134 Reynolds Miss Mary, Brisbane e t
135 Reynolds Mrs. W .,  St. George's Bridge s
136 Rhinde P., Barcaldine c
137 Rhobb A. H., Kelvin Grove c
138 Rhodes -,  Croydon c
139 Rhodes Chas. ,  Croydon c
140 Rice Edward ,  St. George s
141 Rice Edward, Mitche ll  e
142 Rice Edward ,  Euralla Station c
143 Rice Mrs .  Eliza, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
144 Rice E .,  Eurella Station e t
145 R ,iee saes ,  Cairns e -
146 Rice Mrs .  J., Toowoomba c
147 Rice Michael ,  Winton u k
148 Rice Thomas ,  Herberton c
149 Richards  -  West End c
150 Richards A., Westwood c
151 Richards Frank ,  Charleville u k
152 Richards G. E., Ann  street c
153 Richards James, Samson Creek c
154 Richards John ,  Spring Hill c
155 Richards S., Gympie c (2)
156 Richards Thomas, Queenton o c
157 Richards Wm. S., Cooktown s
158 Richards W., Charters Towers c
159 Richardson -,  Mungandi c (2)
160 Richardson C. H., Prairie c
161 Richardson Edward ,  Winton c
162 Richardson Jno. T .,  Townsville u k
163 Richardson J. T., Gympie c
164 Richardson J., Charlevi lle c
165 Richardson ,  Saml., Six-mile Creek o c
166 Richardson Wm., Georgetown to Char-
ters Towers c
167 Richardson Wm.,  Charters Towers c
168 Richmond W., Albion c
169 Rickaby Harry, Brisbane o
170 Rickard Wm., Charters Towers c
171 Rickards R. E., Enoggera road c
172 Riddell G., Hughenden  in
173 Riddle Geo., Mackay c
174 Rider W., Tiaro c
175 Ridgway Mrs. Robert ,  Summerlands,
Brisbane u k
176  Riding Mrs. Emily, Montague street
o c  (2)
177 Rielly ohn, Laidley c
178 Rieth Cristofore ,  Gympie n z
179 Rigby E., Paddington c
180 Rigall C. E., Maryborough u k
181 Rilen A. J.,  Portland Station c
182 Riley Charley H., P.O., Brisbane c
183 Riley Geo., I ppswich road c
184 Riley John ,  I)inmore u k
185 Riley Joseph ,  Bundaber u k
186 Riley Joseph ,  Charters Towers a (2)
187 Riley J., Bundaberg c
188 Rintoul Wm. Herbert ,  Croydon a and
c (2)
189 Riordan Denney ,  Charters Towers u k
190 Riordan E. Croydon c
191 Riordan John ,  Brisbane c
192 Riordon J., Townsvi lle e
193 Ripley G., Stanley street c
194 Rippon Albert,Maryborough  in and
u k (2)
195 Ritchie James,  Southport e
196 Ritcbier  Win., Bowen c
197 Ritten John, Aramac c
198 Ritter Herman ,  Kilkivan s
199 Rischin J., Bald Hills c
200 Roach Mrs. E ., Port  Douglas o
201 Robb John ,  Cairns o
202 Robb Thos .,  Charters Towers o
203 Robbins J., Burdekin Farm c
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204 Robbins Win., Granville o c
205 Roberts Allan, Gympie c
206 Roberts A., Rockhampton c
207 Roberts Mrs. Bridget, Cooktown o c
208 Roberts B. W., Clermont c
209 Roberts Charles, Clermont c
210 Roberts Chas., One-mile Creek o c
211 Roberts D., Normanton a
212 Roberts Geo., Charters Towers c (2)
213 Roberts Griffith, Charters Towers a
214 Roberts Hugh, Rainbow c
215 Roberts Isaac, Queenton c (2)
216 Roberts Mrs. John, Gympie c
217 Roberts Joseph, Charters Towers a
218 Roberts J., Ardock  street s
219 Roberts L. N., Toowong c
220 Roberts Mr. and Mrs., Rockhampton c
221 Roberts M. B., South Brisbane c
222 Roberts Miss P., Maryborough c
223 Roberts P., Croydon a
224 Roberts Richard, Charters Towers c
225 Roberts Roberts, Charters Towers c
226 Roberta Robert, Thargomindah s and
227 Roberts R., Roma  street c
228 Roberts Samuel, Queenton u k
229 Roberts S. J., Gympie c
230 Roberts Win., Charters Towers c (2)
231 Roberts W. E., High  street c
232 Roberts W. M., Cooktown in
233 Robertson -, Kangaroo Point c
234 Robertson Miss, Brisbane c
235  Robertson Alexander, P.O. Brisbane u  k-236 Robertson -, William street, Boggo
road c
237 Robertson Cornelius, Ipswich c
238 Robertson Edmund S., Hughenden c (2)
239 Robertson J. A., Maryborough c
240 Robertson J. P., Toowoomba c
241 Robertson P., Toowoomba c
242 Robertson Thos. Harris, Cairns u k
243 Robertson T., South Brisbane c
244 Robertson William,  George street o
245 Robertson Wm. P., P.O. Brisbane o e
216 Robin W. B., Merton road c
247 Robins A. E., Charters  Towers c
248 Robins George, Charters Towers c
249 Robins  Mrs. Jane, Charters  Towers o c
250 Robins John,  Townsville c
251 Robins William, Aramac e
252 Robins W., Charters Towers c
253 Robins W., Valley c
254 Robinson -, Ipswich c
255 Robinson -, Charlotte  street c
256 Robinson Mrs., Brisbane in
257 Robinson Mrs., Dockray Bank, Cabool-
ture u k
258 Robinson  Miss  Clara, Charters Towers,
uk
259 Robinson Cornelius, Ipswich c (3)
260 Robinson Henry, Croydon a  and n z (2)
261 Robinson H., Charters Towers c (2)
262 Robinson James, Croydon,  c and o c (2)
263 Robinson  James  D., Charters Towers c
264 Robinson J. G., Cooktown u k
265 Robinson Martha, Cooktown o
266 Robinson R., Melbourne street c
267 Robinson R., Charters Towers in
268 Robinson Mrs. Thos., Albion c
269 Robinson T., West End c
270 Robinson Wm., Winton t
271 Robottom -, South Brisbane c
272 Robson Geo., Maryborough c
273 Robustelli J., Croydon c
274 Rocanton Turcatti Stephano, Mount
Morgan o
273 Rockley J. J., Croydon s
276 Rodda Henry, Dyedone Siding u k
277 Rodda Thomas, Bloomfield Tin Mines
uk
278 Roddan -, Golden Valley c
279 Rodder Thomas, Mount Amos c
280 Rodden W., Carron River c
281 Rodger Mrs. W., Melbourne street c
282 Rodgers Mrs., Charters Towers c
223 Rodgers Galbraith, Warenda c
284 Rodgers James, Gympie u k
285 Rodgers P., Croydon a
286 Roe Miss Annie, Maytown c
287 Roever August, Croydon e t
288 Rogers A. G. D., North Rockhampton c
289 Rodgers Chas., P.O. Brisbane in
290 Rogers Chas., Valley s
291 Rogers Chas., Monkland c (2)
292 Rogers E., Gympie c
293 Rogers F., Toowo4ig c
294 Rogers F. K., Brisbane s (3)
295 Rogers John, Bowen Downs c
296 Rogers J. Grant, Charters Towers c
297 Rogers Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
298 Rogers Mrs. W. E., Highgate Hill c
299 Rogers R. G., Sefton Estate e
300 Rogers W., Charters Towers c
301 Roland J., Cumberland c
302 Roles Harry, Gympie c
303 Roll F., Albert street c
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304 Rollel James, Rockhampton c
305 Rolleston W., Charters Towers c306 Rollinson R., Southwick c
307 Ronson John, Cairns o c
308 Rook George, Gympie o c
309 Rooney Mrs., Valley n z
310 Rooney Bryan, Gympie u k
311 Roos, N. S., Croydon, c (4)
312 Roper Mrs., Charters Towers o c
313 Roper Thos. Croydon c
314 Ropke F., Maryborough e
315 Roscoe Mrs. Jno., Valley c
316 Rose Henry B., Y.O. Brisbane o c
317  Rose J. H. Brisbane c
318 Rose P., Y.O. Brisbane f
319 Rosendahl Mrs., Charters Towers o
320 Rowing Neils, Campbellville c
321 Ross -, River  Estate c (2)
322 Ross Alexander, Brisbane, s
323 Ross Alexr., Albert street e
324 Ross B., Croydon a (2)
325 Ross Mrs. Chas., Spring Hill c
326 Ross George, Highgate Hill c
327 Ross George, Kilkivan u k
328 Ross Henry, South Brisbane c
329 Ross H.- M., Harrisville n z
330 Ross James, P.O. Brisbane o e
331 Ross John, P.O. Brisbane o c
332 Ross Joseph Clarence, Charters Towersin
333 Ross James S., Clifton f
334 Ross J., Rockhampton in
335 Ross Mrs. Samuel, Bundaberg c
336 Ross Thomas, Brisbane c
337 Rossbrook - Redhill c
338 Rosser Harry, Limestone c
339 Rosser H., Palmer Gold Field u k
340 Rossner M., North Ipswich c
341 Rosy Thomas, Gympie c
342 Rothim John, Herbert River e
343  Bothwell Miss Rose, P.O., Cairns u k
344 Rothwell Miss Kate, Herberton c
345 Roton Frank, Albilbah o
346 Roton Frank, Winton c
347 Rouse T.  0., Cairns n z
348 Rowbottom F.  0., Camboon c
349 Rowe T., Dinmore c
350 Rowe William, Thurulgoona  Station
351 Rowe) W., Gympie e
352 Rowen -, Barcaldine c
353 Rowles Captain, Amity Point c
3.54 Rowney G. H., Croydon u k
355 Royan Donald, Gympie o
356 Roylance Thos., Bulimba  c and o e (2)
357 Royn James, Croydon s
358 Rubson W., Charters  Towers s
359 Ruddy James, Kilkivan c (2)
360 Ruddy J., Boggo road c
361 Ruddy J., Monkland c
362 Rudy Peter, Mount Morgan c
363 Ruff John, Toowoomba c
364  Buff T., Blackall u k
365 Ruffles George, Balf Creek c (2)
366 Ruffles William, Springs c
367 Rule Andrew, Queen street c
368 Rule Mrs. May, Norman Park c
369 Runny Lizzie, P.O. Brisbane c
370 Russell David, Charters Towers u k
371 Russell Miss Ellie, Townsville a
372 Russell and Sims, Croydon c
373 Russell Miss A., Tambo c
374 Russell David, Nanango a
375 Russell H., Thargomindah c
376 Russell James, Croydon e
377 Russell John, Croydon c
378 Russell Jno. W., Bullamon o
379 Russell J. B., Croydon c
380 Russell J. H., Laidley c
381 Russell  Miss  Lily, Tambo c
382 Russell Ricbd. W., Montague road o c
383 Russell R. F., Taroom c
384 Russell S., Leicbhardt street c
385 Russell Mrs. S., St. George c
386 Russell Thos., Croydon s
387 Russell Thos., Thargomindah a
388 Ruthenberg Miss Clara Sandgate roads
389 Ruthmiller Miss K., Norfolk road a
390 Rutland J. W., Brisbane s
391 Ruxton Miss Emeline G., P.O. Bris.
bane s
392 Ryan -, Rosewood gate e
393 Ryan Miss, Dox street c
394 Ryan Mrs., Wharf street c
395 Ryan Mrs. A., Valley c
396 Ryan B., Rosewood c
397 Ryan Mrs. Catherine, Dalby o
398 Ryan Mrs. C., Gatton c
399 Ryan Dr., Mount Perry c
400 Ryan Miss Ellie, Rockhampton c
401 Ryan Trelyo, Y.O. Brisbane c
402 Ryan F. A., Toowong c
403 Ryan Miss H.. Townsville t
404 Ryan James, Coorparoo c,
405 Ryan James, Knowsley Estate c
406 Ryan James, Charleville s
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407 Ryan James , Helidon c 78 Scoefield W., Gympie a 180 Shearer Charles, Herberton c
408 Ryan James, Townsville c 79 Scoggins Alf., Southport c (2) 181 Shedder L., St. Luo*a Ferry c
409 Ryan James, Warwick c 80 Scollen Mrs., Brisbane c 182 Sheehan John, Croydon c
410 Ryan James, Gympie c 81 Scollen James, Stanley street c (2) 183 Sheehan John, Cloncnrry o c
411 Ryan Joe., Dalby c 82 Scortchim Pietro, Logan Village f 184 Sheehan T., Mount Morgan c
412 an Jno., Thargomindah a 83 Scoresty Wm., Toowoomba u k 185 Sheehy -, Townsville c
413 Ryan Jno. T., Toowoomba c 84 Scot -, Creek street c 186 Sheehy Miss Julia, Croydon c (2)
414 all Lawrence, Gympie o 85 Scott -, Herbert street c 187 Sheen Mrs., Valley c
415 Ryan Mary Ann, Breakfast Creek u k 86 Scott - (cook), Dynevon Downs c 188 Sheffield J. H., Croydon c
416 Ryan  Michael , Boulia u k 87 Scott Mrs., Petrie Terrace c 189 Shegog Mrs J., Townsville s
417 Ryan Michael, Croydon c (2) 88 Scott A. T., Maryborough c 190 Shelley W. J., Goondiwindi a
418 Ryan Miss  Mary Ann, Charters Towers 89 Scott Chas., Gympie s 191 Shepherd Joseph, Goodna c
c 90 Scott Messrs. C. J., Wickham terrace c 192 Shepherd Thos.. Gympie c
419 Ryan M., Sandy Creek c 91 Scott Donald, Herberton c (2) 193 Shepherd W., Goodna c
420 Ryan Patk., Bundaberg o c 92 Scott David, Toowoomba o 194 Shepperbottom James, Charters
421 Ryan S., Paddington c 93 Scott Edward G., Brisbane c Towers s
422 Ryan Rd., Croydon c 94 Scott E., Hughenden c 195 Sheridan Mrs. P., Mount Morgan c
423 Ryan  Miss S.  J., Townsville c 95 Scott Geo., Clifton Railway Station o c 196 Sheridan A., Maryborough c
424 Ryan T. A., Toowong c (2) 96 Scott James, Wharf-street c 197 Sherlock James, Maryborough c (2)
425  Ryan William, P.O. Brisbane o 97 Scott Mrs. Jas., Charleville c 198 Sherlock William, Stanley street c
426 Ryan Wm., Warwick c 98 Scott Jas ., Herberton c 199 Sherwaing Mrs., Bulimba c
427 Ryan W., Gympie c 99 Scott Miss  Jane, Townsville u k 200 Shewan -, Cooktown c
428 Ryan W., Monkland c 100 Scott John, Gympie c 201 Shields B. T., Cooktown o c
429 Ryne Edward, P.O. Brisbane u k 101 Scott J. W., Mount Perry c 202 Shields M., Eidsvold c
102 Scott James, Charters Towers c 203 Shiers  Wm., Croydon c
103 Sett John Reid's Creek c Townsville c204 Shillinglaw Miss A
s.
,
104 Scott John, Valley c
.,
205 Shimrichs  Miss  M., Bundaberg c
105 Scott J. M. R., Brisbane o 206 Shong Kee, P.O. Brisbane o c
1 SAILER James, Bundaberg c 106 Scott M., Echo Hill o 207 Shooter Stuart A., Thursday Island u k
2 Sally Miss, Mackay c 107 Scott Wm., Queenton c (2) 208 Short Dan., Goondiwindi c
3 Salmond Mrs ., P.O. Brisbane u k 108 Scott Wm., Cairns c 209 Short Geo., Charters Towers c
4 Saloway W., P.O. Brisbane s 109 Scott Wm., Maryborough c 210 Short O. E. J., Isisford c
5 Sam Hing, Charleville a 110 Scragg Chas. Milora c 211 Short Patrick, Croydon o
6 Sam Lin ,  Tinana c (3) 111 Scully -, fiambo s 212 Short V., Croydon c
7 Samuel J., Rockhampton c 112 Sealy A. W., Redbank Creek c 213 Shortis M., Croydon c
8 Samson H . H., Port Douglas c 113 Sear -, Eidsvold c 214 Shroder Wilhelm, Charters Towers o
9 Samuels B ., Denham  street, Brisbane c 114 Searle Richard, Queeton u k 215 Shuffel Otto, Rockhampton u k
10 Samuels  W., Toowoomba c 115 Searson C., Charters Towers c (3) 216 Shultheis Miss A., William street c
11 Samuelson  Olaf, Table Top f 116 Seaton W. R., Thompson Estate c (2) 217 Shurvell James, One-Mile c
12 Samvo  -, Charters Towers c (2) 117 Sibire W., Spring Hill c 218 Shute James, Muttaburra c
13 Sanctuary Thos., Mitchell c 118 Seddon -, Queen street c 219 Sibley Mrs., Stanley street c
14 Sand Joseph, Croydon o 119 Sedge Alf. and Co., Croydon c 220 Silkefett Ferdinand, Townsville o c
15 Sandberg -, Athelstan Range c 120 Seds G. E., Toowong c 221 Sievers Miss Emily, Rockhampton c
16 Sanders James, Gympie a 121 Seeberg J. E., Edward street c 222 Simes John, Beaudesert o
17 Sanders Robert, Giympie a 122 See For, Rockhampton c 223 Simmons Joseph, Kilcummin Station c
18 Sanders  W., P.O. Brisbane u k 123 See Sawy, Rockhampton c 224 Simmonds A.. South Brisbane c
19 Sandford Annie, South  Brisbane s 124 Sehuiraeck Fred., Thomas street c 225 Simmonds C. E., Mount Morgan f
20 Sandford  J., Brisbane c 125 Seipel C., Logan road c 226 Simmonds J. W., Golden Valley e t
21 Sandilands  C., Dickabram c 126 Self William, Charters Towers c (2) 227 Sinmonds N., Charters Towers c
22 Sandle  John, Stockyard Creek e t 127 Selberg J. E., Edward  street c 228 Simmons Wm., Golden Valley c o and
23 Sandovale  Mrs. A., Spring Hill c 128 Selbey J. S., Winton c e t (7)
24 Sands T .,  Boggo road s 129 Sep Hang, Toowoomba s 229 Simmons Wm., Windorab c
25 Sang Kong Lee,  Hughenden c 130 Severiano Severi , Gympie f 230 Simms  T., Eidsvold c
26 Sangridge  Richard, Maryborough o 131 Seville Alfd., Avon Downs Station in 231 Simons  Lorenzo W., Brisbane u k (2)
27 Santhar  -,  Roma c 132 Sewell A.  D., Brisbane c 232 Simple  James,  Laidley c
28 Sapsford  A. A., Toowong c 133 Sewell Miss E ., Cooktown u k 233 Simpson -, Deep Creek c
29 Sargent Mrs., South Brisbane c 134  Sewell H., Brisbane c 234  Simpson  Mrs., Kelvin Grove road c
30 Sargent  Wm. Geo., Peak Downs m 134A Sewell John, Golden Valley c 235 Simpson Mrs., New Sandgate road c
31 Saunders  -, Toowong c 135 Sewell Miss Lizzie, Cooktown s 236 Simpson Edwin, Mackay c
32 Saunders  John, One-Mile o c (2) 135B Sexton R. Edwin, Townsville o c 237 Simpson Ellen, Prairie c
33 Saunders  J. F., Warwick c 136 Sexton W'V., Georgetown o 238 Simpson G. H., Cairns c
34 Saunders  T. L., Charters Towers c 137 Seyer-, Rockhampton c 239 Simpson Jessop, Croydon in
35 Saunders  T. L., Etheridge c 138 Seymour C., Spring Hill c 240 Simpson John T., South Brisbane u k
36 Saunders  Wm., Maryborough o 139 Shae P., Maryborough c 241 Simpson J., Croydon c
37 Saunders W., Barcaldine c 140 Shagovck M., Verners Siding c 242 Simpson J., Southport c
38 Savage  A. H., Brisbane c 141 Shand and Buchanan, Tiaro c 213 Simpson Mark, Mungar c
39 -Savage J., Coorparoo c (2) 142 Shane Mrs. James A. H., Thursday 244 Simpson Magnus and Mrs., Croydon
40 Savage R. D., George street c Island u k c (4)
41 Sawle Wm., Rockhampton c (2) 143 Shank S. A., P.O. Brisbane u k 245 Simpson Mrs. M., Prairie c
42 Sawyer  E. E., Brisbane s 144 Shannon George, Rockhampton c (2) 246 Simpson Thomas, Valley c
43 Scanlan  M., Blackall Estate c 145 Shannon-, Yaamba c 247 Simpson Thomas, Townsville o c
44 Scantelbury G. E., Thargomindah a 146 Shannon Andrew, Homestead c 248 Simpson T. H., Golden Valley c (2)
45 Scarrett A. H., Croydon a 147 Shannon Geo., Rockhampton c 249 Simpson \Vus., Croydon s
46 Schafer Henry, Gympie c 148 Shannon John, Croydon c 250 Simpson W., Glen Iola c
47 Schulz J., Stanley street c 149 Shapcott W. W., off Ipswich road c 251 Simpson W. R., Gyympie c (2)
48 Scharf Antony, Croydon c 150 Sherier C., Ipswich road c 252 Sims Mrs., West End c
49 Scheefeltein, C. F. W., Fernvale c 151 Sharkey -, The Range c (3) 253 Sims Wm., Goondiwindi c
50 Schelker  Mina , Townsville c 152 Sharkey Hugh, Mackay c (3) 254 Sinclair G., Kilkivan c
51 Schfield John, One-Mile m 153 Sharkey John, Maryvale in 255 Sinclair Miss, Cleveland c
52 Schiller O. J., P.O.,  Brisbane s 154 Shatland Elizabeth A., New Farm o c 256 Sinclair R. W., Gympie (2)
53 Schmidt  A., Toowoomba c 155 Sharp Antony, Georgetown c 257 Sinclair W. S., Gympie o
54 Schmidt C., Mount Morgan o 156 Sharp Edward, Port Mackay s 258 Sing Ewat, Port Mackay c
55 Schmidt C. W., Maryborough c 157 Sharp George, Townsville o 259 Sing Yean Wagh, Rockhampton c
56 Schmidt Peter, Eidsvold c 158 Sharp H., Bendemore Downs Station s 260 Sing Kinhou, Marlborough n z
57 Schmidt Peter, Nundah c (2) 159 Sharp Robert, Norinanby Station c 261 Sing Lee, Mount Perry s
58 Schmidtchen Mrs. Lind, Brisbane c 160 Sharpe W. H., Cooktown c 262 Singleton -, Croydon c
59 Schmith Johan, Croydon f 161 Shaw - (care of  Harbour and Light- 263 Singletou A., Nortnanton in
60 Schmitz Heinrich, Finsoh-Hafen, Ger- house Board), Brisbane c 264 Singleton A., Croydon a
man New Guinea f (5) ' 162 Shaw Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c 26.5 Sing Tong Sing, Nerang c
61 Schofield -, Monkland c (2) 163 Shaw Chits., Mount Morgan o c 266 Skeatran 1'. J., Brisbane s (2)
62 Scholefield S., Bundaberg c ]64 Shaw G., Granville c 267 Skene 0. D., Lutwyche c
63 Scholey -, Coorparoo u k and c (2) 165 Shaw D. W., Port Mackay in 268 Skiffington John, Malvern Hills o
64 Schubert Mrs., Three-Mile Creek c 166 Shaw G. and G., Brisbane c 269 Slack -, Mary borough c
65 Sehulk F. A., Ipswich c 167 Shaw Henry, Croydon o c 270 Slack Mrs., Harriaville c
36 Schultz August, Whiteside o c 168 Shaw James, Mungar c 271 Slater George, Table Top s
67 Schultz Frank, Laidley o c 1119 Shaw J. W. W., Maryborough c 272 Slater J., Mount Morgan c
63 Schulz Edward, Ipswich c 170 Shaw Ralph, Dinmore Station u k 273 Slater P., Gympie c (3)
69 Schuoff -, Mount Perry c 171 Shaw S., Clark River c 274 Slater Miss S. A., South Coast Junc-
70 Schurrett Christy, Rue..:hampton c 172 Shaw Thos., Macnade c tion c
71 Schusser John, Eni'i Vale in 173 Shaw William, Kelvin Grove o c 275 Slater Wm., Croydon c
72 Schwarten A. C., Kalka Creek c (2) 174 Shaw W., Chester House, Queen streetc 276 Slattei y Terence, Charters Towers c
73 Schwartz A., Croydon c 175 Shaw W., Iu,bil c (2) 277 Slaughter E. (r., Stanley street c
74 Schwartz John, Tarina c 176 Shea --, Herberton c 278 Slight R. H., Laura o
S hwartz M Monkland 177 Shea Wm., Hari iaville c 279 Sloan Miss Annie, Townsville c
chv: e,;ert . onan, ne-m. a swamp o c 178 Shea, W, T., West End c 280 Sloan Thos. A., Herberton c
77 Schweri T., Logan Downs a 179 Shean D., One-Eye Waterhole c 281 Sloan T. J., Mount Morgan c
282 Small R ., Logan road c
283 Small  W.. Westwood c
284 Smillie J., North Pine c
285 Smidt N. P., Beenleigh f
236 Smith and Debury, Nyroo, Cork c
287 Smith and Lewis, Grandchester c
288 Smith -, Spring Hill c
289 Smith  --, Townsville c
290 Smith -, Mackay c
291 Smith -, Millchester c
292 Smith Mrs., P.O. Brisbane a
293 Smith Mrs., Hope street c
294 Smith Mrs., Ipswich c
295 Smith  Mrs., Ravenswood c
297 Smith Adam, Herberton c
297 Smith Alexr., West End c
298 Smith Mrs. Annie C., Charters Towers
oC
299 Smith A., George street c
300 Smith A. C, Herberton c
301 Smith  Mrs. A. J., Prairie Station in
302 Smith Benjamin,  Torren's Creek c
303 Smith Chas., Croydon c
304  Smith Chas. Montague, One-Mile, Gympie
uk
30.5 Smith Chas. S., Gebangle u k
306 Smith Mrs. C., Maryborough o
307 Smith  Miss C., Paddington c
308 Smith  C. D., Yaamba c
309 Smith  C. H., Roiria c
310 Smith Daniel, P.O. Brisbane f
311 Smith Dan., Charters Towers u k
312 Smith Ebenezer, Narra c
313 Smith Miss Elizth., Charters Towers uk
314 Smith  Miss E ., P.O. Brisbane s
315 Smith E., Mackay c
316 Smith Miss Eveline , Red Hill u k
317 Smith Frank, Laycock's Camp c
318 Smith Frank, Croydon o
319 Smith Frank, Winton c
320 Smith Fred, Swan Hill c
321 Smith F., Murray street c
322 Smit h F,,-Ceeyde n e
323 Smith F. W., P.O. Brisbane u k
324 Smith George, Ipswich c
325 Smith G. E., Edward  street c
326 Smith G. 0., Charters  Towers c (2)
327 Smith H., Taroom c (2)
328 Smith H. A., Boorara s
329 Smith H. J., Gympie c
330 Smith H. L., Tarroom c
331 Smith Mrs. Isabella, Townsville u k
332 Smith Jacob, South Brisbane c
333 Smith Jas., Isis c
334 Smith James, Winton in
335 Smith James, Mount Perry c
336 Smith J ames  H., Maryborough o c
337 Smith John, Montrose Park u k
338 Smith  John, Gympie c (3)
339 Smith John, Townsville c
340 Smith John B., Maryborough u k
341 Smith Joseph, Bundaberg u k
342  Smith  Joseph (cook), Cloncurry c
343 Smith Joseph, Oak Park Station c (2)
344 Smith J., Lutwyche c
345 Smith J., Mackay c
346 Smith  J., 10-Gang, Q.C. Railway
347 Smith J., Croydon c
348 Smith Mrs. J., Toowoomba s
349 Smith J. B., Melbourne street c
350 Smith Peter, Mount  Morgan c
351 Smith P. C., Howard c
352 Smith Rigby, Mackay c
353 Smith Samuel, Red Hill c
354 Smith Mrs. S., Croydon c
355 Smith  Thomas, Charters Towers u k
356 Smith  Thos., Gayndah c
357 Smith T. H., Brisbane c
358 Smith  William, P.O. Brisbane in
359 Smith  William, P.O. Brisbane f
360 Smith  Wm., Valley c
361 Smith Wm., Toowong c (5)
362 Smith  Wm. W., Red Hill c
363 Smith W., Brisbane in (2)
334 Smith  W., West End c
335 Smith  W., Bulimba c
366 Smith  W., Gympie n z
367 Smith  W., Croydon c
368 Smith  W. G., Bundaberg f
369 Smith W. R., Leichhardt  street c
370 Smith W. S., Bundaberg c
371 Smith W. T., Red Hill c
372 Smith W. Y., Tiaro c
373 Smithers --, Brisbane c
374 Smyth Miss Geraldine, P.O. Brisbane u k
375 Smyth Joseph, P.O. Brisbane p z
376 Smythe A. E., Imperial Hotel s
377 Snape Mrs., Sandgate c
378 Snape Samuel A., Golden Valley e t
379 Snap ; S. A., Croydon u k
380 Snell Mrs., Rockhampton t
381 Sneltzer --, Ipswich c
382 Snowball J. G., P.O. Brisbane u k
383 Soft  G., Croydon c
384 Solomon Edmund, Brisbane c
385 Solomon E., Brisbane s (2)
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386 Sottendieck Henry, P.O. Brisbane o c
387 Somerville A., Greenmount c (2)
388 Somerville John, Croydon u k (2)
389 Somner Win., Croydon u k and c (3)
390 Songon James, Burdekin c
391 Sonson C., Yaamba road c
392 Sorbo Lary, Mount Romeo c
393 Sorensen  N.,  P.O. Brisbane f
394 Sorrensen H. F., Maryhorough c
395 Sorrensen N., Maryhorough c
396 South and Gilbert, Normanton s
397 South Wm., Groydon s and c (2)
398 Sowerbv G. L., Bundaberg o c
399 Soy J. R., Port Douglas c
400 Spalding Mrs., Montague road c
401 Spall Mrs. W., Valley u k
402 Sparrow E., Cooktown s
403 Spear W. Gympie s (2)
404 Spearing hos., Toowong c
405 Spence -, Croydon c
406 Spence C. F., Croydon in
407 Spencer Henry, P.O. Brisbane u k
408 Sperling Mrs. Eleanor, Woollongabba
oc
409 Spicer -, Brisbane c
410 Spink E., Kennigo c
411 Spong R. L., Queensland t
412 Spomer A. J. Gladstone c
413 Spradau H., charters Towers c
414 Spragge -, Dalby s
415 Spring C. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
416 Sproule J., Townsville c
417 Stableton G., East Brisbane c
418 Stack Mr. and Mrs., Howard c (2)
419 Stack Mrs., South Brisbane f
420 Stack E., Gympie c
421 Stack S. D., Mungar o
422 Stackwell John, Goondiwindi s
423 Stackpole Hy., Croydon in
424 Stafford --, Bundaberg c
425 Stahell -, Noosa c
426 Stahl Martin, Cooktown f
427 Starr -, George street c
428 Stan fast W., Paddington c
429 Stanke Johan, Rosevale c
430 Stanley Mrs., Brisbane c
431 Stanley A. M., South Brisbane a (3)
432 Stanley, Mrs. C., Brisbane u k
433 Stanley G., Mount Howet c
434 Stanley Thos., Bowen Bridge c
435 Stanley Wm., Brisbane s (2)
436 Stanney Thos., Townsville c
437 Stanton Geo., P.O. Brisbane o c
438 Stanwell Alfred, Campbellville c
439 St. Clair Miss Myra, Muttaburra a
440 Steel J., Cairns c
441 Steele Mrs. A., George street c
442 Steele James, P.O. Brisbane m
443 Steele J., Spring Hill c
444 Steeles -, Peak Crossing
445 Steenan Hans, Charters Towers c
446 Steene Mrs., Valley a
447 Steger Adam, Plain Station c
448 Steger F. A., Toowoomba c
449 Steger John, Toowoomha c
450 Steinbeck  E. R., P.O.  Brisbane s (3)
451 Steine J., Tbargomindah e t
452 Steinbeck Jacob, Croydon c
453 Stephen Jno. H., Hughenden c
454 Stephens and Bradford, Toowoomba c
and o (2)
455 Stephens -,  Bundaberg c
456 Stephens Geo. Bligh, Brisbane c
4.57 Stephens J., Toowoomba u k
4.58 Stephens W., Gympie c
459 Stephens Mrs. W. H., Wharf street c
460 S,--phens W. R., Brisbane c
461 Sterling Wm., Hughenden c
462 Steven Jno., Coreena Station c (2)
463 Steven Joseph, Ipswich c
464 Steven J., Hatton Vale c
465 Stevens and Bunn, Howard o
466 Stevens Chas., Kilkivan c (2)
467 Stevens E. P., Brisbane u k
468 Stevens Frank, Maryborough u k
469 Stevens James, P.O. Brisbane o
470 Stevens Wm., Kilkivan c
471 Stevens W., Tank street c
472 Stevenson A. G., Wallangarra c
473 Stevenson A. J., Wallangarra o
474 Stevenson H. T., P.O. Brisbane m
475 Stevenson H. T., Ann street c
476 Stevenson J., P.O., Brisbane c
477 Stevenson P., Cootharaba u k
478 Stevenson R. F., Brisbane c and o (3)
479 Stevenson Saml., Mackay c (2)
480 Stevenson W. M., Charters Towers c
481 Steward A., Nooses c
482 Stewart -, Brisbane c
483 Stewart -, Spring Hill c
484 Stewart A. J. and Co., Ipswich s
485 Stewart Bridget, Mount Britton f
486 Stewart Miss C., Brisbane s
487 Stewart Mrs. Diney, Croydon f
488 Stewart Miss E. B., £skdale u k
489 Stewart Mrs. Hugh, South Brisbane u k
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490 Stewart  H., Roma o
491 Stewart Jas., Kangaroo Point c
492 Stewart Jas., Charters Towers c
493 Stewart J., P.O. Brisbane u k
494 Stewart J., Torbanlea c
495 Stewart P., Brisbane c
496 Stewart R., Brisbane e t
497 Stewart S. E., St. George c
498 Stewart W., P.O. Brisbane c
499 Stewart W. J., Eidsvold c
500 Stidolph, R. F., Toowoomba c
501 Stinton Charles, Skating Rink, Bris-
bane c
502 Strugnell G., Gympie c
503 Stirling J., New Farm road c
504 Stirling Wm., Mount Morgan o c
505 St. Leon, G. (circus), Croydon m
506 Stobart Tom, Adelaide  street, Bris-
bane u k
507 Stock -,  Brisbane c
508 Stocker - (care  of Murphy and Co.),
Mungar c
509 Stockley James, Tambo s
510 Stockes  Miss  (care  of R. H. Taylor),
South Coast Junction c
511 Stockes H., Cooktown c
512 Stokoe John, Brisbane u k
513 Stone - (surveyor), Bundaberg c
514 Stone Mrs., Archer  street , Rockhamp-
ton c
515 Stone Capt. A. J., Maryborough m
516 Stone E. J. (care of H. Aldridge),
Mount Morgan o
517 Stone Mrs. Henrietta, Augathella c
518 Stone Hettie, Augathella o
519 Stone J., Woollongabba c
520 Stone Mrs. J., Albert Station, Ipswich
road c
521 Stone M., Johnstone River c
522 Stone M., Charters Towers c
523 Stone P. (storekeeper), Geraldton s
524 Stonebridge A., Short street , Kangaroo
Point c
525 Storey Mrs., New Farm c
526 Storey Miss M. L. (care of Mrs. Berry),
Bulimba c
527 Stornowski  -, River street, Mackay
c (2)
528 Strachan J. W. (engineer),  Brisbane c
529 Strachan W. B. (grocer), Valley c
530 Straffon Henry, East Bundaberg o c
531 Stranquist C., Abingdon  Siding c
532 Strange T., Rockhampton c
533 Stratford Bros.  Messrs. , Portland
Downs c
534 Stratford James (care of W. Edwards),
Brylow Camp, Isisford road c
535 Stratford Mrs. J., Portland  Station
is and c (2)
536 Stevens  and Bunn Messrs .,  Bundaberg
e (4)
537 Strictnott -,  Mosman street ,  Towns-
ville' c
538 Strickland Mrs., Valley c
539 St. Romam A. J., Brisbane o
540 Struber F. (selector), Rockhampton c (2)
541 Struthers J., Cooktown m
542 Stuart Mrs. Elizabeth, Augathella c
543 Stuart James, Croydon c
544 Stuart J. S., Kalamia Estate o
545 Stuart J. M., Croydon o and c (3)
546 Stuart Mrs. Mary, Maryborough u k
547 Stubbings John, Maryborough u k
548 Stubbs William, Dalganally c
549 Stuckey John  (tailor ), Lutwyche c
550 Studdut R. C. (care of J. Hodson),
Winton c
551 Style Tom (care of --  Carrington),
Croydon c
552 Styles M., Yengarie o
553 Styles Wm., Gympie c
554 Sudhoff P., Brisbane c
555 Sudofsky E., Camboon c
556 Sue He (gardener ), Toowoomba c
557 Sullivan -, Charters Towers c
558 Sullivan Mrs. Annie, Maryborough
o c (2)
559 Sullivan A., The Oaks Station c
560 Sullivan Daniel, Bowen u k
561 Sullivan D., North Pine c
562 Sullivan E. 0. (butcher), Ipswich c
563 Sullivan Florence, Esk o
564 Sullivan Jeremiah, Herberton c
565 Sullivan John,Bunya Mountain, Dalby
o and s (2)
566 Sullivan Thomas (drayman), Cabool-
ture c
567 Sumers John, Emerald c
568 Summerfield R. J., Goondiwindi c
569 Summers Mrs., St. Lucia Estate c
570 Summers George O.K., Toowoomba c
571 Summers J.,
Kent Lane, Rockhamp-ton c
572 Summers Mrs. J. S., Norfolk road,
South Brisbane u k (2)
573 Summers Miss M.  M., Brisbane w a
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574 Summons William, Golden Valley c 59 Templeton M., Cairns c 156 Tilley John, Georgetown c
575 Sun Kong Lee, Queenton s (2) 60 Teran -, Spring Hill c 157 Tilley Miss M. A., Hughenden u k
576 Sun Kum Zuen, St. George c 61 Tergusen A., Charters Towers c 158 Tim John, Charlotte street c
577 Sun Wa Kie, Kingston in 62 Terry -, Norman Creek c 159 Tinnmerd -,  Bingera  Plantation,
578 Suranski  Martin , Southport c 63 Teauin Valentine, Queen Island, Towns- Bundaberg c
579 Surchuwick -, Brisbane c ville c 160 Tinker Miss E., P.O. Bundaberg c
580 Surtees J., Gympie c (2) 64 Thallier L., Croydon c 161 Timms -, P.O. Croydon c
581 Sutcliffe Thomas, Toowong c (5) 65 Thann J. P., Table Top, Croydon c 162 Timoney  Miss  Mary, Valley c
582 Sutherland Miss A. M. J., Toowong s (3) 66 Theabould F., Brisbane c 163 Tischer J., South Brisbane c
583 Sutherland Geo. F., Dinmore u k 67 Thomas -, James street c 164 Titcomb H., P.O. Brisbane u k
584 Sutherland James, Maryborough o c 68 Thomas -, North Ipswich c 165 Toban Martin, Table Top c
585 Sutherland  James, Beenleigh c 69 Thomas -, Cleveland c 166 Tobin J., Maryborough c
586 Sutliffee Jeremiah, Alpha c 70 Thomas -, Sandgate c 167 Tobin Patrick, Springsure o c
587 Sutton C , Cook Station c 71 Thomas C. E. Caleb, P.O. Croydon in 168 Tobin Patrick, Townsville c
588 Sutton C., Crocodile c 72 Thomas Evan, Charters Towers c 169 Tobin W., Townsville c
589 Sutton E., Eldon Hill c 73 Thomas E., Charters Towers c 170 Tobin W., Bundaberg c
590 Sutton Mrs. E., O'Connell Town u k 74 Thomas Geo., Ayrshire Downs c 171 Todd J. C., Barcaldine c
591 Sutton Miss J., Brisbane s 75 Thomas Geo., Charters Towers c 172 Toes S. R., P.O. Brisbane u k
592 Sutton Robert, Valley c 76 Thomas Geo., Collingwood c 173 Tolson  Mrs. (senr .),  Taringa c
593 Svensen, Oscar, Eagle street o c 77 Thomas G., Rockwood Brisbane c 174 Tons Douglas, Mackay c
594 Svensson  Carl, Croydon o 78 Thomas Henry, Bulimia c 175 Tomlenson -, P.U. Townsville o c
595 Swannacke Tom., Cooktown c 79 Thomas John, Charters Towers c (2) 176 Tompkins -, Boggo road c
596 Swanson -, Laidley c 80 Thomas John, P.O. Thargomindah c 177 Tompson J., Albion c
597 Swanson G., Croydon c 81 Thomas J., Woollongabba c 178 Tong Sun and Co., Rockhampton f
598 Swanson Peter, Manuka Station u k 82 Thomas L., Bundaberg c 179 Toninson Oscar, Spring Creek c
599 Swartz T., Monkland c 83 Thomas Owen, P.O. Croydon c 180 Toohey -, South Brisbane c
600 Swayne and Powell, Croydon c 84 Thomas Richard, Cobb and Co.' s Stage,  181 Toohey Geo., South Brisbane c
601 Sweeney Mrs., Brisbane u k Cannon Crossing c 182 Toohey, Miss Mary Ann, Mount Morgan
602 Sweeney Mrs., Townsville c 85 Thomas R. A. H., P.O. Brisbane s  uk
603 Sweeney Michael, Charters Towers c 86 Thomas F. 0., Normanton s and in (2) 183 Tooker G., P.O. Rockhampton c
604 Sweeting  Mrs., Kedron Brook c 87 Thomas Willian, Charters Towers c 184 Tooker G., P.O. St. Lawrence c
605 Swift H. M. M., Croydon c 88 Thomas W., Charters Towers c 185 Tooth Mrs. E. S., Oxley o
606 Sword -, Gympie c 89 Thomas W., Brisbane s 186 Tooth W. E., P.O. Brisbane c
607 Syberg  F., Brisbane s 90 Thompson -, P.O. Brisbane e t 187 Topliss Miss Kate A., Townsville u k
608 Sykes Mrs., Gladstone f 91 Thompson -, Red Hill c  188  Tarazzi and Spica, Brisbane u k
609 Sykes Frank W., Mount Perry u k 92 Thompson -, Mackay c 189 Tormey P., Valley c
and c (2) 93 Thompson Andrew, Kangaroo Point c 190 Torphy M., Woollongabba c
610 Syloe C., Hatton Vale c 94 Thompson Mrs. Ann, Dunwich 191 Torsen F., Gracemere road c
611 Symes Alfred, Rockhampton c Asylum c 192 Totten William, Taroom c
612 Symonds , Harrisville c 95 Thompson A. J., Miles c 193 Toub Harris, P.O. Charleville s
613 Symonds Mrs., Laidley c 96 Thompson Charles, Brisbane c 194 Tougher James, Sandown c
614 Symonds Thomas, Croydon o 97 Thompson Charles (butcher), Brisbane c 195 Tourpy M., 3-Gang, Clermont Line c
98 Thompson Charles, Table Top c 196 Towey James, P.U. Croydon c
99 Thompson Charles Thargomindah o 197 Townley John, Lamond Station o
T. 100 Thompson D., Kiliarney e t 198 Townsend George, Thompson Estate c
101 Thompson Eliza A., Cleveland c 199 Townsend George, Ipswich c
1 TABOR William, P.O. Toowoomba c 102 Thompson Ed., Table Top s 200 Townsend Geo., Dinmore c (5)
2 Tafe Thomas, Charters Towers c 103 Thompson E., Cloncurry c 201 Townsend -, Dinmore e t
3 Taghart John, Croydon c 104 Thompson Fred., Manfred Downs c 202 Towson R., Dinmore c
4 Taie J. L., Croydon c 105 Thompson Geo., Townsville o c 203 Toy -, (Waterworks Office ), Bris-
5 Talbot -, Townsville Railway Line c 106 Thompson Geo., St. George o bane u k (2)
6 Talbot G., Warra c 107 Thompson Henry, Bundaberg u k 204 Toy Charles, Upper Melbourne street
7 Talbot Mathew, Ipswich c 108 Thompson H. P., Table Top c  c (2
8 Talbot Mathew, Croydon u k 109 Thompson  James , Charters  Towers c  205 Toy Joseph, Charters Towers c
9 Taplin  G., Soudan  Estate c 110 Thompson Mrs. Jas., P.O. Charters 206 Tracey George H., Brisbane c
10 Tappard -, Ipswich road c Towers u k 207 Tracey Henry, Croydon c (2)
11 Tapper William, Colinton Station o (2) 111 Thompson John, Mitchell in 208 Tracey H., Rookwood c
12 Tart John, Gympie c 112 Thompson John, Rockhampton o 209 Tracey William, Breakfast creek road
13 Taske  W., Woongarra Scrub c 113 Thompson J., South Brisbane c  c
14 Tashey E., P.O. Cairns s 114 Thompson J., Aramac s (2) 210 Trail Geo., Tambo c
15 Tassefi Charles, Petrie terrace n z 115 Thompson J., Canal Creek c 211 Trainor Patrick, Mungar P.O. c
16 Tatham S., P.O. Marlborough in 116 Thompson J., Croydon c 212 Trainor P., Mungar P.O. in
17 Tatual -, Gympie c 117 Thompson Mrs. J., Croydon c 213 Tramacchi -, Charters Towers c (3)
18 Tatt Daniel, Toowoomba c 118 Thompson J. M., Canal Creek s and c 214 Tranby Mrs. M., Oakwood, Auga-
19 Taylor 1 , Breakfast Creek s (4)  thella c (2)
20 Taylor Alex., P.O. Cairns c 119 Thompson Katherine, Mackay c 215 Travers John, Rishton c
21 Taylor Miss Annie, North Quay u k 120 Thompson Margaret, Brisbane c 216 Travers Joseph, Wickham terrace c
22 Taylor Ambrose, Thompson Estate c 121 Thompson Rd., 3-Mile, Gympie road c 217 Travers M., Upper Twelve-Mile, near
23 Taylor A., Thompson Estate c 122 Thompson F. C., Petrie's Creek c Croydon c
24 Taylor A. C., Croydon c 123 Thompson W., P.O. Brisbane e t 218 Treacy Miss Mary, Petrie  terrace s
25 Taylor B., Mount Morgan c 124 Thompson W., Mackay c 219 Treacy Thomas, Petrie terrace s (3)
26 Taylor B., Mount Leyshon e 125 Thorns J. L., P.O. Brisbane o 220 Treacy Thomas (waiter), Lennon's
27 Taylor Chas., Latrobe  terrace c 126 Thomsen and Thomas Messrs., Towns- Hotel o
28 Taylor Chas., South Toolburra c ville c 221 Tregea William, North Ipswich u k
29 Taylor C. H., Croydon c 127 Thomsen William A., Townsville f 222 Tregewyd John, Croydon c
30 Taylor F. Hankins, Croydon f and c 128 Thomsen W., Townsville f 223 Treloar Alfred, P.O. Cooktown e t
31 Taylor George, P.U. Georgetown s 129 Thomson -, Brisbane c 224 Treloar Alfred V., Cooktown c
32 Taylor G. H., Ipswich c 130 Thomson -, Bulimba road c 225 Trenaman J., Croydon in
33 Taylor H. A., Milton c 131 Thomson A. R., Tambo c 226 Trevethan A., Cloncurry c
34 Taylor H. W., Brisbane c 132 Thomson A. B. H., Golden Valley c 227 Trevo J. E., P.O. Brisbane c
35 Taylor John, Normanby c 133 Thomson A. V. H., P.U. Croydon c (2) 228 Trew Jas. 0., Valley s
36 Taylor Joseph, Toowoomba c 134 Thomson Geo., P.O. Herberton u k 229 Tribe James, St. George s
37 Taylor Joseph, Charters Towers c 135 Thomson R. R., Isisford c 230 Trickett B., P.U. Townsville in
38 Taylor Joseph, Table Top, Croydon u k 136 Thomson William, Nebo road c 231 Triggs G., 19 Charlotte u k
39 Taylor J., Maryborough c 137 Thorn C., Townsville s (2) 232 Tripney Mrs., Emerald c
40 Taylor Miss Lillian, Albion w a 138 Thorn Frank, One-Mile, Gympie c 233 Tripney D., 38-Gang, Emerald c
41 Taylor Miss L., Charters Towers u k 139 Thorn H., P.O. Townsville s 234 Trotman G., Harrisville u k
42 Taylor R. B., Croydon c 140 Thorne W., Glamor-an Vale c 235 Trott Thomas (A.U.S.N. Co.), Bris-
43 Taylor Samuel, South Brisbane o c 141 Thornton Mrs. A., T'ompson's Estate c bane n z
44 Taylor Thos., P.O. Charters Towers in 142 Thornton J. A., East Brisbane c 236 Troughton Joseph, P.O. Brisbane u k
45 Taylor T., P.O. Brisbane c (3) 143 Thornton W., P.O. Croydon s 237 Trower H., St. Helens c
46 Taylor T. H., P.O. Brisbane u k 144 Thorogood D., Kynuna c 238 Trudgeon D., Gympie c
47 Taylor Walter John, One-Mile, Gympie 145 Thorpy Michael, Woollongabba u k  239 Trueman  W. B., P.O. Croydon c
uk 146 Thrigg E., Charlotte street c 240 Trumble H., Croydon c
48 Taylor W. H., Kaboonga in 147 Threpney David, 38-Gang, Q.C. Rail- 241 Trybom Malcolm G., Townsville f
49 Taylor W. M., Paris street, West End c way c 242 Tuck Mrs., Red Hill, Gympie c
50 Tearle J., Townsville c 148 Thynne Miss Catherine, Greendale 243 Tucker Mrs., P.O. Winton o
51 Teasdale C. K., Fairleigh Station s Station c 244 Tucker A., P.O. Townsville n z (4)
52 Tedley M. Marylwrough o 149 Thynne C. (care of A. Jillet), Greendale 245 Tucker E., Queenton e
53 Tehlein B. (care of Martien Rois ), Bris- Station c 246 Tucker T. S., Cania c
bane f 150 Tidey A. G., Townsville c 247 Tuero Bros.  Messrs ., Maryborough s
54 Telfer John, P.O. South Brisbane c 151 Tien Mrs. F., P.O. Brisbane c 248 Tuffin J., Gympie c
55 Telfer John, Gyu pie c 152 Tietz - (senior ), Rockhampton c 249 Tuite Michael, P.O. Bald  Hills o c
56 Tellefson  Andres, Charters Towers f 153 Tike J., P.O. Bulimba o 250 Tullett W., P.U. Croydon c
57 TemplarHarryJ., TableTop, Croydons 154 Tilley -, Williams River c 251 Tullock T. Y., Charters  Towers c
58 Temple  James,  P.O. Breakfast Creek o 155 Tilley H. J., P.O. Brisbane u k 252 Tu Long Shing, Maryborough s
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253 Tunley - Spring Hill c 21 Waldron John, Croydon c (2) 122 Warren C., Brisbane c,
254  Turich Emil Charters Towers f 22 Waldron Wm., Toowong c 123 Warren Miss Mary,  Townsville sand uk
Boggo road u k255 Turley Henr 23 Walelock W. A., Lower Burdekin c 124 Warren M., Westbrook  Station o,
256 Turley P., Croydon c 24 Walford Geo. (care of Duggan), 125 Warren Mrs. R., St. Lucia c
257 Turner -, South  Brisbane c Caboolture Line c 126 Warren Violet, Geraldton o
258 Turner -,  Brisbane  in 25 Walin Mrs. J., P.O. Croydon c 127 Warren W., Hughenden c
259 Turner  Mrs., Long Pocket c 26 Walker  -, Mungulla c 128 Warry John Mount Morgan c
260 Turner  Mrs., Croydon c 27 Walker -,  Brisbane c 129 WarschauerLeopold, P.O. Normanton a
261 Turner  Mrs. (care of Mrs. Cobb), Mun- 28 Walker A., South Brisbane c 130 Washington Mrs. T., P.O. Cooktown c
gindi s 29 Walker Charles (H.M.S. "Thalia"), 131 Wassmann  H. E., Kynuna o
262 Turner A., Geraldton s Thursday  Island a 132 Watchen Wm., Cooktown c
263 Turner H., Croydon a 30 Walker Mrs. David, Charters Towers c 13.3 Watchorn  Mrs., Spring Rill c
264 Turner K. Geo.,  Brisbane n z 31 Walker F. T., Railway Station, Mac- 134 Waterhouse  Mrs. James , P.O. Croy-
265 Turner Thomas, Townsville c kay c don a
266 Turnour K. A., Charters Towers c 32 Walker Geo. F., East Maryborough c 135 Watkins  Miss. Sarah  A., P.O. Rock-
267 Tuticci Mrs. G., Bundaberg c 33 Walker Harry A., P.O. Bowen c hampton o c
268 Tutice Mrs. Mary, Bundaberg o 34 Walker Jas., Gympie c (2) 136 Watson A. S. (saddler),  Mackay e t
269 Tutton G., P.O. Brisbane in 35 Walker James Curwin, Winton in 137 Watson Charles Aird, Table Top u k (2)
270 Tutton G., Marlborough c 36 Walker John M., Croydon o and s 138 Watson C. L., South Brisbane c
271 Tweed  Benjamin , Sandown c 37 Walker J., Croydon c 139 Watson John, P.U. Bulimba c (2)
272 Tweed William, 6-mile Creek, Gympie c 38 Walker J., Merry  Monarch c  140 Watson J., P.O. Brisbane c
273 Twidale G., Cania c 39 Walker J., Sandgate road c 141 Watson J., Boulia c
274 Twomey Dennis, Esk c (2) 40 Walker J., Mackay c 142 Watson J. J., Ayrshire Downs c
275 Tyke, Red Hill c 41 Walker Mrs. J., Mackay c 143 Watson J. S., Charters Towers c
276 Tyson James, Augathella e t (2) 42 Walker N., Golden Valley c 144 Watson Mrs. Leslie, Toowoomba c
43 Walker Robert, Cania c 145 Watson  Michael ,  Ipswich c
44 Walker Robert, Townsville u k 146 Watson Robert,  Ipswich c
U. 45 Walker R. A., Townsville c 147 Watson R., Woollongabba c
46 Walker R. A., Cairns a 148 Watson Samuel, P.O. Croydon c
1 ULLRICH Franz, P.O. Ipswich f 47 Walker Thos., P.O. Croydon c 149 Watson Miss  Sarah , P.O. Woollongabba
2 Ulph E. B., Geraldton o 48 Walker Mrs. T. F., Townsville c c
3 Ulrich -- (saddler), Pyramid  Planta- 49 Walker T., Clyde Station c  150 Watson Thomas, Paddington c
tion c 50 Walker William, Toowong s 151 Watson Walter, Brisbane o c (2)
4 Ulrich C., Cairns c 51 Wall E., Croydon s 152 Watson W., Winton in
5 Ulrich C., P.O. Croydon c 52  Wall William, One-Mile, Gympie m  153 Watt -, Charters Towers c
6 Underwood -, Ravenswood c 53 Wallace Geo., Charters Towers o c  154 Watt -, Norman Creek c
7 Unwin George Gympie c 54 Wallace Geo., P.O. Townsville s  155Watt A., Kangaroo Point c
8 Uran Henry, charters  Towers c 55 Wallace John, Charleville c  156 Watt James, Keylion Station e
9 Uren W., harters Towers c 56 Wallace John,  Bacaldine o c  157 Watt Jas., Clifton c
10 Urmson Howard,  P.O. Brisbane c 57 Wallace J.,  Brisbane c 158 Watt John, Hendon c
11 Urquhart George Herbert River c P.O. Charters Towers c  15958 Wallace J. Watts -,  Enoggera c,
12 Urquhart W., Maryborough c
,
59 Wallace P., P.O. Beaudesert c  160 Waud J. A., Mungar c
60 Wallace Dr. S. L.,  Cunnamulla c 161 Waugh -, Brisbane c
P.O. Brisbane o  16261 Wallace W. Way G., West End c
V.
,
62 Walters J., Croydon c  163 Waylett B.,  Petrie's Bight f
63 Wallin Chas., Russell  street c  164 Weakly James, P.O. Bundaberg u k
1 VALLIS Mrs. E., P.O. Koongal c 64 Wallis Alfred, Charters Towers u k  165 Weale Mrs. G. Telford, P.O. Brisbane
2 Vallis E., Rockhampton c 65 Wallis C. T., Afton Downs e  166 Wearin Joseph (saddler), Albion o c
3 Vane Miss A., Bowen Hills c 66 Wallis J., Croydon c  167 Wearne Mrs., Paddington c
4 Vaskess Jas., Croydon c 67 Wallis John J., Winton c  168 Weaver Arthur, Victoria  Plantation c
5 Vaughan Patk., Port Douglas c 68 Wallis J. H., Ipswich c  169 Webb -, Ann street c
6 Veaitch James, Mount Morgan u k 69 Walls John, Ipswich c  170 Webb F.,  Brisbane c
7 Veal R., One-Mile c 70 Walls W. A., Brisbane u k  171 Webb James, Dareel  rid  Mungindi c
8 Veal Thomas, One-Mile c 71 Walmsley John, Esk c  172Webb John Mount Perry c
9 Veal William, Bundaberg u k 72 Walsh and Evans, Croydon o c  173 Webb Joseph, P.O. Pimpama e
10 Veale Miss Katie, South Brisbane c 73 Walsh --, Kynuna c  174 Webb  Miss  Louie, Brisbane c
11 Veitch James, Mount Morgan o c and s 74 Walsh Charles, P.O. Brisbane o c  175 Webb R., Gregory c
12 Venables Miss E., Milton c 75 Walsh Miss Clara Haddy, Toowoomba  176 Webb R., Valley c
13 Venables Thomas Milton c uk 177 Webb S., Charters Towers c (2),
14 Venall George, Normanby c 76 Walsh E. C., P.O. Croydon c  178 Webbe A. J., P.O. Beenleigh c
15 Vennard Joseph, Croydon u k 77 Walsh George, Mount Romeo u k  179 Webber -, Valley c
16 Vercoe W., P.O. Lower Coomera u k (2) 78 Walsh  Miss  Mary, Cooktown u k  180 Webber  Edm., Sandgate c
17 Verdincanidz Thomas, Table Top, 79 Walsh Michael, Clermont c  181 Webber John W. (care of - Gilbert),
Croydon in 80 Walsh P. T., Rockhampton c Croydon o
18 Vere  H., Blackall c 81 Walsh W.  Kilkivan c  182 Webber  Mrs. Martha ,  Townsville c
19 Veroli  J., Brisbane a 82 Walter John, Waterworks road c  183 Webber W. E., P.O. Townsville c
20 Vettler Patrick, Warwick c 83 Walter W., Mackay c  184 Webber -, Maryborough c
21 Vian Thomas Queenton o Mackay e  18584 Walter W. C. Webster Harry,  Hughenden Line c,
22 Vickers B., P.O. Charters  Towers c
,
Laidley c  18685 Walters - Webster H. H., P.O. Brisbane c
23 Vickers William,  Torbanlea c
,
86 Walters -, Golden Valley c  187 Webster Jog., Kangaroo Point c
24 Tidement  -, Mack  a c 87 Walters J., P.O. Bundaberg e  188 Webster James, P.O. Charters  Towers  in
25 Vignoles A. T., P.O. Gympie c (3) 88 Walters  J., P.O. Croydon c  189 Webster James, P.O. Brisbane c
26 Villiger Master A., Croydon f 89 Walton Mrs., South  Brisbane c  190Weeks Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
27 Vincent George,  Brisbane c 90 Walton  Joseph , Bullamon Station c  191 Weeks J., North Rockhampton c (2)
28 Vine Mrs., P.O. Charters  Towers u k 91 Wamaley George B., Valley c  192 Wee Sop (Chinese gardener),  Bunda-
29 Vivian W., P.O. Brisbane m (2) 92 Waraker A. F., Miles c berg o c (3)
30 Vogler  M aret, Kilkivan o 93 Waram T., Table Top c and u k  193 Wegner C. F., Hatton Vale c
31 Volg --, Toowoomba c 94 Warburton J. D., Townsville c (2)  194 Weibner Hans, Charters Towers c
32 Volkmer Gotlieb,  Mellon Hotel f 95 Warby E. M., P.O. Bowen c  195Weir J., Charters Towers o
33 Von  Cassant  G., P.O. Croydon c 96 Ward Arthur (labourer), Mackay o c  196 Welbourn Miss A., P.O. Croydon c
34 Von Snaski Peter P. U. Brisbane c 97 Ward Duncan, Myrtle Creek n z (4)  197Welby Alfred, Kilkivan c
35 Vowles  Mrs., Bowen Hills c 98 Ward E. J., Brisbane o  198 Welch Daniel, P.O. Cairns u k
99 Ward Mrs. G., Alpha c  199 Welcock J. T., Charters Towers c
100 Ward G. H., Mount Esk c  200 Wellby Mrs. Rebecca, Kilkivan e
W. 101 Ward Harry (carrier), Croydon c  201Weller Albert, Thompson Estate c (2)
102 Ward H. W., One-Mile c  202 Wellington A., Charters Towers c
1 WABBER E.,  Sandgate e 103 Ward John, Homestead c  203 Wellington John, Croydon c (5)
2 Waddell T., Croydon s 104 Ward John, Charters Towers c (2)  204 Wells Mrs. Caroline,  Brisbane o c
3 Waddington  R., St. Helens c 105 Ward J Gympie c  2C5F Wells E., Rockhampton o
4 Waddle W. Gnoolooma  St George o
. .,
h c  206106 Ward S borouMar KynunaWells John (tanksinker), .
5 Wade M., P.O. Brisbane c
g., y
107 Ward William, Charters  Towers s
,Station s
6 Wagner -, Fortitude Valley c 108 Ward William, Valley c  207 Weln,ot W., Maryborough c
7 Wagner Carl Ludwig,  Killarney c 109 Ware W., Rockhampton c  208 Welsby Mrs., Kilkivan c
4 Wagner Theodor, P.O. Cro3 don in 110 Warkzer -, Townsville f  209 Welsh D., P.O. Cairns u k
9 Wagstaff  S., Lakes Creek road c 111 Warland G., Thursday  Island a  210 Welsh George, Mount Romeo u k
10 Wainewright James , P.O. Croydon s 112 Warner Mrs., Mount Morgan c  211 Welsh H., Croydon c
11 Wainwright  J. H., South Brisbane s 113 Warner A. H., Spring Hill c  212 Welsh Jas., Mount  Morgan a
12 Waite -,  Breadalbane c 114 Warner Frank, Gympie c and u k  213 Welsh John, Croydon c
13 Wake  Geo., Herberton e 115 Warner J. H. B., Brisbane c 214 Welsh Richard, tockhampton c
14 Wakerly Mrs. W., Paddington c 116 Warner Lizzie Brisbane o 215 Welsh W., Rockhampton c
15 Walden James (plumber ),  oowong o c
,
117 Warner Claus, Maytown c 216Wender H., Croydon o
16 Walden  J., Toowong c 118 Warrell Thomas A., P.O. Blackstone o 217 Wennberg Mrs., Herberton e
17 Walden W., Toowong c 119 Warren and Martin, Lutwyche c 218 Wenzel F. T. (farmer),  Fernside
18 Waldock and Co.,  Cunnamulla a 120 Warren Mrs. Annie, P.U. Townsville 219 Werring G., Yandilla s
19 Waldron -,  Harcourt  street c o c (2) 220 Wert Mrs., Spring Creek c
20 Waldron F. J., Gympie c 121 Warren Ann Helena , Cairns o  221 West A.  E., Charters Towers c
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222 West C. T., Rockhampton u k
223 West F. C., Mungar and Gayndah
Railway e t
224 West George, Cooktown c
225 West Henry, Terrick Terrick o
226 West H., P.O. Croydon s
227 West J., Bulloo Downs c
228 West J., Leichhardt street c
229 West Robert, Croydon c
230 West Thomas, P.O., Charters Towers
c 2)
231 Westman Carl, Maryborough f
232 Westphal Mrs. H., Queenton c (2)
233 Westphall -, Valley c
234 Weston C., Bundaberg c
235 Weston Geo., Golden Valley o c
236 Weston W., P.O. Croydon c
237 Wethereld -, P.O. Gympie in
238 Wetherhill Miss F., P.O. Westwood c
239 Wettmack P., Toowoomba c
240 Whalley T., Petrie terrace c (2)
241 Whealan J. W., Townsville c
242 Wheatley James, Bundaberg c
243 Wheatley Mrs. William, Queenton c
244 Wheeler A., Brisbane c
245 Wheeler Mrs. E., P.O. Winton s
246 Wheeler George, Esk o c
247 Whelan Miss Ellen, Vulture street c
248 Whelan Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c
249 Wheller James, Albion c
250 Whenell Miss Sarah, Croydon c
251 Wherry Sam, Queenton c
252 Whicks J., P.O. Rockhampton c
253 Whitaker Weston, P.O. Townsville u k
254 Whitchurch W.H., P.O. Hughenden c
255 White and Wilson, Toowoomba c
256 White Messrs. Albert and Son, Ing-
ham c
257 White Mrs., Spring Hill c
258 White Mrs., Southport c
259 White Mrs., Spring Creek c
260 White Mrs., Croydon u k
261 White A. B., P.O. Geraldton c
262 White A. H„ G mpie c
263 White Charles Frederick, P.O. Croy-
don c
264 White Edward, Eidsvold c
265 White C. E., Croydon c and o
266 White D., South Brisbane c
267 White D., Avon Downs c
268 White Edward Walter, Mackay o
269 White E., Thargomindah s
270 White Francis, P.O. Hughenden in
271 White G., P.O. Brisbane u k
272 White H., Woollongabba o c
273 White James, Brisbane in
274 White .Tames, Gympie c
275 White James, Ten-miles, Mungar c
276 White Mrs. James, P.O. Table Top u k
277 White John, Mackay c
278 White John, Gympie c
279 White John, Milbong c
280 White Jno., Gatton c
281 White Jno., Brisbane c
282 White J., P.O. Milora e t
283 White J. C. (carpenter), Toowoomba o
284 White Lillis, Cooktown o
285 White Mrs. Lucy, Maryborough c
286 White Robert (plasterer), P.O. Towns-
ville c
287 White Thomas M., P.O. Brisbane e t
288 White Wm., Valley c
289 White W., Bundaberg o
290 White W., South Brisbane c
291 White W. J., Herberton c
292 Whitebread -, Kedron Park c
293 Whiteside-, Thurulgoona Stations
294 Whiteside Miss Mary, Habana Plan-
tation c
295 Whitfield S. B., Bundaberg o c
296 Whithead --, Toowoomba c
297 Whitiker John, Maryborough c
298 Whiting --, Goodna c
299 Whitlock Alfred C., George street o c
300 Whitmack ---, Pine Gully c
301 Whitson William, South Brisbane c
302 Whittaker Bonner, Highgate Hill c
303 Whittle Richard, P.O. Brisbane o c
304 Whitten Robert J., South Brisbane o c
305 Wholohan William, Toowoomba c
306 Why --, Three-Mile, Ipswich c
307 Whyte Albert, Townsville c
308 Whyte W. H., P.O. Townsville o
309 Wicks J. T., Brisbane c
310 Wiedenbaum Charles (farmer), P.O.
Gatton o c
311  Wiernan Peter, Moonstone, Croydon c
312 Wiffen F. E., Brisbane c
313 Wiggins W., Charters Towers c
314 Wightman James, Brisbane o c
315 Wigley M., Charters Towers in
316 Wilcox L., One Mile c
317 Wild James, Charters Towers c (2)
318 Wiley James, Barcaldine
319 Wiley J., Brisbane c
320 Wilkes John, North Rockhampton u k
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321 Wilkies J. W., Croydon c
322 Wilkins -, Charleville c
323 Wilkins Angelala c
324 Wilkins Elizabeth, Thirty- eight Mile
Camp, Charleville o
325 Wilkinson Mrs. J. E., Ipswich c
326 Wilkinson Matthew, Normanton u k
327 Wilkinson Mrs. W. H., Ipswich c
328 Wilks Mrs. J., North Rockhampton u k
329 Willey junr. -, Charters Towers in
'330 Williams -, Bulimba road c
331 Williams Croydon c
332 Williams Townsville c
333 Williams Miss A., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
334 Williams A. C., Nerang c
335 Williams Benjamin A., P.O. Charters
Towers s
336 Williams B. (carrier), Eidsvold c
337 Williams C., Winton c
338 Williams Daniel, Blackstone c
339 Williams David, Charters Towers c
340 Williams D., Esk c
341 Williams Edward, Abingdon, Isisford c
342 Williams Enos, South Brisbane c
343 Williams Evan, Charters Towers c
344 Williams E. D., Mount Morgan c
345 Williams C. J., Gympie c
346 Williams E. W., Bog;o road c
347 Williams Frederick, Croydon o
348 Williams Fredk. (polisher), Gregory
terrace o c
349 Williams Fredk. (labourer), Bunda-
bergoc
350 Williams Fredk., Cooktown o
351 Williams Fred, Charleville c
352 Williams F., Croydon c
353 Williams George Croydon s
354 Williams Geo. (miner), Herberton c
355 Williams Gomer, Townsville s and a
356 Williams G., Valley c
357 Williams Sir Henry, Croydon n z
358 Williams H., P.O. Croydon c (3)
359 Williams H., P.O. Bundaberg c
360 Williams Jack, Table Top c
361  Williams Janes, Table Top u  k-
362 Williams James, Table Top c
363 Williams James, Croydon c (2)
364 Williams James, Charters Towers u k
365 Williams John, Rocklea f and in
366 Williams John, Mount Morgan c
367 Williams John, P.O. Tambo s
368 Williams John, Bundaberg o
369 Williams John, Charters Towers c
370 Williams J., Charters Towers c
371 Williams J., Mount Leyshon c
372 Williams J., Queenton c
373 Williams J., Croydon c
374 Williams J. (grocer), Woollongabba c
375 Williams J. C., Brisbane s and e t
376 Williams J. F., Charters Towers c
377 Williams J. F., Rishton c
378 Williams Mrs. J. P., Queenton in
379 Williams J. W., South Brisbane c
380 Williams Kars, Golden Valley e t
381 Williams Kars, Croydon c
382 Williams Mary, Barcaldine o
383 Williams Matilda, Brisbane road,
Gympie o
384 Williams P., Queenton o c
385 Williams Richard, P.O. Herberton c
386 Williams Richard, Charters Towers c
387 Williams R., Rockhampton c
388 Williams R. A., P.O. Inglewood c
389 Williams R. M., Warwick c
390 Williams Thos., Rockhampton a
391 Williams Thos., Gympie c
392 Williams T., Toowong c
393 Williams T., Dillalah c
394 Williams William, Spring Hill c
395 Williams W., P.O. Eulo c
396 Williams W., Kangaroo Point c
397 Williams W., Rockhampton c
398 Williams W. G., Enoggera c
399 Williams W. G., Gympie c (2)
400 Williams W. H., Croydon c
401 Williamson C. W., P.O. Herberton c
402 Williamson George, Bundaberg c
403 Williamson John, Logan Village c
401 Williamson J., Valley c
405 Williamson J. S., Croydon u k (2)
406 Willick F., Croydon c
407 Willis A., P.O. South Brisbane c
408 Willis A., P.O. Eidsvold s and o
409 Willis E. B., Eidsvold c
410 Willis John, Woollongabba c
411 Willis J., Herberton c
412 Willis M. G., Herberton c
413 Willis Tom Proud, P.O. Maryborough
uk
414 Willman John, Rockhampton u k
415 Willows -, Sherwood c
416 Wills F., Bundaberg c
417 Wills Joseph, Boolboonda c
418 Wills W. Charters Towers c (2)
419 Wilmot [1., Oakwood Station c
420 Wilsher T., Brisbane c
421 Wilson  -,  Brisbane c
422 Wilson -, Toowong c
423 Wilson -, West End c
424 Wilson  -,  Spring Hill c
425 Wilson Miss, P .O. Brisbane c
426 Wilson Alexander, P.O. Croydon c
427 Wilson Alexander, Kilkivan o
428 Wilson  A., Brisbane c
429 Wilson A., Alligator Creek c
430 Wilson D., Golden Valley c (2)
431 Wilson D., Bundaberg o c
432 Wilson T., Croydon c
433  Wilson  G. (chief engineer "City of
Melbourne"),  Brisbane s
434 Wilson Hugh, Valley c
435 Wilson  James, Brisbane c
436 Wilson  James , P.O. Townsville c (3)
437 Wilson James, P.U. Mount Perry c
438 Wilson James, Y.O. Golden Valley c
439 Wilson John, P.O. Esk s (2)
440 Wilson John. P.O. Rockhamppton c
441 Wilson John, P.O. Charters  Towers-c l
442 Wilson J., Maryborough c (3)
443 Wilson J., Brisbane s H im444, Wilson J. Horatio, Croydon c tRIM
445 Wilson J. W., Croydon in
446 Wilson Matthew B., P.O. Croydon_c
447 Wilson Peter, P.O. Maryborough u ,k
448 Wilson R., Eidsvold c
449 Wilfon R., Brunswick  street c
450 Wilson Mrs. S., P.O. Brisbane c
451 Wilson Thomas (labourer), Bowen o c
452 Wilson Thos. (carpenter ), Townsville e
453 Wilson T., South Brisbane c
454 Wilson T. P., Rockhampton in
455 Wilson William, Star River c
456 Wilson Mrs. William,  Brisbane n z
457 Wilson W., Argentine c
458 Wilson W. G., Brisbane c
459 Wilson W. A., Valley c
460 Wilson W. J., P.O.  Brisbane s
461 Wilson W. M., Croydon c
462 Wilson W. T., Argentine c
463 Winchaw J., Townsville c
464 Winderknegt Gustus, Eidsvold c
465 Winn P., Isisford c
466 Winter Henry, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
467 Winter Miss Nellie, Charters Towers c
468 Wise Noah, South Brisbane c
469 Wiseman -, Rockhampton c
470 Wiss -, Charters Towers c
471 Witford W., Gympie c
472 Witnell J., Mackay c
473 Witt Claus, P.O. Croydon s
474 Witt Peter, Aramac s
475 Wittericks J., East Brisbane c
476 Wolf Selina,  Brisbane o
477 Wolfe -, Paddington c
478 Wolfe Joseph, Nerang c
479 Wolfe R., P.O. Toowoomba s
480 Wong Din, McKenzie River c
481 Wong Gow, Emerald c
482 Wong Won, Barcaldine c
483 Wood -, Rosalie c
484 Wood Miss, Toowong o
485 Wood Andrew, Burketown u k
486 Wood Arthur, Croydon o
487 Wood J. C. S., P.O. Brisbane c
488 Wood J. F., Bundaberg c
489 Wood Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane o c
490 Wood Michael, Lutwyche c
491 Wood R., Killarney c
492 Wood Theodore  and Farrer, Rock-
hampton s (2)
493 Wood Theo., Maryborough c
494 Wood W. E., Palmerston c (2)
495 Woodbridge C., Charters Towers c (3)
496 Woodcock Joseph (labourer ) Goodna o c
497 Woodcock J., Maryborough c
498 Woodgate W., Windsor road c
499 Woodhouse L., South Brisbane c
500 Woodlock Joseph, Red Hill c
501 Woodron T., Charters Towers c
502 Woodruff Walter, P.O. Brisbane u k
503 Woods and Co., Table Top c ands (3)
504 Woods -, Charleville c
505 Woods E., Table Top c
506 Woods Florence, Southl ort o
507 Woods F., Woollongabba s
508 Woods George, Croydon c
509 Woods R. H., South Brisbane u k
510 Woods Thomas, South  Brisbane c
511 Woods Thomas, Montague road c
512 Woodward John, Howard c
513 Woolard Walter, Gatton c (2)
514 Woolfett J., Gympie c
515 Woolley T., Thurulgoona Station u k
516 Woolrych W. G. (care of Mitchell),.
Sandgate u k
517 Wootten S., South Brisbane c
518 Wordiugham -, Mackay c
519 Wordsworth C. W., Townsville c
520 Wergent -, Blackstone c
521 Worth H. J., Croydon u k
522 Worthington Mrs., Charters  Towers c
523 Worthington William, KangarooPointc
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524 Wragge A. D., North Rockhampton o 28 Young E. W., Brisbane m 35 Manager, Charlemont Station c
525 Wragge A. D., Charters Towers c 29 Young George, P.O. Brisbane o c 36 Manager, Coolie Station, Eulo c
526 Wratten James R., Charters Towers o c 30 Young George, Croydon o 37 Manager, Foxton Station, Cloncurry s
527 Wren John (labourer, Cairns o c 31 Young Gipson, Croydon c (2) 38 Manager, Glasgow Gold-mine, George-
528 Wren J. H., Bundaberg c 32 Young G., Red Hill c town c
529 Wren M. C., Beenleigh c 33 Young John, Highgate Hill c 39 Manager, Overland Telegraph Gold-
530 Wright -, South Brisbane c (2) 34 Young John, Dinmore u k mine, Georgetown c
531 Wright -, Ann street c 35 Young John, Croydon c 40 Manager, Peoppel Station, Aramac s
532 Wright Mackay c 36 Young J. G., Hill End c 41 Manager, Queensland Publishing Com-
533 Weight D., Waterford c (2) 37 Young J. J., Charters Towers s pany, Brisbane s
534 Wright E. T. (care of James Smith), 38 Young J. W., Albion c 42 Manager, Rangers Valley Station s
Croydon c (2) 39 Young T., Cunnamulla s 43 Manager, Range View, Winton s
535 Wright George, Peak Downs f 40 Young Wm., Thargomindah s 44 Manager, Silver King Gold-mining
536 Wright George, Dalby c 41 Young Wm., Sandy Creek c Company, Croydon c
Croydon c537 Wright Geo. 42 Young W Blackal1 o 45 Manager Sovereign Mining Company,
538 Wright H., Townsville c
.,
43 Young W. Buchanan, Brisbane c
, ,Croydon s
539 Wright John, Gatton c 44 Younger Sarah, North Rockhampton o 46 Manager, Stanley Wood Company,
540  Wright John, Boiven u k 45 Young Hop, Normanby Reefs c Woollongabba c
541 Wright J., Albion c 46 Young Yan Muck, Blackwater c 47 Manager, Lara Station c
542 Wright Mrs. J.,Yengarie c 47 Yow War, Gympie s 48 Manager, Terraboah Station c
543 Wright L., Woollongabba c 49 Manager, Try-No-More Gold-mine,
544 Wright Robert A., Cooktown o c Georgetown c
545 Wright R. S., Bundaberg s Z. 50 Manager, Wompi Station c
546 Wright Samuel, Croydon c 51 Mega Api (S. S. I.), Bundaberg o
547 Wright S. A., Croydon m 1 ZIEGEMBEIN A., P.O. Croydon c (2) 52 Menton, P.O. Rockhampton c
H Croydon road cht S548 Wri 2 Zillaman - Laidley c 53 Mining Manager Golden Rose Claim.,g .
549 Wright Thomas, Asylum Siding c
,
3 Zollinger E., East Bundaberg c
, ,Croydon s
550 Wright Mrs. T., 34 Warren street c 4 Zupp C., Toowoomba c 54 Mita, P.O. Townsville c
551 Wulff Martin, Maryborough f 55 Nellie, P.O. Brisbane c
552 Wycherlie -, Towns, ille c 56 Noba, Dalby c
553 Wyeth Mrs. Ann, Westwood o Initials, &c. 57 Ooabally (S. S. I. ), Bundaberg o c
554 Wylie J., Brisbane c 58 Petro, P.O. Bulimba c
555 Wylie Robert, Brisbane u k 1 ABDUE Parion, Rockhampton e t 59 Pineleigh, P.O. Brisbane c
556 Wylie Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane u k 2 H. I., P.O. Brisbane c 60 Proprietors  Weekly Advocate,  Brisbane o
557 Wyllie James, Brisbane c 3 J. G., P.O. Brisbane c 61 Queensland Publishing Company, Bris-
558 Wyndham Miss, Southport s 4 L. N., P.O. Brisbane s bane c (2)
559 Wyndham Henry, Table Top o 5 W. H., P.O. Brisbane s 62 Reliable, P.O. South Brisbane c (2)
560 Wynne Miss Martha, Maryborough f 6 X., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
7 X. Z., P.O. Brisbane c (13)
63 Reliance, P.O. South Brisbane c
64 Royal Loan Offics, Brisbane c
8 Alice, P.O. Brisbane c 65 Solam Lonas, Brisbane o c
Y. 9 Alma, P.O. Brisbane e t
10 Argoos, Cairns o c
66 Sam (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
67 Secretary, Carnarvon Castle Gold
1 YALLOP Walter, Rockwood c 11 Arkerpeitch, P.O. Mackay o c Mining Co., Rockhampton c
2 Yang Jin, Cooktown e 12 Attaman, Bundaberg o c 68 Secretary, No. 1 North Mount Rose,
3 Yam Jas., Cleveland c 13 Barcho, Croy don e t Eidsvold c
4 Yarde W. H., Stonehenge c 14 Barrie Estate, Charters Towers c 69 Secretary, No. 1 North New Police-
5 Yardley George, P.O. Brisbane u k 15 Butcher, Gregory Creek c man, Eidsvold c
6 Yardley G , Spring Hill c 16 Captain, ship "Victoria Nyanza," 70 Secretary, Loyal Standard Lodge,
7 Yarra aohnnie, Rockhampton o Brisbane s I.O.O.F., Mackay o
8 Yates C., P.O. Charters Towers s 17 Charlie Ambryim, North Rockhamp- 71 Secretary, Duke of Manchester Loyal
9 Yates H., Croydon s ton c Orange Lodge No. 16, South Bris-
10 Yeates James, P.O. Townsville u k 18 Cloncurry Copper and Smelting Co., bane o
11 Yeo -, South Brisbane c Croydon c 72 Secretary, Royal Foresters' Court,
12 Yeoman J. R., Herberton c 19 Energy, P.O. Brisbane c Leichhardt, No. 502, Brisbane o
13 Yetson H., Gympie c 20 Farmer, P.O. Brisbane c 73 Secretary, Pioneer of the North Lodge,
14 Yetzen H., Gympie e 21 Gertrude, P.O. Brisbane c Order of Druids, Mackay o
15 Yew War, Gympie s 22 Gold Mining Co., Daintree c 74 Simon, Hambledon Plantation o
16 Yoe Ch., Charters Towers f 23 Ida, P.O. Brisbane c 75 Solomone Friday, Brisbane f
17 Youatt Jas., Given terrace c 24 I. O. Rechabites, Mount Morgan c 76 Stockman, G.M. Co., Bundaberg c
18 Youlton Mrs. T. E., Mount Charles 25 Ivy, P.O. Maryborough c 77 Store, "Courier" Office c
c (2) 26 Ivy Leaf, P.O. Brisbane c 78 Storekeeper, Dalbouie Station s
19 Young -, Brisbane c 27 I.X.L. Fruit Co., Brisbane c 79 Theodius, Croydon c
20 Young Mrs., Toowong c 28 Jack (S.S.I.), Brisbane o c 80 Theodoris, Croydon c
21 Young Mrs., New Farm c 29 Joe My (S.S.I.), Renway Station c 81 Tom (S. S. I. ), Bingera o c
22 Young Alexander, Townsville o 30 Kwongo, Bundaberg o c 82 Treasurer, Toowong Sports Ground c
23 Young Alex., Mount Morgan c 31 Lava (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c 83 William Tana, Condey Station c
24 Young Charles, Townsville c 32 Mackie (S. S.I. ), Maryborough c 84 Youngon Palmer (S.S.I.), Rockhamp-
25 Young Mrs. Charles, P.U. Brisbane a
26 Young C., Hughenden c
27 Young Miss C., P.U. Townsville c
33 Manager, Ballaby Station c
34 Manager, Black Snake No. 1 G.M.
Co., Croydon c
ton c
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Chief Secretary's Office,
• Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, inHer
Majesty's name, by Writ of Summons bearing even date herewith,
under the Great Sea]. of the Colony, summoned
JOHN ScoTT, Esquire, of Brisbane,
JAMES  LALOR, Esquire, of Gubberamunda, and
JAMES THORNELOE  SMITH , Esquire, of Toowoomba,
to the Legislative Council of Queensland.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
By Authority :  JAXBS C. BIl  L, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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VOL. XLIV.] FRIDAY, 24TH AUGUST,  1888.  [No. 93.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most4L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. U8GRAVE , chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following lots of Land w
be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned places, at  Eleven o 'clock on the
day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS : One-fourth  cash , the balance in three
equal instalments at 3, 6,  and 9 months , without
interest.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the
Lots which may  remain unsold sha ll, at and after
Eleven o'clock on the day following  such  Auction,
and for one month subsequent to the day of sale,
be open to Selection by purchase  at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, COOK-
TOWN,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 25TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment No. ofsection. Area. Price perLot.
I  A. R..R.P. £ a.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
COUNTRY LOTS.
No. of
Section. Area
Price per
Lot.
I I A. R. P. L' S.
Parish of Annan.
(Situated on the left bank of Trevethan Creek, east
of portion 216.)
9 15v
10 16v
11 17v
12 18v
13 19v
14 20v
15 21v
16 22v27v
17 23v
18 24v
19 25v
20 26v
... 36 3 0 37 0
... 34 0 0 34 0
... 33 3 0 34 0
... 37 2 0 38 0
... 24 1 19 25 0
... 27 2 34 28 0
t
30 0 0 30 0
34 3 31 52 10
34 3 22 35 0
25 3 16 26 0
24 0 32 25 0
20 0 39 21 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 25TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
Ko. of No. of No .  of Price per
Lot. Allotment  I  Section .  I Area Lot.
A. R. P. £ S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Curra, town  of Keelar.
(Situated on the west side of the Maryborough
and Gympie Railway Line, about  seventeen
miles  from Gympie.)
SUBURBAN LOTS. 1 1 - 1 0 2 0 4 0
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cooktown. 2 2 1 0 2 0 4 0
(Situated west of sections  62 and 63, and north of  3 6 1 0 2 0 4 0
the Railway Line.) 4 7 1 0 2 0 4 0
1 1 65 6 3 32 28 0 5 8 1 0 2 0 4 0
2 1 66 5 2 5 22 0 6 2 2 0 2 0 4 0
3 2 66 5 2 14 22 0 7 8 2 0 2 0 4 0
4 3 66 6 1 12 29 0 8 9 2 0 2 0 4 0
5 1 67 5 1 4 16 0 9 10 2 0 2 0 4 0
6 2 67 5 3 13 18 0 10 1 3 0 2 0 4 0
7 3 67 5 0 0 15 0 11 2 3 0 2 0 4 0
8 4 67 5 0 0 15 0 12 3 3 0 2 0 4 0
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TOWN  LOTS- continued.
T o.  Of  No.  Of No. of Area. Price perLot. AllotmentSection. Lot.
A. R. P. £ S.
13 4  3  0 2 0 4 0
14 5 3 0 2 0 4 0
15 6 3 0 2 0 4 0
16 7 3 0 2 0 4 0
17 8 3 0 2 0 4 0
18 9 3 0 2 0 4 0
19 ' 10 3 0 2 0 4 0
20 3 4 0 2 0 4 0
21 4 4 0 2 0 4 0
22 5 4 0 2 0 4 0
23 6 4 0 2 0 4 0
24 7 4 0 2 0 4 0
25 8 4 0 2 0 4 0
26 1 5 0 2 0 4 0
27 2 5 0 2 0 4 0
28 3 5 0 2 0 4 0
29 4 5 0 2 0 4 0
30 5 5 0 2 0 4 0
31 6 5 0 2 0 4 0
32 7 5 0 2 0 4 0
33 8 5 0 2 0 4 0
34 9 5 0 2 0 4 0
35 10 5 0 2 0 4 0
36 1 6 0 2 0 4 0
37 2 6 0 2 0 4 0
38 3 6 0 2 0 4 0
39 4 6 0 2 0 4 0
40 5 6 0 2 0 4 0
41 6 6 0 2 0 4 0
42 7 6 0 2 0 4 0
43 8 6 0 2 0 4 0
44 9 6 0 2 0 4 0
45 10 6 0 2 0 4 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Lennox, parish of Woonga.
(Situated between the Gympie Racecourse and
portion 398.)
Portion.
46 44v ... 6 0 0 12 0
47 45v ... 6 0 30 12 0
48 46v ... 5 0 0 10 0
49 47v ... 5 0 0 10 0
50 48v ... 5 0 0 10 0
51 49v t ... 5 0 0 10 0
County of March, parish of Weyba.
(Situated on the right bank of the Noosa River,
about 14 miles south-east of Tewantin.)
52  1  1  1  ...  1  10 0 0  1  20 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GAYNDAH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 25TH DAY or SEPTEMBER, 1888.
No. of  I  Noi of  ( >  `o. of I Area I
Price per
Lot. Allotment  section.  Lot.
I' 1 I A. B. P. I £ 1.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Bowen, parish of Taughboyne, town
of Gayndah.
(Situated on Reid's Creek, south of Selection 41,
being subdivisions of portions 6, 7, 12, and 13.)
40 7 0 0  140
40 10 0 0 200
40 8 2 31 17 0
40 10 0 0 20 0
40 9 2 32 20 0
40 6 3 17  140
41 10 0 0 20 0
41 9 2 32 20 0
41 9 2 30 20 0
41 10 0 0 20 0
41 9 3 37 20 0
41 10 0 0 20 0
42 9 3 26 20 0
SUBURBAN  LOTS-COn iflU6d.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
Allotment
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. £  S.
10 0 0  200
8 1 28 17 0
7 3 12 15 0
7 0 37  140
6 221 130
10 0 0 20 0
9 3 34 20 0
9 331  200
9 3 29 20 0
9 3 37 20 0
10 0 0  200
5 3 31 12 0
5 1 15  110
10 0 0  200
10 0 0 20 0
10 0 0  200
10 0 0  200
10 0 0  200
10 0 0  200
9 3 34 20 0
9 3 31  200
6 2 17 13 0
8 0 0 16 0
No. of
section.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 25TH DAY OP SEPTEMBER, 1888.
:'o. of
l o:.
No. of
Section.
Area.
Area Price perLot.
A. B. P. £ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, town of
Ipswich.
(Situated north of portions 112, 113, 114, 115, and
117.)
3 2 20 75 0
4 2 11 90 0
3 3 0 75 0
4 0 39 65 0
3 236 75 0
4 1 8 • 85 0
4 331 75 0
3 3 36 60 0
3 3 29 60 0
4 1 36 70 0
4 1 0 65 0
4 0 36 65 0
4 3 17 70 0
4 1 0 65 0
4 1 0 65 0
3 1 32 52 0
4 2 35 72 0
3 3 32 60 0
3 3 6 56 0
3 3 25 85 0
3 1 10 65 0
3 3 8 76 0
4 0 29 82 0
6 1 32 96 0
6 2 18 100 0
6 3 4 100 0
6 1 35 97 0
5 2 31 85 0
4 326 74 0
4 0 22 62 0
3 3 31 60 0
3 3 3 56 0
4 2 12 70 0
4 3 33 75 0
4 015 60 0
4 1 13 65 0
4 220 70 0
4 2 20 70 0
4 2 17 70 0
4 2 17 70 0
4 2 20 120 0
1235
NO. Of
Lot.
eUBUEBLN  LOTS--continued.
No. of
Allotment No. ofSection. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I I A. R. P. I £ S.
22 46  4 2 20 120 0
23 46 4 2 17 70 0
24 46 4 2 17 70 0
25 46 4 220 70 0
26 46  4 220 70 0
27 46 4 2 17 70 0
28 46 4 2 2 67 0
29 46 4 220 70 0
30 46 4 220 70 0
31 46 3 2 15 55 0
32 46 3 1 23 70 0
33 46 4 220 90 0
34 46 3 3 35 80 0
35 46 3 320 80 0
1 47 4 1 6 86 0
2 47  3 3 31 85 0
3 47 4 0 2 80 0
4 47 4 1 8 60 0
5 47  4 120 65 0
6 47 4 3 14 72 0
7 47 4 0 35 63 0
8 47 6 020 90 0
9 47 • 5 3 26 85 0
10 47 5 2 28 82 0
11 47 6 3 0 100 0
12 47 6 1 2 95 0
13 47 4 3 26 70 0
14 47 4 3 30 70 0
1 48 6 0 39 120 0
2 48 5 0 32 70 0
8 48 6 0 9 90 0
4 48 4 3 39 75 0
5 48 5 0 18 75 0
6 48 5 3 31 85 0
7 48 5 1 12 80 0
8 48 4 3 31 75 0
9 48 5 1 12 80 0
10 48 7 2 22 100 0
*  The purchaser of Lot 20 to pay £50 for imp ro vements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, NOR-
MANTO N,
ON TUESDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
No. of No .  of No. of Price per
Lot.  Allotment Section. Area. Lot.
A. B. P. £ d.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Norman, parish of Norman, town of
Normanton.
(Situated between Caroline and Borck streets.)
*1 1 59 0 1 3 100 0
*2 1 60 0 1 0 80 0
*3 2 60 0 1 0 80 0
4 3 60 0 1 0 60 0
5 4 60 0 1 0 50 0
*6 5 60 0 0 36 100 0
*7 6 60 0 034 100 0
8 7 60 0 1 0 50 0
9 8 60 0 1 0 50 0
*10 9 60 0 1 0 80 0
11 1 61 0 1 0 25 0
12 2 61 0 1 0 25 0
13 3 61 0 1 0 25 0
14 4 61 0 1 0 25 0
15 5 61 0 1 0 25 0
16 6 61 0 1 0 25 0
17 7 61 0 0 32 25 0
(Between Ellis and Henrietta streets.)
*18 1 64 0 1 5 100 0
*19 € 3 64 0 2 22 220 01 ll
*20  4  64 0 1 0 100 0
No. of
Lot.
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of ' No. of
Allotment Section. Area
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. I £  J.
*21 16 1 64 0 2 84 200 0
*22 7 64 0 1 0 100 0
23 8 64 0 1 0 50 0
*24 9 64 0 1 0 60 0
*25 10 64 0 1 0 80 0
*26 1 11 64 0 1 0 70 0
*27 1  1']  65 0 2 204 250 0
*28
*29
*30
*31
1431 65 0 2 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 37
200 0
65 0
65 0
200 065
(With frontages to Woodward and Dutton streets.)
*32 1 33
33 2 33
34 3 33
35 4 33
36 5
37 6
*38 7
*39 8
40 9
41 10
42 11
43 12
44 1.3
45 14
46 15
47 16
*48 17
0 1 164 100 0
0 0 254 30 0
0 0 30 40 0
0 1 10 60 0
0 1 0 50 0
0 1 0 50 0
0 1 0 65 0
0 1 0 100 0
0 1 0 50' 0
0 1 0 50 0
0 1 0 50 0
0 1 0 50 0()  1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 394
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
80 0
(With fr ontages to  Dutton, Matilda, Railway, and
Balonne streets.)
49 4 34 0 1 0 50 0
50 5 34 0 1 0 50 0
51 6 34 0 1 0 50 0
52 7 34 0 1 0 50 0
53 8 34 0 1 0 50 0
*54 9 34 0 .1 0 80 0
55 10 34 0 1 0 50 0
56 11 34 0 1 0 50 0 .
57 12 34 0 1 0 50 0
(With frontages  to Palmer, Thompson , and Philp
streets.)
58 3 38 0 1 0 75 0
59 4 38 0 1 0 75 0
60 5 38 0 1 0 75 0
61 6 38  . 0 1 0 75 0
62 7 38 0 1 0 75 0
63  81  38 0 1 0 75 0
64 9 38 0 1 0 75 0
65 10 38 0 1 0 75 0
66 11 38 0 1 0  75 0
67 12 38 0 1 0 75 0
68 13 38 0 1 0  75 0
69 14 38 0 1 0 75 0
70 1 45 0 1 0 50 0
71 2 45 0 1 0 50 0
72 3 45 0 1 0 50 0
73 4 45 0 1 0 50 0
74 8 45 0 1 0 50 0
75 9 45 0 1 0 50 0
76 10 45 0 1 0 60 0
77 11 45 0 1 0 50 0
78 12 45 0 1 0 50 0
79 13 45 0 1 0 50 0
80 14 45 0 1 0 50 0
81 15 45 0 1 0 50 0
82
(Fronting Read street.)
4 1 31  1  0 033A 1 15 0I
SUBURBAN ALLOTMENTS.
(Situated on the north boundary of portion 63 on
the west side of the Normanton-Cloncurry Rail-
way, about three miles south of the town.)
83 1 70 5 0 14 25 0
84 2 70 4 2 38 24 0
85 1 71 5 3 13 30 0
1236
No. of
Lot.
86
87
88
89
SUBURBAN  LOTS-• CO*t& lIued.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section.
1
2
1
2
72
72
73
73
Area.
A. R. P.
5 0 0
5 2 16
5 0 0
5 0 0
Price per
Lot.
£' s.
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
a  The purchaser of Lot 1 to pay 9438 for improvements.
„ 2 „ $142
3 „ 21111(8
„ 6  At £560
7 „ 9110
10 „ 9152
18 „ 994
„ 19 „ 4240
20 „ 9145 At
21 „ 925522 „ 943024 „ 936
E6 „ 990At  26 „ 950
., „ 27 „ 91,500At 28 „ 9320
„
29 „ 975
,. „ 30 „ 934
31 „ 9148
32 „ 9280
38 „ 955
39 „ 9250
48 „ 980
,. „ 54 „ 990
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, PORT
KENNEDY,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 25TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
No. of No. of
Lot.  AllotmentNo. ofSection. Area.
Price per
A. R. P. fr' a.
TOWN LOTS.
Parish of Port Kennedy, town of Port Kennedy.
(On Thursday Island.)
1 1  12  0 1 12 4 0
2 2 12 0 2 0 6 0
3 3 12 0 2 0 6 0
4 4 12 0 2 0 6 0
6 7 12 0 2 0 6 0
6 8 12 0 2 0 6 0
7 9 12 0 2 0 6 0
8 10 12 0 2 0 6 0
9 11 12 0 1 31 5 10
10 12 12 0 1 16 4 10
11 1 15 0 1 33 5 10
12 2 15 0 1 1 3 5
13 3 15 0 1 3 3 5
14 4 15 0 120 4 10
15 5 15 0 2 0 6 0
16 1 16 0 2 0 6 0
17 2 16 0 2 0 6 0
18 3 16 0 2 0 6 0
19 4 16 0 2 0 6 0
20 5 16 0 2 0 6 0
21 6 16 0 2 0 6 0
22 7 16 0 2 0 6 0
23 8 16 0 2 0 6 0
24 9 16 0 2 0 6 0
25 10 16 0 2 0 6 0
26 1 17 0 2 0 6 0
27 2 17 0 2 0 6 0
28 3 17 0 2 0 6 0
29 4 17 0 2 0 6 0
30 5 17 0 2 0 6 0
-31 6 17 0 2 0 6 0
32 7 17 0 2 0 6 0
33 8 17 0 2 0 6 0
34 9 17 0 2 0 6 0
35 10 17 0 2 0 6 0
*36 1 18 0 2 0 15 0
37 2- 1S 0 2 0 6 0
38 3 18 0 1 33 0 6 0
39 4 18 0 1 33 6 0
40 5 18 0 2 0 6 0
41 6 18 0 2 0 6 0
42 7 18 0 2 0 6 0
43 8 18 0 1 5 3 10
44 9 18 0 2 0 6 0
45 10 18 0 2 0 6 0
46 1 19 0 2 0 6 0
47 2 19 0 2 0 6 0
48 3 19 0 2 0 6 0
No. of No. of
tot. Allotment
TOWN LOTS--  %ti%Ved.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. £ •.
49 4 19 0 2 0 6 0
50 5 19 0 2 0 6 0
51 6 19 0 2 0 6 0
52 7 19 0 2 0 6 0
53 8 19 0 2 0 6 0
54 9 19 0 2 0 6 0
*  The purchaser of Lot 38 to pay 9130 for improvements.
SALE AT WOODFORD,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 25TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1888.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area
Price per
Lot.
A.  Z.  P.+' .
TOWN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Durundur, town of
Woodford.
(Situated between the Durundur road and Monkey
Bon Creek.)
1 5 2 0 2 32 8 10
2 6 2 0 2 32 8 10
3 7 2 ' 0 2 32 8 10
4 8 2 0 2 32 8 10
5 11 3 0 1  17-t  4 10
6 12 3 0 117r 410
7 13 3 0 1 8 315
8 14 3 0 1 8 3 15
9 3 4 0 1 20 4 10
10 4 4 0 1 208 4 10
11 5 4 0 1 201 4 10
12 8 4 0 1 20 4 10
13 9 4 0 1 201 4 10
14 10 4 0 1 201 4 10
15 11 4 0 0 241 2 0
16 12 4 0 1 36 6 0
17 13 4 0 2 27; 8 0
18 14 4  0  2 123 7 0
19 15 4 0 1 2 3 5
20 1 5 0 1 0 3 0
21 2 5 0 1 0 3 0
22 3 5 0 1 0 3 0
23 4 5 0 1 0 3 0
24 5 5 0 1 0 3 0
25 6 5 0 1 0 3 0
26 8 5 0 2 38, 9 0
27 9 5 0 2 383 9 0
28 10 5 0 2 32 8 10
29 11 5 0 2 32 8 10
30 12 5 0 1 51  3 10
31 13 5 '0 1 5$ 3 10
32 14 5 0 1 53 3 10
33 15 5 0 1 53 3 10
(Situated on the Durundur road north of portion 81.)
34 1 6 0 2 20 7 10
35 2 6 0 2 0 7 10
36 3 6 0 2 0 7 10
37 4 6 0 2 0 7 10
38 5 6 0 2 36; 9 10
39 9 6 0  2  16 7 10
40 10 6 0 2 0 6 0
41 11 6 0 2 0 6 0
42 12 6 0 2 0 6 0
43 13 6 0 2 28 8 0
44 1 7 0 1 4$ 310
45 2 7 0 2 0 6 0
46 3 7 0 2 0 6 0
47 4 7 0 2 0 6 0
48 5 7 0 2 0 6 0
49 6 7 0 3 37 12 0
50 7 7 0 3 11 10 0
51 8 7 0 225 8 0
52 9 7 0 1 29 5 5
Given  under  my Hand and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty- second  year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
0QUEENSLAND
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLIV.] FRIDAY, 24TH AUGUST, 1888. [No. 94.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight
[L.s.] Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
A. MUSGRAVE, Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  " The Federal Council of Australasia Act,  1885," it isenacted that a Bill reserved for the signification of Her Majesty's
pleasure shall not have any force unless and until within one year from the
day on which it was presented to the Governor for Her Majesty' s assent
such Governor signifies by Message to the Council, or by Proclamation
published in the  Government Gazette  of all the Colonies affected thereby,
that it has received the assent of Her Majesty : And whereas on the
twentieth day of January, 1888, the Governor of the Colony of Tasmania
reserved a certain Bill, passed by the Federal Council of Australasia, intituled
" An Act to Regulate the Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fisheries in
Australasian Waters adjacent to the Colony of Queensland," for the significa-
tion of Her Majesty's pleasure : And whereas the said Governor of the
Colony of Tasmania did, by Proclamation bearing date the nineteenth day
of July last, notify and proclaim that Her Majesty had, by Order in Council,
at Windsor, bearing date the third day of May last, assented to the said
Bill: And whereas the said Governor of the Colony of Tasmania has
transmitted the said Act to me, the Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land, which Colony is affected by the said Act : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the said first-
mentioned Act, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, publish, and proclaim
within the Colony of Queensland, the said Act of the Federal Council of
Australasia, of which said Act a copy is annexed to this Proclamation : And
all Her Majesty's subjects in Queensland are to take notice of the said
Act and govern themselves accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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ANNO QUINQUAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E  REGIME .
A.D. 1888.
Preamble.
Short title and
commencement.
Interpretation.
45 Viet. No. 2,
(Queensland), s. 1.
" Australasian
waters adjacent to
Queensland."
" Ship.,,
" Boat."
" Master."
" Native Labourer."
" Polynesian."
" The  Fishery."
**************************************************************************
No. -1.
An Act to regulate  the Pearl Shell  and Beche -de-mer Fisheries in
Australasian Waters adjacent  to the  Colony of Queensland.
[RESERVED 20TH JANUARY, 1888-. QUEEN'S ASSENT PROCLAIMED
19TH JULY, 1888.]
WHEREAS by certain Acts of the Parliament of the Colony of Queenslandprovision has bee  made  f r regulating the Pearl Shel  and Beche-de-mer
Fisheries  in the territorial waters of that Colony : And whereas, by reason of the
geographical position of many of the Islands forming portion of that Colony , vessels
employed in such Fisheries are, in the prosecution of their  business , sometimes within
and sometimes beyond the territorial jurisdiction of Queensland : And whereas it is
expedient that the provisions of the said Acts should extend and apply to such  vessels
during all the time during which they are so employed, and that for that purpose the
provisions of the said Acts, so far as they are applicable to extra-territorial  waters,
should be extended to such waters by an Act of the Federal Council of Australasia :
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Federal Council of Australasia, assembled at Hobart, in the
Colony of Tasmania, and by the authority of the same, as follows:-
1. This Act may be cited as  " The Queensland Pearl Shell and Beche-de-mer
Fisheries (Extra-territorial) Act of  1888," and shall commence and take effect on and
from the date of Her Majesty 's assent  thereto being proclaimed in Queensland.
2. In this Act the following terms shall, unless the context otherwise indicates,
have the  meanings  set against them respectively, that is to say-
"Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland "-All Australasian waters
within the limits described in the Schedule to this Act, exclusive of
waters  within the territorial jurisdiction of the Colony of Queensland;
" Ship "-Any vessel used in navigation or in fishing, and not being a boat as
defined by this Act ;
"Boat "-Any vessel not exceeding two tons in burden which is usually
hoisted to a ship's davits, or carried on board of a ship, or attached to a
ship ;
" Master  " or " Employer "-Any person other than a pilot who is for the
time being in command or in charge of any ship or boat, or who is in
charge of any Fishery as hereinafter defined ;
"Native Labourer  "-Any  aboriginal native of Australia or New Guinea, or
of any of the islands adjacent thereto, respectively ;
" Polynesian "-Any native of Fiji or New Caledonia or of any of the Loyalty
New Hebrides, Banks', or Solomon groups of Islands, or of any island in
the Pacific Ocean not being in Her Majesty's Dominions nor within the
jurisdiction of any civilised power;
Pearl Shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery " or " The Fishery "-The business of
diving for, collecting, preparing,  storing , or carrying to or from any place
within the Colony of Queensland or its dependencies, pearl oysters or
pearl oyster-shells, or the sea-slug commonly called beche-de-mer, or any
other fish or shell of the like kind which the Governor of Queensland in
Council may hereafter by Proclamation published in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  declare  to be within the provisions of this Act.
3. Every
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3. Every ship and boat shall be deemed to be engaged in the Pearl Shell and What ships or boats
Beche-de-mer Fishery, if she is used as a depot or place of lodging or refuge for shall be deemed to
ged in thepersons employed in such Fishery, or for storing provisions for ° the use of persons befishery.
employed in such Fishery, or if she is used by any person to dive from, collect, or store 45 Yic No. 2,
pearl oysters, pearl oyster-shells, or beche-de-mer, or any other fish or shell which may (Queensland), s. 2.
be specified in any such Proclamation as aforesaid, or for carrying or conveying other-
wise than  as a sea-going vessel under a transire, pearl oysters, pearl oyster-shells, or
beche-de-mer, or any other fish or shell so specified, to or from any place within the
Colony of Queensland or its dependencies.
4. From and after the commencement of this Act it shall not be lawful to use Ships or boats
or employ any ship or boat within Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland in the employed in the
Pearl Shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery unless such ship or boat is duly licensed as fishery to be licensed.
required by the Act of the Parliament of the said Colony passed in the forty-fifth year
of Her Majesty's reign, and styles  " The Pearl Shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery Act of
1881," as amended by an Act of the Parliament of the said Colony, passed in the
fiftieth year of Her Majesty's reign, and styled  " The Pearl Shell and Beche-de-mer
Fishery Act Amendment Act of  1886,"- or any other Act in amendment of or substi-
tution for those Acts.
5. If any ship or boat is employed in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland Penalty for using
in the Pearl Shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery without being duly licensed as required by unlicensed ship
this Act, the owner and master of such ship or boat shall each be liable to a penalty not Ib
boat.
exceeding three times the amount of the license fee payable in respect of such ship or
boat, which may be recovered in a summary way before any Police Magistrate or two
Justices of the Colony of Queensland, at the suit of any Officer of Customs of the said
Colony.
In default of immediate payment of such penalty, the ship or boat, and all things Forfeiture in default
found on board thereof, shall be seized and kept for a period of sixty days, and if at of payment.
the expiration of that period the penalty is still unpaid, then the ship or boat, together
with all her tackle, apparel, furniture, and cargo, shall be forfeited to Her Majesty.
6. It shall be lawful for any Police Magistrate or Officer of Customs or Police Unlicensed ship or
of the said Colony to seize and take any ship or boat which is found employed in the boat may be  seized.
Fishery in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland without being licensed as required Ib•, s. 7.
by this Act, and to take any ship or boat so seized, or any ship or boat seized and taken
under the provisions of the said recited Acts, to any port of Queensland, and to detain
the same until a prosecution for breach of this Act or the said recited Acts is heard and
determined.
7. Every ship or boat engaged in the Fishery in Australasian waters adjacent to License number to
Queensland shall keep her name, and the number of her license, prefixed by the letters be painted on the
No., painted in letters and figures of not less than three inches in length in the case of bow in addition
boats, and of not less than six inches in length in the case of ships, in white upon a to the name.
black ground, or black upon a white ground, on each side of her bow above the water-line
,  e. 8.
during the whole time her license remains in force.
If any ship or boat is found engaged in the Fishery in Australasian waters
adjacent to Queensland without her name and the number of her license painted as
herein prescribed, the master or owner thereof shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
Five Pounds.
8. If the master of any licensed ship or boat refuses to produce the license of Master refusing to
such ship or boat when required so to do by any Police Magistrate or Officer of Customs produce li nse.
or Police of the said Colony, he shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not Ib.,  s. 9.
exceeding Five Pounds.
9. Every person in charge of a ship engaged in the Fishery in Australasian Licenses of persons
waters adjacent to Queensland who is not required to hold a certificate of competency inchdarg of ships
under the laws of that Colony, must hold a license permitting him to be so employed ; penalty.
and if any such person is found in charge of a ship so engaged without being so licensed, 50 Viet. No. 2,
he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds. (Queensland), s. 6.
10. Every such person in charge of a ship engaged in the Fishery in Australasian Licenses to be shown
waters adjacent to Queensland who fails to show his license when called upon to do so to officers.
by any Police Magistrate or Officer of Customs or Police of the said Colony, shall be Ib"Qlt7:
liable to a penalty not exceeding Five Pounds.
11. It shall not be lawful for any master or other person to employ any seaman Seamen, &c., to be
or other person in the Fishery in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland, unless employed only
under writtenunder a written agreement recorded in some Custom House or shipping office of the
said Colony, or to discharge any such seaman or other person except in the presence of agreement.
an Officer of Customs or Shipping Master of the said Colony.
If any master or other person in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland Penalty.
employs any seaman or other person in the Fishery, or discharges any seaman or other Ib., a. 5.
person so employed, contrary to the provisions of this Act, or fails to produce the
agreement when required so to do by a Police Magistrate or Officer of Customs or
Police of the said Colony, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds.
12. No
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Native labourers 12. No native labourer shall be employed or carried on board of any ship or boat
not to be employed engaged in the Fishery in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland, unless he is
unless under articles. carried on ship's articles in like manner as a seaman, and has been engaged to serve in
48 Vet. No. (Que nsland),
20,
2. accordance with the provisions of the Act of the Parliament of Queensland passed in
the forty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, and styled
H
The Native Labourers
Protection Act of  1884."
Penalties. 13. If any ship or boat engaged in the Fishery carries in Australasian waters
adjacent to Queensland any native labourer with respect to whom the provisions of the
said last-mentioned Act have not been observed, the master and owner shall be jointly
and severally liable to a-penalty not exceeding One Hundred Pounds.
Native labourers to 14. Every native labourer employed on board of, or in connection with, a ship or
be discharged and boat engaged in the Fishery in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland, whether
paid before shipping he was engaged before or is engaged after the commencement of this Act, shall be
master. discharged an  receive his wages in the presence of a shipping master of the saidIb., s. 7.
Colony.
Penalty. If the master or owner of any such ship or boat, or any other person, in
Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland, dis&arges a native labourer who has been
employed on board of any such ship or boat, or pays his wages, otherwise than as is
herein provided, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Twenty Pounds.
Deaths and  desertions  15. All deaths and desertions of Polynesians or native labourers employed in the
to be reported. Fishery which occur in Australasian waters adjacent to Queensland shall be forthwith45 Viet. No. 2, reported by the master or employer of such Polynesians or native labourers to the(Queensland), s. 13. principal Officer of Customs of the said Colony at the port nearest to the place where
such deaths or desertions have occurred ; and if any master or employer fails to make
any such report as aforesaid, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds
nor less than Five Pounds.
Jurisdiction of 16. All offences against the provisions of this Act may be heard and determinedjustices. by any Police Magistrate or two Justices of the Colony of Queensland, in accordance with
Compare the Laws of that Colony regulating summary proceedings before Justices, and any such
45 Viet. No. 2, Police Magistrate or Justices shall for that ur ose have power to hear and determine the(Queensland), s. 14.
matter at ny place within the said Colony
where the offender may be, or where anyship or boat with respect to which or in connection with which the offenc  was committed
is found, or at any place in the said Colony appointed for holding Courts of Petty
Sessions, and to make such orders for the safe keeping, detention, seizure, forfeiture, or
sale of any such ship or boat, and all things found therein, as such Police Magistrate
or Justices may think fit.
Appeal. 17. If any person thinks himself aggrieved by any determination or adjudication
45 Viet. No. 2, of any Police Magistrate or Justices with respect to any penalty or forfeiture under the(Queensland), s. 15. provisions of this Act, he may appeal to the Supreme Court of Queensland or to a
District Court of the said Colony in accordance with the Laws of that Colony regulating
appeals from Justices.
Onus of proof. 18. In any proceeding under this Act, the averment in the information that any
48 Viet. No. 20, person named therein is a Polynesian or a native labourer shall be sufficient proof of(Queensland), s. 11. the fact until the contrary is shown.
Limitation of Act. 19. This Act applies only to British ships, and boats attached to British ships.
Letters Patent, 10th
October, 1878.
43 Viet. No. 1,
(Queensland).
THE SCHEDULE.
All waters included within a line drawn from Sandy Cape northward to the south-eastern limit f
the Great Barrier Reefs, thence following the line of the Great Barrier Reefs to their north-eastern
extremity  near  the latitude of nine and a-half degrees south, thence in a north-westerly direction,
embracing East Anchor and Bramble Cays, thence from Bramble Cays  in a  li ne  west by south (south
seventy -nine degrees west )  true, embracing Warrior  Reef, Saibai  and Tuan Islands ,  thence diverging in a
north-westerly direction so as to embrace the group  known as the  Talbot Islands, thence to and embracing
the Deliverance Islands,  and onwards  in a west by south direction (true) to the  meridian  of one hundred
and thirty-eight degrees  of east  longitude, and thence by that meridian southerly to the shore of Queensland.
By Authority  :  JAMES C .  BEAI., Government Printer ,  Wi lliaw street, Brisbane.
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Chief  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication , for general information, of
the following Despatches, with their Enclosures, received from the  Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
SIR, Downing street, 80th June, 1888.
I have the honour to  transmit  to you, for  communication to your Government ,  a copy of
a Despatch from Her Majesty 's Minister at Washington ,  forwarding one from Her Majesty's Consul
at San Francisco ,  on the subject  of Trade with the  Marshall Islands.
I have, &c.,
Governor  Sir A.  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,  KNUTSFORD.
Etc., etc., etc.
[Enclosure.]
SIB L. WEST  to  THE_ MARQUIS OF SALIssun ,v.--(  Received  28th May.)(No. 150. Commercial.)
MY LORD, Washington, 18th  May, 1888.
I have the honour to enclose to your Lordship herewith copy  of a Despatch , as well  as copy of
enclosure, which I have received from Her Majesty's Consul at  San Francisco relative to trade with the
Marshall Islands.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) L. S. SACKVILLE. WEST.
[Sub-Enclosure.]
CONSUL DONOHOE  to  SIB  L. WEST.
SIR, San Francisco,  10th May, 1888.
I have the honour to enclose copy of a letter which I received this  morning from the Imperial
German Consul relative to trade with the Marshall Islands.
There is some trade in schooners from San Francisco with these  islands,  but the  vessels are under
the American flag.
Upon making inquiries here, I find that the vessels under the British  flag trading  there  usually
hail from the Australian Colonies.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) D. DOJ tOHOE.
[Enclosure in Sub-Enclosure.]
M. ROSENTHAL  to  CONSUL DONOHOE.
SIB, San Francisco ,  1st May, 1888.
The Imperial German Government has declared the port of Yalint to be the only  port of entry
of the Marshall Islands.
The masters of those ships which come from any port outside  of said islands have to enter the port
of Yalint ,  and to report to the Imperial  Commissioner  at said last -mentioned port before touching any
other one of the said islands.
Any violation of any of the foregoing provisions shall be punishable by fine not  exceeding 6,000
marks . This fine may be enforced against the ship and cargo without  regard  to the  owner of the same,
and the forfeiture of the ship may be adjudged.
It being desirable that all parties concerned receive timely notice of the  foregoing ,  I would most
respectfully request you to have  the masters  of such ships  as are  under your  official control and may go
to the Marshall Islands informed of the above requirements.
160
I am, &c.,
(Signed) A. ROSENTHAL,
Imperial German Consul.
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No. 34.
Silt, Downing street, 30th June, 1888.
I have the honour to transmit to you, for communication to your Government, a translation
of an Ordinance of the Governor-General of Netherlands-India, prohibiting the Importation of Spirits
into the Dutch portion of New Guinea.
I have, &c.,
Governor  Sir A.  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,
Etc., etc., etc.
Kn UTSFORD.
[Enclosure.]
F OREIGN OFFICE  t o  COLONIAL OFFICE.
SIR, Foreign Office, 14th June, 1888.
With reference to my letter of the 21st July, 1887, I am directed by the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs to transmit to you herewith, for the information of the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, copy of a Despatch on the subject of the prohibition by the Netherlands Government of the
trade in arms and spirits into the Dutch portion of New Guinea.
I am, &c.,
The Under  Secretary of State , (Signed ) P. W. CURRIE.
Colonial Office.
(No. 48.)  [Sub-Enclosure.]
MY LORD, The Hague, 9th June, 1888.
With reference to the instructions given by your Lordship to Her Majesty's Legation in your
Despatch No. 21 of the 14th April, 1887, to support the representations which the German Government
might make at the Hague on the subject of the trade in arms and spirits, said to be carried on in Dutch
New Guinea, I have the honour to forward the copy of a note which has reached me from the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, enclosing an order issued by the Governor-General of Netherlands-India on the
31st March last, prohibiting the importation of spirits into the Dutch portion of New Guinea.
A translation of the said order is likewise herewith enclosed.
I have, &c.,
The Marquis of Salisbury, K.G. (Signed) HORACE RUMBOLD.
Etc., etc., etc.
[Enclosure in Sub-Enclosure.]
M. LE MINISTER, La Haye, le 6 Juin 1888.
En me ref4rant a l'office de Sir W. Stuart du 10 Aout dernier j'ai 1'honneur de vows faire
parvenir sous ce pli la copie d'une ordonnance du Gouverneur-General des Indes Neerlandaises du 31
Mars, No. 67, interdisant l'importation de boissons spiritueuses, dens la partie Neerlandaise de la
Nouvelle Guinee.
Veuillez, &c.,
(Signe)  HARTSEN.
(Translation. No.  67.) [Sub-Enclosure in Sub-Enclosure.]
OFFICIAL GAZETTE OF NETHERLANDS-INDIA.
SPIRITS .-NEW GUINEA.--PROHIBITION  TO IMPORT SPIRITS INTO THE NETHERLANDS PORTION OF
NEW GUINEA.
In the King's Name.
The Governor-General of Netherlands-India, having consulted the Council of Netherlands-
India,-
Know all men by these presents,-hereby gives notice that considering it desirable to prohibit the
importation of spirits into the Netherlands portion of New Guinea;
Having regard to Articles 20, 29, 31 and 33 of the Regulations for Administering the Government
of Netherlands-India ;
He has approved and sanctioned the following Articles :-
ARTICLE I.
The importation of spirits, under any  name  whatever, is prohibited in the Netherlands portion of
New Guinea and in the islands belonging thereto.
ARTICLE II.
The Resident of Ternate and its dependencies, or the Resident of Amboyna, may grant  a permission
in writing  to import spirits for medical use, provided that, in every  case , the quantity does not exceed
five  litres.
ARTICLE III.
Violation of the prohibition pronounced in Article I. shall be punished with  a fine not exceeding
fl. 100 (one hundred florms).
If the fine is not paid within eight days after the announcement in court, or if the defendant was
not present when the fine was imposed, after he has been notified thereof, the fine shall be replaced, in
the case of Europeans and other persons of the same standing by a penalty of imprisonment for a period
not exceeding eight days ,  and in the case of natives and other persons of the same standing by the
punishment of labour on the public works, with food only, without wages, during a period not exceeding
one month. And in order that no person may pretend ignorance of this prohibition, it shall be inserted
in the Official Gazette of Netherlands-India, and so far as necessary be placarded in the native and
Chinese languages,
Furthermore, the Governor-General orders and directs that all high and low boards and civil
functionaries, officers, and law authorities, all so far as they are concerned shall co-operate to the exact
execution of this prohibition, without favour or respect of persons.
Done  at Buitenzorg , 31st March.
Published on the 6th April.
(Signed) W. W. REES.
(Countersigned) GALLOIS,
Secretary-General.
(Signed) GALLOIS,
Secretary-General.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
'T  0  Candidate having been nominated at the
I time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for the Hann Division, to fill the vacancy
caused by the disqualification of J. W. Brooks,
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions  of  "The  Divisional  Boards Act of  1887,"
been pleased to appoint
HORACE H. HARBORD
to be a Member for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
to appoint
MICHAEL O ' MALLEY
to be Warden at Bowen ,  under the provisions of
" The Gold Fields Act of  1874,"  also a  Commis-
sioner  under the provisions of  " The Mineral
Lands Art of  1882," in the room of J. G.
MacDonald ,  transferred.
JOHN M.  MACROSSAN.
11
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN  V IVIAN WILLIAMS
to be Warden at Ingham under the provisions of
"The Gold Fields  Act of  1874,"  also a Commis-
sioner under the provisions  of  " The Mineral
Lands Act of  1882,"  in the room of Charles E. de
F. Pennefather ,  transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
N
O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the Waggamba
Division ,  to fill the vacancy caused by the dis.
qualification of M. T .  Woodlock ,  His  Exce llency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Art  of 1887," been
pleased to appoint
D. M. CAMERON
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
No  Candidates  having been nominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election to
fill the vacancies caused by the retirement of J. S.
Bradhurn as a Member for Subdivision No. 1,
and Carl Staier as a Member for Subdivision No.
2, of the Antigua Division ,  His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in  pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
JAMES CEAN
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 1, and
COLIN CAMPBELL
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2, of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Alines and Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.
O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for bolding an Election to
fill the vacancy caused  by the  retirement of R. J.
Ray as  a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the
Broadsound Division ,  His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has, in pursuance  of the provisions of It The
Divisional Boards Act  of  1887, '  been pleased to
appoint
C. H. PAINE
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the said
Division.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
L_I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1-1  of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD MANSFIELD ,  Esquire, Barrister -at-Law,
to be Certifying  Barrister under the provisions and
for the purposes  of  The  Building  Societies Act of
1886."
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor  directs it to
be notified that he has been pleased to
accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM JOHN YOUNG
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Queensland Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th August, 1888.
{ IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
j to direct that the name
ALEXANDE R,  HOBSON PRITCHARD
be substituted for Alexander Hobbs Prichard,
appearing in the notification of certain gentlemen
to be Justices of the Peace, published in the
Gazette  of the 21st July ultimo.
THOMAS MCILWRAITH.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  22nd  August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor  directs it to be
notified  that he  has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
PATRICK ALBAN O'SULLIVAN
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Queens-
land Defence Force.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1888.
[= j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undernamed Members of the Police
Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and
of Cattle intended for Slaughter, at the places
mentioned in connection  with their  respective
names, viz.:-
Senior-Constable THOMAS KING,
at Mount Perry, in the room of Senior-Constable
Thomas Bergin, transferred ;
Senior-Constable THOMAS  BERGIN,
at Bundaberg, in the room of Senior-Constable
Thomas King, transferred ;
Senior-Constable JAMES KNOX,
at Rosewood, in the room of Sergeant Minogue,
transferred ;
Senior -Constable PETER MATTHEWS
at Oxley, in the room of Senior-Constable Knox,
transferred.
JOHN  X , MACROSSAN, BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
T1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
make  the following appointments in the Colonial
Secretary 's Department :--
WILLIAM JAMES HARTLEY
to be Police Magistrate and Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Blackall, in the room of R. C. H.
Uhr, deceased ;
WILLIAM TAIT  RUSSELL
to be Assistant Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Charters
Towers, in the room of T. Hoolihan, resigned ;
Sergeant THOMAS ATKINSON
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and
Deaths, at Goodna, for the Registry Districts of
Moreton  West and Oxley, respectively, in the room
of Sergeant James Sandes, deceased ;
And the undernamed members of the Police Force
to be Acting Clerks of Petty Sessions and
Inspectors  of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle in-
tended for Slaughter, at the places mentioned in
connection with their respective names :-
Sergeant THOMAS ATKINSON
at Goodna, in the room of Sergeant Sandes,
deceased ;
Sergeant  WILLIAM MINOGUR
at Laidley, in the room of Sergeant Atkinson,
transferred ;
Constable JAMES KING
at Veresdale, in the room of Senior-Constable
Matthews, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Burketown.
Alexander Clarence Lawson,
Joshua O 'Sullivan,
John Daniel Sullivan,
Patrick S ott, and
Robert Walden.
Cunnamulla.
P. McGuigan,
vice  Thomas Pain, deceased.
Howard.
Francis Hall Nugent,
vice  T.  J. Watkins,  resigned.
Inglewood.
Jonas Riebatt,
vice B .  H. Holloway,  resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 23rd August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve, in  accordance  with the Regulations under
" The Orphanages Act of  1879," that the following
appointments  to Ladies' Visiting Committees, in
connection with the Diamantina Orphanage, be
made, viz.-
Mrs. Gonz
to be an additional Lady Visitor for the District of
Esk ;
Miss CLEGHOBN
to be an additional Lady Visitor for the District of
Bowen Hills and Breakfast Creek ;
Mrs. BOYLE and Mrs. RAMM
to be Members of a Ladies' Visiting Committee for
the District of Warwick.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 23rd August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l 11  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions of Teachers
in the service  of the Department of Public Instruc-
tion , to take effect from the 1st August, 1888, viz.
ALICE ELEANOR SOPHIA ROBINSON
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Brisbane ;
KATHARINE SMALLMAN
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher, and
WILLIAMENA KATE MARIA SLAUGHTER
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher, in the same School.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGaAVK,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.®.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE, chael and St . George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  "The Queensland Fisheries
V V  Act  of 1887," it is amongst other things
enacted that the Governor in Council may, by
Proclamation, prohibit or restrict the taking of all
or any kind of fish, turtle, dugong, crabs, crayfish,
or prawns, in any Queensland  waters  specified in the
Proclamation, either absolutely or except by such
means  as are prescribed in the Proclamation c Now,
therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governoraforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority
vested in me by the said recited Act, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
prohibit the taking of Dugong for a period of two
years from the First day of September, 1888, in the
waters hereunder described, that is to say :-
Moreton Bay, including all rivers and creeks
discharging themselves therein.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUINN  !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGSAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  ,The Oyster Act of  1886,"
it is  amongst other things enacted that the
said Act shall extend to and be in force only in
such ports and  parts  of the Colony and its De-
pendencies as the Governor in Council shall from
time to time, by Proclamation, declare to be and
to come within the operation thereof : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the rower and authority
so vested in me by the said recited Act, do, by this
my Proclamation, declare that the coast between
the Kolan River and Cape Palmerston, including
the various ports, and also the rivers and creeks
discharging themselves within those limits, shall
be and come within the operation of  " The Oyster
Act of  1886 " aforesaid.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGItAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by "The Queensland Fisheries
Act of  1887,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that the Governor in Council may, by
Proclamation, prohibit or restrict the taking of all
or any kind of fish, turtle, dugong, crabs, crayfish,
or prawns, in any Queensland waters specified in
the Proclamation, either absolutely or except by
such means as are prescribed in the Proclamation :
Now, therefore, 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and
authority Tested in me by the said recited Act, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby prohibit the taking of Crabs for a period
of twelve months from the First day of September,
1888, in the waters hereunder described, that is to
say:-Moreton Bay, including all rivers and creeks
discharging themselves therein.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight Hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  "The Queensland Fisheries
Act of  1887," it is amongst other things
enacted that the Governor in Council may, by
Proclamation, prohibit or restrict the taking of all
or any kind of fish, turtle, dugong, crabs, crayfish,
or prawns, in any Queensland waters specified in the
Proclamation, either absolutely or except by such
means as are  prescribed in the Proclamation : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority
vested in me by the said recited Act, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
prohibit the taking of Dugong for a period of two
years from the First day of September, 1888, in the
waters hereunder described, that is to say:--
The coast between Cape Conway and Cape
Palmerston, including the various ports and also
the rivers and creeks discharging themselves within
those limits.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
I'I{OC'LAM ATION.
By 1188 Exce llency Sir ANTHONY  V lcGHAA F.
Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
[r..s.] Distinguished Order of St. b1'-
A. ML'sol?ATF, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Guveruur.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands el lienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited :-
Z.M.-1 -8-88-Go.
o d
Soots
o4x a
Name  of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist rict.
A. A. P.
4268 Jacob L. Nibling ... ...  100 0 0 Brisbane
4488  Wilfred Roland ... ....  243 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD Savt  T=E QUEEN I
I'E;OCLMMATION.
itic, Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Mesa RAVE, chael and St. George,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of section  ninety-five of "  The  Oro"Lands Act of  1884," I  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with  the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclama-
tion, notify and  proclaim  that the  lands hereunder
described have been temporarily  reserved for the
purpose named  with respect  to each.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
REsiBvn FOR POUND.
88-20764-s.G.
Richmond Downs.
County of Rupert, parish of Wyangarie.
Allotment 6 of section 8.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Harris
street bearing 53 degrees two chains and fifty links;
on the north-east by allotment 5 bearing 143 degrees
two chains; on the south-east by allotment 7 bearing
233 degrees two chains and fifty links ; and on the
south-west by Simpson street bearing  323 degrees
two chains to the point of commencement.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB CAMPING AND WATER.
58-20758-s.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 17th Novell.
ber, 1884, which is hereby amended.)
County of Elphinstone, parish of Abbotsford.
Area-1,200 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
five chains and eight links from the south-west
corner of portion 2v, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing west 100 chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south 120 chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east 100 chains and one
link ; and on the east by a line and portion 2v
bearing north 120 chains and three links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. 1:JUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVD,
Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
[L.s.J Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and  Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
A Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim  that the
lands  hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for the purpose  named  with respect to
each.
E.M.-1-8 -88-F".
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
88-15805-8.G.
Croydon.
County of -Norman, parish of Croydon.
Area- 5 acres,
Commencing at a point bearing 254 degrees 42
minutes and distant thirty-two chains and sixty-nine
links from the west corner of allotment 1 of section
5, town of Croydon, and bounded thence on the
south by a road bearing west five chains; on the
west by a line bearing north ten chains; on the
north by a line bearing east five chains ; and on the
east by a line bearing south ten chains to the point
of commencement.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE  SCHOOL  PURPOSES.
83-20014-S.G.
Kolan River.
County of Cook, parish of Yandaran.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan
River at a point one hundred links south from a
post bearing 64 degrees and distant fifty-six links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
S.R, and bounded thence on the east by a line
hearing north eleven chains and eighty links ; on the
north by a line bearing west eight chains and twenty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south twelve
chains and fifty links to the Kolan River and
passing through a post one hundred and seventy
links from said river ; and on the south by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
'eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
1'i,OUl  01 AT1(Oti.
;,_.cclleti c1' Sir ANTIFONY \l uSORA VE,
lnt'4ht Grand Cross of the Most
.] Pi ,tinytti;hed Order of St. Mi-
A. 1\i t ;•i ItA i• t.. ehae] and St. George, Governor
G ei,nur.  and 0-nttnander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
Sir ANTROI`Y MUSGRAVu, the Governor afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this n y Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Roads described hereunder shall
be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
E.M.-I -5-S8-J2.
DESCRIPTION.
S8-9784 - L. B.
New roads surveyed  and marked in 1886  and 1887
by Mr. Licensed Surveyor Desgrand, from  Isisford
to Barealdine.
From the town of Isisford north-easterly up the
right bank of the Barcoo and Alice Rivers to a
point  about  east of Barcaldine Head Station ;  thence
westerly for about one and a-half  miles and
northerly and north-easterly to the town  of Barcal-
dine.
Also, from a point on the left bank of the Barcoo
River opposite the town of Isisford north-easterly
along the Blackall road to the boundary of Isis
Downs and Avington Runs ; thence northerly for
about three and a-half miles to a crossing of the
Barcoo River below and near its junction with the
Alice River ; thence westerly crossing the Barcoo
River to the first-mentioned road.
Given under my Eland  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN I
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections 1 and 2of Section 2 of " The Crown
Lands Act of"  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1)  Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October. 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1888.
NOTICE OF RESUMPTION OF ROAD, UNDER
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
I
N pursuance of the provisions  of section 102 of
"
The Crown Lands Acts of  1881," it is hereby
notified that it is intended  to resume  for a Public
Road the lands described  hereunder.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide through  the leased part
of Strathdarr Run, Mitchell District.
From the Darr River north-westerly for about
sixteen miles to the west boundary of the  run near
its north-west corner.Lessees-The rust and Agency Company of
Australasia, Limited.
2. Road one chain wide through  the leased part
of Evesham Run, Mitchell District.
From the east boundary of the run north-westerly
for about ten and a-quarter miles to the  43-mile
post where the new road joins the road from
M uttab,trra to Winton.
Lessees-The Lansdowne Pastoral Company,
Limited.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th May, 1888.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1889."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above -recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
Dist rict.'
Allora • ... ...
Aramac  ... ...
Banana  ...
Barcaldinet ...
Beenleigh  ...
. ...Blackall ..
Bowen  ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg
Burketown  ...
Cairns  ...
Cardwell ` ...
Charleville  ...
Charters Towers
Jan. Feb. March . April.
... Wed. 28 ,,
Thurs. 5 Thurs . 2 Thurs. 1 Thars .  5
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 21 Wed. 18
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs.26 Thurs. 23 Thurs.22 rhurs . 26
Tues. 3 Tues . 7 Tues. 6 Tues .  3
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 13 ... Fri. 9 ...
Tues. 3 Mon. 6 Mon. 5 Tues .  3
Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Clermont  ...  Thurs. 26
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 11
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 16
Dalby  ...  Fri. 27
Emerald` ... Mon. 16
Esk• .. ... Wed. 18
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 4
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 4
ri lyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.26
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 13
Gvmpie  ... ...  Wed. 4
Herberton  ...  Wed. 4
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 4
Ingham  ... ...  Wed. 25
Inglewood ++  ... Wed. 11
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 6
Isisford  ... ... Wed. 11
Mackay ... ...  Thurs. 12
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 20
Mitchellt  ...  Fri. 13
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango ... Wed. 11
Nebo  (Mt. Britton) Wed. 4
Nerang• ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 10
Port  Douglas  ...  Thurs. 5
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 5
Rookhampton  ...  Mon. 9
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 11
St. George  ...  Tues. 17
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 4
Springsure  ...  Mon. 23
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 13
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.26
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 4
Taroom  ...  Wed. 4
Tennin;ering  ...  Wed. 11
Thargomindah ...  Wed. 4
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23
Townsville  ... Thurs. 12
Warwick  .. ...
I
Tues. 24
Thurs. 23 Thurs. 29
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Fri. 24 Fri. 23
Mon. 20 Mon. 19
Wed. 21
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Thurs .  23 Thurs. 22
Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 29 Wed. 28
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Fri. 3 Fri. 2
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8
Fri. 17 Fri. 16
Fri. 10 Fri. 9
Thurs. 9 Thurs. 1
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Thurs. 9 ...
Tues .  14 Tues. 13
Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1
Thurs .  2 Thurs. 1
Mon. 13 Mon. 12
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Tues .  21 Tues. 20
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Fri. 10 Fri. . 9
Thurs .23 Thurs.29
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Wed. 8 Wed. 14
Wed. 1 Wed. 7
Mon. 27 Mon. 26
Thurs .  9 Thurs. 8
Tues .  28 Tues. 27
1888.
May. June .  July. August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.)
... Wed. 27 ...
Thurs .  3 Wed .  20 Wed .  1S
Wed. 16 Wed. 201 Wed. 18
Tues. 12 Tues. 10
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Thurs.28 Thurs.26
Fri .  25 Thurs .21 Thurs.26
Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues .  3
Sat. 12 Sat .  9 Sat .  14
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 13
Moir.  7 Mon .  4 Mon .  2
Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4
...
Wed .
Wed.
Tues.
Wed.
15
15
7
8
Wed.
Wed .
Wed .
Tues.
Wed.
26
19
19
11
12
...
Wed .
Wed.
Tues.
Wed.
17
17
9
10
...
Wed.
Wed.
Tues.
Wed.
14
21
6
14
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Thurs.23
Thurs . 23
Thurs.27
Thurs . 27
Thurs .25
Thurs. 25
Thurs . 22
Thurs . 22
Thurs. 27
Thurs. 27
Tues . 7 Tues . 4 Tues . 2 Tues . 6 Tues. 4
Sat . 11 Sat . 8 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Wed 1 Wed . 5 Wed . 3 Wed . 7 Wed. 6
Wed; 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
... Fri. 14 ... Sat. 10 ...
Mon . 6 Mon . 3 Mon . 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Wed . 1 Wed . 5 Wed . 3 N ed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs.26 Tburs.31 Thurs .28 1 Thurs .  26 Thurs .30 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 27
Wed. '11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 1
Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18  I  Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Fri. 27 Fri. 25 Fri. 29 Fri .  27 Fri .  24 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri. 23 Fri. 21
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Wed. 16 Wed .  18 ... Wed .  19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Thurs . 26 Fri .  25 Thurs . 28 Thurs .26 Thurs . 23 Thurs .27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs. 27
Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri .  13 Fri. 10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 25 Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 25 Wed. 29 Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed. 28 Thurs. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Fri. 6 Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Fri. 8 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Thurs .  12 Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14 Thurs .  12 Thurs .  9 Thurs. 13 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 13
Fri. 20 Fri .  18 Fri .  15 Fri .  20 Fri .  17 Fri .  21 Fri. 10 Fri. 16 Fri. 21
Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8 Fri .  13 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri. 14
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Sat .  16 Sat .  14 Sat .  11 Sat. 15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 15
Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thurs . 12 Thurs . 14 Thurs .  9 ... Thurs .11 ... Thurs. 13
Tues .  10 Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  it Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. I Thurs. 6
Mon. 9 Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon .  9 Mon .  13 Mon .  10 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Tues. 11
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12
Tues. 17 Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23 Mon. 27 Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  28 Mon. 24
Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri . 8 Fri .  13 Fri . ,  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Sat .  10 Fri . 14
Thurs 26  Thurs. 31 Thurs.28 Thurs .  26 Thurs .30 Thurs . 27  Thurs.'25  Thurs . 29  Thurs.  27
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed .  I Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 6
Mon. 23 Mon. 26 Mon. 25 Mon. 23 Mon .  27 Mon , 24 Mon. 22 Mon .  19 Mon. 17
Thurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs .14 Thurs . 12 Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs.11 Thurs .  8 Thur,.13
Tues .  24 Tues .  29 Tues .  26
1
Tues .  24 Tues. 28 Tues .  25 Tues .  23 Tues. 20 Tues. 1S
*  The Courts marked thus  •  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications,  &c.
Court to  be held when there are any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th August, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications  under the  eighty- ninth section of
"The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at this Office,
and at the Land Offices, Toowoomba, Ingham, and
Mackay  ;  Police Offices ,  Petrie Terrace ,  Pittsworth,
Ingham, and Mackay  ;  Post Offices ,  Enoggera,
Pittsworth ,  Ingham ,  and Homebush.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 John Steven -  The road separating  Enoggera 1 2 0
son po rt ion 291 from
portion 638
2 Jondaryan The road separating  North 6 2 0
Divisional  portion 2766 from Branch
8
Board,  on portion 3288
account of
Catherine
Noonan
The Hinchin-  The reserved  one- Marathon 2 3 12
brook Divi -  chain road along
sional and  within the
Board,  on south  boundary of
account of portion 446
Edward
BDit4  ...  The two -chain road ditto  ...  9 3 11
separating portion
260 from portion
446 and a Public
Reserve
5 TheHinchin -  The reserved  two- ditto ... 5 3 26
Brook Divi- chain road  through
atonal portion 252, a Re-
Board,  on serve  for Pub lic
account of Purposes
The Crown
6 Thel3inchin-  The reserved road  ditto ... 16 2 0
brook  Divi -  through portion 75
sional and part of the
Board,  on reserved road
account of  through portion 55
Nicholas
Donnelly
7 The Pioneer  The reserved road Hector ... 6 0 0
Divisional through  portion 461
Board, on
account of
W.R. Willis
8 The Pioneer The  reserved  road  ditto ... 14 0 0
Divisional  through portion 919,
Board,  on and  the  road sepa-
account of rating  that portion
C.A.Keppe rt  from  portion 4,61
Nara.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried
out in connection  with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th July, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The 0-own Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing  the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affectedthereby. are required  to transmit to this Depart.
ment their  objections , in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Toowoomba; Police Office, Pittsworth; and
Post Office, North Branch.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  it.  P.
1 Lawrence The road  separating North  6 2 20
Thise portion  6v from por- Branch
tions 3269 and 3742
2 J. Holmes  ...  The road separating ditto  6 0 20
portion 8v from por-
tion 3742
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th July, 1888.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
/ T is hereby notified for general information,
l that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Police, and Post Offices ,  Port Douglas.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation.
- J. D. Johnston The road separating por-
tion 198 from portions
206 and 1
Parish. Area.
A.  it.  P.
Victory ...  12 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1888.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that it is intended to proclaim open a Public
Road on the western side of the Thomson River,
from Arrilalah to Windorah.
Any persons objecting to the opening of the said
road are requested to forward their objections,'in
writing, to the secretary for Public Lands, within
sixty (60) days of the date hereof.
HENRY JORDAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
1 of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, Nanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazintharms,
are now ready for public exhibition in eFMap-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
• Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd August, 1888.
J
T is hereby  noti fied for general information, that
the Reserve for State Forest on Lakes Como
and Cootharibah and King King Creek, in the
parish of Como ,  in the Gympie Land Agent's
District ,  containing about 5,766 acres, established
by Proclamation dated 24th July, 1884 ;  will be
open to the operation of Ordinary Timber Licenses
on and after  MONDAY,  the Tenth day of Sep-
tember, 1888.
WALTER C. HUM E,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be noti fied that all Sub-
Inspectors ,  Sergeants ,  and Senior -Constables of
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Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
fr om the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the corre ct area and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous area and
descriptions ,  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
No. of Deed-7097.
Date of Deed-19th December, 1863.
Name of Grantee-Henry Wyatt Radford.
Land Granted-Portion  163, county of Stanley.
parish of Bulimba.
Area-36 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  163.
Area-36 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
164, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 6 minutes thirty-five chains and seventy-
six and a-quarter links ; on the north by a road
bearing 270 degrees 1 minute 30 seconds ten chains
and five and a-quarter links ; on the west by a road
bearing south thirty-eight chains and thirty-seven
and a-half links ; and on the south-east and south
by a road bearing 71 degrees 11 minutes seven
chains and ninety-three links, and 88 degrees 50
minutes two chains and forty-eight links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-4069.
Date of Deed-28th July, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles Bushell.
Land Granted-Portion  157B, county of Stanley,
parish of Yeerongpilly.
Area-20 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly, portion
157B.
Area-21 acres 7 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
158c, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing 270 degrees 19 minutes eighteen
chains and forty-five links ; on the north-west by
portions 157 and 156 bearing 20 degrees twenty-one
chains and twenty-five links ; on the north by por-
tion 156A bearing 91 degrees 4 minutes one chain
and seventy-six and a-half links ; and on the north-
east and east by a road bearing 159 degrees 22
minutes nine chains and seven links, 137 degrees
42 minutes nine chains and eighty-two and a-half
links, 176 degrees 33 minutes three chains, and 203
degrees 58 minutes one chain and thirty-nine links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1888.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
`, Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles
to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the land
intended to be granted to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  areas  and descrip-
tions shall be taken to have been inserted in the
said grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous areas and descriptions, and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-53518.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-Charles Furber.
Land Granted-Allotment 8  of section 1, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill , allotment  8 of section 1.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of  allotment
7, and bounded thence on the north by Alpha
street bearing 83 degrees  35 minutes  100 links; on
the east by allotments 9 and 10 bearing 173 degrees
35 minutes 400 links ; on the south by Beaufort
street bearing 263 degrees  35 minutes  100 links ;
and on the west by allotment 7 bearing  353 degrees
35 minutes 400 links to the point of commencement.
No. of Deed-53575.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Coffee.
Land  Granted-Allotment 10 of section 1, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill, allotment  10  of section 1.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of allot-
ment 9, and bounded thence on the east by Elgin
street bearing 173 degrees  35 minutes  200 links ;
on the south by Beautort street bearing 263 degrees
35 minutes 200 links ; on the west by allotment 8
bearing 353 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ; and on
the north by allotment 9 bearing 83 degrees 35
minutes 200 links to the point of  commencement.
No. of Deed-53615.
Date of Deed-13th December, 1883.
Name of Grantee-The Queensland National
Bank, Limited.
Land  Granted-Allotment 9 of section 3, town
of Pine Hill.
Area-1 rood 32 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THIt
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belyando, parish of Ashinhurst, town of
Pine Hill, allotment 9 of section 3.
Area-1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allot-
ment 8, and bounded thence on the north by Alpha
street bearing 83 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ; on
the east by Beta street bearing 173 degrees 35
minutes 200 links ; on the south by allotment 10
bearing 263 degrees 35 minutes 200 links ; and on
the west by allotment 8 bearing 353  degrees 35
minutes 200 links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1888.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
T HE Lessees of the undermentioned Ru s havingmade application for the instruments of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the fol-
lowing descriptions  of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published in pursuance of the fifty-eighth
section of  "Th.e Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869."
Any persons who may consider their  interests
prejudiced by said descriptions must forward their
objections , in writing, to this Department, before
the 25th November, 1888.
M. HUME BLACK.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Rocklands No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 89 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 42
Total .. 131 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Georgina River at
a point bearing north 142 degrees east and distant fort yy
chains from a  coolibah-tree  marked broad-arrow over
over CCLXXV within triangle ,  and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about five miles to a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow oNer  0  over  CXVIII  within triangle
on north side  ;  thence on the east by a north  line six  miles
and sixty -two chains to a point  be aring north 45 degrees
east and distant two chains from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over  0  over XCII within triangle on its north-east
side ; thence on the south-east by a north -east line four
miles and fifty-six chains to a stake bearing north 135
degrees east and distant twent yy-three chains from a pine-
tree marked broad -arrow over O over XCI within triangle
on south -east side  ;  thence on the south by an east line
seven miles and six chains ;  thence on the north -east by a
north -west line eleven miles and twenty chains passing
through a post marked broad-arrow to a point seventy-
two chains south -west and about two miles north-west
from a whitewood -tree marked broad -arrow over  0  over
XI within triangle on south -east side ; thence on the north-
west by a south -west line fourteen miles and twenty-nine
chains to the Georgina River at a coolibah -tree marked
broad -arrow over  0  over III within triangle passing at five
miles through a point eleven chains north -west from a
whitewood -tree marked bro ad-arrow over  0  over XCIII
within triangle on south side ; and thence on the south-
west by the left bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement  ;-exclusive  of the town reserve of
Camooweal.
Name of Run - Rocklands No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany ,  Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  90 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  10 „
Total .. ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Rocklands No.
2 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CXVIII within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on  the east by a south line five miles to a point
ten chains east  of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over CXVII within triangle ; thence on the south
by a west line passing through that tree eleven miles and
sixty-three chains and through a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 over CXVI within  triangle  on west side
crossing  Nowranie Creek and the Georgina River to a
cairn  ;  thence on  the west by a north line twelve miles
and seventy  chains to a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 over LXXXVI within triangle on south.
east  side ; thence on the north by an east line four miles
to the Georgina River at a point opposite a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over III within triangle on
north -west side  ;  thence on the north -east ,  the east, and
north-east by the right bank of that river downwards to
a int  opposite the south-west corner of Rocklands No.
2 Run, being a point bearing north 142 degrees east and
distant forty chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, over CCLXXV within triangle ; and thence
on the north by an east line along  the south boundary of
that run crossing  .the Georgina River five miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands No. 8
Claimants  of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 122 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 7)
Total . ... 122 „
Commencing on the  left bank of the Georgina River at
a coolibah -tree marked  broad-arrow over 0 over III within
triangle on  north- west  side, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line along one of the north boundaries of
the Rocklands No. 3 Run four  miles to a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over  0  over LXXXVI within
triangle on south- east  side ; thence on the west by a north
line seven miles and forty -eight chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over  0  over LXXXVII within
triangle ; thence on the north -west by a north -east line
eleven miles and sixty -four chains to a post marked broad-
arrow ; thence on the north-east by a south -east line along
parts of the south-west boundary of Rocklands No. 7 and
Rocklands No. 1 Run eight miles and fifteen chains to a
point three miles and fifteen chains east of and passing
through a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over  0
over XCV  within triangle to a point seventy -two chains
south-west and about two miles north-west from  a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over XI within
triangle on west side ; and thence on the south -east by
a south -west line along the north -west boundary of Rock-
lands No. 2 Run fourteen miles and twenty -nine chains
crossing Georgina River to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocklands North.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 78 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 78 „
Commencing at the northern angle of the Rocklands
No. 8 Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a north-west  line along part
of the south-west boundary of the Rocklands No. 7 Run
three miles and six chains ; thence on the south-east by a
north-east line along part of the north-west boundary of
that run about four miles and seventy-two chains to a
point twenty-eight chains west and fourteen  chains north
of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
XCVIII within triangle on north side ; thence on the
north by a west  line nine miles  and fifty-two  chains to a
stake three  miles  twelve chains north and  nine chains
west of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle on south side passing through a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCIX within triangle
on south-east side ; thence on the west by a south line
fourteen miles to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
O over LXXXVII within triangle on west side  passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
LXXXVIII within triangle on south. side and crossing
and re-crossing Elizabeth Creek ; and thence on the
south-east by a north- east line  along the north-west
boundary of the Rocklands No. 8 Run eleven  miles and
sixty-four  chains to  the point  of commencement.
Name of Run--Nowranie East.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 401 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 601 „
Commencing at the north -east corner of the Rocklands
No. 3 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over
CXVIII  within triangle on north side, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line along the eastern boundary of
that run five miles crossing Nowranie Creek to a point
ten chains east of a box -tree marked broad -arrow over  0
over  CXVII  within triangle on north -east side ; thence on
the north by a west line crossing Nowranie Creek and
passing through said tree along part of the south boundary
of the abovernentioned run one mile and sixty -three chains
to a point one chain east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over  0  over  CXVI  in triangle ; thence again on the west
by  a south line along part of the eastern boundary of the
Nowranie Run seven miles crossing Nowranie Creek to a
point thirty chains north of a whitewood-tree marked
broad -arrow over  0  over CXXIII within triangle on west
side ; thence on the south by an east line five miles and
sixty -three chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over  0 over CXXV  within triangle on south side passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
0
over
CXXIV;  thence on the east by a north line twelve miles
to a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over  0  over CXIX
within triangle on north side ; and thence again on the
north by a west line crossing Nowranie Creek four miles
to a point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tyrone Downs.
Claimants of ' Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Coin
"iEstimated Area- ' -
Available ... ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the north boundary of the Rocklands
North Run at a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over
0 over XCIX within triangle on south- east side, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line  along part of
the north boundary of that run five miles to a stake three
miles twelve chains north and nine chains west of a white.
wood-tree marked broad-arrow within  triangle  ;  thence on
the west by a north line ten miles passing through a post
marked broad-arrow to a stake seventy  chains west of a
pany, Limited.
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gum-tree marked  broad-arrow over 0 over CVIII within
triangle  on south- east side  ; thence on the north by an
east line  five miles crossing and re-crossing Goonoonia
Creek to  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CII
in triangle and passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over CVII within triangle ; and thence on the
east by a south line crossing Goonooma Creek passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CI
within triangle on its west side and a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over C within triangle ten
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wellington Downs.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable
Total 50
Commencing  at the south- east  corner of the Tyrone
Downs Run at a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over XCIX within triangle on south-east side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line along the
east boundary  of that  run ten miles  to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow  over 0 over CII within triangle on south-
east side passing  through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 over C within triangle and a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over CI within triangle on west side
crossing  Goonooma Creek ; thence on the north by an
east line crossing  Goonooma Creek to a point one mile and
forty  chains west  of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over CVI within triangle ; thence on the
east by a south line  nine miles  and fifty-two chains to the
north-west boundary of the Rocklands No. 7 Run ; thence
on the  south- east  by a south-west line along part of that
boundary about thirty-eight chains to a point thirty
chains  north-westerly of a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over XCVIII within  triangle  on north side ;
thence on the south by a west  line along  part of the west
boundary of the Rocklands North Run four miles and
fifty-two chains to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Nowranie North.
Claimants  of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 50 ff
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Rocklands
No. 2 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CXVIII within triangle on north side, and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along the eastern
boundary of that run six miles and sixty-two chains to a
point two chains north-east from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over XCII within triangle, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a north- east line
along one of the south-east boundaries of the said run
four miles and fifty-six  chains to a stake  bearing north
135 degrees east and distant  twenty-three chains from a
pine-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCI within
triangle  ; thence on the north by an  east line  along one of
the south boundaries of the Rocklands No. 2 Run and
part of the south boundary of the Bull Ring Run, in all
twelve miles  and eight chains, to a point one chain west
of a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over H over XLIX
within triangle on south side ; thence on the south-east
by a south-west line fourteen miles and twenty-two chains
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXX
within triangle ; and thence on the south by a west line
passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CXIX within triangle and crossing Nowranie Creek
five miles and twenty-six chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Alison.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 46; square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 46; !f
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Wellington
Downs p, baag point one, hundred and twenty chains
west  of a loodwoo-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
CVI within triangle, and bounded thence on the west by
south line along the eastern boundary of that run nine
miles  and fifty-two chains to the north-west boundary of
the Rocklands No. 7 Run forty-two chains north of a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over XCVIII
within triangle on north side ; thence on the south-east
by a north- east  line along parts of the Rocklands No. 7
and the Rocklands No. 6 Runs, in all thirteen miles and
fifty-six chains, to a point twenty-four chains north-east
of and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over LXXXIV within triangle on south-
west side ; and thence on the north by a west line passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CV within triangle and through tree above-mentioned
marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVI within  triangle
nine miles and fifty-three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Goonooma No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands  Pastoral Com-
pany , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ..,
... . 45 square miles.
... 25 it
Total ... ... 70 to
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Wellington
Downs Run, being a point one mile forty  chains west of a
guin-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVI  on north-
west side, and bounded thence on the south  by an east
line passing through that tree three  miles  and fcrty-five
chains to a bloodwood tree marked broad-arrow over 0
over CV within triangle ; thence on the east by a north
line to a stake thirty chains east from a bloodwood tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over CIII on east side ;
thence on the north by a west line passing through that
tree along the south boundary of the Ferney Run ten
miles  to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CIX
within triangle on south-east side crossing Ulupna Creek
and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle ; thence on the west by a south  line seven
miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CVII
within triangle ; and thence again on the south by an east
line passing through a grum-tree marked broad-arrow over
0 over CII within triangle on south-east side  six miles
and thirty-five chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Worowna.
Claimants of Lease-The Rocklands  Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 391 square  miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 of
Total ... ... 391 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Nowranie
Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line along part of the east boundary
of that run three miles to a point thirty chains north of
and passing through a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over CXXIII within triangle on the west
side ; thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of the Nowranie East Run five miles
and twenty-six chains to a point three chains west of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over CXXIV within
triangle on south side ; thence on the east by a south line
five miles and twenty chains to a point twenty-five chain
north of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over E
over CXXXVII within triangle ; thence on the south by
a west line along the north boundary of the Zeta Run ten
miles to a post marked broad-arrow ; thence on the west
W
a north line along part of the east boundary of the
wranie West Run two miles and forty-two chains to a
point five chains west from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over CXXII within triangle  on east side ;
and thence  again  on the north by an  east  li ne passing
through that tree along part of the south boundary of the
Nowranie Run four miles and fifty-three chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment' of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  " The Crown.  Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876  "  who may desire to sur-
render their titles under  that Act,  and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
t HE following order of the Land Board, con-
r  firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Act of 1884" of the
Run known as Comongin, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as ComongiH, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS William Pitt Barker, John Barker,
Donald McLean, and Hugh Chambers, the pastoral
tenants of the consolidated run known as Comongin,
situated in the Pastoral District of Warrego, in
the Colony of Queensland, comprising the conter-
minous runs  known as Lake Colless, Koraggorak,
Yungerah, Owthorpe No. 1, Gunnadorah, Gunna-
dorah West, Phipps, Annie Joe Joe, Young
Woman, Gap, Stop, Galvin, Denman, Thiers,
Winbin, Winbin North, Godesberg, Bonn, Table-
top, Wombadulla, Geneva, Colac, and Derre-
mnt, have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the fifteenth day of August,
1885, that they elect to take advantaga of the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"
with respect to such run: And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to the
said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being
the Land Board constituted under the provisions of
"Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the
said  report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Comongin, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows,  viz.:- 497.1 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bulloo River
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over C4 in
triangle and broad-arrow in triangle, and bounded
thence by the left bank of the said river upwards
to a double gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C2
in triangle in the bed of the river ; thence by an
east line  passing through a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over K in triangle and a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over G in triangle, also passing
fifteen chains south of a tree on the right bank of
Winbin Creek marked broad-arrow over W over
13 in triangle and crossing that creek, passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
AJ4 over W in triangle and a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B in triangle about twenty-
one miles  ' fifty-four chains to a point about one
mile thirty-eight chains west of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over T in triangle ; thence by a north
line about  six miles  to the southern boundary fence
of the Coolbinga paddock ; thence by a west line
along  that fence one mile forty chains to the west
boundary fence of the said paddock ; thence by a
north line along the last-mentioned fence crossing
Winbin Creek and passing through a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over CW over 2 in
triangle, and by a continuation of same line passing
through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
TC in triangle about fourteen miles seventy-one
chains to a point bearing north 20 degrees east and
distant sixty links from a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A in triangle; thence by an east
line about eleven miles eleven chains to a point
seventy-six chains north of a blackbox-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over D in triangle; thence by
a south line passing through the said tree one mile
forty-seven chains to a mountain-ash-tree marked
broad-arrow over 02 in triangle ; thence by an
east line three miles eight chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over  AS  in triangle ; thence
by a south line nine miles twenty-four chains to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over D over A in
triangle ; thence by a west line passing through a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over D over W
in triangle nine miles sixty-two chains to a point
bearing north 183 degrees east and distant four
chains from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
TW in triangle ; thence  by  a south line crossing
Winbin Creek and passing through a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle about ten miles to
a point bearing north 290 degrees east and distant
one chain eighty links from a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over W in triangle ; thence
by an east line twenty-four chains ; thence by a
south line about fourteen miles to a point bearing
north 279 degrees east and distant two chains
fifty links from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over T in triangle ; and thence by a west line
passing through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P over T in triangle and through a point
bearing north 49 degrees east and distant three
chains fifty links from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over LC over P in triangle twenty
miles sixty-one chains to the Bulloo River at the
point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
9252 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo
River at a point opposite a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over C4 in triangle and broad-arrow in
triangle, and bounded thence by the right bank of
the said river upwards to a point opposite a double
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C2 in triangle
in the bed of the river ; thence by an east line
crossing the river, passing through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over K in triangle, a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over Gin triangle,
crossing Winbin Creek, passing fifteen chains south
of a tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow
over W over 13 in triangle, also passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over AJJ over
W in triangle and a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle about twenty-one miles fift -
four chains to a point about one mile thirty-eight
chains west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
T in triangle ; thence by a north line about six
miles to the southern boundary fence of Coolbinga
paddock ; thence by a west line along part of that
fence one mile forty chains to the west boundary
fence of the said paddock ; thence by a north line
along the last-mentioned fence crossing Winbin
Creek and passing through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over CW over 2 in triangle and by a
continuation of same line passing through a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over TC in triangle and
a point bearing north 20 degrees east and distant
sixty links from a mulgali-tree marked broad-arrow
over A in triangle about seventeen miles eleven
chains to a stake bearing north 80 degrees east and
distant forty links from a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over T in triangle; thence by
a west line passing about one chain south of a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle
and about four chains south of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 1 over S in triangle to
the Bulloo River at a point opposite a tree marked
broad-arrow over 1 in triangle ; thence by the left
bank of the said river downwards to a point opposite
a tree marked broad-arrow over M in triangle ;
thence by a west line crossing the river and passing
through the said tree about four miles fifty-two
chains to a post marked broad-arrow over M over S;
thence by a north line passing sixteen chains east
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle twelve
miles thirty-four chains to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow in triangle ; thence by a westline passin
through a post marked broad-arrow over N over G
and a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M over Tin
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triangle ten miles to a mulgah -tree marked broad-
arrow over GL in triangle ; thence by a southerly line
passing through a leopa'rdwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over G in triangle, a mulgah•tree marked
broad-arrow overL2 over L in triangle, and through
a point twenty-four chains west of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over W in triangle
fourteen miles seventy-four chains to a point
twenty-four chains west of abox-tree markedbroad-
arrow over  L over CW in triangle; thence by an
east line  passing through the last-mentioned tree
sixty -four chains to a point forty -eight chains west
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over HA
in triangle  ;  thence by a south line about nine
miles  fifty chains to a point which is seventy-two
chains west of a beefwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over OS in triangle ; thence by an east line to that
tree ; thence by a south line passing through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over GG in triangle
about six miles sixteen chains to a yarran-tree
marked broad-arrow over  ID  in triangle ; thence
by an east line about two miles twelve chains to a
point bearing north 316 degrees east and distant
seventy links from a tree marked broad-arrow over
M over G in triangle ; thence by a south line
crossin; Kookaberry Creek at a cool ibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over K in triangle one mile forty-nine
chains to a stake bearing north 80 degrees east and
distant forty-five links from a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over N over Gin triangle ; thence by
an east line  passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over  DG and  one chain north of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1
in triangle six miles twenty -six chains to a stake
bearing north 13 degrees east and distant one
chain sixty-five links from a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over NW in triangle ; thence
by a south line one mile thirty-three chains to a
stake bearing north 243 degrees east and distant
three chains twenty-five links from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over D in triangle ;
and thence by an east line passing through a point
bearing north 301 degrees east and distant four
chains seventy-three links from a yapunyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over N in triangle
about  nine  miles fifty-nine chains to the Bulloo
River at the point of commencement;-exclusive of
all reserved or alienated lands contained within
these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of August, A.D. 1888.
[z s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888.
I IRE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of
the Run known as Thargomindah, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Thargomindah, situated in the Pas-
toral District of Warrego, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WnEREAs Frederick William Armytage, the pas-
toral tenant  of the consolidated run known as
Thargomindah, situated in the Pastoral District of
Wsrrego, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs  known as  Booboola, Bel-
more South,  Burrundu lla  East, Burrundulla, Round
Hills, Pomeroy, Clayton East, Thuringowa, Thu-
ringowa North, Thuringowa South, Wiralla, Wiralla
North, Wiralla South, Kooliatto, Kooliatto North,
Wyara, Winbourne, Bal, Belmore, Gonda, Three
Pioneers , Cowara, Clayton, Burrundulla North,
Ismail, Alexandria ,  and Sahara ,  has given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
fourth day of July,  1885,  that he elects to take
advantage  of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected,
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts ,  and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land Board consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 ": Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant ,  and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed  :  And we do further
order that the said consolidated run known as Thar-
gomindah ,  and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned ,  be divided into two parts ,  and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part shall comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz.:-
5794 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bu ll oo or
Corni Paroo River at the intersection of the north
boundary of the Thargomindah Town Reserve, and
bounded thence by an east line along part of the
north boundary of the said reserve to its north-east
corner  ;  thence by a south line two miles along the
east boundary to the south -east corner of the said
reserve ; thence by an east line passing through a
mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over TN over B
in triangle and a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over WS over G in triangle three miles fifty-two
chains ; thence by a south line about thirteen
miles to a point forty chains east of a post marked
broad-arrow over B ; thence by an east  li ne five
miles twenty -four chains to a point two chains
three links north and one chain forty-seven links
east of a double bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over BS over SW in triangle ; thence by a
north line passing through a mulgah -tree marked
broad -arrow over BS over B in triangle seventy
links west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over TN over HW in triangle and through a post
marked broad-arrow over B over G about twenty
miles fifty chains to a point three chains thirty-one
links south and one chain forty links east of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over TP over
TN in triangle ; thence by an east line eight miles
fifty -six chains to a point thirty-eight links south
and seven links west of a mulgah -tree marked
broad -arrow over TP over W in triangle ; thence
by a south line about forty -eight chains to a point
seven chains eighty -five links west of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over W over .  DP in triangle ;
thence by an east line passing through the said tree
one mile sixteen chains to Bundi ll a Creek at a
yapunyah -tree marked broad -arrow over H over 1
in triangle ;  thence by the right bank of the said
creek upwards to a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over B over 3 in triangle  ;  thence by a west line
one mile thirty-five chains to a point three links
north and twenty-nine links east of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over  C H in  triangle  ;  thence
by a north line passing six links west of a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle about
twelve miles sixty -four chains to a point fifteen
links north and  fifty-five links east of a mulgah-
tree marked broad -arrow over BCC over C in tri-
angle  ;  thence by a west line passing two chains
south-east of a tree marked broad-arrow over C
over C in triangle and through trees marked broad-
arrow over 0.10 over S .D in triangle and broad-
arrow over WN over C in triangle respectively
about seventeen miles six chains to the Bulloo
River at a point opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow over C9 in triangle  ;  and thence by the left
bank of the said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
cribed by the said Act ,  shall  comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
1,117  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bulloo or
Corni Paroo River at the intersection of the north
boundary of the Thargomindah Town Reserve, and
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bounded thence by an east line along part of that
boundary to the north-east corner and by a south
line along the  east  boundary to the south-east
corner of the said reserve; thence by an east
line passing through a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over  TN over  B in triangle and a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow  over WS over G in
triangle three miles  fifty- two chains  ; thence by a
south line about thirteen miles to a point forty
chains east of a post marked broad-arrow over B ;
thence by  a west  line to that post ; thence by a
south line passing through a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over PW in triangle five
miles sixteen chains to a point bearing north
293 degrees east and distant one chain  thirty-three
links from a yellowwood-tree marked broad-arrow
in triangle  ; thence by  a west line crossing
Maclntyre's Creek and passing through a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over BS over S in
triangle four miles twelve chains to a point
bearing north 157 degrees east and distant thirty
links from a mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over
BS in triangle ; thence by a south line about four
miles forty chains to a point  thirty- five links west
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over S in
triangle; thence by an east line passing through
that tree  four miles  twelve chains to a point twenty
chains south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over TW in triangle and broad-arrow in triangle ;
thence by a south line about ten miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over S ; thence by a west line
passing two chains eighteen links south of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over Z in
triangle ten miles to a point twenty links south
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over N in
triangle ; thence by a south line four miles one
chain to a point ten chains seventy-three links
south and one chain  one link east of a beef wood-
tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle ;
thence by a west line seven miles thirty-one
chains ; thence  by a north  line passing  through an
ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 11
in triangle on Tooverra Creek about three miles
fifty-seven  chains to a point bearing north 291
degrees east and distant one chain twenty-three
links from a tree marked broad -arrow over B over
E over 1  in triangle  ; thence by  a west line
passing  sixteen  links south  of a mulgah-tree
marked broad -arrow over BE in trian le four
links south  of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B in triangle through a tree marked
broad-arrow over M in triangle and a post marked
broad-arrow over KE about twenty-seven miles
thirteen chains to  the Bulloo River at a point
opposite a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
C17 in triangle ; and thence by the left bank of the
said river upwards to the point of commencement ;
- exclusive of all reserved or alienated lands con-
tained within these described boundaries.
Given under the  seal  of the Board, this thirteenth
day of August, A.D. 1888.
E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888.THE following orderofthe Land Board, con-
firming  the division  made  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known  as Weribone, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Weribone, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens.
land.
WHEREAS The London Chartered Bank of Aus-
tralia, the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run
known as Weribone, situated in the Pastoral Dis-
trict of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous runs known as Yeal-
bon, Yealbon South, Muccadella, Dunga, Dunga
North, Colgoon, Talavera,  Bangil , Bungil North,
Tivoli, Tivoli South, Gunda Gunda, Gunda Gunda
North, and Talavera South, have given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the tenth day
of August, 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The  Crown  Lands Act  of 1884 ": Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants,  and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands,
as amended hereby, be confirmed : And we do
further order that the said consolidated run known
as Weribone, and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned, be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
1421, square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at the intersection of the south-west boun-
dary of surveyed portion No. 5, in the parish of
Talavera, and bounded thence by a south -east line
along that boundary and the south-west boundary
of Portion No. 3 to the main road to St. George ;
thence by that road in a north-easterly direction to
a point bearing south-east from a point which is
ten chains north- east  of the junction of Yalebone
Creek with the Balonne River ; thence by a south-
east  line to a point eleven miles twenty-five chains
from the last-named river ; thence by a north-east
line five miles to a point south- east  of the south
corner of the Surat Town Reserve ; thence by a
north-west line to the said corner and  along one of
the south-west boundaries of the said reserve about
six miles sixteen  chains ; thence by  a west line
along  the south boundary of the  said  reserve about
one mile fifty  chains  to its south -west corner;
thence by a north line along the west boundary of
the said  reserve  to the Balonne River ; thence by a
north -west line crossing  the river along one of the
south west boundaries of the last-mentioned  reserve
to its most  westerly corner and by a continuation
of same line crossing  Bungil Creek about eleven
miles forty chains ; thence by a south- west line
crossing  Yalebone Creek at a point about sixty-
eight chains in a direct line above  a tree  on its left
bank marked 6 five  miles ;  thence by a north-west
line sixty chains ; thence by a south-west line five
miles; thence by a south- east line  about eleven
miles sixty chains to the Balonne River at a point
about five miles thirty chains in a direct line below
the junction of Yalebone Creek ; thence by the
right bank of the said river upwards  to a point
opposite to and by a line crossing the river to the
point of commencement  ;- exclusive  of all reserved
and alienated land contained within these described
boundaries, and also of Portion B of the leased
part of the consolidated run.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed bythe said Act, shall comprise andinclude
the land described as follows, viz.127 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at the intersection of the south-west boun-
dary of surveyed Portion No. 5, in the parish of
Talavera, and bounded thence by a south- east line
along that boundary and the south-west boundary
of Portion No. 3 to the  main  road to St. George ;
thence by that road in a north-easterly direction to
a point bearing south-east from a point which is
ten chains north -east  from the junction of Yalebone
Creek with the Balonne River ; thence by a south-
east line to a point eleven miles twenty-five chains
from the last-named river ; thence by a south-west
line five miles ; thence by a south-east line two
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miles ; thence by a south-west line five miles ;
thence by a north -west  line about three miles sixty
chains  ;  thence by a west line about six miles fifty.
five chains to and across the Balonne River at a
point eight chains below a tree on its left bank
marked  63;  thence  by the right  bank of the river
downwards about twenty -four chains ; thence by a
north -west line eleven miles  forty  chains  ;  thence
by a north -east line crossing  the Cogoon  River at a
point fifteen chains below a tree on its right bank
marked 39 over C five miles ; thence by a south-
east line three miles  forty  chains ; thence by a
north -east line five miles  ; thence by  a south-east
line four miles sixty chains to and across the
Balonne River at a point about five miles thirty
chains in a direct line below the junction  of Yale-
bone Creek  ;  and thence  by the  right bank of the
said river upwards to the point of commencement ;
-exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands con-
tained within these described boundaries.
Portion B.
Commencing on the main St. George road at the
southern corner of surveyed Portion No . 1, in the
parish of Talavera ,  and bounded  thence by  a north-
west line along part of the south-west boundary of
the said portion to its intersection by a surveyed
road  ;  thence by that road in an easterly direction
to the east boundary of the said portion ; and
thence by a south line along part of that boundary
to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this thirteenth
day of August ,  A.D. 1888.
[L.s.] E. DESHON ' Land Board.T S. SWORD
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888.THE following order of the Land Board,confirming  the division made under the pro-
visions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Norley, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known  as Norley, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
W aEBELS William Naunton Waller, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Norley,
situated in the Pastoral District of Warrego, in
the Colony of Queensland, comprising the con-
terminous  runs known  as Naunton ,  Barnum,
Arcoba, Bonnally, Kiandra, Pintahra North,
Yapenalla, Cooladay, Coucha, Tarehiley, Wonpah,
The Gibbers, Coreen East, Adelong, Sydney,
Couoha East, Poorntoe, Pinidary, Cooala, Vincent,
fowling, Entally, Cheshunt, Lawrenny, Hunt-
worth, Norley, Quamby, Cheshunt South, Pintahra,
Cheshunt South Back Block No. 1, Cheshunt
South Back Block No. 2, Cheshunt South Back
Block No. 3, Cheshunt Back Block No. 1, Cheshunt
Back Block No. 2, Yarraboota West, Dewalla,
Bowallyy, Gullan, Jumbuck, Yea Yea, Blondin,
May, Yarraboota, Yarraboots North, Norley West,
Lawrenny Back Block No. 1, and Lawrenny Back
Block No. 2, has given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the twentieth day of August,
1885 , that he elects to take advantage of the
provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run: And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant,  and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands  be' con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Norley, and comprising
the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into
two parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall com-
prise and include the land described  as follows,
viz.:-
8621  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo
River at a point about seventy chains in a direct
line below a yapunyah-tree on the opposite bank
marked broad-arrow over C14 in triangle, and
bounded thence by a north line passing sixty chains
west of the said tree crossing the right-hand channel
of the said river and  passing sixty chains west of a
box-tree on its left bank marked broad-arrow over
L in triangle,  also passing ten chains west of a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over N
in triangle, through an ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over  Dover C in  triangle ,  a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over N in triangle, and a scrub-
tree marked broad-arrow over D over A  in triangle
about thirty miles seventy-six chains to a point one
mile sixty-eight chains beyond the  last-mentioned
tree ; thence by a west line about thirteen miles to
a point south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over B in triangle ; thence by a north
line three miles twelve chains to that tree; thence by
a west line passing through a stake marked broad-
arrow over T and a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over D in triangle ten miles to a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over D in
triangle ; thence by a south line  passin  through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in
triangle and a stake bearing north 65 degrees east
and distant eleven chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over V in triangle
twenty-two,  miles to a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over V in triangle  ;  thence by an east line
about five miles to a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over C over G in triangle ; thence by
a south line passing through a mulgah -tree marked
broad-arrow over MS over NG in triangle, a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over G over
CSBB in triangle, a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over CSBB over 2.3 in triangle, a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over XN over MS in
triangle, a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
CSBB over 1.2 in triangle, and a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over CS over CSBB over 1 in
triangle about twenty-nine miles ten chains to the
Bulloo River at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 16 in triangle ; and thence by
the right bank of the said river upwards to the
point of commencement  ;- exclusive of all  reserved
or alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
1,627k  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo
River at a point about seventy chains  in a direct
line below a yapunyah-tree on the opposite bank
marked broad-arrow over C over 14 in triangle, and
bounded thence by a north line passing sixty chains
west of the said tree crossing the right-hand
channel of the said river and passing sixty chains
west of a box-tree on its left bank marked broad-
arrow over L in triangle ,  also passing ten chains
west of a beef wood-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over N in triangle, through an ash-tree marked
broad-arrow over I) over C in triangle, a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over N in triangle, and
a scrub-tree marked broad-arrow over D over A in
triangle about thirty miles seventy-six chains to a
point one mile sixty-eight chains beyond the last-
mentioned tree ; thence by a west line about thir-
teen miles to a point south of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over B in triangle ;
thence by a north line three miles twelve  chains to
that tree ; thence by a west line twenty chains
to a stake marked broad-arrow over T; thence
by a north line passing through a beefwood-tree
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marked broad- arrow  over A over T in triangle a
giddiah -tree marked broad-arrow over A over 4 in
triangle and a  giddiab-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over BN in triangle about seventeen miles
fourteen chains  to a scrub-tree marked broad-arrow
over BN over 2 in triangle ; thence by an east line
passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over R in triangle about nine miles to a point north
of a tree marked broad-arrow over A over 2 in
triangle  ; thence by a south line one mile forty
chains to  that tree ; thence by an  east  line four
miles  forty  chains  to a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over R over 7 in triangle ; thence by a south
line four miles to a tree  marked broad-arrow over
M over R in triangle  ; thence by an  east  line eight
miles  fifty-five chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow  over R over M in triangle; thence by a
north line crossing  Gumbo Gumbo Creek at a tree
marked  broad-arrow over G over 8 in triangle three
miles  five chains  to a point two chains south of a
mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over YN over
CE in triangle  ; thence by a west line sixteen chains;
thence by a north line about  nine miles  fifty-six
chains to  a point bearing north 343 degrees east
and distant  three chains from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over CE in triangle ;
thence by  an east line  about five  miles  to a beef-
wood-tree marked  broad-arrow over C over T over
C over CE in triangle ; thence by a north line
passing  through a mulgah-tree marked broad..
arrow  over E over Y in triangle, a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over C in triangle, and
a tree marked  broad-arrow over P over C in
triangle  about thirteen miles fifty-seven chains
to a point about one mile forty chains west of a
m.ulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M in triangle ;
thence by  an east  line passing through the said tree
about  nine  miles thirty-eight chains to a point two
miles  fifty chains west of a coolibab-tree on the left
bank of Mable Creek marked broad arrow over Ml
in triangle ; thence by a south line passing one mile
forty- one chains  west of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad- arrow over  W over T in triangle about
twenty-one miles  forty-seven chains to a point
forty- one chains west of  a beefwood-tree marked
broad- arrow  over 2B in triangle ; thence by an east
line passing  through that tree and a bloodwood-
tree marked  broad -arrow  over W over B in triangle
about thre e miles  forty-one chains to a point two
miles  beyond the last-mentioned tree ; thence by a
south  line about fifteen miles to a point  one mile
forty chains  north and forty chains east of a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over B
in triangle  ; thence by a s est line forty chains ;
thence by a south line passing through the last-
mentioned -tree about five miles to a point west of
a tree on  the right bank of the Bulloo River marked
broad-arrow over C9 in triangle; thence by an east
line  about four miles fifty-two chains to the said
river at that tree  ; and thence by the right bank of
the Bulloo River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this fifteenth
day of August, A.D. 1888.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
TIfE following order of the Land Board, con-firming rming the division made under the pro-
visions  of "Ile  Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known  as Gnoolooma, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
and in the  Matter of the Division of the Run
known as  Gnoolooma, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens.
land.
WBBRBAS  The -Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia, Limited, the pastoral tenants of the
consolidated run known as Gnoolooma, situated
in the Pastoral District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as Gnoolooma ,  Gnoolooma East, Upper
Nilgie, and Lower Nilgie ,  have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the thirtieth
day of July , 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884" with  respect to such run : And
whe reas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land Board consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenants, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion  of the  said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands, as amended hereby ,  be confirmed :
And we  do further order that the said conso li -
dated run known as Gnoolooma ,  and comprising
the runs lereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided into
two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
95 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Moonie
River at a point opposite a box-tree marked J.P.,
and bounded thence by the right bank of the said
river downwards to the intersection of the boundary
between Queensland and New South Wales;  thence
by a true west line along part of that boundary
about fourteen miles sixty chains to the inter-
section of the south -east  boundary of the Noondoo
Holding ; thence by a line bearing about north
20 degrees  east  along part of the said boundary
about eight miles fifty chains ; thence  by an east
line about thirteen miles forty  chains to the Moonie
River at a point about two  miles in a direct line
above starting point; and thence by the  right bank
of the river downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenants shall be entitled  to receive
a lease  for the  term and upon  the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land described  as follows, viz.
119  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Moonie
River  at a tree  marked J.P., and bounded thence by
an east  line seven miles fifty chains to a box-tree
marked broad- arrow  over GE  in triangle  ; thence
by a north- east line seven miles six chains to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over GE1 in  triangle;
thence by a west  line nine miles  twenty chains to
and across the Moonie River  passing  through a
gum-tree on its left bank marked broad- arrow over
DE in triangle ; thence by the right bank of the
river upwards about sixty chains to  a gum-t re e
marked W L over JP; thence  by a west line passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over L in
triangle about eight miles thirty chains  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over P in triangle ; thence by
a line  bearing north 312 degrees  east about eight
miles sixty chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over J.P. in triangle ; thence by a west line fifty-
four chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over UN
in triangle ; thence by a south line  six miles  thirty-
three chains to a box-tree marked broad- arrow over
2 in triangle  ; thence by a line bearing about north
200 degrees east three miles sixty  chains ; thence
by an east line about fourteen  miles sixty chains to
and across the Moonie River at a point about two
miles in a direct line above the point  of commence.
ment ; and thence by the left bank of the river
downwards to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of all reserved or alienated  lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fifteenth
day of August, A.D. 1888.
• [L E. DESHON, j Land Beard,.s.] T. S. SWORD, s
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the provi-
sions  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
run known  as Bando, is  published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crcnan Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as  Bando, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS John Andrew Gardiner, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Bando,
situated in the Pastoral District of Warrego,
in the Colony of Queensland, comprising the
conterminous runs known  as Block  No. 2 Cuttilar
River, Block No. 3 on Cuttilar River, Block No. 4
on Cuttilar River, Block No. 5 on Cuttilar River,
Juanbong, Roto, Kangaroo Plains, Emu Plains,
Meekin Kolle, Juan, Collaroy, Urdah Urain, and
Hill's Plains, has given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the twenty-seventh day of June,
1885, that he elects to take advantage of the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to
such run : And whereas the said run has been in-
spected and a report made thereon to the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of
the said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 ": Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed :And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known  as Bando , and comprising the runs
hereinbefore  mentioned , be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in
the said Act as the  resumed part  shall  comprise
and include the land described  as fo ll ows, viz :-
342  square miles.
Commencing at a large  box-tree marked broad-
arrow over  20 in triangle  in the bed of the Warrego
River, and bounded thence by a west line  five miles
eight chains ; thence by a north  line sixteen  chains ;
thence by a west line twenty miles one chain to a
point one mile eight chains south of a box-tree
marked  broad- arrow  over J over T in triangle ;
thence by a south line five miles  sixteen  chains to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over J over T in
triangle ; thence by an east line one mile thirty-
nine chains  to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
G over T in triangle ; thence by a south line pass-
ing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over T in triangle sixteen miles twenty-two chains
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over C over L in
triangle ; thence by  an east line  two miles twenty-
six chains  to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
GG in triangle ; thence by a north line six miles
twenty-two chains to a yapunyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over GH over C in triangle ; thence by
an east line  passing through box-trees marked
broad-arrow over UU over C in triangle, broad-
arrow  over UU over HP in triangle, and broad-
arrow over UTI) over G over GH in triangle,
respectively, fourteen miles fifty-five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over HP in triangle,
which is four  miles  seventy-seven chains west of
the Warrego River at a point opposite a tree
marked broad-arrow over 17 in triangle ; thence
by a north line five miles ; thence by an east line
five miles thirteen chains to the Warrego River at
a tree marked broad-arrow over 18 in triangle ;
and thence by the right bank of the river upwards
to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the condi-
tions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
371 square miles.
Commencing at a large box-tree marked broad-
arrow over 20 in triangle in the bed of the Warrego
River, and bounded thence by a west line five
miles eight chains ; thence by a north line sixteen
chains ; thence by a west line twenty miles one
chain to a point one mile eight chains south of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over J over T in
triangle ; thence by a north line to that tree ;
thence by a west line one mile fourteen chains to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over J over A in
triangle ; thence by a north line passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over JJ in triangle,
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over D over A
in triangle seventeen miles thirty-two chains to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over DB over GJ in
triangle ; thence by an east line seven miles to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over J over G in
triangle ; thence by a south line three miles fifty-
six chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
J over T in triangle ; thence by an east line passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T over
R in triangle seven miles to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over R over BP in triangle ; thence
by a south line ten miles to a mulgah-tree marked '
broad-arrow over R over BP in triangle ; thence by
an east line passing through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over EP over MK in triangle and
crossing Neemunmulla Creek five miles ; thence by
a north line ten miles to a point about twenty-four
chains west of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over K5 in triangle ; thence by an east line passing
through the last-named tree five miles twenty-five
chains to a point sixteen chains west of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over K4 in triangle; thence
by a south line five miles to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over K2 in triangle; thence by an east
line four miles forty-four chains to the Warrego
River at a point opposite a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over 22 in triangle ; and thence by the right
bank of the said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixteenth
day of August, A.D. 1888.
[L  S.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S SWORD, I
Pub lic Lands Office,
Toowoomba, 17th August, 1888.
To JoHN GILES,  of Toowoomba ,  holder of Selec.
tion No .  3735,  Toowoomba District,  parish
of Rolleston.UNDER section fifty-two of  "Th.e Crown LandsAlienation Act of  1876  "  you are hereby
called upon to show cause, at the Land Court to be
held at Toowoomba  on MONDAY,  the Twenty-
fourth day of September ,  1888, at Ten o 'clock a.m.,
why your Selection ,  No. 3735 ,  Toowoomba Regis-
ter, should not be declared forfeited for the non-
fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
JOHN  REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 21st August, 1888.
To HENRY ALBERT BONNET, Brisbane.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave not entered into occupation of the land
Ipswich District.
No. of Selection-61192.
Area-44 acres 1 rood.
Parrish-Bowman.
Portion 36.
comprised in the Selection as
per wargin, I have to request
that you will attend the Land
Court to be held at Ipswie i
on FRIDAY, the Fifth day of
October next. at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause why the same should not he deemed to
be abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated Selection.
I am, &c.,
N. RULE,
Land Commissioner.
161
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Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 21st August, 1888.
To  JAMES  BAXTER, Villeneuve Saw Mills,  vid
Caboolture.SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have not entered into occupation of the land
Ipswich  District.
No. of  Selection-7230.
Area-- 42 acres 3 roods
32 perches.
Parish-Byron.
Portion 100.
comprised in the Selection as
per margin , I have to re uest
that you will attend the hand
Court to be held at Ipswich
on FRIDAY, the Fifth day of
October next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon ,  to show cause why the sam
should not be deemed to be abandoned and dealt
with as a forfeited and vacated Selection.
I am, &c.,
N. RULE,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 21st August, 1888.
To THOMAS BRENNAN, Pipe Clay Creek, vid
Toowoomba.
SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have not entered into occupation of the land
Ipswich District.
No. of  Selection-7188.
Area - 902 acres.
Parish-Deongwar.
Portion 27.
comprised in the  L*.4eleetion as
per margin ,  I have  to re uest
that you will attend the Land
Court to be held at Ipswich
on FRIDAY, the Fifth day of
October next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, to
show  cause  why the same should not be deemed to
be abandoned and dealt with  as a forfeited and
vacated  Selection.
I am, &c.,
N. RULE,
Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich , 21st  August, 1888.
To JAMES DALTON, Pipe Clay P.O.,  vid  Too.
woomba.
SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have not entered into occupation of the land
Ipswich Dist rict.
No. of  Selection-7322.Area--357 acres.
Pariah - Deongwar.
Portion 30.
comprised in the Selection as
per margin , I have to  request
that  you will  attend  the Land
Court to be held at Ipswich
on FRIDAY, the Fifth day of
October next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause why the same should not be deemed to
be abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated Selection.
I am, &c.,
N. RULE,
Land Commissioner.
LAND BOARD COURT.
T is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court,I for the
Division of Runs, the Determinationof Rents, and for such other  business  as may be
required, will be held at Brisbane on TUESDAY,
the Ninth day of October, 1888.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board, Secretary.
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888. .
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
1 Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine  samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Fardi Produce grown in Queensland , such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the. _grain ; the maize  in grain  and in cob ; the
cotton ginned an d.'ungiii.Ied.,the wool  in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples  of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases  the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has, for distri-bution in small quantities  to  bond  fide Planters
and Farmers ,  Seeds of the Coffee  Plant, the Amatto
Tree ,  and Seeds  of the  Giant Honduras Sorghum
Plant . Applications  for seeds are to be forwarded
to the Under Secretary for Agriculture through the
local Land  Agent.
PETER  McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
' (` H E Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution, to bond fide  Planters and Farmers,
Seeds of the Japanese Flour Maize, which is
admirably adaptedfor bread-making. Application
for seeds to be made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, through the local Land Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
THE Department of Agriculture  has for dis-
tribution a small quantity  of Common Broad-
leaved  Wattle  Seeds  (acacia  pyenantha )  and Black
Wattle  Seeds  (acacia decurreas),  for which applica-
tion can now be made through  the local band
Agent.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
AMENDMENT OF THE RULES FOR THE
EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR
LICENSES AS SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified that section one of the Rules
for the Admission of Candidates to Exami-
nation as Licensed Surveyors, published in the
Government Gazette,  under notice dated 17th May,
1876, folio 1053, has been amended as follows
Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license  as a surveyor, is
required to produce to the Surveyor-
General a certificate  from  a Staff or
Licensed Surveyor employed by the Survey
Department  as to  his term of  service and
general experience in field duties, and his
competency to undertake surveys on his
own responsibility. The term of service
must in  all cases  extend over a period of
not less than  three  years (instead of  two
years as heretofore).
The above  amendment  shall not apply to candi-
dates who may present themselves for examination
prior to July 1890.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 15th August, 1888.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1887.
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF QUEENSLAND,
By ROBERT L. JACK, Government Geologist.
ON SALE, at this Office. Price :  5s., in (2)sheets ; 7s. 6d., mounted on calico ; lOs.
mounted and varnished.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Week  ending 19th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
...
1889 -To'al  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week  ending 19th Aug., 1888...
C  rresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
No. of
Miles open
for Trafc.
Pauhenf erg'
Par, a.
Goods and Live
stock
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
£ t. d.  £ a. d. £  a, d. I £ a. d.
8OUTTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
836 3,397 5 6 4,55813 0 238 5 11 8,194 4 4
714 8,089 9 5 3,666 2 3 162 3 9 6,91715 6
807 16 0 892 10 9 76 2 2 1,276 8 11
... ...
MARYBOROU GH RAILWAY.
1888-Total Traffi 3 to date ...
1887 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending  19th  Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
...
1888-Total Tra ffic to date ...
1887-- Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 19th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1888 - Total  Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 19th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1888-- Total Traffic to date
1887-- Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 19th Aug., 1888...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888 -To-,a]  Traffic to date
1887-Ditto  ditto
Tota )  Increase ... ...
Week ending 19th Aug .,  1888...
1888-- Total Traffic to date ...
Week ending  19th  Aug., 1888...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1888 - Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto  ditto
Total  Increase ...
161 845 1 8 823 6  6 47 7 0 1,215 15 1
108 287 6 1 845 7 8 43 10 1 1,176 2 6
...
67 16 7 3 16 11
22 0 10 ...
*of
...
BUNDABER G  RAILWAY.
...
66 122 12 3 196 10 10 11 10 10 830 13 11
66 50 3 9 118 15 8 7 4 6 176 8 11
..
...
...
...
72 8 6 77 15 2 4 6 4
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Total.
241,860  8 11
284,848 10  9
£6,501 18 2
89 12 8
...
42,102 18 2
80,489 8 2
£11,613 10 0
164 10 0
12,880 16 2
6,568 14 8
£6,762 1 11
463 259 4 4  2,064 11  4  20 12 11  2,834 8 7
444 346 16  8 1,821 8 8 79  8 8 2,247 8 0
233 7 8
87 11  4 ... 58 16 9
...
... ...
...
...
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
87 0 7
...
77,381 13 7
78,976 7 1
£1,59413 6
81 41 2 11 66 7 11 3 17 11 100 8 9
81 48  17 11 84 13 8 7 8 11 140 15 6
.. 7 15 0  29-5  9 3 6 0
... ... ...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
40 6 9
8,271 13 1
8,790 12 10
£518 19 9
260 60016 3 2,238 0 3  84 10 10  2,818 7 4
281 407 16 9 1,655 13 10 37 11 1 2,101 1 8
92 19  6 577 6 5 46  19 9 717 6 8
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
...
8 40 0 3 134 1 1
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
51 51 11 8 46 5 0
61 32 0 10 79 6 9
78,646 11 6
68,387 1 4
£10,25810 2
0 10 9 175 12 1
3,828 0 7
2013  4 118 10 0
32 6 0 148 12 7
... 19 10 10 11 11 8
... 83 1 9 ... -26 2 7
4,023 19 8
2,714 4 4
£1,80915 4
F. CURNOW ,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th  August, 1888.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTIC 8 is hereby given, that the undermentioned. Articles are in  the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  aryborough .  Owners can obtain the same on apppplication  to the Traffic  Manager,
Maryborough ,  and paying costs .  If not  released on or before  TUESDAY ,  the 20th November, 1888, they
will be Sold by Public Auction  to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LosT PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS, MARYBOROD GH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES ,  TO 25TH JULY, 1888.
Date. I Station where Found.
...
1887.
3 September  ...  Maryborough  ...  2nd class carriage
13
21
30
„
„to
30 „
1 October
6
13
15
to
of
„
22 „
19 November
29 to
1 December
26
29
of
1888.
6 January ...
11 „ ...
20 March ...20
April ...
16 „ ...
20 „
25 May
26 „
9 June ...11  „ ...
13 March ...
1887.5 November
20 December
1888.
10 January ...
21 April ...
2 July ...
6 February ...
20 March ...
17 January ...
17 March ...
11 February ...
1887.
24 December ...
1888.
6 January ...
7 of
2 February
24 April
1887.
„to
ff
Howard
„
„
platform
2nd class carriage99
luggage van
platform ...
... 2nd class carriage
... platform ...
„
Piaoe.
ofto
„
lat class carriage
2nd class carriage
... „
„
„
„
„
platform
2nd class carriage
to  „
„ „
...
...
2nd class carriage
1st class carriage
line ...
2nd class carriage
luggage van ...
...
of ...
Isis Junction  ...
of
to  „
„
line
hall seat
to
„
„
Gregory
South  Bundaberg ...
Yengarie
Antigua ...
Kilkivan Junction ...
Gunalda ...
5 October Gympie
It
1888.5 January
26 „
12 February22  op
29 March
31 „
„It
„
„
31 ...
7 May ... to
14 ... to
14 ...
14 June ... >,
25 July ...
2nd class carriage
line
...
platform ...
waiting -room ...
line ...
carriage
„
... line
platform
carriage
„
line
carriage ...
platform ...
carriage ...it
guard's roomPPOP
carriage ...
„
„
...  it  ...
cloak-room ...
Article.
1 red  woollen scarf
1 parcel slippers
1 handkerchief ,  shirt ,  and book
1 pair small  boots
1 parcel  (tea, hat ,  and cotton)
1 pillow- slip containing hat
1 silk handkerchief
1 bag clothing
2 billy-cans
1 billy-can
1 billy-can
1 bag clothing
1 box containing blankets1 lady's hand-bag1 lady's parasol
... 1 slate
t coat
1  parasol
1 lady's hand-bag
1 bridle
1 billy-can
1 swag
1 black hatI umbrella
1 band-box containing hat
1  parasol
1 black felt hat
... 1 canvas water-bag
1 50 lbs .-bag flour
1 bi lly- can containing 2 parcels
1 black parasol
1 piece of  wire netting
that
that
1 paper parcel  (tools)
1 parcel containing 1 pair blucher boots,
1 parcel check  shirting, 1 walking-
stick, 2 hats
1 grey hard hat
...
1 tweed coat
1 tie
1 brown paper parcel
1 boy' s  white straw hat
1 man's soft black hat
... 1 bundle  in handkerchief
1 small stick
1 small spade
1 felt hat
1 school bag
1 paper parcel
1 old parasol
1 straw hat
1 umbrella
1 walking-stick
1 old helmet hat
1  paper pa cel
1 walking-stick
1 small parasol
1 canvas bag (cloths and tools)
1  paper pa cel
1 black hat
1 old umbrella
t black hat
1 old straw hat
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Date of
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LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND  BRANCHES- continued.
UNCLAIMED  PARCELS.
No. Sender .  Consignee .  Station.
1888.
21 Jan.... 1 T. Reid .. Boldery Clark' Marlborough
1 Feb.... 2 Isis Investment W. Young and to
Company Company
12 April... 3 C. Schact ...  Braun Harrey
Description in full .  Sending Station.
1 coil of rope ... Colton
2 butter kegs  ...  Torbanlea
1 boiler ' ... ...  Boowogum
Stamped  Parcels.
F. N. Atkins l  Isis Junction  I  1 parcel medicine  I  South Bundaberg.
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
Date of
Invoice.
No. Sender .  Consignee .  station. Description in fu ll .  Sending Station.
1888.
28 Feb.... 28 McCarthy ... McCarthy ... Maryborough  3 bags iron ... Gympie.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
TENDERS.
1ENDERS  are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works. For full  particulars,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice. can be received.
Bundaberg and Mount Perry Railway-Goods Shed at Gin Gin 11th August, 1888...
Temporary Engine and Carriage Sheds ,  at Cooran, North
Coast Railway ,  Section 5 ... ... ... ... 18th  August ,  1888...
Ro lling -stock ,  Marybo rough Railway  ... ... ...
Railway Office  Brisbane ;
31st August,  1888,
S Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
t  31st August, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane,  24th August, 1888.
TENDERS.
r
l ENDERS  are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works.  For full  particulars,  see  Govern.
I.  went Gazette.
Nature of Work.
MAYTOWN-Morgue,  Hospital ...
Date of  Gaaette contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
... 28th duly ,  1888  ...  Houses, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 7th Septem-
ber, 1888.
inee  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and . Post
MAYTOWN-Post and Telegraph Offices ... ... ... ditto ... ... Offices, Ma. wn and
Cooktown  ;  7th Septem-
ber, 1888.
R. ROBERTSON,
For Under Secretary for Works.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
'(T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted ,  viz.:-
New Hospital, Gympie - J. MCMORRINE --
£5,940 10s.
New Ward and Bakehouse, Dunwich - F.
WILLIAMS- £1,059.
For the Under Secretary for Works,
R. ROBERTSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs.  SMITH,  FORBBSTER, ANDCo., for the Manufacture of Three Hundred
(300) Wrought -iron Buffer Heads, has been ac-
cepted .  Amount , £ 333 10s.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs .  BRENNER AND EVANS,
for the Erec tion of Station  Master's House,
Emu Park ,  has been accepted .  Amount, £443.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
NOTICE.T HE Tender of Messrs .  JAMES STEWART AND
Co., for  Supplying Cloth and Making
Uniforms on the Central Railway for the Summer
1888-9, has been accepted .  Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
NOTICE.
'f HE Tender  of THE IPSwIC$-  WOOLLEN COx-
PANY,  for Supplying  Cloth  and Making
Uniforms for the Southern and Western, Mary.
borough ,  Bundaberg ,  Mackay ,  Northern, Cairns,
and Cooktown Railways ,  for the Summer 1888-9,
has been accepted .  Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs.  JAMES STEWART AND
Co., for the  Supply of Helmets and Caps
required on all  Quensland Railways for the
Summer 1888-9, has been accepted. Schedule
prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. BENSON AND WSrrrxCK,for the Devia tion at Swan Creek , K illarney
Line,  I"  been accepted. Amount, £2,420 7s. 1d.
Plans, Sections ,  Drawings ,  General Conditions, and
Specifications ,  which may be seen at the Office of
the Chief  Engineer ,  Brisbane ,  on and  after MON-
DAY, the 3rd  of September ,  where also forms of
Tender and other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for  Construction of
Sections 2 and 3, North Coast  Railway ,"  must be
deposited at the Office of the Commissioner forRailways not later than Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY,  the 25th November, 1888.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Secretary for Railways.
Bailwar Department,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK-WAGONS-NORTHERN
RAILWAY (TOWNSVILLE).
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock Tor]. on FRIDAY, the 14thSeptember, 1888, the Construction of the
following Wagons for the Northern Railway
(Townsville) :-
10 Hopper Wagons, for carrying quartz.
A deposit of two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings ,  Specifications , &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich,
Maryborough, and Townsville, on and after the
27th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nora .- Tenderers must clearly understand  that the Conditions
of Contract  relating to tines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS.
STATIONARY BOILERS-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September, 1888, for the Construction of Two (2)
Stationary Cornish Boilers for the Southern and
Western Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany e ch Tender. (See Clause 12 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings ,  Specifications , &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nors .- Jrenderer smud clearly understand  that the  Conditions of
Oontraot relating to tines for non -completion to time will be strictly
enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 13th March, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
Pea
RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
udesert; 71Beenloigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burenda, Burketown, Cairns, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Central Railway, Charters Towers,
Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Clon-
curry, Comet, Coomera Township, Cooktown,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Esk, Eton,
Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton, Gayndah,
Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gladstone,
Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Gin Gin, Helidon,
Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford,
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S. AND C. D.
SOUTHERN RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway.
CONTRACT  FOR WORKS.TENDERS are invited  for the Construction ofthe Second  and Third  Sections  of the North
Coast  Railway ,  commencing  at Caboolture and
ending at Yandina - in length 38 miles 34 chains
91 links,  including Deviations- in accordance with
Cloigsioixe# for Railways.
. ,F. CURNOW, '
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Jimbour, Jondaryan,  Samerunga , Kilkivan,
Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mackay, Mary.borough, Maryborough Railway, Millchester,
Mount Morgan, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's
Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,
Nanango, Nerang Creek, Normanton, North
Ipswich, North Pine, Northern Railway, Nebo,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Pittsworth,
Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane ), South
Brisbane, Springsure , S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba,  Towns-
ville, Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Windorah, Winton, Woodford, and
Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be  received
from any depositor ,  subject to  the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum : on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds  per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum  on the  remainder ;
on deposits exceeding 2200. the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
s.ny of the above Offices.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
HE following Notice to Mariners is pub-
lished for general information.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE  -  PALMER
ROAD TO THE LAURA, ALONG RAILWAY
LINE, AND BRANCH TO CONNECT MAIN
LINE.
ENDERS will  be received at the Office of the
1  Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY,  the Seventeenth
(17th) day of September  next, from persons desirous
of contracting  for the supply  of all material, except
brackets and screws ,  insulators ,  iron poles (com-
plete ,  including arms ),  and wire ,  and for all  work-
manship necessary , for the  above-mentioned work,
according to the terms ,  general conditions, and'
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately--
FOR IRON POLE LINE.
(1) Price ,  per mile ,  for clearing and erection of
iron poles ;
(2) Price, per mile ,  for affixing arms, insulators,
and stretching two wires ;
(3) Price, each ,  for wooden poles, where
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
necessary.
FOR BRANCH.
Price ,  per mile ,  for clearing and timber
work ;
Price, each, for extra poles, where neces-
sary ;
Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary ;
Price,  per mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
Palmer road to the Laura ,  along Railway Route-
a distance  of thirty -seven  (37) miles more  or less.
Branch to connect  Main Line- a further distance
of twelve  (12) miles more or less.
The brackets  and screws ,  insulators ,  iron poles
(complete ,  including arms )  and wire to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor ,  free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three  (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.Office of  the Marine Board ,  New South Wales,
Sydney , 17th August, 1888.
MOORINGS-BYRON BAY.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
a Buoy with Moorings attached has been placed
near the  Jetty for  the convenience of vessels
trading to Byron  Bay. The  Buoy is moored about
250 feet f rom the end  of the Jetty , and about 220 feet
W.N.W. from it, with two 7 cwt.  anchors ,  in about
18 feet at low water ,  having 79 fathoms of 1J inch
chitin on each.
In consequence  of the heavy  surf  that  runs into
the bay  at times ,  no guarantee can be given that
the anchors  will remain  in their proper  positions.
Masters  are therefore  warned against allowing
their vessels to pass over the said anchors in suet
shallow water.
GEO. S. LINDEMAN, R.N.,
Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , -30th August, 1887.
WEATHER.CHART OF,AII
A COPY of the  New Enlarged .-Cha*, ahW ng
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the  Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land ,  daily  (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. 1 er annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
General Conditions.
1. Payment will be made monthly to the extent
of seventy -five (75)  per cent. on the value of the
work reported to have been completed by the
officer appointed to inspect the same ; but notwith-
standing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
Certificates must be produced from the Chairmen
of Divisional Boards, through whose Divisions the
line has been taken ,  that no claims are made by
them under Clause 4, before final payment will be
made ..  The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
2. The Government reserves to itself the right
to make use of the line for the transmission of
messages prior to final completion .  Such use of
the line not to prejudice in any way the power to
s bsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
or materials. - ,
. The contractor  ma v i1  pu4f of the  facili-
xi afforded by  The. o_ legsuz$- ot.  -- 'or
obtaining materials ,  on signing aiBond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa.
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
4. The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation .  for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
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for damage so caused to roads or railway works ;
and if such claims are not defrayed ,  the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys due to the contractor.
5. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment ,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract  ;  and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together  with  all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
6. A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per
cent .  of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender ,  also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ;  and undertaking in that
event  that they  will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within  ten (10)  days  from  the notification of the
acceptance  of the  Tender, a Bond to  Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
7. The Government  does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
1. The course of the  lice and branch to be marked
out by  the contractor ,  under the direction of the
inspecting officer.
2. All trees and underwood standing  within forty
(40) feet on one side of the  line,  along railway
route,  to be  felled ,  and all timber within a radius
of twenty (20) feet from each pole, also for six (6)
feet outside the railway fence or course of same, to
be cleared away.
3. All trees and underwood standing  within forty
(40) feet  on each side  of the branch line to be felled,
and all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet
from each pole to be cleared away and a good
straight bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet
in width to be left open within the clearing.
4. Any  branches overhanging from trees bayond
the distance  mentioned , which  in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the lines, to
be removed.
5. All  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked  by fallen timber must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadwa  .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
6. Wooden  poles to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood  (no  spotted
gum or Moreton Bay ash beingallowed ),with the bark
removed, not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt ,  and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the  top,  and twenty  (20)3feet in
length  ; to he  carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ;  the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop -iron not less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
7. The  poles to be not more than eighty-eight
(88) yards apart, unless by special permission ;
to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground ,  placed
in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed with
rubble and earth .  At angles or other places where
re quired, struts or supports of wood, iron ,  or wire
stays to he supplied and fixed as  directed.
8. At river  or road crossings,  or wherever neces-
sary on the railway route,  wooden poles are to be
supplied and erected by the contractor as directed;
and such poles are also to be trimmed ,  and brackets
firmly screwed on with three  (3) screws each, as
directed.
9. Arms to be affixed to iron poles in the manner
required by the overseer.
10. Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor)
to be of split ironbark ,  and turned according to
pattern supplied ,  and to be fitted as directed ; the
lip of the insulator  to be  not less than one (1) inch
from the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed , and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
11. The contractor to shift camp for the inspecting
officer and his assistant as required.
12. All material used in the construction of this
work,  or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
13. Tender forms and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
JOAN DONALDSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
QUEENSLAND.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1889-91.
EPA RATE Tenders are invited and will be
 .7 received until Noon of MONDAY, the 1st
October next, for the Conveyance of Her Majesty's
Mails from the 1st January, 1889.
Full particulars of the Services in the various
Districts of Queensland, for which Tenders are
invited, will be furnished, or forwarded, on appli-
cation to the Chief Office of this Department, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the Colony.
These  particulars will also  be found in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  of the 4th day of August,
1888, and in a notice exhibited in front of the
various Post and Telegraph Offices.
The  Gazette  may be seen at any Police Office.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily
be accepted.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 6th August, ISS
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND  FOR SALE.COPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Mapof the Colony,  showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving  Offices,  and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published  in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s . per copy ; and  copies of the
small Map ,  in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
NOTICE.
AT a Special  Sitting in Petty Sessions  held this
1  day,  JANE  LENHfLN, widow of Patrick
Lenihan, deceased ,  late Poundkeeper at.Roma, was
appointed Poundkeeper  for the ensuing twelve
months, in the room  of the said Patrick Lenihan,
deceased.
By Order,
FRED. R. BANBURY,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Police Court,
Roma,  17th August, 1888,
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Post  and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1888.
r I I fE, following SUM taRIEs Of RAINFALL,  taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
1 JUNE, 1888, are published for general information.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1888.
name of Station.
Arama ,c ... ... ...
Latitude
(South).
22° 591
Longitude
(East).
Maximum Fall in 24 hours , No. of TotalRair.
and Date. Days!'ell. l. I Rainfall.
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
I  Miles. I Inches . I  Date.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
145°14' 274
Ayr ... .. ... 19
Ayrshire Downs ... ... 21
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20
Boulia  ... ... ...  22
Bowen ... ... ... 19
Bowen Downs ... ...  22
Burketown ... ... 17
Cairns ... ... ... 16
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20
Carandotta ... ... ... 21
Cardwell ... ... ...  18
Charters Towers ... ... 20
Clermont ... ... ... 22
Cloneurry ... ... ... 20
Coen... ... ... ... 13
Cooktown ... ... ... 15
Cotherstone ... ... ...  22
Creen  Creek .. ... ... 17
Cumberland . ... ... 18
Dagworth,  vid  Winton ... 21
Devoncourt ... ... ... 21
Elderslie ... ...  22
Floraville ... ... 18
Georgetown ... ... ... 18
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17
Gilbert River ... 18
Glen Boughton, Cairns ...
Goode Island ... 10
Goondi, Johnstone River ... 17
Herbert on  ... ... ... 17
lI ewittville ... ... ...  23
Highbury ... ... 16
H u ghenden  ... ... ...  20
Inkerman  ... ... ... 19
Innishowen, Johnstone River 17
Junction Creek ... 18
Kalamia ,  Burdekin River ... 19
Karumba ,  late  Kimberley ... 17
Lammermoor  ... ...  21
Low Island  ... ... ...  16
Lyndhurst ... ... ...  19
McDonnell ... ... ... 11
Mackay ... ... ... 21
Mackinlay 21
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert) ... ... ...
33 147 24 7
59 142 39 318
44 148 35 11
55 139 38 359 C.
59 148 16 on coast
25 145 1 255
48 139 34 22
54 145 44 on coast
27 142 58 242
55 138 42 307 C.
15 146 3 on coast
3 146 18 66
45 • 147 38 129
41 140 33 207 C.
55 143 15 21
28 145 17 on coast
36 148 15 88
53 142 4 83 C.
23 143 28 170
45 142 20 303 C.
16 140 19 236 C.
18 142 27 342
13 139 53 37 C.
0.953 29th 9
0.040 9th & 26th
0.850 25th
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
4.339 438
Nil
Nil
Nil
.. Nil
2 0.080 8
9 2.390 241
22 143 32 166  ... ... ... Nil
32 146  4 4 1.800 26th 10 5.550 5604
7 142 52 136 C. ... ... ... Nil
36 142 11 T.B.
30 146 3 4
24 145 26 40
15 150 51 on coast
23 144 1 95
51 144 9 191
46 147 26 12
54 145 29 R .A. ...
16 144
28 147
27 140
19 144
23 14512  14446-  142
9 149
14 141
Manfred Downs  ... ...  20 15
Manuka  ... ...  21 44
Marlborough ... ... 22 51
Maytown  ... ... ...  15 59
Mein  ... ... ... ...  15 13
Moreton  ... ... ...  12 28
Mount Cornish ... ... 22 34
Musgrave ... ... 14 50
Muttaburra  ... ... ...  22 36
Nebo ... ... ... 21 41
Normanton .. ... 17 39
Oondooroo, North Gregory 22 10
Paterson  ... ... ... 10 47
Pentland  ... ... 20 33
Port Douglas  ... ...  16 30
Proudfoot Lightship ... 10 33
Ravenswood  ...  20 5
Rockhampton ... ...  23 24
St. Helen ' s, Mackay  ...  21 53
St. Lawrence  ... ...  22 20
Telemon  ... ... ... 20 40
The Hollow, Mackay ... 21 11
Thornborough .. ... 16 58
Tooloombab, Connor's Range 22 42
Townsville  ...  ... 19 15
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 40
Winton  ... ... ...  22 23
Woodlands  ... ... ...  23 2
0'210 11th 9 0620 63
0.600 27th 3  0.810 85
0'070 26th  2 0.120 12
Nil
1.650 27th 11 4.510
24 108 ... ... ... Nil
27 3
54 on coast
38 197
Nil
36 off coast 0 .360 27th . 10 1.140
25 125
4551
115
33 25 0  220 14th 6 0570 58
13 1 0.260 17th 9  0.620 63
24 248 C. ... ... ... Nil
141 40 193 C. ... ... ... Nil
143 25 270
149 53 27 0.160 17th 3 0.260 26
144 20 71 0.010 22nd 1 0.010 1
142 47 45 0.200 8th 2 0.300 30
142 34 36 0.120 15th 10 0.480 48
144 34 270
143 35 35 ... ... ... Nil
144 31 273 ... ... ... Nil
]48 44 42 ... ... ... Nil
141 9 38 C. ... ... ... N il
143 12 302
142 25  T.B. 0.210 10th & 14th 9 01710 72
145 25 123 ... ... ... Nil
145 28  on coast 0.150 9th  & 16th  4 0.470 47
141 5 T. B. 0.085 18th 7 0.285 284
146 54 47 ...  ...  Nil
150 30 18 0 .120 26th 6 0.240 24
148 53 4  0-020  20th 2 0.030 $
149 32 7 ... ... ... Nil
143 48 203
149 0 17
144 57 48 0.100 26th 3 0'200 20
149 34 23 0.080 18th 3 0.140 14
146 48  on coast  ... ... ... Nil
146 8 15
143 3 316
150 44 3 0070 25th  2 01100 10Nil
xoTz,--ligurae to which 0 is attsobed refer to the distance from the Gulf of Oarpentarla .  The aeodrapb }oal yoeitioaa0,44 44la4oae  trnz coast have been corrected  f rom the 1*01t information yrosurable,
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE,  1888- continued.
Name of Station.
1
Alice Downs ... ...
Allora ... ... ...
Alpha, Central Railway ...
Arcturus Downs ... ...
Auburn
Banana  ... ... ...
Barcaldine ...
Beaudesert ... ... ...
Beeabah ... ... ...
Beechal, Warrego ... ...
Beenleigh ... ... ...
Biddenham ... ... ...
Bindango, Roma ... ...
Blackall ... ... ...
Blinkbonnie ... ... ...
Bogantungan ... ...
Bollon ... ... ...
Bon Accord, Dalby... ...
Boonara ... ... ...
Braeside, Dalveen ... ...
Latitude Longitude Least 11 Iaximum Pall  in 24 hi urs ,Distance from
No. of Total Tons(South . (Each. and Date.Sea -coast . Days RairFell. Rainfall. Acre.
Miles . Inches . I  Date. Inches.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
26° 30' 146° 52' ... ... ...
28 1 152 1 83 Nil
... ... ... Nil
23 39 146 34 215
... ... Nil
24 4 148 3 Nil
25 58 150 37 137
21 29  150 6 79 I  ... I ... ... Nil
23 33 145 17 287
27 59 153 2 27 "' Nil
26 20 152 5 62
...
27 44 153 15 7
25 48 146 25 315
26 35 148 28 258
24 24 145 26 302
27 45 151 33 104
23 36 147 14 177
28 6 147 29 347
27 33 151 14 115
26 7 152 5 64
28 30 151 51 105
0.280 7th 4 0.580 59
••• .. ... Nil
01100 6th 1 0.100 10
... ... Nil
0.020 8th &  10th  5 0.070 7
••. .. ... Nil
0.100 6th & 18th 2 0.020 2
0.520 6th 3 0640 65
0.480 7th 11 0 810 82
BRISBANE ... ... ... 27 29 153 6 10
Bulgroo Station  rid  Adavale ... ,,,
Bulimba, near Brisbane
0.168 6th 7 0.311 31
... ... ... Nil
(Mrs. Coxen's) ... ... ; 27 28 153 5 7 0'170 6th 6 0.370 .37Bundaberg ... 24 53 152 21 9 0.772 6th 7 1.326 1331
Bunya Mountains ... ... ( ... ... 0.070 8ih 1 0 070 7
Burenda ... ... ... 25 45 146 44 300 ...
... Nil
Bustard Head ... ... 24 2 151 48  on coast  0.220 6th 6 0.330 33
Caboolture ... ... ... 27 6 152 59 7 0.150 7th 7 0.460 46
Oaloundra ... ... ... 26 '49 153 10 on coast 1.500 8th 9 2.750 278
Camboon ... ... ... 25 4 150 23 99 0.070 19th 2 01110 11
Cambooya ... ... ... 27 41 151 53 80 01050 7th 1 0.050 5
Canning l)owns ... ... 28 13 152 7 85 0.020 7th  8th & 9t h 3 0.060 6
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 2 153 29 off  coast 2 .280 8th 16 6.590 666
Cecil Pl, ins  vid  Dalby ... ... 01530 6th 2 0.535 54
Charleville ... ... ... 26 25 146 13 351 Nil
Charlotte Plains, Cunnamulla 27 54 146 5 424 0.160 9tn 1 0.060 6
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 33 153 19  on coast  01920 6th 4 1.520 1534
Condamine Plains ... ... 26 57 150 6 182 01060 6th 1 0.060 6
Connemara, Jundah ... ...
... Nil
Copmanhurst ... ... ... ... 0.020 18th 1 0.020 2
Corona Downs, Mitchell ... ...
Cowley Station, Eulo ... 28 13 144 50 494
Cryna, Beaudesert ... ... 27 59 153 1 28
Cunnamulla ... ... ... 28 5 145  38 453 0.030  9th 1 0.030 3
Curriwillinghi ... ... ... ..
Dalby ... ... ... 27 32 151 15 110 0100 6th 1 0.100 10
I)alveen ... .. ... 28 35 152 1 96
Drysdale Ponds, Jondaryan ...
Duaringa ... ... . 23 36 149 41 80 0.090 19th 1 0.090 9
Durham Downs, Cooper's
Creek
Dynevor Downs, Eulo ... 28 5 144 18 515
Dulacca ... ... ... 26 35 149 38
Emerald ... ... ... 23 8 148 5 124
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 57 13 01100 7th 4 0.250 25
Esk ... ... ... ... 27 15 152 26 39 0.040 (II 7th 2 0.060 6
Eton Vale, Camb,,oya ... 27 41 151 57 76 ... ... ... Nil
Eulo ... ... 28 10 144 59 485 ... ... ... Nil
Fassifern 27 57 152 38 49 0.030 19th 2 0.050 5
Fernmount, Albion (Mr. Las-
cell's ) 01150 6th  6 0.390 39
Forest Vale, near Mitchell 26 0 147 47 257
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 46 152 24 54
Gayndah ... ... ...
Gladstone ... ... ...
Glenearn ,  Surat ... ...
Glengallan  Station  ... ...
Gold Creek Reservoir ...
Goodna ... ... ...
Goomburra ... ..
Goondihjndi ... ...
Gowrie, Darling Downs
Gympie ... ... ...
Hawkwood ... ... ...
Helidon ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ... ...
Inglewood ... ... ...
Inskip Point ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Isisford ... ... ...
Jimbour ... ... ...
Juandah ... ... ...
Kilkivan ... ... ...
Leyburn ... ... ...
25 38 151 37 70 ... ... ... N il
23 52 151 17  on coast  0.130 6th 2 0.170 17
27 15 149 0 249
28 5 152 5 82
27 28 152 54 16 0.310 7th 7  0.486 49
27 37 152 56 22 0.030 7th 2 0050 5
28 1 152 9 77 0.060 6th 1 0.060 6
28 33 150 21 186 0 .210 7t11 -,2  0.220 22
27 29 151 50 79 b'030 8th 1 0.030 3
26 12 152 38 28 0.230 16th it  0.960 97
25 47 150 50 117 ... :.. Nil
27 33 152 8 60 ... ... Nil
... ...
28 25 151 7 141 0.030 18th 1 0.030 3
25 48 153 4 off coast 0.590 6th 13  4.320 436
27 37 152 47 29 0.110 19th 4 0.175 174
24 14  144 22  357 ... I ... ... Nil
26 59 151 12 114
26 10 149 57 175 0'330 6th 2  0.350 35
26 6 152 13 62 0.270 7th 6 0.740 75
28 1 151 37 104 0.015 16th 1 0.015 if
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURIN G  THE MONTH OF JUNE ,  1888-continued.
Name  of Station.
X over 74
Miles.
Latitude
(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distanoefrom)
Sea-coast.
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches. I Date.
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total  Tons per
Rainfall . I Acre.
Inches.
EXTRA  TROPICAL - continued.
Lowood  (Mr. J .  F. Smith ' s) 27° 25' 152° 34 '  32 0.045 6th 3 01080 8
Lytton  ... ... ...  27 25 153 11 on coast 0 .350 6th 7 0.960 97
Marburg  ... ... ...  27 36 152 38 ...
Maryborough  ... ...  25 33 152 43 12 0'230 26th 6 01)40 65
Maryland  ... ... ...  28 33 152 2 94
Miles  ... ... ...  26 39 150 7 182 0.990 6th 1 0.990 100
Millaquin Refinery ... ... 24 52 152 20 9
Minerva Downs  ... ...  23 48 148 17 135 •
Mitchell  ... ... ...  26 30 147 58 320 ... ... ... Nil
Mooloolah  ... ... ... ... ... ...  0.310 8th 10 1.040 105
Morven  ... ... ...  26 25 147 5 307  ... ... ...  Nil
Mount Abundance ,  Roma  ...  26 39 148 38 253
Mount Hutton ,  Roma  ...  25 48 148 13 205
Mount Morris  ...  25 40 145 38 340
Mount Perry  ... ...  25 13 151 41 51
Mount Playfair  ... ...  25 4 147 2 250 ... ... Nil
Mundoolun  ... ... ...  27 54 153 9 17 0150 11th 5 0.370 37
Murweh ... ... ... 26 57 145 58 495 ... ... ... Nil
Nanango  ... ... ...  26 41 152 1 68 0.050 8th 2 01080 8
Nerang  ... ... ...  27 58 153 23 5 0.250 6th 6 0.750 76
Orion Downs  ... ...  24 14 148 17 155 ... ... ... Nil
Pine River North  ... ...  27 16 152 59 7 0.200 6th 6 0.550 551
Pittsworth  ... ...  27 42 151 38 94 0.500 6th 1 0'500 501
Redbank Plains  ... ... ... ... ...  0.070 6th 6 0 .165 161
Redcliffe ...  ... ...  27 14 153 8 on coast 0.390 8th 5 0.770 78
Riverston  ... ... ...  24 6 150 56 30
Roma  ... ...  26 36 148 42 247
St. George  ... ... ...  28 4 148 33 282 0 1120 6th 2 0.140 14
St. Helena  ... ... ...  27 25 153 15 off coast 1 .003 7th 7 2 .317 234
Sandgate ... ... ... 27 20 153 5 on coast 0.210 6th 8 0.735 741
Sandy Cape  ... ... ...  24 41 153 16 on coast 0 .860 7th 9 3.140 317
Southport  ... ... ..  27 57 153 27 on coast 0.760 7th 5 1.500 1511
Springsure  ... ... ...  24 3 148 3 153 ... ... Nil
Stantho rpe  ...  ... 28 37 151 58 97 0.046 11th 3 0.074  7f
Strath-Ellbess ,  near Warwick ...
Surat  ... ... ...  27 11 149 2 247 0 .020 6th 1 0.020 2
Talgai East... ... ... 28 1 151 49 94
Tambo  ... ... ...  24 51 146 14 285  ... ... ... i NilTambourine Mountain  ... ... ... ...
Taroom  ... ... ...  25 38 149 45 153 01030 6th 1 0.030 3
Texas  ... ...  28 51 151 12 137 ... ... ... Nil
Thargomindah  ... ...  27 58 143 43 539  ... ... ...  Nil
Toowoomba ... ... ...  27 34 151 58 71 01100 6th 2 0.130 ] 3
Wallangarra  ... ...  28 54 151 59 90  ... ...  Nil
Waroonga ,  Mitchell  ...  26 23 148 5 261 ... ... ... Nil
Warra  ... ... ...  26 59 150 58 130
Warwick  ... ... ...  28 12 152 4 85 0.010 6th 7th & 8th 8 0.030 3
Welford Lagoon  ... ...  25 6 143 26 436 ... ... Nil
We lltown  ... ... ...  28 4 149 54 212 0 .210 6th 2 0.250 25
Weribone ,  Surat  ... ...  27 23 148 52 256 0 .080 6th 1 0 1)80 8
Westland ,  Aramac  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  Nil
Westwood  ...  .  ...  29 37 150 8 43 0.070 19th 1 0.070 7
Whyenbah ,  near  St. George 28 24 148 19 303 0 .370 6th 1 0.370 37
Windorah  ... ... ...  25 26 142 36 490
Woodford  .. ... ...  26 56 152 47 18 0 .220 8th 5 0.590 60
Woody Island  ... ...  25 17 152 58 off coast 0 .540 26th 9 2.360 238
Yandilla ... ... ... ... ... 0.385 6th 1 0.385 381
Yengarie ,  Maryborough  ...  25 32  15i'34  24 0.130 7th & 26th 8 0.600 61
Yuelba  ... ... ...  26 43 149 24 226 01040 7th 1 0.040 4
CLEMENT L .  WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
NOTICE.
T HE following Goods, overtime in Government Bond at Gladstone , will be  Sold there ,  by PublicAuction ,  on WEDNESDAY ,  26th September ,  1883 ,  under  the 113th  clause of  "The Customs Act
of  1873." ,
! I
Date Warehoused .  Bond Mark .  I Goods.
1885.
16 May ...
Vessel .  By Whom Warehoused.
3 packages tobacco Queensland ... S. W. Evans
H.M. Customs,  T. M. KING,
Brisbane, 20th August ,  1888 .  Collector of Customs.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
REAL PROPERTY ACTS  OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
1 ! Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased Date of Name
Proprietor .  Death .  of Claimant.
1885.
Meyer Brodziak ,  late 6 Aug.
of Darlinghurst road.
Sydney ,  in the Colony
of New South Wales
1879.
George Allan ,  late of 23 May
Geelong .  in the Colony
of Victoria, bank
manager
1897.
David Bowen ,  late of 27 May
Brisbane ,  labourer
Ditto  ... ...  27 May
1876.
Sarah Elsom ,  late of 1 June
Goondiwindi, widow
1885.
Thomas Tilley, late of 21 May
Chiverton, near War-
wick ,  grazier
1883.
Patrick Michael Martin, 18 Dec.
formerly of Rock-
hampton ,  but late of
Woollahra, in the
Colony of New South
Wales ,  grazier 1888.
William Holliday, late 15 June
of Sherwood, Logan
River ,  farmer
1884.
Daniel Williams ,  late of 9 May
Sussex ,  in England
Moses Adsett ,  late of
Milton ,  near Brisbane,
freeholder
James  Bradby Atkins,
late of Womblebank
Station,  grazier
Ann Seddon ,  late wife
of William Seddon, of
Brisbane
Spencer  Frederick
Walker ,  late of
Townsville ,  commis-
sion agent
1873.
10 Feb.
1882.
3 April
Adolphus  Meyer Brod-
ziak, Mark Brodziak,
Lewis Bro dziak, and
Albert  Brodziak, all
of Sydney  aforesaid
Margaret Millie Allan,
Elizabeth Ralph
Allan, and Helen
Annie  Allan ,  of New-
castle , in the Colony
of New South Wales,
spinsters
Margaret Bowen, of
Brisbane, widow
Margaret  Bowen, Cath-
erine Bowen,  Adelaide
Bowen ,  and Eliza
Bowen ,  spinsters ;
David Gri ffith Bowen,
William Griffith Bowen,
and Rowland Griffith
Bowen ;  allot Bri sbane
John Thomas Elsom,
of Goondiwindi,
fruiterer
Harriette  Tilley, of
Chiverton  aforesaid,
widow
Desc ri ption
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
An undivided moiety in all ot- Fee-simple
ment 7 of section 15,  town of
Townsvi lle
Subdivisions 3 and 4 of section 3 Pee -simple
of western suburban allotment
86, parish of South Brisbane
Subdivision 2 of allotment  306, Life estate
parish of North Brisbane
Subdivision  2 of allotment 305, Fee-simple
parish  of North Brisbane  in remain-
der
Allotment 5 of section 6, town Fee -simple
of Goondiwindi
Portions 1 to 14,  168, 488A. 230A,
490A,  and 12A,  and selection
169, parish  of South Toolburra,
and portions 229, 230 ,  240, 268,
259, 473 to 478, 488,  and 489,
Fee-simple
parish of Warwick
William Andrew Martin , I  Subdivisions 4 and  5 of portion
of Cloncurry ,  grazier 145, parish of Rockhampton
Thomas Holliday, of
Barr 's Scrub, near
Beenleigh ,  farmer,
and Wilson Holliday,
of Beenleigh, clerk
William Forrest, of
Brisbane ,  and Peter
MacPherson ,  of Bris-
bane ,  solicitor
William Boys ,  of Bris-
bane ,  coal merchant
Marion Atkins, of
Boma, widow
23 Feb .  William Bowden Frank-
lin, of Fortitude
Valley, bootmaker,
and David Hay
Mcleod  ,  of Brisbane,
1887.  baker
6 Jan .  Anne Walker ,  of Towns-
ville, widow
Fee-simple
Portion 23  and subdivision 2 of Fee -simple
portion 22,  parish of Boyd
Portion 10,  parish of Taromeo  ...  Fee-simple
Portion 183,  subdivision B of por- Fee-simple
tion 178,  and an unnumbered
po rt ion of 3 roods 36 perches,
parish of Enoggera
All otment 1 of section 4, allot -  Fee-simple
ment 4 of section 39A, and
allotment 10 of section 45,
town of Roma
Subdivision 138 of eastern subur •  Fee-simple
ban allotment 56, pari sh of
No rt h Brisbane
All otments 1 to 8, 13,146 15,17,18,
19, and 20 of section 21, allot-
ment 8 of section 57, allotment
17 of section 29, allotments 5,
6, 7, and 8 of section 68, and
allotments 3 and 4 of section
61, subdivision A of allotment
1 of section  37A;  subdivisions
12, 20, and 23 of all otment 5 of
section  Si,  town of Townsvill e ;
subdivision 1 of section 2 of
subdivision 2 of portion 38,
and subdivisions 11, 12, and 13
of section 10 of subdivision 1
of portion lA, parish of Coo-
nambelah ;  all otments 1 and 2
of section 12, town of Argen-
tine ; allotments 1 and 2 of
section 6 .  town of Cunning-
ham ; subdivisions I to 10 of
section 16 of re -subdivision 1
of subdivision E of portion 65 ;
subdivisions 11 to 14 of section
18 of subdivision 1 of port ion
201,  subdivis'ons  1 to 10 of
section 19 of subdivision 1 of
portion 201 ,  and subdivision
1 of  section -20  of subdivision 3
of portion 201, parish of Stua rt ;
subdivision 1 of section 6 of
po rt ion 374,  parish of Jarvis-
field  ;  subdivision 7 of section 2
of portion 197 and subdivisions
11 to 14 of section 14 of por-
tion 197, parish of Marathon ;
subdivisions 5, 6, 14,  and 15 of
section 10 of re-subdivision 1
of subdivision 19B of portion
19, parish of Cloncurry ; and
subdivisions 3 and 4 of section
6 of suburban portion 9,
parish of Hughenden
Fee-simple
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1888.
Will  dated  1 Novem- 9 Oct.
ber, 1882, and
Codicil thereto
dated 23 July,
1885
Will dated  21 July ,  25 Sept
1869
Will dated 2 May, 25 Sept.
1887
Will dated 2 May, 25 Sept.
1887
As Heir -at-law  ...  9 Oct.
Will dated 20 May, 2 Oct.
1885
Will dated 4 Jan- 9 Oct.
nary, IBM; and
Codicil thereto
dated 16 May,
1883
Will dated  28 July, 2 Oct.
1888
Will dated 22  Oc- 2 Oct.
tober, 1880
Will dated 19 De- 25 Sept.
cember, 1872
Will  dated 17 Jan- 2 Oct.
nary, 1870
Will dated  12 Do  Is Sept.
cember, 1879
Will dated  13 Sep- 9 Oct.
tember, 1881
RHO. MYLN.E,
Registrar of Titles '  Office,  Registrar of Titles,
Brisbane,  25th August, 1888,
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REAL  PIIOPERI 'Y TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARN otice, that applications have been made to brine the Lands described below tinter the
provisions of  "The  Real Property  Acts of  1861 and  1S77." Any person  desiring  to (III-ose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said  Acts,  on or before the aa3 ran 1 d.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
36 perches ,  being allotment 18 of section 33, and 36
perches, being allotment 19 of section 33, parish of
North  Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane
1 acre 2 roods 14 perches, being suburban allotment 5
of section 1, town of Warwick
41 acres,  be ing portion 171 ,  and 58 acres ,  being portion
182, parish of Enoggera
1 rood 11-&  perches, being subdivisions 24, 25, and 26
of western suburban all otment 2, parish of Enoggera
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th August, 1888.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1888.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the management of that Insti.
tutioa.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 18TH DAY or
AUGUST, 1888.
Number of  Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 460
Number  since  admitted  ... ... ...  6
Number returned from leave  ... ... 11
Number discharged 2
Number died .. ... ...  2
N umber absent on leave  ... ...  6
Number remaining  at date hereof ... 468
Admissions  during  the week :
Knud  Hansan, 45 ,  labourer, from Bundaberg
Hospital  ;  has been unable  to work during the last two
years.
George Douchetz, 49, labourer, from Rockhampton
Hospital  ;  last  employed by Mr. Murphy, on the Mary-
borough Railway.
Alexander  Henry, 40,  miner, from  Townsville
Hospital  ;  last employed  by the Alexander  Hill Mining
Company ,  Charters Towers.
Indersen Swensen, 45, miner ,  from Townsville
Hospital  ;  has been unable  to work during the  last two
years.
John Smith ,  61, labourer ,  from Toowoomba Hospital ;
last employed  by Mr.  Sinclair , Welltown, Goondiwindi.
John Sauer ,  67, miner ,  from Clermont Hospital ; has
been mining on his own account  for the  last few years
in the Peak  Downs District.
Diecharged during the week :
Thomas Hughes ,  56, seaman  ;  admitted 10th February,
1885.
Edward Thomas ,  42, labourer  ;  admitted 24th Nov-
ember, 1887.
Deaths during  the week :
Elias Watkins, 65; admitted 11th October, 1887.
Jane Richards ,  75; admitted 2nd September, 1881.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM EDWIN HILLIER, a
Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination, having
removed from  Tambo, in the Registry District of
Tambo, to Blackall, in the Registry District of
Blackall,  has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance  with the provisions  of " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may  be Lodged.
John Petrie ... ... ... 25 September, 1888.
Mary Taylor, wife of Henry 26 November, 1888.
Taylor
William  Boys  ... ... ...  25 September, 1888.
James Stockdale ... ... 25 September, 1888.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the Eighth day of September  next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  -The Real Property Act of  1861,"  to issue, in
the name of Moses  Adsett ,  a provisional Deed of
Grant, No. 4385, for an unnumbered portion of 3
roods 36 perches, in the parish  of Enoggera, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 6, folio 198, the original Deed of Grant
having been  lost , mislaid, or  destroyed beyond
477
recovery.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th August, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
N after the Ninth  day of October next ,  in con-
formity with  the 117th  section of  "  The Real Pro-
perty Act of  1861 ,"  to issue ,  in the name of Sarah
Elsom ,  a provisional Certificate of Title, No. 27583,
for 2 roods ,  being allotment 5 of section 5, town of
Goondiwindi ,  and more particularly described in
Register  Book,  volume 194, folio 79, the original
Certificate of Title having been lost or mislaid by
Rachel Elizabeth Bailey.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
9
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Eighth day of September next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  " The Real Property Act of  1861,"  to issue, in
the name of Ann Seddon, a provisional Certificate
of Title, No. 47006, for 16 perches, being subdi-
vision 138 of eastern  suburban  allotment 56, parish
of North Brisbane, and more particularly described
in Register Book, volume 314, folio 248, the original
Certificate of Title having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
j IS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with the
11 advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to direct that a Competitive Examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held  at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock  a.m. on the  29th Novem-
ber next.
For Subjects  of Examination ,  see  Government
Gazette  of the 18th August, 1888.
JOHN DONALDSON,
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.HIS Excellency the Deputy-Governor, with
the advice of the Executive  Council, has
been pleased to direct that Examinations for
Scholarships  to Grammar  Schools be held on the
18th and 19th  December next.
For conditions ,  see  Government Gazette  of the
18th August, 1888.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW RESIDENCE FOR TEACHER, STATE
SCHOOL, TAMBO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Tambo and Rockhamp-
ton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September, from persons willing to contract for
New Residence for Teacher, State School, Tambo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New Resi-dence for Teacher, State School, Tambo.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Tambo and Rock-
hampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th  August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL ,  CHARLE-
VILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Charleville ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 7th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
State School, Charleville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  for Additions
to State School ,  Charleville."
Plan , Specification,  and form of Tender ma be
seep, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Ofce,
and at the Court House ,  Charleville.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque ,  with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  16th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL,  BEENLEIGH.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and atthe Court  House, Beenleigh ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions
to Teacher 's Residence ,  State School ,  Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher 's Residence ,  State School, Beenleigh."
Plan,  S ecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  any further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.The amount of preliminary deposit to be nclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender, is
£5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, INDOO-
ROOPILLY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
September ,  from persons willing to contract for
New State School Buildings, Indooroopilly.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School Buildings, Indooroopilly."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may
be seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed,
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £15.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888,
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, GATES, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
KALKIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st August, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing ,  Gates,
&c., State School, Kalkie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
Gates , 4 c., State  School, Kalkie."
Plan ,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, CHINCHILLA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court  Houses , Chinchilla and Dalby,
until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31stAugust,
from persons willing to contract for Kitchen and
Covered Way, State school, Chinchilla.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State School, Chinchilla."
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Chinchilla and
Dalby.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th August, 1888.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO SCHOOL, KITCHEN, &c., STATE
SCHOOL , WATERFORD.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the State School ,  Waterford ,  until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 31st August, 1888,
fr om persons willing to contract for Additions to
School,  K itchen , &c., State School ,  Waterford.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for additions to
School, Kitchen, 4-c., State Sehooi, Waterford."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this office,
and at the State School, Waterford.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by  ank draft or bank cheque, with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
O rICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
N apply during the present Session of Parlia-
ment for a Bill to confer upon the Company
known as The Queensland Permanent Trustee,
Executor, and Finance  Agency  Company, Limited,
power to enable the said Company to act as Agents
under Powers of Attorney,  and as  Executors,
Administrators, Trustees, Receivers, and Com-
mittees of the Estates of Lunatic Persons, and to
carry out all other objects of the said Company.
Dated this eighth day of August, 1888.
WILLIAM JOHN BROWN,
1675
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Ccmpany.
5s.
IN THE  WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. 1 of  1-988.
In the Matter of  " The Companies d et,  1863
and in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies
Act  of 1886," and in the Matter of The
Big Wonder Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for
Winding-up of the abovenamed Company
by the Warden's Court at Charters Towers was,
on the fourteenth day of August, 1888, presented
to the Warden's Court at Charters Towers, by
Wright, Heaton, and Company, Limited, of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, forwarding
agents,  a creditor of the said Company, and that
the said Petition will come on for hearing before
His Worship Adam Cuppage Haldane, Esquire,
Warden, on the Seventh day of September, 1888,
and any creditor or contributory of the said
Company desirous to oppose the making of an order
for the winding-up of the said Company, under the
abovenamed Acts, should appear at the time of
hearing, by himself or his counsel, for that purpose,
and a copy of the Petition will be furnished to any
creditor or contributory of the said Company
requiring the same, by the undersigned, on payment
of the regulated charge for the same.
Dated this sixteenth day of August, 1888.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
1693
Petitioner' s Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
8s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT  CHARTERS  TOWERS.
No. 2 of  1888.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Mattter of  " The Mining Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The Mill-
chester Extended Gold-Mining Company,
Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for
.L Winding-up of the abovenamed Company by
the Warden's Court at Charters Towers was, on the
fourteenth day of August, 1888, presented to the
Warden's Court at Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, by Wright, Heaton, and Company,
Limited, a creditor of the said Comppany, and that
the said Petition will come on for hearing before
His Worship Adam Cuppage Haldane, Esquire,
Warden, on the Seventh day of September, 1888,
and any creditor or contributory of the said Com-
pany desirous to oppose the making of an order for
the Winding-up of the said Company, under the
abovenamed Acts, should appear at the time of
hearing , by himself or his counsel, for that purpose,
and a  copy of the Petition will be furnished to any
creditor or contributory of the said Company re-
quiring the same, by the undersigned, on payment
of the regulated charge for the same.
Dated the sixteenth day of August, 1888.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
1692
RAWBELLE DIVISIONAL BOARD.
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
8s. 6d.
S
TATEMENT of RECEIPTs and EXPENDITURE of the RAWBELLE DITISIONAL BOARD, from the 1sT
JANUARY to 30TH JUNE,  1888, published in terms of  " The Divisional Boards  Act of  1879."
1888.
let January-
REc$IPTS.
To Balance  at Fixed Deposit
„ Government  Endowment
„ Cash from  Perry  Board  and Bundaberg
„ Interest  on Fixed Deposit ... ...
£ s. d.
166 10 3
760 9 0
50 0 0
3 6 9
1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
1st January-  £ s. d.
By Balance due Q.N. Bank ... ... 17 10 8
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 37 10 0
Auditors ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... 6 8 0
Chairman' s Expenses  ... ... ... 20 0 0
Stamps, 5s. 9d. ; Books , £ 6 9s. 2d. ... 6 14 11
„ Repairs to Roads-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £159 6 5
., No.2 ... 15 0 0
„ No.3 ... Nil
174 6 5
30th June-
By Balance ... ... ... ... ... 711 10 0
£980 6 0
30th June -To Balance ...  271110s.
GEO. P. ELLIOT, Chairman.
JNO. CONNOLLY, Clerk.
We hereby certify that  we have examined the Books and Vouchers ,  and find this Statement to be
correct.
Gayndah, 16th August, 1888.
1699 '
£980 6 0
WM. HUMPHRY, Auditors.ANDW. McCRACKEN,
18x.
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MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.
To the Owners of the Lands within the above Municipality which are particularised in the Schedule
below written.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Lands mentioned in the Schedule hereunder written ,  and of which
the names or addresses of the owners are not known to the Council of the above Municipality,
have been assessed at the annual value set opposite to the particulars of such lands respectively in the
said Schedule .  If you or any of you intend appealing against such valuation ,  notice of such your
intention must be given in writing, addressed to the Town Clerk ,  Council  ("hambers, Rockhampton,
within one month after service of this notice ,  and not less than seven days before the sitting of the
Court appointed to hear such appeals.
Dated this seventh day of August ,  A D. 1888.
THE  SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED To.
No. in
Rate
Book.
46 847 968 1 8
69 ... 3,4 9,10
71 ... ... 9,10
115 ... 3
131 ... 1 2
181 ... 9
186 ... 6 9
206 ... 7,9,10 14,15
210 ... 13, 14,  15, 16 14, 15
286 ... ... 1 •303 ... 8,9,10
430 8 15
431
... 16,17
575 A 6
662 9
666 ... ... 1
669 ... 3
699 ... 9B 1,2
727 ... 11 4
754 ... 1,2,3 2,3
799 ... 1
812 ... 26 ..•
859 ... ...
897 ...
902 ... 7 to 22 ...
905 ... 2.5 to 29 ...
956 ... 2
975 ... 12,13 C
1002 ... ...
1015
1036 12, 13
63 ... 6 5
64 ... 7 5
105 ... .. 2
570 ... 12,13 3 to 9
767 ... 3 ...
769 ... 4 ...
823 ... 40 ...
860 ... 40
891 ... 7 2
910 ... 6 j
1021 ... 5 •••
1272 ... 64 ...
1274 67 ...
1277 5 68 ...
1278 • . . 69
1284 73 ...
118.5 ...
1196 ... 6 ...1199 ... ...
1200 ... ... ...
1201 ...
1292 ... 12,15 16 ...
1065 ... 37
1070 ... 42 ...1010 ... 10 ...
1090 ... 1
1095 .. 2
1107 4 2 ...
1129 ... 4 ...
1259 ... 27
1260
1267
...
...
57 ...
1295 ... 11
Description of Land.
Re-subdivision .  Subdivision .  Allotment. Section.
Leichhardt Ward.
WM. DAVIS,
Town Clerk.
Portion.
At two -thirds
of the
Annual
Letting Value
of-
At 8 per cent.
on the
Capital Value
of-
2 a. £  S.
150 0
150 0150 0
50 0
50 0
250 0
50 0
200 0
50 0
225 0
300 0
100 0
700 0
500 0
39 0
24 0
300 0
301) 0
200 0
25 0
25 0
200 0
124A ... 300 0
19,20 ... 25 0
29 ... 300 0
57 500 0
59 250 0
59 .. 100 0
69 ... 100 0
Annual
Value
Assessed.
12 0
12 0
12 0
4 0
4 0
20 0
4 0
16 0
4 0
18 0
24 0
8 0
56 0
40 0
26 0
16 0
24 0
24 0
16 0
2 0
2 0
16 0
24 0
2 0
24 0
40 0
20 0
8 0
8 0
110,111 ::  3710 3 0
124, 125 500 0 40 0131
1 269,272 I ... 100 0 18 0
Archer Ward.
237 ...
238 ...
239
12 ...
143 ...
143 ...
144 ...
106107 ...
108
138 ...
5 ...
5 ...
5 ...
12 ...
142 150 0 12 0
5 ... 50 0 4 0
5 ... 50 0 4 0
5 40 0 3 0
5 ... 200 0 16 0
5 ... 50 0 4 0
215 ... 100 0 8 0
236 ... 1000 80
250 0 20 0
200 0 16 0
200 0 16 0
75 0 6 0
50 0 4 0
50 0 4 0
50 0 4 0300 0 24 050 0 4 0
40 0 3 0
100 0 8 0
50 0 4 0
50 0 4 0
50 0 4 0
40 0 3 0
0 4 0
0 4 0
0 40 0
0 10 0
0 6 0
0 20 0
0 24 0
0 16 0
0 8 0
0 16 0
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MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON -continued.
THE  SCHEDULE-continued.
At tw o-thirdsDesc ri ption of Land. f the At 8 per  cent AnnualNo. in o l on the lueVRate
Book
Annua
Letting Value capital valueof-
a
Assessed.
.
Re-subdivision. Subdivision. Allotment. section. Portion. Of-
I 2 s. £ 8. £ s.
Fitzroy Ward.
46 7, 8 6 64 ... ... 300
'
0 24 0
196 1 70 ... 1,000 0 80 0...
275 11,12 819,10 73 ... 50 0 4 0
454 14  25g 50
7
0 4 0
482 1  104 ... 13 0 9 0
571  5 107 ... ... 400 0 32 0
640 1 110 ,.. 100 0 8 0
706  8 5  5 114A 10 0
,
7 0
799 2,3 1,2 49 ... 1060 8 0
800 4,5,15,16 1,2 ... 49 ... 200 0 16 0
881  10 1  ... 50 ... 25 0 2 0882 9 1 50 25 0 2 0...2 210902  1 52 ... 60 0 4 0, 1 ...
904 4  %19  ... 52 ... 25 0 2 0
910  ... 7  ... 52 ... 50 0 4 0
916  ... 16  ... 52 ... 50 0 4 0
938  ... 30, 81,82 54 x,00 0 8 0
939  7 55 ... 25 0 2 0
954  2  25 55 ... 25 0 2 0
95  29 55 50 0 4 0976  .,.
'
75
...
... 25 0 2 0
14 11032 13, 81 ... 25 0 2 0
1106 150A 300 0 24 0
1114  2 159 50 0 4 0
1019 3 86 ,.. 25 0 2 0
1157 259 ... 100 0 8 0
1009 6 86 25 0 2 0
4 101 ... 40 0 3 0
5, 6 216 50 0 4 0
18 216 ... 40 0 3 0
1652 85s.
SHIRE  OF TOOWONG.STATEMENT of RECEirr$  and EXPENDITURE of the SHIRE COUNCIL of ToowoNG for the HALF-
YEAR ended the 30TH JUNE , 1889.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
30th June-
To Government Endowment on Rates,
1st Moiety ...
„ Rates  received ... ... ... ...
Sundry Receipts ...
Bank of  Australasia  (Overdraft) ...
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s d. 1st January-  £ s. d.
By Bank of Australasia  ... ... ...  424 10 0
1,246 5 6 30th June-
21 18 6  „ Works  and Repairs  ... ... ... 709 11 0
17 15 11 „  Pumping Plant  ... ... ...  2 6 3
120 0 9 „ Office Account ... ... ... ... 1 0 6
„ Tools and Plant  ... ... ...  20 6 0
„ Pound Yards ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Contingencies-
Salaries  ... ... ... ... 129 0 0
Advertising ... ... ... ... 9 16 6
Printing ... ... ... ... 10 12 6
Stationery ... ... ... ... 6 5 9
General Expenses ... ... ... 32 13 6
Election  E x nses 15 7 9
Interest on Overdraft  ... ... 1 11 11
Valuation Account  ... ... ...  33 0 0
£1,406 0 8 r
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIL$ILITIES .  ASSETS.
1888. 1888.
30th June-- £ s  d.  30th June-
To Bank of Australia,Toowong  (Overdraft)  120 0 9 By Shire Council Office,  Land ,  and Office
£1,406 0 8
£ s d.
„ Salauce  ... ... ... ... ...  490 2 4  Furniture  ... ...  ... ... 279 2 8
„ Pumping Plant ... ... ... 159 14 5
„ General Rates  ... 171 6 0
£610 3 1 £610 3 1
DAVID SERVICE, Acting Shire Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Shire Council of Toowong, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Slurs Council 0000,
J. G. CRIBB, Auditors.
,
Toowong, 7th August, 1888.
W. H. ROBBER
Allowed by the Council this fifteenth day of August, 1888.
GEO. KEBBLE, Chairman.
1666 28s.
162
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MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the  MUNICIPAL  COUNCIL  of ROCKHAMPTON forthe HALF- YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 3,131 9 0
To Balance, 31st December,
1887, A.J.S. Bank, Loan
Account .. ...
Balance ,  Special Loan Rate
Account ... ...
Balance, Cash in hand ... ...
General Rates-
Archer Ward ... ... 511 3 11
Fitzroy Ward .. ... 207 11 6
Leichhardt Ward ... 127 16 0
of
Special Loan Rates ...
Carriers '  Licenses ...
River Frontage Account,
Wharfage Dues ...
Miscellaneous Receipts ...
Asphalt Pavement Ac-
count ... ...
Market Reserve Rents ...
Town Common Fees ...
Endowment Account, 2nd
Moiety ,  1887 ...
Charges Account...
Broken Metal  Account .
Baths Account ,  Rents ...
Sanitary Account ...
Leichhardt Ward-Fees,
Victoria Park ... ...
Lighting Rate Account ...
A.J.S. Bank ,  Balance 30th
June, 1888 ... ...
„
„
„
if
,,
By A.J.S. Bank, Balance, De-
cember, 1887 ... ...
3,419 14 9 „ Loan Account-
Paid Account Redemption
1,044 19 4 1880 ... ... ... 152 12 0
0 17 0 Paid Account Redemption
1884 ... ... ... 323 19 1
Paid Account Redemption
1885 ... ... ... 51 4 6
Paid Account Redemption
846 11 5 1887 ... ... ... 37 12 1
221 18 4 565 7 8
212 10 0 „ Archer Ward-Day Men
and Sundries ... ... ... 1,204 15 7
2,279 13 5 „ Fitzroy Ward-Day Men
189 8 6 and Sundries ... ... 906 17 9
Leichhardt Ward - Day
46 5 0 Men and  Sundries  ... ... 552 17 1
1,193 0 9 „ River Frontage Account-
131 19 3 Day  Men and  Sundries ... 162 8 5
Asphalt Pavement Account ... 78 12 0
2,688 17 2 „ Market Reserve('ommission ... 8 6 3
29 14 0 „ Town Common  Salaries , &c. ... 82 7 0
225 8 6 „ Drainage  Account... ... ... 2,734 3 2
54 12 0 „  Salaries  Account ... ... ... 1,064 14 8
197 11 9 „ Tree Planting Account ... ... 50 0 0
Charges Account ... ... ... 1,081 10 3
39 0 0 „ Lighting Account... ... ... 535 2 2
122 14 9 „ Interest Account-
Loan Account ... ... 1,069 14 6
4,294 13 9 A.J.S. Bank ... ... 22 0 0
Special Loan Account ... 986 16 4
Special Loan Rate Account 233 17 8
1,091 14 6
Elections Account ... ... 4 12 0
Sanitary Account ... ... 322 19 8
Stables Account ... ... ... 187 15 6
Stone Breaker Account ... ... 578 0 6
Water Supply Account ... ... 39 5 0
FitzroyWard Rates Account ... 17 5 7
Fitzroy Bridge Account ... ... 1,618 11 11
Balance A.J.S. Bank-
1,220 14 0
£17,239 9 8 £17,239 9 8
Examined and allowed by us this third day of August, 1888.
GEORGE CHURCH, Auditors.
WM. BURTON,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this ninth clay of August, 1888
Wx. DAVIS, Town Clerk. SIDNEY WILLIAMS, Mayor.
WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNT.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of ROCKHAMPTON for the
HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.
£ s. d. £
R lT A B 31 tid B kR B A J S
s. d. £ s. d.
a anceo evenue ccount- an , sates , &c., pa ... 3,324 6 5 y . . .
„ Government Loan Account ... ... 10,000 0 0 December, 1887 ... 11,442 2 2
A.J.S. Bank,  Balance  30th June, 1888 753 14 7 „ Loan Account-
Redemption 1880-82 ... 165 0 8
Redemption 1886 ... 70 0 0
235 0 8
„
Interest Account, Loan Ac-
count ... 835 0 0
Interest, A.J.S. Bank ... ... 301 14 6
Charges Account, Day Men
and Sundries ... ... ... 732 11 5
Construction Account ... ... 226 12 3
Salaries Account ... ... ... 305 0 0
£14,078 1 0 £14,078 1 0
Examined and allowed by us this third day of August, 1888.
GEORGE CHURCH,
} Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this ninth day of August, 1888.
Wx. DAVIS, Town Clerk. SIDNEY WILLIAMS, Mayor.
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MUNICIPALITY  OF  ROCKHAMPTON - continued.
STATEMENT Of RATES MADE, CONTRACTS ENTERRD INTO ,  and ASSETS and LIABILITIES Of the MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL Of ROC K HAMPTON for the HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£  s.d. £ a.d.
To Government  Loan Account-
1880  ... ... ...  24,894 19 10
1884  ... ... ...  6,696 4 0
1885  ... ... ... 5,814 18 0
1887  ... ... ... 4,962 7 11
42,368 9
„ A.J.S. Bank ,  Balance ... ...  4,294'13
„ Balance  ... .... ... 47,540 18
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Uncollected  General Rates-
Archer Ward ... ...  1,552 6 2
Fitzroy Ward  .. ...  1,140 7 9
Leichhardt Ward  ...  1,147 9 2
3,840 3 1
9 „ Uncollected Special Loan
9 Rates  .. ...  733 2 11
0 „ Uncollected Lighting Rate  ...  136 15 6
,,
„
Uncollected  Wharfage
Dues  ... ... ... ...  1,174 4 5
Uncollected  Sanitary Ac-
counts  ...  147 8 11
Uncollected  Market Re-
serve Rents  ... ...  252 19 2
Uncollected Asphalt Pave-
ment Accounts  ... 161 7 7
Uncollected Charges Ac-
counts ... ... ... 17 7 8
Uncollected Broken Metal
„
„
It
,
Account ... ... ... 21 2 4
Uncollected Sundry Ac.
counts  ... .. ...  29 18 10
Botanic Gardens Trust
Loan Account  ... ...  400 0 0
Municipal Properties per
Valuation-
Victoria Park Reserve ...  11,300 0 0
Sale Yards Reserve  ...  1,000 0 0
Market Reserve  ...  42,900 0 0
Market Buildings  ...  7,800 0 0
Wharves  ...  9,400 0 0
Baths  .. ... ...  2,000 0 0
Town Hall Reserve .. .  5,280 0 0
Town Ha ll  Buildings 1,000 0 0
Stone Crusher  ...  500 0 0
Sanitary Plant .. ... 800 0 0
Land Quay street „ 1400 0 0
83,380 0 0
,,  Endowment  Account (2nd
moiety ) ... ... ...  2,688 17 1
Balance A.J.S. Bank-
Special Loan Account  ...  986 16 4
Special Loan Rates Ac-
count  ... ... ...  233 17 8
1,220 14 0
£94,204 1 6  £94,204 1 6
Contracts Entered Into-Nil.
Examined and allowed by us this third day of August, 1888.
Rates Made-Nil.
GEORGE CHURCH, Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal  Council of Rockhampton this  ninth day  of August, 1888.
W X. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNT.
SIDNEY WILLIAMS , Mayor.
STATEMENT Of RATES MADE ,  CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO, and ASSETS and LIABILITIES Of the MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL of ROCHHAMPTON for the HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
To Government  Loan Account-
1880
... ... ... 23,190 19 2
1882  ... ... ...  4,720 17 2
1886  ... .... ...  4,860 0 0
1888  ... ... ... 10,000 0 0
-42,77116
„ A.J.S. Bank Balance  ... ... ... 753 14
4
7
£43,525 10 11 £43,525 10 11
Contracts Ente red Into - Nil. Rates Made-Nil.
Examined and allowed by us this third day of August, 1888.
GEORGE CHURCH,
} Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this ninth day of August. 1888.
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk. SIDNEY WILLIAMS, Mayor.
1651 96s.
ASSETS.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
By Uncollected Water  Rates  ... ...  6,349 1 7
„ Municipal Properties per Valuation-
Waterworks Reserve  10,000 0 0
if Buildings 500 0 0
Reservoir Reserve  ...  1,200 0 0
Reservoir  No. 2 ... 3,287 4 0
14,987 4 0
„ Waterworks Machinery
Plant-
Construction Account ... ...  22,021 12 8
„ Balance  ... 167 12 8
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CITY OF BRISBANE.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  BRISBANE MUNICIPAL COUNCILJANUARY  to 30TH  JUNE, 1888.
1887.
31st December-
To A.J .S. Bank-
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d.
South Brisbane Wharf
Loan Account 455 1 4
North Quay Wharf
Loan Account ... 95 8 11
New Farm Drainage
Account ... ...  204 11  6
Loan Rate Account ... 1,402 18 11
Roma - street Market
Account ... ... 1,532 14 1
Vulture -  street Loan
Account .. 742 2 11
South  Brisbane Drain-
age Account  ... 51 14 4
Fixed Deposit... ...  580 0 0
1888.
30th June-
To General Rates  Received-East Ward ... ...  2,259
West Ward ... ...  296
North Ward ... ... 1,646
Valley Ward ... ... 1,003
£ s. d. 1887.
31st December-
By A.J.S. Bank-
5,064  12 0 1888.
30th June-
Works--
East  Ward ... ...
West Ward ... ...
North Ward ... ...
Valley Ward ... ...
South Ward ... ...
Kangaroo  Point Ward
3,302 4 10
2,905 18 11
2,529 13 8
6,540 10 7
362 11 9
1,518 4 4
16,159 4 1
... 1,088 12 8
... 1,174 19 1
... 9,562 11 6
General Account ... 29,933 4 0
North Quay Wall
Account ... ... 138 4 5
Ann street Loan
Account .. . 6,951 8 8
Kangaroo  Point Drain-
age Account ... 134 19 6
Adelaide street Loan
Account ... 86 8 0
Spring Hollow  Drainage
Account ... 78 3 10
Arthur street Bathe
Account ... ... 22 15 4
37,345 3
4 „ Lighting Streets ...
1 „ Watering Streets ...
8 „ Cleansing Closets ...
7 „ Cleansing (removing
8 refuse ) ... ... ...
7 „ Cleansing Streets and
0 Drains ... ... ...
9 „ Loan Account-
Ann street ...
5,859 19
Cleansing  Rates  ... ...  3,888 11
General Health  Rates  ... ...  122 6
Loan  Rates  ... ... 443 11
Lighting  Rates ... ... ... 385 0
Watering  Rates  ... 278 19
Contract  Deposits  ...  502 0
Ferry  Rents and Dues  ... ...  1,868 3
Market Rents, Eagle
street ... ... ...
Market Rents, Roma
429 0 0 North Quay Wall ...
street ... ... ... ... 498] 13 8
Town Hall Rents ... 921 0 6
Endowment (General
Rates) ... ... .... 18,673 1 5
Endowment (General
and Health  Rates) ...
Wharfage Rents-Municipal Wharves  ... 1,666 13 4
Boundary  street  Wharf 650 0 0
Eagle street  Wharves... 550 10 0South Brisbane Wharf-
age Rents  ... 80 0 0
North Quay Wharf ... 10 0 0
Kangaroo  Point 9 0 0
Watering  Streets-Re-
fund Tighe and Co.
„ Arthur-street Baths ... ...Sundries-United Traffic Board... 319 13 4
Screenings , Metal, &c. 295 6 6
Permits ... 155 1 0
Impounding Fees 97 10 0
Police Fines ... ... 77 1 6
Town  Hall Reserve  ... 67 10 0
Lodging House  Certifi-
cates  ... ... 35 13 6
Water ... ... 44 11 3
Weights  and Measures 26 10 0
Election  Expenses (re-
fund .. ...  24 8 6
Licenses , (Goats ) ... 11 0 0
Use of Steam  Roller ... 7 9 3
Old Timber ... ... 2 10 0
Refund (labour ) ... 1 10 0
Cement, &c. ... ... 2 10 0
A.J.S. Bank-
General Account ... 45,346 9 10
Loan Rate Account ... 97 1 1
Spring  Hollow Drainage
Account .. ... 78 3 10
Kangaroo  Point Drain-
age Account .. 134 19 6
Adelaide street Account 86 8 0
Ann street Account 7,092 3 2
Arthur street Baths
Account 22 15 4
North Quay Wall
Account ... ... 693 5 10
182 4
„
2,966 3 4
100 0 0
115 8 3
1,168 4 10
„
Arthur  street  Baths ...
Contract Deposits ...
Ferries, Wages, &c.
Victoria Bridge ...
Interest on Overdraft ...
Eagle  street Market ...
Roma street Market ...
Machinery, Tools, &c....
Reserves (labour) ...
Salaries ...
Town Hall, Repairs, &c.
Deed Fee, Ann streetLand
Boundary street Wharf
South Brisbane Wharf
Rates  ... ...
North Quay Wharf ...
Interest on Loans
Repayment of Loans ...
Advertising, Printing,
and Stationery ...
Contingencies-
The Mayor ...
Metal Screenings, &c.
Sundries  (labour, &c.)
Impounding  Cattle ...
Hospital ( General) ...
Hospital (Children')
Time Gun .. ...
Election Expenses ...
Survey
Auditors
Corporation Yard ...
Premiums ...
9
„ A.J.S. Bank-
South Brisbane Drain-
age Account ...
New Farm Drainage
Account ...
South Brisbane Wharf
Account ... ...
Roma street Market
Account ... ...
Vulture street Loan,
Account .. ...
North Quay Wharf
Account ... ...
Fixed Deposits ...
53,551 6 7 „ Cash on Hand ...
South Ward ... 105
Kangaroo  Point Ward 49
10 0
15 0
2 0
2 6
3 4
6 6
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
from 1ST
2,089 3 8
3,048 0 0
125 0 0
565 1 5
680 1 5
.., 116 5 5
... 360 9 0
... 1,575 5 10
... 61 13 0
1,495 0 0
0 9 0
... 54 9 0
5,522 15 4
3,430 7 5
300 0 0
135 16 10
126 14 8
102 7 6
25 0 0
10 10 0
32 13 10
30 18 0
12 19 6
60 0 0
10 18 6
8 0 0
51 14 4
204 11 6
455 1 4
1,532-14 1
742 2 11
95 8 11
580 0 0
501 3 9
146 13 6
1,979 16 6
263 10 7
15 14 6
23 6 3
4 0 0
6 9 10
8,963 2 9
292 18 0
855 18 10
3,661 13 1
3 13 0
£91,518  0  291,518 8 0
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CITY OF BRISBAN  E-continued.
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
Ds.
S. d. d.
Cu.
£ S.
1888.
30th June -  £  s. d. £ a. d.
By A.J. S. Bank-
Fixed Deposits  ... ...  580 .0 0
South Brisbane Drainage
Account  ... ...  51 14  4
New Farm Drainage Ac-
count.  204 11 6
South Brisbane Wharf
Account ..  465 1 4
Roma-street Market Ac-
count  ... .  1,532 14 1
Vulture-street Loan Ac=
count ... .  742 2 11
North Quay Wharf Ac-
count  ... ... ...  95 8 11
Cash on Hand  ... ...  3 13 0
1888.
80th June-
To A.J.S. Bank-,
General Account  ...  45,346 9 10
Loan  Rate Account  ... 97 1 1
Spring Ho ll ow Drain-.
age Acoount  ...  78 3 10
Kangaroo Point Drain.
age Account  ...  184 19 6
Adelaide street Ac-
count  ..  86 8 0
Ann street  Account ... 7,092 3 2
Arthur -street BathsAmount .. 22 15 4
North Quay Wall Ac-
aount  .. ... 698 510Contract Deposits  ... 1,164 11 11
„ Government . Loans-
General  . .... ...  41,311 12
Ann and other streets 13,670 7
Arthur-street Baths ...  2,647. 4
Drainage ,  New Farm 3,908 5
Drainage,  Kangaroo
Point ...  14,890 16
Dt9 inage,. South Bris- .
bane  ... ...37,697 9
Drainage ,  Spring
Hollow  ... 16,380 4
Town Hall Debentures  8,095 11
-Market ,  Rona -street 12,926 9
North Quay  Wharf ...  3,251 8
North Quay Wa ll  ... 13,000 0
Boundary  -  street
Wharf  ...  9,736 5
South Brisbane Wharf 14,418 2
Petrie's Bight Wharf 18,646 18
Petrie 's Bight Wharf 6,535 10
Vulture street  ...  2,761 10
Unpaid Accounts  ...  6,067 19
Ferries  .. ... ...
Wharfage Rents ..
64,715 18
4
0
6
0
0
6
7
6
4
0
0
0
10
6
0
9
224,944 14
,, Balance,  Profit and Loss
... 60 0
... 76 0
... 44,439 5
6 3,665 6 1
Arthur -street Baths  ... ... ...  3,477 13 10
General Rates ... ... ... ... 9,424 11 3
Cleansing Rates . ... ... ... 6,182 13 1
Ferry Plant ... ... ... ... 2,216 0 0
General Health Rates  ... ...  385 8 8
Land ,  Roma street  ... ... ...  22,000 0 0
Land, Ann street ... ... ... 4,552 4 6
Lighting Rates  .... ... ... ...  596 1 3
Loan Rates  ... ... ... ... 773 7 0
Market Lands ,  South Brisbane ... 15,000 0 0
Market Lands ,  Eagle street  ... ...  30,0100 0 0
Market Lands ,  Roma street  ... ...  25,288 16 0
Rents  ... ... ... ...  985 0 10
South Brisbane Borough  ..  2,221 l 1
Tool Shed . ... ... ... ... 110 0 0
Town Hall  ... ... ... ...  45,000 0 0
Town Hall Furniture ... ... ... 700 0 0
Watering Streets Rates  ... ... 487 15 7
Watering Streets Plant  ... ...  720 0 0
Boundary-street Wharf ... ... 11,620 7 7
Eagle -street Wharf  ... ... ...  28,000 0 0
Municipal  Wharf ... ... ...  79,542 3 6
North Quay Wharf ... ..  ... 3,600 0 0
South Brisbane Wharf  ... ...  25,646 11 7
Machinery and Tools ... ... ... 2,090 0 0
4
0
0
0
£324,235 17 10
S TATEI [ NPT OF  RAT= MADE  FOR HALT -YEAR ,  18T JANUARY to 30TH JuNB, 1888.
Ward.
But Ward ... ...
West Ward ...
North Ward ...
Valley Ward .
Kangaroo  Point Ward
General Cleansing Lo11n LightingRates .  Rates . lie . Rates.
£  s. d. £  F.
3,465 2  0 2,401 9
3,427  19 -0 2,511 17
2,664  1 6 2,300161,896 17  6 1,748 7
816 16 6. 755 2
£ 12,170 16 6 9,712 12
Particulars. Amount .  Expenditure .  Balance.
1888.
Ist January-  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance Due on Six Contracts  ... ... ... ... ...  11,384 15 5 11,229 6 11 155 8 6
30th June-
To Twenty-three Contracts for the Half-year 10,510 9 .  9 6,468  16 11 '3,896 5 4
„ Deductions in Contracts ...  156 8 6 ...
£21,895 5 2  2 17,843 11 4 £4,051 13 10
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
ROBERT B. HALL, City Accountant.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined all Books of  Account and Vouchers
kept by  the Brisbane Municipal Council ,  and that the  above Statement corresponds  therewith.
F. M. LASCELLES,
) Auditors.Municipal  Chambers, 26th July, 1888. THOS. WELSBY,
Examined and allowed  by the *Council of the Municipality  of Brisbane  this sixth day  of August,
1888.
RICHARD SOUTHALL, Mayor.
1676  105s,
Watering
Rates.
£324,235 17 10
Total.
d. £ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
7 288 15 5 288 15 5 -262 18  1 6,707 0 6
8  285 14  1 270  1 7  240 11  6 6,736 3 5
0 -213  13 7 171 1 10 -73  14 4 5,323 7 3
2 158 1 9  102 13 7 47  16 6 3,948 16 6
8  67 18  7 17 9 1 ... 1,657 6 5
3 1,014 8 6 850 1 6 625  0 5 24,372 14 1
STATEMENT  OF CONTRACTS.
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MUNICIPALITY OF IPSWICH.
Sc TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and E XPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY Of IPSWICH from IsT JANUARYto 30TH JUNE, 1888.
188x.
let January-
To Balance-
Bank ...
Cash ...
REc$IPTS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
18 10 1
51 11 9
70 1 10
30th June-
To Rates-
East Ward  ...  232 4 7
West Ward 235 4 2
North Ward ... ...  88 11 7
556 0 4
„ Special Loan  Rates  ... ... ... 171 0 10*
„ Street Lighting  Rates  ... ... ... 83 11 5*
Endowment on Rates, 1887-First
Moiety 1,251 13 10
Interest  on Rates  in Arrear ... ... 22 1 8
Rents-
Sale Yards ... ... ... ... 3 6 8
Messrs. Ginn and Hooper ... ... 10 0 0
Messrs. McGill and Co. ... ... 12 0 0
Mr. J. Feritt ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Mr. H. S. Cribb ... ... ... 0 13 0
J. Bain. . ...
... 5 0 0
Metal and Gravel Sold ... ... 28 16 1
Licenses-
Cars ... ... ... ... ... 50 0 0Drays ... 36 0 0
Nightmen ... ... ... ... 4 0 0Goat Registration ... ... ... 0 10 0
Fines for  Breaches  of By. Laws ... 3 6 2
School of Arts-Cement ... 17 6 6
Sundries  ... ... ... ... 1 5 0
Water Works Account-Interest ... 1,152 1 8
School of Arta-Interest ... ... 75 16 8
Q.N. Bank-Cheque out ... ... £37 11 0
Error in Cheque ... 0 1 0
Balance  ... ... 2,832 18 2
-2,870  10 2
£6,435 1 11
1888.
1st January-
To Balance of Loan of £3,000 Unexpended
at date of last Balance, 31st December,
1887 ...
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
£ a. d.
... 123 9 8
£123 9 8
STATEMENT  Of RATES MADE for HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
Ward. General Special LoanRates.  Rates. LightingRates.
£123 9 8
Total.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
East Ward ... ... ... ... ... 542 9 0 180 16 4 90 8 2 813 13 6
485 5 6 161 15 2 80 17 7 727 18 3
251 10 6 83 16 10 41 18 5 377 5 9
1,279 5 0 426 8 4 213 4 2  1,918 17  6
VALUATION for HALF-YEAR ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
£  S. d.
East Ward ... ... .... ... ... ... 10,849 0 0
West Ward . ... ... ... .,. ... ... ... 9,705 10 0
North Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,030 10 0
Total ... ... ... ... ... £ 25,585 0 0
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.  £  a. d. £ s. d.
30th June-
By Water Works Account-
Loan .. ... ... ... 1,152 1 8
„ Public Works-
East Ward ... ... 861 3 11
West Ward ... ... 617 4 2
North Ward ... ... 445 19 1
General Work... 287 12 1
Timber, Metal, Gravel,
&c. ... ... 487 2 4
Charges, including Tools 206 16 5
Contracts  94 18  6
Filling Water Reserve 34 8 0
3,035 4 6
„ Street Lighting ... ... ... 166 12 9
„ Printing, Stationery, Advertising, &c. 83 16 7
Salaries and Auditors' Fees ... ... 265 16  S
„ Interest on Government Loans ... 1,626 12 l;
Legal Expenses ... ... ... 7 7 0
Insurance ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
„ Q.N. Bank-Interest  ... ... £5416 8
Exchange ... ... 0 0 6
Cheque  out last Balance 35 9 6
90 6 8
,, Balance -Cash ... ... ... 3 8 7
£6,435 1 11
1888.
30th June-  £ a. d.
By Repairs to South street ... ... ... 94 18 6
,,  Balance of Loan Unexpended ... ... 28 11 2
PETER BROWN, Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich Municipal Council,
and that the above Statement is correct.
WILLIAM FIELD,
-Auditors.
W. C. H. KILNER,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  IPSWICH- continued.
BTLTRMNNT Of RecgIpTs and EXPENDITURE Of the IPSWICH WATER WORKS from IST JANUARY to
30TH JUNE, 1888.
1888. RECEIPTS. 1888. EXPENDITURE.
let January- £ a. d. 30th June-  £  S.  d.
To Balance- By Station Maintenance ... ...  625 4 6
Bank ... £234 7 2 „ New Pumps  ... ... ...  476 4 0
Cash ... 16 3 11 „ Sub-mains ... ...  434 2 6.
250 11 1 „  Charges  ... ... .. ...  54 10 7
30th June- 152 1 8„ Interest on Government Loan  1
To Rates  Collected ... 1,40219 3
,
„ Salaries  ... ...  229 17 2
Plumber ' s License ... ... 1 1 0 „ Bank Interest  ... ... ...  0 4 9
Municipal  Account ... ... 1,152 1 8 „  Balance - Cash  ... ... ...  35 1 6
Cheque  out ... ... ... 5 5 0
Balance  in Bank ... ... 105 8 7
£3,007 6 7 £3,007 6 7
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk. PETER BROWN, Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich Water Works, and
that the above Statement  is correct.
WILLIAM FIELD, Auditors.W. C. H. KILNER,
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the IPSWICH SCHOOL of ARTS from 1ST JANUARY to 30TH
JUNE, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance-
Bank  ... ... ... £ 60 19 8
Cash ... 0 2 8
30th June-
Subscriptions ..
„ Government Subsidy
„  Rents--Offices ... ...
Hall ... ...
Piano ... ...
„ Charges... ...
1888.
£  a. d.  30th June-  £ a. d.
By Salaries  ... ... ... ... 74 7 3
it Gas for Lighting  ... ...  43 6 7
,, Books, Periodicals ,  and Newspapers
61 2 4 supp lied to Library and Reading
Room ... ... ... ... ... 111 11 3
... 108 12 6 „ Repairs and Incidental  Charges  ... 117 8 8
... 49 19 11 „ Interest and Redemption  of Go\ crn-
ment Loan ... ... ... ... 75 16 8
... 55 0 0 „  Printing and Advertising  ... ...  6 15 6
... 181 10 0 „ Cheques out  last Balance ... ... 14 9 2
... 5 10 0  „  Bank Interest  ... ... ... ...  0 3 2
... 24 0 0  „  Balance-
Bank ... ... ... £40 13 9
Cash ... ... ... 1 2 9
41 16 6
£485 14 9 £485 14 9
It. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk. PETER BROWN,  Mayor.
We certify that  we have examined the Books  and Vouchers  of the Ipswich  School of Arts, and
that the  above Statement is correct.
1653
WILLIAM FIELD, Auditors.W. C. H. KILNER,
77s.
KIANAWAH DIVISIONAL BOARD
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE from 1 8T JANUARY to 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888. 1886.
March-  £ a. d.  30th June-
To Government Endowment  ... ...  1,000 0 0 By  Works-
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.
„ Rates Received  ... ...  1 2 0 New Cleveland Road  ... ...  67 9 9
Wynnum ... ... ... ... 212 4 4
Lower Lytton Road ... ... ... 62 9 8
Green Camp Road  ... ... ...  52 17 10
White 's Road  ... ... ...  2 18 3
Manly Beach ... ... ... ... 72 14 6
„ Tools .. ... ... ... ... 21 18 10
Petty Cash  ... ... ... ...  16 0 0
„ Rent  .. ... ... ... ...  11 10 0
„ Office Furniture  ... ... ...  24 0 6
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ..  64 11 0
General Expenses ... 16 10 7
„ Balance in Bank  ... . ... ...  375 16 9
£1,001  2 0 £1,001 2 0
J. W. D. GRAHAM, Divisional  Clerk. J. WILDE , Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify  that we have examined all  Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Kianawah ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. S. JOHNSTON , Auditors.Wynnum, 4th August,  1888. W. H. MAPLESTON,
1663 18s.
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SHIRE OF ITHACA.
STATEMENT of R$c$tP s and EXPBNDITUBB of the SHIER of ITHACA, prepared and published in
terms of Clause 151 of  "  The Local Government  Act of  1878."
1888.
let January-
To Balance Royal Bank ... ... ...
80th June-
To 'Rates Received... ... ..
Sundry Receipts  (Rent of Oval, Traffio
Board, &c.) ... ... ... .. .
Carried forward ...
Receipts.
£  S. d.
405 13 2
121 12 8
72 15 9
... 600 1 7
1888.
30th June- £  8.1  if.
By Contingencies-
Valuation  Expenses ...  95 0 0
Advertising ,  Stationery,
General Expenses  ...  151 10 8
Poatages ,  Petty Cash  ...  20 0 0
.Salaries .. ... ... 119 2 8
By Works and Repairs-
Nash street ... 16 13 0
Red Hill ... 49 2 2
Given terrace ... 3 1 9
Fernberg road ... 83 4 0
Kelvin Grove 49 11 7
Reeaiie ... ... 104 10 9
Herston road ... .. 1 0 0
Victoria terrace 3 19 0
Baroona road ... 13 6 0
Paddington road ... 16 6 6
Normanby Hill ... 18 8 8
John street 13 15 101
Elizabeth street  (Rosalie) 38 2 8
Elizabeth street (X'ad-
dington) ... 87 14 6
Mornington street ... 10 5 101
Gibbs street ... ... 12 6 8
Bellevue street ... ... 6 3 0
Milton road ... ... 2 14 4
Arthur terrace ... ... 10 11 4
Edith street ... 14 3 0
Primrose  street +,. 20 13 7
Wellington road ... 2 8 8
Cambridge street 1 5 9
Newman street 3 7 6...
Park street ...
...
... 5 10  9
Guthrie street ... 2 4 3
Confederate street 8 14 3
Woolcock street 2 7 0
Elston terrace ... 29 13 2
Eureka street ... 6 13 10
Oval Reserve ... 11 0 10
Campbell street... 52 15 5
Moore street ... ... 4 9 0
Glen street ... ... A4 5 0
Yale street ... ... 3 11 2
Windsor road ... ... 16 4 2
Marth street ... 2 10 9
Patrick street ... ... 21 0 0
Brewery road ... ... 18 15 2
Cochrane street... ... 38 8 6
Charlotte street... ... 0 16 6
Clifton terrace ... ... 0 13 0
Carried forward £756 6 7
Expenditure.
Total Receipts ... £2,787 4 6
£ e. d. £  S.  d.S. if. Brought forward  ...  756 6 7 385 18 4
By Works and Repairs-con-
tinued-
Cooper 's Camp  ... ...  3 12 0
Bayswater road... ... 21 3 0
Lovenberry street ... 75 8 8
Victoria street . .. ...  6 9 0
385 13 4 Ann street  ...  2 10 2
Kennedy terrace ... 126 3 0
Eneggera terrace 0 9 9
Saville street ... ... 1 10 0
Isaac street ... ... 0 10 0
Copeland street ... 4 7 6
Emma street .. 6 3 3
Ann street  (K elvin Grove) 1 0 0
Goat terrace 3 8 0
Three-mile Scrub 15 3 0
Bishop street  .. ..  4 12 0Mary street (Kelvin Grove) 1 0 0Ellinorstreet (Rosalie)...  50 15 2
Ross street  ...  8 16 0
Kensington street ... 1 6 0
School street  ... ...  9 13 6
Herbert street  ... ...  21 8 0
Ellinor street  ... ...  0 18 0
Westbury street  ...  6 15 0
Houghton street  ...  24 4 8
George street .. 6 6 8
Charlotte street  (Kelvin
G ro ve) - ...  3 0 0
Tank street ... ... 1 10 0
Glenross road  ... ...  2 18 0
Trout street 1 0 0
Castlemaine street  ...  52 16 7
Argyle street  ... ...  2 15 0
Runtz street 6 4 0
„
£ a. d.
Brought forward  ... ...  600 1 7
Government Endowment (Bret moiety)  1,266 7 0
Royal  Bank  (Overdraft ) .. . 6. 846 18 6
„Refund from Special Loan to Caxton
street  ... ... ... ... 73 17 5
Office Furniture  ... ...  13 6 0
Tools and Repairs  ...  31 15 4
Plant  ... ... ...  18 1 7
Metal  ... ... ...  8610 7
Election Expenses  ...  37 7 5
Audit Fees 4 4 0
Part Payment Ithaca Di-
visional Board  ...  417 8 8
Stand Pipes ,  Caxton street
and Kelvin Grove  ...  20 0 0
Repayment and Interest
of Loan  ...  465 16 0
„ Interest on Overdraft  ...  6 19 6
Sanitary Contract  ...  70 0 0
1,230 2 1
628 13 7
542 15 6
£385 13 4 Total Expenditure  ... £2,787 4 6
MLLCOLec A.1t nris ,:  Shire Clerk .  GEORGE E. COOPER ,  President.
We, the  undersigned ,  hereby certify  that we have examined all  Books of Account and  Vouchers
kept by  the Shire Council of Ithaca,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JAS. G. KEITH, IAuditors.C. G. BERRY.
Allowed by  the Council at the meeting held on Wednesday,  the eighth day of August,  1888, in
terms of Clause 160 of  " The Local  Government  Act of  1878."
GEORGE E .  COOPER,  President.
Council Chambers, 28th July, 1888.
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SHIRE OF  ITHACA-- continued.
LTABILITIES  AND AssETs.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
1888. 1888.
80th June- £ a. d. 80th June- £ a. d.
To Amount Overdrawn ,  Royal Bank ... 846 18 6 By Office Furniture 56 7 0
Balance due Divisional Board on „ Plant ... 38 18 10
adjustment  ... ... ... ... 374 3 3 Metal ... 43 19 9
Balance  of Old Loan Account taken Shire Office ... ... 100 0 0
over from Divisional Board  ...
...  3,261 18 4 Oval House ,.. ... 400 0 0
Special Loan ,  Caxton street  ... ... 1,000 0 0 „ Balance ... ...  4,84314 6
£5,483 0 1 £5, 483 0 1
MALCOLM A. HARRIS, Shire Clerk. GEORGE E. COOPER,  President.
Examined  with  the Books  of Account and Vouchers and found  correct.
Shire Council Chambers, 28th July, 1888.
Du.
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
1888.
20th April- £ a. d.
To Amount from Treasury  ... ... 1,000 0 0
£1,000 0 0 £1,000 0 0
MALCOLM A .  HARuis, Shire Clerk . GEORGE E. COOPER,  President.
Examined with the Books of Account and Vouchers and found correct.
JAS. G.  KEITH ,IAuditors.C. G. BERRY,
Shire Council Chambers,  28th July, 1888.
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
Date. No. ofContract. Contractor. Nature of Contract. Amount. Expended. Balance.
1888. £  S. d. £ S. d. £ a. d.
Jan. 18 1 -T. J. Johnson... ... Metal ... ... ... 167 0 8 167 0 8
2 J. Gallant  ... ...  Carting Metal  ... ...  19 8 0 19 8 0
3 Free Brothers ... ... I Metal ... ... 165 1 9 165 1 9
4 E. C. Jones  ... ...  I Given terrace Filling  ...  214 13 4 182 9 6 32 3 10
Jan. 20 5 H. Joblin ... ... I Valuation ... ... 165 0 0 80 0 0 85 0 0
Feb. 9 6 W. Watson ... ... I Carting Metal ... ... 19 19 0 19 19 0
Mar. 23 7 M. Jackson  ... ... . Kennedy terrace Cutting 125 3 6 125 3 6
- 8 Thompson and McArdle Given terrace Filling ... 499 13 3 449 13 4 49 19 11
April ... 9 T. J. Johnson ... .... Given terrace Filling ... 129 9 7 129 9 7
May ... 18 E .  Prosser ... . ' Given terrace Filling ... 21 18 6 21 18 6
11 T. J. Johnson ... ... Fencing Given terrace ... 21 3 0 21 3 0.
£ 1,54810 7 1,881 6 10 167 3 9
MALCOLM A.  HARRIS, Shire Clerk.
Examined  with the Books of Account and Vouchers and found correct.
JAS. G. KEITH, IAuditors.Shire Council Chambers,  28th July ,  1888.  C. G. BERRY,
1662 87s.
BRASSALL DIVISIONAL BOARD.ABSTRACT STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  from 18T JANUARY to 30TH JUNE,
1888.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE.
RECEIPTS. EXPBI DrrURE.
£  S. d. £ a. d.
To Balance in Bank  1st January ... ... 506 18  11 By  Works and Repairs ... ... ... 549 12 6
General Rates received ... ... 23 10 8 „  Salary and Rent  ... ... 83 2 0
Government Endowment  ... ... 981 1 8 „ General Expenses 130 0 10goMiscellaneous Receipts  ... ... 2 12 0 „  Balance in  Bank ,  80th June ... 751 7 11
£1,514 3 3 £ 1,614 3 8
JAS. G.  KEITH, Auditors.C. G. BERRY,
1888.
30th June-
Cn.
By Contracts ,  Filling -up Material ,  Wages',£ s. d.
Fencing, &o., Caxton street  ... ...  943 4 2
„ Balance Royal Bank ... ... ... 56 15 10
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BRASSALL DIVISIONAL  BOARD-continued.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
To Contract... ... ... ...
... 22 10 0 £ a. d.
Salary, Wages, Svc. ... ...
... 143 15 0 By Arrears of Rates ... 107 0 7
„ Balance of Assets  over  Liabilities
... 707 8 6 „ Office Furniture .. 15 5 0ItBalance in Bank 751 7 11
£873 13 6 £873 13 6
RATES MADE-Nil. Valuation not complete.
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
Subdivision No. 3-One Contract
Amount.  Balance.
£  s. d. £ a. d.
22 10 0 ... 22 10 0
E. N. FREEMAN, Divisional Clerk.
Board's Office,
North Ipswich, 20th July, 1888.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Brassall, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
20th July, 1888.
Allowed by the Board this fourth day of August, 1888.
THOS. FOREMAN,EDWD. STOKES,Auditors .
JACOB SPRESSER,  Chairman.
1640 23s.
DIVISION OF WAGGAMBA.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the WAGGAMBA DIVISIONAL BOARD from the1sT JANUARY to the 30rr JUNE, 1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 233  of "The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
1888.
1 st January-
RECEIPTS.
a. d. £ 8. d.
To Balance to Credit of Waggamba
Divisional Board with Bank
N.S. Wales, Goondiwindi 154 3 9
30th June -
Rates  received--
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 4 2 11
Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1. ... ... 472 16 8
Subdivision No. 2 ... 92 13 10
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 118 16 0
-684 6  6
„ Town Reserve ... ... ... ... 20 19 0
,,  Licensed Gate Fees 4 0 0
1888.
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
£  it. d. £ a. d.
Salaries, Clerk and Foreman
of Works... ... ... 100 0 0
General  Expenditure .. 31 2 3
Petty Cash ... ... ...  3 0 0
„ Works and  Repairs-
Marshall street .. 1 4 0
„ Divisional Board Hall Ac-
count-
Fencing ...
Water Oloset
„ Town Reserve
„ Bathurst Burr
Balance to Credit of Wag-
gamba Divisional Board in
Bank N.S. Wales, Goondi-
134 2 3
3 5 0
9 6 0
13 15 0
13 19 0
1 1 0
windi ... ... .. 704 14 11
£867 12 2 £867 12 2
Statement of Rate struck - General Rate, 6d. in the £.
Contract Entered Into - Thos. Gibson ,  Bridge and Approaches, Byrre ll  Creek,  £ 249 15s.
Trios. HUNTER,  Clerk . GEORGE KILLEN , Chairman.
Board 's Office,
Goondiwindi , 27th July, 1888.
We, the undersigned , hereby certify  that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept  by the  Divisional Board of Wag;amba , and that the  above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. ELSE, Auditors.ALEX. WARDEN,
1641
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Levi  De ll , of Nerang ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  publican.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Levi Dell be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Levi De ll , for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
24s.
on the Sixth day of September, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that  , • the said  • Levi Dell shall, on the
Fourth day of September, 1888, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twen-
tieth day of August, 1888.
BPthe Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of William Schoening,
of Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, tea
merchant, for an Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency  against  himself.
TJ
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Schoening
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Schoening, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Thirtieth day of
August, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William
Schoening shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of
August, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this  Estate  a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts  and liabilities  of every
kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. C. BEESTON,
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Henry Bennett, of Croydon, in the
Colony of Queensland, hawker and storekeeper,
by Alexander Smith Leslie, of Brisbane, in the
said Colony, merchant, trading as " A. S. Leslie
and Co."
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court of
the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said George Henry Bennett, having been given, it
is ordered that the said George Henry Bennett be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said George
Henry Bennett, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Principal  Registrar,
Supreme Court,.  Brisbane , on the Fourth day of
September, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon . And it is further ordered that  the said
George Henry Bennett  shall, on the  Third day of
September, 1888, at  Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate  a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts  and liabilities  of every
kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this seven-
teenth day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MACPHERSON , MISK IN, AND FEBZ,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland,
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JIISTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Purcell, lately of Tallebudgera, in the
Colony of Queenslaud, storekeeper, but whose
whereabouts  is at present unknown , by Arthur
Segel, of the Tweed River,  in the  Colony of
New South Wales, coach proprietor.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Thomas
Purcell, having been given, it is ordered that the said
Thomas Purcell be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Thomas Purcell, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Thirty-first day of
August, 1888, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is  further ordered that  the said  Thomas Purcell
shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of August, 1888, at
Brisbane, deliver to the  Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability
to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. L. E. RIITHNING,
Solicitor for the Petitioning Creditor,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR JusTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an  Insolvency Petition against
James Henry Pepperrell ,  ofThomson Estate,
South Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
labourer ,  by himself.
U
PON  the hearing of .this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said James Henry
Pepperrell be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee  of'  his Estate .  And,it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said James Henry Pepperrell, for the
election of a Trustee ,  be hold at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Sixth day of Sep-
tember, 1888 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James
Henry Pepperrell shall, on the Fourth day of
September ,  1888, at Brisbane aforesaid, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
second day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
W. H. OSBOENE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Matthew Ballinger, of Yeppoon, in the Colony
of Queensland, butcher and storekeeper, by the
said Matthew Ballinger.
GT PON the  hearing  of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Matthew  Ballinger
be and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent , and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his  Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Matthew Ballinger, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Sixth day of September, 1888, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Matthew Ballinger shall, on the Fourth
day of September, 1888, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate  a full, true,  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of  the names and
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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residences ,  so far as known , of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
By DALY AND HBLLICA$,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JusTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Ralph Clifton, of Townsville, brewer, by the
said  Ralph Clifton.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Ralph Clifton
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
Mr. James Stockwell, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Ralph Clifton, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Fifth day of September, 1888, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Ralph Clifton shall, on the Fourth
day of September next, at the Supreme Court,
Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement,'verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors , and of  the causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifteenth
day of August, 1888.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
ROBERTS AND Liu,
Insolvent's Solicitors,
Townsville.
By their Agents-
PETRIE  AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors, Bowen.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Samuel  Burns, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, baker, an Insolvent.
ON the fifteenth day of August, 1888, a Certifi-cate  of Discharge was applied for to be
granted to Samuel  Burns, of Ipswich, in the said
colony, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
eleventh day of March, 1887, but the issue thereof
was suspended  for-three months.
Dated this sixteenth day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors,  Brisbane.
Agents for--
A. M. DRYSDALE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Ipswich.
1660 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liqui-
dation by Arrangement of the A ffairs of
Donald McDonald ,  of Greenmount, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  farmer.W1LLIAM JOHN JOHNSON, of Too-woomba ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons  having in  their  possession  any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
JAMES MURRAY,
Solicitor for Debtor,
Toowoomba.
BY DALY AND HELLICAE,
Brisbane.
1655 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Henry
Robert Dyason and William Bayley Dyason,
trading together at Brisbane as " Dyason
Brothers," jam manufacturers.
ALEXANDER BRAND WEBSTER, of Bris-bane, merchant, has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Debtors.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Debtors must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtors must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-second day of August, 1888.
1680
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Carl Bleck, of South Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  contractor, an
Insolvent.
V ON the twentieth clay of August, 1888, a Certifi-ca e of Discharge was granted o C rl Bleck,
of South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-eighth day of April, 1886.
Dated the twenty-third day of August, 1888.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT WEST KINOSFORD,
Solicitor  for the  Insolvent„
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1665 55.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of William Henry Stitt, of Cook-
town, in the Colony of Queensland, butcher,
an Insolvent.
O
N the twenty-second day of August, 1888, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to Wil-
liam Henry Stitt, of " Cboktown, in the Colony of
Queensland, butcher, who was adjudicated insol-
vent on the thirteenth day of June, 1884.
Dated this twenty-third day of August, 1888.
J. V. S. BARNNTT,Solicitor, for Insolvent,
Cooktown.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS , BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors,  Brisbane.
1675
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Patrick  John Greevy, of  Cairns,
in the Colony  of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
ON the eighteenth day of April , 1888,  Patrick
John Greevy,  who was adjudicated insolvent
on the second  day of April, 1886, having applied to
the Court,  for a Certificate  of Discharge to be
granted to him the said  Certificate  of Discharge
was suspended for four months from the said eigh-
teenth day of April, 1888.
Dated this  twenty -first day of August, 1888.
1650
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE  MEIN.
In formd pauperis.
In the Matter of David Price ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  carpenter ,  an Insolvent.
lJ
ON the  Seventeenth  day of September , 1888, at
Ten o'clock  in the forenoon ,  David Price, of
Brisbane ,  carpenter ,  adjudicated  insolvent on the
thirtieth day of July,  1886 , will apply to the Court,
at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty- second  day of August, 1888.
1667
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street ,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by John James Carthew, of Cairns,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper.NOTJ CE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Offices
of Chambers ,  Bruce ,  and MeNab , Adelaide  street,
Brisbane,  on MONDAY ,  the Third day of Sep-
tember ,  1888, at Three o 'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, 1888.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND  McNAB,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Debtor,
1659
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Samuel Brown Moody, of South
Brisbane ,  draper, an Insolvent.
O
N the Seventeenth day of September ,  1888, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  Samuel Brown
Moody, of South Brisbane ,  draper, adjudicated
insolvent on the twentieth day of January, 1888,
will  apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twentieth day,of August, 1888.
1674
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
5s.
In the Insolvent Estate of Ryan and Tait ,  of Port
Douglas ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  store-
keepers.
A
SECOND and  Final Dividend ,  of 51d. in the
£, is now payable at the Office of the Trustee,
upon all admitted proofs.
1697
WM. CHAS. SMITH,
Trustee, Cairns.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Steele Aiken, of Bunda-
berg ,  sugar-planter ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND , on preferent claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty-
seventh day of June, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Seventeenth day of September proximo will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
1671 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Wilhelm  Enkelmann, of Pimpama
Island, farmer ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
1 the  matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the eighteenth day of January, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Tenth day of September proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
1672 4s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Louis  Ber linner  Johnson ,  formerly
of Charleville ,  storekeeper, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be  declared in
the matter of the abovenamed  Insolvent,
adjudicated on the fourth day of July, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Tenth day of September proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
1670 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Li uidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by George Quigley, of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, trading
as " George Quigley and Co."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Second General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my Offices,
150, Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the  Third day of
September next ,  at Three o 'clock  in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this twenty-third day of August, 1888.
A. G. UNMACK,
Attorney for the said George Quigley.
1690 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Willie  Wah Mang ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  grocer
and fruiterer ,  trading under the name or style
of " Wah Hang," an Insolvent.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
Four Shillings  (4s.) in the £, upon all proved
and admitted claims, is now payable at my Offices,
Fitzroy Chambers, Denham street.
Dated at Rockhampton this twentieth day of
August, 1888.
1694
CARL HOFFMANN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel  Marsden Frankland,  late of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
gentleman ,  deceased.
T OTICE is  hereby given , that the  Accounts of
the Administrator in the Estate of the above-
named deceased ,  from the eleventh  day of March,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, to
the thirty -first day of March, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -eight, have been filed in the
Office  of the Supreme Court of Queensland, by
Lewis Adolphus Bernays ,  one of the Administrators
of the Estate of the said deceased ,  all persons
having claims against the said Estate ,  or being
interested therein. are required to come in before
me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, William
street, Brisbane ,  on or before  TUESDAY, the
Second day of October next, to inspect the said
Accounts ,  and, if they think fit, to object thereto ;
and if no objection be taken to such Accounts the
same will be duly enquired into, at my said Office,
on the above day, at the hour of Ten o 'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated at Brisbane this twentieth day of August,
1888.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK BERNAYS,
Solicitor for Lewis  Adolphus  Bernays,
George street ,  Brisbane.
1644 8s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Andrew Frostrop,  late of  Mackay,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  labourer, de-
ceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days  from  the date of the
publication  hereof,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Letters of Administra-
tion, with the Will annexed ,  of the abovenamed
Andrew Frostrop ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
Bridget Maria  Frostrop , the sole Legatee named in
the said  'Will.
Dated this seventeenth  day of August, A.D. 1888.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Victoria  street, Mackay,
Proctor for the said Bridget Maria  Frostrop.
1698 5s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Charles  Henry Chap-
man, late of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales,  commercial traveller ,  deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of pub-
lication hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Ancillary Letters of Pro-
bate of the Will and Codicil of the abovenamed
Charles Henry Chapman ,  deceased ,  may be granted
to William  K eep Chapman, of Sydney ,  in the Colony
of New  South Wales ,  merchant ,  one of the Execu-
tors named in and appointed by the said Will and
Codicil ,  reserving leave for Robert Saddington, of
Sydney  aforesaid, the other Executor therein
named, to come in and prove the same at any time
hereafter.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of  August,  A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said William Keep Chapman.
1682 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION..
In the Lands and Goods of Leonard James
Waddington,  late of  Gympie, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  architect and engineer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that, after the  expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will  be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration,
with the Will annexed ,  of all and singular the
lauds, goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Leonard James Waddington ,  deceased,
may be granted to Anthony Conwell ,  of  Gympie,
solicitor ,  the duly-constituted Attorney of Thomas
Flesher Waddington, of Stratford, in the County
of Essex ,  England, and Sophia Amelia Waddington,
of Norwich, in the County of Norfolk, England,
the Executor and Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1888.
1668
W. H. OSBORNE,
Proctor for Petitioner,
George street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and  Goods of  James Sandes. of
Goodna, in  the Colony  of Queensland ,  senior
police-constable ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of the lands ,  goods ,  chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed James Sandes ,  deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Annie Jane
Sandes, of Goodna, in  the Colony  of Queensland,
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1888.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
1686
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Applicant.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Johannes Hartung
(commonly called John Harting), late of Bowen
Downs, near Aramac , in the Colony  of Queens-
land ,  deceased ,  intestate.NV OTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-. tio n  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed deceased ,  who died intes-
tate, may be granted to John Christian Heussler,
of Brisbane ,  in the said  Colony of  Queensland,
Consul for Germany and the Netherlands, the law-
fully-constituted  Attorney  of Katharina Hartung,
of Colbe, near Marburg ,  in Hesse Nassau, Germany,
the mother of the said deceased.
Dated the twenty -second day of August, 1888.
H. L. E. HUTHNING,
Proctor for John Christian Heussler,
1688
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will, with Codicil  annexed , of George
Hooper, late of Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
I' tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication Hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will,
with Codicil annexed, of the abovenamed George
Hooper ,  deceased ,  may be granted to William
James Hooper, of Hawkwood Station, in the
colony aforesaid, and to Robert Thorrold ,  of Bris-
bane, in the colony aforesaid, gentleman, the
Executors named in the said Will with Codicil
annexed.
Dated at Brisbane th,s twenty -fifth day of
August, A.D. 1888.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Edward  street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said William James Hooper and
Robert Thorrold.
1679 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of James  Bethel ,  late of Irvinebank, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  licensed victualler,
deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given , that,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Government Gazette,
application  will be made  to the said Honourable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that  Probate
of the Will of the ahovenamed James  Bethel,
deceased ,  may be granted to Ellen Bethel, of
Irvinebank aforesaid ,  widow the sole Executrix
named in the said  Will of  the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty -fifth day of
August, 1888.
ALFRED ROBERTS,
Proctor for Executrix,
Herberton.
By his A cut-L. V BEENAYS,
Brisbane.
1646 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Michael Alexander Cusack, late of
The Sale Yards Hotel, Lower Dawson road,
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
hotelkeeper, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days  from  the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Letters of Administration of
the lands of the abovenamed Michael Alexander
Cusack, deceased, may be granted to Bridget
Cusack, of The Sale Yards Hotel, Lower Dawson
road , Rockhampton aforesaid, the widow of the
said deceased.
ROBERT LYONS,
Proctor for the said Bridget Cusack,
Rockhampton.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BtzvcE, AND MCNAB
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1678 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Johann  Billian, late  of Pimpama
Island ,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days  from  the date of the
publication hereof,  application  will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed  Johann Billian ,  deceased, may
be granted to Louise  Billian ,  of Pimpama Island
aforesaid ,  the Executrix named in the  said Will.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of August. A.D.
1888.
1689
A. G. UNMACS,
Proctor for the Executrix,
Queen street .  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Smith, late of Maida Hill,
Lutwyche,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  night-watchman ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-tion of fourteen daps  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will of
the ahovenamed  John Smith ,  deceased, may be
granted to Alexander  McLean ,  of Brisbane afore-
said , blacksmith, and Alexander Smith, of the
same place, civil servant,  the Executors and
Trustees named in  the said Will.
Dated this twenty-seccnd day of August, A.D.
1888.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
1687
Proctors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane, and Beenleigh.
Ss. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jacob Banff, late of Tarampa, near
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, selector,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that , after  the expi-ration offourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Jacob Banff, deceased, may be granted
to Julianna Banff, of Tarampa aforesaid, the widow
of the abovenamed deceased, and John Watson, of
the same place,  grazier , the Executrix and Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this twentieth day of August,
A.D. 1888.
ALEXANDER MILLER DRYSDALE,
Nicholas street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Executrix and Executor
1668 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of Thomas Barwise, late of the Nebo
road, Mackay, in  the Colony  of Queensland,
carrier ,  deceased, intestate.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the Estateof the abovenamed Thomas Barwise,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
George Barwise, of the Nebo road, Mackay afore-
said ,  labourer ,  the eldest brother and one of the
next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Mackay this tenth day of August, A.D.
1888.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
1677
Victoria  street,  Mackay,
Proctor for the said George Barwise.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Millan  Michael  Brackman  (otherwise
known as Michael Brackmau ),  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  tailor, deceased.
OTIC E is hereby given,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of publi-
cation hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court  that Probate  of the Will
of the  abovenamed Millan Michael Brackman
(otherwise known as Michael Brackman ),  deceased,
may be granted  to The  Reverend Abraham Phillips,
of Brisbane,  in  the  Colony of  Queensland, and
William  Brown ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  hotelkeeper,
the Executors named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of August,  A.D. 1888.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
1681 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of Louisa Mary Cardew,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
wife of Pollet Cardew, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration, with
the Will and Codicils  annexed , of all the goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed
Louisa Mary Cardew, deceased, may be granted to
Pollet Cardew, of Stanthorpe in the colony afore
said, police magistrate, the husband of the said
deceased.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-third day of
August, A.D. 1888.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1684
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Pollet Cardew.
6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ann Mary Lindsell,  late of  Spring
Hi ll, Brisbane , in the  Colony of Queensland,
married woman, deceased.
\J OTICE is hereby given, that,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen daysfrom the date of the
publication hereof ,  application  will be  made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Probate  of the Will of
the abovenamed Ann Mary Lindse ll, deceased, may
be granted to Sophie Stanovsky ,  wife of George
Stanovsky ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  glass importer,
and John Lindsell  the elder ,  of Spring Hill, Bris-
bane aforesaid ,  husband of the said deceased, the
Executrix and Executor named in the  said Will.
Dated this twenty -second day of August ,  A.D.1888.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
Proctor for the said Executrix and Executor,
1664 Queen street, Brisbane.5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of George Grant, late of Croydon, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  miner ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Probate  of the Will  of the abovenamed
George Grant ,  deceased ,  may be granted to Michael
John Kelly ,  of Croydon ,  in the said colony ,  miner,
and Wi lliam Edward Ashleigh ,  of Croydon afore-
said , hospital  wardsman ,  the Executors named in
the said Will.
Dated this twenty -first day of August, A.D. 1888.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Agents for-
P. G. OLDMIADOW,
1673
Croydon.
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Margaret Jane McCreath  (wife of
Robert MeCreath ,  of Fortitude Valley, Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  clerk),
deceased, intestate.
j OTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the  expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of the lands of the abovenamed Margaret Jane
McCreath ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Robert  McCreath, of Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane ,  in the said colony ,  clerk, the husband of
the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty -third day of
August, 1888.
HENRY COLBORNE  BEESTON,
Albert street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Robert McCreath.
1669 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Michael Joseph Tallon, late of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
saddler, deceased.N' ` OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-1 ` ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Michael Joseph Tallon
may be granted to Matthew Rooney, of Townsville
aforesaid, contractor, the Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1888.
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Proctors for the Executor,
Townsville.
By their Agents-
CHAMBERS, B UCE, AND MCNAB,
Brisbane.
1662 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Karoline Zegenhagen, late of
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
(wife of Ferdinand Zegenhagen, of Mary-
borough aforesaid, bricklayer), deceased, intes-
tate.
\ 1 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the ex-piration f fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of the Estate of the abovenamed Karoline
Zegenhagen, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Ferdinand Zegenhagen, of Maryborough,
in the said colony, bricklayer, husband of the
said intestate.
Dated at Naryborough this twenty-first day of
August, 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Proctor for the said Ferdinand Zegenhaigen,
1683
Bazaar street, Mary borough.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.Be Henry Stephen Eaton, late of Hughenden, in
the Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.PURSUANT to  "The Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all persons having any claims or demands upon
or against the Estate of Henry Stephen Eaton,
who died on the thirtieth day of June, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-six, and of whose estate
and effects Letters of Administration were, on the
twenty-fifth day of February, 1888, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Edwin John
Francis Eaton, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts to the said Administrator,
at the Office of the undersigned, his Solicitor, on or
before the Thirtieth day of September, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight. Notice is hereby
also given, that after that day the said Adminis-
trator will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which he shall
then have had notice, and that he will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim he shall not then
have had notice.
Dated at Townsville this fifteenth day of August,
1888.
WILLIAM EDWARD EVANS,
1645
Solicitor for Administrator,
Denham street, Townsville.
10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Henry Buckley, deceased.
P URS UTANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Acto  1867, "notice
is hereby given that all creditors and other persons
having any claims or demands against the Estate of
Henry Buckley, late of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, Official Accountant in Insolvency, de-
ceased, who died at Brisbane aforesaid, on or about
the fourteenth day of April, 1888, of whose real and
personal estate and effects Probate of the Will of
the said deceased was duly granted to Edward
Robert Drury, of  Brisbane  aforesaid, bank manager,
the acting Executor under the  said  Will of the said
deceased, on the fourteenth day of June, 1888, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their  claims  or demands to the said Edward
Robert Drury,  care  of the undersigned, on or before
the Eighth day of September next. And notice is
hereby also given, that at the etpiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Edward Robert Drury will
proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said Henry
Buckley, deceased, among the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said Edward Robert Drury shall then have had
such notice, and that the said Edward Robert
Drury will not be liable, for the  assets  or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose claim
the said Edward Robert I Drury shall not have had
notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of August, 1888.
1694
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane.
lOs,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of  Ali  Hone, late of Watsonville;
John Brotheridge, late of Campsie, Arrilalah ;
John Fitzgerald, late of Normanton ; Mathias
Luxem, late of Croydon ; John Joseph Long,
late of Charters Towers ; Christian Mariager,
late of Normanton ; James Henry McLellan,
late of Rockhampton ; Charles Parker, late of
Bundanba ; and Thomas Shaw, late of Charters
Towers.
PURSUANT to  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons having any Claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Twenty-fifth day of October next, or, in default,
they will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 25th August, 1888.
1667
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.
FEGAN BROTHEES V. EMANUEL FERWELL CROCKER.
To all persons concerned.
TAKE Notice,  that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiffs in the above action ,  and that all Defen-
dant's equity of redemption ,  right, title ,  and interest
(if any )  of, in, and to all  that piece or parcel of
land situated in the county of Stanley ,  parish of
Redland, containing 57 acres ,  being portion 414,
and being the land described in Deed of Grant
No. 66179, volume ,  632, folio 189, subject to Bill
of Mortgage No. 170636, produced 20th October,
1887 ,  registered 25th October, 1887, from Emanuel
Ferwell Crocker to John Thondley, principal su m
secured  £ 250, repayable 13th October, 1890,
interest at the rate of  £ 10 per centum per annum
payable quarterly :
Also, to  Bill of Mortgage  No. 177169,  produced
7th February ,  1888 ,  at 11 .7 a.m., registered 8th
February ,  1888 ,  from same to same ,  principal sum
secured £50 ,  repayablel 3th October ,  1890, interest
at the rate of  £ 10 per centum per annum payable
quarterly :
Will  be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public  Auction ,  at Lennon 's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane , on TUESDAY,  the Ninth day of
October next ,  at Twelve o'clock Noon ,  unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
1700
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff of Queensland.
lOs.
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
IN EQUITY.
No.  4,221  of  1887.
Between Charles Smiles, Plaintiff, and Ann Maria
Smiles, widow, William John Smiles, James
Smiles, Edward Smiles, George Smiles,
Alexander Grant and Charlotte his wife,
Frederick Smiles, Richard Joseph Smiles,
and Harrington Smiles, Alfred Smiles, and
Samuel Smiles, infants under the age of
twenty-one years, John S. Barrett, Richard
Hargreaves, Defendants.
F-j' AXE NOTICE, that you, having failed to
11 enter an appearance to the Statement of
Claim filed in this suit, a copy of which was served
upon you, Order to enter default of appearance
against you was made by this Honourable Court
on the twenty-second day of June last, and such
default has been entered accordingly, but you may,
notwithstanding such default, enter an appearance
to the Statement of Claim filed herein within seven
days from the publication of this notice, and that
you may thereafter, before this suit shall have
been heard and disposed of, apply specially to this
Honourable Court for leave to appear and defend
as this Honourable Court may direct, but such
appearance shall not affect any proceeding duly
taken or right already acquired by the plaintiff, or
prejudice the plaintiff's right to costs of such entry
of default or of any such proceeding.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1888.
W. L. MOORE,
Solicitor, 6 and 8, Exchange,
Agent for-
Bridge street, Sydney.
EMANUEL AND ROBERTSON,
Solicitors for the said Charles Smiles,
Tumut.
1685 8s. 6d.
ON  SALE, at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price,
6d. Postage, ld. additional.
J A,-,AE S C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE  at the Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th  year of the Reign of Her Majesty ,  touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables  of'  Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883 .  Price , Is.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE,  in pamphlet form, at the  Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" Tlie Stamp Duties Act  of 1866,"
" I%e Stamped Transfer Act  of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at  the Government Printing Office,
W illiam street , Brisbane:-
Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Munici alities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Derry octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s.  6d.; paper covers, 5s. Der copy
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF  THE QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Pheenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
1s. 10d. to Engiand and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
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JUST PUBLISHED.
« THE Justices Act of 1886," and  "The  OffendersProbation Act of  1886 ,"  with nn Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price, 2s .  6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS  AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.
A PA'.VIPHLE T bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial  Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto^k, now published ,  and on Sale at the Gov-
ernnment Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers .  Price, 4s. in cloth  ;  postage 8d. within,
and  is.  4.d. beyond ,  the Colony ,  extra.
In this Pamphlet wi ll  be found a brief and
popular description ,  with Illustrations ,  of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described ,  and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N
OW  Published ,  First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the  Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price ,  3s. Posted ,  3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
t
The GOPEE,NMENT PEINTxa acknowl edges the reeeip
of the following amounts :-
1888. £ s. d.
Aug. 18.-R. W. Thompson ... ... ... 0 3 0
18.-Waggamba Divisional Board ... 1 4 0IS.-T. Lilley ... ... ... ... 0 11 6
18.-Brassall Divisional Board ... 1 3 0
18.-W. Dawson ... ... 0 9 0
18.-Municipal Council, Ipswich ... 4 5 0
18.-D. Gunn ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
18.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... 0 6 0
„ 18.--E. B. Baker ... ... ... 1 0 0
18.-A. A. Wright - ... ... ... 0 1 1
18.-A. McCracken ... ... ... 0 0 7
18.-W. S. Taylor ... 0 3 0IS.-J. Ferrett ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 20.-S. R. Davis ... 0 0 11
20.-R. Wright ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
20.-D. McIntyre ... ... 0 5 0
20.-M. O'Byrne ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-R. Wright ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
20.-H. F. Elwyn ... ... ... 1 0 0
20.-F. T. Davey ... ... ... 0 6 0
20.-H. A. Crank ... ... ... 0 5 0
20.-A. Gowan ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 20.-T. Foote and Sons ... ... 0 2 6
20.- G. J. Young and Co. ... ... 4 10 0
20.-J. Mackay 0 5 0
20.-H. Magnay ... ... 4 2 0
20.-W. Curzon-Riggers ... ... 1 0 0
21.-J. H. Robertson ... ... ... 2 12 7
21.-W. O'Farrell ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 21.-T. B. Price ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-D. Payne ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
22.-J. Lenihan... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 22.-F. J. Thomas ... 0 1 4
23.-Glastonbury Divisional Board ... 2 0 0
„ 23.-C. J. Robinson ... ... 0 5 0
28.-A. M. Drysdale ... 0 6 6
23.-J. Bennett ... ... ... .•. 0 5 0
24.-J. Spier ... ... ... 0 7 624.-Marsland  Marsland ... 0 7 0
24.-J. Stockwell ... ... ... 0 0 6
24.-J. Lightfoot ... ... 0 3 0
24.-T. Buckland ... ... ... 18 10 0
„ 24.-H. Field ... ... ... 0 3 0
24.-C. Hoffmann ... .. .. 0 4 6
24.-S. H. Hyde ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 24.-F. Smith ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
24.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
24.-J. Graham .. ... 0 2 0
„ 24.-Rawbelle Divisional Board 1 0 0
24.-Cairns Chronicle ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 24.-W. F. Thompson ... ... ... 0 1 0
24.-E. Macaree ... ... 0 2 6
24.-W. Humphery ... ... ... 0 1 1
24.-J. W. Wilson ... ... ... 0 5 0
24.-E.  D'Arcy ... ... 966 ... 0 3 0
!mpaunbings.
&W Poundkeepers  are reminded that  Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the  coat
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba.
One bay horse, V over V near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 28th August, 1888, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN DALGLEISH, Poundkeeper.
1666  115.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from  enclosed  land, Bun-
danba. Driving, 6d. per head ;  trespass , 10s. per
head.
One bay mare, like 3VJ or 2VJ (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One creamy  mare,  black mane and tail, like NW1 near
shoulder, like illegible brand off shoulder, near hind
foot white, off hind foot nearly white.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1695 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac ,  from Aramac Station, on
17th July,  1888, by order of  W. Forsyth,  Esquire.
One red and white steer, bald face, V D0 (registered
brand) over 5 near thigh, notch point and bottom
near ear, banged tail.
If not released on or before the 4th September,. 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. F. THOMPSON, Poundkeeper.
1691 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, on the 11thAugusti,
1888.
One roan mare, OJV off shoulder.
One red and white steer, like blotched letter and Y7
(registered brand)  near ribs , piece out of top both
ears.
If not released on or before the 4th September, 1888,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN GRAHAM, Poundkeeper.
1696 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Mt. Hutton, on the
6th June, 1888, by order of Thos. Kirkaldy, Esquire.
Damages and  driving, 12s. 6d. (Released in mistake.)
One bay mare, AHB (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
bald face, near hind heel white.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 18890,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1654
J. LENIHAN , Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi,  on the  15th  August.
1888 , by order  of Dr .  Brownrigg .  Driving, 4d.
One grey gelding ,  B over RB near shoulder , bell off
shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 18th  September, 1888,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
1648
T. B. PRICE, Poundkeeper.
1s.
I MPOUNDED at Beenleigh, on the 20th August,1888.
One red and white cow, turned down horns, WQ1 on
back.
One red cow, WQ1 108 on off side ; calf at foot.
One light-roan cow, WG3, like CH2 on off aide, ear
marked ; calf at foot.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. O'FARRELL, Poundkeeper.
1647 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from enclosed lands,
Tinnenburra, on the 6th August, 1888, by order of
John McDonald, Esquire. Driving, 10s.
One bay gelding, blaze in face, off fore foot and off hind
foot white, green-hide strap on neck, writing capital
R near shoulder.
One black mare, cross over heart near shoulder, like 97
or 77 over bar in circle off shoulder, faint brand
(7J discernable)  near  thigh, green-hide strap on
neck.
1291
One bay  mare ,  white face ,  off fore foot and hind feet
white , Z7Z (registered brand )  off shoulder, T) (3(registered brand) near thigh.
One black mare ,  star and snip ,  JC over  3 near  shoulder.
One black gelding,  star  on forehead ,  JS over  cro ss near
shoulder.
One brown mare, TBL over 4 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star ,  fore feet white, W off
shoulder.
One chestnut mare, star and snip, WP (conjoined) near
shoulder, blotched brand like C8E over 2AU(registered brand) off shoulder.
One dark-bay or brown gelding, near hind foot white,
SAM (the S horizontally) near shoulder.
One grey mare, SAM (the S horizontally) near thigh.
One bay gelding, H over P (horizontally) or H over R
(horizontally) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th September, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1642
THOMAS LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
lle.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Richmond Downs,on the 4th August, 1888, by order of Arthur Craw-
ford, Esquire. Driving, 13s. 4d. per head.
One white bullock, swallow-tail near ear,  US2  (regis.
tered brand) near ribs.
One roan and white bullock, worker, slit near ear,
illegible blotched brand  near ribs.
One light-roan bullock, marked both  ears,  B  H2 (regis-
tered brand) off rump, COB (registered brand)
off ribs.
One white bullock, slit off ear, (nab (registered brand)
off rump.
One red and white bullock, marked off ear, like 3VB
(registered brand) over RJf3 (registered brand)
over 8 off ribs.
One white bullock,  red ears ,  marked off ear , like LB2
(registered brand ) blotched  off ribs.
One roan and white bullock, worker, marked off ear,R7N  (register d brand) off ribs.
One red bullock, bald face, marked near ear, like 5EN
(registered brand )  very faint near rump.
One white bullock, worker, marked both ears, ]Jl
(registered brand) near rump.
One red and white bullock, worker, marked off ear,
V A1  (registered brand) off ribs, No. 1 off cheek.
One spotted bullock, marked off ear, 1 A E (registered
brand) off ribs.
One roan bullock, marked both ears, worker, blotched
brand (first letter like H) near ribs.
One roan bullock, marked off ear, YA1 (registered
brand) off ribs.
One light- roan  bullock , marked near  ear, blotched brand
near ribs.
One red and white bullock, worker, marked off ear,
4AR (registered brand) off rump, T2C (regis-
tered brand) over )(7C (registered brand) off
ribs.
One  roan  bullock, dew-lapped,  marked near ear,  WW2
(registered brand )  near ribs ,  No. 0 near loin.
One red bullock, marked near ear, KbU (registered
brand) off ribs.
One spotted bullock ,  worker ,  swa ll ow -tail off ear, H M 1
(registered brand )  off ribs.
One spotted bullock ,  marked off ear, rope on neck,
LCO (registered brand)  off rump.
One white bullock, roan head, marked off ear, LC5
(registered brand) off ribs, blotched number off
cheek.
One red and white bullock, marked near ear, CRb
(registered brand) near rump.
One red bullock, speckled face, marked near ear, like
2NN (registered brand) off ribs.
One red and white poley cow, marked  near  ear, HG
near rump.
One  ro an and  white cow, dew-lapped,  marked near ear,
WW2 (registered  brand)  near ribs ,  No. 0 near
loin, No. 0 near cheek.
One red cow, slit off ear, (. Qb (registered brand) off
rump, No. 1 off neck.
One roan cow, bald face, marked near ear, TH conjoined
(the latter letter horizontally) near rump.
One roan cow, marked both ears, like D1C (re tered
brand-the last letter blotched) off ribs, like S6V
(registered brand) very faint near ribs.
One red and white bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One white cow, marked off ear, U O) ( (registered
brand )  off ribs.
One white bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One red cow, marked off ear, A 1(p (registered brand)
over 3 off rump.
One red bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One red and white cow, marked both ears, aL3
(registered brand )  near ribs, blotched brand off
ribs.
One red heifer calf, progeny ,  unbranded.
One roan cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One  roan heifer calf, progeny ,  unbranded.
One red cow, marked off ear , Al  CO (registe red brand)
over No. 5 off ramp, U C 1  (registe red brand) off
ribs.
One roan heifer, progeny, unbranded.
One red cow, E3C (registered brand) off ribs.
One red and white cow, marked off ear, 116)  ( (regis-
tered brand) off ribs, like No. 3 off cheek.
One spotted bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One red and white cow, marked both ears, illegible
brand over No. 6 near ribs, No. 7 near cheek.
One yellow and white cow, marked both  ears, B near
ribs ,  B near rump , EB J  (registered b an ) off ribs.
One red cow, marked  near  ear, AP2 (registered brand)
near rump.
One white cow, marked  off ear , YAl (registered
brand) off ribs.
One white bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One red cow, bald face, marked both  ears, OCN (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One red cow, slit off ear, Qii(nb (registered brand) off
rump, No. 9 off neck.
One spotted heifer calf, progeny, unbranded.
One yellow cow, marked off ear, UO)( (registered
brand) off ribs.
One red heifer calf, rogeny.
One roan cow, marked both ears, blotched brand over
blotched brand off ribs.
One red heifer calf, progeny, unbranded.
One white cow, marked  off ear , 11C3) ( (registered
brand) off ribs.
One roan sow, marked of ear, AHE (conjoined) off ribs.
One red cow, bald face, marked off ear, LOL (regis-
tered brand) over 6 off ribs.
One red and white  cow, NbZ (registered brand) off
rump.
One white cow, red ears, marked off ear, CA3 (regis-
tered brand) over 0 off ribs.
One roan cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One white cow, marked off ear,  U(5>( registered
brand) off ribs.
One red cow, marked both ears, symbol like rising sun
or spur brand near ribs.
One white cow, marked near ear, TH conjoined (last
letter horizontal) near rump.
One roan cow, murked both ears, symbol like rising sun
or spur brand near ribs, No. 2 near rump.
One roan cow, marked  off ear , DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One red cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One red bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One roan cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One red heifer calf, progeny, unbranded.
One red cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One red bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One roan cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
One roan bull calf, progeny, unbranded.
One roan cow, marked off ear, 112Y (registered brand)
off rump.
One red heifer, progeny, unbranded.
One roan and white cow, slit near ear, G'301 (registered
brand) near rump, 2 UQ (registered brand) off
loin.
One red and white cow, marked  near ear, K5U (regis.
tered brand) off ribs.
One bull calf, bald face, progeny, unbranded.
One roan cow, marked off ear, UO) ( (registered brand)
off ribs, No. 2 off cheek.
One white cow, marked off ear ,  DOT (registered
brand) off ribs.
One red cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
over No. 5 off ribs.
One light-roan cow, marked both  ears, T5Y (registered
brand) over blotched number near ribs.
One red cow, marked off ear, DOT (registered brand)
off ribs.
If not released on or before the 31st August, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1642
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
82s.
Printed and  Published by JAsLus C. REAL, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane ,  25th August, 1888.
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urnnnrnf
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLIV.] SATURDAY, 25TH AUGUST, 1888.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of Thomas Edols,
William Wright the elder, and William
Wright the younger, for Letters Patent for an
Invention of " Edol's Rotary Wool-scouring
Machine."
OTICE is hereby g i ven, that the abovemen-
tioned Thomas Edols, of Burrawong, near
Forbes, New South Wales, William Wright
the elder, and William Wright the younger, both
of Melbourne, Victoria, have applied, under the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," for leave to amend the Specifi-
cation of their said invention, alleging as their
reason for so doing " to satisfy a requisition made
by the Registrar calling upon the applicants for
amendment."
The Amendments proposed  areas  follows, viz[Reference being had to amended copy of Specifiea-
cation lodged in Patent Office, Brisbane.]
Page 3,-
Lines 13, 14, 15, and 16, cancelled.
Page 4,-
Lines 1, 2, and 3, cancelled, being the whole
of their claim, and the following inserted
in lieu thereof, viz.:-We wish it to be
understood that we do not  claim as our
invention any of the constructed parts of
the machine hereinbefore described and
contained in the drawing herewith, but we
do claim as our invention  and as  a novelty
in the said machine an adaption of old
parts which consists in the combination of
the action of a vertical sheet of water
descending at high pressure from the jet
(marked A on drawing) upon the wool
floating in the tub (marked A on drawing)
with the rotary action of the tub by the
simultaneous  operation of which two
actions the wool  contained  in the tub is
cleansed.
Any person  or persons  intending to appose the
said application  for amendment must leave par-
ticulars ,  in writing  (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within  one calendar  month from
the date hereof.
Dated this twenty-second day of August, 1888.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
[No. 96.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted
an appplication for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
David Hutton, of Adelaide, South Australia, for an
invention described as " An Improved Method of
Calcining Pyrites and Other Gold-bearing Ores."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant  is nod  entitled to a Patent  for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
David Hutton, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
} OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 j an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Andrew Robertson Dunnett, of Woolein Creek,
Rannes, Rockhampton, Queensland, for an inven-
tion for " The Extraction of Gold from Auriferous
Pyrites."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Andrew Robertson 1)unnett,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan  application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received  from
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William Fyvie, of Ripple Creek, Ingham,  Queens-
land ,  for an invention described as " Hydro-
Pneumatic  Brush."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to  my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention  to recommend that a
Patent  be granted for the said invention to the said
William Fyvie,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Sykes Josephine
and Company, of 33, Great Castle street,
London, corset manufacturers, have applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs,  and Trade Marks Art,  1884,"  to register
in Class 38 , in respect of Articles of Clothing,
including  Ladies' and Children's Underclothing,
Corsets,  Stays, &c., a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
DYKES'  CORSET.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land  Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction  that the applicants are  not  entitled to have
the same  registered, in compliance with such
application , or that there  exists no  legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that J .  M. Mackenzie
and Company ,  of Wishaw ,  Lanarkshire,
North Britain ,  distillers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  " The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to  register in Class 43, in
respect of  Whisky, a Trade M ark of which the
following is a  representation:-
CLYDESDALE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to have the same regis-
tered, in compliance with such application, or that
there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I
intend to register the said Trade Mark, in accor-
dance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd  August, 1888.Nj T OTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers,1, of Warrington, Lancashire, England, soap
manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884." to register in Class 47, in respect
of Soaps of all Descriptions, Detergents, Starch,
Blue,  Candles, and all Preparations for Laundry
or Toilet Purposes, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
SUNLIGHT
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal imp6diment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 23rd August, 1888.
1`t J
OTICE is hereby given, that John Dickinson and Company, of 65, Old Bailey, London, paper
manufacturers , have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to  register  in Class 39, in respect  of Paper (except Paper Hangings) and
Stationery , a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark , in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that John Dickinson and Company, Limited, of 65, Old Bailey, London,paper manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 39,  in respect of Paper  (except Paper Hangings) and
Stationery,  a Trade Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
11 LONDON
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to m
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered in compliance with sue
application , or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-fifth day of August, 1888.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed inthe fiftieth year of Her Majesty's reign,intituled  "An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Quarantine,"  it is
amongst other things enacted, that when a ship arrives from beyond sea at
any port or place in Queensland, on board of which there is, or has been,
during the voyage, any infectious or contagious disease, the Governor in
Council may make such Orders as may by him be deemed necessary with
respect to the performance of Quarantine by the said ship and her
passengers :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the fourth instant, it was
ordered that the Steamship " Duke of Argyll," which had recently arrived
from London, and on board of which the infectious disease known as
Measles then existed, should be placed in Quarantine, and that the Passengers
by the said Steamship for Townsville should perform Quarantine at the
Quarantine Station at Magnetic Island, and that the said Steamship and the
remainder of the Passengers should perform Quarantine at the Quarantine
Station at Peel Island :
And whereas the Health Officer at Brisbane has certified that
Quarantine has been duly performed by a portion of the Married Passengers
by the said Steamship, numbering eighty-five souls, at Peel Island, and that
the said Passengers may, without danger to the public health, be released :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance of the authority vested in him by the
said Act, doth Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the said Passengers
shall be discharged from Quarantine.
And the Chief Secretary is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd August, 1888.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES BAYLEY WILLIAMS
to be Inspector of Pacific Islanders and Labourers,
and Assistant Immigration Agent, at Mackay, in the
room of A. R. MacDonald, transferred.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Chief  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor , with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR  NIXON
to be Clerk in the Pacific Island Labour Office, and
Assistant Inspector of Pacific Islanders ,  at Mackay,
in the room  of Charles B. Williams , promoted.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd August, 1888.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
DAVID HAMILTON
to be an Alderman of the Borough of Gayndah, in the
room of H. Connolly, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Liquor Act,"  been pleased
to appoint
TABLE Top
to be a place at which Liquor may be disposed of
by wholesale.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSG}BAVE, ehael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-first
year  of Her Majesty' s reign,  intituled  " An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other arts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to  appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or
in any part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient  to proclaim Wednesday, the 29th  instant,
being  the first day of the Annual Race Meeting
of the Cloncurry Jockey Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Cloncurry : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in  that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 29th  instant , shall,
within the Town of Cloncurry, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above -recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[.L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. IvsGRAVS, chael  and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WTHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-eighth yearof Her Majesty's reign, i tituled
An Act to make better Provision for Securing and
Maintaining the Public Health,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, from time to time, by Proclamation, declare
that all or any of the provisions of the Third
and Fourth Parts of the  said  Act shall be in force
in any Municipality or Division, or any Subdi-
vision thereof, in addition to the  Municipa li ties or
Divisions enumerated in the said Act, and that
upon the publication of any such Proclamation
the said parts of the said Act, or such provisions
thereof as shall be declared in the Proclamation,
shall extend to and be in force in the Municipality,
Division, or Subdivision mentioned therein : And
whereas it is deemed expedient to extend the provi-
sions of- the Third and Fourth Parts of the said Act
to the Division of Bulloo : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSORAV F, the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance  of the authority vested in me by the said
Act, and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, declare that the pro-
visions  of the said Third and Fourth Parts of the
said Act shall henceforth be in force in the Division
of Bulloo.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty -second day of
August, in  the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and eighty- eight, and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.Gon SAVE TH7! QuEICw  I
PROCLAMATION.
By Has Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distmguished Order of St. Ali-A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St.  George, Governor
Governor .  and  Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
second  year of the  reign  of Her present
Majesty, intituled  " An Act to Consolidate and
Amend the Laws relating to Municipal Institutions,
and to provide more effectually for Local Govern-
ment,"  it is amongst  other things enacted thatit shall
be lawful for the Governor in Council, upon receipt
of a petition signed by the majority of the proprietors
of any portion or  section  of land within a Munici-
pality, or at the request of the Council of a Munici-
pality, by Proclamation, to declare such portion or
section  to be of the first class, for the purposes of
the said Act: And whereas I have been requested
by the Municipal Council of Cairns to declare the
portion within the said Municipality, hereinafter
described, to be of the first class  for the purposes of
the said Act : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the authority vested in me by the said recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim, and declare  Section 2, within the Munici-
pality of Cairns, to be of the first class for the
purposes of the said recited Act.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-second day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAYS T317 QIIEEN l
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.]' Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventh
1 1 year of  Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "  An
Act to enable certain Public Hospitals to sue and
be sued in  the names of their Treasurer and to pro-
vide for the taking and holding of Real Property .
belonging to such Hospitals respectively,"  it is
among  other things enacted, that whenever the
Governor shall deem it expedient to extend the
provisions of the said recited Act to any hospital
thereafter to be established in any town of the said
colony not mentioned in the said Act, it shall and
may be lawful for the said Governor to declare the
same , by Proclamation to be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  :  Now, therefore, I, the Governor
aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
extend the provisions of the said recited Act, as
amended by  a certain  other Act of Council passed
in the thirteenth year of Her said Majesty's reign,
and numbered twenty, and by a certain other Act
of Council  passed in  the twenty-sixth year of Her
said Majesty's reign ,  and numbered one, and by a
certain other  Act of Council  passed  in the twenty-
ninth year of Her said Majesty's reign, and
numbered  nineteen , to the Hospital at Eidsvold,
which Acts, from the date hereof, shall be deemed
and taken to apply to the said Hospital to all
intents and purposes as fully and effectually as if
the said Hospital were specially named in the
said first -recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight,  and in tho
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVA THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  Jsatas C. BSAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. FaExca, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1888.
No. 714.
T HE following appointments, promotions, resig-nations, and transfers will take effect from
above date, where not otherwise stated:-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
No. 151, Sapper S. I. Britten, is granted six
months' leave of absence.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
"E" Company.
The resignations ,  under Regulation 204, of No.
74, Lance -Corporal  F. Wood,  and No .  75, Private
J. Hi ll , are accepted.
"F" Company.
No. 41 ,  Private P. Adams,
No. 49, Private J. Duan,
No. 61 ,  Private C. Rossnar,
No. 68, Private C.  Cross,
No. 69, Private S .  Herring,
No. 71,  Private H .  Larter,
No. 72, Private R. Gee,
No. 86, Private W. Watterson,
are dismissed for non-attendance .  Regulation 204
to be compli ed with.
The above to bear date 27th February , 1888._
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS
"A" Company.
Lieutenant W. R. Strong is appointed to be a
Captain . 11th  July, 1888.
HEAD -QUARTERS' BAND.
The resignation ,  under Regulation 204, of Bands-
man H .  Nilsen is accepted.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
THE WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  REGIMENT.
The resignation ,  under Regulation 204, of No.
94, Private R. Gillespie is accepted.
John Thacker Wearin is appointed to be a
Lieutenant.
"B" Company.
The resignations of
No. 26, Private F. Johnson,
No. -, Private C. Proske,
No. -, Private W. Miles, and
No. -, Private R. Gillespie,
are accepted.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
" A " Company.
The transfer of No. 82, George Milne, A.B.,
Marine Defence Force, to the abovenamed Com-
pany of the Land Service is approved.
"B" Company.
The resignations under Regulation 204 of
No. 175, Colour-Sergeant Hinton,
No. 173, Private Bosworth,
No. 149, Private J. Gobns,
No. 171, Private Latchford,
No. 132, Private Matherson,
No. 178, Private Wilson,
No. 131, Private R. Ball,
No. 172, Private Beatham,
No. 146, Private W. Eaton,
No. 164, Private Hancox,
No. 151, Private C. Martin,
No. 166, Private Thomas, and
No. 156, Private J. W. Pease.
No. 715.
ALL buglers of every Metropolitan Corps will
parade for instruction under the Bandmaster of
the Head-Quarters' Band at the National School,
Adelaide street, every Wednesday evening at 7
p.m. The Sergeant Drummer of the Moreton
Regiment will attend and keep an attendance roll,
and draw attention to the continued absence at any
time of any member.
No. 716.
OFFicxns Commanding Corps who require Guard
Books for filing Correspondence, Delivery Vouchers,
and Receipts, are requested to make early applica-
tion to the Brigade-Major for same.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the thirty-first day of August, 1888.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fiftieth year ofHer Majesty's reign,
intituled  "An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Quarantine,"  it is
amongst other things enacted, that when a ship arrives from beyond sea at
any port or place in Queensland, on board of which there is, or has been,
during the voyage, any infectious or contagious disease, the Governor in
Council may make such Orders as may by him be deemed necessary with
respect to the performance of Quarantine by the said ship and her
passengers :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the fourth instant, it was
ordered that the Steamship Duke of Argyll," which had recently arrived
from London, and on board of which the infectious disease known as
Measles then existed, should be placed in Quarantine, and that the Passengers
by the said Steamship for Townsville should perform Quarantine at the
Quarantine Station at Magnetic Island, and that the said Steamship and the
remainder of the Passengers should perform Quarantine at the Quarantine
Station at Peel Island :
And whereas the Health Officer at Brisbane has certified that
Quarantine has been duly performed by ninety-nine Single Male Immigrants
and one Saloon Passenger by the said Steamship, at Peel Island, and that
the said Passengers may, without danger to the public health, be released :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance of the authority vested in him by the
said Act, doth Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the said Passengers
shall be discharged from Quarantine.
And the Chief Secretary is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk  of the  Council.
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